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on assault charges

Hyprtments in

Ip hiilie caused '*a lot of

tn llnicominuntty and a

isiti«,%A8 been brought
iv«r9tty todoal wiih the

(Sairitshtp currently
code provision that

rafflifts a tiiigle housekeeping

unit to consist only of individuals

who are related by blood, mar-

riage, or by law, with not more
than one unrelated person living

in thehouseor apartment. Similar

provisions exist in other sur-

rounding con^munities. Lower
Merion's zoning code allows no
more than three unrelated persons

to live together, and Upper Merion
allows 9t;^.ii9$^ • five unrelated

ther.

ity Developmeot forSid-
AorT«wn8h%"Thei)evisedhou8-
isig oo<ie s«yt that iht owner of

a dwelUagMrs tht reap^iaibilitir

fortlienumberolunr^liMMOpie
livtot in tlbutdw^nf." Fle^ aaid

fliat owners and: renters who
. violate the cods face fines ranging
from $50 to $300, either on a per

day ora one-time basis, depending
4p|,^|he situation. He said it is

cwtemary to cite both owners and
renters, and then "to sort it [the

situation] out down at the district

justice's [office).

"Sometimes in the past, a cited

•wner has said, 'I rented to two
college students. I didn't know
that four st

li^^f^thoiftv

saki that it is

determme wbei

;?>.;**.
end up

, He also

easy to

owner or

Dr. Kidiard A. Neville* vice pres-
i^HttDT Student Life.

(Photo by Schmid)

the renter is at fault. Fleig said

it is hoped that the prospect of a

fine will deter owners from rent-

ing in violation of the zoning code.

Fleig said of the code, "We're

not trying to shut students out of

Radnor Township. We're merely

trying to protect the area." Ac-

cording to Fleig, the Township
doigs not actively go looking for

violators of the zoning code. "You
(Continued on page 7)

A brief excursion off-campus
duringli lull in orientation activ-

ities turned into an overnight stay

in the Lower Merion Police Station

for three Villanova freshmen,
arrested Sept. 1 for the alleged

assault of a 38-year-old Bryn
Mawr man.
A verbal exchange between the

three male students and a resident

who had told the students to lower

the noise level, accelerated into a

physical dispute. According to the

criminal complaint reported by
the polk:e, the three suspects "did

attack [the victim] forcing him to

the ground and continually
punched and kicked him about the

head and body, causing bruises

and lacerations."

The students were apprehended
by Patrolman Craig McGowan at

approximately 11 p.m. on Radnor/
Street in Bryn Mawr, after polic^

ny fttanova students have
is JliMhim,

0r TowBStiiii
becajBse of the code^ qr have later

been dted for vk>lattons after it

is discovered they are living in

groups of three ore more.

Neville said that recently many
Radnor Township residents have

called for the township commis-

sioners to deal with the problems

created by groups of students

living in the township. As a result

of this pressure, Neville said that

the township has changed its

tactk:s, amending its housing code

this past summer so that now
owners, as well as renters, can be

fined for violations of the zoning

code.

According to Michael D. Fleig,

director of the Department of

It*s September ... Do yov know where your classes are? . . . And aren't you glad to be back?
- ^ Photo by Schmid

taxes may rise
By BRIAN D. WEBB

Over "400 Villanova students

would have to pay up to $500 in

federal income taxes next year if

the tax bill currently under con-

sideration in Congress is passed,

several financial aid administra-

tors said this week.
Private and public grants, ath-

letic schjijarshtpe and student

kMins could all be treated as

taxable income, dependingon how
tile wtfdiflgofthe bill is interpret-

ed by Congress, according to

Viooent Femis, director of Finan-

The hiU abo calls for the ehifi-

iaaliaB ol the tax dedttctihility of
intereat payaieats on student
kMs. OtkersMpacts in tltt kifl are

iPTlMtiinMdtf ilwiiuMi ilaaa

tians to ttnivaralties leas advaiih

a student depends on personal
income and grants or scholar-

ships, the more he or she will pay
on federal income taxes.

'The biirs ridiculous," said

Femia. "The students who really

need the money are going to get

hurt."

The provision is expected to

affect most students who receive

financial aid to attend private

"IteMTt

colleges, since the cost of attend-

ing such schools often greatly

exceeds the $4,900 tax-exempt

ceiling.

Most of the students who will

be affected at Villanova are or-

phans, wards of the court, foster

children, or students whose fam-

ilies are on welfare or are collect-

ing unemployment benefits, Fe
mia said. He estimated that

approximately 200 Villanova stu-

dents are receiving aid for such
reasons.

"It's contradictory," Femia
sakL "The government tells us to

help the underprivileged by giving

them aid. Then they turn around
and tax them."

tax requirements
for otiier scholar-

dHpa. ittchadiogpttblicaiidpffrate

md
aM,hHt Fsana aays

iA«WMe that the Dapvt-
iwilibei

fMl hi Ihiir MMm aitota to

would gradually phase out, over

five years, the tax deductability

of interest paid on educational

loans. The average Villanova

student will owe $5,500 and many
will owe over $10,000 on loans of

9 percent, according to Financial

Aid statistics. Eliminating the

deduction will cost graduates who
•owe $10,000 approximately $200
each year, Femia said.

Many students will be forced to

reconsider post graduate studies,

said Audrey D'Arasio, director of

(Continued on page 9)

received numerous complaints

concerning a disorderly group.

The thilis were hekl on charges

of aci||¥ated assault, simple
assault, narassment, conspiracy,

disorderly conduct and underage

drinking.

The evening began with the

intention to visit some girls at

Harcum Junior College, explained

one of the accused students. In

route to the college from Bryn
Mawr train station, the students

purchased some beer.

The three arrested students

and an additional friend were
standing in a courtyard talking to

some girls through a window
when a security guard from the

Baldwin School chased them onto

Radnor Street. The Baldwin
School security guard reported to

police that the youths had been

"yelling and cursing and drinking

beer."

(Continued on paf^e 9)

Student

leaders

begin

reform
By JOHANNE C. SHARP

In an attempt to become a more

effective representative body and

to meet the needs of all students,

the 1986-87 Student Government
xr^ted an entirely new govern-

mental structure over the

summer, Joe Allman, student

body president said Tuesday.

Issues such as alternative meal

plans, tuition and student fee

increases, Fall Break anad ex-

tended semesters, parking and

towing policies, over-priced books,

off-campus housing and the Stu-

dent Directory have been ad-

dressed by one of the four main
departments of Public Relations,

Internal Affairs, External Affairs

and Academic Affairs.

Allman said that personnel

from Food Services have joined

Student Government's Alterna

live Meal Plan Committee, and an

official proposal is expected within

three or four weeks. The proposal

will incorporate information ob-

tained from other schools, both

similar and dissimilar to Villa-

nova, about their meal plans. All-

man said the proposal might
possibly include different options,

for instance a 15-meal -per-week
plan.

(Continued on page 5)
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Help Wanted! Anyone interested in

serving as a Lector/Reader at Sunday
Eucharist please contact the Campus
Ministry Office (x4080). Soon we will

meet to prepare for this important
ministry.

lcliolw»fci|i»
The University Fellowship Commit-

tee is accepting applications for the
Villanova nomination for Rhodes, Mar-
shall, and Fulbright Scholarships.
These generous scholarships are de-

signed to support one or more years of

study and research abroad. The Com-
mittee is also accepting applications for

the Truman Scholarships. These pro-

vide full tuition for two years of under-

graduate education and two additional

years of graduate or professional school.

For further information and applica-

tions, contact the Honors Program
Office, Falvey Library, fourth floor.

Applications are due Sept. 17.

Mass Schedule
The new schedule for Sunday student

masses is as follows:

Corr Chapel, 1 1 a.m.

Main Chapel, 4 p.m., 6 p.m., 8 p.m., 10
p.m.

Attentien
Cemmuters
Avoid the crowded lines in Connelly

Center! The Day Hop in Dougherty Hall

is now open for lunch! Use it!

Prefect Sunshine
Project Sunshine volunteers will be

*on the road' by the last week of Sept.

If you haven't already given your
schedule of free times for volunteering

this semester, please be sure to stop in

at 121 Tolentine before Sept. 17. For
more information call 645-4079.

Flag Feetball

The Intramural Department needs
officials for its Fall Flag Football

League. Anyone interested should
contact Tim Reger or Mike Sleece in the

Alumni Gym Office. All officials will be

paid for their work.

Oet Invelved

The Internal Affairs Dept. of Student

Government needs students to assist in

projects concerning the meal plan,

security/parking, co-ed housing, and
tuition/financial aid. Positions are

available for committee chairpersons

and workers. Contact John Floyd and
Terise Fusco in 204 Dougherty Hall for

more information.

Ii Ic

A classical Pakistani/Indian musical

concert featuring Salamat and Sharafat

Ali Khan and group will be held on Sept.

13 at 8 p.m. in the Connelly Center

Cinema. Student tickets are $7; all

others, $10.

There will be a brief organizatkNuU

meetif^ on Sept. 16 at 9-30 p.m. We Irill

be iMitmg in the Magatinf office on

the «ra«iid floor of St. M«T'a HsU,

a^Maiit to the YiMrhaak otfMe (Mtow
tlMi^pM). TlMaa MlaMtlii in ««ii||
WMi iia alMMld atlasd iiMa ouriM7
aiatf will ki fioattaid at tMa IkM.
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MkeK»b
The Wissahickon Wheelers Bike Club

hosts their Third Annual *'Ride for the
Hill Of It!" on Sept. 28 at 8:30 a.m.
Riders may select from three rides, 8,

35 or 65 miles. For registration and
additional information, contact Hank
O'Donnell at 257-7345 or 643-0601.

Mark^thm Soctoty
The Marketing Society will hok! its

first meeting on Sept. 16 in Room 216,
Bartley Hall at 12:45 p.m. All interested,

please attend. New members welcome.

kead Rfldly
All those registered for the ACS Road

Rally, please meet in the Old Field House
lot at 8:30 a.m. on Sept. 14.

Sffvdentt
On Wednesday in Tolentine Hall

Room 305, a student assembly is being
held to discuss any issues that affect

students. All students are welcome to

attend this meeting. More information
can be obtained in the Student Govern-
ment Office, Dougherty Hall Room 204.

Pro-Law Society

On Sept. 24 at 3:30 p.m. in the West
Lounge the Pre-Law Society welcomes
all new students and faculty to attend
our first meeting. Guest speaker is

Denise McGarry, Director of Admissions
at Villanova Law School. Important
topics such as the LSAT test and proper
application style will be discussed.

Amnosty
inftomcrtlOHMl ' ^
Amnesty International of Villanova

University will have its first meeting
on Sept. 15 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center
for Peace and Justice Education. Join us
in working for the release of those who
are in prison for the non-violent expres-

sion of their personal beliefs.

Besinest Center
The Small Business Development

Center will hold an informational

meeting on Sept. 16 in Bartley 209. All

interested juniors and seniors are

encouraged to attend.

Karcrte CIvb
The Villanova Karate Club meets

Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7-9 p.m.

in St. Mary's Gym. Beginners welcome!

Anti-AparthoM
The Villanova Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion invites all students to attend the

first meeting for this semester at 206

Dougherty Hall on Sfept. 15 at 3:30 p.m.

Si«M Laagocigo

Introduction to Sign Language will be

offered by the Offke of Continuing
Education for six Tuesday evenings

beginning Oct. 7 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

and costs $45 for Villanova students.

The textbook, whkrh costs $10, can be

pufxrhaaed in the Continuiof Education
Offke, 209 Vasey Hall. For more tnior*

matkm and registratkm, call 645-4303.

TiMvawiUbtaii
IM iklMt tiM ViOiMMI

Ulii«i7t»6a».,in
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An informal reception for part-time

faculty, deans and department chairp^;
sons will be held Sept. 23 in the Wayne-'

St. David's Rbom of the Connelly Center
from 3:30 to 6 p.m. The new F^rt-time

Faculty Handbook will be available at

that time. Light refreshments will be
served. ' *

s . V

Kit eff

Knights of Columbus will have their
first meeting on Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m.
in the West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.
All members are expected to attend and
new members are most welcome. All
inquiries can be directed to the Campus
Ministry Office.

ACS Meeting
The next general meeting for the ACS

will be held on Sept. 18 at 12:45 p.m.

in the Connelly Center Cinema. Upcom-
ing events will be discussed.

PHm Series
The Women's Studies Film Series

will begin on Sept. 16 in the Connelly
Center Cinema with the film "The Life

and Times of Rosie the Riveter." The
film is at 12:15 p.m. and is free and open
to the public.

Ingineering
Jeint Cevncil

The Engineering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday at 5 p.m. in

the Bryn Mawr Room of Connelly
• Center. All engineers are welcome!
Class representative nominations for

upperclassmen start Sept. 15 and last

through Sept. 24.

PvlktiMO Pross
lotomshlps
The Washington office of Senator

Gary Hart has openings for journalism
and political science students interested
in full-time press internships for fall and
winter 1986. Contact Jim Desler, Ginny
Terzano or Kevin Sweeney at 202-224-
5852.

Offf-CoMpos

Hooshis
Any students who have experienced

conflicts with local township author-
ities, in regard to off-campus housing,
are encouraged to contact the Student
Government Office in 204 Dougherty
Hall as soon as possible.

MmIc Ministry
There will be a meeting for anyone

interested in playing or singing at the

liturgies on campus on Sept. 18 at 8:30

p.m. in St. Rita Chapel. New students

welcome.

Anyone interested m helping found a

Sigma Chi fraternity here at ViliMiova

CQBtact Rich Goush, 2Q6 FaiigM HaU,
525-9206, or in BoK 2826, Kennedy Hall.

Campus Ministry is sponsoring a

seven-day trip to Haiti. To reserve a

space, or for more information, contact

Beth Hassel in Campus Ministry, 645-

4060, before Sept. 15.

If you have a G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
and have not received a letterconcerning
Who's Who, please contact the Dean of

Students Office in Room 213 of Dough-
erty Hall.

COmVOi^'OMd

The^ ACS provides free coffee and
doughnuts for all commuters and OCRs
every week in the North Lounge,
Dougherty Hall. Next week it will be
held on Sept, 17 from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Join us!

CliessCleb
There will be a meeting to find out

about the Chess Club at Villanova. The
meeting is to be held in the East Lounge
of Dougherty Hall at 6 p.m. on Sept.
17.

Panhollonic Rush
Sorority Rush registration will con-

tinue until Sept. 17. Sign-up tables are

located in the Connelly Center, Dough-
erty, and Donahue Hall between 1 i a.m-.-

2 p.m. and 4:30-6:30 p.m. Registration

forms can also be picked up and turned

into the Student Activities Office, 214
Dougherty. The $10 registration fee

must be paid when turning in the forn^.

Wonon's Oloo Clob
The Villanova Women's Glee Club

will be having an informational meeting
in John Barry Hall for prospective new
members from 6-8 p.m. on Sept. 15,

Room 204.

Peiiticat Unien
The Villanova Political Union's first

open forum of the semester will be Sept.

15 at 7:30 p.m. in the Day Hop cafeteria,

Dougherty Hall. Our featured speaker

will be U.S. Representative Tom
Foglietta.

PriJMircrtlon
Anyone interested in preparing for

the Sacrament of Confirmation can
contact Linda in Campus Ministry, 645-

4080, the lower level otSt. Rita's Hall.

llMolosy

Professor Rosemary Radford Reuther
will speak on Monday in the Villanovan

Room, C.C. at 8 p.m. on the topic "Can
Christianity be liberated from Patri-

archy?'* Professor Reuther is a well

known Catholic feminist theologian

who teaches at Northwestern
University.

mmit kt typtd, dambU-
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By MARY E,4^fllA|UB9T

"Some people thinlL we need
1000 tnew bedsl. I tWnk we could
eaafly use 500 pretty quickly/'^
said Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president of Student Life.

According to Neville, a Program
Committee for Utw Dorms was
established durii^ the summer to

expk>re "What We want to do. Do
we want new dorms like St.

Monica's and Katharine or do we
want apartn^ents or would some-
thing else be better?"

The Rev. George F. Bumell,
O.S.A., assistant to the president

and chairman of thie nine-member
committee said that so far the

.:7!TVi^r:"^'
liliHm iloims

committee is "just talking. W«
ire tii^ to come to a determi-
nation of what the school

"We liave a hope that wenUfht
be able to have a completed build-

ing by fall 1988, if it is determined
that we do need to build. At this

point, though, w^ don't know
whether we would need oneor two
[dormitories]. We have no model
and no location as of yet/' he said.

Burnell said that after three or

four more meetings the committee
would have a clearer idea of what
was needed. He expects to send
a complete report to the president

within six months.

When asked if building new

4proia woukl intqiere with the
'^University Senate*^ recent resolu-

tion to make constructing an
academic building first priority,

Neville said no. He admitted that

there is an acute need for faculty

offices. He explained, though, that

the new fire safety codes for

dormitories are strict and that it

might be more efficient to build

new dorms instead of upgrading
old dorms. Then old dorms lilK

Corr Hall could be converted into

offices since the fire codes for

offices are not as strict.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-

ment secretary of External Af-

fairs, believes that there should

(Continued on page 4)

Ibu^nor restricts parliing
ByJOANNE L. CONRAD

Parking problems may escalate

this school year because for the

first time, junior and senior on-

campus residents are not guaran-
teed parking stickers and must
submit to a lottery system, accord-

ing to Dr. Richard A. Fkvilte, vice

president for Student Life.

Neville said that the fact that

more students will be denied

stickers could add to public rela-

tions problems with Radnor
Township. Radnor residents are

already upset about students who
bring their cars to school and then

park them on residential streets

surrounding the University be-

cause they cannot get a University

parking sticker.

According to a spokesperson for

Radnor Township police, some
streets nearby the University now
have signs posted every 80 feet

that prohibit parking during
certain hours.^The spokesperson

said that parking is prohibited not

just in the spots near the signs,

but in the entire area surrounding

the signs. Violators have been
found duringroutine police checks
and by following up residents'

complaints.

Some students, such as Beth
Glass, a senior at Villanova, have
noticed that, "A lot of people don't

like Villanova students because of

the parking problems on township
streets." Glass reported that three

„

weeks before school started, she"

found a note from an irate resident

on her car, which was parked
down the street from her apart-

ment on Conestoga Avenue. The
note read in part, "Why don't you

(Continued on page 9)

There are no immediate plans to increase parking, according to Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president for Student Life.

In the
r

News
New V.U. Law School dean named

Dr. Steven P. Frankino was
recently named dean of the

Villanova University School of

Law. replacing Dr. John E.

Murray. Jr.

Frankino, presently serving

as dean of the School of Law
at Catholic University, will

assume his new position in

January 1987, according to the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president.

Frankino was a member of

the Villanova Law School fa-

culty from 1966 to 1971. He left

to become dean of the Creight-

on University School of Law in

Omaha, Neb. He returned to

his alma mater. Catholic Uni-

versity, in 1979 to head its Law
School.

Murray, who came to Villan-

ova two years ago from the

University of Pittsburgh, will

be returning there to devote

more time to scholarship and

research as a Distinguished

Service Professor in the School

of Law.

M.E.C.

Alumni elected to Board of Trustees

The Honorable Robert N.C.

Nix and Louis T. Donatelli

have been recently elected to

five-year terms to serve on the

University Board of Trustees,

according to the Rev. Edward

J. McCarthy, O.S.A., board

chairman.

Nix, a 1950 Villanova grad-

uate with honors, has held the

positions of deputy attorney

general of Pennsylvania, Phi-

ladelphia Court of Common
Pleas judge and chief justice of

the Supreme Court of the state

of Pennsylvania. Also, Pope
John Paul II recently named
Nix a knight of the Order of

Saint Gregory in recognition of

his distinguished service to the

church.

Donatelli graduated from
Villanova's College of Com-
merce and Finance in 1956 and
became involved in the invest-

ment and stock brokerage busi-

ness. Since 1973 and Donatelli

has been employed in real

estate development in the Wa-
shington, D.C., and southern

Maryland areas. He is present-

ly leadership chairman of the

University's $25 million Cov-

enant II campaign. He is also

president and sole stockholder

of Donatelli and Klein, a firm

that obtains real estate, prim-

arily office buildings and hous-

ing projects for development.

J.CS.

'w
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Join Villanova 's

Award -Winning Newspaper

VILLANOVAN
RECRUITMENT MEETING

Thurs. Sept. 18 at 8 p.m.

Day Hop - Dougherty Hall

Opportunities for writers, photographers

and interested individvxils,

EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
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y.U. may buy St.Mary's
By NATAUE McKENNA

Negotiations are still pending
this week on the purchase of St.

Mary's Hall by Villanova Univer-

sity from the Augustinian Order,

but, according to the Rev. jfohn P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,

the n^otiations should be final-

ized within the next year.

Stack said there has always
existed a "unique relationship"

between the University and the

Augustinians.

St. Mary's Hall was funded by
the Augustinians and officially

TliT' \:iti(MiM! Ordrr of OnK'ir:^

opened for use by the seminarians

in 1964. At that time, the Order

turned over both St. Rita's and
Corr halls for use by the

University.

"One of the consequences of

Vatican Council II was a decrease

in vocations to the priesthood,"

Stack said. When the number of

seminarians dropped to about 60

men, the Order moved to Rforiar-

ty, St. Clare's, Geraghty, and
Stone halls. Since the time of this

move in the early '70s. the Uni-

versity has rented St. Mary's from

the Augustinian Order.

oi 11 ii: V\ 1. i:k

LEELOSCIALE

Ord^r of Omega is pleased to announce that our
first Greek of the Week for the 1986 school year is

Lee Losciale. Although Lee comes all the way from
Inverness, Fla., he had no trouble becoming "well
adjusted" to Villanova life. Chosen as an Orientation
Counselor his sophomore year, Lee quickly moved
up in the world, becoming a member of the Steering
Committee this year. This wild and crazy junior
international business major is currently serving as
President of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. However,
the scope of his Greek involvement extends beyond
the bounds of Villanova. This spring at the- annual
Northeast Interfraternity Council/Panhellenic
Conference Lee was chosen as a Regional Vice
President for the NEIFC. His duties as regional vice
president include organizing a conference for this
region, which will be held at Villanova on Nov. 1.

Lee also represents Villanova as a tour guide,
which obviously makes him a member of Blue Key!
Not content with being involved in just one service
organization. "Mr. Involvement" is on the Voiunteer
Committee for Special Olympics. Ptrforn^ yet
another service for Villanova, Lee it « mwilur of
the newly formed Villanova Tailfatiiw Coaimittae.
so watch yourMlf at the taikites thtt tallf

!

Kan) up the great wark Lee! Wlitt'i in alone for
next year?

By LYNN PEltPEK

The d^^rtpnent of political

sdtocff-iiiVJFepivitly added a new
Dolicy.aMiljiytKat.t^^ atudents

dedaniig poamJ loKoce as their

ma^ are not «llDwed tot«l^more
thtio three advanced oourus with
the same ipstnictor. Thia rule

dpes not apply to introductory

courses or to the aenior seminar
required of all pditkral science

nu^ors.

Dr. Priscilla Hopkirk, chairman
of the political science depart-

ment, explains the need for such

a rule by stating, "Students
should not be able to major in just

one professor, because they would
be subjected toonly one viewpoint,

they should be exposed to a
variety."

One sophomore political science

major argued that if a student

finds an instructor that he or she
is comfortable with and can learn

from easily, iheo that person

sHbttM be nMk lo'^continae with

that prolessor.

Another view, from a ^unk>r

whoagrees with the pdlky, is that

students will tidce |he same
teacher asain not because 'tiMy

find that the particular instructor

teaches better, but because of the

fact that the teacher miglit be

more lenient or one where the

student is more likely to receive

an A grade.

Another student noted thAt in

most cases this field of study is

not one that ends in a bachelor's

degree. Many students apply to

law pr graduate schools, where
teacher recommendations are

valued. Therefore students should

be able to take an instructor many
times, in order that the professor

can be able to know enough about

that individual so that a knowl-

edgeable recommendation can be

written.

and Sctenoeij tiie pMiey to unkiue
to the political science 4^piirt*

ment. and theie is no s|tch n^k
any otherdciMrtineiut.<)iifclfiaal
in this defMirtmefit cbmniieBted

that adfjJt studenu shoMMbe able

to learn from any inatnictor. It

was added thaithim alieaU types

of view in the poHttcal sdence
field, since it is such a subjjective

field. Therefore, students should

be aware of the opinions that they

will come in contact with
eventually.

The resolution was approved on
May 2, 1985, and went intp effect

on Sept. 1, 1985. Throughout last

year, however, many students
and instructors were not com-
pletely aware of exactly what the

policy is. The new student bulletin

now contains a clause stating this

rule near the listings of the
courses offered.

Drug testing may affect students
By KAREN U ZIEBELL

CP5
Duke students returned to cam-

pus last week to find that their

administrators may s^oon ask
them to prove they do not abuse

drugs.

At the same time, a Texas
school district announced it would
-test all students involved in extra-

curricular activities for the pres-

ence of illicit drugs in their

systems.

And the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives voted to empower the

U.S. Department of Education to

.withhold federal funds from col-

es thpt jlo mi have drug abuse
ivehnp^t prograins.

The much-ballyhooed "war on
drugs," in short, seemed to be

closing in on every collegian in the

U.S. in recent weeks.

Colleges have been adopting

tough new sanctions to disdpline

students caught using illicit

drugs, and looking into ways to

catch the students in the first

place.

Freshmen at Mount St. Mary
College in New Yor*^, for example,

are being gifted by a drug edu-

cation program at orientation,

while the presidents of Ohio
Wesleyan, Newberry College and
Westminster College sent Mt|ers

to their students warning of tough
new drug policies this year.

Athletes have been facing such
sanctions for a while now.
About 100 colleges now regular-

ly screen their athletes for drug
use, the American Council on
Education (ACE) estimated last

week, adding the practice^ is

spreading.

The National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) will 'start

giving athletes in NCAA cham-
pkmship events drug tests this

school year.

Close scrutiny of students now
may spread beyond athletic de-

partments into the general stu-

dent body, too, thanks to a recent

House Education and Labor Com-
mittee vote to send $350 million

to states to help fight student drug
abuse and a White House an-

nouncement it might favor spend-

ing $100 million toeradicate abuse
in the nation's schools.

And if a different drug 1^ now
in Congress pasaes, cofieges will

have to have some sort of drug
abuse prevention program to

ftmain eligible to faoeiipe otlw
kinda of federal student aid and

kind of athletic department pro-

gram scores of schools Have
adopted.

In mid-August, Duke Athletic

Director Tom Butters called on
the school to treat all students the

way athletes are treated.

Duke does not test its athletes,

Butters explains, but requires
those who fear they have a prob-

lem to report it "to someone who
will make sure that student is

cared for."

"The coach will not know. The
team will not know. The parents
will not know. But, if the problem
is not self-reported, that athlete
is gone with no second chance."

Such programs already have
taken a radical turn through the

general student population in the

Hawkins Independent School Dis-

trict in Texas, where all students
involved in extracurricular activ-

ities started taking mandatory
drug tests last week.

Student council members, cheer-

leaders and athletes are all being
tested, said Superintendent Cole-

man StanfiekL

Standfiekl added testing will be
"random, at regular intervals
throughout the school year."

Few foresee testing college
studentgovernment officers,how-
ever, and few officials outside
athletic departments support
applying drug programs to non-
athlete students.

"I'm personally not comfortable

with it," said Suzanne Wasiolek,

Duke's dean for student life.

"We're being asked to solve a

problem that may have started in

the seventh grade," Butters said.

The publicity and pressure now
building to mount anti-drug cam-
paigns tend to create a false

impression that schools "can
solve the problem alone," added
Robert Atwell, president of the

American Council on Education

(ACE).

Besides, college officials are

unsure such programs are
workable.

"It must be remembered that
two-thirds of the more than seven
million full-time students live off

campus," Atwell pointed out.

Most students, moreover, are
adults. "More than half of all

college students are 22 years of

age and older, and more than a
third are 25 and older," Atwell
noted.

But students, used to adult

responsibilities in other parts of

their lives, may not have the right

to escape drug programs that

presume them guilty or threaten

to expell them, administrators

say.

"By attending Duke, " Wasiolek
contended, "sttidents agree a

person's rights are defined by the

rules and regulations of the
university.**

Workable or not, Wasiolek be-

lieves finding a University withr
out a program of some sort may
soon be "difficult," though "I

don't think most will move in the
direction of mandatory testing"

even with the threat of a cut-off

of federal aid hanging over them.

Dorm planning

committee formed
(CoHtinuedfrom page 3)

be students on the dorm commit-
tee. "We like to think that maybe
the committee isn't finished being
formed yet. We think that the
student input is really
important."

He described several ideas of the
Student Government including
the bttildtng of apartments. "Food
Service is aliwady overburdened,
so tbia wouldn't cause any over-

While federal otfidila

tlMr wtti not start lailMi Hm

DiilM*t fMrfgilM wiiti i riwpii

nch iiiiBilnl limitii« tke
•prtaMnts tojuniorsandaaniara.

iiwiiPd Mni kJL§ Hiiiiiat

campus last year, said that she
likes living in an apartment and
would live in school apartments
if they had them. "It didn't bother
me that I didn't make campus
because I didn't expect to, but I

think that if you're paying$10,000
to go to a school, you s^ld be
able to live there if you want."

Another junior said that she
was "really upset" when she
didn't make campus. "Ifpt on the
waiting liat and kept calling, but
I didoT OMke it. I'm ooaunuting
fraai iMflie for now and hope to

0et an apwtMcnt.

*n thtek titty should build gr

pMDle. TlHy don't

.^l .
.it- '

. 1.
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A
By CAROLVNMRABaE

During the aumflwr reosMi, the
Villanova Un^VdlHyr Board of

Trustees seMai Sl.liioiiica and
Klitharine as theMpaU4Bm»
Aand B, respectivdlliAcoanirittee
luid been appQiBt«4 to .«tttHnit

names to the ^Board for

consideration.

The Rev. lohn F. $Uck, 0:S.A.,
dean of atudenta, ooanmtnted,
"The namiQf 4|> Dorm A to St.

Monica was apfVOiMriftte because
^St. Monica (s tlH^nothtr of St.

Augustine."|paAlitk)n, hestated,
"It lb very luwiMal for an Augus-

named'^nf" ai^ wpnca."
Furthermore, Stack said that,

"Katharine is a suitable name for

Dorm B because Katharine is a
Philaddphian who is known for
her contributions to the poor.
Accordingly, this is consistent
with St. Thomas of Villafiova,

who also Worked with the poor."
Stack also said, "Another rea-

son why the two dorms were
named St. Monica and Katharine

,WI^

7' ^ "

After tJo years, St. Monka'a and Katharine Halls

was that no one individual donat^

ed a sizeable amount of money.'*
^

Stack said that a dedicatkm
ceremony for St. Monica and
Katharine will be announced at a

later date.

Stack also reported that Connel-

ly Containers donated money
towards the South Dining Hall.

Stack said that, "Since there

ali'eady was a building named
after John Connelly, the building

would be named after the Pres-

ident of Connelly Containers,
Joseph J. Donahue."
A dedication ceremony for the

Donahue Dining Hall will also be
announced at a later date.

Check list aids students
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

This year, for the first time,

students enrolled in any of the 14

liberal arts majors of the College

of Liberal Arts and Sciences will

be assisted in charting their

progress toward their decree by
a new computerized degree audit

program, according to the Rev.

William A. McGuire, O.SA, as-

sistant to the dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences.

McGuire said that the d^ee
audit program for the first time

puts on the computer information

as to how courses taken by a

student relate to a specific degree.

Previously, this information was
kept on hand-written sheets.

McGuire stressed, though, that

the new program is completely

separate from the Registrar's

records of courses taken and
grades earned by* students for

each semester.

According to McGuire, the prim-

ary reason the degree audit pro-

gram was develops was "for the

students' information so that they

would know exactly where they

stand in their progress toward
their degree."

The basic degree audit program
was designed by Rob Chandhok
of Carnegie-Mellon University.
Chandhok worked with McGuire
for three years as an independent

program writer to produce the

program. McGuire wrote the

course requirement descriptions

for the majors which are used in

the program.

This past summer a computer-

ized check sheet from the degree

audit program was-^ient to all

liberal arts students. The sheet

listed all courses the students had
taken or were registered for and
the grades earned in the courses

completed. In addition, the check

sheets showed hoV/ all the courses

fit in the various slots for the

overall requirements of each

major.

McGuire explained that this

new method for auditing a stu-

dent's progress toward his/her

degree would reduce the amount
of administrative "man-hours"
needed in etmightaning out any
discrepandeawfafammbetween
the dean's effioe and the o<fioe of

the student's asaiir j» to wtaich

skit daaaes tahiB att put Thaae
differeMOs MwOas iIm
sometimes oocur dw to the

Bumbar of ayiiaM aae has aa to

TsnofHiaMartaTii^arfunts
have Mm nsojiiiry comauter

tommm tig ^ipa

'*r^

of the students' check sheets.

The degree audit program
works on a 256K IBM personal

computer on a local access basis.

McGuire^said he will do eight to

10 updates from the computerized

reoMxls of the Registrar's office

each year. Students are also able

to make any necessary updates in

their files by seeing McGuire.
The College of Engineering,

according to McGuire, will soon

be using the degree audit program.

In addition, he said the College of

Commerce and Finance and the

College of Nursing will be able to-

use the program as it is "wjienever

they are ready." However, some
changes in the program will have
to be made to allow its use by the College of

science majors of the College of Sciences.

Liberal Arts and Sciences.

The Rev. WiUiiim X^cGufte,
O.S.A., assistant to the clean ofthe

Liberal Arts and

(Photo by O'Keeto)

Student Government
(Continuedfrom pagle 1)

John Floyd, secretary of Internal

Affairs, said that the two main
factors of how many people leave

for weekends and the need for

extended guest lists will be con-

sidered, but he is not sure what
is best for Villanova at this point."

Allman added that faculty

member Debra Arvanites of the

College of Commerce and Finance
is assisting the committee "on the

financial end of it." According to

Allman, "Les Gies, director of

Food Services, appeared open to

anything we would propose."

Student Government has also

established a committee to review

the University budget an^ inves-

tigate tuition increases. jAllman

said Student Government has
been studying other univcirsities'

budgets and is '.'looking fOr ways
for the University to save ntoney."

The possibility oi an entirely new
plan for tuition payments, which
would allow an incoming fresh-

num to know the exact amount
tuition he woukl be paying for his

four years is being considered.

Under this plan, students of

different grade levels would be

paying different amounts.

In addition. Student Oovem-
ment is working on a solution to

the FaU Break, extended semes-

ters and start of classes after

Labor Day pnkkam. While the

linistration has seen these

views

theat aaiMeparahleandtels they
shoukl be idiwssififl tafsther to

findasiiiile solution. 'itisatt one

isaiie ano we shoukl take care of

itallatcnoe,"besaki.

Iqa hkw««harl966 letter to tke

Umvonky SoMlt. the Rev. Jok^^

M. Driscoll,^ O.S.A., University

president said the University
must establish its priorities and
decide which issue is more impor-

tant, said Allman. Last year the

Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A.,

vice president for Academic Af-

fairs, informally proposed an
extended academic calendar that

added two weeks toeach semester.

In the words of Allman, "Last year

when this issue was brought out,

students were under the impres-

sion that finals would be after

Christmas. But this is not neces-

sarily true. We could begin earlier

in August." He said that the

Executive Committee of the Se-

nate has set up a sub-committee

to look into this calendar matter.

.

Student Government has also

written to other universities to

study their academic calendars.

Additionally, Student Govern-

ment has established student

assemblies in an attempt to "get

in touch with all students, inform

them and get feedback on the

issues," Allman said. Suggestion

boxes will be located throughout

the campus and the government
plans to visit dorms nnore often

than the week of elections."

The Student Directory, com-
plete with a Yellow Pi^ sectkxi,

is scheduled to be issued by
Thanksgiving. "It is of much
better quality and we are using

new forms. Joan Dorley is in

charge of the project and has
really done a good job so far," said

Alhnan. TheStudent Government
is alao pUnning to print a monthly
pufattcattdn entitled Nova Villa-

Mas. It wiU be an opinkm paper
for all students and they are
currently locking for staff

menbora.

NEWS
NOTES

t« awtlMr case to b« tiM

Ptwloby Scfwnid

-flor the first time in history,

a court of law will be forced

to ^establish guidelines and
regulations concerning the
issue of the practice of tmreg-

ulated surrogate motherhood
as the Baby M case comes to

trial in New Jersey ihia week.
The case kivolvea a surro-

gate mother who, after giving

birtli toa baby, deckled to keep

thechild. Thedefendant claims
the child's father coukl be her

husband and not the man
whose sperm was used in the

surrogate procedure.

Many law professors, legal

scholars, right-to-life groups,

adoption agencies, feminists

and Catholic teachers are fol-

lowing the case ^k)sely and

N.J. passes new
The New Jersey Public

Health Council this week ap-

proved by a 5-1 vote a revised

regulation requiring the re-

porting of AIDS cases in New
Jersey.

The regulation passed des-

pite a request from a homo-
sexual support group that

another safeguard be added to

"are worried about the prece-

dents this case is likely to set,"

according to the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

Presently, no state laws
regulate the practke of surro-

gate motherhood. Actually, in

none of the 50 sUtes or the

District of Columbia is the

practice illegal.

"All of this is very heavy

stuff for the law to deal with

because you've got everything

going off at once here. It's

policy, it's logic, it's morals, it's

biology, and there's just not

much case law to fall back on,"

said Carol Bruch, professor of

family law at Columbia
University.

AIDS policy
disease's victims.

The rule, which takes effect

next month, requires doctors

and officials of prisons, hospi-

tals and nursing homes to give

the state Health Department

the name, sex, birth date and
home town of anyone diag-

nosed as having acquired im-

mune deficiency syndrome or

AIDS-related complex. M.E.C.protect the identity of the

Strike ends at N.I. university
A faculty strike at Fairleigh

Dickinson University in Tea-
tieck, N.J., ended Tuesday
without a settlement and with
some union officials admitting
that the faculty lost a lot of

ground during the six-day
walkout.

The crucial issue of the

strike was the role of the

faculty in governing the private

university. The sides have
moved closer on this issue, but

no agreement has yet been
reached. The university has

agreed to adhere to the 1940

American Association of Uni-

versity Professors' (AAUP)
statement on academic freedom
and tenure. j i r

Commuters useDayHop
By MARY E. CHAREST

'ir

The Day Hop, which closed to

commuting students two years

ago to alleviate overcrowding in

the Dougherty Dining Hall, re-

cently reopened to commuters,
aca)rding toJoseph L. Gies, direc-

tor of Food Services.

The Day Hop, which will serve

fast food and a few hot entrees,

will be open to commuters from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. It will

continue to serve breakfast and
dinner for resident students.

Gies explained that with the

opening of St. Monica's and Kath-

arine residence halls, the Day Hop
had to be used for residents since

there were more students using

the meal plan. He said that with
the opening of the new South
Campus dining hall "some of the

overcrowding has been
alleviated."

Richard A. Neville, vice presi-

dent for Student Life, felt that the
commuting students needed more
room so the Day Hop was
reopened.

Gies noted, though, that the

lines for the Dougherty Dining

Hall have been long recently.

Neville said, "We need to bal-

ance the needs of the resident and
commuting students. I know that

sometimes the line to the cafeteria

is out the front door of Dougherty,

but I think that there is a peak
hour when all the students get out

of class. Probably within a week
students will decide on the best

time to eat."

According to Neville, the situa-

tion will be monitored.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
to assist

VICTIMS OF CRIME
(sexual assault and

other serious crime)

FALL TRAINING
' STARTS IN

SEPTEMBER

For Into., caK:

277-0S32

i
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10% offContinental and New \brk Air's already low fares. In
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domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you'll bewk to earn trips to
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can'tjust driveliyjMfdIinitlyiihow
nuuiy people are)Mm in »lioiae.

We don't go kttldiv fir vidlators.

They seem to find us."

Neville said he flunks that if

students liviiur in tilt qpoiimmity
kept a low prmlerlhtt^VQukl be
less pressure tc^ evict. ''Some
people draw attetttkm to them-
selv^ with noisy pmties and a lot

of things thatiiiat don't fit in with
a family nelimKMrhoQd/' He noted

^that apartment iMiikiing dwellers

and owners do not seem to face

as much pressure, because apart-

ment management generally han-
dles noise problems.

Neville said that heand the Rev.
John M. DriscoU, O.S.A., Univer-
sity president, met with Radnor

toiwtafcjp housing codes
Township officials bat
about off-campus hnuiti^ MSfii
time, the township iiked tiie

University for t fii^^ jj^l off-

campus residents t«^wt&n in
finding violations.IMD»aiid the

University did mitjroride a list

since the UnivcraiffHat no com-
prehensive Hat of off-campus
residents' addrtaaes and giving

such a list would violate students'

confidentiality rights.

"We promised to do what we
could. Wecan only make students
aware of their responsibility to be
good neighbors/' said Neville. He
said that he would hope the
University's plan to build more
dorms would help solve the prob-

lem in the future.

Phil Brach, secretary for the

aaa

YMcw'tjMAftft

": '($

l99mmlgw0t¥U9tlti%

—Michael D. Ffaig,

director of the Def>artment

of Community Development
for Radnor Township.

Student Government's Depart-
ment of External Affairs, said that

Student Government is trying to

get a game plan together to deal

with the off-campus housing
problem. Brach said that he feels.

There isn't enough compromise
between the township and the
University. Sure, the township is

looking out for their interests, but
we've got to look out for our
interests."

Brach said that he can under-
stand that people who "paid a lot

of money for expensive houses
deserve to have their neighbor-

hoods protected by zoning codes.

But the question is, shouldn't
students be able to live in houses
on streets that surround the
University?" Brach adds that,

even if the University does build

TWOAMERICANLEOEND&

^.^^L^^^imidm^ i'jA «&jte£^\

GARYffiOCANDMILLERBEER.
It takes more than desire to

become a legend. It takes a will to

win. A determination to be clearly

superior to the competition.

These are the qualities that have
driven Gary B<^k to more 5-second

runs than any other driver.

And they are the qualities that

have made Gary Beck, driver of the

Miller Anfierican Top Fuel dragster,

the first driver ever to break the

5.80, 5.70, 5.6a, 5.50 and 5.40

second barriers.

The desire to be the best That is

what has made Gary Beck a true

legend in the sport ofdrag radng.

For over 130 years, we've been
brewing Miller Beer with the same
kind oiaesire. The same kind of

determination to be deariy superior.

And today, the legend of Miller

Beer lives on. In eveiy glass. In

every can. In every crystal-dear

bottle.

Miller contains no additives or
preservatives. Purity you can see.

Quality you can taste.

So when you want a beer that's

made to be tne best, ask for a
Miller.

Just like Gary Beck, it's a
legend made the American way.

enough dormitories to house all

students, he feds that students
shouki still have the optkm and
the opportunity to live together in

houses in the area.

Brach said that Student Gov-
ernment wants a "healthy rela-

tionship" with Radnor Township.
According to Brach. the Depart-

.ment of External Affairs will soon
be meeting with the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.SA., dean of students,

about an idea of forming a com-
mittee of University officials and
campus leaders to meet with
township officials.

Brach explained that one idea

is to have the committee and the
township create an application

procedure that a group of students
could go through if they want to

get a house. He said that. "With
a system like this, the township
would know where students are
and would be better able to keep
track of them. They'd have more
control over the situation."

Radnor is not the only township
enforcing group housing regula-

tions. The Lower Merion Town-
ship Department of Building
Regulations and Permits issued a

memo in June that said violations

of the no more than three unre-
lated persons living together code
would generally result in a $500-
a-day fine issued to the occupants
and the owner. Also, persons will

be evicted in order to bring the
number of people into compliance.
The memo also stated that inves-

tigations into "student houses"
occurred frequently during the
1985-86 school year, and that
enforcement will be increased
during the 1986-87 school year.

Computer

Fair to

be held
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

On Sept. 16, Villanova will hold

its Fourth Annual Computer Fair,

in order to help those students and
faculty interested in computers,

according to Dan McGee, monitor

for Academic Services for the

Computer Center.

McGee, the main organizer of

the fair, believes that computers
are becoming more and more
important to students and faculty

,

and that the Computer Fair will

help to answer and explain things

to those in need of more
information about computers and
supplies.

Representatives from such com-
panies as I.B.M., Radio Shack,
AT&T, Zenith, and Apple Inc., as

well as others will be there to

promote, demonstrate, and ex-

plain their products. Other local

shops will also be on hand for the

event.

Students who decide to pur-

chase a computer or supplies

through Villanova and the fair can
get up to 40 percent off whatever
they purchase, and faculty are

eligible for an interest-free one-

year k)an for up to $1,500.

In the past, the Computer Fair

has sold over $300,000 in compu-

ters and supplies. McGee expects

a larger crowd this year due to

the kmger hours of fair to accom-

modate University College stu-

dents. The event, which is spon-

sored by the computer science

dapartmant, will be heM from 11

ajn. to 7 p.m. in the Villanova

Roomd thaConnaUy Center.

'i
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SEPTEMBER
Alpha Phi DelU
16 7:30 p.m. Haverford Room
18 7:30 p.m. Haverford Room
22 7:30 p.m. Haverford Room
Lambda Tau DelU

Pi Kappa Alpha
15

16

18

19

23
25

Day Hop
Tolentine 204
Tolentine204
East Lounge
Tolentine 204

16 8 p.m.

18 8 p.m.

22 7:30 p.m.

24 9:30 p.m.

25 8 p.m.

Lambda Chi Delta
17 7:30 p.m. Day Hop
23 7:30 p.m. BartleyCaf.
Lambda Kappa Delta
15 8 p.m. Haverford Room
22 8:30 p.m. Haverford Room

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

WestLouoge
North Lounge
West Lounge
West Lounge
North Lounge
West Lounge

PiKappaPhi
18 8:30 p.m. East Lounge
19 7 p.m. West Lounge
22 8:30 p.m. East Lounge
Sigma Nu
15 8 p.m. Bryn Mawr Room
22 8 p.m. Bryn Mawr Room
Sigma Phi Epdkm
15 Bryn Mawr Room
17 West Lounge
23 West Lounge

Sigma Pi

17 7 p.m.

23 9:30 p.m.

25 7 p.m.

Tau^ppa
10 7 p.m.

11 6:30 p.m.

14 6:30 p.m.

17 6:30 p.m.

ZetaPai
15 9 p.m.

17 5 p.m.

East Lounge
East Lounge
East Lounge

Omega
North Lounge
Haverford Room
Haverford Room
Bryn Mawr Room

North Lounge
West Lounge

Reach Your Peak, Qo Greek!

Fall
\

SIGN UP DATES:
CONNELLY
CENTER
Sept. 10, 11.12;

15,16,17
11a.m.-2p.m.

SOUTH CAMPUS
DINING AREA
Sept. 10, 11,12:15, 16, 17
11:30a.m.-1 :30 p.m.

&
4:30-6:30 p.m.

DOUGHERTY
Sept. 10-13
16,16,17

11:30a.m.-1 :30 p.m.

4:30-6:30 p.m.

Registnilon.Fee: *1
\
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iRiree Manova freshmen arrested
(ConHtm4/nmptitil)

Student Aid at the Law School.

The average law school gradu-

ate will owe 125^ at 9 percent

interest and will have to pay
approximately 1250 per month for

10 years. D*Aiisio said. Ending
the deductiblUty will add thou-

sands U dollars to these gradu-

ates' taxable incomes.

"It will tefxtreme even for an
attorney who*has a good starting

salary/* said D*Arasio. "At least

students in school now have an
» incentive to |»ay loans back."

Another provision in the bill

would lower the maximum indi-

vidual tax bracket and, thorefore,

increase the after-tax cost of

making charitable donations. Tax
deductions for non-itemizers
woukl also be eliminated.

Edward A. Morosky, assistant

vice president for development
and one of seven fund solicitors

for the University, said he does
not expect the tax change to have
a significant impact on donations
to the University.

"People give from the heart; not

I for the deduction," Morosky says.

"If people are going to use it [the

tax bill) as an excuse, they'll use

It.

Villanova has no plans to furth-

er intensify its capital fund drive

during the next four months of the

current tax structures. During

the Alumni Fund Drive next

month, however, the University

will send out letters that will

contain "something vague" about

the tax benefits of donating money
before the law changes Jan. 1,

1987, Morosky said.

The tax reform bill was ap-

proved by House and Senate

conferees last month and is ex-

, pected to be voted on by the full

House and Senate later this

month.

(Qmimti€d/rompa0l)

mik respondinf ttf the Bakl-

win School complaint, Plitrohnan

licCowan recctvfdl a second rt-

porif that the group had moved
down Radnor Street. At this

kication (he students reportedly

became involvedjj^ a ituarrel.

According to one ci the stu-

dents, the grot^ipras returning to

the railroad «tp^. They were

making a lot of noise, when a

reskient allegedly yelled, "Why
don't yoM punks shut up." The
students shouted back and the

argument seemed to end with-

o

threat from the Radnor Street

reskient.

The youths continued U^walk,

"laughing the threat otf," btit the

resident canje outskle onto the

street and confronted the three

(Continuedfrom fMge 3)

park your car on the side — or

in front of people that have drive-

ways? . . . Villanova students make
us sick and we don't want you on
this street."

Glass said, "It wasn't like we
had a party. I couldn't park in

front of my apartment because

there weren't any spaces, so I

parked down the street. I think

it's very unfair that we [Villanova

students] are getting
stereotyped."

Neville said that the University

has no immediate plans to in-

crease parking space. "I would
like to find some place where
students could park their cars.

But there's no obvious place to

Expand parking. You would have
to expand at the expense of green

grass."

students. A student described it,

"He sakl, *How do you want it —
one at a time or all three at

once?'
"

According to one student, one
of the freshmen, wearing a blue

football shirt, tokl the reaiiient,

"Your wife is over there ffai the

street]. Why don't you go inside

because someone is going to get

hurt and it cmild be you.'

The aivDmettt escalated into a

physical^neounter. The resident,

described as a large man, allegedly

punched and tackled the out-

s|x>ken freshman. The other two
joined the fight, attacking the

resident in an attempt to rescue

their friend, explained one
student.

A minister who resides on
Radnor Street oUmed the situa-

tkm. Moments later, Patrolman
McGowan arrived on the scene to

find the victim "disoriented and
he was bleeding from laceratk)ns

on his left knee," stated the

Affidavit of Probable Cause for

Arrest. He was later treated at

Bryn Mawr Hospital.

The suspects were found on
Montgomery Avenue with a

fourth male not involved in the

incident. The student with the

blue football jersey, identified as

the suspect who first hit the

victim, was bleeding around the

nose and eyes, according to the

police report.

The students were read their

rights, handcuffed and taken to a

holding cell while the police took

statements from the victim and
the minister. The students report-

ed that they were not permitted

any telephone calls. The freshmen

remained in the cells until approx-

imately 4 a.m.', at which time they

were fingerprinted and mugshots
were taken.

At 9 a.m. the three students

were transported to the District

Courthouse where their offenses

were named and bpil was set at

$3,000 each, of which they had to

pay 10 percent.

The felonious charges of aggra-

vated assault and criminal conspi-

racy have since been dropped. The
victim wants to settle out-of-court

with the three Villanova students.

A hearing for the remaining

allegations was originally set for

Sept. 9, but has been postponed

until Oct. 7.
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kY40 eye exam
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PIZZA \ \ \

TAKE-OUT FOODS

• fiin:- 525-8560

For All Sorts of

GOOD
THINGS
To Go.

Rosanont
PIZZA

TAKE-HIT rates
852 C0NE8T0GA HiMd

/.

/

WINTER HOURS
OPEN 10 AM - 12 PM Monday thru Thursday

10 AM • 1 AM Friday & Saturday

3 PM - 12 PM Sunday

Yes, All Day
Delivery

/ /

/

^

NEW YORK STYLE
PIZZAS <""*•'

10

"

14" 18"
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LARGE SICILIAN

ITALIAN STROMBOUES

;iwK STEAK STROMBOLIES

Kciitl

CHICKEN PARMI6IANA
on Kaiser RoU

•2^
ASSORTED: SANDWICHES
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HOUSE

ELECTIONS!!
SEPT. 18

from 4-8 p.m.

INFRONT OFALL
DINING AREAS!!

Nomination Cards from tlie

Head Resident are due Sept. 1

5

Toientine Rm. 220
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Rofrlgerators

Will Arrive

on Sept. 15
Delivery Schedules will

be forthcoming
CHECK IT OUT!!

.;ri i;'i
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¥¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥

Positions Available:

• President

• Vice-President

• Secretary/Treasurer

• ComiTiunications

Officer

• Programming
Officer

• Environmental

Officer

'18K'.5*'^

$ Winners of RSA Raffle $
1 St Prize: John A. Dwyer, Jr.

2nd Prize: Debbie Zuniga

3rd Prize: h4efinda Pahsi

the VfllanovaA

mOqughmtyHaK
VKkno¥9Unlm9liy
Vtlmw>m,P9L 19065

Bdltor.|n.Clil0r

OimiK. 81109
AatOQlsto Utor Brian D. W«bb
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No pets, no students
Tensions between local residents and Villanova

'students Irving off campus have increased already since
last spring/Both Radnor and Haverford Townships have
made ciear their intentions of prosecuting those who
violate tUeir housing codes.

The codes post severe hardships to Villanova
students, most of whom have been lotteried off campus
and must find housing for their junior and senior years.

These students face a hostile community which does not
like to house students because of noisy parties, parking
problems and other disturbances. They complain of

mcreased traffic, ruined lawns and vandalism. And
Villanova students in turn see many "For Rent" signs
followed by "No pets, no students."

There is no simple solution to the problem. Campus
housing holds approximately 3,000 students. Although the
possibility of new dorms is being investigated, it has not
been approved by the Board of Trustees. Until such time
as more campus housing is made available, approximately
one third of our undergraduate population remains off

campus —from Conshohocken to Broomall to Ardmore .
^

in miscellaneous houses, apartments, and rented rooms. LQtt&FS tO ul6 EliltOF
Most of the students living off-campus like it. But

all it takes is for one drunk to smash a mailbox, or drive

home drunk from a party, or simply park on a residential

side street because the main lot is full, and local residents

become more and more enrap^ed at Villanova students.

W6(t WoU KOoa) M0H,TH£l^£

MOM?/ '

tnn^mL0.9iffH\

Teacliers get no respect

Students should respect the neighborhoods. And, in

return, local residents should realize that increased traffic

and parking problems are large problems which cannot
pe easily alleviated. We are a part of this community and
should act like it. And the community should give us the
same respect which they would give a neighbor.

students can think
To educate is to develop a person by fostering the

growth and expansion of knowledge, wisdom and
character. "This education should take place in univer-

sities. Universities should provide the setting for a free

exchange of ideas, a setting in which students can analyze
ideas and judge their merit.

This theory of education is being violated in our
country now. The Rev. Charles E. Curran was barred

July 25 by the Roman Catholic Church from teaching

theology at the Vatican-chartered Catholic University.

Although the Sept. 3 Chronicle of Higher Education said

that Curran's views are generally considered "moderate"
by other Catholic theologians, the Vatican decision stated

.he was ineligible to teach because of some of his views
on sexual and moral issues, as well as his belief in the

right to dissent from non-fallible teachings. According to

the Chronicle article, Curran believes, for example, that

abortion may be justified if the life of the mother is

endangered, and that the Catholic Church should allow
divorce in some circumstances.

The morality or correctness of Curran's actual ideas

is not the point here; the point is that the institution

is depriving the students of the true value of education.

By attempting to prevent them from hearing an opposing

viewpoint, the university has essentially designated them
mindless children who cannot weigh ideas and make
decisions on their own.

Certainly one must expect a Catholic atmosphere and
teachings at a Catholic university. But Catholic teaching

should not mean that all opposing views are hidden from
students, as if the ideas wouklcontaminate or poison their

mindB. Only last year Villanova "disinvtted" a guest

aniker from another university because he heki pro-

. To the Editor:

Many years ago a world globe

was included in the Department
of Geography's faculty photo-
graph in the Beile Aire. The next
year two globes were in the
photograph with the same two
instructors, the idea being to

increase the number of glol)es

each year at an exponential rate

(that at which rabbits reproduce).

In no time at all, the two human
heads would be seen to peep out

of a giant mountain of globes.

However, the next year's editor

must have seen through this

sophormoric attempt at humor
and thought it best to advise the

entire faculty that such frivolous

pursuits were not to be tolerated

in the future.

Thus it was that in 1971 the
baby was thrown out with the
bath water — all department
pictures of the faculty vanished.
As the event went unnoticed, the

exclusion of faculty pictures by
department became existing pol-

icy up to this day. (For some
unknown reason, pictures of the
Law School faculty appeared in

last year's Belle Aire).

For the past 15 years then, the
yearbooks record that the college

experience for Villanova gradu-
ates has consisted essentially of

fellow classmates, administrators.

a set of dactrineB iliouki not be Ihe fosl

id sjurstinn. Itamd AmM kt to Imcfa JaditriiiMli Hie
^dU^ to aift aMiMHii itam and tects. S wa^mmdm
iail to wmmmiet that tudinti can aad wty titek
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extracurricular activities, and an
occasional token instructor.

What does all this portend? 1)

The phasing-out of the faculty and
their replacement by robots and
teaching machines? 2) A faculty

that does not deserve the respect

of the student body? 3) A silent

majority of students too busy to

be aware of the process involved

in producing a yearbook and what
it should or should not contain?

It is my view that number three

is the answer. But why not let the

students decide. The Blue Key
Society or Student Council can
hold an election. Keep it simple:

"Put pictures of faculty by depart-

ment in future yearbooks — Yes
or No." Each class can decide for

itself.

Cyrus J. Sharer
Retired professor

P.S. The Geography Department
of the late 1960s wishes to apol-

ogize to the other departments for
its rash act which precipitated the
demise of departmental faculty
photographs in the Belle Aire.
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Letters

policy

The Viiimnormn wiUprint "Ut
ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Doughertyprior to the

weekly dtmUine, Ttuadey at 5p.m
All Utters mmst^ typedand douttk
spaced. Tim editors will withhold a
name upon regmest, but all letters

must be sigmed uud should include

the writer's telephone numker. Be
.cause ofUmiied spuce^ not all letters

e$n be printed. Otiiefs moy be

edited. Lotion moy be sent by moil
to: the KIManeMMi. ViUonom
Unimmfy. VUhmom. hi. 19085.
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Cruel tax biN
ByBRIANaWEBB

Somewhere at Vttlanova, there

is a student whose parents died

a few years ago. Elsewhere, there

is a student whose father was
recently laid off—^ the rsault of

a corporate merK^rthateJiminated
his job. Without the assiatanoe of

federal, state and University
funds, these students would not

be able to attend Vilfiuiova. Their
potential might never be realized;

their Uves might neverbe fulfilled.

Fortunately our goven^nent
and our University can! enough
about people that they are willing

'to assist such disadvantaged
youths by giving them the gift of

hope— in education at a superior,

private University. Now, however,
the government is proposing to

take some of that hope away.
Certain provisions in the tax
reform bill, currently before Con-
gress, would induce added hard-

ship on those students as well as
on most other students who must
reach out to others for educational

assistance.

Several anti-education clauses

in the bill clearly indicate that the

House and Senate conferees who
drafted the bill have little regard
for the importance of education in

America.

The tax bill calls for the tax-

ation of scholarship money and
student income if the combined
total exceeds $4,900. This would
result in over 200 disadvantaged
Villanova students (including
orphans, foster children and
members of families whole par-

ents collect unemployment or

welfare benefits) being forced to

pay. up to $500 annually in federal

taxes. It could also affect hundreds
of other students who receive

aubauntial (in cttxsa df $4^
private or public financial

assistance.

Taxing financial aid is like

rubbing salt in the cut of a
wounded student. It is thomtht^'

less, cruel and absolutely
unnecessary.

Reforming the tax system is

bound to cause trade^fs and
some special interests will cer-

tainly be hurt But when those

interests are students, — the

future of this country ~ some-

thing is clearly wrong with the

priorities of the conferees.

Where is the kigic in giving a

truly needy student financial aid,

when the giver turns around and
taxes it? Apparently the conferees

dismissed the potential $500 tax

as insignificant. They just did not

understand that for many stu-

dents every dollar counts. Some
people just do not have $500 lying

around to pay the tax bill.

Another provision that will

hurt higher Question calls for the

phase-out of the tax deductibility

of interest paid on consumer
loans, includingeducational loans.

This provision will undoubtedly
have a serious impact on the

finances of the vast majority of

recent college graduates, especial-

ly those of us who will owe over

$10,000 in guaranteed student

loans.

Inevitably there will be fewer

graduate students as a result of

this deduction loss. Being $30,000

in debt and not being able to

deduct interest expense will be too
much of a burden for many grad-
uates. It could also drive students
away from such low-paying ca-

reers as teaching and social work.
Something is curious about the

conferees' decision to end the

V
•

deductibility for interest on stu-

dent loans, but to preserve the
deductability of interest on loans

that are used to buy vacation

homes. Now people can borrow
tax-free tobuy homes on Cape Cod
or the Jersey Shore, but not to

educate themselves or their

children.

Education is ai) investment in

the future of this country. The

need for higher education cannot

be over-emphasized, especially in

a growing service economy that

is running up against growing
foreign competition. In a country

where up to one in three adults

is functionally illiterate, America
cannot afford to shrink its com-

mittment to education.

Tax reform is a desirable goal.

And many aspects of the bill

should be applauded. But some-

thing is drastically wrong when
a resulting trade-off causes furth-

er hardships for students, partic-

ularly disadvantaged students,

who want nothing but a fair

chance to improve their lives.

Brian D. Webb isa senioreconomics

major and the Associate Editor of

the ViitaMovan.

st South Africa
lMc<K>WAN

There seems to be in recent

press reports from South Africa

by the American media a distinct-

ly reactionary tone. While what
Is labelled the "liberal media'*

once favorably portrayed black

South African resistance leaders

and the movement for divestment,

recent news items and editorials

have strongly questioned the
direction, grals, and methods of

the international anti-apartheid

movement. In particular, the
tactic of divestment from the
South African economy has been
assaulted as counterproductive.

In order for divestment by U.S.

corporations doing business in

3outh Africa to be declared coun-

terproductive, it is necessary to

establish that black South Afri-

cans (and those peoples designated
as "coloureds") benefit from the

economy of that nation. However,
since 1948 the "coloureds** are

offkdally not human beings under
South African law — they have
no means to redress wrongs per-

petrated by whites, they have no
right to live where they so desire,

they are widely banned from
managerial positions, and are
furthermbre denicfd thie right to

free association(the South African
Congress of Trade Unions has
been banned for several years

now).

That black South Africans
benefit from the economy of this

nation is a false assertion as they

are instead punished by. this

economy. And the United States

accounts for over 20 percent of

foreign investment in South Afri-

ca. You might say that we own
a 20 percent share in the Soweto
killings.

Economic sanctions can, at the

most, only express a sentiment of

dissatisfaction with a particular

government (that is, after initial

economic discomfort cause by the

immediate effects of sanctions).

Our government hoped to topple

the Sandinista regime of Nicara-

gua with a complete embargo on
the coffee and banana harvests of

that small nation. The Sandinis-

tas scrambled for a few weeks for

other markets and soon were
shipping then* produce to Ghent.
Ironicallv, we now buy Nicara-

guan conee from Holland Nk:ara-

guan bananas from Canada yia

Ghent). What the president did

manage to express was his dislike

of the Sandinistas ~ nothing
more.

South^lfrica divestment would
have similar effect — temporary
economic discomfort forthe ruling
whites. But at least the Afrikaners

would know that the peop|eof the
United States no longer wish to

actively support apartheid
through a policyJesseJackson has
termed "destructive engage-
ment.*' For moral reasons the

movement for divestment must be
spurred on. What little we Caii do
for justice in South Africa we
must do.

Joe McGowan isajunior English
major, classical studies minor, and
a member of Villanova 's Anti-

Apartheid Coalition.

aMiih

Quote of

Note

**H is not the critic who
countsy not the man who
points out how the strong

man stufnbkd, or where the

doer €f deeds could have
done better. The credit be-

longs to the man who is

actually in thearena; u^iose

face is marred by dust and
tmeaiand bhed; who strive^

valiantly: who errs and
comes $hoet again and
again; who hnows the great

enihusiaems, groat deva*
m

aitke
Ikeenime

if%etem,0̂ fgihfme

^

m-

DenrVUlHiD'vann:

Totheniwni4^ V^lanovana,

wdoomiti^Vfflijm tor the 1986-

87 m:aiimii^fimAkogt this year

is off to ir'#iooisfl(al start for all

of- you.

A few of \M working for Student

(}overnnM»t stent a ^reat deal of

time thl|^^|iMnitf aettlog up a

newstni^trijfr tnedbvernment,
getting peopla; inyoiv^ in the

process, and addressing issues.

As the year tiegim^we are well

underway in tackling those issues

that seem to most significantly

affect you. Such issues are: ex*

tended semesters, exorbitant tui-

tion and fees costs, overpriced

lM>oks, . local townships/off-

dimpus housing, alternative meal

plans, parking and towing, and
the Student Directory. Through-

out the year we will continually

be making contact with you,

through a variety of means, to

inform you of the issues and to

receive feedback from you about

these same issues and any others.

We strongly feel that, as a

government, if we are not in touch

with you, the istudents, we are

worthless. This is why we have

established an entire department,

entitled Public Relations, whose
job it is to inform you of what we
are doing and to find out what
you're thinking and feeling about

the issues at hand.

Our philosophy of student go-

vernment is such that any student

who is interested in addressing

iiitti

Mf
> .^

W0 MM mMiI touch

UK/ttmUf we aro

I0ortkhs8.

any issues should be able to use
our office to do such. We govern
ourselves. And so, we welcome
any student who is interested in

participating in the process of

student self-gbyernance to get

iikfqlved. Involvement in this

-process for many may mean doing
the work that is required to

change what is not desired and
implementing what is better.

Whatever involvement may mean
to you, we encourage you to be
involved. Our office is located in

Room 204, Dougherty Hall.

Best wishes for much success
in the year ahead, v

On behalf of all of the student
governors, I am, respectfully

Joe Allman
Student Body President

tifMi»iria,iiefTMivtijyiO¥iyi# ft

Campus
This week theVilUnovan
asks, "How, would you
improve relations with
Radnor Township?"

Buooitsr

APS...

CPS

Error results i

anti-Soviet hatred
Tothe£diton~

Professor Oleh Mazur in an
article entitled "Moscow fools

Americans" (ViUanovan, April

25, 1986) objects to the use of the

word, "commonality" in describ-

ing how some Soviet citizens feel

alx)ut Americans. The author
apparently wishes to remind his

audience that the Soviet Union is

a multinational state, and implies

that professors O'Connor and I

fail to make this fact clear in the

course we jointly teach entitled

"Turning Points in Russian/
ISoviet History."

In my case, his conclusion
appears to be based on an error

which appeared in an advertiae-

ent for a trip to Poland and tbe

S«nit Union which I direct^
several yaaranlln^a maststancnt
which Ida moummewktr writing

but wlMh Im tail tp pi oaiwnd
ndi^mlely i^s- '*^^ ^ip ^
tmtAfiu tkrmgjti the Ukraine

PeHiops In his

aiitf-SoWet hatred,

Mmiw has lost touch

withroulltyi

to lianml life in RiiMMa'l

O'Connor or I dd not carefully

identify non-Russian Soviet na-

tional minorities in our profes-

sional work is calumny; to hint

that we may be "Red lackeys

spawned on American soil or

communist slaves sent by (sic!)

Kremhn" is libelous.

Perhaps in his anti-Soviet

hatred, Ibtfur has kiat touch with
j

reality. Cartiinly his article pra-

vidia fmnnds to aupport such m{
uafortnnale cancluaian. To pny^^

bomimr, toj

wMdi Mpsnr in it

iMin with an i

'iSuikl a hiflher fence
'

finniai Tyi

b«t

- i^^j^^t
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ByKARiirEDtmNB

As the lines in Kennedy Hall

shrink and «• sununer tans fade,

the Vilianova 4dniintiiuty begins
to fall back; into its hectic and
soinetimea monotonous routine.

For many Vdlanovans, however,
eayacialiy the freahmeirmembers
^ii»Ck»^iAl9Wf,9mn(^ of

IdMicrshaking ralliea in the
thXPom Pavilion, fiisbee loaaes

aiHl ioe-breaker games. 'iuch as
*'8itton-my4uiee8-^ea8e," are re-

ifMnders that life at Villanova has
the potential to be more than a
routine experience.

The studente behind New Stu-

dent Orientation 1986 spent
months developinga program that

could impress Villanova'a 1,700

newcomers with that message, in

four action-packed days and even-

ings. Freshman Kevin Mylod
attests that this year's planners

succeeded in doing just that. .

After speaking with freshmen
friends at other universities and

MilllS StP^€ to
colleges. MyM oMhided that
"Nothing even OMia ckwe to the

orientation we Had." in terms of

making new stiid^ts aware of

every aspipetof Villlnova life.

A tmfit at the program's mas-
ter nCllWiiw indicates why. After

gractinjittie new arrivals at their

raayiififiAliaUs v^ the early jjoorn-

in| of A^. ao. the tr(^tl^ T-
shitted orientation counsektrs
(OX/Q) and administrative aaais-

tants (A.A.'s) enthusiastically
directed the freshmen through a
grueling, yet exciting agenda
which left few idle hours for

homesickness.

The new students were made
aware of all available services at

Villanova, including banking,
food, financial aid and more. A
sUdashoW with highlights of the

PhUedelphia area attracted more
parents and students than in past
years.

Students and parents also met
with their prospective academic
deans and workshops addressing

flmhback

such issues as new- sttKlent con-

cerns and drinking were
conducted.

Mylod, as well as senior O.C.'s

Jennifer Kunae and Lisa Reilly,

found the presentation on Villan-

ova's Auguatinian heritage partic-

ularly enlightening. The Activi-

ties Forum, in which over 65

.

campurtirgaiiizations partleij^l^?

ed, attracted many curious
freshmen.
Most of the excitement, howev-

er, occurred when the 76 orienta-

tion groups gathered in the Du-
Pont Pavilion. Entertainment
included a comedian one night and
a hypnotist on closing night.

The major purpose of these
rallies, however, was to generate
spirit and class unity amongst
Villanova'a newest members. On
these occasions, |he Pavillion

rocked and roaretf with frenzied

and enthusiastic chants proclaim-

ing the students' loyalty to the
friendships forged in their orien-

(Continued on page 1 7)

By SUSAN TOLVE

Villanova 's Freshman Orienta-

tion'did not always consist of four

days packed with activities, slo-

gans and people wearing num-
beral t-shirts. Thomas Trucks,

director of maintenance, this

we^ remembered his orientation

il^l946. whichconsisted of report-

i^ to your first class 30 minutes

^rly. During this period, each

fessor explained what was
:ted of the students and

P9inted to'the kx:ation of different

aididemic buildings.

|Un addition to this one-half hour
orientation, freshmen ware re-

quired towear beanies for the first

few days of classes. Trucks and
other World War II veterans
refused to comply with this rule,

as well as the one prohibiting

smoking, since they entered Vil-

lanova at 24 years of age.

'Thirty minutes of orientation

certainly was not sufficient to

cover the number of rules that

students were required to foUow.
so students received a handbook
outlining the miany regulations.

Some of these rules included the

following: coats and tie were to

be worn at all times (even during
suihmer sessions); there was no
walking on the grass; permission

was required in order to leave
campus; and students were obli-

gated to attend chapel.

Edward Meagher, special pro-

ject assistant in V.U.'s mainte-
nance department, entered Villan-

ova in 1970. In the 26 years since
Trucks had attended, orientation

expanded to three full days. All

freshman could easily be identified

because they wore a beanie, had
a large badfi^ on their jacket, and
carried a cloth in cas^ an upper-
classman ever wanted his shoes
shined.

Freshman were also required to

carry upperclassen's books, which
many older V.U. students took
advantage of. Meagher remembers
holding a stack of books so high
that he "couldnU see where he
was going."

On the third night of orienta-

tion, everyone attended the Red
Garter which according to
Meagher was "a drinking bash in

the fieldhouse."

Both Trucks and Meagher
agreed that their orientations
weregeared more towards gaining
discipline than meetin|[ others
and adapting to college life. Judg-
ing from how much things have
Changed over the years, who
knows what V.U. orientations
win be like in the year 2000?

Orlantatten counaalofs enthuolttlcailywicome ntm atudattta to ViWanova.

(Photo by Schmid)

Parking grievances

addressed by Kelly

CMaff Rowan Kolly. CHraetor of

Saeurity. addrooMd atudMit

ooncama on campuaparMng

(Pholo by Schmid)

By JOE MCGOWAN

Last Thursday, in the Connelly
Cinema, Chief of Security, Rowan
P. Kelly, delivered a presentation

sponsored by the Association of

Commuting Students (ACS), on
Villanova parking policy.

Kelly concentrated on the De-
partment's recent publication
Parking By Permit Only. Since
commuters applied this past week
for parking permits, Thursday's

question-and-answer session
seemed ah opportune occasion for

clarification of parking regula-

tions and restrictions.

Those in attendance were most-
ly officers of such c«(mpus organ-
izations as the ACS, Student
(jovernment, and Student Activ-

ities, all of which are concerned
with the parking situation. In an
interview subsequent to the pres-

entation, Kelly expressed overall

satisfaction with the event, but he
was dissatisfied with the question

posed to him by students in the

audience.

Kelly noted that "the questions

asked for the most part were
terrible, and this evinces some
concern." As to whether the poor

quality of the questions asked

could be attributed to a lack of

knowledge of parking rules, Kelly

replied: "Difficult to say and
iadded that one does "have the

opportunity to know what they

are if you read the book [Parking

By Permit Only]."

Questions asked at the presen-

tation ranged from those dealing

with visitor parking and second

permits, to the suspension of the

student parking privilege for the

main lots at home football games.
Kelly asserted that the latter

regulation has been mandated not

by the Security Department but

by the Department of Athletics.

He also agreed that students
believe Security to be responsible

for more than it actually is.

As the presentation revealed,

(Continued on page 16)
'

Searching for a career at V.U.
By NANCY NEILL

As the senior class of 1987
begins its final year at Villanova

they must start thinking about
the future. Many will ask the

question, "What will I do when
I leave Villanova's sheltering
walls?" This is where the Career
Development Center enters the

picture.

Much of the prospective grad-
uate's senior year will be spent
embarking on a job search. The
Career Development Center
(CDC) can be a student's most
effective resoi^rce along the road
to finding, not just a job, but a
career.

TheCDC runsmany workshops
and programs to help students
develop their career goals and
locate jobs. The center's ot^ective

is to give students direction by
helping them chooae the right

major, early in their education,

and then the right career as a

Some el the warkahops being
hdd by tlM omlar iadiide "latar-

vrnfim SldUa/* "Reaume Writ-

iiif/^^M Stirah for Ubaral
Ana/* *iflafli¥ajib8itvdi. ' and
**AMrii« to Graduitf Schaol."

Another "valuable" program
run by the CDC is known as

VALUE (Villanova Alumni Lend-

ing Undergraduate Experience).

This program is designed to allow

students to explore career options

and to investigate the work world.

Villanova alumni from many
fields meet with students to

discuss their occupation and
answer questions. The student
spends a half day with the alum-
nus in his or her working envir-

onment. Participation in this

program is an excellent opportun-

ity for any student to discover if

a prospective career choice is right

for them.
Perhaps of greatest interest to

seniors is the On-Campus Recruit-

ing Program. Approximately one
third of the senior class will be

placed in jobs through this

program.
Each year, 300 companies inter-

view on campus. The Career
Center is k)oking to expand that

number in the future. —f^
^niors interested in participat-

ing in on-campus recruiting

should obtain a Villanova Inter-

view Form (VIF) from the CDC
and ahouM bagin preparing their

reaume for interviews.

Any senior who did not attend

an informational meeting about

the interviewing process is ad-

vised to go to the CDC office to

become familiar with the process

of On-Campus Recruiting.

As the final step in helping

students locate jobs, the CDC has

a summer job club to aid any
graduate who has not yet found

employment as of graduation. The
center will hold resumes on file

and even helps alumni who return

in search of new jobs.

The CDC supplies a full range

of services aside from locating

jobs. According to Dr. Robert

Stokes, director of the Career
Development Center; "We have
an opportunity to play a role in

every student's college

experience."

The CDC hosts Career Day
every other year and is consider-

ing an annual Career Day. It also

acts as a resource in locating

speakers for club functions. This

year it sponsored the Part-Time

Job Fair which was hekl Sept. 11

in the Villanova Room.
The Career Development Cen-

ter is open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

on Mondays and from 8 a.m. to

5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
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student interests in one particular

area run parallel with those of

Security — that is, the issue of

increases in the number of parking

spaces. Kelly has his eye <9n the

rugby field across from the foot-

ball stadium and adjacent to the

first of the main lots lor a new
lot.

Kelly also believes that Security

has been misrepresented in other

areas of policy and pohcy enforce-

ment. He stresses that "you
measure the efficiencyof a secur
ity system by what does not

happen." Kelly dted that apart

from incidences of vandalism,
Viltahova is relativdy problem-

free.

One of the students in atten-

dance Thursday was Stu4ent
Body President Joe Attman, mm
agreed with Kelly's attertion that

SecuHty is held acoMiotable ior

mqrt than what is within tlieir

authority: "It seems that Security

gets a tot of bad press, an4 tint

soniifcof it is unjustified. Securi^
is taking the blame for what is

not its decisioDS. but for what
they must simply enforce. So it

was helpful for Us to see where
Chief Kc^ly and Security are

coming from."
Aiiitoin expiressed liitenBat on

behalf of student representativet

in working with Security on such

.isiiM|i as uiotiaes in number of

|lir9ang spaott, Mrking nestric'

tiona» ano ifliiinQg}^

Althougli atten^ttice wasrtla'
tWdy poor at Thursday's presen*

tation. Chid Kelly did express his

willingness to increase commun*
ication with students. Program-
ming such as Thursday s on
parking is one way to help stu-

dents cope with the many policies

and procedures that confront

them at a oaiiverwty.

**r*!' rf*~M
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By ^ACEY WHJONS

ThtiT season's fall fashions are

an eclectic mix of apphistkated

sep^u^tcs and '608 updates. De-

signers are offering luxurious

fabrics that are versatile enough
to' be worn for day and eveniiw.

Such fabrics include sued^, leatn-

er, velvet, silk .and' dtihrnere.

Nothing can b^t that 8Ui}pe of

confidence when weiiring lottery
smooth suede or oool^k against

the skin. Luxury^ has a price

attached; thoufllh often beyond the

reaches of a college student's

financial means.
A welcome alternative to high-

ly igMameViXANOVAIM 17

N
MONDAT-FRIDAT
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

312 W. LANCASTER AVE.
(next to MtaMlla'g DliMr)

pnced^hopPng is outlet shopping.

Outlet shqnnng has the "tag sale"
allure that attracts so many
baiggin junkies on each shopping
spree. The joy of scouting Out a
low-priced treasure from the
nimmafe is part of the allure.

Outlet shopping has its draw-

backs, however. Not only is it

time-consuming and frustrating,

but one also buys things simply
because they are marked down so
low.
Two such outlet centers are

located in their namesake towns^
The first is the nearby Reading
outlet which boasts many of the

finest designer outlet houses. The
second is the Seacaucus outlet,

located in New Jersey.

The ultimate in bargain shop-

ping is at Filene's Basement in the

heart of downtown Boston.

(Continued on page 20)

who knows, who cau'es
We're b«ck . . . another fun-filled semester at V. If. . . . striving

to achieve all we believe or don't believe ... like Chief Kelly's
latest literary masterpiece . . . "Parking by Permit Only" . . . with
its fnmoiM concluding line . . . ^These regulations are subject to
change without notice." ... our cars will be subject to ougor
change after they hit the ten-foot deep pothole in the driveway
across from the chapel . . . that's assuming you can get a space
in the main lot ... if not, you'll have to deal with the wrath of
our friendly neighbors, the Radnor Commissioners . . . speaking
of friendly, it looks like our friend Connelly dropped some more
bucks on V.U. ... the South Dining Hall is now named alter
the president of his company ... we wonderhow much St. M<Miica
and Katharine donated ... it couldn't be more than we paid for
books this semester . . . right about now is when we usually start
making fun of Student Government ... but this year is different
...last year we couldn't find them ... this year we can't get
rid of them . . . nothing personal, Joe . . . but we already have
one bureaucracy in this country ... until next week ...

remember ... for all you do . . . this who knows who cares
is for you.
Edited by the Editorial Board of the ViUanovan, •
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Get acquainted at Pearle with our eye filling selection of contact
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THAN PEARLE.

Orientation
(Continuedfrom page 15)

tation groups.

Senior Melina Bedics, student

chairperson for Orientation 1986,

measured the program's success

by feedback received from parents

and students.

"When people say 'I want to be

an O.C. or an A.A.,* I think it's

one of the best compliments you
can get," explained Bedics, who
was approached by many students

expressing their appreciation for

a well-managed and worthwhile
event.

Bedics returned to Villanova

June 2 to plan a two-week training

program for the 13 steering com-
mittee members.*

According to Lisa Lestishock, a
member of the Steering Commit-
tee, the committee worked to

make orientation "special" to the
new students, encouraging them
to live by this year's theme,
"Strive to Achieve All You
Believe."

If Villanova's Class of 1990
carries that sentiment with them
tograduation day, life at Villanova

will be far from routine. After all,

"Thirty-Nine Is Mighty Fine" and
"Group 1. 2 Loves V.U.;" and
although the members of these
groups and others will find separ-

ate niches in the Villanova com-
munity, they will always share
Orientation 1986.

Make $200 - $400 Per Week
Setting our Designs
on Your (Hon Timet

PM DESIGNS IS THE CREATOR OF THE MOST UNIQUE
AND INNOVATIVE ANODIZED JEWELRY!
WENEEDDtSTRtBVTORSt

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMAHON AND FREE SAMPLES.
'

pm designs
302 E. state St, Suite 3 ^

Ithaca, NY 14850* 607-272.4200 '
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STAGE CREW
Thanks for all of your hard
work. You're great DJ's,

Technicians and People!
SAO.
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Camiws Ail
REV. RAY JACKSON, a&A.
: Among other things, jesus had
keen insight into human nature.

He not only cured the blind, lame
and many who were possessed
with evil spirits, but he frequently
took time to share His wisdom
about the various habits of heart
which we carry around.
On one occasion He said, "Do

not start worrying: 'Where will

my food come from? or my drink?

or my ck>thes?' Those are the

things the pagans are always
concerned about. Your Father in

Heaven knows that you need all

these things. Instead, be con-
cerned above efverything else with
the Kingdom of God and with
what God requires of you, and God
will provide you with all these
other things." Mt. 6:51.

As we b^n a new school year,

.

it is a good time to reflect on some
basics. Are we pagans or Chris

tians? Are we more (ionoemed
about our own personal iM^re
and success thim abqut thf Xiiig-

dom of God? Do we trust tJ^t the
creator of the universe, tke.Qne
who gave us sea and sky, i«pd
and sand, trees, flowers, the ftth

of the sea; and who placed laugh-
ter in our hearts and smiles on
our faces? Does this God not
continue to care for us? Trusting
that God loves us and walks witn
us in our daily lives should be the
heart of human life if it is to have
real meaning.
We know also, almost by in-

stinct, what the Kingdom of God
is about and where our priorities,

should be. It is not about cheating,

lying, stealing or fornication. It is

about helping, caring, compassion
and love.

The Kingdom of self seeks only

to satisfy "my" needs, "my"
desires, "my" wants; the Kingdom

of G«d leeks the wel6ire of others.

It cfUs us ttuiseoar tiiM,

aii4,.e»si8y vtt crettiAf a
ol pdwe-and harmony in

,relati6iulup witk oilier peopltr

inTitsa us to rise abova Uiftt^
and'tiMicts (rf.We by <iieriaf
foraivei^ess, support and heali

The Kifiiplom ol fkA is

giving bocausewf are awtreoftiie
preaenoe of God in our life. We
trust that Jesus.Js true to Ifis

promise to be always with us.

The greatest secret of life is to

understand that the Kingdom of

God is within us. It is God'it life

that has brought us into being; it

is God's presence that sustains us;

and ultimately our final home is

with God.
Our worries, fears, and anxie-

ties will diminish in proportion to

our belief that Go4 knows our
needs and will fulfill them. Let us
seek first the Kingdom oi God!

Entertaining responsibly
By SUSAN SMITH

Drinking songs may be of the

past. New statistics show that

one-third of the nation's adults

abstain from alcoholic consump-
tion. Others are drinking less.

People are becoming more respon-

sible and more health conscious.

The Pennsylvania Chamber of nishable by a $100 fine

Commerce is offering a 35-page .Considering these rules, and
booklet illustrating recipes for

appetizing non-alcoholic drinks

and snack trays. The "Non-
Alcoholic Party Drinks" booklet

not only contains innovative
recipes, but also home and busi-

ness hosting tips, pointers for

parents, and tips for teens con-

cerning the responsible use of

alcohol.

Since 'alcohol is usually an
intricate part of the college social

scene, this booklet may be more
useful than one realizes. The state

has been cracking down on eve-

ryone with the new drunk driving
laws and makes the hosts liable

for their drunken guests. Most
colleges now are getting tight with
their alcohol rules.

Some rules being slapped on
various colleges are: fraternity

parties must provide an alternate

beverage; fraternity beer taps
must stop at 2 a.m.; no alcohol

allowed to be consumed in the

Shopping
(Continuedfrom page 17)

To be really successful, one
must swallow one's pride and
literally dive into bins of disorgan-

ized clothing. I actually found a

beautiful double-knit Calvin Klein

blazer nestled among inexpensive

acrylic knit sweaters.
,

Sometime&bargains turn up in

the most unlikely places. I have
found Sak's Fifth Avenue on City

Line Avenue to have clearance

racks that are beyond belief.

Department stores, such as Sak's,

strive to keep the most updated

wear on the racks, so clothes are

frequently put on clearance racks

in the back sections of each
department.
There is an element of risk in

buying^ sweaters in April or short

sets in October, however. If you
have a definite preference that

cannot be swayed, enter the ranks
of the official bargain hunters and
keep your eyes pealed for that

unexpected treasure, in the midst
of the furor of a bargain-hungry
crowd.

dorm*by anyone under 21; no open the tact that many under-21
containers in public; huge fines nights are popping up at the local

and liabilities for the adult respon- bars, along witfr the respect one
sible for getting and serving should always have for the person

alcohol to minors; and the list goes who chooses not to drink, provid-

ing non-alcoholic drinks in a

pleasing and exotic manner may
be the answer.

Courtesy of the Pennsylvania
Chamber of Commerce.

on.

At Villanova, possession of a

beer keg in a dorm room is pu-
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If you vptod mon timt twonyijiig 9v«r wbfft toUv

ytlkatmimmto^fkmy, mmiAfUii^^
iNsdiM litil^t%Aw»llq»wt.^dn(Dr Hfuii l«

« llMtt w«lk twiy hom*»min» md • loog way
horn dofinltory hutlM. .

SM malMlically atop • grMo UwhUnad driv*. Radnor
Noma oK&n tha baat of both woirM*- Uvias coo-

vaotenoa and off-oaiapaa aaoMl)^. Thara'a an out-

door pool, awaaoma vtaw and ISnKraa of luah

pariiliad. poHbct for Jogging, ttiidying or romantic
moonlit walka.

At Radnor Hoiuia, tiiara's plantyoflauadiy spaca. Tlia
haat ond aUetrklty ara individually. controUad and
an Bntmguard Ocartty •yttam wti) pat your pavonta
at

21

"i^\ "^
. r: '

'

Viait Radnor Hoaaa thia waalL Bring your paionta oi^

aand tham our litoratura. And naxt semaster—no
mora housing haraaamant.

•aO% Down PayBMBt

•Financing Av«Uabla

•Low 30-Yoar Fixed Rate Mortgages

On« Bedroom from $62,9§0

Two Bedroom from $74,990

Threo Bedroom from $99,990 ^Tp^Ttp^
HOUSE

Daily 11 to PM, Wed. until 8 PM,
Sat. and Sun. 10 to 6 PM

1030 E. Lancaster Ave., Suite 416
Rosemont, Rcidnor Tivp., PA

(215) 527-7790

^s Next Semeitor!

Your Dormltoru k?

IfuQiiact noiv, you can be ji short
vmlkawau iiiiQiiroivnoff-canpus
mOit anlAlfiORHOUSE
fireifli $62,^

a a

m '?«'«

ifen

k ^^V^

QUESTION #1.

WHAT ISTHE RIGHT CHOKE
FORMOST COLLEGE STIMITS?

:^- M
o) JKttSt—nireveiyclay discounts of4^^

50% offweekday rotes on ouMiF-stcrte coHs.

b) SluMt iMirsts of intense study followed b^
nours OT iraiinc panyinc|«

,

c) AnJ---fbr exception^ value and high qualify
service.

d) AJ83—for coMecf^ tiiird-purlyand operotor-

assisted long distance cols.

e) Any doss tlmtdoes not conflictwith 'Ihe Love
GNUiectionl'

iii'Au :}'ju zjijy
U'JLJ^ 'BUS JilUJ

JU-L^ JUL r^n
LJL -J^JiJ'JJLSL JJ
\

-9

Ifypu picked A, C and D, you're destined for great thinifB.

Like AESTLong Distance Service.AHT
valtie8.Likea40% to over50% diaoount offourday rateon night,

evening, and wedoend out-of-state calls.

Imaginewhat yoall do with the nxmey vou cookl save.

Iniaginewhat your parents would do if they found out
(Xcourse, you can count on AlKrfordeark)Qg distance

connections any place you call And 4!lKr gh^es you
immediate credit f(Nr wrong numbers.

^^

To find out more about ^xiiy you
shoukl chooseAOKC 8n« us a call

. And ifyou pickedBand E, call any-
way. You ccNild probably use someone
totalkto.

Callt(^freetodsy,at
1

\\ siiidents
i > .^xkuhior.

.i»?e5^SBf

r;1

BiiHMPt the midnight

the 2:O0or 3.-00

dr4sOOAMailitabMMd.

Mntific Cikuktort have

That*8 becaute there are better than 2500 software packages

available for then— mane than for any other calculator.

There*8 even a special plug-in software package (we call it the

Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems

;
atiKlait has to solve in his, or her, course work.

Noniaadir praiaaaaoaate inengtMering and the physical sciences

%vidaly rngarfl HP calculators as the best you can get.

So chcdi one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're

getting anough slaep, you «von't have to lie.

By tha «My, if you want more infonnation, just give us a call

atMWOiUHPPC. Aakfar Dtpt.658C.

OillSSDIEl

nvHtnsni

Credit Coungglor Position

availaMa in progragslvg Bryn
Mawr liarligt Rmi. Part-tHmg

talgphona vvorfc. Hourg flax-

iblg. ktoal for gtudentg. Call

Mr. Marfcar or Ma. Bakgr be-

tWMH 1-9 at 527-8600.

Wg are looMng for ten gfu-

dents to wortc In our Bryn
Mawr office. Students se-

lected must be bright, ener-

getic, and enjoy working with

pciople their own age. Salary

$4 hour. Flexlt>le afternoon

and evening hours. Call 527-

4084, 2-10 p.m.

Ideal job for pollege students.

Work two evenings per week
5-10 p.m. in our Bryn Mawr
office. No selling. Salary plus

k>onuse8. Call for interview.

Ms. McGrath. 527-8060, 2-10

p.m.

Looking for Jobs? Baskin
Robbing in Wayne is looking

for responsible college stu-

dents. Hours are flexible and
wages are good. Easily ac-

caasible by train. Call 688-

7655 k>etween 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

or come by and fill out an
application.

Busboy — opportunity for

college student to make extra

money on weekends. Call

Valley Forge Restaurant on
Route 202 in King of Prus-
sian, at 265-31922.

Waiters and Waitresses —
Part-time work available,

weekdays and weekends,
serving food and cocktails.

Attractive. Gratuities. Valley

Forge Restaurant, Route 202,
King of Prussia. Call for ap-

pointment at 265-3922.

Ten delivery persons needed
at new and exciting LA NOVA
Pizza Company. Positions
also available for counter
persons. Apply in person at

789 Lancaster Ave., Villanova

(behind Radnor Pharmacy).

Babysitter needed, Tuesday
and Thursday 5 to 8 p.m. and
every other Saturday eve-
ning. Two boys, ages 3 and
IV2. Good pay and easy walk
from campus. Please call

527-0270.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is

now hiring hard-working
young men and women for

full-time positions this fall

and winter. Starting wages
range from $5-$r per hour.

Please call 783-0900 for

details.
^

CUSTOMER SERVK:E
MIDNIGHT SHIFT

We have an Immediate open-
ing in the Exton area for an
experienced customer eer-

vloe rep with data entry ex-
TMg aaglgiMiiefit la

nifM la • a.m. Car
Mv-

tJssJ^M --' "
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Lancaster Ave.
V AnnQunQ0s

525-3667
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Live
with Cr9iQ Shoemaker

Shows on the Main Line

<x

Wednesday Night, Comedy Night Returns with

4 Fabulous Line up of Side Splitting Comedians
• SHOW STARTS AT 1 p.m.

• Bring your friends for an open mike
amateur hour following the show.

• GET THERE EARLY FOR BEST SEATS

t««/
%!<»« AT THE DOOR

COMEDY NIGHT
«"'>"*

8i^-^^-'Ak^'M':.

V

r

GENERAL STAFF
fO/t CURRENTAND

NEWCOMERS WELCOME
Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Station Office. Room 210-D(nH|tierty Hell

TOPICS COVERED
\0

bitroductkxi af Staff

FM Conv^''8ioi9

• < ;

• MMtt fbr \WMBt
•• •
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^Hmeer sounds et the Spectrum
ByRUSSCBCCOLA

Since the last edition of the
Vilbuiovwi in May, many talents

have brought their perlormances
to therPhUadetohia areau From
Th^HoiNieii toVan Hafen.onacan
always find a good hand in Phtlly

on a hot sammtr night. The
hottest oonoeits are always at the
Spectrttm. Many acts played
diere, indiMBng Stevie Nicks and
Eddie Murphy, yet the ones that
drew the most attentioii were the
good soHd rock V toU bands.
Without a doubt, Van Halen ruled
this summer, having the hottest
show and selling out three nights
at the Spectrum. They even made
it onto the 'Today" show, usually
a privilege reserved for such junk
as Culture Club.

VAN HALEN

A good shot of VH can't hurt

you, now that Diamond Dop6
Ihive is gone and pursuing his

obnoxious behavior where the

only person he can hurt is himself

(hopefully). Van Halen was a good

way to wrap up the last month
of vacation. Usually bringing

around an excellent opening band,

this time we got Bachman Turner
Overdrive, back from the 70s

bands' grave — nothing too im-

pressive. VH opened up with an

aarly cover tune, "You Really Got

Me." In the course of this song,

there was so much stuff thrown
i^p on stage that there was no
room for' the gUys in the band.

This just compounded throughout
the rest of the show. Also per-

(prmed were all <rf the songs from
the "new" VH album, 5150,
including their runaway hits

"Why Can't this Be Love" (saved

for an encore), "Dreams" and
"Love Walks In." Just like "Best

of Both Worlds" says, we got

Sammy Hagar songs, as well as

ones from the quartet including
Hagar. Eddie and Alex Van Halen
and Michael Anthony. Hagar
performed "The OneWay to Rock,

•1 Can't Drive 55" and "Red."
Sok)8 were performed par excel-

lence ~ the best of course being
Eddie's guitar ocploeion.

The set was a basic one, with
one unique twist. The light tres-

tles had a walkway along them
in arms out toward the middle of

the Spectrum, allowing Hagar to

climb to the top of the arena and
hang out over the audience. The
energy of VH made the show.
They came there to have fun, play

and play hard and that's what
they did.

JUDAS PRIEST

The high priest of metal re-

turned to Philly to play the best

set ever in their history. With a
stage including a giant represen-

tation of a car turbo engine,
appropriate for their latest release.

Turbo, Priest played 19 energy
blasting songs, keeping the au-

dience in a frenzy. Judas Priest's

the most popular and well known
metal band, also one of the oldest.

Starting the show was red hot

Dokken, playing only seven tunes.

Priest made up for that. With such
songs as "Breaking the Law,"
"Electric Eye," "Living After
Midnight" and "You Got Another
Thing Coming," Priest kept going
without stopping for anything so

time-wasting as a drum or bass

solo.

Extra treats included lead sin-

ger Rob Halford's amazingly clear

and high voice, his riding a Harley
cycle onto stage and the transfor-

ntation of the set into a giant

robot, picking up Halford and •

guitarists Tipton and Downing
and lifting them high into the air.

Priest's Turbo "Fuel for Life" tour

was the loudest of the summer,
leaving ears ringing for at least

a day afterwards.

DIO

f-'

Van Halen, 1-r, Alex Van Halen, Sammy Hagar, Eddie Van Halen and Michael Anthony took over
America in the summer in support of their latest album 5150, selling out more arenas and concert
hallsAan ever before.

Ronnie James Dio returned to,, -.-u .ilj
the Spectrum in July only to ^f?l^1i

^!«*^P«7«'' ™«t*» *>^"^

record the show for video release. [^^ ^^ ^^^ audience more par

Opening for Dio was Accept, a
ticipatory than I've seen in a long

time. Dio, formerly of Rainbow
and Black Sabbath, now had three

albums, and played only 12 songs,

including "Hungry for Heaven,"
"Man on the Silver Mountain,"
Heaven and Hell" and "Rock and

Roll Children."

Since the concert was being

filmed, the show went without a

hitch. On this tour for the latest

album, Sacred Heart, more empha-
sis was placed on the set than

playing songs. But, with an an-

imated dragon, excellent laser

show, drum solo (with neon drum
sticks in the dark), explosions, a

castle and drawbridge, crystal

ball and a new song preview

("Time to Burn"), who could

complain? Look for the video soon

that says Recorded live at the

Spectrum.

BOB DYLAN/TOM PETTY
and ZZ TOP

These three monsters of music

wrap-up the summer's best in

(Continued on page 29)

Philly's classical fall begins

By JOE McGOWAN

The Fall Program of the 1986-

87 Philadelphia Orchestra season
will focus on works of the twen-
tieth century and those written

for piano, as well as the continua-

tion of its Beethoven cycle. Bee-

thoven's Symphony No. 5 is the

highlight of the Orchestra's Gala
Opening Concert on Sept. 17.

The Philadelphia Orchestra
under the baton of Music Director

Riocardo Muti will perform Sym-
phonies Nos. 1 and 5 for a compact
disc recording by the EMI/Angel
label this season. Muti has re-

turned to i^hiladetphia for the

after a suauaer spent at

, Munich, and the Salzburg
Featival, where be was involved

in the praductian of operas, aome
gf.whkh waie abo reoofdad by

ththaOrdHatra
wfiU prmktm ita pieiiiotian of

a opara Tk$ fh-
ThaOvartuffawill

%^>

be performed on Sept. 26, 27, and
30 as well as on Oct. 10 to intro-

duce the full production which
will be unveiled in October. Bass-

baritone Helmut Welker will play

the title role and the Orchestra

will be assisted by the Westmins-

ter Choir.

On October 18 at 8 p.m. the

Academy of Music will host as

part of a cultural exchange pro-

gram the State Symphony Or-

chestra of the U.S.S.R. The
Moscow-based Symphony will

perform the "Kamarinskaya" of

Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka, the

Concerto for Violin. Cello, and
Orchestra of Johannes Brahms,
and Sergei Rachmaninov's Sym-
phony No. 2.

On Oct. 27 the Opera Company
of Philadelphia will begin its 1986-

87 season with a performance of

Giaoomo Puodni s Madmme Butter-

fly at the Academy of Music.

The Philadelphia Singers begin

thair fifteenth season on Oct. 10

at The Church of the Holy Trinity

on RittawhaMis Square with an
evening of chaaibar charal works

by Benjamin. Britten entitled

"Great Britten!" The Singers'

Artistic Director Michael Korn
also serves in that capacity for

Philadelphia's annual Basically

Bach Festival.

This series of lectures and
musical performances in celebra-

tion of the great J.S. Bach is now
in its eleventh year. The program
runs from Oct. 22 through Dec.

20 and will feature a harpsichord

recital by Gustav Leonhardt on
Oct. 28 at St. Paul's Church in

Chestnut Hill. On Oct. 31 organist

Marie-Claire Alain will perform
Bach's "Organ Mass" at the Bryn
Mawr Presbyterian Church and
the program will finish with a

special Christmas concert featur-

ing a performance of the
Magnificat.

Considering the number of

chamber music performances
slated for the Philadelphia area

and the impending visit of the

Soviet Symphony, this fall will be

one both busy and historic for

daaaical muaic fans.

(A-
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Special effects

dominate summer
m

,

*

film selection

By RUSS CECCOLA

The major movie studios in

Hollywood save their (supposedly)

best films forthe summer because

more people have time to go to see

a nfotion picture then. Aside from

films like "Top Gun," "Nothing

in Common" and "Legal Eagles,"

the top grossing movies were
either horror or sci-fi based. Thus,

it is only fitting that we discuss

only the most worthwhile pieces

of celluloid and trash the junk

movies. Without a doubt, there is

a tie between "Aliens" and "The
Fly" as both the best scifi/hprror

summer films and the best all-

around summer pictures.

• •••

ALIENS

Every word of praise imaginable

has been associated with this film

— and rightly so. "Aliens" is the

most intense and intelligent

science fiction movie since "Star

Wars." "Aliens" combines the

fascination of a future world with

excellent animatronics and cine-

matography to create an atmos-

phere that can best be described

as terrifying.

Sigourney Weaver stars as

Ripley, the strong-willed officer

who survived the onslaught of a

creature from the planet Acheron

in the original film, "Alien." Her

acting, coupled with that of Mi-

chael "Biehn and Lance Henriksen,

makes the situation faced in

"Aliens" more believable. The
plot, for those who haven't seen

"Aliens," involves the return of

Ripley and a combat squad of

soldiers to the planet Acheron,

home of the title creatures, to

investigate a loss of communica-

tion with a colony there. The rest

is a descent into terror, as the

crew is hunted by the double-

jawed acid-blooded creatures who
confront them at every turn.

"Aliens" took all the attention

this summer and is worth it.

• •••

THE FLY

Director David Cronenberg re-

turned this August with the most
promising remake of a horror film

since "The Thing." SUrring Jeff

Goldblum as scientist Seth Brun-

dle and Geena Davis as Brundle's

girlfriend, Veronica Quaife, "The
Fly" has met with rave reviews

everywhere. Brundle is an exper-

imental recluse whose work is in

the area of teleportation. He has

set up shop in a desolate ware-

house and brings Quaife to his

laboratory to show her his life-

style.

When Brundle teleports himself

between the pods he has set up,

he accidentally fuses his own
genetic coding with that of a fly.

Be b^ns transformation into the

title creature. The excellence in

"The Fly stems from the realistic

effects and occurrences exposed

by makeup afficianado Chris
Walas. Also, the romance between
Brundle and Quaife is a touching

background to the hideous effects

— empathy is achieved. Don't

waste time — go see Goldblum in

his highly-acclaimed role. '

repnsed his persona of psychopa"
thic killerNorman Bates. Not only
did Perkins star as Bates, but he
also directed the film. PsychQ.

Ill," along with the ne:(,t film TQ
discuss, "Labyrinth," are both

worthy of high esteem, just a step

below "The Fly" and "Aliens."

The interesting element of "Psy-

cho III" that distinguishes it from

its predecessors is that the film

explores in depth the relationship

between Norman and Mother. We
see Norman in a struggle to

correct his past by helping a

runaway nun, Maureen Coyle

(Diana Scarwid), who resembles

the character Marion Crane, killed

by Norman in the first movie. He
also is fighting hard to get rid of

Mother. The strength of "Pyscho

III" is in its pk)t, yet the overall

effect is sympathy with Norman's
cause. "Pyscho III" stands out as

an excellent work — and don't

rule out a "Psycho IV."

• •••

LABYRINTH

Despite the fact that the cast

of this film is largelyJim Henson's

muppets, this fantasy from
George Lucas of "Star Wars"
fame is superb. David Bowie
costars with Denise Connelly in

this tale of adventure in the

strange maze of the title. It seems
that a girl named Sara (Connelly)

is tired of babysitting her little

brother and wishes him to be

taken away. Needless to say,

Jareth's powers enable him to

make Sara's wishes reality and
her brother is gone, with instruc-

tions given to her that she must
make her way through a confusing

maze to retrieve her sibling. Her
quest involves meeting and bat-

tling wits with many unique
creatures as well as solving nu-

merous puzzles. The,reason that

"Labyrinth" is so good is that it

couples the music of David Bowie
with an interesting plot and
stunning atmosphere. "Laby-
rinth" is just simply a fun movie.

•••#

Many other horror and science

fiction films were released in the

past three months. "Poltergeist

11" started off the summer with

a disappointment. It has the

sappiest ending of all scare films.

"Crawlspace," "Bkx)dy Birthday,

"Vamp" and "Texas Chainsaw

Massacre Part 2" were the strang-

est releases of the summer.

PSYCHO 111

Norman Bates it back in all his

gk)ry! This iumratr Tony Perkins

"Invaders from Mars," "Dem-

ons," "Maximum Overdrive" and

"Friday the 13th Part 6" are the

only remaining films. "Mars" was
an unnecessary remake. "Dem-

ons" was the best summer gore

film, imported directly from Italy.

"Overdrive" shows that you still

can't drag a Stephen King short

story into a 90-minute movie.

Last, but definitely not least,

Jason returned in "Part 6" of his

saga. The second best of the

series, "Part 6" brings the slaugh-

ter king back to his stomping

grounds to regain his crown.

Jason's rejuvenation to life is

worth $40 million and proves

wlMt type of movie js tiM OMSt

popular in America today. Look

for "Friday the 13th Part 7" in

1987. We are interatted ki lindiog

hoiw many people were IdMaA in

"Parf ^. hmm ooMict Kmo
Ceooila with your Mr Munt in

care of the

Ma—JUaicCwrter
PldladdpMi, Pa.

Sept. 12— Emerson, Lake, and Powell/Bricklin

Tlie PliilaiMpliia Orchestra
Academy of MUoic
Sept. 17— Gala Opening Concert — works
ai Rossini and Beethoven

Valley Fbrfe Maak Fair
Route 202
Devon, Pa.

215-296-9994

Sept. 16-20— Perry Como

The Camedy Worka . ,

126 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-W.A-C.K.Y.9.7

Sept. 12-13 — Steve Shaeffer/Todd Glass

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Sept. 12 - WIOQ Friday Flashback/The Stand
Sept. 13 — Burton Cummings & Hunter Davis
Sept. 16 — Rory Block
Sept. 17— Uncle Floyd Show
Sept. 18 — Btilly Cobham

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
^timore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Sept. 12 — Robert Hazard/Honor Society

Sept. 13 — Todd Hobin & The Heat/The Rockadiles

Sept. 16 — Bananarama video party/The Stand

>*«Sept.l2fc— The Daves

Ambler Cabaret v

43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Sept. 12 — No. 1

Sept. 13 — Rivals/The John Alexander Band
Sept. 16 — Cabaret Comedy presented by Big Daddy Graham
Sept. 17 — WIOQ no cover dance party

Sept. 18 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers/Social Voyeurs

Empire Rock Qab
Rooeevdt Blvd. and Princeton Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338^101

Sept. 12 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers/Dukes of Destiny

Sept. 13 — Duck Tape/Modem Allies/Circles

Sept. 14 — Teeze/Britiny Fox
Sept. 17^ Flaming Caucasians

Sept. 18 -> Rivals/Scot Sax
Sept. 19 — Bricklin

Society Hill Playhouse
507 S. 8th Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-735-5505

"Nunsense"

/̂»

Film

Comielly Cinema
Villanova University

SefilA2
"White Nights"

6 and 8:30 p.m.

Theatre of the Living Ar|a

334 South Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-9221010

Sept. 12 — 'The Quiet Earth

Cultural Film Seriea
Villanova University

Connelly Cinema
Sept. 1415 - "Mr. Huk»t's Holiday'

EoKyThenter
2Q21 Sansom Street

Pbladelphia, Pa.

215-5$1-0114

Sept. 12-18 - "On the Edge*

i^ttwtaTMi^WLuyiOVAWPnpili

• • • • w> " ' '¥

ByRUSaCBCCOIA

This article is the first in.a new
weekly column dedicated to all the
computer enthusiasts here at

ViUiAova. Software, and some
hardwaie, will be reviewed for

easier decision-making in buying
games, productivity diika and
utility programs. Moat software
can be considered to be available

on all systems, unless otherwise
specified.

^ If there are any things that you
wouM like to see reviewed or any
questions i(ut you may have
about prodtieta, please contact om
in care of the Vlllai»vati .^1
games reviewed will be given a
star rating based on a scale of one
to five stars, with five stars as
best.

This week's reviews are con-

cerned entirely with Firebird

Licencees, Inc., a subsidiary of

British Telecommunications, the

$20 million communkations con-

glomerate based in England. All

items are available for only the

Commodore 64 and 128, with Elite

and Colossus Chess IV also obtai-

nable on Apple systems.

ELITE •••••

Elite is a member of the Gold
Edition set of Firebird games,
morecomplex programs and about
$10 more than their Silver Disk
games. Elite has received a lot of

attention on college campuses and
merits the praise easily. Elite is

a space travel and trading game
in which the player pilots a Cobra
spaceship in order to negotiate

'(either honestly or dishonestly)

for goods and attachments for the

Elite, the hot space adventure

and aimidatinn game, combines
exceOrat graphics with ease of

play.

ship while simultaneously rising

in rank, ultimately reaching the
status of Elite by having the best

equipped ship and most money.
The best feature of Elite is its ease
of play and travel through the
many galaxies available. A defi-

nite must-buy for all — this space
game blows away all others and
what's more, play time is

indefinite.

COLOSSUS CHESS IV •••••

Never befofe has chess been so
easy to explore with computers.
Colossus not only has the most
intelligent computer opponent,
but also features both two and
three dimensional screeens, choice

of six modes of play including an
automatic problem solver for any
chess program, an easy piece set-

up mode for duplication of any
famous game, invisible chess and
helpful advice from *any point in

a game. No other chess simulator
has matched up to this one — it

beats them all in test games.
Colossus offers the most choices

to the player with a minimum of

reading manuals.

THE MUSIC SYSTEM

There are so many musk pro^
gramson the market that it's hard
to tell whether one ifgood foryour
use or not. The Miisic System is

the kind of menu-driven product
in which ease of use was an
obvious priority in programming.
Although most uskul to musi^
dans and music programmers,
The Music System is simple for all,

allowing such complex functions
as editing each individual note as
well as playing around with
filters, waveforms and creating
your own personalized synthesiz-
er sounds. Available is an upgrade
policy with which The Advanced
Music System can be bought— the
ultimate in programs, allowing
connection of actual instruments
to your computer.

FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLY-
WOOD ••••

This attempt of Firebird to

incorporate an adventure game
into the Gold System repertoire is

phenomenal. The only problems
are the fact that the musical group
after which the game is named is

intolerable and the instructions

are vague. The game is based on
Frankie and uses Frankie terms
and a Frankie goal — to become
a complete person by journeying

through Mundanesville and com-
pleting all tasks necessary to

obtain pleasure points. If you play

the game while forgetting all of

this Frankie stuff, it is one of the

best graphic adventure games
ever — truly interesting with
many goals and excellent graphics
and mobility. .

WKVUTopTracka

R.E.M, "Fall On Me"

SBOTHS 'The Queen is Dead"

CACTUS WORLD NEWS 'Tears Uter"

RUN D.M.C. "Walk This Wav"

PETER GABRIEL "In Your Eyes"

THE POGUES "London Giri"

54-40 "Baby Ran"

THE SMITHEREENS "Blood And Roses"

BANANARAMA "Venus"

NICK CAVE AND THE BAD SEEDS "The Singer"

BLOW MONKEYS "Wicked Ways
"

SIMPLY RED "Money's Too Tight (To Mention)"

THE JOHNSONS "Sylvia Plath"

THE DEAD MILKMEN "Where The Tarantula Lives"

GAME THEORY "Here It Is Tomorrow"

THE BRIGADE "War For Peace"

LOVE AND ROCKETS "Kundalini Express"

THE DESCENDENTS "Cheer"

DOCTOR AND THE MEDICS "Spirit In The Sky"

SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS "Wild Blue Yonder'

The other Firebird games ob-

tained for review are Silver Disk
games, having one game on either

side of a single "flippy" disk. Some
are better than others, yet all are

worth the money. All Silver Disk
games have simple instructions

and are visually stunning. Silver

Disks I have received are Battle

of Britain/Battle for Midway
Rasputin/Chicken Chase, Booty/

Cylu, Gerry the Germ/Microcosm,
Underwurlde/Sabre lVb//and The

Arc of Yesod/The Nodes of Yesod.

Out ofcithese, the Yesods, Under-
wurlde and Cierry the Germ are the
best, with Gerry the Germ having
that irresistible British humor in

all aspects. Any of the above
games, both Silver Disk and Gold
Edition, are a worthy addition to

any collection — so take your
choice and go buy some.
Look next week for some out-

standing games and utilities from
Epyx!

AMERICAN CAFE

BAR
has arrived.

'Ti

^i and it's hot!
».*

AT RADNOR HOUSE CONDOS
1030 EAST LANCASTER AVE.

";- ;
ft. fisaMiB
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VWanova StudMUs tor 8|Me-
t«r ^unt«9rs notdod to

woili on tho VWoiioyo SHI-

^lonlo fofSpoctpyOomiiiltl>o«

ior*s compoign hoodquortof
for Hirther Ififonnotlon. CoN
iFlob Qundlwih, 98S-1 SOe.

Bobytittor wontod ono day •

wook for 3 hours f6r 2*>^ yoor-

old girl. Walking distanco

from V.U. 525-3411.

Vlllanova Choasa, Inc. —
Part-tlma halpwantad. Lunch
tlma prafarrad. CaH Suaan or

LIndaay at S25-5034.

Wantad: Babyalttar tor a 3-

yaar-oM and a 1-yaar okl,

variouaavaning houra. $3 par
hour. Own tranaport. pra-

farrad. Call 687-5068.

Attantkm! Studanta and pro-

taaadra: raporta and manu-
acrtpta, tarm papara,

apaachaa, ate. naa^ly and
profaaaionaliy typad and
proofraad. 24-hour turn

around. Raaaonabia rataa.

Call EXEC-U-TYPE word pro-

caaalng sarvlca. (609) 772-

1131. *
FLUTE LESSONS ~ 10 yaars

axparianca aa Collaga fluta

Inatructor. Will taach bagin-

ning through advancad atu-

danta. Any atyla. Raaaonabia

rataa. Taaching in tha Vlllan-

ova araa. Call Linda Allan,

877-0924.

National Collaga Markating

Company aaaka indhrklual or

campua group to work part-

tlma aaaiating atudanU in

applying for cradit carda.

Flaxibia houra, axcallant $$$,

full training. Maat atudanU
and hava FUN. Call Angala at

215-567-2100.

Wantad ttudanU, intaraatad

In aalling vacatkHi tour pack-

agaa fdr 1987 "Spring Braak
Vacatkm" to Daytona Baach
and Ft. Uudardala, FkMrkta

and South Padra iaia., Taxaa.

Quarantaad good tripa, good
commiaalon and tarma. For

mora InformatkMi call "Tha
Bua Stop Toura." In llllnoia

call collact (31 2) 860-2980 all

othar atataa 1-800-r222-4139

or writa 436 No. Walnut Ava.,

Wood Dala, IL 60191-1549.

PravkMja axparianca a plus.

Studant Actlvltlaa, Fratamlty

walcoma to participata.

3000 Govammant J<iba Liat.

$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now hir-

ing. Call 805-687-6000, Ext.

R-4889.

;

"SPRING BREAK"
Campua rapraaantativa

naadad aa SPRING BREAK
trip promotor. Earn afraa trip

toNaaaati Paataxparianca ki

studant promottona naoaa<-

aaryXonteBl Nancy DaCarto

at ABdnaon m MuBai
CBaMlawM liiBi. (21S)

ttf4i?8iL
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B.»iyioitiiaii'i stM
iLdtioFimiwiit .^ 'ttoj

cLtMoadMine Taott

ELtlMtobraeiwMllc l&OOr

Texas
Instilments

m^

U^mtm It t988 • TNI ViXAWOiiN a

fiMrt InpiMatfw a ImiM humbtr

KflSnoMiofi

III mil tmrnUmmmdmiitamt^gim mmtmm
V.

Your «iliaol

ar a fm%Vmm Mb>7

TiMtmi
T174NI
KtHthmmatWHtrtim ...

TIMMMMMe
Tl SStOOMfMppFinanoiirf
TIMNFiMnaW

t«*«'av*^<

»«•••»••

vf-rr-'i. i

3Sl00' "gjggg

090000 irx

rxi
FX 7000QOf^Nc OlM^r

MorwyOfd. Hn.OmktU wto loeto). SorrynoC.
4 handl Shpis to ILmMmmadd7% IM.moM I

WWcom*. WRITE (nocsHll for friM4

only. ALL iLCK-

•lt.00
.64.00
. fBiOO

PXaOl 8elw8ol»nWlc -21.00

FXOioosoi*niMe««wtciock... saoo
FXiOCNMMCwdaoianttfic.... 19.00

WHOeBP Mtnmt. 31.00

CM lOOMMMe/^raowMMT IMO

t4.00lalMimt1 taaMl^ipo

wanaw iwi^pn^nw

Inlofvlawaft fo-Ooaduet
Opinion ^oNt

No Selling Invdvad
!• No Exparienca Needed
• Day/rMqht/Waekend Hours
• 2 Convenient Locations

• Radnor-Havertown

rWWMmM

To Apfrty, Call:

MRS. WHITE
9^4-4t7e

(9a.m.-M)dnlght.

7d«ysaw9»k)

RESEARCH
SERVICES

INSTITUTE.FOR CONTEMPORARY ARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA. 19085

(215)645-7325

FILM SERIES -^ FALL '86

^'*Ai%b and Islamic WorMs Todays

THE MISSION Gran) Tuesday, Sept. 16, 7

p.m. — Connelly Center Cinema

The Mission chronicles the political awak-

ening of a young man sent from Iran to

assassinate a former SAVAK official who is in

exile in New York City. He is convinced of the

necessity and moral righteousness of his

"mission." But events weaken his idealogical

absolution and he ends up a victim himself. (110

min. b/w, 1984). *Commentator: Prof. Hamid
Dabashi from the University of Pennsylvania

Sociology Department.

CEDDO (Senegal-Mauretania) — Tues., Oct. 7,

7 p.m. — Connelly Center Cinema.

Ceddo is perhaps the most importantfilm that

black Africa has produced to date. An exciting

political thriller concerning the kidnapping of a
beautiful princess is used to examine the

confrontation between opposing forces in the face
of Islamic expansion. Ceddo ranges far and wide
to include philosophy, fantasy, militant politics,

and a couple of electrifyingleaps across the

centuries. (120 min. color, 1977.)

THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS (Algeria) -
Tues., Oct. 28, 7 p.m.— Connelly Center Cinema

The Kittle of Algiers, initially banned by the

French Government, depicts the strui^ for

Algerian independence fttilqi FitochoqI(^^
Focusing on a tiiiy band^ rriMcb tran^ in the

Cabash by the French, Ponteoorvo twonstnictf
in flaihbacfc the evcatt oiiheMMil aa thty

QcciHrred betwm 19$« A MS7. (123 wa. b/w,
ISff).

THE HORSE (Turkey)- Tues., Nov. 11, 7 p.m.

— Connelly Center Cinema

The Horse, is a story about an illiteraite

peasant who takes his soil to Istanbul, hoping

to earn enough as a pushcart peddler to buy his

boy's education and a better Hfe; the film explores

the social, economic and polijtical hardships of

this father's dream in the face of degradation

and abuse. (116 min. color, 1982).

BOMBAY and JAMA MASJID Gndia) -
Tues., Dec. 9, 7p.m, -* Connelly Center Cinema

Bombay tells the story of the daily battle for

survival oi the 4 million slumdwellers of Bombay
who constitute one half pf that city's population.

They are the work force of Bombay the
industrial labor, construction worKej^s and
domestic servants. Denied city utilities like

electricity, sanitation, and water supply, many
slumdwellers also face constant threat of

eviction as city authorities carry out campaigns
to "beautify" Bombay. (57 min. b/w, 1979).

Jama Masjid shows ways in which okl and
unique custonis are practiced in the Moslem
community that centers itself around the Jama
Masjid, or great Mosque, in the dd City of Dehli,

India. (20 min. b/w, 1979).

ADMISSION IS FREE

—

OnEN^rOTBE PUBUC
AO ahomi^ are in 16 mm with
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WanM^ Brew. Records

lee

wisKI^\^^^ ^-_

Smmht Van Hai^ amlCa worrv
about betng ''serious musidms,
Roth has put together a supett

•Ibum which contains tweeeme
jnyskiimWg aa well aa the ever

>^Mpesent tMamond Dave senae of
"^

hiunor.

Mr. Roth hasenhatcd the aer-

vices Of some of tpdaf's best

musicians on Eat 'Em And Smite.

Guitar wit Steve Vai (Frank

Zappa, Akatrazz) and bassist

exjMM^naire Billy Sheehan (Ta-

las, UFO) are the two well-

respected big names joining Roth

while the band is rounded out by

Gregg Bissonette on drums.

The album opens up with this

summer's hit single ''Yankee

Ii^vest

Your Time Wisely
Join

The Wildcat Investment
Ctab

Recruitment Meeting Sept. 16 • 12:45 p.m,

BartleyllO

OldAnd New Members Welcome

ClMi#lftfa|plfffMfr

TRACY
WELCOME

AAA
Love,

The Sisters

zi :^
MESSAGES

OoMndcalsl

oat

tee:
this handy Domiho's Pizza^ write-on wipe-off message board with

pen FREE when you order any large one-item or more pizza. All you have to

do is ask the phone person when you place your order.

Better huny. This offier is good only until Octbt>er 1, 19B6b or while supplies

last. And don't Ibrget, we guarantee free delivery of your pizza within 30
minutes, or well take $a00 off the pnce of your order.

No coupon nsosssaiy, just ask. UmW ont iwsssQa boid psr ptaa. Not good with any othf oHf. Available

only at tha locatiofi laisd.

Oiieeaffdoeiltaff/

293-0980

1986 Domino's PIzia. Inc.

o '^

WWWWW^ "»»•

Rose/' and although the soi« isn't

fully experienced without the

video, it still stands well on it's

own. Especially noteworthy is the

wild guitar playing of Steve Vai

throughout the song, as well as

the David Lee Roth sense of

humor. With the exception of 'Tm
Easy," the LP's only throwaway
track, side one i§ excellent. Among
the side's true highlights, are the

Billy Sheehan/David Lee Roth
penned "Shy Boy," and the jan/
funk influenced "Ladies' Night In

Buffalo " "Shy Boy," one of the

LP's two best songs first appeared

on Talas' Sink Your Teeth Into

That, and is one of the heavier

songs on the album. Featuring the

swirling guitar of Steve Vai and
pounding drums of Gregg Bis-

sonette, the song fits in well with

that David Lee Roth personality

and humor.

David Lee Roth released his

second solo albnin after leaving

Van Halen. ''Diamond Dave'*
comes to the Spectrum in the next

month in support of "Eat *Em and
Smile.** He hopes to regain the

support he had while still in Van
Hiden.

Side two is also well put togeth-

er, and with all its musical vari-

ation, shows that Dave is more an
entertainer than just another rock

'n' roller. **Big Trouble"t sees Dave
bordering on rap while the hilar-

ious remake of Frank Sinatra's

"That's Life," sums up Dave's

carefree attitude toward life

perfectly.

Side two also contains the LP's

real musical highlight, "Elephant
Gun." The track is much in the

vein of Van Halen in the "Women
and Children First" days and
shows why Mr. Sheehan and Mr.
Vai are two of the best in the

business. The killer bass^ and
guitar lead break is somethingany
real musician could appreciate.

Yes folks, Dave is back; in this

writer's mind he is better than
ever. One listen to Eat 'Em And
Smile and you can tell who was
the driving force behind those

classic Van Halen LP's. Eat 'Em
And Smile is an extension of the

old Van Halen and is what the new
Van Halen would have sounded
like with Dave. The album is a

must for musicians. Van Halen
fans and anybody else with a

sense of humor.

^T

Staff

Positions
Availa|>ie.

Villanovan

racruttniMit

-r.

.0^
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Yillanova's Band
A UNIQUE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

Brass Pla/yers Neetied

Call 645-7214

H0UM^MM1NNUm9lD9
SAT.M:8UN. 11-6

^ Sun Tonolno Solon ^^

Wymoig^ei ill •Ho>imofit ^J^-IJOlO

Persouls

ANDY,
I can'e !•// you /lonf twppy

I mn to b9 • Phi SIgnm Kappa
pinhaad. Lova you toravar.

-^JOHANM

Ramambar tha powar of
poaithfa thinklrg!

J.

Kan,
Coma to my placa. Wall

snaakawaysomamttara alona
in my campar. (You'ra so
saxy!) I IO¥a you.

Bart}la

FULL AND PART TIME AVAILABLE

WEEKDAYS AND OR WEEKENDS

DJLLON MOVING IS LOOKING FOR

HEALTHY AND MOTIVATED

STUDENTS TO HELP WITH LOCAL

MOVING OF HOMES AND OFFICES

Ckli DlliON MOVING S27.S94S

J^^t/^

Have a

great

20th!

T> .

,

SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

INFO. MEETING
Sept. 16 '

Bartley209
12:45-1:30p.m.

All junior and senior business students

interest^ in assisting a small business with

its problems, are encouraged to attend.

wmm

SIGMA NU
A Savagm Jtntmey to the
Heart€^CotH0m Life

MEETINGS
Mon., Sept IS—Bryn Itawr Room • 8 p.m.

Mon., Sept 22—Bryn Mawr Rcxmi • 8 p.m.

Rm CMC, feaCnrilH^ ibM||r«ie|iliS^^
<»aMllcd die raat •! tiMir «pawte«lMm». Tke |KM^^
their rap cover verskNi of Aeroemith's "Waft This Way."

(€M$1lmmlfr9mptiai23}

Philly. Dylan and Petty teamed up
this time, doing a douMe bill tour,

playing separately and then to-

fether at the end of the show.
Petty ppened, including such hits

in his repertoire as "Don't Come
•Round Here No More," "Ameri-
can Girl" and his popular cover
version of the Animals' "Don't
Bring Me Down." Dylan is a
legendary. Performing acoustical-

ly as well as his hottest numbers,
like "Blowin' In the Wind." Dylan
amazed the audience with his

talents. But even better, having
both of the guitarists tos^her on

the same number is something
which must be seen.

ZZ Top. the little band from

Texasrcame to Philly on the tour

for their latest album, After-

• hunter. ZZ Top have become
extremely popular in the last few

years, due to MTV and the hot

girls in their hot videos. The
bearded trio rocked the Spectrum
with their hits "Tube Snake
Boogie," "Legs." "Gimme All

Your Lovin'," "Stages" and their

latest hit, popular during Spring

Break. "Sleeping Bag." A good

show, rife with a Texas-like stage

set, ZZ Top brought down-home
music to the city of brotherly love.

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

FOURTH ANNUAL
COMPUTER FAIR

v-^.

''OffT'.'

'mf
Students, Facufty& Staff

T-frnm- ••?#"?,;%" i

Hey hey, my my, Neil Young is getting high ... to prepare for his
upcoming Spectrum show next week. Neil Young and Crazy Horse
sold out the Spectrum for one night with no problem. Look for the
concert review.

f^&mf data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

OFFERS YOU:
*

IBM P.C
COMPATIBLE
MICRO-
COMPUTERS
AND MU01,
MUCH

• :

:^\

• Z-241 S«nes
• AT-Compatibit
• S02S6 ProCMSor
• S12K RAM
• 6 Mht Clock
• Singi* 1 2MB Floppy

• 20 MB WinchMtvr

^^^^I^^J-

• Z- 158 Series

• Oetktop PC
• 2S6(( RAM
• EapsndsWs to •40K
• • Mh2 Oock SwMchsbie
• Oust Sw" OrivM
• OR: 20 MB mnomtm

from

from $1799

yj

• ZF-148-42

• 2S«K RAM
• Expandsbie to 640K
• 8 Mhz Clock Switchable
• Dual 5 *" Drives
• ZVM-1220 or ZVM-1230 Monitor

^ 256K Memory Upgrade
(for a syetern lotsi of 51 2K RAM)

$999

SffT.ie
11 a.m.-7 p.m.

CONNELLY STUDENT CENTER

^9tp-i
• ZF-171-42

e isib. PonaWe
• LCD •ekUt Oispley
e 2fiilCflAM
• Eiipm<i>ntof40ic
• 0uBl9%*0itli0itvie1

$999

DONT MISS mi

#v9B

IfMWCONTACT

Openings

for STAFF and EDITORS
on the Belle Air Yearbook

General Meeting:

WHEN!
Sept. 16

V
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Come see what the
Villanova Union
is all about...

Concerts- TBA, call X7280

Festivals- Thursday 5:30 p.m., Haverford Room
Lectures- Tuesday 5:30 p.m., Bryn Mawr Room

Major Events- Monday 5 p.m. West Lounge

Performing Arts- Wednesday 6:30 p.m.

Bryn Mawr Room

Publici^ TBA, Call X7280 V
Recreation- Wednesday, 6:00 p.m.,Maverford Room
Sales & Entertainment- Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.

Haverford Room

Social Functions- Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Vice President- Wednesday, 5:30 p.m.,

Haverford Room

Visual Arts- Thursday, 5:30 p.m. C.C. Cinema

Alfei^ii

of
1990!

Pickup

your

Freshman

Record

and

Freshman

T-shirts

in the

Union Office

Connelly Center

X7280

o^^H^tft^^ Day Hop $1.00

9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

D.
*^ -^(©e

1 VVV ^
f AAA

• '

movies:

TONIGHT:

*mite NifMs''

movies;
THURS.9/18&

Fri.9/19

'Vrtitiio fiM
thi

,
'

rt*

648:30 (UB.

ex.

semester
movie

'It

oultural
films
9/14, 15

itt.iiiMrs

Sept 21,^22

~yf:i

ByPANTESCALA

Thie WQin^'s voUeybaU t^^
legan their season in disaiqioint^

tnr fashion^ loeiiPK Mt>llfid|l|t
matches against stAnffop^omoti
in the tminianiettt heldat theJohn.
"Jake" Nevin WiA Hoi^ last

weekend.
Head cdech Dennis McCinnir

admitted the team haa "a tre-

mendous amount of w^rk to do,"
hut "did better than I expected . .

.

I was really pleased with tfieir

performance." McGinnis cited

limited preparation time, the
talent of the rival squads, and
inexperience as reason^ for the

team's poor performance.

Indeed, the young Wildcats
faced fhreeof the best teams from
the Northeast in the round-robin,

best<of-^?e^mes tourney. Vol-

leyball power Penn State was an*

entry, as were defendinjp; Big East
champion Providence, former Big
East leader Pittsburgh, and the
University of California-Irvine.

McGinnis stated that the tourna-

ment was the squad's "first time
against the big leaguers," and
"they held their own."
While the Wildcats did not come

close to winning any of their

matches, they were not easily

dismissesd by their opponents.
They began poorly, losing to

Pittsburgh, 8-15, 5-15, 2-15. The
squad played better against Cal-

Irvine(lM5,4-15, 10-15), and had
their best showing against Prov-

idence, pushing their Big East
rivals to four games (13-15, 9-15,

16-14, 1-15). The tourney was
concluded with a loss to Penn
State, 7-15, 5-15, 11-15.

Of the five teams in the tour-

nament. Penn State fared the
best, with a perfect 4-0 record.

Pittsburgh won three out of four

matches, and Providence won
two. CzH-lrvUie and Villanova
brought up the rear, with records
of 1-3 and 0-4, respectively.

Two Ladycato attempt to block on an opponent during action last
weekend hi the "Jake" Nevin Field House.

(Photo by Schmid)

Despite their poor showing, the
Wildcats did show promise. Their
ine<J)erience — almost half of the
players are freshmen ~ and
limited practice time showed in

numerous mistakes. They did,

however, play well together, con-

sidering that they only had a week

^ 'a i

^*^*^(f^.

*ifft)?

.,)i^if^0'

to practice together before the
tourney. The team on the court
was usually composed of a seifor,

a junior, a sophomore, and tliree

freshmen. Junior Helen Hnat,
sophomore Debbie Opitz, and
junior transfer Lx)ri Reiter all play

key roles on the squad, while
freshmen such as Hillary Ander-
son and Sheila Duffy saw playing

time^ and gained valuable
experience.

All in all, the team's future does

not look as dark as its 0-4 record

shows. Coach McGinnis summed
up his feelings by saying, "They
did better each match ... and
improved tremendously [during

the tournament J." He predicted

that by the end of the season the

team "will be a force to be reck-

oned with in the Big East."

VmaAoyaJs varsityfootbaU tean,shown here against Pace last season,
crushed Lafayette in an exhibition game last Friday, at Goodream
Stadium. This was a tmie-itp for the Wildcats opener one week from
tomorrow against lona University. ,p,^^ ^..^

Women kick off season, tie Adelphi 2-2
By JOSEPH RUSCAVAGE
Villanova 's women's soccer

team recently opened its season
with a hard fouj^t 2-2 tie ai^ainst

nationally-ranked Adelphi
tJnivcrsity.

In an effort that Coich Don
Pteaon called ''otttte a feat" the

Ladhfcau i-iilit&a %\ deficit

^die aecand1ii#t» gMi a tie.

VillaMwa l«ler hai^a ckanoe to

wi»«i owertiiae iMta dMac aave

ii

goal of the first half. Adelphi then

came back and scored two goals

to take the lead in the second half.

But Brennan andJean Hajjar, who
both caused havoc all day for

Adelphi's defense, joined forces to

put anend to Adeiphi's advantafe.

Haijar, with an aaaiat froai Km-
nan, scored ffom 15 yards out to

give the team a tie.

Butit waa the Ladycats* defenae
that helpad the tcaoB earn tlw tif.

GoalkaeparLym McBafe racm^ited

13 aaaas to heap IIm teaaoi ia ihe
. White midfielder

their season opener, the Ladycats
should be looking towards having
a successful season.

AMphi Id aaiy two

With auch a alraaf outing in

1iii# t%

Men imnp rival St. he's
By ED RUSH

The men's soccer team<)pened
their seasbn in winning fashion

last Friday, and what a win it was.
The game was held under stormy
skies and a soggy field. The
opponent was our neighbor and
riVal St. Joe's.

^

St. Joe's jumped out to an early

1-0 lead at about 15 minutes into

the first half. For about the nejfit

15 minutes or so there were
several threats by both teams but
fine play by bothaoalies prevented

any scoring until the 30 minute
mark when Bill Gallagher netted

a goal for the Wildcats. Gal-

lagher's goal ended the scoring for

the first half, although there were
several threats.

The second half started out
much like the first half. The first

score came 15 minutes into the

second half. It was netted by St.

Joe's.

The action continued on and
there were several threats by St.

Joe's. Eleven and a half minutes
into the second half, freshman
Richie Forberg of Villanova went
down with what appeared to be
an ankle injury. Richie later

returned to action.

Jeff Collins got the Wildcats
back on track with his goal that

brought the score to a 2 all tie.

Time started to tick away and
finally ran put leaving the score

tied at two.

The first overtime period saw
both teams kick the ball back and
forth with no real threats by
either team. The first overtime
period came to a close forcing the

game into a second overtime

Coach Chris Jones (Staff photo)

period.

The second overtime period saw
the Wildcats come out strong and
scored a minute and ten seconds

into the .second overtime period.

The ball was kicked back and
forth for the rest of the period but

St. Joe's couldn't come up with a
tying goal thus giving the Wild-

cats a victory in their opening

game.
The guiding force behind the

team is once again Coach Chris

Jones. Under his direction, the

Wildcats will be hunting for a

successful season. Some of the

team leaders this year will be

goalie Brendan Quinn, who is the

only senior plus junior Tommy
Barrett. Also look for some strong

play from sophomore Keith
Schuster.

With this first victory under
their belts, the Wildcats are raring

to go. Keep your eye on the men's
soccer team, it will be exciting to

watch.

AtMete of the Week

Gerry O'Reilly

The saying goes for athletes, "You've got your
junior year to really prove yourself for your team."
The junior year is pivotal because it is at this point

where an athlete steps up to stiffer competition, and
meets the challenge from his racing peers.

Former Villanova great Eamonn Coghlan '76

spoke these words to his countryman, Gerry O'Reilly,

this week's athlete of the week and the Villanova

senior responded by slashing his personal best time
in the mile by a whopping seveon seconds (from 4.01

to 3.54.6), in a race where he finished two places

ahead of the veteran Coghlan. (3.56.8)

It wasn't any old race either. After O'Reilly

captured second in the sixth annual Jumbo Elliot

Invitational at Villanova (to another Nova star,

Sydney Maree. in 3.53.2), he tallied three other sub-

. four minute mile times on the European track circuit,

the quickest time coming in his own country, a 3.55

ckxking in Cork, Ireland.

"My training had been coming along really well

at that point in the summer, but I didn't expect to

run 3.54," O'Reilly said, "it kind of broke the ice

on the four-minute mile mark for me." ^ jj«- pAciyi/^
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Yarnall starts mmttHtm
new sport 9it V,
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

A new name has arisen in tht
long list of varsity and dub sports
— wrestling- Vilbmova will debut
its first wrestling season on Nov.
15. The schedule for this year has
a mixture of 70 percent compet-
itive Division III teams and 30
percent tougher Division I

opponents.

Nova, due to geographies, is

placed in the Eastern Regional

Qualifying division. This means
that anyone who wins their

weight class will continue on to

the Division I National Wrestling
Tournament.
The expectations for this year

are not high, but the Cats should
be competitive within their sche-

dule. However, Coach Chuck
Yarnall does have high expecta-

tions for the program's future.

Yarnall expects the program to be
competitive with all Division I

squads within five years and in

10 years expects to have a National
Championship under his belt.

At this point the team is made
up of 35 members, 95 percent of

which are walk-ons. The team is

still looking for any interested

persons with prior high school

varsity wrestling experience.
Anyone who would like to tryout

contact: Chiick Yarnall in the

athletic offices of the Nevin Field

House. Tryouts will continue up
until the first tournament in

November^^^^^^^^^-

tipUiUfcii Ittttt^THiVtJLAWOVWINfft

u>AwREtTUMQwnxoiiei VtMliOyA-
wra^tHiiQ pfo^rMM vaowvao mi oiHai

'Sapt* 4. Ptetufvd (lofl to ilgM)w
(IraMMrarforUtA Wi«9tllfi9),

Qw KuiililiiMtar (MMeulliM <*i»**i«>> of

of tlw
'M an NCAA Ohnalon I pio^iviii*

Ha fltoat

(Photo by John

Wrestling

Tryouts!

Anyone

interested

in being

part of the

new

Villanova

wrestling

team can

do so by

contacting

Chuck

Yarnall

Intramural Co-ed

VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

Entries Close: Sept 1

7

Captain's Meeting

Sept. 18,6 p.m.

in Aiumni Gym

GAMES WILL BE PLAYED
SEPT. 20 and 21

Rosters are available in either

the Field House or Alumni
Gym Intramuraf Offices.

intramural Men's
PALLSOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT

Entries Close: Sept. 24

Captain's Meeting
Sept. 26, 6 p.m.
In Alumni Gym

GAMES WILL BE PLAYED
SEPT. 27 and 28

Tournament Limited to First

32 Team Rosters Handed
Into the AlumniOym Office.

>

jCei'»Heue

knmd

Jake Nevin

Held

#*r%
EVERT WEDNESDAY NI6HT

812 P.M.

Dnft

IMtLOMfaHKlO
M.

Sporting

••-"i^i"*" m

Events

FIELD HOCKEY
13 Georaetquvii 2.*06p.m.

16 ^LdOgh 4K)0p.in.

20 Richmood , 1:00 p.m.
21 Towaon noon

WOMEN'S SOCCER
13 @U.Conn JBA
14 Boston College TBA
20 @» Vlfvnki TBA
21 Maryland (@ VA) TBA

26
17

19

24

MEN'S SOCCER
@ Rider 1:30 p.m.
@ West Chester 7:30 p.m.
Haverford 7:00 p.m.
Eastern 4:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
13 @ Georgetown noon
14 @ Mt. St. Mary's noon
16 Temple 3:00 p.m.
17 Franklin-Marshall 3:00 p.m.

A^

FOOTBALL
19 @Iona 7:30 p.m
27 @ Mercyhurst 1:30 p.m

there is good food and
it's well worth the walk!

Specialists in The World's Finest Cheeses

LA 5-5034

779 Lancaster Avenue

Villanova, Pa. 19085

MENU:
Sodas and Chips

Ham and Clieese
Roast Beef
Corn Beef
Seafood Salad

Chicl<en Salad

Tuna Salad

Chef's Salad
i

Stuffed Peppers
Quiches

i> .-* '

m/C^rfffVf^

Desserts
Plus... lots of gourmet food

and FREE samples
duiJMl mad recehre 4 off your order. Goo<

Located t>etween Howard Johnson's and the Post

i»H I I ^ f'" ^-<^r"'n-^^ate>l*tt T^^r
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HgFive
reaches

agreement
Athletic directors from the Big

Five schools met during the
summer at Villanova and rounded
out a new pact after a 90-minute
meeting. The presidents of the
universities agreed to continue
the agreement for 10 years. New

' changes will permit home games
to be played on the court of the
host team. The athletic directors

also agreed to continue competi-
tion in other men's and women's
varsity sports. The new pact will

have new ftnincial arran^eiiients

and ticketi will be made available

to the visiting team. Under the old
agreement, each of the teama
shared one-fifth of the proAts and
Pennsylvania also ii^ved a fee

for use of the Palestra.

Melchieimi te

be honored
Villanova basketball great Bill

Melchionni. class of 1966, will be

honored by St. John's University

at their 1987 St. John's All'Sports

dinner as a member of the "Out-

standing Opponent team of the

1960s." The dinner, scheduled for

Jan. 20, 1987, will be held at the

Visu International Hotel in New
YorkCity.

Dr. Henry
ol vmtilove'
Education,

dinatorof BtaM^om-

HCAA-NickotewiU,
ppeolfipat*
continue to

Renie !>liieldtl«>a88i8tam coach
for the wfimen*B haskettiaU teaqi»

was the first Woman to cross the
finish line in the 6.2 mile Phila-

delphia Bar/Packard Press road
race. Shiekls finished hi a time of

35:11, which was 27 seconds
better than her previous bnrt set

last year. The win was Shiekis'

second-straight vktory in theroad
nice. Leading right from the start,

Shields finished more than a
minute ahead of second place
finisher, Pauki Renze.

AssMarineOflker.youcouldbeinchafseofa or)uiik)r,ad(iiboiaoiirPlsiw»leadai(]HB

Msch 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical takeoffHarrier or prognoLtfyoute a senior, check out ourOflloer

oaeofourodier)eisorhelkx)plers.Aiidyoucould CmdidiieCbssprosraaB. Starting salaries are

doitbytheliineyou1re23^Butitud(esaspecial from $18,000 to $2i000. Andyouon
oonuniiiiient on your part Ke

demand leaders at all kwels.

Ite leadi you to be ooe. If

you're a freshmao, sophomore,

counton goini

Eviher..

See Capt. Farr at Connelly Ccrtter Sept 25.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

ON HAIRSTYLING

AND TANNING

RichARci &CoMpAr^y
UNISEX HAW STYLES

/ VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOl^r^ME^f^s REQUESTED

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA
527-2080

Op^n Mon. W«d. and
thurs. EvOTlngs

r

ropo -

TiMMaidfaMrtCMyAllorMtiM
• Imports & Independent Labels

• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

254-0722 I
J

i Introducing

i

I-THE ENDLESS SUMMER TAN
The Secret Is Outl

Now you Jcnow how so many of your friends will be Iceeping their
J

I

tans ionger...righfthrough winter as they did last year.

j^DAEDALUS
«nEOUC«nON
^SERVICES

f^\.a^

i

FAMILY TANNING CENTER

WMKHM iT'9 9ummmm all ymAm lomqi
tmmmim matHmmtm^t

A GUARANTEED TAN
IN 6 VISITS

$ OO

^

--

The Buy Hop

k Now Open for

You For Lunch!!

I

11:30 a.m. 2 p.m.

LOCATED IN DOUGHERTY HALL-lst FLOOR
MM daab.

(o^ ttiucRocg ffce Po^iiuKg Vmidi RatftCe.
• ' -

Dpcoming Special Events...

ROAD RALL Y- SEPT. 14
TRIP TO HERSHEY PARK-SEPT 20

FREE COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS

Wad^ Saiit 17, Tubs., Sept 23 & Wed., Ok

IT-'

-* '' — "
. 4 <»» »»

;^M "'^Aiij^' *>» k.^^.
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656 LANCASTER AVE.
BRYNMAWR,PA
526-3667

COLLEGE
NITE
Live on Stage:

'The Wave"
Free Midnite Food
Buffet

Souvenir Wildcat

Tumblers

Thiifidiliuf Ktfe

LADIES
NITE

Downstairs at the Pub:
25^ per glass champagne

Roses for all the ladies

Free Midnite Food
Buffet

Balloons, Music,

Dancing, Mirth

V"

SUNDAY

PRIVATE
PARTY BAND

i

• Come Party

at the

Main Line's

Hottest

Sunday NHe
Spot!

• Kitchen Open

MONDAY

JOHN
McFADDEN

TUESDAY

COLLEGE
NHE

WED.

COMEDY NITE

Returns for

an Evening
off All Your
Fayorites

Lheon
Quiter

Live Music
"The Wave*'

• Complimentary

Live Comedy
IRloiiiiSldo

SpfNUng
Entertainment

THQRSDAI

LADIES NITE

Downctaira

atMm

Ctiinpagn*
bythsOlM*
20* IZftAIMi

m

FRI9AT& SATURDAY

LIVE MUSIC & DANCING

Trevor Street Band
6th a 6th

Vol. 62, No. 2 VILLANOVA imNmm^* VIJJ^NOVA. PA. Soplombor IS, lose

By SIOBHAN A. RODER

Joe Allman, skident body pres- ,^,

ident, said earlier this weeK tlurt
"^

a Student Government investiga-

tion currently in progress into the

prices charged for books l^y the

Villanova University Shop should

be finished by early iwxt week-

"We're taking a number of

books and finding the prices that

the bookstore charges, and then

we're also finding the publisher

and the author," said Allman.

"Then we're contacting the pub-

lishers and finding the prices that

they charge. Witn we're finished

with that, whick isHould be in a

couple of days; we will make
available the prices to the Vitlan-

ovan an^ the general public."

^Ailinan said, "It. is my under-

standing that the bookstore does

in fact mark up bqoks Ifrom the

prices charged by the publishersj.

And we're looking intothis at this

Allman bi8SSiaiMi&«tttiipRion

into the cost^ of liqbka at the

University^mp iMtsauir he he^

lieves that when the sttldents buy
books, they should be paying only

for books and "not subsidizing

other exfwwe*^* tl»el?hiversity.*'

(Photo by Schmid)

B«ware students; Villanova Seciwify aren't the only people threatening your cars. This car was
towedfrom the Villanova train station parking lot last week.

mmmmmmtmmmmmammm
John R. Bauman, director of th^

University Shop, said that any

suggestion that the University

Shop marks up the prices of the

books is "untrue." He said that

the publishers set the retail prices

of the books, and that the book-

store selfe the books at tK|^
pnoes.

"We generally just about cover

expens0^on bDPoks.''sid4«ip^
"Any profit that is made is nuule

from other things [schcol supplies,

sweats, etc. !•"

Bauman said that he was "not,

at liberty to give out any figures"

concerning the profits made by

the University Shop. He explained

that he felt the Villanova Univer-

sity Shop makes profits on items
*

'just like any store or other

college campus bookstore."

budget committee of the Univer-

sity Senate showed that at that

time estimated profits from the

University Shop for fiscal year

1986 (which encompassed the

period from June 1. 1985, to May
3U 1986) were expected to be

il« "go Into a Univeraitr

fund. They «re/^ specificafly

eariiMirktJr ... they arc used

where they have deficits

elsewhere."

Allman said figures obuined

from an April 1986 meeting of the

:^

^iifes provided by Allman

from the same April meeting

projected that $520,000 would be

the bookstori^'^ jfrbfit for fiscal

1987 (the period from June 1, 1986,

to May 31. 1987).

Tom McFadden, book manager

(Continued on page 4)

S. Korea
By ROBERT JORDAN
^d MARYCHimST

Congressman Thomas Fogliet-

ta, a Democrat from Philadelphia

whoonce ran for mayor of the city

as a Republican, spoke at the first

meeting of the Political Union
Sept. 15 on the subject of human
rights violations in South Korea.

In February .1985, Foglietta and
several otherAmericans attracted

internatk)nal publicity when they^

were physically attacked by gtyv*

emment police at the' Seoul Air-

port while accompanying exiM
opposition leaderlum DaeJungon
his|i|Hnti7ihtoS|Mtl^Koi^.

Fqgiietu related the history of

Koim: it is a natson afaoKt the size

of MiimeaQta «itii ajfopulation of

60 fniHaaa fMWHb vlikh went
throng a-cM lior 36 years ago
— a war wiudi has never ended.
The Soviet Unioo now
conmtmiat North iteea
United Statta iflpports

Stmhnt leaders

propose secession

(Staff photo)

Representative Thomas Foglietta

spoke about human rights viola-

timis in South Korea. ^
f

ing popular support, but right-

wing incumbents General Park

and General Chun have used such

election fraud and physical force

and intimidation that Kim was
twice forced to back down and
concede in order to prevent more
bloodshed in his country.

"Kim left South Korea in 1984

to seek help lor his people around
theworld, and I met htm m Phiia-

delphia where he told me his

coimtry's story. I was shocked

that our country and our presadent

would support such a regime,"

"There is no free-

right toi

to

tlur «aiMP«Mnan said tlurt the

ByJOHANNE C. SHARP
and KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Student Government under
president Joe Allman and vice

president Mike McGinnis, recent-

ly submitted a proposal to Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president

of Student Life, to withdraw the

organization from Student

Activities.

In a letter dated Aug. 4, Allman

and McGinnis said that they are

"proposing necessary steps to

create a more effective represent-

ative body for the students. The
most important step to take is to

declare ourselves as a self-

governing body."

By seceding from Student Ac-

tivities, Allman said Student

Government hopes to be consi-

dered more than "just another

studeni activity or club. We see

ourselves as an organization that

helps run the University."

While NeviUe views Student

Government differently from oth-

er activities because it is a student-

run and elected organisation, he

daes not think the move is neces-

avy. **1IIa BMd all of the student

mgmimtkmm^ bs coordinated. It

(Stiidspt Gosjifniawrj inlirinoes

In their proposal. Student Go-

vernment requested a secession

from Student Activities so that

they could report directly to the

vice president of Student Life.

The letter read in part, ".
. the

vice president of Student Life will

retain authority over all actions

of Student Government."

Allman said, "We see ourselves

as one of the most important

bodies in the University. We
therefore want to declare our-

selves as a self-governing body."

Lucyna Gorski, director of Stu-

dent Activities, said that if Stu-

dent Government did secede,
* Student Activities "would not be

a whole anymore. They need to

be a part of the students. A big

part of that is in contact through

Student Activities. [They are]

more approachable if they are

within other club groupings."

Stack said that Student Gov-

ernment's ideas to secede "does

(Continued on page 7)

SACC
examines

alcohol

laws
By DENISE M. TYSON

.

A new student organization,

Social Activities on Campus Com-
mittee (SACC), which plans to

lobby the Pennsylvania State

legislature in order to secure a

clause in the present state alcohol

law that would provide for Penn-

sylvania Universities and Colleges

to choose and enforce their own
drinking age, held its first meeting

Sept. 10.

SACC was approved by the

Office of Student Activities this

summer after, organizing last

spring. Approximately 75 stu-

dents, consisting of mostly fresh-

men and sophomores, attended

the meeting. Sean Closkey, SACC
president, addressed the students

and answered questions concern-

ing SACC's origin, purpose and
n«ed^.. _-^
SocialLiie
A seven-man executive commit-

tee was in charge of organizing

SAC<^ and setting its goals. These
seven students, now sophomores,

lived in St. Mary's as freshmen

and saw a need to bring Villa-

nova's social life back to campus.
"The social life at Villanova is

definitely lacking and instead of

complaining, we decided to do
something about it," said Closkey

.

The Rev. Robert Martin, O.S.A.,

assistant to the vice president of

Student Life, is the organization's

moderator. He said that he strong-

ly supports SACC and its efforts

to amend the current law. Martin

sees this as an uphill political

battle for the students but offers

only encouragement.

Gary Bonas, assistant director

of Student Activities, is also

supportive of SACC. "We [the

University] would be quite happy

to be able to allow legal drinking

on campus and if SACC is success-

ful then we, as educators, could

teach responsible drinking to the

entire student body," said Bonas.

Former attempt unsuccessful
SACC needs administrative, as

well as student support from

Villanova and also from the other

universities and colleges in Penn-

sylvania. In 1978, a similar organ-

ization at Villanova tried unsucess-

fully to attain an exemption from

the statute. This group found only

a lack of support from other

college administrators and also

the state legislature.

(Continued on page 7)

piHt joQ student activities
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The National College Pbetry Contest
IS offering $200 in cash and book prizes
and free printing for all accepted poems
in the American Collegiate Poets anthol-
ogy. Deadline for submissions is Oct.
31. For more information write: Inter-
national Publications, P.O. Box 44044-
L, Los Angeles, Ca. 90044.

••lors
If you have a cum of 3.0 or better and

have not received a letter concerning
Who's Who, please contact the Dean of
Students Office in Room 213 of Dough-
erty Hall.

A list of full-time undergraduate
students who have completed "Prospec-
tive Graduate" cards is posted outside
th^ Registrar's Office, Room 202 Tol-
entine Hall. Students who expect to

^ graduate in May 1987 and who do not
.1" appear on the list should complete
i "Prospective Graduate" cards as soon
^ as possible. Students who expect to

graduate in Dec. 1986 should complete
"Prospective Graduate" cards even
sooner.

Oamna Phi
Honor Socioty
All former and new members (junior

and senior business students with a 3.4
cumulative average or higher) of Gam-
ma Phi Honor Society must meet on
Sept. 23 at 12:45 p.m. in Room 209
Bartley for an introductory meeting.

Villanovans
rorUlo^

Villanovans for Life is sponsoring the
1986 Penn Intercollegiate Federation for
Life Conference this weekend (Sept. 19-

21 ). Events include workshops on broad-
based Pro Life issues such as world
hunger, Central America, and abortion.
Guest lecturers include: Marcia Tim-
mel, Father Fran Meehan, and John
Cavannaugh O'Keefe. For more info:
108 C.Dougherty.

College

Republicans

All students and faculty are invited

to attend a campaign visit by Republican
gubernatorial candidate William Scran-
ton III and New Jersey Governor Tom
Kean on Thursday at 10 a.m. in the
Villanova Room at Connelly Center.

There will be a question-and-answer
session. Refreshments will be served.

Sponsored by the Political Union and
the College Republicans.

Talent Waiit<|d

Anyone interested in performing at

the Respect Life Week Coffeehouse, Oct.

2, Should sign up as soon as possible

in the VFL office, 108 Dougherty Hall.

Acts should be approximately 15 min-
utes in length. For more information call

645-7244.

"With Babies and Banners" is the
second film in this educational series.

It is the moving chronicle of the
Women's Emergency Bri|^ and the
central part it played in the historic
General Motors sit-down ttrilie of 1937
in Flint, Michigan. The film won ev«ry
award of the 1979 American Film
Festival. Showtime: Sept. 23 at 12:15
p.m. in Connelly Center Cinema. Free
ofchaige.

Visltod

Students and members of the Villan-
ova community are invited tojoin others
jn a fieW trip to the University Museum,
University of Pennsylvania, to study the
Mesopotamian exhibit on Nov. 5 at 10
a.m. For further informatk>n. call x-
4611 or 4610.

Inglneering
Jelnt C

Dr. Conor O'MaJley of the Lyric
Thefter of Belfaft and University
College, Dublin. wiU present a lecture
entitled. "Theater in a Restricted
Society: Northern Ireland." The lecture
will be at 4 p.m. on Sept. 23 in Vasey
Theater.

Pn^ Sunshine needs any piano
players mterested in volunteering a few
nights this semester accompanying the
Entertainment Troupe. If interested,
adl Chns at 56649^0. or meet us at Corr
Chapel at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 22 or 24.

Prelect fwnthlne Sfvdent DIrectery

The Engineering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday in the Con-
nelly Center's Bryn Mawr Room at 5
p.m. All engineers are urged to attend!

Class rep. elections will be held the week
of Sept. 22. The first annual EJC Car
Wash is tentatively set for Oct. 5.

Stovben Parade
Join the German Club for a trip to

Philadelphia for the Steuben Parade
Sept. 27. The parade marches from
Logan Circle to Independence Mall.
Meet for car pool in front of Bartley Hall,
10 a.m. Sept. 27. All welcome.

Amnesty
Internatienal

Amnesty International of Villanova
University will have its second meeting
on Sept. 22 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center
for Peace and Justice Education. Join us
in working for the release of those people
in prison for the n,on-violent,expression
of their personal "beliefs.

Political UMion
The Villanova Political Union will

have an organizational meeting on Sept.

24, at 7 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room,
Connelly Center. This is not a debate,

just a meeting. Everyone is welcome,
and new members are encouraged to

attend. We will elect officers for the

upcoming year.

Project Sunshine volunteers will soon
be on the road visiting the elderly,
tutoring kids, working with the handi-
capped and emotionally disturbed chil-
dren. This is a call to all volunteers from
last year who have not yet given in their
schedule for this semester. Please stop
at 121 Toleqtine today and let us know
when you are free to work with the
agency you would Hke to visit this
semester. Thanks for helping to keep
Project Sunshine so successful and
active around the Philadelphia area. For
information call 645-4079 today.

Oradnate
PellewsMps
The National Science Foundation is

offering three-yeargraduate fellowships
in science and engineering fields, open
to persons who are at or near the
beginning of their graduate study in

science or engineering. The stipend is

$11,100 for a 12-month tenure. In
addition, NSF will provide fellowship
institutions, on behalf of each fellow,

with a cost-of-education allowance
($6,000) in lieu of all tuition costs and
assessed fees. Application deadline:
Nov.- 14. For more information contact
thfe 'Fellowship Office, National Re-
search Council, 2101 Constitution Ave.,

Washington, D.C. 20418 or at (202) 334-

2872. There is also a special minority
graduate fellowship available.

Matt Schockila
The new schedule for Sunday student

masses is as follows:

Corr Chapel, 11 a.m.
Main Chapel, 4 p.m., 6 p.m., 8 p.m.^ 10
p.m.

Theater Awdifflont Scholarthipt

"Something' Afoot!" will be Villanova
Theatre's undergraduate fall produc-
tion. This zany musical takes a satirical

poke at Agatha Christie mysteries. Ten
people are stranded in an English
country house during a raging thunder-
storm. One by one they are picked off.

As the bodies pile up, the survivors
frantically race to discover the identity

of the cunning culprit. Auditions for this

musical-murder mystery will be held

Sept. 22, 23 starting at 7:30 p.m. Those
interested should come to the Theatre
Office. Vasey 108, or call 645-4760 for

information and an audition
appointment.

The University Fellowship Commit-
tee is accepting applications for the
Villanova nomination for Rhodes, Mar-
shall, and Fulbright Scholarships.
These generous scholarships are de-

signed to support one or more years of

study and research abroad. The Com-
mittee is also accepting applications for

the Truman Scholarships. These pro-

vide full tuition for two years of under-

graduate education and two additional

years of graduate or professional school.

For further information and applica-

tions, contact the Honors Program
Office, Falvey Library, fourth floor.

Applications are due Sept. 17.
\
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The International Club is back for

another year of exciting activities.

We're having our first meeting Sept. 25,
at 1 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr room. We
encourage all who are tnteretted in

participating in cultural activities for

this school year to attend. Bring your
lunch and get to know us!

Help Wanted! Anyone interested in

serving as a Lector/Reader at Sunday
Euchairist please contact the Campus
Ministry Office (x40eO). Soon we will

meet to prepare for this important
ministry.

•• • »«**«»

An oiiMitiatioiiAl maetii« win be
heklon Sa^. 25at 4:aa^im. in tiMNMth
LouQte. noMgliaity Htll. All tmi tad
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Any student who has not received and
filled out a form for his/her inlcvmation
tohe pubHshed in the Student Directory
may come to the Student Government
Office (204 Dougherty) to fill one out.
It is required that such people also fill

out an additional form giving us per-
mission to publish this information.

Batkotball

Rosters are now available in the Dean
of Students Office in 213 Dougherty
Hall for participation in the annual
Delurey Hall 3-on-3 Basketball Tourna-
ment. The deadline for entry is Sept.
23 at 6 p.m.

KalfihHoff

CokpMbwt
Knights of Columbus will have their

first meeting Sept. 25 at 6:30 p.m. in
the West Lounge and not Sept. 24 at
7:30 p.m. as reported in last week's
paper. All members are expected to
attend and new members are most
welcome. If unable to attend please leave

name, address, and phone number in

Campus Ministry Office.

wnkation
Arts Maiort
The first meeting of the newly formed

student chapter of Women In Commun-
ications Inc. (W.I.CJ.) will be held Sept.

24 at 8:30 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr room.
W.I.C.I. is a national organization
uniting more than 12,000 professionals

and students nationwide in print and
broadcast journalism, communications
education, public relations, advertising,

publishing and photojournalism.

Anorexia/Baleoiia
The University Counseling Center

offers counseling for students with
eating disorders. Individual therapy and
group support are available. Our servi-

ces are confidential and are arranged
to complement your class schedule. To
join the support group now being formed
or for more information, visit the-
Counseling Center, Room 10(6 Corr Hall,

or call 645-4050.

UltiHato PrIsiM*
The Zephyrs, a nationally-ranked

Philadelpliia area dub. is kx>king for

new players. Any athletic women
interested in this fun, Catt-moving sport

are welcome. Contact Tracy at 6(4-

4678.

Wmmmkm
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Wook
Store
prices
(Continuedfrom page 1)

of the University Shop, estimated

that book prices had gone up 7 to

8 percent from last year. He said,

"The increases from some com-

panies were drastic, while others

were almost nothing."

Bauman explained that the
faculty orders the texts, study

i guides and other materials needed

,
for their courses, usually with the

approval of their department
chairperson. It is therefore up to

the professors to decide which
texts from which publishers are

used.

Bauman does not believe pub-

lishers have been changing edi-

tions of texts any more frequently

in recent years in order to increase

profits. "I think you can figure the

life of a text would be about three

to four years."

According to Bauman, signs

|X)sted by students in Kennedy
Hall for the purpose of selling used
books are taken down in accord-

ance with University regulations

Prices of books at the University

Student (vovemment.

(Photo by Schmtd)

Shop are being investigated by the

regarding the hanging of informa-

tional posters.

In addition, he said signs con-

cerning the selling of used books

are removed due to "a Presidential

order (fronfi the Rev. John M.
DriscoU, O.S;A., University Pres-

ident) that nothing is supposed to

be posted in Kenn^y ... This

(regulation) is from several years
ago.

"The reason is that within a

short period, the place is, like a

garbage pit. It [the regulation]

extends even into the store. We
are not allowed to hang anything

The National ()r<k r ol'Onirira
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Joyce Sujansky

Order of Omega is pleased to announce that this
week's Greek of the Week is Joyce Sujansky. Joyce
is a senior marketing major coming to us from
Somerset, Pa. (a veritable mecca of cultural activity!)

Joyce's campus activities include the Blue Key
Society, where she can be seen giving her weekly
tour. Also this Delta Gamma sister was co-
chairperson of the Senior 50 Days Party this past
spring.

Speaking of Delta Gamma, Joyce is the founding
president of the Villanova colony which was once
Tau Kappa Delta, a local sorority. This will be an
exciting weekend for the Villanova DG's as they will
be initiated as sisters on Saturday, so be sure to offer
your congratulations toJoyce and the rest of the DG's!

Joyce was also heavily involved in the New
Student Orientation Program where she was active
forjhree years. "Petunia," as she is fondly refered
to by her friends, was an Orientation Counselor her
sophomore and junior years and was on the Steering
Committee this past year.

When not spending times on activities and
marketing, Joyce can be found at the famous
establishments along the Main Line. But mMt of all

Joyce loves to have nothing but good clean PU-N
Fun!

Congratulations Joyce!!

-trH'jitiJLK. 'Ik.

unless it is product-oriented."

Bauman said that he is "am-
bivalent" about students seUing
used books.

Allman stated that Terise Fus-
CO, sophomore class representa-

tive and assistant secretary of the
Department of Internal Affairs of

the Student Government "is look-

ing at how we might be able to

arrange a used bookstore in con-

nection with the University
store."

OaMMi
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice presidenlof Academic
Affairs, underwentc^ive vascu-

lar surgery at. the University of

Pennsylvania Hospital in early

September.

Gallen was released from hos-

pital care on Sept. 16, and is

reported to be in good condition.

According to Eugene J. Ruane,

director of Public Relations,

Gallen is "expected to be back at

his desk within the next week."

On Sept. 4, following the first

day of classes, Gallen, who teaches

a freshman biology course, was
admitted to the hospital. Accord-

ing to Ruane, Gallen elected to

have, the surgery in the beginning

of the fall semester because it is

much more convenient than later

in the year.

Sources said that because many
Villanova Nursing School gradu-

ates work at the University of

Pennsylvania Hospital, Gallen
was comfortable during his stay

and that he carried on a lot of

business from his hospital room.

During Gallen's absence. Dr.

mmMm^,nm%wt^^M^umi9M%pm%

(Photo by Walsh)

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,
O.S.A., was recently hospitalized
for elective surgery.

Charles L. Cherry, associate vice

president of Academic Affairs,

was acting vice president.

Fewer tenure faculty hired
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) -

Colleges are hiring fewer tenure-

track faculty members, and thus
are creating a kind of teaching

"underclass" that is damaging
higher education, the American
Association of University Profes-

sors (AAUP) said in a new report.

The new temporary faculty

members — most of them women
— get less pay and have less

academic freedom in their class-

ipu»w>; the report chargesi

College hiring of temporary
teachers hasgrown at an alarming

rate, the AAUP added, mostly
because it is cheaper to hire

temporaries than to recruit

tenure^evel professors.

But colleges are "shooting them-
selves in the foot" by doing so,

said Dr. Herschel Kasper, a
Princeton professor who autho-
rized the AAUP report.

The nontenure-track teachers

"adversely affect the quality of

faculty and the attractiveness of

the institution," Kasper added.
One reason, he explained, is

that students and other faculty

members can form only "tenuous
relationships" with the temporary

teacher.

AAUP officer Dr. Robert Kreiser

said short-term professors may
be "not ascommitted" to students

as their tenure-track colleagues.

"Most," Kreiser said, "are

assigned to the most pedagogal

tasks, and are not as available to

students as other long-term fa-

culty. What does that say about

the quality of education?"

Temporary -teachers, moreover,

are more "economically con-

cerned" about their careers, and
more prone to avoid controversy

in class.

But the trend, thanks mostly to

state and federal budget cuts, is

accelerating, the AAUP report

found.

ferly a half of all the first-time

junior faculty positions — jobs

taken right after graduate school

— were nontenure-track in 1981.

By 1982-83, some 60 percent of

the nation's humanities faculty

members were not tenured.

Women, moreover, now occupy
between 40 percent and 45 percent

of all the nontenure-track posi-

tions on American campuses,

Kasper added.

"We learned the incidence of

full time nontenure-track em-
ployees increased dramatically

and spread to virtually all fields,"

Kreiser said.

Kasper debunks the notion that

temporary teachers make it easier

for colleges to try new courses and
cut back labor costs in fiscally

hard times.

'institutions argue curriculum

flexibility by saying There are

new studies and fields we'd like

to try and see if they are attractive

to students,' " Kasper said •

But l?y using temporary

teachers to try the classes, colleges

really don't commit themselves to

making sure the classes are

viable.

"What we [AAUP] concluded

was there's no need to have one

of those new provisional arrange-

ments because every institution is

entitled to have new faculty on

probation for at least four years,"

Kasper explained.

"The school could hire tenured

faculty on a probationary period,"

he noted.

HAPPY

SUSAN V.!!
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WASHINGTON, D.C- (CPS) -
Nearly four million students

nationwide may have trouble

getting student loans soon, a

bankers' association warned last

week.

The interest rates students pay

on new loans will rise while many
banks, said the Consumer
Bankers Association (CBA) in

Washington, D.C, may simply
stop making student loans if

Congress approves a proposal to

cut a special government allow-

ance the banks get for making the

loans.

"Many banks may just get out

|of the student loan business)

completely," said William Clohan,

the group's lawyer.

"Students are going to have to

look very hard for an institution

willing to loan them money,"
added Bill Kidwell of the National
Educational Lending Center.

The last cut in the special

government allowance in March
1986, convinced California-based

Security Pacific Bank to stop

making student loans. The bank
sold the loans it had already made
to Marine Midland Bank.

But even Marine Midland offi-

cials are not optimistic. "The
bottom line," said bank official

Greg Lancaster, "is some banks
are going to say, 'Why are we in

this?'
"

About 13,000 lenders are in the

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)

program now, Clohan estimated.

Their worry is a provision,

approved three weeks ago by a

House-Senate conference commit-

tee, in the proposed Higher Edu-

cation Reauthorization Act that

would cut the special allowance

banks get.

To encourage banks to make
marginally profitable loans to

students, the government has let

the banks take an allowance
amounting to 3.5 percent higher

than the rate the government
charges for Treasury Bills.

Banks say they cannot make a

profit on student loans without

the allowance.

When the GSL program began

ten years ago, Kidwell recalled,

"Congress was literally begging
lenders to come in. The incentives

enticed them to come in, and build

improvements in the system."
Congress, the Gramm-Rudman

balanced budget law and the

administration have all helped

whittle the incentives down over

the last five years. The bill now
before Congress would shave the

allowance from 3.5 percent over

the T-bill rate to 3.25 percent over

the T-bill rate.

"For every dollar I lend out,"

Clohan said, "1 got about one-half

a penny back [in profit). And that

doesn't even account for the .25

percent incentive reduction."

Advocates of the reduction see

it as a way to help cut government
costs and balance the federal

budget.

"Yes, the department would
like to see the cut [because) it

would make the cost of operating

the GSL program that much less,"

said a Department of Education

spokesman. "The total cost now
is $3 billion a year, which does

not include the loans themselves."

A spokesman, who asked not to

be named, would not speculate

about how many students would
be left without loans or might be

pushed out of school by the mea-
sure, but added students "alter-

natives includes the students'

own savings, scholarships" and
parental contributions to tuition

payments.
\ •

"Also, remember many colleges

have begun their own loan pro-

grams," he said.

The bankers themselves note

students who already have GSLs
probably won't feel the pinch. But

students who try to take out loans

after the incentive reduction goes

into effect — as soon as Oct. 1

or as late as next Jan. 1 — will

have to pay higher interst rates

on the money they can find.

"For the first four years [after

the reduction becomes law), the

interest will be 8 percent," Clohan
predicts. "From five to 10 years,

it will go up to 10 percent."

For a student who holds $10,000

worth of loans, Clohan said the

2 percent interest hike represents

an extra $200 year, or about $17
a month.

"It doesn't sould like a lot, but

many students hold more than

that, ' Clohan said • The average

annual student loan is $2,390. '

But generally, Kidwell predicts, ^

"Money will be less available en

masse than before."

"Lower-tier schools serving

ethnic groups, specifically voca-

tional schools, need the Guaran-

teed Student Loan program,"
Kidwell said. "Hard-to-come-by

money will get even harder to

come by."

Kidwell believes "most banks
will try to continue, but they may
have to redirect [their efforts) to

loans [they can make) at a lower

cost [to themselves)."

"You may see a bailout" of

banks from the program, he added,

estimating as many as half the

program's lenders may quit if the

proposal becomes law.

Clohan firmly believes the prop-

osal will become law. The allow-

ance "will be cut. There's almost

no doubt about that."

NATIONAL NEWS
NOTES

U. of Virginia plans Fall Break

The University of Virginia

has scheduled the first Fall

Break in its history for next

month in response to pressure

from students, who say the

break will help reduce the
stress they have felt in the past

before Thanksgiving recess.

The success of the break,

implemented on a two-year

trial basis, will be monitored

by the University's Calendar

Committee. Faculty members
are concerned that attendance

the days before and after the

break will drop significantly.

According to university offi

cials, the school will remain,
open during the break, so that

students can relax there, rather
\

than return home.
Some opponents of the Fall

Break have argued that stu-

dents should "learn how to use
stress," and make use of a
"wellness" program instituted

by the university that encour-

ages a better health regime to

reduce stress.

Rehnquist heckled at Indiana U.

Supreme Court Chief Justice

Nominee William H. Rehnquist

cut short a speech last week
at Indiana University in Bloom-
ington, Ind., because of

hecklers who chanted, jeered

and sang the civil-rights an-

them "We Shall Overcome."
The group of about 30 protes-

ters also stood and turned their

backs while the judge was

speaking.

Rehnquist was at the univer-

sity to speak to a crowd of 3,000

at a dedication ceremony
launching a $12.5 million ren-

ovation of the law school li-

brary. Observers said that
Rehnquist deleted about one-

fifth of the material in his 19-

page speech.

U. of Del. establishes tests policy
The Faculty Senate of the

University of Delaware recent-

ly voted to forbid professors

from holding exams outside

regular class periods.

The new policy, effective

this fall, excludes makeup and
final exams. Also, professors of

multisection classes will still

be permitted to give exams at

off-class times, if they list

exam dates and times in ad-

vance in the registration

booklet.

The measure was enacted to

limit the number of courses

that can hold exams during off-

class times because a number
of students have been forced to

miss classes to take ot^ier

exams in past years.

In order to avoiid scheduling

conflicts, students who sign up
for a class with predetermined
exams will not be registered by
the Records Office for any
other classes at the same time.

FORREST
PARLOUR

—A Villanova Tradition Since 1933—

Mon. Nite... ..................... .....»2 pitchers

TueS. Nite....... .*1 Bud and Bud Lite

Wed. Nite. ...IMPORT NITE- MImports

ThurS. Nite .PEACH SCHNAPPS NITE
(AND IHEINEKENSI0-12PM)

Fri. All Day... .»2 Pitchers Day and Nite

*1 Bud and Bud Lite All Day

Sat. All DayM Bud and Bud Ute All Day
AU SPECIALS ARE ONLY TO kllDNITE (ITS THE LA Wl)

AfterMidmite
Um Our rrtetids DrM«g Hoiim Drunk
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We are the largest

programming organization
on campus --

be a part of it!!

villanova union

CONCERtS

FESTIVALS

LECTURES

MAJOR EVENTS
PERFORMING ARTS

PUBLICITY

RECREATION

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

VICE PRESIDENT'S
COMMITTEE

VISUAL ARTS

Any student interested in any aspect of

CONCERT l\/IANAGEMENT
for future concerts at Viilanova
must attend a MANDAT<»RY

-^^CONCERT WORKSHOP^l^
Sun., Sept. 21

it

8-10pm
Rm. 1 18 BartleyHall

ANP

, APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR

^EXECUTIVE BOARD POSITIONS 'A'

RECREATIONySOCIAL FUNCTIONSAyiSUAL ARTS

GET THEM IN THE UNION OFFICE, C.C.
DUE DATE MON., SEPT. 22 AT NOON

THIS \A/EEK AT THE MOVIES:

THB 9LACK
I
A600II

tt

TONIGHT
6& 8:30eM.
C.C« CIMEMA

#•. 29^^

Secessha
(Continuedfirmpm V
have some merits but Dr. Neville

and myself have yet to decide.'*

'Tm not tympathetic to the idea
of [Student Government] report-

ing directly to me,'* Neville said.

I do not have the time. They need
an advisor like all the other
organizations. They should report

to someone in the Student Activ-

ities Office to facilitate their

requests."

Additionally, Allman said, "We
want to answer to ourselves . .

.

We're part of the Senate."
But as Neville asserted. "At a

college, any kind of legislature

needs coordination through the

Senate. Even the Senate is not a
governing body. It is a recom-

mending body.

"To be effective, they need to

be a sounding board for other

Wmnea do mmr at collie

(Photo by Schmid)

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of ttudents, questions the

nscd for Stvident Government to

secede from Student Activities.

students. The most active stu-

dents are in other activities.

[Student Government] being in

Student Activities will facilitate

this communication,** he said.

SACC committee meets
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Neither SACC nor any other
campus organization will be able
to sponsor activities on campus
with alcohol unless they enforce
the legal drinking age law until

there is a change in the existing

law. "The law has to change
before we [the University] can
make a move," said Dr. Richard

A. Neville, vice president of Stu-
dent Life.

Students at the meeting also

seemed to be supportive of SACC.
Miche Veix, a sophomore, said,

"as a student I feel that SACC is

a great building block for future

on campus activities that will

have better attendance."

LOUDONVILLE, NY (CPS) -
Women get higher grades than
men, and probably do better in

college because they mature fas-

ter, said, a six-year study by a
sociology professor at Siena Col-

lege in upstate New York.
"'Women students ooniistently

did better [at coUep] than dkl men
students, says Profesor Paul

Murray. "During their four years

at school, women seem to improve

their study habits. The men don't.

"It appears," he »aid, "that

sometimes the academic end of

coUese becomes a secondary pur-

suit for males.'*

Murray, in trying to figure out
why some students got better

grades than others, examined
students' academic and family
backgrounds, «^ving arrange-
ments, extracurricular activities

and study habits before noticing

that gender seemed to influence

their grades most of all.

No one is sure why women get

better college grades than men,
but Dr. Cynthia Secor, director of

Higher Education Resources Ser-

vices Mid America hypothesizes it

may have something to do with
the way people become socialized.

"Girls are socialized to be more
verbal, more detailed and polite,"

Secor explained. "Girls are social-

ized to be not as rambunctious as
boys."

Women scored higher in Mur-
ray's classes than male students
did, and the disparity, he said, "is

much wider in upperclassmen."

Although she does not disagree

with many of Murray's findings,

Secor added. "The real difference

[in performance] is when both get
out in the real work world.

"Women do better in school

gradewise than men, and then

don't do as well in the real worid/*
she contends. "Men will achieve
more there."

"My original focus was to make
only incidental reference to sex
differences," Murray said, "but it

began to appear that this was the

most significant finding. There is

a sex difference on almost every
variable."

Political! spealis
(Continuedfrom page 1)

"We were very lucky about the
way the Philippines' situation

worked out," said Foglietta, "but
we are missing our cue in South
Korea. The situation there is

intolerable. The people and the
Church [Cardinal Kim supports
the opposition] want a democratic
government.
"We can apply pressure for

change because South Korea relies

on the U.S. government econom-
ically, politically and militarily.

And with the international pub-

licity which will surround the
1988 Olympics scheduled to be
held in Seoul, it would be a
disgrace for the United States to

be known as the supporter of such
an oppressive government."
The Political Union has a series

of well-known political leaders
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scheduled to speak at Viilanova

this semester. Political Union
president Sean Carroll and mod-
erator Katherine Farrell have
arranged for Frank Rizzo, former
Democratic mayor of Phila-

delphia, who is planning to run
again as a Republican, and state

representative Bob Flick (R-

Chester County) to speak in

November.
On Sept. 25, the Political Union

and the College Republicans will

host Lt. Gov. William Scranton
III, Republican gubernatorial
candidate from Pennsylvania, and
New Jersey 'Governor Thomas
Kean. The event will be held from
10 a.m. until 12 p.m. in the

Viilanova Room of the Connelly

Center. Refreshments will be

served and all are welcome to

attend.

Personals

Attention Female Students:
Interested in the thrill of a

lifetime? Bingo Bob will soon
be in need of a haircut and
is willing to let one of you be
the barber. Complete this

sentence in 25 words or iess,

"I want to cut Bingo's hair

because ..." Send your
entry to Box 572 Kennedy
Hall by Sept 26. Rumor has

' it that a photograph included
with ygiir^entry will greatly
increase your chances of
winning.

M.ICG.

Get ready for the Great
Southern Expedition. Pedro
will never be the same — and
neither will we!

- S.K.D.

Cindy,

If I don't see a ring, the

marriage is off.

Steph

Mike,

Thanks for the "Buggy," it

was a classic move from a

great friend.

Rob "Pharoah" Saunders

Dear Alice,

Thanks for the date, hope
we can continue to see each
other despite your "stories"

and my studies. lq^^
Ralph

^ DAEDALUS
[^EDUCATION
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Music. Friends. Trips. And more
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THE VILLANOVA BAND
An experience you'll never forget.
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CONTACT MR. JOHN DUNPHY

MUSIC ACTIVITIES OFFICE

645-7214

Persoials

MHMdKM,
Be certain to plan accord-

Inglf; tha Chapelmay only be
reaerved 14 months ahead of

time,

Lo¥e,%

MN'a mom
Mantis,

Don't dispalr. Follow your
own ad¥lce: It all works out
In the end! You're SUPER!

Lo¥e,

TrIxleBabe

The Legend Returns . .

.

Beginning tomorrow, the
notorious Gary "Blockhead,

"

"Chicken Legs,^' "Elbow"
Degert, wUlbe vacattoning In

the Vlllanova area for an
entire week! As In the past;
Ifyoumustgoout, please use
the "buddy" system, remem-
ber to lock all doors and
windoms, and for those of
you Ihfktg hi km-lylng areas,
please evacuate to the near-
est shelter.

Commander Zero:
Happy 21st Birthday. Re-

member the Revolution. Re-
memberMan, lenln, Gandhi,
Romero, BIko, and Nigel Mor-
ris. Vhrn Sandlnlsta.

— Ernesto Cardenal

R.S.,

Phasemakesureyou enter
the Bingo Bob contest — Mo
flood to enclose a
photograph!

Cmt

hm'4 A Bi0

Tolk to Morgan

obout a Coroor in Bonking

ipaied

.:"-t£S=-
House Cou

CHECKELECTIONRESULTSPOSTED
IN YOURRESIDENCEHALLS.

The
Morgan
Bank

The Audit-Plus

Training Program —

forfinancial

and other managers

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, one of the

world's leading money-center banks, provides challenging

and rewarding career opportunities for college graduates with

majors or concentrations in accounting, finance, economics,

or business. We invite you to talk with us and find out about

our Audit-Plus Program.

GetReadyForA Great Year!/

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Ak^lNNERS!!
.*

i '

.

m. 7-8 - OPERATION IDENTIFICATION

mm OCT. 9 - ATLANTIC CITY TRIP
9•0

• Please look for posters

concerning these events • ")

THMH
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iChange on-campus

social life

If Villanova's social life on campus is ever going to

improve, a significant number of students must become
involved in the Social Activities on Campus Committee
(SACC). This newly-formed student group is trying to

change a clause in the state law so that the legal drinking

on campus would be allowed.

Students constantly complain about the lack of a
social life on campus. Weekends see students deserting
campus for local bars and off-campus parties. And the
fines and punishments for violations of the University's
alcohol policy have only become stricter this year.

The administration is doing what they see as their

only option: to enforce the state's legal drinking age.

Unsuccessful attempts have been made in the past to

change the situation. The attempts have been made not

because every student on campus wants to drink alcohol,

but because students desperately want social functions

on campus on a regular basis- and functions which will

be well attended.

The time is long past for complaining and discussion.

This committee has a solid idea, and one which has

support from some of the University's administrators. It

will be a hard battle, but right now it's the only chance
we have to change things for the better. The crucial factor
for its success is the involvement of students. A large
number of students must get involved with S^C now.
If we are so apathetic as not to help this group and show
a broad base of support for it, we have no right to complain.

Remembering

Letters to the Editor

Don't criticize yearbool( staff

Challenger

To the Editon

I am writing in response to a

letter to the Editor printed in last

week's issue of the Villanovan
from Cyrus J. Sharer, retired

professor. Sharer had stated his

opinion on the reasons for the

demise of faculty photographs by

placing the blame on "a silent

majority of students too busy to

be aware of the process involved

in producing a yearbook and what
it should or should not contain."

The Belle Air staff should not

be held accountable for the deci-

sions of previous editorial boards.

I wish' to bring to Sharer's

attention that the 1987 Belle Air
Editorial Board is very aware of

all the work that goes into pro-

ducing a yearbook. In fact, the

editorial board recently returned

from an intense yearboc^ work-
shop in Gettysburg, Pa., which
featured guest speakers from the

Columbia Scholastic Press Asso-

ciation and HerffJones yearbooks.

A yearbook is a photographic

and journalistic record of the year.

As a result of this, the Belle Air
staff is always striving towards

new and innovative ways to cover

Villanova's community during
the year. Sharer's letter was not

necessary. Such channels of com-
munication should be reserved for

An ambitious program to honor the seven pioneer
astronauts who perished in the shuttle accident is

currently being developed and deserves our full support.
The American Education Foundation has proposed a
national scholarship program for higher education which
will generate 10,000 scholarships annually. This program,
which would give qualified students the opportunity to

attend collie, is certainly a fitting monument to those
who gave their lives for the sake of achieving more
knowledge.

At a time of rising collie costs and federal budget
cuts in education loan and grant programs, this proposal
could not be more welcome. The American public, and
in particular the private sector, must make the financial
commitment to this scholarship program and others like
it. We must push for excellence; we must renew the
commitment to the youth of this country that no student
will be denied the opportunity of higher education because
of financial considerations.

Education has played a great role in the development
of our country. These seven astronauts were themselves
fine examples of the American educational system. Their
lives should not have been given in vain. This tragedy
jolted us into the realization of how little we really know,
and the most appropriate way to remember these
individuals is to renew our support for ^he pursuit of
knowledge.

' ^
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conflicts and controversial issues.

If there are any problems with
the Belle Air, anyone should feel

free to stop by the yearbook office,

26 St. Mary's Hall, call 645-7240,
or drop a letter in the yearbook
mailbox, 108 Dougherty HaH.

Because the Belle Air is a

University publication that is

always open to new ideas and

suggestions (even before Shar-

er's). Administrators' and depart-

ment chairpersons' portraits have

been scheduled for Oct. 15 and

Oct. 16 in the North Lounge of

Dougherty Hall. Group photo-

graphs for the faculty members of

each department are in the plan-

ning stages.

Since the Belle Air staff wishes

to include as many of Villanova's

students as possible, I am pres-

ently researching the ability to

include portraits of underclass-

men as well.

By the way, "Belle Air" is

spelled without an "e" on the end
of "Air." Pass the word — the
Connelly Center staff isn't sure
how to spell it either.

. Kevin E. Rose
; Editor-in-Chief

1987 BeUe Air

Letters
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Football losses can't be ignored
By BRIAN D. WEBB

When Villanova's football pro-

gram reported substantial losses

last year, the Villanova commun-
ity responded in a curious manner.
TheUt79fW) loss, many said, was
in keeping with University projec-

tions and therefore nothing to

worry about. The facts, however,
suggest that such an opinion is

naive, inaccurate and generally

counterproductive.

With the proper attention, Villa-

nova 's football program can
prosper. Without the proper atten-

tion, the program is doomed to

failure once again.

In 1981 the Board of Trustees
voted to drop the Division lA
football program because of exces-
sive losses. Basically, the program
just didn't get adequate support.
As the losses mounted, the admin-
istration became more and more
aware of the deleterious effect the
prc^ram was having on other
University programs, including
tuition, faculty salaries and finan-

cial aid.

After years of student and
alumni pressure, the Board finally

yielded and voted to restore the

program at a less competitive and
therefore less costly division. The
problems of the past were report-

edly ironed out. The new program
was supposed to have "financial

sustainability" and a net operat-

ing cost in "reasonable propor-

tion" to the total University
budget. And football proponents,

including Athletic Director Ted
Aceto. declared they would not

.."fall asleep" anymore.
But after last year's heavy loss

and this year's projected loss of

$565,000 (which would be the

highest loss in the history of Villa-

nova football), something is appar-

ently not working according to

plan.

Unfortunately, the evidence
sugg«it&that the administration

(led by the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, and
the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, vice

president of Academic Affairs) is

simply sitting back and waiting

for the football program to fail.

There sstuss to be a lack of

conviction in the administration's
explanation for the football losses.

Instead of justifying the cost
through facts and statistics, they
casually dismiss the losses as a
natural by-product of football.

Gallen says the deficits are jus-
tified simply because "the stu-

dents wanted it back."
This glib complacency is a

dramatic turnaround from their

earlier staunch opposition to
football. What happened to their

concern that such priorities as

reasonable student tuition and
competitive faculty salaries would
have to be compromised to allow
for football? It would be naive to

believe that their priorities

changed overnight.

A major part of the justification

for dropping football in 1981 was
the string of 10 consecutive years
of losing nearly one-half million

dollars. When the administration
presented these statistics, it must
have been a staggering blow to the
football advocaites. The adminis-
tration had tangible evidence of

the program's difficulties, while
the football advocates could only
respond with lofty theories about
such intangible benefits as public
relations.

Now, since football losses con-

tinue to be as high as ever (and
will continue to escalate, accord-

ing to Aceto), one can certainly

assume that the administration
will once again use football losses

as a justification for dropping the
program. Unfortunately, history

has a way of repeating itself.

The administration has given
the football program just enough
rope to hang itself with. Football

scholarships will be allowed to

increase from $2%,000 this year
to $523,000 next year. And
coaches' salaries will increase

from $188,000 this year to

$223,000 next year. Although
these figures are comparable to

other schools in the division, they

do seem excessive for a program
that is trying to prove it can have
"financial sustainability" and a

Only an open and intense effort by tfie Villanova community can bring

about the successful footballprogram that we all want.

"net operating cost in reasonable
proportion" to the total University
budget. The University should
freeze football scholarships and
salaries until it can determine a
way to pay for these expenses
without having it come out of the
general University fund.
While the football losses mount

and the administration gains
more and more ammunition to use
against the program, students and
some alumni seem all too willing

to ignore the facts. Accepting the

losses as a natural by-product of

the program can only be counter-

productive. Those who are really

sincere in their support should
encourage even more attention to

the issue. But instead of stressing

all the intangible public relations

benefits, or the fact that other

programs also lose money, more
of an effort should be made to

tackle the deficit problem. Stu-

dents can help by buying tickets

and the alumni fund solicitors can
help by admitting that the pro-

gram is having financial difficul-

ties. Alumni ^ould certainly be
willing to contribute if they know
the University is in need.

Only an open and intense effort

by the entire Villanova commun-
ity can bring about the success-

ful football program that we ^\\

want.

Brian D. Webb isa senioreconomics

major and the Associate editor of

the Vilianotfan.

Stress education, not majors
By JIM A. FASULO

As I write this piece, I recall the

remarks of my editor after she had
learned that I was interested in

switching my academic concen-

tration for the third time in three

years.

"Have you changed your major
yet, Jim?" she asked with a quer-

ish look on her face stemming for

the fact that I had only two more
semesters remaining here at Villa-

nova.

"No," I responded. "I just got

right back in to the mind set of

being an English major. I guess
I have not really accepted the fact

I can change my concentration of

study one final time."

The entire point of this op-ed

is to de-emphasize the stress put
on the incoming class of 1990
concerning which academic major
they must eventually choose in

the space of the next two years.

I chose business administration

(non-committingly) in the so-

called "all-important" first year of

my college education at Wash-
ington State University, in Pull-

man, Wash. A semester later it

was a major entitled the English-

Business Option, an intricate

blend of literature and composi-
tion classes with modern-day
finance and accounting. The fol-

lowing semester, the interest in

literature grew and the business

interest dissipated.

After three full years, I have
discovered that the importance
li6||L.not in the cboioe of a specific

nugor, but the knowledfe you can

SMn from studying a numbtr d
different fieldt. This aeaumption
— that we are here to study for

•tin g^in (jtturnii^ tiirt eriiirilim

Educating oneself Is a iife-loag process, and cer-

tahily one that does not end when the diploma is

receiv^ andyour firstJob stares you in the face,

Monday moniing, June J.

ourselves - is at issue in higher

education nationwide. Are we
tomorrow's future leaders,

teachers, or historians, or are

today's undergraduates an exten-

sion of the widely popular yuppie
lifestyle?

Educating onself is a life-long

process, and certainly one that

does not end when the diploma is

received and your first job stares

you in the face, Monday morning,

June 1. Employers look for future

employees who are well educated.

This education is an ongoing one
and includes the willing^iess to re-

expose yourself to certain areas of

coursework that you may have
side-stepped in your undergradu-

ate career (e.g. ~ the classics,

humanities, general science).

An historical figure in philo-

sophy once said, "The wise man
is one who doesn't profess to know
that which he doesn't know." By
making this statement, Socrates

was inferring that we should

make the attempt to learn as

much about this world around us

as we possibly can, before we feel

satisfied with our education.

Socrates did not undergo the

burdensome process of choosing a

major; he decided that knowledge

was the goal he wanted to achieve.

Without this knowledge, the de-

cisions we make between choosing

engineering, nursing, accounting,

or English become irrelevant.

Jim Fasulo is a senior English
major.
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! Living conditions

need improvement
To the Editon

As an on-campus sophomore
living in Sheehan Hall, I feel the
University should take a much
more active role to improve the
present living conditions in the
dormitories.

For instance, the laundry facil-

ities in Sheehan Hall are deplor-

able. Only two of the five washers
worked on Tuesday. Sullivan does
not have any washing faciliti^

and must rely on those of Sheehan
and Corr halls.

Also, students who reside in
most of the Main Campus dormi-
tories do not have the option to
acquire individual phones in their

• rooms. If the University can
provide cable television, they
should certainly be able to provide
individual phones. During peak
hours, students cannot get to an
open phone to make a call, let

alone receive an incoming call.

This situation must be imme-
diately acted upon because it is

so important and urgent.

Other problems that need atten-

tion include the cockroach and rat

invasion, poor water pressure in

the showers, leaking roofs and
radiators (especially in Alumni
Hall) and the disasterous ground

fjNQf Ibr
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sHj to pro¥kh deemt, H

tor As ofi-caiqflM sfv-

AntSi

floor Sheehan loun^.

In addition, the University
should spend money to obtain

some excess luxuries like ice

machines, air conditioning and
kitchenettes for all dormitories.

At other schools like the Univer-

sity of Delaware and George
Washington University these
items are "givens" and not con-

sidered extrds in any way.
I feel the University should take

more responsibility in the upkeep
of their dormitories. Main campus
dormitories should be modernized
and improved especially in the
laundry and telephone depart-
ments. I pay for room and board
and ep>ect the University to

provide decent, if not nice, living

conditions for its on-campus
students.

Johanne C. Sharp
Class of 1989
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Cliange our anthem
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

When one thinks of America in

culture, he thinks baseball, hot

dogs and apple pie. When one
thinks of America in song, he
thinks "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
or "The Star Spangled Banner."
Recently, however, our 55-year-

old national anthem's credibility

and significance have been
questioned.

This past summer a bill was
introduced in Congress to have
"America The Beautiful" adopted
as our national anthem in place
of "The Star Spangled Banner."
I, for one, hope that this bill passes
Congress with flying red, white
and blue colors. I will be honest.
I do not like "The Star Spangled
Banner."

I find it hard to understand why
so many people want to retain our
present anthem. In 1814, when
Francis Scott Key wrote the,
words to this anti-British tune, he
based the melody on a 1777 Eng-
lish drinking song! Today, many
people have difficulty hiik «Qn<
ducting and singing "The Star
Spangled Banner." It is a struggle

to reach those high and low notes.

Aside from that, national anthems
should not involve themselves
with foreign relations, rather they
should espouse domattic
patriotism.

Now one might think, "Why

change the anthem now, all of a

sudden?" Well, although "The
Star Spangled Banner" was com-
posed in 1814, it did not officially

become our national anthem until

1931, Why? 1931 marked the
beginning of The Great Depres-
sion, and America needed an
almost-belligerent song to get our
spirits up.

All factors considered, "Amer-
ica The Beautiful" is an outstand-
ing song. It is simple in verse, easy
to sing, and its scope embraces the
patriotic America of 1986:

"O'Beautiful for spacious skies.

For amber waves of grain.

For purple mountain majesties.

Above the fruited plain!

America! America!
God shed his grace on thee.

And crown thy good with
brotherhood

From sea to shiniog sea.

Need I say more?

Mark V. DiSkuio is m junior
poUtiud
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Campus
This week the Villa-

navan asks, "What's your
opinion of WYSP's morn-
ing DJ Howard Stem?"
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"He's a great guy. to

wake up to!" •- ^

Loricate:,
senior

conununicatlons
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"I want to have Howard

Stem's ba|>vV'

Jackie DeKama
sophomore

(^mmtinications
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"He's frpm New York, so
he's awesome!"

Jon Poe
sophomore, arts
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"He's rude and crude,
that's why welove Khn. He
should teach here."

PhilDeRosa
senior, finance
Dish Vasiliades
senior, English
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"It's so wonderful to

finally have someone as

mature as myself on the

radio."

BillCalandra
senior

political science

!:*•. i^

"He reminds me of so
many Villanova men!"

Kathy Dolan
junior

political science
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Rosemoiit
I

PIZZA\ \ \

TAKE-OUT FOODS

• I • 1 • I - 525-8560

Fbff All Softs of

GOOD
THINGS
To

Rosemont
lAKi-tUTI

SS2 CONESTOGA RomI

/

WINTER HOURS:
OPEN 10 AM • 12 PM Monday thru Thursday

10 AM - 1 AM Friday & Saturday

3 PM - 12 PM Sunday

Yes, All Day /

Deliveiy //

* ,11*- *, ' JUjljimnni

NEW YORK STYLE
PIZZAS <'*«*""')

10" 14" 18"

^3^ ^5^^ ^Qf^
LARGE SICILIAN

ITALIAN STROMBOLIES

CHEESE STEAK STROBIBOLIES

$526

Kottl

CHICKEN PARMI6IANA
on Kaiser Boll

Wi^nted: Part-T|me Drivers

ASSORTED: SANDWICHES
CHEESE STEAKS
AND HOAGIES
Cold Sodas

Homemade C^bc»late Cak

ri.

'At loMt ho'i honett.

* f
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«Milily hamiy higd who
hit Itoundt at

Undergraduate and graduate students in the Philadelphia and Delaware area

play at special student rates on weekdays

>•
$5

••3«^-
s-^"

at all Philadelphia public goftrcourses and the Ed Porky Oliver golf course

in Wilmington, Delaware.

- Each course features:
• 1 8 hole full length golf course
• golf dub rental - pull cart rental

• new gas powered cart rental

• ForeGoifdiacount golf shop, featuring golf

sQuiprfiant and apparel
• QriNfoom(Rtiperl.D. required to be served

aiconoiic Deverages)

Enjoy the $2.5 million of renovations we have completed

on the courses
Cobbs Creek/Karakung— 877-8707 (W. Phila.)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt— 462-8997 (S. Phila.)

John F. Byrne— 632-8666 (N.E. Phila.)

Juniata— 743-4060 (N.E. Phila.)

Walnut Lane— 482-3370 (N.W. Phila.)

Ed Porky Oliver- 302-51 7-7746 (Wilmington. DE)

-^•CobbaCr—k/Kankungiiiust 4 blocks from the

60th stm&tfrminMl, take th^Mmket Street/

Fmnkford orNoniatawn Ngh ap99d Urmtothe
tormirmi, course isortthe east skle.

awidHMdsntlPto
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NOW OPEN
IN THE DU PONT ARENA
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Strength Training, Building, Toning

Call 645-41 29 for Information
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ChaUm^ing traditional roles

in the Christian Church
By KAREN E. DUNNE

Are women "second in nature
and first in sin?" According to Dr.

Rosemary Radford Reuther, Geor-

gia Harkness professor of religion

at the GarrettEvangelical Theo-
logical Seminary at Northwestern
University, the Catholic Church's
long-standing resistance to mod-
ifying its highly patriarchical

structure suggests that they are.

And is the tradition of patri-

archy, questioned Reuther, **an

expression of divine will," or

rather, "an expression of sinful,

^unjust arrangements?"
^ Reuther posed this question to

a packed Villanova Room Sept. 15

in a discussion entitled, "Can
Christianity be Liberated from
Patriarchy?" Author and editor of

over 20 books and 300 articles and
book reviews on church and wom-
en, Reuther challenged the gath-

ering to reexamine the meaning
of church and equality.

^ Villanova's Department of Re-

ligious Studies and Women's
Studies Program co-sponsored the

lecture, attended by students,

faculty, clergy and other members
of the surrounding community.

Reuther defined the concept of

partiarchy, which has, through-

out history, permeated social

institutions, and more important-

ly, society's image of God as the

"whole legal system of the sover-

eignty of the father."

We are thus faced with a serious

j
contradiction, suggested Reuther.

Women have always been active

in religious life. Jesus Christ had
.a special relationship with his

mother and a loyal circle ofwomen
followers; in the 1600s, women
were considered to be more pious

than men; women outnumbered
men in 19th century church con-

gregations; Catholic women today
possess "a very high level of

theological sophistication," and
statistically, more Catholic nuns
hold masters degrees than their

bishop friends.

However, patriarchy remains
the "major cultural force that

justifies the subordination of

women," pointed Reuther.

Reuther sees this subordination

manifested in the Church's in-

creasing escalatioin of efforts to

restore the traditional hierarchical

order and suppress liberation

theology, particularly within the

last 10 years. Included among the

plethora of issues stringently

resisted by the Church is the

ordination of women to the
priesthood.

"At the very time the theological

door has been closed to the ordi-

nation of women, in fact, more and
more Catholics have been pastored

to by women," Reuther explained,

referring to the large number of

women who began seeking out

theological educations after the

Second Vatican Council, in the

1960s, subsequently exerting
their influence through a variety

of teaching roles.

While many Protestant sects

have taken steps to further the
concept of common human rights

by ordinating women, the Catholic

Church has managed to hold out

on this front and others.

Protestants have been some-
what sympathetic to the women's
movement, which derives its

guiding principles from the egal-

itarian doctrines established in

the Enlightenment era. On the
other hand, although the founders
of the' movement in America
included a critique of patriarchy

in Christian institutions, the
Catholic Church "did not relate

to the sufferage of the women's
movement at all," stated Reuther.

"Liberalism was seen as off

limits for Catholics," Reuther
continued, explaining that the

Catholic bishops openly opposed
women's sufferage in 1920.

Reuther sees the Church's
resistance to the ordination of

women priests as "bigotry," espe-

cially at a time when the Church
is facing a critical shortage of

young men desiring to enter the

priesthood.

To Reuther, liberating the Cath-
olic Church is not a question of

destroying a rich tradition. It is

a question of an alternative and
more just interpretation of the

Christian gospel; a question of

squelching a "repressive and
discouraging atmosphere"; a ques-

tion of the possibility of being a

"critical and rational human
being" within the Christian
Church.

T ••

Plans for change
By SUSAN GARRA

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

spoke to interested students on

Monday at Delnrey Hall. Driscoll

not only described various Univer-

sity plans, but also informed the

students of the process by which

these plans are put into action.

In past years, many University

plans have been completed, in-

cluding Connelly Center, the

DuPont Pavilion, Saint Monica

Hall. Katharine Hall, renovations

in Tolentine, Hartley and Mendel

and the uj)grading of the eingi*

neering and science laboratories.

Two million dollars were in-

vested in an energy conservation

plan, and a new computer system,

consisting of satellite areas in

Mendel and Tolentine Halls, has

been completed.

Extensive past projects have

not slowed down plans for the

future. One of DriscoH's main
concerns is the housing problem.

In addition to addressing the

problems created by the number
of students forced to live^off

campus, there has been talk of

providing additional office and
classroom space by converting

Corr and Alumni Halls. More
living space will thus be needed

to house students who would
ordinarily reside in these halls.

Plans for three to four new
dorms, two of which will most

likely be built on South Campus,

are seriously being considered.

The University would like to

Rev. John M. Driscoil* O.S.A.,

held an informal meeting on Sept.

15, in Delurey Hall* to make

__Si_^

preserve the idea of using the studenU aware of proposed cam-
pu9cl)anges.

(Photo by Schmid).

main campus for classrooms and

socializing, while leaving the

perimeter of its campus for

dormitories.

Villanova has no intention of

increasing the present enrollment

figure, rather the University is

concentrating on housing up to 75

percent of this figure in the future.

In addition to freshmen and
sophomores, more juniors Mid
seniors will have the opportunity

to reside on campus, llie reason-

ing it that upperdaasmen can
provide a role iBodel for younger
students.

Driacoll explained that Univer-

sity pUms mutt pats through a

three^tep process. Firtt, there is

an Mttiimant period. Next, a

priority, tiit iadevited, litting the

nnott neadtd and acceiiible plaiit

at the top. PinaUy^otficiala mutt
dioide how to fund theat plant by

or capital cam-

Mjjipa. Only altar ilMMa atapt

iHMliitean oHMlalad can plana be

Dr. Rosemary Radford Reuther lectured to a full house in the Villanova
Room 9n the need to reexamine Christian traditions.

Campus Ministry
By REV. KAIL ELLIS, O.S.A.

Sometimes we rather thought-

lessly cast saints in roles which
deny the complicated nature of

human personality. The holy
cards and plaster statues many of

us grew up with often fostered

this fuzzy thought process.

But if we took the trouble to

learn something about these
saints, we might find that the

images were not fair to them.
They lived in a world like ours.

They were people like us. They
sometimes made mistakes.

We honor them not so much
because they were superhuman,
but because they have given us
some examples of what ordinary

human beings— people who make
mistakes — can do when they

allow the power and love of God
to work in their lives.

Such a man was St. Thomas of

Villanova, the eponymous patron

of our university. Thomas was
born in 1486 and came from the

city of Villanueva de los Infantes

from which, according to custom,

he derived his surname.
He studied at the University of

Alcala and, after obtaining his

degrees, taught philosophy and
theology at his alma mater. His

intellectual reputation became so

well-known (he became the Au-

gustinian patron of studies) that

he was offered a position at the

pretigious University of

Salamanca.
Thomas declined the honor and

instead joined th& Augustinian

Order, taking his vows on Nov.

25, 1517 (the same year that

another Augustinian, Martin Luth-

er, nailed his 95 theses to the

church door i» Wittenberg,
Germany).
By the 16th century Spain was

beginning its Golden Age. Fed by
the immense wealth of the New
World, a great flowering of intel-

lectual and cultural activity took

pUoe in literature, drama, and the

arts.

This same wealth, however,

also fostered corruption and mate-

haUsm which permeated practi-

cally all segments of Spanish
society.

As a priest and a reKgious,

Thomas amrre4 the idea that

high Church positions could be

obtained through power and held

by man who were more used to

luxury than holinett. At provin-

cial o( the Auguatiniant. he wat
concerned by the excettet of the

oonquiatadaraa wha^nalavad the

native pepnlaliont. and tant Au-
fuatiniana toManico toaatabUah

schools and other ministries. .

In 1545, at the insistence of the

Emperor Charles V, he reluctantly

agreed to become the bishop oi

Valencia, a diocese that had been

without a resident bishop for over

100 ye^rs. He immediately madf
his presence felt by establishing

schools and social programs fof

the poor, and by turning the

bishop's palace into a kind of soup
kitchen and shelter for the
homeless. •

Thomas believed that as long as

we remain on the fringes of life,

we find neither ourselves nor God.

Early on he learned that the cost

of answering Jesus's call to dis-

cipleship lies somewhere between
striving and discouragement.

He reflected on Jesus' sermon
that his kingdom belongs to those

who sorrow, and wish, and do not

measure up to the prevailini;

standards of propriety and suc-

cess. He realized that happinesfe

is neither power nor prestige nor

the acquisition of property, but

rather the ability to show niercyi,

to make peace, and to persevere

with a single heart. All this

presupposed a spirit of

thankfulness.

But anybody can be thankful for

a lovely day, a full stomach, it

loving family, or a feeling df

accomplishment. The crunch liep

in acknowledging that such bless-

ings are fragile and easily lost, an^

that many people are not so

blessed.
[

Thomas did not give into cheap

solutions. When he saw someonp
who was hungry or suffering, hb
did not blame God or absolve

himself by rationalizing that the

person was lazy or stupid or

immoral and deserved what he

got.

Instead, he took it as a challenge

to help. He knew that the love cjf

God can redeem peoples' lives and
that he had a responsibility to

bring that about. This set him
apart from others who get, hold

and keep all they can, at th^

expense of anyone who is in theif

way. i

We celebrate Thomas of Villa-

nova's life because he reminds

of what ordinary people can

when they side with the Creal

oi the world, and not with tl

who would destroy it. He choae

to live for something greater than

himself, and thit it why he

numbered among the taintt. H^

life alao thowt that it it pottil

for ut to caat our lot with them.
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Helping people to see a new world
By SUSAN TOLVE that nothing could be done to help

her regain her lost, eyesight.

What do many juvenile delin- I^wkins accepted her condition

quents, pschiatrists' patients and as untreatable and went on with

poor students have in com- her life. She was urged by her

mon? A large percentage of these husband and a friend to see a

)
people have vision problems, doctor, however, when her eye

which is not a mere coincidence, began driftingoutward and twitch-

but a contributing factor to their ing, a sensation she could not feel,

condition, according to Hazel Dawkins was referred to Dr.

Richmond Dawkins, author of Ellis Edelman of Newtown
The Suddenly Successful Student. Square, Pa., who told her, "You

i Dawkins, an editor-writer, has are not blind. You are suppressing

worked on the Evening Standard the output."

in London , and at Harper and Row Usingoptometric vision therapy

and Chilton publishing compan- and special lenses, Edelman was
ies. Her interest in behavioral able to help Dawkins regain her

optometry stems from personal vision in a matter of months,

experience. Dawkins's husband and three of

When Dawkins was 7, she her children also had tremendous
underwent surgery to correct an improvements in their vision after

in-turning eye. Within a few seeing Edelman.

months after the operation, her Realizing that all of the infor-

eye was not straightened, but it mation on behavioral optometry

tegan to turn outward. Dawkins was written for professionals,

became functionally blind in that Dawkins became convinced that

eye — a condition which she lived a book explaining this field was
with for 40 years. needed for the general public —

, During those years, which were particularly parents and teachers.

I
spent in England, France, Swit- Setting out to accomplish this

i
zerland and America, Dawkins task, Dawkins collaborated with

j was continually told by doctors Edelman and Dr. Constantine

IVIctims learn

I

how to cope
i By ANNE DISIMONE
I

t
Interested in helping victims of

'various crimes? The Victim Ser-
' vices Center (VSC) of Montgomery
! County is offering positions for

' volunteers and internships.

The VSC is looking for people

who are* interested in helping

others who possess good commun-
ication skills and who are not

embarrassed by sexual issues.

The VSC deals with child and
adult victims of sexual assault

and rape, and other crimes, in-

cluding robbery, muggings and
harassment. AH services are
confidential.

To be a volunteer member, you
must become a certified sexual

assault counselor. This involves

a 10-week training program begin-

ning Sept. 30, consisting of classes

that run one day a week. The total

program is 43 hours long and is

f required by Pennsylvania state

^law.

f
It enables the student to become

eligible to counsel others and
render supportive services. It

takes one semester to train, and
VSC expects at least one year
jservice (not counting summers)
•after you have successfully com-
'pleted the training session.

/ The training basically covers

crime prevention, how to deal

iwith the victims and their families

and legalities concerning the
different crimes. Methods of cop-

ing with traumatic events and
how to handle sexually abused
xhildren will also be covered.

The VSC also offers internship

placements for sociology or psy-

chology majors. This would in-

volve mote in-depth involvement
such as courtroom accompani-
ment, assisting with hospital calls

and polygraph testing.

i Anyone interested should call

the Center at (215) 277-0932.
Wospective volunteers will be
sent an informative packet which
includes an application. Office

hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Nancy Adamec, counseling coor-
dinator at BSC stated that every-

one on the staff has various
degrees, whether medical or,

psychological, and all are heilth-

related. When asked why she
became involved in the VSC,
Adamsc rsspondsd that she was
jntersstad in s cafssr with s
human ssrvkss focus."

alao aMad that the

tlmaat oltiM aaiMar is **halp

gla to fatty tlHif CMiM akilia

Forkiotis, a classmate of Edelman

at the Pennsylvania College of

Optometry.
The Suddenly Succes^ulStudent

stresses the misconception that

vision and eyesight are synonom-

ous. The authors state that "Sight

and vision are not the same. Sight

is the ability of the eyes to focus

clearly, one of the many skills

which make up vision. Vision is

something all-embracing. When
skills such as converging, fixation

and teaming integrate efficiently

with the brain's cortex, the result

is 'vision.'

In other words, someone may
have 20/20 eyesight, but if the

eyes do not work together prop-

erly, the vision will be poor. In

extreme cases, the brain alter-

nates reception from one eye to

the other, or as in Dawkin's case

the brain completely stops accept-

ing messages from one eye.

While researching for her book,

Dawkins was amazed at the

number of cases in which behav-

ioral optometry has changed peo-

ples' lives. Luci Johnson, for

instance, daughter of the former Hazel Richmand Dawkins discusses the importance of
(Continued on page 20) behavioral optometry in hernew book The Suddenly Succenjul

Student
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rNFORMATIONALMEETINGFORANY
FRESHMAN INTERESTED IN BECOMINGA

FRESHMAN
_ CLASS

REPRESENTATIVE
THURS., SEPT. 25

7:30 -8:30p.m.
DAY HOP CAFETERIA,
DOUGHERTY HALL

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTIONS
OBTAINED FROM THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
GOVERNMENT AT 204 DOUGHERTY HALL

THE STUDENT DIRECTORY
IS CONING!

-•'•-•'•-•-•'*-V^«%*.V#»^*»#»^^«V«^¥M^.*V fmmtmmttmtmmmtmmmmm wtmmmm

If You Have Not Yet Received

A Student Directory Form,

Please Come To The Office Of

Student Government

At 204 Dougherty Hall.

THE FORm MA Y HAVE BEEN SENT TO YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS,

SO CHECK THERE FIRST
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Office hours : 9Q.m. » 5p.m.
fTlon. »Frl.

645 • 4080
MARY JANE MAGEE - OFFICE MANAGER

STAFF
1 Shawn Tracy,O.S.A.

As Director of Campus Ministry, Shawn
is the focal point of a team effort
designed to promote a sense of
community and welcome to all members
of the Villanova University
community. Washington D.C. born,
Shawn as a poet, musician, and
community builder expresses his
priesthood most vividly in liturgical
celebrations and in his profound
respect for the individual.

IH Barbara Haenn

Barbara is in her eleventh year of
ministry to the Villanova Community.
A native Philadelphian, she brings her
nursing experience and organizational
skills to such events as Hunger
Awareness workshops, the Haiti-
Vlllanova connection, and other
programs for the impoverished.
Barbara is a knowledgeable resource
person not only for students and
campus personnel, but also for the
community surrounding Villanova.

Ray Jackson, O.S. A.

Ray is an Augustinian priest from
New York who is deeply involved in the
process of raising consciousness about
social issues. His message is based on
Gospel values and the compassionate
actions of Jesus. Affiliated also
with Villanova's Center for Peace and
Justice Education, Ray is most
visible to the community at
liturgicaT celebrations, Pre-Cana
Weekends, and educational programs.

i John Lozano

John and his wife, Helen, met on
campus ten years ago and now are the
proud parents of threeT young
children. He brings to Campus Ministry
the dimensions of Christian marriage
and family and an Integrated prayer
life. John is one who seeks to help
others come closer to God through
personal witness and coordination
of prayer groups, Pre-Cana Weekends,
and retreats^
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MFiSS
DfllLV

8:30am
11:30am
12:00pm
5:00pm
10:00pm

sunoflv

11:00am
4:00pm
6:00pm
8-00pm
10:00pm

Main Chopel

Corr Chapel
Main Chopef
Corr Chapel

Main Chopel

i

Corr ChopeK
Moln Chapel

Main Chapel

Main Chapel

Main Chapel

flGnVITI€S
Liturgical Arts Programs

Pastoral Musicians
Lectors
Eucharistic Ministers
Liturgical Dancers
Worship Environment

Hunger Awareness Programs
Hunger Awareness Week
Balloon Day

Bible Study and Fellowship (UCO)

Villanova Committees for the Homeless

Big Brothers/Big Sisters

Knights of Columbus

Spring Break Projects
City of Philadelphia
Haiti

Sacramental Preparation
Christian Initiation .

Confirmation
Pre-Cana Weekends

Places of lUorshlp

Lquu School Moss
thurs.

ii:40pm StMorv's ScKristy

CCD Moss

11:05pm
sun*

St. Marys Librory

Sacrament of

Reconci• • •
N

m \tmtittk0^^m^

3»4pm tues^med^thors.

Main Chppel linear roiim)

Bv Appointment 6^- i>; I

Baptist

Central Baptist Church

106 U. Lancaster Ave.

Wayne. Pa.

688-0664

Episcopal

St. Mary
Lancaster and Louella Aves.

Uayne, Pa.

688-1313 '

Jewish (Conservative)

Lancaster and Remington Aves.

WynneMOod, Pa.

649-5300

Lutheran ' n

St. Luke
Conestoga and Valley Forge Rds.

Devon. Pa.

688-0122

Friends

Haverford Friends Meeting
855 Bucjc Lane
Haverford, fa.
649-3445

Presbyterian

Bryn Mawr Presbyterian
625 Montgomery Ave.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. .

525-2821

Unlurlan

Main Line Unitarian Church
816 S. Valley Forge Rd.

Devon, Pa.

688-8332

Jewish (Refof«)

55 N. Church Lant
BrooiMll. Pa.

3M-344S
Ntthtdlst

BM^ifi) United Ntthodlst
140JlAfttrlM Ave.

STnFF In

R€SID€nC€ LIF€

Linda Jaczynski

Linda is a lay minister from
Carbondale, Pa. who resides in

Sheehan Hall. Counted on by many as «

counselor and friend, Linda's gifts
also include the coordination of
an inner-city spring break project.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters program,
and preparing students for the
Sacraments of Christian Initiation
and Confirmation. Her quiet and
reassuring style emanates warmth and
invitation to friendship.

Frank Nash.O.S.A. ^
Affable and energetic, this
Augustinian hails from Orexel Hill,'
Pa. Though this is Frank's first
year as a member of the Campus
Ministry team, he is familiar to
students of Sullivan Hall, where he
has lived for the past three years.
Frank's varied gifts focus on
spiritual development, educational
and vocation choices, and pastoral
counselling.

Beth Hassel, P.B.V.M. h
Beth is a Presentation Sister from
Staten Island, N.Y. who lives and
ministers in Good Counsel Hall. For
the past six years Beth has devoted
her creative energies towards the
development of the Committees for the
Homeless and the Eucharistic Ministers
Program. Beth's interests in mime,
dance, and clowning have often
added to the texture of liturgical
celebrations and Balloon Day
festivities.

Noreen Cameron mm

Noreen is our newest member on Campus
and will reside in Sheehan Hall. She
comes to Villanova with a variety of

experiences. Trained as a nurse and
also as a pastoral minister, Noreen
brings insight and expertise to the
complex areas of grief and loss of
relationships through separation.
Her interests include womens' and
social justice issues.
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Opening eyes to a new world
(Omtmuedfivm page 16)
president, went fronj academic
probation to honor roll in high
school after her vision was
treated.

It has also recently been disco*

vered that 90 percent of juvenile

delinquents h^ve vision problems.
In a 21-month study involving 914
delinquents, thiere were amazing
results after special lenses and
optometric vision training were
given. The reading level of the
group improved three and one-half

grade levels and the figures for re-

arrest decreased by approximately
45 percent.

Psychiatrists are beginning to.

realize the importance of behav-
ioral Optometry. One psychiatrist,

Dr. Frederick Flack, was unable
to cure his schizophrenic daugh-
ter, but within six months of

seeing a behaviorial optometrist
she was leading a normal life.

According to Dawkins, her vision

problem literally "drove her
bananas."

There are many symptoms of

DAEDALUS
1 EDUCATION
SERVICES

a vision imbalance and they vary
from patient to patient. Some
symptoms indude: excessive blink-
ing or rubbing of eyes; short
attention span for the child's i^;
headaches, nausea, or distiness;
and poor eye-hand coofdination.

The Suddenly SuccessifulStudent
has gotten excellent reviews
across the country. It is being
considered for translation in six

languages by the European Opto-
metric Association.

"" Dawkins is very happy with the
success of her book and hopes the
general population will buy it and
find it helpful. "I wrote the book
for the mothers and parents like

myself who needed this type of
help. I'm glad the optometrists are
enthusiastic, but I want to reach
the general public," she said.

Insignifica
By MARK V. DISTASIO

Welcome back! This year Insignifica will bring to you a
medley of intriguing historical happenings, and a potpourri of
predictions and prognostications.

For example, did you know that the **SUr Spangled Banner's"
melody came from a 1777 English drinking song, which was
sung in taverns to extol the virtues of King George UP Or how
in 1560. the French astrok)ger Nostradamus predicted that a
colossial earthquake would rock California on May 10, 1988!

If you are a history buff, or just interested in unusual and
exotic tnvia. look forlnsignifica each week. Oh by the way
cancel that May trip to Disneyland.

who knows, who cares
Hope all you frcthinen ar« getting settled into old V.U. . .

.

,—PP^^^,^,^^ ..,^^>Y^.—^ ^^ nfm ifT alt ripiii^n
anyway ... we aiiiVllve on ounput and we can'tpf^
. .

. well see if tlM tatatt MdiiiMlHM^acom^
that . . . maybf they can with the help ol our tle#jmnm ooundl
officers ... we just hope all the poWer doem't go to mdr htmim
... now ProgrammerMuffy can plan **I>ynaaty'' icecivsMBSf^
...andlVeaident sup can plan the Stanford Hall <HlfOiM ...

speaking at planning ... the University is to be conmended on
having the Bartley air ccMiditioner ready for winter . . . hopefully
the library temperature will have stabilijied by then ... but no
one will be there . . . not. at leaat, if the plans to designate a quiet
floor really come true ... but that's alright . . . we'll allbe at Radnor
garage. . , where our cars have been towed ,. . and that reminds
us . . . Student Government wants V.U. security guards to
undergo "sensitivity training^' . . . gosh, we wonder why ... we
thought they loved us ... until next week ... remember ... for
all you wanted to do ... but can't at V.U this who knows,
who cares is for you.

Edited by the Editorial Board of the ViUmnovan. I

Library atmosphereenhanced
8a|rtafWbar19,1<SgeTIHVILLAii0yAWal^sgiai

By FRANK DUNNE

Remember the library question-
naire that was distributed last

February? Believe it or not, 1,568

students took the time to answer
it, and as a result, there have been
some impressive changes in our
favorite place to study and rap.

For example, there is now a

pencil sharpener on each and
every floor. That beats using your
girlfriend's eyeliner sharpener for

your pencils.

Consider this change for all you
conformists. Two new copiers

that accept credit cards have been
installed, and three of the coin-

operated copiers now accept credit

cards.

Also, a change and credit card

dispenser was installed. No, it

does not dispense Visa or Master
Card.
Down by the reserve room, you

will find typewriters and a coin-

operated word processor. If you
have a lot of change.
At the circulation counter.

there are brochures that explain

all of the services provided by the

library. That is for those of you
who are afraid to ask someone for

help. A display rack that will hold

other library information has
been ordered, along with addition-

al dictionaries.

Then, there is the noise prob-

lem. 1 know what you are think-

ing. A lot of us go to Falvey to

sit and rap with friends. However,
this is not the general purpose of

a library.

From the library's standpoint,

and from the standpoint of those
unfortunate souls whomust study
to* make it through college, noise

is a problem. Anyway, the staff

is considering designating one
floor as a quiet area.

As for the ongoing debate as to

whether Falvey should be used as
a sauna or a walk-in freezer, the
library's administration is contin-

uing to look into this problem. The
library reports this condition to

Maintenance regularly. That
means we will be lucky if anything
is done about it before Villanova's

football team wins the Sugar
Bowl. In the meantime, bring a
towel or a parka, whichever
applies.

Villanova's Falvey Memorial Library has undergone improvements,
some of which were suggested by students in a survey conducted
last semester.

(Photo by Schmid)

RicliARd & Company
UNISEX HAW STYLES

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

773 & LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA
527-2080

OP«nMon. Wed. and
thru Sat. Thurs. Evnings

Communication students
Improve career choices

.A 4>:!-^

World Fanxms Cinnamon Rolls

An Exclusive Cinnamon Roll Bakery Is coming to the Court at

King of Prussia. We need a responsible crew for this fast

growing company. Flexible Hours. Starting pay $4 per hour.

APPL Y INPERSON OR CALLS27*9272»

JUST FOR THE RECORD, INC
VILLANOVA!!!

ROSEMONT
VILLAGE MALL

11 49 Lancaster Ave.

Rosemont, Pa.
(BETWEEN BHYN MAWtt t VILLANOVA,

NEXTDOOn TOMANDY'S)
Mon. thru FrI. 10 a.m. til 9 p.m.-Sat 10 a.in. til 6 p.m.

PHONE 527-1 221

i:.-i'-

2 PAIR!

N^O EYE EXAM

^^m^

1999
Offer

Oi#

1hri2Mirll

D33
*150FF

Visit Pearle. There's a lot to see. Lenses finished

quickly and precisely. A big selection of frames.
Including designer frames by Halston. Sophia Loren,

Vanderbilt and Stet.son. A nd the most caring
guarantee on lenses and frames ever offered.* And
right now. you can save on prescription eyewear
with this coupon. But you'd better travel fast.

because this special offer won't last forever.

IIMieaupantNMtxtlOcl.31. 19MonlyalPMrt*VWanC*ntvM»«b*n>
TWteoMpB»>n»iiMft«l* »a»'m it*—o<P<*ch«n Wo o»Mrd>coun<i apply.

SUtUNSAN •QUANE, 74 COULTER AVE.. AHOMORE. PA
aimiotio

.Mhi?ii. A % iifsr CiDNTACTS A F V FGI.AS'; E

S

4i.> .Ui.(i'^ '4§3-034« 288*

THAN PEARLE.

By STACEY WILKINS

A new club has come to Villan-

ova's campus this fall. Women in

Communications Inc, commonly
known as WICI, is one of the
nation's oldest and largest profes-

sional communications organiza-

tions.

Founded in 1909 as Theta Sig-

ma Phi at the University of Wa-
shington, the organization unites
more than 12,000 women and men
from all fields of communications.
The groundwork was laid last

'spring by journalism professor

June Lytel and graduating com-
munication arts senior Margie
Gike. Both thought the time was
ripe to bring a professional com-
munication organization to
Villanova.

WICI gives students a chance
to be a part of not only a campus
organization, but also a profes-

sional communications chapter
after graduation. Further, WICI
provides students with a chance

to make contacts in the busmess
world and to receive counseling on
career choices from chapter
advisors.

By establishing a chapter on

campus, it is hoped that students

can beyassisted in the confusing

career process. WICI attempts to

open career doors early, and make
the job task seem less ominous.

WICI is not all business, how-
ever. Some exciting plans are in

store for future members. The
agenda includes guest speakers

from area public relations firms

and television and radio stations,

a tour of KYW in Philadelphia and
attendance at a local talk show.

The meetings will serve as a

support group to offer everyone a

chance to get together and share

in the common experience of what
it 'means to be a communication
arts major in today's growing
communications industry.

Communications is a broad and
growing field with a whole host

of job opportunities. The WICI
directory lists notable figures in

a variety of careers, such as Diane
Allen, anchor and reporter from
KYW-TV, and a director of public

relations in corporate communica-
tions. All the exciting and inter-

esting possibilities in communica-
tions are there, and the time is

ripe for VjUanova to establish a

chapter.

Communication arts is the

largest major within the College

of Liberal Arts and Sciences and
is still growing. The eligibility

requirements for WICI are as

follows: the student should be

working toward a degree, demon-
strating a commitment to a career

in communications, have an
above-average GPA and pay the

$30 entry fee.

The first meeting will be Sept.

24 at 8:30 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr
Room. All interested people should

come out for this introductory

meeting.

As aMarine Officer, you couki be in charge ofa or junk)r, ask about our Platoon Leaders Class

Mach2 •\- F/A-18A, avertksd take-offHarrier or program. If you're a sentor, check out our Officer

one ofour other )els or heUcoplers. And you coukl CandklaieCiass programs. Starting salaries are

do it by the lime you're 23. But it takes a spedal from $18,000 to $24,000. And you can

commitmenton your part We
demand leaders at all levels.

We leach you to be one. If

youYe a fireshman, sopiiomoce,

count on going

fitfther... faster.

akmpod.

Tilt MihiiiBa^a PalyMmmiAm
• Imports & Independent l^t>eis

• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

139

254-0722 I

m 1'w*^
To show your interest in

A Unique Alternative

'

• Pimiiai lijiify daiiis

* IMkal Malpraclict

*iiilEslalt

* CftninI OiliMi

LttrOriicM

9274m

PETERSON & CO.
INVITES

ACCOUNTINQ Students to interview with

us on Oct. 1 6 AND

Students to

Interview with u8 on Nov. t3

S^ a^iyi^^ 254Mi»
t.

TWO GUYS
DISC JOCKEYS

MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FULLY EQUIPPED
LIGHTSYSTEM

MARK POST MIKE O'HARA

649-8109

Lookbig For a Part Timo Job?
Nood Ftaiblo Houn/Schodulo to Moot

Your School Schodulo and Poraonal Noodt?

Wo Nood Tolophono
InloiviooMrt to-Conduct
OpMilonPollt

* No SoMno Involvod

No Exporionoo Noodod
Dny/NigM/Wookond Hours
2 Convoniant LocaMona

To Apply, Call:

MRS. WHITE
i8<Mt76

(0 s.fn.*MlQnlQnt,

7dByt««vMk)
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Mfelcofffe liaclr my friends. .

.

DRINKS— 50*
FOOD— Free
Friday -- 4-7 p.

Happy Hour

At The
Radnor House Condos
1 030 E. Lancaster Ave.,

Rosemont ^

525-5140 ^^

^

PARENTS WEEKEND HIGHLIGHTS
1986

Fri, Oct.. 3:

Sat», Oct. 4:

October 3,4,5

9:00 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Parents' After-Dinner Reception

Academic Receptions

Activities throughout the day

Football - V.U. vs. Buffalo

Robin Williams In Concert

Alter many months of time spent in composition and rehearsal, ELP has returned from retirement

with a new "P/* drummer Cozy Powell.

. . ,to\he show that never ends

By JOE McGOWAN

The local sextet Bricklin opened

the final performance of the Mann
Music Center's 1986 season.

Bricklin's set consisted in five

songs with particular emphasis

on the arum and keyboard ele-

ments which, despite such banal

titles as "Need Your Lx)ve" and

"Even When You're Done With

Me," were fresh, energetic and

periformed with great competence.

Bricklin had by their third song,

the instrumental "The Wave,"

begun tD endear themselves with

an audience impatient for the

arrival of the new ELP on stage.

Bricklin finished their brief set

with a song oddly suited for the

evening — the Beatles' "I Am the

Walrus." Theirs was a strong

version of the "Walrus" and their

performance at the Mann is per-

haps a sign that Bricklin will soon

be sharing in some of the glory

presently being reaped by the

Hooters, the local success story in

the music business. And Bricklin

are not undeserving of such

success.

An ELP of a different form

opened their set with "The Score"

and "Learning to Fly," the first

two tracks from the album Emer-

son, Lake, and Powell. Emerson is

every bit as dexterous on the

keyboards and Lake's voice still

surges above the music — what

is different this time is the "P"

of ELP. Carl Palmer has opted to

remain with the Asia outfit and

so in early 1985 Emerson and

Lake, then in the process of

writing new material, sought a

suitable replacement. And so

Powell was recruited.

Ex-Jeff Beck Group, ex-

Rainbow, ex-Michael Schenker

Group, ex-Whitesnake drummer,

Cozy Powell has a career both long

and remarkable. European fans

especially remember Powell for

the drumming that powered the

Rainbow albums Rainbow Rising

and On Stage and the MSG re-

leases MSG II and One Night At

Budokan.

While Carl Palmer is a drummer

noted for his finesse, Powell is

distinguished by the power of his

playing. And since ELP is tradi-

tionally known for its aural py-

rotechnics, Powell is in his ele-

ment. The live renditions of

Tarkus, Pictures at an Exhibition,

"Knife-Edge" and "Fanfare for

the Common Man" have all been

redefined by Powell into new,

thunderous versions.

While at times in the course of

the show Powell, by virtue of

sheer volume, was the focus of

attention, keyboardist Keith Emer-

son nevertheless exhibited hi^

prowess at the keys during the

performance of "Knife-Edge," his

version of Copland's "Fanfare for

the Common Man," and an encore

medley combining "Karn Evil 9,"

the West Side Story theme, and J.S.

Bach's Toccata and Fugue in d
Minor.

Greg Lake had his turn in the

spotlight with "Still ... You Turn
Me On," "From the Beginning,"

and "Lucky Man." The trio closed

their set with the instrumental

selection from the Emerson, Lake,

and Powell album, the most dev-

astating they have done to date

in either of their manifestations

— their version of "Mars, the

Bringer of War," the first of

Gustav Hoist's Planets. ' ^
While earlier in their set the trio

had performed the powerful

"Great Gate to Kiev," the finale

to Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition, "Mars, the Bringer of

War" was all the more powerful

as the three finished their set with
an ending as impressive as any
that can be found.

ELP have long been maligned

by those rock critics with a strong

prejudice against the group's
borrowings from classical music.

They have been called pompous
and overblown by those with little

knowledge of an appreciation for

the tradition they draw inspira-

tion from. But, fortunately, these

critics possess only the power of

persuasion, not of censorship, for

to ascribe to ELP's Friday perfor-

mance any other epithet besides

"spectacular" would be
i^nthinkable.

Taste the Old South at Orleans

By MEGAN GUIDERA

Sun., Oct 5: Parents' Mass
Buffet Brunch

Don 't iMss It! AM f p^ m^Mt

Jk&k your m
liMiiillAMiMiiMMyiiH^tt

1

I

If you are tired of the crowded

and impersonal atmosphere of

Kelly's and the 40-minute wait at

Gullifty's, why not try something

new?

Orleans Restaurant and Mardi
Gras Cabaret is becoming an
increasingly popular hot spot on

the Main Line. Orleans, located,on

Lancaster Avenue in Paoli, offers

a Uste of the Old South with its

spicy Ci^un cooking. Aside from
an ordinary menu, Orleans dfers
a variety of spedjdties: Blackened

Red Fith, Jambalaya, Shrinp
Scampi C^iun Style. Creole Meat-
halU an(d aymy other tpicy de-

liclitt within a

vintifit iBBnapncfc

datM the iiMdt of a varitty of

paapte. If you are having a roman-

tic #MMr far two, OffiMnn' can-

dialh Mlia «r aa^r cifiiir hiilht

and Saturday night. Thursday
night is Comedy Night in the

cabaret with a sampling of Phila-

delphia's best comedians. For the

more mellow crowd, Orleans'

glass enclosed Greenhouse Bar
provides live music every Friday

and Saturday night after9:30 p.m.

Orleans' outdoor patio bar is the

finishing touch with its serene

starlit atmosphere.
Orleans' Sunday Brunch puts

the Pit and the Spit to shame. For
only $8^ one is offered 14 dif-

ferent buffet items ranging from

Scrambled Eggs, Stuffed French

Toast, Eggs Benedict, Sausage

and Bacon to Beef Stroganoff,

Oranfe Brandied Chicken, Fresh

Fish and Blueberry Muffins.

What makes Orleans' food so

different is its C^un cookiag.

C^un food is ustially deacribsdas

hot and ipicy. An exaniiiic «l-thia

JaatMOyu Jyakakiya is Cajgm

haa quite tha aapiaila ttHa. II is

a taaty cambiitatian of

• a

is blackened in a skillet and served

with rice.

Not only does Orleans have food

specialties from the South, but

they also offer special drinks from

the South, for the over 21 crowd.

A Scarlet O'Hara combines South-

ern Comfort, cranberry juice and
soda water. A Mason-EHxon Cock-

tail, made up of Southern Comfort,

pineapple juice, orange juice and
Cream de Almond, is cleverly

served in a mason jar. Orleans'

Planters Punch is a tasty mixture
of three rums and three fruit

juices. Other special drinks are:

Lynchburgh Lemonade, Wet and
WikI PurpleJudy, MeUon Coladas,

their own blend of wine coolers

and much more.

Besides the excellent food and
the plaasant ataMsphere. Orleans

hasaaoallHit Btpvise. Thsir young
and inafMiy ssrvers and bartand-

ers make youM wsioome. The
nwiNilr of tht aaipltfMs ara in

tlMif Hit pfavMng a stimulating

is quick

some place different, with good

xl, good entertainment and lots

stimulation, why not try Or-

ms Restaurant and Mardi Gras

Cabaret. It is located between the

Daylesford and Paoli train sta-

tions on 1676 Lancaster Avenue

in Paoli.

%
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Friendly Floppies....

By RUSS CECCOLA

This week we're going to look

at some recent releases from
Epyx. the California-based soft-

ware company that has been
around throughout most of the
computer game boom. Epyx has
brought the industry into a new
era with such classics as Summer
Games, The Temple ofApshai and
Hell/ire Warrior. Now, Epyx is

perfecting their software dramat-
ically, with better graphics and
the best themes and purposes for

both games and utilities. The next
four programs are Epyx's latest

available products ^ the rest are
all classics worth buying.

WORlDKAMAn
CHAMPIOMSHIP

World Karate Championship

Definitely this week's hit, WKC
is the simplest karate game to

learn as well as having the best
background scenes. The object in

WKC is simple —- defeat your
opponent in red uniform before
the time period runs out. You
knock him out by executing one
of 14 karate moves on the
opponent.

Depending on the severity of the
attack, you may receive either on«
point or Haifa point for your move.
Whoever reaches two points first

or has more points at the end of

30 seconds wins the round. Three
rounds allow movement to the
next screen. There are eight
background screens, from Egypt
to Australia, as well as bonus
rounds between each scene for the
winner.

Although most karate games
are difficult to use, WKC is

simple, only requiring a little

practice to feel out the moves.
Realistic background music and
sound effects put the icing on the
cake. WKC is an excellent combat
game, true to the past work of
Epyx.

SUPOtCYCU

Super Cycle •••••

Most motorcycle games are
boringand offer no real differences

except in the background graphics
— and even they repeat. Smper
Cycle is definitely the best motor-
cycle game since Hang On from
Sega hit the arcades. The scenes
in this game are seemingly end-
less. While testing, I played for 15
minutes, obtaining a new course
every minute or so, from a thun-
derstorm to Mount Ruthmore.
Not only do the tooMt chttife.Vut
the road itidf adds new nhafarjfi

in the foMn ci rnaihinclii, pot-

holat, bumn, oil alkkiand water.

VUtyitmStiptrCjfekkymrytmy.
Tharc are only two thiiip that
yott CM do: tlaar Mt or rkM

on the inside lane of the course
— which depends on when it

curves — and avoid the oncoming
cycles you race ai^nst quickly.
If racing and beautiful scenery is^

what you want, then Smper Cycle
from Epyx is what you need.

VOIIMi
imuTYKir

Vorpal UtiUty Kit *••

A product made only for the
Commodore 64/128 for now, Vor-

pal Utility Kit is just that - a
utility disk based on the Epyx
Vorpal fast load file format. Epyx
recently designed Vorpal to save
its consumers a lot of time in

loading programs. It changes
existing BASIC programs or new
ones into Vorpal type programs
that contain instructions that
allow faster loading. There are
program files, sequential files,

random files, user files and now
Vorpal files for the computer
enthusiast.

The Vorpal Utility Kit contains
everything you need to work with
Vorpal files, from performing all

of the normal disk functions on
them to change existing BASIC
programs into Vorpal programs.
Also included on the disk are a
Commodore 1541/1571 Disk Drive
Alignment/Speed Check option
that allows simple and fast head
alignment of your possibly un-
aligned drive. A rating is given to

your drive based on its speed.
Vorpal Utility Kit did make all

BASIC programs load in seconds,
but my question is this: couldn't
Epyx have put this amazing
feature together with other utility

options and make a larger com-
mand choice list? As far as the
programs on this disk are con-
cerned — they work fine, but
maybe a few more options would
have made Vorpal Utility Kit ahit.

BASIC programs, bringing the

graphics and ease of the 128 down
to the 64 with simplicity. If you
are an avid programmer, get

Toolkit to make your games and
pictures more complex while
taking less time to design them.
Epyx has many more classics

that are out there and worth
buying. The best are Temple of
Apshai Trilogy, Summer Games,
Summer Games II, Winter Games,
and three from Lucasfilm Games:
The Eidolon, Konmis Rift and
Rescue on Fractalus. Apshai is

simply the first good adventure
D&D-type game for home compu-
ters to ever come out.

Released in a new format with
all three expansion modules intact

on one disk, it still remains the

simplest adventure to play. The
"games" series are the best sports

simulation games, allowing the

player to compete in Olympic
games in a realistk form. Controls

are simple and visuals excellent.

The last three are all created with
fractal graphics, a system in

which the scenery is never the

same. The Lucasfilm games are

all unusual programs, yet deserve

attention. So pick any of the above
seven and buy them.

INIMOiriff
MOilfllll«AMr

Look for Epyx*s latest release.
TheMovieMtnuterGame in which
you can be Godzilla and choose
the city you want to destroy!

FULL AND PART TIME AVAILABLE

WEEKDAYS AND OR WEEKENDS

DILLON MOVING IS LOOKING FOR
HEALTHY AND MOTIVATED

STUDENTS TO HELP WITH LOCAL
MOVING OF HOMES AND OFFICES

u^wmmwfnm^ni^m

FRoauumats
BASKfOOUOT

Programmer's Basic Toolkit ****

For all those programmers on
the Commodore 64 who find creat-
ing a game and graphics difficult,

this program's for you. Toolkit is

the best enhancement program
for the Commodore 64 since
GEOS. Toolkit loads in many
many^ comnunds for the pro-
grammer's use to be understood
arfd performed just like other
BASIC statements. Everything
from drawing a box with aaae to
creating a aprite ia timplar on the
64withthiadiakinhMd.
SimUar to BASIC 7.0 for the

128. Tmim^m^
tiM oMHMiida inioMMMy %ita

, ^ -^ rtlMlia
intlillid at a

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,

art. bilingual educa-
tion, ESL. folk music
arxJ folk dance, history.

politk:al sdenoe. sock)l-

ogy. Spanish language
and IMeraturs and inten-

sive Spanish. Six-wveek

session. June 30-Au-
guH 8. 19e& FuNy ac-
credited program. Tui-

tion $48a Room and
board in Mexican
home $520.

EEO/AA

Society Hill Playhouse
507 S. 8th Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-735-5505

*Nunsense'

Entertainiiient

' Calendar

Music
The Spectrum
Pattiaon Place

Philadelphia. Pa.

Sept. 19 — .38 Special/Bon Jovi

It, i9t8 • THE vmAMOViyi |>Pum as

Empire Rock Qnb
Roosevelt Blvd. and Princeton Ave.
Philadelphia. Pa.

215-338^101
Sept. 19 — Bricklin

Sept. 20 — Living Earth
Sept. 21 — Raven
Sept. 24 — Flamin' Caucasians
Sept. 25 — Bootleg/Azure

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Sept. 19 — Al Stewart

Sept. 20 ~ Al Stewart with Laura Mann
Sept. 23 — Bo Deans with Rodney Crowell

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896^20
Sept. 19 ~ Flamin' Caucasians
Sept. 20 — Rhythm & Bluefish/The Stand
Sept. 23 — The Stand
Sept. 24 — The Daves
Sept. 25 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers

Zellerbach Theater
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa.

American Music Theater Festival

Duke Ellington's "Queenie Pie"
215-988-9055

through Sept. 28

JOINTHE
KNIGHTS EXPERIENCE

Knights ofColumbus
ViUanova UniTersity

Council ^4609

^'nQf{^osL

cot**'
s^JIS>^^

f*^--"^.'

THURS.,SEPT. 25
6:30 P.M.

West Lounge, Dougherty Hall

!'

*A11 those interested are welcome*

Mandell Theater
Drexel University

Philadelphia, Pa.

American Music Theater Festival

215-9889055
"The Transposed Heads"
through Sept. 21

'•*ia' -

^f
The Philadelphia Orchestra
The Academy of Music "*.• .

1420 Locust Street .

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sept. 19, 20, 22, 23 — music of Berlioz, Mendelssohn,

Rands, and Elgar

.-«»C«5-?::»
•

Bockl
* • .-..'i

" INFORMATIONAL MEETING
For New and .Old Members

Wed., Sept. 24 • 6 p.m.

*]. - .^^1
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Guide to 4C casinos despite the strike

By PHIL KOUSOUBRIS

Even though all of Atlantic

City's casino workers have gone
on strike this week, there are still

plenty open for Villanova stu-

dents, an opportunity you
shouldn't miss. Atlantic City is

only one-and-a-half hours away
from V.U., by way of the Schuyl-

kill Expressway (Camden exit and
Ben Franklin Bridge). There are

so many signs directing you there

that even the dullest tourist can

find it.

Once there— you will know by
the skyline — you have a choice

of eight or nine casinos from
which to choose. Always drive

right up to the hotel k)bby to park;

it makes you look important and

worldly. My favorite casinos are

The Goklen Nugget, Atlantis, and

Bally Park Place. There's always

the Sands and Caesar's for the big

spenders.

Inside the casino you shoukl

remember several things: dress

smartly, be vivacious, and don't

kwk out of place. Even if you are

under 21, there is a good chance
you can get in. Most casinos, like

the Tropicana and the Nugget,

have multiple entrances. Walk in

confidently, and start pumping
the sk>t8, trying not to jostle the

senior citizens. As this reviewer

was at the Tropicana though, I

must add that you should not

wander around, or you will be

quickly, but p4itely, thrown out

(as my friends discovered).

The GoldenNunet never cards,

and the Atlantis doesn't have to.

If your specialty is Baccarat or

BlacKiUck, prepare to k>8e money
the first couple of hands. The
house is always, initially, stacked

against your favor.

Slots are, if the most popular,

the hardest at which to win. This
reviewer won a small jackpot, but

that was talent (and aome luck).

Most casinos also have numerous
bars, clubs and restaurants. The
Trop has a deli, a nightclub and
sevmd restaurants. Most casinos

are open all night, and oCfer many
diversions. Atlantk City comes
highly recommended by this re-

viewer as a great weekend
diversion.

••••
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Joel returns with powerhouse
19,1itfTMiVMiJmQYim»yMtt7

By KEVIN HECHT

The Bridge
Billy Joel

Columbia Records

-..f;

Billy Joel is not a man set upon
complacency. The Long Island

musician has always b^ com-

mitted to making each album
different from the one before, and
his latest effort. The Bridge,

produced by Phil Ramone on
Columbia Records is a positive

and diverse compilation of songs

that carry on this tradition and

showcase Billy Joel at his best.

The Bridge is a far cry from the

light bubblegum popJoel put forth

in his last release, An Innocent

Man in 1963. It is a well-crafted

album, rich with diversity, con-

taining music that ranges from
emotional ballads, to funky jazz,

to hard-nosed rock and roll. The
album opens with a chiming
breakneck piano introduction that

explodes into "Running On Ice,"

a fast paced chronicle ofthe stress

of urb» living. With this song,

Joel juiips full force into an album
that repeals a greatly matured
artist who seems more confident

than ever.

After "Running On Ice," the

album quickly shifts gears with

"This is the Time," a moody and
unusually introspective song for

Joel that reveals a deep and
passionate, yet complex man
capable of a multitude of feelings,

and his uncanny ability to express
• them through music. The song

seems to be a reflection upon his

^recent marriage to Christie Brink-

'^ ly, the birth of his daughter, and
a realization of how quickly time

slips away. ('This is the time to

remember, 'cause it will not last

forever, these are the days to hoki
on to, but we won't although well
want to.") "This is the Time."
ak>ng with the haunting "Temp-
tation" on side two, are moving
songs that live up to many of the
fine ballads that Joel has put forth

in the past.

Because of the lighthearted
nature ofAn Innocent Man, many
fans were left wondering if Joel's

Glass House rock and roll days
were over, but the hard driving

single "Matter of Trust," one of

the album's best songs, shows
that Joel can still crank out hard-

nosed, nitty gritty, sing-your-

heart-out-rock-and-roll with the
best of them. Its forceful and
repetitive drum beat along with
resounding electric guitar accent

an emotional Joel singing this

song, which is sure to become a

classic in live perfprmance.

"Matter of Trust" stands out

as a great song on the album, but
the highlight of this record is

clearly a cut co-written with
Cyndi Lauper ,called "Code of

Silence." This song is important
in two ways. One, it marks the

first time that Joel has ever co-

written a song with anyone, and
two, it's an intense, original tune
that can be compared to any of

Joel's finest. The interesting use
of harmonica, as well as electric

and acoustic 12-string guitars
provide an unusual and impres-

sive background as Joel builds up
a tension-filled crescendo about
the painfully repressed feelings of

a broken relationship.

He then lets loose in a climactic

chorus with Lauper's powerful
voice echoing in the background,
and an impassioned Joel questions
how "It's hard to believe after all

these years, that it still gives you
pain and it still brings the tears,

and you feel like a fool, because
in spite of your rules you've got

a memory, but you can't talk

about it, because you're following

a code of silence. .
." This song is

a gem, and its powerful emotion
shows that Billy Joel has recap-

tured and refined the rough-edged
hard driving sound present in

previous songs such as "Big Shot"
and "You May Be Right."

The Bridge is an important
album for Billy Joel because it

contains a wider diversity of

musical styles than many of his

past projects. The album contains

traditional rock songs and ballads,

but it also shows off a new side

ofJoel with "BigMan on Mulberry
Street." This jazz oriented song
is highlighted by a piercing horn
section and the clever use of

acoustic bass. Another example is

"Baby Grand," a simple blues

song in which Joel is accompanied
by Ray Charles, one of his boyhood
idols. These songs are examples
of Joel's unwillingness to become
complacent, and shine a light on
his vast range of musical knowl-
edge and ability.

Steve Winwood lends his talent

to the album by playing organ on
"Getting Closer," an upbeat tune
in which Joel puts his rocky past

in perspective, and focuses on
contractual problems that took

place early in his career and that

still haunt him today. Joel sings

that although he has made a lot

of mistakes, he's learned from
them, and has become a better

man because of it. ("Though I've

lost quite a lot I am still in control,

they can keep what they've got

but they can't have my soul, and
if I don't have this all worked out,

still I'm getting closer. .
.")

A lot of the credit for the
album's great sound belongs to

Joel's long time friend and produc-

er, Phil Ramone, as well as his

Billy Joel is pictured at rest after the completion of his latest musical
masterpiece The Bridge, which included guests Cyndi Lauper and Ray
Charles.

band, which consists of David
Brown and Russell Javors on
guitar. Liberty DeVitto on drums
and Doug Stegmeyer on bass. The
Bridge is one of Billy Joel's finest

efforts in years. His commitment
to original music on every new
album is refreshing in a business

where it is all too easy to rest on
one's laurels. The album shows
that although Billy Joel has
crossed over to a new stage in his

li^, he will continue to produce
the same quality music that has
always marked his career in the

past.
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Sif. John Barleycorns Pub

1

656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

Monday Nite F
DownsUmsAt The Pub

• Wide Screen T.V.

• Free Food Buffet

• Come Out and Watch
The Game!

• If tball Wednesday Night's

COMEDY NIGHT
• Live Comedy Show
• Music and Dancing ^
After the Show

• No Cover Before 9 P.M.

SEPTEMBER
SUNDAY

PRIVATE
PARTY RAND

MONDAY

JOHN

• CoMM Party

«ltto

ffMymsfor
mE»m
affAMYi

TUESDAY

COLLEGE

Ll«« Music

WED.

n l:^l NITE

THURSDAY

LADIES NITE

LivaCoiiiady

SpiMMug

Hour

TMmM

Downstairs
•ttho

by

nvoMmniiv

rAII

FIUDAY& SATURDAY

UVE MDSIC & DANCING

Trover Stroot Band
5thA6th

JIvo Bombors
12ttiA13lti

TknoAMaoo
IMhAtOtti
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milASTIIl
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By THERESA JONES

"^Summer vacation is over, fellow

students; no more "Club Para-

dfse/' because it*s "Back to

School." You may feel as though
your classes are filled with
"Aliens," people with whom you
have "Nothing in Common."
Worse yet, they are probably
taught by "Ruthless People." I

understand, and would not be

surprised if you are already look-

ing for a "Day Off" (as in "Ferris

Beuller's"). But at this point I

think that would be going to

"Extremities," and in this case

that may not be such a "Great

Escape."

I should become a bit more
serious here, for the film "Extrem-
ities," as the name implies, is not

really a film to be taken lightly.

The subject matter and presenta-

tion are much more solemn, re-

sulting in possibly one of the

summer's grimmest movies.

Knowing "Extremities" was
another picture dealing with
sexual violence, when I decided to

view it I was more interested in

Farrah Fawcett's performance
than in the story itself. "Charlie's

Angels" is a far cry from William

(USSIFieD

iWHlTISDi6
College Pro Painters is now
hiring hard-worldng young
men and women for full-time

positions tMs fail and winter.

Starting wages range from
$5-$7 per hour. Please call

783-0900 for details.

AttentionI Students and pro-

fessors reports and manu-
scripts, term papers,
speechei, etc. Neatly and
professionally typed and
proofread. 24 hour turn
around. Reasonable rates.

Call EXEC-U-TYPE Word Pro-

cessing service. (609) 772-
1131.

VW '80 Ral>bit, 2 dr., 4 spd.,

43K ml., sunrf., 3 new tires,

gas. $1500. 896-0681.

BabysittersNeeded, Tuesday
and Thursday, 5 to 8 p.m. and
every other Saturday eve-
ning. Two boys, ages 3 and
1 V2. Good pay aiKi easy walk
from campus. Please call

527-0270.

Waiters and Waitresses —
Part-time woric available,

weekdays and' weekends,
serving food and cocktails.

Attractive gratuities. Valley

Forge Restaurant, Route 202,
King of Prussia. Call for ap-
pokitment at 265-3922.

3000 Government Jobs Ust
$16,040-$59,230k^. Now Mr-
kfig. CaN 805-ti7-6000, Ext.

Mastrosimone's screenplay, an
adaption of his off-Bnadway play.

As Marjorte, Fawcett gave a

strong performance, reminiscent

of her television movie "The
Burning Bed," in which she por-

trayed a battered wife who was
driven to the limit.

"Extremities" was well done,

resulting in a rather thought-

provoking presentation of the

situation. The emphasis was on
mental struggle, rather than the

sexual assault, which never actu-

ally progressed beyond what
would be charged as attempted
rape. Early in the movie, Marjorie

managed toescape the first attack,

though she knew Joe had her
wallet and could find her at home.
Getting no help from the police,

she lived in fear, constantly
suspicious and apprehensive that

the attacker would return. He did.

Again, nrare mental abuse took

place than physical, for Marjorie

was a fighter, and was able to turn

the tables and put the would-be
rapist on the defensive. But since

the rape never actually occurred,

nothing could be provided, and Joe
let her know that he would prob-

ably get off, and he would be back
again. Faced with this fact, Mar-
jorie had to decide what to do next.

One of her housemates returned

to find her digging a grave.

ntntal
manipulation took place until the
third housemate returned. Marjo- i

rie, somewhat more ratKNial now,
used Joe's own wily ways to force

a confession, and "Extremities"

ended on a sigh of relieif.

I have to say the movie was!
technically good— even the music I

was complementary to the scenes

and action ; While Farrah Fawcett
again proved she does indeed have
acting ability, less can be said of

her supporting cast, thoughJames
Russo managed to exude an ap-

propriate amount of loathsome-

ness as a sexual assailant.

Despite the fact that I feel the

quality of the film would deem it

worthwhile, I cannot say that I

would really recommend it. I

guess I prefer things a little lighter

when I am looking for entertain-

ment, and this type of film seems
to have been all too frequent

lately.

I do look forward to Farrah
Fawcett's next endeavor, al-

though she now has to break from
another image. Just as "Charlie's

Angels" gave her the talentless

but glamorous reputation, "The
Burning Bed" and "Extremities"
may be trying a bit too hard to

lose the old image. Maybe next

time a happy medium will be

found.
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BJUL^FattOaMt"

SMITRS ^There's A Light That Never Goes Out*'

CACTUSWQBUD NEWS "Ycsrt Uter**

RUN aif.C 'Walk This Wav"

PETEEGABEKL "In Your Eyes"

bIlLYJOEL "Code Of Silence"

54-40 "Baby Ran"

BRUCE COCKBURN "Call It Democracy"

BANANARAMA "Venus"

THE B-52'S "Summer Of Love"

STAN RIDGEWAY "Camouflage"

SIMPLY RED "Money's Too Tight (To Mention)"

COMMUNARDS "Don't Leave Me, This Way"

JOE STRUMMER "Love Kills

"

THE JOHNSONS "Love You So"

THE WOODENTOPS "Get It On"

LOVE AND ROCKETS "Kundalini Express"

AGENT ORANGE"It's In Your Head"

DOCTOR AND THE MEDICS "Spirit In The Sky

THE PROLETARIAT "Indifference"
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' QUESTION n.

wHiff EXAcny IS

iOSI'S'ltEACH OUT'AMEIHCA''?
a) ^^A long ctslonMcalingpkm that letsyou mato

Ikm^swoHh of ccds to cwi/otW stole in Ameilcafw
just$10.15 a montli.

b) A 90-mlniite special stoning '"Up WMiPeopler

c) A greatded, because the second hour costs even
less*

d) Ifyou'd read the chapteron MonMesTDestiny, you'd
know.

e) Toogoodtopassup,becouseifletsyousave15%€yff
Ann crireody discounted evening rates.

Kyou can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your

\

anyouior
including Alaska, Hawaii^Pii

Virgin Islands—for ju^^r$^15ajaCTitb*^
All you have to do bcflTwid^ids,

11pm Fridnr until 5pm Sunday, and
every night from 11pm to Sam, Save

^^!>oti our already discounted evening

rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Friday. The money you
could save will be easy to get used to.

lb find more about g^each Out America ^

or to order the service, can toll free

today at 1 800CALL ATT,
that is 1 800 225-6288, EzL 147.

d the US.
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By KATHLEEN FINL£Y

Break Tomorrow's Day

The Johnsons

Restless Records

Out of the Philadelphia dub
scene emerges a rootsy rock-n-roll

band heading for success with
lyrical twists to boot. The John-

sons are outgrowing the Phila-

delphia borders with their debut

album, Break Tomorrow's Day, a

college radio gem.
Insightful lyrics and scaling

melodies of the southern neo-

psychedelia movement combine to

form this fresh burst of musical

eneiiy from the depths qC Wett
Philly. Armed with stinoiigVdvet

Underground influences, The
Johnsons create k well^produced
debut album which is hinting of

Mitch Easter's musical genius.

Although the album is not pro-

duced by Easter, it owes much of

its brilliance to producers, John
Wicks and Glenn Morrow.

Side one begins with "Open
Door," a bitter melody about a

misunderstanding in a relation-

ship. The whole genre of south-

em rock is evident in this first

track since it is reminiscent of

R.E.M.'s melodic guitar, comple-
mented by a strong beat. That
same driving beat supports the

'60s pop style of "Burning Desine."

The Johnsons display their mus-
ical dexterity with Adam Miller's

mesmerizing vocals and the exe-

cution of the Iviiid's control.

The first side winds down to a
slow southern drawl, with "Call

Your Name," much like R.E.M.'s

Tues., Sept. 23

SMOK£Y
JOE'S

presents

THE COMEDYMAN
"Todd Glass"

Plus,

The Starmaher
Talent Nitet

WE SUPPLY THE MUSIC, YOU SWPLY THE VOICE

Plus

$1 import Nite

"Good Advices." Guitarist Mike
Morrison forms creative chords
similar to those of Peter Buck.
The edging guitar strings along
the entire ballad while Miller

mourns the loss of a loved one.

Beginning and ending on the
same raw guitar note of Billy

Bragg's "The Milkmen of Human
Kindness." "Sylvia Plath" (writ-

ten by Pere Ubu's Peter Laughner)
is a cutting rendition of Plath 's

depressing state of existence.
With lyrics such as: "Sylvia Plath

ain't into Manhattan/ She could
crawl out of one cocoon where
there was absolutely nothing
happening," this melody weighs
down the first side with somber
impressions.

Side two jumps into the Bea-

tlesque pop beats of "Hard To
Find" and "Different Sun." Both
are crowd-pleasers and are sure

to set the listener's foot a-tapping.

"Love You So" is the album's gem
with its layered rhythm guitars

and ringing harmonies contribut-

ing to an over all well-produced

sound.

"Break Tomorrow's Day," the
album's title track, combines a
throbbing beat with a consistent

bass line to create a polished

.. ?

The Johnsons, a local band, are leaving the Philadelphia area and
expanding outward. Their influence include the Beatles, R.E.M. and
the Velvet Underground.

melody. One almost forgets that

they are a Philly band when the
synchronized backing vocals blend
with the R.E.M.-like guitar.

The Johnson's post-pop throng
stands out against the white wall

Attention V.U. Men!
be on the alert

for the

THED\TAVUE25
PORTABLECOMPUTERSYSTEM
WILLUGHTENYOURLOAD

FORONLY $550.
The new DMavue 25 pomble oomputer make*
ooing back ID Kfaool CMfer dttn ever. BecMie now
die powcrfiil Dwavue Z5 is on sde to itudenti for
over65% off*. Jim $550 buys
youacompkce 12 lb., IBM-
oorapadbie syMem wid)

,

a fulTited 80x25 line

di4jlay,buik'in5V4'

fknpydi^ drive, serial

and primer port.

Dslavue 25 oomes ready

to run packages like 1«2^

3,WoidStv,MuliiMaie,
dBASEnrndlUFIii^t
Simulaeor, and many
oQiers.

AllthisnwkcsDMavue
25 a dnch fcr repoct

after a«w^ day of
U^MBBKMrload

i25

C
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the sisters of

AAA

The Graduate School

of

Syracuse University

Invites you to a reception on
Wed., Sept. 24,

4 to 6 p.m.

Dunfey City Line Hotel

City Line Avenue and Monument Rd.

Rtprcttntativct will be available to discuM general graduate

program information, the S.I ^4ewhou•c School oi Public

Communications and the Maxwell School of Public Affairs.

of Philadelphia's local music. Just
one of the many neo-psychedelia
bands that has recently formed,
The Johnsons will stray from the

trend and head for a competitive

spot on today's college charts.
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Babysitting: one morning/
week. 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. One
child. Call 527-0729.

FOR SALE
Citation 1980, 4 dr., H/back,
PS, PB, auto., air, n«w tiros,

battery. Aug. insp., $1600.
Call 527-2683.

Counter person needed —
Landls Restaurant In Wayne.
Preferably lunch hours. Ideal

for student with early classes
or night school student. Call

after 2 p.m., 688-9999. Ask
for Jim or Greg. Flexible
hours.

GET A CREDIT CARD — Get
major t>ank cradit cards such
as Visa ® and Mastercard ®.

For details write R. Tax Co.
P.O. Box 570, Wayne, Pa.

19087 or call 687-2460. Ask
for Mr.Emerson.

Used car — 1981 Citation. 4
door, 4 speed, a/c. 41 cubic
feet of cargo space. Excellent
condition. By original owner.
$1950. Call 896-6134.

For Sale: Two acoustic gui-
tars. Guild classical and Ya-
maha folk, both excellent
condition and in hardwood
cases. Call Paul, 664-8828.

Babysitter needed for one
child one morning a weekand
some evenings and week-
ends. Within walking dis-
tance of campus. Call 525-
1424.

GIRL: Light housekeeping
helper for single lady. Own
car. Pleeaant, flexible altiia-

tion. H&M camous. Ammok-
imetely onoe weekly. 688-
9113.

MALE atudant: Routkie ger-

•Ic.
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Tolkien and Twain in

By JOE McGOWAN

Mark Twain at His Best
edited by Charles Neider

Doubleday & Company, Inc.

447 pp.

The Lays of Beleriand
J.R.R. Tolkien/edited by

Christopher Tolkien

Houghton Mifflin Company
393 pp.

The Wandering Unicom
Manuel Majica Lainez

Berkley Books
320 pp.

"A literary sampler" is how
Doubleday & Company describe
Mark Twain At His Best, a com-
pendium of Twain's works edited
by Charles Neider. Twain At His
Best is the latest in Doubleday 's

Collector's Library of Mark Twain
Classics, and this the latest vo-

lume draws select essays,
speeches, sketches and letters, as
well as passages from his travel

books and novels.

Twain At His Best is more a
volume one would send as a gift

than use for serious study, but
Doubleday has made available
this interesting collection in a

relatively inexpensive hardcover
edition.

The History of Middle- Earth is

a collection of works that merits

serious attention from fans of

J.R.R. Tolkien. This four volume
series, under the editorship of the

author's son Christopher, at times

requires a serious reading effort.

The^ first two volumes of the

series, The Book of Lost Tales I

and //, presented for the first time

the original tale (even before the

material compiled for The Silma-

rillion) that Tolkien would develop

into The Hobhit and The Lord of

the Rings. Tolkien's original nar-

rative framework had his lore

recounted by the seafarer Eriol,

in one recension he is called

AElfwine, an ancient mariner
who alights at the enchanted isle

of Tol Eressea.

It is here that Eriol learns of

the annals of Middle-Earth, as he
sits among elves gathered round
the tale-fire for the retelling of

tales now lost. The first two
volumes irt this series of Tolkien

paper*- are now available in soft-

cover editions and the third in

hardcover.

The Uiys of Beleriand is the

ihird in the series and the first

collection of verse works. This

volume presents early versions of

two of Tolkien's best lays, 'The
Lay of the Children of Hurin" and
"The Lay of Leithian" (and in-

cludes a commentary on the latter

lay by C.S. Lewis, a friend of

Tolkien at Oxford). Like the first

two volumes, The Lays of Beleri-

and is richly annotated by Chris-

topher Tolkien, whose endeavor

at times required exercises in

textual criticism.

Christopher Tolkien has in his

commentaries provide copious

notes on the evolution and deri-

vation of Middle-Earth names and

places, as well as conjectures on

textual corruptions. Thus in this

volume of Tolkien poetry one is

presented with two versions of

•The Lay of the Children of

Hurin," in an attempt to exhibit

the work in progress.

the most striking characteris-

tic of Tolkien's early Middle-

Earth tales and lays is the lan-

guage — it is one filled With

archaisms and whose syntax is

remote from that of Modern Eng-

lish. Tolkien employed his know-

ledge of Anglo-Saxon and Celtic

culture (he wu outside of Middle-

Earth a professor of Anglo-Ssxon

at Oxford) to create a body of

literature for the period antedat-

ing the earliest examples of Bri-

tannic literature surviving today.

The History of Middlo-Eortk
will soon be completed with the

Ambarkanta ("The Shape of the

World"), a Middle-Earth cosmo-
logical account. This last volume
will also contain one particularly

interesting selection, a translatk>n

from Quenya (Elvish) into Anglo-

Saxon of the Quenta and Annals
by AElfwine of England (the Eriol

that travelled to the lonely elven

isle).

Also in the realm of the fantastic

is Manuel Mujica Lainez's The
Wandering Unicom, a medieval

tapestry weaving together ele-

ments of fact and fiction from the

history of the House of Lusignan.

The Wandering Unicom begins on
a twelfth century evening at

vespers and later brings the

reader to the ailing Crusader
kingdom of Jerusarem under the

sickly reign of Baldwin IV, the

Leper-King.

Lainez's romance operates in

the two spheres of the medieval

world — the temporal and the

spiritual. In the temporal world

the reader follows the travails of

Aiol of Lusignan, a "natural" son

of that noble house, as he rises

from an actor in a mystery play

troupe to a knight in the service

of the Holy Crown of Jerusalem.

In the spiritual world the reader

visits the faith and superstitions

of the medieval populace, in an age

when the woodlands glowed with
sprites and wells harbored water
spirits. Thrchief charai;ter of»the

Argentinian author's ' aethereaf
realm is Melusine, a fairy smitten
with a love for Aiol — tnough he
lives on another plane.

The Wandering Unicom, a novel

so rich in detail, is best described

by Lainez's fellow Argentine and
author, Jorge Luis Borges: "The
novel, as we know, descends from
the epic and we would do well

occasionally to recall those mighty
origins. The Wandering Unicom
is not a reconstructkm of time

past; it is like a glowing dream
set in the past. We neither feel the

burden of archaeology nor hear

the music of nostalgia, but live out

the tale as though it were our
own."

Last June Jorge Luis Borges
passees away in the eighty-

seventh year of his life, and the

world lost a man hailed as prob-

ably the greatest Argentinian
author ever. Borges spent the

latter third of his life in darkness,

but from a blindness that could

not affect his insight.

His great short fictions, ficci-

ones, were noted for their extreme
erudition and mystical quality.

His were masked fictions, ones
which defied the reader to unravel

a path out of the author's laby-

rinths. "Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Ter-

tius," "Three Versions of Judas,"

'The Library of Babel" and many
other ficciones erected verbal

labyrinths in which lurked archa-

WASHINGTON
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average: Interested

in Congress, the Executive Branch, or Washington

organizations? Earn 16 credits in our nation's capital.

• Unique Internships based on your interest: The
Washington Legislative Internship Program, The
Washington Capital Internship Program, or The
Washington Internship on Community and Polity

(spring semester only).

• Seminars with leading government experu. focusing

on current policy issues.

• Boston University faculty on-site in Washington. D.C

• Discussion groups to share information and opinions

with fellow student participanu from around the

country.

Filing deadline for Semester II: October 27, 1986.

For applications aiKl information:

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Washington Internship Programs

College of Liberal Arts

725 Q>mmon«vealth Avenue, Room 106

Boston. MA 02215

617/353-2401

BoMon University is

an equal opportunity

institution.
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town LP, The Seer more than
restores faith in the power and
potential that this band owns.

Starting off with the current

single, "Look Away," the album
is missing a principle element of

the first LP's — the bagpipe
guitar. Something of a novelty at

first, the soundb^n to wear thin

and the band has had the good
sense to change this approach.

The majority of the tracks
appear to have a fascination with
storytelling and a moody am-
biance: an element embodied in

lines such as: "I never tire of

legends grown/ We dream too

much and time has flown."

If the album has one weakness,
it lies in the area of lyrics. The
band frequently gets caught up in

the spokes of its own poetry in

lines like: "Time will wear a

mountain down/ And make a

lover of the clown/ Who laughed

too long." Fortunately, all the

songs keep a quick pace, which
makes this album quite
entertaining.

Musically, Big Country has
upgraded its production, allowing

them to expand on its originally

"big" sound. On tracks such as

"Remembrance Day" and on the

Scotland's biggest band» Big Country, has resurfaced with their latest
opus, The Seer,

title track, the band shows off its

keen but modest musicianship.

In short, what makes this band
special is that it has taken the

tedious power-popping of con-

current bands and made it all

interesting again. This band
knows that "bigger" is not always

better, and that a good hook is

always useful, especially in fea-

ture songs such as "Look Away."
If this collection of songs is any
statement of that purpose, what
is in their future may well be

worth the wait.

MONDAT-FRIDAT
9 ajii.-4:30 p.m.

312 W. LANCASTER AVE.
(next to Minella's Diiier)

FORA
GREAT PLACE
TO WORK. .

.

NO PLACE ELSE

'
I

£OiML OFPomvmrYmmjovan

CLASSIFIEDS

Hebrew Teacher needed
,

starting fall '86. Excellent
way for college student with
a t>ackground in Hebrew and
Judaica to earn money. Po-
sition available for a syn-
agogue in the Paoll area. Call

525-1136 or 644-9086.
Slightly Used
Furniture Sale

Dinette set: living room set;

(couch, rocker, chair, 2-erKf

tables, coffee table) Bedroom
set (headboard, bedframe, 2
night tables, dresser, bureau
with mirror). Asking $770.
Call 609-829-1870.

REWARD - Free trip to Day-

tona plus Commission Mo-
ney. WANTED: Organized
group or individual to pro-

mote the #1 Spring Break
Trip to Daytona. If interested,

call DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL
1-800-453-9074 imme-
diately!

PERSONALS

An ode to Tom Baran:
You made us laugh,

You made us cry.

At least we l(now
You didn't die.

Keep It raunchy
And have Ed de-greened.

Entertainment,
Wolfgang, Et Al. and
Metal Metal Metal

Metal Metal

Excuse Me,
I'm Inquiring at)out that red

Mustang with under 100,000
miles? Is that a half-tMreed

and was It t}om red or did

Lopes shine his erotic light

on It?

Wallace P. Nuttle

To Georgette (Mooaie),
Atlantic Citymm great, tiut

next weekmd wm be better
— rsmenioef "You wUI find
It."

Ptwl

Mar Qroup 'V'ttl

I mlas you guyal

maHy Q-lmal Let's

I'm

.up

*.:'

V.
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Angus and the A
f,̂ .1^ '..A

fvibiii to MMRIir

By CAESAR ETTORE

A close*to-full house packed the
Spectrum this past week for a
night of hard-hitting heavy metal
featuring old favorites AC/DC as
well as the quickly risingJapanese
rockers, Loudness. AC/DC was
out to support their latest LP and
movie soundtrack Who Made Who
while Loudness was out to streng-

then their following by promoting
their second American release

Lightning Strikes. -

Loudness opened with what
was probably their best known
song thus far, "Crazy Nights,"
with the rest of their relatively

short set consisting of material
from the Lightning Strikes album.
Songs' in the set included their

most recent single and video "Let
It Go" as well as "Dark Desire"
and "Ashes In the Sky." The most
impressive aspect of the Loudness
show, however, had to be the
phenomenal guitar playing of

Akira Takasaki which had the

Spectrum crowd on their feet and
cheering in appreciation.

Of course most of the crowd was
there to see the always excellent

live AC/DC. Playing material
from a 10-year plus career, the

band mixed new favorites in with
some of their older classics such
as "Let There Be Rock" and "The
Jack."

Using a very simple bi-level

stage set with plenty of lighting

effects, Angus Young and com-

pany launched into their set with

the title track of theirnewLP Who
Made Who. Songs such as "Shot
Down In Flames" and "Back In

Black" followed. However, even

with the great showmanship of

Angus Young the show basically

fell into a rut because it was

t%%$m^lmylLLAH0¥m9P9m9$
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EMfvoncSL
IfycHi re a fuD-time studem at an aca«lited cx)0^

versity vcxi can join our Collegiate FligJitBankf" Yxi*ll receive

a memoeiship card and number that wiU alk]^

10% offQxuinental andNew \bric Air's already k^
addition, you'll get a one-time certificate good for $25 offany

domestic nxindtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able to earn trips to

places like Florida, Dmver, Los Angeles, even Ixjnion and
the South ftfccific Because every time you fly you'll earn milc'

age towards a ftee trip. And ifyou sign 14) now you'll also

receive 3 free issues (xBusiriess^X^^ Careers rnagazirie.

Or the grarxi prize, fee the number orie studerit referral

champion in the nation: a Fbische and one year ofunlimited

coach air travel.

Arxl how do you get to be the referral chartipion? Just sign

up as rnarw fnerids as possible, arxl rnake sure your rriember^

ship number is on dieir appUcation. In Older to be eligible for

any prize you and your referrals must sign iro before 12/31186

and each referral must fly 3 segments on Continental orNew
^&rk Air before 6/15/87. Andvou'U rxx only get credit fort^
enroUrnent, you'll also get 500 bonus rniles.

So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include

your current fiiU tiriiestuderTt ID number. That way it'll only

costyou$10forone year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four

years ($60 after 12/3l/86). ^four membership kit, irKluding

referral foniis, wifl anive in 3 to 4 wedks. IfMou have a credit

card, you can call us at 1-8(X)'255-4321 ana enroll even fester.

Now riKxe than ever it pays to stay in school.

i

r

/»

Inrroducine Collegiate RightBankr Earr free trips to New Ybrk, San Francisoo, Boscon. >X4MhtiT8-

ton. D.C., Miami. Chicago, or Denver. Plui, Auitralia. Honolulu. London, and Mexica All told,

74 cities worldwide.

But what IS rnoie, for the 10 studentson e\«iy campus who
enroll the rnost acdve student fkes fexn theircoBoe
are some great rewani;: 1 fiee trip wheieicrCoc<nnG^
New \bck Air flies in the tiiairyand US., Mexico orCanada.

SiGNMEUPNCW!(PV.>«eprintirr>'re) D I Y«Mr($l(>)a2\^ii>($20)a ) Yc.ifs($10)G 4Y«-.ini($40)

MiM K' suKnirreJK I2/)I /86.

Date ii'^rthNamc—

QiUege- .AJdnat.

.Zi|x.

Bermanent AJdreau .Zifv.

Full time ffuJent ID #. .Year tifGraJuaiiiin-

$ DCheckM^o Older Encli*sJ PLEASEDONTSENDCASH
a American Exptoi D Visa D MsMiiCvd D Diner'sCluh

Acaiunt NiwiK-r F,icpiiiifit« Dwe.

Signati«X : -
FOR MEMBERSHIPAPnJCANTS UNDERTHEAGEOF 18: The indef^^
B«dian ii^ihc mcmfcenhip aifjlican nameJ henun. and I onaeM
Cdk«iaie IVdEbnk pnv«n.

966

Sent thiiaiupm «x
RQliK 297847
Hin—>,TX 77297

a«JanJitium (ifp«i

N

%orts Shorts
clbwli

Stptinbf 1»,Hi6»TMEVILLAM0VAWPagi3g

soccer falls twice

The record of 9349 stands alone in mi^ league
basehaH. Ite owned by the New York Mets who
clinched the National League East title

Wednesday by defeatinff the St. Louis Cardinals, 1 he
Mets were swept by the Philadelphia Phillies last
weekend to postpone the Mets capturing the title for
a couple of days.

By DANTE SCALA "ccond period, when a Rider
player chipped an indirect kick

The men's soccer team suffered
over a wall of Wildcat players

a disappointing week after their J?^*!^*^^^ «<^«*- Goaltender
initial win over St. Joseph's. The r'J?*^ 9^"" "*^ ^ *^™*^ ^^^

squadwas shutcAit in both of their ?**V ^l '^ «^y *«»« ^«»n him

Bears btat
It was a oonfrontatkm of head coach versus ex-

assistant. Mike Ditka and the Chicago Bears
squeaked by the Philadelphia Eagles led by Buddy
Ryan. 13-10 in overtime Sunday. In a defensive
struggle, tmnovers proved to be costly for the Eagles
and the sixth fumble, on the opening kick-off of the
overtime, proved to be fatal.

Qoarttrfcacks hurt
Two starting national football quarterbacks have

been placed on injured reserve follo\^ing injuries
occurring in the first two weeks of the NFL season.
Joe Montana of the San Francisco 4d'ers underwent
disk surgery on his back Tuesday and there is the
po^siblity that the injury may force him to retire.

Gary Hogeboom of the Indianapolis ColtiT suffered
a separated shoulder Sunday against the Miami
Dolphins. Hogeboom, acquired in the off-season from
the Dallas Cowboys, will miss the rest of the season.

during the ensuing struggle.
A I^ider forward gained control

of the ball and took a shot, which
went off a Wildcat defender and
into the goal. The opposition

games, losing 1-0 to LaSalle on
Sept. 10 and 2-0 to Rider on Sept.
13.

Their defeats dropped their
record to 1-2. After the Rider .

- '?—' — -Kt—.w..
match, assistant coach Todd *^?f]r.3?? ^*'®?. ^ ^P*« »" ^*»«

Zimmerman stated that the squad
"*"»«'a

^f^^, allowed a pass to

was "not playing up to their i^V.j^^^f ^o'^ard breaking

potential" and that their last Jfwnfield The player booted a

match was "not a very good ^'^^^ sbot at Brendan Quinn,

overall effort." ^™ managed to block the strong

The outstanding reason for the ^^9^ however, the forward gath-

squad's poor performance has «"nS J" ^J'e rebound and shot

been its lack of "cohesive play." ^?!" ^^^ ^"« ^core.

Zimmerman said that the players
Zimmerman cited that Rider

have not been able to put together ^^®^^^ ^^^' w»^^» a talented,

scoring drives, and have missed «r?5"^"T*.^5/^"^^ "^^^^^ ^^^

scoring opportunities. wildcats had difficulty penetrat-

He stated that no leader has II3& ^^rn^y**;'
^^ ^^^o said that

appeared on the field for the young ^ V^^ IKider] took advantage of

team, which has four starting
^"^ir opportunities, and we didn't

freshmen and only one senior.
goalkeeper Brendan Quinn

Also, according to Zimmerman,
youth has been a factor in that
the players are "still learning to
play together and to understand

take advantage of ours." Indeed,
the Wildcats did have 14 shots on
goal, compared to 19 for Rider. All
in all, the team "never got their
game going," stated Zimmerman.
The squad had similar problemspiay iu{$ciiicr ana lo unaersiano « "• I^nu, T t l"

•'•^"*?"*«

each other's abilities and disabil- f^V.f^
Philadelphia archrival

ities." This inexperience has hurt
^^^"e on Wednesday night at

the Wildcats, particulariy the Villanova Stadium. LaSalle scored
offense, which has only scored
two goals in three games.
Saturday's match was closer

than the score indicated; the game
was scoreless until late in the

the lone goal of the game during
"a lack of concentration on de-
fense," according to head coach
Chris Brown. An excellent cross-
ing shot gave a LaSalle player an

easy header in front of the goal
for the score.

The Wildcats had several oppor-
tunities, including a shot by
freshman forward John Bond
which was stopped on a great save
by goalie Mark Melvin. Brxmn
cited that the team "played hard
and with effort," but once again,

'tWeJdidn'tuseallofourabiUties,
and could have played better."
Although the squad's recent

play has not been encouraging,
there are some positive signs.
Veteran goalkeeper Brendan
Quinn has played well; he has 23
saves and has only given up three
goals in as many games. Other
noted players include junior Jeff
Collins, who scored the winning
goal against St. Joseph's, and
sophomore Keith Schuster,

Another key member of the
team is freshman prospect John
Bond; Coach Jones said that one
"could expect him [Bond] to come
with a goal anytime ~ he's that
kind of player." Generally, Jones
described his squad as an "excit-
ing team," with speed and power.
The squad's next few games

will be important ones, as the
team tries to right itself; Jones
described them as "all tough
games." Zimmerman said that the
team needs to gain confidence
before beginning the Soccer Seven
and Big East matches, and
summed up the Wildcats' situa-
tion: "This year, we have to treat
every game like a big game."

D'Asceazo scores three to shut out Hoyas

digma ri
The brothers of Sigma Pi wish to extend a

cordial invitation to all those individvxds
interested in rushing the fraternity this fall.

Rush Dates: Sept 23 at 9:30 p.m. in the East
Lounge and Sept. 25 at 7 p.m. also in the East
Lounge.

The Wll4cBt voBeybttilera girfiied their first two wins id the *86
camp^gB at this i>ast weekend's Phikulelphia Big Five tournament.
Ag^at LaSaUe, the 'Cats won 15-8. 15-5, 15-12. and beat Temple,
7-15, 15-13, 10-15, 15-4, 15-4. Later in the tourney, Villanova lost
to Pemwylvania, 8-15, 15-7, 14-16, 5-15.
.p.,.,,.,...,,,,.,^^^,.^,,,,^ (Photo by Schmid)

Football cont
(Continuedfrom page 36)

both figure to be major offensive

weapons for the Cats this coming
campaign as well as Dan Fortin,
Jed Hoban, Gary Pascoe and Jim
Cashman.
On defense, iioseguard Ted

White, 6 foot-i 3 -inches, 260
pounds, will be a major factor to
be dealt with by opposing offenses.
White is strong and quick and will
have to be double teamed by
opponents if they intend to clear
him out of the middle? The def-
ensive backfield looks strong with
two seniors, cornerback Jay Cur-
cio and safetyJohn McGowan, and
sophomores Derek McEwen and
Bobby Rosato. McEwen has good
speed and played well in the pre-

season as well as Rosato. Rosato
played well last season and is

looked at for leadership along with
McGowan and Curcio. The only
question mark is in the line-

backers. Graduation hurt this
part of the defense but with game
experience at lona^hey have the
potential to come on strong.
George Winslow is back to

handle the punting for Villanova
whkh means that this department
is in good hands, or actiatty gsod
feet. Winabw had a 42.1 yani
average, including a kii^rest of 72
yards. Winslow also placed 13
kicks inside the 20 yard line. The
place kkskmc wUl be done by
freshnan Pattl Cokmna.

All in aU VUlaiiova wiU fiekl a
lufUv nowmitive foottnll twm
this fall, diift ywr's'SfiMMl alHMkl
mki A run at hsii« uaditelid

J?'' *!?L'!!*""* •§••« in a raw.
MMwhTtlky'slaiH^yitrpte into
(Hi YmUim CaniiwiMm aMM u>

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER 2 lead until 8:01 left in the game
when sophomore Sharon Seiz

Villanova's field hockey opened drew blood, evening up the score
its season Sept. 10 versus a at 3. Lafayette, however, took the
perennially tough Lafayette . gleem out of the Wildcat's eyes
The Cats looked good and took the with a game-winning goal with
offensive when junior Anita D'As- only 16 seconds remaining,
cenzo scored two quick first-half Nova then went up against
ao.als. The Wildcats .held the l^ archrival Georgetown. Wildcat
with a strong defensive stand arid goalie ^fe Kufrhad three saves,
went into the locker room with a pushing her total to 15 for the
2-0 lead. week. Junior Anita D'Ascenzo

Lafayette came out in the se- scored Villanova's first goal off an
cond half with fire in their eyes assist from Melissa Grubb. Shar-
and stormed ahead with three- on Seiz followed suit with a goal
straight goals. They kept their 3- of her own. D'Ascenzo. however

wasn't done yet, adding another
goal before the end of the half. The
Wildcats waltzed into the club-
house with a 3-0 lead.

There was only one score in the
second half and, again, it was
D'Ascenzo. Off the assist from
Sharon Seiz, D'Ascenzo put the
icing on the cake. The 4-0 win
brought the Cats toan even record

The Wildcats are looking to up
their record versus Lehigh this
week, before going up against
Richmond and Towson tomorrow
and Sunday.

"VALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA"
340 East Church Road
King of Prussia, M 19406

Michael Yaskin

PHONE: 2n-6035/37
TWX: 854906(aMlfSPECIAL T)

Performance tuning, sales,

parts and service for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automobiles

^

PRE-LAW SOCIETY
WELCOMES

DENISE McGARRY
ADMISSIONS DIREaOR
VILUNOVA UW SCHOO
Wed., Sept 24 3:30 p.m.

WEST LOUNGE, DOUGHERTY HAl

ALL ARE WELCOME

-t -.^ -^ '• •- 1-^-^*^ - - - ^_^!^^
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Talley previews

By MICHAEL IRONS

Villanova opens its 1986 football

schedule today in New Rochelle,
N.Y., when the Wildcats take to
the field against the lona Gaels.
This season is the second for Nova
Head Coach Andy Talley and
marks the second year of Talley's
four-year rebuHdinfir program.
Though last year's undefeated
record will be hard to top, the
confidence level of the team is

high going into today's game.
"We are bigger, faster, stronger

and more mature now than we
were a year ago. There is a lot

more confidence now, since the
kids have been learning the sys-

tem for a year and are getting used
to it and are understanding it

better," Coach Talley said. Villan-

ova's offensive line has bulked up
to an average of 252 pounds and
is led by six-foot-two-inch, 270-

jjound sophomore Paul Beradelli.

"The offensive line is develop-
ing into a very fine line and is

going to be a major strength for

the team," Talley said. "The
offense overall is going to be
better. The kids are used to the
system and are learning how to

attack opposing defenses better
now." Another thing: the young
squad, 33 freshmen and 40 sopho-
mores, is going to have to learn
how to play week in and week out

-ast year we played every

• ing to watch.
"We plan to open up a lot more

this season. With so many young
players last year, we played more
conservative than I like. Now,
with the maturity of the team you
Can expect to see 35^ passes a
game," Talley said. In the scrim-
mage against Lafayette, which
Villanova won 3fll4, the Wikicats
threw 36 passes in the first half

alone.

"We have the ability to win all

eight games this season but the
key will be the first two games.
If we can get off to a good start

and win both games, it will build
a lot of confidence in the team,"
Talley said. Those two games,
today's against lona, who are 0-

2, and next week against Mercy-
hurst, a Division III nationally
ranked power, are not push-overs.
"Even though lona is 0-2 they

are dangerous just because they
will be willing to do anything at

any time. They have nothing to

lose so we have got to expect
anything from lona," Talley said.

Villanova has a good history for

season openers, being 46-39-3
overall and won last year's season*

opener over lona 27-7 at Villanova.
This year's meeting between the
two team? will be the secondgame

other week. This year we are between the schools. The Wildcats
going to be playingevery week and ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ football game in

our kids are going to have to ^^ months (five years and 10
adjust to that," Talley said. months) since Nov. 1, 1980,when
But that does not look like it Delaware beat Villanova 17-7.

will be a major problem. What Coach Talley has a 5-1-0 record
could, is the lack of depth at '" season openers and a 33-18^1

certain positions of the Wildcat record as a collegiate head coach,
team. The main worry is at ^^"^ '^"s ^eir offense out of
quarterback. "If Kirk fSchuIz] » Winged-T and likes to run th«
should godown with an ihjury we ball a lot. In last season's game,
would have major difficulties '^^ Sency had 62 yards on 13

overcoming it," said Talley. carries and Art Condodina had 71

Barring any key injuries, the Y^^^f and one touchdown on 16

Wildcats promise to be highly carries. Sency and Condodina

^"1P^'1'^« ^^ *»«bly entertain- (Continuedm pagt 35)

Ron Sency will be a key otfensive weapon for the Wildcats tomorrow
ivhen Villanova takes on the ^ _,_ ,^

'

._ ..
(Photo by SchmkJ)"Last year we played every (Photo by Schmku

Women tennis nets two wins
By JOSEPH RUSCAVAGE

The women^'s tennis team re-

cently opened its season with two
victories and a loss. The Ladycats
defeated Catholic University and
Mount St. Mary's but kwt to a
talented Georgetown team.

Dr. Bob Langran, the team's
coach, said the Ladycats put in a
"nice team effort" in winning two
of their first three matches. The
team has three freshmen among
the top six players and Coach
Langran believes they played
"about as well as they can" at the
team recorded its first two wins.
He alto felt that numbar 1 player
freshman Lynn Slowtnaki was
'impraaaive" in bmiiim twonan

Tilt I i#rali fifit ¥i<nry waa
MiMCMMk Univanity. Cath-
o8oM Mt win a iflM ikt fliria

Cheryl Dorward, Stacie Hall, Beth
Lemon, Jeanne O'Connor, Lynn
Slowinski and Laura Smelas all

recorded victories. The doubles
teams of Lemon and Smelas, Hall
and Janet Lowe, and Jill Morley
and O'Connor also won to com-
plete the shutout.

The Ladycats then faced Geor-
getown qp Saturday when they
were humbled 94). Only one flsatch

went past two sets aa the girls

suffered their first km. Coach
Langran said the Uoyas were just
"loo good" for his young team to
win.

• The Ladycats then tcbomidad
with a 90 vktory over Mouat St.
Mary a. Thetaam duoliortai tiMir
eariiir dietary hjr wiMiag «Mry
aft an their way to a ^eaiwl win

^. f ^ ^r—^^^81.Jltfy a,

thg

year" as they avenged a loss to

Mount St. Mary's last year. With
a young squad. Coach Langran
hopes to gain victory two hundred
in the team's history in their next
match and to win many more
times this season.

BioMby RfliMto wiB be Msii ttpna to be i.

.

defeMive backficld.'The WMcata open their

AtUeie

of the

Wntk

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is
junior Ann D'Ascenzo of the field hockey team. A
native of Malvern, Pa., D'Ascenzo scored five ^oals
and added an assist during play this past week.

D'Ascenzo scored twice in the Ladycats' opener
against Lafayette, with both goals in tfie first half
of play. Unfortunately, her efforts were for naught
as Lafayette scored four times in the second. The
winning goal was scored with only 16 seconds
remaining, and ended Nova's hopes for an opening
win.

In the contest against the Georgetown Hoyas, the
junior forward had another outstanding game.
D'Ascenzo scored three times against the Sig^East
rival, twice on assists from sophomore Shaitm Sek
and the other time by senior Melissa Gmbb.
D'Ascenzo added to her point toUl by tatlyiag ani
assist to Seiz in the first half.

D'Ascenzo is the Ladycats' leadii^ scorer at this

i^^^>:
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The Villanova Wildcat football team won its opener against lona Sept. 19, 40-6.

Oryar causes fire in Oorr Hall
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

A small fire, caused by a defec-

tivedoihaa dryer, broke o«it in the

basement lailndry room of Corr

I
Hall Sunday night, prompting

/ authoriti^ tiii^ac»ate the tHiUo*

ing and terilporarily close th^

facility.

According to the report filed by
Security Officer Roderick Vos-

* burgh, "The general rundown-
ness and deplorable condition of

the [Uudryj room and the dryers

prompted maintenance [after the

gas was shut off] to request the

room be closed until it is cleaned

a and repaired."

Corr Hall Resident Assistant

Brett Datto was on duty Sunday
evening when he was informed

that there was a "little fire" in

\
the laundry room. Datto imnae-

"diately telephoned Security and
Residence Life, then went down-
stairs to investigate.

"When I got downstairs I no-

\ ticed that the room was filled with

snxoke, but by Jhis time the fire

was out. As a precautionary
measure, I evacuated the building

and waited for Security and Main-

tenance to arrive," said Datto.

r, The Security and Maintenance

departments arrived and imme-
diately .turned off the gas. The

malfunctioning dryer was report-

edly very hot and had not turned

off,when the cycle should have
been completed^* : . .

.

A^uUivan Hall resident, fresh-

mjnSteve landoH. smelled smoke
achriyas n^rii^Cott Hall to

retrieve his clothes from the

dryer. Upon entering the laundry

room, landoli found "three or four

security guards taking clothes out

of a dryer and stomping on them."

The smoldering clothes be-

longed to landoli. The load of

laundry, consisting mainly of

towela,, socks^sfc^arts and tee-

shttia;fpMWwfet CO unWedrabte.

landoli reported, "A few [clothes]

Dan Ftennley, assistant director

of Residence Life, was present to

assess the damages caused by the

fire. landoli will be fully reim-

bursed for his ruined load of

(Continued on page 7)

(photo by Schmid)

Corr Hall was evacuated Sunday night beciEiuse of a fire caused
by a defective clothes dryer. -__

V.U. reacts to Curran case
By SUSAN TOLVE

After his views on sexual ethics

were judged unacceptable by the

Vatican, the Rev. Charles E.

Curran« professor of theology at

Catholic University, was notified

on Aug. 18, that he woukl "no
kmger be suitable or eligible to

teach Catholic theokgy.'
This mrinagr came in a letter

from Cardinal joaeph Ratzinger,

prelect of the Vatican's Congre-
gation for the Doctrine of Faith,

and aHurlto the first time that the
Vaticanhaareachad intoan Amar-
icM u«i«arsity to ramove a

case, however, has implications

for all Catholic institutions.

Dr. Roger Van Allen, professor

of religious studies at Villanova,

was one of the nine past presidents

of the Catholic Theological and

the College Theology Society who
originally drafted and signed a

statement in support of Curran.

The statement, which was
signed by 750 theokigians, pointed

out that "very many" theologians

dissented from non-infalhbie po-

sitions and asked if they toowoukl

be imniahed.

Van Allen balieves that the case

a claar viaiation of the prin-

truth it's not a bad policy, but the

Catholic tradition is open to

reason," said Van Allen.

Another controversy involves

the separation of church and

state. "If the ultimate conclusion

is that the university is no longer

(Continued on page 4)

Driscoll: V.U.

has divested
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

stated last week, "It is my under-

standing that Villanova, in its

investments portfolio ... has
completely divested from South

Africa." He added, "In the com-

mon fund, we have followed their

principle which is to divest and
... certainly to abide by the
Sullivan Principles. I don't know
exactly what they have done,

whether they have divested or

not.

"We have done as much as we
are going to do and can do in

responding to the situation," said

Driscoll. "We have made efforts

in both areas [the common fund
and the investments portfolio] to

respond to the situation."

According to Driscoll, Villano-

va's endowment is divided be-

tween a University investment

portfolio, which is managed by an

investment counseling firm, and

the common fund which is "a pool

of funds that colleges and univer-

sities throughout the country

have invested in and which is

managed as a whole."

Members of the Villanova Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, who repres-

ent various student groups on

campus, have been in contact with

Driscoll concerning Villanova's

policies of investment in South

Africa since early this year.

The Anti-Apartheid Coalition

originally met with Driscoll on

March 11 of this year. At that

time, discussion revolved around

three major issues. The first issue

concerned what the University

had done since Driscoll's October

1985 announcement, on behalf of

the Board of Trustees, that apart-

heid is a "grave moral issue ...

which the University should both

recognize and appropriately act

upon."
According to the coalition's

meeting summary, the second

point involved "what concrete

plans had been made by the board

[of Trustees] for further efforts"

to work to end apartheid.

The third issue the coalition

members conferred with Driscoll

about, according to the summary
of the meeting, was "how, if at

(Continued on page 8)

hold assembly
By DANTE SCALA

Student Government held its

first student assembly Sept. 17 to

discuss important University
issues and gain students' ideas

and opinions, but few people

besides the student governors

attended.

One of the main topics was the

ongoing conflict between off-

campus students and Radnor
Township. A law recently passed

by the zoning board of Radnor

Township states that only two

unrelated people can live together

in one house. According to Phil

Brach, secretary of external af-

fairs, this ruling "is obviously a

law passed discriminating against

students."

At the assembly, Brach an-

nounced that consultation with a

lawyer had revealed that this law

is unconstitutional, because it

defines a family only by blood and

denies students due process of

law. As a result, the lawyer

asserted, this law will not hold up

in the courts. Student Govern-

ment President Joe Allman stated,

"They're [Radnor Township] vi-

olating fundamental rights.

They're trying to define what a

family is, and you can't do that."

Allman hopes to improve relations

with Radnor, and feels that this

new information will give stu-

dents the leverage to do so.

Brach also brought up the

subject of student voter registra-

tion, which he said has been poor

in recent years. The government

wants to increase registration and

thereby boost student awareness,

and is looking for a plan to

(Continued on page 7}
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By LYNN PERDEK

An amendment to the Consti-

tution to make the tenure of the

faculty on the Academic Policy

Committee three years instead of

two, was passed at the University

Senate meeting last Friday.

Dr. Richard Neville, vice pres-

ident of Student Life and 1985-86

Chairman of the Rules and Review

Committee, made the motion in

order that the faculty involved

would have enough time to become

familiarized with this committee.

The tenure for faculty in most of

the other committees is already

three years.

Joe Allman. Student Govern-

ment president, announced the

appointment of Sheila Singel as

Nursing senator and the ap^nt-
ment of Stephen Turano to the

(Cmiinued mi p$m ^i
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**Sexual Harassment on College Cam-
puses" is the third film in the series,

being shown on Sept. 30 at 12:15 p.m.

in the Connelly Center Cinema. This

University of Indiana film provides

vignettes of students and faculty in

situations where the student is sexually

harassed.

BhMAmy
The rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mary

is prayed in the Main Church at 6:55

p.m., Monday through Thursday for the

conversion of Russia. All are invited to

attend. Please come.

•rad School Day
The Graduate and Professional School

Admissions Forum will be held Oct. 8

from 1-5 p.m. at Bryn Mawr College

(Thomas Great Hall). A great opportun-

ity for students and faculty to meet

informally with admissions representa-

tives from various schools (Law, Social

Work, Business, and Arts and Sciences

Programs). Anyone interested in grad-

uate school should attend!

Italian Ckib
There will be a mandatory meeting

next Tuesday. All members ui^ged to

attend. The meeting will be in Tolentine
213 at 12:45 p.m.

R«gby Teem
The Men's Rugby Team will have its

first home game of the fall season
tomorrow at 1 p.m. The match will be
played on the Morris Estates Rugby
pitch behind St. Mary's Hall. Come out
and support the Nova ruggers as they
face tough divisional foe Lafayette.

HIspaaic

Colloq«t«M

This month's flieeting of the "Cultu-
ral Cross Currents in the Hispanic
World Colloquium" will take place on
Sept. 29 at Swarthmore College from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Band Conference
Room. Dr. Julia G. Cruz, a professor of

Spanish at Swarthmore, will lead the
discussion on the topic: The Neo-
fantastic in Contemporary Spanish-
American Fiction. For more information

contact Dr. Estrella B. Ogden of Villan-

ova's Modern Language department at

645-4702.

UkraMian CIvb

The first meeting will be held on Sept.

30, at 4:30 p.m. on the second floor of

St. Thomas Hall. Lithuanians, Armen-
ians, and other Slavic nationalities are
welcome to attend.

Operationa lianageinent Society is

hokling a junior recnittment mtetingon
Oct. 2 in Bartley Room 213 at 12:45 p.m.

Thooe interested in internships and
suflMMr jobs related to Operations
MMMpnent are unid to attend the

ftmnim or contact ViMe I

827.U&.
at

C«wtral llM>ri—
At the next meeting of Villanovans

Concerned About Central America, in

the Bryn Mawr Room of Connelly
Center, we will be collecting school
supplies to be sent in an effort to aid
the rebuilding of Nicaraguan school-

houses destroyed by the contras. Those
interested in Central America, its

people, culture, and crisis, are invited

to attend our next meeting at 4:30 p.m.
and to bring along any spare pencils,

pens, rulers, notebooks, etc. that they
might have with them to the meeting.

WKVU
WKVU, Villanova's radio station, will

be going back on the air Oct. 2. Tune
in to 6& AM for all types of music all

the time.

On Oct. 4, WKVU will broadcast play

by play the Villanova vs. Buffalo football

game.

Ayn Rand Orovp
A group is forming that will meet to

discuss the ideas of novelist-philosopher

Ayn Rand. If you don't know, you can
find out by attending meetings which
will present and discuss alternatives to

a lot of conditions For more infor-

mation contact Joe at 237-8649.

Wrifors Noodod
Anyone interested in writing or

workingon a newgovernment newspap-
er should contact John Sweeney at the
Student Government Office (204
Dougherty).'

'

Sign Langwag*

A course. Introduction to Sign Lan-

guage, win be offered by the Office of

Continuing Education for six Tuesday
evenings Ixginning Oct. 7, ending Nov.

18. The class is taught by a certified

American Sign Language interpreter. It

runs from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. costs

$45 for Villanova students.

The textbook, costing $10, may be

purchased in the Continuing Education

Office, 209 Vasey Hall. For more infor-

mation and registration, call Continuing

Education at 645-4303.

StudtoMts
All graduate students and faculty are

invited to a social affair on Oct. 7 in

the North Lounge of Dougherty Hall,

from 6:30 p.m. until midnight. This
affair is sponsored by the Graduate
School Student Council.

WtWrMflHOMCil

The International Business Society
will be having its second meeting on
Oct. 2 at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley 210. $5
dues will be collected. Anyone interested

in a career at the international level is

encouraged to join. All majors are
welcome.

A memorial service for Douglas
Totaro. daas oflMS, wttl be kSm
Oct. 2, in Corr Ckapil at 12.a0 PA. AU
are waleoMs to i

.-•VH*' '*"

Pi9i>»THiV^UMI9¥^ »
!MiW»trl|>tfii

Cfo

What are you doing for Parents
Weekend? Why not make it memorable?
Be a Campus Ctown at the pre-game
celebrations and/or at the gamelFor
more information stop by Connelly
Center in front of the Cinema on
Wednesday, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. or 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m.

VWIHiWr iBaWMSHip

If you are entering your junior or

senior year and have a minimum GPA
of 2.5, Marymount College Tarrytown
can place you in a six-week summer
internship, supervise your placement
and grant you three academic credits.

For more iniformation and to arrange an
interview, contact Internship Program,
Marymount College, Tarrytown, N.Y.

10591. (914) 631-3200:

Talent Wanted
Anyone interested in performing at

the Respect Life Week Coffeehouse, Oct.'

2, should sign up in Villanovans For Life

Office located in 108 Dougherty Hall.

Acts should be approximately 15 min-

utes in length. Please rc^ster as soon

as possible and join in this entertaining

celebration of life.

Coffffooaad

The ACS provides FREE Coffee and
Doughnuts for ALL commuters and
OCRs every week in the North Lounge.
Next week's date i^ Oct. 1 from 8 a.m.

to 10 a.m. Jean us!

Legal iaffo. Conffor

The Villanova Lejgal Information
Center is open to assist students with
their legal problems. You may call the

office at 645-4383 and leave a message.
The hours are:

Monday 3:30 p.m. — 5 p.m.

Tuesday 10:45 a.m. — 1:45 p.m.

Wednesday 10:30 a.m. -- 1:30 p.m.

Thursday 12 a.m. — 1:30 p.m.

Friday, Call 645-4329 or 645-4379

Stvdnnt Mrnctoiy
1*.

Any student who has not received or

filled out a form for his/her information

to be published in the student directory

may come to the Student Government
Office (204 Dougherty) to fill one out.

It is required that such people also fill

out an additional form giving us per-

mission to publish this information.

ACSMootiMg
When: Oct. 2, 12:45 p.m. i -

Where: Connelly Center Cinema

The Spanish Club of VUlanova will

have its first inforaaational meeting Oct.

2, at 12:45 p.m. in St. Thomas Hall 206.

Join us to discuss the coming year's

activities. All interested please attend.

New members welcome.

There wUl beaSNAP meetingon Oct.

2. from 12:45 pjft. to 1:15 p.m. in the
Bryn Mawr Rosm of the Connelly
Center. We will iianiss Stale Ceiiven-

tian» WBiah ia in Catlialet FA* fram Oct.

31<liafr. 2. iMkMntai fama mm a^til-.

iMftiii tii^Caii^jIflMiiH. Wi wlU

to

The Engineering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday at 5 p.m. in
the Connelly Center's Bryn Mawr
Room. All engineering students are
urged to get involved! Class repre-
sentative nominations have been ex-
tended to Sept. 26. They are being Uken
in the Dean of Engineering of^.

LogloM offMary
The Legion of Mary meets every

Saturday at 12 p.m. in the Rosemont
Room of the Connelly Center. All are
invited to attend a meeting to learn how
the legion can help you improve
yourself.

PlMinco Socioty

The Finance Society will meet on Oct.

2, at 12:45 p.m. in Room 209 Bartley.

All new and old members are encouraged
to attend. The agenda for the upcoming
year including guest speakers, the New
York Stock Exchange trip, and socials

will be discussed. Dues will also be
collected at this time.

oUn WillicMis

The Robin Williams Concert will be
held Oct. 4 in the duPont Pavillion.
Tickets for this event go on sale Sept.
29. For more information, contact the
Student Activities Office, 214 Dougher-
ty HaU, or call 645-4210.

Infmational

Amnesty international of Villanova
University will have a meeting on Sept.

29 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center for Peace
and Justice Education. Join us in

working for the release of those people
in prison for the non-violent expression
of their personal beliefs.

v«ning l^th
Dass

Oct. 25 from 6 to 11 p.m., internation-

ally known-, author Ram Dass will

present a lecture at the Unitarian

Church, 2125 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Call 592-9035 for more information.

ScnlM Covrs«
Any student or faculty member who

would like to be certified in basic scuba

training is invited to attend an infor-

mation meeting on Sl^pt. 29 at 3 p.m.

at the duPont pool.

AccooMtlag Socioty

The Accounting Society will be
having a Wine and Cheese reception on
Oct. 2 from 7— 10 p.m. in the Villanova

Room of the CtmneUy Center. Many
corporations and accounting firms will

be represented. All Junior and Senior

members are invited. S^or attendance
is strongly uiifed.

PoYX
LAU mmti bt tjfp^, dambk-
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admitted iMsyear
By MARY E. CHAREST

Approximately 1,570 freshmen,
80 less than last year, began
classes at Villanova tnis semester;
the Rev. Harry J. Erdlen, O.S.A.,

dean of Admissions, said this

wieek.

^ Erdlen explained that the Ad-
missions officers had "tried to

control" the number of freshmen
enrolling this year because of the
overcrowded classes and dormito-
ries caused by Villanova's largest

freshmen class ever last year.

"We accepted fewer freshmen
than last year," Erdlen said,

explaining that of those accepted,
40 percent enroll. Out of 8,442
freshmen applications received,

3,946 applications (47 percent)
were accepted.

Erdlen noted that the number
of applications received for this

year was close to the number

received for last year (approxi-

mately 8,478). "So we don't think
the NCAA [basketball champion-
ship] win resulted in more appli-

cations,'* he said.

According to Erdlen, every
college except for Arts and Scien-
ces, received fewer applications.

Approximately 100 fjswer students
applied for the College of Engi-
neering. Applications to the Col-
lege of Nursing have decreased 40
percent over the last three years.
The College of Commerce and

Finance received 2,680 applica-

tions, about 200 less than last

year. "Still 2,700 applications for

400 some spaces isn't bad," Erdlen
said.

The College of Arts and Scien-

ces received 4,407 applications, "a

substantial increase over last

year," Erdlen said.

According to Erdlen, the caliber

of students applying was up this

(pholo by Schmid)

The Rev. Harry J. Erdlen,
O.S.A., dean of Admissions,
said that Villanova accepted
fewer freshmen this year.

year. The average combined
S.A.T. score was 1,124, up approx-
imately 24 points over last year.

Erdlen said that acceptance was
based on performance in high
school, class rank, courses
pursued, S.A.T. scores, and to a
lesser degree the high school
attended and extracurricular

(Continued on page 4)

Voter registration studied
By NATALIE McKENNA

Student Government is cur-
rently reviewing plans to hold a
campus-wide voter registration.

Joe Allman, Student Government
president, said this week, "It

would be ideal to register as much
of the study body as possible in

Radnor Township. However,
there is much more to it than
that." ,

Philip Brach, secretary of Stu-

dent Government's department of

external affairs, said that the
University has been divided into

three wards. Moriarty Hall is in

Ward Four. Stanford, Katharine
and St. Monica's are in Ward
Seven. Good Counsel Hall is also

in Ward Seven, but in a separate
district from the other South
Campus residence halls.

Brach believes that the Univer-
sity was divided to prevent stu-

dents from unifying and thus
having a say in Radnor Township
decisions. Brach stated, "If all on-

campus residents lived in one
ward, there would be no problem
electing an official to the township
board."

Brach believes that one strike

against a campus-wide voter reg-

istration is in fact that if students

choose to register at school, they

forfeit their rights to participate

in local and state elections at

home.
Brach also pointed out that not

all off-campus residents reside in

Radnor Township. "Many off-

campus residents live in Lower
Merion Township, the area
around Kelly's," he said.

Another major problem with

registering off-campus residents

is that many are in violation of

the township housing codes. The
(Continued on page 8)
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In the News
V.U. professor named to top 10

Dr. John Immerwahr, a phi-

losophy professor at Villanova,

was named this week as one
of the top 10 professors in the

Philadelphia metropolitan
area, according to The Phila-

delphia Inquirer magazine.

The Inquirer cited Immer-
wahr for "the careful attention

he gives to each student."

The Inquirer spoke with key
administrators, faculty

members, editors of student

newspapers and students be-

fore choosing the top 10.

Immerwahr is one of the

three professors who teach

Villanova's interdisciplinary

humanities course, a three-

semester course, whifch com-

bines philosophy, history and
literature from ancient Greece

to modern times.

In addition to teaching at

Villanova, Immerwahr has
been a researcher for Ralph

Nader, a consultant to the

Daniel Yankelovich's Public

Agenda Foundation and has

collaborated on several books.

C.A.L.

Computer room nears completion
The new computer center

currently under construction

in Bartley Hall should be com-
pleted by next semester, Alvin

A. Clay, dean of the College of

Commerce and Finance, said

this week.
The new computer room,

which will contain 15 comput-
ers when completed, is expect-

ed to cost approximately
$100,000. There are currently

26 IBM PC computers wired to

a central processing unit in

Bartley 's existing computer
room.
According to Clay, the pre-

sent number of computers be-

came inadequate because of the

growing number of computer
classes and business courses
that have computer applica-

tions. "It is necessary that our
computer centers have the
proper hardware and software
for all the disciplines taught in

business, and ours does,'* Clay
said.

The money for the project

was raised by the accounting
department, which received

large grants from Coopers and
Lybrand, du Pont, and several

other companies. A.L.

RSA election results announced
The following people have

been elected hall council pres-

idents in the Resident Student
Association (RSA) elections

held last week:
Luci Jankowski, Alumni;

Keith Donahoe, Austin; John
Swift, Corr; Mike Jones, Del-

urey; Pat Maher, Fedigan;
Anne Gamaldi, Good Counsel;

Amy Previte, Katharine; Ge-
rald McCormick, Moriarty;
Adrienne Dean, O'Dwyen Mis-

sy Carden, Sheehan; Denise

Nyahay, Simpson; Drew
Miller, St. Mary's; Elia DiTad-

deo, St. Monica's; Heidi Rojas,

St. Rita's; Buddy Acchiore,

Stanford; Peter Keenan.
Sullivan.
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Villanova Violations
The following report from

the Judicial Affairs office occa-

sionally appears in the Villan-

ovan to inform the student

community of the violations of

thecbde of student conduct and
their resulting consequences.

Alcohol Violations
* There have been 26 cases

of alcohol violations, resulting

in a $25 fine and/or disciplinary

probation. There have been

four cases of keg violations,

resulting in a $100 fine and
disciplinary probation.

Drug Violations
* There have been five cases

of violations involving marijua-

na, resulting in disciplinary

probation and a $100 fine.

Visitation Violations
* There have been 12 cases

of visitation violations. Two
resulted in written warnings
and 10 resulted in disciplinary

probation.

Disorderly Conduct
* There have been eight

cases of disorderly conduct.
Seven resulted in disciplinary

probation, and one resulted in

loss of campus residency.

Vandalism
* There have been four cases

of vandalism. Two resulted in

loss of residency and two re-

sulted in $100 fines and com-
munity service.

Objects Thrown From
Windows

* There have been two cases

of objects thrown from win-

dows. Both resulted in discipli-

nary probation and a $50 fine.

Admissions decrease

Senate holds
(Omtinnedfrom page I)

Senate Rank and Tenure
Committee.

AJlman also delivered a message
of wekx>me as well as a few gods
and challenges for Student Go-
vernment and the student body as
a whole. Allman also challenged

Student Governmei^t "to be a
pivotal force within the University

community, and to be a voice of

unification and progress, as op-

posed to one of polarization and
stagnation." He then called upon
the students to become more
involved, and concluded, "To
those present today, I extend to

you this challenge, to work with
us, in creating a new Villanova."

The meeting was presided over
by Chairman Philip A. Maurone.
The next Senate meeting is sched-

uled for Oct. 31 at 4 p.m. in the

West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

meeting
f"..

(Staff photo)

Joe Allman, Student Government president, in his address
at the Senate meeting called for students to become more
involved.

(Continuedfrom page 3)

activities.

The top 10 geographical areas

of application in order were Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, New York,

Connecticut, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, Virginia, Florida, Illinois

and Rhode Island.

There were also applications

from as far away as the Philip-

pines, Taiwan, Greece, France

and Germany.
Erdlen also noted an increase

from 28 to 53 applications from

California. "One girl from Califor-

nia scored 740 Verbal and 780

Math on her S.A.T. and received

a presidential scholarship," Erd-

len said.

Villanova reacts to Curran case

I ho Xatiinial Ordor ofOmeua

ViLL\.\()\ as(i!vm:i;k
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

in control of its own affairs, then
the question of accreditation
would come into play," said Robert

Kirkwood, executive director of

the Middle States Association of

Colleges and Schools. If Catholic

schools are not independent, gov-
ernment loans could be threat-

ened.

Another professor of religious

studies at Villanova, M. Barbara
Agnew, C.P.P.S., also has strong

interest in the Curran case. One
of Curran's first students at C.U.,

Agnew said he is "known as a

prince; the simplest and kindest

of persons."

In 1967, when Curran was fired

by Catholic University's board

because of his-^liberal views on
contraception, Agnew took part in

the campus-wide strike which led

to Curran's reinstatement.

Curran was first contacted by
the Vatican in 1979 when he
received a 16-page list of the
"principle errors and ambiguities"

of his writings. For seven years

this correspondence continued,

and Curran was warned to retract

his views.

Curran's final letter to Ratzin-

ger in April stated, "In conscience

at the present time, I cannot and
do not change the theological

positions I have taken."

Although Curran refused to

alter his views, he did offer to

teach moral theology, but not in

the field of sexual ethics. This
compromise was rejected by the

Congregation in its final letter

because of the "organic unity of

authentic Catholic Theology, a
unity which in its contents and
method is intimately bound to

fidelity to the Church's
Magisterium."
The debate about Curran re-

volves around his belief in the

following: birth control is neces-

sary for responsible parenthood;

abortion could be justified to save
the life of the mother; remarriage
after divorce should not be
banned; and in some cases of "a
loving relationship striving to-

wards permanency," homosexual
acts could be moral.

'I ±2

DAVE FACER

Order of Omega is pleased to announce that this

week's Greek of the Week is Dave Facer. This Pi

Kappa Alpha brother is a senior marketing major.

The business world obviously agrees with this yuppie

as he is a member of the Gamma Phi Honor Society

and a perennial Dean's List student. When not seen

in the halls of Bartley, Dave can be found meal
checking at the Pit or hanging out in the Pie Shop
with his brothers.

Hailing from the booming metropolis of Byram,
NJ. (population 10), Dave quickly adjusted to life in

the big city, becoming an O.C. his sophomore year.

Things were never quite the same for the NSOP after

that, as Dave was a Steering Committee member both

his junior and senior years! Quite an accomplishment
by any standards.

Since becoming a Pike last fall Dave has
contributed greatly to the Greek World. As Chairman
of the Leadership Development Committee, he is

responsible for planning various workshops for the

fraternities. Utilizing his marketing and advertising

skills Dave coordinated the publicity for the Welcome
Back Weekend Clambake that the IPC and the

Panhellenic sponsored.

Weekends this fall will find "Mr. Clean"
patrolling the Sheehan Beach of a member as the

newly formed tailgatinft committee, referred to by
insiders as the "Funbusters!"

With not nearly enough hours in the day to devote

to all of these activities, Dave will take a course in

stress manaoement next samestcr. Order of Omega
congratulates Dave on all his achievemtnts!

HOMrTOBHOmOURHWORION
Blr$LOOOAIIIIOimL
Ifyou're a math, engineering or physical

sciences nuuor, you could be earning $1,000 a
month during yourjunior and senior years.

That's $25,000 by graduation.

This excellent opportunity is part ofthe
Navy Nuclear IVopulsion Officer Candidate
Program. Its one oifthe moot prsitigious

ways ofentering the nuclear fiald- and
rewarding, too. You get a $3,000 bonua upon
entrance into the pwyam, and $3,000 more
when you complete your Naval atudias.

You also recei>« a year ofpaii graiuato-
level training thaib tht aMMt esn^MlMnsivs
in the warld. And you1l aoqiiiraaapsrtaae

with stala «f'th»art nudaar rsartnr and
propulaian plant taohnokfy.

As a Navy officer, you'll get responsibility

and recognition early on. Your hi^-level
experience and credentiala will help make
you a leader in one ofthe worlds fastest

growing induatries.

In addition to the professional advan-
tages« nudaartrainad oAean get an
nnhaatahle bancfita par^agni. travel

opportunities, planned pNOMtaona, and a
solid salary that can rsnrti as nmch as
$44,000 after fiwB jiean.

;tiM Navy Nuclear
and

I your eAicatton start paying offtoday-

Call Navy

Navy will hs iatsrviswiag ea OttrfMjai^at
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Jake's

Place

opening

ff^-

By EUA DiTADDEO

Jake's Place, a non-alcoholic pub
held on Thursday nights in the

Belle Air Terrace last year, is

undergoing reorganization this

year, accoi^ing to Lucyna Gorski,

director of Student Activities.

Gorski said this year more
stress will be placed upon live

entertainment. She also noted
that Jake's will become a student-

run organization under advisor
Bill Matthews. Matthews was
unable to be reached for comment
earlier this week.
Although very popular in the

beginning — 700 to 800 students
every Thursday night during the
first ihonth, according to Student
Activities' records — students

(photo by Schmid)

John "Jake" Nevin was present for the official opening of
Jake's Place in September 1985.

NATIONAL NEWS
NOTES

Vanderbilt may regulate pledging
Vanderbilt University's

Community Affairs Board re-

.cently recommended new reg-

ulations for campus fraterni-

ties and sororities that will

prohibit hazing and emphasize
lessening the conflict between
pledge activities and
academics.

Under the proposed guide-

lines, any drop in the grade
point averages of pledges from
the previous semester will be
a factor in deciding whether a

fraternity or sorority's status
will be renewed. As a result,

pledge activities will be re-
stricted to no more than 12
hours per week, and no activ-
ities may occur from 12 p.m.
to 7 a.m., Sunday through
Thursday.

Also, "demeaning" personal

servitude and physical activity

as punishment are prohibit«l.

Finally, the board also urged
that fraternities and sororities

support learning and academ-
ics and encourage faculty-

student contact outside the

classroom.

DJ.S.

began to lose interest as the school

year progressed.

Gorski believes attendance
dropped as the novelty of Jake's

Place diminished. According to

Gorski, "Orientation Counselors

talked it up with their freshmen
as a place for the group to meet
after Orientation finished."Jake's

Place was a new idea that the

students wanted to try out, but

as time progressed, students were
limited by both schoolwork and
other social interests, she said.

A specific date has not yet been
set for the reopening of Jake's
Place this year. In the meantime,
the University is continuing with
its schedule of events, which
includes such activities as "Wel-
come Back Weekend," dances and
concerts.

Respect Life Week planned at V.U.

Need for English fluency stressed

By DANTE SCALA go beyond that," he asserted.

"This year's programs reflect the

Villanovans for Life will host its recent adoption of the 'Seamless
third annual Respect Life Week Garment' approach ofArchbishop
next week. During this time, "The Joseph Cardinal Bernadin of Chi-
group sponsors speakers and
films to raise campus awareness
about the issues that make up the
pro-life movement," said Michael
Bailey, chairman of Respect Life

Week.
Bailey emphasized that abortion

will not be theonly issue discussed
during his group's program. "We

cago. This philosophy stresses

reverence of life in all its stages;

one must respect life . . . whether
it be with the unborn, the sick,

or the elderly. The group now
embraces many issues concerning
cujrent world problems such
as the homeless, apartheid, Nica-

ragua and the suppression of

human rights around the world."

The program will begin Sept. 28
with a social actions forum. Dur-
ing the week, Bailey said the
group will show three movies:

'Mask,' about the breakdown of

social prejudices, "Gandhi,"
which is relevant today with the

active non-violent resistances,

and "The Everyday Miracle:
Birth."

Also, Kay James, the National
Head of Black Americans for Life,

(Continued on Page 8)

Northern Illinois University

(N.I.U.) recently issued direc-

tives to its academic depart-

ments stressing the importance
of clear communication in the

classroom.

N.I.U.'s graduate council, a

policy-making body of graduate
faculty and students, ex-

pressed concern about gradu-

ate teaching assistant's abili-

ties to communicate in the

English language.

"All academic departments
are being reminded of their

Students review U. of N.C.

responsibility to ensure that

English speaking ability is a

criterion in placing graduate
students in a classroom situa-

tion," said Jerrold Zar, asso-

ciate provost for graduate stu-

dies and research and dean of

the Graduate School.

One of the council's recom-

mendations was that only grad-

uate assistants with adequate
competence in the English
language should have instruc-

tional duties.

The Division of Student
Affairs at the University of

North Carolina is currently

under review by students and
faculty in a six-month program
to determine the quality of its

work, according to Chancellor

Christopher C. Fordham.
The self-study was conduct-

ed by a Student Affairs Edu-

cational Task Force chaired by

James O. Cansler, associate

vice chancellor and dean of

Student Affairs at the
university.

Faculty members were
mailed surveys dealing with

their knowledge of Student

Affairs' programs, the under-

graduate experience and stu-

dent development, both aca-

demic and personal. E.S.D.
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Ifyou'ie a fidl-dme student at an accredited college or uni-

versity vou can join our Coilagiate FligJitBankr \bu'll receive

a memoeiship caid and number that wiU al^
10% offContinental arxl New Yxk Air's already

addition, ycu'U get a one-time certificate gpod fix $
domestic loundtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able to earn trips to

places like Fbrida, Denver, LxDs Arigeles, evenL^^
the South Racific Because every time you fly you'll earn mile'

age tovardsaftee trip. And ifyou sign up nosvyou'U also

receive 3 free issues ex BusiriessV(&dc Careers magadne.

Or the grarul prize, for the number one student referral

charriDion in die nation: a Rxsche and one year ofunlimited

coacKirtravel.

Arxl how do you get to be the referral chariipion? Just sign

as riiany fherds as possible, and riiake sure your riieriiber''

^ nimnl» is c«i their application. In cider to be eligible for

any prize you and your re^ials must sign upbefore 12/31/86
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eruoUrtient, you'll also get 500 bonus riiiles.
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years ($60 after 12/31/86). ^four membership kit, including
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card, you can call us at 1-800-2554321 and enroll even faster.

Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.
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issues
(Continuedfrom page 1)

accomplish this goal. It was also
speculated that if students regis-

tered in Radnor, a message would
be sent to the township. Furth-
ermore, Allman said that it might
then be possible to try to get a
student elected to the town board
or as a town official.

The discussion then shifted to

on-campus issues. John Floyd,
secretary of internal affairs,
talked about changing the struc-

» ture of the meal i^ieui, improving
the laundry facilities' and the
problem of on-campus parking. He
also introduced the idea of a *'Book
Buy-Back" program and creating
a used book section in the book-
store, which would allegedly
reduce book costs.

Allman reacted to the report
that bookstore profits go to the
University's general fund by
commenting, "We [the students]
shouldn't be subsidizing other
portions of the University [by
paying for books]."

Paul Mullen, secretary of aca-

demic affairs, said that the admin-
istration is not backing the idea

of an extended semester. This
proposal was introduced last year
by the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president ofAcademic
Affairs.

Also, Mullen said that Villanova

CLMIFieD

iDMTim
Villanova Students for Spec-
ter volunteers needed to
work on the Villanova Stu-
dents for SpecterCommittee.
Please contact SenatorSpec-
ter's campaign heedquarters
for furthfr information. Call
Rob Gundllich, 985-1506.

National College Marketing
Company seeks individual or
campus group to work part-

time assisting students in

applying for credit cards.
Flexible hours, excellent $$$,
full training. Meet students
snd have FUN. Call Angela at

215-567-2100.

Waiters snd V\taitrssses —
Part-time worJc available,
weekdays and weekends,
serving food and cocktails.

Attractive gratuities. Valley
Forge Restaurant, Route 202;
King of Prussis. Call for ap-
pointment at 265-3922.

College Pro Painters Is now
hiring hard-working young
men and women for full-time

positions this fail and winter.

Starting wages range from
$5-$7 per hour. Please call

783-0900 for details.

Attention! Students and pro-
fessors rsports and manu-
scriptf, term papers,
speeches, etc. Neatly and
professionally typed and
proofread. 24 hour turn
around, fleasonable rates.

Call EXEC-U-TYPEWord Pio-

ceeakHi eervlce. (609) 772-
1131.

iMnng noom -* riMHHNpnia
Country Chib, Ave

presently has a number of school gained ideas and comparisons in
days comparable to such hi|^ order to try to improve the Uni-
rcgarded universities as Notre veraity's academics.
Dame, Georgetown and Boston According to Seana McAnniff.
College. Allman stated later that assistant secretary of public rela-
thcre was "not as much support tions, the student directory will
[for an extended semester] as we be out shortly after Fall Break,
thought." However, he said that Also, the government will be
some administrators are still in printing its own newsletter to
favor of it, and that the subject keep students informed of its

will be debated further. He com- activities,

mented "I, personally, would like McAnniff stated, "Students
to see more class days, to improve don't know what Student Govem-
the academics," and said that ment is doing," thus, "People

think we're not doing anything."

Campaign nears goal
By MEG KLUCSARITS according to Edward A. Morosky,'

Covenant II, Villanova Univer- director of the alumni annual
sity's capital fund raising drive, ^V"^- ^^^^ compares to $500,000

given by alumni during Covenanthas raised $19.8 million and is

expected to go "sizably over" its

$20 million goal by its Dec. 31,
1986 closing deadline, the Rev
George F. Riley, O.S.A. vice
president ot University Kelations,
said this week.

Villanova received $5 million to
date from "enthusiastic" alumni,
largely through face-to-face solici-

tations in 15 metropolitan areas.

Defective dryer starts fire in Corr
that was the

Student Government will con-
tinue to "bounce this idea off the
students, faculty, and administra-

tion, as we have been."

Other issues were also dis-

cussed including improving the ,^ ^. . .

registration process, obtaining (^nttnuedfrom page 1)

more academic scholarships, im- laundry, Remley said.

proving the curriculum, intro- The laundry in the washing The dryer never shut off all
due ing an honor code, and con- machines and other dryers at the afternoon. According to some
ducting a student survey about time of the fire were removed from students, everyone in the laundry
academic acivisors. j^e room and can now be re-

It was also announced that a claimed from Datto or Head Res-
western civilization inter- ijent Ron UPointe, both located

on the third floor of Corr Hall.

I

Riley added that the 1985NCAA
, basketball championship and the
return of football brought about
even more enthusiasm.

Villanova was also the recipient

of $500,000 from the Kresge Foun-
dation, as well as smaller grants
from other groups and cor-

porations.

was not sure if

normal situation.

disciplinary program may be
created for the fresman class.

This program is now offered

room was taking advantage of the
free dryer and the dryer was so
hot that it only took 10 minutes
to dry a load of wash. The clothes
ofc*..j^^«.„ u J ,lu • "» O'^e student who used the

..... ^.^.«... .. ...„ .
,

Students who were doing their defective drver were renortPd \l
the Honors curriculum, and may laundry in Corr Hall eariy Sunday S XhtW smX ^
•be offered to other majors. afternoon reported that they

*'">^" s"8""y smoKy.

In general, Student Govern- noticed something strange about Solon, the contractor for the
ment has been doing research on one dryer. One student said that washing machines and dryers on
universities ranked higher aca- she saw some flames coming out campus, was contacted and will

demically than Villanova and has ^^ ^be back of the dryer, but she repair the faulty machine.

Lt. John J. Harrity from Villan-

ova Security said that Solon was
working on the problem on Sept.

23, and that work should have
been completed that day. Howev-
er, as of that night, the facility

was still closed. ;

In the meantime, with the
largest laundry room closed, there

is a shortage of laundry facilities

on the main campus. There are

now three functioning washing
machines in Sheehan Hall, two in

Alumni Hall, two in O'Dwyer Hall

and three in Delurey Hall to serve
the central campus community
until the Corr facility reopens.
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Divestmentcomple
(Continuedfrom page 1)

all, might the board's attitude

towards complete divestment
from companies in South Africa

be changed, in light of the Rev.

Leon Sullivan's recent rejection of

sole reliance on his *Sullivan

Principles' . . . which, [the coalition

maintained was the University's

policy last spring] as an effective

sanction against corporate en-

couragement of South African

apartheid."

The Sullivan Principles were
established by Sullivan as a
voluntary code of conduct for

American businesses with sub-

sidiaries in South Africa. The
basic tenets of the code are non-

s^egation of workers, equal and
fair employment practices, train-

ing programs for black and Asian
employees and an improvement in

the qualify of employees' lives

outside the work environment.
Members of the coalition met

"informally" with Driscoll onJuly
22. Michael McGinnis, a member
of the coalition, quoted Driscoll as

having said at that time and again
in a telephone conversation with
a member of the Student Govern-
ment last week, "To the best of

my knowledge, Villanova Univer-

sity has completely divested from
South Africa."

Tony Ryba, another coalition

member, emphasized the use of

the phrase "to the best of my
knowledge."

"If the president of the Univer-

sity doesn't know [the exact
status of University investments
in South Africa], then I don't

know who does," said Ryba.
Dr. John F. Stehle of the Eco-

nomics Department, who has an
interest in the Anti-Apartheid
Coalition and has recently met
with the student members, de-

fended Driscoll 's phraseology. He
explained that investors cannot
know exactly where all their

money is because companies are
continually buying and selling

other companies.

"Father Driscoll has to say 'to

the best of my knowledge' because
of all the changes in the market-
place," Stehle said. "It is the only
position he can take. I don't really

think he is waffling."

In early April, the coalition

members submitted a series of

questions to Driscoll in order to

clarify the extent of the Univer-
sity's investment in South Africa.

The questions concerned 16
companies involved in South
Africa (mentioned by Driscoll in

the March 11 meeting) in which
the University had investments.
The coalition members requested
information concerning the name
of each company, the amount of

capital invested by Villanova in

each company, the number of

stock shares owned in each com-
pany, the date the shares were
bought, and where, if applicable,

the date when they were sold.

Several questions submitted
also dealt with the Board of
Trustees' opinion on how well the
13 (of the 16) companies which
were signatory to the Sullivan

Principles complied with them,
and with the investment practices

(as they relate to South Africa) of

the Teachers Insurance and An-
nuity Association — College Re-

tirement Equities Fund (TIAA-
CREF), the nationwide pension
system tied to the Villanova
faculty's pension fund.

When no answer came from
Driscoll, the questions were re-

submitted with a letter datedJune
27. According to the coalition

members, there was again no

response from Driscoll.

Following their "informal

meeting with Driscoll, which was
not scheduled in advance, on July
22, the Anti-Apartheid Coalitkm

did receive informatioin regarding

TIAA-CREF, but nothing on
Villanova's investment portfolio.

A newsletter from TIAA-CREF
dated July 23, 1966^ stat^ that

"until now TIAA-CREF has sup-

ported the continued U.S. corpo-

rate presence in South Africa so

long as portfolio. corporations

could be an effective force for

change."

The TIAA-CREF newsletter

then stated that, ''Events of

recent months, however, have
'eclipsed the ability of private good

works to translate into positive

public policy ... [and thus] we
view the withdrawal of U.S.

corporations from South Africa as

a potent action against the
Botha regime at this time, as well

. as a prudent economic judgement

that is in the best interest of

shareholders.'
"

Joe McGowan, a coalition

member, said that the decision by

TIAA-CREF to urge its portfolio

companies to withdraw from
South Africa was not related to

any initiative by Villanova.

Regarding the lack of informa-

tion provided by Driscoll concern-

ing the 16 companies with invol-

vement in South Africa in which
Villanova had investments,
McGinnis said, "We feel like

we've been ignored. There's a

disappointment as well. Intelli-

gent debate can't begin on wheth-
er to divest or not until we get

information."

McGinnis added, "It's a sense

of anger that we have conducted

this [investigation into the Uni-

versity's investment policy on

(pholobySehmid)

The Rev. John M. Driscoll.
O.S.A., University president,
said last week that VHUmova
has completely divested from
South Africa.

South Africa] in an intelligent and
respectful manner, and their [the

Administration's] lack of response
makes it difficult for us to believe

that they share our concern.

The coalition members have
reservations about whether Vil-

lanova has truly divested. They
point out that many people misuse
the word "divest."

McGowan defined divestment
as "complete disassociation from
South Africa economically."

McGowan questioned why the

University has not publicized its

divestment from South Africa if

it has truly divested. "If he
[Driscoll] has done all that we can,

why doesn't anyone know?"

voters
(Qmlintud/nm page 3)

current Radnor Township hous-

ing code states that no more than

two unrelated people are permit-

ted to reside together. Brach said,

"A lot of students are living

illegally; they are not going to

volunteer informatk>n about their

school addresses."

Brach also stated that there is

"a very quick turnover of resi-

dents" in college communities.

"By the time we got most of the

residents, registered, they will

have moved off campus, and a

whole new freshman class will

have moved in.

"It is a tot more complicated

than anybody thinks," noted

Brach. "We feel we should have

more say in Radnor Township . .

.

whether registered or not, stu-

dents need to be considered part

of the Radnor Township
community."
The College Democrats plan to

hold voter r^stration sometime
before the Oct. 7 registration

deadline. They will be working
with Student Government on a

possiblecampus-wide registration

in the future.

"We really think it is a good idea

to get people involved in the

democratic process," Allman
stated.
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Respect Life Week
(Continuedfrom page 5)

will speak on the topic of "Abor-

tion and American Conscience."

"I Care" packages will be sold

for 50 cents. They consist of a

helium balloon, a button, a rose

(the symbol of the pro-life move
ment), and a cookie. These pack-

ages will "raise money to fund

Respect Life Week," and "are a

symbol to be able to say, 'I care
about you and life.' " T-shirts will

also be on sale for $5.

A coffeehouse will be held
during the week. Currently, there
are 30 to 40 people in the group,
and Bailey said that the group is

"looking for more."
•«•-
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If you're a student looking for the

latest in TVs, VCRs, and stereos, the

last thing that should stand in your way

is money. Which is why Redi-Vision

is now offering you these terrific

student deals.

You'll find this financial aid

package worth looking into.

1705 GheMtit St.

PhiladwIphii.PA

972-0420
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Divestment: Will it

cliange apartlieid?
Divestment is not the simple solution it appears to

be for the South Africa problem. The essential question
is what will be the most effective way to change their

system, and, by leaving our only foothold in the country,
we can never hope to do this.

Of course apartheid is unjust. No one wants to support
such a government, economically or otherwise. But even
if all American companies divested, South African
economy could absorb the loss, according to experts. In

order for divestment to bring any significant pressure
on the South African government, it must be a worldwide
policy. The Western European nations have already
expressly stated that they will not divest, and they are
major contributors to the country's economy.

This leaves the companies from the United States
as the only major ones who divest. We would be secure
in the knowledge that we have a moral statement, but
what good is this moral statement when it has no
beneficial effect on the problem? We can pat ourselves
on the back for not having any ties with a country that
practices a policy of racial segregation, but we are only
disengaging ourselves from the problem. South Africa and
all the other nations will continue to conduct business
as usual, and fill up the economic gap left by the United
States.

Studies show that 80 percent of the American people
believe in divestment. It has become a popular topic —
an easy decision for people to jump on the bandwagon
about. Yet noone seems to be considering the consequences
of this decision.

Can the United States alone bring enough economic
pressure on South Africa? And even if we could, do we
suppose that they will so readily exchange their beliefs

for our money?
Everyone recognizes the flagrant injustice now

existing in South Africa. The question is how to change
this, and it cannot be answered in one action. If we are
to truly help these people, we must consider the
consequences of any steps we may take. Will divestment
cause a change in the government or will it simply leave

the United States out of the debate?

Respect life
Respect Life Week will show the Villanova community

the importance and variety of life issues next week. Every
student, faculty member and administrator should attend

at least one or more of their activities.

It is so easy to forget the rest of the world because

we become involved in our school work, jobs, friends and
family.

We have freedom, health and most basically-life.

These things do not exist for many people all over the
world who are denied their basic human rights. The sick,

the political prisoners, those on death row, the elderly

and the unborn who are killed, are only a few of the groups
suffering in our society.

The Villanovans for Life, who are hosting the week,
have made a significant distinction by showing us that
"respect life" just doesn't mean to condemn abortion. Too
often the abortion issue overshadows the whole concept
of the phrase "respect life." The idea which the week
helps to emphasize is that there are ma^y other significant

issues besides abortion, and also that we shouki respect
life at all stages. If one condemns abortion, one ghould
also condemn the death penalty. RespedUng Mt doesn't
mean respecting only certain phases of that life; it means
giving dignity to aU human beingivi^ *^|P ^ ^^i*
existence.

^"^

Moat of us in the ViiUmova Gommunity have been
lucky. Moat of us haven't been affacted by any of the
human rights violations that go on now. We weren't
denied the right to be born or the right to be frae. We
should remember this and make it a paint to attend a
lecture of film next weak. Awarenaaa nfthn iianai is thn
fifit step towards changiiii them.
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Letters to the Ufbtr

Change Stanford loftpolicy

To the Editor:

On behalf of the residents of
Stanford Hall, I would like to

bring up the current University
policy regarding loft constrtJtetion

and bunk beds.

There are 543 residents in

Stanford Hall, many of whom
wish to create more living area in

their rooms. Loft construction and
bunk beds create the opportunity

for students to obtain the envir-

onment they wish to live in.

Stanford Hall provides the hous-

ing for 543 students, nine months

of the year, why not let them make
it their home?

According to sources, the cur-

rent policy allows for loft con-

struction in Delurey Hall, per-

missible by the signing of a

contract including a deposit for

any and all damages that may
occur in the process. Other men's

residence halls supply bunk beds

as for standard furniture. Stan-

ford Hall has neither. The same
applies for some of the female

residence halls.

An attempt to mollify the situa-

tion was made in 1982 by the then
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Student Government president

(and former head resident of

Stanford Hall) Paul Tufano. Four
years have passed and the situa-

tion remams stagnant. The res-

idents of Stanfond Hall requ^
that special attention be focused
on this ongoing problem concern-

ing University policy on loft

construction and bunk beds in our
dormitory.

The present policy that governs

Stanford Hall is that no man-made
lofts are permitted whatsoever.

What is allowed, on the other

hand, is commercially built bunk
beds and/or lofts. Also, the beds

may be supported by the room
furniture only (desks, closets,

cabinets). If you own a commer-
cially built loft, it inust be ap-

proved by the area coordinator.

What myself, and the othec 542

residents of Stanford would like

to see happen is that a policy, such

as the one that governs Delurey

Hall, be put into effect in Stanford

as soon as possible. As of Sept.

22, residents in Stanford who
have lofts in their rooms which

have not been approved by the

proper authorities are being fined

$25 a day until the lofts are

dismantled. Therefore, immediate

action is requested.

Buddy Acchione
President of Stanford Hall

Letters

policy
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two roads we can go
Stay and work

By BRIAN D. WEBB

Earlier this month, a crowd of

black people in South Africa
forcibly placed a car tire around
a black teenager and publicly

torched him. As the flesh of his

body smoldered, hundreds of

blacks danced nearby and ap-

plauded. Their "necklace" execu-

tion had been successful.

Such acts of barbarism are oc-

curring more and more frequently

these days in South Africa. Rad-
ical blacks in this strife-torn

nation appear ready to resort to

any form of violence to end the

current government-imposed sys-

tem of apartheid. Unfortunately,

these actions, as well as many
anti-apartheid actions here in

America, serve only to increase

the black misery and ultimately

prolong the system that they
despise.

W/fMora stoifW be
proud of Its fhumdal
ths to South AMoL
Thoso IuvmAimmiIs

prove this school Is

wlllbig to steymklwork
f^iehist sparthM —
hot dhest end run

ewey.

Only a racist would enthusias-

tically support apartheid. The
white Africaners instituted an
absolutely repugnant form of

government. But. to support vio-

lence as a means of ending this

system is neither prudent nor his-

torically necessary.

We should all be concerned with
the apartheid debate because it is

a classic example of how a media-

fed morality can snowball into an
international crisis. After almost

two years of extensive media
coverage, the issue now seems to

be reduced to a simple acid test:

If you do not support divestment

and sanctions, you must .be a
racist.

The movement for disinvest-

ment and divestment should be
discouraged. The radical House

bill, which calls for U.S. compan-
ies to disinvest from South Africa,

would result in U.S. assets (i.e.,

buildings and equipment) being
sold at fire-sale prices to private

South African or Japanese busi-

nessmen. As a result, the racially

progressive U.S. companies would
lose their chance to affect change
and ultimately could be replaced

by racially repressive apartheid

supporters.

As more and more U.S. compan-
ies leave South Africa, the United
States loses more and more in-

fluence. This is why we have a
moral responsibility to encourage
additional U.S. investment, cer-

tainly not less.

Those who support disinvest-

ment (as well as other sanctions)

apparently hope that the govern-

ment of South Africa will some-

how yield to the pressure from the

United States. But experts believe

their economy will eventually be

able to adjust to the loss of U.S.

investments. And, in the mean-
time, any loss of jobs will hurt

blacks much more severely than
whites.
The most severe proposal of all

is the call for a world-wide trade
embargo against South Africa.

This would result in massive un-

employment, suffering, and even-

tually a revolution that could
result in millions of deaths. Clear-

ly, for anyone who values life, dis-

investment must be opposed.
The call for divestment must

also be opposed. Many institu-

tions, including Villanova have
been pressured to sell their invest-

ments in corporations that do
business in South Africa. While
this placates the activists, it does
nothing to attack apartheid. It

merely shifts the power from
those who are concerned about
apartheid to those who may not

be concerned.
Villanova should be proud of its

financial ties to South Africa.

These investments prove this

school is willing to stay and work
against apartheid — not divest

and run away. When Villanova

sells its stock in a company with
an operation in South Africa, it

sells its most effective weapon
against apartheid. Divesting
would just take Villanova out of

the debate.

The best hope for South Africa

lies in trying to negotiate a power-
sharing agreement between the

whites and such moderate blacks

as Zulu Chief Buthelezi. But for

this to occur, blacks must calm
down and stop murdering blacks
who try to conform to the system.
Until violence is eliminated, there
can be no settlement and there
will be no peace.

Change in South Africa will

come slowly. After being liberated

by Lincoln, it took blacks in this
country' nearly 100 years to
achieve civil rights. Although
apartheid is more severe than
America's segregation was, the
blacks in South Africa could
benefit from paying closer atten-
tion to the manner in which
America's blacks achieved
equaliiby.

The Rev. Martin Luther King,

Jr., along with the Kennedys, tried

to get blacks into schools. He
would have been disappointed
with the recent school boycotts by
blacks in South Africa.

King called for peaceful protests

and economic boycotts. He cer-

tainly would have condemned the
violence and the lack of any
economic boycotts so far in South
Africa.

South Africa has a long and dif-

ficult struggle ahead. And it is

easy for compassionate people
around the world to try to dictate

what they believe is the best

alternative to apartheid. But real

solutions must come from within
the nation. This is why Americans
must maintain their influence and
try to guide South Africa toward
democracy.

Brian u. Webb is a senior eco-

nomics major and the Associate

Editor of the Villanovan,

Divest now
By JOE McGOWAN

One cannot escape mention in

daily newspaper and television

reports of South Africa's immoral
policy of apartheid. And many
Americans ask why -- Why is it

that we must concern ourselves
with apartheid?

It is difficult to believe that so
many Americans claim unfamil-
iarity with the system of apart-

heid. Our own nation practiced

apartheid officially until 1%5.
And it was not so long ago that
parts of our nation, fought fiercely

to defend their "right" to practice
racial discrimination and
segregation.

We simply do not know how
many blacks have been killed by
the government of South Africa.

Those prominent South African
blacks whose deaths cannot es-

cape notice have been accounted
for by the government with stock
phrases, eagh chilling in its sim-
plicity: "suicide by hanging,"
"slipped in shower," "fell down
stairs," "leapt from tenth-floor

window during interrogation."

The world was incredulous at

reports from South Africa in

September of 1977. The world
learned that Steve Bike, the
founder of the "Black Con-
sciousness" movement and leader

of the nonviolent Black People's

Congress, had been murdered by
the government.

In Room 619 of the Sanlam
Building in Strand Street, Port

Elizabeth, Steve Biko received the

blows that took his life. No mere
words can express such an
outrage.

But we must at least try to voice

our outrage at the atrocities of the

apartheid regime. Ray Swart, a

white member of South Africa's

segregated three-chamber of Par-

liament told The New York Times
that: "There is probably less

freedom in South Africa than
there is in Communist Russia.

The Government is going beyond
the Kremlin when it comes to

denying democratic rights to

people."

And yet Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher insist that

divestment coupled with punitive

economic sanctions is not a viable

form of protest. There are econ-

omists too who insist that we
could have more leverage with the

apartheid regime if we increased

investment in South Africa. If this

is so then why do we not increase

investment in and repeal the

economic sanctions against Nica-

ragua so that we might have more
leverage with the Sandinistas?

What economic leverage can we

have in South Africa without the

threat of divestment? Even if we
owned a dominant share of that

nation's industries and land we
would not own a controlling

interest in the fuel of apartheid
— racial hatred and that laborious

fiction known as the "political

mythology" of South Africa. Will

the racial hatred deeply imbedded
in the Afrikaner consciousness

dissipate with the infusion of

more American capital?

To Invest further

capital In the Republic

of South Africa Is the

moral equivalent of
providing the weapons
used In a Sharpesville

or SoNfeto fMSsacre.

Others argue that divestment
will only lead to greater violence

in South Africa. But what greater

violence is there than civil war?
Blacks have been murdered by the
government of South Africa not

for only the past few years, but

for over a century.
By allowing increased invest-

ment in South Africa we seek once
more to have American business
demonstrate its moral laxity. Big

business has never been a major

catalyst for social justice and
change. In fact, it has been one

of the most repressive forces in

all of history. To place our hopes

in this fallCTi idol is extreme fool-

hardiness. To invest further cap-

ital in the Republic of South Africa

is the moral equivalent of provid-

ing the weapons used in a Sharpes-

ville or Soweto massacre.

There is a most interesting

passage in the African Anthem:
"Sikelela kwa nomlissla/Ulitwal'

ilizwe ngomonde." — "Bless also

the young/ That they may carry

the land with patience." We have

before us a choice — will we make
clear to the Republic of South

Africa that we will not subject

new generations of black South

Africans to apartheid or will we
invest further in this profitable

atrocity? Shall we divest? Shall we
as Americans attempt to regain

some sense of moral decency or

have we already sold the blacks

of South Africa for 30
Krugerrands?

Joe McGowan is ajunior Engiish

major, classical studies minor, and
a member of Villanova 's Anti-

Apartheid Coalition.

Quote of

Note
"Victims of an economic boycott

of South Africa would be the very

people we seeh to help. We need not

a Western withdrawal but deeper

involvement by the Western busi-

ness community, as agents o/changt

and progress and growth ...We
must stay and work, not cut and

iuaipaaeh
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through bisuioss t

By JOHANNE C. SHARP
•

In 1953 my grandmother and

grandfather, whom I never met,

established the first motel in

Atlantic City, John's Motel. It

became an official city landmark

the year I was born, and a large

part of our family business. We
actually had two motels, John's I

and John's II.

I cannot remember a summer
when I did not work at my family's

business on the Atlantic City

boardwalk. Every morning my
mom, dad, two brothers and I got

up around 5 a.m. and went to work

at our bicycle rental. Later in the

day, we operated a miniature golf

course and parking lot.

Everybody in my family had a

special job at our business. My
late great-grandmother ran the

continental breakfast coffee shop

we had for the motel guests, while

my late great-grandfather ca-

shiered at the golf course in the

afternoon. My aunt was a front

desk clerk at the motel and even

my cousin from Arizona visited

and worked every summer that I

can recall.

We were (and still are) a family
— a very close family — and we
operated a successful variety of

businesses that catered to visiting

tourists and families. We worked
together. We had (and still have)

a special bond that spans four

.generations.

I consider myself extremely

fortunate to have worked side by

side with both my grandmother

and great-grandparents on a daily

basis. Our special bond was more
than a loving relationship that

most grandparents and their

grandchildren have. We became
very close friends.

A recent study by Komhaber
and Woodward indicated that

only 5 percent of the grandchild-

ren and grandparents surveyed
were closely involved with each
other. Another 5 percent had no
contact at all, while the remaining
90 percent visited occasionally but

did not develop intimate
relationships.

From a family of the first 5

percent, I find it hard to believe

that most of America's families

are not taking advantage of the

knowledge and experience that

grandparents can offer. Their

family history can only be ex-

plored with the help of these

special people who are sometimes

not appreciated until they are no
longer here.

Today, our family business

consists of two large parking

facilities. The small businessman

was pushed out of business by the

wealthy casinos. Atlantic City is

no longer a summer resort and

there is no place for the vacation-

FOR
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in|( family.

Since the days of Frank's Bicy-

cle Rental and John's Motels, we
have lost two integral persons of

my family, my great-

grandparents. But I cherish the

opportunities that I had to spend

time with them. Only now do I

realize that our family situation

was unique in that everyone does

not grow up working side by side

with their great-grandparents.

Only now do I realize how
special my grandmother truly is.

After losing her husband to

cancer, she assumed full respon-

sibility for the motels and other

businesses. She was a competent

businesswomen in a business-

man's world. And she continued

to care for her family — the most

important part of her life.

My attendance at Villanova is

my grandmother's fulfillment of

her dream. Through me, she is

finally experiencing the college

she was denied a half century ago.

Money was scarce then and wom-
en just did not have the opportun-

ity to attend college.

Frances Ginnetti is my grand-

mother, known to the press as the

woman who turned down a reas-

onable offer from the Golden

Nugget Hotel and Casino to sell

her properties. She believes in fair

competition and her right to

remain in business. Throughout

tat Ml irtMlpMK •••••••••••i ~^^
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her many struggles with planning

and zoning boards, city hall and
the legal justice system, I stand

tall and proud by her side. She is

certainly not your ordinary grand-

mother, but an intelligent

businesswoman who refuses to be

intimidated by anyone. I can only

hope that I have her courage and

conviction to stand up for my
rights throughout the rest of my
life.

Johanne C Sharp is a sophomore
English major and the assistant
news editor of the ViikmovoM.

Tolk to Moff9on

obouf a Coreer In Bonking

The
Moi^an
Bank

v^.

The Audit-Plus

Training Program —

forfinancial

and other managers

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, one of the

world's leading money-center banks, provides challenging

and rewarding career opportunities for college graduates with

majors or concentrations in accounting, finance, economics,

or business. We invite you to talk with us and find out about

our Audit-Plus Program.

Saferides needs
some coaperatlon
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To the Editor

Viltanova Saferides still exists.

Right now we are in the process
of reorganizing. Therefore, service
to the Villanova community has
been delayed. We are presently
involved in the mechanics of
achieving organizational status
within the framework of Student
Activities (previously, Saferides
was a program sponsored by the

4)ffice of Residence Life).

This year for the first time,
Saferides is being funded through
the Alumni Association, thanks to
the support of the Director of
Alumni Robert J. Capone. Capone
will serve as advisor of the Safe-
rides organization with some
assistance from Dr. Nick Rongione
of the Business Law I)epartment.
Our g:oal is to provide the most

responsive and extensive service
as is possible. To do that we are
doing everything that is within
our power and ability, to provide
the most efficient service possible

to you, the Villanova community.

Please understand that part ei

the responsibility for the success

of this organization restswithyou
as a member of the Villanova

community. Saferides is not a

division of SEPTA, nor is it a cut-

rate (free) version of Yellow Cab
Co. Unfortunately Saferides has
been abused in this manner in the

past, which forced the exclusion

of those legitimately needing
Saferides assistance.

Please remember that Saferides

is designed to be an alternative for

people to avoid potentially being
involved in a DUI situation. It is

not just an alternative to SEPTA
or not having a car.

We hope to be in full service

sometime in early October. In the

meantime remember: When you
go out drinking, do not drive

afterwards. You won't be able to

do it right. Trust me.

Mark Greene
President and Co-Founder

Villanova Saferides

Computersave, Inc.

COMPUTERS FOR SALE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Two Hours Training on New Computer

After Sales Service and Support

Call George
527-9275

1049 W. Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Campus
This week the Villano-

van asks, "What do you
think about book store

prices this year?"

I •

"' '^"^^

•i don't know. I'll call up

my dad and see what he

thinks."

Andre Calilhanna
sophomore

communication

; t_
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The Right Way

Tailgating guidelines:
1 . One car will be given a pass to bring your supplies up to the picnic area.

Other cars must be parked across the street. PLEASE FILL IN AUTO
INFORMATION:

Owner'sName: License No. and State.

2. Set-ups for the tailgates may begin at 1 0:30 a.m.

3. Large grills will be privided for your convenience. You must provide your

own charcoal.

4. ALL TAILGATING MUST END PRIOR TO THE START OF THE FOOTBALL
GAME.

5. As sponsors of this tailgate, the above-named take responsibility for the

actions of their guests.

6. The above-named group is responsible for cleaning up the area set

them.

7. Please keep in mind that the drinking age in the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania is 2 1

.

8. PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE.

Applications Available
Where: Student Activities Office— 21 4 Dougherty Hall

for

When: Sept. 29-Oct.

Thurs. Oct. 2 and
Dougherty Hall.

1 ; Pick up table assignments and parking passes on
Oct. 31n the Conference room on the second floor of

Who: Any Student Organization, Residence Life Unit, or group of students

Cost $5 per application

RBd
Table assigfiments are given on fii^

AH tailgaleefnust end at 1 :30 p.m.!

\

A

Features
Rushing to sororities
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By STAGEY WILKINS

Why does your roommate need
three hours to get ready for a
party? The answer is that rush
*%eason is upon us.

In preparation, prospective
pledges are heating up their
electric rollers, making up their
faces and worrying about the
right dress to wear.

While the young coeds prepare
for the rush ritual, the sorority
sisters begin the process of at-

tempting to choose the girls who
will carry on the sorority. This
involves a serious and- difficult

selection process, and the compe-
tition among the girls is stiff.

This season's pledge class is the
largest to date, with 390 girls

rushing. By the time it is all over,

five percent will have dropped out
and 10 percent will have been cut.

According to Betsy Stanfield,

president of the Panhellenic Coun-
cil (Panhel), the number who are
chosen to join a sorority depends
on the quota set by Panhel. The
quota is determined by dividing

the total number of girls rushing
by six.

According to Stanfield, it is to

each sorority's advantage to take

the total alloted by their quota. If

most do,.Panhel will bring a new
sorority onto campus next year,

Alpha Phi.

The high cost of belonging to

a sorority prevents some girls

from ever joining. The costs
include: $23.50 to $40 in pledge

fees; $80 to $140 in initiation fees;

$80 to $151 per semester in dues.

Further, the total cost for the first

year of pledging can run t)etween

$353 and $417, and the total cost

per year for activities between
$160 and $260.

How does a girl make her in-

vestment payoff by receiving a
bid? A spokesperson for Villano-

va's only female fraternity. Kappa
Alpha Theta, claims they look for

'leadership qualities, a person
involved in campus activities and,
most importantly, uniqueness
and a girl who can stand on her
own.
The newest sorority on campus.

Alpha Omicron (AO Pi), claims
that they look for enthusiastic and
sincere girls who want to give a
lot to their sorority. Leadership
qualities are a must for an AO Pi

sister. As a relatively small sor-

ority of 50 girls, they have come
to demand more of their sisters

than many of the larger sororities.

AO Pi hopes to reach quota this

year. One factor in their favor is

the practice of cutting girls after

the first night of parties, encou-
raging those girls to look at the

smaller sororities, as is AO Pi.

For prospective pledges, rush
week is time-consuming and rid-

den with anxicity. In a one-week
span, the girls must attend four

nights of parties, where they meet
the girls already in the sororities

and determine which sorority is

for them.
Often, the sorority a girl chooses

may not select her, so it is best

to go into the process with an open
mind. To make it in to a sorority,

a girl must receive "bid" from one

sorority. Once she receives a bid,

she must go through a four-month
pledge period before becoming a

sister.

This is no small undertaking,

as a girl tries to select a sorority

that will give her more than just

a chance to meet fraternity

brothers.

The sudden resurgence in sor-

orities' popularity is a reflection

of society's trend to embrace more
traditional ties and have the
support of a group. Some, howev-
er, believe sororities place the
group ahead of the individual and
resent this tendency to stifle

individual identies.

Nevertheless, Greek life con-

tinues to grow in popularity at

universities and colleges across

the United States.

Pi Beta Phi sister Becky Carl-

ton, a 1970 graduate from the

University of Illinois, recalls that

"when I went through rush it was
an embarrassment. People
laughed in your face; now it is a

mark of distinction."

As political activism and social

consciousness heightened in the

l%Os, sororities were left by the

wayside. At UCLA, half of their

28 sororities and fraternities had
fallen by 1970.

The jeers of protesters have lost

their sting today. TG's (Friday

afternoon parties) and formals are

remorselessly replacing ideologi-

cal rap sessions that formed the

cornerstone of social life in the

1960s.

Call it enlightened apathy if you

will. The energy is still there.

Students snack in Harmony
By FRANK ORZECHOWICZ

A change occurred in Connelly
Center this year. No, it was not

a new meeting room or added
seats in the Cinema. It happened
behind the information desk and
in Campus Confections.

The freshmen may not notice

(how could they), but many upper-

classmen have. It is a change in

the candy that is for sale.

The Connelly Center is now
offering a variety of nutritional

health food snacks along with the

traditional candy fare. Such un-

usual offering such as "Oriental

Party Mix," "Tropical Trail Mix,"

and "Yogurt-Covered Raisins" are

neighbors to the more familiar

M&M's and Reese's Peanut Butter

Cups. The credit goes to Villan-

ova's new supplier of snacks.

Harmony Snacks of California.

The decision was made this

summer to offer the students
more variety and to throw in a
little nutrition to boot. Marc
Tuchman, director of Connelly
Center, decided to deal with
Harmony Snacks, making Villan-

ova the second university in the

area to incorporate this system.

What Harmony Snacks does is

offer nutritional snacks and can-

dies that also taste great. "Orien-

tal Party Mix" contains sesame
sticks, rice crackers, roasted peas,

(jeorgia peanuts and an Oriental

flavor that is truly different.

There are also such items as

yogurt-covered pretzels and rai-

sins, a wide variety of trail mixes,

gummy-bears and carob-covered

candies. Carob is a chocolate

substitute which tastes and smells

exactly like chocolate.

This reporter couldn't taste the

difference. It is also low in sodium,

carbohydrates and sugar.

Another big plus for the new

candy is that the nutritional

information for each snack is

right on the container. This way

you can check exactly what is in

what you are eating (which is not

a bad idea).

Most of the snacks are low in

sodium and carbohydrates, so

even those on the most strict of

diets can splurge a little without

too much worry. The snacks are

all the same price, a dollar for a

quarter pound, so you can mix

your favorite snacks as well as

create your own versions.

For those of you who still love

your high carbohydrates and
intense sugar levels, fear iiot!

Favorites such as M&M's, Reese's

Peanut Butter Cups, and Gummy
Bears will still be there.

Some unpopular itenis will be

phased out to make room for new
items, but the biggies of the candy

world will live on.

So that is how it is at the

Connelly Center. Harmony
Snacks has hil ViUanova's^ hal-

lowed halls. For their tow price

aad high quality and flavor^Haie

new tnadci cannot bt beat.

There are brochures in Campilft

ConlectioM detcribtog tome of

thtnewofieringi, redpeiiiMMid
•n iMvM i&r naft iniomaiiiwi

Until next time Villtfwva, Atohal

^ (photo by Bonas)

This week, hundreds of Villanova girls partied for bkls to join
their favorite sororities.

although it has been rerouted.

Greek Week is planned with the
same energy used to storm admin-
istration buildings 15 years ago.

The students of the '60s were
protesting a generation of elitist

sorority attitudes held in the '50s.

The antiestablishment fire has
smoldered and a new sorority has
emerged. The national board of

each sorority has seen to this.

Each sorority must devote a
certain amount of time and money
to serving the public welfare.

That does not mean 'that you
will see your sisters picketing U.S.

involvement with Contra rebels in

Nicaragua, however. The protest

has assumed a more refined note

than the ones of the '60s.

Student volunteers
feed Philly's poor

By NANCY NEILL

The Campus Ministry Commit-
tee for the Homeless, which helps

Franciscan brothers and sisters

provide food, clothing and shelter

for Philadelphia's poor, held a

commitment meeting on Sept. 23.

The purpose of the meeting was
for volunteers to organize plans

for aiding Philadelphia's 8,000
homeless persons.

The 8,000 consist of poverty

stricken families and small chil-

dren. This figure does not include

the elderly and those who have
been institutionalized, at one time

or another.

The first area where volunteers

are needed includes campus edu-

cation, public relations and fund-

ing. This committee makes peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches in St.

Clare's Hall on Tuesday nights for

the street committee to distribute

in the city.

Getting involved with this com-

mittee is an excellent way for

those who feel uncomfortable
confronting the street people in

Center City, face to face, to help

the poor.

Others, who are not so intim-

idated, can join the street commit-

tee. These people drive into Phi-

ladelphia every Wednesday and
Thursday night to distribute the

peanut butter and jelly sand-

wiches to the homeless.

In the city, the volunteers give

the sandwiches to the street

people at 30th Street Station. The
van also drives down various side

streets in the surrounding area
and distributes the sandwiches.

The third committee works at

the St. Francis Inn in Philadel

phia, which is run by the Fran-
ciscan brothers and sisters. This
committee helps serve food and
clean dishes on Thursday and
Saturday afternoons.

Although the St. Francis Inn is

run by the Franciscans, its sue
cessful operation depends on
volunteers and contributions. In

addition to the soup kitchen, the

Inn houses a men's and women's
shelter, as well as two thrift

shops.

The environmental committee
is another perfect opportunity for

those who would like to help

without dealing directly with the

street people. The committee
members go to the Inn on Satur

days with the soup kitchen com-
mittee and take care of mainte
nance and repairs.

Anyone interested in helping

the less fortunate amongst us,

should stop by the Campus Min-

istry office in the basement of St.

Rita's Hall and volunteer their

time. Donating even just one
afternoon of your services will

likely result in a most rewarding

and enlightening experience.

Friends gather to

overcome tragedy
By MARK DiSTASIO

While President of Egypt, An-

war Sadat once wrote, "Faith

means that a man should regard

any disaster simply as a fate-

determined blow which must be

endured."

This past summer, while most
Villanova students were home
enjoying their vacation, tragedy

atcuck the Delaware ViUey. On
June 21.18 year-old George Butera

of ?Norrtttown sustained a trau-

matic injury, which left him a

permanent quadraplegic.

This Sunday from noon todusk,

a benefit concert will Uke place

at Mermaid Lake in Blue Bell,

with all of the proceeds going to

the George Butera Rehabilitation

Fund.

Like most aspiring 18-year-okls,

George Butera had a good idea of

what he wanted out of life. Last
year and again thi&spring. Butera
studied computer science at Tem-
ple University.

Everything was going great for

the former Wiaaihickon High
Sc)iool athlete, until thft fateful

June day off the jiraey shore.
George had gone swimming with
a few friends at the leeort of
OcMin City. Seconds after he ran

(CmUinmti an pom 1 7)
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By ROSE LEHNER

After months of vigorous work

a new sorority has made its

appearance on the campus of

Villanova. On Saturday, Sept. 20,

the 47 colony members of Delta

Gamma were initiated into the

national sorority. The new sisters

of Delta Gamma are Kathleen

Bamett, Chrislyn Brahm, Julie

Lynn Buck, Danielle Bufar^o,

Elizabeth Catanese, Lillian Chiul-

li, Amy Claire Deignan, Leslie

Carole Dondero, Kelly Fees, Nancy
Ferrari, Johnna Fiorino, Virginia

Fitzsimmons,Jennifer Galascione,

Maria George, Patricia Gilligan,

Andrea Granitz, Stephanie Grun-

er, Janine Gurino, Lisa Gunnery,

Dale Intrabartolo, Kathleen John-

son, Corrine Kravits, Christine

Larini, Rose Lehner, Ava Liebe-

zeit, Elizabeth Lignelli, Linda Ann
Love, Karen Anne Magosin, Sarah

Christian Makoul, Dawn McDer-
mott, Susan Melehan, Christine

Minutella, Michele Napoli, Kat-

hleen Nolan, Susan Paul, Tracey

Prestopino, Kathleen Price, Patri-

cia Rafferty, Susan Sabia, Margit

Schubert, Pamela Snarponis,

Grace Spagnolo, Jennifer Sprows,

Joyce Sujansky, Jennifer Turrisi,

Michelle Tracey, and Kathryn
VanAllen.

Following the initiation, which
was held at St. David's, the new
sisters and their guests attended

a luncheon to celebrate the occa-

sion. During this time the new
sisters received certificates of

membership and were once again

congratulated for all their hard
work. Present at the proceedings

were representatives from the
Zeta Alpha Advisory Board as well

as area alumnae representatives.

Among these were Diana Harris,

Chairman, Tamara Balding, Ex-
pansion Coordinator, and Nancy

(photo by Schmid)

P. Gustafson, Council Appointed

Chairman as well as numerous
guests from the Philadelphia area.

The luncheon was a great suc-

cess as the sisters exchanged sad

goodbyes with many of the women
who had come to mean so much
to them over the past few months.

The Delta Gamma sisters have
great expectations for their first

year as a national sorority and are

being kept quite busy with all the

new responsibilities. Each and
every one is proud to be a full-

fledged member of Delta Gamma.

IFC-PANHEL
HOLD LEADERSHIP
TRAINING WEEKEND

'^V.MT
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By BETSY STANFIELD
and KATIE VAN ALLEN

The day was Friday, Sept. 12;

the time was 4:22 p.m.; a blue van

pulled in front of Dougherty Hall

to pick up an ambitious young
group of student leaders. The
Executive Boards for the Panhel-

lenicand Interfraternity Councils,

driven by their fearless leader

Gary Bonas, Jr., began their long

and arduous journey to Sea Isle

City, NJ., unaware of the chal-

lenges and adventures they would
encounter throughout the leader-

ship training weekend.

After a quick stop at Burger

King and a scenic drive through

southern New Jersey, the group
arrived at the Gruccio beach
residence (known for its rare

collection of mirrors). That even-

ing Bonas challenged the group's

morals with a hot round of Scru-

ples, a game that disclosed much
about the true nature of the
Boards and served the purpose of

helping the students develop
stronger interpersonal working
and communication.

The weekend also served' as a

time of reflection on their

strengths and shortcomings:
Their work from the spring 1986

semester was reviewed and over-

all the officers were pleased with

the organizations success at {effec-

tively working towards their

goals.

The group developed plans and
formulated strategies for the fall

semester. The Panhellenic will be

working towards meeting the

needs of the expanding sorority

system, and raising Panhellenic

awareness among its chapters, by
focusing on pledge education and
effectively hosting the NEIFC/
NEPC Area III Workshop. They
will continue their educational

series for V.U. students as well

as their effort on strengthening

relationsr with the administration

and supporting the other student

organizations.

The IFC will investigate possi-

bilities of expansion, and work
towards developing a stronger

chain of command through more
efficient operations. In addition,

the IFC will be focusing on streng-

thening system-wide relations

among separate fraternities and
improving the scholarship

program.

Sunday night at 9:14 p.m. the

van safely returned the Greek
Executive Boards to the Villanova

campus — with a little sun and
19 minutes of fun. It was a week-

end of sharing. It was a weekend
of growth — for the Executive

Boards as well as growth in their

commitment to excellence in the

Greek System at Villanova and
the entire Villanova Community.

PmM-^ IPC Exe€..boRrd members, (pholo t>y Boom)

TRI-DELT CONGRATULATIONS!
The sisters of Tri-Dclt would

like to congratulate many people

this week. First, congratulations

to our newest sisters, Karerf

Clifford and Tracy Zuzulock, who
were initiated on Sunday. Sept.

15. Congratulations are in oraer

for Laura Ripley, winner of Tri-

Delta's local scholarship award.

Best wishes and congratulations

to Carol Bonica, who was "wed"
to TTK^'s Al Garino at our
"wedding" T.G. last week.

Thanks go to Deniae Fcrraro tor

the great T.G. with Pi Kupp and
for the Graffiti T.G. with TTKA
the week before. And watch out

TKO we're ready to "Birthday'
PARTY?!!

Gf$k Ph9 BSit§n:

President Joyce Sujanski receives Delta Gamma's Charter.
(photo by Sctimid)
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Recognitian

earned by

V.U. cadets
By AMY TORACK

Have you ever wondered where
all the short-haired, white clad
Al-my Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTO cadets go when
classes end in the spring? Do you
know how they occupy their time
in tho^e same three months
that you spend sunning, swim-
ming, and relaxing?

This summer, fiveROTC cadets
from Villanova spent six weeks at

the 1986 Camp All American
ROTC Advanced Camp Training
held at Fort Bragg, N.C. In addi-

tion, three Villanova students
completed the Army ROTC Nurse
Summer Training Program held
in various military hospitals along
the East Coast.

These eight cadets managed to

do quite a bit more with their

summer vacations than the aver-

age student, gaining valuable
experience, added qualifications,

and in some cases, a deserved sum
of money.

The ROTC advanced summer
camp does more than give cadets
the opportunity to experience an
extremely physically demanding
six weeks. The camp also provides
ROTCs with the best training
available in the Army today.

The cadets, who come from
some 111 universities along the

East Coast, were evaluated on

^ their performances in the areas of
'^ skill and leadership. Among those
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Overcoming tragedy

(photo by Hjllebrand)

ViUanova's ROTC cadets were recognized this summer for
outstandmg achievement at the Advanced Training Camp.

who achieved excellence was
Villanova Cadet Doug C. Melvin,
who was ranked No. 25 out of a
group of 3,650 cadets.

Melvin was awarded the Pla-
toon Leadership Award, Military
Proficiency Award, Land Naviga-
tion Award, and Physical Profi-
ciency Award.

Also worth commending are
Cadets Michael J. Bochna, who
ranked in the upper 30 percent of

the group, and Vincenza M. John-
son, a recipient of the Military

Proficiency Award and Land Nav-

.

igation Award.

Other Villanova cadets who
successfully completed the course
includeJeffrey A. Voice andJoseph
G. Williamson.

The three Villanova students
.whocompleted the ROTC Nursing
Program were Stacey A. May, Ann
Marie Brennan and Mary E.

Gorden. They were stationed for
five weeks in Fort-Bragg, Fort
Belvoir. Md., and Washington
D.C., respectively.

The three women learned ad-

vanced nursing skills while put-

ting this knowledge to work on a
large number of patients. In

addition to this program. Cadets
Brennan and May served three

weeks as cadet officers in active

army hospitals in what is called

the Cadet Troop Leadership
Training Program (CTLT).

This experience was a fascinat-

ing one in which real-life situa-

tions were encountered and faced

diligently by the participants.

Villanova ROTC cadets who
lead an active summer life, as well

as take on a demanding schedule
during the school year should be
commended for their extreme
dedication and hard work exhibit-

ed throughout the year.

(OmHmuedffom page 15)

into the swirling surf, George was
spotted floating on the salt water.

Immediately, the life guard on
duty sprinted into the water and
pulled the semi-conscious teen

onto shore. An ambulance rushed
him to Shore Memorial Hospital
in Somers Point, where doctors
diagnosed that George had frac-

tured his fourth cervical verte-

brae; the part of his backbone near
the spinal column.
About four days after the

"freak" accident, George was
flown to the Thomas Jefferson

University Hospital in Philadel-

phia. He is expected to spend
about a year in rehabilitation

therapy before returning home.
Fortunately, with the help of

his loving family and friends,

George is regaining his sense of
pride and self-confidence. He has
been described as "A strong-
minded, very likeable boy."

Obviously, with such a trau-

matic accident, the extensive
rehabilitation process demands a

tremendous financial responsibil-

ity. To help George's family with
these medical and other expenses,

about 30 of his friends recently

formed the "Friends of George
Butera Committee" and have
come up with several fund raising

)ro|jects.

On Aug. 16, they had a beef and
beer party. That, in combination
•with other activities, has brought
the total monetary contributions
over the amount of $1 1,000.

This Sunday, Sept. 28, three
outstanding Philadelphia area
bands will co-headline a benefit

concert for George
The concert, hosted by WMMR,

will feature Tommy Conwell's
Young Rumblers, Beru Revue and
CBS recording artists Smash
Palace. Also included in this

impressive slate are Flamin' Cau-
casians and comedian Craig
Shoemaker.
The doors for this outstanding

effort will open at noon. For those
of you unable to attend this
worthy cause, donations can be
made to George Butera Rehabil-
itation Fund, c/o Meridian Bank,
2716 DeKalb Pike, Norristown, .

Pa. 19401.

As I look back to the words of

Anwar Sadat, certain patterns
begin to form. It is clear that
George's family and friends have
found inner strength through
their faith in George.

Most importantly, George has
accepted his condition through
confidence, courage, and a desire
to live his life to the fullest. Good
luck George, and God bless you.

Insignifica
By MARK OiSTASIO

Here's one for all of Villanova's ROTCs
In 1848, the United States Navy compiled a list of some

mnishments meted out to sailors:

''or bad cooking 12 strokes of

"or stealing a major's wig 12 strokes of

for breaking into the liquor closet 12 strokes of

or bad language > 12 strokes of

or selling clothes on shore 12 strokes of

^or taking bread out of the oven 9 strokes of

^or being naked on deck 9 strokes of

the whip
the whip
the whip
the whip
the whip'

the whip
the whip

Aerobics

Are Alive And Kicliin
In Ttte duPont Pavilion

Classes Are Held Monday-Friday

12 p.m.-1 p.m.

4 p.m.-5 p.m.

5:30 p.m.-6:30 p. m.

AOmSSIONS IS ONLY ^1 AT THE DOOR!

«.

»
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RESPECT LIFE WEEK
SEPTEMBER
28 SUNDAY

Opening day of

Respect Life

Week

29 MONDAY

A Celebration

ofLife
forum of organizations from

Peace and Justice Center.

Speaker: Ed SulUran
Watt Lounge,

DoufltMTty Hall, 4:30-7 p.m.

30
MOVW:

TUESDAY

GHANDI
Connelly Center Cinema

6:30 p.m.

^v^^^4r^

7

.«(^-

OSCAR AWARD WINNERS!
• GHAJVDI 6:30 p.m.

• MASK 6:30 & 9 p.m.

• KAYJAMES

-

VILLANOVA'S OWN
TALENT

RESPECT LIFE WEEK
COFFEEHOUSE

Head, Black Americans
for Life

Member, National Right to Life Committee

* T-Skirts available: *5

* 1 Oare i ackages on Oale: ^.50

^10 p.m. Dailj Liturgies.

SPONSORED BY

VnXANOVAMS
FOtLlWE

OCTOBER
1

WEDNESDAY

Dr. JoMph ThompMn (ram th*
Polltieal SclMie. OaparMiMit tpMlw
on "ln«tttutlonallz«d Vrioa Syaloma"

MOVIE:

MASK
Conlnilly Center Cinema,

6:30 p'.m. fte p.ni.

2 THuASiXAY

K«y Jamii^ N«tlocial HMd of Black

Am^rtetflt for Lif« afHl a mwnlMr of

IM flafldftal RIatil To LNi Commlttoo
a0oaka 4ii r'Ajbortloir and tlio

Afiiorlcah Conacloua." Connolly
Cantor Cbioma, 3:30 p.m.

Celelirate Life Coffee House,
Day Hop, 8 p.m.-l a.m.

MliipPVHHHMIHHpiBHiHHHH

3 FRIDAY

FILM: Everyday Miradex BIRTH
sfiown in tho North and Waat
Loungoa ttiroughout ttio day.

Dolivory of "I Care ' Packages

PT ;---'

4 SATURDAY

Respect Life

Tailgate before
Football Game

iiinanibar », MM » THg VlUAMOVAli f Njbl^

By REV. RAY JACKSON,
0.SJl.

In moments of disappointment,
or times of doubt and confusion,
the words ofJesus frequently offer

comfort. "Learn of me for I am
meek and gentle of heart. Do my
work, follow me; for my work is

easy and my burden is light."

Jesus invites us to enter into his
life — the life of living each day
in building up the kingdom of God.

^ To learn of Jesus is to learn of
God. But is not God powerful and
strong? Is not God the one who
will smite down the enemy and
punish the wicked?
Our ideas about God need con-

stant clarification. No one has
ever seen God, but many people
did see Jesus and came to know

Good luck tomorrow — /

KNOWyou'lldo groat/ Thanks
for a/Mf«ys making mo sm//o.

Don't forgot, . . "Lx>¥e moans
t)rokan ponclls."

Pooch

Unda DlfH,

A voiy Itafiiiif birthday. I mlaa
you ovoryday In my life.

Lova,

FrankZ

Tha brothara of Sigma PI

would Hka to congratulata
Jim Emig tor rocoMig Ma
dqctorata In accounting. Wa
appradata fila loyal aarvica

not only aa a modarator but
aa a graat Iwtharl

DaarSua,
I'm "Itching" to aaa you thia

waakand. You can waor any
parhuna you want Lov%

j! I J . ThaPofaonhiylQd

D.F.^
Thanks for baing tha bast

< part ofHTwaak too,.,
- CO.

Hay Guys,
Thanks for tha party^ you
guys ara graat! Naxt tima tha
baarlsonma.

Tha Old HHan at 22
Casa-man

I'd Ilka ayarybody to know
that today Is "MR INVOLVE-
MENT'S" birthday. If you saa
hkn, plaaaa wlah him a Nappy
Birthday. It would maka him
vary happy.

His friand,

Laa Losclala

mrcus, Billy and Phil,

ymiat's tha daal, comport?
Moof you at Kally's.

-Val

Splka,

Happy 19ih birthday! If you
thought wa calabristad St.

Patrlck'a Day, wa can't hnag-
Ina afhat color tliooo llpa will

ba tonight Wa'll maka It a
graat ona!

Ij0¥a,

ytfk

him as a man of gentleness,

compassion and love.

The more we rrflect on his life

of healing and forgiveness, the

more we will learn to forgive each
other and heal those who suffer

the wounds of conflict.

To be meek and gentle does not

mean becoming a wimp. In fact^

only a strong character and con-

science are able to develop a
sensitivity in their relationships

with others.

We are all aware of the social

diseases of racism, sexism, the
drug culture and the obsession
with wanting more and more
things. These are the weaknesses
of people who do not trust in God
and have little concern about
working for peace and harmony

in a hard world of pain, anger and
greed.

To be meek and gentle as Jesus
bids us is to put away our own
personal agenda of wants and seek
to feed the hungry, shelter the
homeless and comfort the
sorrowful.

To learn ofJesus is to study hfe
life. Just as the learning process
from kindergarten through college

takes much time and energy, so
tod does our growth in the spir-

itual life.

Developing the best of our
human qualities, generosity, kind-

ness, sensitivity and care is a life-

long task. To live a fully human
life is ultimately to imitate Jesus.
Can we learn of him? Can we

see God as meek and gentle?

who knows, wKo cares
Well, here we are . . . another typical week at V.U. . . . another

dorm fire in Corr ... oh, we're sorry ... it still hasn't been officially
classified as a fire . . . yeah, right . . . tell that to the guy who's
running around naked on campus because his clothes burned
up in the dryer ... did the bells in Corr Chapel burn up too?
We haven't heard those since last semester . . . this sounds like

a job for the Secretary of Internal Affairs . . . you know who
he is . . . the man of steel from Student Government ... the one
who's going to save us from the perils of the meal plan, bookstore
prices, and the C.C. candy counter that doesn't have orange slices

anymore . . . yep, they're gone forever ... not like Saferides . .

.

It's starting up again ... but this time you really have to be drunk
to get a ride home . . . just make sure you don't get drunk on campus
. . . or you'll be making a guest appearance in our new feature
''Villanova Violations** ... see you there . . . who knows, who
cares. .

.

Edited by the Editorial Board of the Villanovan,

' \
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PARENTS WEEKEND HIGHLIGHTS

1986

FrL, Oct- 3:

Siat., Oct» 4:

Sun», Oct 5:

October 3,4,5

9:00 p.m. -12 a.m.

Parents' After-Dinner Reception

Academic Receptions

Activities throughout the day

Football - V.U. vs. Buffalo

Robin Williams in Concert
«

Parents' Mass
Buffet Brunch

^, ;.>jL,iiilj^'r- f^'c^ M.k'.ia.'-^^. MLI^ n : ALAtf^
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ATTENTION
SENIORS:

SENIOR GROUP PHOTO

Don't Miss It! All ticket orders must
be received by Student Activities Office

no later than Sept. 26,

Ask your parents for details • they must order all tickets by mail!!

Senior Portraits
FIRST PICTURES AND RETAKES FOR

1987 BELLE AIR

Photographers on Campus
Sept. 29-Oct. 3

North Lounge, Dougherty Hall

Monday & Wed. 1 a.m.-6 p.m.

.
Tues. & Thurs. 9 a.m.-a p.m.

Friday 1 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

Check For Open Appointment TiT)es As Socxi As Po^tjle In The North Ljoun^

LASTCHANCE To Be In The 1987 Y6ari

* $5 SHting Fee For FirstPiclurssjndliitiitos

Bequiffid. PayableByChsok orCaih.

#:§:•

Tues., Sept. 30, 12:45 p.m

Meet At The Stadium

All Greeks Please Wear Your Letters

All Others Wear Your Villanova Sweatshirts

11x14 Photos Will Be Available For Sale

Bring Completed Form Below and *6 The Day Of The Picture

Rain Date Tues., Oct. 7

r*******••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

... I

NAME: I

ADDRESS:

raONE#:.
I
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HEY, LISTEN I; w 9 P^^I^^^^^^W^'

GOES ON THE AIR
OCT. 2

, THERE WILL BE A SPORTS DEPT. MEETING ON MON.. SEPT. 29
FROM 4-5 P.M. IN THE STATION.

AND DON'T MISS THE
PLAY-BY-PLAY BROADCAST
OF THE FOOTBALL GAME

ON OCT. 4.

"—zcr"^

—

/d»9T TAtf tm Basic
M60lSSit%.Y0UCAli
IMC >l9UtG«CAnJV

tWAfS^

II

Me

Peterson &» Co>

A National
Consulting Firm

J/sfVIVES

Civil,. Mechanical
and Electrical

Engineering
Students To An
On Campus
Presentation

• Project/Construction

Management

• Claim Analysis

• Scheduling & Cost
Analysis

Mon., Oct. 6, 6 p.m.

ConnelfyXlenter
Wayne St David's Room

The Brothers of

ZETA PSI
FRATERNITY

Congratulate Its Fall 1986
Pledge Class:

JohnO'Conner

David Wilder
»

Jim Sullivan

JohnVRoman
MikeGozdan

Jim Righterbusch

Dennis Cook
MikeKrackov

JImPadula

Ned Moore
Frank Verger

JeffTheiaro

(I
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Rust and Crazy Horse unite again
By TORCH DANIELS

Neil Young proved that rust

never sleeps, with a rocking show
last Wednesday night at the
Spectrum. Making a long-awaited

tour with Crazy Horse, his most
famous band, Neil showed the

sold-out spectrum crowd that he
has yet again passed through
another identity crisis to return

to his rock 'n roll roots.

The show was part of the first

leg of an extensive North Amer-
ican tour that started with dates

in Albany and Lake Placid, NY.
Neil's previous two tours included

a small solo show and a tour

supporting the album Neil Young
& The Shocking Pinks, which were
somewhat disappointing. So, for

the first time in three tours, he
is joined by Crazy Horse, and
periforming his classics.

Neil appeared at about 8:30 p.m.

on an unelaborate stage that was
fashioned as a broken down garage
— and proceeded to play for

almost three hours. Large mice

were seen scurrying through the

garage. And a giant roach circled

Neil's feet throughout his "Cin-

namon GirP' solo.

Lunar landscapes and outer

space scenes gleamed through a

window at the back of the garage,

creating a soft background that

would be shattered by the rock

band's rehearsal. But as you could

guess, the neighbors soon com-

plained about Crazy Horse's inces-

sant jam session. The cops even-

tually arrived to bust the band,
only to have them escape for their

encore.

Neil and the band were full of

energy throughout the show, and
therefore opted to play more
rocking material, staying away,
for the most part, from Neil's

mellow tunes. This trend imme-
diately became obvious to the

crowd as Crazy Horse opened the

show with "Mr. Soul." They
continued into "Cinnamon Girl"

and "When You Dance I Can
Really Love."

Neil then played two songs from
his new album, Landingon Water,

"Touch the Night" and "Bad
News Beat," as he continued on
this high energy level.

"Down by the River" came
next, and was performed exqui-
sitely. Neil's solo jam lasted eight

minutes to the tremendous delight

of the crowd.

Finally, he slowed the tempo
with "Heart of Gold" and "After
the Gold Rush" with the full moon
in his eye. For these songs the
Spectrum gave Neil its full vocal

assistance.

At this time, Neil played a few
songs which the audience ap-
peared unfamiliar with, including
"Some Things Never Change,"
before closing the set with a fine

"Cortez the Killer." With the
closing of the set, the garage door

creaked close, with the mice
informing us of the intermission.

Neil opened shop for the second

set with the bizarre sounds of his

album Trans, before a distinctive

"Powderfinger." Also from Rust
Never Sleeps, the hit 1979 album,
we heard "Hey, Hey, My, My,
(Into the Black)," which thecrowd
greatly participated in.

Neil played two more selections

from his new album, "Violent

Side" and "Weight of the World."
Evident in these songs was the

drumming of Ralph Molina, as

were Steve Jordan's percussions

within the album.
Taking the mood down was a

lone Neil with his acoustic guitar

performing "Needle and the Dam-
age Done." But, once again. Crazy
Horse exploded with "The Loner"
and the outstanding classic "Like

a Hurricane," accompanied by
spectacular scenes of the Sea of

Tranquility on the screen. The
show ended obscurely, however,

with the garage door unexpectedly

shutting on the band, with as

many blazing lighters as I've ever

seen.

Philadelphia did not see the

great rapport with the audience

that Neil has shown in the past,

but it did witness a serious band
perform their music as they have
not done for years. Neil Young &
Crazy Horse were at their legend-

ary best for this show, regardless

of their more remote selections,

and some disappointing absences.

Veteran rock *n* roller Neil Young returned with Crazy Horse
Sept. 17 to support the Landing On Water Ip.

such as staying away from his

softer material. Even with the

band playing a solid three hours,

it was, of course, impossible for

them to play all of their classics.

This weekend the band will be
in Fairfax, Va., and East Ruther-

ford, N.J., before heading up to

Montreal. So, if you missed the

show, (you should be ashamed of

yourself), you still have a chance
to catch it nearby. I hope to see

you there.

And then there were three with 'Invisible Touch'
By MEGAN GUIDERA

Invisible Touch
Genesis

Atlantic Records

What is it about Phil Collins, Mike
Rutherford, and Tony Banks that

made them sell out four shows at

the Philadelphia Spectrum this

week? Perhaps it's their "invisible

touch."

After three years of breaking
out on theirown, the three original

Genesis members have compiled
one of their best albums yet.

Invisible Touch, which was pre-

ceded by Genesis in 1983, is the
product of three men peaking in

their musical careers. Just last

spring Phil CoUins won the Gram-
my Award for best album with his

smash record No Jacket Required.

Mike Rutherford's recent album

Mike and the Mechanics is steadily

climbing the charts with hits like

"All I Need is a Miracle" and

"Taken In." Tony Banks has done

a great deal of work with the up
and coming group GTR. Invisible

Touch craftily combines the mus-

ical genius of these three men.

The prevalent theme dominat-

ing the lyrics is the "invisible

touch" of a lost lover. The classic

example of this theme is the

album's title track, "Invisible

Touch." "Invisible Touch," which

stayed on the top 10 charts for

several weeks this summer, has

a danceable pop beat. The song

discusses the inevitability of

falling in love.

"Tonight, Tonight, Tonight"

begins with a slow-paced jungle

beat that intensifies as the song

progresses. This song has an air

reminiscent of Peter Gabriel, the

group's original leader. The song,

like many of Gabriel's, has an

unusual sound and the jungle

aura that is common on Gabriel's

recent album. So. "Tonight, To-

night, Tonight" tells of the false

hopes of redemption of someone

who has fallen into a deep rut.

The presently popular soft hit

"Throwing It All Away" once

again exemplifies the theme of the

pain involved in losing a lover.

The strong drum beat reminds

one of old slow Genesis hits like

"It's Gonna Get Better" and

"Follow You, Follow Me." "In Too

Deep" is sure to be another slow

paced Genesis hit with its beau-

tiful lyrics and soft music.

The song "Domino" is broken

down into two parts: "In the Gk>w

of the Night'^ and "The Last

Domino." "In. the Gk»w of the

Night" btfiiit with percutMon

•iinilar to that found in "Mtmi"
on Gmmtk, This part of the tonn

irwiBibte Touch

tells of a man alone in bed at night

longing for and fantasizing about

his former lover. "The Last Do-

mino" has a desperate driving

drum beat, expressing the fear of

the domino effect in love relation-

ships.

"Anything She Does" will prove

to be another fast tempo Genesis
dance tune. This is achieved
through the use of its trumpet and
percussion.

"Land of Confusion," which is

oneof the best songson the album,

strays from the general theme.

The best is similar to Phil Collin's

"Sussudio" from No Jacket Re-

quired. "Land of Confusion" is a

reflection and a suggestion. It

reflects on the confusion, clutter,

and lack of compassion in modern

society. ("This is the world we live

in/ these are the hands we're

given/ Use them and let's start

trying/ to make it a place worth

fighting for.")

The quality music of Genesis*

Invisible Touch proves that it was

well worth the three-year wait for

this compoMtion of Phil Collins'.

Mike Rutherford's, and Tony
Bank's musical intellect.
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525-3667

-V^ WITH LIVE GUltAR"^OU^ DENNIS SELFRIDGE^^ 4:30 p.m. -7:30 p.m. w*
Special
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•2.so I
BUDWEISER I

(ofMp«rciitlom«r) if

SUNDAY
PRIVATE

PARTY BAND

• Come Party

at the

Main Una's
Hottest

Sunday NIte

Spot!

• Kitchen Open
Until Midnite

MONDAY
JOHN

> McFADDEN

• Returns for

an Evening
of All Your
Favorites

• Live on
Guitar

SEPTEMBER
TUESDAY
COLLEGE
NTTE

Live iMusic

"The Wave"

Complimentary
IMIdnlte

Buffet

Free Wildcat
Souvenir
Cups

WED.

COMEDY NITE
• Live Comedy
Show; Side
Splitting

Entertainment

• Live music and
dancing with

Ed Arrison after

the show.
• Arrive before

9 p.m. and beat
the cover.

THURSDAY
LADIES NITE
• Downstairs

at the

Pub-
Champagne
by the Qiass

• Free Midnite

Buffet

• Roses for Ail

the loidies

• Balloons, Music
Dancing

F11IDAY&SATURDAY

LIVE 1ID8IC& DANCING

• Jimmy Valentine Band
26th & 27th

OCTOBER
• Night School
3rd & 4th

• The Squad
10th & 11th

• Too Face
17th & 18th

I

UlllDCAT BASIfCTBRU CUIB

• if^-.«-'~i ..' .,-•*»«-

Important Meeting

Thurs., Oct. 2, 1 2:46 p.m.

JakeNevin Fieldhouse

Ticket Sales Informaiion

To fie Discussed And Distributed

Frieiidly Plopj^ies^

By RUSS CECCOLA

This week we're going to talk

about some titles from the Mary-
land-based software company,
Mastertronic. Mastertronic is one
of the most prolific software
companies, with over 20-25 pieces

of software availablejn both rec-

reational and educational areas. I

would recommend anything made
by them, for Mastertronic product

is wrapped in an attractive pack-

age, a mirror of the excellence

inside. Although the seven pieces

I was sent sound like nothing

unusual, Mastertronic is one of

the most innovative companies
around. Who else would dare base

a game on the Monty Python
classic, 'The Quest for the Holy

Grail"?

race, etc. Thegame is hard to win,
but worth the challenge. The
object, is to beat all of the 19
opponents to the finish line. It

sounds like your standard race

game, but this one is pretty good.

are packaged on the same disk and
worth the price for all you gam-
bling addicts. These twoprograms
are simply the best casino slot and
video poker machine simulators
available. Betting is as simple as
pressing the button to deal the
cards or pull the "handle" on the
slot machine. Addicting in nature,
these two had my parents, casino
lovers at heart, hooked to the
computer for a long time.

ELEKTRAGLIDE / SPEED
KING ••
Both of these packages are

racing games, the catch being that

the graphics are something to be
reckoned with. Elektraglide is a
futuristic motorcycle race in

which the player must reach the

next tunnel before running out of

time, while avoiding obstacles in

the road and the ever popular and
annoying attacking spheres. Cho-
ices of track and steering control

are allowed. The scenery changes
with movement — very good.
Speed King is a motorcycle

version of Atari's Pole Position.

The player can choose 10 different

tracks, the number of laps in the

FIVE-A-SIDE SOCCER •••• /

THE SLUGGER •••

I'm not much for sports games,
but these two new releases from
Mastertronic are easy to use and
a real challenge to beat the com-
puter. Five^ASide Soccer has the

touch of speech, adding that extra

something to an already great

program. Penalty kicks are in-

cluded, along with fights down on
the field when two players are

struggling for possession of the

ball. Pele would have been happy
with this simple simulation.

The Slugger has a different

flavor altogether. Rife with danc-

ing cheerleaders. The Slugger is a

few presses of the button away
from a tough battle of computer
baseball. Makers of sports games
tend to be over-pretentious and
tell you how quickly the computer
responds to the change in batting

average for last season's players,

etc. No boring statistical data in

these two winners from Master-

tronic. Just pick them up and
begin playing.

LAS VEGAS VIDEO POKER •••••

VEGAS JACKPOT •••
These two popular casinogames

THE QUEST FOR THE HOLY
GRAIL ••*• / SE-KAA OF AS-
SIAH ••
These adventures are two of the

most interesting adventure games
to hit the market. Finding Holy
Grail may be hard, but find you
must. This quest is every bit as

amusing as the movie from which
its plot is drawn. The object is

simple enough, find the Holy
Grail. Although finding it is not

simple — one must pass the
exploding rabbit, the three-headed

knight and even the knight that
«< • »»

says ni.

SeKaa is along a whole different

bent than Grail. The aim of the

gahie is to penetrate the Dark
Hordes and rescue the Great
Artifacts of the Wise Ones, re-

turning them to their rightful

places and saving the countryside.

Graphic text adventurers take

heed. SeKaa is a strong challenge

with many twists that must be
mapped out < It is exactly a two-

part game, with 50K of memory
for each part.

Queensryche out-barks Ozzy
By RUSS CECCOLA

The bat-biter himself returned
to Philly on the second leg of the

Ultimate Sin tour last Thursday.
Unfortunately, those of you who
missed this show didn't miss
much — everything was the same
as it was last April. The best part

was seeing Queensryche, just like

April's runaway hit at the Ozzy
show was Metallica.

We know Ozzy has to stay up
late to change the diapers of his

little tots, but come on Ozzy, get

rested and give us a longer concert.

Osbourne played 12 songs and
was on stage for barely an hour
and a half. Queensryche lasted 10

stunning numbers at an hour
stage time. Now don't get me
wrong — Ozzy was great, but I

just feel ripped off. I thought the

reason Ozzy came back to Philly

was to make up for last year when
.Jtverything was messed up by
•ome sports event at the Spec-

trum. Boy, was I wrong. He's just

jgetting old and doesn't have that

ISabbath spunk anymore.
Queensryche pUyed a lot from

Jheir new album. Rage for Onkr,
^including their opening number.
'^Neue Regei." Although only
playing for an hour, the Ryche
five Philly 10 of their atroMMt
tunes, alto including 'The
Whitp«r," "Gonna Get CkMe to

You/'^'ChMnkil Youth (We Are
IMeUkMi)." "Walk in the Shad-
mm" and '^Sunkal Strilie" from

Rage for Order. The rest of their

set was made up of "Night Rider,"

"Deliverance," "Queen of the
Ryche" and "Take Hold of the
Flame" for an encore.

Queensryche are an excellent

talent — Philly has been waiting
for them to return for a while.

Lead singer Geoff Tate puts Bruce
Dickinson and Michael Sweet to

rest with his voice. He has one of

the clearest voices that goes high
— and he can control it rather
than just hit the notes. Tate
promised the audience that
Queensryche woulld be returning
soon, seeming apologetic about
not hitting a rhilly stage sooner.

Maybe they'll come back with
another big band soon.

Other members include Eddie
Jackson on bass, Michael Wilton
and Chris DeGarmo on guitar and
Scott Rockenfeld on drums.
Rockenfeld has an unusual set,

made of the drums and silver

.pipes — a futuristic-looking thing

that fits in well with the new
image of Queensryche. Rugt for
Onkr is an excellent buy— here's

a band that will be big soon.

Now I guess I have to say some-
thing about Ozzy — after all, he
did headline the show. Oaboume
went through a fairly, standard
repertoire, coming on stage in his

throne which wai lowered from
rafters of the Spectrum to the

•tagi. Otiy ia one of the latt

vettigw of heavy meul patt, and
with all due reaiMCt my friond. you

neefixjonger show to legitimately /

be the\nain attraction in this

town.

The problem is this: The bands
get in the Spectrum and lose their

heads. They decide that every-

body gets a solo. So did Ozzy, with

guitaristJake E. Lee and drummer
Randy Castillo both playing alone

for about 10 minutes. Their solos

were excellent, but the time for

more songs was lost. Opening
with "Bark at the Moon," the

metal massacre began. Only "Shot

in the Dark," "Killer of Giants,"

"Thank God for the Bomb" and
"Secret Loser" were played from

The Ultimate Sin. Others included

"Suicide Solution," "Mr. Crow-
ley." "I Don't Know." "Flying

High Again" and "Crazy Train"
as well as "Iron Man" and "Pa-

ranoid" from Ozzy's Black Sab-

bath days.

The crowd was in a frenzy, but

not many were there, reportedly

only 7,000 people. Still, everybody
was out of control. Ozzy's show
has many bombs and a lot of fire

pots, but what made it all worth
it was the dove-eater's presence.

Ozzy has remained one of the

strongest voices in hard rock/

metal these days. The light system
that Osbourne has is massive.

Filling all of the areas around the

stage, the trestles were manned
by computer and man. proving

O^iy't journey into the modern
times. Omv was great, but he

batter play longer next time.
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Entertainment
^{.

Calendar

Film
Cultural Film Series
Connelly Cinema
Villanova University

Sept. 27. 28. 29 - "Tootsie"

Connelly Cinema
Villanova University

Sept. 26 -"Pretty in Pink"

Theatre of the Living Arts
334 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-922-1010

Sept. 26-Oct. 2 - "Echo Park"

Roxy Theater
2021 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-561-0114

"Femmes de Personne"
through Oct. 2

Villanova University Art Gallery
Connelly Center
"Impressions VI" — multi-media art exhibition
through Oct. 14

Theater
The People's Light and Theater Company
Malvern, Pa.

215-644-3500

Kabuki Othello

through Oct. 12.

Music
The Philadelphia Orchestra
The Academy of Music
1420 Locust Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sept. 26, 27, 30 — music of Wagner, Bernstein,

and Bizet

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Sept. 26 — Pretty Poison

"V

The Empire Rock Club '

Roosevelt Blvd. and Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

Sept. 26 — Sharks
Sept. 27 — Beru Revue/Heartbeats
Sept. 28 — Poison Dollys

Oct. 1 — Flaming Caucasians
Oct. 2 - Metal Wolf

GrendePs Lair
500 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-923-5560

Sept. 26 -U.R.I Band
Sept. 27 — Shouting Distance and BuiJUead
Sept. 28 - New Potato CabooMf

agii—MayaiMia»>< !»»—<
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Ellington's musical sounds fill 'Queenie Pie'

By RICHARD ABRAHAM

Queenie Pie

Music by Duke Ellington

Directed by Garth Fagan and

Robert Kalfin

Features the Duke Ellington

Orchestra

Queenie Pie, in essence, is a
show that falls short of its high
ambitions, for although it brings

us the unique creation of a "street

opera" and, in the process, res-

tores to the stage the sweet
sounds of Duke Ellington, it just
doesn't have that little something
extra.

The music, finely crafted by the
Ellington orchestra, was enjoyable
and, even though it may not have
always been top-notch by Elling-

ton standards, it did have many
high points. Supported by two tal-

ented voices belonging to the
bodies of Teresa Burrell (Queenie
Pie) and Patty Holley (Cafe O'Uy
& Wife No. 1).

"A Blues For Two Women," a
soulful tribute to the talents of

Ellington, is the show's personal
best. Also included among the
show's highlights would be
"Style," "My Father's Island,"

••Woman," and Cafe O'Lay's
"Creole Love Call."

Unfortunately, the plot doesn't

fare as well. Especially prevalent

in Act II, the plot is escapist and,

to a point, fun, but it is ultimately

uninvolving. What is cared for is

the music and how a performer

sings each song, not what any
individual character is saying.

As we are introduced to "The
Mythical Kingdom of Harlem,"
we are invited to the opening of

a beauty pageant and discover

that the same woman has won the

pageant for the past 12 years.

However, this year it looks as

though Queenie Pie will have a

formidable opponent in Cafe
O'Lay, a gifl from New Orleans.

Concerned with defeat, she goes

off searching for a desert island

containing the magic nucli tree

which will britig^ck her youth.

Once there, sh« finds a tribe

that mirrors, in image, the group
back in Harlem. As a result of her

adventures on the island, which
include, a brush with death and
teaching the natives how to dance
the natural curls back into their

hair, she discovers that her vanity

has always overshadowed her

more emotional needs. An in-

stance? Love.

A project of master composer
Duke Ellington, Queenie was
conceived by the Duke in the late

'50s and became a work in pro-

gress throughout the rest of his

life. Ambitious in its concept of

"street opera," Ellington tried to

combine in Queenie Fie the enter-

tainment of "street" son|[ and
dance with operatic stylizing in

the vocals. What he was aiming
for was timelessness.

Queenie Pie was not a priority

for Ellington until 1970 when
WNET-TV in New York com-
missioned its completion. After

his death in 1974, Queenie Pie was
left incomplete at only an hour
long. By bringing Queenie Pie to

the stage and expanding on this

raw form, everyone involved in

Queenie Pie and the American
Music Theater Festival should
congratulate themselves. If bound-
aries aren't crossed and if new
ideas aren't added in the arts,

progress in these entertainments

would most certainly be minimal.

Lynch unveils the erotic , bizarre 'Blue Velvet'
By RICHARD ABRAHAM

Blue Velvet
directed by David Lynch

While watching "Blue Velvet"

you realize that only a beautiful

picture is worth a thousand
words. In David ("Eraserhead,"

"Dune") Lynch's beautiful bi-

zarre,* and beautifully bizarre

visions you are seeing an erotic

comedy-thriller whose visual and

aural beauty more than make up
for its thin plot.

Since these visions have never

been seen before, "Blue Velvet" is

a creatively crafted story that has

never been told. It takes place in

Lumberton. Almost a stereotype

of a '50s smalltown, Lumberton
is a place where the fireman

waves to you as the truck goes

by and where the white-picket

fences are surrounded by red, red

roses and blooming tulips. But
this idealism is only on the surface

of Lumberton. Hidden in its belly

is a street where crime and per-

version are the norm. One of its

inhabitants is Dorothy Vallens

(Isabella Rossellini), a nightclub

singer at The Slow Club, but more
on her later.

Jeffrey Beaumont (Kyle MacL-
achlan of Lynch's "Dune") first

enters into the picture after his

father has a seizure of some sort

on the family lawn. In walking
through the forest after visiting

his Dad in the hospital, Jeffrey

finds a severed ear. From this

point on "Blue Velvet" proceeds

as a hallucinogenic and logical

nightmare that draws in both
Jeffrey and the audience. Becom-'
ing obsessed with finding out

where the ear has come from and
why it was cut, draws Jeffrey into

the darkness of Lumberton.

First he goes to the house of

Detective Williams to find out

what he has learned from the ear

since the police department exam-
ined it earlier that day. Upon
leaving, he meets Sandy (Laura

Dern), Detective Williams' daugh-

ter who says that she knows "bits

and pieces" about the severed ear.

A sweet and naive girl who's part

of the '50s-type section of town,

she leads him to the apartment

of Dorothy Vallens, who Jeffrey

decides to spy on while hiding in

her apartment.
While there, he experiences

what are probably "Blue Velvet's"

darkest and most bizarre images.

Primarily, he sees Dorothy in the

act of being a forced sex slave to

Frank Booth, Lumberton 's crime
boss (Dennis Hopper in an un-

mitigated psychotic performance).

After this Jeffrey becomes drawn
to her and the town's dark side.

Jeffrey later becomes a sexual

partner with Dorothy, a sub-

stitute in her mind for Don,
Dorothy's husband, who, along
with their son, was kidnapped by
Frank. Jeffrey continues to live

this loving nightmare each even-

ing, while playing friend and lover

to Sandy during the day's happier

hours in which most of the eve-

ning's activities seem like a

dream.

"Blue Velvet" is such that even

the "normal" acting by Dern and
MacLachlan is filmed and ac-

companied by music that makes
normal human behavior seem

unusual. In contrast, Rossellini

and Hopper are so enveloped in

being the story and its characters,

that there is no "normal" outside

connection to alienate from nor-

malcy, only a bizarre behavior to

be made to seem even more
bizarre.

With its underlying wit and
crackling eroticism, it has been

said that "Blue Velvet" isn't a

movie that can be judged as being

good or bad. Depending upon how
you feel when you look below your
own surface, you will be either

attracted or repelled by Lynch's

manifestation. That's all there is

to it.

THE STUDENT DIRECTORY
IS COMING!

If You Have Not Yet Received

A Student Directory Form,

Please Come To The Office Of
Student Government

At 204 Dougherty Hall.

THE FORM MAY HAVE BEEN SENT TO YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS,
SO CHECK THERE FIRST
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Takes
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Main Line
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*.60 Drinks

Free Food
EVERYFRIDAY 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

D.J. Howard Dance Party
7 p.m.-1 2 a.m.

At The
Radnor House Condos
1 030 E. Lancaster Ave.,

Rosemont

525-5140 ^^

Storm
1^

V

//A .^^^i^niVfm^ m

i

TENNIS
Tournament

I

Sign-ups close Oct. 6

Tournament will include competition in

SINGLES

DOUBLES

MIXED DOUBLES

MEN'S
SOCCER

Rosters due Oct. 9, 5 p.m.

Captain'Sjflfieeting: Oct. 1 3, 6:30 p.m.
in Alumni jGym

League Begins: Oct. 1 5.

.*-»#ft.'ft*

Sign up in tiM Aiunsi Gym
IntraaMraiOffic*

Rosters may be piciced up in eittier tlie

Alumni Gym or Field House intramural

offices



A.V Sailor drifts in Troubled

waters and times
'/.it.

*k^,^-8^iw_ ByJOEMcGOWAN

The Story of A Ship-
wrecked Sailor

Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Alfred A. Knopf
106 pp.

Knopf has released The Story of

A Shipwrecked Sailor to tide fans

of Gabriel Garcia Marquez over

until his eagerly anticipated new
novel is set in print. This latest

volume by the Colombian author

awarded the 1982 Nobel Prize for

Literature is a nonfiction account

from his days as a reporter for El
Espectador in Bogota.

In 1955 Marquez pursued a

story that at first would seize the

attention of the Colombian nation

and later would incur the wrath
of the then current Colombian
military regime. It is the story of

the sailor Luis Alejandro Velasco,

who by a wave was washed over-

board from the deck of the navy
ship the Caldas, efi route to

Catagena from Mobile, Ala.

This is the story of a man beset

by disaster — of a man who saw
four of his shipmates drown and
then drifted at sea for 10 days
without food or water. It is also

the story of a man who, after

coming ashore far from home at

Uraba, became a national hero

(later to be discredited) for surviv-

ing a disaster and found himself

the star of product 'adver-
tisements.

Though The Story of A Shipw-

recked Sailor is a nonfiction ac-

count, the style and tone of the

work are unmistakably those of

Marquez, for one will note in this

account the same ever present

sense of some unstoppable fatal-

istic force at work that permeated
his brilliant Chronicle ofA Death

Foretold.

Some of the brightest and sharp-

est moments of The Story of A
Shipwrecked Sailor come in the

introduction to the chronicle of

Velasco, in what Marquez calls

"The Story of This Story." The
key factor in the whole Caldas

affair concerned the allegation

that the navy ship was carrying

contraband, which was strictly

prohibited from being aboard a

naval vesse^. However, as Velasco

had calmly recounted, it was quite

natural for sailors to bring hpme
American appliances as gifts from

their layovers in the States.

While Marquez's story assever-

ated that such contraband was
actually aboard the Caldas (and El
Espectador ran photographs of

such) the government of General

Pinilla categorically denied it: "At

that time Colombia was under the

military and social dictatorship of

General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla,

whose two most memorable feats

were the killing of students in the

center of the capital when the

Army broke up a peaceful demon-
stration with bullets, and the

assassination by the secret police

of an undetermined number of

Sunday bullfight fans who booed

the dictator's daughter at the

bullring."

Despite such harsh domestic

conditions. El Espectador ran

Marquez's interviews of Velasco

and "the dictatorship countered

THE VTORY OF

A T^h I P-
WRECKED
T^AILOR

the blow with a series of dramatic

reprisals that would result

months later, in the shutdown of

the newspaper."
Marquez notes in his foreword

that "I find it depressing that the

publishers are not so much inter-

ested in the merit of the story as

in the name of the author, which,

much to my sorrow, is also that

of a fashionable writer." For we
have in The Story ofA Shipwrecked

Sailor not a novel to be dissected

and analyzed, but a tale complete

in itself worthy of reading.
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Mad Raven takes Philadelphia by storm

\.

By CAESAR ETTORE

Philadelphia has been a hard

rock/heavy metal fan's delight in

the past few weeks with many of

the genre's top names making,
their yearly visits to town. This

past weekend, two acts with
almost completely opposite philos-

ophies toward hard rock and
heavy metal brought their shows
to Philly. Bon Jovi, opening for .38

Special, at the Spectrum were out

to support their newest Ip, Slippery

When Wet, while metal's wildest

band Raven was on the road to

support Mad, their recently re-

leased ep.

Bon Jovi, led by lead vocalist

John Bon Jovi hit the Spectrum
stage to the delight of the prac-

tically filled arena. Opening with

"Raise Your Hands," the band's

set consisted of a good mixture of

songs from all three of their

albums. Since the last time the

band played here opening for Ratt,

Bon Jovi have greatly matured as

a live band.

While a lot of the focus still

seems to be on frontman John Bon

Raven went wild at the

Empire Rock Club last

Sunday night.

Jovi, the rest of the band members
are presenting themselves better

and it seems that the band is more
a band than a vehicle forJohn Bon
Jovi to showcase his talents.

Included in Bon Jovi's set were
such hits as "Runaway," "In And
Out of Love" and their newest hit

single, "You Give Love A Bad
Name." The band kept their

individual solos short, but Richie

Sambora's guitar solo was dis-

appointing compared to his solo

during last year's show. The man

Bon Jovi came to the Spectrum last weekend and blew .38

Special off the stage.

CallWAYNIWOBD PROCMMIW

is a good guitarist and to let him
have the spotlight a little k>nger

would undoubtedly improve the

show.
Overall, the band was well

received by the crowd and they

only solidified their already large

Philadelphia area following. It

shouldn't be too long before Bon
Jovi are headlining arenas like the

Spectrum. They are a band who
appeal to a diverse type of au-

dience rather than just metal-

heads.

Raven on the other hand,
performing at the Empire Rock
Club in Northeast Philly, are a

band that any real headbanger
can get into. The band are the

most energetic, wildest and, in my
opinion, best live group around
these days. The band, consisting

of Mark Gallagher (guitar), John
Gallagher (bass/vocals) and the

over-the-top Wacko (drums), liter-

ally abuse their bodies and instru-

ments on stage but at the same
time show that they are much
better than your average heavy
metal musicians. Highlights of

the show included the individual

solos of each band member, espe-

cially the solo of bassist John
Gallagher, and the final encore

which was total chaos and has to

be seen to be hdieved.

On the musTc side, the band
played material from their first Ip

all the way through to their new
Mad ep. Before an eagerly antic-

ipating crowd, Raven opened with

the fa&t-paced "Hung Drawn &
Quartered" from their AllFar One
Ip. In no time, the band had the

crowd in a frenzy playing both

new material such as "Speed Of
the Reflex," "On And On," and

"The Pack Is Back" as well as
such Raven classics like "Rock
Until You Drop" and the final

encore "Hell Patrol."

A band that really must be seen
to be believed, Raven can go up
against any band in a live setting
— and this show was without the
advantage of any kind of stage
props b^use of the size of the
Empire. Definitely a band to keep
an eye on, this New Castle trio

is hot.
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DAEDALUS
EDUCATION
SERVICES

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY
TOMEETPEOPLE

MONTHLY
PUBLICATION

. ALL AGES
SAMPLE »2

P.O. BOX 58280
PHILADELPHIA. PA

19102

CONqRATulATioNS TO aU
House CouncH OFFIcers!

\

4/

Final Results will be
in next week's paper.

To All Newly Elected
Officers:

Look for information

Concerning
Leadership Workshop.

New 2urid Used Records and Singles

Import and Independent Labels

Hard to Fmd Cassette Tapes, Videos,

and Compact Discs

Imported hdzgazines. Books and

Pbsters

Repo Buifs Used Records

tr

Protect Your Valuables!

Participate In

OPERATION
IDENTIFICATION

Oct. 7-8

—7 to 10 p.m.
MORE DETAILS TO COME!

COME TO
Atlantic City

Oct. 9
LOOK FOR DETAILS!

:k^-

Carpet SaU!
OCT. 7-8

IN THE QUAD
COVER YOUR FLOOR!
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40% OFF-

c4^tfU<^^Qi7m
40% OFF

^ - Mto .2^

Blowdiy

Rrsr Tlm« Cusrom«fs

40% OFF
Wash, Cut, Blow dry

t
w<

Biowdiy

Regularly Si 1.00 R«9ulQriy S 10.00

323 L Loncoy«f Av«.
687-1654

y^
Woyn*. Mk 19067

^y
tiVALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA"

340 East Church Hoaa
KingofPhissia.Rf^m06

MichMl Yackin

PHOKt i77-9U5/S7

Pfrtormance lunmg, sales,

par^ and sennce for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automobiles

VILLANOVilJI!

Phm

tin iXAM

. 1
' 1 \|»n • » •• «.. c A H S t

AMFfJICA S BF^r CON-^ArrS K f VPGl AS-if

54b 16e(^ 165-0344 (3 3

Joe

SMOKEY
JOE'S

Waynes, Pa • 687-4087

MONDAY — Monday Nite Football with 50<
Drafts and 25* Hot Dogs

TUESDAY — M. Import Nite

Plus "The Starmaker"

WEDNESDAY — Draft Nite
Plus WKVU "Oldies Trakbak"
Party

THURSDAY — Ladles Nite
*1

. Drinks for Ladles

SUNDAY — Tiie "Weekend Ender' '

All Hamburgers *2.60 • 5-9 p.m.

Pressley signs with Kings

Former Villanova basketball star Harold Pressley

sfgned a contract with the Sacramento Kings

Tuesday. Pressley, the 17th overall pick in last May's

collegiate draft, signed a partly guaranteed contract

for three years for $240,000 per year. By signing,

Pressley will be able to go to the Kings' preseason

camp which opens next week. Pressley finished his

career at Villanova as the Wildcats' No. 12 all-time

scoref and the No. 5 rebounder.

Wilkins comes to terms

Dominique Wilkins, "the Human Highlight Film,"
also signed a- new contract this week, his with the
Atlanta Hawks. Wilkins who was the NBA's leading
scorer last season, with a 30.3 points-pergame
average, signed a five-year contract worth $6.3
million.

NCAA to l>egin drug testing
«

Players participating in football bowl games or

NCAA championship events will undergo drug
testing, the NCAA revealed earlier this week. The
NCAA is currently facing a congressional probe into

the usage of drugs in "big-time" college sports. The
testing would begin this season with the Division

I bowl games and the Division I-AA, II and III

championship play-offs. The plan was approved
earlier this year at the NCAA's annual convention
but the details of the plan have not been revealed.

"ButsinBd

water
By JOSEPH RUSCAVAGE

The men's water polo team lost

two of its' first three ^mes but

Coach Dan Sharadin believes that

his team played "very well in all

three of the games."

The team defeated Lynchburg
but lost to George Washington
University and Queens College.

George Washington is one of the

two strongest teams in the South-

ern Conference while Queens
College is the defending MidAtlan-

tic Conference Champions, the

conference Villanova belongs to.

Queens College defeated the

Wildcats 8-4. Coach Sharadin said

his team had their "bright mo-
ments" and that they played "real

^yell." He also added that the

team's new goalie Ed Uy played

well and that his development will

be the key to the team's season.

The team then rebounded to

defeat Lynchburg 10-4. Coaeh
Sharadin pointed out that Lynch-

burg is the quality of team that

the Wildcats "will see normally"

and that they "pounded them
pretty good" in recording their

first win.

The Cats then lost to a good
George Washington team 8-4. The
team played "a very good game"
but they were not strong enough
to beat their more experienced

opponents. New recruit Matt
Jayne played "extremely well" in

a losing effort.

The Wildcat voUeyballers started the week in fine

fashion, beating New York Tech and the University

of. Delaware in home meets on Wednesday. But on
the road in Pittsburgh at the Pitt Classic the 'Cats

ran into nationally-ranked California-Santa Barbara
and always-tough Pittsburgh. The Wildcats lost to

numl>er 12-ranked Santa Barbara 3-0, and to Pitts-

burgh 3-1, but did manage a 3-0 win over Geor-
getown. Junior Lori Reiter (Denver, Col.) was
named to the Pitt classic all-Tournament team.

(PROPER DRESS $ 1.6. REQUIRED AT0LL TIMES) (
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Literary Arts
Magazine
Informational Meeting:
Sunday, Sept. 28

Magazine Office

St. Mary's Hall
7:30p.m.

Editorial and Publicity Positions A vailable

We are currently accepting submissions in such categories as poetry, prose, black
and white photography and artwork. Submissions may be dropped off at our office
or The Student Activities offtee.

WRTTE • BHT • UPDATE • TYPE • PRIIVT •

Complete Resume Service
U.S. TYPEWfRITER and RESUME CENTER • se? UincmtM' Aw. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1 901 . $25-«$01

RicliARd & Company
UNISEX HAW STYLES

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA
527-2080

OpenMon. Wed. and
thru Sat. Thurs. Evenings

CySSIFIED

iUWERnSUW!

Honda V30 MAGNA, black,

only 2000 miles, super fast,

super clean. Owner's pride

and joy, $1800, 642-1975.

LOST
Casio 7200GX calculator. If

found please call Matt, 667-

5612.

Professional typing service
for students. Term papers,
reports, correspondence and
resumes, all computerized.
Very reasonable rates. Call

446-2568.

Attention Commodore 64
owners, I have an etra QEOS
(unopened) lor aaie, $40. Will

give you ottier soHwie with
GEOS. Cali Rues at 828-0422.

-Ji

—

'-^..

Wcrikone
home...

Ust.
$18,040 $68,238^. N0W hir-

Ext.

i^i^^W .1 w » w i^^-^»<»» ^•'^ • •

man's best friend. Pure-bred Canadian.
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9/27

10/1

10/4

MEN'S SOCCER

Bloomsburg
@ Temple
(9> Rutgers

3 p-oi.

4 p.m.

1 p.m.

Up€Oiiiiiig

Sporting
9/26
9/27

10^1

10/8

WOMEN'SSOCCER

Niagra 5:30 p.m
Monmouth/Colgate 1 p.m
Keene 1 p.m
Princeton 7p:m

FOOTBALL

9/27
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Wildcats devour
By MICHAEL IRONS

Villanova's football team re-

newed its winning tradition this

season with a 40-6 dissecting of

the lona Gaels last Friday. The
victory was the sixth straight

since the reinstitution of the

program and showed the rapid

improvements the team has made
under Coach Andy Talley.

"You are always satisfied to

win your season opener," said

Talley and he had plenty to be

satisfied with.

Villanova racked up 510 yards

of total offense, 357 yards on the

ground and 153 yards through the

air. For the first game of the

season and with quarterback Kirk

Schulz making his first regular

season start, these are impressive

numbers. Schulz connected on 12

out of 16 of his passes for 108

yards, without an interception,

before leaving the game.
Another outstanding perfor-

mance was turned in by sopho-

more fullback Gary Pascoe. Pascoe

rambled for 104 yards on 11

carries and scored a touchdown.
Villanova 's defense was also

impressive.

"Our defense was aggressive

and dominating," Talley said of

his defense which allowed only

184 yards of total offense. The
Wildcat defense against the run

was especially tough, surrender-

ing only a net total of 33 yards

to the Gaels. Noseguard Ted

White was prominent, recording

six tackles, two of which were in

the lona offensive back-field for

losses. Also having good games
were sophomore defensive tackle

Mike Feeley and freshman line-

backer Dan Falasca, each making
seven tackles, with Falasca mak-
ing one behind the line of

scrimmage.
Also of note was the play of

strong safety Bobby Rosato. The
senior defensive back intercepted

a pair of passes, returning one of

the "pick-offs" 19 yards for a

touchdown in the second quarter

to give the Wildcats a 14-0 lead.

The Wildcats got on the board

first with all the points they

would need, mid-way through the

first quarter. Pascoe topped off a

five-play, 47-yard drive with a

two-yard scamper for six points

and when freshman kicker Paul

Colonna connected on the extra

point, the onslaught was on its

way.
"We could have made it 100

points if we wanted to, but that's

not the idea," Coach Talley said.

On lona's series following Ro-

sato's interception for a touch-

down, the Gaels drove the length

of the field to the Wildcat 17-yard

line. This drive was stopped cold

when Rosato stepped in front of

wide receiver Robert Dilullio and
picked off his second pass of the

afternoon.

Villanova took advantage of the

tjurnover by marching the length

,40^ • t

Gary Pascoe (36) looks for an opening as he races by two
lona defenders. Pascoe rushed for a game high 104 yards
last Friday. (file photo)

of the field, aided by costly lona

penalties. Schulz capped the drive

with a one-yard dive and with the

extra point, Villanova had a 21-

lead.

Colonna finished the first half

scoring with his first field goal,

of 24 yards, for Villanova.

The rout continued with the

first play of the second half, when
sophomore Dan Fortin reeled off

a 59-yard touchdown run to boost

the score to 30 to 0. Colonna
missed the extra point but later

made amends by booting his

second field goal of the game, this

onecoming from 35 yards out. The
Wildcat scoring was rounded out

by freshman fullbackJohn Karoly

who scored on a 15-yard run.

"In total, we made a lot of first

game mistakes. The idea [in a

season opener] is to do a gooid job

and correct our mistakes. The
score is insignificant," Talley

said.

lona's only score, their first

touchdown in three games, came
late in the last quarter when
Dilullio hit Rich Seta on a 30-yard

pass to avoid another shut-out.

Punter George Winslow picked

up right where he left off last

season with another impressive

outing. The senior booted four

times for 167 yards for a 41.8

average. Winslow started the
season off on the right foot.

"We controlled the line of scrim-

mage both offensively and defen-

sively," Coach Talley said. Oathe
offensive line the praise should go
to the starters who blew away the
lona d^enders and opened Huge
gaps in the Gael defensive frc^t.

Dave Pacitti, Paul Beradelli, Tony
Corbo, Jim Donaway and Jon
Fletcher all played exceptionally

well and proved why Coach Talley

had so much confidence in them.
The defense, sparked by the

play of White and Feeley on the

line and Rosato in the secondary,

played tough all night even when
the game was secured. The play

of the back-ups, mostly freshmen,
allowed them to get some much
needed experience which, if it does

not prove useful this season will

definitely be beneficial next
season.

Tomorrow the Cats will shoot

.for their second win this season,

their eighth in a row over two
seasons, when Villanova takes on
powerful Mercyhurst. The game

Tailback Ron Sency looks for some running room early in the
first quarter against lona. Sency left the game with an iiyury.

will be televised on Channel 57 at

1:30 p.m.

CAT SCRATCHES:
Senior Bobby Rosato's 19-yard

touchdown return on his intercep-

tion was Villanova 's first touch-

down by an interception since

Nov. 16, 1980 when ex-

Philadelphia Eagle returned an
interception 26 yards against Holy
Cross ... The last Wildcat to

record two interceptions in agame
was present Wildcat John McGo-
wan against Catholic University

last season . . . Pascoe became the

66th player to record over 100-

yards rushing in a game . . . Coach
Talley is the first^Villanova head
coach to win his first six games
at the school . . . Villanova has won
five straight road games: lona.

Catholic, Fordham, Holy Cross
and Penn .

Cats rule summer tracks
By JIM FASULO

If there was one particular

effort that stood out as the top

performance in this summer sea-

son of track and field for Villa-

nova it is hard to pinpoint it. The
Wildcat men were not content

with both IC4A and Big East
Indoor and Big East Outdoor
titles, and the record dictates it.

Beginning the season at the

Jumbo Elliot Track, the sprinters

or low mid-distance runners got

off to a tear at the IC4A cham-
pionships. Edwin Modibedi
burned the 400-meter field with
45.9 personal best. Tony Valentine

cracked the 50-second barrier

with a 49.93 timing in the 400
hurdles, and ex-teammate Martin
Booker recorded a 13.77 second
place finish in the 110 hurdles.

The Irish Pipeline is not to be

forgotten. Villanova's Gerry
O'Reilly, with this summer's
effort, placed himself "in the
category of some of this school's

grsatMt miltrs." said Htid Cooch
Chtflit Jtnkins. O'RtiUy startwl

it the lC4A's. whire he doublod
in both thi 1.600 milirs (3.42J3)

O'Reilly ran to a fifth place time

of 3.43.5 at the NCAA champion-
ships, behind Oregon's talented

Duck, Dub Meyers. But it was the

prestigous Jumbo Elliot Invita-

tional where he would start his

streak.

Perhaps the most outstanding
effort at the NCAA's by the Cats
came in the mile relay, where they

ran to a school record fourth place

finish of 3.02.95. Nova's leading

400 men, Modibedi and Chip
Jenkins, (lost from graduation)

both registered 44.9 splits in that

race.

Martin Booker finished off his

career in good standing with the

Wildcats, breaking his personal

best in a third place effort at the

NCAA's (13.5)

As noted in the ViUanovatt's
first issue this semester, O'Reil-

•ly's effort in the Jumkw Elliot

Invitational was simply his best

in the 1,600-meter distance. His

3.54 timing slathed a previous

biit by seven sioonds, and pavod
thi wav fir othtr sub-four min*

utis cwckingi abrood. Booktr
mbbid iiOMid fUet in thi 110

highhtif^ to ItsTi^

Edwin Modibedi

second time (45.9).

The Wildcat women were not

as busy as their male counter-

parts, but highlighted races were
an ECAC two-mile relay cham-
pionship in 8.57, consisting of

Cassy Bradley, Michelle Dtmuro,
Celeste Halliday and of course,

Debbie Grant.

Grant earned AU-American ho-

nors fot* thi fourth ttMoOiiclMdiiV
indiiri ) allir ihi ran a oUvig
2.0aJ7 ttaM ill tlM NCAA ChMi*
piwiliipi m mmn. 9km tkm

Athlete of
the Week

Gary Pascoe

This week's Saco Athlete of the Week is the football

team's fullback Gary Pascoe. Pascoe, a sophomore
from Perkasie, Pa., rushed for 104 yards and one
touchdown against the lona Gaels.

Pascoe was a major offensive stinuilus in the
Wikkat ground attack which gained 357 yards.

Pascoe became the 66th runningback in Villanova

history to break the lOO-yard barrier.

Last season. Pascoegamed 1^ yards and averaged
33 yards per game, finishing the year as the Wikkats
third leading rusher. This year, the 6-foot, 2-tBdi

liberal arts major earned the starting fuUback
pontion with impressive efforts against Lafayette

and Wttjnntr in the pre-seaaon.

IsMfefsiNMii® againsf drugpmNems
By BRIAN l>. WEBE

Spurred on by President Rea-

gan s anti-drugmovement, several

Villanova admmistrators are cur-

rently in the process of- forming

a committee tcrevaluate theextent

of the University's drug problem.

"Everyone should be made
awar^ from day one that drugs on

campus, used or sold by anyone,

are a thing of the oast." Reaean

said last Aiqgust. At that time, he

requested that college presidents,

school administrators and student

organizations develop proposals to

crack down on drug abuse.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

6.S.A., University president, said

he is now setting up a drug
committee that will be responsible

for developing a new University

drug policy.

"The committee wit! consider
the problems and see what we can
do both in terms of preventive

measures of control and rehabil-

itation if necessary,** Driscoll

said.

A major issue that the commit-
tee is expected to consider is

whether students, faculty and
administrat6rs should be required

to undergo random drug tests.

President Reagan supports such

tests for federal employees in

sensitive jobs and many feel this

policy should be extended to

schools and the workplace.

Janice Janosik, associate direc-

tor of Residence Life and a possible

member of Driscoll's drug com-
mittee, said she would support
random drug testing of students,

faculty and administrators.

"I don't think drug testing is a

I doti't tMak dnig test-

ing h M ¥hl9tlon of a

penon'M r^ihts when

timtpenon is affectiim

enothst person's ngfils,

or the reputation of the

University.

— Jan Janosik

of Residence Life

violation of a person's rights when
that person is affecting another
person's rights or the reputation
of the University," Janosik said.

Joe Allman, Student Govern-
ment president and another pos-

sible member of the drug commit-
tee, said he would oppose any
effort to require X random drug
tests.

"I'd be strongly against it,"

Allman said. "It's a violation of

privacy. It's not giving people the
benefit of the doubt. Whatever
happened to innocent before prov-

en guilty?"

Allman said, however, that he
would support drug tests if there
is a specific problem with a
specific person. "If it affects other *

people, then I can see superiors
stepping in," he said.

The chairman of the drug com-

mittee is expected to be Dr.
Richard A. Neville, vke president

of Student Life. Neville said he
opposes random drug testing

because he does not want the

University to "create an atmos-

phere of fear."

"I'm all for cracking down on
users and distributors, but I don't

'

see drugs as a major problem at

Villanova," Neville said.

According to University re-

cords, there were 25 marijuana-

related incidents last year. The
punishment for each case was
academic probation, During the

summer, however, the University

increased the punishment for

marijuana users. There is now a

$100 fine in addition to the aca-

demic probation penalty.

"Mariju'ana was not treated as

(Continued on page 6)
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V.U. may get
roomphones

y<*i :*: :

After determining that the

UQivvr^y'iS communications ca-

pabfltiBes rteftire a tremendous

. renovation, the telecomtnunica-

tions department is currently

conducting an ongoing, in-depth

evaluation of the present and

future needs of Villanova stu-

dents, faculty and staff. The
department recently narrowed its

choices down to two companies

that could provide Villanova with

such an overhaul.

One of the major aspects of this

communications renewal, accord-

ing to Don Hoover, director of

telecommunications, would be the

ability to provide telephone service

to each room, and perhaps to each

individual, in all of the dormitories

on campus. Those students in

dormitories in which telephones

can currently be hooked up will

pay much less under the proposed

system.

There has been increasing stu-

dent pressure to expand the

number of telephones for students

on campus. Student Government

has recently formed an internal

committee, chaired by Johanne C
Sharp, to deal with the problem:

Sharp explained, "We arc in the

process of sending around a pe-

^ tition requesting that the Univer-

sity take a more active role in

dorm improvement, such as in-

stalling phone jacks in every room

on main campus housing and

increasing laundry fadlitiea."

Hoover, who has spoken to

many grpyps remim *f^K^
service for studtfT^ts, sakr, Ti
perceive a Very honest and real

concern in the members of the

staffand faculty that I have talked

with towards the needs of the

student population, especially

those in the dormitories as it

pertains to this proposal.

"There is unanimous agree-

ment that there has to be some
cost on the part of the students

[for telephone service], but there

is also unanimous agreement that

great care must be taken that we
don't become financially exploit-

ativeof thestudent. We ultimately

want a situation from which both

the University and the student

will benefit," he said.

In addition to normal telephone

service in the dormitories, the

telecommunications department

also plans to make available an

option called simultaneous voice

data capability. With this service,

one could access a database from

a computing center on campus by

telephone and still make and
receive telephone calls. There
would be a cost for this capability

of approximately $50 to $100 a

semester.

Besides the changes in the

dormitories, there would be a

renewal of faculty and staff tel-

ephone service. Currently there is

a "star-type configuration" in

which all on-campus calls first go

through Kennedy Hall. The new
service, according to Hoover,

wouW provide direct lines through-

(CoMHnMedoMpagt4)

(Ptwto by Sugg)

SCudeifts in Alumni Hall congregate in the hallways, the only places lit during Friday night's

blackMit.

Storni knocks out power
By DENISE M. TYSON

Last Friday, a thunderstorm

knocked dpwn the power lines

along the Septa Paoli transit line

which caused a power outage

around 9:30 p.m. that affected

main campus as well as south

campus. Full electrical power was
restored to south campus by 10:30

p.m. and main campus bv 2:30

a.m., according to Edward
Meagher,. Maintenance
supervisor.

As soon as the blackout oc-

curred, a backup generator for

Connelly Center began to operate

and fuel the building with auxil-

liary lighting. The generator used

to power Dougherty Hall had been

vandalized earlier in the day,

therefore, it was unable to func-

tion when needed, said Meagher.

From noon to 6 p.m. Sunday,

a sfiMuM p0wer outage on the

main campus was in effect. Phila-

dalpMa^Bkctrk Company (PECO)
thia tina in order

that

iHm

time, but Villanova Maintenance

had to repair some of its own
switches before the power could

be turned back on at 6 p.m.

Meagher found both situations

controllable but was disappointed

with student behavior. "In the

past, the students have been very,

very cooperative with similar

situations, but this time they

seemed to be deliberately interfer-

ingand tampering with our efforts

to correct the electrical shortage,"

said Meagher.

Comedian to appear
By ELIA DiTADDEO

Robin Williams, comedian and

star of the syndicated series

"Mork and Mindy," will be the

featured performer at the duPont

Pavilion on Saturday night, ac-

cording to Gary Bonas, assistant

director of Student Activities..

Williams calls his stand-up

comedy routine "legalized insan-

ity." He does stand-up nightclub

acts to stay in touch with live

audiences and to try out any new
material he develops.

Tickets for students went on

sale Sept. 29 at the ticket office

in Connally Center. A student

nay purchaaa aithar $13 or $U
(PholobyUngdon)

Mkl lalevlaiMi aUr
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•rad flchpol Day w
The Graduate and Professional School

Admissions Forum will be held Oct. 8
from 1-5 p.m. at Bryn Mawr College
(Thomas Great Hall). A great opportun-
ity for students and faculty to meet
informally with admissions repre-
sentatives from various schools (Law,
Social Work, Business, and Arts and
Sciences Programs). Anyone interested
in graduate school should attend!

Iconoiici
Honor Socioty
The Economics Honor Society, Omi-

cron Delta Epsilon, is looking for juniors
and seniors with an interest in econom-
ics. For further information please
contact Anne Weidenfeller at 525-6961
or Prof. Ken Taylor in Rm. 346 Hartley
at 645-4358.

Jako't Placo

Jake's Place is back! Celebrate Hump
Day at the all new Jake's Place Wed-
nesdays 9 p.m.-12:30 a.m. at the Belle
Air Terrace — Connelly Center. Admis-
sion IS free. They'll be soda and mun-
chies, live entertainment and great
times at the all new Jake's Q^ce!
Coming attractions: Comedy Nights,

live bands, open-miked coffee houses,
Halloween costume party, Homecoming
pep rally and more.

Ingineeriiig

Joint Cowncil
' •1

The Engineering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday at 5 p.m. in
the Connelly Center's Bryn Mawr
Room. All engineers are urged to come
out and get involved! Refreshments are
provided in the form of pizza and soda.
You wouldn't want to miss it!

NASA
ExporiiHonts

Any student interested in assisting

the engineering and science depart-
menfs put science experiments on the
space shuttle, come to the next meeting
on Oct. 7 at 3:45 p.m., Tolentine 304,
or contact Dr. KaH Zimmer, Tolentine
302. Students from all majors needed.
Minimum G.P.A. of 3.0 is required. New
members welcome.

Minority

Postdoctoral

Poilowsliips

The National Research Council plans
to award 35 Ford Foundation Postdoc-
toral Fellowships for Minorities. Fellows
will be selected from among scientists,
engineers, and scholars in the human-
ities who show greatest promise of
future achievement in academic re-
search and scholarship in higher edu-
cation. The deadline for submission of
applications is Jan. 16, 1987. For more
information, contact the Fellowship
Office, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C.
20418.

sMka
••rtos
"Not One of the Boys" is the fourth

film in this series shown every Tuesday
at 12:15 p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cinema. 5 p.m. in the Library Projection
Room. Admission is free and open to the
public.

On Nov. 29 there will be a lOK road
race along the Main Line sponsored by
the Yugo Bryn Mawr Dealership and
AI E. Gators Restaurant, to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. For
details and entry info call (215) 52/8700
or (215) 322-7120.

Spring Break
in Ireland

English 2460, a three-credit course
involving lectures and a 10-day Spring
Break trip to Ireland, will be offered in
the spring term. The price is $899, and
enrollment is limited. For information,
contact Dr. J. Murphy in 201 Vasey Hall.

University

MusewniTrip
The Departments of Art & Art His-

tory and Religious Studies are jointly
sponsoring a field trip to the University
Museum, at the University of Penn-
sylvania, on Nov. 5, at 10 a.m.
This trip is open to members of the

Villanova community. Transportation
is not provided. ForfurtUar information,
please call Dr. Radan (x. 4611 or x. 4610).
Members of Dr. Radan'sand Fr. Hamel's
Honors class. Archaeology of the Old
Testament, will be visiting the Meso-
potamia Gallery.

Investment Ckib
There will be a general membership

meeting for old and new members on
Oct. 7 at 12:45 p.m. in Bart^ey 110.
Attendance is mandatory in order to set
up research committees to invest the
club's money.

Piua Social

The ACS is sponsoring a pizza social
on Oct. 7 at 4:30 p.m. in the East Lounge,
Dougherty Hall. Admission is $1. All
commuters and OCRs are invited to
attend.

WeMen's Stwdies
Seciety

The Women's Studies Society (for-
meriy Villanova Organization for Wom-
en) will hold a very important organi-
zational meeting on Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. All
past and new members are encouraged
to attend, as many items will be
discussed. The meeting will be heW in
the Peace and Justice Center in the
basement of Sullivan Hall. If you are
mterested and cannot attend, please
contact Susan at 964-9666 or x4130.

The Accounting Society will be*
having a meeting on Oct. 9 at 12:45 p.m.m Hartley 110. A representative of'
DekMtte. Haskins & Sells will speak on
taxes. All members are encouraaed to
attend.

The University Counseling Center
offers counseUng for students with
eating disorders. Individiial tkcnpy aad
group support arravailabte. Our servi-
ces are confidential and — nrmi^ri
to coroptewent your dnas schedule. To
join the supportgroupnow boMMforoMd
or for more inliNrmatHm, viatt the

mhierliy

P«iieiHrsU|M
The National Research Council wilj

administer the Ford Foundatkm Doctor
al Felk>wships for Minorities ;pit]gram
which will offer approximately 40 three-
year predoctorai fellowships and 10 one-
yeardissertation feltewships tominority
students. All predoctorai fellowship
applicants must have GRE test scores
for tests taken between Oct. 1, 1981 and
Dec. 13, 1986. All dissertation fellowship
applicants must be admitted to doctoral
candidacy and have completed all course
work and examinations by Jan. 15, 1987
and expect to complete the dissertation
during the 1987-88 academic year. The
deadline for entering the fellowship
competition is Nov. 14. For more infor-
mation contact the Ford Foundation
Doctoral Fellowships, The Fellowship
Office, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C.
20418.

Library Hovrs-
ra1lBr«ak
Oct. 17, 8a.m.-5p.m.
Oct. 18, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Oct. 19. Closed.

Oct. 20, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Oct. 21-22, 9 a.m.-lO p.m.
Oct. 23-24, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Oct. 25, Closed.

Oct. 26, 5 p.m.-midnight
Oct. 27, Resume regular schedule.

Central America
On Oct. 7 the Villanovans Concerned

About Central America will be hosting
Mr. Charies Schreiner from the Latin
American Studies department from St.
Joseph's University. Mr. Schreiner will
DC presenting a slide show from his trip
to Nicaragua and Honduras this past
summer. The meeting is in the Bryn
Mawr Room of the Connelly Center at
4:30 p.m. All are encouraged to attend
this presentation.

C«lleg«

R«|Niblicaiis

The next meeting of the College
Republicans will be held Oct. 8 at 4 p.m.
in the St. Davids Room at Connelly
Center. All members must attend. Sen.
Specter's coordinator will speak briefly.

Posters will be distribute and plans
made for election day. Refreshments
will be served.

Cestvme Dance
» Villanova 's Black Cultural Society is

sponsoring a Halloween Costume Dance
on Oct. 31. It will be held in the Villa-
nova Room of the Connelly Center,
starting at 8 p.m. Music by DJ. Howard.
Refreshments. All are welcome.

IfrwsMpOfWfo
The office of the Internship and Com-

munity Involvement Programs of the
College of Arts and Sciences has been
relocated to 101 Corr Hall.

Recruitment of juniors for spring and
summer, and sophomores for summer
internships, is underway.
Hours are potted on the door.

Voimiteers are neaded to plan the
sntattiiwuHt. pubidty. and dsGora-
tisM iar Mr'a Hm. VHlMW^w^a nan-

There will be a Pi Sicnia Alpha
mcetiM on Oct. 7 in Conndly Center's

?#Ti.
"^?^: P»* Cplteen Sheehan

of VUlanova's Political Science Depart-
ment will speak infortnally. Refresh-
ments will be served. Check the Pi

D ?7® ^}^^^ ^*^' ^"^"<*e of the
Political Saence Office, for li^s of new
and provisional members. '

Ifnwtional
Amnesty International of Villanova

University will have a meeting on Oct.
6 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center for Peace
and Justice Education. Join us in
working for the release of those people
in prison for the non-violent expression
of their personal beliefs.

Bvftlness

Aateclatien
There will be a meeting for all those

interested in joining the Women's
Business Association on Oct. 7 in
Bartley 207. Pues will be $3 per
semester.

Knights off

CohiMbiPS
Knights of Columbus will have a

' regular business meeting on Oct. 8 at
6:30 p.m. in the West Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. AH members are expected to
attend, and new members are welcome.
If unable to attend and still interested
in being a Knight, please leave name,
address and telephone number in
Knight's mailbox in Campus Ministry
Office.

Bread ffer Werld
The organizational meeting for Bread

for the World will take place on Oct.
7 at 7 p.m. in the Peace & Justice Center
in the basement of Sullivan Hall. All
previous members are urged to attend
and any new members are strongly
welcomed.

Wellness Walk
At 8 a.m. on Oct. 11, you can fight

drunk driving simply by taking a walk.
Entry fee is $2 for adults and $1 for
children under 12. Proceeds go directly
to local chapters of S.A.D.D., Students
Against Driving Drunk.
Walkers will meet at The Bryn Mawr

Trust Company in Bryn Mawr.
For more information, call 526-2384.

^

Splderweman
Amnesty International of Villanova

University will be showing the ac-

claimed film 'The Kiss of the Spider-
woman" on Oct. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in The
Center for Peace and Justice Education.
The film stars Raul Julia and Academy
Award winner William Hurt. Admission
is free.

The feed Cross is olieriQg two in-

ternships in tlie MarketiM and Con-
mimications DiepnrtaMBt m ita South-

in Ctmer City. Philiiiiliiiii For
inforaMtian, fiastact 8iiia»

.tfi

.»i^

rOOtMn
admt
sales

areh^
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

"Sold-out crowds" are expected
for the Villanova football team's
home games this season, accord-
ing to Bill McDonough, director
of marketing and promotions for

Athletics.

Last year, all three of Villano-

va's home games were sold-out,

and McDonough said that this

year all five are expected to do just
as well. The game against Buftalo

Oct. 4 marks the first home game
of the 1986 season, and McDo-
nough said that sales are going
great.

(Photo by Schmid)

The athletic department expects sold-out crowds for the Villanova
football team's home games this season.

*This year's sales are ahead of

last year's, and we expect a good
turnout for all games except
Ursinus, which is during Fall

Break," McDonough said.

Head Football Coach Andy Tal-

ley is "very pleased" with the
football program and ticket sales.

According to Talley, the support
is "tremendous," especially in a

rebuilding situation such as

Villanova's.

Villanova is in its second year

of a four-year rebuilding program

and many of the teams played are

not familiar to the fans. Talley

said it is therefore often harder

for fans "to g;et psyched" for the

games. He said however, "There

(Continued on page 5)

Advisory system examined
By DANTE SCALA

Paul Mullen, secretary of Stu-

dent Government's Department
of Academic Affairs, stated that

Kris Kreisel, the assistant secre-

tary of Student Government's
department of academic affairs, is

currently in the process of creat-

ing a University-wide survey on

academic advisement "to deter-

mine the areas of the University

in which advisement is lacking,

both major-wise and college-wise,

as well as possible methods of

improving it."

Mullen said that the Student

Government poll, which will be
worked on during the first semes-

ter, is being conducted in part as

a response to " ... complaints
from numerous individuals that

they don't receive any advisement;
that during pre-registration, they
don't even see an academic advi-

sor, but just have a secretary that

brings in a schedule to be signed."

While Mullen stressed that

"many students do get fine advise;

ment," the quality of advisement
is "not uniform throughout the

University," and that there "pos-

sibly is room for improvement."
Also, Mullen said that "possibly

during the first two years, more
advisement is needed."

Academic advisement will be

"one of the priorities" of the

Student Government's Depart-

ment of Academic Affairs this

year, he said.

Academic advisement differs in

each college. In the College of

Liberal Arts and Sciences, fresh-

men and sophomores in their first

semester can go to the Rev. Wil-

liam McGuire, O.S.A., and Dr.

Helen Lafferty for advisement in

Tolentine 113. After a student

declares his major, he is then

(Continued on page 7}

In the News
Parents' Weekend planned
Parent's Weekend activities

begin Oct. 3 with the Parents'

After Dinner Reception in Con-
nelly Center from 9 p.m. to

midnight.

On Oct. 4 from 9:30 to 11:30

a.m., parents can meet with the

deans and faculty of each
school to discuss academic
programs available to students.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

will deliver a welcoming ad-

dress at 11:45 a.m. in the

Villanova Room of Connelly

Center, followed by a multi-

media presentation called "The
Augustinian Connection" from
1 to 1:30 p.m.

The athletic schedule on Oct.

4 begins at 8 a.m. when the

water polo team plays Mont-

Graduate school forum to be held
graduate schools in law, social

work, business and the arts

and sciences.

The forum will provide an

excellent opportunity to inves-

tigate graduate programs in

different schools, Leibig said.

The program will be infor-

mal and open, consisting of

information tables for each
school with admissions repre-

sentatives available to talk

with students. N.F.

clair. Also, the junior varsity

soccer team plays Northeastern

Christian at noon; the water

polo team plays Millersville at

1 p.m.; the Villanova football

team plays Buffalo at 1:30 p.m.;

and the water polo team plays

Penn State at 6 p.m.

At 8 p.m. Robin Williams,

star of "Moscow on the Hud-
son" and television comedy
"Mork & Mindy," will be in

concert at the duPont Pavilion.

On Oct. 5, an 1 1 a.m. Parents'

Mass will be held in the duPont
Pavilion, followed by a buffet

brunch in the Villanova Room
of Connelly Center at 11:30

a.m.

The weekend will end at 3

p.m. when the women's tennis

team plays Lafayette.

The Graduate and Profes-

sional School Admissions Fo-

rum will be held in Thomas
Great Hall at Bryn Mawr Col-

lege on Oct. 8, with up to 80
schools expected to attend.

The forum will last from 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. and over 60

schools have already signed up.

According to David Leibig, a

career counselor at Villanova,

the forum will consist of col-

leges and universities with

Inf I studies director named
The recently created position

of director of the International

Studies Office at Villanova

University will be filled by Dr.

Thomas Ricks, one of the na-

tion's foremost scholars of the

Middle East and former profes-

sor at Georgetown University's

School of Foreign Service, the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A,
University president, an-
nounced on Oct. 1.

Ricks has served as assistant

directorof Villanova's Institute

for Contemporary Arab and
Islamic Studies. He is an inter-

national authority on Iran.

M.M.S.
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room
may be installed
(Continuedfrom page 1)

out campus.
The process of rejuvenating the

telephone system began in Sep-

tember 1985 when the University

sent out Requests for Information

(RFI's) to seven different com-
munications companies, to be
provided no later than the end of

October 1985.

After evaluating the seven com-
panies and discussing the subject

with "several upper-level people,"

the telecommunications depart-
ment put out requests for pro-

posals which, Hoover said, "deli

neated what the University sees

their needs to be and gives vendors
the ability to accurately respond."

Following extensive evaluation,

five of the companies that submit-

ted proposals were eliminated.

The two companies that still

remain are ROLM, a subsidiary

of IBM, and Bell of Pennsylvania.

The two companies offer separate

disciplines, each possessing dis-

tinct advantages, according to

Hoover.

On Sept. 24, the telecommun-
ications department presented the

results of their findings to the

Administrative Computing Advi-

sory Committee (ACAC) and then

met with the Educations Comput-
ing Advisory Committee (ECAC)
on Sept. 25.

The conversion of the Univer-

sity's communications system
will require major construction,

including digging up portions of

the campus, according to Hoover.

The telecommunications depart-

ment wants to make sure that no
present or future needs are om-
itted so that there can be an all-

encompassing change so that no
further communications renova-

tions will be necessary for the rest

of the century.

The project would involve a

labor-intensive program associat-

ed with great equipment and
manpower costs, according to

Hoover. The entire project is

estimated at between $5 million

and $10 million. Hoover stated

that, "Because of the magnitude

of our proposal, we must enumer-

ate all needs before requesting

funding." ^

Completion of the entire over-

haul, which would be done in

incremental stages, should occur
14 to 16 months after negotiations,

according to Hoover.

(Photo by Waiah)

Radnor Township Police said last week that over 70 ViOanova
students have been arrested so far this semester.

Student arrests rise

The Naliona! Order of Onioira

n^"c ^r

By MEG KLUCSARITS

Being arrested at an off-campus
party has become a reality to more
than 70 Villanova students this

semester.

Radnor Township Police Chief

Maurice Hennessey said earlier

this week that although "the
overall behavior is good," there

has been a slight increase in

arrests from last year.

The reasons for these arrests

are mostly alcohol-related, Hen-
nessey said. The charges range
from disorderly conduct to carry-

ing open alcohol containers in

public. When a student is arrested,

he is issued a citation and a fine

ranging from $50 to $300.

Judicial Affairs Officer Steve
McWilliams said that because of

the shortage of housing, there is

a great conflict between residents

in quiet neighborhoods and off-

campus students having loud

parties. He said, however, that the

students are members of the

community and it is not the

responsibility of the University to

police the surrounding townships.

McWilliams added that the

University does reserve the right

to exercise its discretion in cases

where the University's reputation

is involved.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A,

dean of students, said in an article

published in the Philadelphia
Inquirer last Thursday that he

feels the problem will decrease as

the semester goes on because of

colder weather and students not

having as much money.

Mew
teachers

hired
By SUZANNE BYRNE

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president of Academic
Affairs, recently released a list of

45 new full-time faculty members
for the fall semester. Faculty
additions have been made in 22
departments.

A spokesperson for the office of

Academic Affairs said that most
of the new faculty members are

replacements for faculty that left

Villanova last semester.
New faculty in the department

of religious studies are the Rev.

Joseph Loya, O.S.A. , Dr. Mary
Rose D'Angelo, Dr. R. Emmel
McLaughlin, and the Rev. Michael

O'Connor, CSSR.
Four faculty additions in the

economics department are Dr.

Shams Inati are new to the Phi-

losophy department.
Four faculty additions in the

Economics department are Dr.

Lori F. Gearing, Dr. Eva M. Leeds,

Dr. John 0. Matthews, and Elaine

Webster.

Other new full-time faculty

members include: James Borden
and Dr. Kenneth M. Hiltebitel,

accountancy; Lt. John D. Buziak,

USN, and Capt. Charles D.

Shields, USN, naval science;

(Continued on page 6)
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Judge rules to keep shanties

LAURA LESPERANCE
Order of Omega salutes Laura Lesperance as this

weeks' Greek of the Week! Laura, a proud sister of

Alpha Chi Omega, recently outdid herself by
organizing the 1986 Formal Sorority Rush. Since

returning to Villanova in late August, Laura has been
getting ready for this great event. Laura could often

be seen running from meeting to meeting wearing
the highly coveted and sought after Rush Season T-
shirt.

It has also been rumored that Laura, a senior

finance major, has been investing in many of the

copy and print shops along the M.ain Line where she
has since become such a loved and well-known
customer in the past month. Besides being the

Panhellenic Rush Chairperson, Laura serves the

Villanova Greek community as the secretary of the

Order of Omega Honor Society.

Not limiting herself to solely Greek activites,

Laura can be seen crossing the campus pointing out
the various handouts to prosepctive Villanovans as

a member of the Blue Key Society. Applying her
undying spirit and dedication in the community,
Laura serves on the Special Olympics Games
Committee. This year Laura is in charge of organizing

the various booths found on Sheehan Beach on
Special Olympics Day. As if that's not enough, our
beloved Rush Queen will be seen at the home football

games as an intregal part of Villanova's Tailgate

Management Team.
On a local level, Laura recently chaired the

Villanova vs. Short Men battle held in Sea Isle City,

NJ. on the weekend of Sept. 12. If you reaUy want
to make Laura's day, ask her about the Genesis
concert she saw last Saturday. Now that Rush is

over, Laura has been passingtier time preparing for

next sennester's Stress Management class. We're all

confident she'll do a great job. Congratulations again

to Laura — Villanova is likky to have you.

A federal judge recently ruled

University of Utah anti-apartheid

demonstrators do not have to tear

down their symbolic "shanties"
even if they have become a target

for vandals.

In his ruling, U.S. DistrictJudge
Aldon Anderson effectively de-

clared the national anti-apartheid

campus movement has become an
insurance hazard, but that it

should not be enough to shut the

movement down.
The anti-apartheid students

themselves tend to blame conser-

vative students for the vandalism
that has plagued them with in-

creasing frequency since last fall,

though the conservatives deny the

charges.

Arsonists torched shanties at

Indiana during the summer, while
at the peak of the spring protest

season vandals wrecked or defaced

the "shelters" — meant to sym-
bolize the poverty of black citizens

of segregationist South Africa ^
at Berkeley, Stanford, Yale, North
Carolina, Dartmouth, Missouri
and Maryland, among other
campuses.
The hazards persuaded officials

at a number of colleges to ask
protestors to dismantle the struc-

tures before someone got hurt,

and the schools themselves were
held liable.

University of Utah President

Chase Peterson, for one, cited

safety and liability problems
when he asked students to dis-

mantle the shanties.

But Judge Anderson last week
ruled that, while Peterson could

impose "reasonable" restrictions

on use of the shanties, dismantling
them would violate the protestor's

rights to express themselves

politically.

The university is appealing the
ruling.

/. • ''

The shanties in Dunn Meadow,
erected in April, have been the

target of five attacks. BB guns,

eggs, chemicals, tear gas and a

Molotov Cocktail have all cojne*

hurtling toward the buildings and
their occupants.

On Aug. 18, two of the buildings

were burned to the ground. No one
was injured, and no one has been
arrested in connection with the

incident.

Josh Nessen of the American
Committee on Africa, which coor-

<linates national campus anti-

apartheid activities each spring

and fall, blamed the Republican

Party.

(Continued on page 6)
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Concerned about Cenlriu Mmbti*

A large number of student ca. Other clubs which hajt ten
organizations have been esUb- revitalized are theChetiauhand
lished this year, accoi^ing to Gary ^^^ Quarterdeck Society, a naval

Bonas, assistant director of Stu- interest group,

dent Activities. ''Students are In addition, the Villanova Or-
becoming more involved in stu-

dent activities because there is an
overall academic awareness as a

ganization for Women^changed its

name to the Women's Studies

Society and the Communication
result of our higher standard of Arts Society changikl its name to

admissions." he said

About one-half of the new clubs

which are started at Villanova,

will last for more than a year,

Bonas said. Furthermore, he com-
mented that their survival "de-

pends on the number of active

students who are in a club and

Women in Communications.

Student Activities requires a

club to consist of 12 members who
are in good standing, and a faculty

advisor. In addition, they must

have a constitution which not

only complies with the Universi-

how much enthusiastic support ^^^ PoHcjes but lists the group's

thPvh«v^frnmthpirmpmK.rc^" 8^]^* objcctives and reason for

their existence.
they have from their members and
the faculty."

New clubs which have started

this year include the Social Activ-

ities on Campus Committee ,

which waAts to improve the

i
(Photo t»y Schmid)

"The purpose of the^organiza- Gary Bonas, assistant director of

tion must be consistent with the Student Activities, said that stu-

missionary statement of the Uni- dents are becoming

versity," Bonas said.

are Decerning more
vdved in student activities.

in'

Robin Williams comes toV.U.
(Continuedfrom page 1)

made available to parents through

the Parents* Weekend brochure,

which contained a small descrip-

tion of the concert in case parents

wished to purchase tickets ahead
of time.

Bonas believes the tickets being

sold to students will sell out

quickly.

Robin Williams was not chosen

for the sole reason that he is a

comedian. Bonas said there are

many deciding factors. One must

see what performers are available

on a certain weekend.

"It is easier for a comedian to

please more people than a musi-

cian." Bonas said. "One must
remember the wide range of ages

that will be present in the au-

dience. The music enjoyed by

students may not be [enjoyed] by

their parents."

Football

—

(Continuedfrom page 3)

is good fan support, and the
student support is phenomenal."

Talley said, "It is important to

do well at the gate," because he
believes that, "The ticket sales

Lisa Sheehy, concerts coordina-

tor for the Villanova Union, is

hoping the concert will be a big

success this weekend.

The concert will be opened with
a novelty comedy act by the
Raspini Brothers. Then, Robin

in his dressing room prior to the

concert. One gift already pur-

chased is a small Villanova sweat-

suit for Williams' young son.

Student opinion regarding the

concert has been favorable. "He
should be really funny" and "I

can't wait to see him," was theWilliams takes the stage for
, r * j *

anywhere from an hour to an hour fi^^"^"?^ consensus from students

and 15 minutes.
^*'^"'' "*^"' '^" '*'" ^"^

Sheehy said Williams will prob-

ably use some type of audience

participation during the perfor-

mance. The Union agreed in the

contract to purchase props for the

concert and is trying to find

unusual, creative toys that are

"big and whacked-out," she said.

Also being purchased are small

gifts to be presented to Williams

,asked about the concert. One
sophomore replied, "He should be
awesome — as long as they don't
censor him."

The turnout for this concert

will be a deciding factor in the type

and quality of future concerts

here at Villanova. "One must
always go back to past events and
study them to find out what will

work best in the future," Bonas
said.

NATIONAL NEWS
NOTES

Penn State offers dialysis dorm
Six students who have kid-

ney disease and need dialysis

treatment are able to attend

Pennsylvania State University

thanks to the "dialysis dorm"
located three blocks from the

campus. The dorm, containing

a dialysis unit, doctors' and
nurses' offices and a dining

hall, should be entirely com-

pleted in three to four months.
Tuition, room, l)oard, books

and expenses are estimated at

$9,000 a year for in-state stu-

dents living in the dorm and
$12,000 a year for out-of-state

students. This is approxi-
mately $3,000 more than the

amount paid by regular Penn
State students for tuition.

room, and b6ard.

The dorm, which is not

affiliated with the University,

will provide furnished apart-

ments, special meals prepared

by a dietitian, transportation to

the hospital for a dialysis

treatment, and a counselor for

residents.

"This gives me a chance to

do what I always wanted to do
— go to college and get a

degree," said on^udent living

in the dorm.

John McQueary, project ad-

ministrator ahd treasurer of

the nonprofit corporation that

runs the program, said that the

dialysis dorm is "the only one

in the country." N.G.M.

Faculty accepts retirement program
Brown University reported

this week that their plan to

encourage faculty members to

retire early, adopted in 1981, is

gaining acceptance among the

faculty. The plan, offers finan-

cial incentives for faculty be-

tween the ages of 60 and 67 to

retire.

A professor retiring before 65

would be given a stipend of

approximately 30 percent of his

salary. The percentage would
decrease to 20 percent if the

faculty member retired at age

66, and to 10 percent if he

waited until age 67. No incen-

tives are offered beyond that

age.

N.G.M.

Purdue begins alcohol program
Purdue University officials

feel there is a need for a com-
munication program to raise

awareness and to promote
responsible drinking versus

abstinence, James Westman,
chairman of Purdue's Climate

of Campus and Community
Committee, said recently.

The conrimittee suggested
involving a communication

class or even a public relations

firm to act as consultants to

the problem.

Dean of students, Barbara

Cook, said that Purdue is too

institutionalized at times.

Since it is difficult to travel to

other locales from Purdue's

campus, Cook feels it might be

beneficial for the school to be

a little less structured. E.S.D.

Campuses face housing shortages
By KAREN ZIEBELL Atlanta, for example, that adminis- that period."

trators offered upperclassmen Grubb feels colleges simply

Gary Anderson, a pre-med fresh- $1,000 or a luxury off-campus have misjudged enrollment

man at Notre Dame, has started apartmient if they agreed to move trends, which were supposed to

his college career living with three out of the dorms. head downward because there are

other students in a study lounge Duke, Alabama, Florida, Cal- fewer 18-year-olds in the

"small enough for just one, Davis and, according to one na-

really." tional campus housing official,

Anderson, who gamely added, "the great majority" of colleges

population.

College enrollment did fall two

.^ ^^ ^ , ..._ ^ , , „ percent last year, a College Board
and support are very important to

. "it^" not that bad,""is not'the only across the country are running census released last week showed.
a team because no [Division] I-AA
team can be self supporting unless

they are in a bowl game."

Many students interviewed this

week said that they had not

purchased football tickets, but

would probably end up going to

the games anyway. Many also

said that, eyen though the teams
are not familiar, the fact that the

team wins is important. One
student said, "No one wants to go
to see their team lose."

college student being wedged into out of roonri to house students on

study lounges, small dorm spaces, campus this fall,

single dorm rooms and other "It wasn't supposed to happen

nooks and crannies this fall as at all," said James Grubb, pres-

scores of campuses nationwide ident of the Association of College

suffer from an unexpected, though and University Housing Officers

probably temporary, on-campus (ACUHO).
housing shortage again.

The culprit, they said, is an
unanticipated flood of new
freshmen.

So many new freshmen regis-

tered at Emory University in

"We all looked at shrinking

enrollments through the 1980s

and 1990s," he said. Colleges

didn't buy or build new dorms
because, "Housing was expected

to stay steady or decline during

but it has been steady through the

decade.

Grubb is not sure why some

schools have stayed so crowded.

"Although colleges are actively

marketing themselves, I don't

think that in itself would explain

the increases in housing
demands."
Freshmen may gravitate toward

dorms for social reasons. "Stu-

dents who are new to the com-

munity have no sense of belong-

ing, no friends yet," said Alabama

Housing Chief Tom Strong.

Dorms offer easy ways to develop

them.
"There are money reasons, too.

I wouldn't make a blanket state

ment that dorm living is cheaper,"

Grubb said, "But it is still a fairly

economical way to live and eat

while you're in school."

Not all college dorms, of course,

are overcrowded. The University

of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) closed

one of its dorm towers this fall.

"We would need about 100 more

students to reopen the tower,"

said housing director Becky Bak-

er, who explains UTEP's large

number of commuter students

has probably muted demand for

dorm rooms on campus.

Grubb is "surprised" to hear of

UTEP's decision at a time when

(Continued on page 7)

INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

(215)645-7325

FILMSERIES— FALL '86
''Arab a»dUuuc Workb Today''

CEDDO(Senegal-Maiiretania) - Tues., Oct. 7, 7 P.M. -
GonneUy Center Cinema
CEDDA 18 perhaps the most important film that black Africa has produced

to date. An exciting political thriller conoeming the kidnapping of a

beautiful princess is used to examine the confrontation between opposing

forces in the hoe of lilamk expansion. CBIMN) ranges far and wide to

include philoiophy, fantasy, militant politics, and a couple of electrifying

laapa aeroas the centuries (120 min. color, 1977)

*Com7nentcUor: Dr. Thomas M. Ricks, Arab and Islamic Studies, •

Villanova University

***ADMIS6ION IS FREE - open to the pubUc***
All showings are in 16 mm with some prints in English and
others wiuT subtiUes. Each film will be preceded by a short
intixxluction by a guest speaker and followed by a discussion

witii audience participation.
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Committee to fight drug use
(CamHuuedfrom page 1)

seriously in the past," said the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean
of students. "Before it was treated

more like alcohol. The sanctions

were so light; we gave the impres-

sion that it was acceptable.

The University still considers

cocaine offenses to be more serious

than marijuana and therefore

places a more severe punishment
on such offenders. This distinc-

tion, between marijuana and
other drugs, however, is expected

to be a topic of concern for the

drug committee. Stack said he

expects to see marijuana offenses

treated more severely in the
future.

But Stack said he is more
concerned with students who are

"recreational users" of cocaine at

certain social situations (such as

semi-formal dances), than he is

with the percentage of students

who are marijuana users.

"The physical ramifications are

more serious with cocaine," Stack

said. "The cost is higher and
that's sometimes connected with

theft on campus."

Another issue the drug commit-
tee is expected to consider is the

impact of the NCAA's new drug
testing rule. Villanova basketball

players this week signed waivers

stating that they would submit to

the drug tests if the Wildcats are

one of the 64 teams in the NCAA
tournament this season.

According to an administrator

who asked not to be named, the

University has been Involved in

"a few** dnig-refaited investigi-

tions of athletes in the past. One
athlete on a migor Villanova team
was investigated for using co-

caine, but he was never accused.
This student, however, huu since
left his job to seek drug rehabil-

itation, according to the
administrator.

"I think a lot of the national

concern about drugs has been a
result of the Len Bias case," the

administrator said. Bias was a

basketball star at the University

of Maryland who died from co-

caine intoxication this summer.

The drugcommittee is expected
to begin work within the next

week, and a new policy should be

written by the end of the school

year.
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A 36-ycar-old steam pipe in front ol Austin Hall was recently
excavated for repairs.

Austin pipe fixed

Shanties to stay on campuses

,t...„
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(Continuedfrom page f)

"Our opposition is housed in the
Republican Party," he said. 'They
are collaborating with the South
African regime to help set up
moderate student alliances. A lot

of money is being funnelled from
the Reagan administration to

College Republican campaigns."

While College Republican offi-

cials readily concede they oppose

calls for colleges to sell their

stocks in firms that do business

in South Africa, they deny
Nessen's charge.

"We have formally taken a

stand for anti-divestment," con-

ceded Dennis Kilcoyne, head of

the National College Republicans
in Washington, D.C. "In fact, we
encourage more investment [in

South Africa 1. However, we are
not funding any groups against

divestment."

Officials, he added, "would not

touch this [issue] with a 10-foot

pole."

University of North Carolina
College Republican chapter
members were involved in a tense
standoff last spring with anti-

apartheid protestors, while
staffers at the ultraconservative

Dartmouth Review were arrested

in connection with the vandalism
of shanties on Dartmouth's green
last February.

A College Republican chapter
member was also arrested at Penn
State for tacking "Don't Tread On
Me, Blackie" posters around the
campus last spring.

At Utah, though, the anti-anti-

apartheid folks are led by Ron
Gardner, who calls himself "a
card-carrying Young Democrat."

Speaking of the shanty vandal-

ism, Gardner said, "I have no idea

BY ANDREW LAPERRIERE

A 36-year-old steam pipe in

front of Austin Hall was recently

excavated for repairs and should

be finished before Parents Week-
end, according to Al Murdock,
chief engineer for Maintenance.
The pipe, which provided steam

to Austin Hall, developed a hole
recently. It was too old to handle
the increased use because of the
resumption of classes, explained
Ed Meagher, Maintenance
supervisor.

The steam from the pipes,

which is used to heat water,

(Continued on page 7)

who did that, although our organ-

ization was implicated."

"We are trying to stay away
from people who seem like Nazis,"

he said.

Initially, Gardner "thought the

shanties were a great idea. They
heightened political awareness."

"People in Utah are usually

content to follow the Mormon
Church or Reagan's line. They
don't tend to think for

themselves."

Gardner decided he was against
university divestment.

Bill Waer, vice president of

Students Against Shantytown at

U-Utah, dislikes the divestment
movement. for another reason.

"[The administration] has spent
$12,000 on security for Dunn
Meadow," Waer said.

"Weare not against divestment.
We are against the shanties on
campus. They are providing se-

curity for one student organiza-

tion. The other organizations
have always had to provide their

own."

Release courtesy of (Allege Press

Service.

New professors
(Continuedfrom page 4)

Margaret Caprara and Dr. Y. Chi,
modern languages; Dr. T. Chen,
physics; Dr. John A. Doherty and
Dr.J.O. Wolff, biology.

Also, Dr. David Dorfman, psy-
chology; Dr. Marg Farley and Dr.
P. Michal-Johnson, communica-
tion arts; Dr. L. Gustafson and Dr.
Colleen Sheehan, political science;

Dr. Jeffery Johnson and Dr. Mary
M. Schweitzer, history; Dr. Anne
Kellogg, geography; Dr. R.S. An-
balagan and Dr. T.G. Feeman,

mathematical sciences.

Also, Dr. Robert T. LeClair,

finance and marketing; Dr. Joseph
A. McFalls Jr., sociology;

F.X.McLaughlin, management;
Dr. P. Mookerjee and Dr. Peter
von Glahn, electrical engineering;

and Dr. Michael G. Walsh, busi-

ness law.

Additions to the faculty of the

College of Nursing are Dr. Nancy
S. Engel, and professors M.
McGovern and Joyce Willens.

STUDENT GOLF
SPECIAL

Undergraduate and graduate students in the Philadelphia and Delaware area

play at special student rates on weelcdays

*5 FOR 18 HOLES ^
at all Philadelphia public golf courses and the Ed Porlcy Oliver golf course

in Wilmington, Delaware.
- Each course features:
• 1 8 hole full length golf course
• golf club rental - pull cart rental

• new gas powered cart rental

• Fore Golf discount golf shop, featuring golf
equipment and apparel

• Grill room (Proper ID. required to be served
alcoholic beverages)

Enjoy the $2.5 million of renovations we have completed

on the courses
Cotobs Creek/Karakung- 877-8707 (W. Phila.)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt- 462-8997 (S. Phlla.)

John F. Byrne- 632-8666 (N.E. Phila.)

Juniata— 743-4060 (N.E. Phila.)

Walnut Lane— 482-3370 (N.W. Phila.)

Ed Porky CMiver- 302-51 7-7745 (Wilmington. DE)

— Cobbs Creek/Karakung is Just 4 btocks from the

69th street terminal, taka the Market Street/

Frankford or Norrtstown high speed line to the

terminal, course is on the east skie.

NOTE: All students must present a valid student ID to
receive the special student rate.
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Smokey Joe's
Wayne, Pa • 687-4087

Treaf Your Parents (or Vice Versa)
To OurNEWFALLMENU

Featuring
Shrimp Scampi, Fettucini Alfredo,

Filet Mignon, Veal parmigiana
AND MUCHMORE FOR UNDER^^23
"Saturday'Nigiit Dinner Spociar'

Prime BibAh Jus. SaJaA, Vegetable, mmI Potet^

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Monday Nile Football with

50* Drafts and 25* Hot Dogs

• M . Import NIte

Plus "The Starmaker"

WEDNESDAY — Draft Nite
PlusWKVU
"Oldies Trakbak" Party

THURSDAY — Ladies Nite
*1

. Drinks for Ladles

SUNDAY Th«**W<
AN Hanrtburgers *2.50
5-9 p.m.

>*
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Me is

undecHM
By KATE WAGENMANN
Nearly a year after the closing

of Galberry Hall, there is no
decision as to what is to be done

with the building, the Rev. John
R. Stack, O.S.A., dean of students
said this week.
Although the print shop and "a

few" offices are still open, nothing
has been done with the former
dorm rooms, Stack said, adding
that the University is "still con-
sidering a number of options." /

-When asked about having fewer
dorms available for students
Stack replied that there were
"only 18 spaces [for residentsl" at

U.S. tuitions rise

(Photo by Schmid)

A decisioii has yet to be reached about what to do with Galberry
Hall, which was closed last Thanksgiving because of fire code
violations.

Galberry.

The hall was closed last

Thanksgiving because of changes
in Radnor's fire safety laws.
Flammable materials in the print

shop were a hazard to residents

who would have been in the

building when the print shop was
closed. At that time, the Univer-

isty (^ecideil that the renovations

would cost too much and began'

considering other options.

By ROSE JACKSON

WASHINGTON, D.C. -. Col-

leges this year will remain about

the last bastion of inflation in

America, new accountings show.

Students will pay about six

percent more in tuition and fees

to go to college this year than they

did in 1985-86, the College Board

says, while the nation's Consumer
Price Index rose only a little more

than two percent since last year.

Some colleges, of course, hiked

their prices even higher and faster

than the national averages.

College officials, as they have

for the last several years, said

th^y needed to keep pushing
tuition up so fast to help cope with

the long depression in the higher

education industry, which beg^n
in the late seventies.

They need money, they say, to

help pay for long-overdue faculty

salary increases, long-deferred

maintenance of campus buildings

and labs and a need to increase

"the quality of education."

Despite some ongoing protests

at the University of Colorado,

most students nationwide seem to

be taking the increases in stride.

No colleges have reported losing

students because of the rapid rise

in costs, said Cecilia Ottinger of

the American Council on
Education.

Release courtesy of College Press
^ Service^

Advisory system

Colleges encounter dorm shortage
(Continuedfrom page 5)

a number of colleges, finally tired

of the dorm shortages that have

become a fixture of every fall

term, are debating building new
dorms.
At the University of Florida

(UF), housing Director James
Grimm thinks there's "a 50/50

chance" that UF will build a new
dorm after 10 long years of over-

crowding.

"Right now we've got an over-

flow of 400," he says. "For the

first time, we've had to put stu-

dents up in the local Holiday Inn."

Grimm has "been asking for a

new building for* ten years now,

and the answer I get is, 'If you

can afford it at this bond interest

rate, fine.' Now that the interest

rate is coming back down again.

I've renewed my request again."

Cal-Davis recently bought four

nearby buildings, remodeled them
as dorms and created space for

1.224 more on-campus students.

Yet Grimm cautioned that
creating more on-campus housing

can alienate off-campus landlords

who want to rent to students.

In Gainesville, "There's a 15

percent vacancy [ratel off cam-

pus," said Grimm, who fears

town-gown relations will suffer if

UF finds a way to keep more
students housed on campus
comfortably.

On-campus students may be the

ones who suffer most.

A recent Virginia Polytechnic

study found dorm overcrowding

had "no major academic effect" on
students, but that students gener-

ally are "socially affected" by the

uncomfortable living conditions.

Notre Dame's Anderson said,

"It would be geat if I got a real

room in this dorm," but he is not

sure how long he could keep the
fragile new friendships he has
begun if the school eventually

moves him to a different building.

He vows he is "doing all right"

studying in his cramped environs,

although, "My mom's not too

happy." She thinks Anderson
shouldn't have to pay as much for

room and board "as kids with a
real room," her son reported.

"Maybe they shouldn't accept

more students than they have
beds or rooms," Anderson sug-

gested.

Release courtesy of College Press
Service.

(Continuedfrom page 3)

assigned to an advisor who
teaches in the student's maior.

In the College of Commerce and
Finance, freshmen are advised by
Dr. Richacd E. Ruane for their

first semester. After students
choose their major in the second
semester of their freshman year,

they are advised by their depart-

ment chairpersons.

Occasionally, students will be

assigned a teacher in their depart-

ment by their chairperson to take

care of ordinary details, but the

chairperson is always available

for the students. Also, the dean's

office is open to aid students.

The College of Engineering

runs its advisory system some-

what differently from the previous

two schools. Each freshman is

assigned a personal teacher-

advisor. Then, like the other two

schools, students receive a

teacher-advisor in their depart-

ments after declaring a major.

In four-year programs, such as

Science and Honors, students are

assigned an advisor in their first

year.

Department chairpersons, the

academic counselor in the coun-

seling and career development
centers and individual professors

are also sources of advice and
information for students.

Austin
(Continuedfrom page 6)

originates from the Maintenance

department's steam plant.

Both Meagher and Murdock
estimated a cost of $7,500 to fix

the pipe. Because much of the

piping is 30 to 50 years old, "there

may be additional excavation

required," in the near future, said

Meagher.
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Drug testing

is not reliable
i

f The issue of drug testing in all areas of American
society, from workers to athletes to students, has created

a huge controversy. The justice of it will undoubtedly
be debated for some time. However, a related issue which
deserves just about as much of our attention is the

reliability of these tests.

1 According to experts, these tests are not only difficult

and expensive, but often inaccurate. A Federal study has
shown that many of the laboratories doing the testing

make serious errors and often produce incorrect results.

In the spring of 1985, a report from the Federal Centers
for Disease Control in Atlanta concluded that there is

"a crisis in drug testing." Results showed that although
labs were 100 percent correct about some drugs, the

percentage dropped sharply, ofteA to zero percent correct,

when dealing with other drugs. Since this study, the

^valuation of drug-testing labs has been stopped.

How can we possibly stop evaluating the quality of

these labs? The results they produce are affecting the

deputations and careers of a great number of people. And
the number of these labs will only increase as the market
grows because more and more companies will require such
tests. Something must be done to standardize procedures,

improve the accuracy of the tests and ensure that these

labs are evaluated frequently.

According to Dr. Bryan S. Finkle, a leading toxico-

logist at the University of Utah, 'There are about a dozen
competent urine drug-testing laboratories in the country.*'

Moreover, most of the U.S. drug testing labs do not

have in-house quality control measures, and each step

of the testing process is filled with potential error. Many
labs must cut costs and lower quality because they are

chosen through a competitive bidding process. Errors can
also occur becausn^ ^ome of the techniques used require

subjective judgements. Certain foods and prescription

drugs can also affect the test results.

False results of these drug tests can be produced so

easily and can have a devastating effect on those involved,

ruining people's jobs and reputations. Several suits have
already been filed by those who lost their jobs because

a urine test was not done properly. The government has
taken steps to improve the quality of these tests, but much
more neeids to be done. We cannot use sucb'a poor tool

to determine the professional fate of an indmifai^.

IMeal plan group

needs cooperation
The University's mandatory 20-meal-per-week plan

for on-campus students is an unjustified and inequitable

policy that must be changed. But in order for this change
to occur, students will need the full cooperation of the
administration.

The recently formed meal plan research committee
is currently in the process of gathering information from
schools that offer alternative meal services. These schools

have been cooperative and extremely helpful to the
committee members.
.,[ The committee is also attempting to gather informa-
tion from sources here at Viilanova. But according to Joe
Allman, Student Government president, the administra-

tion has not yet been aWe to provide the requested
information.

The foot-dragging on the part of the administration
has apparently been too much to overcome.

J,
Viilanova is a relatively large university. And there

18 a certain amount of bureaucracy here. But there can
be no excuse for not being able to provide such basic

information as food costs and the companies who bid for

food contracts.

Until the administration fully respects the meal plan
committee's request for information, there can be no real
chance of changing the current plan. The decision-makers
must realise that the administration is hmrt tor the
ftudents; the students are not here for theadaunistration.

letters to tfte Erf/tor

Business can't save blacks
To the Editor:

For some odd reason Americans
have considered the issue of South
African apartheid as one purely

economic in scope. Such consid-

eration neglects the fact that we
are very strongly tied to South
Africa politically and diplomati-

cally. We have ties also through
a common faith — that of

Christianity.

Liberation theology has played

a strong role in the apartheid

crisis, with the South African

clergy gathered in strong opposi-,

tion to the succeeding regimes of

the Nationalist party. Priests

have been detained and beaten by
the security forces — two of the

great fears held by Afrikaners are:

"die swart gevaar" (the "black
danger") and "die roomse gevaar"
("the Roman danger/' that is, the
Catholic Church).

To suggest that divestment
would leave the United States
with no say in the apartheid
debate is quite simply incorrect.

Ottr government"is more deeply
involved in South Africa in areas
not pertaining to business than
we would like to admit. We have
failed abysmally to exert diplo-

matic pressure against apartheid.

The time has come for us to stop
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News: Mary E. Charest Johanne C Sharp

Joanne L Conrad •t*' '^ ;> -. v*

FWItures: Karen Dunne AnneDiSimone
Susan Tolve
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Layout Director: Eileen McGinley
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patronizing the blacks. Indians,

Chinese and "coloureds" of South
Africa. We cannot "purchase"
their freedom for them ~ we can
only assist them in their struggle
to regain self-government and the
dignity and sanctity of life that
have been denied them. •

>'*^

Our presentments against di-

vestment disclose our adherence

to the notion ef the "whke man^
burden." Our levtn^^ sDOtft

Africa is more than ecorfbmic, an!
we have failed utterly so far to

enact peaceful change through
diplomatic, political, and civil

channels. The argument that

American big business can save

the blacks from apartheid is

deeply imbued with notions of

white supremacy.

We Amencans have not fully

purged QMlp^^es of racism. Tp
assert that American business
can proselytize the Afrikaners
from a belief in racial supremacy
to one of racial equality is absurd.

Joe McGowan
Viilanova

Anti-Apartheid Coalitioti

For additional apartheid com-
ments, see page 1 1
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Drug tests violate our liberty
By GJ. DONN^XY

Well, here they go again.

Two weeks ago, President Rea-

gan and his wife Nancy gave a

televised speech to the United

States to lambast the evils of drug
use. Mrs. Reagan, in particular,

stressed that there should be "no
moral middle ground" in the fight

to eradicate the threat of drug use
in modem society.

Later in the week, the President

stepped up the attack by signing

an executive order requiring uri-

nary tests for all government
workers in "sensitive" positions

and urging strong measures,
including the death penalty, to

punish dealers. .

This whole chain of events

surprised, and to be frank, fright-

ened me. Doesn't anyone learn

from history? Remember the 1950s

when Sen. Joseph McCarthy took

it upon himself to eradicate the

menace of communism from so-

ciety? He used every method
available to label anyone who
opposed his views or had incon-

sistencies in their records as a

threat to society.

People were blacklisted froni

working. Hearings were held on

live television to impune the

morals and dignity of every man,

woman and child who did not have

a spotless record of pro-

Americanism. America almost

drowned in a sea of paranoia,

because of one self-righteous

individual who made himself the

judge and jury over the lives of

thousands upon thousands of

people.

Is this really whgt President

Reagan wants? Is the drug situa-

tion so out of hand that the

governpient now must take mea-
sures to require the populous to

prove its innocence instead of first

proving their guilt?

A favorite argument to support

these measures is an old one. If

you are innocent, they believe, you

have nothing to fear. But isn't

that what the multitudinous
number of blacklisted non-

communists heard at the start of

McCarthy's proceedings (one of

whom, by the way, was Nancy
Davis (Reagan))? What about the

Salem witch trials of the 17th

century? Did they ever find a

single wit^h? How many had to

suffer before they realized the

paranoid stupidity of their

actions?

And now. the pattern

continues.

But what of these urinary tests?

Are they all that accurate? Per-

haps, perhaps not. Yet they leave

a great deal of room open for

misplacement of results, fraud

and blackmail. Suppose one of

those test results from a person

in a "sensitive" position happens
to fall into the wrong hands. The
person who owns those hands
could alter the results and black-

mail the employee into obtaining

classified documents for them.

The documents could then be on

their way to Moscow. Tripoli or

any number of anti-American

states that dabble in communist
or terrorist activity. Is that para-

noid enough for you?
Barry Goldwater once pro-

claimed that "extremism in the

pursuit of liberty is no vice."

However, extremism in the ex-

tinction of liberty is a vice. How

sad a state we must be if we stoop

to examining the human waste of

every person in this country in a
pathetic attempt to cleanse the
United States of its drug ills.

This essay is not saying that

America is without a drug prob-

lem. It does have one, a great one.

But is it in our best interests to

impinge upon the liberties of every
individual in order to eradicate a
problem largely restricted to a
comparative few?

Whatever happened to the right

of due process? Before the govern-

ment can claim the right to test

anyone for drugs it must have
reasonable suspicion. Reasonable
suspicion would be defined as

anything that is a direct and
certain threat to the government,
backed up by direct evidence and
testimonials from witnesses. Pub-

lic suspicion as interpreted by the

President does not constitute

reasonable suspicion.

Furthermore, the President has
demonstrated by his actions that

he has no real intention of cutting

big government contrary to his

campaign promises.

The actions taken by the Pres-

ident and the growing number of

politicians and businessmen who
support them make the resur-

gence of a paranoid neo-

McCarthyist society all the more
likely. Let us reexamine our
priorities as well as the history

books. Is this really what we
want?

G.J. Donnelly is a sophomore
philosoph-English major.

Students need a Fail Break
By MARY E. CHAREST

As an extremely active student

at Viilanova. I know the meaning
of the word "tired." Each week,

after spending 20 hours working

on the Villanovan and five to 10

hours practicing pom routines

plus taking classes and doing

homework, I step into my room
on Friday afternoon and just

collapse on the bed. I'm usually

back up by 5 p.m. to go to work
as a waitress. So when it comes
time for a week off from school,

I am certainly ready for a

vacation.

Last November in his "State of

the University" address to the

University Senate, the Rev. John

M. Driscoll, O.S.A., University

president, cited two University

Senate proposals: 1 ) To have a Fall

Break and 2) To start classes after

Labor Day. He said that he would

support either proposal but that

they could not do both.

Driscoll explained that when

Labor Day fell on Sept. 6 or 7,

there could not be a Fall Break
"without serious loss of academic

time." He then asked the Senate

to make a decision between the

two proposals. I believe that

students need the break and that

the senate should do everything

in their power to keep the Fall

Break.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, said last year

that he was "absolutely convinced

that a Fall Break is the best thing

for students." Stack explained

that the period from Labor Day
to Thanksgiving is too long a time

to go without a break. He noted

more discipline problems and
more need for counseling when
there was no Fall Break.

The director of the Counseling
Center, Joan Greenhouse Whit
ney , agreed, saying that "students

need a break part way through the

semester to get away from the

non-stop pressure. ' She made a

special reference to resident stu-

*dents who are surrounded all the

time by people with the same pres-

sures. Whitney said that a "group

mentality of panic takes place."

Many people, though, still be-

lieve that starting school before

Labor Day is more important than

a Fall Break. A number of profes-

sors feel that it is inconvenient to

interrupt summer research. They
forget that the major reason for

having a school is the students.

Furthermore, many students have

trouble obtaining summer jobs if

they cannot work through Labor

Day. Yet, even if school were to

start after Labor Day, over 1,000

freshmen and several hundred
upperclassmen would still return

early for orientation and for

camps.
Recently, a University Senate

subcommittee began researching

the situation. They plan to follow-

up a suggestion made by P.A.

Maurone, chairman of the Univer-

sity Senate, calling for the re-

assigning of days in order to keep

both the Fall Break and the after

Labor Day Parting date. They
should also poll the students to

get their opinions. They would
probably find, overwhelmingly,

that students want and need a

Fall Break.

The Senate should take into

careful consideration the needs of

the students. Furthermore, they

should listen to the information

provided by Stack and Whitney,

two people with experience in

wofkiag with students. After

doing 80, they should waste no

time in insuring for the students

what they nssd, a Fall Break.

Mary E. Chavest is a Juaier Cam-
maniiatiam arts meipr tmd the ca-
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Gay student

seeks sympathy
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To the Editor.

Being a college student, I have
the opportunity to compare and
contrast Villanova to the uni-

versities which my friends attend,

ft is almost always a disappointing

endeavor.
' Other schools have organiza-

tions, alliances, and special-

interest groups for every type of

student one could imagine. Villan-

ova has the standard organi-

zations and a plethora of "clubs."

A Villanova student is merely
enrolled in the 13th to 16th grade.

My intent in writing this letter

is to address a serious problem at

V.U.

My appearance may be des-

cribed as typical of that of a

Villanova student. I don't stand

out in a crowd and make no effort

to. I am very popular on campus
as a student leader and am con-

sidered very attractive by my
female friends. I have a very

athletic build and am considered

macho in every sense of the of the

Mtord. I am also gay.

Needless to say, this is a fact

unknown to any of my friends or

classmates. They have no reason

to suspect me. What makes this

an especially soul-wrenching prob-

lem at V.U. is the fact that I have
no one to turn to. One can only

imagine the guilt and fear I face

everyday of someone finding out.

Yet things should not be this way.
I cannot count how many times

1 have had to laugh at your cruel

jokes? as someone who doesn't

quite have the "V.U. look" passes

by. Life for a gay student at Vil-

lanova is nothing but a very cruel

joke.

Homophobia at Villanova runs
wild. It is understandable that

Tk0 Ink pi a gnr

imjrte tte mstttt of ttt
CImtk's iMsjfmp*'

thrth jMMiNfe toNwrf
AomMtxmff^.

this is a radically homogeneous
place. Yet this does not excuse the

attitude with which, most stu-

dents treat homosexuality. In-

stead of being mature, free-

thinking individuals, they are
merely reflecting the paranoid
conservative trend which is cur-

rently sweeping the nation.

Evidence of this lies in the

Supreme Court's upholding of an
anti-sodomy law (which also ap-

plies to heterosexuals). I am not

unaware of the fact that the AIDS
hysteria has also played a role in

this attitude. In most cases,

however, it has only served to

open the eyes of Villanova stu-

dents to a situation which does

exist here. And I know from
personal experience that I am not

the only one.

The lack of a gay organization

on campus may be a result of the

Church's unsympathetic attitude

towards homosexuality. However,
it is an issue of reality which must
be dealt with.

In closing, I encourage us all to

open our eyes and our minds to

issues which, although ignored at

V.U., are very much a part of life.

I strongly urge the Villanovan to

print this letter and do a great

service to a great many of us.

Thank you.
Name withheld
upon request

Academic freedom
^

IS 'nonsense
To the Editor:

Qf course the infamous Charlie

Curran, formerly of Catholic Uni-

versity, can teach whatever he

wants. This is America; isn't it?

But Charlie Curran, like everyone

else, does not have the right to

misrepresent what he is teaching

by calling it other than what it

is. That would be dishonest.

Charlie has been misilelpresent-

ing himself for the past 20 years

by calling himself a "Catholic

teacher." A Catholic teacher is

one who transmits to his charges

traditional Roman Catholic doc-

trine as set out by Church Coun-

cils, Papal encyclicals, and other

official Church sources.

The Catholic Church centered

in Rome alone has the authority

to define what official Catholic

teaching is or who is a real

Catholic teacher. What Curran
^ has been doing is telling us he was
teaching Catholic doctrine when
in reality he was teaching a form

of Protestantism.

Would you expect to go to a

Baptist Church and hear a min-

ister tell you the Baptists believed

the Pope of Rome to be infalhMe

in matters of faith and morals? If

you heard such a thing you would
immediately know the pastor was
not telling you the truth.

If you went to an auto dealer

and paid for a Caiittac, but at

' delivery time you were pven a

Chevy by the saleaman, what
would you do? You woyli 0D back

and demand the "nd tfaii«."

SttMMe the Mnt taad to ymi,

'tBi is a Cadiuac. becaute I lay

it it." You would qiiioldy My.
"Sarry ,a CadiUtc ia whttGiMTtl
Mmtn ityt it it, att wlMt y«u

Since we hate exposed

''eeedeaik freedom''

for the eeeeeoee Umt It

Is, we woKt 91^. Km
ABen] to tell us reeOy

why he Is so strUeeitly

sopportb^ the Ukesof
CurreOm

say it is." If the salesman per-

sisted, you would sue him for

consumer fraud.

Parents who send their children

to schools that call themselves

Catholic believe that their chil-

dren are hearing real Catholic

doctrine. I have often wondered
why we cannot sue "Catholic"

institutions which tell us they are

giving us Catholic doctrine but

instead feed the students heterod-

oxy. This is even worse than
consumer fraud. It is intellectual

dishonesty.

Let us turn from Curran to his

prime advocate at Villanova Uni-

versity, Dr. Roger Van Allen ofthe

Religious Studies Department.
Since we have exposed "acadwnir

freedon" (Van AUen't favorite

justification for Chariie Curran
misrepresenting Catholic teach-

ing) for the asntenae that it it,

we irmt Mr. V. to lift i»
MHfhyheisao
the likesofCurriB

AHsB is tsachiiig iniiig^ltgt*

ShNfefffs ofKed
supports racism
TotheEditon

After reading Brian D. Webb's
op-ed on apartheid in the Sept 26
issue of the VUhmovan, I decided

that Mr. Webb, not the United
States, should "stay and work" on
his knowledge of South Africa and
the entire world situation.

How dare Mr. Webb tell blacks

in South Africa to "calm down."
Has he been to the country and
witnessed the oppression that the

blacks suffer? Does he realize how
nonexistent the political rights of

black South Africans are, so
severe that the act of "boycotting

school" was not an indication <^

their unwillingness to promote
peace, a^ Mr. Webb suggests in

his article, but the only form of

protest against a racist govern-

ment that they coald exercise.

Mr. Webb has a point, a valid

one, when he points to a public

which is misinformed about the

issue of divestment, and is then

quick to make a judgement about

it. But who is really the misin-

formed party? I think the author
cannot substantiate his assertion

that the United States should

leave its investments in South
Africa.

Mr. Webb has come to the

conclusion that our divestment

from financial ties to South Africa

is an act of abandonment, a

passive move that produces no
consequences. This^is rhetoric

from the conservative right, and
like many other sentiments from

the right side, it is not true. The
sanctions are a symbolic effort on
the part of the United States to

condemn a racist regime. They are

not passive; a passive move would
be to leave thii][gs as they are, as

The senethos ere e
Vnbolle effort on the

pert of Ike IMted
Stetes to tmdemo e
radst regime. Thv ^^
notpesmek

Mr. Webb suggests, and accom-

modate the likes of the racist

leader P.W. Botha.

Sen. Richard Lugar, chaiman of

the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee (and oddly a Republi-

can) summarized the situation

best. "If this bill does not become
law, the United States will be seen

as an ally of Botha no matter how
much we protest about it. We will

be seen as their apologists," he

said.

Mr. Webb asserts in his argu-

ment to "stay and work" that

anyone who values life should

oppose disinvestment because of

the suffering, unemployment and

revolution that will result. Don't

you think we should take into

consideration what the black

people of South Africa are under-

going right now? Clearly, don't

you feel, Mr. Webb, that anyone

who values life cannot simul-

taneously endorse a racist regime?

How can Villanova University

be proud of the factUhat by
keeping its financial ties to South

Africa, it is helping to promote the

very racist, inhumane system it

abhores.

Jim Fasulo
Class of 1987

5

Override Reagan's veto
To the Edit6rlt6i

This letter was sent to the

Pennsylvania SeAators after the

overwhelmiqgHouse vote to over-

ride PresideiuReagan^vetoof the

sanctions against South Africa

bill. In your paper, I hopeXwill
serve as some response to the"

ed article by Mr. Brian Webb in

your Sept. 26 issue, which in my
opinion, showed as little under-

standing of the porblems of South
African blacks as the President's

veto message.

Dear Senator Specter:
We lived with, taught, and

worked with black students from
the Republic of South Africa for

two years in the nation of Lesotho.

Because of the repressive nature

of the apartheid regime, it takes

a long acquaintance before these

people give their confidence; I

think they gave it to us. We there-

fore, feel rather more qualified to

judge their attitude toward U.S.

sanctions against South Africa

than a President who, at least

from his public pronouncements,

really does not seem to under-

stand the problems of that unfor-

tunate country.

Of course, the white minority

government will see to it that

blacks beai; most of the hardship
involvedyAnd of course, sanctions

alone^ji^ll nbtforce the aban-

fment of aparth^5U-Th€^int
is (and this has been often said

in both houses of Congress), that

the blacks of South Africa will be

given courage to continue their

struggle to that end if they know
the U.S. is seriously commited to

stand by them.

Further, those of us here who
care will be relieved to know that

ourgovernment no longer appears

in the eyes of the world [to be)

the accomplice, conscious or un-

conscious, of the Botha regime.

So we urge you to cast your vote

to override President Reagan's

veto of the sanctions bill passed

by such large majorities in both

houses of Congress.

Edward L. Cannan
Asst. Professor of History

Grace Cannan

merits

attention
To the Editor:

It is amazing to me how the
. obscene blemish of apartheid can
be ignored and rationalized under
the umbrella of "doing what is

best for South Africa." Once
again, the "great white hunter"
has decided what is best for

another man's country,

Villanova's own "great white
hunter," the Rev.John M. DriscoU,

O.S.A., University President, has
stated "we have done as much as
we are going to do and can do in

responding to the situation" (the

Villanovan, Sept. 26, 1986). His
statement'reminds me of the rich

man who tells Christ he has kept

all of the Commandments and
boasts, "I have kept all these;

what do I need to do further?"

(Matthew 19:20). Christ's re-

sponse to "sell your possessions
and give to the poor" requires

more than strict adherence to the
letter of the law or the Sullivan

Principles.

A failure to take a strong,

affirmative stand on the Univer-

sity's complete divestment and
renunciation of the South African

regime shows an inability for

certain conservative Catholic
leaders to address the problem. It

is a marvel of doctrinal pedagogy
how an issue like abortion can be
(pardon the expression) so black-

and-white, yet the "grave moral
issue" of apartheid does not merit

the same firm, unequivocal
"understanding."

Human rights are not derived

from a balance sheet or an invest-

ment portfolio.

John O'Brien

™E ART BIN

How in tlie world
could I have failed

that religion exam?!
I even had "Genesis"

on the stereo vrhile

I studied l!9

VENICE /%N ADVEMTliRE httD WCCKiy
-/r? Ar C"'"^''"^'^-
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656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

Announces

Live Comedy Shows on the Main Line

Wednesday Night. Comedy Night Returns with

A Fabulous Line up of Side Splitting Comedians.

• SHOW STARTS AT 1 p.m.

• Live Music and Dancing witti Ed Arrison

After tt)e Show.

• GET THERE EARLY FOR BEST SEATS

COUPON

ADMISSION
AT THE DOOR
COMEDY NIGHT

Salomon Brothers Inc

Invites you to attend a presentation

on careers in the

Financial Division

y

*

Thurs., Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.

in the

Connelly Center — Villanova Room

Reception to Follow

Students must attend to be eli^le for the

Imerview ^1 ••
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New owner
revitalizes

Campus
Corner

By MONICA J. PICA

When former owner Eileen
Gerson decided to sell Campus
Corner, employee James Slattery
seized the chance to own and run
his own business.

This "local boy from Bryn
Mawr" possesses an aggressive
new attitude. "Because of my age
[21], I know what college people
like. I saw how the old owner
didn't care about the place —
there was more potential here
than she saw."
Changes have already been

made. Campus Corner has in-

creased its hours on big "drinking
nights" (Thursdays and Satur-
days) from 1:30 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.

Slattery said he has changed its

pizza and is now using improved
batter and homemade sauce. He
has also increased size in the
"super sandwiches," frozen fruit

bars, and a new "munchie sec-

tion" which includes cheese
sticks, nachos, potato skins and
other snacks.

Physical renovations include
the addition of new and different

posters, a jukebox, plants, new
lights, and a much cleaner shop.

The ''Ultimate in Gourmet
Junkfood" has now officially

become the "Ultimate in Gourmet
Fastfood." Along with the change
in image, business has increased
28 percent.

But Slattery is still not satisfied.

He plans to someday buy out the

hardware store next to Campus
Corner and eventually create a

restaurant bar.

(Pholo by Schmid)

Campus Comer is now owned by a 21 -year-old entrepreneur who
plans to expand and improve the operation.

With a good credit history,

Slattery encountered little trouble

receiving a loan from the bank in

order to purchase Campus Corner.
Along with the loan, Slattery put
up a great deal of his own money.
"But it was an investment well

worthwhile," he said.

Money is not the only factor of

production Slattery has invested.

"I'm 21 years old, but I feel like

106 because I work 80 hours a

week," he said. Obviously, then

Slattery has no time for school.

He also has no desire for school.

"College is not as necessary as it's

cracked up to be. There is more
to say for experience than theory

in books."

Slattery attended Delaware
County Community College part

time for one and a half years while

working full time. His work ex-

perience began at age 15 in various

fast food chains, rfnd steadily

progressed as he became manager
of a video store in King of Prussia,

and later secured a sales position

involving typewriters, computers
and word processors.

"The work I have accomplished
has not only helped me relate to

people, but has given me invalu-

able experience in bookkeeping,
inventory control, sales and even
taxes," Slattery said.

With a business sense, and a

good head on his shoulders, James
Slattery urges other entrepre-

neurs to "word hard, don't get

discouraged, do the best you can.

Things work out in the long run."

New high-speed train planned
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

For students living west of

Harrisburg, the four-to-twelve-

hour train ride on Amtrak to and
from Villanova may soon become
just a tedious memory.

Proposals and budgets are pour-

ing out of the Pennsylvania High
Speed Intercity Rail Passenger
Commission dealing with the
construction of a modern light-rail

train system, linking seven cities

between Pittsburgh and Phila-

delphia.

Racing at speeds of up. to 250
mph., these new trains will cut

travel time across the state to (at

best) two hours, 15 minutes,
according to a railroad employee.
Two systems, the steel-wheel

and the mag-lev, are currently

under consideration. According to

Dan Cupper, executive editor of

the commission, the steel-wheel

train is based upon the French
TGV (Train a Grande Vitesse),

which runs from P^ns to Lyon at

an average speed of 130 mph.
Gliding over rails on ties, the

lighter steel wheels diminish
friction, allowing the TGV to

reach spe^s of 170 mph.
Economically, the success of the

TGV in Fran^ startled even the

French. According to Cupper,
"the bigaest problem was that

they didirt think big enough. ' In

the first half of 1966, TGV gain«l
7(N).000 ridtrt. Another high

tftid line it currently bemg
pNMMd frM» PMfit oyt to the

AUgmkOoiin.

The initial estimate of capital

costs for a Pennsylvania steel-

wheel system is $7 billion. In

contrast, the second proposal,

mag-lev, would cost approx-
imately $10 billion.

Mag-lev, or magnetic levitation,

is an experimental system that

uses neither ordinary rails nor
wheels. The cars sit atop a guide-

way of magnetic energy; they are

lifted above the ground in a

magnetic suspension system.

The question facing Pennsyl-

vania, and all of the United States,

according to Cupper is "do we
want something that works and
we know works [steel-wheel 1, or

do we make the technological

jump to mag-lev?"

Last year a feasibility study of

high-speed lines was funded, not

by the United States, but by the

West German government. An
article in the August 12, 1985

Reading Times stated that along

with the West German gov-

ernment, a consortium of German
firms contributed $25,000 in cash,

along with $80,000 in in-kind

services through the Budd Co. of

Philadelphia to the project.

The completion of a high-speed

line between Pittsburgh and Phila-

delphia would have an incredible

economic impact on Pennsylvania.

According to the Executive Sum-
mary of the feasibihty study, this

type of system "ooiiki not only

offer rapid, all*wenther travel . .

.

but alio craate tans of thoiiMAda
of jdht, pump bilUona of dtUwa
into the atala aooiMiny , and

countless opportunities for real

estate development."

The former chairman of the

Commission, Robert A. Gleason,

Jr., agreed that the new trains

would help revitalize the state's

economy. In an August interview

with the Pittsburgh Business

Times-Journal he stated, "Using

the train, people in Johnstown can

travel to Pittsburgh or State

College in 20 minutes. They can

live in Johnstown, but be com-

muters, and work wherever their

talents can be used."

The same could be said of

businessmen who work in Harris-'

burgor Lancaster, yet want to live

in Paoli or even Villanova.

According to the Market De-

mand Study, prepared in July by
Parsons Brinckerhoff/ Gannett
Fleming (the general engineering
consultant to the commission), by
the year 2000 between 5.5 million

and 8.8 million people annually
"could be riding a world-class,

state-of-the-art high-speed rail-

road across Pennsylvania."

In a guest editorial in the

September 1985 First Reading,

State Representative Richard A.

Geist, current chairman of the

Commission, declared that "to

carry American passenger trans-

portation into the 21st century,

we must reach for the extra-

ordinary, and we muat make it

c—Mwnplios ... The cho&oe is

ours/*

Firms market
to students

By DANTE SCALA

Students reading the Villano-
van will spot many ads directed

toward their attention, ranging

from pizza and beer to phones and
computers. This interest in the

college student market is not

confined to Villanova; a recent

Wall Street Journal article states

that interest in the college market
has increased recently on a na-

tional level.

The Journal states that one of

the reasons for this increased

interest is that consultants claim

that college students have more
spending money than ever before.

A recent survey of 4,349 college

students by Simmons Market Re-

search Bureau indicates that

students have, on the average,

$123 of spending money a month;
30 percent have more than $200,

and about 56 percent have credit

cards.

Another reason that companies
try to reach this market is the pos-

sibility of attracting long-term

consumers. For instance, many
magazines offer sizable subscrip-

tion discounts to students and
educators.

Brian Brown, publicity manag-
er for Time magazine, explained

the discounts by stating that the

college market is a "growth
market," and that Time offers

discounts in the hope of attracting

college students who will stay as

readers throughout their lives.

"I don't think any magazine

worth its salt could ignore the

college market," Brown said.

In addition companies see col-

lege students as a lucrative

market partly because they are

establishing their "first house-
hold" away from home, stated Jim
Omastiak, vice president in charge
of Campus Voice Network, which
is a communications company
directed towards college students.

It also runs a nation-wide college

sampling program, distributing

1,300,000 "Good Stuff from Cam-
pus Voice Network" kits to over
500 campuses, including Vil-

lanova.

The kits are distributed to both
men and women, and combined,
contain about 30 different pro-

ducts from such major companies
as General Foods, Bristol-Myers,

Gillette, Mennen, and Pierre
Garden.

Omastiak commented that, for

the most part, students at college

will be going into drugstores and
food stores for the first time to

buy products themselves. Thus,
it is an excellent time to influence

students by giving them product

samples.

Omastiak credits the success of

his company's program in part to

its unique method of distribution.

For the most part, the kits ^re in

the dorm rooms when students

arrive, ^nd the dorm room is

"really where you [college stu-

dents] are going to use the pro-

ducts," he said.

In general, there has been a

"high conversion" by college stu-

dents to the sample products,

Omastiak said. Furthermore,
students will sometimes stay with

•

these products "for a good time

to come. If first loyalties are estab-

lished, and the products are good,

why change?"

Local D'Lites successful

despite parent bankruptcy

(staff photo)

The D'Lites restaurant in Rose-
mont is considered the No. 1

franchise of D'Lites in America.

By FRANK DUNNE

When the D'Lites fast food

restaurant in Rosemont began
operations almost one year ago it

was, "and still is," according to

Edward Chambers president of

Northern Lites Corporation, the

most successful franchise in

D'Lites of America Inc.. despite

the recent bankruptcy of D'Lites

of America.
Northern Lites owns the fran-

chise rights for Pennsylvania,

New Jersey and Delaware. The
company operates separately from

D'Lites of America and Chambers
said that this is the main reason

the Roaemont store as well as all

the other Northern LiteaHiwned

stores will remain in business.

"D'Lites of America tried to

grow too fast," said Chambers.

Rather than emphasizing growth

and expansion. Northern Lites,

which operates eight stores in the

Philadelphia area, concentrated

on marketing and product

development.

The result was, and will con-

tinue to be, a series of successful

D'Lites franchise operations.

Northern Lites will continue to

operate its franchises regardless

of what happens with D'Lites of

America. The issue of franchise

rights may have to be settled,

though.

As for the remaining D'Lites

stores, of which there are about
60 nationwide, D'Lites of America
is operating under Chapter 11 of

the bankruptcy code. Chapter 1

1

allows a company to operate with

protection from creditor lawsuits

while it works out a reorganiza-

tion plan.

D'Lites of America's reorgani-

zation is currently being handled

by the Levy company of Chicago.

Levy is a successful group of

restaurateurs which owns about

26 restaurants in the Chicago
area.

If Levy is not successful in

making D'Lites of America prof-

itable again, D'Lites will be forced

to file under Chapter ^ven. In

this case the bankruptcy code

controls the liouidaiing of assets

in order to set tie debts.
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ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

La Nova Pizza Company
AUENZIONEAMICO MIO. . . IT'S NEARBY!

789 LANCASTER AVENUE • VILLANOVA. PA. 1900S • 5274330
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Now Hiring Delivery Persons And Counter Persons.
Watch For Our WILDCAT HERO SHOP

For Hoagies That Are As Special As The Wildcats.

a
The Pizza Lover's Paradise"

For Everyone Who's Ever Loved A Really GREAT PIE!

I

Villanova University Intramural Department

Presents:

LAZER TAG
/

Teams Must Be 2 Men and 2 Women •

Entries Must Be In By Oct. 8 at 5 p.m.

Tournament Limited to First 32 Teams Entered

Winners Have A Chance To Fly to Los Angeles and

Be on MTV's New Year's Eve Party

Cofitiet Th^ MuMttUKtil
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(Photo courtesy of Bro. Jerome Syako)
Father Bonitece Wosny and Bro. Caaimir Lipka were two of eight Augustinians seized from their monastary in Krakow, Poland and imprisoned in German concentration
campa in 1P41.

BY SUSAN TOLVE

A few members of the Villanova

community gathered in the small

chapel of Burns Hall, two weeks
ago, in remembrance of a solemn
occasion. Forfy-five years earlier,

Nazi troops had stormed the
Augustinian monastery in Krak-
ow, Poland and dragged eight

priests to prison. ,

Only three of these prisoners

survived this ordeal. One of the

survivors was the Rev. Boniface

Wozny, O.S.A., prelate of the

Augustinian Order. Wozny re-

called his experiences in a 1973

article published in the Warsaw
Journal-Daily News.
"My God, Motelupich, Oswie-

cim (Aushwitz), Dachau, so many
years of ill-treatment,'.' said

Wozny.
"I do not want to recall in detail

all that the prisoners had to suffer

and all that my eyes had seen in

Hitler's hell. If anyone would
want to comprehend everything

that happened there, he would
have to be there himself. My heart

now could not endure a realistic

presentation of the montrosity of

the crimes that people inflicted

upon people," he added.

Sharing one example of the

torture the priests experienced.

Wonzy said, "The maltreated and
sick Fr. Joseph Gociek could not
keep up with the pace of the
exercises demanded by the drill-

master and again Father Gociek
received 25 lashes. He dropped
dead, in our presence."

Finally, on April 2, 1945, the

camp in Dachau was freed by the

American Army. Wonzy called

out, "Go, the sacrifice is complet-
ed." But, the Augustinians faced

hard-years ahead.
After the war, only about 10

Augustinians remained, and these

few were separated by the disso-

lution of the Polish Augustinian
houses in 1950.

Hoping to re-organize, the Au-
gustinians petitioned Rome that

the order be re-established in

Poland. It was not until Dec. 12,

1980, however, that the Orderwas
officially restored by the Holy See.

"Near miraculous results fol-

lowed upon the decision, but in

the face of formidable obstacles:

no vocation material was printed
(it's not permitted), (andj no
discussions or open 'vocation

meetings' were organized (it's

against the law of legal assembly)
. . .,

" stated William Faix, provin-

cial delegate of Poland.

Brother Jerome Sysko, co-

director of the pre-Novitiate pro-

gram at Villanova, has been ac-

tively involved in rebuilding^ the

Polish province. Sysko helped to

sponsor a program that frequently

ships goods to Poland. In addition,

he has helped to raise some of the

$65,000 needed to rebuild the

Krakow monastery.
The monastery, which was

founded in 1347, was lost to St.

Catherine's Church after WWII.
About one year ago, St. Cathe-

rine's offered to return the
monastery.

According to Faix, it will "serve

as much needed house of

theology."

Money for the restoration of the

Krakow monastery has come from
Augustinians around the world.

According to Sysko, however, "a

large amount is from Augustini-
ans in the U.S." Sysko has raised

$1 ,0(X) from the two dance benefits

he organized at Villanova.

Private donors have also been
generous. About one month ago,

a Philadelphia man, who wishes
to remain anonymous, pledged to

donate the last one-third of the
restoration costs after the first
two-thirds raised.

The Augustinian community in

Poland is growing spiritually as
well as financially. In June, the
first clerics were presented for

ordination since 1943. There are
now 35 students in formation and
the first class of novices has been
established in Poland.

Throughtout the horrible time
of war, the Polish Augustinians

remained faithful Catholics.
"Tears came to my eyes when I

recall the Christmas of 1941.

FatherJecek Tylzarowski received

several consecrated hosts and a
few of the prisoners were able to

receive Holy Communion. For us
it was a happy day, despite the
general unhappiness in thecamp,"
Wonzy said.

This; faith and hope is still

evident in the words of a Polish
student speaking in Ireland. "I

hope to be ordained in 1987. There
are many difficulties, but it is

wonderful to see how they are
managed, so I ask you to pray for

us, Augustinians, for our province
and for Polish people. We will pray
for you," he said.

Catnptts Ministry

By REV. FRANK
O.S.A.

NASH,

Womenemergingto
shapesocialdiange
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

"The emergence of women is

the most formidable catalyst of

social change in our world,"

stated E>r. Madonna Kolbeiischlag

in her Villanova lecture on Oct.

1.

Speaking to a full house in the

Villanova Room of Connelly Cen-

ter, Kolbenschlag, a senior fellow

at the Woodstock Theological

Center at Georgetown University,

discussed the risingconsciousness

of women as the most widespread

significant change in progress in

the world today.

"Never have our women been

so ready to hear the gospel of

liberation, and never have they

been so in need of this message,"

she stated.

Discussing the "disproportion-

ate deprivation that women -

suffer," Kolbenschlag named the

advantages that men in our socie-

ty have over women: access to

training, roie models, access to

social-econbmic-political power
and influence, the absence of peer

Hattis in pubUc dialopie and in

tlie werk place, and basic skills

and tools.

AooMPdiMf to Kolhinachlag. the

world is dt^Alod Into two cultures.

iiAtod. ChacMltfittlct U the

ness, competitiveness. Qualities
^

of the marginated are feminity

and minority status."

"This' attitude is still in large

part transmitted through our

families and institutions. Effects

are racism, religious fanaticism

and any other "ism" you can

think of," she said.

Firmly believing that the "fic-

tions" of masculinity and feminity

have shaped our world, Kol-

benschlag discussed the history of

how patriarchal behavior patterns

formed, and how patriarchal

norms significantly impact our

governmental policies and
culture.

From 1980 to 1984. Kolbensch-

lag served as a full-time legislative

assistant to Congresswoman
Mary Rose Oakar in the U.S.

House of Representatives. She
specialized in economic policy,

Latin American affairs, human
rights and social policy affecting

women.
Best known for her book, Kiss

Si€epimg Btauly Good Bye,
Kolbenschlag has published
and lectured intemationaUy on a

variety oi sufafects. most of which

are concerned with feminism.

According to Kolbenschlag.
"mainstream feminism is atOl

alive because it is baaad in our

rtUgioys (faith) comfluinitits.

fmmm rmujon tktimm that

One of the many things St.

Augustine recounts in his Confes-

sions is an experience with rowdy

North African teenagers.

Private property meant little to

this group, and Augustine and his

friends invaded a neighbor's prop-

erty to strip a pear tree of its fruit.

On the surface, one might excuse

this activity as "boys being boys"

or teenager high-spiritedness.

Years later, however, Augustine

understood this event to mean
more. He had learned right and

wrong from his parents, Patricius

and Monica, and had chosen to go

his own way. Later in life, their

words and example proved to be

a profound influence upon him
and were to lead him to Christian

faith and service to God's people.

The learning of right from

wrong is a part of each person's

education, and as in St. Augus-

tine's time, education, most broad-

ly defined, is the process where

knowledge is shared by one gener-

ation with the next. With limited

preparation for married life and

less perhaps for parenting, in the

midst of varying societal and

cultural values, a father and

mother remain the first and most

important teachers in each home
which is the first "school."

Parents and children first learn

how to relate to each other and

then how to react to the wider

community of families in the

world. Parents who teach by word
and example are crucial for each

child's growth and for positive

performance later in life.

Family education is also clearly

the center of Christian faith, life

and education. Faith in God and

personal moral development lived

and communicated by parents,

are as necessary togood education

as are intellectual and social

growth.

Vibrant Christian faith ex-

prssiod by fathers and mothers in

the home remains the best way
to ahart that (aith with impres-

sionable sons and daughters.

As with so many things in a

family, confusion and frustration

can occur when expressing God's

presence and loving action. Hope-

fully, by the time of adulthood,

each one of us appreciates the

efforts our parents have made and
continue to make as we build upon
our experience and knowledge.

Later in his Confessions, St.

Augustine recalls his mother
Monica's death, her life of service,

her fidelity to God and to her

Christian faith, and her commit-

ment to her husband and children.

It was Monica's loving example

more than any other factor that

moved Augustine's mind and
heart to turn to faith in Jesus

Christ and to religious community
life.

In his love for Monica, St.

Augustine asks everyone to re-

member his mother in prayer

because of her great generosity.

His words should touch our hearts

to pray tor our own parents as

well.

With Parent's Weekend about

to begin at Villanova, many fa-

thers and mothers are arriving to

celebrate the richness of campus
life with each of us. Mothers and

fathers will anxiously look for

s)igns of perceptible growth and

learning, while other family

members plan to enjoy the foot-

ball, the fun, and a weekend away
from home.

For so many reasons, Parent's

Weekend is an opportunity to

enjoy our fathers and mothers

who have given so much to us and

who continue to make sacrifices

for the sons and daughters they

love so very much.
In the midst of all the activities

let us be sure to take time to think

about our parents, to acknowledge

their love for us and our love for

them, and to find the right way
to say "thank you" from our

hearts.

Campus Clip
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ATLANTIC CITY
TRIP

THURS.,0CT.9
Meet at duPont Pavilion at 5:45 p-ni.

Departure is 6 p-ni.

Tickets Available in

Connelly Center Ticlcet Office
Receive

$15
$22

per person

in food and coin

ff

• •

CARPET
OnLH
Oct- 7-8

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

In The Quad

Operation
Identification

Oct- 7-8 • 7-10 p«m-

In your Residence HaUs

\(
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n i COUNCIL OFFICERS

Alumni

Austin

Corr

Delurey

Fedigan

Good Counsel

Katharine

Morlarty

O'Dwyer

Sheehan

Simpson

St. Mary's

Si. Monica

St. Rita's

u. i
Stanford

Sullivan

rfeSMSIIT

Luci Jankowski

Keith Donahoe

John Swift

Mike Jones

Pat Maher

Anne Gamaldi

Amy Previte

Gerald McCormick

Adrienne Dean

MeKssa Garden

DeniseNyahay

Drew Miller

EliaDiTaddeo

Heidi Rojas

Buddy Acchione

Peter Keenan

Vkt-Prssideiif Secfefary/Trsosurer

Pat Sharpies

Jon Treacey

Dante Mojares

Rob Fangmeyer

Ron Habacker

Lynn Callahan

Sam Forlini

Paul Kowaleski

Susan Roan

Tracey Boyle

Amy Lynn Nof i

Fred Schieferstein

Diane Hopkins

Jill Apito

Greg Chodaczek

Steve Bogan

Profpiommiiig

T

Environmeiital

Ann Canzano

John Opfinger

John Hubbell

Frank LaVida

Pat Blewitt

Norma Jean Salerno

Laurie Monte

Mike DiLorenzo

Laura Mahoney

Lora Ferrario

Kim Koerner

Paul Taltavall

Petra
Hummelbrunner

Noreen Connors

Patrick Garvey

Joe Kaeser

Ann Wilkerson

Jerry Quinn

Chris Pepe

Eric DeGrave

Rich W^li

Arlene Rellly

Meg Casey

Randy Alessio

Karen Porta

Grace Spagnoio

Dana Swenson

Sean Murray

Laura Martoretii Pat Gold

Nina Koch

Greg Noone

Tim DeSantIs

Mike Burns

Ed White

Elizabeth Morrison

Linda Bahtiarian

Chris Rourke

Sharon Boyle

Diane Ceurvels

kathryn McCarthy

Andrew Simboli

Conununications

Helen Hart

John DeMasi

Greg Muscatello

Eileen Johnston

James Gorant

Ed Reilly

Jill Morley

Matt Bowen

Michael Fallon

Tom Vogtie

James Rogers

Cathy Healy

Randi Calesa

Andrei Krikllwy

Beth Gibson

Beth McDermott

Kerry Brennan

Don Bell

Katie Relchner

Jen Rahn

Andre Calihara

Allen Liberate

> »...

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
WORKSHOP

U^e uuCS Md d oecwut utiMlufco|>

wt Tnet., Oei. 14 ut tte Dou H«|>

Betihere
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FesHvities fund campaign
BY BARBARA HOFFMAN

Trcvor*8 Campaign for the
Homeless needs your help.

Trevor Farrell, the 14-year-old

youth from Gladwyn^ Pa. who
began a crusade helping Phila-

delphia's homeless men, women
and children, is holding a gala

celebrity auction on Oct. 16.

What started as a simple ges-

ture of giving a homeless street

person a blanket on a cold winter
night three years ago, has grown
into a nightly , campaign of feeding
Philadelphia's homeless.

The money raised at the celeb-

rity auction will go to help Trevor
continue his efforts. The auction
will be held at Memorial Hall in

Fairmount Park.

Volunteers are needed for a
variety of tasks including: picking

up items on the day of the auction
and bringing them to designated

diiSPlEI
MHlTISIIlie
1984 FordTempo Automobile
— 5 speed, a/c, AM/FM Stereo
Cassette. Price $3,995.
PiKme 688-0837.

Piedmont Airlines Marketing
Internship — Prefer |unlor or
senior marketing major —
good experience and, travel

benefits. Contact Jim Evans,
215-962-0344.

For sale. '81 Subaru, deluxe
red, sporty, excellent condi-
tion. Now have company car.
Priced to sell. lAust see.
$3800. Call 293-1623 eve-
nings and 688-6403 days.

NO CREDIT? - GET A
CREDIT CARDII — Help es-
tablish/re-establish your
credit. Proven results —
GUARANTEED!!! Get major
bank credit cards such as:
Visa® and Mastercard®. Free
details, write: Taxco Box 570,
Wayne, Pa. 19087. Call 687-
2460.

Earn easy extra $$ helping
with student lifestyle sur-
veys. Call Rebecca Hudson '

(collect), (818) 763-7747 (8
a.m. to 5 p.m.. West Coast
Time).

SPRING BREAK '87. Earn a
free vacation to Fort Laund-
erdale or the Bahamas. Stu-
dents seriously interested in
becoming a campus repre-
sentative, call 1-800-87-
BEACH.

Telemarketing
STUDENTS

Start $6 per hour plue weekly
bonus after paid brief train-
ing. Flexible hours (10-24)
nighto and weekends. Call
644-7940, Mr. Schult

3000 GOVERNMENT JOBS^ Sl6,040.$59,230/yr.
Nojir Mrlno. Call 805-687-
6000, Ext IMiBi.

Attention! Stydente

areas: worlungas a runner, direct-

ing cars or woridng at tlie a»t
dwck; helping to set up tables and
chairs on the day of the auction;
assisting in decorating Memorial
Hall/ and helping with ctean-op
duty the day after of the auction.
A meeting will be hekl to com-

municate moii^ infonnation and
sign people up is voluntiBers on
Oct. 5, at 7 p.m.. in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Bar^m Hoffmttn is aammUm
membtrom Tnttor's Ctm^aigm/or
tkt HmmHns.

Insipiffica
BY MARK V. DISTASIO

In this day and age. hostility is often expressed against hiwyers.
Perha^ this stems from some 17th Century American practice.

in 1641. the Massachusetts Bay Colony adopted a law making
It ill^l to earn money by representing a person in court; the law
lasted seven years.

In 1658, the Virginia legislators went to more extremes. They
passed a law making lawyers illegal.

Subsequently, they expelled all attorneys from their colony. After
iz years, lawyers were allowed to return. J

6w. wfco c»i»»

Hello ... if you can r«ad this now chances are the MlKskoat
18 over ... better read qnlcldy ... who knows when the next

S?^^*?^^?**' be ... it wos't be soon enough to get rid of
those iMiitiliil ic^neratoni in front of Sliedian . . . goah, they
look pretty ... and just in time for Mom and Dad to see ... we
can all poee for "Parent's Weekend'* pictures in front of them
.., maybe Roliin WilUanw should use them as his stage ... they're
big enough ... but we think the University has a moral oblation
•to divist from these generators ... and we want to know what
our friendly freshman class representative Buffy is going to do
aboMt it ... and that reminds us ... don't forget to read the
candidates' speeches . . . they're really informative ... one candidate
wants to create the *^New V.U." . . . gee» then we couW all be
happier campers than we are now ... but we're not in Kansas
anymore ... We need Buffy to protect us . . . we're scared of the
big, bad Radnor policemen ... that's right they're watching us
. .

.
especially if we have out-of-state license plates and Villa-

nova stickers on our cars ... but at least that keeps them out
of the doughnut shops ... and until next week ... for all you
orphans whose parents blew you off this weekend . . . this who
knows, who cares is for you.
Editedh the Editorial Board of the Vil^motmH,

Octobar 8, 1666 e TMg VHXAWOVAW el^agi 19
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The Sisters of Delta Delta Delta
would like to congratulate tiieir new

Fall 1986 Pledge Class

Jorle Allen

Andrea Bonlna

Kelly Bossard

Jeannette Bove

Virginia Boylan

Ann Buttacavoll

Lynn Coslett

Lisa DeRose

Martha Driscoll

Michelle Drbbnick

Kathy Duberson

Amy Edwards

Jennifer Fenstermocher

Kathy Fish

Maureen Gilbey

Debbie GIsburne

Christine Goppel

Karen Griffen

Donna Howie

Helena Joyce

Barbara Keating

Kathy Klah

KImberly Koemer
Michelle LaskowskI

Lynne Lento

Karen Lord

Kate Malarkey

Jennifer Maloney

Michelle Matthews

Liz McCarron

Mary Ann McConnell

Maureen McDevitt

Maura Mclntyre

Patricia Mollneaux

Alice Morrissey
.

Katie Murphy

Amy Nixon

Amy Okonski

Laura Petrino

Renee Ricciotti

Jody Rice

Jennifer Rowan
Carolyn Schaffer

Janine Schweickart

Cynthia Scott

Helena Smolders

Theresa Sommers
Genie Sundquist

Elsa Tobin

Sheri Van Ginhoven

Francine Versace

Sasha Zuckowsky

M'

Good Luck and Got Psychod for Pledging!

Part-time

Oraduate Studies
Dreffij Univeisity

PhlMtolpliidf Pfemisylvdiiid

Each university is distinct. Drexel University's distinc-

tion lies in Its non-traditional approach to education in

the applied arts and sciences.

Choose from part-timiS^MBA, MS, and PhD programs in

business, engineering, biomedical and environmental

engineering/science, humanities, social sciences,

information studies, and science. These include spe-

cialized offering's with a strong career orientation,

such lets MS programs in Arts Administration, Engi-

neering Geology, Neuropsychology, Publication Man-
agentent, and Technical and Science Communication.

Use this ad as a coupon to receive an application and
catalog. Check also to receive a descriptive brochure

on D Publication Management or G Engineering

Geology.

Name

Address,

aty State. Zip.

In8titutk)n now attendirn)

flaiMm Ik Offioe of AdRiltaiofis, Drtml UnivefsH^

sand and CliMlmil StoMit, PtiiacMphia, PA 19104.

BEAPARTOF MANAfiEMDIT
YOUR FIRST DffirONIK JOB.

' -|

KidiMKJ & Company
yaiEX MMI STYLES

Where you go with the career you choose

often depends on where you start. As a Naval

officer, you're already starting halfway up
the ladder right from day one.

Maybe you don't think ofthe Navy as a

company, yet ifyou had a list ofevery kind of

leadiership position, you'd find a comparable
occupation for a Naval officer

Executive, managerial, professional,

scientific or technical, today's Navy is big

businees. Sophiaticatod technical and man-
agement trainingdevelops experience and
responaibility youll use the rest ofyour life.

Naval officers earn solid starting salaries

with additional allowances adding more to

thcfir income, and benefits like free medical

and dental care, and thirty days' paid

vacation each year
. Minimum qualifications require that you

must not have reached your 29th birthday

by coipmissioning, you must have a BA or

Bis degree, you must be a U.S. citizen and
you must qualify for security clearance. For

further information, call Navy Management
Programs: 21S 568-2042. Make your first

job a re4l move up in the world.

Navy raprasantatiwes will ba intatYiaarlwg at

Placaniant on Oct. 6. SlQfi up today!

A
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A miracle celebrated iBswm
By HEIDI SCHMITT

Did you know that 1987 marks
the 200th anniversary of the
United States Constitution? Our
governmental system was born
right here in Philadelphia at Inde-

pendence Hall — and that certain-

ly is reason to celebrate.

The national celebration has
already begun downtown with an
elaborate exhibit called "Miracle
at Philadelphia." It is being held
at the monumental Second Bank
of the United States and features
various presentations and dis-

plays, including actual letters

written by our founding fathers

and four original drafts of the
Constitution.

Less than a 30-minute train ride

from Villanova could take ygu
back in time to recapture the
historical past of our nation.

Horse-drawn carriages tour Phila-

delphia's pre-Revolutionary build-

ings. Further, the Liberty Bell and
Society Hill, a community of
nostalgic 18th and 19th century
homes, are just a short walk away
from the exhibit.

If not for your personal enjoy-

ment, perhaps a visit to "Miracle
of Philadelphia" could supplement

your studies at Villanova. The
exhibit is open from now until

December 1987, although the

official celebration begins in May.

Take some time out of your
hectic schedule to visit the histor-

ical site of Philadelphia. You may
discover a new sense of pride for

our country and genuine respect
for those who helped build it.

NOW HIRING MEAL CHECKERS
If you are available between 11 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m.

please stop by checkers office on first floor

of Dougherty Hall.

Call

645-4174

MAT ID fwrcr rco J

Correction
In last week's issue, a story appeared on Army Reserve (Officers

Training Corps (ROTC) cadets excelling at a summer training camp.
However, the photo accompanying the story depicted Navy ROTCs.
Army officers do not wear white. The ViUanovaii apologizes for the

mistake.

Qualified

Tutors in all

Disciplines

are needed

immediately

for the

1986-87

Academic

Year

Contact

Nancy White

Academic

Advisor for

Athletes

Office
*

Basement

Sullivan Hall

exceiMt

Looking For a Part TIma Job?
Naad Flaxibia Houra/Schadula to Maat

Your School Schadulo and Parsonal Naada?

Wa Naad Talaphona
Intarviawart to-Conduct
Opinion Polls

I*
No Selling Involved

• No Experience Needed
• Day/Night/Weekend Hours
• 2 Convenient Locations
• Radnor-Havertown

To Apply. Call:

rJTMMi

MRS. WHITE
964-4676

(9a.m.-Midnight.

7 days a week)

^RESEARCH
eouAL OPPTY. ettPLoyenwrm/v/

1$VALETSERVICE TO VILLANOVA"

340 East Church Road
King'ol Prussia, PA 19406

MichMl YMkin

TwiLmmttmftFauir)

Performance tuning, sales,

parts and service for atl BMW
and Mercedes Beru automobiles *^)

OH^f'S^oH
MOH*'

Students— Earn Money— Hourly Wages
Alumni Annual Fund Ptionathon

Fa»-19M
CaNslobe

Peterson &» Co.

A National

Consulting Firm

JNVITES

Civil, Mechanical
and Electrical

Engineering
Students To An
On Campus
Presentation

• Project/Construction

Management
*

• Claim Analysis

• Scheduling & Cost
Analysis

Mon., Oct. 6, 6 p.m.

I f

Alumni

I »

WaywSt

)
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Vaseycreatesthe real 'Frankenstein'
By SHARON KELLY

Frankenstein. Mere mention of

this infamousflaihe sparks images
ci fear and horror in most people's

minds. But do you know that this

association is actually the result

of the overactive imaginations of

Hollywood producers?

In contrast, the "real" Franken-
stein — that is, the central char-

acter in Mary Shelley's 19th
century novel ~ is a passionate,

distraught creature whose violent
• acts are due to his confusion over

being rejected by his young
creator.

Villanova Theatre has chosen
this original version of "Franken-
stein" as the opening production

of a season devoted to the theme
of horror and the fascination man
has with it.

Because this play largely fol-

lows Shelley's novel, it is horror

with an intellectual twist. Direc-

tor Lon Winston explains, "This
play is not Hollywood. The Crea-

ture is not just a horrible, destruc-

tive monster, but a feeling, think-

ing individual who is being
shunned by his creator, Victor

Von Frankenstein. The Creature
lashes out at those around him not

out of violent instinct, but out of

anguish over his rejection."

It is in this scenario that Win-
ston finds intense interest and
contemporary relevance for the

audience. "We have all expe-

p rienced the myth of Frankenstein

in one way or another. And we
all are seeking our creator and

^questioning, 'Who am I?,' just as

'the Creature does. "Franken-
stein" is often called the first

% "existential thriller."

The ethical dilemma laced by
Victor, the young science student

whose experiments lead to the

creation, is of particular signi-

ficance today. Victor dabbles in

creating life just as genetic re-

searchers are doing. "We must
question whether we are prepared

to deal with the implications and
responsibilities of this technology.

Clearly, Victor is not prepared,"

Winston asserts.

Because he has attempted to be
faithful to Shelley's plot and
themes, Winston has found this

play a challenge to direct. "I'm

trying to capture the youthful

passion and relationships found in

the novel, and juggle them with

the style of the play to create an
atmosphere of real emotion, not

heightened melodrama."
Winston suggests that the au-

dience note how this Gothic novel

is brought to the stage and treated

with 20th century sensibilities.

He has tried to develop the close

bond among the three main char-

acters — Victor, his best friend

Henry, and Victor's betrothed

Elizabeth — so that their relation-

ship is realistic and current for

the audience.

But for those of you who love

the creature, there will be plenty

of action to keep your interest. In

order to survive, the creature

must learn to adapt to a hostile

environment. He cannot be a stiff,

artifical monster as he is usually

portrayed in film. Instead he is

street-smart and agile, and he will

look the part. Winston hopes the

audience will be intrigued by the

costume and makeup he has
chosen for^he creature.

Ultimately, this sympathetic

"THE DEAD HAVE A RIGHT TO STAY DEAD!" Says Fritz (Bruce Graham) as Victor Von
Frankenstein (David Fiebert) pleads with him to continue the experiment in Villanova Theatre's
production of "Frankenstein." The play runs Oct. 8-11 and Oct. 15-19. Call 645-7474 for tickets
and information.

portrayal of the creature compels
the audience to understand his

dilemma and accept his actions.

"We get caught up in it so we're

not scared of him— we can accept

that he has the right to kill

because he has been turned away
by his maker." The real horro^ of

this play, Winston suggest?; is

how the creature lives through

the physical and mentaj anguish

of being brought into existence,

then cast out into a strange and
hateful world.

This production is the begin-

ning of a season-long research

project for Winston. Although he
has always been fascinated by
horror taboo and man's attraction

to it, this is his first opportunity
to firect a play that directly deals

with the subject. "This play gives
.

me a chance to see live how an

audience deals with horror. We
are torn in two directions — we
are titillated, yet afraid. It seems
to me that we have an instfnctive

urge to experience horror."

*Trankenstein" runs Oct. 8

// and Oct. 15-19. Performances

begin at 8 p.m. For information

and ticketprices, call Vasey Theatre

at 645-7474.

Streep and Nicholson form new 'Odd Couple^
By MICHELE O'NEILL

"Heartburn"
directed by Mike Nicliiols

Paramount Pictures
'/2

< v. -*>-

When you mix comedy and
drama with Meryl Streep andJack
Nicholson, there is only one result

and that is "Heartburn." Mike
Nichol's recent release, "Heart-

burn," brings new meaning to the

word indigestion. The plot fizzles

out early on, but the movie is

salvaged by the superior acting of

the renowned actors.

"Heartburn" has a slight plot,

but it is so vague that the meaning
of the show is lost and the acting

becomes well appreciated.

Meryl Streep begins the show
as a well-known restaurant re-

viewer for a New York newspaper.

She meets Jack Nicholson, who
also works as a reporter, at a

weddingand they are immediately

drawn to each qther. In one scene

they are having drinks in a res-

taurant and in the next scene they

are in bed eating spaghetti and
watchin an old horror movie.

Remember, they have known each

olher for less than six or seven

hours. While in bed they discuss

their views ai marriage, and in the

next scene they are being wed.

The wadding it the beginning

ol theend of the pkK. The wedding
•caae it an 0¥erdraBiatieiri at-

tempt to ttreat the fact that Meryl

Stftap it afrakl of oommitmant
and it laatt about 10 minatet too

long. ShaeriaaaadiuUca while the

guests eat arid party. The flower

girl falls asleep and so does the

audience. Every guest at the

wedding, who is a major charac-

ter, talks to Streep and tries to

convince her that marrying Ni-

cholson is the right thing except

for Nicholson's friends of20 years.

It is a long, drawn-out, over-

dramatic scene that this movie
could have done without.

The spontaneity of their mar-

riage sets the tone for what is to

come of their relationship. The
once lovey-dovey couple turns into

a major hate-love couple.

Streep become pregnant with

their first child. The way in which
Streep portrays a pregnant wom-
an is remarkable, she can make
you feel the pain of labor and the

joy of having a child. Nicholson

is there with Streep in the delivery

room, and he portrays the nervous
father tremendously. There are

major complications with the

pregnancy and Streep needs to

have a cesarean section. Nicholson

is with her all the way. What a

perfect marriage.

The perfect marriage begins to

fade when Nicholson begins to

lose socks and stay out later than

usual, and in effect, stay with

another woman on the side. The
audience does not realize that he

is having an affair. It takes more
than half the movie for Streep to

figure out that her husband is

having an affair. How she puts

two and two together is beyond
any sort of comprehension. She
makes one phone call and then

storms up to Nicholson's office in

their Georgetown home, fishes

through tome papers and voilal

She finds rettaurant bills, hotel

billt and jewelry bills — none of

which were bills from the two of

thaait

Streep leaves Nicholson on the

first plane out of Washington to

New York. She takes her child and

a few necessities and she visits

her father. Some help he is. He
is a gambling gigolo who cares

more about the hooker he is

getting ready for than his daugh-

ter's problem.

Streep takes over the movie for

the next couple of scenes. She gets

her job back as the restaurant

critic and goes on with her life,

but she is pregnant again. She

goes to therapy and is robbed.

How ironic that her wedding ring

is all that is stolen.

The calm Streep takes a cab

home to her father's apartment

only to find a serene greeting from

Nicholson who asks her to come
back to him. Streep agrees and all

three are on a plane back to

Georgetown.
Once back in town, Streep

spreads a rumor that Nicholson's

sidekick has a sexual disease.

Nicholson does not appreciate this

and he tells Streep while she goes

into labor. *

The birth of the second child is

also the birth of a new Streep. At

a dinner party she tells all their

friends about Nicholson's affair,

while he is present she throws a

pie in his face, storms out and flies

home to New York for good.

"Heartburn" is funny and it is

dramatic. The humor is subtle,

but it is there. In the end Streep

is a strong, independent woman
who, like most women of today,

would never take what Nicholson

dished out.

If you are a Meryl Streep/Jack

Nicholson fan. or you enjoy good

acting, this movie is worth seeing.

If you are more into plots, then

thit mQvie it jutt not worth the

money . . . wait for it to be on cable.
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Edie Pearce

During these first few weeks,
I feel that I have become a part

of Villanova not only in the
academic sense but also socially,

and I hope that all the other
freshmen have found this adjust-

ment as easy and as enjoyable as
I have. During orientation we
were constantly told to get in-

volved and become a part, and this

is what I intend to do as freshman
representative.

I am a responsible and capable
person and am willing to work
diligently to accomplish what
needs to be done. No complaint or
problem is too small to be consi-

dered, for I believe that the duties

of the freshman representative
entail caring for the individual as
well as the group as a whole.

Empty promises are usually

characteristic of any campaign;
however, the only promise I make
is to be receptive to and consid-

erate of people, as they are en-

trusting their problems with me.
This is an ethic in which I believe

and a policy which I would follow

as freshman representative of the
Class of 1990.

Steve Masto

My name is Steve Masto and
I'm running for freshman repre-

sentative. I come from Orange,

Conn., and I'm presently enrolled

in the business school. I am
seeking election because I would
like to serve my freshman class,

the class of 1990. 1 believe this is

a good class with many excellent

people. As your representative, I

will give my time and ideas, as

well as voice your ideas and
complaints in the Student Go-
vernment meetings.

In high school I served in similar

leadership and service positions.

I was Sports Editor of the news-

paper, a peer counselor, a peer

tutor and an officer of the Italian

Club.

At Villanova, I have become
involved in Intramurals and the
Ski Club. Those of you whom I

have already met know how se-

rious and determined I am in

becoming your class representa-
tive and as time goes on I hope
to prove it to all of you.

DeniaeGood

My name is Denise Good and
I am seeking the election to the

position of Freshman
Representative.

During my past years in high
school, I have had previous Stu-
dent Government experience. As
a freshman, sophomore and senior
I served in the Student Govern-
ment as a homeroom representa-
tive and my junior year as class

treasurer. I am currently involved
in SNAP, the Nursing Senate and
a member of the Pom Squad.

I am seeking election this year
because I want to serve the fresh-

man class and Villanova Univer-

sity. I know that I have the
qualities of leadership, the expe-

rience in Student Government,
and the responsibility necessary

to serve you as your freshman
representative. I am able to work
well with others and I am very
supportive of Villanova. I know
the qualities that I possess can
contribute to the growth of

Villanova.

Remember "Make the good
choice vote for Denise Good for

freshman representative.

Dawn Qshek
Hello, my name is Dawn Cishek

and I am a biok^gy major from
Cape Cod, Mass. I am in the
Biology Club and on the Diving
team. As a member of an athletic

team, I will remain on campus
during the first semester break.

This means that I will have a lot

of time to work on special projects

for our freshman class. As a
representative, I will work on
issues that wilj affect us now and
for the next four years, issues

such as academic advisement,
conditions of the residence halls,

and the meal plan for commuting
students.

I feel that I am qualified for the
job due to my past experience in

student government. I was a
student council representative
sophomore year. I was the Chair-
man of the Social Committee and
a member of the student council

Executive Committee my junior
and senior years. I was also very
involved in Model Legislature for

three years.

I want to be a class represen-
tative because I care about what
happens to our class. I am ready
to work hard to help our class be
the best it can.

Muffy O'Neill

Do you want.the class of 1990
to go down in Villanova history
as one of the best ever? Do you
want a "NEW V.U.?" Then vote
Muffy O'Neill as one of your
freshman class representatives!
I'm a liberal arts major from
Ardmore, Pa., who wants very
much to work with and for you
on our Student Government.
As presklent of my high school

student body, I gained valuable
experience that I know would be
beneficial, not only to our class,
but also to the Villanova commun-
ity. You arc a vital part of our
Student Govemn«eiit and, il I am
elected, we will work together to
form our opinions, reach our goals
and ta make a "NEW V.U.

.'^^

I won't make you any em^y
promises, but what I definitely
will promise is that, if elected, I

will do my best to help ui "strive
to achieve all we believe" our
"NEW V.U '• cw be.

Paul Fratamico

Our class, the class of 1990, is

the future of Villanova. It is our
role to accept the challenges
which present themselves specif-

ically to us. Just as the orientation
program eased many of the anx-
ieties and fears which existed in

us all, so is it your Rep's respon-
sibility to give the freshman class
a strong voice in the affairs of the
government. Thanks to the enthu-
siastkr support of the Villanova
community our coUcge, transition
has been successful,and hopefully
the remainder of the year will be
just as successful. Thank you.

Joe Landolfi

Do you know what Pete Leonard
and I want to do? We want to

represent. We stay up all night

talking about how great it would
be to represent. In the morning,

we can't eat because our food

doesn't need representation. We
can't study because we can only

read about people who represent.

We have trouble breathing; our
breath doesn't need representa-

tion. We are^nag inakle becautse

we can't repwient . Please put us
out id mm mmry, and let us
rgyeaant. Letna rehm and en|oy

<MMial¥ea iir a duMppe.

But aeiiiailr* whI ieaUy lave

te 4q tfcia, mi w%*& try our

by nat owy 1iimwmi(

etch odHr vary null* bm alto by

btlm MlpiiiieM^ toJD talk

to iIm Ii«iIm8b dMt Id Mii avt

DM'tJHkl

Lauri Gallagher

At Orientation 1986, Villanova

University welcomed a new class

of freshmen. This class was
different than those before it

because this class was admitted
under the highest standards of

quality, ability, skill, talent and
POTENTIAL. During the course
of the next four years, we will be
expected to change, improve,
initiate and decide.

Now is the time to gather our
ideas and speculate our options.

In the past, I have worked
closely with Student Government
and other activities to organize
functions and activities. If elected,

I will stress communication with
the freshman class-as the most
effective way to results. When
people are aware of what is going
on, it is more likely for them to

be interested in effects. We have
to work together in union^. as a >

class. We need responsible leaders

to represent our class. I believe

that I can help to form that union,
and develop it to it's highest
POTENTIAL!

Peter Leonard

There's one very simple reason

that Joe Landolfi and I should be

class representatives. We would
have a great time. The importance

of this reason is immeasurable.

This is why: if Joe and I weren't

having a great time, we would
bring a half-hearted approach to

our position. We could possibly

"rub-off" on the Student Govern-

ment. If the Student Government
didn't care, it could have a pro-

found effect on the University.

The whole University could be-

come apathetic.

Villanova could spread this

"disease" of apathy to neighboring

communities. It could work its

way into the state government of

Pennsylvania. This corruption
from apathy could spread to

neighboring states and soon the

United States of America could be

destroyed by this "disease." But
you don't have to worry about this

happening if you elect Joe Landolfi

and me, because we will have a

great time.

"^

James Baldwin

Freshman year in college has
been compared to several occur-

rences in history, the migration

of the lemmings and the eruption

of Mount St. Helens (the equival-

ent of one party in Sullivan Hall)

to name two. This is because
college life is a little difficult

l^etting used to. So when problems
occur we really don't know where
to go. Our freshman repre-

sentative should be a person that

is responsive to the needs, con-

cerns, and ideas of our class. I plan

to be exactly that.

The Class of '90 (a pretty

awesome class) has alot to offer

to Villanova. The freshman class

gives a new insight and fresh

ideas to the university. It is

important that we have a strong
voice in our Student Government.
I know that 1 could do the job well

if you give me the chance, gener-

ally because I have a big mouth
and a loud voice. I have experience
in student government being a

representative and a vice presi-

dent in high school.

VOTE FOR YOUR

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

Thurs., Oct. 9

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m

Connelly Center Cinema

-• " - - • T -
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Edie Pearce

During these first few weeks,
I feel that I have become a part

of Villanova not only in the
academic sense but also socially,

and I hope that all the other
freshmen have found this adjust-

ment as easy and as enjoyable as
I have. During orientation we
were constantly told to get in-

volved and become a part, and this

is what I intend to do as freshman
representative.

I am a responsible and capable
person and am willing to work
diligently to accomplish what
needs to be done. No complaint or
problem is too small to be consi-

dered, for I believe that the duties
of the freshman representative
entail caring for the individual as
well as the group as a whole.

Empty promises are usually
characteristic of any campaign;
however, the only promise I make
is to be receptive to and consid-

erate of people, as they are en-

trusting their problems with me.
This is an ethic in whieh I believe

and a policy which I would follow

as freshman representative of the
Class of 1990.

Steve Masto

My name is Steve Masto and
I'm running for freshman repre-

sentative. I come from Orange,
Conn., and I'm presently enrolled

in the business school. I am
seeking election because I would
like to serve my freshman class,

the class of 1990. 1 believe this is

a good class with many excellent

people. As your representative, I

will give my time and ideas, as

well as voice your ideas and
complaints in the Student Go-
vernment meetings.

In high school I served in similar

leadership and service positions.

I was Sports Editor of the news-

paper, a peer counselor, a peer

tutor and an officer of the Italian

Club.

At Villanova, I have become
involved in Intramurals and the
Ski Club. Those of you whom I

have already met know how se-

rious and determined I am in
becoming your class representa-
tive and as time goes on I hope
to prove it to all of you.

DeniscGood

My name is Denise Good and
I am seeking the election to the

position of Freshman
Representative.

During my past years in high
school, I have had previous Stu-
dent Government experience. As
a freshman, sophomore and senior
I served in the Student Govern-
ment as a homeroom representa-
tive and my junior year as class

treasurer. I am currently involved
in SNAP, the Nursing Senate and
a member of the Pom Squad.

I am seeking election this year,

because I want to serve the fresh-

man class and Villanova Univer-

sity. I know that I have the
qualities of leadership, the expe-

rience in Student Government,
and the responsibility necessary
to serve you as your freshman
representative. I am able to work
well with others and I am very
supportive of Villanova. I know
the qualities that I possess can
contribute to the growth of

Villanova.

Remember "Make the good
choice vote for Denise Good for

freshmamrepresentative.

Dawn Cishek

Hello, my name is Dawn Cishek
and I am a biokigy major from
Cape Cod, Mass. I am in the
Biotogy Club and on the Diving
team. As a member of an athletic

team, I will remain on campus
during the first semester break.
This means that I will have a lot

of time to work on special projects

for our freshman class. As a
representative, I will work on
issues that wilj affect us now and
for the next four years, issues
such as academic advisement,
conditions of the residence halls,

and the meal plan for commuting
students.

I feel that I am qualified for the
job due to my past experience in

student government. I was a
student council representative
sophomore year. I was the Chair-
man of the Social Committee and
a member of the student council
Executive Committee my junior
and senior years. I was also very
involved in Model Legislature for

three years.

I want to be a class represen-
tative because I care about what
happens to our class. I am ready
to work hard to help our class be
the best it can.

Muffy O'Neill

Do you want the class of 1990
to go down in VHlanova history
as one of the best ever? Do you
want a "NEW V.U.?" Then vote
Muffy O'Neill as one of your
freshman class representatives!
I'm a liberal arts major from
Ardmore, Pa., who wants very
much to work with and for you
on our Student Government.
As president of my high school

student body, I gained valuable
experience that I know would be
beneficial, not only to our class,
but also to the Villanova commun-
ity. You are a vital part of our
Student Government and, if I am
elected, we will work together to
form our opinions, reach our goals
and to make a "NEW V.U.

."

I won't make you any empty
promises, but what I definitely
will promise is that, if elected, I

will do my best to help us "strive
to achieve all we believe" our
•NEW V.U." CM be.

Paul Fratamico

Our class, the class of 1990, is

the future of Villanova. It is our
role to accept the challenges
which present themselves specif-

ically to us. Just as the orientation
program eased many of the anx-
ieties and fears which existed in

us all, so is it your Rep's respon-
sibility to give the freshman class
a strong voice in the affairs of the
government. Thanks to the enthu-
siastic support of the Villanova
community our college, transition
has been successful, and hopefully
the remainder d the year will be
just as successful. Thank you.

Joe Landolfi

Doyou know what Pete Leonard
and I want to do? We want to

represent. We stay up all night

talking about how great it would
be to represent. In the morning,
we can't eat because our food

doesn't need representation. We
can't study because we can only

read about people who represent.

We have trouble breathing; our
breath doesn't need representa-

tion. We are dykig inside because
we can't represent. Please put us
out of our fluacry, and let us
repreaent. Let us relax and enjoy

ourselves for a chaMc.
But serJBMaly, wed really lave

to do thia, uid wa'd try our
abaafanataftet WeM liai we
have a sifnifkaat adiaatap sifiii

other paaple by not only knowing
each other vary wall, but alao by

balm ompini Mmnh tojp talk

to tiM imlmmdmtolm out

our piWWM* ^^Mlt

yMiaik?...Dm*taikl
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Lauri Gallagher

At Orientation 1986, Villanova
University welcomed a new class

of freshmen. This class was
different than those before it

because this class was admitted
under the highest standards of

quality, ability, skill, talent and
POTENTIAL. During the course
of the next four years, we will be
expected to change, improve,
initiate and decide.

Now is the time to gather our
ideas and speculate our options.

In the past, I have worked
closely with Student Government
and other activities to organize
functions and activities. If elected,

I will stress communication with
the freshman class^ as the most
effective way to results. When
people are aware of What is going
on, it is more likely for them to

be interested in effects. We have
to work together in union« as a
class. We need responsible leaders

to represent our class. I believe

that I can help to form that union,
and develop it to it's highest
POTENTIAL!

Peter Leonard

There's one very simple reason

that Joe Landolfi and I should be

class representatives. We would
have a great time. The importance

of this reason is immeasurable.

This is why: if Joe and I weren't

having a great time, we would
bring a half-hearted approach to

our position. We could possibly

"rub-off" on the Student Govern-

ment. If the Student Government
didn't care, it could have a pro-

found effect on the University.

The whole University could be-

come apathetic.

Villanova could spread this

"disease" of apathy to neighboring

communities. It could work its

way into the state government of

Pennsylvania. This corruption
from apathy could ^spread to

neighboring states and soon the

United States of America could be
destroyed by this "disease." But
you don't have to worry about this

happening if you elect Joe Landolfi

and me, because we will have a

great time.

James Baldwin

Freshman year in college has
been compared to several occur-

rences in history, the migration
of the lemmings and the eruption
of Mount St. Helens (the equival-

ent of one party in Sullivan Hall)

to name two. This is because
college life is a little difficult

getting used to. So when problems
occur we really don't know where
to go. Our freshman repre-

sentative should be a person that

is responsive to the needs, con;
cerns, and ideas of our class. I plan

to be exactly that.

The Class of '90 (a pretty
awesome class) has alot to offer

to Villanova. The freshman class

gives a new insight and fresh

ideas to the university. It is

important that we have a strong
voice in our Student Government.
I know that I could do the job well

if you give me the chance, gener-

ally because I have a big mouth
and a loud voice. I have experience
in student government being a
representative and a vice presi-

dent in high school.

VOTE FOR YOUR

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

Thurs., Oct. 9

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Conneily Center Cinema

Cm^HmiMlmd To Vote
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Reiner directs fmichiiig stery
By EDWARD REILLY

«« .»»Stand by Me'
Producer — Bfuce Evans
Director — Rob Reiner

Star rating — *****

When is the last time you saw
a really good movie? If it is too

far in the past to remember, then

I have the solution for you. Co-

lumbia Pictures, under the lead-

ership of director Rob Reiner and
producer Bruce Evans has put out

a film of fantastic proportion:

"Stand by Me."
This excellent film is based on

the novella "The Body" by Steven

King, which you may find in the

collection "Different Seasons" (if

you're not among the 45-million

fans of Steven King who have
already read it). Nowadays a most
unique and seemingly original

idea is to take a great book and
make it into a great movie. This

is what Rob Reiner has done,

amidst thousands of unbelievers

who contested it could not be

done.

Four extremely talented young

Persoials

tt

tii

HEY, all you "Messed-Up/'
Jazzyr "JMnr "Kookl;"
Sarcastic/' "Talkatlvo," "Vi-

vacious/' "Almabia/' and
always "Smilln" paopla of
orlantatlon group "73"
. . "BIG BRI" just wants to
say that he missas you guys,
and that . . . "You guys ara
awasomo/' "Ara What?" .

.

"Are Awesome!! "OH

,

. ,ARE
AWESOMEU!"- Be goodand
stay In touch.

To the zoned group "Z":
Teddy and I really miss you
guys! Picka night forzucchini
at my house!

Zanlly yours,

amy

Kristin,

I never knew being kid-

napped could be so much
fun. YouandUzzy reallyknow
how to make a stranger feel

welcome. Thanks for a mem-
orable week. Psyched to bite
the Big Apple.

Love,
Your willing victim

and "buddy"

Mr. Goodwrench,
^When you hear a noise and
you don't know what It Is

. .
." thanks.

Luv,

UCV

Spike,

Happy 19th birthday! If you
thought we celebrated St.

Patrick's Day, we can't Imag-
ine what color those lips will

be tonight. We'll make It a
great one!

Ij0¥e,

Berry
Dunsier

FULL AND PART TlhE AVAI^tfLE
VifEKOAYS AND OR VMEEKENDS

DULQN M0VM6 IS LOOdND FOR

HIALTNVANDnOTIVATID
STUDENTS TONHP WITH LOCAL
tWm OF HOnS AND OFFICES

It
N

actors: Wil Wheaton, River Pho-

enix, Corey Feldman and Jerry

O'Connell portray the 12-year-

olds that live in all of us. The
advertisements and TV commer-
cials give away most of the story

line, but don't let that sway your
intention' of seeing it. In their

hometown of Castle Rock (sound
familiar, Steven King fans?). Ore.,

another boy their age has been
reported missing. Accidentally

eavesdropping, one boy discover's

from his brother that the boy has
been hit by a train, and the
authorities have yet to locate and
remove him.

The four venture a 20-mile hike

just to take a look at him, as most
Huck Finns and Tom Sawyers
would for fun. Eventually the

brother of the eavesdropping boy
decides to bring his friends to the

site also. The confrontation that

exists there is satisfying by being

both comical and frightful.

The trip of the four is a fantastic

portrayal of the young spirit at

work. This movie will jog your
memory of events that seemed to

have lost their space in your mind.
Practically every scene will recall

a personal experience of yours and
have you remembering people,

places and care-free timesgone by.

The characters themselves are

shockingly just Hke thoee friends

you used to have before junior

high school. Club houses, comic
books, swimming holes, practical

jokes and a k)t of ieriQiii.t«liiDrpai

12'yeaf-oldswinhiiyeyouwishing
for more. Tne best tlisplAys U
friendship occur between Gordie
(Wil Wheaton) and Chns (River

Phoenix). These scenes^ are put

through to you with a maximum
of talent so it is easy to see how
the boys think and feel. The
surprises in this movie will sur-

prise you, but not in the ways you
expect it.

Foigive me for sounding typical

but I cannot ingood consciousness
let this next statement go unsaid:

This film delivers. It will make
you laugh, cry and wonder. For

all those times you spent over $10
to take your special someone to

a flick with popcorn and the

extras, and went away feeling

really shortchanged, then this is

your chance to see a real show.
The only qualm I have with this

picture is that it is of average

length, approximately an hour
and a half. These people are real,

the laughter, the tears, the shock
are real. You need not your mother
or brother to tell you how you
were as a kid, this film will tell

you easily and precisely.

So if you wish to be taken back art, erase all tension from your

to the time whan Tom Stwyer mind and bo^, think about base-

was alive, toughing, aiid exptonng ball cards, and go see "Stand by
in yofjt^^ you nesa only do this: Me."

By RUSS CECCOLA

This week we're going to look

at some recent releases from
Timeworks, the Illinois-based

productivity and educational soft-

ware company. Also, GEOS (Gra-

phic Environment Operating Sys-

tem), from Berkeley Softworks,

receives a discussion because of

the excellent utilities and pro-

grams that are offered in the

GEOS package.

KYW.TV*s Stella, of Saturday Night Dead, with WMMR FM's John
DeBella, joining him for Transylvania Mania, in which four lucky
Delaware Valley residents will be sent to Europe for Halloween.

CUP'S ON US!

Qo¥mdcat8!
Wayne

293-0980
128 West Lancaster

Receive this cup FREEwhen you order any
large one-item or more pizza. All you
have to do Is ask the phone person
when you place your Older. Offer

good while supplies last.

No coupon ntgaaaanr, |ual aafc. UmHone cup per plna. Not good

'

any othOr ofiar. MMsiabM only at tlio

Wordwriter 128 — Timeworks

Wordwriter 128 is simply the
best word processor I've seen for

the Commodore 128 computer.
I've been using it to write this

weekly column with ease. Using
pull-down menus for most of the
options. Word Writer 128 requires

almost no reading of the manual.
If you've forgotten how to do
something, just simply hit >he
escape key to get a choice of menus
highiighted at the top of the
screen. From these, a help selec-

tion is included that contains
information for every function in

Word Writer, thus avoiding hav-

ing to look in the manual for

instructions. By also filling out a
registration card, the user is able

to call Timeworks directly for

technical support.

The elements that make H^orJ

Writer 128 such a success are the

wide variety of options and the

fact that what you see on the

screen is exactly what appears at

the printer. If you switch to

italics, it appears that way on th^
screen. There are so many print-

ing options that it actually be-

comes a chore deciding which
options to turn on and which to
forget about. Of the many options
that make Word Hunter a success,
here are a few: a Spell Checker
and[ Thesaurus, automatic move-
mHH of Words that extend over
the selected line length, a built-

in calculator usable at any time,
form letter capability, chaining of

pages to form a report, simple
loading directly from a directory,

ability to use data from Data
Manager 128 and $wi/tcalc'l28An
reports and t^fe list goes on and
on, This program is a must buy
for all 128 owners. If this short

f:l0(^vffim doesn't cMh you
thin Timework's pdlTey that
they'll buy for you any other word
processor that works better
should.

Partner 128 — Timeworks •••^

Partner 128 is another excellent

les. •

.

S- . ' i. -. y~ •««..• I

i^'**^'"

9 '*^'

Word Writer 128 leads the
market as one of the best word
processors. Available for the
Commodore 128, Word Writer
can't be beat for ease of use.

List, which can also be printed by

the different parameters or with

all information about your entries

intact. The Calculator is a small

calculator that can be made into

a printing calculator with the

touch of a button. The Typewriter

turns your computer and printer

into a conventional typewriter.

Envelope Addresser and Label

Maker is again a function of the

Name and Address List. Finally,

the Screen Print allows a screen

dump of text from your main
program. For a system with so

much in a compact form, only the

best can be said about Partner 128
— it's definitely worth the money.

product from Timeworks. What
Partner actually is can best be

called a cartridge, because that is

in fact what it is. Partner plugs

into the cartridge port at the back

of your Commodore 128 and its

functions are able to be called up
at any time by pressing the button

on the casing, thus suspending

the program you were using and
calling up the Partner m?\n menu.
From this point, just as in other

Timeworks products, use of the

cartridge utilities is as simple as

reading the selection on the

screen. The accessories at your
command are as follows: Appoint-

ment Calendar and Date Book,

Memo Pad, Phon^List and Auto
Dialer, Name and Address List,

Calculator, Typewriter, Envelope
Addresser and Label Maker,
Screen Printer and some other

features that allow direct com-
mands to the disk drive or printer

from within your program. Ob-
viously, Partner does a lot in just

one small package. The only

requirement is a disk which is

used to save your data.

The Appointment Calendar/
Date Book brings an actual cal-

endar up in a window in which
a day can be selected on which
to write information. The day is

called up with the return key and
different windows for appoint-

ments and notes ai'e avaiUMa^
which will be printed directly on
the calepdar.

The Memo Pad is a mini word
processor that allows you to write

notes that can be instantly be

printed or saved to disk. The
Phone List and Auto Dialer will

automatically dial a familiar

phone number from you'by selec-

tion from your Name and Address

GEOS — Berkeley Softworks

This is another excellent pro-

duct that is available for the

Commodore 64 computer. GEOS
stands for Graphic Environment
Oi5erating System and is exactly

that — a system. GEOS is made
up of four main parts from which
most disk work, drawing and
word processing can be done
without having to leave the sys-

tem. Very similar to the Macin-
tosh computer in that it uses
icons, a cursor pointer and a

mouse if you'd like, GEOS con-

tains everything that you could

need in daily work on the 64.

GEOS is broken down into four

parts; deskTop, geoPaint, geoW-
rite and DeskAccessories. Each of

these parts contain so much.
The different options and pro-

grams incorporated into GEOS
can be selected via the deskTop,
which includes all possible options

needed to work with files. They
can be sorted by icon, name or size

on a disk^and formatting a disk
was never so easy. The deskTop Ml

is the connection to the rest of I
GEOS and gives the main menus
from which other GEOS utilities

can be chosen. Next, geoPaint is

the Commodore version of those

expensive drawing tools on the

market.

It allows you to change colors

and patterns, insert text and
shapes and choose from 32 paint-

ing patterns and brush shapes.

The geoPaint utility also lets you
zoom in for that close-up work.

Next is geoWrite — the what-you-

see is what-you-get word proces-

sor.Simple to use, geoWrite gives

you a large selection of print files

and the ability to change fonts and
incorporate pictures from geo-

Paint into a block of text. Finally,

the DeskAccessories include an
alarm clock, calculator, photo and
text albums and a preference

manager for changing, system
parameters. In one word, GEOS
is excellent and must be bought.

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Blvd. and Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

.

215-338-6101

Oct. 3 — Smash Palace

Oct. 4 - Richard Bush/Coup D'Etat

Qyr

3,11fTMeVMiJMiOVANoPiii»H

Entertainment

Calendar

Philadelphia Museum of Art
26th and Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Philadelphia, Pa.

through October 26 — "Black Sun: The Eyes
of Four"
— exhibition of the works of four Japanese

photographers V.

''0

Villanova University Art Gallery
Connelly Center
"Impressions VI" — multi-media art exhibition

through Oct. 14

Film
Roxy Theater
2021 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-561-0114

Oct. 3-9 - "Echo Park'

Theatre of the Living Arts
334 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-922-1010

Oct.»^ "What Happened to Kerouac"

Cultural Film Series

Connelly Cinema
Villanova University

Oct. 4, 5, 6 -"All of Me'

'*

The Spectrum
Pat tison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oct. 7-8, 13 -Billy Joel im.^

*i
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The Umb Ues iown in Pbflfy for f<liir

M
By JOE McGOWAN

Last Thursday, on the second
of four sold-out nights at the
Spectrum, Genesis performed
against a backdrop of tumultuous
applause and the flash and glare
of Vari-lites. As frontman Phil

Collins had promised, Genesis' set

included selections from the new,
the old and the very old.

After opening with "Mama"
from the 1983 Genesis album, the
trio of Banks, Rutherford, and

Collins (augmented for the tour by
drummer Chester Thompeon and
guitarist/bassist Ehiryl Stuermer)

combed nearly the full length of

their repertoire for the evening's

performance.

From their newer material

Genesis performed the popular

successes "Follow You, Follow

Me," "That's All," and "Home By
The Sea," ^s well as "Land of

Confusion" and "Tonight, To-
night, Tonight" from their most
recent release Invisible Touch.

For many Genesis fans the older

materia] of their set consisted in

aelecttdns such as "Los £odk)s"
from the Trick of the T^f/iOmm.
But for those fans of Genesis'

halcyon days the best was tooome
a full hour and a half into the

show.
What began as the usual Gene-

sis medley with "In the C»"
from the enigmatic Lamb Lies

Down Oh Broadway led into "Un-
quiet Slumbers for the Sleepers. .

.

. . .In that Quiet Earth" and from
there to the great surprise of the

evening •— "Supper's Ready"

from the classic Foxtrot album.

"Syppef's Ready" is, arauably,

the best^wock ever opted by

Genefis; with or Withciut Peter

Gabriel. If not the best, then this

24-minute mystery is their strang-

est accomplishment. In themedley
today*s Genesis only performed
the clhnactic last sections of

"Supper's Ready." those dealing

with St. John's account of the

Apocalypse. And so it was odd to

have Pnil Collins at one moment
offering modem pop with "Follow
You. Follow Me" and the next

absorbed with the armies of Gog
and Magog, Pythagoras with his

looking-glass and the New
Jerusalem.

As is becoming a tradition for

Genesis shows, the group finished

with an encore medley cif songs

ranging froro/Twist and Shout"
to "PinMl Wisanl*' aU encom-
passed wifh the framework of

their own "Turn It On Again."

Genesis have conaa a long way
from their formation from two
high school outfits at the Charter-

house school in Surrey in 1965

(The Anon and Garden Wall).

Even though so much time has
passed from their own genesis,

and despite the fact that Gabriel-

era Genesis is wholly distinct

from thecurrent versk)n with Phil

Collins at the helm. Banks, Ru-

therford, and Collins are still

Genesis.

•••• ^

Early Genesis pictured in Central Park: front row ~ Phil Collins. Mike Rutherford, and Tony
Banks; back row — Peter Gabriel and Steve Hackett.
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SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY

TOMEETPEOPLE
MONTHLY

PUBLICATION
ALL AGES
SAMPLE »2

P.O. BOX 58280
PHILADELPHIA, PA

18102
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h4eet a Medili fTopriMwtrtwB Ayour
CampMonQlBU

WKVU TOP TRACKS

R.E.M. "Cuyahoga"

SMITHS "There's A Light That Never Goes Out"

COMMUNARDS "Don^Uave Me This Way"

LOVE ANDROCKETS "It Could Be Sunshine"

THE BOLSHOI "A Way"

BRUCE COCKBURN "Call It Democracy"

'TIL TUESDAY "What About Love"

GENERAL PUBLIC "Too Much Or Nothing"

VOLCANO SUNS "White Elephant"

ALICE COOPER "Give It Up"

OINGO BOINGO "Pain"

THE NAILS "Things You Left Behind
'

WOODENTOPS "Good Thing"

BEAT RODEO "Twin Hometowns"

THE.UNTOUCHABLES "Free Yourself"

THE FUZZTONES "1 2 5"

JOE STRUMMER "Love Kills"

RALPH AND NORTON "Humna-Humna"

Emeigencytestprep
hefefi^theimmhient
LSfflCGMAT.andQ^
Asyou see belovmheexams will be here befbie

youknow It. And Ifyour vital signs include sweaty

palms, a somersaultingstomach.and sliaky l^s. you
needhelp—fi»t.

Check infeoaKadao center. Our test-takii^

technkyiesand educattonalprogradfnshave he^jed
biMer the [xessure and boost thesoxinfifxswerand
oonfidenoeofoveronemilfionstiidenls. weeven
haveoompact dassessoyoucanbe readyfor this
fidllsexams.

So ifyoiiie getting ill ttiinUrtfabout the LSAi:
GMAi; or(3^ Gofll^slaa Vyulghreyou all the

menuii mecDcme youneeoLAnaaiocoi
inlenshic*

r
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pave the w^ to the underground
By KATHLEEN FINLEY

Express
Love and the Rockets
Beggar's Banquet

What do former Bauhaus
members do for a living? They rise

above the techo-pop slop that one
hears today and create a whole
new sound for the alternative
listener. Love And Rockets have
emerged from the gloomy abyss
of Bauhaus with an exotic blend
of creative guitar maneuvering
and powerful bass lines.

Without the Bauhaus vocals of

now-solo Peter Murphy, Daniel
Ash can bask in the limelight as
Love And Rockets' vocalist and
guitarist. David J., on bass, and
Kevin Haskins, on drums, are also
longtime veterans in the Bau-
haus/Rockets band. When Love
And Rockets' first LP, Seventh
Dream Of Teenage Heaven, came
out in 1985, it was released only

as an import. Now that the dance
club popularity of "Kundalini
Express'^' and "Ball Of Confusion"
18 growing. Love And Rockets
have released their second and
most recent LP, Express, in

America.

3ide one begins with the slow,

Tones On Tail-like "It Could Be
Sunshine." Then it kicks in with
the metal overtones of "Kundalini
Express." Ash's metal like jam-
niingguitar gives this noteworthy
track a polished sound. The con-

sistent guitar chords and the
train-like synth combine to create
the pulsing dance beat that the
listener is more likely to hear in

a "'new wave" club.

';A1I In Mind" is the best of the
LP's rockers and marks the begin-

ning of the Floyd influenced songs
on the album. The droning
rhythm and eerie vocals are highly

representative of the modernized
psycheldelia roots from which
Love And Rockets emerged. Ash
injects this well-produ^ tune
with doses of his guitar genius.

The amusing lyrics add an extra

edge to the song: "Now, Beauty

can only ever be skin deep, but

if I'm honest, that's all I ever

really need/So throw us some
flowers and we'll give you some
songs and sunshine." Side two
contains the extended acoustic

version of this song, which em-
ploys the unusual keyboard tech-

niques of John Rivers.

The album's second dance hit,

"Ball Of Confusion," is a moody
combination of Haskin's drums
and David J's intense bass with

occasional bursts of Ash's guitar.

The inevitability of racial discrim-

German film explores men
By THERESA JONES

The Germans have never been
known for theiroutstanding sense
of humor or production of comedy
films, but if "Manner" is an
indication of a new trend, it will

surely be one well-received. A
light comedy now playing at The
ftitz at Second and Walnut,
"Manner" ("Men") offers a lively

presentation ofa trio caught in the
battle of the sexes.

As "Men" opens, (and keep in

mind that the title must be enun-
ciated with the appropriate tone
9f contemptuous indignation, as
when your grandparents shake
their heads and mutter "kids!"),
we meet JuUus Armbrust, a suc-
cessful advertising executive in
his mid-30s, married and with two
children, and mistresses to round
out his happiness.
On his 12th anniversary he

discovers that the scarf his wife
Paula is wearing around her neck
is not for her sore throat, but to
conceal a hickey. He is typically
aghast, and seems to feel his own
infidelities are of a totally different
sort. So he moves out because he
can't deal with the thought of his
wife seeing someone else. Men!
Paula's boyfriend Stefan is also

in his mid-30s, in Julius's mind
merely a long-hatred hippie, a
loser as a free-lance illustrator.

Under the pretext of being out-of-
town on business for the rest of
the summer, Julius has the oppor-
tunity to spy on Paula and Stefan.
When Julius sees that Stefan has
tjirown out his old girlfriend, he
approaches Stefan in order to rent
the spare room. Despite initial

suspicion due toJulius's bourgeois
appearance, Stefan agrees and
Julius moves in under the alias
Daniel.

Completely unaware that his
new roommate is also his lover's
husband, Stefan bc^ns to open up
to "Daniel." While seemingly the
epitome of the odd-couple, it

becomes clear that Stefan is

somewhat attracted togood liquor,

expensive clothes and cars, and
credit cards. Julius constantly

makes critical remarks about
Stefan's lifestyle, dismissed by
Stefan on the grounds that Julius

is a hopeless moralist, a stuffy

businessman. To make the film

interesting, the two begin to

develop one of those friendships

only the most bizarre pair can
have. The mere contrast in char-

acter contributes greatly to the

comedy, and the often childish

arguments of the roommates are

indeed hilarious. Men!
Then comes the surprise visit

from Paula. Julius dons a gorilla

mask and boxing gloves to conceal

his identity, and while Paula is

charmed by his antics, Stefan is

less than amused. Stefan and
Julius bicker, but events continue
to strengthen the unlikely friend-

ship. Men!
Meanwhile Julius, still wanting

his wife back, is convinced that

Paula is in love with the novelty

of Stefan's artisan lifestyle, and
plots to undermine the situation.

Playing on Stefan's weakness for

some of the finer things, Julius

gets him a job interview and
drives him in high gear, grooming
and preparing him for the busi-

ness world. With the job and tne
ensuing success, Stefan becomes
too busy for Paula, and Julius

makes his return home. Happy
now to have him back, Paula
explains that her lover had become
a bore, he got to be "like you,"
she says to Julius. Women!
So all is back to normal you

think? So it is, until Julius is

informed that he will be working
with a talented new young art

director. Guess who. Then comes
the revelation, the confrontation,

and perhaps the biggest laugh oi
the movie.

"Manner," just over one-and-a-

half hours, is all in German but
with English subtitles. Surely
some of the humor is lost in

translation, but don't let that

deter you from going to see a truly

hilarious presentation of the
fickleness and frivolity of relation-

ships. Heiner Lauterbach, Uwe
Ochsenknecht, and Ulrike Kriener
as Julius, Stefan, and Paula, are
sure to have a place in whatever
future there is in German comedic
productions. If it can be done this

well once, let's hope it can be done
again. So girls, go see "Men" and
have a laugh at their expense, and
you guys can have a look at what
we girls see. Men!
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ination is the tune's topic and the

band is rather straightforward in

their approach with lyrics such
as: "People moving out, people

moving in/Why? fiiecause of the

color of their skin/Run, run, run
... but you just can't hide." Key
words like "sejgregation" and
"humiliation" stick out and make
this song a pessimistic one.

Side two's gems, "Yin And
Yang The Flower Pot Man" and
"Love Me," owe their unique
sound to Ash's vocalizing and
guitar strumming. Ash's quick-

paced guitar and David J's creative

bass are complemented by a choir

of the band's voices in "Yin And
Yang The Flower Pot Man." The
second gem, "Love Me," sounds
a bit like digital delay Jesus And
Mary Chain. Using guitar feed-

back and eerie vocals. Love And

Rockets produces a powerfully
dense song which is one of the
LP's moody tracks.

Out of the ashes of death rock
and into the fire of hip progressive
rock. Love And Rockets just
released their soon-to-be college

radio classic. Express. Coming out
of the Bauhaus scene and endur-
ing the transition from Tones On
Tail to Love And Rockets, Ash,
David J, and Haskins have ma-
tured musically and gone beyond
the triteness of post-punk pop.

Without falling into the trippy-

pop mode that so many of their

British contemporaries have done
and without relying on their
former Bauhaus fame, Love And
Rockets have recently established

themselves as one of the more
important forces in British music
today.

Ml
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
We're looking for bright, highly

motivated graduates for our

Management Training Program
leading to positions as Accx>unt

Managers.

An exciting, challenging, and
rewarding career awaits you at EAB.
You1l become part of a progressive

and competitive banking organizatbn,

in a positk>n with high visibility.

We offer excellent starting salaries

and a comprehensive benefits

package. Please contact your career

placenfient offk:e for infbrmatbn on
how you can apply for EAB's
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PRCX5RAM.

Equal Opportunity Employer

M/FAHA/

European Amarican Bank
|

D

Member FDIC Chartered m New York Stale

DAEDALUS
EDUCATION
SERVICES

0»>^t.^^-^
CALL

0^^ 210-440-e311
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ATTENTION Performers, Musicians and Bands €>

Auditions LIVE AT THE TERRACE o

WED., OCT. 8

TIME: 5:30 p.m. -7:30 p.m.

PLACE: NORTH LOUNGE, DOUGHERTY HALL

All ACTS WELCOME'! PICKUP APPUCATIOMS IN UNION OFFICE.

O «!

O!

PRE-OBDEHBD

PARENTS'
WEEKEND TICKETS
(Robin Williams, After Dinner Reception, Brunch)

CAN BE PICKED UP:
* Fri. Oct 3 from 2-5 p.m.

Dougherty Hall

2nd Floor Conference Room
* Saturday Oct. 4 from 1 a.m.-5 p.m.

Connelly Center ticket office

Hotnecommg
IT'&GOOD TO BE^THE^JNG

(OR THE QUEEN)

Applications available for

Homecoming King or Queen in

the Union Office and the

Student Activities Office.

Due Tues. Oct 1 4 by 5 p.m.

Slant ^auiuq iceutf!

SPRING BREAK
IS ON ITS WAY! <^

Where?

Nassau, Bahamas ^
or Cancun, Mexico

The Heat is on
O
T

,<!

n

LOOK FOR
FURTHER DETAILS

WENEEDYOVt
VILLANOVA UNION

EXECUTIVE BOARD
POSITIONS

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
AND RECREATION
Applications Available Now

in Union Office

Due on Mon., Oct. 13 by 12 p.m.

Interviews Mon. Oct. 1

3

Beginning at 6 p.m.

/
/

SIBLING WEEKEND
CHAIRPERSON APPUCATIONS

AVAILABLENOW!
PICK ONE UP ATTHE UNION OFFICE OR

STUDENT Activities OFFICE
Due Date: Oct. 8 at 12 p.mJn The Union Office

MOVIES...
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SdkJflXSRBE

THmSDAY
StpjR* MiddSD p>

9
in JT99 wlfffOTIfV

Cultural Films presents

All ofMe
In the Cinema

SATURDAY — 7 p.m.
SUNDAY — 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
MOfiiDAY — 7 p.m.

w • ...
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Women rimners win

national title
By SUSAN GANEM

For the second consecutive
year, the women's cross country
team proved themselves as the

best CathoHc collegiate team in

the country by winning the Na-
tional Catholic Championships
last weekend. The 16-team field

included second place Big East
rival Boston College, third place

St. Thomas, fourth place DePaul,
fifth place Holy Cross and host

University of Notre Dame, among
others.

Senior Gina Procaccio was once
again the first Wildcat across the

finish line. She won the 3.2 mile

race with a time of 17:57.8. Cop-
ping second place was sophomore
Vicki Huber with a time of 17:59.7.

Rounding out Villanova's scoring

were Kathy Franey (nirtth-

18:51.1), Dolores Carapella (11th-

19:03.1), Dina Alborano (16th-

19:12.5), Ruth Lockbaum (21st-

19:25.1), and Jen Rahn (27th-

19:52.9).

The harriers earned national

ranking of 18th, the first time this

season that Coach Marty Stem's
runners have been considered
national contenders.

"Our athletes performed well

and I'm very pleased with their

progress," commented Stern.
"Gina Procaccio certainly de-

CLtiSSIFIED

ilDMTISIllG
LOST

High School ring. Gold with

a light green stone. Name
engraved inside. If found
please call Kim at 526-9286.

Help Wanted - L*Eiiory Balc-

ery, Ardmore Farmer's
Marlcet, hours avail. Wed.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 6:30 a.m. to

6:30 p.m. 687-5530. Accessi-

ble Paoii Local.

Earn extra money in Public

Relations. Need outgoing,
aggressive, attractive indi-

viduals to woric trade shows,
conventions, etc. Call Lisa,

341-9048.

ATTENTION C-64 OWNERS!!
i have an unopened GEOS for

sale. $35 or k>est offer. Call

828-9422 and asic for Russ.
Leave name and number and-
mention this ad.

Candidate/R.C. Priesthood.

Religious community seelw
college grade for full-time

ministry In R.C. Church. Bar-

nabite Fathers. Bethlehem,
Pa. 18017.

Credit Counselor position

available in our progressWe
Bryn IMawr marlwting firm.

Part-time telephone work.
Hours flexibie. Ideal for stu-

dents. Call Mr. liarlcer or Ms.
Balcer, 1 p.m. thru 9 p.m. 527-

8600.

Responsible student wanted
to care for 1 yr. old, 1 day per
weeic, 10-2:30 p>iii. WaNong
distance to campus. Call

after 4:00 pjn. S2S-2248.

of

tiMt muet be

will train,

•e wNn ear*

serves a lot of credit for not only

being the National Catholic Cham-
pion, but for also being a great

team leader."

Villanova will be tested this

weekend when they travel to

Tennessee to face Georgetown,

host Tennessee, an llth-ranked

Virginia.

The men's team finished third

at the same meet behind winner

St. Thomas and second place

Loyola. The first Wildcat across

the finish line and second overall

was senior Gerry O'Reilly, who
finished the five-mile course in

24:21. Roy Mascolino (seventh-

24:50), Sean O'Neill (14th-25:14),

Ken Fowler (26th-25:49), and Jan
Friedli (63rd-26:35) rounded out

Villanova 's scoring.

nr

vt wins
By JOHN RICCp

Villanova's women soccerieam
defeated tiie Colgate Red Raiders
1-0 last Saturday to win the first

ever Villanova/7-UP Women's
Soccer Tournament. Freshman
forward Jeannine'McLees broke a

scoreless tie midway through the

second half to give the Wikkats
the victory.

The tournament was played in

Villanova Stadium last Friday
and Saturday and included teams
from Monmouth and Niagara.

Wildcat Coach Don Paxson was
pleased with his team's perfor-

mance and with the tournament
as a whole. "I'm very happy with
how the tournament went,"
Coach Paxson said, "You have to

be happy to come out of it with
a win.'

Indeed, the tournament ran
smoothly except for one problem,

the weather. The first game
Friday night went fine with Col-

gate prevailing over Monmouth 1-

0. Senior forward Kirsten Salmin-

en scored the winning goal for the
Red Raiders with 38:^ remaining
in the game. It was during game
two, however, that the problems
started.

With approximately 10 minutes
left in the first half of the
Viilanova-Niagara contest a thun-

derstorm caused a blackout at the

stadium, forcing a postponement.

The game waa resumed wkh the
start of the second half Saturday
morning at 8 a.m. The bad weath-
er continued as a stead)t rain fell

all day Saturday, drenching the

playei;s and the fiek).

VUlanim advanced to th^cham-
pionship'game with a S^ victory

over the Purple Eagles of Niagara

Saturday morning. After the

scoreless first half the Wildcats

erupted for three goals, two by

sophon[M>re back Ann Beime and
the other by forward Ann
Brennan. *

Despite the field conditions, the

championship game was a good
one. The first half was even with

numerous scoring opportunities

for both teams. The scoring

drought was finally eoded when
Jeanifine McLees scored with

IMS remainifig in the pme.
Vilhiiiova's defense led by jumor
goalie Lynn McHale was able to

shut thie Colgate offense down the

rest of the way preserving the

Wildcat's 1-0 vkrtory and upping
the team's overall record to 6-1-

2. "Shutting out Colgate was very

exciting for our girls," Coach
Paxson commented.

In addition to her goal, Brennan
kept pressure on her opponents

throughout the tournament, earn-

ing praise from her coach. "Ann
did a great job," Coach Paxson
said. "If I got to pick the M.V.P.

of the tournament," he added,

"she'd be my pick."

Field hockey drop two
By NED THOMPSON

The Villanova field hockey
team struggled through a difficult

week, dropping a pair of games
while seeing their record fall

below .500 to three, and four.

There were very few bright spots

for the Wildcats as their offense

managed only one goal and 14

shots in the two games on the

road.

The team suffered their first

defeat against an excellent Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania team, 3-

0. The team was rarely able to get

the ball out of their zone and
managed only three shots on
Penn's goal. Villanova's goalie

Sue Ruff played well in a losing

effort, collecting 14 saves while

under constant pressure.

On Saturday the team travelled

to Hofstra University where they

were defeated, 5-1. Freshman
Chris Atkins scored the lone

Villanova goal to close out the

game's scoring with only 4:58

remaining in the second half.

t
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ByBOBDEGROOT

T^ VlUanova Sailing Team
kiCMd oft their season on the
wwkand of Sept. 13-14 with two
renttas.
The Fieshihan Seminar, held at

the U.S. Navsl Aoidemy, was
attended by six freshmen. The
seminar included instruction by
Navy's expert coaches in dingy
racing and a short regatta. The
teams advisor summed up the

weekend as "the best weekend I

ever had."

During* the same weekend five

Villanova sailors attended the

Drexel Minor at Penn's Landing.
With the help of the home crowd
Villanova placed first in A Div-

iskm and third in B Division.

Nevertheless, the regatta had a

few. hindrances. First off, the
Drexel race committee provided
the sailors with a half keg of beer
at the dock. With this distraction

the sailors had to deal with the

shifty winds and heavy currents

of the Delaware River. Unfortu-
nately, the regatta had to be cut
short when the racers discovered
that the course markers had been
stolen by one of the friendly

powerboaters.

The next weekend of Sept. 20,

four team members sailed in the
Army Coed Regatta. Sustantially

overweight and somewhat inexpe-

rienced, the team finished mid-
fleet against its stiff competition.
The West Point Race Committee
seemed unenthused and called the
regatta at the first hint of rain.

The somewhat disgruntled V.U.
sailors packed up and sailed home
setting new land speed records.

The past weekend nine
members of the team attended the
Navy Yawl Invite. The crew
headed by skipper Bob deGroot
was faced with experienced com-
petition from Princeton, Univer-
sity of Delaware, Swarthmore,
State University of New York,
Maritime and State University of

New York at Stony Brook.

6d/f team suffers setback
By STEVE SHMUiCLER

The Villanova Golf Team, look-

ing forward to the Big East
Championships, experienced a
setback at the Walter T.
McLaughlin Invitational Tourna-
ment this weekend. Villanova was
only able to obtain sixth place

overall on the soggy Beth Page
State Park black course, trailing

eventual winners Penn State by
47 strokes and Big East rival and
tournament host St. John's by.23.

"I wasn't pleased with their per-

formance. Maybe they were trying

too hard. We have to get the
mental edge back," Coach Ficco

said.

Senior Captian Chet Walsh's
two round total of 152, for sixth
place individually, was the only

bright spot for the Cats.

"Chet could have won the tour-

nament. He is a very five player.
He should have been under par the
second round," Ficco added.
Villanova travels to George-

town next week, hoping to defend
last year's Big East champion-
ship. Walsh, who has placed
second and third the last two
years, hopes to lead Villanova to
thechampionship with an individ-

ual championship. Providence, St.

John's and Georgetown pose the
biggest threat to the Wildcats.

"I'd like to see Chet win at least.

He is definitely a championship
caliber player. But, if we are going
to repeat, we are going to need
more than one man," Ficco con-
cluded.

ilieii crush

Eastern
By STEPBUEN J. SCHLAGER

After going 1-2 through their
first three games of the season,
the Villanova men's soccer team
has gone crazy by winning foCN*

straight. The week started out
against Eastern College under the
lights at Goodreau Stadium. De-
fense was the name of the Cat-
attack as Eastern was allowed
only three shots on goal in each
period. The defense annihilated
Eastern rendering them scoreless.

The Wildcats, on the other
hand, had no trouble producing
offense. Nova scored twice in each
half. First halfgoals were notched
by freshmanJohn Bond and fresh-
man Peter Esz. In the second half,

juniors Jeff Collins and Ben Tatta
netted a goal apiece. Final score
— Wildcats 4, Eastern 0.

The men's drive for an unde-
feated week was not over yet.

While other Wildcats were beating
up on the Mercyhurst Lakers, the
men's soccer team was inducing
its own kind of pain. On the wet
turf, under the guiding eyes of

Jumbo Elliott's statue, the Cats
took on Bloomsburg University.
The game went scoreless until

23:60 was gone in the first half
when Villanova's Joe Reteneller
ripped the net for the first half's

only score. Villanova protected its

lead for 10 minutes into the second
half before mounting another
scoring drive. Ben Tatta broke the
second-half ice and followed up 11
minutes later with another score.
The teams traded goals before the
game ended. The last Villanova
score coming off the foot of junior
Eric Friday.

The next teams that must run
the Villanova Wildcat gauntlet in
the coming week are Temple,
RutgersCamden and Penn-

Ootobtr>,mi#THgVILLAtiOVAWi^ai>1

Tennis wins pair
By JOSEPH RUSCAVAGE

The women's tennis team re-

cently shut out both Millersville

and Swarthmore but were beaten
6-3 by Seton Hall.

The wins improved the team's
overall record to five wins and
three losses. The team has already
improved by three victories over
last year's record with 12 more
matches left this season. The
LadyCats have been playing "ex-
tremely well" according to Coach
Bob Langran as they enter the
toughest part of this season's
schedule. Their next two oppo-
nents are talented teams from
Delaware and Rutgers.

Coach Langran said his team is

"much stronger then a year ago"
and that his team is only "going
to get better" as the season
continues. He hopes that with
such tough competition in their

conference as Boston College,
Georgetown, Seton Hall and Syr-

acuse his team can finish respec-
tably in the Big East Conference
Championship.

In beating Swarthmore, Lady-
Cats Stacie Hall, Beth Lemon,
Janet Lowe, Miriam Robinson,
Lynn Sbwinski and Laura Smelas
all recorded straight set victories.

The doubles teams of Hall and
Jeanne O'Connor, Lemon and
Smelas, and Lowe and Slowinski
also recorded wins. Versus
Millersville Cheryl Dorward, Hall,

Lemon, O'Connor, Slowinski, and
Smelas won in singles while the
doubles teams repeated their
earlier performances with straight

sets victories.

Seton Hall then defeated the
LadyCats 6-3. In singles Beth
Lemon won in three sets while
Stacie Hall won in two sets.

Miriam Robinson also won in an
extra match. The doubles team of

Janet Lowe and Lynn Slowinski
won in three sets to get the final

victory in a disappointing loss.

Coach Langran feels his team
has "good spirit" and that they
have continued to play well. The
LadyCats will soon enter a stretch
where they play 10 matches in 10
days.

Women Cats claw foes

.aimm. ttfmu liiSAii

By DANTE SCALA

The women's volleyball team
cruised to an easy victory over
LaSalle last Wednesday, 15-11, 15-

8, 15-6. The win improved their
record to 6-7.

The starting squad was not

used during the match. During
the second and third games, five

freshmen and one sophomore
started on the court for the Wild-
cats. Nevertheless, the match took
only 40 minutes, and the first

game was over in'8 minutes.

Passing and serving were key
factors in the team's victory. The

disabled their [LaSalle's] offense,
and gave us [VillanovaJ a free

ball," according to Head Coach
Dennis McGinnis.

McGinnis also cited freshmen
Hilary Anderson and Jill Beiter for
good performances.

With their latest win, the Wild-
cats have now won six out of their
last 10 matches since their 0-3

start. McGinnis commfhted that
the squad is "a very young team
., . it takes time (for the players]
to acclimate themselves to team-
mates, but they're now becoming
accustomed to each other." All in

all, McGinnis stated that there

of improvement."
M*««

Trevor Ferrell is shown here doing what he does best — helping

Philadelphia's many homeless men, women and children.

Please atlesi a meeting scheduled for Monday, Oct.

al DovKherty BmH — East Loungre. Time: 7 p.m.
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Cats' offense leads W9

(File Pholo)

Runningback Ron Sency looks for an opening during actu>n against
the Lakers of Mercyhurst.

By MICHAEL IRONS

"We got away with it. Maybe
on another day we might not

have," Coach Andy Talley said

after his Villanova Wildcats had
used a flanker-reverse pass play

to score the winning touchdown
in a 42-35 victory over Mercyhurst
last Saturday.

"1 just f§H that we needed a
little bit of razzle-dazzle at that

point," Talley said. Villanova is

now 2-0 this season and 7-0 under
Coach Talley.

With the game tied at 35 the
winning score was set-up by a
fantastic interception by John

only inches from the ground,
while diving over a Mercyhurst
player. This gave the Wildcats the

ball at the Laker 35-yard line with
a little over two minutes remain-

ing. After an Incomplete pass,

flanker Greg Downs hit a wide-

open Bob Brady with the touch-

down pass which fooled the entire

Mercyhurst defense.
The Laker defense was fooled

often during the afternoon as

Villanova reeled off 444 yards of

total offense. Quarterback Kirk
Schultz was the star of the after-

noon, completing 24 out of 42

passes for 309 yards and three

touchdowns. Schultz has hit on

games at quarterback for the

Wildcats amassing 417 yards.

Turnovers was the other story

of the game. Villanova fumbled
three times, allowing the Lakers

to get back in the game, and
Mercyhurst four times and also

threw two interceptions.

Villanova took a big 21-0 lead

in the first quarter, converting a

pair of Laker turnovers into

touchdowns by Downs on a nine-

yard pass from Schulz and a Gary
Pascoe oneyard rush. Ron Sency
accounted for the other score on
a four-yard gallop. It was not until

the 3:07 mark of the second
quarter when Mercyhurst got on
the board. After missing the extra

point, the Lakers had cut the lead

to 21-6.

Unfortunately for the Wildcats,

they caught the turnover bug and
fumbled the ensuing kickoff.

Mercyhurst scored two plays later

but again missed the extra point,

making the score 21-12.

Things got worse for the Wild-

cats, as Mercyhurst recovered the

on-side kickoff and again scored.

This time the Lakers converted

the point after touchdown and
what had been a 21-point lead,

was reduced to only two at the

half.

"It was a great learning expe-

rience. Hopefully they've learned

that when you have a team on the

run you can't let up, Talley said.

If Talley said this at halftime,

the Wildcats took it to heart by
driving 71-yards for a touchdown.
Another Laker turnover was con-

verted into a seven-yard touch-
down pass from'Scliuiz to Downs
and boosted the lead to 35^19

which held up going into the final

quarter.

But just as they did in the

second quarter, the Lakers came
storming back to tie the game.
"This was a much tougher

McGowan, who caught the ball 36 out of 58 passes in his first two game than I expected I never

NCAA implements testing

Vt

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

In the aftermath of the deaths

of University of Maryland super-

star Len Bias and Cleveland
Browns' safety Don Rogers, the

NCAA is now taking steps to end
the growing drug problem in

college athletics.

At the beginning of this week
all NCAA basketball players had
to sign waivers saying that they

could be tested for drugs at an-

ytime during the season. This
waiver extends to all who partic-

ipate in varsity college athletics.

The entire drug testing issUe

brings up many questions and
problems. Is this fair to the athlete

or does this violate their rights as

individuals? Ajhat will the ram-
ifications of ^positive drug test

be? How will this affect college

athletics and the athletes them-
selves? Is the cost worth it?

A NCAA board will be meeting
during this month across the

nation to explain the drug policy

set forth by the NCAA. The policy,

at present, in Division-I-A basket-

ball is as follows: the 64 NCAA
ournament teams will definitely

be tested. The teams could be
tested while they are preparing for

the tournament, during the tour-

nament or after the tournament,
according to John Toner, chair-

man of the NCAA drug testing

board.

If a player tests positive be-

tween the first round and before

the SigioiuiU. tht tfltm't diMual-
ificatiofi it not retrotctiv^. Htw*
«¥tr, H a playtr taota ptailivc

They have an oUigatHm te me, to

their sport, te their families and
especially to themselves . . . They
should be examples. Coach
Massimhio

instance, if a member of the
national champion team would
test positive after -the champion-
ship, the team would be disqual-

ified and there would be no na-

tional champion for that year.

The cost of all this testing is

between $200 and $300 per test.

This means that if the top eig^t

players, by playing time, were
tested only once during the tour-

nament, it would cost the NCAA
between $100,000 and $150,000.

What will this do for the college

athletics scene? The board feels

that this policy will be a deterring

agent and will, in the words of

John Toner, "guarantee fair and
equitable competition," along
with the hope that it "will relieve

the feeling of a need to take
banned substances in order to

perform."

How do coaches feel about this?

Most coaches share the opinion

that drug testing should be done
for a variety of reasons. Baaketboll

coach Rollie Maaainitno states,

"They have an oMigation to me,
to their sport, to their famtlieeMid
eipicially to thawiiWti . . . Thoy

waterpolb player Ed Rae, "If I

choose to play a varsity sport,

drug testing is not a violation of

my rights."

When asked if it is fair that

athletes are tested for drugs when
the general student popubtion is

not, most athletes again fell into

the same category. The athletes'

responses can be summed up in

the words of Wyatt Maker. "I

don't think it's unfair, because the

impact of a drug-related problem,
such as the death of Len Bias, is

greater because we are in the
limelight."

However, not all student ath-

letes feel this way. Sophomore
Marc Peppenelli stated that he felt

it was against h^ rights as an
individual to be forced to undergo
drug testing. Howev^, Peppenelli

signed Ihe waiver in order to

continue has lacraaae career at

Villanova.

In theoe times of political lod

tape aad lipi nmmmnit, it it

iiMbthil tiwt Umi iiggii wiU m^
With the NCM mmimm.Lm
aflMT the NCAA telte «&it

r

Whaiia^rthim'i
tothiti

MM to Ihat. In Iht wanlid vaiilly

(FHePMo)

Quarterback Kirk Schultz

thought they had the ability to

take us to the wire," Talley said.

But whenJohn Prencipe scored on
a 16-yard run, Mercyhurst began
to scratch back into the game.
The Lakers got two more points

when Schulz was tackled in the

end zone and then knotted the

game on Bryan Rostek's five-yard

run plus the subsquent two-point

conversion, with 6:40 left to go
into the game.
"Our players showed a lot of

courage by coming back," Talley

said. The Wiklcats stiffened-up on
defense and with McGowan 's

interception gave the offense the

opportunity to win the game.
Freshman Bob Brady was an-

other offensive star, catching

eignt passes tor i4tf varos ana one
touchdown. This of^sive output
tied Brady for ninth on VU's all-

time singlegame best performance
list. Downs also had a great
afternoon catching the ball. He
caught three passes, two of which
were for touchdowns, and also

threw the game winning
touchdown.
Sophomore tight end Jim Cash-

nian caught a career high of five

receptions for 87 yards;

Villanova has its first home
game tomorrow, when the Univer-

sity of Buffalo, with a 3-1 record,

comes to Goodreau Stadium. Buf-

falo is lead by junkyr taill>ack O.D.
Underwood who has rushed for

428 yards and two touchdowns on
64 carries. Also to look out for is

quarterback Ken Crosta who has
completed 33 out of 54 passes for

three touchdowns and 502 yards.

The defense is anchored by
inside linebackers Mike Laipple

and Steve Wojciehowski.

There will be no isaue
of the Viiianotmn. mmut
week because ol mid-
terms.
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This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

sophomore Ann Beime of the women's soccer team.
Beirne, from Dublin, Ireland, was named Most
Outstanding Player in the first annual Villanova/
7UP Women's Soccer Tournament.

Beime scored twice in the Wildcats' operter
against Niagara powering Villanova to a 3-0 win.

In the champkmship game. Beirne again played
outstandingly. She kept offensive pressure on the
Colgate goal throughout the game and also excelled
on defense. It was for this reason that Beirne was
also named the tournament's Best Defensive Player,
as voted by the coaches.

Beirne is third scorer on the team with four goals
and has been a major factor for the great season the

;

women are having so far with a 6- 1 -2 record.

By DANTE SCALA

During the 1986-87 scholastic

year, the University will give out

only 51.9 percent of the total

athletic scholarship money which
the Natk>nal Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA), the ruling

body of college athletics, allows

the University to distribute to

student-athletes. This percentage

is based on the number of athletic

scholarships currently in use at

the University.

However, the estimated amount
of athletic scholarship money,
$1,719,228, is more than double

the money given for academic
scholarships, which is estimated

at $758,160.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

commenteiitkat the difference

between the two scholarship
funds does not reflect an emphasis

QUI. atlM^tica over academics. He
stated that the many academic
contributkms, such as the upgrad-

anauillQiUions of dollars put into

science buildinga, have to be taken
into account.

Also, many students receive

benefits from the need-based
financial ak) grants; in the akl

program. Drisa>ll stated that, "A
good student (having financial

need] is favored in the financial

aid package." All in all, Driscoll

said that the contributions to

academics far outweigh those

given to athletics.

Dr. Michael E. Burke, chairman
of the Honors Program and head
of the presidential scholarship

committee, commented, "Finan-

cial aid is to assist students who
would be coming here anyway.
Athletic and academic scholar-

ships are designed to attract

people whose special talents might

not be part of our student body

otherwise; So that, in one sense,

the breakdown of non-need based

scholarships is an indication of

what kind of special talents we
[the University] want."
However, Burke agreed that the

scholarship situation does not

"show the whole picture," citing

that other monies are spent on
academics and that, "The Uni-

versity is spending a considerable

deal of money on athletically and
academically talented students

besides schoiarships."

Pay| Mullin. secretary of Stti-

dent Government's department of
affairs, stated, "Xbc

;•>>*»
ly reneeiMi oy tl

quality of our athletic program.
We can be proud of our athletic

program; likewise, we must invest

at least equal amounts through
academic scholarships to bolster

the academic program and the

student body at the University,

especially in the light of rising

tuition costs."

Currently, theNCAA allows the

University to distribute the equi-

(Continued on page 6)

Hi Mom and Dad
ApfH|[<ndfiiately 3,000 studeots, parents, and friends gathered

Bea^laat Sutmnday foctl|tie.|teaMm'8 first tail«at«.

Paper

delivery

probed
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

In response to numerous cbm-

plaints from students not receiv-

ing delivery of the New York
Times and Philadelphia Inquirer

from the Villanova Student News
Service, representatives of both

papers have visited campus with-

in the past two weeks to inves-

tigate the delivery problems.

On-campus residents who have

subscribed to the papers have

cited many problems with -the

delivery of their papers. A resident

of Simpson Hall reported last

week that no one living there had

received delivery of their papers

since the beginning of the semes-

ter. According to a second floor

Alumni Hall resident, ".Nobody on
the floor gets the paper on
Sundays."

Paul Kosenbaum, who is in

charge of the Villanova Student

News Service, was unavailable for

comment earlier this week.

Mike Allen, the circulation sales

representative oi the New York
Times involved with Times sub-

(Continued on page 4)
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Williains' concert

sparks complaints
By MARY E. CHAREST

and eORRIN LONG

The office of Student Activities

received "a good number of com-
plaints from parents" as to the
content of the Robin Williams
concert Saturday night, according
to Gary Bonas, assistant director

of Student Activities.

"We had hopes that it would be
less offensive," he said.

According to a reliable source,

there were no explkit rules in the
Contract as to what Williams
couki say at the concert, but the
contract did note that he would
be performing for Parents' Week
end at a Catholic university.

The source said that the con-

tract was made with his manager
and, "We don't know if his man-
ager ever told him.
"When I spoke to him after the

concert he was surprised that so
many parents were there," the

source said.

There was also a problem with
the acoustics in the duPont Pavil-

ion. The people in sections WA
and WB apparently had trouble

hearing; one student said that it

sounded like Williams was
mumbling.
According to Bonas, people in

those sections were either rekx:at-

ed or refunded their money. Bonas
(Continm^ am p0gt 4)
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By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The number of black students

enrolling as freshmen at Villanova

this year constitutes the largest

increase yet, more than doubling

the 23 that entered in the previous

class, Denise Houser, minority

recruiter for the Office of Admis-

sions, said this week.
Fifty black students, approxi-

mately 3.2 percent of the 1,560

freshmen at Villanova, form al-

most half of the overall minority

enrollment in the Class of 1990.

The Rev. Harry J. Erdlen, O.S.A.,

dean of Admissions, reported that

the number of minorities ip the

freshman class totals 102, approx-

imately 6.5 percent of the class,

as compared to 95 minorities in

last year's entering class.

The increase of black freshmen
on campus has made a noticeable

difference to other minority stu-

dents. Junior English/communi-
cations major Geri Barton said,

"Now you can see that there are

more minorities at Villanova,

which I think makes tKe minority

students here more comfortable."

Barton further stated that the

increased minority enrollment is

"overdue. It's not even close to the

average level for most schools in

the country, but it's a start."

The process of minority recruit-

ment at Villanova was accelerated

"drastkally " over the 1985-86

school year, according to Erdlen.

The hiring of Houser as the

University s first minority re-

cruiter in August 1985 repreaents

themi^ naaon for this increaae.

Tht tank of intereattog nuMr-
itiaa as VlUtaova Univaraity ia a

Miiikif to Mian

dftli it IteiltA^V flMlilMi AIm>«

students, according to Houser,

and Villanova often competes
with Harvard and Princeton for

a certain student.
,

In addition to funding and
competition limitations, the Ad-

missions officers must work
against Villanova 's reputation for

homogeneity. "Villanova has an
image problem [regarding low
minority enrollment]," stated

Houser.
Although the class of 1990

represents the largest number of

black freshmen to date, Houser is

not completely satisfied. She said,

"That's not enough for me. I want
more, but Rome wasn't built in

a day and Villanova University's

minority recruitment won't
change in a day either."

To overcome the "Vanillanova"

image and to continue the upward
trend in minority enrollment,

Villanova must work harder than

the other universities, according

to Houser.

Some of the fundamental as-

(Continued on page 5)

(Pholo by Nunes)

Denise Houser, 'minority recruit-

er, reported this week that fresh-

man enrollment of black students
doubled this year.

V.U. neighbors

invited to forum
By MEG KLUCSARITS

The Villanova Student Govern-
ment will host a receptkm/discus-
sKNi oeaaion for the neighbors of

Vfllanava Univeraity on Oct. 13.

The purpgae of thia receptkm,
aooonding to Phil Brach, secretary

of Student Government's depart-

ment of extMrnal affaira, ia to

itlmtmidentaof
have en*

with Villanova

Last week, the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University pres-

ident. Dr. Richard Neville, vice

president for Student Life, Euffene
Kuane, publk relatibns director

met with four Radnor Township
commissioners and discussed
some of the issues that will

prokMibly be diacusaed at the

raoealion. According to the Oct.

2 iaantofThe Suburban, the main
nbjicHvai diacuaaad were to I

exiattiii pnMmm with

'^-•^-*'*^r^'
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Oct. 14, ''Individualism and Commit-
ment in American Life" by Professor
William Sullivan, co-author of Habits of
the Heart, a best seller on American
values and culture. 8 p.m., Villanova
Room, Connelly Center.

CIvb
The Chess Club has its first meeting

(for 15 minutes) on Oct. 15 in Room 11
of Bartley Hall at 4:30 p.m. If you cannot
make it, come at 7:30 p.m., same day
and place. Anyone is welcome.

Oennan CIvb
The German Club would like to invite

anyone interested to a guest speaker
lecture. Mr. Gunther Weiss, a business
representative from a very successful
German company with worldwide con-
nections, will be speaking to the Busi-
ness German class at 7 p.m., Oct. 27,
in Rm. 221 Chemical Engineering
building. It should prove very interest-
ing for anyone considering business,
international business, or related fields.

Please join us!

Spring Mvtic

Courses

This Spring three music courses will

be offered: Musical Heritage, a survey
of classics, Musical Composition, tech-
niques of writing njusic, and The
Broadway Musical. All satisfy core
requirement and none need prei^eoui-

sites. Look under AAH for pre-
registration.

Ski CIvb

The Villanova Ski Club is offering
two exciting trips this ski season:
Kinington:Jan. 4-9,$279.
Vaihjan. 11-17, $499.
There are still spaces available!

Contact Frank Culotta, 254;04^ or
Chris Dour in Austin Rm. 23.

Volleyball

Volleyball for severe amateurs is

sponsored by the Biology Club on Friday
afternoons at 4 p.m. on Mendel Field.

All inmates of Mendel Hall are invited
to battle it out on the existential court.
That means all you stuUents, faculty,
and staff! We will play until the weather
holds out. Check the bulletin board
outside Mendel 115 for a change in
location. We play a mean game, so come
prepared.

Stodoot

Directory

This is your last chance to get your
name included in the Student Directory.
The deadline is Oct. 15 at 5 p.m. If you
have not received a form, please come
to the Student Government office in 204
Dougherty.

St. Josaphat's parish will be hoiding
a fall festival at the Pansh Hail, 124
Cotton Street in Manayunk. Buffet from
7:30 to 9 p.m. DMidne to the muMc of
Good Sonndt OrchtMra will take plaoe
from 8:ae p.m. to 12:ao a.m. Par tmn
Mbrmatian.GaU Ha»ry.4tt.7W.or tlie
voctory at 4i34470.

All legacies, member^ who have
transferred, and Alumni of Sigma Chi
are ur^ed to contact Rich Gough. 205
Fedigan. 525-9206. Box 2626 Kennedy
Hall. Villanova. Pa. 19065.

latonrational

Amnesty International of Villanova
University will have a meetiM on Oct.
13 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center for Peace
and Justice Education. Join us in
working for the release of those people
in prison for the non-violent expression
of their personal beliefs.

ACS Oeneral

Meeting
The next ACS general meeting will

be held on Oct. 16 at 12:45 p.m. in the
Connelly Center Cinema. All commuters
and OCRs are welcome to attend!

Polond Lecture
On Nov. 12 the Richmond branch of

the Free Library of Philadelphia will

present a lecture on "Pope John Paul
II and Poland His Homeland," at 7 p.m.
The speaker is Rev. Henry B. Syvinski,
O.S.A., of Villanova University, who
will speak in English, but will do some
explanations in Polish and answer
questions in both languages. The public
is cordially invited to attend. The
Richmond branch is located on Indiana
Ave. and Almond Street.

Stwdonff/Pcicwlty

Social

The English Club will be sponsoring
a student-faculty social to informally

meet with professors and other students

interested in getting involved in our
organization. The social will be held on
Oct. 15 from 4-6 p.m. in the West Lounge
of Dougherty. Refreshments will be
served — New members are welcome
to join!

Museum Trip

The Departments of Art & Art His-

tory and Religious Studies are jointly

sponsoring a field trip to the University
Museum,^ at the University of Penn-
sylvania, on Nov. 5, at 10 a.m.
This trip is open to members of the

Villanova community. Transportation
is not provided. For further information,
please call Dr. Radan (x. 461 1 or x. 4610).

Members of Dr. Radan's and Fr. Hamel's
Honors class, Archaeology of the Old
Testament, will be visiting the Meio-
potamia Gallery.

The Engeering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday at 5 p.m. in

the Connelly Center's Bryn Mawr
Room. All engineers are urv^d to ooaoe

get involved in their Colleseof Engineer-
ing! Refreshments are providad so you
wouldn't want to miss it! Tlie annual
Graduate School Seminar, one of four

professional development profrana
sponsored by the EJ.C, is bang ImM
on Oct. 14 in the CooMlly Centar'aBnm
Mawr Room at 7:a0 p.in. Vary halpful

tnforwKton aarlaUig to the tapic ol

gradiiila itfMsl t« ba oUtfadT All

uppM«lai«MB «f« aipMiitty mmi to

attaiid. iilfiiliiwli to bt pwvBid.

Bermuda — March 8 to Maixii 12 —
$444 Jamaica (Ocho Rios) — March 6
to 15 — $719. Cost includes round-trip
airfare from Philadelphia, transfer,
baggage handling and gratuities, and
acrommodations.Bermuda include full
breakfast, tea and dinner each day.
Cruise to Bermuda — May 10 to 15~ $5354595 - filling fast; first come/

first served. If interested in any of these

i^?ifi^ contact Graduate School at
645-7090. Deposit of $100 required at
tune of booking.

Cofffoooml

The ACS provides free Coffee and
Doughnuts for all commuters and OCRs
every week. Next week's date is Oct.
15 from 8 to 10 a.m. in the North Lounge.
Please join us!

Biology Cl«b
Our next meeting is this coming

Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 117
Mendel Hall. Our meetings are open to
anyone who wishes to attend. A film
will be shown, with any luck. Look for
signs to keep posted, especially the
bulletin board outside 115 Mendel Hall.
Dues of $5 will be collected from
members.

Nallowoon
Hayrido

The ACS is planning a hayride for
Oct. 31. Tickets cost $6.50, include
dinner, and will be sold in the Connelly
Center Ticket Office starting Oct. 13.

Stay tuned for more information!!!

iffby

The Men's Rugby Club will be playing

U.Penn this Saturday behind St. Mary's
on the Morris Estates Rugby Pitch. The
match begins at 1 p.m. right after the

tailgates. So if you don't have a football

ticket, or just don't want to get Buck
Reitmeyer mad, you'll be there. So come
on out and support Villanova's unde-

feated team.

BolioAIr

Yearbook
The Belle Air Yearbook is looking for

photos from 1983 Orientation. Please
deposit them in the Belle Air mailbox
in Dougherty, Room 108 by Oct. 17.

Include all names of the people in the
photo. They will be returned to the

owners at the end of the year.

AIDS
On Oct. 14, Gary Bonas, AssisUnt

Director of Student Activities, will
speak on, "Aids: Plague of the Twentieth
Century?" The VmaMon Unkm Lec-
tures Committee is proud to bck offour
Talks of the Times Series with this
pertinent topic. The lecture will be at
4 p.m. in the^Connelly Center. For more
information contact the Union Office at
645-7280.

Start aaviof now for Sftrinf Bfaak in

The month of October is the Polish
American Congress' Polish American
Heritage Month. Cetebrate with the
entire Pokmia and its supporters! For
more information call, the PAC at 739-
u4W5.

When: Oct. 31
Where: Villanova Room, Connelly

Center

Time: 8 p.m.-l a.m.
Musk: DJ. Howard
Refreshments: Trick-or-Treat candy

Political Union

On Oct. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Dayhop
Cafetena Dougherty Hall, Richard NUpow will speak on the recent Supreme
Court decision upholding an anti-
sodomy statute in Georgia. All Political
Union members are urged to attend, and
new members are always welcome.

Yoarbooks
All students who purchased 1986

Yearbooks and have yet to pick them
up, can do so by calling the Belle Air
office at 215-645-7240. There is still a
small number of books available for
purchase between the years of 1980-
1986.

Energetic, enthusiastic, determined
students wanted to work on such issues
as meal plan, parking, off campus
housing, book prices and much, much
more. We're interested — are you? Stop
by 204 Dougherty and see how you can
help.

Accovnting

Socioty

An Accounting Society meeting will

be held on Oct. 16 at 12:45 p.m. in

Bartley Rm. 110. A representative of

Laventhol and Jlorwath will speak on
auditing. Attendance by all members is

strongly recommended.

Ikiwk Mlgrottioa

The Biology Club is sponsoring a trip

to Hawk Mountain to see the year's
migration of hawks and eagles. He will

be meeting at 10:15 a.m. on Oct. 12,
behind Mendel Hall in the parking tot.

Bring a lunch with you. We will be
returning the same day. Hawk Moun-
tain Sanctuary does charge a small fee
to use their trails. Don't forfet to bring
your binoculars for this spectacular
phenomenon. Anyone interested is

wekome to come.

The PAC Miah Aaerk^n Hariti^
flMntii isaaaiMN he imm in the* Catkin
dral d iiiM Petar aad hail, IMi
StriiT aadtawjimin Fraalilin Pukumy,
at 7 ^M»M atiidanta and faculty an

Most nwsespass b99ffls

^
Octobar10,19a6oTMgVIUAIiWAH#aM»#

By DEBBIE GROSS
Ninety-two percent of Villano-

va s class of 1986 nursing grad-
uate who took the Pennsylvania
State Board of Nursing teat inJuly
passed the test, M. Uuise Fitzpa-
tnck, dean of the School of Nurs-
ing, said this week.
According to Fitzpatrick, the

success rate can be attributed to
the curriculum presented in the
School of Nursing "which mixes
Villanova's liberal arts tradition
with experience in clinical
studies."

This undergraduatecurriculum
undergoes an evaluation every
two years and refinements are
made from suggestions of both
students and faculty each year,

Fitzpatrick stated. Biscause there
have been no great changes in the

Computer

curriculum since 1981, the faculty

is experienced with .the curricu-
lum and is therefore better able
to prepare students for the boards.

Fitzpatrick explained that the
board exam is a tedious process
involving every state in the coun:
try. Every five years, people who
represent different areas in the
nursing field are chosen from
each state to create an exam for
each state. The exam is an assess-
ment of the minimum safety
techniques acquired by fhc grad-
uates and required for practice.

The exams are given twice a
year, once in February and once
in July, at various sites all over
the country. If thegraduate passes
the exam, he or she is licensed in

the state in which he or she took

the exam and can practice in that

state, Fitzpatrick said.

Villanova's School of Nursing is

accrOditod'by the National Leag^
tot Hmnkngvid meets the stand-

ards ol the State Board of Nursing

in the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania. The undergraduate pro-

gram was reviewed and reaccre-

dited in 19B3 and at the'same time,

a recently developed graduate

program received its

accreditation.

According to Fitzpatrick, many
job opportunities exist for nurses

because of a nursing shortage. She
said that many Viljanova gradu-

ates begin with jobs in hospitals

and then go into home health care

programs, military programs,
industries or schools.

Fitzpatrick also stated that
many of Villanova's graduates
return to various graduate
schools.

In the News
student arrested

usage
grows

By LYNN PERDEK
The tremendous increase in the

use of computers on the Villanova

campus has created the need to

double the amount of computer
equipment in the past year, Daniel
McGee, manager of academic
services for the University Com-
puting and Information Siervices

(U.C.I.S.) said this week.

Not only more students, but

also the faculty and the adminis-

tration are finding the need to use

computers, he said. McGee noted

that especially the students of the

College of Commerce and Finance

have increased their use of com-
puters "at a phenomenstf rate in

Michael Savage, a 21-year-
old Villanova senior and resi-

dent of Bryn Mawr, was
charged by police recently with
possession with intent to deliv-

er after a search of his house
turned up a whitie powder
suspected of being cocaine.
Police also reportedly unco-
vered scales, cutting equip-

ment and records of drug
transactions.

on drug charges
The search of the house in

the 800 bUxk of Penn Street

proceeded after the police ob-

tained a warrant.

Savage was released after

posting 10 percent of $2,000

bail. A preliminary hearing for

Savage has not yet been
scheduled.

Police said the investigation

was continuing.

N.E.F.

(Photo t>y Baker)

The increase in the use of computers on the Villanova campus has
created the need to double the amount of computer equipment.

Wellness Walk to be held
The first annual Wellness

Walk to fight drunk driving

will be held on Oct. 11 at 8 a.m.

in Bryn Mawr.
The two-mile walk will start

and finish at the Bryn Mawr
Trust Company on Lancaster
Avenue. Entry fees are $2 for

adults and $1 for children

under 12. Profits will go to

support local chapters of

S.A.D.D. (Students Against

Drunk Driving) at Haverford
High School, Lower Merion
High School and Radnor High
School.

The Wellness Walk was
created for Wellness Week,
sponsored by the Health Coun-
cil of Northeastern Penn-

sylvania. The program was
designed by the council to

promote health in the work-
place, among both employers
and employees, as well as for

the general public.

Bryn Mawr Hospital and
Bryn Mawr Trust Company,
both members of the council,

established the Wellness Walk,
in order to bring the program
to the Bryn Mawr area. Other
events for Wellness Week will

be held in downtown Phila-

delphia and throughout Dela-
ware County.

Entry forms can be picked up
at Bryn Mawr Trust Company,
as well as at various businesses

along Lancaster Avenue, j r^

Villanovans honored by Catholic U.

the past year."

There are three public computer
sites on the Villanova campus,
located in Mendel, Bartley and

Tolentine halls. Mendel's compu-
ter room is open 24 hours a day
for the students' convenience.

The other two sites are open 16

hours a day, closing at midnight.

but remain open 24 hours at the

end of the semester.

With many students putting off

computer work until the end of

the semester, there are often

many more people than available

computers, McGee said. When
this occurs, priorities are set at

(Continued on ptige 4)

Three prominent Villano-
vans will be honored tomorrow
at the 1986 Homecoming
Awards Banquet sponsored by
the Alumni Association of the
Catholic University of
America.

The Rev. Edward J. Burns,
O.S.A., M. Louise Fitzpatrick,

dean of the School of Nursing,

and Gen. HazelJohnson-Brown
will receive recognition for

their distinguished service and
achievements.
The three, graduates of Cath-

olic University, located in Wa-
shington, D.C., will attend the

ceremony where First Lady
Nancy Reagan will receive the

Cardinal Gibbons Medal.
J.CS.
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Villanova News ServiceIH^img^
(Continuedfrom page 1)

scriptions on the Villanova Uni-

versity campus, visited Villanova
late last week after receiving a
complaint from Dr. Peter S. Elek
of the economics department. Elek
notified him that some of his

students were not receiving ade-

quate delivery of their New York
Times subscriptions.

Elek said he requires his stu-

dents to subscribe to the Times
for class. He reported that out of

50 subscriptions sent in, there

have been problems with about 10
of them. Late last week he said

that one or two of the 10 hadn't
received the Times at all and that

the others did not receive their

papers "periodically."

Elek pointed out that the Vil-

lanova Student News Service uses
two sets of student deliveries. One
set delivers papers on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, while
the other set works on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Elek said that he expected

occasional problems with delivery^

but that the frequency of problems
this year was too high. He added
that he did not believe the fault

was with the New York Times,
but rather with the sets of distrib-

utors of the Villanova Student
News Service.

At the time, Allen said that he
woukl be getting in touch with
Rosenbaum last Thursday or
Friday to check to see that each
segment of the Villanova News
Service operation was "running
the way it should."

"There is no set game plan,"

Allen said. "I want to make sure
everything is in proper order. I

don't know exactly where the
problem is, so I've come down
(from New York City] to look into

it."

Allen said that the total New
YorkTimes circulation on campus
is about 175 newspapers. He did

not have any figures on how many
subscribers were having delivery

problems.

Allen said that there are deliv-

ery "problems somewhere almost
every day," but that the delivery

problems at Villanova this year

seemed to be of greater magnitude
than usual.

Faythe Benson of the Philadel-

phia Inquirer marketing depart-

ment said Monday that she had
received "two or three" com-
plaints from Villanova students
about a week ago Sunday concern-
ing delivery problems.
Benson contacted Rosenbaum

last Saturday and reported that
he said he Was "not aware of the

problems."

Subsequent to being contacted
by the VUbuiovan on Monday
concerning the delivery problems>
Benson came to campus later that
day to track Rosenbaum down.
She made an appointment to meet
with him Tuesday afternoon, but
he failed to appear as of press
time.

"The ViUanova Student News
Service works independently, and
we try to help them develop a
business," said Benson. "But,
when it comes to customer prob-
lems, we have to get involved."

"We [the Inquirer] are not
having problems delivering to him

(Rosenbaum]." Benson said. She
added that when she had spoken
to Rosenbaum he had mentioned
personnel difficulties.

On Monday, after hearing from
the VUlanovan of the delivery
problems, Benson sent out a letter

to all on-campus residents which
read, "If you have subscribed to
the Inquirer this semester and are
having delivery problems, please
call me at 854-5535."

Allen said that anyone having
delivery problems with their New
York Times subscription should
contact the Villanova Student
News Service or Allen himself at
(212) 556-7275.

Williams' concert

The National Orck r of Onioua

(Continuedfrom page 1)

said that folded bleachers from
the Jake Nevin Arena were
brought over for the people who
wanted to move. Some people also

sat in the aisles, he said.

Bonas said he was not certain

of the cause of the acoustics
problem, but he tends "to think
it was a sound production problem
which can be corrected in the

future." He explained, also, that

since the Robin Williams concert
was the first in the Pavilion, the
"quirks were bound to occur."
A number of people complained

about the temperature in the
Pavilion since there was no air

conditioning.'

According to Bonas, though, the
rest of the weekend was a success.

The weekend began Friday

night with an after dinner recep-

tion in Connelly Center, sponsored
by the Blue Key Society. A variety

of music, including jazz, folk, rock

and classical, was set up through-
out the center. This year, each
parent received a wine glass in

memory of the occasion.

Saturday started with academic
program disscussions given by the
dean and faculty of each college.

Following these discussions,
the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.SA.
University president, gave a pres-
entation on "The Augustinian
Connection."

Many attended the mass spon-
sored by the Campus Ministry on
Sunday morning in the duPont
Pavilion. This year, mass was
followed by a brunch in Connelly
Center.

(ContiMMsdfrom page 2)

each of the three computar sites;

conuneroe and finance students
receiving first priority at Bartley,

engineering students at Tolentine,

computer science majors at

Mendel.

Computer accounts are easily

obtained and free of charge. If a
student is currently in a class

which requires the use of compu-
ters, such as a poHtical science

lab, that student is automatically

credited with a computer account.

Any student who requires the use
of the computer for research
purposes can acquire an account
through his department.
Every student is permitted to

use the personal computers, but

those students who have priority

^
often occupy most of the computer
terminals during the most popular
hours, McGee said.

U.C.I.S. provides consulting
services and aiid to students and
faculty, and training to adminis-

trative personnel. U.C.I.S. also

offers a series of seminars through-

out the year designed to introduce

and educate students and faculty

about the operation of the compu-
ters on the Villanova campus.
According to McGee, U.C.I.S.

has expanded the system making
it possible to add more VAX

. terminals to the Digital Equip-
ment Computers on campus.
There are also plans to increase

the number of personal computers
available to students as well as
the number of computers for

secretaries in the administrative
offices.

01mi: \Vi:i:k
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COLLEEN CANNON

Order of Omega salutes Colleen Cannon as this
week s Greek of the Week! Colleen is a proud member
of Alpha Chi Omega where she serves as Warden,
putting her in charge of Initiation. She previously
served her chapter as one of the vice presidents.
Unfortunately, her chapter didn't see much of her
during RUSH because she was disguised as a
Panhellenic Rush Counselor.

Not only is Colleen active in her own chapter
she also serves the entire Greek Community as vice
president of the Order of Omega. Her duties include
anxiously awaiting her chance to design new Omega
sportswear ... she plans to rid Villanova's campus
of the ever-popular "toilet seat sweatshirt" forever.

Being the versatile "women of the '80s" that she
IS, Col doesn't limit herself solely to Greek activities
She was the "cute" member of the Steering
Committee for the 1986 Orientation Program and
again, is especially known for her fashion designing
of the fuscia t-shirts worn by all during the program.

Taking Vfllanova a step further. Colleen extends
herself to the community. She actively participatesm the Special Olympics Program. This year she is
Chairman of the Volunteers Committee (she may
consido- private "hugging" lessons for those who
think they need practice) and she previously assisted
on the Games Committee.

She is a coveted member of the Blue Key Society
(because she KNOWS all the "cool" spots to pomt
^^ ^}^^\}^^^-^ and al» a "valuia)le^* member of
the V.A.L.U.E. Program (Villanova Alumni Leading
UndeiinMluate Experience).

On a more ptnonal level. Colleen eniovicookiat.

ai^ ^'^I'^^ffr c«miiZr
CdltM . .

.
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USA

Our racraltihg

pMlosophy
is vmy aiinpla:

Outstmclfiio people
ettract
outetendiiig clients.

Raymond Spinota

Partner-in-Ctwge. Northeast Region

Our firm's greatest strength is its

people, arxi that's a tradition we
intend to continue. We want the
best to work with us.

Our partners and staff have the

highest technical skills. And
they're people who care, people
who teach, people who under-

stand todayls accounting pro-

fession.

They understand that technical -

quality has to be developed
equally with quality business
judgrnent.

. .

On the job and in our training pro-

gram they work to innpart the key
strengths that prepare staff for

increasing responsibilities, and
helplhemdevetoptheiuclar^
reach sound business decisk)ns.

t re
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enro/Zmefft rises
(Continrndfrom page 1)
pects of the active attempt to
attract minorities this year will
include phone-calling campaigns,
letter-writing campaigns as well
a^ a second annual Minority
Student Open House, sdieduled
for April 11. The first open house,
held last year, was pronounced a
tremendous success by Houser.

In its letter-writing campaign,
Villanova has written to many
higtk schools, minority agencies,
churches and minority leaders,

mostly in the Northeast, inform-
ing them of Villanova's new
aggressive policy of minority
recruitment and requesting the
referral of eligible students.
The first brochure ever on

minorities at Villanova will be
coming out shortly.

Two minority programs that

Villanova has consistently offered

are presidential minorities scho-
larships and the Academic Ad-
vancement Program (AAP). The
Social Actions Committee works
on these programs.

Five scholarships were awarded
this year, one more than in pre-

vious years, to highly qualified

minority students.

The Academic Advancement
Program (AAP) "takes a chance"
on studentswho might have lower
standardized test scores, but high

potential.

One AAP student, Cynthia
Glover, a freshman finance major,

said, "AAP has helped a lot of

blacks come here. The minority

staff went out of their way to

make us comfortable."

Villanova spends a great deal of

effort searching for eligible stu-

dents, according to Houser. A
main source is the "National

Achievement Scholarship for Out-

standing Negro Students" which
provides the names of well-

qualified students. The University
also participates in Upward
Bound, a minorities academic
talent search.

Villanova sponsors severalpro-
grams at the University. This
summer, Villanova was host to
PRIME, Philadelphia Regional
office for Introducing Minorities
to Engineering, and Aspira, a

program designed to enoourage
hispanic students to seek further

education.

Minority recruitment often

requires that Villanova Admis-

sk>ns officers drive high school

students to the campus. Some
students would not otherwise

have the initiative or ability to

visit Villanova.

Tailgates monitored

NATIONAL NEWS
NOTES

Temple strikes over contract

By CYNTHIA AGRESTA

"Encouraging students to be in

charge of themselves," is a Villa

nova philosophy that led to the

creation ot the 1 ailgate Manage-
ment Team, Gary Bonas, assis-

tant director of Student Activities

said this week.
The Tailgate Management

Team (TMT), is a group of 15

students who, this year, for the

first time, are in charge of over-

seeing each tailgating event and
making sure that everything is

running smoothly.

Their responsibilities include

processing applications, assigning

table locations, being present at

each tailgate from start to finish,

and evaluating the success or

failure of each eVent, Bonas said.

Lee Loscaile, a junior who leads

the Tailgate Management Team,
said that the largest part of the
TMT's job IS making sure that all

the parties end by 1:30 p.m. and
that people are heading to the

football game.
There were 120 tables at the

Parents' Weekend tailgate and it

is estimated that about 3,000
people participated in the festiv-

ities. Loscailexalled the event "a
tremendous success."

The Tailgate Management
Team will oversee the next four

tailgating parties planned for this

year's remaining home football

games.

Higher EdAct designed
By KAREN L. ZIEBELL

(CPS)— The average American
college student should be pleased
with the long-delayed but crucial

Higher Education Reauthorization
Act of 1986, even if students did
not get everything the college
lobby in Washington wanted, the
U.S. Student Association (USSA)
recently reported.

The $10.2 billion bill, which

was supposed to be passed in early

1985, emerged from a House-
Senate conference committee
recently.

The new legislation gave Con-
gress the authority to fund all

federal college programs, from
student aid to campus housing,

and established rules that will

govern the programs for the next
five years.

Over 300 Temple University
professors, librarians and other
acadc^mic professionals went
on strike this week after con-
tract negotiations failed. The
union, representing over 1,100
faculty members, seeks a new
two-year contract to replace

the pact that expired June 30.

About 53 percent of the 200
classes were cancelled as

members of the American As-

sociation of University Profes-

sors walked the picket lines.

The administration reported

that not all professors, espe-

cially part-time and nonunion
faculty, honored the strike.

Over 30.000 students attend

Temple, but no figure has been

released as to how many have

been affected by the walkout.

U. of Del. refuses calendar change
The Arts and Science Fa-

culty Senate at the University
of Delaware this week unanim-
ously rejected a proposal for

changes in the 1987-88 academ-
ic calendar.

The proposal was to decrease

the semester's length and
number of class meetings and
increase class times from 50 to

60 minutes and 75 to 90
minutes.

The new calendar would
have ended spring semester in

early May and installed a nine-

day Fall Break in October.

As another alternative to the

calendar. some faculty

members suggested the aboli-

tion of the winter session. This
plan would allow a Fall Break
and an early end of the spring

semester.

E.S.D.

Co-ed dorms rejected at U. of Ariz.

The administration at the

University of Arizona (U.A.)

recently rejected proposals to

introduce more co-ed residence

halls on campus, despite un-

animous support from student

government and the Residence
Hall Association (RHA).
The recommendation in-

cluded the idea of 24-hour
visitation rights in the study

lounges of Arizona and Sonora
residence halls and also the

conversion of these halls to co-

ed living halls on a floor-by-

floor basis.

UA. Vice President for Stu-

dent Affairs Dudley B. Woo-

dard rejected both ideas, al-

though both were fully

supported by the Associated

Students of U.A. and the RHA.
The president of the RHA,

leva Bilsens. and the director

of Residence Life, Cecil R.

Taylor, both agreed that the

Arizona and Sonora halls pres-

ent the largest behavioral prob-

lems in the U.A. system. Be-

cause studies showed lower

vandalism rates, Bilsens said,

"those changes could have
made such a big difference in

the rowdiness and vandalism

problems in those halls."

N.E.F.
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SMOREY
JOE'S

V\^ayne, Pa • 687-4087

MONDAY — Monday Nite Football with 50<

Drafts and 25* Hot Dogs

TUESDAY — »1 . Import Nite

Plus "The Starmaker"

WEDNESDAY — Draft

Plus WKVU "Oldies Trakbak"
Party

THURSDAY — Ladies Nite

*1. Drinks for Ladies

SUNDAY — The "Weekend Ender'

'

All Hamburgers *2.50 • 5-9 p.m.

(PROPER DRESS « LD. RBQUIRED ATALL VMESt

Kelly Abbate
Lauren Anderer
Bridget Boyle
Kathy Brady
Kerry Brennan
CecflyBusch
Patty Bruno
RandlCatosa

CONGRATULATIONS
PLEDGES OF ALPHA CHl OMEGA

Get PsychEd For PUdqiNq!

TiMPtMCtvHanova
T^rryClttfk

Joan Coughlan
Amy Condon
Cathy Coyne
Jackie Curtain

Kim DiDonato
Jin Dunn
SueEspostto
QwynneFarell
BtonFraiMey
ReginaGitenG
Thsrasa Giancriatofano
unrtaiMDDona
8flMh^GUanMcldo

Lisa Graham
Christy Graziano
Alicia Grozier
LizHachett
Mauri Haggerty
Sue Hill

Kerry Hurley
"

Tma lacono
Andrea Jadick
KeHy Kazmarek
Kelley Keef

e

Sharon Koop
Chriati McLaughlin

Terrianne Mdresca
Melissa Mourtzanakis
Lucy Naphin
Kathy O'Grady
Sue O'Neill

Amy Previtei

Betsy Rashpb
Mk:hell^ Reifsnyder

Patti Schaeffer
AnneSikorski
Jen Stafford

Sharon Varga
Lealie WUcox

Omega

1
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

valent of 292 "full" (tuition and
room and board) scholarships

among its student-athletes on the

24 varsity teams. These scholar-

ships amount to $3309,820, based
on estimated, average tuition and
room and board costs of $11,335.

The University has given the

equivalent of 134 and one-half

full athletic scholarships and 27
full-tuition scholarships. This
adds up to $1,719^228 in scholar-

ship money (based ofi average,

estimated fees).

In every sport except men's
track, the number of scholarships

given out is below the number
allowed by the NCAA.
Dr. Theodore A. Aceto, director

. of Athletics, pointed out that

"[with a] minimum amount of

effort in scholarships ... our
sports are thriving." He cited that

the men's Big East teams had won
the Big East Commissioner's
Trophy for overall performance in

all sports three times in the last

five years, and had finished second
twice. Also, the women's teams
have won the award for the last

three years, since the Big East
b^^n to give the award for wom-
en's sports.

In addition, Aceto commented
that there has been much positive

reaction to the athletic program.
For instance, he cited that the

gradual build-up of the football

program has received favorable

press. In all, he stated that the

sports program has brought the

University much exposure and
recognition; also, a new Big East
contract with CBS Sports and
ESPN will bring in money to the

University. He concluded, "We've
got to be doing something right."

DriscoU remarked that although
the athletic program is "almost
totally subsidizeid," as it is in

^ther institutions, the cost is

justified because of the benefits

the entire University community
can gain from it. He stated that

the University is "interested in

developing the whole person," and
the entire athletic program helps

to provide for that; for instance,

athletics aids students' health and
social life.

DriscoU mentioned that stu-

dents have use of the Jake Nevin
Field House and the duPont Pa*
vilion, and noted the extensive

intramural program, which was
described by Aceto as "one of the

best ... in the East." DriscoU also

said that the student body benefits

from varsity athletics; most stu-

dents participate as spectators,

while the athletes benefit by parti-

cipating in sports and getting an
education. While the athletic

program does not pay for itself,

DriscoU described the deficits as
expenses, because the program is

for the students' benefit.

Of the athletic scholarships
given, football and men's and
women's basketball and track

distribute the most. Football has
given out the equivalent of 45
scholarships — it is allowed 70
full scholarships. Men's and wom-
en's basketball have given out 13

and 14 full scholarships, respec-

tively, while they are allowed 15

each. Men's and women's track

(which consists of three teams —
indoor track, outdoor track, and
cross-country) distribute 14 and
13 full scholarships, respectively
— men are allowed 14, and women
are allowed 16.

Aceto stated that more empha-
sis is placed on teams competing
in the Big East. This emphasis
includes more scholarship money
for them as opposed to non-Big

H,*^

1

(PheiobyBtM

Dr. Michael E. Biirjkc;director of
the Honors Pro<r«in

East teams.
In the academic program, there

are 80 presidential, full-tuition

scholarships for academic merit

currently in use. With an estimat-

ed, average tiiition of $7,210, the

total amount of these scholarships

is approximately $576,800. Also,

16 minority scholarships, which
are also based on merit, have been
given out; they are full scholar-

ships, and are worth approxi-

mately $181,3600.

Dr. Charles Cherry, associate

vice president ofAcademic Affairs,

said that the academic scholar-

ship program began in the 1970s
with only six scholarships per

year, and has grown to 24 per

year.

He remarked, "I'm very pleased

that the pr^ident has made a

strong committment to academic
scholarships. The academic
scholarship program has grown
with Father DriscoU 's support
and I hope it continues to grow.
This program enables us to attract

superior studehts."

(Comtinutdfrom pagt I)

and hou8ing<
Ruane mentionedat the meeting

that the University plani to cut
back on enroUment as weU as to

buikl new dormitories, accordii^
to the Suburban.
Brach stressed that, at the

reception, "No particuUir issue

will be discussed." Neighboring
residents will be able to bring up
any sublet that concerns them
about students. He expects, how-
ever, tint noise and parking will

be important points. Brach said

that the meeting might bring out
some problems that Ivive not been
discusMd yet. ^

One hundred fifty inviutions
were sent to residents in tbe
houses directly nej^boring Vil-

lanqva's cafflmis. Brach stated,

however, that the meeting is open
to any residents.

Tht Rev. John P. Stack, O.S^.,
dean ol students, wiU serve as
mediator in the discussion, direct'^

ing questions from neii^bors to

the appropriate administrator.

Brach said that, in addition to

Stack, he hopes th»t DriscoU,
Neville, a representative from the
Student Activities Office, as well

as representatives from fraterni-

ties and sororities, will be there

to answer questions.

v!i]t\novfA union

Looldfig For a Part Tima Joli7

Naad Raidbla Houra/8ehMlul« to MaaC
Your School Schadula and Paraonal Naadt?

Tde lAittiMtMefteid» . .
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LOSING YOUR TAN?
get it back in the

\

0nly*439

Wo Nood Talaphono
kitoffvioiMort fo-Conduct
Opinion PoNs

> No SelNng Involved

!• No Experience Needed
• Day/Night/Weekend Hours
• 2 Convenient ljocatk)ns

• Radnor-Havertown

1 eouM. oppvf. e»m.OYgRU/F/wv/

To Apply, Call:

THE HEAT IS ON!

MRS. WHITE
964-4676

<9a.m.-Midnight.

Zdaysaweelt)

Staying at the SHERATON BRITISH COLONIAL HOTEL
in Nassau , Bahamas from March 7-1

4

CONTACT SUE OUINN OR
CAROLYN MILLER IN THE
UNION OFFICE— 645-7280

SPRING BREAK 1987

iMMRESEAffCH
VICES

~\

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY

TOMEETPEOPLE
MONTHLY

PUBLICATION
ALL AGES
SAMPLE »2

P.O. BOX 58280
PHILADELPHIA. PA

19102

HUNGER AWARENESS
WEEK

FIRST INFORMATIONAL
MEETING

TUES.,0CT.14
7 p.m.

North Lounge, Dougherty Hall

FIND OUTMOREABOUT:
The Concert Committee
FastDay
Coffee House
Run For Hunger
Mini-Marathon
Letter Writing Campaign

ONLY $ 487
» Roundtrip Airfare from Philadelphia

• Condominium Beach Accommodations

» Tours Available to Mayan Ruin

• Parasalling, Scuba diving, Snorkeling, Shopping

Info Meeting:Wed., Oct. 29 • 7 p.m.- Day Hop

HOMECOMING
KING ^QUEEN
APPLICATIONS
Are Due By 5 p.m.,

Oct. 1 4 In Student
Office

^1

TALKS OF THE TIMES
AIDS: The 20th Century Plague?

PRESENTER: GARY BONAS
INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARYARAB

AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

(215)645-7325

FILMSERIES^ FALL *86

THE BATTLE OF AL«IEKS (Algeria) -- Tuesday, Oct. 28. 7:00 P.M. -
Connelly Center Cinema
THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS, initiaUy banned by the French
Goverament, depicts the strug^e for Algerian independence from French
colonial rule. Focuaing on a tiny band of rebels trapped in the Caabah by the
French, Pontecorvo reeonatructs in flaahback the events of the r«volt aa
they occurred between 1964k 1967. (128 min. b/w, 1966.)

Arab and IiUnk Worlds Todav"

•Comrnentalor: Dr. Linda S. Sckilcher, Dept. qf Hittory, ViUanova
umvfmtff

***ADMISSION IS FREE— open t*

Assistant Director for

,

Student Activities

Oct. 14at 4 p.m. in the C.C. Cinema

ion

1'"^ 'r—
'

HUBneks

HISTORY OF THE
WORLD

PARTI

Friday 6 pjn. and 8:30 p.m.

In the Cinema

CUHmdRtns Resents
DOUBLE FEATURE:

THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIR

SHERLOCK JR.

Saturday 7 p.m.

Sunday 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.

IMonday 7 p.m.

in the Ciiitma

^^—i^^i^
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Forum will help to

improve relations
The reception/discussion session for Villanova's

neighbors is a major step in improving our relations with
the surrounding community. Student Government should
be applauded for setting up this forum, which will enable

local residents to discuss their problems with Villanova.

This dialogue with our neighbors has been sorely

needed for a long time. Friction with the township has
been an omnipresent problem. They complain of noise,

parking problems and rowdy students. Villanova students

complain of the strict housing codes and limited parking.

Invitations have been sent to 150 residents whose
houses directly border the Villanova campus. Hopefully

these individuals and other residents will come to the

Villanova Room to air their differences. Representatives

from many divisions of the University including Student
Life, Athletics, the Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic

Association, will be there to respond to various questions.

Establishing contact with many ofour close neighbors

and showing them that we care about their opinions is

an important first step. We cannot ignore the surrounding
community, for they influence to a large extent what goes

on here at Villanova. We need their cooperation for any
kind of construction, whether it be for parking facilities,

residence halls or classroom buildings. Their housing

codes affect how many off-campus students will be able

to live in the immediate vicinity. The new fire code which
Radnor recently formulated will impact greatly on the

future use of many of our existing buildings.

The University's relationship with Radnor Township
affects the entire Villanova community greatly. Commun-
ication with them is essential if we are to work out any
of the existing tensions. The forum set up by Student
Government is a major step in the right direction.

Signal needed to

prevent accidents

The dangerous situation that currently exists at the

intersection of Lancaster and Ithan Avenues needs
immediate improvement. The incredibly high number of

cars which make a left turn on Ithan Avenue in the

direction of South Campus dictates that a left-turn arrow
be installed now.

It is quite evident how heavily trafficked this

intersection is by both vehicles and pedestrians. Students
make the left turn onto Ithan Avenue to gain access to

the main lot and then walk across Lancaster Avenue.
The area is always busy, but especially so just before

clases start or just after classes finish.

The line of cars waiting to turn left onto Ithan Avenue
has always been long. However, as the number of off-

campus residents has increased, more and more join the

lineL The oncoming traffic on Lancaster Avenue is also

heavy, allowing only one or two cars to make the turn
before the lifi^t changes.

Because of the difficulty involved in making the left

turn, cars are attempting to turn when it is not safe.

Many serious accidents, including the fatal one Sunday
night, could have been avoided if a left turn arrow were
installed. And the danger is not limited to the Villanova

community. Many area residents have been involved in

accidents at this same intersection at times when tt is

not congested by students.

Student Government representatives are attending

the Radnor Township's Board of CommiiaionerB meeting
Monday nkdit to request that such a left-turn arrow be
installed. This request has baen made in the paat and
hat been ignored. The problam is worttntug daily, and
kMnadiate action should be taken. Dgea 6601601166166 have
to bo kilted before the auth6riti66 r66lii6 th6 cl66r and

of thia 6Uuilioii?

* ••

iefters to tte Editor

Concert was successful
To the Editor:

I would like to express my deep

appreciation to all students, fa-

culty, and administrators who
gave their time and efforts to the

Robin Williams concert, which
was held Oct. 4 in the duPont
Pavilion.

Concerts have not been held at

Villanova in several years. Now,
through the Villanova Union's

Concert Committee (organized

this year) and theduPont Pavilion,

concerts are coming back. A goal

of four diverse concerts is set for

this year, and I am glad to say

that the first one, the Robin
Williams concert, was a success.

I look forward to the next
concert, planned for Nov. 16 and
hope that the Concert Committee
receives as much support and
more volunteers.

Unfortunately, as with any
program being revived in a new
facility, certain problems occurred
during the Robin Williams con-

cert. Due to the dynamic pace
Robin Williams kept during his

act, several people could not hear
him as well as they heard the
Raspini Brothers. The tempera-
ture of the building was another
difficulty that we could not predict

and due to the circumstances was
not under our control. Ticket
holders with seating problems
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were moved to an area set aside

in case a vision problem occurred.

However, these problems were
minimal if we look at what the

concert means for Villanova. The
Robin Williams concert was the

first student-run concert in years,

bringing.back big-name entertain-

ment and at thesame time offering
student workers an opportunity

to develop leadership skills.

The concert marked the first in

a series of concerts for Villanova

students to enjoy. Many univer-

sities in the area, such as Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, Drexel and
others offer concerts for entertain-

ment to their students. I am proud
to say that Villanova is once again

expanding into this form of stu-

dent recreation.

Robin Williams is a witty,

dynamic performer. We have all

heard of him and many of us have
seen his act before and thus, know
the content. No one was forced to

purchase tickets. They came of

their own free will and knew the

nature of the Robin Williams act.

All in all, mahy were humored by
his performance.

Once again, I hope that Villan-

ova gives the support the Concert
Committee needs to produce a

professionally-run concert. I en-

courage anyone^ interested in

concerts or anyone who has ques-

tions concerning^concerts at Villa-

nova, tocontact the Union or come
to the Concert Committee's meet-

ings, held Tuesdays from 6-7 p.m.

in the Connelly Center cinema.

iisa M. Sheelie
Concert Coordiiuitor
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Republicans aildress major issues
By ERIC P. BORIO

' .

*

I^publican Party principles are

supported by many students on
campus, and we in the College

Republicans feel that the GOP is

especially strong on three major

issues of the '80s: drug-testing,

the deficit and the military bal-

ance of power.
With drug usage at epidemic

proportions, how can a citizenry

of a free society ensure that those

in public office and public service

faithfully discharge their duties

unimpeded by mind-destroying

drugs? One solution may be ran-

dom drug-testing of those em-

ployed by government.
American government is sup-

posedly geared toward the protec-

tion of the rights of its citizens.

These rights, however, cannot be

protected and furthered by public

servants incapable of doing their

jobs due to the influence of drugs.

Although government should not

have the right to subject private

citizens to mandatory drug-

testing, the very nature of public

employment must be that public

servants remain answerable to

the public at large. Hence, the old

paradox of limiting the rights of

a few will assure the rights of all.

In civilized society no one has

unlimited rights, in order to

assure a stable community.
The question of the deficit

Remains, "How long can govern-

ment spend more than it takes in

and not cause detrimental effects

"to our recovering econoihy?"
' 'Under Republican leadership, the

resolve to finally break the back

of the deficit has become biparti-

san. The most remarkable ac-

complishment of the bipartisan-

ship has been the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Act. Although

aspects of this law have been ruled

unconstitutional, it is a step in the

right direction. Unless we elimi-

nate deficits soon, they promose

to slow economic expansion by

competing with the private sector

for capital and financing.

Despite the present bipartisan-

ship on this issue, one must recall

the earj^ days of the battle when
only a few brave Republican
congressmen ventured forth with

proposals to cut the deficit. The
Democrats, in the hands of special

interests, only began supporting

such drastic measures when their

re-election depended on it. The
issue is now which items should

be cut. Under Gramm-Rudman,
• across-the-board cuts will be

mandatory if Congress cannot

agree. It seems that a flame has

finally been placed under those

"spend now, pay later" congress-

men to change their haphazard

approach to legislating.

It has been said that the third

World War began when World

War II ended. This is a debatable

point, but it does emphasize the

complexity of maintaining peace

in the nuclear age. Ideally, peace

could be maintained through

mutual agreement between the

superpowers. Unfortunately, the

world is less than ideal and this

prospect is easier said than done.

As such, the question of peaceful

coexistence becomes a matter of

maintaining a military balance.

The necessity for military par-

ity with the Soviets is twofold.

First, a military balance assures

deterrence of possible attack,

because the strategic price of a

hostile act by either country

greatly outweighs and possible

benefit. Secondly, eqjuality of

military capability is motivation

enough for both the United States

and the U.S.S.R. to pursue mean-

ingful arms reduction talks.

It must be emphasized; howev-

er, that military parity must be

pursued in both strategic nuclear

forces as well as in conventional

forces. The reason is clear. A
strong conventional capability

provides for flexibility in respond-

. ing to world crisis, and decreases

the likelihood that out of necessity

to protect our interests we would

have to resort to nuclear weapons.

However, under recent Etemo-

cratic administrations the Soviet

Union had gained an unprecedent-

ed military superiority. We uni-

laterally cut weapon production,

while the Soviets have exploited

the situation in order to gain a

military advantage. It was per-

ceived that our goodwill would

somehow generate in the Soviets

similar goodwill. Unfortunately

the Soviets responded with con-

tinued arms production and an

invasion of Afghanistan.

There were of course other by-

products of the JDemocratic men-

tality toward military spending.

Not only was our ability to respond

to the inconsistence in the world

greatly reduced, but our existing

military capability had been ren-

dered almost useless by spare

parts shortages and the dimin-

ished morale of the all-voluntary

military personnel.

In light of this deplorable situa-

tion, the Republican administra-

Young people, especially^ are flocking to the GOP as the party of hope

and the party of the future. The College Republicans are proud to

serve as a vehicle for those principles on our Campus.

-»T-

tion under President Reagan has

provided a stabilizing effect in the

world. Much progress has been

made in restoring the military

balance. The list of achievements

is long: shortages in communica-

tion and spare parts has almost

been eliminated; obsolete nuclear

missiles have been or will be

replaced; and an almost non-

existent maritime strategy has

been replaced by progress toward

a 600-ship navy, just to name a

few.

The Democrats have said that

increased military spending will

only have destabilizing effects on

the world. But we are closer now
to meaningful arms reduction

talks than we have ever been.

Democratic blindness to this point

is almost humorous.
The Republican stance on drug-

testing, the deficit and the military

balance of power is therefore part

of America's blueprint for the

next decade if we are to progress

and maintain our status as the

world's greatest democracy.
Young people, especially, are
flocking to the GOP as the party

of hope and the party of the future.

The College Republicans are

proud to serve as a vehicle for

those principles on our campus.

Eric P. Borio is a sophomore

political science major and serves

as treasurer of the College

Republicans.

Gay student derives some
strength thniugh the Church

By MARTIN CONNELL

"Thanks" to the guy who wrote

the letter in last week's paper

"Gay Student Seeks Sympathy."

My experience, however, is more
hopeful and I think it is important

for me to communicate some of

the strength I have received

through the Church and Her

Sacraments. The God I've come

to know in the Church has led me
to a level of self-understanding

that gives me the courag;e to live

as a man attracted to men in a

world that is hostile to gay men
and lesbians.

Fundamentalist churches are

steadfast in continually reminding

us of the few biblical passages in

which homosexuality is con-

demned. The calculating, judging

god of the churches is quite

different from the God I've come

to know in the Church whose

Dogmatic Constitution on Divine

Revelation encourages us to read

the entire text of the Bible to

understand God's presence to

God's people (Dti Verhum II).

In the Catholic faith I havecome

to accept and celebrate the many
mysteries of life. Birth, death,

forgiveness, communion, re-birth

are some of the mysteriet of our

faith. For me my sexuaUty is a

myttery as inaxplicaMe as these

otaars. At t bomoiaxual I have

hidden and, at times, continue to

hide this foundational revelation

of God's love for us symbolized in

the attraction toward the Other.

Recently I participated in a

candlelight walk and memorial

service for those who have died

of AIDS in Philadelphia. There I

met a non-Catholic man with

AIDS who spoke of the care he

received in one of Mother There-

sa's hospices for persons with

AIDS.
I confidently look forward to,

work toward and pray for the day

when the purposes of Catholic

marriage— unity and procreation

— will be held up by the Church

as a model for homosexual rela-

tionships.

In their pastoral letter "To Live^

In Chftst Jesus," the American

Catholic bishops state that homo-

sexuals "should not suffer from

prejudice against their basic hu-

man rights. They have a right to

respect, friendship and justice.

They should have an active role

in the Christian community ...

The Christian community should

provide them a special degree of

pastoral understanding and care."

(part II. sec. 1) At what time in

the life of a person with a same-

sex orientation would they need

a more "special degree of pastoral

undersunding and care" than at

the collife ane when they wrestle

with the immutability of their

minority sexuality and its conse-

quences in their emotional, social,

intellectual and spiritual lives?

I look back on how lonely and

directionless a time it was for me
when I tried to decide if I should

"come out." Knowing only of the

unconditional Catholic condem-

nation of homosexual behavior, I

could not look to the Church who

sees herself as the refuge of the

outcast, the weak, the minority.

How does Villanova University

fulfill the decade-old call to provide

a "special degree of pastoral

understanding and care?" Where

is the evidence of our "right to

respect, friendship and justice?"

Of the other gay students here

at Villanova I ask that they be

patient, critically thinking and, at

all times, honest. A facile, ideal-

isticenthusaism for gay liberation

on Catholic campuses would be a

counterforce to popular under-

standing, a support of the antag-

onistic attitude that too often has

exaggerated the stereotypes and
an obstacle to serious attention f

rom those who would otherwise

listen.

Marlin Connell it a graduate

aisiiUint at tki' religious studies

department.
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Student calls for

homosexual forum
To The Editon

I am very confused about the

issue of homosexuals on Villa-

nova's campus. I can understand
where the Church is coming from,

but I cannot deal with the isolation

that non-heterosexual members of

our community must feel.

I am calling for a forum here

at Villanova where all members
of our community can get together

and talk about this issue. Stu-

dents, staff and faculty must come
forward and support the need for

dialogue. The community must
not be torn apart on this issue as

we were on the issue of racism

last year. This issue cannot be

resolved on the pages of the Villa-

novan, we. must face each other
so that misunderstandings will be
avoided.

•

I am outraged at the prevalent
response to the letter which you
so courageously printed last week.
People are actually going around
campus trying to figure out who
the author was. If you have any
sense of respect for the victims of
these accusations, please do not
enter into these conversations;
believe me, it only shows your
ignorance if you do.

Kimberly Boiler
Class of 1987

Augustlnlans offer help
To the Editor:

To the gay student who wrote
in last week's issue of the Villa-

novan, "What makes this an
especially soul-wrenching prob-

lem at V.U. is the fact that I have
no one to turn to." On campus
there are a number of Augustini-

ans who are available. There is

a staff available in Campus Min-
istry and one at the Counseling
Center. You do not have to walk
alone.

Bro. Jerome, O.S.A.
Bums Hall

Retired professor

remains active
To the Editor:

Quite a few of the students who
had pre-registered for my courses
were very disappointed to learn
that I had been retired by the Rev.
Kail Ellis, O.S.A., dean of the
college of Liberal Arts and Sciences

,

and would no longer be teaching.

A very interesting development
took place when students disco-

vered that I would not be teaching
the courses to which they had pre-

registered. At the end of pre-

registratioii all my courses were
closed. After the first class day in

September this was the read-off

for my classes. Religion and Art
I, registered 45, after first class,

dropped to 25; Art and Religion II,

registered 45, dropped to 24; Spirit

of the Renaissance, registered 45,

dropped to 24.

Siofne of these and my former
students had called to voice their

concern that I would no longer be
on the art and art history depart-
ment faculty. They were interest-

ed in what I wasgoing tododuring
my "retirement. For this raason
I have enckMed the information
regarding one of my activities to

keep my friends informed.
At the pretsnt time Iam writing

an historical monograph abaut
Mkhaslangolo'i tuy for two
ymniUm to \m ct.) with ths
AiigiMtliiiM Pathtn in Sgnto
SpMo miNn^ in

Italy. When I get tired of working
in this area I turn to translating

from Polish to English the history

of the "Augustinian Order in

Poland." So far nothing has been
adequately or accurately written
in English in regard to the Polish

Augustinians.

I will continue living here on
campus at the monastery. My
friends will be most welcome to
visit me there.

The Rev. Henry B. Syvinski,
O.S.A.

Quote of

Note

Press On
Nothing in the world can take

the place of persistence. Talent
will not; nothing is more com-
mon than unsucces^ful men
mim takmt. Gmums wiU not:

If atmoet a
promeh. EdmeuHom akne wiU
mt;themo9iiisfuUe^e4»mki
deiyliets. !kniilmii4 ami dakr-

- Qmk €9artm^ 1^mu^ S,

dhAAAflAfliA^

•'S
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To the Editor:

Our son, 14-year-old Trevor
Ferrell has been applauded for his

humanitarian work with the

homeless populatk)n of the world.

He has received acclaim and
countless awards; he has also met

with President Reagan on four

differerit occasion^, and twice

with Bishop Desmond Tutu (now

Anglican Cardinal). Trevor has

worked with poor and dying

destitutes at the side of Mother
Teresa whom he conskiers, *The
roost loving person I havii ever

met."
After passing an entrance eyaili

and after we were appitived by tb^
Board of Parents as being spirit-

ually and socially acceptable, the

Delaware County Christian
School has denied adnuttance to

Trevor because he has an older

brother and a younger sistergoing

to Catholic schools. The school

insists that "Catholic Teachings

afie diametrically opposed to what

we*re teaching. It wouldn't have

been as bad if Trevor's sister &
hrother were in public schools."

Is this a "Christian" attitude?

i Aren'twe all members of the same
human family? Trevor never asks

the people he finds in need: "Do
you have any members of your

* family in Catholic schools? If so,

I can't serve you!"

Frank & Janet Ferrell

JiBVER!RSn6
Rosponilblo atudont wanted
to care for 1 yr. old, 1 day per
week, 10-2:30 p.m. Walidng
dietance to campua. Call

after 4:00 p.m., 525*2248.

Candidate/R.C. Prieathood.
Rellgloua community eeeka
college grade for full-time

mlnlatry in the R.C. Church,
Barnablte Fathera, Bethle«

hem, Pa. 18017.

Help Wanted — L'Ellory Bak-

ery, Ardmore Farmer's
Market, hours avail. Wed.*

Thurs., Fri., Sat., 6:30 a.m. to

6:30 p.m. 687-5530. Accessi-

ble Paoll Local.

DISPLAY SALES. Because of

expansion we have imme-
diate openlnga that muat be

filled. No experience neces-

sary. Company will train.

Muat be over 18 with car.

$337.50-»- per week to atart.

Full and part-time poelttona

available. Call 668-3300.

GIANT POSTER SALE
AT THE COnrleLLY CENTER
MON.,TUES., 13/14 Oct.

ROCK:POP:FILIIi:POSTBRS
IMPORTED DIRECT FROM LONDON

: STYLE COUNCIL : CL\SH : JOY DIVISION : SADE : MADONNA : MEATLOAF : BUNNYMEN : SEX PISTOLS
: SIOUXSIE : ZZ TOP : DIRE STRAITS : DOORS : JAPAN : KATE BUSH : GABRIEL : TALKING HEADS ;

: TEARS FOR FEARS : PINK FLOYD : BOWIE : TALKING HEADS : EURYTHMICS : CURE : CRAMPS : U2 :

^HUNDREDS OF GREAT TITLES *^* ONLY $3 and $5

ViBomm MaAis
(LJUUUUMMil

Rosemont
I

PIZZA\ \ \

TAKE-OUT FOOPS

NEWTORK STYLE
PIZZAS <'^"'">

10

"

14" 18"

00 egoo $000

LARGE SICILIAN

$060

Phone 525-8560

For AllSorUof
GOOD

. THINGS
To Go

Rosemont
piza

HUO-MITFMM
852 COWMTDCA Boad /

ITALIAN STROMBOLIES
tgoo

CHEESE STEAK STROMBOLIES

//

/

WmTEn HOURS:
OPEN 10 AM - 12 PM Monday thru Thursday

10>M - 1 AM Friday « Salunlay

3 PM 12 PM Sunday

¥te,AIIDay / /
DelKwry //

/

/

V

Keivl

CHICKEN PARMI6IANA
cm Kaiser Roll

ASSQBTBD: SANDWICHES
CHEESE STEAKS

;iwt:

i
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If you'ie a M-time student at an accredited cxJl^
versity vou can join our Collegiate Fli^tBankr \bu'll receive
a membership card and number that will allow you to get
10% offContinental and New York Airs already low fares. In
addition, you^li get a one-time certificate epod for $25 offany
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you'll be abk to earn trips to
places like Florida, Deliver, Los Arigeles, eve
the South Pacific Because every time you% you'll earn mile-
age towards a fiee trip. And ifyou sign up now you'll abo
receive 3 free issues ofBusiness^XfeeJc Careers magazir^.

Or the graiid prize, for the number oi^ student referral

champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year ofunlimited
coach air travel.

And how do you get to be the referral champion? Just sign
up as riiariy fnends as possible, arxl rnake sure your rnemb^^
sh^D number is on their application. In order to be eligible for

any prize you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86

and each referral must fly 3 segrtients on Continental orNew
York Air before 6/15/87 And vou'll not only get credit; for the
erirollrTient, you'll also get 500 bonus rnfe. ii \^

So cut the coqxxi, and send it in now. Be sure to iricliife

your curtent full time student ID number. That way it'll only
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and>^^^
years ($60 after 12/31/86). \bur membership kf^^luding
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. Ifyou have a credit

card, you can call us at 1-800-2554321 and enroll even faster.

Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.

nSIGN ME UP NOW! (Please print i» type) D I Year ($10) 2 Yean ($20)Q 3 Yrats ($30)D 4 Years ($40) I

Must he suhmitted h 12/51 /86.

Name—. ^__ : Daterf Biith

College. .Address.

Permanent Addressi

Full time srudent ID #.

Zip.

-^Zip.

.Year ofGraJuation-

TTiis Rn^che 924 con be >Dun if>ou iin? t/ie^^
refmdchctmpion,

SMIVYOMMBKMiEMHANiSCML
Bit what's mone, fir the 10 students ci\ eveiy cainpiK w4k>

enroU the rnost acth« studetY^cs6om theircob^
aiesomegieatiewaids:16eetr^whBReverConriiiatolor
New \bric Air flics in the inainlarel U5., Mexkx) orQ^^

$ aateck/MoneyOder Enck*ed PLEASEDONTSENDCASH
P AmcffeanExpRM O Vin a MMtaCM d Diner'sQub

^^ccoMtHunhei Expiration DjKe.

::: i

ICR MEMBERSHIP AI11ICANT5 UNDERTIMEAGE C¥ 18: The itf«fefripiedi»d^ I

CAiiMfl^KBnkpRQpam. d <^ I

Send chiicaipaQ to: ColHiMr RyMfiMik
KXimTm?

,7X77297 966

I

_i
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1
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Dr. John Uguc

StrengtheningfheU.N.forworldpeace
, By KAREN E. DUNNE particularly its enforcement

power.
Philadelphia's Independence According to Loeue, who is vice

llall will host our nation's cele- president of the Association, the
bration of the 200th anniversary United Nations is in dire need of

of the drafting of the United the authority to enforce peace-

States Constitution. The year- keeping measures. "In the last

long celebrftion beginning in analysis," pointed Logue, "we
think law has to be enforceable,

or else the arms race will

continue."

The World Federalist Associa-

tion equates the United Nations'
professor of political science and lack of authoritative power to the •

director of the Common Heritage structure of the General Assem-
Institute, which he describes as bly, which makes decisions by a
a "think tank" that studies inter- one-nation, one-vote system, re-

national issues and suggests gardless of the size or influential

solutions to them, believes that power of the country. Logue

January, is a tribute to the minds
that cheated a federation with the

power to keep peace and promote
justice and opportunity.

Villanova's Dr. John Logue, a

the world can learn from the

American example of govern-
ment.

Specifically, Logue advocates
that the United Nations charter

be reformed and restructured in

suggested that it is idealistic and
impractical to believe that the

world community will entrust

real power and real funding to

such a body.

For instance, Logue document-

(Photo by Dr. John Logue)

One oi the groinps Dr. Logue met with while in the Soviet Union was.the Institute of U.S. and
Canadian Stu<ti».Lo<M»liii«to>t^t.thifd from right.

world issues as the United States

and 3oviet Union, whose actions
the likeness of the U.S. Constitu- ed that there are three countries affect all comers of the globe, in

tion, in order to further world
peace.

This is Che message Logue
brought with him on a 10-day

journey to the Soviet Union,
where he met with Soviet acade-

in the General Assembly with one way or another,

populations less than Jthat of Admitting that such a system
nearby Upper Darby, which has does not have the authority to

a population of 100,000; 12 coun- enforce international law and
tries with fewer people than maintain peace is "tough-minded
Delaware County, which has an realism," suggested Logue.

micians, journalists and peace approximate population of In contrast, the Soviet Peace
activists for the purpose of ex-

changing ideas on arms control

and other peace issues.

Logue traveled with a five-

person delegation of the World
Federalist Association, an Amer-
ican peace organization whose
primary goal is to strengthen the

authority of the United Nations,

500,000; 25 countries with fewer Committee, which hosted Logue
people than the city of Phila- and his del^iation, expressed the

delphia; and more than half have Soviet view which holds that the.

populations less than that of the U.N.'s structure, based upon the

state of Pennsylvania. principle of national sovereignty.

Hence, a country of 100,000 is fine as it stands. "All that is

barely able to feed its people, needed," the Soviets, believe, "is

much less support a military, has the political will to make it work."

as much input on significant The association does po( sug-

A march for nuclear freeze
By TERISE FUSCO

Somewhere in the vicinity of

Harrisburg is a city on the move.

This city, called "Peace City" is

There is no discrimination and
no requirements except for a

strong, caring heart concerned

^ about ifaith, life and safety. The

(iiirp^'of sime 650 peopl'e from p>up is unique in that it actually

all over the world. These people functions as a aty in whatever

are taking life one day at a time, ^^P »^ j^
"J;

"^"^ *" efficient

sparingnearly all social conformi- division oflaDor.

ty on a "pilgrimage for peace," Som« 300 or so marchers may

called the Great Peace March for «<> »n^<> ^n« cities for rallies.

Gk>bal Nuclear Disarmament.
The peace march began on

March 1, 1986, in Lost Angeles,

Calif., and is slated to wind up in

Washington, D.C. on Nov. 15,

1986. The people participating

devote their time, efforts and

energy to the movement sparing

occupations and families.

Some of the initial 1,200

marchers are still dedicated to the

cause, yet others had to drop out

of the march.

promotions and lectures, while

300 others continue to march, and
still others tackle various personal

tasks.

No one passes judgement on

others on the march because
everyone is united for the same
purpose. There is a division of

roles on a city council, but all

major decisions are made by the

group as a whole.

The group members are young

and old, professional and nonpro-

I

fessional, American and foreign.

Great emotional ties have deve-

loped among the group. Two
marchers died, three couples
conceived children and various

romances have developed.

The marchers are demonstrat-

ing for a test ban treaty between
the United States and the Soviet

Union. Along with a nuclear
freeze, they are calling for a

reduction of existing nuclear
weapon stockpiles and a discon-

tinuation of the "Star Wars"
space-based defense program. The
sharing of goals is the strongest

bond these people share, and it is

keeping them moving towards

their final 3500th mile.

The march has continued in

spit of some seemingly helpless

conditions. When attempting to

cross the Mojave Desert, the

group's funding organization,

People Reaching Out for Peace,

was forced to disband with some
$500,000 in debts.

Although 400 marchers were
forced to leave because of a lack

of finances, water, or medical

supplies, the rest trekked on.

Thegroup is expecting to double

their population in the East Coast

region, where they will wind up
their march after reorganizing as

a non-profit organization.

They are spending 30 days in

Pennsylvania, then skipping to

New York and New Jersey and
arriving in Philadelphia sometime
around Nov. 1, 1906. An advance
group selects caau> sites and
offMuaet the pf^qgnuns for the

toDr
id
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gest that nations' sovereignty be

taken away, rather they advocate

that parts of it be shared, ex-

plained Logue. Further, Logue
and his colleagues believe that it

is impractical to rely on political

will to strengthen the United
Nations.

"Political will couldn't make
the Articles of Confederation
work," pointed Logue. "It couldn't

make the Holy Roman Empire

work and it can't make the U.N.

work."
Logue expressed this opinion to

the ^viet public in a press con-

ference on Soviet national televi-

sion, as well as to the Peace

Committee. In turn, the delega-

tion's hosts attempted to influence

them by exposing them to a

variety of academic, political and
cultural authorities and en-

" (Continued on page 19)

Picture a new world
ly blind (many are actually severe-

ly visually impaired and can
detect distinct shadows, hues
and/or images). For them, photo-

graphy can act as a tool for seeing.

Although it may be impossible

for a visually impaired person to

see an entire object, when it is

scaled down in a photograph, the

image becomes very real. A picture

contains such a variety of shades

and color patterns that it can

easily be formed into some sort of

image by someone with a visual

impairment.

According to a public relations

correspondent from the museum,
photography for the visually

impaired is a personal experience.

The same picture may appear

By AMY TORACK

Demonstrations, lectures and

workshops will be offered to

visually impaired persons by the

Philadelphia Museum of Art in a

program entitled, "To Photograph

is to See: A Workshop for Visually

Impaired Adults." The workshop
will be held tomorrow, at the

Museum, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

This workshop, aimed at intro-

ducing visually impaired persons

to photography, is being led by

Geoge Covington, a legally blind

photographer. Covington is the

author of a book entitled "Let

Your Camera do the Scene." The
Museum is expecting some 30

enthusiastic participants.

For the most part, there are differently to each person because

very few people who are complete- (Continued on page 20)

Transfer students:
adjusting to change

By STAGEY WILKINS

The college student transfer-

ring to a new institution is faced

with a number of challenges. The
new university often differs from

the previous institution in size,

location, difficulty of curriculum

and competition among students.

Students have pointed out the

inherent problems of the transfer

situation. They feel that sending

and receiving institutions should

exercise more concern in the

adjustment of transfer students.

Counseling ooukl help to prevent

"transfer shock." a drop in stu-

dent GPA after changing schools.

Transfer students can be aided

through orientation programs

which help in the adjustment

process, a critk:al time for new

ttttieiMA. bi onAer f«r a ooMir
mm0i^m \n iji am tn hr inrnnnr

ful. thecMoemi of eftch student

ttenkiktaMraiMd.
Om fMilt ol ViUMWva't orien

talitn pnpMi it that trantitfi

tMMltr tmiiiitt frtai the

Many colleges believe they

should keep in mind these key

concepts when admitting students

to a new institution: the student

needs career and academic advise-

ment to help them make the

transfer from one college to an-

other; the advisor should help the

student adjust to a new locale and

enlighten them on rules and
regulations particular to the

university.

The transfer student need not

go unrecognized at a large insti-

tution like Villanova. But since

there is no support system to help

solve the problems of the transfer

student, transfers coming to Villa-

nova often feel confused and
frustrated about credit evaluation,

housing, advisement and other

areas.

Villanova transfers often live

off-campus. This can make it

difficult to meet other students.

In addition, the students who
come from coaimunity coltefet

are not familiar with Univtraity

activititt. Thtrtfore. they tend to

rttMin uninvolvtd durtiif tlitir

"aliort tuy" at tlit Univwnily.
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NOW HIRING MEAL CHECKERS

CaU

645-4174

RiclMRdACoMpANy
UNISEX HAIR ST^

VILLANOVA STi/OBNTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMBITS R«aUESTEO

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA
52^7-2080

Op«n Mon. w«d. and
thru Sat Thura. Evanlngs
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A man named Jack has got her Jumpin' and the world
may never be the same
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V.(/. bFoadmis pris^iers' horizons
By SHARON KELLY

Did you know that ViUanova
University has a "branch cam*
pus," known as UniversityColk^
at Graterford? It is not reaUy a
campus at all, but a state cor-

rectional facility, located about 20
miles north of here near College-

villein Montgomery County.
TneUniversity College program

was started in 1971, and is one
of the oldest post-secondary edu-

cation programs for inmates in

the country, according to Dr.

James McKenna, the program's
founder and director of the crim-

inal justice department at

Villanova.

"This program offers the in-

mates an opportunity to better

their lives and gain an optimism
for the future. Also, it enables

them to be more competitive in the

job market when they are re-

leased," McKenna said.

Motivated by a personal interest

and a desire to gain first-hand

experience of prison life for his

research, McKenna began teach-

ing at Graterford on his own in

the late 1960s. He has taught

inmates courses as principles of

sociology, social problems, and
criminology-

The State Correctional Facility

at Graterford is one of three

maximum security prisons in

Pennsylvania. Built in 1928, it has

a capacity of 2,000 men, but now
houses about 2,400, McKenna
said.

"Clearly, he continued, condi-

tions are overcrowded. In fact,

space for classes is so limited that

we have held them *in such un-

usual places as the prison

mosque," McKenna noted. He
added that expansion is now
underway.

Prison inmates, or residents,

work in a variety of occupations,

including textile manufacturing,

farming and clerical positions.

Numerous inmate organizations,

counseling programs and reli-

gious personnel support the

population.

In addition to the inmates, Gra-

terford has a staff of about 650

guards and administrative per-

sonnel — all of whom are welcome
to participate in the program,

McKenna said.

"Prison personnel, particularly

guards, often have difficulty

finding time to go to college

because of their work schedules,"

explained McKenna. "We, in

effect, brought the college to

them."
Prison personnel and inmates

participating together in class

was an innovative idea in prison

education. McKenna studied this

situation and concluded in a

research paper that a majority of

the prisoners saw their co-parti-

cipation as contributing to a

decrease in the tension and hos-

tility usually associated with
guard-inmate relationships.

In recent years, however, most
prison personnel no longer choose

to participate in the program,

because of personal and work-

related reasons.

There are presently about 60

inmates enrolled in University

College classes. "There is a great

interest among the inmates in our

program because they see it as

prestigious to be taking college

courses," notes McKenna.
If an inmate has nine credits

and a 2.0 average when he is

released from Graterford, he can

come to Villanova to pursue his

bachelor's degree. AboifT ^ ex-r

(Pholo courtesy of Graterford Prison)

'Members of the Villanova faculty provide prisoners at Graterford with the opportunity to acquire
a college education.

inmates have continued their

education here since the pro-

gram's inception. Right now,
there are four ex«inmates enrolled

in University College courses at

Villanova.

Each semester, Villanova otters

two liberal arts courses at Gra-
terford. In a two-year period, the

courses offered satisfy the re-

quirements for the first two years
of a Villanova liberal arts curric-

ulum, McKenna said.

Daniel T. Regan, an assistant

professor of philosophy, believes

the program is worthwhile. "The
residents really appreciate the

chance to get into a college atmos-
phere, and they participate

enthusiastically."

He added, "Unlike many stu-

dents here, when you give these

men an assignment or. reading,

they actually do it. I guess they

don't have as many distractions

as students here do."

Professors who have participat-

ed in the program in past years

include Prof. June Lytel (English),

Dr. Sayed Omran (Modern Lan-

guages), Dr. James Markham
(mathematics), and Dr. Angelo
Armenti, the dean of University

College (physics and astronomy).

"In addition to thegreat support

among Villanova faculty, we get

excellent cooperation from many
offices, including financial aid,

the registrar, University shop and
others. Without their work, the

program would not run so smooth-

ly and efficiently," McKenna
asserted.

Regan added, "Dr. McKenna is

the real superstar here. He has

worked incredibly hard to bring

a solid university curriculum to

the prison. The entire Villanova

community can be proud of his

efforts."

Most inmate-students apply for

state Pell grants to finance their

education. This is all handled at

Villanova's financial aid office. If

an inmate does not receive a grant
or receive an insufficient amount
to cover his educational costs, he
can receive a presidential scholar-

ship from Villanova to make-up
the difference.

McKenna believes that the
strong financial and adminis-
trative support the program re-

ceives from Villanova is proof

that, "proportionally to our re-

sources, Villanova does more to

provide post-secondary education-

al opportunities to Graterford
inmates than the state does."

-A' Salomon Brothers Inc
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Invites you to attend a presentation

on careers in the

Financial Division

Thurs., Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.
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ControllingT.V. broadcasfinf
By SUSAN TOLVE

Striving to improve the quality
of television, concerned viewers
have banded together to form
Citizen Action for Better Televi-
sion (CABTV). This group is

working towards the common
goal of "a media-wise society in

control of television — not con-
trolled by television," as stated in

their brochure.

The nonprofit, non-partisan
organization held their annual
meeting and luncheon on Ctet. 2
in Connelly Center. In addition,

a symposium was sponsored by
Villanova's communication arts

department on the topic "Morality

(WIFIED
jIDVERTISnMi

WANTED: Twenty young nien
to try out for parts in WEST
SIDE STORY on Oct. 1 2 to be
put on at a local girls' high
school. For further informa-
tion, call Sr. Jeanette at 664-
6650.

Construction laborers
needed for light cleanup of

custom homes in Bryn Mawr
area. Contact John Dolan,
527-4016. $5 an hr., part-

time.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Earn $4-$8/hr.

Get your ideal part-time
school year Job now, working
with other students. No sell-

ing. Your choice any two
evenings a week from 5-10
p.m. In bur Bryn iiiwr office.

Near train and P&W. Call Ms.
Dolan for Interview, 527-
6060, between 2-10 p.m.

Cleaning crew help wanted
for local Main Line company.
Saturday and Sunday eve-
nings only. $6.50 per hour.

Call 527-3025 or 527-9316.

Typing teacher and legal

secretary has typing busi-

ness In Bryn Mawr home.
$1.75 per page for DS. Call

527-3053, leave message if

not home.

AttentkMi students and pro-

fessors: Reports and manu-
scripts, term papers,
speeches, etc. neatly and
professionally typed and
proofread, 24-hour turn-
around, reasonable rates.

Call EXEC-U-TYPE Word Pro-
oeaalng Servk:e, (609) 772-
1131.

Telemarkieting

STUDENTS
Start $6 per hour plus weekly
bonus after psM brief train-

ing. Flexibis hours (10-24)
nights snd wesiisnds. CsH
644-7940, Mr. Schuit

and Ethics of Television Program-
ming in light of the First

Amendment.'
CABTV encourages high stand-

ards in television broadcasting.

Its objectives include: persuading

broadcasters to provide quality

programs for people of diverse

backgrounds, informing parents

and teachers about the importance

of TV's effect on young people and
encouraging the curtailment of

excessive violence, sex and mate-

rialism. The organization strongly

supports educational programs or

programs which teach positive

social values.

In order to achieve these goals,

CABTV is involved in various

activities. It uses seminars, work-
shops, newsletters, films and
brochures to educate the public.

The aim of each of these me-
thods is to involve viewers in

television broadcasting. This idea

is embodied in Project Postcard,

a qualitative monitoring program
which encourages viewers to mail

their critical judgements of tele-
^
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vironments.

Some of the Soviet leaders with
whom Logue met included: editor-

in-chief of the Soviet newspaper
Pravda, Yevgeny Y. Grigoryev;
secretary general of the Soviet
Union's United Nations Associa-
tion, Dr. Serguei P. Gribkov; and
the director of the Russian Or-
thodox Seminary of Zagorsk. '

Although most of the delega-

tion's time was spent in confer-

ences, their hosts also treated

them to a plethora of cultural

events. Evenings were spent at-

tending puppet shows, circuses

and plays. Logue and his col-

leagues also toured a fabric fac-

tory, the Kremlin and the summer
and winter palaces of the late

czars.

As to the success of the visit,

Logue explained that it is difficult

to measure in terms of the asso-

ciation's goals. As far as making
progress towards building a better

understanding of the values and
objectives of other world powers,
Logue was encouraged.

"Personal relationships are
important," expressed Logue,
"and I think we built some per-

sonal relationships."

Logue invited his Soviet hosts

to attend the World Federalist

Association's next congress.

who Knows, who cares
So did you have fun with Mom and Dad last weekend? . .

.

We didn't ... we were too upset about losing the football game
we haven't slept since . . . couldn't they have at least waited

until Mom and Dad left? ... oh well, better luck next time ...

speaking of luck, you'll need it to do your laundry . . . yep, V.U.'s

laundry facilities are in their usual terrific condition . . . you might
as well take your clothes down to the Schuylkill and do it by
hand ... it'll get done quicker ... and you won't have to wait
in lines ... oh yeah . . . that reminds us . . . did you hear about
the guy who got arrested for cocaine possession with "intent

to distribute?" ... but that couldn't be . . . Villanova doesn't have
a drug problem ... the only problem we have is getting our Phila-
delphia Inquirer delivered on time . . . they certainly don't have
any "intent to distribute" . . . but don't worry . . . one week of

pnidterms and we'll be off for a week . . . away from our dirty
aundry, away from all the cocaine . . . away from people like Robin
iWiUiams ... we liked him, but certainly hope Grandma didn't

{understand what he was talking about . . . we're not worried though
. . she was tod busy fanning herself ... bet it wouldn't have been

ISO hot in the Pavilion if we had put one of those Hartley
jgenerators in front of the fieldhouse . . . this sounds like a job

or Buify . . . hope you voted in yesterday's election ... oh well
. . maybe next time . . . until then . . . who knows, who cares.

\Edited by the Editorial Board of the Villanovan,
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Help yourself to a large porttoh of opportunity with Bob's Big Boy. Our
tremendous new full-serviof family restaurant, scheduled to open in

Villanova, is now accepting full and part-time applk:ations at our on-
site hiring trailer. We seek:

• Cooks
• Wattars/Waitretses

• Utility ParBonnol

• Broakfast/Salad Bar Attandanta

Bob's Big Boy Division canMarriott Corpooatiofi's

offer you —

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

chilli.

».4y,»aoi' i»-

which will be held in honor of the

U.S. Constitution's bicentennial,

in Independence Hall, in August
of 1987. "It is much more exciting

to have the world learn something
from the American Constitution,"

rather than United States citizens

exclusively, believes Logue.

For Logue, Soviet participation

in the Congress represents one

further step in his goal to reform,

restructure and strengthen the

United Nations, in order to bestow

it with the "power, the authority

and the money to achieve peace."

Insignifica
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

Here are some presidential tidbits from our history:
— When John Quincy Adams lost to Andrew Jackson in the

1828 election, the town of Adams, N.H., changed its name toJackson.— James Garfield was the only man in United States history
who was a congressman, a senator-elect and a president-elect all
at the same time.

— President Calvin Coolidge loved having his head rubbed with
'Vaseline while he ate breakfast in bed.

— When Dwight Eisenhower's mother discovered her son
readmg books about war, she took them away and stored them
in the attic; she was a pacifist.

Campus Miiustrv

By TIM KOOB
and RICH LUNDGREN

Life? — Our most precious gift

and perhaps the one most taken
for granted.

Respect for Life? — A single

political issue or a consistent ethic

to live by?
During this past week, these

concerns were the focal point of

Villanova's third annual Respect
Life Week. This week afforded us
the opportunity to reflect upon the

meaning of life for us as Chris-

tians, who are forming values to

live both as students and as
participants in our modern world.

We welcome this occasion to

share some of our reflections and
challenges which have been of-

fered to us as we are now involved

with our fourth year with the

Villanovans for Life.

Consider the following: the

grandmother in the nearby nurs-

ing home, the prisoner on death

row, the man sleeping on the

street vent on a cold autumn's
night, the unemployed father

searching for food to give his

family the evening meal, the

battered and neglected child and

the child in the womb waiting to

enter the world.

What is the thread that binds

this tightly knit seamless garment

together? We would like to submit

that it is the love of God our

creator presents as the gift of life,

indeed all creation, which makes
the human family one. Therefore,

our respect for life confirms and

is proportional to our respect for

God.

This belief enables us to agree
with the Scriptural analogy that

we are all one body in Christ.

Therefore when any member of

the body suffers the whole body
suffers.

And so we are challenged to

develop a broader perspective of

our world. This means going
beyond socio-economic, and polit-

ical constraints to discover that

whether old or young, black or

white, rich or poor, we all share
a common gift — life!

This belief forces us to be
consistent with our ethic regard-

ing life. To accept these assertions
means to respect life in all its'

many forms— how can we do any
less?

IMOItie
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USA

It's a very open firm. Doors are

open: people let you know'you're

welcome.

Put it another way: DH&S cares.

At all my interviews—on campus,

at the office—everyone helped

me give my best.

That concem for my professional

developnnent has been there

from ctey one.

The training is excellent; I have a

career advisor who knows my

sw

For me, the real

difference was the
people. I could tell

from the beginning
that was the DH&S
difference.

Donna Vidas

Senior, DH3S Philadelphia

BA Villanova IMiivenity. 1982

Strengths; the supervisors on my
jobs are thorough. All the way up

the line, people are there when
you need them.

Everyone told me accounting

was more than numbers, that it

was really a people profession.

That's why I'm sure I made the

right decisbn. I woric with good

people who have the highest

technical skills—together in a^

total business environnnent.

- -^ ^.
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V.U. philosphers recf^nized
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Tucked away in a tiny office in

Vasey's basement, lies Villanova's
philosophy department. If you
expect tofind a decrepit Aristotle-

type musing over dusty books
there, guess again.

In the past two years the de-

partment, under the direction of
Dr.John Doody, has exploded onto
the scene by expanding its faculty
and programs and by winning
prestigious awards and honors.
According to Carol Anthony,

secretary of the department and
thegraduate program coordinator,
student interest in the philosophy
major and minor has been
growing.

'The basic skills of clear think-
ing, expression and critical anal-

ysis that an education in philo-

sophy affords," said Dr. Tom
Busch, professor of philosophy,
"are the natural carry-overs into

other fields. The attention Villan-

. ova gives to current political and
social questions is invaluable to
the students."

One Villanova graduate, Rob
Zampetti (class of 1984), recently
won a Fulbright Scholarship to

study in France.

Members ot the faculty have
also been recognized for outstand-
ing scholarship. The Council for

the Advancement and Support of
Education has chosen Dr. John
Immerwahr, professor of philo-
sophy, as one of25 silver medalists
in the 1986 National Professor of
the Year competition. Immerwahr
was also named one of the top 10
area professors in the Philadelphia
Inquirer.

Dr. John Caputo, professor of
philosophy, has been elected pres-
ident of the American Catholic
Philosophical Association. Caputo
is the first faculty member to

become president of this presti-

gious organization while teaching
at Villanova.

Also a distinguished adjunct
professor at Fordham University,
Caputo's third hookrRadical Her-
meneutics, is scheduled for release
next fall.

An "extremely important" ad-
dition to the faculty, according to

Doody, are two recently hired
tenure-track women. Dr. Barbara
Wall and Dr. Margaret Crouch,
assistant professors of philo-
sophy.

According to Crouch, there are
still few women philosophy pro-

fessors. "Most students are not
aware of the oppression of women
in society. They don't think of it

as a problem, because in college

they can compete more equally
than out in the job market."

Crouch, Wall and Anthony ar«
assisting in the development of a
women s studies program, in
conjunction with the phflosophy
department. Other faculty
members involved in organiza-
tions as Villanova include Daniel
Regan, the director of the peace
and Justice Center, Dr. Joseph
Betz, the director ojf the Liberal

Studies Program, and Dr. Law-
rence Stepelevich, the editor of the
Hegel Society's journal, the "Owl
of Minerva."

Villanova's philosophy depart-
ment is also among the Schools
of the Greater Philadelphia Phi-

losophy Consortium. In this pro-

gram, students at Temple, the
University of Pennsylvania, Vil-

lanova and Bryn Mawrcan attend
any of the schools in the Consor-
tium for one-third of their courses.
This provides graduate stu-

dents with an opportunity to get
to know a school before applying
for Ph.D. work.

According to Caputo, "Philo-^
sophy is the heart and soul of*
education. It provides a thought-
fulness in one's Hfe through a
critical, analyzing frame of mind.
Promoting confidence in one's
own mental resources, philosophy
means being a learned, knowl-
edgeable person."
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Photos capture world

Citizens monitor tiie air waves
(Continuedfrom page 18)

About 60 people attended the
symposium, which featured Dr.
Benedict Paparella of the philo-
sophy department; Doris Brogan,
attorney and professor of Villan-
ova Law School; and Dr. Marguer-
ite Farlev, professor of commun-
ication arts.

Ms. Mary Anne Sailus, who
recently obtained her masters'
degree in religious studies at
Villanova, also participated in the
symposium.
CABTV has been in existence

for about 12 years. According to
Virginia C. Powers, professor of
communication arts, the ors^ni-

ization held a "very successful
meeting and symposium."

(Continuedfrom page 13)

of its varied shades and the
photographer'sown impairment,"
she explained. Through photog-

raphy, one can "adjust the object
to one's own eyesight," she
continued.

Susan Gagnon, a senior custo-
mer representative for Polaroid
Corp., will be joining Covington
in this day-long workshop. In
addition to leading the two con-
current camera workshops en-

titled "Orientation to Instant
Photography" and "Orientation
to 35mm equipment," she will

provide a demonstration of the
Polaroid instant photography
equipment.

Even for those with impair-
ments as common as tunnel vision
or haziness of vision, this work-
shop can provide a new hobby that
is not only enjoyable, but also
accessible to anyone willing to
"give it a shot."

ttVALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA"

340 East Church Road
King of Prussia, RH19406

mmtzn-tm/sr

MichMlYatkin

f^normance tuning, safes,

parts and service for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automobHes

DAEDALUS
% EDUCATION
SERVICES
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LEADERSHIP
TRAINING

WORKSHOP II

USA

Coming to work for DH&S was a
decision I felt good about, right from
the start.

,.>
• •

The growth opportunities, exposure
to a lot of different business environ-
ments: all outstanding, better than
my original expectations.

At DH&S vve have always been
strong on the quality of our people.
And because good people expect
your best, you look for every oppor-
tunity to give it.

On top of that. DH&S has always
been in the forefront of technical

changes within the profession >

TkMft'siio

In my mind
there is no doubt.
ifihadittodo
ail over again, I'd make
the same decision.

Alan S. Alpert

Partner, DH&S Afew yfvil:

BS. ViManova Unimsity, 1973

sampling techniques, new computer
modejing.

But most importarit. we've recog-
nized that the whole accounting pro-
fession is a changing environment.

It's not a numbers game; Ws a people
profession. It's people, working
within a total business environm€lnt.

We're always working as a team
directly with cHents to help them
solve their problems. We provide
input and advice on tax matters,
operations systems, accounting
questions - things that really inipact
the bottom line.

Tues., Oct. 14 at 8 p.m.

In the

Day Hop

AU HOUSE COUNCIL OFFICERS
AREREQUIRED TOATTEND.

LIP-IT IS NOV. 20!

i"r'^wnTwiwrpivw*f»wFP

Get Your Acts Together!f

Information concerning Audition

times and dates coming soon

!

Good Luck
on

KHU-Tonns!

M. 215-EXT.72M
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SENIOR HOUSE
PICTURES

ARE DUE

OCT, 17

12 p.m.

ffoom 108,

Dougherty Hall

Please Include All Names In Photo

i

i •^ •

For Those Seniors Interested In

Purchasing A 11 x 14 Group Photo

Taken In The Stadium

There Will Be A Deoosit Box

In Student Activities, Room 21

4

Dougherty Hall From Oct. 13-17

t
'?':

.'•K-

} >

Enclose Order Form In

Envelope With *6.

Make Checks P^iabte To Tte

-/isRMi%

J

Eatertaiament
Robin Williams heats up Pavilion

vu
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By MARYJO YANNACONE

Playing to a sold-out house of

Villanova students and parents,

Robin Williams displayed his

brilliant comedic talents despite

the sweltering conditions at the,

as he put it, "John D' Eleuthere
duPont memorial sauna."

Best known for his portrayal of

Mork, a wacked-out alien from the

planet of Ork on the fonner hit

sitcom and now syndicated series

"Mork and Mindy," Williams has

risen to star proportions with

guest appearances on "The To-

night Show," "Late Night with

David Letterman," and "Saturday
Night Live."^He has also appeared

in the motion picture "Moscow on

the Hudson," and the more recent

release, "Club Paradise."

Williams appeared this past

Saturday at Villanova as part of

a college tour he is currently

involved in, which takes him to

the Metropolitan in New York,

where his performance will be

taped for HBO Productions.

Technically, the performance
was far from professional. This is

not to say that an attempt at high-

tech convenience was not made;
the concert committee went into

the project with great aspirations

and a desire to provide the 6,000

concert-goers with a highly enter-

taining evening. They fell short,

however, both in acoustics and
video production.

An entire section of the third

level had virtually no speaker

capabilities, leaving patrons in

that area frustrated and waiting

for a punch line. The two large

video screens, designed to aid in

satisfying viewing for all members
of the audience, became instead

a distraction. The picture jumped,
went in and out of focus, and
persisted in presenting either a

close-up which cut off Williams'

forehead, or a long shot which
gave no better a picture than

Williams himself. Attempts at

tricky camera angles were con-

trived and misplaced, once again

drawing the audience's attention

to the screen and away from the

performer.

Williams' 60-minute perfor-
mance got off to a strong start,

covering a broad range of topics.

In the first 30 minutes alone, the
subject matter jumped from con-

servative pro-Reagan Republicans
to the NRA to the joys of parenting
according to Williams' first-hand

experiences with his young son.

There were also the standard
racial jokes, puns of Dr. Ruth
Westheimer and William F. Buck-
ley and improvisational material

with regard to the adverse weath-
er conditions in the Pavilion.

Perhaps the greatest conflict

came with Williams' sensitivity in

regard to his audience. In one
respect, the Villanova community
was well-represented in the rou-

tine. Reference was made to both

the basketball and football team
members, as well as to the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., Univer-
sity president. One would think
that if a performer displays fore-

sight in discovering a campus joke

concerning the University's pres-

ident, he would also uncover the

essentials of the evening— name
ly, it being parents' weekend.

An entertainer's first rule is to

know his audience, but Williams
appears to have been absent for

that particular session of comedy
class. If he had been present,

someone surely would have men-
tioned the inappropriate nature of

jokes heavy in sexual connotation

when delivering to an auditorium
filled with parents and families of

college students. The audience
was not merely those in the 18

to 22 crowd, who would naturally

be more open to and amused by
Williams' wit in that area, but

also had many people from the

over-40 and under 12 crowd who
came to spend an entertaining

evening with their sons or daugh-
ters or brothers or sisters.

Regardless of any conflict, how-
ever, Robin Williams provided a

highly entertaining evening to the

campus community. He is truly

one of the great comic geniuses

of the day, rich in spontaneity

with an unbelievably quick wit.

This writer fully enjoyed his

performance, and would love to /Photo by Paul Schmid)

see him back at another time, but Robin Williams during his concert last Saturday night in the duPont
preferably not with parents Pavilion.

The Oasis captures the hungry Villanova crowd
By KATIE KRACKELER

The Oasis American Cafe
opened their doors for. business
Sept. 3, 1986. A mere 10-minute
walk from campus, located at the
Radnor House Condominiums,
The Oasis has become a popular
weekend spot for hundreds of

Villanova students, and after one
month of business. The Oasis has
made a solid name for itself.

Villanova students, without a
doubt, constitute the majority of

The Oasis' clientele. Capturing
the college crowd was exactly
what the owners Sam Loth and
Steve George had in mind when

they opened. When the Chetwynd
Apartments began their conver-

sion into The Radnor House Con-

dominiums last spring, Sam and
Steve saw it as an opportunity to

change their image. For two years

they were co-owners of The Upper
Crust Restaurant, which as the

names suggests, attracted an
older, more conservative crowd.

The concept of a restaurant bar,

with drink specials and lower food

prices was definitely geared to

attract the college students from

up the street. This concept blos-

somed into The Oasis and is

proving to be a profitable business

endeavor.

Since September, the manage-
ment at The Oasis has added to

their staff several Villanova stu-

dents. This definitely helps to

draw a Villanova crowd. However,
one of the most valuable members
of The Oasis' staff is the bar

manager, Len Barry. Len is a man
who knows how to bring in a

crowd. He is what every bar
needs; someone who makes you
relaxed and gets you in the mood
to have a good time. Through
animated conversation and amaz-
ing maneuvers with bottle caps,

Len keeps the atmosphere at the

bar lively. He is undoubtedly a key

factor to the success at The Oasis.

The decor of The Oasis consists

of polished wood, plenty of mir-

rors, white lights, and a roomy
dining room. A unique physical

feature is the front door entry way
which has two walls covered with

graffiti murals which were done

by actual graffiti "artists" from

the city.

There is yet another side to The
Oasis. When those lights aren't

flashing and the music isn't

blasting, and when there is no
capacity crowd of co-eds, The
Oasis is in fact a nice cafe.

White table cloths and soft

lighting help to give The Oasis a

pleasant dining room atmosphere.

Most of the tables are next to full

length windows that look 6ut onto

the lawn and swimming pool

which gives it an airy, garden-

room setting. Presently, they are

building a large outdoor patio

which they plan to use for dining

during the warm weather.

The menu is varied with selec-

tions ranging from sandwiches,

pasta, salads, and pizza to full

course entrees. The best item on
their menu is undeniably the

Burger Barn.,

Another favorite is the Boboli

(Continued on page 30)

Beach Boys mark 25th Anniversary with album
By THOMAS MARTIN

Made in U.S.A.

The Beach Boys
Capitol Records

Made In U.S.A. is the New
Beach Boys album on Capitol

Records. This double album
marks the 25th anniversary of the

Beach Boys. A collection of their

greatest hits, the album presents

the songs in chronokigical order

beginning in 1962 right through
1906, including two newly re-

corded hits.

:

The quality of the recordings

are excellent. Capitol Records

ramuiid the collection to pUy on

current stereo equipment. Uner
noCat. providad by David Leaf,

dve a bfM history oi each tune.

The albuan alao oonuina a mix-

ture of older and current photos

of the group. These new pictures

are concert shots.

"Surfin* Safari" kicks off Side

One with a splash. This early

surfinganthem was the boys' first

hit. As a single its flip side was
"409," the next tune on the album.
Complete with engines revving

and tire squeals, "409" was the

Beach Boys' first car song. "Sur-

fin' U.S.A.," one of the most
famous Beach Boys songs, follows.

Taken from the Chuck Berry hit

"Sweet Little Sixteen," "Surfin'

U.S.A." let everyone know that

surfin' was hip, no matter where
you lived.

"Be True To Your School" adds
a little spirit to the col lection. This
first recording of the song features

The Honeys as cheerleaders and
background vocalists. Considered

a rare version, its inclusion brings

a collector's status to the album.

"Surfer Giri." the first hit ballad

by thegroup, sk)ws down the pace '

a little. "Dance, Dance, Dance"
follows to wake us up from the

girl surfers undoing our hearts.

Side Two jumps into the action

with some great hot rod songs.

"Fun. Fun, Fun" and "I Get
Around," the latter being the

group's first No. 1 hit, gave teen-

agers an impetus to cruise around
town with a purpose. An interest-

ing mix of "Fun, Fun, Fun" here

allows the ending to have a longer

fade, enabling the falsato of Brian

Wilson to be heard.

"Help Me, Rhonda," a song

about healing a broken heart with

another woman, was another No.

1 hit. The song also has a history

of being rerecorded. This version

was produced by Wilson after his

disapproval of the first recording

on The Beach lays Today album.

"Don't Worry Baby," a car song

ballad, reinforces the Beach Boys'

ability to create lush harmonies.

In the same fashion. "California

(Continued on page 30i
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Pageant iHsappoints
By JOHN C. MANDLER

Li/es Rich Pageant, R.E.M.'s

much-anticipated fourth LP, has
been on the shelves for about six

weeks now, and it's time the

beans were spilled. The jacket

seems R.E.M. enough — the fa-

miliar cave-art drawings and
juxtaposed photographs, as well

as the usual quirks (fragments of

lyrics on the sleeve and the dele-

tion of two song titles from the

cover this time). But how about
the music? Gone from the booth
are Mitch Easter and Don Dixon,
the band's previous producers.

The new quarterback is Don
Gehman^ master of the Big Play,

most noted for his recent work
with John Cougar Mellencamp.
Though the production is

pumped-up and cleaner than ever;

Michael Stipe's mystical mum^
blings iare, for the most part,

indecipherable as always. Are
these guys ever going to give Us
a lyrics sheet? Hopefully not ~ a
large part of this band's appeal is

the murkiness of Stipe's vocals

and the ambiguity of his mes-
sages, even when the lyrics can
be picked up. This makes for some
exciting imagery, the specifics of

which are left up to the listener.

While it is frustrating to listen

to a repetitious, seemingly simple
chorus and not have the slightest

idea what is being said (as so often
is the case with these guys), it is

equally rewarding to catch a line

here or there and be able to form
an image from it. Let's have a
listen:

"Begin the Begin," appropri-

ately the opening track, gets the
record off to a flying start as Peter

Buck tears into a thunderous lead,

full of feedback, that sounds a lot

closer to The (iolden Palominos'
"Clustering Train" (with Stipe at

the mic) than anything R.E.M. haa
done to date. Stipe seems the

epitome of angry frustration as he
growls "I can t even rhyme/ in the

begin." I particularly like the line

"Tiger run around the tree/fbUow
the leader/ run, turn into butter,"

a reference to the greedy tigers in

one of my favorite childhood
stories, "Little Black Sambo.**

Such a vivid picture of futility.

Bill Berry's big beat and a con-

fused organ break add to the mood
of the song.

"Fall On Me," the token AOR
number, is undoubtedly the catch-

iest track on the record; and
commercial radio programming
has already jumped on this me-
lancholy lament about the acid
rain problem. I can't help but like

this song regardless. Propelled by
the archetypical Peter Buck guitar
hook (that mesmerizing circular
riff he's perfected), "Fall On Me"
is one of Stipe's best vocal perfor-

mances of recent memory.
I must confess that at first I had

it written off as a sellout, but who
can fault the boys for lands smack
dab in the middle of a niche that,

after all, they themselves created?
You will no doubt find yourself
humming along with this one (and

not because you can't make out

the words this time).

"Cuyahoga," though a noble

uiuiertaking, doesn't quite come
off. Michael is an Indi^ whining

about hpw his people's river has

been bidly trashed (I keep think-

ing of that cheesy commercial

with the Indian chief, tear running

down his cheek, trying to paddly

through the sludgy Hudson River

or whatever). Why is it that Stipe

and Co. feel compelled to culture

us so much of the time? Like

history class, this one is a snore.

Perhaps my favorite cut is the

closing number, "Superman," a

cover of the Clique's '60s tune.

Notorious for their outrageous
covers in concert, R.E.M. has
never before put one on vinyl. Nor
has Michael Stipe ever relin-

quished the mike to the other

Mike (Mills, the bassist). The
result is a bouncy, entrancing

piece that captures the psychedel-

ic aura of the original while

breathing new life into it at the

same time. The rest of the album
is, regretfully, merely the rest of

the album. While these songs are

listenable enough, they lack the

compelling elements that we have
come to associate with this band.

A month of listening to Li/es

Rich Pageant has led me to the

following synopsis: when it's

good, it's very, very good, but
when it's bad, it's average.
R.E.M.'s earlier works hit me the

same way for the first few listen-

ings, but almost all of the tunes
were infectious and eventually

came through. I would find the

songs growing on me, sneaking
into my head before I was con-

sciously aware of likinng them. A
few of the tracks here, however,
have never really crept up on me
tin this way.

While R.E.M.'s distinctive

sound continues U>W<breath of

fresh air in this ageof throw-away
pop retreads and six-month bands,
they only hint^t their potential

greatness on fifes Riek Pageant.

one is left with the impression

that theirdefinitivediac, their Sgt.

Pepper's, so to speak, is still

forthcoming. Li/es Rich Pageant

doesn't quite stand up to the

band's previous efforts, either,

although the sound is sdU basic

R.E.M. for the most part (despite

Gehman's high tech approach to

production). It is often unfocused
and not n^riy as consistent as

Murmur^ for. example. Perhaps

U/es Ups and Downs would be a
more fitting title. Come on guys,

life gets richer than this!
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WKVU TOP TRACKS

SMASHED "How Low Can You Go, Baby"

RONBO "52 Ways To Save The Contra"

JOE STRUMMER "Love Kills"

R.E.M. "Hyena"

COMMUNARDS "Don't Leave Me This Wav"

LOVE AND ROCK£TS "This Could Be Sunshine'

GENERAL PUBUC "Too Much Or Nothing"

•TIL TUESDAY "What About Love"

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox'

WOODENTOPS "Get It On "

BEACH BOYS "California Dreamin'
"

THE FUZZTONES "12-5"

JOHN EDDIE "Jungl^ Boy"

VOLCANO SUNS "White Elephant"

THE BOLSHOI "A Wav"

BEAT RODEO "Twin Hometowns"

THE UNTOUCHABLES "Free Yourself"

-. ,i' • -V" 4. f^ ri^'^i

at Vtilano^a
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PennmylM/anIa

at Villanova

OLYMPICS

YOUMUSTATTEND ONE OFTWO
HUGGER TRAINING MEETINGS:

KAPPA ALPHA THETA proudly welcomesand

CONGRATULATES ITS 1986 PLEDGE CLASS!!

Tami Adams

Nina Asadorian

Farrell Binder

Julie Bordi

Heather Durkin

Kim DeLuzio

Suzanne Foster

Cara Gavin

Patricia Geisel

DebbietSross
'

Lucy Jankowski

Jody Kafrissen

Elizabeth Kelley

Kathleen K^1ly

Kristen Kelly

KaraKlacik

Kathleen Leahigh

Leslie Lewis
. *»*

Michele Lewis

Ann Marie Lombardi

Deann^ Manzi

Ellen McGinley

Alice Parsells

Diane Plant

Lori Plessi

Betsy Quinn

Maura Riley

Mary Eileen Rogers

Christine Plociennik

Kristin Satiritz

Christina Seery

Deirdre Sciffgins

Kristin Shevis

Theresa Walton

Kara Vlahbs

Valerie Yost

Tresa Zielinski

No. 1 Pledge Class

Oa CemptuH
/

TueS.jOct. 14 In Connelly Center

Cinema 7:30 p.m.

OR

Wed., Oct. 15 In The Villanova

Room 7:30 p.m.

FORMOREINFOMA TION, CONTACTSPECIAL OL YMPICS
IN THESTUDENTACTIVITIES OFFICE.
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Cinderella storms Philly with
By CA£SAR ETTORE

Night Songs
Cinderella

Polygram Records

Metal bands come and go. Those
that have real talent as musicians
and songwriters stick around a lot

longer. Bands and performers
such as Iron Maiden and Ozzy
Osbourne continue to prosper.

The likes of one-hit wonders such
as Twisted Sister and Quiet Riot

continue their downward plunge
into obscurity as their audiences

get bored with their adolescent

anthems. A band who should be
around for years to come are the
Philaldelphia-based rockers, Cin-

derella. On their debut LP, Nif^i
Songs, Cinderella proves that
they're more than your average
(laitl rock/heavy metal band.
The band made up of Tom

Keifer (vocals/guitar), ex-Ozzy
Osbourne and Keel drummer Fred
Coury, Eric Brittingham (bass)

and Jeff LeBar (guitar), have put
together a powerful collection of

songs that can be appreciated by
more than just metal heads.
Produced by Andy Johns. Night
Songs has that heavy edge to it

without being thrash and bang
and with more melody.

Opening the LP is the title track

"Night Songs." Obviously, AC-
DC influenced, the song as a

slower, heavier mjmber with a
little bit of errienett thrown in for

good measure. It is one of the best

tracks on the album, and gets

things going in fine fashion.

"Stiake Me" and "Nobody's Fool''

are the LP's first two siiigles and
videos. The former is an up-tempo
party-type song, while the latter

is a slower, moodier song and
should get the band plenty of air

play.

The first side concludes with
perhaps the album's best two
tracks, "Nothing For Nothing"
and "Once Around the Ride."

"Nothing For Nothing" with its

memorable chorus and energetic

presentation shows that Cinder-

ella can write powerful songs with
melody. "Once Around the Ride,"

the LP's real scorcher and the

band's stage opener, is much in

the classic Aerosmith mold. The
song is a ,real, rocker and just

solidifies the'fiK:t that Cinderella

is more than just another pop
metal band.

On to side two and "Hell on
Wheels," the LP's only average
track. Even though mediocre, the
song takes on a whole new life

when performed live. After this,

the album picks up again with
more high-quality songs. Among
the highlights of the album's
remainder are "Push Push" and
"Somebody Save Me." "Push
Push" (lyrics aside), is definitely

one of the more commercial tracks

on the LP and if released as a
single will surely have the PMRC
screaming.

The song is commercial enough

to ajppeal to a lafgBr than metal
audknce, and once listened to, the

memorable chorus will not be
forgotten too Mdn. After a few
listens to ^'Somebody Save Me"
the one thing that starts to stand

out are its humorous lyrics. Credit

for this goes to Tom Keifer. Not
only is the music catchy, but the

lyrics are hilarious while being

realistic.

With Night Songs already gold

and quickly approaching platinum
status, there is no doubt that

Cinderella are the hottest band in

the United States today. If they

continue to put albums like Ni^t
Songs out, there is little question

that they'll be around for year's

to come. Cinderella play rock'n-

'roll the way it was meant to be
played, hard and from the heart.

The Faction breaks into mainstream rocli
By MEGAN GUIDERA

Philadelphia, the first stepping
"^ stone for multiple talent, gave the

public Bill Cosby, David Brenner,

Beru Review, and The Hooters.

However, this city's vast artistic

ability does not stop there. The
Faction, a band from Wayne, Pa.,

is steadily coasting into the main-

stream of the Philadelphia Club
scene.

The Faction, a young vibrant

and talented band, consists of four

members. Jeff Byrne, the 28-year-

old lead vocalist, plays guitar and
synthesizer. Paul Spiegel, 27,

plays the guitar and lends back-

ground vocals. Bass guitar and
background vocals are performed

by Ben Dority, 27. The youngest

member of the band, Fabian, 24,

manages drums and percussion.

Together these four men create

a sound that is exciting and
unique.

After breaking away from the
band Shylock, Byrne founded The
Faction in 1984. They began
playing in Philadelphia clubs such
as: Empire Rock Club, Central
Park, Grendel's Lair, Bigelow's
and Orleans. During this time
The Faction's repertoire consisted

of half-original, half-cover music.
After two years of success, the

groups songwriters, Byrne and
Spiegel, took a break to change the
musical menu to all original
music. At this time, two band
members were replaced with Ben
Donty and Fabian.

Byrne's and Spiegel's brain

storming produced enough origi-

nal material for two albums.
Their creations entail rock-n-rOll

songs like "I Like This Town" and
"Everything I Feel." "Just A
Dream" is an example of a slow-

paced dance tune. Aside from
many other upbeat rock-n-roll

tunes, the band's best song is

"Somethin' Comin' Up." "Some-
thin' Comin' Up," with its differ-

ent rock beat, has gained the band
a great deal of notoriety. Recently,

"Somethin' Comin' Up" received

airplay on WMMR's Sunday night

music show, Streetbeat. If inter-

ested, one can request hearing
this song every Sunday night

during WMMR's Streetbeat at

263-8933.

In August of 1986 The Faction

recorded a demo at Warehouse
Studios where Led Zeppelin re-

hearsed prior to Live Aid. This
demo is available through their

manager at Princeton Manage-
ment in Devon, Pa. (688-2997).

For more mellow occasions
Byrne and Spiegel mold together

to form a musical duo. Their
repertoire consists mainly of

Motown and good time Rock-n-

Roll. Byrne made several appear-

ances at some. of Villanova's

Coffee Houses.

Although The Faction occasion-

ally divides to suit the occasion,

their future goals consist of get-

ting back into the Philadelphia

Club scene as a whole group. The
Faction is presently in pursuit of

breaking into the college music
scene. The group's lead singer,

Byrne, has future hopes of playing

at Villanova and other surround-
ing colleges. The Faction is also

seeking the reception of a major
recording contract. With The
Faction's spirit and ability, their

goals are sure to be fulfilled within
the near future.

The Faction, Philadelphia's
newest child of talent and quality,

is sure to put a dent in the music
industry. To enjoy their music one
can see Byrne and Spiegel this

Friday and Saturday night at
' Orleans in Paoli. If that can not

be made, they are also at Smokey
Joe's in Wayne every Tuesday
night.

') '
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Connelly cenCBn
ulUanoua anioeRsn^

WEDNESDAY
DIRECT FROM CLUB 747
BUFFALO, NEW YORK'S

HOTTESTDANCE SPOT

.

.

.

D.J. PaulAckmam
Free Admission, Soda, Mufichies!
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Frieiidty Floppies. ; .

By RUSS CECCOLA

This week we're going to look

at four original id^s from four

different software companies. All

are available for most systems and
definitely worthy of review. Look
for fourgames from Accolade next
week.

SPITFIRE 40 - THE AVALON
HILLGAME COMPANY ••••

Spitfire 40 is the first realistic

combat game to come out in a long
time. It involves not only learning
to fly a World War U Mark I

fighter jet, but also intercepting

and destroying German planes.

The way that these two tasks
must be integrated is what makes
Spitfire 40 so realistic. The con-
trols are easy to use, involving
only a few keys and the joystick,

yet it is also just as easy to crash
the plane because the landinggear
is in the down position. It is good
to use the Practice mode first to

learn how to fly the World War
II ace. After the controls feel

comfortable, then enter combat.
There are two choices for Spit-

fire 40 from the main menu —
Siihulator and The Game. The
Simulator is just that — a sim-

ulator of the Mark I plane in

which you can choose either
Practice or Combat mode. In

Practice, you only fly the plane,

but in Combat there are enemy
planes. The Game starts you out
at 10,000 feet fighting against

German Fighter planes or Stuka
dive bombers. Either way, Spitfire

40 us a challenge that must be
taken. Just don't forget to take

down .the flaps over 150 miles an
hour.

LEADER BOARD — ACCESS^
SOFTWARE INC. •••••

LeaderBoard is quite simply the

best golf simulator I've ever seen,

ft won't be hard to g^t anyone to

agree either. Leader Board gives

the player the choice of between
one and four golfers, three diffi-

Cultty levels, how many courses

are played at a timeand a selection

from four totally different courses.
What's better is that the course
difficulty is determined by wind
direction and speed and amount
of slk^ or hook that is placed on
a ball, both factors of which are
chosen randomly for each game.
The problem with getting the
same course never occurs. Taking
a shot in Leader Board involves

choosing a club, direction of the
shot, power behind the swing and
amount of hook or slice in the
swing. These factors are easily

controlled with the push of the
joystick button.

What puts Leader Board at the
top of its class is that the player
must actually^think before taking
a shot. The graphics are so good
that you get to see the computer
constructing each image from
perspective. The game can show
a position looking in any direction
— this in itself is worth the ticket

price. So, what we have is excel-

lent graphics, excellent game play
and a running total of the score
automatically computer — in
other words the pick hit of the
week. Don't think of copying
Leader Board because every game
comes with a special security key
that plugs into the parallel port.

WORLD GAMES- EPYX ••••

The latest entry m the Games
series from Epyx proves to be the

best ofthem all. World Games has
eight new events: " Cliff Diving,

Sumo Wrestling, Bull Riding,

Barrel Jumping, Log Rolling,

Weight Lifting, Slalom Skiing and
the Caber Toss. All events were
chosen because of their interna-

tional connections, centered in

eight countries. Cliff Diving is

from Acapulco, Bull Riding from
the U.S., etc. Each game also has
a small introduction to the coun-

try in whk:h the game originates.

And what's even better is that

there is a contest that goes with

the release of World Games.
Winners will receive free plane

tickets and other prizes.

The games themselves are easy

to learn, but bard to master.

Playing an event involves a com-
bination of joystick movements to

execute a certain series of moves
in the event. T^ie most difficult

event, also the one .that Epyx
boasts about, is -the Caber Toss,
in which the player must try to

flip the equivalent of a long log

over vertically. Weight Lifting'

isn't as easy as it might sound
eithei;. Timing is critk:al in all

events. One fun thing is to jump
the cliff diver at such an angle as
to hit the cliff. Graphic reactions

to this and other blunders are
priceless. World Games takes the
gold.

PERRY MASON ^ SPINNAK-
ER/TELARIUM •••••

For all you mystery enthusiasts,

this game's for you. Perry Mason
is the best thought-provoking
game to hit the market in a long

time — all you would-be lawyers
take heed. In this adventure from
Spinnaker/Telarium, you are
Perry Mason, faced with a seem-
ingly impossible challenge — to

clear a woman from murder
charges of her husband. The catch

is that her husband, a wealthy
restaurateur, was about to divorce

her and the lady was found at the
scene of the crime with the murder
weapon in her hand. Look suspi-

cious? Perry Mason is a complex
game, with many twists and turns
in the investigation.

As Perry Mason, you have the
help of Delia Street, your attrac-

tive secretary, and Paul Drake, an
assistant detective. You must
first find out all evidence about
the case by visiting the scene of

the crime, talking with different

people, sending Drake and Street

on info quests and investigating

the storry of your client. After all

information is gathered, you must
go to court for your case. If you
don't have enough evidence, you
might as well send your client to

jail yourself. Perry Mason is an
excellent text adventure with a
good plot and a difficult resolution

— but well worth the challenge.

As a Marine Officer, you couM be in charge ofa

Mach2 + F/A-18A, a vertkal takeoffHarrieror

one ofour other jets or heUoopters. And you couM
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special

commitment on your part 1^
demand leaders at all kvds.

We teach you to be one. If

you^ a freshman, sophomore.

or juiUor, ask about ourPlatoon Leaders Class

program. If you're a senk>r, check out our Officer

Candklate Obiss programs. Starting salaries are

from $18,000 to $2iOOO. And you can

count on going

farther... Cuter.

W&ehekb^iiraAirgiod.
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Entertainment

Calendar

Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art
26th and Benjamin FrankHn Parkway
Philadelphia, Pa.

through October 26 — "Black Sun: The Eyes

of Four"
— exhibition of the works of four Japanese

photographers

Music
The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oct. 10 - The Moody Blues/The Fixx
Oct. 11 — David Lee Roth/Cinderella
Oct. 13 -Billy Joel

Oct. 14-15 — Journey/Glass Tiger
Oct. 24 — Triumph/Yngwie Malmsteen
Oct. 25 — Chicago
Oct. 28 - Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Blvd. and Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

Oct. 10 — Robert Hazard
Oct. 11 —John Eddie/Separate Checks
Oct. 12 - Teeze/Wild
Oct. 15 - Basic Skills/Idle RichA^HF
Oct. 16 — Savage

Tower Theater
69th and Ludlow Streets

Upper Darby, Pa.

Oct. 27, 28, 29 — Elvis Costello

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa,

215-382-1201

Oct. .10 — Separate Checks

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Oct. 10-11 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers

Film
V

Theatre of the Living Arts
334 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-922-1010

Oct. 17-18 - "Desert Hearts"

Oct. 24-25 — "Mv Beautiful Laundtrette'

ByrjttCfwiMlly

Roxy Theatres 1 & 2
2021 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-561-0114

Theatre One:

Oct. 10-16 -"Flowing"
Oct. 17-23 - "Funny Dirty Little War"
Oct. 24-Nov. 6 — "Dona Herlinda and Her Son"

Theatre Two:
Oct. 1723 - "Turkith Delight"

Oct. 24-30 - Greek Film Festival

Oct 16.
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[rcicordsj
40%ofr-

• Imports & Independent Labels
• Hard to find Tapes. Videos 4
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

254^722

®Mm ^^
Wbh.Cue^
Blowiky

First T1m» Customers

40% OFF
Wosh,.Cur, Blow dry

«t.

40%ofr
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• Personal Injuiy Claiiiis

• Medical Malpractice
• Business • Real Estate

•Wills •Estates
• Criminal Defense

\

V
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rx.

Law Offices

Alfred V. Altopiedi

*'Hou/ would vo4> n
time job that even "The Foil
would coiisidesr €|reat'

Roscmont

140 Garrett Avenue

Philadelphii

1750 Market street

527-5700

9854)004
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Global Marketing Services, Inc.

Campus Images® Division

515 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Please send me additional information on your Campus
Images® job opportunity.

Name Age

Address

State Zip

\
- \ •College or University Year
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By KEVIN HECHT

True Colors

CyndiLftOper
Portait Records

Saemingly out of nowhere she

exploded into the music industry

and bopped her way into the

hearts Of afnew audience that had
never seen the likes of her before.

This eni^natic ;nulticoIored pixie

pranced her way to the top of the

charts, onto MTV, and could be

seen everywhere from "Wrestle
mania*' to the cover of Newsweek
along the way. She released one
of the most successful debut

albums in hi^lory, «nd she was
one of the llbttest performers
around. Cyndi Lauper was ridii^

on a cinest of pbp^mirity bronglit

about by her first album. Ski's So
Unusual, and an outlandishly
original style topped off with a
hairdo that looked like an ad for

the Crayola Crayon Co., and that

made Tina Turner seem
conservative.

When Lauper charged inro the
studio to put togetherher second
album, it seemed that the ingre-

dients were there to make it just

as successful as the first. She was
going strong with momentum and
popularity, and was backed up by
a cast of stars that included
Adrian Belew, Nile Rodgers, Billy

Joel and the masterful musical
genius of Pee Wee Herman, who
were sure to create a solid musical

masterpiece that would surpass

the success ai She's So Unusual
in 1963. Tragically though, some-

where along the line amidst Laup-

er's hype and colorful image
something was lost, and her latest

release True Colors clearly illus-

trates that this something was
good music.

True Colors produced by Lauper

along with Lennie Petze on Por-

trait Records is an incohesive,

chaotic compilation of songs that

seem to go nowhere, and in the

end leave the listener scratchinjg

their head and wondering what it

was that Lauper was trying to

convey. The album never takes off

in a solid direction, and it shifts

around aimlessly having little, if

any, impact on its audience.

Part of this problem is due to

tjie fact that too many artists were

involved in the composition and
arrangement of the songs on the

album, and it destroyed any sense

of unity it could have possessed.

Most of the songs contained in

True Colors tend to be monotonous
with an overuse of linn drums and
synthesizers, and have lyrics that

are about as easy to figure out as

the color of Lauper's hair.

There are some redeeming as-

pects of the album. Lauper's
remarkable voice is fun to listen

to, and she shows off her astound-

ing range, which adds some color

to some otherwise listless songs.

She also has scored a hit with the

album's title cut, which is a

beautiful and moving song that is

the only highlight of the album.
This tune shows that Lauper is

still capable of producing fine

songs such as those, on She's So

Unusual, but unfortunately the

album doesn't go much deeper

than this.

Cyndi Lauper certainly has the

potential to put forth great music

equal to that on her first album.

She has the unmistakable voice,

sensitivity and support of some
very talented people to back her

up, but she is going to have to pool

all these resources together in a

congruent manner, with a solidly

composed musical basis in order

to recapture the successful sound
that this album lacks. The jury

is still out on Cyndi Lauper and
one hopes she can change direction

to take full advantage of the talent

she possesses. "She Bopped" her

way through a tremendously
successful debut album, but un-

fortunately, "She Flopped" with

her latest release.

'Ttt Tuesday can wait until tomorrow
By TAERESAJONES

I looked forward to the release

of the second Til Tuesday album,
having seen their Voices Carry
tour and thoroughlyenjoying that
album. TM fotk>W-up, Wekome
Home, is a bit disappointing,
however.

After the first playing I was
truly let down, feeling the album
was much too mellow. Though
Voices Carry may not be what you
would callifow^ul rock, my first

impression of Welcome Home was
that it lacked the eneigy of its

predecessor. I looked for SideTwo
to be the^fiyilier, but found it to

be meHow^ than the first.

Th(6l^;;diaappQinted, I felt a

seconi'llj^ing might give a dif-

ferentidpfi^ion, and admittedly the
second time around was some-
what morrenjoyable. The enerig^

leveluMMtfte. wrtay seemiid. i Wt

greater, whereas the first listen

left me with a sluggish, dragging

feeling. Perhaps I had listened

with too many expectations "of

another Voices Carry.

At any rate. I suspect Welcome
Home may grow on me. Yet my
major complaint with the album
is that the band does not seem to

have progressed any since their

1985 release. Lead vocalist Aimee
Mann, also lyricist for all their

songs except Welcome Home's
"Lover's Day," has incredible

vocal talent. She can range from
the soft and sweet sound of

"Sleep" from the first or "David
Denies" of the second album, to

the more throaty and powerful

sound of "Love in a Vacuum" or

"Voices Carry," the band's most
well-known releases.

Thematically, Welcome Home is

not remarkably different either.

Most songs deal with a l^t \^f^

or strained relationship, and
usually Aimee, as the singer, is

the self-assured one.

Skle one begins with "What
About Love," (not to be confused
with the song of the same title by
Heart), which is probably the
album's best hope for a successful

single. Joey Pesce's performance
on the synthesizers is at its best

here also. "Coming Up Close"
follows, a line from which the

album title arises. The Welcome
Home image created here is one
of overalls, plaid flannel shirts,

and haystacks, with the guitar

performance more toward the
acoustic, not quite in character

with the rest of 'Til Tuesday's
songs.

"On Sunday." "Will She Just
Fall Down," and "David Denies,"

none of which are anything spe-

cial, complete Side One. "Will She
Jlist ... " created mixed images

•— a cross between the Beatles and
the Partridge Family. I know . .

.

I know . . . The Partridge Family!?!

That was my reaction exactly.

Again on Side Two, the first

tune "Lover's Day" is probably

the most energetic. "Have Mercy,"
"Sleeping and Waking," "Angels

Never Call," and "No One is

Watching You Now" follow. The
theme of a broken heart becomes
tiresome by the end of the album.
The lyrics are not anything out

of the ordinary, and as my room-
mate put it. "She [Aimee Mann]
must be miserable!"

Besides Mann and Pesce, 'Til

Tuesday is rounded out by Mi-

chael Housmann on drums and
percussion and Robert Holmes on
guitar and background vocals.

Housmann must have been rather

bored by this production, for the

tone of the album never availed

him the chance to truly perform.

The band writes their own music,
which is perhaps a reason for the
some-what limited range.

As I listen now to Voices Carry
instead of Welcome Home, my
impression that there is a greater
energy and life to the first album
is verified. Welcome Home, while
not necessarily a step backward
for 'Til Tuesday, certainly doesn't
offer anything innovative in the
lyrics or musical composition. I

have to say I prefer by far Voices

Carry, and do not foresee any
releases from Welcome Home
being as successful. I would be
willing to buy a third album to

see if any development occurs
there, but if you are looking for

a new and improved 'Til Tuesday,

.

you won't find it on Welcome
Home. You may not even find the
old and familiar, but an old and
tired, worn out theme. Look for
better next time.

by: ttikf Attitiu
Hi Guys

Either that.
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(Continued from page 21)

Pizza, a shell pizza that comes
stuffed with cheeses and toppings
of your choice. The pasta dishes

are good but, unfortunately, come
in very small servings. So if >:ou

are hungry, try their sandwiches
or stromboli for a great meal that

wtil definitely fill you up.

Overall, the Oasis Cafe has a
great menu. The prices are mod-
erate so that a dinner for two
could easily be under $15. It is a
delicious and unique alternative

to the other "moderate priced"

restaurants further up Lancaster
Pike. The dining room is open
daily for both lunch and dinner.

Keep your eyes open for their

daily specials. For the Monday
night football crowd they offer 50-

cent hotdogs with chili, sauer-

diSSim
iUIMTISING
OUTDOOR YARD HELPER —

.

Male, wooded site near cam-
pus in St. Davids. Hours
flexible alx>ut once vireekly.

Wage negotiable. Pleasant
conditions. Own car, 688-

9113.
STUDENTS

Earn extra cash in the excit-

ing field of public opinion
research! iCR, an industry

leader, has flexible evening/
weeicend hours which fit eas-
ily into your class schedule.
We offer a competitive hourly
salary, bonus plan & conve-
nient IMedia location. No ex-

perience necessary. We will

train. If you have a pleasant
phone manner and good
reading skills, call Judy For-

rest at 563-3353, Monday-
Friday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

HELP WANTED
L*Eilory Bakery, Ardmore
Farmer's Market, hours avail.

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat, 6:30

i3i.m. to 6:30 p.m., 896-8464.

Accessible Paoii Local.

PHONE BILLS TOO MUCH?
Unlimited long distance ser-
vice, 24 hours per day, any-
where in U.S. A.T. and T.

handles all calls. Cost $100/
month (no set-up fee). Call
now, 527-71 14, ask for Phil.

Personal computer. Digital's

Rainbow, 256K, dual drives,

monitor, printer & software.
Use as terminal to the Vax.
Make offer - 259-8440.

WAITRESSES WANTED
The Main Line has a new and
exciting seafood restaurant

opening in mid-October. We
are looking for dynamic indi-

viduals to launch this Main
Line attraction. Experience
helpful but not necessary.
Call lor weekend kitervlews,

667-2442.

Professional female kx>kkig
for same to stiare nice two
Dedroom apartment In KNig
of Pniaate. CaN (21S) 337-

MSidayor

Attention
If I

kraut and onions. Plus $1 domes-
tic beers. Wednesday through
Friday they feature DJ. Howard
for dancing on their newly illum-
inated dance floor.

Friday afternoons, 4 p.m. to 7

p.m. is The DJ. Dance Party.

Come early because it gets packed.

They offer 25-cent hoagies, 50-

cent drafts, 75<ent bottled beer

and sclent drinks. This is one of

the most popular Friday afternoon

.

"happy hours" and is definitely

a good time.

I highly recommend you check
out the Oasis AiDierican Cafe for

a great meal. Or bring your ID.
and check out their specials or

take a spin on their dance floor.

Whatever you choose, there is no
doubt that by midnight at the

Oasis;you will have to send your
camel to b^.

(OmHntMifmmtmgi21)

Girl^" creates the image of the

perfect female. Though it peaked

at No. 3. the song was recently

covered by David Lee Roth, which
shows its lasting appeal.

Taken from the Beach B<^s
Party album, "Barbara AM"
shows the group, with help fr6m

Dean Torrence of Jan & Dean,
demonstrating what their nlusic

is about — fun!

Side Three goes into the later

part of the '608. In 1966, "Good
Vibrations" was the group's first

million-selling single, a great song

to begin the side. "Heroes And
Villains" followed and was of the

same genre. "Wouldn't It Be Nice"
has an unusual mono mix. This

versKNi has a strong lead vocal

and thye lyrics, "Maybe if we

think and wtah andhope andpray
. . .

** has k»t the echo effect. On
close compajris6n with other

Boich Boys pitbsms, this verskm

differs consklerably.

Skie Four has one songfrom the

late '608 two from the 70s, and

three from the '80s, "Do It Again"

was a 4968 revival song of the

Beach Boys' dirly years. In 1976,

they reprised Chuck Berry's

"Rock Ai>d Roll Music." Mike
Love provides a powerful lead

vocal. Two years later, "Come Go
With Me«" the Dell-Vikings' hit.

was recorded but dkl not become

a hit for the Beach Boys until

In 1985, "Getcha Back" was a

comeback hit off the self-entitled

album. The Beach Boys. A new
recoixling, "Rode 'N' Roll To The
Rescue," is a hot tune about a shy

kid yM learns to enjoy life

through rock muaic: The lust

ftong. "CMiieritia-Droaipa';'
features a superb 12^tring guitar
by Roger McGuinn, a memher of

the legendary Byrds group. It

seems fitting th^t the Beach Boys
incorporate "jDalifornia Drea-
miM' '^ in XhM list iof hits. Cur-
rently, the song is climbing the
charts, indicating the timeless

appeal of the> California based
band.

Made In U.S.A. is an excellent

collection of Beach Boys hits.^

Anyone who plans to have a beach
party duriiig the school year
should obtain this record. The
Beach Boys are: Brian Wilson,
Carl Wilson, Mike Love, Alan
Jardine and Bruce Johnston. This ~

albtuais dedicated to the memory
of Dennis Wilson.

* •% -t*

IS YOUR NAME IN IT?

itra.

^

it won't be unless you

fill out a

DIRCCTORYform

by this Wednesday^

Oct. 15, by 5 p.m.

(

r

I-

DIRECTORY forms

are available in the

Office of Student

Government (204 Dougherty).
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The Wildcat volleyball squad defeated Seton Hall Wed. Oct.

1, 15-5, 15-9, 11-15, 15-7. This past weekend, the 'Cats
participated in the Princeton Tournament, where they lost

to George Mason (15-12, 10-15, 14-16, 8-15), loat a tou^
match against the host Tigers (15-8, 12-15, 15-5, 5-15, 14-

16), lost to Northeastern (5-15, 15-13, 9-15, 2-15), and then
defeated Seton Hall for the second time this week (15-7, 15-

10.15-11).

Field hockey drop two
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

Under the sunny skies of early

autumn, the Villanova field hock-

ey team took on the Drexel Uni-

versity Engineers and tried to

improve on their disappointing 3-

4 record. The skies weren't the

only things shining that day, the

Wildcats had a sparkling per-

formance as well. Goalie Sue Ruff

shone through for the Cats with

a six-save performance to lead the

Wildcats to a 3-0 shutout. Goals

were scored by Sharon Seiz,

Melissa Grubb and Sally

Poliwoda.

However, although the skies

held out the Wildcats performance

did not. The Wildcats proceeded

to lose two in a row to the Temple
Owls and the LaSalle Explorers,

3-0 and 2-1 respectively. The
Wildcats will now go up against

Yale, LockHaven and Rider before

Fall Break.

Villanova

Upcamii^ Sportii^;

Evi^nts

WOMEN'S

TENNIS
OCTOBER
10 @ Lafayette

@Coiioordia
Ramabo
St. Joeeph's

15 Drexel

16 @ Glassboro

11

13

14

WOMEN'S SOCCER

OCTOBER
11-12 Wildcat Tournament
15 @ Rutgers

® Gemge Washington
Monmouth
@ Scranton

Franklin & Marshall

George Mason

Throughout tho North Amtrican Contlnont and abroad: CANADA -IRELAND

. aSSST. CALIFORNIA - FLORIDA -^^^^-^^^^J^^i^^
SIANA - IIIA8SACMU8ETT8 - NEW JERSEY • NEWMfJ^S; tInne^^^E
NORTH CAROUNA - OKLAHOMA - OREGON - PENNSYLVANIA - TENNESSEE

. TEXAS - UTAH - VIRGINIA

FOOTBALL
OCTOBER
11 Fordham
18 @ Catholic

25 Ursinus
NOVEMBER
I @ Columbia

'

8 Central Cono. State

15 Widener

FIELD HOCKEY
OCTOBER
II Yak;

14 Lock Haven
16 Rider

19 @ Providence

_:».

WATERPOLO
OCTOBER
10 Georgia

H St. Peter's/Yale/

Monmouth
12 St. Francis

14 @ Franklin &
Marshall

29 Penn

VOLLEYBALL
OCTOBER
10-11 Villanova Classk:

22 @ East Carolina
23 @ Virginia

31 @ George Washington
Tourney

MEN'S SOCCER
OCTOBER
11 @ Georgetown
13 Spring Garden
19 St. John's

22 @ Swarthmore

u *
NOW OPEN

Nova PizzA Company
789 LANCASTER AVENUE • VILLANOVA

Owned And Operated By Vincent Amendola,

Former Owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook
Acclalmed as Best In West Phllly

Stop By For A Free Slice Between 1 p.m.-2 p.m. Daily

Get To Know What GOOD Isl

BUYLARGE CHEESE PIZZA
WITH 1 TOPPING
GET1 LITER

OF SODA FREE
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Visit Our WILDCAT HERO SHOP
Choose From A liouth Waleriiig Amy of DaO Fresh Meats

OntheSvpefb
AMM&to
For Free Delivery Call Tf^
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Summer is here . . . school is out

... and Villanovans head to the
beach or to summer jobs every-
where. Most student organiza-
tions go into hibernation during
the summer months, but not the
Greeks.

Fraternities and sororities con-
tinue their programming efforts

even during the summer months.
Summer social events are popular
as are programs in preparation for

rash. Most importantly however,
are the summer conventions that
all of the national fraternities and
sororities convene.

The national sororities convene
their conventions in June, usually
at a popular but off-season resort

location. Other sororities meet in

mi^r metropolitan centers. The
locations this past summer varied

from Camelback (in Phoenix,
Arizona) to Philadelphia and
Dallas. These conventions, usual-

ly lasting from three to. four days
focus on leadership development,
legislation and self-governance,

and current trends and issues

prevalent in the sorority world.

Nationally renowned speakers
and well-known experts in appli-

cable fields are frequently present

to provide the up-to-date ideas and
information which these national

gatherings supply. Idea exchange

is also a prominent feature of

these programs. While the con-

vention locations might seem to

imply that "partying^' or "sight

seeing" is important, the sorority

women who attend will quickly

report that most of their time is

spent in session or meetings. Very
little free time is provided for

extracurricular activities.

All six of Villanova 's sororities

were represented at their national

meetings this summer. Each par-

ticipant returned to the campus
enthused and renewed to do a
better job in meeting the goals of

her group.

The national fraternities con-

vene their ineetings in August in

major nieiropolitan locations.

This past summer saw our fra-

ternity representatives travel to

such locations as Lexington, Ky.,

New Orleans, La., St. Louis,
Miss., and Boston, Mass. As with
the women's groups, much atten-

tion at these events is focused on
leadership training, fraternity

management, and legislative mat-
ters. Unlike the sororities howev-
er, the men are provided with
considerably more free time to

enjoy the sights and excitement
of their convention site.

Villanova's fraternities were
also well represented at their

summer conventions tnis past
summer. Seven of our 1 1 national

groups held meetings and all

seven had representatives from
our campus.
Hot topics that were featured

this summer included alcohol use
and abuse, sexuality and date
rape, chapter liability, successful
-rush programming, dry (non-
alcoholic) rush, chapter scholar-

ship and ritual renewal.

Assistant director of student
activities, Gary Bonas, was a
guest speaker at three national
fraternity conventions this past
summer. Bonas reported "that
attendance at these meetings was
at an all-time high and that
conference delegate^ were eager to

participate in the leadership or
informational sessions. Everyone
seenis to be encountering similar

problems and these meetings
provide an ideal opportunity to

share solutions. To attend one of

these meetings is also a 'real shot
in the fraternity arm'

"

Summer conventions are just
another example of the serious
management efforts that have
begun to pervade the Greek world.
Villanova Greeks are fully in-

volved to actively represent their

fraternity or sorority at a national
level.
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Heard it Through the Greek Vine...
Delta Gamma

Delta Gamma is proud to an-
nounce our 38 great pledges! A big
thanks to the brothers of Sigma
Pi for a great T.G., you guys are
the best but next time no cops —
okay? We are psyched for this
weekend with Lambda Chi Alpha
And Sig Ep. Also thank you to
Delta Tau Etelta for a great Par-
ent's Weekend tailgate. We had a
blast!

Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi will be sponsoring

a 'XKang^ Jar" at the Connelly
Center maift desk. This is just one
of many fund raisers spohsbred by
the fraternity for its national
charity Play Units for the Severiy

'

Handicapped (P.U.S.H.). Your
support ^will be greatly
appreciated.

Lambda Tau Delta ^

Would like to wish our pledges
the best of luck. We'd also like to
thank Eric Watkins for a job well
done during his term as president
of our fraternity.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Pikes are doing several activi-

ties for United Cerebal Palsy. We
are also sponsoring an upcoming
lxx)kstore raffle, for a gift certif-

icate of $150. Also, our parties
with Tri-Delta, Alpha Chi and
Kappa Alpha Theta were extreme-

,

ly successful.

Alpha Omicron Pi
Proud to annaounce our 24

awesome pledges. Can't wait to

kick off our exciting year ahead
with our tailgate with Zeta Psi.

Get your suitcase packed, your
gambling money ready and your
lift tickets now! We love you!

Kappa Alpha Theta
, We are proud to announce our

37 great pledges who were formal-
ly inducted Tuesday night Our
social calendar has been packed
with super events, among them
a Pi Kappa Alpha weekend includ-

ing a Tie Party and a tailgate, and
we are looking forward to this

weekend's events with Tau Kappa
Omega and Pi Kappa Phi!

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha (!hi is psyched about the

52 best pledges. The sisters are
preparing the pledges for the
rigors of their first T.G. with Tau
Kappa Omega, and hope their
pledges are psyched!

Sigma Pi
The brothers of Sigma Pi would

like to congratulate the 25 newly
initiated pledges. Special thanks
«to Delta (janrmia for an awe^ome^
T.G., and to Tri-Delt for a great
tailgate. Also, to the teapots — for

a job well done!

Sigma Nu
On Oct. 5. the SigmaNu football

team scored a touchdown. It was
a proud moment for all of our
brothers, as it broke the trend of

scoring only on the last play of

the last game of the long season.

Delta Delta Delta ^

' Delta Delta Delta has 52 enthu-

siastic pledges. All the sisters

should be congratulated for a

great rush, and making their

National's "Rush Honor Roll."

Our "Orange Crush" Party was
a great night of dancing and
partying ... Thanks to all the
Villanova men who attended, do
you know who invited you? We
had a great weekend tailgating

with Sigma Pi, and look forward
to this weekends activities with
Sig Ep and Delta Kappa Eosilon!

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma can't

wait for our tailgate with Pi
Kappa Alpha. All the sisters are
excited'about our 40 super pledges.

Congratulations to our new sister.

Sheila Sullivan!

Zeta Psi
The brothers of Zeta Psi have

been very active since the semes-
ter began. The Zete football team
defeated Pi Kappa Alpha Sunday
to raise the team record to 3-2-0.

Twelve strong pledges have been
initiated into our fall pledge class,
formal initiation as brothers will
be in late November. Also, the
Zetes are continuing their b^r
mug sales during tailgates as they
did last year, over 1,000 mugs
were sold during Parent's
Weekend.

5
'

Congratulations

Alpha Omicron Pi

Alpha Chi Omega

ALLNEWPLEDGESOF
Delta Delta Delta

Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma

IFC-PANHEL presents

C4MPI/S CiASSfCS
FRATEBNITY and SORORITY
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IFC-PANHEL
HAUOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

Thurs., Oct. 30

.6:30 p.m.
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Cats kick Keane
By MIKE SMITH

Villanova's women's soccer
team defeated Keane 1-0 on Oct.

1 to up their record to 7-1-2. The
only goal of the game was scored
at 30: 14 of the first half on a comer
kick by Mary Bums, while for-

ward Ann Brennan was credited

with the assist. Solid goaltending
by Lynn McHale and tough overall

defense enabled the lady cats to

preserve the victory.

Ann Brennan, who, in addition

to her assist had. seven shots,

talked about the team's upcoming

Lady eats

fault
By NED THOMPSON

The women's tennis team tra-

veled to Rutgers Oct. 1 where the
team suffered an 8 to 1 defeat at

the hands of a very strong and
experienced Scarlet Knight squad.
The Wildcats record dropped to 6-

4 on the year.

Freshman Jeannie O'Connor,
playing number four singles, was
the lone winner for Villanova,
romping over Leslie Thau in

straight sets, 6-2, 6-2.

Another freshman, Lynn Slo-

winski, also came within an
eyelash of victory. She dropped a
well played match, 7-6, 3-6, 6-4,

tojacqui Jende in the no. 1 singles

contest.

Despite this setback the outlook
for the team's future remains
bright. Dr. Robert Langrans team
sent a squad of three freshman,
one sophomore and two juniors
into the match against Rutgers as
the team looks toward an excellent

second half and the playoffs.

games. "We have the toughest

partdour schedule ahead* but we
feel that we can compete. If we

' put our beat game on the field we
can come out winners.'*

Upcoming games include a bout
with Princeton, whom the Cats
have never beaten. However,
Brennan states, "We have the

potential tojdo it this time."

In addition to the Tigers, the

women will be hosting the Wildcat
tbumament here next weekend.
At press time, Holy Cross, Yale
and Rhode Island are expected to

participate

.

Cats split

By STEVE SHMUKLER

The Villanova's Men's soccer

team four-game winning streak

was endled by Top 20, ranked
Temple University last Wednes-
day, before shutting out Rutger-
Camden later in the week.

Villanova, which had won four

straight games to improve their

record to five wins and two losses,

was shutdown 4-0 by a Temple
University team that has b«5n
ranked in the Top 20 for ijiost of

the season.

Temple held a 1-0 lead after the
first half, but scored three straight

goals at the start of the second
half to put the game out of reach.

Later in the week, Villanova

was able to start a new winning
streak against Rutgers-Camden,
shutting out the New Jersey
School 3-0. Junior Ben Tatta,
raising his team lead in goals to

six, scored twice. Freshman Joe
Mellinez added the third score

against Rutgers.

Senior Brendan Quinn, with
three saves, recorded his third

shutout of the season.

Track

recruits
Sports Infomuitioii

Dr. Charles Jenkins and Jack
Pyrah recently welcomed a batch
of new talent for the Villanova
track program, which opens its

indoor season next month.
A late arrival was Jan Friedli,

regarded as the best junior middle
distance man in Denmark. FriedK
specializes in the 800 and 1500
meters. He is from Lyngby, near
Copenhagen, and lived for five

years in Japan. Friedli id a native

of Switzerland with outstanding
academic credentials and will

major in computer science.

Friedli joins Lyl'e Smith, of

Bernard High School, Ber-
nardsville, NJ., whq anchored his

team to the Penn Relays distance

medley title and won the high
school division mile in the Fifth

Avenue Run in New York.
He is joined by Mark Raney, a

200; 400 and long jumper from
Vethel High Scljool, Hampton,
VA.; MarcJones,^e Pennsylvania
PIAA champion in the 200 and 400
meters; Howard Johnson, junior

world champion at 400 meters
from Markham, Ontario.

From the football team will

come Jeremy Worell, Falls
Church, VA., a hurdler who can
also long jump and triple jump.
Mike Sieeger joins the team as

a walk-on. Seeger has a sister on
the women's soccer team and a
brother on the football team.

Womtm nmkad lOtt
By susan<;anem

By Dladng threerunners in the
Top 10, thewomen'scrosscountry
team bettered tneir national rank-
ing froin 18th to 16th at last

week's meet in Tennessee. As a
team, the Wildcats placed second
behini;! 14th nationally-ranked
University of Virginia, and ahead
of third place Ohio, host Tennes-
see, and Big East rival
Georgetown.

"I'm very pleased with our
progress. We appear to be right

on schedule for our season goals,"

said Coach Marty Stem. "Vicki
Huber and Gina Procaccio are
mnning super and the rest of the
team continues to improve. We're
looking forward to the champion-
ship part of our season which
starts next week."

Vicki Huber was the first Wilcat

across the finish line, placing

second overall with a time of 18:19

for the 500$>neter course. Gina
Procacdo (fourthl8:44), Dok>r^
Carapella <10tlil9:38), Kathy
Franey <15th 19:52), and Dina
Alborano (21st-20:I2) nninded out
Villanova's scoring. Lauren
Searby (22nd-20:17), Ruth Lockba-
um (26th-2a:35), Jen Rahn (SOth-

20:50), Elame Duck (33nl-21KM),
and Tina Mahar (39th-21:45) also
ran well for Villanova.

The harriers will take a week
hiatus to prepare for the upcoming
Big Five and Big East
Championships.

C O N F eB e N C E

Golfers double bogey
By EILEEN GRADY

The Villanova Golf Team en-

tered the Big East Conference at

Georgetown last weekend deter-

mined to defend their title. Yet,

despite a valiant effort on the

team's part, the title was captured
by St. John's with one stroke. St.

John's finished first with a two-
day team total of 603, while the

Cats finished second with 604.

Boston College came in third with
a score of 612.

Villanova's Tom Feeney, a prom-
ising freshman, finished tied for

fourth with a two-day total of 148,.

while Captain Chet Walsh fin-

ished tied for sixth with 150.

Sophomore Jim Clark followed
close behind with a tie for ninth
at 152.

The stroke that set St. John's
ahead came about by a decision

that went in favor of St. John's
by the Rules Committee. Since the

weekend the team has heard
added details and feel that there
was erroneous judgement on the
part" of the Rules Committee.
Coach Don Ficco is making a point
of information so that the rules
will be clarified for future
understanding.

John Barleycorn's Pyb
656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

• =^3 PITCHERS OF BUDWEISER
• ROSES FOR ALL THE LADIES
• DOWNSTAIRS BAR OPEN
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John McFadden
Folks, Come Out and Listen to His Music and Entertalnthent

This Week. If You're 100% Satisfied, Come Out Next Week and
The First Beer Is On JohnI

OCTOBER
SUNDAY
PRIVATE

PABTTBAND

MONDAY TUESDAY TffllRSDAY

m

FlUDAY&MraBDAY
UVBimCAIMNGIMI}
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English Department
Announces Contest:

fJ!!!^^^!?®''*''^'^ announces two competitions: 1)

SSS? ?L5^*^ **''*"^ ^ a owdMele student at
Jjano^. The winner of eeoh compelttibn w« receive »100
t»aawne for submissions, to the English Department
aecrBtafyln201Va8ey.isAprll1.

^^^pwimeni

•?S![^?f^**^^^® ^^*^^^ to students tailing courses
^NJtanova University. Including night school courses. Tobe
«Kj«wej^^ays must have been written within a year

U^iSe * ^^"^ ^^* *^®^ ^ ^^- ^^^^^ '®

Essays should follow the fonn prescrjt)ed by the MLA
Handbook for Writers of Reaearcfi Papers, second edition
and should be typed, double-spaced, and no longer than 20
pages in length. The hvo prize-winning essays will be
published.

Of^9tm^9,1ns^lm^nUMO^M^Peaen

. VWtfMlunCMcan
Hkcthk Chevy C3ICVMU.

Honor Roller
National wants to put you on
their lionor roIL You can rent a
car ifyou're 18 or older, have a
valid driver^ license, cuirent
student LD. and a cash deposit
Stop by and fill out a short cash
qualification form at least 24-

hours in advance.

Yrm pay for gas used and return
car to renting location Most
major credit cards accepted

MffaMNflU Crtmim djf mImimZlmmppiw.
m^ktmi nut nmilmkU fitm mom TkumUw

$25
100
Add!

95
PER DAY
WEEKENDS

UMDcrdayfaKladcd.
itioaal ailnst 20c per mik.

Persouls
MLH,
I marnot need to RSVP Itut
lluet wanted you to know I

could never miee euch an
elegant kwltatlon! See you
tonlghtn

MKG

^ggy teVA / had fun. Rollnmmy? Return to UVA?An
Imitation. RSVP (804) 971-^t Stewart - the con-

JJ^*^
'No¥e soccer fan In C-

Falrfleld,

^^•ffr 2Utl So, neffer been
•Jclr yet, huh? Walt until
Wedneadayl After TRI-GOLD
gate a hold of you, you'll be
aating your wordal

David ^^^fla-n-LMkey

Nk» to dlacover we have a
^^^/on^achother.lsthe
moonlighting syndrome fl-
nallyover?

^ ^ , Meddle
OeerJoanle,
Heppy 19th birthday. Enloy
your day and smUe!

Love,Deanna

MopeyUps,
Yes, tomorrow Is my Iflrthday
and It had batter be acea -
or alee I'm taking the Jaguar

J-9

Totheherd^
ThenK for making It the beat
B'D evert I kwe U guyal

KOZAmwsia

^nntverwarf, wesif, a

ilF National Car Rentale

AwUMiat:

You deserve National attention.*

Sheraton Inn (36th and Chestnut Sts.)

382-6504

- - - -
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Mistakes kill loses fbsl
By MICHAEL IRONS

**We will learn a lot from losing.

We will be beat again in the future

and it will be up to us to take

positive steps from our losses,"

Coach Andy Talley said after his

Villanova Wildcats had suffered

their first loss under the new
program to the University of

Buffalo, 29-27.

"We lost to a team that was not

better than us. We beat ourselves.

We made too many stupid mis-

takes," said Talley. Ten of these

mistakes were penalties which
were called on the Wildcats for

over 60 yards.

*i can't say anything about the

officiatingbut there were a lot of

penalties called on us, especially

for being at home. They called

'holding' on us but not on Buffa-

lo," Talley said.

The loss put a damper on an-

other fine showing from quar-

terback Kirk Schulz. The red-

shirted freshman passed for 254

yards and a pair of touchdowns
on 22 out of 39 attempts. Schulz

has now completed 58 out of 97
passes for 771 yards at a .598

completion rate.

Tailback Ron Sency also had a

strong outing, rushing for 94

yards on 15 carries and one
touclidown.

The loss, Villanova's first since

a 17-7 setback at the hands of the

Delaware Hens, on Nov. 1, 1980,

was put in perspective by Coach
Talley.

"It is -not the end of the world:

Last week we had one last bullet

to fire, today we had no more
bullets," Talley explained. "A loss

is not bad now as it would have

been last year. This takes the

monkey off our backs and now the

kids can relax."

The game started off well for

the Wildcats. After holding Buf-

falo and forcing them to punt,

Villanova drove 85 yards on six

plays for the games first touch-

down. The key play of the drive

was Sency 's 43-yard sweep off left

tackle for the score.

"We made some mental mis-

takes on defense. They [Buffalo]

ran the toss-sweep very well,"

Talley said. This was evident on

the very next series as Buffalo

drove 75 yards to tie the score at

7-7. The big play coming from
O.D. Underwood who rushed for

26 yards, 18 on one play during

the drive. Underwood, however,
was injured on a one-yard gain

and never returned to the game.
"When O.D. [Underwood] went

out early, it forced them to throw
the ball more," Talley said. Unfor-

tunately, Buffalo quarterback
Ken Crosta was up, to the chal-

lenge by completing 15 of 26
passes for 216 yards and a pair

of touchdowns. Both touchdowns
came in the final quarter when
Buffalo scored 22 points to take

the lead and the game.
Villanova went into the fatal

fourth qtiaHer with a 21-7 advan-

tage. But the advantage easily

could have been bigger.

"We squandered a tot of oppor-

tunities. Our offense did not

score," Talley said. The first big

opportunity came after Villanova

had upped the lead to 14-7 on a

Schultz to Bob Brady touchdown
paa4. On tWe first play after the
kickoff, senior John McGowan
recovered a Buffalo fumble at the

Buffak) 39 yard line. Sophomore
Art Condidina fumbfed three
plays later and the chance went
by the boards.

The next opportunity that went
by the wayside happened when

.

Schulz threw an interception in

the end zone, stopping the Wild-

cats cold.

Villanova upped the lead to 21-

7 on Schulz 's second scoring toss

of the afternoon, this one to Jim
Cashman late in the third quarter:?

Buffalo cut the lead to 2114 on
a six-yard run by Bob Mettica.and

were the recipients of another
Villanova turnover shortly after-

wards. Schulz handed off to Gary
Pascoe who faked the run and
threw for the end zone.The pass

was intercepted, once again stop-

ping the Wildcats. Buffalo drove

the 80 yards for the score, Crosta

toJohn Withers, and then convert-

ed on the two-point conversion to

give Buffalo its first lead.

Villanova came right back with
a drive of its own. When Pete

Lombardi scored with only 1:54.

remaining in the game, Villanova

seemed to have thegame wrapped-
up. The extra point try was
fumbled, giving the Wildcats a 27-

22 advantage and depriving them
of the margin of victory.

Unfortunately for the Wildcats,

another "mental mistake" gave
Buffalo excellent field position to

start the game winning drive.

Instead of squib kicking the ball

down the middle of the field, the

placekicker rolled the baH'only to

the Buffalo 40 yard line. It took

Buffalo only six plays to go the
60 yafds for the score with only
l.*07 remainir^.

"Its tough to score with only

1:07 on the clock and without any
time-outs," Talley conceded.

"We are still boys going against

men. We are a young team, these

kids have been together for the

most only eight games," Talley

said. "I had never lost to him
[Buffalo Head Coach Bill Dando]
before. I never thought I would
lose to him especially here at

Villanova."
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(Photo by Schmid)

Safety Bob Rosato brings down Bull John Lang left in the first quarter.
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Flanker Sean Seebold eludes a Buffalo tackier*
(Ptwlotjyj

', (Photo by Schmid)

Buffalo Quarterback Ken Crosta is lined in the sighto of linebacker

Kevin Kelley (56) as Crosta attempts to gain yardage during

Saturday's loss to the Bulls.
^

7 22—2f
7 7 7 »>*27

VM.—ScfKV 43 run (Celonnt kick)

BUF—Croat* 6 run (O'Aon* kick)

VK.—Brady 4 pm^ from Schuta
(Colonrta kwk)
VR.

—

Ca^wwan 6 pasa from Schult

BUF-Mattica 6 run (O'Awia kick)

BUF—Withars 19 paat frOm
Croata (OMhouaan from Croata)
VtL—LomlMrdi 3 run (run failad)

BUF—Schmidt 12 paaa from
Croau (D'Auna kick)

MDfWMIAL fTATWriCt
RUSHINGS—Buffak): BrowMi B-22.
Undarwood 3-26. Maitica 1B-78.
Croata 6-19. ViiViWanooa: Sansy 15-

6-20. SohuU 4-18,
Condodina 4-15. Oowwia 1-11.
PASSING—BuHalo: Croata 16-26-
216. Villanova: Schulx 22-39 264.

A— 13.900

Athlete of the Week

Rugby remains undefeated
By SHANA LYNCH

The Rugby Club stood alone as

the only Villanova team to remain

unbeaten by sweeping both La-

fayette and Wharton in the past

two weeks. But more importantly,

the team achieved its 395th vic-

tory since its inception in 1959.

Head Coach Brian "Gigger"

Fisher feels that, This is the

team that will get theClub's 400tk

win. They shouldn't lose a single

^me all season if they keep on

rucking." The team boasts of a 92

percent winning percentage in its

'

27 years, and is presently playing

solid rugby.

The A side blanked Lafayette

12-0 as rain turned to cats and

di0i. B4My Mindrcindy opaiiid up
tiM ioorMif, and tktiraoiful wing

diMi It with Tim Wlitten bmc-
i«g IhiMah Lifty«lt«. Tim oan-

vwni Ml kMM Mi MlM it •

day.

Against Wharton, the fourth

Annual Noone/Walsh Banquet
took place as the A team scored

early and often. Noone scored

first, with Matt Lyons follbwing

suit just minutes later. As Denis
**the Menace" Graeber scored his

first ci two tries, Bfr. Robert Poch
made a good hit . Ho68 Poch capped
the scoring with a try. as Tim
went five ior seven ^ kicking

some toiagh kicks in this lonaidBd

31-6 victory. Chris "Skin"
McStarr andKen '^Paata" Giamel-

li played tough ball

The MUerfe^B kegt LaFiy«tte«>

0. with two triee by Jehn Pnil

MgCartney. and fine iiir t>y tiM

BtvHih Jee 'Tttch" Mb. Ton
"CiHrly'^Ggttiio,iM

BgHw. TlitB
WiMrtifi hy gMMd IM. Ti«et

|glMk*«PM

Reitmeyer. who will be mad if

you're not at this Saturday's

match at 1 p.m., and Pat *T"
O'Connell. as well as Mike
McMorrow.

The C team got on the winning

track behind Zulu Warrior Ken
'Killer" Lamb. This 4^ shut out

lead Terrance "The Terrible

"

Dalton to heiieve that. "We played

well, Lafayette didn't even score."

Acainat Wharton. Greg LeMond
scored two tries and said "The
tour tank a lot out ol him." But
appafently he's hack.

Thii SatMiihy*!

Univaraity of

alao he plg|«d at

Kirk Schulz

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

quarterback Kirk Schulz from the Villanova football

team. Schulz had his third outstanding performance

-

in a row in a k»ii^ effort against the Bufiak) Balls.

Schulz, from Mahwah, NJ., is a red-shirted
freshman who threw for 254 yards againat BuMo
on 22 completions out ol 39 attempts. Schulz alsQ
threw for a pair of touchdowns.

So far in the seaaon, the freahman
has thrown for 771 yards and five

the three games. Schulz has a .5M
percentage tor the gaa^a.

Beakles jlaaaing. Schulz has niiiad far one
touchdown in the season and ran for 18 yards on
IJMt Saturday.

win
on the

*atl

^
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By ROBERT ML JORDAN

Villanova students are actively

campaigning for several state and
local candidates this election year,

especially Democratic hopefuls

Bob Casey and Bob £dgar and
Republican candidates William
Scranton III and Arlen Specter.

"This year's Democratk candi-

dates are the best slate we've seen

in a kmg time, and Bob Edgar is

the best candidate for senator that

Pennsylvania has ever had," said

Fred Valente, senior political

science major and vice president

of the College Democrats.

"I think that Edgar will win and
Bob Casey will be elected governor

because Pennsylvania is basically

a Democrat-oriented state. Regis-

tered Democrats outnumber Re-

publk:ans by 800,000 and many
pro-Democratic demographic
gtoups, such as unions, the poor,

and blacks, are found in this

state," Valente said.

ValeiUte aerveaaa a Democratic

pomiilkkfiEieman in Marple Town-

SeVMtlh IS^ct 'd^ig««si^al
hopefutl>P'$plaglii:^sa^paign.
Senior pofitM adeiw J||M»r

SbdUlCmnciiiHbdi im the Re-

publican date will emergle victor-

ious. "TheG.O-P.candldateshave

raia^iand fpent moremoney than
their -MiJM^atic counterparts.

The R^pnbllwp^i^aadid not have

bitter, divisive pHhiary battles

last spring," said Cannon, vice

president of the college

Republicans.

Bob Casey beat Philadelphian

Ed Rendell for the gubernatorial

nomination^ in the May primary

election. However, both Donald
Bailey and Rendell are supporting

the candidates who beat them in

the primary.

Junior Paul Cypher is the cam-

pus chairman of Students for

Specter. Dozens of students have

joined Specter's re-election cam-

paign for the U.S. Senate this

semester, registering new voters,

distributing literature and making
phonecalls.

(Continued on page 4)

(Photo by Andrew)
Who's in there? . . . And you thought you were having trouble getting your laundry done.

Housing ordinances questioned
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN atmosphere."

In Haverford Township, al-

In the wake of local zoning though three students may share

ordinances limiting the number of one household, all residences with

unrjdl^t^ pc<H^ liviiigm .pne two or mqre unrelated persons
household, several memhers of Mast nrst register with Charles

the ViHawcYa -community have Held; director of Code Enforce-

reesnjjy giifstigned thromlitu* ment of Havecford Townshq^. In

tionai basis of these multiple September, there were reportedly

occupancy restrictions. 108 detected violations of these

The townships of Radnor and codes. Held cited the prevention

Upper Merion possess the strictest of overcrowding and parking
legislation against multiple occu- problems as the prime motivations

pancy in the vicinity,, prohibiting for Haverford's housing codes,

more than two unrelated persons These zoning laws affect "ap-

to live in the same residence. proximately 1,400 full-time and
The Township of Upper Merion part-time undergraduate stu-

adopted these measures "because dents," according to the Rev.

of all the problems that we were Francis A. Farsaci. O.S.A., advisor

having with and the complaints for off-campus residents. These

that we have received about are students who reside off-

students," said Rita WinchelL campus, but do not commute from

executive secretary to the town- iheir homes,

ship engineer of Upper Merion. A Student Government commit-
Lower Merion and Haverford tee was established to explore

Townships permit a maximum of solutions for the plight of the off-

three unrelated persons per hous- campus Villanova student,

ing unit. According to Will Rosser, Members of the committee have

an intern with the Township of been conducting extensive re-

Lower.Merion, the town received search since the summer on the

numerous complaints^oL/commo- varfous nuances of multiple occu-

tion, partying and a general ruck- pancy or "extended family"

us." The zoning code*were adopt- rulings,

ed "to maintain a peaceful The central controversy in the

Left-turn
arrow
sought

By MARY E. CHAREST

The Radnor Township Police

Staff Traffic Committee recom-
mended last January that a letter

be sent to the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Transportation (Pen-

nDot) for permission to place a
left-turn arrow at the intersection

of Lancaster Avenue and Ithan
Avenue. After nine months and 1

1

accidents, including one fatality,

little more has been done.

The letter was sent to PennDot
in February, according to B.
Duncan Hubley, Radnor Town-
ship engineer. He explained that

PennDot does a traffic analysis
before approving chaihges in sig-

nalization and that PennDot may
be waiting to respond until the
Schuylkill Expressway construc-

tion, which added extra traffic to

Lancaster Avenue, is completed.
PennDot Traffic Engineer, Phil

Wursta, though, said that Penn
DOT never received a letter con
cerninga left-turn arrow and that
he "doubts a letter was sent."

On Oct. 21,Joe Allman, Student
Government president, attended

"The' single most important the Radnor Township Police Staff

decision coocemina the subject is
Traffic Committee meetijjg. The

the 1974 Supreme Court ruling in '^st letter wntten to PennDot

Belle Terre v. Boraas, according concernmg the mtersection that

toJohn M. Hyson, a VillanovaUw J^iey showed me was wntten m
School professor. In this court

1^"^' "/ said, and that was a

case, the appellees, who had request for a walk light,

leased their house to six State ^ '^""^a" V^s joined forces with

University of New York (SUNY) V^«? Calvert, president of the

Stonybrook students, challenged Association of Commuting stu-

the oMinances of the village of
^^"^s, to fight for the left-turn

Belle Terre, which permitted no
(Continued on page 4)

multiple occupancy zoning laws is

if, in constructing a strict defini-

tion of a family, a municipality is

violating a person's constitutional

rights of association and right to

privacy.

arrow. *rm writing a letter to

(Continued on page 8)
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Ualflttty insurance's effect on VM examined
ByJOANNE L. CONRAD

The premiums that Villanova

pays for liability, property and
other insurance more than
doubled from the 1964^ to the
1985-86 school year, Gary B.

Fenner, vice pfcsident ofRnandal
Affairs, laid roGeady. Fenner said

(artlMr that, ''TlaB yaar (1966^
yearl tiMR*« hmM a ita-

eifect in the inauranoe

hut tha aaaniiMBs will

mm

Insurance Company and has been
for "a good number of years."

Despite the increases in insu-

rance premiums and concern
about potential liability lawsuit

risks, Fenner said that,"No activ-

ities have been cut back at Vil-

lanova because of insurance or

liabihty to my knowledfe."
When asked whether Villanova

haiLhad to increaain^y play it

saCer aa a defensive lagil maaaiiv-

er. Fanner said, '"No and I te't
know why we womU havt to.

da

Ml

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-

ident of Student Life, had recently

discussed the potential risk and
liability arising from Saferides,

the student-run organization that

provides rides for students who
have been drinking and are not

in condition to drive. The organ-

ization reorganized this year and
is now recognized as a campus
ofganization under the Office of

Student Activities.

"Saferides is a fine program,

but it could be a problem in today's

workL'* Fenner aaad. "If a student

iskiUad in an aocidbnt while uaang

Safante, the driver of the van
aai the University could be sued

bacauae it is a Villanova-run

piapMi.
'Thaaitualian taday with har-

Mitht

ings of enormous amounts of

money has everybody running

scared. Until society changes the

system, we're going t6 be con

fronted [by these concerns.!"

Neville said that Saferides is not

yet functioning this year. "We
want to have it [Saferides] and we
believe in it, but we haven't been

able to resolve the liability end of

it. We have the vans available and
we'd like to wprk it out some way
and get it started."

Statistics kept by the National

Association of Colkjie and U«WBr-
sity Attorneys (NACUA) bIibw

that between 1946and 1966. about

150 lawsuit cases concerning

Wghar education were lapwlad.

an avsrap of 15 catn atr yiar.

1^

*,
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Preach CNib Trip laff^nMhliM
The newly formed Villanova French

club is offering a trip to the Barnes
foundation which offers a chance to
view a private collection of French
Impressionist paintings. We will be
leaving at 1 p.m. Nov. 1. All interested
people call Jeff 964-8017 or meet in front
of Bartley Hall at 1 p.m. Don't pass up
a chance to do a cultural thing!

la

vnlcations

Potential Women in Communications
Club members, the deadline for appli-

cations has been extended to Nov. 3. All

applications must be into the Commun-
ication Arts office by then. The first

official meeting for all present and new
members will be Nov. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in

the Bryn Mawr Room.

glish L«cffiir«

The English Department announces
a talk on Nov. 6 on "Henry David
Thoreau and P.T. Barmim: Two Faces

of American Culture." Professor Mi-

chael Meyer, President of the interna-

tional Thoreau Society and author of

the New Thoreau Handbook, will present

his remarks at 4:30 p.m. in the Wayne
,

Room of the Connelly Center' Everyone
is invited.

Holy Day Masses
Masses in Celebration of All Saints

Day, Nov. U will be held at 11 a.m. in

the Main Chapel and at 5 p.m. in the

Main Chapel.

{

Albums by the
Pound
WKUV is having a fundraiser on Nov.

7 from 11:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the
North Lounge in Dougherty. All are
welcome to come and pick out as many
albums and p)ay by the* pound. .One
pound of albums will cost $1.50 (about

5 albums). Bring your spare change and
increase your record collection

Sigma CM
All legacies, members who have

transferred, and Alumni of Sigma Chi

are urged to contact Rich Gough. 205

Fedigan, 525-9208, Box 2826 Kennedy
Hall, Villanova, Pa. 19035.

Greeley to Speak
«

This controversial priest and best-

selling author of novels like Thy Broth-

er's Wife, Ascent Into Hell, and.Co«/i?s-

aions of a Parish Priest, will appear at

Villanova on Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. in the

Villanova Room. This promises to be a

most fascinating evening with a truly

interesting speaker. Tickets are going
very fast and are available in CC tix

office for $2 and $3. Come for a stim-

ulating lecture and a priest who knows
no bounds!

SpaatohClob
The Spanish Club will be having a

meeting on Nov. 6 at 12:45 p.m. in Room
201 St. Thomas to plan for our fall

outing to Philadelphia. All interested

please attend.

The Undeririduate Nursing Senate

will be holdif^ its monthly matting on

Nov. 4, (ran 4:30-5:30 p.m. in Btrtlay

110. Caraar Day, the Chriatmaa party

and fyndraiaiME for our adialarahip will

bt diicuiiii. All Hwrn^^mAmU-m
tftlMUIIia»<

The National College Internship
Service, NCIS, of New York assists

undergraduate and graduate students

to obtain individually designed intern-

ships in their major fields during
Summer 1987 and December/lanuary
Intersession 1986-87. Placements are

available in New York City, Long Island

and Westchester. Early application is

essential.

Write or call: National College Intern-

ship Service, 374 New York Avenue,
Huntington, New York 1 1743, (516) 673^

0440.

On campus information is available

through the Career and Internship

Placement offices.

Italy Trip
Drs. Sterling Delano, English, and

George Radan, Art History, recently

announced that they \^I1 once again
conduct a ten-day tour of Italy over
Spring semester recess, March 6-15.

The price of $999 is complete and
includes, among other things, three

days each in Rome and Florence and two
days in Venice, round trip airfare from
Philadelphia, first class hotels, and
most meals. Contact Dr. Delano, 645-

4630, Vasey 201.

Cestume Party
When: Tonight
Where: Villanova Room, Connelly

Center
Time: 8 p.m.-l a.m.

Prizes for bestcostume, refreshments,

trick-or-treat candy
Music by DJ. Howard

Attociatethip

Programs
The National Research Coundl an-

nounces the 1987 Resident, Cooperative
and Postdoctoral Research Associate-

ship Programs for research in the
sciences and engineering. Applications
must be postmarked no later than Jan.
15, April 15 and^ug. 15. Information

may be obtained from the Associateship

Programs, Office of Scientific and
Engineering Personnel, JH 608-Dl,
National Research Council, 2101 Con^
stitution Avenue, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20418.

Memerial Mass
A Memorial^ Mass for deceased em-

ployees, relatives and friends of the

University will be held this Nov. 3, at

12 p.m. in the Main Chapel. The names
of those you would like remembered at

mass can be submitted to the Campus
Ministry office by 11 a.m. Monday
morning.

PI SigoMi Alpha
Pi Sigma Alpha will meet on Nov. 4

in the Bryn Mawr Room of the Connelly

Center at 4:30 p.m. Newly acquired

Professor Gustafson will speak. Also,

the '87 Belle Air yearbook photo will be

taken. Members are strongly urged to

attend.

Those members who have not yet paid

their membership fee will be expected

to settle their account at this meeting.

At the next meeting of ViUanovans
Concerned About Central AnMhca, Ed
Sullivan, director of the Center for

Peace and Jimtioe Education, will apoak
on tha topic ol Chriatianity and the

SandiniataBa¥«lMlaMi. VCACAwilUlao

AiMfica
adiial imIiHaI hi«t IoHm

I

The ACS Homecoming Semi-Formal
will be Nov. 7 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the Villanova Room. Tickets are being
sold in the CC. Ticket Office and cost

$5 a person, $8 a couple. Make plans
to attend!

All students who purchasted 1986
Yearbooks and have vet to pick them
up, can do so by calling the Belle Air
office at 215-645-7240. There is still a
small number of books available for
purchase between the years of 1980-
1986.

HEC community will have its 10th

anniversary celebration this Saturday
at St. Mary's Hall. HEC (Handkapped
Encounter Christ) is a retreat commun-
ity with and for physically disabled

persons from the Philadelphia area. The
celebration will begin with a liturgy in

St. Mary's Chapel at 6 p.m. followed by .

a dinner dance and social in the cafe-

teria. Guests are welcome.

SNAP Mooting
There will be a SNAP meeting in the

Bryn Mawr Room on Nov. 6, from 12:45

to 1 : 15 p.m. All members are encouraged

to attend.

Salvacloran
Contrlbutloao

Neatly hundreds of people have bepn

left Tiomeless in San Salvador, El

Safvador by the recent massive earth-

quake. Contributions are currently

needed to provide medical and food

supplies, clothing and shelter. Please

send contributions to Salvadoran Amer-
ican Foundation, c/o The Consulate of

El Salvador, 119 Bleddyn Road, Ard-

more. Pa. 19003. The Salvadoran Consul
is Ana Maria de Keene.

Nwrsing
Rosoarch Day

Alpha Nu, Sigma Theta Tau and the

College of Nursing, Villanova University

are co-sponsoring Nursing Research

Day on Nov. 7 at the Connelly Center

beginning at 9 a.m. The conference is

entitled "Achieving Nursing's Goals

Through Research." The keynote speak-

er this year is Sister Callista Roy, Ph.D.,

R.N., F.A.A.N., distinguished nurse,

scholar, theorist and lecturer. She will

address 'Unity and Pluralism: Nursing

Theory, Research, and Practice.* The
research conference will afford an
opportunity for scholarly exchange
among nurses. It will be an excitinjg and

stimulating . day for all who will be

attending. \

••••• Ciah
The B.S.G. Club welcomes you to the

Fall pre-registration party on Nov. 4 at

7:30 p.m. in the Haverford Room in the
Connelly Center^Refreshments will be
served.

2 • Tlg^^lUANOyAi^ #09M«r 31. IMM
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The ACS Halloween Haynde is to-

night! Tickets are $6.50, include dinner.V,

and are still available in the CC. Ticket

Office. Carpools leave the Field House
Lot at 4:30 p.m.

Vliknova Stogort
The Villanova Singers are currently

welcoming new members to their ranks.

The group affords undergraduates the

opportunity to participate in choral

singing of diverse and varied themes.
All men interested in lending their

talents are encouraged to attend rehear-

sals Tuesday and Thursday evenings
at 6 p.m. iiri Rm. 204, John Barry Hall.

lOMOthhig'a Afoot
Who's behind all the murders in

Villanova Theatre's all-undergraduate

production of the musical mystery
spoof, "Something's Afoot?" Come find

out at Vasey Theatre tonight or Satur-

day night at 8 p.m. or Sunday afternoon
at 2 p.m. Tickets are just $5 — or look

•for one of the ads in today's Villanovan
and bring it to the box office for a Special

discount.

Wllckat
Invostmoot Clvb
There will be a mandatory meeting

for all old and new members on Nov.

14 at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley 110.

The hip English band' -^ General

Public — will be performing their hits

like "Tenderness" and their new hit

single "Come Again" on Nov. 16 in the

DuPont Pavilion. Tickets will go on sale

Nov. 6 tp Villanova students and Nov.

10 to the public. All tickets will be $11,

reserved seating, and sold in Connelly

Center Ticket Office. All proceeds

benefit Hunger Awareness Week, Fa-

ther Bohnen's Mission in Haiti. The
event is sponsored by the Villanova

Union and Campus Ministry.

Spato Shwttio

xporlmonts
Attention business and communica-

tion arts majors: Get hands-on expe-

rience in promotional, managerial and
financing responsibilities while working

with Engineering and science majors to

put science experiments on the space

shuttle. See Dr. Zimmer in Rm. 304

Tolentine to file an application, or

simply call at x4997, or call Dr. Singh

(x7378).

B« a Ipo iMtepm
Paid Internships for college and

college graduates. Gain skill and expe-

rience in informal education, exhibit

management, museum/zoo administra-

tion. For persons interested in teaching

or administrative careers. 18-week

semester, Dec. 1-April 5 or Jan 5-May

10, 40 hour/week, stipend: $100. For

more information write: Zoo Intern

Program, Philadelphia Zoo, 34th and

Girard Avenue. Phihidelphta, Pa. 19104.

The DaMi of Studtnts Office is

Btaiaad to iiiaMUM I\m upf^inmmt of

I
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At a meeting with the Anti-

Apartheid Coalmon prior to Fall

Break, the Rev. John M. Driicoll,

O.S.A., University president,
stated that the University still

holds investments of about
$550,000 in seven compaiiies that

do business in South Africa.

This statement contradicted
his previous announcement re-

ported in the Villanovan, that he
thought the University was com-
pletely diveate4. Driacoll ex-

plained that his previous an-

nouncemer^t was correct, to the

best of his knowledge at the time.

Between that time and the meet-
ing with the coalitk)n, he received

different information.

When asked about Driscoll's

change of statement, Mike McGin-
nis, a coordinator of the Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, commented^
"We are at a loss to explain how
there could be such confusion on
a matter of such|rreat4mpG^t9^.
"We do question why the Uni-

versity seems reluctant to make
an official statement regarding

our financial ties to apartheid.

Whatever position the University

adopts, we should hope that such
would be clearly stated to the

Villanova community/* he
continued.

However, Dr. Johi\ F, S^We of

the economics department tfaited

in a recent issue that it iadifwUt
for investors to know exactly

where their money is becaiiae of

*'all the changes in the

marketplace."

DriscoU said that the issue of

divestment may be on the agenda
of the Boafrd of Trustees meeting,

which was held yesterday. He
stated in a later interview that he
would be discussing the issue in

a conference with the Board of

Trustees' Investment Committee
prior to the board's meeting.

, According to a source within

the Anti-Apartheid Coalition,

^riscoll stated that the University

has investments in Avery Inter-

national, Exxon, Proctor and
Gamble, Rolex, Raytheon, Union
Carbide and Westinghouse. Dris-

coll also reportedly stated that all

seven companies ace in luxord

,
fnth the Sullivan Principles.

However, a source within the

coalition found that two of the

seven companies had no connec-

tions with South Africa. When
Rolex and Proctor and Gamble
were contacted, sources from the

companies stated that neither

(Photo by I

The R»v. John M. DrIseoH. O.8.A.

company had ties with South
Africa. The five other companies
do follow the Sullivan principles.

DriscoU commented that, the

University's investments in com-
panies doing business in South
Africa are minimal. However,
these investments may have sig-

nificance in a morally symbolic
sense, he explained.

Finally, he said that there are

two prevailing opinions concern-

ing divestment. One view is to pull

out totally. Another stance is to

stay and try to have a positive

impact, such as through compan-
ies following the Sullivan Princi-

ples. DriscoU stated that it is

unclear as to which should be

followed.

Assembly reviews grading
By JOHANNE C. SHARP

Issues such as a new grading

system and the academic calendar
were discussed at the second
Student Government-sponsored
student assembly held on Oct. 8.

Although student attendance was
low, Joe Allman, Student Govern-
ment president, said he remains
positive and hopes to r^ch m6re
students by visiting resident

halls.

Allman explained a new grading
system that would include min-
uses as well as pluses. Under this

system proposed by the Academic
Policy Committee of the Univer-

sity Senate, an A grade would
have the value of 4.0 quality

points and an A- grade would be
worth 3.67 quality points. A grade
of a B-*- according to the proposed
system would be worth 3.3 quality

points in comparison to 3.5 points

under the current system.

Students at the assembly over-

whelmingly opposed this proposed

grading system and questioned

how this system would be imple-

mented. Allman said Student*
Government is looking into the

possible impHcations of the pro-

posed grading system.

Jn addition, discussion of the

academic calendar conflict

brought other issues such as Fall

Break, reading days and the start

of the fall semester with respect

to Labor Day into debate.

The Student Government pro-

posed calendar for the fall 1987
academic semester includes
classes starting before Labor Day,

a full week Fall Break and gua-
ranteed reading days.

Allman also proposed that

classes be held on Labor Day
instead of being in session the day
before Thanksgiving. "The Wed-
nesday before Thanksgiving
should be a travel day, but then
we would have to have classes on
Labor Day.
"We want guaranteed reading

days no, matter what. Snow days
should beseparate," said Allman.
Other issues discussed at the

assembly include the left turn

(Continued on page 8)

Current Grading System
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more than two unrelated persons
to share a single household. The
appellees claimed that the code
entrenched upon the students'

rights to privacy and association.

The Supreme Court upheld the
village ordinance. Although the
Court admitted the rights of

privacy and association —Justice
Douglas, who voiced the court's

final opinion, was a champion of

free association and privacy— the
environmental considerations of a
family-oriented neighborhoodpre-
vailed. Diouglas was alsoone of the

prime environmental
ists of his time, said Hyson.

The general consensus among
the law profession is that Douglas'

argument was ''nota
well-reasoned opinion," said Hy-
son. "He gave very brief attention

to these very important values [of

privacy and association]. The
environmental values overruled

the others." The ruling, decreed
on April 1, 1974, is commonly
known as "Douglas' April Fool's

joke," said Hyson.
Nevertheless, the U.S, Supreme

Court ruling was made, and it is

very difficult to get the Supreme
Court • of the United States to

reverse a decision, explained
Hyson.

The Student Government com-

mitter has been investigatinf

several New York state court

cases that have ruled against the

local coning ordinances in favor

of the rights of the citizens who
chose to live together despite a
lack of familial ties.

Hyson explained that a state

supreme court may decide that

although the federal constitution-

al rights ofassociation and privacy

are not vk>lated by an ordinance,

the state constitutional rights of

association and privacy are

violated.

The Pennsylvania courts, how*
ever, have as yet refused to

consent that the state constitution

gives individuals any more rights

of association and privacy than
the federal constitution as inter-

preted in the Belle Terre v. Boraas
ruling.

In New York and New Jersey,

the courts have allowed for rights

of association, "But it doesn't help

you a whole lot in Pennsylvania,"

said Hyson.
The question of where this

leaves students who wish to live

in groups larger than twoor three

for financial or social purposes

remains.

According to Hyson, one must
look at the definition of family

\hv \:ilion;il '' ^rclr

«ven by each local Qiidl|HMi|ljk

Soi^e^ihonicipaliUet
^^--'^-

family as simply ^Vaiiigle

keeping unit, * a group s'

basic expeoaea of living,

such a defydOon^ groups <i lilt^'

dents couki live togethcir.

There is not considerable hope
for this possibility, aooording.to
Hyson, because since the Bdle
Terre case, many towmabipa,
induding those surroundiiig VU-
lanova Univeraity, have changed
their ordinances to manipulate
the definition of a family to
exclude groups of unrelated
persons.

Another aspect of the housing
laws which is being investigated

in order to find its bmdfit for

Villanova students is a concept
called the "fair share" principle.

It requires local political units to

plan fof and provide land-use
regulatkms which meet the legit-

imate needs of all categories of

people who may desire to live

within its boundaries.

The "fair share" principle was
adopted by the Pennsylvania state

courts in 1975 in the case of

Township of WilKstown v. Ches-
terdale Farms, Inc. and was used
again for the individual's benefit

in Surrick v. the Township of

Upper Providence.

Hyson said, however, that it

"doesn't really help students. It

is a very ambiguous statement."
He explained that as long as

The Kev. Francis A. P^Mici.
O^.A.

Radnor Township, for instance,

has a fair share oif land aoned for

apartment housing, then they can
have the remainder zoned for

single family homes.
Student Government plans to

continue exploring the laws in

order to allieyiate the housing
problems for Villanova students.

In additkm. Student Government
is involved in talks with Radnor
Township, which has been des-

cribed as very cooperative, in an
effort to reach a compromise
situation.

Despite the rigidity of the hous-
ing codes. Hyson stated, *The
reality is if no one complains,
everything is fine.*'

Hyson relayed a "practical
message" to students who have
more than the maximum number
of unrelated persons in one house-
hold, *'If you are living there in

violation oi the ordinance, at least

begood i^ighbors."

Senate meets today
(Continuedfrom page 3)

the faculty.

If no agreement can be reached,

an alternate motion will be sug-
gested by Dr. Rqger Van AUm^lKulty
senator and Faculty Ql^pil
^chairmaVi. >•''/•

, Another motion to be (W^Noed
concerns the 1987-88 budget. The
Senate Committee has yet to see
this budget. Alvin A. Clay, dean
of the collie of commerce and
finance, will announce to the

Senate that one meeting of t^
budget committee has met so far,

and that tjhe proposals for the
fiscal budget have yet to be drawn
up. :

A meeting in mid-November
should be called to discusa |he
1987-lld budget in full detail.

Maurone said that the Senate
probably will first look at the

budget itself before discussing the

specific proposals.

By EUA DITAbDEO

Villandyi University is an in-

stitution |icpiedit«dt^ the Middle
States A^SQcii^tkm ofCoM<»esand
Secondary Schools, Dr. Charlies

Cherry, associate, vice president

for Academic Affairs, said this

week..

Accreditation is important for

a college or univerdty. Cherry
stated that the loss of a ^hool's
accreditation jnay mean the sub-

sequent loss of federal aid to|hat
school. This would mean the loss

of federally lundjed loatls, $i|ch as

the Guaranteed Student Loan, for

students.

By meeting the standards set by
the accrediting board,saidCherry,
a program is able to receive its seal

of accreditation.

All of the undeigraduate pro-

grams at Villanova are accr^ited
programs. The various courses of

study of the graduate program are

approved by the Department of

Public Instruction of th^ State of

Pennsylvania. In addition to the

general accreditation, specific

programs may receive accred|ita-

tion from their respective
oiganizationr. '

t

According to the Villanova
University Bulletin for under-
graduate full-time studies, for

instance, "All degree pi^aths in

the College of Commerce and
Finance are accredited by the
American Assembly^ot C<lll«pi|ite

Schools of Businesjs <AACSB):'''

Only fpur colleges in this area
have met the high standards set

by the AACSB They are Villan-

ova, the University of Perthsylva

nia.tAii&Mddi^4
'i V

; : The comptifer jscf^p^'aiRaK

(ConiinwimPagie)

HANK HALTER
TheOrder of Omega is proud to name Hank Halter

as this week's Greek of the Week. A senior accounting
major from. Melbourne, Fla., Hank is extraordinarily
involved in the Greek community and many other
activities and well deserves this honor.*

An active memberof the Zeta Psi Fraternity, Hank
has served as historian, assistant treasurer and
currently as corresponding secretary. In addition, he
serves the entire Greek community as this year's
president of Order of Omega and last year's treasurer.

While he isn't studying or working for the Greek
community, Hank can be found at the Villaiiovan
office, where he is finishing off a second term as
a fantastic managing editor. Under hank, the
advertising income of the paper has tripled. He also
contributes to the Villanova community through the
Special Olympics program, which will be hekl this
weekend. Last year he was named as Finance
Chairman and this year he is Vice Chairman.
On top of all his extracurricular involvements,

Hank has done extremely well academically. He is

a member of the Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor
Society, the Phi Ka^ Phi Intenbsdpbnary Honor
Society, and the Gamma Phi Honor Society. He has
won a Zeta Psi educational scholarship for every year
of his undergraduate education and is a member of
the Accounting Society. Hank alao interned last

semester at Coopers k Lybomd in Philadelphia.
Although Hank has been on the Deun's List every

semaater, his studiaa have not entMy takan up4iia
tine, for he can akcn be laan at his favorite tatt^,

thaOaaia.

The Oiiar ol.Qnap wuuli Mm to

Yllianova University Graduate School
pt99Mt9

THESgglUfG BREAK
BERMUDA

Sun., IMarcli 8 to

Thurs., IMarch 1

2

JAMAICA
(OcKoRios)
Sun., March 8 to

Sun^JMarch 1

5

$71

9
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races
(Continuadfrom page 1)

*The support for Arlen Specter

by the college students has been
tremendous,"^said Cypher, "and
this race is especially lexciting on
campus because, for most stu-

dents, this is their first chance to

vote and be active in a political

campaign."
Pollsters say that all of the

major races in Pennsylvania are

still up for grabs. Democrat Bob
Casey and Republican William

Scranton III are tied in the polls,

with political observers saying
that Casey's momentum is on the

upswmg. Some say that Scran-

ton's admitted use of drugs in the

'70s and his poor attendance
record as lieutenant governor
seem to have taken away the
Scranton campaign's impetus.

Incumbent Republican Arlen
Specter has a slight edge over Bob
Edgar in the senatorial race, but
the race will be decided TuM^lay
by the voters image of Specter.

Specter has rampaignwl aa an
independent, thinker, a moderate
RcpdbKcan and a aum m touch
with the naeda of tiia state.

Spader is *tkt
tera.

ArlttiSpac-

has soma-

andlJMpliitarvti
an liriiwii iliw i

oti9kmnrm^p!ifmmjkmcmm^4^9m •

»

By DANTE J. SCALA

While political fervor mounts
with the approach of the No-
vember national eliectmns, attident

political leaders ind political

science professors interviewed
this week agreed that Villanova
students are not very, involved

politically, nor do they show a
great deal of poUtkal activism.

• This lack (4 involvement has
i)een indicated by recent Student
Government elections. Only 197
of the 1,600 freshmen voted in the
recent class representative elec-

tions; also, only about 2 percent
of eligible voters voted in Student
Government's presidential elec-

tions in April.

Various reasons were given for

students' political apathy. Joe
Allman and Mike McGinnis, pres-
ident and vice president of the
Student Government respectively,

cited lack of awareness and a
feeling of helplessness among
students as causes.

McGinnis stated that students
being "aware of the world around
them" is an important issue, and
that students need to "expand
their horizons." He said that one
possible way of doing this is to

create a core requirement of social

and "peace and justice" issues for

all student^ '*to allow students to

Meal card
system

studied
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

The Villanova meal plan has
been a mi()br issue to both .^u-
dents and adjniinistration over the
years. Although it has often been
debated there have been no
changes made to it.

According toJ. Les Gies, director
of Food Services, Villanova has
had the same meal plan "forever."
This year one of the Student
Government sub-committees
hopes to begin an investigation to
prompt change.

At present, John Floyd, secre-

tary of the department oif internal

affairs for Student Government,
and Terise Fusco, assistant secre-

tary of the department of affairs

for Student Government and a
sophomore representative, have
been heading an investigative

committee which has been re-

realize that he or she is pmrCdf
the gk>ba] community, %nii\m0^
a member of the community,
partkularly a Christian mcmllcr,
he or she has a special oblifitlon
to be concerned about their fellow

brothers and sisters in the wqrhi**
McGinnis' feels that the admin-

istration and faculty ^ahalv the

responsibility of MUcating the
Villanova oonuminity about the

world aroynd them; ' He stated

that the University has made
progress towa^ this goal by the

creatH>n of the Center for Peace
and Justice Education. Also, stu-

dents can now apply for Univer-

sity grants to do social concern

programs. However, he thinks

that the University should make
more of a commitment to direct

funds towards "projects of social

concern," especially within Stu-

dent Activities.

He concluded, "There's always
progress to be made. The bottom
line is that it comes down to the
individual. At Villanova, ignor-

ance is a choice."

Allman added, "Students and
people in society in general are not
informed of the issues, and don't

have a sense of empowerment,
[they don't realize] that they can
make a difference." He stated that

a cause of student apiKthy is that,

"Students don't think their voice

natters."

Allman continued, "So often,

decisions are nuide without the

consultation of the majority of

Villanova community members.
We. (the Student Government]
have a responsibility to go to the

students, inform them, and get

feedback. We have a vision that

if we can inform the students of

the issues, and they are open to

us, then they will become more
concerned and naturally, more
involved in the issues of the
University."

Professor Cheryl Wilf, who
teaches introductory courses in

political science, said that there
is no fervor for political involve-

ment among her student. She said
that they are "concerned," and
take strong positions on certain
issues, but they are not "troubled"
or activists, and apathy exists

among them. Wilf cited poor voter
turnout as an exam,pie. Wilf said

that students are concerned about
social issues, the nuclear threat,

"guns versus butter" issues, high
military spending and cuts in

social programs. However, their

personal concern is not being
turned into personal activism.

Sean Carroll, leader of the
Political Union, also sees apathy
among the students. Only about

(Continued on page 10)

(Pholo t>y Andrew)

StudenU, who are presently on a uniform meal plan, wait to enter
the Dougherty Hall cafeteria.

searching Villanova 's meal plan

as well as others since the
summer. According to Fusco, the

committee is researching all as-

pects of the meal plan.

The committee is investigating

what options are open to Villanovai

if and when a change does occur,

by seeking what other colleges

and universities similar to Villan-

ova have. Some of these options

(Continued on page 9)
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Temple ends three-week strike

After a three-week strike

Temple University faculty
members and students re-

sumed classes this week. The
strike, the first in the univer-
sity's history, represented the
proposals of 1,110 faculty
members, librarians arid other
academic professionals re-

questing a pay-rate increase.

After long deliberations, a
tentative contract for a 9 per-

cent salary increase was agreed

upon. Many faculty members
were not completely happy

with the agreement but Phillip

Yanella, strike organizer, be-

lieves it would be approved by
the union members, who will

vote on the contract in mid-

November.
Many students were relieved

by the ending of the strike and
the continuing of classes. It

was feared that the semester
would be cancelled, something
that the administration had
threatened if the strike con-

tinued.

College offers unlimited meals
The University of Maine

recently implemented a new
trial meal plan where a student

with a 21-meal per week plan

can use the dining facilities up
to 50 times a week.
"The real reason we did this

was if we could attract stu-

dents with additional services

we could keep them happy and
on campus," said H. Ross
Moriarity , director of Residence

Life at the University of Maine.
Unlimited dining has been

well-received among students
and many students who "like

to have coffee before their 8
a.m. class and then be able to

have a full breakfast after it."

During the trial period,
"There was a 10 percent in-

crease per day in the number
of students. But the amount of

food [consumed] didn't in-

crease. They came mostly to

snack between meals. It didn't

necessarily increase the cooks'

production," said Moriarty.

J.CS.

UCLA offers housing to faculty

To curb professors from
moving to. Ivy League univer-

sities, the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles (UCLA)
is currently offering tenured

professors or those who are

eligible for tenure faculty hous-

ing in one of Los Angeles' prime
canyon areas.

UCLA built 58 duplexes in

an area adjacent to Bel Air

where homes sell for over
$500,000. Demand for the
houses has been feverish, and
although the project is just

being finished, it is more than
75 percent sold. Staff members
and administrators are not
allowed to buy the low interest

rate homes. E.S.D.

DID CHRISTINE PIASIO DO IT?

DID MEG DONNELLY DO IT?

RicliARd & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

VILLANOVA SfUDBNTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS r^QUESTED

773 E LANCASniR AVE, VILLANOVA
527-2080

OdmMm. WMl.«nd
tiini8«L Thurs. EvMing*

DID EDWARD
WOIPERT DO IT?
To &ad out, see

mitgn Mm. the
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voice complaints
By NATALIE McKENNA

Villanova Student Government
invited representatives from sev-

eral campus groups, members of

the administration and residents

of Radnor and Lower Merion
Townships to a forum on Oct. 13
in the Villanova Room in an effort

to improve student and commun-
ity relations.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, moderated the

forum. Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, and
Eugene J. Ruane, director of

Public Relations for the Univer-

sity, were available to answer
questions asked by the public.

CySSIFIEI

STUDENTS
Earn extra cash In the excit-

ing fieid of public opinion
reaearchi TCP, an industry
leader, has flexible evening'
weeicend hours vifhich fit ess-
ily into your dees schedule.
We offer a competitive hourly
aalary, bonus pisn & ccmve-
"nient media location. No ex-
perience necessary. We wNI
train. If you have a pleassnt
phone manner and good
reading sidlls, call Judy For-
rest at 563-3353, Monday-
Friday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Telemarketing
STUDBITS

Start $6 per iKNirplusweeldy
txmus after paid brief train-

ing. Flexible hours (10-24)
nights and weelcends. Call

644-7940, Mr. Schult.

Cleaning crew help wanted
for local Main Una company.
Saturday and Sunday even-
ings only. $6JO per hour. Call

527-3025 or 527-931 6.

DON'T READ THIS
If you are looking lor an easy,
nonsatlafying part-time Job
. . . however if you are a aelf-

starter with ambitkNi and a
friendly attitude, we have a
good part-time job where you
can earn up to $6/hr. and
more. Call 5-9, M-F ot 9 a.m«-
1 p.m. Tues.-Sat. 686-6521 or
688-6404.

All you Melians and Ather*

fans, Class of 1967: where
hsvs you been? Join us iiian

agape oelebratkMi on Nov. 6
at Barleycorn's st 11 p.m. It

won t be QMek ssmb ait^tne

Yuppie PlaniatloiiblMit Hwlll
be dose. Bfing yoii^ fav<effls

OOOOIT-

P.tu: Mamms Ins seen fid's

Philip Brach, secretary of Stu-

dent Government's department ol

external affairs, opened the forum,

addressing the members of neigh^

boring communities with appreci-

ation for their interest and a hope
that they would share their con*

cems and complaints during the

session. He proposed that this

meeting be a time for '*open

communication between the com-
munity and student's.*' ^

Members of the community
living near south campus asked

about the University's plans to

build more residence halls in the

area. Stack responded that the

University ' would Uke to build

residence halls on south campus,

(PMobyAndrtw)

Student GoveipMit recfn^v spoMKired • lonam for k»c«l residento
to «ir dMir comiibiiM abMt VOliuiova,

-•r-

but would need the appro^I of

l^th the Board of TrUSiliMS and
the township.

Kesidents of the area furround-
ing soiutn campus complained of

the loud music during taiteating

on Salurday Roomings. NeviUe
replied that -'there must be 9tm^

S[iy^ and takt.",Other residents

liViiiig near Rosemont College

com|»li|MM of vaiHM^m, noise

and5a|ieQ^|ftng in^isaidaHiai areas.

One rendent whil owli^ prop-

erty near f^y*s complained of

brdcen.boma and Utter in the

(prnfrnM^pagg 10)

(ConHmmdfrmPm 4>

rnent it in the nfidst of the appH-

catkm process to the Cmv^itx
Science Accriedltation Board
(CSAB). CSA3 was established

two years ago for the rapidly,

growingfi^<l^ computer science.

The departmffit pf library

science holds aisbciate member-
ship in the AsMciaiifM. of Amer-
ican Library Schools. Membership
is open to schpQla offering grad-

uate programs not accredTted by
thie American Librari,
Association.

A certain program of study c)oes

.not need accreditation from its

respective accrediting board, but,

'

according lo Cherry, "It does
enhance a person's d^ee after

graduation if the accreditation is

j^resent."

Q||ppiyiSti.1Jft|^TW VlM̂•««iA«.^a# I;.
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NOV. 16

VILLANOVA
7- KtTS4ifS

Nov. 6, /

Connelly Center

Ticket Office

PUBLIC

Nov. 10

All TICKETS $1 1 RESERVED SEATING
Proceeds to Benefit Hunger Awareness Week

with

Andrew

Greeley

Nov. 1

2

in the

Villanova

Room
* Title oi Book

SENIORS
*

GET READY..
countdown begins ^

on Fri., Nov. 1

4

ATTHE

DAYS
PARTY

Where: Valley Forge Sheraton
When: 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Tickets: $5

(on 8010 In the

C.C. ticket office

beginning on No¥. 5)

W.U.IOand*
proofof21
raquirod

Did You Miss It?

MISS WHAT YOUask!

NASSAU,
BAHAMAS
$439

and

stop by the
Student Union
for more details

645-7280

CANCUN,
MEXICO
$487

$75 deposit due by Dec. 1

2

BEGINNERS JAZZ III E^^t Lounge
Mon. & W«d. 7 p.m.-8 p.frt.

BEGINNERS BALLET l-ll East Lounge
Mon. ft WmI. 8 p.m.-9 p.m.

10 sessions

Starting November 5th

135.00 each/Both tor $60.00

IIPIHCS. ..MOVIES ... MOVIES ... MOVIES ... MOVIES .... MOVIES .

.

"^HLtmemsf

r

^WSKIATELY SEEKIM

7 p.m.

SuiMloy ll:ao ene 7 p.fn.

TpsiB.

WILDCATS
THURS.. NOV. 6

6 and 8:30 p.m.

C.C. Cinema

SEUIO

mMfltkJm,^ ''-— • Mkilttlftttlk^l^A II
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sought
(Continuedfrom page 1)

PennDot, and George and I are

documenting the accidents at Chat

intersection over the past three

years. We found so far that most
of the accidents involved that left-

turn onto Ithan Avenue," Allman
said. They plan to present their

findings to PennDot.
"We can't wait for other trage-

dies. This issue is so urgent.

People's lives are at stake," he

said.

According to Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, in order to get a left-turn

arrow placed at the intersection

"a formalistic approach must be

followed." The township must
first send a request to PennDot.
Once PennDot receives the letter

they begin an engineering study

in which "people go out and
actually count the traffic," Penn-
Dot 's Wursta said.

Wursta said that the intersec-

tion must meet several criteria.

The product of the left-turn vol-

ume of traffic and the opposing
through volume of traffic must
equal or exceed a certain conflict

volume. PennDot also takes into

account the accident records for

the intersection, the types of

vehicles travelling through the

intersection as well as the adja-

cent traffic signals.

If the left-turn arrow is ap-

proved, PennDot revises the town-

ship's permit. "The township
makes and pays for the change,"

Wursta said.

Neville also asked the township
to investigate improvements for

pedestrian safety at the Ithan

Avenue underpass near County
Line Road.

Last March, the staff traffic

committee recommended that a

sidewalk, complete with curb and
fencing, be installed on the west
side of the Ithan Avenue under-

fPtioio^ Sthmld)

Many people believe that the intersection of fthan and Lanclwter

Avenues needs a left-hand turn arrow.

pass. They- also recommended
extending the sidewalk to the
existing power plant driveway
and to the existing sidewalk on
the south side of the underpass.
This month, seven months

after the original recommenda-
tions, the Radnor Township Board
of Commissioners voted for and
approved the measure.
When asked why it took so Idng

to get the measures approved tiy

the Board of Commissioners,
Hubley said, "I don't know. I

didn't really know what you were
supposed to do (after the recom-
mendations were made]. If I had
known about the problem sooner
I would have included it with
Villanova's field house project."

Assembly
held
(Continued from page 3)

system at the corner of Lancaster
and Ithan Avenues and improving
University relations with the
surrounding communities. All-

man also mentioned that some
Student Government committees
have had difficulty obtaining
University financial informatidii
about the meal plaif and the
bookstore.

>^^^^^^^vwv3^3v^vuS3^wftuv3vosS^w

DID FR.
DONOHUEDOIT?

«

To find out, see ''Something's
Afoot/' the all-undergrad production at

Villanova Theatre this weekend — bring
this ad to the box office for a special
discount.

p3ftoB^ft3ko(09093ku9uv393Bi3

ATTENTIONSTUDENTS...
Job EKpmHmmcm lo 'Cmm^Hmtmmmi Yomr EdmcmlSiom
U you are seeking part-tiiiic, full-time or live-in empfoy-

ment in the human services field, PAl invites you to begin

your professionar career working with people who have a
mental or physical handicap and need YOll.

traMng and continuing

cMBMi^hig, rewardnig

schedule—U-
, part-lime, live-in

ad-

PAI WAMTSs
• peopitwho are caring and
ewttwiastir

• people who can use their

MucatkNi or Me ex-

pcncnce lo duuo a career

• people who respect the
rights 01 ooiere with

• a to share yoursell

nywAimvoii
tf youtf you want prafassknial growth whie you share your lie

^^^^^^^^" ^v^^v^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^F v^^^v^^^s^F ^^^^^^^^B aw^^sa^^^^*#

(215^ «t4417 far

rseume to

PMci|«#Mtyoiiky
(Mr by sMidtag your

Twin Paik Industrial CiaUr •

CobMtf . PA Iitl5 • itti)

With the Board of Commission-
ers' approval, Hubley plans to
contact an engineering firm to

begin planning the changes. "At
the same time, we will attempt to

find out who owns the property.

We have to give the owner an
adequate time [60 days] to make
the changes," Hubley said. If the
changes are not made within that

time, the township will make the

changes and charge them to the
owner.
Hubley explained that putting

a sidewalk in the underpass will

cost more than the usual $6 per

square foot because the concrete

will have to be wheeled in. A
concrete truck will not fit under
the underpass, he said.

Student
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PennDot, and Geoise and I are

documenting the accidents at that

intersection over the past three

years. We found so far that most
of the accidents involved that left-

turn onto Ithan Avenue," Allman
said. They plan to present their

findings to PennDot.
"We can't wait for other trage-

dies. This issue is so urgent.

People's lives are at stake," he
said.

According to Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, in order to get a left-turn

arrow placed at the intersection

"a formalistic approach must he

followed." The township must
first send a request to PennDot.

Once PennDot receives the letter

they b^n an engineering study

in which
*

'people go out and
actually count the traffic," Penn-
Dot 's Wursta said.

Wursta said that the intersec-

tion must meet several criteria.

The product of the left-turn vol-

ume of traffic and the opposing
through volume of traffic must
equal or exceed a certain conflict

volume. PennDot also takes into

account the accident records for

the intersection, the types 'of

vehicles travelling through the

intersection as well as the adja-

cent traffic signals.

If the left-turn arrow is ap-

proved, PennDot revises the town-

ship's permit. "The township
makes and pays for the change,"

Wursta said.

Neville also asked the township
to investigate improvements for

pedestrian safety at the Ithan

Avenue underpass near County
Line Road.

Last March, the staff traffic

committee recommended that a

sidewalk, complete with curb and
fencing, be installed on the west
side of the Ithan Avenue under-

nSf'-i^

Many people beUeve that the intersectioii of fUiao and Landurter

Avenues needs a left-hand turn arrow^

pass. They- also recommended
extending the sidewalk to the
existing power plant driveway
and to the existing sidewalk on
the south side of the underpass.
This month, seven months

after the original recommenda-
tions, the Radnor Township Board
of Commissioners voted for and
approved the measure.
When asked why it took so Idng

to get the measures aptproved by
the Board of Commissioners,
Hubley said, "I don't know. I

didn't really know what you were
supposed to do (after the recom-
mendations were made]. If I had
known about the problem sooner
I would have included it with
Villanova's field house project."

Assembly

Witii the Board of Commission-
ers' approval, Hubley plans to
contact iun engineering firm to

begin planning the chan^et. "At
the same time, we will attempt to

find out w^o owns the propeity<.

We have to give the owner an
adequate time [60 days] to make
the changes,** Hubley said. If the

changes are not made within that

time, the township will make the

changes and charge theih to the
owner.
Hubley ^plained that putting

a sidewalk in the underpass will

cost more than the usual $6 per

square foot because the concrete

will have to be wheeled in. A
concrete truck will not fit under
the underpass, he said. -^

held
(Continued from page 3) ' '^> \
system at the corner of Lancaster^
and Ithan Avenues and improving
University relations with the
surrounding communities. All-

man also mentioned that some
Student Government committees
have had difficulty obtaining
University financial informatiq|i

about the meal phii^ and the
bookstore.
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Liability insurance 's impact
(Continued from page 1)

In recent years, nearly every issue

of the weekly Chronicle of Higher

Education reports two or three

legal cases involving universities.

When asked whether the

number of lawsuits has increased

at Villanova within the past few
years, Fenner stated, "It's not an
increase; it's just the normal cases
that come up. We still have a few
cases here and there. One lawsuit

from several years ago resulting

from an accident is ^ill open."

He said that Vnlanova has
encountered lawsuits from stu-

dents, faculty and staff, "but
nothing outside of the ordinary

course of business."

Unlike corporations, which
tend to have assets tied up in

buildings and equipment, colleges

and universities usually have a

major portion of their assets in

endowments. Because the endow-
ments are easily converted into

cash, universities have a greater

potential than some other corpo-

rations to pay out settlements.

This becomes a concern some-

times, because under the current

legal system, the defendant most
able to pay, even if only partially

liable, is often forced to pay the

entire settlement.

Fenner said that he did not see

Villanova as particularly vulner

DID
GREG
MILLER
DO
IT?

able to lawsuits because, "Villan-

ova is not heavily endowed." He
continued, "However, in society

today, you sue anybody and eve-

rybody, and you're looking for the

person with the deepest pocket,

that's the danger."

Fenner pointed out that the

potential risks of lawsuits that a
university faces are different from
those that a manufacturing cor-

poration does. "Unlike manufac-
turing corporations, we don't

have to worry about product
liability or suits from workers
exposed to hazardous conditions."

Universities, however, can face

other types of lawsuits. With the

tightening of the academic job

market in the 1980s, discrimina-

tion suits filed by faculty members
who do not make tenure have
become more common. Fenner
said that Villanova has had "one
or two cases about faculty te
nure," but that, "Villanova has
always proven correct in these

cases," and further that, "these

types of cases are not really

significant in terms of monetary
awards."
Fenner said he thought it would

be unlikely that, in the future, the

University would curtail its study
abroad- programs because of law-

suit worries; that it would be
"more likely that a study abroad

program would be cut back be-

cause of terroriats."

Fenner explained, "If a student
abroad was killed, it is possible

th^t the student's parents would
sue the University, but it would
more than likely be a frivolous

case and nothing would come out

of it. Probably the University
wouldn't be at fault. However,
defending it couM cost the Uni-

versity an enormous amount in

l^ial fees.

"

Next Week Part Two: Ako-
hoi and liability, and Insurance
coverage for athletics.

Forum
(Continued from page 6)

area. "Think of our homes as if

they were yours — would you
want someone to vandalize your
home in such a way?" questioned
one concerned resident.

"This forum is a great idea . .

.

it will create a positive attitude,"
said one resident who attended
the meeting. Rosemary Breniian,
junior class representative, stated,
"The neighbors are making us
aware of how they feel ... there
has to be a compromise between
students and neighbors; it's a two
way street."

DID
THOMAS
BASILE
DO
IT?
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DID
SCOTT FORD DO IT?

To find out, see ''Something's
Afoot," the all-undergrad production at
Villanova Theatre this weekend — bring
this ad to the box office for a specid
discount.

"I didn't know
where to turn .. .

Until my roommate told me
about Amnion Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Janis, the director, really

helped me through a tough time.
She counseled me, cried with me
and even helped me tell my
boyfriend and parents about my
pregnancy.

It's true - the best things in life

are free. Like friendships. Trust.
And Amnion CPC*

AMNION CRISIS
842

(Continued from page 5J

20 to 25 people came to each of
the first two Political Union
meetings. He said. '*Most [stu-

dents] won't tak| the initiative to
be involved.** He continued.
"They're unimaginative political-

ly. They don't think for them-
selves [politically]. They are not
impassioned believers in

anythinl^*"

He further stated that those
who are politically involved are
"fashionably political. [Most]
follow the popular issues. They
won't coifte out and look for
issues, they will wait for issues
to come to them." He cited that
while a Political Union meetingon
South Africa drew 60 people, a
meetingabout repression in South
Korea only drew 20. All in all. he
stated that student attitudes are
"very conservative, when it's

there."

He concluded. "Students have

acthfism
given up on idealism that was
common in the late '60s and^arly
'70s because they perceive it as

a failure." For instance, the

Political Union was then the

largest group on campus, and
now it is one of the smallest.

Dr. Priscilla Hopkirk, chairman
of the political science depart-
ment, agreed that, "Students
aren't as easily aroused to either

publicly support or oppose public

policies" as they once were. She
commented that this is true at

mdst colleges, and reflects the
political temperament of the na-

tion. She thought that probably
most are moderate or conserva-
tive, which reflects their family
background and the more conser-
vative views of the nation.

On student voting, she stated

that it is "well-known that young
people vote less frequently than
those in their middle years."

ii
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Universtty of Medicine and Dentistry

of New Jersey Graduate Sctiooi of

Biomedical Sciences

Graduate fellowships of $8,040 per year are
available for individuals Interested in graduate
program leading to a Ph.D. in Biomedical
Sciences in Anatomy. Research studies in

Neurosciences, CeU and Developmental
Biology, Cardiopulmonary-Vascular system,
Teratology and Environmental Toxicology, and
Endocrinology are availat)le. Interested
studervts are invited to write for more
information*
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The housing laws of the local townships which Hniit

the number of persons living In one household are

discriminatory and unfair. By allowing only two or three

students to live together, they are punishing the entire

student population for the actions of a few of its members.
Furthermore, it is absurd to expect that students can
afford to live with only one other person.

Authorities from Radnor, Lower Merion, Upper
Merion and Haverford township? all stated recently that

the laws were specifically formulated because of problems
with students living together. "Commotion, partying and
a general ruckus" are the main problems one township
representative cites. Exactly how often and how extreme
are these general ruckuses? Of course, students will have
parties and create noise sometimes; however, these
incidents are much more the exception than the rule. As
one resident stated at the recent forum with Villanova's

neighbors, "It*s only 1 percent of the V.U. students who
are causing the problems that ruin it for the other 99
percent."

These housing laws are discriminatory because they

treat all students as guilty before the fact. They make
that automatic assumption that students will be rowdy
and disrespectful and then make sure that students have
no chance to exhibit such behavior.

The other blatantly unfair aspect of these laws is

based on simple economics. Most students cannot finance

an apartment with only one or two roommates. We are

in school the majority of the time, so income is limited

to part-time jobs. Money is an essential consideration;

local apartment and house owners cannot reasonably

expect that two undergraduates will be able to split tl^

high cost of rent fees.

These housing laws have not yet been proved
unconstitutional, and maybe they never will be. But a

good look at them shows that, through their overgener-

alizing about all students and their unrealistic economic
notions, they are inherently disrespectful of rights.

Save Smokey Joe's
Neighbors of Smokey Joe's in Wayne are currently

taking steps to have the restaurant/bar declared a public

nuisance and closed down. If the situation is as bad as

they say, certainly something must be done. However,
authorities should closely examine all aspects of this case

before they act, because the bar may not be the public

nuisance these neighbors claim.

Angry residents of Louella Court told the Radnor
Board of Commissioners Oct. 14 that they have "had as

much as they can^take" of the trouble from the bar. They
cited problems such as the use of public streets as

bathrooms, discarded litter in yards, noise, and the

parking of the bar's patrons on residential streets. They
are now in the process of giving signed statements to

the Delaware County district attorney so that he can bring

suit against Smokey Joe's.

However the owner's son, Pat Ryan, told Phil Brach,

the secretary of external affairs for Villanova's Student

Government, that they have received only 14 official

complaints, 10 of which are from the same person. Ryan
also told Brach that the police have investigated these

complaints and stated that some were "unfounded."
Moreover, the owner and his son have taken steps

to make sure that Smokey Joe's is not a public nuisance.
They have an off-duty policeman working there all night
every night. They clean up the parking lot and immediate
vicinity of trash every night. And Ryan says that those

..'involved in the incidents mentioned were not Villanova

students. ;;

Villanova studenis should be thanldyf to Smokey
Joe^ owner and his son for their support. They should

^tsomake sure that they continue to resptct the nsighbors'

rights, and discourage others from such behavior. And
the district attorney should thoroughly invsstigirte just

^ how iiMiksy Joe's is s "pubUc ntttsanoe" bsibfc he

consitfirs the cKtreme sctkm of closing it.
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Letters to the Editor

Academic freedom is needed
To the Editor:

I read with dismay the letter to

the editor by Miriam McCue in the

Oct. 3 issue of the Villanovan.
In her criticism of Fr. Charles

Cfirran, a theologian at Catholic

University, McCue his displayed

a regrettable misunderstanding of

the meaning of intellectual hones-

ty, its role in the academic mission

of a university, and a university's

profound reliance upon conditions

of academic freedom.

Intellectual honesty is the invi-

tation to examine issues and
differences under the protection of

reason; it embodies theimperative

for reasoned dialogue.

The Catholic Church is a living

institution, sustained in its vital-

ity by the creative tensions be-

tween faith and reason. Thus the

men and women who are Catholic

educators have the professional

responsibility to examine tradi-

tion in the light of contemporary
experience, no less than to judge

experience by tradition. This
process, which reflects the highest

ideals of the Platonic dialectic and
the Thomist conception of the

compatibility between faith and
reason, constitutes the first

principle of every Catholic univer-

sity's mission in education, re-

search, and scholarship. '
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Curran's research has con-

formed scrupulously to the guide-

lines for dissent established by the

Vatican II Council. The question

of papal infallibility has not been
raised — neither within Curran's
scholai'ship. nor by the Vatican in

its critique of his scholarly pub-

lications. Furthermore, given that

Curran has observed the highest

standards ol academic scholar-

ship, the preferred course w0\d
be to continue dialogue^ >

Thus the importance of aca-

demic freedom becomes cl^ar.

Academic freedom is the fourii&a-

tion upon which alone Ihe univer-

sity's academic- nirfesion can be

attained, ugOo which alone intel-

lectual honesty can be secured for

educators, students, institutions,

and the Catholic tradition alike.

Anything less than free and open
dialogue under conditions of aca-

demic freedom would entail a

rejection of the authority of rea-

son, not for any authoritative

doctrines of faith, but for the

authoritarian imposition of will.

I have read Prof. Rodger Van
Allen's published remarks regard-

ing Curran. and I must take

exception to McCue when she
characterizes him as ".so strident-

ly supporting the likes of Curran."
While he was president of the

Villanava Chapter of the Ameri-
can Association of University
Professors, Dr. Van Allen did

indeed support "the likes of Cur-
ran," if by this is meant other

persons who have been denied
academic freedom in their profes-

sional activities. Van Allen has
indeed defended academic free-

dom, but on no occasion has he
appeared "strident"; a mere asser-

tion to the contrary is to ignore
both the texts and the facts.

Although it is reminiscent of

McCarthyistti when McCue sug-

gests that "maybe parents should
find out what Van Allen is teach-

ing in his class." and although I

have aot tqijilyn wkjl) Van Allen

isthat

^JHl/$fi ei#oi|KllcCue, or

his courses.

they would
^swtonly

11.
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'^pmt Mliii^ilies like the rest of us
By <MatI9TINE A. WNUK

.*^' ••" •-• . -
I have jj^t finished reading the

VatsaonMiV lyfticle on minority
recruitdii&it Oct 10and I am livid.

I. MWitid students mentionail

. in the article, am a "highly que^
ified'^ student attendingylUeapvil
University. I graduatedfirst inmy
high school class <d over^ and
distinguished myself In many
extra-curricular activities.

I. however, was not fortunate

enough to be considered a minor-
ity, at least in the terms defined
by the office of admissions. I

therefore had to compete with the
other 1.900 incominglreshmen for

one of20 presidential scholarships

offered by the University. Since
I wiu not a recipient of either

scholarship or grant from the
school, my parents footed the
entire bill.

-"MWFMWHf Hvo years at Vil-

lanova, my parents have informed
me that our financial resources

are exhausted and after the spring

semester, I can look forward to

entering the job market, lacking

a college degree, and trying my
best to afford night classes at a

Penn State branch near my home.

I feel I had the same disadvan-

tages entering Villanova as did

any minority student. I did not

have the luxury of attending a

private high school, as did many

of my friends. An4. since neither

of my parents attended cbflq^e, I

had BO-iplie to turn to when
making ii9iportant deciskxis about

my pQflt-seoondary education.

When I began applying to

schools, I had no knowlec^e of

Vinanova, I had only the "miti-

ative" to find out. I talked to my
guidance counselor, wrote a few
letters, and discovered that Vil-

lanova was a highly respected

academic institution.

I am sickened to think that had
I been b6rn black I would have

I been encouraged to come here by
letters and phone calls, treated to

visits to the school, and competed
for a sc'holarship that is awarded
to one out of every 20 students

versus one that is given to roughly

one out of every 100 students.

Villanova appears to be contra-

dicting itself by saying that on one
hand mirrority students have as

much aptitude as the rest of the

student body and yet refusing to

allow them to compete for the 20
Presidential Scholarships like the

rest of us.

Notice the difference in eligibil-

ity requirements. According to the

Villanova University Bulletin

1985-1986, for the Presidential

Scholarships:

"The University Selection

';,,(.»;'
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Neville apologizes

for WiHiams' act
To the E4iton

I want to express my apologies

and regrets to the students and
their parents concerning the

Robin Williams concert. The
University administration was
greatly embarrassed by the sexual

content and inuendo voiced by
Williams as well as the religious

flippancy used.

We thought we had obviated

any potential unacceptable con-

tent by writing into Williams'

contract that the concert was on

a Cathohc campus and for Par-

ents' Weekend. Williams alleged,

after the concert, that his manager

Support

women's

teams
To the Editon

Villanova has a great sports

program. It is one of the best in

the country. This includes not

only the men's teams but the

women's teams as well.

Last year, the women's basket-

ball team won the Big East Con-
ference Championship and
reached the second round of the

NCAA tournament. The volleyball

team was the 1985 Philadelphia

Big Five Champion. The swim
team and soccer team were suc-

cessful also. The track team
continues to be one of the best in

the nation. Kelly Toole, E)ebbie

Grant, Joanne Kehs and Veronica
Mcintosh set a world record at the

NCAA Indoor Track Champion-
ships in 1985. This is, indeed, a
great feat, but one I doubt few
Villanova students know about.

It is obvious that there are

many outstanding women in

sports at Villanova. Their tre-

mendous success proves this.

Although there are many suc-

cesses in our women's sports,

there are few who see them.

never communicated that infor

mation to him. In any event the

Student Affairs office^as greatly

embarrassed by the show and now
extends our apologies to all who
were offended by Williams'
humor.
Our hope had been that the

humor of the "Mork and Mindy"
days that had made Williams
famous would have enlivened the

evening. Instead we received a

Vegas Night Club act. We are now
sadder but wiser.

Dr. Richard A. Neville
vice president for

Student Life

, t* -^-^
. r ,1

Student encounters some
discourteous security guards

Attendance at games and meets
is very low. I urge more students

to attend them. They are in store

for fun and excitement, most of

the time free of charge.

There is really no reason why
women's sports have such a low

spectator turnout. These talented

women deserve a lot more. They
have continued to succeed without

much fan encouragement, which
gives great moral support to a

team. Just think of what they

could accomplish if more people

would attend their games.

Shawn McLaughlin
Women's Studies Society

Class of 1988

To the Editon
Congratulations to the women's

track team for capturing top
honors in the Big East track meet.
This is another example of the
excellence of the women's athletic

programs at Villanova.

Fr. Edward L. Hamel, O.S.A.

To the Editon

In an effort to reduce the

number of non-resident students

parking on campus via the main
lot, Villanova security has adopted

the following practice: any car

parked over night that does not

have a resident parking sticker

will receive a fine ($10) and/or
removal of that car via Radnor
Garage towing.

I recently had a run in with

security and found them to be

inflexible and discourteous. My
story is as follows:

On the night of Sept. 29, after

studying in the library with a

friend until 11 p.m.^ decided'Yo

stop off at a local Ipilfor a few

drinks. We took mypr, and left

my friends' car in th^ main lot.

Upon leaving the bar I realized my
friend had had a little too much
to drink. I felt it would be unwise
to let my friend drive home in that

condition. I felt it would be a

smart thing to do to register the

car with security to avoid the

possibility of a fine or towing.

Instead of protecting antf providing security for

tlie students of Villinova, tliey are acting to

cause a danger or at least acting as accomplices

toit

The security guard at the main
entrance refused to register the
car stating it was against proce-
dure and only resident cars could
be parked there.

After trying to convince this

officer that my friend was too
drunk and could not drive safely
he called the lieutenant of security
in Dougherty Hall and let me talk
to him. He told me it is against
school procedure and that the car
had to be moved or it would be
towed. He said to "move it to a
residential street or elsewhere."

I explained the danger ofmoving
the car in my friend's condition,

and that if I moved it 1 would have
to hitch hike back to my own car.

He was inflexible. I then asked the

lieutenant on the phW, "What

am I supposed to do then, notify

Radnor Police that there would be

a drunk driver on the road
and . .

." The officer on the tel-

ephone then hung up on me in mid
sentence by slamming down his

receiver. Nice guy.

Luckily we were not stopped on
the way home. I still however feel

the attitudes, r^actiontf and pol-

icies of the Villanova security are

way out of bounds. Instead of

protecting and providing security

for the students of Villanova, they

are acting to cause a danger or at

least acting as accomplices to it.

Name withheld
upon request

>>

^9a Vitlanova Should
end tobacco ties

Fresknan reprtsentafhres

Cal far HVMVCflMBl
Dear Class of lOeO: the second ftaortnOiMicbertr Natl

with any conqilMfits or ai^Baa*
We woukl like to thank you for tions and talk to ui or leaveaJMte

your support in the reosnt dec- in one of our mailboMs. Thank
tiom. At your frethmin wpPMin- You.
tativat aw h^pe to Mrve yau, the

ffMhaum dtM, at bttt w% can.

Wt BWcaMrtp yau to ooaM up to

thaSUMlintCiiMrMMiitiiictaii IrailMMMMiPMitO

To the Editon

• The most recent plea for money
from Villanova University —
dated Sept. 8, 1986 — came tome
on stationary of Philip Morris
Companies, Inc., one of the na-
tion's largest cigarette manufac-
turers. The author of the letter,

John A. Murphy, identified himself
as a "lawyer and executive" fdr

the company, and told of his "full

and varied career" within it.

Enough has been said (one had
thought) about the harmfulness of
cigarette smoking and the grie-

vous destruction of life and health
that this addiction has already
caused. Every day over 1,000
Americans die from diseases di-

rectly related to use of the product
produced by Philip Morris and iu
competitors.

That a uaivertity should attow
its pertonal hustneat to bie priated
on the stationary of a tobacco
company , and use asa tpoketman
somoone wha not only itaOiliatnd
with thit induatry but htaoCfnl if
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professional success to his in-

structive years at Villanova.
Quite unfathomabIy» he writes:

"My pTQ^sors italiEed that an
educiitioiiU hapten unless stu-

deifts^ att|liir# a t«^ of "moral
niJofial i^cttoniiliiily.'*

WereMuqphy's4Nl||i«of "moral
lOctrf rgnnniiiiiiy" in<^

the kind inotiBtdliy lour yeartat
Viyanag. thonOt achool shouM
nit onlynnlhMlaanmn
it^kmk^Mmiimi of
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Proatitutk>n, crimo» and hqmo-
aoKuaUty ttill cpitmm th|p un-
dorWdrM of loose morals and
blatant miethnical idnlls.

Itmilfrofore, obvioiiMly wrong
to thlAkthat the Church, and
moral members of sodetyv should
support QT tolerate thepe types of

unethical activities. This is espe-

cially triie h^e at Villanova.

On the colDtrary, it is the ob-
limtion of the ethical, and the
Church to suppress immorality
that threateiis our society's ivell*-

being. Additionally, we musrt

combat the apathy that allows for

immorality to flourish.

In response to Martin Connell's

op-ed Oct. 3, it is true that you
must read the entire text of the

Bible to understand just what it

says. However it is quite clear that

sexual immorality has no place

with God, nor should it be asso-

ciated with God. In essense,
sexual immorality receives no
degree of respectability in the.

MmIs

Bible, from the Church, or from
the students at Villanova. (Try
rending Corinthians 6:12.)

Homosexuality is morally
wrong: homosexuality is reli-

giously wrong.
Quite obviouslyr our country

was founded on God. And God and
the church serve as our foundation
of morals, when inadequate, de-

viant and misguided ideals tempt
us to act in an objectively wrong
manner.
We must not tolerate the con-

fused, misguided ideals that the

sexually immoral portray. Rather,

we should confront and try to help

those who are acting in such an
inadequate manner.

Christian Hunt
Class of 1990

AAP i|pt just fdr minorities
To th^ Editor:

In the article entitled "Minority

Enrollment Up^' (Oct. 10 issue of

the Villiuiovan), the Academic
Advancement Program (AAP) is

identified as a minority program.
Please be advised that the

Academic Advancement Program
(AAP) is not a minority program.
The Program is open to any
Pennsylvania resident who meets

both the economic and academic
criteria. Currently, between 35 to

40 percent of the AAP student

population is non-minority.

I would appreciate it if this

common misconception could be,

corrected.

Edward L. Collymore, Ed.D.
Director

Social Action Programs

Don't printjiames
bfneeflsed students

•)!.-

To the Editor:

'**Th|s is the first time I have felt

compelled to write to the Villan-

ovan. In the past, I have felt this

newspaper to be very professional

and have been proud to show it

to my parents and friends.

I am distressed that the Villan-

ovan chose to print the name of

the student arrested for "alleged"

possession ^ cocaine. This wa^
inappropriate for several reasons.

First, it was inconsistent. Start-

ing some time last year, the
Villnnovan began to print viola-

tions by students on pampus. At
that time, you elected to forgo

naro&s; even though several times

the violations resulted in suspen-

sion of expulsion.
Second, I cannot believe that

this student was the first Villan-

ovan to be arrested by the local

-p^lioe. A m^jor artide appeared
eariiar this year aboilt some
freshmen students who fot into

an altercation; the VUuinovttn
did not print rtcif naniea»

Third, this cannot improve our

public relations with Radnor
Township. Their opinion of Vil-

lanova students is low enough
without theViUanovan adding to

their misconception of us. How
are students supposed to find

housing with this kind of negative

image permeating our own
newspaper?

In conclusion, I am not debating

whetl^ £^ cri|cpe w^$ committed;
that decision is left to the courts.

What I am questioning is the

random and capricious inclusion

of some students' names for

"alleged" crimes. This practice is

prejudicial and inconsistent. My
questions are, do you have a policy

for the revealing/printing of stu-

dents* names for allciged crimes or

offenses? If so, what is it? And
most important, is it in the best

interest of Villanova University

and its student body?

Patrick KHngwian
Onaa 011987

L«tters

policy

mmprini"Lti
at ils\

it^(b&.

"I thought they already

had a forum. Villanova

Security."

Megan Jones
sophomore

political science

Campus
By PAULSCHMID

This week the Villano-
van asks, "If Villanova's

homosexual community
were to establish a forum,
what format should it

take?"

'*0n Campus" is a weekly feature which asks Villanova

students for their opinions on various issues. This week's question

deals with a serious topic and was intended in a serious manner.

We apokgiie if the responses are found offensive by our readers.

The responses are the students' own answers. These responses

in no way reflect the opinion of the VUIniM»vnn*s Editorial Board.
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Adopt a pet
By CORRIN LONG

Imagine becoming a "parent" to

a lO.OOOpound elephant or a

feisty Siberian tiger. On Oct. 18,

the Zoological Society of Philadel-

phia held an "ADOPT Recognition

Day," in which contributors to the

ADOPT program were honored

and given the chance to help feed

their adopted animal.

In return for a contribution,

ADOPT parents can choose an

animal from a variety of reptiles,

amphibians, mammals and birds.

According to Arlene Kut from

the Zoological Society, the most

popular animals include rabbits,

gorillas, lions, tigers, snakes and

lizards. y
On "ADOPT Recognition Day,"

parents received a behind-the-

scenes tour, an official ADOPT
Certificate of Parentage, a fact

sheet about their animal and a T-

shirt. For all adoptions of $100 or

more, parents received an 8x10
photograph of their animal friend.

ADOPT dollars are used to

provide the animals with a proper

You caw adopt a Koala from tl

Boo! .
. , oh. we're sorry ... we hope we diiln^ scare you .

.

guess we're just caugiit tip in th<} feiuvc HaliioweeQ season .

.

fmuf be Ihosi^ dcdrattons in the Pltth^fgot us ^ar^
^is it tjhe kibd . . < but nothing scares us anymoii^ . . . not al

Game 6 oi tlfe World Scries ... not after seeing Davey Johnsonl
and his polite habit regarding his nose on national TV ... of doui

we're probably ju^t being "unprofessicMial' ' Irgain . . . yep, it's 1

to believe . . . but just check the Letters to the Editor ... or shoukl|

we say hate mail . . . that's all right . . . Smokey Joe's gets m(
hate mail than us . . . the neighbors want it closed . . . what's wroni
with them . . . don't they li|i;e people going to the twthroom inl

their driveways? . . . they're just not in the festive HaUoweenl
spirit like us . . . we've got the answer . . . we'll give them a present!
... . how about the beautiful Hartley generators ... or better yetl

. . . our new freshman class representatives . . . and how about|

throwing in a few loving security guards . . . but then who woi
tow our cars away? ... well, we ^tter wrap it up ... oh yeahj
we forgot . . . hope you had a nice Fall Break . . . cause you probably!

won't get one next year . . . until then . . . who knows, who caresJ

I Edit^ by the Editorial Board of the ViUauQvan,

diet. In any one week, the zoo uses
145 pounds of bananas, 300
pounds of carrots, 250 pounds of

cabbage and close to a ton of raw
meat. The annual food budget for

1986 is $250,000.

DAEDALUS
EDUCATION
SERVICES

.^ ^ CALL
0\^ 215-449-6^11
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DID
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WARD
DO
IT?
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$2 OFF any one of our
large selection of
LP'8, Tapes or
Compact. Disks

$7J9 and up and /or
10% OFF our postera
and other accessories.

Tool

I98S

N0V.7
9 p.m.-l a.m.
MAIN LINE ALUMNI CLUB HOMECOMING BASH.
Featuring The Chattei'band. Jake Nevin Field House. Cost is

$10, which includes snacks and some beverages. Tickets may
be purchased prior to Oct. 31st from the Alumni Office, (215)

645-4580 or Saco East, (218) 527-4188.

NOV. 8
9p.m.-l a.m.
HOMECOMING DANCE. Featuring the Greaseband.
Sponsored by the Alumni Association. duPont Pavillion. Cost
is $15. Snacks and some beverages included. Contact The
Alumni Office at (215) 645-4580 for information. Alumni,
guests, and seniors are welcome.

Seniors encouraged to attend.
proper I.D. Required

posmcnvs
AVMLABLE
AIBJIIBPMMUGEI

roonofi Hivoivcs

rapt for a nattooal colcgc

tisvcl sod miiMlIn^ flmL

Approadmslclf 20 hoan per

Idtii ior ffnkff or
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1987 Graduation Schedule
The following schedule has been approved for the 1987 Commencement
Exercises. A complete schedule of Commencement information will be
mailed to all prospective May 1987 graduates in late February. Those
individuals who have not yet filed a local address with the Registrar's

Office are encouraged to do so, so that they receive Conrunencement
related information in a timely manner.

Fri.» May 15, 1987

LAW SCHOOLGRADUATION MASS
9 a.m., Main ChafMl

LAW SCHOOL
1 1 a.in.j

Hnmr mma {tutttaumj

2 p.m.,

mofTC
3:30 p.m.,

Sat. liaj 16, 1987

BACCALAUREATE MASS
FbrAI

17.

rt • •
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By TERISE PUSCO

Many pefiole say that it U the

students in society who set the

standards. They are the pace
tetters JMcause of the wholly
unified lifestyles in their com-
munities of academia. As a unified

body they are a strong, forceful

group.

Considering these facts, the

CoUeffe Stores Research and Ed-

ucational Foundation conducted a

survey out of Oberlin CoUege in

Oberlin^ Ohio to reveal students'

attitudes and buying habits. The
survey revealed that the nation's

college students are now more
conservative than students of the

past.

The survey was conducted to

over 12.5 million students with
more than $20 billion in discre-

tionary annual spending, repres-

enting a vital chunk in the social,

political and economic picture of

society.

Beginning with supposedly in-

grained characteristics, the sur-

vey reflected on the spirituality

ani^ morality of college students.

Religion was claimed to be impor-

tant in varying degrees in 69
percent of people's lives, and some
26 percent attend chur(ph services

at least once per<^^|^.'

Sex outside of marriage was
believed to be wrong by 95 percent

of thesie students and some 69

percent are willing to postpone
marriage to achieve other goals.

On the >aocial SGene» i(^ was
surprising to find that 48 percent

of those surveyed would never

date someone who smokes. The
college drug scene was also con-

sidered, as 48 percent feel cocaine

is harmful and 62 percent feel

I I I I'll II 'I iji'i II

marijuana is unwise. Yet only 10

percent had theae attitudes about
alcohol, as students continue to

indulge heavily in this substance.

The beliefs of the students are

unique in that 37 pereent of those

surveyed consider themselves
Republicans and 31 percent
Independents.

Students claim to respect their

doctors, scientists and professors

most highly, but reporters, go-

vernment workers and politicians

have a poor public image, com-
manding 60 percent, 47jpercent
and 70 percent, respectively, of

the untrustworthy feelings of the

students.

Financially, 50 percent of college
students today earn half of their

own discretionary income, with
25 percent earning over $5,000
last year. Spending a median of

$200 per month, some college

students even have such luxuries

as the 55 percent that own their

own cars.

While retaining conservative
beliefs, the college students today
remain independent enough to be
a forceful, influential body in our
society.

OMbm9^,^m$^lmV%iMfON/m^

Interviews

hold key
(Continuedfrom page 18)

view? How can a candidate with

practiced job search skills beat out
the more qualified candidates
every time? Why should you
ignore job specifications li|ted in
ads and forge ahead even if your
experience appears wrong on
paper? How can you neutralize
your liabilities?

Howyou reallyget hired is a most
unusual job search book present-

ing new challenges and disputing
longhekl maxims and convention-
al wisdom.

It offers new opportunities for

job seekers to turn those stressful

20 minutes with a stranger into

an enjoyable triumph.

LaFevre covers everything —
the underlying questions that

concern job seekers, the inner

thoughts of the interviewer, the

competition and the follow-up.

Warring nations lay down arms

Puzzle answer

OQiiaL] aaiDUL] qui

By MARK V. DiSTASIO

The history of the world has
been seeped in blood and soaked
in sadness. Today, skirmishes,

ambushes, battles and wars rage

day and night. It happens on
Belfast's streets, along the border
of Iran and Iraq and in Central
America's mountainous jungles.

In an effort to mitigate this

hateful killing, Pope John Paul II

declared Monday of this week as
World Peace Day. The pontiff

asked warring nations and insur-

gents to lay down their arms for

24 hours.

In response to the Pope's re-

quest, 4,000 leftist guerrillas in El

Salvador, along with 20,000 Con-
tras in Nicaragua, laid down their

weapons of war for a day. In the

Middle East, Moslem Iran and

Iraq also agreed to the one-day

cease fire.

This benevolent effort by Pope
John Paul II to persuade the

combatants to seek peace is over-

shadowed by the world situation.

Today there are more wars with
more people killed all over the

world than 10 years ago.

In Central America they fight

over liberation. In Lebanon they

kill one another over religious

principles. On the border of China
and Vietnam men die over terri-

torial disputes.

Thecommon denominator in all

cases is death. Since 1971, hostil-

ities have claimed seven million

men, women and children. Unfor-

tunately, most of these partici-

pants agree that peace is an
untenable goal.

On Monday, the head of the

Roman Catholic Church traveled

to Assisi for prayers with more
than 150 representatives of 12

major religions. The Pope pro-

claimed, "No one can hide the

great difficulties of our time, the

prayer gathering in Assisi may
seem Utopian to some, but it is

not so for all those who believe."
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Salomon Brothers Inc

Invites you to attend a presentation

on careers in Operational Management

Mon., Nov. 3 at 7 p.m.

in the

Connelly Center— Villanova Room

Reception to Follow

Mfist attend to be eligible for the

hatayiew Schedak.
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JAKE NEVIN FIELDHOUSE
50* Donation

To Benefit Cystic Fibrosis

Get Your Acts Together!

Applications Available

9

In the RSA Office

215 DOUGHERTY HALL

Due Nov. 7

•hi
^
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AUDITIOIK:

Nov. 1 0-Stanford 2nd floor lounge 7-1 p.m

Nov. 11 -Stanford 2nd floor lounge 7-10 p.m

Nov. 12-Connelly Center Cinema 7-10 p.m.

Besutetos^up
foran aiHlltion

We NeedAn ErmNeel

Applications /^a

in theRSA Office

21 5 Dougherty Hall

Itae Nov.14
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1llhir#er md monsters from Vasey
By M^GAN GUIDERA

VVasey Theatre's first produc-
tion of horror this year, "Franken-
stein," was definitely something
to scream about. Screams of

praise and cor^r^tulations should
be sent to director Lon Winston
and his cast and crew on their

excellent '*creatton'* of Mary
Shelley's "Frankenstein."

''Frankenstein," which ran
from Oct. 8 to 11 and Oct. 1$ to

19, set the tone for Vasey *s season
of horror. Upon entering Vasey an
air of eerieness prevailed. The
pale blue and white lights were
dimmed; and soft eerie chamber
music was heard in the back-

ground. Vasey 's dark central

stage was set only with dark
brown objects. A wooden desk, a
brown bed, and what appeared to

be a dark draw bridge decorated

the stage. The cast, with the

exception of Elizabeth (Beth Dan-
nenfelser), dressed in drab brown,
navy and gray. Elizabeth (Dan-

nenfelser), dressed always in

white, symbolic of her beauty and
innocence.

Villanova's Theatre chose ^he
stage play written by Alden Now-
lan and Walter Learning. Nowlan
and Learning are thought to have
the productionclosest toShelley's

original id^. Nowlan and Learn-

ing's Cr^mre was a thinking,

feeling being that commited
murders out of rejection and
anger. Their Creature was more
life-like as opposed to the HoUy-

Victor Frankenstein (David Fiel>ert>

wood creature that was a hideous
monster.

David Fiebert did a marvelous
job of portraying Victor Von
Frankenstein, the obsessed scient-

ist, who created and rejected the
Creature, (Daniel Richards). After
his rejection, the Creature went
on a binge of revenge, killing

everyone Von Frankenstein loved:

his fiance, his best friend, his

assistant, and his little brother.

However, in the final and most
touching scene, the creator and
creation were reunited on a ship.

After Von Frankenstein finally

reached out and accepted his

creation, he died in peace.

It was obvious that a great deal

of time and effort went into this

production. The sound, lighting

and set were perfect. The props

were small in number, but they

were versatile. The set changes
ran smoothly as the lightsdimmed
and cast members rearranged the

stage.

"Frankenstein" was the first of

five horror productions by Vasey
this year. On Oct. 29 to Nov. 2

an all undergraduate cast will

present "Something's Afoot," a

murder-mystery musical. On Nov.

19 and 20 and Dec. 3-7, a Greek
tragedy, "The Bacchae" will be

performed. Scheduled for later

this year are: "What The Butler

Saw" in February, and "Sweeney
Todd," in April.

Horror, the unique theme of

Villanova Theatre's season, is

something that intrigues many.
When asked why horror was*

chosen as the theme this year,

Joanna Rotte, chairperson of Vil-

lanova's Theatre, wrote: "To
remind us of the illogical and
unjust and irresponsible and
uncompassionate forces within

and without us; to give us pause,

lest we tend to sanitize or senti-

mentalize or trivialize these for-

ces." If this quote is applied to

"Frankenstein," we in our subur-

ban, main line campus should

learn to be more accepting of the

"different."

"Frankenstein" was a highly

enjoyable play that was put to-

gether flawlessly. Its emotional

theme and dramatic impact will

not be soon forgotten.

Flrankeaatadn's Craatw^ (Daniel Richards) escapes from his creator
in Villanova's prodoctioa of ''Frankenstein."

Suspicion! Everyone's a nnirder svapecC in "SonetMng's Afoot **

J£.

Something's Afoot
By MEGAN GUIDERA

Whodunit? Director The Rev.

Peter Donohue, O.S.A. and his

cast are doing a fantastic job this

week on their presentation of

"Something's Afoot." a witty

murder mystery musical. What
could be more fascinating or

funny than one defenseless little

old nanny fighting to find the

kientity of a heartless fiendish

murderer?
Nothing intrif^ues the puMk

more than a ^ . >d oid fashion

"whodunit." It is this intrigue

that made author Agai ^t Christie

famous. Seemingly sw< vt little old

kMties that turn into master de-

tectives, like Christie's famous
cfattncter Mias Marpfte or televi-

•ion*t Angela Lanaberry on
''Murder She Wrate, " capture the

liBtaay md tdfi^mt^mt of the

pnhite. Tliii laaiaay it istifiMd

typical murder mystery in a most

amusing way.
"Something's Afoot" continues

Vasey's theme of horror just in

time for the eerie Halloween
season. However, "Something's

Afoot ' is much lighter in tone

than the rest of the shows planned

for this season at Vasey. The play

is an extremely hunwrous coniedy

that mocks the modern murder
mystery.

"Something's Afoot " consists of

an all undergraduate cast and is

part of Villanova Theatre's studio

series. Beause it is part of the

studio seriea, "Something's Afoot"

had a conaiderably less extrava-

gant budfet as opposed to the

budeet of Vaaey't maki
plays litie 'TrailMnatein.'

pile the smattar biMipt.
'

thiMt Afoot" aaaatrart both
iiMHieiitiii

The all-undergraduate cast of ''Something's Afoot,'* running from Oct. 29 to Nov. 2,

mm

fraaitlM

atmosphere.

The play itself, written in 1976,

is a fairly new musical by James
McDonald, David Vos and Robert

Gerlach. "Something's Afoot" is

a tale of the murder of 10 dinner

guests that were invited separate-

ly to Rancour's Retreat, a country

estate on an island in the English

lake district. The setting is late

spring, 1935. The play has a

striking similarity to Agatha
Christie's And Then Their Were

None, a novel later made into the

hit play and movie "Ten Little

MiiMtiu" Hoiwever, "Something's

Allot** hjiOMJially mimics this

type of British mystery.

The undenpiKhiate cast of 10

iaameliaat> with thoguiding hand
of tlKir crafty ^iifoctor, Fr. Do-

tl» CMt put tcpthar a

^llMfiofMath.

young girl that falls in love.

Donnelly's operatic voice took

over the stage every time she

opened her mouth. David Cregan
as Geoffrey, the stuffy stereotyp-

ical college student, is fantastic.

Chris O'Briei* is very humorous
as the nosey old nanny. Miss
Tweed, that takes justice into her

own hands. The entire cast,

ranging from pinching gardeners

to penniless socialites, is superb.

The choreography and musical

harmony is well-paced and timed.

Songs like "Suspicious" and "I

Don't Know Why But I Trust You
(But I Do)" are definitely high

lights that no one should miss.

"Something's Afoot" began
Tuesday and will run until Nov.

2. So this Halk>ween weekend,
why not do something different,

•MMthiiiicultural? See the funny
aad efitcrtaifiiiii "Soiiiothin|'t

Afoot ' at Vaaty Theatre. For

further information contact David
Warner at 645-4763.
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''" Spectram <lraws top acts over FaH^r^k
By MARYJO YANNACONE

"Children oC a Lesser God'
directed by Randa Haines

Few films have the gift of true

expression; the power to evoke a
response from so deep in the
viewer's soul that the only action

capable is silence. ''Children of a
Lesser God" is just such a film,

bringing the viewer to laughter
and to tears and, finally, to silent

thought. It is truly a masterpiece
of emotion, causing not only a
change in our perception of the
hearing-impaired, but also of the
communicative skills of those in

the hearing workl.

An adaptation of Mark Medoffs
Broadway hit, "Children of a
Lesser God" is a story about a

teacher who comes to work at a
school for the deaf, and his sub^

sequent relationship with a
former student of the school has
since graduated and become the

janitor. Sarah Norman, the former
student, is portrayed beautifully

by Marlee Matlin, who has a

ilWeRTISIllHi
Embassy Suite Hotel — Val-

ley Forge. Help wanted. Look-
ing for bell persons, house-
keepers, bus persons,
waiters, waitresses, and life-

guards. Part and full time
positkms availabiel Excellent'

wages and benefits. Call Per-
sonnel, 647-6700.

3,000 GOVERNMENT JOBS
LIST. $16,040-$50,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 605-687-
6000, Ext. 4889.

Candidate/R.C. Priesthood.
Religious community seeks
collejBe grade for fUN time
Ministry in the R.C. Church.
Bamablte Fathers, Bethle-
hem, Pe. 18017.

Typing teacher and legal
sec^tary has typing busi-
ness in Bryn Mawr home.
$1.75 per page for DS. Call

527-3053. Leave message if

not home.

ATTENTION! Students and
professors: reports and ma-
nuscripts, term papers,
speeches, etc. neatly and
professionally typed and
proofread. 24 hour turn
around. Reasonable rates.

Call EXEC-U-TYPE word pro-
cessing service. (609) 772-
1131.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Eam$4-$8/hr.

Get your ideal part-time
acnod year |Db now, woiliing

severe heeriag ifOfeiraieiit her-

self, as do ifi the.ectiMnB who
portray stodmti at the jdiool.
The cjbanctfer of Svsh^ii^lMpiy
tormented tor he^^«f^|itl^, and
bitterly riiuiet to enter the world
of the hearimr by nealacting to

speek a word. Slie has blockMout
the hearing workl, choosing in-

stead to work in silonoe as the
school's custodian.

Enter James Leeds, a brilliant

instructor portrayed by WilKam
Hurt, whose unorthodogc methods
of teaching amuse his students
and incite the faculty. Regardless
of their unusual qttality, Leeds'

methods worlc; his students are

speaking more dearly and even
singing and dancing by the end
of the semester.

The tension arises when Leeds
tries to communicate with Sarah,
an unwilling pupil who has no
desire to speak or to enter the
hearing work!. The two struggle,

while falling slowly in k>ve, to

bridge the gap between them and
find a place that transcends their

worids, a place where they can be
free to communicate without
signs or speech. This battle is

taken on with consummate grace
by both Hurt and Matlin.

As student and lover, Matlin
brings the fears and frustrations

of the deaf to the screen with great

skiH. The graoe wM^r^irhk^ fbr
Gommunkatsf througl^ her dil*

cate hands Mn0 i louch of

fHieaae to ^
'

huiior inrt »lilirfHH%iail%tt,
Sptm rfran^'iadaeliurtfor
carryiag dfi aaoet 90 percent of

the fila'a diiUagHie. lor never
souiiding muaduie, and lir con-
sistendy taking oa the individual

personality of the sMents whisoe
signing he is transUitinff into
verbal speech for the andlenct.

Set in St.John,NewBfumwkk,
"Chikiren" is a dnelnitk: victory
as well as an emotional one.
Australian dnematogn^ilierJohn
Scale deserves an award' for his
use of ligi^ting alone. Use of
shadows, fog-swept scenery and
bhirred cok>r bring a whole other
dimenskm to the wall built bes

tween Sarah and James, and
between the hearing and non-
hearing worids. In one scene in
particular, James lies down to

listen to a treasured piece of
classical music while Safah sits

in the background. The screen
slowly edges out Sarah, as if to

signify her being edged out of the
worid in which James is now
participating, a workl thkt can
hear and appreciate the soothing
melodies of a piece of classical

music, or the patter of rain on a
window ^ne, or the roar of wind

>»

_ 'Bum"
laiCyMInd''

**Doa*tlMveMethi8Way'

BILLY JOEL

'ti^-

Going Cn#*^
Are All The Good People

By THERESAJONES

Those who were lucky enough

i_»»

**i

M^

Much Or Nothing"
"Heartache'*

J-Man*'
'

; HadSems '*A11 Tomorrow's
-It

i^ ViUIGaN COMPO ''Whmg Hpur Cut"
mmin>DOWNS^ of The IMkasas"
rimXms **m Future's So Bright, t GoCb We^ Shades
rm^iS^VUS Xiounded"
GOV£IUmBNT ISSim *Tun And Games''

to see any of Billy Joel's three

concerts at the Spectrum this past

month were treated to a terrific

compihitkm of Joel's best and
newest songs. Each show was
approximately two-and-one-half
to three hours, with a number of

encores for the enthusiastk au-

dience. Af much as the fans

enjoyed the performance, the

artiot and his band seemed to be

haviogai mudi fun, whkh made
the eviening even better.

Pans from aSl stages of Joel's

devekimient had to be pleased by
the seiectkin of songs. He opened
with his moet recent "A Matter
of Trust" from the new album
The Bridge, and then went back

to previous hits including "Pres-

sure.^ "You're Only Human," and
the. 13-year-old favorite "Piano
Man." Though never as big a hit

as some songs, Joel played Vien-

na" from, the album The Stranger

because he "just likeCsy to play

through the trees duringa storm.

Perhaps the greatest iccoaip-
lishment of the movi^ is its abUlty
to arouse in the viewer a sense
of what life for th^ hearing-
impan^ is y really like,"aiiid to

make us realize the weaknesses
each of us has in communu:ating
our feelings. Sarah and James are

not the typual CQupl^and they
cannot communicate vithaudible
speech, but. what t|ey say in

gesture and touch, fal surpasses
the spoken word. "Caikiren of a
lesser Gbd'^ isa truei^, one that

iiwakens the mind and warms the
heart. *

THE CUP'S ON

Utayne

Billy Joel plays to a sold-out crowd three nights at the Spectrum.

\

this song."

A partKularly moving perfor-

mance of "Goodnight Saigon" was
enhanced by impressive sound
effects. The concert continued

with oldies but goodies from
Tumstiies, Glass Houses, Nylon
Curtain, and others as well as

some soon-to-be-hits from The
Bridge. "Captain Jack" came off

well in an encore, as (|id "Big

Shot" and other releases from
Innocent Man.
The third performance was part

of a live video, merely one more
reason to never forget this tour.

Perhaps the video taping partially

accounts for the number of over

zealous female fans who chased

Joel around the stage. Despite

those few, the crowd was terrific,

offering flowers and teddy bears

for Joel's new baby, and even a

Philly cheese-steak, which Joel

force-fed to members of his band.

Despite the greasy fingers from

the cheese-steak, a perfect perfor-

mance followed and was a hit with

everyone there. The third show
also made a great birthday present

for my favorite Billy Joel fan.

(Happy Birthday again, MC!) And
for those of you who missed all

three concerts, rumor has it that

tickets are on sale for a final

performance in Philadelphia at

the end of the tour, some time in

January. Get any seat you can —
it will be well worth it.

MOODY BLUES

By RUSS CECCOLA

The calm before the storm that

was David Lee Roth and Cinder-

ella came on a Friday night a

couple of weeks ago with the

Moodv Blues. They put on an
excellent show, ranging from
their earliest hists to their latest

ventures. Opening with "Gemini
Dream" from the highly acclaimed
Long Distance Voyager album of

1981, The Moody Blues proved
their versatility and talents in this
song and the rest of the hits they
performed. Their newest album.
The Other side of U/e, has met
with great success for a band
which is simply a relic of the '60s

and '70s, providing four numbers
for the show - "Your Wildest
Dreams," "The Other Side of
Life," "Rock 'N' Roll Over You"
and "It May Be A Fire."

The Moody Blues could be seen,
for lack of better tickets, on the
giant screens that the Spectrum
has facing all directions, called

Arenavision. This aided in seeing
which members of the band ac-

tually have gray hair. Aside from
that. Arenavision becomes a dis-

traction. Other classics that were
played include "Question," "Tues-
day Afternoon," 'i'm Just A
Singer (In A Rock and Roll Band),"
•'Nights in White Satin" and
"Ride My See-Saw" saved for an
encore. All in all, The Moody
Blues haven't lost touch with
their past and still put on an
incredible show.

DAVID LEE ROTH/
CINDERELLA

By CAESAR ETTORE

David Lee Roth returned to

Philadelphia recently on his high-

ly publicized Eat 'em And Smile
tour. As one might expect, the

Spectrum was packed, but one

must wonder whb the capacity
crowd was actually there to see.

Opening for Dave and making
their first hometown appearance
since hooking onto the l^h tour
was the always exciting Cinder-
ella. The band were supporting
the skyrocketing success of the
debut LP, Night Songs, which has
landed them in Billboard's top 15.

Coming home and with the
crowd solidly behind them, Cin-
derella was at their very best.

Vocalist/guitarist Tom Keifer is

a master showman and the rest

of the band (Fred Coury, Eric
Brittingham and Jeff Le Bar) can
crank out the songs live with the
best of them. Opening up with
"Once Around the Ride," the band
played most of the songs from the
Night Songs LP. Among the high-
lights of the set were the two
singles "Shake Me" and the
awesome "Nobody's Fool" as well
as the album's title track and
"Somebody Save Me."

If anything, David Lee Roth has
that great sense of humor, and on
his recent tour, he has some
incredible musicians to back him
up. While Dave is the obvious star
of the show, one cannot overlook
the great musicians behind him.
Billy Sheehan (bass), Steve Vai
(guitar) and Gregg Bissonette
(drums) are all top rate and this
was shown throughout the show.

Roth, was his usual hilarious
self and, to no one's surprise, the
show consisted of plenty of old
Van Halen favorites alongside
Dave's newer material. Among
the old Van Halen classics were
"Jump," "Ps^iama," "Unchained"
and "Everybody Wants Some."
These meshed nicely with newer
songs such as "Shv Bov" and

(Continued on page 29)

128 West Lancaator

Receh/e this cup FnEEnvlien yout>Rter t

kvge one-itoni or mors|il^. All you
have to do is ask tile pnofiejNirson
when you place your onier. Offer

good while supplies last.
Noooupon kial ask. Umit ens <Mjp per Not good wWi

'*i*j
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Mon.
Tues.

FORREST
PARLOUR

A Vilianova Tradition Since 1933—

Homecoming Specials

$ 1 Becks— 50^ Pizza— Free Prizes

$112 Horse Ale— John IVIcFadden on
Guitar— $2 Pitchers 1 p.m.-1 2 a.m.

FreePrizes" N^

Wed.
Thurs

FrI.

Molson Night

Miller Night/Mug Night— $2 Pitchers

50* Pizza— Free Prizes

$2.50 Pitchers Until 8 p.m.

ir^ • ^^•.^l
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Murder ia the moimlery:
W

, H '

By JOE McGOWAN

•The Name of the Rose"
after the novel by Umberto Eco
directed by Jean-Jacques
Annaud

Director Jean-Jacques Annaud
has produced what he calls "a

palimpsest of the Umberto Eco
novel." So now we have in the film

"The Name of the Rose" a manus-
cript of the chronicle of Adso of

Melk rescraped and rewritten in

parts.

The Name of the Rose was a

surprising bestseller in this coun-

try, as it was a bestseller laden

with the trappings of the four-

teenth century: the philosophy,

metaphysics, manuscripts, spices

and smells of that theocentric age.

Annaud's "The Name of the Rose"
concentrates on the more tangible

elements of Eco's brilliant novel.

The philosophy of the novel has
been pared down for this film;

however, the picture may still

seem ponderous and slow to some
viewers. But the setting for both
the film and novel is a medieval
monastery in Northern Italy —

(yissiFiei)

iSVERTim
76 four door Ford Maverick.
44,000 miles. Good, reliable

transportation. Radials, A/C.
Asking $975. Call Pat My-
naugh, 769-8339 evenings.

MEDICAL & VETERINARY
SCHOOLS, MEXICO & PHI-
LIPPINES. Advanced aocied-
Itatlon f6r Ph.D, DOS, DVM,
DPM degrees and transfer
students. Ail schools comply
with NEW regulatkNis & ra-

qulrements. All English pro-
grams. Live In U.SJL Loan
privileges. PROVEN STU-
DENT SERVICE, INC., P.O.
Box 406, Inwood Sta., New
Yoffic, N.Y. 10034, (215) 601-
1888.

Interested in running a col-
lege ski trip to an exclusive
Vermont resort? Earn money
while you ski and party. Call
Phil at 609-398-7597.

TYPIST, EDITORIAL ASSIS-
TANT. Applicant must have
both skills to work in busy
Ophthalmologist's office at
the Wills Eye Hospital. Major
responsibilities will be as-
sisting the editor of a medical^
journal. The responsibilities
will include correspondence
with potential contributors,
sending material to review-
ers, etc. Other responsibili-
ties include preparation and
typing of manuscripts, as
well as typing of medical and
non-medical correapon-
dence, etc. Salary: negotia-
ble, commensurate with ex-
perience, and, primarily,
performance. Pleaae send
leeume to: George L. Spaeth,
M.a, WMis Eye^ MsKspHal,
HMwi V wwfmt vipseia, pin-

Pa. itHU. AMnj

matters will, of course, not always
pertain to the things of this world.

Sean Connery is excellent as the
Franciscan ^leuth William of

Baskerville who, along with his

novice Adso of Melk (the narrator

of the tale), must discern the
nature and culprit of a series of

murders at the monastery. The
thread that links the murders
together is, fittingly, intellectual

and religious.

Readers of the novel already

know that it is Jorge of Burgos,
the blind librarian (a character
inspired by late Argentinian au-

thor Jorge Luis Borges, the blind

librarian of the national library at

Buenos Aires), who is behind a
plot marked with allusions to the

Apocalypse. While certain details

of the monastery's library, such
as the crytographic cataloguing
system and the finis Africae, are

left out by the film, Annaud has
nonetheless chosen a suitably
labyrinthine structure for the
precious works of the scriptorium

and the wanderings of William
and Adso.

The scenes within and without
the monastery are all beautifully

filmed, and the- medieval atmos-
phere carefully crafted.

Poison is at the root of the evil

that lurks in this monastery —
not one but many poisons. The

most obvious of these poisons are

the ones kept by the monasterv
herbalist Severinus, one of which
Jorge uses to dust the pogeB of a
work the blind man deerns forbkf-

den — the "lost" seCopd book of

Aristotle's Poetics. A more subtle

form of poison is brought to the
monastery by the Inquisitor Ber-

nardo Gui, played by F. Muri^y
Abraham (who received an Acade-
my Award for his portrayal of

Antonio Salieri in '^Amadeus").

One of. the central conflicts in

'The Name of the Rose" is that

of the debate over ^he poverty of

Christ, an issue still plursued

today. Dissension exists not only

within this particular monastery,

but within the entire Church. The
debate has come to such a point

that tjhe Papacy, in exile at Avig-

non, IS at odds with the Francis-

cans,\who propose that the
Churcr^bandon its wealth.

.Residin^^H^iJtlie monastery are

brothers RemigraNand Salvatore,

two brothers in exile from a past

in which they followed the move-
ment of Fra Dolcino. Theirs was
a fervor for poverty that unfortu-

nately led to violence as the
humble and dispossessed struck

out against the most visible signs

of a Church saturated with
wealth.

Violence has now grasped the

Umberto Eco

Italian monastery — one by one
the bodies are discovered. Adelmo
the illuminator is drive to suicide

by a paroxysm of guilt over a
homosexual affair, a|i incident

which, though shocking, is but
the surface of a darker mystery
as Aristotle's second book of

Poetics proves to be of deadly

interest for several brothers.

It is William of Baskerville, an
English Franciscan, who with the
philosophy of Thomas Aquinas
and. William of Ckkham pierces

the mystery at the expense, un-

fortunately, of the monastery's
priceless library.

Many fans of Eco's novel may
be <lisappointed at Annaud's
translation from the printed word
to the screen. But if "The Name
of Rose" is judged apart from, and
not in comparison to, the book, it

stands out as a film at once dark
and beautiful, and one which
maintains the sophistication of

the source despite the standards
of the mainstream entertainment
industry.

Report
From Number One Wall Street

If you like challenges,

Iryiim Trust is where 'i.'f:.-1 ;>»'

your
may become reality.

It's people that set Irving Trust report in the

highly competitive banking wcnid. Today,

we serve the diverse financial needs of the

largest corporations, governments,

emerging conqnnies and successful

individuals worldwide.

And to meet tomorrow's even bigger

challenges, we're looking for talented

people who will learn to manage both

traditional and innovative credit and
noncredit services by meshing creativity

and spirit with professionalism and

teamwork. While we^re one of the largest

banks in the U.S., we recognize and
reward individual achievement.

We'll be Qn campus:

Wed., Nov. 12

See your career planning office for details.

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/h/ v.

Irving Tk'ost

i'f
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By RUSS CECCOLA

Accx>lade Software is one of the
quickly risingsoftwarecompanies
<^the *80s. Centered in Cupertino,

Cl|if.^ Accolade was formed by
Alan Miller and Bob Whitehead,
two award-winning designers for

Activision who made cartridges

for the Atari 2600 Video Computer
System. With many hits already

on disk and in the market, Acco-
lade just keeps getting> better.

l*wOITheWe8t****

In Law of the West, you are the

sheriff in Gold Gulch, a Western
town ofmany challenges. Utilizing

very detailed graphics, Law of the

West challenges you to survive to

sundown without getting killed

by any of the undesirables that

pass through the wild west town.

The game is entirely joystick-

controlled and consist of selecting

a choice <rf four actions for any
given response, question or com-
ment from one of the people you
meet in the game, from the
smooth-talking saloon owner,
Miss Rose, to the towff ddfctor.

Further actions depend on the
selection you make.* You can also
pull out your gun and shoot any
person you may feel is causing
trouble.

Whatever you end up doing in

the game, you are rated at the end
depending on whether you made
it tosundown and on several other
factors in which you are scored.

Examples of these other factors

are: how well you did romantical-

ly, the number of bad guys you
shot and the number of crimes
that were committed. These fac-

tors are what influence your
decisions in the game. Should you
or shouldn't you shoot first and
ask questions later? Accolade
scores -another hit with this un-
usual, moderately difficult game.

PSI 5 Trading Company ****

Pronounced "scifive," PSI 5
Trading Company is a highly

unique strategical game in which
you must ensure the safety of a
cargo on your trading ship
through the Parvin Frontier. The
player acts as the commander of

the ship, selecting a crew and
givingorders to the crew members
that they may or may not carry

out, depending on their loyalty

and other characteristics. The
element that makes PSI5 Trading
Company so unique is that you
have a selection of 7,776 possible

crews. There are five positions,

with six possible candidates for

each job, ranging from Al Zott to

Grolo.

Play involves contacting each
department and asking them the

status of affairs there. Then you
give your orders and wait to see

results. The strategy-- enters in

that you have to carefully select

your crew members since one may
be very loyal, but a lousy navigator
and another may have the worst
personality, but the best qualifi-

cations and experience. Graphi-

cally, PSI 5 is carefully detailed.

In the play department, it is a
challenging game in that it paral-

lels real life dcsdsions and how to

deal with people.

into Nazi-occupied Europe and
bomb the German dams that are

the lifebk)od to the Reich.

The startling aspect of The
Dambusters is the realism with
which you operate. In the bomber,
you have eight positions to mon-
itor: pilot, front gunner, tail

gunner, bomb specialist, naviga-

tor, first engineer, second engineer
and status and damage level

report. Each of these positions has
their own separate screens which
you use to perform their functions,

from an inventory of ammunition
to the windshield with a Nazi
warplane staring you down.
The element that makes The

Dambusters a hit with me is the

excellence of the detail in the

graphical representation of the

game screens. The night flying

that you must do to reach the final

target, one of the dams, is as
difficult as real night flying in this

situation would be. Numerous
spotlights turn on as you fly past,

etc. Reaching the ultimate goal,

destroying the dam, takes careful

practice and evasive maneuvering
and timing. The sight of the
destruction of the dam is worth
all of the practice you performed.

The Danibusters •••••

War games and flight simula-
tors are very popular in the home
computer market because of their

ease of use as opposed to physical
counterparts. Accolade have pro-

duced two war game/flight sim-
ulator games based on planes and
situations from the world wars.
The first of these is The Damtfus-
ters. As a member of the Royal Air
Force, you must pilot your plane

Ace of Aces *•
Ace of Aces is the newest game

from Accolade and is based on
strategical air combat, just as The
Dambusters. Again it is World
War II andryou are a member of

the Royal \\r Force. You have a

Mosquito bomber and must des-

troy as many Nazi targets as
possible, dependingon the mission
you select. There are different

screens for different functions of

the crew and planning out your
missions in advance is critical.

You can knock out enemy instal-

lations, bomb U-boats, etc. you
have a map to travel by, thunder
storms to fly through, planes to

fight in hard combat and ammu-
nition to allocate to your plane.

Accolade has designed yet another
excellent, graphically pleasing
game based on war situations.

The possibilities are endless,
based on your strategy and wha-
tever the computer throws your
way from the Nazis.

Blackstone amazes the Fair

'^fr^i

By RUSS CECCOLA

Magic affectsdifferent emotions
from different people. Some are
totally fascinated by a good magic
trick or effect while others just

find a magician boring and pre-

tentk)us. There are also different

tastes in the type of magic people
enjoy. There are simple card and
sleight of hand tricks and the
monumental illusions in which
elephants and airplanes appear or
disappear at will. The type of

magic depends on the magician.
There are the classic magicianS^

like Harry Houdini and John
Scame and the modern masters
of illusion like David Copperfield,

Harry Blackstone Jr. and Doug
Henning. Copperfield is of the
modem bent and performs tricks

that Rlay with your mind and
thoughts, whereat Blackftone
ha»«oi«of that claaak f^el. I had
tilt ipiiBrtttmty to tee The Bl«ck-
ilHtt MMk Show before Pidl

^mukmfmm tlie avideno^ that

Jr. it at tlw

with his famous birdcage trick in

which a small cage with bird

included vanishes from his hands,

repeating this trick a second time

with children of all ages holding

onto the cage. Blalckstone inher-

ited this trick from his magician
father. The Great Blackstone and
it is a classic in his appearances.

It's hard to describe an illusion

in words, yet Blackstone's great

personality and rapport with his

audience almost demand that it

must be done. Blackstone uses his

audience to perform. Audience
response is very important to him
as opposed to maybe Copperfield

who goes for the larger illusions

but is capable of both n>ethods.

Other tricks included making
his assistant/wife appear from a

seemingly empty cabinet, sawing
an unsuspecting man from the

audience in half, conipuaing a

ma^ menu from audience aug-

fltatioM, atcapiof from muHipIe
knota tMt aiaditnot pertidiiiiits

had tied arauiid hit erma at the

thow't fiMilt Mid ptrftrwdi^ hit

Mb ttiok.

after some other person is allowed

to examine the bulb. The only

problems with theshow were that

Blackstone wasted too much time

on the magic menu and knot

escape that he could have been

using to perform more illusions.

Also, a comedian/juggler from the

area broke up the show in the

middle to entertain the audience.

Having seen Blackstone about

eight years ago at the Irvine

Auditorium in the University of

Pennsylvania, I can say that his

show was a lot better then. There
was more of a spectacle. to the

tricks as opposed to his perfor-

mance in The Valley Forge Music

Fair. No live animals were used

at the Fair as in past appearances

and television shows.

Still, Harry Blackstone Jr. re-

mainsone of the moat entertaining

muaiciena for family and friends

and is definitely one of the most

amaiingiMth hi« effortless wond-
ers, capable only with practice

and dtdication. Any intereat in

maiic thould be pacified if Black-

alaaa flnatt to thia irtt again. It
t^ A. m^^^^^m ta^mtf#Ba ^^^aua^

Entertainment

Calendar

Music

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard and Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

Oct. 31 - The Rivals

Nov. 1 — Beru RevuC

Grendel's Lair
500 South Street

215-923-5560

Oct. 31 — "Halloween Party" with Social
Voyeurs & The Eccentrics

ff/m

Ritz Theater
214 Walnut Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-925-7900
1.- "Desert Bloom"
2. - "She's Gotta Have It"

3. - "Down By Law"
4. - "Men"

».

Opera Company of Philadelphia
Academy of Music
1420 Locust Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oct. 31 - Puccini's "Madama Butterfly"

Bach FesUval of Philadelphia
215-247-BACH
St. Paul's Episcopal Church
22 E. Chestnut Hill Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

Nov. 1 — Bach's Mass' in b Minor

Zellerbach Theater
University of Fonns\lvania
3680 Walnut Street'

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

"Asinamali" »<

Nov. 5-9 «
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Ueel^ night. Philadelphia

haidpnihmr^ best show in this

eittire nmoi of concerts. This
could ofASKh^the team of Triumpli
aodYn^wkXalmsteen. theguitar
genius. ITjIUmph combined all of

the indistry effects for concerts
intooiie^how, which was simply
sMcta^i^ar. Ooenmg was Yngwie
Malmslebn who quickly proved
n^liy Moalciafi mag»Eipe v«^
hiiil liiBst guitarist in the world.

I^ngwie took theatage with 'lH
See the light Tolufi^' and: with
an adM suprise, vocalist Jeff

Scott Soto. Soto ha4 left Malm-
steen last year only (o, return

when Marc Boals was kicked out'

recently on the road. The sound

was terrible during YngWie's set,

only sounding better when only

one of the band was using the

sound system. Still, recognizable

'*Queen in Love, "F^ Beyond the

Sun. "Fire," "Icarus* Dream Suite

Op. 4." "I Am A Viking," "You
Don't. Remember, I'll Never
Forget" and "Black Star" brought

the crowd to a scream.

Triumph entered stage with the

help (rf4he laser.image of-a man's

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTjORY!
AGREATWAY
TOSmETPJEOPLE

^40NTHLY
F*UBUCATibN
ALLAGES

P.aB0X««280
PMlAOpraM^Pft.

tll62

>t̂ V^ '

head speaking to the audience

froint^ qtaime iOf the Spectrum.

From Um pointy tl^ band
lamkpliied ifito 12 inciredible

nuiDb9r8,JitDging from their fhrst

album t^ thehr last^ effort. The
Sport dfl^Mtfii. Starliiig out .with

two of new songs. /'Tears in the

Rain'' and **S^ebody's Out
There." the tno which includes

Rik Enunetton guitftrs and vocals,

Mike Levine on bass and key-

boards and Gii Moore on drums,
just played hard while maintain-

ing the quality as it was meant
to be.

The crowd responded to the

elaborate show and songs that

they knew as only a Philadelphia

crowd can do, with loud screams

and ^ts of audience participation.

Hearing such classics as "Allied

Foices.' "Follow Your Heart.

"

"Magic Power." "Uy It On the

Line," "SpeMbound" and "Fight

the Good Fight" in an encore, the

trio kept the ball rolling through

the almost two^hour show.

JOURNEY

By STACEY WILKINS

Despite what the rumor mill

has managed togrind out over the

past couple years. Journey does

indeed remain a group and their

performance at the Spectrum
October 14 is sound testimony.

Journey opened with a song
from the Visiofu/uest soundtrack
titled "Only the Young," which
proved a powerful opening
number to dispel critics who
questioned the band's future.
Journey remembers where their

unprecedented success began so
they included many cuts from the
Escape alum.

The crowd went wiW for favor-

ites such as "Stone in Love,"
"Who's Crying Now," and an all

time favorite Journey love ballad

"Open Arms." The show also

included songs from lead singer

Steve Perry's solo album Street

Talk. When Steve donned the

trademark Street Talk hat the

crowd went wiM with the first

strains of "Oh Sherrie." later

followed by another single from

his sok) project Strung Out. While

the tour was to promote their new
album Raised an Radio, only a

couple singles were played from

the album. They included the

current chart hits "Be Good to

Yourself," and "Giri Can't Help

It."

The band dedicated the tour

and album as a tribute to radio.

They want the music to be lis-

tened to which explains their

choice not to make videos for all

the singles from Raised on Radio.

Special moments in the show
included a one-hand guitar 8ok> by

lead guitarist Neil Schon and a

moving melodic piano piece by

keyboardist Jonathan Cain. Both

solo efforts did not make up for

the obvious absence of a sok) from

the rhvthm section.

Clearly Philadelphia had missed
Journey and with good reason, as
their performance proved. With
the strong core of Steve, Neil and
Jonathan and that special sound
the Journey will continue.

t$VALETSERVICE TO VILUkNOVA"

340 Etst Church Rom
King 0/Pnjssii.m 19406

MichMl YMkin

pHom:in-tn5/S7
Twx: tsemtimsncyu. t)

Performance tuning, sales,

parts and service for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automoMes
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DID DIANE
CARMAN DO IT?
To find out, see "Something's

Afoot/' the all-undergrad production at

Villanova Theatre this weekend — bring
|

this ad to the box office for a special |
discount.

THEn\TAVUE 25
PORTABLECOMPUTERSYSTEM
WILLUGHTH^JYOURLOAD

FORONLY $550. s

The new Datavue 25 pdhable computer makes
ODing back to adiool easier than ever. Because now
oie poweriiil Datavue 25 is on sale to students for

over65% off*. Just $550 buys
you a cnnplete 12 lb.. IBM-
compatiUe system with 128K,
a Msiaed 80x25 line

display, bulk-in 5V4'

floppy disk drive, aerial

and printer port.

Datavue 25 comes ready

to run packages like 1-2'

3, WordStar, MultiMate,

dBASEn and m. Flight

Simulator, and many
others.

All this maizes Datavue
25 a dnch for report

writing, research organi-

zation, programming
practice...and relaxins

after a tou^ day of class.

Lighten your kiad

th^ fiall. Pick up
Datavue 25
before school be-

gins and save a

bundle.

Find out more
about this pow-
erful, affordable

portable com-
puter today. To see a

Datavue demonstration,

contact our caimxis

representative, Tom
O'Brien. Jr. at

(215)337-4952. The powerful, affordable portable.

*0<lrT good «omgiiba»<rfihr uiii»Mii<>cotnii»«yr» only

Wdcone
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By KATIE KRACKELER

"Pteggy Sue Got Married*'

directed by Francis Ford
Coppola

Peggy Sue got married, but now
she wants a divorce. This^'might
sound like a typical scenario for

a woman in 1986, but wait until

you see how director Francis Ford
Coppola and producer Paul R.

Gurian have turned this typical

'80s theme into a rare time-piece,

charged with a clever twist that
makes Tri-Star Pictures' latest

release, "Peggy Sue Got Married,"
refreshingly entertaining movie
that is strikingly thought
provoking.

The film opejis with Peggy Sue,
(Kathleen Turner), a 43-year-old

mother of two, attending her 25th
high school class reunion. Recent-
ly separated from her husband
Charlie, (Nicolas Cage), who was
also her high school sweetheart,
Peggy Sue arrives at her reunion
an emotional wreck. As the night
progresses, and she sees more of
her high school buddies, this
feeling of despair heightens, final-

ly culminating in her collapse.

As she regains consciousness,
Peggy Sue finds that she is no
longer the 43-year-old woman at

her reunion, but the 18-year-old

Peggy Sue at the 1960 blood drive
in her school gymnasium. Turner
handles this scene with facility as
she struggles to comprehend the
fantastic proportions of this situa-

tion. Here she is, after 25 years,
returning to her hometown as it

was in 1960, entering her family
home to find her mother a young
woman, and her little sister in her

girl scout uiuform. Thest images
are too much for Peggy Sue to

handle all at once, so she takes
a few shots of scotch to sooth her
nerves. When her father arrives

home from work and finds her
tipsy and smelling of liquor, he
sends her to her room and grounds
her.

Although these scenes are a
premise for several humorous
lines, they portray a surreal,

dreamlike quality which inspire

feelings of awe and wonderment.
One thinks about the aspect of

going back and seeing your mother
and father and the old home, and
feeling and appreciating the love

you may have taken for granted
af the time.

Yet the focus of the story is not
on the devek)pment of these emo-
tions, but rather on how, if she
wanted to, could Peggy Sue
change her destiny. Knowing
what she knows now, given the
chance to do it all again what
choices will she make at 18 to help
her to define her self-worth and
lead her to a happier, more stable

future. The central question that

seems to define her destiny is

whether she should marry Charlie
again.

Charlie is revealed as the un-
faithful husband and crazy ap-

pliance store salesman in the
opening scene of the movie. Yet
as an 18-year-old — aspiring
musician, Charlie is a likable

character. The fun-loving, school-

boy innocence of Charlie's sincere

oaths of life-long love contrast
sharply with Peggy Sues cynical
view of their love after 25 years
of marriage. The scenes with
these two together are very funny
as Charlie tries to woo Peggy Sue
with romantic speeches while
Peggy Sue tries to psychoanalyze
the whole situation.

The quality of the acting in this

flhn can be seen in the ease in

which the actors are able to play

both ages in ^tfBff Sue's past and
present life. This duality in the

characters' roles helps to create

the humor behind how they are

when they show up at the reunkm
as opposed to what their dreams
and aspirations were as high

school seniors.

Kathleen Turner does a remar-

kablejob developing the character

of Peggy Sue. She is able to

portray so many different emo-
tions, and is able to show feelings

in situations that are both touch-

ing and humorous. Nicolas Cage,

on the other hand, gives a different

kind of performance, he seems to

branch out in an mlnio^t cartoon-

type character wfikbiimaiiuibly
ennancet his role and sivsa him
from be^ a "tyfiical" landing

man. *

So it seeqis that after a string

of box olfioe fbpa, Francia Ford
Coppola has onbe again odme up
with a movie that "works." The
characters, the setting, the dia-

logue, and even the music fit

together smoothly to create a

pleasing result.

It is a movie of the '80s, based
on the graduating class of 1960 as
they embarked ontheir lives after

high school, leaving the last of

their innocence behind. This links

itself with that time in the history

of our country when we left.the

innocenceof the 1950bandenter^
into the social upheaval ol the

1960s which inatui«dpur country
irrtfversibly. So, ratherthan timp-
ly being a knft-alapper ameav
about awoman beingthrown back
in time, '*F\«|y Sue Got Married"
has subatanoe. This film will

make you laugh and leave you
with some interesting thoughts

about your own destiny.

If you have not seen a really

entertaining, substantial movie in

a long time, then in> see "IVggy
Sue Gdt ^Manried.^ It really is

different and will prove to be a

k>t ol fun.

•'

f
•

Here Peggy Sue (Kathleen Turner) ia crowned Queen of the 25th reunion along with fellow
classmate, Richard Norvik (Barry Miller).
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9n6Now Iiirannabuy
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Hey. Sherm. I heard you
vere on'l^heel of Fortune'
over fall break

Isureififai.

and I ^Tfti.

SJXooo ^

in prises'!

loco fV

Voir IVhafd you
get, ...a car? a boat?
atrip?

V"
- Ja fix ceramic dogs I

and a»> iOrt certtflciAe
to airrariMtore

-^

Poland.
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TIRED OF THESE
SILL/ •VIPPEAL
\X0 THE H^ES
COMEOy
poarim

/A a.

I WANTT0B61
A MEROIC

(XITMA AND

MKXekiB i^il|BK$RS

>CTI
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Tite Viftinova mcHilf^'^'^^
^ ,

)j«trtedthe%«ek
on tfienpiit Swarthmpre where
tlievmi^^ for a M tie. The kme
Citleal^ scored by John Bond
off an ilmt by £ric Friday.

Th^C?rt9 t|ien def^ted Spring

Garden 3^1 #nd then St. John's 1-

on a goal by Jeff Collins. On Oct.

27 they tie^ Swarthmorle in a

tiint:t(p for nationally-ranked

Seton Hall at home.
The Cats played an outstanding

defensive game highlighted by
several great saves by goaltcnder

ft'endan Quinn. Eventually the

Cats took the lead on a ^1 by
Bond. Seton Hall unfortunately

tied the game with 4:47 left and
mtnt on to win the game in the

s&opd ovetlime,

Villandva ended their honie

season on aHown note« losing to

PlritiuieApkia Textile. 40.
The fats' record stands at 8-

7aiind1fiey will travel to Pitts-

bui*gh fora^bout with the Panthers

tomorrow.

.•j,'^fik],mt*^^
^

UmMm^,QM.^ ThisM,
iMJset ttS^^ fee the ^Mle^'

as pirtM tbdnimiitiritLaferTag
National College Championship
Tournament. Intvoduced by^
Worlds of Wonder, Inc., maker of

last year's C^stmas sensation,

Teddy RuxfntiP, Lazer Tag is a

new game which allows players

to "tag" ^ch. other and score

points using harmless infrared

light beams, LED displays and

futtfristic sounds.

TheUzef TagNational College

Championship Tournament,
which will be conducted in eight

cities, will feature a fast-paced

version of Lazer Tag. designed

especially for college intramural

programs. This version will be

easily adaptable for playing at

home as well.

Each college has had an over-

whelming response by students

wanting to register for their

school's official Lazer Tagcampus

t«iili^Jljt l«6rr Tag Gafti^ wil
begin early Octoberaa part ofeadi

coiltge'i intramural sports pro*

gram;^ The championship team
from eatii campus will represent

their school in the regional

playoffs (a^hedule below). The
winning team from each regional

playoff will be flown to Los An-

geles for the semi-finals in Los

Angeles on Dec. 2« with the final

championship game ^n Dec. 3.

Players of the final championship

winning team will receive an all-

expense paid trip to theMTV New
Year's Eve Party in New York

City.

Lazer Tag National College
Tournament teams will consist of

two male and two femafe players.

Games are played on a 100-foot-

by-SO-foot playing field. Each half

of the field contains three barriers,

which shield players from the'

oppositions' StarLytes"*, as well

as a StarBase, located at the

center of each end line.

Each 90-second game consists

of a 36-second "offensive" period,

a 30-second "defensive" period

and a 30-second "open" period.

(Photo by Schmid)'
Lazer Tag, the latest craze from the creators of Teddy Ruxpin, was
played in the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse for the right to go to Los Angeles
to participate in the national championships.

The object of each game is to: 1)
accumulated more Points (players

register a maximum number of ^^ StarBase) at the end of the

tags on opposing players (worth y^second game

one point each) and on the oppos-

ing StarBase (worth two points

each), or 2) tag out two players

from the opposing team (six tags

on each). A team will be declared

the winner of a game if they have

In the g^me held in the Jake
Nevin Fieldhouse, the Villanova

"Vipers" lost to their University

of Pennsylvania opponents. The
g:ame is under protest and at press

time had not bieen resolved.

DID CHRISTINE
O'BRIEN DO IT?

• V

To find out, see ''Something's
Afoot/' the all-undergrad production at

: Wjfeinova Theatre this weekend — bring
J^4!^^€Ki to the box office for a special dis-

hfdttnt.

Spring Break Trip To

ITALY
10'Day Tour

includes Rome, Florence, Venice

First-Class Hotels, Meals
All For $999

Contact Dr. Delano at 645-4630 or in Vasey 201
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BEACH
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By SHANA LYNCH

While achieving its 397th club
victory over Lehigh, the Nova
Ruggers also secured themselves
a spot in the National Collegiate

Rugby Championship tournament
in the spring. This strong team
concluded divisional play by
whomping Lehigh into the pitch.

The A side kicked off the after-

noon with a 34-6 demolition over
the boys from Bethlehem. The
metropolitan Carlo DiNatoopened
the scoring, with Lands End's
own Star Trek following suit

shortly thereafter. Chris "McDo-
nald" McStarr, Mike "Snook"
Koons, and Denis "Headgear"
Graeber also contributed tries.

Tim Whelen had an above average
day kicking, but yet he pointed out
that, "I think the kicks would be
a lot easier if they just put it in

the middle."

The B side trounced the oppo-
sition 44-0. And when game MVP
Joe Staib's name is mentioned,
determination is the word that
comes to mind. Staib is presently
overcoming a personal handicap
in order to play each week, and
as the real Mike Burke noted,
"He's been an inspiration to us
all."

The scoring of this brilliantJy

officiated match occurred at ran-
dom. Buck "Sat" Reitmeyer, Ken
"O.J." Justice, Greg "Pesot"
LeMond, and Dave "The Dog"
Walsh all scored a try. But it was
Stripe McMorrow and Brian
"Steamtrain" Cogs who each
scored two tries while fine perfor-

mances were turned in by Pete,
Cody and someone named Mike.
The next really big game is on

Homecoming versus Havei^ord. It

should be a fun time had by all,

so be there, or Buck will get
ngrier.

IVomen mn
pair

By TOM HUNTER

The Villanova women's soccer

team spent the break playing
Monmouth and Scranton. In both
instances the Lady Cats were
successful and upped their record

to a very impressive 11-3-3.

At home against a tough Mon-
mouth squad, the Cats spotted

Monmouth a 1-0 first half lead.

Villanova come storming back in

the second half lead by super

sophomore Ann Beime. Beime,
from Dublin Ireland scored the
first Villanova goal just a couple
of minutes into the half. This goal
sparked the Cats and was followed

by another by senior Ann Bren-
nan, to give Villanova a 2-1 ad-

vantage. Sophonore Jean Hajjar
finished off the scoring with a
blast towards the end of the game.
On Saturday, the Cats tmj^ to

the field once more and agaj^
emerged victorious, this ti^i^
close 2-1 game over Scranton. The
star in this game was Brennan,
who scored both goals one in each
half of the game. Junior foahe
Lynn McHale played another
outstandingganie in the VUUnova
nets making numerous difficuh

saves to preserve the shut-out.

On the season, McHaie has
alkywsd an incredible km o(f only
15 floats while amasaing 86 sa¥«f.
McHale has eight shut-outs so far

this

BrsMian
ers, asal

Villanova's

y» with 10 _
IwlWv with
wbohati

ByJfOHNRICCO

The Villanova volleyhall team
improved its overall record to 16-

11 with three impr^ive road
victories last week. The team
easily defeated both North Carol-

ina (Wilmington) 15-6, 6-15, 15-9,

15-4 and East Carolina University
6-15, 15-4, 15-6, 15-13 before
moving on to Vii^nia to face the

Cavaliers in what Head coach
Dennis McGinnis called, "Defi-

nitely the toughest came of the

three." The Wildcats k>st two of

the first three games 15-9, 5-15,

11-15, but fought back to win the
last two 15-10, 15-13 and gain the
victory.

Coach McGinnis was mildly

surprised at his squad's three-

game sweep. "I thought we could
beat East Carolina and North
Carolina [Wilmington]," he said,

"but I was a bit hesitant about
facing Virginia on their home
court."

Turning in fine performances
for the Wildcats were juniors Lori

Reiter and Helen Hnat and senior

Mia Grosso. Grosso, the only
senior on the team, earned praise

from her coach for her play last

week. Coach McGinnis said, "Mia
has done a great job all year. She's
the catalyst of our club, she holds
the team tosether."

for his team after its ^iqperh
performailGa lastwc^ Be «aid,
"If we continue thectmr l4 play
we are at now, we havftt ratifood
shot at thirdjbla^e iiii^^|Mt
behind Pittsbitlth and
Providertce."

Mfomeiip
Patriot
The Villanova Wildcat women's

soccer team will conclude the 1966
regular season this afternoon,
Halloween, with a match against
defending national champion
-George Mason University.

Geoige Mason, the 1985 wom-
en's soccer National Champions,
are currently ranked No. 5 in the
nation. They have compiled a 12-

2-1 record.

It will be the third time. this
season that the Wildcats Will meet
a nationally-ranked team. So far,

the Cats have compiled an 0-11
record against ranked teams,
losing to number 14 Boston Col-
lie 1-0, and tying with number
18 Rutgers, 0-0.

admission is free.

Sports Information
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Emma Beacon

Allison Benigno

Catherine Bowen

Meghan Casey

Mary Collins

Melissa OePino

Debbie Donahue

Elizabeth Dreiling

Leigh Elliot

Kelly Henry

Lora Ferrario

Debbie Gsand

Jaque Jackson

Christa Jones

Claudine Liss

Barbara Lorenz

Jen Mahde

Jen Malowka

Marchfia Mastidsimone

Jeanne McCrain

Allison Playford

Kathy Roger

Ann Ryan

Kelly Smith

Debbie Sommer

Lourie Spongier

Allleen Hannigan

Anne DiBennedetto

Susan Garra

Tracey Haughton

Ann Monalum
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Michelle McDermott

Janice Jellig

AmyLong^on

Jennifer Rothe

Renee St John

Jen Tiybus

Ruth Ann Wolfe

Lisa Thomas
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In this month's release of Track & Field News.

the Villanova Men's Track team was ranked filth

in the country according to the magazine's rating

system.

Points are awarded on the composite showings

of the teams in five categories: NCAA Outdoor

Championships, NCAA Cross Country Champion-

ships, NCAA Indoor Championships, Track & Field

News' Dual Meet and relay rankings. Points range

from 10-1 with 10 points being awarded to the

champion. Villanova scored 16 points overall, nine

for its performance in the Indoor season and seven

for its relay showings.

Hooitsters hurt
Villanova's Men's basketball team suffered two

setbacks this past weekend because of injuries.

Senior Wyatt Maker and freshman Rodney Taylor

both went down with injuries which will keep them
out of preseason practice for about a month. Maker,

a six-foot , 1 linch center, has undergone arthroscopic

surgery on his right knee and was expected to be

the Cats' starting center.

Taylor suffered a broken metatarsal bone in his

left foot and could be out longer than Maker. This

is similar to the type suffered by Bill Walton, when
he was playing with the Portland Trailblazers, and
Bill Cartwright of the New York Knicks.

Men's Hoop 5th In Big East

Street & Smith Basketball Magazine, considered
to be one of the best on collegiate basketball, predicted

a fifth place finish for the Villanova Wildcats in the
Big East Conference this season. Ahead of the Cats
were No. 1 Georgetown, Syracuse, St. John's and
Pittsburgh.

NFL dn^-testmgplan struck down
Arbitrator Richard Kasher last Sunday struck

down NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle's plan to

randomly drug test football players twice during the
season. Kasher ruled that the drug-testing conflicted

with the league's bargaining agreement reached with
the NFL Players Association. Kasher reached his
decision after hearings inNew York City, Philadelphia
and Washington.

By PETEH M. GARAFOLA

{Press release courtesy of Reader's

Digest)

Big time college athletics is

, mired in scandal. Top high-school
athletes are hired by recruiters

with under-the-table payments.
Players who can barely read or

.
write are admitted to well-known
colleges, then kept academically
eligible just so they can compete
in sports. Coaches, alumr\i and
school boosters regularly bend
and break rules, all in the name
of victory.

The bottom line is cold, hard
cash, reports the October Reader's
Digest. Winning guarantees in-

come. Football alone can generate
up to $10 million a year in some
schools. Last seasron 18 bowl
games disbursed over $40 million.

Schools will <^ften do almost

-^ anythiOfK to ensure success. The
fNCAA^revealed this year that

Texas Christian University boost-

ers handed over cash payndents of

$49,025 toone sfudentand $37,500
to another. In New Orleans, Tu-
lane University Abolished its

varsity basketball team following

disclosure that players were paid

to take part in a point-shaving

scheme.
As if all this were not enough,

the specter of drugs hangs over
American athletic programs. At
Clemson University, in South
Carolina, three former coaches
pleaded guilty to illegally dispens-

ing steroids and phenylbtits^sone,

an anti-inflammatory agents At

the University df Maryland, hen
Bias, Na 1 draft dMide of the

Boston CMcihdiffi in June of

cocwe tntoticatiott.

RUrt most by schoola kioking

the othec. way are the student

athletcs-ttemtelves. B^s^s death

was followed fty the revelatkm

that he had not passed a single

academic course last spring* In

1982, basketball player Kevin

Rpssconfirmed the shocking story

that he had played four seasons

for Creighton University even

though hi^ reading and writing

ability was no better than grade-

school level. Only a minute frac-

tion of these student athletes ever

become professional athletes.

Once their college eligibility is

used up, most are left to fend for

themselves as best they can.

Without a doubt, reform in

college sports is sorely needed,

and the NCAA is making a start.

This year the NCAA began phas-

ing in a significant rule change
affecting academic eligibility for

athletes. Known as Proposition

48, the measure is scheduled to

be fully implemented by 1988. At

that time, for athletes to be

eligible, they must have achieved

a 2.0 (C) high-school grade-point

average in a core curriculum of

11 academic subjects, as well as

a minimum combined score of 700

out of 1600 in the SAT, or a

composite score of 15 out of 35 in

the ACT Assessment Program.

The NCAA has also approved

drug testing at football-bowl

games and at selected NCAA
championship events.

N./ \

Readier^ fHatsi suggests the

foltowing additional steps:

I. Dcclnra Irealuiwn ineUg*
lbl« lor viiMty mits. Fresh-

men need tinte to adiust to college

life.

"2. Require aatCafactory pro-
gresatowardsi^eirae^ Student
athletes must be required to fulfill

the same core-curriculum require-

ments as non-athletes. No student
should be allowed to play varsity

sports unless he or she is on
schedule to graduate within five

years.

3. Integrate athletes into
campus life. Athletic dorms
should be abolished, seasons
shortened and practice require-

ments reduced.

4. Make drug testing man-
datory^^ For those who test pos-

itive, one violation should result

in suspension from varsity sports,

and drug counseling. Two more
violations should bar the individ-

ual from intercollegiate athletics.

5. Share television re-
venues equally. TV income
should be shared among all

schools playing big-time sports —
not just the ones that appear on
TV.

6. Ban boosters. They should
have no place in the recuiting of

athletes. Fund-raising should be
controlled bythe college president
and not by partnerships of semi-
autonomous athletic departments
and boosters clubs.

7. Increase financial aid.
Since the NCAA prohibits student
athletes from holding jobs during
the academic year, they should be
given a stipend to cover basic
necessities.
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ISLAND NIGHT

OCT. 29
Daquiris and Coladas $1
Our Famous Lu-Wow Buffet

Susi Q. D.J. Dancing
"Wear Your Grass Skirt"

THDRS. HALLOWEEN PARTY
0CT.30
Costumes and Masl^s, Prizes and
Games, Monster Mash Dancing

FRLNIGHT
"nULL OH TIEmU"OCT. 31
Introducing . . . The Deiasis

Our Gourmet Hoagie and Deli Bv
TIH You Drop A

At The Radnor Houae CondQO
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(CatOkutadfrom page 36)

same as Villanova romped Ford-

ham 52-14.

VilUuioya 20, Catl|olic 7

The second game found the

weather aboyt the same and the

Villanova Wildcats still purrfect.

Villanova started out a little

rocky turning over thfe ball on
their own 40. The Catholic Uni-

versity Cardinals took over, but

failed to move the ball and then
failed tocoilvert their 51-yard field

goal attempt. Villanova then
started out again trying to atone
for their mistakes ... they did,

running the ball down the field

and into the endzone. However,
they were deriliBd the extra point.

The ball was batted back ahd
forth between the Cardinals and
tho WiMcats until 9:52 ki theip,

second quarter when the Wildcats

punched the ball over the goal line

again from the one.

Octobf 31.19— •THE VWXANOVAMoPwioSS

Ram runninghack Chip Kron (number 44) fimls the going blocked
by halfo<the Wildcat defense. Leading the way for Villanova's number
74 Paul Franco.

Villanova was not done. After

forcing the Cardinals to punt,
Villanova drove from their own
29-yard line, down the field, and
into the Catholic University end
zone. The first half ended Villan-

ova 20, Catholic 0.^

The fourth quarter saw very
little action and no further scoring
by the Wildcats.

'

Help the

homeless

of

El

Salvador

C O N F EH e N c e

ffadrefeers
By NED THOMPSON

The women's tennis team con-

cluded a successful 1986campaign
this week. The Lady Cats dom-
inated their opposition in October,

compiling a 7-2 record and out-

scoring their opponents by a total

of 63 to 14. The team finished with
an overall record of 13-6, a marked

. improvement over last year's 10-

10 record. Under the winningest

coach in Villanova history, Dr.

Robert Langran, the Wildcats

have not had a losing season in

14 years.

The team collected victories

against West Chester, Lafayette,

LaSalle, Concordia, Drexel, Glass-

"boro and St. Joseph's while falling

to St. John's and Lehigh. Both
setbacks came by the score of 5-

4.

In the Big East Conference
Championships, however, the
team did not fare as well. The
Wildcats grabbed sixth place

behind Boston College, Syracuse,

Georgetown, St. Johns and
Providence.

The championships, however,

were not without bright spots for

(Mspholo)

Coach Dr. Robert Langran

the host team. Freshman Stacy
Hall survived into the third round
before falling to Boston College's

Baret Hana in No. 5 singles play.

Also faring well was Villanova's

No. 2 doubles team. Freshman
Lynn Slowinski and junior Janet

Lowe advanced to the third round
before falling to four-time Big East

champions Stephanie Rice and
Amy Schiff of Syracuse.

Contribute

to the

Salvadoran

American

Foundation

Contact the

Social

Action

Office,

121
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Chip Kron Found that trying to rush against the VUlanova defense^as not worth the effort. Applying the hit for the Cats is senior John
McGowan.

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

After losing to Buffalo Univer-
sity on Parents' Weekend, the
Villanova University football
team rebounded with three
straight wins. The Wildcats ran
unscathed through the defenses of

Fordham, Catholic and Ursinus.
In their most recent victory,

there was a perfect football setting

encompassing the Villanova cam-
pus. Goodreau field lay under
overcast skies, the air was a
comfortable 62 degrees and there
was a slight wind out of the west.
It w^s here that the Wildcats

combined for 227 of the Wildcat's

372 yards on the ground, while the

defense drove Ursinus into the

turf allowing only 18 yards rush-

ing. Sency scored two touchdowns
in the 34-16 win.

The game started off very slop-

py and very slow. Ursinus kicked

off and after fumbling the recep-

tion, Villanova started at their

own 20. It wasn't until three

turnovers, four punts and four

penalties later that Villanova got

on track and drew first blood. The
drive started at the Villanova 46.

Schulz completed two passes, one
for 10 yards and the other for

Gary Pascoe and Ron Sency It was here on second down at

the Ul^inuSs 36 that Villanova
capped off its drive with a SS-yard

dash up the middle by Peter
Loqibardi for a touchdown. With
2:10 remaining, Villanova kicked

off feeling confident in ending the
quarter with a lead. Ursinus,
however, was not going to play

dead. They took the ball and with
a 55-vard completion scored with
0K)51eftonth^ckx:k.

Schtilz started off the second
qdarter with a hobbled snap, and
a fittt recovery which he randown
to the Ursinus 14-yard line. Sency
followed up the 54-yard run with
a 14-yiffd run of his own into the
endzone. Again, Ursinus wouldn't
let the Wildcats rest. They rolled

over the defense until the Villan-

ova 8-yard line where they settled

for a field goal bringing the score

to 14-10.

The half ended with the Wild-

cats up by four, and one very upset

coach. It was not a happy halftime

locker room. In the words of Coach
Andy Talley, "At halftime, I had
to get at the players which I

normally, don't do. I had to emo-
tionally challenge them and ^etln
some of the players' faces."

The halftimepep talk obviously

worked. Villanova came out on
fire » running the ball down the

field and into the endzone in one

minute and 53 seconds. Talley's

halftime harassment didn't wear
off for the defense, as 'Nova

stopped the Bears in four plays.

The Wildcats then, fqr the
-aetuiiu tune in n rtnr, iikhOicO
down the field and into the

Huber places first

Women win Big East titib

By SUSAN GANEM

The womefi's cross country
team won the Philadelphia Big 5
Championships and regained the
Big East Championships crowns
behind outstanding performances
by Vicki Huber aivd Gina Procac-

cio, who tied for first place in the
Big Five and finished one-two
respectively in the Big East.

The two team titles were very
important to Coach Marty Stern
who commented on the two meets.
"Gina and Vicki were just super.

I'm very proud that Vicki Huber
is the Big East ctiampion — she
certainly deserves that honor.
Gina, in addition to being a great
athlete, is an excellent leader and
helped bring our team together as
a solid unit."

The harriers won the Big Five

meet soundly over second place
University of Pennsylvania, who
scored 54 points to the Wildcats

'

20. St. Joseph's and La Salle

finished third and fourth,
respectively.

Huber and Procaccio finished

the 2.9 mile course in 16:20.

Following them across the line

were Dolores Carapella (fourth —
16:40), Dina Alborano (sixth —
16:45), Lauren Searby (seventh —
16:49), Ruth Lockbaum (eighth ~
16:53), Meg Moisen (12th - 17-.22),

Jenny Rahn (13th - 17:33). Mau-

reen Breen (14th — 17:34), Tina
Mahar (15ch ~ 17:40), and Elaine
Diick (19th -18:01).
At the Big East meet in Bostonr

Huber finiaM the 3. 1 mtlecourM
in a btoamg 16-^. ProaMoo was
nm. fiiiiiiliM MCMd in t7M,
f«llMP€d by SMf% MUl^ .
17:21). CanptMi (IMi > 179^,

^ (Photo by Rahn)
Franklin Park in Boston was the place were Villanova captured its

cross country crown. Vicki Huber (arm across number) of Villanova
crossed the line first.

Alborna ( 16th— 17:34). Lockbaum
(17th - 17:39), Moisen (19th -
17:41), and Rahn (30th — 18:31).

The team scored 35 points, to

dethrone defending champions
Boston College, who finished with
52 points. '*A1I of the women
contributed eiibrmously to our
win. What wins a meet is the
k>we$t team total, and they cer-

tainly accomplished what we set

out to do," commented Stem.
"We're kx)kinc forward to the
NCAA Regional meet on Nov. IS,

and we are working hard in

preparation for that day. We want
to go to Ahsona (site oi national

maetj to prove htm food we are.'*

Thtaaa's
ful outioa in B
plaoa Miiad

a course record 24:35. In all,

Villanova placed three runners in

the top-ten. Roy Masoiino (fourth
- 25:23) and Sean O'Neill^ (fifth

- 25'.29) rounded out the 'Cats top

scorers.

Also running well for Villanova
were Ken Fowkir (29th — 26:55),

Jan Friedii (4l8t - 27:19), Curt
Koehler (46th - 27:30), Gene
Mitchell (73rd - 28:31), and
Bruce Harris (77th — 2^:44).

The team scores for tltt£ig£ast
meet were champion Geoiietowo
- 63, Providtatt ~ 75, V&.
LAMOirA- M« Bostaii Cott^
~ tt, PittaMih - m, Ctnmtt'
ticMt and Syiannif — M St.

JdHi's - 1S9,

endzone.

Ursinus then unleashed a little

offensive power of their own. The
Bears scored a touchdown, but

failed the extra point and the third

period ended Villanova 28-16.

^ To start the fourth period,

Villanova took the ball and
marched down to the Ursinus 15.

Todd Schaeffer then walked on
the field to attempt a field goal.

The attempt was blocked, but

Ursinus made nothing of it. Two
turnovers and one punt later

Villanova took over again and
drove in for a touchdown. The
extra point was missed and Vil-

lanova had gone up 34-16. There
was no further scoring and Vil-

lanova had completed their two
weeks of perfect football.

Although Wildcats all over were
elated that the winning spirit had
returned to the Villanova campus,
there was one Wildcat that was
still displeased. Coach Andrew
Talley. Talley had these words to

say following the game, "I'm not

satisfied with the progress of the

team; we have a very long way
to go. We just don't have the

hardness yet."

ViUanova 52» Fordham 14

The Wildcats started their

three-week win streak, with d,.

crushing victory over the Ford-'

ham Rams. The weather was

x...,j,i

Head Coach Andy talley
OtophflM

again perfect ^d the Wildcats
weren't too shabby either. 'Nova
went out and stopped the Rams
in four plays and then took off

down the fi^ld and right into the
endzone.'

The second quarter again found
the Wildcats in the driver^seat.
'Nova outscored the Rams 14-7

and walked into the locker room
ahead 287. Villanova then came
out in the third quarter to add to

their lead^with touchdown passes
to Downs, Cashman and Brady.
The third quarter ended with
Villanova up by 42 points. The
(ourth quarter was mocs i)( the

(Continued on page 35) %

Athlete of
the Week

Vicki Huber

This week's Saco East athlete of the week is

women's cross country team member Vicki Huber.
In the past two weeks, Huber won both the Big Five
(tied with Gina Procaccio) and the Big East titles.

In all five of this season's meets. HUber has finished
either first or second.

The sophomore liberal arts major from Wilming-
ton, Del., has been a standout for the indoor and
outdoor track teams beskles the croes country team.
She competes in the 800 meter and 1500 meter events
for the Wikkats.

Hitber's personal bests are: 1000 meiert — 2'JSSt»

1500 meters - 4:21; and 30i0 aaelers - 9*31. This
season. Huber has completed a 5010 meler ooarae
in 17:21.
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Fall ^eak weet( kept
By NOEL 6. PALCO

The University Senate passed
a motion Oct. 31 to keep intact

a full-week Fall Break, even at the

cost of starting class before Labor
Day. The Senate spent close toone
hour and 45 minutes in debate
before reaching its decision by a
Vote of 19 in favor, 1 1 against and
3 abstentions.

The Senate, which is composed
of 41 meiilbers (13 students, 13

faculty members, 13 administra-

tors and 2 alumni), debated the

issue, \^hich soon broke down into

student concerns versus faculty

conctrm-
The calendar, supported by the

students, led in debate by Student
Government President Joe All-

man, called for starttitg classes on
Sept. 2, before Labor Day, to gain

a full-week break, and to end the

semester with a week of finals

from Dec. 14-19.

The calendar, propoiyd by Dr.

Rodi^r Van AttCfW prmtssor of

religious stu4ws> vc^fifUi classes

vemment "strongly supports a
filU-week break, even at this cost

[returning before Labor Day]."
Allman also advanced the idea

that a full-week break eased
student stress, reading a letter in

support of this theory written by
Joan Greenhouse Whitney of the
Counseling Center. Whitney fa-

vored a break as beneficial for

students to escape from
the campus setting, and essential

to the disturbed (overly-stressed)

student.

Van Allen countered this by
quoting a letter from Whitney in

1983 on the same issue that stated
"If providing a break required

starting school in August (i.e.

before Labor Day in this context],

for example, we would add new
stresses to students' lives. If it

reqvi^ired having exams after
Christmas, again, we'd be intro-

ducing a new stress."

College of Commerce and Fi-

nance I>ean Alvin A. Clay, a
faculty senator, opposed a pre-

Labor Day start, fearing it would
cut short the vacations of faculty,

staff and those involved in the
summer graduate programs.
Van Allen quoted faculty

members survey«l on the issue

who were opposed based on the

(Continued on page 4)

Government wkis

secession okay

aHar Labor
five^y
Wcdnes

^vkh
In the

S

on the W
Dayi«^-*i
break fitml S^tui

day and anda
finals (nm I .

efirs whep Labor bay falU|«furly
t aiwwak0xat-lup^aplihtii'ii:.

t<OTijg im #hfeil H^ ^e aca-

demic calendar would be adjusted

teallo#lorabreait
T^mM aaskittter is one whkh

is lacked between two holidays,

Labor Day and Christmas.

Nether atudents nor faculty

wished'to returillqr finals after

Christmaalireak ifiorckfrfociMte
a full-Week breakr aasuggested by
Frank Zariltt^ an alunmi senator.

ThisJimited the choice to a pre-

Labor Day, early Christmas, full-

week break packageversus arpost

Labor0ay, late Christmas, partial

break proposal. In order to add
two days, to the break, a sacrifice

of retttriiing fli^ days earlier

would laive to be m^de.
Alhnan% proposal started the

debrte liifl was fortified by his

sutement that the Student Go-

ByfUA DiTADDEO

The secession of Student Govern-
ment from the department of

Student Activities was approved
last Tuesday. Student Govern-
ment President Joe Allman said

this week.
>Alli»ian stressed that '*saees-

^mmi^^ th%lbii|jmri| to Use
iniproillt StudplVOpvcrn-
ment^ actions, saying that its

coninqtation carries negative
ovarilnes.

"We are redefining what Stu-
dent Government is thiis year,"
explained Allman. "U is not just

a club, activity, or organization.

Surveys taken by Student Go-
vernment show that most people
aresurprised to learn that Student
Crovemment is included under
Student Activities."

Alhnan noted, "We are a process
. . .a movement participated in by
studeiits to better Villanova Uni-

versity. L> thiS) respact a uniqAie'

ness exists concerning Student
Qovernfnent. ft affeets the day to

day,- !He of the Villanova
conunumty."
Mike NfGinnis, vice president of

Student Government, when asked
(Continued on page 5)

(Photo by Sugg)

This prospective mcinber of the 1909 VilUaova football team
is rMidy to a^MPit the MftMsats at tomorrow's game ai^nst
Ce*trat Cbnacctkut Sute University.

control of Senate
INSIDE

I

EDrtORIAL: Responses to last week^s letters to the editor on
the issues of homosexuality and minority recruitment p . 8

.

J"

FEATURES: An idea for a cheap date p. 15.

ENTERTAINMENT: Avante-garde leads American Theatre
Musical Festival. ; p. 28.

SPORTS: Football team beats first Divisioal-AA team p. 32.
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By ROBERT M. JORDAN

The Democratic Party gained
control of Ihe U.S. Senate, now
hoMing 55 seats compared to 45
seats for the Republicans, and
voters in Pennsylvania split their

tickets on election day, electing

Democrat Bob Casey for governor
and Republican Arlen Specter for

senator.

Casey, a man who had lost three

times before in his bid to become
governor, won on his fourth try.

narrowly defeating William
Scranton III. The margin of vic-

tory was small, however, with
Casey gaining 51 percent of the
vote compared to Scranton's 49
percent.

Incumbent Specter's margin of

victory over challenger Bob Edgar
was larger, with the Republican
senator amassing' 56 percent of

the vote to the Democratic U.S.

representative's 44 percent share
of the turnout.

(Continued on page 4)

UabM^ concerns force V.U. to use caution

•i c-

By JOANNrJE L. CONRAD

Although liability insurance
has become increasingly in short

supply nationwide, Villanova has

been able to maintain virtually all

ofm toauranoe boveiiAibQm B
IPeiMN^jirtoe^ , _ _^_
dal Afuira,a^ recently

Dea^ iiicr^aies in itisttranoe

premiuma and concern a^out
Mtcnrtil liaMttty lawauit riaks.

Fenatr saiitlMt saactivitieakave
cat kMk teaMMi «f iAau-

ar mmt$. BaiKMr. ac-

wm4s

activities more carefully.

The Rev. Robert J. Martin,
O.S^., assistant to the vice

president for Student Life, said

that when Villanova changed its

akx>hol policy prior to the 1964-

t& school year, it was not really

a duUige because. "Underage
il,ntel ahvays had to abide by
d«iillalaw. What baptfiMd ivaa

that thanilealVilianova s)becaaM

"Mt fMfMmnrf
ptrUdpnts] are

Mvwid HBdir thtir

ptldii. lal this

Martiii^aaid tint in Ptaaeyiva
iaa

knr wliidi tifa liM ^

when students consume alcoholic

beverages in their rooms, without

the University dispensing the

beverages, the University isn't

vulnerable to third-party liability.

We must dispense or furnish

beverages for the third-party

liability to attach."

Martin said that because of the

increase in third-party liability

suits, most universities will gener-

ally do everything they can to

comply with state alcohol laws.

**lt*sa si^ of the tiaMS, something
that society wants and that law
enforcement agencies will

with becoming conscious

of lawauat riaks, Fernier said that

the UnivanMly haa bscoaie mare
cautjana omnAl when it ooaMa to

AltlMMfli Villanova

I virtually

aH al itaoa»Mip, Fmmmt indkat-

wMmtkHtm&m that ViNannva
haa had dittkaHy in

insurance coverage for was
intramurals.

"Every institution is having
problems with intramurals," he
said. "Hartford (Insurance Com-
pany], up to a year or so ago,

provided coverage for intramu-
rals, but they notified us about a
year ago that they would no
kmger.'^

According to Fenner, a contri-

buting factor to the withdrawal
of coverage was "a great fear of

athletic injury because it can
mushroom into a maior lawsuit."

According to Theodore A. Aceto,

director of Athletkrs, the approx-

imately 1.160 students who par-

tictpate in tntraaMiral sports sign

a waiver that says they will not

hoM the University liable in case
of injury.

Fenner said that fMting insu-

rance ooverafe lor varsity athlet-

ics is not a problem because
several years afD. the Natianal

(CettHnmd on ptm ^

<i

.('
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Nov
Christinas already??? Not quite, but

get ahead and do some shopping today!!!

WKVU's fundraiser "Albums buy the

Pound" is the perfect way to get great

presents cheap!!! Come and chc^ us out
between 11:30 and 4:30 p.m. in the

North Lounge in Dougherty. Just think,

$1.50 for 5 albums (about a pound) not

too bad huh?? See you there!!!!

km CIvb
All are welcome to attend. Nov. 10.

Room: North Lounge Dougherty. Time:

5^:30 p.m. Questions? Problems? Call

Tina 353-4277, Mike 526-9187.

I.J.C.

The Engineering Joint Council has
meetings every Thursday in the Con-
nelly Center's Bryn Mawr Room at 5-

5:30 p.m. Refreshments are free and all

engineers are urged to come and find

out what is happening in the College

of Engineering. You wouldn't want to

miss it! The Engineering & Nursing
Dance is being held on Nov. 21 at the

Holiday Inn of King of Prussia. Tickets

will be on sale in the Connelly Center

Box Office beginning on Nov. 10.

Wommi'sPIIm

The Women's Studies fall film series

continues Tuesday with "The Love

Goddess," a look at women in film.

Showings will be at 12:15 p.m. and 5

p.m. in the Library Projection Room.
The film is free and open to the public.

L«ft«rWritlii«

On Nov. 11-13 in Dougherty and
Connelly, there will be^ letter writing

campaign. Students and staff are asked

to write a letter in support of a hunger

bill before Congress. Sample letters are

available at all of the desks.

sot
There will be a short meeting Nov.

11, and every Tuesday, at 1 p.m.

To all others interested in being a DJ:

There will be a meeting Nov. 11 at 3

p.m.

Five volunteer agencies, such as

Jesuit Volunteer Corps, will be making
audio-visual presentations concerning

the volunteer work experiences they

offer. There will be a time to meet
representatives and ask questions if you
are considering a volunteer summer or

year to work in the battle againsU
poverty here in the U.S. or abrMKi.

Time and date: Nov. 11,7 p.m.

Place: Radnor Room of the Connelly

Center.

Alt 9n w^komt who are oonaidtring

placementi now or in the future.

VMoBOW Boxhig ACS
HilflTCVHMMil

The Villanova Boxing Team will face

Dickinson, West Chester, VMI, Ship-

pensburg, and Penn State on Nov. 13,

in the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse. Fights

start at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available

through Boxing Club members or at the

door on Thtirsday. Come out and
support the Villanova Boxing Team.

te

The next meeting of the Association

of Commuting Students is Nov. 13 at

12:45 p.m. m the C.C. Cmema. All

commuters and OCRs are encouraged
to attend.

On Nov. 8, the Naval ROTC Unit will

hold its annual Fall Pass in Review at

9 a.m. in Goodreau Stadium. Our
honored reviewing officer will beRADM
John J. Sweeney, USNR. All are welcome
to attend.

SockMy
The Women's Studies Society will

hold a ^neral meeting on Nov. 10 at
6 p.m. in the Center for Peace and
Justice Education. Attendance is en-

couraged by both old and new members.
Anyone interested in women's rights
issues is invited.

•emeiMCNb
Join the German Club for a night in

Philadelphia at the 'Hamburger Abend,'

fun, food, and drink sponsored by the

German Society. The 'Abend' is Nov.

14. Everyone is also invited to a concert

performed by the world famous Curtis

Institute, to take place irt the Connelly

Center Villanova Room on Nov. 19, at

8 p.m. with reception to folk>w. For

further information regarding either

event, please contact the modem lan-

guages office on second floor of St.

Thomas. '
.

' -^^

Pive-Mile Kvii
The Hunger Awareness Week five-

mile run will be held on Nov. 16 at 9

a.m. Preregister at Campus Ministry

A.S.A.P. Preregistration fee' is $5 and

get a T-shirt!

AicewtiiHI teclty
The Accounting Society encourages .

all members to attend its weekly
meeting on Nov. 13 at 12:45 p.m. in

Bartley 110. An informative presenta-

tion on litigation consulting will be

given by representatives of Peterson

and Co. i

IPvMk
This is your chance to fight hunger!!!

By purchasing tickets to the charity
concert, starring General Public and
opening band KTP, you will help to save
thousands of hungry children in Haiti.

The concert is Nov. 16 at 8 pjn. in the
DuPont Pavilion. Ticket sales for

Villanova students are Nov. 6, 7(MUST
show ID) and open to the public Nov.
10. Get them before they are sold out!!

$11 reserved seating— all tickets. Sales
are in Connelly Center Tk:ket Office

from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

On Nov. 1 1 in the North Lounge, there

will be a simulation dinner fMie that

will teach more about the living con-

ditions in the First. Second and Third
Worids. Look for sign ups in Dougherty
on Mon.aiKl Tues.

The Cheee Club will meet on Nov. 12

in Bertley Rm. 105 B at 4'JO p.m. Any
ititt

PiUI lAteriiiMr Cdr ool)ep itudents

and txrfllige gradiurtcs. QiAti skiK and
experiencein intomaleducatkMi, exhib-
it mtnagenient, mutenm/aop iKlminis-

trition. For perffofis interested in

teaching or jKimimstrative care^. 18-

week semester/Dec. 1, 1966 — April 5,

1967 or Jan. 5, 1967 - May 10. 1987.

40 iiour/week, stipend: $100. For more
information write: 2od Intern frogram,
Philadelphia Zoo, 34th and Girard Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

The ACS provides free coffee and
doughnuts for all commuters and OCRs
every week. The next date is Nov. 11

from 8 a.m. toJO a.m. in the North
Lounge.

mioek Trial

Come to the Connelly Center to see
and hear how the insanity defense really

works!! With: Arthur Donato, Esq.,

criminal defense lawyer, Patrick Con-
nors, Esq., Delaware County district

attorney, The Honorable Maureen
Fitzpatrick, Anthony Pisa, Ph.DL.clinical

psychologist and professional witness.
Nov. 13, 1:30 p.m. Sponsored by the
Sociology Club and the Pre-Law Society.

It wiH take place in the CC Cinema.

tav«stMi0«t Chib

The Wildcat Investment Club pres-

ents our guest speakers, Bill and Kent
Davis. Bill Davis, vice president of

Kidder Peabody, will speak on his view
of the stodc market, and his son, Kent
Davis, who has completed the Kidder
Peabody training program, will speak
on his first year in the securities field.

This activity will take place on Nov, U
at 4:30 p.m. in Bartley 209. Air are

invited to attend.

ItallaaCMi
There will be a meeting on Nov. 13.

All members are uiiged to attend. New
members are wekxxne. The meeting Will

be held at 12:45 p.m. iii Room 213

Tolentihe.

Day
'

The Undetgnldbate Nursing Senate
and Career Deyetopmentare sponsoring
the annual Nursing Career Day on Nov.

14, in St. Mary^tHyimiasium. There will
be representatives fromover 1,15 health

care agencies. Nur3it^.students should .

plan to attend!

There will be a meeting on Nov. 13,

in Room 216. Our guest speaker will be

from the Donnelly Directory. He will

speak aboMt sales and marketing
careers.

The Eog^tsh Department annottnces

a piupijl el Dickens readingi on Nov.

11. by fndiamr Philip Coffina jai te
Ua«¥enily of Leicester (Englaiid).

Pnieeaer Caiiiis is the auHMr of two
books oftpidiwn, as well as the edtoor

of four aiiitieiial iaakson DiekeiiB and
other VictoriMi topics indudtag the

4tlmtm eiHiao of Dickens' FuUk
Rmulit^. He la an oMtataadi^i M|Mc
^M^r and dnaiatic paiteaiH. The
mtnm wiU bitim at 4:30 p4tt. in

SS^imMd ml»h$ lailmiMl ^ a^^- hr Vtiiy tn. Bmnm ia

OnNov. 13 at 8 p.m. in the Belle Aire
Terrace there will be a oolC^ houae to

support Hunger Awartness week. Five
acts are scheduled for the evening to

bring aiter^intaeiil and ji bit of edu-
cationno the wori4nunger iaaiie. Come
and bring a friend for a furi evening.

•mineM
The women's track and field team is

seeking new members for the shot-put,

discus, javelin. 20-pound weight, and
hammer throws. Any interested women
shoukl contact Coach Marty Stem at

6454147 as soon as possible.

Pre-Low Society
The Pre-Law Society welcomes all to

their next two meetings. On Nov. 12 at
3:30 p.m. in the North Lounge jn
Dougherty, attorney Charies Shoemak-
er will discuss LSAT preparation. On
Dec. 3 at 3:30 p.m. in the West Lounge
in Dougherty, a lawyer will speak on
the various specialties in law.

Skldvb
Mandatory Ski Club meeting Nov. 13

at 7:30 p.m. in the PLH in Mendel.
Balances are due by Nov. 21. Bring your
balances to the Conneil^ Center ticket

office or to the meeting; There are a
limited number of spaces available for

trips to:

KillingtonJan.4-9$279
Vail Jan. 10-16 $499

,< Any questions.' ^^kJK^ ^^ ^^
' 0483 or see Chris in AilinRoom 23.

On Nov. 10, there will be a Run For

Hunger from 2:20 to 6 p^m. Course
consists of half-mile; laps around the

campus. Runners are being asked ^to

sign up sponsors to pledge them as they

run. Forms can be picked up in Campus
Ministry and StCident Activities Office.

Rain Date is Nav. 12.^ Open to all

members of the Villanova Cdmmumty!

tmcva
Anyone interested in being a member

of WKVU, (210 Douftherty Hall), (^se
come up to the station anytime during

the week of Nov. 10 to 14 and sigm ^p
to participate in that department in

which you are interested.

Sorry for the delay!!!

All are welcome!!!!

lt«lyTil|i
Drs. Sterlii^ Delano, English, and

George Radan, Art History, recently

announced that they will once again
conduct a ten-day tour of Italy over
Spring semester recess, March 6^15.

The price of 19919 is complete and
includes, among other things, three

dayseach in Rpmeand Fk>reiioeand two
days in Venke, round trip airfare from
Philadelphia, first dais betels, and
most meals. Contact Dr. Delano. 6|5-

4630. Vaaey 201

Club meeting Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. in

Room lOSB. Anybody interested in

attending the Untveraity of Pennsylva-

nia Conlerenoe must attend this meat*

ing. £¥eryeae ia yaidkmmi

^

^•omtlbm7.im$rnmnLumo¥m^pwm9 I

B^OBHAN A. RODER

The Philadelphia Inquirer is no
longer being delivered to on-
campus residents by the Villanova
Students News Service, but,tn)der
a revamped system b^ii last

week, will be delivered bytwo new
carriers, according to Faythe
Benson of the circulation market-
ing department of The Inquher.
The Villanova Student News

^Service is also no longefdelivering
The New York Times, according
to Paul Rosenbaum, head of the
Villanova Student News Servke.
However, the news service is still

delivering The Wall Street Jour-

nal, the Daily News and USA
Today.

Benson said that The Inquirer

was no longer having the news
service deliver the Inquirer be-

cause of a ''personnel issue with
Rosenbaum." She added, "He
[Rosenbaum) Wasn't able to re-

spond to what we needed."

Benson and Mike Allen, the

circulation sales representative of

re¥miped
Tte New York Times, visited

VVlmma and met with R^»enba-
um^'at the beginning of October
to loyestigate complaints from
^Mdents that there were delivery

proRems with their subscriptions.

Allen oouM not be reached for

oomment.
Benson Bakl that The Inquirer

is reimhursing students for all of

the papiers they have missed this

semester. In addition. "The In-

quirer will be rein)bursing stu-
dents for all Saturday issues.
since they are unable to provide
Saturday service.

According to Benson, the two
carriers are delivering The Inqu|r
er on campus on weekdays an^i)

Sundays only. She said tliat The
Inquirer plans to continue this

method of delivery for the time
being. In an Oct. 31 letter sent to

Villanova student subscribers,

Benson stated that, "As a result

of this year's experience, all

representatives/carriers will be

approved by the Dean of Students
Office, and all checks will be made

out directly to The Inqninj.*'
The letter also saidtlW^Waon

hopes "to have M ttmbiine'
ments issued witWn «W> to three

weeks." Benson sii* that Anyone

whom she had not spoken toabout

missed papers shoOM contact her

at 854-5535 toini^r^ her of the

number of papers missed.

Benson said that The Inquirer

wants "to serve our customers by

giving them more information,

such as the names and numbers
of carriers and dates for when the

subscriptions begin and end. Our
main oi^jective is to serve the

students."

Rosenbaum said that he does
not "know what the problems
were" earlier in the semester
about delivery of subscriptions.

He said he had no problem with
the way The New York Times and
The Inquirer handled the situa-

tion by changing the system of

delivery at Villanova. He also

stated that it is "a lot easier" for

him now with only three papers

to deliver.

News
Investment Issue seat Is

Union Board leaders quit
By NATALIE McKENNA

Four members of the Villanova
Union Executive Board recently
resigned from their positions. One
resigning member, Mike D'Nato,
stated "I was putting in so much
time, there was a strain on school

work."

D'Nato, recreational coordina'

lor; Colleen Mooney, social Func-

tions coordinator, Evelyn Murphy,
major events coordinator, and
Erin Farley, visual arts coordina-

tor, left their positions on the

Union Executive Board.

Mooney, D'Nato and Farley

resigned. on Sept.* 15. Murphy,

who wanted tO! complete the

Union's Parents' Weekend event,

resigned her position on Oct. 6.

D'Nato, Murphy and Mooney,

all seniors, agreed that their

positions were time-consuming.

Murphy stated, "It's too much

aggravation and stress for a

volunteer . . . Ifs Almost like a

part-time job." Murphy also added

that board members give an av-

Speciaf

erage of 10 hours a week to the

Union.

Mooney, a Union member for

four years, and an Executive

Board member for three years,

stated that "A student is a student

first and on the Executive Board

second. When it came close to the

events, 1 would often blow off

class and studying."

Gary Bonas, assistant director

for Student Activities, explained

that there often exists a "domino
effect" of resignations in student

organizations. Bonas stated that

"People have time and join the

activities at the beginning of the

fall and spring semesters ... as the

year progresses, people get tied

down with school work and have

to leave the organizations."

Lucyna Gorski, director of Stu-

dent Activities, said that Union

Executive Board members are a

"hardworking group of people . .

.

The pressure every once in a while

is too much ... Some of the

members are overworked.'
t»

Mooney commented, "I'm sure

it happens with all activities on

campus. Some people expect too

much time and effort devoted to

the activity. We are really here to

study first.'"

D'Nato added, "We weren't

appreciated . . . There was so

much strain, the fun went out of

it for me."

"A lot of changes are going to

take place in the Union, a whole
new organization could get start-

ed." D'Nato said.

Maria Breck, president of the
Union, wiU be tbe'acting socieiV

functions- coordinator. The new
recreational coordinator is John

Price, and the new visual arts

coordinator is Pete Burke. The

new coordinator of concerts,

festivals and social functions is

Lisa Sheehy.

Breck stated, "All of the new

people have adjusted well and the

events that have been planned are

still being programmed."

The Investments and En-
dowment Committee decidM*

last week to refer the i^n^na^ of

the University's invesrmenrs

in companies doing business m
South Africa to the Board of

Trustees' meeting in De-
cember, according to Edward J.

Caughim. chairman of the
committee.

Any possible changes in the

University's position will be

considered at the board's meet-

ing in Decern l)er.

Caughlin stated that the

University's positwn is now
based on its accord with the

Sullivan Principles. The Uni-

versity currently invests in

companies doing business in

South Africa only if they follow

those principles.

Cjiiffhlin said that if the
'^ullivan Principles are
changed by their creator, the
l?ev. Leon Sullivan, those
changes will be considered in

regard to the University's
position. However, he stated
that the University would not
simply comply to such changes,
but would review them before

making a decision.

The board and thecommittee
are concerned with the "moral

status cyf our position." Caugh-
lin said.

A letter was received from
the Anti-Apartheid Coalition,

according to Caughlin. The
letter asked the board to clarify

the status of the* University's

investments. .^ . ,
DJ.S.

Flooding closes dining hall

I

Residents of south campus
had to eat lunch in Dougherty
Hall on Monday because of

flooding in Donahue Hall, the

south campus dining hall.

The flooding situation was
caused by a clogged drain on
south campus. Because the
dining hall is the lowest ix)int

in that area, all the excess
water from St. Monica's, Kath-

arine and Stanford halls ran

down into Donahue.
The flood began shortly after

8 a.m. and spread into the

kitchen and serving areas and
part of the dining-area.

The hall was closed for lunch

to enable clean-up procedures.

It reopened in time for south

campus residents to eat dinner

there. E.S.D.

I

Speaker of Student Caucus elected
Stephen J. Flanagan has

recently been elected the first

speaker of thelStudent Caucus
of the University Senate by the

Student Senate. One of his

functions as speaker will be to

set the agenda of the Student

Senate meetings.

dent from Montgomery County
Community College and is

currently the University Col-

lege senator. He has been a

member of Student Govern-
ment for two years and was the,

vocampaign manager for Joe

AUman's Student Govtrnnienl

Report criticizes

higher education

hosted
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE
and MARY E. CHAREST

Approximately 5Q0 Villanova

students contributed to tb«} suc-

cess of the eighth annual Special

Olympics for handicapped chil-

dren at Villanova Nov. 2, accord-

ing: to Karen Dunne, vice chair-

person for Special Olympics.

Although it rained and several

last-minute changes had to be

made. Lisa Lestishock. chairper-

son for Special Olympics, said,

that shethoui^tit went well. We
thought that the opening ceremo-

nies were much more exciting

inside, so soaiethiilg food came

out of the rain.'* she said.

Nearly 140 i^hletes from coun

ties in the Philadelphia area came

to ViUawva to participate in the

Spadal Olympics Eastern Pen-

nsylvania Sute Socoar Tojiroa-

mtat. The tournament iadiaM
team soeosr as wall

(Photo l)y Nunes)

The eighth anniuil Special Olympics at Villanova were held Nov. 2.

administered the Special Olym-

pics oath and officially declared

the games open.

fiiftctiaBal athlatet. explained

Vm the ttiat tteti tlm Mlak'

ova. Dunne explained that the

marathon schedule conflicted

with the interstate marathon

schedule.

The athletes also had the oppor

tunity to take part in various

special events sponsored by fra-

teinities^ sororities. The foot

baM and basketball players also

offered clinics to the athletes.

The day sUrtod off at the John

''Jake" Nevin FiekHwuee. where

atndents from various maeic

activity frmiae perfaraied. The

oiiM. hmi kMk^l oaaeh.

A Special Olympics athlete,

akmg with Marcus O'Sullivan. a

1964 Villanova graduate and an

Irish olympian, carried the Special

Olympic torch.

Special Olympics at Villanova

has the distinction of being one

of only two student-run Special

Olympics held in Pennsylvania.

Approaimately 22 students spend

a year oifaniikig the games and

nttfly aOOitttieiiU participate as

hm^* fMite ^ ^^ athletes

duriiigthe

By SUSAN CORCORAN

The Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching

recently issued an attack on

American undergraduate colleges,

concluding that the colleges are

better qualified at awarding de-

grees than providing students

with a solid education.

The report agrees with many

comments made last month by

Secretary of Education William J.

Bennett in a speech given at

Harvard University.

The report, entitled "College:

The Undergraduate Expediencem
America," written by Carnegie

President Ernest L. Boyer, sum-

marized the three year, $1 million

study done on the quality of the

nation's 2,000 four-year colleges,

which educate more than 5 million

students. The study consisted of

surveys and reports from over

1,000 faculty members and stu-

dents, as well as actual inspec-

tions of 29 campuses.

Boyer stated thSrt although

America's college education re-

mained "theenvy of the world, the

undergraduate college — the very

heart of higher learning - is a

troubled institution."

The report has moved state

legislation in all parts of the

United States to agree to incorpo-

rate steps to improve the higher

education system. The steps in-

clude merit pay for excellent

teachers, as well as stiffer require-

ments for high school graduation.

The push to improve the college-

level education system has re-

ceived much support from state

Iffialators and corporate leaders,

who fear that the quality of

American educatkm will not suf

economically sophisticated coun-

J

tries in later years.

The Carnegie Report challenges

colleges to make several major

changes in their admissions and

teaching processes, including ,

efforts to: .

* Simplify the selection process
i

and end the requirement of stand-

ardized tests such as the SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test) for

high school seniors unless the

college definitely uses the scores »

for admission decisions. The *

survey advised students to visit

their prospective schools and

investigate the school's

curiculum.
* Require all college seniors to

write a thesis and present it to

their peers orally.
'

* Slow down athletic programs

that are overpowering the educa- .

tional part of a college education. I

(The report suggests that the

major sports powers cut recruiting

budgets and encourage faculty

and students to "organize a day

of protest.") i

• Restrict the use of part-time

faculty members which has grown

to 25 percent of the college teach-

ing staff. (The survey said that *

part-timers are often insecure and

uncomfortable in the college at-

mosphere and not easily accessible

to the students for questions.)

Upgrade the general education

requirements and require stu-

dents to take courses in all areas

of study, including art, nature,

language, work and cultural

identity

Reward excellent teaching

and end pressure placed on college

professors to constantly do

research

Ask students to formally

fiSently enable the nation to evaluate their teachers and teach

compete i«Mnet Japan alid other iag practices

4
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Full-w«eli 4r«iik a
(Continuedfrom page 1}

facts that the first three days

would be an academic waste when
followed by Labor Day weekend
and that it was not "natural" to

start school before Labor Day.

Van Allen supported this, stat-

ingthat, "In the 1965^(academic
year], after experiencing a begin-

ning of classes the Wednesdily

before Labor Day to achieve the

full week Fall Break, the Senate

passed Resolution US 8586-21

specifying that classes not start

before Labor Day."
This resolution, coupled with

the one made in 1982-83, which
instituted a week-long break,

created the conflict for which the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president "requested a

clarification of policy in reconcil-

ing these two resolutions in years

in which Labor Day falls on Sept;^,

6 or 7," according to Van Allen.

Other faculty and administra-

.

tion Senate members, along with

Van Allen, expressed a concern for

the deprivation of "essential

summer jobs" and Labor Day
bonuses for students if they had

to return to school early.

Van Allen, in a later interview,

said, "No matter how you cut it,

the whole student body has lost

a whole week's income."

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

presklent for Student Life and a

supporter of a full-w«ek break,

and AUisian both cit«d thatdasses
would only start beforeLabor Day
to maintain the week break in

those years when the holiday fell

late in September.

Dr. Harry R. Strack. professor

of political science, brought up a

survey of 32 universities in which
20 universities had no Fall Break
and another six had a one or two
day break. He said that "a three-

day break is more generous and
liberal than 26 other
universities."

Student senators consistently

brought up the factors of stress

and finance, stating that a short

break is not worth it for those who
have extensive travel costs and
long trips to make.
Strack replied to this that,

"Harvard and MIT don't have a

full-week break. Are the students

at Villanova more stressed than

students at Harvard and MIT?"
Student senators also did net

express concern over losing Labor
Day weekend work, with Patrick

Connell, a student senator, stat-

ing, "Honestly, I've never heard

before today off another student

who had a problem."

A controversy evolved when the

Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A.,

vice president for Academic Af-
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Lynnt Rfnahinwr

The Order of Omega is pleased to announce Lynne
Rinehimer as this week's Greek of the Week. Lynne,
a senior psychology major from Glen Lyon, Pa., is

very involved in sorority, panhellenk: and campus
activities.

Since pledging Kappa Alpha Theta sorority in the
fall of her sophomore year, Lynne has been a
dedicated sister. She served as her chapter's
panhellenic delegate her junior year and has been
a member of both the rush and officer nominating
committees.

Currently serving as treasurer on the panhellenic
executive board, Lynne was a delegate to the NEIFC/
NEPC regional conference and workshops at Drexel
University, New Brunswick and Villanova Univer-
sity. She was elected to the Order of Omega last

spring in recognition of her involvement.

Lynne is also an active member in organizations

outside of the Greek community. A member of the
psychok^ club, she was elected to the Psi Chi
psychology honor society last year and is the present
secretary. Having been a hugfer since her freslmian
year, Lynne wafliad on the meals coaunittae for tkia

year's Sftatial Olympkt.
The Order of Oniiii would like to aM^atukUe

Lynne on all her achievements at Villanova.
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fairs, introduced his impression of

Driscoll's view on the subiect.

Driscoll wrote a letter to iUt

Senatein order to 'liave'that body
indicate which of the two ree^u-

tions is to be given priority in

those years when it is not possible

to accommodate both. Should the

question arise, I woukl want the

Senate to know that a long wee-

kend would not be an acceptable

substitute for a week-long break."

Gallen said that he thought this

meant a full-week break or no-

thing. Many in the Seilate under-

stood this to be factual.

Van Allen couM not betieve that

Driscoll would so restrict the

Senate's choice stating later that,

"It would be aa insult tp the

intelligence of the Senate by
saying you can only do this or this

. . . and cannot exercise any intel-

.

ligence or creativity."

Driscoll, when questioned on
the statement, said that although

he wished the break to be worth-

while for students, "This is how
I stand: I'm just waiting for a

proposal from the Senate. I'm not

trying to tell them what to do."

AUman's reaction to the vkrtory

for a full-week Fall Break was, "I

honestly think that's what's best

for the Villanova community."
He commented, "We attempted

to speak with each senator prior

'i-'^'-^

Joe Allmaii, Student Government
president, introduced the prop-
osal for a week-long Fall Break

^ with classes starting before Labor
Day whan necessary.

to the meeting in order to get their

feelings on the issue and see if we
could round out their support in

favor of the full-week Fall Break.

I think that this was very success-

ful and played a major rolei" in

the approval.

Student Government Vice Pres-

ident Mike McGinnis commented,
"A lot of students put a lot of time
and energy in this effort ... the

students in the back of the room
[at the meeting] had an effect too.

(They showed that] this wasn't
happening in a vacuum."

(Caniinnedfrom if00 1)

Despite the rainy weather,
voter turnout was exceptkmaUy
high in Pennsylvania for an off-

preoidentialyear. In some counties
as many as 70 percent of those
eligible to vote went to the polls

and voted.

Obeervers felt that the GO

P

k»t Senate seats thisyear because
President Ronald Reiigan wa9 not

at the top of the tkket. They also

believe that the farm crisis and
the collapse of the petroleum
industry also helped produce an
anti-Republicanmood in key south-

em and western states sudi as

Lotiisiana, California and the
Dakotas.

Despite President Reagan's
energetic campaigning for Repub-
lican senatorial hopefuls in the

West and Midwest during the two
weeks before election day, the

Republicans lost seats in.Cfalifor-

nia, Nevada, North Dakota, South
Dakota, North Carolina and Flor-

ida. Maryland's Barbara Mikulski

became the first Democratic wom-
an in her own right to win a
Senate seat.

Voters split their tickets in

many states, such as Florida,

where Deinocrat BobGraham was
elected senator and Republican

Bob Martinez was elected gover-

nor.

Laundry facilities studied
By DEBBIE GROSS

and NATALIE McKENNA

Plans are currently being dis-

cussed for the improvement of

Villanova 's campus laundry facil-

ities, Daniel C. Remley, assistant

director of Residence Life, said

this week.
Recently fires in both Good

Cpunsel and Corr hall^J. laundry
facilities have drawn much atten-

tion. According to Remley, repre-

sentatives from Solon, the com-
pany contracted to maintain the

upkeep of campus laundry facil-

ities, investigated these incidents,

and with the replacement of

machines and the cleaning of

clogged vents, both facilities are
once again operating.

Villanova's contract with Solon

operates on a seven-year cycle,

explained Remley^ and Villanova
"continually reviews the servkes
provided" by the company. Overr

all, Solon has served Villanova

better this year than in the past,

with greater efficiency ^nd
"prompt response," stated
Remley.
However, said Remley, most of

the problems with the campus
laundry facilities lie not within
the machines themselves, but
with student tampering. The use
of. hammer^ and „tape to receive

free cleaning harms the machines'
timing mechanisms. This tamper-
ing results in 68 percent of the

damages received by the ma-
chines, said Remley.

In order to'curb this tampering
problem, many campus residents

received a tetter this week giving

new solutions, as well as new
ideas for ia more efficient way of

maintaining the machines. For
example, a new coding system has
been developed so that the report-

ing of damaged machines is made
easier, stated Remley.

Remley also said that there is

a new plan to expand the laundry
facility in Delurey. Hall to better

accommodate both Delurey. and
Fedigan Hall residents. »

Student Reaction
Kristin Switala, a sophomore

living in St. Monica's Halt, stated,

"It's ridiculous to have three
washers and two^ry^er^ for all^jSO

people in. the hall .. ^itxause^ a
lot of tension; peefileget«apgi;avat-

ed. We have three washers and
only two dryers; it makes no
sense." •

"

Donna Albano, a junior living
in St. Rita's Ifall, sard, "It's

inconvenient to go to Corr Hall.

Machines should be made more
available."

"I know that Residence Life is

workingon the problem of laundry
facilities. Maybe they should
expand the facilities they have,"
stated Sheehan Hall resident
Terise Fusco.

IkmgerAwanness Week set
By EUA DiTADDED

Hunger Awareness Week at

Villanova will begin Sunday and
will have the goal of raising funds
to construct a school in Haiti in

the name of the Villanova
students.

The event, sponsored by Cam-
pus Ministry, will begin with
masses at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m., at

which times Bishop Thomas
Gumbleton will speak.

On Monday afternoon the Run
For Hunger will take place.

Tuesday features the Hunger
Banquet at 5 p.m. in the hkrth
Lounge and Vcdunteer Night at 7
p.m. in the Radnor Room. At
Volunteer Night, representatives

from organizations such as Cov-
enant House and theJesuit Volun-
teer Corps will explain voluntary

options open to interested
students.

Thursday presents Fast Day at

lunch and a coffeehouse at 8 p.m.

During the fast, the nwney saved
from students whodo not eat then-

lunch goes to the school in liiiti.

The coffeehouse will help to

promote tlift#meral awarenesa of

Niiprin Hm a«fld.

Aapeiial UUuv wilLfc»WW
6 pjB. SaiiMiiH Im^

parking tot. At 8 p.m., the band
General Public will perform in the

duPont Pavilkm. Closing liturgies

will also be celebrated that night.

Throughout the week, in Con-

nelly Center and at all masses, a
letter-writing campaign will be in

progress. Students wilt be^cour-
aged to write letters to their

congressmen to support bills

related to hunger awareness.

Medallion winners

tobehonored
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Six graduates of the Villanova

College of Arts and Sciences will

be honored for outstanding
achievements in their specific

fields tonight at the Seventh
Annual College of Arts and Scien-

ces Alumni Medallion Awards
Dinner.

The winners of this year's

awards are Dr. Gerald M. Lemole,

director of cardiovaacular stM^ery

attheliiiirieireniwrolDaiawTe;
Karen McDemolt ClMwntng,
director of marketing of Marriott

•,iiic.»atililton

Hia lev. ftiichMl |.

at^ '

Other winners include Warren
F. Kimball, professor of history at

Rutgers University, internation-

ally reoiiiiniaedauthorityon Amer-
ican diploayicy and author of

many hietorical novels; Patrick J.

Nolan, English professor at Vil-

lanova University; and Paul F.

Lallastra, i freelance film editor

and a candidate for a nuister of

fme arts in motion pictures degree
at the University of California at

LoaAmeleai

Aeoamitteeheaded by the Rev.

KmI C. Ellis, O.S.A., dean ef the

Caieie of Arts and Sciences and

J. CiMM. alttmnt^diKetor,
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_Tlie 1986 HomeoontM W^
end festivities are mhemitiit tn
begin Friday and cdfltiniie until

mgmurday eveniM, lJQJil|ientty

owials expect' thonttlii of
•Hifeits, alumni and mpb to
pmapate in the evcnt% looord-
wjf to Eugene JK^tiane, director
<rf Public Relatibns.

.
Highlights of the weeitend will

* include a Homeconttng semi
{ormal on Friday nteht. The
Homecoming l^uade im be held
before thrfootbaH gsurne on Sat-
urday afternoon, when the Villa-
nova Marching Band will lead the
procession of the King and Queen
into the Stadium. Then the Wild-
cats will play Central Connecticut
State University at 1:30 p.m. The
Homecoming Dance Saturday
evening, spomiored by the Alumni
Associatk^i leatiirii^ the Grease-
band^ will conclude the weekend's
events.

Sia outstanding Villanova grad-
uates will be honored at the
Seventh Annual Colkge <4 Arts
and Sciences Alumni |iifedank)n

Awards dinner PHday at 7 pm.,
at the Eagle Lodge Conference
Center in Lafayette Ifill. The
graduates wjflhc recqgnijEed tbr

distinguished achievements in
their restfective professional fields
at the black-tie affair, 9^f?ov0i^
to Rdbert J. Capdne» ^uhiBdtdr of

Alumni.
Other scheduled events for

alumni indiide a Homecoming
golf outing/ sponsoi^ed by the
Villanova Alumni Club of Dela-
ware County, on Friday and a
Memorial Mass Saturday at 11

a.mrin the Corr Hall chapel. Also
on Friday, former Villanova ice

hockey jplayers wi|l participate in

an old-titnersgame at the Skatium
in HaWrtoiWn. : >>^

4 .:*<'> IT.
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Athletic activlMtftr pUnned
throughout the I (i|pt> begin
ning on FridiQr at'wJMte Nevin
Fieldhouse, ynh^Hlm women's
volleyball team mlioet Boston
College, Rice Unfiiaity and the

University ol Connecticut in a

toumafllent tHat will continue on
Saturday' firoar 9 a.m. to noon.

SMession
(Qmtimi€dfrom page 1)

what effect the secession will

have in the future for Student
Government, said "Thf future is

now. The secession is just part of

the ongoing process."
The subject of secession has

always been an issue for Student

Governnnent^ Allman explained.

He saidt&t it waa requested two
yearaatpbuiwas not as carefully

plAnni^ and thought through at
tMt time.

t)iis summer Allman wrote a
letter to Dr. Richard A. Neville,

vice president for Stiident Life,

explaining the issue. Allman also
participated in meetings with
Neville, Lucyna Gorski, director

ofStudent Activitiea»iuid the Rev.

John P. Sta<^ O.S.A.. dean of

students.

Neville said. "The Student
Government should be housed
where they feel they can be most
effective and best representative
to the stddent body." He said that
he was more concerned with the
goals Student Government ac-

complishes than to whom they
report.

Neville said that he believed

that Student Government felt as
a governing body that its percep-

tion by others was misconstrued.

"We tried to facilitate |{hat." he

Saturday, at thediiRilltP»vilM>n,

the men's v
will scri

dents, alu

season glii

its new-
players

^ ^^ team
^^iilpwing stur

'm4 fans a pre-

i'itil. the team and
.

\. Coaches and

^._^ ^_ , available for photos

and atitoiiraphs after the
scrinunage.
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NOTES

Vatican condenns hamosexuality 1

The Vatican released its first

major statement on homosex-
uality in 10 years last week.
The statement denounces all

homosexual activity as morally
evil.

The IS-page letter was ap-

proved hyPopeStAm Paul 11 and
.sent to the bishops of the
Roman Catholic Church.

TTie letter stresses the im-
morality of homosexuality and
states that bishops should not
permit the use of church build-

ings, including facilities ol<

Catholic schoOw and colleges,

for pro-homosexual move-(
ments. . .,

In August, the Vatican re-<

moved the Rev. Charles Curran I

from his teaching post at Cath-
olic University in Washington,
D.C. because his views on
sexual morality, including ho-

mosexuality, were in conflict

with Catholic teaching, which)
condones sexual relations only*

within marriage. E.S.D.>

Tailgating limited at U. of Delaware

(Ptwtobyadvnid)

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice p««s-
ident for StadoiC Life, said he is
more concerned with the goola
that Student Govemaeiit accom-
plishes than towhom they report.

Gorski and Stack were not
available for oonanent.
According to Allman, Student

Government is now in the process
of withdrawing from Student
Activities. Their new moderator,
in coi^unction with the ofifioe of
the dean of students, will be
Stephen McWilliams, Judicial
Affairs officer.

The University of Delaware
has inqileniented a new policy

that prohibits tailfi^ting while
football games are in progress.

The policy will be in effect for

.the remaining home games.
In the past, all-day tailgating

was the standard practice.
However, many problems
arose, such as damage to cars

land the field, as well as in-

creased accumulation of
garbage.

Advertisements placed in the

campus newspaper announc-
ing the new policy acknowl-
edged the important tradition
tailgating, but at the same time
stress that people should be
inside the stadium when games
begin.

Student opinions concerning
the new policy are mixed. Some (
claim that the policy is unfair.

Others believe that it will be
beneficial in helping to prevent
drunk driving.

E.S.D.

Responsible drinking promoted
The University of Vermont's

student chapter of BACCHUS
(Boost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Ifealth of Uni-
versity Students) will increase

the promotion of non-alcoholic

events this year and continue
to teach students about respon-

sible drinking. "

The chapter of BACCHUS
was created at the request of
University President Lattiei
Coor in the fall of 1982, aftert

four students were seriously

hurt in falls within three
weeks, some of which were
alcohohrelated.

DJ.S.
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SffiTARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

(215)645-7325

FILMSERIES—FALL *86
"^b And lalamic Wwlds Today"

THBHOBSEfEuritey)— Tue8.Nov.ll,7p.m. — ConneDyCenterCanema *ammeiU€Uor:GulSdman,Depl.o/History, Temple University

f

'^The Horee," is a story aboiit an illiterate peasant who takes his son to

Istanbid, h(^>hig to earn enotigfa as a pushcart peddler to buy his boy's

edncation and a better life; the film expk>res die social, economic and

politkad hardships of Uiis father's dream in the face of degradation and
abuse. (116 nun. color, li^.)

••ADMISSION IS FREE— open to the public^**
AU showings are in 16 mm with some prints in English and
others with subtitles. Each film will be preceded by a short
introduction by a guest speaker and followed by a cUscussion
with audience participation.

#

MN'SmmMHURAL BASKETBALL
ENTRIES CLOSE: Nov. 24 at 5 p.iii.

CtfTMNS' MEETINfil: Dec. 4at Spjii

tl
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By MAUREEN GAmUTY

iA
major crackdown on the

ossession of dangerous weapons
t the University of Delaware

ccurred recently. Eighteen stu-

lents were charged with assault

ince the beginning of the semes-

er, in three of those cases wea-

x)ns were used, and in one case

machine gun was confiscated.

Villanova's director of Security,

:hief Rowan Kelly said, "Villa-

lova has not had much of a iMioblem

kith students using or even
l>ossessing weapons. There were

f few incidents a year ago concern-

ing students using pellet guns.

t'hey were used for target practice

n fences, but there was the

possibility that a potentially

Liability
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Collegiate Athletic Association

(NCAA) began an insurance pro-

gram to cover injury to student

athletes. The program provides

universities like Villanova with

insurance coverage for cata-

strophic events, such as an athlete

becoming a quadriplegic.

i Acetocommented that
, '

'Not too

inany people want togive coverage

tor
catastrophic events, so the

4CAA offers coverage." Aceto
aid that all varsity and club

ports are covered under the

CAA program or by a private

nsurance carrier.

^ Fenner said that although insu-

rance coverage is not a problem,

Villanova cheerleaders eliminated

their trampoline routines a few
rears ago because, "The insurance

:ompany said they were no longer

covering trairopoUne stunts. So we
;old the athletic dl^rtment fo

* bck up the trampoline.

i "The NCAA program covers

^^arsity athletics, but there's a gap
Jhere for intramurals," Fenner
said. "Since intramurals are 'self-

insured' at the present time, if

there's an injury, students go to

Iheir individual insurers for cov-

erage. Most are covered under
iheir parents' insurance policies.

But this coverage is only to a

certain point. After that point

when the money limit of coverage

s exceeded], it's unknown who
vould pick up the tab, Villanova

>r the student."

jEffect on Villanova
Will increases in insurance

premiums and the risks of liability

suits affect universities like

Villanova?

"Anything that increases costs

to a university is therefore gmitg

to have an effect on programs,

'

Martin believes. "In an institu-

tion, this translates to increases

in tuition dollars or decreases in

rrograms.
. "What Villanova can do is

support efforts before the; state

and other legislative bodies to

Resolve the liability insurance
Crisis through such things as laws

capping recoveries."

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY
TOMEETPEOPLE

MONTHLY
PUBLICATION
AaAGES
SAMPLED
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dangerous situation could ari^e."

'Kelly attributes the use of thuese

gyns to a "juvenile attitude** on
the part of the students involved.

The University's policy on
weapons, described under "Dan-
gerous Practices" in the Blue
Book, states:

"No student shall engage in any
activity which shall endanger the

health, safety, well-being, or

property of another student or

member of the University com-

munity. [This includes] projectiles

involving gunpowder or other

propellants, or any object or

substance thrown with the poten-^

tial of defacing or damaging*
personal or University property or

causing personal injury or disrup-

tion.

Those found guilty of any
activity involving pfQiectiles may
be subject to a $50 fine and/or loss

of campus residency."

Although deadly weapons are

not a mi^or concern at Villanova,

fireworks, lit ^[asoline bottles (also

known as ^'molotov cocktails")

and slingshots have been encoun-

tered, according to sources. One
source said that recently a gaso-

line bomb, made by Kghting a beer

bottle stuffed- with tissues or

paper towels Soaked in gasoline,

was thrown at a security guard.

It has also t)een reported that

students have bk)wn up windows
usiiig fireworks. The source ex-

plained that major sportingevents

like the World Series have a

tendency to incite violence.

Although many studieiits siid

^hat they feel safe at Villanova,

some students reported that they

caipy mice for proiiktion when
walking around campus at night.

Personal safety is one explana-

tion for some oC the Weapons 0n
campus. One student sttid that it

is not uncommon for people living

in the city to carry maoe or a knife

with them for protection. When
city students oome bick totlim-

pus, they cairy these with them,
not with the intention of starting

trouble, but for their own protec-

tion in traveling back to school,

explained the stydent.

The weapon situation at Villan-

.ova has been described as
"controlled."

'i.-^t'-'"
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Issues must be met
with open minds

Current issues in our world and at Villanova have
recently demonstrated that there is an alarming amount
of closemindedness on our campus. The Curran case at
Catholic University, minority enrollment and scholarships
and homosexuals* rights have all emerged as major topics
at Villanova. And unfortunately, in several cases, they
have been met with a discouraging lack of intelligent
thought and debate.

The entire Villanova community exists for the
purpose of learning. We are all here not only to find out
about mathematical formulas or poets or accounting
methods. We are here to grow as individuals by listening
to and considering other viewpoints.

Interaction with a diverse group of people should be
the catalyst which brings new realizations and broader
understanding to the individual. This is what happens
at most colleges and universities. But this is not happening
for many students at Villanova. And the evidence can
clearly be seen not only in some of last week's letters
to the editor and "On Campus" responses, but also in

comments and jokes made on the campus.
Every human being has a right to be respected, even

if that person is different from ourselves. Unfortunately,
the student population at Villanova is extremely
homogenous and most dress, act and think in a similar
way; it takes much courage to be a non-conformist. Instead
of berating those who may think differently, we should
encourage their input.

Collie is a four-year period when we are given the
unique opportunity to learn and consider our direction
in life. A major part of this should be exposure to different
people and different ideas. If we walk away from here
with a diploma and the same prejudices and way of thinking
that we arrived with, we have missed the whole point.

/'

Peace marcii siiows

rarie dedication
Four-hundred special people have recently arrived in

the Philadelphia area. These people are the core of the
Great Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament, a
march across the United States to convince the public
and government of the need for a test-ban treaty and
eventual nuclear disarmament. Whether one agrees with
their cause or not. these people should be applauded for
their extreme dedication to a cause.

Fon nine long months these individuals have been
on the road. They have left their homes, jobs and families
for the sake of their belief. They have given up the material
comforts of a house or apartment to camp out in towns,
cities and rural districts all over the country. Leaving
Los Angeles, California, on March 1, they have literally
walked across the United States because they believe in
something and will act for that belief.

Mary Beth Boessen, a person who has been with the
march since its beginning, came to Villanova Monday to
teach a Peace and Justice class. She said that although
this march along cannot stop the threat of nuclear arms,
it is important because it is another way of showing the
government just how seriously Americans take this issue.
Moreover, it has helped to show people that their votes
and their actions can add up and bring about change.

The people in the Great Peace March have demon-
strated a genuine example of dedication to a cause. Such
enthusiasm and devotion of individuals is rare in today's
society and their efforts are to be praised. More
importantly, as Boessen said, "We did this thing that was
'"IP!?•*^- ^* ^^^ shown people that they can make
^adtffereiice/*

Letters to tiie Editor

Homosexuals aren't sinners
to the Editor:

I was shocked by the letter to

the Editor in last weelc's Villan-

ovan which vehemently opposed
.the toleration of homosexuals in

society. The writer of the letter

claimed that it was a violation of

Christian principles and that

according to the Bible, the sexu-

ally deviant have no place with

God.
I am a ''practicing" heterosex-

ual and am far from a "homo-
phile," however I became very

disturbed at the "holier than
thou" tone that came across in

this letter.

The author of the letter.referred

to passages in the Bible which
forbade sexual immorality. How-
ever, the vengeful God of the Old
Testament is a more loving and
forgiving God as preach^ by
Jesus Christ in the New
Testament.

I am not discounting what the

Old Testament says but am more
influenced by the ideas that "He
who has not sinned shall cast the

first stone" and to "Judge not and
you shall not be judged'* thatJesus

preached about. The author of the

letter in last week's Villanovan
seemed to bejudging homosexuals
as sinners.! do not know what
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causes homosexuality; whether it

is inborn or due to environmental
factors;but regardless, it is clearly

something that is not chosen. It

is something that can't bechanged
and is something that they must
live with; and everyone has a right .

.

to seek a lifestyle that wil^jnake
them most happy. " '

For those that think that society ,

should make an effort to change
homosexuals into heterosexuals,

that would be just as ignorant as
those nuns in the "olden'* days
who used to force left-handers to

write with their right hand.

I think one^has to ask where
Villanova is going as a progressive

liberal arts University when they

are using outdated attitudes to

deal withtoday/s problems. The
homosexual problem is a problem
that needs to be dealt with instead

of ignored. Yes, Villanova is a
Catholic institution and the Cath-
olic Church does not permit ho-

mosexuality; howiever the Catho-
lic Church also doesn't permit oral

sex or masturbation and some-
how, I think that th^re are a few
violators of those prihdples out
there ij* the student body of
Villanova.

It is time to deal with today's

problems with a more pragmatic
means so that the solutions will *

benefit all of society.

Joanne Devereux.
Qass of 1987
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By LAHRY GOANOS

Here I am a^Vii, back for the
* third HQiii9Qaimi» since my gra-

duation i|l jMay 1$(M. I marvel at
how difM^Uy 1 perceive Home-
comingjiow that I've graduated.
As an mdmwniA, I viewed it as
the GraodlC^ Weekend of every
alumnuSfre^cpense. What inno-
cence. What naivete. What
stupidity,

.

Now Homecoming is a weekend
of reunion. A chance to see old
friends, old professors, old hang-
outs. I drink in the nostalgia. I feel

old at 24. You will too, undeigrads.
You already have, fellow alums.
If nothing else, Homecoming Week-
end is a focal point for chronicling
change in our lives. Once wp
played Boston College in our
Homecoming Game. Now we bat-
tle Central Connecticut. Times
have changed.

I guess I'm writing this article

mainly for the benefit of under-
grads, after all, how many alumni
read the Villanovan when they
return tocampus for Homecoming
Weekend? Not many, I'd say.
Anyway, what 1 nave to say to

undergrads is twofold. First of all,

enjoy your remaining days on
campus. As an alumnus who was
faced many a night with the
inevitable choice between going to

Kelly's and doing homework, let

me say this: in three years you
won't remember doing either so

you might as well go to Kelly's

: injoy jMir Stay at V.U.
and have some fun.

Secondly.) my message to you is

that the taoet important things

youH take away from campus on
graduatien day won't be the facts

concerning marginal utility, vec-

tors (M.E. s.are you listening?) or
hislolqgy charts, but rather fnend-
shipe. That's nght folka. Thegeek
living next door to you now in the
dorm may someday turn out to be
your roommate in Chicago, so
don't write him off yet. You can
never tell what will happen.

I was talking on the phone the
other day to one of my former
Villanova roommates who, all of

a sudden, stated this keen obser-

vation about our beloved alma
mater: "You know, the worst
thing about Villanova is also the
best, everybody is so alike."
That's' probably true but I really

don't mind. The similarities are
welcome: kindness, concern for

fellow men, supportivcness and
honesty. It's corny but true. And
the chances are, if you're reading
this, you'll agree with me.
This past summer I lived in

New York, thanks to an inexpen-
sive apartment I was able to share
with a fellow V.U. alumnus. One
night when I was on the town
with some other Villanovans, one
of the guys summed up what's so
special about Villanova in a rather

oblique way. This alumus, a guy
who I knew not in college but have
come to know and like since

graduation, said: "You know

4f Malimnfif Nflio iTMlSKerfMHViifl^
Miivmiralv to JMb^f Mtfd^

what I really liked about Villan-

ova? The people. For instance,
even though I now live in New
York, I'd let a guy from V.U. stay
with me overnight and not think
twice about leaving my wallet out
in front of him while I sleep. If

he went to Villanova I'd know I

could trust him."
Maybe that statement from a

guy who I didn't even know when
we were both spending our four
undergraduate years contempo-
raneously here on the Main Line
sums up my attitude towards
Villanova, perhaps more than any
other words could. We don't have
the biggest football stadium, the
most voluminous library or the
highest SAT's, but what we do
have makes the most difference:

the people.

Everybody may be accused of

being alike at Villanova but that's

O.K., you can never have too

much of a good thing. I'd rather
have a campus full oi good people
than a diversity consisting of

jerks, liars and good people mixed

together.

Well, anyway, enough of this

maudlin philosophizing. It's prob-

ably time to fill our cups one more
time before the football game
starts. It looks like we really have
to go io the stadium this year, but
that's all right, maybe the next

Howie Long is waiting inside. Ant
if he is, we can be sure we won!
have to hide our wallets when he
comes to visit.

Larry Goanos is a member of tin

Class of 1984 and a former sports
editor of the Villanovan,

-ft^y'^*.
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to 'blatantly racist' op-ed
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e should tolerate

{homosexual people
TotheEditOR

This letter is in direct response
to the Oct. 31 letter of Christian

Hunt who, in his myopic insanity,

condemns homosexuals.
He writes, "We must not toler-

ate the confused, misguided ideas

that the sexually immoral portray.

Rather, we should confront and
try to help those who are acting
in such an inadequate manner.'
I guess the first question to Hunt
should \x, to whom is this *'in-

adequate?Vlfhe answer is thdt it's

inadequate to a certain socio-

economic group, namely the
upper-middle class. Hey, Hunt,
isn't it so satisfying to smooth out

aberrants? Doesn't it just give you
such a wonderful sense ol moral
noblesse oblige?

Let me guess the socio-economic

background of Hunt. He was born
to white, upper-middle class par-

ents who sent him to a prep school

where he was unconsciously
taught to stay away from "unde-
sirables," probably because they
might get dirt on the preppies'

oxfords. It's hard for me to read
an article like Hunt's because it

V reminds me of the insanity that

I happened to Jews, Catholics and
'i Gypsies during WWII.

J
Let me reveal two sentences,

I
one verbatim, the other loosely

i paraphrased:

Hunt said, "Prostitution, crime,
and homosexuality still epitomize
the underworld of loose morals
and blatant unethical ideals."

Loosely paraphrased: "Jews,
|Cathotics and Gypsies still epi-

itomize the underworld of loose

morals and blatant unethical
ideals."

If you could pick up both state-

ments and place one on top of the
other you'd see that there's not
much difference in the level of

sadistic intolerance. The first

sentence was written by Hunt; the
second was paraphrased from
Hitler's philosophy.

It is clear to me that t^is

intolerance is arbitrary, designed
to vindicate the propriety of

white, land-owning males. In the
hands of "people like Hunt, the

Bible becomes a prostitute, subject

to the repressed whims of close-

minded people. One of the very
things that Hunt is strikingdown,
namely prostitution, is inherent
in his use of the bible. It seems
pretty obvious that Hunt, and
people who think like he does,

must first search for himself
before he condemns someone
else's choice of philosophy or
lifestyle.

In the Woody Allen film, "Han-
nah and Her Sisters," one char-

acter, after watching a documen-
tary on Hitler's extermination
camps, says, loosely paraphrased,
"All of these narrators sit around,
shake their heads and wonder
how this atrocity could ever
happen. The question should
really be. Why doesn't it happen
more often, given human nature?
It does happen, of course ... in

subtler ways."

Christopher Gannon
Qasaof 1960

Respect the liberty of all,

including the homosexuals

iGays iieed freedom
To the Editor:

We are stunned after reading
"Homosexuals must not be toler-

;
ated" (Oct. 31 issue of the ViUan-

-ovan). Christian Hunt's letter
* makes it impossible to close our
eyes any longer to the ugly fact

that prejudice is alive and well on
the Villanova campus. We fear to

ask ourselves how many others
feel as Mr. Hunt does.

Hunt presupposes that "...

_ apathy . . . allows immorality to

flourish." Is it inconceivable that
some "allow" homosexuality to

exist because they believe in the

Constitution of the United States,

which emphasizes freedom of

choice for all? Hunt asserts that
our country was founded on God.
On the contrary, the United States
was founded on a desperate need

I for freedom to live according to

f one's own code, and toleratk>n of

'those whose beliefs differ from
': one's own.

I Also questionable is Hunt's

> perception of iporal and immoral
behavior. The word is used loose-

ly, without ever defining what he
means by it.

He obviously consider lumsielf

to be moral and doesn't hesitate

; to judge others to be immoral. For
1 example, **

... the Church, and
other moral members of society . .

.

1^
suppress immorality that threat-

* ens our society's well-being."

} According to Aristotle, morals
. are dictated by each individual's

I
code of ethics, making it impos-

sible to dictate one's own morals

to another. The sole way to he

^-immoral is to deny epeself

.

^ To ke a practicing hanosaMMrf •

means having the courage toi

acoofdinf toa Mostyle that <

fronMhe norm. Opan I

must be certain ol

baliavc in aadtr to accept
hoatttity and ridictile with wl
thty are barragad by a

.psroMiHif of the [

WOfll.

What is most ironic in Hunt's

letter is his confidence in his own
Christianity. Consider Jesus
Christ; what would He do about
homosexuality today? Would He
make homosexuals outcasts?

Would He condemn them for

practicing an alternate lifestyle?

Would He love them and accept

them because.they too are human
beings with human qualities and
potentials?

No one is asking people like

Hunt to «t on a soap-box and
crusade for the rights of the
homosexual community. We do
ask that you recognize that people

of all beliefs and practices have
the light to live their lives private-

ly without the intolerant condem-
nation of others. We ask that you
pif&i your mind and reassess what
it means to practice a truly Chris-

tian philosophy.

Susan Wuest -

Richard Wu^st

To the Editor:

After reading Christian Hunt's

letter, "Homosexuals must not be

tolerated," I fait con^Iled to

dispute the mistaken ideas that

"our country was founded on
God" and that *'God and the

church serve as our foundation of

morals/' and the reppressive

implications which those ideas

convey.

First of all, if one asked any
political science professor what
our country was founded on, rest

assured, the answer ivttaUi nol be

al simple as "God."W of the

things our country is founoed^m
is freedom. One ol the foremost

freedoms American citizens pos-

sess is the freedom of religion. Our
founding fathers guaranteed this

freedom by separating the govern-

ment from any particular church
or religion, thus alkywing Amer-
icans to worship any god, or not

worship at all.

Another guaranteed freedom is

the right of every citizen to make
his own moral judgments and live

his life anyway he wants, as long

as he does not infringe on the

rights of others. This freedom also

means that no one has the right

to enforce one's own moral stand-

ards on another person.

However, there are some people

who wduld have us believe that

every American should behave
according to one set of mpral
standards. People sudi as Jerry

Falwell of the infamous "Moral
Majority," who would like to see

everyone conform to %ib way of

thinking, and would be c^ly too

happy to deny people their basic

frcMsdoms in order to "help them
see the Way" — that is, his way.

In Hunt's letter, he states that

"we must not tolerate the con-

fused, misguided ideals that the

sexually immoral portray." Actu-
ally, it is the confused, misguided
ideals that he portrays that we
must always be on guard against,
because those repressive ideas
threaten to undermine our right
to decide how we want to live our
lives.

-So, before we all go out and
"confront and try to help" homo-
sexuals and the "sexually immor-
al," as Hunt suggests, let us
remember the civil rights and
liberties of all Americans — not

just the ones that we agree with.

Let us also remifter that the same
laws which protect honiosexuals

today also prot<scted^atfibfi^ not

so long ago when they were
discriminated agninst.' Or Is it

easier to forget ail of that v^en
we're discrin^inat^ng against some-
one else? , \ .

''

Oahte J. Scaia
Claaaofl990

Students are bisensltive
To the Editor:

Paul Schmid's feature, "On
Campus," is a welcome addition

to the Villanovan. In the Oct. 31
edition of your newspaper, Schmid
asked the question, '*If Villanova's

homosexual community were to

establish a forum what format
should it take?

I cannot tell you my surpiH-
and disappointinent to read the

immature, insensitive, homo-
phobic, and unchristian re-

sponse! of the five young ladies

(and.! use the term advisedly)

interviewed. If their responses

were indicative ol the type of air-

head ladies of the '806, it's time

for Villanova to rethink its sutus
as a coeducatKHial ttisthution of

higher learning.

I was particularly offended by

Melissa Loin's comments. Long
should pve serioiis donsideratkm

to chan^nt her major from nurs-

ing. Nursing nquir^s dedication,

maturity and oompaasinn for all

people. Pity the foff AIDS pa
tients wha wtt ht sufcjact to this

"angel of mttcy.'* As an al|eraa-

tive to niwiamfBfhaps dbc cmiki

'•a

atllMT

collective consciences of Jones,

Bonino, Long, D'Angelo and
O'Donnell would be raised.

I suggest someone clue these

ladies in on the f^Kpt that homo-
sexuals also come in the female

variety. One can only wonder the

clevef remarks which would have

issued forth from this frivolous

fivesome had the topic been equal

rights for women or civil ri^ts

for blacks.

Bigotry, hatred, and ignorance

have no place at an ^ucational

institution. In protest, I intend to

withhold my annual contribution

to the university and along with

it my employer's matching
contribution.

In addition I will pray for these

young ladies to realise their insen-

sitivityand uncharitable behavior

and to find the proper forum in

which to apologize toevery person,

straight andgay,who is concerned

with the welfare, dignity and
respect for all of God's creations.

, Michael F. Score
Ciaa8ofl973

End feminist Stereotypes
To the Editor:

I feel that, unfortunately, many
have an erroneous idea of the

meaning of* feminism. Feminism
does not mean mandatory agree-

ment with such issues as a pro-

choice stance regarding abortion

or homosexuality, nor does it

mean a hatred of men. Feminism
baaically means, (from Wehat«r*f
Dklionary) ^'orgaiiiaed activitya»
the behalf of wanee's ri^its and

youinteretta.

aUvfadl^afrtDhe.

for mi9mmm$'lkar beliefs, k^
hvJMWiMr bath

Homosexuals find the feminist

cause advantageous for express-

ing their beliefs because the
feminist goal involves erasing the

stereotype^ that narrowly bind

people to disadvantageous charac-

teristics.
~

These groups comprise just a
portiiil ef the feminist movement.
It's thne to jKknowlac^ie exactly

what itmkMMt is. lAny agree

widi the basic pdndples and
IhiK af« aumy dMmaon goals,

sudi as pair ieqjii^. that we can
att warii an laimer.
. nut pteasc dsn'J kit thecommon
-§mU that wUr^^Miefit all be

ahtMMMd and Wt to whither

hacause y«y don't agree with

^^asrteinlagtiaiit'thiliiaeiwunaam

IjaAjMhide to aaasm^liih thiir

spaoiiic gBais.

in¥iMi^| bgr p

7,

A« -

Tothefiditor:

After having read<' ibft article
•Treat minorities lil^ the itst of
us by Christine Wkrik^. 31
issue o£the ViUaiKvvaaXiBd not
only the desire but ttif paed to
respond to a most dafinite sense
of ncpitwity aioiri at mihorities
and, m particular, MKks which
I find permeaj^ Will's letter.

My main jjargUQient against
Wnuk is that sKe is attempting
to defend a position which might
easily be termed "prejudiced"
with insufficient and, in some
cases, even inaccurate prod to*

support it. ./ ^

As a fellow pastoral musician
ofWnuk. Icannot helpbut wdnder
how she is able in good conscience
to stand before a congregation as
a leader of song and prayer pro-
fessing how we aH all children of
God and equal before Him, while
at the same time avowing that she
is "sickened to think that had

lahe] been borq VH^ ... " her Itfe

would have bmtfJBrft awre ea^.
^ th« reOgkMt'ti presidential

scholarship, I, imp admit that I

am truly jglid'fhat a person
sharing t{|^ir|»#8^of Wnuk was
not ch<»«n -jfi be presidential
scholar for It'Mieve that such a
person, d4i|iiite extraordinary
acaidavtfit eikd extra-curricular
meritifdon ndthest represent th^
quality and character expected
hoi^qnly of a presidential scholar
but even, more generally, of a trua'
student of Villanova Univet^y
whose motto is ''Veritas, Mte,
Caritas'* — *'truth, unity,
charity."

i do sympathise with Wnuk and
I do concede that her situation is

most unfortunate. However. I

firmly believe that she could have
responded to that situation in a
more adult and Christian manner.

Mary Francis McAleer
Class of 1988

has right

to revoke licenses
To the Editor:

Permit me to respond to Edwin
L. Goff's letter to the Editor fast

week, "Academic Freedom is

needed." Goff notes that "Fr.

Curran's research has conformed

scrupulously to the guidelines of

dissent established by the Vatican

n Council." However, he neglects
• to mention what those guidelines

are. However, I don't believe he

could since, as far as I can deter-

mine, there are ho guidelines for

dissent mentioned in the docu-

ments of Vatican II. •

Moreover, it would be impossi-

ble that such guidelines allow for

moral positions that contradict

the traditional and Scripturally

based teachings of the Catholic

Church.
Goff's letter is basically a de-

fense of Eh". Van Allen's position

(as reported in an earlier issue of

the Villanovan) that Rome's
revocation of. Curran's license

was Va clear violation of the
" principles of academic freedom,"

If 1 may disagree with Van
Allen, I do not see the Curran case

as a clear violation of the princi-

ples of academic freedom. I do
not see it as such because I believe,

the Catholic Church does have the

right to revoke the license of one

who has a special obligation to

loyalty where it concerns estab-

lished Catholic doctrine and the

Church's mission and who there-

fore presumably ought not to

teach as true positions at variance

with traditional, well-known Cath-

olic Church teaching and also

with Sacred Scripture (I assume

here that there can be no real

'conflict of rights).

Goff, in criticizing Miriam
McCue's letter, ventures a defini-

tion of "intellectual honesty."

While I do not wish to quarrel here

with his definition, I wish that he

would have considered that intel-

lectual honesty must also entail

a care for the truth.

Dr. Theodore J. Kondoleon
Philosophy Professor

Mhi

# 1 ( /

Campus
By PAUL SCHMID

This week the Villano-
van asks, "With all the
problems with the laundry
facilities, what are you
doing to get your wash
done?"

"I take it to the puddle
in front of Dougherty
when it rains."

Chris Hamburger
- freafaman
.bnahiess

\

"I moved off campus.
Now I have a pledge do it

for me."

Kevin Healey
junior

finance

i

"I have tons of clothes,

so I don't need to do the

laundry."

Kevin Kieman
junior

arts

"I moved off campus.
The washers there work
but now I have to pay for

it."

Rita Ciccariello
junior
math

"I send it parcel post to

Mom."
Russell Rosa

freshman
business

.x^

"I'm too busy with foot-

ball so I don't have time

to do laundry."

Daryl Stewart

'i have BMic clothes

than Kevin, to I don't

"No problem doirj( our

wash. The Prom King is

a wonderful landkNnd.

"
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miliiHty recniitiiieiit is
Td tiM Editor:

The message I received from

Christine A. Wnuk*s of^ed on
presidentiaTminority sclMlarshqis

only served to verify the existenoe

of an attitude I fear may be

prevalent among white studenta

at Villanova University. I believe

^nuk's letter is misleading to the

^neral public in several respads.

Upon reading the eligibility

luirements for the presidential

:holarship and the presidential

linority scholarship <of which I

Im a recipient) I fail to see where
[he differences lie, except in

:tual wording.

According to the admissi^s
lepartment, the total number of

lid admissions to Wnuk's class

?
umbered closer to 1,500 than

,900. In addition, by virtue of the

^AT requirements and essay

Composition, the actual pool of

Qualified applicants to the presi-

dential scholarship numbered
between 150 to 200 students

^figures obtained from the appro-

priate administrators).

Since approximately 20 presi-

iflential scholarships were
awarded to this population, simple

statistics reveal that 10 to 13

percent of the competitors re-

ceived scholarships. The presi-

dential minority scholarship be-

gan its competition from an
application pool of about 50 qual-

ified students. Since 5 presidential

,minority scholarships were

awarded last year, approximately

10 percent of the competition

received scholarshipa. fai actual-

ity, the presidential minority

scholarship is as challenginf and
competitive to win as the Preal-

dential'Scholarship.

Wnuk seenia to imply that

minorities are judged by different

criteria. Scnitimxation of her
quotations from the University

Bulletin 1965-86 shows she is

wrong. The presidential minority

scholarship serves to attract

highly taiented minorities to an
institution in which such a pop-

ulation is practically nonexistent.

The presidential minority scho-

larship is developed to interest

those' minorities who would nor-

mally be recruited by such insti-

tutions as Harvard and Princeton.

Indeed, I know of some minority

scholarship winners who have
declined in order to attend Prin-

ceton or Harvard. Villanova fails

to be a desirable climate for

minorities even when making an
oiitatanding offer.

Wnuk's letter also reveals some
underlying prejudice against black

students. '*tam sickened to think

that had I been bom black I would
have been encouraged to come
here. . .," she says. I remind eve-

ryone that the minority scholar-

ship is' open to Asians, ^labks,
Hispanics, and Native Americans.
Though Villanova recruitment

policy has become more aggr^-
sive, 1 certainly was not winraand

diaa4 Hi mmmli^vat (d tfaa

Univirlity ynmjim «a wM"

idiwlllkll iiiav9 bwsn (IttlKliJilQi

virioMtl^v^rali^ta 'myjfqilumm
etioiMlte. "»

In ndwayiaatteflriiMVWigwva
a free ride fora tuSioritf. In
addition to cbe rigoroufciuamfc
pnogram, whith we cmi hpiimt,

we are under added preaaiite iind

scrutiny of our perforniglK3e by
people like Wnuk. who eitl|^

resent our presence here or who
want to deny our acad^ic
capabBtties.

If Wnuk is 8Ug||e8ting to have
just one scholarshipprogram open
to all students, 1^1 gladly slack

my atadethic, extracurricular,

leadership and communicatkm
abilities along with those of any
other presidential minority scho-

larship recipient's up against any
other student's.

1 see nothingwrong with setting

up a program that awards approx-
imately four full scholarships to

qualified minorities. With the
conservative air and close-minded
nature of this campus population,

extra effort must be made to

attract minority students, other-

wise the familiar variation on the
Villanova name, "Vanillanova,"
will become more applicable than
ever.

Lynn C. Watts
Oass of 1988

Student displays arrogance by

questioning recruitment policy
Jo the Editon

This letter is being written in

response to the article written by
Christine A. Wnuk in the Oct. 31

issue of the Villanovan. Upon
reading the letter, I was appalled

at the fact that she is blaming
minorities for the possibility ci

her having to leave the University

and thus discontinuing her edu-

cation. By attempting to voice

such an opinion that is both
asinine and insulting to others

shows her arrogance and its need
\o be reviewed.

It sickens me to realizing that

there are some students who also

feel as she does and who probably
believe they are correct and the

University is wrong.
I am a minority student, in fact

I am black, and I too did extremely

well in high school by graduating

cum laude from The Philadelphia

High School for Girls, a very
prestigious school.

I was not considered for a

presidential scholarship, but was
the recipient of a Villanova grant.

In addition, I sought out other

resources such as the Guaranteed

Student Loan, Pell Grants, private

sources, etc. I am aware that my
family's resource will continue to

dwindle, but 1 will never sit back

and criticize the University's

attempts to recruit and keep
minorities here. It is obvious that

Wnuk fails to notice the recruit-

ment of more. A university cannot

survive on "ordinary, stereotypi-

cal white students" like Wnuk,
but on the diversity of having

intelligent, capable, able-minded

students of all races. When you

realize this, you will be able to

begin your ascent into the conti-

nuation of your education.

It is unfortunate that your
parents are unable to continue to

fund your educatkm her^ after

two years, but consider this

Wnuk: you could have always
chosen an institution that best fit

your financial needs. My advice

to Wnuk is to stop harping on
what seems to be a personal
problem and make yourwayto the
financial aid office located in

Kennedy Hall. I am sure if you
explain your situation, someone
would be more than willing to help

you.

As Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

said: "We must all learn to live

together as brothers or we will

perish as fools."

Karen L. Peterkin
aa88ofl989

Minorities earn their money
To the Editor:

The letter to the Editor in the

t. 31 issue written by Christine

jA. Wnuk concerning the presiden-

jtial scholarships was quite dis-

turbing. She should have limited

her generalizations and written

only of those situations with
jwhich she is personally familiar.

j
Informing us of her circumstan-

ces was perfectly all right. She
made her mistake, however, in

implying that all minority presi-

dential scholarship recipients had
io accomplish very little in order

to have been chosen.

'»

j I am a minority and I have been
airtunate enough to have received

Une of the scholarshipa for minor-
ities. I,,Uke sheJuook the ioitiatiife

Id bepn a coUeve search. I had
cunsidared Villanova quitea while
before,! knew of the poaaibility of

f^Kceiving a scholarship.

: Aftir'my SAT loorea wate
eirculilad lo vartoua univaraitiaa,

I WOifwl toMHwM SlMi # mMmKf^B

Villanova notifying me that I was
eligible to apply for the
sclK)larship.

I was ranked third in a class

of just bek>w 200 students, 1

received straight-A grades, and I,

too. was involved in a myriad of

extra-curricular activities. I was
vice-president of my class, captain

of the cheerleading squad, preai-

dem of the Spanish club and a

.siudeoi favacpqw»t represenU-

tive. The Hat.

( rmM i\

And if anyone is wondering if

my high idiool oonaiatad or a

majority o^aninariliaa, thaanawer
ia no. IaonpilHUiMiiat Uia white
sludonta Mrindit, at wall aa for

pMillina. ft mmf Hilp U> knawf

that I was accepted at an Ivy

League school, as well as at

Geoiietown University.

I do not know all of the leasons
that the University has for the

modification of standanto. Per-

haps SQMK of the faculty will

explain the natter. I ^ knaw,
however, that I lud tp accampliah

a lot in oHar to be diaaan aa a
recipient. Villanova did wttk iuat

'hand*' meHie ictiolnmhip. ^
worked to achieve such a bliirtny
I feel aarry for thoae of us who
cannot accept thair laasaa, caunt

their hliaainp and continu^o try

(orthanaKt

-V. '*»'

Anti-homosexual
letter is appalling
To the EditoR

As a graduate of Villanova, and

a former staff columnist for your

newspaper, I was appalled at your

publishing Christian Hunt's hate-

mongering letter, as well as being

appalled with the destructive

content of the letter itself.

It's not chic to support unpop-

ular causes, such as gay rights,

but no one has freedom unless all

have freedom -- in the long run.

Hunt's advanced Christian
mentality has not allowed him
any independent thoughts, evi-

dently, as the content of his brain

seems to be programmed by the

Bible — that awe-inspiring docu-

ment that needs no facts to back
it up.

Hunt foolishly confuses many
issues. Firstly, he pretends that,

"homosexuality is morally
wrong," then asserts that it is

also, "religiously wrong." And
pretends these are two separate

issues^

The essence of any religion is

its set of values (which, although

always imposed upon the flock of

sheep, remains only relative and
not absolute; for, if values ivere

absolute, then they would be able

to be proven to hold absolutely and
we know this is not accurate.

But as a humanist, I am of-

fended with the undisguised poi-

son belching from the mind of

Hunt when he says, "Wemust not

tolerate the confused, misguided

ideals that the sexually immoral
portray. Rather we should con-

front . . . those who are acting in

such an inadequate manner."
What, askle from Hunt's un-

founded arrogance, is inadequate?

If Hunt is facing a sexual crisis,

he should seek professional help

(not in the arena of religkm — but

in the science of psychology)- If

he's not having a crisis, then he

should take some logic courses

before pontificating^^upon subjects

he is confused about By his ignor-

ance (i.e., sexuality, morality,

ethics, god, etc.).

Too mlany people pretend their

religion and the Bible are some-,

how less dangerous an addiction

that cigarettes or alcohol or other

drugs.

What a truly wonderful world
this would be if everyone had the

intolerance suggested, by his

religion, to Christun Hunt.

In such a world I'd be the first

to throw a Christian to the lions!

Michael Perilatein
Ciaas of 1973

Student seeks cerrectioii
TotheEditor:

' I am writing this letter concern-

ing the unprofessionalism which
was shown in the Villanovan
last week. The problem was in the
On Campus section. I was asked
my opinion on the subject of

homosexuals, a community which
I am very strongly against, espe-

cially here at Villanova.

1 was asked what my opink>n

is concerning Villanova 's homo-^

sexual community and, if they

w«re to receive permission to

establish a forum, what format
they should follow. I was very

surprised to see that my answer
was taken entirely out of context,

with the last statement I made
being totally omitted.

The answe^ which was printed

was, "I think they shouM have a
building and a newsletter"; whe-
reas the refutatkm I submitted
stated. "I thifik they should have
a building, a newsletter, and »
club ... upside their heads.** Aa
you can see, there is a signifKant

difference.

I can uadersUnd the fact that

due la the liberal viewpoint of the
VMawwan, mayke you tliought

that my reply ekher was not in

accordance with your "profession-

al" standards, or that it did not

give Villanova's homosexual com-
munity a "fair shake." Nonethe-

less, if you are going to omit the

brunt of someone's answer, then

consequently, don't print any-

thing at all.

1 feel that a retraction should

be printed in this week's issue of

the newspaper, along with this

letter because your foul-up has
subsequently caused me more
problems than it is worth. Also,

something which may have began

as harml^ fun, could end up as

a case bf slander for your paper.

Michael D. O'Keeffe

Editor** Nottt According to

federal law, it ii^itkgal for any
publication to print comments
fkich advocate violence. It is the

fight and responsibility of all

editors to edit suck comments, and
tkh mas done in the aue t/ Mr
i>'Kmffe, B^tmd the legal limita

tiam, A^odihrkmd a moral and
eikkai dmij^ la remam tmck an
afftmum ommumi. Tkfi VUtmmM

wilt

/

Mmd*%gtrmA aav<eral hiaaaa

to the aminhta iidii oniMy ^hiak,

lyad mm \im HaraoHypiaii

ffk\>m to seeing

maile it ratnar clear, I

in Ma nMalry that the

of .aaiialift. nm

::i^-

. \

'jiyj.

,»^" .
*•-
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iusiirass Minis at Wayne bar
By MONICA J. PICA

Many Villanovans are unaware
of the tiest kept secret in Delaware

,
County— the reopeningofWayne
Beef and Ale. On May 23 Michael
MiUno 22, and Joe Mijano 30, of

Conshohocken welcomed their
first customers into the renovated
tavern. The establishment's new
vitality is apparent not only in the
decor, but also in the cuisine and
clientele.

Once heavily patronized by
underage drinkers, Wayne Beef

and Ale now caters to an older,

more sophisticated crowd. "We're
tough about carding the
drinkers," adds Michael. This
shift in the tai^et market from the

18-to-20 to the25-to-35 age bracket
contributes to a more relaxed

drinking and dining experience.

Homemade comestibles served in

a friendly atmosphere character-

ize Milano's Wayne Beef and Ale's

new image.

Tucked away on the corner of

West Wayne Avenue and Cones-

toga Road, the'reataurant does not

occupy a "prime** Main Line
location. *'Unlike any otjier place

on the Main Line, we're off the
beaten path." Yet, this fact is a
merit and not a detriment to the
owners in terms of their market-
ing ploy. Michael reflects, "Once
our customers try us, they always
come back."

These optimistic entrepreneurs
possess confidence in their endea-
vors primarily because they are

backed by the moral support of

their cooperative family. "Eve-

ryone chips in. Mom does most of

the cooking, and my sister comes
by if Joe and I cannot be here."

Benefiting from such input, the

family holds corporate meetings
every month where they discuss
problems, solutions and new
ideas. New ideas taking shape this

month are the additions of live

entertainment on Friday and
Sunday nights, Saturday import
nights, "all the crab legs you can
eat for $10.95" on Friday nights

— aiid varioua homemade specials

throughout the week.

To implement the innovative

ideas, the Milano brothers utilize

much of their education and
previous experience. Michael and
Joe received degrees in business

management from Montgomery
County Community College and
The Art Institute of Pittsburgh,

respectively, and have developed

leadership ability and manage-
ment skills through various em-
ployment experiences.

Through a private financing

company, the Milanos were able

to purchase Wayne Beef and Ale

.

in February and, obtain a liquor

license. In three months they had

the establishment ready for busi-

ness. "There was a lot of work
to do. The previous owners left

a pig sty." With unmatched ef-

forts, and round-the-clock-work,

Milano's Wayne Beef and Ale

finally pulled together as a suc-

cessful eating and drinking
establishmenT.

Unstable Tuition Futures

program deceives parents
By TAMI PETER

Many parents today in mostly

middle-class families are tempted

by the offer of advanced payment
or collie tuition — 18 years in

advance. Although Villanova Uni-

versity is not currently consider-

ing such an option, this new plan

is suggested by many colleges who
think paying now would save

families money in the long run.

But the "tuition-futures" plan

has a problem. If the child does

not attend that school, the parents

only get back their initial invest-

ment — with no interest. Richard

Anderson, a financing specialist

at Columbia University's

Teachers College told The Wall

Street Journal recently, "To lock

yourself into a single institution

years in advance doesn't make

sense" since parents cannot pre-

dict where their child's interests

will lie.

However, many parents feel the

advantages outweigh the disad-

vantages. Even in the event that

the child is not accepted to that

institution, some schools will put

a portion of their futures toward

preparatory work at a community

college or toward entrance as a

transifer.

Still, this fact does not secure

that the college will maintain its

qtiality or prestige. During an 18-

year period, a school's reputatkm

chaises, sometimes for the worse.

Not only is the tukinn^utures

plan uncertain about schools

repncataana, but alao alMMt Infla-

tkm and tax levela. 9m CK^iipfe.

many sdiaala, JndMdJjgJMiia at

the Ivy I »> aaaanlhf mtro-

:»ie«il»*^Vfc*«>«»'-

(Photo by Samboco)

Gary B. Fenner, vice president of Financial Affairs, sees no need for

a tuition-futures plan at Villanova.

Anderson points out, however,

that the amounts to be saved are

modest at best. Parents could

probably do better investing the

same amount in a 7-10 percent

yield provkled inflation does not

increase more rapidly than in

recent vears.

Gary Fenner, vice president of

Financial Affairs, says VilUnova

will not be offering a similar

tuitkm-futures plan at this time.

He explains that the major reason

for this type of program is neces

sity. In other words, the program

is deaicned to attract more stu-

dents from a shrinking applkant

pooL Ffenner simply *«s aotsee

a need to enact Such a prograni

tecauaa VillMWMi'a niinntyol

hna nulla li|a oanlrary prowem
•- - It

(Photo |}y Schmid)

The cofnlortable atmosphere and home-style cooking keep paUrons
returning to Wayne Beef and Ale.

Tax Reform Act
threatens schools
By iOUSTIN A. SWITALA

The 1986 Tax Reform Act could

cost education 16.5 percent, se-

riously impacting educational
fund raising, according to Mike
McNamee, a Washington econom-
ics correspondent for the Dallas

Morning News.
This means that out of every

1988, $1 will be consumed by

federal taxation. On a larger scale,

if a school such as Villanova were

to collect $500,000 in a "Covenant

III" campaign, $82,500 of the

contributions would be lost to the

government.
Besides this initial loss, the act

will harm education in four other

areas, according to Lawrence B.

Lindsay, a Harvard University

economist, in an Aug. 25 Wall

Street Journal interview:

L Scholarship money not used

for tuition would be taxed, even

if students needed it for food.

2. The interest paid on student

loans would no longer be

deductible.

3. The ability to issue tax-free

bonds would be curbed, forcing

some colleges to drop building

plans or else borrow more costly

money.
4. The proposed law would

lower tax rates, thus raising the

net cost to donors of their char-

itable outlays.

Lindsay specifies this last effect

as the biggest threat to education,

because charitable donations
would no longer be deductible for

filers who fail to itemize. In other

words, big donators would no
longer have the tax-break incen-

tive that they previously enjoyed.

sities like Villanova would either

have to curb building projects of

program expansions, or raise

students' tuition to cover these

expenditures.

For students receiving financial

aid, the proposed tax on scholar-

ships and grants hangs over them

like an ominous cloud. According

to Janice Simpson of the Wall

Street Journal, however, under-

graduates would be impacted less

severely than graduate students:

"These students [undergradu-

ates! could avoid paying taxes on

grant aid, by using such money

solely for tuition while relying on

loans and earnings to cover living

expenses."
Graduate students usually use

their aid to defer both tuition and

living costs. By taxing these

expenses, Jthe government coulcl

actually dissuade students front

pursuing masters, doctorate and

professional degrees.

benefits higher income families."

In order to be enrolled in this

tuition futures plan, a person

must pay the full amount upfront.

And the only people who can

afford to do this are the higher

income families.

This fact might explain why Ivy

League and other prestigious

schools offer a prepaid tuition at

freshman-year pnces. One reason

for this plan may be to enable the^^

institutkxis to use the four-years'

tuition money to make their

schools more appealing, because

they are in competition to attnct

the best hkh school students.

With betternidlities and improve-

ments, students are more apt to

dwoae that ichool oyer an equally

(lualified idiofll with less of a

hat only titt beat sluients to

dmm faMB Ji^A tharafoK haa no

worry al^of latocitinn -^

First Card arrives

In the caae of Villanova. there

is no naad to convinoe atudsiiU

to attand. Thia fact oMptoini why

Sliaryl Ulto. hiii«r. aaya VWaii-

ov« li at **a wait Md aae mada.

tataU

t By SUSAN TOLVE

Non-working undergraduate

students can obtain a credit card

through a new program of First

Card (formerly Visa). The pro-

gram IS the first of its kind and

operates by having parent's gua-

rantee to pay any debts of their

children.

Since the First Card undergrad-

uates receive is in their name,

students are able to esuUish a

credit history. This credit can be

helpful in obtaining other charge

cartis and loans.

Three credit Unes are available:

$500, $750 and $1,000. According

to Robert Stock, a marketing

offk«r for First Card. 'The appli

catHNi is testing what credit line

most people chooae. Generally the

cf«dit line checked is the credit

line received."

Undergraduates receive the

tame First Card as people under

the original prafram. and pan uae

r ehawacard in any of the 4.4

billion places First Card is accept-

ed worldwide.

Twenty-four hour-a-day emer-

gency cash is available through

9,800 Visa Automatic Teller Ma-

chines. In addition, 160,000 finan-

cial service offices provide cash

advances to First Card holders.

Although it is not stated on the

application, an annual fee of $20

is required to keep a First Card.

Amoco Motor Club offers a First

Driver Protection Plan for an

additkmal $34. Upon graduation,

students can convert their First

Card and remove the parental

guarantee as tong as there were

no previous payment problems.

Ideas for designmg a credit card

for undergraduates devek>ped last

sprii«. This fall, promotion bepm
natkm-wide on more than 300

campuaes, including Villanova.

Stock said that it was too earl

to compile dau on the

but "it kioks like it is going to

sucoaaaful

1-^
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By STAGEY WILiQNS

A nighl out at Villafiova has
become synonymous with import
night at Kelly's or Ttiug night at

» Friendly's. For the Villanovan
looking for a fresh alternative to
the predictable "V.U." social
scene, the answer is right under
your nose.

Vasey Theatre is one of the best
kept secrets on campus. An affor-

dable change of pace, at Vasey
Theatre, a "real date" can cost
less than a night of pounding.
The student discount rate of $5

^r ticket does not reflect the
quality of the show. Despite
cramped quarters, a tight budget

.

and small staff, the Theatre
continues to generate first-rate

theatrical productions, according
to Lon Winston, associate theater
professor.

Winston attributes the Thea-
tre's renewable source of strength
to the actors trained by Villano-

va's theatre department. Since
1980 Villanova has Mered an
undergraduate degreeTh theatre,
in addition to its reknowned
master's program.
Any student can volunteer his

or her services by lending a hand
^

Fr. Greeley

reaction
By SUSAN TOLVE

The anticipation of a speaker at

Villanova does not always spark

gossip pr lead to an anonymous
note left for Rich Domenico,
lectures coordinator of the Villan-

ova Union. But not every speaker

is Andrew Greeley — novelist,

sociologist, professor, historian,

journalist -- and priest.

According to Domenico, the

anonymous letter, which was sent

through inter-office mail, said

that he was "insulting the Villan-

ova Community and feeding his

IGreeley'sl ego."

Out of the 520 tickets being sold

to Greeley's Nov. 12 lecture,

"Catholicism Revisited." only 300

remained as of Wednesday. Eighty

of these were reserved even before

tickets went on sale.

"I'm glad it is causing some
reaction. It will be big. It will be

talked about," said Domenico.

Greeley has had a lot of public

exposure. He has appeared on Phil

Donahue and The Tonight Show,

in addition tocontributing articles

to Harper's, The New York Times
Maj^ine and Success.

Greeley's long list of published

writings include over 100 scholar-

ly works and more than 50 non-

fktkm books, which have been

translated into Spanish, German,
Dutch, French, Italian. Swedish,

Polish and Portuguese.

Controversy over Gre^ does

not steal fromfcttft scholarly pieces,

but from his fictional work. Tke

Cardimml Sims, his first no¥el.

slMck^ tone readerahy dsfiictim
archhiahan as own #lio, *1l«ve

hormonea and fantaiiee Wm^
alher iM^thv members <d the

hitman iiMe.'

/Tvafaaiidthat

to the prodoBtion. Help is always
needed: OjR scenery, sets and cos-
tumes.'Winston indicated.

One misconception is that you
have to be a theatre major to act

'

in the plays. Anyone can audition
for the cai^pus productions; no
prerequisite is required.

Academically, the theatre de-
partment offers an interesting

.

choice of course material to get the '

student involved. Non-theatre
majors are eligible to take courses
such as The Theatrical Expe-
rience, which explores acting,
production, design and dramatic
ideas- The course is geared to-

wards exposing students to differ-

ent aspects of theatre, allowing
them to pinpoint where their
interests lie.

Many directors from the theatre
department have valuable expe-
rience and recognition in the
theatrical field. Winston said,

"Jim Christy and Irene Baird are
personally responsible for much of
the reputation of Villanova's
theatre department." He con-
tinued, "People have cdme to
expect thoughtful, intelligent,

creative and artistic productions.
One always experiences a good
level of theatre that has an excel-

Vasey Theatre

ViHanova students audition for a role in an upcoming Vasey Theatre production.
(Photo by SchmKl)

lent reputation on par with any
in the Philadelphia metropolitan
area."

This season, Vasey Theatre's
theme is "A Season of Horrors."
The first mainstage production
was the critically acclaimed "Fran-
kenstein." Winston, who directed

the production, chose to omit the
traditional Hollywood garb that
audiences have come to expect.
The forthcoming produciiun,

"The Bacchae," directed byJames
Christy, runs Nov. 19 through 22
and Dec. 3 through 7. The play
is a chillinR Greek tragedy by the

ancient
Euripides.

Greek playwright

Tickets go quickly so make
reservations in advance by calling
the Vasey box office at 645-7474
or stopping by between 1 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday.

Spring Break '87 hits Miami

Fr. Andrew Greeley will speak on
Nov. 12, at 8 p.m. in the ViHanova
Room.

doctrines," he said.

Greeley sees no conflict between

his novels and his vocation. "Peo-

ple love stories, and one way of

dealing with scriptures are love

stories," he stated.

People do love stories — espe^

cially his. His first five stories.

The Cardinal Sins, Thy Brother's

Wife, Ascent Into Hell, Lord of the

Dance, and Virgin and Martyr
were all best sellers and have

made Greeley a very wealthy man.
Greeley said, however, that he

did not want to be a millionaire

when he donated $850,000 to

endow a chair in Catholic studies

at his alma mater, the University

of Chicago.

Greeley's lecture will begin at

8 p.m. in the Villanova Room.

Tickets are $2 for students and

staff and $3 for the general public

at the Connelly Center ticket

office and at the door (if they are

not sokl put).

Domenico urged all to attend —
both supporters and critics of

Greeley, paintinf out that a ques-

tion and answer session will

foQow his lecture. At this point,

people can exchanffe their ideas

because "that is bow yon learn."

By NATALIE McKENNA

It's a Villanovan s dream. A lot

of fun, a lot of sun, and a week
long break from classes at V.IJ.

Yes, it's Spring Break in Miami
Beach with a new twist.

Penrod's Party Tours will be
sponsoring the First National
Intercollegiate Beach Games in

Miami Beach, Florida during
Spring Break 1987. From March
1 to April 4. coed teams of eight

to 12 people wil) participate in

eight different sports.

All events will take place on the

beach and will range from volley-

ball to weightlifting to ultimate

frisbee. Other events include
Softball, flag football, water polo,

an obstable course and a five-

kilometer run.

The teams may register up to

the time of the event. Winners will

be chosen by a point system, and
will receive a free return trip to

Miami Beach to compete in the

finals.

Mike Schoor, national promo-
tional tour director for Penrod's,

believes that the idea of intercol-

legiate beach games will be a
"wholesome alternative" to Fort

Lauderdale and other traditional

Spring Break resorts. Schoor
thinks that the focus of Spring

Break in Miami Beach will not be

on drinking but on athletics,

concerts and beach parties.

College students will "have a

chance to have ifun in a way that's

never been offered before," Schoor

said.

Penrod's is also sponsoring a
large scale career fair during
Spring Break '87. There will be
representatives from the sur-

rounding areas presenting various

job opportunities in Florida.

Another service offered to stu-

dents is a shuttle between Day-
tona Beach and Miami Beach. The
shuttle will run every night on the

hour.

Penrod's is confident that a

Miami-style Spring Break will be

a trendsetting destination, includ-

ing live bands on the beach and
new clubs and cafes. The stretch

of beach from First to Fifteenth

Streets in Miami Beach will have

a Miami Vice setting during
Spring Break.

College suicides: the facts

fgal^»»i that mtm
with his contro-

veraial idiai. ^Hioat priests hate

mymiu,"heiaid.
*Tam diamayad every time

aayi i dan't always
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(CPS) — College students' sui- Louisiana State University

cides usually can be traced to medical school Professor Frank

students* inability to cope with Wolf
. found in 1984 that first year

academic and family problems, medical students seem to have the

These problems often are exacer- highest level of stress among all

bated by drug use. a five-year levels of collegians,

study of collegiate suicides has The study, which was formally

found.

Further, a study published two
weeks ago in the New England
Journal of Medicine asserted that

TV movies about suicide can
themselves lead other teenagers to

commit suicide.

"Suicide," said Dr. Evelyn
Gauthier. a psychologist at the

University of Michigan and a part

of the five-year study of suicides

at Southern Illinois. Chicago and
all the Big 10 schools, "is all too

often seen as a problem-solver.

Some students in the midst of an
intolerable situation can see no
other way."

College junk)rs and graduate

students are at the highest risk

of suicide, the study found.

The juaiors — especially men
V* lafTth»ilrin of aAievemeat
taats Mnd career decisions. Gaath-
iersaid.

Grad students, in turn, are

under iaMii academic preeaure

to auooiMd, kat don't have the

presented at the recent American
Psychological Association conven-

tion found that of the 77 students

who committed suicides at the 12

midwestern campuses through

the five years of the study. 32
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ByJOEMcGOWAN

VtUano¥a*8 Social Science Fo-

rum, a group designed to promote
the interchange of ideas and
research, presented the second
aAnuai Friti Nova Memorial Lec-

ture Wednesday evening at the

Connelly Cinema.
This lecture, named after' the

respected Villanova political

scientist, was given by Dr. Jerry

Houf^, an expert on Soviet polit-

i&. Hough is a professor at Duke
; University and a senior analyst at

the Brookings Institute "think

tank."

Hough's address "Gorbachev
and the Future of Soviet-American
Relations" was of particular tem-

poral significance in view of the

recent Soviet-American summit
at Rekjavik, Iceland.

In explaining Mikhail Gorba-

chev's ideas and plans for Soviet

domestic and foreigh politics.

Hough devoted considerable time
to the expectations and views this

Soviet leader had toward the

summit.
Hough stressed that "Gorba-

, chev did not act like he needed an
.agreement" at Rekjavik, but tem-

pered that assertion by adding

that "it's very likely that there'll

be a summit in the winter in

Japan." Hough then proceeded to

answer a question he himself

posed: "Why has he [Gorbachev]

not seemed to have needed an
argument as much as we thought
he did?"

This issue involvtes both the

Strategic Defense Initiative (or

"Star Wars") policy and the
Soviet need to improve their high

• technology. Hough was of the

,
opinion that Gorbisichev is not in

awe of the "Star Wars" plan, but
that he net^s the tangible, or at

I

least perceivt^ threat oli S.D.I., to

call for economic reform at home.
Thus Hough asserted that Gorba-

chev "went back frpm Iceland on
a high, that he'd had i great

success." '.'

T9illustrate the type of premier

thM Gorbachev is. Homgh con-

trasted him with former premier

Leonid Breaznev. Hough argued
that Amencans expected Gorba-
chev to cave in on the S.D.I. lure

at the bargaining table since

Bresznev would have done so. But
as part of his plan to upgrade
Soviet high technology. Gorba-
chev needs to appear firm to

overcome internal opposition.

Hough believes that while Gor-

bachev may now and in the future

be "soft" on issues such as refu-

seniks, troops in Western Europe,

and relations with the Far East,

he has chosen the U.S. and S.D.I,

as his targets for a hard-line

stance.

With regard to the American
role in the future of Soviet-

American relatkms, Hough faulted'

the Reagan administration for

failing to be adequately prepared
for the relent Rekjavik summit.
He also cttfugfid the Democrats
with ncqgllgence in their role as the
opposition party.

Hough stresses the increasing
importahoe of the "Vietnam gener-
ation" in politics, so much so that
he believes their influence will be
felt either in 1988 or certainly in
1992. ::

Hough believes that Gorbachev
will continue his dual program of
"soft" reforms at home and a
hard-line approach towards the
United States. He sees a shift from
an emphasis on military power to
economic power as the key to
success in future Soviet-American
relations, and to the two nations
themselves. He cited the small
nation of Japan, ironically an
economic giant, as an example for
the superpowers to follow.

Insignifica
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

In 1139, an Irish priest by the name of'Malachy O'Morgain
accurately forecast the identity of every Roman Catholic Pope from
1 143 to John Paul II. He predicted that there woukl be only two
more popes after John Paul 11.

Malachy saw and committed to paper a series of Latin phrases
describing the popes to come. These are brief lines of no more than
four words, referring to a pope's family name, birthplace, or coat-

of-arms.

For example, Pius III, who reigned for only 26 days in 1503;

was described as "De Parvo Homine," or "from a little man." Pius's

family name was Piccolomini. Italian for "little man."
Our present pope was labeled, "De Lahore Solis," or "from

the toil of the sun." John Paul H is a native of Krakow, Poland.

Krakow is the city where Copernicus "toiled" for years to prove
his heretical theory that the earth revolved around the sun.

By MEG LYNCH

To think of what hunger really

means is a hard task. If asked who
the hungry are, one might picture

a bag lady on the streets of

Philadelphia or a third world child

with big eyes and a distended

belly. Both of these pictures of

hunger are true.

In our world today, there are

one billion people who are hungry.
This year alone, 15 to 20 million

people will die as a result of

hunger. These people are just like

us. except that they do not have /

enough of a basic human need —
food.

/

Knowing that hungry people

exist does not make the task of

understanding what it means to

be hungry clearer. It is hard to

imagine never having enough to

eat or to imagine the feelings of

frustration and hurt when a child

gets sick or dies. But that is the

reality of hunger.
Every November, for the past

13 years, Villanova has held
Hunger Awareness Week. This
year. Hunger Awareness Week
will be held from Nov. 9 through
Nov. 16. The week is designed to

raise the consciousness of our
Villanova community and to offer

a concrete way of alleviating

hunger.

For the second consecutive
year, the proceeds will go to Haiti,

which is the poorest country in

the western hemisphere.
The slums of Haiti consist of

open sewers and row upon row of

tin shacks. As many as 12 people

may live in these shacks, which
are smaller than a dorm room.
Many children living here are

so malnourished that their phys-
ical and mental growth has slowed
down.

Yetr, amidst this scene of pov-

erty, there are people making a

difference. One such man is Fa-

ther Bohnen, known as "Father
Bean." who has set up a system
of feeding and teaching I5,00d

children.

In order to receive a meal of

beans, corn, bread and milk, the

children must attend school.

Thus, Bohnen is not giving a
handout, but he is helping people

to better their own lives. This year
the proceeds from Hunger Aware-
ness Week will aid Bohnen in

building a school in the name of

the students of Villanova.

The events of next week will

allow the entire campus to par-

ticipate in helping to end hunger.

There will be a run for hunger,

a mini-marathon, special liturgies

and a fast day, where students in

the campus dining halls can give

up their lunch and donate the

proceeds.

In addition, there will be lec-

tures, movies, games and an on-

going letter writing campaign to

lobby congressional representa-

tives on a specific hunger issue.

Finally, on Nov. 16, the interna-

tionally acclaimed British rock

group "General Public" will end
the week with a concert.

As college students, it is very

easy to feel powerless in the face

of such an immense problem as

hunger. However, we are not

powerless.

Hunger Awareness Week pro-

vides an opportunity to learn

about hunger and make a real

difference in Haiti. Perhaps, if for

a moment, we can all imagine
what it really means to be hungry,
we will be challenged to take a

stand and try to end hunger in

our world.

Meg Lynch is the co-chairperson

ofHunger Awareness Week.
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Villanova
THANKS to all those who helped

make Special Olympics so SPECIAL!

Congratulations to the fantastic 1986

Management Team and Games Committee:

Lisa Lestishock

AmyCoval
Karen Dunne
Hank Halter

Karen Kelly

Sue Adams
Dawn Baran
Maria Breck
Steve Brown
Cdleen Oajinon
Sheila Cingd

Maureen Mulligan
Nancy Neill

NickDeMaio
Sherie Fahey
Marthe-Anne Healey Mia Rhodes
Tee Hunt Tony Ryba
Cory Kohl
Laura Lei^>eraiice

irmann

Ar >i
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By FRANK DUNNE

A multitude of Main Lin
young»tfrs descended incognito;

upon the Day Hop in Dougherty
Hall, the night of Oct. 30.

Why, you ask, were the rug rats

here rather than out terrorizing

the neighborhood on what is

traditionally known as Mischief

Nijritt ot Devil's Night?

These young, upstanding
members of the community opted

to take their parents to the Inter-

fraternity and Panhellenic Coun-
cils' annual Halloween hash for

local kids.

Who can blame them? They get

an additional night to obtain a bag
full of free cam^.
The party went something like

this. Each fraternity and sorprity

set up a candy booth. The little

monsters, dressed in proper Hal-

loween attire, were compelled to

.visit each booth where they^ re-

ceived a Halloween treat. This
sounds like a^^reat warm-up
exercise for Halloween night.

Also, prizes were awarded for

the best costumes: Each fraternity

and sorority gave a prize for their

respective favorites.

7,1iii»THiVtlAH0¥SAIfNni1f

This six-year-old feft at home
HaQpween party.

(>>tioloby8chmid)

with the Wildcat at last week's

What do you think these Greek
organizations had to offer the
little^ linoleum lizards as prizes?

Acaporshirt with the appropriate
k^O; of course.

According to Betsy Stanfield,

president ofthe Panhellenic Coun-
cil, the whole party was a runa-
way success, as it usually is. "The
parents love if." said Stanfield.

Stanfield went on to say that the
parents get into it more than the
children.

I asked Stanfield what makes
the whole operation worthwhile.
After a brief loss for words, she
beamed and said, "When you see

the smile on those youngsters'

faces, you forget all your personal
problems for a moment and life

is wonderful."

Well folks, if that does not leave

you with a lump in your throat,

1 do not know what else to tell

you.

Seriously, though, the reactions

of Stanfield and Main Line parents

indicate that the Halloween party

was a great way to get part of the

outside community to mix with
the University conrmunity.

Apparently, the outsiders were
left with a good impression. Per-

haps there should be more such
events.

^o Kfiows, Who cares

Welcome home, alumni ... if you're reading this . . . yep, another

homecoming ... but remember . . . don't make too much noise
... our friendly neighbors don't like the loudspeakers at the

tailgates . . . and they don't like us cheering too loud at the game
. . . it interferes with their sleeping and TV habits . . . boy, we
can understand that ... we wouldn't want anyone interfering with

our cartoon watphing either . . . but we're too busy hitch-hiking
to the Schuylkill to do our laundry ... hey, don't knock it ...

it beats being spied on by the plain-clothes security men from
the laundry company . . .this is going to be the safest campus
in the country . . . combine the powerful V.U. security guards
with the fearless Solon Laundry Company's plain-clothes

detectives ... oh, we better get going . . . it's 4 a.m. Wednesday
and we still haven't edited our other 15,000 letters to the editor

. . . guess we're just not as dedicated as the Union board members
who quit . . . can you imagine . . . spending 10 hours a week on
an extracurricular activity ... we can't. . . but there's still some
hope for the happy campers out there ... somehow Student
Government managed to save our Fall Break for next year . .

.

so thanks . . . and remember, ... for all you do, this who knows,
who cares is for you.

QJLVlIlLby JimMcDonaM

Facts on suicides revealed
"^

(Continuedfrom page 15)

percent were graduate students
and 13 percent Were freshmen.
September and March seem to

be the peak sukHde seasons on
campus, the researchers said.

None of the researchers involved
in the study, described as the first

extensive scientific kx>k at suicide
on the college level, was sure why.
Dru^ seemed to be involved in

many of the recorded instances of

suicide.

Even bad publicity, added Uayid
Phillips and Lundie Carstensen of

the University of California at

San Diego, who published their

look at teen suicide in last week's
edition of the New England Jour-
nal of Medicine, can push some
suicide-prone students over the
edge.

There was, they say, a 7 percent
increase in the numbers of teen
suickles nationwide afternational
broadcast showings of movies

such as "Hear Me Cry" on CBS,
"Surviving" on ABC and NBC's
"A Reason To Live." However,
broadcast executives disagree.

Gauthier nevertheless thinks
"high school and college suicides

are different. At what age do kids

have a concept that death is final?

My sense is that 15-to- 17 year olds

have a heightened emotional sen-

'sitivity,but their concept of death
is not mature."

4V .<^
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Newman
dy THERESAJONES

Despite the potential of two
great names in the lead roles,

"The Color of Money" comes up
in the red as far as entertainment

value is concerned. The combina-

tion of Paul Newman and Tom
Cruise surely allures the female

audience, only to be disappointed

by what results as a flat film,

adapted from the novel by Walter

Tevis.

The plot is quite simple, with

nothing too dramatic or surpris-

ing. An ex-pool hustler Eddie
Felson (played by Newman) has

retired to running a pool-hall/bar

and acting as "agent" for a

younger hustler. Then he discov-

ers Vincent Lauria (Cruise), and
sees his talent and potential as a

money maker, and persuades him
to go on the road as his protege.

The goal is to clean up at the 9-

Ball Tournament in Atlantic City,

where all the greats will come to

play.

Vincent's girlfriend comes
along, making the trio complete

in business and love affairs.

Newman, of course, has his girl

too, but she does not fit into the

Atlantic City plan, and stays

behind, causing some grief for

Newman.
Anyway, Eddie sets out to show

Vincent the ropes, make him a

"student of human moves," and
in the meantime take 60 percent

oi his winnings. Teaching Vincent
task

immature

flake, who wants to play the game
to win and show off, not neces-

sarily to play Eddie's game of

hustle. Eddie has to treat Vincent

on the same childish level at

which he behaves to get anywhere
with him, threatening more than
once to drop the whole affair.

He also gets Carmen (played by
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio), to

use her feminine influence, for she
understands the financial aspects

of the situation better than Vin-

cent does. The pattern of childish

behavior and slap-on-the-wrist

reprimands becomes tiresome
quickly. ;

The message of "The Color of

Money," which is basically how
to cheat people out of it, is ex-

pressed throughout in various

lines given by Newman: "The best

is the guy with the most"; "Mercy
ain't professional"; "Money won
is twice as sweet as money
earned." Not a lot of profundity

there.

Eddie does have another motive
besides money, though, in taking

Vincent under his wing. Vincent
revives the old thrill of the hustle

for him, and he goes out alone one
night to try his luck. He holds his

own for a while until Vincent and
Carmen show up to find him
outmatched by a young black

hustler. Eddie is shattered, and
after too many drinks he breaks

down in a pathetic display of

humiliation and self-contempt for

being taken in. At that point he
abandons Vincent and Carmen,
sending them off to make it to

Piful Mewmtti.viotmahm in *'7heVew£t» stara as a hustler along anything is not an easy

iyitiiyyoqrMM»jn*iriiiC^6lorj|fl^^ b^use Vmcent is an imn

JNcCartiiey reveals he hasn 't lost Ms touch

Atlantic City on their own.
Which they do — no great

surprise — and whom do they

come to find entered in the tour-

nament but Fast Eddie Felson.

Imagine that. And was the au-

dience surprised when the former

partners came up against each

other in the quarterfinals? Doubt-

fully. I won't, reveal the final

outcome, for although it lacked all

true drama, it was not quite as

predictable as the rest of the film.

At any rate, in the final scene

there is of course a rematch,

which avails Eddie the opportun-

ity for the final line, "I'm back!"

If that was supposed to be climac-

tic, it falls short by about a mile,

as do most of the attempts at

drama and humor.
Overall, "TJe Color of Money"

fails to take advantage of its

casting, its sole asset aside from

a few good songs on the sound-

track. Cruise plays such an im-

mature ham that he is never truly

likable, and the pathetic display

by Newman's character creates a

poor image as well. There were
no special effects to speak of,

except for some fancy shots at the

pool table, but how special and
effective can that be?

As I said, even the final scene

fails to be dramatic, and I would
have liked to have avoided it

altogether because Cruise strutted

into it looking all too much like

John Travolta in "Saturday Night
Fever." Not a particularly good
final image to leave his fans with.

BY KEVIN HECHT

Press To Play
Paul McCartney
Capitol Records
•**

Paul McCartney has had one of

the greatest impacts oh modem
music with compositions that will

forever reveal him to be a su-

premely talented artist. Regard-

less of this fact^ he has never been

able to shake his critk:8 who have
consistently labeled his work
shallow, unimaginative and color-

less. Many recent albums seem to

be fuel for this criticism, exposing

a listless and complacent artist

wallowing in a sea of stagnant

music and tedious lyrics that left

even his staunchest fans longing

for the McCartney of old.

This longing may be over be-

cause Press To Play, his latest

release, shows signs that Paul

McCartney is emerging from liis

muskal hibernation with a more
creative diverse and colorful col-

lectkm of songs which reveal that

he hasn't yet k)6t his touted

Press To PUiy, produced by
McCartney along with Hugh
Padgham on Capitol Kecords, is

a tight, upbeat collection of songs <

that seem to show a ddtberate

attempt by McCartney to get back

to his muticsl roots with simple

rack laden rhythms that showcaae
tfi intensity which hat been
oiaapicoMily absent at of Iste.

Uadaitawdiullif slwwodBiore
iato Um bsslaptauad, aad Psul it

Pete Townsend and yes, no album
wotiUld be complete without "Mr.
Everywhere" Phil Collins making
an appearance. This group gives

the music an extra push that

helps McCartney revive a steady

and healthy pulse in his

compositions.

Two of the best songs on the

album, "Stranglehold" and "Ang-
ry," were written with Stewart,
marking the first time Paul has
successfully teamed up with some
one since John Lennon, and these

two make a great combination.

"Stranglehold" opens with a

bluesy riff on Paul's guitar that

cuts loose into a catchy opening
song.

"Angry" is a refreshingly in-

tense song with an unusually
emotional McCartney, possibly

responding to his critics, scream-
ing, "What the hell gives you the

right to tell me what to do with
my life?/ Especially when you.

made a mess of every chance you
had of success./ Look at you./ I

said I'm angry just looking at you.

"This song's fiery down to earth
rock style accents perfectly the
feeling he is trying to convey.

"Footprints," a Beatlesque song
reminiscent old classics such as

"Blackbird" and "Norwegian
Wood,^ succeeds with its unique
acoustic rhvthm, and showcases
McCartney s mastery of usinjg

subtle nuance to add cok>r to his

music. Slight inflectons in his

voice and guitar make the songs

more interesting, and one can
hear something different each
time the song is listened to.

"Oaly U>ve BemBina." the al-

bum s mdirbosatifal ooavSNtioii.

SI aanioisas tlMt iagMe

it a^MilMaa Ifll

fyias why McC

'^MAilSll^MMtf#-4^M^to^sl*lyoClOCp). ooray

lartatv hat boon
oae of Um httt bsUsd wrtlifs in

istttk. H'i a swdast ^t nst

aMhaiMiyt

lucid orchestration that never

overpowers the simple lyrics.

Although experimentation can

be a good thing, McCartney goes

overboard with "Pretty Little

Head" and "However Absurd."

These songs really don't fit into

the context of the album, and
show an over eagerness that tips

the scales from being too compla-

cent, to being too abstract and
aggressive. "However Absurd" is

more reminiscent of John Len-

non's far out lyrics than Paul's

more conservative style. ("It's a

,funny thing, half serious/ With
our fkands on our ears,/ Living

dreams with mouths ajar/ awake,
we go to sleep.")

One of the most appealing

things about Paul McCartney is

that in his music, one can sense

a good-natured and content hu-

man being coming through. "Good
Times Coming/Feel The Sun,"

"Talk More Talk" and "Move
Over Busker" don't deal with any
earth shattering truths or deep

moral issues, but they are positive

and appealing in the tongue-in-

cheek way that McCartney pres-

ents them. There is definitely the

feeling present that he is having

fun, which makes the album more
fun to listen to in response.

Press To Play is a positive turn

around for Paul McCartney that

may very well silence some of his

critics. It is by no means a classic,

but it is a good album that will

be thoroughly enioyed by his fans.

If he oontinues on this present

musical direction, and further

solidifies his partnership with

Eric Stewart. McCartney coukl

very woU produce strong and
iaatwative maaic for some time to

coBM, and that's a comforting

thaiM^t bscsttse the world of

saiiic wasMn'c bofhsiiaif with*

ottiPsulMcCsrtnsy.
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656 Lancaster Ave.

Anhounc9S

COMEDY NiaMT
with Cnig Showntkm

Live Comedy Shows on the Main Line

Wednesday Night, Comedy Night Returns with

A Fabulous Line up of Side Splitting Comediana.

• SHOWSTARTSAT 10 p.m.

• Bring your friends for an open mike
amateur hour foliowing the show.

• GET THEREEARL YFOR BESTSEATS

iON
AT THE DOOR
C0I|^B5Y1W3HT

•OMfMHH

NOVEMBER
SUNDAY
PRIVATE

PARTY BAND

• Come Party

at the

Main Line's

Hottest

Sunday Nite

Spot!

• Kitctien Open
Until MidnHe

MONDAY
JOHN

McFADDEN

• Returns for

an Evening
off Ali Your
Favorites

• Live on
Guitar

TUESDAY
COLLEGE
NITE

• Live Bands

• Call For Thia

Weeic's
Feature

• Music And
Dancing

WED.
COMEDY NITE

• Live Comedy
Show; Side
Splitting

Entertainment

• Live Music
With
Ed Arrison

After

The Show

THURSDAY
LADIES NlTE

$3 Pitchers

of

Budweiser

Roses for AH
the Ladles

Ballodns, Music
Oanelffig

UVB MOSiC & BAlnXNG

• Jimmy Valentine

7th ft 8th

• TooFece
14th ft 15th

• Private Party

21st ft 22nd

• Night Schoot
2Bth ft 29th

WKVU nsors .^*.J!*»-'

^^Albums Buy The
WHEN: Today from 11 :30 a.m.-4:30p.m

WHERE: North Lounge, Dougherty Hall

WHAT: Buy 5 Albums (About 1 Pound) F

(Gourmet Albums Are 50^ more)

y PLUS

A Chance to Win 2 FREE General PubKc Tickets!

YOU I

-# •<
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Pemnf Ursliiril makes

Whoopi GftMberg a star

mmmmm
r, tsatViHi viiJ^iWiy»^#tisai

By MARYANhlE ELUOTT

"jun^pin'Jack Flash" is a movie

which is definitely a gas. A com-

plete antithesis from her heart-

rending rbtein the "Color Purple,"
^oopie Goldberg's performance
i s a g a i Ti outstanding
in her zany portrayal of a bank
employee who suddenly becomes
entangled in espionage via ner

computer terminal. Whoopic plays

the part of an eccentric data

processor who is in charge of the

transfer of international funds.

She is a non-conformist electronic

whiz who is misunderstood and

generally oppressed by her up-

tight, conservative boss. Whoo-

pi 's somewhat outrageous per-

sonality (she is a fan of the classics

*- Gumby, Pokey, Humphrey
Bogart and Mick Jagger) is the
only element which uleviates the
tedium of her life. Unexpectedly,
however, the drudgery of her 9-

to-5 rut is relived when a message
from an English spy, who is

trapped behind the Iron Curtain,
appears on her monitor.

Whoopi finds herselfentangled
in a web of secret codes, double
agents and deadly thugs. Howev-
er, she bravely battles to obtain

a passport out of danger for the
ensnared spy whom she knows
only asJack. Whoopi 's combative
efforts include attacking intruders
with a giant toothbrush, climbing
the British Embassy in a sequined
evening gown and fending off a
paper-eating machine. Her antics

keep the audience in stitches.

What is truly amazing about this t

comedy, however, is that it actu-

!

ally has' a rather intricate plot.

The sequence of events keeps the

viewer in suspense.

If you are in the mood for a
movie which is highly amusing,
as well as exciting, "Jumpin* Jack
Flash" is alright!

mmm^ ^

ENTERTftlNMENT
WRITERS
NEEDED
Come up to 201

Dougherty Hall Today
3:30-5 p.m.

•TY^ financing*
We Iwvc'a variety vTrntortum
plaM avattdUc, starting at7M%one
yew abatable, or a 9^A ftacd

rale for 3t yean.

•Paid Settlement Cofts
We wfl pay yowr ckMini costs

(except psipaU items^ Save np to

SMMormore.

•10% Down Payment
Mo«« In forM Httle as «,39a.

•Home Owneifhip
Tax Benefits

Your taJwer House home i^iaHfies

for aH the tax benefits of home
onMienMik So why pay lentf

•50% Sold During Pieyiew

One
Two
Three

from t42f9M
from §741^90
from 999f99v

21 acMt of Imh gratn nee-

nca ooumfyiwe. mwimi •. immni, nmc

include en new
w»M Id wall cipeHng,

nset MM elcctncityf

I Muwity tyil

peeiane mmmmmboPm

YoMr pctt Me wncomc on our iNst Hmcc
noon.

The Best Value
on the Main Line

!62,990

RADNOR
:ON0Q.MIHI««

Oailyll loftPM, Wed'tUaPM
Sal. and Sua 10 to 6 PM

1030 L Lancaster Awe. • S(iile416

Rosemont Radnor Twp., M
(215)527H7f0

The Brothers of

ZetaPsi

Fraternity

Welcome Back

All Former Zete

Graduates to

Homecoming Weekend.

GOZETES

• PenohalliijuiiClaiiiis
^ Modici Milprictiro

• BttiUMi ^ Rul Esiite

• MNi^Eilales
• Crimliiai

LawOfflcos

MfrfdV.Aitopiedi

5275700

WEOVEVOUMOREPUaSIOOO
wmivowauKBt.
As a Navy nurse, you*ll find more
career possibilities than you ever

thought possible.

Right now, we have nursing

positions in our hospitals and station

facilities all around the world, and
we need your expertise.

Ofcourse, you can expect a lot in

return.

Youll be part ofa team ofprofes-

sionals- keeping current with state-

of-the-art tedmology and facilities

and providtBg your patients with

the ¥Bry best medical treatment

availaye.

Youll get the respect and respon-

sibility that come with being a Navy
officer-along with a solid starting

salary, generous benefits (including

30 days' paid vacation), and world-

wide travel possibilities after an
initial U.S. assignment.

The Navy also offers you many
free opportunities for specialty

training and advanced education.

So find out more about taking

your career further.

Mmnm ItmpnmBntMtl^e will be on c«mpiis No¥. 14.

S%fi Mip iMtoy et emtreer plecmneatl

i^^ i
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Frieniliy Floppies

By RUSS CECCOLA

Activision ^ftware, the largest

software conglomerate in Ameri-

ca, has released many new games
in the past month or so. The
company went through the soft-

ware fallout in the late 70s to

emerge as the leading voice in the

home computer game and utility

program field.

TRANSFORMERS: BATTLE TO
SAVE THE EARTH •••• ACTIVI-

SION, INC.

The popular children's toy has
finally made it to the home com-
puter market in the form of a

mission for the Transformers
creatures. They must save Earth

-,-from the evil Decepticons by
' deploying to different strategical

locations and battling them. It

seems that the Decepticons need

different objects in their quest for

destruction of the Earth, including

nuclear power, a giant model
dinasour and other strange things.

Despite the obvious ploy to bring

children into the master plan in

the home computer market,
Transformers is incredibly diffi-

cult. Little children will probably

get a bit distressed.

You have to monitor all of the

different locations and deploy
Transformers accordingly. The
difficulty lies in that while you are

fighting Decepticons in one loca-

tion, there are more stealing

things somewhere else. The gra-

phics are excellent, enabling you
to see each of the Transformers
changing into a vehicle to go fight

the Decepticons. I would bill

Transjormers as a challenging

adult game, while keeping the

children away from it. They can
still watch the animated story on
the flip side of the disk. David
Crane designed Transformers,
still known for his work on the

Atari Video Computer System,
with such titles as Pitfall I and
//. Good job, but try it with
Smurfs next time.

LABYRINTH: THE COMPUTER
GAME ***** ACTIVISION, INC.

This adventure, based on the

sui^erbly made movie by George

Lucas and Jim Henson, is definite-

ly the best adventure game of any

kind to come out for a long time,

since the days of Zork. It combines

excellent graphics and the humor
and plot of the movie. One escapes

from the maze of the title by

saving your little battle and
battling the evil Jareth at the

center of the maze. After choosing

your favorite color, name and

whether you are a male or female,

you journey in your home town

to reach the movie theater where

"Labyrinth." the movie, is playing

while gathering all you need for

your adventure. As you sit down
to watch the film, Jareth greets

you with your challenge as the

face of Jareth/David Bowie ap-

l^ears on the screen. You are then

put at the entrance of the maze,

with a 13-hour time limit in which

to finish your mission.

Along the way. you meet all of

the creatures that were in the film

and journey through all of the

different parts of the huge maze.

I still haven't made it to the end

of the game, requiring a couple of

phone calls to Activision to ^et as

far as I am now. yet it is still a

challenge. The graphics are clear,

very recognizable and definitely

one of the strong points of Xhk

game. The music of the movie is

intertwined into the game also.

Despite unfamiiiarity with the

nfH>vie in the Mummcr, which you

Hhouldn't have misned anyway. I

command every true adventure

% lover and even the ilifNlftt inltr-

elated to §0 buy Ijtiifinlk. Thia

urn iM an awara^wiMitf ttaMy.

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW
^•* ELECTRIC DREAMS

First there was the movie, now
..the video game. This seems to be

the theme of this week's column.

The great thing is that all of the

games are excellent. "Rocky Hor-

ror" has been a cult movie for over

ten years now, and it is an appro-

priate time to release the game.

The goal of Rocky Horror is to find

the pieces of the DeMedusa ma-

chine that will release your boy-
• friend or girlfriend depending on

whether you choose to be Janet or

Brad from the film. You accom-

plish this by wandering through

the ancient mansion that houses

Dr. Frankenfurter, Riff Raff,

Columbia and all of the other

characters in the movie. The
background theme music is the

popular "Let's Do the Time Warp
Again" from the movie
soundtrack.

Although the atmosphere and

play of Rocky Horror are pretty

good, the graphics aren't that

stunning. The characterization of

the people in the game are fairly

vague. However, the background

illustrations are well-drawn. Elect-

ric Dreams is a British company
distributing through Activision in

America, and as a first entry in

the home video game market, has

produced a good approximation of

the feel of "Rocky Horror." Worth

the price for all you "Rocky
Horror" fans.

HOWARD THE DUCK: ADVEN-
TURE ON VOLCANO ISLAND

*** ACTIVISION, INC.

The movie "Howard the Duck"
was a flop in all senses of the

word. It has already been voted

as the worst movie of 1986. Still,

the comic strip that Howard
originally came from is an excel-

lent satirical work. The object of

the video game has nothing to do
with the comic strip. The story

is that you are Howard the Duck
and have to save your friends by

' making it to the other side of the

island. The graphics are excellent

and the game play fantastic, but

the game can be incredibly hard

at the higher levels! Still, the

player has the option of choosing

which level to start on. The plot

is relatively simple, the animation

is very creative, with Howard
wiggling his tail when he leaves

the water, yet I wonder whether
as a video game it will hit or flop.

Still, in all ways, Howard the Duck
is a ifun adventure with an inter-

esting animated introduction and
well deserves the name
Activision.

ABC wIbs raiilfs wSUb

innovaHve prBgmm
By MARYJO YANNACONE '

Television has made tremend-

ous strides in the past 10 or 15

years, and these strides have
produced highly favorable re-

sponses from the American view-

ing public We have gone from
black-oriented shows like "San-

ford and Son" and "Good Times,"
which portrayed minority families

in a negative way, to upbeat
sitcoms that depict the modem
black family as successful and
happy.
Without a doubt, the most

popular and well-received of these

sitcoms has been the phenomen-
ally successful "Cosby Show,"
which has consistently ranked
No. 1 in the Nielsen's ratings for

the past three seasons. With NBC
sweeping up in the Thursday
night ratings, rival networksABC
and CBS have been scrahnbling to

gain some footage in viewer sup-

port. Their attempts have so far

been unsuccessful.

"Magnum P.I., once a consistent

top 10 in the Nielsen's and a CBS
winner, dropped sharply in the

ratings when *'Cosby was aired,

and has since been moved to

another time slot. ABC haa made
numerous attempts at breaking

NBC down, bujt to no avail. They
may be g^inint ground, however,

with their laUst project: a

thought-provoking journey into

the past program entitled "Our
World."
Produced by Rolfe Tessem and

Vincent Stafford. "Our World" is

a scrapbook. and in watching, we
gain insight into a slice of the past.

The program presents Linda El-

lerbee and Ray Gandolf as hosts,

narrators, and reporters. They
perch on stools in front of what

is supposed to be an old news-

stand, then segue into glimpses of

the past. "Think of this not as a

television studio," Mr. Gandolf

says, "but as a combination of

your grandmother's attic and the

old neighborhood." The magazine

show, Ellerbee continues, will be

"the stuff of yesterday."

Examining the historic and

cultural dimensions of a major

moment in recent history, Ellerbee

and Gandolf, who also co-write

the program, have a quiet sense

of humor about the jiast^ and.

much to their credit, they have the

events in perspective. In the

openii^ tMment, we #ere taken

bacic to 19G9and thewfldly radical
concert at Woodstock, ^lerbee
and Gandolf conveyed, the atmos-

phere ci the times — the turmoil

surrounding the marches on Wa-
shington, and the tragedy of

Martm Luther King's death. In

this week's episode, Sid Caesar,

Dr. Jonas Salk and Helen Hayes
remembered 1954, the year of the

polio vaccine, the creation of

Sports Illustrated and the

McCarthy hearings.

"Our World" is the first really

fresh concept in TV News since

"60 Minutes." and it promises to

be a successful one, if viewers just

give it a chance. The program is

not only informative, but also

interesting; not only full of mean-
ing, but also fun. When inter-

viewed in late July of this year,

Ellerbee commented that her
hopes for the show were for it to

be literate and fine and win the

awards and praise that she feels

(Continued on page 27)
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By KAtHUEEN HNLEY

Blah Bi«h Blah
IggyPop
A^M Records

Iggy crawls out onto the dar-

kened stage with a mysterious
kwk about him and he'Udns to
work the crow^^ifito a ft^niy.

Thrusting his tortured (self-

inflicted) body tipon the audience,
wild-eyed Iggy always gives a
fierce performance.
Now he is standing on a junk-

yard heap, dancing in jerky move-
ments, and wrigning around on
MTV- Hey! That^s Iggy Pop!
The King of the musical artists'

underground, Iggy Qim Oster-
berg), has heen resurrected after

years of wallowing in dej>ths of

his environment of drugs. He has
emerged out of his period of
physical ruin, a healthier and
richer^, consequently happier mian.

Iggy owes much of his success
to his long-time contemporary and_
buddy, David Bowie, who has

Earn moiMy drtytng to/from
school. Viilanova faculty or
student wanted to <lrlv« can-
ter city chlMran to/ffom
school 2-3 tiihaa par waak.
Call 33^1234 attar 6 p.m.

EARI4«XTRA MONEY iorllia

HOUDAYS worfdng through
WESTERN TEMPOflARY
SERVICeS. FULL and PART-

-SanViltfNfhalpars
— Marfcatfng

-Clarlcal'
— Accounting
— Qanaral Iab6r
Formors hiformation contact
Karta, 337-2970.

basically done everything except

vocalize on Pop's latest release,

Blak Bl^ Bhk.lggy has previous-

ly accepted the taljented services

of Bowie on two of his older

albums. The Idiot and Lust for

Life. Iggy sounds so much like

Bo^ie on this album that it really

could have been "the man"
hiniself.

Skle One is basically Bowie's

baby with three out of the five

tracks produced by Bowie. "Baby,

It Can't Fall," "Shades," and
"Isolation" are classical pieces

stemming from Bowie's genius.

The overall sound of these songs
are uncharacteristic of Iggy, al-

though the lyrics are right down
his alley.

Iggy has never had the knack
for words: "Johnny can't read/

Blah blah blah/I can't read/ Blah
blah blah/ Tuna on white, guns
all n^t/ EUh blah blah." "Blah
Blah Bfarfi" is the album's weakest
track since it sounds like the

techno-pop trash that is so com-
mon today. Iggy uses the digital

delay for his voice and Bowie has
fun with his new found toy, the

four-track. The deep voice tech-

nique of Morrison is used on "Cry
For Love," Iggy's claim to top 40
fame. With Steve Jones (former
Sex Pistols guitarist) jamming on
some solos, how could Iggy miss?
The rock-n-roll energy of Jones
creates a powerful song for MTV.

Blah Blah Blah is Iffliy's major
breakthrough since his last big

dent in the musicscene, the album
Party, iggy has progressed from
the adolescent anger of the
Stooges, the first authentic thrash
band, to the electronicized-tracked

sound of the new Iggy. His cry for

love has been answered with a lot

of money and the more-than-
anxious public, after waiting a
seemingly hopeless long time for

a new album.
Granted, Iggy is an intriguing

person and a talented artist, but
he took the artist's path of temp-
tation and sold out.

Looklno For a Part TIma Job?
Naad Flaldbia Hourt/Schadula to Maat

Your School Schadula and Parsonai Naads?

Wa Naad Talaphona
Intaivlawars to-Conduet

To Apply, Call:

.•^-- jf^*

No Selling Involved

!• Ho Experience Needed
• Day/Night/Weekend Hours
• 2 Convenient Locattons
• Radnor-Havertown

MRS. WHITE V

964-4676
(9a.in.-Midniont.

7 days a week)

^RESEARCH

I
iouM. opPTt. etmjdvenwfrnm/

WefMtuKGMcus
like thia Chevy Chevette.

Students
Ybu'ie number one with

Natkmal! You can rent a car if

youCie 18 or oklei; hav« a vaUd
driver^ Ikense, cunent student

ID. and a cash deposit Stop by
and fiB out a short cash qualafi-

cilian form at least 24-hourB in

advance.

You pay for gas used and return

car to venting location. Most
mafor credit cards accepted

Imt^mmtmm

imttmm^im Im Cktwff
tmditmMKtf
alWMkrlMMr

Car Rental
>bu daaerve National attantion.*

ShafiteniniiOMuHMd Chaalnut SlaJ

<'5'

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue »

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Nov. 7 — Bricklin/Scott Sax
Nov. 8 — Robert Hazard/Coup D'Etat
Nov. 13 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Nov. 8 — Judy Collins

Nov. 11 — Guadalcanal Diary/Ben Vaughn Combo
Nov. 12 — The Outlaws/Country Joe McDonald

Society Hill Playhouse
507 South 8th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
'

215-923-0210

"Nunsense"

>lrt

Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

"Asinamali"

through Nov. 9
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Howell In college
By KATIE KRACKELER

When I sat down in the Eric

Twin in Wayne to see Steven

Tiche's new production "Soul

Man." I must admit, I had some
doubts. The concept of a white

college student making himself

black and actually gettingaway
with it struck me as absurd, and

I prepared myself for the worst.

As it turns out, I was preinature

in my critisim, and despite its far-

fetched plot, "Soul Man" actually

has many redeeming qualities

that make it a comedy well worth

seeing.

The story opens when Mark
Watson, played by C. Thomas
Howell, a beguiling frat-boy from

UCLA, gets accepted to Harvard

Law School. The ecstasy of this

life-long dream comes crashing

down when Mark's father informs

him that he refuses to give one-

cent towards tuition, leaving

Mark at a complete loss.

But of course, all is not lost.

Through the help of some rather

potent tanning pills, Mark quickly

"changes" his race — making
himself the most qualified black

applicant for a full scholarship. He
arrives at Harvard a new man
(literally), and begins to play his

role to the hilt; successfully

fooling everyone he meets. Yet

when he attempts to adopt the

"cool" attitude of a brother, he

comes across looking and sound-

ing ridiculous, and not at all

convincing. Fortunately, no one in

the movie seems to notice and he

evades suspicion.

A romance develops between

Mark and his fellow law student

named Sarah, played by RaeDawn
Chong, a beautiful black girl who
helps Mark see the prejudices

endured by -black people because

of the closed-minded attitudes

present in white society. The
romantic quality of these scenes

offers an appropriate break from

the slap-stick comedy scenes ~ in

this way the film is nicely

balanced.

Finally, and quite predictably,

Mjark's soul man charade is dis-

covered and his days as a brother

come to an end. But in the true

fashion of a Harvard Law student,

Mark appeals to the discipline

board and convinces them that his

desperate position pushed him to

these drastic measures. They buy
his story and Mark stays.

Without question, the best

performance in the film is given

byJames Earl Jones who plays the

impressive criminal law instruc-

tor. Professor Banks. His presence

is felt when he is on the screen

and he is capable of intimidating

his students as well as the au-

dience. Jones adds quality to this

picture and brings life to an
otherwise mediocre cast.

There is one problem in this

film that should be pointed out:

the Soul Man doesn't look black.

In fact, in some scenes, it just

appears that he has a good tan.

and combined with the fact that

his hair looks precisely like a

poorly made wig, you are forced

to stretch your imagination to

believe that he actually looks

authentic.

But I can't be too hard on this

film b^ause it really is clever.

Most of the comic sequences are

hilarious and it succeeds in deliv-

ering a message about the stereo-

typical impressions whites hold

about black people.

So if you like to go to movies
simply for the sake of being
entertained, then "Soul Man" is

for you. It is a nice break from
the realistic drama, and it's nice

to see a movie with a happy ending
again.

By ANTHONY MEDORl

The audience could see only a

dim st^re with keyboards and a

set of percussions. It didn't take

long for this state of affairs to be

altered as the snow-white stage

separated itself. and.Ui^t shined

on the baby grand Yamaha emerg-

ing from the center. The unaided

keys started playing "Helto" to a

roaring crowd as Lionel Richie

walked out and made his first

appearance of the 1986 ^hncin'

OntheCeiiing tour.

Richie didn't give the house a

second of rest, singing "All Night

Long" to captive listeners who
haven't heard the concert version

since his Can 't Slaw Down tour in

1984. the tone then meltowed as

Richie and his "outrageous" band,

performed a soft medley of his

former hits including "Endless

Love." "Truly," "You Are." "Pen-

ny Lover " and "Three Times a

Lady" (a song written by Richie

and performed by the Commo-
dores in 1978).

The concert, like its namesake
album, combined soft, heart feel-

ing music with dancing-in-the-

aisle tunes. The album is probably

his most diverse yet, combining

music from a variety of back-

grounds. The Grammy Award
winning "Say You, Say Me" was
written by Richie on the request

of the producer of the film "White

Nights."

Richie strives to touch all as-

pects of his experiences. Reaching

back to his Jamacian roots he

created "Se La," a light upbeat

tune which he performed on stage

with Sheila E. that reminds eve-

ryone to drop their worries and
enjoy life.

Richie even entered the country

music scene with "Deep River

Woman." It was performed by

Richie and Alabama, who ap-

OmI^
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MON.:
Football Night
50< Hot Dogs
M Domestics

TUES.:
Showtime With Lenny
it's Girls Night "in'

WEID *

island liight— Tropical Drinks M
D.J. Island Music

THUR8.:
T.V. Qmmm Night and the

Oasis Olympics
Featurlfig the Broad Jump
FBL:
OMr Famous "ThrttI On The Kill"

Hipipy Hour WMi a
SelW QoM Dance Party

Minlilit At TtioOaala

At TtmBatkior House CoiMlBt

,^

peared through the magic of video

to sing badtfround.

TKa eocore' performance of

Dancim' On m Oilinf wnA vn-

doubtly tbc dimax •( l^e concert.

Richie tooktwMralMe, while the

band literally 4ianoed m the air as

inviaible caUca stfpqortcd eadi

musician in his. respective orbit

during the song.

Uonel's sound is unique. He
achieves what most performers do^

mit, whidi is mnaic tkatjouohes
personal experience along with a

beat that keeps the audience
moving.

Lionel Richie energized tlM Speeiramilk^ng^^Wmikingti the Ceiling

to^l^
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res: 'United' to produce fBiltfre •^ '

By MEGAN GUIDERA

Usrfted
The Commodores
Polygram Records

When someone says Commo-
dores, what do you thii)|L of? If the

answer is not "nothing" perhaps
it's: "They are Lionel Richie's old

band." The Commodores, recently

released a new album, United.

Although The Commodores may
feel "united," their album is an
unorganized compilation of songs.

After choosing "United" as

their title and central theme the

band simply threw the idea of

unification out the window and
sang monotonously about the

problems of a relationship with a

woman, or a babe, as they so

frequently call females. The only

visible sign of unification was a

corny picture of the four band
members (Wak, J.D., Milan, and
Clyde) linking arms on the back
of the album.
The album's title track "United

In Love" started with a soft beat

and pretty lyrics that displayed

'Our WorU
(Continnedfront Page 24)

were denied htfr during her eleven
years at NBC.
Regardless of any personal

vendetta, EUerbee, Gandolf, and
the creators, directors, and pro-

ducers of "Our World" deserve
special recognition for their at-

tempts'to elevate the minds of the
Axnecican..people- Few. shows
today challenge the intellect be-

cause we choose instead to be
entertained, and, consequently,

potential. However, the song was
destroyed l^ its constant repeti-

tion and dragging beat. The Com-
modores seem to have success

with their title tracks. Their last

album Nif^t Shift, which was
released in March of 1985, had a

very popular title track, the song

"Night Shift." "Night Shift" was
a tribute to the deceased Marvin

Gaye.
From the halfway decent title

track the album went steadily

downhill. The first side befi^n

with the nonsensical song "Coin'

to the Bank" even included an

actOal bank teller scenario. This
ridiculous attempt at a rap is

simply a bank teller reminding

J.D. that there's a substantial

penalty for early withdrawal. The
lyrics are repetitive, stupid and
chauvinistic. The song makes the

typical female appear to have the

intelligence quotient of Lucy
Ricardo.

In the song "l want to Rock
You", the percussion is so loud

that the voice of J.D. Nicholas can

scarcely be heard. The song tells

of a man that wants "to rock" or

rather make love to a woman.
Periodically thoroughout the song
"rock . . . rock. . . rock . . . rock

... I want to rock you," is

chanted; however, it sounds like

some sort of jungle chant that

makes absolutely no sense
whatsoever.

The song "Let's Apologize"
started off with fair potential.

Sung by Walter Orange and J.D.

l^icholas, the song had a great deal

of keyboard and guitar music. It

took on a r^ae beat. However,
as they did in most of the other

songs. The Commodores des-

tr(U[ed the song with a horrible

ending consisting of the constant
repetition of the title "Let's
Apologize."

The album was unprofessional

and sloppy. The majority of the
lyrics just did not fit the music.

"Land of the Dreamer" had a
strong percussion and synthesizer

beat; however, the lyrics were
nursery school rhythms like:

"The spirit is high we reach for

the sky." It must have taken a

lyrical genius to write the verse

that said: "Anytime of the day or

night/ We rock in the U.S.A./

Sundown to the morning light/ U
ey ey."

The album cover itself consisted

of the four individual band
members smiling in an extremely

posed position. The album jacket

contained statements by each of

the band members where they

thanked everyone from God to

the networks are flooded with

light sitcoms and adventure ser-

ies. This is not to say that those

shows have no merit, for enter-

tainment is certainly an accept-

able way to spend valued leisure

time.

But if you are one of the lucky

ones who have access to a VCR,
then follow the request of the ABC
executives that is.being broadcast

nationwide and tape "Cosby,"
watch "Our world." You won't be

disappointed.

40% OFF-U-
<^ <StqU. c/f-krovrt

40% OFF

Men .Zg^

Biow4ry

Rrst Time Gjsfomers

40% OFF
Wosh, Cut, Blow dry

t...
Women
Wash. Cut
Blow dry

lUguiorty SlQ.OO^ fUgulorty $11.00

\S—— 687-1654 <y^
^ 323 E. Loncwer Av». Woyn*. PA 19067 ^

^
ArmmtONSTUDENTS...
Job Ettpmfhmem to Cotrng^omemmi VomrEdmcmHom
If you are seeking part-time, full-time or live-in employ-

ment in the liMman services field, PAl Invites you to begin
your pNrnlwMibnai career working with pec^e who have a
mental flc physteal handk:ap and need YOU.

rAiwAimfc
who are caring and
ittiCic

• people witho can use their

educatkMi or We ex-

perience to buiU a career
• people who respect the

rights of others with

Q!#CM

their children for moral support.

Perhaps they needed this support

after listening to what they had
created; either way it appeared as

highly informal and
unprofessional.

Many things in life have peaks
and valleys. The Commodore's
album United was their lowest
valley. It was boring, long and
repetitive. Save the ^ for a real

album.

»-,'

aisetrittsl /Slsetronio /Gomputer Mngbannn.
Oomputsr fdsntlsts..JUthsmaileiaiis...
Laagnags Spsoislists

Latitude. That's what keeps a Job Invigorating
—the ohanoe to expand your interests, to take
on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as
up. Well, that's precisely what the National
Security Agency offers you as one of our people.
NSA performs three all-important tasks. We

anal3rze foreign oonununloations. We safeguard
America's vital conununlcations. We set secur-
ity standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we w€uit you in on the
Job.

NSA offers choices upon choices. In assign-
ments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's

going to produce immediate results.

Foran Wtetrieal/Btoetroiiio /Gompaler
»ngin—r options abound. In fact, th^ entire
taohnological and functional spectrum are
yo\irs for exploration. Microprocessor im-
plementation and programming, communica-
tions systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM. systems
arohiteotureand optics. Among others.
To the Oompatsr fetoatlst, we deliver op-

portunities across the f^ntier of finite state
machine development. The applications realm:
systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, and computer security research and
design.

MsthsmsHclsni resecuroh a variety of mathe-
matioal concepts Including probability theory,
statistios, Galois theory and group theory.

Laagnais tpselallsts in Slavic, Near Eastern
and Ai^an languages meet the challenges of
translation, transcription and ansLlysis head
on. Everyday.
Whateveryour field, you can be certain to

find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find
a oompefeitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban looation between two vital

urban oenters—Washington and Baltimore.
l>br additional information, schedule an in-

terviewwi^ your College Plaoement Office. Or
write to the National Security Agency.

• f .-S.tW'V''"

NSA will be on campus Nov. 14 interviewing

graduating seniors. Limited summep positions

available for those who have completed junior

year.

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AaENCY

NirmwAi.aKURTTT agency

m

lCDa0760-6000

i tor applloMit and imiiMdUl*
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Glass antf fiieiiils

avant-garde
By RICH ABRAHAM

AVANT--GARDE: Those who
create, produce or apply new,
original or experimental ideas.

SAVIORS: The FestivaKs that

present avant-garde
entertainment.

Philadelphia's American Music
Theater (three years old) and the

Brooklyn Academy of Music's
Next Wave Festival (five years

old) have become leaders in this

field in a relatively short period

of time.

^ou may ask "What three

artists could be considered to be

currently working at the apex of

avant-garde?" My answer would
be "I would be forced to pick

composer Phillip Glass and theat-
er artist Robert Wilson for the
eldergeneration and Mark Morris,

dancer/choreographer, as an in-

fluence for the new generation of

avant-garde."
Approximately one month ago. I

viewed Phillip Glass' new opera

as a part of the American Music
Theater Festival. Co-composed
with Robert Moran, The Juniper

Tree was a surprisingly pleasant

and attention-grabbing expe-

rience. The surprisecame because

my previous experience of operas

consisted of: (a) a feeling of

confined movement, (b) static

visual staging during an act. and
(c) a lack of comprehension in

dialogue that is not always be-

cause of a foreign language.

Coming out of the theater, I

realized that the characters on the

stage could, with a freedom of

their own, fill the eyes with
movement. If The Juniper Tree is

looked at elosely, it is readily

noticeable the Glass and Mocan's

Janet ftrowa as Thtt Stepdaughter Oeft) and Jayne West as The First

Wife in *mw Jumper Tree/*

By MlCiaSLE O'NEIL

Wl^VU, the voice ol Vilianova,

ha» been back on theair new for

one month and intlMit|me month,

the staff of WKVU tet airewly

planned many fun and exdting

things for aU of the Vilianova

community to enjoy.

First oft. Congratulations go

out to Daniel Lou^ran, the ata-

tion>'8 newly appointed genera!

manager. Dan, ashia staffaddress
him, is currently a junior history

major at Vilianova University.

Dan sees the position of general

manager as an opportunity to get

Villanovans more involved in the

Vilianova community.
"As of nowWKVU focuses more

on ^dent students because the

station is heard in the dorms and

that is it. WKVy and Vilianova

are trying to chaoge the focus to

both resident students as-well as

off campus resident," said

Loughrah.

music is really the key for it holds
the fairy tale and everything
around it together as one.

A man who Glass has worked
with closely at times (Example:
The creation of Einstein On The
Beach almost a decade ago), Wil-

son has had successes of his own.
His most recent achievement,
Alcestis, which has opened earlier

this past winter in America, was
chosen to open the Festival d'Au-
tomne in Paris during September
1986. This marked the first time
an American company had been
invited to the Parisian festival,

which is one of the most highly

regarded metropolitan performing
arts festivals in Europe.

Wilson's stage decoratk>ns tend
to be minimalistic with his use oi

stream-of-consciousness pictures*

and geometric shapes. Wi^ tJhia

technique he can seem to add both

obvk>us simplicity and underlying

complexity to a play at the same
time. If it has not been said

already, it can and probably will

be said Wilson is painting on a

stage.

Also receiving recent raves for

his part in avant-garde perfor-

mances is Morris, America's ver-

sion of best of the young choreo-

graphers. At 30 years old, he has

been called "the pre-eminent
craftsman of his generation "by

Vanity Fair. In revkyfjm a new
production of his earlier this year.

Time magazine called Soap-

Powders and Detergents **9i brim-

ming |M6ce of choTMgraphy, filled

with wit and inventkmand certain

brash confidence." Also an excel*

lent dancer, some feel his talent

is without end.

To^ivithdf^ fxoBsgj^ digres-

sion, I now return to the festivals

or, more specifically to the Brook-

lyn Academy of Music's Next
Wave Festival. Starting on Oct.

7, it will continue to present

avant-garde entertainment uiltil

Dec. 30. Included in the schedule

are Glass. Wilson and Morris,

Glass and Wilson will be pres-

enting the American premiere of

Act V — Rome Section of "Civil

Wars" in a operatic performance
that will close the festival and run
from Dec. 12

If you can't wait until Dec. 12

for some avant-garde entertain-

ment, Mark Morris has been sche

duled to perform his premiere this

Wednesday through Friday.

Naturally these aren't the only

options available, so if you would
like any information oil Next
Wave Festival you can call (718)

63&4100.

How, yoo mi^jilltVia WKVU
goili^ to be ableH^ tmsk tht

amouht td peopk^they bope to

reach? The eaaiest and moat
k«ical anaflerla to have theMio
station oonvert over. tAfH. The
process is underway, but thereare
no praniises beihg made that the

conversion wiU take place this

year, but it will happen in the near

futmre.

Today, WKVU is having a

fundraiser in the North Loimge of

Doiigbeity from 11'^) to 4:a0 pan.

The name. "Albums BUY the

Pound,"^ums up the jist of what
this furtdiiuser is about. Because

the station had over 1,000 albums
Dr. Rkhard WekO^lacuUy advi-

sor, and several jwf members
thought it wouMba^ neat idea

to sdfF them by toe pound to

Vilianova studeinta. Can you beat

five albums for $1.50? If you have

not come yet. go and check it out.

Alsa this week WKVU would
like to congratulate Ceasor Ettore

for being elected the iirst "DJ of

the Week" by the sUff of WKVU.
Every week WKVU will choose a

DJ to be awarded this title.

Winners will be judged on perfor-

mance, originality^ tact and ac-

complishment. Caes^ was able to

bring the heavy metal band
"Krank" to Vilianova for an
interview. This is a great accomp-

lishment and the staff felt it

should be rewarded. Thanks
Caesar!

That about wraps up the events
WKVU has Dlanned so far, but

you, the Vilianova community,
will be informed when other

activities devetop. There are other

events thajf have not made it

passed the proposal stage, but

once the plans areconfirmed, you
will be the first to know.
WKVU is always open for spg-

gestions by its listeners. If you
have any ideas that you think may
be fun. stop by 210 Dougherty and
tell them.

ART BIN
TthpB, wony •quirt. 1
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The Vilianova field hockey
team ended their season on a

down note by toeing their last two
games. The Wildcats lost 10
i^inst West Chester last Thurs-

day, and folloH^ed that with a 2-

k)ss to Ursinus.

The Cats finished the year at

8-12-1. Their leading scorers were
Anita D'Ancenza with nine goals

and three aasista. and Sharon Seiz

with^eight goals and one assist.

Goalie Sue Suff alk>wed 37 goals

and had 206 total saves.

'^w^yyiTWff^i^TffTBrfflrffiffi^^i^

1 run tOolofMt Mck)
23' PMc S0MI Ocito
ikKfcT
6 nm (CoiwMw kiok)

SI kickoff Kttum

from SchulsVM-HBr^ 23 pM«

VM—ara0y 2t pM« from Schuli
(CotarMf kiciO

VM^-OowMW 29 pMi from Schuli
(Cotonfii kidiT
VN—f^Mooo IS run IColonno kick)

Col Sotich 1 pMo from Puiolo

SO,7sa

PuMi

va.
27

sa-221
2S1
13

ie-22-3
2-3S

• 4-1

S-39
34KM

cot
21

3S-141
207
20

17-31-1
2-46
S-3

4-27
2S:S4

Action fram VQlMiove's tiUe clinchiiig match in the Mid^Attantic

Conference Championshlpe. The Wildcats move on to Annapohs as

th^ M^ 1 «^^ in fhf Frfiatffm imtrpfftt^giiate ChampJonshiBs

' ilMi

Nov. 8
Nov. 9
Nov. 15
Nov. 16

Nov. 8
Nov. 15

ICE HOCKEY
@ Scranton
Upsala
@ Delaware
Roger Williams

FOOTBALL
Central Connecticut

Widener

.<^>^

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

11:45 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Nov. 15

Nov. 21

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Team Australia

Howard
8 p.m.

TBA

Nov. 7

Nov. 8
Nov. 13

Nov. 14

Nov. 21

VOLLEYBALL
Boston College

Rice/UConn
@ Seton Hall

@ Penn State Tournament
@ Big East Champs. (Pitt)

WRESTLING

Nov. 15 @ S.U.N.Y. Binghamton
Tourney

33%

n

RicliARd &Company
UNiS£X HAIA STYLES

VIUANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA

527-2080
Open Mon.
thru Sat.

Wed. and
Thurs. Evenings

SAVE
UP TO ^^ /O '" CASSEHES, LPS & CDS

RES. $8.98 LP OR CASSEHE

"VALBTSekVICE TO VILLANOVA ft

340 esst Church Ro$d

Kino 01 Pmssa. PA 19406

mmttn-mm/n
imcmmtofmfvtcuiLV

PBffommce tuning, s^es,

parts and service for aU BMW
end Mercedes Bern automobiles

Poter Cetera
SoWuiMSolltaire

NEW ORDER
BROTHERHOOD

«6. «S.9S-*5.69 REG. *l.9l-*5.69 REG. *t.98-*5.69

^iiiiiminiiiniiiiiHiiiiiK

VOLANOVA FALL '86

CULTUBAL FILM SERIES

Connelly Center Cinema

NOV. 8-9-10
LOCTlNAMmCA

NOV. 15-16-17

PAUL SIMON
Giaceland

TAUONGHEADS
/ ; ^

THE PRETENDERS
GETCtOSE

REG. *9.9l-*«.«9 REG. *9.9t-H.69 REG. *9.9S-*6.69

caMPAcr

NOy. 22-23-24
eboeMDtTK CBAZV

mmcASMfORroMOinviiwAiinD
OUffmS4MD ifs- soar, JAZZ «Mf CLUSfOi
iHWmCB MffTV iU>— SAifanS I M5-t6
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VILLANOVA HOSTS NCIFC-NEPC
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WORKSHOP

By KATIE VAN ALLEN

The Northeastern Interfrater-

nity Council-Northeastern Pan-

hellenic Council Eastern Pennsyl-

vania Fall Workshop was held

Nov. 1 in the Connelly Center. 217
Greeks from 25 schools in the area

attended the leadership workshop
which was hosted by Villanova

Greeks for the first time.

Lee Losciale, president of Pi

Kappa Alpha and NEIFC Regional

vice president, and Katie Va-

nAllen, Delta Gamma and vice

president Villanova Panhellenic,

served as the workshop co-

chairpersons, and invited Father

Martin to present a general ses-

sk>n on Legal Liability and Mike
Green to make a presentation on
alcohol concerns. Topics were
presented whkrh helped todevelop

leadership and responsibility

among Greeks.

Betty Wallick, National Panhel-

lenk: area advisor, presented the

Villanova Panhellenic with a
Recognition Award for hosting the

workshop. Joe Zaller, NEIFC
executive vice president, and Pat

Farley, NEIFC executive director

complimented the success of the

workshop, and promtoed the

NEIFC NEPC Conference to be
hdd Feb. 26 to March 1 in Phi-

ladelphia. Many thanks are ex-

tended toGary Bonas, and the IPC
and Panhel Executive Boards fior

their assistance in hosting the

Workshop.

AMnOMALS VISITALPHA OHHCROM PI
The VillanovaBeta Delta Chap-

ter of Alpha Omicron Pi hosted
two Chapter Consultants, one
from Sept. 20-Oct. 2 the other

from Ck:t. 9-16.

Patty Compton, from Overland
Park, Ks., and Diane Wakeley,
from Piedmont, Calif., are just

two of seven recent college grad-

uates serving Alpha Omicron Pi

in this position. Villanova Univer-

sity is just one of the stops in a
year-long' tour of AOII chapters

throughout the U.S. and Canada.
The consultants worked with

the Villanova chapters emphasiz-

ing community and campus invol-

vement, leadership and scholastic

achievement. Both consultants

have been trained in communica-
tion and Chapter Operations, and
shared other new ideas with
Alpha Omicron Pi members here.

Founded in 1897 at Barnard
College of Columbia University in

New York, Alpha Omicron Pi has

mstalled 1^ collegiate chapters
and over 200 Alumnae Chapters.
The fraternity has consistently

encouraged community leadership

and academic excellence of its

more than 70,000 members. Phi-

lanthropy is also a priority. One
of the several charitable funds ol^

|

the Alpha Omicron Pi Philan-
thropic Foundation is for Arthritis

Research. The Foundation has
donated more than $250,000 in

grants to researchers.

GREEK IN A WEEKEND
LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
MISTAKES! We all make them,

but their true value is to learn

from them. Due to an outragedus
scavenger hunt several years ago,

Lambda Kappa Delta Fraternity

had its charter revoked by the
school. The school's oldest frater-

nity is now back with 15 brothers
still remaining and seeking rapid

regrowth. This semester Lambda available on the LKD board next
Kappa Ddta features Greek in to the entrance of "The Pit" in
a Weekend, one gigantic rush to Dougherty or call one of our
increase our quanity of quality

people in one weekend. The true

values of brotherhood wlH be
scouted for and brought out in the

new brothers. Selection process

begins now. More information is

houses: Club House at $25-0320
and the|#D Hoi^ at |Kj752ft.,

IPC-PANHIU HOL^
ANNUALHAUOWIIN
PAR¥Y
By KIMBERLY BROGUE

Last Thursday the Annual IFC/
Panhel Halloween Party was held
in the Day Hop in Dougherty Hall.

Children of all ages came in to
enjoy the festivities. After regis-

tration, the children were allowed
to participate in games set up by
and manned by the brothers of

Sigma Phi Epsilon. The chiktren

were then allowecli-.to wsuider

aimlessly through the sea ot

candy and costumes and fill their

togs to the limits of their s^gar-

filleddeure. '

Alpha Chi Omega^s CJ. O'Sul-

livan ahd Alpha- Phi Delta's Ste-

phen J. Schtager then presented

awards for costumes. Two overall

awards were given out for the two
a^e groups.

•r-

In the words of alumnus Ri-

chard Roth. Sr.. 'it is certainly

a pleasure to see such an enthur

siastic group of young people

participating in this community
activity. As an alumnus and as a

neighbor, I was proud." All in-

volved in this fine event should

be proud of their work.

{AlphaCMOmega
Alpha Chi OnMgii>fed|es have

I

been extremely active «nd are

having a great time under the

skilled leadership of pkdaemaster
CarolynJoiies. Look outApha Chi

favorite men! You are in for a

{great time!

Ipha Omicron Pi
Pack your bags and get ready

[for Bermuda! Alpha Omkron Pi

is psyched for our suitcase party

with Zeta Psi and ottt'homecoming
Uilgate with Delta Tau DdU.
Congratulations pledges on get-

ting pinned and getting your big

sisters. Also, a l;^ig thank you to

everyone who supported our an-

nual rose sale — it was a great

(success.

lelta Delta Delta
Tri Oelt's are ps^^hed to tail-

jgate with Lambda Chi Alpha on
Saturday. We weksome back our
alumni and are having a brunch
[for them on Sunday.

elta Gamma
All the sisters of DG woukl like

to thank ourpled^ for a fantastic

I

cocktail party! Sisters and pledges

both had a great time rollerskating

to fin^ out big and little sisters.

Everyone is psyched for our T.G.

with Sig Ep and tailgating with

Zeta Psi for Homecoming!

[Delta Kappa
Epsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon thanks the

I

sisters of Mpha Chi Omega for a

great Halloween. To Tau Kappa

I

Omega we are looking forward to

tonight! "Just when you thought

it was safe to go back in the

water."

Kappa Alpha
Theta
Little sisters, do you know who

your big sis is? Sigma Pi we're

psyched for a great tailgate on

Saturday. Welcome back Theta

I

aluhini ~ we miss you!

Ljppa Kappa
Gamma
We're looking forward to tail-

Igating with Pi Kappa Alpha at

iHomecoming this weekend. All

the sisters want the pledges to

I
know we think you're greJait!

lambda Chi

la

The brothers of Lambda Chi

are looking forward to

omecoming weel^nd. We wel-

e back our alumni and Jiope

tailipite is as good as last

Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi KapprA^a wiH fe holding

a book raffle in the near future.

Details to lolbw. In ad4itkm»
thanks to Vdti XiMma for ah
outrageous Halloween party. We
are kwking forward to TG a and
tailgates with Kappa Gamma,
Alpha Ctii Omcipi and Delta Gam-
ma. Congratulatkms to brother

Dave Facer and our nominee from
Delta Gamma Karen Mongison
for making flomecoming court . .

.

Good Luck!

Pi Kappa Phi
Pi KaM Ws bvothera and

pleci^joinedtoaasiatINCentral

Baptist Church in avanisliig an
art exhibition wiik:h raised over

$7,000 for the church. Special

thanks to pledges Araoch Grif-

fiths,Jim Gamer, David Petoe and

Kieraii Conlan.

SigmaNu
The brothers of Sigma Nu

thank the sisters of Alpha Omi-
cron Pi for a great Halloween T.G.

We look forward to seeing the

alumni at the tailgate and recep-

tion to folk>w.

Sigma Pi
The Pledges of Sig^ Pi have

been awfully busy this ^mester.
I guess it all started on Parents'

Day, Oct. 4. That was the first

tailgate of the year, and Sigma Pi

was right in the thick of it. A great

time was definitely had by all of

the pledges. From that day the

itinerary has been chock full of

fun .times. Among these was
Sigma Pi's first T.G. of, the year

with Delta Gamma. It was agooci^

time for the pledges to meet th^.

pledges from Delta Gamma and to

get to know some of them.
"^Sigma Pi also had arbckin' tinte

with Kappa Kappa Gamma on the -

night of Halloween. The pledges

and of course the brothers of

Sigma Pi would like to thank bdlh
'

Delta Gamma, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma both for a great time. You
re^dly made each affair worth-

while in your own way. Thanks!!!

Coming up for t|ie pledges is

Homecoming Weekend in which
we will be tailgating with Delta

Kappa Epsilon fraternity,and also

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. We
all are k»king forward to a fab-

ulous time with both of them.

Overall, the pledges have had a

great time. We have been busy
yes, but it has all been real

worthwhile. Oh yeah, we would
especially like to thank the broth-

ers of Sigma Pi, esj|)ecially Larry

and Doug, our beloved pledge

masters!!

Zeta Psi
Zeta Psi wouki like to thank the

Tri-Delts for a great Halloween

party. Also, please help support

Zeta Pst at Hom«toming by pur-

chasing mugs.

WANTEDS

aa^.

Laat week's Sporta Shorts a headline inoorrectly
read ''Wom^ tunnara ranked Sth/' Tht heatfKiie
should hafe I'ead **Um runnera place iWiT AIm,
the men's croaa country teto plaoBd first In the Big
Five* which waanotmentioned inUmartkle "Women
win BIfjBiat title."

Thm are plenty of tkkeU still available for the

,
football team's fhude against Widener on Nov. 15.

I30M*•£*•/^^
,|CelIy Kart, Sua Kuff and Ann Roaato ol the

womcn'a field iMxrkey team were iU named to the
PAIAW (Philadeli»hta Aaaodation for tntercoUtgiate
Athletics iat Women) all-team. Ruff had seven shut-
outs along with 206 eaves and only 37 goals alk>wed.

^xnlgMatMllaiiori
Villanova's boxing club will host the second

annual night of boxing on Nov. 13 at theJohn "Jake**

Nevin Fieklhouse. Joining the Wikk^t pugilists that

ni^ will be boxers from Penn State, West Chester.
Dickinaon, Shippenshurg* Lock Haven and VMI. The
evening^s card of matches begins at 7:30 o.m.

soecer ends seimMi
ByMK»ABLIRCm»

The women's soccer team oon-

cludeda highly euooeaaful seaaofi

on adown note, kistng tothe third-

ranked Patriota^Georaelfajmn.
tA. The women finiahed the
aelaon with a very impiesatve 12-

4-3 record, phiying numy hard
matches with nationally ranked
foes.

The . lone ^Wildcat goal was
scored by senior Ann Brennan in

the aecond half. Brennan was a
standiOttt all season long and
finished up the season by tying

ViUanova's reppipd lor aaaisU in a
season with 10, aet by Crthy Fond.

Goaliejumor Lynn AlcRde also
tied a record. McHafe tied Sue
Onnembo's record set in 1961 for

moat shut-outs in a season with
eight. McHale alkwed only 16
goals during the whole season,
made 94 saves with a 8.54 save
percentage.

Themkkau beat Franklin and
Marshall 5-1 in the game preced-
ing the George Mason finale.

Brennan added the two assists

whk:h put her in the tie with Ford.
Sophomore Jean Hajjar scored

,twiae in the match whkdhgave her
10 goals for the season to go with
seven assists.

Another sophomore, Anne
Beirne, also played consistent
excellent ball throughout the
season. Beirne, from Dublin,
Ireland, was an integral part of
the Wikkat defense and her solid

play was a reason for the success
of McHale.
With so many underclassmen

returning for next season, the
future centered around McHale,
HaJjar and Beirne is extremely
bright.

lee Cats startseason slowl
By TOM HUNTER

Villanova 's ice hockey team has
started another seaaon and is off

to a slow start. The team has a
1-3 record and is k)oking to turn
the season around next weekend
against Scranton.
The skaters opened with an 8-

loss against Cortland but Were
able to rebound the next day
against Ocean County by blowing
them away 16-0.

This past weekend was ex-
tremely painful for the Cats, as
they were swept in both of the
games they played. In the first

game against West Chester, the
J Cats were dropped by a 7-3 score.

Freshman Mike Julian was the
Villanova offensive star, as he
scored two goals. Junior Brian
Fitj^gerakl scored the other. Mike
Cacciatore, a junior from St.

Louis, Mo., accounted for all three
assists.

The next day against the Del-

aware H^ns, the Wildcats suffered

another setback, this time by a 5-

3 loss. Julian added another goal.

The other Villanova tallies were
socred by Gary Gjertsen and
sophomore Mike Drainville, a
native from Bellingham, Mass.
Drainville is the Cats' leading

scorer at this point, scoring four

goals and three assists,

PersMils

Goalie Geoivti Borsari
(File Photo)
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Cats rally to
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

On the banks of the Hudson
River, 4,750 people gathered to-

gether to watch the Villanova
Wildcats take on their first Div-

ision I-AA opponent since they
brought back football to the Wild-

cat campus in 1984. The Wildcats
were confident as they strode on
to Baker Field at the University
of Columbia, but that confidence
was shattered less than Sihinutes
into the game.

•^ Columbia University took the

opening kickoff and drove from
their own 37 into the Villanova

end zone in 10 plays. Villanova got

their hands on the ball at their

35-yard line and, as a foreshadow-
ing of what was to come, on the
first play from scrimmage the
Wildcats threw the ball away.
The Lions reared their heads,

as if to sneer at their 27-game
losing streak, and three plays
later they put the ball in the
Wildcat end zone for the second
time.

After a Columbia interception

followed by a Columbia fumble
and a Wildcat recovery, Villanova

took the ball and started to lay

the ground-work for their first

, scoring drive. With 4 minutes left

in the first quarter Villanova
began their drive for the end z0ne
from their own 11 -yard line. With
passes to Jim Cashman and Pete
Lombardi, quarterback Kirk
Schulz drove the ball down to the
Columbia 1-yard line where he
proceeded to take it himself into

the end zone.

In less time fflah it takes to run
the^ Kcntucfcjr Berby, the Lions
had curbed the celebration on the
Wildcat sideline. It took Columbia
six plays to eclipse 61 yards and

an end zone stripe for another six

points.

>yith fufy in their eyes, the
Wildcat offense came back on to

the field, determined not to let the
defensive failure stand in the way
of a win. Bolstered by a 39-yard

pass to Cashman, the Wildcats
punched the ball in with a six-

yard effort by Ron Sency.
The Wildcat offense barely had

time to get to the sidelines before

the Lions had run back the kickoff

for a touchdown. The Todd
Schaeffer kickoff carried to the
Columbia 19 yard line where John
Pennywell sprinted straight down
the field to the 30 yard line, veered

left toward the sideline and blew
past the entire Villanova squad
enroute to his 81-yard touchdown
return.

Columbia intercepted Schulz
for the third time, and then as a

measure of courtesy, handed the
ball right back to Villanova on the

Columbia nine yard line. Follow-

ing this pattern of politeness,

Villanova refused to put points on
the board and handed the ball

back to the Lions on theirown one.

Columbia ran the ball up to their

34 before the drive stalled, and the
half ended Columbia — 28, Villan-

ova — 14.

Villanova took the second half

kickoff at their own 25-yaFd line,

but failed to move the ball andwas
forced to kick it. George Winslow
placed hiis foot on the pall-and let

loose a shabby, low, line<lrive, 27-

yard punt which bounced off the
hands of t^e Lion receiver ena-
bling Villanova to recover the ball

at th« CoUnmbia 44 yard Uftg.

T?Fe WllUcais tocrfr 11 tiii ie at
all to capitalize on the Lion mis-
take. Two passes after the recov-

ery Villanova was in the end zone:

tysisvnM)

VtUanova's defense, shown here against Fordhmn, played a big role
in forcing Lion turnovers and tiiming the tide against Columbia.

Schulz to Sency for 21 yards, and
Schulz to Brady for 23 yards.

Following a penalty on xfte ^su-
ing kickoff Columtiaa tneii to put
it back on tract, starting from
their own 8. Five plays later

Columbia found themselves at

their own 3/1 ... qtn defense,
folk)wing a Brian R^ed intercep-

tion. Two plays later Brady,
again, found himself alone in the

Columbia end zone and on the

receiving end of a touchdown
pass.

Villanova 's quest to take advan-
tage of the impotent Lions did not

stop here, as the Villanova defense
again pouriced on the opportuni-

ties at hand. Columbia, lost the

ball again and Villanova recovered

at the Columbia 33 yard line. With
the ball in the not-so-firm hands
of the Villanova offense, the
Wildcats stumbled and tripped to

a third down and 18 yards to go
at the Columbia 29. However, out

of this thick mire of uncertainty

came a beautifully executed 29-

yard slant pass for a touchdown.
Villanova had finally taken the

'

lead, 35-28.

The fun for the Wildcats did not

subside as Columbia, being almost
over-polite by now, refused to hold

on to the b^l for over four downs
andpuntedthe ballaway allowing

Villanova to start up the offense

yet again, this time at their own
24 yard line. With very little

trouble the Wildcats marched
down to the Columbi a 13 yard line

whereGary Pascoe plunged up the

middle for the score.

Columbia took the kick'off

droveTo the Villariova 27 where
they seemed to run out of gas and
downs. Villanova conservatively

ran the ball to the 48 and then
Winslow let fly a towering 51 -yard
punt which penned the-Lions at

their own one yard line. After an .

inconsequential four plays by the

Lions the Wildcats again got their

hands on t^e ball and drove deep
into Lion territory. The Colonna
field goal attempt, however, was
botched and Columbia took over
at their own 30.

Lkwi reserve quarterback Dave ^
Putek) organized a last-chance

drive, behind two long-distance

passes of 22 yards and 20 yards,

Putelo pushed the ball to the
Villanova goal line before throw-
ing a short pass across themiddle

'

for the final score of^the game.
In the final Villanova series,

Schulz took the air out of the ball

and as time ranout the scoreboard
read ... Villanova 42, Columbia
34.

Volleyball whips rival Httlas
By NED THOMPSON

The Villanova volleyball team
took to the road this past weekend,
playing three games in the span
of twodays. The Wiklcatsdroned
their first two matches against
Massachusetts and Geofge Wa-
shington University on Saturday
but rebounded to defeat George-
town just 24 hours later.

AgMwt Massachttsetts thecals
started slowly, drojying the first

twojMMs. iai5 Md I3-15. But
the Wdcats heated upand nearly

PuUed off a oMnciilMaaMBclinck
Tbay wen the nant twogMMs. IS-

IS and 16-14 to evan the caniait

bilgfv ftmUy suocumbing in the
fifth IMM.10-IS.
Omy hagrt Jglar the Cats

tMg

ly fatigued and gflMiMiuilly

FuUback Pete Lombardi ramblea lor yardagedirtagVfflanov)
from-behind victory over the ColumbfaitiolM/42-34.
64 yards during the afternoon.

Athlmie

the ^f

Week

•

tnSl£:!3BS^
IMtS-

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is the
entire men's varsity watertob team who wqq the
Mid-Atlantic Conference tor the first tinie in
VlUanova history. The yicfory sends the Wildoats^ into the Eastern Intercollegiate Chan^ionshipa. in
which the Cats an; seeded firet

The sUrting seven consisted of Jim Riley,
Farshanl Charmforoooh.Ted Mbrris.£d Sae, fid Uy,
Matt Jayne and Matt Morris with key substittitas
ofOra Shr»der and Gaom KmiBeth.

.. jfieboimding from a 4-16 ttoori hwt season, the
CaU presently own a 164 moid and wilh add to
it thiaweciwidiittiiaEaatenis,:.

VillaiMva beat Queens IM, in 14r7,

7 and St. Francis 144. Rieywai Vyii
scoKr with 16 gbab and was «mned

/

K'

This is the last IsaoeDph-
llahed by^W^^mfr-

.Thehd board.
begins its terii^iiext week.
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By MARY E. CHAREST

Over SeOpeople filled the Vil-

lanova Room Wednesday to hear
the controversial novelist, sociol-

ogist and priest Andrew Greeley
speak.

Although Greeley said that
"Sex is a sacrament," and "the
bo^ of a woman is as mtich an
analO||gr to God as the body of a
man.* moat of his speech centered
on religion as experience, image
and story.

He explained later that he liked

to teach religion through stories,

and so he b^m with a story.

Greeleydeicribeda dismal, gray
Chicago day in December when,
walking down Michigan Avenue,
he saw a woman having trouble

setting on a bus. She had an
assortment of packages, including

a boy of IS months. Hb helped her
and played with the boy, wnen
she finally got on the bus and was
about to leave, she smiled.

"After that I was in technicolor

world. I felt that in a world where
a smnle' lis possible, anything is

possible." Hci called

was ingenious for starting the

Christmas crib." He explained

that the Christmas story had
everything and it ended happlty

•

Christmas, he said, ti^ us

something about the itifaning of

life. "Life is about li^. not about

death."

Using these three aspects of

Catholicism, he then spoke on

curiant Catholic issues. "Sex is

a sacrament," Greeley said. "It

tells us something about God's

love." He said that in the love of

man and woman is mirrored God's

love for us.

Furthermore, he explained that

"If we truly believe ih sex as a
sacrament, you can't enjoy it too

much. The Catholic religion still

has yet toacknowledge this idea,"

*-%' •%

"You dn^WI it a s^ifcra

mrnn witha snrnH^ti^sdkl.
The sacramental experience, he

explained, is specifically Catholic,

because for Catholics, "everything

is a sacrament."
"I came here to argue that what

is unique and special about the

Catholic religion is that its people

see the world as a metaphor for

Qod," he said. Catholicism^ he

ex|>lained» has gone the opposite

way of Judaism, Islam and Pro-

testantism in that it "emphasizes

the radical presence of Ggd.

"We ICatholics] took over the

nature religions and baptized

everythiog in sight," he said.

"It's gtwd, it's true, it's beau-

tiful, it's loving, (sol it's Catholic

and we want it," he sakl, para

phrasing St. Ignatius of Antioch.

He further sakl that anakigical

imagination is a special aspect of

Catholiaism. "God is like the

world. For us [Catholks], God is

alive in die worid,^' he said.

Aooordtng to Gretley, Catholi

cisni is ^^ most fun of all the

reliipcins of Yahweh'* because

everything is a celebration of God.

Greeley d^Kribed the Catholic

story as CoaHc. "Christmi^sis the

Ca^h<4ic story par excellence. St.

Francis o^ Assisi -- or maybe here

we give credit to St. Augustine —

fUndnor discusses

dosingSmoke's

Andrew Greeley, novelist, aocM^
ogist and priaat, apoko to a aold-

out crowd Wednesday.

but, Greeley said, "PopeJohn Paul
has finally turned the comer in

that diri9CtMm."

Greeley also spoke about the

Catholic teachings in the seminar-

ies of the past. They tau£^t that

"the woman is a swamp waiting

^aN|irJi|r'down the unsuspecting

(QmHnmd on page 5)

By DENISE M. TYSON

Townspeople, commissioners
and the owners of Smokey Joe's

Bar and Restaurant in Wayne
debated for 30 minutes at the bi-

monthly Radnor Township meet-
ing Monday on the possible shut-

down of the bar.

Fourteen official complaints
have been filed with the township,
although 11 were made by the
same resident and some have
reportedly been unfounded. The
complaints concern incidents of

urination on private property,

excessive late night noise, partuns

violations and lack of traffic

control with the bar's patrons.

1 hese situations occur primar-

ily between 11:30 p.m. and 2:30

a.m., a time which the resideats
feel is disturbing to their private
lives.

"You would get angry too if y»u
had to put up with this [distar-

bance] every weekend," one
townsperson said.

Eugene Evans, the attorney
who is representing the ownersof
the bar, said that Radnor Town-
ship does not have the authority
to restrain Smokey Joe's from
operating. He statfid, "Only the
Pennsylvania State Liquor Cosi-

trol Board possesses such power."
Evans said he has spoken to tlie

Delaware County District Attar-

ney's office and presented signed
affidavits stating specific distur-

bances. As yet, no evidence has
(Continued on page 5)

FormerV.U.

dean sues

Po^t%ilS$imrse students
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Over 100 students dressed in

Halloween costumes waiting for

the 9-20 p.m. Paoli local train into

Philadelphia at Villanova station

were dispersed by Radnor Police

Oct. 31.

Tw» students were ar-

rested and red^ved citatioha for

underage drinking and consump-
tion of alcohol in a public place.

According to Gayle D'Ahate. a

sttidettt at the station, the train

skywed down but never

a OQBOIete stoo. "It fthe

tiffffti dtT*n ttr alr*i*ft a it

itwvarJiA Th«« wcsaga
the IJRaiii wlMuwanlad tfi

at ViBaiMva^ hut tktey

D'AfaaleiaiC

to

train]

parently knocking down wooden
panels, the report indicated.

A Radnor plainclothes police-

man and two uniformed policemen

b^n breaking up the crowd.

Many students headed back to

campus while others tried tocatch

the train at Rosemont.

D'Abate also said that the
station was crowded but not any
more than it is the day before a

school break. "The crowd may
have seemed to be a problem
because it was night, people were
drinkiiiganddiwed in IfaHoween
costumes,^

By SIOBHAN A. RODER

The Rev. John P. O'Malley,

O.S.A., andJames A. Nesbitt, who
were both fired by St. Thomas
University of Miami, Fla., last

month, have recently filed

lawsuit against that school, ac-

cording to The Miami Herald.

O'Malley .was the dean of the

College of Liberal Arts and Scien-

ces at Villanova University from
1978 until his resignation in 1984.

The 16-page lawsuit was filed

Oct. 28 in V.S. District Court

against St. Thomas University—
an institution also run by the

Augustinian order— by O'Malley,

who became provost at St. Tho-
mas after leaving Villanova, and
Nesbitt, St. Thomas' former dean

of Admissions.

According toThe Miami Herald,

the suit claims that O'Malley and
Nesbitt began to discover in late

have to do was call for the class. 1985 that the Rev. Patrick H.

Now, I have to go down there, sign O'Neill, O.S.A., St. Thomas Uni-

up, and pay $50.'

The arrested student said that

she was not the only underage

person consuming alcohol in pub-

lic, but that she was at the outside

of the crowd and was confronted

by the police first.

Villanova Security was advised

of the situation. No charges have

been filed against Villanova for

the damage to the train platform.

versity president, "was knowingly

and deliberately misstating the

financial conditk)n of St. Thomas
University."

The Miami Herald reported that

the suit further clainied O'Neil
"was using his position as pres-

kient of St. Thonuis University ta

inflate his own sense of self-

importance, to obtain, personal

financial gain and to support his

own personal pleasures."

(Continued on page 5i

"^Commented D'Ahate.

Many studenta wave reportadly

dwnkingat thatoane. ThaSBPTA
police fiaart tialad that a train

ciaw mMM Xkm of mm "dis-

oiMy oooduct" at tha station.

^Moiabsrs of the crowd ware ap*

One student said that when she

was arrested she was iafonned

that alM must attend a 16-hour

aioohal awareness seminar and

would receive no fine. However,

whan aha aipMd into the seminar

she was chargod 150 for tha class.

According to the studant. "He

(the pattoeroan) never told me 1

had to pay anything. All 1 would
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The Student Government Depart-
ent of Academic Affairs will be
eeting at 8 p.m. Nov. 16, in Room 204
ugherty Hall. All are invited and
couraged to attend, especially if you
interested in issues such as reading

ys, advisement, scholarships and
demic freedom.

\re

an Rights Day
Nov. 19 is Villanova University's

fuman Rights Day. Join in Amnesty
itemational's letter writing marathon
tables in the Connelly Center and

fougherty Hall. Also, come to the
(enter for Peace and Justice Education
the basement of Sullivan Hall at 7:30

[m. for free hoagies and soda to cap
ff the letter writing. Father Ray
ickson will speak on Liberation Theol-

in Chile. Please help us to help
thers!

I«edl Cash
[Jake's Place will offer any fraternity,

}rority, organization, or club $50 to

;lp out at Jake's Place on some Wed-
?sday night. It's a great way to defray

tie cost of a semi-formal or party while
having a good time.

For more information, contact Bill

Mathews at the Dean of Students office

in 213 Dougherty Hall.

PSIA/NI

A

The Villanova Student PSEA/NEA
will be having a Guest Speaker on Nov.
18 at 6 p.m. Dr. Klieger will be speaking
on "The Construction of Quality
Teacher Made Examinations."
Members will also have the opportunity
to speak to the current student teachers
about issues that concern them. The
lecture will be held in the Education
Dept., Falvey. r*

InterNotional
CIvb Meeting

International Club Meeting will be
held in the Bryn Mawr Room Nov. 19,
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. The Christmas
Party Plans are now underway, and this
will be the last meeting before the BIG
EVENT- so PLEASE attend. (All types
of eccentrics are welcome . . . ). If you
absolutely can not attend, please call

^7-2238 with an original excuse.

lEoo Intern

Paid internships for college students
and college graduates. Gain skill and
experience in informal education, exhib-
it management, museum/zoo adminis-
tration. For persons interested in
teaching or administrative careers. 18-

week semester, Dec. 1, 1986 — April 5,
1987 or Jan. 5, 1987 -- May 10, 1987,
40 hour/week, stipend: $100. For more
information write: Zoo Intern Program,
Philadelphia Zoo, 34th and Qirard Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

••naiCleb
Join the German Club for a night in

Philadelphia at the Hamburi^ Abend,'
fun, food, and drink sponsored by the
German Society. The Abend* is Nov.
14. Everyone is also invited to a conGert
performed by the world famous Curtis
Institute, to take place in the Connelly
Center Villanova Room on Nov. 19, at
8 p.m. with reception to follow. For
further information rogirding either
event, pl«Mc contJKrt the iMdem lin-

olfioe on second floor of St.
Thomi

The Women in Communications Club
is sponsoring a trip Dec. 4 to see the
morning show "People Are Talking,"
the featured guest will be noted advocate
of women's issues and editor of Ms.
magazine Gloria Steinem. The show
will be followed by a tour of KYW
studios. We will be leaving at 8 a.m.
and returning at 1:30 p.m. The trip^ls
open to anyone, but there are a limited
number of spots so make reservations
as soon as possible by calling Stacey at
527-1798. Also there will be a brief
meeting for all WIC members 4:30-5:30
p.m. Nov. 18 in the JBryn Mawr
Room.

LiMbo iMthvtkista
There will be a limbocompetition held

in St. Mary's dorm on Nov. 20. The
competition is held every Thursday at
9:15 p.m. in front of Room 268. Come
and partake of this tropical festivity —
all sports lovers are welcome!

Spring Break
Sign up now! It's better in the

Bahamas . . . only a $75 deposit required
to reserve your seat on the CC Ticket
Office. Sign up by Dec. 12. The heat
is on . . . hot!!!!

Hunger
Awareness
Week Cencert

Due to the schedulirur conflict of the
Hunger Awareness Week Concert in the
Pavilion on Sunday evening, a special
Saturday evening, 6 p.m. Mass has been
scheduled in the Main Chapel. This
Mass will only be for this coming
Saturday.

Italy Trip
Drs. Sterling Delano, English, and

George Radan, Art History, recently
announced that they will once again
conduct a ten-day tour of Italy over
Spring semester recess, March 6-15.

The price of $999 is complete and
includes, among other things, three
days each in Rome and Florence and two
days in Venice, round trip airfare from
Philadelphia, first class hotels, and
most meals. Contact Dr. Delano, 645-
4630, Vasey 201.

PMIesepliy
Lecture

Philosophy Department Lecture —
Dr. William McBride, "Sartre's Political

thought" Nov. 18, Villanova Room, CC.
at 8 p.m. Dr. McBride is author of

several books and numerous articles on
Marx and Sartre.

The SCA is a non-profit, educational
orianization that places valuntaers in
national parks, forests, wildlife rcfi^^es
and other oonaervation ams rhrsi^ •

out the Unilcd States. PteitaMt h^n
at varying dates throughout the wmMo-
and spruig.Any perssn that is ifitaPMitd
in (MrtictpatiQc or IsarmiM; omic tk&m
the pngnm shouid mid a prntfirii
requtstini **mmt inlo." ar an **n0B^'
tion aad Katiiif of Mititut'' t«ICA,
P:O^Bm 50OC nwimaon, NJI..

Fr« Shawn Tracy will be celebrating
his 20th annivecsary ofordination to the
priesthood on Nov. 19 at the Sp.m. mass
in Corr Chapel. You are most weloDme
to joJn in thanksgiving on this joyous
occask>n.

'• PilnSmIm

VHKW
The Eofinwring DepartnMnt wiH be

having a pMeting soon for new and
present members. Please dvecH ^be *

message board outside, the station
offices in 210 Dougherty for time and
plaee. People ^miliar with radio equip-
ment and operations shouki joi^ the
Engineering Department. Ifmy: popple
wiu be needed to keep the aUtion in
working condition when the transition
to FM occurs. ^-

The Women Studies Society con-
tinues its film series on Tuesday, with
"The Rape Victims." Produced by
WABC in cooperation with New York
NOWand narrated by Kathy McDonald,
this is a very comprehensive adult study^
of the crime of rape. Should be seen by'
mature individuals and groups con-
cerned with this vk>lent and frequently
misunderstood crime. Showing will be
at 12:15 p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cimema and 5 p.m. in the library
Projection Room. The film is free and
open to the public.

Ceerse ffer

Advertising
etlNisiasts

An introductory course in advertising
designed to develop talent and update
professional skills is being offered by the
Philadelphia Club of Advertising Wom-
en. The ten week course is open to men

'

and women who are interested in
advertising or currently employed in the
field. The first class will be held on Jan.
21 at Community College of Philadel-
phia, 17th and Spring Garden Sts., from
7:15 to 9:15 p.m. For more information
^bOut the course or the club, call Lori -

Zayon at (215) 787-8101.

Arieeiaa Clwb
Elections of the Armenian Club of

Villanova University will be held on
Nov. 18. The meeting is from 1:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. in the North Lounge of
Dougherty. All are welcome to attend.

•enerel Public
This is your chance to fight hunger!!!

By purchasing tickets to the charity
concert, starring General Piiblic and
opening band KTP, you will help to save
thousands of hungry children in Haiti.
The concert is Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in the
DuPont Pavilion. Ticket sales for
Villanova students are Nov. 6, 7(MUST
show ID) and open to the public Nov.
10. Get them before they are sold out!!
$1 1 reserved seating— all tickets. Sales
are m Connelly Center Ticket Office
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Hm BacdMe
A religious cult, a repressive king, a

vengefulgod— these are the ingredients
of Villanova Theatre's next production,
Euripides' The Bacchae. See the most
sensational of all Greek tragedies!
Production dates arc Nov. Id22 and
Dec. 3-7. Stop by thd Vasey box office
for tickets ~ students just $5.

The WMMa's Studias Sadaty ^viUUd a fMMral martit^ on Nov. 17 at
6 p.in. in tlM Canlar for Rme md
iuttioe tiiiiminn. Bmmi^ fm

Heaer Seclety
All prospective Communication Arts

Honor Society members, xlon't forget to
turn in your entry forms to the Com-
munication Arts office or bring to the
meeting on Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. in the
Haverford Room. The forms must be
received by Nov. 18 if you want to join
the society this year.

9MAP
» •

..'There will be a SNAP meeting from
1^:45 to 1:15 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr
Room of Connelly Center on Nov. 20
We will be discussing the semi-formal,
fundraisers and the Community Health
Lecture Series.

Canadian Singer

u/H!!^ ?J ^^l
Terrace presents Mike

woods, Canada s coast-to-coast singer
songwriter, guitarist and storyteller, on
Nov. 18 at 5:30 p.m. in the Belle Air
terrace. Come down and enjoy an
evening t)f entertainment and ^fi^rrt .

Brought toyou by the Villanova Studerrftr
Union.

, , i

Wommu's Track
and Ptold
The women's track and field team is

seeking new members for the shot-put,
discus, javejin, 20-pound weight, and
haminer throws. Any intei'ested women "*

should contact Coach Marty Stern at
645-4147 as soon as possible.

B«siH«ss Socioty
The International Business Society

will be having a meeting on Nov. 20 at

12:45 p.m. in Bartley 210. Th^ trip to

Washington will be discussed. All are
welcome to attend.

•J.C.
The Engineering Joint Council has

meetings every Thursday in the Con-
nelly Center's Bryn Mawr Room at 5-

5:30 p.m. Refreshments are free and all
engineers are urged to come and find
out what is happening in the Collie
of Engineering. You wouldn't want to
miss it! The Engineering & Nursing
Dance is being held on Nov. 21 at the
Holiday Inn of King of Prussia. Tickets
will be on sale in the Connelly Center
Box Office beginning on Nov. 10.

On Hov. 18, Mr. Lewis Horowitz,
prettdem of the New YpA, Futures
EjudMiwe. will give a M^Mtetkn on
"Job ProipecUoR Wait StewpC" in which
he wiV dMoiM idh npinrfiMilliiii and
five tips on pranriM tmmm. Mr.
Mrawite' talk wmitlnm IJilo 2:30
PJA. in tiMComMUy CiMM.£MfyMe
It iAviiad, aad lliiM •oaMtfaite t

in the fioaadal
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13,00D aHmd Homecoming
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

and
KATE WAGENMANN

Over 13,000 people celebrated
Ust weeks HomecomingWeekend
festivities. The football team
played to a sold-out stadium and
over 5,000 people, the laigest
crowd yet, participated in 132
tailgates, according to Gary H.
Bonas, assistant director of Stu-

^ dent Activities.

"The entire weekend was ex-
tremely successful," said Bonas.
The weekend's events began

with a semi-formal on Friday
night, attended by approximately
300 to 400 students.
On Friday, there was also a golf

outing attended by 120 alumni
and an Arts and Sciences'Alumni
Medallion Awards Dinner at

CafyieriB

policy

revamped
By NOEL E. FALCO

This year, the resident dining
halls offer a luncheon deli bar
everyday; however, they have res-

tricted the takeout of sandwiches
to the weekend and are monitoring
the amount of food removed per
person.

Les Geis, director of Food Ser-
vices, recently said that this is the
first year the deli line has been
open on weekdays. Last year, it

was only available on weekends,
primarily to provide students
with a quick take-out sandwich so
they would not skip a meal in

order to continue studying or "to
watch the big game on TV," said
Geis.

Geis thought ^hat students
would respect the same take-out
policy as last year's solely week
end takeout even though the deli

line is available on weekdays.
According to Geis, this policy is

made to protect resident students.

He said that during the week
resident students may be tempted
to make sandwiches for off-

campus students to take home.
Geis said that it is not fair to

make resident students pay for

food not eaten by residents.

He explained that one or two
incidents of taking extra food

would not inake a difference, but
with the 3,200 residents using the
meal plan, even if only one-fourth

of. the students took out extra

food, it would still make a cost
- difference.

Geis stressed that with so many
people involved "an awful lot of

food could be taken out of there."

Some meal checkers agreed that

there has to be a limit set because
if each student was to take out

two specialty sandwiches, "the

amount of food leaving the cafe-

teria would be incredible ... an
enormous amount and the cafete-

ria can't support it."

Bill Ryan, a meal checker at the

Dougherty dining hall, described

another problem concerning the

disposal of these takeout sand-

wiches saying that students take

the sandwiches out and then
throw them oo theground instead

of in a trash can. *The Utter is

bothersoie," he said.

w Chriitina Esposito, Ryan's co-

worker, said that the removal of

paper goods from tfaecaieleria is

a pwMHn as well. AooDtdine to

Eapoaito, stricter monitoring
wiiikl "cut down on the taking
•ut of cups and tmakkm, Thaie
is no rtaaan the caittaria hat to

pravidi thoM (papor fMda] for

which six alumni were honored
for outstanding achievements in

th^ respective fiekls.

Later that evening an alumni
homecoming dance featuring the

Chatterband was held in the Jake
Nevin Fiekl House. An estimated
1,000 to 1,500 alumni attended the
dance.

Approximately 3,000 people
attended a basketball scrimmage
on Saturday morning for a pre-
view of this year's team before
that afternoon's football game, in

which Villanova defeated Central
Connecticut State University, 28-

0.

Prior to the game, there was a
Homecoming parade of the Villan-

ova marching band. During half-

time, the Homecoming Queen
Karen Magosin and King Sean
Gildea, were presented along with

their court, which consisted of

four couples.

Following the game, an alumni
reception was held in the Butler
Annex. Later, a second alumni
dance with '50b and '60s music
provided by the Greaseband took
place in thejake Nevin Fieldhouse.

Apprtntimately 3,000 people were
in attendance.

According to the Rev. George F.

Riley, O.S.A., vice president for

University Relations, there are
53,000alumni, ofwhom 65 percent
are male and 35 percent are
female. The average age of the

alumni is 34. The number of

alumni has doubled in the last 20
years and quadrupled in the last

10 years, Riley said.

The alumni have 56 national

city clubs and 565 alumni live in

67 foreign nations.

In the News

Bloodmobile collects S20 pfaits

(photo by Andrew)

Students who eat in the dining halls are having the types and amounts
of food limited that they can remove from the cafeteria.

Mealcheckers also resented the
abuse they have received from
students for refusing to be lenient.

Esposito said, "We're not going
to put our job on the line so they
can get what they want. We're
going to follow the rules.**

Leslie Killeen, a mealchecker
for two and one-half years, ex-

plained, "Basically, it's the same
policy, but we're really empha
sizing it this year. Students are
abusing their privilege to take
things out. It's become really

limited this year. Eventually they
won't be able to take anything out
if they keep it up."

Killeen added that no one really

got stopped last year but that

more pressure has been put on
mealcheckers this year to enforce

the policy, with some meal-
checkers being fired for

negligence.

Some other mealcheckers inter-

,

viewed, who did not wish to be

named, said that they do not agree

with the policy.

The feelings of students on the

enforced policy is split.

Freshman Pete Ruggiero said,

"I think it's good because you can
eat as much as you want in the

cafeteria and there's no need to

take anything out after that."
Bill McManus agreed, saying

that "Since it's all-you-can-eat in

the cafeteria, [the policy] is fair."

However, another student com-
mented, "I think you should be
able to take deli sandwiches out

whenever. I mean, what's the

difference if it's Saturday or

Sunday, you still have to eat."

Another student agreed with
this and added, "Nobody's going
to come in and get a whole bunch

(Continued on page 5)

Band practice

room constructed
By MAUREEN GARRITY

A new band room in St. Mary's

Hall is currently nearing comple
tion. According toJohn P. Dunphy

,

director of Music Activities, the

new facility should be ready for

use in a few weeks.

Currently, all music activities

are conducted in an auditorium on
the ground fUjor of St. Mary's
Hall. The problem, according to

Dunphy, is that the auditorium is

centered around classrooms.
When the band practices, it is

disturbing to the nursing offkes

above the auditorium and the

surrounding classrooms.

The department decided that it

would be in everyone's best inter-

est for them to relocate. The new
location will still be on theground
floor of St. Mary's, but will be

further down the lMttl«

Dunphy tayt the now ftdllty

will be "super soundproof." Mea
sures have been taken to prevent

the leakage of sound from the

room. Double doors have been

installed, carpet has been laid and
the double walls have been sound-

treated.

The new location will ensure

that no one is disturbed by band

practice. The room is on the gym
complex side of the building and
the cafeteria is above it.

Dunphy believes that the new
room is a step in the right direction

and offers the possibility of

growth for the music program.

One band member said that she

is kjoking forward to practicing in

the new band room and is glad

that the band would not be dis

turbing claosos anymore.
Another student added that it

would be nK>re convenient because
all muiic activities would be in

Donors contributed 520 pinto
of blood at the campus-wide
blood drive held at Connelly
Center from Nov. 5-7. The
number of pinto contributed

was 43 pints more than the
amount collected in the April
campus drive, according to
Joseph Falcone, director of
Blood Services from the Great-
er Main Line Branch of the Red
Cross.

Last week's drive attained a
73 percent "efficiency rate,"
based on the goal of 775 pints.
Last year's goal was 575 pints.

Approximately 560 people
participated in last week's
drive, which was a 15 percent

increase from April's drive.

First-time donors numbered
100.

Falcone stated that the stu-
dents' response was "fantastic.
You just have to ask them [the
students] and they come out."
He said that approximately
2,000 pints of the Main Line
Red Cross' goal of 31,000 pints
are collected at Villanova blood
drives.

Falcone said that any frater-

nities or sororities interested in

sponsoring blood drives next
year should call him or Cheryl
Fouluharty at 525-3090.

DJ.S.

Department to mark anniversary

Alumni of Villanova's de-

partment of astronomy and
astrophysics will return to the
University Nov. 29 for the 25th
anniversary of the founding of

the department.

Among the returning alumni
are representatives of such
institutions as the Smithson-

ian Institute and the National
Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, as well as businesses
and educational institutions.

According to Eugene J.

Ruane, director of Public Rela-
tions, the department was
founded Nov. 20, 1961, by the
Rev. Edward F.Jenkins, O.S.A.

S.A.R.
I

Correction
The article, "Political activism

scarce" in the Oct. 31 issue,

incorrectly reported that 2 percent
of eligible voters voted in Student
Government 's run-off presidential

elections in April. In fact, approx-
imately 19.4 percent of those
eligible voted. Student Govern-

Student
leaders

meet with

Radnor
ByLtNNPERDEK

Relations between Radnor
Township and Villanova students

were discussed on Tuesday during
an informal meeting between
Student Government and Radnor
Township Commissioner Jim
Marks, the official in charge of

Ward 7, which includes Villano-

va's south campus.
According to Phil Brach, Stu-

dent Government's secretary for

external affairs, the meeting was
set up in order to discuss the

problems that the Township has

had with students and the possible

solutions to alleviate the perceived

stress.

The problem with housing or-

dinances was one of the main
issues discussed. Current zoning

laws limit the number of unrelated

persons living at the same resi-

dence to no more than two people.

There are cases, however, in

which Villanova students have
more than two students living

together, yet cause no problems

for the township. Student Govern-

ment brought up the idea of

making exceptions for these stu-

dents to live legally, according to

Brach.

Marks told the students that

the problems that Radnor had

with the students included noisy

parties lasting until late at night,

too many cars parked in front of

residences, and students showing
a lack of respect for their

neighbors.

Brtch siid that those students

ment President Joe Allman esti-

mates that about 33 percent of
full-time day under^graduate stu-
dents voted in April's election. He
said that most University College
and Law School students probably
did not vote in the election.

(photo by Andrew)^

Phil Brach, Student Govern-*
ment's secretary for external
affairs

creating the problems make up
less than 4 percent of the student

population, and that these stu-

dents are ruining the situation for

all the other students.

According to Brach, Student
Government hopes that this meet-

ing will prove to Radnor Township
that Villanova students are "mak-
ing an effort to be good
neighbors."

John Sweeney, Student Govern-
ment secretary for public rela-

tions, said that Student Govern-
ment is planning a campaign to

change the students' attitudes

toward Radnor Township and to

make off-campus students aware
that they must respect their

neighbors. Sweeney said that 99
percent of Villanova students are

respectful of their neighbors and
"only 1 percent give Villanova a
bad reputation."

"Radnor Township is our great

est ally," Brach said. 'They are

very cooperative ... Lower and-

Upper Merion townships are
much worse." He said Student

Government sees this as the first

step among many.
Brach reported that Student

Government was referred to Col.

Daniel W. McElwee of the town-

ship's 7X)ning board. "Eventually

there will be an official meeting

with the township," Brach said,

"but this was just to get insight

on how the commissioners stand

and how to go about making
changes."
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HTvestmenfs' legality prdhad

;

By ROSEJACKSON

(CPS) In a case that could
inhibit other campuses from sell

ing their shares in firms that do
Ji>usiness in South Africa. New
(Mexico s chief investment officer

said he could not sell the stocks
without violating the law.

Governor Toney Anaya in July
said he may order all state i^n-
pes — including Eastern New
Mexico, New Mexico Highlands,
Western New Mexico and the
lUniversity of New Mexico — to
^ell interests in firms with oper-

ations in segregationist South
Africa.

But recently, state investment
chief S. Peter Hidalgo 11 said he
could not comply with such an
order without violating the state's

'prudent, man rule," which re-

quires him to manage the portfolio

^s profitably as possible.

Selling off all the offending
stock, explained Ted Apodaca of

^he state attorney general's office,

^ould rob the state's portfolio of

Some of its most profitable
investments.

Apodaca said a citizen — or
anyone who stood to benefit from
the state investment portfolio's

financial performance -7 could
sue to hold state officials person-
ally liable for any financial losses

that would result from the
divestment.

Asked if he thought such a
citizen lawsuit Was IiKely» Apod-
aca said, "I doubt it."

But California legislators were
worried enough by such a prospect
that they passed a bill last week
to protect administrators from
being held liable for investment
bsses stemming from divestment.

University of California spokes-
woman Valerie Sullivan said the
regents, who voted to divest

VMiiiiWifir^Julrtiirtlft

The following report from of viobtiohs involvingmUriiua

California — which do have con-

stitutional rules requiringofficials

to manage their portfolioa for a
profit -> n^nts would probably
need a sffedal law to protect them
from lawsuits of angered
"investors."

The reason, Apodaca said, is

that "prudent" investors would
not buy or sell shares solely on
ethical or moral grounds.

*lUnless] the investor is con-
cerned about the safety of the
investment — for instance, revo-

during the summer, feared that if lution is brewing or the fictory
forexample, divestment depressed m^ bum down- a prudent man

would not divest," he contended.

**[K so), pretty soon all invest-

ments could be affected by polit-

ical and moral obligations or

human rights violations."

the value of the university's
pension fund, a disgruntled fa-

culty member might sue them.

Divestiture opponents in many
states have long argued that
selling shares for poHtical, as
opposed to financial, reasons
would break the law.

But regents' vulnerability to

such lawsuits depends on each
state's laws, said Alison Cooper
of the Investor Responsibility
Resource Center in Washington,
D.C.

Cooper noted that some state

constitutions do not have "pru-
dent man" clauses, or have
clauses that are full of loopholes.

In states like New Mexico and

the Judicial Affairs Office ap-

pears occasionally in the ^-
lanovan to inform the student
community of the violations of

thecode of student oooduct and
their resulting conslquenoes.

AlMlMlVMatkMM
*There have been 18 cases of

alcohol violations, resulting in

disciplinary probation. There
haVe been two cases of keg
violations, resulting in $100
fines and disciplinary

pix>bation.

VMtatkm Violations
*There have been 35 cases of

vintation violations. Thirty-
three resulted in disciplinary

probation and two resulted in

loss of campus residency.

DrugVioUtions
There have been two cases

na, resulting in $100 fines and
disciplinary probation.

VandaUsm
There have been two cases

of vandalism. Both resulted in

disciplinary probation and loss

of campus residency.

DuuEeroiM Practices
There have been five cases

involving dangerous practices.

All five resulted in disdpliiiary

probation and k)8s of campus
residency. One also resulted in

a fine.

Hall Distiurbances
'^here have been eight cases

of violations involving hall

disturbances. Four resulted in

disciplinary probation. Four
resulted in disciplinary proba-

tion and a fine.

•ytt-f-/*
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Obscenity law causes changes

Tlu' National Order of ( )im'i'

\'lLI. A.\()\ \ s(iKi:i;K
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Nancy Tobin

Order of Omega congratulates Nancy Tobin as
this week's Greek of the Week. Nancy is a senior
economics major from Valley Stream, N.Y. Since
pledging Tri-Delta her freshman year, Nancy has
been very involved in Greek and campus activities.

Being the Greek Page Editor for two years and
a Panhellenic Rush Counselor her junior year, Nancy
was the perfect candidate to become the Panhellenic
Executive Board secretary. She also serves as Tri-
Delta 's Fraternity Education chairman and on the
Officer's Training Committee. Nancy was elected to
the Order ofOm^ last Spring.

Besides being Greek Pa^ Editor, Nancy has
worked hard to put the VilhuMMran together. Last
semester she was the assistant lay out editor and
this semester she works as the advertising editor.

Nancy has been a member of Bhie Key sanoe iier

inpliomBi L year and is now on tiK Eaactttive Bottrd
of the Wildcat InvestoMnt Cl«b in dttffe of poUic
reiatois. Nancy was alao part of tkf scnor weak
ammuttee last year. Along with all her activitiea,

Nancy finds traie to study. Sie isamemborofGaimna
Phi buaiHSBi honor society and alao Oaicron Dcka
rptihwi EflsnaaMcs hoMr aaciakf

.

Canpratuktions again Nancy - you've doM a

By SUSAN SKORUPA

(CPS) A tough new anti-

obscenity law has caused changes
in some classes at the University

of North Carolina at Greensboro
(UNC-G) this fall.

At least two professors changed
their course content to avoid
risking arrest.

As a result, film history stu-

dents no longer can study Federico

Fellini movies, while art students

cannot see slides of certain
artworks.

Some human sexuality books
were removed from the library

and some artists' visions of nude
figures were removed from cam-
pus display until student and
faculty protest forced administra-

tors to return them to public use
last week.

I j^Though the new law can be

I applied statewide, no other North
Carolina colleges beside UNC-G
are enduring any of its effects.

Some think it is because UNC-
G's liberal reputation seems to

have attracted the attention of a
group of Christian fundamental-
ists who lobbied vigorously for the

new anti-obscenity law in the
state legislature last year.

"UNC-G is really no more liberal

than any other UNC campus, but
it does share a rather liberal

reputation with UNC-Chapel
Hill," said North Carolina State
University spokeswoman Rosa-
lind Reid.

But North Carolina State has
not "had any kind of reaction to

the law as yet," she added.

"The only controversy, so far,

has been at UNC-G," agreed
George Gardner of the American
Civil Liberties Union's (ACLU)
Raleigh office. "But it's hard to

say what other professors aren't

doing any longer at other
campuses."
At UNC-G, however, the con-

troversy has been continuous
since film history Professor Tony
Fragola decided the new law was
"ambigous" enough to drop the
works of Federico Fellini and a
few other filmmakers from his

syllabus.

Some films Fragola has shown
in class "deal with sexual activity

involving minors, and showing
them could make me susceptible

to prosecution under the law.
Communications Professor

Thomas Tedfofd's lawyer advtaed

him to stop showing a slide show
about erotic art md ohaosmty
court caaes froan his daas on First

Amendment law, becaiiae hecould

be aiffMlsd far it

addHian, aa art

for life

wiU diaaggsv aflar tliia

himself" if obscenity charges

arise, Fragola said.

No UNC-G official would re-

spond officially to questions about
the course changes.

One campus official, who asked
to remain anonymous, dismissed
the controvery as overblown. "As
far as I know, it's affected only
two professors [Tedford and Frag-
ola]. I'm not aware of any other
changes, and I don't anticipate

any others," the official said.

The new law makes it a felony

for adults to possess pornography
in their homes, lets localcommun-
ities — not state courts — define
what is obscene, and lets police

arrest anyone suspected of dis-

seminating pornography before a
judge determines whether the
material is in fact obscene.
The well-publicized course

changes and the prospect of pro-

fessors being carted off to 'jail

"hav^ raised interest in the issue

on the part of students," ACLU's
Gardner reported.

Although Gardner said private

citizens are at just as much risk

of arrest as professors, "There's
not that much awareness [of the

risk] on the part of the average

person because most feel they

aren't inconvenienced by the

statute."

Several UNC-G students, how-
ever, have started a Citizens
Against Censorship (CAC) group
to raise money to try to repeal the

new law.

While students seem to feel

aggrieved by the law, CAC's Phil

McCaul said, "This is a conser-

vative environment and the law
is vaguely written, so we're hold-

ing seminars and writing letters

to pubU(|kfe itsiwtentialijlii^

The ViilamoimM Editorial Board: Managing Editor Hank Halter,
Editor-in-Chief Diana K. Sugg and Associate Editor, Brian D.
Webb.

(photo by Schmid)

Thanks Diana
Members of the Villanovan editor-

ial staff traditkMially write a tribute

to the retiring edit(M'-in-chief. This
year, however, Diana K. Sugg request-

ed that we not write one about her.

In typical modesty, she said a couple

(A weeks ago. "Besides, who would
write it?"

But Diana's incredible dedication to

this newspaper cannot go
unrecognized.

When Diana took over as editor, she

ovan. The paper hgs expanded from

an average of 24 pages last year to 36

pages this past semester; and several

sectkms have doubled in coverage as

well as in quality.

But probably the snost significant

improvement Diana has made is the

positive attitude she created from Day
1 as editor. Anyone who has met her

can tell right away that she b a

friendly, sincere and enthusiastk
person. She showed the staff that

was emoHoaaWy involved with

onde it dear to everyone on the staff paper and that she really wanted

that she would be wiUiQg to bear any
in order to make the

it omald he.

the Half to

aathat
em
ai

to do a

fipiMltt4ar5ajB.m Twmiam
w (ne aMHiiM toe tna

inapiritian for all of m.

the people at VMaMwa.
she

{

.— j^._

Theatre annex pra
it »

By ELIA DiTADDEO

The theatre department of Vil-

lanova has proposed the construc-
tion of an annex onto Vasey Hall,

the existing theatre. Dr. Joanna
Rotte, chairperson of the theatre

department, said this week.
Rotte said, the annex, which

would be built on the Sheehan side

of Vasey HalL would be beneficial

for a numb^of reasons. It would
increase the safety of the audience
and the theatre personnel by
meeting fire and safety codes.

Also, it would allow room for a

larger audience.

According to Rotte, the proposed

structure would also provide
space for prop and costume con-

struction as well as dressing
rooms. Presently, the theatre

department must either construct

props outside or use a small room
in the basement of the Jake Nevin
Fieldhouse.

According to national estimates,

in terms of square footage space,

Villanova's theatre is smaller and
lower than most U.S. theatres.

Rotte said that the theatre would
have to more than triple its square
footage to even near the average
theatre size.

Rotte said, "Imagine a chemis-
try department without laborato-

ries. That is what the theatre

department is working with
presently."

(photo by SchnM)

An annex to increase the existing theatre space in Vasey Hall has
been proposed by the theatre department.

Rotte added, "The size of the
theatre does not at all reflect the
reputation of Villanova theatre.

The department has an outstand-
ing reputation in the metropolitan
Philadelphia area and the region

for the quality of programs it

produces.

She said Villanova's theatre
productions are among the few
college productions reviewed in

this area by a major American
newspaper. The Philadelphia
Inquirer.

If the proposal is approved,
Rotte believes that it would be
better to construct the annex
during the summer months so as
to provide the least interruption
for classes. A projected estimate
for the construction of the annex
would be the summer of 1988.

Rotte reported that there is

much support for a theatre annex
among other faculty members in

the University. However, she said

the decision lies with the Board
of Trustees.

Former V.U. dean
~

sues St. Thomas U.
(Continuedfrom page 1)

According toThe Miami Herald,

four counts of racketeering, con-

spiracy, misrepresentation and
slander were brought against the

f -SJiTs defendants, who are listed

as O'Neill, St. Thomas University

and 23 members of the universi-

* ^ty's Board of Trustees. O'Malley
'
^a>id. Nesbitt are asking for dam-
ages and an order reinstating

thein to their former positions.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., Villanova University pres-

ident, a member of the St. Thomas
University Board of Trustees and
a defendant in the suit, declined

to comment on the matter.

Tom Myrphy, vice president for

University Relations at St. Tho-

mas University, said Monday, "I

can make no comment on the

matter. It is in litigation and to

comment on it would be
inappropriate."

Murphy quoted the statement

made by the St. Thomas Board of

Trustees in The Miami Herald,

which said in reference to the

lawsuit, *'The allegations are

serious and we deny them em-

phatically. We have great faith in

Fr. O'Neill and confidence in his

spirited leadership. This highly

emotional action is without
basis."

The comment quoted by
Murphy from The Miami Herald

was taken from an article con-

cerning merger discussions going

on between St. Thomas Univer-

sity and nearby Barry University.

These discussions have been
going on for seven years and no
decision has yet been reached.

The Miami Hendd spoke with

O'Malley on Oct. 29, at which time

his only comment on the case was,

"It is true that I have indeed filed

a lawsuit."

The Miami Herald also reported

that O'Malley and Nesbitt claim

that O'Neill tried to blame them
"for an alleged budget deficit" and

that the Board of Trustees wanted

to "punish Fr. O'Malley and
Nesbitt for their opposition to Fr.

O'Neill's continued concealment

of his own misfeasance."

Other charges made against

O'Neill in the suit include "mail

fraud" and the sending of false

financial reports to creditors and

trustees of St. Thomas
University.

The Miami Herald quoted
Murphy as saying, "I can assure

you there has been no mail fraud

or racketeering; that's preposter-

ous. I do know these people were

very disgruntled, especially after

they were let go."

The Miami Herald also said that

O^Malley claims in the lawsuit to

have seen "a budget report show-

ing that the university had oper-

ated at a $2.2 million deficit in

1985-86 and was undergoing a

financial crisis." Murphy re-

sponded to this charge by pointing

to the growth of the school's

assets under O'Neill.

St. Thomas University was
originally called Biscayne College.

In February 1984, it changed its

name to St. Thomas of Villanova,

which caused protests from Vil-

lanova University in

Pennsylvania.

In May 1964, Biscayne changed

its name a second time to St.

Thomas University. Driscoll was

Cafeteria policy
(Continue from pagi 3)

of food together."

Mary Tierney, a freshman,

commented, "I really don't agree

with it [the policy] because a lot

of times during the meal hours

you aren't really very hungry , and

so if yau oaiild liitt laid out to

yoiir fMn, y«u ooiild ant

whan you're really
htMinyi

Student and resident assistant,

said, "I have night classes and
sometimes it would be nice to be

able to take a sandwich out.

You're paying a lot of money for

your OMals and a lot of people

don't eat braakfaat so you kind ef

make up far it by taking out a
»

'If It I
••

tlMd,

tiMy'dba

(StsllPholo)

The Rev. John P. O'Malley,
O.S.A., former dean of Villanova's

College of Liberal Arts and Scien-

ces was recently fired from his

position as provost at St. Thomas
University in Florida.

quoted at that time as saying that

the second name change came
about "through discussion with

the Board of Trustees at St.'

Thomas University. It became
clear that this duplication of

names led to unnecessary
confusion."

Greeley
(Continued from page 1)

man. Crazy, crazy, crazy," he

commented.
"God is both man and woman

and is neither man nor woman,"
he said.

Greeley expressed his belief

that the Catholic religion needs

more emphasis on "the sacramen-

tality of sex. the analogy of women
and many, many stories."

Greeley has published more
than 100 schdarly works and over

50 novels. His first five stories,

including Cardinal Sins and As-

cent Into Hell, were best-sellers.

As a result, he is a millionaire.

He tried to donate $1 million to

help Catholic schools in Chk:a8o,

but the Cardinal of Chicago would
not accept the money. When asked
why, Greeley said he is probably

the only one in the workl from
wImmh the Catholic Church has
rthiaed money and that he does

why the money was not

National News Notes

Princeton seeks female recruits
Princeton University offi-

cials are concerned by the
difficulties they are experienc-

ing in attracting female under-

graduates. Presently, only 37
percent, the lowest percentage
in the Ivy League, of their

undergraduates are women.
Princeton's freshman class

enrollment of women dropped
five percentage points since

last year to 35 percent. Because
of these statistics, administra-
tors are investigating why the

problem exists and what can
be done to correct it.

Some of the efforts being
made to attract more women
include developing a brochure
on the humanities programs at

Princeton, sending female un-
dergraduate recruiters to high
schools and improving admis-
sions literature. Despite these
efforts, most officials doubt
that it will be possible to

achieve an even ratio of men
and women at Princeton. C^

Stanford band barred from games
The Stanford University

marching band was banned
from playing at the Nov. 8 and
Nov. 22 university football

games because at earliergames
some band members dropped
their pants and presented a
"lewd" performance.

Athletic Director Andy Geig-
er reported that several band
members had dropped their

pants and six other band
members had urinated on the

field at the end of a game last
1

month. The following week, ,

some band members were in:

yolved in a performance which
included the formation of sym- i

bolic male genitalia.

According to Band Director
Arthur Barnes, some of the
offending routines were not
sanctioned, but instead were
"independent gestures of a
couple of individuals."

Students in N.Y. prefer dorms
Growing numbers of under-

graduates who traditionally

commuted to New York Uni-
versity (N.Y.U.), Fordham Uni-
versity, Columbia University
and Barnard College are now
reportedly electing to live on
campus rather than at home,
even if home is just a subway
ride away.
"Dorming," said one under-

graduate, "is what separates

high school from college. You

if yoijmiss out on so much
don't live in a dorm."

In the 1960s, student^
avoided dormitory life because

|

to some it represented anothet
institutional symbol. However!
the 1980s have sparked "4

tremendous resurgence of ini

terest in campus life," Ne^
York University Vice President
for Student Affairs Ann Marf
cus said.

SE^
Residents try to

close Smokers
(Continued from page 1)

been filed in order for any legal

action to be taken by the district

attorney.

When asked how he would
defend Smokey Joe's, Evans ex-

plained that he did not "care to

give his case away to the press."

"All we want is for the urina-

tion, noise and oa.'king problems

to stop and if this place has to be

shut down in order for them to

stop, then shut it down," said Sam
Candelora, a resident of Louella

Court, a street near the bar.

Joseph Ryan, one of the four

Ryan brothers present as repre-

sentative owners of Smokey Joe's,

said, "We've done almost every-

thing we can to control or put an

end to these problems. We would

like to work more closely with the

township in order to resolve these

specific issues."

Graham Andrews, president of

the Radnor Township Board of

Commissioners, said, "We have

yet to hear any proposals or

solutions to clean up the problems,

but we are willing to listen."

Presently, Smokey Joe's has
doormen at every exit to stop

patrons from exiting with bottles

or glasses, which the residents

claim are turning up in their front

yards. An off-duty officer is also

employed to patrol the parking

lots and prevent any problems.

'

During the discussion, one
resident said, 'This place

shouldn't be here in Radnor Town-
ship, the kids only go there to get

drunk. Get them out!"

All four Ryan brothers agreed

that while their patrons are on the

premises they are in full control

of themselves. The brothers are

optimistic that the restaurant will

not be shut down.
If Smokey Joe's were to be

closed by the state Liquor Control

Board, the maximum time that

the bar could be shut down is one

year.

(photo by SdMii^)
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to the outstanding

staff of the 1986

VILLANOVAN
r

Special Thanks To:

Hank Halter and Brian Webb

Michael Irons, iVI^ry pharest, Jo^nne Conrad,

Joe McGowan, Sue Tolve, Russ Ceccola,

Pliii Kousoubris, Karen Dunne, Paul Schmid,

Nancy Tobin, Jolianne Sharp, Kristin Switala,

iVIegan Guidera, Kevin Hecht, Steph Schlager,

Eileen McGinley, Betsy Stanfield and
«

•

to June Lytel for her constant

dedication, enthusiasm and support.

»

'

rr^'

We 're not in Kansas anymore,
but we made it work.

Thanks
Your Chief, D^JSL
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Nov. 16-8 p.m.
ALL TICKETS M

1

RESERVED SEATING
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT HUNGER AWARENESS WEEK

Get Your TicketsMOW At TheCC Ticket Office

7

ts^ \-

'^

SENIORS
Get Psyched!
The Countdown Begins

, TONIGHT
atthe

1 50 DAYS
CELEBRATION

Vdtley Forge Sheraton
9 p.m.-l a.m.

Tickets *5 C.C. Ticltet Office
VUID and Proof of 21 Required

NYC
SHOPPING

TRIP
Sat., Nov. 22
Leaving Jake Nevin
Field House at 8 a.m.

^6ONLY
Leaving N.Y.C.

at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets On Sale

In C.C. Ticket Office

CPR
ONE DAY
COURSE!

Sat., Nov. 15
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

East Lounge
»15

Become Certified Now!!

LIVE AT
THE

TERRACE
CANADUH $IN6ER

Mike
Woods

lues., Nov. 18

5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

Belle Air Terrace

START SPREADING

THE NEWS!

COMING
YOUR
WAY

DEC. 6
ISTHE

BIG DAY!

NYCSB

HOLYfiMy.

^^a^

IT'S BETTER
IN THE

BAHAMAS!
UmiED SEATS AVAILABLE
ONLY A »75 DEPOSIT FOR
A FUN AND SUN FILLED
SPRING BREAK '87

DON'T JUST SIT THERE
RESERVE YOUR SPACE IN

THE C.C. TICKET OFFICE

NOW!
CULTWUL

'ik

SMOt 7 pan.

OIICKSOtfP
W«d. 7 p.m.

ill flMwffllMIIC

Thurs. 6 and
8:30 p.m.

in the Cineme

•s
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student Government
deserves credit

Villanova will definitely have a Fall Break next year.

And we owe it to the hard work and effort of our Student

Government. At the Oct. 31 University Senate meeting,

our student representatives fought for what the students

wanted and won.
Student senators have not made such effective use

of the University Senate in a long time. The represen-

tatives have done an excellent job: they sought student

opinion and then fought and lobbied for it. They showed
the administration and faculty that students do count

in the Senate and that we are an important group on

this campus whose ideas matter.

Student Government has become a viable force on
this campus; a means whereby students can channel their

ideas and complaints and know that someone willconsider
this opinion and try to do something about it. Obviously,
many aspects of this campus cannot be changed overnight.

But our Student Government is tackling all the issues

from the housing situation to the meal plan to bookstore
prices. They have committees* of enthusiastic and
interested students working actively on these and other
issues.

^ The recent victory in the Senate for next year's Fall

Break is only one of the many ways in which the 1987
Student Government has worked for the students. A well- To the Editon
deserved thanks goes to President Joe Allman and the
rest of the representatives for their efforts. They have
fnade the student voice loud and clear and given it a
renewed strength on this campus.

Letters to the Ed/tor

Student group seeits justice

Bisiiops and Pope
need to tailt
^ The president of the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops has demonstrated much insight by calling for

ran audience with the Pope to discuss the ''growing and
dangerous disaffection" between some American Roman
Catholics and the Vatican. In the opening address at the
annual meeting of the nation's Catholic bishops on
Monday, Bishop James W. Malone named three areas
which have caused some tension: the limits of dissent

(from Church teaching among theologians, the shortage
of priests and the role of women in the Church.

Pope John Paul n should make every effort to meet
with Malone. These issues are major ones which the
Church has been grappling with and need to be discussed.
One of the participants of the conference, Archbishop
Raymond C. Hunthausen of Seattle, was recently stripped
of his authority in certain pastoral areas because the
Vatican said he was failing to enforce strict doctrinal
traditions. The Rev. Charles C. Curran at the Catholic
University erf America was recently told he is no longer
"suitable or eligible" to teach theology for similar reasons.

Beyond these problems of dissenting viewpoints, the
Church in America faces an alarming shortage of priests.

Figures indicate that by the year 2000 the number of

priests will decline by 50 percent. Also, movements to

ordain women, such as the Women's Ordination Confer-
ence, are gaining strength. Such issues cannot be
dismissed or ignoned if the Church is to remain a vital

part of our American society.

The Pope will be vititnig the United States next
September. Makme would like to meet with him tkis

winter or in the sprkig before lua visit.

But Matooe underitands exactly why tJMiic proMfnw
must be discussed. **tf we attenvt to slMftofOiil file

questioiis we have because tne. inqiiiry wie ltt¥e is Ise

threateniiig or too pmnful, in tlie Isng ntn, the chuidi
suners, netuuL

laissd, it fliuy be unusual to hawe such t ilMilhKg»

and Ihs issuss nmy he difficuk to dsii nM, hut thsy
nsHSHmHS'! US uuuiiwnsn uj me
CatkiyeChuich.

Nov. 19 is ViUanova Universi-

ty's Human Rights Day. The
chapter of Amnesty International

here at Villanova hopes that

everyone on campus will help in

the effort to free prisoners of

conscience throughout the world.

.

Prisoners of conscience are
those in prison soi^ely for the non*
violent expression of their political

or religious briefs. Amnesty Inter-

national is always petitioning

governments to be more humane
to their people, but Nov. 19 is set

aside to let everyone help. Tables

will be in Connelly Center and
Dougherty Hall, so it will be etey

for anyone to stop for a few
minutes towrite a letter.Amnesty
members will be at these tables

all 4ay writing letters. *' ^ •

The finale for this letter writing

event will be in the Center for

Peace andJustice Education in the

basement of Sullivan Hall at 7:30

p.m. Wednesday. There will be

free hoagies and soda available for

everyone who is willing to write

a letter, and our own Fr. Ray

Jackson will speak on Liberation

Theology in Chile.

The Villanova community has
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atodwtt ladsae ipecMc^ ililid Tlis UnhMllf aubSDdtas to

iie pitedple it laannwaiils tisdow of ii isniiliin tor our

a great potential for helping
ot^rs. IJus^potenrial is seen in

events such as the Spedal Olym-
picsand HungerAwareness Week.
This spii«it cat» be «ittetided<kiMly

fAMtM 4|innasty 4n|rt»atiQnar& le^

t€r writilfg^. It otiiy takes lO

minutes tdL.write a letter.

Letters will be writtenoo behatf

of Chia Thye Poh from %9iifPi^
Linus Akiysius Franklwtrom Sri

Lanka; Ion Bugan from Romania;

Antoine Manirakiza from Bunin*

di; Riad Al-Turk from Syria;

Tatyana Semyonova Osipova
from the USSR; Hugo de Leon
Palacios fl-om Guatemala; Lee

Kwang-Ung from .South* Korea;

Zhangjingshenffroii thePeople's

Republic of ChiniQ and Denial

Palma Robledo from Chile. So, if

any students or professors have
an expertise in these countries,

pleads bring it to the tables.

World anairs are sometimes
confusing. Who's a conservative?

Who's a liberal? Who's Cathoik?
Who's Jewish? — Amnesty Inter-

national disregards these ques-

tions and writes letters on behalf

of just plain people imprisoned

unjustly. Please help us on Nov.

19.

The Memiiers of Amnesty
' International at

Villanova Univeraity

Lsttsrs

policy

Urn TTaiiiiirr miUprimi "Ui
knhtkt Etmor" mmmd cT iS
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EnJuplte y lilMgragating the sexes
By MicHEixE qx;x;oLo

While I do not clau^ |oJ|)e an
expert on the issues jhrivelvrfv the
Visitation policy, I would like to

raise some of my concerns which
I share with many of my peers.

Here at Villanova there seems
to be a strain on the devetopment
of friendships between people of

the opposite sex. I perceive that

part of the cause of this problem
is the lack of coed dorms. By
segregating the sexes physically,

there has been a segregation of the
sexes intellectually as well. M^n
and womeh here see each other
as objects of the forbidden fruit.

Since we all have a need to form
friendships with people of the
opposite sex, it becomes easy to

make the mistake of 'trying to

attract that friendship through
the physical use of our bodies. An
example of this is how girls and
guys are petrified to go out in

public without looking their best.

They dress' up to go to meals.

Since we have no coed dorms,
people here are afraid of letting

their natural, relaxed self show
through and thus often pretend to

be something they are not.

There are of course many
healthy friendships that have
formed here but I would like to

develop an atmosphere that can
improve the quantity and quality

of those friendships. Logically, I

now turn to the visitation policy.

As Thomas Jefferson believed,

law is created for the people, not

people for the law. And a law

ceases to become a law when the

majority can no kmssr abide by
it. Laws that can't be followed

should be chanpid.
There is nol#s dorm on cam-

pus that doesn't liotise at least one
overnight visitor pf the opposite

sex during the wieefcend and there

are numeroc;^ infractions of the

visitation polkytevery nights Why
then do we have the visitation

restrictions?

Thie administration has claimed
their policies are to promote
privacy. If this is true then why
does the administration permit
strange male security guards to

(our the halls of girls dorms at 4
a.m., 6 a.m., and 10 a^.? Why are
thefe male custodians in girls

dorms before 12'p.m. and female
custodians in the guys dorms
during the same period? Morning
is the time when people need the

most privacy to take showers and
dress. If Villanova wants us to

abide by and respect the rules

then they can't be the first ones
to break them.

If the goal is to achieve privacy

then shouldn't we promote better

roommate communications and
cooperation? It is just as much of

an infringment to have people of

the same sex over when you want
to study, sleep or be alone. It

appears that Villanova is not then
promoting privacy.

Many people here suspect that

the underlying reason Villanova

has their policies is because this

is a Catholic school and they want
to prevent promiscuity and exces-

sive partying. What, however, can
we do after 2 a.m. that we can't

Quote of

Note
In a speech to the Democratic

Natiomal Omventhm Aug. 12,

1980:

'Tor me, a few hours ago.

this can^taign caoie to an end.

Far all tliose whose caret have

bsen our conoem, the work

Can, thecanas endures, the

•stitt kvss and the dissflA

Shalt never die."

W^TS VOO OOT AT ia:00/

iiOvrrt HIM K
CAf?SOlO uMTHO:
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do before that time?By prohibiting

us to stay in the dorms of the

opposite sexthey are really prom-
oting a desire to do that very

forbidden thing.

If Villanova wants to be a better

school then they will strive to be

a leader among the Augustinian

schools, not a follower. We do not

need to wait for Notre Dame to

change their policies first.

I would suggest that the first

step is to abolish the visitation

policy on the weekends then

eventually abolish it entirely.

Finally, establish coed dorms in

the near future. The administra-

tion in their wisdom has built the

new dorms with the facilities

needed to be coed. Stanford, St.

Monica and Katharine halls have
iwings that would enable the
'school to institute coed dorms
with areas that can be wholly
male and female so there would
still be privacy.

Coed dorms are a part of college

life that teaches the students to

interact on a healthy day-to-day

basis. Villanova is a fantastic

institution. If we want it to

become a better, more competitive

university, we must encourage

the school to improve itself. The
first step is to challenge and
investigate the visitation policy.

Michelle Ciccolo is a sophomoh
psychology major.

Stop the deadly horror of war
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Three times a year my dad
gathers us seven kids tc^ether

and ropes us into helping him put

up the American flag in our front

yard.

One of these times, a frigid

November afternoon of my 11th

year, has never vanished from my
memory for two reasons.

First, my brother Bill, at age 9,

filled the flagpole hole with acorns.

He said that he thought it was a

chipmunk's hole, so he wanted to

feed the poor creature.

My dad wanted to beat the poor

creature. Not the chipmunk — my
brother Bill. Dad spent half an
hour digging out frozen acorns

and muttering.

Second, as seven little pairs of

mittened hands carried the flag-

on-a-bamboo-pole out of thegarage

and up to the special place,Tasked

by dad why we were raising the

banner.

He smiled, replying that Nov. 1

1

was Veterans Day, and that in

honor of the veterans of America's

wars, we unfurled the flag.

At 11 years old, I dkln't know
what a veteran was. I just thought

he was someone who went away
from home for a while and then

returned to enjoy parties, ticker-

tape parades in New York City,

and emotional speeches. The
concept of war did not even

register.

Now I know that war means
kiUing, destruction, death. And
not just in some country over the

sea aomewhere.
There must be a better way to

resolve conflicts.

Veterans Day serves as a re-

minder that the horror continues

rislic here — in your own nsigh-

beriiead and even on this campus
» as the survivors of America '•

fimidfy fn tiie «ir, oonsMer this: ITouCM make ft

jiossiNe so thatyourgreat'grandMUrett will not

noodtohomM'moionowYetonmsonVehnnsDay.

wars are slowly dying from phys-

ical injuries, chemical defoilants

and psychological wounds that

can never heal.

NBC brought this to life on

Monday night in a TV-movie,

"Unnatural Causes." John Ritter

played a dying Vietnam veteran,

who had come into contact with

Agent Orange, a defoilant, while

fighting in the jungles. Alfe Woo-

dard played counselor Maude
DeVictor, who in real life was a

leading catalyst toward getting

compensation for the Vietnam

vets dying from Agent Orange

poisoning.

The tragedy of Veterans Day is

that America has known the

depravity of war and its effects

on our people for 210 years — and

we continue fighting.

When the casualty statistics

from World War 1 were released,

an aghast world recoiled from the

terror it had made and declared

the conflict to be the "war to end

all wars."
Not even 25 years later the

second World War erupted.

For our country, Korea and

Vietnam followed. Many fathers,

uncles and neighbors died or were

seriously wounded defending for-

eign soil.

George Washington warned the

First Continental Congress to

stay out of foreign entanglements.

He realized the incredible sacrifice

of American lives, along with

resourceand technokigy depletion.

that couM ariae from such an

outer conflict.

dKir 20th-century wars stone

have proven him right. Our men
return as scarred veterans; our

country becomes scarred by its

actions.

The next time you see our

country's flag flying proudly in

the air, consider this: You can

make it possible so that your

great-grandchildren will not need

to honor more new veterans on

Veterans Day.
No wars; no veterans.

Kristin A. Switala is a sophomore

philosophy honors major and the

1986-87 managing editor of the

Villanovan.
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Only God has the

right to judge

.f

To the Editor:

What I enjoy most about the

Villanovan is the Oped section

of the paper, because since I like

people very much, I find people's

opinions to be very interestingtod
entertaining. You can tell a lot

ibout a person through his or her

opinions. ' /

Since each opinioit is worth two
cents individually, if you ask a k>t

of questions, you'll wind up with

either an earache or a bt of dirty

bronjiee. However, I did not write

this letter to be sarcastic, I just

wanted to respond to those people

out there in the Villanova com-
munity who think that their two
cenfe is worth more than everyone

else's.

In recent issues of the Villa-

novan, issues concerning homo-
sexuality, feminism, and minori^

ties have been violently debated j

In these articles, people havd
quoted the Bible, the Constitution;

oi the United States, Aristotle, the

motto of Villanova University

itself. Hitler's philosophy, and the

Catholic Church. This js all well

and good, but all of them except

Aristotle express biased deduc-

tions.

Don't get me wrong, I hold all

of the institutions above in very

high esteem, except for anything

born out of the mind of Hitler. But
the bottom line is, Aristotle's

concept of "know thy self" was
the only one that can be truly

applied to the issues at hands.

Conoemlfls these three issues

(homosexuajity. feminism, and
minorities) the basic ideal being

challenged is this: equality. I

personally believe in the freedom

of every individual, be he or she
white, black, gay, or unborn. I

believe that onlyGod has the right,

to judge anyone for any "crime'*

committed while on this earth.

The reason I put "crime" in

quotes is because what people

perceive to be criminal may be

acceptable in the eyes of Godi and
what is within the law may be not

at all acceptable in the eyes ofGod.
- 1 am a firm believer in the

"equal but different" way of

looking at anyone and everyone.

To fully clarify this point in your
mind in a more stylistic way than

I can, listen to a 1977 song by Rush
titled "The Trees." This song
depicts an incident in the forest,

but you don't have to be an expert

interpretive lyricist to see that it

has another meaning:

"There is unrest in the forest.

There is trouble with the trees,

For the maples want more
sunlight.

And the oaks ignore their

pleas.

"The trouble with the maples,

(and they're quite convinced
they're right,)

They say the oaks are just too

lofty.

!' WM" f\
' '' "^^

And they grab up all the light.

But the oaks can't help their

feelings.

If they like the way they're

made, "

And they wonder why the
maples.

Can't be happy in their shade.

"So the maples formed a union.
And demanded equal rights.

"The Oaks are just too greedy,
We'll make them give us light."

Now there's no more Oak
oppression,

For they passed a noble law,

And the trees are all kept equal.

By hatchet, axe, and saw."

Next time you get a chance, take
a walk through the forest alone.

Look at the trees and all the
beauty they have to offer and
think of each one as a special

indivdual among the masses.
Think of our society in these
terms. Without each individual

able to express his or her own
authenticity, we can only sit
around and wonder aimlessly: If

a tree faUs down in the forest and
no one is around, does it make any
noise?

To me the answer is simple.
The reason why some people's

roots have a firmer hold on reality

in this world than others is

because, even though we call

ourselves the freest natk>n in the
world, we try to settle issues of

inequality with hatchet, axe, and
saw.

Edward Reilly
Class of 1990

Reagan lies

Priest supports student >

who condemns gay activity
To the Editor:

This letter is not meant to

prolong the discussion nor to

exacerbate the issue regarding
Christian Hunt's letter on homo-
sexuality, but I think a few
observations are in order regard-

ing the response from Christopher
Gannon.

Granted, the original letter was
somewhat insensitive and intoler-

ant of the situation and people's

feelings and preferences. Howev-
er, what Hunt stated in his letter

was basically true and like the
"Vatican Letter" — it is not
against homosexual persons, but
rather it stated that the actiin of

hoMssexual conduct is wroij^
One final point. Even ^er

itvtral readiogi, I cwwot \i0tr-

tta^ haw thf t«fo sentenoM in

GaoAM'i letttr

ideals" and "Jews, Catholics and about persons. Ganiton's notion of

Gypsies still epitomize the under- what is meant by paraphrasing is

world of loose morals and blatant simply not correct.

unethical ideals" are in any way
sinitfikr. It seems to me one is The Rev. Harry JCCrdleih,
talking about behavior and atti- O^A
tudes whereas the other is talking dean of Admiaaiona

Cover intraniiirais
TotWEdhon : volved in the wide variaty of

intramuralsportapftfrma. With
On the whole we think that the such a \Mm Mmait sf involve

crkm and hoMotaxuattty^'ftill

ifiiMBiit tlM^ttiiiaMfld iljiiott

IMMlt Md MMMt iwittjctl

VMaasvan covers the UntsMtrsi

ty's attairs quite adequately. The
spocU aactioo ^ves f fsad sun- proviie
nuiryofourinterooltsllialeatlilttic ff^BPfluns

pixy

a

ms and leaves km Qnas-

tions in the ffsadtn' minds ahmt _.J^*r. ...

what is hawening with the
JSatfd iinSSLS

Honwvtr, thasa

volveaftlntivtiy

d acttiil Mftifliniliiii an
ci Um niiditi, K^ktmr i

tamdtim amdiatfi^ Is In-

To the Editor,

In newspapers early this week,
the story behind the release of

David P. Jacobsen was leaked to

the press. The Reagan adminis-^

tration traded for his release. The
particulars of this trade involved

the sending of weapons to Iran.

Despite the official policy of the
Reagan administration to not pay
ransom or make concessions for

the release of hostages, this is

precisely what President Reagan
did. This is dnothef example of

White House policy, this policy

being the deception of the Amer-
ican people.

Reagan has embraced this pol-

icy whole heartedly. He seems to

feel the American people are not
interested in the truth. The Rea-
gan administration has even
brought back an old and trusted
word in place of lies; they call it

disinformation.

Reagan approved an official

campaign of Kes, ordisinfom|atk>n
as he would prefer to call it, in

regard to Libya. Reagan had the
State Department leak informa-
tion that Libya was planning
terrorist attacks against the Uni-
ted States. It was of no conse-
quence that the leaks were com-
pletely false.

This led to the resignation of
the State Department spokesman
Bernard Kalb. Kalb could not
stomach what contes so easily to

lying to the

poKeyoliihelbNigmi

jdhnMslfJlMfi to not

INirniw^irniiKe

spy named Zakharov.was released

from the United States.

It is interesting that Daniloff
and Zakharov had extremely
similar flight schedules home.
Reagan would like the American

people to believe that it was the
work of some unknown travel

agent. This might be the^same
travel agent who booked the last

flight of Eugene Hasenfus over
Nicaragua.

The list of lies goes on and on;
the Contras can defeat the San-
dinistas in Nicaragua and the Star
Wars program will rid the world
of nuclear weapons are just a few
of Reagan's favorites. Reagan
seems to see no limit to the
aoHnant of untruth the American

xcpc Peribaps the

_ of tie IqpMicans
in the

in-

;tMkl^'' ^^i>i«*MkMai*Ht>wiM.aiM<i«Mla

Allman to students:

Respectn
To the Studenta:

On Oct. 13 a forum was held
on campus in which area resklents

were invited to express any prob-

lems or concerns that they have
experienced as neighbors of Vil-

lanova University. The behavior
of Villanova studMits was one of

the concerns addressed by the
neighbors.

Incidents of students damaging
or stealing property, such as
mailboxes and lav/n furniture;

speeding vehicles on small streets;

littering trash or bottles on private

property; loud noise coming from
students at unreasonable hours;
and problems with parking were
some of the concerns discussed by
the neighbors.

It was encouraging to hear that
the neighbors realize that it is only
about "one-tenth of 1 percent of

the student population" who are

responsible for the disreputable

behavior off campus. Unfortu-
nately, this small number of

students can discredit all of the

students and all efforts to estab-

lish good rapport with the
neighbors.

The effects of being "bad"
neighbors is not completely under-
stood by many of our Villanova

community members. Many of the

issues in which the students,

faculty and administrators are
concerned are impacted by our
relations with our neighbors. Off-

campus students' problems with
housing restrictions is directly

fac«yy jMid<(jW ^
strttoiri ffv cMCifMif

rBMioin iHlftMf

related to Villanova's students'

interactions with local residents.

Neighbors influence the Univer-
sity's ability to construct any new
facilities, such as new dormitories
and a parking facility. The success
of events such as tailgating and
any outdoor entertainment de-
pends on our relationships with
our neighbors.

It is then in the best interests

of the students to adopt a good
neighbor policy^with local town-
ship residents. Such a stance calls

for the students taking a more
active role in assuring that our
fellow students are always acting
in our best interests. By exerting
peer pressure, by policing our-

selves, we can decrease the chance
of the "one-tenth" of 1 percent"
from ruininggood relations for the

rest of us.

Joe Allman
Student Government

President
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V.U. residence halls

need to be cleaned
To the Editor:

Dorm conditions at Villanova

are often unsanitary and some-

times even unsafe. This is partic-

ularly true in Sullivan and Shee-

han halls, where by Sunday
mornings, bathrooms are

intolerable.

The stench of vomit and gar-

bage strewn about the facilities

makes even showering a disagree-

able experience. Broken glass in

the hallways makes walking to

the showers seem like some sort

of agility test.

Many would argue that the

residents themselves cause these

danu^^es and shoukl be forced to

live with them. The cleaning crew

on one Sullivan {\oor refuses to

clean the mess until Tuesday in

or^er to punish residents.

Most residents will attest to the

fact that Biore than 50 percent of

the dnmae^is done br onliidars.

Studants lyre chatisd for nny
vandaliam ta their hall, inchiding

laltefiraatorms. TkiaiaiMUiniry

iuit way of Mying.iordMMiM
[IMtfHidmtanfsnot

(or the

7]i0steficfto/voiifft

MdgwbMge $tnwn
MboutthehcHHIes
iMkes wen showering

e iKeegreenble

experiencBm

are usually very slow in being

made. For example, last year

many students paid fines for

writing quotations on their doors.

Simply walk through Sullivan

and rtttd the dates written next

to some of the quotes and one

quickly realizes that little has

been done since two summers ago
to erase or paint over this graffiti.

The dorms are home for some
of US. For the health and laiety

JPNPM
ahiiild daan six days

that the

y re-

Campus
By PAUL SCHMID

This week the ViUano-
van asks, "What is the

most over-used line on
campus?"

psr nwak Jiid
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Democratic Senate offers hope for ftmoricans
^ By FRED VALENTE

The smoke has cleared, the

corpses have been dragged from
the nibble. The dead, wounded
and missing have all been counted

u^ and placed in the elephant's

gitveyard. After what has seemed
•ifce five years of abuse, humili-

ation, and eulogies for the oppo-

sition, the Reagan stranglehold

l^s been broken at last.

vThe Democrats have stormed

t^ citadel and emerged victor-

ioMS. What last Tuesday's election

showed was that there was no re-

aljignment of voters to the Repub-

lican Party as Reagan has said.

What last Tuesday showed was
that Reagan is the Republican

P^rty and that his popularity as

a genial, grandfatherly leader has

not transposed to some of the

single-helixed mutoids that re-

present the GOP in other areas.

What last Tuesday showed was
that the American people want to

end all the mindless and super-

ficial platitudes disguised as

policy that have been so much a

part of this current administra-

tion. They want to get down to

the business of solving some of

tl)is nation's pressing problems.

Americans want to be certain

that their sons will not have to

dodge bullets in some banana
patch in Nicaragua. Americans
wiint to see that their kids are able

to get a decent education by
receiving federal loans and grants

for college. Maybe now some
people will be able to eat. Maybe
now some people can get decent

jd)s. Maybe now we can be

fanught back from the brink of

niclear destruction.

Reagan is trying to put on the

best face possible. He stammers
about how the Republicai^s gained

in governorships in various states

(which has absolutely nothing to

do with what goes on along the

banks of the Potomac). He talks

about still pushing his agenda in

the Congress. He reiterates his

"You ain't seen nothin' yet"
phrase. Funny, those were prob-

ably Custer's last words too.

Certainly, we're not heading
into Utopia, but the benign neglect

of fundamental needs and prob-

lems of this society will hopefully

be addressed by the Democrats.

Joe Biden as head of the Judiciary

Committee will make sure that

extremist idealogues like Wtlfiam
Rehnquist and Antonin Scalia

won't be perched upon the federal

bench.

A determined Sam Nunn, star-

ing down his hawk-like nose as

chairman of the Armed Services

Committee will no doubt make
Cap Weinberger squirm as he is

called upon to justify his exorbi-

tant defense expenditures. Clai-

borne Pell at Foreign Relations

will help to extricate us from the

Central American quagmire and
hopefully ease the confrontational

attitudes in our policies toward
other nations.

Above all, dialogue about Amer-
ican society can finally open up.

For the last five years, the

Republican-controlled Senate has
refused to listen to those at the

other end. It is important for them
to know what hasn't been dis-

cussed and debated within the

Senate chambers. They've com-
pletely ignored the fact that this

is a society divided by fear, hatred,

ignorance, apathy and violence.

And until we discuss what this

society really is, then it's difficult

to figure out how to change it. For

' n

MMj^iS wotu^ OffOMUOttf
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example, there's been no discus-

sion al^Hit the rot that destroys

our dfies. T|legovernment has idl

the resources it needs to keep it

in check and hasn't used them,
and it hasn't been discussed why

They haven't discussed why
there is a nuclear warhead for

every man, woman and child on
this earth and what we're going
to do about it. They haven't
discussed the garbage and poison
in our air and water. They haven't

discussed race or poverty.

In short, there has been no
dialogue about the sicknesses that

may yet send this nation up in

flames. They'd better start doing
it. They'd better get it out in the
open. Hopefully, the Democratic
Sienate will have the courage to

confront these issues; instead of

telling the American people what
they want to hear, tell them the

truth, and then do something
about it.

Aside from immediate gratifica-

tion, a Democratic majority in

both Houses of Congress will let

them set the national agenda for

a change and place the party in

a good position to recapture the
White House in 1988. The 100th
Congress, aside from being histor-

ical in and of itself, has a tremend-
ous chance to make even more
history in the Democratic tradi-

tions of the New Deal, the Civil

Rights Act, and theGr^t Society.

As the Rev. Martin Lather King
Jr. shouted from the rostrum in

Memphis on his last night on
earth; "I'm happy tonight! I'm not

worried about anything, I'm not

fearing any mian! Mine ^es have
seen the glory of thetonung of the
Lord!"

Fred Vdlente is a senior political
science majorand the vicepresident

of College Democrats.
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Are you interested in radio production?

If you are then come right on up
to

210 Dougherty Hall

WKVU
and talk to Tom Martin

^ Positions aro guaranteod.
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Pourran: Education builds a.

Mure for Haitiatts

By FRANK ORZECHOWICZ

Have you fver walked into the

library and fiotiatd the smiling

security guanl known affection-

ately as Ed? You know, the guy
who is always walking around,

talking and saying hello to

everyone.

Well, not many of you know the

whole story behind Ed Pourron,
a former Philadelphia police offic-

er, with 20 years of experience

under his belt. The same Ed
Pourron who has received 25
commendations for acts of bravery

and heroism.;
Pourron vujmt on the Philadel-

phia police wrce from 1962 to

1962. Throufl^t his 20 years, he
worked both «s a patrolman and
in the police radio room.

He has two scrap books filled

with newspaper clippings and
snapshots. He has even been
thrown through a plate-glass

window during a riot.

Here is a sampling of some of

the commendations Ed has re-

ceived from the various police

commissioners who served while

he was on the force.

Pourron was given a commen-
dation for bravery in 1965. While

off duty, he aided a woman being

held at knife-point. Pourron man-
aged to free the woman, but the

attacker still had possession of the

knifeW did not shoot, for fear

of hitting someone in the crowd.

Instead, Pourron followed the

l^tacker to his home and held him

at gun-point until assistance

arrived.

In 1970, Pourron received an-

other commendation, this time a*

commendation for heroism. Off

duty and wearing a back brace for
' an injury, Pourron rescued a gas

.station attendant engulfed in

m
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(Photo by Nunes)

Ex poUce oificer Ed Pourron brings ^^llanova students smiles, as well

as a 20-year history of brave and dedicated service to Philadelphia's

streets.

flames from a car explosion.

Pourron came to Villanova as

a security guard in 1984, working
various assignments throughout
the campus. Most recently he has
worked in the bookstore for eight

months and in the library for the

past one and one-half years.

What makes Pourron special is

the relationship he has with the

students he encounters every day.

During our interview, three min-
utes did not go by without some-
one saying hello to Pourron or

smiling at him.

"I like the kids," admitted
Pourron. "I really like talking to

them and saying hello.'*

He continued, "We have a very

good relationship. Many of them
are away from home for the first

time, and they'll come to me to

talk about some problem or con-

cern. We all get along very well."

Pourron has a house and wife

in Japan. He has been married for

12 years to Mitsuko Pourron.

The couple married in Philadel-

phia, and Mitsuko now lives in

Japan. Pourron returns to Japan
as often as possible, often bringing

letters to foster children along

with him on his trips.

Pourron also was a friend of

Connie Mack, the famous baseball

player. His mother grew up in the

same neighborhood in Philadel-

phia with Mack.
During the interview, Pourron

proudly pointed to a letter Maak
had written to him a very long

time ago (Connie Mack is now
deceased).

So the next time you are in

Falvey, look for theguard with the

smile, greeting everyone he
passes. Ask anyone in the library,

and they will probably tell you

that Pourron is great to talk to.

I rank Pourron in the top 10 of

the "Most Popular People On
Campus."

By NATAUE McKENNA
Education is the key to success

~ and the key to ending hunger.
All of the funds raised by Villan-

ova's Hunger Awareness Week
will build agrade school to educate
children living in Port Au Prince

'one of the poorest areas of poverty-
strickerf Haiti.

The school will be built through
the guidance of Father Lawrence
Bohnen, a Dutch priest who has
dedicated his life to the education
and feeding of the poor. Bohnen
has built 125 similar schools
throughout the slum areas of
Haiti.

Bohnen not only builds schools

for the poor of Haiti, but feeds

18,000 students everyday.

The Salesian priest has a policy

that every child must attend
school to get a meal. Bohnen
mixes beans with grain to provide

thousands of his students with
balanced meals.

The school will have cinder

block walls and a tin roof. The
building will have six to eight

classrooms, accommodating 300
children each year.

Barbara Haenn, coordinator for

A

h

Hunger Awareness Week, siaid

that the projected cost of building
the school is $18,000. However.
Haenn noted, the Villano^an
community should surpass this

amount. ^

The money to fund the schi^l

in Haiti has come from matiy
sources, including fund raisers,

contributions at Villanova masses
and the 1985 and 1986 Hunger
Awareness Weeks. Any extra
monies will be put in a fund for
thegeneral upkeeo of th^ hniMm/r

The classrooms in Bohnen 's

schools are always full, as the

meal provides is often the only

meal each child will receive that

day. Often, children sneak bits of

food home to their parents.

Bohnen gives the children of

Port Au Price not only a nourish-

ing meal, but an opportunity to

gain the "basics of literacy,"

stated Haenn.
"The school being built in

Villanova 's name in Haiti will

have a ripple effect for the next

30 or 40 years," Haenn continued.

"It is significant in trying to

change poverty and ignorance in

the area."

Jumping into shap(^

Fall into autumn's
By STAGEY WILKINS^

Developing a distinctive look,

whether that involves wearing a

color you love, antique accessories

or interesting shoes, can be a

-visible expression of your own
individuality and special

qualities.

Some feel that what is best for

themselves is fine for everyone

else. However, we should never

alk>w others todictate our clothing

chokres.

Clothing should be a statement

of who we are. Our unique qual-

ities should t>e accentuated and

not hidden.

This begins by shopping with

a discriminating eye. One can buy

a k)t of ck)thes — but not always

the style that goes with it.

Class, good taste and a sense of

style are timelets. A woman who
possesses these attribgf^ can

wear just about anythingaid knk
smashing.
There are certain labels which

exude class and style. For in-

sUBoe. ctoaiirtlly composed Geig-

er ckMlMg of Auatrta is known

make a sapniaicMv avBa^w^v

lihelook.
^ iMmnae Vittadiiii givM tir

Mila

Last fall's body-shapingstyles,

by Joan Vass USA, continue to be

the trend. Especially worth noting

is a rough hewn turtleneck sweat-

er from Vass's line of knits.

Donna Karan has broken off

from Anne Klein to offer yet

another line of knits. The key to

Karan's line are rich shades,

including mustard, tortoise and

peanut-colored merino wool, fas-

tened at the waist with a crocodile

or snakeskin belt.

Always save all your old clothes

because inevitably they comeback

in style. Otte unlikely choice in

this season of elegant, luxurious

fabrics is terrycloth.

Terrycloth can now do morp

than hang on the towelrack.

Several designers are showing

terry in their sportswear and

resort lines.

Ralph Lauren has sweats made
of tary. Jo«n Vass has utilized

terry in a more dressed up
manner, with snug-fitting wrap

skirts. ^

Terry is a.veriatile. eaiy to tart

for fabric. It is an affordable

^Sanil^ has not cornered the

. iMilMt -^ iiwyiiiwM ia il»

'^Mrtili MMliy. A tsMlly Mm
iMkit htiiigpiMrfri on the wrist

SSSLitei't

<^l-r!^»^'

wristwatches. It has a moon
phase dial and imitates styles

characterized by watch manufac-
turers such as Movado.

In a season of neutrals, a hit

of color has emerged in orginator

Elsa Schiaparelli's "shocking"
pink, a color that is reaching its

prime.

Yves Saint Laurent, at the

Bourges in Philadelphia, is show-
ing a satiny oversized hot pink

blouse over a black, short, cash-

mere skirt.

For upcoming holiday formals,

some interesting changes Oh the

standard attire can add that

unexpected spark. A more roman-

tic approach to dressing is being

taken.

For example, velvet lends itself

to an aura of feminine appeal. A
velvet, emerald green dress with

a halter style top will surely

capture a few glances.

A bask outfit can go from "ho-

hum" to striking with a touch of

accessories. For instance, a simple

black satinor patten leather pump
becomes ^ttery news when clip-

Anotfa^ al^rnative ismaking

iMk *iMS Ihit fMch to the

•andMd fokli.

vMir own style is s^^
in aiMMiol

By NATALIE McKENNA

Your heart is pounding quickly,

your face is flushed and you feel

like you could leap the DuPont
Pavilion in a single bound. You
have just survived an aerobics

class at Villanova University.

Villanova 's intramurals depart-

ment started a new program this

semester. One-hour aerobics ses-

sions are held at 4 and 5:30 p.m.

Monday through Friday, and at 10

a.m. on Saturdays.

"It's a good workout and a lot

of fun ... there's always some-

thing new," stated aerobics in-

structor Kathy Nolan. ^
Nolan said that class sizes can

range anywhere from six people

to 60, but usually average 20 to

40 people per class.

Nolan noted that participation

is stronger at the beginning of the

week. "Mondays are crowded,

there are some regulars that never

skip a class, and some people drop

in and out," stated Nolan.

The classes are attended mostly

by girls, but the instructors would

like to encourage Villanova gv^s
to put on their sweats and give

the aerobics classes a try. *

Brian Vezina, a sophomore and
the only male aerobics instructor,

said that aerobic exercise helps

breathing and increases endu-

rance. Vezina gears his class

toward toning and strengthening.

"Guys have the endurance
because of their strength, but the

girls have more coordination and

technique," said Vezina.

"I stress getting a good workout

and knowing your limitations,"

he said.

Nolan, on the other hand, said

she stresses "proper form and
warming up."

There are four aerobics instruc-

tors this semester: Nolan, Vezina,

and seniors Susan Mellahand and

Janet Ksenics. The instructors

have a variety of backgrounds

that provide for each student's

preferences and goals.

For instance, Nolan has had

dance training and has participat-

ed in numerous aerobic programs.

(Continued on page 1^
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Falvey's new computer system saves students time when checking out books.

(Ftioto by Nunes)

Falvey computers save time
By ANNE DiSIMONE

Those of you who have not been
to the library recently are in for

a surprise. There are no more
lines and no more rushing to get
the book that everyone needs for

a certain class.

The Falvey Memorial Library
has recently installed GEAC com-
puters; a line system from Canada
which performs all circulation
functions.
' The computers work through a
"codabar" bar code, which iden-

tifies books and people through
the placement of coded stickers on
books and student I.D. cards.

.^.- Circulation librarian Kathleen
O'Connor and Louise Green, head
of public services at the library,

both stressed the importance of

bar assignment for students. The

process is called linking.

The process requires that a
student's LD. must have a current
validation sticker. The student's

social security number can then
be entered and a bar code will be
assigned.

The rest is simple. When books
need to be taken out, they are

"wanded" with a sensitive light.

The light reads the numbers and
information automatically ap-

pears on the screen.

With very little input, quite a

lot of information can be disco-

vered. In two seconds you can find

out if a book is already out. In two
more you can find out if the
Freudian psychology book is still

buried under your bed.

Any amount of money owed for

fines will also show up.

When the computers were in-

stalled over Fall Break, the GEAC
company provided a trainer who
taught the basic methods for

using the computer. O'Connor is

now responsible for training other
library employees.

Only the staff will be able to

key into the bibliographic query
to investigate book data. Students
will still have to use the card
catalog.

However, the library plans to

have terminals installed for stu-

dent use, also. Subject searching
will no longer be necessary. An
on-line catalog will be able to find

the book a student needs.

A computerized Falvey Memor-
ial? As Green stated, the GEAC
computers are only the "first step,

basis for the future."

By SUSAN TOLVE

Fairytales begin at least two
timeachSatunl»rii|iimousine8
puH U0 in front ol tlie^Uifiova
Chapel and out atep a froom and
a bride.

The first working day of each
month, sometimes asearVas S'.SO
am., engaged oouplaa line up
outside St. Thomas of Vlllanova
Pansh to reserve the V.U. chapel.

When the dpors open at 9 a.m.,
reservations are made about 14
months in advance for one of four
time slots: U a.m., 12:d0p.m.,2:30
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Only V^lanova
graiduates and parish members
can marry in the chapel.

Mary Jane Magee, campus min-
istry secretary, organizes wed-
dings at the chapel for Villanova
graduates. Since the chapel is in

high demand, planning for wed-
dings "takes up a big chunk of our
[Campus Ministry's] time," she
said.

Couples are assigned a staff

member, who meets with them
two or three times prior to the

wedding and handles iBilI their

paperwork. "Part of the paper-

work is making them [the couples]

feel comfortable." said Magee.

In addition, couples are obligat-

ed to attend a pre-cana weekend
(at Villanova or another parish)

before they can be married. Cou-
ples are encouraged to bring a
priest from their home parish.

Others request a priest from
here, usually one they beoime
acquainted with while attending
Villanova.

As for wedding music, couples
may arrange for their own or
Campus Ministry will provide a
list of musicians. Brother Nicholas

At least ^wo wcddHngi talosfflacc

each Saturday at VilliJnova's

beantifalvliapel.
-•»»»-

Osuna, O.S.A., assists at all V.U.
weddings, so couples do not have
to find alter servers.

According to ^wee, spring and
fall are the mospopular wedding
seasons at V.U.,'%ut every month
is booked," she sgd.

Fall is also a popular time for
tailgating at Villanova. Magee
noted that Villanova security is

notified of the date and times of
all weddings.

This was not always the case.

"At my wedding, seven years ago,

people had to pay to park," said

one Villanova administrator, who
wishes to remain anonymous.

Some newlyweds welcome the
football season. Last year, a bride
and groom joined in the tailgating
at Homecoming Weekend — right
after they took their vovkTs.
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Shape im with hitnmpiili
(ComHnuedfrom ptgg 13)
Vezina is a certified aerobics
iastructor who learned the tech-

niques while wprking at a health
dub.
Both Vezina and Nolan hope to

see improvements made in the
upcoming semesters. "Hopefully a
wider variety of time schedules
can be arranged and more adver-
tisement put out to increase the
ske of the program," said Veniza.
Both instructors noted that

mirrors and a better sound system
would help the program. "Music
is very important, if you hear a
good song, it gets you pumped,"
said Vezina.

Lisa Paul, a sophomore whojust
attended her first class, stated, "It

was a really great workoutf I

wasn't ready for it, especially the

OiAiSSIFIED

ABVERTISWIG
Guitars for Sale. Guild clas-

sical and Yamaha folk, both
SKoellent condition and In

hardwood cases. Call Paul,

S5-9713.

EmtMssy Suite Hotel — Val-

ley Forge. Help viranted. Look-
leg for bell iiersons, house-
keepers, bus persons.
Walters, waitresses, and life-

gMerds. Part and full time
poeltkHis available. Excellent
wages and benefits. Call Per-
aennei. 647-6700.

Babysitter — one 19-month-
old boy occaslonsi week-
nights, some weekend
nights. Vlllanova. 4sk for
ENen, 687-5530.

Honda Twinstar — for sale.

^81, 2,600 miles, mint con-
dition. $1,100. Call Dave,
eves. 254-0142.

iHtentionf Students and pro-
fessors: Reports and manus-
cripts, term papers,
speeches, etc. Neatly and
professionally typed and
proofread. 24 hour turn
around. Reaaonable rates.

Qall EXEC-U-TYPE word pro-
cessing service. (609) 772-
1131.

Caah for uaed textbooks of
any type. Free pickup. Call

Mil at 525-7723 anytime.
Leave message.

aOOO GOVERNMENT JOBS
UST. $16,040-$50,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-687-
SDOO, Ext. R-4889.

EARN EXTRA MONEY for the
i«)LIDAYS working through
WESTERN TEMPORARY
SERVICES. FULL and PART-
TIME poeltions avaUabie:
— Santas and helfMrs
— Maiketing
— Clerlcel

^Accountkig

For more InlormatkMi contact
Maria, 337-2970.

— Gourmet Shop his.

Wed., Thyr., FiL,

by PaeN Leeai.

stomach exerdaes." Cotcmm.
Susan Corcoran, who heard VeiiA» stated, 'This aeinester

about the aerobics classes from a ha* really ^loa a tria^ perM f^
flyer, tries to attend classea three us. We l^ve watten< nothing but
times a week. ''It's real^ ^ood . .

.

positive '

rea<:kSofi8 about the
'

the instructor is excellent,'* said program."

Insigtti

By MAkK V. DiSTASiO

As many of you know, TV evangelist and presidential hopefi
Pat Robertson claims that he receives instructions directly fi

God. This "divine revelation" is not newJiowever.
Back in 1899, President William McKinely told a group

Methodist clergymen that his decision to annex the Philippine,
came after God had advised him to take the islands as a gift froni]
heaven.

Vitlanova sMideats shape u|> in the Iiftraumural Department's ^oew
aerobic program.
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-RESUME WRITING-

-INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES-

-DRESSINC FOR SUCCESS-

-NEW CAREER OPPORTUNrnteS-

ALL R\RTICIR\NTS

WILL RECEIVE A FREE
CAREER SEARCH WORKBOOK,

RESUME GUIDE, AND
MUCH MORE!

DONTMISSm

FREE ANDOPEN TO EVERVONE
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tkOMrn. o cares
Sgilish, iplaeh .., hope you enjoyed the Homecoming bash

... it sure is obvious from the condition of Sheehan b^ch ...

or should we say Sheehan mud-wrestling arena . . . that must
be a new sport at V.U. . . . yep, exclusively duringmonsoon season
, . . but we woitldn't know about that . . . our paper doesn't cover
intramural spcnts . . . speaking of athletics . . . you better be in

good shape to survive registration ... that's right ... your
iavorite time of the semester is here again . . . when that familiar
line rings delightfully in your ear ... " Sorry, that course is

closed. You'll have to start all over again." . . . and at the end
of the day ... you realize that you've signed up for four nii^t
courses in Underwater Basket-weaving and Calligraphy 1001
... hev. at least they're coed ... unlike our dorms ... but coed
dorms will never happen here >.. it took over 100 years just
to get females on this campus . . . much less in the same dorms
as men . . . enough of dreamland, let's move on to reality . . . Kelly's
on Friday's, the first basketlNillgame tomorrow night and praying
Smoke's doesn't get closed ... oh, yeah, we forgot to mention
the highlight of our V.U. experience ... the finest cuisine on
the Main line ... the Pit ... first we couldn't take out beef
stroganoff . . . now it's deli sandwiches . . . before you know it

. . . you won't get out alive with one plastic tork . . . because like

all. the good courses at V.U. ... they're closed ... just like our
stay at V.U. . . . just like our term as editors ... oh well, . .

.

only the good die young.
Edited by Editor inChiefDiana K. SUggand Associate Editor Brian
D. Webb.

*

(pholooourtMy of Ptnnsylvania DefNvlment of Agmg;

TheCoUegeofNiu^ingimd the Human Organization S<?ieiice Institute havecoilabonted on a proiect to
provide care for the elderly..

Project assists the elderly

m

By NANCY L. DZWONCZYK

Over the centuries, the life

expectancy of man has steadily

increased as society became in-

dustrialized, sanitation improved
and medical science advanced.
With this in mind, it is not
surprising that in 1986 the cate-

gory of those over 65 numbers
about 22 million, approximately
11 percent of the population. This
figure is projected to reach 18
percent by the year 2030.

This rapid growth of the elderly

population hasgenerated practical

needs in society to find ways to

accommodate and manage the
unique demands of our senior
citizens.

Locating appropriate living

arrangements for the elderly is a
priority which presents a growing
problem for society. While nursing
homes and other long-term care
facilities are options, increasins

expenses and limited space have
necessitated the search for alter-

native methods of care.

In response to these needs, the

Pennsylvania Department of Ag-

ing instituted a state-wide Attend-

ant Care Program in 1985. Attend-

ant care for the elderly is the

service of assisting disabled elder-

ly individuals with in-home care

services such as bathing, groom-
ing and meal preparation.

It has been found that care of

this sort is cost effective for both

clients and health organizations,

while allowing the clients maxi-
mum independence. Attendant
care programs have enabled the

care of the elderly to move out of

the institution and into the home.
Through the combined efforts

of faculty from several colleges

and departments throughout the

University, Villanova has recently

made a unique contribution to-

ward the enhancement of services

in theto the elderly

commonwealth.
After submitting a proposal,

which was subsequently accepted
by the Pennsylvania Department
of Aging, the College of Nursing
and the Human Organization
Science Institute of Villanova
have collaborated on a $63,000
project entitled "A Training Pack-
age on Management of Attendant
Care Services to the Elderly."

The six-month project included
two-day training sessions in Pitts-

burgh, Philadelphia, Brookville,

Harrisburg and Wilkes-Barre for

supervisors of area agencies on
the aging.

In addition, the committee deve-
loped a training manual and slide

tape presentation which will be
used state-wide to train attendant
care supervisors in effectively
resolving issues which are inher-
ent in administering Attendant
Care Programs.

656 Lancaster Ave.
corn's Pub

525-3667
ANNOUNCES

BUDW£IS£R
NIGHT
Thurs., Nov. 20

FEATURING

^3 Pitchers ofBudweiser
Special Budweiser Free Prizes
Roses For All The Ladies
Downstairs Bar Is Open

NOVEMBER
li l i »!

>S.

MiMilM* . • «

MONDAT

mtm0tm

TUESDAY THURSDAY
LUMESNITE

SSPttdiars
of

FRIDAY&SATURDAY
LIVE MDSIG & DANCING

• Too Faco
14th A 15th

• Privalo Party

21 at A 22nd
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JAKE NEVIN HELDHOUSE
50*Donation

To Benefit Cystic Fibrosis
-^

t Emcee Applications
'»^.

«

Due Toifay

215 Douglierty Hall
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RSA and CAMPUS MINISTRY

ADVENT GIVING TREE
Purchase angels to decorate the tree

after 4 p.m., 6 p.ih., 8 p.in., & 10 p.iti.

masses on Nov. 30, Dec. 7, and Dec. 14.
Benefits famiUes Hi PhHadelpUa Parishts
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SNnon produces another classic

By KEVIN HECHT

Graceland
Paul Simon
Warner Brothers

tfl

In 1984, as Paul Simon wavered
in an artistic limbo after a divorce

from his second wife, actress

Carrie Fisher, a short-lived reun-

ion with Art Garfunkel and the.

commercial flop of his album
Hearts and Bones, a friend handed
him a cassette that would change
the direction of his career. The
unmarked tapecontained a unique
style and rhythm he had never

bc«n exposed to before, and moved
him so much that he embarked
on a journey to find its creator.

His odyssey led him into the heart

of South Africa where the envir-

onment and culture he encoun-

tered inspired his song writing

abilities and were the genesis of

his brilliant new self-produced

album Graceland, on Warner
Bros. Records.

The mysterious tape that had
such an impact upon Simon
turned out to be titled Gumboots:
Accordian Jive Hits, Vol. II, feat-

uring the South African Boyoyo
Boys. Simon used this group,

along with other African musi-

cians on his album to produce a

completely original sound that

makes Graceland special. Al-

though Paul Simon has always'

produced strong, beautifully craft-

ed songs and popular albums with

diverse influences of jazz, rock

and gospel music, Graceland's

unpr^xdented synthesis of these

styles and a unique African sound

create an exquisite album that

may well be Simon's masterpiece.

Graceland is laden with strong

feeling and rhythm, clearly re-

flecting a boost in Simon's artistic

inspiration. The album opens
with "The Boy In The Bubble"
ii^ which Simon ironically juxta-

poses the good and evil aspects of

modem technology by expk>nng
how in these "days of miracle and
wonder," pain and suffering inev-

itably go on.

In one instance, he is fascinated

by the miracles of science ("Med-

icine is magical and magical is art/

The boy in the bubble/ and the

baby with the baboon heart"). Yet

in another he realizes the despair

caused by its improper usage

("There was a bright light/ a

shattering of shop windows/ The
bomb in the baby carriage was
wired to the radio"). This song

makes a strongopening statement

and sets the pace for this intense,

emotionally-charged album.

"Graceland," the title cut from

the album, is a more traditional

Simon composition that rhythmi-

cally fuses romantic disillusion-

ment with the hope inspired by

a famous symbol of the American
spirit ("She said losing love is like

a window in your heart/ everyb-

ody sees you're blown apart ...

But I've reason to believe we will

all be received in Graceland").

The appealing rhythm and
sound contained in Graceland are

formed by the way Simon cleverly

molds African and American-
influenced music together that

first catches the listeners' atten-

tion with its uniqueness. It then
spawns further interest with its

solid musical foundation. "Home-
less" and "Diamonds on The
Soles of Her Shoes" are good
examples of this stylistic blending

as Simon layers his voice upon the

a capella background chants of

South African singers that pro-

duce a seemingly infinite variety

of musical tones. Simon uses
these tones to give "Homeless" a

graceful ambience and he merges
the textured vocals of "Diamonds
on The Soles of Her Shoes" into

a melodic, carefree composition

punctuated by the sharp staccato

accents of saxophones.

"Gumboots" and "That Was
Your Mother" are introduced
with funky accordian that, ac-

cording to Simon, first attracted

him to African music. "That Was
Your Mother" combines a New
Orleans jazz sound with the rest

of the album's African feel, creat-

ing an appealing oddness in the

song, and making it almost impos-

sible to classify into a musical

category.

Simon reveals his lighter, more
humorous side in the album's first

commercially successful song,

"You Can Call Me Al." The songs

catchy lyrical rumblings contain

a backwoods rhythm with strong

percussion and bass that is per-

meated by a piercing horn solo and
the unusual use of a pennywhistle.
"I Know What I Know" also

stands out in this lighter vein as

the shrill wailing of the Gaza

PAUL -SIMON
GRACELAND

African culture depicted on the cover of Graceland, Paul Simon's new
masterpiece.

Sisters back up Simon's whimsi-
cal lyrics.

It's interesting to observe that

even though Graceland expresses

Simon's music in a different style,

we still catch many familiar

glimpses of his personality that

have been revealed through all of

his past music. One of Paul
Simon's greatest strengths has

been the sheer beauty of his lyrics

and melodies showcased in classic

songs such as "Sounds of Silence"
and "Bridge Over Troubled Wa-
ter." The lyrical, almost poetic

flow of "Under African Skies," the
album's most touching song, is

just as beautiful as these older
song|s, but in a completely original

fashion.

(Continued on page 24)

Classical ensemble to perform at Connelly

By THERESA JONES

Being the conscientious Villan-

ova students that we are, some-
times we get so caught up in our
studies and school activities that

we lose sight of what goes on
around us in the"real world." But
the reverse often happens as well;

we sometimes want to get away
from university life so much that

we fail to see the escape routes
that are offered without actually

making the great escape.

For example the various groups

and clubs here on campus are

constantly trying to create diver-

sions for us, to give us that

necessary study break. One such

upcoming event is scheduled for

next week, and is being sponsored

by the German Club. The world-

renowned Curtis Institute of

Music will be putting on a concert

here in the Villanova Room of

Connelly Center, Nov. 19 at 8 p.m.

The Curtis Institute, located

here in Philadelphia, is one of the

best music institutes in the world,

and its students are therefore

truly gifted and talented. A con-

cert was put on for Villanova

students last year also, and this

performance is sure to be of equal

standard. Students as well as an

alumnus from the Institute will

perform, with selections to be

taken from such German and
Austrian greats as Mozart, Bach,

Schubert, Brahms and more,
creating what will surely be a

fabulous presentation of Das
deutsche Lied (the German Song).

After the concert there will be

a reception and refreshments for

all. A taste of German cuisine to

follow a sampling of German art

. . . Again, the concert is scheduled

for this Wednesday at 8 p.m. in

the Villanova Room. It is free for

students, in an attempt to encour-

age taking advantage of the var-

ious entertainment offerings of

on-campus organizations. Socome
take a study break Wednesday

night, either as an escape from
university life, or simply to enjoy

the music and food.

And as an afterthought, if you
are still looking for an excuse to

get off campus, the German
comedy "Men," which has been
playing worldwide to great re-

views, is now playing in Narberth,
and would also be well worth your
while to attend.

Weaver leaves audience half satisfied

By MARYJO YANNACONE

'*Half Moon Street'*

directed by Bob Swaim
4>*

A story of international intrigue

and intense eroticism, "Half Moon
Street" presents a bleak portrait

of both business dealings in the

world and romance between
strangers. Director Bob Swaim
must have wanted to say some-

thing to his audience, but the

intentions of the film are ambig-

uous, as in the entire plot.

Swaim's previous ventures
have all been made in Paris, and

the slow-paced quality of the

classic French film can clearly be

seen throughout the tediously

long hour and 30 minutes of this,

Swaim's first picture in English.

Immd of being intrigued and

rouMd. the viewer finds himself

It in an unending teriet of

played out bv the

titlecharacter. Dr. Lauren Slaugh-

ter, and a string of wealthy men.
The international games of black-

mail and murder are also being

played out before us, though we
are unaware of these motives
until the final scenes of the film.

Portrayed by Sigourney Weav-
er, best known for her roles in

"The Year of Living Dangerously"
and the recent blockbuster
"Aliens," Dr. Lauren Slaughter is

both cold and uninteresting; there

are no flaws and no character

distinctions. She is just one im-

mense stereotype of the do-all. be-

all American yuppie on-the-rise:

successful, well-travelled and
well-versed at age 30.

A Ph.D. and an American expert

in Middle Eastern politics and

economics, sh • comes to London
on a fellows! p to a prestigious

institute for scholarship and
research. The job pays only 150

pounds a week, and the good

doctor must tfnd other means of

Hupporting herself; living in Not-

iCimlinncd mi fnm' -'^
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PBS redefines tiie series
By JOE McGOWAN

Programming on the public

television networks has in recent

months offered much to support

the notion that television in the

right hands can be a remarkable
medium for information in addi-

tion to entertainment. The PBS
stations have recently offered

excellent historical documentar-
ies, such as "Ancient Lives" and
"The Search For Troy," and film

presentations, such as the Pass-

binder rendition of Alfred Doblin's

Berlin Alexanderplatz,

The recent spate of first-rate

documentary programs began
several months ago with "Ancient
Lives," a fascinating look at the

lives of all Egyptians, from pea-

sant to pharoah, in the age of the

pyramid-builders. "Ancient
Lives" was written and hosted by

Egyptologist John Romer and
centered around the life of an
artisan living at a temporary
"city" that would appear at a

pyramid construction site.

Last month the PBS stations

aired "The Search For the Trojan

War," a documentary hosted by

the British journalist- and BBC
producer Michael Wood. The
historical program presented a

remarkably detailed account of

the search for and fascination

with the great city of King Priam.

The search begins with Heinrich

Schliemann's boyhood obsession

with the gods and heroes of

Homer's Uiad. It was an obsession

that would cause Schliemann
later in life to exhaust his fortune

in search of the mythical city of

the Trojans.

Schliemann 's search for Troy

was filled with visions of Aga-

memnon, Hector, Achilles, Troilus

and Priam. What Schliemann and

his successors would find at the

Hissarlik site in Turkey was
somewhat different than the city

of legend.

As the program illustrated,

Troy is not one but many cities

built upon the same site and that

city sacked and burned by the

Achaians was not the first of

them. Once Troy had been unco-

vered, the controversy surround-

ing it shifted to the matter of

whether Homer's account was
fact or fancy.

"The Search For Troy" not only

reconstructed the city and its

history but the fate of those that

pursued it as well. Excellent

production, filming, and music
distinguished both "Ancient
Lives" and "The Search For

(Continued on page 27)

Fans Hock lor Boss' release
By KEVIN HECHT

On Monday morning Columbia
Records released Bruce Spring-

steen & the E Street Band Live/

1975-1985 into record stores

across the country, generating an
interest and demand in the album
that the music industry has never

seen the likes of before.

Copies of the eagerly awaited
record have been snatched off the

shelves faster than they can be

replaced as an onslought of loyal

Springsteen fans try to get their

hands on his new release.

Demand for the album is no
different along the Main Line as

local fans have swamped area

stores at an unprecedented rate.

"It's unbelievable," said Rich
Williams, manager of Plastic

Fantastic Used Record Exchange
in Bryn Mawr, referring to the

sales of the Boss' live album.
"We opened eagerly anticipat-

ing a large crowd, and then I left

to go to the bank. On my way back
I saw a kid running out of the store

literally waving his copy of the

album in the air. We had long lines

for the rest of the day," Williams

said.

Similar scenes have been car-

ried out at many other local stores

indicating that sales of the five-

record collection have hit a fever

pitch. Dan Matherson of Repo
Records in Wayne has seert his

sales run high. "We're selling the'

album at $24.99 which is a bit

cheaper than most stores, and
copies have been going fast,"

Matherson said. "It's definitely

4*>>
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going to be a difficult album to

get.

Lit;e/i975-i985contains a wide
selection of Springsteen's music
performed live during that 10-year

period in arena's all over the

country. Many of the Boss' live

performances have been recorded

and sold as illegal bootleg tapes,

but this new album is the first

legitimate live release ever offered

to his fans.

Bruce Springsteen's last album,
Bom In The U.S.A., sold over 17

million copies and catapulted the

native New Jersey rocker into

world-wide superstardom.

Springsteen has always been

known for giving breathtaking

and spectacular performances,

and his fans are hoping some of

his energy and intensity will be

transferred onto the record. Ac-

cording to Henry Johansson, an >

avid fan of the Boss who waited

in line to get his copy of the new
album, Live/1975 1985 definitely

captures the essense of Bruce in

concert. "I've seen Springsteen in

concert three times and they've all

been unbelievable shows. The
new album is phenomenal. It's.the

next best thing to seeing him
live," Johanson said.

Even the more expensive com-
pact disc version of the new album
is sellingout in local stores. "Sales

have been great," said Diana
Piazza of 21 Century Sound in

Bryn Mawr. "We only sell the

album on compact disc and we

sold over 50 by Tuesday
afternoon."

Live/1975 1985 was released

now to coincide with the holiday

season, and stores are working
overtime to keep the popular new
album in stock. Nevertheless, it's

safe to say that come Christmas
morning, many fans of Bruce
Springsteen will find his new
album sitting beneath the tree.

Bruce Springsteen, pictured here
on the cover of his 1978 release

Darknen on the Edge ofToum, has
released a new live album that is

selUng out around the Main Line.

RichARd & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

773 E. LANCASTER AVE.. VILLANOVA
527-2080

Op«nMon. W«d.and
thru Sat. Thurt. Evanings

Connelly Gallery
Connelly Center
Villanova University

exhibition of the works of Haitian

schoolchildren as part of

Hunger Awareness Week
through Nov. 16

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-972-7600

"Sculpture at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts"

through Jan. 11, 1987

Music

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Nov. 14 - Firefall

Nov. 15 —Johnny Winter

Grendel'sLair
500 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-9235560
Nov. 16 — Ceiling Zero/Mr. Mehta
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By JOE McGOWAN

The unusual success of the

Windham Hill Records group has

brought to prominence what is

called "New Age" music. Thus
have artists such as Shadowfax,
Liz Story and Geor^ Winston
become major names in the areas

of piogressive jiizz and rock.

WhUe "New Age" music often

borders on the classical end of the

musical spectrum, with the solo

pianoworks of Story and Winston

,

as well as Wim Mertens, William

Ackerman. Paul Halley and Denny
Zeitlin, other artists in this field

employ an electronic approach.

Life Style Records is a sniall,

new records group which claims

that "All of the music that you

will hear on Life Style Records is

simply light years ahead of stand-

ard 'New Age' fare." Their pro-

duct bears much resemblance to

that of Windham Hill, the differ-

ence being that theirs is more
firmly placed in the electronic

field of music.

Latitude
Latitude

Life Style Records
V6

The Life Style label has debuted
with six releases, two of which
include the electronic ensemble
Latitude and Thilo von Westerha-
gen & Band. The self-titled debut
release of the former consists in

eight electronic pieces whose
arrangement and style differ from
the orchestrations of a Vangelis
and the pop rhythms of a Kraft-

werk or Bauhaus. Such instru-

mentals as "Open Water" and
"Cloud Dancing" come close to a

semblance of Peter Gabriel's

instrumental work, especially

that which he produced for the

film "Birdy."

Pleasureland
Thilo von Westerhagen &
Band
Life Style Records

Von Westerhagen & Band on

their release Pleasurelandcombine

both the acoustic and the electron-

ic. Selections such as the title

track "Pleasureland," "Waterli-

lies in the Desert" and "Drachen-
flug" mix a modern keyboard
sound with that of traditional

piano and saxophone. Much of the

West German ensemble's music
has, not surprisingly, been used
for movie themes. It is difficult at

best to say how Life Style Records
releases will fare in the general

market but, in view of the sur-

prising success of Windham Hill,

there seems recently to be a

growing interest in music that

diverges from the mainstream.

Nothing could be further from

the mainstream than Tangerine

Dream. This German electronic

trio has been composing and

performing since the late '60s and

was playing "New Age" music

long before anyone else. Their

electronic compositions have ex-

plored the realm of the synthesizer

and redefined the use of that

instrument. What was once an
accessory to serious music now
creates it.

Tangerine Dream is a group

obsessed with perfection in sound

and performance, as evidenced by

their show at the Tower Theater

last June. Edgar Froese and Chris

Franke have now been joined by

the young pianist and guitarist

Paul Haslinger from the Univer-

sity of Vienna. Two albums from

the trio have been released this

year: one a live recording from

1980 and the other the work of

the new Froese/Franke/Haslinger

lineup.

Pergamon
Tangerine Dream
Virgin Records

Pergamon is a recording of
Tangerine Dream's Jan. 31, 1980
performance at the Palast der
Republik in East Germany. "Qui-
chotte," parts 1 and 2, occupies
the entire length of the album and
offers further evidence that Tan-
gerine Dream still reigns supreme
in the area of electronic music.
Underwater Sunlight debuts a new
Tangerine Dream on a new label

(Relativity).

Underwater Sunlight
Tangerine Dream
Relativity Records

Recorded last April in their

Berlin studio, Tangerine Dream's
Underwater Sunli^t is markedly
different from previous composi-

tions. Their earlier work was
distinguished by its amorphous-
ness, with the synthesizers ram-

bling over an entire album's
length.

This latest work concentrates

on melody and order — a concen-

tration especially apparent on the

second side with the four short

pieces: "Dolphin Dance," "Ride on
the Ray," "Scuba Scuba," and
"Underwater Twilight." The first

side consists in the two parts of

the moody "Song of the Whale,"
which is, at the least, one of the

trio's finest compositions. A whole
new array of sounds has been

gathered by Tangerine Dream for

this beautiful work — a tribute

to a noble but endangered species.

In the last few years Tangerine
Dream has attracted notice for

work in the areas of film ("Sor-

cerer," "Thief," "Risky Busi-

ness," "Wavelength," "Firestar-

ter," "Flashpoint," "Heart-
breakers," and "Legend") and
television ("Streethawk" and
"Moonlighting") scores. Their
records sell moderately well.

Their tours are confined to

medium-sized venues. But their

musical influence is far-reaching

and their latest work Underwater
Sunlight arcs out of the main-
stream and illumines music
higher and better.
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By MICHELE O'NEILL

What do most Villanova stu-

dents do on a Friday afternoon?

Not their hair or their homework,
that's for sure. They head right

on down to their neighborhood

hotspot, Kelly's, where the fun of

the weekend begins.

What is so attractive about a

college hangout that sometimes
takes a half and hour to get into?

Could it be the new paint job that

Kelly's recently underwent? Could

it be the friendly personnel? Or
is it possible that it is just a great

hangout where everyone can see

their friends without being on
campus or in class? I think that

all three contribute to the success

of this bar.

On any given Friday and even
Wednesday night, one does not

even have to worry about where
to meet up with friends and that

is a major plus for Kelly's.

"One of the best things about

Kelly's is that anyone can go there

by themselves and know that they

will always see people there that

they know," says Caron Cicero,

a senior at Villanova.

Lori Conte, another practicing

Kelly's goer says, "Wednesday
nights at Kelly's are different and
sometimes better than the Friday

Persoials
KimWI,
The restment my Mends feel

for U8 is based solely on
jealousy. We will show the
doubters that our relation-

ship Is more than Just
physical.

Forever,

Dave V.

Mary — Mary:

Career decisions can be dif-

ficult Check the ads, there

may be an opening for Ms.

Mayo.
Love,

Your friendly madonnas

To Stacey May and Melissa

Mllano:

It was a pleasure working
with you In ourgroup project

Thanks,

Ryan DeLong

Dear Father What-a-Waste,
Congratulations on your ap-

pointment to your new posi-

tion. Thanks for making me
a part of It Good luck with

all your choices as you climb

the hierarchy.

VFLMascot

Dar Brian Webb,
The Koala bear you bought Is

at Philadelphia Zoo and Is

ready for you to bepicked up.

The cost Is $15,000.
— Ralph Manos

David,

Thanks for dinner. My treat

next time! I love your hair.

Love,

Maddle

To DIarm K. Sugg:
Thanks forbeing such a great
edItor-kfi-cMef. I enjoyed go-
ing to Mallory's after the
prinier's on Thurwday.

happy hour scene because it's a

break from studying. It is a time

to just have fun with your friends

before the weekend."
The atmosphere in this college

hangout is the best remedy for a

long tedious week of classes. Most
people agree that after a week of

tests and papers Kelly's is the best

cure.

Senior Mary Egan says, "After

a week of working or after a test

on Friday, just get me to Kelly's

where I can forget school and have
a good time."

Mounds of juniors and seniors

pile into this bar one after another

after another. The line outside is

endless and sometimes it stays

that way until very late at night.

This past weekend, because it

was Homecoming, Kelly's was the

spot to go to ... if you wanted to

wait in line for an hour or so. Once
you did get in, it was the place

to be.

"It was like senior year relived.

I walked in with friends of mine
from Villanova and there were
tons of other people there I had
not seen since senior week," says

Tom Dougherty, a 1986 Villanova

graduate.

Once inside all that is seen is

Villanova memorabilia sur-

rounded by Villanova students.

There is an aura of school spirit

that permeates inside of Kelly's.

No other place can match that.

The smiling, friendly people at

Kelly's create a comfortable at-

mosphere conducive to having
fun. The ever present employees
always have a smile and a beer

waiting just for you.

There are three rooms that

make up this little place on the

Main Line. The side room holds

the DJ and the picnic tables, which
become the center of conversation

as peoplegather on topand around
them. It seems tome that everyone
goes to that room for air, or,

maybe to request a song.

Most of the action is in the main
room. This is where most social-

izing takes place through conver-

sation, handshakes and kisses

among friends. This is Kelly's! A
fun-filled, highly spirited bar that

attracts all types of Villanova

students.

Finally, there is a pool room in

the back of Kelly's where many
guys (and some girls) gather to

shoot some pool against a friend

. or a team. Cheers pour out of this

room whenever a ball is plunked

in the pocket.

Where else can any person go
where there are abeolutely no
stereotypes placed on them then

to Kelly s? "You din wear any-

thing you want and you can feel

confortable and never over or

under dressed," saysJydy Uhron,
a senior at Villanova.

This is one of the best college

hangouts for a Friday afternoon

and even a Wednesday night.

Although there is no dancing, the

music is great and the best part

is that Kelly's is affordable and
conducive to the college budget.

Ri^rdless of the crowds and the

heat, people will always begin

their weekend here at the No. 1

spot on the Main Line.

Since today is Friday, make
sure you get there early and just

relax. Start off thisweekend doing
something fun, and if you do I'll

see you there! '

Congratulations to

Hank Halter
onjour outstanding

years vHth the

vi££movm

I

If you've ever gotten a pizza that was cold, or late, or just not right, you've had a close encounter with
the MOID."* The MOID loves to ruin your pizza. You can AVOID THE NOID~: Call Domino's Pizza.®

You get Fast, Free Delivery'" of our quality pizza in less than 30 minutes, or you receive $3.00 off your
order. Domino's Pizza Delivers* the hot, delicious, NOID-proof pizza. One call does it alll*

s
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By KATIE KRACKELER

Forever
KoollktheGmg
Polygram Records

Even though Kodft The Gang
were nameK^theTop Black Artists

of the Year of 19dS, their auccess
warnot guarufiteed to last "fore-

ver". And believe me, it hasn't.

/WfMf, t^ nmppitfpnite title of

Kool & The Gang's latest album
recently released hy Poly Gram
Records, is nothing more than a
comiiilation of poorly written tnd
poorly sung songs that definitely

do not have the power to last

"forever."

It is disuppointing that a tMuid

that produced hits like "Celebra-

tion," "Get Down On It," and
"Misled," could come up with an
album that contains little if any
creativity. There is nothing innov-
ative about their sound in Forever;

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY
TOMEBTPEOPLE

MOMTHLY
PUBLICATION
ALL t-QZ

rilft

the sound is generic and predic-

table. In fact, even the titles oC the

iODgs are unimaginative, with
names like '^Broadway," "Holi

day," and "Stone Love.^'

The first si<|e of the album
starts out with the song "Victo-

ry." The first few beats have a
hint of potential, but the beat

turns into a very "typical" sound
that many of their songs contain;

th^ same beat repeats over and
over until the sound loses distinc-

tion. The next song entitled

"IBMC," again hasaweak, typical

beat the repeats itself over and
over again. The vocal quality is

extremely poor aild sounds unnat-

urally h^i^pitched. It produces

an extremely grating sound.

The title track "Forever"
sounds suspiciously like a Lionel

Richie song. It is slow and monot-
onous and again the vocal quality

is poor; the song seems to go on
"forever."

The flip-side doesn't offer much
diversity. This side starts off with
"Holiday," another nondistinct

song with that same irritating

repetition of the other songs.
Every song seems to lack original-

ity and quality — nothing seems
to fall into the category of being
a hit.

It seems that little creative or

artistic effort went into the pro-

duction of this album. Perhaps
Kool & The Gang were simply,

depending on their current popu-

larity and success, rather than

trying to develop a sound that

would attract a broader audience.

Their sound is "old news" and
they should try to produce some-

thing a little more daring and up
to date.

Even the album cover reveals

this lack of creativity. On the

front the group is posed together

simply sitting there in extremely

gaudy, glittering outfits that seem

a little over done. This "family

portrait" pose is not exactly "eye-

catching" or very original. On the

back cover there are individual

shots of each band member. It

seems that when they produced

this ^Ibum they were far more
concerned about looking "good"

on thealbum jacket then sounding

"good" on the stereo.

Robert "Kool" Bell made a

statement explaining the feeling

and idea behind Forever. He said,

"We sing about success in life,

peace, and our special gifts, and
most of all the importance of

striving to achieve the highest you
can." This may sound like valu-

able advice but maybe they should

have practiced what they
preached. Forever is not an album
that achieves much of anything,

much less success. If you like the

sound of Kool & The Gang buy
their earlier albums, Celebration

and Emergency, but stay away
from Forever.
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By RUSS CECCOLA

This fall Wasn't seen the usual
muhitude of horror films as in

past years. However, the two
flicks that did come out weren't
of any noticeable entertainment
value either. Trying to maintain
an objective opinion without
chopping to shreds Wes Craven's
latest. Deadly Friend," is diffi-

cult. "Trick or Treat" was an
excellent film, if you're into heavy
metal.

Wes Craven is better known for

"A Nightmare on Elm Street" and
The Hills Have Eyes." He should

hope that his name is not recog-

nized alongside the words "Deadly
Friend." This movie, which was
played up as the thriller of the

'80s, turned into a moviegoer's

nightmare as a lot of stupid people

did stupid things in a dull movie.

Starring Matthew "go-back-to-

Little-House-in-the-Prairie" La-

borteaux as Paul and Krysty
Swanson as Samantha, the film

is an attempt to connect with the

computer-age teenagers who
might find "Deadly Friend"
enjoyable.

Paul is an intelligent young
man who has built a robot that

does just about everything except

go to the bathroom. He skips high
school and goes straight to college,

moving into a new neighborhood.

While moving in, he gets friendly

with the girl-next-door and they

get to know each other better and
better every day. Paul finds out

that Samantha gets beaten by her

father and one night the father

kills her by knocking Sam down
the steps, telling police and Paul
that it was an accident.

Meanwhile, on Halloween, the

lady in the house down the street

that hates visitors, shot Paul's

robot and destroyed it when it

entered her yard. He had saved the

master chip and, when Sam died,

decides to bring her back to life

by putting the chip in her brain.

She naturally kills everybody and
almost gets away with it until a

policeman shoots her at the end.

Come on, Craven, you can do
better than that. It's a stupid idea

for a film, and it was proved in

the final version seen in the

theatres. Th only redeeming qual-

ity of the film is comprised of two
parts: the noxious Laborteaux is

killed in a surprise ending and the

lady who killed Paul's robot is

destroyed by the undead Sam
when she firepowers a basketball

into her head and it explodes.

Other than that, forget it Craven.
On the other hand, "Trick or

Treat" is a well-made, humorous
film aimed at the growing number
in this country who enjoy heavy

metal. Marc Price stars as £ddie
Weinbauer, the high school kid
into heavy metal and outcast by
most of the rest of the school kids,

who turn but to be the stereotyped
upper class, snobby, uncomprom-
ising fools. He is shocked when
he finds out that his heavy metal
idol, Sammi Curr, is dead, espe-
cially since the musician was
supposed to play a Halloween
concert at Eddie's alma mater,

.also the high school of Curr's
diploma.

Eddie gets scared and has to

stop Curr when he invades the
high school Halloween dance that

he was supposed to play at and

'

kills people by zapping them with
his guitar. Eddie eventually stops

Curr and wins the only girl in the
school who likes him.
The great thing about "Trick

or Treat" is that whoever created
the metal aspect knew what he
was doing. The jokes and atmos-
phere of the film and Eddie's life

are tailored to that. Also making
a guest appearance is Ozzy Os-
bourne, who plays a preacher
against heavy metal — a perfor-

mance that must be seen. So, if

you're into metal and need a good
movie to see, catch "Trick- or
Treat" before it leaves the area
or the PMRC gets it, whichever
comes first.

(Omthtmd/hm pagt 19)

ting Hill ^ one of the city's

poorest neighborhoods --^ is bring-

ing her down. So this American
intellectual vegeturian, who
speaks not only Enlish but
French, Japanese and Chinese
fluently, decides to try working
for an escort service, the Jasmine
Agency, to increase her weekly
salary.

She defends herself, however,
by insisting that she is always in

control of the situation, choosing
for herself which customers get

a quick dinner, and whkh get

complimentary bed and breakfast.

It is at this point in the so far

highly implausible tale that Lord
Buibeck, a British diplomat played
by Michael Caine, is introduced.

As a customer of Slaughter, Bui-

beck finds both pain and excite
ment in being in tbve with a

hooker. He is turned on by her

escapades, frequently asking
about her customers and their

sexual preferences and perver-

sions, and at the same time
somehow grieves for the sup-

posedly desperate acts of a woman
who has sold herself for an apart-

ment in Central London.
Buibeck is in the midst of a

peace-making effort involving the

British and the Arabs, (a connec-

tion that is never explained), and
unbeknownst to him or Slaughter,

is alio oen^f set im iol' murder by
his opposition. Throughoyt the

film up to the last: 10 minutes,
however, all the viewer is aware
ofare the oegbti^^ioiii. nduchare
ambiguous at best, the confusing
connectkjn of the British and the

Arabs, and the undercover sur-

veillance of b6tb Buibeck and
Slaughter by an unknown third

party.

The film drags akmg in this

way. consisting mainly^ of three

bask: scenes: Slaugiiter prancing

around naked with pome dipkmiat

or playboy, SlaughterandBuibeck
making an attempt at commun-
katkm ormaking love, and Slaugh-
ter making points at a dignitary

affair or in a conference room,
thereby reminding the audience
that she is (or at least she's

supposed to be) a woman of both

strength and intelligence.

Director Bob Swaim fails to

intrigue, and instead leaves the

viewer completely clueless as to

his intentions in making the film.

Too slow to be a suspense story,

too complicated to be a romance,.

Swaim's project falls short of any
goal he might have had. Seeming
to have no discernible message or

meaning, "Half Moon Street" is

an extremely slow-moving exer-

cise in pk>t impausibility, leaving

the viewer empty, confused and
thoroughly disappointed.

Simon's Graceland
(Continuedfrom page 19)

This song's gracefully descrip-

tive lyrics glide upon a smooth
guitar arpeggio that backs up the

solemn harmonization between
Simon and his guest Linda Ron-

stadt to create the dream-like
imagery of. the peaceful African

plains ("Joseph's face was black

as the night/ The pale yellow

moon shone in his eyes/ His path
was marked by the stars in the

Southern Hemisphere/ and he
walked his days under African

skies").

The album closes with a depar-

ture from the African influence,

in the euphonic south of the

border rhythm of "All Around
The World (or The Myth of fin-

gerprints)" that is nurtured
through Simon's acoustic strum-
ming and the influence of the

critically acclaimed Mexican
band, Los Lobos. It's hard to pick

out a highlight on an album full

of highlights, but this song stands
out as one of the best. The lyrics

on "All Around The World" flow

together so well that they seem
to spontaneously spill out of the

diSSIFlED

MHtnSllHi
DON'T GET A JOB NEXT
SUMMER, GET A BUSINESS:
College Pro Painters is now
hiring outlet managers.
"Great $$$ and great expe-
rience." College Pro will be
holding a recruiting preaen-
tation on Nov. 18 in the Bryn
Mawr Room, CC at 7 p^. For
more information caN David
Heintz '87, (Campua Rap) at
984-0579.

song, giving it an infectious sound
that is easy to listen to over and
over again.

In Graceland, Paul Simon syn-

thesizes all of his greatest artistic

aspects. His masterful lyricism,

his power of description and his

strong musical sense all gel within

this unique and successful exper-

imentation, making it a truly

memorable album. Perhaps the

best description of the feeling that

pervades Graceland can be

summed up in Simon's own words
in the lyrics of "Under African

Skies" as he sings, "This is the

story of how we begin to re-

member/ this is the powerful

pulsing of love in the vein./ These
are the roots of rhythm, and the

roots of rhythm remain."

Graceland is a powerful, elegant

collection of songs that will be

remembered for quite a long time

to come. The emotion and music

contained on the album surpasses

any of the fine works that have
previously marked Paul Siinon's

career, and reveal that his odyssey

into the African culture produced

a classic in tht^ true sense of the

word.
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OfHioiiiizes

By RICHARDABRAHAM

In teUii^ a story abput black

American jazz muskians Iwing in

P^8 duriiig the late '508, Betrand
Tavemier's ** 'Round Midnight"
succeeds in becoming one of the

most penetrating and deceptively

energetic ja2z films in years.

The Parisian atmosphere seems
to fiTin perfcectly with the heart

and guts style of creation that jazz

seems to make all its own. This
style can also bring its own kind

of frustration and sorrow in some
artists if the creation and progress

of their music is not continual.
" 'Round Midnight" is about Dale
Turner, who, if he ever existed,

would have been such an artist.

In this musician's case, he is his

music, and neither he nor his

music can remain the same njght

after night. S

In casting saxophone aficionado
Dexter Gordon in the role of Bale
Turner, director Tavernier made
a risky yet inspired decision. By
casting an actual musician in the
part, he could get the true feelings

on film of a sax player during his

difficulties and successes in the
origination and the delivery of his

music. .

Truly, the character of Dale
Turner dominates *' 'Round Mid-
night" with Gordon's gravely
voice. While the voice has been
decimated by too many nights of
lonely liquor and the more than
occasional cigarette, it also is a
voice that'' speaks of experience
and destructive determination^
As the story %i!Bmh^ jMUuai^ii^

,

playing at the Bhie Ndte in iWis.
Outside in the rain, is a French

commercial artist; named Francis

Boritrh (FrancoiiT Ctuxet). This
artist listens to Turner through
a grate bythe sidewalk. He listens

aild tifecomes engrossed by the

feeling of the nEHisu:, because as

wetater learn,jazzand specifically

Dale Turner are his artistic

inspirations.

After the show, he buys the

desperate Turner a drink and
later discovers Turner's alcoholic

tendencies* In an iattempt to have
Turner swtich his attentions
from liquor to musical composi-
tKHi, Francis has Turner move in

with him and ti^ daughter Be-

ranger. Through Francis and
Beranger's affection. Turner at

last attains a sober mind. Turner
starts to compose and record
material again and everything
seems fine.

However, Turner's destruction

then begins, despite Francis'
resolution to stay with him, when
he makes the decision to leave

Paris in order to return to New
York. As Goodley, Turner's man-
ager, Martin Scorsese epitomizes

New York beautifully in his quick,

reflectionle^s, never-look-back
way of living. Everything is

"great" and "fantastic" according
to Goodley. In the way he says

these phrases with such a lack of

sincerity or true feeling, Goodley
proves himself to be the polar

opposite of Turner and his music.

The pk)t line (inspired by inci-

dents of Francis Paudras and Bud
Powell's lives), and indeed the film

itself would not havetieen brought

te the screen this way if it had
i.Lii%llgi|ii|il,4lnilliad Tavemier's
love for jazz and the people in it.

Dedicated to Bad Powell ahd

jazz in
• '

Lester Young, " 'Round Mid-
ni^t," for Tavernier, was a labor

of Jove.
"
'Round Midnight" flows along

with elegant pacing and a rich,

insightful script co-written by
Tavernier and David Rayfiel.

Tavernier also made sure that the
lingual authenticity was not lost

with his commonly used method
of English subtitles with spoken
French.

The musical lineup brought
together for the film, led by

composer Herbie Hancock, gives

the audience a chance to listen to

some very fine jazz, but Tavernier
makes it readily noticeable that

you don't have to love jazz to like

the movie, you only have to

understand emotions.

ROUND MIDINIGHT
THIS FILK IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED TO

BUD POMEU and LESTER YOUNC

, __^ THE CAST
Dale Turner DEXTER GORDON
Frsncii BorUr FRANCOIS CLUZET
Beranger , GA8RIELLE HAKER
Buttercup SANDRA REAVES^PHILLIPS
Darcey Uigh LONEHE HcKEE
Sylvia CHRISTINE PASCAL
Eddie Wayne HERBIE HANCOCK
^« BOBBY HUTCHERSON
Francis's Father PIERRE TRA6AUD
Francis's Mother FREDERIOUE MEININCER
••»• Oue«n LILIANE ROVERE
"•''•bell HART LEROY BIBBS
Bssu CED MARLON
Psychiatrist bENOIT RECENT
Chsn VICTORIA GABRIELLE PUH
Booksr ARTHUR FRENCH
B«n JOHN BERRY
Goodley - MARTIN SCORSESE

/'.
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Fri«adly Floppies. . . Miljillfimm0
By RUSS CECCOLA

In this edition of Friendly Ftop-

pies, a new code will be given to

each game that indicates the

\ availability of that game on dif-

ferent computers. This was start-

ed because of the confusion that

some people have had about w:heth-

er a certain package was available

for their system. The code will be

as follows: C64 for the Commo-
dore 64, C128 for the Commodore
128, AP for Apple computers,

IBM for IBM PC, MAC for the

Apple Macintoshsh and compati-

bles and AT for Atari computers.

Any other computers will be

indicated if needed. However, the

above code covers the major

computers.

GREETING CARD MAKER

ACTIMSION, INC.
C64/128,AP
How many times have you

forgotten to pick up a greeting

card for a special occasion or

haven't had time to run to the

store to get one? Activision just

last week released the cure to the

problem under the title Greeting

Card Maker. This software pack-

age, connected with a printer,

enables you to create greeting

cards of all kinds. Choices involve

different sizes of cards, a pop-up

card, background scenes, pictures,

style of text, border pattern and

many other options that are all

accessed from a menu-type
program.

Greeting Card Maker works
with most popular printers and

their compatibles and simply

prints out the card on your printer

paper or any paper (colored, etc.)

that you choose to load. The great

things about Greeting Card Maker
is that you don't have to worry

about having the right pictures for

a certain card. That has been

taken care of in the form of such

a long list of pictures on the disk.

PAPER MODELS:
THE CHRISTMAS KIT •••

ACTIVISION, INC.
C64/128,AP,IBM»
MAC, Tandy 1000
Along the same lines as Greeting

Card Maker. Christmas Kit works
with a printer with the difference

being that Christmas Kit still

involves the building and decora-

, tion of the final product. With
Christmas Kit, the object is to

create Christmas decorations
with your computer and printer.

There are numerous pictures

come out in pieces and you have
to cut the pieces out and paste

them together to form the final

product.

- The pictures range from very

simple to very complex, like the

houses from Dickens'A Ckristmms
• Carol. The software packafe alto

includes an Activision ruler, red

and green magic markers and a

paste stick. So there's no excuse

to start cragting m Man as yoy
optn tKalwK* ChmlmmKil it iiiat

iiMiHfr bit from tkt Cngtivilv

Software t>ranchd Activitk)!!. the

branch dedkrated to the creativity

of its customers and giving them
the best software with which to

be creative.

GIVE MY REGARDS
TO BROADSTREET ••••

MASTERTRONK: C64/128
Although Paul .McCartney's

"Give My Regards to Broad-

street/' the movie, was a flop, this

videogame/adventure is definitely

not. As Paul McCartney, you must
track down the other members of

your band and ck)se friends who
each have a part of the only song

that wasn't recovered after the

original tapes were destroyed in

the studio. You must track them
on an actual map of London that

stretches 943 screens* worth and
meet them as they come out of the

exit from the Tube, London's

equivalent of a subway.

It is different along the lines of

finding the people, but it is re-

warding when you finally return

to the studio with the parts to the

song and keep your rights to the

material from being taken away.

This game deserves some atten-

tion and, although it is an older

title, it is worth the effort to find

in a computer store.

NINJA••
MASTERTRONIC C64/128,
AT
Need I say more? Ninja com-

bines all of the best martial arts

games with a goal to give one of

the best fighting games in a while
— and still at a cheap price. Ninja

takes you through a multi-level

temple in which you are in search

for your girlfriend, trapped by the

Evil Ninja on the top floor. You
must fight many a Karateka,
Thug and Evil Ninja to reach

Akuma's Chamber where the ladv

is being held.

The game requires a lot 6i

practice, but once completed, still

demands that you play more to

pass the time. Although you can

choose different routes to the top

of the temple, the game is made
even more diifferent by the ran-

domness in where you will find

enemies. Each game is different.

You must collect idols dropped by

your loved one on the way. To get

into Akuma's Chamber, you miist

have collected six idols. Killing all

of the four enemies in the

Chamber allows access to the

seventh and last idol, at which
point you win the game.

five screens Main. Thi» was tlie

final straw. iTie ^ame ia iuti \m
hard, but deicrvta an honoiSaMe

mention- because of the tki^me

(you're traveling ttu^oUfli « Ijauat-

ed area and encounter monateTB

and things that go bump in the

night).

PRO-GOLF •••

MASTSRTRONICOI^128
Although golf simulators are

pretty popular with golf enthusi-

asts, you better be careful about

buying this one. Two elements

that are essential to playing golf

on a computer are missing: the

range between you and the ball

is not given and the player stays

in one angle. I find it hard to get

him to hit in another direction

without putting some wild angle

on the ball. The graphics are

excellent, but the rest of the game
leaves much to be desired. Thefe

is one course, with a detailed look

at the 18 holes in the instruction

manual, including tips. But just

try executing those hints, ft is

next to impossible. But as a fir^t

try at golf simulation for both

Mastertronic and maybe that

novice golf enthusiast out there,

Pro-Golf \s an average game.

Z7777 •***

MASTERTRONIC C64/i28
Graphic adventures are return-

ing to vogue in the last few

months. ZZZZ is another entry

into the Hall of Fame for computer

games. It is an interesting concept

and executes well. In ZZZZ, yo^

wake up from a dream to find that

you aren't in your bed at all, btit

floating in a river in the Land of

Nod. You must travel through the

dream world via an icon-based

system and cross the border

between wakefulness and sleep.

AlthoMgh it i$ difficult to make it

to th^ end oi the game, the ^a-
phics are excellent and the game
responds to the commands you

give it intelligently.

THE GATES OF DAWN
••• MASTERTRONIC
C64/128
Although it is difficult to under-

stand what the goal of this game
is. The Gates of Dawn is an
excellent attempt at an adventure

game. You travel from room to

room in a chess board-like scenario

t *<^'

there with Nink la one ol the

t^ games rebMed by Master-

tMnic. R invotfii all. leytls of a

, iuner*8 abilitkia to try to find the

^^liiec^^theGoldenTftHanian
in a l^t cavenioua.i<lase. The
mora obvious part of^ imckage

la the arcade qualities, which*

definitely deaerve tha^nolice.

It talna all of ypor akills to

maneuver yovir way through the

passages, all the while firing back

at the cfeatprea that aim to hurt

you. It took about 40 minutes of

exploratiiMt to find one pieceof the

famed pl^t, just proving Golden

Talisman 's staying power in your

disk drive. If you're looking for an

adventure that takes your time

away, yet doesn't bore you, this

is the one.

CHILLER •••

MAStRONIC €64/ 128
Chiller is an interesting adven-

ture, in whkrh you must fend off

beasts of all natures to save your

girlfriend who is trapped deep in

the fofest. As a graphic

Chiller is pretty good» but in^

play, it is lacking. The
ihat represents you is hafd to

move and the game itself is de-

signed in such a way as to inhibit

the movement of your charaoltr

on tha'aaiaen.

Tbaabtict i« toauka it tbaamii
five scfaana. jiC your giiMriaRi

and ralum tiwugh

as a knight in order to explore all

rooms in the area. You have a

sword at your side to fight the

denizens of the rooms, yet you still

need more to survive.

You can pkk up many things

ak)ng the way, includinggems and
more weapons, butjust be careful

where you walk or you might

wind up dead. The graphics are

very good and give a certain feel

to the game. Worth the money to

buy j)ecause of the theme and the

challenge to make it to the gates

of dawn.

HERO 0]P THE
GOLDEN TALISMAN••
MASTERTRONIC C64/ 128
This game is definitely right up

t

THE LAST V8**
MASTERTRONIC C64/128,
AT
Along with the very good come

the very bad and last V8 belongs

unfortunately with the very bad.

Although speech synthesis is

involved,"to/ K8 is the hattlest

video game to maneuver ever.

You've got a relatively short
amount of time to cover a disQH^
portionate amount of spi^^ The
road you travel has so many
twists and turns that you can't

make it to your goal, reaching the

base. The graphkrs are excellent,

with some of the best landscapes

seen on a computer screen, but the

obscure outweighs the visuals to

reduce this game to the bargain
bin.

"§??"!**.^ ^*^

i
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Torture|f»ttr ears
with 8 seconds of
techno-pop failure

naiwaiiibf i4,ini^TMeviLumoviiWP»ogi7

Hie Baechae
^w

^ ,-•«

By MEGAN GUIDERA

Eight Seconds
Almacantan
Plydor/Polygram

Music, the ever changing multi-

millionaire industry that makes
stars overnight and has-beens
over an hour, is a highly complex
field. Stardom is a rarity that

takes time, talent and money to

achieve. Eight Seconds, a new
Canadian quintet, is striving to

attain stardom with their new
album Almacantar. However, it's

going to take more than one fairly

decent album for Eight Seconds
to achieve their goal.

The band Eight Seconds formed
in ld82J Its five band members
are: Andres del Castillo, Brazilian-

born lead singer and lyricist;

March Cesare, bassist; Frank
Levin, keyboardist; Scott Milks,

drummer; and Marc Parent, guit-

arist. Their name, Eight Seconds,

comes from the idea of how quick-

ly one can grasp fame. They were
discovered by producer Rupert
Hine at The Canada Day Festival

in 1985. Rupert loved their music
and was "ecstatic" to work with
them. Hine is best known for his

success with The Fixx, Tina
Turner and Howard Jones.

The album, Almacantar, is a

compilation of their contemporary
pop/rock music. The title, Alma-
cantar, has two meanings: 1) a

navigational instrument that

measures time and latitude; 2) the

poetic translation is "singing from

the heart," or "soul-singing."

The first side of Almacantar is

somewhat entertaining. The mus-
ic bears a striking resemblance to

that of The Fixx. The song "Sin-

cere" sounds very much like The
Fixx's "Saved By Zero." However,
"Sincere" is a bit too long and it

drags.

The majority of the songs on the

first side deal with the all impor-

tant themes of broken trust in a

relationship. This is exemplified

in the heavily synthesized song
"Call and Cry:" "Somebody has
made a promise/ Somebody has
told a lie/ The hour won't last

forever./ The call and cry."

The best song on the album is

"Kiss You (When it's Danger-

ous)." "Kiss You (When it's

Dangerous)" is a slower-paced

song with a strong bass beat. It

deals with the politics of sex.

The song "Just Pretend" also

has a great deal of synthesizers;

however, it is slow and unique.

It speaks of games played in a
relationship that is fading.

After an entertaining first side,

the second side of Almacantar, is

a disappointment. Its four songs

are long, tedious and repetitive.

Eight Seconds has a sound that

is new and entertaining, yet it is

not fully developed. The band
displays definite potential with

the enriched first side of Alma-
cantar, however, they also dispel

definite signs of a strong need for

development with the poor second

side. Almacantar is new, different

and worth listening to, but it is

definitely not going to be the next

top pop album.

The chorus in Euripides' "The Baechae" tells of the Gods they worship in Villanova Theatre's
production of the Greek tragedy, running Nov. 19-22 and Dec. 3-7.

By MEGAN GUIDERA

Villanova Theatre will continue

their escapade of horror this

season with their third production

this year, Euripides' tragedy "The
Baechae." After the smashingly

successful performances of "Fran-

kenstein" and "Something's

Afoot's" director. Dr. James J.

Christy, will attempt to match the

excellence of the two prior plays

of horror. "The Baechae" is the

intense tale of the violence and
horror that result from the conflict

between man's desire for order

and the demands of instinct.

Vasey's production should be
especially enriching after director

Christy recently spent six weeks
participating in a colloquium on
Greek Tragedy in Translation at

Dartmouth College.

"The Baechae" will open Nov.

19 and run to Nov. 22 and Dec.
3-7. For more information contact
The Vasey Theatre Box Office at
645-7474.

PBS programs
(Continued from page 20)

Troy." And both series should

soon be repeated by one of the local

PBS affiliates but, in the interim,

both of the series has an outstand-

ing companion book currently

available.

Two excellent series are pres-

ently being aired on PBS, the first

of which, "The Africans," offers

a spectacular look at the many
aspects, the cultural, the anthro-

pological and so forth, of an entire

continent. This week's segment,

aired Sunday afternoon on Chan-
nel 39 and Sunday evening on

Channel 12, "New Conflicts,",

examined the violence that has

wracked the continent as a result

of the assault and withdrawal of

imperialism. Algeria, Nigeria,

Sudan, Mozambique, Rhodesia

(Zimbabwe) and South Africa

have all witnessed terrible vio-

lence. "New Conflicts" concen-

trated on the violence of the last

of these — the apartheid state of

South Africa. The situation in

that southernmost Afrkran state

was calmly examined in the con-

text of past African struggles for

liberation, and the situation ap-

pears tragic for both parties

involved — the oppressed black

majority and the ruling Afrikaner

minority ~ in the last bastion of

colonial imperialism.

The second excellent offering

presently unfolding on PBS is

being shown through the Great

Performances series. Originally a

1982 nine-hour film by Tony
Palmer, "Wagner" has been con-

verted into one-hour segments
airing each Sunday afternoon.

"Wagner" is tht* brilliant biog-

raphy of the Germanof^a master

chronicling his triumphs, set-

backs and music. In the thkrd

hMtallmant. aired this paat Sun-

day, Wagner, played brilliantly by

Richard Burton, received a god-

send — royal patronage under

Otto II of Bavaria. The great

composer, however, seemed to

wield too strong an influence over

the young monarch in the opinion

of t+iree top Bavarian ministers

(played by three top British actors:

John Gielgud, Laurence Olivier,

and Ralph Richardson).

Wagner fills the young king

with dreams of a united Germany
under a true German king, such

as the Swan warrior Lohengrin.

Unfortunately for Bavaria, then

at odds with Prussia, King Otto

is more interested in the composer

and his lavish tale of the Ring of

the Nibelungs than in the affairs

of the state.

Richard Wagner is described in

his film biography as a man of

towering passions, chief among
which was his music. He was a

man not averse to having affairs,

such as the one with Cosima von

Bulow (Vanessa Redgrave). He
was a man who strained relations

to and beyond the limit even with

friends such as fellow composer

Franz Liszt, and he was un-

abashedly an anti-Semite. And he

was a man of music — of Tan-

nhauser, Lohengrin. The Flying
'\

Dutchman, Die Me\^tersinger.

Tristan and Isolde, ike Walkure.

Siegfried, and the rest of his great

operas, works which have earned

him enduring fame and affection,

so much so that many consider

him the greatest writer of operas

ever.

The acting, scenery and espe-,

cially the musk of "Wagner"
make this series remarkable even

for G'-eat Performances. And the

airing uf "Wapier" is hopefully a

sign that pubUc television is not

in a waning. iNit rather a waxi

phaat.
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Special Thanks
to the

1986 TAILGATE
MANAGEMENT

Lee Losciale — Chairperson

Melinda Bedics — Vice Chairperson

Jeff Ulrich — Vice Chairperson

•\i

V'

i
li

I

Linda Bartlett

George Calvert

IVIichelle Dahan

Dave Facer

Jim Gruccio

Laura Lesperance

John IVIastracola

Milce Morgan

Beth Naughton

Steph Schiager

Joe Zailer

Amy ZIotnilc

Your Hard Work Gave Us All A Chance

To Tailgate Safely And To

Have A Great Time Together!f

>i

r«

»M

^iNggers iMfn ttefr398th

Mavmbf14,m<»TMgVILLAH0yAWPigta>

1giS47 TMUrthw Mifi's BMwtall SehMluto

By SHANA LYNCH
The Villanova Rugby Team

took the muddy pitch in fme form
as they tread on Haverford College

for their 398th Club victory. The
Homecoming crowd eclisped 500
and fun was had by all. The A
Team blew out the lads from
Lancaster Avenue 30^, and the B
Team score was so lopsided, in our
favor, that it's embarrassing to

print.

Carlo DiNota was certainly the

unstoppable man of the day with
two tgics, as the Noone brothers

looked on approvingly. Mean-
while, the 'Nova defense held

tough on a cQupIe of key trytine

stands, witn the help of a fine

upfield run. by Chris "Czonka''

Gattir and a couple kicks by
Noone. ^'^

Billy Mendrcyndi scored on a

heads up play, as the wing got

even with three tries of its own
by Chris "Super Fresh" McStarr,
Selectsider Gregory Poch, and
dancin' Denis Graeber.
The hustle award goes to Matt

Lyons, and conversely, James
Stack received the coveted Ewok
Award. The scoring was capped
by handsome Tim Whelan, but
what else is new?
The Killer B's rolled on unde-

feated which led Buck Reitmeyer,
who was very appreciative of all

the fans, to believe that, "We
haven't lost agame yet!" And with
nearly every guy scoring they're

not going to lose in the future.

Dave Walsh, who has the best hit

of the day, scored, as well as Mr.
Nice Guy Bill Sicord. Trip "on the
lawn," and the honorable Charlie

Regan. Stripe McMorrow scored

twice, as he continues to lead the

team in tries.

(file photo).

Play wag hot and furioug during the Rugby team'sgwne laat Saturday.

•
Anyand Interested

InWndngFm

The Sports

DeparOnmt

Come By

Dou^iertY201.

Greater

Novtmbar21.24. 28. 29
30
3

Daoambar 6

9

13

20

23
Oaoimtor28.29
Jinuary3

Januarys

January 10
January 12

JarHiary 17

January 21

January 24
January 27
January 30
F«bruary4

Fabruiry 7
FabruarylO

February 14

Fabruary 16

Fabniary 19

Fabruary 21

Fabruary 23
March2
March 4-7

Coca Cola NtT Classic

Varmoni

at Qaorga Mason
St. Francis (PA)

at Connscttcut

Tsmpis

Drsxsl

Sugar Bovvf Tournament.

St. John's

at Boston Collage

Provfdsnos

Qeorgslown

St Virginia

atSyraouse

SelonHal
at St John's

Pittsburgh

St

St Pennsyivsnis

Connecticut

Syracuse

St St. Jossph's

stSetonHsU
SI rmsDurgn

stProvidsnos

Big East Toumamsnt

Nsw Orleans

Winter Sporting Events
1966-1967

WOMEirS SWIMlilNQ SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER

13 vs. Bryn Mawr 6:00

22 at PittslMjrgh 4:00

DECEMBER
4 at Monmouth T.B.A.

6 vs. James Madlton 1O0
10 at St. John's T.B.A.

JANUARY
10 vs. Notra Dame
14 vs. Delaware
17 vs. Fofdham
20 at Drexei

24 vs. Selon Hall

26 vs. Bucknell

29 at LaSalle with

Panrisylvania

FEBRUARY
7 vs. Qeorgetovm

18-21 at Bio East

Confereroe
Championshipa,
hosted by Pittsburgh

3t)0

5O0
1O0
5:00

1XX)

5:30

4i)0

1K»

^H w^V v^^RVl

25 Cortland

26 OcMnCouftly
NOVEMBER

1 WNtCtlMlW

11:45 a.m
11:45 a.m

4 at Princeton JV
8 at Scranton

9Upula
15 at Delaware
16 Reoer WiUiams
21 al Alabama
22 at Alab«na

DECEMBER
6 at St. John's

^ Hartford

13 at Fairfield

JANUARY
17 Cwy
18 Cuny
20 at lona

25 km
31 SiJoMk

FEBRUARY
1 Scranion
7 at St Michael's

8 at St Michael's
14 FaMMd
21 al Upsala
22

-

11:45 a.m
11 45 am
7:30 p.m

7J0 pim
11:45 a.m
4:00 p.m
11:45 am
7:30 p.m

7:30 p.m

3:00 pm
11:45 tm
2:00 pm

11:45 am
11:45 a.m
8:30 pm
11:45 a.m
11:45 <.m

11:45 am
T.aA
T.aA

11:45 am
6.30 pm
11:45 am

in novsriowfl, rft.

For furth«r Information, contact Villanova Sports
Inlomnation at 215-645-4120
On tt)« front goahe Qaordi BorMri

For fiMttwr tntofmallon, contact villanova Sporlt
Infomtalion al 21M454120.

1986 - 1967
MEN'S SWIMMING SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER
14-15 FMAMwai ViNamN

UnMnityUoiw E. dyroiN Mwy
bawvii

22 a Pittsburgh IdO

DECEMBER
2 n. East Straudibwv m
4 it Monmouth T.aA.

6 vs. SMpptmbivg 1-00

8»^lo3i m
10 a St. John's ISA.

JANUARY
10 n. Nom 0«m 1:00

14 «t.MiHm 3M
17 w. roidhiw 3ff)

21 a ijSall« with Psnnsyivania 4A)

24 a Anny 1:00

26 a Psnn State ISA.

FEBRUARY
4aN«vy 4A)

7 n. Qiumlowii 1:00

18-21 a Big East Contoience

Championships, hosted t>y Pittsburgh

liM maala wtN b«
luviara duPoni

~i

Tickets available

AN VWanoval
owdMcKd in Mw JolNi EImiII

For further information, contact Villanova Sport!)

Information at 215-645-4120

On ttia front: soplKMitore Chris Craft

By MICHAEL IRONS

There are still over 1 ,500 tickets

available for tomorrow's season
football finale against Widener
University. Students who pur-

chase a $6 ticket will also be given
a free ticket to the Beru Revue
concert in the du Pont Pavilion on
Dec. 13. The concert will begin at

8 p.m.

Student season ticket holders

also will receive a free ticket to

the concert. All that is required

is that students go to the ticket

office in the pavilion with a ticket

stub from any of the games.
Students who buy their tickets

today or tomorrow have to bring

back the stub to the ticket office

sometime next week.
There are also many good

tickets remaining for the men's
basketball N.I.T. game versus
Howard on Nov. 21 in the Pavilion.

If Villanova wins the game there

are three possible opponents for

the Cats in the next round: ACC
powerhouse Virginia, Big Five
rival Temple or the Villanova of

the Mid-West, Notre Dame.

I

a
of Commerce 215-545-1234

Patricia O. Smith

ExapjtKffi Director

Operation Native Talent
..* V

S«ite8Q0
Philadelphia. Permsytvanici 19107

..A..
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Spikers win
By MIKE SMITH

The Wildcat volleyball team
continued its impressive surge of

victories by winningfour matches

over the past week. Up at Lehigh,

the Cats looked formidable as they

won a 156. 15-12, 9-15, 5-11

victory over the Engineers.

Hosting their own tournament

during Homecoming weekend,
Villanova picked up three more
victories. In the first match last

Friday, the Cats beat Boston

College 15-9. 15-13, 15-10. On
Satui^y, they defeated Connec-

ticut 7-15, 15-11. 15-9. 13-11, and
then Rice 15-6, 15-7, 5-15, 15-15 to

clinch the tournament champion-

ship. Wildcat senior Mia Grosso

and freshman Jill Beiter, who
have played major roles in the

. Cats' success so far, were named ^

to the all-tournament team.

Villanova is 21-13 overall and
has compiled a 7-3 record in the

Big East.

'W^mF^^^ww^^^rW-'^ mr^^^^
(NEW YORK* NY) - The

balance anticipated in the 1966-

87 Big East basketball title chase

clearly is reflected in the league's

pre-season coaches' poll. In one of

theckMest votes ever, Georaetown

edges Pittsburgh by a single point

and so ranks as the coaches* pre-

season choice to win The Big East

Championship.
The Hoyas 57 points include

four first-place votes, but five

other number one ballots are split

between four teams, including

runner-up Pitt. Georgetown is a

young team with just one senior

(AU-American candidate Reggie

Williams) on the roster. However,

Big East coaches feel an impres-

sive group of freshmen gives

coach John Thompson a true

contender.

Pittsburgh has quite the oppo-

site situation, with an experienced

club headed by Big East Pre-

Season Player of the Year Charles

Smith. The 6 foot-10 inch junior

forward was a third-team All-Big

East choice last season, averaging

15.9 points and 8.1 rebounds. He
is expected to flourish under new
head coach Paul Evans, who
coached at the U.S. Naval Acade-

my the li^t six years.

Last F^vember. the league's

pre-season choice was Syracuse,

which tied St. John's for the 1965-

86 Big East regular season cham-

pionship. The Oimi^ have been
voted third this year with 50
points, followed by Villanova (44)J
1966 Kg East Tournament cham-
pion St John's (42), Pnrvklence

(30) and Seton Hall (21). Boston
College and Connectioit, both
under new head ooacHls in Jim
O'Brien and Jim Calh<)un, respec-

tively, tied fbr eighth place with
12 points each.

V.U. to host carnival

IfOOP r. V. schedule
rsuMcnk
N 30 Vermont
D 3 at George Mason
D 6 St. Francis
D 9 La Salle
D 13 at COHNECrriCUT

Temple
ST. JOHN'S

6 at BOSTON COLLBCSE

PROVIDENCE
GEOROETOWN

D 20
J 3/k
J
J 10
J 12
J 17 at Virginia
J 21 at SYRACUSE
J 2U SETON HALL
J 27 at ST. JOHN'S
J 30 BOSTON collect:

F k PITTSBURGH
F 7 at GtBORGETOWN
F 10 at Penn
F l6 SYRACUSE
F 19 V8 St. Joseph's
F 21 at SETON HALL
F 23 at PITTSBURGH
N 2 at PROVIDENCE

WGBS
WGBS
WGBS
PRISM
ESPN
PRISM
CBS
WGBS/HTS
WGBS
ESPN
CBS
ESFN
MSGC
WGBS/ESPN
WGBS
M3GC/HTS
CBS
PRISM
ESFN
PRISM
MBGC
WGBS/ESPN
WGBS/ESPN

SPORTS INFORMATION
This weekend, Yillanova Uni-

versity will host the first ViUan-

ova/John duPont Swimming Relay

Carnival, at the John Eleuthere

duPont SwimmingCenter.Joining

the Wildcats will be relay teams

from Army, Drexel, LaSalle.

Glassboro and Boston University.

Ten events are scheduled for

this unique meet, which will be

used as a conditioner for relay

events. According to Villanova

University men's swimming
coach Ed Giesz. "The relay car-

nival will be a good conditioner,

and it gets all of the teams off on

a strong footing for the beginning

of the season."

"This is something I've always

wanted to do as a coach," con-

tinued Geisz. "Now that we have

this magnificent facility, it's a

reality."

The "magnificent facility" is

Villanova*8 one-year old John
EleuthereduPont Swimming Cen-
ter, which features eight racing

lanes for competitive swimming,
dimensions of 25 meters by 25
yards, and water depths ranging

from four-and-one-half to 13 feet.

The center is also equipped with

a recirculating gutter system, and

the latest in electronic scoring and

timing.

The Relay Carnival is scheduled

tob^n at 7 p.m. today with semi-

final races. Finals in all 10 events

are scheduled to begin at noon on

Saturday. Nov. 15. Admission is

free of charge for both days.

SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS

1. 400-yard medley relay

2. 200-yard freestyle relay

3. 400-yard breaststroke relay

4. 800-yard freestyle relay

5. 400-yard backstroke relay

6. 500-yard crescendo relay

By KAREN PASQUANTONIO

The VillamyVa Vartte Club
hqsted the annual Sakinitikai Cup .

attheJakeNevinBeUilouaeNov.
1. Master Saktmukai is the head
of all Shorin Ryu karate schools

in the United States, including

Villanova. The tournament was «
great success, with Hrell over ISO
competitors. Out ci ViUanovi's

130 Karate Chib members. 20
chose to partidpftte. The tourna-

ment's events indutfed weapons,
sparring and kata, akmg with
demonstratkms by Master Saku-
mukai. Master Ifid^ Ochiai and
Villanova's head instructor, Sen-

se! James Toolari. Villanova did

well in all three events.

The following dub members
won medals: Dan McCormick —
black belt weapons; Ed Wallo —
brown belt weapons and kata;

Karen Pasquantonio— green belt

kata; Kerry Self —green belt kata;

David Capodid — below green

belt kata; Stephen Yang — below
green belt kata.

The Villanova Karate Club
wishes to thank Dr. Collymore
and all others who contributed to

the day's success. The Karate
Club meets Tuesday and Thurs-
day evenings at 7 p.m. in St.

Mary's gym. Beginners are
welcome.

\ Pre-season coaches' seiecthns

1. Georgetown (k)

2. Pittsburgh (2)

3. Syracuse (l)
k. Villanova (l)

5. St. John's (1)
6. Providence
7. Seton Hall
8. Boston College

Connectlcixt

57
56
50
kk
k2
30
21
12
12

2i*- 8
15-lU
26-6
23-lU
31- 5
17-lU
Il»-18

13-15
12-16

11- 5
6-10

Ikr 2
10- 6
lU- 2
7- 9
3-13
U-12
3-13

(3rd)
(6th)
(iBt)
(Hh)
(Ist)
(5th)
(8th)
(7th)

(J3th)

HCAA
N^T
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
NIT

(points system - Ist (8 points); 2nd (7 poltits), fete.)

Nc V\

Persoials

Attontlon Brian D. Webb:
The Indian Mfa/tress at Mlnel-

la's did not appreciate your
haraesment last Saturday.
Thore Is no such dilng as an
Eastern omelette.

Bridget 9ays hi!

A epeclal thank you to all of

the people that helped make
the RUN FOR HUNQER a big

success/ We coukln't have
done It without you!!

Congratulations Mary Char-

est and Joanne Conrad!!

Can't wait to see your firtt

Issue — I know you guys will

do a great lob!
Love,

Diana

To Brian Webb, Associate
Editor.

Leave my gklMend alone! All
^

Shher you get out oi her Kfe

or I wm take your's.

"Snuggft bunnfs'* i

otg Buywwenu

"EarlyBir<fdasses.

GRE

Seeaiona

1fU6 Deo. 21 - Jan. 4

%7'B taught duet yrlor
to 4/2S/87 &um.

Claeeee beginning NOf/

for 12/13/86 exan /

"VALETSERVICE TO ¥ILLANOVA"

SnUstChunhRoml
KingtfPWsum 19406

raosi: tTT-aasflf
fWK:i

Fftnnft Silts,

rvicenn

MkhMlYMkln
parti sntssrvict for aniUW

CMtKT Claeeee beginning early Deo,

for 1/24/87 exan.

la me BfciiBi, Iffi

liiOffifiVf fv we^ 111

W: 11 piq>aieYOU foroneofthese career-
shapii^exams ttid still leaveyou plentyof

time to spare.And ifyouneeda qidcfc

refiesherbeforetheexam, boneupwithour
^sMApcTseriesatanyof
nyhtuplothelBStmlnule.

SoenoO. IxlBV BecauH
knowswhatthecadyfaMgels.

546-3317

» a
Job EMpmtmmem to CompimmBmi Voair

If you are seeking part-time, iiill-tiine or live-In empby-
ment in the human services lleld« PAl invites you to begin

your professional career working with people who have a

mental or physical handicap and need YOU.

PAl OTFEBS YOlh
• training and continuing

cducatkm
• challenging, rewardbig
CMperlence

• fleiMe schedide-kil.
time, part-time, awe -in

PAl WANTS:-
who are caring and
tesHc

• people who can use their

iierlmoe to ImM a rarter

* paople wli#raipact the
' rtahti of oitmniih

•a io ihare youneif

v<
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The Villiinova water polo team

wrapM uprits k«t. semion ever
with i i^is^,0Ukf,i tilt

pioAships )»9^ffif^inKi^, Tl|e Wild-

qit*8 final reoof4.4 If^^Wm the

nm ^er wionioig >fta6n for a
yUlanova>«^krj^ team.
The chaiQp)on!|lMpe, held at the

U.S. Naval Aq|demjr,0D0si8ted of

eiffht teai!Mi9ipfjmititi|rtheMid-
Atlantic. Niij^ Elngfand, Mid-East
didSMffff^^ Finish-

ing aflBd ofm M\aksXfkwtrt
Corj»eU,.the(^o^rItal^t diam-
pions. Amhlf^f^ wiieens.

.

H^ Cwh Dan Sheridari dkl
not ^peet i^uch SQing intp the
championships. Heknewhewould
be without two of his best players

uiitU Sunday,^the final day of the

tournanient.Jim ReiJly, the team's
Mding scorer, oouMn't attend

Saturday's games due to a pre-

vious engagement, and freshman
Ted Morris, third on the team in

goals, was not at full strength due
to an illness.

"I was a bit discouraged going
into the Easterns," Coach Sheri-

dan said, ^'because I knew we
wouklit*t have the same team that

got us into the touriiament.'*

Despite the absence of Morris
and R^illy. Villanova.was able to

defeat Maryland 11-5 in the first

round, with sophomore Fan»had
Charmforoosh scoring three of the
Wlldcit totals.

Yillanova lost their next two
gaines. however, ijQ^ to Corq«^
and U-10 in the third overtime^
Queens to give them their fourth
place finish.

In addition to Charmforoosh,
freshmen Ed Rae andMatt Morris
played well for the team.
Coach Sheridan believes that

for ViUanova water polo the best

is yet to come. The squad grad-

uates no seniors, and the bulk of

theteamiamade upof sophomores
and freshmen. "Last year was the
first year We made some consid-

erable progress towards improv-
'i^g the team. We brought in seven
freshmen last year and another
seven again this year/* Coach
Sheridan said. The quality as well
as the quantity of the team's
recruits has also improved over
the last two years.

"We're now bringing in players
who played on organized teams in

high school," Coach Sheridan
explained, '*and not just on a
summer team." The combination
of the talent the squad already

possesses.ancKhe improvement in

the team's recruiting program
should result in good things for

Villanova water polo in the years,

to come.

(Photo 1^ Bill ScMfilin)

The water polO teaai' boocluded a tremendoui season with a fourth-

plaoe finish last weekend at Annapolis.
.
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By SUSAN GANEM

The women's and inen's cross

cou*(itry teams will return to

action tomorrow followinga three-

week hiatus when they travel to

Lehigh University. The women's
team will run in the ECAC and
NCAA Region 11 competitions.

The men's team will run in the

ICAAAA and NCAA R^on II

contests. Coaches Marty Stern

andJack Pyrah are very optimistic

about tomorrow's meets.

"We want to win," commented
Stern. "We have a chance to win
if we can get five of our people

running as well as they can at the

same time at this meet. We have
three runners who could poten-

tially win the meet. Vicki Huber,
Gina Procaccio and Lauren Searby
should all be considered top
contenders."

The women's team is currently

ranked 15th in the nation. But,

according to Stern, "We are one
of the top five teams in America.

I think that we can do very well

at the NCAA meet, if we qualify

as a team at the regional meet
tomorrow. Our main competition

in regionals will come from de-

fending champion Penn State,

Boston College and Yale, At na-

tionals, the teams that we will

have to beat are Texas and last

year's champion Wisconsin. I am
really looking forward to the

chance to finally prove how good
we really are."

Pyrah's squad will also have to

prove themselves tomorrow. "It is

going to be a real tough meet,"

commented Pyrah. "The ICAAAA
competition will be more difficult

than the regional meet. Boston
University, Dartmouth and Prov-

idence will all be tough to beat in

the ICAAAAs. In the regioiial

scoring, Penn State, Bucknell,

Navy and Army are all going to

be strong competition."

The men's three top harriers,

Gerry O'Reilly, Roy Masolino and
Sean O'NeiH, are all having their

best season ever. Ken Fowler and
Jail Friedli have been consistent

all .season.

Coach Marty Stem
(Photo by Glum)
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41/MgEast teams
PrerBoaBOD Plajer of tbe T(

Charles Smith, Pittsburgh

Fflbnrt
N^

Nark Jackson, St. John's
6 Barold Jensen, Villanova
C Rony Seikaly, Syracuse
F Charles Saith, Pittsburgh
F Reggie WilUans, Georgetown

Second Ti

Xr,

8r.
Sr.
Jr,

Jr.
Sr.

G Billy Donovan, Providence

G Dema Barros, Boston College

F Demetreus Gore, Pittsburgh
F Willie Glass, St. John's

F Mark Bryant, Seton Hall

Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.

Pre Season Ft^shasn of tbe Tear

Derrick Coleman, Syracuse

Pre-Season All-Freshman Selections

First TeaM

G Dwayne Bryant, Georgetown
G Steve Thompson, Syracuse
C Tom Grels, Villanova
F Derrick Coleman, Syracuse
F Prantz Volcy, Seton Hall

Second T<

G Mark Tlllmon, Georgetown
G Marc\is Broadnax, St. John's
C Sam Jefferson, Georgetown
F Barry Bekkedam, Villanova
F Anthony Allen, Georgetpwn

CONFERENCE

Hey, FAVORITE VU MEN, bet

you can't wait to meet your dates

after the tailgates this Saturday.

AXQ kptfdMifimrtymilk YOUl

^»

BULIMIA
Thousands of people struggle with bulimia,

Insatiable hunger, often involving bingir

vomiting with frequent use of laxatives

Al eating disorders, and depression that goes
im, are traalabie. If these are difficulties you
longer afford to neglect and If you need help
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Wildcats drown

WKt"

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

As the torrential downpours
and ensuing floods attacked Shee-
han Beach and alumni and stu-

dents alike wallowed in the mud,
swilling beer as if prohibition had
just been lifted, the Villanova
Wildcats, wet and sober, marched
to their seventh win of the season.
On the wet turf at Goodreau Field

the Wildcats took on the 0-7 Blue
Devils of Central Connecticut.

Villanova started off the first

half by winning the toss, but that
was about it for the good fortune.
The first 30 minutes was pure hell

for the average spectator, as they
sat through the rain and cold only
to see less than 200 yards of total

offense, six punts, three fumbles,
three interceptions, seven penal-
ties and no points.

The second half, however, had
in store a lot of excitement for

those weary aficionados in the
cheap seats. Villanova received
the second half kickoff and re-

turned it 51 yards to the central

Connecticut 41-yard line. The
Wildcats then moved the ball for

a first down before Kirk Schulz
threw away his third pass d the
day and a prkne scoring
opportunity.

This week the much maligned
defense would have to rescue the
offense, and they did. Not only did
they force the Blue Devils to punt
in four downs, but then strong
safety Bobby Rosato blocked the
punt allowing Villanova to start

their next offensive series on the
Blue Devil ^^-yard line. On the
Cats' first play from scrimmage.
Coach Andy Talley unveiled a
new play in the Villanova reper-

toire, the hook-and-ladder-play.
First there was the throw to
Brady for 12 yards, Brady then
flipped a lateral to Sency for
another 12, taking the ball down
to the three-yard line. Three plays
later, fullback Pete Lombardi
blasted into the end zone for the
first score of the game.

*l^#*''*-^'

(photo by Sladler)

Punter George Winsiow has been one of the Cats' mak»r weaoons
all season. Ust Saturday he kept the Blue Devils back npthrou^t
the game. ^ _ *^ *

The Villanova defense again
took the field and again to6k
control of the Blue Deviloffenaive
lifie. On first down* the Wikkats
sacked Blue Devil quarterback
John. Cavanaugh for 13 yarcb. On
the succeeding plays, the l^^kicats
forced two incomplete passes and
a punt.

Following the punt and a clip-

ping penalty the Wikkat offense
found itself at midfiekl mounting
another scoring drive against the
now-troubled Blue Devils. It took
the WiUkats 10 plays, but finally

Ron Sency took the ball and forged
up the middle for a touchdown.
Villanova now had a strong 14-0

lead.

The Villanova defense was not
yet finished. Not only did they
stop the next Central Connecticut
drive, but they started putting
nails into the Blue Devil coffins

with an interception. Not only did
the defense inteicept the errant
John Cavanaugh pass, but sopho-
more Rich Spugnardi returned the
interception 26 yards for a Villan-

ova TD.
The Wildcats agdin had the ball

to start out the fourth quarter.
The Wildcats were in the middle
of a successful drive when Kirk
Schulz threw yet another inter-

ception. The Villanova offense,

however, came in yet again and
nullified the offensive error. Four
plays after receiving the ball, the
Blue Devils were forced to punt
and again the defense got a hand
on it. This time it was sophomore
linebacker Doug DeLuca who put
the ban back in the face of Central
Connecticut punter Sean
O'Rourke. The lame 14-yard punt
put the Wildcat offense back in

business at the Blue Devil 41-yard
line.

It did not take long for the
^yildcats to take advantage of the
field position. Two plays after
receiving the ball, Ron Sency took
off around the left end and didtiot
return until he had another six
points on the scoreboard. The ball

was batted back and forth until
time ran out and the Wildcats had
improved their record to 7-1 by
beating the hapless Blue Devils
28-0.

From the Central Connecticut
sidelines these words spewed
forth, "Villanova's a good football
team, but we seem to find ways
to lose the game in the second half
... the fumble on fourth down
from theone really hurt us. Nfaybe
we should just go home at half
time.'*

Villanova skating on thin ice
By I^D THOMPSON

The Villanova ice hockey team
continued to struggle last week as
they dropped two of their three
games. The team's record now
stands at 2-5 overall for the young
season and I-l in the ECAC
South. -^

The Wildcats dropped a game
on the road Tuesday against the
Princeton University junior var-

sity, 7-0, to drop to 1-4.

On Saturday, however, the Cats
collected their second victory of
the season, blowing away Scran-
ton. 11-2. Freshman Jukk "i^rn
collected a hat trick while juniors
John Delfini and Mike Caodatoe
collected two foals each. Juator
Dave Duffy was the winniftg
goalie in his first start of the

On Sunday the Cats returned
home but teat to Upaala in a hard
fought game. 9-6. Cacciatorc
played valiantly. ooUacting tbfae
fBalsinaloaincfllort.

if*^^

^%

«•*

(photo by Sladisr)

Kirk Shuiz cocks his arm ready to pass as Gary Pascoe jaaniber 36)
watches. The Villanova offense though starting slowly, rippedCcn^
Connecticut In the second hall.

, ^
. ^ .

"T~T^-
ill I

Athlete af the

Sts mT% wieh's SmJaii M^U Okn
lidlprd SMrnM^jp^aaiU S-faat.l i

pound sophomone finaiioe m^ ^rom EnHliMtt,
PMinaylvania^ was inatnunental in Villanova** 28-0
vkrtory over the Central Connecticut Blue Devis.
Spi«nafdi» a linebacher, had seven tacktoa and one

mtitmpdm mUfceltwiirnMinf awaiarrr. Simnar-
di« not only iflteroepted the errant Mm Devfl pnaa,
but ran it kmckM ynwii lor a Villaninri tmifhiin ii.

Wrnha total <tf 54 tMklia. SpMauwdi is the eecoid
lending tackier ofi the Wiicat

^"^^i^r

Thia ia the first issue pub-
Uahad by the new editorial

board.
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Faculty

research

examined
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Across the nation there is a
growing concern among students

attending highly-accredited uni-

versities that faculty research and
publishing is overemphasized and
causes the quality of teaching to

diminish, according to the Wall
Street Journal.

At Villanova, the College of

Commerce and Finance, which is

accredited by the American As-
sembly q{ Collegiate Schools of

Business (AACSB), requires pro-

fessors to "be involved in currrent

research and writing," Alvin A.

Clay, dean of the College of Com-
merce and Finance, said this

week, are a professionally accre
dited business school," Clay stat-

ed. *'Our accreditation requires

our faculty to actively research

and #<ic9i publication. Also, our
fKUtity must actively participate

in their, fields to obtain tenured

KtUgbr. of the dejiajHShint of

toe oppotrtlnity to

in the field and to

teath 'stat^^the art^material.
People who tend to b^^ietivf in.^

research tend to have a oroader^
view in their fieW."

One economics professor dis-

aigreed. He said that, "The role of

research is greatly overemphas-
ized. It is an attempt to earn some
brownie points by professors.

These people should be paid to

research, not to teach. The fun-

damental purpose of an academic
institution is teaching."

In the College of Commerce and
Finance, teaching, research and a
commitment to Villanova are
required of faculty, according to

Clay.

"A university exists to^promote
knowledge,'* stated economics
professor Dr. James Giordano,
"both through research and teach-

ing. Unfortunately, some schools

require only so much research to

maintain or achieve certain
accreditations."

Panel favors

reading days
By LYNN PERDEK

A motion to guarantee that one
reading day be made mandatory
for each semester was passed last

Kriday at a meeting ot the academ-
ic policy committee of the Univer-

sity Senate.

Paul Mullin, a member of the

academic policy committee and
the academic affairs department
of Student Government, proposed
that one mandatory reading day
be scheduled into both the fall and
spring semesters and, where
possible, two reading days.

Controversy arose between ad-

ministration, faculty and the
students because of a previous

motion, which was passed that

makes 65 days of classes inviolate.

According to Kristin Switala, a

member of the academic policy

committee and the academic af-

fairs department of Student Go-
vernment, the debate was caused
by the possibility of classes being

4i$ jQaiteaUed l^ecause<>ia snow stonm
or any other reason. In this

situation, the faculty and admin-

istration did not want to lose any
of the 65 mandatory days, while

the students did not want to lose

the reading days.

One faculty member made the

comment that generally classes

are not cancelled during the fall

because of snow.
Mullin countered that last year

classes were cancelled because of

a hurricane in the fall semester,

and both reading days were main-
tained, but because of two snow
days during the spring semester,

both reading days were cancelled.

A question was raised as to why
one semester was granted reading

days and the other was not.

Switala proposed that since the

Christmas break is now four
weeks long, the calendar could be

revised to cut into that break and
ensure that both the 65 mandatory
days and the reading days are

maintained.

Opposition to suggestion came
from Dr. Charles L. Cherry,
ttosooiaOii*vkae ^wwikient for Acaf

demic Affairs, who claimed that

(CoHHnm/ion page 6^

"Villafiova'S' demand for re-

search is a derived demand. This
means that their^ demand for

research ts derived.' from their

demand for acci'editation. If ac-

creditation didn't demand re-

search, research wouldn't be as

stressed here at Villanova," he
said.

A finance professor pointed out

that faculty have been terminated

because they failed to participate

in research.

A conflict between teaching and
research does exist, according to

faculty members. Time allocation,

according to Klingler, is the key.

Summers and vacations become
critical research periods. "You
can't be available to students at

all times."

Some students are concertied

that the out-ofclass time they

need for degree counseling or

extra help is being replaced with

research.

(Continued on page 5)

Activities' budgets issued
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Today all student activities of

Villanova will receive their

budgets for the 1986-87 fiscal year

after eight months of deliberation,

according to Lucyna J. Gorski,

director of Student Activities.

In April, Gorski proposed a

Student Activities budget that

reflected the previous year's ex-

penses. Her estimation was actu-

ally $90,000 short because many
new activities organized this year,

in addition to the expansion of

many existing activities. For
instance, Jake's Place needs at

least $20,000 to exist this year.

Gorski also said it was difficult

to request money for activities

before their new administration

came into office and decided what
they would do during their term

and what funds they would need.

Instead of cutting budget re-

quests for all 120 student organ-

izations, Gorski resubmitted a

budget proposal to the University

requesting more money.
"I couldn't cut all the activities

to shreds," said Gorski.

The University approved a

budget increase of $30,000, allow-

ing each activity a slight increase.

*The activities will gradually

receive their requested amounts
in a two-year period," said Gorski.

Gorski said each activity got at

(Continued on page 6)
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Controversy in American Catholicism reviewed
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

At the annual meeting of the
Natkmal Conference of Catholic
Bishopa last week. Bishop James
W. Makme, the former president
of the council, warned of "a
growing and dancerout diaaffee-
tkM** hetveen aone American
Roman Cacholict and the Vatican
and alaled that he waa taekii« a
meetiof hilwaea AaKfican Mah-
m.tktHmmA fcinol the
CufiahifapetfM^ipt'a^MittDthe
Unilad StafM in

^

in his Northwest archdiocese.

However, Dr. Rodger Van Allen,

a Villanova University professor

who recently revised and ex-

panded a book on Amencan Ca-

tholicism, sakl impreaskms that

the American church is in trouble
'^ are misplaced.

He atreeaed that the American
church is a "thriving expreaaaon

ol CaliMlkiaa"wd that the ^

iaatrlkiag.Meaiaa ritadlheiPaat

in Uto UnilaA
^

may need to be relieved by the

extension of a warm and under-

standing hand."

Recently, Hunthausen was cri-

ticized by the Vatican for his

actkms in five "pastoral areas,"

including improper ministering to

homosexuals, the misempk>ynient

of rules in regard to the invalidity

of marriages not annulled by the

Church, the condoning of contra-

ceptive sterilization in Catholic

hoapitals and not following

Chiirch liturgy standards in such

areas as general abaolutkNi and

the reception of Communion by

non-Catholk». Hunthauaer's au-

thority in these areaa was revoked

and given to Auxihiry Biahop

Donald Wiaarl.
'

Thia raoint actMn. akmg with

the VatioNi'i expulaion of the

Ray. Charlaa E. Curran, thaologi

an, from his teaching pwst at

Catholic University for his dis-

senting views on sexual issues,

has stirred up much controversy

among American Roman
Catholics.

American bishops did decide to

support the Vatican in the Hun-
thausen decision after much de-

bate in a closed meeting, but

expressed sympathy for their

"brother" Hunthausen.
Barbara Wall. O.P.. a professor

at Villanova in the phikiaophy
department, auted that she was
"diaappointed" in that vote.
"What I think won out was the
judicial (lagaliatk:) over the min-
isterial reality of our lives aa
Cathdica." she aUted.

Diaaansion within the Church
in certain areaa ia not confined to

~\

fi <'" i Jr-'"-" -'
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Next semester we need more volun-
eers for the street committee, soup
^jtchen and environmental program.
*>top by or call Campus Nfinistry for

nore information. Also, we are in

Sesperate need for drivers. We need you
Ind they need you!!! (645-4080)

jiaten Twirling

f Interested in becoming a baton
twirler? Twirl at basketball halftimes.
jIVttend informational meeting on Thurs.
6r Mon. — Nov. 20 or Nov. 24 — at 5:45
).m. in Room 124 Sheehan — or leave
nessage for Denise.

Span Study Skills

Forkshop

I Dr. Ed Reilly, reading and study skills

jLounselor, invites all students interest-

xl in increased academic performance
attend an open workshop. Each week

he workshop will focus on the concerns
)f the participants which typically
nclude topics such as time manage-
nent, self-motivation, effective study
echniques, and exam preparation. A
workshop will be held each Wednesday
rom 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Thursday
1 to 4 p.m. in the Counseling Center,
[06 Corr Hall, every week for the
emainder of the semester. No appoint-

ment is necessary. Plan to drop in.

BkristMas Boxers
Alumni Hall will be selling boxer

jhorts decorated for Christmas. They
*^ill be on sale during the first two
weeks of December in all dining halls
and in the Connelly Center for five

|lollars each — a great Christmas gift!

Study Society

The Women's Studies Society will

hold a general meeting on Nov. 24 at

6 p.m. in the Center for Peace and
Justice Education. Anyone with an
interest in women's rights issues and
how they affect the Villanova commi^n-
jity is urged to attend. New members
are welcome. Plans for next semester's
events including Women's History
;Week will be discussed.

follme
•pvblicaHs
t

•

The College Republicans will hold

their next meeting on Nov. 24 at 4 p.m.
in the Connelly Center Cinema. Agenda
items include a discussion of recent

election activities and the election

results. Thanks to all the members who
worked on the candidate' behalf in the
election.

r Villanova Theatre has announced
open auditions for Joe Orton's comedy
WluM the B«Uer Sow. slated to open
in February. Auditions will be held in

Vasey Hall on Nov. 22, from 1-5 p.m.
and on Nov. 23, from 2-5 p.m. and from
7*10:30 p.m. Actors are askod to prepare
a conttinperary monologue no more
than thrae minutes in laiigth. Carolyn
Noone will direct. For informiition and
auikion appointments, stop b^ Vaaty
IWor call 6454760.

PosltlolM

The Villanova Student Union is

looking for responsible chairpeople for
the Freshman Record and/or the Fresh-
man T-shirt. If you have yearbook
experience or an eye for design, pick up
an application in the Student Union
office, Connelly Center, beginning Nov.

.

24. Great opportunity to get involved in

Villanova's largest programming
organization.

Pro-Law Society

The Pre-Law Society welcomes all to

their next meeting. On Dec. 3 at 3:30
p.m. in the West Lounge in Dougherty,
attorney Richard Lapow will discuss the
various careers in law.

NYC Bos Trip

The bus for the New York City
Shopping Trip will be leaving from the
North Security Gate (behind Bartley
Hall) instead of the location in front of

Jake Nevin Field House. The departure
time will be 8 a.m. on Nov. 22.

The Bacckae
A religious cult, a repressive king, a

vengeful god— these are the ingredients
of Villanova Theatre's next production,
Euripides' The Bacchae. See the most
sensational of all Greek tragedies!
Production dates are Nov. 19-22 and
Dec. 3-7. Stop by the Va^ey box office

for tickets — students just $5.

Live at the Terrace
Contraband, a contemporary ensem-

ble, will be performing live at the Belle
Air Terrance on Dec. 2. The perfor-

mance will begin at 5:30 p.m. It's fun
and it's free, so be there !!!

Woomn's Track
aad Pield

The women's track and field team is

seeking new members for the shot-put,

discus, javelin; 20-pound weight, and

hammer throws. Any interested women
should contact Coach Marty Stem at

645-4147 as soon as possible.

Need Cash
Jake's Place will offer any fraternity,

sorority, organization, or club $50 to

help out at Jake's Place on some Wed-
nesiday night. It's a great way to defray

the cost of a semi-formal or party while
having a good time.

For more information, contact Bill

Mathews at the Dean of Students office

in 213 Dougherty Hall,

,

y^

The ACS provides Free coffee and
donuts for AJl commuters and OCRs
every week in the North Lounpe^ The
next date is Nov. 25 from 8 to 10 a.m.

There will be a carser seminar open
to all minors on Dae. 3 at 7 p.m. at the
Connally Canter Cinema. Ipashari
from Marion Labs, Cuahman and fVUit-
fiald» Burroiiiha and Proetar ind Gam-
ble will be there to diacuaa caraar
oppartunMaa in thair raapactlva OaMa.

f>itfta • TNI ViXANOVAN • NOVMlbar ai. IMt

If you have not yet picked up your
Freshman Record or Freshman T-shirt,
they are waiting for you in the Student
Union office, Connelly Center. They
will be held only until Dec. 5, so hurry!!
Time is running out!!

Advent
Prayer Services

The Villanova University Campus
Ministry Office is sponsoring a series
of Advent Evening Prayer Services.
Each Thursday evening throughout
December a reflective presentation on
"Peace Themes in the Magnificat" will

be shared in the context of evening
prayer. Those who will share for the
three Thursday evenings will be Bar-
bara Wall of the Center for Peace and
Justice (Dec. 4), Gaile Pohlhaus of
Religious Studies (Dec. 11) and Shawn
Tracy, O.S.A. of Campus Ministry (Dec.
18). Evening prayer will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Corr Hall Chapel, with song,
prayer and quiet reflections. All are
welcome to join our Advent journey for

peace.

Yeari9eek IHiotes

If you have not already had your
yearbook picture taken, come to the
West Lounge, Dougherty on Nov. 24
(9:30-4:40) or Nov. 25 (9:30-12:00). These
photos are for all undergraduates.
Yearbooks ($25), sweatshirts aod por-

trait packages will be available for

PMOj^iase. ^^ .-.;

V-

Vatae Workshop
The next Value workshop will be held

on Dec. 3 from 3-4 p.m. in the Bryn
Mawr Room of Connelly Center. Come
to find out how you can explore career

options through Villanova alumni.

Bahamas Bowed
Reserve your seat now. Only $439/

quad occupancy staying at the Sheraton
British Colonel Hotel. Seats filling fast.

$75 Deposits being taken in the CC
Ticket Office until December 12. The
Heat Is On!! Sizzle — sizzle.'

'V*

AaioMrtednfaas
Miroslaw Kijowicz, a visiting profes-

sor in Theatre and Honors from War-
saw, Poland, will show his award-
winning animated films on Nov. 23, at

.2 p.m. in Bartley Rm. 209. His films have
been acclaimed for their acute and witty
treatment of political issues, and for
their visual inventiveness. Polish au-
thorities have censored Kijowicz's films
in the past for their investigation of the
relationship between the state and the
individual. Following the showing of the
films, a reception will be held in the St.

Davids Room of the Connelly Center.

Christmas Hats
and Stockings
The ACS will be selling Christmas

hats and stockings, personalized with
your name or message, in the CC.
Lobby on Wed., Dec. 3 to Fri. Dec. 5.

What great gift ideas!!!!

Seniors
Attention: The following four people

had their coats taken the night of 150
Days Celebration. If you have the wrong
coat, or an extra one, please bring it to
the Villanova Student Office! Darryl J.
Ford (gray overcoat), Maria Karr (navy
blue dress coat "Larry Levine"X Tina
Pastore (gray car coat- "Ashley Scott")
and Tim Wilkinson (jean jacket)

Chrlstmaf ifimier

Dec. 2, 5:30-11 p.m., in the East Lounge
;y^ ^DoiMlherfyy.fthni^.food aod a^wSd

.

' d.}., bring a dish and dance trie night'
away!

*

Referees Needed
The Intramural Department needs

refs for its upcoming basketball season.

Referees can work night or day, and
they will be paid for their efforts.

Anyone interested should contact Mike
Sleece or Tim Reger at the Intramural

office in Alumni gym, or by calling them
at 645-7456.

WoMonaad
Ski Trip Writiii0

Killington Ski Trip Feb. 6-8, $98.
For information, call Mark 642-4243
or Elke 642-9275. Spots are filling
quickly.

Sealer
PlooerPaace

Seniors!! Start getting ready for your
one and only Senior Dinner Dance! It's
a few monthsaway, but don't get caught
in the last minute rush for a &te! Mark
it on your calendar. April 4 at the
Dunfey City Line Hotel!! More informa-
tkm will be available next semester.

The Women's Studies Program will
present a lecture by Dr. Hortense
Spillers on Women Writers on Dec. 3,
8 p.m. West Lounge, Dougherty Hall.
Spillers is associate professor and chair

"of the department of English, Haverford
College.

ACS
The ACS will be giving horse and

buggy rides around campus on Dec. 4
starting at 4 p.m. Rides cost $1 and start
at the Corr Hall Archway. Cookies and
hot cocoa will also be provided.

Boskethall
. >

Delta Delta Delta announces its

annual scholarship competition. >^li-
catMiis are available in Student Activ-
ities, Rm. 214 Doufharty. and are due
by Dec. 1. Drop olfapplkatians in tlie

Delta DalU Daita mattkoK, Rm. IM
DaiHliarty. ApplkanU will be oonai-

dmS fm tki kmU at

Sigma Phi Epsikm and Pi Kappa
Alpha will hold a basketball sMrathon
for cbarity en Dec. 7 in the Butler

Annex. The charities will be the Leuke-

mia Society far Sif Ep and UXJ*, for

Pike.ComeW tbeneSlmpin I>M«hefty
Mril to sponsor a brotbar now.

laa, iiPimiii d aarviaa to tMr
rialdMd having HiMMoial naad.

• I

Armbk Nigbtl Jain the Arabic k
himkCbtbki§ Bigbt aj iaari. rtaaniij,
Mi iiiir On Midr, il> 7»am, in tba

iiifotii»79|D.

of HinddH^

21,HMaTMevmiUI0ViMt»ftW»t

By NOEL E. FALCO

A mock trial of John Hinckley,
the man who attetimted to assas-

sinate President Reagan, was
staged on Nov. 13 in Connelly
Center Cinema.

• The trial, which sprang from
Dr. Bernard Gallagher's social

psychiatry class, was co-

sponsored by the Sociok)gy Club
and the Pre-Law Society. It in-

cluded an analysis of the insanity

defense, a bri^ lecture, and a re-

enactment of an excerpt of the

Hinckley trial centering on the

expert witness.

Gallagher said the moclc trial

was put on in response to "the

question of insanity and the law
that has aroused the curiosity of

the American public."

Qallagher enlisted the help of

several professionals in staging
the trial, including Arthur Donato,
Esq., a criminal defense lawyer
who played the role of Hinckley's

lawyer; Patrick Connors, Esq., a

Delaware County district attor-

ney, who represented the com-
monwealth; the Honorable Mau-
reen Fitzpatrick, who acted as

judge; and Dr. Anthony Pisa, a

psychiatrist who was called in jfor

his knowledge to act as the expert

witness.

Brett Datto, president of the

Pre-Law Society, played John
Hinckley.

Donato, in the lecture, said that

the insanity defense plea was
"rarely believed . . . and not often

The Sodototfy Qnb and the Pre
mock trial oithc John Hinckley

(PtwIobySchmM)

Law Sodety recently sponsored a
in tbc Connelly Center Cinema.

successful" for "a defendant must
admit that he has committed the

charge he's accused of."

Donato al^ commuted on the

fac^ that after the Hinckley case,

the federal legislature changed

the insanity defense to place the

burden of proof of insanity on the

defendant.

Donato stated that the insanity

plea is "a contradiction in terms,"

being pronounced "guilty but
mentally ill" is analogous to

"guilty but diabetic."

He said that many convicted on

the insanity plea receive a sent-

ence and then treatment, with

more time spent in a mental
institution than would be spent

in jail with a regular sentence.

Theexcerpt of the case that was
presented, was a spontaneous
version of the testimony of tiinck-

ley's insanity and a cross-
examination, which centered on
the expert witness, because "the
defendant has the absolute right

not to testify [in a case like thisj,"

according to Donato.

With Donato as defender and
Connors as prosecutor, the open-

ing statements were presented

and questioning of Pisa, the expert

witness, began while Datto, as

Hinckley, looked on.

This testimony was meant to

show how difficult it is to prove
insanity. Pisa had to cite his

status as a psychiatrist, the tests

he used, the diagnosis he made,
and then to withstand cross-

examination by Connors.

The actual outcome of the real

Hinckley trial was a judgment of

not guilty by reason of insanity.

By EUA DiTADDEO

Student Government is cur-

rently in the process of document-

ing student arrests in which the

accused feels his or her rights

were violated.

According to a notice in last

week's issue of the Villanovan,

any student who believes he or she

was unjustly arrested may go to

the Student Government office to

complete a complaint form.

Joe Allman, Student Govern-

ment president, said Student

Government was motivated to

take action on this issue after an

article printed in the Philadelphia

Inquirer stated that 39 Villanova

students were arrested in one

weekend in three separate

incidents.

Student Government called the

American Cjvil Liberties Union

(ACLU) to find out what steps

could be taken. The ACLU sent

complaint forms to be filled out

by accused students. In addition

to this form, the student must also

send a copy of the citation received

at the time of the arrest.

Through word of mouth. Stu-

dent Government first let stu-

dents know about the documen-

tation process, but only one

student came to file a complaint.

Later, in another incident that

occurred Halloween weekend,

however. 11 studento filed com-

plaint forms. AHoiether Student

Government has received 15

complaints.

Student Government wiM send

the caaes with the inoat probable

cauaa al righta vnlation to the

ACLU.
The ACLU waa not available to

arrests
subject of parties.

.Lower Merion Township Police-

man Lt. Richard Cordivari said in

the Inquirer, "The problem is that

there are so many students living

off-campus."

Allman said that the Rev. John
M. Driscoll O.S.A., University

president, atnd Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, met with the police chiefs of

Lower Merion, Haverford and
Radnor townships two weeks ago

to discuss the situation. Allman
said that Student Government
was not informed of the meetings

nor of the progress made:

(PtwlotyyNunM)

Phil Brach, secretary for external

affairs of Student Government,
believes that the increase in

student arrests is related to the

stricter enforcement of local

housing codes.

Yearbook includes

ifiiderc/assfiien

PMI BffMh, Studant Govern-

mam litfaliry far witarwal af-

faka> btiia»ai part oHhtMibiam
fMM th^ km tint Iba

it.

By DEBBIE GROSS

The 1986-87 edition of the Belle

Air yearbook has recently added

a new ''people" section to its

format, according to Kevin Rose.

The idea of including under-

classmen was investigated tho-

roughly and guided by formats

found in the yearbooks of such

schools as the University of Vir-

ginia and the University of West-

em Kentucky, stated Roee.

The process of taking the un-

derclassmen photographs oc-

currad duriiM the pre-r^fistration

period. Isae aaad. The "people"

sactkm will notbedevotedentMy
to undndaaamen, however. Be-

gHMMi^ with a senior introduc-

tion, the aactkn wUl then praoaed

to the undardaaaaMMi taction and

and with Dbatacrasba of the

kcuky

Lounge on Nov. 24 from 9:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. and on Nov. 25 from

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.n». There is no

charge for having photographs

taken, but students wishing to

purchase photo packages (ranging

in price from $16.95 to $45.95) can

do so at this time.

Along with the new "people"

section, which spans approxi-

mately 78 pages, there will be an

additKMi of a general index in the

back of the yearbook, said Rose.

Rose expects that these im-

provements will increase year-

book sales.

Another change for the year-

book is the rekxration of its office

from St. Mary's Hall toJohn Barry

Hall. This anticipated move, stat-

ed Rose, will make access to the

yearbook offk:e "more convenient

and will aid in its customer

tha pra^Miatfitian iwlMraP*'

wUI bt in tha Watt

The office will be relocated

liicanii of tha daciakm to conaol-

idale the muaic program in the

olfiat praviaiMly oocupiad by the

iMibnh in tha hiiwunl of St.

Itery'iHiU.

Iii the News
Professor t0 teadi in Moseow
Dr. Jeffrey W. Hahn, a politkial

science professor at Villanova

and an experton Soviet politks,

will speiid the apring semester

at Moscow Sute University as

a Fulhright teaching scholar.

Hahn will teach seminars in

Russian on how American
political scientists use compu-
ters to study political behavior.

It will be the first course of its

kind to be taught in Russia by
an American professor.

The computer course is sim-

ilar to one Hahn designed and
implemented in Villanova's

political science program. The
course, "Political Science La-
boratory" is a required course
for all undergfiQjIuate political

science majors at Villanova.

E.S.D.

Chemistry Nobel Laureate to speait

The Villanova University
Chapter of the Sigma Xi Re-
search Organization is spon-
soring a lecture by Dr. Herbert
Hauptman, the Nobel Laureate
in chemistry for 1985, on Dec.
4 at 4:30 p.m. in the Physics
Lecture Hall in Mendel Hall.

Hauptman, a mathemati-
cian, physicist and chemist,
who is currently affiliated with

the Medical Foundation of
Buffalo, N.Y., will be present-

ing a lecture entitled "The
Phase Problem in X-ray
Crystallography."

The lecture is co-sponsored
by the Villanova Graduate
School and the colleges of

Engineering and Sciences with
their respective departments.

Career woricsliop seminar lield

The "Chrysler Plymouth
Career Search Workshop" was
presented in the Connelly Cen-
ter Cinema Tuesday, according
to Frank Pietrucha, Career
Development consultant for

Business Week's Careers
magazine.

Pietrucha said that the work-
shop take students through the
process of a career search. It

included a self-evaluation pro-

cess and information on re-

sume writing, cover letters.

thank-you notes, "dressing for

success" and interviews.

Video cameras and video
segments were used at the
workshop. A large amount of

time was also devoted to a
question and answer period,

according to Pietrucha.

Business Week's Careers is

a bi-monthly magazine for

college students, published by
Business Week magazine.

Armenian Club established
A new addition this year to

the variety of campus groups
at Villanova is the Armenian
Club. Their- first meeting was
held on Nov. 11 and was at-

tended by 15 students.

Tina Pakhtigian, a junior, is

the student primarily respon-

sible for the beginning of the

organization.

According to Pakhtigian, the

club is part of a nationwide
effort to unite the dispersed

people of Armenia by FASKA,
an organization in Washington,
D.C. urging college students of

the Armenian hertiage to form
clubs. It is not a political

organization, but rather a

group interested in preserving

their culture.

C.A.

Students arrested

on theft charges
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Five Villanova students were

arrested by local police in two

separate incidents of theft during

the second weekend of November.

In the early morning of Nov. 8,

three sophomores were arrested

for removing an American flag

and Commonwealth of Pennsylva-

nia flag from the flagpoles at

Pasquale Partnership on Renais-

sance Blvd. in Swedeland, Pa.

The students were taken to

Upper Merion Township police

station at approximately 4 a.m.,

after police had stopped the stu-

dents' car and discovered the

stolen flags, according to Jack

Kowal from the records division

of the Upper Merion police

department.

The students, resklents of Sul-

livan Hall, were charged with

theft, receiving stolen property

and criminal conspiracy, accord-

ing to the police report.

The students were released

after posting 10 percent of $5,000

bail each.

Kowal stated that a preliminary

court hearing was scheduled for

Nov. 20.

The students were unavailable

for comment.

In a second incident on the

following day. two Villanova

sophomores and a friend who was
viaitiM the campua ware arraatad

for tikmg four piaaaa and a big

of potato chips from the Sunoco
Stop-N-Shop, located on the nor-

theast corner of Lancaster Avenue

and Spring Mill Road in Villanova.

The Sunoco Stop-N-Shop was
closed at the time of the theft,

according to a spokesperson from

the store. However, the door was
reportedly unlocked.

According to Radnor Police, the

three were apprehended by Villaii-

ova Security guards, who ob-

served them running from the

scene, at approximately 2 a.i^.

Sunday. Villanova Security then

turned the accused in to the

Radnor Township police

department.

were charged with burglary, theft,

criminal conspiracy, criminal
trespass and receiving stolen
property.

The three students were re-

leased on their own recognizance

and an original court hearing was
set for Nov. 19.

The scheduled hearing was not

held on the original date, accord-

ing to a spokesperson from the

records department of the Radnor

police department, and "the case

was continued for 30 days,*'

although a second court date has

yet to be scheduled, the spokes-

person said.

A Sunoco Stop-NShop repre-

sentative italad. however. We
are not prasaing charpa."

»
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probed
By MEG KLUCSARITS

Homecoming weekend is the

traditional weekend for all alumni
to come back and see how things

have changed. This homecoming,
an alumnus found that one thing

that does not change is the com-
binations for Kennedy Hall
mailboxes.

A current Villanova student

discovered this when she found a

note in her mailbox which stated,

"I had this box from 1980-84 and
the combo still hasn't changed.
Are you spooked?"

, The note was signed only with

the writer's initials and *"84,"

followed by a postscript stating

the correct combination to the

railbox.
When the student requested to

have her combination changed,

she said she noted some reluctance

to do so on the part of Charles
^2u:Farland, Kennedy Hall post
office director.

I Villanova's policy is to keep the

iame mailbox combinations,* ac-

cording to MacFarland. He

The policy of not chanfiiig maflroom combliiatkiis has racentty
into qtiestion.

; _—
stressed that this is only the

second such incident to occur in

seven y^ars and that in those

seven years he has had tio com-

plaints of actual tampering with

the mail.

"With 3,232 boxes we just don't

have the manpower available [to

change the combinationsl" Mac*

Farland said. He felt that changing

the combinations for such a rare

occurrence would be a great

disservice to the students. To
change combinations, entire sec-

tions of mailboxes would have to

be closed, causing significant

delays in mail delivery to those

students, he said.

According to federal law, tam-

pering with mail can be a felony^.

The Naliona! OrdfM- o! (>!
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Jim Gruccio

Order of Omega is proud to presentJim Gruccio as this week's
Greek of the Week. Jim is a senior political science major coming
to Villanova from the wonderful city of Vineland, NJ. Jim is

a proud brother of Pi Kappa Phi and has been very active in

the Greek community since pledging his freshman year.

Jim now serves on the Interfraternity Council Executive
Board as secretary. He was elected to that position after being
Pi Kappa Phi's IPC representative for three consecutive
semesters. You may also recognize Jim by the fact that he was
oxhairperson of Villanova for Africa Charity Ball held last

November. In honor of all the work he had done for the Greeks,

I

Jim was elected to Order of Omega last spring and this semester
and was part of the new member selection committee.

Outside of fraternity involvement, Jim is very active in

University and community activities. This fall you could have
seen Jim Saturday afternoons on Sheehan Beach as part of tile

|

Tailgate Management Team. BeingaThird O^ve Ifn^r^]
Kaiglits of Columbus, Jim worked as chairman oC ti

last year and is membership and community service chairpilMaj
tliaa year. As a part gf the iUMfilits of ColuariMs, Jbn it ail <

Met at St. Bdmond's HoiBe for CrippM ChildMn.

[Jim waaalao part of ViUaaova's Sonar Waak Committae.
oner known by his friands as 'The Dan/*Jim's lutuie plmia

^

law iciMMM agd mtkiM lam ci mmmy ^ mie w
Q§$d kick jkiiMid congratulatMMis on all

it Vilkmova!!

Postal Inspector Charles Sielski

said. Obstruction of correspon-

dence, which includes taking
anything out of an authority
mail depository before the ad-

dressee receives it, can result in

fines up to $2,000 and/or five

years in prison.

Given these stiff penalties and
the extreme rarity of mailbox
break-ins. MacFarland felt that

the changing of combinations
would be unwarranted.

By (.YNN PERDEK

The 1986-87 Student Directory
will not be aValUble before
Thanksgiving break, as originaUy
planned, iMCiule of ddays in

organization. Mtkf McGihiiis,

Student Govemftimt vkx presi

dent, saki that thedirectory ahouki

be completed before the end of this

semester.

According to McGinnis. the
delay was created because of

organizational problems and the

trennendoas amount of work that

is incorporated into coordinating

a student directory.

He stated that this year the

studtnt directory is not the high-

est priority for the Student Go-
vernment. "This year. Student
Government is more concerned
with facing issues, where last

year's government was interested

in putting something concrete
into the student's hand," he said.

McGinnis also said that Student

Government "is agoverning body,
not a phone service. Some other

organizatioii should be ia charge
of coordinating the directeiy."

Over the summer; Joan Dorley
was appointed^ editor-in-chief of

the directory, but resigned over

the course of the semester, accord-

ing to Joe AUman, Student Go-
vernment pi^ident. All members
of thie Student Government are

now combining their efforts to get

the directory pulilished.

This year's directory promises
to be much longer and more
professional looking, according to

AUman. Its added features will

include yellow pages, 20 introduc-

tory pages including calendars
and maps, and a complete listing

of faculty, staff and administra-

tors. Each individual listing will

include students' local and home'
addresses and phone numbers,
year and major. ^

Club apnoints new moderator
By KAREN M. MITCHELL

The Wildcat Investment Club
recently appinted James Fee of

the accounting department to the

position of moderator. Fee suc-

ceedsJohn Tonkinson, who retired

last year.

Martin Sedwick, vice president

of the club, said that Fee " is the

best for us because he has ex-

pressed interest in the club, but
has left the investing to the club

members. He is there if we need
any help."

Sedwick said it is iifiportant to

leave the investing up to the club

because partkdpation ^ould be a

learning experience for its

members. "The general concept is

teaching the students about the

stock nuirket while investing in

it,** said Sedwick.
The club has 53 memt)ers.

Twenty-eight are new members
and membership is open to

anvone. The only requirement is

a $30 down payment the first

month of membership and a $20
payment each month thereafter.

The payments are placed in a pool,

which is later invested in compan-
ies such as IBM and Philip

Petroleum.

A member remains in good
standing until he owesi the club

over $200. If this amount is not

paid, the member's stocks are

iiouidated.

Any member can request that

his stock be withdrawn from the

pool at anytime.
When a member decides to

liquidate,a complex formula used

by investment clubs throughout

the United States is employed to

determine an individual's shares,

said Sedwick. .

A feat that surrounds the club
is thecoiitroversy that candevelop
from dealing with large sums of

money and a large group of people

simultaneously. One fear is the

possibility that someone could

embezzle the money. Sedwick said

that this is not likely because the
club policy requires that the
checks be signed by at least two
people.

One administrator believes the

biggest fear would be tax-related

problems. He said that one reason
the Wildcat Investment Club is an
unofficial club is because o( the
large amount of money being
handled and the possiblity of tax

problems. He said that yillanova
does not want to be involved. in

case the club receives .jl^^d

publicity.

Dr. Margaret Clarkwas the first

club moderator. Five yeat;s ago, a

student founded the clubwhen his

father, who owned Maaco, pro

posed the idea. The student de

dded to merpt the other members*

monies into a pool and used his

father's broker.

U.S. CMolicism controversies
(Continuedfrom page 1)

a few isolated people, but is

widespread. In a recent article in

the New York Times, some Roman
Catholic officials said that many
of the actions of Hunthausen
criticized by the Vatican are
"common across the United
States."

This prevalent conflict with the

Vatican's rulings is mainly caused
by "conflicting interpretations of

Vatican guidelines," they
suggested.

The laity also has disagree-

ments with the Vatican. In a New
York Times CBS News poll of

American Catholics held last

November, 79 percent felt that it

was "possible to disagree with the
Pope on birth control, abortion or

divorce and still be a good
Catholic."

Also, 68 percent favored use of

artificial birth control and 73
percent believed that Catholics

shouk) be allowed to divorce'and
remarry.

Sixty-three percent thought
that priests shoukl he aUowed to

marry and S2 percent lakl that

women should be in the

bishops, but they placed a section

on guidelines for theological dis-

sent in the document.
This document, coupled with a

papacy which became "less

likely to insist on practical con-

formity to the Church's doctrine"

and practical dissent became
"taken for granted," Shaw said.

Another cause was the move-
ment of Catholics into the main-
stream of American society, Shaw
said. This movement caused a
conflict between American values
and Roman Catholic values, he
stated.

Malone commented in his

speech to the bishops' conference,

"What makes the question of

dissent all the more complicated
in our local church is the passion
we have in this country to let all

persons have the freedom to give
their point of view. As citizens,

we will die to protect this freedom
of speech."

The democratic attitude of
Americans conflicts with the

hierarcfakal attitude of the Vat
teWaU.

This widespread disaension
b^^n "symMkaUy" with Pi^e
Paul Vis encydkiL,"
VitM, * which -rrtrnpr
Church's hmmuiWmSidtl

Wtfl afam said that the Vatiam
H council helped to cataae Cadi-
olics to "reexamine tiw church."
The oamctl's

^im a diimkmmi of

iudiaaavil

dance at Mass is among the

highest in the world, percentage-

wise. Also, the numbers of priests,

deacons and involved lay people

are very high compared with

churches in other countries.

On the birth control controver-

sy, he stated, "If otherwise faith-

ful Catholics are using contracep-

tives for family planning, could it

not be that the teaching itself

needs to be examined? Maybe the

problem isn't the dissent [on birth

control], but the teaching itself."

Van Allen cited a speech given

by Archbishop^Iohn R. Quinn in

1980 urging dialogue and effort to

work towards resolution between

the Vatican and Catholic theolo-

gians on the problem as a good

proposal. This proposal was not

picked up by the Vatican.

Van Allen also said it is the

whole church bureaucracy, not

just the Pope, that makes deci-

skms. He cited that the Pope's

advisers, such as Cardinal Jo6iBf>h

Ratsif^rr. have much inflnence.

He staled that moat of the bureau-

cracy have little paetoral expe
ricBce and thua do mat deal with

people much, aa pmriaifprieilt do.

Tbey mt "a little cm tijmmk.
marhe," he said.

iM Vi
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By CAROLYN MIRABILE

Although there have not been

any hazing problems on campus
this year, the Rev. John P. Stack,

O.SJi.t dean of students, said that

"most of the hazing problems

occur at the end of pledge week."

In order to avoid any problems

this year, Stack told the fraterni-

ties at the Interfraternity Council

<IFC) meeting on Nov. 18, that,

"Since it is getting near theend
of pledge week, you [the fraterni-

tiesl ^hoyld be more careful."

Jeff Allrich, president of the
IPC, said, ''Anytime there is

hazing there is a problem, but
incidents on our campus are
minimal compared to other
colleges."

Allrich also said, "Service pro-

jects should be a form of punish-

ment instead of a loss of pledging."

He reported at the meeting* 'If

anything major goes on, with
respect to hazing, then that fra-

ternity chapter would be taken

out."

Joe Zaller, vice president of the

IPC said, "The hazing policy is fair

at Villanova and the University is

only doing theirjob and protecting

themselves from liability."

The hazing policies were estab-

lished five years ago along with

the Code of Student Conduct.

Bbtli were upgraded this year.

(Continuedfrom page J)

According to sophomoire inter-

national business major Maria
Perri, "Professors shouM be able
to pursue their own research
projects, but they should never let

it detract from teaching. I had a
professor drop my class [after

registrattonj because of his re-

search project. I ended up taking
the course in summer school."

However, sophomore Elissa
Karl, an accounting major, stated
that s^me teachers balance re-

search and teaching well. "My
business law professor was work-
ing on an article, but it never
affected her class."

Another important reason why
faculty members must publish is

to maintain marketability, said

Klingler. "Many of the people who
are doing research are doing it for

personal satisfaction anyway.
They are the tenure-tracked peo-
ple who would publish," he
explained.

A serious problem arising in the

College of Commerce and Finance
is the increasing demand for

research coupled with a heavy
course load. Currently, all busi-

ness professors must teach four

courses, or 12 hours a week, per

semester. For those teaching in

the master's^of business admin-
istration (MBA) program, only

three courses, or nine hours a
week, is required.

According to Giordano, "Re-
search is more important in uni-

versities today. A 12-hour course
load is too much at a school like

Villanova where research is

stressed."

Giordano pointed out that at

Gettysburg, an institution where

'

research is not stressed, teachers
carry only two or three courses
per semester.

"As far as I know, no university
has more than 12 hours, and most
have less. Villanova's 12-hour
teaching load is too high because
the student gets the short end of
the deal. It is impossible for a
teacher to be as enthusiastk: when
they're in their fourth class of the i

day, teaching the same material
rehashed again. Later in the day
it becomes a more and more
inferior product."

"For the kind of quality insti-

tution that Villanova wants to be,

a 12-hour teaching load is

counterproductive."

h Is Impossible fore
teeehertobess
enthuslsstle when
they're In their fourth

doss ofthe dey,

teeehhig the seme
meterlH reheshed
agehi.

Dr. lames Ghrdeno,
eeononde prpfegsor

The College of Commerce and
Finance does have a policy con-

cerningongoing research products
and course loads. A faculty
member who needs additional

time for such products can write

a letter requesting a load reduction

to nine hours per week (three

courses per semester). However,
the reductipn lasts for one semes-

.

ter only. Faculty must reapply for

each additional semester.

iiowU>grft,ifti»TMivtiiiiiO»/iw

NatkMitl News Notes

FbiancialAM ferms delayed

I

The delivery of 1987-88 fi-

nancial aid forms for 2.5 million

.high school and college stu-

fdents are being delayed one
•month or more because of

changes in federal student-aid

' regulations, the College Board
saki recently.

The forms are now being
printed and shipments have
started, said George H. Han-
ford, College Board president.

However, he said that the
application period would be
shortened because of the delay.

The forms are required by

most colleges and universities

for students requesting finan-

cial aid.

They could not be printed
until changes were made to
show new congressionally re-

quired regulations in the fed-

eral Higher Education Act.
President Ronald Reagan
signed reauthorization of the
act in mid-October, but the
forms could not be printed
until federal authorities re-

viewed and approved them,'
said Hanford. DJ.S.

Enrollment up in Phila. colleges

Many colleges in the Phila-

delphia area are reporting
enrollments as high or higher
than last year's. The current

enrollment defied predictions

that the number of students
would drop this year.

The enrollment was helped

by increasing recruiting activ-

ities and aggressive marketing.
Also, schools have been at-

tracting older, "non-
traditional" students with
part-time, evening and special

programs to make up for any
decline in younger students.

Public universities continue
to make significant gains in

admissions throughout the
nation, while private universi-

ties' admissions have remained
stable or declined.

"Nationally, right'^now about
80 percent of the students are

enrolled in pablic institutions

and only about 20 percent are

ia private institutions," said

Robert Kirkwood, executive
director of the Commission for

Higher Education of the Middle
States Association of Colleges
and Schools.

The significantly lower cost
of public universities is one
reason for their success in

admission, according to the
College Board.

The United States Education
Department predicted in Sep-

tember that national college

enrollment might decline 1

percent, because of a lower
number of high school
graduates.

Also, demographic trends
indicate that the number of 18

to 21 -year-olds in Pennsylvania
and the Northeast will decrease
over the next five years.

Villanova University report-

ed that its enrollment increased
slightly, from 11,959 to 11,963.

DJ.S.

FACULTY and STAFF
You Are Invited To Participate

In The

Christmas Basket
OfPlenty

There are many needyfamilies at Christmas tiw£ and we are

inviting YOU tojoin us in making their Christmas rmrry! Please

support our cause with a donation offood or clothing.

..^i«»'

You can send these donations to:

Father Raj Jackson
Peace & Justice Center

Sullivan Hall

For More Info: 645-4484

The Villanova Arab and Islamic Club
Invites you to

- Folk Dancing
- Singing Admission - $2.

" nsfroslifnsnts

7«i^. -Cpm. SL Mary's Ubcary
^^^^0000100000000000^
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appnved
(Continued from page 1)

leat the amount they received last

year in the new budget unless
their activity was extremely inac-

tive. "Everyone who came in

asking about budgets did not get
a lesser amount than last year,"
commented Gorski.

All student activities this year
existed until now without a
budget. Gorski said that all activ-

ities were told to try to stick tp

last year's budgets. "No activities

were told not to spend money,"
said Gorski. "We told them to plan
on spending at least what was
spent last year."

Some activities, such as Special
Olympics, have already been
completed without a budget. Gors-
ki said it was no tremendous
problem because such activities

used the existing budgets from
last year. "If they (these activities]

should receive more money under
the new budget they can use the
extra funds to help better their

l^oup's position for next year,"
^id Gorski.

Gorski is expecting the new

(USSIFIED

NEED EXTRA CASH?
We need trainees for local

order dept. Start $6 per hr.

•after t>rief paid training. Call

644-79411. Sat. 9-2 only.

,. ExpandingCompany fiasaev-
^-erai positions available In Its

displsy sales dept. Mgmt.
positions svailable witliin 60
to 90 days. Evenings snd
some weelcends. $165.00 *-

per weeiL Also incentive and
IXMHis programs. Nest sp-
pesrance a HUST. For inter-

view, call 11:30 a.m.-7:30
p.m. 215-666-3303.

**

FOR SALE:
Can't affdrd a dassring?" A
woman's Rllgree Claaerlng!

Star Sapphire & 10K goidlf!

Only $100 (iialf of wliat one
would cost in tlie booicstore).

Fors more Informstion csll

Carolyn at 525-9175, Room
207. A grsst ring for s igrsst

4>rice!!!

CAR FOR SALE
1960 SukMru QL — sir cond.,

AM/FM stereo, 46K miles,

excel, cond. $2,000. 527-

6600.

HONDA TWINSTAR - For
sale. 1981 - 2,600 milee,

mint condition. $1100. Call

Dave» evenings, 254-0142.

Travel Field I^Mition Imme-
diately availal>le. Good com-
missions, vsiusble woric ex-

perience, travel and ottier

benefits. Can BIH Ryan toN

free, 1-600-433-7747 for a

Apply IS me

Lucyna Gorski, director of SCu-
dent Actiyitica

budget to be approved by the Rev.

John P. Stack, dean of students
and Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, today.

Each group should have their

budgets in the after^ftoon.

Joe AUman, president of Student
Government, said that the ab-

sence of a budget was not greatly

felt. Allman also said that al-

though Student Government will

be getting more money than ever

before it still will not be enough
to meet the needs of the organ-

ization. Allman said, the past

student governments never had a
.need for more money, but the

current administration is plan-

ning to expand in its involvement
and the need for more funds is

imperative.

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

The Villanova Union-sponsored
- Spring Brealc trip to C^ncun,

Kfexioo, sold out in tiie firvt few
houra of ticlcet sales. Another
plane with a waiting list of stu-

dents had to be added to accom-
modate the large demand, said

Carolyn Miller, a Spring Break
trip coordinator.

Cancun. has done better than

expected, according to Miller. The
Bahamas was supposed to be the

**hot spot" this year as it has been

in the past, but Cancun surpassed

all expectations, she said.

The Union is also sponsoring a

trip to Nassau in the Bahamas.
Miller said that out of the 150

spaces available, 86 spaces have
been filled. She expects the trip

to be full by the Dec. 12 deadline

of the first deposit.

The Bahamas trip costs $439
and the Cancun trip costs $487.
Both trips include round-trip
airfare, transportation to and
from the airports, accommoda-
tions and passes for various
attractions. Neither of the trips

includes meals.

Each trip is coordinated by two
chairpeople who plan and arrange

the trips with travel agencies
months in advance. This year the

Bahamas trip is being coordinated
by Miller and Sue^uion apd the

Cancun trip is being coordinated
by Pete D'Angre and Melinda
Bedics.

When asked this week, many
students said that they wereHDing
away for Spring Break. Oneistu-
dent said,, "I think the school-

sponsored trips are a great oppor-
tunity togoaway with my friends
from school and have fun."

Reading day fa¥orml
(Continuedfrom page 1)

returning early from Christmas
break might not be economically
feasible because of the high cost
that would arise from heating the
dorms and academic buildings
during thos^ extra days. Cherry
abstained from the vote, stating,
"I wholly support the concept of

reading days if the calendar
permits."

Prior to the meeting, Mullin and
Switala completed four months of

research July through OctofcNer on
the subject of reading days and
semester lengths. They were
assisted by Elizabeth Blaney and
Joe Sixeas.

According the Switala, their

research discovered that in a
consortium of 12 highly compet-
itive schools, including Notre
Dame, Princeton and Boston Col-
lege, the minimum amount of
reading days allotted was two.
Most schools fell within the range

of two to four days. Switala said
that Villanova was theonly school
in this group that did not guaran-
tee any reading days until now.

As a result of this meeting, the
committee passed a motion and
determined that one reading day
should be made mandatory for ech
semester. In order for it to become
official, the motk>n must be passed
through the University Senate
and signed by the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University
president.

^

According to Switala, there
should be no problem with passing
the motion through the Senate or
with Dnscoll signing it. She
explained that there is research
to back it up as well as the support
of counselors, in particular. Dr.
Joan Gi^nhouse Whitney, the
director of Counseling and Career
Services. The school counsek>rs
feel that the reading days are
necessary to bolster academics.

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME 10
CAU YOURmiimRENIS?

a) Five minutes hilo 'The Uiwrence Walk Showl'

b) Abouta weeic beforeyour birlhclciy.

c) When you just%^iit to ton them you miss
them, and fhdtyou ate the lost ofGrandma's
diocoiate-chip cookies this morning.

There's nothing grandparents like better thah a call from a
grandchild in college. But ifyou do accidentally happen to inter-

rupt Lawrence, you ought to have somethingworth telling them
For example, you could mention that you called using

AT&T Long Distance Service because you cand^nd on
AT&Ts hi^ quality service and excmtioinal value.

And then you can tdl them thatAT&T gives you
immediate credit ifyou dial awnyur number.

And thatyou can count onAT&T
for clear long distance

connections.

Finally, of course, you
should quidkly reassure
them tiuitybmie dating
enougti, then let them
hurry bade to theTV
to catdi the rest of the
Lennon Sisters' Blue
Dyst&r Oilt medl^.
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IT'SBETTER IN THEBAHAMAS!
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March 7-1

4

ONLYM39
Sign up NOW In tlie C.C. Ticket Office by Dec. 12

tWe Fiii9rt TftM Nbut S Doit

hkaUmOmVmiitijitiUiq'BiucU

stszJ^®
xxn^ THEHEAT IS ON!!

O
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COLLEGE BOWL
THE VARSITY SPORT

OF THE MIND
*

• Dec. 9 and 10

• Registration Dec. 1-5

in the Union Office

• Registration Fee ^5

• Open Teams of Four

iHoke yeim Hutubui

SeodeH S|i6cca{:

CHRISTMAS
SEMI-FORBfAL

FRESHMEN!
HAVE TOU FORGOTTEN

ABOUT TOUR
T-SHIRT and RECORD?
^ if So, Don *t Forget!

Come and Get Them
Before Dec. 6 at the Union
Office in Connelly Center

or They Will be Sold

COMING SOON
FEATURING THE

NEWYORK CITY
SWINGBAND

Dec. 6 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Villanova Room

VV^T

N.Y.C.

TRIP
CHANGES

Ttie Bus WillBe Departing

From Ttte North Security

Gate (tyetiind Bartley) at 8 a.m.

Instead Of In Front Of Ttie

Jake Nevm Field House

*a

THE

Terrace
i

TDE&,DEC.2
5:30-7:30 p.m.

TERRAIN

mii»f^

.or^^^l
ow^'*''

i«os»c

150 Days Celebration

ATTENTION:
The Following Four People

Had Coats Taken The Night

Of The Event! If You Have
The Wrong Coat, or An Extra

One, Please Bring It To The
Union Office!

OARYL L FOM> TINA PASTORE
(On, "/laMcrSMt"Cw Co.*

TMWILKiNSON

^*-*n

—»5f>f

Friday
fatJOp.1

•2

Freshman record
and

Fresiiman T-Sliirt
Chairperson Applications

Available Nov. 24 in

The Union Office, C.C.
Yearbook and Artistic

Skills Welcome.

«^
fj^i^

CONGRATULATIONS and THANKS
FOR LAST WEEK'S PROGRAMS:

RICHDOMENICO
(AWESOME FR. GREELEYLECTURE)

KAREN LAUGHLIN
(SUPER ISO DAYS CELEBRA TION)

^ISA SHEEHE
(FANTASTIC CONCERT)

"Ike 6iA MHi Be C«H9

'

Sat. 7 p.in. Sun. 3:30 A 7 p.m.

1. 7 p.in.

M.50 iNTHEcmeiM

.
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"Waiting for our Kappa
Kappa Gamma semi-

formal invites." —
Terence Dalton

sophomore
accouifiting

Pete Gelinas
freshman

Ubcralarts
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There is so much confusion
surrounding homosexuals that it

becomes necessary to state the

purpose of sex. Both in man and
animals, the primary object of sex
is^ to preserve the species.

This is quite evident. The
pleasure that accompanies sex is

the powerful drive that bring
partners together for the purpose
of keeping their species from
becoming extinct.

The pleasure is only a means
to an end. It is the preservation

of the species that is the end and
chief reason. God, th$ Creator has
made it this way.

When pleasure becomes the
only reason for sex, the species is

betrayed by its own kind. It is

unreasonable and illogical.

It is similar to the saying of
putting the "cart before the
horse." This is true not only for

JpMiM ii MijnQftlv Ayr

AsoMiUMilJi*

mOgmmm

active homosexuals. It applies to

all the varieties of sex abuse.

Truth, and only truth, will
make us free. It is the obligation
of all universities to teach the
truth and only the truth.

The many deviations of circum-
venting the truth is not truth. It

is the cause of so rhuch confusion.

Fr. Bernard J. Hubbert,
S O.SA.
CUss of 1931

Student leader

calls for support
To tlie Editor:

Student Government would
like to thapk the VUlanovan for

i|BC«gmtng the efforts ^bat we
nave put- forth this year. In ad-
dition to the F«U Breilc issue,

which was suocessfiiUy paned
through the University Senate
last month. Student Government
is working aggressively on other
issues that affect every member
of the Villanova Community.

In order to make Student Go-
vernment an effective governing
body at Villanova University, it i»
very important tor strong student
involvement regarding these
issues. The amount of student
involvement is directly related to

the quality of Student Govern-
ment 8 results.

Secondly, we would like to
extend a sincere invitation to all

students to become a part of the
process of sdfjprvcnianee. The
students are Snideiit Govern-
ment,and they should beinformed
of ways to exerdae their power
in this capacity.

IftifliidMsiriSiii-

fftiirjMnir ii liib

CmpmCnjm

Currently, Student Govdhiment
is scheduling meetings with the
residence halls and the various

organizations on campos. If you
oryour oiganization are interested
in meeting with us, please feel

more than welcome to contact-

Student Government.

From these-meetmgs, we are
discovering student's opinions
and gathering ideas to form a
general consensus^ a consensus
reflecting the life of Villanova
students.

Lauri Gallagber
Student Government
Secretary ol Public

Relations
Class of 1990

21,11
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JAKE'S PLACE
ii

WITH

"THE BEST BAND IN THE LAND"

W^

K

PHILADELPHIA'S FAVORITE
PARTY BAND

• \ '%^-^i*^*'h4^^-'^^^<*

Wed Dec. >»

Showtime 9p.m. -1 a.m

Belle Air Terrace

Admission is FREE

v-^ Prt^-^
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To The Winners
Of

LIP-IT
And THANKS
To All Who
Participated

r

RSA and Campus Ministry

ADVENT GIVING TREE
Purchase Angels to help Families In

Philadelphia Area parishes. Angels will

be sold after the 4 p.m., 6 p.m.,
. -. .8p.m., and 10p.m. masses
^onNov. 30, Dec. 7, and Dec. 14.

« .

I

COFFEE
and

DONUTS
Dec. 14-18

Dec. 7

Check with
Hall Presidents
For Details

(9 i»>
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y.U. studeiits experience Haiti
' By NATAUE McKENNA

Fall Break '86 wa^ an unforget-

table experience for four Villanova

students. Over the break they did

not get a jo|| to make extra cash,

tior did ,the)r catch up on school

work. And,' they most certainly

did not relax.

These four students. Janet
Lyons, Meg Lynch, Heidi Rojas

and Jeff Kirchner, spent their Fall

Break in Haiti, the poorest country
in the Western Hemisphehe.

The students, guided by Beth
Hassel, P.B.V.M., of the Campus
Ministry staff, joined Joanne
Pompinio, a graduate of ViUanova,
to learn more about the situation

in Haiti.

Hassel originally planned on
taking ten students to Haiti.

However, the instability of the

government, financial problems
and the fear of disease prevented

some students from making the

trip.

Malaria, yellow fever and hepa-

titis are some of the diseases that

caused parental fear.

V.U. •todenta Janet Lyons (Left) and Meg Lynch play with children
at a HaifUin miasion.

The cost to each student was received parental help, and others

$500, the bulk of which paid for obtained sponsors,

air fare. Students found various "You can't put a price on a trip

ways to pay for the trip. One hke that ... it was an experience
student took on a second job. Some of a lifetime," one student stated.

The group spent Oct. 17 to Oct.
24 at St. Joseph's Orphanage for

Boys in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The
orphanage, run by Michael Ge-
lienfeld, houses 21 boys aged 5 to
17.

"The kids have so little but are
so thankful for the little that they
do have. They are richest in other
ways," commented Lyons.
"Living at the orphanage was

one of the greatest experiences of

the whole trip. You would think
the kids would be hostile and
bitter because they are so deprived
. . . but the boys are so open and
affectionate," Lyons said.

Each day the volunteers visited

a different mission site. One day
thegroup painted a mission house,
another day they gave back rubs
to the dying at Mother Theresa's
Home for the Dying.
Lyons stated, "We did so much

in one week; it just blows my
mind."
"The people are so poor, there

are no words to describe it . . . it's

dirty and disease-ridden. You
don't know where to begin,"

stated Hassel.

The average middle class person
in Haiti has one meal a day,
consisting of rice and vegetables.

The lower class unfortunately
must pick through the garbage to
find a meal.

"It's a slow pace of life . . . their

energy level is low because of

malnutrition,'! Hassel said.

The people live in 12x12 houses
of cardboard and scrap wood. The
houses have dirt floors and tin

roofs, with no plumbing facilities.

Usually 12 to 15 people live in

these small homes.
"When I first came back home

it was difficult to put it into

perspective . . . the two worlds are

just so different, there's just ni
comparison," said Lyons. "It

won't be my last trip." she
continued.

One student added."The whole
experience is so hard to talk about
and to put into words."
"The trip to Haiti is a very deep,

personal challenge for any student
— it's not for everyone," Hassel
stated.

Teaching auto etiquette
By FRANK ORZECHOWICZ

Decisions, decisions, decisions.

,i At some point in time, everyone
i faces some sort of decision con-
cerning what to do in life. Many
of us pack up and go to college

i

to become doctors, lawyers, jour-

j
nalists, professors and so on.

Some go to vocational schools

to learn a certain trade or skill.

Some enter the military, while
some go out and hit the road in

' search of a job.

Now there is yet another choice.

Yes, boys and girls, you too can
now enter the exciting world of

the professional chauffeur.
"How?" you aski totally enthralled

by the idea. The new Executive
Chauffeuring School, located in

,

Camden, N.J., offers^ yoii this
pos^bility.

Tne Executive Chauffeuring
School has been operating on the
West Coast since April 1983. It

made its East Coast debut on Sept.

15, 1986. when it began lessons

for its first East Coast class. The
president of the Los Angeles-based

school is Sherrie Van Vliet, "The
First Lady of Chauffeuring." Van
Vliet was one of the first female

chauffeurs, and has been chauf-

feuring for ov«r 10 years.

This all sounds like a big joke,

but the chauffeuring business is

seriduV; Thei'e are currently
33,000 limousines in livery service

and 7,000 in use by private cor-

porations and individuals. That is

about 40.000 limousines in use,

which means there must be 40,000

well-trained chauffeurs to drive

them. Would you want an un-

trained person driving your limo?

"The Philadelphia area is one
of the top five limou^ne markets
in the United States," commented
Rahn Farris, president of Execu-
tive Coach Builders, one of the

largest limousine manufacturers
in the country. f.^:XJ'^x

"Every night, people see limou-

sines in use on shows like "Dal-

las" and "Dynasty^' and realize

that limousines are a luxury that
is available to them," Farris said.

The Executive Chauffeuring
School that Van Vliet operates is

one of the oldest in the country,
with nearly 2,000 graduates. The
school otfefs two courses, the
"Basic Ccy
panded Course.

UTse" and the "Ex-
Qurse."

Thfe '*Bafic Course" is a 20'h6ur
course, involving both lectures
and behind-thewheel lessons.
The lectures cover such topics
including dress, grooming, eti-

quette, payment collection, basic
limousine maintenance and the
like. The tuition fee for the "Basic
Course" is $290.

The "Expanded Course" offers

"^all the information covered m the
"Basic Course" plus some extras.

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation,
first aid, cellular phone repair and
the proper procedure for changing

>^a <lifnfotisine tire are just Some of
the extra tidbits offered in this

course. The price for the "Ex-
panded Course" is $495.

Sherrie Van Vliet (right), The First Udy of Chauffeuring, wiU briig
her Executive Chauffeuring School to Philadelphia in September. !

"When students complete these

courses, they know all that can
be taught about chauffeuring,"

reflected Van Vliet. "All that's

required to begin is a good per-

sonal appearance and a good
driving record.'^

'

The final exam is composed of

a written exam and a driving test.

(Continued on page 14)

Sartre's politics addressed
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

On Tuesday night in the Villan-

ova Room of Connelly Center,
"Satre's Political Philosophy,"
presented by Dr. William
McBride, concluded the Fall 1986
Philosophy Department's Public
Lecture Series.

McBride. a professor of philo-

sophy at Purdue University, has
published numerous articles on
Marx, Sartre and the philosophy
of law and justice issues. He is

the co-director of the Sartre So-

ciety and is writing his fifth book,
covering Sartre's social and pol-

itical philosophy for the Indiana
University Press.

The lecture, attended by a select

group of faculty, undergraduates
and graduate students, covered
three major topics: the importance
of Sartre's social and political

theory in 20th century thought,
an overview of the origins of this

theory, and its evolution in Sar-

tre'f mind.

Aooordkif lo McBride. the cen-

tral import of Sartre's thought lies

in tta influence upon Marxiam.

liberal politics, behavioral science

and feminism.

The French philosopher had an
indirect influence on feminism by
making sex/gender considerations
more prominent in philosophical

thought. However, "His whole
effort was to reconcile individual

freedom with various important
central aspects of Marxism,"
stated McBride. "In this effort

Satre was successful."

The Second World War marked
the turning point in Sartre's social

and political thought. Prior to the
war, the philosopher did not
incorporate politics into his the-

ories, as revealed in Nausea,
stated McBride. However, when
the Germans occupied France,
Sartre was sent to a Prisoner of

War camp, where he wrote Being
and Nothingness, "a great work of

phenomenologicalmtolpgy, " said

McBride.

In this work Sartre discusses

"being for othersNu: the relation

of the person to themaide workl.

He denies the poasibility of the

"we" subject of one mataed,
collective being acting at a singu-

lar body. He drew these theories

from experiencing different
classes of people in the POW
camp. This also marked his "con-
version" to socialism.

After the War, Sartre organized
an anti-Fascist group. He main-
tained a commitment to socialism,

but within "-an atmosphere of

utmost respect for individualism,"

according to McBride.
The evolution of Sartre's theory

is revealed in his post-War works.
In the 1946 Materialism and
Revolution, he proposes that revo-

lution in our society is important,
but that advocates of materialism
are not "going about it in the right

way."
Ethics also must he revolution-

ary. In his notebooks on ethics,

Sartre tries to explain oppression''

and alienation. He also emphasizes
generosity and creation as ways
to change the earth, stated
McBride.

In Smrck for a Method, Sartre

asaerta his program on social and
political philosophy. McBride
pointa out that the philosopher

(Conlinued on page 15)
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By FRANK DUNNE

"Don't get a job this summer
... Get a business." This bold
challenge is the slogan oi Coll^
Pro Painters, a franchise organ-
isation that puts students into

business for themselves.

Cdlkfgd Prpwas founded in 1971
tor Greig Clark at the University
d West Ontario in Canada. Clark
went into the painting business
ti> help pay for college. The com-
^ny has since grown into the
l^rg^t residential painting com-
pany in North America.
The Cdlege Pro method con-

sists of training qualified appli-

oants to be the manager of their
own franchise outlet.

^ The training is divided into
three weekend sessions, each
covering a different aspect of
managing a painting franchise.

The first session teaches the
manager about paint. When this

session is complete, the manager
is considered a paint expert.

The second session covers the

dJiSSIFIED

AWERTISlHlfi
Typing teacher and legal
secretary has typing busi-
ness in Bryn IMawr home.
$1.75 per page for OS. Call
527-3053. Leave message if

not home.

EARNfeXTRA MONEY for the

HOUDAYS working through
WESTERN TEMPORARY
SERVICES. FULL and PART-
TIME positiona available:
'- Santas and tielpers

-- Niaffcetlng

l-Clerleal

^ Accounting
|- Qaneraiiabor
Formorainformation contact

iria, 337-2970.

iOOO GOVERNMENT JOBS
It. $10,040-$59,230/hr. Now
iring. Call 805-687-6000
ct.R-4889.

Attention! studmits and
»ra: Reports and ma-

iscripts, term papers,
:hes, etc. Neatly and

[rofessionally typed and
Jroofread. 24 hour turn
around. Reasonable rates.

ell EXEC-U-TYPE Word Pro-
ising service. (609) 772-

j131.

fleward, $50 — Lost^men*s
long black Cashmere over-
coat. Sentimental value. Mis-
takenly taken from AXN's
ffavorite man" party Satur-

gy
night, Nov. 15th. Iffbund,

Mse contact Mark at 527-
40 or Carolyn at 527-5452.

No questkms asked!

CASH for used textbooks of
any type. Free pickup. Call

Bill at 525-7723 anytime.

Anyone looking for OFF-
CAMPUS housing for the

business end. Here the manager
learns about marketing, finance

and accounting* as wdtt as liow

to manage personnel. In the thiitl

and final session, the manager is

actually taught how to paint
according to College Pro
standards.

When the training is compile,
the manager sets out on his own
business venture. He is free to

make his own decisions concern-

ing sales, marketing, financing

and hiring. He does hia own
accounting and purchasing and
provides his customers with
estimates.

The reward for all this work?
Profits. All profits belong to the

manager of the franchise. ^^^
Of course, the manager is not

totally free from College Pro. The
franchise must report all figures

to the company and must pay a
royalty fee. Otherwise, the com-
pany acts as an advisor, not an
employer.
College Pro does its recruiting

on college campuses. The com-

Cny has been recruiting at Vil-

lova for about four years and
amm^mateiy seven managers
hive Qoroe out of ViH&nov«. All

have been successful.

Dave Heintz, a senior at Villan-

^ova, has been managing for Col-

'

lege Pro for two years and now
serves as a regional manager. He
is currently responsible for re-

cruiting new managers.

. This goes to show tnat CoUtge
Pro offers opportunities for ad-

vancement as well as profitwhkh,
by the way, avclrage between
$7,000 and $11,006 per season
(although some outlets have net-

ted upwards of $30,000 in a
season).

The money and opportunities
are the most visible benefits of the
Colle^ Pro program, but the
experience itself is what is really

invaluable, according to Heinti.

"Success is mostly based on
ability and desire to succeed. The
company will fiU in the skills,"
Heintz said.

BrMAtir^tMSTASIO

A-J*^ TIS?'^^*^^ Villanqva! When the Pttarin^ arriv^ la
Am«i« imim, |b«rjpi|MMb«<«ly committed wTa^that^todaj^be 5riewef̂ im-Ataic»n.

^ ^
Desfring to create a just and eqmd society, they estabtislied

a communist economy. The early cokmists lemained cominittod

ilS2!?!;"2? ^7 ^*™*7?" ^^^ *«y ^o«n<* »t eoonon^Uy
inefficient. They ftnaUy switched to capitnU^m.

MN4timi ^^^^^tW

n.mietmvajLAiiovAWFaisiy

Nbw teetmologicai advances aid diabetics

(CarnHmmTfiwrnpum 13)

with Van Vliet actingas theclient.

The student must pick Van Vliet

up at a designated location, ex-

plain the uses of the various
conveniences available in the
limousine, and drive Van Vliet to

a specific locale. All the while,
(now check this out), a filled

drinking glass sits in the rear
sakm. If the drinking class spills,

the student has failed the driving
test.

**It sounds ridiculous/' said Van
Vliet,."but belive me, a chauffeur

who spills the liquid because he's
turned a comer too fast is likely

to find his client wearing cham-
pagne all over his clothing, ... and
that doesn't go over very well.**

After completing both exams
successfully, students receive a
signed certificate of graduation
and job placement assistance.

'The goal of the school is not
to rush the students through the
course, but to elevate their pro-

fessionalism and to make them
employable. We want them to

make it," Van Vliet said.

CQLLE
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Your College Week in Bermuda is more dian just sun,
sand and surf.

Right from die first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elbow Beach, it's an unrele^ng test ofyour
endurance.

SpectKular seaside buftet hmcheofls. A calypsD
and limbo festhril UIk none odier. Snaiiiii^ daace-lil-

you^ beach p«ties, fenyriiigBefiiyda'siop lock,
sted and calMMo bends. Ewen a "PartyCMieMd
Privaie Island Extrav^nza.*' ili CMiflteeali of4e
Bermuda Dnifiment efToMflM.

Bcrmudi is all of dtis-and much, much more.

AtyiABLS

It's touring die island on our breezy mopeds.
(Do remember to keep left!)

It's logging on miiet countiy roads-including an
eariv morning 2-k "FUn Run" from Honeshoe Itay. it's

exptoring die ireaswes in our imemational shops,

pfaqte golfon ci|^ great courses, and lerniis on over
100 idiMl-wlde conns.

Bnt most of all, rs die fDeMogyou get on a tiny,

flower-bedecked jifaMi, sepamed from everywhere
snd eveniringbyiM mltsorsea.

lUiyeir, |D wild.
. .j»iiyie. See your Gimpus

m^^m^tim )MMI41
^^i^: !^
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BySUSANTOLVB

November is National Diabetes

Month— a month to focus OB the

third most frequent cauaeoldeath
in the Unitsd States. Approad-

mately 6 million people in our

country have diabetes, ami an-

other 13,000, all under the age of

20, will be diasnosed this year.

Diabetes is a diaeaae in which

^he amount of sugar in the bkxxi

does not stay at a normal level.

This occurs when the pancreas

fails to manufactureenough of the

hormone insulin. Blindness, Igd-

ney disease, nerve disease, loss of

toes, feet or legs, and even death,

are all complications resulting

from consistently higher than

normal blood sugar levels.

Ninety percent of diabetics can

control their disease by diet, oral

medication or insulin injections.

The other 10 percent of individ-

uals with diabetes are insulin-

dependent. In addition tofollowing

a rigid meal schedule, these people

must have between one and fi^e

injections of insulin daily.

As Debbie Eshbnck knows, this

treatment can be very restricting

to a diabetk. In February 1965,

Eshback was diagnosed with

diabetes while a stodtet at the

University of CaUfomia, SanU
Bflirbara.

She initially treated her dia-

betes by takinuK one insulin injec-

tion a day. Tliia later was in-

creased to two daily shots to

control her bkiod sugar level.

*The diabetes really affected

my eating habits," she said. "It

affected when and what I could

eat.'\

Eshback also disliked carrying

around insulin and hypodermic

needles. "I didn't want to lose it.

or have tl^e insulin get hot or have

the bottle break. I wouki leave and

people would ask me why I had

to go home. It was because I had

to take an insulin shot," she said.

Unable to adhere to her rigid

treatment schedule and an active

college life, Eshback searched for

new ways to deal with her

diabetes.

In April 1986, Eshback began a

new treatment — the external

insulin pump. This electronic

device is about the siae ol a credit

card. A svriiMe filled with insulin

is stored mside the pump. A small,

plastk tube about three feet kmg
connects the syringe with a special

needle.

A diabetic using the pump
inserts the needle under the skin

in the abdominal area. Then the

pump can be held on the wearer's

belt or in his/her pocket. This
method of treatment provides a
diabetic with small doses of insul-

in throughout the day and with

a larger dose at mealtimes. Med-
ical r^^earch indicates that the

small, frequent doses of^ pump
are similar to the natural insulin

production of healthy individuals.

"I would recommend the pump
to people my age who are active

and don't want to deal with the

hassle of injections and the rigid

schedule that goes along with it,"

Eshback said. Her active schedule

includes jogging, snorkeling, ski-

ing, camping and river-rafting.

Without the insulin pump, this young woman could not engage in

rigorous sports activities.

Sartre philosophy lecture

The insulin punp Is tile size of a credit card and weighs only 3.8
ounces. ' - i -L! -i_

(Continuedfrom page 13)

pass the current trends: Marxism,
American sociology and Freudian

psychoanalysis in western
thought. "Humans must get out

of seriality," stated McBride.
"Institutions become rigid and
solidified through repetition of

ideas and theories."

According to McBride, "A fan-

tastic attempt to try to argue that

the only way to understand an

individual and his society is to do

a complete research of the subject,

as Sartre does in the Family
Idiot." Thw final work of the

French phmopher covers the life

of Gustave Flaubert and ap-

proaches social theory by emphas-
izing individual freedom. He also

discusses the "singular universal"

in this book. This is the attempt

to understand the individual as

singular, while remembering his

universal condition.

At the end of Sartre's' life he

declared, "The world seems ugly,

evil ... We must try to explain

why the world is so horrible . .

.

but we must hope."

McBride considers Sartre's

work to be "an exceedingly lucid,

personal description of the current

state of world affairs and how to

change them."
Dr. Barbara Wall, director of

the lecture series, stated that

social and political philosophy

was chosen for the topic of this

Fall's series because the "direction

of social and political philosophy

and the issues that it covers are

issues relevant not only to stu-

dents and faculty, but also to the

community as a whole. We try to

get topics that would be interest-

ing to a larger audience."

According to Wall, the theme
for next semester's series is

"Ethical issues in health care."
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Rosemont
I

PIZZA\ \ \

AKE-OUT FQOPS

NEW TQRK STYLE
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10 •• 14" 18"
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THINGS
To Go

Rosemont
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CHEESE STEAK

/

' WINTER HOURS;

tDPEN 10 AM - 12 PM Monday thru Thursday

10 AM - 1 AM Friday & Saturday

3 PM- 12 PM Sunday
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Yes, All Day /
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on Kaiser Roll
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By NATAUE McKENNA

For more than 50 years, Villa-

novans have been singing their

Alma Mater, a song that has a

history many Villanovans may
find surprising.

In 1928, James F. Burke, a V.U.

biology major, wrote a letter to his

father, Joe, a composer. Joe Burke,

with his friend Al Dubin, a lyr-

icist, was writing songs for

Warner Brothers in Hollywood,

for the film musical "Gold.Diggers

of Broadway."

Weeks later, James Burke re-

ceived a letter from his. father,

complete with words and musk,

for what would become Villano-

va's Alma Mater.

"I was the black sheep of the

family. I don't play any instru-

ments," Joe Burke told the Villan-

ova Magazine, *i had to find

someone to play it."

He took the anthem to the dean

of the School of Sciences, then the

Rev. Joseph D. Dougherty, O.S.A.

Dougherty suggested that the

son^ be reviewed by the Rev.

James H. Griffin, O.S.A. , the

president of the college (from 1926

to 1932).

The song was then handed to

the moderator of the ViUanova
band. The Alma Mater was re-

corded in a studio on campus, and
the legacy was born.

James Burke, M.D., is proud to

tell of his father's musical ac-

complishments. In one weekend
Joe Burke and Al Dubin created
four songs for a broadway mus-
ical, one being the famous "Tiptoe

Through the Tulips." This song
was the No. 1 hit on the pop charts
for 11 weeks at th^ end of 1929
into 1980. ' '

:i

Burke was considered to be one

of the leading composers of pop-

ular music. Aher returning fronri

Hollywood to New York, Burke
collaborated with other composers

to write such famous melodies as

"Moon Over Miami." "Carolina

Moon " and "It Looks Like Rain

in Cherry Blossom Lane," a song

which took less than one-half hour

to write and reached the top of

the charts.

Dubin staved in Hollywood to

co-write such inlaroous songs as

"Forty-Second Street." "WeVe in

the Money" and The Lullaby of

Broadway." The latter won Dubin
an Oscar from the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

in 1935.
^

However, in the hearts of Vil-

lanovans throughout the years,

the Alma Mater was Burke and
Dubin's most treasured melody.
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A BEAUTIFUL
COLOR PORTRAIT OF YOU!
lis Holiday, Give The Gift ThafOnly Yau Can Give

•
/
'

There are few possessions that will provide as much satisfaction as your
portraits! Take advantage of this special offer and save over 80% off our

regular studio prices while giving years of pleasure to yourself, your family

and friends . Poses our selection. Please bring payment with you at time of

sitting. Sales tax and *3.95 package and handling will be added to purchase

price. We guarantee your satisfaction or your money refunded. ^
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$4595

Select from the followingpackages:

I'SxlO^-" Perfectfor yourfolks
4-5x7— Greatfor the Grandparents, Aunts& Uncles

4-3Vzx5 —A giftfor yourSisters andBrothers
8-Wallets— Give to anyone!

1-8x10

$3g95^ 2-5x7

8-Wallets
$2795

2-5x7
2-3V2X5
4-Wallets $IQ95

1-5x7 .

.

4-Wallets
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photography and vidao

Photographed by Lindelle Studios, Philadelphia's foremostportrait
specialists atDOUGHERTYHALL

FRIDAY, NOV. 21 • 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 24 • 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV. 25 • 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Buy Your 1987 BeUe Air
For Only »2S During Pre-Begistzaiion
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By MICHELE O'NEIIX

Although there were only 2,000

people, the John E. duPont Pavil-

ion rocked as people cheered,

making it deem as if the place was
sold-out. The spirit the audience

gave off made up for the 4ack of

people.

It was obvious to me that

General Public felt the energy of

the crowd because it was relayed

through theii" energetic ability to

keep the crowd going through

their miisic. It was as if everyone

in the crowd was connected some-

how to the b^nd because the

music never ended or tadced any

sort of integrity.

The opening band, Buddy Sys-

tem, played for approximately 45

minutes to an enthusiastic mix-

ture <rf people. The crowd ranged

in age from teens to early 30s. By

8:10, people were pouring into the

Pavilion and half of the first level

sections were full by 8:30. At 9:20,

General Public began and so did

the dancing, screaming and cheer-

ing of the crowd. There were

people oq chair^s as well as in the
aislesdand^ upa storm. General
Public. reaUf knows how to get
people going.

*

The opening song, "General
Public," caused an eruption from
the crowd Ihat can best be com-
pared to that which occured when
ViUanotva won the 1985 NCAA
Basketball ChampjonsHip.

For the next hour and one-half

it was pure pandamonium among
the band, as well as the audience.

People were doing such things as

back handsprings or cartwheels,

and there were even people doing

something that resembled the

Rock Lobster.

"You're So Generous," the last

song before the two encores,

seemed to be one of the favorites

among everyone. Every person

was dancing, clapping and
screaming for the three or four

minutes this song lasted.

Then the concert was over, but

that did not stop the enthusiasm

of the crowd. If anything, it

increased their vitality. General

Public exited the stage and for

close to two minutes the stands

shook from the stomping feet of

the crowd. The cheering got

louder and the clapping faster.

Then Saxa came out and played

the saxophone for the beginning
of a two song encore. The rest of

the band paraded out to the tieat

of clapping hands..Will the spunk
and energy of this crowd or band
ever die?

I do not thinlc so because no
sooner was the band off the stage

after the first encore as they were
back on the stage for the second
encore. The crowd did not let up.

They wanted a second encore and
they got it.

It was obvious to me that;

General Public loved this crowd

'

as much as they loved General
Public. To answer my above
question, all I have to say is that

spunk and energy of this crowd
and band never died.

Exclusive interview with 'Public

'

By MICHELE O'NEILL

The General Public concert was
'over and all that was left in the

Pavilion were about 50 groupies

awaiting the appearance of the
4)and members. David Wakeling^,

lead Vocalist, guitarist and former
tnember of the Englisti Beat, was
^he first member to come out and
Entertain the crowd, with auto-

jgrapha and pictures,

f While the crowd surrounded
^im, I was lucky enough to (jnd

Micky Billinghain. keyix»rds and
vocals, and Horace Panter, bass

player. Although they were ex-

hausted after traveljpg down to

Villanova from theif Saturday
night show at Madison Square
Garden, they were willing, ahd
more than cooperative to answer
a few questions for the
Villanovan.

As most fans know, General
Public is a fairly new group that

consists of Wakeling, Ranking
Roger, vocals, keyboards, drums,
bass and triangle; Billingham,
Stoker, drums; Panter, Devin
White, guitar, and Saxas,
saxaphone.
What nrany people do not know

is that one of the major reasons

for General Public's success is

that the group's formation was
based upon past reputations of

each member of the band.

Billingham said, "We wanted to

make sure we knew each other

and we did that through our
reputations we had beforeGeneral
Public," For Panteis General
Public's first album, "All the
Rage," which was released in

ld84, meant that he would not

have to get a job for another two
or three years.

Twomembers of General Public

were also in the English Beat,

which broke up due to political

reasons. "The name General
Public is political, in general,

because politics strikes up every-

ywhere, even in your private life.

The. songs are political in some
way , but ch<jdttng the right words
mean^a lot ivre," said Billingh-

am. Billingham believes that they

will begin recording a third album
some time in April to be released

within the next two years. The
musical influences of this band
range from The Cure, to Chopin,
to Squeeze and Genesis.

One ultimate desire for Bil-

lingham is to have the opportunity

in the future, to play "Rhapsody
in Blue" on the piano with the

Utah Symphony Orchestra. Pan-

ter is hoping to produce an album
with David Bowie some time soon.

One thing Panter made clear

was that there are absolutely no

(photo by Schmid)

David Wakelinit, General Public's lead singer and guitarist

took the ; duPont Pavilion by storm.

plans for future work between
General Public and The Fine
Young Cannibals, a group formed
by the other English Beat
members, but he did not elaborate
and say why.

I was surprised to find out that

General Public does not play to the
English audiences. Why? "They
don't come to see us. We're not
famoiis in England," said Panter.
He said he enjoys playing in Salt

Lake City or Phoenix because of

the climate. Billingham said he
prefers New York City and
Philadelphia.

Presently, the band is playing
the East Coast. After Villanova,

they were on their way to Boston
and then to Detroit. The tour will

end in Minneapolis. They will also

be playing in eastern Canada. The
tour ends Nov. 25, and they will

return to Birmingham, England
for Christmas. This break will not

last long because after Christmas
it is back to the states where they
will be playing the Mid-West and,

the West.
j

The band does not have time for

anything but recording and tra-

veling, although in their spare

time they enjoy doing normal
everyday things like walking the

dog and digging in the garden.

furthers advanced graphics use

By RUSS CECCOLA

This week we will look at a wide
variety of the latest games from
the software world. As a reminder
on the codes associated with
different computers, C64 stands

-for the Commodore 64, C128
stands for the Commodore 128,

AT stands for Atari, AP stands
for Apple. MAC stands for the

Apple Macintosh and IBM stands

.
far the IBM and compatible.

BALLYHOO •••• INfXICOM
C64/128,AP,AT,
MAC IBM
That master of the text adven-

ture, Infbcom, strikes again with
anothergreat my8tei:y totest your
abilities ol perception and knowl-
edge of facts. In Btifykoo, yoii are
an innocent attendant at the kical

drctts pasaing through the town.
You like the gtemor of the circus
and decide to inveatigate behind
the scenes and expk>re the comers
of the circus lot when you hear
a converaaiion about the owner's
daughter.

What you haar it the owner
talking to « iM^ivate detective

about finding his daughter who
has been kidnapped. The problem
is that the detective is a bumbling
idiot who could not find the nose
on his face, let alone a missing girl.

You decide to intervene and ex-

plore the ci^ifus yourself. Suspi-
cions are that the girl is hidden
somewhere inside the circus, but
you must find her soon, for you
are at danger as well. It is rumored
that the kidnapper is a member
of the circus.

Hailyhoo is a definite addition

to your collection of games and
adventure mysteries. Every pack-m conies with a program for the

Traveling CircuK That Time

Forgot. Inc., a Dr. Nostrum's

Herbified Extract trading card, a

balloon from the circus and a

ticket to the circus. All are added

extras for you people who invest

in Infocom.

Ballyhoo is entertaining and de-

servedly worth all of your efforts

in finding the owner's daughter,

for you have heard another rumor
about the cirCus that the owner
will reward the detective hand-

somely if he finds his daughter.,

So, take full advantage of what
you have in the area of perception

and judgment and invest it into

Infocom, especially all you would-

be Perry Masons out there.

(Continued on pagt 21)
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The past anil

V

By LINI MULLEN
Allow me to appeal to your

nostalgic side. Imagine for a

moment that the year is 1947. You

are where you are now, well, sort

of. This isn't Villanova Universi-

ty, rather, it is Villanova College.

The students are men only. World

War n is over. The students are

driving hot new Hudson Hornets,

finance building (not Bartley

Hall); Austin Hall (an upperclass-

man dorm housingthe library and
'

radio station); Fe«lii^n Hall; St.

Mary's Hall (housing seminar-

ians); St. Rita's Hall (also housing

seminarians); Middleton Hall (the

infirmary); Delurey Hall; O'Dwyer

Hall; Simpson Hall; the Field

House; Goodreau Stadium; a

the first car to have flush fender^^djemical engineering building

styling. And one of the newest (1948); a library; a naval science

inventions is the television

There is a spirit of expansion

at Villanova Collie. Currently

only about one-third of the build-

ings that will exist in 1986 are

built. They are: Alumni Hall, the

"College Building"; the chapel;

the "new" monastery (replacing

the one that burned in the fire of

1932); Mendel; a commerce and

Persoials

AOTT,
G9t g)9ych%d for the formal
Saturdsy. Conoatoga will
navar to tfia sama. Tfianka

Nancy and Elka. Ramambar
Elka'a dating A llmo aarvica

will ba opan til midnight

fianaaf

You did a SUPERBjob organ-

izing "Up'ltr — Congrat-

ulatlonaU
Lova,

Big Sl8

Daar Tommy,
HI cutia! Happy 20th and I

don't maan yaaraU Why don't

wa both amila for a change?
I lova you —

YourSLEE--

Daarast Brian,
I hopa you
balloona.

liked your

Love,
"Snugglebunny"

To the brothers A pledgee of

Sigma PI and Delta Kappa
Epallon:

Homecoming was a fantaatic

tailgate!! Thanks for making
It so much fun!

Love,

the sisters and
pledges of

—^ Kappa Alpha Zata

Dear Joseph,
Thank you for a great week-

end. I will always remember
Homecoming '86 and I wUl

never forget the Jacuzzi!
Love,

Ai£

To Sigma Nu and Alpha Phi

Delta:

Kappa Alpha Theta Is looking

forward to the TQ! We're all

psyched for a great time!

To Laura Ripley and Alicia

khCarthy:
Congrats on making order of

Omega! We're all proud of

you!
Love,

The sisters and
' pledges ofKAO

Hmie a great Thankaghfktg
that a6-

fond! I'U miaa you Buddy!
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building (1948); Belle Air Hall (4

army barracks along Ithan

Avenue housing 200 students);

and The Pie Shop (1 wing of an

H-shaped army caftcria).

The students attend classes in

tie and jacket. The enrollment has

tripled. There are political parties

running against each other for

Student Government. The fresh

of the
men must wear "pup" caps and

name buttons and rolled pantlegs.

There is a live mascdt, "Count

Villain HI" which is being hdd
captive by the Hoya. And the

Villanova College radio station is

just bcqpnning.

Operating out of a linen closet

in Austin Hall with a transmitting

unit built entirely by students

from the engineering department,

a livelihood for hundreds of stu-

dents yet to come was begun.

At 7 p.m. on December 9. 1947

the first words were spoken over

the air. Under the call letters of

WVIL, the Rev. Ralph Handran

made history when he. said,

"You're listening to WVIL, the

voice of Villanova College."

Thirty-nine years later we can

assuredly say, "We've come a long

ff*-="^*V'^

way, baby!'* Villanova College

becama a aniyeriity in 1954.

Many more building* have been

constructed with possible plans

for even more. Students attend

classes in casual attire. There are

no more political parties within

the campus. The freshmjcn no

longer wear "pup" caps nof* name
tags. The mascot is not four-

legged anymore. And the radio

station is progressing to the level

of more well-known college

stations.

Today WKVU Offers a variety

of shows to appeal to the diversity

of students' tastes, ranging from

the playlist (Top 40 album-
oriented rock (AOR) and progres-

sive rock) to the specialty shows.

These specialty ^hows airing

between 7-11 p.m. include heavy

metal on Mondays, oldies and
blueton Tiii8daya,i:liS8ic rockon
Wadnesdays, t>rogrettive on
Thursdays and dance on Fridays.

The weekend shows vary from
classical and new age to progres-

sive and hardcore.^ Thursday at

lunchtime (11:30-1) is the reggae

show.

The music department inter-

views a plethora of musicians,

both local and famous. In addition

to musical variety, WKVU's
sports department broadcasts the

home football games and the

men's home basketball games.

I encourage anyone who has

suggestions or some free time to

stop by 210 Dougherty Hall and

see what the Voice of Villanova

is up to.
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(OmHntudfrom page 21)
A MIND FOREVER
VOGAGING •••••

INPOCOM €128,
AP, AT. IBM

Infocom began its history with
the popular adventure game Zork
a long while ago, adapted from the
mainframe version of the same
name. Back in those days, an
adventure like Zork was consi-

dered a masterpiece of all time —
but that was before computers got
smarter and obtained more
memory.
AMVF, as A Mind Forever

Vogaging is appropriately referred

to by Infocom and myself, is the
first adventure to take full advan-
tage of the higher memory capa-
bilities of modern computers.
>lA/KF is probably the best adven-
ture that Infocom has put out, too.

It has a seemingly endless number
of rooms for the adventurer to

explore. The plot is an intricate

one, as well. i

You are PRISM, the first sen-

tient machine. The time is 2031
and the world is on the brink of

chaos. The economy of the United
States of North America is stag-

nating, the youth are committing
suicide in joybooths, overpopula-
tion and poverty are rampant.
There are nuclear weapons as
small as cigarette packs and you
must save the world. Senator

^Richard Ryder and other members
of government have proposed the

Plan for Renewed National Pur-

pose to save the USNA from
becoming a police state.

The Plan must be validated,

however. That is where you come
in. As PRISM, you must create a
simulation of the future at differ-

ent points in time to test the Plan.

You have five modes of operation

and;^Ust use them according to

.

your best judgment. They are:

Communications Mode, Library
Mode, Interface Mode, Simulation
Mode and Sleep Mode. You must
switi;b between the modes in your

' quest to save the USNA and the
Earth.

AMVFis everything you always
wanted4n an adventure and more.
Included in the package are a full-

color map of Rockvit, South Da-
kota, a 21stCentury plastic pen,

a Class One Security Mode Access
Decoder and Dakota Online
Magazine.

LEATHER GODDESSES OF
PHOBOS •••• INFOCOM
064/ 128. AT. AF,
MAC. IBM
Looking at the name alone and

passing judgement on a game is

bad to. do, as I'm sure you just did

that. Leather Goddesses is not only

a very huniorous and challenging ^

game, but you get Scratch and
Sniff and 3D too, Infocom is the

company from Cambridge, MA,
that makes almost only text

adventures. The neat part is that

you get to imagine everything that
is going on in your head.

With games like Leather God>
desses, you have to really exercise

your imagination, because most of

the game takes place on Phobos,

a moon of Mars. You are just an
average Joe from Sandusky, Ohk),

hanging at the local bar when a

blinding flash of light transfers

you to a prison cell on Phobos. It

seems that the Leather (loddesses

of Phobos have kidnapped you.

The intentkms of the Leather

Goddesses are sexually-oriented.

They want to make earth people

their slaves, their sex slaves, that

is. You must find the elements to

make a machine capable of des-

troying the Leather Goddesses.

Your quest takes you far and wide
on the moon, via teleportation

circles. Do not fret, because you
meet a friend from Earth who is

ready to help you in case of

emergency.

'

Leather Goddesses of Phobos is

meant as a spoof of the pulp fiction

of the early 20th century. Each
package contains a pair of 3D
glasses and 3D comic t>ook' of the

adventures of Lane Mastodon,
hero of all and defender of earth,

trying to save the people from the

Goddesses.

THE MOVIE MONSTER
GAME^**»EPYX
C64/128,AP.IBM

Finally, after a long wait, I

hnally get to review this classic

among classics. As the title says,

the game involves movie mons-
ters. As the title does not say, it

involves six movie monsters, six

cities to use and five plots for the

game. Epyx is one of the leaders

in entertainment software, and
their latest hit proves their

success.

You can^ be one of the six

following monsters; Godzilla, king
of the lizards, Mr. Meringue, a
giant meringue man, Sphectra,

the large stinging wasp. The Glog,

an oozing mass of slimy flesh,

Tarantus, the huge tarantula and
Mechatron, the king of robots.

There are five plots that you can
choose to put your monster
through. He can aim to destroy a
famous landmark in the city that

you choose, simply try to escape
the city before wing killed, make
lunch of the people and buildings

to increase the hunger indicator,

search for your baby that the

mean people have captured and
hidden somewhere in the city and
finally just go berserk and try to

destroy everything in the city.

You have a choice of six cities

to carry forth your mission in:

Tokyo, of course. New York,
London, San Francisco, Paris or

the marvelous Moscow. The ele-

ment that immediately captures

your attention is that The Movie
Monster Game is the n[K>st inter-

esting idea to hit the software

marlKt since Pong. Now you can
get your chance to destroy Tokyo
the way it was meant to l>e

-destroyed, by every monster in

existence.

OMJinONSHIP

GM/lMiiir.AT
WiMtiiiii it one of the mumi

popular ipactator aporta theae

daya. iailh everythiaf from vidao

tapaa aai pmiin to undarwiar
and T-thirU aalUag Uka hat calita.

Bpyx haa iumpad on the band
tonivo the tupkK.to the

Mmlry with

«..

In this game, you can be one of

eight different wrestlers and can
fight the computer, battling all of

the other eight contestants, or
fight your friends who pose as one
of the personalities. The contest-

ants include K.C. Colossus, Purple
Hays, Colonel Rooski, Prince
Vicious, Zantoklaw, Zeke Weasel,
The Berserker and Howling Mans-
layer. Each have their own per-

sonality, and especially their own
trademark wrestling move that
will bring your opponent directly

to the floor..After choosing who
is going to fight whom, the match
begins.

' DESTROYER ••••• EPYX
€64/ 128, AP, IBM

I Never has a video war game
been so fun and challenging as

with Epyx's newest release. Des-

troyer. The objective is to finish

one of seven missions without

getting sunk. You pilot a destroyer
ship, acting as captain and sole

person in charge of various sta-

tions of the ship. The great thing

about this game (and all Epyx
games for that matter) is that the

controls are^easy to periorm and
the histructions are easy to un-

derstand. Epyx^put together prob-

ably the most concise packet for

your money, giving a clear under-

standing of what you have to do
as well as jamming as much of

'

a good game onto a disk asL
possible.

Destroyer is not lacking in these

categories either. The missions

that you can choose are of the

following: Subhunter, in which
you track down subs; Screen, in

which you have to protect a

convoy from incoming enemy
attackers; Scout, where you must
reach checkpoints to make sure a

stretch of water is safe; Bombard-
ment, where you protect landing
Marines from the enemy; Block-

ade Runner, where you break
through the enemy to bring sup-

plies to our men trapped on an

island; Convoy Escort, in which
you n[)ust guide a slow convoy into

enemy territory; and Rescue,
where you must save a downed
pilot in enemy territory. All mis-

sions are challenging and require

a lot of practi'ce.

As Captain, you mdst monitor
the following positions as care-

fully as possible: Bridge, Naviga-

tion, Observation Deck, Radar,

Sonar, Guns Forward, Guns Aft,

Anti-Ait-craft Guns Port, Anti-

Aircraft Guns Starboard, Torpe-

xloes Port, Torpedoes Starboard,

Depth Charges and Damage Con-
trol.

MARBLE MADNESS *****

ELECTRONICARTS
C64. AP. AT. IBM
One of the newest releases from

Electronic Arts in the past few
weeks is Marble Madness, the

home computer tranalatkMi of the

popular arcade hit, originally

created by the Atari Gaines Cor-

poration. The original game was
controlled by a trak ball, in which
you rolled a marble around a
track, trying to make it to the end
of the courte without running out
of time. Time it waalad by falling

off of the oouraa, fMtkig aatan by

(Caatktatdstt$a§tMS)
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Entertainment

Calendar

Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

"African Sculpture from The University Museum"
Nov. 23 through Feb. 3, 1987

"Modern Jewelry 1964-84: The Helen Williams

Drutt Collection"

through Jan. 4, 1987

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-972-7600

"Sculpture at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts"

through Jan. 11,1987

Afffs/c

The Spectrum
Pattison Place
Philadelphia, Pa.

Nov. 29-30 - Peter Gabriel
Dec. 5 — Cyndi Uiuper/Eddie Money

The Trocadero
212 Race Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-627-8034

Nov. 24 — Berlin/The Rainmakers
Nov. 25 — Chaka Khan
Dec. 4 -Jerry Jeff Walker

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Nov. 21 — Living Earth
Nov. 22 — The Guess Who/Nick Everett
Nov. 25 — Caravan/Lir Buddy
Nov. 26-27 — Beru Revue/Picture This

Grenders Lair
500 South Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-923-5560

Nov. 21 — New Potato Caboose

Nov. 22 — The Social Voyeurs

Nov. 23 — Caravan

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Nov. 21 - The Guess Who
Nov. 22 — Phoebe Snow
Nov. 26-27 — Tommy Conwell's Young Rumblers

/

Valley Forge Muak F'air

Rts. 202 & 363
Devon, Pa.

21&-644-5000

Nov. 26 - The Whispers & Woody Henderson

Dtc. 4 — David Crosby A Graham Nath
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Dynagroove spa^s
By MICHELE O'NEILL

It was a Tuesday night at John
Barleycorn's theday I interviewed

Dynagroove. Who, you ask, is

Dynagroove? Dynagroove is a
local band that is out to make it

big in the Philadelphia area.

There are four ambitious guys
that comprise this dance and party
band.

,

Bryn "Woody" Ward, 24, is the

bass guitarist. He is from Wynne
wood, Pa., and attended Lower
Merion High School. Presently he
is enrolled at the Tyler School of

Art. Andy Carr, 24, is the rhythm
guitarist and vocalist. He attended

Abington High School, in Abing-
ton, Pa., and then enrolled in

Pennsylvania State University.

Eric "Smokey" Horvitz, 21, is the

lead guitarist and vocalist. He also

attended Lower Merion High
School and is presently a com-
munications major at Drexel.

Scott "Builder" Derr, 22, is in

charge of the percussion. He
attended Upper Dublin High
School and is an engineering
student at Drexel.

Dynagroove has been together

for about one year now. Before the

start of this band, Cam and Dern
were a part of another band called

The Shifters. Ward and Horvitz

were friends who used to just play

Persoials

To t/io ai¥0sofiie pledg99 of
Alpha Omicron PI —
get psyched for your first

formal. You're guaranteed to

have a blast!

Love,

the AOPI Sisters

DearTrInk,
I'm free from my shadow!
Love me for a night!

Love,

Knugglehead

HHemliers of the WAVE:
^Thank you for a great season
and many fond memories.
Five years ago "AL OX" and
"SLY" gave me the respon-
sibility to continue t/io team.
Now after seven years, Ipass
this eight year tradition to
you. I'm sure you won't let us
down.

BEST OF LUCK.
. I WILL MISS YOU.

GENO

DBH,
Happy Anniversary! It's been
the t}est four years . . .1 hope
there will be many more, i

love you!
Forever,

Your Bestaat Pal

Janet Lyons,

GET OFF THE PHOHE!
Tfiecdncemed

' helghtior assoc.

Maff-
/ know you didn't check (ho
Rugl^ Fieldso wait forsome-
one to find you.

Yourfavorltm

sweatshkrttmpper

Sheila and Hary EUen:

Yourbkthdafa aimneU week
so hapfiy early bkthdaflWaH
unw anar inmnHwgfvmg.

Yourblg

in' the basement of Hoi*vitz's Bala

Cynwyd home with 'Pommy Con-
well (of Tommy Conwell and the

Young Rumblers).

This band has since been play-

ing area bars such as 23 East

Cabaret, the Chestnut Cabaret,

and Khyber Pass. Coming up on
Nov. 26, they will be playing J.C.

Dobbs with Radio Rodeo, on Nov.

28 they will be at the Ambler
Cabaret, and on Nov. 29 they will

open for Beru Revue at The
Chameleon.
These guys know how To have

a good time at the same time they

are working. Sometimes their

^hows include mud-wrestling or

shaving cream-wrestling between
a member in the band and some-

one in the audience, making it a

pleasure to watch them.

Many of their songs are origi-

nals, but many are familiar to

everyone whether you are 10 or

50. They play songs such as

"Tears of a Clown," "Big Shot,"

"Dynagroove song," "The Beverly

Hillbillies" and even "The Muns-
ter Theme." One favorite song

among all Dynagroove fans and
soon-to-be-fans is "Let's Get Down
Tonight" (French Fries). It is a

song you will never forget.

Dynagroove is primarily a dance
band that likes to have fun both

on and off stage.

. 1. .,
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his Back in the Hiilh Life ellmm, openiiig the show with part <rf the
old Tnlfic favorite "Low Spark of mgh-Heeled Boys." The evening's
perfonnance also inchided tho Traffic daasic '*Mr. Fantasy" and the
two pop«dar hits from liis latest release, "Higher Love" and "Freedom
Overai

Latest video games
(Continuedfrom page 23)
the Marble Munchers or pounded
by the hammers.

In two player competition, both
players must try to maneuver
their marble to the finish line of

the course faster th^n the other

by precision in movement and the

dirty trick of pushing your oppo-

nent off the track. Either way,
Marble Madness gives you your
quarter's worth in heart-pouhding
action, coupled with excellent
graphics and theme music.

Electronic Arts took Atari's

game and did one better —
brought it to your home computer.
The home version is exactly the
same as the popular^arcade game,
except that you can use either a

joystick or trak ball and that you
do not need to insert another
quarter when your game is done.

I would recommend using a trak
ball as opposed to a joystick, since

using a joystick requires constant-
ly moving it to correct the spin
of the ball. Spinning an actual ball

is easier.

The home version has all of the
original tracks thatAtari's version
had and adds an extra track if you
finish the.others. I^ven't made
it to the secret track, so when you
get Marble Madness, drop a line

to me telling me what it is. So if

you are looking for that definitive

version of an arcade classic, go get

Marble Madness today and start

the ball rolling.

Kdfian
"BarlyBircfclasses.

MCfflT - Seaaiona

§1^6 Deo. 22 - Jan. 4
117^8 taught Just prior
to 4/2S/87 excm.

GRE Claaaea bagimting BOH
for 12/1S/86 exam !
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By KATHLEEN
CUNNINGHAM

"She's Gotta Have It" is a film

written, directed and edited by the

29year-old genius Spike Lee. He
calls the film a "Spike Lee Joint."

"A joint," said Lee, "is just New
York street talk for a cool place

to be, like a hamburger joint or

a pizza joint."

Well, this off-center, romantic
comedy-farce is a cool place to be.

"She's Gotta Have It" is a refresh-

ing change from our Rambo movie
era. It has all the feelings and soul-

searching qualities of a "Big
Chill" and more. It is a realistic

and fast-moving view of a contem-
porary Brooklyn woman that
hypnotized me from the
beginning.

The cast of "She's Gotta Have
It" is black, and the picture is in

black and white, except for one
beautiful color scene. Nola Dar-
ling, played by the beautiful
Tracy Camila Johns, is the first

major character we meet.

Nola Darling is a sexual magnet.
She may even be considered pro-

miscuous by some, a nymph by
others. What I believe she repres-

ents is the reversal of our patri-

archial stereotype, the embodi-
nrient of a male stud. Each of

her lovers has his own distinct

personality, representing a partic-

ular segment of society.

Greer Childs, played by John
Canada Terrell, is the smooth-
talking, suave, money-making
yuppie. He drives a Jaguar and
sips fine wine.

His direct opposite. Mars Black-

mon, played by Spike Lee, is the

hilarious comic dressed in a satin

baseball jacket and Air Jordan

leather basketball sneakers tra-

veling on a 10-speed bike.

James Overstreet, played by
Tomme Redmond Hicks, is the

middle-class, hard working James
Dean type. This macho man falls

under Lola's spell and almost
captures her but ...

The movie is an organized
tangle of characters, emotions and
perspectives.

This movie received a spontane-
ous standing ovation at the 1986
San Francisco Film Festival and
for good reason. "She> Gotta
Have It" is without a doubt a
success. As the title says, "Nola
Darling has to have it and she
does." Do yourself a favor and see
this one. You will not be disap-

pointed. It is playing at The Ritz

Theater in Philadelphia and is

well worth the trip.

TheNavy
Needs\burN^ad In

TheOouds.
I

The Navy needs people in the sky who can think fast. Pilots to fly the
world's most sophisticated aircraft and flight officers to control the

*<!c:;s^-^

CMAT Claaaaa beginning early Dao,

for 1/24/87 exan.

complicated weapons and
navigation systems onboard.

Both jobs require advanced
training. And both jobs

reward you with the kind,

of m^agement respon-

sibiliir and leadership au-

thori^ it takes to make your
career take off.

To qualify, you must have a

BA or BS, be no more than 28, be able to pass aptitude and physical

examinations, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.

Your baise pay is above $30,000 after only four years. On top of that,

you'll receive an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacation
earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance,

and tax-free allowances.

If you've got a good head on your shoulders and high hopes for the
future, find out more about becoming a member of the Naval
Aviation Team.

A Navy Representative Will Be
On Campus Dec. 2, 1 986.

SIGNUP TODAY AT CAREER PLACEMENT!

L_NavyOfficersGet Re^KmsflnlityBist

Vfen piq)aieyou fixoneofthesecaieav
shapingexamsand still leaveyouplertyof
timeto^)aie. Andtfyouneedaqidcfc
idtoha befcietheeMni, bone tiptwMhour

Congratulations
to

ALPHAOMICRON

Tracy Branan
FranCastaona
Terry Donnelty

PI'S
New Initiates:

Nancy Ozwonczyk
Kate Famlietti

Kris Hartley

WB.COME TO SISTEmiOODI
to tiMNtwPMgMl Yott'ra Halfiwqr Thtret
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"52-Pickup"

Directed, by: John
Frankenheimer

Cannon
•4

"The book was better than the

movie." Now that may be an old

and overused cliche, but in the

case of "52-Pickup" the phrase fits

more than adequately well. In an

over-sexed film that under-uses

logic, director John Frankenhei-

mer created an adaptation of an

Elmore Leonard novel that gives

Leonard's crime novel work its

best treatment yet.

However, saying that Leonard

was given his best treatment

doesn't necessarily mean that

Leonard was given a good treat-

ment, considering the feeble work
done on his crime novels (Burt

Reynold's "Stick" for example) in

the past. In fact, from what I can

remember, "52-Pickup" has given

me the best reason for walking out

on a movie in a long, lone time.

Unfortunately, I have to give

some of the credit (or shame) for

writing this film to Leonard

himself because the screenplay

credits are shared by Leonard and

John Steppling. The screenplay

seems to only scrape the surface

of Leonard's novel in that only the

main plot remains and that is so

scaled-down and modified that the

caring felt for main character

Harry Mitchell (Roy Scheider)and
the logic, understanding and
devekpment of thecharactersand
their decisions are seriously dim-

inished. Aside from the subplots

eliminated, there is also the prob-

lem of subplots added, such as

Mitchell's wife Barbara (Ann-
Maigret) running in a local Los
Angeles election.

Whereas the book held sus-

pense, the movie settled for milli-

second shocks that wore off al-

most immediately thereafter.
These changes also created pre-

dictability for the audience. From
my experience, all this occurred
even when audience members had
not read "52-Pickup" before view-
ing it.

Another drawback is the high

place nudity is given in the film.

Faced with this comparatively
high proportion of all-female

nudity, one tends to become blase

towards both it, and, at those

times as well as others, the movie
itself.

The incident that begins Mit-

chell's fight against the scum of

Los Angeles is a simple affair with

a 22-year-old girl. What Mitchell

did not know was that portions

of this affair were being video-

taped for private use. This usage

is blackmail.

Mitchell finds out when he goes
to his girlfriend's apartment to

break off their three-month odys-

sey. Waiting for him instead are

the end result juat is not good
enough.

*'52>Plckup" haakally was a

waste of flood, and in aooie casfa,

great talent. Sdiekfer has liad

much betHfr showcaaat {than this

one and wUl hopefully flet hiaaplf

a quality role next time. Aa for

Ann-Maf]gret» she gave a good
perfonnanoe as Mit<»cil's wue fai

showing that she coukl apt. but

she was given a role with little

to do. Sadly, the film*^ largest

waste was of Leonard, whose
slick, involving and sen^ical novel

Was reduced in,every way.

For fans «l LeonahL (hia ia not

hia tatflictonoe. At kaal two of

hia other noftls«ie in or will be

in prodvctiofi rUBrava" and
**GUts**), 90 be patient and even-

tually the iana oi Leonard will

surely ba rewarded.

* (one and one«tiarter stars)

Directed by John Prankenheimer
Raleaaed bt Cannoo
Harry Mitchell fioy Scheider
Barbara Mitchell Ann-Marpet
Alan Rainy John Glover
Bobby Shy Clarence Williamsm
Doreen Vanity
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Job Ejq^mrimmem to Complmmtmmi Yomr EduemtJam
If you are seeking part-time, full-tiine or live-in employ-

ment in the human services field, PAI Invites you to be^
your professional career working with people who have a

mental or physical handicap and need YOU.

PAIWAlfIS:
• people who ace caring and

enthusiastic

• people who can use their

education or life ex-

perience to bulk! a career

• people who respect the

rights of others with'

disabilities

PAI OFFERS YOU:
• training and continuing

education

• challenging, rewarding

experience

• fleidble schedule—fcill-

time, part-time, live-in

• professional career ad-

vancement opportunities

• a chance to share yourself

with others

• excellent fiinge benefits

PAI WANTS YdU.^ *'

If you want professional growth while you share your life

widi those who need you most.

Gain the vahiable experience PAI can gh;e yoifby calling

(215) 822-6417 fc>r your appUcatkNi or by sending your

resume to:

Prospectus Associates^ Inc.
Twin Park Industrial Center • 3151 Advance Lane

Colmar. PA 18915 • (215) 822-6417

three hooded men hokling guns
and armed with a videotape. (The
videotape scenes are the best in

the film.) As Mitchell watches it,

he reaUies the trouble he is in and
is not additionally shocked when
they ask for $105,000 and a

$10,000 downpayment.

Mitchell crosses them on the

downpayment and as a result the

thugs set him up for the killing

of his girlfriend, which they so

accommodatingly videotaped for

him. The price is jacked up to^

$105,000 a year as Mitchell be-

comes desperate in his search to

find a way out. As the movie
continues, the thugs too become
desperate with dissension bub-

bling within their ranks. Natural-

ly, there is a happy ending with
all of the thugs Kone and the

husband and wife walking into

the sunset.

Of the performances, the most
intriguing belong to the villains

themselves and in particular

Clarence Williams* III as Bobby
Shy, a coked-up and murderous
daredevil, andJqjin Glover as Alan
Rainy, the perverted, murderous,
porno-flick master. Unfortunate-

ly, however intriguing they are,

•••••••••••••••••••••^•••••••••^^••A AA ^ AAAK^AAAAAAAAA •••

SHEARSON LEHMAN BROTHERS INCORPORATED

INFORMATION SESSION
If you are an accounting or finance major, and are interested in

becoming an Internal auditor for the Shearson Lehman Brothers
Corporate Audit Department, then please attend our Information

Session which will be held on:

^. Thurs., Dec. 4 • 7-9 p.m.

7 Wayne Room
* Juniors Welcome •• Refreshments will be senedl
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Georgia-bom artist Rokert Cray, of The Robert Cray Band, is

promoting their new allnini Strong Peraamder.

Cray fishes for hit

By MEGAN GUIDERA

Strong Persuader

The Robert Cray Band
Mercury-Hightone

Contrary to what MTV or local

radio stations play, there is more
to music than Amerca's top 40.

One sucji vs^iation is blues music,

whidh'Has the pote/itial to be both

emotional and enjoyable. Howev-
er, The Robert Cray Band's new
album Strong Persuader does not

portray the potential emotional
enjoyment found in sood blues

music. Rather, Strong Ptrsuader

isa shuffled together mess whose
lyrhx jni^t give the album the
nitkname**chauvini8tic delight."

The Robert Ctvy Band is a
fairly unknown band composed of
four members. Robert Cray, the
lead vocalist, plays lead guitarand
lends his name to thegroup's title.

Richard Cousins performs the
bass. Peter Boe plays the key-

boards and David Olson plays the

drums.
The Robert Cray Band was

aided by The Memphis Horns on
Strong Persuader, Wayne Jackson
played the trumpet and trombone
and Andrew Love played the tenor

sax.

The Robert Cray Band formed
in 1978 with Cray and Cousins as

the band'4, nucleus. Their first

album, WhoHt Been Talkin', was
released in 1980. Since then three

albums have followed: Bad Influ-

ence in 1983, Fake Accusations in

1965 and finally Strong Persuader
in 1986. Bad Influence earned The
Robert Cray Band four blues
awards: Best Contemporary Al-

bum, Single of the Year, Song of

the Year (both for "Phone Booth"
from the album). /

Among The Robert Cray Band's

fans are musicians Eric Clapton,

Elvis Costello and Keith Richards.

However, Cray's illustrious fan

club may drop their membership
after listening (o four minutes of

Strong Persuader.

Strong Persuader deals with the

seemingly favorite theme of rela-

tionships with females. However,
songs like "Nothin' But A Wom-
an" contain degrading chauvinis-

tic undertones. This song analo-

gizes a woman to such romantic
things as gasoline, California

weed and real estate. ("Don't need
Nothin' but a woman to get me
through the night." "Nothin' But
a Wpman" relays a tone that

woman are only good for one thing
— 'it© get me through the night."

Other songs like "Smoking
Guji." "I Guess I Showed Her"
and "Foul Play" display bitterness

toward women that have been

unfaithful. The song's lyrics are

senseless, repetitive and do not

correspond to the music.

The song "Fantasized" portrays
the typical stereotype of women
as a sex toy. ("Sugar sweet lips

and magical hips just like I fan-

tasized.") Not only are the lyrics

ridiculous, but the four minute
song is too long and the music too

repetitive.

The creation of a masterpiece

takes time, thought and patience.

Stronger Persuader is a far cry

from a masterpiece. The lyrics are

insulting. The music sounds
alnMst identical in every song.

The vocals are sk>ppy and disturb-

ing to the ear.

Usually an album has one sav-

ing grace; however. Strong Per-

suader Aid riot even manage that

much. Perhaps if The Robert Cray
Band takes the time to create

something listenable their name
will be recognizable. Until then,

there are other blues, soul and
rock-n-roll artists that are well

worth listening to.
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Considering a

Career in Banldng!
')
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DATE: Tuesday, Dec. 2

TIME: 7 p.m.
PLACE: Wayne/St. Davids Room

Connelly Center
WHO: All Junior & Senior Business

& Liberal Arts Majors

Join us on Tuesday evening and learn about the Philadelphia National
Bank's comprehensive and widely recognized bank training program.

Founded in 1 803, PV\S is the largest subsidiary of CoreStates Financial Cor-
poration, a diversified financial services corporation with consolidated assets
of over $12.1 billion as of June 30, 1986. As the premier commercial bank
headquartered in Philadelphia, and the leading intemational bank in the Mid-
dle Atlantic states, our wholesale banking group provides a broad range of— financial services to large corporations, middle market

companies and correspondent banks worldwide.

Wie promise you an informative exchange with

DhllAHAlnhlfl ^^^ representatives, and an opportunity to learn
rnilMloipnia

jf a career in banking is for you.

National Bank

Ci|rt0tmaB pant
Dec. 17, 18,19

Dougherty Hall • North Lounge
Benefit: St. Edmond's Home— Scout Troop

Sponsorad by: Social Action Offico A Rosomont Optimist Club

FOR INFORMATION CALL: Ext.4420 OR

campus LA5-
4420

4349
4349

POINSETTIAS (
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RED,WHITE /
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SpedalOrder

:

...6 to 8 Blooms— 7" Pot

...4 to 6 Blooms— 6" Pot

Single Bloom —AW Pot

10 to 12 Blooms
.«...iJSfi!BJM4I!PAP0L0J^^^
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By MEGAN GUIDERA

The Side of Paradise
Ric Ocasek
Geffen Records
«**

What could be more ego-

enhancing than being a member
of a well-known classic pop group?
However, what could intensify

insecurity more than the uncer-

tainty of one's own personal talent

and independence?

An increasingly popular trend

among lead singers of hot rock

groups is to strike out on their

own to see if they can wade the

waters of success without the

security blanket of their group.

Phil Collins from Genesis, Peter

Satera from Chicago and Ric

Ocasek from The Cars are classic

examples of modern rockers want-

ing to test their personal abilities

with jtheir solo albums.
On Sept. 15, Ric Ocasek released

his second solo masterpiece. This

Side of Paradise. His first solo

album, Beatitude, was released a

few years ago. Unlike Collins and
Satera, Ocasek is "not breaking

away from The Cars," says Chris

Wheat from Warner Brothers. In

fact, two members of The Cars,

Greg Hawks and Benjamin Orr,

aided Ocasek with This Side of
Paradise.

Orr, who is perhaps best known
for his lead vocals on The Cars
song "Drive," found time to lend

background vocals on three of

Ocasek 's songs while working on
his own solo album, iMce, which
was released by Electra Records.

Hawks participated in every
song on This Stde €/ Btradise

either thrtnigh bass, keyboards,,

vocals, clarinet or harmonica.
Elliot Easton of The Cars played

lead guitar in the song "True to

You" on Ocasek's album. The
Cars drummer, David Robinson,

is the only member of The Cars
that did not help Ocasek with the

album.
With all of the support from

Ocasek's fellow band members,
one might question the validity of

calling This Side ofParadise a solo

album. However, Ocasek wrote

and sang all of the songs on the

album, with the exception of

"Hello Darkness," which was
written by Ocasek and Hawkes.
Ocasek also co-produced This Side

of Paradise with Chris Hughes
and Ross CuUum. Thus the album
is truly Ocasek's child.

The album itself is an excellent

combination of Ocasek's unique-

ness and of a striking familiarity

to The Cars music. The general

theme of This Side of Paradise is

the ever-popular theme of the

quest for love.

The album's title track, "This

Side of Paradise," has an Egyptian

beat that is unique to Ocasek.

This song speaks of entrapment
in an unhappy love relationship.

It tells of the unfulfilled desires

that occur when one stays on "one

side of paradise" and does not

reach beyond.

Slow songs like "Mystery" and
"True Love" are excellent exam-
ples of Ocasek's lyrical genius.

Both songs beautifully express

different emotions of love.

The best song on the album
however, is the already released

beautiful song "Emotion in Mo-

tion." "Emotion in Motion" tells

of the deep dedication that lies

under true love. "I would go

anywhere/ to meet up with you/
just about anywhere for one
rendezvous/ Vd hold on to you/^

'til the mountains crumble flat . .

.*'

Each song on the album is

symbolically introduced by space-

like sounds and music. This
unique sound is symbolic of "The
Other Side of Paradise.

"

All of the songs on This Side

of Paradise, with the exception of

"P.FJ.," which is as tedioOs and

awkward as its title, are enter-

taining, interestingand enjoyable.

Ocasek certainly proved himself

to be a highly capable soloist

through his success with This

Side of Paradise.

> -t
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Living Music Collection '86

Paul Winter and Friends
Living Music/Windham Hill

close Cover-

Wim Mertens
Windham Hill Records

The Living Music Collection '86

is a sampler of offerings from the

records group started by composer
Paul Winter, distributed through
Windham Hill, and known as

Living Music Records. The . 10

selections on the sampler package
have been culled from the releases

of the Paul Winter Consort, and
from those of the other musicians

who have played with Winter and
constitute his **family" of

musicians.

Works by guitarist Oscar
Castro-Neves, cellist Eugene
Friesen and pianists Paul Haltey

and Denny Zeitlin are featured,

but the most interesting selection

is the "Lullaby from the Great

Mother Whale for the Baby Seal

Pups" from the Paul Winter
Consorts's Concert for the Earth.

This "lullaby" is a musical accom-

paniment to a recording of the

"song" of the humpback whale.

This particular and singularly

impressive work was recorded in

the General Assembly of the
United Nations on World Envir-

onment Day,June 5, 1984. In notes

accompanying the sampler, Win-
ter explains the origin of the

lullaby: "When I first heard this

whale's melody several years ago,

it sounded to me like a lullaby.

It was in mid-winter, just as the

annual slaughter of harp seal

pups was about to begin in the

North Atlaiitic."

"Wondering what these songs

J ,
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CONGRATULATIONS
to

GAVIN D. MORRISON
and

PAULAM.BRESLIN
On ThsirDecision to Join In TheBonds of

HolyMatrimony onNov. 29, 1986. Beat ofLvjck
to TheNewlyweds and Warmest Wishesfor
a Sensational ChristinasHoneymoon in the

SunnyResort ofKareiwville, Calif
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might mean for the whales, and
knowing that their voices carry

for hundreds, perhaps thousands
of miles through the ocean, I had
a fantasy that this song, from one
of the largest creatures in the sea,

was being sent out across vast

distances to surround and protect

these tiny pups. Thus the title."

Windham Hill has recently

released a number of noteworthy
recordings, and among them are

Jogging the Memory by Malcolm
Dalglish, nine short instrumental

pieces on solo hammer dulcimer.

Unusual Weather by bassist Mi-

chael Manring and Close Cover by
pianist Wim Mertens. It is the last

mentioned that is especially

noteworthy.

Close Cover is the first American
release from the Belgian composer
and keyboardist Wim Mertens
and has been drawn from the

material of his European albums.

Mertens is usually associated

with' the minimalist school of

music, and, not surprisingly,

selections from his Close Cover

such as "Struggle for Pleasure"

and "Gentleman of Leisure" are

quite similar to what one would
find on Glassworks from America's

minimalist composer Pnilip

Glass.

The best offering from Mertens

collection is the beautiful solo

piano piece "Lir" that sprawls,

across the entire second side of the

album. It is this piano piece that

demonstrates the commitment to

beautiful music made and honored

by Windam Hill.

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREAT WAY

TOMEETPEOPLE
MONTHLY

PUBLICATION
ALL AGES
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PHILADELPHIA, PA

19102
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Private Party

Wed., Dec. 3
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•Third & Race Sts.
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'Pre^nted by alumni.

*Villanova student ID
andpnx>fofage
required.

'Reduced admission of

$5 at door per person for

you and a guest.

Be Wild!

CHUCK NORRIS LOUGOSSETT
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Delta Delia Delta
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By MARIE COLLEVECCHIO

Nov. 19 marks the third birth-

day of this Kappa Alpha Theta

chapter! The Thetas sure have

come a long way in that time and

are very proud of their success.

The Thetas know that their

founding sisters are just as proud

as shown by the strong return of

alumnae at Homecoming. A spe-

cial Homecoming brunch was
planned for KAO's two graduated

classes and it was a super way

to start off the day.

Suzanne Krewson's position as

a member of the Homecoming
Court was another highlight of

the day. If the pledges of KAO
follow in the footsteps of the

sisters, KAO is sure to continue

its success.

The Fall 1986 pledge class

includes Tamara Adams, Farrell

Binder, Julie Bordi, Kim DeLuzio,

Heather Durkin. Suzanne Foster,

Cara Gavin, Patricia Geisel, De-

borah Gross, LuciJankowski. lodv

Kafrissen, Elizabeth Kelley, Kat-

hleen Kelly. Kristen Kelly and

Karen Klacik.

Other pledged include Kathleen

Leahigh, Leshe Lewis, Michelle

Lewis, Deanna Manzi, Eileen

McGinley, Alice Parsells, Diane

Plant, Lori Plessl, Christine Plo-

ciennik, Elizabeth Quinn, Maura

Riley, Mary Eileen Rogers, Kristen

Satiritz, Dfeirdre Schiffgens, Chris-

tina Seery, Kristen Shevis, There-

sa Walton. Kara Vlahos, Valerie

Yt>st and Tresa Zielinski.

The success of the chapter and

the outstanding pledge class are

certainly two good reasons for the

Thetas to celebrate, and they are

sure to do just that at Saturday's

special birthday celebration.

However, the Thetas also want

to share their good fortune with

the underprivil^ed children of St.

Ignatius and have planned a kite

fly with them for Nov. 23.

The sisters and pledges of

Kappa Alpha Theta are very busy,

but they are certainly having fun.

Deltas Ireep/ffgbusy
ByKATHYCRON

«

Tri-Delta has been very busy

having a lot of fun. Our second-

annual Homecoming with LXA
was a great time. We would like

to congratulate our own Denise

Ferraro, part of the 1986 Home-

coming Court.

More recently, last Friday's TG
with Deke was a blast, as was our

I^t tailgate of the season with Pi

Kapp. The best time of the wee-

kend for the Tri-Delts was clean-

ing the stadium with the lax te^m

after the game!
The weekend finished on a more

traditional note; Delta Delta Delta

celebrated its 98th year on Sunday

at a Founder's Day bruijch at the

Overbrook Country Club.

Last but not least, the Deltoid

football team ended its season

Monday night in a semi-final

battle with a top-ranked team.

The Deltoids were defeated, but

a 5-2 record is not bad for a team
that was ranked last at the begin-

ning of the season.

The IFC and
Panhel
WishA II

Greeks a
Happy

Thanksgiving!

ai\
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Alpha Chi Omega
We hope their tavBriTe men

had as good a time as the

sisters did. Thanks pledges for

a fantastic time!

Alpha Omicron Pi

Alpha Omicron Pi's Bermuda
Suitcase Party with the Zetes

was a lot of fun. We are looking

forward to our halfway dinner

with our pledges and our tail-

gate with Sigma Nu this

Saturday.

Delta Gamma
"We are psyched for a TG

with Tau Kappa Omega pn

Nov. 21. Our formal is at the

Twelve Caesars on Dec. 5. Our
pledges are going on retreat

Nov. 22.

Alpha Phi Delta
The brothers of Alpha Phi

Delta would like to congratu-

late Stephen Schlager who is

the newest brother to be in-

ducted into the Order of

Omega.

Alpha Phi Omega
APO would like to thank the

student body for a successful

blood drive. Thanks also to the

Greeks who came out in sup-

port of the Red Cross.

Delta Tau Delta
The Delts completed another

successful football season.

Though disappointed at the

loss, which ended the season

at 9-1 in the quarter-finals, we
know that next year the Delts

will be back.

Umbda Chi Alpha
This past Saturday, Lambda

Chi participated in a service
project in which several kids
from the inner-city were treat-

ed to Villanqia football and a
post-game cook-out with the
brothers.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
We are having a basketoaii

marathon with Pi Kappa Alpha

for charity on Dec. 7 in the

Butler Annex. Get psyched

Kappas! Today's T.G. should

be a great time!

Kappa Kappa Gamma had a

great weekend! Thanks TKO
for a memorable TG and
thanks LXA for a great

tailgate!

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon would

like to thank the sisters of

Delta Delta Delta for a great

time on the "Hill." Also, con-

gratulations to the Deke foot-

ball team on a very successful

season.

PI Kappa Psi
' The "Changejar'' fundraiser

at Connelly Center's front desk

is going well. All donations go

to "PUSH," Pi Kapp's national

charity. Your support is greatly

appreciated.

Pi Kapi»a Ajpha
krawin for book raffle on

Nov. 21. Help save a life! Buy
a Poinsettia from a Pike —
details to follow. Semi-formal
at the Dunfey tonight. Looking
forward to Alpha Chi Omega
TG after break.

Sigma Phi Epsihm
Sig Ep had a very successtui

retreat last Saturday. There

was a lot of meaningful discus-

sion and much important
ground was covered.

We are looking forward to

partying with the sisters of

Kappa Kappa Gamma this

Friday. Get osvched!

Tau Kappa Omega
The brothers of TKO look

forward to celebrating with
Delta Gamma this weekend.
To the brothers of Sig Pi, hope
you enjoyed tailgating on the

"half-shell" Saturday. We
would also like to congratulate

the outstanding job done by the

pledges, who are undefeated in

pledge football.

Lambda Kappa Delta

Memories . . . They just come
marching back! LKD's true

intramural football record of 7-

1 and two "upset?" victories in

the playoffs has everyone rid-

ing the LKD bandwagon to the

Final Four

"Greek in a Weekend."

An information meeting will be

held in Connelly Center on

Nov. 19 from 9 to 10 p.m. in

the Brvn Mawr Room.

Sigma Pi

The brothers of Sigma Pi

wouldlike to thank the sisters

of Alpha Chi for the great

weekend and TKO for a great

tailgate highlighted by the

exciting stick races. We look

forward to a great weekend

with Tri-Delta and the Killer

Tomatoes. Thanks for all who

came out to Smoke's two Wed-

nesday's ago. It was a great

success and a great time.

mEEKWRITERSWANTED!^
if interested please leave

andiUiiiitMrin 201 Dougherty.

MT 'ATA • mUk.' mC^-ZtE'TKO
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Swimmers drown Bryn mmt
By MICHAEL IRONS

The women's swimming team

successfully started their season

this past weekend pounding their

counterparts from Bryn Mawr
Collci^ by the score of 146-96.

In the women's victory, fresh-

men Geraldine Cortes won a pair

of first-place finishes to pace the

Ladycats to the win. Cortes, from

Bayonne, NJ., won the 200-yard

freestyle in 2^)5.23, and the 100-

yard freestyle, in 57.18.

Also winning two first places

was sophomore Sue Schroder.

Schroder won the 50-yard frees-

tyle, in 26.12, and the 200-yard

intermediate medley with a time

of 2:20.98.

Tina Louwers, Megan Waters,

Cathy Smith, Meg Fitzgerald,

Kathleen McMahon and Diane

DeBobes all won their events in

route to the lopsided victory.

Besides winning fliany of the

events outright, Villanova also

took 11 second-places as well as

five third places.

*'We always shoot for a 10-win

season, and last year we had no

trouble accomplishing that. This

year, we hope to reverse some«af

our losses [from last season] and

we'd like to finish the season

ranked among the top-five teams

in the East,'^ said Head Coach

•Chris McKee. "We were so close

last season. This year we'll be

shooting after Pittsburgh for the

Conferc^nce title. They will know
we're there."

Several key elements from last

season's team are returning, 12 in

all, led by Schroiier who collected

20 first-place finishes last season.

An6ther key contributor will be

Mindy Warmbrand, also a sopho-

more. Warmbrand finished second

in the 200-yard butterfly in the Big

East Champkxishtpa and collected

nine firat-place finishes last year.

Fitigerald won 13 racea last*

year and will be another integral

part of the success of the team as

will co<aptain Ui Kennedy, who
won six races last seltson.

However, a "good deal of the

load" will be carried by four

freshmen: Laurel Founier, Da-

nielle Mackey . Tracey Settock and

Amy Gannon, according to

McKee.

"Talent-wise, we have certainly

filled our losses we had because

of graduation. I think we'll have

a much-improved team this sea-

son," McKee said. 'They all

should do well in the Big East."

Combining a strong retaining

nucleus with the potential of the

freshmen, another banner season

is easily in the grasp of the

Ladycats.

HO¥iii»f 21,198$ •THE VIULAMOVAN* Riga 31

Sue Schroder, of the wwnea't
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Men faire second in Wllmova carnival
By JOANNE DEVEREUX

The Villanova men's swim
team hosted six teams in a Relay

Carnival, this past Saturday in

the duPont Pavilion. Villanova

came in second only to Army and

beat one of their biggest rivals,

LaSalle University.

Beating LaSalle was a signifi-

cant accomplishment for the

Villanova swimmers, as they have

not beaten LaSalle in a dual meet

in 13 years. Other teams compet-

ing were Glassboro State, Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, Shippens-

burg and Boston University.

Villanova came in first in the

200-meter freestyle relay with

Pete Maloney swimming a 20.6 in

his leg of the relay. Also partic-

ipating in this event were Blaise

Matthews, Jack Quinlan and Lou

Derysteine. Villanova also domi-

nated the 400-meter breaststroke

relay with Harry Zakian, Tim
Truax, Chris Craft and Andy
Miller all having outstanding

times.

Other events that Villanova

came in first include the 400-

meter backstroke relay, the 400-

meter freestyle relay and the 500-

meter crescendo relay. The 500-

meter crescendo relay is a race in

which five swimmers swim 50,

100, 200, 100 and then 50 meters.

Craft swam the 200-meter leg of

it with a time of h41.3.

Injury and illness have plagued

the Villanova swim team, thus

handicapping the Wildcat

swimmers this past Saturday.

Senior Co-Captain Jerry Quinn

and fifth-year senior Maloney.

(red-shirted his junior year due to

injury), swam Saturday despite

the fact that he was still recov-

ering from the flu. Co-Captain

Keith Donohoe was not able to

swim on Saturday, also because

of the flu, further hindering the

Wildcats' strength. Harry Zakian,

suffering from a severe hand

laceration incurred while playing

a video game several weeks ago,

only resumed practice a few days

before the Relay Carnival.

Villanova faces the University

of Pittsburgh this Saturday. Pitts-

burgh is traditionally a strong

rival of the Villanova swim team
and is expected totbe tough to beat.

Hopefully by this Saturday all the

swimmers will be healthy and

ready to chalk up a victory.

"The Relay Carnival wasagood
conditioner for the team and it

gets us off on a gpod foot for our
first meet with Pittsburgh," said

Head Coach Ed Geisz.

The Wildcats arecoming off one

of their most successful seasons

ever, finishing with a 13-3 record

and a second-place finish at the

Big East Conference Champion-

ships. The team also finished

second in the 1986 Eastern Col-

legiate Championships. The nu-

cleus of this successful team

returns this year.
-

"Our main priority is to win the

Big East, then win the Easterh

Championship. W^ are knocking
on ihe door," said Geis7.

.

By RALPH MANOS

I was very prou4 with our

performance. Some of our

wrestlers were up to ani beyond
their potential;* said heitf Coach
Chuick YamaU after his VTiklcatt

8laced third in the SUNY-
inghamton Tournament. One

wrestler, Mark Miller, won his

weight class and there was also^^

a second place finisher for the

Cats. Four other Cats also placed

third.

This was the first inter-

coll^ate meet for the new wres-

tling program, which was sjarted

this semester with the help of

John E. duPont.

Lycoming won the team title

but the real news from the meet

was Miller's impressivewin in the

167-pound class. A sophomore
from Wayne, Pa., Miller won both

of his matches against opponents

from Pottsdam State and
Lycoming.
"He [Miller] was absolutely

incredible in both matches,"
commented Yamall. "He's a very

dominating wresj^ler and he set

the tone for our whole team."

Junior Chris Scott, from New
Lenox, 111., was runnepup in the

142-pound class. Scott defeated

Lycoming's Chris Cooper in over-

time during his first match but
then was forced to default in the
championship match, versus Div-

ision in all-America Mark Grum-
ble of SUNY-Binghamton because
of a separated shoukler.

'The teHin had great spirit, and
it was somethfaig that everyone in

the room could feel,** Yamallsaid-

"The third-place finish is a good
measuring Mick for us. We Icnow

where we stand now; We have a

^t fut;pni ;ahead qi us." .\ ^

^•tmmt^^ III ii I ii->ri v

MON.:
Football Night
50* Hot Dogs
M Domestics

TUES.:
Sliowtlme With Lsnny
H's Qiris Night "In

WED.:
island Night— Tropical DrinksM
6J. Island Music

THUB8.:
T.V. Gams Night and ths

Oasis Olympics
Taaliiring Hia Bioad Jump

ThriH On Tha HIT*
NaMrWHiB

SPECIAL
ATTHE
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OASIS

At The Radnor Houaa
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Cats taMfiB Aiissies, opener toniglit
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

As the ligjits were dimming on.

Goodreau Field and the Wildcat

football season was coming to a

victorious end, the duPont Pavil-

ion was heating up for the 1986-

87 Wildcat basketball season.

This seasoln will spotlight four

young freshmen prospects and a

few of out" did favorites hitting

their peak in the Big East.

The freshmen include 6-foot-lO

Barry Bekkedam from Archbishop

Carroll High School in Radnor,

Pa.; 7-foot-2 Tom Greis from St.

Anthony's High School in Hun-

tington, N.Y.; Rodney Taylor, a 6-

foot-6 forward from A.C. Flora

High School in Columbia, S.C;

and 6foot-3 point guard Eric

Leslie from Grady High in Brook-

lyn, N.Y. Bekkedam and Greis

should add strength to Villanova's

faltering inside game.

The starting Wildcat center,

Wyatt Maker, is presently out

with a knee injury which required

arthroscopic surgery prior to the

season opener. Rodney Taylor, a

highly-touted freshman, fell to

injuries prior to the start of

practice this year. He came back

for a short time only to injure his

ankle in the same fall that injured

Maker. Taylor's future at Villan-

ova is questionable.

Freshman point guard Eric

Leslie has looked good in practices

and exhibitions up to this point.

Leslie is not as flashy as sopho-

more standout Kenny Wilson, but

he should shoretip the point guard

position for this season

.

>SenW guard Harold "Iceman"

Jensen should take control of the

Big East this year, especially now
because the NCAA has adopted

the three-point rule for any shots

outside the l9-foot-9-inch range.

Another returning starter who

will be wreaking havoc in the Big

East conference is sophomore
sensation Ooog West.

Junior Mark Plansky should

make a considerable contribution

inside. Plansky is a sneaky re-

bounder and has excellent touch

from the outside.

Senior Connally Brown has not

performed up to his capabilities in

the past, but the talent is there

and he could possibly be the

surprise comeback player of the

year in the Big East.

Rollie Massimino, head Men's
Basketball coach, feels that a good

year is around the corner for the

Wildcats with the key being the

"replacement of Harold Pressley

as a leader and a player." Mas-
simino also stated, "Our rebound-

ing will be contested very much
early on and whether we are able

to rebound will depend greatly on

how well our freshmen do."

The Wildcats tested their 1986-

87 squad for the first time this

season against the Melbourne
Victorian Basketball team (Aus-

tralian National team). 'Nova
came out with the starting line up
of Mark Plansky, Doug West,

Harold Jensen, Kenny Wilson and
freshman Tom Greis. Melbourne
went out to an early lead through

the efforts of the Gaze brothers

who put 15 points on the board

including three 3-point shots.

Jensen had little success keeping

up with the Melbourne duo, but

managed to put four points of his

own up before the Villanova time

out.

After the time out the teams
exchanged baskets and then Mas-
simino made his first of many
moves to the bench. Gary Massey
and Connally Brown made their

first appearances, coming in for

Greis and West. After the subs

came in, Jensen hit his first 3-

pointer of the season with a 20-

foot jump shot from the baseline.

After exchanging baskets for a

few minutes, Connally Brown
came out of his 3-year shell and
hit six straight points off assists

from Leslie, Massey and his own
rebound.

Massimino continued to rotate

his bench with no one team
staying in for longer than four

minutes. Villanova managed to

cut the lead to six points by half

time and the teams headed to the

locker room, Melbourne 55, Vil-

lanova 49.

Villanova shot an uninspiring

46.8 percent from the floor in the

first half with' Harold' Jensen
handling the majority of the

Wildcat scoring with 14 points.

Connally Brown bolstered the

Wildcatsfirst half attack going 4-

4 from the floor and totaling eight

points in the first half. He became
the Wildcats second leading
scorer.

The rebounding troubles that

Massimino talked about prior to

the game came true. The Wildcats

were even in rebounds at halftime,

but the Melbourne team was
much smaller and the Wildcats

should have had no trouble in out-

rebounding them.

The second half started and so

did the Kenny Wilson-Doug West
show. West and Wilson teamed up
to score 14 points with. Greis

throwing in four more and Con-
nally Brown throwing in another

four points to take the lead 71-69

with 13:10 left in the game. The
Wildcat scoring barrage con-

tinued, but Melbourne did not let

up and the lead changed hands
three times with five ties before

Villanova took t:ontrol of the lead
for good. With ?:28 left Jensen hit

his third 3pomter of the game
followed by a 15-foot jumpshot

buried by Doug West to put the

Wildcats up 92-89. Melbourne
pulled to within one before West
iced the game hitting two free

throws pulling Villanova to a 94-

91 win.

The Wildcats did not look im-

pressive in their first win (exhi-

bition) of the season, unless
considering that Massimino used

more combinations on the court

than you see in a New York
delicatessen and that the Wildcat
tempo changed each time a new
squad would step onto the floor.

If the Wildcats gel and Massi-

mino finally decides on a squad
that will control the floor, Villan-

ova may again be the "Beast of

the East."

n

tpholo by Statter)

With Che implementatiofi of the 3-point rule, senior guard Harold
Jensen will be a factor to reckon with in the Big East.

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

OBTAIN APPLICATIONS AT
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

MEETING TIMES:

Dec. 2
Dec. 4
Dec. 8
Dec. 10
Jan. 20
Jan. 21

Tuesday
Thursday
Monday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Cinema, Connelly Center
2nd Floor Lounge, Stanford Hall

East Lounge, Dougherty Hall

Library, St. Mary's Hall

Cinema, Connelly Center
West Lounge, Dougherty Hall

Jiesidence £ife

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
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Cats pioneer eighth
By KIMBERLY E. BROGUE ^^^^ ^^^^^ 8^' *>y 'Tw^t' Schaeffer.

20*9
As the cold winter winds blew

in from the northeast and the sun
ducked behind the clouds looming
over Goodreau Field, the Villanova
Wildcats capped off their 1986
football season with their eighth
win of the season behind a impres-
sive performance by quarterback
Kirk Schulz.

Schuiz finished his freshman
year with 20 completions out of
29 attempts, with an interception,
a touchdown and 311 yards. By
going. over 300 yards, Schulz
broke the single-season passing
record. The record was formerly
held by Bill Hatty, who set the
record of 1,947 yards in the 1973
football season.

In the words of Coach Andy
Talley, "Kirk Schulz is the biggest
success story of the season. He
deceives the other coaches, they •

don't know how good he is until
they get here. His development
over the season is a credit to his
hard work."

Villanova started out its final

game of the season by receiving
the ball at their own 28-yard line.

The Wildcats moved the ball at
will, and drove down to the Wid-
ener 11-yard line. Schulz then
handed off to Gary Pascoe who
plowed up the middle for a gain
of nine yards. Widener was penal-
ized for unnecessary roughness,
which took the ball to within
inches of the goal line. Ron Sency
took care of the rest of the yardage
to the endzone, and the Wildcats
went up, 7-0.

Widener took control of the ball

following th^ kickoff at their own
29-yard line. They drove up to the
43 before having to punt the ball

away. The Pioneer punt fluttered

only 25 yards and as Villanova's

Greg Downs attempted to catch
it, the ball got away and Widener
recovered. However, they failed to

move the ball and attempted a 29-

yard field goal. The field goal was
wide, and the Wildcats took over
on downs. Villanova did not let

this opportunity go to waste and
pushed the ball down the field to

the Pioneer 49. Schulz then
dropped back and completed a 49-

yard pass to Downs for a
touchdown.

Widener again failed to move
the ball and had to punt the ball
away. This drive, however, was
not as successful as the past
drives had been. There were six
penalties, five on Villanova before
the drive ended with a missed 33-

On the first play of the drive,

Widener completed a 40-yard pass
play to the Villanova 40-yard line

and followed it up with a 38-yard
pass play down to the Villanova
two. Widener then decided that
they did not want to score, or at

least it seemed that way, as they
proceeded to lose 34 yards in the
succeeding four plays from scrim-
mage. The Pioneers finally settled

for a 37-yard field goal and brought-
the score to 14-3.

On the ensuing drive, 'Nova
gained 20 yards before punting
away. The JVidener Pioneers then
returned the favor by gaining 35
yards before giving the ball back
on downs. Villanova took the ball

down to the Widener 35-yard line

where Schaeffer attempted his

second field goal of the day. This
time, the middle of the Widener
line broke through and blocked
the Schaeffer attempt, and the
Pioneers took over. The first half

ended with the score Villanova, 14
— Widener, 3.'

Widener received the ball to
start the second half and pro-

ceeded to have the ballintercepted
by sophomore linebacker Bill

Buckley of Villanova. The drive
moved to the 26-yard line of

Widener before Schaeffer missed
yet another field goal, hi$ third of
the day, this one from 43 yards
out.

t

Following a Widener punt and
a Widener interception, the Pio-

neers again controlled the ball

deep in Villanova territory. This
time, however, the Pioneers would
not be denied, and with three

straight completions, put six

points on the board. They then
attempted a 2-point conversion,

but the Widener quarterback
fumbled the pitch and the score
remained 14-9.

'

Following the kickoff, the Wild-
cats moved the ball sluggishly up
the field and were soon forced to
punt. Winslow's 37-yard punt was
hobbled by return man Bill Eisele
and Villanova recovered at the
Widener 4yard line. Forty-six
seconds later the Wildcats had put
seven more points on the board
and the third quarter ended Vil-

lanova, 21 — Widener, 9. -

On the second play from scrim-
mage in the fourth quarter, Vil-

lanova's Ted White jarred the ball

loose from Widener's Kim Harris,
and the Wildcats had the ball

again at- the midfield stripe. Vil-

lanova wasted no time at all

putting the ball in the end lone.
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Kunningback Ron Sency scored a pair ol touchdowns in the toasting
of the Widener Pioneers.

Huber leads haniers to NCAA 's
By SUSAN GANEM

Women's cross country con-
tinued their winning ways last

weekend when they travelled to
Lehigh University for the NCAA
R^fKNi 2 and ECAC Champion-
shtps. The Wildcats were victor-

ioiit in the regional meet and took
Miand in the ECAC meet. The
harriers broke Peim State's 10-'

ymr w en ipily on the title by
•oaring 51 points to Penn Sute't
58.

crossing the finish line first with
a time of 16:38J6 for the 5000-
meter course. Senior Gina Procac-
do was the next Cat across the
tine in 16:59.42, placing seventh
overall and third in the itgiooal
meet.

Besides Huber's outstanding
performance, there was another
highlight id the day. CimA Marty
Stern wae nMned NCAA Rmm
2 Coach etf the Ycv. a rmrafTlar
his deveiopawnt of the prognmi
taa natioiuU power.

"I really think that the women
will be able, to pf»k on Monday/'
commented Stem. "I was' very
happy with the way we ran at
regionals, and I am sure that we
will place in the Top Ten. We
could possibly place as high as
fifth or sixth."

On the men's side, semor Gerry
O'fieitty ritiMMii lo be imrar
ive, wiMiM ite NCM l^n
2 rape mi ^Uam mmd m titt

ICMrMewitha

ly't Itee ««• the
TheWttiortiwiUiMvditMe ICitikmmmm^

Vicki IMm' eatiO)-

horaalf at the btat croaa-

in tht aoat by

to

tiaoal lavol an Il0v.U wimi Unr

llr?i - Tuca«i, A2. fM* tha
NCAA TiMMitAC

Ma «ht«MM M

on Hm. U,h

Schulz hit Robert Brady for 45
yards and Art Condodina took
care of the remaining five yards
with a sweep right and a dive off-

tackle. Schaeffer then put the
remaining nail in; the Widener
coffin with the extra point to put
the Wildcats up 28-9.

There was no further scoring
in thegame and Villanova finished

its season with a victory. The
Wildcats ended with an 8-1 record,

one of the best in the school's 88-

year history.

"»

g«52jfi^ 2 p«S •»!. L«i

Vtl—atney Z run
VNJ—CondodTns 1 run
kkk)
A— 11.426
iNOIVIOUAL sTATisnca

Ttria^wiU be thaJaat imm
Htrtiw fall semasitfr.
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viLuuiovA \mMmmnf^wiMli»fK pa. 5.196f

Bob Brady* shown here catching a pass againal Wide^r i^MIAt^'
instrumental part of next year's Villaaova FooCImII team. ' Wt

Mtfcall meets
mUiSenate

By NOEL E. FALCO

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, gave
the State of the University address

at the Senate meeting Nov, 21 in

the West Lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Driscoll began his address by

saying, "There are now so many
things going on in the University,

it's practically impossible for me
to pull it into a tight schematic

for you.'

He said that he would therefore

touch on only the major things,

beginning with comments on the

joint meeting of the executive

committee and board of trustees-.

Driscoll said that he "found the

[joint] meeting productive" and
that such meetings "tend to

iinJEftDve comniuftications." How-
ever, he did not reveal any spe-

cifics of this meeting, nor did the

Senate in later discussion.

D^scoll went on to talk of

^^^eoate affairs^ particularly of the
^^* "^^"""^

hoomiittee's eonoams

"his fiMHiiljpi'. iMi a

full-week Fall Break, Driscoll

said, "You can do whatever you

want. You can have a full-week
not at all, sometimes, or all the

time.

However, he also said, "What
is not acceptable is a IcHig week-
end. Take a week when you can

(Continued on page 6)

(MwlDbyNunM)

The Rev.John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, delivered
the SUte of the University ad-
dress at the November Senate
meeting.

.

AtUetic advisory

board sets goals

Athlete of the

This week's Saco East athletes of the week are
Mark Miller and Vicki Huber. Mark Miller is a
sophomore wrestler fromWayne, Pa: In the wrestUng
program's debut at the SUNY-Binghamton wrestling
tournament, Mark took first phice in the 167-pound
class.

Miller, a transfer from Millersville Universi^, is
a co-captain for this year's squad. In his first match,
Miller defeated Lycoming's Slade Deyuls, 11-6. He
then defeated first seed, i)ave Vincent from Pottsdam
Stater 13-3, for the title. In the words of Coach Chuck
Yamall, "He's one of the hardest workers on the
team. We look forward to the success of both Mark
and the wrestling squad in the future.

Vicki Huber, a sophomore liberal arts m^or, was
named athlete of the week on Oct. 3 for winning
the Big Eaat and Big Five titles. However. Vicki did
not stop there. This pest weekend Huber ran in the
ECAC championship and the NCAA Regional H
champioiiship. The two championahipa ate rug
together in one race. In the 5»000-iiietcr race, Huber
ran a ie-3BM, which was 10 aeoonda ahead ol the

wjm gr

' K^lphlttrti with stuioita
living IKaUiipus in Ibdiior

tmaifjiu^im year have iranp*
ted the iwHiWl/iliinent of the Mew
Docm Ctioiniittee. aooording to

Fhfl Brtch, -Student Gftrvern-

mftnt's secTfitgry of external af^

fai^rs and: a oenihcM^; of ilie

conunitt^.
Dr. R^ard A. ^yitle* vice-

m^ M$idfent for Student Life, stated

I^^^IMirvrM; "OurschM ischanging
towafdmore resident students
and, thanefore. there is a need for

more dor^ In addition, the off*

canwus proUehls are acting as a

catalyst.
•

The new dorm committee will

probably recommend to the Board
of Trustees thii month the con-

struction of four new dorms,

similar to St. Monica's and Kath-

erki^hi^, accordinglh%a<:h. He
explainid that two wiQ probably

be locMton the Soifth Jdanipus

and twd on the Morris estates

behind $t. Mary's Hall.

According to Joe Allman, Stu-

dent Government president, "Corr

and Alimuii halls will be closed

by 1969. Therefore, there is a need

for two new dorms to accommo-

date the students who won't be

able to live there anymore."

Brach explained that the two
southcampusdorms will probably

(Continued on pagt 7)

By ELIA DiTADDEO

At its first meeting of the year,

the Athletic Advisory Committee
elected officers and discussed

three topics of concern, Dr. Theo-
dore A. Aceto, director of athletics,

said this week.

The first recommendation sub-

mitted by the committee concerns
the seating capacity of the John
E. df^nt Pavilion. Some
members feel that the capacity of

the paviHoh is not suf£icf(;nt with
respect to the high demand for

tickets, espedally forconcerts and
popular basketball games such as

the Georgetown game.
The committee recommended

seeking permission from Radnor
Township to expand the seating

capacity. Aceto said the recom-

mendation will be reviewed by the

planning committee of the Board
of Trustees.

Aceto did not believe, however,

, it would be acted upon at the

present time.

A second recommendation con-
cerns facility improvements. The
committee feels that VillanOva's

athletic facilities should reflect

the level of excellence it possesses

as one of the top academic insti-

tutions in the east.

Improvements in the area of

(Ccnimmd on page 4)
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EDITORIAL: Arabs and Jews: A new relationship? p. 9

FEATURES: 1986 Lip-It draws crowd of 1,200

for cystic fibrosis benefit — -p. 13

ENTERTAINMENT: 'Tis the season for Christmas p. 23

movies

SPORTS: Men's basketball falls prey to Owls p. 36

owriiaul
By LYNN PERDEK

The Administrative Committee
researching the possibility of a

new infirmary has established a
definite need for a new facility on
the Villanova campus. Dr. Richard

A. Neville, vice president for

StudeDt4jfe, said this week.

Ni^ille sht<ed, "The current

facility is not\adequate for our
neeM. Our numbers have in-

crease dran^tically [in recent
• years].

Neville^

concerning "th(

wellness of this'

conducted in order to discover

what the plans for a new infir-

mary should contain. Reports as

to what should be included have
(Continued on page 5)

research

health and

eoond-plaee fmaaher. By wiamm tte Rq
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Church Issues discussed by V.U. professors
$iyMNnM.MMA

ViHanova professors

of laity attd

dianing. jmi

In addition, the role of the laity

will increase in general, shejsaid.

inter- The role of women in thechurch

roles will also grow, according to the

professors. Dr. Emily Binns,

e religious studies professor, sakl

i«the that the church of the future

wovid beone in which woflMn and
aM» womU he nuatuatty invoh^
in

*

Watt. OJ..

Mfi- OM^ to ktjimm Utt apiaa ^
adwMiliMi in ^Miy tiMit wsHly

However, she added, "There are

a number of women today within

the church who would not accept

ordinatKMi without a restructur-

ing of the hierarchical decision-

making process within the

church."

Binns commented, "The ques-

tion of women's ordinatkMi cannot

he aeparaled frsm iaanea of celi-

bacy as a requireflMnt for ordina-

tion and the structural model for

preparing people for *the

• statad that wonaen s

ip qualitiee will

in the future.

that ordinatian of

ba allMwiri hy the

I aiiiithgt taa
I If ffigB raMMFaMg tna

practice of excluding women from

ordination.

Pohlhaus also felt that many
people are still uncomfortable

with the idea of women in the

priesthood, adding, "that has been

my experience here on campus"
in talking with students.

Another subfect discussed was
the issue of theological dissent,

whidi has recently been brought

into focus by the Vatican's recent

disciplinary actions against the

nev. Charles E. Curran, theokigi-

an, and Archbishop of Seattle

Iteymond G. Hunthausen.

The dissent of Curran and
Hunthauaen should not be con-

iwmi with dialoyahy aad dia-

to tl» dMivih.
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Th^ RSA and Campus Ministry are

sponsoring the Advent Giving Tree in '.

the Main Chapel. Angels can be pur-

chased from $10-$30 todecorate the tree.

Each angel buys a gift for a poor
parishioner in inner city Philadelphia*

The angels will be on sale for the next

two Sundays after the 4, 6, 8, and 10

p.m. masses.

SiMiagW««kmMl

Sibling Weekend is headed this way
on Feb. 1315, 1987, and we would like

to invite you and your sibling ages 5*

15 to join in the fun and exciting
weekend that we have planned! R^s- *

tration forms will be available soon.
We're looking forward' to seeing eve-
ryone "Step Up To Wildcat Country!"

The final ACS genenU meeting of this
semester is Dec. II at 12:45 p.m. in the
C.C. Cinema. All commuters and OCRs
are encouraged to attend.

COMffMt
f

The annual Christmas Decorating
Contest will be on Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. Show
your spirit in the residence halls. RSA
is sponsoring this event and the prizes

are as follows: Best doors $50, $30, $20;
Best hallway $50; Best theme $75; Best
overall theme $100.

Ch^istaMM Boxers •^^•""•*
Alumni Hall will be selling boxer

shorts decorated for Christmas. They
will be on sale during the first two
weeks of December in all dining halls

and in the Connelly Center for five

dollars each — a great Christmas gift!

OpM Sivdy Skills

Workshop

Dr. Ed Reilly, reading and study skills
^

Counselor, invites all students interest-
*

ed in increased academic performance
to attend an open workshop. Each week
the workshop will focus on the concerns
of the participants which typically

include topics such as time manage-
ment, self-motivation, effective study
techniques, and exam preparation. A
workshop will be held each Wednesday
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Thursday
3 to 4 p.m. in the Counseling Center,

106 Corr Hall, every week for the

remainder of the semester. No appoint-

ment is necessary. Plan to drop in.

CUAlpka
Honor Socloty

All members remember to get your
entry fee and book sale form into the

Communication Arts office by Dec. 16.

The sooner they are in, the sooner the

book sale forms can be compiled.

SMiior
Dinner Pancn

Seniors!! Start getting ready for your

one and only Senior Dinner Dance! It's

a few months away, but don't get caught

in the last minute rush for a date! Mark
it on your calendar, April 4 at the

Dunfey City Line Hotel!! More informa-

tion will be available next semester.

You don't have to be elected to be
involved in Student Government. Stu-,

dent Government is open to any and all

students who want to get involved.

People are needed for all of the four

departments: Academic Affairs, Public

Relatk>ns, Internal Affairs and External

Affairs. If you are interested in what
happens to you as a student, then

become a part of Student Government.
Stop into the office at any time (Rm.
204 Dougherty Hall) or call 645-7203.

Prayer ••nricM

The Villanova University Camp0^
Ministry Office is sponsoring a series

of Advent Evening Prayer Services..

Each Thursday evening throughout
December a reflective presentation on
"Peace Themes in the Magnificat" will

be shared in the context of evening

prayer.. Those who will share for the

three!

Clialrpnr—
PatMons

The Villanova Student Union is

looking for responsible chairpeople for

the Freshman Record and/or the Fresh-

man T-shirt. If you have yearl)ook

experience or an eye for design, pick up
an application in the Student Union
office, Connelly Center.

Z Great opportunity to get involved in

Villanova's largest programming
organization.

Jake's Place will offer any fraternity,

sorority, organization, or club $50 to

help out at Jake's Place on someWed-
nesday night. It's a great way to defray

the cost oia semi-formal or party while

having a good time.

For more information, contact Bill

Mathews at the Dean of Students office

in 213 Douglierty Hall.

Don't foMt - **Whtte Christmas in

New York Holiday Sefiii*FoniMl on
Solurdfty, Doc. 6 fnm 9 p4n. to 1 a.m.

footuriM the Nosv Yovk City Sorinf

ni. TkktiU tse otttl avaiteblt at C.C.

TMMt OHkt and will kt itM at the

The IntnuBural D^pafteisiit

refs for ita upoomiag iMlNllMfl
MiBMOs can woffK •ni^it ar day
HMy will bo paid far thoir

^MHIrlHpVli^^WHr^ l^li^PMBlRPV WiiP^^RPni^^m^^P

eMoriy at Stimiiicis Country Homo in

Barby is undor^p^.. K you. wouU Hke
to bring a personal giCt (for a man or
woman) or a donation that wHl be put
toward buying a gift for the 100 ves-

idents assignei to us, please bring it to

Social Office* 121 Tolentine by Dec. 10
(or call 6454079).

Ut*8 hel^ make Christmas special for

the elderly at St» Frands Home!

WMilfiil

lflBV#sffnMrtCnni

There will be a Wildcat Investment
Club meeting on Dec. 9 at 12:45 p.m.

in Bartley 109. Come and find out how
much your shares are worth. Old and
new members are welcome to attend.

Ortoatotloii IMl
The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the appointment of

Leslie Dondero to the pofjtion of admin-
istrative coordinator for the 1986 New
Student Orientation Program. Congrat-
ulatk>ns, Leslie!!!

MkMs«s ff«r r«ast
•ff liMMIOTkltV
CmM«|itioii

The Masses for the Holx I>ay o^ the
Immaculate Conception. D^ S. With
exceptioil-o^ 11:30 a.m. (JorrlChapet^ all

the Masses will be in the Mito "Chapel.

The times are: 8:30 a.m., 12 p.m., 5 p.m.,

and 10 p.m.

^ <

1^1 SlfiMa Alpha
ChristaMis Party

Pi Sigma Alpha will be holding its

annual Christmas Party on Dec. 8. The
Beer, Wine, Cheese Party will be from
.4 to 5:30 p.m.m the Wayne/St. David's
'Rm. All Pi Sigma Alpha membere and
political science department staff are
invited.

•oBflhaaMS
What are you waiting for? The

Bahamas trip is almost filled! C^t your
deposits in before Dec. 12 (Only $75).,

Just think, fun in the sun with Carolyn
and Sue. (Yeah^

Boskatbiill

far CliBrlty
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Pi Kappa

AlplUi will hold a basketball marathon
for charity on Dec. 7 in the Butler

Annex. The charities will be the Leuke-

mia Society for Sig Ep and U.CP. for

Pike. Comeby the Pie Sliop in Dougherty
Hall to sponsor a brother now.

TiM AC8 aiill ^ hats and

Next semester w« need mora voiim-

g«j for the streel co^timittee, soup
kitchen and envirpnniental prvfram.
Stop hy or call Campus Ministry for'
more mformati^. Alao» we^ are in
desperate need lor dritars. Wf need you
and they need yosiin (6454060)

WorMlolry
There will be an organizational

-» meeting for all those interested in
joining the Villanova Chapter of Bread
for the World on Dec 9 at 7-.30 p.m. in
the ba^ment of Sullivan Hall (Center
for Peace & Justice). Past members and
new members are strongly urged to
attend.

Uva

Jamie Ward, a comical musician will

be performing live at the Terrace, along
with guests. The performance is in the
Belle Air Terrace, Dec. 9, at 5:30 p.m.
It's fun and it's free, so be there!!!

MarchforUffa

The-Villanovans Tar Life wUl be
sponsoring a bus to the Maix;h lor Life
on Jan. 22 in WashingtonrD.C. fhe bus
will leave VO at 7:30 a.m.. and will
depart ^^ihington at 8 p.m. Anyone

in 108
rnsSISB|.4

.orxaui
ice

'^*

Make your own fecording is coming!

Come find out Dec. 8 and 9; 11 a.m.-

4 p.m.. ConneQy Center Lobby. Co-

.

sponsored by ACS and the VillaAovaj

Student Union.

Start cleaning your textbooks now!
Book buy back reps will be here Dec.

15-19 at the C.C. Cinema lobby. Turn;

those used textbooks into Christmas

present money!

The Villanovans for Life will be^

sponsoring a meeting on Effective

Lobbying. Dr. William Valente of the

Villanova Law School will ibe the guest

speaker. The meeting will be heW in the

North Lounge on Dec. 9 at 8 p.m.

The RSA will be sponsoring Coffee

and Donuts during finals wedt in the

Day Hop cafeteria. The dates will be

Dec. 14-18 from 8-12 p.m. Donuts are

2 for 25( and oolfes is free! CbaK enjoy

and take a study break!

Thote Witt be a inanditmy^ alt tMara mkm <m aiehir tlie— mm ySSnSm* Tkt

ll«tfa#ila.
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GoalreaeM forHaiU
By JENNIFER REIDY

Special events, campaigns and
liturgies raised almost $8,000
during the 1986 Hunger Aware-
ness Week, Nov. 9-16.

All profits will sponsor the
construction of a schoolhouse
complex in Haiti, according to

Barbara Haenn of Campus
Ministry.

A check will be presented to the
Rev. Lawrence Bohnen, a Dutch
University professor-turned-
missionary and Villanova's con-

nection to the program in Haiti.

The money will be delivered in

January during Campus Minis
try's trip to Haiti, which will

allow members of Campus Min-
istry and the Villanova student
body to observe firsthand the
effects produced by the fund-
raising week.

The major events and their

money totals include Fast Day,

$3,400; collections from Masses at

the Villanova chape, $3,000; Run
for Hunger, $1,125; craft sale,

$300. Other totals have not been

established because pledges have

not been received.

Hunger Awareness Week,
which was co-chaired by senior

Meg Lynch and junior Chris
Duca, is an international program.

'.J I

(Staffpholo)

The Rev. Lawrence Bohnen of the Salesian Order is shown in Haiti

next to the partically constructed schocrf to be named after Villanova

University for contributions amassed during Hunger Awareness
Week.

Each year an area of the world

is selected that is in particular

crisis.

The goal of the week, which is

in its 13th year, is to raise funds

to better the condition of the area

and its people as well as to awaken
student consciousness to the
problem.

Films, sermons at Masses
throughout the week and a hunger
banquet, which simulated a typ-

ical Haitian meal, provided oppor-

tunities for Villanova students to

recognize and react to the crisis

presented.

Hunger Awareness differs from
other charity organizations such
as C.A.R.E. in that the entire sum
of money raised will be used to

fight poverty, whereas others use
part of their earnings for publicity

and administrative purposes.

Campus Ministry organizes
several trips to Haiti throughout
the year. Students interested
should contact the Campus Min-
istry Office in St. Rita's Hall.

i .

Six graduates of the Villanova CoUege of Arts and Sciences were recently honored for outstanding

achievemenU in their specific fields at the Seventh Annual CoUege of Arts and Sciences AJumni

MedalUon Awards Dinner. The winners of this year's awards are Dr. Gerald M.Lemole, lUren

McDermott Chewning, the Rev. Michael J. Scanlon. O.Sj\.. Warren F. KUnbaU. P?^c»^„J- Nolan

and Paul F. LaMastra. Pictured here are UniversUy President the Rev. John M. DnscoU, O.S.A.,

ScankHi. Chewning. Lemole, Nolan. Kimball, Alunuii Director Robert J. Capone, the Rev. Kail

C ElUs, O.S.A.. dean of the CoUege of ArU and Sciences, and DonakI R. Creamer, president of

the General Alumni Association.

Christmas festivities pianned
Christmas festivities on the

Villanova University campus will

be highlighted by the 1 1th annual
tree-lighting ceremony Dec. 10 at

5 p.m. at Kennedy Hall Plaza.

The 30-minute program will

include carol singing, scripture

readinjgs and the tree-lighting. A
reception in the Villanova Room
in Connelly Center wiU imme-
dist«ly fottow the osreimwy.
The traditional Villanova

Christmas Concert will fstture

the combined talents of the Vil-

lanova Sinfem and Women's Glee

Club Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the

StTHoMMM of Vllliiiova Chaptl.

Each choral group will sing var-

ious Christmas carols to usher in

the holklay season. The combined
groups will periorm John Rutter's

"Gloria," scored for double cho-

rus, brass octet and organ.

The Villanova Union has a

number of activities scheduled

during "Merry Christmas Villan-

ova Week." bieginning Dec. 3 at

5 p.m. with horse and buggy rides

outside Doii^^herty Hall.

From Dec. 3 to 5. the Association

of Commuting Students will hoki

a htt and itockinf sale in the

Connelly Center kAy.
In addition, a hoUdty baiMr

featuring crafts and jewelry

booths will be held Dec. 4 from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Villanova

Room in Connelly Center.

On Dec. 4 and 5 at 6 and 8:30

p.m., "Santa Claus: The Movie"
will be shown in the Connelly

Center Cinema. Admission is $2

for the general public.

Further information about the

Christmasconcert can beobtained

by calling Music Activities at 645-

7214.

For more information about

"Merry Christmas Villanova

WM" activitiii, oOl the Villan-

ova Union at 6457880.

V.U. students listed in Wiio's Wlie

Sixty-one students have re-

cently been selected for inclu-

sion in Who's Who Among
Students in American Univer-

sities and Colleges for 1987,

according to the Rev. Lawrence
C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice presi-

dent for Academic Affairs and
Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life.

The students named include

Marianne Abate, Joseph D.
Allman, Jennifer A. Archer,
Bruce J. Becker, Melinda Bed-
ics, Nancy R. Beebe, Kimberly
Boiler, Geoffrey D. Brandon,
Maria C. Breck, Robert A.

Burke and Richard W. Buus.
Others include Joseph J.

Crivelli, Brett A. Datto, Peter
A. Deandrea, Frank R. Dick,

Keith W. Donahoe, Tracey E.

Dougherty, Susan J. Downing,
David C. Facer, Amy T. Fair-

field, Darryl J. Ford, Susan
Ganem, ChristopherJ. Garmer,
Ann Marie S. Gibbons, Sean P.

Gildea, Mark E. Greene, Sheila

A. Guidera, Samuel H. Halter,

Linda Haun, Marthe-Anne Hea-
ley , HaroldJensen and Kenneth
M. Justice.

Additional students named
are Allison J. Kear, Timothy J.

Koob, Suzanne M. Krewson,
Kathleen M. Langdon, Laura J.

Lesperance, Lisa Lestishock,
Mark E. Lewis, Margaret J.

Lynch, Timothy E. Magnus-
son, Michael P. McGinnis,
William G. Margraf, Carolyn
R. Miller, Paul D. Mullin,
James J. Murphy, Gregory P.

Noone, Andrew Nowak, Mon-
ica J. Pica, Paula A. Fullano,

Matthew Raab, Linda M. Russo
and Mark A. Sanford.

Other students are Melissa

J. Schuck, Gary B. Smith,
Patricia A. Spiekermann, Mary
Elizabeth Stanfield, Jill L.

Stevens, Diana K. Sugg, John
M. Travaglione and Patricia C.

Williams.

Computers stolen from Mendel Hall

Two new computers and
additional computer equip-

ment, valued at a total of

$2,525, were reported stolen

from a computer lab in Mendel

Hall Nov. 3, Lt. John J. Harrity

of Villanova Security said this

week.
The two Zenith computers,

two Brother printers and two

monitors were still in unopened

boxes when stolen, said

Harrity.

The security department
received a complaint from Dr.

Hartmann of the department of

mathematical science at 1:55

p.m. The items were taken
sometime between 5 p.m. on
Oct. 31 and 9 a.m. on Nov. 3.

Villanova security turned
the case over to the Radnor
Township Police Department.
According to Harrity, the

computers' serial numbers
were recorded on NCIC, a

system which distributes the

serial numbers to computer
sales and repair firms in the

event that the thieves surface

with the stolen merchandise.

Priorities named
for improvements

By SUSAN CORCORAN

At the Nov. 21 University Se-

nate meeting, the Planning and

Priorities Committee submitted

their 1986-87 priorities for the

1987-88 budget, which included

many areas of direct student

concern. _

Listed as high priorities for the

new budget were proposals for the

construction of two new dormito-

ries by September 1988, the avail-

ability of more parking space, the

upgrading of telephone services

throughout campus, the renewal

and replacement of dorm furni-

ture, the provision of financial aid

to students and the renovation of

Vasey, Corr and Alumni halls

These priority areas were pro-

posed by the committee to the

Senate after seven meetings of

deliberation and were approved

quickly. Phil Brach, member of

the Planning and Priorities Com-
mittee and Student Government's
secretary of external affairs, said,

"It was evident that the commit-

tee did their job because there was
little discussion on the listings."

The Rev. George F. Bumell.

O.S.A. assistant to the president,

said that most, if not all, of the

priorities listed should find a place

in the 1987-88 budget. He feels

they are all important areas of

concern and that once funded,

"They will be done as soon as they

can."

Many areas most directly relat-

ed to students, such as the new
dorms, phone systems and park-

ing lots,. will probably be "a few
years down the road." according
to Burnell, but. "They will all be
addressed with equal concern."

Some of the priorities listed

were not new concerns, but re-

statements of plans currently

existing. These programs, such as

the energy conservation program,

the campus, safety program and
the deferred maintenance projects

will "appear for the next few
years" as well, said Burnell.

Brach feels students will be

pleased with the outcome of this

year's priorities committee list-

ings, such as the new parking

facilities. Brach said, "We worked
hard, and we expect it will pay

off
•
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Athletic boanhneetsr
(Cofitinuedfrom page 1)

athletics should parallel those in

the academic area of the Univer-

sity, such as the renovation of

older buildings and the construc-

tion of new dormitories, said

Aceto.

A list of improvements was
compiled and submitted to PESUS
(Physical Environmental Space
Utilization System) for review.

According to Aceto, PESUS is "a

clearing-house for projects that

need to be done on campus ...

permission is needed first."

The list includes painting the
fiberglass seats in the football

stadium to alleviate seating dis-

comfort and replacing the gutters

on the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse.

There is also a need for meeting
rooms and additional weight
rooms.

The formulation of a drug
policy for the athletic programs is

the committee s third recom
mendation.

The athletic department follows

the University drug policy as

stated in the Blue Book. Use or

possession of marijuana results in

disciplinary probation plus a fine

and/or community service. The
use or possession of cocaine and
other "hard" drugs results in

suspension or expulsion.

Aceto said the topic of drugs and
drug use is dealt with by each
individual coach for his team at

the present time. The Athletic

Advisory Committee wants a
uniform code to be established for

the athletic department.

Some possibilities for drug
programs, as seen in other univer-

sities, might include drug educa-

tion, testing for drug use and
rehabilitation programs.

Aceto pointed out that some
universities, such as Stanford
University, have a code of trust.

Each coach trusts his players not

to use drugs. If a player is disco-

vered to be using drugs, however,
he must face the consequences.

Joe Allman, Student -Govern-

ment president, reported during a

meeting with the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A.. University pres-

ident, and selected members of the

University Senate, that the sub-

ject of drug use and abuse has
been discussed in National Colle

giate Athletic Association (NCAA).
Big East and Yankee Conference
meetings for many years.

The Drug Education Policy

Committee formed at Villanova is

researching all aspect^ of the

problem. The direction in which
the University will proceed is not

known at this time.

(Ptioto by Nunes)
<m

Dr. Theodore A. Aceto» director

of Athletics.

Whiskey
Company
competes

The National Order of Omeua

--tilt ^

Villan()va-s(iUi:i:k
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By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Whiskey Company, Villanova's

Marine R.O.T.C. drill and rifle

squad, participated in its first

competition of the year at the

Cornell University Invitational

Drill Competition on Nov. 22.

Drill teams from Boston Uni-

versity, Duke University, Cornell

University, University of Michi-

gan, Holy Cross College, Ohio
State University, Penn State
University and the University of

Pennsylvania also took part in the

competition.

The schools compete in four

drill and rifle events. Two of the

events are basic, one done with

eight men and the other with a

16-man platoon.

The third event is a trick drill

done with a 16-man platoon,

similar to the performances dur-

ing half-time at football games.
The fourth is individual compe-
tition evaluated by elimination.

The outfit placed third in the

trick drill, according to Mark
Woelker, Midshipman 3rd Class
Whiskey Company. He said, "This

competition did not go as well as

hoped."

The Cornell competition is the

first of several competitions in

which Whiskey Company will

participate during the 1986-87

school year.

illA^ scAoo/
A national' diknmission recom-

mended that credit for secondary
school journalism be equivalent to

that for other language arts

courses and that journalism be an
essential component in tijie high

school curriculum.

After a two-year study that

culminated during theJournalism
Education Association's national

convention in Chicago, the Com-
mission asked for cooperation

from education leaders, scholastic

journalism associations and pro-

fessional media groups in re-

sponding to the growing threats

to high school journalism.

"High school journalism pro-

grams are at risk," said John
Wheeler, Commission chairper-

son. "In the 1980s, journalism

programs have been de-

emphasized or eliminated. Others
have experienced decreasing en-

rollments, loss of funding and a

lack of administrative support, in

part because of a misinterpreta-

tion of the 'back to basics'

movement."
Wheeler, a former newspaper

adviser from Lyons Township
High School in LaGrange, 111.,

pointed to an American College

Testing (ACT) study showing
that high school students rated

journalism experience as more
beneficial than that gained in

other language arts courses.

In addition to testimonies re-

garding the values of quality
journalism programs, the ACT
research indicated that students
with journalism/student publica-

tions backgrounds achieved
higher ACT composite scores,

exhibited greater proficiencies on
standardized college writing tests

and achieved higher freshmen
college grade point averages.

The Commission also recom-
mended that minimuni standards
for teacher preparation and course
content be established.

"Colleges and universities need
to do more to prepare teachers for

careers in secondary journalism,"

he said. "Administrators and
school boards must be willing to

provide the physical gnd moral
support necessary to sustain the

programs. And the local media
must become more involved in

secondary journalism to insure

that its potential benefits may be

realized."

Office to be remodeled
By MEG KLUCSARITS

The Registrar's office has re-

cently been undergoing renova-
tions. David J. Smith, Registrar,

stated that the office was laid out
before the computer age. "There
have been no changes in its

appearance for 10 years and the
current setup is slightly out of

date," he said.

The purpose of the remodeling
is to "work around modern office

concepts," according to Smith.
This includes providing a compu-
ter terminal at every desk rather
than only a typewriter, which is

the current situation.

Partitions approximately five-

to six-feet high will divide the
office space providing organiza-

tion as well as versatility. The
v'ividers are not permanent so that

office space can be easily reorgan-

ized if the need arises^ according
to Smith.

In addition, the partitions will

be used to contain electrical wires
that are currently visible running
under desks and around door-

ways. Not only will the office be

more attractive, but tripping

(Staff photo)

David J. Smith, registrar, recently
discussed remodeling plans for

his Tolentine office.

hazards will be reduced by rem-
oving wires from the floor, accord-
ing to Smith.

Smith feels that most impor-
tantly, the students and staff will

be served more efficiently with
the greater access to computer
terminals.

PATRICIA S. LIPTACK

Order of Omega salutes Tricia Liptack as this

week's Greek of the Week! Tricia is a proud member
of Delta Delta Delta sorority where she has been
active since her freshman year, holding offices such
as Panhellenic pledge representative, nominating
committee, and collegiate-alumnae officer.

Not only is Tricia active in her own chapter, she
has also served the entire Greek Community. She
was Rush commission chairman, and was on the

Rush committee as facilities chairman. "Lipper" has
also been an Inter-Greek Council member, on the

Easter Egg Hunt and Villanova for Africa committees,
and her most prestigious accomplishment is treasurer

of the Order of Omega. Her favorite part of Omega
is teaching the famous "Omega handshake" to new
initiates.

Being the active and energetic woman that she
is, "T" doesn't limit herself solely to Greek activities.

She has been striving to achieve all she believes as
an orientation counselor for two yesrs, has been an
"enthusiastic" member of the Basketball Club for

four years and is a mealchecker (Pit . . . side door
... Tuesday lunch!). She has also been an active

volunteer for Balloon Day and Special Olympics.
On a more personal nole, Tricia enjoys "jammin,"

randomness, the Giants, Bruce and Kelly's on Friday
afternoons. (Present this article to her today in

Kelly's, tell her you read it, and the jutt might fill

your glass!)

Church issues discussed
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Binns.

She added that their "construc-

tive dissent" offers alternatives,

and in 9 world where more is

known and learned about the

human condition all the time, the

church may have to search for

different kinds of answers.
Wall questioned, "Within the

church today, is it possible for

dissension that flows from indi-

vidual conscience, particularly in

areas that are not infallible teach-

ings of the church? Is that not part

of the authority of the church?
"If we [the church) allow for

differences of opinion on subjects

that aren't infallible teaching, is

this also not part of the growth
and development of our response

as a church to the world which
we live in?"

She suted, "h seems that with
Curran and other contemporary
theologians, they ask us [the

church) to examine sexual mor-

ality in a way. that rtapacts the

tacredneti and dignity of human
sexuality, and at the tame time,

to addrett the chaagiiig valuat,

naadt and livaa of ptlp|t in rata-
II

Binns said, "It.does seem clear

that in their cases, both Curran
and Hunthausen's approaches to

pastoral ministry have been em-
inently compassionate when faced

with difficult questions."

Both Binns and Wall agreed

that the church needs to become
more inclusive and compassion-

ate. "The church of the future

must be marked by compassion,"

said Binns.

Wall stated, "I think that the

Pope is attempting to preserve a

tradition that espouses the sacred-

ness and dignity of all life, par-

ticularly human life and human
sexuality.

However, I do think that we
need to turn the human face of

God in our ministry to minister

to all of God's people without

judgement and discrimination,

and instead, with compassion and
attempts to understand."

Wall also said that the church
should be willing to liaten to

diaoiplines such as loctal adence.

madktne. psychology and iock>l-

ogy while forming its moral
judnientt.

Sm aakad. "It our duirch a

chyreh that excludoa or inoUidit

people, especially those who are

in need of support and help? What
would Jesus say of Archbishop
Hunthausen?
"When r think of some of the

tension within the church ... I

think the bottom line question is

*How would Jesus respond to each
person, each situation, with an
invitation to join him or with
exclusion?'

"

Binns commented that a more
inclusive church is important to

American Catholics. Since Amer-
icans experience an open and
inclusive life, they neeil to ex-

perience their church life in the

same way.

In the future, the church should

be heahng and reconciling, and
accepting of the many (tifferences

among people, Binns said. "Oth-

erwise, it will kite its power of

attraction." She stated that it is

already losing that attractivenett

among young people.

'The church of the future will

hopefully eghibit a concern for the

mi^or iaauot of our time," tuch
as war and peace, juttioe and the

need for men and womon to work

togtlhtr in a non-comptlitive

way," iko laki.

DooowborS, 1'm^V
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SMen
chalices

found
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The Radnor Township Police

Department is currently investi-

gating the theft of 22 gem-
encrusted chalices and a crucifix

Ifrom the basement of the Villa-

nova Monastery. Thus far, 15
damaged chalices have been rec-

overed and police "have a suspect

in mind," according to Radnor

Detective Jack Kelly.

The theft was reported to Vil-

lanova Security on Oct. 12 at 6:30

a.m. by the Rev. John J. Hagen,

O.S.A., English professor.

Lt. John J. Harrity, Villanova

security officer, stated, "Father

Hagen reported that a serious

crime had taken place. In an
unlocked basement room at the

monastery, 22 empty chalice cases

were found."

(Photo by Roder)

Fifteen of 22 gem-encmsted chalices stolen from the Villanova
Monastery were recently recovered in northwest Philadelphia.

The exterior doors to the mon-
astery were locked by security

guards at 11 p.m. the previous

night, although the individual

room was left open, said Kelly.

There was no evidence of for-

cible entry. Kelly suggested, "Pos-

sibly one of the doors was open

or perhaps someone hid in there

[prior to 11 p.m.)."

Kelly reported that he suspected

the thief to be a person residing

in the Roxborough section of

northwest Philadelphia, and he
notified the Philadelphia Police

Department in the northwest
section of the city to watch for

the stolen chalices.

On Nov. 11, an individual found
15 of the chalices and brought
them to the northwest Philadel-

phia Police, who then contacted
Kelly the next day.

The recovered chalices report-

edly were considerably damaged.
Rubies and diamonds were pried
from the gold-plated chalices, said
Kelly.

The value of the chalices was
estimated at $7,000.

Kelly said that the investigation

continues and Radnor Police have
hopes of recovering the remaining
chalices and the crucifix.

Human Rights Day
promotes awareness

\t
(Photo by Nunes)

The Rev.Owen R.Jackson, O.S.A.
of the Center for Peace and Jus-
tice gave a speech on Liberation
Theology in Chile as a part of

Human Rights Day on Nov. 19.

By DEBBIE GROSS

Nov. 19 was declared Human
Rights Day at Villanova. Amnesty
International sponsored the writ-

ing of letters to free prisoners of

concience throughout the world,

and a speech was presented on

Liberation Theology in Chile by

the Rev. Owen R.Jackson, O.S.A.,

of the Center for Peace and
Justice.

In his speech,Jackson addressed
approximately 25 p)eople about the

problems in oppressed countries

such as Chile and the reasons for

their occurrences.

According toJackson, liberation

theology, common in Latin Amer-
ica, is a ''critical analysis of the

human condition in light of the

Bible." This theology was devel-

oped by Paulo Freire in his book,

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, said

Jackson.

Liberation theology is based

upon the "circle of proxis," stated

Jackson, which is a process by

which a person observes "what is

occuringin the human experience,

finds reasons, such as fascism and
militarism, for these problematic

occurrences, and then views the

problems in light of both Christian

and Hebrew scriptures.

Infirmary to be improved
(Continuedfrom page 1)

been presented to the committee

by the athletic department, the

counseling service, infirmary

officials and the drug and alcohol

awareness program.

Proposed features for the new
health care center include an

expansion of clinical and exami-
' nation areas, extended overnight

facilities, a counseling center and

athletic health facilities, according

to Neville.

The committee is alsogathering

information on the most conve-

nient location for a new building

as well as the possibility of just

constructing a new addition to the

present infirmary, Middleton
Hall. A major consideration, ac-

cording to Neville, is the problem

of finding a place to house the

infirmary if it should be decided

to build an addition or to construct

an entirely new building on that

site. He stated that an infirmary

is a necessity on this campus.

Ideas are being considered about

moving the infirmary to a more
centrally located area or to one

close to the athletic facilities.

When asked whether the plans

for a new infirmary would be

affected by the plans for new
dormitories, Neville responded

that a new infirmary is an inde-

pendent need and is not related

to any plans for building new
dorms.

The Rev. George F. Burnell,

O.S.A., assistant to the president,

stated that none of the plans are

definite and that any definite

plans "will not be complete for

several months." Neville hopes

that the plans concerning location,

costs, staff, what is to be included

and who is to be in charge will

be complete by this spring.

According to Student Govern-

ment, no students have been
officially involved with this com-

mittee up to this time, although

students are expected to be ap-

pointed by the Student Govern-

ment this week.

The infirmary is presently

located on the west area of campus
on Lancaster Avenue.

B

National News Notes

Protests greet O'Connor at Penn.
On a recent visit to the

University of Pennsylvania,

Supreme Court Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor was greeted by

about 40 demonstrators pro-

testing her human rights

record.

O'Connor was at the univer-

sity to preside over a moot

court for the law school. She
managed to avoid the demon-
stration, upon which she made
no comment, by using a side

door of the auditorium.

The demonstration was
sponsored by the Penn Human
Rights Coalition in conjunction

with groups supporting abor-

tion rights, rights of homosex-

uals and other minority groups.

They agreed to restrict their

activity to the auditorium's

courtyard.

Protestors felt that O'Con-

nor's human rights record is

"against choice" in abortion

and homosexual rights.

E.S.D.

Grading changed at U. of Miami
A new grading system has

been approved at the Univer-

sity of Miami under the recom-

mendation of the Faculty Se-

nate. The new system intends

to assign the grade of A+ 4.0

quality points.

Dr. John Fitzgerald, chair-

man of the Academic Stand-

ards Committee, said that the

Senate wants to reduce grade

inflation and to restore mean-*

ing to A grades and elevate

their value.

The Undergraduate Student

Rodv Government (USBG)
wanted to advocate 4.3 points

to an A-*- grade but it was not

approved because the Senate

felt it would be counterproduc-

tive to achieving its goals. The
USBG was not happy with the

grade evaluation given by the

Faculty Senate.

According to a spokesman
for the USBG, "Teachers
should reduce grade inflation,

not the grading system. We
must attack the root of the

problem. It is not the system
which issues grades, it is the

professors."

The University of Washing-

ton and the University of Pen-

nsylvania assign 4.3 quality.

ix)ints to a grade of A-*-., S.E.C.

Student loan rates may rise

Under a recent government
proposal, college students
would pay a higher rate of

interest on their federally-

backed loans in exchange for

a more flexible repayment
schedule based on their post-

graduation incomes.

In a speech at Catholic Uni-

versity. Education Secretary

William J . Bennett said that the

"income contingent" loans

would not only ease the debt

burden on college graduates,

but would also keep down the

cost of higher education. Ben-

nett believes rising college

tuition bills are due to the

government's willingness to

pay part of the cost.

The goal of Bennett's plan is

to end federal subsidies of

college loans. He announced a

$5 million pilot project to test

his idea next fall at 10 colleges

vet to be selected.

Students who take Guaran-

teed Student Loans from banks

would pay interest at the rate

of 91 -day Treasury bills plus

three jjercentage points. The
repayment schedule would

require a low payment in the

first two years after graduation

and then adjust the amount

based on the borrower's

income. ^.A.R.
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INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

(215) 645-7325

FILMSERIES— FALL '86
''Armb and Islamic Worlds Today"

Bombmy and Jmint Maajid (India) — Tues., Dec. 9, 7 p.m. ~ Connelly

Center Cinema
Bombftj tells the story of the daily battle for survival of the 4 million

slumdwellers of Bombay who constitute one half of that city's population.

They are the work force of Bombay — £he industrial labor, construction

workers and domestic servants. Denied city utilities like electricity,

sanitation, and water supply, many slumdwellers also face constant threat

of eviction as city authorities carry out campaigns to "beautify" Bombay.
(57 min. color, 1985.)

Jasui Manjid shows ways in which old and unique customs are

practiced in the Moslem community that centers itself around the Jama
Maqid, or great Mosque, in the old City of Dehli, India. (20 min. b/w. 1979.)

>^ . . Prof. Robert Young, S(mtk Asian Studies,
Lommanuuor:

, u^^^^^^y ofPennsylvania
#*•ADiaSSION IS FREE — open to the public***

All showings are in 16 mm with some prints in English and
others with subtitles. Each film will be preceded by a short
mtroduction by a guest speaker and followed by a dfiscussion
with audience participation.
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DrisooU aMresses Unlversfty SeiMito
(Continuedfrom page 1)

get it and where you can get it."

Commenting on the capital

budget, he said, that though "Up
to now it was not practicable for

the Senate to be involved, [there

is now
J no reason why the Senate

should not be involved [since this]

relates to the priorities of the

institution. Next year, [we'll] try

to find a way to bring the budget
to the Senate's attention."

Driscoll also SDoke of the Uni-

versity's concerns and said, "The
phase of intense planning and
development in recent years ... is

at rest . . . much is accomplished.

[We are now in] a new cycle . .

.

more enthusiasm, broader vision,

scale in scope is grander and the
probabilities are myriad."

He said the first concern of the

University is housing, which
presents "complex difficulties."

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, "would
like to house 75 percent of under-

graduates, where we currently

house 50 percent," said Driscoll.

"We must provide housing for

those who live in the community
... [to give] the friction with the

community some relief," was his

further comment.
The plans are for 800 to 1,000

additional beds, but no increase

in enrollment, in response to an
overall need for beds, which will

result in three or four dormitory
buildings, according to Driscoll.

The plans are to round out the

residential complex developed in

the south campus, said Driscoll.

The south dining hall that opened
this year can accommodate an-

other 400 to 600 students.

He also said that while there are

zoning problems on west campus,
it is the most likely site for other

new dormitories.

In a later interview, Phil Brach,

a student on the dormitory com-
mittee, said west campus is "a
definite possibility."

Brach said that the zoning
problems were not as difficult as
previously thought and that the

land to the left of the rugby field

would most likely be used, once
rezoned.

He also said that Radnor Town-
ship admitted that any problems
with sewerage was their respon-

sibility and not the University's.

Driscoll also noted that academ-
ic facilities were needed. This
requires additional construction

or major renovation, perhaps
converting existing buildings
from dormitory facilities to aca-

demic use, including classrooms,

laboratories and faculty offices.

Driscoll said the University was
"moving as quickly as possible"

on these needed developments.

He also said that a new health

care facility was needed. Twenty
million dollars is needed to satisfy

this proposal and the University
is "looking around for sources of

funding."
Driscoll further stated that the

University is examining its tele-

communications system in the

hopes of providing renovations

not only in telephone service, but

also in providing computer net-

working and new electrical

circuiting.

"We hope to have all dorms and
offices connected to a computer
network," he said.

Driscoll said in summation of

these plans that, "So many things

are being pursued at the moment
. . . they are there, in the offing.

So many things we've simply
talked about in this room are now
in place. IOur new plan is] more
challenging, but we do believe it

is doable."

After commenting on the suc-

cess of Homecoming Weekend,
Driscoll added this sentiment
about his role, "One of the advan-

tages of being president is that

occasionally one can step back and
view the University as a whole.

The immediate reaction is one of

pleasure, particularly when you
see how many good people are

working together to achieve [a

common goal]."

Driscoll then thanked the Se-

nate and wished them a happy
Thanksgiving.

Dr. Roidger Van Allen, religious

studies professor and faculty

senator, questioned Driscoll on*

the definition of a long weekend,
asking if his[Van Allen's] modified

five-day Fall Break proposal "was
in accord with the provisions."

Driscoll replied that, though,

"You never say never, no, it was
not. I would like to reconsult with

the people it affects. My imme-
diate reaction is negative. Thurs-
day, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday doesn't serve a purpose.

You're going to have to work hard
to convince me."
He further said, "Come up with

a full-week when it can be done

. . . [I'm] in favor of a full-week

break, not ... a frolic-time."

After Driscoll left, the Senate

commenced with its business.

Some controversy arose on ap-

proval of the minutes, which read

that the Fall Break plan stood only

for the 1987-88 year. This pro-

voked questions by the senators.

Patrick Connell, Law School

senator, stated. 'Techtucally the
minutes prodaim this mling [full-

week] for solely next year.'*

He suggested to '"amend the

minutes to withdraw the year

1987-88 from the minutes, which

corrects the minutes and leaves

the issue for the future."

Faculty Senator Dr: Harry R.

Strack, political science professor,

objected, "Nothing's in error. The
student body president should

have presented his intent clearly

I at the time. This amendment
changes the substance."

Dr. Angelo Armenti, Jr., an
administration senator and dean

of the University College, said,

"The intent of the motion makes
no mention of the year. Its impli-

cations are that it shoukl begin

with that particular year (1987-

88). All references to the year

should be removed."
Connell recalled that "The

debate centered on future years . .

.

it's best to lay the issue aside and
approve the motion with the

amendment."
Administration Senator Alvin

A. Clay, dean of the College of

T.^V^*-?'-'
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Administration Senator Alvin A.
Clay, dean of the CoUege of Com-
merce and Finance
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Commerce and Finance, com-
mented, "It doesn't matter. I think

our intent [in approving the mo-
tion] was forever until we decide

otherwise,"

The minutes were approved
with the amendment to strike
"1987-88" from the resolution.

The Senate went on to mention
the meeting with the executive

committee of the Board of Trus-

tees in passing.
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Hew doors prompt
student reactions

fiit Dhy rai$esS3;400

By CYNTHIA AGRESTA

A number of residents in Shee-
han and Sullivan halls are report-

edly upset that fire doors were
recently placed in the ground floor

of the residence halls. These
doors, which students were told

are required by law, cut off two
rooms from the rest of the hall at

each point where they were
constructed.

The fire doors were installed

shortly after students returned

from Fall Break, and no prior

word was said about them. Each
of the upper floors in these dorms
have fire doors, but the doors do
not separate any of the rooms on
the floors.

Kim Barnhardt, a sophomore
resident living in one of the rooms
which is cut off by the doors, finds

them "irritating. " She said, "We
haven't had any doors all along,

and I don't see the point in having
them now."
Another question being raised

by students is if these doors are

supposed to act as protection from
fire, how does this affect the

rooms which have been parti-

tioned off.

Frank Love of PESUS, the

University construction depart-

ment in charge of installing the

Grants for

engineers

available
A new program which will give

undergraduate engineering stu-

dents and recent graduates grants
based on creative ideas submitted
in a research plan and not solely

on academic achievement has
been announced by the National

Science Foundation (NSF).

The program, titled "Creativity

Awards in Graduate Engineer-

ing," is designed to make graduate
study more attractive and to

improve the quality of engineering

education by encouraging creative

activities.

"One of the unique strengths of

the United States in international

competition is the ability to inno-

vate and it is important that

student^ with this talent be in-

duced to attend graduate school

to maximize their effectiveness as

engineers of the future," said Nam
P. Suh, NSF's assistant director

for engineering.

Normally, awards for graduate

support such as the NSF graduate

fellowships are based on academic
achievement. These new creativ-

ity awards will support students

based on their ideas as embodied
in a plan of research."

Approximately 30 grants per

year will be awarded competitive-

ly to students, whether they are

still undergraduates or have grad-

uated in the last three years and
have not done graduate work.

Grants will be for up to $30,000

a year for up to three years and
could be used to produce a grad-

uate thesis. The grant will go to

the student's institution and will

.provide an annual stipend of

$11,100 plus tuition and fees as

well as funds for research.

To apply, a letter should be sent

to NSF by Feb. 1 describing the

research idea. Full information on
what should be in the letter is

available from the office of the

dean of engmeering.

The application is evaluated by

a review panel. The grant is

portable and is conditional on the

awardee accepted into a graduate

school.

Studmts aseking more informa*

tion ihouM call (2(tt) 357-9634.

doors, said that the doors were
added at the request of the Office

of Residence Life. The locations

were specifically stated.

Love also commented that the

purpose of any fire door is to direct

people toward the exit of the

building. Since the ground floors

of both Sheehan and Sullivan

have side door exits, the new. fire

doors do not impede residents

from escaping-in the case of a fire.

Upper-tloor residents, however,

would have to evacuate by the

central doors.

By TAMI PETER and
SIOBHAN A. RODER

According toj. Les Gies, director

of Food Services, 1,709 students

gave up their lunch Nov. 13, as
part of Campus Ministry's Hunger
Awareness Week. Two dollars

was donated by the Food Services

department for each person who
fasted on Fast Day for a total of

$3,418.

Gies explained that although
the Food Services department did

not have to provide the meals

during lunch for all those with

meal plans who signed to give up
their meal, the students "make up
for it at dinner" or breakfast. He
said that Villanova does not make
a profit on the Fast Day, but

rather probably loses money.
The money collected in all of the

Hunger Awareness Week's activ-

ities will be used to build a school

in Haiti for children which will

be under the direction of the Rev.

Lawrence Bohnen of the Salesian

order, according to Samantha
Sheridan, a student involved in

Campus Ministry. The school will

be named the Villanova University

School.

Sheridan said that Bohnen has
been working in Haiti for many
years. He feeds 15,000 children

each day. According to Bohnen 's

program, each child recewes a

noon meal if he/she attends school

and wears a uniform consisting

of a shirt and a pair of pants or

a skirt.

Sheridan said that $6,000 was
raised last year by Villanova
University during Hunger Aware-
ness Week. This amount was
matched by a $6,000 pledge from
a main line organizatiion.

New housing sought
(Continuedfrom page 1)

be built first. One would be for

males and the other for females

and they would house approxi-

mately 200 students each.

Two other dorms, which would
house 300 students each, are also

in the planning process for the

Morris estates behind St. Mary's
Hall.

According to Brach, the board
is exploring the idea of building

apartments. He said, "If new
dorms were built behind St. Mar-
y's they would have to build
a new dming facility. Instead, the

board is looking into building

apartments in order to attract the

older students and save money
that would be spent on building

the dining hall." He noted, though,

that "It will cost more to build

apartments, and they will take up
more space and house less

students."

Brach added, "Radnor has been
more than cooperative with zon-

ing, but the township residents

are not that cooperative. The
residents think that the new
dorms mean growth, but by build-

ing the dorms Villanova is trying

to get the students out of the

neighborhoods and back on
campus."

(Photo by Schmid)

Students register to give up their lunches on Nov. 13 as a part of

Campus Ministry's Hunger Awareness Week.

If you've ever gotten a pizza that was cold, or late, or just not right, you've had a close encounter with

the NOID.~ The MOID loves to ruin your pizza. You can AVOID THE NOID™: Call Domino's Pizza.®

You get Fast, Free Delivery"" of our quality pizza in less than 30 minutes, or you receive $3.00 off your
order. Domino's Pizza Delivers® the hot, delicious, NOID-proof pizza. One call does it all!®
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Spice up your pizza. Present this coupon to

receive free pepperoni on any large one-Item

or more pizza.

One coupon per pizza. Includes rebate of

sales tax if applicable. Hours may vary by
store. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

LimHMl delivery area.

Expires: 12/18^
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Housing options

must stay open
The New Dorm Committee will probably recommend

to the Board of Trustees this month the immediate
construction of four dorms similar to St. Monica's and
Katharine, according to Phil Brach, Student Government
secretary for external affairs and a member of the New
Dorm Committee. This recommendation, although
extremely necessary and long overdue, should not

preclude the possible construction of on-campus apart-

ments in the future.

At this time, however, several factors make the

decision to provide 1,000 new beds as soon as possible

the best choice.

The 1989 closing of Corr and Alumni residence halls

because of new fire codes is just one of the reasons
necessitating quick construction.

Recent legislation by Radnor and other surrounding
townships has also forced Villanova to provide more on-

campus housing for students. This legislation limits the

number of unrelated people allowed to live in one
household. At the same time, it causes a great deal of

inconvenience for out-of-state students who need a place

to live.

Therefore, the addition of as many beds as possible

is certainly the best choice for now. Further down the

line, though, apartments will be necessary in order to

keep junior and senior students on campus.
Juniors and seniors usually prefer the freedom of

living in apartments. On-campus apartments could
provide that freedom. Residents from surrounding
townships would also be satisfied with on-campus
apartments because students would, therefore, not

disrupt their neighborhoods.

So, certainly it is necessary to hold the idea of

apartment construction for now. But University officials

must realize that apartments are a viable choice for the

future and should not be ignored.

Tlie perfect gift
As Christmastime fast approaches on the heels of

final exams, many face the unenviable task of shopping
for Christmas presents during the next-to-the-last-minute

shopping rush. We might all do well to pause and reflect

for a moment — not on what to buy for Aunt Martha
or what to get for the father who has everything — but

instead on the value of what we can give to family and
friends at this holiday time.

The numbers reported on Christmas sales are
staggering. Last year, Americans spent $27 billion on
Christmas gifts. Some merchants expect to make between
one-third and one-half of their yearly sales in November
and December.

While many decry the commercialization of Christ-

mas, those who advocate abolishing the marketing of

Christmas and junking Santa Claus go to the extreme.

Our concern should not be that people give gifts, but rather
that they give gifts of thought instead of expensive gifts

of obligation.

While no one can judge the appropriateness of a gift,

perhaps it is best to consider what would be most
appreciated by the receiver. The ultimate worth of a gift

is not in its dollar value, but in the sacrifice made and
the joy given. An elderly relative might enjoy an afternoon

spent with a companion more than another knick knack.
A mother might be elated about a day free from chores
so that she can go shopping or rdax.

Much of the stress that we feel at Christmas comes
from the pressure to give something — anything — when
in fact the best gift may be something that does not come
in a box.

Perhap6 the greatest gift givers are those who look

on thatr pr66ent6 66 6yiiiM6, r6ali6tf|g that the gMtlMl
fifto are tioM, oon66cn aad Jove, aad 06Blaiiii6 aU yaar-

ranwL
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Letters to the Editor

Lip-It actors displayed cruelty
To the Editor:

The Resident Student Associa-

tion (RSA) did a fine job in putting

together the.1986 Lip-It competi-
tion. Much hard work went into

this event, which raised money for

a great cause, cystic fibrosis, and
provided students with a night of

entertainment.

I must comment, however, on

the cruelty and insensitivity

displayed in the winning act,

"YMCA" by The Village People.

at the competition.

It was disappointing to see that

people would stoop so low as to

put on an act in such bad taste.

The skit ridiculed homosexuals,
playing on the stereotypical, af-

fected mannerisms that are often

,

attached to homosexuals.

What was just as disappointing

as the act was the fact that the

audience loved it. The audience
did not appear to even blink an
eye at the injustice done in this

skit. In fact, they wanted more.
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Classical mythology p(^its that

the end of mankind will come
when people are no longer angered
by injustice.

A letter to the editor in The
Philadelphia Inquirer on Nov. 21
noted that. "Homosexuals are the
last group it's still OK to hate."

Well, to the dismay of some
Villanovans I am sure, it is not

okay to hate homosexuals.
Homosexuals are no less human

beings than any other group of

people and should be accorded the

respect given to all other people.

It was not too many years ago
when Catholics were treated in

this same manner.
It would be not only a repeat

of the cruelty and insensitivity to

homosexuals, but also an emba-
rassment to the University if this

group performed the same act at

the intercollegiate competition. A
suggestion for them might be to

refine the act. taking out all of the

homo^xual overtones, or with-

draw from any further
competition.

It is my hope that someday we
will look back at this type of

behavior in disgust and wonder-
ment in how we could have tol-

erated it.

Joe Allman
Class of 1987
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Jews and
By SUSAN E. TOLVE

It is a classk; case of irony. At
the same time that violence flared

between Arabs and Jews in Jerus-

alem, Jewish and Arab organiza-

tions in the United States banded
together in filing "friend-of-the-

court" briefs.

On Nov. 15. Eliahu Amedi, a 22-

year-old Jewish student was
stabbed to death in Jerusalem. He
was returning to the Birkhat
Avraham yeshiva when he was
attacked from behind. Three
Arabs, identified as members of

a PLO faction, have been arrested

and charged in the killing.

Jews quickly returned the vio-

lence, beginning at Amedi's fun-

eral procession. Mourners threw
stones at homes and cars and set

fire to a truck.

The animosity grew as Arab
houses were torched with "Molot-

ov cocktails." About 1,000 Jews
chanted "Death to Arabs!" and
"We want revenge!" Several Arab
shops were damaged and a few
Arabs were beaten.

Hundreds of Israeli police, sold-

iers and border guards on duty
stepped in. Most Arabs played it

safe by keeping out of sight. Some
even left Jerusalem to stay with
relatives, and many shopkeepers

closed down their businesses.

According to the Philadelphia

Inquirer, a Palestinian reopening

his shop for the first time in four

days said that peace with theJews
was out of the question because
Allah did not want it. He said the

reasons qould be found in the

.Koran.

Chanoch Ben-Arza did not see

much hope for the future either.

This owner of a Hebrew bookstore

said "On the outside. OK, we live

together, but inside we have a

problem. Jews don't like Arabs

and Arabs don't like Jews."

Maybe Ben-Arza should be in-

formed about a recent action of

Arabs and Jews in America. They
seem to like each other. An Arab-

American organization is support-

ing Jews whose synagogue was
desecrated and Jewish leaders

support an Iraqi college professor

who was denied tenure.

The groups have united in a

common goal: convincing the

Supreme Court that they are
protected under the Civil Rights
Act of 1866. They hope to prove
that this post-Civil War statute

protects not only blacks from
racial discrimination, but also

Jews. Arabs and other white
minorities.
On Nov. 20, the organizations

filed "friend-of-the-court" briefs

asserting that the discriminations

they have suffered are racial in

character, even though they are

white. Therefore, they believe

that they should be allowed to sue

racial bigots under the 1866
statute.

A federal appeals panel in Rich-

mond dismissed a suit against

men desecrating a synagogue
because Jews are not non-whites.

A court in Philadelphia, however,

allowed Associate Professor Majid

G. Al-Khazraji to pursue his racial

suit against St. Francis College.

The Supreme Court has agreed to

review both cases of

discrimination.

Discrimination should not be

tolerated in the United States —
whether it is aimed at whites or

non-whites is insignificant.
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unite in a cause

A synagogue spray-painted with

such phrases as "Death to the

Jude" and "In, Take a Shower,

Jew" is clearly discriminatory.

Therefore, regardless of the color

of their skin, Jews should be

allowed to pursue their case.

The court will issue a ruling

next year. Eric Schnapper, a

lawyer for the NAACP legal De-

fense fund^roposed that the

groups support each other.

According to the Philadelphia

Inquirer, Schi)apper said, "It

won t solve the problem in Beirut,

but it's going to generate a certain

amount of good will here."

Schnapper is right. Obviously

the deep-rooted differences be-

tween Arabs and Jews are not

going to disappear. It would be

nice (but clearly unrealistic) to

believe that the Arabs and Jews
inJerusalem will drop their knives

and "Molotov cocktails" and
follow the examples of those in

America.
Some people may think Arabs

and Jews can unite here because

the "great melting pot" encour-

ages such action.

Actually they are only combin-

ing forces in order to reach a

common goal. Each group still has

its vested interests at heart. But

perhaps working together will

make each side see that the

"others" aren't so bad after all.

Susan E. Tolve is a junior
communications major and asso-

ciate editor of the Villanovan.
\

Reagan should meet with

peace march participants
By JOSEPH P. FORD,
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN,

L. PAUL DORSEY,
WILLIAM FERDINANDSEN

and StEPHEN EID

We are writing because we are

very disturbed by President Rea-

gan's recent action, or should we
say, his recent lack of concern for

a large group of American people.

On Nov. 15, the Great Peace
March for nuclear disarmament
ended with a rally in front of the

White house and a demonstration

at the Lincoln Memorial.

These people walked nearly

4,000 miles for a cause they truly

believed in. They met many people

across this diverse nation and saw
how the American public feels

about nuclear weapons. Public

awareness was raised worldwide

as a result of this march.

When a professional or college

sports team like the Villanova

basketball team of 1985 for exam-
ple, wins a national championship.

Reagan will usually have them as

iguests in the White House.

The peace marchers triumphed
against overwhelming odds and
accomplished something many
said was impossible. Nine months
of their lives were freely sacrificed

for an important cause — world

peace.

They requested only one small

thing of the president. They asked

him to meet with a small <^lega-

tion from their group to talk about

what they had seen and learned

and their feelings on nuclear

wsapons. Resgan did not even

acknowledfe thsir existence.

Tlis$mm SMrdMri art tvsry-

dsy Aswricsns who csrs sksut
uur future, about our chiklrtn'i

future. Somsiiuiy bt radicals, but

many are mothers and fathers

who left their families in the hope
that their voices would be heard.

It seems that Reagan has for-

gotten that he is a public servant

accountable to the American
people. These people are shouting

out to him, but there is no
response.

The president says the Soviets

are our greatest enemies, an "evil

empire." The Soviets are people,

human beings who love their

families and homes, who want
peace as much as the American
people. Why should a few high-

level government leaders like

Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev
hold the fate. of the world's chil-

dren in the palms of their hands?

Gorbachev made a proposal in

Reykjavik, take it or leave it. For

the first time in history, the Soviet

Union was willing to make con-

cessions concerning nuclear wea-

pons. Granted, there was propa-

ganda involved. but by
unequivocally rejecting it, Reagan
let an opportunity pass that may
never occur again. After all, what
good is Strategic Defense Initia-

tive (SDI) without nuclear
weapons?
The United States of America

has always tried to be the best.

We claim to stand for truth,

justice and freedom. We claim to

want world peace, yet continue to

prepare for war.

Between ^the Soviets and our-

selves, the world's nuclear arse-

nals are escalating to incredible

levels. The American public was
promised that by increasing our

arsenals, we woukl increase our

security.

We are no more secure now that

wf were 10 years afo. World
tension is not being reduced, it is

increasing to the breaking point.

Reagan should 'stop for one^
second of his "valuable" time and
look at the issue from a different

angle. He should listen to the

voices of his fellow Americans, his

fellow human beings. We should

take the initiative and make a

legitimate proposal.Trust has to

begin somewhere.
Imagine a nuclear-free future.

Think about children who have
nothing to worry about except

living. Are nuclear weapons really

worth it.

In the History of Man there has
never been a weapon built that

was not used. Does Reagan really

believe nuclear weapons are any
different? Does anyone?

It's time the president started

listening to the pcx'ple, or, at the

very least, acknowledging their

existence.

Joseph P. Ford. L Paul Ihrsey.

William G. Ferdinandsen and
Stephen Eid are sophomore engi

neerinff majors. Robert P. O Hrien

is a sophomore marketing major

Quote of

Note

"// is the mistalte ofyouth to\

think imagination a SMbstitutel

for experience: it is tite mistake]

of age to think experience a\

suhUitute/or inteiiigmee.
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Students need to

respect neighbors
ftlsivitotttsfwlMte
toiirottcfttdrowii

nputatkm as wellMS

llNrtOfWiMOMlUM-
vmsHy,

If a student sees another stu-

dent littering on someone else's

property he should tell him to pick
the trash up or pick it up himself.

Also students should not dis-

turb neighbors with loud noise at

unreasonable hours. As students
we do have a right to have fun,

I To the Editor:

t On Nov. 28, an article appeared

\ in The Philadelphia Inquirer

entitled, "Main Line grumbles

about Villanova rowdies."

This article wa?5 just one of

many concerning student off-

campus behavior. Once agaia it

was the actions of a small minority

of Villanovans which gained this

negative publicity for the

University.

The article described the Villan-

ova students as disrespectful to

the surrounding communities by

having loud parties every wee-

kend, urinating on lawns and
littering on the front of property, but we have to realize that the

It is up to the students to protect rights of our neighbors must be

their own reputation as well as considered at all times,

that of Villanova University. We
can do this by simply respecting Miriam Robinson
ourselves and our neighbors. Class of 1990

Lip-It performers

commended by RSA
To the Editor: Y.M.C.A. like the originals. We

would also like to commend the
The RSA would like to thank second and third place winners,

all who participated and worked "The Generic Heads," "The Gap
at Lip-It '86. It was a huge success. Band," and "Devo" for their effort

We raised over $500 for the Cystic and enthusiasm.
Fibrosis Foundation with over Special thanks goes out to all

1 ,200 Villanova students in atten- the House Council members who
dance. From the sounds of the put their time and effort into
crowd, everyone seemed to have helping us make Lip-It '86 the
had a great time. success that it was. Also, thanks

All acts should be commended to the judges for their objective-

on their hard work and profession- ness and ability in rating the acts,

alism. We would especially like to

congratulate the winners, "The The RSA Executive
Village People," who performed Board

Directory expected soon
To the Editor:

As mentioned briefly, in last

week's issue of the Villanovan,
the arrival of the Student Direc-

tory will be delayed. Upon return
from Christmas Break, you will

have it in your hands.

Its delay is because of the
tremendous amount of work
which its organizing entails. Upon
completing the distribution of the
1 0,000 copies, we will evaluate our
efforts of this year and attempt
to create a permanent system
which will ensure
reliability.

Hopefully, this year's efforts

will establish, once and for all, the
directory as an int^^al and essen-

tial aspect of the Villanova student
life.

When it does arrive, the imme-
diate benefits of the directory will

be most obvious. For the students

it will no doubt serve as a guide

both beneficial and indispensible.

However, like so many other
things of such value, there is

much more to it than its imme-
diate benefits.

We feel this year has been a

landmark year for student gover-

nance at Villanova University.

However, we still have a long way
to go, and the directory is part of

this effort.

In this effort we would like to

extend special thanks to Cathy
Connor, assistant registrar, and

greater everyone else in the Registrar's

Office for their tremendous help

and kindness. Thanks are also

due to our advertisers for their

support and understanding of the

delay. Lastly, a special thanks is

in order to the students for their

continual support and their
patience.

Good luck on final exams, enjoy
your Christmas break, and expect
your 1986-87 Student Directory
just in time for the beginning of

1987.

Joe Allman
President of Student

Government
Michael McGinnis
Vice President of

Student Govemmen*

Hubbert adds confusion

Main-Liners lack

open-mindedness
To the Editor,

If we are to believe Fr. Hubbert,

the confusion that has arisen

around the question of homosex-

uality is the result of a mass
ignorance of the truths of biology.

Obviously, this is not the case.

As wars and science cut down
myth after myth as to the inherent

goodness of western, Christian

man and his creations, the East-

ern world he conquered from
without has begun to conquer him

spiritually from within Western
man has been forced to accept the

truths of other cultures and
religions as equally as valid as his

own.
Men like Fr. Hubbert only add

to the moral confusion of our day
through their modem application

of a medieval system of thought,

a system of thought which was
developed by a people who believed

themselves to be the chosen people

of God dwelling in the center of

the universe.

"Illogical" people, homosexual

or not, whose existence is not

allowed for by this system of

thought, (which Fr. Hubbert sub-

scribes to) will not suddenly

disappear in a Cartesian puff of

smoke. They are already at the

doorsteps of our universities, and

it is they who will teach us the

truth.

Lawrence J. McDermott
Class of 1988

To the Editor:

Recent articles in the Philadel-

phia Inquirer, Delaware County
Daily Times and Main Line Times
have done a wonderful job of

detailing local residents' problems
with Villanova students living in

their communities, but those
articles did a conspicuously poor

job of presenting the students'

side of the story.

The Inquirer and Deloo Daily

Times obviously know that the

advertising money does not He
with students, and it would be
most unreasonable to expect fair,

objective and competent reporting

from the Main Line Times, but
these bastions of democracy are

ignoring students' rights and
perspectives just as blatantly as

are Main Line residents, their

commissioners and their police

departments, which are set up to

work against us.

First of all. the Main Line is a
very wealthy and insular com-
munity — and residents want it

to stay that way. A great many
Main-Liners view students as
intruders who do not understand
their problems and do not belong
here.

It is also conveniently over-

looked that the Mam Line has a

reputation as a notoriously "up-

tight," conservative and intoler-

ant part of the world with an
incredibly high cost of living.

If students are as contemptible

and law-breaking as we are made
out to be, then the Main Line

would have burned down long ago.

JuKt from pernonal experience, it

wouM iteem that, on the average,

studrnth far exceed Main Liners
in mMnnem. altitude and tolerance

levels, but that is not really saying

a great deal.

The unreasonable housing laws
that exist in Haverford, Radnor
and Lower Merion illustrate the

general situation perfectly. Be-

cause of these "zoning regulations
that apply to everybody," students
can be fined and evicted just for

living together.

How wonderfully American!
This more closely resembles the

Soviet Union; the instigators of

this policy have managed to forget

that they live in an alleged demo-
cracy and must deal with some
of the inherent problems of such
a political system.

Obviously, Villanova students
are far from innocent on all

counts, and they do cause prob-

lems. But punishing the excesses

of youth with arrests, fines and
evictions seem quite severe. In

some communities, such as Ard-
more, students and residents
generally coexist peacefully, and
even like and respect each other.

Ardmore, however, is the rare

exception.

This letter was not intended to

imply that all students are free

from guilt, nor was it intended to

condemn all Main Line residents.

But it is about time that students

had their point of view presented;

Main-Liners have had their say.

and continue to dominate the

issue.

Until Main Line residents learn

the arts of tolerance and open-

mindedness, this classic but ugly

example of town*and*gown con-

flict will only grow worse.

Ancly Miliar
ClM»of 1MI7
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ViUanovan lacks
Catholic viewpoint
To the Editor:

Your article on so-called "con-

troversy" in the ''American
Church" was disappointing. Rath-
er than provide a platform for the

promuUigation of the errors of the

dissidents, it would be refreshing

to find a Catholic newspaper
which supports Catholic Doctrine
and the Church Magisterium.

I hope that in the future your
publication will reflect a more
authentic Catholic expression.

Gerald H. Anderson

...ItwouUbsrwInslh
IngtoflndstMMk
nswspspsrwkkk
supports CMotkOsc-
trine smltlmClmnh
MsgMeriiuUm

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Villa-

novan is not a Catholic newspaper.

Itisacollege newpaperata Catholic

university.
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Students cheat
To the Editor:

Remember back in high school

when teachers warned, "Some of

you will be in for a rude awakening
in college. You cannot get away
with cheating there." Well they

were wrong.

Cheating does take place on

many college campuses, and Vil-

lanova is no exception to the rule.

I have no statistics on the exact

number of cases that occur each

semester. But what I do have are

ears — ears that have heard the

following statement^ during my
three years at Villanova:

*'You have to cheat in the

business school. Everyone does."

"Sit in front of me in the

"Cheatatorium" and we can com-
pare answers."^;

"Quick, what is the answer to

number 11?"

Since seeing is believing, I can

add that I have seen some people

write cheat sheets and others

with "rubber necks" checking out

a classmate's answers.

Many students opt for a

"milder" form of cheating — the

sorority and fraternity files. Old

tests can be useful study tools.

But why do professors keep giving

the same tests year after year?

Word of which previous test is

being giveYi often seeps out. Then
students memorize multiple cho-

ice answers instead of reading

their book.

There is also a large number of

papers that are resubmitted under

a new name. I will always re-

member one giH's statement. "Do
you believe the nerve of my
pr«)feHiM>r? He gave me a B^ when
tht tfuv 1 copied It from got an A

Chesting does take

place on many college

campuses, and Villanova

Is no exception.

That proves he is unfair."

What motivates students to

cheat? The almighty Cum! (cu-

mulative grade point average).

True this can be important in

getting into graduate school or

obtaining a job. But I do not think

it is worth compromising your
morals.

My high school teachers always
said, "If you cheat, you are only
hurting yourself." Here again
they were wrong.

Parents who pay $12,000 a year
for their son or daughter to gain
an education are hurt. Teachers
who try to teach their students
are hurt. Fellow students who are
honest are hurt when grades are
curved. And cheaters cheat them-
selves out of a college education.

As a higher institution of learn-

ing, Villanova cannot ignore this

problem. Teachers need to clamp
down. Students need to hit the
books.

In nine days, finals week at

Villanova will begin. During this

harrowing experience, we should
all remember that yes. there are
more important thinga in life than
a "high cum.

Nmut withheld

upcNi requem

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano-
van asks, "What have you
done to get into the Christ-

mas spirit?"

L

We've been searching
the TV Guide for Mr.
Heatmiser."

Denise Pelliciari

sophomore
accounting

Kim Koemer
freshman

liberal arts
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Dec. 6

HiUaniiua
Dec. 5, 6 Hat and Stocking Sale

C.C. Lobby

Holiday Semi-Formal
9-1 Vlllanpva Room
*5 per person Tickets AvallaUe

*8 per couple ^' ^"^ '^^

Hall Judging/ p.m.

Make Your Own Recording
1 1 p.m.- 4 p.m. C.C. Cinema

Christmas Cheer
10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Main Lounge C.C. J

Dec. 9, 1 College Bowl ^^^
6-1 p.m.

Dec. 1 Tree Lighting

5 p.m. Kennedy Mall

Decembers, 1986
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

in the Villanova Room

Dec. 7

Dec. 8,

9

Dec. 9

/i^r^^ir

COLLEGE BOWL
The Varslly Sport of The Mind

Dec. 9 and 10
Last Day For Registration

Today In The Union Office

Registration Fee *5.

wm
^m

^i
THE

Terrace
i

11 :

TDES., DEC.^
5:30-7:30 p.m.

BELLE AIR
TERRACE

Jamie
Ward
musical comic

Tickets: '5 porpenon

8 per couple

Available st

C.C. Ticket Office

featuring;;:

*>,*>.

OP'
Look For The

Registration -^^^^

Brochure

In The MaU -^..ntry^

Over

Christmas.

«••

DOBTT
cou""'- MISS

THEFUNl
• •

*Deoii((iie: 9awuMi| 23

Coming Soon ...

BLIZZARD OF BUCKS
CRAZYGAME SHOW
Starring The Incredible

Money Machine
F—tmIng tft*

OCfflM EVT
A Chaoe» to

Win Up To '5

Time is mimiiig out..
The Deadline Is Almost Here . .

.

BxmXxAAIxiJS orCANCUN
Deposits Due By Dec. 12
In The C.C. Ticket Office

\

^
FlhtheBkyikl

''SANTA CLAOS

V M ^//i

6«itff lun.
Ill im wiffViffM
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DO TOO HAVE WHAT rr TAKES
T0BEASTAR7

Start Rehearsing Now!!

"(Makeym Oum
RecMitcKg
Dec. 8,

9

C.C. Lobby

Co-sponsored
WithA.C^

Hours"
7pje.

andTpoM.
7 p.m.
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Trevor : Working witii tlie homeless
By STACEY WILKINS

On 5th and Moravian Streets,

outside the exclusive Union
League of Philadelphia, a bearded
figure in grimy clothes is huddled
over a street gate trying to keep
warm.
A young boy is placing a blanket

over him as his parents nervously
look on. He walks up to his parents
and says, "Can we come back
again?" This was the beginning
of 11 year-old Trevor Ferrell's

campaign for the homeless.
The project began when rela-

tives, neighbors and friends do-

nated extra coats, blankets, gloves

and pillows. When people found
out what Trevor and his family

were doing, help began to spring
from everywhere.

The television news and local

papers began to pick up on what
was happening and the Ferrells,

of Gladwyne, Pa., began to receive

letters and donations from all over

the world.

Trevor was mentioned in Pres-

ident Reagan's State of the Union
Address. He received an award
from theJohn Rogers Foundation.

The same award was given to

Mother Teresa and Mahatma
Gandhi (after his death).

This past spring he was ap-

pointed United Nations spokes-
person for North America by the
executive director of the United
Nations Center for Human
Settlements.

In August, he attended a world
conference in Nairobi and Oct. 6,

Habitat Day, he spoke to the
United Nations General
Assembly.
Trevor's campaign for the

homeless will be celebrating it's

three-year anniversary this
December.
There are some people at Vil-

lanova responsible for Trevor's
successful campaign for the home-
less. In fact, while most of us are
participating in the Friday night
ritual at Kelly's, these volunteers
bear all temperatures and difficul-

ties to provide the homeless people
of Philadelphia with a meal.
Lead by the Rev. John Ryan, the

campaign gets help from faithful

volunteers Dave Gurlack, Julie

Gargula, Sue Maher, Garry
Smith, Ann Marie Watson and
Nancy and Sally Worley. These

Trevor Ferrell lends a helping hand to the street people of Philadelphia.

volunteers dedicate every Friday
night to feeding the homeless.
The night bqgins by driving to

Trevor's home in Gladwyne to

load up the vans with food and
donated clothing. The group then

drives to Philadelphia neighbor-
hoods where the need is greatest.

Contrary to popular belief, the
homeless are not a bunch of

drunken bums who will rudely
grab the food and stagger away.

These people are coherent men
and women who are thankful for

food donations. They enjoy talking

about their lives and experiences.

One prevailing? reason for their

{Continued on page 14)

1200 attend Lip-It benefit

(Photo by Nunes)

1,200 people turned up for 1986*8 LIp-It competition which benefits
those stricken with cystic fibrosis.

By FRANK ORZECHOWICZ

On a cold and rainy Nov. 20,

over 1,200 students made their

way to the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse

to be a part of LIP-IT'86. Xip-It

is an annua) event held to benefit

the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.

Cystic Fibrosis is an inherited

disease that is the number one
genetic killer of children and
young adults. The foundation
attempts to brighten the outlook

for Cystic Fibrosis victims and
hopes to eventually find a cure for

this disease.

Eighteen acts participated in

Lip-It, and all showed a great deal

of hard work. The acts ranged

from "My Adidas" by Run-D.M.C.
to "Lola" by The Kinks.

First place went to The Village

People's "Y.M.C.A.," performed

by Brian Coughlin, Jay Coughlin,

Steve DeAngelis, Martin Healy,

Steve landola, Tim Malia and
John O'Hara.

Second place went to "Once in

a Lifetime" by The Talking Heads.
It was performed by Heather
Dora, Chris Fleming, Paul Lanza,

John Lyons, Tony Marino and
Karen Peterkin.

Third place was a tie between
"Whip It" by Devo and "You

Dropped a Bomb on Me" by The
Gap Band. "Whip It" was per-

formed by Johnny LaMonica, Carl

Schwind, Mike Seeger, Brian
Selfors and Steve Selfors. "You
Dropped a Bomb on Me" was
performed by Kevin Crego, Bar-

bara Keating, Kate Malarkey and
Brian Vezina.

All the acts showed a great deal

of preparation. "Walking in the

Rain," performed by Phil Bannis-

ter, Sean Gildea, Beth Glass,

Kathy Kolon, Tricia Liptack,
Larry Sullivan and Amy Zjotnik

had very good lighting effects and
displayed well-planned
choreography.

Performers also varfed in the

delivery of their acts. Some suc-

ceeded in producing performances
which were exact replicas of their

videos, as did the group perform-

ing "Addicted to Love" by Robert

Palmer.

On the other hand, some groups
tried presenting their song in a

completely different manner than

the usual way, such as the groups
performing "Lola" and "You
Dropped a Bomb on Me."
Judging of the acts was based

on four criteria: appearance, orig-

inality, lip-sync and audience
reaction. This difficult task was

placed in the hands of the Rev.

John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of

students, the Rev. Peter Donohue,
O.S.A., of the theatre department,
Gary Bonas, assistant director of

Student Activities, Noreen Ca-
meron of Campus Ministry and
Dr. Richard Welch of the com-
munication arts department.

" The Emcees tor the evenmg
were Michael DeRosa and Steve

Ryan. Unlike the performers, who
had to plan out their acts and
practice them to letter-perfection,

the Emcees were asked to be as

spontaneous as possible.

"Our opening act and a tew
others were worked out ahead of

time, but a good deal of the skits

we did were spontaneous. Some
of the things I did I didn't know
I would do until two minutes
before I walked on stage," com-
mented DeRosa. "The quality of

the acts was very high. We were
very pleased, overall, with the

night."

Lip-It was sponsored and organ-

ized by the Resident Student
Association (RSA). The RSA re-

ceived an award of appreciation

from the Cystic Fibrosis Founda-
tion prior to the beginning of the

acts.

The man wholaunchedEncore
By SHARON KELLY

A familiar face on campus is

absent this semester. It is the face

of Howard Boyd, 75, a student

here for over 10 years. Boyd died

last spring at Bryn Mawr
Hospital.

Many of you may remember
Boyd as the friendly man who sat

at a large table just inside Belle

Air Terrace at lunchtime each

day. ,But he didn't sit alone.

Friends of all ages — faculty and
students — joined him for a lively

hour of conversation and
storytelling.

"Howard was a great storyteller

— especially stories about his

experiences in World War 11,"

recalled Joe Carroll, a close friend

and folbw itudent.

Baoauae they ware on oppoaite

sidaa oT the "political fence'' -
Car^Mum auiineh Domocrat

and Boyd an equally staunch
Republican — the two shared

many hours of heated debate. "I

used to tell Howard that there are

only two unforgivable sins, and

one of them is being a Republi-

can," he joked.

But Boyd will be remembered
for much more than conversation

and war stories. He was a dedi-

cated member of the Villanova

community, who touched the lives

of many diverse people. He had

friends among the faculty, admin-

istration, employees and
students.

"Howard's love and concern for

people knew no barriers — not

age. color, religion or social back-

ground. He reached out to eve-

ryone." said Dr. Angela Cerino. a

business law profeasor who knew
Boyd for a number of years.

At a tenior citiien student.

Royd understood the problems

faced by older adults returning to

the classroom. His wife, Pat,

explained "Howard was hesitant

to come to Villanova because he
was afraid the students would not

accept him. But he decided to give

it a try anyway." Boyd found that

he fit in very well, and that both

students and faculty apprecis^ted

the insight and life experience he
brought to the classroom.

Mrs. tk)yd, who also took classes

here, believes that her husband
benefited from the college envir-

onment. "Attending Villanova

challenged him to grow mentally.

and interacting with young people

kept him feeling young." Boyd

earned a certificate in criminology

and had over 120 credits in the

liberal arts and sciences

curriculum.

Boyd's achievements at Villan-

•AttMM
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Trevor

Ferrell
(CoHtinuedfrom page 13)

condition is that many of these

men are Vietnam veterans who
have been unable to escape the

trauma suffered in Vietnam.

There is a great diversity among
the homeless. They are not all

single, old men. There are young

women, married couples and even

families with young children.

The transition from the street

to self-sufficient lives is not an

easy one. Trevor and his campaign

workers recognize this fact and

provide a temporary home at

Trevor's Place, an old hotel donat-

ed to the campaign by a local

church. In this house, he hopes

to shelter up to 100 of the city's

homeless until they are ready to

go out on their own.

Trevor needs your help. The

media has helped the movement

but has hurt it also. Many people

are under the misconception that

the campaign has sufficient funds.

Trevor Ferrell, at age 11, founded a campaign to help Philadelphia's

homeless.

"We get a lot of publicity but little

money," said Ryan.
, ^.. _. ..._ , _

Ryan continued "We especially brought to Campus Ministry. For
J ._ ___!._ __j -.:-*^-

further information, call Ryan at

Donations for Trevor's cam-

paign for the homeless can be

•need men's socks and winter

overcoats. 645-7500.

All You
Dates

Get Psyched

for Saturday's

Formal!

Series hosts speaker
By ELANA STARR

EritwlHle Villanovan Dr. Chris-

topher Sharrett is returning to his

old stompinggrounds this Monday
evening when he iddresses post-

modernism ^n the black comedy
"After Hours," a Martin Scorsese

film, for the Cultural Film Serie9.

A Doylestown native with a

bachelor's degree in'English from

La Salle College, Sharrett w^s a

fixture here In the. '70s, first as'

a student in the theatre depart-

ment's master's degree program

and then as art adjunct instructor

in tliat department. He is current-

ly an assistant professor and chair

in the media studies department

at Sacred Heart University in

Connecticut.

While his doctorate from New
York University is in film studies,

Sharrett 's interest are eclectic

and include theater, politics,

^philosophy and literature.

He is a believer in the old

European tradition of teaching,

which mtegrates various disci-

plines into a comprehensive
course of study. He feels a scholar

trying to compartmentalize his or

her particular discipline "is really

wrong."

Sharrett Tias been satiating his

creative urges by completing a

book on postmodernism in the

Cinema and writing articles for

scholarly journals. He does not

dismiss the idea of producing a

screenplay in the future, but

Hollywood is no lure ^or him; he
has "no plans to turn out soap
operas," for example.

One ot Sharrett 's areas of scho-

larship is the horror genre in films
— what the French term "cinema
fantastique." Sharrett is taken
with the "sense of turmoil and
rage expressed" in these movies.

He feels there has been "a
gradual diminishing ... of the

monster" in horror films. Instead

of "an other, an exterior force,"

such as alien invaders and crea-

tures from the deep, Sharrett

invisions man-made horrors, "the

eternal monster within [all of]

us," explored in works such as

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and
"Psycho."

David Cronenberg's recent hit

film "The Fly" certainly qualifies

as a tale of horror." Sharrett cites

it as a tragedy of "mythic dimen-

sions . . . very dolorous" and filled

with "pathos." He also points to

the movie's subtext, which ex-

plores the horror of slowly dying

of an affliction, be it an improbable

genetic screw-up, as in "The Fly,"

or from cancer or AIDS.

Another arena of interest for

Sharrett is the phenomenon of

postmodernism. While many of us

may associate th^ term with the

contemporary architecture of

Michael Graves and Robert Ven-

turi, it is a pervasive trend
throughout the arts, permeating

(Continued on page 15)

VILLANOVA THEATRE NEEDS
FRESH BL< •itii

for

SWEENEY
7/ie Musical (Oponing April Isi)

Audltfonsin Jaimary - Open to Everybodyl

Call 6454700 or stop by Vatoy 1 08 for Information.

SOPHOMORES-
JUNIORS!

You can commence aviation training NOW
while you are still in college. Under the new
Naval Air Cadet or Aviation Reserve Officer

Corps Programs, you can get a head start

on flying with the best. For details, call Navy
Officer Programs at (21 5) 568-2042.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL LEAGUE

Rosters due Dec. 20

League starts weeJ^^ of Jan. 19

Rsilafft can Im aidiad up

Almrnil Q0H or

imM
\
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Campus Ministry Perspective

Understanding the season
By LINDA JACZYNSKI

Advent is said to be a time of

expectant waiting. Yet, I find that
one of the things I do poorly and
most reluctantly is wait. I hate
waiting in Hnes, and getting stuck
in traffic jams. I do not like

waiting through a process of

discernment before I can see
clearly enough to make a decision.

I am sometimes impatient for

love togrow and change anci ripen.

But how much easier my life could
be if I was disciplined enough to

enjoy waiting. So much of what
is in our everyday life encom-
passes waiting.

We wait for new understanding,

new meaning and deeper love. Our
Advent waiting is no different. We
anticipate Christmas, where we
celebrate the fact that God has

revealed God's self to us in a brand
new way.

In the birth ofJesus Christ, God
speaks to us using body language.

God who is incomprehensible
mystery is now flesh and blood

before our very eyes. That which
was always beyond us, is given

to us in intimacy and friendship.

We as human beings are very

dependent upon body language.

There is often so much said in a

htig, a wink, a kiss, posture and
physical proximity that cannot be

expressed fully in other ways.

We note the difference between
having a phone conversation and
being face to face with someone.
In a phone conversation we can

hear words, but we are missing

the facial expression, proximity,

non-verbal expressions, and there

is the absence of touch. All of

those are so important to us in

expressing intimacy and
friendship.

Our God realized our need for

body language, and so became
human just like us. Our God
wanted to touch us, heal us, eat

with us, cry, give thanks and
express love. The incarnation
gave us a whole new wealth in

our ability to understand God.
God is no longer a "God above us,"

but has chosen to be a "God with
us." Mystery has become visible

in a way we can understand more
fully.

These were times of confusion

and uncertainty, when I was so

much "in the middle of it all" that

I could not see or understand with
any clarity. Then, through a word
or event, everything became vis-

ible in a new way. I can grasp
what has been happening and how
God has been working with me.

This is a "Christmas event."

The Christmas event is a very
joyous celebration. But before it

comes, there is waiting. How well

do we wait? Is there a quality to

our waiting, or is it simply empty
time which we anxiously fill up
so that we can be done with it?

Exams are coming for us, and
do we let this subtle pressure and
procrastination make us anxious
and overwhelmed, or do we simply

prepare and trust that our every-
day energies and work will come
to fruition in good grades?

This new depth of concrete and
visible understanding is what we
wait for. I think of the times when
1 instinctively knew that God was
working in my life, but nothing

"came together" in a way that I

could understand. I knew this

especially during crisis points:

times of change or stress, dry
periods, transition points.

Waiting well means letting go

so that we do not get weighed

down. If we place pressure on

ourselves that everything depends

on us, then we bring about our

own hell. But if we can trust in

the power of God's loving kind-

ness, then we can relax and know
that all works together for good.

As we wait we can prepare tor

that which we wait. God comes
to us at Christmas, but God is also

already with us. We can prepare
by opening ourselves up for God
to live and love in us.

When we truly love someone,
we affirm and expect greatness in

them. This time of waiting is a
time of expecting. It is God affirm-

ing, expecting and encouraging
our greatness. It is a time of great
hope for us because God has
touched us and we know that will

continue. When we go through the
day, we can expect God to do great

things in us, through us, with us
and for us.

Let us embrace waiting as time
of let ting go. preparing, expecting.
It is from the longing for and
working toward what is "not yet"
that dreams and challenges are
made.

How aoyou
wrap success?
Dorftcompetewith
aKaplanstudent—

beone
Why? Consider this More students

inaease their scores after takinga Kaplan
piepcourse thanaftertakinganything else.

Why? Kaplans test-takingtechniques

arid educational piogianris have 50 years
ofexperience b^iind them.

So ifyou need prq>aiation for the: LSAT,

Cai«/a: MCAi;GRE Dfll ADWRNCED
MEDICALBQARD&TOEFL. NURSING
BOARDS, NTE. CPA.INTRQ TOUW
SPEEDR£ADING;6r others, call us.

WhybeatadisadvantE^

with Holiday Greetings

to You and your Family from

KAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

The world's leading test prep organization,
j

Call 546-331

7

or 635-31 1

6

-
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Film Series speaker
(Continuedfrom page 14)

pop art and music videos, for

instance. Sharrett characterizes

postmodernism as "a general

cultural climate," a "pastiche" of

past art movements that . has
supplanted the modernist mode.

A key issue to the flavor of

postmodernism for Sharrett is

that modernism, the umbrella

label for many of the art move-
ments that flourished earlier in

thi^ century, wrestled with social

problems and man's inevitable

confrontation with "the crisis of

alienation." Modernists tried to

come up with various solutions.

Postmodernism, however,
shrugs its shoulders at social

alienation. Look at the way punk
rockers deal, or rather do not deal,

with non-acceptance. As a

member of the group. The Little

Gentlemen has quipped, "Okay,
life stinks; but that's just the way
It IS.

At his Cultural Film Series talk,

Sharrett will discuss how this

attitude surfaces in "After
Hours." For example, the film's^

protagonist "is consistently acted

upon by fate" and "has essentially

no control" over the series of

predicaments that befall him. But
there is no sense that the hero is

annoyed by this; he just goes with

the flow, accepting "the craziness

... as the way things are."

The film will be shown in the

Connolly Center four times: Sat-

urday at 7 p.m., Sunday at 3:30

and 7 p.m., and Monday at 7 p.m.

However, Sharrett will be speak-

ing only after the Monday show-
ing. The general public and stu-

dents are welcome.

^ .^^^
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Secretary:
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Dave Madonna
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The Student Government Thanks You The Students
For Making the Semester Great

I Mum A Hfterrg Qli^txBtmuBl
^ STUDENT GOVERNMENT

President: Joe Allman

Vice President: Mike McGinnis

Administrative Coordinator: Jill Apito
ii

Director of Personnel: Stevie Falk

Director of Finances: Irish Coll

EXECUTIVE BRANCH LEGISLATIVEBRANCH
I Senators

A^demiC Affaire: Secretary-Paul Mullin Assistant
steve Flanagan (speaker) University College

Secretary-ChnsKnesen.Knst.nSw.tala.El.zabeth MikeOndik ..... .......Commerce and Finance
Blaney, Joe bixeas Doug Natal .7 Commerce and Finance

i.4^<>».»i a##»im. o » I u 1^1 J A •» t
Marie Carroll Commerce and Finance

f Inteinal Affaire: Secretary-John Floyd, Assistant Oime Guerrero Arts
f Secretary-Terise Fusco, Natalie McKenna, Johanne

Eileen Johnston Arts
Sharp, PaulChesek, Denise Good, Janet Diefenbach, Mark Martini Arts

:: Beth McDermott, Patty Hammerle, Kathy Tobin, Ann
pg,^^ g^^g^ Engineering

« Margaret Donnelly, Joe McGowan Maria Fernand^-Uarik^ZZ'"''!^^""'^!!!"^ Science

External Affaire: Secretary-Phil Brach, Assistant
SheliaC?n%i "^^Nulsina

Secretary-Roe Brenrjan, Joanne Loftus, Kathy Engel,,
steve Deiter....:.:.::.....:..:.::.....:.:^^^^^^ School

Jen Faustermacher, UuneMon e, Marie Danchek,
joe Allman.- Student Body President

Anne Mane Hamburger, Lini Muller, John Donahue. '

Univereity Senate Executive ConiBilttee
PubUc Relations: Secretary-Lauri Gallagher, Mike Ondik, Diana Guerrero, Joe Allman
Claudine Rippa, Jennifer Jackino, John Cioffi, Mary

,, . . « a m n t^
Johnson, Mary Marotta, Holly Loux, Miriam Robinson, Umveralty Senate Standing Committees

James Baldwin, MuffyO'Neii, Beth Morrisson, Academic Poliw:
Debbie Zuniga, Rich Welsh, Seanna McAniff

,
Karen Qg^^ garan (Engineering). Shelia Cingel (Nursing,),

Kahrman, G.J. Donnelly Robert Durkin (Commerce and Finance), Bill Margraf

(Arts and Sciences), Paul Mullin, Kristin Switala.

Athletic Advisory

:

^ - JeriyDuggan, Anthony Villari, Patty F%ahner.

GLASS REPRESENTATIVES Budget committee:— Dave Dobies, John Lewis, Doug Natal.

Freshman: Steve Masto, Lauri Gallagher Rules and Review:
Pat Turley, Terrence TIerney, Joe Runge.

Sophomore: Dave Walsh, Terise Fusco Rank and Tenure:
Junior: Roe Brennan Kathy Engel (Arts and Sciences),

Steve Turano (Commerce and Finance)

Senior: Karen Loughran Social Action:

_ , _ ^ Darryl Ford, Cynthia Gunn, Joe McGowan, Jackie Pitkin
TrafOcAiipealsBoard: StudentUfe:
Teny Shannon, Denise Good George Calvert, PattI Harr, Terise Fusco?

Dave Walsh, Chris Kriesen, Joe Allman.i
i -li^mJiaaoli^^ Flannlilgand Fribrltlas:

Phil Brach, Dawn Cishek Phil Brach, Tracey McNally, Eric Seggebruch.

'
^ BOARDOFTRUSTEES

Academic Affairs Comiiiittee: IniPeatiiieiito&Endowmeiits:
Tracy McNalty Ann WeidenfeHer

,
Eric Seggebaich Stephen Turano

Martin Mealy
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who knows, who cares
Merry Christmas YiUanova . ; . With the Grinch stealing

all your shopping time (and making you study instead) and the
Heat Miser living in V.U. dorms, we thought we'd put you in

the holiday mood by givingyou some early presents!! ... for Fattier
Driscoll — a trip out of his office to some place other than the
Senate meetings ... for Student Government — a student
directory ell ... for Main Line residents — a pacifier ... for

on-campus residents — non-smoking dryers ... for Security
guards ~- a van for every man so they eanhait least look important^
... for evicted off-campus residents— a campground on Mendel
Field ... for all V.U. students ^ a speakeasy ... for Rollie
Massimino ^ a real defense ... for Food Services — electronic

food detectors to prevent smuggling ... for faculty members —
generous hearts ... for commuters — a planned phase-out of
parking regulations (and what the heck, we'll throw in the Security
guards too!) ... for former Managing Editor Hank Halter — his
own bar so he won't have to travel so much . . . for former Associate
Editor Brian Webb— snugglebunny and a koala bear ... for former
Editor-in-Chief Diana and her Suggbug— a lifetime membership
to Maaco ... for Advisor June Lytel — R.K. four-oh ... for the
Villanovan staff— computers and more space . . . well, if we didn't

give you a present, maybe the Great Christmas Beagle will give
you enough money to pay your drinking fines . . . but anyway
. . . who knows. Who cares . .

.

Edited by the Villanovan editorial board.
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'it was one of the biggest

successes Villanova has ever seen.

RSA and the House Councils

worked very hard, and I think it

was a job well done," praised

Naomi Karam, president of RSA.
Audience reaction was also very

high. The students applauded
vigorously for minutes after some
of the acts. The audience also

appreciated the amount of work
that went into Lip-It.

"The turnout is much better

this year than last year," said Ann
Clavin, sophomore. "You can tell

all the groups practiced really

hard for tonight," she said.

Freshman Jim Wilderotter was
also impressed. "It was a great

evening. The acts were great, the

emcees were great. We really had

an awesome time."

There will be an intercollegiate

contest in the spring to determine

the best lip-sync in the area, with

representatives from many col-

leges. The group performing
"Y.M.C.A." will be representing

Villanova in that event, which
will be held at one of the Big-5

schools.

RSA and the rest of Villanova

would like to wish The Village

People the best of luck and-thank

everyone who was a part of Lip-

It for making it the great success

it was.

Personis

Blue9f99,
Hold your hat whila wb ridB

tho roHor coaster one more
thne. I'm pwychod for Satur-

day. I'd be riaUy happy Ifyou
brought the bubbly. You
know what champagne does
tome.

Pooh

Janet Lyons,

GET OFF THE PHONE!
The concerned

ne/g/ibor aesoc.

DBH,
Happy Annlveraary! It's been
the beat four years . . . Ihope
there wUI be many more. I

love you!
Forever,

Your Bestest Pal

Members of the WAVE:
Thank you for a great season
and many fond memories.
Five years ago "AL OX" and
"SLY" gave me the respon-
sibility to continue the team.

Now after seven years, Ipass
this eight year tradltkni to

you. I'm sure you won't let us
down.

BEST OF LUCK.
l¥lflUMISSYOU.

GENO

Dear Trink,

I'm free from my shadow!
Love me for a night!

Love,

Knuggiehead

Dear Joseph,
Thank you for a great week-

end. I wHI always remember
Homecoming '8$ and I wm
never forget the JacuaK

say ^;z3Qiia saa
fi^v jyuL' jjLuau

!L!I JUL' '^'JfciUiiJU

If nil

^ij

ViNanovr 0iiivtnptf% ^iMfee of Cmi^im Mmittrv i$

spoiiaonfif amdm f^M!>e0 evening prayer services^-three

sucMtivf Thiirwtovs i« twDember.
EkK senrke wUt1^ at 7:30 p.m. in the Corr Hall Chapel

and *^l consist of a rHIectiVe presentation, songs, prayer

and <|uiet reflactibns related to "Peace Themes*in the

Magnificat."

JPresentatkxis wUl be conducted by Sister Barbara Wall,
OPm <rf the Center for Peace andJustice, Dec. 4; Gaile Polhaus,
reUlious studies instructor, on Dec. U; and the Rev. Shawn
Tracy, O.S.A., director of the Office of Campus Ministry, on
J-iec lo.

For more information, call the Office of Campus Ministry
at 645-4080.

(courtesy of the Department of Public Relations)

•i

'Addicted to Love*' is one of the acts from the RSA's Up-It '86 benefit

L
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wmisiME
CALLYOUR

TIME ID

a) When the president of PhiGamma Deha
asks you to Scrturday night's Fiji lt>^^

b) After raquetball class, to tell him thatthe
instructorwith tfie Australian accentand
those bhie eyes cUd vmnders for your serve.

c) When you^st feel like telling him you
miss him after an*

Maybe you shouldn't tell him everythingthat's gouig on. But
ifyou still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never f(»iget?

Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Ser-

vice, and wl^ you trust AT&T's hi^ quality iservice

and exceptional value.

Wh^n you tell him that AT&T gives you immedi-
ate credit ifyou dial a wrong number, he won't

be able to get you out of his mind.
And tiilling him you can count on

AT&T for clear, lon^ distanci^

^
connections will drive

himcra^.
All ofwhich will prob-

/ ably inspire him to drive
^ out forthe weekend,gbing
vou an excuse to blow off

tbat silly frat party after all

-1

w mmm mmi^mmm

/

ByJOEMcGOWAN

'These cartoons, the toy ads

and the toys themselves teach

children to dehumanize their

oppooent, tosee their opponent as

unredeemabty evil and to think

that violence is the best and
virtually only way to deal with

conflict. Instead of teaching us to

love our enemy and to see our

enemy as perhaps dan^rous, but

misguided human beings, they

teach us to hate our enemy.
Instead of resisting evil with good,
these cartoons teach a barbarian

war philosophy of resisting evil

with more evil." This was the

sentiment expressed by Dr. Tho-

mas Radecki, a psychiatrist and
the director of th|^ National Coa-

lition on Television Violence

(NCTV), after the conclusion tjf a

survey of violent cartoon series

broadcast on national television

networks.

Radecki is a representative of

the NCTV which currently fo-

cuses its attentionon the problems

of extreme violence in television

programs geared toward a young
(usually pre-teen) audience and
that of violent children's toys.

Dr. Arnold Goldstein, director

of the University of Syracuse's

Center for Research on Aggression

warns of the danger violent and
war-oriented toys can have on
children: "The playing with war
toys legitimizes and makes violent

behavior acceptable. It desensit-

izes children to the dangers and
harm of violent behavior and
increases the chance that they

will resort to violent behavior."

/'Probably only a small number
will commit heavy duty violence,

but a large number get desensit-

izedand will pick upsome harmful

Jbchaviors. Thedegree thatyoaa^
tera are learning to take pleMuie
from aggression decreases thdr
ability to learn empathy, Uigoti'v

atkm and cooperation. I wocdd
recommend that parents notalk^
violent toys in tHeir homes* but
purchase nonviolent toys and
games," said Goldstein.

The violence displayed in chil-

dren's cartoons has led ta the

production of violent toys, accord-

ing to NCTV reports. The car-

toons are very often used to

promote accompanying merchan-
dise (for example the programs
"G.I. Joe" and "Transformers").

Dr. Leonard Eron of the Univer-

sity of Illinois assessed what
effect this combination of enter-

tainment and merchandising will

have, saying, "I am sure violent

toys and their cartoons have
harmful effects on a wide variety

of children. They rehearse at

home beating up on people, killing

them. The more they rehearse, the
more likely they are to store up
these patterns of behavior. I don't

think that there is any doubt that

violent entertainment is having a

harmful effect on our society and
our world."

In researching the issue of

violent toys and profi;rams, NCTV
faulted as a particular offender

the "Rambo" image, in all its

forms • the two films, the cartoons

and the toys. The enormous pop-

ularity of the "Rambo" cult has
many worried.

Among those worried is the
noted pediatrician Dr. Benjamin
Spock. "Finally the 'Rambo' doll

to teach our children the practice

of violence. War toys prepare
children for war and other Icinds

of violence. If that is not what you
want, don't buy those toys,"
Spock warned.

RfdecU ol NCTV fe^ that the

Isi^liai beenoompoimdedhy our
OfW%i»vemmtot. It tt a tragedy

^t, at least until now, our

govefi||ient has cooperated in

helping tomake the situation still

worse. The Federal Comomnica-
tions Commission recently ap-

proved a request by Axkm Toys
to bbadcast a syndicated war
cartoon Techforce' that will use

its soundtrack to adivate moto-

rized space warrior toys that will

race around the livingroom floor.

"Next year inaudible tones,

plarited in game cassettes and in

the TV cartoons, will activate the

toys. This will enable children to

have the toys fight each other and

against on-screen charjacters,"

stated Redecki.

Others have decided to act upon
the results of studies such as
those conducted by the NCTV.
The problem is aggravated by the

amount of time children spend in

front of the television set today,

and their susceptibility to toy

advertisements. One group that

has raised a voice in protest is the

New England War Resisters
League.

In a report entitled "Warning:

Playing With Violent Toys Iiv

creases Anger and Violence in

Children," the New England War
Resisters League asserts that,

"Rambo is just one of the many
war toys sold today being promot-

ed by violent cartoons. Sales of

war toys have risen 600 percent

since 1%2, to a record estimated

$L2 billion in 1985. They are the

leading category of toys sold,

making up five out of six of the

best selling tovs in the U.S.

"War toys and cartoons insure

that our society is saturated with

the values of militarism: domina-

LJlJLJLJLJ-JLJLJLJ
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The manufacture of violent toys hased upon popular war characters
has had an adverse effect on chldren according to researchers. The
.''Rambo'* toys are particularly popular and particularly violent, and
the originator of the "Rambo** character Sylvester Stallone has
misgivings about the products: "I couldn't control it, I tried to stop
it but I don't own the licensing rights to the toys. It*s not for kids.

The movie was not supposed to be for little kids, and I wouldn*t let

my own children play with those toys.**

tion, glorification of killing and
conquering, dehumanization of

the enemy, and racism and sexism
inherent in war."
The League has proposed such

actions as letters of protest to

major manufacturers of violent

toys and the boycott of stores that
carry and promote them. The
packet "Stop War Toys Cam-
paign" is available from the New
England War Resisters League by
writing the League at Box 1093,
Norwich. Conn. 06360.

NEW YORK STYLE
PIZZAS (•«">•')

10" 14" 18"

$000 igOO $Q00
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ITALIAN STROMBOLIES
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IWJk" STEAK STROMBOLIES

Kwd

CHICKEN PARHIGIANA
onKaiserBoll
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Remembering the de
'n

foamled tlie Encore profrAn to help older students adapt to yillanova University.

(Continuedfrom page 13) first president of Encore, a support said, "Howard worked long and
ova were not limited to the class- - group for senior citizen studeifits. hard to get the group off the
room. He was the founder and Cerino, moderator for the group, ground. It's noteasy to start a new

college organisation." Cerino said

that,>as pifr as she knows^ Entore
is. the only support group of its

kJM in the Philadelphia area.

Formerly called "Retreads/* the

group began in 1979. It now has
a core of about 30 members.
Encore's activities include lun-

cheons featuring speakers on
current topics and participatipn in

Balloon Day. This year, a Christ-

mas service project for needy
children is being planned.

Patricia Weidinmyer, director

of adult services, frequently
helped Boyd plan and organize

Encore events. She remembered
him as "a fiesty , enthusiastic man
who was determined to make
Encore a successful group."
Another cl6se friend, Joe Bar-

rett, characterized Boyd as "a
courageous, soft'Spoken man who
treated everyone with kindness
and respect."

Boyd had emphysema, a disease

that impairs the lungs and heart,

'it was very difficult for him to

get around campus, but he never
let that stop him. Howard believed

that Villanova helped keep him
alive, so he never stopped coming
here," Barrett said.

Barrett, hhnself a modest, soft-

spoken man, has been taking
classes at Villanova since shortly

after Work! War q. He is a retired

newspaper reporter and now
works in the library .part-time.

Boyd's life outside Villanova

was aUo filled with achiev^ent
and service to others. He was a

lieutenant cokmel in the Army
during World War II and partic-

ipated in three invasions, includ-

ing Normandy Beach. "Howard
was very proud of his military

service, for which he received two
Purple Hearts and a Bronze Star,"

Mrs. Boyd said.

Boyd was a native of Philadel-

phia and attended Frankford High

School. He worked as an insurance

agent at Prudential for 38 years,

until his retirement in 1976. He
served as a councilman and direc-

tor of civil defense in Bristol

Township in Bucks County.

He was also a Mason, an Eagle

Scout and commanded an Amer-
ican Legion Post. He is survived

by two children, three stepchild-

ren and nine grandchildren.

Boyd is buried at Indiantown

Gap National Cemetery in upstate

Pennsylvania. His wife said:

"They played Taps' at his grave-

side. It was so moving, especially

amid the beautiful landscape. All

I could think about was how
pleased Howard would have been
to hear it."

f

Insignifica

By MARK V. DISTASIO

1986 marks the 45th anniversary of theJapanese attack
on Pearl Harbor. Beginning in 1931, 10 years before the
attack, every graduate of theJapanese Naval Academy had
to answer the folk>wing question as part of his final exam:
"How woukl you carry out a surprise attack on Peari
Harbor?" The question remained on the cadets' exam every
year until 1941.

JUST FOR THE RECOIID,Ma
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Astronomy
department

celebrates

anniversart

By MARK V. DiSTASIO

1961 was a banner year. In April

of that year, Cuban exiles invaded

the Bay of Pigs. In September,

Roger Maris hit his 61st home run

for the Yankees. Finally in No-

vember, the Rev. Edward F. Jen-

kins, O.S.A., an Augustinian
scientist, founded Villanova's

department of astronomy and
astrophysics.

Last Saturday, a host of inter-

nationally distinguished scient-

ists, astronomers and astrophys-

icists returned to Villanova to

observe the 25th anniversary of

that founding.

1961 also marked the beginning

of U.S. involvement in space
ventures. Most recently, two
Villanova professors, Dr. Edward
Guinan and Dr. Frank Maioney,

discovered two binary stars with

orbital motions that contradict

those expected from Einstein's

general relativity theory.

•'Villanova is one of the few

schools nationally where astron-

omy is part of the undergraduate

school. "The students feel like

family," said Guinan.

Students also have exposure to

some of the most brilliant minds
in astronomy today, including

Guinan, Maioney and Dr. George

McCook, astronomy chairperson.

Furthermore. Dr. Edward Sion

is -an internationally recognized

expert on white dwarf stars, and

Courses survey music
dents are exposed to orchestral

and broadway music. Wilde also

presents his students with some
keyboard history including organ,

jazz, modern and pop music.
Students who take this course

will also survey plays and study
what goes into putting shows
together.

There are no prerequisites for

any of these classes and after
volves learning to analyze classics learning some basic skills, individ-

By CORRIN LONG
Villanova students will have a

chance to fine-tune their music
abilities next semester. Rev. Den-
nis Wilde, a devoted musician, is

offering three interesting human-
ities electives which will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

One class is an introduction to

music heritage. This class in-

Mendel Hall houbes Villanova's
physics department.

(FtB photo)

reknowned Astronomy and astro-

and to tune the ear. These objec-

tives are accomplished by listen-

ing to music from ancient times

to the mid-20th century.

The second class is geared
towards compositions. Students
will be introduced to the theory
of music in addition to learning

to write music. This course re-

AHhm^ we are a

relaUwely snuUI depart'

meat heated In an area

wHh poor obsendmi
conditions, we have
been aUe to remain

competitive because

we maintain staten^f'

timisrt bistmmentathn,

and we have an excef-

fefit staffcommitted to

quality toaMng and
research.

George McCook
Chairman of the

astronomy
department

Dr. Andrew Theokas is currently
investigating the origins of

comets.

ACROSS
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Let 'Something Wild' excite your S|firit 3

By NOELIE CHRISTY

> ) ) ^ .) »

"Something Wild"
Directed by Jonathan Demme
Orion Pictures

\ i i i i { i i { r

A fantasy becomes reality when
an average man gets taken for a

car ride by a woman from the wild

side of life. A normal guy, Charlie

(played by Jeff Daniels), takes his

lunch break from his prestigious

•New York City job and slips out

of the restaurant without having
paid the bill.

An intriguing young lady who
notices his criminal act, offers

him a ride in her convertible car.

The style and free spirit of the

lady, Lulu (played by Melane
Griffith), captivates Charlie and
the audience as she drives her car

while blaring reggae music and
gulping whiskey.

Although the movie may seem
comical at the beginning, it deals

with harsh realities and conse-

quences of living an uncontrolled

life, and it also recognizes the

importance of being open to new

ideas and situations rather than
boxing oneself into a fixed reality

untouched by change or
adventure.

At the beginning of the movie,
Lulu, dressed in a skin tight black
dress with multicolored jewelry,

has a seductive manner that any
man could not resist. Charlie
wears a typical businessman's
suit atid initially states that he
does not want to jeopardize his

family and job because of her, but
he quickly yields to her charms
and sensuality.

Lulu tells Charlie that they are

going to Pennsylvania. Through-
out the road trip. Lulu enjoys
throwing Charlie into uncomfor-
table situations and seeing his

reactions. At one point, they eat

at a fine restaurant which takes
no credit cards. Since Charlie has
no cash. Lulu agrees to pay, but
instead she walks out leaving

Charlie with an unpaid bill and
an irate cashier. He finally bolts

out of the restaurant and jumps
in the car, and the two speed out
of the parking lot back onto the
road.

After a few more series of

adventures, they stop at a house
in Pennsylvania. Much to Char-
lie's surprise, it is Lulu's mother's
house. Lulu introduces Charlie as
her husband and he is forced to

lie about their marriage. The
mother tells Charlie later that she
knows he is not Lulu's husband,
which he acknowledges.
Daniels portrays Charlie excel-

lently throughout the movie. He
is mesmerized by Lulu, yet aware

' of her instability. Although he lets

himself be dragged into her life,

he acts honorably and is not

destroyed by his trip to the wild
side.

Daniels depicts with integrity

and believability the weaknesses
and strengths of the character.

Daniels shows the growth of

Charlie from a man absorbed in

his own life to a noble and strong
person.

Griffith played the part of Lulu
with a lot of energy and fun. Her
character conveys two personal-

ities and names, the first was
Lulu, the wild one Charlie knows,
and the other is Audrey, Lulu's

real name. At home, she dyes her
hair blond and wears a white
dress rather than a black dress.

This physical change is signifi-

cant in the film because it also

suggests the modification of her

character.- ^e goes from being a

wild one in black to a much more
sensible lady in white.

Griffith plays her Lulu charac-

ter more energetically than that

of Audrey. It is not a flaw in

Griffith's acting; rather it is the

film that turns the character of

Lulu so suddenly from wild to

tamed.
Lulu also takes Charlie to her

high school reunion where they

meet up with Lulu's husband, Ray
(played by Ray Liotta). Ray, re-

cently released from jail, decides

he wants his wife back. Ray is the

most interesting character in the

movie. He is a psychopath who
stops at nothing to get what he

wants. His violence and language

give proof of his mental instability

and malevolence.

Ray terrorizes Lulu and Charlie
and destroys the excitement and
enjoyment x){ their adventure. His
tough good looks and his outbursts
of violence are tremendous and
terrifying. Liotta's facial expres-
sions were especially effective in

his last scene as he looks at

himself in the mirror while streak-

ing blood on his face.

The last half of the movie
focuses on Ray rather than Lulu
as the "wild one." The importance
of a balance between a life without
risk and a life of total wildness
becomes evident to Charlie and
Lulu as well as the audience.
Although the film did not connect
the comic beginning and the more
violent ending, it was an enjoyable
movie.

ENTERTAINMENT
WRITERS NEEDED!
Movies, plays, books, records,

concerts, restaurants, etc.

Drop a note in our box
with yourname and

phone number and we'll

assign you an article for

after break.

STUDENTS
Are you confused about your major?

Would you like to see what an actual day on the

job in your career field would be like?

DON'T DESPAIR
VUlanova Alumni Lending Undergraduate Experience

will help you!
Come to the Career Development Center in Corr Hall and find

out how you can take advantage of this VALUEable experience

and visit alumni on the job.

Put some VALUE into your Christmas vacation and call or see
Judy at Career Development today.

645- •i:^i

record^
The Maiirffaic't Oaly AHcnuiti^

• Imports & Independent Labels
• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

139 Pcnatyhraaia AvcWayacPA

254-0722

ATTENTION STUDENTS
NEED HOLIDAY CASH?
Temporary jobs are available In the local area. We
need clerks (no typing), typists, phone clerks,

receptionists and word processors to work during

breaks. Work one day, one week or longer. Car
required. Call:

STIVERS TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
687-6864

• Personal Injunf Claims
• Medical Malpractice

• Business • Real Estate

• WiMs • Estates

• CriMinal Defense

Law Offices

mnw f• MnnpiMn

527-S700
140 Garrfltt Avmm

I^MMlriMt Strtil

9S94004

Happy Holidays
and good luck on

•

finals to all of

Friendly Floppies. .

.

tti'ijr

By RUSS CECX:OLA

TRINITY ••••• INFOCOM C128.
AT.AP.IBM
The topic of nuclear war is a

very touchy subject in this world
of ours. Infocom has taken the bull

by the horns and allowed the
adventurer to go back in time to

save the world from the threat of

the nuclear bomb in the next
installment of their large scale

adventures made for machines
with higher memory capacities.

The Trinity site in the New
Mexico desert is where the world's

first nuclear device was exploded

on July 16, 1945. In the game
Trinity, you are in London on
vacation when you are interrupted
by the beginning of WWIII as a

bomb is about to vaporize the city.

Your only hope is to escape into

another time, another dimension.
You learn that every atomic

explosion opens a gateway into a

secret universe, a plane between
fantasy and reality, governed by
its own logic and allowing you to

go back and forth in time and
space to try to correct what
mankind has done. Your ultimate

goal is to return to the Trinity site

just before the first A-bomb was
exploded, saving your future and
that of all men.

Infocom, the leading designers

of text adventures, never fail with
a game— they just get better. You
easily become enveloped in the

world of the game and never want
to leave until your goal is met.

Trinity is so captivating because
of the vast terrain that you must
travel to discover the meaning
behind this strange new world
you have entered. I strongly

suggest that you make a map as

you go along. You see everything

from giant Venus fly traps to a

mammouth sundial that casts a

shadow on the land. But the
questions tha/t should really bug
you are: Whp is that boy blowing
bubbles by the mountain and
what is the secret of the white
door^ in the giant toadstools, one
of which you walked out of when
escaping London?
SILENT SERVICE ••••• MICRO-
PROSE C64/128, AP, AT. IBM

Finally, the definitive subma-
rine simulation has been released

for home computers. Microprose,

the leader of simulation software,

with an emphasis on flight sim-

ulation, recently produced Silent

Service, the first submarine sim-

ulation that allows you to recreate

history in the 1940s, right in the

middle of WWII.
In Silent Service, you are the

Captain of a U.S. submarine,
patrolling the waters in the South
Pacific for Japanese targets essen-

tial to the life's blood of Japan. As
actuaFcommanders did in WWII,
the goal is to seek and destroy as

many ships in the Ja(>anese con-

voys as possible, with special

concern given to the cargo ships

and tankers, those carrying the

most vital supplies to Japan.
The element of the game that

makes Silent Service so good is

that you perform all of the actions

that an actual Captain aboard a

sub needed to sink aJapanese ship

while keeping the number of

controls and instructions to a

minimum. Silent Service comes
with an excellent manual that

explains the history behind the

sub attacks and shows all of the

options with the simulation.

There are three scenarios in

which you can play the game:
Torpedo/Gun Practice, Convoy
Action and Patrol. The Practice

option allows you toaim and shoot

at target ships off Midway Mand.
The Convoy option puts you into

one of six actual scenarios from
WWII in which sucoaia does not

come easy. Finally, the Patrol

option lets you command one of

the baat U.S. tuba and patrol a
certain area in the South ?mdik.
Sikmt S^fpict offers all you

cottM poiiibly want out of a
iuksMurine chalknit. You muat

decide whether to dive to avoid

trouble or dare to show your hull

to the enemy in daylight. There
are five battle stations which you
must monitor, all with the ease
of the joystick.

If you think that things are

getting too easy, there are also

included "reality levels" with
which you can tailor your game.
You can allow limited visibility,

dud torpedoes, repairs at base
only, faster Japanese destroyer
ships and more to make your goal

tougher.

No matter how you play it, day
or night, the USS Seawolf or a sub
of your own. Silent S^mcf gives

all of the detailed graphics and
real-time excitement that you
would expect while destroying

Japanese ships in the South
Pacific.

ROBOT RASCALS •• ELEC-
TRONIC ARTS C64/128, AT,
AP, IBM
There are many games geared

toward children on the market,
but Robot Rascals is probably one
of the first to be designed with the

family's enjoyment in mind. Com-
bining elements of both card
games and computer control,

Robot Rascals sends two to four

players on a scavenger hunt for

strange objects such as a Tran-
sistor Taco or Silicon Salad in the

land of Laustenfownd.
The robots come into play in

that 10 very different machinated
creatures take the place of the

players on the video screen. In-

itially, a player chooses the robot

to represent him and the color of

it. Now the cards are used.

Thegame play is simple, but the

strategy and cutthroat rules make
the game challenging for all.

There are two kinds of cards.

Luck cards and Item cards. Before

starting the game on the compu-
ter, each player chooses four Item
cards and learns for what objects

his robot must search.

Then the rounds begin. In each
round, a player takes a Luck card

and follows the directions on it.

The player directs the robot on the

screen through different terrain,

looking for the items he needs to

return home before his energy
runs out.

At the beginning of each round,
some global rules may be institut-

ed by the computer, such as every

player gets more energy in that

round. A robot can steal objects

from others, drop needed items in

the lake and steal and pass cards

to someone else.

The combination of the card

element and the computer synthe-

sis and randomization are what
make Robot Rascals the perfect

game for the young at heart and
the card game addicts.

SHADOWFIRE •*• MINDS-
CAPE C64.C128
The time is the far future. The

Empire are the good guys of the

universe. General Zoff is the
Empire's enemy. He has captured

Ambassador Kryxix and now has
him on his ship, the Zoff V. You
command Enigma, a shadowy
organization dedicated to the

service of the Empire. You must
lead the members to save Ambas-
sador Kryxix and destroy Zoff's

spaceship. Your top-secret space

ship is code-named Shadowfire.

At first, this might sound like

a childish game, but in fact

Shadow/ire is a captivating chal-

lenge and graphically exciting

software creation. The game is

played by either keyboard, joys-

tick, light pen or paddle/trak ball

and involves using icon -based

commands exclusively.

if you want tomove a character,

you select the character and then

activate the icon for movement in

a specific direction. You could not

ask for an easier way to play a

^me. The scrsen it broken up
mto many parts in order to organ-

ise the different elements.

Rtiliaing what icon you are

uaingitAbaytaUoftliaooiiiplaxity

invdvad in SMbiii^. The fame

is hard to win at tirst, until you
realize what you have to do with
all of the objects.

There are six characters, each
with different distinguishing
features. They are: Zark Montor
(human), Syylk (insectoid), Sevri-

na Maris (human), Torik (avian).

Maul (weapons droid) and Manto
(transport droid). Typical objects

are: Projectile Pistol, Self-Destruct

Card, Smoke Bomb and
Transporter.

Putting all together— graphics,

game play and icons — Shadowfire
is an excellent buy. As an addi-

tional incentive to buying Shad
owfire, Mindscape also produced
the Shadowfire Game Changer,

,

which is a special disk with which
you can change the different

elements in the game (length of i

time to save Kryxix, etc.) to make
it easier or harder for you. Just ;

send in the card included in the

Shadowfire box and you have got

complete control over the
universe.

••••••

of music which
feel that itt only

not like any ot)Mrf bai

in any disoor^ To
GiMtl sold out thia

It unusual

H - a feel

you hear

it simply.

around.

As an additional hint to start
your holiday software shopping,
there is a store that specializes in

.

software and computers accessi-
ble by the Paoli Local train. Just
get off the train at Strafford and *

walk to the K-Mart shopping '

center and look for Software
j

Galeria, a large supplier of soft- ',

warefortheareaandacontributer
j

of software in aid to this column.
All titles reviewed are available

there and they are offering dis-

counts for students and faculty
showing Villanova I.D. So get
some money and choose from an
incredible list of products, includ-
ing computers, hardware, soft-

ware, disks, books and more.

Peter Gabriel

(Continuedfrom page 23)

peaceful mens. "Biko" was defi-

nitely the strongest song that
Gabriel performed, with each
member of his band leaving one
by one with the audience still

singing the chorus — testament
to the fact that Philadelphia is one
of the strongholds for musicians
on tour.

The rest of Gabriel's band
includes the excellent musician-
ship of Tony Levin on bass, David
Rhodes on guitar, Manu Katche
on drums and percussion, and
David Sancious of Bruce Spring-
steen fame as keyboardist. The
above men complement Gabriel's
lyrics and musical genius in

concert, and helped him to make
the tour a musical event not to

be missed — but for you new
Gabriel fans only, because the
second half of the show relied

mostly on So. All tunes were
played forjji_jhe album, except
"That Vofce Again." A duet with
Laurie Anderson called "This is

the Picture" appears only on
cassettes and compact discs,

yet wasted another 1015 minutes
of time that could have been
dedicated to numbers such as "I

Don't Remember," "Games With-
out Frontiers," "I Go Swimming,"
"D.I.Y.." "Rhythm of the Heat"
and others.

The stage was open for all of

the audience to see. The only
effects that Gabriel used were
vari-lites that were attached to

mobile cranes. Stage hands put
these in strategic locadoh« during
the various songs (in order to

heighten the atmosphere for
which Gabriel is so famous.

Also played werejSfedge
Hammer," the runaway hit. "Mer-
cy Street, " "Red Rain," "Don't
Give Up" and **Big time. " Qibnel
needs to get away ilrom )>is dance
music image to retkirn/b the days

Pacambar 5,1986oTHEVIUJMiOVAN»P»Bt2g

Entertainment

Calendar

Art
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry Streets
Philadelphia. Pa.

215-972-7600

"Sculpture at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts"
through Jan. 11,1987

MifSfC
Empire Rock Club

Roosevelt Blvd. and Princeton Ave
Philadelphia, Pa.
215-338-6101

Dec. 6 - Pretty Poison/Idle Rich
Dec. 12-JoanJett
Dec. 13 - Living Earth
Dec. 14 - Metal Wolf
Dec. 26 - Beru Revue

•^>-

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dec. 5 - Cyndi Lauper/Eddie Money
Jan. 7-8 -Billy Joel

Jan. 20 - The Pretenders

Valley Forge Music Fair
Rts.202&363
Devon, Pa.

215-644-5000

Dec. 21 ^ The Band; annual benefit concert
for toys for tots

for more information call 215-667-8100

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.

215-8%-6420
Dec. 6 - Sam & Dave
Dec. 10 - Separate Checks
Dec. 13 - Bricklin

Dec. 20 - Robert Hazard
Dec. 23 - Beru Revue

neater
Hedgerow Theatre
Rose Valley Road
Wallingford, Pa.

215-565-4211

Dec. 10-Jan. 17 - "The Norman Conquests"

Annenberg Center
at the Zellerbach Theatre
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia. Pa. 19102
215-563-PLAY
Dec. 4-21 - "The Amen Corner"
Jan. 22-Feb. 8 "The Foreigner"
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Local metal masters release aew
By CAESAR ETTORE

Down to The Wire
Metal Wolf
Metal Records

Hideous
Krank
Metal Blade Records
****

Maybe now, with the pheno-

menal success of Cinderella, the

Philly heavy metal scene will get

som< respect. There are a good

number of bands in the aea who
have what it takes to make it on
a national level. Two of these
bands are Krank and Metal Wolf,
both veterans of the area's h^vy
metal circuit. Both bands have
recently released their debut
albums, Krank with Hideous and
Metal Wolf with Down To The
Wire.

Krunk is exactly what the title

track says, *'Heavy Metal Havoc."
Screaming vocals over a powerful,
ripping guitar $ound, Krank's
varied'Style of poWer metal shoukl
appeal to more than just the

hardcore metalheads, much the

way AC/DC does.

Opening with "Power," the

album rides on a high energy level

from start to finish with no
ballads in sight. "Til Hell Freezes

Over" is next with its anthemic
chorus and is one of the album's
best tracks, while "Evil" shows
some Kiss-like features and is

more controlled than some of the

other tracks.

"Rented Heat," perhaps the

album's besy track, is as commer-
cial as Krank gets — which is not

really too commerical at all. No
sellingout for success with these

guys, no way. The title track,

"Hideous (Heavy Metal Havoc.)"

closes the album and is a high-

speed thrasher which shows how
powerful and varied the band is.

In all. Hideous is a great heavy
metal album that is a must for

the record collection of all metal-

heads. The material on the album,
however, is even more powerful

and intense when performed live.

Krank, even though excellent on
record, is definitely a live band
with their strong visual presen-

tation. So, make it a point to see

them live.

While Krank relies on a more

powerful presentation, Metal
Wolf, at least on record, relies on
a more melodic approach. This is

obvious on their debut album.

^1911 To The Wire. The album
starts off fast and furious with
"Close Your Eyes," but then

settles ^own a bit with the more
melodi<r"No Name Giri." On this

track, one can see how Metal Wolf
combines melody and power to

come up with a winning formula.

Down To The Wire is filled with
top-notch material and the guitar

playing of Bryon Shepherd and
Jay B. Jans is very impressive.

Songs such as "Around The
Town" and "Feet Don't Fail Me"
stick in your head because of their

strong chorus. "Beg, Borrow And
Steal, ' however, is the classic on
this album with an aggressive
rhythm, memorable chorus and
plenty of energy to band you head
to.

Metal Wolf live however is a
different animal. Relying more on
their power, and energy aspects
rather than a melodic approach
such as on the record, the band
put on a very entertaining show,
which highlights material from
Down To The WiresiS well as some
of their newer material.

rake time to watch movies
(Continuedfrom page 23)

"White Christmas" remains a

popular movie. Watching Crosby
sing the title hit is worth the

rental price itself. Musical lovers

should be aware that this film

may be just what you are looking

for. as far as holiday
entertainment.

) ) .) } } } .) .) .)

"A Christmas Story"

Directed by Bob Clark

Metro Goidwvn Maver 1983

i i < < « i i { i

"A Christmas Story" is a wond-
erful movie that is based upon
humorist Jean Shepard's recollec-

tions of what it is like to be a kid

at Christmas. This warm and
funny film, directed by Bob Clark,

realistically captures the essence

of childhood, as Shepard narrates

the action through the eyes of

nine-year-old Ralphie Parker (Pe-

ter Billingsly) and explores the

inner sanctum of his fantasy

world.

Ralphie wants an official Red
Ryder B.B. gun for Christmas, but
his requests are always met by the

dreaded parental response, "You'll
^ shoot your eye out," instilling in

Ralphie a fear that he will never
get his beloved gift. This does not

deaden his desire for the "Holy
Grail of Christmas gifts" though,
and he launches a series of at-

tempts to "indelibly implant the

gun within the subconscious of

his parents" (Melinda Dillon and
Darren McGavin).

Ralphie's trials and tribulations

concerning his quest are revealed

in a network of scenes that high-

light his holiday dilemma. We are

introduced to Scott Farkus, the

neighborhood bully with yellow
eyes. We witness the ritual of the
"dog dare" in a bet to see if your
tongue will stick to a flag pole in

the winter, and Ralphie gets
involved in a hilarious encounter
with a nasty Santa Claus during
a last ditch attempt to secure his

coveted gift.

"A Christmas Story" is a warm
and human insight into the realm
of childhood imagination sensi-

tively expressed through the
words of Shepard, and a move that
will be thoroughly enjoyed for

many Christmas nights to come.
Although it cannot be considered
a classic like "It's a Wpnderiul
Life" or "Miracle on 34th Street.

"

the movie is well made, fun to

watch, and deserves to be ranked
among the best Christmas movies
ever made.

Creating a litt of the best of

anything iM hard to do. and many
good Chrisimai films have been

deleted, but provided here is a
diverse group of impressive mo-
vies that are sure -to entertain

during the holiday season. You
may only want to pick out one or

two movies to watch, but who
knows? Maybe you will get caught

up in the Christmas spirit and
attempt to view all that Hollywood
has to offer. So throw some wood
on the fire, pour the egg nog, and
I will meet you at the video store.

By the way. have a Merry
Christmas!

ATTENTION:
FUTURE MEDICAL STUDENTS

HEDIGAL SCHOLARSHIPS AVAHABLE
Four-year scholarships for potential student

physicians available now! Full tuition & related

expenses plus a monthly stipend. Contact:

BIEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS PROGRAM
Navy Recruiting District

128 North Broad Street

Phiiadeiphia, Pa 19102

or cali (216) 668-2042
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Iwe release
W KEVIN inCHT

Brmt^ugiteen
and The E Street Band
Uve/197585
Columbia Records

Somewhere between the back-

streets and the promised land, a

man named Bruce Springsteen

bci^an to blaze forth with an
unparalleled fire burning within

his soul. Slowly he made a name
for himself with his music and
now he personifies rock and roll.

Somehow, a funny thing hap-

pened oniuB road to superstar-

dom. Along his journey from
Jersey kid to juggernaut, his name
transcended his music and he

became the closest thing to a

living l^end that could ever be

found.

To many people, the songs of

Springsteen are inspiring. To
them, his music is a story that

encapsulates the pain and joy of

the human condition and he
represents the dreams of an entire

nation. Bruce Springsteen and The
E Street Band: Live/197585 is an

incredible and chronology of the

Boss' unprecedented road to star-

dom, and the 40-song five-album

collection is worth its weight in

gold to his fans.

Live/197585 is the quintessen-

tial Springsteen. The intensity

and spontaneity of his live perfor-

mances over the last 10 years has

been captured, showcasing
Springsteen's career from his first

release. Greetings From Asbury

Park New Jersey, to the monster-

ous success of Born in the U.S.A.

in 1984. The music was mixed by

Bob Clearmountain, who did a

tremendous job of transferring

the Boss* live sound onto vinyl.

The album opens with an im-

pressive acoustic version of

"Thunder Road," and continues

with an over three-hour bombard-

ment of classic Springsteen. The
boss is captured at his peak in

songs such as "Backstreets,"

"Bom in The U.S.A./ ' and "Bad-

lands." contrasted by the subdued
energy of "The River," "Nebras-

ka," and an unforgettable solo

rendition of "No Surrender."

Live/1975-85 also showcases
previously unreleased songs by
Springsteen. "Seeds" is a grinding

rocker about the plight of unem-
ployed oil riggers in Texas, and
"Paradise By The 'C* " is an
instrumental showcasing his long

time sax man Clarence Clemens.

Furthermore, Springsteen covers

the Woody Gutherie classic "This

Land is Your Land," as well as

•War" and "Raise Your Hand."
Finally, the Boss brings home

some of his songs that have been

covered by others. "Because The
Night," a song co-written and
popularized by Patti Smith is

performed brilliantly, as is the

moody emotional shades of

"Fire/'

Part of Springsteen's awesome
charisma comes across through

some of the stories he tells on

stage. It seems like he is a figure

to whom everyone can relate, yet

a larger than life enigma at the

same time, and this paradox helps

perpetuate his charm.
Springsteen reminisces about

his bittersweet relationship with

his father before "The River," and
then warns against the reoccu-

rence of a Vietnam as he states,

"In 1985, blind faith in your
leaders, or in anything, will get

you killed," before exploding into

"War."
Springsteen's songs are stories

in themselves that reach out to

the audience who relate the lyrics

to their own lives. A Springsteen

show has become more than a

'Concert, it is a tradition that Live/

1975 85 will carry on for years

to come.
Some of the highlights on the

album include a 1978 rendition of

"Rosalita," and a recording of the

traditional audience partidpatk>n

in "Hungry Heart." There are old

songs such as "Growin' Up" and

"It's Hard to Be a Saint in The
City," and new songs like "Dar-

lington County" and "Bobby
Jean," that go over well within the

live context of the album.

Some portions of Live/1975-85

are devoted to chunks of songs off

the same original album. Spring-

steen highlights The River, his

1980 masterpiece, with an impres-

sive five-song set that includes the

hard driving "Cadillac Ranch"and
"Independence Day." His 1982

solo release Nebraska is represent-

ed by a haunting rendition of its

title track, as well as gritty

performances of "Johnny 99" and

"Reason to Believe."

The E Street Band is one of the

finest live bands ever assembled,

and Live/1975-85 is evidence of

their talent and depth. The Boss

is backed up by long time key-

boardist Roy Bittan, Danny Fede-

rici on the organ, Garry Tallent

on bass, demons on saxophone,

drummer Max Weinburg and
guitarist Steve Van Zandt who
played in the songs recorded

through 1981.

For his 1984 tour, Bruce was
joined by Patti Scialfa on back-

ground vocals and Nils Lofgren on

guitar. The album captures the

band's tremendous energy ex-

pended in concert, thanks to the

hard work of Springsteen along

with co-producers John Landau
and Chuck Plotkin, who sifted

through hundreds of versions of

songs to determine the ones that

best captured the essence of the

band.
"

Springsteen has earned an ir-

replacable niche in the world of

music, and his songs will carry

on his legacy forever. Live/1975-

85 brilliantly captures this ener-

getic performer at his best, during

a 10-year span in which he per-

formed some of the finest music
ever produced.

If you are a Springsteen fan, do
not miss this incredible album. It

is an unforgettable insight into his

onstage charisma, and a compi-
lation of songs that embody his

legend.

Bruce Springsteen performing in concert during his last tour. His
latest album. Live 1975-85 is a classic compilation of his finest songs.

KELLY PRESENTS

GRINeH NIGHT
Thurs.; 12-11 -86
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WO€ Hm ipvys Great prize for best grinch costume!

For fflM ^alst Great prize for best Cindy LuHoo get up!

Special prize for best Max the dog!

$a.80piHlMrs
in your best griKfc giri> — ceidN^e the holiday season t

tht exam crunch starts!

"Ho! Ho! Ho!" Santa says: " Soft drinks are free after 12 a.m. because he

doesn't like elves and grincfies driving home drunk!
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Cooper grips music world witii latest effort
By CAESAR ETTORE

Constrictor

Alice Cooper
MCA Records

He is back! The man behind the

mask, the guy who.put the shock

in rock is once again welcoming
you to his nightmare of insanity.

Alice Cooper has updated his

sound, but he is still as warped
as ever.

The release of Constrictor sees

Alice rocking as hard as he has

ever done before and coming
pretty close to being just flat out

heavy metal. The album opens up
with 'Teenage Frankenstein," a

song included in Alice's new live

extravaganza.

Right away it is easy to see that

Cooper still has his sick sense of

humor. *Tm a Teenage Franken-

stein/These ain't my hands/And
these legs ain't mine" are just a

sample of the Cooper insanity.

This time around, the insanity is

backed by some top-notch musi-

cianship, especially in guitarist

Kane Roberts, who churns out

some monster riffs throughout

the entire album.

Other highlights of Side One
include "Give It Up." "Simple

Disobedience" and "Life And
Death Of the Party." "Give It Up"
is a real rocker with a very

memorable, up-tempo chorus that

you will not soon forget. Alice

makes fun of the typical American
attitudeand way of life with lyrics

such as "Just when you got it

made/And all your bills are paid/

You stumble and fall into yoiir

grave/Too bad."

"Simple Disobedience" is a

throwback to Alice Cooper circa

the 1970s, while "Life And Death

Of the Party" is especially note-

worthy because of its fine musical

qualities. The track opens with a

classical style intro and contains

some exceptional soloing by guit-

arist Kane Roberts.

"The World Needs Guts." prob-

ably the album's best cut, opens
up Side Two of Constrictor. This
is Alice at his heaviest and sickest.

"The world needs guts/The world
needs power/Show me some
blood/Show me some gufs/Show
me some scars/The world needs
guts/The world needs us,"
screams Alice accompanied by
some fine guitar playing by
Roberts.

"Trick Bag" and "Crawlin" are

classic rockers and more in the

vein of Cooper classics such as

"Be My Lover" and "No More Mr.
Nice Guy," but in a more updated
fashion. The album concludes
with "He's Back (The Man Behind
the Mask)" which saw its first

release in the soundtrack to "Fri-

day the 13th" part whatever. This
track sees Alice breaking some
new ground with a little bit of

experimentation.

Cooper has always been one to

try something a little bit different

as seen by his classic Welcome To
My Nightmare LP. Once again he
is successful with his experimen-

tation. "He's Back" could well be

Cooper's first dance hit. Its heavy,

very up-tempo beat blends well

with Robert's hot riff and Alice's

unique vocal style.

Constrictor has put Alice Cooper
back on top where he should be,

challenging the likes of Kiss and
Motley Crue who probably would
not be here if not for him. The
album is only a small part though.

Alice Cooper must be seen live

to be fully appreciated. It is not

just a concert but a real show, as

anyone who has seen Alice on the

Cow5/nrtor tour could tell you. His

tour returns to Philly's Tower
Theater for a second show on Dec.

12. For a rock/horror experience

of a lifetime, be there.

Alice Cooper has returned to haunt the nitflitniares of music fans everywhere with his latest

vinyl attack, Ofnstricior,
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By MEGAN GUIDERA

Greek tragedy evolved as a

separate art form in the year 530.

The earliest three Greek tragedi-

ans were <Aeschylus, Sophocles

and Euripides. Euripides' great

tragedy, "The Bacchae," has
taken over Vasey Theatre's stage

as the third chilling performance
of horror this season.

Euripides wrote more than 88
plays during his lifetime; however,

many of them were thought to be

a bit too advanced for his society.

Frequently Euripides satirized

the gods and society. Many of his

plays, especially "The Bacchae"
dealt with the psychology of

passion.

If is alleged that, because of an

unhappy marriage, Euripides was
a mysogynist, a woman-hater.
Some of this hate is displayed in

his character, Agave, in "The
Bacchae."

"The Bacchae"
conflict between
Dionysus, god of

and ecstasy; and
young king of Thebes. Dionysus
was the son of Zeus and Semele,

a Theban Princess.

Because of Semele's humaness,
Dionysus' divinity was not at first

accepted by many, especially

Pentheus. However, a group of

women, the bacchae, vehemently
proclaimed the divinity of Diony-

sus through ritual chanting and
dancing. The divine nature of

Dionysus was finally proven in

the end when he craftily had
Pentheus dress as a woman and
meet his gruesome murder by his

own mother, Agave.

Dr. James J. Christ;y, the direc-

tor, did a spectacular job of

combining his vast theatrical

knowledge to produce a superb
production of "The Bacchae."
Christy recently took a aubbatical

during which he travelM around
the world to study theatre. He
studied in Japan, India j and
Greece. This past summer he
spent six weeks at Dartmouth

is the tale of

two cousins:

theatre, wine,

Pentheus, the

cyssifra
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NEED EXTRA CASH?
We nesd trainsM for Local

Order Dept. Start $6 per hr.

after brief paid training. Call

644-7940, Sat. 9-2 only.

Expanding Co. lias several

positions available in its

display sales dept. Mgmt.
positions available within 60
to 90 days. Evenings and
some wveelcends. $165.00 •»-

per weelL Aieo incentive and
bonus programs. Neat ap-
pearance a MUST. For inter-

view, call 11:30 a.m.-7:30
p.m. 215-668-3303.

: "Something's Afoot." However,
the horror was tastefully done.

The use of a sculpture as a
representation of the pieces of

. Penjtheus' corps proved to be
^imaginative.

.

' E)espite "The Bacchae's" excel-

lence, it was not quite as enter-

taining as "Frankenstein," Va-

.. sev's first main stage production

this year. However, "The Bac-

chae" was very enrichingand well

worth the reasonable price. .

"The Bacchae" is playing to-

night, Saturday night and Sunday
afternoon. This cultural delight is

something that is worth seeing.

Tickets are still available at the

Vasey Theatre Box Office (645-

7474).

A baccante (Tina Sferrozza) — one of the women of Asia who worship
the god Dionysus in Villanova Theatre's production of "The Bacchae,
Dec. 5, 6, 7. (Photo by Fielder)

College as one of 30 selected

scholars to participate in a collo-

quium of Greek tragedy in

translation.

Michael Curly marvelously
portrayed the arrogant god, Dio-

nysus. Curly's good looks fit his

character of a womanizing god.

Ian Gershman took on the
difficult task of portraying both

mother and son, Agave and Pen-

theus. Despite the difficulty of his

characters, Gershman displayed

zeal.

The bacchae, or chorus, made
up of thirteen women, demon-
strated intense passion and flair.

Their dance and song both enter-

tained and told a story. However,
at times it was hard to follow the

meaning of The Bacchae's
gestures.

Lon Winston's elaborate set

design consisted of a large dirt

floor, an iron gate and a unique
sculpture. For the majority of the

play the sculpture hung behind
the iron gate. After Pentheus'

violent death, the pieces of the

blood dipped sculpture represent-

ed the parts of Pentheus' slain

body.

The musical accompaniment
and the constant change in light-

ing outstandingly enhanced the

ancient Greek atmosphere. The
costumes were extremely simple
and not terribly impressive. How-
ever, the overall presentation was
excellent.

"The Bacchae" definitely con-

tinued Vasey's horror theme.
"The Bacchae" contained much
more gore than "Frankenstein" or

«-w^

Michael Curley is Dionysus, god of theatre, wine, and ecstasy, in

Villanova Theatre's production of Euripides' "The Bacchae."
(Photo by Fielder)
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Ankmaeil SpMkergfHmis a Imlkh^
By MARYJO YANNACONE

"An American Tail"
Directed by Stephen Spielberg;

The holiday season is now upon
us, and with it there usually

comes a barrage of family films

from the entertainment industry,

that seek to carry us off with tales

of love, joy and hope, filling us

with the Christmas soirit.

Add to this the fact that Walt
Disney Productions is attempting
a resurgence of income through
the run of old classics like "The
song of the South," and "The
Lady and the Tramp," and it

becomes clear why a new Disney
film entitled "An American Tail"
opened over Thanksgiving week.
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In advertisements, the film not

only guarantees to be a holiday

treat for thewhole family, but also

boasts of the directoral genius of

Stephen Spielberg, whocame into

his present level of success be-

cause of "E.T.: The Extraterres-

trial," the blockbuster hit of a few

summers ago.

"An American Tail" should

rightfully join Spielberg's list of

successes, for it maintains his

intense standards of perfection,

never failing to delight not only

the wide-eyed child, but also the

kiving parent and the otherwise
cynical teenager.

Set in the year 1885, "An Amer-
ican Tail" tells the story of the

thousands of immii^ts who
joumeyM to Americam search of

a better life, and freedom. We do
not' sec the human aspect ci this

migration, however. Rather, we
beomie witness toa family of mice
whoescape thedeadly claws of the

oppressive cats in Russia. The
family of mice, carrying the sur-

name Mousekewitz, meet other

mice throughout their travels;

German, French, ipsh and Italian

mice all journeying to America,
expecting to find a land of prosper-

ity where there are no cats and
streets paved with cheese.

The story's central character is

a lovable but mischievous child-

mouse named Fievel Mouseke-
witz, who possesses an unquen-

chable thirst for the unknown.
Fievel 's curiosity carries him into

danger and isolates him from his

family, who presume him to be

dead after he disappears during a

storm on the ship carrying them
to America.

Herein lies the story's simple

pbt. Ftevel must find his way to

America and be reunited with his

family, where they will all live

happily ever after pursuing the

Amerkrfn Dream. If it sounds
corny, k is; but then are not most
heartwarming children's Christ-

mas tales? It is true that the tale

is, on the surface, a cute little

story about a cute little mouse,
but for those of us over 12, there

are social and political overtones

as well.

It is the below-the-surface as-

pects of the movie that reveal

director Spielberg's true genius
and comic style. The immigrant
mice bear the personalities char-

acteristic of their ancestry from
accents to dress to gestures. Upon
arriving at Ellis Island, the mice
are greeted with all the warmth
that goes with herding cattle, and
such well-knwon tactics like the
changing of a name from Horace
Bogdanovich to John Smith are
brilliantly brought to animated
life.

We are also introduced through
Fievel to wonderfully funny char-

acters like an elegant French bird

busily working to comnlet** bis

masterpiece. Lady Liberty, a
kindly cat and a pompous aristo-

cratic mouse, brought to life

through the wildly humorous
voioesof Dom DeLuiae and Made-
line Kahn respectively.

The film does not go without

introducing us to the inhabitants

of America either, much to the

viewer's delight. Immigrants pour
ioto the young country expecting

prosperity and freedom, but they

are greeted by hucksters and
formidable enemies. America does

have cats, and the streets are not

made of cheese, but of brick and
stone.

In the end, though, as with all

holiday family films, all is happily
resolved. Fievel finds his family
after much trial, and the mice of
New Yorkoverpower the ferocious
and cunning cats, sending them
off to the faraway land of Hong
Kong. This is, of course, predic-

table as soon as the plot is intro-

duced, but one can not deny the
ability of a determined little

mouse like Fievel Mousekewitz to
raise the spirits and warm the
hearts of an audience full of
children and adults alike.
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dsteit as

director
By KATHLEEN
CUNNINGHAM

Walking through your local

mall can give you a cross-section

of the people in your city or quiet

suburban town. You may wonder,
"Where do these tacky people

come from?" You may, on the

other hand be one of those simple,

common folk. In any case "True
Stories" is a revolutionary film

about this part of our society.

Davjd Byrne, leader of the
popular rock band. TalkingHeads,
has expanded his talents in his

debut as a motion picture director,

writer and star. "True Stories" is

a musical mock-documentary
about life in an eccentric small

town called Virgil, Texas.
Basing his film on a minimalist

theme, Byrne used stark lands-

capes and simple unusual charac-

ters. These characters such as the

"Cute Woman," the "Lying Wom-
an," and the "Lazy Woman," are

based on sensationalist mass
circulation tabloids (that is Na-
tional Enquirer.) Byrne says, "I

was attracted to the Characters

because they had their own eccen-

tricities, but they weren't
ashamed of them."

In Elle magazine, Byrne des-

cribed the movie as a "hybrid of

MTV and a musical on Broad-

way." It is an unusual, honest

portrayal that glorifies people who
live and die in a real place. In our
"Dynasty," "Miami Vice," era,

where all is glitter and gold with
perfect people and pat endings,

this movie is refreshing and yet

disturbing.

g, im^a^tm^mxjm&fmaffaaiaMi

V^Silante youtSs taeMe
the future of mankind

lyrne used deadpan
comedy to portray the absurdities

of small town life. Although the

comedy is subtle, I found myself

laughing out loud at the off

characters Byrne created. Byrne
said, "When you watch something
with that kind of humor, it's like

you're slipping into a whole way
of looking at things, a little world

view, and it affects the way you
see everything when you leave the

theater."

David Byrne has interesting

ideas. His rock has been labeled

as "art rock" because of its

intelligent way of handling issues,

problems and ideas of our decade.

He caters to a particular audience

and so does this movie.

I do not know if the masses are

ready for this brand new type of

movie. I enjoyed it because of its

revolutionary way of treating the

narrative-drama; however, it did

drag at some points.

I would recommend seeing

"True Stories" because it gives a

different perspective on American
life. Byrne says, "A lot of this

movie is me looking at things and
saying, 'Here's people doing thinjgs

in a completely different way,' and
maybe that's all right."

By KATIE KRACKELER

"Solarbabies"

Directed by Alan Johnson
Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Far into the distant future, in

a time when water is more pre-

• cious than gold and the earth is

. a barren wasteland, there lives a

small group of vigilante youths,

destined to free the world from the

evil oppression of the all-poweriul

"System."
Such is the premise for director

Alan Johnson's newest release,

"Solarbabies." Produced by Irene

Walzer and Jack Frost Sanders,

this film is a science fiction fairy

tale that provides the right bal-

ance of entertainment and fast-

paced suspense to make it an
exciting film with an appealing
story.

The action takes place at an
undefined point in the future

when the world is suffering from
severe drought. The drought has
forced the water supply to be
controlled and carefully rationed

through the strict, militaristic

command of "The System." All

the children are raised within the

prison-like confines of the
where they are raised to fight for

and defend the supreme source of

water.

Within the orphanage, the kids

are divided into teams in which
they are trained to be skillful in

a game that appears to be a
combination of roller derby, hock-

ey and lacrosse. The Solarbabies

are one of these teams made up
of several young actors including

Jami Gertz, Jason Patric, Lukas
Haas, James LeGros, Peter De-
Luise and Claude Brooks. The
youngest member of the Solarba-

bies, Daniel (Lukas Haas), dis-

ccovers an ancient, mystical force

named Bodhi. Bodhi is a glowing
sphere of light that has powers far

beyond the powers of The System.
With the help of Bodhi, the

children escape from the orphan-
age in search of a distant water
supply and a life of freedom.
Donned in roller skates and crash
helmets, the seven young soldiers

of freedom set out to make their

way through the dangerous ter-

rain of the world outside the walls
of the orphanage.

After several adventurous en-

counters, Bodhi is captured by the
evil leader Crock (RichardJordan).
Before Bodhi can be destroyed, the
Solarbabies go on a rescue mission •

into "The Systems" headquarters
where they engage in a violent

battle with armed men and ma-
chines to save their final source
of hope and freedom.

Besides the exciting plot, the
film has many appealing qualities.

One of which is the performance
given by the youngest cast
member, Haas. This young actor
won international attention with
Harrison Ford and Kelly McGillis
in the film "Witness." Again he
has given a memorable perfor-

mance in "Solarbabies." His
energy and youthful charm truly

light up the screen, and despite

his young age, his ability to act

far surpasses many of the older

actors.

Another strong performance is

given by Gertz, the only female
member of the Solarbabies. You
might remember Gertz in the

television series "Square Pegs,"

in which she starred as the preppie

Muffy Tupperman. Her perfor-

mance in "Solarbabies" reveals

an obvious acting ability; unfor-

tunately her character is not

developed to the point where this

ability can be used to its fullest

extent.

Richard Jordan's performance

as the evil leader Grock is solid,

yet he tends to over exaggerate

this role in several scenes. His

angry, diabolical schemes are at
^

times overdone. Although Jordan

is an experienced, distinguished

actor, the performances of the

younger actors are far more
convincing.

The best way to describe "So-

larbabies" is "short and sweet."

The film is no more than 90
minutes and the plot moves along

at a decent pace. The story is told

in a concise, effective manner that

gets right to the point without any
dead weight. Unfortunately, the

brevity of the film does not allow

any time to develop the characters.

We are only allowed glimpses into

their personalities and many
questions are left unanswered.

Containing just enough enter-

tainment and action to make it a

movie that flows well, "Solarba-

bies" gives us an enjoyable story.

And while it probably will not win
any awards, it is an appealing film

well wcth a trip to the theater.
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Clapton takes new
By TIM DANIELS

August
Eric Clapton

Warner Brothers/ Duck Records

Eric Clapton has assembled
another star-studded supporting

cast for his new album, August.

"Slow Hand's*' history has been

marked by bands which have
attracted the top artist from The
Yardbirds, The Bluesbreakers,

Cream , Blind Faith, Derek and the

Dominos, to his latest group,

whose talent is not excluded.

Clapton's long time producer,

Tom Dowd, takes a back seat to

this album's producer, Phil Col-

lins. After producing and playing

for a number of songs on Clapton's

^ .previous album, Behind The Sun,

Collins takes full control, and his

influence is obvious.

Clapton has taken a giant break

from his previous material, even

away from his preceding album.

The classic blues leads have been

replaced with upbeat tempos
created with keyboards and horns.

The eminent themes of lost and

found love remain, expressed with

concrete lyrics, but lack emotion-

envoking power of the mournful

CMSSIFIED

iUIVERTlSING

FOR SALE: "Can't afford a

class ring?" A women's Fil-

igree class ring. Star Sap-
phire and 10K gold!!! Only
$100 (half of what one would
cost In the bookstore). For
more information call Carolyn

at 525-9175, Room 207. A
great ring for a great price!!!

1980 Subaru G.L. Air cond.,

AM/FM stereo, 46K miles,

excel, cond. $2,000. 527-

8800.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps
for $44 through the U.S.

Government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-312-742-1142,

Ext. 3695.

SALES — on campus, off

hours, school/career related.

A natural. Call: 525-6015.

EARN EXTRA MONEY for the

HOLIDAYS working through
- WESTERN TEMPORARY
SERVICES.
FULL and PART-TIME posi-

tions available:

^ Santas and helpers
— Marketing
— Clerical

— Accounting
— General labor

For more information contact

Karia, 337-2970.

HOUSING OFFERED - Bala

Cynwyd: Rooms available in

Mansion for student lental.

100% legal proper zoning
codes, pMple will leave you
alone. Call Mike at 525-2306
for oeiane.

BABYSITTER NEEDEOn Lov-
Ino. ^^AM^^dria non^MiMlMr
wanlad to caps lor my 2-yaar-

old and 2*montli*old in my

drone of Clapton's guitar.

However, August is a well-

arranged album with a musically

full sound. With the influence of

Collins, Clapton has embarlced on

a bold project, apparently forget-

ting what got him where he is

now. His previous approach was
creating illustrative lyrics magni-

fied by the burning voice of his

guitar leaving a modest band
remaining in the background.

The song "Run" is the best

example of August's design, with

synthesizers and keyboards. Also,

a four-piece horn section is not

only noticeable, but entirely redu-

ces the importance of guitar to the

sound.

The result of this sound is

inevitably commercial. "It's in the

Way That You Use It," featured

in Touchstone Pictures' "The
Color of Money," is, as this

information would indicate, the

most pop song on the album.

"Tearing Us Apart" also follows

these lines. Clapton shares the

vocals with the characteristic

sound of Tina Turner and Collins'

prominent drum rhythms. "Hold

On" also features the above per-

formers. These songs are good,

but just not what we have come
to expect from Clapton.

Also backing Eric are bass

guitarist Nathan East and Greg
Phillinganes on keyboards. The
bass is well-played in "Hung Up

On Y0ur Uye." Walk Away" it

an electronic aong, but it contains

good lyrics with an appealing soft

arrangement.
The best songs on the album are

those which are most closely

related to Clapton's classics. "Bad
Influence" contains a distinctive

Clapton guitar solo and lyrics.

"Miss You," a song about love

slipping away, contains a lead

which is closest to his classics,

with keyboard and horn fills used

effectively. The horn arrange-

ments of Leon Pendarvis are also

noticeable in "Take a Chance."

Clapton's blues guitar and sing-

ing is still breathing in **Holy

Mother." Eric's backup singers

Katie Kissoon and Tessa Niles are

particularly outstanding in this

tune, as well as in "Behind the

Mask," with Clapton's perennial

theme of asking his girl who she

really loves.

The reminiscent searing leads

which drew "Slow Hand" fame
are particularly lacking in this

effort. So, if you listen to August

expecting his legendary playing,

you will be disappointed. The new
sound can be traced to the influ-

ence of Collins, producing an
attempt at a more instrumentally

complex, commercially viable

record. All that must then be said

is that the album is a meticulously

produced set of material that

requires the listener to adjust. Phil ColliiiB produced Eric Clapton's latest aliNim, Amgiui.
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SomeCMdren
GetAlAwWliederForChristmas
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Infa, 9 a.m.-11 a^in. Own
tranaponation paqulrad.

oaH 2f4<^n8.

This is Billy s playground.

There are no swings, no

bicycles, only the hope

that he may walk again.

As Sisters of Bon Secours,

health care is our mission,

making lives useful and

productive is our calling.

We care about Billy and

children tike him.

As Sisters of Bon Secours.

we strive, through our health

care ministry, to enhance

the dignity of every person,

young and old, and to bring

compassion, heating, com-

fort and wholeness to those

we serve.

We are looking for

women who have made a

commitment to any aspect

of health care and who find

the thought of becoming a

member ofa progressive

community of sisters

appeating. Please call or

write for our brochure

that describes what it is

like to achieve personal,

professional, and spiritual

satisfaction as a Sister

ofBon Secours.

We may never be able to

put this chikl behind a new

set of handlebars, but we

can give him something

CO hang on to.

^^feCaIe

RirGcx&Sale

SBIBtSOf
ON
Voottkm Director

1529Mtfrk>ctsvtilcRd.

Mtfrtocttvtfk. MMylMd 21104

I01-442-2U9

WMdcatsr B-ball^

faHs prey to Owls

PacinbarS,19a<»THEVHJjmOVAII»faBtM

(Continutdfrom page 36)

15-foot jumper then feeding-

Plansky for a layup to boost the^

lead to six.

In the remaining six minutes.

West, Wilson, Plansky, Leslie,

Jensen and Bekkedam chipped in

points to run the Villanova lead

to 42-30 at the half.

Vermont came out fired-up in

the second half, ready for the

Cats, and pulled to within three

behind the poor defense of Villan-

ova. The Wildcats, however, did

not let the game slip out of their

hands and immediately climbed
back into thegame putting togeth-

er runs of seven and 13 unans-
wered points to win the game

CySSIFIED

AWHtTISIJifi
Roommata naaded for Bryn
Mawr Courta apartmant
atarting in January. Low rant,

aingia room. Call 525-5626.

Affbrdabla Introduction aar-

vica. Maat atudants from
othar araa collagaa. Paraon-
alizad aarvica offers ona-on-
ona matchaa, plus paraonal-
izad kwckground information.

Mamk>arshlpsfrom $25. Sand
SASE to 71 7-F56 Station
Ava., Bansalam, PA 19020.

CATCH YOUR TEQUILA
SUNRISE!
Two spaces now available for

Cancun! Call Lourdea or Jill

at 354-9063.

Ski Trip to Killington, Fab. 6-

«r toa^all EIke 642-9275,
Mark 642-4243.

1976 Datsun B210 — new
exhaust, new brake pads,
AM/FM stereo tape. Strong,
dependable transportation.

$650 negotiable. Call 664-

8466 after 4:30 p.m.

Missing—A long blackwinter
coat with bright blue on the
inside of the collar. The coat
has been miaaing aince the
150 Senior Days party at the
Sheraton, if you have pos-
session of it plaaae call ^27-
9484. No queattona will be
askedl

Babysitter needed for one
child fbr sitting during holi-

days. Experience required.
Call 525-1424.

LOST: Union Catholic Re-
gional High School ring, gold-
colored with blue atone.
Pleaaa return to Sullivan 38
or call 525-9426. Reward.

Travel field poaltlon Imme-
diately avaNaMa. Good oom-

tfavalf Slid other
Dsnaaia. uaa oai nyan ion
fiaa 1-606-433-7747 for a

S4 Imm turn

handily, 98-68.

Wilson repeated for the third

straight time as the Cats high

scorer with 18, Plansky put to-

gether a fine game as well, with
14 points and eight rebounds. The
Wildcats finally improved their

shooting, hitting 55 percent from
the floor and 78 percent from the

line. The Wildcats are looking

toward St. Francis and LaSalle in

the upcoming week.

Div. I heat melts hockey^
By MIKE SMITH

The Villanova ice hockey team
traveled south to the University
of Alabama at Huntsville to face

a Division I program for the first

time. The 'Cats lost the first game
13-2, with goals by Brian Fitzge-

rald and John Lopis. On Nov. 22,
Villanova lost 15-1 to Alabama
with Sean Curran scoring the lone
goal.

Defenseman Jerry Marks
summed up his feelings about the

trip, "Man for man we were

The -Iceman," Harold Jensen,
outmatched, but it was good to get

the exposure to a Division I team.

able to turn our season around."

He also complemented the goal-

tending of Geordie Borosi, who
stopped 78 of 91 shots in the first

game, and freshman center Bob
Ward, who played like a veteran.

The 'Cats' record stands at 2b

9. They will travel to Jamaica,
N.Y., for a game With St. John's
on Saturday.

%

(file photo)

has been cold so far this year. He

will need to catch fire for the

Wildcats to win.

Marks' feels that, "If every
member puts out his maximum
effort not only as an individual but
as a team, then maybe we'll be ONFEBEISJCE

ilil

ilk^
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By JOHN Rfceo

The women's basketball team
opened its 1986-87 regular season
by trouncing the lona Gaels last

Tuesday night at lona 92*65. The
contest, which was played on the

Gaels' home court, saw Villanova

turn a 6-point game into a 27-point
rout by outscoring their opponents
51 to 30 in the second half.

Head Coach Harry Perretta,

however, was not too happy with
his team's first half play. "We
didn't play very good defense," he
said. "We played pretty w6ll on
offense but we didn't play very
good defense at all."

lona played a big part in the

Wildcat's slow start. The Gaels,

who are a small, swift team, came
out and pressed Villanova from
the onset, forcing a quick pace.

"They made us play faster than

we normally like to play," Perretta

said. "It was a smart move on
their part."

The combination of Villanova's

lack of defensive intensity and
lona's scrappy play resulted in a

close first half and the Wildcats

emerged at halftime with only a
41-35 lead.

In the second half, however,
Villanova came alive. "The team
adjusted to the Gael's style of play
and started to open up a, lead,"

Peretta said. Indeed, the Wildcats
took control of the game and
dominated lona in the second half.

Leading the way was Shelly

Pennefather who scored a team
high 24 points. In addition, the
senior forward collected four
rebounds and blocked two shots.

Complementing Pennefather were
seniors Karen Hargadon and Lynn
Tighe and junior Lisa Angelotti,

who all scored in double figures,

as well as junior Kristin Banfield,

who pulled down a team-leading
six rebounds.

Overall, Perreta was satisfied

with his squad's play. "It was a
good win for us," he said. "It was

CATHOLIC
SINGLES

DIRECTORY!
A GREATWAY

TOMEETPEOPLE
MONTHLY

PUBLICATION
ALL AGES
SAMPLE »2

P.O. BOX 58280
PHILADELPHIA, PA

19102

AnENTION

CLASS
0F1M7.

if you have an
overall 'B'

average, you
may qualify for

early commis-
skxiing as an Air

Force nurse.

There's no need

k) wait for your

Stole Board

results Ask for

details on our

special inlem-

shtpprogrom.

Cod

114

By NED THOMPSON

The Villanova women's volley-

ball te^m, wrapped up their 1966
season li^t weekend at the Big
East Conference Championships.
The Wildcats entered the cham-
pionship, conducted at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, as the number
three seed based on their 4-2

record in Big East South Division

play. However, the team did not
live up to its billing, managing
only a fifth place finish.

In the opening round of the

competition, the Cats met a fired-

up Georgetown team and lost, 10-

15, 4-15, 15-5, 8-15. In the conso-

lation round, Villanova re-

bounded, winning matches

against Connecticut, 15-9. 4-15,

15-13, 15-10, and Boston College.

15-6, 15-12, 15-11 to bring their

final record to 25-17.

Pittsburgh won thf champion-
ship, defeating defending Big East

Champion Providence, 15-5, 14-16,

15-2, 15-12 in the^ final. Georige-

town finished third and Syracuse
grabbed fourth.

Villanova freshman Shelia Duf-

fy was named the Big East South
Division Freshman of the Year at

the coaches dinner prior to the

championship. Duffy, a native of

Anaheim, Calif., is the first Vil-

lanova player to be so honored in

the five seasons of Big East
Competition.

Hallib^ Sports Events
ItlMTTiHlHiiillen'i

St Francis (PA)

USlie
at Cannactiout

Taimpla

OraNal

Sugar 6o«H Toumamern. New Orleans

January

Shelly Pennefather was the 1985 Big East Player of the Year and
continues to be a force in 1986.

good to get a win under our belts

early because our competition will

be getting tougher in the next

couple of weeks."
In a preseason exhibition game

on Nov. 22, Villanova defeated the

Santa Domingo national team 93-

65 in the duPont Pavilion. Ange-
lotti scored 20 points for the
Wildcats while Hargadon and
freshman Helen Koskinen chipped
in 18 and 16 points respectively.

11th Annual

Wed.,Dec.10
at 5 p.m.i

in the Kennedy Plaza

St John's

al Boaton Colege

rrowoenoa

GaofQalowfn

atViiginia

atSyracuae

wOHjn nan

atStJohn'8

BostonCoHege

DaeaniMi
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Wildcats fall prey
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

It was Nov. 21. There was a
slight nip in the air outside the
duPont Pavilion, but inside it was
a different story. Amongst squeak-
ing sneakers, ripping netcords
and a fiery Wildcat crowd, the
Villanova men's basketball team
took the floor in their first ganfie

of the 1986-87 season.

Howard University put lights

on the scoreboard first, with a 12-

foot jumper from the right side of

the key. Freshman Tom Greis put
'Nova on the board the next time
down the court with a short bank
shot off a rebound. Howard then
ran up the score to 6-2 before
sophomore Kenny Wilson drove
off the baseline flew into the air

and floated one through the net.

The two teams traded points for

most of the half and with 3:45 left

before the halftime buzzer Howard
found itself up 24-21.

Wilson again tried to take mat-
ters into his own hands and
attacked the inside of the Howard
2-3 zone. On his way inside Wilson
took one for the team, but only
sank one of two shots from the
line and the score was 24-22.

Sophomore Doug West threw one
in from 18 feet to bring the Cats
a little closer.

Wilson then sacrificed his body
for a jumper in the lane \o pull

within one. Howard's Mike Jones
kept the Bison in the lead. West
decided to make his presence
known,-and shooting like he was
playing in his own backyard,
lackadaisically lofted one from the
perimeter for three. Massey and
Bekkedam followed up with re-

spective pairs of free throws to put
the Wildcats ahead at the half 34-

33.

The Wildcats had lost in almost
every category but score, hitting

only 39 percent from the floor and
pulling down a meager 14 re-

bounds. The second half-started

and, again, the teams traded
points. Howard had successfully
taken the Villanova crowd out of

thegame until there was 13:28 left

in the game and off a turnover,
Barry Bekkedam fed Gary Mas-
sey, who streaked down the court
and slammed one home vibrating
most of Radnor Township in the
process.

The crowd erupted into a wild
frenzy and the Wildcats were on
a rampage. Bekkedam calmly put
in two from the chanty stripe

tying the game at 46. West then
began to terrorize Howard scoring
nine straight points, taking the
score up to 54-49.

The Wildcat defense never let

the Bison back into the game and
finished the game up by 10 points,

71-61. The Cats had successfully

christened the 1986-87 season
with the youngsters leading the
charge. West led the 'Nova scorers
with 18 points folk)wed by two
more sophomores, Wilson and
Massey with 14 points a piece.

With this win, Villanova moved
into the second round of the pre-

season NIT tournament against
Temple University. Temple ar-

rived at the pavilion on Nov. 24
to take on the Wildcats and the
Owls were not taking the game
lightly.

Villanova-Temple University
Villanova took the opening tap

as the crowd rocked the south
stands, but the noise and the Cats'
momentum did not last long. The
Owls jumped out to a 4-0 lead

before the West show started —
A 20-footer from the left for three,

a 21 -footer from the top of the key
and, after a Greis jumper from
inside, a fast break slam that
would have made the "Doctor"
proud.

Mark Plansky helped out the
West scoring train with a layup
and a free throw before West came
back and hit a 21- and a 22-foot

jump shot for another six points.

Not to be outdone, Wilson start-

ed his own scoring spree when,
with 4:31 left, he drove to the lane
and put up a jumper, taking the
foul and completing the 3-point

play from the line. Wilson drove
deep into the Owls' middle and put
another shot off the glass from in

close.

Through all of this scoring, the
Owls were not lying down, in fact,

the only thing that was lying
down was the Villanova defense
which allowed Temple to come
back and take the lead. Even after

West and Maker threw in three
points of their own, the Owls were
still ahead 39-35. Wilson ended the
half with another layup off the
board and a 50 percent trip to the

charity stripe. The half ended
with the Owls leading 42-38.

For the second game in a row,
the Wikkats were suffering from
the floor; Kitting only 40 percent.
They were not much better crash-
ing the boards, pulling down only
18 rebounds. West, however, was
a shiny spot on the Villanova
record books in the first half, with
a 16-point performance.
The second half started with

Temple controlling the ball. Tem-
ple's control went well beyond
just the ball as they protected
their lead, and with 11:49 left, the
Owls were sttll ahead 60-55.
Senior HaroldJensen did come out
of his shell in the second half,

ripping the cords with three 3-

pointers. After a Villanova ti-

meout, Jensen came out and hit

yet another 3-pointer and West
jumped into the second half scor-

ing columns with a 22-foot 3-

pointer of his own. Villanova had
finally taken the lead 61-60.

The Wildcats did not score for

three minutes when Greis hit a
short jumper in the middle. The
WiWcats then took another break,
this time for five minutes when
Wilson threw in a 12-foot jumper.
In the meantime, the Owls had
tossed in three 3-pointers and
climbed to a 73-65 lead. The
Wildcats climbed to within four
points with 27 seconds left, before
Temple's Rivas and Vreeswyk
iced thegame making three of four
freethrows. The game ended 80-

73, and Villanova had suffered
their first loss of their young
season.

Wilson had agaii\ taken scoring
honors with 2 1 points in the losing
effort, while West, with only three
points in the second half, ended
with 19. The Wildcats shot only
38.2 percent from the floor for the
game, but they did manage to win
the rebounding contest, out-
rebounding Temple 37-35.

Vlllanova-University of
Vermont
The Wikicats went back into

action last Sunday for their first

scheduled opponent, the Univer-
sity of Vennont. The entire start-

ing lineup for Villanova traded
baskets with the Catamounts
until the Wildcats started taking
control with Eric Leslie hitting a

(Continued on page. 33)

Harriers take 13th in nation

By SUSAN GANEM

A banner season for Villanova's
women's cross country team came
to an end on a successful note as
Coach Marty Stern's Wildcat
harriers tied for a 13th place team
finish at the NCAA Cross Country
Championships in Tucson, Ariz.

Sophomore Vicki Huber earned
All-America honors.

'Nova's 13th place finish was
the icing on the cake for the 'Cats
who in the course of the season
won the NCAA District 2 team
title, finished runner-up for the
ECAC team crown, won the Big
East Conference, National Cath-
olic and Philadelphia Bpg Five
team titles.

The Wildcats tallied 279 team
points to finish tied for 13th place
with Ifmi, m Texas sdgMl Wis-

'" ^ '' toctpturetlMNCAA

«iit
I'm very pltaacd with our

performance and grateful to have
finished tied for 13th in the
country," remarked Stern. Look-
ing ahead to the approaching
indoor track and field season,
Stern continued, "The athletes
and I have a good feeling about
ourselves and we're hoping that

'

this upbeat season will carry over
into the winter track season."

Villanova was led by Huber who
finished in 29th place overall.

Running the 5,000 meter course
in 17:46.67, Huber 's place made
her the 'Cats' fourth crosscountry
AU-American.

-Senior Gina Trocaccto was the
Wildcats second top finisher,
crossing the finish line in 18K13
and in an impressive 45th posi-
tion. Sophomore Dok>res Carapel-
la aided Stem's team cause fin-

ishing Mth in 18:39, whtie senior
Lauren Seerby was lOaiNl in
IM7. and freehmm Ruth Lock-
bmim rmMHiHl eut VUIiiiM«'s
teem tooring finithirw HSth in
1M)6.

Closing out Villanova's top
seven finishers were junior Dina
Alborano and sophomore Meg
Moisen.

(Courtesy <^ Sports Jnfornuttwn)

Doug West, shown here tiir»wlilg 6iie 4bwii against iTemple,
16 pofaits in M«mday's null

'
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This week's Saoo East's AtMete dt the Week is
sophomore^^point 0ui|i^ Cerniy Wilson, Wflson has
lead the Wildcats' Baskefliall team in scoring in two
out of their first three gunes. He is aver^ng 17.6
PK. and throws in fiw assists per gmne as well.
Wiiipn* a oommumcatkM arts tDi«ar, took over the
startmt point guard iioiiftion from Gary McLain last
year. Me was voted to the all-freshman team last year
and continues to be a force in the Big £a«L

Vol,t2,rio.ll
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Krectoiy is

distributed
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Student directories for the 1986-

87 academic year, compiled by
Student Government, were com-
pleted and distributed to the
mailboxes of all on-campus resi-

dents on Jan. 19.

Student Government plans to

disperse the directories to off-

campus residents from various

sites on campus. They will adver-

tise the dates and pqints at which
the directories will be made
available.

The student directory provides

faculty, staff and student listings,

as did last year's directory.* In

addition, it contains some new
features, such as a yellow pages
section and 20 introductory pages
that include the academic calen-

dar, a table of contents, abbrevi-

ation codes and em^i^gency tele-

phone numbers.
Student Government originally

established a goal to issue the

student directories between Fall

Break and ^^^gPf^gi^l^^

for tlife WS^ry^i deliy.

project is a osanster," he said.

'M)au>ilinctlwdirect^
**iimmikmtmount of work,"
incMlnf maiting out almost
12,000 forms md entering an of

the information into -z computer,
abcottling to Allman.
Student Governmentalsowant-

ed to extend the deadline for

students to return their address

forms.

Efforts on the student directory

were initiated over the summer.
Joan Dorley, editor of the stu-

dent directory, Joe McGowan and
Lisa Sturman, as well as many
others, spent "an enormous
amount of time over the summer
and did a great job," said Allman.
Many students, after viewing

the new directory, expressed
complaints because their names
were not included. Approximately
2,200 student names are listed,

which is about one-third of the

undergraduate population.

Allman stated that Student
Government mailed out forms,

advertised in the Villanovan and
posted flyers around campus.
However, "So many students did

not return the forms," he said.

"After seeing this directory,

other students might be more
eager to sign up next year,'' said

Alhnan.

vSttidsnt Government will con-

tiifm to issue a student directory

in %{ut|ire heaiw oUti mviY
bendlts, according to Allman,
Oaeirtte main finMn forlts

mmmtmfntB
funded the entire directory and
Student Government made a 1600.

prolit* according to A^^lan.
AUman also cited the benefits

it will provide to students and the

staff.

For the coming year, according

(Omtinued on ptfge 5)

INSIDE
KDITQiUAL: Martin Luther King» Jr., dream unrealized p. 6.

FEATURES: Earn a degree in rock-and-roll p. 13.

ENTERTAINMENT: Christmas concerts p. 15.

SPORTS: Behind the lines p. 30.

HobelPeace Prize

winnerto speak
By DANTE J. SCALA

Elie Wiesel, the 1986 Nobel
I'eace Prize winner, will speak
hereon March 19, according to Dr.

Barbara Wall. O.P., philosophy

professor.

Wiesel will address the topic

"When the Unthinkable Happens:
Implications of the Holocaust for

the Nuclear Arms Race." His
speach will be given at 8 pun. in

either the duPont Pavtikm or the

Villanova Roam id the Connelly

Center, ft is bokif sponaoved by
the Center for Peaoe and Juatioe

andtheVillMMMtUMBn.
TiMaiiad fvrilar and laetunr

mm imiM br Itall in Oddlar
U

Oslo, Norway, urging his

nomination.

Wall has recommended that

Wiesel receive an honorary doc-

torate when he comes to the
University. In her letter to the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, and the

Board of Trustees, she describes

Wiesel as lieing "in many ways
the conscience of tht 20th cen-

tury." She also stated that be-

stowing an honorary degree upon
him will "visibly communicate
Villanova's commitment to peaoe

and jttstipe iasuas.**

^Wiaaal aobaat knoomIsriua role

ata Mikilic voioe for ^tkftinoM of

ttti Halioiiiit, m

(Ptwio by Nunes)

Lines inthe bookatcMre qiricklyiMiBcd as studentsmshed topurchase books for the sining semester.

Mh

tests subieet^ connriahits
W^WWfiTBXOtSk

.••^

The Oasis C^e, k)cated in the
sarnie building as the Radnor
House Condominiums, has been
the subject of numerous com-
plaints from many resklents of the
htH^ang. During the few weeks
before last semester's finalexams,
the Radnor Township Police re-

ceivedmany complaints about the
levelof noisecoming from the bar.

On Dec. 12, the State Liquor
Control Board, along with the
Radnor Township Police, con-
ducted a raid on tne Oasis Catfe.

According to Radnor Polke Chief
Maurice Hennessy, there has been
a tremendous increase in the
number of police officers assigned
to the area. Because of this in-

crease, "there have been three of
four arrests for excessive noise
and underage drinking in the
parking lot A this facility," said

Hennessy.
Len Barry, manager of the Oasis

Cafe, claimed that no complaints
of excessive noise have been
directly registered to the bar by
the tenants for many months.
"The problem of discrimination
starts before the problem of the
noise," Barry stated.

"We [the bar] are in business
to make money and to serve the

clientele. Our clientele just

The Oasis Cafe has been the subject oi numerous complaints from
residents of Radnor House c<mdominiums.

happens to be young people. There
is simply discrimination toward
students and toward the bar."
Barry further stated that the

owner of the Radnor House build-

ing has a responsibility, and that
"he [the owner) should have
pondered the effects of a bar in

the building before the leases were
signed. After all, a bar is a social

place, and we can't run it in a
vacuum."
Occupants of Radnor House

condominium apartments, includ-

ing many Villanova students,
have complained that the noise

from the bar and parking lot keeps
them awake every night. Many
students have claimed that they
are not able to study or sleep

because of the noise problem,
which often extends as high as the
fifth and sixth floors.

Other students living in the
building stated that at times they
can hear the noise coming from
outside, but that it rarely bothers
them or causes a problem.

Many of the patrons of this bar
are Villanova students. A junior
business student stated that the

(Continued on page 5)

Professor dies at 48
H. Elaine McCaulIy, a faculty

member of the Villanova College

of Nursing since 1975, diedon Dec.

28. She was 48-years old.

McCaully was a speciaUst in the

nursing of children with a partic-

ular interest in the care of asth-

matic children.

She waa a graduate of Weat
Choator Sute CoUar «nd the

Univortity of Delaware.

at Temple University.

She is survived by her husband.
Dr. Ronald McCaully, a son,
James, and a daughter, Lauren,
who is currently a junior nursing
miuor at Villanova.

The family requests that memor-
ial oontributkms be made to the

Elaine MoCauUy Memorial Fund,

CoUige of Nursing.

Al
lywM

McCaul-
d^ctonita

A msmoriai mnnot will be held
in St. Mary's Chapel on Jan. 29,
12*JD>1 p.m.

... - : . 7 . ^ .. 1 ^
j-fcr^-rn,..!.
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Project Sunshine Entertainment
: Committee will be meeting on Wednes-
[day at 7 p.m. in Corr Chapel. Anyone
[interested in volunteering a few Sunday
afternoons this semester to bring some
music to the elderly is welcome to

I

attend. Piano players, singers and
^instrumentalists who would like to
share your talent can bring a lot of
sunshine into the lives of the older

;
people for only a few hours of your time.

Yearbook
on tho Move

During Chnsfmas break, the Belle
Air yearbook office was moved from 26
St. Mary's Hall to 204 John Barry Hall.

All correspondence should be sent to

P.O. Box 209 Tolentine Hall. Villanova

University, Villanova, PA 19085. For
questions call (215) 645-7240.

Athletic Trainers
There will be an organizational

meeting for any freshmen and sopho-

mores interested in becoming a student
athletic trainer on Feb. 2, at 4 p.m. in

Bartley Rm. 206.

Mission Rotroat

The Campus Ministry of Villanova

University will be sponsoring a Mission
Retreat Week centering on the sacra-

mental life of the Church. The Mission
will be conducted from Feb. 2-5 at 8:30

p.m. in the Main Chapel.

The Rev. Michael Sullivan, O.S.A.,.

will be the retreat director for the week.

He will be the guest homilist forCampus
Sunday Liturgies on Feb. 1. Sullivan is'

well known in our area for Marriage
Encounter Weekends and Parish Week
of Renewal.

W '•Lax
There will be a mandatory meeting

for all women interested in playing

lacrosse on Jan. 26 at 4 p.m. in the

Dupont Pavilion Lobby.

dMlrperten
iected

The Office of Student Activities is

proud to announce the selection of Cory
Kohl as chairperson of the 1987 Special

Olympics program at Villanova. The
selection of members for the Manage-
ment Team and Games Committee will

take place from now until the week after

January break. Anyone interested in

working as a member of one of the many
committees of Special Olympics, should

contact either Cory or the Oiffice of

Student Activities. Mark your calendar

early — the date for next year's Special

Olympics program is Oct. 11, 1967.

The Deptrtraent of Philotopliy an-

nounces the ninth annual^ lecture

presented 1^ the visiting chair of

ChnstiMi piulosepiiy. Pralsssfir Emsn*
tus of FerdliMi Univeriity will be

on 'The ilttnpnyict of

Art: BiflMrtiM on a T«t of

St. TImmm.'* Thb wiU bt on Jan. 28
1»|Im VIllMMva in. at 6 prfD.

The Association of Commuting Stu-
dents provides freecoffeeanddou^uts
for all commuters and OCRi every >Meek
in the North Lounge. Next week's date
is Jan. 27 from 8 to 10 a.m. Join usi!!!

Sibling Weeitend

Sibling Weekend is headed this way
on Feb. 13-15, 1987, and we would like

to invite you and your sibling ages S-

15 to join in the fun and exciting
weekend that we have planned! Regis-

tration forms will be available soon.
We're looking forward to seeing eve-

ryone "Step Up To Wildcat Country!"

Profoct SvnsMno
Project Sunshine volunteers will be

starting back for second semester. Have
you signed up to visit kids, the elderly,

the handicapped or hospitals? If you
would like to return to the same agency
as last semester and have not yet given
in your schedule please be sure to do
so this week. If you are someone who
has not yet been involved as a volunteer,

but who would like to become active in

reaching out toother people, please stop
in at 121 Tol. this week for more
information, or call 645-4079.

PI Sigma Alpha
Mooting
There will be a brief, but important.

Pi Sigma Alpha meeting on Jan. 28, at

5 p.m. in Connelly Center's Bryn Mawr
Room. Al members and interested,
persons should attend.

Bi9 Bretilers/

•igSistsers

Do not forget our first meeting of the
semester is Jan. 28, at St. Clares. It will

be a short meeting starting at 6 p.m.
— sharp! Also, our first outing is Feb.

1. We will be going ice-sHating in

Philadelphia.

CaMpvs Pirectery

The directory is here!! You can pick

one up in the Student Government office

(Dougherty Rm. 204) or around campus.
Also ~ the Villanova Union coupon for

the 2 for 1 movie at the C.C. Cinema,
is good for the 1967 Spring semester.

Ceatral JlHeri«a
Villanoyans Concerned About Central

America will have its first meeting this

semester on Jan. 27 at 4:30 p.m. in the
Peace and Justice Center (located in the
basement of Sullivan HaU). We wiU be
showing the film "£1 Salvador. The
Seeds ol Uberty."

lainat lape

lalMilM

Campus Ministry will be sponsoring
a trip to the Third World country of
Haiti, March 6-13 ... a time to learn
about the realities of life for people living
in Haiti. If you would like to participate
in this experience, please contact Beth
Hassel or Barbara Haenn before Jan. 28
in Campus Ministry, basement of St.

RiU's Hall. There will be two required
preparation meetings for all going . .

.

Jan. 29, 7-9 p.m., and Feb. 12 from 8-

9 p.m. FuU cost of the trip ($600) will
- be due at the first meeting.

ClMSS Civb
The Chess Club will meet on Jan. 28

in Bartley 105B at 4:30 p.m. All are

welcome.

Student
•evemmeiit
You don't have to be elected to be

involved in Student (Government. Stu-

dent Government is open to any and all

students who want to get involved.

People are needed for all of the four
departments: Academic Affairs, Public
Relations, Internal Affairs and External
Affairs. If you are interested in what
happens to you as a student, then
become a part of Student Government.
Stop, into the office at any time (Rm.
204 Dougherty Hall) or call 645-7203.

WOHMIilll

There will be an imfwrtant meeting
on Jan. 28 in the Haverford Room at 8:30

p.m. If you cannot attend, notify Diane
in advance (352-2848).

Bahci

Spring Break Week in Bahamas —
$389 per person quad occupancy from
march 6 to March 13. Round trip

Philadelphia to Nassau/Paradise Island.
Accommodations at Dolphin Hotel.

Transfers, Baggage Handling, Taxes
and Tips. Many activities. If interested

call Graduate School at 645-7093.
Limited availability*

SignaNv
Interested in a Fraternity? Sigma Nu

is interested in you! Come rush us.

Dates are Jan. 21, 22, and 26. 7 p.m.
in the Bryn Mawr Room, Connelly
Center.

•d CiMp»fifioii
Attention!! All Villanova Rockn-Rdl

Bands! This is your chance to compete

for m recording contract in the National

Energizer Rock-n-RoU Challenge. Pick

upan entry form in the Villanova Union
Office and complete hy Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.

Thb apectacular competituNi takes

place on Ian. 29, 1987 at 8 pjn. in the

Jake NMriB Fiekl Houae. Come and
encfgiae in ttns rock and roll concert
oltheyeaH

If vou still want to get involved with
the Street, Soup Kitchen, Environmen-
tal or Education Conimittee, please
attend our mandatory meeting on Jan.
27 at 7 p.m. in the CC Cinema.

Mw—mmyTodd
AwdltloM

, Villanova Theatre will hold auditions
on Jan. 30 and Jan. 31 for "Sweeney
Todd." Terry Guerin and Claude White,
whocollaborated on Villanova Theatre's
production of 1776 which visited Penn's
Landing lastJuly 4, will direct this April
show. Auditioners should prepare a
song from the show or 16 bars each from
two contrasting songs. Call 645-4760 for

information and an appointment.

Referees Needed
The Intramural Department needs

refs for its upcoming basketball season.
Referees can work night or day, and
they will be paid for their efforts.

Anyone interested should contact Mike
Sleece or Tim Reger at the Intramural
office in Alumni gym, or by calling them
at 645-7456. .

••nior
DlMiMr Dance

Seniors!! Start getting ready for your
one and only Senior Dinner Dance! It'»

a few months away, but don't get caiight

in the last minute rush for a &te! Mark
it on your calendar, April 4 at the

Dunfey City Line Hotel!! More informa-

tion will be available next semester.

Orientation 1987

The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the appointment of

Leslie Dondero to the position of admin-
istrative coordinator for the 1966 New
Student Orientation Program. Congrat-

ulations, Leslie!!!

Volvnteer
Anyone interested in spendinni Spring

Break volunteering in Inner City Phi-

ladelphia can contact Linda in Campus
Ministry (St. Rita's Basement), 645-

4080.

VPL
VFL, in assodatwn with the Red

Cross, is sponaoring the Bkxxl Drive.

Feb. 3. 4 & 5 from 10-5 p.m. in the
Villanova Room of the Connelly Center.
We are in great need due to the recent

Baltimore acddent, and will benefit

graatly from your donation in these
winter months. Fleaae donate!

i^j^ •v.,
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By SUSAN E. COHOOiUIN

Combining their love of writing
and interest in coUmb kiiltttMi.
Wayne Simone, a iM graduate
of Villanova Univef^ity, and his

friend Richard SmMu both 22,

recently began puMishiiig Off the
Glass magazine.

Off the Glass is n ooUege bas-

ketball magazine featuring inter-

views with players and coaches.

The men started weddy ^ublica-

tkm at the beginning of the new
year and plan to distribute month-
ly issues during the off-season.

Simone said the magazine has
ll,000 subscribers and an addi-

tkmal 5,000 copies were sold last

month. The publication is only
available in the Philadelphia area
through subscriptions, but is also

sold in the Connelly Center.

Simone, who is the publisher,

is surprised at the success of his

magazine.

'They say the magazine pub-
lishing business is the second
most likely to fail, behind restau-

rants," said Simone. "Our goal
was to have 10,000 subscriptions
in the first year. We were over
that before the first issue came
out."

Neither Simone nor Smith had

any publishing experience when
they started the magazine. Ac-
cording to the inquirer they re-

portedly had eneigy, determina-
tion and sufficient financial
backing. More than $150,000 was
invested by families and frieiidB.

During the summer^ Simone
and Smith publicized the maga-
zine through the mail, on cable

television and sports radio shows.

Working out of a two-story
house in King of Prussia, they
hired friends from school as
editors and advertisuig salespeo-

pleand recruiied freelance writers
and photographers from across
the country. No one on the staff

is older than 22.

The first issue, containing a
profile on Navy center David
Robinson, was published in No-
vember 1986. It was 160 pages and
took 20 days to put together.

"I thought it would take a few
hard days," said Simone, who
played varsity tennis at Villanova.

"It took 20 days of long, hard
work. Every step we took We
learned something new."

The young staff worked 80 to

90 hours per week; writing and
editing the stories on thdr four
computers. The copy was sent to

»York, where the magazine is

Mt and then to Kentucky,
where it is printed. The staff

tniBsed their first deadline, and a
courier had to make three trips

a day to a dropK)ff point midway
to New York to get the magazine
to the designer.

"If we knew at the beginning
that it would take this much time,
effort and money we probably
wouldn't have done it," said
Simone.

For the second issue, the pub-
lishers decided to focus on quality
instead of quantity. "We knocked
off 38 pages," Simone said. "And
since this is the second time
around, we've cut down on mis-
takes and are going to be better."

(41
'If all goes well, every college

basketball fan in the country will

know about the magazine by the
end of the year," said Simone.
Then he said he can rent offices

and hire more employees. "So,
we'll have more people working
less hours."

Ted Aceto, director of athletics

at Villanova, said he is pleased
that the success of Villanova
basketball sparked interest in the
graduate to start Off the Glass.
Aceto said he would like to see a
Villanova player or coach inter-

viewed for the magazine.

18 professors apply

for early retirement

in the News
V.U. army cadet earns internship
Mark Pirritano, a Villanova

junior and Army Reserve Of-
ficer TrainingCorps cadet, will

be spending this semester at

the University of London, Eng-
land, as part of a political and
parliamentary internship
program.

Pirritano received a scholar-

ship from the Hansard Scho-
lars Programme, which is spon-
sored by the Hansard Soaety
for Parliamentary Government
in association with Berbeck
College, University of London.
The Hansard Society publishes

the ^'Hansard," whkh is the
equivalent of the U.S. govern-
ment's "Congressional
Record."

Pirritano was able, through
Colonel Tom Stone, director of

the Strategic Studies Institute

at the U.S. Army War College

in Carlisie, Pa., to arrange this

research internship with the
military science section of the
Royal United States Institute

for Defense Studies. His super-
visor will be Capt. Gordon
Gilbert, an officer with the
British Army.

Nurses contribute to elderly care
Th^ Human Organization

Science Institute and the Col-

lege of Nursing of Villanova

University have recently com-
pleted a training package on
the management of attendant

^re services to the elderly.

The package includes a six-

part slide and tape presentation

and was refined and field-

tested through a series of

training programs held at var-

ious locations throughout the

state.

Developed through funding
from the Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Aging, the package is

intended to help attendant care

professionals in the 51 state-

wide area agencies on aging

refine their attendant care
programs, thereby improving
services to the elderly in the

community.
A survey of all the agencies,

along with visiting ten agencies

and conducting discussions

among attendant care profes-

sionals on the current issues

in attendant care helped to

develop the package. Its imple-

mentation by area agencies on
aging will enhance services to

the elderly throughout
Pennsylvania.

N.E.F.

By NOEL E. FALCO

Approximately 18 Villanova
faculty members have filed for an
early retiren)ent agreement in the
pas^t two years. Three of those
ha^e filed this year, and their
retirement will be effective Sept.
1 of next year's academic term,
according to Dr. Charles L.Cher-
ry, of the Office for Academic
Affairs.

Early retirement agreements
are an option for faculty members
of at least age 62. The creation
of such an agreement was "initiat-

ed by the Academic Affairs office

and approved by the president and
the Board of Trustees," said
Cherry.

These agreements have been in

effect for one year, with an infor-

mal agreement preceding it, he
said.

Cherry said that faculty em-

ployment agreements are on a
twelve-month or ten-month term
for administration and faculty,

respectively.

Employment agreements are

made available on "June 1 or the

earliest possible date thereafter,

prior to the start of the academic
year in September," according to

the faculty handbook.
The handbook further notes

that "faculty members have two
weeks in which to return the

agreement," though Cherry added
that extensions can be granted for

cause.

Congress' uncapping of the
federal law for mandatory retire-

ment age of 70, which takes effect

this year, will have an impact on
University faculty, according to

Cherry.

Though this ruling removes a
limit on retirement age, there is

S| seven-year extension of the

Engineering scholarsMp available
The Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations (p>IPO) has
announced the availability of

$1,700 scholarships to students
planning careers in the nuclear
utility industry.

Nominations must be post-

marked on or before Feb. 6,

1987. Information is available

from deans of engineering and
health physics, or by writing
to: INPO Scholarship Review
Committee, CN 6302, Prince-
ton, NJ. 08541-6302.

Further information may
also be obtained by callingTom
Ewing at (609) 734-5509.

S.A.R.

(Photo by Schmid)

Dr. Charles L. Cherry of the office
for Academic Affairs recently
reported that three University
faculty members have applied for
early retirement.

Senior 100-Day

s

Party cancelled

original mandatory age for "police,

firemen, and faculty members,"
who will be compelled to retire at
age 70 until the year 1994 when
the extension becomes void, Cher-
ry said.

Women writers discussed
By EUA DiTADDEO

Dr. Hortense J. Spillers, a Ha-

verford College English professor,

gave a lecture concerning 'The
Habit of Pathos: Women and
Writing" on Dec. 3, 8 p.m., in the

West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

The lecture was sponsored by
the Women's Studies Program
and the English department.

Spillers, the chairperson of

Haverford's English d^rtment,
has published works on subjects

ranging from Shakespeare to

Martin Luther King.

In 1977, Spillers was nominated
for the prestigious Pushcart Prize

for fkrtkm for her story, "The
Lament.

Spillers began the lecture with

a brief discussion of hialory and
culture. She stated her belief that

women's litwafeiiPe shtMld have a
strategy. Her 'focus was upon
black women writers, espedally

African-Afnerican women writsrs,

and their function in rekellion.

Slie stated that aociety it

plagued by thepfohlem of "renut-

ed clogufe. We oone lo the aitug-

tion iMk eiir iniiiirtretdymil
up elMut wiMt tiM liiiMlioii

means. We are a stereotypical

society.''

She cited the film version of

Alice Walker's The Color Purple

is an example. Spillers felt that

the film dealt too much with
stereotypes.

Spillers defined the habit of

pathos as "the drawing out of

fictional situations that mobilize

the impulse of pity." '

She feels the work of African-

American women will be a writing

of the future that will break the

image of pity which lingers over

black women in literature.

Spillers fiekled questions from
the audience at the lecture's close.

In a related topic, Jackie Hays,

Jerry Penacoli and Darrdl Sifford

are among the many media per-

sonalities who will speak at the

annual Women in Communica-
tkms Career Day Feb. 21.

Hiys, anchor-renorter at KYW-
TV, will open the half<<tey confer-

enoe urilh the keynote addnet on
OBNera in coniflMMiiiflgligM* Phm*
ooli. KYW-TV tmn mtkK, wlU

host a television workshop. Sif-

ford, syndicated Philadelphia
Inquirer columnist, will speak on
politics in the workplace.

The conference is geared to both

male and female high school and
college students, career changers

and anyone interested in moving
into or up in the communications
field.

To be held at the University of

Pennsylvania's Houston Hall, the

conference will begin with regis-

tration at 8:30 a.m. and conclude
at 12:30 p.m. More than 30 top

professionals will participate in

workshop panels in radio, televi-

sion, freelance, newspapers, mag-
azines, publications, public rela-

tions, advertising, design,
entrepreneurship, career planning
and politics in the workplace.

Advance regiatration is $18 for

student and professional
members, $20 for non-members.
For more information on the
Women in Communicatkms Ca-

reer Duy. call 215-988-6M0 in

temMylvtaig. 600-342*3887 in

Piew/eiveyt

By DANTE J. SCALA

The seniors' annual 100-Days
Party scheduled for today has
been cancelled because a place for

the party could not be found,
according to John Travaglione,
president of the Blue Key Society,

the organization sponsoring the
event.

Furthermore, no place has been
located for the remaining two
senior "Days" socials. Lucyna J.

Gorski, director of Student Activ-

ities, doubts that today's cancelled
party will be held at all. Trava-
glione agreed with this, saying
that today's scheduled function
will most likely be combined with
the next "Days" party.

The party could not be held at

the Sheraton Valley Forge Hotel,

the site of the 150-Days Party,

because the management of the
hotel would not agree to a long-

term contract, according to Gorski
and Travaglione.

The two said that the manage-
ment did not want to commit to
a long-term contract because it

wanted to keep their large room
open for more profitable conven-
tions. It would only give two
weeks advance notice on when a
party could be held, said Trava-
^ione, which was not enough
time to prepare for the function.

A spokesperson in the hotel's

sales department who had been
working there "for five months"
denied that the management was
unwiUing to«offer such a long-

term contract. However, the spo-

kesperson refused to attribute his

name to the statement.

Gary Bocuts. assistant director

of Student Activities, said, "Hav-
ing htd exserienoe in 'meeting
planning,' I was dittppointed

with their [the hotel's] response
and with their lack of honoring
verbal commitments to us." He
also stated, "We cannot pin them
down to a contract."

Gorski said that the hotel man-
agement's treatment of the first

party "made it very clear that
they couldn't care less about
Villanova." She cited that the
woman from the Sheraton who
was in charge of the function was
out of town when the party was
held.

The Blue Key Society had dif-

ficulties finding a suitable place

to hold the party, said Travagli-

one. All of the establishments
contacted said that a buffet dinner
was required, which would have
raised the admission price from $5
to $12 or $15 "before drinks," he
stated.

The party cannot be held on
campus because of insurance
problems and the inability to

obtain a one-day liquor license,

said Travaglione.

According to Gorski, it was
difficult to find a place to hold the
function because there were few
places in the local area which were
large jenough to accommodate a
majority of the seniors. She men-
tioned only two such places, the
Sheraton and Dunphy's on the
City Line in Philadelphia, where
the Senior Dinner Dance will be
held.

Gorski felt that part of the
problem with finding a place for

the party is a negative reputation

associated with Villanova stu-

dents. She cited last year's Senior
Dinner Dance, in which danuiges
reached thousands of dollars, and
taid that incidents like it do
danuige to the University's repu-

tation and "hurt ell students.
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^iNes0l to speak
(CoAHmtmlfrom M0» V
oopontritlQO cimiit when the

^hMm deported the Jeivrith pc^-MmM hit torn. He lived in

Aii^TOK, where his mother and
Voumgeit ^ter were killed, and
in Suchenwald, where his father

'4

the war, he studied phi-

loemliyand worked as ajournalist
in Firance. His first novel, Ntf^i,
deecribed theconcentrationcamps
as seen by a teenage boy. He also

wrote several other fictional

works on the Hokxaust. After he
moved to the United States in

1957, he became a lecturer and
professor.

In additioik^Wiepel has written

26 books. He hap neoeived many
awards and lli»oriMry4«|ree8 and
wasoocssvfitinffedidliratYale
Univertity^ileJAi anoworked to

aid Cambodi»ilcffft<i>^>* starving

chikiren In Afrfea and the Miskito

Indians in Nkauagua.

The Nobel prise committee
desoibed Wiesel as "one of the

most important spiritual leaders

and guides in an age when vio-

lence, repression and racism con-

tinue to characterize the world.

Wiesel is a messenger to mankind:
his message is one of peace,

atonement and human dignity."

••%».ii^ »;>:«*',-**»*. js.*^-».

EUc WieseU tlie 1986 Nobel
Peae* Prfaee winner, will lecture

at the Univerrityln March.

Directory arrives

NathNial News Notes

strike affects 43,000 at Rutgers

(Flh photo)

Student Government presid^t
Joe AUman, referring to the com-
puatitm of the Student Directory,
recently said, "The project is a
monster."

(Continuedfrom page 1)

to Allman, "We hope to be much
more efficient, especially with

getting the students'

information."

He continued, "If we do it right

it won't interfere with any govern-
ing and what Student Govern-

ment stands for.

"(The student directory] was a

priority of ours this year, but we
had some very important things

going on at the same time that are

closer to the nature of our organ-

ization," he said.

Attention:

EVEBY
NIGHT

SPECIAL

i%

TUES.:
Showtime With Lenny
H's Girls Night "In"

WED.
IsUind Night— Tropical Drinks M
Island Music

THUBS.:
T.V. QaiM Night andtho
Oasis CMymplcs
raatirtig tha Broad Jump

Next week. Student Govern-
ment plans to b^n recruiting an
editor and staff for the 1987-88

student directory.

Allman said he believes that

this directory is an improvement
upon the previous student direc-

tory, especially in its appearance.

Student reaction was generally
favorable.

Oasis Cafe
(Continued from page 1)

Oasis is one of the few bars within

walking distance of the campus
a/id is convenient, as many on-

campus residents do not have
cars.

Another student claimed Rad-

nor Township is simply discrim-

inating against Villanova stu-

dents, as in the attempts to close

down Smokey Joe's.

The Radnor Police, according to

Hennessy, will increase police

activity in the area and will cite

any disturbances in the area, but

Hennessy said that is all that can
be done now.

A strike by 2,800 nonteach-

ing empkyees oif Rutgers Uni-

versity began Jan. 19, disrupt-

ing the first day of classes for

Rutgers' 48,500 students at the

university's three New Jersey

campuses.
The strikers are members of

two locals of the American
Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees. The
striking workers are members
of Local 1761, which represents

1,600 clerical, technical and
laboratory workers and Local

-888, which represents service,

maintenence and cafeteria

workers.

The strike involves issues

concerning annual increments

for longevity, uniform allow-

ances and whether work
beyond 40 hours a week should
be paid at time-and-a-half or in

compensatory time.

Students reported that some
professors were honoring the

strike by merely handing out
course outlines and then dis-

missing class. A spokesperson

for the American Association

of University Professors, Chris-

topher Berzinski, said, "Virtu-

ally no tenured faculty had
crossed the picket line."

Students protest CIA recruitment

This past semester marked
an increase in student opposi-

tion to Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) staff recruitment

on the nation's collie cam-
puses in reaction to the agen-

cy's support and training of

Nicaraguan contra rebels.

One incident occurred at the
University of Minnesota's Min-
neapolis campus in late Octo-

er. A crowd of nearly 800 people

protested outside a building

where CIA recruitment inter-

views were taking place.

At Bowdoin College in Bruns-

wick, Maine, a "die-in" was
staged at a CIA recruitment

session. Protesters feigned'

death to symbolize victims of

CIA intervention.

In response to these protests,

CIA officials are reportedly

opting for off-campus recruit-

ing sites to avoid scenes at

schools where protests are

considered likely. ^- . . ^M.M.d.

Democrats gain votes on campuses

The results of a national exit

poll conducted by CBS/New
York Times show that college

students cast a higher percen-

tage vote for Democratic can-

didates than the majority of

voters in Congressional elec-

tions this past November.

The poll also showed that in

1986, 9 percent more students

voted in the House of Repre-

sentatives races than in 1984.

Their vote showed a 13 percent

increase in student support for

House Democrats since the

1984 elections. m.T »? i?

Traffic arrow still pursued

Anyone interested in

writing for the Villa-

LOOKFOfi ^
cotmiQevarrs #
JiUM RtdnorHouM

By JENNIFER REIDY

Recent automobile accidents at

the intersection of Lancaster and
Ithan avenues have renewed con-

cern about the absence of a left-

turn signal at the site. After

several setbacks, Joe Allman,
Student Government president,

B. Duncan Hubley, Radnor Town-
ship engineer and Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, have set the process of

installing such a signal at the

intersection in motion.

The three have sent letters to

the Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation (PennDOT) re-

questing the left-turn arrow.

Analysis and implementation of

the plan are awaited by Villanova

students and administrators as,

according to Allman, "It is now
in PennDOT's hands."

These letters were sent and
subsequently received by Penn-

DQT eight weeks ago, in mid-

November. Apparently, eight

weeks is the period allotted before

actual research and analysis of

the problem is undertaken by
PennDOT, according to Allman.

However, no signs of activity on
this project have t)een observed

from PennDOT as of yet. AUman
has attempted to communicate
with officiais at PennDOT, but

haa received no information as to

when the traffic analysis will

begm.
Aooording to HuMey, PennDOT

maybedelaying action of its study

of Lancaster and Ithan avenues
until the construction on the

Schuylkill Expressway is

time periods. The accident history

of the area, the types of vehicles

traveling through the intersection

and other adjacent traffic signals

are also considered and taken into

account in the analysis.

Problems first began for the

left-turn signal advocates during

a dispute over an alleged letter

from the Radnor Township Police

Staff Traffic Committee to Penn-

DOT, which asked for permission

to instalW^he arrow. PennDOT
denied ever receiving the letter.

Allman, after attending a Rad-

nor Traffic Committee meeting

last Oct. 21, revealed that the last

letter sent to PennDOT from
Radnor concerning the intersec-

tion was written in 1979 involving

an entirely different matter.

As a result, Allman, along with

George Calvert, president of Vil-

lanova's Association of Commut-
ing Students, decided to protest

the "bureaucratic mix-ups" pla-

guing the issue. They approached

PennDOT directly with documen-

tation of the accidents occurring

at Lancaster and Ithan avenues
in the past three years.

Allman and Calvert discovered

through their efforts that most of

the accidents involved the left-

turn from Lancaster Avenue onto

Ithan Avenue.
Allman continually stressed the

gravity of the issue, stating,

"People's lives are at stake." Over
the past year alone, over 13

accidents have occurred, including
one fatality.

The most recent accidents in

the intersection occurred on Dec.

3 and Jan. 20. The first involved

three automobiles, one of which
destroyed many yards of wrought
iron fence along the main parking

lot as it swerved over the curb to

avoid pedestrians. Radnor Police

reported that there were no fatal-

ities or injuries.

However, in the latter accident,

a female pedestrian was struck by
an automobile while crossing the

intersection. The extent of her

injury is not yet known.

IMtr this study, the volume of
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Villanova needs
used book system

At the banning of each semester, Villanova students
face the unpleasant task of buying books. They must
contend with the hassles of standing in long lines, waiting
for shelves to be restocked and finding that books are
not yet in stock. And on top of all (rf these difficulties,

when students finally purchase their books, they must
pay exorbitant prices. Villanova sorely needs a formal
system of buying and selling used books at reduced prices
as an alternative.

Shortly after classes b^n, hundreds of students post
handmade signs advertising used books that they wish
to sell. Sellers are glad to recoup some of the money they
spent on books that they do not have any use for after
thesemester is over. And those students who are fortunate
enough to hunt down the books they need are grateful
to find these cheaper books.

Clearly this system benefits everybody, but it is not
without its flaws. Sometimes sellers do not reach the
students currently taking the course, lists are ripped down
and some students just do not have the time to search
these books out. All too often, supply and demand fail

to meet.

While the informal system works to some d^^ree,
Villanova should have a formal clearinghouse for used
books. The book buy-back program at the end of the
semester only b^ns to meet part of students' needs —
and students frequently receive low trade-in values.

Countless other universities offer students the option
of buying used books. Students who are finished with
their textbooks bring them to the bookstore and receive
cash for their books. Then students purchasing books
have the opportunity to buy a new book or a copy of the
same book from the used book stack at a reduced price.

Villanova's University Shop or an independent body,
such as Student Government, should develop a used book
program. Students could sell their books in return for
a uniform amount specified on a price list. The books
could then be made available at that amount plus a
nominal charge to cover the cost of running the program.

With the high cost of a college education, students
should not have an additional burden of paying excessive
amounts of money for books when many of their
classmates would be happy to sell used books at lower
prices. Villanova needs a system that makes it easier to
purchase used books. The University Shop and Student
Government should immediately b^n investigating and
developing such a program.

Don't take chances
With classes back in full swing and the first weekend

of parties just hours away, students should seriously

consider the (effects of drinking and driving before taking
chances.

. During 1985 in Pennsylvania alone, 758 people lost

their lives in alcohol-related accidents. The 1986 statistics

are not complete yet, but they are just as bleak.

According to Lou Rader, manager of the Pennsylvania
Highway Safety Program, alcohol consumption "grossly
impairs judgement" and when mixed with driving can
easily be disastrous.

Why allow a night out with friends to turn tragic

when precautions are so simple? Be the (kiver instead
of the drinker every once in a while and save a life.

Or, if everyone intends to drink, at least pbm some
alternate transportation. Call a cab. Talus a train. Just
do not drive if you drink too mudi.

Rader suggests respopsible drinkiiiff as well. ''Teople

should learn to recognize how alcohol anects them. Tkey
should learn to control their drinking." When you feel

you have reached your limit, stop.

Certainly, coUcfe days are aitpposed to bs fun and
undeniably drinking is often a part of that fun. But do
not let that fun turn into tragedy when you have soaMieh
life left to discover.
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Letters toHie Editor

Drug support group needed
To the Editor:

This anonymous letter was*
taken from one of our suggestion

boxes stationed around campus.
By publishing this letter maybe
something can be done about it.

The letter reads as follows:

Villanova desperately needs a
narcotics anonymous group
formed. Last year as a freshman,
I went to the counseling center for
help with a serious cocaine and
alcohol problem. I was turned

away, told that V.U. was not
"equipped" to deal with that kind
of problem.

I was referred to an outpatient
rehabilitation center which I

could never afford or get to with-
out a car. I managed toget through
the year and admitted myself into
an inpatient rehabilitation hospi-
tal for six weeks as soon as school
was out

Wdl I have been "clean" for a
little over five months now, but
it is getting harder and harder to
say "no" and Iam afraid that with
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no support group here on campus,
there is no way that I will be
coming back after Christmas
break, unless Iam using narcotics

again, but then who cares?

I am not saying that V.U. has
a serious drug problem as a school
in general, but I know for a fact

that there are individuals here
with serious problems. I do not
want to leave Villanova, but if I

want to live, I do not have achoice,
r would appreciate it if you could
do something to publicize the
issue a little, who knows? Maybe
somebody could come out and
keep me in school?

Anonymous
Thank you for any attention

that you are able to give.

Sincerely,

Miriam Robinscm
Student Government

Quote of

Note
A neurotic is the man who

builds a castle in the air; a
psychotic is the man who
lives in it; and a psychiatrist
is the' man Ivho collects the
rent,"

Lord Webb-Johnson
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in U.S
By SUSAN B. TOLVE

y.*'W^retrypig to spread love for

Chnimis . . . Love for the Holy
B0^'t Is' thifli. a religious leader

spcildafl? Hardly. It is the impe-

r&M4«ird of the Ku KluxJUan
(KKKX llr. Jamfea Earrands.

Parnmds, eMcted in September

19e6risoot typfbdol past wiiards.

He is theilrsiJMi^thmer to serve

as the natiMiiii top Klansman. He
is^alsbtii^fim CatlioKe toobtain

this ''prestigious' * position.

When did the Klan, a group
histdrically opposed to Catholics,

become so *'6pen*minded''? Ac-

cording to Farrands, John F.

Kennedy's presidency was the

tumiiw pointy In a SciH. 13 New
York Times' article he explained,

"If a Catholic'ooukl be president,

then he could join the Klan."

How about Jews? "A very tick-

lish qoestion. We don'ttakeJew^.
They afire not Christians/' said

Farrands.

So if a black Christian was
elected president ... "Come on.

There \H11 never be a black pres-

ident," stated Farrands.

The imperial wizard does not

believe that the Klan spreads

hatred. "Oh heck, I love the

colored oeople. I love the ones in

the Souttt^more thanin the North.
Why? Because they're farther
away. Ha-ha!"

Mn Pfurands may find himself

funny, bQt many jpieople do not

find theKuKluxKlan ahumorous
mat^. The marchers in Forsyth

County^ Geo., were not laughing

last Saturday When they were
prevented from continuing their

"walk for brotherhood" when
stones, bottles, cans and mud
were hurled at them by Ku Klux
Klan members and their suppor-

ters. Offkaals said that the 70 law
enforcement officers on hand
were not enough to control the

estimated 100 to 300 participants.

What was the aim of these

marchers? Mr. Charles Black-

bum, the original organizer, want-

ed to demonstrate '^hat it would
be O.K. for black people to visit

Forsyth County,"
. Forsyth has a population of

38,000 — all white. It has been

that way since 1912 when a young
whi|e woman was raped and
killed by three black men. Follow-

ing this incklent, the entire black

population was driven from the

county. Severity-five years later

most residents are happy with

thin^ the way they are.

It is amazing that in a country

of great technok^gical advances,

many people still have barbaric

minds. An organization whose
core of existence is racism has
survived for 120 years. Current
enrollment nationwide of the

z
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KKK is estimated at 5,000.

The best way to understand the

extreme inhumanity the Klan
portrays is through their signs

("Sickle Cell Anemia— The Great

White Hope"), threats ("I got a

30.06 bullet with your name on
it."), and explanations("You can't

change it no matter how hard you
try.")

The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. tried to change things.

And he did. But his dream of a
world where the color of your skin

does not matter is unrealized.

On his national holiday Monday

all that remamed ot Dr. King was
memories. Unfortunately there is

a lot more than memories left of

the injustices he fought against.

Susan Tolveisajuniorcommun-^
ications major and the associate

editor of the Villanovan.

V.U. alumnus shares experience
i^3n%.MiaiAEL J. HEALEY

\" VfiMd*tlie great thing, in

this workl is not so much
where we stand, as in what
direction we are moving: To
reach the pdrt of heaven, we
must sail sometimes with
the wind and sometimes
against it — but we must
sail, and not drift, nor lie at

anchor." — Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Jn
In no way attempting to steal

thunder from my friend and
colleague, Larry Goanos, whose
prose graced this page a while

back (you remember: he is th^guy
who recommended drinking over

studying), loffer my own random
thoughts and observations to the

Class of 1967, based on my three

years* experience in the "real

world."

Understand that Ido not profess
. to know it all. In fact, one thing

I have discovered in my learning

process is that I do not know
much. SokMBon t am not. Fortu-

nately, with age comes some
wisdcmn. And as I have most of

vou by at least two or three years,

here goes:

One way to maintain your
lifestyle when you are getting

poorer is to borrow.

It is better to be ju4ged by
twdve than carried by six.

'H ahnyi evens out in the

end." No, mH necesstrily. Take
my mondily hank ststement for

Yco.ltiiiKdteln^"Ycp»il
Wll«|ilMt

to the

CspedaDy

tive shell, on your own.
An education, specifically a

liberal arts educatkm, does not

teach one how to think. I will eat

my hat if- 1 did not know how to

think before I enrolled at Villan-

ova. A liberal arts education does,

however, teach one how to think

oiticallv. It teaches you that there

are at least two sides to every

story, that there is moregrey than
black and white in this world, and
that things are not always what
they appear to be. These abilities

may bp as important as thinking.

A Villanova history professor of

Leninist bent, who will go un-

named, best exemplifies instruc-

tkm of the Socratic method. He
infuriated all of us when he railed

against American forays into

Vietnam, Grenada and other hot

spots, but he got our wheels
moving. I have never forgotten his

lessons.

If a guy comes up to you and
says he is "foursquare" behind

an^^hing, it may just mean that

he is a bk)ckhead.

"tf you're not part of the solu-

tion, then you're part of the

problem." What's the problem,

anyway?
"Where you are is where it's

at." Unless, of course, where you
are stinks. Aiid the posSibUity

always exists that whore you are

not may be more fun than where
you are.

"The road is better than the

inn.^' — Cervantes. True, but

suppose yott aie driving a beat-up

74 VoUoiwatott that you wiU
subsequently have tosell to make
rent?

Uiefsupait Myswos: jumbo
omI-

enormous privilege you will ever

receive in life. Thinkabout it: four

years of jiure, unadulterated fun

with no real responsibilities;

forging lifetime friendships, and

getting to act half your age at least

half the time. What a deal.

A SELF-HELP QUIZ
So, seniors, what are you going

to do? That the possibilities are

limitless makes this query all the

more daunting. Better get used to

it in a hurry though, because you
will wish you had an abacus or

Ti-30 to keep track of how many
times this question will be asked

in the next few months.
In order to aid you in the

decision-making process, I submit

the following Self-Help Quiz. As,

you go through it, it may be

helpful to think of Karl Maiden,

of American Express Travellers

Checks fame, imploring: "What
will you do? What wiU you do?"

Will you:

A. Choose from the five or six

"Big Eii^f' offers you received?

B. Take the first job that comes
your way?

C. Go to law, medical, or grad-

uate school?

D. Work on Wall Street?
•

E. Enter religious life'

F. Sununer in Europeand deckle

upon returning?

G. Fulfill your R.O.T.C.
obUgatMns?
R "Get your foot in the door"

of a company you always wanted
to work for and *^work you way
upT

I. Take a year off and bum
around?

J. Take fewa «r man years off

anMdi^ (An unwise
if yott wmk to sUa^oe the

mi? (Oil
te).

k**

K.lMraft

L

a
F. TfeMtl to Tihat aad **fliid

yourself?*

Q. "Find yourself?"

R. Do what you always wanted
to do?

S. None of the above?

"What are you going to do?" is

a good question. Indeed, a valid

question. But the more germane
questions, at least for the sake of

your happiness, are: What do you
want to do? What fuels your
furnace? What makes you tick?

What floats your boat?

For many, finding the answers

to the latter inquiries may prove

more diffkult than answering the

former. At least it did for me.

Remember that passage I ledmy
piece with? Holmes' writing is one

of the mottos I have adopted as

I drift along. And admittedly, in

this phase of my life, that is what
I am &ck^. drifting. As much as

I would like to be sailing —
cruising, really — I am not.

I look at what many of my
college friends are doing with

their lives. Some are quite happy.

Some are ostensibly happy. Some
are not happy. Most make more
money than me. Many are

confused.

It may be characteristic of my
generation that even when we get

what we think we really want, we
still worry about what comes
next. Then again, I may be all wet

on that one, and maybe all gener-

atkms are the same.

It may also be that you are

sailiiv in the right directkxi if you

know — if you are cognisant of

the fact that — you are drifting.

(S^. What a rationaliation). 1

do not know. But it often takes

tisM to figure oirt what you really

want, and I'd like to kmnv where
I am sailii« befofe 1 stop drifting.

One thing I have Itamsd is that

you sithsr have to he vsry rich or

vary kttlQrto *1iaveit both ways."

In mast cases, you camMl. To use

MVlwr, Hfe is tths a^

Mich. In the match mi
wPfa BMi vvMsy fna^

tiM Itefratilava) or play the

bMiliMfMM(Chria Evsrt-Uoyd).

but you cannot stay in the middle;

the middle is no-man's land. In the

middle your opponent will hit at

your feet.

I was listening to the radio the

other day and some Top-40,
schmaltzy tune about dreams
came on. It occurred to me that

there are two trains of thought on
dreams.
One is optimistic. F. Scott

Fitzgerald captured it best in This

Side of Paradise, a novel he wrote
while studying at Princeton. "If

you don't use Heaven as a con-

tinual referendum for your ideas,"

one character advises the protag-

onist, "You'll find earth a contin-

ual recall to your ambitions."

The other train of thought is

more sobering. Langston Hughes
wrote: "What happens to the

dream deferred? Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?"
And to my mind, therein lies

life's essential dilemma: knowing
when to realize or attempt to

realize your dreams. Aah, no more
of this arm chair philosophizing.

Enough of this serious stuff.

Heretofore, I have put forth only

my own and others' (despite what
Emerson said: "I hate quotations.

Tell me what you know.") random
thoughts and observatk>ns about
life.

This is easily explained. The
explanatk)n is that the only true

advice 1 am qualified to give can
be contained in one paragraph, as

follows: sit backand ei^joy the ride

(or **Stop and smell the roses," as

Jumbo ElUott said.); read every-

thing you can get your hands on
(do the wofds ^oUe Lcfe" mean
anything to you?) 56 saves Uves;

^raiir vole counts; keep on dream-

mg; always use a pencil when
working on the New York Times
crosswofd pussle and above all,

wwrnhfr that it is not what you
da or how you do it. It is if you
laahsd cool. ^iiHrtTtg cool is all the

mattors.

iM9.
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Security shoHM
ise gatehouses

To the Editon

On Nov. 24, at appxMcimately
1:10 p.m., I w^lkisil t<)i ^y^ car

r parked in the west main lot to get

,
some books when I noticed that

: three of my hubcaps, valued at $17
'each, had been stolen. I also

; noticed that a similar make of car

! parked ctose to mine was missing
all four of its hubcaps; whether
or not that car's hubcaps were
stolen I do not know.
When I pulled into the main lot

at Lancaster and Ithan Avenues
at approximately 10 a.m., I noticed

that there was no security guard
in the gatehouse at the entrance
to the lot, although the lights were
on as usual.

It seems that on a typical,

weekday the only time security

guards are posted in the three

gatehouses at each of the entran-

ces to the main lots is between
8 a.m. and 9 a.m.

While I am upset about my
hubcaps being stolen, I realize

^hat the last thing the Villanova

Security department needs is

negative criticism. Following the

occurrence of the incident des-

cribed above, however, I believe

an examination of Villanova's

security measures regarding the
parking lots is in order.

Villanova currently has three

relatively new gatehouses positi-

oned at each of the entrances to

the main lots on Lancaster
Avenue, plus an observation tower
fe the center of the west main lot,

the lot where my car was parked
when my hubcaps were stolen.

If readers will recall, one of the

t# ifc 'Tm ^ fa II tUiMm m mm^nIMW MmMUn Jfv

M9 IMNIMmtMOBO?

reasons for installing these gate-

houses was so Villanova could get

permission from Radnor Town-
ship to build the duPont Pavilion.

In spite of the funds allocated to

the construction of these gate-

houses^ complete with heaters,

phones and lights, which are

constantly left on, they are unoc-

cupied except between 8 and 9
a.m. weekdays and days of home
football games.
Unless these gatehouses are

occupied by security guards, the

buildings art not serving their

purpose and, as a result, the funds

used to build them have been
misappropriated.

In order to maintain at least

some amount of security in the

lots, as wdl as control of traffic,

security guards shouM be posted

at each gatehouse, as well as the

tower in the west main k)t through-

out the day — if not around the

clock.

Additionally, routine patrols of

the lots should be maintained, if

not improved. If these facilities

are there anyway, why not use
them as intended?

Replies to this letter are more
than welcome, especially from the
Security department.

Michael C. Stinson
Qass of 1988
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"Fond" memories of V.U.
TotheEditoR

As my third term at Villanova
draws to a close, I wouM like to

recap some <rf the "fonder" memo-
ries this past semester has left

with me.
For instance, all the time I spent

walking to and from my car
parked three-quarters of a mile
away just to be able to get to work
so 1 could provide myself with
some financial support. I guess it

would have been easier abd ntade
a lotmore sense ta havetpsriuxl
my ear at Sdoth €a^pus, where
I live, but of theover50apparently
vacant space, none were available

because they were all "reserved."
Silly me!
Or how about all of the trouble

and paperwork I had togo through
just to have a bunk bed in my
room. I guess I should have
realized what an awful imposition

trying to constructively improve
one's living conditions can be.

Or how about all of the room
space I was left with after haying
to keep my bike in my room
because I was not able to lock it

in the Stanfovd lobby. Oh, that is

rtfi[ht, I should have just kept it

outside. There are not any thieves
or vandals around here, and the
weather is always just so ...

pleasant.

And last of all, how about the
time when my roommate and I

awoke one morning to find his car
about to be towed. I guess the
r^stration sticker was just a
joke from security! Ha Ha — that
is a good one! But the joke still

would have been on us when we
would have had tp pay over $50
to get the car- bitck. Luciily,
though, we were able to persuade
the security guard that we also
had a sense of humor and that we
were really iwrt o£„ a sp^al
undengroundJteM also trmfii
unqover "iUegijil parkers.^' Boy;
was that a close one.
-It is memories like these that

really make me appreciate thi»
fine university and its admini^ra-
tion. Hopefully, the semesters to
come will prove to be just as
"fond."

^^I'egor^ J. Castano
C^ssoll989

Lilirary needs protection
To the Editon

I recently spent a great deal
more time in the library than
would have been necessary be-

cause of some inconsiderate (so-

called) students.

I was working on a paper and
spent-hours searching for material
only to find the pages ripped out
of 90 percent of the magazines. In
addition, only two of the books I

needed were in the library and one
of those had misaiiijgliagesas well.
I guess I did not realize that V.U.
students are too poor (or is cheap
a better word) to spend a dime on
a copy.

I was further frustrated to find
that on leaving the library at
closing time, no one was checking
baga for books. As I watched, over
50 people left the Ubrary with who
knows how many books.

hl$ob¥lomtMewn
at^C&tholk school
peofih emmotbo
tnotodm

me that a great many people walk
out of the library with books in

their jackets.

Furthermore, I would be rich if

I smuggled one book out every
time the bag checker recognized
me and jtist waved me tKimigh.

Is it not about time the'^Ovey
Library installed some sort of
protection for its books and mag-
azines? It is obvious that even at
a Catholic school people cannot be
trusted.

Name withheld
upon request

Nun should re-read

Sacred Scripture
To the Editor:

If Sitter Barbara wishes to ^^
know how our Lord would "re-

spond" to Church issues, she
shoukl re-read Sacred Scripture.

Before the and har ooUeagiMa set

out to chMie the Churdfs teach-

on women's ordination,
I, etc, I auopett that th^ re-

Gahrtaans i. 8: "If it ahaald

^Bn^S ^

^CttMicChufch
IflheM^^Hiiiiiiiiii.ar

Church 4m

iDtheAaer-

for help
To the Editor:

On Dec 7, 1986, a tragedy

hippencd to the five of us when
the hoMfe that we were renting

in Havertowh was destroyed by
a fire. Although' none of us were
injured by 'the fire, most of our

beloQ^dlftw^ Icet.

Wi& no idea what to do or

wh^re to turn, the help and
support of th^ University and our
fellow aittdeiits was overwhelm-
ing. Theelfdfis and contributions

of our fraternity, Sigmi^ Phi
Epeilbn, akmi with all the other

fraternities, sororities* student
organizations and friends wAs
more than we ever could have
hoped for.

Thecaring thoughts and efforts

of 9II these people helped us get

through the tough two weeks of

school that followed the fire. Since

we k)6t almost everything that we
owned, all the money, clothes and
housing that was offered to us

was, and still is, greatly

appreciated.

In addition to the support we
received from ofer fellow students,

the help, as well as the under-

standing, of the University admin-

istration and faculty was great.

The number of people and
OTganizatk>ns that helped us out

is too great for us to mention each

NfMIIJNI'IMNI MMi-M
Of wboioto JMRL iko

V^WipP IP^RP' 4MPfHpPVlH •> Hf" 0^m9

Campus

name individually. We feel weowe
special thanks to the. brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon. the Interfra-

temity Council, Campus Minis-
try, Dean Clay, Dean Lynch, Dr.
Rainone and Father Stack, as well
as Chris Duffy, Ronna Kirchoff,

MaryJoMalarkey, PhilBannister,
Mike Butler, Brian Carolan, Sean
Gildea, Larry Sullivan and Shane
Kidder for sharing their houses
with us after the fire.

In conclusion, with some of the
bad things that are said about our
school and its students, an inci-

dent like this showed us, and
should show everyone, what Vil-

lanova is really all about.

Tom Pagan
Chris Kircho^
Gene Rogers

Andy Shannon
Shawn Smith

By MAIUC NUNES

This week the Villano-
van asks, "What do you
think d the new student
directory?"

«r/

x:

fjf

v^J

"We love the cover."

Claire Greco
sophomore
art history

Janice Bredin
sophomore

political scinece
Kim DiDonato

sophomore
sociology

Susan Maher
sophomore

English/psychology

Alumni are not
»

-

supportive fans
To the Editon

Recently at a Big Five basketball
rivalry matchup between Villa-

nova and LaSalle University at
the duPont Pavilion, we could not
help but notice that Villanova did
not have the home court
advantage.
We went to the game expecting

a loud, supportive crowd. Wewere
partially right, LaSalle had all the
support they needed. But. the

overwhelmingmajority of support
for our Wildcats came from the

student sectk>n.

Why is it that the only time the

Villanova alumni get off their

seats is for halftime, a slamdunk,
or when RoUie Massimino swings
his fist in the air?

Our Wildcats need support
from all of their fans attending the

game. It couki make a difference!

Concerned Wildcat Fans
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With the beginQing oi the

spring semester, while the

-weather is at its worst, indoor

recreational spioe iv at a pre-

mium. The athleticdqiactnient

encourages all Villanova stu-

dents, faculty members, and
staff members to use the five

athletic facilities that are avail-

able. Please check the facility

schedules nggularly for sche-

dule updates and availability.

Be reminded of each individu-

al's responsibility to keep the

entire campus clean and safe.

For information regaoiiQE

athletic fadlity avaiTabiUty

and sciieduks, please call tlie

athletic fadlity infomiation

desk at 645^090. This desk is

located in the main k)bby of the

athletic department and is

sUdhd everyday from 8:30 a.m.

untttlOp^n.
The athletic fadlities are

open to all Villanova students,

faculty and staff. The fadlities

are not open to the general

public. Be prepared to show a

v;^ LI^ OM^ Mpoii mtering
or while using any^fll thi6

to lK^ia:ve in a iauuierqr and
^oQuitiMis way whtta uaiiig the

athleoft^tectlities. Anyone not

abiding by the rules and reg*

ulatKMis of the Athletic Depart-

ment or tiie University will

have their use privileges

. revoked.

Lockers are available on a
daily basis only. Bring your

Q!«ra )sck. Lodni leftoa^vtr-

lim beisD kntfwn to wbric in

and aroitnd tl|i4| athletic

fadUtiee,)

Any artkj|l|Ba,of ctothing or

other ^MMittlound in the

fadlitiet itrill be turhed over to

the athletklacility infonttation

desk.

0l(|y fttletic lootwfsur with

non-injlrlaiiig aoles i£i0Uld be

worn lift the atretic imaHtks.

Be aware that any aUiletk

activity can
iniucy to

VUbUMw
betfsponi
<»cur.a8 a

ity-or

event

^»iaties2
.

^^troni^y urines

i«^!Ni%3Nical _,
if ijroii (laye a ^fll^xistiag
GOfiditidli that coSHim*Mggm-
vated by physical'actrHty.

Athletic

Indoor Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

running track

tennis court

basketball courts

ATRA
aerobics

(Monday through Friday

4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.)

Nevin FieldHouse

basketball courts

Butler Annex

volleyball courts

"•^ *

Athletic Facilities

lay

Open Use Schedule
January24 through February 21

(SvhjeetU) change. Please ehedc theInformaiwnDetk.)

* duPoiit Pavilion includes basket-

ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please <jlll

645-4129.

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are
openfrom 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

*«

Alumni Gym
basketball court

St. Mary *8 Hall

"We rely on Student lifeguards to
staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office
(Extension 4114) for all intramural
schedule information.

'f
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Tenaee CtrtKmi CookK

Cardinal Poised for Saintliood

(WlbMM for Pmo* pholol

The idea for constructing crosses to remember contra victims came
from the |H*actice used by Nicaraguan villagers to marlc massacre
sites and victims' graves. Pictured above is a survivor of the August
1985 AchuafNi contra massacre with one such cross.

Crosses bear tlie

weight of war

By NATAUE MC KENNA

They report of miracles —
illnesses cmed, jobs found, prob-

lems overcome. A woman who
was sutfering from intestinal,

lymph node and liver cancer was
told that chemotherapy and
surgery were unable to stop her

fatal disease. Miraculously, a

CAT scan, liver scan and sono-

gram suddenly proved negative.

One man reports that his son's

eyesight is almost fully restored

after severely damaging his eyes
in a hockey accident. The boy's

doctors have called the story

"unexplainable."

Another man states that his

grandson, a patient with "termi-

nal" leukemia, is now living the

life of a normal young adult, after

being told he had only days to live.

These "miracles," some 2,000 of
them,>are attributed to the inter-

cession of Terence Cardinal
Cooke, the former Archbishop of

New York, who died of cancer in

1983.

Admirers of Cooke have begun
a campaign to have him declared

a saint in the Catholic Church.
However, canonization is a long
and complex process.

Cooke's supporters must prove
that he not only was a person of

exceptional virtue, but that God

also accepts Cooke as a model

Christian. This approval is con-

firmed by a series of at least three

miracles. The Pope ultimately

accepts or rejects a person as

worthy of the veneration of the

members of the Church. The
canonization process seldom takes

less than 50 years; some decisions

have taken up to 600 years to

make.

Cooke, the son of an Irish

immigrant, jnranted to be a priest

since elementary school. Ife ful-

filled this goal, ordained in 1945.

After serving in a parish in the

Bronx, Cooke earned a master's

degree in social work. He wanted
to work with children but was
promoted to an administrative

position. by Cardinal Francis
Spellman, Archbishop of New
York at the time.

After serving as an administra-

tor a^an archdiocesan seminary,

Cooke was appointed personal

secretary to Spellman in 1957.

This was both a powerful and
prestigious position. Cooke was
promoted several times in the

next eight years, becoming vicar

general, the second most influen-

tial post in the archdiocese.

Spellman died in 1968, and
Cooke became the leader of the
influential American diocese at
age 47. Cooke proved to be a
"master conciliator" in the New

York diocese during a time when
post-Vatican Council II disputes

were rising in other dioceses.

Cooke set a precedent by estab-

lishing a system of "interparish

financial cooperation." This sys-

tem aided poor parishes in the city

by forcing financially stable par-

ishes to h^lp them in their struggle

to remain afloat.

In August 1983, a press release

stated that Cooke had "terminal"

leukemia. It was later revealed

that Cooke was diagnosed with

the disease 20 years previously,

but had gone into remission in

1974. The Cardinal had undergone

secret chemotherapy treatments

during this time.

When asked about his illness,

the Cardinal said that the pain
was "frequent and exhausting."
When asked how he managed to

meet the rigors of his post, the
Cardinal claimed, "God did it."

Cooke further commented, "I had
to keep going. If my illness was
divulged, I would have become a

lame duck archbishop, and no one
would have paid attention."

Cooke wrote several pleas to

world leaders before he died. He
wrote a letter to President Reagan,
asking for continued economic
assistance to third world coun-
tries. Furthermore, he wrote to

(Continued on page 12)

III ByJCMEMCGOWAN

White wooden crosses, of ap-

proximately three feet in height,

have appeared recently around
Villanova. There is one in front

of St. Augustine's Friary. Another
is in Sullivan Hall's Center for

Peace and Justice Education. And
a few more of these s^^ingly
mysterious symbols are carried

around campus by students.

These white crosses are part of

a national campaign,begun March
4, 1966 by the group Witness for

Peace, a politically independent
Christian organization. Witness
has dubbed this campaign
"Crosses of Sorrow and Hc^"
and describes it as "a dramatic
campaign to make the human
costs of the U.S.-backed contra

war in Nicaiigua visible to the

Andean people."

Withess' activity abroad in-

volves maintaining a fionviolent

presence in areas of Nicaragua
particularly targeted by contra

attacks. The theoryassumes that

the contras will be less likely to

attack a Nicaraguan village with

Americans (or Europeans) in

residence since they have needed
for quite some time to project a

pojBitive imajge to the United
States — their primary supplier

and booster.

The work of Witness is rooted

in nonviolence — in particular,

the call made by the Jesuit Fr.

Miguel d'Escoto (the Sandinista

Foreign Minister) for all parties

involved to avoid the loss of

human life. Another facet of

Witness' work is documentation
of contra atrocities — the contras

have a notorious penchant for

weaning the Nicaraguan people

away from the Sandinistas by
killing health workers, missionar-

ies and peasants.

Here is where the "Crosses"

campaign comes into the docu-

mentation program. Each cross

bears in black letters a name and

(Omtinfied on page 13)

A new Communicathtts
course is unveiled at V.U.
By STACEY WILKINS

Villanova will offer a new
course in the fall called CA 3600
Organizational Communication.
The unique aspect of the course

is "that it encompasses so many
groups of people and is necessary

for everyone from business to

elementairy education majors." to

quote Dr. Gary Kreps, founder

and author of the new book Or-

ganizational Communication: The-

ory and Practice.

Kreps recently came to Villan-

ova to lecture on organizational

communication and promote his

new book. Villanova will be using

his book, which outlines the lack

of understanding people have
regarding the importance of

communication.

In addition to his new book,

Kreps has a background of im-

pressive achievement in the field

of communication. Kreps is a
graduate faculty member in the

department of communication at

Rutgers University.

He is the founding chairperson

of the Commission on Health
Communicatioii and is vice chair-

elect of the Ori|anizational Com-
muBiartiGiiDmtioa of the Speech
Commtiniratioa Aaaodation. He
has abo authorad Hmitk Com-

as well IS nuaMrousartkleaabout
oommunicatioii.

Krapt daimt that the basic

of onanizatioaal corn-

is that what and how

rii liyaaawthingifiiiti theway
it OMnriad ouTln aMitkm. his

fMtMch iocmii on the rote of

MMMliQgi in iodalofiMuaation,

wHh a •padal oonotrn lor human
bdMiviMT tad comnunication

processes.

"The problem occurs when
people take communication for

granted and assume as long as

they are talking they are success-

fully communicating," Kreps
said.

He continued: "That is the

fundamental error organizational

communication addresses; suc-

cessful communication takes
work and is a must in a society

that relies on communication in

almost every aspect of life."

From the time we get up in the

morning to battle rush hour
traffic until we leave the office,

we are communicating with peo-

ple. Kreps maintains that how we
handle that traffic and the way
in which we deal with co-workers

depends on the tactics and strate-

gies we utilize in everyday
relations. \

Kreps claims the first thing we
must understand in trying to

obtain successful communication
skills is that no man is an island.

"As a society we rarely do things

by ourselves because we are social

animals that need to form bonds

with other people. Thus, com-
munication is pertinent to our

survii^." Furthermore, heclaims
groupcommunication allows us to

elicit cooperation and therefore

interaction can occur.

The principle ofgroupcommun-

ication can be applied to family

relations or even in the business

world where people within each

ociantsation have multi-faceted

goals. As a society we are always

dittUi« with other people. Thus,

group communication is relevant

to everyone.

The types of ofunimions in

whkh we function such as fam-

ilies, friends and associates can be

a powerful source of innovated

and creative communication,
Kreps asserted. He calls the type

of energy we get by working in

groups "synergy."

The principle of syner^ states

that more work can be accom-
plished in groups than by individ-

uals. The average person can only

call upon his own experiences,

whereas a group can offer many
more resources of information.

Hence, the more types of organ-
izations we form, the better the

chance we have for optimal
communication.

The group relationships into

which we organize do not come
without producing expectations

that must be lived up to if the

relationship is to grow. Some
conditions imposed upon the re-

lationship are respect, compliance

and cooperation.

If these conditions are not met,

hostility can crop up and pose an

obstacle to good communication.

Again Kreps stresses the point

that communicatk>n should not be

taken for granted. IVople must be

willing to recognize and meet the

needs of others as well as serving

their own goals in the practice of

good organizational communica-

tion. Yet we continue to take the

communication process for grant-

ed in life.

Hence, the most important goal

of the course is to make students

aware of the vital importance of

active communication and shun-

ning paeeivity in communicative
relationahiDs.

This new couree will be open
to ttudenta of all nmion in Hie
fall 1987.
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(/.S. awaits new saint
(Continuedfrom pagt 11)

Irish-Americans, asking them to

promote peace in Northern
Ireland.

Cooke died on Oct. 6, 1983.

Thousands paid their respects to

the Cardinal at St. Patrick's

Cathedral. In the early days of the

Church, Cooke might have been

proclaimed a saint that very day.

Ifowever, the Vatican has since

established lengthy requirements

to be fulfilled before one is can-

onized. These regulations were
first stiffened in the 12th century,

as it was realized that several

people had reached a level of

sanctity by fraudulent means.

It has been a tradition in tlie

Church to proclainv a person
"beatified" if two miracles were
confirmed. If a person is "beati-

fied," he or she is presented to the

members of the Church as a role

model. It is then required that a

third miracle be confirmed for a

person to be canonized.

A revision of guidelines in 1983

insinuates that the "beatification"

state may be eradicated in the

future. There are now new reg-

ulations which require firm doc-

umentation of "miracles" attri-

buted to "heroic Christians" from
beyond the grave.

If Cooke is canonized, he will

, DAEDALUS
[t EDUCATION
SERVICES

join a smallgroup of saints hailing

from the United Sutes. To date

there have only been three United

Sutes dtiaens to be canonised. A
19th-century bishop of Philadel-

phia, John N. Neumann, was
canonized in 1977. Elizabeth Ann
Seton, a nun who began the

American Sisters ol Charity and

the country's parochial school

system, was canonized in 1975.

The patron saint of immigrants,

Frances Xavier Cabrini, was
proclaimed a saint in 1946.

Approximately 50 candidates

from the United States are being

iwiewed for canonization by the

Vlntican. Kateri Tekakwitha
(1656-1680). daughter of a Mo-

hawk chidf, was converted to

Catholicism at the age of 20. After

being stoned by an Indian crowd,

she escaped to a village near

Montreal and devoted her life to

helping others. She was beatified

in 1980 by Pope John Paul U.

Bom a slave in Haiti, Pierre

Toussaint (1766-1853) was
brought to New York and trained

as a hairdresser. When his master

died, Toussaint supported the

master's family and bought free-

dom for other slaves by using the

earnings he gained from his trade.

Mother Mary Katherine Drexel

(1858-1955), a member of the

renowned Philadelphia family,

donated her fortune and her
efforts to the plight of the Amer-
ican blacks and Indians. She
founded the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament^ who work at the
nation's only Cathottc black uni-

versity, Xavier University in New
Orleans.

Kn<ywn for beinga ^th healer,

Solanus Casey (1870-1957) had.
several miracles attributed tohim
before his death.

Dorothy Day (1997-1980). a
renowned journalist who aided
the Catholic WorkerMovement in

the 1930's, is now being supported
forcanonization by thearchbishop
of New York, Cardinal John
0'Conik>r.

who knows, who careji
yMoonntjm/k to ViUfUiovi Vwmi^ty, tile $¥I§M party>,

.

at least that's what tliencwsst V-UTshirts say ...1^ .. aone
party ... we've beenito better oneslor a ki chaapfr — and tHey
give us Upm plaatk cupa too ... so if you'll Joobng for a flood
time, youll have to go somewhere else . . : espsdally if yoirre a
senior oouattogMl that ICMMbyayrly taM|riit<atlsaslyoM won't
havetottvethrough the I>aky AfterV .. aiiaiQEbr;tk^
ooMpaa cither ;.. wImU's a student t»lb without a#vaiioed
mmehmm' or nndonrater photography ... hut we're sick d
bdqf uMsrwataf anyway with all the rafai ... maybe the
engineers wiU huiki us a bfMia ower tlMeae troWed watsM (BMKle
Iram aome material other than the ViBapovaa) ... at least then
oanta maintenance will be done... we've waited a month and a
hall to hi^ our window fixed ... maybe BMntaiiaiioa it hjdkig
out with Security ... but not in the parldi« tot gnardhwiaiis,
that's for sure ... they probafaly even got an amttatod phone -

Qamher in the Student Directory ... wait ... tfie StUdeet
Pbectory? ... It's out ao aooe? ... Before you know it all the
pfctnre meal carda will be in too ... isn't it fooiiy how time
flies ... so savor all of the "Umd memoriea" until next week
.>. but who knows, who cues.. ., -r ^
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InslgHlflea
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

Here are some interesting tidbits:

* In 1905, half the Harvard student body was suspended after

rioting against the poor quality of dormitory food.

'Until the 1930s, Americans did not eat tomatoes. They were
known as "love ajjples,'' and considered poisonous.

In this decade, every winning Super Bowl team has been
quarterbacked by a man whose name begins with the letter

"J" Joe Montana, Joe Theisman, Jim Plunkett and Jim
McMahon. Will John Elway continue the streak?
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In lad wi'ie so oonvinosd that youl
Isefn bslltf loQSlhw, wtH q/no you
tnth a tut 2S% ott your liMon, w^isn

you and a friend register for tlie

STANLEY H. KAPLAN C»K f^VIEW.
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Cheap date

Preaem this coupon to receive a oomplele dinner

for t«o--e email hao-nem pina and two 16 OS.

bottlee of Coke* -for onlyIMO. (Vbu supply the
candfos.)

Oneooupon per pizza. Not good wllb anyother
offer. Indiidse lebiSs of i

dri¥en i any foai ilMni taooo. I

Earn a Roek-and-Roll degree
By NATALIE MC KENNA

Most people learn how to play

XDck-and-roll music by listening to

records and practicing in haae-

ments and garages. Now the rock

musicians of the '80s have the

opportunity to get a state^ertified

diploma in areas such as '*rock

guitar, jazz baas and funk
percussion."

The Musicians Institute, locat-

ed in HollyvMood, Calif., is a trade

school for rock-and-roll and jazz

musicians. The school was
founded by guitarists Pat Hicks

and Howard Roberts in 1977 as

a small forum for "serious" jazz

guitarists.

Today the Musicians Institute

has 886 students, double the
enrollment of three years ago.

Moreover, more than 600 students

are enrolled in rock programs.
^ However, the Musicians Insti-

tute* is not the only school for

heavy metal or punk rock scho-

lars. Five Towns College in Sea-

ford, N.Y., offers a two-year
program that emphasizes rock

and jazz guitar. The Berklee
College of Music, located in Bos-

ton, Mass., offers a four-year

degree in its "professional music"
curriculum. Approximately two-

thirds of Berktee's 2,600 students

are currently enrolled in rock

classes. Berklee students take

courses rangingfrom Heavy Metal
Band I and n to rock history.

Do rock giants approve of these

rock-and-roll training mills? Some
do. Eddie Van Halen, for instance,

supports formal training for rock

musicians. Van Halen has been a

guest lecturer at the Musicians

Institute. Furthermore, Eric Clap-

ton has sponsored a guitar scho-

larship at the Institute.

Some Music Institutegraduates
work for such stars as the Beach
Boys, the Alan Parsons Project

,

and Sade. Paul Hanson, a heavy
metal guitarist and Music Insti-

tute graduate, trained Michael J.

Fox in guitar for his role in Back
to the Future.

To gain admission to the Mu-
sicians Institute, one must first

pass an entrance audition. Then
it is 12 hours a day in practice

sessions as well as classroom
lessons and lectures. A student

must pass theory classes as well

as rock business courses in order

to graduate.

Hicks, the founder of the Mu-
sicians Institute, stated, "We like

to think of ourselves as a players'

school that prepares our musi-
cians for the real world."

Vocal ensemble hails from VU
ByAMYTORACK

Most students at Villanova are
involved in some soft of extracur-

^<icular activity that demands
much of their time. In many
instances, not enough credit is

given for the work they have done
or the influence they have

* exercised.

Vince DiMeo, a senior account-

ing major at Villanova, is one such
person. Three years ago, he, along
with several other Villanova stu-

dents formed a musical group that

performed at the 9 p.m. Mass in

the Main Chapel.

The unofficial group became
"official" in January 1984 and
called themselves Evensong. It

was at this time that the members
. ^ created an amateur recording for

!
* their own personal use. "not for

sale on a national basis," as
DiMeo explained. In addition to

the recording, Evensong began
playing at local parishes in the

,

area, at Masses and at weddings.
DiMeo described the group's

sound as "folk-choral" including

both flute and guitar. He also feels

that this liturgical music ensem-
ble possesses a very unique sound
because of its distinct harmony.
Evensong today is not com-

prised only of Villanova students

nor is it part of Campus Ministry.

In fact, many of its members have
graduated leaving only two pres-

ent student members, the other

being Natalie McKenna, a sopho-

more. Therefore, it is diifficult for

the group to meet as a whole,

although monthly meetings are

scheduled. In spite of this problem,

DiMeo recognizes the group as

"almost a family."

At present, Evensong is writing
more music, hopefully for use by
a large number of people. DiMeo
stressed the fact that this group
is strictly non-profit although
they are raising money to help
finance a professional recording of
their music. In addition, Evensong
is searching for a publisher to help
them reach such a goal.

Some members of Evensong can
be heard at the 8 p.m. Sunday
Mass in the Main Chapel. Their

sound greatly adds to the Mass
and is, no doubt, heartily appre-

ciated by the congregation. Hope-

fully, the group will succeed in not

only preparing a recording but

also in making it available to

various parishes and private

groups for use and enjoyment.

Crosses carried for Nicaragua
(Continuedfrom page 1 1)

a date: the name ol a civilian

contra victim and the date of the

murder. These crosses are con-

structed by volunteers and let-

tered with names and dates supp-

lied by Witness members in

Nicaragua. So far, such crosses

have appeared throughout the

country from the Vermont Capitol

building to the lawn of Central

Baptist Church in nearby Wayne.
One of the Villanova students

carrying a cross around campus
is sophomore history/religious

studies major Jim Caponi. He
explains why he carries the cross

in commenting that, "People often

walk around on campus with
blinders on. This tries to open the

blinders in an unusual way. It is

to precipitate a dialogue on the

situation."

On the cross he carries, in black
letters is written the name "Ma-
nuela Casca." Matiuela was raped
and killed by. the oontras along
with 20 otner people in an
ambush.

Each cross has its story. The
cross carried by senior honors

nu^or Mike McGinnis remembers
Petrona Cepada, a 62year-old

woman killed by the contrat. And

the cross in front of St. Augus-
tine's Friary recounts a most
tragic victim: Daniel Lopes, a two-

month-old baby killed with 20
other family members when their

co-op truck ran over a mine
planted by the contras.

What these lurid testimonials

hope to achieve is acknowledge-
ment — acknowledgement is

necessary since, as McGinnis
asserts, "The American people

don't get the truth from the
government or the press." And
Caponi notes that the responsibil-

ity to find out what is happening

in the conflict stems from the fact

that, "We elect the politicians who
execute the policies."

The "Crosses of Sorrow and
Hope" campaign has taiigeted one
specific region of the Central
American conflict. The campaign
is an early measure to question

the morality of potentially tragic

policies, policies which involve

not only Nicaragua. Caponi as-

serted that, "Our foreign policy is

not just for Nicaragua — it's for

the entire region. There are other

countries that are feeling it. just

as much."
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for

SWEENEYTODD
The Musical (Opening April 1st)

Audittons In January - Open to Everybodyl
Call 6454760 or stop by Vasey 1 08 for information.

SOPHOMORES-
JUNIORS!

You can commence aviation training NOW
while you are still in college. Under the new
Naval Air Cadet or Aviation Reserve Officer
Corps Programs, you can get a head start

on flying with the best. For details, call Navy
Officer Programs at (21 5) 568-2042.
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cwtcerts
BUXYJOEL

By KEVIN HECHT

Billy Joel has passed through

the hallowed halls of the Philadel-

phia Spectrum many times
throughout his illustrious career

and he has always filled the seats

and provided a good performance
for his fans. This time around,
though, Joel's tour in support of

The Bridge contains something
extra that has seen him cross over
the line from being a great per-

former, to being one of the best.

On Jan. 7 and 8, Billy Joel left a

"packed house drained after a two
and one-half-hour bombardment
of the talented composer's greatest
hits and then some, in an inspiring

performance that will be remem-
bered by his fans for years to

come.

Joel's song selection and ener-

getic stage presence is in large

part responsible for the high
quality of his latest tour. Some of

his worn-out standards such as

"My Life," "The Stranger" and
**Just theWay You Are" have been
replaced by a new vein of popular

songs mixed in with some of his

classics that provided a perfect

musical blend for those in atten-

dance. The stage was cleverly

arranged with keyboards adorning
^ch comer, and since the ampli-

'^%ers were placed under the stage,

.'|bns throughout the entire Spiec-

tnim had a clear view df Joel and

Shis
band.

Vhen the lighto went out at the
rt of the concert, Joel took the

stage to the classical consonance
of "Rhapsody in Blue" and then
.^ploded into a grinding rendition

^ "A Matter of Trust" that left

the Philadelphia audience roaring.
He quickly jumped right into

"Pressure" and "You're Only
Human" to provide a forceful

opening to the show. The audience
was then treated to a variety of

Joel's classics that included "Piano
Man," "Scenes From an Italian

Restaurant" and "Allentown,"
that provided little time for the
audience to catch its breath.

Some of Joel's hard-core fans
were "surprised" when he took a

break from performing some of his

more popular songs to sing "Sur-
prises," a song off the critically

acclaimed The Nylon Curtain
album in 1983. Another song from
that album, "Goodnight Saigon,

"

,
provided one of the highlights of

the show, as the crescendo of the
sound of helicopter rotors intro-

duced the powerful tribute to

veterans of the Vietnam War.
Joel's band, which includes

Russell Javors and David Brown
on guitars, Doug Stegmeyer on
bass, Chris LeBolt on keyboards
and drummer Liberty DeVitto,
supplied a strong backing for Joel

who sounded in perfect voice. He
seemed to contain boundless
energy as he jumped from key-
board to keyboard, and eventually
climbed halfway up the cables on
the side of the stage.

The regular set came to an end
as explosively as it began when
Joel brought the crowd to its feet

with "Only the Good Die Young."
For his encores he performed^ a
selection of songs off of Glass

Houses, that included "You May
Be Right" and "It's Just a Fan-
tasy," as well as a fine perfor-

mance of "Big Shot" that left the
audience on their feet as Joel and
the band disappeared off the
stage. They emeiged once again,

though, and dosed the show with
the traditional Philadelphia end-
ing of a powerful version of
"Captain Jack."

Billy Joel will be back in town
on Saturday night, and those who
w»re lucky enough to get tickets

are in for a treat. Joel's show has
never sounded better, and it

should not be missed. In an era
in Which a wide variety of music
passes through the Philadelphia

area, Joel has emerged as one of

the best performers. Although
everybody is talking about the

BOly Joel pictured on support of

new sound, it is still rock and roll

toBiUyJoel.

SLAYER/OVERKILL/NU-
CLEAR ASSAULT

By CAESAR ETTORE

It has taken some time, but at

long last the hardcore/thrash
metal scene has invaded the
Philadelphia-New Jersey area.

This was no better evident than
with two shows that took place

oyer the holidays featuring some
of the underground metal scene's

hottest bands, namely Slayer,

Overkill and Nuclear A^ult, as

well as others.

The City Gardens in Trenton,

NJ., was the scene of a great

double bill of hardcore/thrash
action featuring what is perhaps
the world's premier underground
metal band. Slayer, and New
York's very impressive Overkill.

Supporting their most recent and
controversial album on Def Jam

records. Reign IN Blood, Slayer
blasted its way through an excit-

ing set of speed metal.

The most impressive thing
about Slayer live is how amazingly
tight the band is musically even
though they play so fast. Bassist/

vocalist Tom Araya hid complete
control of the audience, made up
of both punk rockers and metal
heads, as the band powered its

way through such Slayer classics

like "Angel Of Death," "Chemical
Warfare" and "Black Magic."
Opening up with "Raining

Blood," off the new album, it is

easy to see that Slayer is not a
band that relies on an image.
There was no fancy dressing for

this band, just powerful metal
played very fast. After seeing

Slayer live, there is no doubt that

the band is the best at what they
do.

Opening the show for Slayer

was Megaforce/Atlantic recording

artists Overkill, who are prepar-

ing for the release of their second

Spectrum on Jan. 7 and 8 . ),

album. Taking Over, sometimeIn
the month of February. While
Slayer may move in the more
hardcore/speed metal direction.

Overkill, on the other hand, even
with their more hardcore/punk
roots, leans toward two more
sophisticated hardcore/met^l
sounds. i

While they played material
from their first album. Feel The
Fire, the band also treated the

audience to a preview of songs
from their forthcoming album.
Songs such as "Powersuige" and
"Wrecking Crew" stood proudly

alongside Such Overkill classics

as "Rotten toThe Core" and "Feel

The Fire." With their street-tough

image as well as what seems to

be a strong new album, from what
material was previewed, Overkill

should be a force to be reckoned

with in '87.

Club Pizazz, located in Nor-

theast Philly, was the sight of a
four-band hardcore show put

(Continued on page 24)

Anne Rice writes modem vampire sequel
By ROBERT DUGGAN

From Bram Stoker in Bela

Lugosi, the vampire legend has

captured countless imaginations.

Anne Rice's The Vampire Lestat,

the second book in her "Chronicles

of the Vampires," adds to her

already large contribution toward

the continuation of this tradition.

Since the publication of Inter-

view With the Vampire, in 1974,

the first of her "Chronicles of the

Vampires," Rice has emerged as

a significant voice in contempor-

ary American fiction. Rice's works
include several books of erotica

written under the pseudonym of

A.N. Roquelaureand several main-

stream novels written under the

pseudonym of Anne Rampling,

aside from the exotic fiction she

has written under her own name.
It is in her vampire novels that

the Rice-RoquelaureRampling
trinity it most visible.

In her "Chronicles of the Vam-
pires" she takes the elements of

her own dark humor, eroticism,

phitowphy, human mortality and
miiiilmun rdigioii and creates

a mistiiie that is intellectually

at well as literarily

lout

hriUiBiitly btoune the

Lmktt It told

il Lmtt, a

ten in minMitMry

France. The story is set in modern-

day New Oreieans where Lestat

rides a black Harley-Davidson
motorcycle while listening to

Bach's "Art of the Fugue" on his

Sony Walkman.
By using his vampire powers,

he has become a "monstrously"
successful rock star and intends

to use his notoriety to break the

Vampire Code and expose his true

nature to the world. The main
problem with this is that other

vampires are out to destroy him
before he can reveal himself.

It is from the scene of this

conflict that he recounts his

mortal and immortal lives. We
read how he defies his family and
searches for his own identity by

entering the theatre. Just as he

resolves his mortal restlessness,

he is transformed into one of the

undead and sets out to ease his

immortal restlessness.

Lestat strikes out in an at-

tempt to find the answers to the

questions that have risen from his

new existence. While he travels

over half the work! for two cen-

turies, he encounters many like

turn who either hinder or aid him
in his quest. The first of thete is

fitgnui the ancient vampire who
traatlonned Lettat and then
dttCftMPtd himttlf. hoping to final-

ly find antwert to the quettkmt
Ltitat would toon pote.

GaWltllo. Lottat't human

joins him in his quest after receiv-

ing the "Dark Gift" from Lestat

on her deathbed. The two soon

encounter Armand, the vampire
boy who speaks of God and Satan
in childlike terms and is angered

by their search because he cannot

truly understand it.

Long after he leaves Armand
and is parted from Gabrielle,

Lestat meets Marius, the greatest

of the vampires, who tells the

whole history of the undead and
reveals the secret of "Those Who
Must Be Kept." It is after he
leaves Marius that Lestat chooses

to reveal himself to the world of

the mortals.

Rice weaves her story like a

beautifully intricate tapestry by

having all of these characters tell

their rich, almost mythic life

stories to Lestat, making both the

story of the vampires and the

novel itself culminate in the title

character and his revelation to

humanity.

The Vampire Lestat is a novel

that should be read by all those

who live mainstream horror,

modem exotic fiction or simply

enjoy a well-written, thought

-

provoking book. The diakcue
between Lettat and Manut con-

ctriMMt olemity. atdltttMtt and
tnit innootnoe aMukl altM be

enough to draw tiM atlMrtitn d
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mCKBK II! THE DOOMSIUY
MU>BBS*«>^ACnVISlQN064/
118, AF, MAC, IBM, AMIGA. ST

"Hicker" is the popular title

fffnn to computer lovers every*

lAiere who sunply e^joy experi-

dienting with computers. The
ofigiiial meaning oc that word
oime from the computer pioneers

who "hacked" into bank compu-
ters, government computers and
anything else they could access

with a phone. In an attempt to

revive that miachievous attitude,

Activision released a sequel to

their popular computer game,
Hacker, in which you must re-

trieve secret papers from the
Soviets' maximum security com-
plex before they fall into the
wrong hands. Hacker II tests all

areas of your intelligence as you
desperately try to recover the

Doomsday Papers before detec-

tion. The CIA enlists you because
of your experience in Hacker.

'

Hacker II requires a high level

of patience and many hours of

thought and experimentation.
Your computer connects you to a
portable device called a Multi-

Function Switching Matrix,
which is nothing more than four

video screens tapped into the
security monitors and surveil-

lance cameras of the complex, a
video recorder and blueprint of the

complex. You guide a tiny robot

in the complex through the blue-

print to find the combination to

die safe containing your papers
and then take the Doomsday
Papers to the entrance of the

complex where an American agent
is waiting.

The game sounds a lot easier

than it actually is. The ingenuity

of the gamer is the focus of
designer Steve Cartwright's chal-

Jeq^e. There are 38 MirvdUanoe
cameras in the complex and the
security monitors constantly
switch between them. You must
avoid detection by the cameras
and a patrolling Soviet as you
make your way through the com-
plex at the pace of a robot.

You do have the ability to record

scenery for the cameras on one of

the 38 channels and bypass the
live camera with the recording of

a robot-absent hallway or room.
This method allows you to fool

security and ultimately make
your way to the entrance. First,

you need a map of the complex
and to know which way each
camera faces. They unfortunately
are not given to you and inust be
drawn manually whHe^ avoiding
the enemies. /
HackerHis definimyin!ifficult

game, but the hours spent out-

smarting the Annihilator are
worth the final scene and bonus
treat for those of you who also
own a printer.

player'a actkms and the Came-
MakvtAXar for the writii« of thie

pngram that rders to and acti-

vitei the elenenta ci mt other

four work anna.
Creathy a video game la very

simple^ Tne dMigner must draw
the o^ects and background aeen-

ery with the SpriteMaker and
SoeneMaker modules first. Then
he can script tlie musicand ioimd
effects if needed and save all oi

the craationa on the same aide of

the diskaa the actual pfm^wn lor

easy access by the cooiSinating

program.
Commands need not be memo-

rised, for they are entered into the

program area in the GameMaker
Editorvia acommand window. All

functions of GameMaker are ac-

tivated with a joystick alone,

gjiving a break to tired typing
fingers. Also, sounds, scenes,

sprites and music need not be
invented for every game, for

Activision has included a multi-

tude of each on the disk. After

faniiliarixation with the operation
of GameMaker and the use of

these provided sprites, scenes,

sounds and music, it only took an
hour for me to design a basic, yet

challenging game.
The Gamemaker Designer's Li-

braries are the newest addition to

the GameMaker family. Both the
Sciemx Fiction and 5^^ofti disks

are packed with appropriate pic-

tures and sounds for use with
GameMaker. The Science Fiction

disk contains many monsters and
space ships, planets and people,

as well as raygun blasts and other
sounds. The Sport's disk contains

enough game elements to design

any sports game, even darts. The
Library disks are available separ-

ately and are the first of more to

come. Together with GameMaker,
the Library disks form a complete
package for any avid video ^me
designer. Activision and designer
Gmrty Kitdien chalk tip another
win with these programs.

meau-ttke choloea wi|h a6wleys'
(or Joysikk lor C64m8). Do not
worrya^ ooi^trnUu^ n|H|iiiy

diafictcrs at once. Tna ooniNiter

sits idle, either in combat or

moveniaiit,^^til you give it a
mmmawd tleiearetua$ t/Hmtm,

caatlea and dungsoni to eiqilole

on Ymroa, separated by wide
distances in some cases. The
eaaieai approac> is to niove nr

vertisal linea acrosa the iahsKi,

expfaring the Kmita of the iiland.
j

AfiiraA hour of piny» you wittjit

the hang of how to combat moBs-
teri andopefate your adventures.

New ements conatantfar enter

into the game, with ^itforent
items,,weapm and magical aids

available. Cafeful iise of spells

(which are limited) ia important.

Also, if the enemy is too strong,

donothesitate torun. Either way,
there is an entire, new workl of

exploration on the disk. Thegame
had QM hooked for 30-40 hours
over the course of a week and I

still had not covered half of the

island.

SHARD OF SPRING •••^ STRA-
TEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.
C64/12«,AP

GAMEMAKER ••••• GAME-
MAKER DESIGNER'S UBRAR-
IES^ SCIENCE FICTION A
SPORTS ••••• ACTIVISIONC64/
128 AP

The design of video games is a
popular area for computer enthu-
siasts. Many find it more reward-
ing to create a game than a
Anicult financial or scientific

program. Activision marketed a
product in 1965called GameMaker
which reduced the design of video

Ipmes to a minimum amount of

cenmands and work.

Computer role-playing games,
in which players design a char
acter and place it into the disk
adventure, are very popular be-

cause of the variance of games
each time you play. You might die
early or survive longer depending
on the character you creat. SSI
released Shard of Spring, their

ylatest role-playing game, to a
waiting market. The ultimate
goal of Sikard is to retrieve the title

object from the evil Siriadne, thus
returning the island of Ymros to
eternal Spring. Doing so is no
simple task either, because you
have no map and the island is

huge. You can expect to spend
weeks of time on this adventure
a steal for the price.

In Shard, you must create a
party of two to five characters to
journey to Ymros. This is a crucial
step because your difficulty in

situations is judged by character
traits and abilities. A character
can be a human, dwarf, troll, elf

or gnome that is either a warrior
or a wizard. Dwarves and trolls

are warriors; elves and gnomes
are wizards. Humans nave a

sts of five work;
i«g video games: SpriCeMahsr ior

the creation of sprite graphic
dkiacts and their antBMtion. Mu-

for syatfaiais of sa^p
toplayinthaflMM,
lar the

«f Hm playfiild,

Itr the saiNid atfacta that

laa gaanltofa

Traits are speed, strength,
intellect, endurance and skill;

these are automatkaOy raiaed or
lowered from the computer-
gfnerainjd valusadepcndintoa the

TEQIC SIMULATIONS, INC.
C64/128,AP,Ar

Wigard's Crown is another gra-

phic role-playing adventure, just

released in a new version for Atari

computers. The title object was
worn by each wizard of Aighan
for a specified time, bringing its

wearer and those who hoird his

words wisdom and power. The
Crown was passed on from wizard
to wizard until the evil Tarmon
refused to give it up. Civil war
broke out among the wizards and
Tarmon fled and secluded himself
and the Crown. The object of the
game is to find Tarmon and take
the Crown from him a seemingly
simple task udtil it is actuidly
confronted.

Wizard's Crown brings allFof the
best elements of role-playing
adventures into one game. A lot

of time can be devoted to creating
characters. This time will not be
wasted, for the party of eight

characters that you use will

journey through vast areas and
many dungeons and cities.

The entire game is menu-
driven, with the keyboard keys
used highlighted on the screen.

You do not have to memorize
commands either, because each
menu contains a help sdection for

easy look-up of command mean-
ing. The landscape of Wizard's
Crown is immense, taking hours
just to explore the starting dty
and surroimding area while get-

ting used to the gameplay.
The reason that Crown is such

a challenge is that you have to
control and maintain eight char-
acters. Each character has two
pages of information about them
and all of this must be used to

play the game successfully.

After initially creating a char-
acter, giving it skills, abilities, a
profession, weapons and other
items, the game begins with you
at the Inn, where you must return
to store items found, rest your
adventurers and improve your
characters after gaining expe-
rience. From there, the possibil-

ities are endless.

There are a good host of mons-
ters to meet in your adventure as
well as many new weapons, mo-
ney and magical items to find

along the way. Priests may pray
to heal party meaben and sor-

cerers have 22 spells at

skins

cfaaractera. Warriors can have

can have
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Empire Rock Qub
Roosevelt Boulevard and Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

21^338-6101
Jan. 23— Sharks/Modem Cities

Jan. 24— Savoy Brown/Flamin Harry
Jan. 25- Metel Wolf
Jan. 28~ Still Motion
Jan. 29— Poison Dollys

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.
Aithnore, Pa.

215-896^20
Jan. 23 — Fabulous Greaseband
Jan. 24 — Bern Revue/Macchu Pucchu
Jan. 27 — Mirror Mirror
Jan. 29 — Dynagroove

• f

Chestnut CalMret
38th & Chestnut SU.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Jan. 23 — Flamin Caucasions
Jan. 24 ~ Dead Milkmen
Jan. 29 — Rivals

St. Joseph's University GaUery
BolandHall ^

21 Lapsley Lane
Lower Merion, Pa.
215-879-7604

The Recent Works of Graceanne Hughs Ginn
Through Feb. 16

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763^100
The Prints of Hendrik Goltzius
Through March 22

Comedy

Camidy Warka
12S Chestnut St.

nmaonpnia, ra.

2154r-AC-K-Y-9-7
JMk2»4-Caral

aiMtd>.l~The
Fiekling

Wad
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By MASYJO YANNACXVNE audience, have come to see.

M«^of us fhid the time to view
and flc^ niotkMi pictures, but
nothuajp Is aa capabM) of grabbti^

an aiidiance't attentkm and iater-

est as aalMpe perlonaanoe. When
such aperfomiance is a musical

comedy, full of melodies and
laughter, thenotkmofcompariaon
to filia appears suddenly and
surely Abaintl. The coat of a play

is often four timea that of a movie,

however,and aa such, theviewer's
chokie should be arrived at with
discretion.

There are a multitude of theat-

ers showing a variety of plays in

the area surrounding Villanova.

In the dty of Philadelphia alone,

we have, among others. The
Walnut Street Theater, The For-

rest Theater and The Society Hill

Playhouse. Each of these consist-

ently offer entertaining alterna-

tives to the Saturday night movie.

Flaying at the Playhouse
through to February is the winner
for best musical of 1986, "Nun-
sense". Written and directed by
Dan Goggin, the musical comedy
centers around a group of nuns
living in New Jersey, all members
of The Order of the Little Sisters

of Hoboken. Simple in plot and
with no scene changes, the play

requires of the audience only a

sense of humor and a willingness

to take an unorthodox view of

today's nuns.

I'he cast, too, is simple and
sparse, consisting only of five

nuns, the remaining survivors of

the order. It seems almost all of

the sisters have been wiped out

by a ns«dgone sour, causingdeath

by botulism to almost 60 nuns.
Fiveicrf the remaining 19 sisters

newish to put on a show to

benefit their weakened order, and
it is this show that we, the

The reason for th^ show, we are

toM, is that four of the dead nuns
have still notbeen buried, because

the Reverend hither used the

order^s funds to buy a Betamax
inatead. The deceaaed remain in

the convent freezer, and muat be

removed before the Board of

Ifaalth becomes aware of their

dilemma.

The primary players in the

show put on by The Little Sisters

of Hoboken are led by Sister Mary
Cardelia, the beloved Mother
Superior of the order, whose
h«ivy Irish accent and curious

behavior lend to an amusing lead.

Just below in rank is Sister Mary
Hubert, Mistress of Novices, who
serves the order by training new
recruits. Her position is not unlike

a drill sergeant, however, she is

the first to point out that her

approach is more gentle —- but

firm.

Sister Mary Ralph Marie was
the child of a disadvantaged
Brooklyn family. She gets along

well with the New Jersey kids

because she speaks theirlanguage,

though this language is at times

disturbing to Mother Superior.

Sister Ralph also drives the con-

vent station wagon, and at times

corrupts (and entertains) the

novices.

One such novice is Sister Mary
Leo, who has entered the convent
to dedicate her life to God through
the dance. She is one nun with
a great deal to learn about life in

the order. Finishing up the cast

is Sister Mary Amnesia, whose
name is explained by the fact that

she arrived at the convent in her
habit without a clue as to her

identity . . . recalling only that a
crucifix fell on her head. This
character is particularly familiar,

embodying those sweet little nuns

who, torn between their k)ve of

chiklren and their duty to teadi
with discipline, istrive to pleue
both themselves and their
superiors.

What made this play so endear-
ing was the characters' commun-
kation with the audience. Similar

to an episode of "Moonlighting,"
the sisters often turned to the
patrons and encouraged partkapa-
tkm not only in the dialogue, but
also in the musical numbers. At
the opening, the Reverend Mother
corrected two latecomers to the
play. Later, at the close of inter-

missMMi, she reprimanded a wom-
an for wearing red, the devil's

color. The audience laughed along
with the sisters, and grew to

become a part of the auditorium
of Mount Saint Helen's School,

where the benefit for the order
was being held.

A whimsical look at life in a
convent, "Nonsense" is filled

with tiny jabs at the Church,
sometimes slightly risque, such as
a cookbook including Saint Mary
Magdalen Tarts and a Giri Scout
recipe calling for the reader to first

get ten brownies "hot." There are
many of these somewhat corny
jokes concerning the religious, but
the essentials of the play seem to

carry a somewhat different
purpose.

We are shown a humorous and
human side of the clergy; a side

we are rarely, if ever, presented

with in everyday life. There is no
deep central theme or overriding

message in "Nunsense." It merely
seeks to reveal to the audience the

earthy and everyday aspirations

of the sometimes removed
members of the 'religious com-
munity; revelations often found,

as in this work, to be not only

extremely amusing, but also high-

ly entertaining.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE

TO BECOME INVOLVED
WITH THE:

VILLANOVA COMMITTEE
for the

PHILADELPHIA HOMELESS
There will be a

MANDATORY MEETING on:

Tues., Jan. 27 at 7 pjn.

in Connelly Center Cinema
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Awonisn
Now Hiring — Part-time per-

sonnel — atten. business
ms|orsl Well establlslied

Devon-based corp. now In-

terviewing tor full & part-time

personnel. We seek account-
ing, iHis. admin., and eco-
nomic majors to woric ac-

count receivables & to
perform credit analysis. Your
degree is not enough! Sup-
plement your resume with

business experience In the

most respect co. In our In-

dustry. No experience nee.

15-25 flexible hrVwIc. Salary

well above min. Interested

call Greg Schubert or George
Pena, 1-5 p.m. 687-4601.

SPRING BREAK '87

Campus Rep. Organize Sail-

ing Charters — Ft. Lauder-
dale to Bahamas, commis-
sion and free cruise! Cali

Captain Wlliiams, 1650 SW
23rd Terrace, Ft. Lauderdale,

FL 33312 or cali (305) 583-

0202, anytime.

FT. LAUDERDALE OR BUST
SPRING BREAK 1987

Why pay oceanfront hotel

prices? For only $22/person/
night we offet you a 1-

bedrbom or 2-bedroom apart-

ment, large efficiency or small

studio unit. Pool, cooking
facilities, BBQ, cable TV, bike

rentals. Wsnt to know more?
Contsct Del)bie and Ed Gold
at: Venetian Court Apart-
ments, 59-71 Isle of Venice,

Ft. Lsuderdsle, FL 33301 or
call (305) 525-2223 (collect).

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA -
Project manager needed.
FREE vacstkNi plus $$$. 1-

800-237-2061.

Hking Today! Top Psy! Woiic

at noms. No exp#ri#fic#

^mrh
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By KEVIN HBCHT

Down to the Moon
Andreas Vollenweider
CBS Records

When one thinks of artists that

would have appeared in the list

of the top 100 albums of 1966,

Madonna, Simon, Gabriel and
Houston are names that would
readily come to mind. Although
these are hot performers who are

very well-known, there are other

artists who produced albums that

sold fairly well, but still ended up
to be less than household names.
One of these artists is Andreas
Vollenweider, whose classy album
Down to the Moon was one of the

100 best-selling albums last year.

•

Vallenweider is a Swiss iiarpist

who has managed to produce
classical muak in a ytry popmlar
fashion. The.p^UQw and hyimotic
sounds of his'harp tr^toend the

musk creating arf Itmoiphere
that ranges from eerie to uj^ifting,

as the ihadrigal sounds of bells

and strings provide a pleasant

background throughout hts songs.

All the musicis purely instrumen-

tal, and VoUenweider's outstand-

ing talent as a harpist make the

sounds come alive.

The harpist is joined by the

Silver Symphony and Choiron the
album to back up his "Moon
Orchestra'* that includes Walter
Keiser on the drums and percus-

sion, Pedro Haldemann who plays

the "moon bells" and Christoph

Stiefel on keyboards and synthes-

izers. Jon Otis does the *'moon

beats" throughout the album,
along with Matthias Ziegler on
the "moon winds" and finally

Max Laesser on strings. This
talented group of classically

trained musicians put forth a

completely original and unmistak-

able sound that is a refreshing.

break from the rest of tiiday's

popular musk.

The souAd of the harp ia intrig-

uing, and VoUenweider is careful

not to overuse a good ^ng. T^
names of some oTthesbnsa auch
as "Steam Foiest;' "Wato-Moon"
and "The Secret, the Candle and
Love" suggest some of. the mys-
tical sounds contained on the
album and create a mood that

pervades all of the music. "Steam
Forest" is one of the best songs
on the album as its moody sound
is textured by the gentle aura of

strings and the majestic plucking
of Vollenweider on his noble harp.
Some of the music is so rich that

it is hard to beKeve that it was
produced by such a small
orchestra.

Vollenweider is a small soft

spoken man who creates magic
with his music. Classical albums
rarely make it into the top 100,

so it was quite an accomplishment
for Vollenweider and his orchestra

March 1 to April 4, 1987
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Whenyoubreakawaythisyear,

doitwithst)ie.
Your College Week in Bermuda is more dian just sun,

sand and surf.

Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elbow Beach, it's an unrelenting testofyour
endurance.

Spectacular seaskle buffet kincheons. A calypso

and Umbo festival like iiQiie odier SfBJshing dance-ti^

you-<lrop beadi puiies, feiiurkig Benmida'siop iiock,

sted and calypso hands. Even a "Party Craiie and
Mvale Island Extravagsnza: All coAipUnenis of iIk
Bennnda Department ofTourism.

Benmida is all ofthii-Md mtich, flNidi aMMe.

It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds.
(Do remember to keep left!)

It's jogging on quiet country roads-including an
early morning 2-k Tun Run" from Horseshoe Bay. It's

exploring the treasures in our intemalkNial shops,

playin gplfoo eight great courses, and tennis on over
100 isfamd-wide courts.

Bm HMstofal, It's tiK fseling you get on a dny,

flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere

and everyllring by 60e aules of sea.

fliii pear, go wiM. in style. See yourCampus
IhMliepKseMiiie or Trawl %enl for dtlA.

AQtMBUSHMMff mMHTTWISjaP.
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w«M«r| Motfter sets good examirie
g, iii7 • THB VKiJMioyiiiryyy it

(Continued from pagtW
to puU it off with Afm ike

Moan, Part of the creint for the

album's unique sound am be

?jven to Eric liiera who matter-

vMy captured and ttdftd the

musk as well his aaaiatantDennis
Roahard. These talented tedini-

dans were part of a auperb cast

who put together a truly memor-

*rr
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REWARD offnmd for lost IPS
ling, eteis of 1983. Itwas kMit

on Doe. 49 In ttio Bryn Mowr

Intldo. if found, ploooo oon-
tOCt of 688-8584.

Wo'io looking for a fratomlty,

•ororlty or largo ttticlant

organisation that would Hka
to maita $500-81,0001- for a
ono-waak long on-campua
maflcotfng profoct. Group
intiat bo orgaoixad and hard-
wofldng. Can Andraw at 587-
2100.

WANTED NOW! Spring Bioak
roprfiaoiitatlVaa for Cdlla-
giataTour A Traval. pam fraa

trfpa and caah tool CaH 1-

800-328-8322,0X1.579.

VHXANOVA
SUN YOURSELVES FOR
RREEIII - LUV touii Ja ac-
tivoiy aaifohing for indhddu-

;

ala, groupa, fratamltlaa,
duba, ale tololnourSPRINQ
BREAK gatawaya. Our group
laadara raoalva fraa tripa,

oommlaalona, and oxoaliant
maricating and aaiaa axpa-

1

rfanoa for raaumaa. If you art
outgolngt onargallc and luv

•Drlno twaalL nloaaactiaekua
out: Daytona Boach from
$99, Ft. i^udordaia from
$129 and Koy Woat only
$188. €ai now toN fioa, 1-

999^49B-2008. (Aali for

able compilation of interesting

songs.

All of the music on the album
was compoaed by VoUenwekler,
and the songs are diverse, without
sounding similar or crammed
together. Down to the Moon ia a
graceful and harmonious record
that really standa out as some-
thing unique. Perfaapa thia album
is an example of the direction that

popular music ia taking, or maybe
it is simply the creation <rf an
imaginative and original musi-
cian. Eith^ way, the music is

certainly worth a place among
contemporary artists.

By KATK KRACKELER

The Good Mother
by Sue Miller

Down to the Moon isVollenweid-

er's third album, and it is clear

that he is certainly carving out a
niche for himself and his music.

The harp is one of the most
interesting and romantic instru-

ments, and VoUenweider beauti-

fully utilizes it in his composi-

tions. The subtle nuance in the

music is captured beautifully on *

compact disc. I highly recommend
that those looking for interesting

discs check this one out. The
music is memorable and moving,
and Down to the Moon is a giant

step for Vollenweider and the

music world.

An all too common scenario:

Husband and wife divorce; cus-

tody battle for their beloved child

ensues. This is the painful pre*:

mise for Sue Miller's latest novel

"The Good Mother" in which
Miller turns this "weighty" sub-

ject intQ a tender, moving novel

that accurately addresses the pain
and incomprehensible injury in-

•volved in custody battles inside

and outside the courtroom.

t The be^nning of the story is

quite deceiving in that it begins

before any "trouble" is apparent.

\AnnaDunlap is a young, well-bred'

woman recently divorced from her

husband, Brian,, a successful,,

well-bred lawyer. They had a

dean divorce. Anna was given

custody of their three-year-old

daughter Molly, and Brum was
aUowed generous visitation. Yet
what appears to be ao clean and
neat,an eaayanswer toeveryone's

problems, is only immediately

.
tidy. They do not realize the lon^-

term meas they have made of their

lives.

Anna is Miller's heroine. It is

through Anna's experience that

we are given an insight into the

unpleasant, frightening uncer-

'tainties of a woman who is left

on her own to raise her daughter
,

in a world where there has always
been sopeone else to help decide .

what is right or wrong. When
Anna is left with tHis new concept

of responsibility, she finds that

the fine line between right and
wrong becomes merely a matter
of her values versus the values of

,
her husband, her parents, the

.

doctors and finally, the judge.

Miller reveals in Anna a repres-

sion of desires that are distinctly ;

female. Anna wants to grasp the
classic role of the "good mother,"
yet when she meets Leo and he
becomes her open, free-spirited

iover, the true test of motherhood
comes into play. Miller gives a
superbly concocted account of

'Anna's life become the basis of

'

kow these two distmct desires in

Brian's suit againat hier fn the
'

custody battle over BloUy.

Miller skillfully creates the

reality of the tragic conflicts that

threaten Anna in her struggle to

keep both her daughter and her

lover in her new world. Anna
yearns to be the parent Molly cries

out for in the night, the parent

who feeds, bathes, and comforts

her. Yet she also wants the kive

and affection given back to her

and she looks for this in Leo. This,

in effect, is what Miller stresses

to be Anna's most devastating

plight. It is not the conflict be-

tween good and evil, but rather

the one between two powerful sets

of feelings, the erotic and the

maternal.

"The Good Mother" deals with
a current social dilemma in a
strikingly honest and revealing

way. Miller writes in a solid,

honest style that captures every-

day life in its most vulnerable
form. The dialogue is unobtrusive
and wonderfuHy realistic. Miller

is not superfluous; she says only
what should be said and creates

a simple story about a very com-
plex issue. The side ofmotherhood
that Miller reveals is a side we
seldom consider, yet Miller leaves

us with hopeful insight into a
world of devastating conflicts.

Ouruniform recjuires amirarnmn ofcare
and a maxiinuin ofcaring

It doesn't require ironing,

and it doesn t have to be

starched to look important.

It doesn't fade, and it never

goes out offashion. Still,

not every woman has what

it takes to wear one.

As Sisters ofBon Secours,

we strive, through our health

care ministry, to enhance the

dignity of every person and to

bring compassion, healing,

comfort and wholeness to

those we serve.

We are looking for

women who have made a

conunitment to any aspea

of health care and who find

the thought of becoming a

member of a progressive

community of sisters

appealing. Please call or

write for our brochure

that describes what it is

like to achieve personal,

professional and spiritual

satisfaction as a Sister of

Bon Secours.

The clothing we wear as

Sisters ofBon Secours is

no longer uniform, but the

commitment is.

WfeCaie
RarGocfeSake

msm

Vocation Director

1529M«rnottsvUkRd.

MMciocttvillt. MMyUnd 21 104

301-442-2n5
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Two veisjons of war
By JOE McGOWAN

•Heartbreak Ridge"
directed by Clint Eastwood
Warner Brothers

Two of the holiday season's

motion picture releases dealt with
America's favorite pastime —
war. The first of these, the Clint

Eastwood production "Heartbreak
Ridge/' mixed the story of the

modem Marine Corps with fairy

tale eleihents while the other, the

highly acclaimed "Platoon," is

currently being touted as the best

film ever made about the Vietnam
War.

vt" Eastwood is the screenwriter,

director, producer and star of

"Heartbreak Ridge," a character

study of Marine Gunnery Ser-

geant Tom Hiway. Hiway is a
veteran of World War II and the

conflicts in Korea, the Dominican
Republic and Vietnam, and a

recipient of a Congressional Medal
of Honor as well. The main con-

flict of the film is between the

decorated veteran and the new
> direction that the Marine Corps

has taken under coU^e-educated
officers with no combat

.

experience.

Eastwood does a commendable
job portraying Hiway's frustra-

tion with the bureaucracy and

inefficiency of the Marine Corps'

"new breed," and brings to the

screen an authentic military

jargon, the vulgarity oi which has

heretofore been unknoiwn. While

"Heartbreak Ridge" is an interest-

ing psychological character study,

the point of the film is very

difficult to ascertain.

While Hiway is certainly cour-

ageous and jinquestkmably loyal,

he is also a self-centered akolk>lic

killer. Eastwood introducied this

mii(ture of favorable and unfavor-
ableelements in the lead character
of his earlier production 'Tigh-
trope" with great effect. With
"Heartbreak Ridge," Eastwood
has the viewer admire how well
Hiway executes his work — but
never examines what it is that
Hiway does.

While "Heartbreak Ridge" does

offer more character development

than most contemporary "kill *cm

all" films, it is still not much more

than a neatly UiloredJohn Wayne
revival picture.

''Platoon"
directed by Oliver Stone

»i

Hendale
Pictures

^V4

Film Corp./Orion

"Platoon" has already received

four Golden Globe nominations

and is certain to receive a fair

share of Academy nominations

and awards. The high praise for

Oliver Stone's Vietnam produc-

tion was not what his 1965 release

"Salvador" received. Although
"Salvador" was just an interest

ing and disturbing as "Platoon,

it was far too controversial.

Stone's screenplays have al-

ways been controversial, sixrh as

that for "Midnii^t Express," but

"Salvador" was exceptional. This

film, which starred James Wood
andJim Belushi, chronicled El

Salvador's turbulent 1980^1 pe-

riod, which saw the murder of

fourAmerican nuns by right-wing
extremists and the assassinatkm

of Salvadoran Catholic Arch-

bishop Oscar Amulfo Romero.

"Salvador" was brutally gra-

phic in illuminating U.S.-
sponsored atrocities in El Salvador
and was released not after the

fact, as many films of a political

nature are, but in media res.,

while the Reagan administration

is still under fire for its abysmal
human rights record in Central
America. The candor with which
Stone dealt with American-
sponsored and rebel atrocities was

no doubt what kept "Salvador"
from major release.

"Platoon," however, deals with
the American War in Vietnam, a
subject which can now be talked

about. Stone draws on his Viet-

nam combat experience for this

picture, which has been hailed as

the greatest film on that conflict.

This praise is not at all

unjustified.

"PUtoott" is a graphic battle

narrative ^ the entire film is set

either in the jungle or at base

camp. Martin Sheoi's son, Char-

lie, portrays the 3fOung volunteer

Taylor, and Tom Dn#(gei ijnd

William Difoe bis coounand&g
officers, Seigtants Barnes and
Elias, respectively.

The fihn opena with Taylor

descending from the belly of a

cargo transport plane to l>egreeted

by the veterans and the dead
waiting to be ferried away. In his

first week of duty Taytor discov-

ers quickly the horrors of fighting

an unseen enemy in tropical

jungles halfway across the world

from home.

Rivalry in the ranks occupies

much of "Platoon," as Sgt. Barnes

and Sgt. Elias lead the platoon

with wholly different styles. Elias

is the "crusader," who uses his

firepower with restaint, while

Barnes opts f<»- totalwar— tohim
everyone is Viet Cong. Barnes

becomes a marked man when he
deliberately arranges Elias' death.
And vengeance is exacted

"Platoon" strikingly portrays

the horror of the Vietnam War

—

the mines, the napalm, the am-
busbes, tha juniEle creatures, the

body counts and body bteB. It also

podntaout that thewar iaVietnain

was fooi^t, as are all wars, by
the poor.

Stone has crafted the definitive

Vietnam War motion picttue and
has once more conmmted the

general public with something it

'wouM rather not see. "Salvador"

was Stone's expose of the current

situation in Central America.
"Platoon" is an iObonnt of what
America went tbrough an$l what
it can perhaps expect in Central

j*efeoi*€
TliaMslaliasrsOnlyAllwMUPt

• Imports & Independent Latiels

• Hard to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

ISfNansybaali ilia.,lfayaa,r^

254-0722

New utility software available
(Continued from page 16)

is the winner for buying this

masterpiece of computer games.

SUPER KIT/1541 •*•• PRISM
SOFTWARE C64/128

Utility packages are usually

tailored for one main function

with a few smaller associated

functions. Recently, the trend has
been tojam as many related utility

programs on a disk and sell it as

a package. A new release from a

relatively new company from
Waco, TX, Super Kit/1641 boasts

to "have it all." This claim is

substantiated by the fact that

Super Kit has the fastest and best

disk and file copiers, as well as
all of the tools necessary to

achieve a disk that will not be
copied by ordinary means alone.

In order to fully taste the power

ititiK^^^'k'k

that Super Kit ofifers, the best bet

is to go out and buy it; but, a brief

description of each program wjUl

suffice to show its versatility. The
first set of programs contained on
the double-sided disk are copy
programs. Dual-Normal and
Single-Normal Copiers are meant
for duplicating disks that are not

protected. They are the fastest

copiers on the market and will

duplicate errors if found.

Dual-Nibblerand Single-Nibbler

Copiers are designed for the
copying of medium-protected'
disks they will not copy errors,

but skip them in the copying
process. Both Dual Copiers use
two drives and take an average
of 30 seconds per disk. F'ile Copier
is the easiest to use means to copy
unprotected files from one disk to

another. All of these programs
contain menu-driven screens and
help commands and some enter-

tain with music while copying.

The next set of programs are

the most special and the most
useful. When disks are copy
protected, there are many means

used, such as the writing of

intentional errors on the disk that

the ^r<^am looks for or tbe-
changing of density of the disk.

Parameters can be created for

disks thi(t spell out their protec-

tion scheme. The Super Nibbler
is just like the other Nibbler
programs, except that it detects

parameters and copies them onto
the backup. Disk Surgeon con-

tains parameters for over 400
popular programs in order to bak
them, up by wfiting the parame-
ters to a disk copied by normal
means.

Finally, there is a Super Scan
program that lets you see the
protection scheme on a disk.

Sector Editor to directly edit the
contents of a disk, GCR Editor to

translate the binary code to a
higher level. Super Dkw to convert
your programs for faster loading
and Autoboot Creator to make
boot programs for other files. All

in all, 12 programs and 400 pa-

rameters combine to give the
Commodore owner 412 strong
reasons toown Super Kii/lS41.
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"King Kong Uvea''
directedhy.^lm Guillermin

De Laurontts Entertainment
Group

It is really hard to make a film

in which this reviewercannot find

soawthing to enjoy. Yet» Dino
DiLaurentis didjust that when he
elected to make a sequel to his

remake of '*King Kong.*' Dubbed
"King Kong Lives,'* a bogus title

in itself beoiuse we know that no
ape could survive a fall from the

World Trade Center, the sequel is

the most stupid, assinine,

intelligence-insulting, boring film

to ever be committed to the cel-

luloid cesspool before even being

released. I thought that DiLauren-
tis would rialize that he would
have to ovejrcome preconceived

notions tomake the film a success.

Needless to say, he did not.

Here is the plot, so that those
of you who have not seen it will

be inspired not to go. "King Kong
Lives" begins a couple of. years
after the original, with King Kong
laying in an airplane hangar dying
from a failing heart. It seems that
he lived after his fall and desper-
ately needs lots of ape blood on
hand for an artificial heart.

Linda Hamilton of 'Termina-
tor" fame stars as Dr. Amy Frank-
lin, the doctor in diaige of Kong.
Brian Kerwin also stars as the

daring adventurer whphyjoliance
stumbles upon LadrKm in the

jungles and brinfi Imt iack to

America. Haipiltoii perfnadtt
Kerwin to agree to Uwr Kong's
givingKing the tranrfnakwiiiecee'
sary during bla operatiofi. King
and Lady fall niadly in love,

mirroring the fromiog affection

between Hamilton andKerwin.

The sickaniog parts include

Kong's floing on a rampage one

night to releaie his kive from
capdvity, Hamilton and Kerwin
becoming a happy couple, and the

ape duo being found by the mil-

itary, who loll King Kong mo-
ments after he sees his son bom.
This film is too, too much. The
only scene worth seeing features

King Kong playfully poking and
grabbing Lady Kong and getting

shipped.

•

Theaeatures deskpied by Cark>
Rambaldi were lifelike, yet lacked

the fed and attractiveness of the

original Kong. DiLaurentis should
have listened to the people who
told him to leave Kong in his

grave, for he has definitely promp-
ted me to say that "King Kon^;

Lives" is the most worthless and
worst film ever made.

"Little Shop of Horrors"
directed by Frank Oz
Warner Brothers

Despite the lack of true horror

films over Christmas break, there

was still one somewhat horrifying,

more comical motion picture re-

leased. Starring Rick Moranis,

Ellen Greene, Vincent Gardenia

and Steve Martin, "Little Shop of

Horrors" took an award-winning
musicalfrom Broadway and theat-

er circuits and turned it into an
excdilent movie for the whole
family. All of the actors give

convincing performances and
there are a couple of guest appear-
ances by comedy favorites John
Candy and Bill Murray.

The plot of "Little Shop of

Horrors is a simple one. Moranis

plays a worker in Mushntk'aPunt
Shop who falls in kyve with his

beautiful co-worker Audrey
(Greene). Audrey dates a sadistk

dentist who rides a motorcycle

(Nbutin). Seymour(Moranis)finds
a plant one day that is unusual

and brings it back to the shop,

findiiv that it instantly improves

business, which has been lacking

tremendously because of the plant

shop's location in a poor

neighborhood.

Seymour names the plant Aud-
rey n and finds that it is carniv-

orous when it starts moving after

he bkeds on it one day. He uses

'

the plant's man-eating abilities to

disiKMe of the dentist, and uses
the popularity that Audrey U has
given him after growing to mon-
strous proportions to win Audrey.
The movie has a different ending
than the play and tluives on the
incredible animation of Audrey n
by Director Frank Oz, of muppets
and Yoda fame.

The excellence in "Little Shop
of Horrors" lies in the clever use

of spedal effects, comedy, music
and wit in the film. The film

would lose its flavor without the

overly pretentious acting of Mar-

~
tin and the nerd-like behavior of

Moranis, more well-known for his

work in "Ghostbusters" and
"SCTV."

Audrey shows lip for work, in

low-cut dresses and form-fitting

outfits, enough to make any
Seymour jealous, especially when
she also comes in with a black-

eye from a date. This is the
turning point in the film for

Seymour: He realizes, through
talking to Audrey n, that in order
to keep it alive, win Audrey and
escape the slums, he must feed

Audrey's dentist boyfriend to the
plant. This dark humor is what

.

"Little Shop" thrives on and it

remains one of the best horror/

comedy stories of all time, either

in play or movie format.

^SSTlSSmn^i i« Wmr wiife — Smnh Connor, who is threatened by Amokl Schwarzenegger in]

The Tenninator'* starred in 'lUng Kong Lives," released over Christmas break.

"v..

D.J'S, ENGINEERS,
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS,
PROMOTIONAL ASSISTANTS

for:

General Meeting:
4:30, Jan. 26

North Lounge, Dougherty
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By JACK
KOIMANSB£RGER

Tkiak Visual

After 24 years of turning out
music, onemay be inclined to ask,
'Haven't the Kinks reached the
end of the Kne yet?" Skepticism
has greeted the band's last few
albums, the critics Uronder if the
driving force behind the Kinks,
Ray Davies, is now only using
them as a vehicle to reach stage
and screen. The title of their new
album, the first on theMCA label,

is Think Visual. The fact that
Ray's brother and co-Kink Dave
sings the first single released does
nothing to dispel the notion of
Ray's possible plans and reasons.
However, upon hearing Think

^

Visual, one is inclined to

reconsider^

Side one opens up with *'Work-

ing At The Factory." a classic

Davies composition. The song
compares life in the rock business

with the blue-collar life the Kinks

had escaped through their music.

"Lost and Found is a classic

example of Davies ability to draw
a smile from a listener, even when
singing about major problems.

"Reptitton" combines Ray's

clever lyric writing, Dave's
famous guitar riffs, and the dis-

tinctive Kinks' harmonizing
sound. A familiar theme, the

drawbacks of progress, is handled

in "Wekxyme To Sleazy Town/'
a song that returns the Kinks to

their R&B roots, as well as "Video

Shop," which has the distinctive

West Indian "Apeman" sound.

The first single. "Rock 'N' Roll

Cities" opens side two. Dave
sings, screams and whines his
way through a tale about life on
tour. Dave ckMes the album with
the progressive-sounding "When
You WereA ChiW."
Dave did not write a lot of

Kinks' songs during the '7(h. but
it appears that the success oif his

two offerings on the previous
Kinks' release. Word of Mouth,
has given him the confidence to
continue writing.

A harmonic"How Are You" and
the quasi-pessimtstic "Killing
Time' sandwich two up-tempo
songs on Think Visual, the title

track and "Natural Gift." "Think
Visual" shows Ray's views on the
music industry today, while "Nat-
ural Gift" is clearly an example
of Ray'slnatural gift.

Some people may fed let down
because Think Visual lacks a

driving, rocking songJ The Kinks
are not meUowing, as thdr last

tour proved, merely prognsaing.
Throughout the album, the sound
is unmistakably Kinks. Ray's
distinctive voice and Dice's uni-

que guitar style come to the
forefront.

Jim Rodford provides a steady

bass-line. Ian Gibbons plays key-
boards and Bob Haniit handles
percussion. Original Kink
drummer Mick Avory sits in on
the two ionai by Dave. The fact

that the Kinks have a new album
out and plan to tour is truly
remarkable in this day where
groups often disband.

L^sfat
+

(CouHnutdfrompags 15)
Intarvim With the Vampinmay

soon be made into a movie with
Sting (who based the song "Moon
Over Bourbon Street" on the
book) playing the lead nde. If this
plan ever reaches fruition, it is
likely that the second vampire
novel will receive the same expo-
sure.

Since their complexity will

be hard to^ translate into mm. it

would be best to read the books
first. Even if they never reach the
screen. I encourage you to read
them and then join the ranks of
Rice fans who patiently await
Quton of thi Damnod, the next

,
"Chronicle of the Vampires."

Cast members needed for bloody musical
By MEGAN GUIDERA

What is lurking behind the
bolted door of Vasey 108? Surely
there miist be something so inten-
sely horrifying in that small
compact office that keeps
hundreds of multi-talented stu-
dentsawayfrom its door. Franklin
Delano Roosevelt once said, "we
have nothing to fear but fear
itself." Thus, fear is the dreadful

'

monger that scares the myriad of
frustrated Villanova thespians
away from the University's thea-
tre department office.

Alas, a message from beyond
the squeaky door of Vasey 1^,
"Fear not!" Terry Guerin, who
teaches undergraduate acting and

,

directs Villanova theatre, wants
. to send a message of calm to the
Villanova community.

In recent years, audition enthu-

siasm has steadily dwindled. It is

thought that this constant decline

is attributed to student's fear of

signing up and actually audition-

ing. Villanova's theatre depart-

ment wants to tame this fear and
increase audition interest.

Guerin stated that auditions are

a great place to meet new and
talented people.

She compared being a member
of a cast to "learning to play on
a team sport." Through this team
sport, strong and special friend-

ships develop.

Sophomore David Cregan, who
played Geoffrey in Vasey's under-
graduate production of "Some-
thing's Afoot," said that the
people and the parties are the best

things about the plays.

Guerin felt that the hardest step
for the students is to sign up for

the audition, as opposed to the

actual audition itsdf. Thus, to

sign up for an audition is a step

well-worth taking that may bring

forth many benefits.

The opportunity for fearful

Villanovans to over come their

stage fright has risen. On Jan. 30
and 31 auditions will be held for

Stephen Sondheim's bloody mus-
ical. "Sweeney Todd." Terry
Guerin, who has been directing

such prestigious musicals as
"The Fantastiks" and "Godspell"
since 1978, will use her talent to

direct "Sweeny Todd."

"Sweeney Todd" hit Broad-
way's Uris Theatre on Mar. 1,

1979. Angela Lansbury and Len
Cariou successfully held the lead-

ing roles while "Sweeney" stole

the Tony Award for best musical.

The story of "Sweeney Todd."
the barber that slices his custo-

mers into meat pies, originated

from a 14th-century legend that

was later passeddown to entertain

English audiences. The play is a
blackcomedy that is both amusing
and tragic.

The advantage of this play is

that "Sweeney Todd" has a large

cast. None of the roles are pre-

cast; therefore, there are about 30
open roles. "Sweeney Todd" is a
musical; therefore, tryouts will

entail the singing of a song from
the play. People should not let the

solo inhibit their desire to try out.

Auditions are an excellent chance
to enhance one's self-confidence.

If you are'looking for something
different to get involved in this

semester, why not throw your
inhibitions out the window and
sign up for "Sweeney Todd"
auditions? Auditions are Jan. 30
and 31 by appointment only; sign

up or call the Villanova theatre
department in Vasey Hall Room
108.
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VILLANOVABAND
COMPETITION

THURS., JAN. 29
AT 8 p.m.

*»ntry forms In Union Ofttce, C.C.

* CflJ!^< Thurs., Jan. 29

^ VA; '
ONLY »1 0'" //

$ //^^ includes:

$12 in coins

$5 defforred

buffet dinner

WmMoKeif!
PLA Y THE "^

'miZZARD OF BUCKS''
CRAZYGAME SHOW

Sat. Jan. 29 • TJx: *2 at C.C. Ticket Office

yoi/ couLP RUHawaP^^
$500.00RlCH£Rim

GENERAL MEETING
and

SPRINC RECRUITMENT NIGHT
Wed., Jan. 28 at 5:30 p.m. — N. Lounge, Dougfierty

9t'6 Keven Toa JCofe Ta 9iwclf

Como Find Out About All Our Committees and Spring Activities

HofyOmte^

THE 1991 [1991

FRESHMAN
RECORD!
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*SooPhll In tbo Union Office
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TUES., JAN. 27
5:30-7:30 P.M.

BELLE AIR TERRACE

THE

Terrace
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•:flO«a:ai|Mn.tai

FEB.5ft6
9S00 ii 8:30 pum. in C.C. Cinema
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together by P^ul Gross, who runs proved that he will be a major
the hardcore fanzine Disorder, force in hard rode/metal in the
Headlining the four band bill were - ooming years.

Nuclear Assault, New York's Alice Cooper has long been
newest hardcore thrashers, whose respected as the originator of

album on Combat records, Gttwu stage theatrics that hi^iUght a
Over, is one of the top under- show and illustrate the lyrics of

'

ground albums released this year

i

a song. He was the fh^t to use
Other bands on the bill included makeup and costumes. Without

Flag ofDemocracy, Lethal Aggres- Cooper, there would be no Kiss or

. sion and Chronic Fear. None of the Motley (rue, or many of today's

^
bands, however, could match the bands. Cooper is alao notorious for

"^shearenergy and powerof Nud^Eu* turning those theatrics towj^d
Assault. Featuring ex-Anthrax, the strange and horrible side of

^jw mil

^miiim^t^^^m^rmy^tiM¥3N$iH^?m^n

ex-S.O.D. bassist Dan Lilker, ex-
' T.T. Quickdrummer Glenn Evans
and completed by John Connelly
(guitar/vocals) and Anthony Bra-
mante (guitar), the band combine
the hardcore lyrical attitude, with

. the strong musical arrangements
found in heavy metal.

Nuclear Assault's set consisted
mostly of songs from their Game

y^^ Over LP, such as "Brain Death,"
"Betrayal" and "After The Holo-
caust," as well as new material
from a new EP which will be
released by Combat in March.
From what I have seen of Nuclear
Assault live, and from what I have
heard on Ckime Over, there is no
doubt that the band have the
potential to be underground me-
tal's next Slayer.

The underground metal scene
in the area will continue to grow
as evidenced by these shows and

the human mind, hanging himself
on some tours, as well as having
all manner of creatures and tor-

ture instruments on stage. Well,

Cooper returned alright. He
brought a couple trailers of his

"toys" with him to Philly. His
shows are also said tochange from
time to time, with new gruesome
effects involved.

Cooper is at no loss for songs
either. He has had many hits,

including this summer's hit "He's

'

Back (The Man Behind The
Mask): Theme From Friday the 13
Part VI." Cooper opened with
"Welcome to My Nightmare," a
perennial favorite and appropriate

invitation. He then went on to

play other well-known songs such
as "No More Mr. Nice Guy,"
"School's Out," "Elected," "Only
Women Bleed," "I'm Eighteen^'

and some from Constrictor, includ-

the Sun," "Fine;' "Icarus,"Dream
Suite 0|k5/I Am A Viyng/' and
'Tou Won't Remember, TU Never
Forget.'* The guitar solo was
excellent, covering a wid^ «i«a of
sounds and techniquea, but too

' long. Who wants to sit through
a hall^hour of guitar at a metal
show?

Aiao, the sound was terrible,

even worse than when Malmsteen
opened for Triumph two months
ago. Malmsteen has the potential,

but cannot pull it off in concert.

On to bigger and better things. . ,.

Iron Maiden cannot be touched
for awesomeconcerts. This year's

tour in support of their latest

album. Somewhere in Time,
proved it. Opening the show with

astrooaut and sooMLiviiPQpmte
space music, Maidiir tbre Ikito the
title track of the aUNKm,"C|tt«ht
Somewhere in Tii^v The tnri"

queness of Maideh aiad msoo
moat radio stations play almost
none 6f'tKeir music is that most
of their aonga are 9t least five or
six mintttii-k>ng. So, thirteen

songiineondert and aq cnonnous
stage seMuU of surprises adds up
to ahoostt^Q hours.

The latest aRHiQi depicts Eddie
as a t^inatortypriiktheiuture.
The stags was designed that way
and &lifiet madts-a guest appear-
ance in "Heaven. Cut Wait,"
decked out in his new ck>thes and
laser, giin, standing 12feet and
trying to dls^dse of lead singer

e^^Dickittaoii,
Stor|Harri8 (Nif)i Adrian Smith
<<id^ve MoiVay tad guitar^)

an^ Nit^lidlkiiii (drums). This
Hlieuphaa lasted five years and
four albums and shows no sigos
of breaking up.

Other songs played included
"Wasted Ynrs" and "Stnuiger in

a Strange Land" from Samewkert
in Time, "TbeRimeof the Andefit
Mariner," the 13-niinute mast^-
pl^ce frGm 1964's PowetUave and
other BAaiden classics! The song
"Iran Maiden" had a giant Eddie
inflatingfrom the stage before the
thre6 encore songs. All in all.

Maiden topped their other tours
and might be stopmng in this area
"Somewhere On Tour" later this

. Don't miss it.

by shows that have been planned'^ng "Teenage Frankenstein" and
for the future. Hardcore thrashers
Dark Angel and Possessed will be
visiting City Gardens on Jan. 31,

Hallow's Eve will be at Club
Pizazz on Jan. 23 and Slayer
returns to Philadelphia at the
Tower Theater with W.A.S.P. and
Raven on Jan. 31.

ALICEjCOOPER/
VINNIE VINCENT INVA.SION

By RUSS CECCOLA
The first concert of the Christ-

mas season took place at the
Tower Theater and involved the

above two acts, the father of

theatric rock and a newcomer in

the metal scene led by a former
lead guitarist of Kiss. The Tower
is a good concert hall, with the

walls shaking with every chord.

Cooper and Vinnie Vincent
rocked Philadelphia the only way
they know how, with their respec-

tive shocking performance and
exploding guitar riffs. Cooper
dubbed his tour of Tower-size
halls, "The Nightmare Returns
Tour" because of the release of

Constrictor, his first album and
tour in five years. Vinnie Vincent
Invasion just emerged on the
scene with their self-titled debut
album, one of the best of 1986.

Vinnie Vincent Invasionjumped
onto stage right into "Boyz are

Gonna Rock.' Four other songs
were played from the album:
"Animals," "Twisted." "Do You
Wanna Make Love" and "I Wanna
,Be Your Victim." This was a

disappointment, because these
songs were not the best on the
album. The sound was not that

good, the guitar turned up higher

than anything else. Still, Vinnie
Vincent, gave a great effort and

"The World Needs Guts.

Throughout the course of these

songs. Cooper kept the audience
amused by strangling a nurse
with straight jacket sleeves, slic-

ing his arm, piercing a photo-

^

grapher with a microphone stand,

decapitating himself with a guil-

lotine and taking the heads off

baby dolls in "Billion Dollar
Babies." A delight to go through
finals remembering. Look for

Cooper with an album and a huge
tour next year to keep the blood

flowing.

IRON MAIDEN/YNGWIE
MAMLSTEEN

By RUSS CECCOLA
Last week, two of heavy metal's

most unique bands came to the
Spectrum for a sold-out show:
Iron Maiden and Yngwie Malm-
steen's Rising Force. Iron Maiden
pride themselves on being popular

'

despite the lack of any radio play.

In the same way, Yngwie Malm-
steen has achieved sta^domstatus
because of his efforts in playing
guitar. He is acknowledged as the
fastest and most talentedguitarist
in the world, relying on classical

music for most of his inspirtation.

Together with Maiden, metal fans
couldn't ask for more.
Yngwie Malmsteen opened his

set the "Liar" from his latest

album. Trilogy. Although Malm-
steen had three records of material
to choose from, he decided to only
play six songs and take a 30-

minute guitar solo. The only thing
,

annoying about Malmsteen is his
big ego, which he showed off

immensely. He is the world's best;

unfortunately, he knows it.

The other songs in his seat were
"Queen in Love," "Far Beyond

Spring Break^S7
BAHAMAS

FrL^ Meurek 6 to
FrL,Meu^kl3

«•

Iron Maiden retumed last Week, to a
giant mascot Eddie made^a guest appearance on stage.

Titme tour. Their

ntfii^ tHA
DATE:
Mon. Jan. 26
Tues. Jan. 27
Mon. Feb. 2
Tues. Feb. 3

PLACE:
Bryn Mawr Room C.C.
Bryn Mawr Room C.C.
Bi^nri Mawr Room C.C.
Haverford Room C.C.

TIME:
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:3Q p.m.

SfwbOpeicf

KiUtaigtoii Skiing

$98

Call 642-9275

or 642-4243

Msar Merary voices ory out in pain
ByJOEM<;GOWAN

Sheltered Lives is the latest

novel from Frank Milbom after

the critically successful The In-

terloper. This novel, his second, is

set among the Long Island well-

to^ in the late 19608. Young
David Winant dropped out of

Harvard to volunteer for Army
duty in Vietnam. He retumed
from that conflict with only a
weak grasp on his sanity to a
social stratum that is only super-

ficially calm.

The Winant family is composed
of an adulterous father, alcoholic

mother, self-destructive sister

and a son dazed by war. Sheltered

Lives would seem to have all the
vital ingredients for a soap opera
but thereJs more depth to this

novel.

Winant tries to piece together

a life shattered by war and domes-
tic strife. He struggles to cope
with the war death of a good
friend and, later, his sister's

suicide. The strong undercurrent
of Sheltered Lives is that, beneath
a placid and dignified facade, the
American "aristocracy" is a deep-

ly troubled lot.

And sheltered Lives is another
volume to be added to the growing
corpus of post-Vietnam writers, a
literary genre that struggles with
the damage incurred in war and
their trouble upon return.

Until his arrest in 1975, Breyten
Breytenbach was South Erica's
leading poet. Breytenbach was

. considered the finest contempor-
ary poet in the Afrikaans language
— his work was a celebrated part

ofAfrikaner culture.

Breytenbach was arrested at

Jan Smuts airport in August 1975

as he tried to leave for Paris. His

work as a founding member of

OKHELA, an anti-communist
wing of the African national

Congress whose core was com-

posed of artists and intellectuals,

was what prompted his arrest and
subsequent conviction on the
charge of "terrorism."

For writing against apartheid

Breytenbach would spend seven

years, two of them in solitary

confinement, in the world's worst
penal system.

Breytenbach 's detention me-
moirs. The True Confessions ofAn
Albino Terrorist, have already
earned for him the title of "South
Africa's Solzhenitsyn." The True
Confessions contain, besides the

prose accounts, 13 poems written

in and smuggled out of prison and
the full effect of this work is

stronger than anything similar

ever written, even by Solzlienit-

syn. Breytenbach probes, one by
one, the elementsand instruments
of repression: "I must tell you
what it is like to be an albino in

a white land. We are forever

united by an intimate knowledge
of the depravity man will stoop

to."

Breytenbach was a case South
Africa could not comprehend a
white in opposition to the notion

of white supremacy and racial

segr^[ation. South Africa found it

easier to put away its best poet

than to face the fact that its

temple of racism is corrupt to its

very foundations.^

Breytenbach's family found his

imprisonment difficult to bear his

own brother was a hero of the

Afrikaner armed forces, which are

proud of their "dirty tricks"

operations throughout theAfrican
continent. But whatever the tor-

ture, humiliation and degradation

the system put him through,
Breytenbach always retumed to

the fact that it is far worse for

the black prisoners.

Certain guards and prisoners

are recounted and examined by
Breytenbach. He probed the rea-

sons why members of both groups

are at the prison. And, more
disturbingly, he outlined the bond
between torturer and vurtim in a

way never so clearly done in "A
Note on the Relationship between
Detainee and Interrogator" in-

cluded at the end of the True
Confessions.

Two men inhabit the cell in the

maximum security prison from
which the True Confessions issue

Breytenbach the prisoner and
Breytent>ach the poet. Breytenb-

ach the prisoner carefully details

the tortures, the deprivations, the

psychological warfare exacted
upon the prisoners, particularly

the "politicals."

Described in chilling detail are

the beatings, the suicides and the

prisoners that will kill with a
blunt spoon for the few grams of

marijuana that will enable them
to escape from that South African
hell. One of the most memorable,
though horrid, scenes recounted
by Breytenbach the prisoner is

that of the singing sent up by the

black prisoners to accompany
victims awaiting the noose.

Breytenbach thf poet is respon-

sible for the fascinating prose of

the True Confessions. Laden with
allusions, both classical and con-

temporary, Breytenbach the poet's

style at times is markedly similar

to that of his influences, especially

the late Argentinian author Jorge
Luis Boiges. The complexities of

the apartheid system, from the
wire taps to the thought control,

are what overwhelm both the

prisoner and the reader. That
such beautiful prose can convey
such immoral horror is the irony

of the True Confessions.

The True Confessions shatter

any idyllic notions that apartheid

is the result of confusion. It is

impossible to read Alan Patton's

Cry, The Beloved Country with
anything but cynicism after a
reading of the Trtte Confessions.

Breytenbach chronicles, better
than anyone to date, the deliberate
and calculated nature of repres-
sion. Breytenbach, like Patton, is

known for conveyingand celebrat-
ing the beautiful scenes of South
Africa.

But as he shows in the True
Confessions, these scenes accrue to

form a foul drama that is a
deliberate mockery of everything
that is good. The True Confessions

of An Albino Terrorist is an
extremely disturbing work to
read, but one that must be read
if anyone at all values that ideal-

istic notion known as "human
rights."
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SPRING FRATEfllilTY
RUSH SCHEDULE .. .

Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Jan. 28
Feb. 2
Feb. 3

ALPHA PNI OMBOA
9:00 p.m. Haverford Room
9:00 p.m. Haverford Room
6:00 p.m. Bryn Mawr Room
9:00 p.m Haverford Room
7:30 pm. . Haverford Room

SIQMA PHI EPSILON
Jan. 27 7:30 pjn. Day Hop
Jan. 28 7:30 p.m. Day Hop
Jan. 29 7:30 p.m. Day Hop

TAU KAPPA OHIOA

DELTA TAU DELTA
Jan. 27 7:00 p.m.

Jan. 29 7:00 p.m.

Feb. 2 9:00 p.m.

Feb. 5 7:00 p.m.

Bryn Mawr Room
Bryn Mawr Room
Bryn Mawr Room
Bryn Mawr Room

LAMBDA TAU DELTA
Jan. 26 6:30 p.m. Haverford Room
Jan. 29 6:00 p.m. Haverfood Room
Feb. 3 6:00 p.m. Bryn Mawr Room

Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Feb. 2
Feb.^

ZETA PSI
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Feb. 2

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Bryn Mawr Room
Bryn Mawr Room
Bryn Mawr Room
Havdrfbrd Room

West Lounge
East Lounge
North Lounge

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Jan. 26 7:00 p.m.

Jan. 27 7:00 p.m.

Jan. 29 7:00 p.m.

PI KAPPA PHI
Jan. 26 6 p.m.

Jan. 28 8:30 p.m.

Feb. 5 7 p.m.

SIQMA HU
Jan. 26 7:00 p.m.

East Lounge
West Lounge
West Lounge

East Lounge
East Lounge
East Lounge

Bryn Mawr Room

Introducing

Travel
•I ^

Villanoiki *s On-Cdrnpus Ora^kl Tigency

at Connelly Center

Mmmia»,\mt»TmVkXJI»KM'M»Pati§^

0>J

m
GRAND OPENING DRA WING!

ONE WEEK TRIP TO:

FORT LAUDERDALE
(Air& Hotel for2 People)

V

•^'^^.••'^.•A'O rf^i,, A^v ^J^ife -'-r vnm.'- .. v~ 'f^•:-'^Xi^.^<,'m.'*^it&•t^SSStl

0>^
FORTLAUDERDALE VACATION

NAMEM ADDRESS

^ TELEPHONE

Join in the Fun

and Sisterhood!

^^
Sign up tablesr

Jan. 20-23

11:30-2:30
Connelly Center
Dou

9 is searching for tlie top college

ROCICn ROLL BAND in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic

states. Our campus Is participating by running our own
on-campus search.

— Prizes will be awarded to our on-campus
participants and winners

— Over $25,000 in cash, prizes, and scholarships

will be awarded to the national winners!

LOCATION: Jake Nevin Field House

DAJE: January 29

From the
campus to ttie

recording studio

.

The search Is on

!

TIME: 8:00 PM

naOET MFOBMMION: $3.00
A free trip for two to an exotic locotion will be raffled.

Complimentt of Time lb Trovel ogefKy.

«•
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Big East Statistics (1-4-87)

•#

IHDITIDOAI. STATISTICS

U fB-iai PCT MIB-ATT PCT
l.RttWia WilliMUi-aOlO
2.Curtia AUnn-UP 11
3.Bill7 DoDOvan-FC 11
4.JaMS MaJor-SBO 10
S.Dolrajr Brooks-FC 5
6. Willie Gla88-SJU 10
7. Charlas Saith-OP 11
Cliff Bobinson-OC 11

9. Dana Barroa-BC 10
lO.Shelton Jones-SJU 10
ILSheraan ]>ou||las'S012
12.I>eMetreu8 6ore~0P 11
13.Mark Jaokson-SJO 10
14.Mark Brjrant-SHO d
15. Harold Jensen-VU 12
le.Bouff West-VO 12
17. Kenny Wilson-VO 12
IS.Jerose Lane-OP 11
19. Jeff Kinff-DC 11

99-172
64-154
78-145
52- 73
74-133
67-105
78-176
68-^31
62-114
63-140
74-150
63-112
54-94
72-158
69-144
56-117
57-104
56-111

.515

.541

.416

.536

.436

.556

.636

.443

.519

.544

.593

.493

.563

.574

.456

.479

.479

.546

.505

19-46
-«9-59
38-90
21-50
14-35
1- 1
0-
4-10
20-42
0- 1
4-14
5-22
7-23
0-
16-47
9-20
7-19
0- 1
O-.O

.413

.491

.422

.420

.400

.000

.000

.400

.476

.000

.266

.227

.304

.000

.340

.450

.366

.000

.000

JEZdEXA,
89-47 ^

29-46
57-67
16-25
17-22
36-55
69-97
43-82
26-36
47-59
32-40
31-37
27-37
33-47
24-29
33-47
56-67
45-72
36-52

ror ns ATB hi
.680
,604
.651
.720
.773
.655
.711
.524
.722
.797
.800
.836
.730
.702
.826
.702
.836
.825
. 731

Ov^erall

234 23.4 39
246 22.4 37
223 20.3 26
195 19.5 32
95 19.0 26
185 16.5 33
203 16.5 27
203 16.5 27
182 18.0 29
171 17.1 25
202 18.6 22
184 16.7 30
180 16.0 25
141 15.7 25
184 15.3 24
180 15.0 24
175 14.6 21
159 14.5 22
150 13.6 24

4 ^'K^ ^;»<.^f1

l.JeroBe Lane-OP 11
2. Gerry Besselink-lIC 11
S.Reftffie WilliaM-GU 10
4. Charles Saith-OP 11
5. Cliff Bobinson-OC 11
6 . Mark Bryant-SHO 9
7.1)aryll Walker-SHD 10
d.Shelton Jones-SJO 10
9. Derrick Colenan-SO 12

10. Skip Barry-BC 10
11. Willie 61aas-SJU 10
12. Jeff Kinff-DC 11
13. Steve Wright-PC 11
14. Perry MoDonald-GU 10
15. Bony Seikaly-SU 12

fl WW AYfl JI
143 13.0 18
116 10.5 21
92 9.2 17
100 9.1 12
60 7.3 13
66 7.3 15
71 7.1 12
70 7.0 11
63 6.9 12
68 6.6 9
65 6.5 12
70 6.4 10
67 6.1 10
59 5.9 11
70 5.8 12

I.Charles Ssith-OP 11
2.SherBan Douglas-SO 11
4. Mark Bryant-SBO 9
3. Mark Jackson-SJO 10
S.Willie Glass-SJO 10
6.Shelton Jones-SJO 10
7. Curtis Aiken-OP 11
Jeroae Lane-OP 11

9. Jases MaJor-SHO 10
lO.Darryl Walker-SHO 10
ll.Beggie WilliaMS-GO 10
12. Jeff King-OC 11
13.DeBetreus 6ore-0P 11

q WH-AII PCT
67-105
73-125
54- 94
63-112
74-133
62-114
93-172
57-104
78-145
43- 81
86-171
56-111
74-150

.638

.564

.574

.563

.556

.544

.541

.541

.538

.531

.515

.505

.493

IF YOU HAVE A FLAIR
FOR LANQUAQES,

READ THIS:
(CraHb reiM, kom tm MONc^uib crsTb!)

(Bud viim, 6im muzet byt!)

If you recognize that as "be all you can be" in
Russian and Czech, and you pick up language use in a
huiry, a nearby Army Reserve unit has a great caieer-

beginning opportunity for you in Military Intelligence.

You'll need to get a high grade in a language
aptitude test and plan on a year at a special language
school plus learn to use high tech instnimems for
MiUtary Intelligence. You'll be on full Army pay all

through school--o>ver 1590 per month plus food,
lodging and medical. Then you'll ictum home to serve
locally (usually one weekend a month) in the
Army Reserve.

If you're good with tangiia§rs, find out aH siboul

this opportunity. It could open a great fyture to you.
For full information call:

Call: Captain GUI (21 5) St/^figtS

TELEMARKETING
Telephone Marketing Services, inc., a leader in the field,

has doubled the size of its eastern office. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently located on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and full-time positions — days, evenings, and

Saturdays.

Starting salary is $5-$6 an hour with a tnief (two-day) paid

training j>eriod. No experience necessary. Wann atmosphere,

professional staff, all consisting of individuals in various

stages of their collegiate careers. Paid medical, vacations,

and holidays.

Our policy is to promote from within!

Come grow with us and/or earn extra money to take care of

your semester's needs.

OkLL TODAY, START TOMORROW!

687-9827 687-9055

Persoials

Dumpy,
You'rm the bwtW should be together more.

You meke Ufe fuiu

Thenke for everythlrtg and so
muchmore.

Animels of Pesslon,

Ws'rs In for a big week! Let's

hope everything goes greet!

Go Big Redl

Hey Superfresh,

You hed bettsr ease up on
tha HflcBrawskles. According
to tha great whita applejuice

guzzler they maka you do
things you'd Ilka to forget —

go Baaellne.
— Parpendlcular

Dear Sir,

It'a great to be iMclr with you
again. Thanka for making my
21st wy memorable! You're

so much fun to drink with! I

leveyou!
ijO¥e,

UrI

WIfilcat Ladies qualify for

NCAA Championships

January 23, %ae7 9JHtynLXJM0^Me Pegs 29

By SUSAN GANEM race in third place with a time of

2:34.41, as well as setting a new
Five Villanova University ath- Vtllanova indoor record in the

fetes qualified for the National qualifying heat with 2:28.13,

Collegiate Athletic Association which also met the NCAA qual-

^CAA) Indoor Track and Field ifying standard.

Championships at this past wee- t • tr- i • u t^ ^u o
iron^'. PaotmC^ Tn^fati^ai \>M Juniof Vicki Huber won the 2

because they've worked so hard."

Also qualifying for the NCAA
and ECAC meets was the mile

relay team of Procaccio, Grat,
Michelle DiMuro and Halliday,

which finished third in the finals

with 3:42.19, but set a new Vil-

lanova record with an NCAA
qualifying time of 3:41.55. The 2-

mile relay team of Cassy Bradley,

andler

kend's Eastman Invitational, held ., .,.„

at East Tennessee State Univer- ™>^« J^^ JJ'Jq?*'^
Villanova

sity. In addition, the number of ^«<^?r.^ ^^ ^'^-^f.
which also

^^^_ _^ ^^ ^
East Coast Athletic Conference l^'^^fi^J'^''

?^'' !*?« ^^^ ^"^
DiMuro, Coleen Gallagh

(ECAC) Championship qualifiers ^^^^ Championships.
jj^j^^ ^^ ^^^ Villanova meet and

has risen to eight. Women's coach Marty Stern fieldhouse records en route to a

expressed his feelings about the 8:53.1 first-place finish, which
meet. 'The athletes had superb also qualified them for the ECAC
performances and Iam very happy Championship meet,

for them," boasted Stem. "This
was one of the meets that we had The Wilcats are looking to

hoped to excel in. It is a stepping further continue their winning
stone toward theNCAA meet. The ways at the Greater Boston Invi-

entire team deserved to do well tationalonjan. 25.

The Wildcats swept the top

three places in the 1,000-yard run.

Senior Debbie Grant won the race

in 2:32.44, just ahead of sopho-

more runner-up Celeste Halliday,

who finished in 2:32.69. Senior

Gina Procaccio finished the final

(File Photo) i^*^ P^^o^)

Senior Debbie Grant took first Sophomore Celeste Halliday also

place in the 1,000-yard run at the qualified for the NCAA Cham-

Eastman Invitational. This qual- pionships, finishing second in the

itied Grant for the NCAA 1,000- yard run in a time of

Championships.
2*32 69. ^

r*

High school star verbally

commits to Nova basketball

iiMiaiitiiiWHMaMMiiHMMMiiAMua

By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Bob Martin, a 6-foot-9-inch, 205-

pound senior power forward from
Atlantic City, has decided to play
basketball for Villanova next
season.

Martin attends Atlantic City

High School, the same school that

produced Willie Glass, the St.

John's superstar. In addition to

tremendous rebounding ability,

Martin possesses outstanding,
shooting skills from the 15-foot

mark. He averaged 11.4 points per

game and seems to be having an
even better season this year.

Martin will have a difficult time

breaking into the starting line-up

considering starting forwards,

Mark Plansky and Doug West,

will be returning to the squad next

season. Martin should help the

Cats, however. His strong re-

bounding ability is desperately

needed by the Wildcats who are

weak in that field this year.

Villanova is looking forward to

Martin's arrival withgood reason.

He is one of the country's elite,

who ranks on practically every top

20 publication and even a few top

tens. Martin also ranks as the No.

four power forward at the Nike/

ABCS camp by the Hoop Scoop
and is considered the premier

player in the Delaware Valley.

In early September, it appeared

Villanova would easily sign Mar-
tin, but the picture darkened
when Providence and St. John's

made strong movements to get

him. Fortunately for Villanova,

the efforts of Rick Pitino and Lou
Cameseca, the coaches of Provi-

dence and St. John's respectively,

did not influence the decision of

Martin to attend Villanova. NCAA
regulations prohibit Martin to

sign a letter of intent until March,

However, a verbal agreement was
made by Martin and Villanova in

which he promised to play for the

Cats.

The Wildcats appear headed to

great heights in the future even
though their team leader, Harold
Jensen, will be lost to graduation.

Martin will join Plansky and a

solid group of freshman and
sophomores, which will give the

Cats a promising future.

i:^ MORE c^

GROWING UP

GITHOLIC
.."••.. ,•••,

••••.-

RichARd &CoMpANy
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA

527-2080
OpenMon. Wed. and
thru Sat. Thurs. Evenings

The most
hilarious,

guilt-free

way to

repent

ever! •

•

'• •••

Yea, verilvi the
*-•"•

,..«•' v '••'
"v, r second coming is at ;|

hand, because here's MoreGrowing Up Catholic-another bl^ng -'J
of heavenly humor and inspired irreverence from the authors of the J
phenomenal bestseller that had priests chuckling in their pulpits and wM
a half-million of the faithful rolling in the aisles. If you thought religion

*

was no laughing matter, this bg^t-hearted lampooning will make
a convert out of you . . . and if you're already a believer in faith, hope,
: and hilarity^ your prayers have been answered.
•• ••'••

•'.....-. .\....D0UBLED/W/D0LPHIN|

IfYou've Never Heard Of It,

Ask Your Folks

• -f-y/^>^\

TANNING
SESSION!

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
limit On* Per Person

Exptret 3/31/87

Safe UVA Tanning

Open 7 Days
Complete Privacy

YEAR 'ROUND SUN
FEATURING

"THE WOLFF SYSTEM"

cp-"^^^
1ANNING
CENTERS

566 LANCASTER AVE
HAVERFORD, PA

LCX>TED NEXT TO AL E. GATORS

525-7125 m

SAVE

M4.00
7 VISITS

ONLY »35.00

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
Not Vdid With Any Other Offer

Limit One Per Perion

Expires 3/31/87

• Relaxing Atmosphere
• Troinea Technicians

• Wolff System

COUMI MSCOVNT - 10% OTPANY PACKA9I
Villanova Student I. D. Required
American Express Cards Accepted

#»
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VIHIdcats struggle througli hresk
By: KIMBERLY BROGUE

As small children were opening
their presents and adults all over

were soothing their New Year's

hangovers, the Villanova Wildcat

basketball team was playing, if

not winning, on basketball courts

over the^qi^tire East Coast. Villan-

ova's record over the vacation

period was a less*than-mediocre 5-

4. The Wildcats both started and
ended with losses and a poor

outlook for the future remains.

TEMPLE 67,
VILLANOVA 65

The Temple Owls came into the

duPont Pavilion for the second

time this season and with the

same result. Villanova stayed

close through halftime. The teams
came back on the court after

intermission tied at 30. Villanova

came out in the second half and
stayed within a hair of the

seventh-ranked Owls. Harold
Jensen took the high-scoring ho-

nors with 19 points, hitting 7-19

from the floor. Doug West followed

with 17 points and added 13

rebounds.

VILLANOVA 62,
DREXEL 50

The Drexel Dragons were the

next team to be invited into the

duPont Pavilion and better results

ensued. Villanova came out onto
the court and marginally con-

trolled the game, taking the six-

point lead into the locker room.
In the second half the Wiklcats

again outscored the Dragons by
six points. The game ended with
Villanova up by 12. For the second
straight game, Jensen canned 19

poiilts and West led the rebound-

ers pulling down seven from the

glass.

VILLANOVA 63,
HOUSTON 60

Villanova, after going 1-1 at the

Pavilion, took to the road and
travded to New Orleans and the

1986 Sugar Bowl Tournament.
The Wildcats took on the Cougars
of Houston in the first round. Led
by the scoring of West with 16 and
Jensen, Mark Plansky and Kenny
Wilson combining for 34, the
Wildcats beat the former national
Champions. For the first time,

Villanova lost the battle of the

boards, with the Cougars pulHng
down 32 rebounds to Villanova's

25.

VILLANOVA 69,
SOUTH CAROLINA 59

Villanova, after beating the

Cougars, moved on to the Cham-
pionship round to take on the
Gamecocks of South Carolina.

Jensen came out ripping the net

cords. He scored 24 points with
Wilson not too far behind scoring

19. The Wildcats were a little

shaky at the start, attaining only

a tie at halftime. The second half,

however, was a different story.

'Nova outscored the Gamecocks
by 19. Plansky, as always, was
steady putting seven through the

net and pulling eight off the glass.

Villanova was awarded the Cham-
pionship trophy before travelling

back to Big East country.

VILLANOVA 62,
St JOHN'S 54

Before a sold-out Villanova
crowd and a million television

viewers the Wildcats tookon their

Big East rival St. John's. 'Nova
came out in the first half and took

control. At intermissk)n the Wild-

cat lead was 15 points 34-19. St.

John's outscored Villanova in the

second half 35-28, but the 'Cats

managed to hang on to victory.

Jensen and West led the scorers

with 16 apiece.

VILLAN0VA66,
BOSTON COLLEGE 58

The Wiklcats took to the road

again and traveled to Boston to

take on the Boston College (BC)

Eagles. In the Wildcats' thinl Big

East Conference game they came
out, yet again, shaky at best. The
Eagles went in at halftime with

a commanding 12-point lead. The
Wildcats came out in the Second

half and settled the score, outscor-

ing BC, 42-22. Jensen totaled 17

points, while Wilson and West
chipped in 16 apiece. Rodney
Taylor solved the problems inside

for the Wildcats pulling down*"

eight rebounds.

PROVIDENCE 96,
VILLANOVA 78

Villanova continued their whirl-

wind tour of the Big East Confer-

ence by coming back home to take

on Providence. Villanova lost their

perfect Big East record and
dropped to 3-1. The Wildcats lost

the rebounding war and turned

the ball over 22 times to allow the

Friars to blow them out by 18

points. Providence also used the

3-point rule to a fault going 12-

17 and scoring 36 points. Villan-

ova, on the other hand, went 0-

6 from beyond the stripe. West
and Plansky led the Wildcats,

with a combined 39 points and 11

rebounds.

GEORGETOWN 80,
VILLANOVA 73

The Wildcats faced yet another

Big East rival, the Georgetown
Hoyas. Georgetown jumped out to

a big lead early in the game and
never looked back. Resie Willi-

ams had a great first half and

ended with !^ points and seven
rebounds. The Hoyas came out in

the second half with a nine-point

lead andlncreaaed it throu^iout
the second half. Late in the half,

the Wildcats made a run and
brought the score to within three

before Georgetown finally stopped
them and pulled out to a seven-

point lead to end the game.
Plansky led the Wildcats in all

areas with 22 points and six

rebounds.

vntGiNuaa,
VnXAMOVAW

Villanova took to dit road to
finish up their vacatiQii/Qiily to
Um their third stnigfat and drop
their record to 10^ ' ftaaky led

the Wildcats uiiileriw»lii the
boards with five reboonds.
The Wikfcats have towin 9 out

of their last 13 to have a shot at

the NCAA tournament, and a
tmigh schedule awaits them.

Doug West (shown here atteoiptiiig MMie pobktB frail ^OM^e^jurity

•tripe) has been loaoasislestlhis year. ViBaaova needs Wcat**^'
'"

fratn outside if tliey plan to HMkc the NCAA tourney. ^.

Cats surge to top Big East
By JOHN RICCO

The Villanova Women's basket-

ball team enjoyed great success

over the semester break winning

nine of their 1 1 games and increas-

ing their overall record to 13-2 (7-

in the Big East). Led by Ail-

American candidate Shelly Penne*

father, the Lady Wildcats won all

six of their conference games and

took over sole possession of first

place in the Big East. In addition,

Villanova took second place in the

Texaco-Havoline Christmas Clas-

sic behind a tough Georgia squad.

Pennefather, a senior forward,

averaged 19.6 points and 10.4

rebounds pergame over the break,
and was named Big East Mikasa
Player of the Week twice. Senior

Lisa Angelotti also had a fine

recess, averaging just under 14

points per game.

ST. JOSEPH'S 57, VILLANO-
VA 54

The Hawks overcame a 13-point

deficit at the half to give the
Wildcats their first loss of the
season. Teresa Carmichael led the
way for St. Joe's scoring 16 points

and pulling down 12 rebounds.
Pennefather scored 20 points in a
losing cause.

.

VILLANOVA 76,TEMPLE 55
Angebtti scored 19 points as

Villanova beat the Owls in
McGonigie Hall. The win in-

creased the Lady Wikksits' record
to 5-1.

yiLLAWOVA 77, >UaSACHU.
SBTTSoa

The Wttteta trouBoed Miita-
chuMCts i» tlw Artt roMid d tke

sic and advanced to the finals to

face Georgia. Angelotti scored 20
points while Pennefather added
12 points and nine rebounds.

GEORGIA 71, VILLANOVA
60

The nationally ranked Bulldogs
proved to be too strong on the

boards for Villanova, outrebound-

ing the Wildcats 43 to 29. Sherelle

Warren led the way with 24 points

as Georgia captured the Texaco-
Havoline Christmas Classic title.

Pennefather had 20 points and
guard Lynn Tighe scored 14 for

the losing Wildcats.

VILLANOVA 77, GEORGE-
TOWN 52

Villanova opened up the new
year with a convincing win over
their Big East rival. Pennefather
scored 25 points and Angelotti

chipped in 10.

VILLANOVA 92, PITTS-
BURGH 73

Villanova shot 62 percent from
the floor in their 19-point win.

Pennefather pumped in a season-

high 29 points while Karen Har-

gadon, Tighe and Angelotti all

scored in double figures.

VILLANOVA 78, ST. JOHN'S
47

The Wildcats held the Redmen
to a mere 16 points in the first

half on St. J(4in's hone court.

Pennefather had 17 points, nine

rebounds and four steals and
Angelotti and Tighe scored 16and

• 12 points respectively.

VILLANOVA 90, PROVI-
DBNCBM

PwrfUhiii soowdaSpeintiae
VillagaMs won iu fourth straight

gMM.Tho win alio igOMNti tlM

Wtel'a mg IgM MMllg M.

Senior Guard Doris Sable had 25
points in a losing cause for the
Friars.

VILLANOVA 69, CONNEC-
TICUT 63

Angelotti and Sophomore Cen-
ter Carole Oaten scored 17 points

apiece as all five starters scored
in double figures. Angelotti also

pulled down 12 rebounds and had
three steals in the Wildcat victory.

VILLANOVA 77, SETON
HALL 59

The Wildcats upped their road
record to a perfect 6-0 by beating

the Pirates in Walsh Gymnasium.
Pennefather equalled her season-

high with 29 points.

VILLANOVA 65, RIDER 29
Junior forward Teresa Pasik

came off the bench to score 12

points in the Wildcat's win last

Monday. Joining Pasik in double
figures were Pennefather, Har-
gadon, Angelotti aitl Tighe. The
blowout was a complete one and
put the finishing touches on the
women's basketball team's out-

standing semester break.

Athlete of

Week
V

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is 6>

foot, 5-inch junior, Mark Plansky. Plansky hails from
Wakefield, Mass., and is an Academic All-American
majoring in electrical engineering. He ha suiiged to

the forefront of the Wildcat basketball squad this

year because ^ l^is scrappy play in the paint and
his ability to shoot the jumper when needed. Plansky
highlighted the vacation period with a 22-point effort

versus perennial rival Georgetown.

<^i ts
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Future nurses to be
guaranteed housing

By DANTE J. SCALA Admissions. Last year, 1% appli- number of nursing applications

cations had been received by Jan. has decreased over 46 percent

Next year's incoming freshman 25, according to Erdlen. from 1980 to 1986, according to

nursing students will be guaran

teed housing for the four years

they are studying at the Univer-

sity, Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice-

president for Student Life, said

this week.
The new housing policy is

designed to keep the College of

Nursing competitive with other

nursing colleges, said Dr. M..

Louise Fitzpatrick, dean of Nurs-

ing. "We have to do that [guaran-

tee housing]" to help to attract

quality students, she said. Fitz-

patnck stated that two of the

College of Nursing's main compet-

itors, Boston College and George-

town University, both guarantee

housing to applicants.

Potential nursing applicants

were informed of the new policy

around Christmas, said Fitzpa-

trick. She felt the new policy "has

made a difference," since the total

number of applications has tripled

since Christmas.

As of Jan. 23, 161 applkrations

had been received, said the Rev.

Harry J. ^rdlen, 0;SA., dean of

Status of

questron
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

The fate of the 53-year-old

Pennsylvania Liquor Control
Board (LCB) and the future of the

alcoholic-beverage industry in the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

are currently in the hands of both

Gov. Robert P. Casey and the state

legislature and of the state Su-

preme Court. The LCB will ter-

minai^ and Pennsylvania will

become, in efiect, a dry state if

action is not taken by June 30,

1987.

On Dec. 1, 1986, then-Gov. Dick
Thombuiigh signed an executive

order pfX)viding for the termina-

tion of the LCB. Thornburgh's
order stipulated that Pennsylva-

nia's 705 liquor stores should be

sold to private businesspersons

with the transfer of regulatory

and licensing functions presently

performed by the LCB to other

government agencies.

'The Conmionwealth of Penn-
sylvania has no business oper-

atinga$750 million-a-year monop-
oly, Thomburgh said at a news
conference in Philadelphia. "The
history of the LCB has been
marked by corruption, misman-
agement, a recent pattern of

declining profits and decades of

legitimate customer complaints

about service, selection and
oonvenience."

Acoordi^ to the Philadelphia

Inoiiirer, Tiiomhuivh bepui his

piiblk campaipi to aboliah the

LCB and create a private-

entarpriae syHam for the sale of

wine and U^tior in 19§1.

Thornhmih had hit most re-

S)

Competition among nursing Erdlen.

colleges has increased because the Fitzpatrick stressed that the

national pool of applicants has reduction in applications was not
' gotten smaller in the last decade, because of academic reasons, but

said Fitzpatrick. Indeed, the Na- was strictly because of the na-

tional Bureau of Labor has pre- tional decrease of nursing stu-

dicted that 649,000 additional dents. "Our reputation serves us

nurses will be needed in the well," she said.

United States by 1992. Fitzpatrick stated that housing ident for Student Life, said' this

The national decline in applica- and financial aid were the two week that future nursing students

tions has been reflected at the main reasons why accepted appli- would be guaranteed four-year

College of Nursing, where the (Continued on page 4)
housing accommodations.

(Photo by Schmid)

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-

(Pholo by Nunes)

Villanova's pep band, a frequent sight at men's basketball games, performed last Saturday during
the win over Seton Hall.

Investigative report

Snowfall

cancels

classes
By LYNN PERDEK

Classes were cancelled after

2:30 p.m. on Jan. 22 and all day
Jan. 26, because of heavy snowfall

in the area. There are conflicting

administrative reports as to wheth-
er classes were officially cancelled

on Friday, Jan. 23.

University President, the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., claimed

that he called the radio station at

5 a.m. on Friday to announce that

classes would be cancelled for that

day. According to Driscoll, to his

knowledge all classes were indeed

cancelled on Friday. However,
according to students, the major-

ity of their classes were held.

Driscoll stated, "The key factor

in making the decision to cancel

classes is the ability for Mainte-

nance to clear out the main park-

ing lot. They [Maintenance]
worked all night, but the snow
was so heavy, it was not manage-
able. Students and faculty are not

expected to come in at all if it is

dangerous."
The Rev. Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A.,

vice president for Administration,

claimed that Driscoll had never
informed him that he had called

to cancel classes. According to

Rice, the standard procedure is for

him and the Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice president for

Academic Affairs, to make the

decision based upon reports from
the maintenance staff as well, as
the weather forecasts.

If Rice and Gallen decide that

the conditions warrant the cancel-

lation of classes, they then call

Driscoll, who either approves or

disapproves of the decision. If

Driscoll approves. Rice then calls

a confidential phone number in

order to reach the Emergency
Communication Center in Phila-

delphia's City Hall to officially

(Continued on page 6)

Gambling in dormitories examined
By JOHANNE C. SHARP

A Villanovan investigation
revealed that illegal gambling
among students in dormitory
housing has recently increased,

according to a number of sources.

Gambling in the forms of "air-

plane rides," games of blackjack

and poker, and sporting-event
pools reportedly occurred at Vil-

lanova last week.
"Over the years we have had

some diffkulty from time to time
when someone has gotten himself
into serious debt or into a fight

because of gambling," the Rev.

John P. Stack, O.SA, dean of

students, said Tuesday.
Chief Rowan Kelly, director of

Security, said he has not heard of

any gambling and the Security

department "has had no com-
platnts or reports on anythsng
imcular."
Batinates on total resident

studMt partkipatkm in the "air-

plane rkk." a aonay pyramid,
raap from 30 peraent up to 70
PMiiiit. AooonUag to mMy aour-

ces, the airplane ride was the first

type of gambling in which a large

number of females participated.

Kelly said he was not aware of

the airplane operation that took

place last week in many dormitory
facilities.

The airplalie ^ how it works

The airplane is a form of gam-
bling similar to a chain letter.

Each plane consists of one pilot,

two co-pilots, four flight atten-

dants and eight passengers. Each
passenger pays the pik>t for his

tk±et. Fares of $5, $25 and $100
have been reported.

The pilot receives the fare for

his eight passengers and in theory

makes eight times his original

wager. The pilot is then deleted

from the plane and the oo-pilots

become pilots aa the plane splits

into two.

In order for the plane to con-

tinue, each paiienger joining the

plane mutt solicit two more pat-

senprs. The plane crashes when
piipla cannot be found to fill the

empty seats.

According to sources, this type
ofgambling is not new and similar

operations have reportedly oc-

curred at Syracuse University,.
Rutgers University and Boston
College. One source indicated
Villanova's airplane system start-

ed in St. Mary's Hall and quickly
spread throughout the rest of the
campus. Reportedly, the operation
ended in Sheehan Hall, which has
been referred to as "the sucker
dorm" because many residents

(Continued on page 4)
The Rev. John P.
dean of Students.

(Pholo by Schmid)

Stack, O.S.A..
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OriMitotioa 1987
The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the members of the
1987 Steering Committee: Tim Capone,
Marie CoUevecchio, Sheila Kropp, Paul
Laurenzi, Lee Losciale, Barb Monahan,
Beth Osuchowski, Jeff Rhodes, Kevin
Rose, Steph Schlager.Joan Weber, Chris
Wysincavage and Joe Zaller.

Congratulations and Good Luck!
Information re^^rding Orientation

Counselor and Administrative Assistant
selection will be available beginning
Feb. 9.

Oerman CIvb

The German Club will hold its first

meeting of the semester on Feb. 4 at
12:30 p.m. in the St. Thomas foreign
languages department.

WKVU
Old DJs, New DJs, and Interested DJs:

'

There will be a mandatory meeting on
Feb. 4 at 3 p.m. in 210 Dougherty. See
you there!

Offff-Campus

Housing
Assistance available for off-campus

housing spring and fall semester-1987
Father Farsaci-207 Dougherty. Advisor
-- off-campus residents. Phone 645-
7209.

aad Pall

Intormiiipt

Second-semesterjuniors of the College
of Arts and Sciences with a 3.0 should
now apply for internships with Dr.
Dorley, 101 Corr, in th<; Delaware
Valley, New York and D.C. areas.

Bvsiness/
Connunicatieiis

Career Day
The Career Development Center in

conjunction with the Business/Trofes-
sional Advertising Association is spon-
soring a Business/Communications
Career Day on Feb. 11 from 1 to 5 p.m.
in the Villanova Room. All students
interested in a wide range of careers in
the advertising and public relations
fields should plan to attend. Further
information is available at the Career
Development Center.

Senior Citizen
Organisatien

The Villanova Senior Citizens Organ-
ization will hold its first meeting of the
spring semester on Feb. 3 from 3-5 p.m.
in the Connelly Center Radnor Room.
Henry B. Syvinski, O.S.A., art historian
and retired Villanovan professor will
give a talk with a slide presentation on
*'Cave Drawings and What They
Mean." Wine and cheese will follow. All
Villanova Senior Citizen students are
invited.

SuMMM* PrograM
* - •

Eastern College, in collaboration vnth
East China Normal University, Shangh-
ai, and with Northwestern University,
Xian, offers a summer program. For
application and information, write to
Dr. Alfonz Lengyel. Dept. of Fine Arts.
Eastern College, St. Davids, Pa. 19087.
Or call: 341-5893 or 525-7680 (evenings).

Bleed Drive
VFL, in association with the Red

Cross, is sponsoring the Blood Drive
Feb. 3, 4 & 5 from 10-5 p.m. in the
Villanova Room of the Connelly Center.
We are in great need because of the
recent Baltimore accident, and will
benefit greatly from your donation in
these winter months. Please Donate!

Christian Renewal

A week of Christian Renewal: Four
enthusiastic, humerous, and challeng-
ing presentations on Christianity will
be given by Michael Sullivan, O.S.A.,
in the Main Chapel, from Feb. 2 to Feb.
5 at 8:30 p.m.

AwaritWinnlng
Playwright

Bryn Mawr College is happy to
announce a residency by award-winning
playwright, Wendy Kesselman, the
1987-87 Lucy Martin Donnelly fellow.
She will be the featured panelist in a
colkxiuium entitled Women and the
New American Theater on Feb. 4 at
8 p.m. in the Ely Room of Wydham
House (off Morris Avenue). Ms. Kiessel-
man will be at the college the first week
of February and April. During her
residency she will attend auditions and
readings of her works and meet the
playwriting students. The colloquium
is free and open to the public.

Amnesty
Internatii il

Wemen In
Cemmunicatiens
The Shadow Traffic tour will be Feb.

OA ^'' ™^^ *" ^">"t of Hartley at
8:30 a.m. and be back at Villanova by
1 p.m. There are still a few openings
for any non-members who would like
to attend. Call Diane (352-2848) to
reserve a seat.

Because of the recent weather, Am-
nesty International now plans to hold
its first meeting of the spring semester
on Feb. 2 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center for
Peace and Justice Education in the
basement of Sullivan Hall. Everyone is

welcome!

Cellege
Repwbilcans

The Villanova College Republicans
will hold their first meeting of the
semester on Feb. 5 at 12:45 p.m. in the
Bryn Mawr Room. Speakers, reorgan-
isation and plans for a dinner will be
discussed.

SANDIVICNES:
TuM 3,

GtMCkmm .... X

PIZZA lO:

Cheese & Sauce... 3.60
Omon 4.40
Green Pepper 4.40
Mushroom 4.40
Pepperoni 4.40
Hamburger 4.40
Sausage 4.40
Extra Cheese^ 4.45
Extra Items JgQ

Coupons Carmot Be Combined With
h Other Or Any Other Promotion

OeUVBIIY
UiMieiAfMdIMM Taa) WAYNE PIZZA

MOV NMMil*fM.,lM.,aiflt

I)

IMMm*«ATHAM lAMJ

Bookstore problems escatote
JlMtfy 30, 19t7 •TMg VKXMiOVAN
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By NOEL E. FALCO

On Jan. 27, one of two major
supplies of books missingfrom the

University bookstore arrived and
was processed. The books, from
Viking Press, were delivered one
week into the spring semester.

However, a shipnient from Ox-
ford Press had still not arrive^.

Professors and students have
reportedly encountered problems

getting books and have received

different explanations.

Some students have been told

that books att in the basement or

are arriving late from the
publishers.

Thomas McFadden, a manager
of the Kennedy Hall bookstore,

said that books stored in the

basement are brought ri|^t up,

"with a delay of 10-15 minhtes/^
He said that the office keeps a

stock of what is in the basement
and will bring the books up when
asked, but that all the books
"cannot be put out because there

are too many . . . there are space

limitations ..." and that books

such as Wtiting With a Purpose

or other widely used books "will

runout."
NkFadden also said that the

bookstore's biggest problem is

that, "if people see that the book
is out, [not on the shelves] they

leave and do not ask [for it] at the

window."
As to books that are arriving

late froiA the publishers, McFad-
den said that the bookstore en-

countered a billing problem with

Oxford Press in which "the billing

wasn't processed properly on
theirend."

He said that Oxford provides

Villanova with a large percentage

of its books, but there was also

a problem with Viking Press that

was "strictly a shipping problem
on their part."

McFadden statsd that both
orders had been shipped last week
but that, "the weather isn't

helping/*

Nevertheless, problems with
the bookstore have caused incon-

veniences for faculty and
students.

One faculty member said that

the consensus of the faculty was
that they could understand occa-

8k>nal problems that were beyond

the booikstore's control, but that

"the bodcstore has not been very

good about letting faculty know
in advance when books have not

arrived or when books are not in

print."

He added, "We have had no
previous warning, yet it's perfect-

ly dear that the bookstore has
known."
Faculty members complain that

they find out about book problems
"only when the students let us

know." One said, "If we were to

know in advance we could make
other arrangements. That is a

very, very big problem."

The faculty also feels, according

to this member, that, "This is a

problem the bookstore could do
something about. Devise a system
... send a simple postcard [ex-

plaining any problems) ... It s a

matter of organizatkm.

'

Students alsocomplained about
the problems. One sophomore
EngUsh makv ^M, "Books for

two ofmy classes have not arrived

and my teachers claim that they

ordered the books on time. The
first couple of weeks of school are

lost and nobody cares. But when
classes are cancelled because of

snow, it's a major problem."

Another student said, "When I

went to my class, my professor

said that he'd seen the books, but
when I went to the bookstore they

said the books were not in — not

on the shelves or in the
basement."
A third student said, "My

teacher called the bookstore to see

if the books were in and they said

they'd call him back if they
weren't in. They didn't call bade, >

so he assumed they were in, but
they're not."

In the News
V

Mother Katharine may be venerated

Mother Katharine Drexel
was recently recommended by
a panel of cardinals at the
Vatican to PopeJohn Paul II to

be declared venerable. Villa-

nova University's dormitory
Katharine Hall> which houses
160 women and is located on
the south tract of campus, was
named after Drexel.

Bopn intoa wealthy Philadel-

phia family, Mother Katharine
gave up her wealth at age 31
when she entered the Sisters

of Mercy convent. Drexel
founded the Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament, which at

the time of her death, in 1955,
operated 49 elementary and 14
high schools.

Mother Katharine also do-

nated an estimated $20 million

to aid minority causes.

The cardinals' recommenda-
tion is only the first major step
in the lengthy process ofcanon-
ization. An individual declared
venerable is considered some-
one of heroic holiness. If the
church can now declare one or
two miracles to her interces-

sion, she may be beatified or

declared a saint. S.A.W.

Student works in mission program
Andrew Druffner, a student

at Villanova, was among the
more than 60 men who recently

participated in the annual
Glenmary Home Missioners
Winter Volunteer Program.

Based at the Glenmary Farm
in Vanceburg, Ky., the winter
program is an opportunity for

them to serve the under-
privileged and experience first-

hand in active mission life of

working with the poor of Lewis
County.

Glenmary will be sponsoring
numerous volunteer experien-
ces this summer for both men
and women. If you are single.

Catholic, over 18 years of age
and would like further infor-

mation on these special pro-

grams, contact Debbie Morri-
son at (513) §74-8900. S.A.W.

Student budget committee created

(rSoto by Nunes)

The Villanova bookstore has been the subject of several complaints
by faculty and students.

The department of budget-

ary affairs of Student Govern-
ment was recently approved by

Joseph Allman, Student Govern-
ment president.

The new department's pur-

pose will be to make a detailed

analysis of the proposed yearly

budget and explain its findings

to the student president and
senators in order to ensure an
informed vote on the annual
budget in the University

Senate.

The department of budget-

ary affairs will analyze and
report on the disbursement of

monies to the various student
organizations from the Student
Activities budget.

Any student interested in

working with this department
can apply at the Student Go-
vernment office in 204 Dough-
erty Hall. S.A.Vf.

policy revisions explored
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The Social Activities on Cam-
pus Committee (SACC) reported

in a recent letter to Student
Government that at this time it

is "unrealistic toexpect ordemand
a change in Villanova University's

alcohol policy."

The 80-member group, formed

last spring, conducted an exten-

sive investigation of the possibil-

ities of altering the policy in an
effort to enhance social life on
campus, according to C. Sean
Closkey, president of SACC.
For Villanova to change its

alcohol policy to include alcohol-

related events, it is necessary

that "the benefit of such an event

Will greatly outweigh the
ensuing liability, specifically per-

taining to Pennsylvania state

host-guest liability laws," Closkey

stated in the letter.

SACC realized that such over-

riding benefits would be doubtful

and thus sought a means of

alleviating the possible liability of

the University.

The first tactic in SACC's
research involved examining the

possibility for change in the

state's drinking age of 21,

They found this approach dif-

fkult, however, becauae "a newly
activated federallaw will penalize

any state which fails to impose a

gl-year-okl drinkiaf afc" by den-

ying the state Cederal hii^way
fundtng, Ckwkey's ktter ataftad.

Secondly, the group probed the

poaaibility of exempting coUage

eamputaaiiMD the atatedrinking-

ageiaw.
TIm atudenti consulted the

Sa¥. Rotert J. Martin, O.SA,
Tiir*»^«*» to Ika vice peseident far

Simimi life awl aiaoan atterney

.

wIm iiporlaily kiMtvid that tie

tion as well.

As a third approach, SACC
investigated the possibility for

"declaring college campuses with-

in Pennsylvania separate and
distinct economic and social socie-

ties" over which the common-
wealth has no authority or juris-

diction, the letter stated.

This approach was ruled un-

feasible because, Closkey stated in

the letter, it "infringes on the

Pennsylvania Liquor Conti^l
Board's (LCB) power; the LCB is

notorious for protecting their

power and has extreme influence

in the Pennsylvania Legislature.

"In short, the LCB would be a

herculean opponent in a legislative

battle, a battle SACC has neither

the organization nor the funds to

partake in," he wrote.

Closkey, however, emphasized
this week that these findings are

only tentative because the group
is currently awaiting two impend-
ing results that could help their

cause.

There is a case now being
brought to the Supreme Court,

South Dakota vs. U.S., which is

challenging the federal govern-

ment's right to force the imposi-

tion of state drinking ages of 21

by withholding highway funds,

according to Closkey.

Closkey also cited the recent

controversy regarding the status

of the LCB, which could conceiv-

ably be terminated in June 1987.

Student Government president

Joe Allman stated, "Their
emphasis was on changing the

state's drinking age, and now
they're putting emphasis on bet-

tering the social life on our cam-
pus, and if they put as much
energy into this new goal as they

did with their former goals then

I think we're certain to see some
improvements."

(File photo)

Joe Allman, Student Government
president, said that if SACC puts
"as much energy into this new
goal (of bettering the social life on
campus] as they did with their

former goals then I think we're
certain to see some
improvements."

Blood drive to be held in Connelly Center
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Villanovans for Life, in cooper-

ation with the Greater Main Line
Federal Branch of the Red Cross,

is sponsoring an undergraduate
blood drive on Feb. 3, 4 and 5.

The goal for this year's drive

is 750 pints, down 25 pints from
last year's goal. The Fed Cross
received 520 pints from Villano-

va's undergraduate bkxxi drive

last year.

Marty Howe, recruitment re-

presentative of the Main Line Red
Cross, said that the branch is

relying heavily on this bkxid drive

to fcpienish the blood supply at

the bank.

The Main Line Branch supplies

ahuisaraa surroundingViUanova
and is one of the larpet bleod

supaUars in the afM».aifioadiMily

tothebranch in PhilaMphia. It

is reaponeible for dOjM mm of

blaodayear.

TImMain LineBianah eiiapUes

blaad to 97 baipiiale iaaliiiiiv

Bryn Mawr and Paoli hospitals.

The branch tries to collect 1,600

pints a day, allowing approxi-

mately 16 pints per hospital. "It's

still not enough," said Howe.

Because of the recent snow
storm and the Amtrak crash on

Jan. 5 in Baltimore, Md., the Main
Line Branch experienced a shor-

tage of blood. The branch sent 20O
pints to Baltimore to help with the

accident.

"Things are in good shape now
because we went to the media on

Jan. 6, right after the accident. But
things were very bad then. Blood

supply has always been bad dur-

ing the holidays and the accklent

just decreased the already low
supply," said Howe.

"The increase in accidents

during the holidays and the lack

of bkMidnMbiles on Christmas and
New Year*s is always a problem

for us here at the Red Cross."

He oUd. "People responded wdl
during tiie aooidant. but they
Buiet oeaiiaue to deaatOt KataiM

up a sufficient bloodsupply is a

tedious job to accomplish. Blood

only remains usable for 40 days.

We constantly have to keep up the

supply.'

The big snow storm experienced
by the Villanova area on Jan. 22

caused the cancellation of one of

the branch's bloodmobiles. "We
Idst 50 pints of blood by that

cancellation and that is considered

a lot," commented Howe.

According to Paul Clementi,

blood drive chairperson, the tur-

nouts for the February blood

drives have always been very good

but a still larger response is

needed.

^'People don't donate because

they are scared. There is no
reaaon to be frightened. There is

only a slight discomfort when the

nurae inserts the needle, but
that's it, " laid Clementi.

**Ptopie are also afraki because
there ie s rumor thet you can get

AIDS from donatii^. Thie ia not

true. Someone cannot get the
AIDS virus by donating blood and
there is only a slight concern of

patients gettingAIDS from receiv-

ing blood from a dirty needle.

Students shouldn't worry," he
said.

Donors should submit their

names at the sign-up table in the

Connelly Center from Feb. 2-5. All

prospective donors should be at

least 17 years old, weigh at least

110 pounds and be in good health.

"A proper meal and a good night's

sleep biiefore donating is an excel-

lent idea," said Clementi.

The donating process lasts

about one hour, with only seven
to 10 minutes spent actually
giving blood. The process consists

of registration, a mini check-up
actual donation and rest and
relaxation in the "canteen."

Said Howe. "The Villanova

bkxxl drive is the biggest branch
effort. Villanova is beingdepended
on to reach many fosls with this

blood drive."
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cants chose nilrsing colleges other

than VtUanova, according to a poll

taken last summer.
There will be only 75 students

in the incoming nursing class,

said Fitzpatrick. Also, the new
housing expected to be built in the

next few years should alleviate

any problem which the new policy

might create, she stated.

Neville said that it is hoped that
' 1,000 beds will be added in the

.
next three or four years after

construction of new housing is

completed.

The new housing policy was
first proposed to the Rev. John M.
Drisooll, O.SA, University pres-

ident, and the Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice presklent for

Academic Affairs. The plan was
approved l>y Driscoll, aitd GaUen
explained the proposal to the

deans of the collegesand toNeville

in December. The deans and
Neville also agreed with the plan.

Fitzpatrick praised the admin-

istrators for their support of the

housing plan. She spoke of the

cooperation which exists between
the various deans and said that

the deans are willing to help one

another's respective schoob. "The
University made a commitment
... to educate nurses to take care

ofj)eopfe . . . they recognize that

this is part of their Christian

mission, ' she said.

By approving the housing pol-

icy, the administratkm has shown
that "they're trying to keep that

commitment," sakl Fitzpatnck.

When the memo describing the

new housing plan was sent to the

office of Residence Life, there was
an initial misinterpretation as to

whom housing would be
guaranteed.

In an interview on Monday,
Christopher M. Janosik. director

of Residence Life, said that the

new policy would also guarantee
housing to nurses currently on
campus. He later stated that the

memo had been open to interpre-

tation. After being informed on
Tuesday of Neville^B initial state

ment oonoemlng the plan,Janosik

later correctad his^statement.

Neville said on Tuesday that

the misinterphbtatim had not

been potentially serious, because

Janosik was to be clarifMd as to

the exact meaning of the memo.
John Fkyydt secretary of internal

affairs for Student Government,
commented on the new housing

plan. **In the short-term, this may
solve problems in the nursing

school, but other means which
will increase enrollment in the

long term should be sought."

Fitzpatrick said that the plan

has only baen approved for one

year.

Fi^patrick expects nursing
school enrollments to eventually

increase because of the shortaf^e

of nurses and the increase m
nurses' salaries. She said that

nurses that earn a bachelor's

degree, as at the College of Nurs-

ing, "can write their own ticket."

She cited lack of federaLsupport

for nursing and health care pro-

grams as one reason for the

decrease in nurses. During the

Reagan administration ^ federal

aid to nursing has been cut, she

stated.

Also, Fitzpatrick said that there

are "ebbs and flows" in the

enrollment of all the colleges. *

(Pholo by Schmid)

Future students attending the College of Nursing, located in St. Mary's
Hall will be guaranteed housing.

The Xadoiial Order of" Onieiza

OF ri!i:\Vi:i:{\

This week's Order of Omega Greek of the Week
is junior Stephen Schlager of Alpha Phi Delta
fraternity. Staph has been a very active member of

the Villanova community and is well-respected by
faculty and peers.

Steph (not Steve!) is a member of the 1987
Villanova Orientation Steering Committee. Last year
Steph served on the Steering Committee as well. In

1985, Steph was active in Orientation as an
orientation counselor.

Also, in the past year Steph has made a major
contribution to Villanova as a member of the Tailgate
Management Team.

As co-chairman of the V.A.L.U.E. (Villanova
Alumni Lending Undergraduate Experience) pro-

gram, Steph has tried to help many Villanova
students through the alumni assistance that the
V.A.L.U.E. program gives.

Within Alpha Phi Delta, Steph has been active

as pledge master, rush chairman and social chairman.
Steph has also been active in the Inter-Fraternity

Council as a representative for two years and as the

co<diairman for the LF.C.-PanheUemc HaUoween
Party for 1986.

Steph is an accomi^shed poet, having had poetry
published in the American Poetry Anthokigy.

He has written for the Vlllaaavan since his

freshman year and is now Sports Editor. When not

found wofking behind his dak in the VtHMMvaa
office,, one can find Sleph playing in intramurals,
etMckitty baakctball.

In the words of the aaaiatant director of Student
Activities, Gary Bonaa, '*Sleph is ose of the moat
qutataading and active maihars of the VillaMva

oavMDtmity. Mia invdvanant in such a baotd
in of activitiaa iMkaa him truly 'iMid aid

Dormitory gambling
(Continuedfrom page 1)

who participated lost their

airiare.

Greed has been named as the

reason many students participat-

ed in the airplane system. "It was
$200 easy money. It was exciting.

Everyone was doing it. It was
planned well. At the beginning of

the semester, everyone has no-

thing to do and has money to

spend."

When asked, most students did
not realize that their participation
in the airplane system was illegal.

One source said. "I didn't realize
it was illegal and. when I found
out, I didn't care. Who could arrest
me?"

Sources estimated that approx-
imately 10 original planes, were
formed early last week. At the
conclusion of the system about
two days later, a total of 25 planes
had reportedly formed and ulti-

mately crashed.

.**%
'Everybody was wilUng to get

into this. Tiky wanted to make
money. A tot Of people tost a tot

of money. The majority of girls

lost because theygot in later. Most
of theguys won,' one source said.

"Everyone was so enthusiastic

about it. One girl thought there

was no way she was going to lose

her money, until she figured it~

out, [after she had lost]."

Another source described the
airplane operation as a sickness.
"Are you in it? If you weren't, you
thought you were missing out on
something good."

In addition, one source said, "It

was intriguing. It sounds so
logical, but there's got to be a
catch.

"It was tempting. How can you
pass up a chance to make ^00
with only $25? Too many people
did not stoi^ to think."

Another source said the airplane
system would "never again be
successful at Villanova. No, not
after this."

Cards and Pools

One source indicated almost all

games of blackjack and p^r are
friendly and not a problem. In
addition, the number of football
and basketball pools has greatly
decreased from last year,

Stack said, 'There is a lot of
gambling that goes on in the halls,

and it is based on sports.

(FH« Pholo)

Chief Rowan Kelly, director of
Security, said he was unaware of
any campus gamblingcomplaints*

"It is nourished here. There are
people who (ind a need to bet and
it becomes something that they
have to do. It's a small percentage
of the people here, but the seeds
are planted and grown early."

3tack also said that what starts

out as a friendly wager sometimes
ends in other problems sudi as
theft or a. fight. He said the
adminiatration gets involved
when gambling causes other
ihddenta.

'^Most people can control it, but
for relatively few it is the begin-
ning of something that can ulti-

mately affect their families and
their lives," Stack said.

Day-care proposal ignored
By MEG KLUCSARITS and

DANTEJ.SCALA

No formal action has been taken
to create a day-care center on
campus since the plan was pro-

posed in 1984, Dr. Pamela Blewitt,

psychology professor and co-
author of the proposal, said this

week.

Blewitt said that she has heard
nothing about the proposal since
September 1984, when the Uni-
versity Senate was advised that
the plan was under active consid-
eration and that the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University pres-

ident, would soon be in touch with
the Senate.

Currently, "The status of the
day-care center is ambiguous,"
Blewitt said.

Blewitt insists that the issue
cannot be forgotten. "When people
have pre-school-aged children and
must work, child care is a very
central issue in their lives," she
said.

The issue is espedaily relevant
to Blewitt, who haa two pre-
school-aged children.

"Parents are strunlanf «tth
childciraarrai^pMata. Itaibieta

the •Miity of livaaM wilUa iif
4tiattty<tfwork.A

'

Patricia Wiedinmyer, Universi-
t)%College director of adult servi-
ces and co-author of the day-care
proposal, said this week that
although there are good day-care
centers in the area, most have long
waiting lists and are very expen-
sive. The 1984 proposal offered a
quality facility at a substantially
lower price than most in the area,
she stated.

"This is one of the few colleges
in the Philadelphia area that does
not at least have some sort of
referral service [for parents to
place their chiklren in child-care

facilities]." Wiedinmyer said.^She
added that she receives a call a
month, on the average, which is

an inquiry about an on-campus
child-care aervice.

'The need will keep * increas-

ing," Wiedinmyer said, ''because
of the trend U adults gonJig bade
to sdJMand thai Bioat of us live

in a dual-career family."

Iftlamiary 1964
dUmirer aad Dr. PtMrifiia ^
ick, paychokigy prrfeaaor, pre-
pared a day-care prepeeal,

toaltMankteinthe
Tli^plM waa aub-

. „ , y Twaarcn mm'inr
miM m irvay ef

of the

hundred eighty-one responded
that, yes, they could use some
kind of child care On campus." She
added, "That need [for a child-care

center] can only be expected to
»

increase

When asked this week if she felt

the need had increased, Blewitt
responded that there has not been
a formal survey since 1984 r^nrd-
ing child care on campus. How-
ever, she did speculate that the
University has probably followed
the national trend of increased
need for day-care facilities.

Dr. Angelo Armenti, dean of
University College, did not expect
movement on this issue to be very
swift, according to the 1984
article.

I

"There are a lot of proposals
that are competing for resources,

space;'and oaoiiey, ' Armenti sakl
in al9t4 interview, "Fm not sure
that a day-dune center wiU be at
tlK top of the list. A more likely

date pught he January 1965 or

When Armenti was aeked ear^
liertitfa wmk about the raeisnfm
tbedehiy, he aeidthat he alao^gi
not iMiiMad niMimation since

seep**

Liquor Control 9o\
(Continue from page I)

cent chance to temdnate theLCB
thia peat fidl when it was reQuired

under the terms of the state

Sunaet Review Act that the agen-

cy be reauthorized by Dec 31,

1966, or it would begin to

Vaunset."

.

According to the Inquirer, the

Sunset Review Act is a hiw de-

signed to reduoe government
bureaucracy by stipulating peri-

«odic review and reai|thorizati(m of

state agencies. The law provides

a **wind-down'* period of six

months after the sunset period

botins.

When Pennsylvania House and

Senate leaders were unable to

agree to legislation reauthorizing

the LCB before the legislature

adjourned Nov. 30, Thomburgh
issued his executive order.

The former governor's order

creat^ "an 11-member advisory

body, called the Alcoholic Bever-

age Control Coordinating Council

(ABCCC), to develop plans for the

sale of wine and liquor and the

transfer of certain duties of the

LCB to other state agencies."

Licensing functions of the LCB
would be transferred to the De-

partment of Revenue under
Thomburgh's plan. A Liquor Law
Enforcement Bureau would be

established within the Pennsylva-

nia State Police to carry out the

enforcement of the liquor code

presently handled by the LCB
Bureau of Enforcement.

Lawsuits were brought against

Thomburgh's plan by Senate

Democrats, unionized clerks and

managers of the state -liquor

stores and by the LCB itself. The
clerks and the managers of the

state liquor stores are concerned

that privatization of the liquor

business will endanger their jobs.

li On- Dec. 29, President Judge
^ JafmesCCmmlish Jr., a Common-
wealth Court judge, threw out

Thomburgh's executive order. He
stated that the order violated

parts of the Sunset Review Act

and encroached upon an "exclu-

sive province" of the General

Tkt CofiifiNNmMM of

Pimsyhmila fcn wo

tosAMSsofwratfWO

$7SO«Hlo»*-jwor

moaoptfy.

—FofiMfCioir.lMcfc

Thomlmrgib

Assembly. Crumlish said that the

LCB and State Stores can con-

tinue to operate until their June
30 termination date under the

Sunset Review Act.

Ruling that the Sunset Review
Act is indeed constitutional,
Crumlish warned that unless the

LCB is reauthorized by June 30,

it must go out of business under
the law's provisions. If the state

legislature does not take some
action to reauthorize the LCB or

replace it with another system,
Pennsylvania will become a dry
state on July 1.

According to the Inquirer, dur-

ing his election campaign, Casey
said that he was in favor of

retaining the LCB and the state

lk)uor monopoly with some en-

forcement and marketing'
modifications.

Bob Grotevant, Casey's press

secretary, said, "The governor's

position is that he favors retention

of the LCB with major reforms.

Among them are reforms which
would modernize
merchandising."

According to Grotevant, the

governor is interested in increas-

ing customer convenience in the

buying of liquors and wines and
bringing prices down. He wants

to accomplish this within the

context of a system involving

state control of the industry.

whether or not the agency be

caUed the LCB.
Grotevant sakl that Casey feels

the state legislature is an indicator

of the opinion of the majority of

Pennsylvaniana about the LCB.
Grotevant said recent action by

the state Iqpslature indicates to

Casey that "a majority of the

people of Pennsylvania would like

to see the Commonwealth have
some control over the sale of

liquor and wine products."

, Grotevant mentioned the LCB's
June 30 deadline and said that

although the issue is not foremost

on the governor's agenda, "It will

be dealt with in a timely and
expeditious fashion."
Thomburgh filed an appeal of

'Crumlish 's Dec. 29 ruling on Jan.

12 in the. state Supreme Court.
Steve George, owner of the

Oasis Cafe in Rosemont, said of

Thomburgh's position on the
LCB, "I agree with him. Absolute-

ly. The business of the state of

Pennsylvania is to take care of the

welfare of the people of Pennsyl-

vania ... not for enforcing liquor

laws."

George said, "Under the present

system, we can wait three, four

or five weeks for a special order

of wines." He expressed his belief

that a private-enterprise system
of liquor and wine sales "could
really improve this."

George was unsure how liquor

prices would be affected if the

LCB were abolished and replaced

by private enterprise. "It depends

on how the system is dismantled."

He believes, though, that if the

LCB is abolished, the biggest

change will be in the retail dis-

tribution of liquor with "a great

proliferation of carry-out stores."

George pointed out that there

is no state in the country which
is dry and said, "I guarantee you
this will not be the first."

National News Notes
Calif, students protest drug testing

White House offknals have

yet to acknowledge receiving

215 filled urine specimen bot-

tles sent by University of

Califomia at Santa Barbara
students two months ago. The
so-called "Ur-in" was held in

protest of the Reagan admin-
' istration's advocacy of drug-

testing programs.

The White House said it

would not issue a statement

until the shipments were del-

ivered, and now assume them
to be lost in the mail.

In another protest of urinal-

ysisdrug testing, the American
Civil Liberties Union threa-

tened a lawsuit against the

University of California at

Berkeley on behalf ofJoe Bourg
of the track team and the
Associated Students of

Berkeley.

The school dropped its ran-

dom urinalysis drug testing

policy, which the litigants had
planned to challenge on
grounds of invasion of privacy

and lack of due process. N.E.F.

Campus rape warnings suppressed

Six students from Wesleyan
University, located in Middle-

town, Conn., were arrested in

December for interrupting

campus tours to inform pros-

pective first-year students and
their parents of the schoors

high incidence of campus rape.

The students also reportedly

accused the dean of students

of ignoring the problem.

The students, who also acted

out "guerrilla theatre" skits

depicting the problem, were
charged with disruptive activ-

ity and violating the rights of

others.

Judge rules Rutgers strike illegal

On Jan. 26, a judge ruled the

week-old strike at Rutgers
University illegal and ordered

both sides to resume
negotiating.

The Hon. John E. Bachman
of Middlesex County Superior

Court did not order the unions
to end the walkout and did not

limit the number of locations

of picket lines, though he did

prohibit picketers from disript-

ing the university's normal
activities.

The strike, which began Jan.
19 at all three Rutgers cam-
puses, was the first system-

wide strike in the university's

history and is in protest against

administration proposals to

negotiate seniority pay raises

that have previously been
automatic.

Strikers are also resisting

the University's request for the

right to determine whether
employees working more than
40 hours a week should get

overtime or compensatory time
off.

University spokesman Mor-
ris Roth said that "most"
professors are holding classes.

N.E.F.
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Recent siiowfaH disruite lliiiv#sity ac^rity
(Continued from page 1)

cancel class.

Rkeclaimed that hewas outside

on Friday morning with the Main-
tenance crew at 3 a.m., 3:30 a.m.,

4:30 a.m., and again at 5 a.m. to

check on the conditions. Rice

further said, that because of the

fact that the Maintenance crew
had cleared the parking lot as well

as many walkways, he did not call

Driscoll to cancel classes.

When informed that Driscoll

had called the emergency number
on Friday morning, Rice stated, "I

can't recall any time Father
Driscoll personally called the

emergency number. It is my
responsibility to make that call.

We have followed that procedure

for years. We did not follow that

procedure Friday, because condi-

tions did not warrant it."

Rice said that when he was
informed on Friday morning that

radio stations had announced
Villanova's classes were cancelled,

he immediately called and in-

formed the Emergency Commun-
ication Center of a mistake. The
radio stations later retracted their

announcements that Villanova

classes were to be cancelled.

Many questions have bee||i

raised as to whether the reading

days would be cancelled because

of the snow days. Dr. Charles L.

Cherry, associate vice-president

of Academic Affairs, stated Tues-
day he is '*not sure if that decision

has been made yet. Father GaHen
makes those decisions, and he is

not here this week." '

According to Sheila Bartlett,

secretary of the Association of

Commuting Students (ACS), the

main complaint of the commuting
students was the fact that on
Thursday the classes were not

cancelled until after 2:30 p.m.

Bartlett claimed that many people

in the offices were allowed to leave

at 1 p.m.

Because the students could not

leave until after 2:30 p.m., they

ranr into much of the traffic

coming from local businesses and
many students were forced to find

somewhere to spend the night

because of poor travelling condi-

tions, according to Bartlett.

The ACS office also voiced
complaints about the parking lot

being completely filled with snow
and the fact that the announce-

(Photo by Nunes)

Heavy snowfall forced the cancellation c|f classes recently.

Thanks to all the People
Who Helped Deliver the

Vlllanovan Last Week!!
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ment ofdaaiiauiceUation Monday
was on the phone recording early,

but not on the radio.

Many commuting studentscom-
plained that classes should have
been cancelled on Friday. Senior

commmunications major Paula

Seefeldt sUted, "Classes should

have definitely been cancelled,

becaqse the parking lots weren't

even plowed." Cheryl Snyder, a
junior English major, and Susan
Gee, a junior political science

major, said, "Classes shouldn't

have been held because you
couldn't even move-out there in

your cars, and most of the stu-

dents at this school commute."

Heidi Rojas, a junior commun-
ications major and resident of St.

Rita's Hall, complained, "When
maintenance plowed the streets of

this campus, they plowed in St.

Rita's. We had to jump over
mounds of snow to get to class."

The two recent storms hitting

the Philadelphia area combined
for a total of 12.9 inches of snow,
with 8.8 inches falling Thursday
night and 4.1 inches falling Mon-
day morning, according to the

National Weather service.

Thomas N. Trucks, director ol

Maintenance, stilted that no dam-
age to any academic buildings or

residence halls fi^om^he storms
has been reported.

According to Trucks, there has
been no time to calculate the
actual costs involved in dearing
the campus.

'The first priority in such a
situation is to dear the fire and

emergency routes and to bring

dean-up vehicles on to the cam-
pus. We then dear the walkways
and steps. Thirdly, we dear the
parking lots," stated Trucks.

When asked if there is anything
that can be done to improve the
slippery walkways. Trucks said,

"We use salt, or rather calcium
ice-mdter, on walkways and shov-
el where needed, but the paths are
in good condition.'

li >i Wi iHT* m-'mmimtm0$0tm
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(FHe Photo)

Administration reports were conb*adictory regarding the alleged
cancelling of classes last Friday. The Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.SJL,
University president, said he cancelled classes.
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Snow
Although the administration's d|£isi(m to cancel

classes Monday because of srvy^ is coOfinenddble, their

handling of last week's snow emergency was less than
adequate.

There is no question that classes should have been

cancelled Thursday, with weather reports Wednesday
clearly predicting at least six to 10 inches of snow. The
administration only jeopardized the health and safety of

the students by choosing to keep the University open.

The idiocy of the situation was furthered by the fact

that classes were not formally cancelled until 2:30 p.m.

that day, even though the roads and walkways were
treacherous by 11 a.m. Surely, with more than half the

Villanova population commuting, this act endangered a

majority of students, forced many to abandon cars and
find alternate transportation and even left a large number
of students and faculty stranded.

In addition, classes should not have been held Friday

because neither the surrounding townships nor the

University were able to adequately clean up the
overwhelming snowfall. Unfortunately, because of a

miscommunication between the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, and the Rev. Patrick J. Rice,

vice president for administration, radio stations first

announced that classes were off, and later that classes

were on. This confusion between Driscoll and Rice is

inexcusable.

As a result of their ineptitude, a great number of

students braved the roads only to find classes nearly

empty, teachers absent, on-campus walking conditions

hazardous and the parking lots impassable. In conse-

quence, at least one student, unable to properly maneuver
his car, was left with two punctured tires when he slid

into the treadles.

Certainly, there is nojustification for the mishandling
of last week's snow emergency. Villanova administrators

are faced with the inconvenience of snow|jyery year, and
this year is no different. The admini^ration should
reorganize their snow emergency systenr in order to

prevent another blunder such as last week's.

End the LCB and

state Store system
By virtue of the Sunset Review Act, Pennsylvania's

State Store system and Liquor Control Board (LCB) are

scheduled to go out of existence on June 30 — a situation

that Pennsylvanians should welcome because it means
the end of the state's liquor monopoly. Pennsylvania's

new governor, Robert P. Casey, and the state legislature

should not prevent the demise of the system. Clearly, the

end of this unnecessary, outdated government bureaucracy
is long overdue.

The LCB and State Store system's 53-year existence

has been marked by corruption, mismanagement and
legitimate customer complaints. Only one other state —
Utah — has a similar dinosaur.

Pennsylvania needs to create a private enterprise

system for liquor sales that offers the selection, service

and convenience that residents of 48 other states enjoy.

Private enterprise could greatly improve customer service

and operate responsibly. And the Pennsylvania State

Police could effectively take over liquor law enforcement
responsibilities.

Governor Casey has said he favors retention of the LCB
and State Store system ''with major reforms." But reform

is not what is needed — abolition is. Casey is apparently

motivated to keep the system because of poiitical pvessure.

He should realise that there really is no reason for a state-

O0RtfX)lled liquor system. And if he doet not reoofniie

this, the state kcitlature itaelf thould initiate a Inll that

niakes the tun set forever on the LCB and Stale Store

•yttam.

Letters to the Editor

Saferides: back at V.U.
To the Editor:

Throughout last semester I was
asked two questions about the

Saferides program: "What's hap-

peningTwith Saferides?" and "N
heard the Saferides program is

dead, what's the story?"

Unfortunately, at the time I did

not have much of an answer to

either question. Thanks to the

generosity of the New York Alum-
ni Club, the support of Mr. Robert

J. Capone, director of the Alumni
Association and advisor to Villa-

nova Saferides, and the orchestra-

tion of the Rev. John Stack,

O.S.A., I can respond confidently

and specifically that Saferides is

back.

Villanova Saferides has been
CB radio equipment, new sup-

plies, a dedicated executive board,

lies, a dedicated executive board,

a committed membership and the

full faith and support of the
administration and the Augusti-

nian community. We begin full

service tonight from 11 p.m. to 3

a.m.
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I want to explode a couple of

myths that have prevailed about
Villanova Saferides since its in-

ception. The first myth is that if

you use Saferides, your name will

he sent to whoever is ij% chiirSR
of alcohol abuse or discipline on
campus. This simply is not true,

it is pure fabrication.

When you use Saferides, you
are required to give your name
and present your Villanova I.D. so

that we can identify who was in

what van when, in the ^vent of

an accident or some other mishap.

This provision is necessary to

qualify for the liability insurance

that is vital to the continued
operation ofi^ the Saferides
program.
The other myth is that Safe

rides is Villanova*s version of

SEPTA. Villanova Saferides ex-

ists to keep Villanova students

from driving their cars under the

influence of alcohol and/or drugs.

Saferides is able to accommo-
date about 40 students on any
given weekend night. That simply

does not allow room for abuse of

the program's benefits. So before

you go out, plan your preservation

as carefully as you plan your
party. But remember, if you are

too drunk to drive, call Villanova

Saferides, 645-4455.

Mark Greene
President

Villanova Saferides
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Strive to be a great communicator
By SUSAN TOLVE

Reagan has often been referred

to as the Great Communicator.
J^en J sat down to watch his

dtate of the Union address on
Wednesday evening, the questk>n
in my mind was, "Would Reagan
deserve to keep his title or would
he toee it m the midst of the
hovering Iran eontroversy?"

I hoped to find my answer since

the space for my Op-Ed had
already been reserved in the
Vinaaovan and a cartoon of

Reagan had been completed. I

never answered my question,
though, because I did not hear
Reagan speak.

A few minutes into his address,

I heard a scream from the dorm
room next to mine. One of my best

friends had spillid scalding water
all over one cSf her legs.

Fsets about Iran, Nica-

ragua and the U.S.

deficit suddenly did not
natterm

Facts about Iran, Nicaragua
and the U.S. deficit suddenly did

not matter. I just wanted my
friend to get relief from the
extreme pain she was
experiencing.

Her skin had begun to peel and
she was shaking all over. Along
with some other girls in the
hallway, I got cold compresses to

help ease the pain. She was

rushed to the infin^jiary and then
to Bryn Mawr Hospital where she
was treated for second-degree
bums.

It is unfortunate that something
bad has to happen before most of
us stopand thmk about how lucky
we are to have caring friends and
a loving family. But at least some
good can be found in misfortunes.

It seems that many ol us go
through life oblivious to so much
of what is going on around us —
taking a k>t of people for granted
along life's journey.

As independent as we would
like to think we are, each of us
needs others. And the relationship

is mutual. Others need us too.

Sure, I am stating the obvious,

but if everyone in this world
knows how important other peo-

ple are in their lives they certainly

have a funny way of showing it.

Fam not only referring to the big

problems of our modem world —
war, terrorism, nuclear weapons,
etc. — but to the smaller scale

problems.

In the egocentric society we live

in, people often get so wrapped up
in gettinig where they want to that

they do not even realize that they
have stomped on many people
along the way.
The Villanova community is

not immune to these problems
either. In fact, it is presently that

time on campus when students
have to make housing decisions

about where and -with whom they
will live next year. In the process,

many relations between friends

will become strained as a result

of a lack of communication.
Too often people assume that

some things in a relationship are

"understood" I believe that eve-

ryone would be a lot better off if

they tried to gain Reagan's title

and be a great communicator, not

by impressing or fooling others,

but by expressing what they truly

feel.

This certainly is not an easy
task. It is one we all put off

throughout our lives. But time
does run out. And if we wait too

long to tell someone what they

mean to us, it could be too late.

Susan Tolve is a communications
major with a politicalscience minor
and the associate editor of the

Villanovan,

U.S. adopts policy of shame
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ByJOEMcGOWAN

What is so shocking about the

whole Iran-contra arms deal is not

that the United States has
equipped terrorists with weapons,
nor that our government from the
low-level aide right up to the
president has lied about the whole
scheme. What is so shocking is the
extent to which our nation's
rulers, of both the Republican and
Democratic parties, will go to in

their effort to destroy Nicaragua's
Sandinista government.
Although politics has through-

out the 5,000 years of recorded

history very rarely ever had
anything to do with morals, the

Reagan administration's policy

toward Nicaragua is nonetheless

shockingly immoral. What Nica-

ragua has done, God foigive them,

is to violate the unwritten addi-

tional American freedom — the

right to freely exploit the raw
materials and labor of Third
World nations.

One may cite the human rights

violations of the Sandinistas, such
as the murder of Miskito Indians

siding with the contras, or their

closing of LaPrensa. One may also

cite Soviet atrocities in Afghanis-

tan. While these examples do
illustrate human rights abuses
from the left, they in no way
justify abuses from the right. A
good way of living does not justify

a killing.

Our political objectives in Nica-

rsigua can be discredited because

the dishonest and duplicitious

nature not just of American po-

litics, but of world politics. Our
present economic objectives we
had do not differ from those that

during Somosa's reign — take the

money and run. Our moral objec-

tives must, however, be

examined.

Ostensibly the American surro-

gate war against Nicaragua is

designed to roU back the advanc-

ing thnat of osmmunism.
At Issst half the nstkm oDpose

sid to the oootrss. This simws
that thsre srs st Issst soone

4Mftoi«ftpoBtks has throughout the 5,000years
ofrecorded history yeryrar^ e¥er had anytlui^
to do with morals, theRe^an administration's

policy to ward HIauragfia is none the less shock-

li^y immoral.

application of violence against

Nicaragua. Hence the morality of

crushing this small country must
be questioned.

^Unfortunately, violence is at

the root of American civilization.

This civilization must examine its

conscience, if indeed it still has

or ever did have one, to determine

whether it shall continue to apply

violence to Central America, its

very own "superpower
backyard."

While President Reagan has

professed and flaunted his Chris-

tianity, he has maintained a policy

of violence in Central America. A
Christian, however, is one that

renounces violence. Most people

ignore this contradiction.

It is possible to be a Catholic

and support our violent policy

toward Nicaragua and the rest of

Central America, for Catholics

adhere to the "just war" doctrine

— a bastardization of Christian

nonviolence that has itself been

shamelessly bastardized through

the centuries. Catholics, therefore,

are not necessarily Christians.

That we are recreating the

Vietnam experience in Central

America many cite as a sign of

the decline of American civiliza-

tion. This is certainly not an
unfair ol)8ervation, considering

the fact that there is no longer

rii^t or wrong, for everything is

determined by statistics— hunger
is statistics, war is statistics,

terrorism is statistics. There are

only favorable and unfavorable

statistics — s nuiral regresskNi

thst may be laid at the feet of

political scasiitisU.

Jorie Luis Doifsi. with a ref-

ersnes psrhsps not umniisd with

iwiiyi

as the abuse of statistics. Statis-

tics show, as maintain our Pres-

ident and many political scient-

ists, that Nicaragua must be
disciplined.

It is far better, though far more
difficult to end the violence in

Central America now. Otherwise
our government will soon provide

new statistics for political scient-

ists to study — those of the
American dead, the Nicaraguan
dead, the Honduran dead ... If

American civilization could be
summed up at this moment in a
single volume, it would be a
massive volume entitled A Statis-

tical Survey of War. It is a book
best not written.

Joe McGowan is an English

major and thefeatures editor of the

ViUanovan.

Quote of

Note

Iexpect topass through life but

once. If therefore, there be any
kindness lean show, or anygood

thing I can do to any fellow

being, let me do it now, and not

defer or negiect it, as I shall not

pass this way again.

WUUaoiPemi
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Wildcats do not

deserve criticism
TotheEditon

Well, as this basketball season
rolls around, it seems that Villa-

nova has hired a sports commen-
tatoror should we (^1 him a coach.

"Coach" Schlager, presently tbe
sports editor for the Villanovan,
with his offensive "Behind the

Lines" has certainly crossed the

fine line between newspaper ed-

itor and opinionated spectator.

Perhaps his article should have
been a letter to the Editor stating

his opinion — "Heroes and lead-

ers, offensively, defensively, and
spiritually, whom in the past have
been abundant-, have disappeared,

except in the memories oif the
Villanova fans."

Maybe in the memories of this

particular editor the heroes and
leaders have disappered, but to

myself and others, success is not

the equation of a NCAA title every
year, but a group of athletes that

work as hard as possible to grow
as a team.

The article, which not only
labeled our team as a "large mass
of unorganized talent'* but also

put added pressure on players by
highlighting weaknesses rather

than strengths, had the profes-

sionalism of a barroom conversa-

tion. Is this what our school

newspaper represents? Profes-

sional sports articles should main-
tain a balance of reporting a

team's . assets as well as their

shortcomings.

Any athletic team, whether
basketball, football or swimming,
needs the support of the fans —

Prof99$kmal $port$

mUchs 9hoiMamkiUbi
atefMM ofrBporttv
a tMim^ assetsM irol/

as their shortcomings.

during a win as well as a loss. In

order for a team to rebuild and
perform their best they must feel

their best — physically, mentally
and spiritually.

I seriously doubt that critid

articles condemning their efforts

will aid them in achieving their

goals. It is at this point in the
season when we, as fans, inust
work just as hard as the team —
by cheering alongwith the crowd,
wearing blue/white, etc. and
remembering to set realistic

expectations.

Let us keep the words of former
NFL coach Vince Lombardi in

mind, "Winning is important to

any man's or women's, sense of

satisfaction and well-being. Win-
ning is not everything, but it is

something powerful . . . necessary
to the strong spirit . . . But if you
can't accept losing, you can't
win."

Lisa M. Sheehe
Class of 1988

Editor's note: Vince Lombar-
at s quote in full reads, "Wimnitig
is not everything; winning is the
only thing, hut it is something
powerful ..." •

Basketball team
needs to improve
TotheEditon

Regarding Steph Schlager's
analysis of the current basketball
season, I woukl like to say that
I agree with his assessment of our
current problems. We can not
deny that the inside 0lay has not
been very strong and the outside
shooting has been less than
accurate.

Although the players are giving
their best, their performance has
not met the expectations that
were predicted for them.
Although their play hat not

been as food as the fans might
have hoped, it is important to

remember that thie ii etill a youi«
team that neede to improve their

lyikil perfarmence and tbfrBw
ThetaMiiiMMtttp

MfacaMotdlM/ftef
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Do not remove God's law

of mostly freshman and soplK>>

jnofte^and we caA leek isrward
to their pby in seaeons to come.
Here's to Steph SchlMer for hie

accurate deecnption or this sea^
son's proMsms and here's to the
future whieh mt hope will b#
better than the present.

To the Editon

I would like to comment upon
the two-part article entitled

"Church issues discussed by V.U.
Professors," particularly its con-

cluding part published in the
Villanovan. Permit me to begin

by stating while the Villanovan
does a service to our academic
community by reporting on such
issues, I think the Villanovan
would agree that its reporting

should be fair.

Now it seems to me a matter
of fairness that when a newspaper
investigates and reports a contro-

versial issue, both sides of the
issue be fairly represented. How-
ever, in this two-part article and
in an article appearing in an
earlier issue, the Villanovan
selected for interviews only those

V.U. professors representing or
defending one side of the issue,

namely, the side of those challeng-
ing traditional Church teaching
and practice.

I would also like to object to the
questionable logic of employing a
sequence of rhetorical questions
to argue one's position, the proce-

dure regretably used by my col-

league Sr. Barbara Wall, O.P..

professor of philosophy.

As often thecase with rhetorical

questions, most of her questions
were leading ones. She asks,
"How wouldJesus respond to each
person, each situation, with an
invitation to join Him or with
exclusion?"

The question is obviously in-

tended to elicit the response,
"with an invitation." Yet, Jesus,

with a whip, drove the merchants
from the temple and on one oc-

casion even said to Peter, when
the latter sought to dissuade Him
from accepting what He was soon
to suffer, "Get behind mt Satan,
you are a snare to me." (Matthew
162224) These zrt hardly inviu-
tionstojoinHim.
During the course of her aigu-

ment. Wall implies that it is

perfectly permissable for Catho-
lics to disagree with the "non-
infallible " teachii« of the Church.
She neglects to mention what she
means by that hut I suppos^she
intends to include what can safely

be presumed to be part of the
Church's traditieiial teachii« but
that has never besn defiaed •*

either by a church ooundl or by
the Fope opeakiMi ex cathedra —

keroTMCh

the Church's traditional teaching

against the use of contraceptive

birth control falls within that

category.)

However, if I am not mistaken,
sodomy, bestiality, the siexual

abuse or rape of infants and
children, blasphemy— and I could

goon— have neyer been expressly
defined as immoral by a church
council or by a Pope speaking ex
cathedra; possibly this is because
they have appeared so manifestly

wrong to reason and/or so incom-
patible with scriptural teaching

as to require no formal Church
condemnation.

Still, it would be unreasonable
to infer that because of this

omission their prohibition is part

of the Church's "non-infallible"

teaching which Catholics are
therefore free to treat lightly and
even dispute and reject.

What I am arguing here is that

because something fairly pre-

sumed to be part of traditional

Church doctrine has not been
defined by a church council or by
a Pope speaking ex cathedra it

should not on that account be
regarded as fallible teaching. In

Explanation needed
for tuition liilces

To the Editon

Now that Iam a senior and have
seen many different aspects of
Villanova, I would like to see a few
things change, though my ovvrn

time is running out to change
them.

My main argument is — "Why
don't the students know where
their money goes once our tuition
hits the Bursar's Office of this
university?

For example, many universities
have an activities fee that is

distributed to the various grxHips
on campus. If my information is

correct, Villanova has ot^y a
"general fee." This money ie
distributed by a few top
administrators.

ff this general fee is really our
activities fee, then why dpa^t tile

it I

asa metier
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Year in and out we put up with
tuition hikes that have raised our
tuition around $3,000 over the
years I have been here. For people
who have to pay for their own
education, $3,000 extra a year
means an extra 600 hours of work
at an average of $5 an hour.

If we knew where our money
was 0oing» then nuiybe we could
help implement controls, perhaps
sacrifice when necessary, or at
least be more interested, aware
and understanding when a new
tuition iilcreaeemust be enforced.
Kight now I find myeetfand my

friends expending cneq^ arguing
over an issae thal«alylnastratee

PfMoiple ilM dfedoBMw of the
ITmKMMii^jMmtlMr ha^, then
we nmildisiii to4aaheeenee out
of the Ua&oraity's neede and
worli togalhei for a strooger
future for our Ichpol.
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other words, I am suggesting that r-

Wall's concept of what is to^be

accepted as the Church's infallible

teaching may be too narrow.
Finally, Wall's (and religious

studies professor. Dr. Emily
Binns') comments suggest the

view that there is no unchanging
moral law (known to us) to be

applied to sexual acts, or that

.morality has to be temporized

and/or tempered vnih compaf-
sion. Thus what Chrbt taught

relating to adultery and the Apos-

tle Paul to unnatural sexual acts

need not always be accepted by
Christians as true. But surelythis

is false.

Nor do I believe that one should
argue that because certain moral
cases are difficult they ought to

be given easy solutions, solutions

which would reUlx (indeed re-

move) God's law. ^As Christians

we are asked lo be perfect as our
Heavenly Father is (Matthew
5:48). As Christians we can con-

fess our weaknesses and our
failures rather than deny them by
denying (}od's law.

Dr. Theodore J. Kondoleon
professor of philosophy

t4 **m ^••A< ••' € ti*^

Counseling Center
provides support
To the Editor:

The January 23 issue of the
Villanovan included a letter from
a student reporting frustration in

attempting to get help on campus
for a narcotics addiction.

The University Counseling Cen-
t ^ ter is available to students strug-

gling with drug and alcohol prob-

lems. Our psychologists provide
counseling without a fee in a
caring and supportive
atmosphere.

Contacts are strictly confiden-
tial and are not disclosed to
parents, deans, faculty or outside
authorities.

Usually the student seeking
help receives individual therapy
at the Counseling Center. Some-

• times the students also benefit

from groups such as Narcotics
Anonymous (NA) or Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA). In this case the
psychologist helps the student
locate appropriate groups, in

addition to continuing weekly
individual counseling at the Coun-

Tlre University Coun-
seling Center Is nmll-

able to students with

drug and alcohol

problems.
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seling Center.

When the student prefers or
needs service off-campus, the
psychologist works closely with
the student to locate affordable,
accessible and competent re-
sources.

I do hope the student who wrote
the letter and others who suffer
the pain and loneliness of an
addiction will allow the staff of
the University Counseling Center
to offer the support they deserve.

Joan Greenhouse Whitney,
Ph.D.

director
Counseling and Career
Services

Snow removal was
not satisfactory
TotheEditon

Being from the New England
area I was delighted when we
received a foot of snow in last
Thursday's storm. As a first-year
commuter though, I was shocked
at the way the local townships
handled their responsibility to
remove the snow from the streets.
And I believe that many off-
campus residents will agree with
me that the snow removal policies
of the surrounding townships are
far less than satisfactory.

Early Friday morning, I sho-
veled out my car from a snow drift
in the hopes that a plow would
soon clear off my street and I could
attend my (not cancelled) classes.
This was a highly unlikely as-
sumption as I was soon to find out.

As of Sunday evening, three
days after thei storm, all streets
inmy vicinity includingLanoMter
Avenue, had yet to be plowed, and
the hopee of them beii« plowed
are slim.

We are not living in the 18th
century. We should not have to

wait uatil lie»er Nature deddeo
tomelt theoMdy tobeaUe todri^

We shouldnot have to
wait until Mother
Nature decides to melt
the snow to beable to
drive our cars on safe
streets.

removal should be a priority,

especially on the highly congested
streets of the Radnor and Lower
Merion Townships.

A request for improved snow
removal should not pose any
financial hardships for the local
Main Line townships, and this
seems to be the only problem that
can be foreseen.

As a Uargt number ofcommuters
attend Villanova, I believe the
administration is obligated to

discuss this matter with the local

township authoritiee in order to

ensure our safety and protection
on the etreete surrounding Vilhm-
ova during the winter moothe.

our care on Mle etiieU. Stmt

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano-
van asks, "What did you
do during the snow days?"

'jy&l
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Villanova University

Atiiletic Facilities
During the spring semester,

when the weather is at its

worst, indoor recreational

space is at a premium. The
athletic department encour-

ages all Villanova students,

faculty members, and staff

members to use the five athletic

facilities that are available.

Please check the facility sche-

dules regularly for schedule

updates and availability. Be
reminded of each individual's

responsibility to keep the entire
campus clean and safe.

For information regarding

athletic facility availability

and schedules, please call the

athletic facility information

desk at 6454090. This desk is

located in the main lobby of the

athletic department and is

staffed everyday from 8:30 a.m.

until 10 p.m.

The athletic facilities are

open to all Villanova students,

faculty and staff. The facilities

are not open to the general

public. Be prepared to show a

valid I.D. card upon entering

or while using any of the

facilities.

All individuals are expected

to behave in a mannerly and
courteous way while using the

athletic facilities. Anyone not

abiding by the rules and reg-

ulations of the Athletic Depart-

ment or the University will

have their use privileges

revoked.

Lockers are available on a

daily basis only. Bring your

own lock. Locks left on over-

night will be removed. (Thieves

have been known to work in

and around the athletic

facilities.)

Any articles of clothing or

other valuables found in the

facilities will be turned over to

theathletic facility information

desk.

Only athletic footwear with

non-marking soles should be

worn in the athletic facilities.

Be aware that any athletic

activity can present the risk of

injury to the participants.
Villanova University will not

be responsible for injuries that

occur as a result of physical

activity or participation in an
athletic event while using the
athletic facilities. The Univer-

sity strongly urges you not to

participate if you are not co-

vered by medical insurance or

if you have a pre-existing
condition that could be aggra-

vated by physical activity.

Athletic

Indoo^Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

running track

tennis court

basketball courts

ATRA
aerobics

(Monday through Friday

4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.)

Nevin FieldHouse

basketball courts

Butler Annex

volleyball courts

Alumni Gym
basketball court

St Mary *8 Hall

swimming pool

basketball courts

Athletic Facilities

Freeplayand
Open Use Schedule

January 31 through February 6
(Subject to change. Pleaae check theIr^crmation Desk.)

* duPont Pavilion includes basket-

ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please call

645-4129.

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are

open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

** We rely on student lifeguards to

staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office

(Extension 4114) for all intramural
schedule information.

1/31

2/1

2/2

2/3

2/4

2/S

2/f

* DUPONT
PAVILION

1)5p.m. -10p.m.
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

1)7 p.m. -10 p.m.

2)8a.m.-10p.m.

1)N/A
2) 8 a.m. 10 p.m.

1)8a.m.
2)8a.m.

3 p.m.

•10p.m.

«* OUPONT

Noon-

8 p.m.

Noon-

8 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8p.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8p.m.-10p.m.

1)N/AC

2)8a.m. -5 p.m.

1)8 a.m.

2) 8 a.m.

•3 p.m.

10 p.m.

1)8a.m.

2) 8 a.m.

•10p.m.

10 p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.
8p.m.-10p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.
8p.m.-10p.m.

8 0.111.-3 p.m.

NEVIN

FIELD

8a.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.-11 a.m.

1 p.m.-IOp.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

6-10 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8o.m.-10p.m.

OUTLEN

8a.m.-1 p.m.

6-10 p.m.

8a.m.-1 p.m.

6-10 p.m.

8 a.m.-3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8o.m.-3p.m.
8 p.m.-10 p.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.
Noon-10p.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.
1 p.m.-6 p.m.

8 p.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

ST. MART'S
QYM

8a.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.-10 a.m.

Noon-IOp.m.

8o.m.-3 p.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.
6 p.m. -7 p.m.

8 a.m.-3 p.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8«^.*t0p.m.

iHBtt

«*ST.IIAilT'S

Noon-
8 p.m.

Noon-

8 p.m.

8 a.m.-

10 p.m.

6 a.m.

10 p.m.

6 o.m.-

10 p.m.

8o.m.-
10 p.m.

ftam.

Features
UhnLduPoat

A friend aiding VM.
By STAGEY WILKINS

Many people are curious about

John Eleuth^ du Font's affilia-

tion with Villanova University.

John du Pont is not only a member
of one of America's most well-

known and prestigious families,

but he is also an international

class multi-sport athlete.

du Font's interest in Villanova

began in 1960 when he trained

here for the pentathlon. "I came
here because I needed a place to

swim — to train for my Olympic
goal and international and world-

wide efforts in the modem pen-

tathlon," du Font said.

During the course of his rigor-

ous training schedule, du Pont -

made close friends at Villanova

that strengthened his bond with
the school and especially with the

athletic program.

"I got involved with Villanova

through sports, through Eddie

Geisz (the Villanova men's swim
team coach) andJumbo Elliot, and
went on from there," du Pont said.

In addition to his financial

support of the John Eleuthere du

Font Pavilion, du Font founded

the Villanova men's wrestling

team in 1986, which is celebrating

its first season this year.

The wrestling team began from

htimble beginnings. ^I would sit

in Connelly Center and watch the

back of jackets and if I spotted a

boy wearing a wrestling jacket I

would go up and tell him to go
out for the team," du Pont

'

remembered.

du Font's aid to aspiring ath-

letes is not just limited to our

campus. He is the founder of a

program called Foxcatcher U.S.A.
^

The program is designed to give

Olympic hopefuls a place to train •

and workout. Du Font offers his

own facilities to the athletes of

various sports who are on their
.

way to try out for a coveted spot

on the Olympic team.

du Font also has another facet

to his interest in Villanova. In

1971, he received a doctorate in

natural sciences from Villanova.

In addition, he has written several

books on birds and animals and
is the founder of Wilmington's

Delaware Museum of Natural
History.

Yes, the man you see running

alongside coeds or zealously work-

ing the wrestling team is really

John Eleuthere du Pont at his best

in the athletic environment of

Villanova.

A special note: the Foxcatcher

U.S.A. wrestling team will be

coming (o Villanova on Feb. 16 at

7 p.m. in the du Pont Pavilion to

wrestle the Bulgarian National

team.

Campus Clip

(Courtesy of Sports Information)

John E. duFont (far left) pictured here at the inauguration of Villanova's wrestHng program.

Students help city youth
By JOANNE DEVEREUX

At a time when human compas-

sion and active concern for those

less fortunate are often in big

demand, one can look to the

Villanova community as a formid-

able reservoir of willing volun-

teers. This was certainly the case

as the Villanova chapter of the Big

Brothers/Big Sisters organization

sought to recruit dependable and

enthusiastic volunteers for this

year's program.

Soon after the school year

began, the Big Brothers/Big Sis-

ters began accepting applications

from eager prospects. However,

the chairpersons were surprised

by the overwhelming influx of

applications.

"It was great seeing how many
people were willing to -sacrifice

their time to help some kids of

inner city Philadelphia. It was so

difficult having to reject appli-

cants because of our limited

transportation problem and be-

cause of the transitional phase

that the group is going through

right now," said Mark Servodidio,

chairperson of the 1985-86 Big

Brothers/Big Sisters program.

The 1986-87 year is one of

change for the Big Brother/Big

Sister organization, as they are in

the process of transferring oper-

ations from a North Philadelphia

neighborhood to a South Philadel-

phia neighborhood.

This is a crucial change for the

volunteer organization. Despite

their attachment to the national

organization, they are solely re-

sponsible, as a group, for finding

a neighborhood to work out of, as

well as finding a contact person

within that neighborhood.

The contact person is necessary

for the recruitment of kids who
are interested in being in the

program. The primary reason for

the transfer of neighborhoods is

because the contact person in the

North Philadelphia (old) neighbor-

hood has moved.

The new contact person is Mary
Wallace of St. Anthony of Padua

parish in South Philadelphia.

According to Linda Jaczinski,

moderator of the program, "Mary

is a wonderiul person who has

really helped toorganize and unify

the group. Her enthusiasm and

hard work are really an inspira-

tion to everyone involved with Big

Brothera/Big Sitters.

Towards the end of September.

theapi^Ucation prooaM was finally

(Courtesy of Big Brothers/ Big Sisters. Villanova)

Villanova "big sister" with her "little sister."

over and the program got under-

way. The first outing was a picnic

at Fairmount Park in Philadel-

phia. It turned out to be a great

success as the slightly overzealous

youngsters showed how much
they had missed their big brothers

and big sisters over the summer
by enthusiastically participating

in a game of tackle baseball.

Although a good time was had

by all, the big brothers and big

sisters went home and began their

usual "post-outin«" routine of

^'It wasgre^ seeing

how manypeople were

willing to sacrifice Vielr

time to lielp some kids

ofinner citySiila'

delphia,"

nursing bruises and headaches

and sleeping off the exhaustion

from the day.

There are some remaining big

brothers and sisters who have

little brothers or sisters from the

old neighborhood. These are the

Villanova students who have had

the same little brother or sister

for one or more years.

According to the big brothers

and titters who have been in the

ptxigram for at leatt two yeart.

there it a profound difference

between the kids from the North

Philadelphia neighborhood and

the kids from the South Philadel-

phia neighborhood. The only

apparent constant between the

groups of kids is the need for Big

Brothers/Big Sisters. Everything

else seems to be different.

The kids from the new neigh-

borhood are a little bit younger

and therefore more impressiona-

ble than the kids from the old

neighborhood. The new kids also

tend to be better behaved and

more respectful than the other

kids. This perhaps is because of

Wallace's active participation in

the program.

The kids from the old neighbor-

hood no longer have a contact

person to keep "tabs" on their

behavior at outings. The ages of

the kids in the old neighborhood

vary from ages 12-16.

Also, because of their ages, the

older kids are experiencing things

that the younger kids perhaps

have not yet gone through, making

the older kids much more reluc-

tant to trust anyone. The older

kids are dealing with intense peer-

pressure not only in their schools

but in their neighborhoods where

many kids are involved in drugs,

violations of the law and careless

sex.

One big sister said, "It seems

that the kids that we deal with

are in the throes of conflict,

rebellion and peer-pressure, and

it's our job to give them support

and advice during thete times.

"In the new neighborhood, the

kidt they are dealing with are

(Omtinusd on p§gt I4i.
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^^ninr sirknp^Q strikes V U ^^^ knows, who caV^s

By MARY E. SHEA

Definition: A mild psychological

disorder which promotes feelings

of restlessness and la loss of

interest in academic matters
along with an increased need for

sociability. Usually begins to

erupt at the beginning of a senior's

spring semester but symptoms
become more apparent as gradua-

tion date approaches.

Cure: Although the disorder is

as old as the academic institution

itself, the cure has yet to be

discovered. However, the disorder

m§y be alleviated through fre-

quent party-going, bar-hopping, or

any other type of social activity.

Senioritis (pronounced sen'y-

or'i'tis) is a common disorder

which, if it has not already, will

affect at least 90 percent of the

Villanova senior population. The
question is, what actually is the

cause of senioritis?

Obviously, one answer is the

anticipation of a long-awaited

graduation and entrance into

what has been popularly dubbed
'The Real World." But there is

more to it than that.

After speaking with several

Villanova seniors, as well as

reflecting upon my own status as

a oenior, I came up with several

reasons for the yearly outbreak of

senioritis.

First of all, many are finding it

hard to accept the fact that they

will soon have to peel themselves

away from this sanctuary of

minimal responsibility and max-
imal relaxation time (party time).

The thought of turning in sweats

and jeans for (yuck!) business

suits somehow fails in its appeal

to the senses.

Another issue which, when
mentioned, brings a wrinkle of

worry to many a senior's face is

that of the afternoon nap. Not only

that, but many go into near
convulsions when asked what
ungodly hour they will have to

reset their alarm clocks instead of

burning the midnight oil ... at

Kelly's.

At the heart of these somewhat
trivial complaints lies the ultimate

concern of many senior Villano-

vans. How will we get along

without the constant presence of

our friends, roommates, profes-

sors and classmates whom we rely

upon so heavily for such bare

necessities as laughs, tears, long

talks, gossip sessions, attitude

adjustments and, yes, intellectual

stimulation.

Looking back, I think a lot of

us felt the warmth of the Villanova

community from that first smile

received from our orientation

counselors. Hard to believe that

the same sea of strange faces from

four years ago is now a friendly

assortment of people who have

grown to know and love one
another.

Sometimes I forget this as I

grumble my way from Hartley to

St. Mary's in the pouring rain or

as my typewriter beats to the

rhythm of my roommates' snores.

But these bad moments are far

outweighed by the good. After all,

who will forget all the Friday

afternoons spent at Kelly's or all

the scoping that takes place on the

(Continued on page 16)

Kids aided bygroup

Insignifica
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

Forget about Ivan "The Ter-

rible" Boesky. During the

1930s, Bernard E. Smith made
a fortune in the stock market

by following the rule of thumb
that the market would decline

every time President Hoover

issued an optimistic statement

about recovery.

Christmas 1986 marked the

first time Red M&M's were
sold since 1978. At that time,

Mars candy company decided

to eliminate the red M&M
because red dye N0.2 was
banned by the FDA.

(Continued from page 13)

younger and therefore influenced

easier and it's their big brother

or sisters job to help to mold them
into the kind of individuals that

will be able to resist these kinds

of negative influences in society,

that are especially prevalent in

neighborhoods within the city,"

she said.

Although the Villanova chapter

of Big Brothers/Big Sisters is very

structured with their planned
outings, it is inherent in the

responsibility of each big brother

and big sister to develop their one-

OASSim
jUWBlTim
Affordable Introduction Ser-

vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-
alized service offers one-on-
one matches, plus personal-

ized background information.

Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to 717-F56, Station
Ave., Bensalem, PA 19020.

Looking for part-time em-
ployment? The new Holiday

Matrix Fitness Center in King

of Prussia is looking for

lifeguards and aquatics in-

structors. Call 768-0710 and
ask for Mark Cifarelli or Gina

Summering.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For Ardmore apt. Have own
room. Near train, parking

available, 649-8037.

WANTED
Babysitter for two-year-old

Monday & Thursdays, 3:30-

6:00 p.m. $20 per week. Car

needed, relerencea required,

203-0367.

M>lsi1iwals to 6hf haW of

houoe wHti young profao-

on-one relationship with their

little brother or sister at the

outings as well as on their own
time.

Each member of the group is

encouraged to keep in touch with
their little sibling over breaks and
after graduation. The relation-

ships developed are meant to be
kept for a long time in hopes that

the dependability and dedication

on the big brother or sister's part

will pay off by seeing their little

brother or sister grow into a

trusting and mature member of

society.

< ^
Th« IMaiiUfaM't Oidy AUcnuitivt

• Imports & Independent Lat)els

• Hdrd to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

139 P^BMylvMie Avt.,W«yBcPA

254-0722

PART TIME JOBS
JOIN THE LEADER

WE ARE ONE OF THE NATION'S LARGEST RESEARCH AND
TELEMARKETING FIRMS. RAPID GROWTH HAS CREATED
OPENINGS FOR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATORS IN OUR
MARKET RESEARCH DIVISION.

IF YOU ARE:
AN ENTHUSIASTIC "PEOPLE PERSON*

WHO CAN FOLLOW DIRECTION

WE OFFER:
• FkEXIBLE HOURS

MORNINGS/AFTERNOONS/EVENINQS/WEEKENDS

• GOOD STARnNG RATE
• GONVEMENTLY LOCATED OFHCES
• OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

CALL JOANNE LEVY AT THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU
AND BE A PART OF OUR TEAM

Bryn Mawr Horsham/Jenkintown HJL Phila

(M iMnMw Am.)

526-1800 657-6400 676-5600

mmmimmimm^mmm^m^mimmt^m

Student TravelServicos

FOR INFO MATTJAYNE
c*tL.

642-8056
1 -800-648-4849 USA

PACKA<XS A VAttJmM

Naasau, Bahamas 348
Fort Uudar(Ma. Florida *129

MofHoQO Boyt JoffiMiioo

BofimiM

Greetings from the people who brought you the profeMionalitm
of a barroom conversation . . . well what do you expect -- that's

the kind of conversation that most V.U. students can understand

the best anyway . . . speaking of understanding, Johnny D. and

Rice Patty certainly weren't on the same radio wavelength last

Friday . . . who's in charge here anway?!? ... to find out how you
can be in chaise, don't miss the O.C. and R.A. training camps
held anywhere on campus except the parking lot ... we heard

that du Pont is holding tryouts for the 88 Olympic tobogganing

team there . . . only commuters need apply ... but oh, we forgot

that not everyone enjoys outdoor activities . . . instead of building

snowmen, some students are busy inside building airplanes . .

.

at least if they crash, 'Nova nurses are guaranteed to be nearby

. . . well, isn't it nice to know that you can count on some things

at this school . . . they'll even guarantee you the highest book

prices you'll find anywhere ... but they can't promise delivery

. . . and no, Virginia, we can't promise two reading days this

semester either ... but who knows, who cares.

Edited by the

UNIVERSITY
CHRISTIAN
RENEWAL
WEEK

FOUR ENTHUSIASTIC,

HUMOROUS AND CHALLENQINQ
PRESENTATIONS BY
MICHAEL SULLIVAN, O.S.A

MONDAY FEB. 2 -

THURSDAY, FEB. 5
8:30 P.M.

MAIN CHAPEL

CAMPUS MINISTRY

Canyou
afford to gamble

with the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE,or MCAT?

Probably not. Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad

school ofyour choice.

Scores play a part. And that's how
Stanley H. Kaplan can help.

The Kaplan course teaches test-taking

techniques, reviews course subjects, and
increases the odds that you'll do the best

you can do.

So ifyouve been out of school for a

while and need a refresher, or even if

youre fr^h out ofcollie, do what over 1

million students have done, lake Kaplan.

Why take a diance with your career?

DGMT
AKAPLAN

WITH 4
ONE

Call: 546-331

7

or 636-31 16

januwy30,1tt7aTWgVtJjmOVAMayn1>

^
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s*/ Vail
By ELLEN HUMMERT

During winter breaks the Vil-

lanova Ski Club sponsored a trip

to Vail, Colo. Twelve students

managed to save the $519 for six

days of excellent skiing.

For the first few days in Colo-

rado, the weather provided cloud-

less, sunny skies. A storm drop-

ping nearly five feet of snow in

neighboring towns narrowly
missed Vail, but the snow was
more than adequate for skiing.

Almost all 1,800 acres of the

Vail slopes were open, from the

11,250-foot peak, to the base
village, where the Ski Club stayed
in two condos.

After skiing Vail a few times,

the club skied at the new co-

resort, Beaver Creek. Beaver
Creek has 800 more acres avail-

able than does Vail and, with an
elevation of 11,400 feet, is also

ICourtMy of V.U. Ski's Club)

V.U. Ski Club on the slopes in Vail, Cd.

higher than Vail.

Considering the altitude of the

areas surrounding Vail, such as

E>enver, and the height of the

Rocky Mountain Range, there is

a difference in altitude of a few
miles between Vail and Villanova.

The thin atmosphere made it

harder to breatheand made almost

everyone tire quickly from the
constant skiing.

The Ski Club plans no further
trips for this semester; however,
according to secretary Maureen
Dannemiller, next year could
result in another trip West, to

eitherJackson Hole, Wy., or maybe
Park City, Ut.

Corr to host classical series
ByMAIUAKARR

A spring series of varied musical

events will begin on Feb. 8 at 3
p.m. in the Corr Chapel on cam-

pus. The series is presented by the

Villanova Union and Music Activ-

ities and will continue on succes-

sive Sundays until April 5, feat-

uring established performers as

well as emerging talent. Various

styles of music from different time

periods will be performed by
artists . in the intimate chapel

setting.

On Feb. 8, The Bach Aria Trio,

consisting of a harpsichord, a

j||toroque trumpet and a contralto

will perform. A joint recital by
soprano Sarah Woodcock and alto

Katherine Baird is scheduled for

Feb. 15.

The New Fine Arts Ensemble,

featuring five woodwinds and a

piano, will perform on Feb. 22.

The Quaretto De Camera, a col-

lection of two violins, a cello and
a viola, will perform on March 1.

Baritone Edward Jaworowski,
chairman of Villanova's classical

studies department, will sing on
March 22. A Villanova freshman
from Rosemont, CliftoQ Davis,

will play the piano on March 29.

Harpist Mary Ann Coppa will

round out and complete the series

with a performance on April 5.

According to John Dunphy,
director of Music Activities at

Villanova, "The reason for the

series is to upgrade the cultural

climate at Villanova. We are

trying to introduce students to

serious musit. For some, it will

be old friends."

Nesi Calderon, performing arts

coordinator of the Villanova Un-

ion, is very excited about the

series. "It's something the Villan-

ova Union has always wanted to

do. It gives not only^he students

but the Villanova community as

well an opportunity to enjoy

cultural, classical music," Calder-

on said.

This series marks the hx^t time

1 Thorax

6 MMiUri InuiQW
11 Pertaining to

Franoa^

12 Loop*
UConoaming
15 Arrows
17WNhar«d
ISOkM -

20 Undarground
part* of plant

22Balli

23 Short lacfcet

2S VIolant angar

27 Man'* nickname
2a Hinder

SOEnNata
32 Inspired with

wonder
34 Strip of doth

30 Tom
41 Coroner abbr.

42 Tardier

44Par1offlreplaoa

45 Prohibit

47Patha

49 Mualc: as

written

50 Prepere for

52 Simpleton

54 ^yml»ol for

thaWum

55 Sen to

consumer

57Blocl(head

59 Leases

60 Breathe loudly

in I

Villanova

Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN
1 invent

2 Third person
3 Goal

w
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Campus Ministry Perspi^titr

Gffied spealrer offers tiinefess mess^gie

By JOHN P. LOZANO

All of us have probably had the
experience of turning on the
television and coming across a
Christian preacher. Aside from
the sometimes theatrical and
financially oriented ones, we may
come across a very sincere and
enthusiastic person talking about
Christianity in a way most Cath-
olics are not accustomed to
hearing.

Catholics are often puzzled by
the use of words and expressions
not found in a Catholic religious

vocabulary or akin to a Catholic's

religious sensitivities. Catholics
may even feel somewhat uncom-
fortable about using television as
a medium for expressing Chris-

tianity or wonder why there are
not any Catholics using television

as a platform. One might wonder
how Catholics view preaching
today.

The preaching or proclamation
of the Christian message goes
back to Jesus and His command
to "proclaim the good news to the

ends ci the earth." Catholics are

familiar with Sunday sermons
and the great missionary efforts

of the church, while other preach-
ing efforts within Catholicism
may be less noticed.

Several religious orders were
founded with the primary purpose
of being traveling pr^chers, a
tradition that some still foUow.
Even until about 1950, theJesuits

themselves were involved in street
preaching across the United
States.

In the early days of television

some still remember how Fulton
Sheen drew the largest audience
of viewers when his program was
aired. Even today there is a
Catholic television network,
ETWN, founded by a religious

sister, whose programming is

received on cable in most places

in this country. Presently there

are many religious and lay Cath-

olic men and women who travel

about proclaiming the good news
of Jesus Christ in a variety of

ways.
Those of us at Villanova will

have an opportunity to hear one

such person. The Rev. Mkhael
Sullivan, O.SA, will be spooking

Feb. 2 to Feb. 5 at 8:30 p.m. in

the Main Chapel.

Sullivan is a CathoUc preacher

who has been traveling about the

United States since 1960, "pro-

claiming the Gospel." Sullivan is

a gifted speaker who presents a

humorous, enthusiastic and chal-

lenging message on Christianity.

He is so welT-reoeived that he

already is requested at various

places for the next three years.

This is a great opportunity for

us at Villanova to have such a

gifted Catholk preacher tobewith

us this coming week. Sullivan's

presentations are an opportunity

for us to spend some time to draw
closer to God in our lives.

No matter whereyou might find

yourself presently in your life, in

your belief in God or in your

commitment to your church, I am
sure that you would enjoy and
grow from hearing the message

Fr. Mike has to share with us. He
brings a timeless message filled

with enthusiasm and inspiration

available to us all.

^Bf^ - ^

(Continuedfrom page 14^

Wall and in Bartley Caf?

The thought of those late night

pizza cravings will take second
only to the experience of dining
in the luxurious ^it. And of

course, therels nufbaar who will

ever forget the excitement' of the

1965 Basketball Championship or

h6W ecstatic we felt to ^ part of

it.

Finally, f am sure many of us
will never tailgate again without
the fear of security coming to

detap our kegs because "the game
is about to start."

Just remember, we seniors are

left with only one more semester

f

to add to this ootksctkm of memo-
ries . . . and THA1P is what seni-

oritis is all about.

Amis answer
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CPATEAM
TUITION

1W0 NEAOS ABf iETTER THAN ONEI

In iKl ws'is ao oonvinosd that youl

Isam better together. vm'H give you

both a tuM 25% off iouft tuWon. wtwn
you and a friend register for the

STANI^Y H. tOSPLANCM REVIEW.

CaH:
54t-3317

or

81M116

Free
Coke

Present this coupon to receive four FREE 16 oz.

bottlee ofCol»* with the purchase of any large

ExtravaqanTZa*'.

One coupon per pizza. Not good with any other

offer. Our drivers carry less than $2000. Umllscl

Includes rebale ofsalMtax if

lO

c >
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Deep Purple returns with 'House'
ByikUSSCECCOLA

The House »(Blue U^t
De^ Ptnip^
PolyGraiti Records
41* * * V.

Deep Purple is one of the land-

mark bands in rock-and-roll that

determined the direction of music
to come. They ruled the 70s as

the most successful hard rock

outfit. The band went through
four lineup changes, but the most
famous and profitable version of

Deep Purple, the so-called "Mai'k

n" Deep Purple, included: Ritchie

Blackmore (guitar), Ian Gillan

(vocals), Roger Glover (bass), Jon
Lord (keyboards) and Ian Paice

(drums). In 1973, the "Mark H"
Purple broke up and each member
went their separate ways over the

next 11 years.

Blackmore went on to form
Rainbow, the most successful

venture by the "Mark 11"

members. Lord joined Whites-
nake. Glover took to his hidden
talent and be^n producing other

bands before joining Rainbow in

1979. Gillan entered a solo career,

recfirding 11 albums. Paice flitted

from Whitesnake to Gary Moore.

De^ Purple fans still had a
voice in the rock world and even-

tually the "Mark H" lineup de-

cided to get back together in 1984.

The result was P^ect Strangers
and the tour was phenomenally
successful. The band promised to

stay together and with the release

of their latest album, The House

ofBlue Light, they have kept their

word. :

Perfect Strangers took on the

modem feel of the decade. Its

sound was a bit di^erent and the

two singles "Perfect Strangers"

and "Knockin* At Your Back
Door" were incredibly received by
the world.

The most surprising thin^
about The House of Blue Light is

that it sounds like the entire

album was imported from the

70s. This is vintage Deep Purple.

All of the songs have that bluesy

feel with a hard rock base that

made Deep Purple popular. Per-

haps it was the recording studio

in the outer reaches of Vermont
that did it. Even so. Deep Purple

has regained that sound only

heard on classic albums like

Machine Head, Deep Purple in

Rock andMade infapan.

The album-opener is "Bad At-

titude," the current single and
video from the band. The idea

behind this song and seemingly
behind most of the others is to

vividly speak about the outcasts

and unique people around us.

While being bold, the songs are

also cynical. "Bad Attitude* is the

words of an angry man to a critic

of his life. Side One also includes

"The Unwritten Uw," "Call of

the WUd," "Mad Dog" and "Black
and White."

The Unwritten Law" is a

IAN
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RkhardPn^ffb^ doctor

Condition'

Richard Pryor, as seen here in ''Bustin' L4M>se", is currently*ming
the success oi "Critical Condition."

f'mi

By COURTNEY LEE

"Critical Condition"
Paramount Pictures

Richard Pryor is extremely
funny in the new movie, "Critical

Condition." Pryor portrays Kevin
Lenahan, a happy-go-lucky, risk-

taking dreamer who needs money
for one of his business deals.

Lenahan, while making a deal

with a lone shark, gets framed for

a crime he did not commit. He
ends up in jail, and, rather than
serve a jail sentence, pleads insan-

ity. Lenahan then ends up in the

psycho ward of a New York
hospital, trying everything to

make the doctors believe that he
is insane.

The total chaos starts when a
hurricane strikes and paralyzes
the city. Lenahan escapes ^m
the crazy ward of the hos||ital

during a blackout, and before he

CLIiSSlFIED

iUrVER11SlN6
We're looking for a fraternity,

sorority or large student
organization tliat would like

to make $500-$1,00<H for a
one-week long on-campus
marketing project. Group
must be organized and iiard-

working. Call Andrew at 567-
2100.

Is It true you can buy jeeps
for $44 through the U.S.
Government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-312-742-1142,
ext. 3695.

WANTED NOWl Spring Break
representatives for Colle-
giate Tour & Travel. Earn free

trips and cash too! Call 1-

800-328-6322, ext. 579.

VILLANOVA
SUN YOURSELVES FOR
FREEin - LUV Tours is ac-

tively searching for individu-

als, groups, fraternities,

dubs, etc. to Join ourSPRING
BREAK getaways. Our group
leaders receive free trips,

commissions, and excellent

marketing and sales expe-
rience for resumes. If you are
outgoing, energetic and LUV
spring break, please check us
out: Daytona Beach from
$99, Ft. Lauderdale from
$129 and Key West only
$165. Call now toll free, 1-

800-368-2006. (Ask for

Beth).

Earn $480 vveekiy — $60/100
envelopes stuffed. Guaran-
teed. Homeworlcers needed
for company project stuffing

envelopes and assembling
materials. Send stamped,
aeH-s ridiiMsd snwsiops to
•MK Mail CoMipany, P.O. Box
25-134, Caetaic, CaNfomia
91310.

Hlrifig ToUaift T^ P«yl
•t home. No

Spring Break^S7
BAHAMAS

Fri,, March 6 to
Fri., March 13

^389 {P%fp9non)
(quad oecupmnef)

Round trip Philadelphia to NatMu/ParadlM Island. Accommodations at

tha Dolphin Hotol. Trantfars, iMggaga handling, taxat and tips. Many
activWoa.

if intmrmmimd edit thm Gradmaim Sclkoof ai 645'
7119J. Space limited.

Telephone Order Takers

Customer Service Representatives

Earn extra money
during evenings
and weeicends

QVC, America's quality cable shopping channel, oflers
delightful opportunities for intelligent, articulate men and
women to take phone orders in comfortable and interesting
surroundings during evenings and nveekends. The hours are
flexible, since we operate around the clock, 7 days a week.
You will be working in the comfort ofQVC's beautiful new
television studios in West Chester, watching the live
broadcast ofQVC's popular new'home slumping program.
You will receive calls from viewers from all over the country,
and all you have to do is accurately record their orders for
quality merchandise from Sears and leading manufacturers.
We will show you how to enter the orders on a computer
terminal, but no previous computer experience is required.
Typing ability is a plus, accuracy is essential, and you must
have a very good phone manner You will not be doing any
selling just polite customer servicing

Full time positions are also available. This is one of the most
exciting and fastest growing enterprises in the Philadelphia
area, so don't hesitate to apply if you qualify.

Phone 640-2943 to apply.

QVC Network, Inc.

Goahon Corporate Park
West Chester, PA 19380

An Equal Opportunity Employer hUf

Qumiiiy Hi/im C§

can destroy his i^^minatingfile,
he gets caught up in the confiieion
and is mistaken for -a traveling

emergency room doctor.

It is vefy entertaining to see

how Pryor gets himself in and out
of some funny situations. He uses

quick thinking todelegate hospital

authority in mobilizing the staff

against the hurricane disaster.

Everyone in the hospital loves the

fake "Dr. Slattery" because he
makes them all feel like anything
is possible.

'Xritkral Condition*' also makes
fun of hospital bureaucracy when
several doctors and hospital ad-

ministrators will not do the best
thing for the patients because
they are afraid of malpractice
suits.

Lenehan and the new hospital

administrator, Rachael. team
together to help stabilize th^
hospital during the crisis while
the real, uptight administrator is

secretly being held captive on the

psycho ward of the hospital.

Lenahan tries to escape from
the ho6pi^l the next morning by
boat, but gets drawn back by a
fire that was started in the hos-

pital laundry room by an escaped
convict. Lenahan saves the hos-
pital and gets released from his

jail sentence.

"Critical CondiHon" provides
some good laughs. The movie has
a cohesive plot that is fast-moving
and exciting. The characters are
humorous, and Rkhard Pryor is

the betoved hero who gets to leave
the hospital with a clean slate.

The movie also contains a good
moral which showed that people
can solve more problems by using
their imagination and instincts,

rather than by passing the buck.

"Critical Condition'^is certainly
not a mind-probing film, but it

does provide some good laughs
and entertainment, with a happy
ending.

FORTUNF

By RUSS CECCOLA

IWO JIMA - 1945/ PALK-
LANDS82 •••• FIREBIRDSOFT-
WARE 064/128

War games are abundant for

Commodore computers* yet have

never been so simple to play and
simultaneously strategically chal-

challenging as they now are with
this "flippy" disk from Firebird

- Software. With each of the above
games on either side of a disk, you
cannot lose.

Both have similar game play;

still, Iwo Jima is played with a

joystick and Falklands 82 is

played with the keyboard. Both
are island wars and take place in

a number of turns set by the

difficulty level: 30-3j6 days for lufo

Jima and 25-30 days for Falklands

82.

IwoJima is a conflict simulation

in which you deploy forces on the

title island in order to totally

destroy the Japanese forces. As
the American Commander, you
choose which beaches to land

forces at, and can move the pieces

and execute commands with the

joystick.

The island of Iwo Jima is de
picted on the screen. Terrain and
units are drawn as icons on the

map. Each unit, both enemy and
American are given four factors:

Aggression, Defense, Movement
and Range. Their meanings are

self-explanatory. The goal is to

destroy every single Japanese
force on the island in the chosen

number of days.

Falklands 82 is similar to Itoo

Jima in game play, yet different

in goals and strategy. In Falklands,

you guide the British forces across
the map of the Northern part of

the East Falkland Island via.

keyboard in order to capture 10

settlements, while keeping the

« Argentianian forces from that

same goal. You have to finish this

task before time runs out. Falk-

kinds 82 mirrors Iwo Jima, yet

stands apart.

Both war games are excellent

little cl^llenges to obtain on the

same disk at a low price. The key
to winning is to plan your strategy

to place your strongest units in

the tough places and to know your
Units well.

GRAPHICSSCRAPBOOKCHAP-
TER I: SPORTS ••• CHAPTER II:

OFFTHE WALL ••• BPYX C64/
128, AP, IBM

orize the images by name, you are

headed in the right direction. All

jMctures are r^roduced in the
mstruction manual in smaller size

alongside their name.
< The Offthe WaU Grapkics Scrap-

. book disk includes the kind of

images that were drawn when the
artists were in strange moods. All

pictures reflect the fads and follies

-of modem America. These in-

clude: Bugle Bear, Love Bubbles,
Sad Santa, Rad Xurkey, Stuck
Santa, The Shaft, Executk>ner,

Elefun, Skate Punk, Easter Punk
and many others. Over 100 pic-

tures are included.

Clearly, you can see the Gra-,
phics Scrapbook disks are the right

buy for those that need topic*

oriented pictures for Print Shop/
Printmaster, and not the general

run-of-the-mill pictures normally
offered.

CADPAK - 128 •••• ABACUS
SOFTWARE C128

Often when working with Print

Shop or Printmaster, you find that

you need some different pictures

to put on a poster or in a greeting

card. You do not feel brave or

interested enough to design your
owh graphic images and you give

up. With these new utility disks

from Epyx, your hunger for art

may be squelched for a while to

come.
Epyx's artists spent a while

thinking about and drawing the

objects/pictures on these disks.

Sold as separate graphics disks,

the Graphics Scrapbook pictures

may just give you all you need for

drawing sports andwacky posters

and other PHnt Shop/Printmaster

In order to use the Sports Gra-

phic Scrapbook, you put this disk

in your drive when the prompt in

the above prqframt asks for a
graphks iotvgM disk-^rom this

potM, you iMve over KM) imaya
todMoae 6«ii»oo¥eriag aU m^lflr

is jiane of the

Computer aided design (CAD) is

becoming very popular in the

world of computing and is opening

up new careers in the job market

for aspiring professionals. Many
CAD programs have popped up for

different computer systems. The
main ingredient of all CAD pro-

grams is the ability to draw nearly

any shape or use any type of

drawing techniques. Draftsmen

and architects are beingovertaken

by the CAD specialists.

A recent release from Abacus
Software is Cadpak - 128, de-

signed for the Commodore 128

computer and capable of handling

any standard CAD application.

This program leaves little to the

imagination.

Cadpak — 128 is entirely menu-
driven. All commands can be

entered via the keyboard and
cursor movement can be con-

trolled with the cursor keys and/

or a lightpen. Either option is just

as effective.

The main menu contains the

following options: View (for obser-

vation of the drawing from differ-

ent screens). Draw (for actually

creating your picture). Print, Obj/

Font (for designing and collecting

different objects that will probably

be used again), Templ/Cr (for the

creation of templates) and File (for

disk functions).^

From these selections, other

menus appea^r and command se-

lection is performed by pressing

one or two keys. The largest menu
is the set of commands in Draw
Mode, the commands which do the

main work of Cadpak — 128. By
the way, all commands and op-

tions appear on the bottom of the

screen with the necessary keys

highlighted. ~

In Draw mode, all of the follow-

ing commands can be executed:

Draw, Point, Line, Box, Centers,

Diamond, Circle, Arc, Ellipse,

Curve, Fill, Letter, Copy, Tem-
plate Use, Use Objects, Erase*

Rubout, Utilities, Color, View,

Zoom and New Drawing. All

commands usually have sub-

menus with even more options.

Cursor movement has been

perfected with Cadpak - 128. All

potitionings are done twice, first

with the cursor jumping eight

dots per move and then at one dot.

Alao, an excellent element is the

indttsion of coordinates of the

cursor on the screen at all times

to eliminate confusion. This,

taken with all of theothernuances

of ti)e program, naket Cadpak —
128 tlie onlyCAD program toown
for Coomodore 123 uaeni.

and his team of designers at

Activision reproduced the music,

scenery ai)d goals in the Twen-
tieth Century Fox summer hit so

well. When playing the game, you
feel like you are Ripley, battling

the alien creatures.

i4/fms has every single major
element and character from the

film incorporated in the game,
including the flnal climactic battle

between the Alien Queen and
Ripley, with the Power Loader

versus the Queen's double jaw.

The game play of Aliens is

unique. At first load, the game
shows the opening images and
characters in the film, duplicating

their dialogue and actions up to

the first of six game parts. All

game parts, once completed, give

you a code number that may be

entered the next time you start

the game, so that you can bypass

what you have already conquered.

The six game parts are the

following: Drop Ship, in which
you must land your ship on the

planet; AFC Rescue, where you
guide ifour of the Marines separ-

ately through the Atmosphere
Processor; Operations Room,
where you must fend off aliens

until you can burn a hole in the

wall; Air Duct Maze, a guided tour

of the APC through a large maze;

Newt Rescue, in which you travel

back through the ship and One On
One, Ripley's battle with the Alien

Queen.
All game parts are intermixed

with the scenes and dialogue of

the film, so by playing through the

entire game, you actually go
through the film's story, begin-

ning to end. A special treat is the

sprite graphics of the alien crea-

ture, complete with retractable

jaw and spine-tingling scream.

The music is spooky and ominous,
keeping the gamer on the edge of

the seat.

In total, Aliens will take you as

long as the film to play and leave

you catching your breath at the

end. Each game part is a challenge

and Steve Cartwright gets tons of

credit for designing the best action

game in a while.

QUIZAM! •*••* ELECTRONIC
ARTS C64/ 128, AP

With the recent popularity of

trivia in the gaming world, it is

not surprising that it did not take

long before a company brought
this craze to the home computer.
Electronic Arts has done just that,

marketing the best trivia game
ever designed for the personal

computer.
Created by Interstel, Quizam!

comes with two disks and a short,

concise instruction booklet. The
options with Quizam! are im-

mense, with game play controlled

by joystick, paddle or keyboard.

The initial welcome screen
allows you to change game pa-

rameters. You must choose be-

tween one and eight players,

difficuhy level, playing board and
game length. The object of the

game is to move your game piece

around the board, answering
questions on each turn and trying

to answer successfully a question

from each category's main space

followed by a random question.

The player that does this fastest

and makes it to the center space

first, wins the game. The ques-

tions are of appropriate difficulty

and the game is the perfect party

amuser.
There are three sets of ques-

.tions on the two disks: Fun Facts
I, Fun Facts II and School Days.
Alao, there is a special program
called QuiMMor that allows the

player to create hit own questions

and include them ina quettion set

or oMUe hit omm aat. Either way,
Qaimml it a chaUanfe that it

wiftli the moMy and wUl laave

you wmmkm; Who waa the orig-

iml ebaiaa^fir Darothy in 'The
k*t
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Entertainment

Calendar

Music

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Jan. 30 — Big Edsel Band
Jan. 31 — Rhythm & Bluefish
Feb. 3 - Basic Skills

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1210

Jan. 30 — Beru Revue
Jan. 31 — Pat Travers
Feb. 4 — Joe Sudlers
Feb. 5 — Dave Edmunds
Feb. 6 — Steve Forbert

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard & Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

Feb. 1 — Teeze
Feb. 4 — Master Mind
Feb. 6 — Pretty Poison

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-972-7600

Jack Tworkov: Paintings 1928-1982
Jan. 30 through April 12

Comedy

Comedy Works
126 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-W-A-C-K-Y-9-7
Feb. 1 - The Legendary Wid
Feb. 6-7 — Frankie Pace

Theater

Annenberg Center
. At the Zellerbach Theatre

3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-563-7537

•The Foreigner"
Through Feb. 8
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TV vhkfnce dwindles, hut ^ponsorsMl coiittNMS
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Violent programming's popu-
larity is at its lowest point in 20
years, but it still dominates prime-
time because of certain sponsors,
including the U.S. Military, ac-

cording to a recent report by the
National Coalition on Television
Violence (NCTV).

Television violence had been
popular since 1956, when the
"adult western" emerged. Before
then, there had never been more
than one violent show in any
annual Nielsen top 20. Since 1956,
however, only when the American
Medical Association (AMA) and
the national Parent-Teachers'
Association (PTA) campaigned
against TV violence in 1977 has
there been a lapse in popularity

comparable to the present lapse

in violent shows' popularity.

The most popular violent show
of 1984, "The A-Team," is no
longer aired; the most popular
violent show of 1985, "Miami
Vice," has fallen from ninth to

23rd in the Nielsens; and the most
popular violent show of 1986,
"Moonlighting," is 12th and is

less than half as violent as "Miami
Vice." Reasons cited for this
decline are greater public aware-
ness of violent programming's
harmfulness and the resurgence
of the non-violent sitcom.

Despite the decline in popular-
ity, 40 percent of prime-time
programming still consists of

violent shows, down from 52
percent in 1964. This large per-

centage is caused by thecontinued
sponsorship by advertisers trying
to attract primarily male viewers.
The leading sponsor of violent

programming is the U.S. Military;

followed by General Motors, every
other automotive company; and
Budweiser and Miller beer pro-

dudlrs. Pepsi is the only heavy
sponsor that does not fit the male-
seeking pattern.

Although popularity is down,
the average American still

watches 8 to 10 hours of violent

programming per week. Millions
who still enjoy lai]ge amounts of

violent programming have been
found to be poorly informed about
its harmfulness. The fact that

such violent movies as "First

Blood" and "Uncommon Valor"
have already been broadcast in

1987 shows that no significant

programming changes have been
made.
Thomas Radecki, research di-

rector of NCTV, says, "We hope
that public pressure on our mil-

itary and on auto and beer pro-

ducers will help them see the lack

of wisdom that their violence
sponsorship policies are having,
artificially keeping up the number

of vkilcnt programson TV. We are
asking people to write their sena-
torsand repreaentatives topcotest
our military's sponsorship of
violence. Glanoriring violaice is

neither in the best long-term
interests of our armed forces nor
our country."

NCTV Conducted a screening of
violence for fad 1986 program-
ming. The shows averaging the

^most vk)lent acts per hour were
"Sledgehammer" (58). 'Thi A-
Team" (56), ''Sidekicks" (43),

"Spencer for Hire" (42), "Mike
Hammer" (36) and "Miami Vkx"
(35). All of these were rated X for

violence by the NCTV except -

"Sledgehammer" because of its

slapstick quality.

"Our World" and "20/20" were
commended for showing violence
to increase understanding of "the
tragic impact that war and vio-

lence has on human life."

NCTV applauded as "high in

educational or pro-social content,"
"The Cosby Show," "Newhart,"
"60 Minutes," and "Cagney &
Lacey" among others.

The "Worst New Violent Pro-
gram" was "Sidekicks." The
"Worst Single TV Episode" was
an episode of "Mike Hammer." .

The NCTV also researched
cartoons and found that Saturday
morning shows have gone down
from averaging 25 violent acts per

hour in the early 1980s to 17 acts

per hour today. The trend is

reversed by before and after
school prommmbg, which now
averages 36 yiotept acts per hour.
Thia is caused Df29 different war
cartoon series being pnxluced by
toy companies trying to sell their

wartoys.

Robert E. GoM, a member of

NCTVs board of directors, said,

'There is still a vary serious

problem with intense and brutal

ykAtact on television. This dis-

torted portrayal of violence, mak-
ing violence appear as a very

effective way to deal with conflict,

is having a harmful effect on our
society."

A07T y^ VO^1

eirINFORMALBUSH pan
Tues., Feb. 3-8:00 Day Hop
Wed., Feb. 4 6:00 North Lounge
Thurs., Feb. 5 9:00 East Lounge
* Don't miss this great opportunity
to go greek with the great Alpha O's

THERE WILL BENO FORMAL FALL RUSHW 1987 FORANYSORORITY
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ADVERTISIllHi
SPRING BREAK *87

Campus Rep. Organize Sail-

ing Charters — Ft. Lauder-
dale to Bahamas, commis-
sion and free cruise! Call

Captain Williams, 1650 SW
23rd Terrace, Ft. Lauderdale,
FL 33312 or call (305) 583-
0202, anytime.

FT. LAUDERDALE OR BUST
SPRING BREAK 1987

Why pay ooeenfront hotel
prlow?.For only $22/peraon/
night we offer you a 1-

bedroomor2-bedroom apart-

msnt, largeefflciencyOfeMaN
studio unit. Pool, cooking
tacNHise, BBa ceMe TV, bite
iwrnaa. vfam lo

TELEMARKETING
Telephone Marketing Sendees. Inc., a leader in the field,

has doubled the size of its eastern office. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently located on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and full-time positions — days, evenings, and
Saturdays.

Starting salary is $5-$6 an hour with a t>rief (two-day) paid

training period. No experience necessary. Warm atmosphere,

professional staff, all consisting of individuals in various

stages of their coHegiate careers. Paid medical, vacations,

and holidays.

Our policy is to promote from within!

Come grow with us and/or earn extra money to take care of

your semester's needs.

CAU TODAY, START TOMORROWI

6S7-9B27 6B7-90S5

at Venettan Otmt

Theheat ison.
This summer may be your last chance to

graduate from ootkge with a degree tfik/an
cifficers coinnisakui. Sign up l(^ BDTXTfc
six-week Basic Camp riOMC See^iour

Rofessor of M9itary&icfK^ for details.

But huivy. Thetime is Aert
TbespaceiaJimilad.ThehflatiftQn. <

1)ii\!P»^
••

—IMits the sign up for

Cancun?

—iKHss the registration for

the Bahamas

—Spend ail of your money
•idlngyand are ioolting for an
inexpenshre buiexciting
Spring Brealc?

Don't worry, dor^'tiret

AJIMY j3::2.i OFFCERSTMININC1

Call (215) .876-2446 (Collect)

wW he^youfind fMiiAffttid sun
thatyou call afford*
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Spoons 'wallc across tfie water' to popularity
By MEGAN GUIDERA

Bridgss over Borders

I Spoons
'olyGram Records
* * •

A9 Chicago, Genesis and Biily

Joel splatter America's top 40

^charts with their classical excel-

lence, many talented nameless

groups attempt to climb the shaky

ladder of pop musical success.

One such talented unfamiliarity

is the Toronto-based band,
Spoons. Although their name is a

frequently used household utensil.

Spoons' musical talent on Bridges

over Borders is nothing to gag

with.

Spoons is a quartet led by
Gordon Deppe, who plays the

^tar. Sandy Horne is the bassist

and fenude yocalist. Scott MacDo-
nald plays the keyboards, and
Steve Kendry is the extremely

talented drummer. ,

Deppe and Horne formed
Spoons in the late '70s. Shortly

thereafter. Spoons rallied a tre-

mendous amount of successful

support in Canada.

Canadians enjoy Spoons for

their acclaimed live performances,

including major tours with The
Talking Heads, The Police and
CultureClub.
Spoons has made four albums

since 1982. Two of their albums,
Arias and Symphonies and Talk-

back received Canadian gold
awards.

In 1986 Spoons decided to strive

for excellence and make necessary
changes. At this point MacDonald
and Kendry joined the band,
giving it a new pop twist. This
twist is reflected in their fourth

album, Bridges over Borders, that

reflects the maturity of a once-

young band.

The album's title track,

"Bridges over Borders," makes
the clear statement that this is a
new start for the band. The song
has a good beat and strong per-

'cussion. However, as is the case
in many of the songson the album,

J the vocals lack strength.

"Rodeo" and "Clever" are the

two best songs on the album.
Despite its name, "Rodeo" is not

a country song. With its strong

keyboards and percussion, "Ro-

deo" compares the ups and downs
in life to a rodeo. "Rodeo" is one
of the few songs in which the

vocals are strong and powerful.

"Clever" is the other toi>-notch

fast-paced powerhouse on Bridges

over Borders. The lyrics are simple
and light. The vocals blend
smoothly with a heavy drum beat.

Bridges over Borders has one

slow song, "Be Alone Tonight."

The music is a pretty blend of

saxophone, keyboards, guitar and
drums. The song has great poten-

tial musically; however, once
again the vocals do not have the

strength needed to carry the song.

"On The Beach" and "Tidal

Wave" have a fast pop beat, but

lack change and lyrical diversity.

The music is redundant, and the

vocals again leave something to be

desired.

When shopping for an album.

Spoons may not be the first thing

to come to mind, especially be-

cause of their name. However,

they do have definite talent and

strong potential. Bridges over

Borders may not be the next gold

record in America, but it is worth

listening to.

'Bedroom Window' falls to captivate audience
By JOANNE LOFTUS

"The Bedroom Window"
directed by Curtis Hanson
* 1/2

If you have seen Alfred Hitch-

cock's "The Rear Window," you

might want to miss "The Bedroom
Window," a mediocre take-off of

this daring thriller. Writer-

director Curtis Hanson has come
up with an exciting, suspenseful

storyline which often keeps the

viewer on the edge of his seat.

However, he can not compete with

the true master of suspense,

Hitchcock.

Hanson displays his cunning
skill in this murder mystery
through the fantastic opening
scene. The viewer quickly realizes

the incredible potential as the plot

thickens and becomes more and
more complex. This feeling of

potential just as quickly perishes,

however, during the court room
scene.

At this point, Hanson must
have forgotten his train of thought

because the remainder of the

movie borders on the ridiculous,

and the avid mystery enthusiast

will feel sorely let down as the plot

becomes silly and unbelievable.

Steve Gutenberg ("Cocoon"),

stars in "The Bedroom Window"
as Terry Lambert, a young, good-

looking executive, who scores

with his boss' beautiful French
wife at an office party and brings

her home. Sylvia, the bored and
spoiled wife of a wealthy business-

man, is portrayed by Isabelle

Huppert.

A sizzling romantic liaison

ensues. Later that evening, Sylvia

witnesses a brutal attack on a

young woman (Elizabeth McGov-
ern) while gazing out of the

bedroom window (Hence, the title

of the movie.) The would-be mur-

derer flees when he spots Sylvia,

leaving his victim to die.

Fearful of her wealthy, and
possessive husband, Sylvia re-

fuses to be a witness to the crime.

Sensing his moral obligation to

the surviving victim and his lover,

Lambert unwittingly pretends

that he was the sole eyewitness

and reports it to the police using

Sylvia's accurate description of

the would-be murderer.

Eventually, the police gather
enough evidence to bring the

accused to court. All of the ifacts

have seemingly been presented.

But alas, in the court room scene
which follows, several misleading

facts are disclosed by the defend-

ant's devious lawyer.

They are so misleading (and so

far-fetched) that Lambert sudden-
ly finds himself the prime suspect

in this case and two related

murders. Thus, an innocent man
must prove his innocence. Each
resulting scene adds to the ridicu-

lousness of the movie.

With Hanson's added twists,

the plot becomes unrealistic and
predictable. Many of the subse-

quent events which occur depend
far too heavily upon chance and
coincidence. Hitchcock would
definitely not have approved.

especially since all of the facts

were not sufficiently presented in

some way prior to the court scene.

Furthermore, it appeared that

there was too much emphasis on
suspense and not enough on the

character development. Some of

the characters were very
unrealistic.

Granted, the constant action

promoted the viewer's curiosity,

but in doing this, a lot of the

credibility of the actual events

were lost. This is evident as seen

in the denouement of the movie

when Lambert and Denise team

up to trap the killer by taking the

law into their own hands. They
devise an interesting play which

is a sure-fire way to catch the

psychopathic killer but do they

really know what they are up
against once they have caught

him?

THEART BIN IIMA
OOCS TO COLLm|NJ

miM AtUMrf

Hi, Shtrmt
Doin' anything

tonight? .

^ Hi, Pog . . yeah, I 've got^ |w««M<. a blind date. ...I'm

^ '^ kinda psyched, too;

everybody says she>
got a great personality I

lere goes any hope of me and^
mrmen ever dating! J

Don't worry. Peg, I thinlc

this 11 be their first, and
fMMiLLAI

Gee. I cant imsgia^ vhy
they "WDuld only tell me about

her personality!!!

ooooh! Let's

his (Dnef!!

P"TV'

V e I v e t U nderground <§>«^'^2i^-f^ac5«f>ns

«
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Academic All-
By KIMBERLY BROGUE

In early December, as the emo-
tions for college bowl games were
peaking, General Telephone and
Electric (GTE) released the Aca-
demic All-Americans for the 1986
football season. Villanova not only
placed one man on the prestigious

list, but placed two out of their

three nominations. Nominated
were Bob Brady (sophomore-wide
receiver), Ron Sency (sophomore-
running back) and Rich Spugnardi
(sophomore-linebacker).

Sency was elected to the first

team All-American list with his

3.60 gradepoint average in electri-

cal engineering. Sency 's statistics

this year include 525 rushing
yards (66 yd./game avg.), 9 touch-
downs, 13 receptions for 134 yards
and 1 touchdown.

Sency's season was highlighted
with 129-yard effort on 23 carries

versus the Columbia Lions.

Spufimardi was elected to the

^F

second team Academic All-

American roster. Rich has a 3.85

grade-point average in finance
(College of Commerce and Fi-

nance). Spugnardi, as well as
Sency, has been on the Dean's list

every semester here at Villanova.

Spugnardi's statistics for the
season are impressive, including
60 tackles (22 solo tackles) and 1

sack. He also caused 3 fumbles,
recovered 2 fumbles and had 1

interception.

The 6-foot-l-inch linebacker is

also involved in Campus Ministry.
Villanova is one of only eight

Division lA and lAA schools to

place two players on the All-

American roster. Other schools
include Northwestern, Michigan
State, Duke and Penn State
University.

Coach Andy Talley is bursting
with pride over the accomplish-
ments of these two players. Talley
stated, "I am more proud of their

accomplishmeats than of the fact

that we have won 13 of 14 games
in the last two years and have
broken 18 school records (16
offensive recorda and two defen-

sive records)." Talley also feds,
"Thi»it ikidicative of the ViUan*
ova football praram. They- are
not here just to pwy football, they
are here for an educatxNa."

>IM/efe

oi the

Week

(FitoPholoV

Ron Sency

Cat swimmers drown in Tri-meet
By JOANNE DEVEREUX
Last week was a rough one for

the Men's swim team as they cut

their record to 9-4, losing to La
Salle, Army and Penn State. They
did, however, pull out one win
along the way beating U. Penn in

the La Salle, Villanova and U.

Penn tri-meet.

During the tri-meet, the Wild-

cats were tied with La Salle with
only three events left. But La Salle

soon took the leaci by dominating
the 500-yard freestyle, winning
first and second places and leaving

Villanova unable to catch up.

Despite Viilanova's loss, there

were a couple of Villanova
swimmers who had exceptional

races. Lou Dearstyne was the only

Villanova double winner against

La Salle, with victories in the 100-

yard freestyle (47.62) and the 200-

yard freestyle (1:42.91).

On Jan. 24, the Villanova
swimmers travelled to West Point
only to face defeat once again,

losing 130-87. Army's depth of a

team proved to overwhelm the

Wildcats as they dominated the

1000-yard freestyle, the 500-yard
freestyle and the 2()0-yard breast-

stroke. However, in the 200-yard

breaststroke event, Villanova
sophomore Tim Truax was not

far behind, placing third with a
time of 2:14.23.

Diver Dave Echeverria had an
outstanding performance that
day, placing first in both the one-

meter diving and the three-meter

diving events. Other events in

which Villanova placed first were
the 200-yard IM, with Chris Craft
swimming 1:55.83, and the 100-

yard freestyle, with Blaise Mat-
thews swimming 46.80.

The Villanova swimmers* most
recent defeat was against Penn
State on Jan. 26. Dearstyne,
had a good day, placing first in

the 100-yard freestyle (47.45).

According to Coach Ed Geisz,

one significant factor which lead
lo their loss was the absence of

MattHews and Pete Maloney who
missed the bus. "It was laziness,

and carelessness on their part
that they couldn't be on time for

the bus. Maloney and Matthews
are significant contributers to the
team's success," said Geisz.

LOU DEARSTYNE

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is Lou
Dearstyne. Lou is a freshman out of Thomwood, N.Y.
During high school, he was involved with Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, along with being a member of
the National Honor Society.

Lou is one of the upcoming stars of the Villanova
swim team, having fine meets all through last week.

Last summer Lou placed second in the Junior
Olympics in the 100-yard freestyle. This achievement
qualified him for the Olympic Festival in which, even
with a case of mono, Lou placed sixth.

Last semester Lou carded a 3.0grade point average
in the College Of Commerce and Finance. He hopes
to major in finance and take that major to Wall
Street. The 6-foot, 175-pound Dearstyne swims the

50-yard, 100-yard,^00-yard and 500-yard freestyle for

the Wildcats.

Surely this high school league record-holder will

continue his success for the blue and white.

•CM Sportswear
MCKEnmcMPsmTSMKmmpitomanmLnBm
10« UUHCASTER AVE. BRYN MUWR SZ7-41II

NURSING GRADUATES

NCLEX-RN/CGFNS
lic«ntur» PrtfMiratfofi
• RMow your own study schedule vn our copy-rHMBd
TEST-M-TAPE*prooram.

• Course and homestudy notes prepired by professionai

nursing spedaKsls.

• Up-to-the-minute research keeps pace with exam
changes.

• Practice tests based on actual NCLEX format.

i-R

lUD.

Call:

546-331

7

or

635-3116

ifa Not Too Late To
Join The Fun of

Villanova Crew!
Winter work-outs have begun; you MUST attend

these work-outs in order to participate in the spring

water sessions.

Practice schedules are posted on the crew board
near the Day-Hop in Dougherty. Contact the
women's crew captain, Sheila Todd, for further Info:

527-2827.
* •

SEE YOUATPRACTICE

.

m
FEBRUARY 1 1, Wednesday

7:00 P.M.
BartleyHall u
Room 209

Dr. Michael A. Sells. Haverford College
SEMANTICS OF MYSTICAL UNION IN ISLAM

Professor Sells is an assistant professor of Islam and comparative
religions at Haverford College. Previously, he was a Andrew W. Mellon
Fellow at Stanford University following the completion of his Ph.D.
dissertation on "The Metaphor and Dialectic of Emanation in Plotinue,
John the Scot, Meteter Eckhart and Ibn Arabi' at the University of
Chicago. Professor Sells is completing a work on Mystical Unkw and
Monotheistic Religion: An Ecumenical DiakKue.

INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

.»

MARCH 4. Wednesday
7:00 P.M.
Connelly Center
Cinema

presents
Medieval Islamic Philosophy and Religion'

Dr. George Makdisi, University of Pennsylvania

MACISTERIUM AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM Pi CLASSICAL—
iSLWAKDimMEVALCmtlflTOPinT '

Prolesior Makdisi is the prirfessor d Arabic and Islaauc Studies at the

Uuversaty of Pennsylvania's departaeat of Oriental Studies. Author

and sditor of numerous jHiNicattoos, Professor Makiisi's latest study
• - - in Islam yd the West

tvo-

^PRIL 29. Wednesday
7K)0P.M.

BartleyHall

Room 209

Dr. Shams C. Inati.

Villanova University

TOP WAY TYV||KAVKW
AS amtilKi) itmii jiiwa

Professor Inati is an assistant professor of Islamic Studiss in Villanova

University's dspartmsnt of philoaophy and Inttitutc (or Contemporary

Arab Mid lalamic StudiM. Sho hM niaplitnl aoveral artidM Md
.«. m» ^m» A « MA tf«l t«ft • AAA.. t^l___

^<^>ttP- iP^M{«{f <rf HpnMW in Mam yd thj

-: Uni»sraity ftesi , IWl). lis is ptesontly coniplstiiii

voluflM worlt on Studies in Islam (Paris: Paul Bsuthnsr).

H
lUkationeon Ibn Sine including

MkM

inati is oftmnbtiii^ . «inrir nn 1^ Si^f. Cifffgt <»< Ploasuie.

ThepuUk is invited to all thsJscturssaMllhiieflipliont which fellMf
For fiirtlMr infaroMlion. contact: Dr. Tkmm M. Mcks. Institute for
ContsMpoiary ArabA ItlMyc SUidios. (il9iii>7att.
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IceHockey
By MIKE SMITH

Last* week, the Villanova ice

hockey team split two games;

winning 5-4 at Upaala, and drop-

ping an 11-3 decision to lona the

next day. Againit Upsala, Mike

Caciatore netted the game win-

ning goal in overtime to preserve

a good performance by goalie Dave
Duffy.

The game with lona, however,

was a different story. The Cats

fell behind early and could not

regain their composure on their

WKy to an eventual 11-3 loss.

Perhaps even worse than the

loss to lona, is the fact that the

Cats suffered a couple of key

injuries. Duffy, who played great

against Upsala, and as a sub

against lona, suffered a knee

injury and will be out for a few

weeks. Also, defensiveman Jerry

Marks suffered a separated

shoulder against lona, and will be

lost for the remainder of the

season.

The Cats record stands at 5-13; . .

. ^ ^ ^ * j ah
they have upcoming home games Villanova superstar SheUy Pennefather may be headed toward au-

against St. John's on Saturday American- status. -^^ ^^^^^^^
and Scranton on Sunday.

Pennefather, Viilanova's

All-American candidate

By DOUG SCANCARELLA

When most people are asked

about the Villanova women^s
basketball team, the first topic to

come up is Shelly Pennefather.

Pennefather, a 6-foot forward,

seems to be a shoe-in for All-

American honors.

Pennefather has had a tremend-

ous career at Villanova. The two-

time Big East player of the year

has just surpassed Nancy Bem-
hardt's Villanova record for career

points with 2,021 points. In addi-

tion to being the women's leading

scorer, she holds the record for

most rebounds with 1,018.

With all these records, it is hard

to imagine that Pennefather is

such a good team player. She has

421 assists to her name and is

constantly looking to pass the ball

off if a better shot does exist.

It was obvious that Pennefather

would contribute to the women's
basketball program before she

RPypUET SHOP
• lOSO LANCASTER AVENUE • BKYN MAWR •

iM
Damem FlamferDUcounU
StudentlD^ 10%oH
ALL LOCAL ORDERS

Across from Ksliy's

Daily Cash Spaclals 50%

VALENTtNEROSES $39,95 doi*n
^^j^^j^^

525-2422
CREDIT
CARDS

J»B^

Looking For a Part Time Job?

NMd Roxtbto Hours/Schodulo to Meet ;

Your School Schodulo and Personal Noadt?

•commiDO^

Wa Naad Talaphona
Intarviawart to-Conduct

Opinion Polls

I* No Seliing Involved

I* No Experience Needed
!• Day/Nlght/Weekend Hours
1
• 2 Convenient Locations

I
• Radnor-Havertown

To Apply, Call:

MRS. WHITE
964-4676

(9 a.m.-Midnight,

7 days a week)

^RESEARCH

Daytona Beach ^87

South Padre Island ^83

Steamboat Springs ^79

Mustang Island/Port Aransas ^138

Miami Beach/Fort Lauderdale ^124

Galveston Island ^106

Fort Walton Beach ^105

TOLL

: •

' contact our lool Suncfww campus I

-S911
I or your fMonte travel aoency

I
EOU>U. OPPJf. EMPLOyEftWf/HAf/

DON'T DRIVE DRUNK

IS BACK!
Free pick up anywhere between

Sugartown Mews and 63rd Street

Drop Off: Bartley, St. Mary's, Soutti Campus

Available: Fri. & Sat. 11 p.m. - 3 a.m.

HAVE VALID V.U.IJ).j Tfj-nrnm^u^cmAUmHlCUm

arrived on the campus. In high

school, her teams attained a

record of 96^. In her junior and

senior years, she earned All-State

honors and was voted, by Parade

magazine, a high school All-

American.

It was not long after graduating

NotreDame High School, in Utica,

N.Y.. that she would have an

impact on women's basketball at

Villanova. During her freshman

year she started all 26 games and

has been a starter ever since.

Pennefather has helped the

Cats to a 66-24 record in her career

at Villanova and has them off to

a roaring start this season. The
Wildcats lead the Big East with

a perfect 8-0 record and boast an
overall record of 15-2, the two
lossescoming to nationally-ranked

St. Joseph's and Georgia.

With Pennefather's senior vear
more than halfway over, it cer-

tainly appears that she will

achieve All-American honors.

Personals

Hey Superfresh,

You had better ease up on
the McBrewskies. According
to the great white applejuice
guzzler they make you do
things you'd like to forget
Go Baseline.

Sincerely

Perpendicular

To Ann and Sandy,

Get psyched to be initiated!!

it's about time!! You're the

best little sisters a big sister

could have! Congrats!
Love, Katie

To Pi Kappa Alpha,

We're looking forward to

Saturday night (weather per-

mitting)!! Wear your black

and white!!

Love,

The Sisters ofAOPi

To the Brothers of Tau Kappa
Omega, thanks for the good
time at the T.G. last Friday!

We had a blast!

Love, AOPi
To Diane and Sue,

Thank you so much for all of

your work and effort In train-

ing us to become the proud

new sisters of Delta Delta

Delta!

[STARTS TODAY]
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Wildcats terminate losing streak

I

S

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

The Villanova Wildcat basket-

ball team ventured on a road trip

last week to Syracuse University

and the Carrier Dome. Villanova

came out and put the squeeze on
the Orangemen.

Villanova controlled the tap and
and Doug West slammed home the
first two points. Tom Greis com-
mitted his first personal foul, but
Syracuse's Derrick Coleman
missed his two from the line and
HaroldJensen answered with a 15-

foot for a 4-point lead.

The score then bounced back
and forth until Greis had a tip-

in off a rebound and 'Nova jumped
up 19-18. Villanova continued to

score on the seventh-ranked Oran-
gemen with points from Mark
Plansky, Jensen, Gary Massey
and Wiest. The Wildcats went up
33-23 ^ith 1:30 left in the first

half.

Syracuse scored four more
points before going in for the half.

The scoreboard read Villanova 33,

Syracuse 27.

Coleman and the rest of the

Orangemen came out in the se-

cond half to settle the score.

Coleman scored two straight

buckets before Kenny Wilson hit

one-for-two from the charity

stripe. Rony Seikaly hit two from
^ the line followed by an eight-foot

jumper by Coleman to tie the ball

game at 40.

The score was tied again at 42,

48 and then at 50 before Syracuse
took the lead for good off a Sher-

man Douglas jumper from 18 feet

with 3:28 left in the game.
Syracuse took complete control

of the ball game from that moment
on, scoring 15 unanswered points.

Villanova went scoreless for over

3 minutes before Wilson hit a 22-

foot jumper to take the score 68-

55. The final score of the Wildcats'

fifth straight loss was Syracuse
70, Villanova 58.

Wilson led the Wildcats with 13

points, while Plansky had 12

points coupled with 10 rebounds.
Villanova — Seton Hall
The Wildcats next took on the

Seton Hall Pirates at home in the

duPont Pavilion. West, again, had
the first two points of the game.
But Seton Hall, who has beaten
Georgetown twice this year, is not

a team to take lightly. The Pirates

showed this by surging to an 11-

7 lead early in the first half.

Greis, Jensen, Wilson and Mas-
sey all combined for a nine-point

run to take the lead at 16-11 with
11:05 left in the first half. The
Wildcats and the Pirates went

back and forth at each other and
the first halfended with Villanova
up by nine, 42-33.

West scored first in second half

making two charity points and a
16-foot jumper off a feed from
Wilson. By the time the first

television timeout rolled along the
Wildcats were still up by nine, 50-

41.

The two teams traded points

until there was 22 seconds left in

the game and Villanova was still

up by nine. Coach Rollie Massi-
mino then cleared the bench
sending in Steve Pinone, Pat
Enright, Connally Brown, Eric

Leslie and Barry Bekkedam.
Seton Hall's James Major sunk

a 17-footer for two and was fouled

by Enright. Major missed his foul

shot, but the Pirates' Gerald
Greene grabbed the rebound and
was fouled by Brown. Greene hit

his first shot from the line and
missed his second. The Pirates'

Khyiem Long gathered in this

rebound, but went empty at the

line.

Massimino then sent back in

the regular Villanova squad. But
even with the new personnel, the

Pirates took away the rebound.

Mike Cooper hit one of two from
the line and brought the score to

84-79.

Seton Hall's Mark Bryant com-
mitted his fifth persona] foul and
sent Massey to the line. Massey
missed the one-and-one, allowing
James Miyor to hit a 3-pointer to
bring the score to a diff-hanging

Wilson ended the scoring by
hitting both ends of a one-and-one.
The final score read Villanova 86,
Seton Hall 82. The WUdcaU had
finally broken their five-game
losing streak.

IVomen 's basketball wins

;

remain top cats in Kg East
By JOHN G. RICCO

The Villanova women's basket-

ball team continued its winning

ways last week with back to back

wins over Cheyney and Boston

College. The two victories ex-

tended the Wildcats' winning
streak to an impressive nine

games and improved their overall

record to 15-2.

Last Wednesday night Villano-

va hosted tiny Cheyney Univer-

sity in a non-conference game.

The Lady Wolves were no match
for the Wildcats, however, and

were subsequently blown out, 75-

36.

A combination of Cheyney's

poor shooting and the Wildcats'

tough defense resulted in the Lady
Wolves shooting just 21 percent

from the field in the second half

as Villanova turned a 13-point

game at halftime into a 39-point

rout.

Senior Shelly Pennefather was
her spectacular self, pumping in

20 points, pulling down seven

rebounds and picking the oppo-

nent's pockets for nine steals.

Though no other Wildcat scored

in double figures, 1 1 players were

in on the scoring, led by guard
Lynn Tighe and forward Teresa

Pasik, who had eight points

apiece.

This well-rounded scoring effort

exemplifies what Head Coach
Harry Perretta says is the differ-

ence between this squad and
previous ones. "The biggest dif-

ference between this year's team
and last year's is that our scoring

is spread out among more people

than last year," he said.

On Saturday afternoon. Boston

College entered duPont Pavilion

with idtts of an upset in their

minds. The Wildcats responded to

the challenfle, however, and
turned the uudes away fairly

auily. 72-54. Pennefather was
awtiome. scoring a laaion-high

30 poinii in just 33 minulM.

Again, no other Villanova player

finished in double figures.

Coach Perretta was impressed

with his superstar's effort but

denied that the team's offense is

centered around Pennefather.

"Our offense just happened to go

that way and she ended up with

all of the points," he said. "We
didn't design it to happen that

way."
The Wildcats' 15-2 record puts

them in a good position to make
the NCAA tournament at the end

of the year. Though nine regular

season games and the Big East
tournament remain, a majority of

these contests are against teams
Villanova has already beaten.

The team's two losses came
against nationally-ranked Georgia

and St. Joseph's, and should not

harm Villanova's chances of being

invited to the NCAA tournament.

"If we continue to play as we have
recently, and have no major injur-

ies," Coach Perretta said, "I

believe we have a very good
chance at making the tourney."

KffkHa
htd two

(Photo by Nurwt}

Mark PUunky (shown above versus Seton Hall) followed iq> lus
{Spectacular performances with fine playing against Syracuse and
!Seton HalL
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

Is the college basketball game going pro? This year college

basketball has changed its rules yet again, including two major
changes; the 3-point field goal and the new 5-second rule.

The 3-point field goal increases the probability that the big

man will be de-emphasized to the point of non-existence in the

college game. The ruling also changes the runninggame of teams
such as UNLV. It is not strange to see a team run a fast break
three-on-one and pass off to a 3-point jumper from 20 feet away.

The five-second rule has been changed, penalizing a patient

offense, instead of rewarding a good defender. This rule is added
to the already-enforced 45-second clock. The offense has been
forced to go for the always quick and often 20-foot plus shot.

The rule changes have divided the NCAA into two theories

of basketball, those who do go for the 3-pointer and tho^ who
do not. These theories have left some teams at a loss, not knowing
which to follow. In this confusion, these teams have forgotten
the 12-foot jumper, the twilight zone between the inside and
the outside.

As a whole, the game is drifting from the fundamentals and
the wholesome passing that used to make the college game
special. Teams now can have no big-man, no rebounder,
mediocrity at the point and a prima dcmna that can hit from
20 feet at will and still win against almost any team in the
nation.

The rules have also changed the delense. At one point in

time, the match-up zone was the epitome of defense. It was the
defense that forced the outside shot and proteclied the paint,
but the epitome has been tained. The inatch-up zone stifllorces

the unpredictable outside jumper, but that jumper is now wtirth
three points.

Qtiettions still remain: Will the rnllsgf scores start soaring

into the lOO-poiiit nam with frequency? WUl the NCAA tae
that they ai« mining what made the ooUsfe game so special?

Or will they sit idly by while the ooikmt pune we know and
k)ve beoomes a run-and-gun fMM fUlto wtth outside shaotert*

and fundanentaUy iintmind prima dttnnat?
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Villanova students once again participated in the Red Cross blood drive this week.

Requirements
to be altered

By SUSAN E. CORCOKAN

Preaidcsiit ltoi!lRl^:;|teagan has
%Wn tdttid to sp<ifi«t the 1907
commencement ommohy, ac-

cording to the Rev. John P. Stack,

O.S.A»« dean of students, and
Christine A- Lysipnek, assistant

to the dean of students.

The president was asked to

speak last May by the Rev. John
M. Driscoll, O.S.A., president of

Villanova University. Because the

bicentennial celebration of the

United States Constitution begins

this May, Driscoll thought it

would be appropriate to invite the

President to speak at Villanova.

"There will be a lot of American
spirit in Philadelphia around May.
We thought the President might
like the image," said Lysionek.

There has been no confirmation
from the president as yet, and it

is expected that he will not be able

to. answer DriscoU's invitation

until late April. "Our chances are

slim. The president gets hundreds

of invitations every year," said

Trolley crashes

may hear Reagan
Eugene J. Ruane, director of at the conunencement. The stu-

Public Illations. dent is c>¥il^ |fter a. series of

football stadium no matter what spc^k are fequured to submit

the weather. The Baocahiureate resumes based on (heir contribu-

Mass will be held the evening of tions to the school andcommunity

May 16 in the duPont Pavilion. as well as their grade point av-

This year's graduation will be erages. The grade point average

a unified ceremony. "The students requirement is 3.5 for students

like to be together." said Lyswnek. from the Colleges of Arts and

Approximately 1,700 students are Sciences, Commerce and Finance,

expected tograduate; 650 from the Nursing and University College

Coll^ie of Arts and Sciences, 500 and 3.0 for students from the

from the College of Commerce and College of Engineering

Finance, 170 from the College of

Nursing and 370 from the College

of Engineering.

"Whether or not Reagan speaks,

there will be people chosen by a
committee to receive honorary
degrees as usual," said Lysionek.

"If the President cannot speak,

the chosen honorary degree recip-

ients will be asked to give short

speeches. If the President does

speak, the recipients will be asked
not to speak."

There will also be one student

speaker chosen to give a speech

There is a selection process

(Continued on page 4)

ByLYNNPERDEK

Major curriculum changes in

various departments will go into

effect during the 1987-88 school

year. The most comprehensive
revisions in curriculum will affect

incoming freshmen in the
College of Commerce and Finance
and in the biology department of

the College of Arts and Sciences.

Three new majors have been
established in the College of

Commerce and Finance, including

finance, marketing andmanage-
ment, which are currently only

concentrations under a degree in

business. According to Dr. Frank
H. Eby, Jr., chairperson of the

finance and marketing depart-

ment, majors in these fields would
offer students better opportunities

once they graduate.

These new majors would re-

quire six more credits than the

present concentrations; however,
no student would be required to

overload during a semester, ac-

cording to Eby. Eby stated that

a decision has not been made as

to what types of new courses will

l>e added, how many «i those

jaB||A|« will be required ccanses
"nna now many will be electives.

"There is no real rush to make
these decisions. The incoming
freshmen, whom this affects, will

choose their majors next year, but

will not get into those courses

until theirjunior and senior years,

which is three years from now,"
Eby said.

Eby stated that .research of

other colleges has aided in creating

these new majors and that present

business students are being sur-

veyed to see what types of courses
they would like to have had.

According to Eby, the main
reason for this revision is "to give

students a more extensive back-

ground and to make their educa-
tion more appropriate for employ-
ment purposes."

A complete revision of the
curriculum for biology majors has
been approved for next year. Dr.

Joseph Orkwiszewski, chairper-

son of the biology department,
said that the freshman course has
been completely redesigned "to

reflect the unity and diversity of

life."

According to Orkwiszewski, the

course will now be team taught
to give the students an opportun-

ity to learn from several people

each semester, and all labs will

be revised from two labs per week
to one longer lab each week.
Orkwiszewski stated, "The rest

of the curriculum has been revised

by dropping some specific areas

to allow the biology major to more
fully explore discovery under the

counsel of the advisor. This will

open up the major, but guidance

about enonghdtvoTitjctanrovide
enough deptfrin tfie nen.
According to Orkwiszewski,

this revision will be the third

curriculum in effect since he
arrived here 15 years ago. "We're
on our second revision. What we
want to do is to explore the best

way of getting across biology and
to fill the students' needs."

The communication arts de-

partment will add a senior project

next year for all communications
(Continued on page 7)

V.I/. Internship

program revised

By DANTE J. SCALA

The operator who was running

the trc41ey that crashed on the

Route 100 Norristown High-Speed

Lbie near Ardmore Jan. 26, had

drugs in his system at the time

d the accident, according to the

Philadelphia inquirer.

The trolley line is a source of

transportation for both ViUanova

commtitittf students and
mnihsri of the Ui^wrsity staff,

acoording to meabers of the

Aaaodation of CoflBmisting Stu-

denta. Also, stndeats take the

troilay toga tolnianiity paitiea»

By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The internship program in the

College of Arts and Sciences is

currently in the process of re-

structuring to involve greater

departmental participation and

stricter academic requirements.

The purpose of this restructur-

^^ ing, according to the Rev. Kail C.

^"stera PennsVlvaiiia Transpor- Ellis, O.S.A., dean of the Collie

tation Authority (SEPTA) board, ff Arts and Sciences, is for in-

At the time, the trolley was emships [to he] directly related

traveUng at 40 mph. 15 miles ^^SSSTi*^?^^"'*"?:! * 4

faster tLn the spe^ Umit, said ^^Alj)«t J. Dprl^r^rdmator of

Frank Wilson. S^As head of ^^ Internship Program, will be

meeting with the department

Gould, Jr., chairman of the South-

operations.

The operator of the troUey that

ran the signals was tested for

drugs and was found to have
cocaine and marijuana in his

systeoL In addition, the operator

of the rammed troUey had also

taken marijuana, according to

testa.

However, it has not yet been

dalemiined when the drufs were
much the

tht

The iniilta of

•ii in dkamnim tUt. hMt thisr

to 8ft Chgflaa

chairpersons next week to discuss

the details of the change. The
reviaed internship program will

then go into effect for summer
session 1967.

The most prominent aspect of

the change is that academic credit

will be granted entirely through

the atiidents' department, accord-

ing to Doriey.

"SosM of the credit will appear

aiarti¥s credit and some
intemahip crsd*

it.'* Darlay aliilad.

la thaiNiiat tyttin, aflndHiic
[fidit ii in part djpnrtnianUl nnd

by the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Doriey stated, "The idea [of the

restructuring] was to make in-

ternships academically creditable

and departmentally related."

The new program will enable

the department chairpersons to

become more active with the

internships, according to Ellis, so

that the department can get

involved "more applicably."

The departments have not yet Sciences.

been informed of the changes that ment. The departments plan

are going to take place in the meet with Doriey on Tuesday,
internship program, according to Although she has not been fully

June W. Lytel, professor of Eng- advised of the proposed changes,

lish, who is in charge of intern- Lytel said that greater departmen-

ships within the English depart- (Continued on page 5)

;l«e photo)

The Rev. KaU C. EUis, O.S.A..

dean of the College of Arts and

to
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Assistance available for off-campus

housing spring and fall semester-1987

Father Farsaci-207 Dougherty. Advisor

— off-campus residents. Phone 645-

7209.

Help

A few short days ago, a home was
completely burned down to the ground,

leaving a family of six out in the cold,

without any of the bare necessities. We
are sending out this message in the ope
that the Villanova Community can be

of some assistance to them at this

critical time. 'Since the house was
completely destroyed, we are not listing

the specific needs, but will accept

anything that you are able to offer them.

You may leave the donations at 121

Tolentine, and we will deliver them to

the family.

Satwrday
SwitshiiM

There will be a mandatory meeting
for volunteerson Feb. 9 outside Connelly
Center Cinema. The meeting will be
short! Next Saturday Sunshine is Feb.

21!

English Club
Publication

The English Club is presently trying

to organize a publication for the spring.

We invite all interested students to

submit any literary piece (poetry, essay,

prose) for the magazine. It does not

matter if you are not an English major
or in the English Club. We will consider

every article! Please submit your article

before Spring break to the English

Department, 201 Vasey.

Sociology
Club

There will be a meeting on Feb. 10
at 12:30 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room
of the Connelly Center. Career devel-

opment strategies will be discussed. All

interested are invited to attend.

ODKMombors
Sooght

^V^AU administrators, professors, and
graduate students who are members of

Omicron Delta Kappa are requested to

contact Michael I>eRosa in the Office

of Student Activities, 214 Dougherty
Hall or X4210. ODK is the National

Leadership Honor Society which Villan-

ova would like to colonize. With the help

of current members, this process will

be made easier.

Amy ROTC
Army ROTC Open House on Feb. 12,

10 a.m. — 3 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr
Room of Connelly Center. Come speak

to Cpt. Slifer and ROTC cadets about

basic camp, advanced camp, scholarship

opportunities and much more.

off

The Legion of Mary meets every
Saturday at 12 p.m. in the Roaenumt
Room of the ConneUy Center. All are

invitod to attend a meeting to learn how
the legion can help you improve
youratu.

HAMA ghoftlo

xporlMOOtfl

We are looking for business majors

to work in the areas of finance, mar-

keting and management. This is a great

opportunity to work with students in

other majors, to gain experience in your

career choice, and to be part of a team
working to put science experiments on
a future space shuttle. Anyone interest-

ed, please call Prof. Karl Zimmer
(x4997). Dr. Singh (x7378) or Mary
Grotzinger (5254904).

PosMuns
Available

Applications are available for the

positions of Orientation Counselor and
Administrative Assistant beginning

Feb. 9. The applications are available

in the Dean of Students Office (213

I>ougherty). There will be an informa-

tional meeting on Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in

the Connelly Center Cinema. Filing

deadline is Feb. 19 by 5 p.m. in the Dean
of Students Office. "Come Alive With
Wildcat Pride!"

WinterWeekend
Pennsylvania Newman Province is

having their annual winter weekend
Feb. 20-22. There will be skiing and
winter games. Anyone wanting to sign

up or anyone who wants more informa-

tion, just stop by Campus Ministry for

the details. Hope to see you there.

Pro Law So«ioty
There will be a meeting of the society

on Feb. 11, at 3:30 p.m. in the West
Lounge of Dougherty. Donna Demming.
Admissions Director at Temple Univer-

sity will speak on admissions criteria.

All are welcome!

Minimostor
Program
Have fun! Learn Something! — and

earn 3 credits! Go to Washington, D.C.

for 3 weeks in May (May 17-June 5) with
the Washington Minimester Pro-
gram sponsored by the Political Science

Department. Students will live in

Washington and meet with Senators,

Congressmen, lobbyists and media
personalities among others in a first

hand look at the "real world" of politics.

For further information contact Dr.

Justin Green, who will be the program
director in Washington or the Depart-

ment Secretary, Mrs. Bowden in Room
101 Tolentine Hall. (6454729.)

Cultural Piln
Series

"Seven Samurai/' a classic Japanese
film, will be showing in the C.C. Cinema
on Feb. 8 at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. and
on Feb. 9 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $1.50

for students and senior citizens and $3
for the general public.

Serrival

Are you feeling the pressure of school,

work/career, family and friends? Then
the Stress Management Panel Preten-
tation is for you. On Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
in the Connelly Center Cinema a pimel
of experts will discuss survival strate-

gies for students, career women with
families and up rising professionals.

Refreshments will foUow. This com-
munity service is sponsored by the
Student Nurses Assodttion at VUlanova
in honor of National HMlth Wsdi. Feb.

CiMtt Cleb

The Chess Club meets Feb. 11 in

Bartley 105B at 3:30 p.m. New members
are welcome.

SiUiag Wookoad
It's almost time to "Step Up To

Wildcat Country!" Students who have
registered their brother or sister for

Sibling Weekend should be aware of the

following times and places tocheck their

sibling in: on check in Feb. 13 is in the

Villanova Room in the Connelly Center
' from 5:30 to 8 p.m. And for those who
will be checking in on Saturday, we will

be set up in the North Lounge in

Dougherty Hall from 8:30 a.m. til 11

a.m.

Black
Cvltwral Seciety
On Saturday, Feb. 7 the Black Cul-

tural Society will be sponsoring a trip

to the Afro-American Museum. The
tour is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. and the

fee will be $1.50. For details concerning
transportation please contact Miriam
Robinson in O'Dwyer Room 15.

On Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. the Black
Cultural Society will hold its Dialogue
on Black on Black in the Bryn Mavrr
Room of the Connelly Center.

Hoctions
Elections for the Association of

Communting Students Executive Board
will be Feb. 18-20 in Connelly Center

Lobby. Plan to vote, commuters! Also,

applications for chairperson positions

will be available on Mon., Feb. 23. Stay
tuned for more information.

Snap MoMbors
There will be a SNAP meeting on Feb.

12, from 12:45 — 1:15 p.m. in the

Connelly Center Cinema. We will be
discussing the Health Fair, convention,

and the scrub suit fundraiser.

Ski Trip

All those signed up for the ACS Ski
Trip should meet in the Field House
Parking Lot by 7:30 a.m. We are leaving
promptly!

Ingllsii Clob
The English Club is accepting sub-

missions for its periodical this spring.

For all ci those interested in writing or
helping with layout for the issue please

contact Thomas Jordan in St. Mary's
Room 255 or Box 1339 Kennedy Hall.

Submissions will be collected banning
this week so get them in as soon as

possible.

Cofholic raltii

qoiry
A discussion group for Catholic

students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-Catholic
students interested in learning about
the church. Bring your friends —
Conducted by Fr. Ray Jaduon every
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. in Campus Ministry
Center, St. RiU's Hall.

The Intamttional Businsss Sodsty
will bs having iu n«t OMtliM on Fob.
U at 12;a0pjn. in Bnrtlty 210. AU ar«

to tttiiid.

Ceoffral AoMrlca
Villanovans Concerned About Central

America will be showing the film "El
Salvador Nowhere toRun" on Tuesday,
Feb. 10, at 4:30 p.m. in the Peace and
Justice Center Oocated in the basement
of Sullivan Hall).

CeoiHienceneiit
Speaker

•

If you are a senior who meets the
following cumulative G.PA require-

ment for your college, and you did not
receive the recent mailing concerning
the 1987 Commencement Speaker selec-

tion process, please Qome to the Dean
of Students Office, 313 Dougherty hall;

.Arts & Sciences (3.5), Commerce &
Finance (3.5), Nursing (3.5), Engineering

(3.0).

PrefectSvosliine
The Project Sunshine Entertainment

Committee will be rehearsing on Feb.

9, at 6:30 p.m., in Corr Hall Chapel. New
members are welcome. Anyone interest-

ed in volunteering a few Sunday after-

noons this semester to sing for' the
elderly is encouraged to help us spread

a little sunshine!

BiwoArmy
The rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mary

is prayed in the Main Church at 6:55

p.m., Monday through Thursday for the
conversion of Russia. All are invited to

attend. Please come.

•loo Ciob
Do you like to sing? If so, why not

join theWomen's Glee Club?Weperform
both on and off campus, occasionally
taking tours. If you're interested, we
would love to see you at our informa-
tional meeting on Monday from 6^ p.m.
in the auditorium in the basement of
St Mary's HaU.

Yoters Needed
Are you interested in tutoringdepend-

ent/delinquent youngsters for GED?
Sleigton School, in Lima, will bring
tutees to our campus and tutors need
onlygive an hour and a half to help these
young people. We want to get started

right away, so please call 645-4(^79, or
stop at 121 Tol, if you might be inter-

ested in tutoring English, math, or
reading.

•otllocHid
New offkxrs needed for next year's

Student Government. Start thinkii^g

about running for the foltowing posi-

tions: Student Body President, Student
Senators, or Class Representatives.

The first candidates meeting is March
2.For more info, leave mail for Gene
Linkmeyer or John Sweeney in 201
Dougherty,

The Career DevekipoMnt Center in

xoiuunction with the Bnaineoa/Pnrfes-

•ional Advertiaing Aaaodalion itiiMi-
•oring a Buainoaa/CommuAicatiiMit
Career Dav on Feb. 11 from 1 to 5 p.m.

in the Villanova Room. All ttudiiiU

interoatad in a wide raogi of caroart in

tha advertiaiiig and piibUc rtlatiqnt

lilltfs should plan to attend. Purthtr

Mirnttion it avniliUa at the Cantr
Dtvitiopnant Canlir*

• •

V.I/. Saferides reorganized

Nbimfyt,m7»THiVl,LAII0Vitfffi^>

By JENNIFER A. REIDY

After many aethacka, including

lack of funds and controveray over
liability, the Villanova Saferides

program has recently been resur-

rected by its student founders,

thanks to financial aid from
Villanova alumni.

Private doitttions from the New
York Alumni Club, obtained by
Robert J. Capone, director of

alumni, revitalized the ailing

program, which was in need of

new vans and new equipment.
Villanova Saferides is the pro-

gram created because of concerns
about students driving while
intoxicated after leaving off-

campus parties. Saferides pro-

vides its free service Friday and
Saturday nights from 11 p.m. to

3 a.m., and covers the radius from
Sugartown Mews in Devon to

63rd Street in Philadelphia. The
program renewed its service last

weekend after being temporarily

suspended from operation this

year.

After Saferides was first de-

clared inoperative because of its

many problems in September
1986, its plight was brought to the

attention of Capone by Mark
Greene, an original founder of

Saferides. As a result, the program
has obtained two new vans, new
Citizen Band Radion (CB) equip-

ment, a computerized data-base

system and other supplies neces-

sary for effective operatkm.

Lifted from its financial burden,

the program was subsequently

adopted by the Rev.John P. Stack,

O.S.A., dean of students.

According to Greene, "Father

Stack was terrific from the begin-

ning. I cannot stress enough how
he supported and cared for the

program throughout opposition

from the insurance companies. He
did all of this out of a strong

conviction that the Saferides

program was important, neces-

sary and intelligent."

Stack and other administrators

negotiated with Villanova's insu-

rance company over the question

of liability involved in such a high-

risk operation as Saferides. For

example, if a student was killed

or injured in an accident involving

a Saferides van, the University

could be sued because Saferides

is sponsored by Villanova.

However, "The benefits of the

program far outweigh the poten-

tial legal hazards involved," ac-

cording to Stack. Eventually
Stack was able to convince the

insurance officials of these

advantages.

Saferides has also upgraded the

quality of its volunteer members,
including drivers, dispatchers and
supervisors. Last year, partici-

pants were merely selected on a
volunteer basis, whereas this year

candidates must fill out an appli-

cation and be tested in an inter-

view concerning their dedication

and capability. These require-

ments, Greene aaid, will eradicate

excessive absenteeism, which
seriously harmed the program's

efficient hist year.

The Saferides program was
first conceived in early 1985 by

Greene, Gary Degen and Craig

Decker, all students then attend-

ing Villanova. Greene and Degen
were resident assistants in Stan-

ford Hall, and it was there that

they observed the need for safe

transportation for intoxicated

students on weekend nights.

They subsequently researched
and organized a plan, and foun-

dations for the program were laid

by the Office of Residence Life.

The financial difficulties and
liability concerns temporarily
suspended the program up until

the present.

In addition to providing free and
safe transportation for Villanova

students, Saferides "seeks to

create a greater awareness and
greater respect for the potential

dangers inherent in any and every
D.U.I. [Driving Under the Influ-

ence] situation," as stated in

Saferides' documented consti-

tution.

Moreover, the Saferides pro-

gram was recently instituted into

Student Activities.

In the
Villanova receives

Villanova University will be

one of 77 privately-supported

colleges and universities in

Pennsylvania which will re-

ceive unrestricted grants total-

ing more than $168,000 from
the Sears-Roebuch Foun-
dation.

Other area colleges and uni-

versities that will receive
graiits include Bryn Mawr
College, Cabrini College, East-

News
Sears grant
em College, Haverford College,

Rosemont College, St. Joseph's
University, Temple University
and the University of

Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania institu-

tions are among 956 private,

accredited two- and four-year

schools sharing $1,750,000 in

Sears Foundation funds for the
1986-87 academic year.

DJ.S.

Sibling Weekend events announced

Smoke's controversy continiies
By SHARON A. WATERS

Louella Court residents met
recently with Radnor Township
commissioners to discuss the
continuing problems concerning
Smokey Joe's Bar and Restaurant
in Wayne. The residents' newest
complaint concerns the lack of

enforcement of the recent permit
parking order.

Residents are reportedly further

annoyed by the reluctance of the

police to ticket cars violating the

order, and they also complain that

the cars areobstructingdriveways
and fire zones.

According to Radnor Township
solicitor Eugene H. Evans, if

circumstances reach the extreme,

an establishment can be consi-

dered a public nuisance and closed

down for one year under the state

liquor code.'

Evans also said that the town-
ship itself can do little in categor-

izing Smokey Joe's as a nuisance.

Copiplaints must be taken to

the attorney general of the state

or to the district attorney. Evans
visited the Delaware County
district attorney, last fall armed
with affidavits and photographs.

Rare book
collection

expanded
By DEBBIE GROSS

Villanova University holds over

9,000volumes of rareand precious

books in the Special Collections

Area of Falvey Memorial Library,

Mary Ann Griffin, director of the
library, said this week.
Some of the rare booM date

back to tht l^OOa., Aloac vith
some original maniiscripta* there

are books printed a^ part ol a
limited ooUection which are held

in equal inqMrtanoe, according to

Griffin. An eyantple of this is a
facatmile of the Gutenbetg Bible,

of which only icveral exiat.

Moat <d the rare voluflMa found
in throolketioii were donated to

the llkrarv by varioua alumni,

ftCHltariMAuguatinian brothara,

MidGftfiB.
T«vo oriflMl works from the

The annual Sibling Weekend
will be held this year from Feb.

13-15.

The theme is "Step Up to

Wildcat Country" and the

Wildcat mascot will hold a

photo session on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to noon for the

young visitors.

Other activities scheduled

include sports events, movies,

live entertainment, swimming,
carnival fun, tours of historic

Philadelphia, pep rallies and
dances.

Arrangements have been

made to house the guests in

their brothers* and sisters*

dorms.

The Villanova Union is spon-

soring the weekend in colla-

boration with the Resident Stu-

dent "Association, the Asso-

ciation of Commuting Stu-

dents, the Panhellenic Council,

the Inter-Fraternity Council

and Campus Ministry.

For more intormation, con-

tact Sibling Weekend Chair-

person Amy Piek or David
Fedor at 645-7280. -, ^

"Spring Awakening" to be held

I

The first "Spring Awaken-
ing," a cultural arts event, will

be held at Villanova Universi-

ty *s duPont Pavilion April 25,

from 9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

The event, sponsored by the

Villanova Union, will highlight

craft, musical and performance
artists. The public is invited to

submit applications to exhibit

examples of its handwork or to

perform dance or music. In

addition, individuals interested

in demonstrating art or culi-

nary techniques may also

apply.

Acceptable art media include

wood, metal, jewelry, print-

making, drawing, glass, photo-

graphy, needlecraft, flora, bo-

tanic and foodstuffs.

The deadline for applications

requests is Feb. 15. The last

entry date for applications is

Feb. 25. A non-refundable ap-

plications fee of $5 is required.

Information and application

materials may be obtained by

calling 645-7283. S.A.R.

Law talk scheduled

(photo by Nunes)

Smokey Joe's Bar and Restaurant in Wayne is the subject ofcontinued
complaints.

ŝhip to see what could be done
about the complaints.

Ryan's efforts to control the
problems include posting someone
at the exits of the bar to ensure
that patrons are not carrying
alcoholic beverages out of the
building and having someone pick
up trash around the premises.

Also, Ryan hired an off-duty

officer to patrol the parking lot

more than a year ago in order to

keep the noise level at a minimum.

but they reportedly were not

conclusive enough for action to be
taken.

The majority of the problems

concern Smokey Joe's patrons

yelling obscenities, creating ex-

cessive noise during late hours of

the night, urinating outdoors and
creating parking problems, ac-

cording to residents.

SmokeyJoe's owner, Paul Ryan,
met recently with Evans and some
of the commissioners of the town-

Tha coUactkMi is located on the second
Library.

(Photo by NuoM)

floor oi Falvey

1600s that deal with the histories

of China and Quadipeds were
recently donated. Alao, the collec-

tion contains "impreaaive" works
from the personal library ofJoseph
McGarrity, a man prominent in

the hiatoncal fkht for Iriah inde-

pandtnoe, said Griffin.

Whtta tha Spadal CoUactions

of tha Ubrary, waa optn to the

public on Tuiideyt Md Thurs-

days in the past, only a small
minority are alkiwed to see these

works today because of a lack of

security.

Many researchers come to the

University to use these works in

their studies, ss do many graduate

students.

If anyone has an interest in

sasing |ha ooUtction, thay can

contact Griffin for further

inibnnation.

Against the background of sen-

sational reports of multi-million

dollar personal injury verdicts,

doctors refusing to practice in

certain high-risk specialties and
corporations declaring bankrupt-
cy in the face of mass tort litiga-

tion, many voices are suggesting
that the time has come for some
dramatic modification of the sys-

tem of tort law.

The Villanova Law School Law
Review has gathered a distin-

guished panel of speakers for a
symposium on Tort Reform to be
held in Room 29 at the Law School
Feb. 21 at 1 p.m.

Figures active in the area of tort

reform who will participate in the

program include Robert B. McKay,
^

chairperson of the American Bar
Association (ABA) Committee to

Improve the Tort Liability Sys-

tem; Marianna S. Smith, execu-
tive director of the American Trial

Lawyers Association; Dr. Sean F.

Mooney, senior vice president and
economist for the Insurance Infor-

mation Institute; and Professor G.
Edward White, professor of law
at the University of Virginia.

Every state is considering or

has already enacted legislation

that in some way restricts tradi-

tional rights of tort plaintiffs.

These include caps on non-

economic damages, an increase of

minimum standards of proof in

tort liability actions, the elimina-

tion of the doctrine of joint and
several liability, the periodic

payment of damage awards and
the scheduUng of attorneys' fees.

as well as other measures.

The Law Review has attracted

to the sympoaium some of the

leading players in this controver-

sial area. 'The debate promises
to be quite lively. Given the

spathars' crsdantiala, it will be

intollectually stimulating, and

given the potential impact on the

practice of law, of dramatic prac-

tical concern," commented Profes-

sor Richard Turkington, sympo-

sium moderator.

The Tort Reform Symposium is

open to the public free of charge,
and will be followed by a reception.

For information call the Law
Review at 645-7050 or 645-7053.

'^Sweeney

Todd"
cast

By MEG KLUCSARITS

The cast for the musical pro-

duction "Sweeney Todd," directed

by Terry Guerin, was posted this

week. The production is open
casted and includes undergradu-
ate and graduate students, as well

as actors from the Villanova area.

The characters include Mark
Langdon as Anthony, David Ma-
senheimer as Sweeney Todd, Beth
Dannenfelser as Lucy, Fran Whal-
en as Mrs. Lovett, Hubert Fryman
as Bettle, Ed Lawler asJudge, Meg
Donnelly as Johanna, Sean Mur-
ray as Tobias and Michael Moeller

as Pirelli.

The chorus consists of Bill

Barker, Scott Blumenthal, Becky
Bourne, Liza Bresnan, Lisa Ca-
lautti, Robert Cardazone, Diane
Carman, David Cregan, Jill De-
forte, Bob Doan, John Doyle. Peter

Hemperly, John Hoey, Chris Kirk-

ham. David Kutoe, Terry Lohr.

Carolyn Noone. Christine O'Brien.
Marianne Sollami. Debra Tobin
and Jane Werner.
"Sweeney Todd" will be per-

formed AjMTil M. 8-12 and 22-26

in Vasey Theatre.
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Education majors increase despite foroeast
(CPS) The teacher shortage

many experts predicted, and
which has convinced many colle-

gians to become education mi^jors,

may not happen after all, the U.S.

Bureau oi Labor Statistics said.

Bureau researcher Daniel

Hedcer, in a new report called

"Teachers' Job Outlook: Is

Chicken Little Wrong Again?"

said American colleges are pro-

ducing just about as many
teachers as there are teaching

jobs.

While the Carnegie Forum, in

a widely-cited report that inspired

many colleges to try to recruit

students to become education

majors, predicted the teacher

population would have to grow by
10 percent by the 1990s, Hecker
thinks the real number is closer

to 5 percent.

Graduation
(Continuedfrom page 1)

within each school run by a
committee consisting of faculty

members, administrators and
students. The committee screens

the resumes and asks a select few
to present their speeches to the

committee.

A representative is chosen from
each school. These representa-

tives then present their speeches

to a committee of the deans of the

University. The deans then select

the student who will represent his

or her class by speaking at grad-

uation, and an alternate speaker

as well. The alternate is given an
introductory position on gradua-

tion day.

Gary Bonas, assistant director

of Student Activities, added that

the problems of last year's unified

ceremony will be corrected.

"The procession last year lasted

Using the same Education De-

partment statistics at the Carne-

gie Forum, Hecker said the "best

evidence" suggests enrollment in

education courses has risen

enough since 1983 to fill the gap.
"This does not mean every

school can fill every vacancy with
a certified teacher," Hecker wrote
in the report. "Conditions vary

widely by specialty, region of the

country and degree of

urbanization."

However, others are proceeding

full steam ahead with plans to

graduate new teachers anyway. A
number of states have raised

teacher salaries substantially in

recent years in hopes of drawing
more teachers to schools.

Other districts are recruiting

certified teachers overseas.

In early December, the Califor-

nia Commisskxi on the Teaching
Profession called for a ROTC-
style scholarship recruiting effort

to interest students in getting

teaching degrees.

The University of Iowa's Edu-
cational Placement Office still

thinks there is a shortage, noting

80 percent of the education miuors

graduating from the university

got jobs last year.

Students, lured by sweetened
scholarship deals and promises of

higher-paying jobs, are io fact

changing tlM»r1ni^ors.

For example, there are 10 per-
cent more education minors in

Seattle University (SU) this faU

than last fall, the Rev.John Topel,
SU^a academic vice president,
reports.

Also, "We're getting more re-

quests for" certification [from
peoplewhoalready havaflbscMpi^
degrees] than we can get into our
prngram. ..
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Christine Lysionck, aasistant to
the dean d students, said stu-
dents prefera unified gmdnation.

40 minutes. It was way too k)ng.

That will have to be corrected. We
would also like to put a canopy
over the stage and speakers to

protect them from the weather,
conditions," said Bonas.
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(Obviously, He Didn't Call Firet fbr Conditioos.)

Call I'Soo-VISIT-PA. Ext. w,
for snow conditions. Not to msntion rates.

fir over 40 terrificIVnnsylvania winter iports areas.
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By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Although Villanova operates
Ovef 1,400 -pieced of computer
equipment and offers a course in

Which projects are developed
using computer interfacing and
software design, the University

Jias. 00 policy ^onqerning the
'O'eadoiiiN oMkpttter software by
iaculty or students, according to

Emidio R. Santoleri, the acting

executive director of University

Computer and Information Senri^

ces (U.C.LS.).

One year ago, the patent policy

of Villanova was rewritten, but,

"We decided not to do anything
4m copyrights," sUted Dr. Bernard
J. Downey, dfean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences.

;
"At that time, nobody felt that

ihereimanygreat concern about
the copyright issue. The only way
computersoftwarecan be tied into

a patent is when it is tied into

equipment," Baid Downey.
' The issueof material copyrights
for software has been plaguing
university administrators, faculty

alldstudents nationwide. Accord-
ing to Science News magazine, the
pi^lem has reached epidemic
propfKions.
• Traditionally, universities treat-

ed4)o6k8 written by professors as
copyright material,* entitling the
professor to all earnings from
sales. Inventions, however, were
viewed as having patent rights,

which allowed the school to at

least a share of the income.

For example, Villanova's own
patent policy states that "any
invention ... conceived ... by a
person affiliated with the Univer-

sity . . . through the uncompensat-
ed use of University facilities or
property . . . belongs exclusively to

the University."

When computer programs and
software systems began to be

;

C3]eated at universities, the tradi-

tional view was debated. Admin-
istrators wanted to treat programs
like inventions, and faculty and
students viewed their creations as
copyright material, according to

Science News magazine.
"It behooves the University to

create a software policy," com-
mented Downey, "given the direc-

tion of software development. To
cover all bases, we really should
get a policy out."

James Drobile, Villanova's pat-

ent lawyer, who worked on the

patent poUcy, agreed. "At the time
it would be usdful," he said.

Dr. AlainJ. Phares, chairperson
of the physks department, dis-

agreed. When asked, he replied

that he saw no real need at.

Trolley
(Continuedfrom page 1)

of the Haverford Township police.

The crash was the fourth ac-

cident on the Norristown High-

Speed line in the last 13 and one-

half months.
In addition tothe four accidents,

there have been a "series of

proUems" with the line, saul one
student. Tardiness was dted, as

well as the bad oonditk» of the

troUeyt. Alto, some <d the line

statkxis have no cover to protect

aguntt bad weather, acooiding to

one student
oroblemt were also

One student tMd that

Villanova for a special policy to

cover such software design
^projects.
'^

According to Jerry Innella, a

sophomore enrolled in computa-

tional physks, the course that

involves interfacing and software

design, students are currently

working in BASIC and machine
code to interface the computer
with .real hardware experiments.

The computers collect research

data on their own, based on this

programming. If a student creates

his or her own package, "Of
course he [or she] would have
private copyrights. It's his [or her]

work," said Innella.

Daniel McGee, manager of Aca-

. demic Services at U.C.LS., stated

that to his knowledge, 'There are

not that many professors who
develop private programs [not for

University use or associated with
University research] here at Vil-

lanova and who are having prob-

lems as a result of it."

Santoleri stated that because

the University has no policy, the

situation should "be brous^t up
before anoth^ committee."

According to Dr. Charles L.

Cherry, associate vice president

for Aoidemic Affairs, this issue

should be presented to either the

Academic Computing Advisory

Committee, headed by Gary B.

vague
Fenner, vice president for Finan-

cial Affairs, or the Education

Computing Advisory Committee,

which is chaired by Cherry. If the

issue concerns faculty projects.

Cherry sak) that it would be the

ECAC's job to evaluate the

situation.

The 1960 Software Copyright

Law attempted to alleviate the

software problem. It states that

such software creations are pro-

tected by copyright, not patent,

laws. According to Science mag-,

azine, this law fails to provide fori

specific, critical issues concerning
new electronic machinery out-

puts.

Amidst this confusion, univer-

sities nationwide have been forced

to develop their own policies to

deal with these issues. Schools
like Drexel University, Brown
University, Ohio State University,
Virginia PolytechniaU Institute

and Carnegie-Mellon University
have worked out compromises
between administration and soft-

ware developers to create agree-

able policies, stated I. Peterson in

Science News. -^
For creative stents, copy-

rights are not as clear. At Virginia •

Polytechnical Insititute, a pro-

gram submitted as a class assign-

ment becomes the legal property

of the professor.

Local housing
problems persist
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

Increased awareness of the
large number of students living

off-campus has caused greater
enforcement of the housing codes.

Christopher Janosik, director of

Residence Life, said this week that

"Radnor Township planned not to

rigidly interpret the housing laws.
But when they recently inspected

Radnor House Condominiums,
there were clear violations of

ordinances that Radnornow plans
to strictly enforce."

Janosik added, "The commun-
ities have a right to restrict the

students with zoning laws be-

cause they are unreasonable in

their use of the land. In addition,

if there is a huge number of people

living in a concentrated area,

there will be traffk and parking
problems along with disruptive

behavior."

Phil Brach, studentgovernment
secretary of external affairs, said,

"The township has no right to

define a family or to zone the

students out." Brach also stated,

"The laws which state that no
more than two or three unrelated

people can live together are dis-

criminatory, unconstitutional
and fundamentally unfair."

Moreover, Brach said, "Similar
laws in New York and NewJersey

have been found uncon-
stitutional."

In order to alleviate some of the
off-campus problems, Janosik
said, "We [the University] want
to petition the township for new
dorms so that we can accommo-
date more students on campus."
He also said, "Although the

student body is not getting any
larger, there are a higher number

» of upperclass students living off-

campus because there is a higher
percentage of underclass students
who are allowed to live on
campus."

Therefore, 'The township is

either gcung to have to liberalize

the buUdingof new dorms or deal

with the (^-campus problems,"
said Janosik.

Brach said, "Even if we have
enough dorms for everyone, stu-

dents should still have the optk)n

to live off campus."
He also stated, "Student Gov-

ernment is trying to prove that the
students can be good neigh-bors.

But it is up to the students toshow
the township that they can follow

through."

Brach said, "For the first time,

there will be meetings between

...- ^-^ ' , 1! *•

National News Notes
Grounds for expulsion analyzed

Psychology Professor Leo-

nard E. Jarrard, chairperson of

the Drug Policy Review Com-
mittee at Washington and Lee
University in Lexington, Va.,

said, in regard to a blanket rule

dealing with felonies that
' would not make room for cases

involving special circumstan-
ces, that his committee
thought, "It would be a tragic

mistake that any felony convic-

tion would be grounds for
expulsion."

Jarrard believed that the
solution to the problem was to
make a distinction between
major and minor conduct of-

fenses a policy instituted last

year. Jarrard explained his

committee's position by giving
the example of two students,
both of whom received the
same jail sentence for posses-
sion of cocaine. The universi-

.
ty's Student Control Commit-
tee (SCO suspended one from
school for a term and imposed
conduct and social probation
on the other.

Jarrard said in the first case

the student was found guilty

by the SCC of possession with
the intent to distribute— what
he called a crime against the
community; while, in the other

case, a possession conviction,

the student harmed only
himself. S.A.R.

lUfash. College resets weapon rules
Western Washington Uni-

versity in Bellingham, Wash.,
has revised its weapons policy

to prohibit on-campus resi-

dents from keeping any wea-
pons in their rooms or cars.

The modified weapons policy

was developed in order to

better include new weapons
that housing staff members
have seen being brought into

the forms, according to Resi-

dent Director Kerry Krueger.

She said that machetes, Chi-

nese throwing stars, BB guns
and nunchakus have been seen
in the dorms in increasing
numbers.
The policy requires that

students with weapons store

them at the public safety of^ce
which, Guy emphasized, will

be open 24 hours a day.

Penna. to provide student aid
Rep. Bob Flick recently an-

nounced that applications for

Pennsylvania state grants and
federal student aid are now
available at his district office.

Flick noted that the first

important deadline for stu-

dents applying for aid this year
is May 1. That is the filing

deadline for renewal appli-

cants, regardless of their pro-

gram of study, and nonrenewal
applicants who plan to enroll

in baccalaureate degree pro-

grams, including those enrolled
in college transfer programs at

Pennsylvania community col-

leges or junior colleges.

Flick's office is at 229 W.
Lancaster Ave., Devon, Pa

,
19333. The telephone number
is 688-8002.

(photo by Numtl
Secretary of extenial affairs of Student Govcmmcnt Phfl Brach
diacu—ed the plight of the off-campiM resident

township representatives, admin-
istration representatives, busi-

ness and dvic associations along
with student body representatives
in order to discuss off-campus
affairs." He stated, "Something
will come about from this as long
as there is cooperation between
these groups."

Janosik added, "Although the
students have a right to live off

campus, in order to prepare for

post-graduate life, the students

must fit into the community that

they live in."

A meeting was held on Wednes-
day between students, neighbors
of Radnor Township and the
administration to discuss the
possibilities and problems with
the building of new dorms in that

area.
'^

Another meeting between Stu-
dent Government and area repre
?entatives was held on Thursday.

Internship program restructured
(Continuedfrom pagg 2)

tal participation is "absolutely

necessary" because the deput-
ment is liffaiuch ck)6er touch with
the students.

A aeooiid tecet in the restruc-

turing of the internship program
is a marked increaoe in the aca-

demic requifemeBts. A student
muftt be a senior or lecond-

withatkMta3.0
Mwapeto

toDarley.

In tbe pMt, a ZS grade point

presumably granted to anyone. It

is a privilege."

Lytel sUted that a 3.0 grade
point average is necessary to

demonstrate the academic skills

of the student. She sakl. 'These
people [who take in students on
internships] are very de-

tar vade point re-M a rafltiliaB of

Cttiillly of ttudmts, aoooraiog to

Md that the pro-

it for OMility ttiidMitt

'An MitaNMip It w

Credits granted for internships

will range from three to 15,

depending upon the amount of

time the ttudent iptndt and the
amount of credit the department
it willing to grant. Dorley said.

Summer internthipt will only
invdve thrator aix onaditt.

Thit laiit-tcale revition it

MtMSt ttOI tlMt It itmkml

BUit ttatad, ''Our inter-

ttt it in triaglhiaiwg tht iatam-
tlilpt btOMMt wtM thty thouki
havt culltjt Itvtl tdiication

The benefit of internships,
according to Ellis, is that they are
"applied college-level learning." .

Ellis said that internships
should offer more than just expe-
rience. Some of the other details

involved include a preparatory
course, keeping a journal, on-site

visits and a possible departmental
requirement of a paper, according
toDorley.

*

This semester there aro 35
internship students, including
•even in Wtthington, D.C.

Although the new academic
requirtmentt will be stricter,

Dtrltydttt not exptct thenumber
of ittltnitliipt to dscrtits ntxt
tHMttar btcautt, *Tht pit«ram
will htve mora ts^tturt to the

•tiidoAt through doportflMiit— -•«. »•

crapCt
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By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Student Government recently

formed a department of budgetary
affairs to help inform the Univer-
sity Senate regarding the items of

priority which receive a disburse-

ment of funds from the University
budget.

According to Student Body
President Joe Allman, the Univer-

sity budget is a '"complex and
critical issue which needs to be
explained to alleviate the ignor-

ance of those senators who vote

on the budget."

The priorities of the budget
were determined early in the fall

by the Planning and Priorities

Committee as the first of three
steps in creating the annual
budget.

The Planning and Priorities

Committee is made up of 15
members: two alumni, three stu-

dents, and 10 faculty and admin-
istration members. In the first

step of the budgetary process, the
committee meets once a week to
decide what items of priority

require an allotment ofmoney and
when they should be given
precedence.

The committee is given a list

from the administration that
suggests some necessary ideas.

These ideas and others are then
formed into two categories, cap-

itals and operationals.

The capital category is con-

cerned with those expenditures
which relate to land and buildings

but are non-maintenance in na-

ture. The category relates to new
items and to items that need more
immediate attention.
The operational category con-

cerns all expenditures connected
with ongoing operations of the
University, including buildings
and maintenance. This category
relates to future items that will

need money and attention. Some
of these items include financial

aid, faculty and administration
salaries, a campus safety program
and "face-lifts" for the campus.
After the budget funds have

been alloted, the budget is then
sent to the University Budget

Committee. This committee is

made up of students, faculty and
administration who scrutinize
and report on whether the buc^t
items of priority and the funds
alloted to them are in accordance.

Next, the budget proposal
moves to the University Senate
which votes on it. If the proposal
passes, it will be implemented
during the following academic
year, if not, it is sent back to the
University Budget Committee
and to the administration board,
where it is revised. The revised

budget is then sent back for re-

evaluation by the University
Senate.
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U^Wa Gamma Presents

Army & Navy Sah
North Lounge Dougherty

Feb. 16 thru 18
9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Genuine U.S. &
European Surplus:

Wool West German,
British, French Pants

$15
U.S. Navy Wool .

Middys & Peacoats

$10-$30
Full Length Raincoats

& Trench Coats

$6-$15
U.S. British, French,
Italian Wool Sweaters

$8-$15
Heavy Cotton 6-Pocket
Field Pants — U.S.,

Dutch, West German
$7-$15

Down FeatherMummy
Sleeping Bags (OP 15°)

$20-$30 (
,

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs
and Lots, Lots, Lots More!!

CONGRATULATIONS
New Initiates of

Julie Borshadel

Sandy Collins

Linda Derivan

Dana DiPaulo

Anne Gamaldi

Sonia Hebding

Colleen McCall

Misty Mehas
Maryann Mosa
Maureen Pelrine

Johnna Neri

Kelly O'Donndl
Susan Romeo
Gina Talamo

788/ ;» vwuTd»l » MAVOMAJJIVaUT 8 »e»<f
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Colfeges implement changes
(Continmadfrom pom />

m^jore.. according to Warren 0.

Richardson, chairperson of the

coamumcafm arts department

The students who will be re-

quinsd tojMatidpate in the senior

profect next year were the first

to take the introductory courses
for sophomores added last year to

thecucriculum. Richardson stated

thi^t this will give studoits the

experience of working closely^

together with their colleagues in
"

a group.

The project team, consisting of

five students, will take a position

on an "in-depth" topic in the field

of communications, then defend

that thesis. At the end of the

semester, the group will put

together a term paper and present

it to threecommunications profes-

sors who make a recommendation
for the grade.

A mandatory senior thesis has
also been added for those majoring

in bachelor of science honors. Dr.

Michael E. Burke, director of the
Honors program, stated that this

will affect current sophomores
and is voluntary for current
juniors. Burke said that students

will have the option of a written

thesis or a substantial lab project.

According to Burke, the thesis

will be added because of the idea

of consistency with the Honors

prognun, and because students in

the arts honors program found it

a valuable experience.

Burke also stated that the
honors program is on the verge

of creating a combined honors-

biology major, because "for a
bachelor of science degree a stu-

dent must now concentrate only
in a general science program, and
we want to expand the honors
program to biology majors as
well."

The modem language depart-

ment has proposed adding extra

credit hours to many of their

courses. According to Dr. Charles
H. Helmetag, chairperson of the

modem language department, the

Arabic and Chinese courses cur-

rently meet six times a week for

introductory courses and five

times for intermediate.

Helmetag projx>sed that the

Russian courses should meet that

often as well. It was also proposed

that theweekly meetings for other

languages, including French, Ital-

ian, German and Spanish, should

be increased from three to five

hours a week.
Helmetag said that they began

to discuss this in 1985, but a
problem in finding extra class-

room space prevented it. Helmetag
will meet with the Rev. Kail C.

Ellis, O.S.A., dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences, this week
in order to get this proposal

approved.

Helmetag said that a research

teamfrom Georgetown University

visited Villanova in October 1986

to compare departments. The
Georgetown team supported the

idea of adding more credit hours.

The extra hours, according to

Helmetag, would consist of one

hour of small group drilling and
one hour in the language lab.

.XELEMARREl'ING
Telephone Marketing Servk^es, Inc.. a leader in the fiekJ,

has doubled ttie size of its eastern offtoe. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently kx^ated on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and full-time positk>ns — days, evenings, and
Saturdays.

CAU TODAY, START TOUORROWI

687-9827 €87-9055

(File Photo)

Dr. Michael E. Burke, director of
the Honors program.

PART TIME JOBS
JOIN THE LEADER

WE ARE ONE OF THE NATIONS LARGEST RESEARCH AND
TELEMARKETING FIRMS. RAPID GROWTH HAS CREATED
OPENINGS FOR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATORS IN OUR
MARKET RESEARCH DIVISK)N.

IF YOU ARE:
AN ENTHUSIASTIC "PEOPLE PERSON"

WHO CAN FOLLOW DIRECTION

WE OFFER:
• FLEXIBLE HOURS

MORNINGS/AFTERNOONS/EVENINGS/WEEKENDS

• GOOD STMimiG RATC
• CONVEMENTLY LOCATED OFFICES
• OPPORTIMITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

CALL JOANNE LEVY AT THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU
AND BE A PART OF OUR TEAM

Bnm Mawr Horsham/Jeiikiiitown Hi. Phila
{aitiaaaaaUm Bm.)

526-1800 657-8400 878-5800
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Saferides is back
Saferides is back. Thanks to the efforts of the Rev.

John P. Stack, dean of students; Robert J. Capone, director

of alumni; the New York Alumni Club and the Saferides
organization, Villanova once again has a program to keep
students who have had too much to drink off the road.

\ After a semester's absence, the student-run organ-
ization last weekend began operations. Because of the
support and commitment of the University and its alumni,
Saferides was able to secure the liability insurance that

is vital to its existence.

Saferides was begun in 1985 by three Villanova
students who were concerned about students who
attended parties or went to bars, and then later got behind
the wheel when they were intoxicated.* Instead of just

talking about the problem of drinking and driving, they
took action. Each weekend, Saferides members manned
the phones and then set out in vans to pick up students
who were not in condition to drive.

It is commendable that Villanova has a program to

help prevent potentially disastrous rides home. If

Saferides averts just one accident or makes students
aware of their responsibility to themselves and others
to stay off the road after drinking, it is worthwhile.
Hopefully, Saferides will also inspire students to get into

a lifelong habit of designating drivers or calling a cab
after they have had too much to drink.

Villanova administration and alumni deserve the
Villanova community's thanks for helping get Saferides

back together again. And Saferides members, who give

up some of their weekend to make this program possible,

merit a round of applause for their work and concern.

Coed liousing a

must for Villanova
Villanova University should join the ranks of other

Catholic institutions of higher learning such as Fordham
University, Boston Collie and Seton Hall University in

providing the psychological and educational benefit of

coeducational residence halls for its students.

By fostering a more natural, true-to-life living

situation for students, coeducational residence halls

would easily stimulate interpersonal growth. A more
comfortable, relaxed atmosphere would develop, allowing .

men and women to communicate on levels other than
the strictly social. And, as a result, the graduating senior

would face the working world with the ability to maintain
productive, healthy relationships with members of the
opposite sex.

Furthermore, according to a study of Stanford
University, there is a definite correlation between
coeducational residence halls and reduced vandalism.
Often people will display more disorderly and violent

behavior when with members of only their own sex. Coed
housing facilities could prevent these actions.

Clearly, Villanova's need for coeducational housing
is most obvious at St. Mary's Hall because of its isolation

from the rest of the campus. By establishing St. Mary's
as the first coeducational residence hall, the University
could experiment with the idea and at the same time
improve the morale of the St. Mary's residoits by
promoting a healthier living environment. In addition, a
coed St. Mary's would also present an added convenience
for nur8ins students whose classes are held there.

The University should certainly take into consider-
ation the many advantages of coeducatioiial livmg. i^
not only would it benefit the students, but it wouldfurther
enhance the oualitv of the University l^ fulfiUnig its

expectations of graduating well-roundsd individuals.

^.
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Letters to the Editor

Wildcat fans disrespectful
To the Editor:

We are ardent supporters of

Villanova Wildcat basketball.

Whether in victory or defeat, the
team has and will continue to

exhibit a professionalism about
them that is rarely seen in college

athletics.

They truly have been a source
of pride for all of us. At the root

of this virtue of professionalism
is Coach RoUie Massimino.
Massimino is the model of good,

fair sportsmanship in a timewhen
the Dana Kirks of college basket-

ball seem to receive most of the
attention. Whether it is during
recruiting, appearing on televi-.

sion, or facing a tense moment in

a game, Massimino is the epitome
of class and style.

However, rather unfortunately,
these are not the only times he
displays these qualities. It seems
that he is also forced to show the
college basketball community his
style and professionalism in deal-
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ing.wtih his own fans, although
he should not have to do so.

Let the che^ $eHs be
80 known only becnuse
of theirprice.

He has to remind the immature
fans that ice is for their beverages
and peanut bars are for them to

eat, not to hurl onto the court to

disrupt play. He also has to

remind some fans that cursing is

not synonymous with cheering
and therefore is not part of Vil-

lanova basketball.

Also, as long as the subject of

disrespectful fan actions are at

hand, is it too much to ask that

our national anthem be uninter-

rupted by the childish outbursts
of irreverent fans?

In conclusion, we all pay to see
basketball games. Let usjsee them,
and let us see Massimino exhibit
his class and professionalism on
the court dealing with his players,
not his fans. Let the cheap seats
be so known only because of their
price.

Mike Morgan— JeffUlrich
Class of 1987
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Images: tools for clouding reality
By DANTE J. SCALA

Images. They flood the mind,

numb the senses. A picture is said

to tell a thousand words, and

indeed, pictures tell their story in

a brief second, a blink of an eye.

They do it with a dean efficiency

that no other kind of oommuni-

cation can capture.

Images have an immediate,

lasting impact upon us that words

struggle and strain to achieve.

One may read reports on millions

hungry in Africa and feel nothing,

but the pictures of hideously thin,

starving 6-year-olds in Ethiopia

motivate millions to send

contributions.

The old saying, "Seeing is

believing," has never been more

true in today's 21-inch Sony
Trinitron world.

After all, it is much easier to

believe what we see than to reject

it. Why should we take the time

to read a long, boring article in

the paper when we can be spoon-

fed the news by Tom Brokaw in

easy-to-digest, 60-second serv-

ings?

All in all, it is simpler to just-

accept what the television tells usi

and leave it at that. If one starts:

reading and investigating, reality,

starts to become confusing, and

we have no time to sort it out in

today's fast-paced world.

Thus, the 21-inch screen has an

incredible hold on us. If a person

can manipulate and control the

flickering images, he can influence

millions' views of reality.

For instance, if you want power

in America, you have to be able

to communicate through the tel-

evision cameras. It is no surprise,

then, that our president is none

other than the Great Communi-

icator himself, Ronald Reagan.

Reagan is the ideal politician for

today's television age, it has been

said. After all, his national per-

sonality was bom in the movies

when he starred in second-rate

films with chimpanzees. And
Reafl^ knows his part well, as

any good actor shoukl.

He has a kindly face, speaks in

a strong, soothing voice and tells

a good joke. He reminds us of a

charming old relative. Uncle Ron-

nie from Washington, we can

trust him.
Furthermore, he tells us what

we want to hear, and how we
want to hear it. He speaks to us

in simple metaphors ~ wake up,

everyone! It is morning in

America!
He describes his plans in grand

schemes which grab the viewer's

attention. Never mind the details,

he says, I will take care of it. And
we do not mind if he does not have

his facts straight, because we do

not care about them. Facts only

clutter up our nice, clean images,

and who needs that? After all,it

is easier to accept than to

question.

Reagan lives in a nice, comfor-

table America, and he invites us

tojoin him there.We gladly accept

his invitation, because in his

world, there are no problems

which cannot be solved by great

American ingenuity.

Worried about nuclear war?
Relax, says Uncle Ronnie, here is

a magic shield which will keep us

all safe. You have heard the

experts say that it is too complex,

and that it cannot be built? Do not

worry, we will give our scientists

some money, and American tech-

nology will solve the problem.

We follow Reagan into his world

y^i Ralph, poor )fou ^iSp
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of international politics, too.

Helping Nicaraguan contras is not

an attempt to maintain American
power in Center America, he says:

rather, it is like an old Western
movie.

He tells America that the con-

tras are Nicaragua's Founding
Fathers, just like Washington and
Jefferson, and they are fighting for

democracy against the godless

communists. They wear white
hats, too. Inconvenient facts, such
as contras killing farmers and
other incidents are swept under
the rug.

In case we do not buy the

Founding Fathers image, Reagan
gives us another one. The Com-

munists are only 50 miles from
Texas! But never fear— if wegive

the contras money and arms, they

will not get any closer. In Reagan's

world, one would expect that if the

Sandinistas reached the Texas
border,John Wayne would ride up
to defend America with guns
blazing.

Today, reality seems to be

catching up with Uncle Ron. The
Democrats control Congress, he is

mired in the Irangate scandal, and
his popularity has decreased as

people become disillusioned. His
vaunted Teflon shield is gone, and
Americans do not like what they

see of the real Reagan, a man who
perhaps, believes too much in his

own images to be able to have a

realistic perception of the world.

But Reagan is not the problem,

he is merely the symptom. Demo-
cracy demands that citizens play

an active role in the running of

their country. This role includes

the responsibility to stay in-

formed, to question and
investigate.

If we simply sit and watch the

images, politicians will continue

to deceive us through their images

and symbols, and figures like

Ronald Reagan will be created

ag^in and again.

Dante J. Scala is a freshwan
honors major.

V.U. should have coed dorms
By MICHELLE CICCOLO

One of the issues Student Go-

vernment is currently exploring is

the possibility of coed dorms in the

future. In order to determine how
receptive the students are to this

idea, we are organizing a random
telephone survey. This means
that many of you will be contacted

in the next couple of weeks and
questioned to give your opinions

on the topic.

There are many positive aspects

research has found about coedu-

cational living. According to Jo-

seph Katz, director of Research

For Human Development and
Educational Policy at the State

University of New York at Stony-

brook, in a study done at Stanford

University, coed dorms "made it

possible for the sexes to be better

acquainted with each other, and
it enlivened intellectual, social

service and creative activities."

It is often accused that the

"better acquainted" living expe-

rience in coed dorms results in a

negative, loose-moraled, uncon-

trolled atmosphere. However, this

does not seem to be the case as

"based both on acttial experiences

with, and studies on coed living,

it is hypothesized that a sibling-

type rdatk»ship is more likely to

develop, leading to less promiscui-

ty," wrote James P. Duncan,
assistant vice president and dean
of students at the University of

Tease at AustiB.

It is believed that people are less

likely tolralMniaewith neighhen
both because tiMy are sssn as

fr|snds, and baniiss h^viaf to

face oMJMliMr. is • mmmnakty
sttuttiiii, mm m • dhUwat to

brief enooiMilsfs bilwiii each
OtMTr

tend to exhibit more mature
behavior in a variety of situations,

have better manners, and exhibit

less tension."

Since universities are dedicated

to the growth and development of

the whole individual, social learn-

ing cannot be neglected. Coed

dorms today seem to play an

important part in encouraging

social maturity.

When, if not at college, are

people supposed to learn how to

interact responsibly with those of

the opposite sex? This is a skill

we ncid to develop before entering

the working world which we are

thrust into upon completion of

college.

From talking to many students,

it is generally agreed that it is

uncommon to establish close

friendships with classmates since

the usual procedure is to arrive

at class, take notes on lecture

material, then depart immediately

after class.

Nursing students, after their

sophomore year, spend their

classes entirely with females and
the ratio of males is greater than

that of females in the engineering

school. These students have even

less potential to meet friends of

the opposite gender.

Certainly, coed living would
provide a relaxed atmosphere in

which to get acquainted, without

the amount of streas involved in

organiaed social situations, such

aspartiea.

For incoming students, the

liviiw environment is ckiser to

that of the hone, where lihling

ralatioMhipoaPSMittiral. It ndiht

^mn Will bt«Mi«r to a4itaat to

•ad piwiiit a let ol the

and frustrations stu*

Recently, I spoke with several

groups of students who were
wandering around on a Friday

night with nothing to do. Not
being involved with the fraternity

scene, and not being of age to go
out, their weekend nights entailed

visiting the different dorms look-

ing for action and for people to

meet. We know the greatest
amount of vandalism is done to

the residence halls on the wee-

kends by people who do not live

there.

Would then, out of hand alcohol

parties result from coed dorms?
The alcohol policies themselves

remain the same, and in my
opinion, the need for alcohol to

loosen up and prepare people for

social situations, would be
reduced.

We hope that coed dorms would
assist in decreasing sexist atti-

tudes that the students may have,

as well as any stereotypes here at

Villanova. The exchange of ideas

traditionally male or female is an
invaluable learning experience.

The final question pertains to

privacy. Would people feel their

privacy is being violated? With
sex-segregated floors, bathrooms
and wings, I believe privacy would
not be an issue. Since visitation

is already permitted in the dorms,
the change would be negligible.

If Villanova does create coed

dorms, the students will always
have the option to pick sin^
sexed or coed housing. It is,

however, an optkm Student Go-
venunent believes the students

shoukl have.

MicktUt Cknh m e tt^kemofw
A««M|0p mnitr m tk$ SMmI

Being black at V.U.
By TELISA DIXON

What does it mean to be black?

Some believe that if we could

change our color, we would. This

is not true. Almost always asso-

ciated with blacks are derogatory

terms.

Unfortunately, much of our

history has been written by those

who are not familiar with us. Our
major achievements to this civil-

ization have not been properly

reported, therefore, many false

images have surfaced.

Each year during February,

blacks celebrate African-

American History. The theme
recognized by the Villanova Black

Cultural Society this year is "To

be Gifted and Black." When I was
young I heard a song entitled "To
be Young, Gifted and Black."

From that day forth, that phrase

has had special meaning to me.

In my opinion, young is when
there are many tomorrows. If you

haven't completed the day as you

like you still have a chance tomor-

row. Young is when one is able

to look to the future and set his

or her goals in that direction. It

is when you fail at something

today you have time to do it later.

To be gifted is God's blessing.

God gave us talents; a special

something by which we can im-

prove ourselves or that we can

ignore. He does not only bless us

with gifts of art, music and dance,

but we are alao blessed with the

gift of life, bve and happiness.

To me black means that we do

not have to sit in the tun all day

to fst colored. We alrettdy are.

Black ia a certain pride we have

in ourselvesand inechormsnhars

of our fMi. We have the ability

to work hard.

Since slavery we have worked
twice as hard as everyone else

only to get half as much. Black

means being strong when there

are opposing forces, and thene

almost always are.

In the beginning of civilization,

our contributions were great. Our
continent was invaded and we
were captured apd experienced

the worst form or slavery. Being

a strong people, we rought through

the slave boundaries, fought for

equal rights and today, continue

that struggle.

Our contributions prior to that

period have not been accredited to

us and have not even been re-

corded in the history books that

we read today, the history in

which we were an integral part.

I am young, gifted and black.

I will be graduating soon and
entering the professional world. I

have entered a field which I will

enjoy helping others and myself.

I am thankful for my abilities

to learn, love and be happy,
despite the problems of my ances-

tors and current generation. I will

always study the great contribu-

tions that my ancestors made to

this country before, during and
after slavery.

Not only during February, Black
History Month, but during every

month I will celebrate blackness

Why shouldn't I? I have made it

in a school nicknamed Vanillan

ova without losing my sense of

self. If anything, I have become
more black. In the words ofJames
Brown, "I'm black and V
proud."

r#/iM DiMon it a tenior nurtit
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ACS offers suggestions
for snow policy revision
TotheEditon

As commuter concerns chair-

person for the Association of

Commuting Students, I whole-

heartedly agree that our snow
policy at Villanova should be
revised. Iam speaking particularly

of the snow emergency closing.

While half of the Villanova
students are residents, half of the
students as well as faculty, ad-

ministration and staff workers
commute. In coming to a decision,

the safety and convenience of

these commuters should be a

major consideration, not secon-

dary to on-campus residents.

As of now, snow closing infor-

mation is handled two ways — a

recorded phone message and a

code number on KYW news radio.

Anyone who has tried calling this

number has found it to be busy,

sometimes for an hour at a time.

Therefore, more people rely on the

radio.

With advance warning of the

impending snow storms, most
schools in the area had taken swift

action. By 6:30 a.m. hundreds of

school closings had been called

and warnings of treacherous
conditions prevailed Jan. 22, 23
and 26. Why then does Villanova

wait until the last minute to

cancel classes — 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday and 8:15 a.m. on
Monday?

It Is farbMerto miss
a few classes thmi to

needlesslyMi^people
oirt irmfer sffdr cfiqger-

ous conditions.

I realize that the administration

must attempt to keep classes open
because of time pressures for the

semester. However, common
sense and safety concerns must
prevail. These snow storms
caused many problems for com-
muters. Some were a matter of

inconvenience, others were costly.

Something must be done to avoid

this in the future.

Here are a few suggestions:

1. Make swifter decisions.

2. Communicate that decision

as quickly as possible, espe-

cially to security and to local

radio stations in the morning,
as well as department heads
if emergency occurs in the
afternoon.

3. Other criteria should be used
other than a plowed parking
lot as a rea^n to cancel
classes. People may be able to

park, but they risk so much
in trying to get to class.

4. If unsure about morning con-

ditions, open two hours late.

This would allow more time
for road conditions to get

better, the parking lots to be
cleared and a more informed
decision on class cancellation

to occur.

Safety must come first. It is far

better to miss a few classes than

to needlessly bring people out
under such dangerous conditions.

Kathleen Langdon
Class of 1987

Available housing needed
TotheEditon

To start things off, I am a
sophomore, who like most sopho-
mores at Villanova this year, is

looking for a place to live next
year. Even though it is early in

the semester, things do not look

very encouraging.

Sarcasm asUe, I believe

everyone would like to

see a change In the

availability ofdecent

housing^ without having

to resort to buying a
private condo.

The Tolentine housing list is a

joke. How many times have you
seen the phrases "room to rent in

private house" and "graduate
student only"? Most of the listings

are not independent apartments.

Who wants to live in a single room
in someone else's house, sacrific-

ing privacy?

To make things worse (if that's

possible), Radnor has this lovely

little law which I am sure eve-

ryone adheres to. No more than
two unrelated persons may live in

the same house! I thought fascism

went out with Mussolini.

Understandably, Radnor has a

reputation and a community to

uphdd, but it seems it would like

to do so without Villanova stu-

dents. This is a problem which is

quite relevant, and which could

be remedied by student participa-

tion in local elections. But that is

impossible around here, n'est pas?

Sarcasm aside, I believe every-

one would like to see a change in

the availabiHty of decent housing,

without having to resort to buying

a private combo. Admittedly,
housing is neither inexpensive
nor overabundant in the Philadel-
phia suburban area.

So why do discriminatorv ordi-

nances abound in the place of

adequate housing? If the Univer-

sity cannot do anything about it,

who vvjOI?

Phil Kousoubris
Class of 1989

Reagan should not

apologize for Iran

Quote of

Note

Happiness is having a large,

Ufwing, caring, cloM-knit fatmfy\
in another city.

To the Editor

Lately, we have been bombarded

by television, newspapers, radio

and the like, all reporting that the

president has no agenda for the

next two years and that he is a

lame duck mortally wounded by

the Iran confusion.

We see opinion polls dropping

and liberals eager for the under-

mining of another presidency.

But, every now and then Amer-
icans must get off the political

carousel to take time for reality.

Will the next two years of the

Reagan presidency be an exercise

in futility, because of a single

incident?

What is the Reagan agenda for

the next two years? Clearly it is

the continuation of the agenda for

the last six successful years —
continued economic growth and
restored military strength. Rea-

gan should be praised for his

achievements, not condemned for

making an unpopular decision.

Americans are fickle people.

Jirat, we criticize the president

for teeminfly not doing enough to

rescue our hostages in the Middle
East. Next, we laam of his at-

tMiptt. and blow the entire situa-

tion out of proportion with libtral

prophets predicting Reagan's
collapse.

We should accept the Iran
controversy for what it is worth
— a learning experience identify-

ing weaknesses in our foreign

policy formulation mechanism.
These we must correct and move
on. But, we cannot reverse the
course of the "Reagan
Revolution" nor should we want
to. Just the image of strength the
president brings to the nation is

enough to make the next two
years meaninsful.

No person is perfect, so cleariy

no president is either. However,
if we look at the balance sheet of

the Reagan presidency, clearly the
gains outweifl:ht the losses.

The president did not apokigize

for Iran in his State of the Umon
address nor should he have. He
made a decision which involved

risks. Presidents shoukl not apol-

ogize for making tough dedi^s
in good conscience. We pay our
presidents to do exactly this, but
this does not mean he/she will be
right all the time.

BrkB

Trtaaiarsr*

Op-Ed had flawed

view of just war
To the Editor.

Joe McGowan's recent Op-Ed,
"U.S. Adopts Policy of Shame," is

a standard left-wing diatribe

against American policy toward
Nicaragua. But his indictment
includes a radically iflawed view
of the Catholic just-war doctrine,

which he incorrectly characterizes

as "a bastardization of Christian

nonviolence ..."

According to St. Thomas Aqui-

nas, "Three things are necessary

for a just war: first, the authority

of the ruler (prin-ceps) at whose
command the war must be waged
. . . Second, there must be a just

cause (causa justa) . . . Third, the

belligerents must have the right

intention {intentio recta)''

Rather than engaging m a

''bastardization" of Christian
nonviolence, Aquinas was at-

tempting to harmonize a Christian

ideal with man's sinful nature. It

is, one might say. Christian real-

ism, an attempt, as Paul Johnson
has said, *'to cage the beast.*'

This doctrine may or may not

apply to the situation in Nicara-

gua, but it has extraordinary

historical and moral legitimacy,

and it is thus contemptible and
reckless for Mr. McGowan to say
that "Catholics ... are not neces-

sarily Christians" for embracing
it.

Greg Sullivan
teaching assistant

English department

Commuters ought
to be considered
To the Editon

In response to University Pres-

ident, ttus Rev. John M. Driscoll's

statement concerning last Fri-

day's reports of class cancellations

because of snow, I believe that a
re-examination of the criteria

used to determine whether or not

to cancel classes is in order.

DriscoU stated that the key
factor here is Maintenance's abil-

ity to clear the main parking k>t

and walkways. While I agree that

this is of stnutegic importance to

the students, it appears that both

he and the Rev. Patrick J. Rice,

vice president for Administratkm

.

haye nsilscUri to consider the

oonditiini of primary and leoon-

dmrv aoosM niadt.

It datMs ut hold whin imd
oondiliom do not warrant sale

-driviMu mmmmmt an plaood in

i^n.Miifilr fMMin 6L havii« to

decide whether to remain at home
and miss classes or to attempt to

maeuver their cars on icy roads,

risking injury.

In response to Rice's decision

not to cancel classes last Friday

because the parking lot had been

cl«ured, I must point out that

while this was fine for students

oncae they had arrived on campus,
administratkxi should have also

considered the oommuters who
first had to drive on impjiiihif

and unsafe roads.

When the weather forecasts say

snow and this dsdiion is once

i^ain pUfied in adminiitratum's

hands, all aspects of the situation

must be considssad, including

whether or not the oonHalsra. a
—intMr il VillMWva't

». wiU 'W Me to

travel taand frami

life IJUU S4 il ^tUkMlkt^i \i0 <1UIII4 JlV
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policy

has no purpose
TotheEditon

This letter is written as a

challenge to Villanova's outdated

visitation policy. I feel this policy

is an encroachment on student

socialization and serves no useful

purpose.

In an effort to change or revoke
this poOcv, we must first find

what useful purpose this policy

serves, I believe that the only

purpose this policy serves is as an
attempt of restraining sexual
intercourse between students.

This is, at best, an attempt in

vain. The question is not whether
these activities are right or wrong,
but whether the visitation polk:y

is successful in stopping these

activities.

I am sure that it is obvious to

any on-campus resident that the

visitation policy is not at all

successful in stopping sex before

curfew or after curfew. Those
who do not want to risk being

"written-up" may simply engage
in sex and leave before curiew
hours.

Those who do engage in sex
after curfew hours do not always
get caught breaking visitation

because Security simply cannot
be everywhere at once. The larger

dorms on campus are too big and
have too many exits to be watched
all the time.

The visitation policy also an-

lamsmethathlsolh
}dous to any on-campus
resUeut that the visi-

tation poUcy Is not at
all successful In stop-

pkigsex before curfew
or after curfew.

noying^ly interrupts many platonic

activities such as watching tele-

vision, studying together or simp-
ly enjoying one another's
company.

In many universities the ques-

tion of curfew is non-existent.

Many universities have no visita-

tion policy. The Catholic Univer-

sity of America, in Washington,
D.C. is a Catholic university like

Villanova University. It has coed
dorms and no form of visitation

policy at all.

I feel the visitation policy should
be diminished or abolished. It is

a point of contention that the

student must work to change.

With all due respect, I also feel

that if the University Senate is to

fairly dispense with their duty,

they must take a look at the

visitation policy and alter, if not

revoke it.

Joseph Gendreau
Class of 1990

CsNN^
COUfOiMBtMIVia

'Platoon' delivers

wrong message
To the Editor,

A generation of Americans has

grown up with the notion that

Vietnam was different from any
other war, in which America was
involved. Similarly, we hear that

"Platoon" is different from any
other movie about Vietna'm.

However, both of these state-

ments are misleading. Vietnam
was different in the same way
that all wars differ — politics and
circumstance, and "Platoon" is

different only in that it is the first

movie about Vietnam to break

from Hollywood's tired formulas
— "Rambo" and "Apocalypse
Now."
More specifkally, Vietnam was,

of course, a limited war. You
mifl^t say Vietnam was a case of

war mixed with too many politics.

But the death and destruction

encountered in Vietnam was no

more or less terrible than the

death and destruction encoun-

tered in all other wars.

War was designed this way on

purpose so that it would not be

appealing. However, the message
which pervades "Platoon" is that

Vietnam was America's end of

innocence and that Vietnam de-

ranged the men who fought in it.

However, this tno is misleading,

because any man who fights m
any war is changKl not jutt in

»•

ItialihMl

poison designed to cloud the

thinking of another generation of

Americans. One of its messages
is honorable— that war is terrible,

but its attempt to portray a single

platoon as a microcosm of Amer-
icas' dilemma in Vietnam is liter-

ary overkill.

The questions surrounding
Vietnam had been defined for

years. We not must find the

answers. Unfortunately, Platoon

only leaves us with more
questions.

Most important among these is

whether "Platoon" is a step

forward or backward for the

nation? In other words, will it help

the nation once again live up to

its responsibility of world leader-

ship or will it cause us to with-

draw into a new era of

isolationism?

"Platoon" attempts to say that

the Vietnam veteran became like

what we were fighting aginst.

This calssification is unfair. The
Vietnam veterans neither went to

Vietnam with a desire to kill, not

did they return murderers.

They were merely young men
who dutifully and thanklessly

served their country to the best

of their ability in a controversial

period. Is "Platoon" really a

memorial worthy of their

SMTifioe?

iUrleB.BM*n
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On
Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano-
van asks, "With the mo-
ney airplanes on campus
"crashing" and everyone
losing their money, what
scheme do you suggest for

them to make their money
back?"

iK:£
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Trawel to Emerald Isle
By MARIA KARR

Villanova offers a special oppor-

tunity to explore the history and
culture of the Irish people.

(M* photo)

Dr. JamM J. Murphy, director of the Irish studies pro|p-am at
VUlaiiova.

There are six courses being
offered this semester at Villanova

in the area of Irish Studies. One
can choose from elective courses
such as a "Seminar in William
Butler Yeats" or "Irish Literature

and Language," to courses such
as "The Irish Renaissance" or
"Contemporary Ireland and Its

Origins."

According to Dr.James Murphy,
director of Irish Studies, "There
were always courses offered in

Irish literature at Villanova. Thev
had very good enrollment, so I

thought we could expand on the;

variety of courses, by offering

courses in Irish history, politics,

art and folklore."

Through such a multi-
disciplined approach, one can b<»t

come to appreciate the influence,

range and richness of the Irish

experience.

Also offered this semester is

"Ireland: Imagination and the
Sense of Place." This course is

unique because the student at-

tends class once a week, usually
on Sunday evenings, and will also

travel to Ireland over Spring
Break. Approximately 30 Villan-

ova students are taking this

course for credit this semester.

The remainder of the course
requirements are liberal, yet
challenging. Several readings to

be discussed on the Sunday even-
ings must be completed, and a 10-

to-15-page-paper on an Irish-

related subject must be submitted
at the conclusion of the term.

"This will be the fifth or sixth

time I've taken this trip with the
students. You get a great sense

of pleasure from introducing the

students to this culture. It's the

type of feeling you can't get in a

regular classroom setting/'

Murphy said.

Students who, went on the trip

last year had a most enjoyable

time. Said senior Julie Wells, "I

would do it over again if I could.

You get to be really good friends

with everyone in the group. Dr.

Murphy's great. He has a great

love for Ireland which you can just
see in his eyes."

Ellen O'Hara, a recent Villanova

graduate, said, "The people in

Ireland are very special — they

were open and friendly. The
people in the pubs were older than
they are in the U.S. They were
there to meet people and talk."

She added, "Ireland is an in-

credibly beautiful country. I would
go again in a minute. It is an

excellent way to see Ireland."

1

Students meet in Texas
By KATHY CX)LE

In early January of this year,

two Villanova students, Heidi

Rojas and Kevin Mulcahy , had the

opportunity to travel to Gavelston,

Jex., for the NCSC convention.

NCSC, or the National Catholic

Student Coalition, is an organiza-

ix^ that gives coll^e-age Cath-

dlfcs a chance to meet, share ideas,

voice opinions and take stands.

} As a united, concerned, socially

jpm^ bodr, the NfCSe supi»rtis

^sSie^which are strengthened by

;the coalition's national character.

> Idnjger must a single institution

ikioutonan important subject.

Instead, all affiliated NCSC
schools, approximately 500 to 600

colleges and universities nation-

wide, join together to make a

collective statement.

The NCSC is a relatively new
association. The first NCSC con-

ference was held in January 1985

in Miami, Fla., while last year's

was held in New Orleans, La.

The NCSC is built upon state

and local Catholic organizations.

Local organizations consist of

coHege and university Campus
Ministries and Newman Centers.

Newman Centers exist on non-

Catholic campuses so that Cath-

olic students can come together.

Campus Clip

The NCSC is not exclusively

interested in supporting plat-

forms. Instead, social attributes

are recognized and stressed.

Assistant campus minister,

Linda Jaczinsky, spoke of the

convention as a "good way to get

away from campus and have fun."

Rojas added that the conference

enabled her to "meet a variety of

people," and that she left the

conference feeling, "It is too bad

we are not all in the same place,

because we could do incredible

things together."

Mulcahy stated, "I went into

the conference blind and was
apprehensive at first, but as the

conference progressed and I got to

(Continued ompage 1 7)

(photo courtesty of Kevin Mulcahy)

Villanova students Heidi Rojas and Kevin Mulcahy, with two friends
from Marist College, are pictured here in Gavelston, Tex., where the
National Catholic Student Coalition convention was held.
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"Blizzard" strikes V.U.

By AMY TORACK

Now, three weeks after the end

of Christmas break, when most

students are again running low on

funds, a few of the more resource-

ful ones attended the Blizzard of

Bucks held last Saturday night in

the Connelly Center. This event

was sponsored by the Villanova

Union and, unlike other money-

making activities on campus, was
perfectly legal.

The Blizzard ofBucks, although

sponsored by the Union, is actually

a traveling organization of

members who have introduced

their game-show event in areas

along the East Coast. This vear

marks the first visit to Villanova,

although recent shows were fea-

tured in Syracuse and Philadel-

phia area schools. Successes are

reported at each stop.

The game was attended by
approximately 25 Villanovans,

three of whom were lucky
winners. Twelve participants

called onstage were narrowed
down to three semi-finalists. Each
of these received $25.

Two of the semi-finalists were
offered a chance to win more
money. One opted to return the

$25 for a visit into the money-
btowing machine. Once there, she

was able to grab $26 for an added
gain of one dollar. The other hicky

wiltter, Ifethman Jeff Sitko.

QdiKtad nil in addition to hit

alrmdy pocketed ItS.

Naai CaMaron, hatd of the

ooowniffH 01 iM

Villanova Union, was in charge of

the "Blizzard." According to

Calderon, it was a success because

the students who did participate,

although not large in number,
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

"An event such as this not only

provided students with a few

hours of added excitement, but

also gave them the unique oppor-

tunity to win some extra money."
Although this event proved

successful, many more students

might have attended had it been

scheduled on a weeknight. On

these nights, any excuse to dis-

miss reading an extra chapter or

starting next week's paper might

have provided more Villanovans

with the incentive to try their luck

at winning $500.

Even so, the Villanova Union
succeeded once again in furnish-

ing students with an alternative

entertainment activity that re-

sulted in new-found money for

some. Hopefully, the Blizzard of

Bucks will return to Villanova and
give students another chance to

grab some more whirling dollars.

Register for peace
ByJEANNE SAVITSCUS

Jo3^ce Coleman, a representative

of the Peace Corps, came to

Villanova on Jan. 28 to discuss the

benefits of joining this organiza-

tion. Founded in 1961 by President

John F. Kennedy, the Corps start-

ed out with 120,000 volunteers

aiding 90 countries. Twenty nine

of the countries have become
stable enough to achieve self-

sufficiency in the past 26 years.

Although thought of as a fad

from the '60s, the facts contradict

the myth. Since 1970. there has

been an average of 6,000 volun-

teers per year. Tom Grocer, a

representative from the Corps

explained that they receive more
applicants than they can place.

Out of every five paa|>le who
volunteer Ihttr aervioee, only one
will be tent into the fiekl.

TMi fict ie partially because of

a long selection process lasting six

to nine months. In this time many
people find a job, decide to go to

graduate school or simply change

their minds. If one gets past this

first step, a selection process

involving a complete medical

examination, as well as a legal and
security check into one's back-

ground is undertaken.

Out of those qualified to enter

the Peace Corps, the Corps hand-

picks the most competitive and

most qualified volunteers. Grocer

explained, **If we [the Peace

Corps) had 150 teachers to choose

from, we would look for those

with high recommendations, ex-

perience and great credentials. In

actuality, the Corps is a very

diffknilt service to get into."

Although it is better to have a

collefe degree, it it not necettary.

The Corpt will accept four to five

lOmHnw§d on Ptm 16i
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Spcialrer to examine Campus
the world of cults

Joseph Flanagan will apeak Feb. 10 in tlie West Lounge, Dougherty
HaD on the subject of culta and deptogramming.

Philadelphia, moved to San Fran-

cisco after a year of study at

Villanova. There, in San Francis-

co, he was brought into L. Ron
Hubbard's Church of Scientology.

Flanagan will pay particularly

close attention to the Scientology

cult, since his threeand-a-half

year stay in the cult permits him
to speak with some authority on
the damage wrought by cults on
both the recruits and their fam-
ilies. Scientology was founded by
the late Hubbard, author of the

bestselling Dianetics and of pop-

ular science fiction works such as

Ehttlefidd Earth.

That the matter of cults is

relevant to everyone is a point

Flanagan often stresses for, as he
always tells his audiences, those

that believe themselves to be the

least susceptible to the lure of

cults are often the very ones that

end up in their ranks.

By JOE McGOWAN
On Feb. 10, Joseph Flanagan

will deliver the talk "Cults on
Campus," which will draw on his

three-and-a-haif year experience

in the Church of Scientology.

Flanagan has been spreading

his message about cults on local

television and radio talk shows,

as well as at local high schools.

He feels that it is especially

necessary to educate teen-agers

and young adults about cults

since these two groups are the

main taiget of cult recruiters.

Flanagan, 32, was "depro-
grammed" from Scientology in

June 1979. He will explain what
"deprogramming" actually is and
describe how cult leaders achieve
and maintain authoritarian con-

trol over members.
Flanagan, a 19^ graduate of St.

Joseph's Preparatory School m

By UNDAJACZYNSia

Alongside signs that offer

Spring Break vacations in the

Bahamas or Cancun, you may also

notice an opportunity to live and
work side by side with the poor
and alienated of Philadelphia.

Surprisingly enough, there will be
many of you who will opt for the

latter choice. You may not come
back from Spring Break in Phi-

ladelphia with a gorgeous tan, but
we can promise that your heart

will be touched in a way that will

make you forever sensitized to the

cry of the poor.

Spending Spring,Break in Phi-

ladelphia puts faces, experiences

and stories onto that anonymous
groupwe call "poor" or "hungry."
Once we spend time there, we can
no longer callously speak of them
as an obtrusive, lazy group that

saps money from our welfare
system.

They become friends who have
needs and yet also have so much
of themselves to give. Once we
have sincerely opened our hearts

to their friendship, we can no
longer live and act and choose
without feeling their needs tug at

our hearts. Once we hear the cries

of the poor, our ears cannot tune
them out. Wecan only try to make
this world a place where, no one
has to be hungry or desolately

poor.

The most important pieces of

information that we brought back
with us from last year's Spring
Break — Inner City trip were the

stories that we hold in our hearts.

They are stories about people that

we call poor, but who have made
our lives richer and fuller.

One of our placements was at

St. Francis Inn in the Kensington
area of Philadelphia. There is a
soup kitchen, a thrift shop and a
men's and women's shelter for

those who are homeless. It is

supportedbythekveandninistry
of the Franciscan religkms order.

I remember the story about the

homeless man who came to sti^y

at the shelter. Ea^^h night he
usually slept on the street

crouched down over a heating

vent on the road.

The night hecame to the shelter

he pretended to fall asleep in a bed.

When everyone else fell asleep, he

got up and crouched down near

the radiator. He slept in that

position because it was the^nly
way he could fall asleep.

Laura Wolf, a student who
spent Spring Break with us last

year, was "very touched by how
real the people are that eat at the

soup kitchen. They weren't just

a statistic on the evening news,

but real people with feelings,

needs, problems, sorrows and also

joys."

This attitude of love is also
reflected in the Franciscan guide-
lines for the soup kitchen: "In our
service we seek not simply to
dispense food, clothing and shel-
ter; rather we seek to build rela-

tionships with those we meet, and
care for them in as personal and
individual a way as is possible for
us."

Donna Mastrangelo, a junior
soddogy/religious studies mi^or.
feels that, 'The whole experience
in general changed my outlook
toward the poor and gave me a
better understanding for the
reasons behind their situations."

Living with the' Franciscans,
who serve the poor as a lifestyle

andcommitment, is an inspiration
beyond measure. They as a group
"do not wish to serve the poor,
but to be poor and to serve their
brothers and sisters."

Paul Klee, another Villanova
student, saw that, "Whereas
Spring Break was a one-time
sacntice for me, it was a way of

life and a Uptime sacrifice for the
Franciacana. I saw, amid their

oommitmetit to the poor» a real joy
and ixMaui to love, an4 a deep
faith in tbeir God to provide for

all their needs, spiritual, physical
and even aodal.'

St. Francis Inn has a soup
kitchen where volunteers wait on
tables of people who have come
for food. This offers a natural
opportunity for interaction and
caring^ as well as aervioe. One
may come in for food, but one
always leaves feeling respected
and loved forthe predousnessand
sacredness that is each human
life, whether rich or poor.

It is a necessity for the poor to

depend solely on God. They do not
have the luxuries that we have
that help us to feel safe and
secure. Otften our possessions are
those things which are obstacles

' to us trulybeingopen and trusting

God.

Our materially poor can also

become attached to the charm of

elusive wealth of material things.

But often material things can fill

us for a time, but leave us emo-
tionally poor. True meaning is

found in relatiooahips and lo^ong;

it is hot bought and sokl in malls
or markets.

Mastrangelo continues: "It
would be easy forme to ignore the
whole problem because it seems
too overwhehniog. Sometimes I

wonder if one person can make
any difference.

"I may not be able to change
an economic system, but my Itfe

can and does aiffect others. It has
to begin somewhere, and the brat
place is myself.

"I learned the poor were not so
different from myself. If I could
Uvemy lifealways respecting that
fact, with a willingness todowhat
I can, then I certainly will have
done something with my life," she
said.
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INTRODUCING

TIME TO TRAVEL
Villanova's On-Campus Travel Agency

at Connelly Center

(215)645-5704
Grand Opening Drawing!

One Week Trip to:

FORT LAUDERDALE
(AIR AND HOTEL FOR TWO PEOPLE)

Open to Villanova

Students, Faculty and Employees Only

Drawing will be held Fri. Feb. 27 in the Time to Travel Office

Drop off your coupon M,W or F between Ip.pi. and 3p.m.
• OFFER GOOD TILL FEB. 27. 1988*

.

FORT LAUDERDALE VACATION
/.

Name

Address

Telephone

1 Ap*
SBaiot
1^ Thai woman
12 Sandarac traa

l3Matai
14Ba¥«raoa
ISMolarant

17

IS I

19 Blood vaaaai

21 Narrow.

23 Shon-dlatanea
traoMman

27Articla

2eBanar
29 8mallump
31 Paraht: coNoq.
34 MaMan lovad by

f
36

'3rplndi
^3«Habr«wlanar-
40Baam
42 Orlnfc ilowly

44 0in

46 Printar't

maaaura
46 Tranapon to

anothar

SOEuropaana
53 la in dabt

54Evaryona
SSNagatlva
57Piaoaafor

com|>at

61 Spartiah for

"rtvar"

62 0aciara
64 Waacua
65 Brawl: coNoq.
66Coniaat
67 Barracuda

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE

IPubHcvahida:

2 Swiaa canton

3 Sink m mMdla
4Fumiah
SCalon
6 Con|uncUon
7ln addition
6aoala
9Runaoround
10 Warmth
11
161

201
22Notaofacala
23 Mix
24 Malay canoa
25 Sun god
26Hurr<ad
30Raf>aat
32 Part of church
33 Antlarad animal
36Rh^ialand
36 Own
41 Color
43 In favor of

45 Suppoaing that

47 Coronar: abt>r.

49 Cognizant of

50 Young salmon
51 Mixtura
52 Pro)acting tooth
56 Eggs
56 Short slaap

59 Haiti

60Daposit
63 Printar's

maasura

C> 1M4UnltadF«alur«8ynd<c«l^

PiuihMswer oap^e 17.

muammm.
As you see beloM( theexams

will be here befofc you know it.

And ifyourvital signs irKkide

sweaty palnns. a somersaulting
slonuKrhand shaky l^s. you
needhelp—fast.

Check inloa Kaplan oenler
Our test-taking techniques and
educational programs have
helped kMMer the pressureand
boost the scoringpowerand
oonldenoeofoverone million

students. VUeeven havecompact
classes so you can be ready fix

this fairsexams.
So ifyou're gettirtf ill tMnkii^

about theMCATor DAT. call

Kaplan. VMellgivcyou all the

Inentalmedkrine you need.

Andalotofintensive care

.

SMUT N.lUMMWKMIOMI OUnilllL

1528 Walnut St
11th Floor

Phlla, Pa. 19102
(215)546-3317

1 329 W. Cheltenham Ave.

Melrose Park. Pa. 19126
(215)635-3116

k TIN FOR ALL SEASONS
Now you can get a deep, dark, long-lasting tan in just

six 30-minute sessions with our unique tanning program.
And you won't burn, peel or age your skin in the process!

Unlike conventional sunlamps, our Sontegra "skin-

friendly" tanning beds emit only the safest tanning rays.

Relax in a cool, comfortable environment while tanning
from above and below simultaneously.

STUDENT SPECIAL
6 Visits - $39

Co-Pay l\Aembership Plan
1 Month - $29
3 Month — $59
$4 Per Session

HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sun. 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ROSEMONT VILLAGE MALL
Rosemont, Pa. 19010

^<—?.

RichARd & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA
527-2080

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

OpenMon. Wed. and
thru Sat. Thurs. Evenings

ttVALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA"

3W East Church Road
King ol Prussia, PA 19406

Michael Yatkin

pHomm-ms/ST

fWormance tuning, sales,

parts and service for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automobiles

15thP69Ta

JUME 1987

ROSEMONT-VILLAMOVA

SUMNER PROGRAM IN ITALY

Live in Siena

6 College Credits (or Moncredit)
Art HistDiy, Italian (Begin., Interm. ft Adv.), Studio Art, Hlstoiy, Independent Studies. T«m> nights each —
Rome, Venice: trips to Florence, Asslsi, Orvleto, Padua, San Qimlgnano.

Inquiries: Dr. Qeorge T. Radan, Department of Art ft Art History, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085;
(215) 645-4610.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE

NEW SISTERS
Andrea^^Bonina

Jeanette Bove
Virginia Boylan

Lynne Coslett

Lisa DeRose
Martha Driscoll

Michele Drobnick

Kathy Duberson
Amy Edwards
Kathy Fish

Jennifer Fenstermacher
Mary Fuaco

Maureen Gilbey

Christine Goppel
Donna Howie
Helena Joyce
Barbara Keating

Kathy Kiah

Kimberly Koerner

Michele Laskowsky
Lynn Lento

Karen Lord

Kate Malarkey

Jennifer Matoney

Michele Mathews
Liz McCarron
Maureen McDevitt

Maura Mclntyre

Patricia Molineaux
Alice Morissey

Katie Murphy
Amy Nixon

Amy Okonski
Laurie Petrino

Renee Ricciotti

Jody Rice

Jennifer Rowan
Carolyn Schafer

Janine Schweichart

Cynthia Scott

Helena Smolders
Theresa Sommers
Genie Sundquist

Elsa Tobin

Sheri VanGinhowan
Francine Versace
Sasha Zuckowsky
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ioAi ranirs oi the Peace Cofps
(ContinuedfftMH pagi 13)
years of experience in a field ifone
does not have a degree. There are
over 50 programs offered by the
Corps, so^one's experience could

range from teaching to small animal
husbandry.
The service term is a standard

two years, but if a vdunteer is

in the midst of a project, he or she

can request to stay on an extra

year. The Corps, however, would
rather have the volunteers go
home and re-orient themselves
again with their lives.

The volunteers may state a
preference for the country to

which they wish to be sent. The
Corps will try to honor the volun-

teer's request, but they have to

get the volunteer into a country

with a program.
Recently, the Corps has been

credited for tremendous aid to the

African toiine crisis. IN the early

'80s, hundreds of volunteers went
over to train the natives about
new ideas, technology and, most
inportantly, ways to help
themselves.

Help!
Features

Writers

Needed

Stop by:

201 DoiQiftefty
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Y.U. to host conference
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ByJODY OLIVER

This year Villanova University

has been chosen as the host school

of the Northeast Panhellenic and
Interfraternity Conference in

Philadelphia. The Conference will

feature many sessions including

topics such as alcohol abuse,
alternatives to hazing, public

relations and many others. There
will be an emphasis on how
Greeks can lead the way without
alcohol.

The Conference is being held

Feb. 2l-March 1 at the Adam's
Mark Hotel in Philadelphia. This
year is the 10th anniversary of the

conference. The past five years

the conference has been run in

connection with the Inter-

Fraternity Council. The theme
this year is "We the People." One
of the main reasons this theme
was picked is that the conference

is being held in historic Philadel-

phia during the Constitutional

Villanova's IFC and Panh^l
have won many awards in the
Northeast region, and this is why
they were chosen as the host
groups. Two of the top officers in

the Northeast are from Villanova.

Joe Zaller, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, is the executive vice

president of the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania area and Pat Farley is the
executive director of the Northeast
Inter-Fraternity Conference.

Farly commented about the
upcoming conference: "This ye-

ar's conference will be a landmark
event because we are expecting
the largest attendance ever."
There will be over 100 schools

represented from as far south as
Virginia, as far west as Western
Pennsylvania, and as far north as
Southern Canada.
Farly also commented, "We

expect between 800 and 1,000
undergrads in attendance. All of
the national fraternities and
sororities will be represented. The
programs are going to be extreme-

ly exciting. I encourage attendance
from area schools such as Villan-

ova, St. Joe's and University of

Pehnsvlvafiia because anyone can
attend the sessions without hav-

ing to stay overnight at the hotel.*'

There will be 150 speakers in

attendance. The two main points

that will be stressed are leadership

development and idea exchange
between the fraternities and sor-

orities of the schools represented.

Villanova's Greek system will

be represented by at least 35
delegates at this year's conference.

Assistant Director of Student
Activities, Gary Bonas, will be

presenting three leadership ses-

sions during the three-day
program.
The cost for the whole confer-

ence will be $145 if you spend the

night. It will be $90 if you attend

everything but do not stay over.

The prices for attending only

certain sessions can be obtained

through your IFC or Panhel
representative.

&.2^JS?i"SS;;S°'^
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Mew sorority toming Rush is a success
BY RICH CREMIN

During the spring semester the
Villanova Greek system will wit-

ness the arrival of a new sorority.

The organization is Alpha Phi and
it is evident that their credentials

and past history are indicative of

the strong Greek system existing
at Villanova.

Field representatives Kristi
Hanson, an alumna from the
University of Idaho, and Karen
Ohnemus an alumna from the
University of Arizona, are excited
about coming to Villanova. They
claim that the caliber of the
students at Villanova, particularly
the women, are precisely who
they want.
A unique factor of Alpha Phi is

not only are they a powerful
national sorority, but with five

chapters in Canada, they are
international as well. Alpha Phi

is currently 110-chapters-strong

and constantly growing.

Alpha Phi was founded in 1872
at Syracuse University as a sup-

port group for women in a male-
dominated educational system.
Their founders sought after a
group based on friendship in

pursuit of academic and social

development, service to others
and encouragement for personal

growth. These ideals on which
they were founded are still prom-
inant today.

Much work lies ahead for the
Alpha Phi field representatives in

their quest to recruit women.
Their plans for Villanova are
quite appealing. First, the women
that become involved with Alpha
Phi at Villanova will be founding
sisters and charter members just

like those who founded their first

chapter at Syracuse 114 years ago.

Those women accepting the

Alpha Phi challenge will be re-

vered for many years to come, for

they will be building the founda-

tion for many other undergradu-
ate women in future years.

Not only will those who seek

involvement with Alpha Phi be

affiliated with Villanova women,
but also with the three other local

Alpha Phi chapters at Lehigh,

West Chester, and Delaware.
These chapters will assist in the

colonization of the Villanova
chapter.

There is great anticipation on
the part of the students in other

Greek affiliations for Alpha Phi's

arrival. We wish those from Alpha
Phi the best of luck and we look

forward to working with you.

Informational meetings will

take place from Feb. 4-12, with an
invitations extended to all those

interested or even just curious

about Alpha Phi.

By TOM VOGTLE

Spring Rush' is back and it is

as successful as ever*. All of the
15 fraternities and two sororities
hare having rush this semester,
while one more sorority is colon-
izing here at V.U.
Villanova and the Inter-

Fraternity Council's policy on dry
rush does not seem to be deterring
anyone from rushing either. Gary
Bonas, assistant director of Stu-
dent Activities, said there are
three advantages to the dry rush
policy. First, the decision to rush
a fraternity or sorority is a ma^r
one that should not be taken
lightly or interferred with by
alcohol use. Second, not having
the alcohol around saves every
chapter money. Third, the dry
rush policy encourages each chap-
ter to get rush done more quickly.

One chapter that took this

advice was Sigma Phi Epsilon

who finished their rush early last

week. Jack Atchinson, rush chair-

man for Sigma Phi Epsilon said

that this was one of their most
successful spring rushes and
went on to say that out of approx-

imately 50 people at the rush
meetings, 22 got bids.

Delta G^fnm^ and Alpha Omi-
cron Pi are the only two sororities

having informal spring rush this

semester. Both chapters are-hop-
ing for large pledge classes, espe-

cially since there will be no formal
rush for any sorority in the fall.

Rush meetings end on Thursday
for both sororities.

Congratulations to everyone
who gets bids and good luck in

pledging!

3*IUU ^A«UK ^TTW
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Sigma Pi- With a new executive
board, headed by the savvy Mark
Berg with the skillful support of

Tim Loughlin, Sigma Pi is really

looking forward to a successful
semester. In addition, our dozen
new pledges and a busy activity

schedule should keep the frater-

nity busy.

Alpha Omicron Pi- The past
two weeks have been exciting and
hectic for AOPi. Starting with a
visit from our International Pres-

ident Peg Crawford, our calendar
has been filled with a variety of
activities. These include a visit

fromthe AOPi chapter at the
University of Delaware, Inspira-

tion Night for our pledges, and
initiation! The sisters would like

to thank the Brothers ofTKO and
PiKA for the two terrific parties!

Kappa Kappa Gamma- This
past weekend Kappa elected new
officers. Next week is Inspiration
Week and we are really excited
about it. The pledges will be
initiated on Feb. 14.

Alpha Phi Omega- After dou-
bling our brotherhood in the past
two semesters, we are looking
forward to another successful
pledge season. Congratulations to
the spring pledge class.

Delta Gamma- This week DG
has been having informal rush,
and everything seems to be going
well. This past weekend tho'e
was a pledge/sister retreat, which
was a fun part of a successful
pledge weekend.

Delta Kappa Epsilon- We in-

itiated 19 new brothers last se-

mester, and our new executive
board is anxiously lookingforward
to the coming year. All of our
brothers, along with our new
pledgemaster, are lookingforward
to yet another successful rush.

Delta Delta Delta- This week
and next we will be selling Val-
entine mugs filled with candy —
personally delivered!! Sales will be
in Dougherty and Connelly. All

support is appreciated. Congrat-
ulation^ to all our new sisters!!

Get psyched for the Valentine's
Formal.

Sigma Phi Epsilon- The Broth-
ers of Sigma Phi Epsilon are
looking ahead to a great semester.
We have many events planned to

celebrate our chapter's 10th an-
niversary at Villanova in March.
We also welcome our 17 new
pledges and hope that they are
looking forward to the upooming
weeks as much as we are.

Zeta Psi- The Zetes are already
off to a great semester. We arejust
coming off an outrageous T.G.
with Kappa Alpha Theta. Thanks
girls. We would like to thank all

those who participated in our
spring rush, and congratulate
rush chairman, Vin LaRocca, on
a very successful rush. We are
looking forward to our T.G. with
KKG and roadtrip to Georgetown
this weekend. The rest of this
semester looks great, thanks to
the work of social chairman Doug
Siekiei^ki.

Pi Kappa Alpha- We have just

given 17 bids to our new pledges.

We are looking forward to a great

semester and would like to extend
our wishes to everyone else for a
great semester.

Kappa Alpha Theta- We are
very excited about thenew offkers
that were recently elected. They
are sure to do a super job!! The
Founders Day Luncheon was hdd
on Jan. 31 at the Philadelphia
Country Club, and it was a very
exciting meeting for all of the
okler members of Theta.

Alpha PM DehA- Ruth meeting
on Feb. 8 in the Haverfofd Boom
at 7 p.m. For information call 527-

3818.

Pi Kappa Phi- We are sending
.a number of representatives to
Troy, N.Y., and the Rochester
Polytechnic Institute where our
Area 1 Conclave will be held on
the weekend of Feb. 6-8.

iPB ffip-Aff
ByTOM VOGTLE

The Inter-Fraternity Basket-
ball league shouki be starting

up within the next month.
Setting up this year's IFBL are
Pete Murray olAlpha Phi Delta
and Chris Kirchoff of Sigma
Phi Epeikm. Kirchoff said that

there is still a kit of organizing
to be done. Within the next few
weeks, the two wiU he calling

members of Villanova fraterni-

ties to create roaters, settingup
the dates forfunesand finding
a place for thegnnes to be held.

It is most likely that thegameo
will be played in the Butter
Annex; however, they wouki
like then to be ptaycd in the
duPontPavilion.
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Posthumous Lennon pleases fans
By BOfffiBT DUGGAN

SkywritmgBf Word ofMouth
bfJohn Lennmr
pubUshed by Haiper and Row

"A is for Apple, etc." concept but

misses completely. It is definitely

the weakest and least entertaining

part of the book.

<<<

"All in all, we had a fe# laughs
and a lot of drugs," writes John
Lennon in Skywriting By Word of
Mouth, a posthumously published
coUectkNi of iilrawingt and writ-

ings by the late* Beatle. He prd-

oeods to provide some laughs and
interesting insights in a style

that, despite its flaws, abounds
with the kMMe, frenzied eneii^
that Lennon is remembered form
his music and his drug-filled,

peace campaigning years.

During his career with the
Beatles, Lennon published John
LmnoH in His Oin Write and A
Spaniard In the Works, both of

which received mudi praise and
were compared to the works of

James Joyce and Edward Lear.

Lennon wrote the material that

Sib^'/i'ng contains from 1968

until his murder in 1980. He
always intended to publish it, but

. never got around to it. His death

and tl^ theft of the material in

1982 further delayed publication

until now.

The book is comprised of four
sections, two mainly literary

pieces and two mainly autobi<^

graphical. I use these terms be-

cause of his tendency to cross over
from one type to the other in the
middle of a section.

Drawings by Lennon are scat-

tered about the book. While some
may be considered offensive, most
are simply cartoonish pictures of

Yoko and him.

''An Alphabet,'* the first literary

piece, is an almost childish at-

tempt at humor that aims at the

'Skywriting By Word of

Mouth," the second literary sec-

tion, is a series of small episodes

loosely tied together. Characters

enter and disappear with few
logkral connections in a relentless

stream ol consciousness filled

with puns and biting jabs of

humor that Lennon refers to as

a novel. Whether this choppiness
was intended or is the fault of

compilers is unclear.

Lennon satirizes politics, reli-

luniiwfettp the
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gion, modem literature, literary

criticism and almost every facet

of middle class existence. The
"sexual explicitness" that the

book jacket speaks of in this

,

section often degenerates into

graphic grade-school humor that

some may find offensive.

It is in the autobiographical

sections that Lennon displays his

writing talents best. The "big-

mouthed" Beatle recounts the life

he led after the group's breakup

and expresses his feelings on
many other aspects of life.

In the shorter of the two auto-

biographical sections, "Two Vir-

gins," Lennon strikes back at the

bad press and resentment directed

at the Lennons in general, and
specifically in reaction to their

nude appearance on the Two

Virgins album jacket.

*The Ballad ofJohn and Yoko,"

the longer autobiographical piece,

touches on Lennon's relationship

with YokoOno, the breakup of the

Beatles, his battles with U.S.

immigration, his involvement in

the peace movement and his

becoming a house husband to

raise his second son, Sean.

Lennon downplays the influ-

ence that the Beatles had on him.

As to "those famous avant-garde

revolutionary thinkers, Paul,

George, and It's Only Ringo," he

writes, "I bear them no ill will.

In retrospect, the Beatles were no

more an important part of my life

than any other (and less than

some)."

Later on, he even goes far

enough to say that "being a Beatle

nearly cost me my life." Lennon

also denounces his early, drug-

abusing lifestyle. "Self-abuse

would be a more apt expression,"

he writes.

'The Ballad ofJohn and Yoko"
is the best part of the book and
should be read by anyone who
considers himself a John Lennon
and/or Beatles fan. I can only
recommend purchasing Skywrit-

ing, however, for the diehard fan

who has a good knowledge of the

Beatles and post-Beatles lives of

John Lennon. Only someone who
can fill in the gaps can really

understand the tiny glimpses into

his life that the autobiographical

sections provide.

Such knowledge is also helpiful

for the literary sections when one

is trying to figure out if the

babbling Dr. Fischy is a caricature

of the Maharishi or Dr. Janov. If

you knowwhoboth thesemen are,

I encourage you to purchase and

enjoy probably the last works of

an incredibly fertile mind. If not,

I warn yu that yu might come
away from Skywriting quite

disappointed.

Six years after John Lennon's death, ''Skywriting by Word of Mouth'
has been released. It reveals more about the ex-Beatle's character.

RobertDeNiro successfullycompletes a 'mission

'
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By JOE McGOWAN

"The Misaion"
directed by Roland Joffe

Warner Brothers

Winner of the Cannes Film
' Festival's Palme D'Or award,
"The Mission" has arrived in

America trailing international

acclaim. British director Roland

JdHe has experienced this once

before with 1985's Academy
Award-winning "The Killing

Fields." Though "The Mission" is

set nearly twoand a halfcenturies

before "The KilUng Fields," it is

as piercing an analysis of the

abuses of those who rule as Joffe's

cinematographic version of Sidney

Schanbeig's The Ufe and Death

ofDitk Pran.

"The Mission" begins to unfold

in 1730 as Jesuit missionaries

struggle to maintain their mis-

sions in the southern environs of

present-day Argentina. Early
trouble is signalled by the incur-

sions ofslavk traders which carry
off the native Guarani Indians

H^m^. that populate the missions. Once

^Sm^ *^^ *'*v^ trader is Rodrigo
(Robert DeNiro) who. through an
Ugly turn in fate, willlater switch
sides.

After committing fratricide,

Rodrigo (DeNiro) takes to a Jesuit

monastery both as a place of
sanctuary and of contemplation.

There he languishes in a fit of

remorse until a young missionary
Gabriel Geremy Irons), is sent to

visit him. The young priest chal-

lenges Rodrigo to face his crime

and penance.

Rodrigo accpmpanies the young
and charismatic priest to the

mission of San Carlos, which is

situated behind a seemingly im-

passable waterfall in the midst of

Guarani Indian territory. There
he takes upon himself the toil of

the poor. There he also takes upon
himself the habit of a Jesuit. The
great conflict of "Thfe Mission"

has yet to come — it will pit the

ways of the meek against those

of the mighty.

By the Treaty of Madrid, Spain
is transferring authority over
various South American colonial

territory to the Portuguese, who
bear little tolerance toward the

strongly independent Jesuits. No
appeal works on behalf of the

missionaries as the Portuguese

dispatch troops to remove the

missions. The mission of San
Cark)6 resists with both the ways
of the mighty and the meek.

Though their humble work
together ha» consolidated the

small mission of San Carlos,

Fathers Rodrigo and Gabriel Mplit

over the defense of it. Fr. Rodrigo,

the ex-mercenary and slave trader,

opts for military defense while Fr.

Gabriel, a Christ-like young priest,

leads a final service for the
Indians.

The Portuguese overcome a

futile defense put up by the
Indians and massacre those at

Mass. The most chilling scene in

the film is when Irons, cradling

the monstrance, is struck by the

bullets. The mission is then
reduced to ashes.

Robert Bolt recently received a

Golden Globe award for the
screenplay of "The Mission" and
Ennio Morricone was similarly

honored for the score. Director

Joffe deserves great praise for the

overall effect and atmoshpere of

"The Mission." Breathtaking
scenes are numerous in the film

— such as that of a Christian

martyr being sent over the water-

fall and that of Indian children

singing Latin hymns in the heart

of the jungle.

Irons is tl|(e<rr|flfe J^tar of The
Mission. "-^ill^tlortrayal of the

humble and gentle young mission-

ary is perhaps his best perfor-

mance to date. Interestingly, the

notedJesuit poet and peace activist

Daniel Berrigan portrays one of

the mission's priests— a reminder
that the work of 'The Mission"

is still carried on in Latin
America.

SdBk
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Snowy entertainment forthe cold winter days i

By CICALAND EGGHEAD

Hi there all you college students

who still love to hear the news-
caster say, "Chance of a major
snow storm starting at midnight

and not stopping until tomorrow
morning."

These are words that, during
the winter months, we students

anticipate day after day. Why?
Because on a snow day we can do
all those things we never have the

chance to do on a regular day. We
seem to either regress back to

childhood or forget all together

that we are in fact college students

striving for a better future.

Okay, so you are probably
wondering what we are talking

about. Let us just say' that every
person uses snow days in different

ways and we want to share other
people's activities with all Villan-

ova students. Bet you one of them
fits your routine.

First, you wake up and look out
the nearest window and when you
cannot see anything but a blanket
of white stuff, wluit do you do?
Turn on the radio, of course, or
try to call the school to clarify that

there is in fact, no school. Now
the process begins. What can we
do today?? There are several
options:

l.The traditional, "Let's go
play." This covers a broad
arena of events from, the
simple snowball fight to the

complexity ofgettUigyourcar
out from being trapped in

what seems to be, the target
pile of snow ever recorded in

history. If you are so lucky

as to live on campus and eat

in the Pit, it is a well-known
fact that on a snow day

inventory of trays decreases

and the fun of traying
increases.

"I am psyched. Now I cart

watch 'AllMy Children,' 'One

Life to Live' and 'General

Hospital.' It is a time when
catching up on a soap opera

that you have not seen in

months takes place. Although
not much has taken place on
the show since you last saw
it, it is a comfy, cozy feeling

to sit and watch your soap.

Most people treat a snow day
as a weekend especially if it

falls on a Friday or Monday.
In this instance, the weekend
begins 6 hours earlier on a
Friday at a local bar or room
or it ends 24 hours later at

a local bar or party in a room.
Anyone within walking dis-

tance of the bars on the Main

Lifie can tell you that a snow
day means a weekend, which
ifieins it is time to party!

4. Mind you that not everyone

comes to a complete halt on
a snow day. Cleanyig your
room or aiMUtment is Mat
accontplished when you are

stranded and there is fiothing

better to do.'

5. T.V. ratings definitely take a

turn for the better. "Mr Ed"
and "Leave it to Beaver"
occupy much of the morning
hours while "Wheel of For-

tune" and "Jeopardy" take up
the afternoon hours.

It really is a' fun time having

snow. It can either bring out the

child in all of us, the responsibility

in all of us, or th^ party animal

in all of us. The latter of which
is what usually happens.

I guess what we are trying to

say is to enjoy the snow doing

whatever it is you like to do with

snow and a mom diy. t)n6 thing

is for aure, the last thingeverdone

on a snow day is homework, so
let it snow, let it 8iiow>1et it anow.

Nbfiiwy^,H17oTWiVILUmOVAM#Pil»tl

'Clockwise ' takes the time tomake audience lau&i
By

KATHLEEN CUNNINGHAM

errors with you in the starring you are caught it seems as if you
role. could die from embarrassment.

"Clockwise"

Have you ever woken up, think-

ing that you will be starting a
brand new day only to have it turn
into a nightmare? The shower is

cold, the coffee pot burns, the car
is stuck in a snowbank, you have
a pop quiz, your stockings run
before an interview. Then you go
out to the parking lot to find your

car towed and your I.D. missing.

Your life has become a comedy of

Another comedy of errors is

"Clockwise," starringjohn Cleese

of Monty Python fame. It is the

story of a man whose routine is

suddenly and chaotically turned

askew on the most important day
of his life. Cleese plays Stimpson,

the headmaster of an ordinary

state comprehensive school in

Britain.

Stimpson is a disciplined, mil-

itaristic man who is always pre-

pared and always on time for

everything. The opening scene —
with Stimpson at the helm of the

entire school of adolescents in

general assembly brings back
memories of my Catholic school

days. When another student is

getting caught for giggling, it

seems hilarious; however, when

When Stimpson finds out that

he is to be recognized as the new
chairman of the renown Head-
masters Conference in Norwich,
he is ecstatic: His ultimate dream
is finally happening. The night-

mare begins when Stimpson
misses his train to Norwich be-

cause he gets on the wrong train,

only to find it is the right train,

only to find that it is too late.

Almost desperate, Stimpson runs
around like a madman in order to

find another mode . of

transportation.

Enter Sharon Maiden, who
plays Laura, the precocious, ob-

noxious teenage student who runs
literally into Stimpson with her
father's car. The story gets funn-

ier and funnier. Laura's mother

thinks she is havingan affair with
her headmaster, Stimpson's wife

thinks the same. The police think

Stimpson is a criminal and Stimp-

son is totally oblivious.

"Clockwise" is an adventure/
comedy that kept me wondering
what would happen next. The
journey through the English coun-

tryside is frantic bordering on
insane.

"Clockwise" is hilariously fun-

ny. It is a good example of con-

temporary British theatre and
therefore contains a different

approach to comedy than dryer

American humor, typified by a

Neil Simon production. The Brit-

ish use sterotypical characters

and obvious humor bordering on
the stupid.

For those interested in seeing
England, this movie is perfect.

The English countryside is abso-

lutely breathtaking. Stimpson's

adventure takes us to the valley

west of Birmingham, as well as

Yorkshire and Shropshire coun-

tries. Along the way he meets up
with various oddbadl characters:

a monastery filled with amazed
monks, a man on a tractor, a

swinging single bachelor in a

Porsche and an old girlfriend.

I don't want to ruin the movie
for anyone interested in seeing it,

so I will say no more. It is well-

worth seeing. It will keep you
rolling while providing good clean

entertainment for all ages.

"Clockwise" ticks along with
fine precision while providing

beautiful scenery. To top it all off,

"Clockwise" provides an impor-

tant message about the impor-

tance of tinje and routine. See it.

Hey y.U.!
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By RIJSS CECCOLA

TOP GUNNER COLLECTION
• • • MICSdntOSE C64/128,
AT

ilicroprose ia tlie leader in

lanlulatkm aoftiwe. The aucceaa

to p^ hvmjmd with flight

ab^tintioafmmm tlie>ackboiie

d tht (xM^my. Micraproee re-

cefttfyitkpm Mmse of their best
*'*

iieidn a single disk

Tap Gunner Colkc-

. includes Airlfea/

A6e,fi^Mllf!fA€»wdAirJigscui,
Att thr^ gboes weie orifljnaly on

their oinrn out in stores, but are

now together to c^ve more value

to the software buyer's dollar.

Hellcat Ace is an aerial combat

gune seen tlirough the viewscreen
of a fighter pik>t^s plane in WWH.
Most control of the plane is done

with a joystick, except for thrust

changes. The object is to shoot

down the enemy planes Qapanese)

in a certain amount of time. There

are 14 scenarios, from Pearl

Harbor toIwoJima. After complet-

ing a mission, advancement to the

next scenario is automatic. When
the player trashes or finishes the

scenarios, a rating is given.

MiG Alley Ace is similar to

Hellcat Ace, with the foUov^ng
differences: the war is the Korean
War, there are dials instead of

digital readout, there are only five

scenarios, in each scenario you
must destroy a squadron of planes

and a split screen is present. Still,

the game play and action is like

Hellcat.

Air Rescue is a completely
differentgame from theother two.

You must guide a helicopter

through caverns to save trapped

archeologists, while avoiding
enemy helicopters and missile

l»ses. You can shoot missiles and
drop bombs. I found this game the

most nerve-wraddng of the three,

with the final conquest most
rewarding. Still, the whole Top
Gunner Collectian is well worth
the money that you plan to pay
for a single game.

STARFLEET L- THE WAR BE-
GINS • • • n/2 ELECTRON-
IC ARTS C64/128, AT» AP, IBM,
ST,ABaGA.BfAC

Anyonewho has ever played the

ancient Star Trek games with the

grid map that has different sym-
bols on it for different ships, stars

and planets knows how it feels to

finally finish a game and be able

to sit back and let your mind
return from outer space. It is

extremely difficult to remember
all of the commands and options

at your disposal, making the job

of Starship Captain a doubtful

one. Still, playing the game is

exciting.

A new release from Electronic

Arts may prove to be the best

space stratoy/adventure chal-

lenge ever. With an instruction

manual 100 pages k>ng, StarfUet

/ is an impressive game that has

tali^ the industry by storm.

The game numics the ok! Star
Trek in its playing grid and with
the use of quadrants, sectors,

torpedoes and phaaors, but the

aaniilaritiea stop there. The player

kva oo to the game system by
giving paaawotd, last name, etc
oa the firat ptay. Only certain

' iipoi! fyfwning
.AkgafaU p^er aooomp-

ia kept on the disk. Tlie
reii power <tf Siaii^fair / has in the

'at evvy ttini.

screen is broken into nine distinct

areas to keep vital information

from bdng mixed. All information

-is given to the player via the grid

and messages, so the command of

the starsmp has a tot to offer for

potential buyera.

The ol^iect ci Starfleet / is to

destroya pre-determined (by level)

number of KreUans in the galaxy.

Travel from sector to sector is

necessary and the defense of

starbases and destruction of hos-

tile ZaMrons is also part of the

game. Enemies can be towed into

a starbase and the direct monitor-

ing of the 20 decks of your ship

for intruders is possible.

Still, the only way that you can

truly feel the power and diversity

behind Starfleet I is to test play

it in a store and take it home. The
reason for the subtitle The War
Begins is a blessing as well.

Starfleet I is the first of a series

of modifications and additions to

the Starfleet I library. So you

better run out and get it now
before the KreUans and Zaldrons

destroy the universe and you.

MOONMIST • • • • • INFO-
COM C64/128, AP, AT, IBM, ST,

AMIGA, MAC

Many people find interactive

text adventures bothersome. They
say that it is not fun just to type

in words and get words back.

Without pictures, they cannot be

satisfied vrith a game. All that

these critics show is that they

have no imagination. Text adven-

tures are limitless in the com-

mands you ca;i give and the

options that you face as a player.

Infocom recently put out Moon-
mist for the text adventure freaks

and, as usual, thegame was worth
the wait since the last game was
produced.

Afocmmis/takes place in a gothic

English castle and the language

of the game reflects the atmos-

phere. You, the player, are a

famous American detective with

a frkend named Tamara Lynd in

England. Tamara contacts you

because of the appearance of a

ghost caUed the "White Udy" in

her home, Tresyllian Castle. She

uiges you to rush over to help her

and you do her bidding. Unfortu-

nately, you learn that there is a

treasure hidden within the haunt-

ed castle and your sleuthing mind
determines that the "WhiteUdy"
must be a fake. Or is it? All

Tamara can think about is the

ghost and neglects the search for

the treasure.

You must solve the mystery

before it is too late. To make the

game more interesting, Infocom

has made theoutcome variable. At

the beginning of the game, the

Tresyllian butler asks you for

your favorite color. Depending on

what color you pick, there are four

different solutions to the mystery

and places for the treasure. Also,

the characters act differently to

women and men.

Still, in the end, you will tind

the answer to the mystery and
discover the secret of the "White
Lady" in this excellent text adven-
ture that even comes with a
Moonmist iron-on k)go and Lr-

gendaryGkaske/Cormmli,

\

Commodore computer. Thegames I

are diverse and the skill level
j

adjusted through the player's'

control so that anyone looking for

a good game for under $10 cannot

lose.

There are eight events in Knight

Games and all are equally chal-

lenging. On the first side of the

disk are: Sword Fighting I, Duel-

ling Axemen, Archery and Quar-

terstaff Bashing. Sword Fighting

I is a duel to the finish in the

,

courtyard of a castle. The two
knights play hard until one falls.

Duelling Axemen continues the

joust, but this time with axes. The
object with these two and the

other four combat events is to win
as many roses and shields from

your opponent as possible by
aiming well against the other

knight.

With Archery and Crossbow
Shooting, the goal is to score as

many direct hits on the target as

possible, scoring higher than your

opponent. This is sometimes
difficult and practice is needed to

succeed in this event. The last

event on the first disk side is

Quarterstaff Bushing. This battle

takes place on a log over a stream

where knights must try to knock

each other into the water, a

competition taken from Rolsin

Hood and actual medieval history.

The second disk side contains:

Crossbow Shooting, Sword Fight-

ing 2, Ball and Chain Flailing and

Pikestaff Contests. Crossbow
Shooting requires taking aim at

targets hanging on trees. Sword
Fighting 2 is a rehash of the first

sword combat in a different loca-

tion. Ball and Chain Flailing needs

no explanation, except that it was
a gruesome event in real life.

Finally, Pikestaff Contests rounds

off the packed disk with the two
knights fightingwith longwooden
staffs that have metal spikes on

the end.

What makes Knight Games so

good is the graphics and music in

combination with the already

excellent contests. The animation

of the characters is so realistic

that you cannot believe that you

are playing on a Commodore. The
music is rock-oriented with a

medieval touch. Together, these

qualities only tend to bring Knight

Games into the realm of the

classics. A round of applause is

well deserved for Mastertronic for

this masterpiece.

GFL CHAMPIONSHIP FOOT-
BALL • • • • ACTIVISION,
INC. C64/128, AP, IBM, ST,
AMIGA

KNIGHT GAMES • • • • •

IfASTBRTBONIC 064/128

On the froDt OQfver of this latest

hit from Maategtronic afe the

words: '^Rirtatf ene of the best

CnwiMiinir 6in»." AH that I

can do is mm md b^e I came
widta une jiasr as anodnct.

but to Madleval
a joiMting

to

into your

Football games of old have

always been boring side views of

tiny players passing and carrying

a football that is nothing more

than a dot or line. With the release

of GFL Championship Football,

the theory behind and design of

football video games will enter a

new era. GFL Football is the

culmination of everything that is

football, all on one disk.

The game is divided into three

main parts. First, the player must

choose a team and members.

There are 28 teams that can be

chosen, with many athletes on

them. This can Uke as long as the

player wants and is important.

Next, the player must start the

game and choose a play. Then the

real action begins. After the

chosen play is executed, the player

takea the viewpoint of a team

member on the 5ekL

Thkonmiml idea iswhat makes

GFL rniSutI UP wood. Game play

ia real and you can aee the

oppaaing team ttoanwn ready to

pounce upon you. All of thia adds

upa to give GFL FMkMlt a good

filii^ in the iMBie of aeltware

aaarta gMMS. And you can even

bttts the other quartorbackl

Entertainment

Calendar

"^

Music

The Tower Theater
69th Street

Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 26-27 - The Kinks
Feb. 28 — Stryper

March 6 — Paul Young

The Spectrum
Broad & Pattison Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2 & 4 — Bon Jovi/Cinderella

Art

Nexus
foundation for today's art

2017 Chancellor St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-567-3481

The Holography Show
a group exhibition of holographic art

Feb. 3-28

Comedy

Comedy Works
126 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-W-A-C-K-Y-9-7

Feb. 6-7 — Frankie Pace

Feb. 13-14 —Jeff Cesario & Kathy Ladman

Theater

Annenberg Center
3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6706

The Late Great Ladies of Blues andJazz
Feb. 3-8 •

Annenberg Center Studio Theatre
3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Hedgerow Theatre presents Unholy Trinity

Feb. 5-7. Feb. 12-14

for information caA 215-565-4211
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Bettefi againstlong
By ELANA STARR

•'Outrageous Fortune" is a

comedy caper that provides us

with a refreshing twist on the

male bonding movies so prevalent

during the 70s. In lieu of buddies

such as Newman and Redford in

"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid," we get adventuresome her-

oines portrayed by Bette Midler

and Shelley Long. The results are

thoroughly enjoyable.

The female Mutt and Jeff are

at loggerheads from the moment
they meet at a drama school

audition. Long's character, Laur-

en Ames, is a dedicated would-be

thespian who views acting as a

lofty craft. She can wield an ip^
with considerable aplomb and
execute Baryshnikov-like leaps in

movement class, but her main
aspiration is to be the greatest

Hamlet the stage has ever seen.

(The film's title is taken from
Hamlet's soliloquy.)

Midler's character Sandy Broz-

inski, on the other hand, has

never even read the Dane's tragic

story in comic book form. Sandy
sees acting as another of life's

interesting experiences and a way
to make some quick bucks with

appearances in films like "Ninja

Vixens."
When the women discover they

have both been wooed and bedded

by the same hunk (Peter Coyote),

they have a hair-pulling catfight.

However, the two quickly set

aside their rivalry and team up to

discover their libertine lover's

whereabouts when he myste-
riously disappears. Their search

leads to a death-defying, cross-

country chase with the requisite

KBG and CIA buffoons in hot

pursuit.

The plot line is admittedly ho-

hum, but the adventure's enter-

tainment quotient springs from
Leslie Dixon's sparkling script

and the inspired pairing of Long
and Midler. The two stars move
deftly between stereotypical fe-

male banter about clothes and
hairdos and improvisational role,

playing to escape their pursuers.

The male antagonists deride the
women as bimbos, but the duo
prove to be clever sleuths and
consistently outwit the men.
Initially at each other's throats,

Lauren and Sandy become fast

friends, a bond that is stronger

than any romantic relationship

either has ever experienced.

The roles are not much of a

stretch for the two co-stars.

Lauren is every bit as waspy and
genteel as Diane Chambers,
Long's student-turned-waitress

character on the popular TV
sitcom "Cheers." Also like Diane,

Lauren occasionally acts like a
ditz, and when the prima donna
lets down her hair, the results are
hilariously funny.
Sandy, too, does not differ

substantially from Midler's roles

either in "Down and Out in

Beverly Hills" and "Ruthless
(Continued on page 25)

AHENTION

cuss
OF 1987.

tf you have an
overall 'B'

overage, you
may qualify for

early commis-
sioning OS on Air

Force nurse.

There's no need

to wait for your

State Board

results. Ask for

details on our

special intern-

ship program.

Coll

SSgt John S. Hoteomb*

<215)649-2514 CoteCt

• 7V4% Financing*
We Kavc a variHy of morttuie
plam aviliible. HMrthif ak TWi <

year adIinUMe, or • 9Vk% liMd
rate lor 30 year».

• Paid Settlement Costs
We wMI pay your doaim cort»

(except prtipakl Mcirn). Save up to

$6,000 or more. , . ^

• 10% Down Payment
Move in for a» little at $4^90.

• Home Ownership
Tax Benefits

\bur Radnor Houae home qyalMe*
for all the n» benefits of home
ovvnenhip. So why pay rent?

• 50% Sold During Preview
loin the 1M famiHet that purchased
during our previe%v opening.

Three

hem $74,990

$10X999

The Best Value
on the Main Line

from

RAI>IOR
H 1) L) S I

Daily 11M 6 IM. WkL 'til a PM
Sal. and Stm. 10 to« PM

10)0E.Lanca»l«rAMr. • SwMe«16
RoMtnoni fUdnor Tw|», VA

(21$)

BOUQUET SHOP
• 1050 LANCASTER AVENUE • BKYN MAWR •

MJance Flower Dimcounta Across from Kelly's

Student ID = 10% off Dally Cash Specials 50%
ALL LOCAL ORDERS

VALENTINEROSES $39.95 doi.nm
, DAEDALUS
[^EDUCATION
>SERVICES

525-2422
MAJOR
CREDIT
CARDS

SPRINGBREAK SPRINGBREAK
MIAf^ED WANTED WANTED
Eight Party People to SaU 46 Ft. Yacht to Bahamas

Swimmins— SnorkeHns— Divins — SaiHng
and the WUdeat Party Ever

7 Days Including All Meals . . . ONLY ^395 per parson

CALL OZ YACHT CHARTERS, FT. LAUDERDALE
(305) 583-0202 Anytime

•s^"**!

w*

^^^^^^

JUST FOR THE RECORD
1149 Lancaster Ave.

ROSEMONT. PA. 19010
(215) 927-1221 DATE

NS 1728

THIS CERTIFICATE ENTITLES

TO MERCHANDISE
VALUED AT foS'\ a-nci Y
PRESENTED BY

-DOLLARS ' 9s OQ

JUST FOR THE RECORD, IN^
ROSEMONT, PA^"""^

AUTHORIZCO StONATURB

Gift Certificate

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,

art, art history, bilin-

gual education, folk

music and folk dance,
history, journalism, po-
litical science, Spanish
language and literature

and intensive Spanish.

Six-week session.
June 29-August 7, 1987.

Fully accredited pro-

gram. Tuition $480.
Room and board in

Mexican home $520.

EEO/AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

EdiicatiM BMo- Raaai 434
UnlMfillvaf /Man
TMaaikAZWtl
|MBIIt47ttar
IW4»

ORIENTATION '87!
Applications Available For

Orientation Counselor
and

Administrative Assistant
Pick them up beginning Feb. 9 in the

Dean of Students Office, 213 Dougherty
informational Meeting: Wednesday, Feb. 1

1

8 P.M. Connelly Center Cinema

FILUtt DEMUME: mmmr, tm 19
5P Af DKAM Aff CflRMBVTV HBBW

- - --^
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TtirVoice of V.U. enters a new broadcasting era
By UNI M. MULLEN

"You've Coma A Long Way
Baby!'* I^ofw there*!an advertising

slogan that aays a lot, yet gets

right to the point. Everyone has
seen this Vtfginia Slima Cigarette
motto before. In fact, you have
probably aeen it more than a

hundred timea. Aasuming that

this is the situation, think about
hov many times you have really

thought about it. This slogan is

usually always accompanied with
humorous scenes depicting a

Woman in the 19th century at-

tempting to smoke a cigarette.

lUive you ever stopped to think

about the many changies that have
taken place since then? I mean
changes other than human rights

and smoking. If the changes in the

last 87 years are too much to think

about, then shorten the time span.

Just examine, say, the last 40
years.

Technology has advanced in a
geometric progression. Forty ye-

ars ago people derived their enter-

tainment from the radio, not the

television. Homes across America
were turned in to their favorite

radio programs. Radio itself has
also change^. At one time not too

long ago, AM (amplitude modula-
tion) was more popular than FM
(frequency modulation). This is

due largely in part to the fact that

FM did not develop until later.

I am taking a wild guess here:

I bet hardly any of you listen to

an AM station regularly. Well,

that is understandable. FM
sounds clearer and most of the

popular professional stations are

on that side.

Well, until now! Last semester

I wrote about the start of Villan-

ova University's radio station.

Alright, you might have forgotten

about it by now. Anyway, this is

the 40th annivereary of Villano-

va's radk) atatkm.

Most of the dorms on campus
have transmitters in them. Trans-

mitters are needed because at the

present time, WKVU is an AM
carrier current station. Translat-

ed, that means here at the station

we send out a signal. This signal

travels through the phone wires

to the transmitters in Alumni,

Austin. Corr, Delurey, Fedigan,

Good Counsel,ODwyer, Sheehan,

SUnford, St. Mary'sand Sullivan.

AM, AM,AM ... here is the part

whert I teO you what you have

been waitingtor ... theFM status.

Okay, well, it kx>k8 good. I do not

want to depress you, but I must
be realistk. It will be a while

before Villanova University has

an FM radio station, at least a

year. Now stop your tears, this is

a good sign believe it or not.

Dr. Richaid Welch, the moder-

ator of WKVU, has been taking

care of this very involved process.

He has done an outstanding job.

To obtain clearance from the

Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC), one must endure

many trials and tribulations.

First, an engineering study
must be done. Sound simple?

Think again. An engineer must
design what kind of antenna wilt

be used and where the signal will

go. The plans we submitted met
with satisfaction. So now, we
have to work out an arrangement
with Cabrini College. Why? Well,

Cabrini applied for an FMJicense

at the same frequency and they

too have cleared the engineering

study.

So, in conclusion, times are

changing. If you live in one of the

dorms with a transmitter, you can
hear WKVU. If you do not, then
plan to visit someone you know
who lives there. WKVU. the Voice

of Villanova, is Keeping Villanova

University alive. Turn us on and
tune us in at 640 on yourAM dial.

Be sure to look for the WKVU
Listening Guide that will be

published soon. You will know
who is on at what time and when
the kind of music you want to hear

is on.

Cyclops eyes bestsellerlist
By GREG BECKER

Cyclops

by Clive Cussler
published by Pocket Books

If you thinkJames Bond and the

British Secret Service have a

monopoly on spies, action and
adventure novels, then you should

consider reading about Dirk Pitt

in Clive Cussler's Cyclops. Cyclops

is the latest in a series including

Deep Six, Iceberg, and Raise The
Titanic. The hardcover edition of

this book spent 14 weeks on the

New York Times bestseller list

and was recently released in a

softcover edition.

Cussler is a real-life adventurer
who tries to add the realism of his

adventures to those of the fictional

Dirk Pitt. Pitt lives his life on the

edge and deals more in interna-

tional intrigue than his creator,

but there are many similarities

between the author and his char-

acter. Both men enjoy a love for

classic cars and own many of the

same makes. Both are also con-

nected to the National Underwater
Marine Agency (NUMA). Fiction-

ally, NUMA is a government
agency; actually, it is a private

non-profit organization owned by
none other than Cussler.

Cussler, through his organiza-

tion, has participated in hunts for

shipwrecks and treasure, which
include the ill-fated oceanliner

Titanic. The fascinating life of

Cussler provides for a great deal

of background and realism for the

fictional life of Pitt.

Pitt is an interesting character,

a knight in shining armor, who
can always rely on his quick

thinking to save the day. Like

James Bond, Pitt is very much the

lady's man who always gets the

giri.

The story begins by giving

historical data concerning the

Cyclops. On March 9, 1918, the

Cyclops sank in a storm in what
is now called the Bermuda Trian-

gle, concealing the onboard
murder of a government official

and a treasure of unknown
proportions.

The story takes place two years

into our future, Oct. 10, 1989,

allowing Cussler to take some
technological liberties without the

high-tech laboratories that pro-

vide 007 with his gadgets.

Raymond Le Baron is a noted

financial publisher and adventur-

er who is determined to find the

Cyclops and her treasure. He has

purchased an antique blimp to aid

in his search. While over the

Bermuda Triangle, the blimp
disappears, reapperaing after a

week with a crew of dead Soviet

cosmonauts.

Pitt discovers a shocking
scheme: a covert group of U.S.

industrialists has put a colony on

the moon, a secret base they will

defend at any cost. Threatened in

space, the Soviets seek revenge

through Cuba, and Pitt has to stop

them before an escalation occurs

that would threaten the existence

of the world.

Cyclops is a novel that cannot

be put down — I read straight

through for 6 hours. This adven-

ture novel is one! would strongly

recommend to those who enjoy

non-stop action, and afterwards I

am surcy you will join me in

waiting for tfie further adventures
of Dirk Pitt.
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JOEFLAMAaAN
Ex-Cult ItombMr

WATCH US IN THE YEAR AHEADf

SPRING BREAK
^*^Fashion Show

Feb. 18 at 7:30 pm

Belle Air Terrace

ACA Joe . Benneton • The Gap

The Lectures Committee Presents

"LIFE IN A CULT"
As Seen Through the Ei^es

of Joe Flanagan, an Ex-Member
ofL. Ron Hubbard's

Church of Sdento/pgy
Taes., Feb. 10 at 8 p.m.
in the W. Lounge of
Dougherty Hall

m
MODbLS MFEDED

NOjXPERlENCE NECESSapv

on Feb. 18, t987

Union
Show
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VOU DON'T HAVE TO LOOK LIKE
CHRISTIE BRINKLEV OR TOM CRUISE
K) BE IN OUR FA8HI0KI SHOWI

THIS WEEK'S MOVIE . . . NEXT WEEK'S MOVIE . .

.

IMATTHtWMOMWCK

I

FERRIS
LLura
VOiF

One man's ttniggk to take it easy.

February 5th & 6th
6 & 8:30 p.m.

Connelly Center Cinema

Feb. 1 2th & 1 3th
Join Your Siblmg for

fart'Warmmg AiNonturo!

*all tickets $2
*200-seat limit for all shows!
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SAMURAI

MONDAY
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Simon transfers a theatrical hiton to thescreen
By MARYJO YANNACONE

"Brighton Beach Memoirs
directed by Gene Saks

Several df thepMtfew months'

film releases have originated on

the stage; rsooie have made the

transition with much difficulty,

while others have weathered it

wt4ii great success. ''Brighton

Beach Memoirs," adai»ted from

the well-received stage play of the

same name, is one sudi success.

The story of a family of the IftSOs,

narrated by their no-longer-an-

adolescent but not-quite-anadult

son Eugene, "Brighton Beach" is

a wonderfully warm and witty

recount <rf the post-Depression era

and the people who lived through

it.

Adapted by Neil Simon and

directed by Gene Saks, "Brighton

Beatch" strives to recapture for the

audience the struggle, the hope

and the survival of those men and

women who made it through 1929

and moved forward with sweat

and a smile. The film does not

accomplish this task through

tricky camera angles, elaborate

sets or carefully cconstructed

dialogue. Rather, it is the honest

simplicity that grips the viewer,

taking hold of heart and soul,

drawing us into the lives of the

family members presented on the

screen.

This is not to say that the sets

are not brilliantly and beautifully

done; they certainly are, but Saks'

g^ius comes in knowingjust what
is needed, and how much makes
It work: time period music, car-

nivals, three-cent milk bottle

deposits and running to the gener*

.

al store for four slices of swiss

cheese. "Brighton Beach" has
them all, and it is just these

otherwise routine aspects of daily

life that contribute to the film's

success.

Though the story line does not

carry an earth-shattering mes-

sage, and the dialogue does not

leave the audienc hanging on
every word, "Brighton Beach"
does succeed in stirring the emo-
tions enough to make us laugh at

the peculiarities of everyday life.

The character Eugene, a second

son in aJewish household, humor-
ously brings these oddities to the

viewer's attention through his

narration of the film. When Eu-

gene's mother tells him to go to

the store to buy butter, just after

his return from there to buy
cheese, he turns to the audience

and informs us that this is his

only skill in life. Through him we
meet the remaining members of

the family.

There is Eugene's cousin, Alice,

a 10-year-old little girl with a poor

heart arid an even poorer child-

hood. Alice must not walk up
stairs quickly, get excited, or run
— she is virtually vacant of any

signs of girlhood. Then there is

Nora, Eugene's older cousin. She
is the object of Eugene's affec-

tions, or rather his out-of-control

teenage homones. Her dream is to

be a dancer on Broadway, but at

16, she is bound to finish high

school first, a decision made by
Mama which has apparently des-

troyed poor Nora's life.

Mama, known to Eugene as

Aunt Blanche, is a widow, with
a poor spirit and no spine. This
is not to say that she is physically

injured, but that she cannot find

it in herself to take control of her

life.

On Eugene's side of the family,

there is big brother Stan. He has
graduated from high school and
gone to work in a hat store to help
support the family, which in-

cludes putting Eugene through
school. Stan is intelligent and
hard-working, but bound in his

obligations to family.

Then there is Pop, the leader-

and last word of the household,,

who works two jobs and stresses

high principles and clean living.^

fortune'
(Continued from page 22)

People," or her bawdy stage

persona. Fans of the Divine Miss
M. can be assured that as Sandy,

Midler's lewd innuendos and
sexy, mincing walk are as evident

as ever.

In fact, be forewarned that

"Outrageous Fortune" is not a

family picture, although it is from
Disney's Touchstone Studios.

There is a steady stream of ex-

pletives and sexual interjections;

mere double-entendres are few
and far between.

Midler and Long are said to

have had a dispute over billing for

this picture. The end result is that

in half the country, Midler gets

top billing (as she did locally at

the Eric Wynnewood Theatre),

and Long's name comes first in

the other half. Billing for the

film's foreign releases and the

videocassette version is still up in

the air.

Whomever's name appears
first, this reviewer found the

comedy to be a joint effort. Each
actress shines and plays off the

other, but neither steals the

limelight.

He has great allegiance to relatives

in Poland, and maintains that no
matter what, there is always room
for family.

Finally there is Eugene's moth-
er, the peacemaker and protec-

tress of the household. She takes

upon herself the responsibilities

of the entire family; she keeps

Blanche company, Nora content,

Alice calm, Stan sane, Eugene in

line and Pop fed. She comes last,

if at all, and never seems to

complain.

Each member goes through a

change, and everyone does some
growing up in the process, as does

the family as a whole. The film

ends without startling revelations

or deep messags concerning post-

Depression life, or even everyday
life; but then that is not its

intention. "Brighton Beach Me-
moirs" seeks only to amuse its

audience through the witty and
hopelesly colored perceptions of

family life of one almost-an-adult

boy named Eugene. It is an affair

of the heart — providing warm,
witty and wonderfully entertain-

ing viewing.
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Barleycorn's Pub
^56 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

presents:

COMEDY NIGHT
EVERY WED. SHOWTIME 10 p.m.

. . . SOME OF THE AREA'S FINEST COMEDIANS ...

FREE admission to Comedy Nigitt
Sun. Mon.
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Iwriters, photographers and artists

the Villanovan is for VOU
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*

Attend our Recruitment Meeting

Mon., Feb. 9 at 8 p.m.

in the Villanovan office,

201 Dougherty
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Villanova University

Atliietic Faciiities
During the spring semester,

when the weather is at its

worst, indoor recreational
space is at a premium. The
athletic department encour-
ages all Villanova students,

faculty members, and staff

members to use the five athletic

facilities that are available.

Please check the facility sche-

dules regularly for schedule
updates and availability. Be
reminded of each individual's

responsibility to keep the entire
campus clean and safe.

For information regarding
athletic facility availability

and schedules, please call the
athletic facility information
desk at 6454090. This desk is

located in the main lobby of the
athletic department and is

staffed everyday from 8:30 a.m.
until 10 p.m.

The athletic facilities are
open to all Villanova students,
faculty and staff. The facilities

are not open to the general
public. Be prepared to show a

valid I.D. card upon entering
or while using any of the
facilities.

All individuals are expected
to behave ip a mannerly and
courteous way while using the
athletic facilities. Anybne not
abiding by the rules and reg-

ulations of the Athletic Depart-
ment or the University will

have their use privileges
revoked.

Lockers are available on a
daily basis only. Bring your

own lock. Locks left on over-

night will be removed. (Thieves

have been known to work in

and around the athletic

facilities.)

Any articles of clothing or

other valuables found in the

facilities will be turned over to

the athletic facility information

desk.

Only athletic footwear with
non-marking soles should be
worn in the athletic facilities.

Be aware that any athletic

activity can present the risk of

injury to the participants.

Villanova University will not
be responsible for injuries that

occur as a result of physical
activity or participation in ati

athletic event while using the
athletic facilities. The Univer-
sity strongly urges you not to

participate if you are not co-

vered by medical insurance or
if you have a pre-existing
condition that could be aggra-

vated by physical activity.

4'

Athletic
Indoor Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

running track

tennis court

basketball courts

ATRA
aerobics

(Monday through Friday

4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.)

Nevin FieldHouse

basketball courts

Butler Annex

volleyball courts

Alumni Gym

basketball court

SL Mary *8 Hall

swimming pool

basketball courts

Athletic Facilities

Freeplay and
Open Use Schedule

(Svhject to change. Please check theInformationDesk.)

* duPont Pavilion includes basket-
ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please call

645-4129. . -^

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are

open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

* * We rely on student lifeguards to
staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office

(Extension 4114) for all intramural
schedule information.

CAs rule over Big East
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ByJOHNG.RICCO

The women's basketball team
continued its dominance over its

opponents last week with two Big
East wins and a non-conference
victory over Monmouth College.

The three victories raised the
team's overall record to 18-2 (10-

in the Big East) and helped them
tighten their grip on first place in

the conferenct.

On Jan. 28, the Syracuse Oran-
gewomen invaded Wildcat Coun-
try for the Big Eaist rivals' first

matchup this season. Syracuse
came into the game with a 6-2

conference record, tied for second
in the Big East with Providence.

The Orangewomen, led by for-

wards Danene Hopson and Vera
Jones, gave Villanova all they
could handle in the first half,

matching the Wildcats basket for

basket. Neither team was able to

open up more than a six-point lead

and at halftime the score was
deadlocked at 30-30.

In the second half, senior Shelly

Pennefather was on fire, ripping

Syracuse's zone defense for 20
points. The Orangewomen re-

fused to back down, however, and
the seesaw battle continued. With
38 seconds remaining, Pennefath-

er buried a jumper to give the

Wildcats a two-point lead. Syra-

M'
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Professor

discovers

perfect

bve potion

After 23 years of

research, br. Rufus

T. Valentine, noted

ronnanceok>gist, has

discovered the perfect

ksvepotkxi.

S^ Dr. Valentine,

*TheFTD*^Sweet-
heart™ Bouquet b a
perfect cornbinatk>n of

fk>wers and a heart-

shaped potpourri in a

ceramk: powder jar.

Lab studies have

shown it to have a
powerful, romantic

effect on both sender

and recipient

"However: Dr. Valen-

tine warns, "the effect

seems to peak around

February 14. And you
must make sure to go
to an FTD FbrisL

Otherwiser he added,

*y>u may find yourself

spending Valentine's

Day akxie in a most
unromantk place-the

library:

cuse had several chances to tie the

game in the final seconds but
could not score, and Villanova

held on for a 5S-56 win.

Pennefather finished the game
with an impressive 30 points and
nine rebounds, while junior Lisa

Angelotti had six points, five

rebounds and six assists. Sopho-
more center Carole Oaten also

enjoyed a fine game, scoring six

points and pulling down six
boards.

Villanova 76, Georgetown 49
Last Saturday Villanova tra-

veled down to Georgetownto face

the Hoyas for the second time this

season. In the previous matchup
between the two clubs, the Wild-

cats won in a route, 77-52, and the
outcome this time was not much
different. Villanova's poor shoot-

ing in the first half (41 percent)

enabled the Hoyas to stay close,

and at halftime the teams were
tied 24-24.

The Wildcats more than made
up for their sub-par first half,

though, by outscoring the Hoyas
52-25 in the second half. The team
shot an incredible 73 percent from
the field in the last 20 minutes
en route to a 7649 win.

Pennefather, Angelotti, and
guards Lynn Tighe and Karen
Hargadon all scored in double
figures as Villanova remained
unbeaten in the Big East.

Villanova 68, Monmouth 56
Last Monday night the Mon-

mouth Lady Hawkes became the

12th straight team to bow down
to the mighty Wildcats.

Monmouth stayed close for

much of the first half and even
led 25-24 with eight minutes left

in the first half. It was then,

however, that Coach Harry Per-

retta switched to an aggressive

trapping defense, and by halftime,

Villanova was able to build up a
nine-point advantage. The Wild-

cats maintained a comfortable
lead throughout the second half

and went on to win, 68-56.

Pennefather scored a season-

high 31 points, collected 10 re-

bounds and blocked three shots,

while Angelotti pumped in 14
points and had 12 boards.

Indeed, after last week's perfor-

mances it is evident that Coach
Perretta has his squad playing its

best basketball of the season. The
team seems to have begun to peak
just at the right time, as the

regular season is winding down
and tournament time draws near,

near.

On offense Villanova is playing

unselfish ball, using quick crisp

passes to find theopen player. The
willingness of each player to give

up a shot for a better one is best

exemplified by the Wildcats' Big

East leading shooting percentage.

"Our biggest strength is our
shooting," said Perretta, "We
make good passes, which leads to

good shots, which leads to good
shooting. It is all linked together."

If the Cats can continue the

caliber of play they have displayed
in the past few weeks, they should
be a force both in the Big East
Tournament at the end of the

month and in the NCAA Tourna-
ment in early March.

Tslephone Order Thkers

Customer Service Representatives

Earn extra money
during evenings
and weeicends

QVC, America s quality cable shooping channel, offers
delightful opportunities for intelligent, articulate men and
women to take phone orders in comforUble and interesting
surroundings during evenings and weekends. The hours are
nexible, since we operate around the clock, 7 days a week.
You will be working in the comfort ofQVC's beautiful new
television studios in West Chester, watching the live
broadc^ ofQVC's popular new home shopping program.
You will receive calls from viewers from all over the country
and all you have to do is accurately record their orders for
quftlity merchandise from Sears and leading manufacturers.
We will show you how to enter the orders on a computer
terminal, but no previous computer experience is required.
Typing ability is a plus, accuracy is essential, and you must
have a very good phone manner. You will not be doing any
selling, just polite customer servicing

Full time positions are also available This is one of the most
exciting and fastest-growing enterprises in the Philadelphia
area, so don't hesitate to apply if you qualify.

Phone 640-2943 to apply.

QVC Network, Inc.

Goshen Corporate Park
West Chester, PA 19380

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

QMC'^^NETWORK
Quality Value Convenience

A*J#l*l
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AlOl
Ereshman Orientation

Nothing could have prepared me
for the first few moments with my
nx)mmate."Anique''-nothing more,
just 'Anique"—was her name. Change
the 'A" t9 aTI"and you've got a

description.

When they asked what type of
roommate I wanted, I didn't know that

I needed to be more specific than non-

smoker. I could swear I saw a picture

ofAnique on a postcard I got from
London. Within five minutes, I found

^

out that she was an Art History stu-

dent, into the PsychedeHc Furs, and
(totally, totally against the domesti-

cation ofanimals.
I was just about ready to put in

for a room transfer when she

reached into her leather

backpack, pulled out a

can ofSuisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay, I

decided I'd keep an open mind.
As we sipped our cups, I

found out that Anique and I share

the same fondness for Gary Grant
|

movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.

That gave us plenty to talfc about.

General Foods* International Coflfees.

Share the feeling.

O NNMb GcMUl fntt^ iotp
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IVoifien malre tracks at Millrose

By SUSAN GANEM

Senior Debbie Grant set a new
Villanova indoor record in the 800-

meter run last weekend at the
Millrose Games held at Madison
Square Garden, breaking the
three-year-old record of 2:06.61

held by Patty Bradley, recording

a 2:06.02.

Grant was the first collegian to

cross the finish line, behind
winner Joetta Clark, runner-up

Delisa Walton-Floyd and Diana
Richburg. Coach Marty Stern

praised Grant for her effort.

"Debbie is to be commended for

her great 800-meter run. She
showed the class and concentra-

tion that great athletes often do,"

continued Stern. "The school

record in the 800-meter event at

Villanova is always held by one

»»

w

;'^A.*%

Photo)

Distance runner Gerry O'Reilly
defended his title in the IC4A
College Mile at the Millrose
Games last weekend.

of the top runner^ in America.'

The mile relay team of Gina
Procacdo, Grant, Michelle DiMu-
ro and Celeste Halliday placed

fourth at the Millrose Games.

At the Huron Open held at

Eastern Michigan University, the

Wildcats raised the number of

ECAC Championship qualifiers to

15 entries in individual events and
four relay teams; as well as six

individual and two relay teams for

the NCAA Championships. The
team also set four meet records.

The Wildcats won every event

in which they were entered. Grant
won the 800-meter rua in 2:07.68,

a meet and fieldhouse record.

Freshman Ruth Lockbaum fin-

ished the 800-meter race in fourth

place with a time of 2:16.79.

Sophomore Halliday set a meet
record in the 1,000-yard run,

which she won in 2:32.83, qual-

ifying her for the NCAA Cham-
pionships. The next Wildcat
across the finish line was senior

Cassy Bradley, who was fourth in

2:40.63.

The invitational 1,500-meter

run was won by sophomore Vicki

Huber in a new meet and field-

house record time of 4:22.20, an
NCAA qualifying time. Senior
Lauren Searby finished in 4:29.47,

which was fifth place and an
ECAC qualifying time. Sophomore
Kathy Franey won the Collie
1,500-meter run in 4:35.56. Sopho-
more runner-up M^ Moisen fin-

ished in 4:38.55.

Stern was once again given
reason to be happy. "I'm very

pleased with our athletic perfor-

mances. We've run very well the
past two weeks, and everything
seems to be on schedule," com-
mented Stem. "We are looking
forward to the big championships
that are coming up."

To end the meet in grand style,

the 3,200-meter relay team of

Franey, senior Coleen Gallagher,

so|>homore DiMuro and aenior
Procaccio won their race in

8:46.71, a new meet and fieldhouae

record, as well as an NCAA and
ECAC Championship qualifying

time.

The team will once again take

their talents on the road when
they travel to the University of

Florida in Gainesville, Fla., for the

Ftorida Classic.

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is Sean
Curran. Curran is defenseman for this year's
Villanova ice hockey team.

Thi» week Curran scored three goals and added
four assists. His three goals came against St. John's
on Wildcat home ice.

Curran's tributes for the week extend beyond the
Villanova campus as he was named the ECAC North-
South Defenseman of the Week.

The 6-foot, 1-inch, 215-pound sophomore hails

from Chelmsford, Mass. Curran is a liberal arts major
who also plays for the Wildcat football team.

This season Curran started and spent half of the

season as a forward before moving to defenseman.

On the year, Curran has four goals and 14 assists.

(File Photo)

Senior Debbie Grant Won the

800-meter run at both the Huron

Open and the Millrose Games.
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Olympic.

Congratulations to the

J987 Special Olympics

Committee Olympii
PennsytM/ania
at Villanova"^^viiCv? MANAGEMENT TEAM

EVENT DIRECTOR Confine Kohl

VICE-CHAIRPERSONS

Coleen Bradley Sheila Cingel Ella Ditaddeo Terise Fusco

GAMES COMMITTEE
COMPUTERS Qr«g Cattano EVALUATIONS Virginia Boylan

FINANCE Ann Margarat Donnally AWARDS Nancy Spancar
MEDICAL Chris Vaz SPECIAL EVENTS Charlia Dougharty

VOLUNTEERS Brian Vazina REGISTRATION Kathlaan Kally

CEREMONIES Patricia Marziilli FACILITIES John Hulbart

CELEBRITIES/VIP'a Amy Piak

MEALS/REFRESHMENTS Andraa Nadler
MEDIA/PUBUCITY Suaan Corcoran

TEAM SOCCER SKILLS Elizabeth McQowan
TEAM SOCCER COMPETITION Nick DaMaio

DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS Bath Naughtofi

HOSPITALITY/PROTOCOL Mallaaa Mourtzanakla
ALUMNI INVOLVEMENT Paul KowalawakI

FUNDRAISINQ/SPONSOR8 Sitaan Chronis

PAMMTS/HOUSINQ Mary TrlditlfiBer

SECUWtTY/COMMUIir^lTKHtS Mlka Daliottf

Anyone Iwtsuwted in loWne •

1

Vfemen split

By HERB MONTY

The women's swim team con-

cluded their dual meet season this

past week with two wins and a

loss. Against Bucknell, the *Cats

were paced to a 153-111 victory

by impressive wins from fresh-

man Laurel Foumier in the 1,000-

, 200- and 50-yard freestyle, and
freshman Danielle Nfackey in the

200-IM and 100-yard breaststroke.

Other wins for the Wildcats came
from sophomore Mindy Warm-
bflind in the butterflies and sopho-

more Mary Mayfield in the

sprints. Cathy Smith added an
outstanding swim in the 200-yard

butterfly.

On Jan. 29, the Wildcats tra-

veled to LaSalle for a tri~meet

with LaSalle and the University

d Pennsylvania. Foumier added

three more wins in the 1,000-^500-

and 50-yard freestyle. Mayfield

and Mackey also added outstand-

ing performances to lead the

WUdcats over USalle, 88-52. Not
in full force, the 'Cats unfortu-

nately fell short of beating Penn,

79-61, ending their 11-straight

winning streak.

The Wildcats now have twoand
a half weeks of high quality

training in preparation for the Big

East Championship, which will be

held Feb. 18-21 at the University

of Pittsburgh.

(yiSSIFIED

Summar Camp Counaaiors
naadad for Brother/Slatar

camp in Waynasboro, PA:
Positions availabia for man
and woman in Arts/Crafts,

Photo., Ham Radio, Scianca,

Rockatry, RIfiary, Archary,
Swim., Gymnastics, Tannis,

Thaatar, Piano and ail sports.

Alao Unit Lagdars, Pool/Laka
Dlractor. Wrlta Camp Dlrac-

tor, 1 Nawton Woods Rd.,

Nawtown Squara, PA 19073
or phona (215) 353-09S1.

Spring Braak '87

Campua Rap. organlzg sailing
chartars. R. Laudardala to
Bahamas, commlasion A
FREE crulsal Call Captain
Williams, 1850 8W 23rd Tar-
raca, Ft. Laudardala, FL
33312. (305) 583-0202,
anytlma.

FEMALE (praf. grad) Room-
mata wantad, immadiataiy,
for 2 bdrm. apt. Roxborough,
$308/biio., Indudaa utilltlaa^

elubhouaa ffacllltlaa. Non-
amokar. Muat Ilka cata. 487-
2534.

Spring Braak— all tnia party
animate coma party with ua
at Daytona lor only $229.95.
For InfdrmatkHi call Dabbia
243-7879, or Lori 243-7910.

Paria, Wlan, Hranza -^ Euro-
paan Traval Company naada
campua aalaa tap lor public-

ny, pffomouont aovaruaiiig.

viaaiiviiy ana miiiaiiwa ormg
Indapandanca and Mg^ra-

5-10 hraAik. tadMa;

or MI-tlaM

PA 19143. Wa

iB7-191S.

lo4ptafii. 1«
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Skaters slip to 6-25 for the year
w • ^' mi *^ -^

By MIKE SMITH

The Villanova Ice Hockey team
split two games last week; losing

7-3 to St. John's and pummelling
Scranton 15-0.

Against St. John's, junior John
Delfini scored two goals, while
Kevin Stadtler added the third.

Against Scranton, the 'Cats

played a near perfect game. Fresh-
man Bob Ward led the way with
four goals and four assists, while
Delfini and sophomore Sean Cur-
ran added three goals each. Goalie
Mitch Doren had 26 saves en route

to the 'Cats second shutout of the
season.

The win against Scranton
raised the 'Cats ECAC South

record to 4-8. Also, Sean Curran,
who played strongly against Scran-

* ton, was named ECAC North/
* South defenseman for the week
ending Feb. 2.

Villanova 's record stands at 6-

15. They will play games at St.

Michael's on Saturday and
Sunday.

(FN* Photo)

Swim Coach Chris *McKee

refcm*da
TlMMidalia^rtOalyAllanMifi*

• Imports & Independent Labels

• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

139 PtaMylvMto A«tt.,WqfM,PA

25441722

Free Ticket Drawing for tlie Viiianova-Syracuse Game
Because we want to thank you for your continuing support of the Value

program, the Career Development Center and Alumni Office are raffling

off free tickets to the Feb. 1 6 Villanova-Syracuse game!

All students who have completed their profile sheet and have scheduled

a visit with an alumnus/a are eligible. Winners will receive a complimentary

dinner with their alum prior to the game. Following dinner you'll watch the

Wildcats battle the Orangemen of Syracuse!

If you have any questions, contact Judy Madsen in the Career Development

Center.

It's not too late to get involved!

Value = ViUanova Alumni Lending Undergraduates Experience

March 1 to April 4, 1987

fflRMUm
COLLEGEWEEKS

Whenyoubreakawaythis year,

do itwith style.

Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just sun,

sand and surf.

Right from the first ouurageous "College Bash"

at Elbow Beadi, it's an unrelenting test ofyour

endurance.

Spectacular seaside buflfet luncheons. A calypso

and limbo festival like none odier. Smashing dance-til-

you-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top rock,

sted and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise and

Private Isbna Extravaganza!' All compliments of the

Bermuda Departmem of Tourism.

Bermudi is all ofdiis-and much, much more.

It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds.

(Do remember to keep left!)

It's jogging on quiet counuy roads—including an

early morning 2-k 'Fun Run" from Horseshoe Bay. It's

exploring the treasures in our international shops,

playing golf on eight great courses, and tennis on over

100 ishind-wide courts.

But most of all, it's the feeling you get on a tiny.

Bower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere

and everything by 600 miles of sea.

This year, go wild. . . in style. See your Campus
Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.

AQUARIUSTKAVaCONSULTANTS, LTD.
816 King Sureet

Rye Brook, New Yoric 10573

(914) 939-2297 or: (BOO) 248-4141

\
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St. John's Redmen scatp Wildcats
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

St. John's 61, Villanova 58
The names were still the same,

the location was still a basketball

court, the object of the game was
still the same and yet how much
difference a little time makes. A
mere 24 days before this meeting,

the two teams had gone head*to-

head. Villanova came out of that

meeting on fire, building up a 15-

point first half lead. The Cats
ended up winning by 8. But in that

24-day time span the Wildcats had
lost the edge.

In this meeting, St. John's was
the team that came out on fire.

SheltonJones took the opening tap
and drove in for the jam to start

off the Redmen victory dance.

Mark Plansky brought the Wild-

cats as close as they would come
in the first half by acing two shots

from the line. The Redmen then

took control: Willie Glass threw
down a thunderous slam off a feed

from Mark Jackson, Matt Brust

hit a long-jumper from the side,

and Glass threw one off the glass

to take an early six-point lead.

Kenny Wilson then went one-

and-one from the charity stripe

and drove inside for a layup to

bring the score to 8-5. For the next

5:06, it was all Redmen. St. John's

scalped the Wildcats with a 10-

2 run. Jackson canned seven
points: one 3-pointer, two from the

line and two from outskle.

With 7:16 left in the half. 3t.

John's was up, 26-16. The Wild-

cats then gjk mean, turning faom
prey to predator, IcMllg eight

straight points. Ikuf^ftst hit on
a jumper from the line, then laid

one up inside. Wilson chimed in

with a long, corner jumper.
Plansky hit twp^ from thie Hne to

sum up the Wildcat run and bring

the score to 26-24, St. John's.

The teams traded baskets the

next two times down the floor

before Glass, with 30 seconds left

on the clock, went up in the air

and slammed one home behind
him. Wilson threw in one from the

line and Jackson hit a longjumper
for the Redmen to end the scoring

in the first half.

The teams went into the locker

room, St. John's 32, Villanova 27.

This was a 20-point turnaround
from less than a month ago.

The second half started with a

battle of attrition as no one scored

for over a minute. A Wilson foul

allowed St. John's to put up the

first points. The Wildcats, for the

second time in the ballgame,
turned angry. They attacked from
all directions: Maker in the lane,

Plansky from the comer, Plansky
from straight away. West from
the line and a Jensen layup. A 10-

surge brought the first Wildcat
lead of the game, 37-33.

Jackson broke the streak with
a 3-pointer. Jones followed with a
turnaround off the boards to take

the lead, 38-37.

Jensen came alive with a re-

bound and a followup to take the
lead again. Glass, as a measure
of spite, took the ball coast-to-

coast following a Brust jumper to

put the Redmen up, 42-39.

The teams exchanged some
streaks and with 3:22 left in the

ballgame, it was tight, St. John's
by 7, 55-48.

Jensen hit his 10th and 11th

point from straight away, Plansky
followed with a 3-pointer and
Gary Massey laid one in to tie it

all up at 55 with less than two

minutes left in the game.

Villanova failed in its quest to

win two from St. John's as the

Redmen finished up the game
with a 6-2 run, winning the game
61-58.

Villanova 54, Boston CoUege
53

After their disappointment ver-

sus St. John's, the Wildcats came
home with their tail between their

legs, hoping to turn around their

most recent losing streak. They
invited the Boston College Eagles

to duPont Pavilion»^ the same
Eagles that mosHlweentiy lost to

the hapless Connecticut Huskies.

Villanova came out and jumped
to a 5-0 lead off a short baseline

jumper by West and a 21-foot, 3-

pointer by Jensen. Following four

unanswered points by Boston
College, Plansky hit a 17-foot

jumper from the baseline. The
Eagles' Troy Bowers answered
Plansky with a slam off the feed

from Steve Benton.

The Wildcats then made a run.

Jensen started it off with a 3-

pointer from 21 feet out, followed

by two from Massey at the line.

Rodney Taylor finished up the run
with a short jumper in the lane

to push the lead to 14-6.

The Eagles flew right back at

the Wildcats with theirown surge
of points. Bob Francis ran off four

points and Skip Barry added two
more to bring the Eagles to within

two.

The two teams traded buckets

until, with 2:45 left in the first

half, Dana Barros hit two from the

charity stripe as the result of a

Eric Leslie foul. Jamie Benton
followed with a 16-footer from the

right side and Barros added yet

another two from the gift stripe.

West scored one point from the

line before the teams went in at

halftime. The Wildcats were
getting beaten in front of a sellout

home crowd, 26-23.

The Wildcats came back onto

the court, which stood bleak in

front of the quiet crowd, with
determination in their eyes.

Plansky took the opening tap and
drove down the left side for two
off the glass. Then it happened.
West came out of his first half

shell. West scored Villanova's

next nine points, but the defense

could not hold the Eagles, and
Villanova still found themselves
down, 38-34.

Plansky added two more on a -

layup following a B.C. turnover

and brought the score to 38-36.

Bowers and Barros hit jumpers
from either comer to boost the

B.C. lead to six. Villanova re-

sponded with a point surge that

lasted for over seven minutes. In

these seven minutes, Villanova

outscored the Eagles 12-0. Jensen
filled the bucket thivelitees, West
twice, and Plansky once to found
out the scoring and take t|t|^ lead,

4842. >
The game, howewer,i9$g%i v0

way under thi^ control df the-

Wildcats. Benton came down the

floor two times running to hit two
jumpers from the left side. Massey
then canned one for the 'Cats.

Barros answered for B.C. with a

3-pointer and a 2-pointer to take

the lead at 51-50. Following a

Villanova timeout. West took the

16-foot jumper from the right side

and canned it. The lead swung
back to the Wildcats.

With 29 seconds left in the

game, B.C. called two successive

timeouts. The timeouts worked,
as Barros took the feed from
Barry, drove into the lane and put

Men take chunk out ofBig Apple
By SUSAN GANEM

The men's indoor track and
field team travelled last weekend
to the Big Apple and the Millrose

Games at Madison Square
Garden. Highlighting the evening

was Senior Gerry O'Reilly's suc-

cessful title defense in the IC4A
College Mile. O'Reilly broke his

own record for the event by
winning the race in 4:00.82, which
was nearly six seconds faster than

the runner-up in the race.

Senior Sean O'Neill placed fifth

in the Invitational 1,000-meter

run, emerging as the top collegiate
runner with a personal best time

of 2:21.82. This time qualified

O'Neill for the NCAA
Championships.

Villanova's mile and two-mile

relay teams both finished in third

place, with respective times of

3:16.52 and 7:31.42.

Villanova has qualified athletes

in 20 individual events and three

relay events for the IC4A Cham-
pionships. The number of NCAA
Championship qualifiers now
stands at three individual and
indudts the two-mile relay team

of Mark Sullivan, Jan Friedli,

HowardJackson and Bruce Harris.

O'Neill has qualified for both the

1,000-meter and mile runs, while

O'Reilly has qualified in the mile

for the nationals.

"Like the women's team which
has been doing exceedingly well

all season and qualifying athletes

for the NCAA's, the men's team
have also been strong in that

respect" commented Head Coach
Charlie Jenkins. "We would like

to qualify the mile relay team, and
that could. happen soon. We are

en route to having a very good
indoor season. We have almost all

of the people qualified ifor the

IC4As, except for the distance

medley relay team, which is an
event we haven't run yet."

Jenkins continued, "Gerry
OlteiUy deserves praise for run-

ning under 4:00 for the mile in

Boston and defending his title at

the Millroee Games. In spite of the

fact that we k)st five people to

ffiKluation, we are still a very

competitive team. We hope to

contintiaUy do well, and wt aie

kiokti« forward to the Big East

and NCAA Chunpioaeliipe.*

Two weeks ago, the team tra-

velled to Boston for the Terrier

Classic at Boston University and
the Greater Boston Invitational.

At the Terrier Classic, Edwin
Modibedi finished second in the
500-meter dash in 1:04.3, an IC4A
qualifying time. He finished just

ahead of Jackson who ran 1:05.2.

Sullivan placed third in the 800-

meter race with a time of 1:52.9

while Friedli and Harris placed

third and fourth in the 1000-meter
in 2:26.6 and 2:27.2. respectively.

All of these times qualified the
athletes for the IC4A Champkm-
ship meet. The mile relay team
of Grant Davis, MarcJones, Edwin
Modibedi, and Tony/ Valentine
placed second with an IC4A qual-

ifyiiW time of 3:10.4.

At the Greater Boston Invita-

tional, O'Reilly ran his second
consecutive sub-4:00 mile by
winningtherace in 3:56.15. 0'neill
ran a personal beet tiattof 4:0134
in the eaoM rMe, the taaw pbdng
him fifth and qitafifyinf him for

the NCAA CbHnpien^li^
The Wttiorta tmvel to PMffax,

Va.,1

at

down two to take the lead, 53-52.

Villanova got the ball hack with
25 seconds on the dock, but B.C.

had only two team fouls. B.C. only

had tp foul every five seconds and
not allow the Wildcats to get off

a shot and they would have the

game. With 17 seconds left, B.C.

foulcxi. They followed that with
a foul at 12 seconds. Then came
the crucial mistake: B.C. fouled

with 11 seconds and 10 seconds

left on the clock. This action

meant the next foiil would put
Villanova on the line with a
chance to win. That is just what
happened. With two seconds
showing on the clock, Wilton was
fouled. Both his body and the

game were on the line. Wilson
sank both shots and the Wildcats

snuck off with a win, 54*53.

NUHM)

Gary Maseey fooks for a lob m the Wildcat's 54-53 whi over Boston.
College.Tlw sophomore forward led Villanova withfour steals against -

the

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

At the beginning of this basketball season. Coach Roland V.

Massimino said that the key for the 1986-87 season would be

the "replacement of Harold Pressley as a leader and a player."

Of course no one expected that we would> recruit a player of

the caliber of a Harold Pressley who would dominate the league,

especially on defense the way Pressley did. But what exactly

has Villanova lost?

Last year Pressley averaged 10.1 rebounds per game, 10.9

in the Big East to lead the conference. Pressley also led the Big

East in blocked shots, averaging 3.3 per game.
This year the Wildcat rebounding leader is junior Mark

Plansky, who is averaging 5.8 rebounds per game. Plansky is

averaging 5.9 rebounds in the Big East conference. Compared
to last year, the team on a whole has lost two rebounds per

game while the Wildcat opponents have gained almost two.

The inside game has also been affected by the lack of ia

powerful shot blocker inside. The entire team is averaging only

13 blocked shots pergame this season. Pressley alone out-blocked

the entire 1987 squad by two blocks per game.
This encourages Wildcat opponents to take the ball inside

because of the lack of a dominant defensive player in the paint
The final oontributxm that the Wikkats miss this year from

Pressley is his ability to create turnovers. Last year Pressley

averaged 2.5 steals per game in the Big East conference. This
placed him second, ahead of Pearl Washington of Syracuse and
MarkJackson of St. John's.

This year the highest number of steals has been netted by
Gary Maeeey, who ie avenmj^ 1.7 steals per fune.

Thia void crenled in the Vulanova line^ hf the departure

of Pressley has not been filled this senaan. The her tiMt

Maseiniino poimed out at the very start of the eeaiM km newer

been found. Unleee eomeene conies to the IbielrBnt and* fills

Preesley's empty shoes, the string of consecutive NCAA
oouU he in jaaparor.

j
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cause

By NOEL E. FALCO

A tree, knocked over by a wind-
stdrm Feb. 9, brought down elec-

trical wires, cutting off power to

campus and residential areas
along Ithan and Lancaster
avenues at 2tp9 p.m. The electri-

cal power was off until approxi^

matety 10:30 p.m. in some parts

of campus, while other parts of

campus were without power until

about 12:30 a.m.

-Mark Nunes, a sophomore and
an eyewitness to the incident,

said, "I was walking back from
lunch, and the wind was bk)wing
in my face, and I looked up. Just

as I looked up, this tree was
coming down, and it pulled the

wires down with it.

"When the wire was still live,

there was enough power going
through it ... it was actually like

a fire. I think it was melting the

tar on the^^rood. You could see it

bubhUnr up like |ava. When the

tar would kick around, it would
sizzleand siut out over the snow,"
Nmies said. . v

Hr also reporbll,"Th^ was
auBsnii 'nMQi.iire;9ii|iii su^yanis

ettt,

Vilhmova Securityifui thefhst

\Q arrive, accordin|f to Nuiies.

Scta^ily^apid that« "We imme-
diately notified RadnorT^iwnahip
police and Philadelphia Ekctric
... We had to keep people down
there to keep the students away
from the wires. Thii^ was done for

the safety of the students."

The Radnor Township fire

company reached the scene next.

Fire Marshal Quinn said, "In any
situation of that nature, the fire

department stands by in case of

ensuing fire and waits for the
electric company to take care of

the problem."
The Radnor Township police

arrived next. The chief of poliae

said that because the tree had cut

Newspaper delivery

status questioned

(PhoiobyNunM)

Harold Jensen scores two pohits in Villanova's heartbreakuig
89-8^ loss to the Georgetown Hoyas Saturday.

By JENNIFER REIDY

The problems concerning news-
paper delivery to student dormi-

tories on campus were recently

discovered to have been created by
a former Villanova student who
had returned to the University,

gained control of the deliveries,

and allegedly embezzled funds
from the program for personal

gain, according to Faythe Benson,
a representative of the Philadel-

phia Inquirer.

The former student, Paul Ros-

enbaum, devised and^maintained
a delivery program* in which
Rosenbaum handled all transac-

tions, including subscriptions

from students, orders for news-

papers from the publications

involved, and, moreover, the han-

dling of the money involved in

these transactions, according to

Benson

.

According to the Registrar's

Office, Rosenbaum has not at-

tended classes at Villanova since

the summer 1986 term.

Apparently, Rosenbaum main-
tained a position as a "middle
man" between the students and
the various newspapercompanies,
while allegedly skimming off

lunds from the business' income.
The newspapers had no knowl-

edge of Rosenbaum's operation. In

fact, Benson revealed that Rosen-

baum had not notified the Inquirer

of any specific information such
as a customer list or a record of

transactions in his dealings.

Last semester, Rosenbaum
often failed to deliver newspapers
to students who ordered them.
Only when articles in the Villa-

novan brought the situation to

public attention, did the deliveries

occur regularly. However, this

semester, newspaper delivery has
conspicuously ceased altogether.

Reportedly, an investigation of

the charges is imminent, accord-

ing to Benson. "He [Rosenbaum]
caused us a lot of hassles as well

as cost us a lot of money," she
later stated.

Rosenbaum could not be
reached for comment, as his

telephone is disconnected. Mo-
reover, Benson revealed that he
could not be located at the present

time, after Benson herself attemp-

ted to contact Rosenbaum. "All I

have to say is that he drives a

BMW," she concluded.

The Inquirer has received nu-

merous cancelled checks for sub-

scriptions from Villanova stu-

dents, all of whom the newspaper
had no knowledge of as customers
because of Rosenbaum. Benson
stated that if any student still

maintains a subscription includ-

*ing on-campus delivery, his or her
money can be refunded in full.

The newspaper delivery system
is a private enterprise and is not
sponsored or oiiganfzed by the

University, according to the Dean
of Students office.

Currently, a senior electrical

engineer, Jim Hart, has undertak-

en the project and is delivering the

Inquirer and the New York Times.

off power to some traffic lights,

officers "worked traffic on Ithan
and Lancaster for a couple of>

hours, and then the electricity did

come back on. The only thing we
can do is control and direct traffic

by hand in these situations. Or,we
can put up barriers, like on
Ithan."

A spokesperson from Philadel-

phia Electric said that the prob-

lems were caused by "a tree down
along the railroad rightaway."

(Continued on page 5)

Riley honored for service

V,U. retreat fills

St. Thomas Chapel
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

The Rev. Michael P. Sullivan,

O.S.A., delivered a series of four
presentatKNis at Villanova Uni-
versity's St. Thomas Chapel last

week. The talks centered on the
seven sacraoMsnts and a call to the
University oommunity "to come
toknow God through all the levels

of experience ... to know Jesus
Christ**

On Monday night, Sullivan
spoke about the sacraments of

baptism and confirmation. He
suflunarized his talk that night aa
being "a call to die to self and be
born i«ttn to C\maL*\ Sullivan

said he wae tryiog to bring about
a ''conversion of heart ... an

M»«i-I, t%t^— r»i||, • i
»»

^ wicn tneneen conai.

wifn lae hkxbimhiii oi reoonciii'

aiiHi and mninlim of the liok.

SittiMi wM ilB mmpmt wae to

the **otU that ie ours to
*»
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By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

The Rev. George F. Riley,
O.S.A., vice president for Univer-
sity Relations at Villanova, was
honored for 25 years of weekend
service to Roman Catholic
churches in the Atlantic City area
on Feb. 8.

An anniversary party, chaired
by Bally's Hotel and Casino Pres-

ident Billy Weinburger, had over
1,000 guests in attendance.

Riley has been at Villanova for

25 years, 17 of which have been
spent in Work with alumni.
From 1961 to 1965, Riley was

a member of the religious studies
department. He was also Villa-

nova's first Peace Corps liaison.

In 1965, Riley was appointed
Augustinian director of Admis-
sk>ns at Villanova. In addition to

teaching and dormitory duties, he
served the Augustinian Guild, a
fund-raising agency for the reli-

gious order.

During the period from 1968 to

1971, Riky was the secretary and
archivist of the Augustinian Pro-

vince of St. Thomas of Villanova,

one of the lat^est of the 28 Au-
gustinian Order provinces in the
world. The province administers
VOIanova, two addttiooal colleges,

six high schools, 35 parishes in

the eaatcm United States and
missions in Peru and Japan.
hi hue 1971, Hiley wae aoMint-

ed natioiMl dinctor of theYillMi-
ova Ahmuii Fund. He invohwl 50
natioiHd ahumii chike in fund-

nklim^ikhM im the University.

BufMif Mtay't Mat 17 mmn as
viie ffteMtot for University

Relations, he has administered
public relations and nine fund
raising divisions.

He has helped the University

raise over $68 million in real and
committed gifts, including $16
million raised in 1986 alone, the
largest amount ever raised in one
year. "It took a lot of blood, sweat
and tears," he said.

Riley reportedly loves working
with the large number of Villan-

ova alumni. He said, "The inten-

sity of the alumni is fantastic. The
beauty of working with them is

the networking done between
them to help one another."

Riley considers his staff to be
one of the best. "They are great,

hard-working people, the unsung
heroes of my work."

Riley's only regret of his years
of alumni work is that he does not

have too much contact with the

students anymore. "Villanova
students are superstars," said

Riley.

Riley's 25 years of experience at

Villanova have brought great

(Continued on page 4)

(Mb photo)

The Rev. George R Riley. O.S.A..
celebrated his 25th anniversary
of service to Roman Catholics in
the Sooth Jersey area.

INSIDE V
EDITORIAL: Experimenting in space p. 8.

FEATURES: Meet sportscaster Don Tollefson p. 13.

CENTERFOLD: Valentine's personals p. 16-17.

ENTERTAINMENT: Mkhael J. Fox and Joan Jett ...!..... p. 23.

SPORTS: Cau leee two. win one p. 32.
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i Catholic raltk

iMfiilry

A discussion group for Catholic

students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-Catholic

students interested in learning about

the church. Bring your friends —
Conducted by Fr. Ray Jackson every

Tuesday 7:30 p.m. in Campus Ministry

Center, St. Rita's Hall.

Lecfure

On Feb. 17, at 4 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema, Professor Christopher

Ricks will deliver a lecture entitled

"Samuel Beckett's Happy Endings," a

discussion of the writer's tragi-comic

treatment of human mortality. Profes-

sor Ricks in renowned as a public

speaker in the United States and
England; he has taught at Cambridge
University as the King Edward VII

professor of English literature, and at

Boston University. A receptioon will

follow the lecture in the English Depart-

ment offices in 201 Vasey.

Central America

On Tuesday, Feb. 17, Villanovans
Concerned About Central America will

present Sylvia Sherman from the
Washington-based Nicaragua Network.
She will give the lecture, "Why We
Should Be Concerned About Central

America," at 4:30 p.m. in the Peace and
Justice Center (basement floor, Sullivan

Hall).

Literary Arts
Magazine
There will be a general meeting of the

Literary Arts Magazine Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.

The meeting will occur off-campus in

Bryn Mawr, so all those interested

should contact Kevin at 527-9577, or

Gus at 525-1259. This meeting is

mandatory for all staff members. Re-

member, submission deadline for all

material is Feb. 28.

Winter Weeiceiid
Pennsylvania Newman Province is

having their annual winter weekend
Feb. 20-22. There will be skiing and
winter games. Anyone wanting to sign

up or anyone who wants more informa-

tion, just stop by Campus Ministry for

the details. Hope to see you there.

Volunteer in

Inner City

Anyone interested in volunteering
over Spring Break in Inner City Phila-

delphia can attend an informational

meeting on Feb. 17 at 6:30 p.m. in the

West Lounge of Dougherty.

Spring BrecA

Is winter getting you down? Well ^et

out of the snow and into the sun wtth
the Spring Break Fashaoiv Show! The
Union will sponsor this show aioQg with
Benetton, ACA^m, and The Gapon Feb.

18 at 730 p.m. in the Belle Air .Terrace.
All those attending will have a chance
at winning one d threeJ25 gtft certif-

icates from the stores. So start thoppiog
fer your spring break wardrobe early

and fit psyched for spring break!

nsiness •eciety

The International Business Society

will be having its next meeting on Feb.

17 at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley 210. All are

welcome to attend.

ngby Raffle

The results of the Villanova Rugby
Club's raffle to benefit the,team's tour

of Ireland over Spring Break are as

follow: First Prize (Ten day trip to

Ireland): Mr. James Reitmeyer of Xur-
nersville, NJ.; Second Prize ($50 cash):

Tricia Graeber of Good Counsel; Third

Prize (Nike Golf Shoes): Mr. Eari

Clairmont of King of Prussia. The
drawing was held Feb. 6. Mrs. Mary
Ann Dowling, coordinator of women's
athletics, picked the winners. The
Rugby Club would like to sincerely

thank all of those who particiapted in

the raffle.

Ccife'eerDay

Senior accounting majors are invited

to attend a "Career Day" sponsored by
the Internal Revenue Service on Feb. 26,

at the William Green Federal Building,

6th and Arch Streets in Philadelphia.

The three-hour open house, beginning

at 3 p.m. in Room 3306, will provide

seniors with insight into the position

of IRS Revenue Agent, job benefits, a
demonstration of the latest computer-
ized auditing techniques currently used
by the IRS and career opportunities.

The IRS Examination Division plans to

hire approximately 70 new revenue
agents. Persons unable to attend the

"Career Day" program should call (215)

597-4J15 by March 2 if they are inter-

ested in applying for a revenue agent
position.

Singing
Vaientines

You've seen us around campus today,

but it's not too late to send your own
Singing Valentine! Place your order in

the Connelly Center by 5 p.m. today.

Deliveries will take place today and
tomorrow in person (on campus) or by
phone. Happy Valentine's Day from the
Villanova Singers!

VLIC
The VLIC is open to inform students

about their rights in landlord/tenant

problems, criminal violations, personal

rights and other legal matters. We are

located in the basement of Sheehan Hall

— Rm. 105.

Big Brothers/
Big Sisters

There will be an outing Feb. 15, on
campus. Drivers are expected to meet
at St. Rita's at 10:15 a.m., if you are

going to the new ndphborhood, and 11

a.m., if you are picung up at the old

neighborhood. Everyone else should be

at St. RiU's at 12:15 p.m. Also, there

will be a mandatory fund raising

meeting on Feb. 18 at 6 p.m. at St. Rita's.

Thank you so much to all who
generously dsnated clothing, househoU
arftideaaiMl nMMwy to oQgie to the resctae

of the family whoee house bumedtiQwn
two ytmtkM afol Yes, we are ikttl aoceiK'

i«g anything you want dsiivefwl to

thMD. Secial Action Office. 121
Tolentine.

Selecliees
The RSA will be selecting a new board

for the 1987-88 academic year. Anyone
who has served in house council for

more than one semester is eligible to

apply for a position on the executive

board. Please keep looking for applica-

tion information.

Bread fer tiie

Werld
There will be an organizational

meeting for Bread lor the Worldon Feb.

19 at 7:30 p.m. in the Center for Peace
and Justice in Sullivan Hall.

Get llected

Student Government needs candi-

dates for Student Body President and
Student Senators. Get elected to' the

body which votes on tuition increases,

fall break, parking problems and every,

facet of student life. The first candi-

dates' meeting (mandatory) is March 2
from 7-9 p.m. in the West Lounge. For
more info, leave mail for Gene Linkmey-
er or John Sweeney in 201 Dougherty
(x7203).

Siiert-Stery

Beading and Talic

Francis Phelan, author of the novel

"Four Ways of Computing Midnight,"
will read from the title chapter of his

book and will discuss his methods of

fiction writing in a talk on Feb. 19 at

4 p.m. in the Radnot' Room of the

Connelly Center. Phelan 's fiction has
appeared in "The Georgia Review,"
"The Southern Review" and "The New
Yorker," and he was awarded a Push-
cart Prize in 1982. He is also professor

of English at Stonehill College. A
reception in Vasey will follow the talk.

Talent Aeditiens
Any group or individual interested in

performing at the Marple Newtown
Public Library telethon should contact

Walt McDonald (Shadow Traffic) to

schedule an audition date (426-4341).

The telethon will be held on March 29
and will be broadcast on cable
television.

CvheralPiln
Singin' In The Rain/' tlie beloved

musical' that spoofs Hollywood at the
time of the early talking pictures, will

be presented in the C.C. Cinema this

week. Shows will be Feb. 15 at 3:30 and
7 p.m. and Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $1.50 for students and senior
citizens, and $3 for the general public.

IntemsUps

The National College Internship
Service, specialising m internship
devekipnient forcoUese students, isnow
acoeptinf applications for Sumaer 1967
internships. Placements are avaOaUe
with spensoring compnnies in New
York City, on Long klnnd md hi
Weetchseter. Placements 9n
ally dseigned, fully

evahiatei. New for mi:
intermhips. flseee call >er write Isr

anucHMMi nyMnni:
MiiiiMl CoUiii Interoihip S«rvice,

374 Hm Yflik Avwius,

AwSMieetinil

General Meeting, Feb 19, 12:45 p.m.
at C.C. Cinema.

VcUentiee's Day
Balleees

You still have a chance to buy
balloons for someone special! Today,
balloons are available in the Campus
Ministry Office. We deliver six or more!
Pick up/delivery day is today. Just stop
by Campus Ministry or call: 64&4080
<proceeds will go to the Inner City
Philadelphia trip).

Ceffffee ciimI Demits

The ACS provides free Coffee and
Donuts for all commuters and OCRs
every week in the North Lounge. Next
week's date is Feb. 18 from 8M0 a.m»

SIMIegWeekend
It's time to "Step Up To WiWcat

Country!" Students who have registered

their brother or sister for, Sibling
Weekend should be aware of the follow-

ing times and places to check their

sibling in: Check in on Feb. 13 in the
Villanova Room in the Cpnnelly Center
from 5:30-8 p.m. And for those who will

be checking in on Saturday, we will be
set up in the North Lounge in I>ougherty
Hall from 8:30-11 a.m.

Minimester
Pregrnm

Have fun! Learn Something! — and
earn 3 credits! Go to Washington, D.C.
for 3 weeks in May (May 17-Jun6 5) with
the Washington Minimester Pro-

Sram sponsored by the Political Science

.

epartment. Students will live in

Washington and meet with Senators,

Congressmen, lobbyists and media
personalities among others in a first

hand look at the "real world" of politics.

For further information contact Dr.

Justin Green, who will be the program
director in Washington or the Depart-
ment Secretary, Mrs. Bowden in I^oom
lOLTolentine Hall. (645-4729.)

•ernianClvb
There will be a meeting on Feb. 16

at 3:30 p.m. Topics to be discussed
include a trip to Germantown, N.Y.C.
and a guest speaker talking about
symbols of good and evil in European
M^hs. Bring your ideas and friends.

Prefect SensMne
The Project Sunshine EntertaiiUnent

Committee will begoing on its first visit

this semester to Brookwood Retirement
Home on Feb. 22. All interested volun-

teers should attend rehnrsal at Corr
Chapel on Feh. 19, at 6 p.m. We will

meet on Sunday afternoon at 1:90 p.m.,

Sm. 121 Toletine. and f^tnrn by 4p.m.

W^'"'
••'^r.r-.V''

BySUMNtOLVE

An anonymous letter dropped in

a Student Government suggestion

box has led to the discovery of a

controversy between the Office of

Student Utt and the Counseling

and Career Services about the

need for a drug support group at

Villanova.

The letter, published in theJan.

23 issue of the Vilhuiovnn, was
written by a student who went to

the Counseling Center for help

with a cocaine and alcohol prob-

lem. "I was turned away, tokl that

V.U. was not 'equipped' to deal

with that kind of problem," wrote
the student.

The student added, "I was
referred to an outpatient rehabil-

itation center which I could never

afford or get to without a car."

In addition, the letter states,

"...I am afraid that with no
support group here on campus
th^ is no way I will be coming
back ... I do not want to leave

Villanova, but if I want to live,

I do not have a choice."

According to Joan Greenhouse
Whitney, (tirector of Counseling

and Career Services, "It [the

letter] doesn't make sense to me."
Whitney stated that if a student

is refermi to an outside program
such as Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA) or Narcotics Anonymous
(NA), "We will facilitate transpor-

tation. We have not had a single

student who has not gone to a

service because they couldn't get

there."

CorrHaU
(Photo by NunM)

Ways of financing costs for

outside help are also discussed.

"Most students qualify as finan-

cially independent, so they qualify

for low-cost services," said

Whitney.
She stressed that free and

confidential individual counseling

is available at the counseling
center. There is no on-campus
support group, however, for drug

and alcohol problems.

"We find that confidentiality is

such a big issue that community-
based groups are more important.

"Students are very reluctant to

confess this problem [drug and

akohol abuse] to other students

In their dorm, ' she said.

Janice Janoeik, assistant direc-

tor of Residence Life, believes that

there is a definite need for an on-

campus supportgroup. "I do think

students will utihze on-campus
resources. I think that studoits

do feel comfortable talking to

peers and professionals at V.U.

about a problem with alcohol and
drugs either for concern about
their own behavior or that of

friends," she said.

Janosik will fill the new position

of director of the Alcohol and Drug
Program next semester. This
office will come un(^er the direc-

tion of the Office of Student Life

and will be separate from Coun-
seling and Career Services.

Janosik became interested in

starting a drug and alcohol abuse

program about four years ago. She
observed that in following up with
students whocame to her through

the discipline referral system
that, "Ninety percent or more [of

the incidents] involved alcohol

and drugs.

"Oneof the problems in fighting

an addiction is the need for a

group to socialize with, without

using alcohol. There is a need for

students to get together to talk

about drugs,' she stated.

Janosik said, "When there are

psychological concerns other than

drugs and alcohol, I refer a person

to the Counseling Center. I would
hope they would feel comfortable

referring students to me and the

drug and alcohol program."

Alcohol education begins
By NOEL E. FALCO

The Alcoholism and Addictions

Council of Delaware County has
developed an educational program
as an alternative to the regular

imposition of fines for alcohol and
drug offenses in conjunction with
the local police department and
the district justice system, said

Doris N. Cowgill, coordinator of

the program, Feb. 5.

Known as the Youth Diversion-

ary Program, it is an option in lieu

of paying the fine only for first

time offenders charged with un-

derage drinking. Most important
is that "The defendant's juvenile

record is absolved," according to

Cowgill, who said, "This is very
important if the person is planning

to enter the armed forces or any
governmental position,"

The program consists of five

two and one-half hour sessions.

"The first four sessions provide

each offender the opportunity to

increase their knowl^lge of alcho-

hol and other substances and their

effect upon self, family and com-
munity," reads the program

brochure.
The fifth session is for the

parents of the offender, but Cow-
gill said this affects only those

under 18.

The courses cost $50 total,

according to Cowgill, but this is

in contrast with the $50-$300 cost

of a court fine set bv the district

justice. Cowgill said, "A fine isone
thing, but the court cost is a

permanent cost."

She added that the "classes are

taught by people who are very

knowled^ble in their field." The
instructors have experience in

counseling and in teaching Driv-

'

ing Under the Influence courses.

The brochure adds that one
class will be addressed by a

speaker from Alcoholics Anony-
mous or Narcotics Anonymous.
The program objective is "that

upon completion of the program,
this alternative will reduce inap<

propriate behavior amongjuvenile
offenders and enable them to

increase their ability to solve

problems constructively."

Cowgill said further that "most
Villanova students go through

court in Radnor Township" and
their option for the program
would have to be offered from this J

court.

Students questioned seemed to

be in favor of the course.

Ed Szydlowski, a junior, said,

"I would take the course. No doubt

about it. It's an excellent

program."
Freshman Mike Fallon said,

"Absolutely, [I would take] the

course, because it's the cheapest

way out, and it would help you
later in life not to have a record.

Plus it's a learning experience.

But if I was under 18, I'd want
to pay the fine."

Katie Krackeler, a junior, also

stressed the importance oif the

absolved record as a motive for

choosing the program. "I would
take the course because if you're

fined, it goes on your record," she
said.

Another freshman, Jim Kelly,

said, "I'd rather go to the course

because I wouldn't have a record,

and I'd maybe learn something
about responsible drinking."

Use of office space probed

md QCWm wm ra>

mMid to vote Isr lite.FwsMitivasnrtl-
di the AModttion d rMnMiitiin Stu-
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By MEG KLUCSARITS

T-he misuse of office space on
campus prompted a meeting

last Monday between Lucyna

J. Gorski, director of Student

Activities, and officers of most
dubs that have office space.

All office^ for student clubs

on campus will be inspected to

dedde which, if any, organiza-

tions will lose their office

privileiPBs, according toGordd.

''Some offices are fihhy and
not weU-maintaaned." Gorski

I^MdLSlKCM
lor Vnmsdkf

Ui
for

M Uwo maior

"Some of them [offices] are

used as storage closets," she

continued. "These [clubs] will

most probably be the ones to

lose their office."

John Travaglione, president

of the Blue Key Society, which
is kKSted in 106 Dougherty
Hall, had a positive reaction to

the inspection. "I think it's a
good idea because a lot of

groups aren't using their office

spnoe as they should be. We
(Bhie Key] use ours a kit, but
there aie a lot of others who

a kit of iroups

The inspection will be an

informal one and will begin

immediately, according to

Gorski. She added, however,

that a club will not be required

to move out until the summer.

About 10 organizatkms at-

tended last Monday's meeting
and three others have since

contacted Gorski. 'There are

seven or eight [organizations]

that I haven't heard from.
These will be the groups most
seriously k>oked at," Gorski

She concluded. "With such
a prantum lor tptiot on cam*
pus, we ttuot juobfy for every
iaoh of ttt] Mid see that it is

woUnUiliiod.**
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In the News
Former editors win essay contest

Seniors Karen Dunne and
Robert Jordan have won a trip

to Washington, D.C, for win-
ning the 1986 Omicron Delta

Epsilon essay competition.

Dunne's paper, entitled

"Wage Differentials between
Women and Men: Discrimina-

tion and Occupational Choice,"

won first prize. Jordan's paper,

"The Economic Phenomenon
of Multihospital Systems,"
won second prize.

From March 5-7, Dunne,

Jordan and ODE moderator.
Dr. Ken Taylor, will present

the winning research papers at

the Eastern Economic Associ-

ation's convention in Washing-
ton at the Crystal City Hotel.

ODE sponsors this competi-

tion for Villanova's best eco-

nomic research papers
annually.

Dunne is a former features

editor and Jordan is a former
assistant news editor of the

Villanovan.

Election preparations begin

Students who want to

change or affect Villanova can
do it through an elected office

of Student Government, said

Gene Linkmeyer, judge of Stu-

dent Government elections.

The first candidate meeting
is March 2 and is mandatory.
Elections will be held April 7.

People who are elected will

represent the student body in

all manners to administration,

faculty and staff.

"If you are interested in

becoming involved in these

[campus] issues. Student Gov-

ernment is a great way to do
it," Linkmeyer said.

There are 12 senatorial po-

sitions open under college

categories.

The office of Student Gov-
ernment president is open to

students ot any college, any age
and any status, said

Linkmeyer.
The cabinet positions are

appointed by the president
through an application and
review process. N.E.F.

Sigma Nu brothers win scholarship

The newly established Zeta

Rho/Sigma Nu Alumni Scho-

larship Fund has recently
awarded scholarships to Sigma
Nu brothers Michael Morgan
and Thomas Coakley.

Morgan and Coakley re-

ceived this award for their

academic achievemment. Uni-

versity involvement, fraternity

activity and personal
interviews.

The scholarship was created

last summer by the Zeta Rho/
Sigma Nu Alumni Club, Villan-

ova's only chartered fraternity

alumni organization.

"The purpose of this scholar-

ship is to encourage individual

brothers of Sigma Nu to strive

for excellence," explained Tho-
mas Keebler, chairman of the

scholarship fund's Board of

Oasis Cafe closed
By LYNN PERDEK

The Oasis Cafe closed down
permanently on Feb. 3, according

to Mary Smith, manager of the

Radnor House condominiums.
Smith stated that the proprie-

tors of the Oasis gave no reasons

for, or advance warnings of, their

departure.

The Oasis, located on the bot-

tom floor of the Radnor House
condominiums, had been the sub-

ject of many complaints from
Radnor House tenants, according

to Maurice Hennessey, police

chief of Radnor Township.
However, Hennessey stated,

"No one knows why the bar shut

down. We [the police] had nothing

to do with closing down the bar.

Radnor police, along with the

Liquor Control Board, did raid the

place once, but nothing came out

of it."

According to Hennessey, there

had been problems with the bar's

lease from Radnor House. Hennes-

sey claimed that the Oasis was
supposed to be a low-noise restau-

rant, but broke that lease by
becoming a loud, student-oriented

bar.

Smith agreed that the owner%
of the Oasis did indeed breach the

contract. "We never wanted a

loud bar in this building," she
said. "Many Villanova students

feel the same way, especially

those who live here in the
building."

Three weeks ago, when the

Villanovan spoke to one of the

managers of the Oasis, Len Barry,

he claimed that the bar was not

acting ngtinst the lease or violat-

ing any laws. Aboording to Barry,

the lease waa designed for a

restaurant and bar, and the
owners of the Radnor House
shouki have considered the noise

level associated with a bar before

any lease was proposed or signed.

Smith stressed that the prob-

lems the Oasis was having with
the Radnor House management
were not responsible for the
closing of the establishment, as

far as she has been informed.

"We all were there on Monday,
and we came in on Tuesday, and
they weren't there. I reiterate that

we have absolutely no idea why
they closed," said Smith.
She continued, "Now that they

are gone, they are gone
permanently."

There have been mixed reac-

tions to the closing of the bar from
the majority of Villanova students

interviewed. One senior business

major stated, "I've heard many
rumors as to why the bar closed

down, from drug problems to

complaints of underage drinking.

I'd really like to know what did

happen."
A number of the residents of the

Radnor House condominiums said

that they were glad that the bar

had been shut down. One resident

stated, "I don't care why the Oasis
closed, all I know is that now
maybe I can get some sleep."

The patrons of the establish-

ment generally held a different

point of view. One junior com-
munication arts major said, "With
all the problems with these bars

in the area, we're not going to have
any bars within walking distance

of here [the Villanova campus].
That's just not fair to those of us
who don't have our own cars."

Hennessey stated that the Rad-

nor Township police will continue

to investigate what happened at

the Oasis. He said that more
information will be available as to

why the bar closed down so
•udkienly within the naxt few
weeks.
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delivers retreat
(Continuedfrom fta/fe 1)

Wednesday night Sullivan
spoke of the sacraments of mat-
rimony and holy orders. He
focused on what it means to be

sacramentally married and on the

importance of healthy marriages

and family lives to society. Sul-

livan also asked parents in the

audience when the last time was
that they had asked their children

if they had a religious vocation.

Thursday's talk concentrated

on the sacrament of the Holy
Eucharist.

Sullivan, who also addressed

the congregations at all the cam-
pus Masses held at the chapel Feb.

1, emphasized that the people are

the Church by asking those pres-

ent to spell out the word c-h-u-r-

c-h, putting stress on the letter

"The Church of Jesus Christ

will be no more dynamic, alive or

Christ-filled than you or I are

dynamic, alive or Christ-filled,"

said Sullivan on Wednesday
night.

Sullivan commented after the

last presentation Thursday, "The
response (of the Villanova com-
munity] has been very edifying to

me . . . awesome."
The Rev. Shawn Tracy, O.S.A.,

director of the Campus Ministry

Center, said of Sullivan's series

of talks, "I was impressed with
the students' response. I learned

. . . that our students really turn

on to dynamic personalities and
entertaining approaches to faith."

Tracy add^l that the students'

response to this type of approach

'

had given him "a lot to think

about."

Tracy also said that he was
impressed with "how insightfufto

human nature and how deep he
[SullivanJ could go in his attrac-

tive presentation. He really

touched people's hearts."

Tracy said that Sullivan has
brought together years of working
in marriage encounter programs
and charismatic communities
with the fact that he is a New
Yorker and has faced a lot of

rejection. "His success is he has
integrated many different rivers

of insight into one large body of

water, or words. You could call

it a waterfall."

Tracy added, "Humor is very
important [in Sullivan's presenta-

tion]. It is who he is ... It is a
gift, and he uses it for others'

benefit." Tracy said Sullivan's

use of humor "is not a gimmick
because he says some very good
things, and that is the bottom
line."

Sullivan was bom in New York
City in 1940. He was a seminary
student at Villanova and gradu-

ated in 1964 with a degree in

English. He earned a master's

degree in theology from Augus-

tinian College in Washington,

D.C., and a master's degree in

in A.C.

(Phontytlunw)
The Rev. Michael P. SiillivaMo.S.A., discuMed the •even •cnuiiento
during a aeries of presentations in the St> TlioinM Chmci Umt week.

counselingfrom St.John's Univer-
sity in New York City.

Sullivan was ordained in 1967.

In 1980, he was appointed to full-

time retreat work and parish
renewal preaching.

"I really felt . . . when I entered

the seminary years ago that I

really wanted to be a preacher like

[St.] Paul. The opportunity came,
and I took advantage of it," said

Sullivan.

"My whole life has been a

preparation [for his preaching],"

he added. "You live it, and you
share."

Sullivan says he knows the

points he wants to ihalce before

preachingand then "the Lord uses
me.

Sullivan said he is booked three

years in advance and travels
around the country. He happened
to be free last week, and it was

the first time he had ever spoken
on a college campus.

Terrie Hopkins, a junior electri-

cal engineering major, said, "I was
incredibly impressed wifh the
number of Villanova students
who showed up [to Sullivan's

talks]. I think it was a great way
to show that things which are

religious don't have to be somber
. . . ft was one of the few talks on
religion in which instead of going

once and not showing up again,

you find other people to go with
you [the next time]."

Another student said, "He [Sul-

livan] was funny, but at some
points lacked the substance of

retreat material."

A junior English major stated,

"It [Sullivan's presentations]gave

^ eadi individual timeout todevelop
a better perspective on who they
are and what their vocation is."

(Continued jfrom p^^ 1)

happiness to him. When asked if

he can recall a bad time within
his years, he mentioned a time in

the late 1960s when a "vocal
minority thought they had to go
with the times" and act violently.

Unfortunately, innocent people
were injured, he said.

"There was unjust destruction.

It was a difficult 18 months, but
thank God the masa majority was
not overwhelmed. Even consider-
ing this time period, I have loved

it here. If there is a heaven it

would be pretty hard to beat after

a Villanova experience," said
Riley.

In addition to his duties here at

Villanova, Riley spends his week-

ends doing parish work at the

churches around Atlantic City,

NJ., the last 18 years at St.

Bemadette's of Northfield, NJ.

Riley said of his experience in

the parish, "It is an integral part
ofmy work. It is a balancing factor

between religion, academics and
people. Between St. Bemadette's
and Villanova I have been twice
blessed."

When asked about his 25th
anniversary of priestly service, he
comments, "I can't believe I've

done 25 years of recess time in

heaven."
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DEADLINE FOR
PERSONAL AND
CLASSIFIED ADS

is 2 p.m.
Tuesday

in 201 Dougherty

TELEMARKETING
Telephone Marketing Servk^es, Inc.. a leader in the fiekJ.

has doubled the size of its eastern office. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently located on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and ful-time positions — days, evenings, and
Saturdays.

Starting salary is $5-$6 an hour with a brief (two-day) paid

training period. No experience necessary. Warm aimoaptisfe.
professionai stalf. aH consisting of indMrlmiH in vartous

siages oi meir coaegiMe careers, i^aia rweoicai, vacanorw,

and holidays.

Our policy is to pfX>fTKHe from wfthinf

Come grow with us and/or earn extra nKmey to take care of

your asmseter's needs .

CAU TOM r, 87AII7 TtMOMIOIVf

CO-EDDORMS
SURVEY

The Student Government will be conducting a random tele-

phone survey next week. Students' opinions will be used for a
proposal to be made to the administration on the subject of offer-

ing resident students the option of living in a co-educational dorm-
itory. A co-educational dormitory Is defined as the separation of

the sexes either by wing or by floor. Please carefully consider this

inforrifiation. These are some of the questions to think about, but
are not necessarily the specific questions to be asked:

1

.

Are you male or female? M F.

2. What is your class status? Fr So Jr Sr

3. Do you live on/off campus?

4. If you live off campus, for what reason do you live off?

a) By own choice .

b) Wasn't offered University housing

c) Live with family

5. If you were offered on campus housing, to what degree would
you be more interested if you could live in a co-educational Dorm-
itory?

No interest 12 3 4 5 Highly interested

6. In your opinion,Vould your parents have any strong feelings

for or against Villanova offering the option of co-ed dormitories?

For 12 3 4 5 Against

7. Would you approve of co-educational dormitories with the exis-
ting visltatton policies? Y/N

8. Any additional comments?

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
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By lABBIE GROSS

The undergraduate bkxxi drive

held on Feb. 3. 4 and 5 Ffodttced

575 pints <d blood. Cheryl Fluhar-

ty^ a repreBcnlative from the

American Red Cross, stated this

week.
The anticipated goal of 750

pints was not met, but this year's

drive, sponsored by Villanovans

for Life, was better than those in

the past, she said. One of the

unforeseen reasons for not reach-

ing this goal was Monday's
snowstorm.

Overall, Fluharty said the stu-

dents involved did an impressive

job, especially Paul Clementi,

chairperson of the drive.

Clementi stated that he would

like to thank all persons involved,

especially Naomi Karam, presi-

dent of the Resident Student

Association; Peter Keenan, pres-

ident of Sullivan Hall; the Inter-

Fraternity Council; the Panhel-

lenic Council; and Mike Holland,

a professor in the College of

Commerce and Finance, who
added two extra points to the tests

of those who donated.

Mary Jo Yannacone, a fresh-

National News Notes
students question censorship
The question of whether

public officials, as empk)yees of

the state, have the right to

control subject matter and
content of school papers has
recently been addressed.

Under most university sys-

tems, the university president

is considered to be the publish-

er of the paper. He or she is

therefore responsible for the

paper and decides what may be

printed.

Many school papers are chal-

lenging this idea. There are at

least six lawsuits currently

pending in which the student

plaintiffs are demanding First

Amendment rights.

University censorship
"happens every week," ex-

plained Mark Goodman of the

Student Press Law Center in

Washington. D.C.

Court decisions will be the
deciding factor in the battle

between school officials and
student editors.

P.A.S.

The blood drive held in Connelly Center last week amassed 575 pints

of blood.

great to help those in need."

According to Fluharty, there

will be another blood drive held

on April 7, 8 and 9, again in the

Villanova Room of Connelly Cen
ter. She is looking for any inter-

ested students to volunteer at this

drive. The goal will once again be

750 pints.

(Pho«>byNum) I Campus drinking policies relaxed

man, said, "Even though I have

an inherent fear of needles, I felt

that I had no right to let that stop

me from giving blood when it was
for such a good cause."

Bob Jackson, also a freshman,

stated, "I felt better after I gave

not physically, but

psychologically."

Sophomore nursing major Les-

lie Lewis said, 'This is about the

seventh time I gave, and it felt

For further information contact

Cheryl Fluharty at 525-3090.

Leisure courses abandoned
By DIANE A. CIUONE

Leisure courses at Villanova

have been phased out for the

spring 1987 semester. Fall 1986

was the last time leisure courses

were scheduled at Villanova.

Over the years, wine tasting,

juggling, hot air balloon riding

and meditation were just a few of

the courses offered. For this

semester, the program is at a

standstilL and there are no plans

foi^its continuation at a later date.

teisure courses have been a

part of Villanova life since the

inception of the Villanova Union.

They were first given under the

nameof University H. In 1983, the

name was changed to "leisure

courses," and the program had
been operating under that name.

Billy Boyd, coordinator of the

sales and entertainment commit-

tee of the Villanova Union, was

Blackout
(Continuedfrom page 1)

She said, "Most of our lines are

on utility poles. This line was on

a transmission tower, which
meant we needed special equip-

ment. It was also difficult gaining

access through the rightaway.

"Any time lines are down, you

have a potentially hazardous
situation. But wegot there quickly

and were able to isolate that

section of the line by de-energizing

it," said the spokesperson.

Villanova Maintenance had to

keep things operating on campus.

Tliomas N. Trucks, director of

Maintenance, said, *There was
nothing wrong with our [campus]
equipment."

According to Trucks, Mainte-

nance is not allowed to help out

in an electricity emergency be-

cause such a situation is under

Philadelphia Electric*s jurisdic-

tion. What they can do is "get the

emirgency generators operating.

-^^IDtte went out on us in the

iioiinnary. We had tomove a small
Bfntor down there," said

in charge of the leisure courses

last year. Boyd said, "Leisure

courses were a great way togather

students on a non-academic level

to meet people and to learn some-

thing new." He explained that the

only reason for their non-existence

this semester is a lack of student

interest and participation.

In order for these courses to be

sustained, there must be at least

seven students enrolled and at-

tending each course. Despite the

Union's attempts to advertise,

organize and encourage participa-

tion in leisure courses, they have
not had much success enrolling

interested students in recent

years, according to Boyd.

In the past, the Villanova Union
committee in charge of the leisure

courses subsidized part of the

courses in order to keep them
affordable. Since interest in leis-

ure courses has been almost non-

existent, the funds that formerly

were dedicated to subsidizing

leisure courses have been rerouted

to other activities along the lines

of entertainment.

The Union committee which
formerly administered the leisure

courses has chai^;ed its focus and
its name. Boyd is also the coor-

dinator of this new committee,

which is now the sales and enter-

tainment committee. His group
uses the funds which were for-

merly used for leisure courses to

sponsor, for example, vendors in

Connelly Center and various one-

day entertainment events.

Boyd expressed his willingness

to support any leisure courses in

the future that are strongly sup-

ported by a group of students.

Willingness to participate on the

part of the students is the main
requirement for the re-institution

of leisure courses at Villanova.

(phoio by NupM)

Vittanova lost electrical power Feb. 9 after windstorms caused a tree

to fall and bring down power lines.
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tkft caieterias hnd to handle

att tlie switdiev^atf an the

Recently, colleges across the

Cbuntry have countered the
1985-86 nationwide bans on
student drinking by allowing a

limited amount of drinking.

The reason is that outright

liquor bans have proved too

rigid in some cases.

Though campus drinkers are

I
getting a little more leeway, no
one expects the old days of lax

drinking policies to return
soon.

In 1984, Congress ruled

states must raise their legal

minimum drinking ages to 21

by 1988 or risk losing up to 10

percent of their highway funds.

Only a handful of states have
refused to comply.

A trend has developed to-

ward nonalcoholic bars in

states that have raised their

drinking age to 21. "Dry"
nightclubs and other incentives
are also being used by colleges

to curtail illegal drinking
among underage students.

N.E.F.

Guaranteed Student Loans delayed
New federal regulations are

causing delays nationwide for

many college students as they

wait for their Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loans (GSLs).

The regulations went into

effect over Christmas and have
increased the processing time

of the banks that made the

loans to the students.

Also, more recent regula-

tions, mandated by the Higher
Education Amendments of

1986, may leave many students

whose families make more
than $30,000 a year ineligible

to receive GSLs in the fall.

The banks are impatient and
some may drop out of the GSL
program altogether, further

hurting student aid.

"Student financial aid is no
longer profitable," explained

Jean Frolicher of the National

Council of Higher Education

Loan Programs. "We've pushed
the program, but it's no longer

attractive to lenders." P.A.S.

NAACP strives lor

student members
By LISAJEAN SILVA

(CPS) The nation's oldest and
most conservative civil rights

group — the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP) — is trying to

make a comeback on college cam-

puses, which largely rejected it in

the sixties in favor of more activ-

ist, confrontational groups.

But NAACP officials think the

time is right to try to recruit

collegians. The group's overtly

conservative approach, said Ha-

rold Blake, who is overseeing the

NAACP's campus recruiting in

the Southeast, should appeal to

students who want to "work
within the system."

WHile other jcoUegiate blacks

doubt the NAACP's appeal will

attract many of today's students,

campus membership has risen a

bit since spring 1986, said John

Davis, director of the group's

College and Youth Division.

Davis said many college chap-

ters around the country are re-

cruiting more vigorously, while

still others are planning to launch

membership drives in the near

future to eiid a precipitous decline

in membership.

From 1962 until last spring, his

divitnn's membership fell from

50,000 to 30,000 students, Davis

dttd.

Now Blake said membership is

up by about 20O students in his

area since he and Davis began

asking chapter officials to recruit

new maaibars in Utu el paying

hm for NAACP apMikert.

"We'll ask them 'Could you get

us 50 new members?' [instead of]

asking them to help defray speak-

ers' travel expenses or^pther

costs," Blake explained. He added

that NAACP memberships cost

between $3 and $10 a year. (The

$10 fee includes a magazine.)

The organization, funded by

corporate donations "from For-

tune 500 companies and Fair

Share signatories," he said, "is

not radical."

Historically, it tends to stress

the racial harmony themes pop-

ularized by Booker T. Washington
around the turn of the century,

as opposed to the "black aware-

ness" civil rights philosophies

that lead to more politically asser-

tive activities.

The violent white backlash to

the civil rights movement of the

late fifties and sixties, though,

seemed to draw many black col-

legians to the "black awareness"

groups.

"The NAACP is a silk stocking

organization," said Professor

Emmett Burk of the National

College of Education in Chicago.

'i don't mean to sound rude,"

said Burk, "but if the NAACP was
to go out of business tomorrow,

it wouldn't hurt anything."

•

Burk added he belongs to the

NAACP and many other black

advocacy associations, but said he

is moat impressed by Jesse Jack-

son's Operatkm PUSH.
'There is still a blKk agenda,"

Burk said.
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Travel agency arrives in
By SHARON A. WAtERS

Time to Travel, the new travel

agency located in Connelly Center,

opened last December. The agency
not only offers convenience for

Villanova students, faculty ind
staff but also provides economic
benefits, according to travel con-

sultant Joan Gunning.
The agency is a branch of Time

to Travel, a privately-owned travel

agency in Paoli. The on-campus
agency is managed by Sue
Norcini.

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, said

that the University oversees the

actions of the travel agency.
Neville alsoconsiders it a business

arrangement which "works to our
benefit as well as theirs [the

agency's]."

Though the travel agency itself

is new, the idea was considered

for some time. In fact, when
Connelly Center was built, the

University made a provision for

a travel agency and even had one

lined up, but a lack of space forcsd^

the. project to be put on hokl,

according to Neville.

The agency provides service to

the athletic department for away,
games not already booked.

Also, faculty must receive a

quoted price from the agency for

any University-related business

trips, said Neville. However, fa-

culty and staff can do business

with other agencies if they discov-

er a lower price with those
agencies.

The agency's main interaction

with students . concerns trips
whkh they take during sdiool

breaks, espediHy sinring bretk.

Gunning named the most pop-

ular student springhreak areas as
Paradise Island in tfaie Bahamas,
Cancun, Mexico and anywhere in

Florida. Gunningadded that quite

a few students are booking trips

for skiing vacations in Vermont,
Cok>rado and even Switaerland.

According to Gunning, a slii^t

advantage of a ski vacation, as
compared to a beach vacation, is

"that there is a Uttle more ability

to get cold reservations than ones
for the sun because more students

are going to the sun."

The agency hopes to be able to

handle travel arrangements for

clubs, organizations, fraternities

and sororities.

'SSEBREZi t
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(Photo by Hunts)

Time to Travel, a travel ageacy, was recently established in Connelly
Center to serve faculty, steff and students.
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Dougherty Hall

On-Campus Recruitment Session

MARCH 2nd
A "Walkman" radiafeassette pli^ will be avMirded as a door prize. For further information con-
tact your career planning and placement office.

MsssMutual
Mass«eliiis«lte MutiMilJto liiMirwie*Company

1295 Stale Straet, Springflald, MA Olfll
An Equal Opportunity EraploysrM/^

DONT DRIVE DRUNK

ISBACKI
Free pick up anywhere between
Siigartown Mews and 63rd Street

Drop Off: Bartley, St. Mary's, South Campus
Available: Fri. & Sat. 11 p.ni. - 3 a.iii.
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MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL, tha nation's 11th largest lifs insurarxie company; has entarsd
a dynamic niliphassdgrowth.Tbdiy, ourSDccWirMlypiDgmiaivBomaniationpfwidasfi^ -

sacurity and prolaction hr nearly 2 mitHon Americans. Our QROUP UFE and HEALTH Divi-

sion is meeting the challenges oftomorrow t)y continuing to introduce new life and health pro-

ducts, firumcial planning services, new operationt and martaatirtg programs. Due to this

remarkat>le growth we are seeking a select numt>er of Sales Associates to continue our quality
tradition. ,^;

The outstanding pertorfeerswe setedt vyill possess denwristfaled leadership abHIty, an achie^
ment oriented philoeo0hy along with eagerness to accept responsik>ility and ctiallenge in the
fast rnoving. rapid growth environment or Mass Mutual, these prestigious sales opportunities
call for academic credentials ai)Ovethe riorm;howevsr, all Ibyrywdegrees wilfbe considered.

Earning poteritial(irKlusivB of iitoerHrwcompensation)isui>lniilsd . Our cornpceiwrMi^t^^
DTogram, 24-36 niomhnrientorship, ongoing devslopment and new productorientatimpr^^ ,

the Group Life and Heeith Sales Associates to successfully nspresenl Mass Mutual- ^ - ,
- « ^|

If you have ambition, self-confidence and ability to test yourself in a fastisaced, demanding
environment—and are available to begin in July—we.invite you to attend our

'•h
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SPRING BREAK
FASHION SHOW
Wed., Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m.

Belle Air Terrace

* You Could Win One of Three $25 Gift Certificates!

SIBLINGWEEKEND

:«*«.

N^iVLive

VILLANOVA ROOM
Registration:

ir»;#lAma C«On O villanova ROOW
rriaay 0-OU*D Connelly center

Saturday 8:30-1 1 "^^hK^f

at Corr Chapel

3 p.m.Sun., Feb. 1

5

''Joint Recitar
Katherine Baird— alto

Sarah Woodcock—soprano

\9f

CULTURAL FILMS PRESENT. .

.

%%^^^

THE Terrace

FEB. 17
5:30-7:30 p.m.

BELLE AIR TERRAfX

SIGN UPTOHELPOUTWITH

SPRINGAWAKENING
ART FESTIVAL

TONIGHT!

(Gene Kelly& Stanley Donen)

Sun., Feb. 1 5 3:30 & 7 p.in.

'

llofL,Fel».16 7p.iii.

C.C. Cineeie

Tli($1.5fVU

Fri., Feb. 1

3

6 & 8:30 p.m.

Tlx$2 C.C.CIneina

Saturday
Retniet

Ipjn.

NEXTWEEK . . .

U If N

Wed..Feb.18 — Tix$1

ThursJFfi. Feb. 1 9/20

Tix$2

All SiMiM 6 a 8:30 p.m.

^ -^u-

k^ £ . L.
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.„;, Letters
No thanks, Rollie
To the Editor:

The Rollie Massimino "honey-

moon" is over! As an avid fan and
enthusiast of Villanova University

basketball for the last 16 years,

I was very disillusioned and
bewildered over an article that

appeared in the sports section of

the Philadelphia Inquirer on Jan.

23.

In a column by Chudc ^i[ewman
on the local college basketball

scene, it was stated that, "Villan-

ova has apparently backed off

efforts to recruit 6-7, 245-pound
forward Perry Carter of Maine
Central Institute (Pittsfield,

Maine) considered one of the
strongest rebounders in the East.

"Maine Central Coach Paul
Pellicani, said the Wildcats inter-

est had apparently diminished
after they signed 6-9 forward
Bobby Martin of Atlantic City. It

was disappointing,' said Pellicani,

who added that Perry Carter was
very interested in attending
Villanova."

This is the same Perry Carter
who is ranked as the No. 9 rated

senior in the nation by Basketball

Weekly and who is described in

the 1986^7 Big East Yearbook as

"as physical and rough an inside

player as there is in the country."
Van Coleman of the National

Recruiters Cage Letter elicits the

following: "A power forward par
excellence who really plants him-
self inside. You want a rebound
and Carter will get it for you."
The Big East Yearbook also

notes "did very well at Gonzaga,
a highly regarded academic
school" before transferring to

Maine Central where he continues
to excel in the classroom.

Keeping this in mind, I believe

it is time to question the "Mas-
simino recruiting philosophy"
over the last few years.

1. The 1986-87 Villanova con-

tingent is a team with an abun-
dance of young talent, but one
which lacks the rebounding prow-
ess to compete in the very
competitive Big East.

It is glaringly evident that

rebounding is the No. 1 problem
with Villanova basketball. The
aforementioned Chuck Newman
of the Inquirer wrote in his

column of Jan. 23, ''Maybe the

most alarming statistic for Vil

lanova is its (low) standings in the

latest Big East Conference statis-

tics, most notably in rebounds.
The Wildcats ... rank last in

rebounding with a minus 5.6 per
start ..."

Freshman Barry Bekkedam
and Tom Greis, although higtiiV

talented, have not yet developed
enough to give the Wildcats any
measure of productive "board
work." With two-thirds of the

season over, it would be very

difficult to foresee rebounding not
being a problem again next year.

. In all fairness to Bekkedam, he
is in reality a wing forward and

at his present wei^^ht cannot be

counted on to provide much help

in the rebounding department.

Rodney Taylor isa player with
enormous potential, yet unreal-

ized, who could develop into an
exceptk)nal frontline player, bar-

ring recurring injuries.

Looking.at the returning eight

scholarship placers, present re-

cruit Delino Debhields and verbal

recruit Bobby Martin, it is safe to

say that injury to anyone will

probably result in another strug-

gling year.

Martin is a great player, i)ut

one whose style of play parallels

that of an Ed Pinckney, rather

than that of a rebounder such as
Harold Pressley.

So the questions still arise. Is

it truly "overrecruiting" to offer

a scholarship to one more player

on a team that has only 10 scho-

larship players and whose best

rebounder has so far been injury

prone? What is most disturbing is

that Carter "was very interested

in attending Villanova ... but
Wildcats interest had apparently

diminished."

2. 1 am of the opinion that the
Villanova "promise" phik)6ophy
has been invoked. Some notable

examples are:

a) 1962 Tell Harold Jensen to

come to Villanova and we will not
recruit any of the other guards
presently being recruited (JKenny

Smith, Dwayne "Pearr*
Washington).

b) 1986 Get Bekkedam and
Taylor Forget Lionell Simmons
(presently at LaSalle and called

one of the five best freshmen in

thecountry by Dick Vitale, ESPJ^/
ABC broadcaster).

c) 1967 Get Martin: forget

Carter. Seems the scenario has
precedent.

3. It would be nice if some day
Villanova had a team that is not

a "Cinderella" team of 3-star

players playing like 5-star players,

but one which has 5-star players

(and student athletes) who play
like 5-plus players.

Perhaps Coach Massimino
feels that he will have to produce
winners with super talent and
that it is much easier not to
recruit such athletes, as less will

be expected of him as coach.

In conclusion. Carter is a great

athlete with a good attitude and
strong work ethic. He is also an i

exceptional student with an exem-
plary academic history. 'A good
kid,' as Rollie might say.

He happens to want to attend
Villanova University. So what
happens? Villanova basketball
says "No thanks."

No thanks ... to a "good kid."

Maybe Villanova University
should say no thanks at contract
extension time to a "good guy" . .

.

Rollie Massimino.

Frank P. Aczoiino
Class of 1975

<mm

Students uninvite Reagan
Editor's Note:

Thefollowing Utter was received

^ /A«Villanovan to runasa letter

to the editor. A copy was sent to

President Reagan.

Dear President Reagan/
It hascome toour attention that

you have been invited by the
president of Villanova University
to speak at the 1^7 commence-
ment exercises.

As members of Villanova's class

oi 1987, we feel that many actions

of your administration have been
incompatible with the Christian
ideals taught at this University
and set forth in its mission

statement.

In an era when social pi'Qgrams
have been drastically cut, military

expenditures have grown at an
alarming rate. Despitean increas-

ing national consciousness of the
problem of homelessness, the
plight of America's poor has
grown more desperate during the

Jast six years.
' Furthermore, American aid to

developing nations has focused

increasioglyon the military s^ptor

and not dn alleviating thepoverty

that afflicts these countries. As
students, we see an inconsinteoor
between your desire to provide

effective leaders for this nation

and your drastic reductions in

expenditures in education, includ-

ing student knns.
Cleariy then, the actionsofyour

administration are incoiDpatible

with the Christian goals of peace
and justice that are central to the~

character of Villanova. Therdore,
we as students; respectfully re^

quest that you decline the invita-^ .

tion to address our graduating
"^

class. 4 >.

G«ryB.$inith ^
RickardW^Bmis

'

Class ofl987

Friendly neighbors exist
To the Editor:

In the past, there have been
numerous letters to the editor in

the Villanovan concerning the

problems of off-campus Villanova

students and their relationships

with local neighbors. Despitethe
over generalization by most neigh-

bors, I have found o^-campus Hfe

rewarding.

Furthermore, I have been for-

tunate enough to experience very

good relationships with some very
caring neighbors, in particular

Mr. and Mrs. John Baranzano of

Rosemont.
The Baranzano's truly exempli-

fy the meaning of neighbor. They
visited us the very day we moved
in to introduce themselves and
welcomed us with a gift of flowers.

We have continued to stay in

touch and have become good
friends as well as caring
neighbors. \

I would like to share a letter to

the editor written by Mr. John
Bariinzano which appeared in the
local newspaper around No-
vember. My neighbor shows a

great deal of faith, hope and
otwicem for Villanova students in

this letter.

By sharing this with you, I hope
to show my sincere appractation

to Mr. and Mrs. B. for giyiaf us
a chance. Would not lile off-

campus be 80 much nicer for all

concerned if there were more
paringneighborsout there like the

Despite the owrgenenliiatlonbymesthe^
bars, I liewe found off-campus life rewarding.

With their wild parties and
excessive drinking, whatever the
intent, it is wrong to do in our
presentform ofsociety.
We must always keep in mind

thatthe numberofstudents engaged
in these unwelcome activities re-

presents only a small percentage of
the entire student body. I had the
privilege of meeting several college

students and I find them hi^ly
motivated and very eager to

graduate.

I strongly urge that we support
the majority of the students who
want to get their degrees and go on
to be good citizens. We need this

constantflow ofknowledge into our
society.

Support the majority and do not
be influencedby thefew. Do notgive
up on the students of the present;
they will come through this, I
guarantee.

Mary Beth Lemoq

Here is the letter. It oaada as
lolknrs:

ni$miy-iUfieMUt»eae$0mlm»i
Urn Mmwt/mm efmfmefem

/(Nw ef hmtitmkf Of mnrnd
mmw^ Orjiitfi drim m wUim

. A..^ -^- ^-^-^
i,i_^^ -— —
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RsspH Improper
choice for ¥^U.
BtU^n Nu^ The folkming

letter wm recfiped by tki Vllkm*
9iMm.Ae9pyw0suiittoPmident
Reagan,

Dear Mr. Presklent,

Christians kmg ajfo were given

an ultimatum: God or Caesar. As
seniors graduating this May, who
love their University, we regret

Villanova University chose
Caesar.

It has come to our attention the

Rev. John Driscoll, O.S.A., pres-

ident of Villanova University, has
invited you to speak at our 198*/

commencement. While we honor

the principle of presenting oppos-

ing opinions, and would welcome
the opportunity for an academic

dialogue with you. we feel this

situation warrants our dissent

from our schooPs President's

decision to invite you.

By inviting you to speak at our

graduation,. Villanova utilizes the

occasion to honor you— an honor

we feel you do not deserve.

First, we regret this decision

was made arbitrarily by the pow-

ers that be, without the* benefit

of student input. Had there been

the opportunity for student input,

we would have expressed our

views at 4hat time.

In addition, we wish to state

that this protest is not rooted in

partisan politics. We speak out

because we feel compelled to do

so. This is an act of living out the

values of our Christian faith.

M^ny of your administration's

policies are i|icongruous with the

Christian values our university

bases itself on. No policy is as

ewfBt^riuMetif Mi^
Mf9 fttbti ifet Me*-

an Inmor we feelyen de
neideeeryem

inconsistent with these values as

your illicit, immoral, illegal, un-

declared war waged throughout

Central America.

The situation in Central Amer-
ica is complex. True, the region

has long been devastated by
hunger,- poor health care and
education and perpetual violence.

But, sadly the violence in the

cause of advancing American
interests is waged outside our

nation's moral boundaries by your
armed forces and not by genuine

Central American patriots. Never
has the region been exploited and
repressed so severely as under
your reign's imposing, foreign

policy.

So for our university, claiming

roots in theprindples of Christia

peace^and^1aitH7lo^honor-y6u,

man whose actions violate the

basic principles of our school, is

to abandon all precepts of Chris-

tian teaching and scripture.

We hold you in great esteem, as

we do the office you hold. Because

of this respect, we voice this

protest.

Gene Linkmeyer
Michael P. McGinnis

Class of 1987

Coed dorm survey

being conducted
TotheEditon

What do you think about coed

dorms? The Student Government
is currently conducting a tele-

phone survey ol the undeigradu-

ate populatk>n. Everyone has an
^ual chance of being contacted

for the survey, soplease take some
time to reflect on the topic.

Your participation is crucial to

the further improvement of Vil-

lanova's dormitory situation.

Once the information is gathered

from the students, it will be

tallied, analyzed and documented.
After the results are in, Studeftt

Government will then be able to

submit a proposal to the admin-
istration. If we find that the

students are for coed dorms, the

proposal will be pushing for the

establishment of an experimental

coed dorm by the Fall of 1988.

The University is constantly

improving itsacademic standards.

However, the socisd standards and
living facilities m|ist improve at

the same rate a4 the academic
standards, toguanbitee attracting

the top-notch students currently

applying.

On aven^, the Uidver-

shy spends $2,000per
weekend to remedy
property dmnage,

Keep in mind that it has been
found that coed dorms facilitate

the development of healthier
relationships between males and
females.

Also, statistics show a decrease

in the amount of vandalism which
occurs in coed housing. This could

possibly reduce fees that students

pay for damage repairs. On the

average, the University spends
$2,000 per weekend to remedy
property damage.

Again, thank you for consider-

ing your opinions on the survey
which is published in this week's
paper. Remember, we are working
for the benefit of the entire Vil-

lanova community.

Student Government
Committee

for Coed Dorms

Trio applauded
To the Editor

Plaudits to Mr. John Dunphyr
director of Musical Activities, for

arranging to open the aeries of

concerts at Conr Chapel with the

Bach Aria Trio en Sunday after-

niooo, Feb. 7. More than40 parsons
present for the opening

The warmth ol thair

applause made the artists foal

vtry much at hoaw at VUlaMva.
Vim trio fealMfsd Birsane trum*

paltr. BUn Praaiar; Lontrallo,

Batty Jtiii JMtdan« iftd HwptA'
chofdist. BUnbdIh Baai; TImv

performed selectkMis from Bach,

Handel, Vivaldi. Charpentier and
Couperin.

Performances in Corr Chapel
will continue each Sunday at 3
p.m. until April 5. Feb. 15features

barilane Ncal Tracy and soprano

Saf«h Wsadcoek. The safiBsas sf

tht

the sucfssi of tlM sntiaa

TiM ftav.

Fa>fiiiy1i,Ht7»TMIVBXilN0VAii»P«et11

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano-

van asks, '*If you could

change the symbol for

Valentine's Day from a

heart to anything else,

what would you change it

to?"

^^ - ^""^"^ \^^t.
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WE ALSO HAVE THESE FINEraODUCTS
• Country UfeFMiwlButlOT • Alo« Vfra IVodMCU
• N«iurMW«yHcrbC«pMilt • Cr«ck«f«: AKMAK

BboM. SKdi. SpNMti. Ftartt, Alphiibitt

Mill Creek Shampoo mm. ^2*99

Corrs NaturalSoda iror. ^ .60

Oats - Quick, Regular, Thick ^ .39 lb.

Popcorn - White Or Yelkmr ^ .39 lb.

Sorrell Ridge Conserves ^2.79 Cd.
* (Blueberry, Raspberry, Cranberry) 10 oz.

Granolas ^1.49 lb.
Apple Natural Swiss, Almond Delicious

JT^SffiT

I THIS

i punc MAPLE $YiniP I igg I ^^^^,ggy ^ifjyi^^^^ i gf
|Qf«dtA|6.S0qt7$12^9alJAi tfiSsilLSSSl^

FHM With Natucil TrMit

10% DISCOUNT All jSjtt !"wrtufrtF^^
Hfbt a T»t1n Bulk IgU^^ JOe Ea. UmN 2 J Qiyni

lo^OFFR^nsl'wainu^
Almonds, Cashews, TMt ! TiadNkNial Msdicimrf | TINS

SpwUsh PMrtuts JCTUmij TaM$2.85 JCMIPOII

Waatsd
WITH CAR

WHh Any Largs Pizza

PlefcUpOnly

I
THIS I

, with"
! THIS

[^COUPON

Buy Any PIzzs, Qst
A Twin Pizza For $1.40

Tins I WWi Any IS Pizza Ordsr |

jc orr
Pick IUf' uri

PIZZA ir ir STEAKS:
"""" ^^ Plain 140

Cheese & Sauce 3.60 5.40 Ch.«. ! ! ] ! ! sS
^•<>" -4.40 6.45 HOAGIES:
Green Pepper ...... 4.40 6.45 '^''^ 3.60

Mushroom.... 4.40 6!45 ]z :.::::::;; aS
P«PP«^o"' 4.40 6.45 CRINDERS:
Hamburger 4.4Q 5,45 ItaliM 3.«$

Sausage 4.40 6.45 JZ /
J??

Extra Cheese 4.45 7.QQ SANDWICHES:
Exiraltems. 80 105 Tuna... XSO

.€JW l.wa
Grilled Cheese ... 2.85

Coupons Cannot Be Combined With p"™?*®^^
Each Other Or Any Other Promotion r*! *

Steak

7.50

1

7.50 1

WAVIMF DI77A IW south Wayne Ave. • Wayneia 1 IHL^ a 1#<#,#/T (Across From Post Office)

Coupons Exp. 5/15/87 - Not Valid Fri., Sat., Sun.

DELIVERY 6$8-230}Office)
HOURS MON THURSIIAM 1AM.FRI4SAT HAM 2AM Limited Area ($5 Min Tax)SUN4PM lAM Pleaw Mention Coupon With Order

Elections for the
Association of

VALeNTME'S DAY RB. 14
iaii'tatfimmm

Students
Wed., Feb. 18-Fri., Feb. 20

All Commuters and OCR's are
Reminded to

;->*j»i4:^K
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i^misesmter takes to fire classroom
By STACEY WILKINS

Students going into St. Mary's
on Tuesday and Thursday morn-
ings might do a double take when
passing a man strongly resem-
bling Channel 6 sportscaster Don
ToUefson.

The man is none other than
Tollefson, sports director for

Channel 6 and part-time professor
at Villanova University for the
past six years.

The Philadelphia area has a
whole host of schools with strong
coi^munication arts departments,
but Tollefson claims Villanova is

the right choice for him, "Bigger
schools' class size and the un-
wieldy nature of a big student

effort make it hard to work with,
and I wanted to find a place with
a growing program and get in on
the foundation," he claimed.

Tollefson teaches a course for-

mally titled Broadcast Manage-
ment in the Spring semester. He
has taken the course beyond the
formal implications of the title.

"My major goal of the course is

to teach students you can be
professional and successful in a
high power business like radio'

and TV but must not forsake
public service," he said.

He continued, "The mission of

communications is to take society

a step forward, and in terms of

long rangegrowth in the field, you
need public service to motivate
people and make yourself a well-

rounded person."

Tollefson teaches students

about getting a job in this field

while not getting "tunnelled" in

the process. "The problem in this

industry is people have tunnel

vision. They decide when they are

very young they want to be a play-

by-play hockey commentator or

something specific. This motiva-

tion makes you narrow," he
commented.
To exemplify his point, he cited

Washington Redskins Coach Joe

Gibbs, who when asked about

Colonel Oliver North, claimed he
did not even know who North was
and thiscomment was from a man
who lives in Washington, D.C.

Thus, ToUefson's course is

designed to give a balance of 50
percent job skills and 50 percent

life skills. In the long run, he said

the student will benefit from this

balance.

"People should have a broad
range of interest in media because,

from a pragmatic point of view,

it is easier to get a job with the

more you can do, and philosophi-

cally you become a better person

when you strike a balance in your
personal and professional life," he
commented.

Tollefson carries his ideology

outside the classroom and into his

personal life. "Tolly" as he is

fondly called on the air, has been
called "the Steve Garvey of sports-

casters" due to his wholesome
image and high ideals.

He has worked on programs
aiding the inner-city youth of

Philadelphia and last year organ-

ized an anti-drug campaign in-

volving Mike Schmidt of the
Phillies and "Doctor J" of the

Sixers.

He credits his approach to life

to his family upbringing in San
Francisco. "I was brought up in

a family where you were supposed
to be down to earth, supposed to

be easy going and supposed to get

involved in community stuff, re-

gardless of what your job may be.

Those values have always been
paramount to me."

Tollefson began in the media'
industry while still a student at

Standford University, where he
served as editor-in-chief of the
school paper, while also working
as a reporter at the San Francisco
Chronicle.

Furthermore, he was on an
academic scholarship and played
baseball for Stanford.

While covering the Hearst kid-

napping for the Associated Press,

he was spotted by ABC. He then
left Stanford to join the staff of

ABC sports. He trained in New
York for six months beforecoming
to Philadelphia, where he has
been for the last 12 years.

A man who seems to have a
fulfilling personal and profession-

al life, claims that in addition to

his family, he owes much to his

friend and mentor, the late Chan-
nel 6 weatherman Jim O'Brien.

"O'Brien was the one person in

the business who took time to help

me polish my delivery."

He continued, "He taught me all

the hard lessons I needed to know.
That's why anyone whose life he

Channel 6 sportscaster Don ToUefson.
(WPVI photo)

touched won't ever forget him." course which seniors fight for a
Tollefson is a man who enjoys spot in every semester and who

being part of Philadelphia's high- shows that sometimes nice guys
est rated news team, teaches a do finish first.

Art obstructs Villanova

(PholobyNunes)

Sophomore fine arts mafor Tony Marino spent Feb. 3 in the nridst
of his "environmental mstallation" which em|rioyed an article of
American pop ctahnre.

ByJOEMCGOWAN

An experiment on Feb. 3 that

lasted 10 minutes in Connelly
Center proved more durable on
th^ mall outside the Center,
adjoining the steps to Dougherty
Hall. Tony Marino, a sophomore
fine arts major at Villanova, began
in the morning on the main level

of Connelly Center, before his

subsequent removal, artwork of a
form he termed "environmental
installation."

What "environmental installa-

tion" involves, explains Marino,

is "just taking it [the artwork] off

the canvas and putting it smack
in the middle of things." Marino's

reason tor putting his artwork
"smack in the middle of things"

is the state of the arts at Villanova.

Art is here at Villanova, Marino
asserts, but you "have to look

around the comer or in a dark
hallway."

Other than senior bachelor of

fine arts shows and those at

Rosemont College, Marino ex-

plains, there is little opportunity

for exposure to art at Villanova.

The Connelly Center art gallery

is a venue for art that few people

remember exists and even fewer

visit. And.those students studying

the fine arts have to commute to

Rosemont College for classes in

their field.

But, Marino stresses, the prob-

lem is not that the arts are dead

at Villanova. The literary and
cinematic arts are very much alive

at Villanova. It is the fine arts,

in particular, graphic arts, sculp-

(Continued on page 14)

Commiffer ways chronicled

Campus Clip

By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Hello, my name is Kathy and
I'm ... a commuter. While my
closest friends know about this,

I feel that it is time to announce
it to the entire campus.

I will not be ashamed of it any
longer. Even though almost 50

percent of students at Villanova

commute, it is still sort of looked

down upon. Resident students

cannot always understand the

commuter way of life because it

seems so different from their own.

Commuting seems like a strange,

weird thing to do.

I am here to tell you that

commuters are quite normal peo-

ple. We do not have three e^rs.

(Moat of us anyway.) Because of

aU aorta of drcumstancss. such at
ly, or the aaly atwHifck

have the convenience of living on
campus.

How does one recognize a com-
muter? There are some telltale

signs:

1) Commuters think of Connel-
ly Center as their home. Since we
cannot go back to our dorm rooms
in between classes and activities,

we live, eat and sleep in Connelly.

Commuters tend to get very
territorial. Each commuter has a

usual spot in Connelly. If someone
else is sitting on a commuter's
couch or at "their" table, they get

unsettled. It is as if someone
moved into their house while they
were out.

2) Commuters eat a lot of salads
in Connelly. This means that
when they gp to Roy Rogers, they
have the uive to wetgh their salad,

of load, aapt^

Confacflofii. Thay

know before anyone else when
there is Tin Roof sundae ice

cream.

4) Commuters know that the

reading room in Connelly is 10

times better for sleeping than the

library. (Some people even study

in there.)

5) Train commuters know ex-

actly at what time the Paoli local

arrives and departs. (The train to

Center City leaves the campus at

19 after the hour and nine minutes
before).

6) Train commuters appreciate

Walkman radios as gifts.

7) Driving commuters know
exactly how long it takes to get

from their house or apartment to

V.U.

8) Driving coriunuters worship
the Parkia^ LotMl They caa^

.

iMard pnymc: "PIsaae let ne find

;. I've Eam driving around
fbrtwo'honral"

(Comiinml on pugt iw
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Art
confronts

Villanova
(Continuedfnm pagt 13)

ture, perfonnance arts, etc, that

lu% present in scarce quantity.

The neglect for these art forms
is, in part, attributed by Marino
to the difficulty involved in prom-
oting them.
The greater part of neglect for

the fine arts at Villanova Marino
attributes to the students. Many
students, he feels, have the con-

ception oif those in the field of the

fine arts as being "art freaks."

Such aversion to art and artists

he explains in this way: "People

are afraid of something they do«i*t

know all the facts about. If they
knew something about art, they
wouldn't say that ["art freaks")

$bout an artist."

:
What Marino attempted to do

on Feb. 3 was, in short, "to
obstruct people with art." His
work that day confronted people

with articles of American "pop
culture." And on his artistic

6bstruction Marino had this to

say: "Either accept it or don't —
it's something I have to do."

CLIiSSIFlEI

iWERTISDiG

CASE MANAGER: FH* for MR
Services in community MH/
MR ctr. in N.E. Pliila. intake,

caee management, inter-
agency coordination respon-
sibilities. Exce. Ben. BA -t-rele-

vant MR experience preTd.
Call Pat Dandelias, 831-2868.

Great summer Job! For ag-
gressive, outgoing, individu-
als in young, growing co.
Reliable transportation
needed for this estimator/
sales position. Outdoor work
w/strong sales support. Ex-
pected $3,000-$5,000. Addi-
tional Spring/Fall income.
Call (215) 644-5108.

ATARI ST OWNERS!! I liave

a Timeworfcs Swiftcalc ST
spreadsheet program for sale

at $60, $20 less than stores.

It is the best spreadsheet
program available. Call Russ
and leave message at 828-
9422.

Affordable Introduction Ser-
vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-
alized service offers one-on-
one matches, plus personal-
ized ftMidcground information.

Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to 717-F56 Station
Ave., Bensalem, PA 19020.

FT. LAUDERDALE OR BUST
SPRINGBREAK1987

wny pey uceenironi noiei
prices? For only tll/^tnon/
nigM we offer you a 1-

torl

(Photo by Nun««)

Marino is pictured here with his Stanford room door. He feels that
it serves as a means of artistic expression. Residence Life thinlcs
otherwise.

By NANCY DZHrCfNCZTK

Eating (fiaorderl lUive ipined
eaontioin public iltt«iitioii m the

last decade or so, prohatly paral-

lelingtheAmerican public's preoc-

cupation with health, nutrition,

and overall fitness. As health and
nutrition oonsdousness reaches

unprecedented heights, it ia per-

haps inevitable that our aware-

ness of nutritional/psychological

disorders, that had previously

received little attention, have also

escalated.

Although anorexia nervosa and
bulimia have become household
words, they still prevail as two
very serious illnesses.

Anorexia nervosa primarily

affects women in today's society

— a society where thinness is

often emphasized as the ideal.

Anorexia nervosa does affect men;

however, females outnumber
males 20-1.

Individuals with this disorder

have a normal appetite, but self-

starvation and self-induced vom-
iting, often in conjunction with

strenuous' exercise, result in

significant kaaea^My ^wMd
and fraiiueixQ^ vtny Beriousheal

pMkaB. White ttoe ia no one

laiown Giuae of ^MMfelda nervosa,

it is most frequently considered

a psycSiiatric disorder. ' '

Like anorexia ficryoaa, bulimia,

often-called the l^nge-p(ii^ syn-

drome, is a seriouseetingdisorder..

It was only officially recognized

in 1980, although it existed long

before that.

The diet of the bulimic individ-

ual is characterised by binges

during which he orahe uncontrol-

lably ingests large amounts of

food until it hurts to eat any more.

Often riddled with guilt, the

binger induces vomiting and/or

takes laxatives to undo the

"damage."
Anorexics and bulimics are

usually from educated, middle

class, success-oriented, weight-

oonsdous families. Their parents

are proud of them and are sur-

prised to see them develop .a

problem.

Anorexia and bulimia are not

restricted to teenagers. Many
(Canti^ued on page 21)-

AMemo
FromThe
DeanOf
Student
Airl^res.

Hi, I'm your Dean,
McLean Stevenson.

And IVe got some
great news about this

years Spring Break.

Yo\i can afford it.

Without having to sell your books, your stereo, pr your
roommate,^u see, I represent Piedmont Airlines and
Iknowhow you can fly tor as much as 70% ofFregular coach
fares. Just as long as you book well in advance.

Which means you and your friends can party in any of
the 150 cities coast to coast tnat RediiKjnt flies to.

' So, ifyou really want this years ^ring Break to be very
memorable, yetvery afifondable^get toyourkx:al travel agent
cff caU Redmont at 1-800-23-57® and start researching it

now Because you canlt cram fcrlow air6Btie&

J
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ByJOEMcGOWAN

"With the cults, what you think

you are joining and what you
really .^re joining are two very,

very difterent things — it's a big-

switch type operation." Joseph

Flanagan began his presentation

"Cults on Campus" last Tuesday
evening in Dougherty's West
Lounge by making the point that

people do not actually join a cult

— they are introduced to the

organization through some seem-

ingly unconnected program or

course.

Flanagan spent three and one

half years in L. Ron Hubbard's

Church of Scientology in the mid
'70s. "I didn't join the Church of

Scientology," he repeatedly

stressea. What he was involved

with was a series of courses in

communications and study skills

based on Dianetics (the "science"

of Scientology).

Flanagan was attending classes

at the time he was introduced to

Hubbard's organization.

Flanagan was first asked to

take the Oxford Capacity Analysis

Test (which has nothing What-
soever to do with the university),

which was, seemingly, a simple

personality test. A recruiter at the

Dianetics center, on the basis of

the results, then recommended
courses compatible with his al-

leged requirements.

The test led to a five-day course,

which turned out to last a week
and a half, which in turn led to

more "courses." Flanagan said, "I

thought I was signing up for a few
courses which would be over in

about the space of a week ... I was
not' joining a religious organiza-

tion. I was not looking for a

religious conversion."

A new religion, however, was
what Flanagan was led towards.

ry-'-'.'

He was introduced to others in

Scientology, lived with some of

them arid landed a job in a busi-

ness owned and managed by a

Scientologist.

According to Flanagan, the

bond between these people was
that of an imposed philosophy

expounding the belief that , "We've
been tricked into these bodies —
only one man has been able to

penetrate this mystery called the

body and come back out alive to

tell us about it."

This man is, of course, L. Ron
Hubbard (the "L" is for Lafayette).

Hubbard's penetration of the
mysteries of life enabled him to

concoct a cosmology that seems
better suited to his science fiction

works ^ a cosmology of alien

planets 75 trillion years ago,!

cryogenic transportation of bodies I

across space and so forth. Hub^
bard denies the physical nature of

man, for the body is "a bunch of

spiritual beings all stuck together

in clusters."

Hubbard's concern for the im-

material world did not prevent

him from maintaining strict dis-

cipline within his organization.

The infrastructure of the Church
of Scientology includes the "ethics

officers," a form of "thought-

police" whose function is that of

monitoring and squelching any
appearance of dissent.

In fact, all members of Scien-

tok^ are expected to watch for

dissent and, in the case of such,

are required to write "knowledge
reports" on those that beg to

differ. The key to control, Flan-

agan noted, is to prevent the first

conspiracy from occurring.

The fear and pressure felt

within the group are its strengths

and are what binds recruits to the

organization. Recruits are often

retrieved by family members
*'

(Continued on page 21)

T. T

Campus Ministry Perspective

Jlecoiicffe re/atfoflsfrfps for peace

By NOREEN CAMERON

I began this article trying to find

some way of writing about (^
and sibling relationships. After all

it is Sibling Weekend on campus.
Then I decided that I migfit have
more latitude if I wrote about
Valentine's Day and what rela-

tionships mean to us. That is, how
our relationships with others help
us to understand our relationships
with God and God^s relationship

with us.

So, how c^e this article is not

focused on 'Sibling Weekend on
Valentine's Day? Actually, it is

because of what had been going

on in my mind as I approach God
in my life.

There is so much going on in

our world. I have been worried

about the hostages, and what
would happen if the deadline

passed and two more martyrs
were added to the long list of oneS

we already have.

I have been thinking about the
situation of the Iran arms deal.

I was at the St. Francis Inn on
Saturday waiting on tables; about
30 percent of the occupants were
children, some were pregnant
women, and most were homeless
people.

1 am aware of the tragedy of
AIDS and cancer. Yesterday I read
about a government slush fund
that exists partially for prepara-
tion for World War IV, yes I said
four!

I also read about a government

official who is involved in the Iran
arms investigation attempting
suicide. I ask myself, what has all

this to do with my relationship to
God?

At some childish and magical
level, I wish for God to change it

all. I wish that if I prayed hard
enough God would make it all

better.

I realized that where I often find

God is in church where I feel safe
and my posture is one of goodness
and serenity. On the other hand
I know that God invades and
permeates every portion of my
life. So how do I make the con-
nections between the God in
church and theC^od who exists
in the troubled parts of our world?

That is when I came back to

Sibling Weekend and Valentine's

Day. Why? It is because it is in

relationship that I find hope. It is

in the "we" part of my relation-,

ship with God, not only in, the
"you God" I so often relate to.

It is the knowing that love and
caring are pdSsible and that I am
responsible for its existence in the
world. I became aware of the
Fransicans at St. Francis Inn and
the students who were there on
Saturday waiting on tables. I

became aware of a government
who is working to find the truth
and deal with it fairly. I also

learned of the indefinite deadline
in regard to the hostage exchange.

I am still fearful of World War
IV, and yet I believe that God
works with us and that we may

prevent it from happening. I

choose to focus on the fact that
we must work with God rather
than to expect God to work for

us. I find God and goodness in the
experience of relationship.

Whether it is one hand washing
the other, or it is being more the
giver than the recipient at times,

it is the hope that our human
relationships :— be it with friends,

family or professionals — call us
to be more aware of what we need
to do together — to give hope to

others.

Relationships do not make ev-

erything alright with our world.
Not all relationships are alright.

Do not give up hope, God will work
with you if you are willing to do
your part.

On this Valentine's Day and

throughout Sibling JVeekend, we
have the opportunity to call our

relationships to goodness. Be good

to your brothers and sisters, show
them what can happen when we
work with one another. Reconcile

those relationships that can be

reconciled to create peace.

Valentme's Day means more
than candy and flowers ~ it is

a recognition of what is good and
life-sustaining in our world. God's
face may be shown to you in the
most unsuspecting faces.

Happy Valentine's Day and all

the best to those of you who will

have siblings coming to campus.
God bless the "we" who struggle
to make this world a more peaceful
place.

Congratulations to the

1987 Special Olympics

aSŜ Committee

^^^ MANAGEMENT TEAM
EVENT DIRECTOR Corrine Kohl

VICE-CHAIRPERSONS

Coleen Bradley Sheila CIngel Ella DiTaddeo

GAMES COMMITTEE

aiympici
Pennsyt\/ania
at Villanova

Terise Fusco

COMPUTERS Greg Castano EVALUATIONS Virginia Boylan

FINANCE Ann Margaret Donnally AWARDS Nancy Spencer

MEDICAL Chris Vaz SPECIAL EVENTS Charlie Dougherty

VOLUNTEERS Brian Vezina REGISTRATION Kathleen Kelly

CEREMONIES Patricia MarzCilU FACILITIES John Hulbert

CELEBRITIES/VIP'a Amy PIek

MEALS/REFRESHMENTS Andrea Nadler

MEDIA/PUBLICITY Suean Corcoran

TEAM SOCCER SKILLS Elizabeth McGowan
TEAM SOCCER COMPETITION Nicic DeMaio

DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS Beth Naughton

HOSPITALITY/PROTOCOL Melissa Mourtzanakis

ALUMNI INVOLVEMENT Paul Kowalewski
FUNDRAISING/SPONSORS Susan Chronis

^ PARENTS/HOUSING Mary Trichtinger

SECURITY/COMMUNICATIONS Mike Delzotti

Anyone •ign up in tto office of tfaKtont Bctlviti—
I

.

•>
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H9ttoloriott

I Ju9t wmit io Mfou know
thtit I nwr wnt to M you
go. So piMM bo my Volon-
tkm. (Yoh, thfoomonmom)

LoHotLoifO,
Mory

ToBhndlo,
J^B^pmodoio

un/our

Villciiiova:

Somebody

lovos yoiil

To tho Hoquohtonio Kkh,
Ho¥o o groit thno thl9 wook-
ond! Htiifif yolontlno'9 Day!

Monleo i^ Karon

Robbh

Hoppy Valontlno'9 Doy, Boort

IIO¥oyou.
Toddy

.ANDY,
You'ro my hoart,

You'ro mf ooul,

You'ro my brooth
Whon tgnw old,

MIoimy love foro>for,

JOHANNE
Tooto,

WhoVaupfHofioyouroooreh
for 9ouipturo dooon't 9km
down your90CM mo. (Moll

^Sconio

Dorothy Qolo,

mn you bo my VolonUno? I

Io¥oyoul
Jont)onJovl

Chri9,

Th9nk9 for some torrlfle

timoo. You'ro tlio grooto9t I

can't wait until Spring Broak!

Novo you.
Mk^hollo

DoarRock,
Yoara fly by, andourlov# gets

strongor, novor onding, hop-

ing the day got k}ngor.

Happy Anniversary,
Love,
Uz

Corr-t-wlne^w:
Hope you liked your preeent.

LA,
Steph

Mlaty,

Ikwoyouallthewayfromfho
motordty.

Lb¥e,

Jammup

KathI,

Happy Hearta Day to my fa-

vorite aeroblce Inetructor
arkl favorite girl. You'ro the

eugar for my sweet tooth.

Luv,

PAT

DearWooble,
I'm happy you're fwre! Hope
you have fun. Love you. "Hit

me with your 5es( shot"
Love,

Janet

Headlights!!!

Don't even mention them.

What a groat 4 months.

Here's to Spring Break.
.Love,

#19

Dear Barb,

I like my Sundays even with-

out whipped cream.
Love,

Snuggles

Sxanoway iiatka I (Hdec:
Bye mol Walonty! Moc ser-

decznoed, Krlsdn.

Ihadanavreaometlmeonthe
•lopes last woekond. I was

hoping you wouki want to be

my Valendne this weekend.
Love,

SuzyChaffoy

Happy Valentine's Day
Honey!
Addison A I love you very

much!

Michelle, Chris, Ann Marie,

You all are special people.

Stay that way. And thanks for

everythlrtg.

Love,

Ed, Joe, Jeff

I love you, Herd.

Reglna

To My Booble Bear,

I do need you and I always

win. Please be my Valentine.

Love,

Scooter

P.S.: I'd count Tolentlne tiles

with you anytime!

TPH-
You've made my life wonder-
ful for 3 years arnl no matter
what happona, I'll love you
forever.

RQR

To the Panhellenic and LF.C.

Execudve Boards and Qsry
Bones,
AOTT really appreclatea your
supportIn our Informal PushI
A special thanka to Maureen,
Ue, Trish and Gary! Y'all era
the greatest!

Alpha Lavo,

Tee

DearDavM,
^^ ,

What?lthouditValentUiot
Day was on February 9th! I

kweyouhoney. . .more than

YOURS ALWAYS,
CaryfXXXOOa

• • •

To the KMUngton Crawlers,
RIccardo, Roberto, Betlna
and Misty,

Thanka for the fun times this

past weekend! Way to go
BUNHY BUSTERS! Thanks to
T.Q. 9^Sumo for theshots ami
I'm glad y'all er^oyed "The
Ultimate Wipe Out"

Always,
BUNIW BUSTER TEE

To my "BUDDY":
Your friendship makes every

day a special one to re-

memtior. Thank you!
Love always.

Your "BUDDY"

Brat —
Happy Valentine's Day — I

Love 'ya!

Pure Bitterness

Mom, Catholic Charities

awaits. Dad, congrats on
beating G.M. Thanks for ev-

erything. I LOVE YOU! Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love,

Puffy

My bekwed Andy,
Your eyes are like limpid

pools oflelto. Your tan, sup-

ple skin quakes at the touch

ofmy. . .elbow. Everyportton

of my yearning body adores

you. Be mhie^my Valentine,

hey... a trick for a trick.

Beaux

To my favorite Vlllanovan
editor^ Kevin H.:

Every time I see your by-IIno,

my heart skips a beat! Maybe
wecoukiget togother tomor-
row artd ceMMrate. Until our
first meetlr^,

ValN.TIno

ToJoe^iicft"
ManyMcThmika for showing
mo th^^MoRopek on the
MoFeaturos eeothn.

Happy ValenUne'sMcDay
NataUd"McK"

Rob,
QIad to see CupM shot his

casualkwegun on Superbowl
^,^nday.

Love,
Qlna

Hey Mr. Charest,

I know sometimes we get In

each other's way. But It's a
new day. So put on a smile

ark! be my Valentltte for a
while.

Love you Dad,
Mary

Thomas,
Have a great weekend with

your III' bro! Please be my
Valentine, I'll be home soon!

Love always and forever!

Your
Katharine

HIBIaker,
Howaboutamghtcap?Happy
Hoart%Dayi^

^^
Love,

Heath

-^^

I think you shouM come by
the apartment and took for

your earrings because the
"timing" Is right! Happy Val-

entine's Day!
Love,

The Avid Admirer

Irene L
Thanks for being a great
"communlcaior"andan oven
better friend!!!

Happy Valentine's Day!
Mtohael

Megan deareat —
I cen'f eat / can't sleep, I

can't play my bagpipes vrith

Dad.lneedyou.Pleaaecome
back.

Love,
Rat "Reds"

DearUP,
Happy Valentine's Day to the

giri who makes this day so

worthwhito.
Love Always,

WRB

Bubba,
"Getpayched" for this week-
end. Happy Valentine's Day.
Itoveyou.

Love,

Unny
P.S. Love

All wnweUr !>• b*M trytn^ to find mimom t» d«t».

•ikll'v* fOM about it an %«roac bUod d«tM7 GOZIM
W«a. ainoo tooMrron^ Vatontlao^ Otf, I>t d«dd«4
t»(|palty dotlusngbt-P*g.v#ouldfOttUkotot»ottt

^
^my %«ltlimotoaiorrowniclit7

last ttat cateTf

DearQIbby,
Qled you made it. Miseed you
eo much! Looking fonward to
an aweaome weekend! .

Love you elwaya,
Qafff

To ttie IQHIngton Cnrariere on
ttie Ronald McDoneM Tour.
Thanks fdr ttieaweeowM time
laet weekend! A M ban . .

.

loom... ecliwartz,eeouple
of duck, come here,iMwe ..

.

chandeilersi

Love,
Elkstsr sndTurbo

^S.: Nancy, you have my -

-f- polee.

Bomli,
Happy Valentine's Day! Our
second one togother and
many more to come. I tove

youandahvayswIlL
Love,

Your Egg Whites

Russ C and Joe M.,

Please come back to Devon
P! We miss your smiling

faces!!
" Love Always,

M. Bowen ii Pat McM.

DoarPle,
There onoe was a man from

QE Who/ shoutod from the

ft treel *ikm Bunch of

},l Please be my
VatanUnaS"

Lave,

0%ur Teddy,
I hope you have a liun sibling

vreakend with Tom! Happy
Valentine's Day — soiry I

mlaaedyou!
Love,

Tro, Katto
Happy Valentkm's Day. I am
looking forward to a Hfetkne

of them together. I love youtt

Love Ahvays,

Happy Valentine's
lt^H»

L'AMOMl

Day V.tt.!
,*

AhlaAA^te
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LfVnif /ffe of »
(Continued from page 13)

9) Driving commuters have no

trouble driving in snow. This is

because they get so much practice

at it. They especially like driving

to school in a blizzard because

they have classes which are can-

celled as soon as they arrive.

10) Lastly, commuters who have

never lived on campus think

eating in the Pit or Spit is fun.

They actually enjoy the food.

If you are a resident and observe

someone displaying these Symp-

toms, what should you do? Be
terrified? Call the police? Recom-

mend therapy?

No, you should adopt a commu-
ter. Let this person stay in your

room if it is 12 a.m. and they have

an 8:30 class or if there is a great

party going on.

Go and visit your adopted com-

muter in the Connelly Center. I

know it is a big place, but your

, commuter will always be in the

same spot, remember?

.

Commuters, take pity on resi-

dents. They do not think eating

in the Pit is fun. Drive theni to

McDonald's. If you live at home,
bring a resident home for dinner.

They will probably love your

family and think they are swell.

Entertain each other with hor-

CLISSIFIED

jUWHtnSING

1

• HR Qiitly

• Hloh
laWiyout
l3TnniO'Mi
UNMMlor

16 Cmtury plant

161

17 <

16 Halt
26 Rily on
aaOroikMlor
231

241

27 Inlovod M Ino

36

37

36 YoungIrti

49lnoourt0o
4?qMMoo

49K6n
60t

CROSSWORD
PUZZLB

*^tS!:ziT^Piuih»Mwroafin»2<i
93 wingofl

64MMrlh

(Pholo by Oorooran)

Commuters hanging out in Connelly Center in antidpaticMi o€ their
next class.

ror stories. Residents caix describe

the strange practices of their

.roommates. They can also tell

about their next door neighbors

who threw a wild party and set

their room on fire the night before

finals.

Commuters can describe traffic

jams; trains that are running so

late they are early; being thrown
out of apartments because the

landlord found out they are not

all related; and life at home with

Mom and Dad.

I hope I have shed some light

on the condition known as com-

muterism. It is running rampant
on the campus, but should not be

feared. Those who hav6 the con-

dition should not be ashamed to

admit it. In fact, if you feel so

moved, stand in your designated

spot in Connelly and yell, ^ admit

I'm a commuter!"

31
321

33Klndofponoion
hind:lnH.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
and

ORIENTATION COUNSELOR
FILING DEADLINE:

Thursday, Feb. 19

atSp.m.
In Dean of Students Office, 213 Dougherty Hall

"COME ALIVE WITH
WILDCAT PRIDE!"

John
656 Lancaster Ave.

corn's Pob
525-3667

presents:

COMEDY
NIGHT

EVERY WED. SHOWTIME 10 p.m.
. SOME OF THE AREA'S FINEST COMEDIANS
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wko kiiows, who cares
Welcome to Friday the ISOi, P»rt 10, . . the perfect day]

to get your housing lottery ticket olf«>caiiipiMi . . . maybe some of
you should consider reading the artide in the Features section and
about commutkig . . . commuting ... bet you wouldn't mind
conounuting in a BMW ... just start your own newspaper
delivery service at V.U. ... Kalf the work for twice the pay
-^ doo*t deliver, just collect the money . . . money . . . you can save

|

money if the power goes out ag»in . . . just treatyour special

Valeotine to a candlelight dinner in the Pit ... speaking of

the pil8» how about V.U. s men's b-baU team . . . has anyone
told Rollie and the boys that the season has started ... we thought
w^'d start a collection for dancing lessons to help improve their

agility ... but it will be too late for them to dance their way
lo the NCAA's ... it doesn't look like anyone will be meeting
Reagan face-to>face this year . . . (Did you really think we had
to uninvite Ronnie Baby?) . . . talk about feeling unwelcome . .

.

don't be surprised if Student Activities kicks you out for misuse
of office space ... but at least with no office space, you won't be
tortured by the continuing sage of "The Window Hostage
Crisis/' which has now reached Week 11 ... but, until Week
12 . . . Who Knows, Who Cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

Coming Up ...

Black Cultural Society Awards L4mcheon
The Seventh Annual Awards Luncheon will be held Feb. 21

at 3:3Q p.m. in the Villanova Room of Connelly Center. Dr. James
Anderson, a 1970 Villanova graduate and the first president of the
Black Culture Society, will be the guest speaker. Currently an
associate professor of psychology at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, Anderson is the 1987 recipient of the society's

Distinguished Black Alumni Award.
Black Cultural Society "Fun Night"

The Black Cultural Society's annual "Fun Night" is planned
for Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Connelly Center Cinema, ^iety members
will perform a variety of skits, songs, dances and poems.
"Black on Black Dialogue"

Rounding out the month's events will be a discussion by students
entitled "Black on Black Dialogue" on Feb. 25 at 7 p.m. in the
North Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

For more information, call 645-4074.

"What the BuUer Saw"
Villanova Theatre will present "What the Butler Saw" on Feb.

13, 14, 20 and 21 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 22 at 2 p.m. in Vasey Theatre

on cainpus. ,

tPeranged doctors, mysterious disappedninces and rani|»nt

confusion are the order of the day in this Joe Orton comedy that

pokes fun at modem psychology.

For tickets or more information, call the box office at 645-7474.

Concerts at Corr Chapel
Villanova University's "Concerts at Corr Chapel" will feature

the New Fine Arts Ensemble on Feb. 22 at 3 p.m. in the Corr Chapel.

The ensemble consists of five woodwinds and a piano. Co-sponsored

by the Villanova Union and Music Activities, the series presents

weekly^ concerts by established performers as 'well as emeiging
telent.

'"

Fpr more information, call 645-7214.

Philosophy Lecture
Dr. Caroline Whitbeck will speak about "Ethical Dilemmas in

the Use of Modem Medical Technology" on Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. in

the Villanova Room in Connelly Center.

An associate professor at Massachusetts General Hospital

Institute, she has published extensively on the philosophy of

medicine.

The lecture is part of the Spring 1987 Public Lecture Series

sponsored by the philosophy department. For more information,

caU 645-4483.

Religious Studies Lecture
"Democracy, Dissent and Dialogue in the Church" will be the

topic of a lecture by Dr. Leonard Swidler on Feb. 26 at 8 p.m.

in the Villanova Room of Connelly Center.

Swidler is a professor of religion at Temple University and editor

of theJoumal of Ecumenical Studies.

For more information, call 645-4370.

Villanova University Art Collection
Works by Rubens, Chagall and other exceptional artists will

be on display as part of the Villanova University Art Collection

from now until March 2 in the campus art gallery in Connelly

Center.

The .exhibit will feature sculptures by Boulet and Dame
Elizabeth Frink. Also on display will be multi-media works that

appear in the recently published Villanova University Art Collection:

A Guide.

Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.. on weekdays and noon to 9
p.m. on weekends. For more informatkm or to obtain a guide. caU
645^12.

(Courtwy d Public nilHoni)
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{Continuedfrom page 14}

accomplished women, success^ful

in thor careers— polished, poised

and outwardly "together,** suffer

liiith the unshared, painful knowl-

edge that they have a serious

problem, which is manifested in

extreme patterns of hinging, vom-
iting and near starvation.

Perhaps, then, the most positive

result of the extensive public

attention that has been given to

both anorexia and bulimia in the

last five years or so is the in-

creased availability of therapy

and professional assistance for

individuals suffering from these

disorders.

Dr. Randi Wirth and Joanne
Buzzetta, are licensed psycholo-

gists in the Philadelphia area with
over 20 years of combined thera-

peutic experience. They have
recently developed an eating dis-

order psychotherapy group based

on their belief that group therapy

will provide individuals with
opportunities to share common
experiences, explore feelings and
gain different perspectives.

Wirth and Buzzetta feel that a

woman's eating problem has a

profound effect on her self-esteem,

her intimate relationships and on
her day to day living. However,
this same drive to achieve thin-

ness and perfection in all aspects

of life can prevent her from
attaining the very success and
happiness she seeks.

The program includes individ-

ual counseling and group and
family therapy sessions. Partici-

pants are interviewed by the

group leaders prior to admission

to the program, in order to deter-

mine if they will benefit from the

experience.

Both Wirth and Buzzetta are

very optimistic about the success

of their eight-week program,
which is scheduled to begin this

month. Their extensive expe-

rience with anorexics and bulim-

ics in various settings has led

them to develop this group pro-

gram with the idea that group
therapy is an enormous advantage
to these individuals who, above
all, feel very isolated in their

illness.

It is encouraging for the anorex-

ia nervosa or bulimic individual,

to know that what has been so

difficult for them to accomplish

alone can indeed be accomplished

with the mutual support, respect

and understanding of experienced

professionals.

Valentine weddings
By NATAUE McKENNA

Valentine's Day may fall on a
Saturday this year, but love never
takes a holiday— and neither does
Philadelphia Common PleasJudge
Bernard J. Goodheart.
Every Valentine's Day, Feb. 14,

starting at noon, Goodheart plays
"Cupid ' by marrying couples in

his courtroom, located at 1105
One East Penn Square.

Since Valentine's Day falls on
a Saturday this year, special

arrangements have been made to

open his courtroom. Moreover,
Goodheart 's staff has volunteered

to work on their day off, so that

couples can be married on what
is traditionally the most romantic

day of the year.

Goodheart t>egan his Valen-

tine's Day tradition 11 years ago
when a couple could not find a
judge to marry them on Feb. 14.

Hearing about this, Goodheart
volunteered to marry the couple
on his lunch break from a hom-
icide trial.

Goodheart stated, "A person

named Goodheart is not worthy
of his name if he refuses to help

people get married on Valentine's

Day."

Speaker wans of cults
(Continuedfrom page 15)

through what is popularly known
as "deprogramming."
"Deprogramming" came under

fire because of its alleged connec-

tion to shock tactics and torture,

methods alleged to have been used
to draw people away from the cult

.

Flanagan dismissed this popu-

lar image by noting that the
source of information on the
supposedly brutal tactics of "dep-

rogramming" was, in fact, the

Church of Scientology.

Since his own "deprogram-
ming," Flanagan has worked to

bring others back from Scientol-

ogy, the Unification Church of

Rev. Moon and other related

groups. What "deprogramming"

actually involves is the presenta-

tion of information (newspaper
articles, etc.) exposing the nature
of the cult to the subject.

The cult member being "depro-

grammed" slowly begins to ques-
tion the authority and teachings
of the cult. At this point, Flanagan
maintained, the cult member is

most vulnerable, as vulnerability

is a major factor in the selection

process of cult recruiters.

While Flanagan has delivered

his presentation on cults in places

distant such as Canada and Israel,

he feels that it is particularly

relevant to college campuses, for

young people between the ages 18-

25 are the primary target of cult

recruiters^
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nVALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA "

340 East Church Road
King of Prussa. PA 19406

ktUUtm

MichMl YMkin

FH0lli:277-t§»/37

TWX: t549M(mfSftCyU. T)

Performance tuning, sales,

parts and service for aH BMW
and Mercedes Benz automotnles
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JVotReady For Prime Time
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Enjoy Our Delicious Compiimentary Buffet

SUn.

Dance To The Tunes of

"The Private Party Band )f
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Zeta Psi Wishes to Announce the
I.

Members of Their Spring '87 Pledge Class
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Don Barnes
JWBowlsbey
Steve Calandrino

Gary Callaghan

RobColton
JohnFoti
John Harding
Mike Kern
RichLage
Andy Lapiene
DanLeary

Don Leatherbarrow
Jack McNulty
Brian Murkowski
John Quartapella

MikeRacca
Dan Riley

Paul San(Joli

Eugene Tedeschi

Rob Zuckerman
DaveBrohan
John Hel^oth

i
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Brama shines light
By JOANNE LOFTUS

"Light of Day"
directed by Paul Schrader

Tri-Star Pictures

^

What do Madonna, Cher, Tina
Turner, Bette Midler andJoanJett
all have in common? They are

among the growing ranks of

talented female pop singers who
have turned to acting careers

within the past decade. Jett, the

newest "member," makes her

movie debut in "Light of Day."

She co-stars in this mildly de-

pressing movie with Michael J.

Fox (a.k.a. the practical econo-

mist, Alex P. Keaton, of "Family

Ties.'0

Paul Schrader, writerand direc-

tor of "Light of Day," has come
up with an interesting, yet some-

what confusing story line. Basi-

cally, the story centers around the
complex relationships in the Ras-

nidL family.

Jett plays the tough, rebellious

d^lShter, Patti, who aspires to

beppme a famous rock singer. She
is an unwed mother ofan adorable
five-year-old son (Billy Sullivan),

whom she drags around from bar

to bar^wfTeh her band is on the

road playing in cheap, roadside

bars.

Fox portrays her younger broth-

er, Joe who idolized her all of his

life. He plays the guitar for their

band, the Biarbusters.

Their mother, Jeanette (Gena

Rowlands), is a religious and
domineering woman;..The viewer

immediately perceives that the

mother-daughter relationship is a

very tense and dynamic one. Patti

is as troublesome and immoral as

Jeanette is soft-spoken and pious.

Ironically, Joe is devoted to his

mother, and consequently, there

is a continual tug-of-war between
the twooverbearingwomen where
Joe is concerned. He is torn be-

tween them throughout the entire

film, never knowing whose side

to take.

Jason Miller portrays Benjamin
Rasnick, the quiet and passive

father, who, for the most part,

fades into the background.
I

As the movie progresses, Joe

begins to idolize Patti less and
less. This is evident when he
decides to drop out of the band.

He plans on going home with

Patti's son regardless if she fol-

lows them. He realizes that she

is not a very good mother, and he
wants more for his nephew than

a life on the road.

"Light Of Day" explores the

confusionand unhappiness within
a single American family, and
how it takes a major devastating

crisis, to ?ven attempt to cie^ve
their problems. Furthermore, it is

not dear if the various conflicts

existing between the five charac-

Patti and Joe Raenick (Josn Jett and Michael J. Fox) are a sister and brother whose refuge from
small-town, Mue-coUar life is playing in a band fm* extra nuMiey and the chance to f<Mrget about
temUy problems.

ters are ever resolved per-
manently.

Paul Schrader deals with a very

touchy subject in today's society,

the family. Poignant and over-

whelming* "Light Of Day" exhib-

its depth and realism, but becomes
depressing at times.

Fox is to be commended for his

convincing performance of an,

unsure, lonely young man who

lacks self-identity and direction.

He does not know who he is or

where he is going in life. His

family loyalty and his sensitivity

become both his strength and his

weakness.

At first, it may be difficult to

imagine Jett as an actress. The
viewer helplessly tonds toenvision

her as hoarsely bellowing the

words to "Do You Wanna Touch"
clad in tight black leather pants.

However, once this viewer got

used to the idea of Jett as an

actress, she was not too bad at

all for her first film. Admittedly,

however, it would be difficult to

picture her portraying many types

of characters other than rock

stars or streetwise individuals.

All in all, "Ught Of Day" was
ah enjoyable movie. It was sad,

funny and, most importantly,

thought-provoking.

Winger and Russell film spins a mediocre web
By KATIE KRACKELER

"Black Widow"
20th Century Fox
1/2

«<i
'Black Widow" stars Debra

Winger as a cunning, yet frazzled

federal agent, and Theresa Russell

as a beautiful seductress in the

business of inheriting her rich

husbands' fortunes. How this

unlikely duocomes together is the

basis for this intricate, yet frus-

tratingiy defkient, story of deceit,

obsession and murder.

The intrigue begins when Alex
(Winger), a Department of Justice

lawyer, follows her professkmal

hunch about the dubious coinci-

dence of several natural deaths.

She believes that they aremurders
and sets out on the trail ci the

woman she believes to be the evil

perpetrator of these subtle crimes.

ThoK slow, rather pointless op-

aiii« acenea of Wii^pdr amid the

oosfuaioii of her OMtay federal

ottoe areentwined with aoenet of

Rttaaell weaving her web of

deception.

Thete
until it

iiiniacti

uw nmMBn aMwy amOTnnt

widow quietly slips away with her

inherited millions.

The slow, confusion of the first

half ot the film is replaced by the

fast-paced action of the second

half when Winger and Russell

finally meet up in Hawaii. Here,

these* two actresses thoroughly

entertain us as they sweetly

become "friends" and become
entangled in a dangerous love

trian^e.
r

The bizarre, evil advances of

Russell's character contrast mar-
velously with the wholesome
determination of Winger's charac-

''«ic*IIMhfoir''lsj

slhoffcoiiilivi^ it 6fifef^

ter who desperately strives for

justkx. This feifned friendship
revenls both their hatred and

iMMTiBucb^dike these two
truly

of Wii^j^
the

Tht psi'foHiumiiBi

—tiis^lnfect.
it Hm Mwif Ithfeflin

inllHlf ii

flat, and aggravatingly un-

developed.

It seems either the writers were
lazy and neglected to include some
extremely relevant facts, or else

the movie got slaughtereid in the

editing room and many of the

film's scenes were cut. In any
event, this film simply left out the

answer to the all important ques-

tion: Why?

Why was Russell's character

murdering men without any trace

of a guilty conscious? How come
the families of the victims get

suspicious? Why was Winger's

character cold and distant to men
whoobviously loved her?Andwhy
was she obsessed with this

murderess?

The story does not offer a single

insight into the psychological
motives behind the murders. This
aspect is left wide open for inter-

pretation which inevitably con-

fuses the outcome. It seems unfair

to tempt an audience with an
intriguing plot and then not
deliver on its potential. It is like

reading a mystery novel in which
the mystery is never solved or

explained.

"Black Wkk>w " is a fifan with

all themskingBofagreat suspense
thriller, except for one key ingre-

dient: Suspense. This is because

as amny scenes are not explained

and the aiidienoe is never led to

believe there is any reason for

ahmn. The only thins the au-

Hmmrn can.diMS sMoy tiM acttof

and fH snpsrftiially involvsd in

the story.

WiHiottt a d«bt, *'Biack Wid-

Debra Winger, shown here as she appeared in "Terms of Endear-

ment,** is presently starring as a federal agent in the new movie *'Black

Window.**

ow" is a harmlessly enjoyable

movie that, depite its shortcom-

ings, is entertaining. My only

regret is that someone with a

mind for suspense and mystery
did not write this screenplay.

Winger and Russell provide the

taliBt; the aomss sltol on Isoation

in Seattle and Hawaii provide

meoMiable dnsmatography. The
only thiaf it lacks art a law

carefully explained scenes provid-

ing clarity.

<*%
'Black Wkk>w'' definitely needs

substance to give its potential

more depth and lasting effect.

This film comes only a few scenes

short of being a tremendous hit

~ but then again, almost only

counts in horssshosi and with
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Southern rockers hit it big
By TIM DANIELS

Georgia Satellites

Georgia Satellites

Elektra / Asylum Records

The Georgia Satellites have

emerged from years of toiling

anonymously in the bars of the

deep South, embracing a record

contract with a hit single and

video. Being a throwback to the

days of the driving southern rock

,
guitar line has complicated their

ascent in the music world of the

1980's. But, by receiving the

ultimate compliment, by many
critics, of being compared to the

style of early 70*s Rolling Stones,

the band has finally escaped its

over-extended obscurity.

The Satellites owe their success

to the Hedgen's Rock and Roll

Tavern in Atlanta, Ga., where
they have honed their style for

their entire career. This bar scene

is the obvious element to their

sound, further evidenced by their

inspirations: Chuck Berry and
Jack Daniel's, two ingredients

which cannot send you wrong.
The band has changed over the

years around the founders Dan
Baird (vocals, guitar) and Rick

Richards (guitar, vocals). Most
recently. Rick Price (bass guitar)

, and Mauro Megellan (drums) have
replaced Dave Hewitt and Randy
Delay, respectively, though they

receive special thanks on the

album.
The album opens with the

single "Keep Your Hands to Your-

self." Based on the story of the

coldness of Richards' ex-girlfriend,

Baird combines fun lyrics with
expressful vocals to match the

excellent rhythm line. The guitars

are well-arranged,complementing

each other v^ry well, setting the

tone for the grinding remainder
.of the album. This single was
initially released in 1985 with an
album in England that enjoyed

suf^cess overseas greater than its

current success here.

"Railrt>ad Steel" is the metal

rail of the album. Richards dis-

plays his guitar-playing prowess
with a particularly quick solo.

"Battleship Chains" is a very

^similar song with to-the-point

lyrics about being tied down toone
lady.

Another fine solo is contained

in "Red Light." The good all-

around plaving with unique
rhythm track keeps the listener general style of the rest of the

from even trying to pick out the album, other than its opening and
cryptic verses of lyrics. closing with the only acoustk

**The Myth of Love" is the guitar on the record,

weakest song on the album,, The groun does a cover of Rod
though it contains an interesting Stewart's "Every Picture Tells a
intro and one of the only non-fade Story" toconclude the album. The
out endings. However, the grating ' (Continued on page 26}

vocals anddrums leave a dragging

sound.

"Can't Stand the Pain" could

become the Satellites' nestf single.

It features overall good perfor-

mances, including the best drum
track and another rapid ftK.jMk
The softest tune on the ^r^m

is "Gokien Light." This emphas-
izes the phrasing and vooUs that

are very reminiscentof Bob Dylan.
Inspired by another great is the

song "Over and Over," which
carries the classic Chuck Berry
style and pays tribute to him with
the rambling chorus of his name
in the conclusion.

'Nights of Mystery" follows^e
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PART TIME JOBS
JOIN THE LEADER

WE ARE ONE OF THE NATION'S LARGEST RESEARCH AND
TELEMARKETING FIRMS. RAPID GROWTH HAS CREATED
OPENINGS FOR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATORS IN OUR
MARKET RESEARCH DIVISION.

IF YOU ARE:
AN ENTHUSIASTIC "PEOPLE PERSON"

WHO CAN FOLLOW DIRECTION

WE OFFER:
• FLEXIBLE HOURS

MORNINQS/AFTERNOONS/EVENINQS/WEEKENDS
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tfs aN partortheAnned Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
And here istiow it works!

If youVe selected fer a Physk^ian's Scholarship--from theArmy, Navy, or Air

Force—you'reoommi8Sk)nedas an oifloer in the Reserves.
While you'rain school, youll servo45days a yearon active duty, gaining

vakjable medical experience. After graduatkxv you will serve three ormore
yeers. the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
yeers of scholarship assistanoe received.

As anArmed Forces Rhysteian you1l receive officer's pay and k)dhefits. and
erijoy the advantages of workina regular hours. Mxi1l also seea diversity of
patients and haveopportunitiestouse sophistteatedrnedtealtechnotogy.

But moot important, while you're in medical school well help pay the bHIs.

Formore infbrmatkx). send in thiscoupoa There isno obNgattoa

"^•m ' r .

I I I I I I

SiWHBI^^
ByRUSSCECCOLA

THE PAWN ••• FIRBBIKD
SOPfWAU 004. CI28, AP. ST, «^^
^-j^iL __ -

Ultimately, the computer

versus the USSR. Within these Rtatecf above is easily perfonned
scensiios, you can choose realism via the icons and cok>rfularaphus
factors that affect such things as on thecomputer screen. You must
landing your helkx>pter, flying travel through the complex to find

your helicopter and weather the rebel computers, all the while
watching behind you for ambush-

de-

' Gfaphk/text adventures are
usually Just text adventures with
a few descriptive pkrtures. This
trend in the software industry is

stowly fiKiiog away. Now, these
same adventures use incredibly
detailed pkrtures and animatkm to
enhance an aheady good game.

The Fawn is one of the first in
this new batch of adventure
games. UtUiting all of the power
of the computer you have, The
Paum sends you searching in the
land of K^rpvnia to find yourgoals
and discover the truths about the
land.

The Pawn has many excellent
features that make it one of the
best adventures out today. First,

the instructions are clear, while
the goal of the game is not. You
know that you must escape Ker-
ovnia, but ihere are other objec-

tives that are told to you as you
talk to different characters in the
game.
There is a small book that tells

the tales of Prince Erik and
'Kerovnia — interesting to read.

Also, the way the graphics and
text are interconnected was done
better than most other
adventures.

The graphics alone are worth
a lot of talking. Using all of the
resolution available, The Pawn
draws intricate depictions of the
characters, places and objects

seen in your eyes.

For different computers, The
Pawn has different added features

as well. For instance, the Amiga
version of The Pawn speaks out
the descriptions and its musicwas
released as a single in England
The game starts you with no-

thing except the clothes on your
back and a wristband on your
arm. Removing the wristband is

one thing you must do to complete
The Pawn. You also meet up with
Honest John, a guru and other
assorted people and talking
animals.

No matter what. The Pawn
surpasses the rest of the text/
graphic adventure games created
in the software industry.

ckles your primary and secondary

ofaijectlves, wluch are random and
many.

ingenemies.
There are many controls at

your disposal, including: Fuel
Gauge, Energy Gauge, Real-time

The detail in the landscape and Clock, Interrupt CkxJc, Internal

other graphics in the game is System Warning Indicators, Wea-
intense. The enemies appear in pons Panel, Map, Keyboard and
vector-type graphics, but the Viewscreen. Through the correct

landscape blends together tomake use of all of these controls, you
up the area of the workl that you have the tools necessary todestroy
are fighting in. or capture the rebels.

Whether on the first level of

play or on the highest, the only

way that you can win in Gunshtp

is to practMX. This cannot be

You also have many modes with
which to control the Mobile Re-

mote Unit known as Hermes.
They are: Transition Mode,

emphasiaed enough. Gunshtp is so Thrust Mode, Sutic Mode, Wea
realistic that is very diffkult. Fly pons Mode,Junction Mode, Repair
in the U.SA training grounds Mode, Command Mode and Emer-
first and work your way up from gency Command Mode. Knowing
there. In any case, buy Gunship when to use which mode is one
— the best overall simulation of the most important parts of

packajKOuUhereoi^hynar^^ Quake Minus One.
^'™^*^'^"'^***^'*^^''*'*''^S Along with the identification of

^H^*7^^^]Gyi^'Pnr^S£* the objects that flash by
C64/128, AP,AMICA,ST, IBM, '

MAC

' The year is 2016. You have just

returned from an aborted 100-year

,
voyage to find that the world you
left behind is now people-less.

There is no destruction and ev-

erything is as you left it, except

for the lack of people anywhere.
The only form of life is birds.

Then you stumble across a
computer, an organic computer
hooked into the giant Worldnet

your
screen, the modes allow you to

react quickly to a dangerous
situation, for every function is

performed with the joysticks. So
if you are looking for a good
challenge for a low price and want
to find a game that is worth your
money, Quake Minus One may
just bie for you. ___^
SPACE HUNTER ••• MASTER-
TRONIC C64/128

J «. u T-u- • 4. Space Hunter is a new game
^tabase. This is your aaess to

frorMastertronic that takes you
the mformation you need. And

GUNSHIP *•••• MICROPROSE
SOFTWARE C64/128, AP, AT,
IBM,ST,AMIGA

llelicopt^^un^Tw^ionhe
most common games ii^ the soft-

ware world, yet are interesting to

experiment with on a computer.
Microprose, the leading simula-
tion software company, has re-

cently decided to take the chance
and design an attack helicopter

simukition. The result was Gun- c*.ii i • ..u .11
ship, which just may go down as

?ill. solving thegameUk^ atong

with that, you enter the world of

2016 in order to find where all of

the people went. This is Portal,

a new release from Activision.

Inc., destined to go down in

history as the first true example
of computer literature.

Upon first access to Worldnet,
you find that there are 12 datas-

paces that you may choose to look

into and explore. Each contains

different types of information
about people and the world, and,

through reading and putting in

context the information you find,

you discover ultimately what
happened to the people.

The twelve dataspaces are:

Central Processing, Homer, Psy-

chology, Edmod, Life Support,
Wasatch, History, Military, Psi-'

link, Scitech, Geography and
Medio. These dataspaces are
accessed by clickingon their icons

on the screen. Periodically, the

database will update these diatas-

paces with information for -you to

read.

The implications of the
Worldnet database are obvious:

Portal is a multidisk game, re
splendent with all of the instruc-

tions needed toexplore the system.

into outer space to collect food

transporters that are necessary

for survival before the aliens get

to them. The controls of your
spaceship are a joystick and a few
keys on the keyboard. The areas

that you must explore for the food

transporters have aliens hiding

behind every, corner. You are

either in outer space or flying

through maze-like structures
where a surprise alien is not

obvious.

The best strat^;y for winning
Space Hunter is to carefully watch
your scanner/map of the nearby
area. If you see aliens and food

transporters in the scanner, you
can prepare yourself for an attack

or collection much quicker.

The graphics are good enough
to allow easy recognition of objects

on the screen and the music and
sounds are captivating. Although
the game is not a classic. Space

Hunter is great for its low price

-^ one of the things that makes
Mastertronic one of my favorite

software companies.

t.

MASTER OF MAGIC •••* MAS-
TERTRONIC C64/128

This time Mastertronic have
;m,p, wmcn jusi may go wwn as ^ '

g g- ^ . ^-j come up vrith an excellent action
the most realistic and best sim- P .

* Ir^ -Jr f***"*
*"°"^ ronat

^^^^^^,^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ,iu«„ „^.,

ulation that they have made. ^^
*P«

""^^
. .^5"«

example of

First off, let me say that the ^°Pf"^*.^^
literature is

manual of GmiisAi^ reads like a
sutetantiated.

spec sheet and operations manual ™*?'' ^P'^« ™ s'^„®L ^'^^

for the real helicopter. This is just ^^ »1^»^S
*^« ^*' ^". 1"^«

one indication of the incredible ^^ ^ P *y hours on end without

realism connected with Gmnship. f^«J^}^J« ^"^^ y®" ^«^?^«

The optkm^ with the simulatkm f^ '^*"« the dataspaces for

areimmense-Fromachoiceoffive J'rf^nnation. PiMial is truly a
landmark

QUAKE MINUS ONE
MINI|8CAPRC64/I2a

•••%

scenarios to the ability to recog-

nize over 20 different enemy
tanks, weapons and heUcopters,
Gunship goes for the throat in the

""-Sl^^ti'Pf"*''^ .u The terrorist Robot UbcnTtion

«^fTiS[r AkSS?*a!L^ *""«* ^ "»«*^ ^^ Titan

^^^,^^J^^^^^ power sUtkmde^theAtlantfc
combat hehoopterare inany. From Ocean. There used to be five Titan

igatioii, the aamnit of thmgs you now there is only one.
must know horn to do is laiie.

(tf the weapoos at jgyr
arasjascf'Sttided HsUfire

The other four must be captured
destfofad soon, for they are

to tTMHT a tidal

_the Western
thuiMMiii 11 ills thai

101
"^

adventure game that allows you
to move characters through on-

screen rooms in a cave in order

to find the lost Amulet of Immor-
tality to escape the strange world
that has captured you.

The game is entirely joystick-

controlled and allows you many
options and decisions. You happen
upon many monsters in your
quest for the Amulet, so it is good
to vary your strategy accordingly

between combat and magk: spells.

This is where the title comes
from. You have at your disposal

many magk spells in order to

combat your enemies, such as
bats, skdtons and troUs. In tre-

veling through the cave, you also

find many obiects that you can
and will uae in your quest.

The paths through the cave are

tricky and often Ittve yoM going
in circles. There are potions and
apsUa haddea throughout thecave,
so caieSttl expMfation is neoes*

sary. Ultiaiataly, finding the
AaMilst aad rBturaiai to tiM pool

wUh it is fssrtli ai of tha cisrt
ia iWs uaiiM mm. Mmlm #

FiteiiiafyH,1»7aTHCyMXAII0VAila

Entertainment

Calendar

Music
The Spectrum
Broad & Pattison Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2 & 4 — Bon Jovi/Cinderella

The Tower Theater
69th Street

Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 26-27 - The Kinks
Feb. 28 — Stryper

March 6 — Paul Young

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 14 — Dickey Belts Band
Feb. 17 - Exit 27

Feb. 19 — The Faction

Chestnut Cabaret
3801 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Feb. 14 — Bachman Turner Overdrive

Feb. 17 — Stranger to Stranger

Feb. 18 —Joe Sudler's Swing Machine

Feb. 19 — David Bromberg's Big Band

The Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard & Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101
' Feb. 14 — Robert Hazard
Feb. 15 - Metal Wolf

4ft
Nexus
foundation for today's art

2017 Chancellor St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-567-3481

The Holography Show
a group exhibition of holographic art

Feb. 3-28

Comedy

The Comedy Works
126 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

2 15-W-A-C-K-Y-9-7
Feb. 1314 —Jeff Cesario/Kathy Udman
Feb. 20/21 — The AmazingJonathan

Theater

Annenbeiv Center
3680 Wahiut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-563-7537

Feb. 25^ - Just For You

.i*::..^^.
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'Mannequin' leaves audience in stiiper
By ELANA STARR

"Mannequin"
directed by Michael Gottlieb

produced by Art Levinson

20th Century Fox

The ancient story of Pygmalion

is a familiar one. According to the

Greek legend, the sculptor Pyg-

malion created Galatea, an ivory

statue of a women so lovely, he

could not help falling in love with

her. The artist prayed to the gods

to give his creation life, and
Aphrodite, the goddess of love,

granted Pygmalion's wish.

This myth wsis the inspiration

for George Bernard Shaw's play

"Pygamalion" and the eventual

film version, starring Leslie How-
ard and Wendy Hiller. A later

spin-off was the musical "My Fair

Lady," which was turned into the

Oscar-winning movie.

A tired adaptation of the legend

turns up in the new romantic

comedy "Mannequin." In this

contemporary version, Jonathan

Switcher (Andrew McCarthy) is

a sculptor who imbues every job

he takes (he goes through several) •

with a creative flourish. He turns

routine shrubbery trimming into

fashioning topiary animals.

Behind the counter in a pizza

parlor, Jon artistically arranges a

selection of toppings on the rounds

of dough. And in a mannequin'

•factory, he falls in love with the

model (Kim Cattrall) he has pain-

stakingly put together. Once
again, we have "deus ex machi-

na," and the mannequin come to

life, but only for Jonathan.

As one can expect, the young
man entangles with his love

interest — quite literally -- in

compromising situations. This

leads to a plethora of feeble jokes

about Jon and his "dummy."
Brat Packer McCarthy

("Class," "Pretty in Pink") and
Kim Cattrall are credible and
pleasing as the two lovers. How-
evfer, the plot is thin and predic-

table: boy meet "girl," boy losses

"girl" boy gets flesh-and-blood girl

after the requisite chase sequence.

The supporting cast of charac-

ters, are of little help; they are

worn-out stereotypes. There is

Satellites
(Continuedfrom page 24)
dtum line has been recreated

exactly, but with the guitars over-

emphasized, including extra tills,

the vocals are drown^ out.

The major weakness of the

album is the incessant sound

similarity. Every song is made
strictly with the same recipe: a

guitar rhythm line based around

a central solo backed by the basic

drum rock beat. The bass adds

little contribution.

The lyrics are noticeably secon-

dary to the final product, and are

sung with a single tone of voice

.

throughout the record. The final

package is, most definitely, a good

one. However, for the average

. listener, the album will drag on.

What the Georgia Satellites

have produced is some good, old,

,

southern party rock, which serves I

this purpose very well. It is great

to see a band of this type and
caliber finally break into the big

timer even with the record indus-

try emphasis on the top culture

of today. So, after a fine first

album, fans might have a lot to

look forward to from the Georgia
Satellites.

orda
The MaiiUiac't Oaly AhcrMtbc
• Imports & Independent Labels
• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
• Repo Buys Used Records

139 Pnatylvuifai AvcWayacPi

254-0722
, DAEDALUS
[tEOUCAnON

Jon's conniving ex-girlfriend, out

i for^lbod (or in this case, plaster);

the lobotomized security guard
* with an itchy night stick; a one-

dimensional department store

owner (Estelle getty of TV*s
"Golden Giris") who takes Jona-

than under her wing, Jewish-

mother sytle; and Hollywood
Montrose, a gay, black window
dresser.

Anyone who has seen the 1985

movie "Revenge of the Nerds,"

which featured a limp-wristed

collegain named Leroy, is familiar

with this last type. As Hollywood,

Mesach Taylor get most of the

movie's funny bits (which are too

few and far between), but they all

play off of his flagrant homosex-

uality, and this quickly wears
thin.

The movie was shot on location

in Philadelphia; perhaps you can

recall the constant media atten-

tion paid to the filmaking last

year. It is fun to pinpoint familiar

sites: The Art Museum, South

Street and Rittenhouse Square

are prominently featured.

Much of the picture's action

takes place in a department store,

and these scenes were filmed in

.

l^eeMy Top 20

-»»BON JOVI "Living on a Prayer

NEW ORDER "Bizarre Love Triangle"

TIMBUK 3 "Life is Hard"
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beat Box"
DEBBIE HARRY "French Kissing"

LUCY SHOW "A Million Things"
STEVIE RAY VAUGHN "Superstition" y
SAMANTHA FOX "Touch Me" ^

MINISTRY "Revenge"
BILLY BRAGG "Idealok)gy"

GEORGIA SATELUTES "Keep Your Hands To Yourself

MONKEES "Last Train To Clarksville"

PAUL SIMON "Graceland"
ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN "Silver"

B-52'S "Summer of Love"
THE CURE "Let's Go To Bed"
BEASTIE BOYS "Fight For Your Right"

EDDIE MONEY "I Want To Go Back"
JULIAN COPE "World Shut Your Mouth"
BEN E. KING "Stand By Me"

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus -

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1 9, 1 987
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

iTHUNDERBlRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT

John Wanamajker's Center City

store. Although the pseudonym
"Prince & Co. was adopted, it is

unmistakably Wanamalur's. The
wide aisles, ongan loft and balcony,

.which has hosted stars like Bette

Davis, are shown. And, of course,

there are shots of the Golden

Eagle. ,

The kinetic window displays

are spectacular, too. To be honest,

Wanamaker's is the film's real

stellar attraction; if a mundane
store had been used, says Higbee's

in Cleveland. "Mannequin" would
have been even duller.

>

JUST FOR THE RECORD
1 149 Lancastar Av«.

ROSEMONT. PA. 19010
(219) 927-1221 ^

THIS camcnFtCAim BMnTuw

BaUoon Factory

of VUlanova
Say Happy Valentlna's

Day to a Friend or To

That Someone SpeclaL

SpttiiC StaM Rirft:

12Rad,Whlt9andPlnk
B9II00M Plu9 1 Mylar

Message BallOQn

ONLY lu d«iiv«rMi

CALL 964-1 21

7

FOR DETAILS

OnOER NOWl

Ifyou are searching for fulfillment,

w« invite you tojoin ut. We art th«

Cohimban Fathers, CalhoHc mis-

sionary priests, sending the poor

and the mtle ones in twwive Third

Worid countries.

To leam more aboutthe reward-
ing work we do, and your possMe
role in R. please write to: Father

Michael Harrison. Columt>an

Fathers, Box 125, Edgemont,
PA 19028. Naturally, there's no
obVgatioa

CITV STATE »
KHOOUOOUJEOE

1 I

AQE

Hbnmn 12> t9e7 • THEVXAKWAII•Hi^ 27
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VHfanova University

Atiiietic Faciiities

-. -V y.

Schick Super Hoops

Men's 3 on 3 competition
Teams must be registered by Feb.

26. Tournament to be held Feb. 28
and March 1 . Register in either

Intramural Office.

THE vulanovan
RECRUITMENT

MEETING
that was cancelled this

week because of the

power outage will be held

Mon., Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.

in the Villanovan Office,

201 Dougherty Hall.

J8 1728
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JUST FOR THE MCOM).
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The Intramural Department is

looking to start up new sports

next year. Students with ideas are

asked to drop off their sugges-
tions in either the Alumni Gym or

Field House Intramural Office.

Athletic
Indoor Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

ruiming track

temiis court

basketball courts

ATRA
aerobics

(Monday through Friday
4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.)

NevinFieldBouse

basketball courts

Butler Annex

volleyball courts
I

Alumni Gym
basketball court

>

St. Mary's Hall

swimming pool

basketball courts

^

Athletic Facilities

Freeplayand
Open Use Schedule

(Subject to change. Please check the Ivfiyrmatwri Desk.)

* duPont Pavilion includes basket-
ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please call

645-4129.

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are

open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

* * We rely on student lifeguards to

staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office

(Extension 4114) for all intramural

schedule information.

2/13

2/14

2/15

2/16

2/17

2/11

* DUPONT
PAVILION

1)8 a.m. -3 p.m.

6p.m.-10p.m.
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

1)N/A
2)8a.m.-5p.m.

1)7p.m.-10p.m.
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

1)N/A
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

1)8 a.m.

2) 8 a.m.

3 p.m.

•10 p.m.

2/ii

2/20

l/tl

t)8a.m.
^) 8 a.m.

-Noon
10p.m.

1

)

8 a.m.

2) 8 a.m.

•3 p.m.
-10 p.m.

1)8a.m.<
7p.m.-1

2) 8 a.m.-

^3 p m.
0p4n.
-lOa/n.

1)N/A

2t8£m. 10p.m.

•* DUPONT
POOL

8a.m.-3p.m.

Noon-

8 p.m.

Noon-
8 p.m.

8 a.m.

8p.m

8 a.m.

8p.m

8 a.m.

8p.m

8 a.m.

8p.m

8 a.m.

3 p.m.

10 p.m.

3 p.m.

10p.m.

3 p.m.

10 p.m.

NEVIN
FIELD

HOUSE

BUTLER
ANNEX

8a.m. -10p.m.

8 a.m.-Noon
3p.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.-l 1 a.m.

1 p.m.-IOp.m.

8 a.m
Sp.m

-3 p.m.

-10p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 p.m.-IOp.m.

ALUMNI
GYM

8a.m. -10p.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.
8 p.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8 a.m.-l a.m.

Noon-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.
1 p.m. -6 p.m.

8p.m.-10p.m.

ST. MARY'S
GYM

8a.m. -10p.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

3 p.m.

10p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

-3 p.m.

10p.m.

3 p.m.

10 p.m.

3 p.m.

Noon-
Op.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

-3 p.m.

10p.m.

8 a.m.-l Op.m.

8a.ffn.:1 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m.-3p.m.

8a.m.-3p.m.

8t).m.-10p.m.

8«.m.-10a.m.
6p.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m.

8a.m. -10a.m.

Noon-10p.m.

•<Ki

•• ST. MARV'S
POOL

8 a.m.

8 p.m.

Noon-

8 p.m.

Noon-
8 p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

3 p.m.

•10p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

-3 p.m.

-7 p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

•3 p.m.
-7 p.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

6p.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

3 p.m.
•7 p.m.

8 a.m.-

10p.m.

8 a.m.-

10p.m.

8 a.m.-

10p.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.- 10 p.m.

8 a.m.-

10p.m.'

8 a.m.-

8 p.m.

Noon-
8 p.m.
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World marks^ set
By SUSAN GANEM

The Villanova women's track

and field team set two world
records last weekend when they

traveled to the University of

Florida for the Florida Invitation-

^al; one in the 4 x 800-meter relay

and the other in the distance

, medley relay. The former 4 x 800-

meter relay record was set by the

University of Florida in 1986 with

a time of 8:29.35. The Wildcats

shattered that record with 8:25.5,

beating runner-up Penn State by

40 seconds.

The University of Virginia

previously held the distance med-
ley record of 11:19.2, set in 1982.

Villanova's time of 11:00.76 made
the distance medley team the

fastest indoors and the third

fastest of all time.

Coach Marty Stern now has

four world records under his belt

including two former 4 x 800-

meter relay teams. "This has to

be one of the proudest moments
of Villanova track history, and I'm

honored to be a part of it," said

Stern "The women performed as

well as anyone could have expect-

ed them to. This was a weekend
we will never forget."

The 4 x 800-meter relay winning
team was made up of senior Gina
Procaccio (2:05.6); senior Debbie

Grant (2:04.5); sophomore Mi-

chelle DiMuro (2:09.9); and sopho-

more Celeste Halliday (2:05.5).

The winning distance medley

team of Grant (2:06.4); Halliday

(55.5); Procaccio (3:23.9); and
sophomore Vicki Huber (4:34.3)

closed out Villanova's world re-

cord performances for the meet.

Senior Lauren Searby and so-

phomore Kathy Franey finished

first and second in the 1.500-meter

race, both with personal best, and
ECAC and NCAA Championship
qualifying times of 4:21.85 and
4:24.21, respectively. Seniors

Coleen Gallagher and Cassy Brad-

ley recorded personal best times

in the 1,000-meter run with
2:41.21 and 2:51.58, finishing

fourth and fifth, respectively.

Halliday finished second in the

500-meter dash in 1:12.34.

Villanova travels to the Olympic
Invitational on Feb. 14 in E.

Rutherford, NJ.

NfMMn^ frvdr fitilt wtffM

Two world reoordt were set

by the Villanova Women's
track tei^m last weekend at the

Ftorida Invitational.

In the 4 x 800-meter relay,

seniors Debbie Grantand Gina
Procacck> and sophcmiores Ce-
leste Halliday and Michelle
DiMuro finished in a -speedy
time of 8:25.5, breaking the
previous mark of 82935.

P9mmMhmrtAneMnmr$eorkigr9nrd
Senk>r Shelly Pennefother, a

forward on the 1966^ wom-
en's basketball team, is enjoy-

ingone of the best seasons ever
for a Villanova athlete and is

breaking school record^ with
startling frequency;

In last week's victory over
Pittsburgh, Penn^ther scored

25 points raising her career

total to 2,175 and making her

the all-time leading scorer in

Villanova history. Pennefather
passed Keith Herron who
scored 2,170 points for the
Wildcats during his tenure at

Villanova from 1974-78.

On Jan. 21 in a game against
Cheyney, Pennefather became
the all-time women's scoring
leader. Her 20 points lifted her
past ex-Wildcat Nancy Bem-

iefisafi ecUpsn 1,000-polnt mark
Co-captain Harold Jensen

eclipsed the 1,000 point mark
for his Villanova career in a
game against the University of^

Pennsylvania last Tuesday.
The senior guard scored 18

points in Villanova's 71-60

victory over the Quakers giving*

him a total of 1,010 points.

Jensen, who entered the
1986-87 season needing 337

points to reach the illustrious

The distance medley team
also set a world mark with
their time of 11:00.7: Ronnii^
for Villanova in the medley
were Grant, Halliday, DiMuro
and sophomore Vicki Huber.

hardt whose 2,018 points had
kept her atop that category
since 1964.

Earlier this season, Penne-
father broke Lisa Ortlip's wom-
en's career rebounding record

of945 boards. Penndathernow
lias 1,081 career rebounds and
is ranked fifth on 'Nova's all-

time rebounding list

milestone, is averaging a team
leading 15 points per game.

In addition to leading the
Wildcats in scoring, Jensen is

tops in both the free throw and
3-point shot percentiles.

Big East Report (2/8/87)
Sports Quote of

the Week
1 <
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Traek team

qualifies

for NCAA
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

' Villanova men's indoor track

team accomplished what they had
set out to do Feb. 7 in the Georv^
Mason Invitational in Fairfax, Va.

Nova's goal was to get a couple

of relay teams and a few runners

to qualify for the I.C.A.A.A.A.S

(which Villanova has won 19

times) and the NCAAs. And qual-

ify they did. The meet was an
enormous success.

Villanova's Distance Medley
relay was outstanding. They won
the race, beating George Mason,
Virginia and Maryland, and qual-

ified with a time of 9:59.87. The
lead off man was Bruce Harris,

a sophomore, who ran 1,200 me
ters in 3:05.1. Harris was followed

by sophomore Paul O'Regan, who
ran 400 metersIn 49.3. Freshman
HowardJackson, was the third leg

and proceeded to run 800 meters

in 1:53.4. Jan Friedli, the anchor

man, ran 1,600 meters in 4:11.9.

The 1,600-meter relay, which
consisted of Marc Jones (47.8),

Mark Rainey (49.6), Grant Davis

(48.4) and Edwin Modibedi (47.2)

(Me PhaM

Edwin Modebcdi's time of lK)a.65 in the SOO-mcterrace at theGeorge
Mason InviUtkwal in Fairfax, Va. on Fab. 7, qualifiad him for the
I.C.A.A.AA.S

also qualified with a winning time
oi 3:13.02. The Cats beat the likes

of Geoige Mason, St. Augustine
. and Maryland in that relay..

The Cats also qualified people

in the individual competition.

Modibedi qualified by winning the

500-meter race with a time of

1:03.65. Rainey, a freshman, was
.not far behind with a time of

1:04.65, which placed him fourth

for the race.

Friedli also qualified with a

winning time of 1:54.59 in the 8(X)-

meter race. Harris qualified by
running a 2:27.74 in the 1,000-

meter, as did Jones when he
finished in second in the 400-

meter race, with a time of 48.38.

In additkm to our qualifiers in

the I.CAA.AA. and the NCAA,
'Nova qualified in the two-mile

relay. Also, a few individuals

qualified earlier this season.

With the Big East tournament
right around the comer, and the

I.C.AA.A.A. and the NCAA soon
to follow, it certainly appears that

the Wildcats will have excellent

chances to reach great heights in

the near future, adding to great

tradition of Villanova track.

loses fm
By ED DEMSKI

Villanova's youngsand talented

Varsity Ice Hockey team traveled

to Vermont and plaved twogames
against St. Micfuiel s on feb. 7 and
8.

On Feb. 7^ Villanova's sqiiad

suffered a 7-4 \o68 a^nst St.

Michael's. Scoring Villanova's
four goals wereJohn DiFini, Mike
Kearney, Mark Bruno and Scan
Curran. Goalie Geordi Borsari had
an impressive40saves for theday.
On Feb. 8, the fired-upVillanova

team hit the ice with a vengeanoe
and went into the third and final

period trailing St. Michael's by
only two goals. Though the Cats
thought they could pull a victory

home, the young team consisting
ol half freshman made mistakes
that a young and inexperienced
team will, and lost by a score of

8-2.

Curran scored both of those
goals and goalie Mitch Doren had
a superb day with 55 saves. Bob
Ward, Villanova's leading scorer
with 14 goals and 22 assists for

the year, contributed three of

those 22 'assists against St. Mi-

chael's. Also contributing assists

for Villanova were with Curran
two and Kevin Stadtler with one

ptophok^'

SenkM- goalia G«onli Banaii luid
40 Mvca In VHIaiMMra'a 7-4 Um.
agaittft St. Michael's laat
Saturday.

on the trip.

Villanova's overall record is 6-

17, and they haveanECAC South-
em record of 4-10.

St. Michael's is a top ECAC
Northern contender and a tough
team to beat. Much credit should
be given to yiUanoya's ice hockev
team who played on deihand witn
a limited amount of players be-

cause of injuries and a kiss of men
at mid*semester.

In spite of the losses for Villan-

ova last weekend, the team 1^
their tracks, as well as some (4
St. Michael's blood, in Vermont.
Villanova's next game is Feb.

14, 11:45 a.m. at Haverford's
Scatium.
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Afteryou're done with
schoof,you

the haroest lessons in life:

face one (rf

Without experience,

ifstou£^tofletajob.And
without a job, ifstou^ to

get esmenence.
At The\M Street

Journal, >Me recognize that expe-
rience is something vou don't ^

start earning until ana- graduation.
But while you're waiting,we can

give you ah^ start by providii^
some (tf the same competitive
advantagesthat expeneiioe brings.
Rx instance, our wide-rai^ni%

news coverage gives you a dearer
understandii^oftiiev^iioiecomplex
world of business.

Ourtjg^ focused feature re-

pcilwprepfflesyou
specific ambitions—wfaraer in
management, accounting* finance,

technology, mailoeting or small

And our in-depth analysis t

you formulate your ideas in a
diarpar and more persuasive

CaU800-2S7-1200; Ext 1066
or mail the <?oupon~and start your
subscrqitioa^TheVM Street

Journal at student savingsofim
to$48 off the regular subsoQ)-
tionprice.

Tnafsa pretty generous o£kr.

Eq[)ecially when you consider

wnat it actually rqnesents.
'Eiition for tne real wQild. .

rib subscribe, cafl 80O-257-120071

I
Ext 1066 toD-ftee.

Or null to: The Wall Street Journal, SOO 3rd Ave W., Settle,
WAW1I9
D Sendme one yewofTheWUI StreetJournal for 166-41

I»»>im9f$4Scfftktngtikftmb$criftimprit».
uScndmel5weelafor|26. D Rmnent endoaed.
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€oach of tiie Year
Hy JC^IilKNE DEVBREUX

Head tf^m ootdi and director

of the J<in Eleuthere duPont
8wiinmii9.p6ntei\>E^ Gttsz, has
beenchqM as Vaiuiovft's Vak^ty
Chib MaiM the^Year. He wUl be
honored ifith this' award at a
banquet'€«Mar«h28,atColumbia
Station ih'PhOeafxvine, Pa.

Ed Getsz has been with Villan-

ovaJor 34 years, 33 of which he
has Deen h^ coach of the Mea*s
Varsity Swim Team. He first

came to Villanova as the director

of the intramural program, and
remained director for ^ years. It

was in his second year as the
director of. intramurals that he
began the Men's Swim Team.
As head swim coach, Geisz is

considered one of the winningest
coaches ever at Villanova, with an
impressive all-time record of 274-

152-4. In this long and prestimous
career as head swim coach, Geisz
has coached 18 of his swimmers
to all-America status, 46 times on
relays and/or individual events.

Geisz's coachinghas also helped
three of his former captains make
Olympic teams. Among them
were Tom Aretz and O&f Von-
Schilling who were members of

the West German Olympic team
in 1972; and John Fitzgerald who
was a U.S. Olympic participant in

the Pentathlon in the '68. '72 and
76 Olympics.
Geisz is also noted for coaching

Dick McDonough, who was a
NGAA champion in 1963 in the
200-yard butterfly event.

Geisz's dedication as a coach
has also won him numerous
awards from respected origaniza-

tions in the coaching world. From
the College Coaches Assodatkm
he has received the Master Coach
Award and the Distinguished
Coach Award, as well as three
service awards for 15, 25, and 30
years of coaching.

He was inducted into the Pen-
nsylvania Hall of Fame in 1973 for

his accomplishments not only as
a coach but as a swimmer. In 1975
he was inducted in the Villanova
University Hall of Fame.
According to Jim DeLorenzo,

assistant to the director 6i Sports
Information, who has known
Geisz for five years as both a
student and staff member,
"Whether through swimming or
intramurals, Ed's programs and
enthusiasm have touched a lot of

students who may have never
encountered anyone else in the
athletic department. His tremend-
ous influence on students
throughout the years has earned
him much respect among both
alumni and students." _

WANTED WANTED WANTED
Party People to SaiO 46 Ft. Yacbt to Baliaiiia

Sufimmima — SnorkeUns— OMms— SaiBma
and the WUde9i Party Ever

7 Days Inolucfling All MMla . . . ONLY ^395 par paraon
CALL OZ YACHT CHARTERSp LAUDERDALE

(305) 563-0202 Anytlma

Athlete

of the

Week

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM

The Villanova women's basketball team's two
wins over St. John's and Pittsburgh last week helped
the squad break into the Associated Press (AP) Top
20. The Wildcats are now 20-2 and are ranked 20th
in AP's weekly poll. .

The top five teams in this week's poll are Texas,
Rutgers, Auburn, Mississippi and Louisiana Tech.
Also in the Top 20 are the Georgia Lady Bulldogs,
who are ranked number nine. G^rgia was the last
team to defeat Villanova, when they beat the Wildcats
71-€0on Dec. 28.

Since their k)ss to the Lady Bulldogs, Villanova
has won 14 straight games and has led the Big East
with a 12-0 conference record.

rabidity IS, lity •

(lltopholo)

Ed Geisz, Villimova't head •wim
coach fiM' the past 33 years, was
recentlychosen as the Villanova's
Varsity Qnb Man ol the Year.

«

Ed Geisz was also one of two
coaches who helped John du Pont
with his atjiletic career, the other

being Jumbo Elliot. "In many
ways Ed's 6iendship's with John
du Pont hdped du Pont become
interested in Villanova," said

DeLorenzo.
the Varsity Club Man of the

YearAward is indeed a prestigious

award that is given out once every
couple of years to a member of the

Villanova athletic community
whose outstanding contribution

to Villanova is an inspiration to

all. Other recipients include Jum-
bo Elliot, Jake Nevin, Art Mahan,
Alex Bell, Jack Kraft and Al
Severance.

By JOANNE DBVBREUX

The resilence of the men'sswim
team was proven this weekend as
they came off their three-meet
losing streaky crushing George-
town in the final contest of their

regular season. The Wildcats
defeated Georgetown overwhelm-
ingly with a score of 73-30.

The Villanova swimmers re-

vealed the depth of their talent as
Villanova chalked up firsts in all

but one event. In the 400-yard
medley relay, Jerry Quinn, Tim
Truax, Doug Cambum and Lou
Dearstyne came in first with a

time of 3:36.67.

Chris Craft was one of three

double winners who placed first

in the 100-yard butterfly, with a

time of 50.94,'and first in the 200-

yard freestyle at 1:41.12. Truax
won the 20()-yard IM clocking in

at 2:02.35 and the 100-yard breast-

stroke with a time of 59.47.

Dearstyne, the other double
winner, won the 100-yard frees-

tyle with a time of 47.65, and the
50-yard freestyle, coming in at

22.38.

Bob MacDonald, a diver, had an
exceptional performance against
the Georgetown divers, scoring

317.78 and qualifying for the
NCAAs. In the three-meter event,

MacDonald scored 359.25, setting

a new duPont pool record.

Although the Wildcats won all

of their relays during the meet.

they fell to the vengeance of the

Georgetown swimmers in the
traditional Villanova-Georgetown
post-meet relays. These varied

relays are part of an informal

reception hosted by theswimmers
for Georgetown which test their

out-of-pool talents. According to

Quinn, Georgetown has dominat-
ed these consumptive relays for

the past three years.

The swim team is now concen-
trating on preparation for the Big
East championship which is Feb.

18-21 at the University of Pitts-

buigh. Within the Big East, Pitt

will be the biggest challenge to the

fortitude of the Villanova
swimmers. Almost capturing the
Big East title in the last two years,

Villanova fell to Pittsburgh, both
years, by only marginal scores.

The personality, character and
leadership of this year's captains,

Keith Donohoe and Quinn, have
been significant factors contribut-

ing to the success of this year's

team, and the team's final record

of 10-5. Their comments about the

upcoming Big East Championship
reveal their strategic way of

leading the team to prepare for

this meet, mentally as well as
physically, in an effort to thwart
the pressure. According to Dono-
hoe, "We have, without a doubt,

one of the finest teams in history,

and therefore, this year Villanova

has the best shot at making this

the year that Pitt falls."
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The Villanova woncn't track

and field taam set two worM
reconto litt weekend when they
traveled to the Univeraity of

Fkirida for the Florida Inviution-

^al: one in the 4 x SOD-meter relay

and the other in the distance

Mdley relay. The former 4 x 800-

meter relay record was eet hy the

University of Ftohda in 1966 with
a time of 8:2935. The WUdcats
shattered that record with 825.5.

beating runner-up Penn State by
40 seconds.

The University of Virginia

previouaiy hekl the dntance med-
ley record of 11:19.2. set in 1962.

Villanova's time of 1 1K)0.76 made
the distance medley team the
fastest indoors and the third

fastest of all time.

Coach Marty Stem now has
four worid records under his belt

iiKluding two former 4 x 800-

meter relay teams. 'This has to

be one of the proudest moments
of Villanova track history, and I'm

honored to be a part of it." said

Stem "The women performed as

well as anyone couM have expect-

'"W

ed them to. This was a weekend
Will nvwr niipKt.

The4X800«Mlcrrelay winning
vaa BMie up ol senior Ohia

Piticaocm CtOMy. maw Debbie

Grant (2:04.5); sophomore Mi-

chelle DIMuro (2K».9); and sopho-

more Celeste Halliday (2K)5.5).

The winning distance medley
team of Grant (2H)6.4); HalUday

(55.5); Procaccio (3:23.9); and
sophoBfiore VKki Huber (4:34.3)

cloaed out Villanova's work! re-

cord performances for the meet.

Senior Lauren Searby and so-

phomore Kathy Franey finished

first and second in the 1.500-meter

race, both with personal best, and
ECAC and NCAA Championship
qualifying times of 421.85 and
4:24.21. respectively. Seniors

Coleen Gallagher and Cassy Brad-

ley recorded personal best times

in the 1.000-meter run with
2:41.21 and 2:51.58. finishing

fourth and fifth, respectively.

Halliday finished second in the

500-meter dash in 1:12.34.

VillaiMva travels to the Olympic
Invitational on Feb. 14 in E.

Rutherford. NJ.

Two woridieoords wok set

by the Villanova WoflMa*8
track team laat weekend at the

Florida InvitatioruU.

In the 4 X 800-meter relay,

Seiuor Shelly Fennetether, a
forward on the 1966«7 woan-
en's basketball team, is eivey-

ingone of the best seasons ever
for a Vilhuiova athlete and is

breaking school record^ with
startling frequency.

hi last week's victory over
Pittsburgh. Fennefather scored
25 points raising her career

toUl to 2,175 and making her

» t»llllr
Co-captain Harold Jensen

eclipsed the 1.000 point mark
for his Villanova career in a
game against the University of

Pennsylvania last Tuesday.
The senior guard scored 18

Gina
Ce-

leafee BMiaj and Michelle
DiMoro finishBd in a speedy
time of 8255, breaking the
previous mark of 82935.

the all-tiae leading scorer in

Villanoiva hialory. Pennefiather
paaaed Keith Herron who
scored 2.170 points for the
Wildcats during his tenure at

Villanova from 1974-78.

On Jan. 21 in a game against
Cheyney. Penne&ther became
the all-time women's scoring
leader. Her 20 points lifted her
past ex-Wikkait Nancy Bern-

points in Villanova's 71-60

victory over the Quakers giving'

him a total of 1.010 points.

Jensen, who entered the
1986-87 season needing 337
points to reach the illustrious

The distance medley team
alao set a worM mark with
their time ol IIHW.?. Rimaii^
for Villanova in the medley
were Grant. Hailklay, DiMuix)
and sophomore VkJu Huber.

hardt whose 2,018 points had
kept her atop that category
since 1964.

Earlier this season, Penne-
father broke Lisa Ortlip's wom-
en's career reboundmg record
of945 boards. Penndathernow
Ims 1,081 career rebounds and
is ranked fifth on 'Nova's all-

time rebounding list

milestone, is averaging a team
leading 15 points per game.

In addition to leading the
Wikk»ts in scoring, Jensen is

tops in both the free throw and
3-point shot percentages.

Big East Report (2/8/87)
Sports Quote of

the Week
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Wt are right where we are.

JERRY QUINN
|

In a comment on how the
men's swim team stands

just two weeks prior to the

Big East (Championships
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TimIl team

qualifies

for NCAA
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Villanova men's indoor track

team accomplished what they had
set out to do Feb. 7 in the George

Mason Invitational in Fairfax, Va.

Nova's goal was to get a couple

of relay teams and a few runners

to qualify for the I.C.A.A.AA.S

(which Villanova has won 19

times) and the NCAAs. And qual-

ify they did. The meet was an
enormous success.

Villanova's Distance Medley
relay was outstanding. They won
the race, beating Geoige Mason,
Virginia and Maryland, and qual-

ified with a time of 9:59.87. The
lead off man was Bruce Harris,

a sophomore, who ran 1,200 me-
ters in 3:05. 1. Harris was followed

by sophomore Paul O'Regan, who
ran 400 meters In 49.3. Freshman
HowardJackson, was the third leg

and pro^eded to run 800 meters

in 1:53.4. Jan Friedli, the anchor
man, ran 1,600 meters in 4:11.9.

The 1,600-meter relay, which
consisted of Marc Jones (47.8),

Mark Rainey (49.6), Grant Davis

(48.4) and Edwin Modibedi (47.2)
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Wildcats fall to 13-I0
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

In the wake of a tough win over

Boston College just a few days

before, the Wildcats invited the

Pittsburgh Panthers into their

lair to try and upset the 10th-

ranked team in the nation.

Things started well for the

Wildcats as Demetreus Gore

fouled Doug West, sending West

to the line where he made one of

two. West then made a follow shot

underneath to push the Wildcats

to an early 3-0 lead.

The game seesawed back and

forth with three lead changes and
two ties in the next five minutes

of the contest. With 10:57 left in

the first half Charles Smith took

a feed from Mike Goodson and
slammed it home to put Pitt up
by three. Wyatt Maker theft fouled

Smith, sending him to the charity

stripe for a one-and-one. Smith

sent both through the hoop and
increased the Panther lead yet

again.

Harold Jensen broke the Panth-
er scoring string with a 22-foot 3-

pointer from the right side of the

key. The Panthers answered with
a 6-2 scoring spurt to put the score

at 20-14.

Sophomore Kenny Wilson hit 6
out of Vtllan6MA.'»4i^'^^ii(Kiitts«

but Villanova failed to move any
closer and the teams went into the

locker room Pittsburgh 30, Villan-

ova 24.

Pitt came out of the halftime

break and ran the score up to 36-

27 and Villanova called its first

time out of Jthe second half.

The 30-second conference

helped the Wildcats as they soared

into a 10-point run and took the

lead 37-36.

The run came in care of Jensen game ended, final score: Gaorg»>

who threw in two 3-pointer8, both town 89, Villanova 86.

from 22 feet out. Mark Plansky _„„ _, . . ,

and West chimed in fortwo apiece ViUanova, Univeraity of

to round out the run. Pennaylvama

Pitt wad not finished yet as they

put together an 1 14 run and went
ahead by five, 46-41. West an-

swered that run with a IS-foot

jumper from the right skie. Wilson

drove down the left sideand threw
up a 12-foot jumper to put the

score at 47-45.

The Panthers took the score to

57-50 until West quieted them

down with a 15-footer. West
followed up those two points with

two more to bring the score to 57-

54. Plansky then fouled Smith to

put him on the line where he made
one of two. Jensen hit a 3-pointer

to end the Wildcat scoring for the

game.

Villanova, Georgetown

The Wildcats came out against

Georgetown with hopes of the Big

East title still in their eyes.

Villanova hung with the Hoyas
through the first half, never going

down by more than seven points

at any time.

Plansky and West led the Wild-

cat first half attack with 12 points

and 10 pointa respectively. Jensen
chipped in six from the floor and

for theVillanova Wildailts.

In the second half Villanova

actuafiy outscored the Hoyas, 46-

45, but it was not enough to win
as they came up short by three.

Plansky and West teamed up to

hit 45 of the Wildcats 86 points.

The tandem also led for rebounds
with 8 apiece. Jensen totalled 19

and Wilson chipped in 10 before

retiring with five fouls. And the

The Wikkata next took on a

member of the Big Five as Penn

invited the Wildcats to the Pales-

tra. Penn was fired up for the

match as they shot out to a lead

and kept it all the way through

the first half

.

The Wildcats played some skip-

py basketball and went into the

locker room down by seven, 41-

34.

The second half was a slightly

different story as the more talent-

ed Wildcats overpowered the

Quakers and took the game away.

The turning point of the ball-

game came with 13:57 left. This
is when the Wildcats went on a
10 point tear and surged into the

lead. Massey threw in 6 points

during the run: 4 from the fkwr
and 2 from the line.

Penn never recovered. Plansky,

Wilson andJensen drove the score

to 57-52 at the 8'.22 mark. Then
it came. Proof that there was a
God. Villanova was running the

fast break; Kenny Wilson ran
<dpwn the left sideand tofteda pass

up in^thajor. way too high. Gary
fTiiiiWBSlliytoto the air ttke

no one has done before, dhoulders*

above the rim, Masseygraspedlhe'
ball with one hand and broiii^
it through the hoop with a thund-

erous slam.

The Wildcats continued their

attack and time expired with the

Wildcats ahead, 71-60.

The Wildcats will take on Con-

necticut and Syracuse at home
and then will travel a few bkcks
away to take on their Big Five

arch rival St. Joe's on Thursday.

Cats claw Pitt ; Derail Express
By JOHN G. RICCO

The women's basketball team
went undefeated again last week
with back-to-back Big East victo-

ries over Pittsburgh and St.

John's. The two wins give the

Wikkats a phenomenal 20-2 over-

all record, 12-0 in the Big East.

VILLANOVA 79,

PITTSBURGH.56

Last Wednesday night Villano-

va hosted the Pittsburgh Lady
Panthers in the duPont Pavilion.

It was a classic David-and-Goliath-

type matchup, as the mighty
Wildcats took on a Pittsburgh
club which was seeking its first

Big East victory of the season.

With point guard Lynn Tighe
sidelined with the flu, an upset
kwked possible but backup Helen
Koskinen stepped in and did a fine

job. The freshman perfonned well

in her first start for Villanova,

finishing with eight points and
four steals.

upset had vanished.

The Wildcats continued to over-

power the Lady Panthers' man-to-

man dciense in the second half,

and cruised to an easy 79-56 win.

Senior Shelly Pennefather
played superbly once again, scor-

ing 25 points and pulling down 12

rebounds. Guard Karen Hargadon
pumped in 14 points and dished

out 11 assists.

VILLANOVA 66,
ST JOHN'S 50

On Saturday, the St. John's
Express rolled into Villanova and
became the Wikkrats' 14th consec-
utive victim. 'Nova hdd the Ex-
press to just 32 percent shooting
in the first half, buikiiiig up a 38-

21 lead at halftime.

Though Vilbnova was out-
scored by a point in the second
half, their lead was never in
jeopardy and they coasted on to

a 66-50 victory.

'Nova jumped out to an early Pennefather ladaU scorers with
lead over the LMly Panthers, 21
scoring the fnwt sis psisls, asd
they never laaiisd haok. tj half-

tiBM, the Wiicali wmt up by 14 in dMMs fjpiin tearkm 12 md
md Pltlihiiigh*s 4mmm d an IOh

(PImIu by Nuoss)

Freshnuui forward/center Rodacy Tajripr has tfgmm^ from early
season iiiiuries to give Vlisaova ncsdi||lstiifn<lhiS|ds.

^tHifr ill rfi ^.^.

By^ STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

In the wake of the triumph over Australia and- the

reacquisition of the America's cup, the ViUanovan sports staff

went over the turbulent sea of telephone wires to find where

all of this frivolity started. Here is the result.

In 1848, an Englishman by thenameof Robert Garrard crafted

a 27-inch, sterling silver cup weighing 134 ounces. The ori^nal

cup was called the Hundred Guinea Cup.

The first race, in the year. 1851, was sponsored by the Royal

Yacht Squadron of Great Britain. The winner of the race around

the Isle of Wight would take the illustrious silver trophy home
with them. The United Statesentered the boat named "America,"

which won the race and brought the cup home.

In 1857, the cup was given to the New York Yacht Club

and renamed the "America's Cup" after the very schooner that

won the race.

The year 1870 roiled around and the United States for the

first time invited foreign powers to their home waters and

successfully defended their prize.

In 19S8, thecup itself was changed to incorporate a nameplate

whid^ would dispkay the names of the winning ships. Ths haae

on which the nameplate was mounted is sterling silver, 7-inches-

tall, and was made by Tiffany's of New York. Another baae

was added later, which is made ol wood and sUnds 1-indi-high.

The cup was suooessfuBy defended 24 times around the 24-

mile course in Newport, Ri.
In 1963, the kmgBH reign of any one country over a single

sport, 132 years, caaw to an end as Austraha stole the Cttpaaray

from Demns . Ceaolir aad crew. Hofwevcr, the **Stvi aad
Stripes" would net dk. Deunis Camkr aai amm mki to

the wichatf walsfs of AuatraKa and loak hack what ia H^MfttOy

oun - the "America's Cup.**

f -JAt'^i^d^^ -.-x^JiiaatL LAi;^^:La.ifiimUi
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Opinkms voiced

on coed housing
By JOHANNE C. SHARP

Student Government has been
conducting a student survey about
a Villanova coed housing option

this week, according to Joe All-

man, Student Government
president.

The purpose of the survey is to

"get the feedback of the students

and find out the student feelings

about this issue. We don't want
to make any guesses [when we
talk to administration]," said

Allman.

Student Government hopes to

receive at least 400 responses,

although they plan to contact

many more students in the ran-

dom phone survey, said Allman.

Stephen Flanagan, chairperson

of theatudent caucus and Univer-

sity College senator, feels, "All the

mea.iirill favor it, and I would
guMi a migority of the women
^mf% ""tba There should definitely

^ - '>-- >*

^_- hopes parents and
uumnt will favor a ooeitl housing
o^lioil. *1Iweeqjlain theratkmale

women, and women have a civ-

ilizing effect on men," he said.

According to Flanagan, "St.

Mary's Hall would be pretty easy

to change over, and Good Counsel

Hall was built for it."

Most students questioned fa-

vored a coed housing option for

Villanova.

Freshman honors major Noef
Falco said, "I feel it is a necessary

experience in life. Since college is

supposed to be gearing you for the

real world, you should not be

denied such a valuable experience

to prepare yourself for social

interaction later on."

When asked how her parents

would respond, Falco indicated,

"most of the colleges that I looked

at had coed housing. My father

prefers coed dorms because the

guys that would live there will

become brothers and tend to

protect the girls."

"Coed housing at Villanova

would be the civilizing factor

everyone needa. My parenta actu-

ally wondered why VlUanova did

not have any coed housing," Phil

Kousoubfif« a aophomore bioiapr

Pennefatlier scores 2,000

'MIK.lWt *»*<' '^^'T.JB^'

(Photo by Stadtter)

Shelly Pennefather, pictured here hokUng the baaketban with aome of her teammatea,
waa recently honored for becoming the aU-tlme leading Villanova baaketban acorer
lor both men and women. She hit the 2»000«polnt mark at the Villanova-^h^lii^ Eall

I

acfioiismeasured
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

Student Government was char-

actoised as ''very active" by the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.SA. dean

of students, in an interview this

week.
Indeed* all of the issues which

Joe Allman, Student Government
presklent, said that "a reformed

student government could tackle"

in April 1966 have been worked
on to variaus degrees.

The flonremment's efforts have

ranged in intensity. It won a

victory in the University Senate
on the Fall Break issue, and haa

"done an extraordinarily fine job

in initiating improved relations

with surrounding neighbor-

hoods," according to Dr. Richard

A. Nerille, vice president for

Student Life.

However, it has not produced an

official projwsal for an alternate

meal plan. Allman said on April

18, 1986, "We vnll immecfiately

start workiDig on an alternative

meal p&ufi.^*

Student Government has fo-

cused on a variety of issues, as

is characterized by the number of

committees which have been
formed to deal with various
issues.

External affairs

One of the main issues of the

external affairs committee is the

improvement of relations with the

University's neighbors. Stack
commented that Phil Brach, secre-

tary, of external affairs, has
"helped people to sit down and
talk about problems [between

ViUisova and its neighbors]."

The committee has set up meet-

ings and forums for neighboring

residents of the University in an
eff6rt to improve relations. Also,

Brach said that the committee

will hok) on-campus meetings
with neighbors once a semester.

In addition, Neville stated that

students have been attending

kxral township meetings.

Brach said that a "town-and-

gown" committee has been creat-

ed. Its participants include town
managers and civic association

members from Radnor, Upper
Merion, Lower Merion and Haver-

ford, and Villanova representa-

tives Brach. Neville, Stack and

Eugene J. Ruane, director of

Public Rc^tions.
Allman sUted that the "results"

of Student Government's work on
this issue will be released in the

near future. Mike McGinnis, vice

president of Student Government,
similarly alluded to the disclosure

<tf "details of the 'Brach initiative'

in the near future."

External affairs has also

worked on demanding the instal-

lation of a left-turn signal on
Lancaster and Ithan avenues.
Brach stated that Radnor Town-

(Continued on page 4)

(Photo by Corcoran)

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, stated this

week, "Student Government has
. been very active and does a good
Job getting people involved.**

VManova affects Radnor's grants
By NOEL E.

;Althou^ 80.2 percent of the

conummity block in which Villa-

nova University is kxrated is of

to-aaoderste average income, it is

not eligible for a block grant due
to the aasaeaa of the University,

Carol MMack of the Delaware
Caiaty PlMBing Coeunittee said

this

group's eligibility.

Murdock said this policy is in

.its 13th year, although it has been
a written rule "onlv for this

coming year t>f funds.'

In 19^, the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment hanided out community
SBlrQOpOIBDl DBEK ^amOKM VO KBQ*
nor Towtt^up becauae "each

who is alao

the U.S.

average and bring it way down . .

.

Radnor thus gets 'up-front eligi-

biUty' from a census fluke and, for

a change, has a reason to be
financially grateful to its college

population."

Murdock said of this, "The
federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development gives a

(Continued on page 4)
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Senate
meeting
previewed
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

The University Senate meeting,
scheduled for today at 4 p.m. in

the West Lounge of Dougherty
Hall, will discuss topics dealing

with academic affairs, tuition and
the budget.

Motions concerning the aca-

demic policies at Villanova involve

three proposals. The first con-

cerns a resolution to guarantee a

65-day academic semester.

According to Dr. Angelo Armen-
ti, "This (proposed guarantee] is

to prevent the further erosion of

the academic calendar."

The second motion, made by
sophomore Kristin Switala, con-

cerns one mandatory reading day
and, if possible, two reading days

a semester. Switala stated, "At
least one reading day is needed to

allow for, assimilation of new
material."

The third motion involves a

change in the grading system. Dr.

Harry R. Strack, political science

professor, proposed guidelines for

the definition of grades. Strack

stated that under the new pro-

proMd, "While composing their

grading criteria, faculty will

seriously consider the official

University grading definition

guidelines and will incorporate

them as applicable to their

Aaather motion proposes a

chaafe in the gradini system to

mohide A— . R* and C— onadta.
Ahfia A. Chor. tea al theCoiw
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Wearethebody repreaenting students
in every facet of student life—on tuition

increases. Fall Break, parking problems
~ to the faculty and administration. We
now need Villanovans to continue the
work. Students are welcome to run for

Student Government's presidential and
senatorial positions for the 1987-88

school year. Our first candidates'
meeting (mandatory) is Afarch 2 from
7-9 p.m. in the West Lounge.
For more info, leave mail for Gene

Linkmeyer or John Sweeney in 201
Dougherty (x7203).

Coll«««
.J. .7

S«rl«t

Fi^erico Fellini's autobiographical

account of escapism and fantasy, will

be presented in the C.C. Cinema this

week. It will be showing Feb. 22 at 3:30

p.m. and 7 p.m. and Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $1.50 for students and
senior citizens and $3.00 for the general

public.

A discussion, "The Filmmaker's
Search For Self," led by Brother Gerard
Molyneaux of La Salle University, will

follow the Monday evening show.

NIC Retreat
There will be a brief meeting for all

those interested in volunteering for the

next Handicapped Encounter Christ

(HEC) retreat on Monday, Feb. 23, at

5 p.m. in the office of Campus Ministry,

St. Rita's Hall basement. HEC is a

volunteer organization that offers

retreat opportunities for severely dis-

abled individuals .in our area who
cannot otherwise atliei^ such retreats.

Much!|ieip i& needet^ ;^:^

The College Republkans will hold the
annual offkers' reoraanisatkm at their

next meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 25 at

3:30 in the North Lounge in Dougherty
Hall. A local township commissioner
will speak on students' rights in the

community and housing laws. All are

invited to attend.

BcillpOBDay
Balloon Day is coming! Rise to the

occasion! The first general meeting will

be Feb. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Day Hop.
Everyone welcome!

Poetry lleadhig

The department of English and the

Irish Studies Program of Villanova

University invite the public to a poetry

reading by Seamus Heaney of Ireland.

It will be held on Feb. 26 at 8 p.m. in

Rm. 29 of the Law School.

PMIesephy
Speaker

•

On Feb. 23 at 8 p.m. there will be a

speaker on symbols of good and evil in

myths, sponsored by the religious

studies and the foreign languages
departments. Meet at the Connelly
Center in the Bryn Mawr Room. Bnng
yourfciends. ^^

Voluiyttfertriieadedf fir taipHng:' the
word ia out that ViUaninra atudentfi

respond flenerouily as tutors. Now that

our Slei^tofi tMno^ram is underway we
have a new request fpc tutors of
dependent girls in a group home. They
are ages 13-14 and need tutoring in

English, history and math, hopefully on
Monday or Tuesday afternoons or
evenings. Will you contact us imme^
diately if you would like to help them?
Thanks. Social Actkm's Project Sun-
shine, 121 Tolentine, 6454079.Wewant
to start next week, so please contact us
right a^y.

Asseckrtlea eff

Chairperson positions areopen for the
Association of Commuting Students.

Any interested underclassman commu-
ter can pick them up in 215 Dougherty.
They are due by 5 p.m., Feb. 27. This
is a great opportunity to get involved!

Chest Cleb
The Chess Club will meet Feb. 25,

in Bartley 105B at 3:30 p.m. New
members are welcome.

Hewsiiig
Assistance available for off-campus

housing spring and fall semester 19B7.

Contact Father Farsaci, advisor foroff^

campus residents in 207 £)ougherty.

J'hone: 645-720a

».'
Ir*-

: There will be a isaeting in 'the

JCqnndly Center Cinema from 12:45 —
1;15 p^m: on M^2^ We will beelsptiM
officers for ftdt^ yearV ; board knd
discussing funtfrafsers, oonvi^tion^d
the health fair.

Cothflk Paltli

iaqvlry

A' discussion group for Catholic
students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-Catholic
students interested in learning s^bout

the church. Bring your friend^ —
Conducted by Fr. Ray Jackson every
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. in Campus Ministry
Center, St. Rita's HalL

CeomwHiccrtieH

ArtsMc^er

The chairman's reception for com-
munication arts majors wiH be Monday, •

Feb. 23 at 7 p.m. in the Villanova Room.
Your comments and suggestions will

make a valuable contribution to advanc-
ing the department's objectives and
goals. Refreshments will be served.

Sunshine Day
Will you help make Sunshine Day a^

success by going without lua^h o"-
March 4? Sign up now in 121 Tctentine^
to say you will skip lunch that day. Two
dollars will go toward prizes and fun
forthe kidsvisitingeanipuson Simshine
Day, Which will be April 11 this year.
Thanks. ^i^;>.!;-

f^bnmt n> tii» • THi vaiimavAw ygs »
-'•es

WE ALSO HAVE THESE FINE PRODUCTS
• Country Life Peanut duller • Aloe Vera Products

• Natures Way Herb Capsule • Craclw*: AKMAK
• Ptetas: Elbows. SheU. SpagMti. Flats. Alphabets • Ronwn MealA ScsvneCr

Mill Creek Shampoo 18 oz f2.99

Corrs Natural Soda 12 or ^ .6^0 ea.
•V.

,

Oats - Quick, Regular, Thick ^ ' .39 lo.

Popcorn - White Or Yellow ^ .39 lb.

Sorrell Ridge Conserves ^2.79 ea.
(Bluebenv. Raspberry, Cranberry) 10 oz.

Granolas ^1.49 lb.
Apple Natural Swiss, Almond Delicious

I
PURE MAPLE SYRUP I WJW |

Puft Clow <^ WHdflowMr j
WTTN

jOr^AjejOqU^^^^

I ""CTFTBAaicETsTlT'^fwrr F^
I FilM With Natural TcMtt

jJ,?£-! ^ ^J^Hy^J^^^S^'^ .iGOUm
_^

Iffl^^lA Natural Altamatlva Swaftl"'?!^

"""ioi'DISCOlJNTAirn ^ I. 10% DISCOUNT All
I !i!2S ! Natural Foods Coold>ook

I HartM ft Taas In Bulk l^umJ 5(MiEa. LlmH 2

!Td%oi7RaMnt,'w7nut8,| |^ iJtoi!iiS^!SucT!iMira^
! Almoffida, Catliaws, ! TINS { Tei>HMu.i^^«Hi»>iw«i

I SoMilsti Peanuta iCOUfON

!

TiadltkHiai wadlclnal

TW8
ctuiNiN

WITN
THIS

Spanlsli Paanuta ^j"*'^ Taat$2J6 |Cronw

Halp
WaHt«d
WITH GAR

By SIOBHAN A. RODBR

* RidiiorP6UosC|M Maurice L.

HeimMr aiid Towinahlp Solicitor

Eilgenc H. Evans aanounoed to

the Radnor Township Board d'
Conunissionert recently that

thc^ ia M)f enough legal evulenoe

to proceed in the attempt to ck)ee

doffpn the Smokey Joe s Restau-

rant and Bar in Wayne, aocoiding

to both the Main Mne Times and
the Suburhan and Wayne Times.

Evans was asked to present

evidaiqp to the Delaware County
District Attorney's Office for the

purpose ol dosing down Smokey
Joe's for one year. In response to

recent complaints made about the

establishmentby itsLoueUa Court
neighbors, theoommdsionershad
requested the police and Evans to

accumulate affidavits, reports

and statements from Loueila

Court and other surrounding-area
residents about Smokey Joe's.

Evidence gathered pertains to

disorderly conduct, underage
drinking, noise disturbances,

urination, illegal parking and
vandalism at and around the

Smokey Joe's site.

There were 26 counts of disor-

'•Baraad Rcstaunuit I

deriy conduct, 13counts pf under-
age drinking, one case ol noise
disturbance, three counts of open-

. container violations, two counts
of vandalism and 14 counts of

parking tickets involving the
Smokey Joe's establishment

Three raids — two of which
occurred in December 1986 —
have been conducted by Radnor
police and the Pennsylvania Li-

quor Control Board (LCB) at
Smokey Joe's. The raids resulted

in 23 citations for underage
drinking.

Hennessy reported, though,
that there have been no misde-
meanorsandno fekmies connected
with Smokey Joe's.

Because there have been no
serious crimes related to the
establishment, Evans has con-

cluded that the township does not
have a valid basis for asking for

a court-ordered ctosing of Smokey
Joe's as a public nuisance.

Reminding the board that the

Lancaster Avenue area is zoned
for commercial use, Evans sakl,

"Smokey Joe's is a legitimate

commercial use. I don t think
there's much more the township
can do at this juncture."

Hennessy reported that the
SnK^cey Joe's owners have hired

an off-duty police officer to patrol

their property Thursday, Friday

and Saturday nights. Radnor
police conduct regular patrols

Thursdays and Fridays from 1:15-

2:15 a.m. On Friday and Saturday
evenings, plain-dothes detectives

have been sent to the site.

One LoueUa Court resident,

Charles Parker, said that he could
provide a list (rf Loueila Court
residents who do not agree with
the group protesting against Smo-
key Joe's.

"Other areas of the township
are not getting the protection they
deserve," Radnor Sgt. Luther
Leighton said.

rive at Villaoava
one ooold^go to &>ttth Street,

annt^i^9ibPng^*^ilNtiMMWi
event hekl Muntekendit V^-

<me

The game was foUowed by
0f w^^^^^^^j

nova,wail
according to

tration dudiperson. Siblii^Week-
end was sponsored by the Yilla-

nova Union and run by chanper-
sons David Fedor and Amy Piek.

The weekend began Friday
night with the registration of

students' siblings who were stay-

ing for the weel^d. At this time,

each sibling received his or her

tickets^for the weekend and sou-

venirs which consisted of a shirt,

cup and no^ bafl with the Villa-

nova logo.

Piek stated there had been a
slight problem with the basketball
tidcets. Beaiuse of a calculation

error, tickets hadi)een oversoki by
14. By the time of the game,
however, all who had punjiased

tickets receivedthem.

Activities for Friday night con-

sisted of two showings of the

movie "E.T." and a carnival in the
BeQe Air Terrace. The carnival

featured small games with prizes,

as well as a Jugi^, mime and
musician. In addition to this, a
caricaturist was present during
the entire eveidng.

Saturday besui with late reg-

istnttlMi for mings who didnot
coaie Frid«revening, and a break-

fut in tlHLDay Hop. Less than the

expected amount appeared at

btcaklMl. but Piek attribited the

amall tiiraoot to 4« fact that

peepledki notwanttofst upearly^
Cartnona were shown in the West
Lottnfs during the breakfast

At aeett, lias busloads ol stu-

kit for a day
d

The movie "E.T." was shown
again on Saturday. A p^ rally

was held in Butler Annex in

preparation for Saturday nifi^t's

men's basketballgame against the

University of Connecticut. Roland
V. Massimino, head coach of

men's basketball team, delivered

a speech, and the basketball
players themselves were on hand
to greet siblings and answer
questions. Piek noted there was
a good turnout for this event.

Picnic fare was served at the

dinner buffet, which began at 5:30

p.m. and lasted nntil 7 p.m. in the

Villanova Room, pie meal was
served in twp shins. During the

break between shifts, the ViUa-
novaDanceEnsembleand Singers
performed.

lieves the (uuioe ^Mjoa^dt thi^

best events of the weekend. The
music was very good, and all

seemed to have a great time, she

said. While the dance was going
on, the Villanova Wildcat was
available in the North Lounge to

have pictures taken with siblings.

Sunday began with a late

brunch in the Day Hop arid Mass
in the Villanova Room. The Rev.
Peter Donahue, O.S.A., gave an
appropriate homily about chil-

dren, said Piek.

Piek staled that the response to

the weekend was very favorable.

The turnout of siblings was much
bigger than last year. All the

events had larger crowds, which
helped supply a more festive air

to the wedcend, she said.

Inflirllews
Uctsre preieflited St law school

Ongie 0. bnasogie delivered

a lecture on "Business in a

Devekmng Country - What
the U.S; Lawyer Should Con-

skier" on Thursday. The Inter-

natkmal Law Society ol Villa-

nova University School of Law
sponsored the event.

Imasogie holds a master of

Uw degree from the University

ol Pennsylvania and the Lon-

don School of Economks. He is

a membor of the bar of both

New York state and his native

country, Nigeria.

Imasogie is presently an
aeaociate in the business de-

partment of Schnader, Harri-

son, Segal and Lewis, kxaUed
in Phiiaddphia. Imascgie's job

concentrates on the company's
international practice with
respect to Africa.

The lecture advised Ameri-
can attorneys as to what they
shoukl focus on in dealing with
iThird Work! natkms, with an
emphasis on those in Africa.

New cafe replaceis former Oasis
The Oasis Cafe , wtuch was

k)cated at the Radnor House
condominiums in Rosemont,
has recently been replaced by
a new restaurant and bar, the

Radnor House Cafe

.

Scheduled toopen this week,

Radnor House Cafe will be

open seven days a week, 11:30

a.m.-2 a.m. Lunch and dinner

will be served and there are

plans for an eventual Sunday
brunch.

The Oasis Cafe experienced

' problems for allegedly allowing

minors toenter the bar. Samud
Loth, a former proprietor, was
arrested several weeks ago for

this violation of the liquor law,

according to police.

Having waived his prdimi'

nary hearing, it is reportedly

antidpated that Loth will plead

guilty to the charges at an
unscheduled hearing in Dela-

ware County Court.

S^W.

Swarthmore to host economics talk
Stephen Rhoades, section

chief of the financial structure

section U the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors, will speak
on "Some Implications of

Changing Financial Struc-
tures' at SwarthnK>re College.

Feb. 23.

The lecture, to be hdd at 7:30

p.m. in the Du Pont lecture

hall, is free and open to the

public.

Rhoades, who earned his

_riVi»fc*'.

grees from American Universi-

ty and his doctorate from the
University of Maryland, served
as an economist at the U.S.

Federal Trade Commission
before moving to the Federal
Reserve.

His work focuses laigdy on
mergers, diversification and
financial structures.

' The lecture issponsored by
the Swarthmore College de-

(Partmentel eoonooiics.

HonunatUms accepted
fat V.U. service award
Each year, Villanova University

sponsors the Mentzer Memorial
Award, which is intended to honor
one student who, from document-
ed sources, seems to have contrib-

uted most to expanding opportun-

.

ities for the underpriviledged.

Students are invited to nomi-

nate those of their fellow students

whom they know to have vdun-
teered time and energy on a

regular basis to such dftorts as

social action programs, hospital

volunteer programs and orphan-

age programs.

Nominations must be confined

to Villanova students, and it is

requested that some particulars

be given so that documentation of

their efforts can be obtained. No
interviews of candidates are
conducted.

As to tangible benefits, the
award exists in the form of a cash
stipend and individual and Uni-
versity mounted memorial
plaques.

Nominations can be made to

either Dr. James Murphy or Dr.

Patrick Nolan of the English
department.

American bishops address economy
By LYNN PERDEK

Swarthmore College held a
symposium Saturday on the re-

cent letter by the United States

Catholic bishops about the United
States eoonsmy.
The document, "Economic Jus-

tke for AU: CathoUc Sodal Teach-
ing in the U.S. Economy," was
released by the U.S. bishops in

November 1966. The letter bade-
ally aNsrted that all people hatre

to a living wage and tnat

and lideral inatitutioos

an obHgatiQn to insure that

about the economic structure of

sodety is the impact on our

neighbor. If we care about our

neighbor, we must care bout the

economic structure on our neigh-

bor," he said.

Van Allen viewed the bishops'

letter as being full ol humility and
honesty as it calls upon the people

for heM> and admits the need to

learn from the Protestant

traditkm.

*niie bishops' can on the people

to hdp the Church practkx what
it preaches is a mce humble note
yiWi*«»»tiij that the Church is not

Dcriecl^Vaa ABen
Dr. Joseph Des Jafdns ol VO-

tnat tne
letter is tkat

it is demriy oiiimlFiir with the

ol(
uBHB uhK iHB

According to Des Jardins, the

bishops' letter contains a correct

aiudysis of the problems in the

economy and also valid sugges-

tions for many of those problems.

Des Jardins stated that he hokls

some doubts about the section

concerning agriculture and con-

Mi^y pMpIt thtak that

MVStll^
MttapplMte

siderS the views expressed by the

letter about the American family

farms "slightly naive."

Edward Sullivan of the peace

and justice education department

stated, "This letter is very much
needed in our sodety, if for no
other reason than to focus atten-

tion on the downside of economy.

There is still a seven percent

unemployment rate and a high

poverty rate, especially among
women and chikben. This pdnts
out that there are things to mea-

sure an economy by other than

just corporate profit"

Sulhvan noted that the bishops'

letter shows the people that they

havea voice. "It is an empowering
fader to tell people that they have

ar^ to speak out."

Aoooniing to SuUivan, a key

imctor to be considered by Cath-

olka it the prooeas ol "diakfue
and diveraity" in which the letter

has been written. SuUivan stated

that the letter did not take an

suthoritariaa voice, but created a

asaae ei aaManoe wnicn onaigin

unity and a voios el Isidsrship.
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grant to the county. The coQnty
dispenses grants to the
municipalities.

'These municipalities apply to

the county, who makes the final

determination as towhichproyects
they wish to fund, but tracts with
college institutions on them are
not eligible," she said.

She further said, "It would
appear to me that this rule was
not in effect in 1978."

When asked about the "quarter
of a million dollars, including

fourth-year funding" that Radnor
received in 1978 that the Times
attributed to Radnor's "college

population" being averaged into

the total population, Murdock
replied, *Tm not sure what project

that's reterhng ta Through the

last 11 years of the program,
Radnor received $450,000 in

housing-rehabilitation money
that's not tied to a geographical

area."

According toMurdock, housing-
rehabilitation monies are avail-

able on an individual basis in

which the owner must be "per-
sonally eligible."

"Someone who owned a house
in a [college] block group can still

apply for housing-rehabilitation

monies if they qualify personally

...A lot of the money that Radnor

reoeivet js houiing-rehabilitatioii

monies/' 8ai4 Muraock.

Tony Dunlesvy, DetawareCoun-
t/s consultant on the grants, was
quoted hi the 1978 Times article

as saying that, "RadnorTownship
coukl be desoribed as having 85
percent of its area covered by a
population that's at least 45
percent of the low-moderate in-

come level."

Dunleavy said on Tuesday that
since 1978, "there have been some
changes in the law but there are
some parts of the county that
qualify ... We really work in West
Wayne and Garrett Hill where the
population is low-to-moderate
income, which means a family of
four making less than $20,000 a
year."

He stated that the program was
"a little tighter in eligibility
funds, but the law is basically the
sameas in 1978 . . . There are parts
of the county that have been
discounted because of the student
population."

When asked about the effects

of student residents in Radnor on
the average income, Dan Malloy,

,

of the Radnor Township munic-
ipal office, said, "We do have low-
to-moderate income households in

the townhip. I'm not sure [the

1978 situation stUl appUesj."

•^i .-^

By PtANE A. CaiONE

irhe women's atudloi |Mh
mn>at ViUiAova hatraojytj^

Dsoi ijevitalkM4 tQL^tiertht jDi

whil it oifeire VillaiMiva :sttt-

dents, •ecdffdiiy to]^t L|«rler,

coordhttor ot the women^s
studies program.
The program was originally

a part of Univeriity College

and has developed since then
into part of Villanova's full and
part-time curricvltmis. As it

exists now, the program is an
interdisciplinary course of

study providing both a concen-

tration and a certificate in

women's studies.

The philosophy behind the

women's studies program is to

educate students about wom-
en's issues and experiences
through the humanities and
social sciences. Lawler, coordi-

nator of the program, saia,

"The program gives, women
especially, a sense of self.

*The courses are geared to

give students skills in com-
munications, analysis, synthe

ais and a bctNKi pcripectivt on
sex-role issues, as it«ttted in

th$* course description

pttDtpblct*,

At preaeii^ 306 won^ant
studies piti^ml exiirt at var
KNia oAfffm and wiiwiities
in thetlnSod Stiifee(i.Therearft.y

alaoQVtfdOdocloiilepfoigrams
'

in tliia area of ntudy.

VUlanova's women's studies

program is a response to an
increased interest in women's
studies in the last decade,
according to Lawler. Many
Villanova faculty members
have done research on the
subject of women's studies.

This fact, combined with the

interest of students, motivates

Villanova's women's studies

programs, said Lawler.
Overall, enrollment in the

women's studies courses at

Villanova lias been good,
Lawler said. Some of the more
popular courses have been
women in Kterature, women in

politicsand philosophy ofwom-
en, she stated.

In the last year and a half.

a newly onpuiiaed woman's
studiestmi^lBi odinmitiSea «t <

VUlaoova li» t^ean worUn9,to
revitalisf} imd promote the
pfPfram, laid Li*^; In hXL

course w^a add^ to the pro-

gram. In £d! 1986, two new
coMraea, i^uition of jpendar
roles iit Uif^tmH Sta€|»mi
women in roigkMi lind society,

were also added.

This semester, organization-
al oommMnications has been
incorporated into the curricu-
lum. Two new courses, women
in antiquity and women and
health issues, are in the devel-
opmental stages for next
semester.

In order to receive recogni-
tion for a concentration in

women's studies, a student
must complete 15 credits of

required core courses, which
are designed, in some cases, to

satisfy University core courses.
Students completing 30 credits

in women's studies will receive
a certifidite upon graduation.

Senate meeting
The Naticmal Order u{ Omcua

or Tin: \Vi:i:k

r» **»*-«"SK:.''A"!»>v*f
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of Commerce and Finance, said,

"The grading system we now
have is inconsistent. Not only is

there a concern forgrade inflation,

but a survey of other universities

found that no others used the
system of plus [grades] without
also the use of a minus."
He added, "A plus and minus

system would complement those
students who are doing extraor-

dinary and those who are not."

A motion made by Joe AUman,
StiJdent Gpvemment preskient,

proposed a solution to the probimn
of tuition hikes. According to
Allman, "It is unfair to continue
asking students to pay these

costlier bills which exclude more
and more eager students each year
from this beneficial eolleige

experience."

In order for Villanova to remain
competitive, tuition will increase

in the coming years, said Allman.
Therefore, Allman wants to create

a task force on college cost alter-

natives that will research and
recommend solutions to the
Senate.

A motion concerning student

senatoHai access to budtittt data
wfH be presented by Steplien.

Flanagan, University College
Senator. According to Flanagan,

the administration makes up the

budget, and then the Senate

Budget Committee must vote on
it before it is sent to the standing
committee.

However, Flanagan feels that
the Senate Budget Committee
does not have enough time to
review the budget. Therefore, he
said, "It prevents the senators
from making a complete and
thorough analysts of University
affairs. ' .

Flanagan is proposing that the
members of the Senate Budget .

Committee have acx)q^s to the
budget for at least two.weeks prior

.

to the final meeting.
Flanagan added, "If I don't get

access to the budget, I'm not
voting oii it."

StudentGovernmentactions

mr^
w ^

L^^^^^^^^m i

AmyZlotnik

This week Order of Omega salutes Amy Zlotnik
as "Greek of the Week!" Amy is a proud and
distinguished member of the Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority. She is an active member of her sorority as
pledge master and this past weekend successfully
relinquished her office after the initiation of 35 new
sisters. Congratulations on a job well done — Order
of Omega is proud to have you as a member.

Amy's accomplishments are not just in her own
chapter. Hailing from Rochester, N.Y. — uh —
Dayton, Ohio, Amy is a "not typical" senior nursing
major, who has given of herself to many V.U.
activities. She has served as both an orientation
counsek)r and a steering committee member for the
wacky "Z's." Shetrulygive of herself to this pix«ram
as the beautiful Miss Vanna White. Any ia also an
active Blue Key member who has a passion lor taking
her tours through the Pit. She also has been a
volunteer for Spiecial Otympics, Ondcr of Omega
selection and a model for pictures.

Currently, Amy is enio)rif« her "S** year fiifly.

When she is not woridmi tn the Dean of Stedaat s
office, one is able to find her in KeUy't, Maiory's
or the Pie shop for "taye tine." One hit of advice
£oi«^ do not be afraid tn haar her scranm *'Wbo-
Woar every now and tlian » ritt has an ohaaasion
with this chant. Hor futuf« jiian is to he a baflk-
up Mnpv for any group - Goad Luck, Aar. V^U.
wiU aMos yiou!

(Continuedfrom page I)

ship aided his committee in this

effort.

Future committee plans include
a trial of a student-run complaint
hotline for neighborhood residents
after spring break and a student
voter registration drive next
semester. ^

^ -

Internal afiairs

Action on proposing an alter-

nate meal plan has been "drag-
ging," according to Allman. He
cited that work done over the
summer on the project include^]

gathering information about other
schools' meal plans and making
contacts with Food Services repre-

sentatives. A student survey
concerning the meal plan should
be taken within the next couple
of weeks, according to Terise
Fusco, assistant secretary of
internal affairs and sophomore
class representative.

Allman dted inefficiency and
lack of workers as causes of the
delay. "Lack of oqtanization is the
problem," said Fusco.

Allman said that a Food Serv-

kxs board, with both Food Servwes
and student representatives, will

be proposed next week. Theboard
"would constantly evaluate and
update Food Sennces," he sakL '

Student Government has re-

sponded to "discrepancies" ia the
Universtty parking policy with
statements to the] '

'

said Puaoo. Alan,

tween studanta,
adminiitratian ha»ehsHi hrid So
far, no ooncrale imna hawe hasn

aaidPtiaoo.

semester includes the issue of
coed dorms. Results of a current
survey will be used to present a
proposal, said Allman.
The committee is still in the

process of investigating textbook
prices, a study which began last

Student Government worked
with Stack iind the Social Activ-
ities on Campus Committee
(SACC) on alcohol and social
problems of the University.
Thegovernment has looked into

upgrading dormitoiy conditions,
but no definite action has been
taken. Allman said that "plans are
in the works."
Also, Student Government rep-

resentatives on the research
committee for the proposed health
care facility are investigating the
prospect of including a pregnancy-

.

crisis care center in the facility.

Finally, Allman stated that
government represenutives visit-

ed a few fraternity meetings and
discussed Greek issues with the
frat members. He also mentioned
that the Greeks themselves have
made efforts to improve their
relatkms. 'There aren't any prob-
lems now [with this issuel *>^
as we can see," said AUman.
Stndent nction In Snnnfte

Dr. John J. Cannon,
tarian of the Univeri
said that student aenaloni have

on
syanhal of

mont invol'

the

a

Student Gonera-

chairperson of the student caucus
and senator of University College,
leads student action in the Senate.
At today's Senate meeting, stu-
dent proposals will be on the
agenda.

In addition, a student budget
committee has been established
which win attempt to gain more
information on the University
budget.

Academic affairs

Theacademic affairs committee
played a large role in creating a
report which was part of the
Student Government Fall Break
campaign, according to Paul Mul-
lin, secretary of academk: affairs.

In addition, the committee
worked io the Senate's academic
affairs committee to bk>ck a pro-

posal toextend the semester. Aso,
It has worked toguarantee reading
days, a proposal which will be
voted on in today's Senate meet-
ing. Researdh has been done by
the committee to counter the
proposal to revise the grading
system.

In the future, the conunittee
plans to complete a survey of
students and administrators con-
cerning academic advisement.
Also, it ii working on a pAposal
for increaaed academic
scbslarshipa.

that 45 to 50
in

Ml

lor tha GttfVMHif, Stapain

By DANTEX SCALA AND
PATRICK MOUSSEAU

Radnor residents expressed
theirgrievanoos over both current
and jMfopoaed aspects of the; Uni-
veruty's south campus houalng
prqiect to Dr. Richard A. Nevdle,
vke preaklent for Student Ufe,
and the Rev, Robert J. Martin,
O.SA,a logid advisor, at a meet-
ing held lasOeek in the aouth
campiia cafeteria at the request of

Ihe reakients.

PhilBrach, secretary ofexternal
affairs for Student Government,
commented, "Any meeting, is a
positive meeting. The purpose
was to hear th^ complaints . .

.

it went well."

He also stated that the residents

understand about the need for

new dorms, although they, like

other residents, do not want the
buiklings near their homes. The
neighbors generally complained
about small details, such as the
need toconstruct barriers to serve
as buffers and the ventmg of

exhaust from air conditioners
toward their homes, he saic^^

For most of the meeting, neigfi-

borhood members spoke while
Neville and Martin listened. Two
of the major probl^os reportedly
were flooding because of the
campus sewaige system, and dis-

orderly students.

Residents complained of water
run-off from the failure to block
the boundary with an impenetra-
blelS-foot-wide buffer zone.

Tne problem receiving the most
attention was a drainage basin
near the Brooklea and Fairfax
intersectkm.

One resident said a lawsuit was
needed to have the University
repair his swimming pool, which
was washed out by the drainage
problem.
Another man said, "When it

raifis, the drainage pond comes
lapping at my back fence."

B4aintenanoe has been informed
of the problem, said B. Duncan
Hubley, Radnor township engi-

neer. The removal of weeds,
general maintenance and noise

and exhaust fumes from air con-

ditioning units were also

discussed.

The residents also complained
about the students themselves.

Claims of trespassing, noise dis-

turbances, occupying resklentiiil

parldngspacesand btocking inter-

sections while attending events at

the ditPont Pavilkm wonc^
The neighbors off^Knd Various

suggestmns to soNe tMe prob-
lems. Among them weif tlie con-
ajtmctkm of a walkoverbridge to
alleviate street ttjofding, the
building of a buffer tn iUock noise
and the headHghU of students'
cars and bannliv iwMlerclassmen
from having^nitdit'Campus.
One residimt re|^ortedly said

that he and his nmghbors were
displeased with how the Univer-
sity was handling the situation

and stated that n^ghbors needed
to become more active in the
planning of new buildings.

Neville and Nfartin reportedly
said little to refute the residents'
char^. They spoke of the many
considerations involved in making
such decisions and were in favor
of holding a future meeting in

which -everyone involved in the
dedskm would meet together.

The south campus expansion
pUns call fortwonew dormitories,

housing 320 students, lo be buill

at the rou- of the campus, .vhich

the residential streets' border.
Also, a 108-car parking tot is

proposed. Neville said he will ask
the Radnor Zoning Hearing Board
to waive its 75-foot setback re-

quirement and try to tocate it next
to SEPTA'S Norristown High
Speed Line parking k)t.

Neville displayed a blueprint of

the proposed lot to the residents.

Plans for the lot may be finalized

«^

^*

(Photo by Corcoran)

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-
ident for Student Life, recently
met with area residents who
voiced their compIainC» at>out
Villanova students and south
campus conditMHis.

if tlic IvddiKfi Zoning Hearing
Board turns down plans for an
alfemate site next week.

In addition, the Brard of Trus-
tees has approved the expansion
plans, according to the Rev. John
P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of students.
Construction is to begin this
spring and should be completed in

time for students to move in at

the beginning of the fall 1988
semester.

(ttsphoio)

VUlanova plans to constmct two new dormitories, similar to St.

Blonica's aiid Katharine halls, pictured here, that are scheduled to
openinteU196a

Wore budget access desired
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Today, at 4 p^m. in the West
Lounge of Dougherty Hall, the

University Senate will hold its

monthly meeting. Among the

major items on the agenda is a

motion from the Student Govern-

ment about access to budget data.

This referendum was created

because of the lack of complete
and timely budget data given to

the senators before they vote,

preventing the senators from
making a complete and thorough
analysis ol University affairs,

according toJohn Lewis, assistant
secretary ol budgetary atfairs.

The motkm states that in older

to reaolvn tlie prablain and to

expedite Senate conaidfiratiQn <4

the budget, cpdi fwiybf** ol the

SenateBud^ ConMniltac afaonld
have a coyy of the adwiniHrativf

operatim httnieli ti ViOanova
Uanfnili^in hiaflrhor
ior at Imfttwo weeka prior tp the

final

been able to see the budget has

been m the meeting just prior to

their vote. Lewis feels that this

causes the Senate to "vote on a
budget that they never really see."

Lewis hopes that with the
implementation of this new biU,

the senators will have the oppor-

tunity fora "better understanding
of the University budget and will

have a better oversight as to the

needs and changes necessary to

the budget's analysis."

Lewis believes that the bill will

mve the University Senate Budget
Committee the opportunity not

only to analyse the bill, but also

to produce and recommend alter-

native budgets in the event of a
discrepancy in the budget's
anatyais.

The last thne the SenateHiidget
CooiniitteerejectedtheUnivernty
bndget, the Board of Truatees

it Hoiwevcr, the final

on whether or not topass
the hiMp< ia the pnercfatiMe ol

toe Uniwiraity praaidai^ So even
if thia new bill is paaied, Lewis

tknt it auqr not he impk-
nght away kacnnse "the

Mr ait an it £or awhile
tttttU the bttdfet is already

copies of the various sections of

the budget in detail in order to

study and compare it with other

budgets from universities similar

to Villanova These studies will

help the Senate and student body

to become more aware of how the

budget works and where the

money goes, said Lewis.

Coed
(Continued-from page 1)

major, said.

Kevin Hecht, a Moriarty Hall

resident assistant, feels a change
to coed housing will etiminate

someofthedormitory destructkm.
"I see so much destruction as it

is now. Coed dorms would help
reduce the vandalism."

Freshman John Ricco said he
was in fisvor d a coed housing
optkm. "I was at Lafayette and
Frankhn ft Marshall last week-
end, which both have coed hous-

ing by room. My frienda at thoae

OQUsiBS sav it mahes them more
at ease with the girls there."

In Hm imMra, Stuiant Ge¥im-
to ha ahla to rooaiva

Fusco. soplmmore class

itattve and aaaiatant aac-

ratnry of internal affairs for

Stniint GovanuMnt, said oaadu-

cational hmiatng mtiM he-nathii^

9immim,i»um^nmynuLMiot»iAi*ii^%

NatkNial News Notes
O.S.U. bombarded by bomb scsres

In the last five years, there
have been 44 bomb threats at

Oklahoma State University
(OSU). The cost of such threats
exceeds $30,000 in overtime
pay for security forces.

Five students from OSU
have been arrested in the paat
five years for making bomb
threats. Each ol these students
was convicted and forced to

pay fines of at least $500.

Offkials at OSU daim that

many threats are phoned in by
studenta in order to disrupt
classes or cancel tests.

Bomb threats have become
so common at OSU that offi-

cials are now reluctant to
evactiate a building upon re-

ceiving a bomb threat, unless
there is good reason to suspect
that a bomb has actually been
planted. L.S.P.

TelephMM rtgistration initiatMl

A new system of computer-
ized registration by telephone
will be installed at 30 colleges
across the country, according
to Perception Technology Firm,
the Massachusetts firm that
inliuduced liie system four
years ago.

By punching in the appropri-

ate numbers on a touch-tone
phone, student.s gain Ticce^F. to

registration system.* Courses
can be chosen, added or

dropped by entering certain
codes.

If there is a problem, a touch
of a button brings a live oper-

ator on the line for assistance.

The system was installed
last fall at Texas A&M. The
most common complaint
among 20,000 A&M i»ludents
was a frequent busy signal, but [

ilir i.oiivfiMfiM.tf t){ I fit; new
.system.

U.S. colleges lure foreign profs

.

Universities in the United
States have recently been lur-

ing some of Europe's most
renowned professors from for-

eign institutions.

Some U.S. administrators
foresee the greatest sustained
academk: immigratron, known
as a "brain drain," sinceJewish
scholars left pre-World War n
Europe in droves.

The cause of this large-scale

immigration is the declining

economic situation for profes-

sors in Europe. In Britain, for

instance, faculty salaries (ad-

justed for inflation) have

plunged 25 percent since 1979.
Said Richard Remington,

faculty dean at the University
of Iowa, "In tough economic
times, top-notch professors
look to the international mar-
ketplace. That's where we get
involved."

One scholar involved in the
"brain drain," British psychol-
ogist Steven Duck, left the
University of Lancaster in
England for the University of
Iowa, where he was offered a
salary of $62,000 instead ol his
previous $26,000 salary.

RA.nl.S.

9i I

Lottery cut-offs set
The Office of Residence Life has

officially posted the cut-off

numbers for the 1987-88 on-
campus housing lottery this week.

Students are eligible for housing
if their numbers are the same or
lower than the cut-<rff number for

their class and sex.

For males the cut-off numbers
are as follows:

Current freshmen 655

Current sophomores 114

Current juniors 85

For females the cut-off numbers
are as follows:

Current freshmen 492

Current sophomores 90

Current juniors. 45

The deadline for room prefer-

ence sheets is Feb. 27.

Housing contracts will be
mailed out for those who qualify

for on-campus accommodations in

late March.

Students who are not eligible,

but desire on-campus housing,

can enter their names on the

waiting list at 220 Tolentine
between March 16-20.

SL • Matt wo«M he tiM

IPhak) tiy Schmid)

Ol the StHllest GSMCMB,
to ooavert to coed

but benefkaal. 'it's not a moraUty
iaana; it's not really Ubaral. We
[Student Govanunsnt) are tryii«

to do what ia beat for the Univer-
sity and students."

The survey will attempt to find

out student reactions to a coed
housing option, parents' opinionf
snd feelings about visitstion
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The University Senate today will vote on a resduUon

that proposes a new grading system for the Umyersity

which would include A-, B- and C- grades. This new

system would require that a B+ be devalued to 3.33 points,

. a C+ to 2.33 points and a D+ to 1.33 points. The institution

of these additional grades is unnecessary — and Senate

members should vote against this resolution.

The "rationale" behind the new system, under which

an A- would be worth 3.67 points, a B- worth 2.67 points

and a C- worth 1.67 points, is a concern about grade

inflation. Additionally, its proposers dte as support a

survey of other universities that found that all other

schools that use a system of plus grades also have minus

^^
If grade inflation is a concern, the University should

make professors aware of this problem and then leave

it up to the professors to r^julate their grading m light

of it. Professors with at least six years of higher education

should be considered competent enough to adhere to the

official University grade definition guidelines already.

ddineated. • ... , ._
Creating minus grades seems to be splitting hairs.

What would be the difference between A- and a B*-? And

would such a difference be measurable?

In addition, implementing a grading system becau^

other schools have such a system is foolish. One would

hope that Villanova would base its decisions about

academics on more relevant and valuable information

than simply what other schools are doing.

Practical questions about introducing a new grading

. system^ remain' as well: when to change the system,

whether the change would be retroactive and how grade

point averages would be computed if the basis of

comparison for grades was changed in the middle of

students' academic careers.

Finally, is it more important to be concerned about

calculating decimal places or about giving and getting an

education? Hopefully, the priority of the University is

learning— not grading.

Villanova's current grading system should remain as

it stands. A message to the University Senate about the

new grading system resolution: Just vote no.

Support all sports
Although the majority of Villanova students show

their school spirit by frequenting both men s basketball

and football games, Villanova hosts a variety of other

exciting and highly professional sports which deserve to

be recognized and supported, as well. ' ,
, , ,

In the past two weeks alone, Villanova ath et^ have

—chalked up a number of outstanding accomplishments

which have gone virtually unnoticed by the V.U. student

body. The women's track team produced, as thar coach

Marty Stem said, "one of the proudest moments m
vSanova track history" when they set two world records

in the 4 x 800-meter relay and the distance medley relay

at the Florida Invitational. Yet, few cheered their return

to Villanova. . ^ ^i. ^ i-^
In addition, the men's swim team ended the regular

season with an overwhehning win ovar Georgetown. 7^
30. and they head to the Big East Championship with

a 10-5 record. . „ t. u j
Furthermore, the women's haatetbail team has had

an ahnost perfect season with a 2U lecotd owaUaiid

ammxirdinthcIligEast.Aiidth2*|«J^^^
rankedmtheA880ciitedI^T5^.Diiii^^
perfect games, however. Ac stands remtmed practicaBy

^%i there are more Hon ap oftfcer ^a^t^^^xafmU

sports as well. Akiwi^ tome aiiemm tuooettstul tittn

others, all deservTMOTOft.
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Letters to the Editor

Do not overlook tracksters
To the Editor:

It amazes me how many people

will bend over backwards to drive

down to Gedrgetown to catch the

annual ViUanova vs. Georgetown

basketball classic, but will not feel

like walking to the Villanova

Stadium to watch the Big .East

Outdoor Track and Field

Championships.

By no means do I intend to take

away from our fine basketball

program, but I do feel that many
people overlook the top-notch

talent of our men's and womci^'s

track teams. I conskler Harold

Jensen to be a superb athlete, but

I honestly think a picture of any

member of our • world-record-

settingwomen's track team would

have been far more appropriate on

the front page of the Villaiiovaii

last week.
Our track athletes work their

tails offas much as our basketbiUl

players do, but receive far less

recognition for many of their

outstanding efforts.

In casuaS conversation I will

mention to a felto^ Villanovan the

name of Gerry O'Reilly, Vicki

Huber or Debbie Grant, and aU I
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will get back is a blank stare. For

instance — how many people '

know that the women's track

team recently broke two indoor '

world records at the Florida '

Invitational?

How many people know Debbie

Gri^wai a metiiBeir^th«?%fltt^
'

en's 3,200-iiiiter nlHir^d^^^'
world record breakingteam oftwo

yeara ago, and was a memlwr of

this year's two world record

breakingteamsMlowmany people

are aware of the fact that Gerry

O'Reilly ran a 3:54 mile this

summer?
Or how many people had any

idea of the sheerdominancewhkh
Vicki Huber has displayed her

first two years here?

I take my hat off to these

amazing athletes. I hope their

futures are as successful as their

track careers have been. But moat

of all. I hope that feUow Villa-

novaits can appreciate and ap^

plaud the efforts of our prominent

men's and women's track teams.

Villanova will be host to the Big

East Outdoor Trade and Field

Champkmahine on May 2-3, and

I really hope that some people will

take the time to come down to the

stadium and catch a glimpse of

our runners in action. As for our

track athletes, aU I can say is keep

up the good work. You make us

proud.

MkhaelJoaea
ClaaaollSOO
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God: a
By MICHAEL A. MOORE

In reading various views of

religious experience as expressed

by scholars, t fmd the views of

the empiricist ones which require

further investigation. The
*thoughts and theories of the

empiricist lie on certain question-

able assumptions which lead to

faulty conclusions about man and
an ultimate being, who will be

referred to as God.
Their first major assumption:

that science with all the new
ground it has broken is alone

capable of guiding man in the

universe.With all this new knowl-

edge founded in science, only

scientifk, empirical methods are

valid in establishing truths in our
world. Since the reality of God
cannot be proven by empirical

methods, the empiricist chooses to

accept His non-existence.

Instead, he believe^ science is

the only means to tr^th, leaving

man alone in a disenchanted,

rationalized world view.

Granted, science and technology

have taken man further in the

past century than anyone could

have imagined. Even so. there still

remains much undiscovered infor-

mation especially in the field of

medicine, and more so in the field

of human affairs that science has
helped destroy. One also sees the

shortcomings of science every
time it rainson a forecasted sunny
day.

Beyond this, it was not too loog

ago when the world witnessed one
of t)i^ mostdisaaiyppus displays <^

scient^c miscuewhen seven lives

were lost in the Space Shuttle

Challenger. Three Mile Island and
Russia's dangerous incident with

a nuclear reactor again revealed

the fallability of science.

So, science does not come any-

where near to all existing truths

that it claims to have established.

The empiricist bases his beliefs

on an inflated ego that has been

fed by man's ever increasing

ability to make new scientific

discoveries. Science has grown
and along with it has grown the

ego of the scientific mind. This ego
seems to be the root cause of their

misguided assumptkxia.
Th^ ego of the scientific mind

has taken man down paths that

never should have been traveled,

such as the nuclear bomb. Never
until recent history has man been

capable of destroying his world.

Is thiswhat the empiricist intends

with his beliefs in science? I tend
not to think so, but this is what
happens when vast knowledge is

left at the disposal of human error

and lack of foresight.

Man needs the concept of God
so as to be guided by all good,

divine inspiration, and not that of

thehuman ego. The shortcomings
that science falls upon are needed
to humble their egotistic attempts
at mastering the universe. Man
does not know all and never will

know all. Complete mastery of the

environment becomes an illusion

of the scientific mind.
Although the empiricist does

not specifically claim he is capable

of all knowledge, he implies these

sentiments by a view which elim-

inates God. By saying God is non-

existent because man cannot
scientifically prove it so, is saying
that science is so pure, exact and
infallible in its methods that it

remains as the only basis for

truth.

As mentioned before, science is

fallible and quite short of all

understanding. One of these un-

derstandings, just like many
-others which elude the scientific,

but nevertheless are just as pre-

valant and real in the human
world, is the concept of God. Just

because science cannot prove the

existence of God, this is not

enough evidence to disregard His

existence.

The main negative function of

a godless world view is that it

serves the dehumanized political

structures of rationalized burea-

cracy. In a view without God,

there is a removal of guilt involved

in higher ethical standards which

enables government and science

to act without consideration for

human values.

solution for mankind

Rationalization is a prevalant,

scientifically-manifested con-
science that makes any goal
achievable to man through pre-

cise, calculated means. Bureau-
cracy is the prevalant system of

government whereby the people

are treated with the cold, dehu-
manized efficiency of a machine.
This rationalization of a dehu-

manized political machine has a

large root in scientific, empirical

thought. In an objective overview,

one sees that the removal of God,
also removes a great sense of

human value. This absence of

human value aids the rationalized

bureaucratic political structure.

It is not to say that people

within bureaucracy are godless,

but the manifested character of

bureaucracy is godless, one with-

out human value. The loss of

human value became an outlook

which led to genocide of the

Jewish race in Germany, and can
lead to genocide of the human race

if not changed.
Government and science are the

two structures that advance the

actions of world affairs. If the

world situation is going to move
in a positive direction instead of

the hunger-plagued, bomb-
conscious state in which it exists,

there has to be a change in the

scientific, political view by making
God present and human value the

main concern.

In the guidance of all good,

divine source, government and

science can strive to promote the

best world, instead ot wasting
absurd, insane amounts of money
and knowledge on devices which
destroy it.

To advance in purely positive

directions, government and
science need to ally with God.

Science should be applauded for

the advancements it has made in

this world, but to further these
discoveries in consideration of

human value, one needs God alive

and present in the human expe-

rience. The picture is rather
obvious and cleaj^.'.If we are
inspired by love and not the

faulty, sometimes hateful ego of

man, we will survive.

Michael A. Moore is a junior

psychology major.

Finding a reason to survive
By GJ. DONNELLY

I really do not know how to

describe what happened that

night. I have been trying to come
up with the appropriate words but

somehow they elude me. So I am
going to try and write what
happened and if some of the
elusive phrases reappear in my
mind, so much the better.

It was late, around 3 a.m. I had
just arrived back at my room after

a night of partying with my
friends. I was somewhat sleepy

and decided to crawl into bed.

Then I heard the phone outside

ring. My roommate, who was
awake reading something, an-

swered the call mildly annoyed,
took no mind of it until my
roommate told me of the caller.

'It's a girl who wants to commit
suicide," he said.

I rose out of the bed a little taken

aback. He asked me to talk to her

because he did not feel he could

deal with it.

"Besides," he said, "you're

better at these things than I am."
Whether or not that was true

no meaning for me. I went to the

phone a little confused and picked

up the reciever.

"Hello?"

"Hi..."
The reply came from a girl. As

to her dc^Bcription I had no idea.

I could not even tell you her name.
She was sounding pretty shaken
up. I probably sounded more
assured than I was. We talked for

a bit about various things.

I tried to cheer her up by
reminding her of aome of the

beautiful thingi in life like the

fint MMiwiaU oif winter or the riae

of the sun in the morning. I

suppose I sounded sort of corny,

but this was a new area for me
and I was pretty scared.

When she began to talk about

how nobody cared in life I realized

she was right. Let's face it, in a

world of practically four billion

plus people, only a tiny minority

are really going to give a damn
about the problems of a single

individual.

Well, I guess I am one of the

few who does.

We talked a few minutes more
and somehow I managed to keep

her from overdosing on whatever
she had with her. She said she was
going to be all right and was going

to sleep. The whole conversation

lasted only about 10 to 15 minutes.

Alter it was all over, 1 sat and

talked with some security guys

who my roommate called. He
asked me a bunch of stupid ques-

tions I could not even begin to

answer. The girl did not even tell

me her name.
For the rest of the night, my

roommate and 1 just sat around

quietly mulling over the fact that

someone had just relied on us to

pull her from the brink of self-

destruction.

To this day I still have no clue

as to who this person was, why
she called our particular hallphone

or where she lived. Sure, it could

have been a really cruel prank call.

but if it was, this person did the

best neurotic imaginable.

All I do know is that I have

never felt so much responsibility.

Upon hindsight, I realiae that I

probebly did the beat 1 coukl. but

I still cannot help feeliM that 1

could have done more. Thia girl

did not want to die, otherwise she
would not have gone to the trouble

of calling up my hall phone.

,, Perhaps if this girl had someone
to talk to on campus she would
not have felt as desperate to call

my hall phone as she did. I know
that there are various advisors on
campus who can help students

cope with the stress of school and
of social life, but why did she not

feel that she could approach them?
I am not going to start preaching

about the need for helping these

people because firstly, that is

obvious enough, and secondly, I

am not qualified to suggest a

solution. The only thing I want
to stress here is that, we are all

human and no matter how strong

we think we are, there will always
be a time in our lives that we will

feel that there is nothing to live

for.

I only hope that when I feel that

way I will have the support of my
friends instead of resorting to a

desperate call for help sometime
in the middle of the night.

G.J. Donnelly is a sophomore
philosophy and English major.

Quote

of Note
"Life isagrindstone: Whether

it grinds you down or polishes

you up depends on what you 're

of.

Jacob M. Braudc.
Writer

- ' -— "
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Villanova needs a

new school paper
To the Editon

Villanova needs coed residence

halls; Villanova needs more mi-

nority students; Villanova needs

a new meal plan; Villanova needs

a new alcohol policy; the list goes

on and on. Since my freshman
year, I have been told what Vil-

lanova is lacking, what Villanova

needs. So, I respectfully submit to

the student body my opinion of

what our university needs: a new
school newspaper.

In the past year, I have grown
increasingly disturbed by the

confusion of priorities that has

become apparent on the Villa-

novan*8 staff. Three factors have
contributed to this.

First, the Villanovan has often

acted as a vehicle to stir up
dissent; in fact, it seems that this

year the editors have set dissent

as their goal.

This fact became apparent
during the debate over homosex-
uality on campus. The sensation-

alism that permeated the ViUan-
ovan during that dark time in its

history showed us an uncanny
image of a grocery store tabloid

disguised as a college newspaper.

And the Villanovan has been

guilty of sensationalizing other

issues as well, including the

Curran case, the debate over

minority scholarships and the

1986 student body president

election.

Secondly, a basic flaw exists in

theViUanovan's space allocation

for articles. Full pages devoted to

coverage of the men's football and
basketball teams I can understand

— both generate much student
interest.

However, do we really need a
full page of Russ Ceccola's ftoppy

disk reviews every week? And arc
Villanova students really interest-

ed in what heavy metal record

Ceasar Ettore listened to, or what
concert he went to this week? I

realize that we do have a sub-

group of "metalheads" within the

student body, but must we have
a review of a heavy metal record

and concert every week? No other
genre of music is given so much
coverage.

And finally, when I was a
freshman, "Who Knows, Who
Cares?" actually was a witty and
cynical column that I looked
forward to reading each week. It

laughed at all that was silly

without being cruel. However, I

am afraid that in my four years
at Villanova the authors of the
column have regressed to sniping
at and complaining about Villan-

ova. The column is no longer
funny, but vindictive.

In conclusion, I would like to

say that I know I am sticking my
neck out in writing this letter. I

expect to be the subject of many
cheap shots (probably in "WKo
Knows, Who Cares?") and an
angry editor's reply (for example

. see page 12, Nov. 7, 1986 issue).

But perhaps my fear of submitting
this letter to a historically venge-
ful editorial staff is testimony
enough to the sorry state that the
Villanovan is in.

^W^' "^mm^'
W«*B**rtrV

Protect yourself from AIDS

'r

Joseph J. Crivelli

CUssof 1987

To the Editor:

I will admit it. I am scared. I

just finished reading Time mag-
azine's article on A&S. All of a
sudden, the jokes are not funny
anymore. Holding the idea that it

is the "gay disease" seems pretty

stupid. It is the equivalent of

sticking your head in the sand to

avoid seeing what is happening.

The article says that more than
one million Americans are prob-

ably infected with the disease
today. It goes on to say that more
than 90 percent of those people do
not know it. Anyone engaging in

sex with a new partner or with
a long-term partner who is not

absolutely, positively, 100 percent

faithful is at risk. Does this sound
like anyone you know? To me it

sounds like 99.99 percent of the

college students who have sex.

I can already hear the people

saying, "My boyfriend/girlfriend

would tell me if he/she was
unfaithful." I ask you, do you
want to gamble your life on it?

There is no way to be sure about
your partner unless you spend 365
days a year, 24 hours a day with
him/her.

Wejust came back from Christ-

mas break. Doyou know that your

partner did not go out, have one

too many and end up in bed with

his/her high school sweetheart?

Or else, even if today he/she is

the picture of morality, what was
he/she like five years ago?

My point is, you can never be

sure.

So what should we do? Should
we be celibate? Should we take the
attitude, "I will probably get it

eventually, so why worry?" or
"Life is full of risk, this is another
one"? No, we should not. We, as
sexually active people, should use
a little sense. If you are going to

have sex, wear a condom. Is not

a kmg life a little more important
than, "It spoils the mood."

Often, we discuss with each
other where we want to be in five

or 10 years. Sone d ut will be
under six feet of oold dirt becaiite

qI AIDS. No ifs. audi or buta. "By
IWl." aayt MicfaMl Gottlieb, the

ykfiidm at UCLA whn idMitified

of the firat CM» of the

omit hi oifftiin

faMt CflMt) mm
dMof

As hru I know, I do not haye AIDSyet But then

ageln, I cennot be sure.

What we need to do is be honest
with our sex partners. Tell them
if you have other partners. Do not
be too shy to say, "Hey, let's be
safe."

We also heed more information

on the disease and wavs to protect

ourselves from it. Columbia Uni-,

versity in New York City distrib*

utes a 31-page pamphlet on safe

sex, and has installed condom
dispiensers in the health services

building. Other universities have
distributed "safe sex" packages,

much like the "good stuff" packets

we have on our campus.

Some "moral" people may say
that by doing this the administra-
tion is sanctioning pre-marital
sex. I answer to them that all they
will be doing is acknowledging

that it exists on campus. Only a

fool would deny that it does.

Those people may also say, "If you

don't want AIDS, then don't have

seyj' Wouldn^t it be nice if it were
that easy? How many people on
thiscampusarecelibate by dioioe?
I would say not diat many. i

The time has ccpe for us to.

start actinis; responsibly about our
sex lives. Being an adult does not
mean making love to every boy/
girl that you meet. Being an adult

means entering a relationship

with some sense of responsibility

for the other person. As far as I

know, I do not have AIDS yet. But
then again, I cannot be sure.

Name withheld
upon request

Student outraged
by disinvitation

To the Editor:

I am outraged at the two letters

to the editor last week where
students "uninvited" President

Reagan from possibly speaking at

our graduation. This was abso-

lutely shameless. Because of their

petty political differences these
people have jeopardized what
would have been a truly wonderful
experience for most of us. Moreov-
er, they have taken it upon them-
selves to speak for the entire

student body, who, for the most
part, would probably kyve to hear
him at this year'scommeoeement.

The president was not foing to
speak to us as a politician, bdt as
a representative of the highfat
oifioe in the GBMitry. This would
have hosn a graat hosMr bodi for
the Uniyeraitr and the class of
1W7.

Moreover Uieyhove
tokenHupon thenh
sohfos to spook for

the eutbe studentbody
who, tor the mootport,

wouUproboblyh¥0 to

hoorhhn[RoogonJot
thlsyom^s

speak. To start picketing and
prescreening them would be an
insuh to the educational process
which WelOMBeS dittmrmn^^mf of
opinion and ohisctivity.

too orach for

dtioB (on tho

Tothctidllor:

MsMmbortoltheclassof 1^,
we ^ifiHd like to inform an4
asauifrtho ViUooova commiiBiHr
thst the letters publish^ list

wv^")^ Kiqisnl W. Buus, Gsry
hi SuMmI* Gene LinkmeyeiP and
MiphiiBl P^ McGinnis danbiieflect
Iho^pnly omi$m of our cUiss.

thmm ^till those4 as who.
no^ mutter what pur political

a£fi]mtioos.and personol ffrievan-

cos» "real or perceived," respect

and hj(»iarft1ie presidency of the

UnitetStdfes and |i|bse who hold

that high office. K^iiMld ftcsgan is

the president of sir the people,

Democrats and Republicans, lib-

erals and conservatives, and
Americans of all persuskuis.

As inemhers of the senior class,

we would be deeply honored to

have our president, the leader of

the free v/pM, officiate at our
commencenient. For many of us,

it woul^be the thrill of a lifetime,

and a moment we wou1H~never

fQFgitt We object and taHfi«ilenoe

tDfanyone, whatever tl|io|irp0mical

mot^mtions. who woi^gittehipt
tot'deny us this privileBe* It is as

selfish as it is naixiP^.
If discontented |iMii|[ibers of our

class would lilip to iilNlfcise theii-

political rights at; the voting
booth, we enooufisge them. If the

president's appeorgMe her^ of-

fends them so thst^-they do not

choose to attend Oudr own com-
mencement, ws encourage this

too. However, do not deprive
Villanova the: recognition and
honor that it deserves.

HX.DeCotii8
DonOtterbehi
AlHaonKear

Thn Wiuanson
DavidJ4^B|r«dy

John W. Pnuehilo
Robert Bnrke
I^vid Schultz

Class Off 1987

SroN's FieH Gui* to DucKs
1986-87
EPITION

SiniM6 PUCK

\ it*

DiRtYPUCK

WILP PUCK

E>EAPPUCK

§Iein«t

LAME PUCK
*m.

is well-qualified
To the Editor:

In response to Frank Azzolino's

letter to the editor (Feb. 13), I

would like to bring out a few

points. Mr. Azzolino suggests that

we should question another con-

tract for Rollie. I can not believe

anybody coula think this, let alone

have it printed.

Rollie Massimino is a great

coach. There is no way a team can
win the NCAA tournament with-

out having a well-qualified coach.

Rollie has gained^ reputation

of being a smart and earing ooach.

He is sn example lo^ all of us to

follow. He makes sure every
player maintains a sariohs atti-

to the restMMisibilities of thegan^
*

Mr. A»oliho*s main ooasplatnt

is that Bqllk dUl not fiin Perry

a lorwaid thgtS^

I will feel great when
the Wildcats take home
another ehampionship

a few years from now.

years. With Martin and a matur-
ing Tom Greis, Villanova should
have s coiRf^ete rebounding
arsenal^/ ^-

—

U seems tome that Mr. Azzolino

is expecting too much. 'Nova has

all it needs. I guess Mr. Azzolino

is mad that we do not have David
Rivers as our point guard.

I hope he is not, because in two
years Kenny Wilson could be the

top point giuufd in the country.

An in all, 'Hova has a very solid

team lor the future and I feel

Coach Masamiinodeservesagreat
deal of credit lor his recnttting.

Fd^rufy go, 1iiy> THCVaiJIiiDVW • P9mt

i

Edilar'a
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All invited to SeiMtoiniiiHli
TotheEiUtor:

A meeting ol tli^ University

Senate witt take place today at 4
p.m. in theWestLounge ofDough-
erty HaU. This wtU be the fourth
meeting of the Sfmate for this

\96Mf academic year and the

33SSSSS asqgwi p iUiu i i' I I pssastgacBeggaqpaafle
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Hit-and-run victim
assistance

TotheEdlton

Last Saturday night at 2 a.m.

I was the victim of a hit-and-run

accident. Traveling back from
Villanova towards Wayne about
200 yards past Route 320 a car

came intomy lane and was coming
head-on at me.

Lucky for^ me, I was paying
enough attention and was able to

swerve out of the way and avoid
being killed.

A few minutes later, I was also

lucky to have a witness come back
and tell me she happened to see

the car come into my lane.

It was a large blue American car

,
driven by a girl with short blond

hair. The car should now be
dented on the front left side. Also,

2 a.m., f iras (Ae rfctfrn

ofaUt^md-nm tech

dpat

I was told that the car was
heading toward Bryn Mawr.

1 am now out of a car as I have
been informed that my car was
totaled. Also, I am out the $120
that I put out for towing and
storage. Radnor police are inves-

tigating the accident, but I would
appreciate if anyone knowing
anything about this woukl please

contact me at 964-1217 or contact

the Radnor Police and ask for

Officer Lunger.

Mark Sminkey
Cla8S0(lM7

first this

These Senate meetings areopen
tathe publiiD, unless a two-thirds

vote of the body forces aj^oaed
meeting. Since these meetinisare
open,weareencoursgingstudMts
to come and observe how this

policy-making and advisory body
worin.
The University Senate is com-

posed of 13 students, 13 fsculty

members, 13 administrators, and
two alumni. It generally discusses
and votes on issues that have
impact on all members of the
University community — stu-

dents, faculty, staff and adminis-
trators alilce.

The issues of the agenda for

today's meeting include:
* a grading system that includes

minuses,
* a calendar that mandates one

reading day,
* a new task force created to

research and recommend college

cost alternatives.

Since these and the other issues

on the agenda ooAeem students, dents to take this opportunity to
itmayheafloodklealQrstiidenU educate themsehres and empower
toittendtmamsetingaiidlhidout themselves,
how the dedaioiis are made on
issues such as these. JoeAUnuui
ItisourbeUeftha^anidormed Stodent Goventnnrt

student body is an empowered Preaki«it
student hody. We eiiooun«e stu- Clasa€fl967

President's visit appropriate
Editors Note: The following
letter was received by tkeVitlanio-

vatt, A copy was sent to President

Reagan.

Dear President Reagan:
As students of Villanova Uni-

versity, we were thrilled upon
hearing that you were invited to

speak at the 1967 commencement
ex«Kisi^.-Werespectfvnyrequest

thit you strongly conskkr spik-
ing at our fine university. A visit

tfthe Philadelphia area would be

wy appropriate in celebrating

tne 20()th anniversary of our

Constitution.
-^*

,

•

MpcHtoourdismay, it hascome
to-^iour attention that a small

number of our fellow students

have expressed dissatisfaction

with the invitatkm extended 'to

you. We wouM like to clarify an
issue; the majority of Villanova

University students will conskier

your presence a great honor.

Having you speak on our campus
will be considered one of the

greatest days in Villanova history.

We sincerely hope that the

actions of the minority do not

affect your final decision. We are off today than we were six years

sure you realize that not all ago*

Villanova students are so narrow-
minded as tooverkwk the fact that
through your efforts we are better

Thonuis W. Marron
Jeffrey Rhodes
Class of 1988

Support women's
basketbifll st V.4».
To the

The Villanova women's basket-
ball team is enjoying its most
successful season ever. Three
seniors, includingthe magnificent
Shelly Penne^ther, dot its first

five. They will shortly be pbying
their final games at Wlanova
during the upcoming Big East
Tournament
Although they are favored to

take the tournament, they will

need the backing of many Villan-

ovans. They are truly winners in

the best sense of the term. The
seats of the Johh E. duPOnt Pa-
viHon should be filled With Villan-

ova rooters during every game in

which they will partkipate. The

IftftMHMtro '9

tournament begins on Feb. 26and
ends with thediampkmshipgame
on March 2:

Come on Villanovans, cheer the
women on to a second successive
Big East Tournament
champkxiship!

The Rev. Edward L. Eainle,
0.&A.

religious studies <iepartment

Reagan era is over
Tothe Editor:

The Villanovan printed a letter

from Eric E. Bono in the Feb. 6
issue entitled, "Reagan should not
apologize for Iran." I would like

to make some suggestions to Mr.
Borio.

I urge Mr. Borio to get off the
political elephant he somehow
securely stammers along on and,
as he put it, '*take ttoie for
reality. He shoukl know that the
citizens of our country (He refers

to liberal "prophets". I refer to the
half of the members of the cabinet
who want to leave as a result of

the Iran arms affair and all) are
not concerned with what he eu-
phemized a "single incident." In

regards to Reagan's lack of an

apokgy, to quote Geocae Church
of Tine mi«Bme. "The lack of

any sense that hs (Rsapm) under-

sissdwhy a sscrstschsne to trade

I Witt Mr. Borid to git

•ffthtpplticaleto-

phMrt Im smmIww

arms for hostages was a mistake,
and one that he had made." This
is what upsets us most.

.
I await 1968 less than patiently,

but am thrilled in knowing now
that, as Senator Moynlhan (D-

N.Y.) wisely grinned. "The fies-

gan era is over."

Tom

-<^.v.<|^jj^^J|pf^5^y,»,,,«..>^YA-.'-^v»T,,-,#«»„W*^^^,,,,;»|^ ' . f^^f^^-ff:
,^irnf4jf'<iH^^'*i*B'"»^

VtHanova hosts Irish schokir
ByMARIAKARR

Vilianovais proud to present for

Spring semester '87 Dr. Sesmus
O Maolain. Maolain is from the
University College Galway, whk±
is in the west of Ireland.

The University College Galway
\ is one of the three constituent
colleges of the Natwnal University
of Ireland. The other two colleges

are in Cork and Dublin.
According to Maolain, "Gal-

way is a provincial capital, and
because of the University there it

also has a kind of cosmopolitan
character.

"It's a sort of hybrid or fusion
— and it's unusual in Irish cities

in that respect. That's what
makes Galway attractive. It is

also a nice city in its own right
— in its geography, culture and
architecture. American students
find the campus, town and atmos-
phere to be unique."

Maolain hopes to help solidify

an arrangement at Villanoya
through which there is a transfer

of students and faculty going to

and coming from Ireland for a

period of a semester or even a year.

He feels that it is educationally

very important and useful for

students and faculty to study in

and experience another country.
"If you don't speak a foreign

language, you don't know your
own. I think the idea there is

perspective. You have no perspec-

tiveon your own beofUise you have
nothing to measure it by.

"It seems to me that the same
thing goes for culture. If you can't

get away from it and get a pers-

pective on it then you really don't

truly understand it," said

Maolain.

He sodded, "This is one of the

great advantages of foreign study

and why I personally would like

to encourage as many people from
Villanova as possible to come and
share the experience of living and
studying with us in a very con-

genial atmosphere.
"My experience from students

of this side is that they do like

it very, very much. There is a good

pub scene and the travel in itself

IS incredible education. This
would be a continuation of their

academic life here and also a great

additu>n to it."

Maolain is a longtime lover

of America. He received both his

bachelor's and master's degrees

here in the '60s.

He is, however, a pioneer at

Villanova. Maolain thinks the

campus is lovely and the atmos-

phere is excellent. He said, "the

students and colleagues alike are

very open, candid and approach-

able. It is typically American."
Maolain feels there is a

European temperament and an

American temperament. "The
European temperament tends to

be niore blended and cynical

whereas the ^Anterican tempera-

ment is reflected more candidly,

more vigorously and more opti-

mistically. Of the two, I prefer the
American. -Temperamentally, I

feel very much at home," he
commented.

Maolain is teaching three
courses at Villanova this semes-
ter. "The Irish Renaissance" is an
established course at Villanova in

which prominent Irish writers

such as Yeats,Joyce and Casey are
studied.

The other two courses were
introduced bv Maolain himself.

They are * Irish Literature in

Translation" and "Irish Litera-

ture and Language." They con-

centrate on the Irish Gaelic tra-

dition, rather than the Irish
English tradition.

Students are also taught sonie

Irish in these two courses. Accord-
ing to O Maolain, "The students

expressed interest in learning
some Irish. This is what inspired

me to incorporate it into these two
classes." •

He continued, "The emphasis
in these classes is on the litera-

ture. The language is secondary,
but we're serious about it and the

students are making good pro-

gress in it, so the challenge is

• being lived up to so far."

Maolain said, "One can best

learn about the authenticity of a
* culture through the literature and
language. They are very unsenti-

mental, extremely palpable and
most solemn." I

Villanova is hosting a visitor from Ireland this semester
O'Maolain, an expert in Irish literature and language.

(photo t>y Corcoran)

— Professor

cultural fesf
"k'4"-'

By BRIDGET KELLEHER

This spring,. ViHai)Ova Univer-

sity's duPont Pavilion will be the

stage foran awakening to the arts.

The first cultural arts event at

. Villanova will take place on April

25 from 9:30 a.m. — 8:30 p.m.

Through the hard worjt and

.
dedication of the Vyjanova Union,

this large-scale publk event is

becoming a reality.

The inspiration for the Spring

Awakening was provided by Anna
Marie N. Kelly, program director

of the Villanova Union. Kelly and

the Spring Awakening Chairper-

son Andrew Hoffman have been

working on the project since last

spring. It now seems that their

dedication will pay off.

The Spring Awakening will

reach out and touch the art worid.

Through the help of Rita Bern-

stein, an experienced artist, ca-

terer and florist, the Spring Awak-

ening is really taking shape. Her

talent in these various fields has

gained her respect throughout the

Philadelphia area.

Bernstein has steered the U-

nion's efforts, and as a result,

approximately 150 artists are

expected to participate in the

event.

This "festival of creativity will

offer Villanova students and the

surrounding community the

chance not only to build a greater

understanding of the arts, but also

to <:elebrate the new life and joy

of spring.

Mimes and jesters will call your

attention to displays of gem,
wood, metal, clay and even the

culinary arts. Periormance artists

will also highlight this day of

cultural expression.

In order for the Spring Awak-
ening to be a success, Hoffman
needs the efforts of many volun-

teers. Help i$ needed to set up and
take down the artists' stands, to

recruit vendors, and to help with

publicity, public relations and
registration.

The event also needs students

to act as jesters and mimes to add
to the festival atmosphere.
Anyone interested in helping

the Union make the first annual
Spring Awakening a success
should contact the Villanova

Union at 645-7283.

The Union also wishes to invite

student artists to submit work to

be showcased at the event. Appli-

cations are available in the Union
office in the Connelly Center.

Applications must be submitted

by Feb. 25.

Travel to 1937
By JOE MC GOWAN

Throughout history students

have never held rules in great

esteem. The college campuses of

the world have often been bastions

of dissent, and at the core of all

world revolutions can be found

young academicians.

And so, naturally, some stu-

dents at Villanova find certain

regulations distasteful. But a

reading of the Blue Book, the

students' handbook at Villanova,

shows that most of the regulations

and restrictions at Villanova are

relatively mild, and the others

only mildly ridiculous.

Villanovans of half a century

agowould have a slightly different

story to tell — they attended what

was then Villanova College in an

era when rules not merely limit-

ad. but directed behavkir. The
foUowing selectkmB have been

exoerpled torn the Ift3fr37 Villa

nova CoU^e Simdemis' Hmmdbook:

Villaii0va

13 unita, naawly: 1) CtAtm Chap-

el; 2) St. Thoans' Monaatary

(facility huJMJK^ 3) MaaiH Hall

teoictw oifwaa. Schaal of Am.
Soteoa, Mid BngtfManag); 4)

Sakafll af Cotu/Mtot and Pniaiioe!

5) Ubmrr. 6) Mipn HaU (i

Wa 7) AMUte HiU (I

idence hall); 8) Alumni Hall (res-

idence hall); 9) Mendel Hall annex

(residence hall); 10) St. Rita's Hall

(residence hall); U) St. Mary's

Hall (residence hall); 12) Gymna-

sium and swimming pool; 13)

Stadium . .

.

"Grades
'Passed,* representing a final

grade of 60 percent or better, with

an examination grade of 50 per-

cent or better. In the case of re-

examination the passing grade is

70 percent ...

"Religious Organizations
Holy Name Society — The

principal obligations of a member
in the Holy Name Society at

Villanova are: 1) To abstain from

every form of profane and unbe-

coming speech; 2) To receive Holy
^

Communion with the members ctf

the Society on the appointed day:

3) The member's name must be

inscribed in the offkial register

kept by the chaplain. This re-

quirement It neoeasary togain the

spiritual benefits attached to

meanbershtp. Endeavor is made to

enroll every CathoUc student in

this aodety. The members are

dance of classes is required;

B) Students who are not in their

appointed places at the calling of

the class roll will be regarded as

absent ...

"Discipline

There are certain offenses

which will inevitably involve the

separation of the student from the

College and these are: Habitual

disobedience to College regula-

tions, unauthorized absence from

place of residence after 11 p.m.,

gambling, stealing, the use or

possession of alcohol liquor and
any form of impurity . .

.

"Disciplinary Regulations
- 10) All visitors must be re-

ceived in the parlors. Students
will not be granted permission to

have lady visitors in private
rooms ...

''Attire

In the chapel, dining rooms,

classrooms, assembly, library,

etc., students must appear in

proper attire, including shirt,

necktie and coat . .

.

^Ttmdkkmal Freshoian

by wearing the Holy Name
button . .

.

A) Prenipt aad regular atten-

To the class of 1940

-

Reaolved:

1> That the daat of 1940 shall

be known aa 'froah'; . .

.

3) That fraah must at all timea

(Cmtiumd.0Mp9tt 12)

I

I

'-i-'''*afc^!ti^l-A .tr.
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(Qmiinmd/mm pagt 11)

91%at€t)8h ueforbkkM the

ttae ^ tolncco \niSak fbntt ^

%13iat ffiiwhiiitflitft^ tii^
ctnrniildMsilnrth^oonvoiiefioe

7)jrfiat1^ miiil i^ifU tinit^
' audioly tra^ uttMidiiMDeii tiod

othtr frosh (Get tKe *HeU4>'

hahU);-
^

Cf) That m tnteriM or teaving

;

duftmoms/ diapd»vjttninf-fooin

or any otherjpublic anembly.
frosh Shan wait uiilil all uppd>-

c^aamen haye entered, dnirted
or are otherwise aooommociited •

'*'

-11) That *aittii^ acroaa' the

Cai&pus is strictly ^xhidden;
• 12)That froeh must keepooats

entirely l^ttoned and hand out of

podkets;

'

"^13) That frosh stand ereet

while in any iniblic conveyance
within the prescribed area, unless

all upperclassmen afid women
present are accommodated;
-^ ^14) That frosh are fcsrbidden

to 'hop rides* while w^tU^i leitKht

of the College.^

Freshmen are to abide by the

, sophomores regulations, which
have faculty approval, particular-

ly those pertaining to the wearing
(tf caps. The freshman cap is an
emblem of achievement uid not

ofinxligtiiity . .

.

*^OiiidiK3i ait DttKses i^mSkb^dti^^^
D, No 'itMiVft any dance, hquora oo^aiidi oacMkma

rule thelinl

*r

oMafVQblpia.
a litlhmenmd^ pennfitted:**' indiiptliMii'^l ^ , ^^ ^

who kttovrs, who care»

it's just lis singittg alofv to fuUaTthc ptMMiiy of our avM
MMrer who wrote a^qomplelely oniriiidicAirelettisr toiin <see

page 8) ... sure ... people are tthmya outtDigjUs up V% th^
Natib^ EtiQiiiinar yeah,'yeah'... aeiei tfik w^olt^ «imiri?ve
story : . . .< Monria^ii and Behi^ are alive and will be wfi|Oii«
in the Pavilion next week ...yeah, llurt'a^thl^^diet . .. spe^ddng
oif tickets . . . sexual pronltaouity nw^ jiiit be yoarv tlctet to

thegrave .. .80, how ai^ail ofywBdoingoMtther&wbdare celibate
-- not by choice, ol cporae^ ... (aoundl like another tiMiid
exclusive to ua!!) ... well, we jost doni't know n^t to aay ...

we'rejust ata kiaaforwords . . . Ipss . . .kuMea . . . nleii'albcsketball'

. : ; Iwia^yr^Jioen to any gaoiea Uitely? . . . atleilt^^

peamil tiftri as the ofBcial candy bar of the mefi*a>bul team,

Su can leave with a conaolatkni prise ... we*d lath^^have
Ufa . «.. uh-dh .^ . we're promoting tdtoeiil,i|piin ^,. <itiii|ent

Oovnamieitt better watdi out . i vOur^iKlmireriirfi^r siu^
a letter too . . . iSair dare they ^can** for oo^ doma . . . we*re
^ng to atop now . . . we're not fimny eAod^ anyway . ^ . what
would you give us on the new grading syatffi acal« — a C
— or a D*? . . .Who Knows, Who Cares.

EOUedfy the ViUmionineiiUmai board.

msBm
WANTED

Big ^aat BamtlMill Tictots

at Madlaofi Squara Gardafii

Call 10 a.m. to 4 p.in. 1»800*

222-7499.

Mal9/f9mal9 rooifimata
arantad toaharalarj||a2lKirm.

apt. in Bala Cyiwiryd.*E3coal*

lant locaHdii on llonte|omary
Ava.; Immadiata to irialn ft

aho|)r, laundry; mgt. on pro-

miaaa; oan lif anMir; cili
allowad; $375 aacurfty dap-
oait; Rant $250/1110, pliia

cooidng gaa, aiaetrtc (apiL

$20). Can Jadda, 972-5135,
9 a.m.-5 p.ni.; 664<^147 afi
6 p.m.

ATARI ST OWNERBli I tiavf
a Tlmawonn SwdNidc 8T

at $00, $20 tppa than stoM.
tt la tha tiaiit aplaadihaat
progfim avaOabia. CMi Ruaa
and laava maaaai9:|iit.82S-
9422.

CampuaRab. NCLEX/Raviaw
Sa NURS. STUDENT. Fraa
oboiaa MO^tfrfoi^
C«M020-9$7i. .•".•';• ^-l''^:

ATTENlnON StiiDENTS
EamilMOpiflir.

Maai part-Sma joli, woHdng
wKh otfUMT atudanta — no
aamng. wonc your cnoioa or
any tiio anoninga a «N|aic

from 5-10 pjik liiiitjf 0^
naai^ tialn aiM POMV.

Ma. iiaOfaai ter lateiw

r.te7HM iii».1<

V

A .

Lfll^ pi0n/t Ofyoa^wnanyDuoiDariwpiaiyaDna narn

10PI4.

oltatOufdrtwIiiMiwylaiaOianfattOO IJilM

±s^^ ,.i-,-i .. ,-^-
i^^ . ,^ 'V1^^J1^^^ :M;dl^

1nvBi0oii lus uses
By JOE MOGOWAN

Kay Shaheen describes himself
as a man who has spent his life

tewing things apart and putting
them together.'^ Though until
three years ago Shaheen ran his
own construction company, he is
now, and at heart, an inventor.
He has spent the last two years

absorbed in an invention he feela
win revplutionise our indoor
envuonment. IPs patented inven-
tion is^ at firat glance, strikingly
simple. Its principle uses gravity
to hang obkcts on walls (pbmter,
wood pandihg, dry wall or any
hoUow surlsce) without tools or
any other parts such as screws or
nails.

Shaheen's hook, and theconcept
behind it, allows t|ie user to
sunply PPnch the small apparatus

into the wall and then place or

suspend whatever object they
havechosen to placeon the device.
This allows for easy rafBoval in

the case of paintlnif* The main
advantage of the hook is that it

relieves the stress on obiects that
rest on the ground.

With the hook, Shaheen pre-
dicts, articles such as radios,
televisions, lighting devices and
so forth can be buih with less

expense at a lighter weight since
they will no longer need the
previous structural support.

The noveltyol Shaheen's inven-
tion is not the actual hook or
bracket itself,btit the concept and
its implicationa. A simple hook
designed by Shaheen (such as the
plant holder bracket in the accom-
panying photograph) can hold up
to 220 pounda. The hook can be
applied to anything we presently
hang on walls. And, Shaheen

stresses* thepossibilities forwhat
can be put on walls are seemingly
endless.

This is where Shaheen needs
help. He is seeking to give away
his invention in such a way as "to
do the most good and leaat harm.
He would like, ideally, the assis-

tance of engineers* artists, archi-

tects and marketers.

He is not interested in the
financial potential of his inven-

tion, but its applications for a
better future in areas of building,

maintenance and aesthetics.

Shaheen hopes to be workingon
his new technology at ViUanova
and encourages any assistance
from students and faculty. He is

available at his home in Horsham
at 215-672-0704, and k>oks forward
to the development and distribu-

tion of a technology simple in

principle, yet complex in potential

use.

f

(photo oowlMy of ShahMn)

Camims Ministry Perspective

Pondering the words of a charismatic speaker
By FR. RATJACKSON, OSA

Father Mike Sullivan woke up
a lot of students last week during
his Christian Renewal Week. For
those of you who missed him, it

was an entertaining, often amus-
ing, yet quite serious and reflec-

tive presentation of Catholic faith.

Fathei; Mike spoke from the

heart. He spoke of the need to look

within ourselves for disillusion-

ment, fear, anxieties, sins of

malice and sins of n^ectr"He
offered us the healing power of

Jesus to bind up our woundSj^tp
comfort us in moments of pam,
to give us a renewed sense of our
own goodness and a fresh start

on learning to love each other.

. Father Mike also spokefrom the

head. Too often, we forget the

fundamental teachings of our

faith. Our God is a loving and

^acious God. We are invited to

trust that the God who created

this most marvelous and awesome
universe, with its quasars and its

quarks, is the same generous-

Creator who brings us each day

warmth from the sun, daily bread

and the companionship of friends.

Jesus is our sign of God's love.

He is present to us in bread, wine
and the Word. The Sacrament of

the Eucharist is a sharing again
in that great act of k)ve where
Jesus', body was broken and His
blood spilled in order that our sins

might be forgiven. We need to

reflect constantly on ihe life and
teaching of Jesus if we hope* to

grow spiritually and live as faith-

ful followers of the Lord.

Father Mike's speaking from
the heart and the head reminds
me of Jesus affirming the person
who said that the first command-
ment is to loveGod with our whole
minds, our whole hearts, our
whole souls. The second com-
mandment is like it - to love our
neighbor as ourselves.

Far too often, we get caught up

Please note the following cor-

rections to the article enHtM*'A
new communications cottrse is

unveiled at V.U." which ap-

peared in the Jan, 23 issue of

the ViUanovan:
CA 3600 OriganizttHtmalCom-

munication is presently being

offered this semester, after being

introduced last fall. Dr. Gary
Kreps will not be teaching the

course at Villanova.

in the daily routine of life — our God in prayer each day and to
school schedules, our conflicts celebrate ,our common bond of
and petty differences with others, faith each week at Mass.
the biological necessities of eating, Finally, Christian Renewal calls
drinking, sleeping, etc. We tend to us to remember that we are called
forget the God whose Presence to seek the Lord in the suffering
activates our very life. of the poor, the oppressed and the

Christian Renewal calls us to needy. If we keep these simple
remember: to remember that God truths in our minds and in our
is the giver of all life, to remember hearts, the mission of Father Mike
that we are called to praise our will have been a success.
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By MARK V. DiSTASIO

Some of the most intriguing predictions of prognosticators deal

with the end of the world. Here are some "prophets of doom," and

their doomsday predictions:
, .

.

1996 — ProDhets — Christ died' in the 1,998th week of his

life. According to some prophets this year is the fateful one.

April25,2038— Nostradamus— The famous French prophet

and astrolooer predicted that the world would end when Easter

feU on April 25. This has happened in 1666, 1734, 1886 and 1943.

It will occur again in 2038. _
3936 — St. ViniCent Ferrer — In 1399, this Spanish monk

said that the world would end in 3936. He based his prediction

on the number of verses in the Book of Psalms.

Hollywood Florida, Where the Fun Never Sets

\AMf»f0r<Kirft«9vocationguide. arKl¥«1l criao ssrxjyoua loalp/teworfhtf su^^^
Gieater HoiiyvMOOd Chamber of Commerce. P.O. Box 2345. Honywood. Florida 33022
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Welcomes Their New Sisters

Emma Beacom
Allison Benigno
Cathy Bowen
Meghan Casey
Mary Collins

Missy Depino
Anne DiBenedetto
Laura Diesl

Debbie Donahue
Beth Dreiling

Leigh Elliott

Lora Ferrario

Debbie Gsand
Aileen Hanigan
Tracy Houghton
Jacque Jackson
Janice Jellig

,

Claudine Liss

Amy Longson
Barbara Lorenz
Jennifer Mahle
Jennifer Makowka
Marchella Mastrosimone
Michele McDermet

Anne Monahan
Allison Playford
Jennifer Rothe
Ann Ryan
Kelli Smith
Debbie Sommer
Laurie Spangler
Renee St. John
LisaThaman
JenniferTrybus
Ruth Ann Wolfe

Oi

John BarleycorA^s Pub
656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

presents:

COMEDY
NIGHT

EVERY WED. SHOWTIME 10 p.m.
. . . SOME OF THE AREA'S FINEST COMEDIANS

r
I

I
I

I

I

inw

admission
to

[Comedy Nigitt i

iiHanaWith Coupon

Sun. Mon.

.<^

Tues.

10
THE

mXTRBMEm

Wed.

PAUL
LYONS

11
TODD
GLASS

Thurs.

^ ^
v^ô

FrI.

6

Sat.

¥OMD WHmmE
PROHIBITED

13 14

TIMEandPLACE
20 21

MsmnrvAimnrum
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Strikes in tlie sunbelt
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Tourist Season
by Carl Hiaasen
Warner Books

V4

For all those hopelessly trapped

in the colder regions of North
America this winter, or -who
merely enjoy a fine mix of mirth

and murder, Carl Hiaasen's Tour-

ist Season should be required

reading. If you can envision

Mickey Spillaine and Monty Py-

thon meeting on the set of "Miami
Vice" and think the result would
be to your liking, then this is

definitely the book for you.

Carl Hiaasen has been an inves-

tigative reporter for the Miami
Herald since 1976, and his fiction

is largely based on the experiences

he has had on the beat. In 1980,

he was awarded the National

Headliners Award and in 1981 he

was a finalist for the Pulitzer

Prize in special local reporting.

Previously, he had only collab-

orated on novels with William

Montalbano. This is his first solo

effort.

Tourist Season begins with the

murder of Sparky Harper, presi-

dent of the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce. He is

found stuffed into a suitcase

wearing "a Jimmy Buffett shirt

and Bermuda shorts" with a toy

rubber alligator forced down his

throat.

Shortly after, tourists begin to

mysteriously disappear. Brian

Keyes, a reporter turned private

eye, gets involved with the case

as a group of terrorists emerge as

' the reason for the disappearances.

Keyes is a two-bit investigator

who failed as a reporter beotuse
he could not harden himself
enough to remain emotionally

detached from the suffering he
encountered on the beat. The
purposelessness and aimlessness

of his life is rudely interrupted by
the terrorist group, "Las Noches
de Diciembre."

"Las Noches de Diciembre"
(who become more popularly
known as the "terrorist nachos"
because of a newspaper typo) have
as their goal driving the white
man out of Florida and giving it

back to the crocodiles and the

Indians.

They intend to do this by ter-

rorizing tourists so that they will

not vacation in Florida, thereby

making the raping of the land too

unprofitable for "the hungry-eyed
developers, hoteliers, bankers and
lawyers who have made South
Florida what it is today! Newark
with palm trees."

Thegroup is lead by Skip Wiley,

alias "El Fuego," a crazed news-
paper columnist "who once
launched a write-in campaign to

get Marilyn Chambers an Oscar"
and who now wants to strike back
at the people who have destroyed

his beloved Florida.

He is assisted by Viceroy Wil-

son, a former Miami Dolphins'

fullback — 235 pounds of enraged
racial stereotype aimed right for

the establishment.

Additional help comes from
Tommy Tigertail, a Seminole
Indian who made millions from
the legalized bingo halls on Sem-
inole reservations and who now
wants his people's land returned,

and Jesus Bernal, a former anti-

Castro terrorist yearning to return

to "the Cause." Bemal's bombs
always fail, but his typing skills

are unmatched in the world of

terrorism.

They also have a pet crocodile

named Pavlov that they feed

occasionally with a tourist or two.

Keyes tries to stop Wiley(whose
mental condition is once described
as "Patton on acid") before he can
pull off his greatest piece of

terrorism: abducting the Orange
Bowl queen.

Keyes and the "Terrorist na-

chos" finally showdown on the

field of the Orange Bowl in a scene

that involves the Miami police, a

pack of motorcycling shriners

from Evanston, the immortalJohn
Davidson and the Notre Dame
football team. As the scene is

taking place, Wiley sings "Sym-
pathy for the Devil" over the

stadium speakers to add that final

touch of absurdity to an already

tremendously hilarious and thril-

ling scene.

Tourist Season is a fine combi-

nation of tremendously powerful

action and brutally satirical wit.

Hiaasen's characters retain their

credibility despite the comic flaws

he hangs on them. He resists the

temptation to make caricaturish

heroes or villians and presents

each character as equally human
— characters with whom you can
sympathize.

The book itself moves with the

breezy stride of a girl turning

heads at the beach as she saunters

along the surf. Despite Hiaasen's

laid-back style, his story keeps the

momentum building steadily,

making this not only an easy but

also a compelling book to read.

Add to all this the message of

conservation and ecological con-

cern that Hiaasen takes to an
extremely, while sensitively re-

taining its seriousness, and you
have a total package well worth
the price.

South Street Souvlakistimulates V.U. siblings
By MARYANN McCONNELL

Considering that Greek life is

80 widespread hete at Villanova,

it is absolutely an outrage that

souvlaki is not served anywhere
on campus. The only dinner
entree served at V.U. that even

comes dose is shishkebab, served

on a tin bar.

Unfortunately, during the cook-

ing process, the tin penetrates

through the meat causing it to

taste unmistakably metallic. After

eating a couple at chunks of the

meat, nausea usually sets in,

causing the victim to completely

abandon all thoughts of ever

touching Greek food again. But,

there is still hope!

Therearesomany delicious and
relatively inexpensive Greek
dishes that can be made as easily

as stuffed peppers. The students

of Villanova are kmg overdue in

paying tribute to the Greeks, the

people responsible for most oi the

socttlization that foes on here. '

It IS our responsibility to see

that justice is carried out We can

bsgin by sampling the various

Grsek restaurants in Philadel-

phia.Asourexatement buikis, we
\^ load news to tlie

a rave review
Souvlaki, I fsh

it sqMlf. It was
the psfisct sMHse taakap out on
the SlbUi^^ Waakattd dimier
buffet. So, I prmmisi to go

SCrsat fir anfcaur or so, aw found

the restaurant. There was a
waiting list, but we were seated

shortly after we walked in the

door. This cozy, congenial Greek
tavern was a sight to behold! It

is probably difficult for most
people to imagine a tavern that is

not an ale-house, but they do exist

and are much like European cafes.

The interior was painted in

earthtones and the lifi^ts were
slightly dinuned so that all of the

customers looked a little Greek
and all of the waiters and wai-

tresses looked a little more Greek.
Throughout the entire restaurant

an intricate, antiquated tiling

covered most of the walls and
floors. Antique lamps, mirrors,

urns, statues and paintings,
wluch were placed* all over, con-

tributed to the Greek setting.

But, more than anything else,

I believe that the friendly custo-

mers contributed to making this

Greek establishment the tavern

that it is. In the time that I spent

there, I was somehow transported

for the moment to ancient Greece.

'.The food was defmitely the
highlight of the evening. The
mebu had a wide range of appe-

tizers, ranging from tzatika

(yogurt) to taramasalade (caviar).

I chooe the mussels marinara and
I couia not nave oeen nnre sat-

iafied. Finally, my ravenous
hunfsr pains bsaan to disappear.

The dmioe for oinnsr was very

difficult to snke since there ware
sntrsss on the manu.

rflMimivlakL

a mMmtuA n^Mss itaslf.

M llini on tMr oMnu. it

nuiot hs thoir apsdality. This

entree was Greek food the way it

should be, the real thing. The
souvlaki was made of tender,

marinated chunks of meat broiled

over charcoal in the open kitchen,

and served on a pita. With it, I

also ordered turlu, a delicious

combination of stewed vegetables.

Finally, for dessert, I ordered
baklava and Greek coffee.

The pastry was out of this

world, but thecoffeewas less than
desirable. It was served like

Italian espresso but was much,
much strongerand thicker, almost

like caffeinated mud. Upon taking
my first sip, the coffee seemed
almost immobile between my
tongue and the roof of my mouth.
Before sampUng this drink, 1

had always assumed that coffee

was a liquid. Maybe it was a
deposit of sand from a beach in

Greece dyed a coffee brown shade.

There must be a simple explana-

tion for it.

Overall, the eating experience

was fabulous, one of the best

meals I have ever partaken of.

leaving me with only a yearning
for more. There could not have
been a better way of ending a day
on South Street.

I think that going to South
Street Souvlaki woukl also make
the beginnmf oi a great mght,
cspsoaDy since *The Rocky Hor-

ror Picture Show" is only a couple
of blocks awav, as well as Gren-
del's Liar, a theater, staging con-

csrts constantly.

TiMiB aio so many things to do
»mio on South Strsst,

should take part in the

|g|g6|E|GlgigC|G|6|GI6)G)6|6)

Philadelphia's Itetiest la

Greeic Cuisine S
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WKVU brings ViHanova and alumnus togithfr
By UNI M. MULLEN

«

Last Sunday night I had the

opportunity to speak with an
alumnus. Big deal? Yes, it was.

.»»
Austin HAll.

Under the direction of Rotiert J.

Caipone, the alumni department
maintains recordsand biographies
on more than 54,000 livingahimni.
In addition, they heto pliui Home-

at the "Sutely Wayne Manor
that started on Friday night

would last the entire weekend,
and none of the neighbors
complained.'

^ -„ Later that night while I was , ,

You see, the alumnus, Terry "the watching *'Animal House"'for the coming Weekend. They deviaed

Prune'* Smith went here about 10 20th time, I realised that Delta die VALU.E. (ViHanovaAlumni
years ago. I had seen pictures of Tau Chi would have been more Lending Undergraduate Expe-

him taken when he was a frosh. at home at Villanova University

He looks a little different, but than at Faber College,

something tells me '*the Prune*' As a member of WKVU, I in-

still knows how to have a good formed "the Prune" that Villan-

time. ova would have an FM station

During his collegiate career, soon. In fact, [and 1 know rumors
"the Prune" worked for the radio have been circulating about the

station. Rather, he hungout at the exact date], there is a strong
station, one does not really work possibility that WKVU will be an
there, it is too much fun to be FM station in the fall,

called work. Anyway, I was talk- We cannot say exactly what

rienoe) program, t6o.

So, when Homecoming Week
end arrives thia fall, be fore-

warned, it promises to be nearly

as exciting as the Homecoming
Weekend in 1984 when footbaU

started Main.
And, iiypujBet the chance, atop

by thealumni onice. You can find

s..

Beetkovengoes to themoon

aljumni from your home town. Or,

ifyou are a senioryou may be able
to find an alumnua who worka lor

the' company you wish you could
work for.

, Special ^appfemHtm for kilp

with mkmikkpm 96 Tmy **th€

TVmm" Smith ami Patricia A.
'Winner.

ByTINKIPIRO

They came from Washington
state to South Street and Russia

was their theme. Are they esca-

pees from aKen Kesey communist

ing to him about Villanova, then
and now.
"The Prune" described for me *

the crazy antics that were a daily

part of life here. Like that time
the radio station was "acdden
tally" heard out in Louisville, celebration on HomeoominsWeek-

end, we at KVU feel that would
be an ideal starting date.

I had contacted Terry Smith
because 1987 marks the 40th
anniversary of Villanova Univer-

sity's radio station. You must
admit that our school has a great

rapport with its alumni. This
rapport is because of the enormous
work done by the alumni depart-

ment, located in the basement of

day. or month for that matter, as society? Sometimes yes, some-

we are still waiting for a few* times no, but always they are

things from the Federal Commun- Camper Van Beethoven, a group

ications Commission [FCC]. How- whose style evades catagorizing.

ever, since there are plans being

made for an alumni anniversary

hard not to smile. They hit upon
the many phases of America and
society. They are the original

"true story tellers.

Russia was the main theme on
Thursday's show as the l^d
guitarist and singer kept calling

back to the bass pAayef to check
in on the Soviet Union. This wit

is representative of Camper's
belief that cultural differences are

in

Ky. And the stripper in the quad,
who, with 15 security guards
chasing him, got locked out of his

dorm only to be let in at the last

minute.
Oh, and the parties . . . yes, on

campus! WKVU sponsored con-

certs in the field house where
Jerry Garcia and Billy Joel (to

name two) played. They had
parties on campus and off. Parties

diSSIFlD
ilWBlTISIIlHi
Is It true you can buy Jeeps
for $44 through the U.S.

Government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-312-742-1142,

ext. 3695.

Affordable Introduction Ser-
vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-
alized service offers one-on-
one matches, plus personal-
ized background information.

Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to 717-F56, Station
Ave., Bensalem, PA 19020.

Part-time help needed by
local fireplace shop. Sales
and mechanical abilities are

a big plus. Call Mike, 293-

9151, 12-4 p.m.

Help Wanted:
Professional couple seeks
coed with par to watch our

10-year-old girl on Saturdays,

weekdays. In our home. Min-

utes from campus. Very flex-

ible times from occasional to

steady employment. $4/hour.

545-2813.

On Feb. 12. Camper fans filled « *^, •"•J^
*"^ ^*»« "^"^ ^

J.C.Dobbs past the fire marshal's ^"^^^y,^^^^^,
eight members of the group were
present, their performance was
just as enjoyable as their August
appearance. The opening song,

"History of Utah,*' filled the club

maximum capacity to listen to

music that is best descnb^ as

backwoods and psychedelk with

a little punk and bask: rock.

Their musk addresses social

issues and cultural bamers in a
^j^j^ bouncing dancers and a

subtte but effective way. In songs
^Yiiani& of Philaddphians.

like 'Take the Skinheads Bowl- "j^^ stalin's CadUlac." "Good
ing," their sarcasm is not only Q^yg ^^^^ g^ Q^y^ .. u,^^ gaw
humorous, but bnUiant.

Jerry's Daughter" and "Lassie

When Camper is playing it is Went to the Moon," hit upon

meiiibers of American society

sudi as capitaliata, coihmunists,

dead heads and mid-westemers.
Their original songs are not the

only thing that mato this band
special. The cover veraions of

"Wasted"(BlackFlag),"GodsiUa"
(BOC) and "Interstellar Over-

orive" (Pink Floyd) were high-

lights of the show.
But what makes Camper .Van

Beethoven a recommended addi-

tkm to any record collection? It is

their violinist. Any musician who
can handle a vast selection
songs of varying speed and com-
plexity, and give an instrument a
new approedn to sound makes the

pnoe of any of his band's feoords

worth it.

For all you oblivious to Camper,
this author recommends the se-

cond album, whidi like all three

has no title, so look for the peach
cover. A
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Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr.

round. Europe, S. Amer.,
Australia, Asia. All fields.

$900-$2,000 mo. Sightsee-

ing. Free Info. Write IJC, P.O.

Box 52-PA8, Corona Del Mar,

CA 92625.

Summer Camp Counselors
needed for Brother/Sister

Camp In Waynesboro, PA.
Poeitiona available tor mmn
and woMMn in Arts/Cralta,

i^ioi., nam whwi, oootiix.

AMemo
FromThe
DeanOf
Student
Air Feres.

. Hi, I'm your Dean,
McLean Stevenson.

And IVe got some
great news about this

years Spring Break.

/fou can afford it _____^_^^_
Wthout having to sellyourbooks, your stereo, oryour

roommate, "fou see, I represent Piedmont Airlines ana
Iknowhow you can fly for as much as 70% offregular coach
fares. Just as long as youbook well in advance.

which meaiis you and your friends can party in any of
the 150 cities coast to coast tnat Redmont flies to.

So, ifyou really want this years ^jring Break tobe very
memorable, yetvery afibrdabl^get to yourlocal travel agent
or caU Redmont at l-800-251'5/® am start researdha^
now Because you cant cram Ibrk]w ^r&ze&

strategy or war gai|ie$

wfappoa up Bi xnc.

inuttple ilehiiU of whtt tti^

opbjHiii are that piloting tlieaioie

vknm into in unwe^pooie avagt.

Not so with aj»0ir virgime;fro«i
Elec^roaiip Ai!tf twsed oi^ the

orii^ boir4 gune of the saipe

nmne. 6|pi ofinals^
battle fidlij^ qnly a few pieoea,

offob thil' #i|er more stratttsy

and thinli^ng t^n ^raigat
meB|oHfatioii( of options %pA
number^. '^Tiien together with

the fsct that the game is entirely

joMckH^iiolied, Ojifys is the

b^ new strateKy/%ar game tobe

releaaed in a.wfiHe.

TDeplot and' goal of Ogre are

;8imple. ThOreare two oBponents
in the game; the Ogre and the

protectors of the oommiind' post.

The Ogjct is a 2lst oetttury cyber
neticT^ting unit whose goal is

to take out tlie opponent's com*

mandpost
the protector of the post has

amunber^fconventional weapons

. 4it his disposal, but the only piece

!dn the C^re^s team is the Ogre
itself, strong eiioilgh to takeon aU
of the other pieces.

Ogre takes place on a map
divided into hexes. The primary

go^lof both players is to move
4pM^Around themap and tptidly

. ewiniste th^ other player. ^

Itiere are two t)^,of Qn^,
^the ^mt Mark III and the Ogre

, MiutV.Theyitterinthenumber
^ oO^pQiia, deftase abilitks 9pd

"
'"i. Thr defender of the

1^ ^^ has hea^ taflks.

ofsflreensand opdnns. F)^, there

is /the Calendar Screen. This
,de|iietttliedate.cictfldhis;lo0ns

tiiltff ditt be selects for thejilber

^imte^flay: pivcr. Press Hobm,
niMaoe boom and Nii[ht Time.

tl|ii« is also an icon with whkh
tbsM or lead games fromdtek.

Till Flni|noe Rooiil contains all

you n^ to keep track of iiioney

mnttm. That » your wall safe,

fifilig cs^ihet drawer and tele-

phone,. These items, sre all you

%otd to obtain money for the

nussion.

In the Press l^toom. you choose

to answer different members of

'tho press and do so in order to

genteate an^.keep interest in your

etxploits.'-'nie Diver is the most
jised game play mode, from whk:h

you sictuaUy board the ship and
examine its contents. You use the •

T.S.I. console for this mode.

Although there are many things

Xo4t} and keep track of in Titanic,
"

the game is challenging and un-

usual enough to merit praise.

Ur^ke shoot-'em-ups or boring

search-and-find games, Titanic

presents you with a goal and it

is up to you to reach it. So if you

are looking for a new kind ofgame
that is easy to play (entirely

joystick-controlled). Titanic: The

Recovery Mission is for you.

THE NEVERENDING STORY
««f, DATASOFT C64/128, AT,

^mturnm

•V

iif^tiiifm^^ Ogre
isa texnidableattacker.

There «t«b<<niahn^. diSfrent sce-

^inandsJUidposdbllitiesinC^ so
''

to'give strategic hints would be

•pointless. The ol^ect of playing

;;War games is ta use your mind
^'jniid the best plan of attack or

i^eiise^ Butjtuft in case you do
need sokhe hi^Ogre comes with

a.Strategy and Notes Manual to

|ielp in^lireparing for your first

., oontact with the game,in it, they

'Ittescribe .difterent defensive and
dffeinve maneuvers with which
to play Qrv successfully.

Havihg played the original

bqard game over five years ago*

I. can say that Ogre captures the

'^t$a|e of the pimple game. As a

Sdmhire package, (^ is coin-

plet6:;The instructions are clear,

the manuals sire formatted well

ajod^tt^ to understand. You even

ijeta caption tMulge for detection

^the niklear weaponson the 21st

cd^tuiy Oonibat sone.
*

TITANIC:THE RECOVERY MIS-
SION•^ACmnSION C64/128

Over 70 years ago, the R.M.3.

Titank was sunk by an kxberg
and brought to a halt the jokes

about tne '*unsinkable" ship.

That day lives in infamv and will

never be ^xgotten by ship lovers

and captions everywhere. In a

new game from Activiskm, you

are the leader ol an expeditkm to

raise the Titank from its ocean

depths. Resplendent with differ

ent screens any many goals to

slantltaneottlar meet, Titanic:

ThtRKmanUitsim turns out to

te a-ijiiniii GhaUante wmrthy of

iinjrridaagMirr*! duectkMi,

jn^^Wtfl^a^WBti^^Tikmic'ia
lo rilaemjMMy for 9C*# m-

kfiillaatsa wiiaring <iie

Adventure games sometimes
are boring and stupid, requiring

the adventurer to ji^^t type in

commands andllook at the feeble

excuse for a incture that is up on v

the screen. This type of adventure

game is never worthy of attention

at all. Ifowever^ Datasoft turned

a popular movie into an adventure
with great success. TheNeverend-

v^ag^ime biased on th^Slni

43!nes' what all texty^praphtc

adventures should be. The des-

criptions are straightforward and
th^ commands easy to remember.
The graphics use the most that

the micros have to offer and
present the story visually and
verbally better than most others.

The «tory behind the game is

simple. You are Atreyu, the might-

iest warrior of Fantasia, a world

cl magic. The world has been

taken over by The Nothing, an

empty cloud of human despair

thit destroys the hope in the

hearts of all creatures.

What the best part is of Neve-

rending Story, is how closely it

follows the movie plot. There are

all of the popular characters from
the film, includii\g Falkor the

Luckdragon, Gmbrk, Nighthob,
Teenyweeny, Engywook and
Urgll. Also, the original film

music is used in the game.
The atmosphere^created by the

digital equivalent of an analog

film is enough to put you back in

the movie theater for the ump-
teenth time, but this time allowinfi^

you to control the plot of The
Neverending Story.

THE GABIES CREATOR «***

MASTERTRONIC C64/128

Videogame creation is a popular

programming task in today's

workl, a world that has techno-

logically grown in the arcade. A
recent release from Mastertronic

proves how easy it is to put
yourselfamongthefew, theproud,

the video game designers. In The
Ganees Oeator, you control the

design through a hierarchy of

commanda selected viamenusand
ioyitkk. The ainvlidty ol the

dttign and the kuw pnoe of the

The Cinem Cottier

buy.

has four op-

Hay, ClMMie. Load and

the Change sub-menu. The in-

structions are straightforward

and the game play exoeUent after

deation is complete.

Hot only are you provided with

everything needed aoftware-wise

to dttign a^game, but the manual
is concise and leavea oUt unneces-

sary "baby" descriptions txA gets

ri^ht tothemeat of the instructxHi

set. If thatis not enough to attract

you. The Games Creator comes
with three games on the disk.

These games show the power
of the software and are truly

indicative of what you can accom-
plish if you buy The Games Crea-

tor, So if you are looking for an '

inexpensive and simple way to

be^n video game diesign. The
Gennes Creator is the answer to

yo^r problems.

EXBCUTIl^, TOURNAMENT
D^K *i •^^ ACCESS SOFT.
WAREC64/If^,AMIGA* ST,AT

Golf games are rare for the

microcomputer. There has been,

and still is,only one really orcellent

golf simulation game — Leader
Board. That is the most realistic

in the sport of golf; the graphics

and animation show you exactly

what you would see if you were
oil the course. The game automat-
ically keeps your score and rank-

ing against, at most, three other
players. The screen gives you all

the information you need to know
fojr your next Shot ^ things like

distance tothe hole, club selection,

Rew' from the Leader Board
collection is the firs^ in a series

of scenery/course disks to be
released in future months. The
first one,' Executive Tournament
Disk t^l, contains two extra full

courses (36 holes) for Leader
,
Bqard use. Th<e courses do have
some tricky holes, but for themost
pait, are of fair difficulty. They
feature many sand traps, water,
hazards, trees, sloping hills and
other interesting twists ,to an
already captivating game.
For all Leader Board owners,

this one is a must; for all others,

but both Leader Board and Exec-

utive Te/ffhtament Disk Ul.

THE INFINITY MACHINE •••Mi

MASTERTRONIC C64/12S

How hiany times have you
become frustrated in the middle

'

of a game and wished that you

could have lasted longer, maybe
to the next level or something?

You know that the solution to the

problem is to be able to storm

through themonsters or not to get

run over by the tank.

Well, Mastertronic has what
you need. They call it The Infinity

Machine, I call it the last hope for

the gamers who are in dire need

of the secret to finishing a game.

The Infinity Machine is a car-

tridge that plugs into the cartridge

port of your Commodore and is

activated by pressing a red button

.on the top.

What this cartridge actually

does is disable air of the sprite

collision in a game. In this way,

no sprite (monster, etc) can touch

:

you because collisions are not

possible. (These collisions are

what determines whether a bullet

hits your character, etc)
.

There are three ways that you

can use The Infinity Machine.

First, you can press the button in

the middle of a game or in dire

emergency, and from then on

nothing can kill you until you

press the button again. Second,

you can hold the jpyatkk up and

pneaa the huttoii. Only enemy
Mrites arediaabied; youcan ahoot

them, but they can not |et you.

Finally, you can hoU the joyatkk
I

down and maa the button. All
|

haah^paimd apritea are diaablad

BklMr way, The Infmily

ia the anawar to your

ivith iprilis in video

The Spectrum
Broad & Pattison Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2 & 4 — Bon Jovi/Cinderella

The Tower Theater
e9th Street

Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 26-27 - The Kinks
Feb. 28 ~ Stryper

March 6— Paul Young

Chestnut Cabaret
38th & Chestnut streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Feb. 20 — Backstreets
Feb. 21 — Fabulous Greaseband
Feb. 27 - Nightshift

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 21 — Dynagroove
Feb. 24 — George Hackett

Feb. 26 — Tommy Conwell

The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry streets

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-972-7600

Jack Tworkov: Paintings 1928-1982 .

Through April 5

Nexus
foundation for today's art

2017 Chancellor 3t.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-567-3481

The Holography Show
a group exhibition of holographic art

Feb. 3-28

Comedy
Comedy Works
126 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-W-A-C-K.Y-9-7
Feb. 20-21 — The Amazing Jonathan

, Feb. 27-28— Sean Morey/Ron Gallop

V
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I would Uke to take this opportunity to thank the foUowing:

Amy PIek— Dave Fedor (Chairpeople)

The Sibling Weelcend Committee:

ShiolaKeams KathyMcHugh
Mary Beth Donahue Karen Kelly

Mary Ippolito

Anna Maria N. Kelly

» Advisor
Maura Hurling — Advisor

Joanne Satiritz— Secretary

Union Executive Board
Festivals Advisory Board
Lee Doner — Ticlcet Office

Dan Remly &
Residence Life Staff

Student Activities

C.C. Staff

Jack Sweeny &
Basketball Club

Food Services
Campus Ministry

Coach Massimino and the
BasketlMill Team
Blue Key Society
Dance Ensemble
Resident Student Assoc.
Assoc, of

Commuting Students
Visual Arts Committee
Pan Hellenic Council

Inter Fraternity Council
Stage Crew
Kevin McDonald
Pete Burke
Ave Liel>ezelt

Joanne Piccoli
Jill Apito
David Court
Mark Dimarino
Joe Stazlak
Greg Noone
Seana McAnlff

DM.

and all the students, friends and siblings who made this past weekend
better than ever! Thanks!

Ernie Manuel
Festivals Coordinator

(L^ oxxccrU at C Chapel ^ift ISSm

JIfmeArta

6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m,

C.C. Cinema

$2

NEXT
WEEK!

m^mr

(

.?

H

Ml

Sunday
Feb. 22
3 p-in.

Thurs. FrL

Feb. and Feb.

26 27
6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.

C.C. Cinema

-''*^-~'
'./*!!.>*<

V.

'^

>>

SPRING.
BREAK

INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
BAHAMAS: Fab. 24 at 6:30 p.m.

C.C« Ckieiiia

CANCUN: Fab. 25 at 7^30 p.aL

CULTURAL
FILM
SERIES

*«8 1/2"
Federlco Fellini

Italy

1963

C.C. cinema
$1.60
Sunday

Ziie^TpjiL

4lantarsoiis creative new release

By i£EVIN HECHT

S

Gaudi
Tlili Alan ParMHis Pixqect

Arista Records

For a giiy who has had virtually

no media exposure, who does not

tour, and whose band has been

oompraoiised mainly by a mutable
compilation of English studio

session players, Alan Parsons has

had a very successful career. He
has scored high on the charts with

such hits as^Time," "Eye in the

Sky" and "Don't Answer Me,"
and he has also played an integral

part in the production and engi-

neering of albums released by
other popular artists.

Gaudi is the seventh album
released by the Alan Parsons

Project, and it continues the

band's tradition of putting forth

quality, original music that has

kept this relatively unknown
group around.

Before Parsons assembled the

band that became the Project, he

worked as a record producer and
engineer, lending his talent to

albums such as the Beatle's Abbey

Road and Paul McCartney's Red
Rose Speedway. He has since

produced Al Stewart's Time Pas-

sages and the phenomenally suc-

cessful Dark Side of the Moon by
Pink Floyd.

Parsons' playing time with the

band is limited, and heonly makes
occasional appearences on the

keyboards. His maincontributions
stem from his production expe-

rience and son^-writing ability.

His music is mterpreted and
sas:

played by a talented selectkm of

musidans, including the band's

other drivin|[ force. Eric Woolfton,
the executive ptxxlucer of the

altNiqi, and keyboardist/vocalist

for the band.

The Proiect's previous albums
hav« relied heavily on the fusion

of orchestrated mdodies, synthes-

izers and the cutting lead guitar

work of bn Batmson. Gatidi fits

this mold nicely, and showcases
the band's ability to produce
flowing, textured music and a
distinctive sound.

The liner notes of the album
explain that it is dedicated to the

works oiAntonio Gaudi, a Catalan

Architect who conceptualized the

ftliieftMMvttot

FarwiisCMgoMo the

Nffttont Mjr roetf exfier-

haceMdcnmk out

frosh mid orkfiturinuh

terhltlmtwill appeal

to a wUe selection of

IMeners.

construction of the Sagrada Fami-
lia Cathedral in Barcelona. The
timetable for the completion of the

cathedral runs for hundreds of

years, and Gaudi is buried in its

unfinished crypt. Much of the

album deals with ambition to

strive for an unfinished dream,
and the imaginative artist who
has the courage, to reach for the

stars. .

*«]
*La Sagrada Familia" opens the

album characterized by towering

instrumentals, beautiful horn
work and the soothing voice <d

John Miles. The song deals with

the unknown paths our lives may
take, and the uncertainty of the

future: "Who knows where the

road may lesd us, only a fool

would say/Who knows what's
been lost akxig the way/Look for

the promised land in all of the

dreams we share/How will we
know when we are there?"

"Closer to Heaven" is a song in

a similar vein sung by Woolfson,
and backed up by the strong
rhythm and lead of Baimson, the

punctuating drums of Stuart
Elliot and a soulful sax solo by
Richard Cottle. The flowing lyrics

and rich music make it one of the

best songs on the album, along

with "Inside Looking Out," an-

other song that is carried by
Woolfson's hypnotic voice, and
the beauty of Baimson's acoustic

guitar.

The record also contains some
lighter, pop-oriented songs such
as "Standing On Higher Ground"
and "Money Talks." "Standing
On Higher Ground" is the first

single from Gaudi, and it break^

away from the heavier mood that

permeates the rest of the album,
as does the light-hearted nature

of "Money Talks," with an
audience-conscious sound aimed
at radio play.

It is refreshing that Parsons can
go into the studio with his band
without any road experience and
crank out fresh and original

material that will appeal to a wide
selection of listeners. "Paseo De
Gracia," an instrumental that is

the final song on the album,
encompasses the mood that is

present throughout. It shows off

the instrumental prowess of the

diverse group of musicians ga-

thered toflether in the Protect, as

wdl as their fine blending of

classical and contemporary
sounds.

The Alan Parsons Profect has

establisheda tradition of releasing

distinctive, quality musk: that has

hdped carve their nkhe among a

solid folk)wing of fans. Gaudi it

further proof of the band's aoUd
progression as one of the better,

yet underrated bands in the music
workl today. Parsons' fans will be
pleased with Gaudi, and the
album will draw new fans over

to its original sound.

CntgfuMeiwnU^KfiwlAMwVH?^^
LeeAgostina
Loren Armenti
MargoAuchter
Suzanne Bennett
Vicky Black
Laura Bronzi
Tara Burke
Susan Callan
Kristin CeUa
Barbara Charland
KateCoHiton
Geraldine Cortes
Kathleen Cory
KristineCoyne
Theresa Cresanti

Patrica Cronin

\
Kristin Dahlhj^^
Linda D'Amic6
Patricia DeAsis
Diane DeBobs
Dierdre Dickson

Jennifer Dischinat

Biichelle Donatucci

Phyllis Downs
Teresa Doyle
JoanDunkle
Maureen Dwyer
Stacey Eddinger
Maureen Engel
Betsy Epstein

Mary Lynn Farren
Michele Gaualt

Carolyn Geig
DeniseGood
Debra Gullen

Christine Hamburger
Amy mil
Lisa Hoinsld

Petra Hummelbrunner
Sheila Keams
Ann Marie Keating
Lisa King
Nina Koch
BethLamlets
Nela Latt

Karen Lee
LisaLeguene
Teresa Li

Eileen Logan
Ann Marie Lombari
Beth Ann Lumpkin
Michelle Makarevitz
Kimberly Manuele
Jennifer Martin
Cynthia Martin
Laura Martarelli

Ann Masen
Mary Mayfield

Carolyn Mazzulla
Pamela McAuliffe
Lisa Morgan
Robin Morin
Lisa Mountain
Laura Muccini

Laura Murphy
Kathleen O'Connor
Laura Purpun
Erin Quinn
Shauna Quinn
Katie Reichner
Laura Riethmiller

Kristin Rahe
Jolene Rubbo
Kathleen Ryan
Theresa Santoro
Theresa Sass

Susie Schroder
Michelle Severance
Laurie Shapiro
Kimberiy Smith

Suzanne Smith
Denise Springbag
Kim Stampich
Melinda Swedo
Kimberly Taleer

Leisa Tarquines
Marina Theodoris
Mary Tillotson

Joyce Tricoski

Mary Nat Tueskie
Susan Wausnock
Ann Wilkerson

Careen Winters
Dina Yerkes
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ChitfaeSbene. . .Ent^
By MARYJO YANNACONE

Whit is going on in the enter-

tainment world, you ask? Well,

inquire no longer. For the re-

mainder of the semester, you will

find the hottest goings-on right

here in the VUlanovan. For the

latest in movies, television and
music deals, as well as up-to-date

people-talk about your favorite,

(or moat hated) people, stay tuned.

. You will read about local, national

and international figures; you will

hear what they are up to, and who
they are up to it with.

For the week of Feb. 16, there

,
are quite a few juicy tidbits. We
are at a good time in television;

virtually every series is airing

never-before seen episodes. All

this is because it is ratings sweeps
-^ month, the time of year when old

Mr. Nielsen rears his ugly head,

.
and stations scramble for viewer

support.

We are also brought long, draw-

nout mini-series, geared to boost

viewer interest and hold our

attention for sometimes an entire

week. These sagas consistently

fail to entertain, and become.

instead of dramatic, humorously
absurd.

*

ABC has thrown its hat into the

ring with the 14*hour*k)ng mini-

series **Amerika," a drama center-

ing around the events leading up
to a hypothetical Soviet invask>n

of the United States and the

country's subsequent state of

being under Communist rule. To
complement this, the station's

nightly series "Niglitline" has

aired two episodes about Soviet

television game shows.

One of the hottest shows in

Russia is called '*Come On, Girls,"

featuring youm^ unmarried wom-
en competing m such areas as

potato peeling, vacuuming, house
cleaning and lassoing reindeer,

(no. that is not a typo), with the

winner being awarded a china tea

set. Also shown was a children's

quiz show called "What, When,
Where," offering such prizes as

poetry books, ethics lessons and
trips to the Black Sea for its

winning contestants.

The other outstanding happen-

ing of the week is, of course, the ^

estate plans ot ourdearly departed

Uberaoe. It was announoed on
Monday that the musician'sentire

estate will be placed in a trust to

benefit his own foundation, pro-

viding scholarships to music
students across the country.

And speaking of mildly offen-

sivejpenormers, how about that

Liz Taylor? It has been rumored
in People magazine that the en-

tertainer expects to be showered
with gifts when signing on to do
a television or movie deal, f

The makers of the television

movie "Poker Alice," in which
Taylor stars with current beau
George Hamilton, had to come up i

with a little something to present

her on each day of the 2Sday

shootittf schedule. Aooonttng to

one dcMgnated shopper, 'Thai is

an unwrnten butwitt«known part
of every movie dsal that is made
with Liz. It's been going on for

years. , .

^
Lis could biiy her $wn jewelry

store if she were dolqf as well as
Oprah Winfrey, boat pf the phen*
omenally suecmful taUc show
bearing her nanie. Ffrat there was
"The Ciilor 'Purple," then the
move to talk sho^ host and now
there is minor ofa signeil contract
for a televiskm sitcom. Maybe Liz

shouki get in touch with Oprah's
agent, arid learn what it is like

to do her own shopping with
money she has earned.

In thf "B^ Fwi The Dead"

category, we have the letuim of

Unmet Nelfoii, who

Harriet" on ra(tioaiid

from 1944^ ^ioawig oq^ of a
decade-kmg retireniffnt, site Will

join the cast of ''KgMttKll^es
Va,"anNB€ ooin^nil^iMlltthriQg
formerChka^Bsn-fidltBiifkus,
and feattij^ihg Trisha t«igh
Fither. the daui^ter of fidSe
Fislier and Connie Stevens.

And lastly, there is talk that
those two crasyjMkers (rofp the
'GQ^. Peter Fonda and l>c^nis
Hopper may play parents in a
settttd to '*Basy Inkier." It is time
nofw tfTSign-on, but I will be iMiek

next we^ with nkxre ei^ng
tkttMts from the cracy, mi&d-up

rid Q|f entertaimnijent.

Ill

WKVU

Weekly Top 20

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

"Living on a Prayer"
"Bizarre Love Triangle"

"Life is Hard"
"C'mon Every Beat Box"

"French Kissing"

GEORGIA SATELLITES "Keep Your Hands To Yourself"

STEVIE RAY VAUGHN "Superstition"

SAMANTHA FOX

BONJOVl
NEW ORDER
TIMBUK 3
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE
DEBBIE HARRY

MINISTRY
PETER GABRIEL
ERIC CLAPTON
PAUL SIMON
BEASTIE BOYS
RUN-D.M.C.
MONKEES
B-52'8
EDDIE MONEY
THE CURE
BRUCE HORNSBY
CONCRETE BLONDE

"Touch Me"
"Revenge"
"Big Time"

•It's in the Way That You Use It"

"Graceland"
"Fight For Your Right"

"You be niin*
"

"Ust Train To Clarksville"
• "Summer of Love"
"I Want to Go Back"

"Let's Go To Bed"
"The Way It Is"

"Still In Hollywood"

MESSAGE EVBnrCMVt

MOPtfOAY AIIMyChiklren
TUESDAY Loving

WEDNESDAY OneUfetoUve
THURSDAY Ryan's Hope

FRIDAY General Hospital

Call Now
1-900-410-SQAP
The telephone company charges SOi for the first

minute and 35< for each additional miruite.

COABC receives a percentage fee.

:* '

CMiSSlFieD

Typing — Wordprocessing
All of your typing needs
professionally word-pro-
cessed. Reasonable rates,

pick-up and delivery avail-

able. Call anytime. WORDS-
TO-GO, 853-2244.

FOR SALE
Conteffnporary walnut buffet.

Also 4 eontemporary walnut
living room chairs, blue fa-

bric Can 68S-2727 after 3
p.m.

StaieoforSaiel

Cancun is noted for its lobsters.

JIvaMilMpilB.
nmtokMpll

A
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T|ie Aeademy digs up a new dinosaur exhibit
ByJOANNE LOFTUS

Are you sick and tired of tlie

same old monotonous routine

evei7 weelcend?Do you party hard
on Friday and Saturday niglits*

and tiien sleep off your hangovers
until 3 p.m. on the following days?
Why not try something fun. ed-

ucational and cultural?

The city has many diversified

activities for every type of indi-

vidual, including various muse-
ums, tite zoo, Independence Mall,

the Gallery, Chinatown. South
Street and Penn*s landing. Phila-

delphia has yet to be explored by
the minority of Villanova stu-

dents, which' is a shame consid-

ering its close proximity to our

tampus.
One such attraction is the

Academy of Natural Sciences,

located on the comer of 19th

Street and the Benjamin Franklin

Parkway. This museum is a

research institution whose main
objective is to research animals,

plants and the environment ~
both past and present.

Presently, their main attraction

is a traveling exhibit entitled

"Dinosaurs: Past and Present." It

arrived in Philadelphia on Jan. 31

and will depart on April 19.

"Dinosaurs: Past and Present" is

the most comprehensive exhibi-

tion of art, sculpture and actual

models of dinosaurs that has ever

been created in the field of

paleontology.

Now, you need not know a thing

about paleontology to enjoy this

exhibit. In fact, you will come out

of the museum knowing much

more than when you went in. This
feature and the museum's per-

manent exhibit on dinosaurs
(which is spectacular) are totally

designed to teach the public about

the current theories surrounding

the existence and eventual extinc-

tion of dinosaurs.

The works of art are colorful

and imaginative; they represent

the culmination of the most recent

research on dinosaurs. For in-

stance, it is now theorized that

dinosaurs pc^sessed far better

locomotive skills than previously

assumed.
As a result of the extensive

investigation on their posture and
tails, it is believed that some
dinosaurs probably stood erect,

could run relatively fast and did

not have dragging tails. Therefore,

many of the reproductions have

been recently remodeled m order
to display these new scientific

thoughtson the skeletal structure.

If you have ever seen a film

depicting dinosaurs, you may
recall that many models are slow,

walk on four legs and drag their

tails.

"Dinosaurs: Past and Present"
was quite interesting, but nothing
in comparison to the Academy's
permanent exhibition called "Dis-

covering Dinosaurs." This was
fascinating. As you enter the
room, the first thing to catch your
eye is a reproduction of a gigantic

tyrannosaurus rex skeleton that

spans approximately 40 feet in

length.

Tyrannosaurus rex could de-

vour a human being quickly with
his four-foot long jaw and six-inch

teeth. There were about twelve

assembled dinosaur reproductions

which were life-size. Most of them
contained some real fossil bones.

It is probable that most college

students have seen "Land of the

Lx>st" at least a few times during

their Saturday morning cartoon

careers. While viewing this exhib-

it, a person is apt to picture

himself/herself living amidst that

scenario (with the tyrannosaurus

rex chasing you).

"Discovering Dinosaurs" was
two to three years in the making,
and it first appeared at the Acade-

my inJanuary 1986. Nevertheless,

the exhibit is continually updated

as new discoveries and informa-

tion surface. The newest addition

to this collection was unveiled just

last month, entitled the "Dodson
Dinosaur," which was discovered

in Montana in 1981.

Brat-packerNelson defends acting ability
By ELANA STARR

"From the Hip"
produced by Bob Clark *

There has been renewed inter-

est in the courtroom drama re-

cently, both in films and on
television, perhaps as a result of

Sidney Lumet's stunning success

with "The Verdict," starring Paul

Newman as a down-and-out
attorney.

Last year we had Robert Red-

ford and Debra Winger displavinR

courtroom theatrics in "Legal

Eagles," as well as the debut of

"lA. Law," a sophisticated and

often cynical television show
spotlighting the intricate work-

ings in a California law firm.

Now we are given "From the

Hip," a movie about young law

Persmis

clerks. This reviewer must admit

that, on going into the theater, she

did not have high hopes of viewing

a quality film. After all, it is the

work of Bob Clark, the man
behind the sophomoric "Porky's"

trilogy. Also, it stars Judd Nelson,

an alumnus of so-so brat pack

features, such as "St. Elmo's

Fire" and "The Breakfast Club."

Thus, it was a pleasant surprise

to find "From the Hip" to be a

well-crafted, engaging film.

Nelson plays Robin "Stormy"
Weathers, a clerk at the hallowed

Boston law firm founded by Oliver

Wendell Holmes. Robin is a bright

go-getter who attended only three

classes in his three years of law

school (ostensibly Harvard), yet

still managed to graduate in the

top 10 percent of his class. (Do I

hear V.U.'s law students
guffawing?)

Robin is frustrated with his

neophyte status, which keeps him
busy with mere paperwork. With
"creative sneakiness," Robin
finagles his way into defending an

important client in an assault

suit. He proceeds to dazzle eve-

ryone, including the judge, jury

and the press, with his pyrotech-

nical style.

Robin's chutzpah attracts an

accused murderer in search of a

savvy defense lawyer. The ensu-

ing trial not only yields inspired

comedic moments but probes

some serious issues, as well.

Robin must come to terms with

the frequent conflicts between

truth and honesty on one hand
and legal ethics on the other.

As the fledgling lawyer who
turns "the courtroom intoFenway
Park," Nelson is attractive and

believable. Although it is a highly

verbal role with lots of rapid-fire

dialogue. Nelson employs consid-

erable physical movement and
facial expressions, as well.

He is bolstered by a strong

supporting cast. Elizabeth Perkins

(Demi Moore's cynical sidekick in

"About Last Night") has gradu-

ated to leading lady status with

this movie. She is captivating as

Jo Ann, a sometime model-actress

and Robin's confidante/love

interest.

The notable British actor John
Hurt (*'Midnight Express,"
"Alien," "Elephant Man") gives a

seemingly effortless performance

as the erudite yet creepy murder
suspect, Professor Beloit, whom
one character describes as a cross

between "Charles Manson and
William F. Buckley."

Nancy Marchand (the imperious

newspaper owner on '*Lou

Grant") is effective as tne law

film's senior partner. Only Dan
Monahan as Robin's fellow law

clerk is miscast. Having seen

Monahan as Pee Wee, the lead in

the "Porky's" movies, it is difficult

to imagine him as anyone but a

teenager with raging hormones.

The film was co-written by

producer/director Clark and Dav-

id E. Kelley, who is, no surprise,

a writer for "L.A. Law." The two
have fashioned a fast-paced script

that never fails.

Courtroom features have often

been criticized as contrived and

unrealistic; the fictional lawyers'

antics would never be allowed in

a real court of law. "From the

Hip" is no exception. However,

while the legal machinations here

may not be on the up-and-up, the

film provides plenty of laughs and

drama.

Hey UoyM9,
You are coo//

love, Jay
P.S. Thanks so much for

dlnnor. It was ths coolest

To My Secret Admirer.
Who ere you? lieef me In the
personals,

- P.B.

Hey SuzlelU

HAPPY 21st B'DAY!!! You're

probably feeling 21 after last

nightl There ain't no keeping
you out ofbars nowl We hope
you have a very legal year!

See you at Kelly's! Your life-

style has Improved!
Love,

Katie S, Monk^a

To the Greatest
Guy In the vrortd,

I guess I got past the big

censor! Hope your beer'ls

cold — aee you soon! Love
Forever!

- r.LG./.r.l¥.

ANMLS.
TCCHNKAl AND SOElia

ITS TO YOUR ADHyniGE.
Why? Because Drexei prepares you for a career in corporate com-

munications, technical or science writing, public relations, advertis-

ing, media production, or any related facet of technical and science

communication.

Drexei offers: a full- or part-time program determined through

student advising; options for paid, career-related employment; and

excellent placement services in this high-demand field. Together,

these create a proven preparation that gives Drexei graduates their

competitive edge in the professional world.

Address.

City. State. Zip.

Director, Craduate Program, Technical and Science Com-
munication, Drexei University, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
(215)895-2442.
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SPRING BREAK 1987 IN FLORIDA
SPECIAL OFFER 5/2 PACKAGE

2 NIGHTS IN ORLANDO
&

5 HOT NIGHTS IN DAYTONA BEACH
at PENROD'S FAMOUS PLAZA HOTEL

MARCH 6 THRU MARCH 15, 1987

SPEND TWO NIGHTS IN ORLANDO

AT RAMADA CENTRAL HOTEL^
FREE TRANSPORTATION TO WALT DISNEY WORLD, EPCOT.

FREE BIQ PARTY WITH LIVE BAND SUNDAY NIGHT

FREE DRINKS».FOOD..^ FUN FOR ALL

MONDAY ON TO DAYTONA AND THE NUMBER ONE LOCATION

IN DAYTONA, PENROD'S PLAZA HOTEL^

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF ALL THE ACTION^

^i LOCATION.

IS

PULL PmCC INCLUOCS ROUNOTRtP BUS

< OUAHANTEEO QUAD OCCUPANCY

$229.50

VILLANOVA
UNIVERSITY

PlMlV*«*M<ltfM

^ MM* mvCM* rautr

CUM' fUkUMom

m sttit

torn St4-t2i«

hUtt^t*

V.

imujiLMmaua
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Congratulations 1987-88 yillanova
Union Executive Board!

President: Beth Navghton

Vice President: Billy Boyd

Secretary: John Price

Treasurer: Tim Lowry

Festivals Coordinator: Ernie Manuel

Lectures Coordinator: Rich Domenico

Publicity Coordinator: CraigJordan

Recreation Coordinator: Dana DiPaulo

Social Functions: Karen Laughlin

Visual Arts: PeteBurke

•i'

-fit: -
*- k"*'

»^_ .1^ ^l .

.

ii — wA-nivaB* f -u. i^v. -nrr.i^9»\a
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Words
By SYLVIA DE SANTIS

MadfussofltAU
The Ward Brothers *

It has been a long day, you are
tired and just want to relax. Look
no further, the Ward Brothers will

have you relaxed, in fact, probably
fast asleep before you even reach
the end of side one.

In their current release, Mad-
ness Of It All, the trio of brothers
attempts to mix an '80s synth
sound with a dance beat, unfor-

tunately to no avail.

The album begins promisingly
enough with "Easy Prey." This
song starts off with a strong beat,

causing the listener to envision a
good dance tune. However, after

the opening chords, "Easy Prey"

Ward Brothers
quickly turns very disappointing

and is really only a repetition of

the mundane lyrics, "Just love me,
love me, love me. Cut me loose and
let me go."

Continuing along on side one.

you will find / Trusted You, You
could dance to this song if really

hard-pressed for music, but there

is not much body or beat to it.

Bascially, the title tells all there

is to know.
Listening^ to Shadows Of You,

one can only give a sigh of relief,

it is the last track of this side. The
triteness of this song pretty much
sums up side one, "I don't mind
living in the shadows of you. I

don't mind hangin' on and bein'

used."

If you have gotten this far and
still have the patience to bother

flipping the record, you will get

a surprising reward for your
efforts. The first song,Dm 't Talk

To Strangm is a welcome change
of pace, with the keyboards pro-

vidingan almost eerie, but original

background sound as the Ward
Brothers croon warnings to their

girl about the dangers of today's

single scene. Next in line is Umbo,
which is exactly where this song
leaves you. It is obscure, confusing

and thoroughly vague in any
message it may be trying to

provide, with little in the way of

musical originality.

It seems, strangely enough, that

as the album winds to a tedious

close, the songs begin to improve.

In "Cross That Bridge, " the lis-

tener will find a danceable tune

with a reasonably good beat.

Though the lyrics remain mind-

less, there is some niusical con-

tinuity without the Ward Broth-
er's typical overbearing
synthesizer sound.
The best song of this album is

definitely its title track, "Madness
Of It All." It begins with a strong

bass sound, giving a bongo-like

effect to the opening chords. The
stit>ng point of "Madness Of It

All" is, ironically enough, its lack

of vocals. By concentrating on a

musical chorus to carry the beat,

the song is not pverplagued with
David Ward's voice, droning once
again, in the same key.

The instrumentality allows the
best points of the song to be
enjoyed. After the two lovers

conclude their contemplations on
the injustices of the world, there
is a fade out of sound with a nicely

orchestrated heavy bass and drum
rhythm.

Though some listeners may be
content with a mainstream synth
sound, I find the album Madness
Of It All particularly poor, espe-

cially in its originality. D^vid
Ward seems to be singing in the
same key in every song, with no
diversion present in his brothers'

backing vocals.

Put simply, each song sounds
exactly the same, giving the "one
longfsong" effect. Mo^ttpop^r
tracks have something, whtlpier
it is musical or vocal, that attract

and hold listeners, but the Ward

.

Brothers desperately ladjp this

essential "catch" needed in their

songs to keep an audience's atten-

tion. If you do find an urge to play
Madness Of It All at your next
party, do not be surprised if your
guests begin reaching for their

Walkmans.

Stallone wrestles with movie image
By COURTNEY LEE Conflict starts as soon as they

Sylvester Stallone and newco- begin their journey. We find out

mer Robert Loggia star in the new that Lincoln left his wife and son

movie "Over the Top." Having many years before, presumably
gone to see this movie without because of the domineering, snob-

knowing anything about it, I bish and manipulative Mr. Cutler,

thought it would be a typical Lincoln's father-in-law, who belit-

Stallone movie like "Rocky" or

"Rambo." In many respects, it is.

"Over the Top" is about the

unusual sport of arm wrestling.

Surprisingly, the movie did

have some very good qualities.

ties Lincoln every chance he gets.

They start off on their trip and
Jason informs his father, "Frank-

ly, you're on a different social

scale," and he tells his truck

driver father that "he has the

The acting was commendable, as mentality of a 15-year-old."

was the photography and music. Lincoln sincerely loves his son

The movie opens with Lincoln and he regrets leaving his family.

Hawkes, a truck driver, played by Jason, on the other hand, hates his

Stallone, picking up his teenage father because he feels as though

son, Jason, at an expensive mil- his father neglected him. Slowly crease during the arm wrestling

itary academy. Lincoln has not father and son get to know each finals. The competition is keen

seen his son since he was a baby other on the long trip. among the hulk-like competitors,

and he plans to get to know Jason Finally, they reach the hospital. But do you honestly think that

on the trip to California to visit but it is too late because Jason's Stallone would ever k)se? By the

Jason's dying mother in the mother has just died. Jason must end of the film, I was actually

hospital. make the difficult decision of cheering for Stallone to win. The

Band falters in Paradise'

whether he should live with his

rich and powerful grandfather or

if he should live with his truly

caring, but somewhat of a loser,

father.

Lincoln knows that he can win
his son if he wins the world arm
wrestling championships in Las
Vegas. The prize money would be
enough to start a trucking busi-

ness that would support the
Hawkes. While Lincoln realizes he
must win the championship in

order to have a second chance
with his son, Jason realizes that

all his grandjfather's money does
not compare to his father's love.

The tension and suspense in-

cinematQgraphy in these scenes
was superb. Everyone in the
audience was rooting for the
underdog, Stallone.

"Over the Top" does combine
a good, cohesive plot and fine

acting. If you are a Stallone fan,

then I would definitely recom-
mend this movie.
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• Imports & Independent Lat>els

• Hard to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
Repo Buys Used Records
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By MEGAN GUIDERA

What Price Paradise
China Crisis

A&M Records

What classifies entertaining
music? Who can really say what
is good or bad music? The beauty
of music is beheld in the individual

ear.

As with many things, critical

opinions of others help to form the
feeling one has about music. For

,j, that reason groups with a phen-
omenal amount of publicity peak
rapidly. However, less financially

fortunate bands have a much,
harder time meeting public
approval.

One such group is China Crisis.

Who are they? Basically, I really

do not know. What I do know is

that their new album What Price

Paradise is a mediocre medley
consisting of about four potential-

ly good songs.

China Crisis consists of five

rnen. The lead vocalist is Gary
Daly. Guitar and backing vocals

are performed by Eddie Lundon.
Gary Johnson plays the bass
guitar. The drums, percussion
and rhythm boxes are skillfully

manned by Kevin Wilkinson.
What Price Paradise is China

Crisis' latest pop release of 10

songs. The band has a pop beat

that uses horns to enchance their

musk. The majority of the songs
use saxophone, flute, trombone,
trumpet and flugel horn.

"It ^8 Everythiiv." the first aoi^
on the album, sets the plwaint
but not thrilling ptce for the

entire album. "It's Everything"

'£.

achieves a pop jazz sound through

the frequent use of guitar, saxo-

phone and trombone. The vocals

are strong, and the music is

entertaining.

The best song on What Price

Paradise is "Arizona Sky." It

begins with a slightly oriental

sound and progresses into a strong

percussion-paced tune. The vocals

are strong and the chorus is very

enjoyable.

"Worlds Apart" attains an
entertaining popjazz beat through

the interesting use of piano and

horns. "Worlds Apart" is a fast

paced song with strong vocals.

Strong percussion and key-

boards are the key to "June
Bride's" successful, riierrily paced

sound. "June Bride" is a fast

moving and up beat song that is

unfortunately the last of the

"good" sOngs on What Price

Paradise.

The rest of the songs fall into

either the poor or mediocre cate-

gory, which unfortunately do not

carry an album to instant success.

"S^fe as Houses" is a monot-

onous and weak song. The music

is unchanging and the vocals need

strength.

The only slow song on What
Price Paradise is "Hampton
Beach." This song has strong

potential with its peaceful music.

However, the vocals are muffled

and inaudible. "Hampton Beach"

has a tendency to drag. Despite

its shortcomings, however, with

some polish "Hampton Beach"
could be an excellent song.

The remaining songs, "The
Understudy," "Best Kept Secret"

and "We do the Same," are gener-

ally poor. They are kmg, boring

and the vocals need much more
strength.

Overall, Wk^t Price Perndke it,

as 1 said, mediocre. There is

nothing incredibly unique or

individual about this album.
Thus, the ultimate decision lies

with the consumer. If you do not

mind an album that is split half

way between good and fair, then

you will enjoy What Price Para-

dise. However, if your budget is

small and you want to spend
money on only the best quality

music. What Price Paradise will

serve you best by remaining on
the shelf.

•7V4%Financins*
We have a variety of mortgage
plam avilable. starting at 7V4% one
year adhistable, or a 9V^% fixed

rale for 30 years.

• PakI Settlement Costs
We wriH pay your dotiiM costs

(except prepaid items). Save up to

$6,000 or more.

• 10% Down Payment
Move in for as little as $6,690.

• Home Ownership
Tax Benefits

¥(Mir Radnor House home cfualifies

for aR the tax benefits of home
o«vnership. So wliy pay rent?

•.50% Sold Duriiig Preview
loin the 160 families that purchased
during our preview opening.

One Bedroom ingn $65,990
IWo Bedroom from $74,990

Three Bedroom from $1<n,990

The 9e$l Value
on the Miftin Line

from^;

RAONOR
<) II S • I

Daily 1 1 1«6 m. WM. (fr 8 PM
Sal. and Sun. 10 to 6 PM

1030 E. Lancaster Ave. • Suite 416

RosemcMit. Radnor Twp, R^

(215) 527-3

TANNING
SESSION!

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
Limit On* Per Person

3/31/17

• Safe UVA Tanning
• Open 7 Days
• Complete Privacy

YEAR 'ROUND SUN
FEATURING

"THE WOLFF SYSTEM"

JOtNH

CENTERS

566 LANCASTER AVE
HAVERFORD. PA-

lOCATH) NBCr TO AL & GATORS

525-7125

SAVE

M4.00
7 VISITS

ONLY *35.00

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
Not VoKd WMi Attf 0«ier Offer

umH Ono Per Penoo

3/31/t7

• Relaxing Atmosphere
• Tfxiinecr Technicians

• Wolff System

ViNanova Student I.D. Required

HoifeFVNmtkeSUNLmit^ikkaiHrimtfBnmkif

H^nimtM, %m*rm'intum¥m<ia^n

l\>i- 'T^.r* f C?;*'''^*
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Athletic Facilities

Schick Super Hocps

Men's 3 on 3 competition
Teams must be registered by Feb.

26. Tournament to be held Feb. 28
and March 1. Register in either

Intramural Office.

The Intramural Department Is

looking to start up new sports

next year. Students with Ideas are

asked to drop off their sugges-
tions In either the Alumni Gym or
Field House Intramural Office.

Athletic

Indoor Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

nmning track

temus court

basketball courts

ATRA '

aerolncs

(Monday through Friday

4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.)

Nevin FieldHouse

basketball courts

Butler Araiex

volle^rball courts

Alumni Gym
basketball court

St.Mary *8 Hall

swimmingpool

basketball courts

tMMMfll)

St. Mary's Pool

Closed Until

Further Notice

Athletic Facilities

Freeplayand
Open Use Schedule

(Subject to change. PUaee cheek the Information Desk.)

* duPont Pavilion includes basket-

ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please call

645-4129.

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are

open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

* * We rely on student lifeguards to

staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office

(Extension 4114) for all intramural

schedule information.

« DUPONT
PAVILION

*• DUPONT
POOL

NEVIN

FIELD

HOUSE

BUTLER
ANNEX

ALUMNI
GYM

ST. MARY*S
GYM

• ST. MARY'S
POOL

2/20

1)8a.m.-3p.m.
6p.m.-10p.m.
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m. -3 p.m. 8a.m.-10p.m. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

8 p.m.-10 p.m.

8a.m.-10p.m. 8a.m.-10p.m. 8 a.m.-

8 p.m.

2/21
1)N/A
2)8a.m.-5p.m.

Noon-
8 p.m.

8a.m.-Noon
3p.m.-10p.m.

Sa.m.-IOa.m.
8 p.m.-10 p.m.

2/22
1)7p.m.-10p.m.
2)8a.m.-10p.m.

T^loon-

8 p.m.

8a.m.-1 1 a.m.

1 p.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10a.m.
Noon-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

Sa.m.-IOa.m.
1 p.m.-6 p.m.

8 p.m.-10 p.m.

Sa.m.-IOa.m.

Noon-IOp.m.

Noon-
8 p.m.

Noon-
8 p.m. <

1/n
1)N/A
2)Sa.m.-10p.m.

8 a.m.

8 p.m.

3 p.m.

-10 p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

-3 p.m.

-10 p.m.

8 a.m.-3 p.m. 8a.m.-3p.m. Sa.m
Sp.m

-3 p.m.

-10 p.m.

8 a.m.-

10 p.m.

8 a.m.-

10 p.m.2/M
1 ) 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

2) 8 ajn.-10p.m.
8 a.m.

Sp.m.
-3 p.m.

•10 p.m.

Sa.m.
6p.m.

3 p.m.

•10 p.m.

8 a.m.-3 p.m. 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Sa.m.
6p.m

-3 p.m.

-7 p.m.

tm 1)0a.m.-Noon
2)ftJLm.-10p.m.

8«.m.-

Sp-QiT'

3 p.m.

10 p.m.
8 a.m.

Sp.m.
•3 p.m.

•10 p.m.

8 a.m.-3 p.m. 8 a.m. -3 p.m. Sa.m.
Sp.m

•Sp.m.
-7 p.m.

1 ) 0'«.m.-3 p.m.

2)BSifii.-10p;m.

8 a.m.

Sp.m.

-3 p.m.
•10 p.m.

8 a.m.

Sp.m.
•3 p.m.

•10 p.m.

Sa.m.-3p.m. 8a.m.-3p.m.

1)0«4ii.^p.m.
7p3m.*1'Op.m»

O^a.m.-S p.m. 8a.m.-10p.m. 8a.m.-3p.m.
8 p.m.-IOp.m.

Sa.m.-IOp.m.

1)

K*1llp.fn. W^jm.
Ss.m.'i p.m. 8«.m.-10s.m.

6 p.m.-10 p.m.

6 p.m.-IOp.m.

Sa.m.
6 p.m.

•3 p.mJ^
•7 D.mJ

Sa.m.-IOp.m.

8a.m.-10p.m.

Sa.m.-
IOp.m.

Sa.m.-
IOp.m.

8 a.m.-

8 p.m.

Sp.m.
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Women'sfiasketMrStetiities

NbniinflO,1ii7»THiVK,UlliO¥iWF«py

champioiisliips I.'

#t'>^^»-

i;

f\

-*

Boston ColL
Gonnootioiit
GoorsotoiiB
PlttsborAh
Providence
St. Jolm'a
Seton Hall
Srrecuse
Tillanova

.400(3)

.442(0)

.434(0)

.410(0)

.001(2)

.414(0)

.403(4)

.422(7)
,627(1)

.424(3)

.440(0)

.430(4)

.400(0)

.430(4)
-440(7)
.422(2)
.401(8)
.303(1)

JKJuBl
.T3T(4)
.727(0)
.700(1)
.003(7)
.740(2)
.017(0)
.730(3)
.001(0)
.070(0)

-l.T(7)
2.2(0)
3.2(3)
-0,3(0)
0.3(1)
-0.2(0)
-4.0(0)
2.0(4)
3.0(2)

07.0(0)
00.0(0)
OO.IYO)
03.0(0)
00.0(1)
04,1(7)
00,0(3)
07.0(4)
74.0(2)

«••(«)
tfO^.KO)
00,3(0)
73.4(0)
73.1(0)
00.0(4)
00.4(7)
02.1(3)
00.1(1)

0.4(3)
-0.1(0)
-0.2(0)
^.•C»)
13.0(2)
-1>4(7)
0.2(0)
0.4(4)

#10.0(1)

ClWULATiyR

Boston Coll
Connecticut
Geor#?Gto«m
Pittsburgh
Providence
St , John •

s

Syracuse
Villanova

***"

- - ro* JrarWeiL
.472(2) .414(2)
.416(8) .454(6)
.420(7) .403(5)
.392f9) .fS03(!))

.460(3) .416(3)
428(6) ,486(8)
.128(4) .139(^)
.430(5) .464(6)
.503(1) .403(1)

-.nX RIMir
.724(4)
.717(5)
•744(3)
.645(8)
.762(2)
.604(9)

•/ "V K / « \

-0.3(6)
-0,2(5)
1.4(4)
-6.0(8)
3. 4(2)
-3.4(7)
7-3(5)

.670(6) +4.6(1)

.603(7) S.KJ)

-Pre..
60.5(7)
64.6(6)
50.0(0)
69.0(8)
80.20)
64.7(5)
66.3(41
68.2(3)
7#.2(2)

-OpPHL
53.0(1)
64,7(4)
67.0(5)
78,0(0)
TO. 3(7)
68.5(6)
7L».7(8)
60.0(.3)
58.2(2)

7,5(3)
-0.1(5)
-11.3(0)
-10.0(0)
0.0(2)
-3.6(6)
7.4(7)

+7.3(4)
10.^(1)

Ice Hockey
By EDDIE DEMSKI

Another heartbreaker was re-
corded for Villanova's ice hockey
team on Feb. 14 at the Skatiumm Haverford against Fairfield
Urtiversity.

Early in the first period of play,
Fairfield snuck two quick goals
past senior goalie (ieordi Borsari.
Later in that same period, Villan-
ova slipped a precision goal into
Fairfield s net and cut the come-
back margin'to one goal. This goal
was scored by Villanova's hard-
hitting checking line of Joe Cun-
ningham, Sean Curran and Mike
Kearney.

Midway through the second
penod, however, Fairfield's team
scored another unanswered goal
and went up by two goals. This
goal seriously depressed Villano-
va s spiritual morale, but never-
theless, the 'Cats skated with
confidence and hoped for a turna-
round in the game.
Halfway into the third period,

Fairfield jammed two more goals
past Borsari. The 'Cats could only
find one more goal in their hat of
tncks late in the third period
when Bob Ward assisted Kearney.
The final score of the game was
Fairfield 5, Villanova 2

Villanova's overall ice hockey
record is 6-17 with no ties, giving
them a .261 average. They have
113goals for and 169goals against
them.

Sports Quote of

the Week

He is very important to us; He

catches our mistakes inside.

V.
^

head coKhotf the
Villanova men's
bMkethall team.
on Mark Plantky

Wrostling
ByJOHN FAY

The 'Nova wrestling squad
performed well the past two
weeks posting respectable victo-
nes over Haverfordand St.John's,
while losing to La Salle. The 'Cats
also placed 10th in the National
Catholic Invitational hekl at the

^,r^^^i^i^^ University of Nojre Dame. The
(file photo) team's record now stands at 4-9.

Chuck YarnaU resigned from his au ^ w u a . .
post as wrestlingcoMh after less » C^^^ talking bnefly with Coadi
than a year on the job. Jon" duPont, one gets the feeling

that he is excited about the team's
future. The squad mainly consists
of young, inexperienced wrestlers,
and with this year under their belt
they should be tougher next
season.

Along with the team's youth,
nagging injuries have also hin-
dered its overall performance.
Because of these hardships, the
team has only been able to fill nine
out of 10 weight classes in r«oent
matches. Chris Scott, the team's
best wrestler and possible NCAA
qualifier, has been sidelined with
a diskxrated elbow and has been
unable to wrestle since eariy in

_

the month.

(file photo) Jini Van Oiste andJim McGrory
iohndiiPont,wliowaaprevloiwly "'"tinue to be the squad's most
co-head wrestling coach with 5pn«>8tent performers, while
YarnaU, wiU assnnw full head ^^^ Sweeny and Eddie Barret,
eoachingresponslMlltias. because of their extreme dedica-

; — tiop, are making great individual

NASSAU, BAHAMAS
*399^^^*^ COMPLETE

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold
When There Is Still Time

To Go Away on Spring Break
MARCH 7-14

^^mMTEPACKAOaMVAiLAmMt
PncM" *- —** ^-*-—

.
^ —

strides.

The Wildcats* final match is
Feb. 19 at Ursinus Coll^ where
they willcompete against the host
team and Kings College. In early
March, the team will travel to
Slippery Rock for the regwnals.

Coaching
Change

.
On Feb. 13, Villanova Univer-

sity Athletic Director Dr. Theo-
dore A. Aceto announced the
r^ignation of wrestling Coach
Chuck Yamall. YamaU and John
E. duPiont were sharing the spot
of head coach during Villanova's
wrwtling program's first year.
duPbnt wifl take over full head
coaching duties for the remainder
of the season.

The wrestling team currently
has a record of 4-9. Its remaining
matches include a tri-match at
Ursinus and the regionals at
ShpperyRock.

GUMMUUARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art. art history, bilin-

gual education, folk
music and folk dance,
history, journalism, po-
litical science. Spanish
languageand Nterature
and intensive Spanish.
Six-week session.
June29nAugu8t7,1987.
Fully accredited pro-
gram. Tuition $480.
Room and t>oard in
Mexican home $520.

EEp^AA

Wnk
GyMMaJara

SmiMf Schori

Jmm,kimi
IBQQd-4729

1^4720

Trwwt

Counselors
Summer Employment. Female and Male.
Outstanding 8-week girls camp in Maine
needs instructors in the following activities:
Tennis, Swim, Water Ski, Sail, Canoe,
K^ak, Ropes/Outdoor Living, Horseback
Riding, Costume Director, Theater
Technical Director, Silver Jewelry, Pottery,
Nature Arts & Crafts, Photography, Cow)er
Enameling, Fine Arts, Arts & Crafts,
Ne^etter, Gymnastkjs, Dance,^ Lacrosse,
FieW Hockey Basketball, Softball, Soccer.ALS required for all waterfront positfons,
with WSI required as weD to teadi
g^^Hmning. Poaaibk ccXieg^ credit available.
JLxeeUent salanr, travel aUowance,
room/board, met&eal coverage, laimtfay
service, linena and uniforms provided. Jon
Myen, diiwtor, wfll be in Ite ConneOy
Center on Thnrs. Feb. 26 from 10 a.m.-S
p.m. For more indbnnation call a01-658-a082
d^ra, and a»l^atS4M94S¥e. ft weekends.

SMPLAXECAMP

1987nsults Men's 1987 best
•>.

' ..V

yptn^e girj—iti^ and Divlna ReauXta

Final lecords 12-2

Novaoibar 13
22

December

January

4
6
10
7

10
14

17
20
24

26
29
29

Bryn Mavr
at Pittsburgh
•t Monnouth
James Madison
at 8t« John's
Northtastern (at

Ifotra Dans
Dalavara
Fordham
at Draxsl
Baton Hall
Bucknall
at LaSalle
Fannsylvanla (at

149-96 win
99-169 loss
74-36 win
146-118 win
80-33 win

Florida) 33-26 win
135-81 win
145-122 win
154-98 win
158-99 win
130-83 win
153-111 win
88-52 win

LaSalls) 61-79 loss

Men's Swimming and Diving Results

Final Record: 10-5

November 22
Decembeir 2

4
6
8
10

January 10
- 14

17

21
21
14
26

February 4

at Pittsburgh
East Stroudsburg
at Monmouth
Shippensburg
lona
at St. John's
Notre Dame
Delaware
Fordham
at LaSalle
Pennsylvania (at LaSalle)

at Army
at Penn State

at Navy
Georgetown

Men^s records
FREESTYLE

50 yards
100 yards
200 y^rds
500 yards
1000 yards
1650 yards

BREASTSTROKE

Blaise Matthews 20.88
Chris Craft
Tod Russell
Chris Craft
Matt DePietro
Matt DePietro

100 yards Harry Zakian
200 yards . Tim Truax

BUTTERFLY

100 yards
200 yards

Chris Craft
Chris Craft

45.70 «

1:37.95
4:33.66
9:33.89
16:09.83

58.82
2:08.62

49.55
1:49.16

11/22/86
3/15/86
2/19/81
2/19/86
12/7/85
3/2/85

3/1/85
3/15/86

12/6/86
12/6/86

Women's records
FREESTYLE

50 yards
100 yards
200 yarda
500 yarda
lOOO yards
1650 yarda

Carolyn Ryan 24.56 2/20/86
LAUREL FOURNIER 52.71 11/22/86
Lisa McFadden 1:54.29 3/11/82
Lisa McFadden 4 : 55 . 1

6

2/1 6/84
Lisa McFadden 10:08.99 2/1/83
Lisa McFadden 16:49.70 3/16/83

100
Alice Mabaa
Jenny Blair
Jansy Blair

31.90
l:0i.7O
2:tt.l9

1/31/80
2/16/83
2/18/83

26.89 2/17/83
96.47 3/12/62
2t06.<i6 3/11/62

84-131 loss
132-59 win
59-40 win
145-69 win
70-41 win
71-40 win
132-86 win
132-81 win
136-73 win
56-57 loss
71-42 win
"J7-130 loss
75-141 loss
71-145 loss
73-30 win

^ DAEDALUS
[^ EDUCATION
^SERVICES

^e^ €ALL
21g-446-a811

CHRIS CRAFT
200 free: 1:40.98 (Shippensburg* 1st)
500 free: 4:37.11 (Fordham* 1st)
200 fly: 1:49.16 (Shippensburg* 1st)

200 IM: 1:55.83 (Army* 1st)

DAVE ECHEVERRIA
Im dive: 327.80 (Shippensburg* 1st)

3m dive: 351.75 (Shippensburg* 1st)

ROBERT MACDONALD
50 free: 23.79 (Penn State, 6th)
Im dive: 317.78 (Georgetown* 1st)

3m dive: 359.25 (Georgetown* Ist)

BLAISE MATTHEWS
50 free: 20.58 (Pittsburgh* 1st)

100 free: 46.79 (Notre Dame, 1st)

JERRY QUINN
200 back: 2:00.40 (St. John's* 1st)

LOU DEARSTYNE
50 free: 21.32 (Pittsburgh* 3rd)

100 free: 46.12 (East Stroudsburg* 1st)

200 free: 1:40.89 (East Strojudsburg* 1st)

"VALET SERVICE TO VILLANOVA"

as
So, you ef¥l my little girl

go to VilUnove together;

how do you like it there? Vhet cen I sey, it's • dreem come
true - 1 meice my own hours,

only eheve ii I ittl like it, emd
everywhere I look ... chicks!
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Monday:
Pizza and Beer
Special

FWDiA V:

$4.% tme

i-'

$2.95

r*> '

TUESDAY:
Beefand Beer

AUDdy— AllNight
(Roast Beef) (Ham) (Spanish Steak)

WEDNESDAY:
Ladies Night

Popcorn andNachos
LadiesDrink Specials

THURSDAY:
All the Spaghetti

W/Meat Sauce You Can Eat
W/GarlicBread(AM. & PM.) $4.95

SATURPAY:
OLDIES MUSIC

Oldies Music
Raw Bar/Seafood Specials
Special Price:Steamed Ctdms

• Crab Cakes • Snow CrabCUiws
• U-Peel-UmShrimp

PLUS:AU theMvssels UCanEat $5.75

SUNDAY:
Hotcakes on the Hill

^*The Pancake Pick Up'

^

Breakfast, Brunch &
Dinner Specials

ft^ng's^

-«QS3!&^

COMPLETE MENUAVAILABLE • TAKE OUTSERVICE
1030 E. Lancaster Ave. • Rosemont
INREAR OF RADNOR HOUSE CONDOS

(Formerly Chetwynd Apts.)

525-5140 • 10 a.m.-2 a.m. 7 Days
ALLDAY-ALLNIGHT

N0afiii<£i«
Ntewiaryao, 1ft7»THiViiANOVAW • INij^az

I

Women's Mg East
\ Women dropto 13-1 1

Nmab
championship schedui

Feb. 26 — 7:30 p.m. (eighth plaoe team vs ninth place team)

Feb. 27 — 1p.m. (sixth place team V8 third place team)
*

*

I
3 p.m. (seventh place team vs second place team)

6 p.m. (fifth place team vs fourth place team)

I.
8 p.m. (Regular season champion vs. winner of 8 vs.

§)

TT - If-W

John
656 Lancaster Ave<

corn s
525-3667

presents

NotReady Far RrimeTime
FfL4-6

Enjoy Our Delicious Complimentary Buffet

Sun.

Dance To The Tunes of

/

Feb. 28—1 p.m. (winners of Friday's 1 and 3 games)

3 p.m. (winners of Friday's 6 and 8 games)

March 1—2 p.m. —. championship game

Conference Teams include: '^

Boston College (Boston, Mass.)

University of Connecticut (Storrs, Conn.)

Georgetown University (Washington,
D.C.)

University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Providence Collie (Providence, R.I.)

.. St. John's University Jamaica, N.Y.)

^ " Seton Hall University (S. Orange, NJ.)

Syracuse University (Syracuse, N.Y.)

4tfr/ete of the Week

t

)

» (CThe Private Party Band"

ft

<» «£f.
'riuf

N.R.W.P.T.
wtiofat

0«ly«f

h^^W Wi«44
V*^« 9«'••••••«•

EDWIN MODIBEDI

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

Edwin Modibedi. Modibedi, an arts and science major
bom in Bophuthatewana, Africa, won the IC4A's 500-
meter race at the Olympic Inviutional on Feb. 14
with his time of 1:02.91.

The junior sprinter also ran the anchor leg of
Villanova's 4 x 800-meter relay at both the Olympic
Inviutional* where the WildcaU placed second
behind the Atlantic CoMt Club, and the Fairfax
Miller Lite Mobile Grand Prix oa Feb. 15.

In the Grand Prix. Modibedi's time of 46.6 helped
prapd ViUanoiva to a firM plaoe finish with a time
of 3:11.15.

ByJOHNG.RICCO

The women's basketball team's

glorious 14-8ame winning streak

came to an end Feb. 11 when the

Wildcats were upset by Big East
rival, Providence, 67-65. However,
the team bounced right back on
Feb. 13, crushing Connecticut, 74-

57, and upping their overall record

to 21-3^

The loss to Providence was
Villanova's first Big East loss in

20games, ending a winning streak
that dated back to last season.

Coupled with the win over Con-
necticut, it leaves the Wildcats

with a 13-1 conference record.

Villaifiova still has sole possession

of ^irst place in the Big East,

though, and owns a comfortable

two-game lead over Syracuse.

In the loss to the Lady Friars,

the Wildcats were victimized by
a late game shooting drought
wfjkh diUsed them to blow a 10-

point lead in the final eight

minutes. "We should have won
.the game," Coach Harry Perretta

said, ''But we just couldn't make
anything in the last few minutes."
• Villanova started off hot against

Providence, shooting 60 percent in

the first half and opening up a 39-

29 lead by halftime. Junior Lisa

Angelotti scored 16 points in the

half, while senior Shelly Penne-

father pumped in 14.

The second half was a different

story, however, as Villanova's

guns cooled off and the 'Cats

subsequently shot just 39 percent

from the field. "We didn't have
any balanced scoring," Coach
Perretta commented, "We scored

26 points in the second half and
Shelly [Pennefather] had 16 of

them."
Providence took advantage of

Villanova's poor shooting perfor-

mance and put on a late run to

eventually catch the 'Cats and
come away with a two-point
victory.

Though the Wildcats were de-

feated, they played an above
average game defensively. 'Nova
held senior forward Mary Burke,

who is averaging a league-leading

21.2 points for the Lady Friars,

tojust nine points, and Providence

as a team was limited to 20 points

below their season average.

Despite losing, several Wildcats
finished with fine games. Penne-
father tossed in 30 points and
grabbed nine rebounds, while
Angelotti had 18 points and five

boards.

In summing up the loss, Perret-

ta said, "We had been playing

inconsistently btely, but we werp
able to hold on for our wins.

Against Providence, our inconsis-

tency finally caught up with us.

Hopefully, we learned something
from it."

The loss to Providence could

have been devastating, but instead

the 'Cats used it to their advan-
tage, taking out their frustration

on a fairiy good Connecticut club.

Perretta commented, 'They react-

ed well to the loss. They came
back strong against Connecticut
and the Huskies were never in the

game."
Indeed they were not as 'Nova

jumped out to a 13-point halftime

lead and never looked back, cruis-

ing to their 74-57 victory. Penne-
father pumped in 23 points, while
Angelotti and guard Karen Har-
gadon scored 12 points apiece.

Senior Lynn Tighe also played
well, dishing out a game-high 10
assists.

The fifth Big East Tournament
starts next Thursday and is being
hosted by defending champion
Villanova in the duPont Paviilion.

The tourney involves all nine
conference teams, with the winner
gaining an automatic berth in the

40-team NCAA Tournament in

March.
One game will be held on Feb.

26, four on Feb. 27, the semifinals

on Feb. 28 and the championship
on March 1 at 2 p.m. The tour-

nament will be an exciting one
and should be considered a "don't

miss" for Villanova basketball

fans.

(Photo by Boyle)

Senior point guard Lynn Tighe
had 10 assists in Villanova's 74-
57 victory over Connecticut last

Friday. . -

TELEMARKETING
Telephone Marketing Services, Inc.. a leader in the field,

has doubled the size of its eastern office. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently k)cated on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and full-time positions — days, evenings, and
Saturdays.

Starting salary is $5*$6 an hour with a t>rief (two-day) paid

training perkKJ. Ho experience necessary. Warm atmosphere.

profe8Sk>nal staff, all consisting of irKlividuals in various

stages of their collegiate careers. Paid medical, vacations.

andhoUdays.
Our poNcy is to promote from within! ;

Come grow with us and/or earn extra money to take care of

your semester's needs.

CAU TODAY, START TOMORROW!

687-9827 687-9055

RicliAftd & Company
UMSEX HAIR STYiES

77S E. LAMCASm AVE^ VILLANOVA

APKlNTMENTSneQUeaTeD

To SIgnm Phi EgmKon: H wee
e pliasurm writing on youl
ThenkM for e greet 7.0.

Lo¥e,

KeppeAlpheThete

Tommy,
Hope thet dinner kwltetlon It

etuiopen?!Pleeee excusemy
debts ^ funds ere denser*
ouslylow!lloifeyou,yeknow!

Lo¥e,Doseeu

To Hodeo end Jllllen,

¥ifhen can we go ley down
some plestic et tfie hut?

Submitted by??

Tom,
We're diggin' your sky . .,

Hey! It's still skyin'!

FromCS

If you are searching for fulfillment,

we invite you to join us. We are the

Columban Fathers, Catholic mis-

sionary priests, serving the poor

and the little ones in twelve Third

World countries.

To leam more at>out the reward-

ing work we do, and your possible

role in it, please write to: Father

Michael Harrison. Columban
Fathers, Box 125, Edgemont,
PA 19028. Maturally. there's no
obligation.

NAME
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Orangemen crush 'Cats
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

The cold December sky hung
over the Spectrum and the winter

winds whipped across the out-

stretched hands of Rocky, but

inside Big East basketball compet-

itors were heating up the arena.

The Spectrum, which has ^een

the best play — Dr. J, Doug
Collins, Billy Cunningham — saw
just a few more stars rise and play

the game the way it is supposed

to be played.

Syracuspdingd up their best five

against ^ Wildcats: Rony Sei-

kaly, Greg Monroe, Howard
Triche, Derrick Coleman and
Sherman Douglas. The Wildcats

fielded the team of Doug West,

Harold Jensen, Mark Plansky,

Kenny Wilson and freshman Tom
Greis.

Surprisingly, Greis out jumped
the more-experienced Seikaly and
won the opening tap. Greis con-

tinued his success by sinking a 10-

footer from inside to take a 2-0

lead.

Syracuse came right down and
scored to tie it up. Seikaly scored

his first two points of the game
with 17:58 left in the first half to

let the Orangemen take the lead.

West took a 10-footjumper from
the right side to tie it up. Syracuse
again scored four in a row tojump
up 8-4 early in the half.

Wilson came down and let a 16-

foot jumper go through the hoop,

and picked upa foul in the process.

Wilson finished the three-point

possibiKty by hitting from the

charity stripe.

The two teams traded baskets

for a few minutes until West hit

<a jumper with 12:12 left in the

half. Wilson followed West's
jumper with a jumper of his own,
this one from 21 feet out for three.

The Wildcats had taken the lead

again, 18-17.

Syracuse's Derek Brower an-

swered Wilson with a driving

layup only to have West launch

his own 3-pointer from 21 -feet out

to put the Wildcats up 21-19.

Following a Seikaly layup, Vil-

lanova went on an 8-2 tear. All

ei{^t Villanova points were from
the hands of Jensen: a 22-foot 3-

po>inter, an 18-foot jumper, a

driving layup off the baseline and
an additional point from the gift

line. Jensen's two-point shot was

courtesy of Plansky, whose diving

hustle produced the turnover.

When the TV timeout came
with 7-.28 left, the Wildcats had
taken a four-point lead, 29-25.

The Orangemen came out of the

30-second break and scored six

points to tie the game at 31 apiece.

The Wildcats responded with a

run of 12 unanswered points.

The next Wildcat run started

with 4:52 left in the half. Wilson

drove down the lane went up in

the air and dumped the ball to

Plansky underneath. Piansky not

only put in the layup off the glass,

but also put down one from the

line, thanks to a Coleman foul.

On the next tripdown the court,

Jensen stopped at the top of the

key and fluidly threw in a 3-

pointer. Wilson forced the fast

break on the next Wildcat posses-

sion and threw up gn ill-fated shot

only to get his own rebound and
a foul. Wilson sunk both halves

of the one-and-one opportunity.

Syracuse then came down the

court with fire in their eyes only

to watch West plant his feet and
take the charge, sending the ball

Villanova's way. Plansky took the

opportunity to the bank, sinking

an 18-footer from the left side of

the kev
With*3:21 left in the half, West

again drew a foul and this time

sank two from the line to finish

the Villanova scoring spurt. The
run put the Wildcats up by 10, 43-

33.

Beforegoing in for the half time

kadtofftiy-friiie, 47-38.

Tliereirere two important
points to be noticed in the first-

half statistics: Seikaly shot an
abysmal 3 of 1 1 from the floor and
the Wikkats, as a team, shot 9-

9 from the line.

The Villanova Championship
spirit that had often permeated
this great arena was back again,

and, if only for a few minutes^ the

Wildcats played as everyone in the

stands knows they can.

Seikaly scored first in the se-

cond haiif, sinking two from the

line following a Jensen foul. Greis

then started the Wildcats' second-

half scoring just as he had in the

first half. Greis headfaked to the

left, spun inside and threw a soft

shot off the glass for two.

On the other side of the court,

Greis made yet another big play,

taking a rebound away from
Seikaly. Plansky hit a 15-foot

jump shot to capitalize on the

rebound. Syracuse then turned

the ball over, affording Plansky

the opportunity to put up yet

another jumper.

On defense, it was Greis again

pulling down a rebound. The
crowd leapt to their feet in a

standing ovation to see Plansky

put u0 another shot. This time it

missed, but "Mr. Hustle" pulled

down his own rebound and stuck

it through the hoop for his sixth

straight point. The Wildcats were
on fire and stunning the eighth-

ranked Orangemen.
Slowly, but surely, the Orange-

men started creeping back into the

game. Before anyone noticed, the

lead was cut to seven points, 57-

50. With 14:14 left, Jensen hit a

running jump shot from 15 feet

to bring the lead back to nine.

The Wildcat lead was whittled

down even more until, with 5:39

Idft, Syracuse took the lead when
they capitalized on a Wilson foul

and went ahead, 74-73.

With 5:27 left, Plansky fouled

out and Syracuse started another

scoring run, taking the score to

81-73 before Villanova could re-

spond with any points.

Wyatt Maker was fed the ball

from Wilson and put the ball off

the glass for two. Maker went to

the defensive side and tool: a
strong rebound off the glass in the

middle of t}^,jMu|ft»teot.flOh^
Syraictiatf

the ofliet^

DouglM.
been cut to four paittli»Bl-77.

With 2:50 left in the ball game,
Seikaly took over. Moiiroe, Cole-

man and then Monroe again took

advantage of the six-foot, 10-inch

center with feeds which enpo-

wered the man from Greece to

send down three powerful slams

through the net. The barrage of

jams was interrupted by a Seikaly

trip to the line. However, Coleman
was not about to stop the rampage
as he took the ball, drove the lane

and slammed the ball home almost
ripping the rim off the backboard.

Syracuse added two more sets

of free throws to their scoring

spree before the game ended to

complete their 29-point, second-

Modibedi, O^Reilly lead runners
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Villanova men's track team
enjoyed another successful wee-
kend. On Feb. 14 they traveled up
to the New Jersey Meadowlands
where they participated in the

18th Olympic Invitational and
perfornied quite admirably. The
'Cats also sent their 4x400 relay

team to Fairfax Miller Lite Mobile
Grand Prix in Virginia the next

day and wound up victorious.

At the Olympic Invitational,

Edwin Modibedi, 'Nova's junior

standout, was able to hold off

Georgetown's Pat Mann and win
the IC4A's 500-meter race with a
time of 1:02.91. Gerry O'Reilly

came in fifth place in the 3,000-

meter race, with a time of 7:51.06.

O'Reilly ran a fine race, but IumI

to lettle for fifth because most of

the runners in his event were

Thewimierofthe racewas Pftul

Donavan of Irtlaad wbo baat
Dai« PMWIa of the Unttad Stalsa,

who iacQMadaradone of the fteaat
in the cauatry far that evtnt.

OlWtty wiaHmlim flriliiiala to

still competition. His time quali-

fied him for the IC4As.
Villanova's relay teams fared

well also. Their 4x800-meter relay

team came in a close second to

Pittsburgh. The race was a heart-

stopping one in which Pitt only
beat Villanova by three-tenths oif

a second.

The race gave the #1 Cats
4x800-meter relay team a great

outlook toward the future, consid-

ering they are very young. Mark
Sullivan is the oldest in the relay

and is only a junior. Bruce Harris

is a soptKMnore, while Jan FreidU

and Howard Jackson are
freshmen.

The 4x400-meter relay team
also had a tuooeaiful weekend.
The team consisted of Grant
Davis, Marc Jones, Modihedi and
Tony Vadentine. who missed set-

ting a record by one-tenth of a

place. IHova loat to the Aliaiitac

Coaat Club, a group of oolip
fradtaHaB. The Atlantic Coaat
Qiib wmMbf CM^
VillMwva'a

teammates with a stunning
performance.

The 4x400-meter relay team did

not permit the heart-breaking

second place finish to get them
down, however. The next day at

the Fairfax Miller Lite Mobile

GrandPrix, the same 4x400-meter
relay team won their event, beat-

ing George Mason. Modibedi, the

anchor man, did more th^n his

part by running a spectacular

46.6.

The Villanova runners were not

the only members of the team
making headlines this weekend.
Assistant Track Coach and Head
Cross Country Coach Jack Pyrah
was honored at the Meadowlands
on Sntaffiay. Pynh was awarded.
akiQg with a few other people, the

Jeaae Ahramaon Awurd. The
awaro pays cnouie conKuviauais

or iHianirfttfim for BHritorious

iwioe to the ipait of track and
fWd.
Pyrah diiimlaly immtu the

He haa htio odhMm at

half tumarbund. to 0et out of here toni^." And
As^yracuseCoachJim Boeheim that is exactly what they did,

suted, "We had to pUy our best whipping the Wildcats, 96^.

(InMietli^yiaiM);

Freshnuui oeat«r Ton Greis had hie beat
ilniiilii'i giwi a^Bil 7jii

four ptAoktm, fouled oiit with)

aa«.Wildealii1aat
" wim

f

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

In a season where Wildcat fans are finding very little to cheer

about, there is one face that Villanovans can Uxk on with pride

in their eyes. That is the face of Mark Plansky.

Plansky is fourth on the Wildcat squad in scoring with 11.4

points per game. He leads the team in rebounding, averaging

six rebounds per outing. Plansky is seventh in the Big East in

free throw percentage, fourth in field goal percentage and 11th

in rebounding. But statistics do not tell the true reason why
Plansky is such a joy to watch.

Many players in the NCAA hustle and give 100 percent each
and every game, but Plansky takes hustle to an art form. It

is not unusual to see Plansky diving on the floor after loose

balls, drawmg the chai^ge without regard to pain and taking

the ball up inside, with the trees slapping and clawing at his

arms.

Versus Seton Hall, Plansky was running down the court

behind the Phates point guard, launching his body onto the

hardwood court, swiping at the ball. His landing was padded
by nothing but his knee, the same knee on which suiigery was
performed just a few years ago.

Plansky did not stop his huetle. With bkxxi dripping from
his knee inaking a path down his leg, Plansky continuiBd to play

hard aoreasive defensive and gutsy otfcnae.

It is this outstandingandeaLtoaottfnaiy huatle that is making
Pbnaky the nnolficHil laader of tUa 1987 sqnad.

If only Joha Madden could aae him play, Plansky wouki be
a shoe>in for the 1967 AU-Madden team.

Hoprfully, Ptenaky'o spirit can panneate the rsat of Utt
WUicaU, aneauoigiM then to pkqr to

•ad have a

ji ^^.jb ^.
*-*

TMalsthelaathwiie
ciJlmytUmmprnmhe-
fare flprlng Btmw*
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Reading
day to he
cancelled
By SIOBIJIAN A. I^ODER

According to the Rev. Lawrence
C. Gallon, O.S.A., vice president

for Acad^nic Affairs, one of the

two scheduled reading days at the

end of the 1987 spring semester
will be made into an extra day of

classes folk>wing the cancellation

of classes because of the Feb. 23
snowfall. The status of the re-

'

maining reading day is under
consideriition, according to

Gallon.

*'We are going to take one
reading day [away]. I am going to

talk to the deans [of the colleges]

about the other day. We have a

problem because both days off

were Mondays," said Gallon.

The two reading days had been
planned for April 30 and May 1,

with_|i|ial exams scheduled for

ing to the Philadelphia

In^irer, the snotvstorm, which
was the fourth inuor snowfall of

the wntter, 1MW 1^
_,j,.n JCfV,

fPMo by Nunes)

Students, like the one pictured here, have reportedly flocked

to Falvey Memorial Library this week to prepare for mid-temi
examinations.

rH^*.-**

reporteo

readied 21

F^ Valley Pofige area

tl2 inches in Center

Citf
The Rev. Patrid(J.Rke,O.SA,

yke pceaklent for Administration,
reported that ''normal prOil%dure"

was followed in cancelling all

undergraduate chisses Monday.
"I was out from 3 a.m. with our

own peoplejudginghow bad it [the

weather] was, and we listened to

the weather report," said Rice.

Rice stated he recommend^ to

the Rev. John M. DriscoU, O.SA,
University presklent, that classes

be cancelled, and Driscoll agreed.

Rice then called the Emergency
Communicatu)n Center in Phila-

delphia's City Hall to officially

cancel classes. Radio stations

subsequently broadcast that
informatbn.
Ride claimed the information

concerning the cancellation of

undergraduate classes was avail-

able on the University's snow
closing number recording as of

5:10 a.m.

Thomas N. Trucks, director of

Maintenance, when asked if there

had been any damage to Univer-

sity buildings because of the

snowfall, replied that there had

been '*none at all."

Trucks said he did not "have
all the figures in front" of him
concerning the costs of clearing

the snow from the campus and
declined to comment on the final

amount.
Trucks reported that all parking

lots were cleared by 8:30 p.m.

Monday. The Hartley lot had been

cleared by noon and the main lot

by 2:30 p.m.

Jane Porter, a secretary to Dr.

Angelo Armenti, Jr., dean of

University Collate, said that all

University College classes were

(Continued on page 4)

EdPinekney finds

success in NBA
By PAULA A. SEEFELDT

According to Roland V. Massi-

mino, head coach of the men's
basketball team, Ed Pinekney,
during his four years at Villanova,

proved himself to be "one of the

best players this school has ever

had."

After Villanova won the NCAA
championship in 1985, Pinekney
was selected in the first round of

the NBA draft by the Phoenix
Suns. Currently in his second

season, he has started in 38 of the

last 48 games and is ranked in the

NBAs top 10 in field goal

Pinekney credited much of his

success to Maaaimino and his

experience playing for a Big East

achaol

"Coastantly playing with Big

East and Big Five teams simulated
NBA competition bacauaeaomany
Bk East players end up in the

NBA," explained Pinekney
recently.

Ha addid, "In GoU«e. the ath-

laHi' tilaiiti are altan equal, and
theoqmUmCM make thftdiffar-

aMi.BtlBtktiMiadty inandday

out, making the players under-

stand the game."
The two still keep in close

contact, according to Pinekney.

"We talk about everything,"

said Pinekney. "We watch each

other's games and give each other

grief."

According to Massimino, Pinek-

ney is a "terrific young man who
did a good job on and off the court

while at Villanova."

Besides such achievements as

being the fifth-ranked scoring

Itttder and Ail-American candi-

date, Pinekney made contribu-

tions in other ways.

Several times a year, he and
other team members would visit

Chikfaen's Hospital in Philadel

phia. When a yoin^ boy dying of

cancer wanted to meet Ed Pinek-

ney, he made a spadal trip to

spend some time with the child.

These visits were made into an
ESPN documentary called "The
VUlanova Story."

Tom Ambroae, of the Phoenix

Suns, feels that Pinekney has

bsan a positive addition to their

Ed Pinekney,
bnskfthaU center,

(CourtMy Ptiol3)

Villanova

Senate votes

on calendar
By DANTE J. SCALA

The University Senate passed

two proposals which would create

a 66-day semester including at

least one reading day, last Friday

at its monthly meeting.

A proposal for a new grading

system was discussed and was
then sent back to the Academic
Policy Committee for further

consideration. This motion, as

well as three others which did not

reach the Senate floor, will be

discussed at the next Senate

meeting, scheduled for March 20.

Schedule Debated

Debate began with a motion

from Dr. Harry R. Strack, secre-

tary of the Academic Policy com-

mittee and political science profes-

sor, to guarantee a 65-day

academic semester. He stated that

his committee was worried about

the possibility of losing class days

and that the proposal would
"prioritize" by making a 65-class

day semester "inviolate."

He added that if days should

have to be made up, reading days
should be sacrificed before class

days.

In addition, an amendment to

change the proposal into a 65-day

minimum academic calendar was
offered by Dr. Bernard J. Downey,
dean of the Graduate School.

Another amendment was pro-

posed by Joe Allman, president of

Student Government, which stat-

ed that a scheduled 65-day min-

imum semester be inviolate. One
senator stated that Allman was
trying "to preserve the integrity"

of the reading days. Allman was
concerned about the proposed

schedule's flexibility and asked

(Continued on page 5)

Students complain

ByjnBNNIFERREIDY

Numerous complaints ofbroken
windows in student dormitories

and other buildings on campus
have recently sparked criticism

about the Nfaintenance depart-

ment of the University.

Windows facing the quad in

Sullivan and Sheehan halls have
been shattered by snowballs
thrown by students during recent

heavy snowfalls.

One female student in Sheehan
stated that the broken window in

her room was not fixed for several

weeks after she sent a request to

the Maintenance department. In

fact, her parents called several

times, but to no avail, to complain

about the low temperatures in her

room. Finally, after three weeks,

the window was repaired, she

said.

Thomas N. Trucks, director of

Maintenance, responded that

the University is under contract

with the Berwyn Glass Company,
and, therefore, is not responsible

for installing the glass for these

broken windows. University
^Maintenance acts simply as a

"middle man" between the stu-

dents' complaints and the Berwyn
Company. To account for the

delays. Trucks added that Berwyn
is also responsible for the actual

repair of the windows in student

dormitories.

A window in the VUlanovan
office in Dougherty Hall, which
was broken in early December, is

still not repaired. Several requests

(Continue on SJ
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were made to Maintenance, and
the staff was hoping to see the

window fixed over Christmas
vacation, according to Joanne

(Continued on page 4)

Recruit

rejects

Villanova
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

Villanova basketball recruit

Bobby Martin has recently signed

with the University of Pittsburgh

basketball team for the 1987-88

season, according to the Philadel-

phia Daily News.
Martin verbally committed to

Villanova early last month, but
according to Pittsburgh Assistant

Coach John Calipari, Martin was
not happy with the decision from
the outset. Calipari stated, "He
[Martin] told us he was unhappy
with the decision from day one,

and he wanted to come to Pitt all

along."

The entire situation came as a

surprise to Villanova men's bas-

ketball Head Coach Roland V.

Massimino. Massimino said of the

situation, "We talked to him
[Martin] Sunday, and everything

was fine."

On Sunday, Massimino also

addressed the possibility of re-

cruiting Perry Carter. Massimino
asked Martin if he would mind
Villanova entering the recruiting

race for Carter, and Martin said

that he would not mind.
Massimino is presently in

Maine recruiting the 6-foot. 9-inch

Carter.

It is possible that Villanova will

also lose another recruit, Delino

DeSheilds. DeSheilds has already

signed with the Wildcats but may
give up collegiate basketball for

professional baieball.



F.Y.I.
AnM«sty
lMff#mflffioiifll

There will be a meeting for all

Amnesty International members and

anyone else who is interested on March
2 at 4:30 p.m. in the Center for Peace

and Justice Education in the basement

of Sullivan Hall. We will be writing

letters and discussing ideas for special

events and speakers. If you can't make
the meeting, please stop in the office

during the week to pick up a letter on

the desk to write on your own.

Ciiltipral

Film Series

Two Russian films will be presented

in March by the Villanova University

Cultural Film Series. Sergie Eisen-

stein's Potemkin, the film that in-

cludes the famous Odessa Steps se-

quence, will be showing on March 1 at

3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. and on March 2

at 7 p.m.

Andrei Roublev, Andrei Tarkovs-

ky's film about a 15th century monk
and icon painter, will have one showing

on March 18 at 7 p.m. Tickets for these

films, which will be shown in the C.C.

Cinema, are $1.50 for students and

senior citizens and $3 for the general

public.

Nursing Trip

On March 27 the Army ROTC of

Villanova is sponsoring a Nursing
Orientation Trip to Walter Reed Hos-

pital in Washington, D.C. The cost is

free except for luncH. Transportatiobis

provided from Villanova. Please call 876-

2446 for further details and/or register

for the trip. Don't miss a chance to see

the Army's best medical facility.

Connelly Center
Beard eff

Directors

The Connelly Center board of direc-

tors is taking applications for vacancies

on next year's board. We are looking

for twocommuting students and several

faculty members. If you are interested

in applying, please contact Dr. Duffy in

education & human resources, Falvey
Hall.

Distinguished

Lectipreship
~

The Villanova Nursing School an-

nounces their Tenth Annual Distin-

guished Lectureship with guest speaker

Dorothy Sheahan presenting "Power in

Nursing." It will be held in the Villanova

Room, in Connelly Center, March 24,

7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. for the nursing com-

munity, and March 25, 9:30 a.m.-ll:30

a.m. for the undergraduate nursing

students — attendance mandatory.

PlMndalAid

Applications for Finandal Aid for the

1967-W academic year arenow available

in the Financial Aid Otfice, Second
Fkxir, Kennedy Hall.

All ttudents who need aMittance
during the 1967-88 year are \uwtd to pick

the information and applications up
inmiadtfitely!

DaadUne for filing for Fiiuuidal Aid

itlltfChlS.l«7.
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Hewsing

Assistance available for off^campus

housing spring and fall semester 1987.

Contact Father Farsaci, advisor for off-

campus residents in 207 Dougherty.

Phone: 645-7209.

Wei
•leeCtob
The Villanova Women's Glee Club

will be hosting the 25th Annual Catholic

Intercollegiate Women's Glee Club
Association (CIWGCA) Festival. The
festival will be held on Feb. 28 and
March 1 in the Haverford Day School

Auditorium, Lancaster Ave., Haverford,

Pa. Saturday's performance will be free.

Sunday's performance will have a

nominal charge of $2 per person.

V.A.L.U.I. RaHle
Congratulations to Pat Wong and

Tom Macaluso who both won dinner

and basketball tickets in the V.A.L.U.E.

Program raffle. To get involved in

V.A.L.U.E., see Judy Madsen in the

Career Development Center, Corr Hall.

V.A.L.U.E.=Villanova Alumni Lending

Undergraduates Experience.

Lost

Attention Tolentine night shift! Did

anyone see a blue denim folder, index-

tabbed, containing material for^iel. Stdi.

8240and textbook. Catholic Sactametits?

Left in Tolentine 204 on Dec. 15.

Generous reward offered. Call ext. 4218.

Books for
Control Amorica

Villanovans Concerned About Central

America will be collecting books Oiter-

ature, history, etc.) printed in English

to be sent to a school in Belize. Any extra

books that you would like to donate may
be left at the Center for Peace and
Justice Education (basement floor,

SullivaaHall).

Liffesaving Cevrse

An American Red Cross advanced
lifesaving course will be offered begin-

ning the week of March 23. For more
information on renewing your advanced
lifesaving skills or becoming a certified

lifeguard, please contact Doug in Rm.
134 Sullivan or Stephanie in Rm. 314
Alumni.

Practice
Interviews
The Career Development Center

offers video-taped practice interviews

for students who would like to "fine

tune" their interviewing skills. Interest-

ed students may sign up for the inter-

views in the Career Development Cen-

ter. The half-hour sessions are available

Tuesday afternoons and Wednesday
mornings. (Other times can be made
availab^ upon request).

The 1967 editorial botid of Belle Air

Yearbook it ptoind to announoe the

editor in chief ol the 1W6 BoUi Air.

G«lf SwiU. CoQfmtulatioM andfoed
luck.

y»

Looking for a fun-filled and exciting

evening? Come with your friends to the

annual "Faschings Ball" on Feb. 28.

The mardi-gras-type carnival starts at

about 9 p.m. and transportation to

Philadelphia (and beck) will be provided.

For a mere $5 per person, you can
partake in drinking, dancing and tons

of fun. For more information, contact

Professor Hawrysz of the languages

department in St. Thomas Hall.

Balloon Day
Win $25 and a free tee shirt. Balloon

day will be holding a contest for anyone
who would like to draw a design for the

official balloon day tee shirt. Design
must include the "Bread for the World"
logo — only final finished copies will

be accepted. Designs are to be submitted

to Campus Ministry by March 6. Any
problems, please contact Kim Murray
at 649-0891.

Phenathen
Positions available for the Alumni

Annual Fund Phonathon to be held

March 23-26 in Austin Hall. Anyone
interested in earning extra money
should stop by the Annual Fund Office

in Austin Hall and sing up. See Mr.
Rideout or Mr. Guida.

St«4ios Socioty

Because of the snow cancellation on
Feb. 23, the general meeting of the

Women's Studies Society will take place

on March 2 at 7 p.m. in the Center for

PeaceandJustice Education. Attendance
is encouraged. New members, as always,
are welcome.

RSA SoloctioMS

Are you a resident who has served

on your hall's House Council in the past?

If so, you are eligible to apply to become
a member of the Resident Students

Association Executive Board for 1987-

88. Applications will be available after

Spring Break in the RSA office (215

Dougherty). We need you to make RSA
the best it can be!

Irish

Pootry Roadlag
Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, a poet who

writes in the Irish language, will read
from her work (in translation)on March
5 at 4 p.m. in the Radnor Room of

Connelly Center. A reception in Vasey
will follow the talk. Ni Dhomhnaill, who
has won prizes for her poetry in Ireland,

is a flamboyant performer. She will

intersperse her readings of the poems
with comments on their backgh>und
and on the Irish language originals.

We arethe body representingttudents
in every facet ol student life—on tuition

increases, fall break, perking problems
— to the faculty and administration. We
now need ViUanovans to continue the

work. Students are welooae to run for

Muoent ifovenuneni s prasMentmi ana
senatorial positions for the 1967-88

school year. Our first candidates*
mestiQg (wsndntory) » Merch 2 from
1^ p.m. in the West LoianfB. For mom
inio, litve audi for Gone ualanMror
hkoi Swiisy in 804 DomiMrty (uTtOS).

•eclety

Professor John Dobbyn of Villanova

Law School, author idSoYim Want To
Go To Law Schooi, will speak on March
4, at 3:30 p.m. in the West Lounge.

There will be a Handicapped Encoun-
ter Christ (HEC) retreat on March 20-

22. HEC is a volunteer oi^ganization that

prepares retreat experiences for many
disabled people in our area who would
never have the opportunity to get
involved in community retr^ts other-

wise. Many disab'led people in our
society are simply shut out of ordinary
experiences! There will be two prepar-

atory meetings on March 1 and 8, at

7:15 p.m. in St. Clare's Hall. Much help
is needed. For more info, call Campus
Ministry, 645-4080.

Mr. Villanova
It's coming soon! The Mr. Villanova

competition, sponsored by the Resident

Student Association (RSA), will take

place on April 23 in the Villanova Room.
Applications will be available March 23

and are due April 6 in the RSA office

(215 Dougherty). Stay tuned in the

comingweeks for additional information

concerning emcees.

SanshinoDay
Projest Sunshine Volunteers, please

remember t&^Wjo^ at 12|ffol-
ehtine, lettingns IgiofW whethir yd||^Nll

6e coming to Sunshine Day meeting
with refreshments. We need the count

by 4 p.m. today. Please do not forget

to stop in or call and let us know —
645-4079. Thanks.

HeaMiPair
spring. Time for a new beginning.

The Student Nurses' Association of

Pennsylvania would like you to take the

first step toward a healthier lifestyle.

Come to the Health Fair and learn how
X)n March 20 from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. in

the Connelly Center. Take the extra

step!

Nova Daoco
Bored and have nothin^^ to do this

Friday night? Is Miami Vice not your
piece of cake? Come to the dance in the

Villanova Room, Feb. 27, 9 p.m.-l a.m.

All are welcome! DJ. and refreshments

included. Sponsored by the Student
Government and the Black Cultural

Society.

Ccrtholk Palth
lac|olry

A discussion group for Catholic
students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-Catholic

students interested in learning about

the church. Bring your friendi ~
Conduct^ by Fr. Ray Jackson every

Tuesday 7*30 pjn. ui Campus Ministry

Center, St. Rita's Hall.

Next Wednesday, March 4, is Ash
Wednesday. Ashes wiU be distributed

only within the conteat of the Eucha-

ristic Utttfiy at 8:30 son., 12 noon, 5

p.m., 8p m gad lOaOmn. (Main Chopei
aaly). TiMt wlll tent llJOaon. Corr

Ch^i

F^biiiafy27,19t7oTHEVILLAMOVANoPaoa8
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Wildcat Club directorhired
ByNOELE.FALXX)

The Villanova Wildcat Club
hired an executive director onJan.
9. Meg Werner, the new director,

said the job involves "personal

solicitation from past athletes,

alumni and friends of Villanova

athletics ... basically a lot of

direct contact with people who
have an interest in Villanova
athletics."

Werner, who started her new
job on Feb. 1, said, "I'm really

exdted about being here. It's a
^ tremendous opportunity.

"We're stepping up in keeping
alumni up to date in what's
happening . . . more than we have
in the past. There's a big market
out there that's untapped as far

as people going out and talking to

them ... I plan to do a lot of calling

and a lot of meeting," said
Werner.
She defined the Wildcat Clqb as

"financial support for the athletic

programs at Villanova. Therefore,

as executive director, I head up
fundraising.

"The Wildcat Club was founded
in 1972 . . . and it came forth as
active in securing football again
for the school. There are certain

markers they [mepibers] have
pledged to the schciol in support
of athletic programs," she said.

As to her role, she commented,
"Work in solicitation has taken
more of a casual type of action.

In hiring an executive director,

the club wants to step everything

up . . . We will always be football

[supporters], but we want to

expand to other sports."

Werner, whose father attended
Villanova in the 1940s, said she
is "the type of person who doesn't

come in with a splash, but comes
in quietly and pushes mdly hard.
My background [whkh includes

managing a professional minor
league baseball team in Vermont]
affords me a good working knowl-
edge and contacts."

She further said, "It has become
a much more active club than it

has been in the past. As they [the

student8]|;raduate and leave here,

they're going to hear from us. We
are another link back to their

school.

"The Wildcat Club has given a
concentrated area of support to

the football program. The basket-
ball team, through success and
hard work, has generated tre-

mendous support," Werner re-

plied to the question of which
sports garnered the most support,
although she stressed that all

sports should be supported.
Bill McDonough, director of

athletic marketing, also brings in

money for Villanova athletics, but
he said he and Werner have
"drastically different jobs."

"Her job is fundraising through
alumni. We use athletic events,

such as football, basketball and
track, to create revenue," McDo-
nough said.

Villanova raises money through
selling television and radio sta-

tions the right to broadcast and
by selling companies advertising

space on the scoreboards.

"Companies pay fees for from
three to five years for this right,"

McDonough said.

Villanova sells air time to tel-

evision channel 57 and radio
station WCAU. "They pay us for

this privilege ... as opposed to

Temple, who purchases it [air

time] from the station and then
resells it," he stated.

He also is responsible for reduc-
ing "costs of i^xxls and services

that the athletic department needs
by getting companies to provide
these needs and goods . . . this is

done through trade, for example,
trading tickets to games, adver-
tisement space and a sign at a
game to a roofing company in

exchange for a roof."

McDonough's job originated in

February 1985, before Villanova's

men's basketball team won the
national championship. He was
previously the director of the
Philadelphia Big Five. Now his

two main jobs are marketing and
promotions, which involve givea-

ways to the fans.

He was "basically hired to help
football come back ... but basket-
ball, because of its prominence
and the championship, helps
everything.

"There was no overt marketing
of the athletic department before
[the NCAA] . . . things just hap-
pened. Now we have a plan, an
attack, a scheme," McDonough
said.

"Villanova, both before and
after the NCAA championship, is

a very marketable athletic entity,"

he commented.
"The most diplomatic way of

saying it," he said, "is that we
have people waiting to come to

us."

Forum on sexuality
to hegln Monday
By DEBBIE GROSS

Beginning March 2, the first of

a two-part series, "Homosexuali-
ty: A Christian Response" will be
presented, Ed Sullivan of the
peace and justice department
stated this week.
The series, entitled "Respecting

Differences," stems from a need
to appreciate diversity, said Sul-

livan. He also stated that this

presentation will examine how a
Christian should respond to the

homosexual person, and it will

present an educational opportun-
ity for the Villanova community.
The presentation will consist of

four speakers: Bill Mays, the
president of Dignity, an organiza-

tion which deals with the Catholic
viewpoint concerninghomosexual
rights; the Rev. Owen R« Jackson,
O.S.A., of the peace and justice

department; Christine Lysionek,
assistant to the dean of students;

and a student member of Dignity.

Each speaker will present his
or herown view for approximately
10 minutes andan open discussion
will follow, said Sullivan.

Alongwiththe peaceandjustice
department, the presentation is

sponsored by Student Govern-
ment. According to Student Gov-
ernment President Joe Airman,
this discussion was planned be-

cause of the student concern
voiced through letters in the
Villanovan about the topic of

homosexuality.

Allman believes that, "Students
were struggling with this issue,"

and that, "This forum will present

the students with a better under-
standing of the issue."

Mike McG'innis, vice president

of Student Government, also said

he believes that this forum is

necessary, stating that it "will

serve as a catalyst for a greater

attention to the issue of

homosexuality."

(Photo by NuntB)

Ed Sullivan of the peace and
justice department

Both Allman and McGinnis
agreed that the government's
reason for co-sponsoring this

forum is to be representative of

and attentive to the needs and
concerns of the various sectors it

is governing, as would any
government.
The presentation will take place

in the Connelly Center Cinema at

4:30 p.m., Sullivan stated. It is his

hope that students will take this

opportunity to attend and to

follow up on the discussion firsd

brought up in the letters written

to the Vilianovan.
|

In the News-
Board of Trustees' members chosen
Two new members have

been recently elected to Villan-

ova University's Board of Trus-

tees. The Rev. John E. Deegan,
O.S.A., president of Merrimack
College in Andover, Mass., and
Robert E. Mulheam, a New
York financial manager, have
been named to the University's

governing body.

Deegan, who has been pres>

ident of Merrimack Collese

since 1981, was both a Villa-

nova faculty member and ad-

mmistrator during the 1970s.

De^^an was vice president for

Student Life at Villanova when
he was named Merrimack's

president.

Deegan earned his bachelor's

degree at Villanova and his

doctorate at American Univer-
sity in Washington, D.C.

Mulheam graduated from
Villanova's College of Com-
merce and Finance in 1968. He
worked in the Wall Street
financial markets, and for the

past seven years has been
managing director of the Mor-
gan Stanley Company.
The two will replace the Rev.

Robert J. Welsh, O.S.A., and
James Drobile, who have com-
pleted their Board of Trustees
terms of office.

Wiesel to receive honorary degree
Elie Wiesel, 1986 Nobel Peace

Prize winner, will be awarded
an honorary degree from Vil-

lanova during his visit to cam-
pus March 19, according to

Eugene J. Ruane, director of

Public Relations.

Wiesel, who has been called

"the conscience of the 20th
century," will receive an hon-

orary doctor of humane letters

degree during 8 p.m. exercises

in the duPont Pavilion. The

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, will
confer the academic honor.

Following the degree confer-

ral, the Nobel laureate will

speak on "When the Unthink-
able Happens: Implications of

the Holocaust for the Nuclear
Arms Race." The event is co-

sponsored by the University's

Center for Peace and Justice
Education and the Villanova
Union.

Moot court will draw V.U. law team
Villanova University Law

School will send a team to the
F. Lee Bailey National Moot
Court competition, which will

be held in March at National
University in San Diego.

The moot court competition

began this fall with the selec-

tion of teams at law schools

throughout the country and
culminates in a three-day series

of oral arguments.

In addition, before each
round of competition, the stu-

dents receive coaching from F.

Lee Bailey, who draws on his

many years as a trial attorney.

This year, Villanova Univer-
sity law students will argue the
legal implications of requiring
governmental employees, li-

censees and contractors' em-
ployees to submit to urinalysis
testing for drugs.

_- [1

Fall rush abolished
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

Formal fraternity and sorority

rush will no longer be held in the

fall semester, Gary Bonas, assis-

tant director of Student Activities,

said this week. Banning next
year, formal rush will be held in

the spring semester.

The change is a result of a new
administrative policy prohibiting

first-semester freshmen from
joining fraternities and sororities.

The decision was based on
information gathered in a Greek
study committee formed by Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president

for Student Life. The committee,

composed of students, faculty and
administrators, found that pledg-

ing required a large amount of

time and attention. -^

The committee felt that first-

semester freshmen need time to
adjust to collie life and explore
their options before devoting
themselves to a fraternity or
sorority. For the students' own
welfare, the committee recom-
mended that freshmen should not
rush in their first semester.

The Panhellenic Association
voted to postpone formal rush
until the spring semester, accord-

ing to Maureen Dannemiller,
Panhellenic Association president,

in order to give freshmen an
opportunity to rush and since the
majority of those rushing are
usually freshmen.
According to Bonas, Villanova

is one of many universities, in-

cluding the University of Virginia
and Duke University, to incorpo-
rate the new formal rush
schedule.

Fraternity violates on-campus phone privileges
By LYNN PERDEK

The Alpha Phi Omega (APO)
fraternity, along with several
other individuals, was caught
running up the telephone bill in

their organizatkm ottuxs, acoord-

ing to the Rev. John P. Stack,

O.SA, dean of students. Stack
stated that this misuse of offkx
phones has been going on for at

least all of this year and possibly
for many previoiia yean.
According to Stack, tl^ admin-

istration studied the
phone bills over the

misiase of tlK APO ^fioe
Stack also sttd that then may be
others wIm> are atoa reipoMible
and that the mAm^i^.m^i^. i.

oontimiiag to laak into it

TIm Uttiwiky's ptMar k to

akmmm asfiwt as tufUf omuttiat

illi

possible office space, including a
telephone, typewriter and file

cabinet, according to Lucyna J.

Gorski, director of Student Activ-

ities.

Almost every one of these
phones has only local access.
There are two phone lines avail-

able for kmg-distance calling: one
is kxated in the Student Activities

ofikx, and the other is in the
conference room. Gorski stated

that some Q^oes considered more
kxJuible, suchas thecampua radio
station, WKVU, or the VMno-
van olfioe, are also eqnipped with
phanes capable of oalHng kmg-
dietanoe.

Acoording to Gonki, thephones
are meant to be used for business

Most bttsiaeas caUs are
dunM the dttf aad
aMM lOto Uaihi-

A imad €f aU phMt dOlt

from every office appears on a
computerized printout from the
telecommunicationscompany and
is stored in the Student Activities

office. She added that any ex-

tremely long call or many calls to

the same number are usually
personal calls, rather than
business-related ones and are
usually investigated. "I have no
qualms about calhng a suspicious
number in order to find out if the
call really was business related,"

she said.

Gorski explained that most of
these calls do not cost much, but
succeed in tying up the phone
lines, as only a certain number at

outakle lines are available at one
time.

Gansnlly, the Greek onaniaa-
tioM aia Mt given office phoMS,
but APO is nnaiiiiifiri mote of a

service fraternity than a social

club, according to Gorski. The
only other Greek organization,

other than the Interiratemity and
the Panhellenic Councils, to have
an office phone is Kappa Kappa
Gamma, which was also consi-

dered a service organization when
first established.

Gorski claimed that the biggest

problem with the phones is in

room 106 Dougherty Hall, because
of the size of the room, which is

divided into sections for 12 organ-

izations. Each section has its own
phone line.

"Eventually the money will

come out of everyone's pocket

because part of the tuitkm goes
for paying the phone bill," claimed

Gorski. Sheadded that theoptkms
are linitod hsfatisr phone loclu

ciniiot be ptaoad on these push

button phones as they could be
with the rotary dial phones.

Gorski stated, "This leaves us
with the options of taking the
phones away and leaving only one
phone available for all 12 offices

or making the organizations use
the phones up here [the Student
Activities office], which would
cause problems by having 30
people in line for the same phone.
Or we could take the offices away
from any organization abusing its

privileges, because there are many
organizations who are waiting for

offkx space."

According to Gorski, it is pos-

sible that the administration will

be chaiging the offender^or will

be taking judicial action. She
added that all of the office spaces
and phonss will be reviewed at the
end of the
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Complaints
(Continued from page 1)

Conrad, editor-in-chief.

Trucks stated, "I'm sure that
window was fixed before, it must
have been broken again.

The Maintenance department
has reportedly responded to some
requests quickly and efficiently.

For example, many students
with malfunctioning heaters have
received immediate service from
Maintenance. Also, snow removal
on campus pathways and roads
has been moderately good, consid-

ering the recent heavy snow-
storms, according to several
students.

Trucks observed that most of

Maintenance's work is to repair

the vandalism committed by stu-

dents. Moreover, Maintenance's
attempts to repair these acts of

vandalism detract from valuable
time for other necessary projects

and requests.

Trucks acknowledged that
Maintenance suffers from under-
staffing. Maintenance workers
number 70, including ground
crew members, steam plant oper-

ators and mechanics, but only 42
are actually assigned to maintain-
ing student dormitories and other
buildings on campus.
The understaffing is reportedly

evident in the recent housekeeping

Fires reported on campus

(File Photo)

Sheehan Hall residents have had
several windows broken by
hurled snowballs.

of dormitories. For example.
Alumni Hall's usual housekeeper
has been assigned to clean and
upkeep two more dormitories on
campus in addition to Alumni.
The effects of this assignment
have been obvious to some of the
residents of the dorm, who feel

that the housekeeper does not
receive sufficient time to do a
proper job, according to Mary Jo
Yannacone, a resident of Alumni.
She also added that it would be

beneficial for the University to

employ housekeepers for the wee-
kends, when dormitories can
become especially dirty.

The National Order of Omoiia

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

There have been two fires on
campus within the last two weeks,
according to recent reports from
Villanova Security and
Maintenance.
The first fire was discovered

Feb. 15 in Mendel Hall. According
to Security reports, the fire was
reported by Maintenance at 5:25
p.m. after smoke was seen coming
from an electrical panel box on the
third floor.

Thomas N. Trucks, director of
Maintenance, said that the fire

apparently came from a shortage
in a coil caused by an electrical

outage that occurred the same day
at 5:12 p.m.

The second fire was discovered
by Maintenance on Feb. 18, at
11:55 a.m. on the roof of Good
Counsel Hall.

Resident Assistant Natalie Za-
vodnick said, "Apparently the fire

was caused from an unattended
tarring kettle on the roof and,
when discovered by Maintenance,
they were unable to put it out, so
we had to call the fire

department."
Zavodnick said that Good Coun-

sel was evacuated for about 15 to
20 minutes.

According to the Security re-

port, the fire was contained to the

(Photo by Ovvinell)

Bryn Mawr Fire Company responded to a fire on the roof of Good
Counsel Hall last week.

kettle, and there were no injuries
or damage to the building.

A member of the Bryn Mawr
Fire Department stated that al-

though it had fire trucks that
responded to the calls, it had no
information regarding the fires,

and that it was Radnor Fire
Department's responsibility to
give out the information since
Villanova is located in Radnor
Township.
When questioned, a member of

Radnor Fire Department stated
that Villanova is the responsibility
of the Bryn Mawr Fire
Department.

Cancelled
(Continuedfrom page 1)

held Monday night. She said that
the University College does not
"cancel classes until afternoon to
be sure" about whether the weath-
er conditions will improve.

Dr. Joseph A. Kinney, assistant
dean of the Graduate School,
reported that all graduate classes
were held Monday because they
generally meet in the late after-

noon and evening, by which time
weather and road conditions were
better.

No 50 Days Party tonight
--fill -

ViLLA.\()\ \-s(;ki:i:k
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By KRISTI HANSON

Order of Omega is pleased to announce the
selection of Kristi Hanson as Greek of the Week
Kristi is a traveling consultant for Alpha Phi and
has been an integral part of their colonization at
Villanova. She is still a student at the University
of Idaho as she has nine credits to finish up before
receiving her degree in accounting/finance. Kristi
decided to postpone graduation in order to take
advantage of the opportunity to be a traveling
consultant. We are sure glad she made that decision'

It is a wonder Kristi only has nine credits left
to finish at Idaho as she was very involved there
She served as Alpha Phi's president, rush chairper-
son, and chapter promotions director after pledgins
as a freshman.

f —o »
Kristi is a member of Order of Omega, Blue Key

the Intercollegiate Knights and a charter membei^
01 Kho Umbda, a Greek honorary society for women.
She also worked in the High School Relations office
at the University of Idaho. For these and other
activities, Knsti was selected as the University's
Greek Woman of the Year last year!

Kristi is very excited about being at Villanova,
and will be based here for the remainder of the
semester. Before coming to Villanova, Kristi visited
schools m the Midwest and Texas. Working on an
expansion, as she is doing now, is a great experience
for a traveling consultant as it is not every day that
a national gets a new chapter.

Being at Villanova has been one of the highlights
of Knsti s traveling consultant experiences, which
began in August. She is particulariy happy with her
assignment because she will be able to see the colony
grow after ail of her excellent organizational work
this and last semester. We at Villanova are lucky

!}^ u ^^,,1"*^^ .^" enthusiastic, friendly and talented
Alpha Phi with us for the rest of the semester
Congratulations on all of your accomplishments
Knsti!

By PATRICK L. MOUSSEAU

The Senior 50 Days Party,
scheduled for tonight at the Frank-
lin Plaza Hotel in Philadelphia,
has been cancelled. According to
John Travaglione, president of the
BlueKey Society, the organization
sponsoring the event, the manage-
ment of the Franklin Plaza Hotel
backed out of a verbal agreement
and raised their price from $5 per
person to$20 per person, including
a sit-down dinner.
Most students would not be able

to afford the dinner with drinks
as an added expense, said
Travaglione.

The inability to hold the Plaza
to a verbal commitment reveals
the underiying message that the
Days Party is not a lucrative
venture for the hotel, according to
Lucyna J. Gorski, director of
Student Activities. Gorski said
this is directly related to the
substantial amount of drinking
that goes on during the social.
The event has become more of

a "drinking free for all" than a
gathering for seniors, Gorski
added.

The rental fee for a room large
enough to hold the senior class
costs upwards of $1,000, according
to Gorski. This does not include
the price of hiring security for the

evening, costs in time and money
involved in workingout the details
of the event or the cost of damages
resulting from students who
destroy the hotel's property, said
Gorski.

Fights and injuries, theft, acci-
dents and township police involve-
ment, in addition to damage to
elevators, bathrooms, glass doors,
lights and other hotel property
more than doubles the initial

$1,000 charge, said Travaglione.
The minority of students par-

ticipate in such behavior, said
Travaglione.

The problem in finding a room
large enough to accommodate all

the seniors is another drawback
for the event, Travaglione said.

Gorski agreed with this. "The
main problem [though] is that no
establishment will rent to people
who are known for their destruc-
tion of private property," she
stated.

The next Senior Days Party is

scheduled for March 28. No writ-
ten contract has been signed, said
Travaglione. The Irish Center in
Germantown or Pulsations night
club are two possibilities. There
are many obstacles blocking the
way to a guaranteed room, he
added.

"You can't blame the hotels for
being hesitant about signing a
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contract," said Gorski. "We need
to look at the Days Party and see
what is really being accomplished
here. It is becoming a drinking
event. No one wants a crowd
known for its repulsive behavior.
This is a trend that has continued
for years."
The Senior Days Party is a

"disgrace to the University,"
commented one alumnus.
Changing the name to Senior

Days Benefit for charity or as an
aid to Balloon Day is one of the
options for the Blue Key Society,
according to Travaglione. The
need to end the idea of it being
a drinking event is imperative, he
said.

Other changes include serving
hors d'oeuvres instead of chips
and pretzels and possibly having
a staged event such as a comedian
or a raffle to draw the focus away
from drinking.

The Senior Days Party may be
given up;according to Gorski and
Travaglione. This year is to be the
deciding year as to whether it will
be discontinued, said Travaglione.
Gorski stated she "does not want
to get rid of it," but feels events
are moving in that direction.

Travaglione also predicted this
could easily be the last year for
the Senior Days Party if the
destructive incidents continue.
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Black history celebrated
By SHARON A. WATERS

The Black Cultural Society
(BCS) observed Black History
Month this past Saturday in the

Villanova Room of the Connelly
Center. The celebration included
a luncheon with Dr.James Ander-
son, a Villanova alumnus, as the

keynote speaker, and Fun Night,

a talent and variety show.

Members of the society and
their families and friends attended
the luncheon. In addition, alumni
of Villanova who graduated in the
early IdTOs attended the luncheon
this year in order to show present
BCS members what they had
achieved and to provide
inspiration.

Anderson, associate professor

of psychology at Indiana Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, was one of

the founding members of the

Black Cultural Society. He spoke

on what it means to be gifted and
black.

During his speech, Anderson
presented several points to the

students, including knowing one-

self as an individual and an
African, obtaining self-confidence,

developing strong beliefs and
using one's gifted talent to its full

potential.

After Anderson's speech, second

vice president Lisa Sheppard and
BCS secretary Christina Flem-

ming presented awards for out-

standing achievement. Receiving

awards were Anderson (Distin-

guished Alumni Award), fresh-

man Kimberly Howze and sopho-

more Celestine Simmons
(Academic Achievement Awards),

freshman Miriam Robinson (Out-

standing Freshman Award) and
junior Geri Barton (Service

Award).

On Saturday evening, the socie-

ty presented Fun Night in the St.

Mary's Hall auditorium. The
variety show, which was organ-

ized by Barton, included skits.

dances, singing and poetry
rea<)ings.

Andrea Perez and Micah Langh-
ton, both freshmen, hosted the
show, the theme of which was an
awareness of the blacks' struggle

in the past and its present
continuance.

The show ended with the Vil-

lanova Gospel Ensemble present-

ing a collection of songs that

portrayed changes in gospel music
from the time of slavery until the

present.

Parking lot approved
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Villanova was granted a zoning
variance Feb. 19 by the Radnor
Township Zoning Hearing Board
to build a south campus parking
lot.

The parking lot will accommo-
date two new south-campus dor-

mitories, planned for completion
by the fall 1988 semester, which
will house 320 students, according

to Dr. Richard A. Nfeville, vice

president for Student Life.

There are 105 parking spaces

planned for the lot. According to

Neville, one parking space is

required for every three
inhabitants.

'!'he proposed parking lot will

be built adjacent to SEPTA's
Norristown High-Speed Line with

a South Ithan Avenue entrance.
A variance was required because
the lot will be closer to residents'

property lines than the zoning-

code minimum of 75 feet.

"It is the area that is most out
of the way and will have the least

impact on the residents [of Radnor
Township]," said Neville.

He added that the parking lot

"could have been located else-

where, but it wasn't in the best

interests of the neighbors, the

township or the University."

On Monday, the University will

present designs for the two pro-

posed dormitories to the Radnor
Township Planning Board. The
zoning variance for the parking lot

had to be approved prior to sub-

mitting the dormitory plans.

Earning disparity discussed
By ROBERT M. JORDAN

Dr. Claudia Goldin, a professor

of economics at the University of

Pennsylvania, explained the "His-

torical Perspective of the Gender
Gap" in wage disparity during a

lecture Feb ^ in Baitley Hall.

Statistics re\«.ai that, although
the proportion of women in the
labor force has increased dramat-
ically over the past three decades,
women's average wages are still

much lower than men's average
wages.

Goldin feels that this situation

will correct itself in time. "Eco-

nomic progress will correct the

wage differentials for two basic

reasons. First, there has been a
narrowing of occupational skill

differentials for all Americans.
And secbnd, the increased returns
on education for women has
meant higher wages," she said.

Goldin explained why women's
wages have remained so much
lower on average. Marriedwomen
returned to the labor force in

larger and larger numbers ban-
ning in the mid-1970s. These
women generally had no job ex-

perience and thus filled the
lowest^payingjobs in the economy.
This actually brought the wage

average down.
"However, this is a process

which has worked itself out,"

Goldin said, "because there are no
longer these kinds of numbers of

women who will be entering the
labor force with no job training
or experience.

Meanwhile, as the wage gap has
grown because more women are
entering the labor force, American
childbirth rates have steadily

fallen. Currently, there is a bill

in Congress that is being called

"pro-work" because it would
guarantee time off for a spouse to

care for or give birth to a child

and still return to the same job.

Goldin said that this bill would
never have received a hearing in

Congress until this decade be-

cause it would have been consi-

dered uselessly "pro-natalist" and
in favor of maintaining married
women in the labor force.

Today, married women are a
vital demographic component of

most American business firms.

"Prior to the Great Depression,
therewas such economic prejudice

against married women in the
labor force that female school-

teachers who got married had to

quit immediately, or if the local

school board was lenient, at the

Pinckney succeeds
(Continuedfrom page 1)

"He developed slowly in the
first half of his rookie year, but
he is really showing progress now.
He was leading in rebounding for

several months and has been
averaging over 29 minutes per
game. We feel that Ed is a strong
defensive playerwho will continue
to get better in the NBA." said

Ambrose^
The bigsest adijustment that

Pinckney felt he had to make in

the NBA was changing from
playing center to playing forward,
'it was dilfknilt to play fadi« the
basket after playing with my back
to the bMket at Villanova."

He has also noticed a difference

in the fans.

"On campus, I knew everybody
and everyone was rooting for me
and the team. In the NBA, many
people tend to follow individual*

players rather than the team
itself. There was a camaraderie
in college that changes when you
are working for a monetary goal,"

he said.

When he is not too busy travel-

ing, Pinckney is involved with a
Phoenix televiskxi station, CTSP,
Channel 10. He works as a broad-

caster, featuring human interest

stones about the Suns every other
week during the newscast.

Shelly Pennefather was incorrectly identified in last week's front-

M^eohoto. She was not holding the basketball, as reported, but rather

tamttog in the last row in the center. The Vm—ovn regrets the

end of the semester," Goldin
stated.

Nursing was the only occupa-
tion outside of the home in which
married won^en were really eligi-

ble to work.

Senate
iContmued from page 1)

what would happen to a 65-day
minimum schedule if an unusual
amount of days had to be resche
duled. One senator stated that

this amendment would simply
leave the schedule the way it is.

Another senator said that if

extraordinary circumstances oc-

curred, possible schedule changes
could then be discussed.

Allman's amendment was
struck down, but Downey's addi-

tion was passed. Strack added
that the addition of class days to

the 65-day semester must be
approved by the Senate, and the
Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A.,

vice president for Academic Af-

fairs, agreed. The motion to make
a 65-day minimum semester invi-

olate was then approved.

Reading Days

The next motion discussed was
to make mandatory one reading

day, and when possible, two
reading days "within the con-

straints of a 65-day academic
semester."

Strack stated that according to

the first proposal, the reading
days would be sacrificed before

the class days, but not before

anything else.

Allman called on Paul Mullin,

member of the Academic Policy

Committee and secretary of aca-

demic affairs for Student Govern-
ment, and Mulliii said that it was
not the intention of either himself

or Kristin Switala, a member of

the Academy Policy Committee
and maker of the motion, to create

a situation with no reading days.

"Under no situation should we go
directly from class to exam," he
stated.

Stephen Flanagan, student cau-

cus speaker and newly-appointed

executive secretary of the Senate,

then proposed an amendment
which simply nuide "mandatory
one reading day." Strack then
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National News Notes
Ad campaigncelebrates Constitution

the Constitution. Jack Turner,
of the advertising council,
hopes that the ads will get
people to realize that "the
Constitution affects them in

their everyday lives."

The television spokesman,
Charlton Heston, appears in

commercials promoting free-

dom of speech, freedom of
religion and the right to vote.

Seot. 17 will mark the 200th
anniversary of the signing of
the United States
Constitutions. P.A.S.

Condoms distributed at Rutgers

In an effort to educate Amer-
icans about their constitutional

freedoms, the Commission on
the Bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution recently began a
free, public service advertising

campaign.
The theme of the campaign

is "The Constitution, the
words we live by." The adver-

tisements consist of six televi-

sion spots and four newspaper
and magazine ads.

The ads focus on just a few
of the freedoms guaranteed bv

The Rutgers University Stu-

dent Health Service (RSHS) is

now distributing free condoms
to students. The program,
which began this week, is

designed to promote protection

against sexually-transmitted

diseases.

"These free condoms are
only to introduce students to

condoms and safe sex," said

Robert Beirman, RSHS medical
director.

"The condom can be effective

against diseases if it is used all

the time and used properly, and
the best way to protect yourself

and your partner is to use a
condom," he said.

Rutgers is not the first school

to design a safe-sex program.
Dartmouth, Columbia and
Berkeley have all begun to

distribute condoms to their

students.
P.A.S.

Anti-Semitic acts occur at U. IMass
A series of anti-Semitic inci-

dents have occurred recently at

the University of Massa-
chusetts.

Kevin Whitfield, a part-time

instructor in the law and jus-

tice program, received two
letters filled with racist, sexist

and anti-Semitic statements.

He also received a card with
facts about his personal life

that stated that his case had
been assigned to the "werewolf
section of the SS in Urbana, 11."^.

Paul Watanabe, chairperson

of the political science depart-

ment, found a swastika on his

door and received an anti-

Semitic letter last semester.

Professor Charles Shively, of

the law and justice program,
also reported a swastika on his

door last semester.

According to spokesperson
Leo Monahan, the campus
police are investigating the

complaints.

(Photo by Nunes)

Faculty and administration representatives are pictured here at the
Feb. 20 Senate meeting.

stated that "what the motion boils

down to" is a 66-day semester, and
possibly a 67-day semester.

Both the amendment and the
motion guaranteeing a reading
day were approved with little or
no opposition.

Grading System Debate

Strack then introduced a motion
made by M. Louise Fitzpatrick,

dean of the College of Nursing,
which would add minuses to the

grading system. Strack cited the

damaging effect of grade inflation

and that the committee had not

found a university which had
pluses but not minuses. However,
Strack stated that he could not

say that the addition of minuses
would correct the problem.

Dr. Angek) Armenti Jr., dean of

the University College, stated that

adding minuses would inflate

grades even more. He passed out
grade evaluation charts which
reportedly indicated this

inflation.

Frank L. Zarilli, alumni senator,

said he approved the proposal

because it corresponded with the

system of the Educational Testing
Service (ETS), through which
people apply to post-graduate

schools. Dr. Esin Kaya-Carton,
who was evaluating the Senate at

the meeting as part of the Uni-

versity evaluation currently in

progress, stated that students

who go to schools with only pluses

in their systems will have their

grade point average lowered by
ETS.

Other Issues

Alvin A. Clay, dean of the

College of Commerce and Finance,

was not present at the meeting,

but had a letter read to the Senate

that stated his opposition to the

proposal that members of the

Senate Budget committee should

have more access to the budget.

On Wednesday, Clay stated
that budget committee
members were allowed to see

budget data in the office of Gary
B. Fenner, vice president for

Financial Affairs.

A motion to create a "task force

on college cost alternatives" did
not reach the Senate fkx>r. Flan-
agan said, "I assume it [the
motion] will go through without
any problem."

According to a spokesperson at

the office of the Rev. John M.
DriscoU, O.S.A., Univvsity pres-

ident, no report about the Senate
meeting had been received as of

Wednesday. All Senate proposals
must be approved by Driscoll

before going into effect.

.4^:1.^
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V.U. fan image
needs polishing

During the Villanova men's basketball team's ascent

to victory in the 1985 NCAA Championships, the press

truthfully displayed to the entire country strong,

supportive and excited but well-behaved, well-educated

Villanova fans at thegames. In the past two years, though,

that image has deteriorated because of the use of

obscenities and the increase in debris throwing by

students at basketball games. These actions must stop.

Students claim to be avid Wildcat fans, yet they take

the chance of injuring key players by throwing orange

peels, whole rolls of toilet paper and even bagels. By doing

so, they also delay the game and disrupt the players*

concentration.

In addition, it is certainly unfortunate to note the

increased number of forceful removals of rowdy fans by
Radnor police officers. These removals, which are now
a common part of each game, in no way improve
Villanova's public image.

Some try to justify these actions by saying that our
fans are not half as bad as those at other schools. This
rationalization is ridiculous. Villanova is Villanova, not

some other school. We should not be half as bad. We should
be proud to be twice as good.

With the coming of the Big East Tournament and
the possibility of a spot in the NCAA Tournament for

our basketball team, Villanova fans should make an dffort

to end this behavior. It is time for the fans to join tQgetlier

to strongly, supportively and excitedly root for their team
while reviving their past image as well-behav^, well-

educated fans.

Create a realistic

1988 deficit target
The chairmen of the House and Senate Budget

Committees this week indicated their support for the

abandonment of the Gramm-Rudman balanced budget
act's target of reducing the federal budget deficit to $108
billion in 1988. This call for abandonment comes because
they say the target can only be met with gimmicks and
number-jimmying. Rep. William H. Gray 3rd (D-Pa.) and
Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.) have instead advocated that

Congress concentrate on a more realistic plan of $40 billion

in spending cuts and revenue increases to reduce the 1988
deficit to $130 billion. In light of the Congressional Budget
Office's economic forecast, the budget committees

. chairmen's approach is wise.

Although White House officials contend that President

Reagan's proposed budget meets the deficit target, the

Congressional Budget Office has reported that it falls

short of the target by more than $26 billion because it

overestimates economic growth and projected savings in

existing programs. Sure, budget writers could dream up
a lot of one-time savings, including delaying spending until

later years, to reach the 1988 target, but this would only
mean higher deficits later on.

The goal should be a believable, factual budget —
something far tnore valuable in the long run than a budget
that manipulates numbers to reach a magic sum. Coming
up with actual, idealistic reductions of $36 billion to $40
billion a year is better than creating fictional reductions

that work only on paper.

In this case, keepingHo the ^^rit rather than the
letter of the balanced budget law is what is important.
Confress and the presid«rt should act to dmom the
exiattfw unrealistic deficit target to a more workaDle and
reachable one.
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Letters to the Editor

Student demands an apology
To the Editon

I used to like my car, how it

transported me toand from school.

We were inseparable. But now,
thanks to the ineptitude and total

lack of decision-making skills of

thote in charge of school cancel-

lation because of snow, I no longer

hay^ a car.

It all began when I awoke at 6
a.m. Monday, to find my car

covered with over a foot of snow.
I rushed to my radio to listen for

our call number, but it was not

announced on KYW or WCAU. head on.

By 7 'a.m. I assumed that
classes, for some unfathomable
reason, were being held. If I had
not had an exam scheduled for

8:30 a.m., I would have stayed at

home, but instead I took a chance.
Never again.

I got all the way to Villanova

safely just to have a security

guard tell me to go home. Only
three miles from my home, on an
unplowed street, a truck slid on
the snow and plowed into my car-
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I am fine, thank God, but my
car is, how should I put this, an
ex-car. It no longer exists as I once

knew it. It does not run. It does

not mov^. It just sits in my
driveway dripping anti-freeie and
oil.

The point I am trying to make
is that if those responsible for

school cancellation had been doing
their job correctly and efficiently,

I would have been safe at honie
withmy car intact Unfortunately,
my car is IS years old, and wha-
tever funds I receive from insu-

rance will not buy me a car that

is driveable. . ,!

The man who hit me is not
really responsible for the hunk of

garbage that was once my car, the
Villanova administration is. How-
ever, I do not expect to receive a
new car courtesy of Villanova,

although it would be nice. I do
.demand an apology.

I am a hard-working student,

and I do not like to miss my
classes, not to mention tests. But
why should I let the obviously

confused administration play
Russian roulette with my life

when chances are they have just

made another snow cancellation

mistake?

Janine P. Andrews
Class of 1988
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V.U. siqipoits futile, useless policy
ByBitlANaWEBB

ViUanova ini^t soon realise

that being cril;^ of corporate

presence in So(|th Africa can be

a costly way \o placate anti-

apartheiA activists.

In addition to the expected
transaction costs associated with
selling off shares of companies
with South African ties, Villanova

might also be faced with a back-

lash from corporations that could

withhold or threaten to withhold

contributions.

The areas that would be hit

hardest include grants, scholar-

ships and any faculty bonuses
contributed to the University.

Ironically, some minority students
would almost certainly be affected

by the corporate backlash.

\ At least two corporations fit)m

which Villanova currently re-

ceives money have already indi-

cated their strong disapproval of

any colleges that sell off their

stock and yet continue to accept

their contributions. A spokesman
for FMC Corp. (which is listed in

Villanova's annual donors report)

recently told the Wall Street

Journal, 'In other words, if our
corporation isn't good enough for

you, you aren't good enough for

our corporation." Needless to say,

do not be surprised if you do not

see FMC Foundation on next

year's donors report.

And Mobil Corp., which also

contributes to Villanova, has in

th^'p^eWma^fiS'made public

its misgivings about colleges

which sdl off Mobil 's stock and

yet continue to accept financial

contributions.

The trafledjr in all this is that

was (and praaUy coukl still be)

entirely avoidable.

If the administration had con-

tinued to resist the movement for

divestment, then the University

woiild sorely be better off than it

is today. Resisting a movement
comprised of impassioned and
vocal moralists, however, was
apparently too much of a burden
for the administration to

overcome.
After one year of offering no

comment on the issue of divest-

ment, the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, told

this newspaper last September,

'it is my understanding that

Villanova, in its investment port-

folio . . . has completely divested

from South Africa."

By joining the growing number
of U.S. colleges which have div-

ested, Villanova apparently ac-

quiesced to the activists incessant

and simplistic pleas. All across the

country, the divestment debate

had been reduced to an absurd
acid test: "If you do not support

divestment, then you must be a

racist." It seems Villanova, which
already has a substantial public

relations problem with blacks,

was not willing to further hurt its

image in the eyes of an overly

judgmental public.

Any effort that works to defeat

injustice is an effort worthy of

praise; unfortunately, the divest-

ment effort does not fit into this

category. Divesting from corpora-

tions does absolutely nothing to

effect change in South Africa. In

"SWCYWDOHTWWAUFT?' cchi»» «ss ssRvia
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fact, by selling shares in compan-
ies that have South African op-

erations, Villanova has meekly
taken itself out of the apartheid

debate. The University can no
longer be a vocal shareholder; it

can no longer act as a positive

force for change.

Hopefully it is not,too late for

ViManova to turn around, admit
its mistake, and make amends
with the corporations it has
already alienated. This can be

achieved simply by reinvesting in

corporations that have South
African ties. By doing so, Villan-

ova could once again become an
active participant in the fight

against apartheid.

Now might also be an opportune
time for the University to move
in and take advantage of the gaps
left by the universities that choose

to maintain a total divestment

strategy. Corporations involved in

backlash against universities

would surely welcome new and
devoted schools to which they can
contribute.

Unless Villanova admits its

mistakes and changes its divest-

ment strategy, the people at this

school will soon realize how costly

it can be to support a futile and
useless policy. \.

Brian D. Webb is a senior

economics major and the 198586
associate editor of the Villanovan,

Radnor House: Do not be fooled by their ad
ByJIM WOOD

Attention underclassmen —
You are thinking about where to

live next year, right? Are you
considering future residence at

Radnor Ifouse? Indeed, it is quite

conveniently located, and it offers

many desirable luxuries not in-

cluded in some other housing
deals, but do not by any means

Ktygoalh0r$ Is only to

dorifytlioMlUmUoiiso

yonknow whotmtiM
roollykOMioobonn
spMNTa lot ofmoooy.

consider it an absolute solution for

the off-campus housing situation.

The advertiaements for Radnor
House otfer students, " ... no
more housing harasS^ment." There
are, however, problems associated

with living there, and you should
be infonned of them.

Here is a summary of the most
common complaints Radnor
House residents have:

1. Heat in individual units is

sporadic. SometisMS when you
turn your heat on, it stays otf.

Other times, wiisa you turn your
beat elf, it slays ea ... aai yaa

paifiaf for it. Kevia
aaidnt of the terth
**Wgt^m had big

often no hot water. Heating pipes

containing water burst in several

units, causing damage to resi-

dents' belongings. Jim Donaghy^
an eighth floor resident, said,

"The flood from the broken pipes

ruined my clothes and many of my
rare albums. They're not compen-
sating me for any of it either."

3. The Oasis, now the Radnor
House Cafe, closed under shady

circumstances. Rumors of invol-

vement in drug trafficking, and
court fines for serving minors,

coupled with co-manager Len
Barry's being fired last week for

stealing money from the bar's

cash register, give reason to

suspect the stability of the estab-

lishment. "The Oasis makes lame
drinks," said tim Wilson, a fre-

quent visitor of the area's bars.

4. There is an unavoidable
conflict between the building's

significant populatkm of senior

citizens and college students. The
building's older residents feel

threatened by the presence of

students and often overreact

against student behavior.

5. The management conducted

a bed-count wlule we were away
over Christmas break to deter-

Biine the preaeaoe of tenants in

violation of Kateer Township's

housing codes. Under the fluise of

MBBvg pipe vwifrffi BMBap^
OMBt emend sslsdsd unils and
oaaniai the beds, k it standard

pnwiiaf fer the miaipwiBnr of a

nauiMilg oaaipMB cosMer owraui
ualts wtehaut waniag to oount
^^^A^ 1^ ^^^A^^a*Atf^ k^^^^^^^^g _-^^^^^^^^^

in wiWmnO OKKKmjra
•aid Ktvhi MDCkwan, amMMit

^ff^HT^aSSBS

jiftS RgAU>Y Pf^lO Off!

of the fourth floor, "it was uneth-
icaT and a great infringement on
nry right to privacy,'*

6. The complex's transition

from the Chetwynd Apartments
to Radnor House Condominiums
entailed a "renovation" of the
entire building. An examination of
unit structure ilhistrates the very
superficial nature of the renova-

tion, possibly explaining the skm
tale oif individual units.

7. Psridng/sscurity csn pose a

wide variety of problems for

tenants-visitors. To obtain a

viailQr parkhig permit, you muat
first fhid a asoirity guard to give

you ons and only ens psr day psr

unit. If your roommate has a

visitor driving to see him/her,

then that is the only visitor from

your unit permitted to park with-

out harassment that day.

I have lived at Radnor House
since September. I have not found

it to be so intolerable that I went
to find other aooommodatkms. but

it is not as hassle-free as the

promotkms would have one be-

lieve. My goal here is only to

darify the situation to you know
what might really happen before

you spsnd a k>t of money.

Quote

of

Note

Jkm Wmiita

In the future everyone unil be

famouM/ar 15 mitmiu.
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Student unafraid

of getting AIDS
TotheEditon

For the benefit and support of

others on our campus I will admit

.

it. I am not scared of having or
getting AIDS. I am one of the

"supposed few" on this campus
who is celibate by choice.

i

I think that it is sad that the

prevailing attitude of many college

students is that young adults
either have sex or cannot get it.

I would like to propose another
view.

I am not so naive as to t)eHeve

that AIDS is not a real threat in

our generation or that people our
age are not sexually active. Our
response to these concerns, how-
ever, should not be limited to safe

sex with the exclusion of sexual
restraint.

"Name withheld" is a student

genuinely concerned for the health

and longevity of his/her fellow

students, which is an admirable
aim. But I do not believe his/her

solution of distributing "safe sex"
packages is the appropriate re-

sponse, especially on a Catholic

campus.
Suggesting that this action will

not promote pre-marital sex, but
only acknowledge its presence, is

a faulty assumption. This action

will express to students who
question the value of being sex-

ually active, or those who have
newly decided to refrain from sex,

that they are somehow going
against the graiiv asainst what is

expected. The presnice of "man^.
datory contraceptives" in every
dorm room strongly implies man-
adatory sex.

Instead of putting unbearable
pressure on these students to

conform to the accepted norm, I

think it is the responsibility of all

members of this Christian com-
munity to support their decision

Imncm of th9 *'si^

posedMf^^m this

emapMS wko Is coMote
hychokOm

to stand up for their individuality

and their personal convictions.

There are more reasons for not

having sex other than just an
inability to equally interest an-

other. Sexual intercourse is a gift

given by God as an expression of

total commitment between two
people. As a college student who
is unsure what the future may
hold for me, I personally feel that

I am not prepared, at this point,

to make that kind of commitment.
To be fair to another individual,

I cannot make the promises that

sexual intercourse implies. Adult,

caring relationships must take
into consideration the emotional
and psychological welfare of oth-

ers, as well as the need for physical

intimacy.

"Name withheld" is absolutely

right. It is time for us to start

acting responsibly about our sex
lives. It is time that we realized

that "'being an adult means enter-

ing a relationship with some sense
of responsibility for the other
person."

A mature, caring, adult rela-

tionship should be open to refrain-

ing from sex as an expression of

love. Celibacy is not an easy
answer to the desire for intimacy.

However, it should not be con-

sidered an unconditional "no" to

relationship, but instead a wond-
erfully creative response to God's
call to relationship.

Barbara Walsh
Class of 1988
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Criticism is tlie easy way out

Give Reagan credit
TotheEditon

I am writing in response to an
editorial submitted by Tom Too-
lan in the Feb. 20 issue of the
VUlanovan entitled. "The Rea-
gan era is over." Come now, Mr.
Toolan; how much longer must
the readers of the Villanovan
underg^ such left-wing propagan-
dist drivel?

In support of Eric Borio, I would
readily agree that America'sgains
outweigh the losses by far since

Reagan has taken office. Because
of the Iran issue, the president
should not be limited in doing
what he has done best in the last

six years — making our country
flourish.

His plans for economic growth
and strengthening of the military

should not be abandoned by De-
mocrats who are circling like

vultures in antidpttkm of their

chances in 1968.

Instead of dwelling on the Iran.

issue, let us move on, a little wiser
from the experience. Get off
Reagan's back — he thoiild not
have to apologize for Mng con-
cerned with the fraadoai and
safety of American peaiie hekl in

captivity.

How kxig will Regan behounded
by liberals who are rowely i|t-

tempting to hinder his political

i^pnda for the next two ymn?
tagMi'a aoaonpliahnMnts ainoe
1901 ipre msat ooaimfndable . The

ihekaireatoradinthepraMiaance he has reatorad in the
Hnit«d.SUtM^will pontinufi only
if this liharal farce latrayiatid.

In short, the Reagan Era is far

from over.

Finally, it has come to my
attention that certain students
have sent letters to the President
concerning his invitation to speak
here at graduation. These letters

allegedly expressed discontent at
the idea of Reagan spealdng at
Villanova. I must say I was both
surprised and appalled at such an
egocentric display. Foiiget Repub-
licans vs. Democrats, Toffgtt con-
servatives vs. liberals, forget all

the issues that currently bring
about conflict in our society. This
is the president of the United
States!

No matter who he may be or
what party his is affiliated with,
he certainly deserves respect from
the American people. I sincerely

hope that those students who are
DenKxrats out there are able to

overkwk their antagonism for

Reagan, and realise that a visit

from him is a privilege that some
schools only dream a&out.

Furthermore, Rei^i^ is one of
the moat highly regarded orators
in the world. Sodropyour polidcal

grievances. Villanova is fortunate
enough to have Reann even
consider speakinf hereTPIeaae, do
not daah the hopes ol the maiority
of paaple who ape honored by this

opportunity, and show some re-

apect for your poaaldant.

To the Editor:

This letter is written in re-

sponse toJoe Crivelli's letter to the

Editor, "Villanova needs a new
school paper."

I can picture myself at a Villa-

nova football game. I am sitting

with my tnends, enjoying the
game and its excitement. At
halfdme the Villanova Marching
Band takes the field: laun bqred
by their existence.

They play mediocre songs and
their uniforms should be burnt.

The pom and silk routines upset
my stomach, and the formations
of the whole unit are ugly.

How can those 100-plus stu-

dents embarrass themselves and
the University? Why does the
band even march? Why does the
band even show up at the game?
They are not anygood! They must
change their priorities! It is so
easy for people to criticize.

I am co-drum major of the
Villanova Marching Band..like
many students at this institution,

I take pride in the time I spend
giving to the University, in the
small way that I can. This pride

is shared by my fellow band
members, despite the sometimes
unfounded criticism we receive.

The members of the iMind are
neither paid, nor do they receive

any credits. In the fall and through-
out the year, they take time out
of their busy week to march, learn
new music and be the brat that
they can be while enjoying
themselves.

The members are no different

than the members of countlMs
other organizations including
Blue Key, the Assodte^m^f
Commuting Students, the Resi-

dent Student Association, Student
Government, fraternities, sofwi-
ties, WKVU and the list goes on
and on, yeah, yeah, the VBla-

Ah, yea, the vmwuwraa. It io

our achool poper. Wexhoohe to
read it. We go out <tf «nr nwy to
bend down and pick it i4», toget
ink on our

> li

No Student can, orhos the r^flit, to otUimptto
destroy the pride or enthusiasm ofany studmrt
oiganliatkHi throi^Sh kinorant, medhcre, un-

caring critMsm.

students even bother writ

it? Why do we eveahave a
paper at all? They must
their priorities or disband because
they are not serving the Univer-

sity's needs. Well, at least not

mine!"
It is so easy to criticize. I think

I could get good at it and could

enjoy it. A close friend of mine
recently said that for the history

of mankind, newspapers have and
will be criticized, but without
them, mankind is clueless and left

stagnant. Information carries

knowledge of various forms, and
by exposing ourselves to this

information, we learn.

Open your eyes Villanova. Read
more than a headline and the first

paragraph; listen to more than the

out-of-tune trumpet playeron the

50-yard Mne! L^m by reading
artkles that do not interest you
at first glance; learn by sensing

how tlie ban4 iQiQves

Ibnusic it playtfMt^d
Iogeta not (tog out o^ sell .^
boredbm. Learn to showll appreci-

ation and respect for your fellow

students' hara work. Do not be
afraid to disagree, btkf try to

understand why you disagree^nd
show genuide care thioiigh con-
structive criticism.

Any student can join and add
to the quality of the Villanova
Band. Any student can join and
add to the variety of the ^Uan-
ovan. It is a student newspaper,
yours, mine and altogether our
newspaper. No student can or
has the right, toattempt todestroy
the pride or enthusiasm
of any student organization
through ignorant, medk)cre, un-
caring criticism.

Robert R. lorio
Clnaaofl9d8

Villanova basketball
has nothing to prove
To th^ Editor:

Villanova basketball is a class

program — its coaches, its ath-

letes, its staff and its mentor,
Coadi Masaimino.

Villanova baaketball has no-
thing to prove. Its record speaks
for itself.

Ita raoord on the court (one of
47 NCAA championa, nine NCAA^
appentena— aeven oonaBcudve-
ly. one NIT ^pMrance,lir€ .

AuJSi^kaniL t£e

taak «< critidaiagit:

Knowra, Who Caraa li ant

anymore. And tham aaffg dig*
reviews! They do ndt oartain IS
me or my 13^010 odisr dssa
frian^s! Hmiy Mm^HomSi
Hid ^iMMM'lilm my mllar

kutAmMkkm
onmy fingwi . . . WirdiJiiES ^

^ - ^t

YeSf ConchIHasalndho

ofteitofMLfjMdber
ofiiaftfi<M ida
foifijirifffti

Yes, Coacli Maiafcwino ia a
teachsLji telpher of tjiakediall,

mthm^mt,
abottt thia

Massiaiino fallible
TotheEditon

It was distressing to read Jeff

Taylor's knee-jerk reaction to

alumnus Frank Azzolino's Feb. 13

letter criticizing Coach M^ssimi-
no's recruiting policy. My only

real disagreement with Mr. Azzo-

lino was his oonduskm that a
single negative aspect (playing

time promises to recruits) would
be grounds for non-renewal of

Coach Maoaimino's contract.

A coach's impact on his players

and the University in general is

multi-faceted, and it is my person-

al opink)n that Coach Maaiimino
has demonstrated the ability to

fulfill the broad responsibilities of

his position in a manner that

makes Villanova fortunate to have
him leading its basketball
pTMraro.

Ifowever, Mr. Azzolino's letter

introduced an area of legitimate

and potentially constructive crit-

icism, and should be evaluated in

that light. If there are indeed

pkiying time oonoesaions made in

the recruiting process, I suggest

that the recent changes in the

college game may make such
considerations obsolete.

The shot clock and the 3-

pointer, whether one likes them
or not, haVe increased the tempo
of play and made pressure man-
to-man the most effective defense.

To remain competitive in the

upper echelon of college basket-

ball, a team now needs nine or 10
first-line players who can rotate

in and out of the game without
a loss of team efficiency. The days
of contending for a National
Championship with five or six

first-line players may be gone for

good. Perhaps some of the sepond-
half sell-destruction we have
witnessed in recent games coukl
have been avoided by a greater
number of good players getting
fewer minutes of individual play-

ing time throughout the season.

Again, these thoughts are of-

fered as constructive criticism.

Whether or not Perry Carter
should be offered a scholarship to

Villanova is a decision for Coach
Massimino to make. Ido not know
Mr. Azzolino, but I doubt that he
is merely a fair-weather fan (as

suggested by Mr. Taykn-)anymore
than I am.

I believe that most alumni
would agree that Coach Massimi-
no ranks among the superstars of

his profession, but he is fallible

just as the rest of us are fallible

in our own careers. If members
of the Villanova basketball family

cannot exchange opinions on the

pages of the Villanovan, where
would Mr. Taylor suggest we do
so?

George W.Ruth
Claas of 1962

F^bnimy27,19T»TMEViaAN0VAIIaFigii

Become involved
TotheEditon

It is always easier to sit back
with your feet up and complain

than to get involired and try to

change the wrongs to rights. I

address this in particular to

Joseph J. Crivelli, but in general

to everyone.

Iam glad Mr. Crivelli finally got

up the nerve toexpress his opinion

in print, albeit in the medium he
denigrates. Granted, for the most
part his letter was his opinion,

however, what he believes to be

facts are fiction.

Ceasar £ttore has written only

one heavy metal article this se-'

mester. And in response to the

comment about "the sub-group of

'metalheads' within the student

body," do they iiot have alright

to read what is of interest to them?
Secondly, perhaps the coverage

of homosexuality was not mere
senationalism. It is an issue,

perhaps a very misunderstood
issue. Hopefully, the Villano-
van's coverage made people
think.

I find it ironic that one can blast

another for "sniping at and com-
plaining" by "sniping at and
complaining." If you, Mr. Crivelli,

or anyone else for that matter,

would like to read something of

interest, take a seat at your Smith
Corona, not as an armchair critic

but as an active member of the

world we share.

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the
Villanovan asks, "Do you
know what Awakening by
Jav Dugan is?"
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THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING
PEOPLE

FOR THEIR INVOLVEMENT
IN THE

SPRINGBREAK
FASHION SHOW

Dana DiPaulo
Vashni Nilon
Carolyn Miller

MikeDeRosa
TonyTomeldon
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AT
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Justice

TONIGHT!
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C.C. Cinema

$2
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BOARD FOR A GREAT YEAR!
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Discovering origins of V.U. rugby
By AMY TORACK

This year, the Villanova Uni-

versity Rugby Football Club cele-

brates its 26th year of existence.

Although it is not recognized as

a sport, this club plays competitive

teams including Princeton, the

University of Pennsylvania, La-

fayette and Lehigh Universities.

The start of rugby at Villanova

was instigated by Professor Fran-

cis Coghlan of Cardiff, Wales,

which was, at the time, a great

center of rugby in the world. He
came to Villanova with the hopes
of beginning a new and distinct

sport here.

Although the club had a difficult

time getting started, Villanova

was lucky enough to boast the

playing ability of Anthony Nastri,

an important recruit. The first

unofficial game the club engaged
in was, unfortunately, lost to

Cornell 9-3. However, it must be

noted that the Cornell players

were very much impressed with
the newly formed Villanova club.

From this point on, the building

ot a strong rugby club began. By

the spring of 1961, Villanova (a

member of Division III) compiled
five victories against clubs, in-

cluding the University of Pennsyl-

vania and Columbia University.

They lost only to Brown Univer-

sity, the Division II champion 6-

5. The strength of the club,

however^ was exhibited as Villan-

ova became the only team to score

against Brown.
Now, 26 seasons later, the

Villanova Rugby Club has placed

second in the Eastern Pennsylva-
nia Rugby Union. They have the

Eastern Rugby Union Collegiate

Championship to look forward to

in the spring.

Presently, the club is preparing
for international competition in

Ireland over the 1987 Spring
Break. They will spend 10 days
in three different counties of

Ireland, namely Limerick, Cork
and Galway. At each stop, one
game will be played.

The trip will not only provide

intense athletic competition, but
will also give Villanova's Rugby
Club a chance to visit a country
they might not have seen

(Continued on page 12)
The 1973 Villanova Rugby team caught in a scrum.

(photo by Robin L Ramistella)

Planning Special Olympics

(file photo)

Soccer tournaments highlight the Special Olympics at Villanova.

By NANCY DZWONCZYK

Perhaps one of the most out-

standing events of the multitude

of campus-wide activities that

Villanova hosts throughout the

year is one that takes place every

fall: Special Olympics at

Villanova.

Anyone who has ever been
involved in these games can attest

to the fact that participation in

Special Olympics is a worthwhile
experience and indeed, a very

special event. Villanova's Special

Olympics also holds the honor of

being one of the most successful

University-sponsored programs
in Pennsylvania.

What some do not realize, how-
ever, is that in order for Special

Olympics to be the huge success

that it has been in the past, the

organization and planning of the

events must begin long before that

special day arrives.

In fact, planning for the follow-

ing year begins almost immediate-

ly after the previous year's Olym-
pics conclude.

Cory Kohl, events director for

the 1987 Special Olympics at

Villanova, along with vice chair-

persons Coleen Bradley, Elia

DiTaddeo, Sheila Cingel and
Terise Fusco, comprise the man-

agement team for this year. They
have been meeting regularly since
the start of the semester to plan
this year's Special Olympics,
which is scheduled for Oct. 11.

In addition, the 21 members of

the games committee were select-

ed through an application and
interview process in December,

.
and they too have begun extensive
efforts to make Special Olympics

(Continued on page 13)

Campus Clip

Program summer activities
By NATALIE McKENNA

Everyone wants to have fun in

the sun during the summer. But
mixed with sand, surf and sun is

the problem of summer
employment.

Villanova's Summer Activities

program permits students to earn

money while having a rewarding
and enjoyable summer
experience.

Villanova is searching for stu-

dents to plan, promote and run
activities for Villanova's summer
sessions from May 11 to Aug. 7.

The Summer Activities pro-

mm is promoted by the Villanova

Student Union, but is funded
through the Student Activities

otfice auid the Summer Sessions

program.
The Union is currently review-

ing applications for three summer
positions. Maura Harling, asait-

tant program director of the

Union, explained that, although

graduate students are pennittad

to apply for tne potitiont, under*

ffraduate students are usually

preferred.

**We want to give eonieone elae

a chance, loanene who it coaung

back to campus. We want to

promote leadership," Harling

said.

Harling explained that there is

a different mix of students on

campus during the summer than

during the fall and spring semes-

ters. Many teachers take courses

over the summer, as do older

students and religious. Therefore,

the activities promoted are geared

primarily toward an older age

group.

A monthly calendar, similar to

the one distributed by the villa-

nova Union, is prepared by the

students on the Summer Activi-

ties team. The calendar highlights

upcoming events such as movies,

mini-concerts and volleyball

games. A newsletter, distributed

to all students enrolled in Villa-

nova's summer sessions, is also

prepared by the team.

Summer Activities is, as Ha-

rling oilla it, a "8erviceH)riented"

profect. The program will provide

coffee and donuts for tiied and

hungry students and faculty.

They will plan tripe to various

•itee. audi at New York City.

Atlantic City. Wathington. D.C..

and the Reading ckuhing outlett.

Very popular from previous
years are softball tournaments.
Often faculty teams will play

student teams in a fun, although
quite competitive, g^me. Volley-

ball games and tennis clinics are

also scheduled.

Melinda Bedics, a senior who
has been a part of the Summer
Activities staff, commented, "The
Softball league is really popular

with alumni and faculty. There
is real competition."

Bedics also said that the mini-

concerts were usually well at-

tended. She stated, "Picnics on
Friday afternoon were really

popular with both students and
faculty."

The program plans jewelry and
jams sales, as well as sales of

prints and wall hangings. For
entertainment, classic and family-

oriented movies are shown and
coffeehouses and concerts are

held. Also popular are tubing trips

and vitita to art exhibits.

The three students choeen to

run Villanova's 1967 Summer
Activities promm will receive a

ttipend of $1JOO. aa well at free

(Continmdm p§m 13)
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otherwise.
' To raise the needed funds for

the trip, the ruggers have been
conducting numerous fund-
raising campaigns. Mugs and
shirts were sold, and a pancake-

breakfast is coming up.

Because the Rugby Club is just

that, a club, it is not funded by
the University or recognized by
the NCAA. This , is primarily

because of the fact that not
enough clubs participate. Howev-

,
er, the Club seems optimistic that

t
in a few years it may be recognized

;
as a league sport.

The ViUanova Rugby Clut^.is

comprised of over 50 memfio^
this year, and is under the direc-

ition of its first full-time coach»

] Brian Fischer ('86). President Bill

iMendrzyski, Match Secretary

iJames Stack, and Captains Dan
- Griffin and Greg Poch have con-

tributed much to the club, in

i addition to three other seniors,

':Greg Noone, Brian Davey and
John Kucharczuk.
These leaders have set the

< standard of excellence for the soon
: to be stars of next year, including

jjuniors Matt Lyons, Charles
{"Buck" Reitmeyer, Tim Whelen,
iMike Burke, Chris McDonnell,
i Chris Gatti and sophomores Rick
|Clairmount, Denis Graeber and
I Carlo DiNota. And these are only

a few of the names that have
added to the success of the Club.

? The greatness of the sport of

rugby lies in the fact that it, being
of an amateur nature, promotes
sportsmanship to a larger extent

than any other sport. And, as
explained by a sophomore member
of the club. Matt Gutierrez,
"There are no winners in rugby
~ only survivors."

ThtotlMt Vniaaova Rugby in its early years.

Vlllanovan Picks andPans

IN

Moonlighting

Letterman

OUT

MiMiVico

Carson

CliiclcenSandwiclios Pit ''Vogetoble HodJoy'':

INiclielob

Coed dorms

Cancun

Tlie Viilanovan

Milwaulcee's Best

Visitation

Lauderdaie

Tlie New Yoric Times

(imiFieD
ilBVERTlSING

Summer Camp
Counselors Needed

for Brother/Sister camp in

Waynesboro, Pa. Positions
available for men and women
in arts/crafts, photo., ham
radio, science, rocketry,
riflery, archery, swim., gym-
nastics, tennis, theater, piano
and all sports. Also unit
leaders, pool/lalce director.

Write Camp Director, 1 New-
town Woods Rd., Newtown
Square, PA 19073 or phone
(215)353-0981.

Typing — Wordprocessing
All of your typing needs
professionally word-pro-
cessed. Reasonable rates,

pick-up and deiiyery avail-

able. Cali anytime. Words-
To-Go. 789-4344.

Campus Rep.
CPA Review — Sr. Aod St.

Free Course a Comm.
CaN Now, 626-9976.

*
'

'

'

.
* '

Attention Students
Earn $4.$6 p/hr.

Meal pert-Ume |ob« wotldiig

NewYork Ticket Service

BI6EAST
GHAiraONSmP
TICKETSWANTED

(201)392-0999

By MARK DiSTASIO

* Dr. Kurt Fischer, an expert on Nazi Germany, states that
Nan sdentista may have perfected a time machine during World
Wtf n. AnotKb* scientist says that Hitler and 5,000 elite Nazi troops
will be back on earth in 2145.

* New York Yankee first-baseman Don Mattingly recently was
awarded a $1,975 million a year contract throi;^ arbitration. That
paynoent averages out to $12,740 a game, or about $2,550 every
time ne bats.

L

RicliARd & Company
UNISEX HAm STYLES

773 E LANCASTER AVE, VILLANOVA
527-2080

VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

OponMon. W«d.and
thru Sat Thurs. Evanings

.

• 7V4% Financinc*
Wt have a variety oTmortaage
plant avNaUe. ttartim at TWik one
y«ar adMable, or a 9V^% fixed
rate for 30 yean.

• Paid Settlement Costs
We wW pay your doiini coitt

(eKccfM prepaid Hcnw). Save up to
$6,000 or more.

• 10% Down Payment
Move in for at Httle as $6,690.

• Home Ownership
Tax Benefits

>lMir Radnor Ho«IK home qualifies

for aN the lax benefits of home
ownenhiii. So why Itay rent?

• 50% Sold During Preview
loin the 160 famlNes that puich«ed
during our preview opening.

One
' iwD Bcoraom
Three

•ram $6S,990
fram $74,990
from $102,990

The Best Value
on the Main Line

from

Daily 11 to 6 PM. Wed. til 8 PM
_

Sat. and Son. 10 to 6 PM

lAT^S^Yi ^OMLUncaUerAve. • Suite 416

T^yiTy^ Ro«cmofM.IUdfH)rTWp,M

cvnnnrnm: (215) 527«7]

C!ancnn is noted for ito lobsters

Ofyihples
(OmHnuidfrom page 11)

1^ successful.
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'It ia indeed a year long event,"

explained Kohl.

Added Bradley. "A lot of hard

.

work has to be done before the
events can ever occur."

The members of the manage-

ment team have identified several

floals for this year's Olympics.

Kohl emphasizes that the Special

Olympics program is growing,

and with this growth comes in-

creased opportunity for student

involvement.
'^

Opportunities for involvement
include positions which offer

direct contact with the spedal
athletes as well as jobs with little

contact with the athletes. Accord-
ing to Cingel, "If you've got a
desire to be involved, we've got a
place for you."

Another goal of the group is to

Special athletes ei^oy both the
during V.U.'s Special Olympics.

(fHophdo)

events and the friendships found

increase the number of athletes

from 120 to 1986 to 200-230 in

19U37. Kohl, who has been involved

in Special Olympics for two years,

is optimistic about the success of

the 1987 Olympics.

Success results from efficient

planning, organization, teamwork
and the enthusiasm of Villanova

students, but of course, Kohl adds,

"It's the athletes who make the

magic happen."

Promoting better nutrition

By CINDY LAUER, R.D.

Did you ^ver notice how slug-

•gish and depressed you can feel

when you are not eating properly?

Eating right is essential to good

looks, good moods and good
health.

We eat a thousand meals a year,

spend a thousand hours eating

and spend thousands of dollars on
food, but we rarely think about

what it is that we eat.

March has fafeen dedicated by

the American Dietetic Association

as National Nutrition Month.
1987 marks the 14th annual
celebration of healthy eating with

"Good Nutrition: A Personal

a^^t^ year's theme.

iniit^lfeSMilili ci March, for

National Nutrition Month,
healthy eating will be promoted

at Villanova. Look for special

features, contests and free nutri-

tion information available to you.

The food service department is

also offering a free nutritional

analysis of your daily food intake.

Just record an honest 24-hour food

intake and drop it off at any box

in the dining halls or mail to Cindy

Lauer, R.D., Food Service, Dough-

erty Hall.

The analysis will provide you

with needed calories for your

frame size and recommended
daily allowance of all vitamins

and minerals. Any deficiencies in

your diet will be shown, and tips

on how to improve your diet will

be printed. Make sure you record

your name and address so we can

mail the results to you.

If you have any questions re-

garding nutrition or would like

individual counselling pertaining

to your diet, please call 645-4194

to make an appointment.

National Nutrition Month —
make it your personal choice.

iwmsoup
4NMvZMI«nd
nativ*

• Drunkard
12TlMMjn
ISEnfhustMm
14 Mountain on

Grata
15 Protacttva

orgamtatlon
17 Flag

iSFauHiasa
218lstar
22 Son of Adam
24 Cry
26 FIxad pariod

ofthma
29Puzzla
31 Flap

33 Spanish for

"rtvar"

34 Conjunction
35 0acay

37
30

40Cordadcloth
42Paruka
44Harad|tary

faclora

46Walkadon
46 Bow
SO Bird's homa
SIBaaa
SSBriaf
SSatrlkaa
SeWantad
61 atroka
62 Judgmant
64 Bast down
65 Matric maasura
66Comarad
67Bafora

'»* ^Viilanovan

Crossword

Puzzle
puzzle answer page 14

ISnaka
2 Cry of cow

SPartnars
4Haavyckjb
SRaglona
• Hypottwtk^l

1
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CawnMis ministry Perspective;

Ashes hold Lenten symbolism

FttmHy^^mtvltikyiajtsmiM'*mtH «»rf*'

By JOHN LOZANO

As a child I remember being

marched into church on Ash
Wednesday to receivemy "ashes."

It was one of the few religious

rituals that always had an dffect

on me as a young person.

Each year I was always struck

by the words of the priest as he

placed the ashes on my forehead,

Remember that you are dust and
to dust you shall return."

Now, a young person in our
culture is not prone to contempla-

tion or even to a passing thought

i^ut death and his own finite-

ness. But hearing those words
from the then somewhat awe-

inspiring priest, and receiving at

the same time the physical sign

of ashes placed on my forehead,

was always a moment that cap-

tured my attention.

It was one of the few times as

a young boy that I seriously

thought and realized that I would
indeed one day die; that life was
fragile, and I would not continue

forever; that, in fact, this physical

person would indeed one day be

reduced to dust.

That is not the most pleasant

thought to put into anyone's head.

Perhaps it is not an all too bad
one either.

I remember how I had always
thought about God and my life and
those I loved a little more seriously

on those Ash Wednesdays of my
childhood. These reflections

caused me to appreciate God, my
life and those I loved a little more.

They drew me, if only for a few
moments, out of the naive world

of the child and into a world that

was frightening and at the same
time wonderful, at the very time
when it.jyas considered in its

finiteness.

I saw only dimly that this life

was all I had and perhaps there

was greater significance to it than
I had previously ever considered.

Hodo,
How about dinner on Satur-

day Ifmy hair grows t}ack.

Gimpy
P.S. Watch out forCu/o on the
waytoAcma,

To that sexjf guy I've haard
90 much about
Idon'tahtmyaundaratandbut
f will try to ramambar. Happy
BIrthdayl How about a
watarngM?

Your BluO'Eyad Bear

Mr. 7. WMly,

You'ra ao much fun to hang
outwHM I'm glad to ba going
to tha baach with my BEST
meMDI

Surfaupl
Lo¥at Janny Km

roifVe baan In my
abtoa tha day wa aaaim So
aony to boar that you're

I reniefhber« on those Ash Wed-
nesdays, how I would silently

stand there and look at life and
quietly begin to pray.

As an older person I had another
experience of "Ashes'* that also

caused me to kwk at life in a new
way. I was living in Germany for

a year and decided to go and visit

Dauchau, the first concentration

camp bc^n by Hitler.

I remember the sign, in several

languages, as you entered asking
you to silently walk through as

a gesture of respect to those who
died there. So silently I walked
through the courtyard, barracks,

gas chambers and places of public

executions.

As I was about to leave, someone
told me to look at my shoes.

Although the countryside had an
orange clay like soil, the dust on
my shoes was gray. This person

explained how the ashes of those

cremated here were buried in

ATTENTION

cuss
OF 1987.

If you hove an
overall "B'

overage, you
may qualify for

early commis-
sioning as an Air

Force nurse.

There's no need

to wait for your

State Board

results. Ask for

details on our

special intern-

ship program.

Coll

SSQt John S- Holconibv

(215)649-2514 Cotect

shalkvw pits throughout thecamp.
Through erosion the ashes have
niixed with the top layv of soil

throughout the camp. The gray
dust on my shoes was the ashes
of those who died not very k>ng

ago.

Once again, like those Ash
Wednesdays of my childhood, I

was captured for a moment.
Drawn again out of the normal
course of my life, I found myself
silent before life itself in all its

frightening dimensions. Once
again I stood before our finiteness

andourawesome capacity for evil.

This Wednesday is Ash Wed-
nesday. In the Christian tradition,

this day begins the time of Lent,

a time ofexaminingour life, a time
of prayer.

My hope for those who partake
in this ritual is that the symbol
of ashes will cause each of us to

look at life in a new way — to

quietly stand before our own
tiniteness and our own capacity

for sin and to dwell upon this from
time to time during Lent, as well

as to stand quietly and openly
before a God who we need; a God
who loves us, redeems us and
stands with us at each nKMnent
of our lives.
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EVENINGS
SUMMERS an IfteteKfipneaHits...

wKo knows, who cares
Just when you thought it was safe to sUrt psckiiig your

JsnM and •hadea ... Prafesaor I. M. liesa slant you with a

60-pM analyais paper on the econoniic tUbitity ot bidoneait. :,

.

oh, youllMiil^^ fun writing that m the Bahamas ... to an^you
ready tor Ft liqttonlale? ... Lucky lor thoae who aren't gUng
away, you can atOl get a little color ... Nothing like a nice

wiadlmni ... speaking of Imni ... those guys who came up with

the Villapova Haf4 Rock Cafe shirU must have been pretty

toaatod ... talk ahput dreamera ... they probably think the Day
Hop is the Tavern on the Green . . . moving on to other thii^
... the administration is removing a reading day . . . how come
have no trouble achedoUng classes when they have ao many
problems cancelling them ... theyll probably even ^mounce it

on the mdio ... radio ... radio ... Newaflaah ... the window
hostage crisis is over after 89 days ... and we didn't even sell

arms to Iran ... or maybe we just forgot ... like Reagan . .

.

will he remember to come liere ... we won't be heee next week
... our regularly acheduled Who Knows, Who Cares will not

be seen because the mini-series, "Midterma" will be aired instead

... and that's the way it is ... but Who Knowa, Who Cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

THE SEARCH 18 NOW ONI
*«1M8 MISS PENNSYLVANIA aSA« PAQBUir*

NO peapoRWfiQ TALSfT iliiaiiieD
If you art an applicant who quriifat and are

betamn the ages of 17 and under 25|>y Febniary

1, i998» never married and at lean a ilx month
resident of Pennsyhranla. thus college dorm
itudenu are eligible, you could be Penniylvania's

repiescntathw at the CBSnatlonaUy televised

MIstCJSA* Pageant in Feb.. 1968tocon^)etef6r
over f 1 75,000 in cash and prins. The Mist Penn-

sylvania USA* Pageant for 1968 will be
presented in the Grand Ballroom in the Howard
Johnson Hotel, Monroeville, Pennsylvania, AprH
3. 4 and 5. 1967. The new Miss Pennsykania
(iSAf along with her expense paid trip to com-
pete in the Miss USA* Pageant, will receive a

11,000 cash scholarship and will personally

select a $1,000 wardrobe among her many

Mima Ptouuntoafite OSA*^^"*' ^" 9^^ interested In competing for the ti-

tle WHI tmi a feeaat aMpshot

1988 Mlat Pennayhrania aSA* Pageant
c/o Trl-8tata Headquarters -Dept, A,

347 Locust Avenue, Washinflton, PA 15301 ^
rrf-State Headqumtten Phone U 4t^Jf23^934^.

Application DoodHao h Mmnh 4, 1987,
"A

erta,ii\mei\t
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Warm up your taste buds at Chili's
By BfEGAN GUIDERA

As the warm spring air draws
near, and eager Villanovans dig

themselves out of the snow-co-

vered dorms, the uige arises to

depart from our dormant campus
and try something new. Ventures
into Philadelphia, to the movies
or to new restaurants begin to

look much more appetizing.

One such new and atmospheric
restaurant is Chili's Hambuiiger
Gnll and Bar. Chili's, which was
recentlyconverted from II Primo's
to Chili's, is located on Lancaster
Avenue in Wayne.

Chili's is a large and casual

restaurant. The decorations are

along the lines of Bennigan's.

However, Chili's has more of a

Mexican theme.
The booths are spacious, and

the tables have a Mexican marble
design. Numerous vivid green
plants and ^hiny brass pots dec-

orate the interior of Chili's. The
wooden walls are painted a dim
dive green, providing a relaxed

and romantic atmosphere at night
with the candles lit on each table.

The menu consists of a wide
variety of tasty delights.

For, Chili's has: two types of

chicken, three different types of

tacos and 13 different types of

hamburgers. The hamburgers
include such delicacies as a verde

burger, which has guacamole,
lettuce, tomato and swiss cheese.

On the light side. Chili's has a
selection of salads. A green salad,

taco salad and chicken frisco salad
are also all under $5.

As far as the entrees. Chili's

has: two types of chicken, three

different types of tacos and 13

different types of hamburgers.
The hamburgers include such
delicacies as a verde burger,
which has guacamole, lettuce,

tomato and swiss cheese.

For only 95 cents. Chili's serves
a basket of homestyle french fries

which are extra spicy, but extra
good.

Despite all of their other deli-

cious entrees. Chili's derives its

name from their main specialty,

homestyle chili. A "bowl of red"
is only $2.95. Chili's also features

Chili's pie, which is chili, cheese,
onions and chips.

For a little extra, Chili's has
BBQ baby back ribs, which are
charbroiled ribs served with cole

slaw and cinnamon apples. Coun-
try fried steak is served with
sausage gravy, french fries and
cole slaw. And, for $6.95, you can
get fajitas. Fajitas is a sizzling

platter of charbroiled beef, or
chicken, that can be rolled up in

a tortilla with grilled onions,
guacamole, cheese, sour cream.

lettuce and tomato.

Chili's unique excellence does
not end with entrees. Their ice

cream desserts are sinfully
delicious.

Chili's hot fudge sundae con-

sists of vanilla ice cream in a
cinnamon coated flour tortilla,

topped with hot fudge, walnuts
and kahlua.

Thecinnamon sundae delight is

simply Chili's hot fudge sundae
topped with hot, spicy cinnamon
apples instead.

The service at Chili's is plea-

sant. The wait is minimal, and the
servers and bartenders appeared
young and friendly.

For the over-21 crowd. Chili's

has a cozy bar in the center of the
restaurant. The bar's specialty is

a top shelf margarita which is a
frozen margarita made with cuer-
vo gold especial tequila, grand
mamier and Cointreau.

The bar is well-stocked in as-

sorted draft and bottled beer.

The premium wines are chardon-

nay, white zinfandel and cabernet

sauvignon.

The price range at Chili's is

very agreeable to those on a tight

college student budget. In addi-

tion, the quality and quantity of

the food are not stingy.

If the wanning of the air turns

your fancy to restaurant connois-

seuring and the thinness of your
wallet is painful, why not try the

spicy Mexican excellence of Chili's

located on Lancaster Avenue, not

far from the Wayne movie theater.

Whiplash Smile

return of Billy Idol

By PATRICIAMcGOLDRICK

Whiplash Smile

Billy Idol

Chrysalis Records

"This ain't no White Wedding
... This ain't No Rebel YeU ...

This ain't no Midnight Hour ...

This is a Whiplash SmiUr

screams the back cover of Billy*

Idol's latest release.

Yes, Billy Idol is back. "After
his sundered seven-year love
affair with British dancer Perri

Lister, Idol fancied himself a new
man now, more vulnerable and
questioning and maybe he was,"
said Rolling Stone magazine,
magazine.
His new-found humanity was

relinquished throughout the al-

bum. All of his songs dealt with
his heartbreak and how he has
dealt with it.

The album got a little monot-
onous with the lyrics of "crying"
and "dying," but Idol and Steve
Stevens, his lead guitarist, rocked
their pants off.

The album kicked off with
"World's Forgotten Boy." Idol

says he needs "a mirade joy ...

a rock-and-roll boy." This song,

along with "All Summer Single,"

gives fun as the antidote for

heartbreak. Stevens gives an ear*

impressing guitar solo during the
course of this song. Stevens is a
great talent. As Rolling Stone
Ibgazine put it, "Steve Stevens,

the most electrifying guitar
gunner this side of Eddie Van
Halen."
^ Second, we have Idol's first

from the album, "To Be A

I

Genesis, wfakdi eppearad at the Spectrum in September dttfing the first leg of thefa* liiivMafe roMcft
rotcr win return to Pfiiladelpliis on May 28 and 29 for two sold out shows st Veteran's Stadium.

it

itadf fram iiol's

work. Steven's guitar
Idol pleads "Have

^vjt sHve narcy.
IM'a Mci aiiw o£ the album,

""Saul 8tMdiMBy." ahowa the

lava tkat katui very much alive

kkmkmt "111 ba htreanytinie.m^ haraif you cry, rMing-hJih
... aaiil standing by." Thia, akaig

with many of the songs on the
album could have been big hits,

but there was just a general void
in many of the lyrics.

"Sweet Sixteen" is a beautiful

ballad and my favorite songon the
album. "I'll do everything for my
Sweet Sixteen. Gave my heart an
engagement ring. She left every-

thing, everything I gave her."
This song really grinds at the ol'

heart. His pain carried over into

his singing. "Sad, kxidy, blue . .

.

gettingover you. " Thisalbum had
so much potential, but it just did
not quite put it all tqpether.

Mounding up, or m this case
rounding down, the first side is

"Man for AU Seawms." "I love you
for a reason ... I'm a man for all

aeaaons." If he is a man for all

seaaons. Idol must have written
thia song during the fall.

"Rafinf on Fire," the second
side, blaata olf with Idol's current
single "Don't Need a Gun."
Steven's guitar tinply takat off

with steamy propulsion. Idol

refers to Elvis ("the dying light")

and to Johnny Rae ("He's always
crying"), then vows not to give in

to the same fate. "I don't need a
gun, I just need someone new.")

His pain and heartache drag on
through the rest of thealbum with
"Beyond Belief," "Fatal Charm,"
"All Summer Single," and "One
N«ht, One Chance." Despite his

grim conclusions about relation-

ships, he has resolved to survive.

Although there was not much
variety in the topic of his songs,

he did generate a k>t of force and
power behind his new resolution.

Rolling Stone took the words
ri^ out of my mouth when they
expressed their concluding views
on the album. Whiplash Smile
certainly delivered the sonic
goods, but it lacked thematic
thrust. One hopes that artistic

drift will be only temporary. Rock
needs "idols" and Billy was deariy
bom to be one."

•••••••
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On the Scene

.

. Entertainment tldiilts
By MARYJO YANNACONE

Welcome back to the second

edition oi Oh The Scene. This

week's happenings in the enter-

tainmeivt world cover a wide
range of topics, from movies to

television, from books to musical

reunions. Foremost is the release

by the Gallup Poll of this year's

top contenders in the competition

for the People's Choice Awards.

Among the favorites are Bill

Cosby, Cybill Sheperd and the

prime-time soapopera "Dynasty."

The awards cover not only tele

vision favorites, but also popular

movie and music personalities.

Cosby was among the finalists

as favorite male television per-

former, as well as all-around male

entertainer. His NBC hit "The

nxmwm
HELPWAffTEO:

Professional couple seeks
coed with car to watch our
1 0-year old girl on Saturdays,
weekdays, in our home. Min-
utes from campus. Very flex-

ible times from occasional to
steady employment. $4/hour,
545-2813.

Affordable
Introduction Service.

Meet students from other
area colleges. Personalized
service offers one-on-one
flfiatches, plus personalized
background information.
Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to 717-F56, Station
Ave., Bensalem, PA. 19020.

FOR SALE:
IBM-XT Compatibles. Best
prices in the Delaware Valley,

includes: 640K, 20 MEG
HARD DISK, color or mono
monitor, HIGH RES QUAL
graphic cards, PHOENIX
BIOS, enhanced kybd.

Contact Bob Denenberg
(609) 424-8600 Days Only.

Salesperson Wanted:
Main Line Auto. Wash Sales-
person needed. Full service,
liigh quality auto. wash. Sa-
lary negotiable. Call 254-
8567.

ATTENTION ATARI
ST 0)¥NERS!l

I have tlie best spfeadsheet
program available — for sale

for $60, $20 less than stoies
Timewofks' SwHtcaie St.

Call Russ and leave

mfssage at 828-9422.

la It true you can buy ^
for $44 througli the U.S.
govariMiient? Get the faela
lod^ff Cai 1-312-742-1142,

Coshy Show*' was also named in

the list of top comedy programs,

and Phylkia Rashad, who plays

his TV wife, was among the

contenders for female performer.

The favorites in 21 categories

will be announced during the 13th

Annual People's Choice Awards
telecast live on CBS, March 15

from the Santa Monica Civic

Auditorium.

As if Bill Cosby does not ^et

enough coverage already, he has
found his way into the role of

business negotiator. When his

friend, Michael Hollis, founder of

the struggling carrier Air Atlanta,
told him that his company was in

trouble, Cosby immediately used
his influence on the president and
chief executive of E.F. Hutton,
getting them to lend $3.5 million

fn otter TVMiTi^ HkM
toM IMNit offiUillp

the $MSon. She 1$

pAMiniV a flini aner

to Air Atlanta. William Clayton,

Hutton's executive vice-president,

said that they had previously

turned down a requeat from Air
Atlanta, but reconsidered after

Cosby's plea.

In other TV news, it has been
made official, Shelley ijeiig will

leave <^'Cbeers" at the end ol the

season, she is planning a film

career, as many successful televi-

sion actresses do. Although it is

unlikely that another actress will

replace Long as Diane, the cred-

tbrs are considering a new female
foil for Sam. With the dynamic
duo splitting up, one wonders
whether Carla, or the show, will

survive another season.

Certain to make it through next

season is ^'Moonlighting," but not

without a hiatus in September for

Allyce Beasley, who has an-

nounced the fall arrival of her first

child. Maddie and David will just

have to get along without Ma.

Dipesto's rhyming receptions for

awhile, and perhaps hire a Kelly

The musk: worki is bussing
with stories of the reunkm of

Steely Dan. The members have
gotten together to do an album,
but have no intentkms of taking

it on the road. Involved in the

proiect are keyboardist-vocalist

Donald Fagen, and guitar and
bass player Walter Bedcer. Unique
to this reunion is the fact that the

members have ndt met faoe-to-

face, they are doing their musical
communing over the phone.

Anyone remember the romance
of Rolling Stones bassist Bill

Wyman and 13-year-old Mandy
Smith? Well, Mandy is now un-

invdved and a 16-year-old teen

model, with her eyes on the

(OmHnuedimpQge20)
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ByRUSSCECCOLA

STARGUDBR ^** FIREBIRD
SOFTWARE 064/128, ST, AMI-
QA.AP,AT

•maliy from Firebird is asgame
thatcomes asdose asyou possibly

can to threeKlimensional vector

graphicgameplay on a raster scan

monitor. The game is SUngiider,

and the reason for its success is

the incrediblie realism achieved

with a minimum of controls.

In Statgiider, you fliy over a

planet in an AGAV (Airborne

Ground Attack Vehkde) and make
your way past the enemy by
destroying whatever comes up on
your viewscreen. The more that

you shoot, the less ammunition
you have, so conserve.

. Starglider contains a story/

manual and poster for you people

looking for free things in your

software. But the real meat of

Star^ider lies in the controls you
have at your hands. They are the

standard controls that you would
find in any plane or starship

(Sector Di^ilay, .Altitude Level,

Energy Level, etc.), but the differ-

ence Ues in the ability to read the

displays. Simrgiider has simple

numencal displays to show its

functions and that is the easiest

thing to have in that situation just

numbers, no interpretive pic-

tures.

The trickiest part of Starglider

is landing the ship and operating

it in Doddng and Maintenance
procedures. Although the actual

movements involved are few,
there is a sequence of events that

must be followed in order for your
AGAV to be docked for refueling

effectively. So just try to re-

member the things that must be
dond and everything will be all

right.

So, all in all, Starglider is an
attractive game for the low price

of the package. The music is kind

of eerie, but that only fits the rest

of the atmosphere created by the

graphics and mission.

Do not be afraid of crashing

your ship quickly. The average

first flight ends up being around
15-20 seconds. Still, Starglider

combines excellent graphics with

a realistic challenge.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

FLEET SYSTEM'4 ••••% PRO-
FESSIONAL SOFTWARE, INC.
C128

Not often does a truly excellent

software package come along and
stun this reviewer, but with FUet
System 4, that is all I can say. Fleet

System 4 is a word processor and
file organizer all in one for the

Commodore 128, and proves itself

in the world of productivity soft-

ware as a viable alternative to the

popular word processors that

boast a lot and deliver nothing.

First off^ there might be some
confusion as to why this program
is called Fleet System 4. The
answer is simple, Fket System 2
was madeV specifically for the
Commodor^6i — the same type
of package, minus the filer. Fleet

System 3 was a similar program
utilizing the power of the Commo-
dore 128.

PSI also produced a filer called
Fhei Filer as a separate package,
that was able to be used both on
thtCV2S 9tidC6i. Fleet ^ytiem 4
took the CUS Fleet Sytiem 3 md
FleetFUerMod oudethem intoone
pirkiff. However any one of the—^ IS a fpieat buy

ary that diecks a KVpage paper

in 45 seconds, the ability to insert

numerical calculations into the

text, a full help menu, key lights

at the top of the screen to indicate

which function keys are active

and also another 80 columns on
the right of the first 80 for scratch

work (they are considered separ-

ate from the main text). All of

these functions are just a few of

theeasy things you can do to write

a paper or report.

Fleet Filer is an excellent pro-

gram to be included in Fleet

System 4. Some of the statistics

mdude: up to 5,000 records, up
to 22 fields, a field up to 255

characters, spreadsheet-like func-

tions, mailing label printing,

numerical calculations that can

be saved between different fields

and the ability to search all fields

for collecting entries. This filer is

the best I have used so far and

just makes me want to suggest to

buy this excellent word processor

and filer package called Fleet

System 4.

SYLVIA PORTER'S PERSONAL
FINANCE ••••• TIMEWORKS
C64, C128, IBM, MAC, ST

Timeworks prc^ms are usu-
ally superb in their simplistic use
and easy-to-read instruction man-
uals. Sylvia Porter's Personal
Finance, hereafter known in this

review as Personal Finance, is no
exception to the rule. This pro-

gram is an up-to-date tool that

uses all financial theory known by
the great Sylvia Porter to give the

user all he needs to know about
his finances in an efficient and
succinct manner.

Let me just explain the major
functions of Personal Finance and
you will see what it has to offer.

There are six main functions:

Financial Planning by Objectives,

Electronic Checkbook and Check
writing, Budget Preparation,
Tax Aids, Financial Statement
Preparation and Financial Inven-

tory Tracking. They are exactly

what their titles suggest and
the functions give unique anal-

yses of your situation in the fi-

nancial world.

Although, most functions prob-

ably aren-'yuseful for the average

college student because most are

broke,tnere was one fuction that

stood out, Financial Planning by
Objectives. What this does is lead

you through a series of questions

that you must answer about
yourself and the way you live and
how you spend your money. After

thinking, the program comes back
with a list of objectives that you
must meet throughout the year to

stay in the same place. The other

functions are probably more use-

ful for teachers and administra-

tors, yet students can practice for

real financial trouble.

/VrsoNa/ Ftiiaifc« impressed me
.

with its versatility and degree of <

complexity in functions for the

user. It has all you need to combat
taxes and the holes that money
bums in your pocket. As part of

the Sylvia Porter series, the

program also has unk|uegraphical

representations of your analysis,

worksheets, a report writer tai-

lored to your results and full

prompting from the computer.

Together, Sylvia Porterand Time-
works get ^an award for this one.

have seen that is specifically

taik>red to writing term papers
and long reports. It has all of the

functions that you need to get an
A in religion.

This program called Term Paper

Writer has four main functions

that you can use at your discretion
and integrate in the manner you
wish. These are: The Notetaker,

The Outliner, The Writer and
The Footnoter and Bibliography

Compiler. These four functions

and their sub-menus and com-

mands are easy for the average

college student to employ when
that paper must be done by your

8:30 class which is 12 hours from

now.

Notetaker is more like the card

file in a library. It allows you to

make note cards with essential

information and organize it any

way you wish, almost like a

database. The Outliner takes that

fifth chapter of your English text

about outlining that you skipped

and puts it on the screen in front

of your face. You can create

organized outlines and refer back

to them in the actual typing of

your paper.

Writer is the actual word pro-

cessor of Term Paper Writer and
gives you all the functions of the
average word processor and then
some. The Footnoter and Bibliog-

raphy Compiler is by far the most
useful function for me. These two
things are the hard parts of the

paper, and Term Paper Writer

makes them effortless. So, go out
and buy this program now before

midterms arrive and long papers
are due in all of your least favorite

subjects.

ARCTICPOX •••• ELECTRONIC
ARTS C64/128, AP, AMIGA

A recent release from Electronic

Arts is this hit in the simulator/

Gaming world called Arctic/ox. It

combines all of the best elements
of a combat simulator in a monster
of a machine — a specially de-

signed tank for polar combat. The
program features all kinds of

terrain over an accurate map and
takes you through your paces.

There are all kinds ^ enemy
vehicles that you must be on the

lookout for including: Rocket

Launchers, Floating Mines, Air

Converters and Light and Heavy
Tanks. There are relatively few

functions, so you can just hop in

the tank and go blow up the

enemy. The graphics are 3-D

vector and the landscape is almost

entirely white (you are in the

arctic by the way), so if you are

looking for a game with almost no
instruction manual reading, Arc-

tic/ox should be your next buy at

the software store.

SUPER HUEY II •••• COSMI
SOFTWARE C64/128

nvwoM Ci4/iia. AP^mi

The
is one of

fHnrfions #e kktmmmmat
lor nwiiing and
teiy MPM^
wwetm ee xmb

ivs, lacHiiiaf an kHMvated
yauiiai

fiBtit wrHsr that I knaw of and

Helicopter simulations are rare.

Even rarer is a helicopter simu-

lation that contains six totally

different missions for the player

to enjoy. A recent production of

Cosmi is SuperHwy II, the sequel

to their popular hit. Super Huey.

The program features a low price

and the simple use of the controls

to fly your helicopter.

The six missions are as follows:

Renegade, in which you must
capture. a stolen copter. Brush
Fire, in which you must save the

California hills that are burning;

Gulf of Terror, in which you must
%lit gunshi|» and submarines;
Bermuda Tlisiigle. whkh takes

you on a wontiier reconnaissance
mission; Arctk Rescue, in whkrh
you save a Bsssnrch Station; and
Oil Blaae, in which you stop

ikitOMii ofan oil rig. My favorite

is Bsrmtida Trianpt* but go out
and buy Sn^Htmy 11, an oxosl-

lint siBiiilitor,aadpkk yourown.
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Entertainment

Calendar

Music
The Spectrum
Broad & Pattison Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2 & 4 — Bon Jovi/Cinderella

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 27 — Tommy Conwell
Feb. 28 — Robert Hazard
March 3 — Rick Franco
March 6 — Living Earth

Chestnut Cabaret
38th & Chestnut streets

Philadelphia, Pa.
215-382-1201

Feb. 28 - The Ramones
March 21 — Los Lobos

Tower Theater
69th & Ludlow streets

Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 28 — Stryper

March 6 — Paul Young
March 7 — The Gregg Allman Band
March 14 — Kansas

Theater

Drexel University
Mandell Theater
33rd & Chestnut streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

Feb. 27 & 28 - The Physicists

Annenberg Center
at the Zellerbach Theatre
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 12-29 -- The Crucible

Annenberg Center
at the Harold Prince Theatre
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 19-21 & 26-28 — Arms and the Man
By George Bernard Shaw

The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry streets

Philadelphia, Pa.
215-972-7600

Jack Tworkov: Paintings 1928- 1982
Through April 5

Swarthmore College
Sproul Observatory
215-328^72
March 10. 8-9 p.m.

Visitor's night at Sproul Observatory
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Nc- Intramural Events
MEN'S

SOFTBALL
Rosters Due:

March 24, 5 p.m.

Captains' Meeting:

March 26, 6:30 p.m.

In Alumni Gym

Tournament Begins:

March 28

CO-ED
SOFTBALL
Rosters Due:

April 7, 5 p.m.

Captains' Meeting:

April 9, 7 p.m.

In Alumni Gym

Tournament Will Be
Held April 11 & 1

2

Limit of 32 Teams

CO-ED
INNER TUBE
WATER POLO

Rosters Due:

March 25, 5 p.m.

Captains' Meeting:

March 30, 7 p.m.

In Alumni Gym
«

Tournament Begins:

March 31

Entries For All Activities Are To Be Turned Into

Either The Alumni Gym or Field House Intramural Offices.

ffwmm^m-

John Barleycorn's Pub
656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

p' ' i-.-r , .r, »"

presents:

COMEDY
NIGHT

EVERYWED. SHOWTIME 10 p.m.
SOME OF THE AREA'S FINEST COMEDIANS
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I
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[Comedy Nigitt
IWith Coupon I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I
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11
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18
RALPH
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Thurs.
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rimEAMDPLACE
13 14
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PARTYBAND

20 21
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Visit a friendly spot on Soutli Street
By MARYANN McCONNELL

Are you sick of the same old

scene, seeing the same people in

the same Villanova hangouts
night after night, year after year?

You are not aloiTe! You should be
enjoying yourself. After all, you
are attending the ''$48,000 party,"

bells, one of their specialties made
of rolled pasta crepes sprinkled

with Italian cheese and spices,

served in a hot chicken broth (an

absolutely tasty treat), to potato

skins, an American favorite made
crisp and delicious.

The dinner entrees were fairly

diverse in nature, mostly of Italian

WA 3-8780

aren't you? For your own sanity,

do not let it become a four-year

nightmare.

If your life is at a standstill,

reniember one thing, the Main
Line is not the last frontier in

America. Philadelphia is full of

pleasant and inexpensive sur-

prises and it is full of people who
are dying to meet you. A few
nights ago, my friend Gina and
I stumbled upon one of these

surprisingly pleasant surprises, it

was a place called Cheers To You.
Once you step off South Street

into this restaurant bar, the
coziness of this dimly lit nook
takes hold, only leaving you with
the desire of never returning to

the outside world again.

^ Cheers To You not only serves

'iL wide variety of utterly delicious,

yet inexpensive food, but it also

sells beer from virtually every

beer-making country in the world!

The menu includes a variety of

enticements ranj^ir from serin-

origin and cooked to order. The
items on the menu included fet-

tucini, breaded veal parmasean
and "The Godfather," a dish
composed of veal on garlic bread.

All of the entrees looked and
tasted so delicious we were left

with a yearning for more.

Happy hour occurs everyday
from 4:30 p.m. until 6 p.m. It

includes a wide variety of appe-

tizers on the bar and a large

reduction off the price of beer, as
well as the mixed drinks.

The service was by far superior

to any other restaurant on South
Street. Karen Boyle, our server

was perhaps the friendliest, most
efficient and attentive waitress in

all of Philadelphia. Not only did

she serve us with her dazzling

charisma, but she also made us
feel incredibly comfortable and at

home in a place that we had never
visited before. It was because of

her that we felt so much a part
of the Cheers to You family.

The feeling of being a part of

a home away from home can be
so meaningful! It is absolutely

amazing to find that a city that

appears to be so indifferent and
impersonal at times, can undergo
metamorphosis, becoming friend-

ly, caring and accepting. Cheers
To You is a sensible way to break
up the monotony that any lifestyle

provides.

One of the key elements contri-

buting to the liveliness and the

interconnection of the patrons
was the music. The wide variety

of music played ranged from
oldies to rock, pop, disco and
country, satisfying almost eve-

ryone's musical tastes to the point
where at least three-quarters of

the people were singing along,

including us! The atmosphere has
such a great effect on the custo-

mer, it is stupefying. The people
here are lucky victims of their

surroundings.

As we were singing along to one
of the country songs, I suddenly
felt as though I was transported

back in time to a saloon in some
old western movie. Western movie
buffs, this is the place for you.
Both of our eyes were fixed on the
door, just waiting for some outlaw
to come busting through, turning
the peaceful saloon into a shooting
gallery.

Then, to our anticipated sur-

prise, a bunch of men actually did

walk in! As they approached the

bar wearing cowboy hats and
carrying guitars, we could not
help but notice that their dog had
followed them into the bar.

To our disappointment, rather

than causing a major upheaval,
the men only turned out to be
regulars, mingling wijh the crowd
and flirting with my friend. As
they sang along to the country
music, the spirit of the Old West
came alive in my sot)), where it

had remained dormant for so long.
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Cheers To You attracts quite a

mixed crowd, mostly neighboring

•residents of Philadelphia, ranging
from musicians, western types,

and college students to business

people and even motorcyclegangs.

The diversity of the patrons
makes the place special because
it never tires of new faces and is

ready to accept you, whoever vou

are. If you have a friendly smile
to offer, Cheers To You will cheer
you on.

So, the next time you find

yourself having a less than desir-

able evening on the Main Line,

just hop on the Paoli local or drive

straight down to South Street and
get ready for Cheers To You to

revitalize your dismal existence!
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Teenybopfiers flock to *k\ Alberts' Showcase'
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Are you familiar with the terms
Teenybopper, Big Bopper or Show-
stopper? Ifyou answered yes, then

you have been exposed to the "Al

Alberts Showcase" sometime in

your life.

The "Al Alberts Showcase" is

a television show that airs on
WPVI (channel 6) every Saturday
morning at 11 a.m. It is practically

an institution in the city of Phi^

ladelphia. Almost everyone who
lives here has a neighbor or a niece

who has appeared on the show.
On one hand, the program is an

amateur talent show that has
been on the air for many years.

On the other hand, it is a five-year-

old's mini-moment of stardom.

I tuned into the show this past

Saturday morning. After thejazzy

opening music, the camera fo-

cused on two- little girls. They
were wearing these incredibly

fluffy dresses with bows to match.
The girls announced: "And here

is the star of our show, Al Al-

berts!" Alberts, an older gray-

haired man wearing a tux, came
on the screen.

"You are beautiful," he told the

audience as they clapped. Alberts

is a former metnber of a '50s

group, the Four Aces. He is used
to such adulation.

The first person Alberts intro-

duced was "Our Jared." Alberts

introduces all the regular per-

formers as "Our" so-and-so.) It

seems that "Uncle Al" and Jared

have recorded their own version

of "That's Life" and intend to sing

it.

Jared, who is five and also clad

in a tux, flashes a "Hey, I have
*

done this a million times" grin.

They sang and the audience was
duly moved.

Next« Alberts introduced his.

band. They are quite a wild
bunch, those guys.

Alberts began telling us about
the upcoming act. Two girls are

going to sing Bananarama's song
"Venus." Alberts is slightly con-

fused by this.

"Wasn't 'Venus' a song that

Frankie Avalon did?" Alberts
asked the band. They agreed that

it was, but explained* that this is

a tuw "Venus." Al shakes his head
at how things change. He feels

square, but the band tells him that

it is "hip to be square."

Surprise! The singers who are

causing all this confusion are not

five-year-olds. They are at least

teenagers. They are not too bad,

even though they only had two
basic moves that they did while
singing. I felt blinded, however, by
their costumes, which were a sea

of waving spangles.

A dance numbercame next. Ten
teenage girls tapped animatedly to

the strains of "Showboat" while

playing fake banjos.

"Showboat" was followed by a

group of three young men who are

collectively known as "Yeshua."
They strummed guitars while
earnestly singing of God.

After a commercial break, it

was finally time for the Teeny-
boppers. The excitement in the air

could have been cut with a knife.

The Teenyboppers are a group
of 10 pre-schoolers who are reg-

ulars on the show. After the age

of 6, Teenyboppers graduate to

Big Boppers. If they are still on
the show after the age of 11, they

are introduced as Showstoppers.
The Teenyboppers sat on stools

surrounding Al and told jokes.

Example: "What is gray and
yellow, gray and yellow, gray and
yellow? An elephant rolling down
a hill with a daisy in its mouth."

After this moment in comedy
history, it was time for more
singing. Two brothers, ages 5 and
7, wearing three-piece suits, sang
about being "Glad To Be Me."
The brothers finished and it

was time for morv jokes from the

Teenyboppers. "How doyou make
a band stand? Pull their chairs

away."
Alberts gave an update on the

"Little Miss Showcase" Pageant.

Entrants for this esteemed beauty
pageanf must be Uttle girls be-

tween the ages of 4 and 6. It is

a competition strictly on the basis

of beatity, no talent is required.

Parents across the Delaware
Valley gave a sigh of reli^.

"Hey honey, guess what? No
talent is needed for the 'Little

;

Miss Showcase' Pageant. We can
stop little Linda's flaming baton

lessons now!"
"Our Karen" performed the

next song. Karen is (surprise!) a

former "Little Miss Showcase."
She sang, with much emotion, a

song about five salted peanuts.

A little boy named Tristan did

his version of "Say You, Say Me."
He looked and sounded like a

midget Lionel Richie.

When he was through, he' re-

Tommy Conwett and the Young Ramblers, the hottest new band out of PhiUv since the Hnn*<»r.
will be appearing at the 23 East Cabaret on Feb. 27.

^ * Mooters,

On the Scene
, DAEDALUS
[t EDUCATION

(Continuedfrom page 16) " called "Trust Your Heart," which
Hollywood scene. Some kids just also happens,to be the title of her
grow up too fast. new album due out in April.

1 . '•i*

.In the movie world, not too

much ofepic proportion is happen-
ing. However, Universal Studios

has deckled to give the "Howard
the Duck" idea another spin. A
film already on many all-time-

worst lists, the not-so-funny duck
is making an undercover come-
back Down Under as "Howard, a
New Breed of Hero." I guess the

studio is hoping that no one in

Australia has gotten a chance to

read American reviews.

Two red hot women have re-

entered the world of literature,

one selling her autobiography, the

other the stibiect oi a biography
by BtriMura SMintn. The loriMr
itJudy Cottkit, bitt kaofwafor her

bMk,tobipHMWMlby]

Seaman is the author of "Lovely
Me," a biography of the lateJackie

Susann, who died of breast cancer
in 1974, and is best known for her
smash success '^Valley of the
Dolls." Due out next nKmth from
William Morrow, it is sure to be
one of the hottest books of the
year, for it contains ioaie pretty

spicy stuff about the former West
Philadelphian. It telle of iier drug
addiction, obeeasive sexuality,

k»ve afibur with Broadway star

Ethel Merman and kwthe affair

with Truman Capole. She ob-

viously did not let any gratagrow
under her fiet

Well, that it aB Itet it hip tad

i^\.^

htppMiing intki
wMld, toit it tia

turned to the safe enclave of the

Teenyboppers. He looked slightly

dazed by his sudden leap into the

limelight.

The jokes were not finished yet.

One little g|rl got upset though,

because "Somebody told myjoke!"

This tense moment passed.

The last part of the show was
all-adult talent. A sinister-looking

magician, who could pass for

either a gangster or a priest, made
lighted candles disappear. Alberts

warned small children "not to try

this themselves."

More spangles waved as the

next sequined singer performed
"Don't Rain On My Parade." The
number was quite reminiscent of

"Star Search.^'

After the song, Alberts pointed

out that the band was applauding.

"This is the greatest compliment
a singercan receive," Alberts said.

The closing number was per-

formed by a 5-year-old girl who
twirled a baton to "Hooked On
Chiasics." Alberts mentioned that

she has won over 100 trophies.

She dropped her \Aton twice
and once accidentally threw it at

the camera. She never lost her
smile though.
The "Al Alberts' Showcase"

came to a close with Alberts
saying that they were running
late. There would be no time for

hiip to sing his theme song, 'Try
A Little Love." But there is always
next week.

WKVU

Weekly Top 20
BEASTIE BOYS "Fight For Your Right"
B-52's "Girl From Ipanema Goes To Greenland"
BON JOYI "Livin' On A Prayer"
GEORGIA SATELUTES "Keep Your Hands To Yourself"
ERIC CLAPTON "It's In The Way That You Use It"

PAUL SIMON "Graceland"
PETER GABRIEL "Big Time"
BRUCE HORNSBY "The Way It Is"

TIMBUK 3 "Life Is Hard"
. BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox"
. NEW ORDER "Bizarre Love Triangle"
. STEVIE RAY VAUGHN "Superstition"

. BILLY IDOL "Don't Need A Gun"

. GENESIS "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight"
, MEL& KIM "Showing Out"
TIL TUESDAY "Coming Up Close"
EDDIE MONEY "I Wanna Go Back"
GENE LOVESJEZEBEL "Desire"
THE THE "Infected"

0!MD "We Love You"

it^

Looking For a Part TIma Job?
Hmd^ Raxlbla Hours/SetiaduloM ft^oal

Your Sdiool Schaduia and Pataonal Naada?

Wo Naad Talaphona
Intaivlawart to-Conduct
Opinion Polls

> No Selling Involved

[• No £xperienoe f^#ded
I • Day/Night/Weekend Hours
2 Convenient Locations

Radnor-Havertown

To Apply, Call:

MRS. Vi(|illTE

964-4676
(9 am.-MMnigtit,

7 days a week)

Theheat is on.
This summer may be your last chance to

graduate fmm college wid) a degree<^
oiBcers commission* Si|r|i ,\xfiiior ROTCs
six-week Basic Camp now. Set your
Rofessor of Military Science for details.

But hurry.The tkne is short.

The space is Itmiled.The heat is on.

bi;allyoucanhe.
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HoiimmartUis createa new, originaldaueebeat ;

By SYLVIA DcSANTIS

LmhnO.HuU4
The Housemartins
Elektra

The Houfepnartin's Ldmdam 0,
Hull 4u9i ttnique album which
mixes tH theesaential qualities a
suooessful recording needs. They
manage to combine excellent

dance music with lyrics that

deliver a message. The Housemar-
tins aeem very concerned with
principle. The theme of each song
seems to say, "We definitely see

a problem here — so» uh, why
doesn't anybody care?"

London O, HuU 4 begins with

oneof the top U.K. singles, "Happy
Hour.'* This track humorously
finds a worker out with his boss,

and having a torturously bad
time. He is disgusted by his boss'

manipulative use of wom^n and
extreme close-mindedness. All of

this is nicely packaged inside a

bouncy beat intensified by the use

of chimes.
"Flag Day," one of two slow

songs on the LP, basically tells the

listener to skip playing the role

of martyr. It will not get him
anywhere because the world can
not be changed. This lack of

change and especially a lack of

concern is a common complaint in

many of their songs.

Just about everyone can identify

with the character in "Sitting On
A Fence." Through the waves of

ai} upbeat dance tune, we are told

that neutrality is not always such

a wise thing to choose. Refusing,

time and again, to take a stand

foir one's beliefs will lead nowhere.
.Side two is no less energetic but

perhaps a little less righteous.

Sheq>" is a unique song, both

musically and vocally. The track

begins with a big sigh and lead-

in drum taps. This soon turns to

a strong harmonica sound, which
persists lor the length of the song.

The Housemarttos use the rather

strange metaphor of shepherds to

represent all of us who shut our
eyes to today's world and its

problems because we are too

wrapped up in our lives, or in the

shepherd's case, their flocks of

sheep.

I find a definite feeling of

despair in "Over There." The
song concentrates on the idea that

as hard as one tries, if the other

party will not ^OQoerate as well,

then there is no hope. This song
symbolically alludes to different

countries and their respective

disagreements. The chorus is

especially disheartening: "Is

anyone there? Here is the fence

that they built. This is the fence

that hate built. Is anyone there?"

London 0, HuU 4 takes a def-

inite change of attitude in "We're
Not Deep." You will find no
political message, nor any plea for

help in this song. The Housemar-
tins, though aware of the social

stigma, relate the joys of unem-
ployment. This song does smart
with sarcasm, but basically just

asks for some respect for those

who are jobless.

The last track, "Freedom,"
could not be more appropriately

placed. It rounds out the album
nicely and makes their feelings

apparent in one last desperate plea

to the listener asking him to

please open his eyes and realize

what is going on. Though the title

may sound trite, it is also very

appropriate. They no longer be-

lieve that what they are seeing

and experiencing is freedom. After

a powerful guitar solo we are left

with the thought, "F.R.E.E;-

D.O.M. They lodced us up once

so they will do it again.

C.H.A.I.N.E.D. They locked up
my friends, now they're coming
for me."
Although politically charged.

London O, HuU 4 does not turn

suffocating or self-righteous. The
Housemartins never pinpoint any
one bureaucratic problem — they

leave it to the listener to make his

own applications. One of the
greatest appeals of the album is

its attempt to get the listener

thinking. Even if you do not listen

to a word, you will still have
trouble fighting an urge to get up
and dance around to the original,

appealing sound of the
Housemartins.
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Frankie
By JOS IfcGOWAN

Uverpooi
Frankie Goes to Hollywood
Island Record ***H

. raANUMiuKillHaK

The British quintet Frankie
Goes to Hollywood made quite a
controversial splash with their

single *'Relax" from their dehut
rel^ise Wtkome to Hu Pleasure-

domn, A subsequent single* 'Two
Tribes/' generated shock waves
of the political sort with its parody
of the dangerously chiklish antics

that mark East-West relations.

"Warriors of the Wasteland/'
the first single from Frankie Goes
to Hollywood's follow-up album
Liverpool, is also of a political

nature and gives the new album
a powerful and dynamic start.

Unfortunately for Liverpool, none

of the remaining tracks posaesa

the energy or force ol "Warriors/*

This is not to say that theotlier

tracks are poor, but thit openiog
with the single alkiws it to over-

shadow the rest of the material.

Tracks such as "Kill the Pam/'
"WatchiM; the Wikitife" and "For
Heaven's Sake" are all flawlessly

arranged and emotionally
charged.

A strong single, top-notch pro-

duction, clear sound and a strong

message ("the past, the pretent

and hopefully the future so<alled

world leaders, you have been
warned, we don't wanna die **)

all signal a strong return for

Frankie.

God's Own Medicine

The Mission U.K.

Polygram Records *^yi

From the ashes of the Sisters

of Mercy vocalist Wayne Hussey

and bassiat Craig Adama have
formed The MisiionUX, a group
that not only hioka lAse ThijirCult,

but sounds likethem as w«lL AmI,
not surprisingly. The MMon
U.K. opened up for The Cult on
their European tour.

Their debut album, God*$ Oem
Medkim, displays strange, eerie

raekxlies coupled with a briak»

hard-edged sound not uninflu-

encedby thepunkmovementAnd
to draw a further parallel to The
Cult, an aura ol the ps^Fchedlic

pervades Gocf 's (km Medteim.
Thefh-st twocutson thealbum,

"Wasteland" and "Brieves Burn-

ing," start the album off at an
affiressive pace that buikis up to

"Sacrilege" and the powerful, yet

bleak, "Danceon Glass." Husaey's
haunting voice aocompanies guit-

arist Simon Hinklers intricate

playing to lyrics brimming with

cynicism and despair.

The Mission U.K. pick upwhere

the Siatwa olltecy left olf and The Cult. And anyone who found
are another entry in thl The Cult's attNiqii«ariBtripdng,

hybrid music should also investigate(MyOmw
wofId eurrihtly doniiMted tar M§ik(m.

Winter' chills viewers
By CATHY HEALY

"Dead of Winter"
directed by Arthur Penn
MGM

There seems to be a glut of

murder mysteries among the

early movie releases of 1987. In

"The Morning After/' Jane Fonda
tries to find out how she wound
up in bed with a stiff. In "The
Bedroom Window," Steve Guten-

berg goes in search of a serial

killer. In "The Black Widow/'
Debra Winger sets out to capture

a woman who marries and
murders wealthy men.
Now comes "Dead of Winter/*

starring Mary Steenbergen as an

aspiring actress who takes off to

a secluded mansion in hopes of

receiving her Big Break. Instead,

she finds herself fighting for her

life against an old man in a wheel

chair, his deranged assistant and

a hair-raising scheme.

Roddy McDowall, of "Planet of

the Apes" fame, plays the psycho-

tic assistant. He deviously lures

Katie McGovem (Steenbergen) to

the stage of her wildest dream, or,

I should say, her most horrifying

nightmare. She becomes caught in

the midst of someone else's game
— a game of blackmail.

Once Katie realizes she has not

been cast in her new role to

replace a mentally ill actress, but

to assume the murdered victim's

identity in real life, it is of course

too late ... or is it? Can Katie's

husband, broken leg and all, find

her amidst the isolated homes of

upstate New York in time to

rescue her? That is something you
will have to find out for yourself.

Suffice to say, McDowall is once

again at a clever and intriguing

peak. His mystery alone is sus-

pense enough to keep you on the

edge of your seat. He plays a

mentally-ill patient who just

happens to be a master of many
arts, including the craft of han-

dling an extremely sharp
butcher's knife.

Steenbergen does an excellent

job of playing three separate roles

in this movie. One can say she

plays opposite herself with great

ehisiveness. It is difficult to even

associate any one of these char-

acters with the other two. The
fact that she can maintain three

different parts throughout the

actkm of this movie simply adds

to its cleverness.

v*DeMi id Winter" is perhaps

£of the beat thrillers since 'The

M Edfe." Even thoi«h it is

the kind of film in which youfte
a bear trap in an eariiar scene and

s, foraaaa it orualMii
'• lag ina lalflraMM, you

still ttiMMriMi by thatet

of Winter" possesses an undeni- Right now murder mysteries

able tremor of excitement. The are hot. I guess everyone is just

director makes an honest attempt, dying to get into one. At any rate,

with a great deal of enthusiasm, "Dead of Winter" can be consi-

at good Gothic horror. dered one of the hottest.
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Vlllanowa University

AtKletIc Facllltlas

Itnssprin

makeabrcak

$4050
This spring Break, catch a Gieyiiound*

to the bcEK^, the mouniains oryo^
town. For asbw as $49.50 one way, you
and your friends will have a great tioie wiien

you go Grejiiound.

romid-tnp pmcaiic

Mmp lemt

m

I

t'

I
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During the spring semester,

wheir the weather is at its

wom> indoor recreational

spa^^j^iit a premium. The
atb^m^ Maitmeht encbur-

ageaUm 'Vulanova students,

facutcy jnembers, and ataff

roenatoa'touse the five athletic

fadlitief that are avaiMible.

PleasB cSick the facility sche-

dules regularly for schedule

updates and availability. Be
reminded of each individual's

reaponaibility to keep the entire

campus clean and safe.

For information regarding
athletic facility availability

and acheduldi, please call the

athletic faciUty information

desk at 6454090. This desk is

located in the main lobby of the

athletic department and is

staffed everyday from 8:30 a.m.

until 10 p.m.

The athletic facilities are

open to all Villanova students,

faculty and staff. The facilities

are not open to the general

public. Be prepared to show a

valid I.D. card upon entering

or while using any of the
facilities.

All individuals are expected
to behave in a mannerly and
courteous way while using the
athletic facilities. Anyone not
abiding by the rules and reg-

ulations of the Athletic Depart-
ment or the University will

have their use privileges
revoked.

Lockers are available on a
daily basis only. Bring your

own lock. Locks left on over-

night will be removed. (Thieves

have been known to work in

and around the athletic

facilities.)

Any articles of clothing or
other valuables found in the
facilities will be turned over to

the athletic facility information
desk.

Only athletic footwear with
non-marking soles should be
worn in the athletic facilities.

Be aware that any athletic

activity can present the risk of

injury to the participants.

Villanova University will not

be responsible for injuries that

occur as a result of physical

activity or participation in an
athletic event while using the

athletic facilities. The Univer-

sity strongly urges you not to

participate if you are not co-

vered by medical insurance or

if you have a pre-existing

condition that could be aggra-

vated by physical activity.

Athletic

Indoor Facilities

duPont Pavilion

swimming pool

running track

tennis court

basketball courts

ATRA >

aerobics

(Monday through Friday

4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.)

Nevin FieldHouse

basketball courts

Butler Annex

volleyball courts

Alumni Gym
basketball court

St Mary's Hall

swimming pool

basketball courts

Athletic Facilities

Freeplay and
Open Use Schedule

(Subject to change. Please check the Infirrmatvm Desk.)

* duPont Pavilion includes basket-

ball courts and tennis courts.

For ATRA schedule, please call

645-4129.

Aerobics are held Monday through
Friday at 4 p.m. and 5 p .m.

Generally, all athletic buildings are

open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m.

**

St. Mary's Pool
Closed Vutil

Further Notice

We rely on student lifeguards to

staff the pools. Please understand
that if a lifeguard calls in sick, we
are forced to close the pool until a
substitute can be found.

Please call the Intramural Office

(Extension 4114) for all intramural

schedule information.
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erience the wonderful world of jazz
P«y24»Tm

Exp
By DAMON

WOJCIECHOWSKI

Chick Carta 's EUktric Band
Chick Corea
Ghisin/Rosen Productions

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and

girls, step right up and experience

the wonderful world of jazz. Now
I know that many people, when
they hear the word "jazz," yawn
and break out the Genesis records.

But much to Phil's dismay this

will not be the case when they get

a hold of Chick Corea's latest

release.

The album is entitled Chick

Corea's EUktric Band and is the

most valiant effort by any jazz

performer to pull this style from

the past and immerse it in the

'80s. I like to think of Elektric

Band as a beginner's introduction

to jazz.

The album has all the classic

aspects of great jazz: incredible

soloing, tight rhythms, abstract

chord changes and the ultimate

Persoials

To Whom It May Concern,
Someone dies every 21 min-
utes due to drinking and
driving.

Vlllanova Saferldes
645-4455.

SOMEONE SPEOAL
Needs date to senior dinner
dance, April 4, Must be 6'3'\

200 lbs. of solid fun and love
White Russians, Abner's
Cheese Cuts, J.T. and blue
eyes. If you qualify, respond
ASAP.

Denise A Donna

fDonna A Debra),

Nothing like strategic moves
in Friendly's on Thursday
night. Smile — look 21 — and
pretend you're having a great

time. Getready fornext Thurs-

day. It's my turn to drive!

Trish (Peg)

To Hodso and Jilllan,

When can we go lay down
some plastic at the hut?

Submitted by??

Tom,
We're diggin' your sky ...

Heyl It's still skyin'!

FromC5

To Sigma Phi Epallon: H was
a pleasure writing on you!

TharikMforagreatT.G.
iMve,

Kappa Alpha ThetM

ney LMOfoam,
Yauateeooit

Lo¥e,Jaf
P.S. Thanks ao much for

11 MM ute OOSMSL

iQ my a&tmWi MtKmrwn
Who a§e your fltasf loo In the

-PM.

sin, no words. It also has strong

pop overtones in the actual sound
of the album. The latest equip-

ment and recording techniques

are used on Corea's album; elec-

tronic drums, six-string basses,

heavy electric guitar and even

digital mastering, thus the Elekt-

ric Band.
The band itself contributes to

the pop sound. Corea has recruited

some of the finest young blood

trained in the art of '*new" jazz.

Keeping the backbeat pumping
and pounding along are drummer
Dave Weckl and bassist John
Patitucci. Guitarists Scott

Henderson and Carlos Rios pro-

vide tight rhythms and blistering

solos. And virtuoso Corea stands

in the forefront with incredible

work on keyboards.

The songs, written by Corea,

are competed around an imagi-

nary place called the "Elektric

City." They take the listener

through the "City Gate" and into

a "Rumble," followed by the

strongest cut on the album,
"Sidewalk."

Along the rest of the way, the

listener meets the "Cool Weasel"

in "Cool Weasel Boogie" and
"King Cockroach." He is also

thrust into "No Zone," another

very j[ood cut. Finally, through

many other exciting songs, there

is the "Silver Temple" and the

finale ol the album. shines throughout, with certain classic and is much deserving of

As a whole, this is a fine album cases in which they excel. (An recognitkMi. It is definitely a 'do

and a stnmg effort by the Elektric example is John Pstituod's bass not miss" for serious jasi kyvers

Band, and as individuals they tie solo on "Cool Weisel Boogie"). and a |;reat first album for those

even better. Each musician really This ftlbiim is most certainly a whowish t^ttartijam r
""^"

• Imports & Independent Lat)els

• Hard to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• imported Magazines & Books

Repo Buys Used Records

AS9 risiiiiissN Ai«..WsvmM

Elektra rockers Dokken are providing the title track to the upcoming horror flick "Ni^tmare
On Elm Street III •> Dream Warriors." The band has already videotaped the dip for the tune
**I>ream Warriors/' which includes scenes from the fibn mixed with concert footage.

TEJLEMARKETING
Telephone Marketing Servk;as, Inc.. a leader in the fieM.

has doubled ttie size of its eastern offk:e. We stand for

integrity, perseverance and success.

Conveniently k>cated on Lancaster Avenue in Wayne, we
offer part-time and full-time positbns — days, evenings, and

Saturdays.

Starting salary is $5-$6 an hour with a brief (two-day) paid

training perkKl. No experience necessary. Warm atmosphere.

professk)nal staff, all consisting of individuals in vark>us

stages of their collegiate careers. Paid medical. vacatk)ns.

and hoUdays.

Our policy is to promote from within!

Come grow with us and/or earn extra money to take care of

your semester's needs.

CALL 70D4 r, START TOMOmOIV/

687^9827 687-9055
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ttVALET SERVICE TO VIUANOVA"

340 E»t Church Road
King of PrussaM 19406

MichMl YMkin

mmim-manivt

Psrtormance tuning, sales

parts and service for all BMW
and Mercedes Bern automol>iies

mm
mm.r^

i

Printsand
Slides from thesamefdl
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's

professional Motion Picture film for use

in your 35mm camera. Now you can

use the same film—with th^ same

microfine grain and rich color

saturation— Hollywood's top studios

demand. Its wide exposure latitude is

perfect for everyday shots. You can

capture special effects, too. Shoot it in

bright or low light— at up to 1200

ASA. What's more, it's economical.

And remember, Seatdc FilmWorks lets

you choose prints or slides, or both,

from the same roll.

Try this renuirkable film today!

Ideal for use in Canon, Nikon,

Minolta, Kbnica, Olympus, Pentax

• • « any 35mm camera.

1466 SFW

niEE Inlioduclory CMfer
D RUSH me two ZO-expoture roUf of Kodak MP film

for my 35mm camera. Fd like a 2'foQ itarter pack

includiiig EaMman 5247* and 5294.* Enck^ed is $2 for

poflCage and handling.

100% Satiibction Guaranteed

**l}iave never seen better

pictures. And 1 have been taking

pictures for rrunry, marry years.

Am 100% soldr
Justin Buckley

Panama City Beach, FL

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE. m.

to: Seattle FtfnAVorkf

SOOThmlAvcW.
P.O. BoK 34056

Scatde, WA 96124

KiHlak. 5247 4nJ 12^ .ir« rrjJ«nMrk* t>t tanmm KiiJak Co S»iNtW

Ifyou are aearching for fulfillment,

we Invile you tojoin us. We are the

Cotumban Fathers. Catholic mis-

sionaiy priests, serving the poor

and the Htde ones in twelve Third

Worid countries.

To learn more aboutthe reward-
ing work we do, and your possible

role in it, please write to: Father

Michael Harrison, Columban
Fathers, Box 125, Edgemont,
PA 19028. Naturally, there's no
obligation.

HI
5t

INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

presents

.''Medieval Islamic Philosophy and Religion
'"

March 4, Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Connelly Center
Cinema

Dr. George Makdisi,
University ofPennsylvania

MAGISTERIUM AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN
CLASSICAL ISLAM AND MEDIEVAL CHRISTIANITY

Professor Makdisi is the professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania's department of Oriental Studies. Author and edi-

tor of numerous publications, Professor Makdisi 's latest study is The Rise

of Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and the West (Edinburgh:
University Press, 1981). He is presently completing a two-volume work on
Studies in Islam (Paris: Paul Beuthner).

NAME
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WiMc«t$ end season at 6^|8
(Continued from page 28)

calls by the referees and many
penalties by his team, lost all

composure and poise at the final

game of the season. He began
screaming, cursing and threaten-

ing the referees and was ejected

from the game.
According to team member

Keviif Stadtler, Villanova had a

tough year, especially with its

young team. Stadtler said he
thinks Villanova is the future

dominant ECAC division team.

Next year Villanova's ice hockey

(Photo by Nunes) team will be a Division I independ-

ent team, much more experienced
The Villanova ice hockey team finished up their 1986-87 season with and ready to skate to the Division
a 12-8 loss to Quinnioiac College.

,

1 championships.

Men's track loses heartbreaker
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

The Villanova men's track team
finished in third place in the Big

East Tournament, held in the

Carrier Dome on Syracuse's cam-

pus. The Wildcats bowed to Pitts-

burgh and Georgetown, however,

the meet was very close in that

'Nova scored 97 points, just two
shy of Pitt's winning score of 99.

Villanova suffered an early

setback when senior standout Tony
Valentine was disqualified from
the 500-meter race for stepping

out of his lane in a qualifying heat.

The 'Cats protested, but it was
to no avail, for the judges stuck

to their decision.

Valentine's disqualification

upset the Cats a great deal because

Valentine was expected to win the

race, and a victory in this race

may have meant victory in the

tournament. The disqualification

was not a total loss bacause
Howard Jackson was able to take

fifth in the race, with a time of

1:03.57.

Edwin Modebedi remained true

to form by winning the 400'meter
race. Modebedi 's 47.60 time earned
him his third consecutive victory

in the Big East 400-meter race.

Villanova's Marc Jones was not

far behind Modebedi with a second
place finish. In addition to Mo-
debedi 's win, Gerry O'Reilly, who
finished in third in the 1500-meter
race, was able to win the 3000-

meter race.

Modebedi and O'Reilly were the
Wildcat's only first place finishers

of the evening; however, many
strong performances were regis-

tered by the 'Cats.

Freshmen Mark Rainey and
Jeremy Worrell finished second
and third in the long jump and
were only topped by Boston Col-

lege's Ray Hawkins.
The 'Cats also managed to

finish Sean O'Neil and Jan Friedli

second and third in the 1000-

meter race, while Bruce Harris

took third in the 800-meter race.

Grant Davis ended up in fifth

place in the 3000-meter race, and

in the 500-meter race. Ken Fowler
was credited with sixth place.

Both of Villanova's relays fared

quite well in that they both
managed to finish in second place.

The distance medley relay, con-

sisting of Harris, Rainey, Friedli

and O'Neill, fell just short of

victory with a time of 9:58.16, just

shy of Georgetown's 9:58.14. The
4 X 400 relay of Davis, Jones,

Modebedi and Valentine finished

second to Seton Hall in another
very close race.

The 'Cats performed quite ad-

mirably in the Carrier Dome, but

Pitt had a near perfect day. Pitt

was extremely strong in the
hurdles, a field where Villanova

did not have any participants. It

was a disappointing third place

finish in the Big East for the 'Cats,

but now they are going to have
to put it behind them and start

concentrating on the upcoming
IC4As and the NCAAs — events

for which Villanova seems to be
in good shape.

Baseball Schedule
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By MICHAEL STEELE

The Villanova Wildcats
wrapped up their Big Five sche-

dule for the season, March 19, by
defeating the St. Joseph's Hawks
in double overtime by the score

of 88-87. The win boosted 'Nova's

overall record to 15-11, and evened
the 'Cats' city record to 2-2.

Harold Jensen sent the teams
into the fjrst overtime with a five)

foot jump shot with three seconds'

remaining in r^(ulation. Neither

team had been able to take control

of play in regulation, with the

largest lead by either team being

seven by Villanova at halftime.

The 'Cats, though, went scoreless

for over three minutes in the

second half, starting at the 17:00

minute mark, allowing St. Joe's

back in the game. The lead see-

sawed back and forth after the

Hawks took a brief advantage at

the 14:40 mark.
Villanova had built up its seven

point lead on tremendous first

half free-throw shooting. The
'Cats were perfect from the char-

ity stripe, going 10 for 10 while

the Hawks were struggling at 50

percent, for the half. Also helping

the Wildcat cause was the great

first-half play of freshman center

Tom Greis. Greis, scoring six

points, grabbed three rebounds

and had a pair of blocked shots,

greatly motivated the 'Cats.

The second half was marked by
the spirited play of the Hawks,
who out-hustled the 'Cats until

tine span, sicnKM^ Jensen inured
the 'Cals, and his diving for a loose

ball caused him to get fouled,

putting him on the line for the

tying points.

The first overtime had the two
teams trading baskets, with so-

phomore Doug West scoring the

first six 'Cat points. West fouled

out halfway through the period

and senior Wyatt Maker came in

to play inspired ball in the last Big

Five game of his career. Villanova

could have run out the clock

when, with the 'Cats up by one
point and 16 seconds remaining,

Mark Plansky missed but Kenny
Wilson got the rebound. Instead

of pulling the ball back outside,

Wilson fired the ball up at the

basket. In the insuing rebound

action, Gary Massey was fouled

and made only one free-throw,

giving the Hawks a chance to tie

the game with 11 seconds
remaining.

St. joe*s took full advantage of

their opportunity by driving along

the baseline and scoring, sending

the game into its second overtime.

Villanova took a lead of four

points in the second overtime on
a steal by Massey which led to a
layup by Maker. The Hawks were
able to cut the lead to a pair on
a layup by Tarone Thornton.
Plansky made a free throw to up
the lead to three, making the

Hawks' chances slim. St. Joe's

tried the strategy of scoring
quickly and then going for a steal.

They got the quick hoop, but
charged on the play, with Plansky
drawing the charge, sealing the

win for the 'Cats.

The 'Cats' record then took a

nose-dive when they lost a heart

breaker to Seton Hall, for the first

time in ten years, and then lost

last Monday to the Pittsburgh

Panthers by a 94-83 score. The
loss dropped 'Nova's record to 15-

13 and to 6-9 in the Big East. The
loss assured Villanova sixth place

in the conference.

The story of the game was
rebounding, and in Villanova's

case, a lack of it. The 'Cats were
out-rebounded 38-22, with Pitt

sophomore sensationJerome Lane
grabbing 17. Another telling sta-

tistic was that Villanova had nine

more fouls called on them and had
three players foul out of the game.
"They killed us on the boards,

especially Lane and Smith," said

Jensen about Pitt's superiority on
the rebounds.

Besides the game on the court,

there was the game off the court.

There was jeering from the Pitt

student body directed at West as

well as the controversy of recruit

Bobby Martin changing his mind.

"Last year I let it [the jeering]

bother me. This year I didn't,"

said West. "They couldn't get to

me."
Roy Chapman, former coach of

the University of Pittsburgh team,

charged that coach Rollie V.

Massimino is "the epitome of

where the profession has gone."

The Panthers bolted to an early

five-point lead at 13-8 on some
good outside shooting from the

Pitt guards. By the 5:04 mark of

the half, the Panthers had built

the lead to 10, but Villanova was
able to cut the lead down to only

seven by the end of the half.

Pitt was sparked by the play of

freshman walk-on guard Pat Ca-

vanaugh, who scored six points on
three for three shooting. West,

ignoring the chants from the

Hockey loses male
STEVIEI^MSKI

Villanova's ice hockey team
recorded a loss in their final bout

of the season against Quinnipiac

College, the final score, 12-8. The
'Cats, despite their losing effort

to a top ranked ECAC divisional

team, exhibited promising talent

and poise on the ice.

Villanova's squad scored three

short-handed goals, and Sean
Curran and Bob Ward connected
with a professional breakaway
goal. Ward, a freshman from
Plymouth, Mass., also provided

his team with two more single-

handed goals and two assists. Also

benefiting his team with two
goals, was freshman Mike Kear-

ney, from Ridgefield, Conn.
The leading scorers for the

1986^ Vittanovaioeliockey team
season were^l^ard/ tfttaintng 13

goals anid^l^ assists; Curran,

sooringei#itfoals with20assists;

Mike Cacciatore, wtth 12 goals

and 13 assists; and Joe Mancuso
with 10 goals and nine assists.

Goalies Geordi Borsari, Mitch

Doren, and Dave Duffy all had an
impressive and respectable season

for their team. Borsari ended his

season with 132 goals agauist, had
a 8.90 average, and a 83iO save

percentage. Doren ended up with
16 goals against, a 4.00 average

and a 88.7 save percentage. Duffy
completed his season with 37
goals against, a 5.92 average and
a 84.1 save percentage.

Head Coach Skip Probst, a

talent^ and experienced ice hock-

ey coach, irritated with absurd
(Continued on page 26)
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stands, led the Wildcats with 11
points.

The second half was just the
same as the first, with the Panth-
ers dominating off the boards.
Using their inside advantage, the
Panthers built a lead as large as
12 points early in the half and
never allowed the 'Cats to get
closer than eight.

Villanova mounted a last gasp
effort with 5:27 reniaining in the
game. In less than a minute, the
'Cats had cut down the lead to

three points with great defense
and two 3-point shots fromJensen.
Pitt's Lane then took control of

the game, scoring from the inside

on a power drive to the basket*

twice in a row, scoring a basket
' and a free-throw, uppiiv the Pitt

lead to six, with 3*.35 remiutting.

**Lane, he is just awesome,'*
said Jensen, later, in raspect for

thep^yer.
Villanova, though, was not^

ready to quit yet.

West responded to the jeers

from the student body by hitting

two 3-pointers in a row, cutting

the lead to only a basket. Pitt^

responded by going to their All-

America forward, Charles Smith,
who scored easily with only 1:14

remaining, sinking any hopes for

a Villanova comelMck.

Y I

<ii*».

Gary Ifaaacy (alio

Wadeatalhtey
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

As the last 10 inches of snow slowly dissipates from the

Villanova campus, thoughts of springtime fun and, more
explicitly, baseball, leap into the minds of the young at heart.

When one thinks of baseball, certain names leap to mind —
names like Dennis.McGee, Thomas Maloney, James Wayne,
Charles Marsden.
Who are they? Believe it or not, they are people who are

overlooked in the annals of Villanova sports legends. They are

Villanova's first baseball team. Since its inception on May 2,

1866 the Villanova baseball team has sent more players (between

200 and 250 players) to the professional ranks than any other

Villanova sports team.

That first game in 1866 started off the winning spirit that

Villanova has so proudly carried since the collie was first

founded. The game was against the Central Club of Philadelphia,

and the Wildcats of Villanova College trounced them, 74-9. The
scoring was just a little bit different back then. Villanova College

went 2'} that year, winning versus the Central Club twice and
losing to the Keystone Club of Philadelphia.

Intercollegiate baseball started for Villanova on April 30, 1870
versus Haverford College. On that spring day, Villanova again

came out victorious, 60-21.

Baseball also has the distinction of being the first Villlanova

sports team to put someone in the professional ranks. That person

was the legendary Dennis McGee- McGee played for Villanova

from 1866-70 and, rumor has it, JnstjgalJHl the inci^MMi of

baseball on campus. Following graduation, licGee west to the

ttu^ leagues and signed with the St. Louis Browns. HcGee
played in the mi^iors for 10 years before his retirement after

the 1680 season.

Over the years Vittanova has put UMether a rsoord of 942-

634-19^ a winniiv peroenti^of J06. When the Wildort ck«U
touch that turf this sprii^ the 121st season of VillMKiwataiseball

history will begin, and the boys of summer will onoeagunhsoome
the dominant thoughts in everyone's maads.

' uMMT C8S0 JMrMSOS
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

An opinkMirsctiitly rendered by

the 3ni CUreuit Court in Philadel-

phia involving now-graduated

members ofa Vulanova fraternity

"wiU bea leadingcaseon the issue

of alcohol ItabiBty/' according to

the Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,

Villanova's Ittal advisor.

Thecase, iuisaitf 9. Pock, is one

of the lew in the country that has

decided that minors who serve

minora can be held responsible as

^'social hosts," said Martin. *1lt]

stands for the principle that those

minors who serve aloohoHc bev-

erages can be considered social

hosts and therefore liable."

In addition, it broadens the

V
potential possibiUties for social-

host liabiHty. In. the past, a host

could be held responsible if evi-

dence showed that he or she had

aidni a guest in the consumption

of alcohol by physically serving

the indivkhial.

The appeal by the 3rd Circuit

Court, written in December 1966,

introduces a new element called

"substantial" assistance in akx>-

hol oomsumption. Aidiiijg alcohol

consumption by, for instance,

simply planning the party, could

be grounds for liability, the court

decided.

Gary H. Bonas Jr., assistant

director of Student Activities,

said, ''Anybody who is involved in

planning the party, consents to

Aayk^f irto It

lavohtd hi plMnIng

tift JMltTfCOAMfftf to

h&¥ln tte party,

hrlags Cfte food . .

.

coifltf bo hold lloble.

Gary H. Bonas Jr.,

assistant diroctor of

Stndont Activities

^

having the party, brings the food

...could be Hbd liable.^'

The case Fassett v. Pock is the

result of a September 1982 party

held by the Delta Kappa Epsilon

fraternitv in the Overbrook sec-

tion of Philadelphia.

Following the party, a minor,

Corbin Evans, who had "allegedly

consumed an indeterminate

amount of alcohol at the party,"

intended to drive twowomen back

to the Villanova campus, Martin

said. Thetwowomen were Monica
Buckley, a Villanova freshman at

that time, and Anne Fassett, a

high school senior visiting

Buckley.

En route to Villanova, Evans
collided with a pick-up truck.

Buckley was killed and Fassett

was rendered a quadriplegic.

Fassett and Buckley's estate

initiated personal injury suits.

They brought three suits against

Evans, the driver of the truck and
the fraternity members in the

Fassett v. Pock case.

Originally, the defendants in

the case were the Villanova chap-

ter of Delta Kappa Epsilon and the

national organization. Essentially,

this meant that every member of

the local chapter was sued, said

Martin.

According to Martin, in the

original case in Federal District

Court many of the original defend-

ants were dismissed, except for

(Continued on page 4)
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Driscoll rests

surgery
Br lf£0KLUCSARITS

the Rev. John M» D^ittoli,

uMiSytnt a,t^^ byP^oiiehrt
ope^tioaat theDelawareMedical
Center Mondav. Dr. Gerald Le-

JBok^ Driscoll s heart surgeon,

saiam an iitlep#w 7!uesdsiy that

Driscoll wa^'oblng^ very well Slid

that Lemole expected to transfer

him out of the Cardiovascular

Intensive Care Unit by
Wednesday.
According to Charlotte Watson,

Drisooll's secretary, Driscoll had
gone to the medical center for pre-

operative testing last week.

Eugene Ruane, director of Pub-

lic Relations, said that Driscoll

was admitti^ to the hospital

center again on Sunday^ ^nd
dqaery at 8 Mn. }HMKf*
"nw o^eritiofi lasted approxi-

mately four hours, and there were
no complications, according to

Lemole.

l^emole added that Driscoll will

80e>j(d about one week in the

hospital after being released from
Cardiovascular Intensive Care
Unit and will require a recuper-

ative period of about four weeks.

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, said this week that he

will be acting president during
(Continued on page 6)

(Photo by Kilgannan)

The seven dwarfs never looked quite like this. These Villanova students visited Snow White
at her residence in Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fla. during Spring Break last week.

y.li. reacts to McLala story
By MICHELLl
SHANi

As students Returned from

Spring Break, they were con-

fronted with the aftermath of

the 17-page article appearing in

the March 16 issue of Sports

Illustrated, in which Gary
McLain, the point guard for the

1985 NCAA championship Vil-

lanova nnen's basketball team,

admitted using cocaine while

at Villanova.

Administrators, faculty and
students expressed varied reac-

tions to McLain's admission.

Outside of the immediate Vil-

lanova community, Radnor
Township Police and the Del-

aware County District Attor-

ney's office geared up for an
investigation of drug use at

Villanova.

In a cover story for which he

was reportedly paid $40,000,

according to Radnor Township
Police Chief Maurice Hennessy

and other sources, McLain
admitted extensive drug use

both on and off the basketball

coMrt and an eventual drug

Tiie story bsnn,
in the Nsss

•'
I was

f.V4

been high a lot during my
college days at Villanova."

McLain proceeded to describe

his drug exploits, which began

with smoking marijuana in

high school and led to snorting

and freebasing cocaine in

college.

McLain reported that he

used cocaine before basketball

games, including the game
against Memphis State Univer-

sity in the Final Four at Lex-

ington, Ky., in which he scored

nine points. Several days later,

according to his story, he was

high on cocaine as the Villa-

nova championship team met
ivith President Ronald Reagan

at the White House.

Beyond his cocaine use,

McLain admitted in the article

that he sokl cocaine at Villa-

nova. He wrote, "So we — me
and this other guy — started

selling right before the [1963-

84] season started."

McLain also implied that

other students and basketball

players were involved with

dn^p. He stated, "Some of my
teammates and guys in my
dorm knew I did drugs. Some
af SImb did dnm with me. It

(photo by Schmtdl

Gary McLain, former Villanova
baahetball star, recently divulged
in a Sports lUiMtrated article tlM
detallaoliya

use spread and eventually

reached the head coach of the

men's basketball team, Roland

V. Massimino, and the Rev.

John P. Stack, O.S.A.. dean of

students, who both confronted

him.

McLain's article inferred

that Massinino and Stack

mutky used threats with no

•ctutl intsations of actiao
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Increased tuition

rates proposed
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

The administration is proposing

a tuition increase of over 10

percent for full-time undergradu-

ate students to take effect next

year, John Lewis, a member of the

University Senate Budget Com-
mittee, said this week.

Under the proposed plan, full-

time tuition rates of arts and

commerce and finance students,

which are now $7,100, will be

$7,820, an increase of 10. 1 percent.

Rates for science and nursing

studsnu, currsntly $7320. will be

$8,080, an increase of 10.4

psroant.

Engineering tuition, now costing

$7,320, will rise to $8,180, an 11.7

percent increase, and the Law
School tuition rates will increase

10.1 percent with the price rising

. to $8,420 from $7,650.

The plan also calls for a 6
percent salary increase for faculty

and a 5 percent salary increase for

staff, according to Lewis. The
plan provides for a 36 percent

budget increase for athletic schol--

arships and five new faculty

positions and 12 staff positions.

On-campus room and board
costs will rise 4 percent under the

plan, according to Lewis, incress-

(CoMlinuid on pagt Hi
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OffMaMiNiS
illo«si«g
1

^ Assistance available for off-campus

housing spring and fall semester ld87.

Contact Father Farsaci, advisor for off-

campus residents in 207 Dougherty.

Phone: 645-7209.

bistiagvlslMcl

L«ct«r«sliip

The Villanova Nursing School an-

nounces their 10th Annual Distin-

Iguished Lectureship, with speaker

i
Dorothy Sheahan presenting "Power in

i Nursing." It will be held in the Villanova
Room of Connelly Center, March 24,

.
7:30-9 p.m. for the nursing community
and March 25, 9:30-11 a.m. for the

undergraduate nursing students —
attendance mandatory.

Choerleading

Be part of the excitement, fun and
physical training that the Villanova

Cheerleadering Squad offers! Tryouts

for both male and female cheerleaders

and the Villanova mascot, the Wildcat,

will take place on April 26, so get in

shape now! Mandatory cheering clinics

will take place April 22, 23 and 24 from
3-6:30 p.m. Look for more information

soon and be a part of the spirit!

Saint Patrick's

Day Daaco

The ACS is sponsoring a St. Patty's

Day Dance tonight in the Day Hop from
9 p.m.-l a.m. Tickets cost $4 and are
on sale until 5 p.m. in 215 Dougherty.
There will be a DJ, food and refresh-

ments. Proof of 21 is required for

alcoholic beverages. Plan to attend!

Acad«nic
Aclvaacad
Program
The AcademicAdvancement Program

is now accepting applications for tutors

for the 1987-88 school term. Tutors are

needed in the areas of chemistry,
physics, mathematics, accounting and
language (including English). These are

paid positions. Please stop by Pat Kobes'
office in the lobby of Corr Hall to fill

out an application.

•rgixor
Baod Piaals

April 26 at 6 p.m.! Be a part of the

Energizer Rockn-Roll Finals! The top

four bands on the East Coast (college

, bands) will compete in the final com-
petition here at Villanova. In the duPont
Pavilion at 6 p.m. with judges from
major radio stations and rock singers!

MTV and local news coverage! Look for

more information!

year't Alley Cat Toumament
will b^pB the ftrtt week of April.
Botten are nofw available in theDetn'
o< Students' office, 213 Pm^iiyry mi.
Dndliae for entry it MMvhaOM & pjn.
ThMiMrirlitiMiUjMotiMBiiwkOiy
imad for 8(. Fraacis Inn Mid the

In Peru.

« »'

Catholic Paltii

ia^ioli'y

A discussion group for Catholic
students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-Catholic

students interested in learning about
the church. Bring your friends --

Conducted by Fr. Ray Jackson every

Tuesday 7:30 p.m. in Campus Blinistry

Center, St. Rita's Hall.

ThumkM
Thank you so much to all who went

without lunch on March 4 to benefit

Sunshine Day. It is the effort of so many
people that makes our Sunshine Day
such fun for the children who spend the

day with us!

Sorlos

Michelangelo Antonioni's award-
winning film "L'Awentura" will be this

week's cultural film offering. Shows
will be in the C.C. Cinema on March
22 at 3:30 and 7 p.m. and on March 23
at 7 p.m. Tickets are $L50 for students

and senior citizens and $3 for the

general public.

Morcy Corps
If you are considering or looking for

a year's opportunity to do volunteer
work with and for the poor in various

parts of the United States, please come
to a presentation by Mercy Corps on
March 25 at 4 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel.
Mercy Corps is looking for a wide range
of men and women who will serve in

such work areas as education, the
health professions and other service

related fields. All are welcome.

•vb-Catalogvo

During the past several years, the

religious studies department has been
publishing a "Sub-catalogue." This
catalogue presents more detailed des-

criptions of the courses to be offered for

the fall semester 1987, by the religious

studies faculty, as well as the require-

ments for these courses. Copies of these

"Sub-catalogues" are available in the

deans' offices, the library and the
religious studies department office.

Talont AOditioHt

Any group or individual interested in

performing at the Marple Newtown
Public Library telethon should contact
Walt McDonald (Shadow Traffic) to

schedule an audition date (426^341).
The telethon will be held on March 29
and will be broadcast on cable
television.

Caroor
WoriulM|M
The following workshops will be

offered through the end of March by the

Career Development Center Interview-

ing Skills (3/25, 2:30 p.m.); Resume
Writing (3/26» 3 p.m.); Career Decision

Making (3/30, 3:30 p.m.); and OnSite
Interviewiiv (3/31, 2 p.m.) All work-
shops will be held in the Bryn Mawr
Room in the Connelly Center.

on
ajn. in 8t

Dw. MMah 21 at

r'tniBlilnry.

^.»» 'ii V

lfo«Hh Pair

Need a lift? Come to SNAFs Heidth
Fair today in the Connelly Center. It

win run mm 10 a.m.-2:d0 p.m. Learn
about cancer, diabetes* alcoholism,
nutrition and more.

Yes! Villanova Umon Concert (Com-

mittee brings you another concert! April

11, du Pont Fiivilion, 8 p.m. showtime.
Major rock concert! Look for more
information soon!

iBf«rffMilMi«Hff

On March ^, we will be visiting

another elderly home to start up a sing-

a-long. Forjust a few hours of your time,

the residents enjoy it so much. We will

be meeting in Tolentine by room 121

at 1:15 p.m. Hope to see you there!

Career Concerns

There will be a speaker from Bristol-

Myers who will be discussing careers

in business on March 24 from 4-6 p.m.
in the Bryn Mawr Room of Connelly
Center. All interested students are
welcome to attend.

' " <*
'

SlNmisli Daacor
Pilar de La Vega, the Spanish dancer

and artist, will present a multi-media
program of music, dance and slides

entitled "Reflexion Sobre Goya" in

honor of the great Spanish artist. The
event will take place March 22 at 7:30

p.m. at Saint Mary's Auditorium. The
program is free of charge and open to

ithe public.

Black Cnltnral
Society
The Black Cultural Society invites all

to attend its first annual Black Greek
Festival to be held in the Jake Nevin
Fieldhouse on March 21. It will consist

of an open house which will run from
6-7 p.m., a party, running from 8 p.m.-

2 a.m. and a step show, which will start

at 9. The cost wUl be $3 with V.U. I.D.,

$4 with a college I.D. and $5 with no
I.D.. Black Gredc Letter organizations
from the dty chapters will step. All

Villanova sororities and fraternities are
encouraged to attend.

Mow ¥orl( City

Trip

Last chance! Spaces are still available

for the trip to New York City tomorrow,
March 21. If interested, come to the
Resklent Student Association office in

215 Dougherty. The cost for the trip is

$10. Maps of the city will be available

on the bus. All students going should
meet at the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse
parking at 9:45 a.m.

There will he a neeting for all

aicmt>ers of tlie Chi Alplui Honor
atSpua.iatiK

wtflho

^iHittrtmirSUno^A 01
J9i '^.

iii7

Sunahine.Day is April 11 this year.
If you would like to be a oomptnkm to
one of thekkisooming, dressMa Disney
chiracter, do fact pointing or work at
a flune booth, pleose be aure to stop at
121 Tol. by March 25 at the latest. Even
active Projed Sunshine ttembers need
to si0|i up again to be involved on April
11. Thanks for your support and
participation.

Pro-Law Socloty
The Pre-Law Society welcomes Assis-

tant District Attorney Robert Campo-
longo, on March 25, at 3:30 p.m. in the
North Lounge of Dougherty Hall. Infor-

mation on mock trials and volunteer
service for families of murder victims
also given. All are welcome!

Myticai
ConciitioniNg

Prograoi

Physical conditioningprogram offered

and open to all fulltime, matriculating
Villanova students. No degree credit, no
cost participation. Program held at 6
a.m. on specified mornings. For further
clarification and information, contact
the Villanova football office.

Seniors

For your Baccalaureate Mass, if y<^.|^
have a relative or dose friend who is

a priest, and would like him to concele-

brate your graduation Mass on May 16,

please have him contact Barbara Haenn
in the Campus Ministry Center at 645-

4080 by April 22. AU guests will be
warmly welcomed.

Sooior's

SildtoSfcow

Attention Seniors! Slides needed for

your Baccalaureate Mass Slide Show.
Please bring any slides of significant

events from your past four years at
Villanova to Campus Ministry. All
slides guaranteed to be returned.

Opon Stvciy

Sidlis

Woriuiiops
Dr. Ed Reilly, reading and study skills

counsek>r, invites all students interested
in increasing academic performance to
attend an open workshop. Each week
the workshop will focus on the concerns
of the participants, which typically

include topics such as time manage-
ment, self-motivatkm, effective study
techmques and exam preparatkm. A
workshop will be hekl each Wednesday
from 3:304:30 p.m. and Thuroday 34
pjn. in the Counseling Onter, 106 Corr
Hall, eoery woek for the renainder of
the seneoter. No qipi

sory. Plan to drop in.

MwctmntyoTMivijj^iiWiMioPi^a

lisriiniiMi
By 8IOBHAN it RODER

^'Homosexuality: A Christian
Reoponae," a po^aentatkm opoti-

sored by the peiice and justke
educatkm department and Stu-
dentGovemmenf,WW heklMarch
2 in the Coniidhr Center.
Edward A. StiQivin olthe peace

and justice educatk» department
began the program by explaining
that the klea for it onpnated from
a "casual ob^mation'* cf letters

to the editor of the VnUmovon
last fall. Sullivan sakl his purpose
Jn organixing the presentation
was toopen updebateon the issue

of homosexuality and to raise

peoples conscKMisness.
Sullivan said he hoped the

presentation wouM help the com-
munity "move towards a consen-
sus which is consistent with
Gospel values."

There were five speakers at the
presentation: the Rev. Owen R.
Jackson, O.S^., of the peace and
justice education department; Bill

Mays, president of the-oiganixa-
tion Dignity in the Philaddphia
area; Beth, a lesbian from Phila-

delphia; Christine Lysionek, as-

sistant to the dean of students and
a member of the AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
Education Committee; and Barb-

ara, a lesbian from LaSalle

««^.#'

University.

Jackson spoke first and (fis-

cussed a Vatkan document re-

leased in October entitled Tostor-
al Care of Homoooxuals."
According toJackson,John Quinn,
the Catholic archMshop of San
Francisco, wrotean aiticle for the
Feb. 7 issue oCAmerlca magazine
to clarify the Vatican's pastoral

letter.

In his article, Quinn explained

that the Vatican document stated

the homosexual inclination is not
sinful, but that it is an indinatkm
to an immoral act. The Vatkran
reasoned, therefore, that as an
inclination to an immoral act, the

homosexual inclination is an
^'objective diaorder."

Jackson said Quinii clarified the

concept of "objective disorder" by
saying that jealousy and greed are
also objective disorders. In addi-

tion, Quinn also emphasized that

the homosexual person is not

disordered, but, rather, the homo-
sexual incUnation is disordered.

According to Jackson, Quinn
pointed out what he [Quinn]
considered positive aspects in the
Vatican document: the statement
that the homosexual inclination is

not a sin, recognition that homo-
sexual persons deserve the same
respect and dignity as any other

human being and recognition

*ry>^

that homosexual pMOns am be
just as giving as amr oUitni.

Mays is the PhiUelphia-area
president o< fXfpKdtf, a group the
New York Timeodficriied as "a
natkmal oriMaisatioiid Catholics

that oondonea hjpmoaexijal activ-

ity." Bfoya is a Qomosexual who
convertiMi to Catholicism. He said

he can aae the good in the Church
and rsMiecti it despite the pres-

soreoit it puttingon him concern-

ing his homosexuality.

I have a real diffkulty finding

anything there [in the Gospels]
which says I am a sinner [because •

I am a homosexual,]" said Mays.
"We [the Church and homosex-

uals] have to begin dialoguing,"

said Mays. '*We have to accept

each other as different, viable

members ci Uie Church."
Beth spoke after Mays and

explained that she had grown up
in a very traditional Catholic
home. "I love the Catholic Church.
I am not always happy with the
Church hierarchy," she said.

Beth said that she was 'Veal

proud that Villanova ... is work-
ing within the spirit of Vatican
n' in having the forum.
Beth added, "I am very okay

with my homosexuality right

now. I have a lover and have been
very happy with her for five years.

(Continued on page 4)

Business minor
program examined

By NOEL E. FALCO

Business programs open to

engineering majors are now avail-

able in two options, a business

minor and a minor business con-

centration, ]p|ivjb)bert D. Lynch,
deanoHheCoqege ofEngineering,
said Tuesday.'
The program was initiated in

the fall 19^ semester after being

approved in the spring of the same
year; Lynch said, "Over a period

of time, I both informally and,

following that,Jormally became
aware that there were some en-

gineering students who wanted a

business minor.

"Informally was through hear-

ing students talk ... in the fall of

1^, a formal survey of engineer-

ing students indicated enough
interest to develop a program with
Dean [Alvin A.] Clay [dean of the

College of Commerce and
Finance]."

Theprogram developed consists
of either a business minor of eight

courses and 24 credits, or a minor
business concentration of five

courses and 15 credits.

Both deans expressed concern

as to the number of seats avail-

able. According to Lynch, "We
were not sure how many students

would follow through [after ex-

pressing interest]. In each course

there are five seats allotted to

engineering students."

bi April 1986, nine students had
signed into the program for the

faU semester. According to Lynch,

there have been more requests

since then.

The only requirement for engi-

neering is that the student be in

good academic standing. Lynch
stated that this meant a 2.0

overall quality average and a 2.0

tedinirol cum [grade point aver-

agf^ in fiwiM^^rii^ jukI fffjffyf

toLynch, tlieooiffaea

for

0ft^(

advanced placement credit was
not required, it helps to provide

elective slots.

Any engineering student may
apply by first writing a letter to

the dean of the.CoU^ of Engi-

neering proposing when he or she
would like to take the course.

Lynch said.

The proposed schedule is then
processed. If it fits within the five

seat limit, it can be approved and
later authorized at pre-

registration. "They get first crack

at seats and any [of the allotted

engineering seats] left over can be
filled by any engineering student,"
said Lynch.
"So far its worked. We haven't

had any complaints. If it [interest]

grows, ril go back to Dean Clay

and negotiate for more seats."

Joe Krisdunas, a junior engi-

neering major with a business

minor, tried to get into business

.courses for the first semester of

his sophomore year before the

program was begun. He said that

he wrote to the dean of the College

of Engineering, who in turn wrote
to the dean of the College of

Commerce and Finance, "so I

could get special permission to

take this one class. They were
really strict about people getting

in."

Krisciunas said that through
the program set up last year, an
engineer could take a business

minor. "I applied there, got ap-

proval, and sent in a schedule to

the dean of engineering of when
I wanted to take what classes. It

got approved."

For liberal arts students, a
business minor is open to fresh-

men only, according to Dr. Helen

K. Lafferty, assistant to the dean
of the College of Arts and

i

(Photo by Nunes)

Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, asaistant to
thedean ofthe College ofArts and
Sciences, said this week accept-
ance toa business minor program
is very Hmited within the college.

goals."

The program, which was in-

itiated about seven years ago, is

limited. This year approximately
100 to 150 students applied for 35
seats, according to LsUfferty.

Lafferty said, "The importance
of liberal arts is in vogue now.
People who have been all business
now say liberal arts areimportant.
[We] wanted [to offer] a business
background as an opportunity to

enhance the liberal arts
program."

In the News
Alumni medal winners selected
The Alumni Medal Awards

Committee has selected 23
prestigious Villanovans as the
recipients of the 1987 Alumni
Medal. These distinguished
alumni will receive the medal
at the President's Luncheon on
June6duringtheAnnual Reun-
ion Weekend. The recipients

? include Francis T. Loughran
'27, Hon. Vito F. Canuso '35,

Lawrence J. Shea, D.D.S. '36,

Arthur M. Carleton '37, Mario
V.Troncelliti, M.D. '37, Man-
rico Troncelliti, M.D. '37,

George E. Gabuzda '42 and
William C. Hayes '42.

Also to be honored are Allen

F. Rhodes '47, Alfred R. Fk>ra
'52, Walter R. Hauck '52, An-
drewJ. Markey Jr. '52, Vincent
B. DiDomenico. Esq.,'57, John
J. Henry '57, Donald J. Meliado,

Esq., '57, Dominkk M. Alfieri

'62, Stanley A. Moore '62, John
H. Kolmer '67, Michael P.

Connolly '72, Maureen A. Wel-
don '77.

Special awards will go to

Julie Anne Baumgardner '81

(YoungAlumnus Award), Peter
J. Laverty '69 (Award for Ser-

vice During a Specific Period
of Time) and Edward M, Pur-
nell '61 (Social Action Award).

N.E.F.

Middle East symposium sctieduled
.
A one-day symposium about

the Middle East is scheduled
for March 22 in the Connelly
Center.

The topic is "The Role of the
United States in the Middle
East: Implications for Ameri-
cans." The keynote speaker
will beJames E. Akins, the U.S.
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia.

There will be several work-
shops and the themes ad-
dressed will include "Soviet-

U.S. Interests in the Middle
East," "Politics of Oil in the
Middle East" and "The Iran-

Iraq War: Prospects for Peace."
Registration is at 1:30 p.m.,

followed by the keynote ad-

dress, workshops and a wine
and cheese reception. Dinner is

at 6 p.m. and Gail Pressburg,
director of the Middle East
program, American Friends
Service Committee, will give

an after-dinner speech. „ . «

Blue Key Society members chosen
The Blue Key Society has

recently announced its new
members. The inductees are
Robert Boyce, Carol Brennan,
Tim Capone, John Conlon,

*James Connolly, Jeanmarie
Corbett, Michael Delzotti, Mar-
tha Driscoll, Caryl Duffy, Mike
Fogarty, Stacia Golub, Chris-
tine Hamburger, John Har-
robin, Lisa Kennedy and Scott
*Keough.

Other new members are
Arline Kerrigan, Rob Koemel,
Matt Lyons, Jeanine Mattan,
Kathryn McCarthy, Patricia
Molineaux, Don MuUikin, Jim
Nemeth, Vicki Nordstrom, Kim
Parlo, Tracy Setlock, Maura
Slattery, Sheri VonGinhoven,

^
Brian Vezina, Bill Wackerman,
.'Dan Weeden, Cathy Whelan .

and Nick Wokich. ^i i? «

Phi Beta Kappa
hosts lecturer
Villanova University's Phi Beta

Kappa chapter, under the auspices
of the United Chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar Program,
will sponsor a lecture by Dr.
Ernan McMullin, professor of

philosophy at the University of

Notre Dame.
He will speak on "Changes in

the Notion of the Sciences" March
27 at 3:30 p.m. in the Connelly
Center Cinema.
At Notre Dame, McMullin holds

the John Cardinal O'Hara Chair

of Philosophy and is director of the
program in history and philosophy
of science. Past president of the
Philosophy of Science Association,
he is the author of Newton on
Matter and Activity and has writ-

ten extensively on the philosophy
of science, philosophy of physics,

history of philosophy of science
and comparative methodology.

McMullin is one of 13 scholars

selected by the national Phi Beta
Kappa office to participate in the

Visiting Scholar Program.

Sugartown closes to students

/Thenumber accepted
is very limited. Acceptance is on

r« none st tse c^mneennc
kMK jdaAft jam M* mt^tL
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hnve ta find tlK rams
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The criteria for aooeptanoe are

an essay on why a

minor would onhainoe
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ctttarmn is the grade point
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"bnaicaliy started to provide
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By SUSAN TOLVE

After the spring 1987 semes-
ter, Sugartown Mews will no
longer rent to students, Betty
Lou Spector, manager of the
Devon apartments, said recent-

ly. Building R, theonly building
designated for undergfraduate
housing, will close at the end
of May, when all of the stu-

dents' leases expire.

According to Spector, the
decision to do away with un-
dergraduate housingwas made
because "from the cost factor

it's just not worth it to us."

Meg Murphy, a jimior living

at Stwartown, sUted, "I think
it's unrenttstic to say keeping
the buikling open is not cost

when students pay
rent for the same apart-

as other tenanta and yet

fsoeive none of the benefits,

such as bttiUtng maintenance ^

and repairs.

'*Fir inatanoe, we've called

awar 10 tiaMs to hanvoMr

dishwasher repaired because it

has not worked since we have
been here, and nothing. has
been done about it."

Students report paying $695
a month for a two-bedroom,
two-bathroom apartment. Su-
gartown quoted renting costs

for non-student housing of

comparable size as between
$560 and $610.

Spector cited problems with
student rent collection, dam-
ages and garbage that led to "a
difficult situatk>n ... it is only

a small percentage that ruin it

for everyone else," she said.

The R building has 34 units,

each of which houses at least

two students. "I'm sure there

are plenty (of students] I don't

know about," added Spector.

When the present Sugar-
town owners took over, there

were three undergraduate
buikUngs. 'To be quite honest,

we didn't know how to handle
tiadMit housing," Spader sakl.

'*SiigMtown had thereputatmn

for wild students and lost [non-

studentj housing because of

it."

Sugartown Mews ap-

proached the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,

a few years ago with an offer

for Villanova to take over their

I and R buildings. "V.U. opted
not to go that route," said

Spector.

"When they [the students'

leases] expire, we will start the

demolition and the remodeling
... we are anxious to upgrade
the building and this is easy
when you have a mass exodus
from one," added Spector.

"The reason the building
needs so much renovation,"

said Maureen Doherty. ajunk>r
Uving at Sugartown, is that

they [the management] have
let it fo over the years. As far

as I'm concerned, the amount
ofmoney they get from security

deposits is not put back into the

building, except for a few
iidkmsofpamt.

Liili.
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five. The federal court said that

if these five physically handed
beer to Evans, causing him to

become intoxicated, then they

could be held liable as social hosts.

The case was appealed to the

3rd Circuit Court, the court next

highest to the Supreme Court,

which agreed with the Federal

District Court, Martin stated.

Additionally, they introduced the

"substantial" aid and assistance

theory in which planning the

party could be considered grounds
for liability.

In light of their opinion, the 3rd

Circuit Court stated of the five

defendants, "Christopher Poch
was president of the fraternity,

helped organize the party and
supplied some of the intoxicants

consumed. Daniel Hoffend was
treasurer of the fraternity and
oiiganizer of the party and signed

a blank check he knew would be

used for the purpose of purchasing
intoxicants for the party. Finally

Kevin Zacchea, Bruce Turgiss
and Michael Bacha all knowingly
allowed their apartment to be
used for the purpose of serving

intoxicants to minors," according

to Martin in a letter he wrote to

Villanova administrators.

The case will now return to

Federal District Court where they

will determine whether the five

defendants rendered substantial

aid to Evans. The district court

must make their decision consist-

ent with the new decision con-

cerning social host liability by the

court .of appeals.

Concerning the implications

the 3rd Circuit Court's decision

might have on Villanova fraterni-

ties and sororities today, Bonas
said, "It [Fassett v. /\>cA] certainly

does clarify the responsibility the

fraternities and sororities have
when they plan and run a social

event."

Bonas further stated, "If I weiie

a fraternity president, I would
refuse to serve anyone under 21

who wasn't in my organization,

and I'd be hesitant to serve even
them [oiganization members un-

der 21]. I would also emply sig-

nificant risk-management tech-

niques."

Bonas suggested such methods
to reduce liability risks as collect-

ing the car keys of all individuals

who drove to the party, and
providing a lot of food and activ-

ities such as dancing to minimize
the importance of drinking at

fraternity functions.

(M* photo)

The Rev. Robert J. Martia,O.S^»
Villaaova^s legal Mlvisor, com-
mented on an alcohol liability

case involving now-graduated
members of a Villanova
fraternity.

Adolph CoorsCompany recently

announced thdt apiilications are

i|ow available for the 1967 Coors

Veterans' Memorial SchoUrship

Fund, which provides more than

$500,000 to the sons and ^ugh-
ters of American veterans.

For the third consecutive year.

Coors and its distributors will

award a minimum of 100 scholar-

ships, with a maximum value of

$5,000 each, to eligible students

who successfully have completed

their freshman year of ^college.

The scholarships will assist stu-

dents in completing the final years

of their undergraduate studies.

To be eligible for consideration,

applicants must be 22 years old

or younger as of the July 1, 1987

application deadline date, have a

cumulative grade point average of

3.0 or better on a 4.0 scale and
have completed a minimum full

freshman year program of credit

hours but not yet acquired senior

credit hours.

AppUcations can be obtained

from kx^al Coors distributors or

participating veterans oi^aniza-

tions, by writing Coors Veterans'

Memorial Scholarship Fund, P.O.
Box 3111, Northbrook, HI., 60065,

or by calling toll-free 1-800-

49COORS. Completed applica-

tions and materials must be
postmarked on or before July 1,

1987.

Homosexuality discussed

The National OrdcM^ of Ouuvua
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I am also very happy with the

Church. Dignity has been my
comingK>ut process."

Lysionek stated, "I think that

AIDS and the discussion of AIDS
represents a slice of this discus-

sion." She said AIDS is threaten-

ing the rights of the homosexual
community and all for which it

has fought. She pointed out that

people connected with the homo-
sexual community are being dis-

criminated against in jobs, hous-

ing and insurance.
^

Barbara from LaSalle said she

feels homosexuals at LaSalle and
other Catholic colleges need better

support groups. She meets with
a gay and lesbian support group
at the University of Pennsylvania.

Barbara said the issue of isola-

tion of homosexuals must be
addressed and she questioned to

whom homosexuals can talk.

Barbara said that fear is the

"strongest problem that gay and
lesbian students address." She
mentioned the fear of AIDS and
the fear of violence.

Barbara said, "It is real impor-

tant that we [homosexuals] are

respected as people."

<«i
*I have been out (in the open

about my homosexuality] for five

years," said Barbara. "It took me
a lot of time to be comfortable as

a homosexual and a Catholic."

During a question and answer
period, one member of the au-

dience askedJackson if the Church
expected peopte to have an incli-

nation to homosexuality and not

do anything about it. Jackson
answered by saying that hetero-

sexuals have inclination to im-

moral actions, too, but theycannot
act upon them, either.

At this point Barbara took issue

with the homosexual inclination

being considered "disordered."

She said that the Vatican is

"making moral judgments on who
we [homosexuals] are as people

without any basis."

A student in the audience asked

the homosexual members of the

panel if they were asking the

Church to be accepting of

homosexuals.
Mays answered, "We just want

to be accepted by the Church as

viable Christians." He said homo-

sexuals do not want people to

judge their behavior.

Sullivan said 4ie had gotten

some "feedback already from
people who are not too pleased"-

about the forum.

Asked what he thought of the

Vatican document on homosexu-
ality, Sullivan stated, "I think the

Church has made a mistake with
this letter."

Sullivan said he believes homo*
sexuals should be allowed to live

a homosexual lifestyle and still be
accepted as moral members of the
Church. "I think we have to allow
for the possibility that homosex-
uality . . . may be part of God's
creation," stated Sullivan.

Jackson said in an interview

after the presentation that he
would support "parts" of the
Vatican document. He said he
would agree with it that people

with homosexual inclinations

should be treated with compassion
and dignity.

Jackson said, though, that he is

not sure he woukl agree thfit the
indinaiioii to hompsexu^l activity

is disordered. It is very difficult

to say that because a person is

homosexual, he or she is disor-

dered, Jackson said.

V.U. reacts to li/lcLain story
t".

V.-

John TravagUone

Order of Omega is pleased to announce the

selection of John Travaglione as Greek of the Week.
John is a senior marketing major hailing from Staten

Island, N.Y. Business obviously agrees with John as

he is a member of the Gamma Phi Honor Society.

He is also active in the fan club of a certain Marketing
professor.

John is no stranger to extra-curricular activities.

He is currently serving as the president of Blue Key.

Since becoming a member of the organization his

sophomore year, he has served as tour chairperson

and steering committee chairperson. Aside from his

involvement in Blue Key, John is an active brother

of Tau Kappa Omega. He has held the positions of

rush and service chairpersons for the fraternity.John
was an orientation counselor his junior and senior

years. The Big Brother/Big Sister Program has also

benefitted from John's leadership. He was involved

with that organization for three years, serving as
its president last year.

John is an ardent supporter of the men's
basketball team. He has only missed one home
basketball game in four years at Villanova!! John
made a sacrifice last Spring Break and went to Fort

Lauderdale instead of staying at Villanova for the

Boston College game.
John was recogniied by the Untverstty for his

academic achievements and extracurricular involve-

ment through his eekctmn for Who's Who Among
Students in American CoU^gee and Univertitiat.

Quite an honor!! Congratulitions on all of your
accomplishments,John. You will be missed next yetr.

(Continued front page J)

against him. He said, "I figured

he [Massimino] had too much
to lose. After all, I was the star

point guard."

Concerning his confronta-

tion with Stack, McLain wrote,

"I don't think he believed my
denial. I was just lucky I

wasn't doing any drugs when
he came to my room
unexpectedly."

After McLain's graduation
from Villanova in 1985, his

drug addiction was discovered.

He worked at a Wall Street

firm until he was fired for

forging a co-worker's check
and various company vouchers
that helped him support his

drug habit.

McLain entered drug reha-

bilitation at the White Deer
Treatment Center in Allen-

wood, Pa.

Now in the second week
since the first leaks of the

story, the office of the director

of athletics stated that they

"want to put the whole issue

to rest."

Last week a press conference

was held with the Rev.John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University

president, Massimino and

DrisooU termed the story, "a
matter very ck»e to all of us."

He stated, 'The outcome of

that journey [to Lexington in

for us unforgettable and that

conch and that team and tiMt

player, Gary McLain, captured

our henrts in a way that no
other VlUanova coach or team
or RliQwr hat daaa in

memory.
"Gary McLain should know

that he is still in firm posses-

sion of those hearts. They're
filled with sadness . . vcompas-
sion . . . hope," Driscoll said.

Regarding the implications

in McLain's article that Mas-
simino, Stack and others failed

to act upon their knowledge of

McLain's drug use, Driscoll

completely dismissed them,
calling Massimino's and
Stack's conduct "commend-
able."

Massimino defended himself,

stating that neither he nor his

staff knew that McLain used
cocaine. He said, "I had him in

my office and questioned him
several times ... I did approach
Gary McLain, but he vehe-

mently denied this. He vehe-

mently said, *No way. Coach,'

and that's all I could go by."

Massimino emphasized that

had he known of McLain's drug

use, McLain would have been
released from the basketball

program.
'This is a very, very sorry

thing for me and I know that

I can sleep at night because I've

done the right thing," Massi-
mino concluded.

Stack said this week, "He
[Mdjun] wouki have beoi out
of here in a minute if we found
out."

Students reported that they
had heard many ntmors about
McLain at the time when he
waaaamdent. AjuniorEagUah
mi^ stated. ''Everyone^kaew
that his meknaoM was 'Saofw-

man.' You hear aoaMich abaut

tet it'a^MC

surprising.

A senior history major re-

marked, "It was no secret . .

.

I had a coupl^ of friends who
lived on his floor. You just open
your eyes and you see
everything."

Concerns were voiced re-

garding the damage McLain's
story might inflict on Villano-

va's image. Sean Carroll, a.
junior astronomy major, said,

"I'm sure that in the eyes of

the outside world we look
worse now, not only because of

McLain's drug use, but because
of the contradictory statements
from Massimino and McLain."

Stack, however, stated that

judging from the Philadelphia

press, Villanova's image "has
not proven negative.

. "It's unfortunate, I feel bad
for him, but I think the school

will be okay," he said. "It

[drugs] is a problem that has
to do with college students, not
VUUnova."
Because of the article, Rad-

nor Township Police have
begun an investigation of drug
use at Villanova, according to

Hennessy. Twodetectives have
already begun speaking with
administrators.

Iht reason for this investi*

gatkMt, Hennessy said, is "peo-

ple have asked what we're

:
about this, because of all

that McLain said."

Henneasy further suted, '*I

don't believe hia etoiy. I think

he gmptt a $iMM story. He's

admittad lying, rhaating and
..bMtldan't

t*
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Adedsion ona propoeedgrading
system couM be reached by the
University Senate today at its

inaeting in the East Lounge of
Dougherty Hall.

A change will be made in the
proposal, according to Dr. Harry
R. Strack, political science profes-

sor and chairperson of the Aca-
demic Policy Committee of the
Senate. Strack said Wednesday
that he will incorporate a D- into
tHe proposed grinding system
when the subject is hnnight to the
Senate fkxM*, pending the approval
of the seconderd the motion.
A meeting of the Academic

Pdicy Committee was held on
Monday to discuss changes in ttit,

proposed system. At last month's
Senate meeting, the grading pro-

posal had been sent back to this

committee for further considera-
tion. At the committee meetiog on
Monday, those who attended
agreed to add a D- to the grading
proposal, said Strack.

However, Strack said the com-

mittee did not have a quorum
because no student members
attended the meeting. He iUted
thit student members were given

notice of the meeting two weeks
ago and that he had talked to two
students personally. Strack added
that one student, Paul Mullin,

secretary of academic affairs for

Student Government, was ex-

cused because he had notified him
that he had a class at the time
the committee met.

Mullin said Wednesday that he
had wanted to attend, but neither

he nor Donna Albano, another
student member, could attend
because of conflicts with their

class schedule. He stated that the
meeting was poorly scheduled,
but this scheduling was "not done
intentionally" by Strack. Rather,
it was because of a time factor

caused by Spring Break and the
short space of time between Se-

nate meetings, he stated.

Mullin stated that Strack could
incorporate a D- into the proposal
as a senator, but not as a com-
mittee chairpersn because there

was not a quorum at the meeting.

Budget propoaai to be ntlfciii
'am n

John Lewis, Senate Budget
Committee member aii4 asaiatant

secretary of budgetary aKairs for

Student Govemmefit;-aaid that he
will withdraw hia Jlnipoeal re-

questing increaaedKfifioeas to Uni-

versity budget 4M igt Senate
Budget Commi^Be members. Le-

wis stated (ha€ he feels he has
receivedenou^ access to the data

from the administration.

Tidtioa protest planned
Lewis said that he.will now try

to rally student support against

a proposed tuition increase of over

10 percent.

"I expect a group of excited and
angry folk who are not pleased

with this outrageous tuition in-

crease" at the April 3 meeting,

said Lewis.

Tuition alternative proposal

Steve Flanagan, Senate student

caucus leader and Senate execu-

tive secretary, said that he thinks

a proposal to create a "task force"

to recommend a college-cost alter-

natives will be passed.

Student Government
rewrites constitution
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

A new Student Government
constitution is in the final stages
of completion and will be ratified

soon, said Mike McGinnis, vice

president of Student Government,
this week.
Members of the Student Gov-

ernment have been working on
the constitution since last

summer. Student Government
President Joe Allman, McGinnis
and others began forming the
constitution with some general
ideas about leforming Student
Government.
The constitution went through

-

changes, but has now evolved into

a work that McGinnis feels clearly

defines the structure of this year's
Student Government. It will re-

place the old constitution, which
was vague in its explanation of

Student Government's role and

powers, he said.

The new document will be
written evidence of the great
change that Student Government
has undergone this year, as well

as the work that has gone into its

formation, said McGinnis. The
new constitution sets procedures
for Student Government activities

and also provides for specific

positions and duties for students.

Phil Brach, secretary of external
affairs, believes that the new
constitution provides an oppor-

tunity to have a government that

truly represents the students.

Under it, there is the possibility

for every interested student to

become involved in a variety of

areas, Brach said.

Under the old constitution,

issues such as relations with
Radnor Township or the meal
plan did not receive adequate
attention, according to McGinnis.

(Photo by Nunes)

Michael McGinnis, vice president
of Student Government, said a
new constitution will be ratified

soon.
Ill T

With the new system, students
who may not hold an elected

position can still be active, which
Brach said he feels is very
important.

The new constitution was writ-

ten by Gene Linkmeyer. It will

become official following ratifica-

tion by the 13 student senators

and the approval of the Rev. John
P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of students.

Ratification is planned for this

week.

Freshman seminar planned

i...._:::t;r
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By SHARON A. WATERS

Beginning in the fall of this year,

all incoming arts freshman will be

required to take two semesters in

a newly developed program, the

freshman humanities seminar.
Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assistant

to the dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, said this week.

Each of the two semesters of the

seminar must be chosen from the

areas of English, history, religious

studies or philosophy.

A small class size of approxi-

mately 15 will be one of the big

advantages of the freshman hu-

manities seminar. With fewer
students in the class, the professor

will have more opportunities for

individtial conferences with each

. student, creating a closer relation-

ship between the two, Lafferty

said.

Another advantage of the sem-

inars is that they will be tanght
in a Socratic fashion instead of

mere lecturing, Lafferty stated.

The Socratic method allows the

stidfent to become a mofe integral

part of the learning process by
questioning and dianissing with
the proiesoor and other students

instead of just listening. Ho|»e-

fully, the apprsnch will result in

the dewelopnent of extended crit-

ical thinkii« skills, she added.

The freshmen humanities sem-

inar is further evidence of

It to

and emphasis on the humanities
and the liberal arts at the under-

graduate level, said Lafferty. High
SAT scores and better high school

transcripts of the freshman appli-

cants prove that the quality of

incoming freshmen is increasing

each year, she stated.

Lafferty commented, "Since we
are receiving a better-prepared

high school student, we feel it is

necessary for them to begin their

academic career with a more
involved intellectual orientation."

Lafferty reiterated that the
smaller class size and increased

interaction with the professor

would "encourage students to be

active learners instead of passive

ones."

The seminars were first consi-

dered as early as 1982, yet it was
not until September 1966 that the

seminars actually reached the

final planning stages.

Under the direction of the Rev.

Kail C. ElUa, O.SA., dtan oi the

College d Arts and Sciences, a
nitmher ol meetiniB were hekl

with the depnrtment chairper-

sons, including Dr. Don Kelly,

history; Dr. Sterling Delano,
Ei^dish; Dr. Jack Doody, phikh
sophy; the Rev. Frands A. Emo,
O.S.A., religious studies; Dr.
Frederidt Htrtmann, mathemat-
ical adences; the Bev. WlUiam A.

McGuire, O.SA, assistant to the

dean of the CoUige of ArU and
SdsMisaad Lallifty«

As a result of these discussions,

a steering committee was formed
which included Dr. Joseph De^ar-
dins, philosophy; Dr. Fred Carrier,

history; Dr. Suzanne Toton, reli-

gious studies; and Dr. Paul Wood,
English. The goal of the steering
committee was to develop guide-
lines for the seminars, according
to Lafferty.

The general guidelines the
committee decided upon for the
seminars included an emphasis on
written expression, an expecta-
tion that professors will confer
regularly with students on a one-
tOKme Ixeisis, the requirement of

a substantial amount of reading
drawn from primary sources, the

encouragement of innovative
^teaching approaches instead of

straight lecturing and that the
seminar format shoukl be fashi-

oned so as toexpand and stimulate
an intellectual orientation, Laffer-

ty said.

If the freshman seminars resuh
in success, Lafferty hopes to

enlarge the program to indude
both arts and science students.

Lalierty oonduded. "We want
them [students] to be challenged
to appreciate the contributkms
and enrichments that the human-
ities provide. We also want to

develop those critical-thinking

skills necessary in any pursuit of

•ludy."

National News Notes

Drinking by coilege women rises
An Indiana University na-

tionwide study indicates that

many of today's college women
are problem drinkers.

According to the survey, 80
percent of college women drink

and 24 percent missed dass
last year because they suffered

from hangovers. The percent of

' college women who drank six

or more drinks at one sitting

at least once a week rose from
4 percent in 1977 to 14 percent

in 1965.

The Association of Junior

Texas colleges may house convicts

Leagues will begin a national

alcohol awareness program
called "Woman to Woman" to

educate young women on the

dangers of akohol abuse.

Akohd enters the blood in

a more concentrated form in

women because they have a
k^Mer watar kvd than men. Alcohol

consumption also endangers

women by the possibility of

infertility, miscarriages and
stillbirths, breast cancer and
liver disease.

P.A.S.

In December, a federal judge
ordered the state of Texas to

•stop overcrowding and poor
• conditions in their prisons.

State Representative Ri-

chard^Williamson suggested a

unique solution: house non-

violent offenders on college

campuses.
A State Department of Cor-

rections official would give no
comment on the proposal, but
other groups are responding to

the issue.

"The first question is secur-

ity. Who would run it, manage
it and be responsible for the

inmates? If a convict just de
dded to walk away, would we
be responsible?" questioned
Gerald Hill, University of

Texas system vice chancellor

for government affairs.

"There's been an organized
effort against it by colleges and
education associations," ex-

plained Donice Nichols, a Wil-

liamson aide. "And they're

quite strong in the state."

The convicts would be con-

trolled by state security, not

campus police, but Texans are

not convinced, and no decisions

have been made. P.A.S.

Duke students form striptease act
Duke University students

Adam Raben and Madison
Clark first stripped at a soror-

ity party and then realized that

they had discovered a lucrative

part-time job.

"We thought, 'What a way
to make money. It's too easy,'

"

recalled Raben.
They formed a group called

"Chippendukes" and now per-

form at private parties at Duke,
Wake Forest and the Univer-

sity of North Carolina. They
claim to avoid nightclubs for

fear of overexposure.

Raben has graduated and
Clark graduates this spring,

but they are recruiting new
Chippendukes from their fra-

ternity brothers.
P.A.S.

Intra-Uttiversity

transfers reviewed
By DIANE A. CIUONE

Policies for students who want
to transfer within the University

vary for each college at Villanova.

All transfer students are evalu-

ated through channels at the
college with which they wish to

enroll, according to sources inter-

viewed this week.
The College of Commerce and

Finance has an academic standing
committee which reviews all

applicants to Commerce and Fi-

nance from other schools in the

University. According to a spokes-

person from the office of Alvin A.

Clay, dean of the College of

Commerce and Finance, meets in

January and May, along with the

chairpersons of the specific disci-

plines within Commerce and
Finance, and evaluates each indi-

vidual transfer application.

Acceptance to the College of

Commerce and Finance is compete
itive because of limited space
within the college, according to

the spokesperson. Often there are

twice as many applications to

Commerce and Finance as there

are spaces available, according to

offke estimates.

Commerce and Finance does

not accept applications from stu-

dents from other four-year insti-

tutions so that they may offer

Villanova students first

consideration.
At the Cdlcge of Engineering,

the dean and the department
chairpersons evaluate prospective
transfer students.

Usually, space is not a problem
for tranaifering students to engi-

neering, according to Helen Tursi.
the secretary to the dean.
Students transfering into engi-

neering later in their sophomore

year or afterwards are not rejected

because of lack of required special-

ized courses in engineering, said

Tursi. New transfers are able to

make up necessary credits in

summer sessions or by taking
extra time tocomplete the courses,

said Tursi.

The College of Arts and Scien-

ces evaluates students who wish
to transfer into the college accord-

ing to their performance in other

liberal arts courses they have had
at Villanova, according to the Rev.

William A. McGuire, O.S.A., the

assistant to the dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences.

Acceptance for transfer stu-

dents is competitive. Many stu-

dents are rejected each semester
based on their liberal arts perfor-

mance, according to McGuire.
Students are not judged on a first

come, first served basis.

Villanova students are given

precedence over transfer students

from other universities. Transfers

from other universities must
apply through a formal application

from the admissions office.

TlM Rev. WillieM A. McGuire.
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recorvers
(Continued from page 1)

this time.

Another University employee,

who asked not to be identi^ed,

went through bypass surgery

approximately two years ago.

He said that for his operation,

a vein from his kg was sewn onto

clogged arteries in his heart so

that the bkmd could bypass an

obstruction in his artery.

'Today, they [the doctors] want
to get you up as soon as possible

(after surgery] to avoid congestion

building in the lungs," said the

employee.

Two days after surgery, he

began walking, only a couple of

steps at a time at first, then

building gradually to several

mikt.

*'Attitude is the most important

aspect of the healing process," he

said.

''About one year after the op-

eration," the empkyyee added, "I

was playing softball. For me, the

operatk>n was the right dedsioii."

He said that today he lives a

normal lifestyle without the pain

his heart once caused him.

The employee stated that, al-

though the medical history of this (Mi'^nilil

operation is not kmg onough to TlieItev.Joiiiiil.Driw5oll.a8Jl..
determme whether it affects Ion- Unlvetrfty presidMiC. rctcMtly
gevity, he concluded, **It does underwent triple

'

improve the quality of life.' nifgtiry.

Hiringstandards discussed
By PAULA A. SEEFELDT

The American Association of

University Professors (AAUP)
held a panel discussion on March
1 to discuss faculty hiring

procedures.

Last summer, the Rev. Kail C.

Ellis, O.S.A., dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences, had formed

an ad hoc committee jrhich de-

vised a set of guidelines for^he
process of faculty hiring.

The committee was headed by

Donald Kelley of the history

department and was comprised of

different faculty members but^no

AAUP members.
The panel discussion was held

to voice the three main concerns

of theAAUP members. I>r. Robert

Kreiser, a national AAUP
member, addressed the idea that

each job candidate must be in

accordance with the goals and

philosophy of Villanova Uni-

versity.

Villanova has always sought

professors who have a positive

^ DAEDALUS

r.4^
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compatibility with the Universi-

ty's principles. The problem is

that the new guidelines could

make it possible for an adminis-

trator to determine that there is

less positive compatibility with

Catholic/Christian ideas with one
candidate than with another,

according to Dr. Edwin L. Goff,

panel moderator and a member of

the philosophy department.

Although this possibility may
not currently be a problem, this

view might change in the next 10

to 20 years. The movement of the

Vatican to attempt to take more
control at Catholic universities

could eventually cause a conflict

between administration and
faculty.

Another issue that the AAUP
forum questioned was the manner
in which the guidelines were
formulated. Departments that

were beginning their search last

fall for new faculty needed a

format, but the ad hoc committee

did not realize whether their

guidelines were compatible with

AAUP guidelines.

TheUurd topic that the meeting

addressed was the "need for a

positive contribution to ongoing

effectiveness," according to Goff.

The phikwophy department has
submitted a request for changes,

while the history and English

departments are discussing possi-

ble guiddine alterations. It will be

Ellis' decision whether to make a

formal request for futurechanges.

The AAUP is an oiganization

that was formed near the turn of

the century as a vehkle for pro-

fessors to express concepts of

academk freediom and intellectual

integrity. The Villanova chapter

of the AAUP currently has just

under 60 of Villanova's approxi-

mately 400 faculty members as

active members.
The Villanova chapter's execu-

tive board consists of Goff as

president; Michael Burke of the

honors department as vice pres-

ident; Margaret Crouch of the

philosophy department as secre-

tary; and Gail Polhaus of the

religious studies department as

treasurer. The two executive

committee members are Mary
Ann Griffin, director of Falvey

Library, and William Rice of the

chemical engineeringdepartment.

They are planning a second

public program for early April

addressing the topk, "What is a

Catholic university?"

Colin Kelley and Richard J.

Pauls, mi^iori in electrical end-
neering at Villanova, will be
hongnd forn paper they wrole
entitled **De8igh of a Bort-Sharing

Multiplexer." '

-ji

^aoi year* the Delaware Valley

engineering and tiBchmcal tode-

ties invite kxad cdkgt students

to compete for cash prises by

ConstHuti
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

A Tufts University prolesaor

will speak about the founding
fathers of the Constitutkxi March
24, at 8 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema.
Dr. John P. Roche, a political

science professor at Tufts, will

lecture on "The Founding Fa-

thers: Brilliant Politknans.'^ The
lecture is co-sponsored by Villa-

nova's political scienoe department
and the Common Heritage Insti-

tute and is open to the public

Roche "has k>ng been fascinat-

ed'* by the framers of the Consti-

tution and is "known for his

expertise on the Constitution,"

according to Dr. John J. Logue,'

director of the Common Heritage

Institute and political science

professor at Villanova. Roche
recently contributed an article to

an encyclopedia on the Constitu-

tion, said Logue.
According to Logue, Roche be-

lieves that the framers of the

Constitution were "bold, prudent,

practical politicians who bai^nced
competing interests as they de-

signed institutions that would
last."

submitting a sdentifk: paper. The
two students reoeivaith^award
at the Engineers Wedc banquet at

Drsxd University.

Both Pauls and Kelley ire

members of Tau Bata Pi and Eta

Kappa Nu honor societies. They
were invited topresenttheirpaper

to tisi Society of Military Engi-

neers ^ Mardi.

^i^Mmmm^iiMmmjui^^ ipc q

(Mt photo)

Dr. John J. Logue, prafesaor of

political sdeiice and the head ot

the Commoii Heritage Institiite,

Roche has been a visiting pro-

fessor at Swarthmore College,

Columbia University, Cornell

Universityand the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Also, he
has written many books and
hundreds of articles and book
reviews, and was also a syndicated

columnist.

In addition, Roche is a "very

popular lecturer," said Logue.
Furthermore, he has been a con-

sultant to Vice President Hubert
Humphrey and President Lyndon
B.Johnson and has been a member
of various political committees..

VILLANOVA SAFEmDES

On the weekend of February 27,

1987 the Saferides staff safely

transported 70 Villanova students

back to campus.

Thank you for making
the intelligent choice
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74 Coulter Ave.

Ardmore. PA 19003 (215) 8960610
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MATH GOT YOU DOWN?
Bounce Back!

«

• We can help you through the course you're taking now.

We can strengthen your math background, so that you'll ck) better in math-related courses, such as chemistry, economics, physics, etc.

• We can refresh your menrK)ry before you take standardized tests, such as the GRE. the GMAT. etc.

Vlfe customize our tutoring to your noods— «m vion't waste your tims!

Math Tutoring Program Achiavement Houae
Call us now! 527-61 60.

Convenient Bryn Mawr location.
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By PATRICK MOUSSBAU

Mygran4fatlmwuld cut mare
turfiu&dty

Than any otkai^manin Tunners

Bat
ButrpenospadtiifflhwmiHiike

Between myjin0tand my thumb
TkesqtuUpnimis.
rU^mUh it

Seamus lMP^> renowQed Ir-

ish poet, l^iiiif' a icqmt poetry
reading in Girer Hall by ivc^ting

these lines. The abbve-qUoted
lin& are from Heaney's poem
TDigging/' printed in his first

volume of poetry. Death of a
Naturalist, published in 1966.

More than 500 people filled

Garey Hall to listen to Heaney
recite this poem and more than
a dozen other poems and sonnets,
both published and unpublished.
The reading was co-sponsored by
the department of English and the
Irish Studies program.
Heaney said he believes that

poetry should be the "fulcrum
between the entirely dreamlike
and the entirely asocial inner
being." but "if it escapes from its

civic possibilities, altogether, it

risks losing its right and inten-

tion." Heaney commented that

poetry can also become "too moral
and tedious" if it goes too far in

the direction of dvic purpose.

"Poetry is artistic, something
that few people know about,

although many are disposed to it."

Heaney said.

Heaney explained that he "be-

lieves in the art of poetry so

adamantly" that he at first re-

fused to write a poem requested

by Amnesty International, a
world-wide organiziation that is

concerned wjth pHaooers of con-

sdence. He feated auch a poem
would "become a slogan for decen-

cy and not really a poem."
Amnesty International wrote

Heaney with legal assurances,

an4 only then did he author
"Republic of Conscience." This
poem, which he read to the au-

dience, will be printed in his book,

The Haw Lantern, to be published

in September in America. The
poem, Heaney explained, is the

nearest he has come to surrealism.

It is about a made-up conflict in

a republic where officials must
"weep for their presumption to

hold office."

Heaney said Lhat experiencing

firsthand the plight of a divided

country, Northern Ireland under
British rule, enabled him to write

many serious poems. Oneexample
•was "Termunus," a tribute to

Hugh CNeili. who led a rebellion

against the British rule in North-

(PtwIobyNunes)

Seamus Heaney, renowned Irish

poet

em Ireland in the 16th century,
which Heaney recited at the
reading.

Dr. James Murphy, director of

the Irish Studies program, and Dr.

Joseph Dacrema, a professor of

English, have speculated that
Heaney might be considered for

the Nobel prize for literature in

the future if he continues to

produce the same quality of

poetry.

Students begin tutoring
By DEBBIE GROSS

A new program for the tutoring

of underprivileged boys and girls

between the ages of 13 and 17

began recently, stated Sr. Therese
C. Wenzel of the Office for Social

Action Proin^ms. Currently, there
are,29 Villanova tutors for the 29 ,

students, who come from the.

Sle^hton House, a group home in

Lima. Pa.'

The tutoring sessions take
place on Wedn^day and Thurs-
day evenings from 7:30 to 9 p.m.

The students arrive from Sleight-

on. a 45-minute drive from Villa-

nova. to receive tutoring in such

subjects as English and math.
According to Wenzel. every week
each student receives tutoring

from the same volunteer, creating

a consistent apademic relation-

ship.

"The Villanova students are

highly responsible." Wenzel said.

"They attend the tutoring ses-

sions every week,^ and if they are

unable to make a session, they

either call me or find a substitute

tutor from an alternative list."

The agencies are selected by the

Office for Social Action Programs
for tutoring because they deal

with financially-needy children,

stated -Wenzel. Along with the

Sleighton program^ there are

additional programs sponsored by

the department to aid in the
academic and social development
of these children.

According to Wenzel. it is Vil-

lanova's student volunteers who
make the difference in the lives

of the children because they care.

She said this is clearly represented
in the current 101 volunteers who
make up the weekly programs
sponsored by Villanova's Project

Sunshine program.

y.U. law school will

host two talks
By PAULA A. SEEFELDT

The Villanova Law School will

host two upcoming lectures. ^
The first presentation will be

a talk by Judith Hippler Bello on
"The Legal Aspects of Impending
U.S. Foreign Trade Legislation."

The lecture is scheduled for

March 25 at 7 p.m. in Room 101,

Garey Hall. There will be a ques-

tion and answer period followed

by a wine and cheese reception in

the Student Lounge.
Bello will discuss the possible

impact of proposed amendments
on current U.S. foreign trade law.

The lecture will include a study

of the relationship between these

proposals and the international

law obligations of the United

States.

Bello is a 1975 Yale Law School

graduate who is now Deputy
General Counsel to the U.S. Trade

Representative in Washington,
D.C.

The second lecture is the Law
School's nth annual Gianella

Memorial Lecture in honor of the

200th anniversary of the United

States Constitution.

The guest speaker is professor

Wayne F. LaPave, who will dis-

cuss "The Fourth Amendment
Today: A Bicentennial

Appraisal."

The presentation will highlight

the constitutional protections
that are granted to criminal

defendants, the court's interpre-

tation and methods of protecting

constitutional rights.

The Giannella lecture will be

held on April 3. in Garey Hall,

.room 29, at 6 p.m. An open
reception will be held before the

lecture at 5 p.m. Admission to

both lectures is free.

TeiuK ' biU pramotes

college drug testing
By USA JEAN SILVA (CPS)

Even as some athletes began
suing to stop having to take drug
tests, a Tennessee state legislator

has introduced a bill that would
require anyone who wants to

attend one of the state's colleges

to be tested for drug use.

Duke University is the only

othercampus in the United States

to have toyed with the idea of

making all students submit to

drug tests.

The idea, which was dropped at

Duke last fall, is not very popular

at the University of Tennessee
(UT).

"The law hasn't passed," said

Don Eastman, assistant to Uni-

versity of Tennessee's chancellor,

"and we'd certainly resist it if it

did."
•<i
'Basically," added Hedy Wein-

berg of the American Civil Liber-

ties Union in Nashville, "it treats

the innocent and guilty alike. It's

patiently unconstitutional be-

cause it doesn't ask for 'probable

cause.'
"

"Probable cause" is the legal

doctrine that authorities can not

interfere in citizens' lives with
warrants or searches unless there

is a reason to suspect the citizens

are guilty of something.

Tennessee Sen. Bill Richardson,

who introduced the bill which
would bar applicants who tested

positive for drugs from attending

any of Tennessee's 24 public

campuses, does not agree his idea

has any real constitutional

problems.

His bill, he said, "places the fear

of detection out before" young
people, and thus could convince

them not to use drugs.

Richardson said it is unfair to

test only athletes. "I don't like

singling out athletes." The fairest

law. he added, would "cover
everyone, and not single out any
one group."

A similar concern last summer
moved Duke Athletic Director

Tom Butters to propose making
all students subject to the same
kind of random drug tests his

athletes had to take.

A faculty committee, however, i

quickly rejected the idea, judging :

drug abuse was not as rampant
among non-athletes as among,
athletes.

\

At the University of Tennessee,
Daily Beacon reporter Paul Kay
thinks there is "limited drug
abuse on campus. Maybe 20 to 25
percent [of the students] indulge

in drugs. I think the alcohol

problem has to be addressed."

Athletes on other campuses,
meanwhile, are resisting drug
tests more frequently.

' Athletes at Stanford, Colorado
and Northeastern University in

Boston have gone to court to try

to halt drug testing, which became
widespread this school year in the

wake of the June cocaine-related

death of Maryland basketball star

Len Bias.

The "testing of student athletes

without probable cause for suspi-

cion is an outrageous violation of

privacy rights guaranteed by state

and federal laws," asserted ACLU
attorney David Miller.

If the ACLU wins all three

cases, he added, "we will pretty

much do away with drug-testing

programs."

COMEDY NITE
AT

FRIENDLY'S

EVERY SUNDAY
9 p.m.

REDUCED DRINK PRICES

$3.50 Pitchers With
This Coupon.

Bototii £(itEu (at £(i6le% B'teofe

Hop on over to
m

Time to Travel
CONNELLY CENTER

645-7405
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Nationwide Qratiicdoini

on frats accelerated
By USA JEAN SILVA (CPS)

Arizona State put a fraternity

on probation and the University

of Arizona may suspend a frat and

a sorority in connection with a

Feb. 7 drunken melee just across

the border in Nogales, Mexico. It

was not a good week for Greeks

elsewhere, either.

Cornell, Mississippi State and
Florida officials all announced
they are investigating recent

fraternity disciplinary break-

downs ranging in seriousness

from possible sexual abuse to

posing in the nude for a publicity

photo.

Yet it was a typical week. In

February alone, Baylor, Oklaho-

ma, Stanford and Texas, among
many others, all punished frater-

nities and sororities for uncivil

behaviors, typically involving

drinking or hazing that, until a

few years ago, would have been

shrugged off as "boys will be

boys," activities.

The nationwide crackdown on

fraternities and sororities, in

short, appears to have escalated

recently.

The reason seems to be that

Greeks' misbehaviors are costing

their schools more money in

insurance and even more in giant

court settlements.

And new laws are making state

collies just as liable for Greeks'

behavior as private colleges have
been.

"The insurance climate's

changed for everybody, and we're

trying to help students under-

stand their responsibilities and
the world in which they live,"

explained Carol Thompson of the

University of Arizona's student

activities office.

"Hazing and alcohol issues are

making liabilities increasingly

apparent" to campuses and to

Greeks themselves, added Carolyn
McFarland, who oversees Greek
affairs for the University of

Denver, a private collie that has

been sued for the actions of one

of its students.

Universities lease land to the

Greeks, so courts often find the

schools themselves responsible

when the students hurt them-

selves or each other, McFarland
said.

In February, for example, a

Tulane student sued his former

fraternity, a bar, a shopping
center, Tulane and several insu-

rance companies for $6.5 million.

While a pledge, the student had

lost an arm after being dragged

by a car whose driver had been

drinking.

The University of Denver lost

a $5 million lawsuit last year to

a student who had paralyzed

himself by jumping on a mini*

trampoline in his room at his frat

house, which the school rented to

the fraternity.

Drinking and hazing usually

are involved in such incidents.

There have been some39 hazing
deaths nationwide since 1978,

most of them involving alcohol

abuse, reported Eileen Stevens,

who became a lobbyist for anti-

hazing laws after her son died in

a hazing incident at the hands of

his fraternity brothers.

Thus far, 24 states have passed

laws prohibiting hazing.

As a result of all the law-

breaking and carnage, observers

have said it is getting hard for

fraternities and their schools to

get insurance.

"Some groups are finding it

hard, even impossible, to find

anyone who'll write an insurance

policy for them," said lawyer Tim
Fischer of Manley, Burke &
Fischer, a Cincinnati firm special-

izing in fraternity law.

"It's no different from any other

situation," he added. "If you have

an auto accident every few
months, pretty soon insurance

companies are going to be reluc-

tant to carry you."

Most insurance policies, more-

over, now specify they will not

cover any activities that involve

hazing, said a secretary for Insu-

rance Coverages Ltd. in St. Louis.

And the new anti-hazing laws

make state campuses potentially

liable in civil cases against them,

just as private parties, such as

individuals, groups and colleges,

always were, nt)ted Larry R.

Thompson, special counsel to the

president at Ohio State.

OSU's trustees just changed

their code of conduct, Thompson
noted, to "expand coverage" of

student behavior subject to disci-

MHtooB Oa|f MfKBomk^
By SHARON NEUBAUER

On April 2, VUlanova's Uth
annual Balloon Day will be

held in the courtyard in front

ci Kennedy Hall and Connelly

Center. The festivities will

b^gin at 11:30 a.m. and end at

about 4 p.m.

This year's Balloon Day is

being coordinated by students

Brett Datto and Melissa Espo-

sito and monitored by the Rev.

Owen R.Jackson, O.SA., of the

peace and justice education

department, and Linda Jac-

zynski of Campus Ministry.

Campus Ministry will sponsor

the event.

According to Esposito, Bal-

loon Day is a "carnival-type

day in which the proceeds go

for specific needy causes." In

the past, proceeds from Balloon

Day have gone toward such

charities as CARE and various

soup kitchens. Espoaito stated,

'The money earned from Bal-

loon Day is divided to go be-

tween two needy causes. One
of those is local and the other

is usually overseas.*'

Themoney eaiiiaf^from Bal-

loon Day is raised from the

various activities that take

place during that day and in

preceding weeks. Such activi-

ties include the selling of T-

shirts and balloon tags, as well

as the booths at the event

that sell food and offer games
to play.

- An important aspect of Bal-

loon Day is the opportunity for

underprivileged children from
Don Guanella School to active-

ly participate in the activities.

According to Datto, "About 75

to 100 children come and are

taken around by Villanova

i

students to (he various
activities."

This year Datto said that

'tpledges in] the fraternities

and sororitiet who have spring

rush are fulfilling their service

aspect of their pledge require-

ments by being 'buggers' who
take the children around or
helping sell tickets for the
balloon launch."

The balloon launch is the

main event of Balloon Day and
will be hekl at ^ p.m. All the

balloon tags thai are soki are

attached to balloons so that

they ^n be" launched all at

once. The tags are returnable,

so that the distance the bal-

loons fly can be judged.

Balloon Day is open to any
student who wishes to partic-

ipate in any of the 15 commit-

tees.

Tuition increase proposal
(Continued from page 1)

ing the price from the current

range of $3,9504,280 to $4,100-

4,500.

Among competing institutions,

percentages of tuition increases

are not as large as the Villanova

increase under the proposed plan,

Lewis said. Catholic University's

planned tuition increase for the

1987-88 school year is 8 percent;

Georgetown, 8.5 percent; Univer-

sity of Notre Dame, 8.8 percent;

and University of Pennsylvania,

6.9 percent, said Lewis.

However, this proposed increase

still leaves Villanova's tuition

below that of several competing

and Catholic University had
higher costs.

According to Lewis, the admin-

istration does not feel that the

increase will decrease enrollment

and contends that most students

will be able to afford to attend

Villanova despite the increase. He
said the administration pointed to

a study that states the average

income of a Villanova student's

family to be $60,000.

Despite the study, Lewis feels

that a large tuition increase will

keep some students from return-

ing to Villanova.

The plan will be voted on by the

University Senate on April 3. The
students have one-third of theinstitutions. A survey of 12 such

institutions showed that only two vote, and Lewis hopes to defeat
univervsities. La Salle and St. the plan or reach a compromise.

pline. Now students may be pun- Joseph's, had tower tuitions, while

ished for hazing even if they do institutions such as Georgetown

it off campus, he said. University, Lehigh University

According to Joe Allman, pres-

ident of Student Government, last

year's tuition increase for under-

graduate studies was 11.3

percent.

One student said of the proposed

tuition increase, "Just when Vil-

lanova is starting to gain a better

reputation and more students are

applying to Villanova, this tuition

increase will just serve to discour-

age qualified applicants from
attending."

Sophomore arts major Christi-

na Greeley said, "I think it is

unfair that when we came into

school, we weren't informed that

the tuition would go up this much
year after year. It's a strain on
the parents and students who are

paying for themselves."

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

Send In Any Black & White or

Color Picture up to 8*'xlO" (No Negatives)

and Have it Enlarged into a

Giant Black & White or Full Color Poster.

Comes in Mailing Tube — No Creasing.

Put Your Name and Address on Back

of Oriainai for Safe Return.

16"x 20" $14.99

20"x 30" $17.99

rx 3' $19.99
Add 7^ Poiiuge and Handeling Pfr Order

F«YSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.
P.O. Box 25488. Fort Lauderdale. FL 33320
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EXPERIENCE,
RESPONSIBILITY

PRESTIGE,

AIR FORCE NURSING.

Check the Air Force.

If you're looking for a
career in nursing that

offers opportunity,

responsibility and
advantages-

Air Force Nursing

is for you. If you hove a
BSN^call

SSgt John S. Holcombe
(215)649-2514 Collect

»

NOWTHAT YOU'VEGOT
THATTAN— KEEP IT!
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All You Need Is Two Visits a Week to

Maintain that Tropical Tan >.
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VILLANOVA STUDENT UNION
1987 EXECUTIVE BOARD 1988
President: Beth Naughton
Vice Pres.: Billy Boyd
Secretary: John Price

Treasurer: Tim Lowry

Festivals: Ernie Manuel

Lectures: Rich Domenico
Publicity: Craig Jordan

Recreation: Dana DiPaulo

Social Functions: Karen Laughlin

Visual Arts: Pete Burl<e

Concerts: Lisa Sheehe

Sales and Entertainment: Sheila Dunleavy

March I 9&20

TONIGHT

ONLY $2
6 & 8:30

March 25th

The Fly dsss)

ONLY 9'
6 & 8:30

ROCK 'n ROLL
CHALLENGE

SUN., APRIL 26 ^ 6 p.m.

DuPont Pavilion

MTV Coverage

finals for top 4 East Coast Bands

C.C,

March 26

& 27th

The Fly
(1986)

ONLY
6& 8:30

Cinema

THANKS &
GOOD LUCK

To
Maria and Pete

I i'XiH/^'S lt mh;

A Peasant
:::l^.-^^. - •( (

Cultural Films

Presents . . .

MICHELAGELO
ANTONIONI
ITALY 1959

March 22
3:30 & 7 p.m.

March 23
7 p.m.

$1.50

C.C. Cinema

(Hoticerts at Corr CHlfaiiel

¥ed., Manh 25 • 8 pM
VILLANOVA ROOM

Tlck9t9 AwaUmbl0 Mow In

C.C. TIekt OftlC0

$3 tllMn$S

MM M vM OMflpSPMidOtt" ttM

EDWABD JAWORSKI
BARITONE

March 22

3 p»m.
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Gary McLiiin: A
traitor to V.U.

Now that the sound and the fury have died down,
the captains and the kings have departed, we can look

at the Gary McLain explosion with some sense of reality.

Villanova University and Villanova basketball had a
traitor in their midst.

McLain sold out his teammates, his fellow students,

his coach and the University. He chose to go public with
his addiction, and, with the publicity, he reveled in the

spotlight. Never mind that he was paid for his "story."

Never mind that we were subject to his cocaine-ridden

fantasies while he stood on the White House steps with
the president of the United States. Never mind that he
told audiences that fans are concerned only with winning
and not with who is addicted. Never mind that in order

to pay for his habit he stole from the school that was
giving him a free ride. Never mind that he stole from
the company who hired him. Never mind that he has
not assumed the responsibility for his own behavior, but
has chosen to point fingers and make overt or veiled

accusations.

What Gary McLain did in his addiction is painful

for us who live and work here. McLain sullied the good
name of the University, its basketball championship, the

coaches and all of us who were devoted fans and
supporters of Villanova basketball, win or lose.

But Villanova will outlast Gary McLain's current self-

serving "confession." Coach Massimino's 14-year record

stands on its own — all of his players have graduated
and many have gone on to be successful in their careers.
The fact is, Massimino did all he could for Gary McLain
at the time.

We are saddened by Gary McLain*s addiction, but
we are hurt more deeply by his style. We are sympathetic
to his weaknesses, but disheartened by his
irresponsibility.

Gary McLain had the chance to be a role model as

a basketball champion, a spokesperson, a businessman.
He forsook the chance and chose addiction, thievery, so-

called rehabilitation and publicity — and reward. Perhaps
we could believe his stated desire to help others if he
had donated his author's fee to a drug rehabilitation

program. But now instead, somewhere out there in high
schools across the country, young persons are looking at

themselves and saying, "Hey, cocaine can't be all that

bad. Look at McLain; he says he played better when he
was stoned. He did it for six years and he's not dead.

He's on television and on magazine covers. So?"
Is this the message we want Gary McLain to carry?

No, we want no part of Gary McLain, messagebearer.
We actually want no part of him at all. We have a
reputation to maintain.

Learn to be a

responsible host
A case recently decided in the 3rd Circuit Court of

Philadelphia involving several former Villanova students

carries important implications that should stand as a
warning to all students, especially fraternity and sorority

members. The decision says that miilors who serve minors
can be held responsible as "social hosts," and are therefore

liable for any alcohol-retaled accidents.

Hosting a party is a bif responsibility and it is time

that Villanova studentscametothatunderstaodtog. Show
concern for your guests both duriog and after a party.

Provide something other than just aloohol, such as food

and activities. And do not be afraid to take car keys away
if

Letters to the Editor

Fighting vandalism at V.U
To the Ecliton

Do you know that every week-
end vandalism consumes more
than $3,000 of ycmr money? You
do know that this wasted money
should be spent on the enhance-
ment of education and life at

Villanova. Instead, it is spent
because of children's senseless

whims.
Every school year more than

$108,000 is wasted.

We, the Student Org!anizations

of Villanova, join together in our
stand against vandalism. Let it be
known to us and the administra-

tion that we are responsible
adults. There is no purpose in

vandalism. The esteem others
hold for our student body resides

in each of us. Our respect is lost

when students vandalize our
campus.
Vandalism affects the entire

Villanova population. Do these

irresponsible students expect the

administration to allowus respon-
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sible freedoms? This minority of
students destroys your privileges.

Their senseless acts suggest to

others that our community is

irresponsible.

We ask What purpose is served
by a doieen"^ trash 'cstn fii-es, a
splintered table, usele^* 'toilets

and smashed hallway lights?

In the dorms, broken glass has
caused serious injuries.A vandal's
fire may result in the death of your
friend. When fire extinguishers
are emptied and fire alarms are
broken, they cannot ensure mate-
rial or human safety. They only
facilitate the unpleasantness of

permanent loss.

We are now in college. Youth
is no longer our defense. We are
held responsible for our actions.

We unite in our stand against
these senseless acts. We ask for

your help in stopping vandalism
where you see it. Together Villan-

ova students can end vandalism.

LeeLosciale
president of IFC

Maureen Dannemiller
president of Panhel

Sheila Baitlett
president of ACS

Joe Allman
president of Student

Government
Naomi Karam

- president of RSA
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President out of

touch with reality
ByXdMltlAHER

Over the p|^t few months, the
» presidency of iRonald Reagan has
been botod down^ in the Inn
contra afrair,' The information
revealed by the investigation into
the affair has painted a picture of
a president out of touch with both
theday today workings ofgovern-
ment and with political leidity. In
additk>n to this, the presidento
capacity to remember things has
been called into question. <

'M all^ the credibility of Presi-

dent Reagan ha^ been dealt some
serious blows. The public at large
is very disturbed by the way in

which President Reagan has been
handling foreign policy matters
and yet many students on this

campus do not see a need for
alarm.

I cannot understandwhy highly

intelligent students would suggest
that we pursue a "slap on the

wrist" approach to this debacle,

when the issues raised by this

affair concern our national secur-

ity. The Iran contra affair is a
serious matter, and the country
should not be, as these students

suggest, "cutting Reagan a

break."

If the nation were to "let Reagan
slide on this one" it would be in

essence sticking its head in the

sand. The facts before us indicate

that there is something seriously

wrong with the way President

Reagan hand^ foreign policy.

The facts before us indicate

that the president pursued a

policy initiative that was both

counterproductive and contrary

to the administration'sown stated

policy on arms sales to Iran, the

Iran>lraq war and terrorism.

The president's decision to sell

arms to Iran was in effect a signal

to terrorists that it is profitable

for tliem to take American hos-

tages. The dednon violated the
United States arms embaifo on
Iran and opened the door to the
allies to aeO arms to Iran. If the
transfer of arms had pot been
uncovered, it woukl have eventu-
ally lead to a shift in the outopme
of the Iran/Iraq war, in tivor of

Iran.

Simply stated, the decision to

sell ams to Iran went contrary
to U.a interaats in the Middle
East. OveraM; the presidents
dedsian tosdlarms to Iran was
ill-cowaieid aid was carried out
ia an unpasiiiaianal eunner.
WWIethaaelactsaiedisfenrbMv

in and of thsmnlMM, tdmm it

pattieiaiir oaaaa far alaiv wkaf
tHiat thadadaiasitoaal

Ml

isolated mistake made by the
I>resident, but rather a decision
that is indicative of his irrespon-
sible approach to the policy-
makifig process.

The examination of the Na-
tional Security Council and its

staff, conducted by the Tower
Commission, indicated that a
scandarsuch as the Iran contra
affair was an inevitable result of
the informal and inadequate de-

cision makiiig process used by
Reagan. The information brought
forward by the Tower Commis-
sion indicates that Reagan disre-

garded established procedures for

making foreign policy decisions.

Among the things which Rea-
pn did not do arer 1) He did not
Took into the ramifica-
tions of the decision he made; 2)
he did not look into whether there
were any leg^l restraints pertain-

ing to the initiative; 3) he did not
ensure that an adequate review of
the initiative was undertaken by
all the National Security Council
principles; 4) he underutilized
intelligence resources available to
him; 5) he did not insist on a
performance review of the initi-

ative; and 6) he did not ensure that
all the participants in the initia-

tive were held accountable for
their actions.

In the words of the Tower
Commission Report, "the most
powerful feature of the National
Security Council providing com-
prehensive analysis, alternatives
and follow ups was not utilized

... he matched his priorities and
objectives ... the whole matter
was handled too informally.*'

Simply stated. President Reagan
was derelict in his duties in regard
toforeign policy matters and there
is no excuse for his actions.

College students

A brain-dead generation

BRENT SCOMCROFT
Tower Ccxnmlsskxi nnefnt>er

Students who know the facts

surrounding the Iran contra affair

and still feel that we should "cut

Reaisn a break" are making a
serioiis mistake. The American
people have entniated Ronald
Reagan to lead thia country. If he
pursoes policies that are blatantly

opposed to our own national
interests, we as dtixens should be
deeply itpaet.

Weshouid not be tryii^ to nuike

up excuses for the president and
hoping that the whole thing blows
over soon. Rather, we should be
concentrating on making sure
that he dees the job whkrh the

people mandatad that he should
do.

By NICHOLAS BERRY

The recent Carn^e report on
education was far too soft on the
current generation of college
students. Year after year since the
mid-1970s those of us in higher
education have faced the uncar-
ing, the insipid, the drab. It is a
travesty even to call them
students.

They ask all the wrong ques-
tions: "What do you want us to
know?" "What should we study
for the exam?" "What do you
want on the term paper?" While
not new questions, everyone now
seems to be asking them. These
late adolescents want to be either

sponges or clones.

That is not all they want to be.

They also want to be comfortable
— properly bedded, wedded, and
careered. Security is their launch-
ing pad for the high frontier of

status and fun, fun and status.

Their ability to think seemingly
abandoned them at birth. In short,

this generation of college students
is a disgrace.

Can you imagine the day when
these comatose minds become
captains of industry, government
and the professions? Unless some-
thing happens to snap them out
of it, this country is in for an era
of blah.

Everyone will be into therapy,

diets, gourmet cooking, ^ore
diets, strange hairdos, straight

teeth, body care, selective sex,

flower gardening, and the "club,"

whether golf, tennis or yachte.

With us now, these self-centered

activities will IxxMn in the future.

I can't think of a nicer bunch of

people to be stuck with a $2
trillion natkmal debt.

How did they become the brain-
dead generation? The familiar
explanations probably contain a
great deal of truth. Concern over
getting a job produces both busi-
ness majors by the legions and
strong motives to conform. Being
out of step may endanger employ-
ment orgraduate school~ at least
that is what students think. Be
safe.

In addition, the intellectual
hangover after Vietnam and Wa-
tergate brought a desire for sta-
bility. Students' parents wanted
to settle down, regroup, think
about themselves, foiget about
doing good and do-gooders. More
couples began working hard, not
just to make ends meet, but to
bring home superfluous bucks.
What values are given to the kids?
Money, security — all for status
and fun.

And then there was the nation's
leadership. It started with an
accidental president, Gerald Ford,
who was without an agenda.
Jimmy Carter followed with his
uncertain strategies in persuit of
contradictory goals. Ronald Rea-
gan then gave us art deco reaction,
which was challenged with all the
intellect Walter Mondale could
muster. It wasn't much.
Doldrums.

Students have had no example
of what they could do and should
do for themselves or for the public
good.

Few are asking what they can
do for their country. Secretary of
Education William J. Bennet is

wrong when he blames the edu-

cational establishment for teach-

ing the wrong values or no values
at all. There are limits to what
schools can do. The temper of the
times overwhelms the influence of

teachers, many of whom are very
much in harmony with the temper
of the times themselves. E)on't

blame the schools. Blame our-
selves and what we have done to

the young.

Unless we want a disaster to
break the lethargy (war, depres-
sion, and plague do compel
thought and community-
mindedness after all), the gener-
ations in advance of current
students must rediscover that
part oi American tradition now
neglected.

It begins by questioning our
sterile preoccupation with money
and status. Bennett is right when
he identifies values as the basis

of life for we pursue what we hold
to be of worth. The rediscovery
continues with answers as to how
our lives can make any difference

at all. If we think for ourselves
about others, thereby combining
individualism and community,
perhaps students will do the
same.

For higher education in Amer-
ica, this rediscovery cannot
happen too soon.

Nicholas 0. Berry is aprofessorand
chairman of the political science

department at Ursinus College.

Copyright (c) 1986, The Phila-

delphia Inquirer. Reprinted by

permission.
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Letters
Why did Gary do it?
TotheEditon

I read the Gary McLain story

in the March 16 issue of Sports

Illustrated. Then I read it again.

^I wanted to be sure that I was not

finissmg anything. But » I just

fcould not find what I was looking

tfor, not even at the end.
-~ YoO see, what I wanted to know

fwas why. Why GaryiUdyoii wnte
ithis story now? Is your objective

J todeterother players and stud^ts
^from using drugs? You wrote that

even the death of Lenny Bias did

-^not deter you from continuing to

use drugs.

Are we supposed to feel sorry

for you? What possible positive

purpose could it fulfill? It seems
to me that somewhere in these 16
plus pages you could have men-
tioned it.

You could have told us why you
wrote it. What benefits could
outweigh the tainting of one of the

most inspirational team perfor-

mances ever? What over-riding

concerns impelled you to single-

handedly attempt to destroy the

reputation of your teammates,
your coach, your school, your
friends, other players, your cham-
pionship and your team's cham-
pionship? It is just not specifically

addressed in your story.

But, oh wait, I may have been
looking at it all wrong. Of course,

there it is. It must have been the

bad light in the room. I think I

see the reasoning, there between
the lines. You know Gary, that

part where you say, "It's a special

feeling. All my life beingan athlete

made me di^erent, and now we
were being treated like kings and
we were the type of people who
would enjoy that." And the part

where you write that, "Holy Cross
didn't have any realTV exposure,

sowhat would I want with them?"
Now it is getting clearer atten-

tion, the attention of a king, TV
exposure. It seems like a dream.
In ftict, you even wrote that your
dreamwheneverybu played, "was
to be awesome during the game,
then have everything at my fin-

gertips after it was over . . . It's

just unrealistic worship. It doesn't

happen in real life, life after
basketball . .

.

But apparently there are some
games to play after basketball is

over. Maybe you are playing
another type of game now, Gary.
Seems to me that this has put yOu
t>ack in the public eye again, for

a little while at least.

Oh, there is one more insight.

That part where you write that,

"He [Coach Donlon] knew that if

people offered me money or a car,

I would take it. That's how I was."
So there it was right before my

eyes all the time, could it be that

nothing has reially changed? Per-

haps you have just found a new
con game to play that will put a
few dollars in your pocket and
your face, and your mouth, back
on television and in print.

There is one big difference

between this game and college

basketball, though, Gary. You see,

now you will have to play by
yourself. No team. No team effort.

No team support. No fan support.

I am sorry, but I cannot seem to

find any Frank Serpico in this. I

cannot imagine anyonewhowould
want to play on your team.

Joseph M. Lobosco, Jr.

Class of 1980

Sever ties witli McLain

Disinvestment not

a useless policy
To the Editor:

In a recent Villanovan Op-ed

(Feb. 27), Brian Webb argues that

disinvesting from corporations

involved in South Africa is a

"futile, useless policy" and recom-

mends reinvestment as the appro-

priate course of action. There are,

however, at least two major flaws

in his argument.
Regarding South Africa, his

main premise is that "by reinv-

esting in corporations having
South African ties . . . Villanova

could once again become an active

participant in the fight against

apartheid." The implicit assump-
tk)n is that these corporations are

themselves opposed to apartheid.

In fact, the most dramatic
increases in foreign investment

and trade with South Africa have
occurred over the past 25 years
— the same years in which the

system of apartheid became most
firmly entrenched with all major-

ity opposition banned and driven

underground.
The severe poverty and skewed

income distribution that exist in

South Afnca are direct results of

the apartheid structure and its

institutionalized racism. Active

opposition to this structure by
U.S. corporations with billions oif

dollars invested there would con-

tradict their primary motivatisn
— lucrative profit through explai-

tation ofcheap labor. By investing

in these companies, VtUamva
would serve not as an opponent

but asOM of the last hopes of the

South African-linked corporations

and thus proving that we are
"devoted" to them, Villanova can
reap a rich haryest in corporate

contributions. Aside from the fact

that those schools that have
digested have been able to reor-

ganize their investment portfolios

at no financial loss (and even
sometimes a gain), there is some-
thing else disturbing about
Webb's position.

As I read the University's Mis-
sion Statement, V.U. is devoted
not to appeasing private monopoly
corporations but to "the pursuit

and discovery of knowledge,"
"academic integrity," "the values
of the Judaeo-Christian humanis-
tic tradition" and "world peace
and justice." In what way can
devotion to corporations that are
the main pillars of the most racist

and oppressive system on earth be
compatible with these noble mis-

sions of our University?

By eagerly bowing before these

companies and their short-term

profit motives, Villanova must
surely sacrifke, in some measure,
its independence, its academic
freedom and its humanist
commitment.
Not only as foreign policy but

out of devotion to our own stated

mission, Villanova must disinvest

from South Afnca and actively

add its voice to the growing
worldwide demand for total, com-
prehensive samrtions against that

country's rad^ system.

TotheEditon

I am sure that by now everyone
is aware that Villanova has once
again made national news head-
lines. Once again, we can pick up
the most recent issue of Sports

• Illustrated and find a feature
articleabout Villanova in the nK)st
prestigious sports publication.
Unfortunately, though, the news
is not too good.

Gary McLain's article on his
own drug dependence during his

career as a basketball player was
a shock to everyone — as is any
news of drug problems among
promising young athletes. What
makes this story more appalling,

though, is the attitude with which
McLain authorized this article.

The Sports Illustrated article,

penned by McLain himself for an
alleged $40,000, painted a picture
of an arrogant and apparently
exaggerated basketball star who
blames everybody but himself for

his demise. His commentary on
how RoUie Massimino repeatedly
refused to take any action tuised

on reports of McLain's drug use
are unrealistic at best.

First, this was going on before
the massive media assault on
drugs in athletics. Second, any
attempt by Coach Massimino to
drop McLain from the roster
based on insufficient physical
evidence would have been seen as
an attempt to railroad McLain.
Hearsay does not stand in any
court.

The fact of the matter is that
the tragedy of Gary McLain is his
ego problem, apparently carried to
Villanova from his childhood.
Maybe he really did think hecould
rule Villanova as he narrates. But
he should realize that if he wanted
to rule, he had to take the blame
for his problems. To simply blame
one's drug problem on the school
or anyone else for that matter is

detestable.

I will have to agree with Temple
University's head basketball
coachJohn Chaney who said, "He
is a drug rat as far as Vm con-
cerned. If what is being said atx>ut
him and what he is saying is thie,
I don't think any person who is

involved with drugs is to be
trusted, and it's quite evident he
sold himself to the devil," (New

York Daily News-Saturday,
Marclil4,1987).

These are strong words indeed
but quite obviously wise words.
I think that whAt we have in Gary
McLain is an unemployed drug
addict who, in his insatiable thirst

for hard cash as well as fame and
recognition, wrote tohave the best
of both worlds, the money and the
tragic story in which he comes out
smdling like roses.

Gary wins, we lose ~ it is all

very simple, it is the only way this

twisted and immature person
would have it. The whole article

smacks of greed and devious,
drug-induced scheming.

Maybe it is time that Villanova
University does take some (tirect

action to solve Gary McLain's
problem ~ his diploma should be
stripped from him 1)ecause it is

obvious that he never earned it

and we would all be better off
severing as many ties as possible
with McLain.

Jon Lemole
Class of 1988
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On the donestic front, Webb
aipMS that by raiavaatiiif in

'No' to drug tests
To the JBdlton

" I will cofitinue to virgorously

protest drug testing in any in-

stance where there is no evidence

a person uses drugs.

On Sept. 22, 1966, I resigned

from my job as an engineering

technician at theU.S. Navy Acade-
my in *'direct protest of tbte

president's violatkm of his oath to

preserve, protect and defend the

constitutkm." Because the first

amendment gives us the right to

peacefully assemble^ I askra peo-

ple against drug testing to meet
on the mall every Sunday at2p.m.
behind the Vietnam statue. I sit

about 50 yards behind the statue

with a sign which says "Middle
Ground" — something Nancy
says cannot exist in the Reagans'
"war on drugs."

I am opposed to drug testing on
constitutional grounds. The
fourth amendment states, 'The
right oi the people to be secure in

their persons, houses, papers and
effects against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not

be violated, and no warrants shall

issue, but upon probable cause,

supported by oath or affirmation,

and particularly describing the

place to be searched, and the

persons or things to be seized."

This means a person must be
accused of using drugs and these

accusations must be backed up
with evidence before a person can

be asked to take a drug test.

If asked to take a drug test, a

person can take the fifth amend-
ment and refuse "to be a witness

against himself ..." The fifth

amendment also states a person

cannot be deprived of liberty

without due process of law.

The sixth amendment gives the

people a right to a trial by jury.

It also gives people the right to

face their accusers and it grants

them the right to bring witnesses

to testify on their behalf. Let us

not confuse the issue. Drug testing

is performed to discover if a

person has committed a crime.

The ninth amendment states,

"The enumeration in the Consti-

tution of certain rights shall not

be construe to deny or disparage

others retained by the people."

fceept drug tostliif

,

niMjr othw typM of

tMts eouU be

Imposed on people

depending on Ike

hyeterie of the

moment

Besides being unconstitutional,

drug testing is both humiliating

and degrading. It assumes a
person is guilty and forces them
to prove their innocence. It shows
a mistrust of people and implies

those supervising the work or
activity of people, cannot do their

job.

If we, the people, accept drug
testing, many other types of tests

could be imposed on people de
pending on the hysteria of the

moment. People might be tested

for mental stability, sexual pref-

erence or religious affiliation.

Urinalysis by drug testing is the

result of anti-drug hysteria gener-

ated by the president and the

media in the wake of the Len Bias

death. Drugs are not the issue.

Freedom is.

If any group on your campus is

interested in hearing about this

cause, please contact me. I will

travel to your campus to speak to

groups as small as one person. I

am willing to debate any and all

anti-drug forces who seek the

implementation of drug testing. '

In my opinion, the president is

not concerned about the law or the

constitution when making policy

decisions. As responsible citizens,

we should question, not imitate,

the actions of Ronald Reagan.

Courage will defeat tyranny.

Ernest Eric GuyU
(717) 548-2970
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On
Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano-

van asks, "How much do
you think this year's tui-

tion increase will be?"
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EXECUTIVE BOARD
SELECTIONS

Applications Available In The

RSA Office — 215 Dougherty

Friday March 20
«

APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 3

ONLY PAST HOUSE COUNCIL MEMBERS, INCLUDING WING REPS, ARE ELIGIBLE TO RUN
II'-

irS THAT TIMEOF YEARAGAIN!

COMING APRIL 23

Mr. Villanova!

!

APPLICATIONS AVAIUBLE MONDAY, MARCH
IN THE RSA OFFICE

21 S DOUGHERTY APPLICATIONS DUE
MONDAY, APRIL 6

WE MEED A fOUdM EKUXE!
PICK UP AN APPLICATION

THE RSA OFFICE
)/
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Drama exposes ways of repression
\

\

ByJOSEPH BETZ

"is"A Peasant of El Salvador ..

a so-minute two-man play with no
intermission that will be present-
ed in the Villanova Room of
Connelly Center at 8 p.m., March

»25. It has been brought tocampus
by those who tend to believe that
the U.S. is supporting oppression
by arming the oligarchic-military

powers in El Salvador.
This happens, the sponsors

believe, because the vast majority
of Americans are ignorant of the
100-year history of how those
powers haveoppressed the people,

particularly the peasants, of El
Salvador. The play aims to open
the average American's eyes to
the harm our government does by
providing generous amounts (tf

weapons and financial aid to the
Salvadoran government.

Does the play succeed in this

aim? The testimony of many of

those who have seen it is that it

does. The head of Andover-

Newtown Theological School
finds it to be a ''political drama
that stirs the feelings and chal-

len^ the mind."
Graham Greene called the play

"excellent and timely" while
another reviewer asserts, "It has
the gentle eloquence of a folk tale,

the simple bc«uty of a folk song
and the impact of a bulldozer."

-^ Stresing what a contemporary

liberation theologian would, Henri

Nouwen,ofNotreDame'stheok^
faculty, believes, "This play is the

best way to see with new eyes,

to hearwithnew ears, the struggle

of the poor."

The play is the tender story of

an aging Salvadoran hill farmer,

aJob-like man, who, with his wife

and fivechildren, tries to maintain

the traditional peasant life rooted

in land, faith and family. The time

period covered is from 1975 to the

present, but the play suggests

much about the background in

past history, as well.

Since 1881, the governments of

El Salvador have tried to "mod-

ernize" the economy by concen-
trating land under U» catarce (the

14 families), each dominating in

one of the 14 departments into

which the country is divided.

The peasants had foliowed
Indian culture in holding land
communally; few peasants have
legal deeds to their land in all of

Latin America. Judging the laige

landholdings could be more pro-

ductively farmed, successive go-

vernments passed laws and uMd
armed force, to expel campesinos
from land their families had
worked for generations.

Land that had grown food for

domestic consumption was then
used for export corps like coffee

and eventually <x>tton, sugar and
beef. Peasants first driven from
good coffee land retreated to bad
swamp land. But the swamp land
was good for cotton, so when
cotton production began to prom-
ise profits, the peasants were
again dispossessed.

The law and the institutions of

government were entirely on the

side if the land-owners. Itural

linionizatkm and political organ-

ization were legally prohibited.

There was a second legal code,

beside the urban one, for the
countryside (the ley agraria), and
a separate paramilitary police

power (the Guardia Nacional).

Constant peasant unrest has

been the reaction to this repres-

sion. The most notable previous

attempt at peasant rebellion was
in 1932.

The government responded
quickly, brutally and with Church
approval. The ensuing Matanza
(slaughter) took the lives of 30,000
peasants, women and children as
often as men.
Beginning about the time of the

Matanza, El Salvador has had the

longest, continuous sequence of
military rule in Latin America^

Eventually, by the 19608, seeing
that supporting the suppressed
peasantry was not furthering
communism, the Catholic Church
took the side of the poor and
dispossessed. Finding all political

avenues blocked, the peasants,
now with the encouragement of
the Church, began to form popular
organizations like FECCAS (the

Federation of Christian Campesi-
nos of El Salvador).

Supported by those like Arch-
bishop Oscar Romero, the pea-

sants resorted to demonstrations,
strikes, the occupying of public

buildings and land seizures —
nonviolent attempts to reclaim

(Continued on page 18)

Previewing Spring fashions
By STAPEY WILKINS

Status quo Benetton, Guess and
Esprit have sufficed for the past

seasons, but hopefully this spring

we will be inspired to don tasteful

classics that reflect the individual

rather than the company.
^Today's garments consist of a

kaleidoscope of shapes and styles.

Clothes are tinged* with '30s

glamour or the '50s heyday style

of Grace Kelly and Audrey
Hepburn.
A major component of this

season's fashions is nostalgia.

Bared shoulders and bowed hiair

are cropping up on "young fogies"

who desire to return to spirited

revivals of old classics.

Dresses tend to be small, short

and dearly more focussecl on
shape. The smallness of silhouette
and the clean, easy designs are

embodied in crisp, linen halter

topsby Cathy Hanlwkk and navy
aiMl white striped cotton T-shirts

by Calvin Klein.

Ckithing is decidedly abandon-

ing the androgynous look and

opting for the ethereal effect

romantic designs produce. Sheer
organza has departed from being
a fabric used strictly for formal
blouses and is cropping up in the
work of French designer Azzedine
Alaia who is known for his body-
clinging attire.

Azzedine's knockout multi-
tiered, short skirt of crystalline

organza, with pink net crinolines

that flirtatiously peek out from
under the dress is an example of

the return to feminine dressing.

For upcoming formals an ele-

gantly simple, black cocktail dress

a la Audrey Hepburn is a wise
choice; it shows off the body
without being revealing.

"Formal dress required" does
not* mean a multitude of jewelry

or the most sequined gown you
can find. Today's designs are
simple with good lines to show off

quality fabrics like satin, taffetta,

crepe de chine and silk that can
be paired with a single piece of

striking jewelry or one tasteful

accessory.

To accommodate the varying

skirt lengths, we are once again

seeing flat shoes with a small
wedge heel. They are versatile

enough to complement above the
knee to mid-calf hemlines.

In keeping with the classic

overtones, shoes also have a neat

appearance, exemplified by Joan
and David's elongated ballet

slippers and neutral, crocodile

slingbacks by Anne Klein
footwear. -

While dayglo anklets and boy-
toy belts have long since left the
fashion scene, jeans have endured
to become a staple of every
wardrobe.

Europe has always been the

forerunner of American trends
and once again they have inspired

us with a new craze in denim.
Euro-preppy, washed out jeans
have the comfortable feel of the
lived-in denims we love like a pair

of old slippers.

Jackets and jeans are comforta-
bly faded but with a noticeable
difference; the material is dark in
some spots and light in others to
produce a frosted effect through-
out the fabric

This photo features spring's new fashion.

To accessorize these outfits the

key is: less is better. A few bold
pieces complement the clean lines

of traditional clothing without
producing a cluttered effect.

Funk is not the fashion mes-

sage, good taste is. Jewelry is

bigger, stronger and more sculp-

tural in shape. Capturing a fin-

ished look while maintaining a

simple appeal is easy when you

choose a dramatic piece such as

jeweled gold cuffs or a string of

gold beads that complete an en-

semble without being gaiidy.

Take a basic look and transform
it into a more sophisticated one
for spring. From demure, chiffon

ruffles to racy, horizontal stripes,

the look is clean, comfortable and
classic— the key to springfashion

this season.

Campus Clip
Cultivatinginterviewsavvy

ByMARUKARR

One of the most important
interpersonal communications
situations in which one may ever

participate in is the employment
interview. Your resume may
surely contribute to your getting

an interview, but it is ultimately

the way you come across to your
potential employer in the inter-

view that determines whether or

not you will get the job.

' The first five to 10 minutes of

an interview are very important.

As a candidate, you want to come
across strongly because an im-

preasaon is set during this time.

*u the impressKMi is positive, it can
help you get the job. If it is

negative, it can hinder you from
fstttngthejob.

AosQitiiiv to Dr. Robert Stokes,

diradar if the Caiwr Oevatop-

Mrt CiBlir, "Jab kMerviewiag is

a type of oanvcraatioii, but it is

alio a aidIL Jiaat aa oae can't

t la par-

form well on an interview if not

prepared."

For this reason, the Career
Development Center offers stu-

dents practice interviews. The
student is videotaped and inter-

viewed by one of the career coun-

selors. Students are also asked to

bring a copy of their resume

.

In adddition to practice inter-

views, the Career Center also

offers an on-site interview work-

shop. This is for the candidate

who has had one interview and
has been asked by the potential

empbyer to come to their office

for a second interview. This is also

helpful for the candidate who may
be interviewed by two or three

people instead of the usual one

person. In addition, it may help

people who will be interviewed by
people from different areas of the

company, such as personnel,

management, marketing and so

on.

"Companiaa have an ideal per-

aoQ in nund. Thay hepe to match
tlM iab up with the paraon,"

Stokes said. He added, "The four

areas they keep in mind are
{personality, motivation, inteUi-

gence and knowledge/experience.
Of these, the best indicator for the

potential employer is probably the

latter one. From knowledge/expe-
rience, the candidate can be
matched up with what they would
really be doing on the job."

One must keep in mind that not

all interviewers are good at what
they do. Stokes feels that one
should be pro-active.

In other words, "You must
adjust yourself accordingly to the

interviewer. Know your strengths

and weaknesses before the inter-

view," he commented.
It is important to research the

organization as thoroughly as
possible before the interview. By
not doing this, one may come
across as being unsure of oneself

and of the company.
Students also tend to be very

general in their answers to quea-

taona. Try to use specificexamplM
and daacriptioni from past jobs

(Comimmd on pmf 18)
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By RUSS CECCOLA

Manv computer-related ^m-
micks have been marketed since

the computer craie really took

h61d in America during the past

decade. From thousands of com-

puter books tomany attachments,

furniture, stickers, TV shows,
movies and even wallpaper, com-
puters are part of today's world

and the future. More computers

are in homes than ever before.

Now enters the latest gimmick
for the computer enthusiast —
dolls. Designed by Creative Pro-

ducts yUg.f Inc. the ggUkh dolls

are receiving nationwide promo-
tion under the direction ofBenford
Communications of New Jersey,

also responsible for promoting
Firebird Software and other
clients.

A gglitch is a computer foul-up,

but these dolls do nothing but help
you as silent partners in your
computing projects. Designed to

sit atop your computer monitor,
ggiitch dolls come .in six styles.

Already, they have been seen
(Photo by Creative Prodgcis MI9.. Inc.) sitting atop computer monitors in

such high-rated shows as "Head
From upper right (clockwise) — BiU Basic, Katie Keystroke, Frank of the Class," "Webster" and
Format, Millie Modem, M. "Chip" Cobol and Merlin Megabyte. "Hunter," with negotiations being

;

made to place the dolls on com-

puters in *'MbofiUglitjii«,'' **Ofow*

mg Pains" and 'mo's the Boss."

The dolls are hand-made and
are filled with safe polyethylene

pellets so that they may beyMied
in almost any pteitido. Their
clothes are removable for washing
and are also hand-sewn. The doUs

are packaged in attractive see-

through cartons and retail at

$19.95. People use them as good

luck charms and companions, and
they can be put just about any-

where in your computer
environment.

anilable. Thtf ire: liigriin Meg-
abyte. M. "Chip" Cobol, KaSe
K^troke» Frank Format, Bill

Baak: and Millie Modem.
So io out tiidty aid find the

tfUMr doH that &8 your iiMds.
You can find them in computer
stores or contact Creative Pro-
ducts at 946 Seneca Street, Bethle-

hem, Pa. 18015. Their phone
number ia 866-2001. Meriin Meg-
abyte has already become a per-

manent part of this writer's
monitorand evenMped with'this

article when I spelled his name
Currently, there are six doUs wrong.

Insignifica

By MARK V. DiSTASIO

• In the 17th Century, New Englanders spoke with a Southern
accent.

• The latest "social craze" in 1887 was displaying framed
pictures on walls.

• The Soviet Union announced that baseball is now an official

Soviet sport and that several Soviet baseball teams will be formed
to challenge American teams.

dmiFlED
jUWOlTISING

Typing $1 a page double-

spaced, all computerized
automatic, error free. Zerox
copiesH a page. Open seven
days a week, 24 hrs. daily.

Appointment needed be-
tween 9 p.m.-7 a.m. 457-

1796, 4319 N. 15th St, Phlla.

For Sale: Bryn Mawr,
$1 09,900. Large 5/6 bedroom,
2-bath colonial. Location
convenient to Vilianova Uni-

versity. Call for Information:

Fox and Lazo Realtors, Ha-

verford. 527-7800.

If you are searching for fulfyiment,

we invite you to join us. We are the

Columban Fathers. Catholic rniar

sionaiy priests, serving the poor

and the little ones in twelve Third

Worid countries.

To learn nrwrc aboutthe reward-

ing work we do. arid your poaaMe
role in it. plaMe wrie to: Father

Michael Harrison. Columban
Fathers. Boat 125. Edgamont.
PA 1902a riali«i%. thaitt't no

Out!

March is National Nutrition Month. Why not celek>rate with The
Vagi? \bu get five fresh, nutritious toppings—onions, green
peppers, mushfoofns,bieck dives and double choeaa aJlon ;
one hot, delicious pizza. And iff you present this coupon, youl
receive a largs Vsgi ata varyspecial price, onlyitJO including tax

.

One coupon per pizza, ^kt good wltti any other offsr. Our
drtvers carry lees Itian SaODO.

Expires: 4/2A7
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By PR. RAYJACKSON

08car Romero is dead. Long live

Oscar Romerol Oacar Romero it

alive Lonf live Oscar Romero!

He was siunlenBd by an assas-

in's buHetiust as he raised up the

Body of Christ for his people. The
assasination took place on March

24, I960, at a noonday Mass in

a chapel adjacent to the Cathedral

Church of San Salvador where he

presided as Archbishop.

By all accounts Bishop Romero

was a gentle and quiet man not

gi^n to controversy, yet he spoke

out against the injustice and

oppression of the poor and their

exploitation by the rich and
powerful.

Romero's death was not sur-

prising. Hundreds of women and
men have been killed in Latin

America during the past 20 years

llerspeclive
for proteatingW^^ ^^ misery

of the pool'. Shortly after his

detth, three American nuiis and

a lay misskmary were raped and
murdered tor their efforts on
bduUf of justice.

How does this affect us as North

American Christians? It is no

great secret that our own govern-

ment has played a direct part in

the continued exploitation of

Latin America. Historically, we
have intervened in the internal

affairs of many Latin countries in

order to protect our economic

interests. Even as this is written,

our present foreign policy is to

topple the Nicaraguan govern-

ment which, for the first time in

50 years, is committed to helping

the poor.

Many American Catholic bish-

ops have visited Central America
and have urged our government

who knows, who cares
"Be true to your school, just like you would to your girl" . .

.

guess Gary never listened to the Beach Boys . . . we thought the

Behind the Lines column only appeared in the Villanovan . .

.

well, that's one less jersey V.U. will have to buy for old-timers

games . . . and hey, don't worry seniors if you can't find a job

... there's always Sports Illustrated ... and $40,000 for one
story isn't a bad starting salary ... $40,000? ... that's in the

neighborhood of next year's climbing tuition ... at least

temperatures are climbing, too . . . but oe careful when you're

wearing your shades ... the gophers are at it again in the Grotto

.
.' but who will be in the Grotto anyway ... the wall is where

it's at . . . wanna see my tan line? . . . there's that word line again

... did you see the lines in Connelly Center on Wednesday . .

.

50 percent off and suddenly everyone is hungry . . . hungry . .

.

hungry for food, hungry for fame, hungry for money . . . what's

the difference? ... a good pre-registration date can make a

difference between class or Kelly's oh Friday . . . speaking of Kelly's

... were you as green as your beer the day after St. Patrick's

Day? . . . maybe it wasn't that ... it could have been the delicious
boiled ham and cabbage at the Pit . . . but here at V.U. . . . Who
snows, who cares ...

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

to stop supporting the right-wing

military dictatorships that op-

press the peasant populatkm. We
need to be more actively involved

by urging members of Congress

to change our present foreign

policy from plunder to peace.

Dan Regan, my colleague at the

Peace and Justice Center,
urges his students to "think
globally and act locally." You
m^t ask yourself as we reflect

on the plight of the poor during

Central American Week, March
22-27, if there are ways you might
reach out to the poor in our own
land.

Financial contributions, volun-

teer time with the homeless, and
poUtical activism on bdialf o^ the
poor is the challenge of ^ur time.

Be alert to the cry of the poor.

With Bishop Romero and many
others, you will be in good
company.

ATTENTION
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ClASS
OF 1987.

If you have arv

overairB'

average, you
may qualify for

early commis-
sioning as an Air

Force nurse.

There's no need

to wait for your

State Board

results. Ask for

details on our

special intern-

ship program.

Coll

SSgt John S. Holcoinbc

(215)649-2514 CdtCt
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ViUanova engineers Hia tub
BySUZYGARRA

A race will be held on May 31

at Georgia Southern Technical

Institute. The winner must com-

plete 75 laps around a winding,

1.1-mile track. The track includes

two kmg straight pathways, a

broad "S*' and ninety degree and

hairpin turns. However, there is

one catch that makes this race far

from ordinary; the participants

will be driving bathtubs.

This year's participants and
designers from Villanova's College

of Engineering are seniors Fran

Dick, Chris Garmer, Rob Finkel-

ston and Nick Palumbo.
The bathtub, an oki fashioned

cast iron tub run by a Kawasaki
motorcycle engine of 185cc with

a six-speed transmisskm, a steel

frame and Bridgestone racing

tires, was a project for a senior

design seminar taught this year

by Dr. P.V. McLaughUn, Jr. The
project was entered by four se-

niors last year in this race.

Although last year Villanova's

bathtub did not finish the race

(one must complete half the

number of laps to be considered

a finisher), it was said to be one

of the fastest "first time" bathtubs

ever raced. The top recorded speed

for any bathtub has been 105 mph;
'Nova's last year was recorded at

85 mph.
This year, the bathtub will

undergo much reformation by

Dick, Garmer, Finkelston and
Palumbo. The project will also be

guided by McLaughlin, who will

most likely accompany the team

to the race.

N^y'-i ^^.

SliowB &ef« is VOkawva*^ 19M BathtabKaee Mtry. TIrfs year'a ciMry

ia uadergoing Bwdifirationa.

Mbw dasifes CQursfti^
Bedtvie ^tbt iliboest d 6ther diMici toufAt/H putkiilar

ProlcMorBndei^t Cliiltol MHlM)lQ0r, thedcptftmeM
Btudket wUl eipaiid its offeringt with two new oouraes for the Fill

1987 term.

The first, alao Ut«iit by Profeaaor Bender, ia Clataical

Archaeology, an intrahaiion to the archattlogy, topography and
architecture "of select aitee from (ktA and Knaaii^iiitiquity.

EaaentiaUy a aUde-kcture oourae, Clateioel Ardiiieo|Bi)r» will

eqiphaaiBe aodal ipd eoooomic infhienoea upon the oonatruction

of toe varioua boU&vga and aettkementa.

Thii oourae shoukl appeal to any atudenta with intereata in

history, anthropology orjeneral antiquities. Clataical Archaeology
will meet Tueedaya and Thursdays, 4:30-5:45 p.m.

The second new coune is '^Women in the Claaakal Workl,"
whkh expnnda the offerinfi of the women'a studies program and
shoukl appeal to all undetsraduates* day and Univeraity CtiOege.

This thonatic course will analyse the imagea of wnmeii in the

literature of the andenta and compare them with the reality of

their social poeitkxia in Graeco-Roman society. Professor Lynn
Smith, will teach the courae on Mondays and Wednesdays, 4*.30-

5:45 p.m.

Also ottered for the fall will be Professofjaworowaki'a Honors
seminar, Julius Caeaar (Friday 10-30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.), whkh was
offered once before in spring 1985. For information on any Clasaks
courses (taught in EnglialO or Latin and Greek courses, contact

the department of classical studies in Tolentine 320 (645-4780).

The reformations will give the

bathtub a better chance to win the

trophy this year. Juniors also will

be taking part in the reformation,

and one or two will be chosen to

accompany the four-man team to

the race inorder togain experience

to take over next year.

There are inspections for safety

measures, includingthose for five-

point racing harnesses, fire-proof

suits, helmets and a roll bar and

practice time encompassed in this

four-day period.

The race itself will be held at

1 p.m. on May 31 and will draw
approximately 15,000 people. It

will feature bathtubs sponsored

by various organizations and
schools. Among Villanova's spon-

sors are the mechanical engineer-

ing department, the student chap-

ter of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers at Villano-

va and Smith, Kkin & French, a

company k>cated in King of Prus-

sia that donated equipment to the

project.

Two organizations that one

mi^t think would intimidate the

novice, but promising, bathtub for

V.U. are those sponsored by Bud-

weiser and Miller. When asked if

this was true, Garmer replied,

"They've definitely got an advan-

tage. You can only compete so

well."

The main goal of the design

team of Dick, Garmer, Finkelston

and Palumbo this year goes one

step further than merely finishing

the race — they are out to win.

Interviewing tips
(Continuedfrom pagt 15)

and school activities that may
relate in any way to the job for

which you are interviewing.

Body language and good eye

contact are important, as are good
posture and a firm handshake. Be
on time and try to speak as clearly

and concisely as possible.

Before you leave the interview,

know where you stand. Know
either the next step of the process

or who will be calling whom and
when.

Lastly, a nice gesture to the

interviewer is a thank you note.

Try to make it positive and
simple.

So if you are not getting as

many second interviews as you
would like, or if you are not

pleased with the way you inter-

view or with theway your resume
looks, or if you have any career

related questions at all, stop by

the Career Development Center in

the basement of Corr Hall. You
will be glad you did.

Drama weeps for El Salvador
(Continued from page 15)

their land;

The military reacted merciless-

ly and cried communist. New
mechanisms were created with

U.S. help, such as ORDEN and
ANSEAL, and death squads and
other paramilitary police units

associated with the oligarchs and
military.

FourAmerican religiouswomen
working with refugees, twoAmer-
ican later advisors planning land

reform blocked by the oligarchs

and Romero (on the day after he
pleaded with soldiers to stop the

repression) were murdered by
these forces.

The only trials for murder yet

held, however, and remember
there were 60,000 murders, were

the U.S. — arranged trials of the

soldiers who murdered the wom-
en, for they had to be tried if U.S.

aid to "stop communism in our

backyard" was to continue.

Guerillas inspired by Christian-

ity and nationalism and commu-
nal solidarity have indeed taken

up arms against such a govern-

ment and their war with it con-

tinues to this day.

Such is the background of this

play. The peasant of El Salvador

in our play is himself no guerilla.

He suffers only, threatemng no
one, a patient man and not an
agent. The tragic hero brings his

fate upon himself; our peasant

hero suffers undeservedly. Re-

sponsibility is elsewhere. Perhaps

the responsibility is in us — in

me knd in you. See the play and

decide

Tickets are $3 for students ($5

otherwise), and can be obtained at

the Peace and Justice Center or

the Villanova Union.
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%mc Center hosts Flower Show
By KEVIN HBCHT

Daring the week of M^rch 8-15.

as winter besrudgingiy held its

cold grip on the Ddaware Valley,

thduaands ofpeopteeagerlyjostled

themaelvea out of hibernation to

ram an annual pilgrimage to the

lush soeneaofsprii^me that had
been miracuSoualy plopped right

smack dab into the heart of center

city Philadelphia.

These winter weary citizens

.

converged upon the vernal atmos-

phere of the 1967 Flower Show
held in the Philadelphia Civic

Center. This annual event con-

verted the six-acre auditorium to

a brilliant and inspiring preview

of spring, showcasing the beauti-

ful displays assembled by the

area's best landscapers and
nurserymen.
The variety and beauty of the

plants showcased in the event

were astounding. The careful

observer could find everything

from pansies to poppies and from

laurels to lilacs as they walked
along paths lined with magestic

blooming dogwoods that rose

above clusters of tulips and daf-

fodils, while the pinks and reds

of azaleas and rhododendrons
quickly turned one's thoughts to

warmer things to come. These
glorious displays have grown and
evolved over the years, and have

a rich tradition in Philadelphia.

' 'The roots of the Flower Show
extend all the way Back to 1827,"

according to June M. Vail, a

horticulturalist who has been
involved with.ltoe show since

fees. "Betw^l87aiHfl^Sthe
Philadelphia Flower Show Inc.

held the spectacle at various

locations, until the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society tocrfc over

and moved it to a quarter acre plot

at 23rd and Market Streets. Final-

ly, in 1968, the show moved to the

Civic Center Complex where it

—has remained since."

Over the years, the popularity

of the show has grown steadily,

and 80has ita size. This year, land-

scapes occupied over six acres, an
acre more than last year, and a

far cry from the small displays

"present in the show's early days.

The theme of the show was "The
Way We Were," and those in

attendance were appropriately

greeted at the entrance by a 1921

Rolls Royce adorned with flowers

in a display titled "The Roaring

Twenties."
Another throwback to "The

Way We Were," and one of the

most impressive exhibitions was
"Tea at Gray's Ferry, ' put togeth

Since tkB Fhww
SAow runs during

the winter, it tskes

a greet deal el

preperetien te ensure

that their plants will

be In bleem
threugheut the one-

week run ef the

shew:

er by the show's producer, The
Pennsylvania Horticultural Socie-

ty. This display recreated the

picturesque 18th century garden

constructed by George and James
Gray to attract customers to their

tavern. Their creation was so

magnificent^ that it became a

^uiunt for sudi brilliant statesmen

as Geoi^se Washington, Benjamin

Franklin, James Madison and

Thomas Jefferson, who were in

Philadelphia as delegates to the

1787 constitutional ^x)nvention.

"A great deal of hard work went
into reconstructing thegarden the

way it was back in 1787," sud Dr.

Wilber Zimmerman, a member of

the executive committee of the

''^.
\ > ; » .-' / •T'/''

y-^-wf^,.;

iUUiUUiliiW^

(Photo by Hecht)

This 1921 Rolls Royce welcomed visitors to the show, and was a fitting piece as this year's theme

was 'The Way We Were."

Horticultural Society. "Accurate
research went into recreating the

scenery, using the same types of

plants and flowers available 200
years ago."

Included in the garden were the

delightful scents of lilacs and
honeysuckle, as well as the daz-

zling blooms of swamp magnolias
and redbuds, making "Tea at

Gray's Ferry" a fitting centerpiece

for the show.
Since the Ftower Show runs

during the winter when most self-

respecting plants are dormant, it

takes a great deal of preparation

and ingenuity by exhibitors to

ensure that their plants will be
in bloom thrdughout the one-week
run of the show.
"These Beautiful exhibitions

require careful planning in ad-

vance," said Doris Stahl, a hor-

ticulturalist from Penn State

University. "Some of the nurser-

ies who participate prepare three

crops to insure that at least one
of them will be ready for the

show."
According to Al Vick, a nurser-

yman from Gladwyne, Pa., who
has been attending the festivities

since 1930, "A lot of hard work
and preparation . goes into the

show way before March. We begin

to prepare our plant blossoms as

.

early as August and September."

Vick's display was titled "The
Old Ways. The Best Ways,"
featuring a scenic blanket of

wUdflowers and ferns, as well as

a working waterwheel that

churned through a naturalistic

stream.

The Zoological Society of Phi-

ladelphia's "Meet Me at the Duck
Pond" was a big hit with children,

as it featured the colorful plumage
of live mandarin ducks in a pond
aurrounded by a Victorian garden

that included flower beds of

begoniaa, ageratum and coleus, as

well as the exotic beauty of sago

palms and cannas.

Aa has been the case of fk>wer

shows past, one of the most
popular attractions of the week
were bonsai demonstratkms hekl

by the Rosade Bonsai Studio of

New Hape, Pa. Baoaai ia an art

Jam AenBlopad over 1,000 years

iffoin China, that concentrates on

frowing and maintaining dwarf
traaa in oontainera. The Roaade
damonatFationa expk)rad the evo-

lution of boMai« aa wall aa ahow-

OMod many ipadoMns of bonaai

(Photo by Hecht)

Daffodils, as well as many other brilliant flowers and plants bloomed
during the one week run at the Flower Show at the Philadelphia Civic
Center.

• .^^TT W T- OtlMTdiiplaya that attracted a

great deal of attention included

"There's No Place Like Home,"
centering around a Wizard of Oz
theme, complete with yellow brick

road; "Garden With Pool." by
Robert W. Montgomery Landscap-

ing of Chester Springs, Pa.; and
an exotic exhibit by Plume Or-

chids of Mapki Glen titled "The
Way We Were Before We Were."
"Garden With Pool" featured

an extensive design highlighted

by a stone patio and swimming
pool surrounded by a textured

blend of mountain laurels, birches,

azaleas and beda of brilliant

annual and perrenial mixes. "The
Way We Were Before We Were"
looked back 220 million years,

recreating what a prehistoric

landacape may have looked like

fbUowing the extinction of the

dinoaaurs.

All thoae who attended the

•pactacular wfak^lone event were

treated to an impressive floral

collection that will no doubt linger

in their memory as winter unloads

its final blasts. The hard work
that went into putting the show
together paid off, as witnessed by
the huge crowds that flocked to

the event, and those who enjoyed

the show will be glad to hear that

planning for next year's show is

already underway.
The Flower Show was an in-

spiring festival for the winter

weary senses dulled by months of

cold, as the sweet smell of roses

and the relaxing murmur of

steams and waterfalls lazily hung
in the air to provide a scenic

background for the spectacular

colored blossoms that seem to

have miraculously exploded
amidst the warm, friendly atmos-

phere of the Civic Center. Thoae
who attended were treated to an
impreaaive preview of apring.
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'proves tobemallsSc
By ELANA STARR

"Hoosiers"

directed by David Anspaugh
produced by Hemdale Film
Corporation

Now that the basketball season

has ended, ardent fans of the

Wildcats, (and this reviewer

knows they are legion) can sub-

limate their desire to see a game
by catching "Hoosiers." It is an
entertaining and uplifting new
film based on actual events.

The first feature film effort

directed by David Anspaugh is set

OiiliSSIFieB

AWHITISING

Wanted: babysitter, 9 a.m.-1

p.m., second Thursday of

every month for two small

children. $3 per hour. 687-

5068.

Help Wanted: Students
needed for yard work — leaf

raking and gardening. Call

525-4881.

Attention Seniors: Need
ticket to senior dinner dance!
Price negotiable. Call 687-
3249.

Looking for a well-organized

student organization that

wouid like to make $500 plus

forone-week long on-campus
marketing proiect. Call Mi-

chelle at 567-2J 00.

ATTENTION ATARI
STOWNERSfl

I have the best spreadsheet
program available — for sale

for $60, $20 less than storss.

Tlmeworks' Swiftcalc ST. Call

Russ and leave message at

828-9422.

WANTED: Singers/Dancers/
Actors for exciting night
club. Auditions: IMARCH 21,

3 p.m. Warwick Hotel (Phiia.)

ALSO: Waitresses/Bartend-
ers for K of P Club. Creathre
and theatrical talents helpful.

Call 265-6625.

Typing-Wordprocessing
All of your typing needs
professionally word-pro-
cessed. Reasonable rates,

pick-up and delivery availa-

ble. Call anytime. Words-To-
Go, 853-2244.

Summer Employment
Philadelphia Country Club
located 5 min. from campus.
Snack bar A dining room
positions available *- will

train. Bar staff w/taperience,
call Mr. Voorhees, 525-6000.

Valet Drivers

Expandkig Valet Parking Co.

Country Club. Day/evening
ahMts avaN. F/PT, aalary *

tipe! AMHty to drive stldi-

AMP: 563-3386.

in the early 1950s and centers on
a liigfa school basketball team in

rural Indiana and their bumpy
road to the championship.

In the hinterlands of the Mid-
west, high school sports ^ften

inspire the same fervor that

professional-iuul college teams do
m urban areas. The team spotlight-

ed in this film, the Hickory
. Buskers, represents a farming
town so small that it capnot be

£^und on a map.
There is no visible affluence in

Hickory; all the homes are faded

and weather-beaten. The Huskers
do not have fancy uniforms, and
the school gym in which they play

is old, with sagging benches. The
team has never won a champion-
ship, and despite the ardent loyal-

ty of the townspeople, the trophies

and the accolades always go to

boys from the big cities, such as

Indianapolis.

Hickory's hard-working deni-

zens seem to have known each
other's families for generations

and are suspicious of strangers.

When their beloved high school

basketball coach dies, he is re-

placed by a one-time college coach

from tlie East (Gene Hackman).
The townsfblks' response to the

nelvcomer is underwhelming, if

not downright hostile. Of course,

by the film s end, the coach wins
over even the most recalcitrant of

his detractors.

"Hoosiers" offers no surprises.

The plot proceeds as one would
expect without any devious twists
or turns. The camerawork is also

straightforward; there is none of

the fancy editing of the "Rocky"
films or even the instant replays

or overhead shots of telelvision

sports coverage.

However, the simple orchestra-

tkm does not mean the games
shown are borinr* to the contrary,

the absence of daborate camera-

work makes the court actkm that

much moce re^stk: and riveting.

It also aids inlevoking loemories

of the 'SOs, an era many people

think of as guileless and
uncomplkated.
The acting in "Hoosiers" is

first-rate. Hackman is believable

as the coach with a past, making
a fresh start. Barbara Hershey is

also good as the requisite love

interest, a teacher who once

managed to escape Hk:kory, only

to be drawn back. The unknown
actors who play the Huskers seem
especially true to life, with their

plain, apple pie looks reflecting

their ostensible country origins.

However, it is Dennis Hopper,

as the indigent, alcoholic father of

one ol the young players and a
former coadi himself, who gives

the most riyetina pertormanoe,
and his portrayal here has earned
him an Oscar nominatkm for best

supportina i^. (Some people,

thn jeviewer jndttded* believe it

ia a way ^or the- conservative

Academy members to reooniize

Hopper'swei^ in last year's^%lue
Velvet'' without actually havii«
to spotUght that controversial,

thoi^ much lauded, film*.)

It has been saki that this was
not a terribly diffk^lt role for

Hopper, as he was plagued with
drug and alcohol addiction for

many years^ Nevertheless, Hopper
is wholly credibleasa sympathetic
drunk, which is not an easy part

to play.

if you want to see a well-crafted,

albeit predictable, film, '"Hoosi-

ers" is a good choice.

^nhis attempt to miproveuponLowenbrau's

formula forthe bestway in the world to brew beer,

Albert stumbledupon another formula.
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Early in his career Albert

realized that his life's dieam of

improving Lowenbrau's formula

.wasafotileone.

Bottle byboftfle/heWdifld*

examine and discuss the sub-

atomic particles of Lowenbrau's

rich taste. He would often theorize

that Bavarian supervision, plus

the richness of Eiavarian hops

brewed fresh and smooth, was the

bestway in the world to brew beer.

And at about ten o'clock on

any givenThursday, he and the

otherpofessors in nis department

woukj gather at the (Cyclotron

Tavon vi^re they would obtain

hard evidence to support their

findings. Usually a tournament of

quarter bounce woukl evoh^e, dur-

ing which Albert and his friends

would lose all track of time and

space. Finally, by evening's end,

he would iurdier theorize that

Lowenbrau's mass appeal would

grow exponentially in an ever-

expanding universe, and in all the

great beer drinking countries,

because ... it's die best way in die

woridtobiewbeai

ThisWorld Calls
for Loweidnau.
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Frie les
By RUSS CECCOLA

THE rRSSONALCHOlCB CX>L.
LECTION»^ACTIVlSIONCS4/

^rdm tile deiigners' taUes at

ActSviskm comes a trk» ol pro-

grams devek)ped for uae as the

everjrthing-you-needed-in-
pffodtictivity-sonwirt package of

programs. It is meant to be self-

contained, requiring no outside

sources for your spreadsheet,
database and word processor

•eeds. This goal was definitely

met Although each of the three

iodMiidiial prqgrama is not the

beit oi Its land, tp^iedlfer we have
a very good collection.

The programs can be bought
^separately or in a stand-alone

holder similar to IBM program
hoklers. My suggestkn it to buy
CoOectian because the indivkhial

programs are able to process files

from another application toobtain

data.

What everyone usually worries

about is a word processor —
mainly because most word proces-

sors are pretty poor. Writer*s

Choice is an exception. This
processor is easy to use and only

takes a few minutes to begin

typing away because you can
allow the computer to format the

output for you.

The keys that are used are

remembered without much trou-

ble. If you do have trouble, this

program and all others in Collec-

tion come with a handy reference

card for key commands.
. The unique feature that sets

Writer's Choice apart is the ability

to preview graphically what the

page will look like on paper. This

way, you do not have to waste

paper to see that your format is

messed up.

Filer's Choice is a database
program that uses a minimum of

keys to create listings and records

of all that important information

you always need about a group of

people or items.

Filer's Choice is a standard
database that has unique features:

the screens contain menus for

easy use and are pleasing to the

eye, information from the files can
be fed into Writer's Choice for form
letters and the program will

produce a report that is compre-
hensive and worthy of owning. So,

again we have a very good pro-

gram, making Collection

worthwhile.
Finally comes Planner's Choice,

a spreadsheet program for the

banner and experienced person

alike. This program utilizes the

advanced capabilities you get with

an 80<olumn output on the Com-
modore 128 to perfection. In

Collection, all programscan be run
in either C128 or C64 mode,
another feature making the $100
price tag easier. -

Because of the use of many
numbers in spreadsheets,
Planner's Choice is prepared to

work fast. Also, formulas for the

different cells in the spreadsheet

require a small amount ofentering

time.

Again, the output of this pro-

gram, an excellent data manipu-
lator in its own right, can be fed

into Writer's Chitce for report

making — yet another reason to

buy tlie trio of Chck* programs
as a concise unit— The Ikrsonal
Choice CcikcHan.

ELECT^tONIC
AnS0S4/128,Ar

go without much attention in the

gaming world mileas they stand
apart mm %r hand of programs

and excellent quality associated

with this martial masterpiece. All

I can do is agree with the other

critks, for Moebius impressed me
on the same level.

In MoebiMt, you are the last

pupU of Moebius the Windwallcer.

A former student turned bad,

named Kaimen, lias stolen the

Orb of Celestial Harmony, trap-

ping Mo^us in the astral plane

and distuHxng the balance in the

Earth, Water, Air and Fire

Realms. Your goal is to travel

throiuih the four realms, keeping

your nrma pure and meeting all

of the tests necessary for the

rietrieval of the Orb from Kaimen
and the simultaneous defeat of

him.
All commands are entered via

keyboard, and a reference card is

included in the package. The
simplicity of play is balanced by
the challenge that lies ahead.

Before starting the game, you
must enter a character into the

Book of Moebius and train him in

combat' and mind control. This
initial training is all you need to

journey through the rest of the

realms. Many dangers will meet

you along the way, but keep your

karma pure and Moebius will

bestow you with his graces.

The excellent graphics only

enhance the area travelled and the
combat screens. So, play hard and
think carefully, and the Orb of

Celestial Harmony will be in your
hands before long.

JAPAN SCENERY DISK SAN
FRANCISCO STAR SCEBERY
DISK •*•*• subLOGIC IBM, C64/
128. AT

Flight Simulator II has always
been the leader in airplane flying

simulation. Its authenticity is

amazing and the scenery and
graphics are patented by subLX)-

GIC.After mastering the original

game with the cities that are

included, what is next? This is

where scenery disks come into

play. Currently subLOGIC has 12

scenery disks available, encom-
passing the entire continental

United States and two special

scenery disks, the topic of this

review. The scenery is what
makes Flight SimulaUfr II inter-

esting, educational and attractive

and these two scenery disks

double the effect of excellence.

The Japan Scenery Disk offers

a whole new land for exploration

by the Flif^t Simulator II player.

Knowledge of Japan is unneces-

sary, for flying for any amount of

time will give you that
information.

The Japan Scenery Disk comes
with all the information you will

need about Japan, including the

standard subLOGIC map o! the

area, airport information and
navigation hints. Some interest-

ing sights are Mt. Fuji, the Tokyo
Tower and Osaka and Tokyo from
the air. Flight Simulator II fans

take heed.

What makes the San Francisco

Star Scenery Disk so good is the

incredible detail in just the San
Francisco area. The disk allows

you to touch down in such places

as Alameda, Mountain View, Palo

Alto and San Jose. The sights are

different on a close-up level,

because the area of flight is

smaller, yet the actual flight

capability of the disk is the same
as other scenery disks.

Special features include the

Goklen Gate Bridge and Fisher-

man's Wharf. I have also been told

that you can fly between the

supports of the Golden Gate
Bn^pe. Sobuy this umque scenery

diah and try yaursclf.

ta aaeing hour amny
ttmas you can kick or kacile chop
a 9«aau Mlil ha disa. MMms is

just such an adventure. It cap*,

tufia all of the fhwar of

inaarts that into

hy a lot of paa^ all oiw the

country. SaaM aae drawn to the

provaUng of Iha ranter'* aataid to

tha ppilHiiiit, whtttoteraj^

from Accolade is this excellent

takeoff on the murder mystery

theme for the home computer.

In Kilhd UntU Dead, you are

famous detective Hercule Holmes,

setting out to solve the murder
mystery at hand or die trying.

The specifics are as follows.

The Murder Club is a coUectkm
of the greatest murder mystery

writers: Mike Stammer, Agatha
Maypole, Lord Peter Flimsey,

Claudia Von Buk>w and Skiney

Meanstreet. Every year they meet

in the Gargoyle Hotel to compare
notes and partake in a pastime—
to kill each other for na\.

You must discover the would-

be murderer in the club, as wdl
as the victim, weapon and scene

of crime before midnight or you
will be killed yourself. At your
control are various things to help

' you in your investigation: your

notes, files that contain character

profiles and sketches and the

latest surveillance equipment
that includes cameras, bugs and
wire taps.

Finding the murderer is a test

of all your skills as a gamer. Yet

find you must. The graphics are

excellent, supplying a realistic

depiction ofyour "suspects." Still,

all of the rest of your equipment
must be used to solve the game.

So do not waste time leafing

through files all of the time. Check
the cameras and your notes and
talk to characters on the phone.

The game is controlled via

joystick and keyboard, so use both

to your advantage. But, decide to

pick up a copy of Killed Until

Dead, for the murderers and
victims change each time and this

is the most innovative game
released in a while.

FONTPACKI •••• BERKELEY
SOFTWORKS C64/128

GEOS (Graphic Environment
Operating System) took the Com-
modore world by storm with its

excellent simulation of the MAC
operating system on the C64. Its

developer, Berkeley Softworks,
promised applications programs
for GEOS and Fontpackl is the

first of seven currently available.

Fontpackl provides 20 new fonts

for GEOS that can be loaded into

your desks TOP and used in

writingapphcations withgeoWRITE
With these fonts in hand, I can
see no need for another word
processor for unusual writing
projects.

The fonts are: Boalt, Bowditch,
Brennens, Bubble, Channing,
Durant, Elmwood, Evans, Har-

mon, FontKnox, Hearst, LeConte,
Mykonos, Ormond. Putnam, Sta-

dium, Superb, Telegraph, Tilden

and Tclman. All fonts come in

different point sizes, so the uses

are limitless. More applications to

come in the future weeks.

ZORK TRILOGY ••••• INFOCOM
C64/128, AP, AT, IBM, AMIGA,
MAC

This all-time best-selling series

of text adventure games has been
around tonger than any other and
is finally released in a trilogy

format. Complete with two disks

and all kinds of goodies included

in the original games from the

Great Underground Empire, Zork
Trilogy is the best entertainment
value for the gamer's money.

I personally have finished all

three and can verify that the

trilogy is the best set oif adventure
games ever and is definitely worth
the challenge, for the final part

of Zark Illhas your heart racing.

You cannot begin toinu^ne the

incredible complexity of the Zorhs

unless you take into account the

time period in which they were
dswrioped. Late in the '70s, Dave
LehlingandMarc Blank developed
2M on MIT'i mainframe compu-
ter. The rest is history.

Because of the enormity of the

trikigy, theiwnsa ware brokan up
into tliraa pwta. Thav are uailad

inOMfMhaitaai it's

to your artnimp tojit thai.
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Entertaittmetti

Calendar

Musk
The Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard and Princeton Avenue

Philadelphia, Pa.

338^101
March 20 — The Rivals

March 21 — The Flamin* Caucasions

March 22 — Chasen
March 25 — Modem Beatniks

March 26 — Dead End Kids

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2, 4, 15, 16 -Bon Jovi

April 11 - Billy Idol

The Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

382-1201

March 20 — Beru Revue
March 21-22 — Los Lobos

March 24 — The Snap
March 25 — Pretty Poison

March 26 — Senior Smash

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

896-6420

March 20 — The Dead Milkmen
March 21 — Bricklin

March 24 — Little Buddy
March 26 — The Stand

Theater

The Connelly Center Cinema
March 22-23

Villanova University's Cultural

Film Series will feature

"L'Awentura" at 7 p.m.

Annenberg Center
at the Zellerbach Theatre
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 12-29 - The Crucible

Annenberg Center
at the Harold Prince Theatre
3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 26-28 — Arms and the Man
By George Bernard Shaw

The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Broad and Cherry streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-972-7600

Jack Tworkov: Paintings 1928 1982
Through April 5

The Philadelphia Museum of Art

Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

736-8100

March 22-May 24

The Quest For Eternity

Chinate Ceramic Sculpturefrom

The People's Republic of China

-^'^' '*•'-
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By TIM DANIELS

The first four Beatles compikn
discs include the foUowing: PUaae
Please Me: I Saw Her Standhig
There, Misery, Anna (Go to Him),
Chains, Boys, Ask MeWhy, Please

Please Me, LoveMe Do, P.S. I Love
You, Baby It's You, Do You Want
to Know a Sceret, A Taste of

Honey, There's a Place, Twist and
Shout.

With the Be&Oes: It Won't Be Long,
All I've Got to Do, All My Loving,
Don't Bother Me, Little ChUd, TU
There Was You, Please Mister
Postman, |MI Over Beethoven,
Hold Me Tight, You Really Got a
Hold on Me, I Wanna Be Your
Man, Devil in Her Heart, Not a
Second Time, Money.
A Hard Day 's Night: A Hard Day's
Night, I Should Have Known
Better, If I Fell, I'm Happy Just
to Dance With You, And I Love
Her, Tell Me'Why, Can't Buy Me
Love, Any Time at All, I'll Cry
Instead, Things We Said Today,
When I Get Home, You Can't Do
That, I'll Be Back.
Beatles For Sale: No Reply, I'm a
Loser, Baby's in Black, Rock and
Roll Music, I'll Follow the Sun,
Mr. Moonlight, Medley, Kansas
City/Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey, Ei^t
Days a Week, Words of Love,

Honey Don't, Every Little Thing,
I Don't Want to Spoil the Party,

What You're Doing, Everybody's
Trying to Be My Biaby.

Beatlemania is back. The Feb.
26 release of the first four British

albums on compact disc (CD) has
pushed the fab four back onto the
charts.

The Beatles CDs are the ver-

sions of the albums that were
released in England. Conseouent-
ly, the songs appear in different

combinatkma and aequenoes than
on the AHMrican albums.
6 additkm, a number oC U.S.J

releaacft do not show up on the
CDs, including the bretkthroughl
hits, '*I Want to Hold Your Hand"
and *'She Loves You.^ Since each
disc plays only slightly over 30
minutes, onewonderswhy Capitol

Records did not just add the stray

hits. •

The question everyone will ask
is How do the CDs sound? I found
them to be extremely hiss-free

compared to many of the digital

transcriptions ofother completely
analog recorded, mixed and edited
music of similar, less modem
recording eras.

It is also impressive that while
the sound has obviously been
cleaned greatly, both the high and
iow and vocals and instrumentals
remain crisp. The remastering
commonly filters from these ex-

tremes leaiving a flat sound, but
this is not the case with the
Beatles. CDs.
This preservation of a brighter

sound was the primary concern
for the digital remastering as well
as for the original recording.
Beatles producer Geoiige Martin
made recordings in both monoand
stereo and preferred the mono's
more cok>rful sound. Conseouent-
ly, the early albums were released

in monophonic sound.
So, these initial CDs were kept

in mono to preserve the original

sound. The legendary Lennon/
McCartney harmonies make it

hard to believe that these albums
were recorded in mono on such
primitive equipment.
On Please Please Me, released in

1963, 10 of the 14 songs were
recorded on a two-track machine
in a single 13-hour session. By
1964's Bea//^ For Sai^, the group
was more c^omfortable in the
studioand r^rded on four tracks.

So the sound noticably improves.

The historic first album Pimm
/teff JMr soared to No. 1 just four

months after the release ol the

Btttks very first single "Love Me
Da" The record was built around
eight original compositions that

pioneered the rock-and-roll work!,

creating* by far, the most exciting

and accomplishedgroup musically
and visually of the time.

Their music was a bokl stab at

the wild, pungent, hard-driving,

uninhibited and the personal,

which brought an adoration from

their fiuis that never has been
equaled.

This adulation of the Beatles

continues with the Vmg awaited
CD releases. With die mMorky of

disc buyers faUki|r in tl^Z^ to 35-

year age raiig^v tnese Beatlema-
niacs haW put the quartet back
on the charts ^th the-hdp of

unprecedielited numbers of ad-

vance orders. Additioflkally,' the

delayed ^pre-Christmas release

date has only added to the pent-

up demand.
fju^ will be further ai

as the entire Beatles catakg will

beoone availnble by yetr't tod.
The next bateh, set for April

release, inchidep atereophonic
CDs of ^#»/; MrM»r SM and
ilMAwr. Thtemnk^Stt, upper's
LmOy HmrH OltB BsnJ wIU be
released «m June 1, precisely 20
years afto- Its ori|^ reMae.
TheBcatlee bu^rant haniMmies

andenei^k instra^ientals creat-

ed an infectupus s^t that has
lived on vinyl for almost 25 years,

and will continue to flourish

disc )

if^Sf^^ ^^*^ ^ ^^ *'^ Beatles CDs feteased by Capitol Records two weeks ago.
These CDs have taken the market by storm and are currently the ioor top CDs on the cfaaru.

The fligiit borne ii like tlie

rUcht dofim: a "flying bur
filled vitbJttpitiMt triveieri,

kicUfit cbildreii, ceUopbiM-wrtpped
food and plattic cups cbock full oT ioa vitb tbree

dript of beverage apparently added only for color.

Suddenly, a blatt jutt beyond the wing tbaket ibe

plane to iu tligbtett bolt; a flasb burns tbrougb tbe

tiny portal beside Sberman, instantaneously blinding

tbe terrified hundreds on board. Tben, just as

suddenly, the scene comes to rest; tbe plue and
pusengers resume normalcy, and all tbat remains is

tbe din or subsequent chatter. Slovly, there comes a
calm.

This episode la over, for most, but for one young
ttudent coming home from spring break, the
adventure is just beginning .. he is the student
seated beside the gkfiring portal ^ he is SHERIIANI C^TMARltS f

VENICE €H8r^^/^moiA4

I't

r-'/f'v

m'
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Trst rslaass
ByJOEMcGOWAN

By lastsummer,enthusiasm for

a certain Irish group had readied
such a point that it could only be
termed U2-phQna. The summer
Amnesty International benefit

show at Giants' Staditun marked
the senith of U2's popularity, aa
the rising star of Pder Gabriel

would soon eclipse that of the
Irish outfit.

Acta such as Peter Gabriel,

Steve Winwood and Genesis have
for the past several months dom-
inated b^h the rockateeand the
varioua J9iusic awards programs.
The JmmM Tree, U2's first ven-

ture in t)iree years, should put the
group rig^t back towhere they left

off. Advance orders for TheJoshua
Tree have already given the U2
of 1987 platinum status, and the

MTV video for the first single

"With or Without You*' has gener-
ated siiq^ interest.

Besidas the already popular

single "With or Without You." the

opener, "Where the Streets Have
No Name," should also reach hit

status. "Runninjg to Stand Still"

closes the side with the lazy sound
of slide guitar from the Edge in

the style of Stevie Ray Vaughn.
While this Southern blues rock

influence is a tribute to the
versatility qjf U2, this is a form

of muak done so much better by

the man from the Lone Star state.

ileti airdk m P%Ur

QakrMMd €i%M$l$

teve for the peat

%w%nl mMthM

dominated both tte

rocJr seooo ood tho

vortous aimk oword

progroms. Tho

toohuo Tree, U2's

first vonturo In throe

yeors, ohould put

tho group right back

to whore they left

off.

The real fire of TheJoshua Tree

is reserved for its second half.

"Red Hill Mining Town" begins

the side with a passkmate start

that continues through the brief,

but mesmerizing "In God's Coun-
try." "One Tree flill" is as intrig

uing a song as its title would lead

one to believe, and "Exit" has the

power of a "Sunday Bloody Sun-
day" packed into it.

Thejothua Trercomes toadose
with ''Mothers of the Disap-
peared." The final cut of the

album has a distinctly Latin
flavor to it, and in this track it

is quite dear what lead singer

, Bono is talking about.

The "desaparecidos" are those

abducted by government and
paramilitary forces in Latin Amer-
ica and the "Mothers of the
Disappeared" are witnesses to the

sorry state of human rights in the

enlightened world. Mothers of the

victims gathered in the central

plaza of Buenos Aires during
Argentina's "dirty war" of 1976-

81 and still gather in front of the

Cathedral of San Salvador to seek
news of or claim the bodies of their
children.

Despite their initial strange-

ness, "Exit," "One Tree Hiir' and
"Mothers of the Disappeared" rise

up to prominence on The Joshua
Tree as perhaps its best tracks.

Though U2 has opted for a more
subdued style on TheJoshua Tree,

they still are in touch with the

fire that has fueled their previous

passionate works.

F'lieicdCu'i^ S^mJdh
Suittlaii

Comedy Nite at the Saloon - 9:00 p.m

Reduced Drink Prices

IKoialoii

Complimentary Buffet from 5-7 p.m.

Bar Stock Drinks only $1 .50 from 9:30-1 1 :30 p.m.

20 Peel Your Own Shrimp for only $1.50 from 7 p.m.-12 midnighf

Molson Bottles only $1 til midnight

Persoials

Tueftdmi

Buy your first Friendly Mug for $1
and each additional mug will be just 50^ til midnight

Alabama Slammer shots only $1 til midnight •Complimentary Buffet from 5-7 p.m.

WfiAwtisAaix

"VILLANOVA NIGHT"
All Bar Stock Drinks $1 til midnight

Draft Beer only $1 til all night * Heineken Bottles only $1 til midnight

Lobster dinner from 4:30-8:30 p.m. for only $6.50

TfciMddoii

i«

Buy your first Friendly Mug for $1,25
and each additional refill will be $1.00 til midnight.

Melon Ball" shots only $1 til midnight. • Complimentary Buffet from 5-7 p.m

Fkuloii

Special Happy Hour from 9-11 p.m.

Bar Stock Drinks & Domestic Beer only $1
Complimentary Buffet featuring "Pizza" from 5-7 p.m.

_ - \ Site^——
39* Hamburgers from 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m.

Special H&fiPi Hour from 9-11 p.m. * Bar Stock Drinks and Domestic Beer only $1

"Alabama Stammer" Shots $1 * Draft Beer 75^ til 6:30 p.m.

liHlMMrtfon CaM ftii«9fV8 or flM^TOi

T

Unda J.,

Thanks ... •

for your time, answers and
love. We had a beautiful
Spring Break.

Honorable Franciscans

Blaise,

Happy Birthday #2t/? We're
going to see #t6 on the IBth
Wee! I love you!
Let's go Mets!

Unda

VInce, Bob A Sarge,

MO DEBLY we'll be doing
Boca again real soon! Thanks
for a great week! It was tough
being us!

Donna & Analisa
P.S.: Who Is the t}anana's
friend?

ALB, SUM, PAL A RB,
Yo Dudes!Had a blastplaying

the Cancun game. Let's do It

again next year— PSYCHE!!
TheA'TRAIN

P.S.: Yo Slim— We foundyour
contact — PSYCHE!

To Sam and Nick,

I'll write the music Nick can
sing and Sam can direct It

We'll make millions! Oh!!

Grow up!!!

Eddie (MJ.)

Erin,

I really had a great time with
you In California. It was quite
"red" and I must say that I

was very "/azimd." Missing
tifoee long rides down tiie

P.CJi.

Your Travel Buddy

'^

eKtra'speGial

for a
In lN# iiMW*Ofi|f* I attt

metyoul
I
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On the
By MARYJO YANNACONE

Welcome back. As you read this

week's edition of the Villaiiovaii»

we are just one day away from

Spring 1967, and I, for one, could

not be more ready for warm
weather and deep, dark tans.

Spring fever seems to have come

a bit early in at least one actress'

case.

As reported in our last column,

Cybill Shepherd had announced

her intention to marry chiroprac-

tor and father to twins due in

October, Dr. Bruce Oppenheim.

The couple wasted no time, taking

their vows this past March 1 in

front of a small gathering of about

20 guests, none of them famous,

at Cybill's San Fernando Valley

home.

The ceremony lasted only a

short time, and the couple chose

not to exchange rings or even

wear shoes. Instead, they donned

silk kimonos, featured in Cybill's

Japanese style dining room and

bypassed the traditional

honeymoon.

Both bride andgroom werel^ck
to work the next morning. In case

you are wondering about the

twins,, it is rumored that the

pregnancy will be written into the

"Moonlighting" script. Perhaps

guest star Mark Harmon will

claim paternity. Poor David, he

just can not seem to get a break.

It seems as if everything Mi-

chael J. Fox touches turns to gold,

even when he barely taps it. Most
recently, Atlantic Releasing ap-

proached the actor in an effort to

get him to do a sequel to the film

"Teen Wolf," a successful project

mainly because of the previous

release of the phenomenally pop-

ular "Back To The Future.

'

When Fox declined, the produc-

tion company decided to keep it

all in the family, so to speak.

For the cast of 'Teen Wolf

Too," (that's right, Too), Mi-

chael's part will go to Jason

Bateman, brother of Justine, who

plays Fox's sister Mallory on

^•Fazmily Ties." Justine and Ja-

son's dad, Kent Bateman, will

direct.

And speaking of sequels, if you
thought ybu had seen the last of

Don Ameche, Wilford Brimley,

Hume Cronyn and Jessica T&ndy
when they took off into outer

space at the end Of "Cocoon,"

think again. Jack Gilford, the sole

member of the golden-aged cast

who chose to stay earthbound,

says he has been contacted about

doing a sequeU

'The producers approached me
about starting up shooting in May
in Los Angeles and St. Peters-

burg," Gilford said. They're
trying to get the whole cast to

return." Etefinitely one to watch
for.

Woody Allen wins this week's
humility award. His film "Hannah
and Her Sisters" is up for best-

picture in this month's Oscars,

but it is not the best according to

Allen. In the April issue of Esquire

Magazine, Woody claims that
"Blue Velvet" was the best picture

of the year.

The Academy Awards comjnit-

tee obviously did not agree, for the
film got no b)d„ although its

director David Lyndn will go up
against Allen in the best-director

category.

In the back-from-the-dead cate-

gory, we have the return of Sonny
Bono, (yes, of "Sonny and Cher"
fame), to the spotlight. A ho-

meowner in the California resort

of Palm Springs Chamber of

Commerce.

If Clint Eastwood can get elect-

ed, why not Sonny Bono? And
while we are at it, why stop at

mayor? How about a former actor

running for President? Nah, who
would take him seriously?

In the up-and-coming category,

we have.a young novelist. At 29,

Mona Simpson is a rookie sensa-

tion, coming out of a great mass
of aspiring writers. Her story of

a sparring mother and daughter,

entitled Anywhere But Here, as

been labeled ''stunning'' by the

N$w York Timts, and continues

to receive rave reviews across the

country.

To top it off, Disney Studios has

reportedly snapped up Simpson's

novel for the movies, and Meryl

Streep has expressed interest in

playing the lead role of the mother

who drags her 12-yearoid daugh-

ter on a cross-country trip to

Hollywood.

Anyone recognize or remembpr
Courtr^y Cox? How about the girl

who danced with rocker Bnice
Springsteen in his Dancing in the

Dark video? Well they are one and
the same, and the lady is now
stepping up to a.movie career. She
can be seen in "Down Twisted,"

a Cannon Films' thriller which
opened recently in California, and
"Masters of the Universe," a take-

off of the comic strip, which is

now in the shooting stages.

That just about wraps it up for

the entertainment world this

week. Have a fantastic first wee-
kend of spring!

MiWCh20.19>7»THEVILLAMOVAM»P«B»2S

Tomiin writes commentary on American society
By MARYJO YANNACONE

The Search for Signs of Intelligent

Life in the Universe

by Jane Wagner
published by Harper and Row
****«

Lily Tomlm, through speech

and action, has taken the words

of her longtime companion Jane

Wagner and transformed them

into a thought-provoking lesson in

the peculiarities of everyday life.

Wagner, the author and Tomiin,

the actress, have together realis-

tically brought to their audience

the irony and humor of humanity

in both the book and the stage play

The Search for Signs of Intelligent

Life in the Universe.

Lily Tomiin made her first

reputation on television in the

comedy series "Laugh-In," in

which she made famous the likes

of Emily Ann, the precocious little

girl in the rocking chair and Alice

Beasley, the obnoxious telephone

operator. .

She and Wagner, her collabor-

ator and close friend, expanded
Tomlin's comic repertoire and
found themselves hounded by
success. The two created numer-
ous award-winning television

specials and a Broadway show,
"Appearing Nitely," which won a

Tony.
The Search for Signs of Intelli-

gent Life in the Universe seeks to

expose humanity for all to view

and reflect upon. Reflect upon,

indeed, for Wagner clearly pres-

ents a running critique of society.

The scary thing about the book
is that it tells the truth about us
— the situations and characters

presented as humorous and ab-

surd are indeed a large and accept-

ed facet of American society.

The major narrator of the book

is Trudy, a bag lady who has been

"certified" mad by society. Her
perceptions of reality, while am-
usingly absurd on the surface,

cause the reader to rethink his or

her standpoint, and disturbingly

so. In the opening pages of the

text, Trudy explains her state of

mind and the reasons for it:

"... goin' crazy was the best

thing ever happened to me. I don't

say it's for everybody; some people

couldn't cope . .

.

"I refuse to be intimidated by
reality anymore. After all. what
is reality anyway? Nothin' but a

collective hunch ...

"I made some studies, and
reality is the leading cause of

stress amongst those in touch

with it. I can take it in small doses,

but as a lifestyle I found it too

confining."

Trudy's perceptions are danger-

ously accurate, as we go on to see.

This does not seem difficult to

understand, given in light of the

widely-accepted opinion that, in

order to see something clearly for

what it is and understand it, one

must step out and away from it.

Trudy has certainly done this

and, in the process, revealed to her

audience the true realities of

humanity.
Trudy's voice vanishes and is

replaced by a series of characters

throughout the book, each lending

a unique viewpoint to the happen-

ings of the everyday.

There is Chrissy, a young wom-
an who lacks direction and spends

hours in a health club; Kate, a

wealthy woman suffering from

"affluenza" ("a bored species

cannot survive"); Agnus Angst,

an unhappy punk adolescent; and

a group of friends whose battles

throughout the feminist move-

ment have bound them together

for a lifetime, even though their

furor of youth seems to have died

down in middle age.

The point of the book is not to

drag us down, as one might
suspect, but to give us the mot-

ivation and the energy to change

a stagnating culture. Wagner does

not seek to bring blame to anyone

for society's problems. Instead,

she intends toshow us our anxiety

and our tendency to harden our-

selves and become immune to our
situation.

Perhaps the lyrics of a song by
fictional teenage rocker Agnus
Angst bring with greatest impact
the immediacy of our dilemma:

"I want my skin to thicken/

so if I am panic-stricken/ when
post-nuke day gets here/ I won't
even feel the fear/ as I watch me
and the world disappear."

A brilliant commentary on the

state of American society. The
Search for Signs cf Intelligent life

in the Universe, Tomiin and, most
especially, Wagner, deserve our
respect and admiration for their

e^orts in enlightening us all.

Looking For a Part Timo Job?
NMd Floxiblo Hourt/Schodulo to Mm!

Your School Schodulo and Partonai Naadt?

MASTER OF CLINICAL
IMMUNOLOGY DEGREE
HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY

A 2-yMr program to pr«p*r« stiMtonts

for caroMBM Mjpwviaora off

CUnical Immunology Laboratorte*.

RMuirements mn: A BaccalaurMt* D«grM
and GRE or MCAT Test.

For mora details contact:

DR. E. FREDERICK WHEELOCK
Oapt. of Pathologv

Broad & Vino, Phila., PA 1 9102

448-3760

RichARd & Company
UNISEX HAm STYLES

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA

527-2080
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By JACK
KOLMANSBERGER

On Feb. 26 and 27, the Kinks

kicked off their Think Visuai tour

at the Tower IMtefiThe Tower
iriniitthnateaeiluqnlH aconcert,

thus taik^-made for the antk» of

Ray Davies and the rest of the

Kinks. Ray was constantly point-

ing out people in the audience and

waving as was brother Dave, the

lead guitarist.

The Kinks led the first wave of

British Rock and are the last true

survivors. Even as they approach

their 25th anniversary, the Kinks

show no signs of slowing down,

as Ray's constant jumping and

dancing around stage can attest.

The early Kinks were raunchy

and wild during their live shows.

They were once banned in the

U.S. for six months, because of

reasons that still remain undis-

closed. The Kinks have finally

what they reallywant
overcome their passk>n for on-

stage fights between band

mttnbers, while still retaining

thdr outrageous behavior. Their

stage act, and of course the^r

classk music, have kept them a

crowd favorite.

Aftera45-minute8etby Jungle

Boy" John Eddie, the Kinks took

the stage in total darkness. A
warm-up medley excited the au-

dience. Then the lighte went on,

the crowd went nuts and the band

jumped into "Do It Again."

What foltowed was a smartly

chosen sampling of their songs.

They played the powerful "Des-

troyer," ''Low Budget," and

"Come Dancing." The Kinks then

played "Working at the Factory,

their newest single "Lost and

Found." "Sleazy Town," "Think

Visual." and "Video Shop." The

audience was not familiar with

these songs from theirnew album,

and used the time to catch their

collective breath.

TIra Toww Is aa

totfaiata sMIng for

a caiicait, thus

talhr^fds lor th%

Mtlc$ o1 Roy DM¥hs

Dave sang "Living on a Thin

Une" and "Guilty" from the Word

of Mouth album. Then Ray took

control again with a stirring

rendition of the ballad "Misfits.

As soon as Ray struck the first

chords of "Lola" the fans went

crazy. It is a tradition for the fans

to sing the choruses and the band

stopped the song after the first

one. "I was afraid of this," ex-

plained Ray. He then encouraged

the fans to practice, as loud as

possible, before playing "Lola."

After the song ended, the band

played a short encore version, to

the audience's delight.

A wild rendition of "David

Watts" preceded the introduction

of the band. Besides the Davies

brothers, the Kinks include Ian

Gibbons on keyboards, Bob Henrit

on drums and Jim "The Electric

Dwarf" Rodford on bass. The

Kinks concluded the regular set

with "Superman" and old hits

"Till the End of the Day" and "All

Day and All of the Night."

The Kinks came out for three

encores both nights. Included in

these encores were such hits as

"State of Confusion," "Celluloid

Heroes," "Pressure" and the new

single "Rock 'N' Roll Cities."

They also played "Gotta Move"

the B-side of the 1964 hit "All Day
»»

The ctosing number was "You

Really Got Me." This was their

first bighit and no Kinks concert

would be complete without it. The

first show also included the

"Hardwsty," "Gallon of Gas,"

"20th Century Man" and "Victo-

ria." All in all. 28 songs were

played Thursday and four less on

Friday.

The Kinks seemed reluctant to

leave the stage and the fans did

not want them to leave. Ray
Davies continues to establish

himself as one of the top lyricist

in the music world with each new
Kinks album. However, to see him

periform is to see Ray Davies at

his best. The crowd sees this

performer's final product, often

without getting the story behind

it.

The road to the top has been

very difficult to Ray and the other

members of the band, of which

only brother Dave is an original

Kink. However, the band's lineup

appears to be more solid than it

has ever been. As Ray waved his

final thank-yous and goodbyes, he

promised to come back again. And
given the Kinks' history of never

going away for good, the fans can

rest assured they will come back.

Villanova Women's Glee Club hosts festival

By KATHRYN S. QUIGLEY

Only boys can attend the Ha-

verford Day School. in Haverford,

Pa. However, on Feb. 28— March

1, about 60 college women were

there.

Was it the prom? No. the annual

concert weekend of the Catholic

Intercollegiate Women's Glee

Club Association (C.I.W.G.C.A.),

held in the auditorium of the

Haverford Day School.

The Villanova Women's Glee

Club was the host of this festival.

C.I.W.G.C.A. is composed of many
of the women's choruses from

colleges on the East Coast. This

recent meeting of some of the

members of the C.I.W.G.CA was

the 25th anniversary of the organ-

ization. It had previously been a

competition, but was changed to

a festival for ^his year.

Heidi M. Rojas, a junior and

member of Villanova's Glee Club,

was the chairperson of the festival

committee.

"Villanova was asked to host

this event last spring. Patrick

Clynes, who is president of the

organization, picked us because

we are one of the stronger organ-

izations in C.I.W.G.CA."

Roias and her committee began

planning the concert weekend in

August 1986. The women's cho-

ruses from Worchester Polytech-

nic Institute, Molloy College,

Marist College. Georgian Court

College as well as Villanova,

attended.

On Feb. 28 at 8 p.m., the Fiesta

concert was held. The choruses

performed a program of contem-

porary music. "I Sing The Body

Electric," "Boogie Woogie Bugle

Boy," "Scarborough Fair" and a

medley from "A Chorus Line"

were some of the songs sung.

Sunday's concert was more

serious in tone. The songs were

of a more sacred or classical

nature. "The Water Is Wide,"

"Psalm 150," "Alleluia" and "The

Call Of Isaiah" were performed.

Three choral works were sung

by the combined choryses of all

the participating colleges. One of

the choral pieces, by composer

Karen Tariow, was written spe-

cifically for the festival. It was an

interesting piece entitled, "For

Music."

The Villanova University

Spires, led by senior Richard

Byrnes, performed between each

of the colleges' performances.

Donna Pietropola. a junior, is

president of the Villanova Wom-
en's Glee Club. She commented on

the concert weekend.

"It was great that we were

picked to host this festival. I'm

very proud of the work that we

did. Everyone who participated

seemed to have a great time, but

thank God they won't ask us to

do it for another five years."

Laure Veet, a junior and director

of the Haveners, chimed in, "It

was fun, but my hand hurt from

playing guitar all weekend."

Rojas summed it up by stating,

"It was a lot of hard work. I would

really like to thank my fellow

committee members: Luci Jan-

kowski, Many Sue Haydt, Chris

Wnuk, Nancy Spencer, Darlene

DeMatte and Tina Simmons."

atulati

Villanovan

new managing editor,

Cole Moore

Welcome aboard

--— - --:ir -»i
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By MEGAN GUIDERA

If you are preparing to celebrate

a birthday, anniversary or just

k)oking for a unique alternative to

the oh so common dinner and a

movie, the Riverfront Restaurant

and Dinner Theatre provides that

special new twist for which you
may be searching.

The Riverfront Restaurant and
Dinner Theatre, located on the

Delaware River at Poplar Street

in South Philadelphia, opened in

the late 1970s. The Riverfront is

open every Thursday through
Sunday, and offers a large buffet

dinner, drinks and a live

performance. ^
Presently The Riverfrortt has

been showing the 1950s rock-and-

roll musical, "Grease." "Grease"
opened in late December and will

run until March 29.

Recently I attended dinner and
a performance of "Grease" at The
Riverfront and found it to be a

highly enjoyable night. The dinner

buffet began at 6 p.m. The buffet

was based mainly on quantity as

opposed to quality.

The buffet encompassed a lar^e

salad bar, vegetables, chicken,

fish and roast beef. The meal was
completed with a visit to a large

dessert table with cheesecake,

german chocolate cake and ice

cream.

Each table was provided with
a cocktail waitress who pushed
the evening's drink specials that
came with a tall Rivertixmt Dinner
Theatre glass. The special drinks
included various frozen drinks,

daiquiries and a unique mixture
of peach schnapps, vodka and
orange juice.

The food was not top quality;

however, it was tasty and the
service was very efficent.

At 8 p.m. as dinner ended and
the final drinks were served, the

presentation of "Grease" began.

Many know "Grease" as the

popular movie starring Olivia

Newton John and John Travolta.

However, "Grease" was originally

a successful Broadway play that

is still performed constantly.

"Grease" is the story of a young

innocent giri in the 19608 w^M-
ing to a tough ''greaser" crowd in

a public high school. With such
an exceUent and popular script it

woiild be hard to go wrong.
Director and choreographer,

Bobbi Smith, did a superhitivejob

with his presentation of

"Gnsase."
Smith's cast was h||^ talent-

ed and professional. The singing,

timingand choreomraphy were top
quality. Sandy DdKoyer as Sandy
and Kevin Patterson as Danny
shone in their leading roles.

Dewey J. Oriente (Roger) and
Diane Walker (Jan) both had
superb singing voices. Their solo,

"Mooning," was hysterically

funny.

Highlights included Amy Ells-

worth's (Rizzo) presentation of

•There Are Worse Things I Could

Do," and Steven Grayson's (Ken-

ichie) performance of ''Greased

Ughtnin'."
Thecostumes, settingand light-

ingwere appropriate and extreme
ly well done. My only complaint

about the show was that the

music was nor Kvp. The orchestra

( JUST FOR THE RECORD. INC.

)
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had been pre-recorded for the

productibn; a live orchestra would
have enhanced the show's
exoeUence.

The abundance of elaborate

props also enriched The River-

front's production d^' "•Grease."

Overall, the play was amusing
and entertaining.

The Riverfront Restaurant,
with its scenic river view, is an
atmospherically enjoyable set-

ting.

The one problem with the seat-

ing, however, is that the tables are

long- Thus, my romantic datewas

shared bv myselfand thfeeelderly

women. My recommendation is to

attend The Riverfront Reitaunnt
and Dinner Theatre with a laiige

group of people as opposed to iust
two.

Overall, The Riverfront Restau-
rant and Dinner Theatre provides
a fun and diffsf^nt evening* Good
food, excellent entertainment,
exotic drinks and pleaauit com-
pany make for a wonderful nidit
that is well worth the price. For
more information, contact The
Riverfront Restaurant and Dinner
Theatre at 925-7000.

BURN BRAE PRODUCTIONS
ia MMdMion %»ith

RIVERFRONT DINNER THEATRE
pretcaU

PrwkiC§d AyJohn B. Kliuumoii

WKVU

Weekly Top 20

1. BEASTIE BOYS "Fight For Your Right"
2. B-52'8 "Girl From Ipanema Goes To Greenland"
3. PAUL SIMON "Graceland"
4. BON JOVI "Uvin' On A Prayer"
5. GEORGIA SATELLITES"Keep Your Hands To Yourself
6. ERIC CLAPTON "It's In The Way That You Use It"
7. PETER GABRIEL "Big Time"
8. TIBfBUK 3 "Lifeb Hard"
9. BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox"

10. NEWORDER "Bizarre Love Triangle"
11. BILLYmOL "Don't Need A Gun"
VL LOBLM06 "Shakin' Shakin' Shakes"
13. TILTUESDAY "Coming Up Ckiae"
"

*Iafected"

*Peter Gun"
T Wanna Go Back"

^^^*fft Loive You"
tnVKRAYVAUGHN "Superstitwn

^^ low "The New Styk"
"""''•—"--Out"
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By ROBERT DUGGAN

"Lethal Weapon" is the new
smash actUm nlm starring Md
Gibson and Danny Glover. If you

ei^oy a shoot'em up that has

fantMtk acting and a great ptot

in addition to powerful action,

thfO this film is a niust.

Gibson plays Officer Martin

Riggs. Rigg* u a former spedal

opemtidns unit member from
mtjliun wno is not only an
incredible shot, but also a martial

arts^*master. His mental state is

rtioned by his superior after

death of his wife in a car

accident. Riggs is partnered with

Officer Roger Murtaughwhen the

police psychiatrists suspect that

he has a death wish.

Gkwer plays Murtaugh, a vete-

ran cop who has just celebrated

his 50th birthday and 20 years on
the force without a scratch. Just

as he begins to question how well

he can perform at his age, he is

paired with Riggs and is told that

his new partner could go on a

rampsge at any moment.

Riggs and Murtaugh proceed to

investigate the murder of the
dau^ter of an old army friend of

Murtat^'s. This investigation

leads to thdr discovery of a heroin

operation run by an ex-Vietnam

special forces unit that broke the

heroin ring ci the Vietcong during

the war. The unit has been using

the Vietcong's old sources since

the war to run their own ring.

Gary Busey, best 'known for

playing the lead in "The Buddy
Holly Story," plays Mr. Joshua,

the top gun <rf the heroin ring and
main rival of Riggs.

Gibson, wonderftdly freed from
his Mad Max character, turns in

a fantastk performance and dis-

plays a tremendous acting range
that he has had few opportunities

to display before. Hoviiig from
humor |o seri^ui drams to his

•moro fatpiMw actkm sequences,

Gibson does not miss a beat.

By breathing Ufe into Riffis,

Gibson creates not another

Rambo^sque Vietnam vet victim-

ised by the war now trying to

readjust to society, but an inter-

esting multi-dimensional charac-

ter that woukl be truly deserving

to be placed in a sequel, or even ,

a series cl sequels.

Not to be outdone by Gibson,

Glover also turns in a career

performance. In contrasting Gib-

son's youthful, multi-talented

Riggs with his aging* slightly

above average Murtatii^, Glover

standi tall and shines just as

brifl^Uy as his more famous co-

star. He plays Murtaugh the
family man, Murtaugh the tough,

proud cop and Murtaugh the man
coming togrips with the questions
of aging equally well. Glover
creates a character also deserving

to be cast into the real^ of

sequels, hopefully paired with
Riggs.

Aside from (he fine acting, the

one thing that separates this

sHoot'em up from the crowd is its

tremendous humor. Gibson is

hilarious as a cop on the edge of

madness who still has a lot of his

wits about him.

PERM SALE
$20

(reg.*SI)

(includes snampoo & blowdry)
SaietndsApHI11.19t7.

*Sm yourndfliborhood Milon for

cornpMc perm packac* offtr.

• StaMid

I MMi.-fH. 9^. Sii f-7. Sua. 12-5.

VWIsy Forae Shopping Canter

184 W. Oekalb PIks

Kino of Prussia

bono snoppSlQ USmBT
Stale and LaMdoMie Amouos
UpperDaiiy

LMlvnIivVt Plaza at PHgrim's Qardsn

1006 Pomitc tad
OriHiiHNI

One of the best scenes of the

film occurs when Riggs tries to

talk a man out of jumping from
a ledge. As he calmly hinds a

cigarette to the trembling jumper,

you wonder alongwith thejumper
as to which one of them is really

crazy.

Rijgss then handcuffs himself to

the jumper and dares the jumper
to take him along if he really

wants to die. When the jumper
refuses to, Riggs jumps instead.

The jumper screams bloody
murder as they land in an airbag

the fire department had set up
while Riggs had the jumper dis-

tracted. Murtaugh then gave one
of those "I'm too old for this" looks

that sent the audience into fits.

Anothergreat scene has the two
cops comparing their shooting
abilities at a firing range. Mur-
taugh sends a target out about 30
feet and puts a shot through the

middle of the target's skull. Riggs

then calmly sends the same target

to the farthest point on the range
and rattles off eight shots. Vi^hen

the target returns, Murtaugh is

stunned to find that Riggs had
drawn a smiley face on the Urget
using the first shot for the nose.

Director Richard Donner has
made a truly memorable film and
the casting of Glover and Gibson
was sheer genius. It is rare for an
action film to be made with such
intelligence and wit behind as well
as in front of the camera. For all

those who have suffered through

too many bad action films, "Lethal

Weapon" more than makes up for

the sins of its genre. Go see it. You
cannot possibly be disappointed.

Cold or flu got you down?

HcciKh
Ceiilef

Immediate medical care for the

little aches and pains of life.

The next time the little aches and pains of

life arrive on your doorstep without notice, we
invite you to arrive at ours.

We're St. Davids Health Center, a nev: and

innovative medical facility in Radnor/St. I)a\ ids

affiliated with F^oli Memorial Hospital. Ht'iv.

you'll find professional care of the hi.i?hest stand-

ards for most minor urgencies and illnesses in

a warm and comforting atmosphere.

Visit us for relief from the miseries

brought on l?y colds, allergies, sore throat, nag-

ging backache, strains, sprains and minor inju-

ries. Our staff physicians specialize in

urgency medicine and family health. And
they're prepared not only for minor injuries and

illnesses, but to perform any one of dozens of

minor medical procedures, including pre-

employment physicals and inoculations for

work, school or travel.

A great benefit to new residents and busi-

nesses, and to those people who haven't yet

found a physician, no appointment is ever neces-

sary at St. Davids Health Center. Simply come
in. No call is necessary. One of our doctors will

always be on duty to help you, from 8:00 in the

morning until 8:00 in the evening. For your con-

venience, a doctor is on call by telephone 24

hours a day should you need to reach one after

closing hours.

The Center has laboratory and X-ray serv-

ices on-site, so you won't have to go elsewhere

for these vital medical procedures.

St. Davids Health Center is open every day

of the year, including holidays. It is conveniently

located at the intersection of Lancaster Avenue

and Radnor-Chester Road.

MasterCard, Visa and personal checks ac-

cepted.

8 A.M.to8EM.every day
After 8 p.m., physician on call by phone.

aCcfwsf
3r>8 E. I^incaster Avenue

M Riidnor-Chester Road.

Radnor l*\ 1VM)«?
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By RUSS CECCX>LA

Heavy metal has long been,
luiown tor its unusual characters
and bands, more often known for
the crazy antics that they have
performed rather than the finer

qualities. Proof of this was the
total avoidance of Hear'N Aid,
heavy metal's answer to Live Aid/
We Are the World intentions.

On Feb. 28, one band that has
been praised by everyone— Stryp-
er, popularly known for their self-

titled brand of music known as
Christian heavy metal, invaded
The Tower in Philadelphia. This
foursome is knovm international-

ly — not for their Christian
qualities, but as a hard-driving
quartet of rockers.

They held The Tower in uproar
in support of their latest album,
To Hell With The Devil, giving
Jerry Falwell another reason for

prolonged rage. It is time for

Falwell to take his head out of the
sand and look at reality— Stryper
does not flaunt the band's Chris-
tian ties; Stryper instead uses
their music to promote what they
have found to be true in life.

Opening for Stryper was a Los
Angeles band called Hurricane.
What is getting Hurricane all of
the attention— whether they like

to admit it or not — is the fact

that two of the members are the
brothers of Cark)s Cavazo and
Rudy Sarzo. Robert Sarzo and
Tony Cavazo ironically play the
opposite instruments of their
famous brothers — that is, Sarzo
plays guitar and Cavazo plays
bass. Kelly Hansen is Hurricane's
vocalist and Jay Shellen pounds
the drums.
Hurricane is touring with

Stryper throughout March and
April for promotion of their first

mini-album called Take What You
Want. Their show featured five

out of the six songs on the mini-
album.
Opening with "Hurricane Com-

ing," Hurricane went on to per-

form "Shout," "Take What You
Want," "Hot and Heavy" and
"The Giris Are Out Tonight." In
the middle of the hour-long show
somewherewas an excellentdrum
solo from Shellen.

Although Hurricane was not
well-known in Philly, I guarantee
that they are liked now. I was
impressed with their determina-

tion to pby hard and not just be
another Quiet Riot. I would knk
for a fuU length album filled with
raw energy fram Hurricane this
year.

The main attractioo took stage
around 9:30 p.m. to a scmming.
standing crowd with the title
track to their latest album. The
set was a mammoth one, fully
covered with the black and yeltow
stripes synonymous with the
band. Made of Michael Sweet
(vocals and guitar). Robert Sweet
(drums). Oz Fox (guitar) and Tim
Gaines (bass), Stryper kept the
power turned up high through 14
other songs amidst lk|uid smoke
and bright lighting.

NTMt mJlTM stryper
so gnMt Is tk#fr

Mcelfance as

mifsfetoiis Mif
tocrarfAMe Mums

doiQg this fortookmg to bea (aire.

It it just their way of ahowii^
their tana the happiness they ha?e
found.

PUweU shouki get rid ol «n of
hiatamiuid bank aooounit and
test his 'taith," bec»iat Str|per

givct all outttandiag profits
beyond thdr btak naeda and fun
tothdrchttfch.

Staffer jttiiHttmctne weft an
exceiiHK OQo^HiiaKiQB mOf a oon*
ceit on aooM wi«lirj4iiit Stry-

per will praMiiy lain the area

again in the coiniiig mootba. Aa
aaw^ Ian, Stryper muat haaa»
Ifv to N appra^atM. %nQra^
t}M hypa and ruoMi laii 9) see
a liajd aiMllpMk mtal show Mke
Philly liad on FeK 2S with
Stryper. .

What makes Stryper so great is

their excellence as musicians and
incredible albums that just get
better with every listen. You do
not have todeal with the Christian
element to like Stryper.

Stryper played other songs from
To Hell With The Deviland classic
Stryper tunes, including: "Free,"
"Calling On You," "Makes Me
Wanna Sing," "The Rock That
Makes Me Roll," "Battle Hymn of
the Republic," "You Know What
To Do" and "The Way." "Sing-
Along Song" and "Soldiers Under
Command" were saved for an
encore.

The one disappointment in the
show was the fact that there was
no drum solo from Robert Sweet.
All of the members of Stryper play
most major instruments.well and
Sweet is no exception. His exper-
tise is the drums and as the self-

proclaimed "visual timekeeper" of
Stryper, he excels.

One element <rf every Stryper
show is the "distribution" of
bibles and pamphlets. Somewhere
in the middle of every concert,
Stryper brings out small New
Testaments and throws them out
to the crowd — their version of
bringing the word to the crowd. \

Falwell calls it blasphemous; I

think it is innovative and honest,
for I have one of those bibles.

Stryper is true to their religious

commitments — thev have been

Stiyper (teft to r^ht Tim Gaineo, Mkhaal Swoot, KoJtart SwM,
on Feb. 28 ia sttpport of their latest albttm» T«AMr HIMA« jOtotiJL

Pox) to PhUodeiphfa

JERUSALEM. June 6-Augu8t 15
FORDHAM-GEORGETOWN-NOTRE DAME-
VILLANOVA CONSORTIUM PROGRAM
Summer Study Program in Arab and Islamic Studies at Tantur
The Jerusalem Program at Tantur begins its first summer session
in 1987. Students from the four universities wiill be able to study
Arabic, Islamic studies, Middle East history and politics, and
archaeology through lectures, seminars and field trips. All will be
encouraged to take at least one of the Arabic courses (6 credits)

in addition to one of the other courses (6 credits).

Program: • A 10-week stay Gune 6-Aug. 15) at Tantur.
• Four field trips (one five-day trip and three one-day

trips) in the area focusing on geography, archaeology
and art.

• Films and guest lecturers from Israeli and Palestinian

universities and research centers.

Staff: Professors from the consortium universities and the area.

Location: Small, modem and self-contained campus at Tantur, on a beautiful hilltop on the
road from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.

According to the enrollment, one or more of the following courses in Arabic will be offered:

SUMMFRTERM

ARB 1133/1134
HIS 4041/4490
PSC 4100/4900

PHI 4950/4975
RST 6300/5150

Conversational Arabic 6 credits
Modem Middle East History and WorM Economy 6 credits

Contemporary Arab Politics and
Intematiofial Relations 6 credits

Islamic PhikMophy and Law 6aedits
Biblkal Studies aiid Islamic Thought 6 creifits

Requiremeiita: At least sophomoiie standing, an afademic avenge of 2.5 or better on the
4.08cale and enrollment in on^irfthgfourcnaanrtiumlTniwwfMligiaTiMiftUH^
(one from a faculty member and one from the piryam coordinator). Credits and fradea for
the courses will be issued by the regiatrar, Univeratty of Notre Dame, Notre Daott, IN 46566.

Coats: 12,750, which includes round-trip tkket from New York - Tel Aviv New York, room
and board for 70 days, four fiekl trips, fees and tuition.

Additkmal informatkm and appticatkm materiala are available from Dr. ThoaMS M. Bida.
factor. Office <A IntematiotSTStudiea. 2M Tolentine Hall VSPanova UnJ^enky glSTgg?

NOTICE: The oonaortium reserves the right to modify or cancel the program if drcuflMtancea
make it neceatary.

fuck yoai toothbrush.

your swimsuit, andyourimagmatioo
—head for Boston University this summer.

We'vB got a world-class faculty waiting to stieicb your
horizons and cbaUenge your mind. Over 4O0 stimulating
courses, ranging from business and engineering to liberal

arts and communications, education andnuaing to

theology and social work.

Acquaint yourselfwith the charms ofone ofAmerica's
most dynamic cities—Boston. Aitead concerts on the

Common, sail on the Charles River, and enfoy theatre,

museums, sports, and sightseeing.

Enroll in up to 16 ciwUt hours durinfour twonunjiier
sessions: Session I (May 19—Am« 27), and Session U

(^MOe so-August 81.

Send for a free 1987 Susfmer Tkrm Bulletin and Guide to

Boston Summer gfnti aadlearm to enjoysummm rrtossi

Megistarbym^orinpeaeBbetiinaiagAprUa.
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'sPtace
9yMBG^ GUIDERA
What haveyou been doing with

your Wednesday nights? As the

spring air wafts, cljeer. the itch

tpget involved in aomething social

growe stronger. Whoever said

there is nothing to do on campus?
Onfi^ simply has t(^loo|(. One
example of v1iIianovMM«i^iK:tiv-

ity ik Ukt% JPlace e<l%ry Wednes-
day night flam 9' p.m. to 12

midnigbt in |heM( Air Terrace
of The Cofina% Mfitcr.

Jake's Plaeebegandurmg orien-

tation 1905 as a social evening

dedicaftd to now deceasefLVilla-

nova trainer )ake Nevin. Jake's

Place started off with forceful

popularity every Thursday night

from August 1985 utatil December
1965. Jake's Place, held in the

Belle Air Terrace, featured a DJ,

dandn^, free soda and pieza by
candelii^.

Howmr,. the exciting enthusi-

asm ofJkke'a dwindled steadily as

December 1985 approached, bring-

ing with it finals and the Christ-

mas rash. The decreased interest

in Jake's caused it to be cut back

to only once every three weeks for

the remaihdec of the 1985-86

school year, thua, giving Jake's

Pbce a pooHabel.

A campeifl) was started at the

bei^ning of tht 1986^7 school

year to renew interest in the once

popular Jake's Plaee.

Headed by Bill Mathews, Jake's

reopened in mid-October with

renewed enthusiasm, held on
Wednteday nights. A variety of

live bands have been featured to

enrich the atmosphere.

Jake's held a successful Hallo-

ween party. And, the spirited

Christmas party was hosted by
Philadelphia's Flamin' Cauca-

sians.

Jake's Place will hold another

spectacular evening when it kicks

dt the spring with one of Phila-

delphia's fastest rising new sen-

sations, The Faction. The Faction

will be at Jake's March 25, from
9 p.m. to 12 midnight.

The F^K^tion, recently nominat-

ed by WMMR's Cindy Drue for

best new group in Fine Times

Magiu^nSt consists of four multi-

talented members.Jeff Byrne, lead

voodist, plays guitar and synthes-

iser. Paul Spiegel plays guitar and
lends baclqsround vocals. Bass
guitar and background vocals are.

performed by Ben Dority. The
youngest member of the band,

Fabian, manages drums and
percussion.

The Faction was written up in

the Oct. 10, 1986 issue of the

VUlanovan as attempting to

break into Philadelphia's main-

stream rock with an all original

repertoire. Since then. The Fac-

tion has climbed steadily into a
phenominal amount of local noto-

riety.

Since December, The Faction

has been playing twice a month
and headlining at the 23 East
Caberet in Ardmore. The Faction

has also been performing at The
Ambler Caberet, Orleans Mardi
Gras Caberet and they are begin-

ning a college tour.

The Faction receives air play

every Sunday night on WMMR's
Street Beat Show with Drue.

The Faction's lead singer,

Byrne, believes that the group's

fast success is due to their ded-

ication, endless practice and
"fresh sound." Byrne stated that,

"The key to makifig it big is to

break through the muddle of other

bands. This takes something
different."

The Faction claims to have
"something different." Byrne
believes their fresh uniqueness
and ability to have fun make them
something special.

The Faction's uniqueness will

be displayed at Jake's Place on
March 25 when they perform both
original and funtime motown
music. Byrne said that, "we're
here to stay and we're going all

the way."
One can look for members of

The Faction in Connelly Center
prior to the 25th or hear them
interviewed on WKVU next week.
Thus, as the warm air tickles

your social spirit, why not drop
into Jake's Place on March 25 to

see the area's hottest new group.
The Faction, and perhaps make
a few new friends.

'disgraces audience
ByROBERTPUGOAN

A few weeks ago, while waiting

for the feature presenUtion,! saw
the coming aettractkms short for

"Death Bef<»t Dishonor.-' From
the laughs and pained e:qnie8sk>ns
it drew from the audience, I knew
that this was a movie I had to see.

"Death Bdtict Dishonor" is set

in the fictknl^I Arab country of

Jemal. Jemal is a nation torn apart

by the ongoing war between the

Jemalian army and the revohxtion-

aries trying to regain the land for

Allah. American marines are

called in to teach the Jemalian

army how to use the weapons they

have purchased from the U.S.

govermnent..^..

Tfcf fcvoliftionaries, joined by

two international terrorists, pro-

ceed to steal the weapons, kiclnap

the Ma«lMwJ'ty»kaMilrftnd.htow up^
the U.S. embassy with a truck'

filled^iirith^«ciioslvea in4hlashion

reminiscent of the Marines bar
racKalv truck-bombing tragedy in

Lebanon^.
All (n^Hiii raises the ire of

Sergeant JaOE^ Burns, played by

Fred Dryer, Ikuia goes on to free

his colonef and to repay the

revolutionaries in aguns-ablazing,

star-spanned style that would
make evenJohn Wayne's stomach
turn.

If the people responsible for

"Death Before Dishonor" had
followed the advice of their title

they would haveended it all before

disgracing themselves with this

film. The dishonor roll is long and
rightfully^ so. Nothing this bad
could be pinned on just one
person.

Heading this dishonor roll is

iFred Dryer. Dryer plays the role

ofBums with even less sensitivity

than when he played defensive

end for the Los Angeles Rams. In

casting his lot into the invulner-

able super-soldier sweepstakes.
Dryer exposes his lace of screen

presence and a total absence of

humor.

, Fellow _ $upec*$oldiers like

Chudc Norris and Arnold Schwart-
zeni^er have relied on these

qualities for years now and such
lacldngs will be the reason why
Dryer will drop from the genre

faster than you can*say "What
expendible, Rambo?"
Tying for second behind Dryer

are Brian Keithand Paul Winfield.

!
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Biralegal

Certifiate fix^ram

AM-jpproved.
Widener's American Bar Associatim-approved Paralegal Studies

program Is concentrated in the summer. Classes are 8:30-11:30 am.

Monday through Friday, for people in a hurry to start earning $15-

$30,000 annually in law, corporations, real estate, banking, and

more. For your convenience, attend classes on the Pennsylvania or

Delaware canqyus. (33 college credits required to apply.

)

Start May 26, finish August 31
Registration: now throu^ May 22

V LEXIS* Legal Researdi * E«tate Planning & Administnition

CgnwrateLaw • Real Estate & Mortgages

litigation • Legal Ethics

(Tinancial Aid it available.)

Institute for Professional Development
ofWldener University

706 Market St MaO, Downtown Wilmington

Widcncr
UNIVERSITY

Chester, Pennsylvania • Wimington, Delaware

Cdl 21S/459u4968 or 3Q2/662-]a$f or send in the coupon for

more iniormation.

to: IsBlihUe kr ProfcasksMJ De^etoymMt/Widaier Uaiyersity,

l«HtalMt St ftM. WkH^loa. DE IMOl.

Ttf me HMieaiboiit Widsner's Paralegil Studies program.

Cky. 5tat<. JEipu

am ODB

Neither actor is on screen enough
to be considered major contribu-

tors to this mess, but they both

deserve to be ridiculed for wasting
their talents in such a way. Keith

plays Marine Colonel Halloran

and his personal acting highpoint

is screaming when the terrorists

drill a hole through his hand.

Winfield plays U.S. Ambassador
Virgil Morgan, a permanently
stuSed-shirt politician desperate

to avoid "an incident.''

Coming in third is Joanna Pa-

cuUa in the role of a photo jour-

nalist sympathizing with the

revolutionaries. As the designated

sex object, her contributions

range from walking around in

short pants to walking around in

a short bathrobe.

The rest of the cast and the
writers easily round out the
dishonor roll. The only other
characters of note, however, are
the international terrorists who
join the revolutionaries, Gabril
and Mora, and only because they
reminded me of Boris and Natasha
from the Rocky and BuUwinkle
cartoons.

The person on the dishonor roll

most deserving to be shot at

sunrise never appeared on screen.

That would be Brian May, the
man responsible for the film's

musical score. For his hideous
perverting of "The Marines'
Hymn" into psuedo-muzak no
self-respecting elevator would
play, and for his "patriotically

inspiring" original pieces that

would make Sousa roll in his

grave, no torture would be too

great.

It is hard to think of a recent

movie that forces the flag down
the throats of viewers the way
that "Death Before Dishonor"
does. That the audience can laugh

at such unrealistic glorification of

the U.S. military and the super-

human feats of Burns is

encouraging.

CLitiSSim

STONE HARBOR *AVALON
WILDWODD CREST. NJ

NOW HIRING
MANAGERS •* FULL-TIME &
PART-TIME SUMMER JOBS
Call (215) 527-3019 for INFO

jymiLS.
TECHNICAL HMD SOENCE

ITS TO YOUR ADWniGE.
Why? Because Drexel prepares you for a career in corporate com-

munications, technkal or science writing, public relations, advertis-

ing, media productk>n, or any related facet of technical and science

communication.

Drexel offers: a full- or part-time program determined through

student advising; options for paid, career-related employment: and

excellent placement services in this high-demand hekl. Together,

these create a proven preparation that gives Drexel graduates their

competitive edge in the professk>nat world.

Name.

Addreaa.

State. Zip-CHy

Diractor, Gradiuitc Program, Technical and Science Com-
mnicilion, DivmI Univertity. Philadelphia. PA 19104.

(215) 606.2442. OM

A black, size 8, Capri, long,

wool coat was lost at John
Barleycorn's on Monday, Feb.

23. If found, please call Mary
Kate Tobin at 527-1798.

Affordable Introduction Ser-

vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-

alized service offers one-on-

one matches, plus personal-

ized background Information.

Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to^17-F56, Station

Ave., Beifsaiem, PA 19020.

Lost Monday in Barleycorn's
" Blue Gucci bag — senti-

mental value. Everything I

own Is in it. PLEASE return

— no questions asked, 526-

9284.

Have the summer of your life

and get paid for it! Be a
counselor at one of the top
brother/sister camps in

America, in the Poconos,
June 24-Aug. 20. Counielor
pos. avail, in many activities.

Rocketry, arts and crafts,

photography, rock and rope

climbing, computer, canoe,

sailing, tennis, water sports

(W.S.i.). Call 800-533-CAMP
or write 407 Benson East,

J«nkintown, PA 19046.

reuo ,

• Imports & Independent Labels

• Hard to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
Repo Buys Used Records
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Women capture Bi crown

(Photo by NunesK

Junior Lisa Angelotti, a second team All Big East selection, drives
past a defender to the hoop.

Lacnsse opens season
By EDDIE DEMSKI

The Villanova men's lacrosse

team launched their 1987 season
with a 13-10 win against Western
Maryland at Western Maryland
on March 11.

The hefty, hard hitilting brigade

of Villanova ckb trounced the

turf with glory in their eyes for

the first test of their season. The
team is composed of six freshman,
18 sophomores, three juniors and
four seniors. The team does look

promising and could very well be
a Division I top contender in the

championships at the season's

end.

Leading Villanova's scoring
venture against Western Mary-
land were freshman 'Cat attacker

"John McEnvoy, who contributed

four of the total 13 goals and had
fotir assists for the 'Cats. Sopho-
more midfielder John Elgard
racked two goals, sophomore 'Cat

attacker Paul Paternoster added
two goals with two assists, and
sophomore 'Cat attacker Chris
Scaring and senior 'Cat attacker

Matt McGovern helped capture

the Wildcat victory with one goal
each.

Sophomore goalie, Steve Ciar-
rocca aided his team with nine
saves and 10 goals allowed.
Bringing their first victory

home, the Wildcats hosted Ver-
mont on their home turf March,
15. The exuberant platoon of
Villanova men knocked heads
with their opponents in a fierce

bout, but wound up losing in an
ironic 13-10 loss.

Villanova's scoring rally was
led by McEnvoy with three goals.

McEnvoy seems to be a piercing
benefactor for Villanova's squad.
He totaled seven goals for the
'Cats in both contests. Scoring
and assisting the remaining seven
goals were: Furlong with two
goals and one assist, Paternoster
with two goals, Junior midfielder
Kevin King with one goal. Scaring
with one goal and Essig with one
assist.

Senior goalie Doug Melvin and
sophomore goalie Ciarrocca both
shared the loss. Melvin contribut-
ed four saves and allowed three
goals. Ciarrocca had 12 saves and
allowed 10 goals.

ByJOHNCRICCO

The last few weeks have been
ones of mixed emotions for the

women's basketball team and
their Ifead Coach Harry Perretta.

On March 1, the squad won the
Big East Tournament for the
second straight year with a 6045
victory over Boston College. The
win capped off an exciting four

days of basketball at duPont
Pavilion, which served as the

tournament site.

Vilhinova came away from the

tourney with a 27-3 record, the

automatic bid to the NCAA Tour-
nament which goes to the Big
East's best team, and high hopes
for the NCAAs. Less than two
weeks later, however, the 'Cats

were eliminated by North Carol-

ina State in the second round of

the tourney in a 68-67
heartbreaker.

On Feb. 26, the Seton Hall

Pirates and the Pittsburgh Lady
Panthers, the eighth and ninth

place teams in the conference,

squared off to open up the 1^7
Women's Big East Championship.
Led by Cheryl Greybush and
Geraldine Saitilus, the Pirates

sent Pittsburgh home, beating
them by 13, 77-64.

On Friday, the four quarterfi-

nals were held to determine the

tournament's final four teams.
Boston College pulled off the day's
only upset, as the sixth seeded
Eagles defeated Syracuse, the No.

3 seed, 61-52. Center Kathleen
Sweet pumped in 14 points and
pulled down 12 rebounds to lead

B.C.

Villanova also advanced to the

semis, disposing of Seton Hall for

the third time this season, 53-47.

The Pirates, though they entered
the contest with a 12-16 record,

actually gave the Wildcats their

toughest competition of the tour-

nament. Villanova opened up a
nine-point halftime lead, but could
not put Seton HaU away in the

second half. Though the Wildcats
held on for a six-point win, the

Pirates gave them all they could
handle.

Senior Shelly Pennefather
tossed in 19 points and grabbed
six rebounds while Karen Hargad-
on scored 12.

.

Accompanying Boston College
and 'Nova into the semifinals
were the second seeded Providence
Lady Friars and St. John's^ the

fourth seed.

St. John's made it into the final

four thanks to a 21-point effort

from Lisa Smith. The junior

guard helped carry the Express to

a 68-58 victory over Connecticut
and their 16th wind the season.

Providence, the only Big East
team te defeat Villanova this
season, blew past Georgetown in

the other quarterfinal game, 71-

56. Senior Doris Sable pumped in

20 points as the Friars upped their

overall record to an impressive 22-

6.

Entering Saturday's semifinal
action, it appear«i. that 9^
Providence-Villanova final was
likely. Theteams had finished the
regular season one-two atop the
Big East and were the top two
seeds in the tournament Thtfaict
that third-seeded Syracuse had
been eliminated increased the
Qhances that a third Wiklcat-Lady

(Continued om poffg 31)

Swimmers take second
By JOANNE DEVEREUX

At the Big East championship
hosted by the University of Pitts-

burgh Feb. 18-20, the Villanova
men's swim team came in second
only to Pitt. This is the third year
in a row that Villanova has come
in second place to Pitt, this year's
score being 856^-603.

In the swimming woj^^ti the
Big East conference, PiWs the

ever-present shadow looming over
Villanova's progression to the Big
East title. Pitt has steadfastly

hekl on to the Big East title for

five consecutive years. However,
in their effort to stop Pittsbuii^,
Villanova has successfully domi-
nated over all the othtr Big East.
teams this year, as well as in the
last two years.

A new Bif East record and
Villanova rsoord was Sit by sopho-

more Chris Craft in the 500-yard
freestyle event with a time of

4:28.04, breaking his previous
record of 4:33.66.

Other winners include fresh-

man Lou Dearstyne, winning the

200-yard freestyle with a time of

1:40.16; and sophomore Blaise

Matthews who won the 50-yard

freestyle. Matthews' time of 20.80

set a new Villanova record, break-

ing the previous record which he
set earlier this season, 20.88.

Villanova also ooUected firsts in

the 800-yard freestyle relay and
the 400-yard freestyle relay. Cniift,

cocaptain Keith Donohoe, Dear-
styne and Matthews were the

members of both of those winning
relay teams. In the 800-yard relay,

they clocked in at 6:40.90, Craft's

split beii« 1:39*86, settii« a new
Bif East recofd in this event. In

the iOOTwd relay , the tsMD caMS
in at 3K)il.72.

Junior Harry Zakian revealed

his true strengtli as he swam
50.73 in the 100-yard breaststroke

coming in third place. Other
contributors to Villanova's second
place position were Rob Minahan
who came in second in the 200-

yard badcstroke at 1:57.09, Craft's

second place in the 100-yard
butterfly at 49.80 and second in

the 200-yard butterfly at 1:49.97

and Matthews who came in third

in the 100-yard freestyle with a
timeof45^.

The strength id the University

of Pittsbwih divers was a signif-

icant factor in their first pteoe

victory. The Villanova divers
showed well, however. Dave Edie-
verria's loiirth plnoe finiab m the

3-nieler dive, set a new VUlMwra
raceidwHha ISIOJO.
The foltaMinf mmk, Mneh 6-

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

The past one and a half weeks have been sheer hell on the
true Villanova fans, basketball and otherwise. The turbulence
that started with 18iM«es of text titled"A Bad Trip," written
by Gary BflcLain has stretdiedfarbeyond thecoverol a magazine.
The words have permeated a program, a university and a nation.

However, the thoughts and problems of one person or
possibly a group of persons shouki not destroy the memories
of the 1985championship team orwhat they accomplished. Those
of us who a few weeks ago looked back on that champk>nship
year with thoughts of pride in a school and a team should not
allow those thoughts to change. Regardless of their outside lives,

these players inspired all of us to attain our goals in life through .

hard work and care about how we attain them. Those feelingsJ
must not be lost. ^

It is in times when the worst side of a situation is turned
up that we must Vxk deeper and find the good in what they
accomplished both then and now. We must exalt in what they
accomplished, not just in winning a championship, but in
carrying the dreams of themselves, their school and their fans
as far as they could. For that they should be praised.

From the standpoint of the drug problem itself, blameshould
not be assessed upon anyone but McLain himself.

The administratkm cannot be hekl at fault. Collate students
are adults. It is not the job of the administration nor that of
the coaches to guard us from the problems and pit^dls that
consume the worM around us. The University offkials are thei«
for us if we need thsai, but if, as in McLain's case, w^dnoae
to shut them out» wfaaiaw they to do?

As fans, members ef a univeratty and a natkm, let us not
faupt wfcat pwihh nis-haiieaociiired and that we must darfwitfa
them. But let us also raammher the special Wii«s that the
champiaMliip tsmn hramht tts. Not only wefe we No. t Qo paper,
but maiftiHpartantly, we were Na 1 in our haarta. 0«r dmrnns,
in a mdkmiU wwe ftilfillad that fateful AprU dv. and that
aiMdMNnplnaliip spirit will^iiMMr^
Nolhiii»fiMi.ty»llMit
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1986Modellaureate speaks

t

By JOHANNE C. SHARP

Elie Weisel, the 1986 Nobel
Peace Prize recipient, spoke of the
self-destructive element of man
and his responsibility to the world
in the event of a nuclear war in

a 45-minute speech March 19 at

the John E. duPont Pavilion. He
addressed the crowd of 1,150 -on

the topic "When the Unthinkable
Happens: Implications of the
Holocaust for the Nuclear Arms
Race" and was a\Varded a degree
of Doctor of Humane Letters

honoris causa by the Rev. Law-
rence C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice

president for Academic Affairs.

Barbara E. Wall, O.P., phikh
sophy professor, opened the event

with a call to prayer. She termed
Weisel as the "conscience of the

20th century" and noted his hope
to create a more just human
society. "He keeps the remem-
brance of the holocaust alive to

invoke the past as a feel for the

future," she said.

"He emerged from the death
camps and is the voice for all those

who remain imheard," she said.

ReceivilSi; a standing ovation at

his introduction, Weisel b^ian his

talk with an illustration of the

biblicat story of Noah and hi»ark.

He sm Noah "had iv> will ofhis'
own. Why dldn^t hrfrotsest?^ ife'-^

^:(^^^^imm Qa^^i^msht of '

ing of a Russian nuclear subma-
rine, off the coast of the United

States, Weisel discussed the un-

thinkable occurrence of unthinka-

ble events. "There is a self-

destructive element in us ... a
death urge," he said.

Weisel explained that it takes

27 minutes for a Russian missile

to reach the United States border.

It takes seven minutes to reach

Europe. In that time, Weisel said,

our President has to make a

rational decision of whether to

retaliate against the action.

"I know that the impossible is

possible, the unthinkable think-

able. It is reality."

A survivor of a Nazi death
camp, Weisel next discussed the

implications of the holocaust on
the modern world. Weisel as-

serted, "It was the end of the

Jewish people . . . the end of the

world.

"The evil that was unleashed

then has not been chained yet,"

Weisel said. He termed the holo-

caust as a turning point to cruelty

and explained that the event

forced the Jewish population to

"go back to its roots."

The hokxstust, to Weisel, gave
man the concept of the end of the

world. "God says He shall restore

the world to its primal chaos.

There will be no distinction be-

tween light and dark, no differ-

ence. Indifference is the punish-

ment. God said He shall restore

mankind to his indifferent state."

In addition, Weisel discussed

the continuing issue of racism.

When he visited the South, he
said, "I was ashamed as a human
being to see the legal segregation

of the South.
"Racism is still an issue on

college campuses. It happens
because of indifference . . . what
we all have in common is the need
and desire and the imperative,

each in our own way, to banish

the indifference."

In his conclusion, Weisel said

whatever happens to one person,

it affects all people. "If one child

dies, we are all responsible for

that child if he dies of hunger.

"My fear is if one community

(photo by Kousoubris)

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice president for Academic
Affairs, awarded Elie Weisel, 1986 Novel Peace Prize winner, an
honorary degree from Villanova March 19.

is marked for destruction, all are

targeted. It is not too late yet. As
long as we know we are not alone,

God is not alone. The world is

given to men and women to pre-

vent destruction. Hope is possible

and necessary," . Weisel con-

cluded.

A question-and-answer period

followed his discussion. Respond-

ing to a question about political

refugees seeking shelter, "I believe

(Continued on page 5)

Left-turn

signal

approved
By NOEL E. FALCO

and wohdc^ why Hoah planted
a vineyard instead of opeimlg a

School or writing a book.

His pohlt was to illustrate that

one must resist a text and pose
questions. At the end of the story

of Noah, Weisel sakl, God said He
would never again destroy the

workl bv water. "God never said

He would not use fire . . . and He
said thatT woukl not destroy the

world, but human beings can.

"The answer is in the question.

God said we are responsible for

the workL It is our responsibility

to prevent destruction and [it is]

also our capacity. We shall be
capable, able to save the world . .

.

to feed all its people."

Using the examples of tfe Chal-

lenger exploaion, the Chernobyl
nuclear melt-down and the sink-

Students resumed their warm-
oiOnuielly Center this week.

(Photo t>yNunes)

•weather activities of soHaliring and scofung on the wall in front

The University has officially

obtained a permit to get a left-turn

signal at the intersection of Lan-
caster and Ithan avenues, Phil

Brach, secretary of external af-

fairs for Student Goyemment,
said Sunday.

BnSiM'^sSBad that although the

permit has been approved by the

Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation (PennDOT), it

can take up to two years or more
for the signal to be installed.

"PennDOT approves the per-

mit, but Radnor Township or the

state supplies the money. There-
fore, we have to wait until the

next fiscal year for the budget to

be approved . . . then it goes on a

list of work to be done . . . they

can only move so quickly. It's a

reality of government today," said

Brach.

He stated that the signal will

allow for left turns from Lancaster

onto Ithan in the direction of the

Field House and the Main Gate.

The permit was the result of a

study conducted by Student Go-

(Continued on page 4)

Senate appnves new grading
By DANTE J. SCALA

The University Senate passed
a motion to create a grading
system that includes "minus"
grades at its meeting March 20 in

Dougherty Hall.

The proposal will add thegrades

of A-, B*, C- and D- to the current

system, if it is approved by the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president.

The new system's effect on
current Villanova undei^^duates
is still uncertain. As of Tuesday,
Driscoll was still recuperating
from his triple-bypass surgery
last week. The Bev. Lawrence C.

GaUen, O.SA, vice president of

AcaAsflMC Afbirs. said that he did
not know how DriacoU would
react to the motion. Gallen said

the Senate will not hear fraan the

liatration for at leaat a

and chairperson of the academic
policy commitee. Gallen doubted
that any such approved proposal

would be implemented by the fall

semester.

In addition, the Senate passed

a proposal to require professors to

give written definitions of grades

to their students. Also, it struck

down a proposal to give members
of the Senate budget committee a

co|^ of the budget two weeks
before the Senate meeting on the

budget April 3.

Stephen Flanagan, Senate stu-

dent caucus leader and executive

secretary, said that the meeting
was generally a "nugor defeat for

Student Govenunent,** but said

that Student Government was
"due kr a k)ss'* becauae Student
Government has baea "winning" meetii^
m past jenawi PBegpgB.
Student Government was

the

"utter frustration ano "deep
disappointment" about the absen-

ces, but said that "there are
extremely committed students"

in Student Government.

Grading system debated

Strack opened debate on the

grading system by speaking to the

Senate about the academic policy

committee's March 16 meeting.

Strack cited the difficulty in

planning a meeting because of

Spring Break and the short span
of time between Senate meetings.

The grading system proposal was
sent back to this committee at the

request of the Senate.

Strack also said that no student

ooounittee members were at the

He staled that "coming
off the haels" of the dismissal of

two student members because of

lack ei attaadenrr, that it was a

aad called stu-
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Dnigtestlngargued
By SHARON A. WATERS

A delate on the constitutional-

ity of drug testing took place last

Thursday in the Connelly Center

Cinema. Ron Noble, assistant U.S.
attorney, presented his views in

favor of drug testinjg, while Barry
Steinhardt, executive director oif

Pennsylvania American Civil

Ubartaaa Union (ACLU), spoke of

the opaaainf views.Mm that a fear d kmm
caught IS ooe of the hipatt
diliranta to drag iiaa, NoMt

believed that drug testing is an

effective meth^Od of dealing with

drug abuse. Also, drug testing is

one of the easiest ways to detect

and adequately prove one is using

drugs because a mere confronta-

tion often leads only to denial,

according to Noble.

Noble continued by stating

some of the negative effects of

dn« uae in the workplace, indud-

m dscrsased productkm. loas of

and a greater risk of

(Cmilinmd im tii
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C«atral AaMTkci

Villanovans Concerned About Central

America will be collecting clothes for an

orphanage in the El Peten region ci

Guatemala run by a Villanova alumnus.

Any extra warm weather clothing that

you would like to donate, (pants, T-

shirts, etc.) can be dropped off at the

Peace and Justice Center in the base-

ment of Sullivan Hall.

The Office for Social Action Programs

wishes to thank the Villanova Univer-

sity community for their generous

donations to the Cliett Family, who lost

all of their earthly possessions to fire.

•pen Hows*
Falvey Library is hosting an Open

House on April 8 from 2 to 5 p.m. Look

for our ad in the Villanovan on April

3.

18tli Century
PeMinist

Margaret A. Doody of Princeton

University will speak on "Frances

Bumey: The Life in the Works" on April

2 at 4 p.m. in the Honors Seminar Room,

on the fourth floor of Falvey Library.

Professor Doody, 4*rho is currently

completing a biography of Frances

Bumey, is the author of TAf Darling

Muse: Augustan Poetry Reconsidered,

which won the Rosemary Crawshay
prize awarded by the British Academy.

Naaling SenrIce
A time of prayer for healing of

physical, emotional and spiritual areas

in our lives will be held on April 1 at

8 p.m. in the Main Chapel. The sacra-

ment of annointing of the sick will also

be available at this time.

•aapMkmmhmm
There will be a SNAP meeting in the

Connelly Center Cinema from 12:45 to

1:15 p.m. on March 31. We will be

discussing plans for the SNAP picnic,

which will be held on Friday, April 24.

This is the last meeting of the year; all

mepibers are encouragoi to attend.

On March 30 at 3 p.m., students

having lived abroad will share their

experiences, and refreshments will be

served. Anyone interested in the cultural

exchange program is welcome. The
meeting will be hekl in the St. Thomas
Hall Modem Languages Dept., and is

sponsored by the German Society.

A discussion group for Catholic

fH for fMa-CatlHlic

in

tlM ChUTBil.

The Villanova Dance Ensemble will

perform Dance Concert '87 on April 11

at 8 p.m. at the Haverfoid School on

Lancaster Avenue. Shuttle bus avail-

able. For ticket info, call: 645-7214.

Come and bring i friend!

fevstaMM Society
The International Business Society

will be having its next meeting on
March 31 at 12:45 pjn. in Bartley 210.

Elections will be hekl and the trip to

New York will be discussed.

BaffM Twirliag
Want to get involved? Become a part

of football and basketball halftimes! —
Become a Villanova Twirler! All

dancers, baton twirlers, even beginners

welcome! If interested, contact Denise
— 525-9423 — rm. 124 Sheehan or

attend informational meeting April 27

at 4 p.m. in room 124 Sheehan. Join the

fun!

§•r—fd
In b«tfr grad—
Each week the Counseling Center,

106 Corr Hall offers workshops on

improving learning techniques. Work-

shops are heW every Wednesday, 3:30-

4:30 p.m. and Thursday, 34 p.m. Dr.

Ed Reilly, reading and study skills

counselor, focuses on the needs of

participants, so bring your questions

and concerns. There is no charge and

no appointment is necessary.

Catch the Spirit of Villanova WUd-
cats! Be part of Villanova football,

basketball. Special Olympics, Easter

Egg Hunts! These are just some of the

events that the Villanova Cheerleaders

attend to heighten that school spirit!

Tryouts for Mascot and Male/Female
cheerleaders will take place on Sun.

April 26 from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Mandatory
Clinics occur on 4/22, 4/23, and 4/24

from 3:30-6 p.m. in Butler Annex.
Applications are available in Student

Activities Office.

Holy Mr#ok

The Holy Week Retreat will take place

in the Pocono Mountains at Kirkridge

Retreat Center from April 15 to April

18, at 1 p.m. If you are interested in

joining the retreat team, please contact

Beth Hassel in Campus Ministry, St.

Rita's Hall. If you are interested in.

participating in the retreat itself, please

sign up in Campus Ministry. The cost

i8$25.

CarWcnh
The St. Mary's HaU House Coundl

vriU conduct a car wash tomorrow,

lifarch 28, from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in the

St. Mary's parking kit. The cost will be

$3 per car and tlie proceeds willfo to

the Philadelphia Vietnam Memorial
Fund.

swiilftUt iof off*^

• liMfiDhl7,tM7

"April 26 at 6 pan, — The Finals for

The East Co*8t college bands! duPont

Pivi|kxi ~ Tk:kets on Sale C.C. Tkket
Office starting April 6. Judges include

Erik Bk)om-Blue Oyster Cult,Jeff Zand-

Emmy Awards (n^usic judge); Joel

Deveron-fonneriy of Emerson, Lake,

and Pidmer and more! Look for more

informatk)n! MTV coverage!

PifaB fairlM

Orson Welles' "The Magnificent

Ambersons," a film about the kies of

wealth and power, will be present^ in

the C.C. Cinema on March 29 at 3-.30

and 7 p.m. and on March 30 at 7 p.m.

The first Cultural Fihn of April, Carol

Reed's romantic thriller *The Third

Man," will have one showing on April,

lat7p.m.i

Dr. Thomas Beauchamptrill speak on
"Historicil and Ethksd Perspectives of

Suidde" with responses from the Rev.

Domld Burt, O.S.A., and Dr. Joan
Lartin on April 1 at 8 p.m. in the

Villanova Room.

Attentkm cooununication arts ma-
jors: General informational meeting
about Women In CommunkaitHms will

be hdd March 31 at 8 p.m. in Connelly

Center Cinema.

BhMK«y Socl#ty •ovr—ia

f

Congratulations to the newly elected

executive board of the Blue Key Society:

President — John Stadtler, Vice-
Presidents — Ed Walter and Stefani
Cranston, Secretary— Terry Donnelly,
and Treasurer— Karen Chiappone. You
guys are going to do a terrific job!!

Baccalcivr«at«
Man

Slides relevant to the Class of '87 are

needed for the Baccalaureate Mass.

Guaranteed return; please bring to

Campus Ministry.

nmvM
It's time to weUxmie spring to the

Villanova campus! This Friday (today)

WKVU will be having the first outdoor

broadcast of the spring semester. It will

start at 3 p.m. and go til 5 p.m. outside

Kennedy Hall. Come join in on the fun

and for only 50C you can hear your

favorite song! Prizes will be given away
too! See you there!

The Entertainment Committee will

be meeting for the last time this

semester on March 29, at 1:15 p.m. The
group sing-a-kmg for the eklerly gives

them such a lift, for just a few hours

ci our time. All are wekx>me to come
— new andokl. Hope to see you at room
121 Tolentine this Sunday!

The Vtllanovsk chapter of Amnesty
International is having a meeting on
Monday at 4*30 p.m. in the Center for

Peace and Justice Education in the

basement of Sullivan Hall. If you are

concerned about people being impris-

oned unjusUy, if you are against the

death penalty, or even if you are just

generally concerned about others in the
worid, now is your chance to take

actkm! Everyone wekxNne!

Candidates for Student Government
president will debate each other March
30 from 7-9 p.m. in the Villanova Room.

Candidates for the University Senate

will debate March 31 from 7-9 p.m., in

the Day Hop.

•mitMiie Day
April 11 is Sunshine Day for the 125

litUe chiklren who will spend the day
with us for a carnival-like day from 10

a.m.-3:30 p.m. If yoti haven't already

signed up to 'adopt a child' for that day,

be $ure to Stop at 121 Tolentine by
March 30. It is important thkt we have
volunteers for the day signed up byi I

Monday to make final plans for the day.

For info stop at 121 Tol. or call 645--

4079.

Alec G. Hargreaves will deliver a

lecture on "Exoticism and Cokmialism:

Theories of French Colonial literature"

on April 14. The lecture, which will

begin at 4 p.m. will be hekl in Anderson
Hall, Room 422, on Temple University'a

main campus at Broad Street and
Montgomery Avenue.

Ail«yCat

This year's Alley Cat Tournament
will begin th^ first week of April.

Rosters are now available in the Dean
of Studente' Office. 213 Dougherty Hall.

Deadline for entry is March 30 at 5 p.m.

The entry fee will go to the Balloon Day
Fund for St. Francis^ Inn and the

Augustinian Mission in Peru.

PM|Mr

It's that time of the year again~ term
papers will soon be due. The reference

librarians at Fahney are available to help

yau get started. They can akl you in

anowing your topic, findiiM; the tenna
you win need to me todMa
and articles aad thcf iM

Slarhy the

halpyou.

lfC»27,19i7aTHeViLLAMOVAN»Paga3
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By PAULA A. SKFELDT

After the last campus blood
drive, a rumor drc^ted Villa-

nova that traced of Acquired Im-

•mune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) were found in 40 pints of
blood. Gary Bonas. assistant
director of Student Activities,

explained this week that this is

a false ^tory, possibly generated
by a recent Afl>$ presentation.

"We held a fraternity-sponsored

AIDS program and mentioned
» that there could possibly be 50 to

100 people^-on campus who may
have been^ exposed to the AIDS
virus," Bonas said.

There are no reported cases of

AIDS on the Villanova campus.
There has been an increase in the

spread df the disease to heterosex-

uals though, and the college-aged

community is a sexually-active

group, who is usually involved

with multiple partners.

The AIDS virus was first dis-

covered in 1980 by Dr. Michael
Gottlieb of U.C.L.A. and Dr.

Alvin Friedman-Kien of New York
University Medical-Center. Since

1981, the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) in Atlanta, Ga. has
reported an increase in AIDS
cases every year.

By September 1981, there had
been 110 cases reported. By De-

cember of last year, that figure

had risen to 28,098 cases.

During 1983, the CDC received

an average of 10 AIDS cases daily.

During the last three months of

1986, they were averaging 58

cases per day according to the

"Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report."

D^pite media attempts to ed-

ucate Americans, there is still a

certoinamount of confuskNiabout

the disease. Current ra^rch
indkates that AIDS cannot be

contracted from casual contact

such as toilets, clothing or person-

al care items.

The disease can only be trans-

mitted through the infected bkxxi,

semen or vaginal secretions of an
AIDS patient entering the body of

an unaffected person. Entry would

have to be directly into the blood-

stream or through a mucous
membrane-lined area such as the

moutl^, rectum or vagina.

The Red Cross requires blood

tests from all donors, but these

tests can also be misleading. The
tests actually screen for antibodies

which develop as ajresponse to the

virus.

About 60 to 80 percent of those

people who are exposed to the

virus never contract AIDS. Ac-

cordingly, if 100 people test pos-

itively, less than 40 may actually

develop the disease.

There is also a problem with the

long "incubacy period" of the

disease. It could take several years

after exposure to the virus for

symptoms to appear. This would
mean that an asymptomatic car-

rier could unknowingly be con-

taminating other individuals.

To further educate Villanova

students, the office of Student Life

has selected a team of 12 peer

educators who will begin a

campaign in the residence halls

next week. Thegroup is comprised

of studentsJoe Betsko, Paul Cook,

Mike Delzotti, Dave Dietrich, Kim
Joyce, Theresa Van Overwalle,

(Photo by Nunw)

Gary H. Bonas Jr., assistant di-

rector of Student Activities, sakl
this week that the mmor that

traces ol the AIDS vims were
found in blood effected during
the last campus blood drive is

false.

Claudia Shroyer, Matt Roncone,
BarbTachovsky, Chris Vaz, Barry
Vesiglio and Nick Wukich.
They will hold presentations in

Stanford, Sheehan, St. Rita's and
Good Counsel halls and St. Mary's
library.

As a Catholic university, Villa-

nova has no plans to give out free

condoms to the students as some
state schools have done.

According to Bonas, "Our edu-

cational program talks about the

use of condoms in epidemilogical

terms, but we are not supporting

the use of condoms, and they are

not the most effective AIDS
prevention."

Bonas added that condoms are

only as effective for AIDS pre-

vention as they are as a means
of birth control.

Candidates debate issues
By JOHANNEC SHARP

Tl|e three Student Government
presidential candidates intro-

duced themselves to the student

population, debated current issues

at Villanova and fielded questions

from the audience at a question

and answer forum in Good Coun-

sel Hall Monday.
Appearing alphabetically, Phil

Brach, presidential candidate,

spoke of his accomplishments as

secretary of external affairs for

Student Government. He said he
has written legislatkm that is now
being considwed to alleviate the

current housing problem Villa-

nova is facing.

He sakl he has attended every

Scsiate meeting thus far this year

and has been a voice at k)cal

township meetings regulariy^

Brach said he is responsible for

the recently-approved left-turn

signal permit, and his campaign
sKii^n reads, "The best is yet to

come."
Next, Chris Duca identified

himselif as a chairperson of

Hunger Awareness Week and a

member of the Knights of

Columbus.
Duca said he believes that

Student Government should set a

positive image for the school. "I

will get in contact with the \ocd\

media to bring out the positive

aspects of Villanova/' he stated.

Duca also said he has been

involved with the Villanova

Unwn.
Preskiential candidate Wally

McCuftly introdnoed himself as a

junior politk:al science, ma^or and
said he would like to see the

student directory issued in Sep-
• W * _S WV*St 9 * 1

tembtf. He sain Vuianova'S social

life neads to be iaqiroved hccatiae

it is '*in0vilahle ffer atudents] to

go otf•campus."

MoCnrdr said he has been a

aenihcr ol VHbnova'a nailrthall

Cliib4Qr iIhmi ipanrs. «"v

He alio sMt ht would ma 10

Sit a janitor hinad during the

lor Docwr CMMmmory

next responded to the question of

the most pressing concern for the

Villanova student.

Biach answered first and said

the tuition increase is the most
important issue. **I have a strong

feeling that a Christian education

should be for everyone."

Duca said the most pressing

issue is mandatory drug testing.

McCurdy said the current Vil-

lanova housing situation is the

most pressing concern of the

student, and he mentioned the

closing of the Sugartown Mews'
building set aside for students.

In concluding statements,^

McCurdy said he is interested in

wording witKI^dnor officials and
possibly chanigihg the current

meal plan.

Duca said he would like to see

Greek housing at Villanova, an
alternative meal plan and a cap
placed on enrollment.

Brach said he would like to see
Villanova establish a school of

journalism, open a 24-hour deli on
campus and form a second campus
newspaper.
The Student Government pre-

sidential del>ate will be held in the
Villanova Room March 30.

SemestertoendDec. 23
By DIANE A. CIUONE

The academk: calendar for the
fall 1967 semester has been estab-

Ushed. The new schedule sets the
banning of classes for Sept. 2,

bdore Labor Day, and the last day
of final examinations for Dec ^.
According to Dr. Chark» A.

Cherry, associate vice president

for Academic Affairs, the cake»dar

committee and the University
Senate were the main groups
involved in formulating the new
calendi^r. The final decisions
regarding the calendar were made
at a fall 1986 Senate meeting,

aocordtng to Cherry.
The fall semester will begin

before Labor Day and end Dec 23
because the calendar had to in-

clude 65 school days and a one
weekPall Break, according to the

Rev. Lawrenoe C. Gallen, O.SA,
vke president for Academic Af-

fairs and chairperson of the cal-

endar committee.
At the October 1966 University

a iwohition which stated that

there had to be a ont-wasit Fall

Break,inorder to ajMe
reiKlHHan ana aMMBtam 60'

daya.Hiii achaMa
opod. "I was napaading lo the

reaokitiea to have a om-
fflay BmitJHid 66 achool

far the

(M#pholo)

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,
O.S.A.f vice presklent for Aca-
demic Affairs and chairperson of

the calendar conunittce

fall 1967 semester met with some
opposition from the faculty, ac-

cording to Cherry. The Senate

compromised on a starting date

before Labor Day to maintain the

full-weak Fall Bieak and the full

academic requirement of 65 class

days, according to Cherry.

On Labor Day. Sept. 7, there

will be no classes.

'*Stuient senators overwheUn-

ingly supported keeping the full-

waik Fall Baaak, evan in thoee

vaars anhan daaaas muat beain

bifMfaLiharDay . Thay volad this

way allardiiibsratien with many
itiiiMili." iai4 Jaa AUbmb
idant of StiidMt Ga¥inMMnt.

In the News

InKfail plans for dorms submitted

The Radnor Township Plan-

ning Commission recently
tabled a preliminary subdivi-

sion plan submitted by Villan-

ova University for the Con-
struction of two dormitories.

More than 50 residents at the
meeting criticized the plan,

saying th^t the south campus
lacks an adequate buffer zone
of trees along property lines

and that the new dormitories
will increase traffic and noise.

There is a zoning code pro-

vision that requires 2.000
square feet of open space for

each dormitory room. The

University plans 80 rooms in

each four-story dormitory.
Villanova responded that it

meets the zoning code since it

included the entire campus —
both north and south of Lan-
caster Avenue— in calculating
open space, as it did in planning
Katharine and St. Monica's
halls in 1983.

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for student life, said

Villanova hoped to open the
dormitories by September 1988
and, therefore, construction
should start no later than May.

• M.MJ.

Retired professor mistakenly listed

The 1986-87 "Villanova Uni-

versity Bulletin" has mistak-

enly listed the Rev. H.B. Sy-

vinski, O.S.A., as a member of

the fine arts department on
page 105 of the bulletin. He is

also indicated as teaching AAH-
1104 The Spirit of the Renais-

sance, AAH-1118 Medieval Art

and AAH-1116 Religion and
Art, all of which he will not

teach.

Syvinski has retired, and is

no longer teaching at Villanova.

The course descriptions in the

bulletin which list him as
professor are incorrect, accord-

ing to Syvinski. He wants to

avoid the confusion which
reportedly resulted last semes-

ter when students pre-

registered for courses which
they mistakenly expected him
to be teaching. D.A.C.

Students arrested for drinking

Radnor Township Police De-
partment recently cited two
Villanova students, both from
New York, for underage drink-

ing near a Villanova state

liquor store.

Radnor police turned over
one of the youths to Villanova

security since he was 17 years

of age at the time of his arrest.

The youths' licenses and one
bottle of Seagram's Seven
whiskey were confiscated, ac-

cording to a Radnor police

report. Fine costs were as-

signed by Radnor District Jus-
tice Beverly Forster later in the
week. M.M.S. I

t,

Spring festival

planned for 1988 I

By JENNIFER REIDY

Today members of Student
Government and the Student
Activities on Campus Committee
(SACC) will submit a proposal to

administrators advocating the
establishment of a Spring Festival

at Villanova which will include

akxkholic beverages for students
over 21.

Sean Closkey, president of

SACC, and Michael McGinnis,
vice president of Student Govern-
ment, have composed a plan
outlining both the technical logis-

tics and the higher purposes of the

festival that will be presented to

the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

.dean of students, for a response.

The event, which could Oot be
held this year because of time and
scheduling problems, would in-

clude afternoon picnicking with
entertainment provided by stu-

dent bands, followed by a concert

by a major artist in the duPont
Pavilion and an outdoor movie in

Kennedy Plaza, according to the

three-page proposal.

The festival would involve the

major organizations on campus,
such as the Villanova Union and
the Intra-Fratemity Council (IPC),

both of which have demonstrated
a lot of interest. These groups
would sponsor and execute the

event, alleviating responsibility

and potential liability to Univer-

sity officials, according to

Ckiskey.

The conceptkm of a Spring
Festival is a direct result of

student complaints concerning
on-campus social life at Villanova.

Hopefully, the klea of such an
event will encourage VilQmova
students to think that Student

GawemaMnt is adiva in initiating

new programs to enhance social

life, according to McGinnis.
The reformative aspect of the;

proposal that presents the major'
obstacle for administrators is thej

distribution of alcoholic beverages
during the event according to the

sources interviewed. State laws
would be observed because of*

provisions in the proposal provid-

ing that only persons over 21

would be served, and a caterer

would provide and monitor the

distribution of alcohol, thus fur-

ther easing the liability risks of

such an event, according to the

sources.

In conjunction with this aspect

of alcohol on campus. Student

Government's secretary of external

affairs, Phil Brach, presented the
idea of a **damp campus" in the

proposal. This concept presents a

response to "wet campus" and
"dry campus" policies, in that the •

former freely permits the con-

sumption of akohol on college

campuses and the latter does not.

A "damp campus" would allow

social events including alcohol to

be monitored by University offi-

cials, thus satisfying student
interests while adhering to Uni-

versity guidelines. This differs

from the conception that a "damp
campus" is simply a campus in

which underage drinking occurs
in spite of a "dry" school policy.

According to the proposal, "a
'damp' campus does not ask the

University to bend its policies

which would mean actively or

passively breaking the state

laws."

According to Brach. this policy

would eliminate much of the

conflkrt between the students and
the administration concerning the

University's current pol icy.

. A/tViy. ^.^^1
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One-way left-turn signal
{iSoutilined )row page 1)

vemment, Brach.stated.

"At the end of last year, it [the

turn signal] was listed as an
accomplishment of the former
administration. The records show
that the last time anything was
done was in the early 1970s/' said

Brach.

Student Government was
moved to act when "the situation

was brought to light after a lady

died making a left turn ... I

walked up five minutes after it

happened . . . from that night on,

neighbors helped. It brought the

township and the University
together through a common need
... Radnor Township has been
more than helpful in this entire

ordeal," stated Brach.

Student Government and Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president

for Student Life, wrote letters to

PennIX)T after Student Govern-

mentreviewed the last three years

of the reportable accident file at

the Radnor Township Municipal
Building. Brach said they "nar-

rowed out all accidents at that

intersection that involved left

turns.

"It was a lot of work . . . those

were only reportable accidents

where cars were towed and people

injuaed. 'Fender-benders' don't

^mmlmmtmmm

(Photo by NunM)

Phil Brach, secretary of external affaUrs for Student Govem^ient.
tffiflrti rt^iYL

get reported," he said.

PennDOT then conducted two
12-hour studies of the intersection

to see if traffic warranted a turn
signal. This was eight weeks after

they received a petition signed by
students which the Resident
Student Association (RSA) helped

to circulate.

In order to qualify for the
permit, the intersection had to

have a certain volume of traffic

The National Ordor ofOnu^L'a
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NANCY CAWLEY

Order of Omega is pleased to announce the selection of Nancy
ICawley as Greek of the Week. After spending a year and a half
in the library, Nancy changed her major from electrical

engineering to sociology, and then had a little more time^'to become

I
involved in campus activities.

After pledging Delta Delta Delta her sophomore year, Nancy
Iquickly^ involved in Greek life. She was Tri-Delta's pledge
representative to Panhellenic, and was elected Panhellenic social

Ichiairperson. Through this position she became a coichairperson
for the Villanova for Africa Charity Ball and also planned the
[rush Informational Meeting for 1985*8 Formal rush.

Within her sctrority, Nancy was selected to be fraternity
leducation chairperson and was later chosen president of Delta
DdU Delta. Not content with holding one mi^or offioe, Nancy
jwent out for and was selected as chairpersca for Greek Wcdi
1986. This is a perfect positiq^ for her because she attends every

I
event during Greek Week anyway!

Aftkle from her invoivemsnt in ivfssk

I

orientation counselor ttiis past year I

ithis and last ssflMsfeer. In reeipH
Nancy was indtidsd into Oidsrsf
for all of your contributions to ViUanowa,

flow and number of accidents.

The permit was granted for the
left turn towards the duPont
Pavilion, which will "free up
traffic and create better vision for

making the turn the other way
[left toward south campus] be-

cause cars won't block up," com-
mented Brach.
"PennDOT implied that we had

just missed getting a permit the

other way [the left turn toward

Grading
system
(Continued /rum page 1)

student members of his committee
for their work this year. In a later

interview, he said that he was
"disheartened" about the lack of

student attendance at the commit-
., tee meeting, but said, "I think

student disinterest in University
governance is limited to a tiny

minority."

After his initial remarks, Strack
said that those committee
members who were present at the
meeting unanimously agreed to

add a D- to the proposed system.
Strack, as the maker of the pro-

posal, then incorporated the D- into

the proposal with the approval of

theseconder, Frank ZarrilU, alum-
ni senator.

Open debate then began and
lasted for approximately one hour.
Most of the vocal oppostion to the
proposal came from Flanagan and
Joe Allman, president of Student
Government. Both said that there
was not enough information to

make a decision on grading. Flan-
agan also said that it was "pre-

mature" to make a decision.

Allman stated that more
input from faculty and students

was necessary and that the com-

'

mittee had to do a more thorough
job.

Strack responded that th^
grading system had been debated
m 6>mmittee for seven years,
and, the committee could do no
more on the sul^ject. He also sakl
that this committee's proposals
were not incremental steps, as
Flanagan had suggested, but was
a package to improve the system.
Other arguments for the grad-

ing system included the klea that
the proposal oouM help to stop
grade inflation, that it would
increase the ability to more accu-
rately grade, and it would foUow
the grading pattern in higlMr
educatisn today.

Another point was thi^ fcpiH-
ate and law achaols a4iuat the
transcripts of studerts whofs to

withoBly

The University has recently obtained a permit to install a left-turn

signal at the intersection of Lancaster and Ithan Avenues. The signal

will control «astbound Lancaster Avenue traffic turning left unto N.

Ithan Avenue.

south campus]", Brach said.

"They said to double-check our
research and send it to them."

He further commented, "If we
stop the traffic in one direction,

why not allow both left turns to

go at one time. What decides the

type of signal has to fit into the

entire system? If they [PennDOT]
don't do anything about the other

one [proposed signal], I guess my
next step is to find out how long

a wait until we can request
another study.*'

Brach said he thinks that even-

tually the building of new dorms
on south campus will increase

traffic flow in that direction, but

for now, "The fight has been won
— we have our turn signal."

(PhotobyrMws)

Members of the University Senate met March 21 and approved a
new grading procedure which will add minuses to the system.

that a law schaal
board dm a#
crista. Hmmm, a iuruiy

Dr. Bernard J. Downey, dean of

the Graduate School, said that he
objected to the proposal because
he thought that with pluses and
minuses, the distinction between
grades would not be significant

enough to allow for a margin of

error in grading.

Strack said the feasibility of the
system had been proven by other
schools.

Dr. Angelo Armenti Jr., dean of

University College, said that
Downey was correct, but that any
such error would be minimal,
because there would be more
degrees of grading.

Both Armenti and Zarrilli ques-
tioned whether Flanagan and
Allman were using delaying tac-

,

tics during the debate. Flanagan
denied this on Tuesday.
When the proposal was voted

on, it was approved, 21-3.

Definition of grades approved
Strac^k introduced a proposal

which woukl require professors to
define grades to their students
and that teachers shouki '^serious-

ly oonskler*' administratkMi giv-
ing guuldines and mcotpontt
them as they applied.

In defense of his proposal,
Strack said that students had a
right to know how their teachers
defined grades, lie also cttad
evidanoeoliaiSidcfiraitiaM in the
frviafofiOMrAiateMn ooniiM
and sTttflilii ante mi a (W-

. *i
he__
have a

provide students with written
grade definitions, the motion was
passed unanimously.

Budget data proiMsal foils

Flanagan introduced the pro-

posal for increased access to the

budget for University budget
committee members and stated

that he needed access to the

budget in order to make an in-

formed decision about it.

In contrast, Armenti said that

the job of the budget committee
was to ascertain the meeting of

priorities by the administration

budget. He said that there was no
need to see a "line>by-line" budget
and mentioned confidentiality as

a reason against the proposal.

Armenti ^aid that he
had not heard a>compelling case
for the proposal.

John Lewis, Senate budget com-
mittee member and assistant
secretary of Student Govern-
ment's budget committee, spoke
at the meeting. He said that,

"This is a students' university"

and that students in Haverford
College had access to the budget.
Lewis said he saw no hai|tai in

ring the btidgtt inlonaation.

ahK> stated fiat he was only
inlerasled in the qweraD view oif

the bMtet hut said ha Meded ta

U9kmmkv,m
mm %4nit mhmt ^mM-

kmm-^liatilkm aii fviih «lr
liiy cjgjgw tp tte g^wg
•Mdh aa liiiirigg tmtUn to
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mm4B court
By LYNN PERDEK

A preliminary hearing was held

on Tuesday for the two Philadel-

phia residents arrested for pulling

out a gun in VtUanova's Donahue
Hall, the south campus dining
area. One suspect wss charged
with posing terrorizing threats,

conspiracy, an illegal firearms act

and carrying a weapon without a
license, while the other man was
cleared of all charges, according

» to Detective Kevin Murphy of the

Radnor Township Police

Department.
The police reports state that the

susp^t entered the dining hall at

9 a.m. March 2 and asked for one
of the employees. He then stepped

back and pulled out a handgun
wrapped in a newspaper from his

coat pocket. Before leaving, he
placed a bullet on the counter
saying, "This is for Tom." The
Radnor Police were called to the

scene but could find no trace of

the man.
The other suspect allegedly

came to the kitchen door at the

back of the building that day at

noon but left upon seeing that the

(Pholo by Nunee)

Donahue Hall, the south campus dining hall, was the site of a recent
Incident involving a gunman and a cafeteria emfrfoyee.

employee that he and the first

man sought was not present.

Minutes later, the police stopped
a van with the two men inside on
Ithan Avenue and found a gun on
the back seat. The two men were
then arrested and taken to Radnor
police station.

Murphy added that the police

found bullets on the lawn of the
Agnes Irwin School, located on
Ithan Avenue near Conestoga

Road. These bullets are of the
same type as the one the suspect
left in Diohahue Hall.

The names of the suspects and
that of the cafeteria worker were
not released, and the police are not
yet sure of the reasons for the
incident.

The workers in the cafeteria

were told not to comment about
the situation.

'87-'88 tuition hike explained
By MEG KLUCSARITS

On April 3 the University Sen-

ate will decide on a proposed

tuition increase of over 10 percent

for full-time undergraduate
students.

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, said that there are a

number of reasons for the tuition

hike. "Everything is up. Things
we consume the most have gone
up; the most," Gallen said in an
iif&rview Wednesday.

"For example," he said, "The
cost of books for the library has
increased 14 percent. It [the

increase] is not just for faculty

and staff salaries."

Gallen stated other factors for

an increase in tuition, such as
lower government grants and an
increase in the cost of insurance,

as well as money necessary to

finance new dormitories.

The proposal also calls for a 36

percent increase for athletic scho-

larships, according to John Lewis,
a member of the University Senate
Budget Committee.

Gallen said, "The percentage of

academic scholarships has gone
up significantly. Two years, ago,

we offered eight full Presidential

Scholarships and 15 half
scholarships."

Alvin A. Clay, dean of the
College of Commerce and Finance

and head of the University budget

committee, said. "There has been
a general increase in University

financial aid to students over the
years."

Although the percentage in-

crease in tuition is higher than
many other schools, the dollar

amount increase is comparable
because their tuitions are initially

greater, according to Gallen.

"Villanova's tuition going up 10

percent is about the same as the

more expensive schools increasing
7 percent," Gallen said.

He added that every year, the
University of Notre Dame sends
out a list of the top 33 independent
tolleges, of which Villanova is

always a part. "We are third from
the bottom as far as tuition is

concerned."

Johanne C. Sharp, a sophomore
English and communication arts
major, believes the increase is too
much, and she is organizing a
petition against it.

"The petition is to vote 'no'

April 3 about an over 10 percent
tuition increase," Sharp said. "We »

will submit it to the University
Senate to let everyone know that
students won't idly take this.

"Tuition has gone up over 30
percent over the past three years,

and we don't see where it's going
[towhat programs and facilities],"

Sharp added.

Sharp wants to get 2,000 sig-

natures for the petition. "We hope
to raise a few eyebrows," she said.

V.U. Pep Band best in Big East
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

Villanova's pep band has been

recently rated "the best in the Big

East" by Eastern Basketball
magazine. On a scale of one to five

stars, Villanova's pep band gained

a five-star rating by the magazine.

The review was part of ah
article entitled. "The Big East

Arenas," which compared various

aspects of the arenas, including

ticket prices, sight lines, conces-

sions and pep bands.

The magazine gave Villanova's

pep band a very favorable review,

explaining that the band raises its

own money and travels to many
road games. The magazine also

stated, "It's worth going to a

Villanova game just to hear their

stirring rendition of "Birdland"
and "The Twilight Zone."

The pep band is composed, on
the average, of 50 students. They
can be seen at each basketball

game wearing referee shirts.

John P. Dunphy, director of

Music Activities, is appreciative

of the review. While Dunphy feels

that music "is essentially not to

win," he is happy that the stu-

dents in the band have gained

some recognition for the hours of

hard work they have devoted to

the band and to Villanova.

Weisel

speaks
(Continued front page 1)

we should be compassionate. Our
nation is wealthy enough to open
our hearts to those who need
shelter."

A member of the audience asked
Weisel what he thought are to-

day's concrete evidences of hope.

Weisel responded, "Is hope wait-

ing for us at the end or not? I

believe history has the power to

create hope. Among the 10 things

needed before creation was the
word 'Messiah.' We needed a word
for hope before we could have
hope. We needed the word before

it happened."

The event was co-sponsored by

the Villanova Union and the

Ceattr for Peace and Justice

Bdtieitkm. Thtchairperioii of the
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Rlale virgins in vogue on campuses
A kurVey of 1,422 college

students, ages 18 and 19,

showed that college women
today are more attracted to

male virgins than were female
students in 1977, according to

an article by Nanci Hellmich in

U.S.A. Today. Fear of sexually-

transmitted diseases is cited as
the reason for this trend, ac-

cording to New York research
psychologist Srully Blotnick.

"In the past, women lied

about their vii^ginity, and now
men are doing so," said
Blotnick.

Blotnick's study indicates
that 22 percent of college wom-

en today claim to want their

next lover to be a virgin, up
from 9 percent in 1977.

Twenty four percent of wom-
en consider sexually-

transmitted diseases when
they select a lover, compared
to 11 percent in 1977, reported

the article. In addition, 27

percent of men today reportedly

under-estimate the number of

sexual partners they have had,

up from 14 percent in 1977.

Blotnick said, 'The male
virgin may not make the best

lover, but usually he's eager to

learn — and he's the safest.

D.A.C.

Purdue develops fresliman program
The School of Pharmacy,

Nursing and Health Sciences
at Purdue University has deve-

loped a new program for excep-
tional freshmen, entitled the
Health Sciences Freshman
Scholars Program. The pro-
gram allows students to get a
sampling of specific areas
through professor/student re-

search projects.

Students were chosen based
upon extracurricular activities,

SAT scores, high school rank-

ing and their academic perfor-

mance. Each will receive credit

and a $100 Merit Scholarship

Certificate.

The program is divided into

three parts. The academic area
consists of working with the

professor, the social area deals

with the interaction of peer

mentors and there is also a bi-

weekly seminar. E.S.D.

Brochure fights sexual harassment
The Office of Equal Oppor-

tunity (OEO) at the University
of Utah released a brochure
stating that to end sexual
harassment one should first

tell one's harasser to stop. This
method often works because
some professors may not
realize they are offending the
student.

Since many professors do not
realize the situation they are
creating, a complaint to the

OEO will most likely solve the

problem.

A student should try to get

evidence and witnesses and a

record of the incidents, which
should include time, place and
a summary of what happened,
stated the OEO's brochure. If

the student has no evidence, it

may ultimately come down to

her word against that of her

professor. S.A.W.

Fire closes dorm at

Rosemont College
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

On March 20, a fire broke out

in a Rosemont College dormitory,

according to Ethel Levenson, dean
of students of Rosemont College.

The fire began in a lounge on
the first floor of Connelly Hall, a
predominantly freshman dorm.
The head of staff of the dormi-

tory roused the residents and
conducted a quick and orderly

evacuation of the dorm, according

to Levenson.

Chief Fire Marshall of Lower
Merion Township, Harry Knorr
discovered the cause of the fire to

be careless smoking in the first

floor lounge.

The fire caused severe damage
to the first floor, with the most
damage to the rooms nearest the

lounge. There was smoke and soot

damage to the second and third

floors of the dorm. Surprisingly,f

the third floor suffered more thanj
the second, according to Knorr.

f

The dorm has been closed down;
for the rest of the semester and*
the residents have been provided;
with other on-campus housing.i

"Right now the girls are salvaging
what they can from their rooms,**?

said Levenson. "Hopefully, we

'

will be able to re-open the dorm
for use in September."
One student was taken to Bryn

Mawr Hospital for minor burns,
said Levenson. She is currently"
reported to be in good condition

;

but will not be returning to on-
campus living, according to'
Levenson.

'

Said Levenson, "It was very^

scary. We are grateful that every-

thing ran smoothly and no one.
was seriously hurt."

Bit WttlMl. 19MNoM
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Villanova
(Conthiuedfrom page 1)

Stressing his belief that the

drug test should only be used if

it is 100 percent accurate, Noble

summed up his opinion as the

ability to make a choice. The
employer should have the option

of employing drug-free workers,

and the employee, if unhappy with
the testing, has the alternative of

working elsewhere.

Steinhardt next expressed his

views against drug testing, stating

that it is an invasion of one's

privacy. He believed that random
drug testing is a form of a search

without probable cause.

\ Steinhardt also outlined the

problems of drug testing, one
being the fact that some harmless
substances such as over-the-

counter cold medicines and herbal

teas can result in a positive

reading.

Addressing the subject of drug
toting for airline pilots, Stein-

hardt stated that the test only

identifies drug use and not impair-

ment. Since Steinhardt sees the

hazard as the inability for the pilot

tb navigate safely and not simply

the drug use, he proposed that

pilots take a flight simulator test,

i^ot a drug test, to determine if

they are capable of flying safely.

Steinhardt also suggested that

President Ronald Reagan was in

favor of implementing drug test-

ing for government emptoyees in

order to filter attention away from
other problems his administration

is facing. Steinhardt supported

this contention by saying that if

Reagan were really concerned
with drug abuse, he would not

have cut the budget for drug
programs.
A rebuttal period followed for

each member of the debate in

which Noble stressed that the

Steinhardt condud«l, ''We'd still

beopposed todrug testing without
probable cause if they [drug tests]

weire fool'prool, but they're not.

[McLain] or kick him off the

team."

Noble, however, disagreed.

Next/di^ tilfo men answei^ Miew^ dMual to b^^jthe most

questions from members of the

audience. Many ol the questions

revolved around other methods an
empbyer can use to detect drug
use without having to resort to

testing.

Answering one question, Stein-

hardt voiced his view that an

common veaetkm toan accusatkm
of drug use. Noble expressed his

opimon that Massimino coukl not

do anything without concrete
probf.

Noble's final comment, "A
coach should be able to trust his

players . . . and ifhesuspects(drug

• lmporti& Independent Latels

• Hard to find Tapes. VkJeos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
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drug test must be preceded by assumes the employer does not

employer shouki have thecommon use], he should have the player
sense to know if an employee has take the test," was greeted by
a drug problem, and the testing applause from the audience.

have this common sense.

The discussion then turned to

student athletes as one member
of the audience voiced his opinion

that Gary McLain had fooled

many people as he attempted to

ide his drug use.

Steinhardt's response implying

some form of notice and must be

fool-proof.

Noble also reinforced his con-

cept of a choice by stating, "We
all have the right to say i want
to participate in a drug-free envi-

ronment' . . . people should have hide his drug use
right to say 'I want to work with Steinhardt's re
people who do not use drugs.' I'm that Roland V
here saying you do have a choice." coach of the men's basketball
During his rebuttal time. Stein- team, felt McLain was too valu-

hardt reiterated the question of able to the team to let him go was
whether a drug test is a reasonable met with a reaction from the
search. Steinhardt alsoconsidered audience. Steinhardt felt if Mas-
the preceding notice irrelevant, simino had strong suspicions that
Even though he again talked "common sense might have sug-
about the errors in drug testing, gested he [Massimino] bench him

Student reaction was for the

most part favorable. Sophomore
Dave Chiaverini commented, "I

thought it was interesting and
learned some new things; but I felt

they went off on tangents a little

too much."

Another student, sophomore
Massimino, head Josef Allen, expressed his opinion

on drug testing and the debate:

"Steinhardt pretty much just

mentioned common sense and
never mentioned other methods of

detecting or fighting drug abuse.

I'm for it [drug testing] because
I think it is more important to save
a life than to save a reputation."

UndbackAwardnominations souglit
i Seniors, juniors and sopho- finot, history, 1962; William G.
mores in all undergraduate day Driscoll, physics, and James J.

colleges, as well as full-time Mitchell, English, 1963; Emil
faculty members of those colleges, Amelotti, mathematics, and Jo-

will nominate candidates for the seph J. Hicks, electrical engineer-
27th annual Christian R. and
Mary F. Lindback Foundation
Awards for distinguished
teaching.

Student voting for these nom-
%\ations will be held on March 30

mg, 1964; Thomas C. Linahan,
mathematics, and Benedict A. _ _ _
Paparella, philosophy, 1965; Jose nessTaw7l979; Nicholas M. Ron

accounting, and EdwardJ. Mathis,

economics, 1977.

Also, Angelo Armenti, Jr., phys-

ics, and Charles E. Zech, econom-
ics, 1978; Brian J. Jones, sociology,

and Sebastian M. Rainone, busi-

R. De La Vega, chemistry, and
Joseph George Jr., history, 1966.

Also, William O'Neill, business

gione, business law, and Robert

E. White, chemical engineering,

1980; James J. Clarke, economics
and Rita M. Ehrmann, mathemat-

and 31, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on administration, and Robert E.
<ach day. Students in the College Wilkinson, English, 1%7; Joseph
of Commerce and Finance are w. Ratigan, English, and Robert
asked to vote m the Bartley Hall b. Whiting, mathematics, 1968;
cafeteria. Engineering students Frank H.Eby Jr.. business admin-
wi vote in the dean s office istration, and Ralph Koliner, civil
Cdlege of Engineenng. College of engineering, 1969; Alvin A. Clay,
Arts and Sciences students and accounting, and the Rev. Law-
Coll^e of Nursing students will rence C. Gallen, O.S.A., biology,
votem the mam lobby of Connelly 1970; Daniel T. R^n. philosophy,

ics, 1981; Fritz Nova, political

science, and Bernard P. Prusak,
religious studies, 1982; Jean M.
Maurer, nursing, and Thomas F.

Monahan, accounting, 1983; John
A. Doody, philosophy, andJohn F.

Stehle, economics, 1984; Wesley
E. Schwarz, management, and
Barry S. Young, sociology, 1985;

Rodger Van Allen, religious stu-

dies, and Anthony Zygmont, elec-

trical engineering, 198(5.
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If you are searching for fulfillment,

we invite you to join us. We are the

Columban Fathers. Cotholk: mis-

sionary priests, sendng the poor

and the little ones in twelve Third

Worid countries.

To learn more about the reward-
ing work we do. and your possible

role in it, please write to: Father

Michael Harrison, Columban
Fathers. Box 125. Edgemoht,
PA 19028. MaUjrally. there's no
obligation.

NAME
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Tuition increase

is liypocriticai
On the heels of a major 11.3 percent ti^tion increase

last year, the administration plans to again propose a
tuition increase of over 10 percent. This increase will harm
the reputation, as well as the students of Villanova, and
should be defeated by the University Senate on April 3.

'

It is certainly hypocritical for University officials to

qaim a desire for a socially, economically and racially

diverse student body and at the same time propose a

tuition increase which will, in effect, slam the door to

ipinorities and students from lower and middle income
families. We are already nicknamed "Vanillanova." Do
we really want this nickname to become complete reality?

Not only that, but do we want Villanova to be a school

only for the elite?

University officials, though, defend the plan with the

knowledge that the average income of a Villanova
student's family is $60,000. Admittedly, this average is

high, but $12,000 for V.U. tuition and room and board
takes a one-fifth chunk out of that income. Families with
two or three students in college would have to pay almost
or over half their income for tuition, and certainly, doing
so is an impossibility.

Last year, W. Arthur Switzer, assistant director of

Financial Aid, cited research which showed that for every
1 percent increase in tuition, student need [for financial

aid] rises 5 perc«it. Following this guide, we can conclude
that student need will rise 50 percent over last year's
55 percent increase in student need. With the Gramm-
Rudman budget cuts, education aid is low, and many
students in need will not be helped.

Unless the University Senate defeats this increase,

we can say goodbye to a number of our friends.

Finals til Dec. 23:

a poor decision
^ Under the calendar currently established for the 1987-

88 school year, final exams for the fall semester will not

ejnd until Dec. 23 — two days before Christmas. Although
this calendar includes the required number of class days
and a full-week Fall Break, it is unreasonable because
of the stress, inconvenience and unnecessary burden that

it will placQ on students and faculty.

\ The calendar as it stands necessitates that finals not

begin until Dec. 17, and that they run until Dec. 23. While
this calendar includes the Fall Break and the reading days
that students have long campaigned for, it does not make
sjense from a logistical stiahdpoint.

Many students must travel some distance and many
hours in order to get home for the holidays. Classes are

not held on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving
specifically to allow for the necessary travel time so that

students can spend all of Thanksgiving Day with their

families.

Planning for Christmas vacation should be considered
in the sam^ light. Many students and their families gather

for traditional celebrations on Christmas Eve. Those who
establish the calendar ought to recognize final exams
should not be scheduled beyond Dec. 2^ in order to allow

students time to travel home. Students should be with
their families and loved ones on Christmas Eve — not

stuck in the airport or train station making their way
home because they had finals the day b^ore.

All in all, scheduling finals until Dec. 23 was a poor
decision. Members of the calendar committee of the
University Senate originally proposed an alternative
calendar under which finals would end on Dec. 19.

Although this alternative schedule would mean having
classes on Labor Day, it is, overall, a better calendar and
deserves a second look. The currently schedukd calendar
is one that should be rethought and changed before it

is too late.

Letters
Not only liippies want justice
To the Editor:

1 am tired of being asked if I

feel like I have been bom 20 years
late just because I spend my own
time protesting U.S. involvement
in Central America, apartheid and
the Nuclear Arms Race. This
question has been used as a kind

of argument or rebuttal and has
lost its so-called humor. Come on
peers, wake up!

You do not have to be a hippie

to be socially aware. You, who use
this response, have trapped your-

self into an ignorant bliss by
believing that only hippies can
fight for justice.
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I would like all you witty comics
who think you know "that real

U.S. political deal" to attend a.
VCACA (Villanovans Concerned,
About Central America) meeting
some Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
basement of Sullivan Hall. Check
out all the hippies there — with
their docksiders, argyle socks and
oxford shirts. Perhaps then you
will hang easy and hopefully a
little more to the left.

Carolyn F. Piro
Class of 1987

Quote

of

Note

Love at first sight is the world's

greatest timesaver.

Herbert V. Prochnow,
writer
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¥hmieii: Do not dwell on your history
By StrSAN E. TOLVE

Sybil Ludington's name should
be more recognizable than Paul
Revere's.

In 1777, 16>year-old Ludington
rode 40 miles* calling the militia

to fight British troops planning to

raid a military supply camp in

Danbury, Conn. Revere only rode
about 12 miles in 1775.

Ludington was not paid, but
Revere submitted a bill for his

services to the nation's new
government, according to Mary
Ruthsdotter, director for the
National Women's History Pro-

ject, in Santa Rosa, Calif.

It is facts like this that members
of the National Women's History

Project want to see recorded in

.
history texts. "Leaving women
out of history gives the false

impression that women haven't

done much to write about," said

Ruthsdotter. "It presents a false

concept of women's possibilities."

Congress passed a resolution in

late February to again designate
March Women's History Month
as it has each year since 1^.
- It seems trivial. And it is. Have
women come so far that the only

battle left to fight is in the history

books?
Women have come a long way,

but they still have plenty of road

ahead of them.
Since 1961, dowry payments

have been illegal in India, but the

practice continues. According to

the Atlantic Monthly, a 1983
survey in the city of Bangalore
concluded that roughly three-

fourths of the families there
demanded a dowry.

There is also an alarming
number of dowry-related deathes.

The usual scenario b^ns when
parents arinnge their children's

marriage and agree on a dowry.
Next, the ih-laws and husband
demand increasing amounts of

?[Ood8 from the bride's family. The
amily complies with these re-

quests until they can no longer

sifford to do so.

ftseems fyfvjif,Mtftt

1$, Mive irofMii come
sofiir(lNrttteoii(r

bMleleHtQngMlsIn
thehMory books?

It is at this point that wives are
often doused with kerosene and
burned, a method-which can
easily be attributed to an accident
in the kitchen. Husbands usually
are not convicted, and sometimes
they find a new wife— and a new
dowry.
Not long ago, Diane Sawyer did

an interview on 60 minutes that
was filmed in Iran. In order to do
the interview, she had to agree to

cover her head with a scarf.

Women in Iran must cover their
heads and the lower portion of
their faces, as well as the rest of
their body, when in public.

The U.S. supports women lead-

ers in other countries — Cory
Aquino, Margaret Thatcher, with-
out gender being an issue -- but
in our own country a woman vice-

presidential candidate makes big
headlines.
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Then there is the question of

money. The U.S. Department of

Education recently reported that
as of the 1985-86 school year,

female faculty members still

earned less than their male coun-
terparts. On 4-year private cam-
puses, there is an average of 30.9
percent difference between men's
and women's salaries.

This is only a small sampling
of current women issues world-

wide.

Drug testing

Women deserve to get credit for

their accomplishments in the
annals of history. But what is past
is past and many book publishers
contend that they do the best they
can to include women, but docu-
mentation for the nation's early

history is not always available.

Members of the National Wom-
en's History Project want Con-
gress to pass a resolution perman-
ently designating March as
National Women's History

Month.
Why not have a month to focus

on womens' present and future

problems, instead of dwelling on
the past? When all of the other
issues are solved, then we will

worry about the history books.

Susan E. Tolve is a junior
communications major and the
associate editor ofthe Villanovan.

More than just a legal issue
By TIMOTHY H. VALENTE

In this op-ed, I wish to address

an issue raised in a letter to the

editor, entitled " 'No* to drug
tests," that appeared in the March
20 issue of the Villanovan. In

this letter, Mr. Guyll states all of

the legal reasons why we should

protest drug testing. I feel that

this article does not take into

consideration the implications of

an elimination of drug testing, and
I wish to state why.
Mr. Guyll explains that drug

testing violates our human rights,

specifically those granted to us by

the First,' Fourth, Fifth and Sixth

ammendments to the Constitution

of the United States of America.

From a strictly theoretical and
l^[al point of view, this is abso-

lutely correct. Drug testing does

violate our rights.

Yet, from a pragmatic point of

view, I feel that this violation of

human rights may be a necessity.

True, we do need a "middle
ground" on this issue, but in the

meantime we have to make due

with what methods we do have.

Complete elimination of drug
testing would and has, in fact, had
a radical effect on our society.

There is more to this issue than

what the law prescribes, and if the

law is the center of this argument
then why has the point not been

made that drug abuse breaks the

law in the first place?

Mr. Guyll states that according

to the fourth amendment, "A
person must be accused of usingt

drugs, and these accusations
must be backed up with evidence

before a person can be asked to

take a drug test. " Often the effect

of drug abuse does not surface

until a crisis arises, making it

very difficult to raise the evidsnoe

or pwtabie cause nsadad to sub-

mit a psrson to i drug tsst. So

how else can we find the offenders

other than by random testing.''

Also, it is stated in the article

that drug testing is "both hu-

miliating and degrading." I am
straight and have control of my
life and daily activities and am
proud of it. I do not need a crutch

to help me live my life. I respect

my body and do not wish to take

part in an activity that would
injure it and, furthermore, I would
not be bothered by a drug test.

Others may not prescribe to this

point of view. Not only do they

not care about how drugs affect

their lives or bodies, but they also

do not care about how drug use

affects others.

For example, a few months ago
a train in Maryland derailed,

killing and injuring many people,

because of the poor response of an
operator who tested positive for

marijuana.

If you were a passenger on that

train would your opinion be the

same? It is also stated in the letter

that, "Drugs are not the issue.

Freedom is." True, we should be

free from these infringements of

the rights granted to us by the

Constitution.

By the same token, should we
not also be free from the possibility

of wrongful death or bodily injury
because of the actions of a drug
abuser? Maybe I am willing to

sacrifice a small portion of my
rights, and be inconvenienced
slightly, in return for living in a
safer society.

Another point that Mr. Guyll
brings up is that this testing will

"show a mistrust of people, and
implies those supervising the
work or activity of people cannot
do their job."

This mistrust occurs for a very

gsod reason. Drugs can change
'
^ driving tbem to do things

in order to support their addiction,

that they would not ordinarily do.

Just look at Gary McLain, a

seemingly great guy, and maybe

a hero to his former fans, who
brought great pride to Villanova

University through his participa-

tion on the 1985 NCAA champion-

ship men's basketball team.

His addiction to cocaine even-

tually caused him to lose his job

because of embezzlement of funds
from his employer to support his

habit, and finally he turned on the

school that made him the celebrity

he had become.

How could anyone have known
about his problems? If he had been
forced to take a drug test, the
trouble could have been eliminated
before it began. All of these points
lead to the idea that we need a
solution, now!

Until a solution is found, we
will have to make due with the

methods we have. I am willing to

sacrifice some of my rights if that

is what is necessary to promote
the common good (i.e. the safety

of the people.)

The rationale for random drug
testing is identical to that which
supports road blocks to randomly
test drivers of automobiles for

driving under the influence of

alcohol.

If you think it is fair to allow

a drug abuser freedom in our
society, then you must also believe

that drunk driving is allright.

Drug testing does not solve the

problem, but it does attempt to

minimize the effect of drug abuse
' in our society. Unless a superior

) alternative is suggested, other

than the total elimination of drug
testing. I support its application

100 percent!

L-imothvH. Vah'MtviifajHHior

accounting major.
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Critically evaluate candidates
To the Editor:

As presidential candidate Phil

Brach's campaign manager, I

encourage all students to meet

and critically evaluate the qual-

ifications of all three of the

candidates running for student

government president.

If at no other time, election time

should be the time that students

take it upon themselves to play

a role in deciding what is best for

Villanova University and its stu-

dent body. With the issues of

rising tuition costs and unreaso-

nable off-campus housing ordi-

nances facing students, it is

important that students c^Skise

the best people to represent them
in student governance.

Student Government has been

put on the right track with this

year's administration. Student

Government is now dealing with

issues that are pertinent to the

day-to-day lives of students. Tui-

tion cost,r book prices, off-campus

housing and coed housing are just

a few of the issues that the
government has dealt with and is

continuing to tackle.

To keep the government on the^

track that it is on, the next

president cannot be one who has

not been involved in Student

Government. As has happened in

years past, thegovernment cannot
wait six months before the pres-

ident knows the ropes.

^ As Dr. Phil Maurone, Chairman
of the University Smate says,

"Student Government cannot

afford to re-invest the wheel again

and again. The process that has

b^gun this year must becontinued
for things to get done, the pres-

ident has to be someone who
already knows how the thing
works."
Coukl you imagine the ViOan-

ovan selecting an editor who has
never worked on the paper? The
same happens when a president
is elected who has no experience.

Choose the only candidate with
experience in Student Govern-
ment. Choose Phil Brach.

John Sweeney
Class of 1989

V.U. should be proud

of Wiesel ceremony
To the Editon

I thought that the ceremony in

which Elie Wiesel was granted an
honorary degree was one of the

finest I have ever seen at

Villanova.

The prayer, the blessing, the

song-translation performed by a

member of the Campus Ministry

and then Wiesel's speech all

touched me very deeply.

Wiesel spoke with humor, si

taneity and great sincerity, re-

spondingtoquestions in a manner
both humble and direct and with

true generosity.

I thank Sr. Barbara Waltfar her

part in this event. It is a time
when the Villanova Community
can be truly proud.

Michael L. Levitan
duUnnan

Applied Statistics Procram

all trade
To the Editor:

In last week's Vltlanovan, Dr.

Timothy Feeman atteii4>ted to

rebut Brian Webb's argument
regarding the damage done by the

divestment of oorpoiiitions with

ties to South Africa by^correctly

pointing out that, *Thie implicit

assumption is that these corpora-

tions are then^ves opposed to

apartheid." I

It is difficult for me to resist the

temptation to inform Dr. Feeman
that this is more than an assump-
tion, it is a fact supported by over

75 years of behavioral evidence.

I would suggest that before pro-

fessors likeDr. Feeman jump to

simplistic conclusions based on a

cursory reading of The New York
Tnnes and other such ''scholarly"

mass media publication that they

spend a little more time investi-

gating the issues in a more pro-

fessional manner.
In this case, agood place to start

would be with a book by William

H. Hutt entitled The Economics of

the Color Bar. Hutt is a South
African economist trained at the

London School of Economics who,
at one point, had his passport

withdrawn by the government
because of his criticism of the

color bar and apartheid laws.

Even a quick reading of |iistory

reveals that it was the militant

white labor union movement (hat

was responsible for the first color

bar law passed in 1911. From that

point on, the Labor Government
was successful in passing a suc-

cession of color bar restrictions

from the "Mines and Works Act"

(1926) to the apartheid laws
(1948).

If Dr. Feeman would bother to

look at the record, he would
discover that the business inter-

ests have fought against these

color bar laws every step of the

way. They were opposed to the

first color bar law of 1911 and
continue to be opposed to current

color bar and apartheid laws.

Business interests have failed

because oi the simple mathemat-
ics of majority rule. They are a

minority voice in a labor controlled

government, a point that should

be easily grasped by a mathemat-
ics professor.

Ul)eral-minded individuals out-

side of South Africa have no
ability to oppose the racist Labor
(}ovemment through the ballot

box. However, opposition to these

racist policies can be exercised

through shareholder proxy votes.

It should be dear that our only

hope, short of sending in the

Marines, is in the "oounterveil-

zBsgm BWB

ing** power that can be exercised

by South Alrican business
interests.

An increase in the probabiUty

of progressive change within
South Africa would follow from
the demand by activist owners
that more resources be spent
hiring blacks and opposing the

ook>r bar and aparthod laws.

But perhaps more important
than this, the economic emascu-
lation of the blacks in South
Africa that is a ^rect result of

divestment furtHer strengthens

the relative position of the rascist

white working class. Such an
increase in inequality between
black and white workers within

South Africa is a prescription for

a violent, and not necessarily

successful, revolution.

This is, no doubt, the unstated

agenda of some "progressive"
thinkers. However, this is hardly

consistent with Dr. Feeman's
alleged "humanism" and desire

for **workl peace and justice."

Perhaps true libei^s will' un-

derstand that a radical chai^ in

our policy toward South Africa is

neecfed.Perhaps, it will eventually

be understood that the radical

change that would best promote
the interests of the oppressed
minorities within South Africa

would be the abolishment (rf all

trade barriers between the United
States and South Africa.

The free movement of human
capital (oppressed blacks who
want tomove to the United States)

and. physical capital (plant and
equipment invested in South
Africa that will, help raise the

relative wages of blacks who
choose to remain hi South Africa)

will do more to promote peaceful

change of the oppressive South
African system than any other

policy.

Aim! it is_ on this issue fA tree

immigiatioh that the heart of the

liberal is tested. It is sad, but the

closet racismof many who profess

to be interested helping the blacks

in South Africa is what prevents
this alternative of true trade

freedom from being considered as

a serious alternative.

John F. Stehle

aasiatant prolessor of
^ economics
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Students: Make a

well-educated vote

..mti^'m

Campus
By MARK NUNE3

This week the Villano-
van asks, '*What have you
done to celebrate National

Nutrition Month?"

\

"I remained sober for two

nights out of the last 18."

David Hutchins
freshman

finance

Wti0

'Avoided the Pit!"

Lauren Romonouski
sophomore

nursing
Debi Sommer

sophomore
fihance

Melissa Byrnes
sophomore
marlceting

Carolyn Rende
sophomore
marketing

TotheEditon

April 7 is approaching quickly.

This is the day when we the

students will have the privikife of

voting for next years tttiaent

g^enpient president. Student
Govenknent is an oninisarion
impjefnled to protect and furth-

er the stiitet's hctt iajtansta. If

a stronggovenMMnt important
to us, itai we an have the resaoo-

8ftility«f iii¥fetigitim farhWthe

His achievements this year

have affected us all positively and

will continue to affect us next

year. Phil has a very comprehen-

sive knowledge of the way a

student fovemment is properly

run. In addition, he interacts well

with other adauinistrations.

Phil carreatly deNwles a great

deal of tiaie to Student Govern-

ment aad wilt ooatiaue to do so

if elected next year. Being both

talented aad cionoerBed about our

finlisihaj

t'squal-

aad I aai wre jmi aU
^di he aiiydly impneeed with

"Went to Barleycorn's ev-

ery night of the week to

alleviate my guilt."

%lohn Mndhlad
political kcience

nutritional

science

~̂ s'

"We consulted Mel about

our liqukl diets at Kelly's."

Tim Regan
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MR. VILLANOVA '87
APRH. 23, 7:30 p.m.
APPLICATIONS FOR BOTH
CONTESTANTS AND FEMALE EMCEES
AVAILABLE IN THE RSA OFFICE
215 DOUGHERTY — DUE APRIL 6

}j
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THANKS TO ALL
THOSE WHO WENT
WITH THE RSA
TO NEW YORK

CITY LAST WEEK!
r^mk-

EXECUTIVE BOARD
SELECTIONS

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN

THE RSA OFFICE
DUE APRIL 3

RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
215 DOUGHERTY - EXT. 7210

.. iiri

VUANGUA
UIVwEIC9ITY

Villanova, PA 19085

SUMMER >

SESSIONS
MANAQBMENT

Accounting
Business Law
Economics

Finance and Marketing

Management
Statistics

LANQUAQKS
Arabic Italian

French Latin

German
|

Russian

Spanish

Astronomy

Biotogy

Chemistry

Physics

Nursing

Chemical "

^ Civil

Electrical

Mechanical

Engineering Mechanics

COMfUTER SaiNCE/
MATjfltllATiCAL iCIINCiS

Computer Programming in PL/1,

ALGOL. Pascal.

FORTRAN. COBOL
Algorithms and Data Structures

Computers and Society

Calculus

Mathematical Analysis

Introduction to Diffsfsntial

Egustions

Unssr Algebra

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Education

Geography
Library Science

Political Science

Psychology

Sociology

HUMANITIES
Communication Arts

English

History

Religious Studies

Philosophy

Theatre
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Smunar reveals job opportunities
By STACW WILKINS

The newly formed Women in

Communications Club held its

Tirst major on-campusevent in the

Connelly Center, which featured

KYW reporter Parbara Monaco,
English professor June Lytel.

account supervisor Mary Ann
Sesso and communication arts

professor Dr. Richard Welch.
The focus of the seminar was

to inform communication arts

majors of the wide range of jobs

they qualify for with a degree in

communications.
One point that was repeatedly

stressed by the four speakers was
the perseverance and hard work
that go into landing a.job in one
of these "glamourous" fields.

Sesso, who graduated from
nearby Cabrini College and is an
account supervisor with Philadel-

phia's third largest advertising

agency, Spiro and Associates,

poked fun at the misconceptions

that haye cropped up regarding

these glitzy jobs.

She went on to explain what
advertising really is: "Advertising

is problem solving based on a

strategic marketing plan.

Sesso continued, "Good adver-

tising could be the success or

failure of a product. Thus, when
a company hires an advertising

agency, theya^ hiring acompany
of spedalists who must under-

stand the soul of the product, and
think themselves into the soul of

the customer."

She continued, "One must have
good writing skills because ever-

ything that goe3 to the client must
\x written clearly and concisely

because clients don't like to read

long letters."

Finally she stated, "One must
have good organizational skills

and be excellent with small details

because you have dozens of balls

in the air at once and a single error

can cause one of them to fall,

which is comparable to thousands

of dollars."

Lytel should not only be asso-

ciated with the dreaded copyread-

ing drills and all her work in the

field ofjournalism. It is interesting

to note that her first job had
nothing to do with journalism.

After graduating from Temple

with a degree in journalism, she

(Photo by Nunes)

Barbara Monaco is a general
assignment news reporter for

KYW/TV in Philadelphia.

took a job with a textbook com-
pany in the copyright department.

Lytel said, "Someone opting for
a career in the field of journalism
must be able to work with dead-
lines, be well-read and know
English. The most important
thing i9 to take all the courses you
can that require you to write."

A job typically associated with

glamour is Monaco's, who is a
general assignment news reporter

for KYWrrV IN Philadelphia.

After graduating with a bache-

lor's degree in journalism from the

University of California at Berke-
ley, she began her career in

broadcast journalism in 1974 as
a reporter and anchor for KTBC-
TV in Austin, Texas.
Following her stint at KTBC-

TV, Monaco worked in several

small markets until she ended up
at KYW in 1980, where she has
been ever since.

Monaco dispelled all thoughts of

her day being a couple hours in

front of the camera on nightly

newscasts. Her hours run Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 6:30

p.m., and on Sundays from 2 p.m.
through 11:30 p.m. *

The job entails long hours,

'Novans heat up Bahamas

thus, "One must be devoted and
persistent if you want to get a job

in this field," Monaco claimed.

She continued, "The more of a

pest you are shows the more
committed you are, and this

persistence makes an impression

on your potential employer."

A good entry level job for some-

one wanting to break into televi-

sion reporting would be a desk

assistant. Monaco said that it is

"good to apply as an intern and
then move up."

She warned "not to stay too

long if you don't move up. Don't

be afraid to make a switch and
move onto a new job. Otherwise,

you will always be seen as a desk
assistant."

Welch said jobs in production
are just as hard to come by, but
one good note for Villanova com-
munication arts majors is that, "A
degree in communication arts
from Villanova is good because it

is broadbased and shows that you
know how to do more than hold
a camera."
On a less positive note he said,

"Production is like education of

(Continuedon page 15)

By NATALIE McKENNA

"Hey Mon!" This greeting re-

minds some Villanovans of calyp-

^ so music, bartering in the straw
^'^MIWftF and, most Inipoi-tantly,

tropical drinks.

Approximately 130 'Novans
spent Spring Break '87 on the

sunny beaches of Nassau, Baha-
mas. The Bahama-bound students

departed from Philadelphia Inter-

national Airport on the morning
of Marqh 8, and flew Sun Coast
Airlined' for two-and-one-half
hours beforeianding in Nassau.

. One sighi that thrilled each
student wa^h^lear aqua blue

waters of the BHiamian beaches
as viewed from the plane.

After going through customs,
the students took small buses
(driven on the left-hand side of the

road) to the Sheraton British

Colonial. The Sheraton is a large

hotel, pink in color, in the heart

of downtown Nassau.
Many students spent hours on

the beach or by the pool, both just

outside the hotel. The tempera-

ture was usually between 75 and
85 degrees each day, which made
sunbathing a comfortable
experience.

One highlight was taking a wet
and wild ride on a banana boat,

a tube pulled by a speed boat. For
$5 per person, vacationers could

experience the beauty of the
Bahamian shores at adventure-

some speeds. For more daring
individuals who wanted to reach

new heights, parasailing was
offered for $25.

During the day, bargain
shoppers could try their luck at'

the straw market. Native Baham-
ians sold handmade woodcarv-
ings, baskets and jewelry, as well

as T-shirts, sweatshirts and
trinkets. The phrase, 'This is $20
but I will give it to you for $10,"

was a common one heard by all

visitors to this Bay Street straw
market.

Favorite dining sites that
pleased the college student budget

were McDonald's, Dunkin' Do-

nuts, Swank's Pizza and Oriental

Express (A Chinese restaurant

run cafeteria-style). Hitting the

free food at happy hours was a

necessity, as food prices were

above average.

"Don't^drink the water," was
an appropriate phrase in Nassau.

Moreover, some students were

dismayed at the "funny" taste

some of the canned sodas had.

Beer and mixed drinks were

much more expensive than in the

states, with beer running up to

$3 a can, and drinks as high as

$5. However, the drinks were

strong, as juice was more expen-

sive than Bahamian-made rum.

Speaking of rum, and I am sure

some students who went on the

trip would rather not, it was
available in a variety of flavors.

For instance, have you ever tasted

coconut, pineapple or banana
rum? These tropical flavors could

be tasted in several drinks, such

as a Yellowbird, a Goombay
Smash or the infamous
Bahamamama.
Night life started with happy

hours at bars and hotel lounges.

(Continued on page 15)

(Photo by Zailtesht

Some adventurous students went snorkeling and viewed t^e
Bahamian coasts frimi this sailing vessel.

Experts sour at HutraSweet
By PAULA BRESUN

Aspartame: It is sweet, abun-

dant and popular, but is it safe?

Better known by its trademark,

Nutrasweet, it has been the sub-

ject of contfoversy since it entered

the market in 1961.

- Accidentally diaoovered by GJ).

Searle and Co., it hat been dted
by some oonsuaMn as the caute
of halludiutions, headachas,
menstrual irrqgiilarity and aetnire

taThcraaaHowever,
YcMng.a
crfortN
iatratipa

niiriatWU)-

both Searie and the FDA recog-

nized the need to place a warning
label on all aspartame-sweetened
products.

Aspartame has also been
charged by some scientists at the

Mkhigan Institute of Technokigy
with having the potential to alter

brain chemicals and affect behav-

kir when combined with carbohy-

drates. Such behavior as appetite,

sleep and mood were claimed to

be affected after aspartame
consiuoptkm.

The FDA however, dismissed

the MIT data, from experiments

Qonducted on laboratonr rats aa
incanduaive.

AOOOffQini TO researcnerB ai me
WaahM^ton University School of

Maiicia^ the breakdown product

d aaiiftainf. DKP, forms nttro-

whtch are powerful
This
tiM

ahatf Ufa af MptrlMwaaMilMad
pva^iiota suchaadiat
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Addressing concerns at novelish
The department of modern

languages and the Italian Club are
co-sponsoring a lecture by the
novelist Franco Femiccion March
31.

Ferrucd, currently a professor
of Italian literature at Rutgers
University, was bom in Pisa,
Italy, and received his doctorate
from the University of Pavia. His
first novel, L'anatra nel cartile,

appeared in 1971.

He has ^ince written three
additional novels, several short

stones and a theatre piece, ''Death

of a Soldier." He has lectured at

the most prestigious universities

in Europe and South America,
including Bologna, Bordeaux,
Madrid and Brasilia, and has
toured most of the Ivy League
schools.

Professor Ferrucci plans to

CMiSSIFIHI

iWHllliSIIH;

Typing — Wordprocessing
All of your typing noods
professionally wordpro-
cessed. Reasonable rates,

pick-up and delivery availa-

ble. Call anytime. Words-to-
Go, 853-2244.

Affordable Introduction Ser-
vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-
alized service offers one-on-
one matches, plus personal-
ized background information.
Memberships from $25. Send
SASE to 717-F56, Station
Ave., Bensalem, PA 19020.

<

Summer Employment
Philadelphia country club
^located 5 min. from campus,
jSnack bar + dining room
^positions available — will

Hrain. Bar staff w/experience,
jcaii Mr. Voorhees, 525-6000.

Have the summer of your life

and get paid for it!! Be a
counselor at one of the top
brother/sister camps in

America. In the Poconos June
24-Aug. 20. Counselor pos.
avail, in many activities: rock-
etry, arts and crafts, photo-
graphy, rock and rope climb-
ing, computer, canoe, sailing,

tennis, water sporU (W.S^.)-
Call 800/533-CAMP or ¥v|1te

407 Benson East, Jenkin-
town, PA 19046.

Valet Privers.

Expanding valet pwUng co.

sssks valet driversforRadnor
Country Club. Day/evening
shlfto avail. F/PT^ ealafy *

tipsl AMIHy to^drlMi stlek-

shm and vaNd drfvera Hoenae
a must. Contact Mrs. White
ASAP: 563-3336.

Fumiturs— eota, man'schair
with ottoman, two dub
chfllra. Qood ootiatructloiL

0110.

reader. The title of his lecture is

"OnWritii«aNo¥ttL'*
The lecture wiU be held in the

East Lounge, Dougherty Hall,

from 4-5 p.m. Refreshments will

follow. ^Ali are invited to attend.

VIUMBVA

aoveliat Fraaoo Permed.

discuss the problems encountered

.

by the contemporary novdiat in

writing for the contemporary

Someofie dMM ev^enr 21 ndn*
ufiM tfiie to dflfiinng and
DffWIDL

VaiBfflOW 9m9nQWm
6<ff^fflflL

wH^ kii0ws, who cBLrem
a elected, wie promise to reform our libeiMI, left-wibif ways,

,. to pralae Saaulty and Mateteaiuwe ... to prtat at kait six

happineaf stories each week : .. and to never say anything tied
ahout anyone ever again ... We solemnly promise to become the
totally aweaoaie, ja9i*wearing, cool, conservative press thalfUi
you V.U. students titet . . . wtli even move our office QUt to the
wfdi . . . and if you heKeve that, we have a iow-^eoat Imi^ to
rent you in Radnor Tewnship with no sonlng law faetrfcdieaa
. . . Yup . . . it's that time df year when Bill hita the campaign trail

with Mttffy in tow . . . to 0et all you guys and gals out there to

vote him in as Iwad hondM . . . How come there's only three
of you running? . . . What are you 9,997 other poUdpat activists
doing? . . . Doirt want to give up those afternoons at Kc&'s huh?
. . . Yeah, dudes, we know how it is . . . that sun rekUy taloes a
lot out of you when you're sitting on the wall ... speaktqg of sitting
. . . wasn't it nice ci all thoae student senators to sit back« miss
the Senate meeting and allow that new grading system tp pass
... guess it really is about time for an election ..] or at least

mass senator impeachment . . . Did you hear that Reagan is going
to be in Philly on April Fool's Day? ... isn't that appropriate ...

but anyway, who knows, who cares.

-'**

Galileo oftencontempli^ iwhetherL5wenbiau's

fonmilaforthe bestway in the worldtobrew beer

was also the best way in the universe.

^.

r"X# '>*^ •,,r.- -f,i

In a little known footnote to

Galileo's busy career as inventor,

physicist, and astronomer, it was

also discovered that he was an ex-

pert on beer and its relationships

to the universe. "The Madman,"

as Galileo was known to friends,

scientificallyconcluded during in-

depth taste tests that Ldwenbrau's

Bavarian supervision, plus the'

richness of Bavarian hops brewed

fresh and smooth, was truly the

bestway in die worid to brew beer.

Ihgically, Galileo's findings

were destroyed in what is now

known as die "Big Lowenbrau

Bash of 1593" at which his soon-

to-be-fonner girifriend, Sophie,

spilled beer aU over the records.

Luckily, by conductingyourown

taste tests widi LoweiURau toda>^

WD realize vdiat Galileo did

hundieds ofvears ago. . . it's die

bestway in the worki to brew beer.

thisWorld Calls

for Ldwenbrau.

^W^^^^g^^^'^ ; ^ ^*^^^i^P^

,^

i. i ft A
r/t,- \\
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Biriiimas ^%e pni^iM ftm in the smi
(Continui4/tvm page 13)
The best happy hour that this

writer found was at the Paradise
Island Hotel and Casino, where
food was available (and fought
over), and drinks were just 99
cents.

Nightclubs ranged from laid

back to dressy; however, all en-
sured a good time for all. One

- favorite nightspot was the Palace,
which had a dance floor and patio.
The Palace was the prime place
for Lauderdale-style competition
^mong the various colleges and
universities on break.

Club Waterkx) was a good time
for all who ventured there the first
night on the town. However, the
Waterloo closed the second night
Villanovans were in the Bahamas
because of an expired liquor
license.

The club that no doubt every
Bahamanovan will not forget is

Confetti's. Confetti's was a great
place to meet other 'Novans, as
well as vacationers from other
colleges, including Boston Univer-

sity, Penn, Georgetown and Yale.

Confetti's offered music for all-

night dancing, both by DJ and
calypeo band. The nightclub was
conveniently adjacent to the
docks, for romantic strolls by
moonlight.

Casinos provided a change of

atmosphere and an interesting

way to lose your money. However,

this writer did meet someone from
Penn who was up $1,200 playing

blackjack.

For a change of pace, hundreds
of sea-fearing students braved the

popular '*booze cruise." These

triple-decked ferries brought peo-

ple together for dancing and
plenty of rum punch. A three-hour
ride usually cost $15 per person.

Ranging from $25 to $35 per

person were sailboat tours that

were usually an all-day affair.

Most tours provided lunch and
plenty of . . . rum punch, of course!

The boats would anchor near

coral reefs and provide snorkeling

equipment. The sights under the
sea were some of the most memor-
able for all who put on masks and
fin^.

Spring Break in the Bahamas
was a fun-filled, yet relaxing,
eight days of sunshine. Bahaman-
ovans returned with not only
tanned faces, but with memories
of an island paradise.

(Photo by Zarkesh)

Four ViUanova women relax by a Bay Street fountain in Nassau,
Bahamas.

Communications careers examined
(Continuedfrom page 13)

the early 70s for teachers. For

every 15 communication arts

majors, there is one job, so you
have to understand you are com-
peting with a lot of other people."

Welch said one way to get an
edge over the competition is to

"utilize on campus activities like

the Villanovan and WKVU. This
is a great experiential time and
the only opportunity you can have
to get away with those mistakes
and not destroy anyone's bread
and butter."

He added that being involved

with his school paper and radio

station while an undergraduate
journalism major at Duquesne

University, was a worthwhile
experience.

For students looking for jobs in

production, the better options are

in the non-broadcast production

jobs, such as with a private

company that produces spots and
audio and video products in-

house, Welch claimed.

Some final tips he said that can

apply to jobs in production as well

as most of the other fields dis-

cussed include: Read the trade

journals, get involved with profes-

sional organizations in the field,

talk with anyone you can in that

field and ask for an informational

interview, Uterally hang out and
become a "production groupie."

He added, "This is because in

production, they don't have hours
and don't know what a clock is.

If they need you there, you better
be there."

Additionally, Welch said, "Writ-
ing is ultimately important as it

is with any aspect of communi-
cation." To see some really first-

rate writing, he suggested Forges
magazine.

Finding a job will not be easy
because, as Welch maintains, "We
are not engineering majors who
have 10 people waiting in line to
hire us. But that first job will be
a learning process and an adven-
ture even if you don't make
money."

• 7V4% Financinc*
We have a variety otmortgage
plam avilable. starfinc at V/t% one
year adjustabte, or a V/i% fixed

rate for 30 years.

• Paid Settlement Costs
We win pay your closim costs

(except prepaid items). Save up to

$6,000 or more.

• 10% Down Payment
Move in for as little as $6,690.

• Home Ownership
Tax Benefits

¥Mir Radnor House home qualifies

for all the tax benefits of home
OMmership. So wliy pay rent?

• 50% Soki During Preview
loin the 1 60 families that purchased
during our preview opening.

One Bedroom from $65,990
Ttvo Bedroom from $74,990

Three Bedroom from $102,990

The Best Value
on the Main Line

RAOJOR
II l> t s I

Daily 1 1 to b PM, Wrd. til 8 PM
Sal. and Sun 10 to 6 PM

1030E. lamaster Ave • Suite 41(>

Rosemont. Radnor Twp.. PA

(215) 527-77!

Mrs .nd
M.rMirmrnl b»

MKJ ATT-<MVT1C !

ITIKIIIIliLWnwii

'TMHcal linancinR (or t One Scdroom home: Sale prkr ot $63,990 with I O'n. down payinpnt ol V>,b90. MortKafr amount
ct iS%lM at 7.25% inltrttl (yfar one ARM), 360 monlMv paymmi oi S404.5 ) (principal, intemt and PMIl tor 10 years.

The AmmmI Ptirintu* laic lAPt) » 9.17%. (Inlcrett ralct, Icnm. plam, and price* tubiecl to chanttr without notke.i

^

John Barleycorn's Pub
656 Lancaster Ave. 525-3667

,

presents

MOOSEHEAD NIGHT

Thursday, April 2

T-Shirts — Prizes

Surprises

'Special Prizes in • • sehead!

Ikisic by DJ Howard

p
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Sweetener
(Continuedfrom page 13)

But Marcia Costelk), a registered

dietician and assistant professor

at the College of Nursing at

Villanova University, said that

the DKP degradation is no longer

a mjgor concern of aspartame's

safety. Consumers are buying the

products soon after they are
placed on the shelves.

Because aspartame consump-
tion has increased dramatically,

the FDA has established an esti-

mated daily intake. The daily

intake that an adult human can
consume is 200 mg/per kg. This
is equivalent to 60 12-ounce cans
of aspartame-sweetened soda a
day.

Costello, however, ^recom-
mended that moderate consump-
tion of aspartame be exercised.

In addition, Costello believes

that the FDA should have con-

ducted further testing of aspar-

tame before they put it on the
market. \

However, Sister Edward Yhe-
rese, I.H.M., who has a doctorate

in education dietetics and is a
registered dietician at Immaculata
College, stated, 'There is not

enough proof to remove it from the
market, but it should be continued
to be tested."

Sister Therese believes that

aspartame meets a definite need
for the diabetic patient and there-

fore should remain on the market.
According to Sister -Therese, "It

is the consumer's responsibility to

read the labels of the products
they are consuming."

Balloon Day Hopes rise

By BRETT A. DATTO

On April 2, the Villanova com-
munity will bring together a good

;

time and the opportunity to raise

our consciousness to the problems
of our dty and the world.

The event is Balkwn Day, and
for the 14th consecutive yeair, the
celebration is sponsored by Cam-
pus Ministry. All of the Balloon

Day proceeds go to benefit two
charitable groups: locally, to the
St. Frands Inn soup kitchen in

Kensington, and, nationally, to

the Augustinian Missions in Peru.

Balloon Day consists of various

campus oifianizations setting up
booths in front of Connelly Center

and Kennedy Hall. Fun, food and
games are the order of the day as

students stop to socialize between
classes. One cannot help but stop

for an ice-cream cone on the way
from Bartley to Tolentine, see

some friends and lose track of time

completely.

Nioat of the booths are run by
fraternities, sororities, dorms,
academic dubs and various stu-

dentoivmizations. Theday starts

at 11:30 a.m. and lasts until 5 p.m.

At 3 p.m., the highlight of the

day— the balloon launch— takes

place. Tags are bdng soki for 50
cents eadh and are attached to

each balloon.

Each individual purchasing a
tag has their name pboed on the
tag, and the finder of the baUoon
found the farthest away from
campus is given $25 ~ as is the
sponsor of that balkwn.

Balloon Day has been a long-

loved tradition on campus for the
past 13 years. It has become a day
looked forward to by many stu-

dents, as an opportunity to social-

ize, have fun and, at the same
time, raise money for a worth-
while cause.

April 1

the

Vanillanovan

Insignifica

By MARK V. DiSTASIO .

* The 13-year-old grandson of Sioux Indian chief Crazy Horse,

Little Sun Bordeaux, travelled to Israel in full regalia to be bar
mitzvahed.

* The Republican Party's inner drcle, an exdusive group
composed of large donors to the party, solicited a contribution from
a certain Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, who has been dead for 155
years.

TheworicifWeMI:

Women Organized

Against Rape
Women Oifanized AgaMist Raw (WOAR) began in 1973. Mor«

than 100 women are volunteertat WOAR. Women of all ages, races,

economic badqirounda and vocatkms volunteer. Together with a
full-time ataff, they are committed to fightingagainst sexual assault
and helping thoae who are victimiied. Throiigh all its programs,
WOAR works to challenge sexual, racial and economic inifustice.

HoUim. Rape crisis counsekx^ are on duty 24 hmirs a day,
7 days a week. Anyone may call to talk about sexual assault or
child sexual abuse . (215) 922-3434.

Enmgmy Room Counteling. WOAR counsdors are available
in the emei^ency room of the hospitals designated by the dty to
treat rape and child sexual abuse victim-survivors (Thomas
Jefferson and Episcopal Hospitals). The counselors provide
emotional support and information to victim-survivors and thdr
families.

Follow-Up and Referrals. For those who want it, WOAR
counselors call several days after the emergency room visit to offer
more help. Referrals to special counselors outside of WOAR are
available for those who are interested.

Court Companions. Spedally trained women are available to
meet yictim-sunnvors in court and provide emotional support and
legal mformation.

Advocacy. WOAR works as an advocate for victim-survivors
with the hospitals, the police, the District Attorney's Office the
courts and social service agencies to improve the way rape andCSA victims are treated.

Education and Training. WOAR speakers are available to
address organizations that want to know more about rape child
sexual abuse and its prevention. WOAR trains professionals who
S^A o* ^?^ ^"^ ^^^^^ ^*"*^ ^*^"se in their jobs. In addition,WOAR members appear frequently on TV and radio. WOAR also
offers low-cost, self-defense courses for individual women and to
groups in the community.

Literature WOAR publishes a variety of pamphlets on rape,
child sexual abuse and its prevention.

For more information contact Deborah Feingold at (215) 922-
7400. Hotline: (215) 922-3434. ^

f ^^
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You are cordially invited to attend the

Philadelphia Debut

Orchestra
IN CONCERT

PREMIERE PERFORMANCE

s»,

1987 Electlan Supplement

student Body President

Now that I am currently living

off-campus, after two years of

dormJife, I understand the needs
of both on and off-campus resi-

dents. There is a need for improv-
ing the social life on campus.
Benefits from enhancing social

life will enable both on- and off-

campus residents to be actively

involved in campus life.

Other projects that my admin-
istration plans to undertake are

a used book store, coed dorms,
alternate meal plan and the main^
taining of the current grading
scale. With these issues before us,

Villanova needs strong leadership

that will act in the best interest

of its students.

I am committed to fight for our
rights as students. Mandatory
drug testing is a direct violation

of our civil liberties. As president

I will ensure that our rights are

not violated by the University or

Radnor Township.
Student government's objective

must concentrate its energy to-

ward positive action. We must
improve Villanova's image by
exposing to the public our repu-

tation of excellence in athletics,

social activities and academics.

Villanova needs a president
who is capable of understanding
the views of the students and who
is qualified to successfully accom-
plish them. If elected, I will work
for the success of your Villanova

experience.

Wally McCurdy

Villanova Student Government
has gone through many changes
over the years. The task of each
administration has been to reach

a goal on important issues, while

trying to cooperate with the

faculty. It is my belief that the

University is broken down into

two groups. These groups consist

of the on campus residents and
commuters.

i

In mv opinion the Student
Government president should be
visible to the students. A sugges-
tion box is not enough to keep the

students in touch with Student

Government. Exposure of the
Student Body president to both

campus residents and commuters
will bridge this gap, and give all

students a voice in what our
Student Government does.

I acknowledge that Villanova

has problems. Solutions to these

problems are within my reach. It

is commonly known that relations

between Radnor Township and
Villanova could be enhanced and
I plan to make a strong effort on
this issue. I would like to address

the issue of the Student Directory.

This past year the Student Direc-

tory encompassed approximately

21 percent of the Student Body.
A directory generated from the

Registrar's office would include
the entire Student Body. I am also

concerned with Villanova's meal
plan. It is among the many issues

that we plan to address.

^
In conclusion, regardless of who

you vote for, get out and exercise

your part in Student Government
... VOTE. , However, do realize

that I am the candidate who you
are in touch with, and will address

the issues with serious intent.

Engineering Senator
Voltage, impedence, stress,

torsion, temperature, pressure
and matrices. All of the above are
pretty important, but so is the
University's budget, meal plan,

academic policy, quality of student
and employee life and Senate.
This group of 41 senators deals
with these and other constantly
aritiag issues which shape our
lives here.

I wish to responsihiy demao-
iar ViUaMva tf

the Coa«e <tf EMi-
_ at its studsiit aouHor m

tiM

in thisipuMip itfsct

tfliMraadiftthefiitiire.

wis lir fMT MMt
yMMW fiMoMf ttuiMte on April

ims*:

PhU Brach

"The best is yet to come."
During the campaign students
will hear of what I have done and
what I plan to do. During this year
I have spent a great deal of time
on Student Government in mat-
ters such as the preparation of the

University's Planning and Prior-

ities report, the new dorms com-
mittee and the fight for the gua-
rantee of students' rights in the
local townships.

As secretary of the department
of external affairs for this year's

government I have worked on
matters both concrete and vision-

ary. I have tackled concrete issues

such as the need for a turn signal

at the dangerous Ithan-Lancaster
intersection and the revision, in

the student's favor, of local hous-
ing codes. My experience with
these issues, as well as that of the

fight to keep Smokey Joe's open,

has granted me the opportunity
to make the acquaintance of and
work with University administra-

tion and township officials. Such
work has required my attendance
at both University Senate and
township board meetings.

The planning of a Spring Fes-

tival is an area I have worked on
with visionary implications. And
so are those of an on campus deli/

convenience store, run at cost and
with late hours, and cooperative

efforts with Radnor cable televi-

sion to publicize Villanova events
and speakers — these are among
the many areas that need to be

explored.

I have spent a great deal of time
4md~effortto obtain these results^

so far. In order that I may continue

to make improvements and gua-
rantee student rights I ask for

your vote of confidence in the
things to come.

Science Senator

litHlgi* ll»lt 1 I >M0^«.MWi. •

^
Hello, my name is Chris Kriesen

and I am presently ajunior biology
major. What can I tell you that

you have not heard before? 1 can
only promise you I will work in

the Senate with what experience
and potential 1 have.

My present experiences in this

area include being a student
member of the student life com-
mittee, as well as being the assis-

tant secretary of the academic
affairs committee. Among other
things, I was able to help provide
information in support oif keeping
Fall Break. Presently I am in-

volved in researching the advise-

ment programs at Villanova. As
a a senator. 1 would have the

opportunity to work on similar

prqiects with a more influential

role.

Thank you, and please come out

ij <^_.
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Robert J. Brancatella

As an active member of the

Villanova community, I am well

aware of the problems faced by

members of the student body.

The Student Government is an

institution that should serve as a

middleman between the student

body and the Administration. It

should also facilitate communica-

tion between those two groups. As

an Arts senator I would strive to

be an active participant voicing

the beliefs, dissatisfactions and

ideas of the present student body.

Many grievances are heard day

in and day out concerning the

University, the administration

and their policies. I myself have

also complained about such faults,

but have decided to use my energy

constructively by running for the

position of Arts senator. I will

strive to minimize such com-

plaints in the year to come and

to honestly be the "Voice" of the

students here at V.U.

If you are truly concerned about

your future at Villanova, vote Bob
Brancatella, Arts senator and be

represented!

My name is Brian Moses and

I am a junior business adminis-

tration major. Over the past few
years, I nave noticed problems

which pertain solely to the busi-

ness student at Villanova and feel

that many oi these issues have not

been adequately addressed in the

past.

Among the issues I feel that are

important to the business student

are as follows: exorbitant prices

charged in Hartley Cafeteria,

inadequate number and type of

•computer courses offered by the

business school, more disclosure

of the results oif student evalua-

tions conducted on faculty

members.
These are attainable and worth-

while goals. If elected as C4F
senator, I will address these and
other issues which are important

to bttsinest sttadenta.

We at muflt lealtae the kiiiits

of Student Govemment to impoae

chaise. I led I have «iie;

skills, kmnrMpe and
to appRMch thase matters in an
approiwiate faakian. Thank you
very nrach and plaiic vole lor OK
onApriir.

Naomi Karam

Representing the Arts students

as their senator has been a ffDal

of mine for the past year. Having
been actively involved on the

Student Govemment cabinet this

year, I have helped accomplish a
great deal for the present admin-

istration on issues such as Fall

Break, tuition increases, the meal

plan, Radnor Township affairs

and academic policy. Also, as the

Resident Student Association
president, I have been intimaately

involved in implementing student

concerns on this campus.
The Villanova University Se-

nate is a body comprised of stu-

dents, faculty and administration

that vote for legislation that is

favorable for their respective

constituencies. It is a democratic

process of which 1 would like to

become an integral part. I only ask

that you give me this oportunity

on Election Day, April 7.

Diane Carman

I, Diane Carman, am a sopho-

more honors and theatre major
with a business minor. I have
been very active in my two years

at Villanova and am anxious to

serve you, the Villanova Com-
munity, as a Liberal Arts senator.

The main reason I am seeking

this position is because I would

like to make a difference at Vil-

lanova. As senator, I plan to vote

against proposed tuition increases

and a new grading system con-

taining minuses.

I am in favor of an option of

coeducational housing, mandatory

reading days, the construction of

academic buildings and dormito-

ries and improved parking
facilities.

I would favor the opportunity

to work closely with Student

Government leaders as I am a

strong proponent of bettering the

University's relationship with our

neighboring communities.

If you are tired of complaining

about certain aspects of Villanova

and want to do something to

change them, please come down
and cast your vote for Diane

Carman, someone who truly cares

about what happens to Villanova.

C&F Senator

C&F Senator

•r * %

Brian Mosea

JohnLewia
I am sure you have all seen the

pkrtures and posters and that you
are asking yourself *'Why vote lor

John Lewis?'* I probably cannot

put money in your pocket nor a

drink in your hands. I can only

give you one promise — to offer

the best repreaentatkm for Com-
merceand Finance students in the

University Senate.

I will be the foremost opponent

of tuitwn increases and the mia-

appropriatkm ci University funds.

And I will be the stroiweat advo-

cate for an alternate tuition fi-

nancing plan.

After putting a year of bard

work into Student Govenuncttt as

the Secretary for BmlpHry Af
iaka and as a nwl^arrfifctfli<-

Ron Vivenzio

My name is Ron Vivenzio and

I am running for Arts senator.

This position entails expressing

common interests of my fellow

Arts students. The problems and
conflicts, as well as positive as-

pects of our college, must be made
known if the system is to be

improved. I am qualified for this

position because I have expe-

rienced and/or learned of many
situations needing attention dur-

ing my three years at Villanova.

I am a responsible and hard-

working person. In my available

free time, I am willing to dedicate

myself to bettering our school of

Arts. I am eager to be the voice

representing you with regard to

any issues that may address the

Student Government. To be your

voice and accomplish this, I need

your support and your vote. Re-

member Ron Vivenzio for Arts
senator.

C&F Senator

Kenneth Pahrman

Christine Strunk

As a current sophomore in the

Arts College, I have a great inter-

est in becoming an active member
of student government as a sena-

tor, so that I may represent the

interests and concerns of Arts

students. In the past I have been

involved in House Council and

high school govemment. My ma-

jor is education and English;

therefore, I am understanding to

the needs of the humanities ma-

jors of Arts. In the time that I have

spent at Villanova, I have fostered

personal relationships with sever-

al faculty and administrative

members which will aid me in

carrying out changes and goals

sought by the government and

students of my college. The key

to a successful government is

communication between the ad-

ministration and the student

body.

Some of the issues which, I

would deal with and am in favor

of include coed dorms, upgrading

the advisor process, keeping Fall

Break and modifying the school's

alcohol policy and measures to

better student life on- and off^

campus.

I look forward to becoming
better acquainted with the people

in my college and meeting their

needs and concerns. As a senator

I will represent students not only

within Villanova, but also within

thecommunity. I will demonstrate

a willingness to assume unlimited

responsibility for my acts as an
individual and as a member of my
college.

' I . I..'..

xt:.Vi

The arena for change in Uni-
versity policy surrounds student
government. It is here that stu-

dents are able to vocalize and take
steps necessary in making their

gods and needs a reality. Tnt role

(tf senator is vital because he/she
must translate and relay the
needs and demands of his/her

constituents to the rest at the
student government

If elected I led that I will best

represent the schoold Commerce
and Finance because I am very
invohned in achoal affairs, I am
modvatad to chance tlungs and I

am aware of my feUow students'

needs. I win work haid and strive

t9 Mil' tfw^^wiacte are nniahed
^

'

J_
•'

I witthtip

tifcsMttna a ki^V ttta pff^greaa

ll€StMtN»r

MnrkD.Wible

My name is Mark Wible and I

am a candidate for a University

Senate ^oeitkxi representing the
University Collie students, I

have attended Villanova for four
years, and am currently an ac-

counting major in my junior year,

I am einpioyed full-time at a
Philadelphia area bank, and have
been attending classes in the

evenings each semester since

1983w Uke many University Col-

lege students, I have found my
experiences at Villanova to be

both professionallyand personally

rewarding.

My main reason for running for

the University Senate is mydnire
to improve communication be-

tween the University College

students and the Villanova cam-
pus. I feel we need a strongervok%

within this body of elected repre-

sentatives who are making deci-

skms affecting all of us. I hope to

provide more informatinn to UC
students about upcoming issues

by posting newsletters on the

bulletin b^rds in Bartley Hall. I

also plan to make myself more
aoxssible to the growing number
of students enrolled in University

College by working ckisely with

the Student Govemment Offke.

My goal is to identify the needs
of the University CoUcij^ student,

and in turn to make them more
aware of the issues that will affect

their experience at Villanova.

I hope you will support me as
a University Col^ge candklate for
the senate position on Election
Day.

March 27, 1>t7»TME VILLAMOVAN Paga 1i

Academic Policy Committee
As your student representative

I would maintain open commun-
ication between students and
faculty, representing your needs
academically. Discussing topics

such as the grading system, mid-
term grades,etc. I will obtain
feedback from you to insure your
current requests are met within
the College of Arts & Sciences.

Graduate

Semitor
Robert B. PendrakLisa Sheehe

A.

Student Body

Presidential

Debate
CoHce ftee the M&iAjs Vik^

vmA tot njiSfm^ yotitm
Housing

Tuition increases

Alcohol Policy

Monday,

March 30

Connelly Center, Villanova R

7-9 p.m.

• f
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Day Students:

April 7, Villanova

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Law & Tax, Nurses (all):

April 7, Garey Caf., 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

U.C. Students - Graduate:
April 6, Bartley Caf., 6 t 1 p.m.

April 7, Bartley Caf., 6-10 p.m.

Let your voice be heardl

Student Body
...

,

Senatorial Debate
s • -

—

Wednesday, April 4,

7-9 pjn.
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Bonet proves to be no 'angel'
By RUS^^^BOqOLA

"Angel Heart"
directed by Alan Parker
Tri-Star Pictures

A film that is classified as a

classic rarely is released i|i the

movie theaters in America. Still,

Alan Parker's "Angel Heart" is

the kind of film that any reviewer

can take pleasure in seeing. Set

in the '50s. "Angel Heart" cap-

tures the flavor of Harlem and
New Orleans at those times,

intertwining the dull atmospheres
with a story line based on the

occult and satanism.

Receiving a lot of bad press at

first because of the graphic
murders and s(rft-pom sex scenes,

"Angel Heart" overcomes this

type of propaganda as a solidly

built and excellently produced

film worthy of an Oscar next year.

"Angel Heart" has many factors

that mark its excellence, but the

strongest part by far is the plot.

Based on the novel Fallen Angel

by William Hjortsberg, it is the

story of Harry Angel (Mickey

Rourke), who is hired by Louis

Cyphre (Robert DeNiro) to find a

former singer, Johnny t'avorite,

whose career was funded by
Cyphre and warrants payment. In

bis search for Favorite, the detec-

tive Angel is led to the bowels of

Louisiana in the Old Quarter of

Ifew Orleans.

What makes "Angel Heart"
unique is the way that the plot

is unraveled to Angel. Through
conversations with people who
ioiew Favorite inNew York, Angel

finds out that the people he talks

to, as well as Favorite, were

involved with the occult and
performed satanic rites in the very

heart of Harlem around the time

of the war.
The connections that Angel has

in New Orleans cringe at the very

mention of the name Favorite, and
avoid Angel's questions about

their relationships to Favorite. As
revelations continue, Angel dis-

covers that Favorite sacrificed a

young soldier in the process of

selling his own soul to the devil

by devouring the heart of the

murdered young man.
The effectiveness of revealing

small pieces of Favorite's true

story at key points in the film

demonstrates the superb finesse

with which director Parker traps

the moviegoer into that small

space on the edge of every theater

seat. Building to a crescendo of

information and the final realiza-

tion of Favorite's history, Parker

uses symbolism galore to present

the film.

From the closeness of DeNiro's

character's name to Lucifer to the

recurring images of fans and
blood, Parker presents the film in

an unusual style, not unlike the

strangeness of some of his past

films, such as "Pink Floyd-The

Wall," "Birdy" and "Midnight
Express."

Rourke and DeNiro are the

main force behind creating a bleak

atmosphere to surround "Angel

Heart." The other two stars, Lisa

Bonet (Epiphany Proudfoot) and
Charlotte Rampling (Margaret

Krusemark), contribute as inter-

esting character types.

Krusemark is about the same
age as Favorite and introduces

him to witchcraft and the occult

before the war. Proudfoot is the

daughter of a priestess and (we
learn later) Favorite. Her perfor-

mance transcends "The Cosby

Show" and takes her acting abil-

ities to the limit.

All of the complaints about the
film are rather shallow. Originally

rated X by the Motion Picture

Association of America (MPAA),
"Angel Heart" contains many
graphic blood^filled scenes and a
border line pornographic scene
between Rourke and Bionet.

The blood is Parker's way of

shocking the audience and pro-

ducing strong empathy with An-
gel, while the sex only heightens
the connection between Angel and
his confusion. His attraction to

Proudfoot is a means to relieve the
tension welling inside. To see

"Angel Heart" for its sex and gore
is a mistake, for the rest of the
film is complemented on the
whole by these elements.

Flashbacks by Angel eventually

point to the truth in his quest, yet

the ominous presence of Cyphre
everywhere that Angel goes con-

tributes the most to the terrifying

atmosphere of "Angel Heart."

Despite the relatively short on-

screen time of deNiro, his char-

acter's aura permeates the film.

This is evidenced by the eloquent

language that emanates from his

thoughts in such lines as: "They
say there's just enough religion in

the world to make men hate one
another, but not enough to make
them love."

The relationship between Cyph-
re and Angel is likened to com-
petition, for Cyphre challenges

Angel to find Favorite; it is pre-

cisely this relationship that makes
"Angel Heart" the film it is.

The effects brought into play

for the filming of "Angel Heart"
heighten the suspense. From the
reproduction of a driving rain

storm to the endless bleeding of

Angel's hand in a dream, the
visual and horrific images are the

During his search for a mysterious former big band singer, Harry
Angel (Mickey Rourke) becomes involved with Epiphany Proudfoot
(Lisa Bonet), the daughter of a voodoo priestess.

Other half of the plot/character-

ization and cinematography
marriage.

Director of photography Mi-
chael Seresin equals Parker's
directing abilities, making the
textures of "Angel Heart" pleasing
to the eye. Parker originally

wanted a black and white film,

but when this idea was refused

by "the money" supporting the

picture, he opted for the same in

color, using grays, dark colors and
shadows to transform the images.

Although skeptical at first, I

found "Angel Heart" to be a
cinematic masterpiece. The
talents of all involved should be

rewarded at Oscar time. Between
the excellent acting and technical/

production work, "Angel Heart"
creates an inseparable bond that

can only be apprleciated through
seeing this incredible film.

Tfimmy Conwell walks in

T 1 1 1 H' I i NELL jfie Hooters' footsteps
AND T M
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By PATRICIAMcGOLDRICK

Tommy Conwell and The Young
Rumblers
Walkin ' on the Water **«^
Antenna Records

One of the best bands out of

Philly is having its turn in the

spotlight. Thanks to the Hooters,

Tommy Conwell and the Young
Rumblers are on their way to the

top.

The Young Rumblers include

Tommy Conwell performing lead

vocals and guitar, Paul Slivka on
bass and vocals, Jim Hannum on
drums and vocals, Chns Day on
guitar and vocals and Rob Miller

on keyboards and vocals. Miller

is an ex-Hooter.

The Young Rumblers' latest

album Walkin ' on Water, shows
a lot of aspiring talent. Their

enthusiasm for their work is

revealed throughout their music.

Andy King of the Hooters and
Robert Hazard both co-wrote some
of the album's soogs. King co-

wrote "Here I Come. Hazard co-

jrrote "Love's on Fire" and "Ev-

enthtiw tiMy say is True.**

The nret side (d the album
starts otf with a beof with "Here
I CaaM: She eaid she just wanted
tohaM fya r- Look out baby Here
ICoaw.'*
The corroboration fd Conwell

and Hanrd takaa the shape ol a

ImUi^ ^ **lava'i on Pti«." The

song is introduced with a very

pretty keyboard piece as the

refrain says: "Take a heart that

you can't return — Love's on fire

but it don't bum."
The title track "Walkin' on

Water" does not live up to its

expectation of a miracle. It has

very poor lyrics: "Let's go walkin'

on the water and make our lives

a little shorter."

"I'm Home" is about getting

back with a girl you have dumped
on — the usual "I've changed. It's

different now" story. The repeti-

tion of the words "I'm Home" gets

a little monotonous.
Bringing up the anchor length

of the first side is a "Million Pretty

Girls." This jumpy, upbeat song

reminded me of the Stray Cats

sound. Conwell's sweet-talk

would melt the hearts of many
girls. "I know a million pretty

girls but ain't one as fine as you."

Skie two kkks off with "I'm Not

Your Man." This recent release

gives a sense of humor to what
might be a very sensitive subject:

"I'm not your man cause you're

kx)kin' for a hero. Baby, it ain't

me.
"Do you still believe in Me"

gives the same message as "I'm

Home" with a little more sensi-

tivity: "I threw away the sweet

little girl — The one who k)ved

me the best . . . Baby, I believe in

you. Do you believe in me?**

Turn up the volume for "Ever-

ything They Say is True." This
indttdae an ear-tingling

guitar solo and is upbeat and fun:

"When they talk about the things

I do for you — Everything they

say is true."

"Rockin" out the second side is

"... don't you know Tonight's the

Night." The lyrics in this song
— are a bit confusing, but it has
got a great beat.

The Young Rumblers are def-

initely an up and coming band. It

is rumored that Atlantic and CBS
Records are trying to sign them.
Michael Tearson of WMMR

commented, "Tommy Conwell
and the Young Rumblers are one
of the hardest working and ded-

icated bands I have seen. I was
very impressed by the album."
They have played every possible

club in the Philadelphia area.

Their management, rooted in

Ardmore, alsoowns Cabaret Man-
agement. They have appeared
many times at the 23 East and the

Chestnut Cabaret.

They have a lot of high school

dates right now, including one for

the winner of the Tommy Conwell
concert challenge, sponsored by
WMMR. The first place school

received a concert by Tommy'
Conwell and the Hooters. The
next three places also received

concerts by Tommy Conwell.

Conwell first appeared on
"Street Beat' last fall as a new
local band. They have come far

and they are still expanding.
Walkin' on Water may be the

miracle for whk:h they have been
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A * Craven dreams iNtfdy Krueger badili||ifi^ ( . . V

By RUSS CECCOLA—i————^ii—
"A Nightmare on Elm Street, Part

3: Dream Warriors"

Gore movies are frequent in the

horror film world. Even more
frequent is the attempted use of

comedy in a fright flick. The
•Nightmare on Elm Street" series

has been successful in creating a

completely horrific film with

comedic overtones. Just this

month, "A Nightmare on Elm
Street, Part 3: Dream Warriors"

was released to waiting horror t

fans.

Combining excellent, unique

effects and death sequences, and

the unforgettable character and

devilish wit of Freddy Krueger,

"Dream Warriors" easily sur-

passes the previous members of

the series, and arguably is the best

horror movie of 1987 so far.

By this time, most people who
would see "Dream Warriors"

have already made their trip to the

.

land of dreams. If not, you are

missing a classic. "Dream War-

riors" stars Heather Langenkamp,

Patricia Arquette, Ken Sagoes and

Rodney Eastman as the main
dream warriors and Robert Eng-

lund as Freddy Krueger, the

psychotic murderer who kills

people via their nightmares.

In this film — more than the

other two — we learn about

Knieger's past. A young worker

was locked in a prison for the

criminally insane and raped by

the inmates over a holiday wee-

kend. Barely alive, she bore a

child, "the bastard son of 1,000

maniacs," Freddy Krueger.

Freddy went on to grow up and

terrorize the Elm Street neighbor-

hood by kidnapping the children

and murdering them. When his

secret was discovered, the towns-

people waived justice and secretly

burned Krueger alive.

Krueger later returned from the

dead through dreams in order to

repay those who burned him.

Appearing as a devilish man with

horrifying burned features, Fred-

dy entered the dreams of the

children of those who killed him.

Through their nightmares, Fred-

dy became real and was able to

make whatever happened in their

dreams reality. Freddy success-

fully killed theElm Street children

and continued to invade their

dreams, hoping to get his revenge i

by killing them all. Until "Dream
Warriors," he was successful.

Now, the last of the Elm Street

children must rid themselves of

Krueger once and for all.

In "Dream Warriors," Umgen-
kamp stars as Nancy Thompson,
the girl who beat Freddy at his

own game in the original film by

staying awake. She is now a

psychologist specializing in dream
research who comes to a hospital

for suicidal teenagers, only to

meet a group of children who are

having nightmares with Krueger

in them. Three of these children

are Kincaid (Sagoes), Kristin

(Arquette) and Joey (Eastman).

She joins with them to enter the

dream world to beat Freddy at his

own game once and for all.

"A Nightmare on Elm Street,-

Part 3: Dream Warriors" thrives

on special effects and unusual

deaths, from a girl getting her

head smashed through a TV by

Freddy to a boy dangled like a

marionette by the veins in his

arms and l^;s.

Kevin Yagher and Mark Shos-

trom are the two men responsible

for the effects and prove their

talents well. Not only is there a

lot of gore, but also an incredible

atmospheric change from the

antiseptic hospital to Freddy's

house, where most of the action

takes place. The cinematography
and visual effects give "Dream
Warriors" that extra kick that

makes it more than a slasher film.

Although most reviewers will

not admit it, "Dr6am Warriors"

has them waiting anxiously for

the next appearance of Feddy. His

character is unique in the horror

world and respected by all.

Played by Robert Englund of the

now cancelled TV series "V,"

Freddy is tothedream world what
Jason Voorhees is to the real

workl. They both have dominance
over those who enter their terri-

tory. Still, Freddy has also reached
cult status, with, thpMsi^nds of

people already clambring for

"Nightmare, Part 4." Rumors
have it that the script is already

being written by the creator of the

series, Wes Craven.
Craven is the man responsible

for Freddy and the unique way be
takes over his victims. Starting

with *'A Niifhtmare on Elm
Street," Freddy has slashed his

way through three fUms with his

trademark daw-like gtove that

has long knife blades as its

fingers.

Still, deipite the ending of

"Dream Warriors," Freddy will be

back again, maybe this time to

finish off those Elm Street chil-

dren once and for all. So go see

"Dream Warriors" before it leaves

theaters. You will have no trouble

staying up to do work afterwards.

Moneymakes Towergo 'round
By JACK

KOLMENSBERGER
and BOB DEGE

Most people have a party

thrown for their birthday.

Through the magic of tour sche-

duling, Eddie Money got to give

a concert on his. On March 20,

Money and his band played at the

Tower Theatre as part of their

Can 'tHold Back tour. Encouraged

by Money to help celebrate his

birthday, the fans really got into

the show. Although the concert

was nota sell-out, the enthusiasm

level was high.

After a Veak, 40-minute set by
Limited Warranty, a band who
relied heavily on pre-programmed
music, the audience was ready for

some real rock. The former New
York City cop did not let them
down at all. Everything about

Money speaks of pure rock and
roll, from his distinctive, rough
voice to his no-nonsense clothing.

While other individuals feel they

need a pair of technicolor, skin-

tight pants in order to play rock.

Money relies on his music to do
his talking.

Monev and his powerful five-

man band opened with the hit

"Two Tickets to Paradise," which
set the tempo for the night; Money
was in his element in the confines

of the Tower. He must have
slapped five with everyone in the

first three rows. The audience

sensed that the band wanted this

to be a special show, and re-

sponded in kind.

After a few more upbeat songs,

they played "We Should Be Sleep-

ing" before going into the title

track from their top album No
Control. The tempo was slowed

down with "Endless Night,"

which will be the next single

released off Can 7 Hold Back.

After another fast-moving song,

the band played their all-time

smash hit, "Baby Hold on to Me,"
a song that Eddie said he wrote
while in intermediate school.

While the audience was still in a

frenzy, the band jumped right into

their recent release, "I Wanna Go
Back." This song is already a

Money classic, thanks to the air

play it has received.

Also played from the new album
was "Stranger in a Strange

Land." Next they played a song,

"Broken Down Chevy," that has

never been released. The final

drive began with "Big Bash" and
culiminated with the 1978 hit,

"Rock and Roll the Places"

The encore began with "Take
Me Home Tonight," the first

release off of the Can V Hold Back
album. As with "Wanna Go
Back," air play has already estab-

lished this song as one of the fan

favorites, and Money encouraged
everyone to sing along.

Next, from thef A^o Control
album came an extended version

of "Shakin'," in which the band
was introduced. Finally, Money
did a ballad thanking everyone for

their help in getting him through
his recent personal problems.

After performing the 18-song

concert, the band thanked the

audience, who responded with
several poor attempts of "Happy
Birthday." As everyone left the
theatre, they realized that they
had seen a classic performer, a
rock-and-roll star who relies on
his no-nonsense attitude to keep
him on top.

THE VILLANOVA AIDS EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Presents

"THE AIDS MOVIE"
. . the moving story of three people coping with AIDS,

A Discussion of the Facts and
Myths about AIDS will follow.

JOIN us IF YOU CAN
/

TUESDAY, MARCH 31

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1

TUESDAY, APRIL 7 -

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8 —

THURSDAY, APRU. 9

— Stanford 2nd Floor Lounge
— 7 p.m.

— Sheehan Lounge
7p.m.

St. Rita's Lounge
7:30 p.m.

Good Counsel 2nd

^ Mary's Library

7:30 p.jn.

Lounge
7:30 p.m.

1£
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By RUSS CECCOLA

PHANTASIE n •^STRA-
TEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC
C64/128, AP, AT,IBM, MAC,
ST

Many role-playing adventure
games have billions of rules and
wind up being no fun at all.

Strategic Simulations, Inc., is the

leader in the area of role-playing

games. Their new release, Phan-
tasufil, picks up where Phantasie

left off and complements it

perfectly.

In Pitantasie II, you are an
adventurer whose job it is to save

the island Ferronrah from the

control of the evil wizard Nikade-

mus, whom you had to defeat also

in Phantasie. You create a char-

acter as your first move.

The options are immense, with

14 races and six classes and
hundreds of items to buy. Forming

a party comes next and then you

are ready to play.

All menu choices can be selected

via joystick or keyboard or both,

depending on the system. For the

most part, the menus are easy to

remember and your options in

battle, etc., will become second

nature. There is an incredibly

large amount of land for you to

explore, and knowing the options

only helps.

PhatUaoiell borders on perfec-

tion, and in fact, Phantasie does

too. The fans of the games will

be happy to know that Phantasie

ill will be released sooh. You
initially start in a town.

In the tow, there are a guild,

armory, bank, inn and mystic's

shop. That is a lot to explore.

Multiply this by the other towns
on the island and the land tra-

velled, and you have a lot of area

to explore. Combine this playabil-

ity with the incredible ease of play

that allows more concentration on

the task at hand and excellent

graphics, and you have a winner
all the way.

SIXTH SENSE 128 •••
PRISM SOFTWARE C128

There are so many telecommun-

ication programs out there that

when a new one comes along I can

only be skeptical. Skeptical or not,

Sixth Sense 128 is an incredible

program for your computer/mod-

em hookup. The advanced options
it gives you with menu-driven

functions — all in 80 columns on

the Commodore 128— make Sixth

Sense 128 the best terminal pro-

gram I have seen in a while.

I think by giving a tiny sample

of the options available with Sixth

Sense 128 1 can show what a great

program it is. First, all commands
are entered from pull-down menus
— no memorization. To aid in this

way, 42 keys are already pro-

grammed for the frequently used

functions. So, most commands
can be entered with one key!

Also, you can pixigraiii Macros,

which are the progngnmedl func-

tion keys that are kwded with the

diak. Diak commandt can be

filtered directly to the drive from

tbe program, eliminating having

to stop the program. Paraneters

for many modems can be aet into

tlie program. There ii an 800-line

• A split screen allows entering

of text in one screen, while data

is downloaded in the other. A
built-in ck)ck and editors such as

word processors for your text, as

wel| as many more options, just

make Sixth Senu 128 an even

more attractive package.

SOLO FUGHT ••••• MICRO-
PROSE C64/128, AP, IBM,
MAC

There are many flight simula-

tors in the gaming world, from the

simple ones that allow you to use

your joystick to fly a plane by

moving it up and down, to the

complete ones that require memor-
ization of too many controls. A
new release from MicroProse is

the new improved version of Solo

Flight, Solo Flight is great, for it

is the "fun flight simulator."

What makes Solo Flight differ-

ent from other flight games is its

approach. They are not treating

flight simulation as a chore as

other games do. In fact, they want
you to learn how to fly with the

most ease. They have accomp-

lished that task. A special feature

of the game is the instructor pilot

option. What this consists of is a

pilot speaking to you via your

computer, talking you through
your first solo flight. This idea

was an excellent one!

The graphics are superb, taking

in all of the terrain In great detail

that you fly over. You can fly over

the following six states: Kansas,

Colorado, Washington, Michigan,

Texas and Massachusetts. These
states cover the country nicely.

State flight maps are included in

the game, and there are some
unique sights in store for you.

Once you have decided that you
know how to control your plane,

and the instructor pilot has given

you a passing grade, you can play

the Mail Pilot Game, in which you
have to deliver the mail through
wind and weather and by a clock.

This option is only for the very

confident or very stupid. Either

way, Solo Flight is a uniquely

great flight simulator, and Micro-

Prose deserves a round of

applause.

i .- «

The suspects include a rich

widow, a philanthropist carrying
a gun, a southern belle, the captain

and a crewman. Theoptkms in the
game are all chosen with a joys-

tick, making for easy solution to

the case, avoiding all of the two-
letter key commands found in

most games. •

The graphics are clear enough
to complement your work by
examination of every place you go.

You just have to be patient,

examine everything, talk to all

suspects and take notes to have
the murderer on the riverboat

caught and out behind bars.

BARD'S TALE II: THE DES-
TINY KNIGHT ••••• ELEC-
TRONIC ARTS C64/128, AP

Adventure games on the level

of Bard's Isle II: The Destiny

Knight are few and far between.

This new game from Electronic

Arts is the follow-up to the wond-

erful Bard's Tale. In this game,

there are new places for you to

explore and new characters to

meet.

With an entirely new adventure

and the ability to use characters

from Bard's Tale, Bard's Tale II

is 50 percent bigger and contains

many new features.

Included in these features are:

six cities, 25 dungeon levels, 79

spells, over 100 kinds of monsters,

a bank, a casino and a vast

wilderness to explore. You can

also summon monstors to become

part of your party. A sage gives

you clues.

There are six different guilds

throughout the realm in which
you can save games. You can

choose different weapons and
spells in combat depending on

how close or far the creature is.

. These are still only a few of the

options left to you. The game also

features full character informa-

tion on the screen along with a

picture window to show you
where you are and what you meet

up with.

There are only a few keys you

have to know. Put all of these

elements together and you have

a tale that you must hear. Go out

and get Bard's Tale II before the

Dopplegangers tear up the

countryside.

GRAPHICS SCRAPBOOK
CHAPTER III: SCHOOL ***V2

EPYX C64/ 128, AP, IBM

MURDER ON THE MISSIS-
SIPPI• ACTIVISION, INC.
C64/128,AP

Mystery games are sometimes
I think the most fun because you
get to use that other half of the

brain that you never use to solve

a case. In the world of computers,

it is no different. In computer
mystery games, there are just so

many more paths to take in the

solving of the myster. Murder on

the Mississippi is no different. It

is a difficult mystery to solve —
so hard that Activision offered a

contest among those that disco-

vered the real murderer. The
winner received a trip on a Mis-

sissippi riverboat.

Although the contest is over

now. Murder on the Missiasippi i^

stiU worth buying. It takes place

on a riverboat. You accompany Sir

Charlea FottW4athand his faithful

servant Rapa Phelps dn the search

for the solation to a murder on
the boat. AoMmg 29 cabina, four

decks and the tesiimoniea of the

ei(^tpeopleon the boat, you muat.
aa*PaHwaf%ti, iHid'TiiaiiiiMPoarfr.

New for the owners of Print

Shop and PrintMaster is another

chapter of the Graphics Scrapbook

from Epyx. The Graphics Scrap-

book chapters contain pictures to

be used with the above two pro-

grams in the design of cards,

banners, posters, etc.

In this latest edition entitled

School, there are many school day

images to incorporate into Print

Shop and PrintMaster. They in-

clude classes, teachers (one of

whidi is above), crowds, students,

school ilems, sports, cheerleaders,

seasons, faces and many other

images. Also included are two
letter fonts, two borders and four

full-panel displays. All of this

together at a low price makes
aiml fiMfth your while.

Entertainment

Calendar

Music
23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

March 27 — Roomful of Blues

March 28 — Ben Vaughn Combo
March 31 — Boneyards
April 1 — Rivals

April 2 — Dynagroove

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

March 29-31 — The Grateful Dead
April 2, 4, 15, 16 — Bon Jovi

April 11 -Billy Idol

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard & Princetpn Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

March 27 — Flamin' Harry

March 28 — Smash Palace

March 29 — X-Pose

April 1 — Chasen
April 2 — Destroyer

April 3 — Living Earth

Theater

Vasey Theater
Villanova University

Sweeney Todd
Presented by the Villanova Alumni
Club of Philadelphia.

April 4, 8 p.m.

Tickets; $10 per person

645-4580

People's Light
39 Conestoga Rd.

Malvern, Pa.

215-644-3500

April 1-19 — What The Butler Saw

Art

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

April 11 thiough July 5

"Twelve Photographers Look at Us"
Qualities of Contemporary American

life explored by twelve photographers

Villanova University Art Gallery

Connelly Center

6454612
March 27 through April 11

"Fiber Creations"

The 34th annual juried exhibition

o! works by members of the Philadelphia

Guild of Hand Weavers
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DO IT NOW!!
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TODA Y,

11:30-1 :30 and 4:30 -6:30
in Connelly Center

MONOA

Y

March 30, All Day in

North Lounge, Dougherty Hall
• -

Pictures will be taken Mon. ' FrL,

March 30 - April 3.
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By MARY E. CHAREST

With April right around the
oorner, it is just about that time
a| the semester when reality sets

in and students everywhere are
forced to make the inevitable
decision to either hit the books or
fail. While sitting there with
Sophocles or calculus or whatever
other idea you do not want on your
brain, suddenly another thought
strikes you: A pizza smothered
with toppings and cheese sounds
oh, so good, right now.
La Mova Pizza Company offers

the type of pizza that just happens
to fit the description in your mind.
The large 16-inch pizza is cooked
to perfection, and the toppings are
fresh and plentiful. The home-
madedough bakes up to a delicious

CTM^t, which is thick, but not so

thkk that it does not fk>p a little

like pizza should. It is perfect.

Located next to Bob's Big Boy
on Lancaster Avenue, La Nova
has a chokse ol eifl^t dtfferent

toppings including cheese, peppe-
roni, mushrooms, sausage,ground
beef, green pei^rs, onions and
anchovies. And, according to

owner Vince Amendola, all of the

toppings are fresh: "We don't use
anything from a can."

Furthermore, La Nova even
makes its own sausage with
imported Italian meats and added
spices for a mild Italian flavor.

As for prices, well, they are
pretty good. A plain cheese pizza

runs $3.25 for a 12-inch small,

$4.75 ifor a 14-inch medium and
$6.15 fora 16-inch large. Add $1.30
for the first topping, $1.10 for

second and 90f for the third.

If studying is really getting to

you, you can drown yourself in a

pizza with everything for $6.35,

$8.50 or $10.50, depending on the

size and how hungry you are.

For a little more diversity pizza-

wise. La Nova also offers Sicilian

pizza, white pizza with cheese and
broccoli cheese pizza. And if you
like strombolis, you are in luck.

La Nova has two types, Italian

(small, $5.75; Large, $8.85) and
Pepperoni (small, $5; Large,

$7.50).

Perhaps, though, while study-

ing you were thinking more along

the lines of a big delicious hoagie.

La Nova is still the place to go.

Nine types of hoagies made on
big, fresh rolls are available.

These include Italian special,

Italian, ham and cheese, provolone

and salami, tuna, corned beef.

turkey, roast beef and, finally,

cheese. And if you like your
sandwiches hot, that is not a

problem at La Nova.

The Italian special, made with

imported ham, Genoa salami,

capicolla, provolone cheese and
prosciutto ham, as well as pure

olive oil and spices, is especially

good. It could have used more
spices, but other than that, it was
v^ry tasty.

The hoagies range in price from

$2.60 to $3.60.

Amendola plans to begin mak-
ing cheese steaks probably by next

week. He will offer a variety,

including mushroom and pepper

steaks.

In addition, Amendola hopes to

add a number of different foods

from the fryer to his menu. These
will include french fries, onion

rings and mozzarella sticks.

Probably the only drawback to

La Nova Pizza Company is its

limited dining area. It consists of

two tables and six chairs. The
room is sparse with no pictures

on the walls. And that dining area,

at least the day we were there,

was not very clean. The kitchen,

though, was clean.

The limited dining facilities can
be attributed to the newness of La
Nova Pizza Company, since it just

opened in October. Amendola
said, "If it were up to me I would
have a complete dining room, but
I am having problems with zon-

ing." He hopes to provide a better

dining area by next fall.

So, be sure to get your dream
pizza and hoagies from La Nova.
It is worth it. But, be sure to get

them take-out (Delivery is free!).

ffepo Records is the Main Line music alternative
By RUSS CECCOLA

Although not new to the Main
Line, Repo Records may be an
unfamiliar name to the record

buyer at Villanova. Used to Plastic

Fantastic, Just For the Record,

Critters and other Main Line

stores, you may not have ever had
reason to look elsewhere for your

, record and tape needs.

Well, I have got a challenge for

you! Having bought records from

Repo before and having recently

re-explored the store, I can hon-

estly say that Repo Records has

a wide enough selection of all

kinds of music and a large enough
iaventory of unique items to be

the only place you should go for

rkords in the Villanova area.

Set behind the Septa station in

Wayne at 139 Penn Ave., Repo

Records is a small store in size

(only two main rooms) that makes

up for this by packing it with a

record collector's dream — all

kinds of goodies that most major

chains do not have, from thou-

sands of imports and domestic

albums to special T-shirts, pos-

ters, records and videos.

Repo Records has, on top of this

wide selection, the lowest prices

I have seen on the Main Line.

Record stores along the lines of

a Sam Goody or Wall To Wall
Sound and Video charge about

$6.75 to $8.75 for albums. Repo
beats this price standard. Most
records are no more than $7, EPs
are in the $3.50-$4 range and tapes

cost less than most albums.

Owner Dan Matherson came to

Wayne with his new record store

about a year ago. Returning to this

area from San Francisco, Math-
erson always wanted to own a

record store and took the chance.

Starting the store with most of his

own records, he was able to

quickly establish a rapport with
the record companies in order to

stock his store with new albums.

Now he receives a good amount
of each new release regularly.

Matherson told me about an
MTV local commerical that will

be airing soon — look for it!

Havingjust finished that commer-
cial and with business booming,
Matherson cannot complain about
the success that his store is

having. Repo Records is attracting

record collectors from Philly, and
phone calls from around the

country, as a result of ads in

national magazines.

What makes Repo Records uni-

que and worthy of a visit soon is

the absence of huge record chain

prices and impersonal service.

Matherson has almost everything

you could need in his store and

what you do not see he can most

likely order for you.

Matherson prides himself on
his selection of imports, and
rightly so, for he has the largest

import record inventory that I

have seen in a while in this area.

What makes the number of im-

ports so large is the fact that they

are bought directly from the
companies, not through a middle
man who would give you the

import prices that you see in most
major stores. Other stores have to

go through import companies
because of the volume they buy.

Repo Records does not.

Not only does Repo Records
have an excellent stock of import

records, it also has a large number
of import T*shirts, magazines and
videos that you do not see else-

where. Any record store that gets

Kerrang magazine every month
deserves my money.

Repo also sells singles, CDs,
import and domestic posters,

picture disks, buttons and
cassettes, so all you need can be
found in one store. So if you are

looking for the definitive alterna-

tive in which to invest your music
money, hop on the train or take

a drive to Wayne and give Repo
Records and Dan Matherson a

visit. You will be pleasantly
surprised with what you find

inside.

AftT b\'^
:he episode in the airplane is all but forgotten

IHe's spent most of the ii/o i»^eks since spring
break anticipating Easter break.
Slowly, he awakens, his weary mind awash
with the reality of how much he has to do
between then and now.
Overcome with apathy, he rolls out of bed
land meanders down the hall to the bathroom;
^another fun-filled day here in paradise/' he
[sarcastically mutters to himself Oh, how he
longs for some excitement; how he longs to

purge himself of these doldrums!

SCLESfOnme?

C'mofw I just wifUM Mf
ii I'm r«tlly tw»Jc».

So you're t#llin' mr •omr hugf guy
in us)d*rwv«r %tA bttfuny fItppert

•ffked you to pinch him

^ in th» m#n'0 room ?!
* Htyhf yoa thouldn't

^gp to tchool today

Attians
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Atlmitic TVitir% »'-r»-

By RICH ABRAHAM

AttanHcJau
Atlantic

Various Artists ****«

Last year Atlantic records re-

leased a compilation of their

personal history of rhythm and
blues (R&B). It showed the ways
of the old-timers, the creation of

soul music and the beginnings of

rock and roll. All this was accom-
plished without a false step or a

sour note, so the collection was
declared a success.

With the recent release ofAtlan-

ticfazz, the company expands the

telling of its diverse musical
history. These recordings, while
in many cases less popular with
the masses, easily equal their

R&B counterparts in quality and
quantity. In fact, it takes 141

tracks on 15 records (including

three double albums) to "com-
plete" Atlantic's jazz history.

Because of the largeness of an
entire box set and its price (list:

$95.99), it might be of interest to

note that each album in the set

is sold separately for those less

fanatical jazz lovers. But what
does each album contain?

The set begins with music to

give one a lesson in tradition and
good times. New Orleans, with
musicians who represent the
successors to the original jazz

greats, plays tunes such as "Salty
Dog," "Eh U Bas," and "The
Maple Leaf Rag," that represent

the New Orleans jazz glory of past

and present.

Following the history lesson,

the listener is let into the dance
groove with Kansas City. With an
occasional blues feel, artists like

Joe Turner, Jay McShann and T-
Bone Walker let loose some toe-

tapping music that could liven up
any day.

Next, Bebop goes on top of the
turntable, and with the assistance

of such greats as Dizzy Gillespie,

Theolonious Monk, Art Blakey,

Max Roach, and John Coltrane, it

becomes a satisfying success.

Within Bebop there is a deceptively

easy groove supported by an
advanced harmonic approach that

allowed the music to fluctuate, if

needed, between the tough and
romantic.

While bebop was having its

rebirth during the 1950s, another
type of jazz was just beginning.

Mostly coming out of L.A., West

Coast jazz consisted of artists

greatly influenced by the bebop
generatk>n, although there were a

few exceptions. Either way, art-

ists such as Eddie Safranski,

Shelly Manne and Jimmy Guiffre

always added something while
making their music sound like

their own.
And then there was swing.

Encased in the album entitled

Mainstream, one can hear trum-
peter Tony Fruscella play his

masterpiece, "1*11 Be Seeing You,**

or David "Fathead" Newman on
tenor sax with Ray Chalres at the

piano playing the always pleasu-

rable "Ain't Misbehavin*. '^Other

popular musicians like Duke
Ellington, Art Farmer and Woody
Herman are also represented.

MOCCistoMrMuw
feH wtfMi Ilk9 Joe

TiinMr, itjr HkShmm
md r-SoM HMIrar M
fooM some foe-tippiV

nmslc ttit eoiM then

upmy day.

John Coltrane returns and oth-

ers debut on Post Bop. Similar to

Bebop, this music aims to make
a comfortable passage to the
listener's heart and soul. This
passage is often enjoyably
achieved.

However, the doublealbums are

the true treasures in the collec-

tion, with Singers topping them
all. On the Atlantic, blues was an
integral part of jazz, and on
Singers, ' many artists generally

considered to be blues or R&B
singers prove their prowess in

jazz. Charles and Turner appear

once again, while Lavem Baker,

Ruth Brown and, yes, Aretha
Franklin, make their lone, but

fascinating appearafices on this

box set.

Combine these artists with the

classic jazz singers throughout

history, includingjimmy Withers-
poon, Helen Merrill, Mel Torme,
Carmen McRae, Sarah Vaughn
and The Manhattan Transfer,

along with some lesser greats, and
a double album of memorable
moments is conceived.

Charles makes another appear-

ance as only one of the people who
can really tickle the ivories on

WKVU

Weekly Top 20
1

.

CLUB NOUVEAU "Lean On Me"
2. BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox*
3. BEASTIE BOYS "The New Style"
4. THE THE "Infected"

5. BILLY IDOL "Don't Need A Gun"
6. LOS LOBOS "Shakin' Shakin' Shakes"
7. TIMBUK 3 "Life is Hard"
8. OMD "We Love You"
9. PAUL SIMON "Graceland"

10. PSYCHEDELIC FURS "Heartbreak Beat"
1 1

.

XTC "Earn Enough For Us"
12. SOUIXSIEANDTHE BANSHE£9>'Thi& Wheel's On Fire"
13. MADONNA "La Isla Bonita"
14. RUN - DM.C. "h's Tricky"
15. THE BARBUSTERS "Light Of Day"
16. BEASTIE BOYS "Brass Monkey"
1 7. LOU GRAMM "Midnight Blue"
18. U2 "With Or Without You"
19. CYNDIIAUPER "What's Going On'' '

20. PAUL LEKAKIS "Boom fioom (Let's Go B^k To My
Room)" '^- --V >"^-

s

Piano, another double album.
Many jazz styles are uncovered bv
Piano. Jazz piano is tinged with

soul, "hard bop** bebop, blues or

simple improvisation. Tunes by
Theolomous Monk,Junkyr Mance,
Herbie Hancock and Keith Jarrett

are among the highlights.

The sweet sounds of Soul also

survive on a double album by that

name. In tact, musknans such as

King Curtis C*Memphis Soul
Stew"), Johnny Griffin ("Twist

City") and Yusef Uteef ("Russell

and Elliot") maintain plenty of

sax drive, tenor saxophone, to be

exact.

With Charles making another

return appcamce for "How Long
Blues," this album is already

worth its price. These people and
others on the album are among
the best at relating their feelings

to the listener.

On the other hand, Avant-Garde

artists are not as interested in

communicating their feelings to

others, but in going deeper into

their feelings and simply express-

ing it for themselves. So, one
hi^rs the artists' emotions, but

cannot incorporate 1: into their

own.
What one gets is the intensity

of Roland Kirk on "Black Myster
Has Been Revealed" and "The
Inflated Tear," the erratic adjust-

ments on saxaphone in Ornett

Coleman's "Lonely Woman" and

the dominance of the musk: of

John Coltrane. Each artist is like

nootherand it is precisely because
they cannot be attgprizod and are
self-contained that they are con-

sidered avant-ipurde.

To round out the box set are

two albums that are vastly differ-

ent in sound, although there is

minimal difference in their con-

cept. Both Intrwpoction and Pn-
sion mix jazz with more than just

the common blues.

The predecessor to Fusion,
Introspection has a quieter and
smoother sound than most jazi,

because it is fused with other

forms. While retaining comraun-
icatkxi of emotion, Inhmpoction,

in addition to rock, combines jazt

,

with elements ofmusicfrom Latin
America, European classical and
down-home blues. Chick Corea,

Keith Jarrett and Joe Zawinul all

show their early influences with
shimmering workmanship.
As the late '608 came to a close,

introspection was overshadowed
by Fusion when Miles Davis burst

onto the scene in 1969. Corea,

Jarrett and Zawinul were all

intrigued by this stronger blend-

ing of rock with jazz, and worked
with Miles Davis during their

careers. Although the work of

Davis is not included here, other
meritable artists are, including

electric violinist Jean-Luc Ponty
and pianist Les McCann.
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JERUSALEM, June 6-August 15
FORDHAM-GEORGETOWN-NOTRE DAME-
VILLANOVA CONSORTIUM PROGRAM
Summer Study Program in Arab and Islaqiic Studies at Tantur
The Jerusaleni Program at Tantur begins its first summer session

in 19iB7. Students from the four universities wiill be able to study
Arabic, Islamic studies. Middle East history and politics, and
archaeology through lectures, seminars and field trips. All will be

encouraged to take at least one of the Arabic courses (6 credits)

in addition to one of the other courses (6 credits).

Program: • A 10-week stay (June 6-Aug. 15) at Tantur.
• Four field trips (one five-day trip and three one-day

trips) in the area focusing on geography, archaeology

and art.

• Films and guest lecturers from Israeli and Palestinian

universities and research centers. *

Staff: Professors from the consortium Universities and the area.

Location: Small, modern and self-contained campus at Tantur, on a beautiful hilltop on the

road from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.

According to the enrollment, one or more of the following courses in Arabic will be offered:

ARB 1 133/1 134 Conversational Arabic 6 credits

HIS 4041/4490 Modern Middle East History and World Economy 6 credits

PSC 4100/4900 Contemporary Arab Politics and
International Relations 6 credits

PHI 4950/4975 Islamic Philosophy and Law 6 credits

RST 6300/5150 Biblical Studies and Islamic Thought 6 credits

Requirements: At least sophomore standing, an academic average of 2.5 or better on the

4,0 scale and enrollment in one of the four consortium Universities. Two letters of recommendation
(one from a faculty member and one from the program coordinator). Credits and grades for

the courses will be issued by the registrar, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556.

Costs: $2,750, which includes round-trip ticket from New York - Tel Aviv - New York, room
and board for 70 days, four field trips, fees and tuition.

Additional information and application materials are available from Dr. Thomas M. Ricks,

Director, Office of International Studies, 208 Tolentine Hall, Villanova University (215) 64?
7393:

'

NOTICE: The consortium resefves the right to modify or cancel the program if circumstances

make it necessary.

}

FRIENDLY SALOON

BONKERS COBCEDY
NITE

lEVEffy SUHOA Y NITE
•^Shows start at 9 p.m.
« ^Special Drink Prioes
• *2 Cower
• Free Admiaaion WMh Coupon
• ReducedPiiiikPrteialJiHirWMnUB
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By MICHELE OO^IEILL

It took two and a hall hours to

get there. Then it took another
hour and a half to check in. For
some it took a day toget there and
others had to take a plane, but the
six Villanova students from
WKVU, as well as the hundreds
ofstudentsfrom theother colleges
attending the Intercollegiate
Broadcast System (08) conven-
tion last weekend in New York
Cityfound the wait wellworth the
jfun and excitement that was
awaiting them in the next couple
of days.

For the past two years, the New
York Penta Hotel, located in the
core of the Big Apple across from
Madison Square Garden, has
hosted the IBS convention to
which hundreds of broadcast
students from all over th^United
States come to work hands on
with professionals in radio
broadcasting.

For two days, the Penta is filled

with seminars, workshops and
infonnatKNi booths that begin at
9 a.m. and end at 6 p.m. Each
seminar workshop lasts approxi-
mately one hour and a half, which
alk)ws students enough time to
ask questions of the professional
panel, and then move on to an-
other seminar.

This year, Dan Loughran,
WKVU's general manager; Jeff
•*Gu8" Vladyka, programming
director; Lini Mullen, assistant
promotions director; Mark Haines,
sales director;John Lemole, music
director; and Michele O'Neill,

promotions director; attended the
convention representing WKVU
and Villanova University.

Vladyka found the program-
ming seminars interesting as well
as extremely informative. "I
learned more in one of the semin-
ars about programming for a radio
station than I ever would know
before graduating because I'm an

engineer, not a communications
miuor."

"They [the panels] were organ-
ized and precise, and the panelists

were willing to answer any ques-
tions with real solid suggestions,"
commented Mullen.'

Three of the higest rated sta-

tions in New York, WNEW, POW-
ER 95, Z'lQO, were only a small
segment of the types of oiganiza-

tions represented at the
convention.

"They gave advice and pointers
to help college radio in all areas,"
said Lemole.

"We've all come back feeling a
lot more confident about goingFM
now. Wecan honestly say that out
of many of the AM carrier current
stations present, ours was one of

the best, which means that we
will be an excellent FM station,"

said Mullen.

"WKVU will be an FM station

sooner than everyone thinks and

this convention opened our eyes
as to exactly what needs to be
done in order to be the best,"

— '^

Lemole.
said

There were seminars that co-
vered every topic in broadcasting
from job hunting to internships
to promotion^ to on-air personal-
ities. "It was an incredible expe-
rience — hundreds of students
forming friendships with other
schools while learning from real

professionals," said Vladyka.

In addition to the seminars
which took place during the day,
there was plenty to do at night.
Most entertainment was compli-
ments of IBS, and included free
admission to several clubs in the
area.

While waiting in line to check
out from the Penta, you could
overhear students from one college

saying to students from another,

"Let's keep in touch." We here at
WKVU plan on doing that.

HwyAOTT,
Q9tp9ych9d for 9nothf fun-

filled, action-packed w—k-
mkL ThMnk9 to tho ZotOM for

• groat TG /atf Mf««lrond.

Congratulations on being
accaptad to law school —
wa'ra proud of you!

Love In the Bonds,
Your D.G. Sisters

Hey Perpendicular,

Wanted to let you know that

I have eased up on the
McBrewskls. Howalfoutyou?
Stillgoing baseline! Thanx for

caring,

Superfresh

P,S.: Have any more white

apple lulce for me?

Slouxsle meets up with Duran Duran
By JOE McGOWAN

Thunder
Andy Taylor
MCA Records

Through the Looking Glass
Siouxsie & the Banshees
Geffen Records

Thunderis not exactly an album
that one would expect from a
former member of the pop rock act

Duran Duran. But Andy Taylor
has left his old band far behind.

For his solo album. Thunder,
Taylor teamed up with ex-Sex
Pistols guitarist SteveJones for an
album of top-notch material that

at times borders on heavy metal.

Taylor manages to display his

prodigious playing ability while
reframing from the guitar histri-

onics of many heavy metal solo

guitarists. The first single from
Thunder, "I Might Lie," is a fast-

paced hard rock song that success-

fully manages to Glance power
and melody. "Don't Let Me Die
Young" and "Thunder" follow at

a slower pace and exhibit the
clean and crisp sound that the
production team of Taylor and
Jones were able to achieve.

The second side of Thunder
opens with the moody "Night
Train," an excellent version of

which Taylor performed at the
MTV New Year's Eve Ball. The
side's momentum remains intact

with "Tremblin'," "Bringin' Me
Down," "Broken Window" and
the nicely arranged, instrumental
"French Guitar:" If Thunder is

any indication of what Taylor can
achieve on his own, then this is

one case where opting for a solo

venture was a wise choice.

Siouxsie & the Banshees start-

ed way back in 1976 when Sid
Vicious occupied the drum kit for

this offbeat British outfit. Their
latest album. Through the Looking
Glass, is a collection of 10 cover
versions. While most groups are
wary of even including one cover
track on their albums, Siouxsie &
the Banshees manage to rework
the 10 songs with such inventive-

ness that it would be unjust to

call the resultant song a "cover."

The reworking of the Sparks'
"This Town Ain't Big Enough For
The Both of Us" starts things off

with a fast and unusual mixture
of electronic keyboards and the
energetic vocals of Siouxsie Sioux.
Siouxsie's voice is one that, al-

though somewhat strange, imme-
diately impresses itself upon one's

memory permanently. This is

especially true of the succeeding
tracks.

Siouxsie's version of Kraft-
werk's "Hall of Mirrors" is bril-

liant for its moody, haunting
rhythms and the keyboard work
that sets the tone but never
dominates the overall work. The
next selection comes from a most
unusual source — the soundtrack
to the Walt Disney movie version
of Kipling's The Jungle Book.
"Trust in Me" is something, not
surprisingly, of a little lullaby

elevated by the richness of Sioux-
sie's voice.

The single release of Siouxie's

cover ofThe Band's "This Wheel's
On Fire" has already made the
collegeand dance charts, a success
which is unusual since the track
is marked by rich and prominent
keyboard elements. Siouxsie's
bizarre version of The Doors*
"You're Lost Little Giri" is really

a mixture of that song with
"Strange Days." Versions of Iggy
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Pop's "The Passenger" and John
Cale's "Gun" follow. Bryan Fer-

ry's "Sea Breezes" is the next to

be reworked, and it, along with
"Hall of Mirrors" is the best fare

on the album.
While "Hall of Mirrors" is

slower with an electronic sound,

"Sea Breezes" begins with acous-

tic accompaniment to Siouxsie's

vocals. The song builds to an
impressive crescendo of guitar,

synthesizer and drums that fades

hauntingly away.

The sound that Siouxsie & the

Banshees has to offer is not at all

easily described. They fall into

what many call "new wave." The
selection of covers for Through the

Looking Class reveals much about
the group's style — the choice of

Kraftwerk echoes the group's
heavy use of electronic sound and
the Ferry track allows Siouxsie to

display her vocal talent.

Those whose music tastes in-

clude a flair for the unusual

should track down the
release from one of the
durable peculiarities of the British
music scene.

JANET^
You're the best roommate In

the world! Thanks for putting

up with me. I promise I'll

vacuum at least one more
latest time!
most Love Always,

.Johanna

JUSTFOtlHEDECDIIQINC

$2 OFF any one of our
large selection of
LP's, Tapes or
Compact Disks
$7.99 and up.

and I or
10% OFF our posters
and other accessories.

rtosamont Viliagt Mali •1149 Laneasttr Av«nu«
Rosamont, PA 19010 • 527-1221

OPEN: Monday • Friday 10-9 • Saturday 10 - 6

PENN
SENIORS!

UBERAL ARTS MAJORS!
What will YOU be doing this time next year??

Be Prepared For All Those Jobs in Teaching!

Be Ready For Employment By The Fall of 1988!!

Join the Teacher Education Program at the

University of Pennsylvania
Receive your Masters and certification in one year

D ELEIMENTARY EDUCATION
D SECONDARY EDUCATION in:

English

Social Studies

IMath

Science
Foreign Ijinguage

D COMPUTER EDUCATION
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NAME.

Address.
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Oh the Sceiie . .

.

By MARYJO YANNACONE

Welcome to the last March
edition of On The Scene for 1987.

Can you believe it? We only have
one month left of classes. The
entertainment world will have a

brief vacation as well in the
relatively small, but highly lucra-

tive nation of television.

Yes, it is hiatus season once
again, the wonderful time of year
when series give us their grand
finale, and then disappear until

October, to be replaced by old

reruns and shoddy test pilots.

Movies of the week run ram-
pant, as well as this time, as is

evidenced in this past week's
mini-series "Nutcracker: Money,
Madness and Murder." It tells the

story of a greedy daughter who
manipulates her son into killing

his grandfather. If the plot sounds
familiar, it should. Earlier this

season, the same story, based on
a true account, was broadcast

under the title "At Mother's
Request."

Murder seems to be a hot topic

these days. In 1979 a teacher,

Susan Reinert, and her two chil-

dren were murdered by Reinert 's

colleagues. Jay C. Smith and
William Bradfield. The highly

publicized murder case will be the

basis for a mini-series to be
broadcast by CBS, based mainly
on the best-selling book, Echoes in

Ike Darkness, by Joseph
Wambaugh.
On the lighter side, the city of

Riverside, Iowa, geared up on
Thursday to celebrate the future
birthday of Captain James T.
Kirk, the fictitious leader of the

Starship Enterprise. Although the

official date of birth*for Kirk will

not come until March 26, 2228, the

folks out west decided to give him
a party anyway. The Washington
County town of 826 residents

claims the distinction of being the

fictional birthplace of Kirk. Any i

excuse for a party!

In the film world, shooting is

going on all over the globe. In

Hollywood, Tom Hanks and Dan
Aykroyd are busy making a big-

screen send-up ot 'Dragnet,' the

radio and television series that

has spanned 38 years. In a recent

edition of Life Magazine, Hanks
was quoted as saying, "Dragnet
is pure Americana ... We look at

it with respect — and the jaded

eye of our generation."

Across the Pacific, Bernardo
Bertolucci's international film

company is busy behind the red

doors of China filming "The Last
Emperor," an autobiography of

Pu Yi, who ascended the dragon
throne in 1908 at the age of two.

Deposed within four years, Yi

became a puppet ruler and a

political prisoner, dying a clerk in

1%7.

The $23 million feature is the
first ever made by Westerners in

the People's Republic of China,
and the privilege is a costly one.

Bertolucd is paying $50,000 for

each of the 31 days of shooting

inside the 250-acre Hall of Su-
preme Harmony, an imperial
complex in Bering* China.
The cast is quite literally one

of thousands, with 19,000 extras

and 700/ principal actors. Peter

O'Toole plays Pu Yi's tutor. The
film will be released this fall.

Quite a few birthdays are being
celebrated in Hollywood this year.

The James Bond series turns 25,

commemorating the 1962 release

of "Dr. No," which starred Sean
Connery as the dashing 007. The
role has been played by many
actors, the most recent of which
is Timothy Dalton.

Dalton will star in the July
release of "The Living Daylights,"

which is the 17th Bond film to be
released. It will be interesting to

see if Dalton can carry it off, and
to see if Pierce Brosnan from
Remington Steele attends the
premiere.

Snow White is celebrating her
50th birthday, though she does
not look a day over 20, with the

sixth release of the classic film

bearing her name this summer.
The original has 24 frames for

each sdfeond of the 83-minute

movie, which grosaed $8^ million

in box office receipts in its first

year, making it Ihe biggestmoney-
maker until "Gone With the

Wind."
Paramount studios turns 75

this year, and is celebrating in a

big way. Founded in 1912 by
Hungarian immigrant furrier

.Adolph Zukor, the studio has been

a hallmark of Hollywood for

decades, and continues to turn a

profit, and to turn out decent

talent. Financially al eaae,. the

company grossed $6S9inil|iion and
a 22 percent sbaie^tf^Iorth Amer-
ican box offid^ recapto last year.

Speaking of movies, be sure to

tune in to the Academy Awards
March 30. They are sure to be
star-studded and loads of fun, if

only for the outrageous costumes
of some of the. actors and ac-

tresses. The show is sure to be
filled with mundane comedy by
theannouncers.

'r:
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Looking For a Part lima Job?
Naad Raxibia Houra/Schadula to Maat

Your School Schadula and Paraonar Naada?

Wa Naad Talaphona
Intarviavvart to-Conduct
Opinion Polls

!• No Selling Involved

• No Experience Needed
• Day/Night/Weekend Hours
!• 2 Convenient Locations
• Radnor-Havertown

To Apply, Call:

MRS. WHITE
964-4076

(9a.m.-Mlidnight,

7 days a week)

mESEAfiCH

\ EQUAL OPPTY. EMPLOYER M/F/H/V/

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

Send In Any Black & White or

Color Picture up to 8"xl 0" (No Negatives)

and Have it Enlarged into a

Giant Black & White or Full Color Poster.

Comes in Mailing Tube — No Creasing.

Put Your Name and Address on Back

of Orieinal for Safe Retura

16"x 20" $14.99

20"x 30" $17.99

2'x3'$19.99
Add. 75 Poskiise and /fandeling Pfr Order

KRYSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.
P.O. Box 25488. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33320

FRIENDLY SALOON
presents

«

"VILLANOVA NITE"

S^NESDAY NITE 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
.4

*.

— Pitchers of beer will be only $2.50

— Heineken bottles only $1

•V

:fe^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ coT.A^^n '^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PIZZA

Cheese
Pepperoni
Mushroonns
Sausage
Ground Beef

Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping

3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
With this Coupon

Buy 1 piz%3 any size

Get 2 toppings for the price of 11

(Not valid with any othar offer!!)

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!

LA UOMk PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat. 1 1 a.m.-3 a.m.

Ownedand operated by Vincent Amendola. former owner of- Vincent's Pizza in Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria In West Phiiadeipftla

Large Medium Small Stromboll
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Persaiils

7a- SMfi, Camp«f, IMklcaf,

Scooter, 0CIMM9S, •IHi t/M

Homtcomlng King;

Congrariitetlont on • tiic-

CMs/ki/ carMf m a mMOOt.
You'fv Ma I.

7h9Q9mbhr

Do you want to go tor9 W9lk?
. . . Wo'vo oomo 9 long way,
babollllt'9 onough to turn my
brown oyo9 bluo!

Ul
P.S.: Doo9 thl9 m9k9 mo 9
shO'bum?
To 3B 9nd 4B Alum9, V9t9r9n

ruggers, r9nog9d9 R9'9, tho

louds, tho ronch 9nd tho ro9t

of you I>onoho9d9, you know
who you ore: Impromptu sur-

prise birthdoy p9rty for Gaiy
Degen et Kelly's, Seturtkiy

night, at 10 o'ckKk. Be there

orrilbring him toyourhouse!
MG

Beth,

The last couple ofweeks have
been great I'm /oolr/ng for-

ward to many more.
Lo¥e,

Mike
P.S.: Only 9 days left.

T. Willy,

The time has come for you to

get relaxed! Please.

Love,

Jenny K.

STEPH,
Don't walk too slowly ahne
In the dark, you'll neverknow
where we'll place our merk.
So when you're on the B-bell
courts, bo sure to hoM on to
your boxer shortsi

LA,MotJoklna

Adorn Z9rfo99,

Need a ride home? Don't
worry, ell we wont Is one of
your famous bock rubs!

Love,

Sam, Anallsa, Jen,

Staooy,Noreonj,.r

Drinking and driving can kUI
a friendship. VNIafiova Safe-
ridos, 949-4455.

cyssraa
ammim
l^emalo Baas playef needed
for an aU-gki ortgkml pop
bond! Ploooe oontofi Foida

Breslln, 6^7-2837, Oftor 10

p,m.

ForSala
Technics RS M 218 Tape
Deck with Dolby. Excellent

cond. Call Fr. Hamel, 527-

0856 or 645-;7465. Price: $75.

flOObfferedl
For a aenlor dinner dance
tldcetl Call 688-0474.

A wallet with a yellow UO
loot on Tueeday mght. Fab.

11, 1987. If found,

KaNy at 527-5294.

PoiMMkMirof
^omny in

OM
Id eMaB CM 8t7<#li7

By KAREN THOMA

Villanova crew inaugurated its

spring racing season last weekend
with a very successful cooipetition

against lona College of New York.

The women's crew team went
undefeated, sweeping all four of

its races.

The women's novice eight,

under coach Chris Pkxin, easily

handled the lona novices, croaiing

the finish line over a full minute
ahead of the competition.

The varsity four, the varsity

lightweight four, and the varsity

eight, OMched by Walter Young,
also recorded solid victories..

The men's crew had an excel-

lent day as well, winning all but
one of their races against stiff

competition. Coach Jon Day's
varsity squad triumphed in the
lightweight four and heavyweight

^our races, whilejust barely kMuig
to a fast loiia eight in the light-

weight eight race.

Head Coach Tully Vaughan,
coaching the men's novices this

year, watched his rowers take

both the novice four and eight

events. As the regatta ended, he
commented, "It's very encourag-

ing to see us start off so well."

The crew is looking forward to

a busy and successful season. The
team opens its home racing this

Saturday against Lafayette Col-

lege. The women will also be

competing against Temple's wom-
en's crew.

In the weeks following, the

Schuylkill River will be the site

of Villanova competition nearly

every weekenfi, culminating in

the Bergen Cup on May 2 for the

city championship, and the Dad
Vails, on May 8 and 9.

HOWTO GETAJOB:
be at the ri£|it place
at the ij^t time

and have the ri^t stuff:

3«* ANNUAL BDTC
JOB/TRADE MIR

AT GREAT VALLEY CORR CENTER
Thurs., April 23. 12 noon-7:00 pm, 5 Country View Drive

(Ris. 29exito(Rte. 202, foNow sions)

Bfing fteumte ond Join the B01C MsumiDoto Bote.

Meet DekMMire VoHey oomponiee looklna tor edentMc, technical, cleri-

cd, and monoaefkil people. Attend ternTnan on 'InlBfv^^
torn 1:00 - 2:to and 'It^iiim^ \MWng*1^
atxMit the companies and maybe fnd a Job at the same time.

Sponsorad by the Business DwBloomsm It Ita^^
VIHonoMi UnhmsNy. »

.

=

ftm nmnilii l)iwln|''w»<'ll MnMg OaiMr ol GiMlvny
UN FoRrtom 12 OMiwiirPlww, OMivUnr.OapL Ck,

• MMammsB
Cc« 2WMl4«SS lor MeimaHan.

RiciiARd & Company
UMSEX HAffi STYLES

773 1. LANCASTER AVE, VILLANOVA
527-2080

VUIAnOVA STUDENTDiSCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED

OpMi Mon. W»d. and

thru Sat , Thur«. E¥»nlng«

K

ii^^^J^i^U.

I
Subunan Souara
74Coiiil«Avt.

Ardnoft, PA IMOS (215) 8SM610
I

V nfli^NwM IwiMn Scntofli) Inc. fl

coach Dr. Robert Langran.

reiifiis
ByJOHN FAY^

The Villanova men's tennis

team looked impressive in their

first four matches of the young
season, compiling a 3-1 record.

With many non-seniors playing

key roles, the 'Cats future certain-

ly looks promising. Among the

younger members making major
contributions is^reshman Taylor
Teresi, who is already the team's

No. 3 seed.

The squad kicked off the season

with an 8-1 trouncing of Rider

College. 'Cats sophomore standout
and No. 1 seed Mike Rouse had
little trouble disposing of his

opponent in straight sets, while

Teresi, Dave Lyons, Greg Acker-

man and Mike Freedman also

captured singles victories.

The best match of the day
turned out to be a heartbreaking

loss for senior No. 2 seed Mike
Parks. In a hard fought three set

battle, wlilcli iiichMM « firet pet

tiebreeker, PirltB fell iKort 74, 4-.

U1knra'9jiaA m^mkiht 'Cato

found themeelvee nikr attipet a
talented PitUburgh PaAtlier
eq^. Althoufli even^ma.per-
fermed oiaknfiy.tlk WMoite
were defeated. 5-4. Sioffes
winners inchided Rouee and
Freedman, while hnln and Peter

Leonard k»t three set matchea.
The next day Villanova dee-

troved an overaatcbed KingTa
College eqa!ad;.'9-0. All nine
matdiee laeted only two eete each
and meet ended qtUckly.

Senior Antlionly Armendola
participated in hie first einglee

match of the seasoii and won
impreeeiveTy, 6-1, 6-2. Other vic-

tors included Rotise, Parks, Tere-

si, John p'Dwyer, Ackerman and
Freedman. •

On March 23, the 'Cats ex-

tended their winning streak to

two matches with a relatively

easy 6-3 victory over Haverford

College. Rouse remained unde
feated (4-0) and Parks, after two
earlier three set defeats, reached

the .500 plateau (2-2). Teresi
continued to play outstanding
tennis, winning in a three set

affair, 4-6, 64, f3.

The squad has home matches
on March 28 against Fdrdham and
March 31 versus Lehigh before

travelling to New Jersey to face

Morunouth on April h After an-

other road match at West Chester,
Villanova returns home for C.W.
Post and St. John's on April 3 and
4.

The 'Cats look like a strong

contender in the tough Big East,

so if you have some free time,

check out some matches.

Towson outstrokes Cats
By DOUG SCANCARELLA .

Villanova's varsity golf team
bowed to Towson State on March
23 in a heartbreaking, loss that

ended a 12-match winning streak.

Coach Don Ficco, brought his

trom)8 to the Hunt Valley Golf

Clu&, a very narrow and unfor-

giving golf course, to battle Tow-
son State. The course was not

friendly to the 'Cats, who lost to

Towson State by a score ot 394
to 402.

Chet Walsh, Villanova's senior

captain, led the 'Cats with a score
of 76, just four strokes over par.

Unfortunately for V.U., Towson
State's No. 1 man matched the

score of Walsh. It would be the

same story all day for the belea-

guered Wildcats.

Villanova's Hugh ReUly shot a

78, while Villanova's sophomore
sensation,John Marcantogni, shot
an 81 for the day. S^iior Chris
Cappelk), was able to register a
score of 83.

Each of those playi»s played
well on the difficult par'72 course
however, Towson State had.

a

near perfect day. Their first foMr
finishers tui^ned in scores olt |B,

76, 77 and 79. , -^; .^.' J'
Villanova's fifth finisfa^ Was

senior Dave Rush wtKMumed in

a score of 84, two strokes better

thanTowson's fifth placefinisher

.

Towaon States first four finishers
were just too strong, and they
nianaged to hokl on to victory.

The k)ss was a very disheuten-
ing one, but Villanova should be
able to rebound. The 'Cats have
a strong team ^th a kyt of talent,

and should have a good season.

RNs and Graduate Nurses

You^re Invited To Discover
The Wonderful World Of Nursing At

Episcopal Hospital!

At Our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, April 11, 1987

12 Noon To 4 P.M.

Meet With Our Management staff.

Tour Our Facility.

Find Out About The Special Advantages That
Can Be Yours As An Episcopal Nurse.

Call (215) 427-9734
For Mote Irifornoatibn And

Directions On How lb Reach Us.

EnSCOMt HOSPTTAL
Ffont StieeC A

>:'i^^T^-ir'^;'>

— I
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tern"upfKAA track
By KIMBEELY BROGUE

The Villanova's women's track
team finished the 196&87 indoor
season with the beet champion-
ship effort it has had in 3 years.
TheWydcaU finished third in the
NCAAIndoorCbanipayships and
also sponsored eight All-

Americana, two individual cham-
pionships and ope world record.

Coach Marty Stern stated,
"This has got to be the best

perfbrmanoe in the history of the
*Villanova . women's track
program.'

The team's honors at the cham-
pionshipssupports Stem'sdaims.
The honors start with sophomore
Vkki Huber, who ran away with
the S^OOO-meter race and set the
Villanova record with a time of

9H)6.45. The time took the indi-

vidual championship.
The next Villanova champions

to be crowned were the members
ol the 3,200-meter relay team.
Gina Procaccio, Debbi Grant,
Michelle DiMuro and Celeste
Halliday teamed up and shattered

the previous world record by
almost a full second.

Stem said of the record, "It is

something we never set out to do.

We didn't plan on it. We didn't

even think about it. I realized we
did it when I added up the girls'

splits."

One of the most incredible

performances of the champion-
ships was that of senior Procacdo.
Procacdobroke a Villanova record
in the trials of the 1,000-meter

race and rested a mere20 minutes
before retuming to the track again

to anchor the 3,200-meter relay.

The following day, Procaccio
ran in the record-breaking relay

race and again rested for only one
hour before running to a fifth

place finish in the 1,000-meter
race.

Halliday ^nished sixth in the
1,000-meter rac^, and both women
earned All-Amorican status.

Afte^ an il]ii^ry•ridclen year,

Kathy Franey returned to the
squad witha^sixth-place finish in

the mile ran. The effort earned

Franey All-American status.

The Wildcats finished the
championships 25 points behind
first-place Louisiana State Uni-

versity and six points behind
Tennessee.

After only their fourth year in

the NCAA championships, the
Wildcats are currently ranked

third on the all-time list of NCAA
champions, with four crowns.
The Wildcats are also averaging
one champion a year.

The women's team now looks

forward toa strongoutdoor season
before the graduation of Procacdo
and Grant.

Women's Indoor track results
EVENT

1000 maters

TIME

2:45.13
2:46.67
2:44.95

PLACE

5th
.6th

4th (H)

ATHLETE

Gina • Procaccio
Calasta Halliday

Dcbbla Grant

3000 BMtars

Mile

* 9:06.45 (PB) let

4:49.39 (PB) 6th

4:52.60 10th

Vicki Huber

Kathy Franay

Lauren Saarby

3200 meter relay #8:24.72 Ist

8:42.8 3rd(H)

Villanova
Gina Procaccio
Dabbia Grant
Michele DiMuro
Caleata Halliday

Kathy Franay

/Michelle DiMuro
Colaan Gallagher
Gina Procaccio

J

Athlete

ot tiie

Week

RAFAEL NOVOA

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week
is pitcher/outfielder Rafael Novoa. Novoa tied

the Villanova single-game home run record
putting three balls in the lights versus LaSalle.

Novoa's teammates deared the park with
four other pitches to set a new Wildcat single
game home run record with seven.

Novoa is a 19-year old sophomore from the
Bronx, NY. He ia a libn^ arts major.

As a freshman, Novoa put together a 2-1

record, with an ERA ol 2.77. Hia ERA was the
lowest for the Wildcats in 1986. Novoa also hit

M7fnmktht batter's box.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PONT GO BROKE WHILE
YOUR CAREER IS ON HOLDI
JOIN NATIONAL UBERTY

AS AN EVENING TELEPHONE REP!

\bu don't have to spend aemestar after semester without money
while you worktoward your degree and a career. Join the leader in

the direct response marketlrtg ol insurance products, enjoy a flex-

ible work schedule suited to your availability, and receive premium
pay of $6.00 to $8.50 an hour with the potential of earning bonuses
up to $2,000. With the end of the school term approaching, maybe
you'd even like to consider this as a very profiffltrte suihmer
position.

For More Information, Call
Mike D*Elia, (215) 848-4841

NATIONAL LIBERTY
20 Moores Road, Frazer, PA 19355

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M / F /H /V

Vnivensitjr
sportswear

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

PENNSYLVANIA

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Representatives of the Pennsylvania Insurance

Departfnent will be at Villanova University on
Wednesday, April 8 at 1 1 :dO am. to discuss Civil

Service career opportunities as insurance

company examiners with seniors me^ng in

accouftting, business finance or economics with

at least 12 cradHs in accounting. Starting salary

is $17339 ($18,504 eflactMe July 1, 1987).

EiiODlleiitemployee baneAlB piogram and career

aAianoement oppoftunHlaa. Contact the Career

OsMlopmeiit CenlM^fbr location.

iyssMD

For Sale
Newly fefM>vated two l>ed-

room condo at Radnor Houae.
Graduating — must eelil Ser-

ious inquiries oniyi Cell 527-

3754.

For Sale

1988 HondaCm 1 .5. Excellent

condition. Very low mileage.
Call 527-1173.

For Sale
1982 Citation fpur-door se-

dan in good running condi-
tion. $1,000. Contact: Fr.

Rtzgeraid at 527-0858.

Female (pref. grad.) Room-
mate wanted for 2 br. apt.

Roxboro. $308/mo. incl. utii.

-• clubhouse facilities. No
smoic 487-2534.

$7.45/hr. or commission. Ad-
vertising sales. No expe-
rience nee. Will train. Woric

locally. Car recommended.
Call Dave Freedman, 1-800-

628-2828, ext. 928. For de-
tails and application. Metro
Mariceting Group.

NEEDED: Counselors for Vil-

lanova University Summer
FootlMli Camp. Date: June
21-28. You will be provided
with room & board and a
stipend, if Interested, contact
coach Mark Ferrante for de-
tails. Either stop by the foot-

bail office at the stadium or
call 845-41 18, from 9-5.

Generous reward for info

leading to return of blue Gor-

Tex sweatsuit missing from
Simpson Dorm over Spring

Break. Box 3288.

ATTENTION ATARI
ST OWNERS!!

I have the best spreadsheet
program available -^ for sale

for $80, $20 less than stores

Thneworks' Swiftcale St.

Call Russ and leave

meesage at 828-9422.

SniUY H. KAPLAN
iOliamOWAi CBITBIITD.

HmUDUOES

CRATEAM
TUITION

1W0 taaOS IS KTTEII nMN ONIf

In IKI mim to oofwinotd tM youl
iMm btav logtthar. wtl qjm you
btth MP 29% oMf your Itfion. whon
you and a friond rogtttoc fbr tho
SIANLEV H. MPLAMcm REVIEW
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Grady leads Wildcats overOwls
ByJOHNG.RICCO

The Villanova baseball team
combined an impressive 5-1 record

last week with- a win on Monday
over Temple to raise their overall

record to 11-7.

The team returned north from
an early season trip to Florida to

face the Rider Broncos on March
17. In the Wildcats' first home
game of the season, head coach
George Bennett's squad pounded
Rider, 14-8.

On March 18, the club travelled

to West Chester and was again

victorious, 11-7. The next day,

Villanova welcomed the Philadel-

phia College of Textiles and
Science 6nto Charles A. McGee-
han field. The Wildcats banged
out 22 hits en route to a 20-7

blowout.

Villanova then increased their

record to 10-6 with a pair of wins
over the La Salle Explorers and
the Delaware Mudhens. On March
20, 'Nova, which averages almost

nine runs a game, beat the Explor-

ers by a convincing 17-11 margin,

and on Saturday, Delaware fell

victim to the 'Cats, 8-7.

'Nova's five-game winning
streak came to an end on Sunday
afternoon when Providence rolled

into town. The Friars handed
Villanova their first and only
home loss this season, 64.
The 'Cats quickly rebounded

from the loss, however, to defeat

the perenially tough Temf^ii^Owls
on Monday; 9-3; Wildcat wot Sean
Grady got the start and turned in

whattbay weH h«¥i^Iwenthebest

outing of his Villanova career.

The senior righthander pitched

seven and one-third inningsgiving
' up only three hits and one earned

run while striking out six.

Grady kept the Owl hitters off

balance all afternoon with a sharp
breaking curve ball as well as a
variety of other off-speed pitches.

The only threat mounted against

him by the Owls came in the

second inningwhen Grady walked
the bases full with two outs. A
strikeout quickly got him out of

trouble, though, and ended the

inning.

Grady was helped by some fine

defensive plays throughout the

game, two of which came in the

fourth inning. Temple's leadoff

batter ripped a line drive that had
"base hit" written all over it, but

second baseman David Carr dove

to his right, and made a diving

grab.

Then, with a Temple runner on
second and two out, Grady gave

up a base hit to left. Sophomore
Rafael Novoa charged the ball and
threw a strike to catcher Mike
Svanson at home, nailing the

runner to end the inning.

Grady, who began to tire in the

later innings, was replaced by
sophomore Scott Mafks in the

eighth. Marks went the rest of the

way and did a fine job protecting

the Wildcat lead. Grady was
credited with the win, upping his

record to 2-1.

Offensively, Villanova banged
out six hits, including two home
nans, and was helped out by tihie

vtelks.

Fighting Irish
By RALPH MANOS

In a hard fought battle, the
men's lacrosse team beat the team
from the powerful Villanova of the
west, the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame by a 7-6 count. The win
upped the Wildcats' early season
record to 2-1.

Participating in the Long Island

Islip High School Lacrosse Tour-
nament, the Wildcats were
sparked by the outstanding play

of senior defenseman Michael
Corrado and goalie Steve
Ciacrorocca.

Corrado, a native of Islip, was
named the most valuable player

of the game, while another Wild-

cat, sophomore Dan Hagerty from
Crofton, Md., was named the
game's outstanding defensive
player.

Ciacrorocca, from Westfield,

NJ., had an outstanding game,
making 13 big saves, including 11

in the first half as he weathered
the relentless assault from the
Irish. He came up with numerous

big stops, keeping the game ctose

enough for the Wildcats to over-

take their opponents from South
Bend.

Offensively for the Main liners*

sophomore John Furlong led the
scoring for the victors. The Mi^v-
em, Pa. native scored three goals
to pace the Wildcats to victory.

Senior Craig Wright, sophomores
Paul Paternoster and John Elarde
and freshman John McEvoy all

scored for the Wildcats in the
winning effort.

So tar in the young season,
McEvoy leads the Cats' offensive
production. The freshman has
amassed a total of seven goals and
four assists. He is closely followed
by Furlong, who has accounted for
another six goals and dished out
four assists.

,

Another offensive spark-plug
has come from the play of Pater-
noster, who has five goals and a
trio of assists. At this point, goalie

Ciacrorocca has made 34 saves
while surrendering only 26 goals.

Kevin Cain and Mike Schick got
'Nova off and running with back-

to-back ^ok> homers in the first

inning. The Wildcats came up
with two more runs in the second

and owned a 4^ lead
After a Temple home run in the

third and a single run by 'Nova

in the fifth, Villanova emipted for

four runs in the eighth to ensure
their victory. Sophomore Bob
McCreary had the big hit of the

inning, driving in two with a one-

out single.

Temple came back with two
runs in the ninth, but it was not

nearly enough, and the 'Cats had

their 9-3 win.

The victory, which marked
'Nova's tirst over Temple since

1980, was Coach Bennett's 100th

career win. In four seasons at St.

Joseph's, from 1980-'84, ^nnett
compiled an impressive 68-49

record. In 1985, E(ennett came to

VUlanova where he is 32-27-1.

The upooraing wedt k another

busy one for the Wildcats. The
team opens up its BiglUst season

with a double heado- at GeiNnge-

townon Saturday. 'Nova will slay

overnight and take on the Hoyas
for a third time on Sunday
afternoon.

Villanova then returnshome for

a game against Widener on Mon-
day b^ore finishingout the month
with a March 31 game at

I^alayette.
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Ex-coach Chris McKce, who re-
cently retired as the coach for the
women's swimming and diving
teams, had held the position for
six years.

McKee
retires

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

After six years of coaching the
women's swimming and diving
teams. Coach Chris McKee has
announced his retirement from
the program.

This year the Wildcats were 12-

2 and finished third in the Big
East. The coach compiled a .765

winning percentage— and will be
greatly miaaed l^ his teaoL

No replacement has yet been
named.

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

As the mild April winds begin to blow north bringing thoughts
of spring to the great white north, four basketball teams are
travelling south to decide who will be crowned the No. 1 team
in the land.

This year the Final Four has everything. The No. 1 ranked
team in the nation is represented in the Runnin' Rebels of the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas. The Big Ten is represented
by Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoosiers. Indiana also represents the
team that would win only by their intensity and the ability of

their coach, but not by talent.

The Big East is the big winner this year with representation
from the Orangemen of Syracuse and Cinderella team. Providence
College. Syracuse came out of the Eastern region and toppled
No. 2 North Carolina to earn their trip to New Orleans.
Providence, the supreme underdog, trampled^inter-conference
rival Georgetown.

The trouble comes when prediction time comes. Do you pick
talent and UNLV; coaching heart and the Indiana Hoosiers;
solidity and the Orangemen; or do you pick the underdog Friars
who will be letting loose each and every second on the premise
that they have nothing to Ujee and the world to gain.

In this reporter's mind the decision is easy. Indiana will beat
Jerry Tarkaman's Rebels. Heart, diadpline'and SadSg^lalways win versus sheer talent.

*

Providence will out-huade, out-ahoot and out-ecore Syracuse
to march mto the duunpicoafaipjianie.

.

,?Jow«. thia iawhew thtFHaw tfiil wiU
wiU puift t^ MiaaiaM to new hiMMt Mid in
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Applieathn numher
sets VM. record
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

The largest number of applica-

tions ever was received by the
Villanova University Admissions
Office for the 1987-88 academic
year, the Rev. Harry J. Erdlen,

O.S.A., dean of Admissions said

this week.
Approximatelv 9.173 aoDlica-

tions were received, a 9 percent

increase over the number received

last year. There were 244 appli-

cations for the College of Nursing,
4,817 for the College of Arts and

aware of the guaranteed-housing

benefit, more applications will be
received for the nursing
program." ,

The top 10 states represented
in this year's applicant pool are

Pennsylvania, with 2,277 appli-

cants, New Jersey, 2,210; New
York, 1,835; Connecticut, 653;

Massachusetts, 170; Florida. HI;
Ohio, %; and Delaware, 94.

California sent its highest

number of applicants, 64, in

Villanova history. There was one
Sciences, 2,964 for the College of applicant from Alaska.

Commerce and Finance and 1,148

for the Collie of Engineering.
Erdlen said that the increase in

applicants was caused, for the

most part by the new brochure put
out by the Admissions Office this

year.

"The company that did the

brochure guaranteed a 10 percent

increase. We had a 9 percent

increase, so the company was
pretty close," said Erdlen.

There was no increase in the

nujp|i| al students who applied

to ^e Cbflege of Nursing, even

though nursing students are now
guaranteed housing for four

*

years.

"Pro$MCtive students aren't

Efdien^In Tact, tnere Tills been
a decrease in applicants to the

Coll^^ilfur^ing jevery year.

Last year we received 293 appli-

cations for the nursing school aiid

this year only 244. That's a 17

percent drop. Hopefully, once
prospective, students become

Said Erdlen, "We are haoov to

see more geographic areas repre-

sented in the applicant pool."

Of the 9,173 students who
applied, 3,700 were accepted and
were notified of their acceptance

this week.

One thousand three hundred
applicants have already been
notified of their acceptance, in-

cluding Presidential Scholarship

winners and early action appli-

cants. In addition, approximately

375 commuters have already been
informed of their acceptance.

The average SAT scores of this

year's applicant$ were the highest

ever in Villanova's history. The
mean verbal scpre^was 514 and the

Those students who were ac-

cepted received average SAT
scores of 554 verbal and 618 inath.

"Those ptudfi^ts that actually

enroll wiiriiave an 3AT score

between the scores of those ac-

cepted and those that applied,"

said Erdlen.

(photo by Nunes)

Villanova's women's track team completed the 1986-87 indoor season with a third-place finish
at the recent NCAA Indoor Championships in Tucson, Az.

Registrar studies enrollment

CandMates address
student issues

By JOHANNE C. SHARP

The follo^ng interviews of the
three Student Government presi-

dential candidates [in alphabetical

order], Phil Brach, Chris Duca
and Wally McCurdy, were held
this week.
Phil Brach

Question: What is one goal you
would realistically like to accom-
plish next year if elected Student
Government president?
Brach: My one goal is to facil-

itate the five departments of

Student Government. Each de-

partment will have its own goal.

The department of external affairs

will continue to work on off-

campus housing, the department
of internal affairs will work on
major social events on campus
with akx>hol and the department

never even applied because it was
too much.

I question whether we have to

be more expensive to be better. If

we are as good as them and are

cheaper, we are better. I would
like to see Villanova use a guar-

anteed tuition rate for all four

years.

ijuestton: What are your quali-

ficationsfor seeking this position?

Brach: I am currently secretary

of external affairs of Student
Government. Being the only can-

didate on Student Government, I

understand the structure. I am
well-rounded in all aspects of

Villanova, and I have been ap-

pointed to the Town and Gown,
New Dorm and Board of Trustees
Public Relations and Development
committees. These committees
are University committees, not

of budgetary affairs will continue just btudent Uovemment.

By SIOBHAN A. RODER

The Office^ of th^RMM^r has
^edSS^ r]0laa^ed HinMhient
analysis tpr spring 1987 to the

University vice presidents, deans
of the colleges and department
chairpersons. The analysis was-
approved by the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University pres-

ident, and David J. Smith,
Registrar.

/ "The main theme that I can see

is that we are on a steady course.

We realize our classroom limita-

tions . . . and we are trying to keep
the University on an enrollment
plateau," said Smith.

The analysis shows a total of

11,531 students enrolled at Villan-

ova. This total is composed of

6,412 students in the undergrad-

uate day colleges, 843 students in

the School of Law, 1,854 students

in University College and 2,422

graduate students.
Total enrollment for the spring

1987 semester of 11,531 is approx-

imately 3 percent higher than the

spring 1963 total and 16 students
less than the spring 1986 total.

The Office of the Registrar
compiles enrollment analyses in

the fall and spring of each year
for an "update on the number of

students per major," according to

Smith.

According to a document based
on the 1987 spring enrollment

analysis, released by the Office of ^

the Registrar and dated March 13,

1987, the size of the freshman
class in the College of Engineering

1983. The document also notes a

54 percent decrease in undergrad-

uate students enrolled in chemical
engineering between the spring

1983 and spring 1987 semesters.

Robert D. Lynch, dean of the

College of Engineering, said that

the college has not had a chance
to compare its enrollment figures

with those from the Office of the

Registrar as of yet.

Lynch did comment that under-

graduate enrollment in the College

of Engineering is "currently below

a thousand [the planned target

number] . . . lower than we'd want
it to be." The enrollment analysis

lists 903 students.

Lynch said that the number of

students enrolled "is a hard thing

t« manage -exactly" because the
number of students who accept

Villanova's invitation to enroll

may vary from year to year.

With regard to the 54 percent

drop in enrollment in the chemical
engineering program, Lynch said,

"There is no question that for the

past few years chemical engineer-

ing enrollments have declined

across the country." He tied the

decrease to changes in the petro-

chemical industry that have
(Continued on page 7)
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One reading day
to be retained

to fight the tuition increases.

The department of academic
affairs will review the advisement
programs of all individual colleges

and the department of public

relatkms will communicate all

efforts of Student Government to

the student body andfet ieedback.
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(Continued on page 6) ***» declined by 26 percent since

EDITORIAL: Regulate tanning salons p. 9

PEATUSESs Cesar Chavei to bring
"The Wrath oi Grapes ' . .* p. 13

ENTESTAIMMEIIT: The Acadony Awanls p.20

SPORTS: SoftbAll tc«n uMMittttf p. 32

By SIOBHAN A. RODER

Accordirig to a memo released

last week by the office of the Rev.

Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice

president for Academic Affairs,

the reading day scheduled for May
1 will remain a reading day, while

the one originally planned for

April 30 will be a class day.

The memo stated that the class

day now planned for April 30, a

Thursday, will follow the Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday class

schedule "in order to compensate
partially for the two days of

classes missed on Mondays this

semester."

The decision to cancel the April

30 reading day was made imme-
diately after the cancellation of

classes on Feb. 23, a Monday,
because of a snowfall. Classes had
also been cancelled Jan. 26, a

Monday, after heavy snowfall.

Gallen said, at the time of

canceHifig the first reading day,

that the status of the May 1

reading day was under

According to Gallen, he did not

cancel the second reading day
because "exams start that Satur-

day [May 2]. I thought we needed

a day off, rather than take both

[days away).'*

GaUen said this week that he

dtckbd to retain the May 1 read-

taf day after oanaulting with the

dthe
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Dive into an exciting fast-paoed'fiin

sport! Area women's and men's ultimate
frisbee teams are looking for new
players. No previous experience is

necessary. Call Tracy or Tim at 664-

4678 for more information.

Paael DImvmIoii
The University's modem languages

department will be sponsoring a panel

discussion on foreign language and
career opportunities on April 13 from
4-6 p.m. in the Radnor Room in the

Connelly Center. The purpose of the

seminar is to promote the study of

foreign languages by focusing on career

areas in which languages are either

essential or a complementary skill.

Guest speakers at the session will

include Dr. David Burnett, Al Caprara,

Esq., Oscar Lopez and Michael L. Russo.

All are professionals who are well-

placed in their fields and can provide

specific career oriented information.

Questions will be welcome after the

formal presentation.

Square Dance

Have fun, meet some new people and
help out with a, good cause! Bring a
friend and come to the Square Dance
on Friday, April 10 at 8 p.m. in the

Villanova Room. Admission will be $2,

and tickets are on sale at the ticket office

of Connelly, at Campus Ministry and
at the door of the Square Dance!

? The money raised will be donated to

help support Finley Place, an emergency
shelter for the poor of North Philadel-

phia, at Most Precious Blood Parish. No
need to know how to square dance

\ before you come ... we will teach you.
" It is easy and a lot of fun. All are

welcome!

AIDS: Facts and
Myths

t There will be a lecture on AIDS
) entitled "AIDS: Facts and myths, an

I
examination of medical and legal

)i issues," on April 8, 12:30-1:30 p.m. in

the Connelly Center Cinema. The
speakers will be Robert Martin, O.S.A.,

V assistant to the vice president for

,• Student Life and Gary Bonas, assistant

>* director of Student Activities. The
program is sponsored by the Sociology

Club and the Sociology Activities

.; Committee. All interested students are

, welcome to attend.

Villanevans
Concerned abewt
Central America

At the April 7 Villanovans Concerned
About Central America meeting, Dr.

Russ Kleinbach from the Philadelphia

College of Textiles and Science will

speak on his travels in Sandinista,

Nicaragua. The talk will begin at 4:30

p.m. in the Peace and Justice Center
(located on the basement floor of

Sullivan Hall).

The biokigy department is pleased to

announce that at the end of this

semester, a chapter of the Phi Sigma
Bidogical Honor Society will be inducted
here at Villanova. The installation

dinner will be held May 1 at the Dunfey
City Line Hotel. For more information,

piease ocmtact the biology office in

Mendel Hall 115.

BkMk CvHvftil
Soctoty llMtien

•Sllitt
The Villanova Black Cultural Society

would like to welcome and congratulate

their newly elected officers for the 1987-

88 academic year. President: Yvette

Sanders; First vice president: Kimdolyn
Boone; Second vice resident: James
Baldwin; Treasurer: Elaine Brantley;

Secretary: Adrienne Dean.

DevelepMenfs
Jeb Kent Yips
Interviewing: An Employment Re-

cruiter's Perspective: Kathleen Jacobs,

a professional recruiter, will discuss

what, companies look for when inter-

viewing. (April 7, 4 p.m., Corr).

Contracting Employers: How To Get

Started: Dr. Robert Stokes, director of

Career Development, will discuss the

art of approaching employers. (April 9,

4 p.m., 106 Corr).

How To Be Assertive During The Job
Interview: Ms. Patricia Lawler, director

of Adult Services, will discuss effective

assertiveness during employment inter-

views. (April 13, 4 p.m., 106 Corr).

Pilni Series
"Vertigo," Alfred Hitchcock's double-

identity thriller will be shown in the

C.C. Cinema on April 5 at 3:30 and 7

p.m. and on April 6 at 7 p.m. Monday
evening's show will be followed by a

discussion, "Woman as Enigma and the

Male Gaze," with guest speaker Ann
Kaplan of Rutger's University.

Erich von Stroheim's "Greed," a
silent film about the love and hate of

humanity, will have one showing on
April 8 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for

students and senior citizens and $3 for

the general public.

MTV at Viilaneva
Tickets on sale April 6, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Connelly Center ticket office, $3 with

student I.D. The top four college bands
including the University of Delaware's

band compete in the energizer Rock-n-

Roll Finals! Celebrity judges! Recording

contract and cash prizes! Schools
attending from all over East Coast! April

26 in the duPont Pavilion.

Bleed Drive
The Red Cross will hold a Blood Drive

on April 7, 8, 9 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

in the Butler Annex.

Let's Dance
The Villanova Dance Ensemble will

perform Dance Concert '87 on April 11

at 8 p.m. at the Haverford School on
Lancaster Ave. A shuttle bus will leave

Bartley Circle at 10 min. intervals

starting at 7:10 p.m. For ticket info.,

call: 645-7214 or 645-7262. Come and
bring a friend to our best concert ever!

ACS
. There will be an ACS General Meeting
on April 9 at 12:45 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema. All commuters and
OCRs should plan to attend. Upcoming
events will be discussed.

Student Government is looking for an
editor in chief for the 1967-W Villanova

University Directory. Please pick up an
application and sst upan interview time
in the Office of Studtnt Government
(204 Doi«harty) by April 10.
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Hely Weiic Ketreat CkalnMeple
The Holy Week Retreat will take place

in the Pocono Mountains at the Kirk-,

ridge Retreat Center from April 15-18.

The Retreat ends at 1 p.m. If you are

interested in joining the retreat team,

contact Beth Hassel in Campus Minis-

try, St. Rita*8 Hall. If you are interested

in partkapating in the retreat itself,

please sign up in Campus MinistiV- The
cost is $25.

Aftentleii Seniers
Graduation announcements are being

distributed from April 6 through May
11, 9:30 a.m.-12 p.m. and 24 p.m., in

Room 202, Dougherty Hall. Please note

that this office will be closed between
12 p.m. and 2 p.m. each day. If you did

not receive the recent mailing concern-

ing Commencement, which outlines

information concerning caps, gowns
and reporting times, please stop by the

Dean of Students Office, 213 Dougherty
Hall, to pick up a copy.

Viilaneva Unien
The Villanova Union will be having

its Spring General Meeting on April 7

at 5:30 p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cinema. All are encouraged to attend,

as this will be our last General Meeting
for the year. Come out and welcome our
new Executive Board members.

Field Yrip

On April 8 at 1:30 p.m. thedepartment
of art & art history will feature a field

trip and gallery lecture at the Philadel-

phia Museum of Art on the Parkway.
Dr. Mark Sullivan of the Department
will conduct the privately arranged tour
.through the 19th century and Modem
^rt galleries. The title of the tour is

"Modem Art demystified." The tour is

open to everyone in the Villanova
community. Entry and participation is

free with the presentation of a student

I.D. card. The Villanova group will meet
at the e^st entrance of the Museum at

1:20 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

uthanasia
Next Thursday, Villanovans for Life

will host a speaker on euthanasia at 4:30»

p.m. in the East Lounge. It is a worth-
while issue for your consideration.

Marketing
Seciety Meeting

Mandatory Marketing Society Meet-
ing for all members April 9, 12:45 p.m.

in Bartley Room 216. Important fssues

to be discussed, including end of semes-
ter dinner.

The Death
ilty

Amnesty International is sponsoring
Stuart Shuman of the Philadelphia

Defenders Association who will speak
on issues concerning the Death Penalty
on April 8 at 8 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr
Room of the Connelly Center. Please

come to educate yourself on this impor-
tant issue and to express your opinion.

Everyone welcome!

taHh

A discussion group for Cathelic
students wishing to uatestand man
about their faith, and for non-Catholic
stiidants hiteraalid in learniQg about
the church. Brtng your frtends »
CoMhactad by Pr., 1^ Jarifian every
Timdiy 7:a0 p.m. in Campus Ministry
CiBlar. St. Kite's HaU.

Interested in running a Spring Break
trip? Applications for Spring Break
chairpeople are available in the Villan-

ova Union Officeon April 3. Applications
are due April 9 at 12 p.ns. Interviews
will be held April 10. 13» & 14. Apply
now!

Prayer Service
There will be a prayer service for Dr.

Ken Tucker this Tuesday, April 7, in

the Main Chapel at 5 p.m. Dr. Tucker
worked in VillanoVa's Counseling Cen-
ter until this year. He died last week
of cancer.

Snuill Bwslness
Develepment
Center
The Small Business Development

CenteriSBDC) will be holding a recruit-

ment meeting f6r the 1987-88 academic
year on April 7 at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley

209. All sophomore and junior C & F
students interested in gaining real

world business experience are invited

to attend. No classroom lecture can
compare to the hands on training
provided by the SBDC. Hope to see you
in room 209 Bartley next Tuesday.

BalieenDay
Rescheduled!
Because of poor weather conditions,

,

Balloon Day has been rescheduled for

April 7. Everyone is welcome for the

event, which will begin at 11:30 a.m.

in Kennedy Mall.

Stwdent llectlens
Cast your vote for Student President

and Student Senators at the following

times: Grad/Day School — Villanova

Room, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., April 6; Grad,

UC — Bartley Caf., 6 p.m. on April 6,

7; Law, Tax, Nurses — Garey Caf., 9

a.m.-9 p.m., April 7.

Seniors
There will be a theme planning

meeting for seniors interested in plan-

ning for the Baccalaureate Mass on

/April 13 at 5 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel.

PpenHeese
Falvey Library is hosting an Open

House on April 8 from 2 to 5 p.m.

Road Rally

The ACS is sponsoring a Road Rally
' on April 26. The cost will be $3 per

person.

CM AlplM
HOMOP ,aaci#wy

A reminder to all inductees: the

induction ceremony will be on April 9

at 8 p.m. in the Wayne Room, located

on the ground fkxv of Conoelly Center.

All parents and family are wekxnne.

Aasistafioe availaUe for off-campus

Miii« and teU iMMater 1987.

FaHwr Pbfiad, adviaor for off-

mMMts in 207 Dougherty.

Phoiir. 645>?m.
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ByDANTEJ.SCALA

The University Senate budget
committee recently accepted the

University's proposed operating

budget by a vote of 5-3, according
to John Lewis, a member of the
committeeand assistant secretary
of budgetary affairs for Student
Government.
The entire body of the Senate

will vote on the proposed budget
today at 4 p.m. in Dougherty Hall.

The Senate acts only as a recom-

mending body on this issue, ac-

cording to Alvin A. Clay, dean of

the College of Commerce and
Finance and chairperson of the

Senate budget committee. The
final decision on the budget will

be made by the Board of Trustees.

Budget details disclosed
Lewis disclosed a copy of the

Senate budget committee's report

on Monday. The report contains

ageneral overview of the revenues
and expenditures of the operating

budget, which covers the Univer-

sity's yearly expenses. It also lists

the committee's decisions on
whether priorities named by the

University's planning and prior-

ities committee were met.

The following is a brief descrip-

tion of some details of the proposed

budget:

Tuition would increase over 10

percent and room and board will

rise 4 percent, according to Lewis.

Faculty salaries would increase

6.2 percent. A committee motion
stated, "Data suggests that on the

average, staff, administrative and

faculty salaries [with the excep-

tion of full professor] are in line

with our competition."

Athletic expenditures would
rise 20.5 percent, while athletic

revenues will increase 72/pcroent.

The athletic budget increase is

|*the Idrgest single percent soend-

ing increase in the lNid0St, ' ac-

cording to a minority report

written byJustinJ. Green, political

science professor and budget
committee member.
Edward V. Murray, assistant to

the president, said that the in-

crease was partly because of the

continued phasing in of the foot-

ball program. Murray said there

will be no large increase in the

football program in the near
future after this increase. Another
cause of the increase is the wres-

tling program, which is being paid

for by a gift from John Eleuthere
duPont, said Lewis. Other reasons
for the rise include increased

funds for women's sports, due to

the Title IX act, and for scholar-

ships to try to keep teams com-
petitive, said Murray.

Financial aid would increase 8

percent overall.

The committee commented, "It

is believed the Pennsylvania as-

sistance [in financial aid] will

improve.'

One million dollars would be

provided for "safety aspects on
campus," including the upgrading
of the fire alarm system to meet
new state standards.

Funds would be allotted for

more studies on "the restoration

or extension" of academic space.
"Substantially more has to be
done to provide the necessary
academic space," the committee
commented.
Funding would also be given to

study the University communica-
tions system. A committee which
is planning a new health care
facility has already been set up.
No funds have been allotted to

alleviate the parking problem.
The money to be provided "for

deferred maintenance" and gener-
al repair "is substantially inade-

quate," a committee motion
stated.

Funds for major alterations to

Vasey Theatre would not be
provided.

Eight hundred fifty-five thou-
sand dollars in energy conserva-
tion savings had been made as of

February. Conservation efforts

have been "extremely successful,"
the committee commented.
"The present funding of the

library would "maintain the 'sta-

tus quo' but will not be sufficient

... for foreseen increases," the
committee commented.
No one is ever completely sat-

isfied with the budget, said Clay.
Indeed, Green's report recom-

mends that the budget be sent
back to committee. In an inter-

view, Lewis also expressed dis-

pleasure with the budget.

Joe Allman, Student Govern-
ment president, said, "We [Stu-

dent Goy^mment] will try our
best" to prevent "such a drastic"

tuition increase.

In the News
Weather postpones BslkMNi Day

Villanova's 14th annual Bal-

kan Day, originally planned
for April 2, has been resche-

duled for April 7 because of bad
weather.

According to Paul Clementi,

promotions chairperson, weath-
er reports for the original date

called for low temperatures
and possible snow flurries.

The event on April; 7 will

proceed as first planned. It will

be held in Kennedy Mall from
11:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
The balloons will be

launched at 3 p.m. Balloon tags
can still be purchased until 3
p.m. April 7 in the Campus
Ministry office, after Sunday
Masses, at a booth during the
event and in the dormitories.

M*M>S*

Ubrary open house scheduled

Orchestra opens
at duPont Pavilion
By KATHLEEN REICHNER
Villanova will host the inaug-

ural concert of the Philadelphia

Debut Orchestra on April 4 in the

duPont Pavilion at 8:30 p.m.,

according to the orchestra's gener-
al manager, J. Dirk Lorenz.

The new orchestra was founded
on Feb. 7, 1985, and, according to

Lorenz, it "has as its unique
mission the presentation of young
and exceptionally-talented per-

formers and composers." The
orchestra's founders, David Reich-

man, Murray S. Levin, and Lor-

enz, feel that the orchestra will

make an "important contribution

to the musical world."

**At this first concert, the
Philadelphia Debut Orchestra
[PDO] itself, and its gifted conduc-
tor, will be making their profes-

sional debuts," said Lorenz.

The PDO music director and

conductor is Reichman, who has
studied with composer and con-

ductor Leonard Bernstein. Bern-
stein has supported the idea of

the PDO.
Reichman will be directing the

orchestra in a program featuring

his sister, the internationally-

acclaimed Australian pianist, Rita

Reichman. Rita Reichman has
received the Curtis Institute of

Music's most prestigious award
for outstanding pianist, and will

be performing Tchaikovsky's
Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat

minor, 'Op.23.

The concert will also feature

the Rev. Petei* Donahue, O.S.A.,

as narrator in Aaron Copeland's

"A Lincoln Portrait."

According to Lorenz, this con-

cert is giving 60 highly-skilled

musicians the opportunity to

perform with a professional or-

chestra..

Students will be able to take
a "look behind the stacks" at

the open house program in

Falvey Memorial Library April

8, according to Louise Green,
head of public works at the
library.

The program will include
demonstrations of various fea-

tures of the library, including

computer data searches, talk-

ing "reading machines" and
the automated circulation sys-

tem, said Green.

Other highlights of the day
will be a book raffle and the
opening of the rare book collec-

tion to the public. Also, coupons
will be offered for free compu-
ter searches. »% » o

University hosts conference

A Statewide Service Pur-
chasing Conference was re-

cently held at the Connelly
Center to discuss the contract-

ing process for obtaining ser-

vices for Pennsylvania's men-
tally handicapped, problem
children and needy
populations.

Seventy-five Pennsylvania
professionals attended the

event, which was co-sponsored

by the Villanova Human Or-

ganization Science Institute

and the Conservation

Company.

The keynote speaker was
Thomas Orr, head of the Office

of Operations Review of the
Pennsylvania Dept. of Public
Welfare.

The Human Organization
Science Institute at Villanova
is designed to perform re-

search, evaluation and train-

ing, and combines the interdis-

ciplinary skills of faculty from
all colleges within the
University. S.A.R.

Honors forum held

(photo by Nunes)

The Philadelphia Debut Orches-

tra rehearsed in the duPont Pa-

vilion last week.

The Philadelphia Debut Or-

chestra is grateful for Villanova's

sponsorship, according to Lorenz,

and appreciative to John Dunphy,
director of Music Activities, who
has organized the concert.

Tickets for the concert can be

purchased at the Connelly Center

ticket office. Prices are $12.50, $10
and $8 for the general public and
$5 for students and senior

citizens.

Coed dorms survey compiled
By JENNIFER REIDY

Members of Student Govern-
ment recently conductedan exten-

sive telephone survey probing
students' attitudes concerning
coeducational housingon campus,
which elicited an overwhelmingly
positive response for a change,

according to Terise Fusco, sopho-

more class representative and
assistant secretary of internal

affairs for Student Government.
Approximately 400 students

were called from a computer list

of 800 random on- and off-campus

residents, according to Fusco.

The survey asked the students,

'To what degree would you be
interested in living in a coeduca-

tkNud residence haU?" to which^59

percent responded as being "high-

ly interested," 33 percent at
"somewhat interested" and 8
percent as "not interested."

When asked to comment on the

results of the survey. Dr. Richard

A. Neville, vice pPtsident for

Stttdsnt Utt, rsMMded that he
was "not surpriaad" that the

survey pramplid^ vary positive

rsaction from itudsnts.

Neville further stated that coed

housing provides many advan-
tages for students, including a

healthy social atmosphere of easy
friendships between men and
women, as well as improved
behavior among the residents and
a decrease in vandalism in the

dormitories.

However, according to Neville,

problems involving security of the

dormitories, enforcement of vis-

itation policy and opposition from
the Board of Trustees and parents

of students seriously hinder the

possible implementation of a coed
housing policy.

The establishment of coed
dorms would ultimately challenge

the current visitation policy, as

evidenced by the difficulties that

would arise from attempts to

enforce visitation in a male-female
dormitory, according to Neville.

Moreover, students were ques-

tioned in the survey concerning

their ideas about visitation in a

ooed residence hall, to which 57
percent reapoodad that theywouM
like to sae no limitations on
visitation on any day and 30
perosnt wanted no limited visita-

tion on Friday and Saturday,
while 13 percent were satisfied

with the current visitation policy.

Fusco also described a meeting
that she and Phil Brach, secretary

of external affairs, had with two
members of the Board of Trustees
of the University. According to

Fusco, "One member was ada-

mantly opposed to the idea [of coed

housing], while the other was
positive and listened to our sug-

gestions. This in itself can give

you an idea of the mixture of

feelings permeating the board
right now."
Fusco said she feels that the real

problem with the Board of Trus-

tees lies in their "conservatism

and unwillingness to change."
Fusco added that the Rev. John

M. Driscoll, O.S.A., and the Res-

ident Student Association (RSA)
fully support the approval and
application of a coed housing
policy.

Neville concluded, "A dorm
such as St. Mary's Hall woukl be

used as an experiment that could

be monitored and observed by the

administration. However, at this

time, we are far from that point."

By NOEL E. FALCO

This year the juniors in the
honors program will be sponsoring
a program entitled "Individual

Expression and Institutional In-

tegrity," according to Michelle
Shanahan, a committee member.
Every year, the honors program

juniors hold a forum in which they
investigate a specific theme of

their own choosing through lec-

tures and events, sakl Shanahan.
The first lecture was held

yesterday in the Chemical Engi-

neering building. Room 218, she
said.

Dr. Maria Lekic spoke on the

subject, "Poetic Calling and Po-

litical Imperatives: Antinomies of

Socialist Realism." Lekic, who
came to the United States from
the Soviet Union 10 years ago,

discussed what Russian writers

want to write and what the Soviet

government requires that they
write, according to Shanahan.

Lekic is a visiting professor at

Villanova and is head of the
languages department at the
University of Maryland.
The second event, a panel dis-

cussion entitled "A Catholic Di-

lemma: Birth, Sex and Technol-

Former V.U,

counselor
dies

Dr. Kenneth Tucker, psycholo-

gist, died Saturday at his home,
in Bountitul, Utah. Tucker
was a counselor at the Villanova

University Counseling Center for

three years until this past
December.
A memorial service for Tucker

will be held at the Villanova

Chapel on April 7 at 5 p.m.

All who knew Tucker are

welcome to attend. Also, those

who wish to be a part of the

service should contact the Rev.

Shawn Tracy, O.S.A., in Campus
Ministry.

ogy," will be held on April 9 at

7:30 p.m. in Room 218 of the

Chemical Engineering building,

Four professors, the Rev. Don-
ald X. Burt, O.S.A., philosophy,

Dr. Jeffrey Johnson, history, and
Barbara Kimmelman, history and
sociology of science, University of

Pennsylvania; and Dr. William

Marks, biology, will discuss cur-

rent issues affecting research and
values in biology and reproduc-

tion, including the recent Vatican

statement, On Human Life and
Procreation.

"The Sign of the Comet," a play

written by exiled Polish play-

wright Kazimierz Braun, will be

staged as a third event April 26
at 8 p.m. in the acting room of

Vasey Hall.

A fourth event, "What is a

Catholic University?" will be held

at a time and date to be an-

nounced. This event is co-spon-

sored by the Villanova chapter of

the American Association of Uni-

versity Professors (AAUP). The
role of theology and Catholicism

in a university will be discussed.

The committee for the forum
consists of Patricia Carroll, Sean
Carroll, Maria Chiappetta, Katie

Krackeler and Shanahan.
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By LYNN PERDEK

Phi Beta Kappa, the arts and
sciences honor society, presented

a lecture last Friday in the Con-
nelly Center Cinema by Dr. £r-

man McMullin on the subject of

"Changes in the Notion of

Science." McMullin was the first

visiting scholar at Villanova in the
Visiting Scholars Program, which
is designed to bring interesting

speakers to college campuses.
McMullin began his lecture by

describing the origin of science

and its importance in understand-
ing our world. He stated that the
formative intellectual influence

on our world is science.

The lecture brought the au-

dience back to the city-states of

ancient Greece, where much of

the origins of philosophy are
rooted. Philosophy at that time
had a notion of demonstration and
showing proof. This led to a
science of deduction, where with
a set of rules the philosopher goes
from a premise to a conclusion.

The audience was led through
time, passing through an age in

Babylon, where science was based
on mathematic prediction and
astrology.

McMullin spetit much time on

the sdentist-philosophers of the

17th century, when the mode of

gaining knowledge changed from
deduction to induction. He defined

induction as attaining knowledge
from starting with a certain

amount and expanding that to

include a general amount.
With the invention of such

devkes as the telescope and mic-

roscope, science entered the realm

of the unfamiliar. This brought

about retroduction, the mode of

science where one moves back-

wards from the result to discover

the cause.

This brought McMullin in to

the 20th century, when science

changed rapidly, and many old

beliefs were forced to be aban-

doned. One such set of theories

forced to be abandoned is the

Newtonian mechanics which was
replaced by the discovery of Albert

Einstein's quantum theory.

A new situation occurred in

science with the invention of a

highly imaginative language.

McMullin ended his lecture

with his philosophy that the end
of theoretical physics is in view.

Born in Ireland, McMullin has

been director of the program of

science and philosophy at the

University of Notre Dame.

By DEBBIE GROSS

The annual St. Patrick's Day
carnation sale, sponsored by the

Villanovans for Life (yPL), led to

much negative publicity for that

organization. Accordingto Heidi

M. Rojas, president of VFL, there

was a problem with the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity, which also sold

carnations without checking with
the Office of Student Activities.

Rpjas stated that VFL was the

object of much negative publicity

when phone calls were made to

the Office of Student Activities,

stating that carnations bought

were not being delivered.

Rojas stated that it was then

discovered that Pi Kappa Phi was
the organization responsible for

this lack of delivery and, after

three days, the problem was
solved.

Rojas' main concern now is

with next year's sale. She wishes

to make it clear to the public that

VFL had a "valid carnation sale

and had nothing to do with not

delivering the carnations." She
also stated that next year's sale

will follow the same format as

seen in the past.

Aside from donations received

from the campus, this event is

VFL's only patented fundraising

tactic, said Riqas. Although the

oiiganization faced problemt with

minimal selling time and compe-
tition, VFL was able to sell 75 out
of the ^00 carnation^ purchased.
Memberi of Pi Kappa Phi could

not be reached for comment

Constitution discussed
By NOEL E. FALCO

A bicentennial lecture on "The
Founding Fathers: Brilliant Poli-

ticians" was given by Dr. John P.

Roche on March 24 at 8 p.m. in

the Connelly Center Cinema.

Roche is thedean of the Fletcher

School of Law and Diplomacy at
Tufts University. The lecturewas
sponsored by the political science
department and co-sponsored by
the honors department, the Com-
mon Heritage Institute and the
Social Science Forum.

Roche's theme was that the
American founding fathers were
"consummate politicians but not
saints."

He also safd that "the enlist-

ment of George Washington to

head this reform movement was

vital."

He said that America became a
self-governing entity because it

was a ''participatory society,

which was in a power vacuum
[due to the British-French War],
and with distance [from Europe],
Americans were in a position to

go into business for themselves,
and they did it with joy and
delight."

Roche lectured on various ele-

ments necessary to the creation

of the constitution, including "the
great American hobby of elec-

tions," lack of money and the
influence of such Enlightenment
thinkers as Locke and
Montesquieu.

A question-and-answer period
was held after the lecture.
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Order of Omega is pleased to announce the

selection of Ann Funkhouser as Greek of the Week.

Being the analytically-minded person that she is,

finance has been a suitable major for her. Our social

butterfly has no problem combining academics and
activities, as she is a member of Gamma Phi Honor
Society and of course. Order of Omega.

Annie, a long time sister of Alpha Chi Om^;a,
pledged her freshman year. She has definitely

demonstrated her Greelf spirit as an active member
of the Greek Week committee and also by serving

as a Panhellenic rush counselor. Within Alpha Chi.

Annie served as corresponding secretary, only to
move up into the rank of president.

Aside from the Greek <tystem, our Greek of the

Week is currently secretary of the basketball club.

Yes — she is one of the coordinated ones dancing
the big shoe dance on the basketball court behind

our Wildcat. Annie also enjoys the springtime
weather. She can frequently be seen in the badcyard
barbecuing dinner. Her other four roommates have
only compliments for Che chef!

This Hartford Whalers fan hails all the way from
Avon, CofMi. With her stuffed green whale in the

pMianin' seat, she has been known to make record

time in her cherry red convertible. Her car is cute,

the is funky! What more can w^ say for our Greek
cf the Waek, Ann Funkhouaer.

CoQgratulataont, Funky!

Harold Jensen
Villanova University •

1st Team Basketball*

Finance •

3.43 GPA»
Senior*

HonrTetown: Trumbull, CT •

V
"*•#».

Congratulations to the GSTE Al-Amerfcansf
TYiey are the leaders ol the teem. BU what makes Ihem even more spe^
academic reoyds. They are theGTE Acadernic AMmercans. select
Normaiky Directors ctfAmsrica(Co6DA) torbainQhg^
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By SUSAN TOLVE

'Tm going to have to start

sentend^ atudents to 30 days in

jail for viobting drinking laws,"

the preskhng jiM^e at District

Court 38109 in King of Prussia,

Pa., said recently.

The Hon. Donald O. Riehl said

that in his position as presiding

judge, people were placing pres-

sure on him to get stricter with

student sentencing. In the past,

students have only received fines

for summary offenses, but accord-

'ing to Riehl, "Money doesn't seem
to mean anything to them [the

students]."

The Hon. Beverly Foster, dis-

trict justice in Radnor Township,

said that she could not react to

Riehl's statement li^ecause she

was not aware of tb^ conditions

in his district. "As far as I am
concerned, I would consider it

[sentencing stu^^nU to jail]," said

Foster. ^

,

Riehl citedcMfi'where.students

have violated noiiting ordinances

and held lanje parties in residen-

tial areas with nine kegs, 200

students attending and admission

charged.

"It is getting to the point where

there doesn't seem to be any light

at the end of the tunnel with

underage drinking," said Riehl.

During the five months Foster

has been in her position, she has

not seen the same students arrest-

ed for drinking violations. Foster i

said there is the possibility that I

she would issue jail sentenoea if
j

she encountered many repeated '.

offenders. "So far all I have dof»e
^

is fine students, but I woukln't

rule it [jail sentences] out in the

future."

In the past 12 years as a judge»

Riehl has never sentenced a stu-

dent to jail for a drinking

violation.

Riehl said that students are

adding "insult to injury" by

continuing to violate the drinking

laws.

'i would implore their [the

student's] cooperation ... I have

enough problems with shoplifters

and rapists," said Riehl.

Candidates address Issues

WaOy McCurdy

By LYNN PERDEK

Current issues concerning Vil-

lanova students were discussed

by the three candidates running
for Student Government president

in the presidential debates held on
Monday night in the Villanova

Room of the Connelly Center.

Candidate Wally McCurdy, a

junior political science major,

stated in his opening remarks
that, in his opinion, the most
pressing issues are that of the

housing problems and student

relations with Radnor Township.
McCurdy proposed a plan to

have students from other states

register as Pennsylvania resi-

dents, because of the amount of

time spent here. According to

McCurdy, this would enable Vil-

lanova students as voters to

overturn the current township

ordinance which allows only two
unrelated persons to live at the

same residence.

McCurdy said he would also

like to establish an alternate meal

plan, an early student directory

and a monthly forum allowing

students tograde the performance

of his administration.

The second candidate to deliver

his introductory statement was
junior finance major Chris Duca,

who stressed the need for an
effective leader who would truly

represent the students.

Duca said that his priorities, if

elected, would be an alternate'

meal plan, a used book store,

students' rights, the housing
problems andpresenting a positive

image o( Villanova to the sur-

rounding community.
Duca expressed his wish to give

an opportunity for all students to

become involved in Student Gov-
ernment and to get the best

students from all aspects of the

University. "An effective leader

must be able to motivate people

to work toward the success of the

group."

The third candidate, sophoiiiore

Phil Brach.,atatid thauserious

qyaatioos aaiad lo be askod at to

wlikh caaiidate will get results.

Beach sDoke of his experience

ifSBi actual tiaM apent

Chris Duca

working in Student Government

in the past and said that he is the

only candidate with experience.

The most important projects

Brach pians to undertake if elected

include facilitating Student Gov-

ernment, reviewing the advise-

ment facilities, creating outlets

for social activity, dealing with

off-campus housing problems and

fighting the rising tuition.

The three candidates next

fielded questions posed by the

student panel, consisting of

Joanne Conrad, editor-in-chief of

the Villanovan, Maria
Femandez-Llanio and Gene Link-

meyer, elections coordinator. Dur-

ing this session, the candidates

were asked what important issues

they thought were not adequately

addressed in the past.

Duca answered first and stated

that an alternate meal plan is an

issue that needs to be more ade-

quately addressed, along with

more involvement by Student

Government in minority

recruitment.

McCurdy stressed the need to

look into an alternate meal plan,

because he does not feel the

current one will be changed in the

near future. He introduced the

idea of a meal plan utilizing a point

system in Bartley cafeteria, where

points are assigned to each food

item so that students pay for only

what they are eating.

Such a meal plan is currently

used at Boston College and the

University of Virginia, and would

provide a choice not available

under the current plan, according

to McCurdy.
Brach said that Student Go-

vernment needs to work more on

social life at Villanova. He stated

that the Student Government can

play a vital role in having more

social events with alcohol on

campus.
The candidates were also asked

what concrete measures they

would take to better relations

with Radnor Township.

McCurdy stated that he would

set up a forum for students and

Radnor Township residents to

meet and diecuas important issues

Mich at houaang. He mail

PhU Brach

that this would improve the

University's image which "is not

up to par with the township," and
it would lay the groundwork and

set goals for future meetings.

Duca stated that the students

must let Radnor know that they

wish to work with them and that

they must respect their rights and
needs. He stated that he would
like to see the west campus area

rezoned, enabling new dorms to

be built that would allow more
students to live on campus. This

action could relieve some of the

problems with Radnor Township
because students would no longer

be living in their neighborhoods.

Brach emphasized that it is not

just Radnor Township that stu-

dents must deal with, but all four

local townships in this a^ea. He
stressed the need to let the res-

idents know what is happening on

campus. Brach stated that he was
involved in hosting a reception to

hear complaints of the residents

and in organizing a group of

students to work with residents

to help clean part of the

neighborhood.

He expressed an interest in

establishing a hotline ^o hear

complaints, in which students

could get involved.

In his concluding statements,

McCurdy reiterated the need to

improve relations with Radnor

Township, to establish an alter-

nate meal plan using a point

system and to upgrade the student

directory to include more of the

•students.

In his summary, Duca stressed

the need for a president to repre-

sent all the students and to be

willing to work with all aspects

of the Villanova community.

Brach stated in his conclusion

that he is the best candidate to

get the job done. He added that,

because of his Student Govern-

ment experience, he should be

consideasd the incumbent and

asked students to "reelect Stu-

dent Government."

The elections for Student Gov-

ernment president will be held on

April 7.

National News Notes
Brown puts Carter on probation
Amy Carter, daughter of

former United States President

Jimmy Carter, and 19 other

Brown University students

were placed on probation two
weeks ago for intruding on a

Feb. 13 trustees meeting to call

for divestment of stocks in

companies that do business in

South Africa.

The verdicKof Brown's un-

dergraduate counseling board

was less severe than the pos-

U. of Wis. newspaper takeover fails

sible decision of suspension or

expulsion.

However, at the time of the

decision, Carter's car was
towed away because she owed
the city of Providence, RI, $335
in parking tickets.

Despite a local radio station's

efforts to pay Carter's fine, the

city car pound would not re-

lease her car unless she came
m person.

DJ.S.

A conservative University of

Wisconsin campus newspaper,

the Badger Herald, recently

tried to take over its liberal

counterpart. The attempt
failed when the university's

associate dean of students
intervened.

The takeover attempt began
after the liberal Daily Cardi-

nal's board of directors came
under the control of a conser-

vative party. The Bob Kasten
School of Driving, which had
gained power in January's
Student Government elections.

The Cardinal's board of di-

rectors voted in early March to

fire the. editor, John Keefe,

and the business manager, and
replace them with members of

the Badger Herald. The board

planned to close the Cardinal

in the future.

Campus police were eventu-

ally called in to evict Cardinal

staff members, said Keefe.

Keefe and the business manag-
er called on the associate dean
of students, who ended the

takeover attempt for the time

being.

The Herald publisher said

the takeover was for financial

reasons, but Keefe implied it

may have been for political

causes.
DJ.S.

Wharton MBAs alter joblists

Some business administra-

tion graduate students in the

Wharton School of Business at

the University of Pennsylvania

have crossed out other stu-

dents' names in order to write

in their own on interview

registers for corporations re-

cruitingon the campus, accord-

ing to placement officerMiriam
Craig.

In addition, some students

have taken out papers listing

the desired qualifications of the

recruiting businesses, presum-

ably in an effort to make in-

terview preparation for other

students more difficult, said

Craig.

As a result, Craig has pro-

hibited students from writing

in their own interviews, dj,s.

Senate candidates

discuss platforms
By NOEL E. FALCO

The senatorial debate was held

March 31 from 7-9 p.m. in the Pie

Shop in Dougherty Hall. Stephen
McWilliams, advisor to Student
Government, acted as moderator.
The 11 candidates are as fol-

lows: Robert lorio, engineering;

Chris Kriesen, science; Kenneth
Fahrman, John B. Lewis and
Brian Moses, commerce and fi-

nance; Naomi Karam, Christine

Strunk, Diane Carman, Bob Bran-

catella and Ron Vivenzio, liberal

arts; and Mark Wible, University

College.

Each candidate had the oppor-

tunity to make an opening state-

ment before the questioning

began.

Kriesen, a junior biology major,

said of the role of senator, "I think

it's a little more active [than my
current position in Student Go-

vernment! ... it has more voting

power."

Junior electrical engineering

major lorio commented, "For the

first time it gives me a chance to

work with the University ... to

explore a new frontier."

"I had a strong desire to get

involved in Student Government
4his year," said Fahrman, a sopho-

more finance major. "If you're not

going to put 100 percent in, there's

no point in doing it."

Lewis, a sophomore marketing

major, said he worked as a

member of the University Senate

budget committee, but that if he

becomes a senator, he will become
involved in all the issues, 'it takes

background, research and invol-

vement." he said.

"I would like to work as a team.

We at the business school have

needs I don't think have been

addressed," said Moses, a junior

business administration major.

Wible, a junior accounting ma-

jor, said, "The University College

is a forgotten group ... we have

certain problems that need to be

addressed. My goal is to help."

Karam, a junior communica-

tions and political science major,

stressed that "you start with an

idea . . . then build on it ... stu-

dents have to go in (to meetings]

in support of each other."

Carman, an honors and theatre

major with a business minor, had

a previous engagement as a

member of the cast of "Sweeney

Todd," but came for the introduc-

tions because she felt "so strongly

about the importance of the po-

sition." Johanne C. Sharp, a

sophomore English and commun-
ications major, expressed Car-

man's views on the importance of

such issues as coeducational

dormitories, improved parking

facilities, an alternative meal plan

and tuition increases.

Sophomore English and educa-

tion major Strunk said, "The key

to student involvement is com-

munication." She stressed the

importance of evaluating student

needs and concerns, including a

crisis center.

Brancatella, a sophomore eco-

nomics major, said, "My goal is

to be a voice of the students."

"We all have ideas and issues

. . . when I set my mind to some-

thing, I do it," commented Viven-

zio, a junior political science

major.

The candidates were then ques-

tioned by a panel of three students,

including current Student Gov-

ernment president Joe Allman.

Closing remarks were made by

each candidate. w
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I«in a candidate that is in touch

with the overall Villanoya life, as

I hpve worked with R.SA [Res-

ident Student Association) and
thd Villanova Union.

QiustUm: What art your views

OH yillanova housing
Brach: I am 100 percent for

hating coed dorms. I always think

th^ should be an option. I think

it is an issue where we are not

working against the administra-

tion, we are working with them.
Student Government has been

instrumental to help the admin-
ist^tion get coed housing with
the Board of Trustees.

Another key is that when we
do, it, it can't be just one dorm.
It tould flop or fail for the reason

th^t it is limited.

Question: What else are you in

faiioroP

^rach: We're in favor of contin-

uiiig the efforts of Student Gov-
eniment with voter registration.

I am in favor of some more change
in the visitation policy. I question
it on weekends — it definitely

should be extended if not < abol-

ished on weekends.
I am concerned about the mi-

nority problem, all minorities,

including the poor. The Villanova
tuition increase is keeping out the

poor.

Question: What doesyour slogan
the "Best is yet to come" mean?
Brach: The best is yet to come

says that Student Government
did a lot of work this year. Major
accomplishments include the re-

structuring of Student Govern-
ment and the rewriting of the
constitution. We now know that
our idea works.
We have established a positive

relationship with townships this

year. Now we can have actual

results and accomplishments. We
were challenged to earn and prove
our respect. We now have our
respect.

Question: If elected, how much
time will you spend working on
Student Government?
Brach: I will start this summer

for six weeks to set up the staff

and then work between 20 and 30
hours a week during the year.

Question: Ifyou are not elected,

willyou still be involved in Student
Government?
Brach: I love Villanova, and I'll

be working on Student Govern-
ment, win or lose.

Question: Wk€t is , Ike major
concern fer yUkmopa stmdemis

today? What does your slogan
'Fightforyour rights" mean?
Duca: Insuring that the stu-

dents' rights and their voices are
heard in the dedsrans that are
being made that affect their daily

lives at Villanova University and
in the Radnor community.

Question: What are your quali-

ficationsfor seeking this office?

Duca: I truly represent the
students because I have been
involved in many aspects at Vil-

lanova University — Greeks,
Campus Ministfy, Villanova Un-
k>n and athletics. I have lived on
campus and off» so I know the
needs of the students.

Question: If elected, how many
hours doyou plan to spend working
on Student Government?
Duca: I spend approximately 20

hours now for crew, at least 20
hours a week if not more [for

Student Government].
Question: How do you view the

proposed tuition increase?

Duca: There is no access to the
budget. I am not in favor of the
increase, but I want to make an
intelligent decision. You need the
information. It will impact stu-

dents in such a way that it will

make it more difficult for them to

find the necessary funds to fi-

nance college.

One of the things I plan on
accomplishing is that when some-
one arrives as a freshman, there
will be a projected tuition increase
[for four years] so you can ade-

quately plan.

Question: If elected, what is the

first thing you would do as
president?

Duca: Find the most qualified

people to chair the various com-
mittees of Student Government.
The way I plan on doing that is

to have an open meeting inviting

all people, including those cur-
rently on Student Government . .

.

conduct interviews and have an
open-door policy.

Question: Ifyou are not elected,

how much time will you spend
working on Student Government^
Duca: I would like to be active

in Student Government. The
reason why I am running is I am
not totally satisfied with the way
Student Government is running.
The turn out of students seek-

ing positions of Student Govern-

ment reflect the attitude of the

student body, whk:h is tp«thy.

Anyone can oomplain, I want to

do something abcmt it.

Question: What else are you in

favor ef?

Duca: Greek housing. As the
only candidate wno is a member
of a Greek society, I feel I can
address this issue the b^t. What
needs to be accomplished is re-

zoning of west campus which will

enable fraternity and sorority
houses to be built that will be at

no expense to the University, help
solve the current housing problem
and improve the social life on
campus.

Question: Are you aware of the

current law that specifiaiUy does
not allow Greek housing in Radnor
Township?
Duca: Yes, it says it exactly

right in it. This law does violate

the Constitution.

WaUyMcCurdy
Question: Why should we "Take

awalkonthe Wally side?"
McCurdy: I feel in the past

years that Student Government
has not been too visible an
organization.

If elected I would hold forums
on a monthly basis that would be
attended by students.

Question: What are your quali-

ficationsfor seeking this office?

McCurdy: I am a junior here.

I am very well known on campus.
I am visible to the student body.

I'm energetic, and I know people

who have much influence on this

campus.
At this school there is a division

between people on campus and off

campus. I feel I could act as a
bridge between these groups. My
ultimate goal is to bring Villanova

back to Villanova . . . bring stu-

dents back as a unified group.
Question: What do you think is

the most pressing concern for
today's students and, if elected,

what do you plan to do to change
it?

McCurdy: The most pressing
issue facing Villanova students is

the relations with Radnor Town-
ship. I wouki stage a massivednve
of voter r^stration of the stu-

dents to overturn Radnor's cur-

rent law that only allows two
students to live together.

Question: If elected, how many
hours a week are you planning to

put into Student Government?
McCurdy: I'd say I'd put in 20

to 25 hours a week.
Question: How many koursan

you pkmmng to pnt into Student
Government ifyon are not ilectsd?

McCurdy: I haven't conaidend
that yet. Ill try «nd .work it out
and nnd out how Icin'hllp.

Question: Wka^ art vonr views

on the proposed lliitiim increase?

McCurdy: Villanova is a highly-

regarded school. In order to com-
pete with other yniversities of our
stature, tuition will increase from
time to time.

I would want to find out where
the 10 percent [increase] is going
in the University budget. Villa-

nova should seriously think of not
increasing their enrollment from
one year to the next — because
of housing, the tuition increase
will not help our minority popu*
lation at all.

Question: Ifelected, how willyou

set upjfonradmnistrution?
McCurdy: I would like to have

a mixed group. Some from Greek
life, peQ||Ie involved in esch oC the
six main ofjgimzations and work
with peodk presently involved in

Stud^t G^rvemment. .

Qifiaition: What other issues are

you infavor tfi

McCurdv: The meal plan issue,

the meal plan will liot be changed.
Les Gies [director of Food Sau-
ces] has pointed out the many
Swards the plan has won. How-
ever, I do have an alternative. He
will answer to proposed changes
to the structure,

I have asked for crunchy peanut
butter. I would like to extend the

dinner hours to around 7:30 p.m.

I would push to get the deli bar
during dinner. I would like to set

up a point system that would be
ottered as an dption.

BOUQUET SHOP
• idso LANCASTER AVENUE • BKYN MAWR •

Demem PUsemmrDUcammtn
Stud9ntlD - 10% off
AU LOCAL OMNHIt

m

y'

•««if^|^4»»W«
AeroM from K«lly't

D«//K Ccsft Sp9CM9 50%

525-2422
MAJOR
CREINT
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—

Air Force Nursing
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Brach for president
Once again it is time for Student Government

elections at V.U. — the chance for Villanova students
to select a president and senators to represent them in

the University Senate, to voice student concerns and
present ideas.

Choosing someone to be your representative for the
next year is not a decision that should be made lightly.

Students should consider each candidate's views, platform
and experience. In light of these considerations, we believe

the best candidate for Student Government president is

Phil Brach.

For the past year, Brach has served as Student
Government's secretary of external affairs and has been
involved with the issues and the actions that Student
Government has undertaken. He is the only candidate
who is already a member of Student Government at

Villanova.

During his term as secretary of external affairs, Brach
has organized and held a forum with area residents,

lobbied to get a left-turn signal installed at Lancaster and
Ithan avenues and worked on many issues of primary
importance to students.

Brach has outlined several priorities that he intends
to implement if elected. He proposes a review of academic
advisement programs. He has plans that would help

students look for ways to finance their education if tuition

is increased.

Additionally, Brach's priorities include improving
relations with area residents, searching for solutions to

off-campus housing problems and working to provide more
activities on campus that would serve alcohol to those
students over 21.. s^ ^ .> ;* ,^

Brach has specific and workatfle plans and goals. He
has the experience that a Student Government president
needs in order to be effective. In short, Brach has the
qualifications that earn him our endorsement for Student
Government president in the April 7 election.

The most important thing, though, regardless of

whom you vote for, is that you exercise your right to

be heard and vote on April 7.

Jail is only solution
The presiding judge at District Court in King of

Prussia said recently, "I'm going to have to start

sentencing students to 30 days in jail for violating drinking

laws." Although sentencing students to jail may reduce

the number of open keg parties, a 30-day sentence is too

harsh.

For a student, 30 days in jail equals four weeks of

not going to classes and, ultimately, a semester of collie
down the drain. This would lead to a delayed graduation

or a summer or two of classes. And a prison record does

not enhance job applications or resumes either.

In the past, judges have fined students for drinking

violations. But the violations have continued nevertheless.

It is not unusual for more than 200 students to attend

an open party. Often these students each pay a $3
admission charge. Therefore, a $300 fine is not much of

a deterrence from holding parties. In addition, judges

know that over all, Villanova students are wealthy.

Many Villanova students enjoy planning and
attending large keg parties, but they do not consider the

consequences. The residents in these areas do not enjoy

the noise. The property owners do not enjoy the damage.
The police do not enjoy breaking up the parties. And now
the students will not enjoy being sent to jail.

For repeat offenders, jail may be the only soltition.

But 30 days in jail is too harsh a sentence -~ 48 hours

is more reasonable. The importance lies in the message
the students will be receiving.

If Villanovans want reepect from surreimduig
communities, and if they want property owners to ofter

them housing, drinking violations and the acts of

destruction must end.

Students have to learn that they cannot buy
themselves out of any trouble that comes along.

Letters to the Editor

students: Register to vote
To the Editor:

Most students would probably
agree that the most significant

problem Villanova faces today is

the poor relationships with the
surrounding townships. Amoqg
other things; Villanoya studotits

are subjected to theHim-eaaonotble
zoning and housing ordinances
imposed by Radnor and other
townships.

Laws similar to the ordinance

prohibiting more than two unre
lated people living together have
been declared unconstitutional in

several states. In the same law,

Radnor goes out of its way to

specifically prohibit fraternity

houses.. r .•;>*?; .> '•'} "ii-

For some reason, however,
Villanova students have passively

stood by for years and let this

abuse continue. It is time that the

Villanova community stood up
and made themselves heard. Stu*
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the principle of responsitiie toeedora of SKpiession for our iludaitt

dent Government, in conjunction

with the College Republicaas and
College Democrats, is working on
registering all students to votie. As
long as Villanova students have
no clout on election day. the
township.officials will continue to

turn s di^f/eaDon the(iificdB>of

Villanova. -, ?u-, v;;^';- u:- ih-J

If people making these outrage-

ous laws had to answer to several

thousand students, they would
either havetochange their pqliofes

or find another job. ^- »"

The College Republicans are

sponsoring thefirst voter registra-
tion drive on April 4, from 10 a.m.-

3 p.m. Everyone is strongly en-

xourliged to take advantage (rf this

opportunity. Villanova students

must register at their school

address in order to^ able to vote

in local dictions.

Please do not ^tand by and
continue to be held captive by
unreasonable and unconstitution-

al laws. Villanova students should

be informing legislators of their

concerns by writing letters, mak-
ing phone calls, attending town-

ship meetings and. most impor-

tantly, through voting. Once
again, itiake a wise investment for

your future and register to vote

on Tuesday.

Andrew Laperriere
. aa88ofl990

treasurer. College
Republicans
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Lisensing anil regulatioii necessary
By3USANT0LVE

Be careful, or you may waHf
away from that tanning sakNi
with a lot more than a bronie.
body. Many sakm customers are
unaware Of the risks of ultravk)let

radiation ^ risks which could

change their lives.
^

Tanning salons are growing^
popuiaritv, with an estlmited
15,000 sMons nationwide. Some
Villanovans have taken advantage
of this fad by frequenting the

sakms to preserve that Spring
break ootor, to feign tiK look of

a tropical vacatKHi or to get a

healthy glow.

Ironically, the means of obtain-

ing that glow can be anything but

h«ilthy.

Experiments conducted by the

Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) show that extensive expo-

sure to sunlamps can cause cat-

aracts, bum the cornea, suppress

the immune system,damage bkxxl

vessels, age skin prematurely and
possibly cause skin cancer, ac-

cording to the March 29, 1987,

issue of the New York Times.
Two young men were blinded

permanently by sunlamps in

tanning salons in Lansing. Mich.,

last year.

This is an indication of the

severity of the problems linked to

the tanning business.

.(Sunlamp manufacturers are

required to provide consumers
with timing devices, warning
labels, safe exposure schedules

and goggles under a 1960 FDA
regulation; However, the agency

has no authority over the lamps

once they are purchased.

Therefore, some sakm owners

have reportedly remt|pi# warning
labib, allowed cust^mors to tan

witl^t aoilles (i^fnvk>let radi-

atibn passes through ck)6ed eye-

lids) and circumvented the auto-

matic timere by controlling the

time people tan from a central

desk.

In 1966, 350 warnings were
issued to salons that have not

complied with federal regMlstions.

The FDA is encoureging local

regulatk>n and licensing of sakms
because they are unable to over-

look the nationwide industry

alone.

Responding to numerous skin

and eye injuries from tanning

machines, New York City health

offidals are drafting an ordinance

that woukl license and relate
tanning salons. The ordinance

would require annual inspection

and licensing of the salons, man-
datory use ctf gogg^ and strict

compliance with federal guide-

lines for sanitary conditions and
exposure time, according to the

New York Times.
A spokesman from Pennsylva-

nia Drug Devices and Cosmetics

sakl that Pennsylvania has no
local regulation or licensing of its

tanning salons. He added that

there is no plan for local regulation

in the future.

* Pennsylvania should follow

New York's lead andb^n to draft

an ordinance of its own.
One of the incidents that has

convinced New York health offi-

cials of the need for tanning salon

regulations occurred only a few
weeks ago. According to the New
York Times, two 16-year-olds
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remained in the tanning room of

a Jack La Lanne Health Spa on
the Upper East Side of New York
for over 45 minutes without eye
protection. The next morning the

girls could not see anything and
experienced excrutiating pain.

They had both burned the outer
layer of their corneas.

Luckily, after a few days in

darkness, the girls regained their

vision.

Do Pennsylvania residents and
the residents of all other states

without tanning salon r^^lations
have to wait for similar occurren-

ces in their state before action is

taken?

Without regulations, tanning
salons are tempted to ignore FDA
recommendations. After all. the

longer customers are under the

sunlamps the laiger the profit for

the salon. Never mind the damage

to the customer's health.

Local authorities in all states

should step in to regulate and
license tanning salons. If they do
not, customers expecting to en-

hance their appearance may in-

stead ruin their health.

Susan Tolve is a junior com-
munications major and the asso-

ciate editor of the ViUanovan.

Sonny Bono for president?

A catchall word
By MARK CUTHMSRTSON

First off, I miist admit that I

am an avid chikl watcher. It might
seem like a silly preoccupation,

but it never ceases to amaze me
how fascinating the uninhibited

speech and actions of a young
child can be.

•In the process of observing

young children, I often marvel

how closely their compulsions
mirror those of adults. The only

difference between adult and child

being that adults have gone
throi^ yeare of socialization aAd
experience which often serve to

temper their children

compulsk>ns.

The word "ugly" had become
an easy catchall for Ryan. It

allowed him to express distaste

for any thing or situation. It was
not necessary for him to think

about its meaning or context, it

was easily pronounced and pro-

vocativeenough tomake his point.
•

I experienced this firethand

while playing with my younger
cousin Ryan. "You are ugly," he
pronounced after I had teaosd him
one time too many. A little while

lata- he said, *lloayny, I don't

want to sat these; they are ugly,"

upon itisrwiwriM the squssh that

had bsea placaJT in ficpat ol hiai

at the

easily evoke strong emotion. Both

of these qualifications make it as

good a catchall word as ugly.

f Ml MtM dMrfMBfft Iff

Mm0 «fMf ifecfsioih

maken' MXttg to iim

ttt word eommmiM

As my cousin Ryan grows up,

I am confklent that he will learn

to use the word ugly more pru-

dently and in its proper context.

I am not as confident in these

adult decisk>n-maker*s ability to

use the word communist when it

applies. I am afraid that they will

never grow enough to stop letting

tliis word be an excuse for

atrocity.

Sen. Joseph McCarthy brought

great shame on our natkm and
ruined the Uvea of many people

through his indiscriminate use ol

the wwd communist. He used its

to justify

SoLMcCvthy's

miack wmi saar aassl
coaamuaisi*** h is <

—

"

ble to

to
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By ED CONDRAN

There is something very strange

going on in the United States

today. The people who had the

infinite wisdom to jump on the

yuppie bandwagon, purchase Cab-
bage Patch dolls and idolize Phil

Collins are making the ultimate

mistake. It appears these Amer-
ican citizens will elect Sonny Bono
as our leader.

Sonny Bono? The same Sonny
Bono who was married to the

formerly struggling Cher, who
upon divorcing him discovered

talent. Yes, i^od ol' Sonny, a

former truck driver, "entertainer"

and entrepreneur, has political

aspirations.

Bono is running for Mayor of

Palm Springs, Ca. The former

vocalist 4s rollowing everyone's

favorite one-dimensional actor's

lead.

Clint Eastwood is Mayor of

Carmel, Ca., wherever that is. At

least Bono is running in a real

town.

This all sounds so frighteningly

familiar. Wasn't Ronald Reagan
governor of the Union's most

.
vapid state a century or so a^?
I think so. And we all know what
followed.

So Sonny and Cher, (oops) Clint

are due to follow in Bonzo's path.

Someday historians will re-

member our presidents as real

men, not actors. Being the leading

man is the ticket nowadays.
Since this is true, it is only a

matter of time before Sesn Penn
becoQWSooounander in chief. One
thteff is oertaitt. There will be no

pr«M conierencas. Firat Lady
Maioaaa wii poae in The Na-

tisnal Mtfkm inelead ol Playboy.

Fenn wiU put together an inter-

estiiM cabinet The jUlion dollar

difiat wiM evaponte with a little

help frem Slliriey MacLaine. The
Jack BaMiy will be

of treaaury.

Everyone will sleep well with

Sylvester Stallone as secretary of

defense. "Can we win this time?"

Sly asks. No one is sure if he is

referring to Vietnam or an arm
wrestling match.

Pat Sajak will be secretary of

war. He will have the wheel of war
to dedde if we should go off to

battle. Vanna White will be

brought on board to teach Stallone

the alphabet.

The secretary of state in the

Penn administration will be none

other than Steven Wright. Wright

will confuse more people than

Henry Kissinger.

And last, and certainly least, is

the position of vice president. The
second banana will be former

NBC star Gary Coleman. Coleman
has not been doing much since his

old show "Different Strokes" was
cancelled. Being vice president

will give Cpleman plenty of time

to audition for new parts.

When Coleman is offered the

role of one of the little guys in the

Broadway revival of "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs." he resigns

from office. The new vice presi-

dent will be David Brenner.
Brenner will soon be out of work
since his "Oh yeah, it's really

happening" talk show will be

cancelled.

The position of vice president

will be just the same for Brenner,

as he will be doing a lot of talking,

but no one will be listening. Just

Uke on "NightUfe."

Why limit the presidency to

actors. Sonseday Johnny Carson

can be our leader. Remember
thm^ih he will have to be on

hiatus on Mondays. That is okay;

Former big guy and I mean big

guy. 311 pound President William

Howard Taft. slept 11 to 12 hours

a day.
Ot course Carson will wither

and die. as he is now in the

ratti^. His vice preeident David

Latterman will take over. In

Letterman's State of the Union
address, instead of chatting with

the nation, he will answer his

constitutent's mail.

Letterman will create a new
position in his cabinet. He will

name Paul Shaffer as secretary of

hip. Confronted by the press,

Shaffer, who can ad-lib as well as

Frank Rizzo, can only respond by

saying his usual, "Yeah, yeah,

yeah."

Shaffer is immediately arrested

for the kidnapping of the Lind-

bergh baby.

We can avoid all this nonsense

by ignoring all actors posing as

politicos. Would you want Stalkme

that close to the button? If he does

push it. at least we will not have

to see the umpteenth sequel to

"Rocky" and "Rambo."
Nobody should have Sonny

Bono as president. Stop it now.

If you do not, it will only get

worse. John Davidson will live on
Pennsylvania Avenue. Then Bert

Convy will head the Oval Office.

It will never end unless you act

immediately

EdCondran isa seniorat Temple
University.

Quote

of

Note

Great spirits have always
encountered violent opposition

from mediocre minds.

Albert Einstein

:ifcLr-:.ir
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Grade change unneeessary
To the Editor:

I must commend the University

Senate for passing the proposal

requiring professors to give writ-

ten definitions ofgrades. However,
in talking with several students

this past week, the campus has
come to a consensus: the new
grading system is bogus.

The fact that half of our elected

representatives were absent for

the meeting at which the proposal

was passed disgusts me. Their

voices and theirvotes could have
changed the outcome and saved

. the University from the effects of

the new grading system. Instead,

the proposal has been pushed
through and is awaiting admin-

istrative approval.

When deciding a major policy

change, valid input from both the

faculty and student body is essen-

tial. Neither was obtained. Con-

fronting some professors with the

issue, their responses were uncer-

tain, they felt the change was
unnecessary, or they were not

fully aware of what was
happening.

Furthermore, the proposed sys-

tem limits teachers' freedom to set

X up their own grading scales.

t Incorporating administrative
" guidelines would not only restrain

teachers but also encourage stu-

dents to take less challenging

teachers instead of enrolling in

courses in which you "learn

more."

^ "It's not the grade that's impor-

^ tant, it's what you get out of the

; class that really counts" — a
' favorite quote of many professors.

If this is true, then why was this

proposal passed?

Ari^ments for the new grading

system were lame. Those in favor

said the new system would grade

more accurately, with emphasis
on its effects on the transcripts

of prospective law and graduate

school students, and stated that

other schools are using the

system.

Firstly, as Dr. Bernard J. Dow-
ney, dean of the Graduate School

attests, there is not a significant

margin to allow forgradingerrors.

Also, there is not a tremendous
difference between an 86 average

and an 87 average (maybe one test

question), although it means a

difference of one-third of a quality

point toward your GPA.
As many V.U. students do, I

consider myself a dedicated stu-

dent. However, if I was faced with

a situation where putting extra

effort into studying for an exam
would only give me one-third more
quality points, I would opt for

sleep. The new system deflates

student motivation.

Furthermore, it does not do
justice to the superior student. If

D-, C-, B- and A-, are added to the

system, then you must add an A-*-

as well. This is the only fair way
students progress can be mea-
sured "accurately."

If the Senate wants a more
accurate measure of grades, my
proposal is to implement every

letter of the alphabet into our

grading system. At each level have

both pluses and minuses, thereby

resulting in intervals of 1.28. Or
we can always go back to number
grades. Which do you prefer?

Secondly, as far as its affects

on graduate school a^inissions,

Stephen Flanagan's research
pro^ that most schools do not

adjust transcripts. During an
interview for graduate school or

a job, I seriously doubt an inter-

viewer will pose the question, "So
tell me, does your grade point

average reflect a system with

minuses?" Furthermore, one year

in a career-related job, and GPAs
are of little significance.

Lastly, just because other
schools have a different grading

policy does not mean that Villan-

ova should conform to their stand-

ards. Need I remind anyone that

Villanoya's academic progralh

was ranked No. 1 among Eastern

comprehensive schools. That is

first out.of 129, according to a

survey oi college presidents re-

leased in U.S. News and World
Report.

In the past, Villanova's admin-

istration has done ^n excellent job

in handling the school's academic
affairs; I trust they will continue.

However, when considering the

new proposal, I urge them to

examine the severe ramifications

it imposes.

The University Seniate, the

faculty and the student body
should re-evaluate the proposal,

and I am sure they wjll see, as

many do already, that tfit proposal

does not, in any way, improve our
academic program, that it is not

in the students best interests and
that it is an unnecessary change
in policy at this point in time.

John Harrobin
vClas«ofld90

Be educated befol-e
To the Editor:

As this year's Student Govern-

ment president, I cannot overem-

phasize the need for students to

vote in the upcoming elections.

But just voting is not enough.

Every voting student has a duty

to educate herself or himself as

to who will, best represent the

. students in the coming year. For

the position of Student Body
president there is no doubt in my
mind that Phil Brach fits the

mold.

Brach has served the students

this past year as Student Govern-

ment's secretary of external af-

fairs. In this capacity, he has

played a major role in improving
Villanova's relations with its

neighboring residents and the

local townships.

In the fall, Brach organized a

forum for our "next-door neigh-

bors" to come on campus and
t discuss problems that they have

I had being neighbors of Villanova

. University.

Brach has attended Radnor
township meetings on a regular

basis all year. Most times he was
J. the only representative from
t Villanova to be present at these
^ meetings. When issues concerning

Villanova wefe on the agenda,

Brach also attended meetings of

Lower Merion, Upper Merion and
Kaverford townships.

Because of his activity with the

kxral townships, Brach was invit-

ed by the township managers and
a ftfw local business people from
Radnor, Lower Merion, Upper
Merion and Haverford townships
to tit on the 'Town and Qawn
CooMuttee.
Whileon this oommittee, hehM

propaaed hyiitiaB that wdukl
enaMe groups oi ttudentt. to

legally live in haiiiti ia tiMe
townships. The conmittoi is

pritm this Imiilsriaii serious

tioned that this may be the direc-

tion that the townships must
move towards.

In this year's elections, the very

issue of Student Government is

at stake. If a candidate is elected

who does not possess the proper

knowledge, experience and com-
mitment to get the job done, then

much of the work of this year's

government will have been done
in vain.

Student Government actively

sought involvement from any
interested students throughout
the year. Approximately 200 stu-

dents were involved in Student
Government this year; Chris
Duca and Wally M^urdy were
not among those involved.

Remember to vote. Look se-

riously at the issues and the

candidates, and ask yourselves

who can do the best for the
student body and Villanova Uni-

versity. I believe that for those

who value the process of student

governance the choice is obvious:

Brach.

Joe Allman
Student Body president

V.U. needs more
than a turn-signal
To the Editon

After reading last week's issue

of the ViUanovan, Iam compelled
to voice my opinion regarding the

Student Body president elections

and the role ojf the school's news-
paper. I feel that one candidate
may have received an unfair
advantage by the questionabtS^
timing of two articles, a picture

and the insertion of two letters

endorsing the candidate as being
the only qualified choice.

The purpose of this letter is an
attempt to balance the scales so

the Villanova student will know
that there are other competent
alternatives. However, unlike the

others, I will admit that this is

a biased letter.

I have only known Chris Duca
since September, but in that
relattvely short duration of time
h€ hat sliown ne all of the ae-

attributes <d a qualifiad

inivuip wonoQg to>

aether with Duct on Huafer
AwareMis Waslc and Uaioa ooq-

oerta. Duca pravud to nut aad

others that he is a leader.

He is responsible, depenuiable, a
hardwortcerandan (Nisr-i&uever.

Duca is involved in many aspects

of campus. Duca will bring re-

sults. I know from ptst exothen-
ces that Duca can he relied upon,
and that he will not letdown those
who depend on him.

It remains to be seen who will

be our next Student Body presi-

dent. However, Ido know that win
or lose, Duca will continue to be
a good friend to many, many
people. Villanova needs something
more than a turn-signal. Villanova

needs Duca.

Tip Eeyaiokb
ClMiaollW?

M^kiknhlkt

MrfM»

ii Urn

Seniors should vote
To the Editor:

As a senior preparing for inter-

views and with graduation only
a month and one-half away, my
schedule is very busy. There is

one day, though, that I am setting

aside five minutes that will have
an effect on Villanova's future. It

is April 7, the election day for next
year's Student Body president
and senators.

The reason I feel it is important
for everyone to vote, especially

seniors, is that after investing

four years, Villanova has become
a special part of our lives. When
the graduating class of 1987
returns as alumni, we would like

to see that Villanova continues to

be a university that has built its

reputation on excellence.

My personal experience as

former vice president of Student

Government and as a graduating

senior in deciding which candidate
to vote for is based upon a person-

who is a leader of the students.

When I describe a "leader of

students," I mean all students.

Chris Duca is the candidate who

I am endorsing.

Villanova needs a Student Gov-
ernment that will represent the

entire student body. Duca has
expressed his leadership qualities

by suo^sfully participating in:

Greek life by being an actively

involved member of Pi Kappa Phi

fraternity; the Villanova Union by
organizing and executing the

duties of director of security for

the Robin Williams and General

Public concerts; Campus Ministry

by co<;hairing the most successful

HungerAwareness Week in its 13-

year history; and athletics by
rowing in his third year on Vil-

lanova Crew.

Please take the time to look at

all three candidates and keep in

mind that, when you applied to

Villanova, you were accepted not

solely on the basis of your S.A.T.

score but on all of your qualities

and accomplishments. Villanova

needs a well-rounded president, so
vote for Duca.

Karen Magosin
Class of 1987

Choose the most
qualified candidate
To the Editor:

Student Government: the offi-

cial governing body of all of the

studentson campus— undergrad-

uate, graduate, night students
and law students. At this time of

the year, election time, questions
about its effectiveness, credibility

and even necessity are often
raised.

Many students are involved in

Student Government. The execu-
tive branch consists of several

students in each of the five depart-

ments: academic affairs, external

affairs, internal affairs, budgetary
affairs and public relations. Var-

ious committees dealing with
relevant issues make up the body
of these departments.
Academic affairs, for example,

has a committee that is proposing
changes to the deans in the pres-

ent academic advisement proce-

dures. An external affairs com-
mittee has fadlitited thegranting
of a permit to install a left-turn

signal at the dangerous intersec-

tion at Lancaster and Ithan
avenues, h seems that it is with
this fannch that the interests of

lie.

TIm kiMative brwch af the
«l Ola atu-

Body president is the only student

senator not representing a specific

college. The president is elected

by students from all of the colleges

and is an ex officio member of the

University Senate.

Because the president sets the

tone for both the executive and
legislative branches of the govern-

ment, it is even more important
to elect a president who has
experience in Student Govern-
ment, knows the issues, has an
idea ofwhat is in the best interests

of the studentsr will work well

with administrators and will

represent the students competent-
ly in the University Senate.

It is for this reason that I

support Phil Brach for Student

Body president. Brach is the only

one of the t^iree presidential

candidates to have worked this

year in the Student Government.
At the last Senate meeting, only

one of the presklential canmdates
was interestedenou^ toshow up,

and again that waa Brach.

One need only listen carefully

and objectively to reglise who is

the moat qualified person for the

position of piicsi(tent.Andit is the

duty sithe ViUanova students —
the vofesrs —* to listen carefully

and otia^yeiy and vote for the

moat ^mmbbmb cjuifliogie*

tha
wiVU^%3wKBf9KWKf^

by the ifienti
The SUidant
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Interview process

at V.U. biased

ApHI 3, m7 • THE yiLLAMOVAM • Pnga 11

To the Editor:

Each spring semester, various
campus organisations open their

doors to new^embership. seeking

people who they believe possess
the qualities^hat will better their

group.

It starts off with an applicatk>n

process, i^ each prosji^tive
member tens about themselves
and answetis some questions on
*why they think they shoukhhe-
long. Next comes the "gratis" first

round interviews, wheretSi^group
extends itself into granting »few
minutes of their time to all who
apply.

At this time the applkant is

scanned for their personal qual-

ities and asked "appropriate"
questions, sometimes with an
"appropriate" situation thrown
in, ultimately in aim of giving the
interviewers an idea of what this

individual can do for the group.
(Also known as, "Do they even
begin to fit in?")

If all goes well and you can
convince the group that you are

not a total geek, then you are

granted a second round interview.

Now the real competition starts,

as often older, more mature people

from around campus are brought
in to make the final decisions.

Once again, the person is grilled

by a panel who ask more "appro-

priate" questions ("Why do you
want to do this?" ... "What
qualities do you possess?" . .

.

"Define leadership") and give

more "appropriate," real-life si-

tuations ("If you were President

of the University" . .
. ) So, based

on ^r^aps one ,and one-half hours

of screening, judgment is passed

on your character, and the final

decision is made.

Finally, the day arrives when
you go pick up your letter to find

you have just spent the last three

weeks in worry and nervousness

for nothing — you have been

dumped. First you wonder, "Why
didn't I make it?"; then you ask,

"Who did make it?" Not surpris-

ingly, youiook«found to find that

the same "perlbn who just went
to the second round for another

group is in the door, and you are

outside, still looking in.

While understanding that not

everyone can be selected, and that

space limitations on . staff are

crucial, I would lik^ to know why,
in a university of thousands,
again and again, the same people

are "picked to volunteer" for

everything.

Dismissing people with the

claim that it is good interview

experience for those that do not

make it, and offering humiliating

feedback sessions ("This is what
you did wrong") is no solution.

Somehow, i just cannot believe

ttiMlNNMgWMIIi

illlMwiiiiMlp If iiiore

kimdmifikoyou
iGWir, how hk9yonam
boot tko Intotyloofo

^id, most baportoaUy,
whotoHmrpfooUghos
gnrnpsyoohohrngto
oneoanms.

that these groups offer equal
opportunity to evervone.

I have a suspicion that these

homogeneous groups feign diver-

sity for outward appearances
only, and that membership is

more based on who you know,
how fake you can be at the inter-

views and, most importantly,
what other prestigious groups you
belong to on campus.

While everyone is not qualified

for everything, I believe individual

traits are too often passed over.

It seems an "elite few," who
represent a limited segment of the

student population, quality tor

everything. The whole selection

process is too political.

How many of us Villanova

students get "shot down" each

year, yet almost definitely know
peoplewho have never been reject-

ed for anything on campus?

I am also wondering how many
students will read this and label

me, as its author a loser? Will the

student body now look down at

me because I am not part of the

"elite" and I am obviously envious

of those who are?

By viewing me as such, I would

like the readers to know that they

are just condoning the methods of

these societies, attaching to me a

label the interviewers have pre-

pared for me, as so many other

people on campus are thus "la-

belled." Everyone knows that if

you make it in, you areguaranteed

a certain prestige, and if not, you

are just "one of the many."

I believe this viewpoint is not

just mine alone, but that it repres-

ents the view of many students,

whether they admit it or not. And
finally, if I sound bitter about

these selection processes, it is

because maybe I am. However, I

have a feeling that some opinions

matter more than others.

Name withheld
upon request

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the ViUano-
van asks, "How do you
feel about drug testing at

V.U.?"

1 . . ^ ..^1 «•!; . k
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Day Students: April 7, Villanova R • It

9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Law & Tax, Nurses (all):

April 7, Garey Caf., 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
U.C. Students - Graduate:

April 6, Bartley Caf., 6 - 1 p.m.
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April 7, Bartley Caf., 6-10 p.m.
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Announcing The Immediate
Openings For Four Positions

TWO STUDENT

REPRESENTATIVES
One position is for a commuter
or off-campus student represen-

tative and one position Is for an
at-large representative txith to

serve two year terms from June
1,1987 to May 31 « 1989.

ONEFACULH
REPRESENTATIVE

One position Is for a faculty rep-

resentative to serve a one-yeer

term from June 1, 1987 to May
31,1988.

ONESTAFF
MpttsariATiVE

One peettkNi Is lor e alaff

tefm tRDffi June if 1987 te Hey
31,1

The ConneNy Center Board of Directors is

composed of thirteen members. These members
represent Villanova trustees, administration, fac-

ulty, staff, students and alumna/alumnus. The
Board develops policies and acts as the guiding

force for certain aspects of the Connelly Center.

Its purposes and responsibilities are to develop

policies and recommend procedures for the use of

the facility, conduct programs and aid in evalijating

the Connelly Center's overall operations. This Is

done in a manner consonant with the Interest of

VHIanova and in keeping with policies set forth by

the Trustees of Villanova University.

These four vacant positions on the Board are

established through a petitioning process. Peti-

tions wiN be evaluated by the Board's Standing

Committee on f^Jominations. Students, faculty and
staff of Villanova University may petition for mem-
bership on the ConneRy Center Board of Directors

by oMMng an appirallon in the Conneiy Center
AdmeMMRBHVie vjmce pcawo oonsKi me iiiofma-

tion Daak. ReMions must be retuffied lo this oMce
byFjjJB^

^f §f
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Pestid^s tiraw 'Wratii of Grapes'

(Phok) couflesy of United farm Workers)

Two and one-half years ago, Chavez launched a second grape boycott

to protest growers' use of harmful pesticides. He will visit Villanova

April 6.
:

By JOE MC GOWAN

With a campaign slogan that

puns on the title oi a John Stein-

beck novel, farm worker activist

Cesar Chavez has for the last two
and one-half years called for a

boycott of California table grapes
to respond to the threat of toxic

pesticides used on grapes and
other products.

Chavez will bring his "Wrath
of Grapes" boycott campaign to

the Connelly Center's Villanova

Room on April 6 at 7 p.m. Chavez
garnered national attention in the

late 1960s with his first grape

boycott, launched on behalf of his

farmers' union in an effort to gain

concessions from grape growers.

Chavez's early farmers' union,

the National Farm Workers Asso-

ciation, merged with the Agricul-

tural Workers Organizing Com-
mittee to form the AFL-CIO
affiliated union, United Farm
Workers.

The UFW fought for contracts

with groups in an effort to secure

the workers' safety, while Chavez
also worked with the problem of

discrimination against Hispanic

and Mexican-American farm
workers.

The success of a worldwide
grape boycott in the mid-1970s
had secured for many workers a
fair wage, as well as medical
benefits. One problem that threat-

ens workers and consumers alike

has, however, persisted — that of

pesticides.

Chavez has in the past 20 years
campaigned successfully against

toxic* pesticides used on grapes
and other crops, such as the now-
banned agent DDT. His current
crusade seeks the banning of

other pesticides in use, as well as
contracts for union migrant
workers.

Chavez stresses in his presen-

tation, which includes the airing

of the 14-minute documentary
"The Wrath of Grapes," the
immediate danger present to field

workers in produce pesticides.

One lurid example of the toxic

peril posed by pesticides is the

case of Juan ChaboUa Castillas.

Chabolla went to work in a

California tomato field that had
earlier in the day been sprayed

with 2 pesticides. Chabolla col-

lapsed and never regained
consciousness.

The pesticide. Monitor, had
been sprayed on the tomato fieW
on the morning ChaboUa had
entered. Monitor is classified by
the state of California as a "Cate-
gory 1" pesticide, one that war-
rants a 24-hour waiting period
between application and entry
into the area sprayed.

Chabolla was just one victim of

the toxic havoc the farm workers

are exposed to— the Washington-

based World Resources Institute

estimated in its report, 'Tield

Duty: U.S. Farm workers^ and
Pesticide Safety," that as many
as 300,000 farm workers contract-

ed illnesses from pesticide

contamination.

While the workers out ii\ the

field are the ones most exposed to

the danger of pesticide contami-

nation, the average consumer in

this country is not at all immune
from similar exposure. Certain of

the pesticides used on produce
items, in particular Califcu'nia

table grapes, are intended tO|end

(Continued on pagf 15)

Villanova professor starts junior classics
By MARIA KARR

A very special teacher and
. person at Villanova is^Dr. Effie

^MighM^^hfanusseciate profess

sor in the classical studies depart-

ment. She teaches undergraduate

Greek and Latin courses and she

also instructs a Reading and Latin

. Program for children on Saturday

mornings.

Coughanowr is a native of

"Greece. She received her bache-

lor's degree there and in 1952,

with a Fulbright scholarship, she

came to the United States and

received both her master's degree

and her doctorate here. Cougha-

nowr has been a professor at

Villanova for 20 years.

Now in its fourth year, the

children's program consists of

teaching children how to read first

with Latin phonics.

According to Coughanowr, "We
start with the Latin phonics first

because they were there at the

time the English started speaking

and they actually are the basic
phonics that every nation, every
group that speaks a different

language, uses." -

She added, "They are also so

simple. The letters make the same
sound all the time, whereas in

English one vowel may have four

different sounds. This is one of

the reasons why children have
difficulty in reading."

According to the classicist, in

the past 30 or 40 years, American
education has switched, to the

"look-say approach," which
means memorizing words.

"We tell the kids to memorize
words and how many words can

they memorize? So theygive up/'
she said.

The books used in schools are

very influential. Nowhere in a

typical American first grade read-

ing book of the present day is the

alphabet, phonics or script

written.

But if you take the books of 100

years ago, such as the McGuffey
Readers, which are published by
the Smithsonian Institute, you
s^ th^ alphabet first, then you see

words that are truly phonetic,

and, as the book continues, var-

iant phonics are introduced.

Coughanowr uses the McGuffey
Readers in her program for chil-

dren. One set takes the child

through the sixth grade and even
beyond. The McGuffey books
feature more new words, longer

and more complex sentences,
fewer pictures and more lessons.

And, of course, they contain pages

of phonics.

From the first McGuffey reader,

the Chikl learns a total of 330
words and also how to script

write. From a present day Amer-
ican book, a child learns about 124
words and receives no instruction

on how to script write, or on the
alphabet or phonics.

Coughanowr said, "The funny
thing about it is that only McGuf-

fey and his brother wrote these

books. For one American book, it

takes about 22 people to write,

publish and edit it."

Latin was removed from many
schools' curriculum between the

1950s and the 1970s. "Students

didn't want to learn it if it wasn't

relevant," said the professor.

Studies now show that the
decline in Latin courses corres-

ponds to a decline in children's

reading and vocabulary skills. "I

believe that the dropping SAT
scores in the past 10 or 15 years

may be linked to the lack of Latin

in the background of the stu-

dents," she commented.

Coughanowr is the author of

My Latin-English Primer, which
can be purchased only in the
University Book Store for $3. This
book can help one learn a little

Latin and also to see how it works.
You may even be able to help

someone who does not know how
to read.

Additionally, Beginning Latin
will be offered this summer for six

weeks .as a six-credit course. The
course will start the Monday.after
the Fourth of July. The class' will

meet Monday through Thursday
all morning, and then in the
afternoon. It will be extremely
condensed and the class will

consist of no more than 12

students.

"It costs less in the summer, it's

only for six weeks and you will

have six credits. Plus it's one of

the best courses you could ever
take," said Coughanowr.

Students may obtain further
information from the classical

studies department, located in

Tolentine, Room 320 or by calling

645-4303 or 645-4780. Students
will benefit from participating in

this excellent opportunity through
expanding their knowledge of
Latin as well as sharpening their
English skills.

Cinema sexism to be expiored
By ELANA STARR

Through the combined efforts

of Villanova's Cultural Film Series

and the communication arts de-

partment. Dr. £. Ann Kaplan, one

of the world's foremost feminist

film critics, will speak here on
April 5.

Kaplan, who is a prolific writer

and an associate professor of film

and popular culture at Rutgers

University, will speak on "Woman
As Enigma and the Male Gaze,"

fdkywing the 7 p.m. screening of

Alfred HHchcock^ enigmatic film

"Vertigo** in the Conndly Center

Cinema.
Born aad raited in England.

KaplMi #d her mideigraduale
work m Britaio at Birmingham
Univerm. Sie came to the Uni-

ted StaM in 1963 and continiied

tte in oompnrattvc
literature.

After a few yeara teaching at

iMr

a private college in New Jersey,

she returned to Rutgers Univer-

sity's English department. How-
ever, she has maintained "close

intellectual links" with filmmak-
ers and filmtheorists in England,

as well as throughout Europe.

It was during the '60s that the

contemporary women's liberation

movement flowered, bolstered by

feminist writers such as Betty

Friedan and Germaine Greer. As
a single parent, Kaplan felt par-

ticularly drawn to feminism. In

1974, she instituted one of the first

feminist-centered film studies

courses in thecountry at Rutger's.

The course proved to be so

successful that it has led to an
interdisciplinary curriculum,
with studaus from various de-

partments within the uniweraity

being abte to acquire a minor in

film studies. In addition, Ei^liah

m^iare at Rutgers can opt for a

special concentration in film

itudias. Recently, gnduate film

ooursee have been added, as well.

In the last few years, Kaplan
has also developed courses on
other entertainment forms, such

as television, music videos and
pop culture in general. In fact, she

haS( written numerous books and
articles on these topics,'including

a brand-new work in press "on

music television as an institu-

tion," entitled RockingAround the

Clock: Postmodernism and Consu-

mer Culture in Music Television.

Since the inception of her fem-

inist film studies course, it has

undergone numerous changes, as

"a substantial body of feminist

film theory" has evolved over the

past 15 years.

"Women have created an entire

fiekl witlnn film studies that ia

now producing some of the most
stimulating, intelUgent and excit-

ing work flsing on and that has
dramaticaUy influenced the cnt-

kasm of male writers as well."

saki Kaplan.
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Group believes animal research
By STACEY WILKINS

The question of animals being

used in various experiments and
research has spawned many an-

imal rights groups who find the

whole procedure of animal re-

search inherently unethical. And
many groups believe it is wasteful

because researchers often learn

nothing new as the result of the

animal's de^th.

Despite many decades of repeat-

ed experiments that tell us con-

clusions previous experiments
have already confirmed, thou-

sands of animals are sacrificed

because, "Some professors feel

students can't learn the principle

unless they perform it," claims

Bernard Ynti, assistant to the

president at the American Vivi-

section Society in Jenkintown, Pa.

Ynti continued, "We live in a

world characterized by insensitiv-

ity and lack of empathy for human
beings, and I don't see how edu-

cational experiences like shocking

rats will contribute to the growth

and development to make people

become more compassionate and
caring psychologists."

Ynti said this in response to

psychologists who are the pre-

dominant users of live animals in

lab experiments.

Villanova presently uses white

laboratory rats in their under-

graduate physiology classes for

experiments such as stereotoxic

surgery.

The live rat is anesthetized and
an incision is made over the skull

where an electrode is implanted

in the brain. The rat is then

conditioned to press a bar by
giving it a pleasant stimulus when
it produces the conditioned
response.

After using the rat in several

experiments, the rat is killed by

(Photo oourttay of Anwrican VIviMcllon SocMy)

The American Vivisection Society feels that expeiimenUtion with live

animals is often winecessary, unethical and cruel.

giving it an overdose of the chem-
ical used to anesthetize it, accord-

ing to a physiology student.

Students say they would not

think of performing such an
experiment on a dog or cat, but

that they have no problem with
experimentation on a rat.

Ynti said that "not imposing
suffering on any living animal is

a universal principle and to just

say I would not hurt dogs and cats

is akin to saying, 'It's okay to kick

white people but not black
people.'

"

He continued, "There is no
principle of hierarchy because a

rat can feel pain as acutely as we
can. The question is not 'Can they

reason,' or 'Can they talk,' but,

'Can they suffer.'
"

The underlying philosophy of

this "racism" is a term, '*spe-

cism," coined by Austrian philo-

sopher Peter Singer in his 1975

book Animal Liberation which
discounts an animal because of its

species.

Additionally, Ynti claimed the

statement "Innds on jexpefience

is auperior" is i suspect and
dubious assumptkm.

He wtmt on to dte the humane
and highly icdiimitd the wot% of

etholoiitt Jane Goodtll whote
psydMQgical insii^ts ihtil how
apes respond and protect their

young did not involve shoch tnst*
ment. Additionally» Ynti daiins* it

is possi|>le to teach behv^ionil

procedures in psychology dj^nMigh

lising alternative demofHttitloiis

such as videoHping the ^a^iffri-

ment once and thus, not doingthe
same experiment semester after

semester.

Ynti feels a better choice forthe

future will be using a oompikter

that is "lively and graphic with
its visual portrayals of neurokg-
ical and physiological processes

that aremore illustrative than the

use of live animals."

Ynti said that, "Psychology has
a long tradition of using animals
in experiments because they feel

a student cannotgain skills unless

they perform live animal experi-

ments. Allowing students to hurt

animals to see a phenomenon that

is well known, seems as anarch-

ronistic as witch burning."

Furthermore, he stated, "The
idea a student cannot learn to

think and hypothesize without
actually doing shows the inade-

quacy in methods of teaching and
does not give the students enough
credit."

In addition to groups such as
the American Anti-Vivisection
Society who work for the abolition
of vivisection, the animal rights

movement has found a powerful
recruiting tool in a 1984 videotape
thatdocuments head-injury exper-
iments at a University of Pennsyl-
vania laboratory.

The tape b^ns with a man in

a lab coat who bangs a baboon's

head with a hammer. Next, two
guys in operating scrubs, ash-

tipped dgirettes dangling from
their mouths, perform brain
suigmy on a pnmate with the
bedside manners of Rambo.

Ths^ scene ends with a lab
assistant who props the wobbly
baboon on its feet and points to
sutures that make its head resem-

"

hie a water-k«ged softball swel-
ling at the seams.

The tapes came to the public's

atteintion in 1984, after a band of
masked animal wel(are sealots
broke into the Penn lab, and stole
the disturbing film.

The images have become a
powerful recruiting tool for the

growinganimal-rights movement,
and as crucial to the cause as the

movie "Silent Scream" is to the
anti-abortion cause.

The Humane Society strives to

educate that animals are clearly

different from humans in their

needs, backgrounds and ways of

expressing suffering, but all do

have one thing in common: the

ability to suffer extreme emotional

and physical pain.

Animals are not models for

human mental illness, but they

can certainly express misery in a

way anyone can understand. This

is clearly the argument that the

anti-vivisectionist movement has

formed to fight for the rights of

the unspoken animal.

For students interested in pro-

testing against the use of animals
in laboratory experimentation,

. there will be a protest held by the
American Anti-Vivisection Socie-

ty on April 25, from 9 a.m. to 12
p.m. and April 26 from 11 a.m. to

3 p.m. at the University of Pen-
nsylvania Medical and Veterinary
SchooU^»:» . t-
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APPLICATIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR BOTH
CONTESTANTS AND FEMALE EMCEES IN THE RSA OFHCE,

215 DOUGHERTY DUE MONDAY, APRIL 6

</

EXECUTIVE BOARD

SELECTIONS

APPLICATIONS ARE

DUETi§ I

IN THE RSA OFFICE

^.

RESOENT STUDENT ASSOCiftTION
215 DOUGHBTTY.fXT. 7210
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Bmrcott org«tti0r to speak
(Continuedfrom page 13)

an artificial ripeness and color to

make them more attractive to the

buyer.

Since these pesticides are oil-

based, they cannot be washad off

completely by the consumer.
Pesticides in the American refrig-

erator and dining room is but one
of the probleais caused by their

use — they have also appeared in

underground water supplies. This
latter development, when added to
the problem of deaths and birth

defects in farm workers and their

families, has led the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency to investi-

gate further revision oi theFederal

Insecticide, Rodenticide and Pes-

ticide Act.

Chavez will make an app^r-
ance at Villanova to mobilize

student support for the present

boycott of California table grapes.

An array of United Farm Workers
posters has appeared around
campus this week to alert stu-

dents in preparation for Chavez's
presentation.

Chavez's last grape boycott

gained concessions from the pow-

ers of "agribusiness" and man-

aged to have several types of

pesticides banned. In 1987, Chavez

once more calls on the country to

heed the "Wrath of Grapes."

(USSIFieil
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Wanttd: babysitter, 9 a.m.-1

p.m., second Thursday of

every month for two snriair

children. $3 per hour. 687-

5068.

Help Wanted: Students
needed for yard work — leaf

raking and gardening. Call

525-4881.

Valet SrWers
Expsndlng^afct Parking Co.

eeeksvaletdriversforRadnor
Country Club. Day/evening

ahlfts svsll. F/PT, salary ^

tips! Ability to drive stlck-

shlft and valkl drivers llcsnse

a must. Contsct Mrs. White,

ASAP: 563-3336.

Summer Employment
Philadelphia Country Club
located 5 mki. from campue.
Snack bar & dining room
poslttons svaUable — will

train. Bar staff w/experlence,

call Mr. Voorhees, 525-6000.

Typing-Wordproceeslng
All of your typing needs
professlonslly word-pro-
ceesed. Ressonabie ratea,

pick-up and deUvery availa-

ble. Call anythne. Woide-To-
Qo, 853-2244.

For Sale: Bryn Mewr,
SIOMOCUMyi
2-lMith coioMal*

Cinema sexism

Artwork for the "Wrath of Grapes" graphicaUy depicts farmworkers'

protests over die use of toxic pesticides.

(Continuedfrom page 13)

She has written a book entitled

Women & Film: Both Sides of the

Camera, which incorporates evolv-

ing feminist views on the cinema
with her own "specific perspec-

tive" on new feminist film theory.

Much of the book is devoted to

the cinematic use of the male gaze,
a technique that was first explored

by British critic and filmmaker
Laura Mulvey in 1975 and then

dissected further by Kaplan.

The gaze, or the look, builds

"upon culturally defined notions

of sexual difference." Examples of

filmic male gazing include shots

that linger on particular female
body parts, such as breasts, lips

and legs.JThis of course, objectifies

women, "turning them into'erotic

symbols.

The gaze comes in three guises:

(1) the original "gaze" of the movie
camera recording the scenario on
film; (2) males within a film

gazing at female characters, thus
objectifying them; and (3) the

viewer in the audience who iden-

tifies with the male gazers on-

screen, thus also seeing women as

objects.

According to Kaplan, "The
dominant point-of-view shots in

most classical, Hollywood-style

films tend to be from the male
point of view." This means that

male characters actively do the

looking, while females are the

passive objects of their gazes.

Kaplan feels, however, that the

technique is not exclusively male.

While utilizers of the look have
largely been male film directors

and editors, certain so-called

hunks, such as Robert Redford in

"The Electric Horseman" and
John Travolta in "Urban Cowboy"
and "Saturday Night Fever,"
have also been subjected to the

look.

Is this turnabout fair play? Dr.

Kaplan said she is "not sure it's

any solution; I'm not sure that's

progress ... but it's certainly

better than only having the female

body objectified."

The implementation of the gaze

in all three forms, a la Hitchcock,

will be explained by Kaplan during

her discussion here. The director

frequently employed the tech-

nique; anyone familiar with his

film "Rear Window" is aware of

his fascination with voyeurism.

Tickets for "Vertigo" are $1.50

for students and senior citizens

and $3 for the general public.

IMcDonaid'sMI American
Higii School Bosketbaii Team

Is Coming to Viiidnova 1o

SLAM DUNK!

Dotae
TtaMc

Friday Aprllia 1987
^:00-4:30 pm.
Jake Nevin Field House

: $2.00

Wdtcli the superstars of tomorrow.

The Dream Team will participate in a
scrimmage and slam dunk contest.
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Cultural festival hosted
v*r\

The annual International House
Spring Festival, a day long event

of food, crafts and performances,

will be held on April 4. beginning

at f p.m.. at International House,

3701 Chestnut St.

International students and vis-

itors, as well as a variety of ethnic

crafts people and performers from

the Delaware Valley, will take

part in the event.

This festival is a yearly celebra-

tion of diverse international and
ethnic cultures. Visitors can
experience the food, crafts, music,

dance and traditional pageantry of

a variety of cultures.

*15p.m.:
Variety of ethnic food booths

and crafts displays & demon-
strations throughout the
Galleria.

*2 5p.m.:
Folkdance demonstration/par-

ticipation with live music, by

"Zema," presented in conjunc-

tion with the Folklife Center of

International House, and in-

cluding a special children's

folkdance hour from 3-4 p.m.

*56p.m.:
"Parade of Nations," a dazzlmg

show of national dress repres-

enting every corner of the

world.

^TiSO-Sp.m.:

International talent show, a
program of diverse music and
dance presented by interna-

tional students from the Del-

aware Valley area as well as

residents of International

House.

*9p.m.'l a.m.:

International Dance Party,

featuring a reprise perfor-

mance of last September's sold*

out dance party with the area's

foremost Salsa band, Los Ca*

hallos de la Salsa. Come and

dance the night away!

All events will take place in

Hopkinson Hall., except where

otherwise noted. Separate adnris-

sion prices are available for the

aiternoon events and the evening

performances:

Afternoon (1-6 p.m.):

$5 for general public, $4 for

International House members.
$2 for children and students

with I.D. International House
residents will be admitted free..

Evening (7:30 p.m.l a.mj:
$5 for general public and $4 for

members, students and
residents.

For further information, call

International House's Resident

and International Students Pro-

grams office at 387-5125 (ext.

2232).

Campus Ministry Perspective

By REV. RAY JACKSON,
O.S.A.

In one of the Lenten Sunday
Gospel stories Jesus gives sight to

a man born blind. His family and

friends are profoundly surprised;

but the Pharisees reject Jesus'

healing power because it was done

on the Sabbath day. They failed

to open their own eyes to the

healing power of God. They were

blind to new insight about life.

Jesus' mission was not partic-

ularly aimed at physical or even

psychological healing. His concern

was for moral and spiritual heal-

ing. He knew that most of us are

morally and spiritually blind. We
stumble along through life anx-

ious and fearful about who we are

and where we are going. Jesus

came to walk with us and to show

us the path to a fulfilled life.

Jesus came to call us to faith

— faith and trust in ourselves and
in God. Most of us do not truly

believe that we are good. We look

at our faults and weaknesses and

are quick to point out the short-

comings and limitations of others.

Jesus, however, demands faith.

"You are made in the image of

God. You are a temple of the Holy

Spirit," He said. Each of us is a

unique person created for ever-

lasting life with a personality and
character different than anyone
else. We need to celebrate our

specialness.

This faith and trust in our-
selves, moreover, is founded and

secured by our faith in God. Do
we believe that God loves us? Do
we trust that in all of life's

tension, sorrow and pain that God
is walking along and urging us to

fear not. The Gospels are filled

with the reassurance ofJesus. "Be
not afraid, I am with you all day,"

he said.

What we need more than any-

thing else is vision. We need to

use the powers of our imagination

to focus on the liberating truth

which Jesus has brought us. Far

too often we view life in a narrow
legalistic way. We look for rules

and regulations to guide us. or to

assure us of the rightness or

wrongness of our behavior.

. Jesus confronted the legalism of

the Pharisees by offering his life

and teaching as "the way. the

truth and the life.'*

Truth, goodness, love, friend-

ship, care, compassion, forgive-

ness, courage, justice and peace
are not confined by rules. They
call us to a vision — the vision

of the Kingdom of God. If we keep
that vision before us, we will love

as faith people. We will believe in

our own goodness and we will

know that God is with us.

VILLANOVA

SAFERIDES
Vlllanove Saferides

645-4455.

Congrats
on FlightSch€H>i

Tim ''Cruise" WitkinftOA
Come take us to Foxfield

or lose us forever

you BIG STUD
,Lovm,

Your UVA \0kmmi
f\9H)fi ntWQt 9Hi0ff9flWf

UrnirmflfW, cn99n, CrFMW»

NImyli&th, M^fiasa and Kandra

CoHiing (4i . .

.

From now until April 11. the Villanova University Art Gallery

in ConneUv Center will host **Fiber Creations." the 34Ui annual
juried tidubition of ^works by members of the Philadelphia Guild

of Hand Weavers. Woven items on display include tapestries,

wearing apparel nlg«, dress accessories, wall hangings and

ecdesiastkau ^iveavinis.

Gallery hours are 10 a.m.^ p.m. on weekdays and noon to 5

p.m. on wi9ekends. For mora itdormation call 6454612.

(Information cpurtesy of Office of Public Relations)

(Pholo courtesty of International House)

International House will host an

array of cultural traditions this

weekend.

The annual Bister figr Hunt, .siK>nsored by the university's

Panhellenic Society and tha Interfratemity Council, will take place

on the lawn in front of the St. Thomas of Villanova Chapel on

campus. Two grand-piw baskets full of candy, chooalate bunnies

and sorority and fraternity T-shirts and hats will bt awarded to

winners of the contest. .

For more information, call 645-4210. (Information courtesy of

Office of Publk: Rdations)

Concerts at Corr continue with harpist Mary Ann Coppa, a

graduate of the Cleveland Conservatory of Music, performing on

April 5 at 3 p.m. This event is co-sponsored by the Villanova Union

and Music Activities. For more information call 645-7214.

(Information courtesv of Office of Public Relations)

About 200 Villanova University student volunteers will light

up the lives of 130 underprivileged children on Sunshine Day, April

11 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. at St. Mary's Hall on campus.

The fun-filled day for 4- to 10-year-olds is being sponsored by

the university's Office of Social Action's project staff.

The event will feature pony rides, a petting zoo. a performance

by the Villanova Pep Band, a caricature artist, face-painting and

spin art booths, a visit from Care Bear and the Villanova Wildcat,

Sunshine Day T-shirts, games, prizes and magician and fire-eater

Chuckles the Clown.
...^ ^atc

Further information can be obtained by calhng 645-4075.

(Information courtesy of Office of Public Relations)

W6rk
Smarter^

Not
Harder

And
that advice
for studying

works just

as well

for finding

housing.

Don't waste time and energy

Jbeating the streets in search for

a place to live when Radnor

House is only 2 blocks away.

The perfect place for the peace

of mind and privacy you need

to stay on top of it all.

Don't let dorm living bring you,

and your grades, down. Get smart

... see Radnor House NOW.'

Each 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
condominium features:

• Private, spacioiis rooms
• Modem fully equipped kitchens

• Convenient to school,

shopping, and transportatkin

• Entraguard security system

• Ample parking

• Large, outdoor pool

• 28 actes of rccieatipnal parkland

CONOOMIMIUM

From ^68/990'

Dally 1 1 to 6 PM, Wed. until 8 PM,
Sat. and Sun 10 to 6 PM

1030 E. Lancaster Ave., Suite 416
Rosemont, Radnor Twp., PA

(215) 527-7790

• 'ji MM

Stmfy fora semester in CUaa
By JEANNE SAVITSCUS

Dr. Alfonz Lengyel, an art

history teacher at Eastern Collm,
ia sponsoring a trip to China. The
trip, which will nm from July 7

to August 17, wiU alk>w students

to earn credits in Chinese lan-

guage. Chinese art, and art in

contemporary China.

This trip includes tours of cities

in Northern China. The tour will

include a stop in Qin Tao, the

birthplace of Confucius and home
of an underwater museum. From
there they will travel to Peking

to tour the Ming Tombs and the

Great Wall. X

At the city of Xin, the monu-
ments of revolutionary leaders

and excavations will be visited. In

Loyang, cave carvings will be

examined.

The last stop is at Nanking
where the second Ming Tombs are
located. Also th^ first observatory
of China, built during the Ming
Period, is located in Nanking.

This trip is also aimed at teach-

ing students about China and her
culture. Lengyel himself teaches

the art history class. The first

part encompasses ancient Chinese
art up to the 19th century. The
second part of the class also deals

with political science, culture and
everyday life in China.

Lengyel's class is conducted in

an unconventional manner. A few

weeks before the trip leaves,

Lengyel gives each student a short

book on the history of Chinese art.

Along with this comes a question

sheet that each person fills out on

his or her own. During the tour,

this book is discussed. The formal

structure consists of language

classes from 8-11:30 a.m. and
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SCREAMING^
EVANGELISTS

6;00|P.M.|TUEgDAV
APRIL [7

.C. QINEM

ATTBHTIOH UWOH
MiMSBRS

$BHBRAL MBBme
Ana 7

5:30 CCaitBMA
VBRYOHBWBLCOM,

SIBLING WEEKEND
CHAIRPERSON
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE NOW!!

Pick them up starting •^.-ryX

in tlie Union Office «*

or Student Activities Office

^"^ ^'''';.e'unlon
OffUe

^t 12 noo"

n THE
TERRACE

i

1

Tues. 5:30

April 14

Connelly

Center
'

Belle Air Terrace

SENIOR bINNER DANCE 1987
-RECEPTION open at 7 pm -
-Dinner will be served at 7:30 promptly

-

— Initial entrance and clieek In must be

[throughmain ballroom outdoor entrance -

- you must have one Invitation & two dinner^

J tickets to enter the ball room ——.J.11 I t I I _
all persons are required to have valid

I
«r PROOF OF 21 I.D. I

I

ready at check-In desk to have hand stamped
PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

tO

6 SO**

•"

SUN. APRIL 26
6 PM

DuPont Pavilion

MTV C«»tra(*

FInalt fQr top 4 East Coast Bantfo

TomeHT

>«o/«

oinf$2.oo

CCONEMA

^M

HiXT
WiiK

DUNDEE

cultural films

presents...

Alfred Hitchcock

ERTIGO
U.S.A. 1958

April 12AI3

$1.50

c.c.ctnem
ilk

X
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'Sweeney Todd' opens at Vasey
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

For tliose of you who dine in

Chez Pit, do you remember those
meat pies you had for dinner on
Wednesday? Did you ever wonder
what^as in those pies? You will

if you go to see "Sweeney Todd"
at the Vasey Theater.
The latest production to come

from Villanova*s theatre deiMut-

ment is based on one of Britain's

most famous legends.

Sweeney Todd was a murder-
ous barber. He and his accomplice,
Mrs. Lovett, took unsuspecting
victims who were in search of a
shave and made them into meat
pies.

The Sweeney Todd legend rose

to prominence in late 18th century
England. This was largely be^

cause of a cheap newspaper
known as the Penny Dreadful.

This paper was equivalent to

today's National Enquirer. The
lower classes loved this lurid

publication, especially the Swee-
ney Todd stories.

Stephen Sondheim wrote a
musical based on the legend. It

was very successful on Broadway.
The Vasey Theatre has brought
Sondheim's dramatization to Vil-

lanova's campus.
Terry Guerin is the director of

this production. She directed
"1776" here at Villanova this past

summer, as well as "The Fantas-

ticM'Thk past fall.

She has assembled a superb
cast for "Sweeney Todd." Every
member — from the principal

actop to the chorus.— is very
talAted. There are flaws in sOm^
of the performances, but they are
minor.

Theshowb^ns with the entire

company singing "The Ballad of

Sweeney Todd.'^It is well staged

and effective.

The character of Sweeney Todd
is played by David Masenheimer.
He does a splendid job portraying

the intensely angry and bitter

barber whose wife and child have

been cruelly taken from him.
Masenheimer's singing voice re-

sphmUdlobportnying

^ IntmiselyMgryMnd

Uttmrhmter whose

wito midehlUhave

boon cruellyMen
front hinim

sonates throughout the theater in

every song he sings.

Sweeney Todd's accomplice is

played by Fran Whalen. She is

wonderfully comical as the baker

who makes "...the worst meat
pies in London."
Her opportunity to improve on

this reputation comes when Todd
enters her life. Here is a man who
has no qualms about killing. In

fact, he refers to his shaving
blades as ".

. .my friends. See how
they 'glisten ... You'll soon drip

rubies."

Mrs. Lovett feels that it is a

shame to Waste all that meat from
the bodies of Todd's victims, so
. . . She tries to convince Todd of

the logic of her idea in the duet,

"A Little Priest." This is the
funniest number in the show.
While very effective in her

acting role, I felt that Whalen
occasionally had trouble with her
singing. Her songs tended to lack

projection.

Ed Lawler and Hubert Fryman
play the two other 'evil' roles of

the Judge and the Beadle. The
Judge lusts after his adopted
daughter,Johanna. He sings of his

desire and his guilt in the song
"Mea Culpa."

In complete contrast to the
other characters' cynical evilness,

are the young lovers, Anthony and
Johanna. Mark Langdon and Nfeg
Donnelly do a good job of inter-

preting their rather flat

characters.

Langdon and Donnelly shine

best in a quartet with the Judge
and the Beadle. The song is "Kiss

Me"/*'Ladies and Their Sen-
sibilities."

rwo minor character stand out
prominently. Beth Dannenfleser
plays the Beggar Woman. She
slides, writhes and crawls across

the stage. Her character person-

ifies utter despair and lacks any
vestige of decency. While not on
stage very often, Dannenfelser's
portrayal is memorable.
Sean Murray plays Tobias, a

goofy, naive boy. Murray's tenor

voice is done justice in the song
"Not While I'm Around."
The best number of the whole

show, in my opinion, is "City On
Fire." The chorus really shines in

this unnerving song.

From the plot description of this

The Beggar Woman (Beth Dannenfelser) cries out for alms in
**Sweeney Todd", the current attraction at Villanova Theatre.

musical, it may sound unappeal-
ing. While it is macabre, it is also

full of black humor. For instance,
the lyrics of one of the closing

songs are: "...But what if their

souls weren't saved; they went to

their maker impeccably shaved."
The dates of the play are: April

1-4; 8-12; 22-26. All performances
are at 8 p.m., except on Sundays
when there is a 2 p.m. matinee.

Tickets for students are $5.

Shadowfires horrifically entertains readers
A NOVa OFUNRaENIMQ TERROR

LBGH NICHOLS
BeHwIUng aullior of KEY TO MIDNIGHT

By ROBERT DUGGAN
Shadow/ires is the latest horror

novel written by Dean Ray Koontz
under the pseudonym of Leigh

Nichols. Koontz is one of the most
prolific and talented horror wri-

ters around, and this novel comes
out on the heels of Strangers, his

current bestseller released under
his own name.
Koontz has written nearly 50

novels since 1968 under his own
name and seven pseudonyms.
Shadowfires is the tifth novel he
has released under the Nichols

pseudonym.
Koontz received a Hugo Award

nomination (in 1971 for his novella

Beastchild), and has seen both of

his last two novels, Strangers and
Shadowfires^ be chosen as Literary
Guild Selections in a career that

has placed him at the top of the

horror and fiction industries.

Shadowfires is the story of Eric

Leben, a cruel, driven, yet brilliant

scientist experimenting in genet-

ics who is obsessed with immor-
tality. He develops a virus that

will regenerate damaged tissue so

well that it can even fully restore

life shortly after apparent death.

Despite the sideeffects observed

in the resurrected lab mice, Leben
uses the virus on himself. When
he blindly runs in front of a
moving truck after divorcing his

wife, no one suspects what he had
done until his body mysteriously

disappears from the moiyue.
Beoiuae he hid bragoed to her

of hia experiments, Raoiel, Eric's

ex-wife, knows exactly what has
happened and realiaea that Eric

will now be after her to seek

revtoie. She ia determined to

dtttroy Eric before he can com-
ptolely heia and kill her.

Ben SlMMiway, Bachel't k)ver

and a real estate salesman who
(in the greatest stretch of imag-
ination in the book) just happens
to have been a highly trained ex-

Vietnam special forces agent,
joins her in the search for Eric.

As the lovers set out to fight

"the living dead," others discover

what has happened. The govern-

ment learns of the immortality
experiment and sends agents out
to keep it a secret from the public

by either killing off or buying out

those who already know and by

SHADOWHRES is the

story of Eric Leben, a
cruel, driven, yet brill-

iant scientist experi-

menting in genetics,

who is obsessed with

imniortoilty.

capturing Eric. Anson Sharp is

the top agent sent out to do the
job.

Sharp is a man who has lied and
cheated his way to the top and is

determined to kill Shadway be-

cause of a previous encounter the
two had back in Vietnam. He is

joined by Jerry Peake, a lower
agent who dreams of one day
becoming a James Bond-ish "le-

gend." Two kx:al detectives, Julio

Verdad and Reese Hagerstrom,
also learn the truth and try to get

to the tovers before Sharp or Eric

do.

Amonjg this book's many good
poinu ia a great pk>t. Koontz
weaves the tubptots together so

well and cnates auch anticipation

that you cannot wait Ur%tt thmi

all converge in the climax. The
characters are made interesting

through the little idiosyncrasies

he gives them, ranging from
Rachel's love of soaking in bath-

tubs while eating chocolate and
drinking champagne, to Peake's
comparing everyone he meets to

characters in old detective novels.

The best part of the book is his

description of Eric's physical and
psychological transformation.
The virus not only restores his life

but continues to act on his DNA,
de-evolving and re-evolving his

body until the genetic choas leaves

him physically inhuman and
mentally half-man, half-beast.

During his transformation, Eric

is haunted by the shadowfires,

firey illusions that seem to feed

on shadows that seem to call him
to the eternal damnation he has
tried to escape.

The bad points of this story are

few, but they stand out in stark

contrast to the rest of the book.

Koontz tends to leave passages of

undigested philosophy around
that are awkward in the text but
are painful to read when put into

the mouths of the characters.

Toward the end he almost beats

the reader into submission when
trying to convey his message. If

he had left it up to the book itself

to tell the moral of finding true

immortality in love and honesty
instead of merely prolonging life

in hate and dishonesty, which it

did, this would have been a great

book rather than just one that is

very, very good.

Koontz is like a slugger who.
when he misses, misses bad, and
when he connects it is a thing to

behold. This is a book I enjoyed

greatly and recommend fully, but

alio one 1 know couM have been

even better.

^•kmmm.^n i mmm t^t^i^mmmmm^imi
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On the
By MARYJO YANNACONE

Only one thing was on the

minds of every actor, actress,

director, writer, producer and

crewmember in entertainment

this week; the chances of having

theif work, or their friend's work,

or even their enemy's work rec-

ognized publicly as the outstand-

ing of its kind for the past year.

Wagers were made by profession-

als and fans alike, and over 1

billion people sat down on Monday
night through three relatively

uneventful hours of television.

If you are thinking to yourself,

"The NCAAs were not unevent-

ful," think again. Although Mon-

day was also championship night

in New Orleans, many more view-

ers had ABC tuned in for the 59th

Annual Academy Awards.

As usual, the program began

with a song and a smile from some

highly untalented singers. Who
got the idea to bring Telly Savalas,

Dom Deluise and Pat Morita

together for a take-off of the

"Guys and Dolls" song "Can Do?"

The three danced and sang their

way through "Sure Thing," a

slightly altered version of "Can

Do," to the shock and disgust of

both the live and the viewing

audience. In the process of singing

the song, we are introduced to the

nominees, for the five primary

awards: Best Picture, Actor, Ac- •

tress. Supporting Actor and Ac-

tress. We do not realize this at

first because, as you might sus-

pect, we are too busy trying to

figure out why the producers did

not pick up earlier on the fact that

neither Telly, Dom or Pat can

sing. Oh well, it is the Oscars, and

they are really not supposed to be

entertaining, just long and boring.

The show was rich with foreign

productions this year, and the

traditional British sect was par-

ticularly large, as was the influ-

ence of the Australians. The
Academy acknowledged the

achievements from Down Under

this year by bringing out Paul

Hogan, of "Crocodile Dundee"

fame, to loosen up the audience

and have a bit of fun. He succeeded

in doing so, using his accent and

his culture to spur the auditorium

full of anxious stars into laughter.

Hogan's essential job was to

inform the nominees to be brief,

very brief, in accepting their

awards. The show always runs

overtime, but it seems that this

year the Academy really wanted

.

to curb the time. They were so

insistent that they had a work-

shop for all the nominees in how

to give a brief, concise speech and

informed them at the presentation

that bells would ring and buzzers

would sound if anyone went over

.Enter
the one minute limit.

Evidence of their desire to keep

it short was seen throughout the

show; people rushed through their

thank yous, and some were even

cut off, including;the recipient for

Best Actor, who never even got

to say a word.

The prestigious IrvingThalberg

Awartl. given for high achieve-

ment in directing, was awarded

to wonder-boy Stephen Spielberg.

He accepted graciously, leaving us

with the impression that he has

grown up.

Spielberg stressed the need for

film to "renew its romance with'

the word," in order to create a

generation of readers and writers,

rather than one of effects and

sound. This year's nominees for

Best Picture seem to fit in the

former category, bringing to the

viewer something to watch and

think about, rather than simply

to sit idly in front of and be.

amused and amazed by,

The winners this year were, as

usual, predictable in most cases.

Both Best Supporting Actress and

Actor went to cast members of

Woody Allen's "Hannah and Her

Sisters," Dianne Wiest and Mi-

chael Caine.

Best Actress and Actor went to

the sentimental favorites, Marlee

Matlin, who gave her acceptance

speech in sign-language and Paul

/

Kewman, for his not-so-out-

standing performance in "The
Color of l^ney."
in the Best Director and Best

Film categories, **PIatoon" found

its place in the sun. Oliver Stone

received his awa^ with honor,

but could not resist from making
a complimentary comment con-

cerning Vietnam and its place, or

lack thereof, ill hiatocy.

TheAwards preaentatioiiended

on that happy note, everyone

content that once again, the most

predicUbte, although not neces-

sarily the moat talented, per-

formers and films had gone home

with the Oscar.

W<MMly Allen's moving film "Hannah and Her Sastars" won Oscars
at Afonday night's 59th Annual Academy Awards.
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ASVHITISING
Attention Graduate Stu-

dents! Part-time tutors

needed on the Main Line in

Algebra I & II, Trig, Geometry
and Calculus (exp. pref.)- Call

527-9242.

Telemarketing — King of

Prussia Telemarketing
Agency Is offering flexible

evening hours to students w/

gobd speaking voices. Expe-

rience preferred. Conve-
niently located near Court/

Plaza and Septa bus routes.

Please call 768-4300 today to

schedule an appointment.

Dial Direct

150 Allendale Road
768-4300

Camp Counselors — excel-

lent positions, well-located

boys summer camp, Ver-

mont. Backpack, canoe, land,

water, sports dramatics,

ecology. Call A. Hare, (W15)
642-6472.

Resident Advisor — Asst./

train mentally retarded resi-

dents in apt. CLA in NE Phila.

Excellent benefits for Ft./Pt.

pos., Includ. Blue Cross/HMO.
$4.80-$5/hr. Min. req. 2 yrs.

college or H.S. -•- 2 yrs. MH/
MR experience. Call Nanette
Wolf, 831-2840.

Senior Case Manager
Full time for MR services in

community mental health/

mental retardatkm center in

N.E. Phila. kitake case man-
agement, inter-agency coor-

dinatkNi reapon. Excel!, be-

nefits. BA -t-relevant MR
wpm. Call Pat DandellM at

831-2888.

Summer Employment
Phlla^lphia country club

locfllad 5 mln. from

VIRGIN PROlDiy
ANNOUNCES ^
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FUGHTTOLONDON
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Unfortunately, you
can't go on that flight.

That privilege is

reserved for Richard

Branson, founder of Virgin

Atlantic. This summer,
he'll actually be
attempting to cross the

ocean in a hot air balloon.

And you? If you want
to fly from Newark to

London, youll just have to

settle for our very ine>a)en^ve and
comfortabie Virgin 74rs.

Sorry. But while Mr. Branson gets to

spend three fuii^Ued days Onaybe even
nioie) boundng around in a tiny capsule,

boiBi^ by day and freezing fay nigh^
staring endlexly at bfioking iratninieiit

;

panek and motionlefi ppeMUK gttiges,

youll be foiGed to tettke lor a GQiniQrtirible

seat and attentive aeivice. Phii Mt movies,
, Ordl kMSMMttL kiMwr )MiMiai9M3>llia

music videos, comedy
IHDgrams, etc. All coming
at you through a pair of

serious electronic headsets.

Can you believe it?

And while Richard is

living it up on re-hydrated

whatever-it-is and yummy
vitamin supplements, youll

have to make do with a
hot meal, and a snadc
• io • i-;

And get this, lb top it off, Richard
Branson gets to pay over a milliori dollars

more than you do.

That's right! Over a miBioo^

doHaawaeei
Some people have aD

thelwdc

Ihke ut for aD wefve got

» 'uJSMx
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THgNEWiSROOM ***• SPRING-
BOARD SOFTWARE C64/128,
AP»IBIf
Have you ever wanted to create

your own newspaper? Have you
ever needed to put tofether a
collection of stories that remotely
looks like a newspaper? Wdl, you
can solve all of your problems
with The Newsroom from Spring-
board.' This iS' one of the few
prograi^ that has a unique style

of output -' specifically designed
to lo^]ike a newspaper.
Although wer a year or so old,

The Newsroom is as much worthy
of review now aa it was then. The
program is a complete package of

everything you need to create a
short, one-page newspaper. You
can give it a lainge headline, select

different clip art pictures to b^
used and even write in five dif-

ierent fonts including Serif Small,
Jdkns Serif SmaU, Serif, Sans Serif

and English.

NeVvSt V ^Kji • «

r ^

The main menu allows you^

(
access to }^e Phi^jo^dUib, Press.'

Wire Servicse, Copy Desk, Layout
and Baniter work areas. In the

Photo Lab, you choose from a full

disk of clip art. The Press is where
you print your newspaper. The
Copy Desk is, where you write

your paper. Layout is where you
piece together the articles. Banner
is the headline-making option.

The Wire Service is the most
unique option available to The
Newsroom owners. This choice

allows you to send a copy of your
paper over the phone via modem
to a different kind of computer
that runs The Newsroom for

editing (e.g., Commodore to IBM).
This option only makes The News-
room more attractive.

So if you are in a club or just

have a lot oi people that you have
to contact via some kind of mes-
sageor memo, you should get their
attention with a *'news release"

with this unique and creativity-

enhancing program called The
Newsroom.

personalize how your files are

repretented.

Calendar gives you the oppor-

tunity to put important dates on

a calendar for the organization of

your time all the way through

9999: Finally, Blackjack puts you

agaiiiat the computer in a grueling

battle df wits. This option is a

good way to relax after using

GEOS
All in all, the GEOS system is

becoming more expandable and

personable as theseenhancements
are released. DeskpachI is worth
addition, to any heavy user of

GEOS who wants to make his/

her version of GEOS unique. So,

if you have GEOS and are looking

for new areas to explore, Desk-

pachI may be what you need.

TENTH FRAME ••••• ACCESS
964/128, AMIGA, ST
Bowling is one of the neglected

sports in the video game world.

Maybe it is good that it was, so

that Access Software, Inc. could

create the excellent bowlinggame
that they did for a waiting public.

If you hate to keep score or if you
don't even know how, but you still

like to bowl, Tenth Frame takes

into account everythiog you need
for an exciting game of realistic

video bowling.

Playing Tenth Frame is very

simple. There are only a couple

of things you need to know. First,

you have to know how to work
the Speed/Hook indicator bar..

This is your bridge to better

bowling. You have to initially lock

your bowler into one position on
the screen. He can move left and
right. Then you must select the

speed and hook of your shot. This
is a simple process.

The top half of the bar is

reserved for speed. The bottom
half is for hook. After you position

the bowler, press the button on
the^stick janil<^hold it until the

marlco- goes to the desired speed.

Do the same for the hook, and your
ball is moving at strike speed.

possible* destinations. The paths

are so twisty that it is easy to

forget where you are. Combine
this with the ability to zoom in

or out of the map and you have
a huge area to cover.

The graphics are superb in

Tracker, with a lot of attention

given to the 3D effects and similar

things. Although the game is

distributed equally between Com-
bat and Map Modes, the majority

of tim^ is spent traveling your
"universe." The view is from your
T.R.A.C. ship and the challenge

is difficult.

The most different thing about
Tracker from other computer
games for home computers today
is that the program for the game
relies heavily on artificial intelli-

'

gence. The computer you battle in

the game is really thinking for

itself and planning its next moves
around your last move. All above
factors together make Tracker
your next gaming buy at a com-

,
puter store.

THEATRE EUROPE ••• DATA-
SOFT C64/128, AP. AT

HMf faaaiiJLlx iJLt-i^JA t.tf»i

DESKPACKl •••• BERKELEY
SOFTWORKS C64/128

Deskpackl is one of jthe newest
accessory progrtlms 'for GEOS
(Graphic Environment Operating

System)from Berkeley Softworks.

It includes four liuun options that

can be integrated into your per-

sonalized GEOS workstation.

Thesenew features for GEOS are:

Graphics Grabber, Icon Editor,

Calendar and Black Jack.

As a second froup of improve-

ments for GEOS, Berkeley Solt-

works has done a great job. All

of the optioot are easy to use and
understand. The first is the Gra-

phics Grabber. Tlis option aUows
vou to ui» dim mi inpkics from

'^- Skt^ and
.What it

HlM^nter-
loruse
files in

ktMily
Dmi^eiehl

aUsuPtifMitto idit existing icons

or craM fiaiir own icona from

scratch. In this way, you can

- The second thing you need to

know is that you do not have to

worry about keeping score. This
is done automatically at the top

of the screen. All you have to do
is make sure your score is a good

one. A unique element of Tenth

Frame is that you can. get a

printout of your scores after your

game is done.

Although bowling was not pop-

ular on computers. Tenth Frame
gives people a reason to bring an

alley into their own home. The
graphics are incredibly detailed

and the game play and bowler

movement realistic, so that Tenth

Frame is a good addition to the

collection of sports fans and other

gamers alike.

TRACKER *••*% FIREBIRD
SOFTWARE C64/128, PA, ST
Armed with only the T.R.A.C.

ship that you are flying. Tracker

pits you against the likes of a

reneffkle central computer that

hM» gone haywire and threatens

your survival with Cycloid ships.

No, this is no promo for "Star

Wars IV." but a description of

your ultimate challenge in

Timcher, a new release from Fire-

bird Software.

In Tracker, you control a

T.R.A.C. in the complete destruc-

tion of this computer. You must
starch for it on yaur on screen

map and destroy it in Direct

Combat Made. The playfWd is

inuBanae in Tmtk§r, with the

screen repreeentini a map of your

Have you ever wanted to blow
up all of Europe and Asia? How
about the whole world then?
Theatre Europe can give you this

chance. It is a different kind of

strategical wargame in which you
pit the NATO forces against the

Warsaw Pack in this relistic

simulation that takes place in

Europe. There are neutral coun-

tries in between the two forces

and you'move your troops around
in attempts to knock out the

opponent.

Like any war game, Theatre

Europe allows you two phases in

each turn ~ a movement phase
and acombat phase. You must use
these to your advantage, for the

opponent (depending on which
side you play) will be following

your every move. The computer
is better in knowledge of available

moves and future moves than you,

but you must keep up with it and
destroy its forces.

The best part about Theatre

Europe is its special combat
phases. You can decide at any time

to conduct a Strategic Chemical
Launch or a Strategic Nuclear

Launch. Either way, you have to

authorize the decision with a code

and watch the opponent's cities

Cnunble in a nuclear snow. Fun,
isn't it? All joking aside, Theatre

Europe is a frightening realistic

war game to add to your pile of

singulations.

PAUL NORMAN'S COMPUTER-
IZED PUBLISHING COMPANY
•••••COSMIC64/128

In this productivity program
from the lead designer at Cosmi,
you have many choices in which
to be a creativegame designer and
programmer. Publishing Company
gives you a list of 10 options at

your disposal. They range from
drawing to music making, but
together you have a comprehen-
sive program.
The Draw and Paint option

fives you CAD-like control. Create
prites helps in sprite develop-

ment. Customize Characters lets

you make yourown font. Compose
Music is your path to background
music. Create Screen Displays
puts things together. Create Let-

tering lets you make unique
characters.

The rest of the options let your
print out the pictures and animate
your spritee in a picture. Although
skeptical at first, I found Publish-

ing Company to be an excellent

program utilising all that the
Commodore computer hat.

Apfll3,1987eTHgVILLAMOVANeyaoa21

Entertainment

Calendar

Music

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

. April 4 — Bern Revue
lApril 7 — Deka Dance
April 9 — Radio Rodeo

The Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard & Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

April 3 — Living Earth
April 4 — Pretty Poison

April 5 — Teeze/Sterling Cooke
April 8 — Dog Beans/Ocean Blue/Hidden Faces

April 9 — Harter Attack/Adrian Podz

The Trocadero
212 Race St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-627-8034

April 15 — Big Audio Dynamite
May 13 — Robin Trower

Theater

LaSalle University
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-951-1410

April 25-26 & May 1-2

The Masque of LaSalle University
presents Godspell

Connelly Center Cinema
Villanova University
645-4750

E. Ann Kaplan will speak on
"Women As Enigma and the Male Gaze.
following a screening of Alfred
Hitchcock's "Vertigo"
April 6, at 7 p.m.

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

April 11 through July 5
"Twelve Photographers Look at Us"
Qualities of Contemporary American
life explored by twelve photographers

Nexus
Foundation for today's art

2017 Chancelor St.

Philadelphia, Pa..

215-567-3481

April 4, at 2 p.m
Gallery with the artists

Free admission
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Whoopte steals the simt
By PATRICIA McGOLDRiCK

Whoopi Goldberg, nominated

last year for her role as Celie in

"The Color Purple," is back this

year in Warner Brothers' new
action comedy-mystery "Bur-

glar." Goldberg plays the double

role of a bookseller dunng the day,

and a cat burglar by night. How-
ever, she is a burglar with a sense

of morals — a Robin-Hood-type

character.

As the story opens, we find our

main character Bernie Rhoden-

barr (Goldberg) pillaging a milli-

onaire's house. She runs into a

couple of snags, but of course, in

its amusing way, everything

turns out okay.

Rhodenbarr is an ex-con who is

being blackmailed by Ray Kirsch-

man, who is played by G.W.
Bailey. We remember Bailey from

his role of Sergeant Rizzo in

M*A*S*H. Five years ago, Rho-

denbarr was careless after pulling

a job and left evidence incriminat-

ing herself.

After running into a few snags

in her first job, Rhodenbarr is sent

to a dentist. Dr. Cynthia Shel-

drake (Lesley Ann Warren), who
is willing to pay her for a job so

that Rhodenbarr can pay off

Kirschman. The job includes

getting back jewelry from Shel-

drake's estranged husband.

Personals

Congratulations to the new
sisters ofAOPi:
Jaclde, Molly, Allison, and
Helena! We're psyched you
guys made it!

Love, your new sisters

OfAOPi

Jay^

Dinner was really special!

Thanks Eva and Scott! Have

a ''really cool" 2t8f/.

Love,
Carrie

Attractive, literate and FUN,
experienced senior female
seeks handsome, rich, well-
equipped, dirt-bag male to
escort her to her spring for-

mal. Applications and inter-
views will 5e held In the Day
Hop. Ask for Kathy!

Breenlan,
Knockout those anthracenes
(000:) We want you back at
V.U.!

Love,

from all your
geeky friends

Fran,

I had a great time last Friday!

Hope you did too. Saturday
night will be even t}etter.

LeVs kick up a storm and
dance, dance, dance,

r,

ToMO new initiates:

Ifs Ut your ftands now! Aran 't

you giad? We are, aridwe love

you!
Lo¥e,

your mimnrm

ToUmPHA
a hmbitt

As the plot unfolds, Rhodenbarr

pulls off the job, and just as she

is about to leave, Sheldrake's

husband returns. Rhodenbarr is

stuck in the closet and hears a

murder being committed. Rhoden-

barr exits the closet to find Shel-

drake's husband on the floor

with a dental instrument stabbed

through him.

Rhodenbarr goest to visit her

best friend Car Hefler. Hefler is

played by Bob Goldthwait. Goldth-

wait starred in "Police Academy"
and is a stand-up comedian who
made the transition to the film

industry. Hefler is a psychotic

misfit who owns a dog-grooming

shop next door.

Sheldrake is arrested and spills

the beans about Rhodenbarr, but

does not say she is involved. The
police go after Rhodenbarr which
includes an exciting car chase

over the hills of San Friancisco.

The San Francisco atmosphere

takes in the themes of art and

intrigue involved in the story.

To get the police off her tail,

Rhodenbarr becomes her own
investigator. Hefler and Rhoden-

barr visit all of the yuppie clubs,

which proves to be hilarious. One
bartender thinks Rhodenbarr is

an actual police officer.

As Rhodenbarr begins to unrav-

el the mystery of who committed

the murder, the plot becomes

more involved. Each time Rhoden-

barr thinks she has pinpointed the
murderer, he winds up dead. The
mystery is lifted by the sparkle

of Rhodenbarr's bright blue eyes

that tells the audience ^at the

light has gon^n in Rhodenbarr's

mind. ' -^

With the help of Kirschman (^id

Frankie (Elizabeth Ruscio), Rho-

denbarr puts the screw to the

murderer; thus he ends up folding

under the pressure.

The comedy of Goldberg and
Goldthwait adds to the film's

overall excellence. The two of

them together will leave you in

tears. Goldberg's second film

"Jumpin* Jack Flash" also added

to this budding actress' fame.

The musical score by Sylvester

Levayt^dded to the spark and flash

of the film. Songs are performed

by such musical greats as The
Jacksons and Belinda Carlisle.

A note of interest, Michael
Nesmith from the '60s group The
Monkees appears in "Burglar."

He plays the cabbie that takes a

drunk Hefler home. Hefler tells^

him he looks like Elvis Presley and
to just keep driving around and
he will recognize his house when

'''Sar •

is definitely worth a W^^oSiKr^SJr-B^i^^^^^-^^^
trip toThemovie theat™. Do no. ^K -m^-Sl^S^S^
wait for this one to come out on *-"™'=^"y ^ ^ •^
cable.

"

***

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME 10
CALL YOUR RIRENTS?
a) When you're stuck in your room because

someone "pennied" your door.

b) When you spent oil yourmoney ploying

video gomesand you stiH have to iMiy books
for Developmental Psych.

c) When you just miss hearing their voices

and telling them what you've been doing*

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've been up to.

But you should call them anyway.

And when th^r ask where you were last night, tell them that you

always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of

AT&Ts high quality service and exceptional

value.

When they ask how your stud-

ies are going, remind them that

AT&T gives you immediate

credit if you dial a wrong
number.

And when they ask about

your plans for the weekend, note

that you can count on AT&T for

clear long distance connections.

And when, at last, the>' praise

you for using AT&T then—and only

then—you might want to mention those

Psych books.

..1^

-,3^''

The right choic&

^iMMIil

Apii>,19t7*TMeVXAMOVAW#Pag>23

haunts BroaiNfay
ByMARl^TANNACXmB

What woul4 you do If your

Metsed wtf^ roaMtfared in your

Xlg!^ room teveti yetri after her

4Mii8e? WooM yoii be thocked to

hear that it waihyour doing that

canted Ker return? And what if

ypu had ftinoe remarriad; would

yvKU tell your new wile of your

experienceB?.

It is predady these dilemmas

that are i#rn8ed wittingly in

Noel Cowafifs "Blithe Spirit,"

tliow appearing on Broadway atm Neil SifiKm Theatre in New
York. Directed by Brian Bedford,

'^Blithe S^t" carries with it

dicades cSf^'iuccess in Britain.

Undeniably iTcomedy clasak: in

the British stvle, the play boasts

a star-studded cast of both talent-

ed and entraining performers.

Ricbai^ Qjhamberlain, dashing as

alwtt^jhpdiadiatinguished lead

tMmAia, the poor husband
wbrrelrettllHy ^ods himself

with;tw^^!iiraM)ne dead and one
aliv^i li^-iipenda the duration of

thenay plagued by both.

The Mng question Charles'

sanity,and then later, upon believ-

ing his ghoetly encotmter to be

true, find fault in hia«QJoying the

presence of his former wife. The
deceased wife's intentions and
attitudes are not nearly as com-
plex; she merely wants him dead.

As Ruth, the loving and con-

cerned living wife, Judith Ivey is

brilliant in lending her talents to

the heavily satiric production. A
promising actress, Ivey seems to

be ctelving into juat about every

aspect of theentertainment world.

Most recently, she portrayed
Blanche in the Neil Simon film

^'Brighton Beach Memoirs" with

Blythe Danner, and she was also

seen in the ABC-TV movie "We
Are The Children" with Ted
Danson and AUy Sheedv.

Danner and Ivey work together

again in "Blithe Spirit," playing

the two wives of Chamberiain.
Blythe is Elvira, the carefree

deceased wife who breezes in and
out of Ruth and Charles' living

room as does the wind. Unlike the

wind, however, Elvira decides to

stay and win Charles' heart back,

and make it possible for the two
of them to be together forever by
killing Charles.

The fourth and final member of

the cast is a somewhat crazed but
oh-so-endearing old mystic. She
provides the powers of transmi-

gration to the cynical Ruth and
Charles, who secretly request her
services only for the purpose of

observation for a novel that Char-
les is attempting to write. They

certainly do not expect anything
of any consequence to occur dur-

ing their seance, atid are even less

confident in the powers of their

mediator, Madame Arcati.

Portrayed beautifully by Geral-

dine Page, Madame Arcati is the

epitome of the nickel fortune-

teller at the circus, but would be
offended at the comparison. She
is a serious mystic, confident in

her powers and eager to display

them.

Page has received numerous
film awards, including an Acade-
my Award for "The Trip to

Bountiful," as well as theatre

honors, among them a Tony
Award nomination for "Agnes of

God." She has been elected to The
Theatre Hall of Fame, making her

a legend in her own time.

The primary players are sup-

ported wonderfully by the pres-

ence of Edith, the dumpy, over-

achieving uncouth maid, who
nearly succeeds in stealing the

show out from under her unsus-

pecting colleagues. Everything
about the show is a success. The
costumes are beautifully done, the

set is absolutely breathtaking and
the sound is clear straight up to

the last row.

"Blithe Spirit" is a crowning
achievement in the art of satire.

The dialogue is crisp and clean,

never slowing for an instant. One
can hardly catch a breath, the

back-and-forth action is so quick.

You find yourself on the edge of

your seat, determined not to miss

a word or a glance or a gesture

from any of the virtuoso
performers.

"Blithe Spirit" is playing to

sold-out audiences in New York
for a limited time. If you have the

chance to be in the Big Apple

sometime soon, it is a must-see.

MmUence will find the 'Tin Men' made ofgold
ByELANA STARR

Screenwriter Barry Levinson
made his auspicious directorial

dd>ut in 1961 with the acclaimed

comedy "Diner," about a gang of

friends on the brink of adulthood

in. Baltimore, circa 1959. It was
an autobkigraphical work, featur-

ing characters who were compo-
sites of Levinson 's own buddies

from the same era.

Levinson then went on to much
different projects, directing "The
Natural" and "Young Sherlock

Holmes." With "Tin Men," how-
ever, Levinson returns to his

hometown and comes up with a

resounding success.

The time is 1963, just a few
years later, but this new film is

not a sequel to "Diner." It is a

thoroughly American movie, ex-

ploring both the climb up the

ladder of success that often in-

volves cutthroat competition,
deceitful practkres and male bond-
ing. The men's problems on the
domestic front are also portrayed.

Two wheeling-dealing "tin
men" are prominently featured:

Bill "B.B." Babowsky, a sUck,
satorially splendid ladies' man
(Richard Dreyfuss) and Ernest
Tilley (Danny DeVito), a harried,

rumpled conniver. When their

Cadillacs collide, the two become
enmeshed in a nasty imbroglio.

Seeking revenge, B.B. bashes in

the headlights on Tilley's car,

then Tilley smashes the windows
on B.B.'s. It is a logical next step

for B.B. to seduce Tilley's belea-

gured wife, Nora, employing the
same smooth patter he uses to sell

siding. After all, B.B. refers to his

beloved automobile^s "she;" Nora
is just another female possession

to him, at least at first.

While the storyline never fal-

ters, Levinson's deftly realized

script is the real jewel. Levinson
has an unerring ear and makes
the viewer feel as though he or

she is eavesdropping on actual

conversations in a bar or a locker

room. As in "Diner," these seem-
ingly mundane talks take place

mostly at the Pels Point diner, a
male bastion (except for Florence,

the surly waitress).

The young guys in '"Diner"
debated whether Sinatra or Ma-
this provided the best make-out
music. In "Tin Men," television

dominates the devastatingly fun-

ny shmoozing: the relative nierits

of Senor Wences, who appears
regulariy on "The Ed Sullivan

Show" and the sexual proclivities

of the Cartwright clan from "Bo-

nanaza. (By the way, as an "in"

joke, when B.B. seduces Nora,

Sinatra is crooning in the

background.)

Also like "Diner," "Tin Men"
is a highly autobiographical film.

In the first film, we learn a lot

about Levinson's boyhood pals.

To make "Tin Men," Levinson
stole a few things from his early

family life. His own father, for

example, was a tin man. And a

scene where a "victim" signs up
for aluminum siding, thinking her

home will be pictured in Life

Magazine, was shot at Levinson's
childhood abode.

"Tin Men" is the latest in an
unfailing string of critical and
commercial hits from Disney's

Touchstone Studios. (Other block-

busters over the past 15 months
include "Down and Out in Beverly

Hills," "Ruthless People" and
"Outrageous Fortune.") The peo-

ple in charge at Disney have
wisely gathered together an en-

semble group of fine actors, much
the way Woody Allen has. Thus,
"Tin Men" is the third Touch-
stone film for DeVito and the

second for Dreyfuss.

The two may have been scene-

stealers in the past, but here their

acting is realistic and first-rate.

Barbara Hershey holds her own
as Nora, and J.T. Walsh is very

good as Tilly's bland-faced boss

who, unlike the other "tin men,"
eschews liquor for milk, belying

his slimy interior. (If he looks

familiar, perhaps it is because he

played a similar role in "Glengarry

Glen Ross," David Mamet's Pu-

litzer prize-winning play.)

"Tin Men" is a superb film, not

to be missed. Let us hope that

Touchstone continues to produce
films of this caliber.

I

Following a ttemingly harmless interrx^tion
of light on his flight back from Spring Break,
Sherman has inexplicably gone from barely
casting a shadov to out-muscling Arnold
Schirannegger. Last ireek. as you may
remember, Sherm iras so shocked by this

revelation that he asked a fellov student
Itor a pinch... onlyto be sure that he "was

really avake, of course.Velt if that last

episode didn't tm-nenre Sherm, this ^week's

[irill - he meets ihe^gtiy"vho did this to

and no it wasn't me!

I

ycNicc
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GREEK WEEK
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.

April NtZK
1 2 p.m. -^ Volleyball— Jake Nevin Field House

•

Sun., April 5
- Jake Nevin Field House
Corr Chapel
Turf

1 2 p.m. — Volleyball Fjnals -

1 2:30 p.m. — Greek Mass -

4 p.m. — Obstacle Course -

Mon., Apra 6 - LETTERS DAY!
4 p.m. — Fun Games~ Sheehan Beach
6:30 p.m. — Swimming and Boat Races— duPont Pool

Tues., April 7
3:30 p.m. — 6-man Relay— Track

7 p.m. — Hot Shots— Butler Annex -

Wed., April 8 - PIN DAY!
4 p.m. — Team Triathlon— Begins at duPont Pool

7:30 p.m. — Arm Wrestling— Connelly Center— Belle Air Terrace

Thurs., April 9

\

1 2:45 - 1 :30 p.m. — Greek Lunch— Pie Shop
3 p.m. — Chariot Races— Moms Estates

7 p.m. — Greek God and Goddess Contest— Jake Nevin F.H.

Fri., April 10

GREEKWEEK T-SHIRT DAY!
3 p.m. — Tug-of-War— Sheehan Beach (Refreshments Provided)

Sat., April 11
1 2 p.m. — Softball— Morris Estates

7 p.m. — Greek Banquet— Conestoga Mill

\
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By PATRICIA McGOLDRICK

Ufe, Love, and Pain
Club Nouveau
Wamer Brothers

The cover of, Club Nouveau's
album reids: "Club Nouveau
formerly of a different club. Now
a better club. Jhe New Club."
Timex Social Clujbi i$ ,back better

than ever witha new name under
a bigger labor <^ Glub'Nouveau
is now backed by Warner
Brothers.
Club Nouveau consists of Mar-

cus Thompson, Michael Marshall,

Valerie Watson and Alex Hill. All

of their songs are produced, ar-

ranged and mixed by Jay King,

Thomas McElroy and Denzil
Foster.

No matter what your musical

taste may be, Club Nouveau's new
album is worth a listen. Life, Love

and Pain really covers all the

bases, which the title suggests.

You may say: "I don't rap, I

don't funk, I don't jam, I just want
to rock-and-roll." Well, you have

no idea what you are missing.

CySSIFIED

iWEftTISIIlHi

^ Summer Employment
sH0elivery helper. Muet be
physically able to work lots
of overtime (Including week-
«»nds). 644-3555.

3¥anted: Lifeguard. Main Line
3Wim Club, Mem. Day-Labor
Day. Call after 6 p.m., 688-
5740.

GiveClub Nouveau's latest release

_a chance.
^ /^Lean on Me'* is the album's

latestjeleaae that is climbing the

Top 40 charts. "Lean on Me*" is

the new jam remake to this old

hit. Swallowing your pride and
showing compassion toward oth-

ers is an important message music
needs to say.

"Situation #9" is a upbeat High-

Tech- tune. It involves a conver-

HfMil It €MIM fo IMs

ilbiiiii^ ifondt AMMste,

db Mf fee (fee list one

M yarn bhek to Join

lire dub—Club Mouvemi

sation between a man who is

stuck in a rut from his lavish

Hollywood lifestyle and a girl who
is giving advice: "Boy, you need
some help."

Much like Timex Social Club's

"Rumours," "Jealousy" has the

same rhythm and beat. Its love

theme reiterated "I don't need
jealousy — I don't want the bad
talk about me."
A song which will surely be

hitting the top is "Why you Treat

me 80 Bad." As with all the songs

on the album, it has an interesting

commercial beginning. In addition

to the conversation held in "Si-

tuation #9," "Why you Treat me
so Bad" aj^gues who is really being

hurt in their relationship: "He's
• still in love with her. She's sorry

she hurt him but he was playing

games."
"Let Me Go" is the lone ballad

of the album. Although this is a
single effort, it is one of the best

that I have heard in a long time.

It is true to life and not aU peaches
and cream: "If you want my love

tell me so pr let me go."

From the "life" theme of the

album, we have the song "Prom-
ises, Promises." This rap song
talks of the many broken promises
in life. They mention President

Reagan, President Gorbachev,
welfare checks and prisoners.

"Heavy on My Mind" reveals

the depth of a person's love for

another: "I try not to think of you
but I can't seem to see it through."

Power 99's Jeff Minio comment-
ed "Not many albums have three

hits all at one time. It's a great

album."
The prices you pay for albums

today make you hesitate on your
decisions. Is it really worth it?

When it comes to this album, do
not hesitate, do not be the last one
on your block to join the club —
Club Nouveau.

s'

IHENOIDrOUr

Construction Opportunities
Ass't. Superintendents,
Ass't. Project Engineers.
Conti Construction Co., inc.,

specializing In road, bridge &
util. constr. offers excellent

opportunities for aggressive
indiv. qualifying for above
pos. Pos. offer exciting clial-

lenge, endless opportunities
for advancement. Salaries
commensurate w/exper. Call

(201)561-7800.

Student rentals available.

Apartments, duplexes and
houses, all sizes and prices.

Call now for information:

To¥vn Rentals Inc., 630-9110,

fee.

eA
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Cheap date

atit6-M22

, b0l* 34 p«m.

Present this coupon to receive a complete dinner

for two--a smaH two-item pizza and two 16 oz.

bottles of Colts*—fbr only $7.20 (You supply the

candles.)

One coupon per pizza, hiot good with any other

offer. Includes ret)ate of sales tax if applicable. Our
drivers carry lessthan $20.00. Limited delivery area.

Expires: 4/9/87

293-0980
e 126 W. Lancaaler. Wayne

ViXANCMk
kw.
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AHman malies a
By JIM WOOD

Gregg Allman is. by virtue of

name and background, an artist

whose musical dfforts will not be

forgotten by those inclined toward

Southern rock, although he has

produced some very forgettable

music since 1979.

The Gregg Allman Band's new
album, I'm No Angtl, marks
somewhat of a comeback for

Allman, as it comes in the wake
of a period of eight years in which

his only album was a lame 1962

duet with his k>ng-time lover

Cher, called i4//maiiaiu/ Woman.

Enough about the negative in

Allman's past because his new
album is pretty good. Produced

and engineered with a very clean

and trendy sound by .38 Special

CLUSSIFra

For Sale
Newly renovated two-bdrm.
condo at Radnor House.
Graduating — must selll Se-
rious Inquiries only! Call 527-
3754.

Valet Drivers — Expanding
valet parking co. seeks valet

drivers for Radnor Country
Club. Day/evening shifts

avail. t/PT, salary ^ tips!

Ability to drive stick-shift

and valid drivers license a

must. Contact Mrs. White
ASAP: 563-3336.

Have the summer of your life

and get paid for It!! Be a
counselor at one of the top
brother/sister camps tn

America. In the Poconos,
June 24-Aug. 20. Counselor
po8. avail, in many activities:

rocketry, arts and crafts,

photography, rock and rope
climbing, computer, canoe,
sailing, tennis, water sports

(W.S.I.>. Call 800/533-CAiyiP

or write: 407 Benson East,

Jenklntown, PA 19046.

Affordable Introduction Ser-

vice. Meet students from
other area colleges. Person-
alized senfice offers one-on-
one matches, plus personal-

ized baclcground Information.

Memberships from $25. Send
BASE to 717-F56, Station

Ave., Bensalem, PA 19020.

Spring Break 1988
Chairpeople positions. Appli-
cations available in Vlllanova

Union Office on Friday, April

3. Applications due Thurs.,

April 9 at noon. Interviews

held April 10, 13, 14. Apply
now!

\

Summer Jobs Available

Earn up to $500/wk. -*- through

telemaricetlng plan w/Fuller

Brush. Learn valuable sMils

in marketing, communica-
tions and business. Leam
more at info session, MON-
DAY, APRIL 6 in Bryn Mawr
Room at 4 pjn or 5 p^.
(caaiaal attife).

producer/ Rodney Mills, it is the

kind of music that does Allman's

namejustke, althoughsomesongs
get hoggtd down in a .38 Special*

type sound.

As /'m iVd Ang^ is The Gregg
Allman Band's first charted,

commercially successful track, it

seems a shame that it was not

written by anyone in the band.

Looking beyond the title track,

other assorted names on the

album include Martin Briley and
the ever popular Don Johnson,

who sings a couple of verses on

Side Two. Allman penned six of

the 10 songs on the albitfD, two
by himself and four with Allman
Bros. Band graduates, ''Danger-

ous*^ Dan Toler and his brother

David "Frankie** Toier, who are

currently with The Gregg Allman
Band as well.

Tracking through Side One,

^- '4

that dassk: Allman vocal sound

permeates the neo-Southero pio-

ductkm. MeUowing a bit with sge,

Alhnan aemrcbes for *'Evldenceof

luQNp,** and sings m a mode com-

bining tecKnokMucal el^nce
with roe dassk SDuthem sound

that will be ci interest to kmr
term Alhnan Bros. Band listeners.

Side Two offers more of that

deaned-upSouthem-esque sound,

opening with "Can't Keep Run-
ning/' and up-tempo track in

which the productkm becomes an
important element. Further
throi«h the skle, "Don't Want
You No More" moves with the

shuffle type arrangement that

was Allman Bros, standard fare.

There are also a couple of stower,

bluesy songs that will appeal to

thosefond ofAllman Bros, ballads,

namdy. "Faces With No Names,"
and "It's Not My Cross to Bear."

OlalOeo oftencontmplated whedierli^^

fomubforthe bestway in the world to brewb^
was also the best waylnrthe universe.

In a littkkiu)«»lootni9tet(Vurn

Galileo's busy career as inventor,

physicist, and astronomer, itwas

also discovered that he was an ex-

pert on beer and its relationships

to the universe. "The Macfinan,"

as Galileo was known to friends,

scientifically conduded during in-

depth taste tests that Lowenbrau's

Bavarian supervision, plus the

richness of Bavarian hops brewed

[' fresh and smooth, was truly the

bestway in the worid to brew beer.

IVagk^, Galileo's findings

were defrayed in what is now

known as the "Big Lowenbrau

Bash of 159a" at which his soon-

to-be-fonnergiilfiiend, Sophie,

spilled beer aO over the recoids.

Lucidly, by conductingyour own

taste tests with Loweiirau today,

you'll realize what Galileo did

hundreds ofyears ago. .. it's die

bestway inthe y^orld tb brew beer.

ThisWorld Calls

forLoweidbratL
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By SYLVIA DESANTIS

Wpiid SkutYomf
JttlianCope

bland Records

^/!*^
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Julian Cope makes a sharp

entrance intotherock mainstream
with his debut EP, World Shut

Yomr Mouth. 1>0u^h containing

only five tracks, thisfiini-album

combines some great ^musical

techniques with original instru-

nilental achievements.
Side One begins with his title

track, "World Shut Your Mouth."
This song takra a resentful stand

against everyone in general, as

Cope essentially seems to be

saying. "Won't you just leave me
along?"
Cope seems tired ofdealing with

aggravations and breaks his train

of thought with a brief but pow-

erful guitar solo. Musically, this

song does not drift far from a

traditional rock sound with its

quality combinations of a basic

drum, bass and electric guitars.

"Levitation," the other track on

Side One, has a different consis-

tency and rhythm to it. The
dissonant guita)* chords prevalent

throughout provide an almost

punk aura. The listener is never

quite certain whether the "levita-

tion" (or lack of it) he experiences

Persoials

AttractNe, Ncie-oyes, blond

h9lr, 99nlor nune and active

"snapg^ar" looking for anar-

gatic, athlatic and aincara

mala to apand aoma caaual

thrta with. Call Kata at 527-

1798 (aarioua man naad only

raapond).

Tommy, ^

TTiMtt for t)alng my buddy!
It'aaonlcatobalo¥ad.lhopa
your waakand la graat— you
daaarva a graat tima! I lova
you!

Lova,

Chanka

TowhomltmaycoTKam,
Statlaticaahow that thamoat
dangafoua thna todrtvalall
p.m. to 3 «.m. ba^tuaa of
drunk drivara. Vlllanova Safa-
ridaa, Friday and Saturday
nighta, 1 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

VIHanova Safaridaa,

645-4455

To Karan, Kim, KathI, Kally,

Patrtca, Uaa, Nancy, Cdrolyn
— aXa, tha Ghia of Bloom-
Ingdala Ava, — / can faal It

In tha akr tonight ^ again —
ma&t at tha train atatton Sat
mght "aftar houra."

Phil Colllna

Mfaon,
Qatraadyfor tha baat vvaak-

anddyour ll§a,a¥vaatlalAnd
plaaaa, don't forgat tha Tah-
nian Formulal

Lova,

comes from the vm and downs of

everyday lifelike his forever

proMematic femide companions)
or an awe-inspiring trip from
some nebulous drug.

It is reasonable to assume Cope
has more of the latter in mind
when he sings, "Heading for the

ceiling, I'm op on the fkwr; shoot-

ing my hmixons, the others made
the score."

Side Two begins with an ener-

getic jump into "Umpteenth Un-
natural Blues." An overwhelming
bongo beat eventually turns into

a comical parody with a very
unhappy Cope pleading, "Help
me, please . .

." He encounters

daily a combination of his hard-

to-please girlfriend, a desperate

loneliness and his inability to do
anything right, poor guy.

I felt more than a little lost

listening to. "Non Alignment
Pact." Though this track is rea-

sonably good, it is not really

original, nor is it the type of tune
strong enough to carry such a
short B-side. It relies on a basic

beat, not unlike most good rock

tunes of the '80s, but his lyrics

are vague and a little boring.

We never actually find out what
exactl)( is in this pact, but one
thing is for certain — any girl he
dates will be signing it. The last

track of the EP, "Transporting,"

exceeds anything modem musi-

cians have dared to place on a

debut album in a long time.

"Transporting" is essentially an

arrangement of carefully placed

noises, giving a definite punk,

almost pseudoevil ending to the

album. The first sounds are in-

comprehensible, but eventually

disclose themselves as something

of a volcanic rumbling in an echo

chamber.
After that drowns itself out,

there is an eerie whine, almost like

something you would experience

while credits were rolling on^a
second-rate science fiction movie.

This is enhanced with some
help from Cope's electric clavio-

line, not any small accomplish-

ment. The sounds slowly dissolve

into, you guessed it, something of

a mixture between screaming
dolphins and whales in pain.

Next appears a loudly mum-
bling man, conjuring memories of

•'Revolution No. 9." The voice

draws to a short chant (no, not

a howling Yoko Ono), becomes
distorted and then abruptly ends.

This song appears as a large risk,

but actually does keep the listener

interested. Aside from a steady

electric drum beat, you can never

imagine what is coming up next,

though the uncertainty gives it

the greatest appeal.

Overall, Cope does a great job

with this album.

WKVU

Weekly Top 20

1. CLUB NOUVEAU "Lean On Me"
2. BEASTIE BOYS "The New Style"
3. BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox"
4. THE THE "Infected"
5. BILLY IDOL "Don't Need a Gun"
6. LOS LOBOS "Shakin' Shakin* Shakes"
7. RUN-DMC "It's Tricky"
8. PSYCHEDEUC FURS "Heartbreak Beat"
9. XTC "Earn Enough For Us"

10. SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES "This Wheel's On Fire"
11. MADONNA "U Isla Bonita"
12. PAUL SIMON "Graceland"
13. THE BARBUSTERS "Light of Day"
14. BEASTIE BOYS "Brass Monkey"
15. LOU GRAMM "Midnight Blue"
16. U2 "With Or Without You"
17. CYNDI LAUPER "What's Going On"
18. WORLD PARTY "Ship Of Fools"
19. CUTTING CREW "Died In Your Arms"
20. PAULLEKAKIS "Boom Boom"
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college credit you'll ever get
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You are cordiaHy invited to attend the

Philadelphia Debut

Orchestra
INCONCERT

PREMIERE PERFORMANCE
APRIL4

at

8:30

duPont Pavilioiv
»»^

Tickets: M 2.50
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Students: ^5
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"^Open Housed
Wednesday,

2p«ni.

April 8, 1987
to 5l>«ni*

Visit the Rare Boole Room • See our interesting demonstrations

Sign up for a free Computer Sear^ * Enter our drawing

Amneaty Day - RctMra all ovbtAm baoka hmt\ 9-5 • AptU 8 will ka fergtoaa.

FALVEY LIBRARY

wins 400tli game
By SHANA LYNCH

,
In the past mofUhthe ViUanova

fiigby team 1^ accomplished

imy "firsts" for the 28-ycarokl

lb. The team toured Irebnd
ing Spring Break, returning

home to clash with a fiesty Cath-

die University squad and last

weekend travelled to Hofstra
University for the first round of

4ie E.R.U. Collate Playoffs.

The opening match of the 1967

ailing season was against the

Okl^Crescent R.F.C. of Limerick.

Qkle Crescent is an exceptional

team, and they handed Villanova

a k)psided 32S loss, with Mike

McMorrow acoring the 4one try,

and Nfike luxms completing the

conversion.

Travelling to County Cork to

meet up with the Dolphin R.F.C.

was next on the agenda. The
Wildcats took an early lead on
^uck Reitme^'s try and Tim
Whelaii*B kick, but eventually lost

thehard fbugKt match, 15-9.

However, with Coach Brian
Fischer's "Dream Team" suited

up for Saturday's match in

County Galway versus the Corin-

thian R.F.C., 'Nova looked ready
for an upset. Villanova took an
early lead, with Whelan's foot

providing two penalty kicks.

GregNoone burst over the try

Une for the first try and Cark)
DiNota punched over the second
try. Whelan (four for five kkking)
capped the day with yet another
penalty kick, for the final score

of 19-7, giving Villanova their first

international victory.

Back in the states, Villanova set

out to show Catholic University

what they learned abroad. With
excellent loose play and team-
work, the WildcatsA team cleaned

up, 16-0. Tries came from scrum-
half Ken Justice, fly-half Noone,
fullback Whelan and wing-
forward DiNota.

The B team also won with a
shutout, 14-0, with Curly Galino
leading the way with two tries.

But it was the unselfish style of

play by Pat Donahoe that earned
' him the game's MVP.

With this victory, the Villanova
Rugby Club reached its 400th club
win since 1959, a landmark for the
University's rugby program.
The team's third "first" of the

month came with its win over
Hofstra University in their playoff

match. The A team was sparked
early on by a perfectly executed
play by the wing, that launched
Whelan into the try zone.

Hofstra came back to tie the
score and appeared to be on a roll,

until Villanova's low rucking and
brilliant loose play payed off with
Mike Burke scoring his firstA side

try. 'Nova clinched the victory

with Justice's try and Whelan's
conversion.

The B side played an inspiring

match, as they lead most of the
match, 6-3, on Keith Donahoe's
try, but were scored upon with
only 4:30 remaining.

Never givmg up, Brian Cogs
came out to lead the team on the
attack, and, with 30 seconds left,

Chris Hillman tallied the winning
try. Joe McGrady hit the next to

impossible conversion with a
perfect kick, to end the scoring,
12-9.

Wildcat crew remains afloat on Schuylldll
By KAREN THOMA

Villanova crew last week met
a tough crew from Lafayette
College for a series of races on the

Schuylkill River. Both the wom-
en's and men's crew fielded a

npmber ofboats. The women also

f^ced boats from Temple Univer-

sity and St. Joe's.

lost a tough meet to Temple in the

eight race, though they finished

well ahead of Lafayette's novices.

The novice women were able to

claim a convincing victory in the

fours competition.

The men's novices met with
more success, easily fending off

Lafayette's challenges in the eight
race and the heavy four race.

In the novice races, the women in the varsity competition.

Villanova's women were faced

with stiff opposition in the eight

race, losing to Temple by about

three-fourths of a boat. The heavy
four also finished just behind

Lafayette's four in their race.

The women's lightweight four

^easily won its challenge against

a StJoe's light four. Karen Lovett,

the boat's coxswain, commented,
"We had a really nice race, the

boat moved well and everyone

swung together."

Stroke Sally Poliwada added,

"It's difficult to find competition

in the lightweight women's cate-

gories, so we were really looking

forward to this race today."

The day was capped off nicely

by wins from the varsity men.
Taking the eight and the junior
varsity eight divisions convinc-
ingly, the varsity avenged earlier

losses in the four and lightweight

four categories.

Last week's competition should
provide an excellent warm-up for

this weekend's racing. The banks
of the Schuylkill will be crowded,
as Villanova is scheduled to meet
crews, from Williams College,
University of Virginia, Drexel
University, Stockton State,
Franklin and Marshall and
Connecticut.

SpringBreak
< 19881

^t*- Chairperson

lible April 3

iU{^|(pril 9 at 1 2 p.in.)

Connet the Union Office

for more Information.

APPLYMOWl

If you are searching for hitfUlment,

we Invite you toJoin us.We are the

Cdunnhan Fathers. CothoHc mis-

rionaiy prieils, tervirtg the poor

and the little ones In twdve Third

Woffcl counlrtes.

Student Government
is looking for an

Editor in
Chief

for the 1987 ' 88

Villaaova University
Directory

All students are

welcome to

apply In the

Office of

Student

Government
(204 Dougherty)

by

ApriMO.

ing wofic we dOb andyourpoMftii
pole In it. piMM wfte Ik Fnhv

FaMnm Boc 125* Fiifwniit,
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Award winning publishers of 1 4 publi-

cations offer telephone sales positions

in our International Trade Division. We
are looking for enterprising students

with good speaking voices. Introduc-

tory training program offered. Excel-

lent chance for advancement after

graduation in a variety of publishing ac-

tivities—ad sales, writing, etc. Hourly

salary plus commission.

oflfe Aneifeaa PuhliffMBQ Company
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Wildcats steal two from Hoyas
By JOHN G. RICCO

The Villanova baseball team
ran their record to 16-8, winning
five out of six games last week.
Led by Rafael Novoa and Gary

Scott, the Wildcats recorded vic-

tories early in the week over St.

Joe's, West Chester and LaSalle

and then traveled south to take

two of three from Big East rival

Georgetown. The Georgetown
series marked the team's first

conference games of the season

and left Villanova with a 2-1 Big

East record.

Novoa, a sophomore pitcher/

outfielder went 9-22 for the week
with two home runs, eight RBIs
and nine runs scored. He also

recorded his fifth win against no
defeats last Saturday.

Scott, a freshman third base-

man, hit four homers and drove
in 17 runs.

The 'Cats traveled to St. Jo-

seph's on March 24 to face the

Hawks in a game that was called

for darkness after seven innings.

After a single run in the first

inning and three in the second,

Villanova broke the game open
with a five-run third. Novoa had
the big hit with a two-out, two-

run homer.
Starting pitcher Steve Priano

was cruising along until the
fourth inning when St. Joe's

exploded. After the Hawks had
touched the freshman up for five

runs, Rob McPartland came in to

try and put out the fire. Though

St. Toe's scored two more runs,

McPartland was able to finally set

the Hawks down, and 'Nova es-

caped with a 9-7 lead.

In the fifth inning, sophomore
Scott Marks (3-1) replaced McPar-
tland and went the rest of the way
for the win. Marks yielded only

two hits and struck out three in

shutting out St. Joe's in the final

three innings.

Villanova picked up insurance

runs in the fifth, sixth and seventh

to beat the Hawks, 12-7.

On March 25, the 'Cats hosted

West Chester for the club's second

meeting of the season. In the first

contest, the Wildcats were victor-

ious, 11-7, and this game produced
similar results. 'Nova scored six

first inning runs and four in the

fifth en route to a 13-10 win.

Starter Mike Schick (2-1) got

the victory with relief help from
Bob Coia and Marks. Offensively,

Mike Wismer hit two homers and
Scott hit a three-run shot and
drove in six for the 'Cats.

Villanova visited LaSalle on
March 26 and came away with

their fourth straight victory,

defeating the Explorers 18-9 in six

innings. Wismer started and
pitched only three and two-thirds

innings, but picked up his first

victory this year nonetheless.

The Wildcats erupted for 11

runs in the third and scored three

more in the fourth to put LaSalle

away. Scott had another big day,

hitting two out of the park and
driving in five. Marc Alderfer also

homered, a sok> shot to lead off

the fifth as Villanova banged out

11 hits in total.

Last weekend Villanova tra-

veled down to Georgetown to play

a double'header Saturday and a

single game on Sunday.
Ingame one, Novoa got the start

and went all nine innings for the

victory, giving up just three runs

on seven hits. At the plate, Novoa
helped his own cause by hitting

his team-leading seventh round-

tripper, a three-run shot in the

sixth.

Scott, however, had the big hit

of the game. With one out in the

top of the ninth and the score tied

3-3, he blasted a three-run homer,

his sixth of the season, to give the

'Cats their 6-3 win.

In game two, the Wildcats' five-

game winning streak came to an
end as Georgetown triumphed, 11-

8. The Hoyas used an eight-run

third inning to gain their sixth

victory of 1987.

Villanova quickly rebounded
from the defeat, however, and
beat the Hoyas, 7-5, on Sunday.

Sean Grady went eight innings to

get the win, and Bob McCreary
picked up his first save of the year

in relief.

The Wildcats, down 4-0 going

into the sixth, came up with four

runs to tie, two on a double by
Wismer. After a scoreless seventh,

the 'Cats scored three more in the

eighth to secure their 16th win.

Villanova is home for a three-

game series this weekend against

Women's SoftballmHkfeated
By KIMBERLY BROGUE

This past Sunday the women's
Softball team traveled to New
York's Long Island University to

take a shot at winning a double-

header. The Wildcats not only

tried, but they succeeded in beat-

ing L.I.U. twice under the Sunday
sun.

The Wildcats took the lead in

the first inning, but gave up an

unearned run in the bottom of the

first to allow L.I.U. to tie the score.

In the second inning, Villanova

scored two runs and remained

ahead for the remainder of the

game. The matchup was basically

defensive, and no more runs were

scored until the top of the seventh

inning when the Wildcats put up

two runs to put the icing on the

cake.

The winning pitcher was fresh-

man Kristina Branca, whom after

two games, has an incredible 0.00

earned run average. Sophomore
left fielder Mindy Kahn went 2-

4 with one home run and three

RBIs. Senior captain Ellen Miades
went 1-2 with one double and two
RBIs.

The second game found Villan-

ova on the other side of the coin.

The Wildcats fell behind, 1-0, in

the first inning. They came back
and tied the game in the top of

the second only to give up three

runs in the bottom of the same
inning and fall behind, 4-1.

The Wildcats changed the mo-
mentum of the game in the top

of the third by scoring five runs

and taking the lead, 6-4. The
Wildcats then took control of the

game defensively as well, by not
allowing L.I.U. to score for the

remainder of the contest.

The 'Cats added two runs in the

top of the fifth inning for a final

score of 8-4.

Kahn had another outstanding
performance at the plate, going 3-

4 with a double and two RBIs.

Freshman Jill Karpinsky also

went 3-4 and totalled two triples

and three RBIs.

The winning pitcher was Karyn
Lodise, who had two earned runs
scored against her. Lodise went 2-

2 at the plate.

The Wildcats are undefeated so

far this season and will host
Glassboro State University on
Sullivan field tomorrow at 1 p.m.

I

I
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*The General," Buster Keaton's
silent slapstick comedy about a Confed-

erate man in pursuit of his two loves,

will be shown in the Connelly Center

Cinema this week. Shows will be April

12 at 3:30 and 7 p.m. and April 13 at

7 p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for students

and senior citizens, and $3 for the

general public.

Following the Monday evening show-

ing of "The General," Christopher

Sharrett, a Villanova alumnus currently

teaching at Sacred Heart University in

Connecticut, will lead a discussion:

"The Gaze of the Frontiersman." The
discussion will be held in the Wayne
Room of the Connelly Center.

P««r Counselor
Positions
Availobio
The Career Development Center is

accepting applications for the 1987-88

school year for the position of peer

counselor. The position has great
leadership potential and will enable
students to gain valuable experience in

the career field. Interested students may
pick up more information and an
application at the Career Development
Center, or call Dave Leibig at ext. 4060.

Application deadline is April 24, 1987.

Conimuiiicatens
Club

Attention all communication art^

majors: You are invited to attend a

lecture given by the witty morning show
team of VfZZO radio Marc Devine and
Tim Scott on April 23 at 4 p.m. in the

Bryn Mawr li^oom. All aspiring "DJs"
are encouraged to attend.

Diroctory

We are looking for an editor in chief

for the 1987-88 Villanova University

Directory. Pick up an application and
sign up for an interview sometime
today. The Office of Student Govern-

ment is 204 Dougherty.

Lofs DaiKO
The Villanova Dance Ensemble will

perform Dance Concert '87 on April 11

at 8 p.m. at the Haverford School on
Lancaster Avenue. A shuttle bus will

leave Bartley Circle at 10 min. intervals

starting at 7:10 p.m. For ticket info, call:

645-7214 or 645-7262. Come and bring

a friend to our best concert ever!

Opon Study WkXOm
Worluiio|ts

Dr. Ed Reilly , reading and study skills

counselor, invites all students interested

in increased academic performance to

attend an open workshop. Each week
the workshop will focus on the concerns

of the participants, which typically

include topics such as time manage-

ment, self-motivation, effective study

techniques and exam preparation. A
workshop will be held each Wednesday
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. and each Thursday
from 3-4 p.m. in the Counseling Center,

106 Corr Hall, every week for the

remainder of the semester. No appoint-

ment is necessary. Plan to drop in.

Assistance available for off-campus
housing spring and fall semester 1M7.
Contact Father Farsad, advisor for olf-

campus residents in 207 Dougherty.
Phone:645-7209.

UsImts Ito^d^d
Anyone interested in working as an

usher for Baccalaureate Mass and
Commencement (May 16 and 17), as

well as during Senior Week, please sign

up in the Villanova Student Union

Office, Connelly Center.

SmslifaMiDay

Sunshine Day volunteers, please

remember to meet us at St. Mary's Gym
tomorrow morning at the time sche-

duled for you in the letter sent to your

committee. (One-to one volunteers

please be on time at 10 a.m. so children

will find volunteers waiting for them

when they arrive.)

Rocli-n-Roll

Villanova University presents its

sixth annual "Battle of the Bands" on

April 25 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the

Kennedy Mall. Come ready to dance and

cheer!

Armenian CIvb
There will be an Armenian Club

meeting on April 14 in the West Lounge

of Dougherty Hall from 3-4 p.m. All

must attend.

All "WICI" members, the VCR raffle

drawing date has been changed from
April 1 to May 1. All members continue

to see your tickets so we can get some
kind of treasury for next year.

dMorloading
Yryouts

Help create that Villanova spirit at

athletic games. Special Olympics, and
more! Tryouts for cheerleading <male
and female) and mascot will occur on
April 26, 19>87 from 9-4 p.m. Mandatory
Clinics take place on April 22, 23 and
24 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. Pick up applica-

tions in Student Activities.

Oot idoccrtod
Amnesty International of Villanova

will be at tables in the Connelly Center
on April 13. The tables will be largely

educational and will address the death
penalty issue. There will also be mate-

rials for letter writing to state repre-

sentatives to express opposition to the

death penalty. Everyone is welcome to

stop by, and Amnesty members are

eager to debate the issue calmly if

anyone wishes to do so.

Pivo-Miio WailK
The Amnion Crisis Pregnancy Cen-

ter's Annual Five-Mile Walk for Life will

be on April 25 (rain date May 2) at the

Eastern Collie athletic track in St.

David's. For information and details,

call 525-1557. There will be free bab-

ysitting and T-shirts for participants.

Yes, there will also be clowns.

A discussion group for Catholic
students wishing to understand more
about their faith, and for non-CathoUc
students Itatereated in letming about
the church. Bring your friends —
Conducted by Fr. Ray Jackaon every
Tuaaday 7'.a0 p.m. in Campua Miniatry
Center. St. IUtA;altoll.

Cvrtls InstHwt*

On April 10 at 8 p.m., the world"

famous Curtis Institute of Music is

holding a concert, including music by
Strauss, Wagner and Schubeit. It is

k)cated on Ri^tenhouse Square in Phi-

ladelphia. Afterwards, plans may in-

clude a visit to the International House
at the University of Pennsylvania for

a party. Anyone interested should
contact Professor Hawrysz, moderator
of the German Society in the languages
department in St. Thomas Hall.

PodKOf^Bliilards
CIvb
Announcing a meeting for the newest

club to come to Villanova. A chance to

meet other players, to enter tourna-

ments, to get pointers on your game and
much more. So, come to the meeting on
April 13 at 5 p.m. in the East Lounge
of Dougherty Hall. If unable to attend

or if you have any questions, call Bob
orjim at 527-7158.

Dancers
Dancers are needed for the kick line

of the Villanova Twirlers. Will perform

at football and basketball halftimes! If

interested, contact Denise — Room 124

Sheehan, or attend informational meet-

ing April 27, at 4 p.m. in Room 124

Sheehan.

ttodoiiff
•ovornMont
Head one of Student Government's

five departments: academic affairs,

internal affairs, external affairs, budg-

etary affairs or public relations or

become a member of one of the Univer-

sity Senate standing committees or

Board of Trustees committees. Just

come up to our office (204 Dougherty)

and ask how you can.

Baton Ywiriing
Want to get involved? Become a part

of football and basketball halftimes! —
Become a Villanova Twirler! All

dancers, baton twirlers, even beginners

welcome! If interested, contact Denise
— 525-9423 — Room 124 Sheehan or

attend informational meeting April 27
at 4 p.m. in Room 124 Sheehan. Join

the fun!

HoiyWooli
Rotrocrt

You are invited to become part of a
planning team for the Holy Week
Retreat which will begin on April 15 and
end on April 17. The retreat will take
place at Kirkridge Retreat House in the
Pocono Mountains overlooking the
Delaware Water Gap. If you are inter-

ested, please contact Beth Hassel in

Campus Ministry, St. Rita's Hall. Call
645-4080.

ConcMTt
WWWWMWWWTW
On May 2, the Kencrest Centers for

mentally retarded children and adults
will sponsor a fund raising concert in

the Dupont Pavilion. The concert will

showcase five popular groups from the
eariy rock-and-roll era. Vohinteers are
needed to serve as ushers. Many of the
peorple attending will need special
assistance because dt thair handkapa,
If you are free for twoand one half hours
that evening, and would Uhe to land a
hand to a very special caiiae, please call

RiU Mnndik at 825-AMO. The 112.50

tidMto, which may be purehaaed at the

TlilHl Ofttoe, ara fria 10 aU who uah«r
aa ia the oonMnanonitive T-ahirtI
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Mto VHkiBOva
Attention all Blr. Villanova appli-

cants! There will be a mandatory
meetingon April 13 at 8 p.m. in St. Rita's

Lounge. You must attend this meeting
if you wish to participate in the contest

on April 23.

Squad
Tryovts
Come dance for the Wildcats at

football and basketball games with the

Villanova Pom Squad! Mandatory clin-

ics will be held this Saturday and
Sunday from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. in the
Butler Annex. Auditions will take place

from 6-8 p.m. on Monday in the Butler

Annex. Please bring a current photo of

yourself. Lots of spots are available, so
if you enjoy dancing, go for it!

"The Refusal," a film about the life

of Fratiz Ja^er Staetter, a 20th century
martyr put to death for his refusal to

serve in Adolph Hitler's army, will be
shown at 7 p.m., April 11, in the Bryn
Mawr Room of the Connelly Center.

Panol
Discussion
The University's modern languages

department will be sponsoring a panel

discussion on foreign language and
career opportunities on Apnl 13 from
4-6 p.m. in the Radnor Room in the
Connelly Center. The purpose of the,

seminar is to' promote thef study 'of

foreign languages by focusing on career

areas in which languages are either

essential or a complementary skill.

Guest speakers at the session will

include Dr. David Burnett, Al Caprara,
Esq., Oscar Lopez and Michael L. Russo.
All are professionals who. are well-

placed in their fields and can provide

specific career oriented information.

Questions will be welcome after the

formal presentation.

Road Rally
The ACS is sponsoring a Road Rally

on April 26. Come sign up in 215
Dougherty until April 23. The cost will

be $3 per person, which includes
registration and a picnic lunch. See you
there.

Markoting
•ocioty Mooting

Because of Balloon Day, the manda-
tory Marketing Society meeting has
been postponed until April 14, at 12:45
p.m. in Bartley Room £16. Important
issues will be discussed, including the
end of semester dinner.

iastor igg Hoot
This Saturday, the Interfratemity

and Panhellenic Councils will again be
hosting the annual Easter Egg Hunt.
The event will be hekl at 2 p.m. on the

lawn in front of the main chapel. If

necessary, the rain date is Sunday at

2 pum. Thoee Greeks who signed up to

help, please arrive promptly at 1 p.m.

Yes! You've heani it! Villanova makes
MTV with the Eneepiiar Rock-n-Roll

Chillaiife on April Seat 6 p.m. in the

DuPdiit Pavilion. The top four Eaat
Conat noilap hands ooMpaCe for a

Id iEmO caah
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MS limm credits

forsummercourses
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The College of Arts and Scien-

ces will no longer accept transfer

credits for sunimer courses taken

at community colleges, the Rev.

Kail C. Ellis, dean of the college

of Arts and Sciences, stated
recently.

To receive academic credit from
Villanova, arts and science stu-

dents must enroll in summer
courses at four-year, bachelor's-

degree-granting institutions, ac-

cording to Ellis.

The purpose of the new policy,

which takes effect immediately, is

that, "The educational experience

that a student receives should be

from a four-year institution," said

Ellis. It is a means for the "quality

control of a Villanova degree."

Until now, summer credits

were accepted from community
colleges. However, Ellis stated,

"Our experience with that has

been rather mixed." Ellis cited the

varied quality of courses at differ-

ent community colleges as one

major problem.

He further stated, *it [refusing

to accept summer credits from

community colleges] is a policy of

other institutions as well."

Ellis explained that he felt the

new policy would not inconven-

ience students. "There are a

number of state institutions that

are widely distributed," he said.

In addition, he remarked, "How
many people have to go to summer
school?"

Some students expressed reser-

vatio(is about the new policy. One
student said, "I can see Father
Ellis' point about maintaining the
quality of education, but I think
it would be better to more closely

examine individual community
college programs rather than
banning them all together."

Another student said he felt

that the policy is unfair because
community colleges are often
more affordable and closer to

students' homes than four-year

institutions.

Transfer students will still be

accepted to Villanova from com-
munity colleges as full-time stu-

dents if they are sufficiently

qualified, and their credits will

remain transferable. However,
once at Villanova, the College of

Arts and Sciences will no longer

accept further credit from com-
munity colleges.

The other colleges at Villanova

also maintain strict requirements
for summer courses taken at other

institutions, although none com-
pletely ban community college

credit.

In the College of Commerce and
Finance, all summer courses
involving the business curriculum
must be taken at Villanova. Free

electives may be taken at other

institutions only with the ad-

vanced approval of the student's

department chairperson after he
or she looks at the course descrip-

tion, according to a spokesperson

from the office of the dean of the

College of Commerce and Finance.

If they decide to take summer

(Maphoio)

The Rev. Kail C. EUis, O.S.A.,
dean of the College of Arts &
Sciences.

classes, commerce and finance

students are required to enroll in

courses at accredited institutions.

Except for one or two community
colleges, transfer credits are

accepted only from four-year

universities, said the

spokesperson.

In the College of Engineering,

many students do take summer
courses at two-year institutions,

according to Robert Dellanoce,

assistant to the dean of

Engineering.

"We evaluate any course taken

by students at two-year or four-

year institutions. If the course

content is appropriate, then we do
transfer the credit," Dellanoce

stated.

Students in the College of Nurs-

ing who want to take summer
courses at other institutions must
first have the course description

approved, according to Marita
Frain, program director for the

College of Nursing. They may
take classes at community colleges

if the school is accredited and the

course has been approved.

Chavez encourages boycott
By SHARON A. WATERS

Cesar Chavez, founder and
president of the United Farm
Workers of America (UFW), spoke
Monday night in the Villanova

Room about a boycott on grapes
that the UFW has organized.

Chavez cited dangerous pesticides

involved in the growing of grapes
in California as the underlying

cause of birth defects, cancer,

other illnesses and even death.

The main goals of the UFW as

outlined by Chavez are to achieve

a ban on the five most dangerous
pesticides (Caption, Parathion,
Phosdrin, Dinoseb and Methyl
Bromide), to develop a testing

program for pesticide residues on
grapes sold in stores and to hold

free and fair elections within the

UFW.
The evening began with a wel-

come from Edward A. Sullivan, of

the peace and justice education
department, in which he recog-

nized the co-sponsors who were
instrumental in the presentation.

The Rev. Owen R. Jackson,
O.S.A., of the peace and justice

education department, next intro-

duced Chavez, speaking of his

first meeting with the man and
expressing his belief that Chavez
exemplifies the struggle of the

workers.

Chavez then prefaced the show-
ing of the film "The Wrath of

Grapes" with the comment that

it ''is a very powerful film ... a
very sad film. This film graphi-

cally describes for you the prol>-

lems we're confronted with."

The film depicted the plight of

people workingand living near the

fields where the pesticides are

used. The pesticides can miss
their targeted crop and blow
elsewhere or seep into under-
ground water supplies. The pes-

ticides are blanied for causing
cancer, chronic illness and death.

Also, because workers a«e not

adequatoly wamod that danger-

ous pesticidas are being used in

the fiekis, many pregnant woomh
continue working, and conse-

quently birth dafects may result.

Besides being exposed to these

pesticides, workers receive low
wages and must endure poor
working conditions.

Another problem confronting

the workers is that their requests

are met with opposition from the

powerful growing companies.
Members of the UFW have been
blacklisted or beaten for attempt-

ing to organize free elections or

to develop collective bargaining

tactics with the growers.

The hazards exist for the con-

sumer as well as the worker.

Because some pesticides have an
oil base, it is difficult or impossible

to wash away all the residues

from the pesticides.

Following "The Wrath of

Grapes," Chavez reiterated the

aims of the UFW. Chavez also

stressed the fact that the workers
and consumers must work togeth-

er to end the use of the harmful
pesticides. Although the workers
are the first to see and realize the

dangers of the pesticides, it is the

consumers who have the most
power in effecting the policies of

the growing companies, he said.

Next, Arturo Rodriguez spoke to

anyone interested in volunteering
in the UFW boycott campaign,
and a collection was taken in

support of the UFW.
Chavez then answered ques-

tions from the audience. Chavez
discussed the benefits of organic
foods and some components of a
possible diet to avoid pesticides in

response to two questions.

Chavez also spoke of a tentative

plan to boycott supermarkets next
if they refuse to stop selling the
dangerous produce.

In response to one question
concerning efforts to stop the

companies producing the chemi-
cals, Chavez stated that resources

are not available for two boycotts.

He also expressed his view that

it is more effective to boycott the

growers who often also produce
the chemicals.

When asked why more action

has not been taken in the courts,

Chavez responded that since their

first efforts in 1957, they have not

won in the courts or through
legislation because there is "too

much pressure from the other

side." Chavez stated that the
growers also have the money and
power to prolong a trial for many
years.

At this point, Chavez once again
stressed the role of the consumer
as "a court of last resort." With
the lx>ycott working at the market
level, 7 to 9 percent of the con-

sumers boycotting grapes would
exert the necessary pressure on
thegrowingcompanies to help the
UFW to realize its goals.

Chavez voiced optimism that

the boycott will work and is

already beginning to work.

Petitions are currently being

circulated at Villanova asking Les
Gies. director of Food Services, to

stop providing grapes on campus
until the use of dangerous pesti-

cides has ceased.

In the li»ws
Gelsz honored as Man of the Year

The Villanova University
Varsity Club recently selected

Ed Geisz as their 1987 Man of

the Year. Geisz is dean of the

athletic coaching staff and has
been the swimming coach for

34 years.

The award was given to

Geisz at a ceremony that was

held March 28 at the Columbia
Station in Phoenixville, Pa.,

and was attended by 200
people.

Geisz is also the aquatics

director of the duPont Swim-
ming Center, intramurals di-

rector and a member of the-

Villanova Sports Hall of Fame.
P.A.S.

1987 orientation staff named
Ninety-six students have

recently been named to Villa-

nova's orientation staff for the
1987-88 year.

The following students have
been selected for the position

of administrative assistant:

Sheila Bartlett, Carol Brennan,
Dan Brooker, Elia DiTaddeo,
Cathy Dunne, Kevin Drum-
mey, Noel Faico, Chris Farrell,

Mario Forcina, Suzanne Foster

and Kevin Healey.

Other administrative assis-

tants include the following:

Sean Keough, Rich Miehle,
Andrea Nadler, Jeff O'Malia,
Ann Roberts, Ann Marie Tripp,
Ed White, Ann Wynn, and Kim
Zarkesh.

Seventy-six students have
been selected for the position

of orientation counselor. They
include the following: James
Baldwin, Philip Bannister,
Monique Blank, Christie Bo-

nesh, Kathy Browne, Chris
Campbell, Karen Chiappone,
Karen Cichowski, Jim Connel-
ly, Dave Cook, Susan Corcoran,

Jeanne Corrado, Stephani
Cranston, Kevin Crego, John
Crowley and Maureen
Dannemiller.

Other students chosen in-

clude: Vince Delviscio, Dan

Donahue, Barb Doyle, Paul
Eells, Melissa Esposito, Mike
Ettore, Phil Faranda, Michele
Foote, Patty Geisel, Carolyn
Gerg, Christine Gibbons,
Christine Goppel, Tom Green-
wood, Jane Gregory, Diana
Groff, Stephanie Gruner, Mi-
chelle Helstern, Carolyn Jones,

Elke Jones, Karl Kania, Barba-
ra Keating and Robert Koemel.

In addition, Jon Lemole,
Teresa Li, Ava Liebezeit, Carrie

Lloyd, Karen Lovett, Tim Low-
ry, Patti Maccagnano, Joanne
Maguire,JeanineMattan,Mary
Mayfield, Liz McGowan Nata-
lie McKenna, Donna Mitchell,

Louis Mongello and Beth
Naughton have also been
named orientation counselors.

Robert Nobile, Danielle Och-
nick, Dan Omara, Mary Lou
Parisi, Kim Parlo, Amy Piek,

Kathleen Radtke, John Reidy,

Cindy Rich, Lauren Roma-
nowski, Craig Sanders, Reg
Scharle and Tracy Setlock
have also been selected.

Other students named in-

clude: Andrew Shannon, Kim
Stampien, Patricia Stofira,

Jennifer Temo, Brian Vezina,

Ron Vivenzio, Ed Walter, Tim
Walter, Danny Weeden and
Deborah Zuniga.

Student hit by keg
By JIM WOOD

A student was hospitalized
Monday when she was struck on
the head by an airborne beer keg
at the Greek Week games in front

of Sheehan Hall.

The field events in this year's

Greek Week competition included

the addition of an event called the

"keg toss," in which a member of

each fraternity throws an empty
half-keg, and a member of each
sorority throws an empty quarter-

keg, as far as possible from the

starting line.

The women's portion of the

event had been completed when
the first of the men stepped up
to the line. The entrant, a Lambda
Tau Delta (LTD) brother, spun to

gain momentum over the keg, lost

control and sent it flying toward
the onlooking crowd.

Karen Konick, a junior account-

ing major and Villanova cheer-

leader, was knocked unconscious
at approximately 5 p.m., when the

keg struck her. She knew nothing
of what had happened to her until

she regained consciousness at the

Bryn Mawr Hospital emergency
room.

"I just remember waking up on
the table and being fine," she said.

Konick was diagnosed as having
a concussion by doctors at the

hospital. She was treated and
released later that night.

In the past, the Villanova
Greeks had structured in their

field competition stick races, an
egg toss and wheelbarrow races.

This year, however, the egg toss

event was prohibited by Gary J.

Bonas Jr.. assistant director of

Student Activities, who said.

"Last year some people go| upset

about using eggs."

Bonfis said that he heard neg-

ative Comments about using fo(xl

for reasons other than supplymg
nutrition, so he told the Greek
Week committee to change the

event to include only non-food

items.

The Greek Week committee,
chaired by Nancy Cawley. Mark
DiMarino and Christy Bonesch,

had no comment when they were
asked about the decision to have
a keg toss this year.

Liability for the accident, ac-

cording to Bonas. lies with Konick
herself, although the extent to

which the University is responsi-

ble has not been determined.

Phi Beta
Kappa
inducts

members
The initiation of new members

into the Sigma Chapter of Phi

Beta Kappa took place April 5 in

Corr Chapel.

New members inducted were
the following seniors: Manyim
Auyeung. Therese Baker. Maria
Breck, William Byrne, Thomas
Cherneski. Markhanh Dang. Dar-

ryl Ford. Kevin Garlow, Cynthia
Gunn. Mary Harvey. Maureen
Hechenberger. Andrew Hoffman.
Thomas Hyman. Anthony luliano

and Allison Kear.

Additional seniors inducted
were Sharon Kelly. John Klemick.

Thomas McCarron. Joseph
McKinlay, Gregory Miller. James
Murphy. Stuart Murray. Timothy
Neary. Marie Oscilowski. Paul

Pfizenmayer. Linda Russo. Diana

^ugg. Amv Supnick and IVnise

Walsh.

Juniors inducted into Phi Bt*t»i

Kapp;) wiTt' Maria Chiappt'iia.

Maurtfn (iibbons. Mar\ Kranct's

McAIeer. Siobhan Koder and Mari

anne Wolfram.
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(Continned from page 1)

of the entire campus, 'it's a

matter of their attorneys' opinion

differing with our attorneys,'
"

said Neville.

Neville stated that the building

of Katherine and St. Monica halls

in 1983 was also in violation of

this code but was approved by the

planning committee.

The planning committee will

now make its recommendation

against the plans to the Radnor

Township Board of Commission-

ers in a meeting to be held on April

27. At this meeting the Board of

Commissioners will either grant

or deny its permission to begin

construction of the new
dormitories.

Neville related his plans to meet

with the Commissioners to assure

them that the new dorms would

be in the best interest of Radnor

Township, as well as that of

Villanova.

Neville stated, "If we are turned

down here, there are other options

available to attain the building

permit, which I cannot go into at

this time."

According to Neville, this is a

critical time for the project, be-

cause if by the end of this month
they do not get permission to

begin building, the dorms will not

be completed as scheduled in order

to open in fall 1988. 'if these

dorms are not ready to open at the

beginning of the school year, we
must wait an entire year to open

them because you can't just leave

300 students waiting for 9 place

to live while the dorms are being

completed," he said.

Neville said that in order to

hurry the building process, the

new dorms will be designed iden-

tical to Katherine and St. Monica
halls. He added that they plan to

use the same plans, architect and
builder in order to complete the

dorms as scheduled.

The major opposition is coming
from the residents of the area

surrounding South Campus,
claimed Neville. The neighbors

are concerned with the buffer

zones and the increase in the noise

level.

Neville added that the Univer-

sity was in a conciliatory mode at

this meeting, but the neighbors

wanted too many things, such as

relocating a road that runs
through South Campus and a

covenant promising that Villano-

va will not build any more dorms.
Phil Brach, secretary of external

affairs for Student Government
and a member of the new dorm
committee, said that the commit-
tee has done as much as possible

to compromise with the residents

and has held many open forums
to meet with the neighbors. He

The National Order of Oinetra

pfc^r
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Order of Omega is pleased to announce the
selection of Patricia McGrath as Greek of the Week.
Tricia is a senior communication arts major, as well
as an elementary education minor. Residing in her
hometown of Radnor, Pa., has enabled Tricia to be
active not only at Villanova University, but in her
community as well.

Tricia was a member of the Villanova women's
tennis team in 1983, 1984 and for part of the 1985
season. She is one of the founding sisters of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, which was installed at Villanova

on April 20, 1985 (April 20 is also her birthday). Since
joining AOP; Tricia has held several executive board
positions within the group, such as Panhellenic
delegate m iy»t>-8b and recordmg secretary in 1986-

87. She was elected festival chairman for the Greek
Panhellenic Board in 1985-86, which worked to serve
the Villanova community. Tricia has been active in
fund raising for the Arthritis Foundation, AOP 's

chief philanthropy.

Her community service activities have included
tutoring chiWren at Wayne Elementary School and
the Don Guanella School for handicapped and
retarded children. Her outside activities include
playing tennis and working in sales for B. Altman
& Co. and the Vanguard Cruise Co.

Tricia has been recognized for her academic
achievements on the dean'sjist for several semesters.
Alter graduation, Tricia is looking forward to
attending graduate school to get her matter's dipie
in education. Congratulations on all of your
aocomplishnMnU, Trida. You will be miaaid nsart

noted that there have been sac-

rifices made by the students in the

newer dorms, such as windows
that do not open for the sake of

keeping the noise level down.
Brach stated that if Radnor does

not at>prove the plans, it will just

mean another year of students

living in their neighborhoods. He
said, "If they don't let us build

the dorms, they better change
their housing codes because the

students have to live somewhere."
According to Neville, there is

still a lot of hope that the com-

mission will approve the plans,

taking into account the very close

decision of the planning commit-

tee and the benefits to the rest of

the community.

Elections
(Continued from page 1)

must submit- a list of material

used for his campaign.
"The list must be approved and

posters stamped for approval,

staying within University policy

for hanging posters. [In McCur-
dy's case) no copy of the list was
submitted, no stamp [was on the

posters), and the event [at Smokey
Joe's] probably cost over $1,000 —
you're only allowed to spend $200
in a presidential campaign," said

Linkmeyer.
"Plus he had already been

warned about illegal postering,"

Linkmeyer said. "The answer
was 'Dismantle your election

campaign; all posters must come
down'."
Linkmeyer said, **McCurdy

appealed to Stephen McWilliams,
Student Government advisor, and
the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, but they backed

up the committee. In fact, they

suggested possible disciplinary

action."

Linkmeyer also announced the

results of the senatorial elections:

In liberal arts. Bob Brancatella

received 364 votes, Diane Carman,
344 votes, and Naomi Karam, 347
votes. The following newly-elected

senators ran unopposed: Com-
merce and Finance — Kenneth
Fahrman, Brian Moses, and John
B. Lewis; science— Chris Kriesen;

Engineering — Robert lorio; Uni-

versity College — Mark Wible;

and graduate school — Robert

Pendrack. The senator for the

nursing school will be appointed

by the newly elected president,

since no candidates ran for office.

Students voted on the question

of whether more federal funds
should be made available for jobs

with peace. The response was 871

votes in favor and 211 against.

(photo by Schmid)

The Unive^ity will subsidize $940,000 of the football program's $1.4
miUion budget next year, according to Gary B. Fenner, vice president
for Financial Affairs, this week.

Football subsidy
(Continued from page 1)

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-

ic Affairs, was not available for

comment. However, in an April

1986 Villanovan article, Gallen

said, "If it (the football subsidy]

runs up more than $1 million,

then it will be a probleni. Then
we would have to look at it."

Dr. Harry R. Strack, political

science professor and chairperson

of the University Senate's aca-

demic policy committee, ques-

tioned the amount of money devoted

to football in the University

budget last Friday at the Senate

meeting. He indicated that he

would like to see an evaluation of

the athletic budget subsidy.

Athletic viewpoint

Aceto said, "I support the aca-

demic end as well as the athletic.

I think there is a need for this type

of thing [the football program] on

our campus.
"No other program brings that

many people back on campus on

a Saturday. It is a well-rounded

program," Aceto continued.

Aceto said that ticket revenues,

concessions, non-University fi-

nancial aid programs, television

revenues and Wildcat Club dona-

tions must be accounted for when
discussing the football subsidy.

"They're [University officials] not

including the income in these

figures," he said.

Talley said a spokesperson for

E.S.P.N., a national cable sports

station, recently told Sports Infor-

mation Director Craig Miller that

"of all 1-AA [division] teams,

Villanova is the best choice for a

national game. We have national

exposure," E.S.P.N. is currently

considering televising the Nov. 21

game against Holy Cross College,

he said.

Alumrii support

Riley said the alumni have a

very positive attitude toward the

return of football. "The average

alumnus is 33 years old. They are

very attached to Villanova aca-

demically and athletically.

"This [athletics] is a release, a

recreation ... after every away
basketball game, we have a recep-

tion, and they are extremely well-

attended. Our alumni constituen-

cy is very happy," he continued.

Robert J. Capone, director of

Alumni, said, "the alumni do not

equate success of the University's

programs with the bottom line.

"Alumni are interested and
support all of the academic and
athletic institutions," he said.

Football History

In 1981, the University Board

of Trustees voted to drop the I-

A Division football program be-

cause of excessive losses. Accord-

ing to a press release issued by

the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, Villanova

eliminated the football program

"to achieve a goal by insuring the

financial stability of Villanova

University."

According to an April 1986

Villanovan article, the program
lost close to $500,000 in each of

10 successive years. The l!980-81

loss was $653,780. Through the

program's final 10 years, ticket

sales and Wildcat Club donations

declined sharply.

The program was reinstated

after much pressure from alumni

and students. In 1983, the Univer-

sity Senate passed a resolution

calling for the new football pro-

gram to have "financial sustain-

ability" and a net operating cost

in "reasonable proportion" to the

total University budget.

A committee for the reinstate-

ment of football issued a report

which assumed that 6,217 student

season tickets would be sold

annually. In 1986, 1,678 student

season tickets were sold, accord-

ing t9 a report from the ticket

office.

Dance Ensemble to perform
By JIM WOOD

The Villanova Dance Ensemble
will present their "Dance Concert
'87," at the Haverford School on
Lancaster Avenue in Haverford,
April 11, at 8 p.m. Featured at the

event will be 18 dance routines by
students from Villanova Univer-

sity and four by students of

Allentown College.

Taking place at the school's

Centennial Theater, this year's

show promises a wide variety of

dance interests, including ar-

rangements featuring jazz, tap,

modern and ballet.

The Villanova Dance Ensemble,
which began preparing for this

and other performances in Sep-

tember, is comprised primarily of

female students from all academic
areas of the University. Thegroup
is directed by jean Haver, who
formed it in fall 1961.

Haver pl«w to step down as
Dance EntemUesi^MCtor at the

end (tf that MMMiF^aie wiU be

of her successor, "I think she has

a lot to offer the group."

During the group's dress re-

hearsal for the April 11 show.
Haver explained that at the
group's first performance, in

spring 1982 at the Jake Nevin
Fieki House, they had an audience
of about 50 spectators. In the

following season, the spring per-

formance was moved to its present

location, and they commanded an
audience of approximately 100.

This year, however, the group
expects to sell virtually all of the
available 500 seats and perform
for a full house.

The Dance Ensemble plans to

perform a three-part show, each
part consisting oif seven or eight

individual pieces. Each of the

three aiaior sections of the show
will coatain pieces tiiat are dbo-

PMpaplwd and directed by stii*

denb within the group, fai a piece

entitlfld "Chain KMction," which

group. The

hyLoitQuay,
[ nawr HI onvEBUg

•• ZUi

by Genesis.

An emotional piece paralleling

Haver's involvement, entitled
"Circle of Light," will feature live

vocals and ^piano score. Other
segments include such artists as
Elton John, whose "Funeral for a
Friend" is used in a dance number,
entitled "Revelations."

Villanova's dancers receive no
college credits for their participa-

tion. They are a cooperative sub-
group within Villanova's music
activities department and are
members of the North East Penn-
sylvania Dance Alliance.

The dancers, who make it

known that they work very hard
at their craft, perform several

times a year. Their performances
are held in malls, charity benefits,

nursing homes, (including Ix^ples

HQiioe,«i oonjunctiofi withJVofect

Sunahtoe) and at VUlanova ^
Balloon Day.

Ticheto for the event are $4 for

adults and t2 for atudenta and
iiMir dtiaana and will -he angil-

aUtatthedior.Pi
tiM M'thn^iwat AM'

f*'^ \

Aprttio.(i>iycmBfimi>4>iiOWM»fr^^

rSi*.!
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at CabrM

...

By SIOBHAN A. RODER

A controversy was stirred up
when the Cabrini College student
newspaper, the Loquitur, printed
both an advertisement for a gyne-
cologist, who it was later revved
performs abortions, and an editor-

ial concerning birth control, ac-

cording to a recent article in the
Philadelphia Inquirer.

The advertisement, which ap-

peared in the Loquitur Feb. 13, 20
and 27, and the editorial which
was printed Feb. 20, "have an-

(» gered anti-abortion activists on
and off the campus," according to

the Inquirer.

The Rev. George Hagenbach of
St. Monica's Catholic Church in
Berwyn called Cabrini's Director
of Public Relations Diane Kolod-
zinski to complain about the
advertisement and the editorial.

In an interview with the Inquir-

er, Hagenbach said, "I can't

understand how a Catholic college
newspaper could print articles
suggestmg strongly the purposes
of artificial birth control."

The advertisement was for Joel

Stein, a gynecologist with an
office in Bala Cynwyd. Callers to

Cabrini College said Stem was
known to perform abortions,

although he did not advertise it.

Stein recently confirmed this,

according to the Inquirer.

The Inquirer quoted Kate
Welsh, editor in chief of the
Loquitur, as saying in reference

to the advertisement, "We ran the

ad for his [Stein's] services as a
gynecologist and nothing more. If

we knew he performed abortions,

we would not have accepted the

ad."

Welsh said in an interview with
the Villanovan that the Loquitur

had had a contract with Stein to

run his advertisement three times.

She said it was only two hours
before the newpaper's deadline for

the Feb. 27 issue when a group
of students informed her that

Stein performs abortions.

Welsh said because the Loqui-

tur had a contract with Stein and
the staff did not have time to

investigate the students' informa-

tion before the deadline, they
decided to run the advertisement

in the Feb. 27 issue.

Welsh's editorial concerning
birth control came about after an
"informal Loquitur survey"
showed that one-third of Cabrini

College students are sexually

active. The survey also indicated

that of the one-third, over 50

percent are not using birth

control.

Theeditorial said in part, "Birth

control is easily accessible ... So
why are so many young adults

ignoring or shying away from
protection? It is time to take
advantage of it now. It is much
better to be safe than sorry."

The editorial also stated, "We
are not preaching to everyone
about what they should or should
not do concerning the topic of sex,

but rather to remind those who
are involved to become more
responsible for their actions."

Welsh stated in an interview

with the Villanovan that she was
not specifically supporting birth

control but, rather, urging respon-
sibility and presenting birth con-

trol as an option.

Kolodzinski quoted a formal

statement released by Cabrini

College concerning the editorial:

"The editorial expressed the
opinions of the Loquitur staff and
does not express the opinions of

the administration of Cabrini
College or the campus community
as a whole."

She said that, "The
college has a policy of non-
censorship . . . We believe in free-

dom of the press."

Kolodzinski said she had re-

ceived about 10 comments, in

writing or over the telephone,

concerning the adviertisement or

editorial. She indicated that she
had received more phone calls

from the media than from anyone
else.

Villanova University's "Guide-
lines for University-supported
Publications" states that, "EHssent,

questioning and examination of

religious truth are appropriate in

student publications. However,
material which in the opinion of

the University Publications Board
(now called the Communications
Board] is blatantly sacrilegious or

pornographic, or which contrib-

utes to a pattern of subversion of

the accepted teachings of the

Catholic Church, should not ap-

pear in University-supported
publications."

Lucyna J. Gorski, director of

Student Activities, said that the

Villanovan would not be allowed

to print an editorial in support of

birth control. She said the ration-

ale for this decision is that the

newspaper "is a part of the Uni-

versity and represents the
University."

The Villanovan is owned and
published by the University,
Gorski said, and, thus, material

in contradiction to the University

Mission Statement cannot be
printed.

Gorski also said that advertise-

ments must be carefully scrutin-

ized before being included in the

Villanovan to ensure that they

are in conjunction with the Mis-

sion Statement and that the people

providing the services have proper

credentials.

Driscoll recovers
By MEG KLUCSARITS

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

'O.S.A., University president
"seems to be recovering well"
from his recent triple-bypass
heart operation, according to Dr.

Charles L. Cherry, associate vice

president for Academic Affairs.

Driscoll underwent the four-

hour operation March 16 at the

Delaware Medical Center. Accord-

ing to Cherry, he is currently

recovering in the Monastery.
Dr. Gerald Lemole, Driscoll 's

heart surgeon, has not seen Dris-

coll since the operation. He stated,

however, "Everything I hear from
his other doctors indicates that he
is doing really well." Lemole said

that DriscoH's recovery is on
schedule and that he should be
able to return to work approxi-

mately two months after surgery,

which is the usual recovery period

for this type of operation.

Eugene J. Ruane, director of

Public Relations, is not sure
exactly when Driscoll will return
to his office. However, he said,

"He is improving such that he
probably will be on hand for

graduation."

Charlotte Watson, DriscoH's

secretary, confirmed that he is

"progressing very nicely and he

hopes to attend graduation."

Although Watson has not seen

Driscoll, she said he has called the

office. Watson also said that

Driscoll could not be contacted

because his doctors are not per-

mitting him to receive calls or

visitors.

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, has been acting pres-

ident during DriscoH's absence.

He was unavailable for comment.

Three-year dental

program dropped
By DIANE CILIONE

Villanova's joint-degree dental

program with Georgetown Uni-

versity was ended as of March 20,

according to Dr. Thomas D. Male-

witz, health-related science advi-

sor and administrator of the joint-

degree program. The dental pro-

gram, which began in the fall of

1^, has been discontinued be-

cause Georgetown Dental School

will be closed over the next three

years.

The dental program with Geor-

getown was offered to Villanova

science majors. Students accepted

intothejoint-degree program were

accepted by Villanova University

and Georgetown Dental School at

the same time, according to

Ifalewitz.

As deicribed in the Villanova

Student BuHetin, this prugram
enabled students to spend three

years in pre-dantal studies at

VlUnnova and tiMn tranifer to

GaaqpHodim Uoivartity's School

ofBinttilry. .

of

at Qmrmfkimn at a

satisfactory academic level, Vil-

lanova would award a bachelor of

science degree to the student,

according to Malewitz. After
having completed four years at

the Go>rgetown School of Dentis-

try, the student would then re-

ceive the doctor of dental surgery

(D.D.S.) degree from Georgetown.

In this program, the student

would receive their bachelor of

science degree as well as their

D.D.S. degree within seven years,

saving the student one year of

tuition and room and board,
according to Malewitz.

Dr. Charles L. Cherry, associate

vice president for Academic Af-

fairs, reported that Geoigetown is

going to phase out its dental

school over the next three years

because there has been a signif-

icant decline in student api^lica-

tions.

The decline of student interest

at Gtofsetown is representative of

a national trend of k»w student

infttreot in dentistry in gMiaral.

taidChtfiy.
pfaaMHy in the pro-

will have tha opportunity toi

(photo by Schmkl)

Dr. Charles L. Cherry, associate
vice president for Academic
Affairs.

complete the program, according

to Malewitz.

According to Malewitz, each

student in the program will have

the option tocontinue at Villanova

for three years and to apply for

admission to any dental school.

After completing their first year

of professional school, the stu-

dents will be awarded a bachek>r

of science degree by Villanova.

The option of an alternative

prognMi with other dental achools
isMflfMtonen for consideration,

rtpMtod Mawwtu.

National News Notes
Colleges broaden curriculum
A growing number of U.S.

colleges and universities are in

the process of incorporating

material on Asia, Africa and
Latin America into their re-

quired core courses on Western
civilization.

Some institutions have
added a Third World or ethnic
studies course to their human-
ities requirements, while oth-

ers have replaced Western
culture core courses with non-
Western studies.

The impetus for change
comes from substantially in-

creased numbers of minority
students at universities, such
as Stanford University, which
challenge the emphasis on
Western culture.

Brief experiments with non-

Western courses in the late

1960s and 1970s left a faculty

with non-Western specialties

who are also pressuring for

change in order to be able to

use their skills. S.A.R.

Students punished for fake IDs
A student at the University

of Wisconsin faces felony
charges for selling blank birth

certificates to underage stu-

dents for the use of fraudulent
identification. Forty-one stu-

dents also face criminal
charges for application for false

Wisconsin identification.

According to Dean of Stu-
dents Paul Ginsberg, "Our
discussions with students in-

dicate that the use of fake IDs

for drinking is pervasive.
What's more, they don't see

anything wrong with the
practice.

"This is the first organized
effort to produce fake IDs that

has been discovered on campus,
and every student involved will

receive some form of university

discipline," added Ginsberg.
Those students who organ-

ized tbe scheme will be sus-

pended from the universit>'.ps.

Racial tensions erupt at U. Mich.
The University of Michigan

was the site of marches and sit-

ins last week as students pro-

tested racial tension.

Although Michigan is re-

garded as a liberal school, it is

experiencing the same racial

problems that have also oc-

curred this spring at schools

such as Vanderbilt, Penn State

and Harvard.
"In 1970, students closed

down the campus over institu-

tional racism," said Barbara
Ransby, spokeperson for the

United Coalition Against Ra-
cism. "The university then
committed to 10 percent black
enrollment by 1974. Currently,
it's about 5.3 percent,"

"I don't think colleges are
putting the effort into recruit-

ment of blacks that they did in

the 1960s and 1970s," said

Robert Ethridge of the Amer-
ican Association of Affirmative

Action Officers. "The federal

money is not there to help with
special programs and financial

aid." P.A.S.

J

Professor named
ACPA president
By PATRICK MOUSSEAU

Dr. John D. Caputo, philosophy

professor at Villanova, recently

assumed the office of president of

the American Catholic Philosophi-

cal Association (ACPA), the larg-

est association of Catholic philo-

sophers in the country. His term
will run until the next annual
meeting in April 1988.

Caputo served as vice president

of the association over the past

academic year.

The American Catholic Philo-

sophical Association has over 1,100

members. The position of Presi-

dent of the ACPA is only bestowed
upon professors of philosophy
with extensive records of research

and publication. Caputo has over

35 published articles in journals,

including the Review of Metaphys-

ics and the Joumat of Philosophy

.

The association is over 60 years

old and has included the late

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen as one of

its presidents in its early years.

This is the first time a member
of the philosophy department at

Villanova has been elected to the

office.

"Villanova is on the move up,"

stated Caputo. He said that his

election to the presidency of the

ACPA is an indicator of Villano-

va's reputation for excellence in

academics.

Caputo said his role as president

will not cause him to lose any
teaching time at the University.

His responsibilities will include

choosing the themes for the asso-

ciation's meetings and papers,

which will follow his speciality of

contemporary continental philo-

sophy and how it intersects with

Christian classical tradition.

Ciputo will also have to coor-

dinate the business of the ACPA
with its budget of $90,000 and
oversee the publication of its

journal.

Caputo also serves on the ex-

ecutive council of the American
Philosophical Association, the

nation's largest philosophical

association, and is a member of

Phenomenology
Philosophy and
Conference of

the Society for

and Existential

the Heidegger
America.

Caputo graduated from LaSalle

College in 1%2 with a bachelor's

degree in philosophy and received

his master's degree from Villanova

in 1964. He received his doctorate

from Bryn Mawr College in 1968.

He joined the Villanova staff in

1968 and served as the philosophy

department chairperson from
1972 to 1980. Caputo received the

American Council of Learned
Society Fellowship in 1983-84.

(coufiMy p»wio)

Dr. Jolui D. Caputo, philosophy
, was recently nained
of the American Cath*

olic Pliitoeophical As»oci«li«Ni
(ACPA).
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A fonim on AIDS was held Tuesday in St. RiU's Hall as part of an
AIDS education program run by the Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,

assistant to the vice president for Student Life. The program was
last sponsored in Sheehan Hall, pictured here.

Forum on AIDS held
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Two Villanova students con-

ducted an educational forum on

AIDS for University students, on

April 7 in St. Rita's Hall. The
forum is a part of an AIDS edu-

cation program run by the Rev.

Robert J. Martin, O.S.A., assistant

to the vice president for Student

Life.

Claudia Shroyer, a senior nurs-

ing student, and Chris Vaz, an-

other Villanova student, held an
informational meeting on the

risks of AIDS and the myths
surrounding the virus. A movie
was shown after the discussion.

Shroyer felt that as a nursing

student it was her obligation to

educate students about the myths
of the virus. and the signs and
statistics of AIDS. While working
with AIDS patients at a hospital

on South Street, in Philadelphia,

she deals with the reality of the

disease and the death it can
cause, she said.

"We are living in an age of

AIDS. It is important to be in-

formed. We should go back to an
age of condom use, like in the

1950s, to reduce the risks of the

virus,"' said Shroyer.

Vaz quoted many statistics to

the students present at the forum,

a group of students representing

the dormitories on campus. Al-

most 3.5 percent of the American

population has AIDS, quoted Vaz,

while L5 million people carry the

AIDS virus and do not even know
it.

"It is these people that spread

the virus by not taking the proper

precautions," said Vaz.

Vaz also stated that an average

college senior has had more than

40 different sex partners by the

time he or she has graduated and

that at least 40 percent of all

college men have had at least one

homosexual encounter. "Accord-

ing to the statistics, 60 to 90 people

on campus could be carrying the

AIDS virus," said Vaz.

"As college students," said

Shroyer, "we are vulnerable to the

AIDS virus. Because students

often follow poor hygiene pro-

grams, poor diets, and have habits

of excessive drinking and partying

without the proper amount of

sleep, they run the risk of lowering-

the abilities of their immune
systems. By not making the cor-

rect choices concerning sex, we
can make ourselves targets to the

AIDS virus."

Vaz pointed out that students

have the ability to make the

proper choices concerning the

reduction of the risk of AIDS in

their own lives and should take

these consideration. "AIDS is a

horrible disease but we must
remember we can make choices

concerning it," said Shroyer.

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

On the weekend of March 28,

Villanova sponsored three stu-

dents who walked away with two
first place honors at the First

American Marketing Association

Marketing Case Competition.

The three oompettng students

were Kerri Turano, Hernando
Ruiz-Jimenez and Jose' Manuel
Mora-CH.
Turano was entered in the

advertising competition. Thecom-
petition included analyzing, deci-

phering and decidingon a strategy

for introductory advertising for

Sunkist-brand soda. After being

given thelnformation, the student

had one-half hour to create an
advertising strategy.

This part of the competition

was a surprise, according to Dr.

Adolph Butkys, the moderator
and faculty advisor for the com-
petitors. "We didn't know this

would be part of the competition,

we were shocked."

Butkys advised the teams in

presentation format and assisted

in deciphering the information
given.

Despite the team's surprise,

Villanova recovered well. Turano
competed alone versus teams
from Hofstra University, Univer-

sity of Maryland, University of

Pittsburgh, Gettysburg College

and St. John's University, and
took first place. Second place was
taken by Gettysburg College.

Turano said of the competition,

"It was a learning experience. We
received feedback from profes-

"Sionals in the business world."

The projects were judged on the

degree of understanding of mar-
keting concepts and principals

that they manifested, their use of

supporting material, and the
quality of the project and presen-

tation style. The judges were from
a N^K^ York advertising agency.

The second award-winning per-

formance was submitted by Ma-
nuel Mora-CH and Ruiz-Jimenez
in the International Marketing
Competition. The case was based

on computerized garment cutting

and designing tools. The area that

the tools had to be marketed for

was the Asian (Chinese) and East

Europeim markets.

Again the competing teams had
to read and decipher the informa-

tion and create tne4)est marketing

strategy. The teams had only one-

half hour to originate their plan

of action.

Villanova took first place again,

ahead of Gettysburg College.

Ruiz-Jimenez agreed that the

competition was "a valuable learn-

ing experience. It gave [the com-

petitors) the experienoe of pres-

enting a case in front of actual

professionals."

Butkys said of the competition,
. '^Villanova demonstrated the su-

periority of their business school.

Everyone who competed took first

place."

Butkys said that Dr. Frank H.

Eby Jr., chairperson of the mar-
keting department, and Alvin

A. Clay, dean of the College of

Commerce and Finance, approved
the financing for the students to

compete.

Hernando Ruiz-Jimenez, Kerri Turano and Joae Manuel Mora-CH are
pictured here with advisor Adolph Butkys. They toi^ two first-place

honors at a recent marketing competition.

Budget approved
(Continued front page 1)

committee report. He cited his

committee's research into budget-

ary matters and concluded that

although many things were not

taken care of by the budget,
"Overall, we [the budget commit-
tee] feel it's in line."

John B. Lewis, Senate budget
committee member and assistant

secretary of Student Govern-
ment's budget committee, asked
about the $500,000 expenditure

which had been "transferred"

from the capital budget, which
covers long-term expenses, to the

yearly operating budget. Clay also

questioned the shifting of

expenditures.

Fenner replied by citing the
University's funding needs and
stating that capital funds, such as

those from the Covenant II fun-

draising campaign, had to go to

other projects. It was not practical

to use capital funds to pay for the

debt created by the building of the

dorms and the duPont Pavilion,

Fenner said, so the money had to

be provided from the operating

budget.

Fenner stated in a later inter-

view that it was "standard oper-

ating procedure" for colleges and
universities to pay off bond issues

and interest out of operating
funds.

Lewis also asked about deferred

maintenance funds, which were
described as "substantially inade-

quate" by the budget committee.
Fenner said that there was a

"never-ending battle" to find

funds for this, and that tuition

would have had to be increased

in order to raise more money for

maintenance.

The football and general ath-

letic budgets were main topics of

discussion. Athletic expenditures
will increase 20.5 percent in next
year's budget. Edward V. Murray,
assistant to the president, pro-

vided budget information to the

Senate. Murray said that the
increase was partly due to the

continued phasing in of the foot-

ball program and to increased

expenses for sports.

Dr. Harry R. Strack, political

science professor and chairperson
of the Senate 8 academic policy

committee, questionfid the siie (k

the football stdMidy. The subttdy
for the 1987-88 year will be
IMO^OOO, aooordinf to Fenav.
Sirack italMllhBt titt mw fiib-

•ady will rtatt tbt total lata ovar

the three years to almost $2
million. He added that this did not

include indirect overhead costs.

Strack spoke of other possible

uses for the money which goes for

the football subsidy. Also, he
introduced an addition to the
amendment which would call for

a study of the athletic department
deficit. Allman and Van Allen, the

seconder of^ the amendment
a^eed to this addition. Strack'

also said he could not vote for any
budget that misoriented athletics

in terms of academics, althougl>

he did eventually vote in favor of

it.

Clay said athletic expenditures

only took up 3 percent of the

budget, and that the Senate was
"out of line" talking about athletic

expenditures at the budget meet-

ing. He also stated that he believed

athletics was a part of student life.

Armenti felt that an evaluation

of the athletic department was so

important that a separate motion
should be devoted to it. He also

said that the athletic program
would be evaluated in late April

as part of the University-wide

evaluation. The addition to the

amendment was eventually
dropped.

Little objection was raised to

the Allman amendment. The Rev.

Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A., vice pres-

ident for administration, said that

surplus utility funds should be
directed toward setting up new
electrical lines, which would
provide electricity for the proposed

dorms on south campus. Rice also

said that this would help the

University's electrical problems.

Stephen J. Flanagan, Senate
student caucus leader and exec-

utive secretary of the Senate, said
that it was time to review the
budget process. He said that the
capital budget cannot be reviewed
by the Senate because it is not
completed until July.

Late in the meeting, Lewis said

that one reason for the tuition

increase ws to appeal to a more
"upscale market.'* Heexplained in

a later interview that some believe

that the hii^ the t«ition, the

more prestigiousllie sdhool.

Clay dismissed Lewis' state

ment as "abeoUitely ridicuknis"

and said the tuition was inrreaeed

only to pay for exptMai. Armenti
«fMid with Clay that tbe tttttion

incraite wai only done to meet
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MART ANN
COPPA
HARP
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6 PM

DuPont Pavilion

FintU for top 4 E«tt Ce*$t Bands

MTV Coverage

Tickets $3 Connelly Center Ticket Office
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SENIOR DINNER DANCE
CHAIRPERSON

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
MONDAY, APRIL 13th

UNION OFFICE (C.C.)

IT'S NOTTOO LATE!!

SIBLING WEEKEND '88

CHAIRPERSON

Applications Available

Due April 13 by 12 Noon
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Workers needed for

Baccalaureate Mass
and commencement

May 16 & 17
Senior Week Workers
needed for May 11-1

5

Sign up in the union office!
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Don Mullikin
Beth Osuchowski
RichMiehle
Erin Farley
And All The Workers

Who Made This Year's
Senior Dinner Dance
A Great Success!!

Homecomings
Committee
Meeting

WED., APRIL 15
5:30 p.m.

Bryn Mawr Room
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CULTURAL FILMS
Presents

THE GENERAL
BUSTER KEATON
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Only U.50
APRIL 12 & 13
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Reevaluate football
In an April 1986 interview about the Villanova football

program, the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, vice president for

Academic Affairs, said that he did not feel that the

program's previous year's loss of $500,000 would

adversely affect any aspect of the budget. However, he

continued, "If it runs up more than $1 million, then it

will be a problem."

The time to worry has come. V.U.'s football program

is expected to lose $940,000 during the 1987 season.

Clearly, the time to reevaluate the football program also

has come.
When the football program was restored in 1984, it

was known that the University would have to foot the

bill. Unfortunately, the current deficit is far above what

anyone anticipated.

Villanova will be competing as a Division 1-AA team

during the 1987 season, and costs have already risen

because of the increase in the number of away games.

Also, Villanova will be subsidizing 12 additional football

scholarships next year.

The burden of an increasing football deficit on an

already strained budget is not a welcome one. Certainly,

many of the students facing a likely 10.3 percent tuition

increase next year will not appreciate the funneling of

resources that could be used for financial aid into the

football program at increasing rates.

Also, tuition money used to cover football's losses

could better be budgeted for the construction of classroom

buildings and dormitories, or for increases in teacher

salaries. Football should not come at the expense of

academics. After all, the University's mission and
objective is education, not football.

Although football may have a place at Villanova, its

costs and level should be reconsidered. The program has

grown too quickly from a Division III level to the more

costly Division 1-AA level.

University administrators and the Board of Trustees

should take the opportunity during the University-wide

evaluation that begins this month to closely examine and

reevaluate football at V.U. Yes, the time has come for

Villanova to revamp its football program before it is

sacked.

Absence deplorable
The March 20 University Senate meeting resulted

in the addition of minuses to the grading system. Six

student senators were missing. At the April 3 meeting,

the Senate passed the 1987-88 University budget, which

included a 10.3 percent tuition increase. Three of the same

senators, Mark Martini, Marie Carroll and Diana

Guerrero, were missing. The actions, or rather lack of

actions, of these senators constitute a callous disregard

for their responsibility to the entire student body and

should not be permitted to continue.

Out of 10,000 V.U. students, 13 are elected each year

to represent all of the students in the University Senate.

Their presence at Senate meetings makes a statement

to the rest of the Senate: "We represent the students.

We are concerned about the issues and we are here to

fight for student rights."

Certainly, we cannot say for sure that the missing

senators' votes alone would have made a difference in

the two recent decisions, but perhaps their presence would

have resulted in other senators supporting student

interests.

We cannot allow our student senators to ignore the

vital importance of the University Senate. Beside the

budget and the grading system, the Senate this year has

addressed Fall Break and Reading Day issues. Both greatly

affect students and make student representation critical.

Senators have a responsibility to the students that

elect them. The least they can do is attend the Senate

meetings. Student Government should, therefore, make
an amendment to their constitution which will require

mandatory Senate meeting attendance or loss of senatorial

positions as the penalty for noncompliance.

Letters to the Editor

Death penalty: Get the facts
To the Editor:

On April 13, members of the

Amnesty International chapter of

Villanova University will be at

tables in the Connelly Center. The
purpose of our presence will be in

large part the addressing of issues

concerning the death penalty.

There will be materials for

those opposed to the death penalty

to write letters to state represen-

tatives voicing their opposition.

Those who are in favor of the

death penalty, or those who do not

know all the facts, are also encour-

aged to stop by to engage in

discussion with Amnesty Interna-
tional members.
The death penalty is one of the

most controversial issues existing

in our society today. Those in
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favor of the death penalty argue
that it is an effective deterrent

against the most violent of crimes.

Yet how can a deterrent be effec-

tive in preventing crimes that, in

almost all cases, are crimes of

passion and are not premeditated.

Those in favor of the death

penalty also argue that it is just

punishment for murder and other

atrocious crimes. Yet does our

modern society sodomize a rapist

or torture a torturer in the name
of justice?

The Bible is often used as

justification for the death penalty

because of the "eye for an eye, a

tooth for a tooth" ideology con-

tained in the Old Testament. But
even the Roman Catholic Church
is on record as being adamantly
opposed to the death penalty in

any form, as are we in Amnesty
International.

The death penalty, like any
issue, has two sides. I have ex-

pressed only a few of my personal

views and those of Amnesty
International's. Those with op-

posing views are more than wel-

come at our table on Monday from
9 a.m.-4 p.m. to express them. One
more thing to think about; is it

right to murder to prove that

murdering is wrong?

Jim Gunn
Amnesty International
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Oral Roberts: Misrepresenting God?

By SUSAN TOLVE

God — He has been portrayed
as kind and loving, as angry and
vengeful, even as a mythical
opiate of the people.

Oral Roberts has a new descrip-
tion to add to the list — God as
a blackmailer.

That is what the television

evangelist has been accused of in

a lawsuit filled in Federal District

Court on April 3 by two aerospace
engineers, Douglas Coggeshall
and Russell Richardson.

. On Jan. 4, Roberts announced
that God would "call him home"
if he did not raise $8 million for

medical missionaries by the end
of March.
During the final 10 days of his

campaign, Roberts held a vigil in

his prayer tower. He emerged
from his edifice victoriously on
March 31, surpassing his goal by
a reported $1.1 million.

The next day, Roberts had
another announcement for his

followers. Although God had
spared his life because contribu-

tions reached $8 million, now the

Lord had another request. God
wanted Roberts to continue to

raise that amount (above operat-

ing costs) until the second coming
of Jesus Christ.

Roberts certainly is not the first

to be wrapped in controversy
concerning his combination of

finances and religion.

Realistically, churches need
money to operate. Bake sales and
raffles do not raise enough money
to run hospitals and schools.

However, contfibuters are a large

source of revenue for religious

institutions.

Roberts needs revenues. His
City of Faith medical center has
had financial difficulties from the
beginning. The staff has problems
keeping the patient count over
100, although the state authorized
224 beds. (Roberts said God spec-

ified 777 beds.)

And his TV audience is disap-

pearing. According to April 6 issue

of Newsweek, Roberts' Arbitron
rating dropped from 2.5 million

households in 1977 to 1.1 million

in 1985.

Nevertheless, Roberts acted
deplorably by in effect telling his

followers to pay up or else he
would not be around much longer.

But it worked.
Some time during his 10-day

vigil, Roberts probably thought,
"Hey, it worked once, why not try

it again?" Or, "I don't want this

to end. At least not until the
second coming of Christ."

I have not unlocked the secrets

of the mysteries of life and death,

but I do not think God chooses
which lives to terminate based on
whether they meet a deadline He
designated for raising money.

Copy-cat preachers are sure to

pop up, hoping to imitate Roberts*

good fortune. Already, in Roanoke,
Va., the Rev. Mark Radecke,
pastor of Christ Lutheran Church,
told his congregation that God
intended him to have a Rolls-

Royce by April 1, or he too would
be called home. (New Jersey is

home to Radeke.) According to the

April 3 issue of the Philadelphia

Inquirer, he rented one for the

day. But there were no keys
because he did not ask for them.

Radecke's congregation did not

fall for his scheme, like Roberts'
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Roberts does not deserve all the

blame for his questionable money-
raising tactics. Some blame rests

on his congregation and their

blind faith.

In Altoona, Pa., a 67-year-old

widow sen t $55 of her $33 1 mon t h -

ly Society Security check to Ro-

berts. She could not afford her gas
bill early this month and was
threatened with a heat shut-off.

Jerry Collins, the benefactor of

Roberts' last $1.3 million, was ot

the initial opinion that Roberts

needs psychiatric help, according

to the April 6 issue of Newsweek.
Just as Roberts was about to

begin his 10 days of fasting and

prayer, the Jim and Tammy
Bakker scandal erupted. One
message of this scandal is clear

— T.V. evangelists are human
and they make mistakes.

The suit filed against Roberts

seeks to force him to return

donations to anyone who want
them back.

Next time. Roberts' followers
should think first. People wanting
to contribute to his cause should
have postponed their donations
until after the March 31 deadline.

I think Roberts would have been
around on April 1 to accept a $8
million check, probably by nego-

tiating with the blackmailer
upstairs.

Susan Tolve is a junior com-
munications major and the asso-

ciate editor of the Villanovan.

Students warn against

holding off-campus parties
Do not have a party. If you do,

be prepared to suffer the conse-

quences. You have heard many
people say it — faculty, police and
even a judge — but now students

are speaking out against off-

campus parties. This is not an idle

warning or scare tactics. It is an
actual story based on the firsthand

experiences of five students living

off-campus in King of Prussia in

Upper Merion Township.
It was an ordinary Friday af-

ternoon and five students reluc-

tantly agreed to have a T.G. party

at their house. The students

feared the risks involved, but they

felt that they could keep the party

small and short. The party, how-
ever, quickly got out of hand. More
people than expected came, bring-

ing their own beer.

The arrival of many unwanted
guests was quickly followed by
the arrival of the police. The police

proceeded to arrest 14 people for

underage drinkingand confiscated

all the kegs.

This in itself was an eye-

opening experience for the five

owners of the house. It is a very

scary feeling to have people (some
friends) arrested in your own
home. This, however, was just the

beginning of the students'

nightmare.

About one week later, the five

students were hit with summons
for criminal offenses. The stu-

dents were shocked. They had
heard about the laws getting

tougher, but they never thought

it would affect thiem.

Not only would they have to go
to court, but they might poMibly

have to go to jail. They feared for

thair future, aacurity and gradaa.

They had navar faced auch leriout

IVe are faced with having pennanent records and
prison terms. It is a very scary situation to be in.

problems in their entire lives.

This was no joke — this was
the real thing. In short, the

students were scared to death.

They were still hopeful, however,

that the judge would be lenient

when the trial date came.
This, however, was not the

case. As soon as the students

walked in the courthouse, they

heard the judge telling their

lawyer that he was going to send

them to jail for 30 days. The
saying "swallowing your heart"

cannot express the terror the

students felt when they heard

these words.

The judge was fed-up with
Villanova students having parties

in residential areas. He is not an
unreasonable man. He has been

forced into the situation by the

students themselves. He does not

want to send students to jail, but

if that is what it takes, he will

do it.

Because he is reasonable, the

judge has postponed the hearing

until a later date when he will

reconsider the case. The students

hope that at this time, he will

consider the specific circumstan-

ces they had the party before the

full warning had been issued by

the district.

The students are also very

active in Student Government
and the community. Whatever the

case, one thing is clear to the

students: the next people who are

caught having a party will not be

aa lucky. The next students will

go to jail.

We the students faced with the

charges, do not have to tell you
how detrimental this whole inci-

dent has been to our academic and
future careers. We are faced with
having permanent records and
prison terms.

It is a very scary situation to

be in. We cannot express how
serious it is. We are in big trouble.

The worst part is that there is

no way out. If the judge wants to

send you to jail, he can and he
will. There is only one solution —
Do not have a party. It is not

worth it — trust us!

The authors of this article are
juniors Stephen Longohdrdi and
Peter Pellicano. and seniors Dou-
glas Natal, Steve Maggiacomo and
Jeffrey McDonald. They are all

business majors.

Quote
of

Note

Politics arc almost a.< exciting

as war. and quite as ttani^rons.

In war yon can only Ik kilUd

once, hut in pttlitics nianx times.

Winmon Churchill
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Undwage posgession of alcohol

Are handcuffs necessary?
To the Editon

As a student, I had the unfor-

tunate experience, along with
about 20 other studeots, of being
issued a citation for possession of

alcohol because I am under the

lawful age of 21. I am 20 years

old. ,

My five friends and I were 'on

our way to a party when we were
confronted by an officer. I was
asked for proof of age for the four-

pack of wine coolers in my hand.
^Within the next minute, I was
handcuffed and placed in the back
of an unmarked car.

I asked if the cuffs were neces-

sary and the policeman said, "Just

procedure."

After threatening my friends

with the same consequence, the
officer called in for more cars.

Thirty minutes went by and four

police cars and a van arrived. I

was moved to one of the cars and
there I Waited for approximately
one and one-half hours while the
police randomly chose students to

question.

One curious student walked by
the front of the house and was told

to keep going, but stopped to talk

to a friend. He was then asked for

identification and immediately
handcuffed, even though he was
21 years of age.

Not until two hours later, when
our signatures were needed on the
summons, did the officers remove
the cuffs.

It is not clear to me why hand-
cuffs were necessary to detain

people for possession of alcohol.

The fact that only three people out
of 20 were handcuffed suggests to

me that it was not "just proce-

dure." Realistically, one can say

Tim hctHmt only thne
IMopfo Mf of 20 wmo
lumdcMfhd Mgg^ to

im that It WM not

'^Intfineodnn."

they are doing their job, but it

seems that they go out of their

way to harass Villanova students.

To break up parties is part of

the job, but are there not other

issues they could put their ener-

gies toward besides harassing
Villanova students?

Name withhelcl
upon request

Students' ideas considered

V.U. needs events
for ail students
To the Editor:

Villanova University has been
turning its back on a majority of

its students. Each year Villanova

University takes in more and
more freshman students, and at

the same time they force more and
more upperclassmen to live off-

campus.
In Villanova's eyes, once stu-

dents are off-campus, they need
little attention. The school, there-

fore, shows very little responsibil-

ity toward off-campus students.

This may be acceptable in a legal

context, but not in the moral
sense.

As a freshmen at Villanova we
enjoy many freedoms never in-

curred in our home setting. We
are free from authoritative figures

for the first time.

Keeping this in mind, it is no
secret that on-campus life, despite

the feeling of some administrators,

is full of social activities involving

beer and liquor^ However, the

underclassman hiive few prob-

lems with the local police while
on campus.

Yet, let us consider these same
students just two years later and
still under the legal drinking age.

They get pushed off campus by
Villanova's housing lottery sys-

tem. These students, although
they have already experienced the

liberties of sipping cocktails, now
find themselves breaking under-

age drinking and serving minors
ordinances. This problem, along

with the on-going housing ordi-

nances, are making off-campus
life impossible!

Villanova University must in-

creaae its celatioaa with the
surrounding community and stop

their negligent attitude toward
off-campus students. The %tu-

dentft of Villanova deserve to have
a full collcfe experience, including

academics, athletics and social

interaction.

Many other univertitiat have
e'Apertenced problems with the

new older drinking age in other

states. Villanova seems to be no
exception. The administration
must take action. The school has
virtually no social activities

planned for off-campus students.

This is the very root of the schools

negligence toward the students,

as well as the residents of the

community.
Off-campus students can not

socialize on campus because the

school does not schedule any
social events targeted toward
them. They also can not hold

parties off-campus because of the

surrounding residential commun-
ities. If the students do have a

party, they will experience huge
fines and, more recently, probably

a jail sentence (along with a
criminal record). This is far from
the education we came to Villan-

ova for.

We find ourselves stuck be-

tween a rock and a hard place! The
students have no where else to

turn. The time has come for

Villanova to take action and
responsibility for the social activ-

ities of their on-campus as well

as their off-campus students.

Until Villanova acts in a positive

fashion toward the community by
solving this urgent dilemma,
Villanova's prestigious reputation

will slowly dwindle throughout
the community.

Hence, as students, we ask you,

together with the residential

community, to solve this pressing

problem. We do not want to cause
problems with the community or

their legal systems. We do, how-
ever, have a need to socialize

together as a student body.

In conclusion, we feel confident

that the administration, coupled

together with the community, can
work iomething out without the

negative feedbiick of the court

system.

M-Nalgl

To the Editor:

As many people know, Student
Government has placed sugges-

tion boxes throughout the campus
so that students have a means to

communicate their ideas for im-

proving university life. Many of

the issues raised through the

utilization of the boxes such as the

question of Fall Break have been
resolved over the course of the

year.

Recently, the Student Govern-
ment department of public rela-

tions has been gathering re-

sponses for other areas of concern.

One suggestion involved using
Villanova vans to transport south

area residents to St. Mary's train

station on the days before and
after a break.

In attempting to coordinate a
shuttle schedule, we were in-

formed by Director of Security,

Rowan Kelly, that students desir-

ing transportation should contact
security as needed.

Because Villanova has only
three vans in operation, Kelly was
reluctant to commit his officers to

a publicized time schedule, should

the vans be needed for an emer-
gency. He encouraged south area

residents to request transporta-

tion as needed on the day before

or after break.

Another suggestion involved

using Donahue Hall as a study

area from 7:30 p,m. until midnight
because heavy snow and rain

often make evening treks to the

library difficult. We arie currently

in the process of reviewing this

Dossibilitv with Food Services and
the Director of Residency Life,
Chris Janosik.
We also inquired about the

possibility of using the former
Stanford and Good Counsel caf-

eterias as alternate study areas.

He informed us that Good Counsel
cafeteria is being used as a storage

area for Food Services. Stanford

Cafeteria has been in the renova-

tion process for two years.

Plans for the old dining hall

include the installation of the

following resources: a drug and
alcohol information center, a
computer lab, improved laundry
facilities, a study lounge and a
living area. These plans will be
completed pending the allocation

of adequate funding.

The Student Government
thanks you for your input. Ques-
tions and comments are always
welcome and may be dropped in

any suggestion box or in 204
Dougherty Hall.

V- Christine;Wm
Patrick Mousseau

Department of
Student Govemmepl,

public relatioils

Marketing competition
To the Editon

As advisor to the Marketing
Society and coach to our intercol-

legiate marketing competitive
teams, I would like to extend
congratulations to Kerri Turano,
Hernando Ruiz-Jimenez and Jose
Manuel Mora-CH for their out-
standing performance in the In-

tercollegiateAMA Marketing Case
Competition at Hofstra University
on March 28.

Without their brilliant perfor-
mances, we would not have been
able to garner two first prize

awards, namely in international

marketing and advertising. Being
able to surpass sudi schools as St.

John's University, the University
of Pittsburgh/ the University of

Maryland, Hofstra University and
Gettysburg Colles^ in competition
was a great accomplishment.
The Villanova chapter of the

American Marketing Society
should take pride in their
achievements.

Adolph S. Butkys
associate professor of

Business Administration
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Interviews at V.U.

are not biased
To the Editon

As a member and interviewer
of two camjius organizations, the
V.A.L.U.E. program and the New
Student Orientation program, I

resent the letter appearing in last
week's issue of the ViUanovan
titled "Interview process at V.U.
biased."

Interviewing is a tough job,
which entails understanding,
analysis and projection of the
received information. This is not
a process I, or any other interview-
er, take lightly.

With almost 400 persons apply-
ing for the orientation counselor
position and only 76 available
positions, many persons will meet
with the disappointment of not
passing. But the person still has
a decision on whether to view this
situation as negative or turn the
situation into something positive.

Feedback that is given is not,
as the author of the article stated,

"humiliating . . . (This is what
you did wrong')" sessions. They
are objective statements, both
positive and negative, about the
20-30 minute interview time in

which the applicant participated.

As for the questions themselves,
both the V.A.L.U.E. program and
the Orientation program address
all applicants with the same
skeleton questions, with only
follow-up questions being differ-

ent. The questions themselves are
of distinct and specific value.
They help the inverviewer de-

thisisiwtaprocMS,!/
«r any 0llNr bitervitwtr,
takt NgMly.

cipher the actual personality of
the person and how the person
would react under the pressure of
the program.
The Orientation's first-round

group interview is not for the
purpose, as the author stated, to

"convince the group that you are
not a total geek." The first-round

interview simulates a problem in

a group setting that the applicant,
if accepted, will be confronting
both in the steering committee
group and the group of incoming
students.

The first-round interview is

used so that the communication
skills of the applicant can be
viewed in the group setting.

Thus, the picture that the
author of the letter holds is not
true. The interviewing is as
unbiased as possible. There is

tough competition, and disap-
pointment is to be expected. The
fault of the process does not lie

within the program, but in the
applicant himself.

Stephen J. Schlager
Steering Committee
1987 New Student

Orientation Program
Chairperson -V.A.L.U.E.

program
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On
Campus
By MARK NVNES

This week the ViUano-
van asks, "What do you
think the penalty for un-
derage drinking should
be?"
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for the 1 987-88 Student Government

Secretary and

Assistant Secretary
for each of the five

Student Oevernment
departments:

#

Internal Affairs
Acadeniic Affairs
External Affairs
Budgeting Affairs
Public Relations

People needed to fill positions in the following

University Senate Standing Cemnitteest
*"

Academic Policy

Atliletic Advisory

Budget

University Planning and Priorities

And also for the

Board off Trusffoos Coi

DevelopnieBt and Pvbiic Reiotioni

inveslnieiils

Pick up an appUcaMam

hi2§4

Rank and Tenure

Rules and Review

Social Action

Student life

livioosi

OM PfeysKol fecflnies

life
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Brodie Lodcard:

Video game designer interviewed
By RUSS CECCOLA

Shanghai is the award-winning
video game from Activision based

on the ancient Chinese game of

Mah-Jongg. In it, there are 144

tiles of visually different suits

arranged in a dragon-shaped py-

ramid from one to five stacks high.

The object of the game is to

remove tiles in matching pairs

until are are gone or you cannot

match any more tiles.

1 recently had the pleasure to

speak with the designer of Shangh-

ai, Brodie Lockard, a man as

interesting as the game. Lockard
is 26 years-old and lives in Red-

wood City, Ca. He works at Stan-

ford University in designing ed-

ucational software for use in the

university classrooms. Originally

interested in Mah-Jongg, Lockard

wanted to translate the game
somehow to the personal compu-
ter. The result is Shanghai.

What makes Lockard 's design

even more remarkable is the fact

that he is a quadraplegic. Injured

in a varsity gymnastic accident

while an undergraduate, Brodie

fought against his paralysis and,

in my opinion, has overcome his

disability by using talents that

most of us never will use. Lockard

programs with a mouthstick and
specially designed headset that

hooks up to his Macintosh
computer.

The following is an interview

H^ith Brodie:
^ Villanovan: Brodie, tell me
how you got interested in

computers.

%; Locluu-d: Well, I was always

Interested in math and English in

high school and really didn't get

involved with computers until I

was in college. I started out as an
English major, and after a while

I realized that it might be hard

to find a job, so I started looking

around for something else that

might be more marketable.

I took a programming class and

liked it a lot, and then took more
— about three total and did some
work for no pay in the summer
before the accident. After the

accident, it was something I could

still do, something motivating me
that I could look forward to every

day and it just kept me going. It

gave me an incentive to get out

of the hospital as soon as I could

and get my life back in shape.

V: How long did it take you to

ge out of the hospital?

L: I was in the hospital nine
months, and actually I was able

to do some work on computers
while I was in there. There is a

system called the Plato system
made by Control Data Corpora-

tions. One of their sales reps was
extremely nice. She brought down
her own terminal to the hospital

and lent it to me for several

months while I was there.

When I got back out of the

hospital, I was loaned a Plato

terminal and I used it throughout

the rest of school. It had a great

influence on me and gave me the

chance to do a lot of things I would
not otherwise been able to do in

school. I kept up my interest in

computers and, in particular,

educational systems, since Plato

is an educational system.

V: You finished up your studies

after your accident. What were
your bachelor's and master's
degrees in?

L: I switched my bachelor's

degree a lot, but ended up with
a bachelor of Arts and Sciences

degree. My master's degree is in

computers and education.

V: Tell me about the work you
do for Stanford and how they use
your programs.

L: I was with a group called the

Faculty Operative Development
Program, whose goal was to get

faculty interested in the potential

for micros in the classroom. We
asked them for ideas and uses in

the classroom and we got a great

response. I worked on many
programs.
The three I worked on the most

were a French program on the

IBM, a series of Economics I

modules on the IBM and a medical

program on the MAC to teach

medical students some aspects of

handling critically ill patients.

They are all still being used in

classrooms at Stanford.

V: Let's get into Shanghai now.

Tell me about Mah-Jongg and how
you got interested in the game.

L: Actually, I've only played

Mah-Jongg twice at a friend's

house. MahrJongg is a lot more
complicated than Shanghai. It's

like gin rummy in that there are

four players and you try to collect

runs and sets of tiles, and lay them
out on the table. I didn't think that

it was easily adaptable for the

computer because you need four

players.

V: So, Shanghai is something

you've created, based on Maj-

Jongg.

(Photo by Mark Leet)

Brodie Lockard overcomes his disability by using a specially desigrted headset that hooks up
to his Macintosh computer.

L: No, not really. A friend came
up with the idea for Shanghai. It

didn't have a name, but he stacked

up the tiles and showed meibbw
to play the game. I thou£d^t it

would be great on the coriiftjter

and first programmed it on the

Plato system.
When I first learned something

about the MAC, I thought it would
be nice to put it on that system.
I got in touch with a man at

Activision in December 1985, and
after that, it was converted for

many machines.
V: What actually prompted you

to go ahead and design a video

game?

L: It was something I thought
about for quite a while. The folks

who used the Plato system
thought it would be great to put
Shanghai on a microcomputer,
which most people have. I thought
about doing that for quite a while,

but I didn't have any experience

(Continued on page 14)

On Itetnat whh Hie disabled
By TONY ARANES

Seventy-five'^ people b^an to

gather at Trooper, Pa. Wheel-
chairs could be seen strapped to

roofs of cars, being unfolded and
placed with an occupant.

Volunteers were arriving. Some
mingled, while others stood

around nervous and uncertain.

They had good reason to feel this

way. For many of the volunteers,

this was the first time they had
ever been to a Handicapped En-

counter Christ retreat (HEC for

short). For many this was the first

time they had worked with people

who could not walk or who had
some difficulty speaking.

The HEC experience was made
by 75 people, 13 of whom were
Villanova students.

Handicapped Encounter Christ

began in New York in 1974 and
was run by John Keck and Nancy
Mehlem. Keck understood the
problems and concerns of disabled,

as he himself was confined to a
wheelchair for two years.

He became involved with dis-

abled youthSr emphasizing their

worth as individuals in society.

The volunteers at the HEC
retreat served food, helped partic-

ipants get around and were com-
panions to the youths that at-

tended the retreat.

One student worked with a
youth who had muscular dys-

trophy. Other students worked
with people with multiple sclero-

sis, cerebral polsy, spinal injuries

and birth defects. AH worked to

help the disabled youth through
the retreot.

could not help but be swept into

the HEC spirit. After a while,

everyone began to break through
their barriers and really get to

know each other. There was such
a strong feeling of belonging;

everyope dropped their inhibitions

and let go.

Music played an important part

during the retreat. It was the
catalyst that united them, moti-

vated them and inspired them.
Much of the music played was
written by the Rev. Shawn Tracy,
O.S.A. It was he who helped bring
HEC to the Philadelphia area
seven years ago. Since then, HEC
has gradually grown from its

infancy.

Tracy explained that the HEC
community reaches out to people

who may be institutionalized or

disabled.

Inevitably, the last day to be
together as a group, a community,
and as a family, had come. Looking
around, small groups of formen
strangers had been found talkingg

late into the night, taking advan-f
tage of their last free moments;
together to build on their new
friendships.

No one wanted to leave. During

.

that weekend, the participants}

lived in an atmosphere where!
everyone supported each other,

j

Now it was time for them to?

return to the competitive world.,'

However, they knew that they had

'

gained something. Maybe it was
the realization that life must be

a celebration, and must go beyond
the limitations of the flesh.

Blood drive held
By DEBBY GROSS

A blood drive sponsored by the
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority and
Villanova University was held on
April 7. 8 and 9, according to Gina
DiMuro, service chairperson of

the sororitv.

The event was held from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. in the Butler Annex
behind the old fieldhouse. The
amount of pints collected will not
be available until next week, so
the success rate of the drive is not
yet known.

According to DiMuro, the goal

of this drive was to collect approx-

imately 550 pints. There is always
a nsed for blood in this area, she
said.

As the weekend progressed, one During the 1985-86 period.

patients in this area were expected
to need over 360,000 pints of blood.

This declaration made by the
American Red Cross expresses the
great need for blood, especially the

most common blood type, "0,"

which is always in short supply

because of excessive demand for

it.

While there are some restric-

tions for giving blood, anyone
l)etween the ages of 17 and 65,

weighing at least 110 pounds and
in good physical health can do-

nate. As noted by the Red Cross,

one pint of blood could mean life

for five people — this makes
giving blood a very fulfilling act.

DiMuro added that anyone who
has questions about donating

blood can contact the American

Red Cross at 1-800-26 BLOOD.
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By REV. RAY JACKSON
O.S.A.

Jesus constantly called upon the

people of his time to pay attention.

"If you have ears to hear, listen!

If you have eyes to see, look

around!"

We, too, are challenged to see

and hear the voice of God in our

own day, yet because we are blind

or deaf, we often miss the obvious.

To smell the flowers, to gaze at

the stars, to walk a beach or to

amble through a woodland is to

hear the voice of God in creation.

'The Earth is the Lord's and the

fullness thereof," says the psal-

mist. How easy it is to sense the

presence of God in the wonders

of nature if we look. The unbe-

lievable variety, the enormous
complexity, the unending multi-

plicity of plants, animals, fishes

of the seas and birds of the air,

all shout out the glory of their

Creator.

One of the major problems of

our time, however, is that we tend

to look for God only in a church
building or in formal prayer. We
need to understand that many of

the concrete experiences of life are

experiences of the Spirit of God
moving within us and energizing

us to live in humane ways. Here
are some concrete ways that we
encounter the Spirit:

* When we act gently towards
others, especially if they have
hurt us,

* When we are generous with
our time, talents, goods and pos-

sessions towards others who may
need our help,

* When we experience loss or
disappointment, anxiety or fear.

but refuse to alk)w these circum-

stances to control our lives,

* When we take time to thank

our family and friends for their

love and concern toward us.

* When we trust that God is

with us in the suffering and the

inevitable pain of life,

* When we lie to ourselves by
accepting ourown limitations and
the shortcomings and faults of
others.

These are times when God is

present to us, even if we are

unaware of His graciousness at

that moment.

It is true that we can experience

God's presence in the communal
sharing of the Eucharist when we
gather in church to hear the Word
of God proclaimed in the Sacred
Scriptures and to receive the food

of life, Jesus the Lord. However,
this is a special presence of God.
We even use religious terminology
by calling the Eurcharist a sac-

rament, that is, a sacred sign.

It is in the ordinary experiences
of life, the day-in-day-out encoun-
ters we have with our own atti-

tudes, emotions, joys, hopes,
dreams, fears and sorrows that
God reveals Himself to us.

The trick, of course, is to "see"
and "hear!" Let us look and listen

to the daily experiences of life for

the presence of God. The smile

which we give or receive from
another, the encouragement
which flows between friends, the

warmth and tenderness of human
love and the acceptance of suffer-

ing which cannot be changed;
these experiences can be as rich

and full of meaning for us as were
the encounters people had with
Jesus in their own time.

(Continuedfrom page 13)

programming micros. When I

started at Stanford, I learned
about the MAC and thought that

would be a good first machine to

try it on.

V: How did you work with
Activision to get the game
published?

L: When I was looking for a job,

one of my resumes found its way
to Brad Fregger at Activision. He
gaveme a call and said, "Let's talk

about software," and we did. He
said that if I had any ideas to give

him a call. At that point, I had
just started on the game, but I

didn't know how it was going to

turn out, or if I was going to even

finish it.

When I had a finished copy, I

called him up and he was inter-

ested and got many others at

Activision interested. Brad gave
me many ideas on how to enhance
the game. We worked on a mutual
trust basis, but eventually every-

thing fell into place and we struck
a CQntract.

V: Did you ever regret the long
time it took, evenings and week-
ends, to desigo Shangkan? Or, did

it keep you going, knowing that

it would be published?

L: No, I don't think 1 regret it.

It did consume much of my spare
time that year. But I could look

back and say that I really accom-
plished something that year. So,

I don't regret it at all. It gave me
something to look forward to.

V: Do you have any tips for
Shanghai?

L; Most of the tips that I use
are in the manual or on-screen
help, so those sources summarize
all of my tricks and strategy.

V: Have you designed anything
else beside your work at Stanford
and^on Shanghai?

L: I have a few lessons on the

Platd system on architecture,

mostly about drawing on the
architectural level. I also wrote a
graphics program, called Altami-

ra, for the IBM PC. It is similar

to MACDraw^nd uses color.

V: For anyone interested,

what's a good way to get started

in the design of video games?
L: Devote as much time as

possible. If you start with a simple
game, you can eventually work
your way up to a larger project.

You don't need major funding or

a huge staff to produce something,
just an idea and the desire to get

something done.

V: Do you have plans for any

software in the near future?

L: I've got a few good ideas.

That's the best I can say. I wish

I had some definite ideas, but I

really don't. I would very much
like to design another game and

I'm on the lookout for ideas. I have

a few, but they're still very fuzzy.

V: If you had another idea,

would you jump on it, or would

you take a little bit easier than

before?

L: No, I think I would go at it

at full force.

Thanks to Melinda Mongelluzzo

of Activision for all her help in

conducting the interview with
Brodie Lockard.

who knows, who cau'es

It's a beautiful day in the neightwrhood . . . won't you be

my, won't you be my, won't you be my neijihbor . . . Radnor

residents obviously aren't Mr. Roger's fans . . . Boy, y.U. has

a lot of nerve asking to build new domis ... we really

overstepped our bounds this time . . . what a ridiculous request

for a University to make . . . maybe we should just dig up the

whole University and move it some place where people are

human ... on a higher note. Balloon Day finally got off the

ground ... wonder if Radnor has any air space restrictions

about balloons . . . How about that Geek Week? . . . what a

knockout . . . and it was only the first round of competition

. . . red alert . , . red alert . . . senator's disease is spreading

. . . they don't show up to Senate meetings, you don't show

up to vote . . . only 1,700 of you voted . . . maybe those hi-tech

voting machines were just too much to handle so close to finals

. . . finals . . . finally a party on campus . . . only it was in the

library ... Did everybody get their free computer search? . .

.

Maybe V.U. should search for a new way to finance the football

program . . . How about a hacky sack tournament . . . (it's even

got the work sack in it!) ... we won't be here next week, but

somebunny will . . . but. Who knows, Who cares.

Edited by the Villanovan editorial board
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SUMMER I

SESSIONS

SESSION I

Tuesday, May 19

to Hiesday, June 23

SESSION n
Thursday June 25

to Thursday, July 30

K\ KMN(.

until the day before

each seseion begine.

1

I
BUSINESS/^ MANAGEMENT
Accounting

Business Law
Economics

Finance and Marketing

Management
Statistics
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Date rape discussed

>."?.•>

(I.P.B.) — A major difference

between acquaintance rape and
stranger rape is the after-effects

on the victim, according to Dr.

Jonathan Perry of the University

of Arkansas (UA) counseUng and
psychological services. Perry said

acquaintance rape causes longer

lasting effects and makes the

situation more complicated for the

victim.

"Assuming there hasn't been

any injury associated with the

attack, stranger rape is a serious

trauma. However, a victim of

stranger rape can more easily not

blame herself," he said.

"With acquaintance rape, there

is a much more complicated issue.

The effects are more damaging in

a subtle way because the victim

usually questions how she can

CLIiSSlFieD

iWHlTIM
Telemaric0ting

King of Prussia Telemaricet-

ing Agency is offering flexibie

evening hours to students w/
good spealcing voices. Expe-
rience preferred. Conve-
niently located near Court/

Piaza and Septa Bus Routes.
Please cail 768-4300 today to

sclieduie an appointment.
Diai Direct

150 Aiiendale Road
768-4300

Valet Drivers

Expanding vaiet parking co.

seeks valet drivers for Radnor
Country Club. Day/evening
shifts avail. F/PT, salary *

tips! Ability to drive stick-

shift and valid drivers license

a must. Contact Mrs. White
ASAP: 563-3336.

How To Get A Job
Be at the right place at the
right time and have the right

stuff! The 3rd Annual BDTC
Job/Trade Fair will be held at

the Great Valley Corporate
Center on Thursday, April 23
from 12 noon to 7 p.m. Meet
Delaware Valley companies
looking for scientific, techni-

cal, clerical and managerial
people. Attend seminars,
learn about companies and
mayt>e find a |ob at the same
time. Sponsored by the Bus-
iness Development and
Training Center at Great Val-

ley and Villanova University.

Call Career Development or
647-6633 for more
information.

Senior Case Manager
Full time for MR services in

community mental health/

mental retardation center in

N.E. Phila. Intake case man-
agement inter-agency coor-
dination respon. Excell. ben-
efits. BA + relevant MR exper.

Call Pat Dandelias at 831-
2868.

Resident Advisor
Assist/train mentally re-

tarded residents in apt. CLA
in N.E. Phila. Excellent beoef-
its for FT/PT pos. indud. Blue
Cross/HMO. $4.80-$5./hr.

Min. req. 2 yrs. college or H.S.

£ yrs* Mn/nm sKpenence.
Call Nanette WoN. 831-2840.

Attention Graduate Stu-
dents! Part-time tutors
neeoeo on me rmni une m
Algalm 1 4 II, Trig, Geometry
and Calculus (exp. pref.). Call

827-

ever trust someone again. '

.

Perry also believes that ac-

quaintance rape is much more
common than stranger rape, es-

pecially on college campuses. He
said that a sizable portion of

students will be the victim of rape

at some point.

Don Beebe and Betty Guhman
of the UA sociology department
have researched the phenomenon
of acquaintance rape. Their find-

ings show that statistically, over

half of all rapes occur between
people who know each other.

Beebe believes one reason be-

hind the incidence of acquaintance

rape is a society that supports it.

"We live in a rape supportive

culture," he said. "This behavior

is often condoned, especially on a

college campus," Guhman said.

By MARK V. DiSTASIO

* Wall Street received its name in 1644, when New York City
built a wall around lower Manhattan to protect cattle from
marauding Indians.

V

* President Reagan*s 45-year-old daughter, Maureen, says that

she and her husband have seen the ghost of Abraham Lincoln in

their White House bedroom.

The first "All-Union Break-Dance Festival'* was recently held
in the Soviet Union.
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"It's a big joke — they don't see

it as rape. But that's not an
excuse."

Perry said that the first step a
rape victim should take is to seek
help. "All too often the victim is

ashamed or frightened-," he said.

"She needs to get help for herself,

and if physical force was involved,

she should seek medical
attention."

Puzzle answ«r
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3nhis attempt to irajM-oveuponLowenbrau's

formula for the bestwayin the world to brew beer,

Albert stumbledupon another formula.

cm?

Early in his career Albert

realized that his life's dream of —

^

improving Lowenbrau's formula

was a futile one.

Botde bffedejif^ ,^^
exaHdnew (fisCuss ftiesmy ^

atomic particles of Lowenbrau's

rich taste. He would often theorize

that Bavarian supendsion, plus '

the richness of Bavarian hops

brewed fresh and smooth, was the

bestway in the world to brew beer.

And at about ten o'clock on

ai^y ghrenThursday, he and the

odier professors in his depaiSnent

would gather at die Cycbtron

Ikvem where they woukl obtain

hard evidence to support thdr

findings. Usually a tournament of

quarterbounce would evolve, dur-

ing which Albert and his friends

would lose all track of time and

space. Finally, By evening's end,

he would iiiidier theorize that

Lowenbrau's mass appeal would

grow exponendaHy in an eve^

expandbig universe, and in all die

great beer drinking countries,

because . . . it's the best way in die

world to brew beer.

TliisWorldCalls
for Lowenbriu.
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WMs 'Ihoanlights' in new comedy
By ROBERT DUGGAN

. Walter Davis is a workaholic

stock portfolio analyst who is told

to improve his shabby image to

something more in line with the

company's standards. Knowing
that he must get in style for an

important business dinner that

night, Davis gets a new suit and
then looks for a new lady to take

along.

In a final, desperate move, he
finally lets his brother set him up
with his wife's cousin from out

of town. With the warning not to

let her drink under any circum-

stances, Davis sets out on the

blind date of his life.

"Blind Date" is the new, slap-

stick comedy directed by Blake

Edwards, starring Bruce Willis as

Walter Davis and Kim Basinger

as Nadia Gates, his blind date.

Walter goes to Nadia's hotel and
cannot believe his luck. They go

to an exhibition of art done by a

friend of Nadia's. (The blatant

sexual sufi^estiveness of the art-

works they casually walk among
is so hilariously shocking I found

it hard to believe this film drew
a PG-13 rating).

At the exhibit they run into

Nadia's ex-boyfriend, David Bed-

ford, played by John Larroquette,

who is best known as Dan Field-

ing, America's favorite sleeze

from "Night Court." After a

hilarious fit of raging jealousy by
David, Walter and Nadia get away
from him and go to a quiet place

to relax before dinner. Forgetting

his brother's warning, Walter

buys champagne and convinces

Nadia that "one little glass won't

hurt." Then the fun starts.

They arrive at the company
dinner and Nadia wreaks havoc.

In the first 15 minutes after they

arrive, she destroys a floral ar-

rangement, ruins the suit of

nearly every man in the room,

insults the big client, gets into a
heated argument with ^ waiter in

obscene French, and loses Wal-

ter's job for him.

Basinger is great as the beau-

tiful, screwball drunk and seems
more comfortable in this comedic
role than in her previous dramatic

roles.

When she finally sobers up,

Walter decides to go crazy at a

party filled with her friends.

Willis pulls out his David Addison
character and lets him roam free

in the longest stretch of quality

slapstick in the movie.

Meanwhile, Larroquette's char-

acter has been chasing the couple

around town all night and finally

catches up at the party. Walter

and David then brawl it out for

Nadia's honor.

Larroquette was good in this

film, but I was disappointed that

his role was just a slightly mod-

ified Dan Fielding, even to the

point that David was a lawyer of

the same unscrupulous vein. In

my opinion, Larroquette is the

funniest man on television today,

and he should have opted for a role

that would have given him a

chance to expand.

Kim Basinger, Bruce Willis and John Larroquette star in the new comedy motion picture, "Blind

Date/* directed by Blake Edwards.

After brawling it out and shoot-

ing at David, Walter is thrown in

jail in the disheveled condition

seen in all the ads for the film.

What follows is such a funny,

screwy sequence of events that I

would not want to give them away
to those who have not seen it yet.

As an aside for all those "Family

Ties" fans out there, make sure

you do not miss the scene in the

disco. The house band is none

other than the balding Bill Vera

and the Beaters of "At This
Moment" fame.

With this film, Edwards re-

bounds from his last film, the

appropriately titled turkey, "A
Fine Mess." This film does have
lapses where the quality sinks to

a neo-Three Stooges level, but the

finer aspects, Willis, Bassinger
and Larroquette, make this a

comedy well worth paying to see.

TheDuPont PavUion Aosfs Ihbut Orchestra
j By JOANNE LOFTUS

The Philadelphia Debut Or-

chestra (PDO) launched its very

first concert ever in the DuPont
Pavilion last Saturday night. The
PDO was founded in February

1985 for the sole purpose of giving

young, exceptional, unknown
instrumentalists the chance to

exhibit their talent and to gain the

exposure and experience needed

to further their musical careers.

It is comprised of 65 highly skilled

individuals who wish to perform

in an orchestral atmosphere.

David Reichman, one of the

founders and the conductor of the

PDO, b^n the evening's perfor-

mance with a warm welcome and
introduction. His lifelongdream of

creating an orchestra to promote

young musicians was finally

realized. Reichman was extremely
grateful to John Dunphy, director

of Music Activities, and to Villan-

ova University for helping to

make this concert possible.

The orchestra made its debut

into the music world with its

rendition of Copland's "A Lincoln

Portrait." Copland's goal was to

createa musical portrait of a great

American; and that he did. He
chose Lincoln because of what he

represented to the people of the

United States: democracy, free-

dom and responsibility.

Simple, yet at the same time

impressive, the music proudly

evoked a sense <rf patriotism. This

apparently was a wise choice

considering that Reichman chose

the piece in accordance with
Philadelphia's bicentennial cele-

bration of the signing of the

Constitution.

Strategically, in the middle of

the performance, the Rev. Peter

Donahue gave an inspirational

reading on this famous Presklent,

which included several well-

known quotations from some of

Lincoln's speeches and letters.

The second piece of music
performed by thePDO was "Over-

ture to 'La Gazza Ladra' " by
Rossini. "The Thieving Magpie,"
as it is known in English, was a

popular tragic opera. Therefore,

the music touches upon many
heights of emotions: anger, excite-

ment, grief and, in the end, happ-

iness. The audience seemed to get

caught up in this attractive and

stirring music.

Rita Reichman, sister of the

conductor, played the piano most
beautifully during the third work,

Tchaikovsky's "Piano Concerto

No. 1 in B minor, OP. 23." Ms.
Reichman is a world-renowned

pianist who flew in from Australia

Saturday afternoon to be with her

brother, David.

This masterpiece was Tchai-

kovsky's first work, and among
his finest. It consisted of three

major parts, each unique in itself

concerning the tempo and spirit.

Nevertheless, each part contibut-

ed equally to the grandeur of the

whole.

The finale of the performance

was Dvorak's "Symphony No. 8

in G Major, Op. 88." Dvorak has

long been known for the ethereal

quality of his music. The music
simply flows without interrup-

tion. Magical and delightful, this

symphony seems to celebrate

nature and life. Because of his

keen sense of movement, Dvorak
never let his music approach
monotony, just beauty.

The concert was relaxing and
enjoyable. The instrumentalists'

love and dedication to classical

music shone throughout the con-

cert. Hopefully, this will have
been the first of many concerts to

be performed by the PDO in the

future.

The PDO's debut performance
was greatly appreciated by the

few who experienced it. Unfortu-

nately, the saddest part of the

evening was the attendance, or

lack thereof.

The Speedwagon slows down

RBO had a siring ot liita in recent

with thmkr iai—tj ralaaia. LjftmMWf hmmw It
that

By KEVIN HECHT

While many major artists such

as Springsteen, Bono and Sting

have produced music with a

significant emphasis on social

consciousness in recent years,

REO Speedwagon has consistent-

ly put forth the type of music that

has been relegated to sweet 16

parties, cookouts and the back of

school buses. Some of their music

has been catchy and suitable for

radio play, but certainly forget-

table.

REO's latest release, Life as We
Know It, on Epic Records, spo-

tlights a band that is trying to

break out of the stagnant mold

they have built up over the years,

and which in the process, falls flat

on its face.

The sound on the album ranges

from an attempt at funky soul, to

guitar solos that sould like ZZ Top
on acid. Kevin Crunin, the talented

lead-singer and songwriter for the

group, is joined by the songwriting

team of Tom Kelly and Billy

Steinberg on several of the albums

compositions. They manage to

crank out some catchy tunes that

are unfortunately bqgged down in

a relentless outpouring of cliches

about unrequited love.

Even some of the names of the

songs suggest that there is an

overkill of the old heartbreak

routine here, as the album opens

with "New Way to Love," and

then goes on to include "That

Ain't Love," "One Too Many
Girlfriends" and "Can't Get You

Out of My Heart.

"

There are some bright spots

however. "In My Dreams" is a

lovely ballad in the tradition of

previous hits such as "Keep on

Loving You," and "I Can't Fight

This Feeling Anymore." In addi-

tion, the guitar playing of Gary
Richrath, although overdone at

times, provides a searing and
impressive force to some of the

songs. Cronin, who has never

been accused of having the strong-

est voice in the world, sounds
competent on most of the tracks.

It is hard to take a song serious-

ly when it begins on a driving,

powerful note and then goes on

to spew off lyrics such as "There's

danger in romance at every turn,

be careful boy that you don't crash

and burn," from "One Too Many
Girlfriends" on Side One. 1 am
sure that this is sage advice, but

the audience has probably heard

it before.

Most REO Speedwagon fans

may find this album thoroughly

enjoyable, but they are probably

used to them by now. It is not

likely to win over xoo many new
fans, although the music is harm-

less, and an honest attempt at

something different. The band

mav be talented, and the music

may be up beat, but if the name
ul this new album applies to

reality. /.//<• w.s \\\ Kmuv It stinks.
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Little America's protential grows
By MEGAN GUIDERA

With the constant outpour of

techno-pop computerized rock, it

is a rarity to find a genuinely

simple and pure rock-and-roll

band.

Geffen Records has discovered

a young, gimmickless rock-and-

roll band, Little America. Little

America is a California-based

band that has a short, crisp rock

sound that contains a great deal

of potential.

Little America is a group con-

sisting of four men: Mike Magrisi,

lead vocals and bass; Andy Logan,

lead guitar and backing vocals;

and Custer, drums and vocals.

Little America is a young band
that recorded a series of demos in

1985. They chose their name,
Little America, to make a state-

ment. The band feels that even

though the United States is a

superpower, it is the average little

people that make up the heart of

America.

After making their second demo
with the help of Paul Sabu, best

known for his work with Motels,

Cory Hart, Rockwell and others.

Little America signed an exclusive
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contract with Geffen Records.

Little America also snatched up
the acclaimed British producer,

John Punter, as their new produc-

er. Punter has produced albums
with The Hollies, Moody Blues

and Blade.

With their growing success.

Little America released their first

album of 12 songs from Geffen

Records. The album, which takes

the group's name as its own. Little

America, has a fresh rock sound

that is unique to today's computer
pop.

Little America embodies a mas-

sive amount of potential waiting

to be developed. The band is

talented and vibrant; however,

they lack polish.

Side One of Little America
disappoints the listener. Songs

such as "Walk on Fire," "Perfect

World" and "Lies" have an essen-

tially good rock tune; however, the

songs are not developed and turn

into long, drawn-out, repetious

songs.

The disappointment of the mo-'

notonous six songs on the first

side is rapidly dispelled when the

listener flips to Side Two. The
first three songs on Side Two,
"Walk the Land," "Heroes" and
"Underground," are excellent,

well put together, fun songs.

"Walk the Land" is the only

slow-paced song on the album.

However, it is pretty and its

symbolic lyrics give a strong

message of patriotism.

"Heroes" has agreat.dance beat

and is easy to sing along to. The
vocals are smooth and powerful.

This song is a tribute to the film

idols ctf yesterday: "Heroes, larger

than life/ Up on the screen, every

night/ On the late show/ What a

great show.**

The other songs on Side Two,
"Underground," "Out of Bounds,"
"Coversations" and "Standin' On
Top," display Little America's

instinctive talent and fiery

potential.

Although Little America is not

an incredible album, it is a preview

of what is to come from a highly

talented group.

After opening for the Roman-
tics, Steve Marriot and Belinda

Carlisle and planning a major U.S.

tour. Little America is destined to

take their fresh original rock

sound to the top.

It is refreshing to see a young
band sticking to the original crisp

rock sound. Even though Little

America is not headed for instant

success, the band Little America
has a few excellent albums in

them, and Iam eager to hear them!
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Members of Geffen Record's new band. Little America,
promote their first album of the same name.
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By RUS8CECCOLA

DATAMANAGER *«**TIME-
WORKS C64» C128, AP, AT,
AMIGA,MAC IBM
A lot of productivity software

is difficult to use. Sometimes, the

instructions are so complex that

it is bothersome to learn the

system. Other times, the program
is too simple — with no outstand*

ing features. A definite must for

all people that handle lots of data

is Data Managerfrom Timeworks.
It is so simple to use, yet accom-
plishes so much.
Data Manager has lots of fea-

tures that make it worth the price

tag. Two elements that give it its

excellence are the manual and the

on-screen menus. All commands
are entered via a pull-down menu
and sub-menus at the top of the

screen. This eliminates all memor-
ization of commands, as well as

typing them in. This element
separates Timeworks from all

other companies.

The manual is excellently writ-

ten and so simple to read that you
can just pick it up and start with
the program. These two' features

build up the others, so that we
have a system based upon
simplicity.

Some of the other features of

Data Manager are the following:

i80-column capability, sample data
to work with on the disk, ability

to print items by any range, X-
SEARCH to find common items
and X-SORT for sorting data.

Users of Data Manager also are
able to graphically view informa-
tion about their data, create
customized data reports, print

mailing labels and tags, generate

.

statistical analysis of data and
make calculations. Different sys-

tems have different capabilities as
well. Either way, Data Manager
is the program that you should
have to keep e\'erything in order.

ROADWAR 2000 ••••
STRATEGICSIMULATIONS,
INC. C64, AP

It is the year 2000. Bacteriolog-

ical warfare has taken over Amer-
ica and cities have become gangs'

hideouts and the roads are sites

for battles. You are the leader of

one of these gangs. You have been
assigned by the federal govern-

ment to find eight scientists and
return them to an underground
laboratory to neutralize the deadly

microbes in the atmosphere. You
have to search the whole country
and have only a short amount of

time to find them.
Roadwar2000 sends you, as the

above gang leader, onto the roads

of America. There are so many
options at your disposal that it

will take a k>ng while to find the

scientists. There are eight regions

in which you can travel: Canada,
Mexico. California, Califomia2,

West Central U.S.. Northwest
U.S.. North Central U.S.. South
U.S.. Northeast U.S. and Border

States. Each region contains
about 10-15 cities, so that you
luve a huffe area to expk>re.

Included in the game wiinjial is

a map of the roads and locations

of cities in North America. What
you have to diaoover, by both

combat and exploratioii, is which
fang controto which city. As you
are ilmMJi'lfl to use your Radio

Diraction Finder to locate the

iciimiili. you have to oontand

wKk rwtXmam in all kinds of

vthidti. Ilmiigh both ttctictl

combat and strategy, you must
outwit and take over the other

gangs.
In total, Roadwar 2000 is an

excellent attempt at predicting a

violent future. The graphics are

suitably detailed and the game
play bsdanced so that you do not

have to memorize the manual to

play Roadwar 2000. So, if you are

looking for a good fantasy combat
game, get Roadwar2000 and save

the country.

CERTIFICATE MAKER
• • • • *SPRINGBOARD
C64, IBM, AP
Have you ever wanted to give

somebody an award for something
really stupid, or maybe for being
the best member of a club or
organization? Well, now you can
with this recent release from
Springboard Software. Certificate

Maker allows you to create from
scratch a certificate for someone
for any reason. From fishing to
playing the trumpet, you can
recognize someone with a certif-

icate fresh from your printer.

It is easy to create a certificate

with the program. To aid you. the
manual walks you through the
creation of one. If you are stuck
for ideas or maybe just wanX to
do something nice for somebody,
there is a catalog of 220 pre-made
templates for certificates. All you
have to do is fill in the text and
name.
From a Certificate of Proficien-

cy to The Most Coffee Breaks
Award, you have a lot of choices
before you start to create your
own certificate. The certificates

are both horizontal and vertical,

so you can set up the format you
want.
Making a certificate consists of

simply choosing the title and body
fonts, typing in your text, choos-
ing a template, finding a border
for your needs and printing your
certificate out on one of the
possible printers. There are five

fonts that you can use: Serif, Sans
Serif, Script, Gothic and Art Deco.
With these five, you are pretty
well-armed for any design.

which lets you create form letters

quite easily. It lets you specify

many variables in a letter, so that

they can be customized later. To
print your text onto a laser prin-

ter. geoLaser was put on the

Writer's Workshop disk. It allows

you to print ontoan Apple LaserW-

riter laser printer or to upload

your text to QuantumLink for

copies.

Certificate

Maker

Certificate Maker is a fresh new
face in the software world and
deserves the chance to award
somebody you know. The price is

modest and the possibilities many,
giving you some incentive to pick
up this great program.

WRITER'S WORKSHOP
• • •1/2 BERKELEY
SOFTWORK C64
GEOS is the successful MAC-

like operating system for the
Commodore 64. New to the pro-

duct line of enhancements on the

system is Writer's Workshop, a
new set ofword processingoptions

in the GEOS environment. Con-
sisting of gnwrite 2.0, geoMerge,

gtoLaser and Text Grabber, Wri-

ter's Workshop is all that the
GEOS user needs for word
processing. .

The new version of geo Write,

geoWrite 2.0, is a much better

vertiofi than the first. This en-

hanced word processor comes
with the fottoiwing new features:

center, right and fullJustification,

ati^gli* iMwittiiiMpatiing, dwamal
tabs, superacript and subacript,

headers, footers, pagination,
search and replace and keyboard
shortcuta to commandi. In total,

jMHWi^ has all of the heat thiiMs

that a word praoeaaor for the Cd4

A now feature ii gmMngt,

Finally, Text Grabber allows
you to pull text from other word
processors and use it in geoWrite.

In this way, the jump from an-

other word processor to geoWrite
is made easily. Text Grabber is just

another reason to buy Writer's

Workshop; the program gives you
all you need for professional
writing.

WORLD CLASS LEADER
BOARD AC-
CESS SOFTWARE C64, AP,
IBM
New from the makers of Leader

Board and continuing in that

same tradition is World Class

Leader Board. Combining all of

the best of Leader Board with
some very unique holes. World
Class Leader Board is a stand-

alone game that challenges the

video golf player like never before.

With the three best courses in the

world and a fourth designed to be

the toughest, World Class Leader
Board surpasses its predecessor.

The three famous courses are:

St. Andrews, Doral Country Club
and Cypress Creek. A map of each
course is included in the manual
along with other info about the

course. Gauntlet Country Club
puts all golf difficulties against

you in creating the toughest
course in the world. All four give

you a challenge like never before

seen in golf.

New features include a driving

range, putting practice, a "bird's

eye" view of the course option and
an option that allows you to print

out the score card. I never thought
that Leader Board could be topped,

but Access has succeeded in

surpassing their own classic.

PITFALLI/DEMONATTACK
• • • ACTIVISION C64,
AT
There are many classic video

games. For the most part, they

gather dust and clutter your room.
Now, one company has done
something about this problem.
Activision has released two classic

games in the first of a new series

of titles called Solid Gold Soft-

ware. Pitfall! and Demon Attack

are two that have proven them-
selves on the market and are
deserving of the distinction.

Pitfall! puts you. as Pitfall

Harry, against an assortment of

creatures in the jungle to find and
retrieve a collection of treasures.

A simple game to play. Pitfall!

stumped people for years because
you have just enough time to

finish the game. Any mistakes
and you might as well give up.

Demon Attack is a totally dif-

ferent game in that you shoot at

randomly descending bird-like

creatures that want to shoot your
ship with their lasers and to drop
on top of you. The key to success
in thisgame is knowing the varied
birds and their manners of move-
ment and attack. This game
tofether with Pitfall! are two
grsBt choioao for starting a new
line of software from Activiakm.
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Entertainment

Calendar

Music
The Empire Rock Club

Roosevelt Boulevard & Princet-

on Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

April 10 — The Johnson's/
Stranger to Stranger

April 1 1 — Beru Revu/Tarquin
April 12 — Malice/Jarra

April 15 — Crossfire/
Dynagroove

April 16 - Metal Wolf

The 23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

April 10 — Rhythm & Bluefish
April 11 — Living Earth
April 14 — Yow Kings/

Violators

April 16 — Tommy Conwell

The Chestnut Cabaret
38th & Chestnut Sts.

215-382-1201

April 10 — Chatter Band
April 11 — NRBQ/Rick F;ranco

April 14 — Olatunfi & His

Drums of Passion

April 15 — Joe Sudler's Swing
Machine

Theater
The Rita Five Theatre

212 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

"Waiting for the Moon"
Beginning April 22

The People's Light and Thea-
tre Company
39 Conestoga Rd.

Malvern, Pa.

215-644-3500

"What the Butler Saw" through
April 26

West Chester University
Theatre
West Chester, Pa.

April 23-25, 29-30 & May 1-2 at

8 p.m.

in the University Theatre, High

& Rosedale avenues.

"Hay Fever"

Art
Nexus Gallery
Foundation for Today's Art
2017 Chancellor St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charley Ann Rhoads
. Exhibition through April 25

The Philadelphia Museum of

Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

through May 17— Design 1900-

1940
April 11-July 5 — Twelve

Photographers

look at US
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C/mfeffvlli AfmKs Bon iovi

airav at Mie Spectnm
By RUSS CECCOLA

Bon Jovi is currently riding the

top of the charts with their latest

album, Slippery When Wet, and
their hit single "Livin' On A
Prayer." Their popularity has
reached a high in the band's
career. For the first time, Bon Jovi

is headlining a tour as opposed to

opening up for such bands as The
Scorpions and .38 Special in the

past. The only reason for this

headline tour is the sales of

Slippery When Wet and the atten-

tion paid to the band by rock fans

of all ages. I expected that BonJovi
would have a phenomenal stage

show and concert.

I expected wrong. As a fan of

Bon Jovi on vinyl, I thought that

nothing less than a very good

. show was to be performed. How-
ever, too much time was wasted
in talking to the audience and
telling stupid stories about girls

in bars. The show turned into

mediocre trash from the current

hottest band in America. Opening
act Cinderella, although deprived

of money and fame, put Bon Jovi

to shame with their solid set of

nine out of the 10 songs from their

debut album, Night Songs.

Cinderella broke into an hour-

long show with "Once Around
The Ride," causing their home-
town audience to go wild. A
popular local band three or four

years old, Cinderella played the
local clubs and concert halls until

national success came with the

release of Night Songs on a major
label. Now Cinderella is playing

in bigger places and for bigger

bands.

Cinderella played all of the
other songs on Night Songs except

for "Hell On Wheels." The band
members are: Jeff LaBar (guitar),

Eric Brittingham (bass), Fred
Coury (drums) and Tom Keifer

(vocals and guitar). All the band
members played hard. Actually

playing in their hometown in the

biggest concert hall in town (The
Spectrum) must give them an
even bigger incentive to keep it

going strong.

Highlights of Cinderella's show

were LaBar's unique guitar solo

before the title track of Night
Songs and Coury's powerful, but
short, drum solo, leading into

their hit song, "Shake Me? Cin-

derella proved their supremacy in

the realm of local Philly metal
bands, and I would kx)k for h«id-
lining tours in a couple of years.

"Nobody's Fool" and "Shake
Me" met the greatest crowd
response because of the hits'

popularity, but all of the other
songs were excellently performed.
"In From The Outside" and
"Back Home Again" translated

well to a wild, headbanging Spec-

trum. Cinderella's great set only
proved my conclusion after seeing

Bon Jovi: Cinderella blew Bon Jovi

away as far as solid performance
and professionalism go.

Now to Bon Jovi. After all, they
did headline. All right, we will

give the awards to Bon Jovi for

stage set and crowd response, but
as far as overall performance,
Cinderella takes it. Bon Jovi
started off a two-hour show with
"Raise Your Hands" from Slippery

When Wet. The song versions that

they did were great, but the
problem with the show was that

there were not enough.
The unique part of Bon Jovi's

show was the track far above the
crowd's heads that extended to a

platform in the back of the Spec-

trum. Early in the show, Jon Bon
Jovi, the man of mucho ego, rode

a trapeze to the back and sang the

best version of "Silent Night" I

have ever heard. Again, the songs
were great, but Jon Bon Jovi's ego
got in the way. All right, you are
the hottest thing in America, but
we do not need to see and hear

WK¥U

Weekly Top 20

1. RUN-DMC "It's Tricky"
2. MADONNA "U Isla BoniU"
3. XTC "Earn Enough For Us"
4. U2 "With Or Without You"
5. LOSUOBOS "Shakin' Shakin* Shakes'*

6. THE THE "Infected"

7. BILLY IDOL "Don't Need A Gun"
8. PSYCHEDEUC PURS "Heartbreak Beat"

9. SIOUXSIEAND THE BANSHEES " Wheel's On Fire

10. LOU GRAMM "Midnight Blue"

11. CLUB NOUVEAU "Lean On Me"
12. BEASTIE BOYS "Brass Monkey"
13. THE BARBUSTERS "Light Of Day"
14. BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE "C'mon Every Beatbox

15. PAUL SIMON "Graceland"

16. CYNDI LAUPER "What's Going On"
17. WORLD PARTY "Ship Of Fools"

18. BREAKFAST CLUB "Right On Track"
19. CUTTING CREW "Died In Your Arms"
20. PAUL LEKAKIS "Boom Boom"

»•
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Bon Jovi performed a total of 13

songs, including the mega-hits
"You Give Love A Bad Name"
(which had a wasteful 10-minute
introduction), "Livin' On A Pray-

er," "Runaway" and "In And Out
Of Love." These were all well-

done and the crowd went wild. A
personal favorite from Slippery

When Wet is "Wild In The
Streets," which featured the Bon
Jovi light display.

What ruined the concert was
Jon Bon Jovi. His attitude was too

much to handle on an empty
stomach. His antics included
wrapping the American flag

around himselfand comingout for

a few songs in hat and shades, like

he was super-cool or something.
Too bad, Bon Bozo, that you did

not play down your success some
more. This might actually be a
supportive review. Typical of the

waste of time was a 20-minute
discourse with the crowd during
"Let It Rock" to get the crowd
rowdy.

If you have tickets to the other
Bon Jovi shows on the 15 and 16,

do not miss them. Cinderella is

worth the trip. You can just sit

back and relax during Bon Jovi.

Maybe he will change the show
by then and make the concert

what it should have been.

Deborah Mayer's new book, "Prove it all Night," wiU challenge even

Bruce*s staunchest fans.

™EART BIN '^..

VENICE

Summer session at the

University of
San Francisco

Liberal Arts & Sciences

McLaren College of Business

School of Nursing

School of Education

Colle^ of Professional Studies

For more information call the

Summer Session Office at

(415)666-6848

Session I May 26 - July 3

Session n June 22 - July 31

Session in July 6 - August 14

BOUOyET SHOP
• 1050 LANCASTER AVENUE • BKYN MAWR •

Across from kaiiy's

Dally Cash Spaelala 50%

MAJOR
CREOIT
CARDS

StudantlD'^ 10% off
AULOCAL OSOERS

525:3^2

Fans aiirsueA
"April Ho, I9i7 WYme VILUMilbVAM • Paqa li
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By KEVIN HECHT

So you think you know every-

thing about Bruce Springsteen?

You say that you have seen him
seven times, that you have all his

albums, that you have made
dozens of trips to the Stone Pony
and that you have worn out both
sides of Bom to Run, but do you
really know everything about the

Boss?

If you think you do. Prove it all

Night, a new book by Deborah
Mayer, may just prove you wrong.
This book contains the ultimate

in Springsteen trivia, and poses
questions that would probably
stump the Boss himself.

For instance, do you know the
maiden name of Bruce's mother?
How about the name of his first

writing partner? Well if you can
figure them out, can you tell me
for whom did Bruce open at

the Schaefer Music Festival in

August 1974? How about telling

me what California DJ Bruce
asked for a date while on the air

in July 1978?

Proveit all Night was a brain-

storm that Mayer had after none
of her friends could stump her on
Springsteen trivia. The television

production assistant became a

fanatic of the Boss during the

disco craze, when "listening to

Thunder Road' and 'Backstreets'

was like breathing fresh air." Her
love for Bruce can be sensed
throughout the book, and her
enthusiasm for the legendary
rocker is hard to match.

Besides containing dozens of

stumpers, the new book also

showcases some great pictures of

the Boss and his band, and many
match-up quizzes challenging the

reader to match up Bruce's char-

acters and the songs that they are

in. For instance, who went to

Gceasy Lake in "Spirits in the

Night?"

Do you think that you can
match up songs and the album on
which they appear? Well then, tell

me the classic record that con-

tained "Jungleland." Okay, that is

an easy one, so prove that you are

a real fan and name the album
that introduced us to "My Fa-

ther's House."

Should I continue? How about
"Factory," "Kitty's Back" and
"Crush on You?" Getting con-

fused? No problem, here is a list

of some of the answers so you do
not go crazy trying to figure out

these puzzling questions.

The maiden name of Bruce's

mother is Adele Zirilli. His first

writing partner was George
Theiss. The band for whom Bruce
opened at the Shaefer Music
Festival in August 1974 was none
other than Anne Murray. The DJ
he asked for a date on the air is

Mary Turner. (She turned him
down.)

Furthermore, it was Crazy
Janey, Wild Billy, Hazy Davey and
Killer Joe who drove to Greasy
Lake. "Jungleland" is on Bom to

Run, "My Father's House" is on
Nebraska, "Factory" on Darkness

on the Edge of Town, "Kitty's

Back" is on The Wild, the Innocent

and the E Street Shuffle, and
"Crush on You" is on The River.

You may just be the biggest

Bruce fan who ever lived, but

Prove it all Night is bound to

stump you.

Your future looks bright, your
prospects high. There's no where
to go but up.

But dorm living can bring you,
and your grades, down. When
you're ready to crack the books,
your roommates may feel like

cranking the stereo.

Within a short walking distance

from Villanova you'll find the
peace of mind and privacy you
need to stay on top of it all.

Radnor House. High-rise living

for students on the way up.

Each 1^ 2, or 3-beclroom
condominium features:

• Sfiacious, contemporary rooms
• Modem, fully equipped kitchen
• Convenient to school,

rfiopping, and tramportatkNi
• Entraguard security system
• Ample parkhig
• Large, outdoor pool
• 28 acres of recreational parkland

Daily 11 to 6 PM, Wed. until 8 PM,
Sat. and Sun 10 to 6 PM

1030 L Lancaster Ave., Sutte 416
Roscmont, Radnor IWp., PA

(215)527-7790

RADNORHOUSE
CONDOMINIUM

High-Rise Living

For Students
On The Way Up!
From ^,990

RichARd & Company
UNISEX HAM STYLES

773 E. LANCASTER AVE., VILLANOVA

527-2080
VILLANOVA STUDENTDISCOUNTS

APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED
Open Mon. Wed. and

thru Sat. Thurs. Evenings

ordsw
The NaiaUac't Only Altcniative

• Imports & Independent Labels

• Hard to find Tapes. Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
Repo Buys Used Records

1S9 PeanMvania AvcWayne PA

I
254-0722 I

BANDFRONT
Be a member of the
1988 Bandfront

Silk Squad!
Mosday, April 13, 4 p.m.
Haverfoffd BfK^ai, CommfMy Center

AM

m

\

Want to get involved? Become
a part off ffootball and basicetball

halftimes by joining the V.U.

Twirlers
Everyone is welcome to join,

^!

Infeimatinnil Meeting:
Mottdny, April 27, 4 p.m.

124SiMelMui
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Aikmth StMTshkimM
the Name ofLove'
By PATRICIA McGOLDRICK

All in th* Name ofLove

Atlantic Starr
****

Vi

The candles are lit, the cham-
pagne is chilled and all you need

is the soft music playing in the

background. Atlantic Starr's new
album, All in the name of Love,

is just what you are looking for.

Atlantic Starr is: David Lewis,

vocals, guitar; Johnathan Lewis,

keyboards; Wayne Lewis, vocals,

keyboards; Joseph Phillips, per-

cussion and Barbara Weathers,

vocals.

This hot new rhythm and blues

group is on their way to the top

with their single "Always," which
appears on the end of the First

Side of their recent release. This

is a meaningful song for anyone
in love. A song well-worth calling

"our song."

All in the name ofLove is a most
appropriate title for this release.

Not only just the title of one of

the tracks, it is also the perfect

summary to encompass the sub-

ject matter of all the songs on the

album.

Weathers* beautiful voice takes

the lead with "One Lover at a

Time." She advises us that having

diSSIFlED

AOVBlTISIIIiG

too many lovers spreads you too

thin. Putting all your energy into

one lover will give you direction

and depth.

Wayne Lewis persists with

"You Belong With Me." Lewis

says he knows she wants to try

something new. She's thinking,

"I'm missing out on something."

But he explains, "I don't care

where you wanna go. You belong

with me. I'm the only one that

loves you so."

David and Wayne show their

appreciation of their lady fans

with the song "Females":
"There's females in the lobby and

outside by the pool. Oh! Let them
stay and party 'cuz females are

so cool."

"Don't Take Me for Granted"

pleads Weathers. Making a rela-

tionship work takes two. She
wants to make things work as

long as he is willing to make time

for their love. "Be good to me,

show emotion. Show me that you

care and I'll give you complete

devotion."

Opening up to love is a problem

people have at one time or another.

The reasons for this are many, but

you have to give love a chance.

"Let the Sun In," David Lewis

says, in "Never let the shades

down to the windows of your
heart 'cuz ya can't find love if it

hides."

On a more religious note, we
have the song "Thankful." As the

title suggests, we should appre-

ciate and be thankful for all that

we have. "If we only stopped to

count our blessings, we'd find that

there would be no time tocomplain
for what we don't have."
"fm in Love" and "All in the

Name of Love" share the common
theme of (I'm sure you'll never
guess) love. "The feeling of being
on a cloud, and there is no feeling

quite like it, is the same, like a

picture in a frame."

Lewis concludes with **My
Mistake" and "Interlude." Mak-
ing mistakes is naturahin loile.

Some mistakes hurt more than
others. Loving someone who did

not love me back was "My Mis-
take." "Interlude" is a four-line

Utopian statement about the love

of the world. It asks the Lord for

a time when we will learn to love

each other as brothers.

Rhythm and blues gives us
some of the most meaningful
lyrics in music today. Atlantic

Starr's All in the Name of Love
promotes one of the best things

there is . . . love.

!•

BABYSITTING
Mon., Wed., Fii. afternoons,
1-6 p.m., 2-year-old and 10-

year-old. Convenient to Univ.

& public transportation. Non-
smolcer. Start Immediately
thru summer. References
required. Phone 649-9264
after 7 p.m.

Part-time babysitter needed
— spring & summer; car pref-

erable; Bryn Mawr area; good
pay. Phone, 525-2484.

Attention: Summer Students
Rooms available in Bryn
Mawr houae for all summer
sessions. Across from P&W
line ^ great accessibility to

campus. Inexpensive rent.

See Jim in 316 Sullivan. Call

525-9492.

Graduate student needed to

take care of 5-year-old, 1 2:30-

4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. in ex-

change for room and board.

Other responsibilities and
pay negotiable. 525-3685
after 5 p.m.

Attention: Long Beach Island,

N.J. residents. Summer Jobs
available, Restaurant/Dairy
Queen. Please call Donald
Krain, 525-5322, M-F.

For Sale: 2 single white beds,

one green sofa w/matching
chair (good cond.), one Lazy
Boy recliner, one large screen

color TV, kitchen table

(round) with four swivel kit-

chen chairs, two-piece cherry

wood bookcase (excell.

cond.), one dresser, one
swivel rocking chair and one
small bookcase (white). Call

Aimee Sheeder at 527-1798
for further inlocmation.

aecivianai neip wameo. rn-
Nfig and HgM typing nmulrad.
Needed two or thpae days,
part-tMie. If Inteieeted, caN
834-0210.

10% student dleeount at*

1216

FiBe
Present this coupon to receiveOne Fiee Topping
on any large pizza.

One coupon per pizza. Not good with any other

ofler. Our driveffs carry less than82aoa UmHed
delivery wsB. Includes rebala of saiee tax if

Exjpirsa: 4/24/87

293-0980
laow.
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Finn bulMs a 'Crowded Hetise*
By SYLVIA DeSANTIS

Crowded House
Crowded House
Capitol Records

Persoials

Delta Gamma Seniors!

Good luck with your job In-

terviews! We're behind you
all tlfe way.

Love,

Your Slaters

Bacardi, Dancing Man,
. What started out as a quiet
domestic day ended up to be
a crazy night Thanks for the
fun last Fridey. We'U have to

do It again soon.
The Southern Comfort

Table Top Surfer

To the iiyrtle Beach Men:
Craig, watch out forred stuff;

Eric, watch out for hills; Tom,
watch out forrunawayrazors;
John, watch out for loose
women and everyone watch
out for Kevin. Have a blast!

Love,

The Easter Bunny

Chris, Nance and Patrish,

Thanks for adopting me. I

appreciate your friendship,

and most especially, your
floors!

Kathy

Let's put the cards on the
table! I am a former Pennsyl-
vania lamb and wool queen
but don't want wool to be the
only thing to keep me warm
at night So all you eligible

men give Aim a call at 527-

LAMB.

OaWd Cregan,
Roses are redf

Wolels are blue
11% liawe foiir bear,

but ktife you tool

lAJ^D

Neil Finn more than outdoes
himself with his current creation

of Crowded House, a new pop
band with a surprisingly crisp,

original sound. The lead singer's

voice may seem pleasantly famil-

iar, and rightfully so. The New
Zealander is a former member and
key contributor to the ephemeral
European band, Split Enz. The
music of Crowded House goes just

a little deeper, but still entertains

with simplicity.

"World Where You Live" begins
Side One of the self-titled new
album on a somewhat strange

note. We encounter a confused
boyfriend wondering where his

girlfriend is headed. We never
actually find out if he joins her
though, as Finn himself is rela-

tively clueless.

One of the best contributions to

this side is "Don't Dream It's

Over." It begins with soft key-

boards and presents a determined

Finn vowing, "Hey now, hey now/
Don't dream it's over/Hey now,

hey now/when the world comes
in/They come, they come/To
build a wall between us/Don't

ever let them win."

There is a definite change of

pace with *'Mean To Me."
Crowded House sarcastically re-

counts some encounters their lead

singer once had with a groupie.

Not surprisingly, the groupie is a

girl and her affections are not very

appreciated. (Oh well, sigh . .
.

).

Side One rounds out nicely with

"Love You 'Til The Day I Die."

Through a series of Howls and
some squeaky chords, one can

detect a definite protectiveness.

The title basically says it all. and
it is a sure bet he will live up to

his plethora of promises.

The flip side is no less soulful

and clears up any doubts as to this

band's capabilities. The highlight

comes early on Side Two with

"Hole In The River." This is a

structured stab at a progressive

sound, which adds a new dimen-

sion to their accomplishments.

They voice their suspicions about

mortality in a corny, but touching

way. "Dreaming oif glory/Miles

above the mountains and plains/

Fee at last . . . There's a hole in

the river where a memory lies."

The next two tracks, "I Walk
Away" and "Tombstone^' are both

cute pop ballads that soar between
breaking off relationships and
reforming Finn into a new man.
A sense of romance is revealed

in "That's What I Call Love.

"

Love is equated with devastation

and Finn quickly gains pity

through his marytr-like appeals.

This track speeds along with a

plucky acoustic sound. Every
other line of the chorus is essen-

tially a background moan from the

band accompanied by some mum-
bling voices.

The entire album is permeated
with a likeable and entertaining

form of progressive pop. Finn,

through each song, delivers a clear

and moving note, usually with a

cute message no one could take

too seriously. The selections are

original and entertaining, with
some of the tracks enhanced by
a few additional instruments.

Finn, with his core duet, im-

pressively carries most of the
songs with only a basic sound of

drums, bass, guitar and piano.

Crowded House has succeeded in

doing a great job with their release

of a vibrant debut album, note-

worthy in its own right. With an
impressive album, Finn and his

band have left newly found fans

anticipating more.

QUESTION ^4.

WHBI SHOULDTHE COUEGE SnJDENT
CAUFAMHirANDFRIEIIDS?

a) During wwkends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
to 8am Sunday tfirough Friday, to save over 50% off

AnttT's weekdciy out-of-state rates.

b) Ihe minute your banic statement reveals a negative

$60balan€e.

c) Between 5 pm and 11 pm, Sunday through Friday, to

save 38% off AI&T's weelcdoy out-of-state rate.

d) With AI&T, any time you wcmt a dear long distance
connection.

e) When you hear they've removed Hie mysterious

'Venetian Blind" ritual from your fraternity initiation.

You've just aced the calculus exam
that you (d been dreading like the plague.

Your date last night told you she had an "out-

of-body" experience. Your roommate's joined a

new cult that worships luncheon meats.

When you're away at school, there are a million

sons to stay in touch with the people you miss. And there s

no easier way to do it than with liWiWiftriSfi^WM»Ser^^
Between our discount calling periods and our everyda\' h i^h

quality service, the best time to call with flHHHVHHlililoe
HHKs any time you want to say "Hellol' or "Guess

what?" or "You won't believe this, but ..."

The right choice

.iMr«nT
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Cuhunl Film Series ofhn sIlMhuHMhrm^mi
By NANCY J. GROGAN

Have you seen the latest "Fred-

dy" movie — **A Nightmare on
Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors?"
Yes, it's another bloodand-guts
movie, but unlike other movies of

the sort, the writer attempted to

put a story behind it: irrational

killings with a reason.

I will admit that the actions in

the movie do make you tense, but
the scariest part about "Night-

mare" is the fact that it is only

one of the many meaningless films

you are likely to find in neighbor-

hood theatres.

If you have had enough of

tedious, nonsensical films, or if

you would like to see a different

type of film for a change of pace,

there is an alternative: Villanova's

Cultural Film Series.

The Cultural Film Series offers

students, faculty and community
members an opportunity to see a

variety of distinguished films,

many of which are rarely, if ever,

screened in area theatres.

This spring the series has
shown such films as Orson Welles'

"Citizen Kane," Akira Kuroso-
wa's "Seven Samurai," and "Sin-

gin' in the Rain" with Gene Kelly.

Still to come are Alfred Hitch-

Personals

To: The Silver Beac/i

Batiiroom Bunchy
i hope you all had as good
a time as I did. We have to

do it again.

To: Fran I owe you a warm
surprise!

T.

To the TKO brothers:

Thanlcs lor a great T.G. Let's

make some plans for next
year! Have a great summer!

The KAO girls

Dear Mr. Mr. Gin and Tonic,

Happy 2 years, Lovehunk —
Still "Crazy for you!"

Love all ways,
thel.B.

Hey Breenian,

You're looking great! Glad to

see you on Sunday. As always
we are thinking about you.

We will be praying for you on
Monday.

Love,

from all your
geeky friends

Home town news:
To the big, brown-eyed guy
— **rm hanging on a
heartbeat."

— the brown-eyed girl

To Mr. A Mrs. Hecht,
Thanks for all your support
andpatience througfHHit this

crazy year, with all my upa
and downs. I could not have
made it without you.

Love,

Kevin
P.S.: Get me the hell out of
here.

Hey Dude ^
So I'd nmver put it in the
penonais, right? Well, hte it

to^iLY!ln9edanottmb—ch
run soon!

Lo¥e ya,

savage, nasty tan

i I

Ludmn,

you Mum mt^if your

(iJJT.)

that

out

cock's "Vertigo," Buster Keaton's

"The General," John Ford's "The
archers," and several others.

The films in the series all relate

to a specific theme or themes
chosen each semester. This se-

mester's theme is "Critic's Cho-

ice;" the films showing were
chosen by an international panel

of critics as the best ever made.

"Some themes that had been em-

ployed in the past were "Myths,

Memories and Obsessions," "Art:

The Artist Lxx)ks at Himself," and

"The Comic Spirit: Reflective and
Self-Reflective."

"Metamorphosis" will be the
theme for the Fall '87 semester
and will include such films as
"Sheer Madness," "The Emerald
Forest," "Kiss of the Spiderwo-
man," and "The Official Story"
as Alicia, the central character, is

awakened to the horrifying real-

ities of her war torn country,
Argentina. Alicia is at first blind

to the military sweeps that bru-

talize war prisoners and tear their

children from them: "I always
believed what I was told," she
said, but she was always told lies.

Only after discovering her adopt-

ed child was a victim of a military

sweep and hearing an old friend's

account of the punishments she

suffered, does Alicia come to face

the lies haunting the lives of

Argentina's citizens.

The theme or themes of the

series are chosen each semester
by Dr. Joan D. Lynch, associate

professor of communication arts

and director of the Cultural Film
Series. After Lynch has decided

upon a thenfie, she compiles a list

of related films. The final choices

are made with the approval of the

Cultural Film Series Committee
— a committee comprised of

faculty, administrators, staff and
students.

The Cultural F%ns, well-made,

complex and often classic films,

are shown on Sundays, Mondays
and occasional Wednesdays in the

Connelly Center Cinema. They
are easily accessible to students

and faculty and also attract a
great number of people from the
surrounding community.

With ticket prices at only $1.50
for students and faculty and $3
for the public, the Cultural Films
promise to be one of the most
extraordinary bargains anywhere.

The Faction plays Jake'

s

By LINI MULLEN

The day was warm and sunny,

a sure sign that spring had sprung.

The wall was packed with people

and the "beach" was full of

bathers. As the sun set, I headed

for Falvey to study. That sounds

so anticlimactic. After spending

the day conversing with friends

and enjoying the sun without a

care in the world, suddenly, it was
time to study.

A ew pages turned, some notes

were written, but concentration

was hard to find. When the time

to study is not going as planned,

it is time to do something else. But
what? It is 9 p.m. on a Wednesday
night. The savings account is

depleted because of Spring Break.

"I'm so bored!"

What can I do? Luckily, there

is Jake's Place. Ah, now there is

something to do. I can leave my
books at the library; I will be back
soon. But right now free pizza,

chips and soda are calling my
name. Oh, and what is this? There
is a band playing. Well, I will just

listen to a few tunes and then hit

the books again.

Hey, not bad. They sound okay.
They seem to know their suff. My
feet are tapping, I am getting into

this. Hey, look at that guy out on
the dance floor. He is having a
good time. Obviously he is a fan
of good time rock-and-roll. It is the
kind of music of which classics

are made of.

I am liking this band even more

now. They are doing a block of

Motown. That is something to get

in to, unlike that philosophy book
waiting for me at the library.

Uh oh, the band is taking a

break. I guess I have to go back

to the b<x)ks now. What is this?

More pizza? Well, I suppose I could

stick around for just a few more

minutes.

They are back! "The Faction,"

featuring Fabian on the drums;
Ben Dority on the bass; Paul
Spiegler on guitar, keyboards, and
vocals; and Jeff Byrne on guitars

and vocals. They start off this set

with an original, "The Border-

line." It sounds familiar, I know
I have heard it before, but where?
Where? Where? That is it! "Street

(Continued on page 28)

Announcing the quickest
college credit you'll ever get

I

WAW^^Acnun^^ HAwo^TtSISr
^^^^^^***n**T<iymmi^

0<mf»Am
»?9~)C»45,^

$ 2,8O04wO0CIB
^* > '^vJw/

For all the
classes you*ve
sweated thh>iigh»

and even theones
you're about to, we're
offering one form of

that*s sure to be a breeze.
The MH Student Loan.
V^'ve made getting one quick andemy

via our state-of-the-art con^teriaGed i^t^
tem. Now, not only can M« process your
application in a record time of 24 hoars* HM,
by punching a few buttons, our counselors
can tell you the status of your loan in a
matter of seconds.

What's more, after you secure a loan with
us, you can be secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your
loan to some unknown institution like other
banks do.

And, if by chance, you already have a
student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. Mk can easily consolidate it with

fm

_ of yet Oilanyj^ of
pail youm^ vmtt
For Instance, if your folks vimnt to help

fend your future at college,you ml^^t waitt

lo <^eck out our soectal tuition plaiis from
The lUilon Plan.Wre the only baidc in the
bol^tmato dkar these tailor-made payment
pMi wi^di iridude a Monthly Budget Pro-
Spram, a l¥e>niyment Program and an Educa-
tion Loan lYo^'am.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free k>r a im Student Loan
appUcatioo. We've made it all very easy
Because college is hard enough.

CattiaitiaffKlAD
WBlhBJpywifetwlMre ifmiwMtteyo,

tQMLummvmMMfUn
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party in PhHIy
By JOE MC GOWAN

The rapensemble PublicEnemy
opened for Beastie Boys for a
Tuesday night of rap and hard-
core punk music at theSpectrum.
The evening's show was delayed
because of a rush by the crowd
at the stage that collapsed the
retaining barrier. Only constant
coaxing and haranguing by local

DJs over the microphone enabled
security personnel to restore the
xbarrier.

PublicEnemy put on 30 minutes
of politically charged raps that

took aim at everything from First

World complacency to the KKK.
Murphy's Law followed, perform-
ing a set of similar length that

differed enormously from the rap
style. With song titles such as
"Crusoe Barbecue" and "Use,
She-Wolf of the SS," Murphy's
Law delivered angry, pounding
numbers that, in style, resembled
those of thrash metal.

Each song thundered away for

the span of one and one-half to

two minutes at a ridiculous pace.

Like the other acts on the bill.

Murphy's Law is a DeOam record-

ing artist, but where they will go
from here is difficult to say.

At the top of the bill, the Beastie

Boys brought their "white rap"to

Philadelphia for a disappointingly

brief set — just under one hour.

But, despite their bumor and
gross sense of charm, perhaps one

hour of the Beastie Boys is

enough.
The phenomenal popularity of

the Beastie Boys — over two
million copies of Licensed To III

sold so far — defies explanation.

The Beastie Boys are the "pet

rock" of the music world — an
inane gimmick that cornered the

wealthy market of youth culture.

The Beasties, all between the

ages 20 and 22, after brief college

careers got their start in the hard-

core punk outfit, The Young& the

Useless. They departed from the

hard-core punk world to establish

their own territory — the obnox-
ious rap.

The Beasties were given free

reign to what they could do with
the stage show — and they used
this freedom quite liberally. Beer
and sex is the motif of everything
the Beastie Boys do, and the show
is no exception.

The Beastie Boys, the bad boys of rap, invaded the Philadelphia Spectrum on Tuesday night.

While Public Enemy infused
their rap music with political and
anti-racist energy, the Beasties
extol anything that will offend.
This attitude is the key to the
success of the Beasties on college

campuses.

"She's On It," "No Sleep till

Brooklyn" (their localized version
of Motorhead's "No Sleep Till

Hammersmith"), "Hold It," Now
Hit It," "Paul Revere," "Brass
Monkey," "She's Crafty" and
"The New Style" are all basically
dumb songs. But they do seem to
work for the fans — and that is

the only requirement that rock
music need fulfill.

The anthemic "Fight For Your
Right" brought the Beasties'

VIRGIN PROUDIY
ANNOUNCES

Tl£WORLDSMOST
EXPENSIVEAND
UNCOMFORTABLE
FUGHTTOLONDON.

Unfortunately, you
can't go on that flight.

That privilege is

reserved for Richard
Branson, founder of Virgin
Atlantic. This summer,
he'll actually be
attempting to cross the

ocean in a hot air baUoon.
And you? If you want

to fly from Newark to

London, youTl just have to

settle for our very inexpensive and
comfortable Virgin 747 s.

Sorry. But whOe Mr. Branson gets to

q3end ttvee fun-filled days (maybe even
more) bouncing around in a tiny C24;)sule,

boffing by day and freezing by night, and
staring endenly at MinkH^
panels and motioDless preflBure gauges,
]mi1 be fcvrad to ietlie for a comforts

tervice. Phis tut movies,
. Or ciH KiOM»Mtl. In Nmt Xbik<^ 012) 242-1330

music videos, comedy
programs, etc. All coming
at you through a pair of
serious electronic headsets.

Can you believe it?

And while Richaid is

living it up on re-hydrated
whatever-it-is and yummy

4 vitamin supplements, you'll

have to make do with a
hot meal, and a snack

- besides.

And get this. To top it off, Richard
Branson gets to pay over a million dollars
more than you do.

That's right! Over a milUon
dollars more!

Some people have all

the luck.

VDGffl ATLANTICAIRmS
Ikke us for all we've got.

Philadelphia debut to a roaring

close, as the group continues
across the country on their Li-

censed To III tour. While the
Beastie Boys do represent a cross-

over trend in the music world,

only a second album will prove

their durability. Until then the

Beastie Boys will continue to

laugh all the way to the bank.

CMSSIFIED

ADVHlTlSINe
Student Rentals

Available, apartments, du-
plexes and houses, all sizes
and prices. Call now for info.

Town Rentals Inc., 630-9110,
fee.

Wanted: Seven bright, liter-

ate, highly-competitive,
success-oriented students
for exciting, profitable, new
game. Call on Tuesday or
Wednesday, 242-2985 to set
up appointment.

Typing/Word Processing —
All of your typing needs
professionally word pro-
cessed. Reasonable rates.

Pick-up and delivery availa-

ble. Call anytime. Words To
Go, 789-4344.

Childhood Education Major
or School of Nursing student
wanted for child care of new-
born 3:30-6:30 p.m. Starting
Sept. Penn Wynne accessible
to P&W. Call Denise Marbach
after 7:30 p.m. 649-0451

.

ATTENTION ATARI
ST OWNERS!!

I have the best spreadsheet
program available — for sale

for $60, $20 less than stores.

Timeworks' Swiftcalc St.

Call Russ and leave

meassage at 828-9422

Construction Opportunities
Ass't. Superintendents,
Ass't. Project Engineers.
ContI Con8tructlor> Co., Inc.

specializing in road, bridge &
util. constr. offers excellent

opportunities for aggressive
indiv. qualifying for akx>ve

pos. Pos. offer exciting chal-

lenge, endless opportunities
for advancement. Salaries
commensurate w/exper. Call

(201)561-7600.

Camp Counsellors
Excellent positions, well lo-

cated boys summer camp,
vermoriY. BMKSiipacK, canoe,
lafid, water, aportai dramat-
loa, ecology. Call A. Hare
(W1 5) 642-6472.

»^ift,'.>.;,^M>.»AW,. .jfc^ .
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By JIM WOOD

"The Grateful Dead are not the

best at what they do, they are the

only ones who do what they do."

When I sat down to write this

article, I knew I had something
of a problem on my hands. If I

write a piece that is' completely

from within the perspective of the

Deadhead, then I would not be

covering it for the general Villan-

ova population. If I covered the

shows for the general Villanova

population, then the essential

Deadhead perspective would be

slighted in the process. So I will

try to walk a tightrope. Here it

goes ...

The Grateful Dead. Those three

words evoke images of tie-dies,

people in sandals and an attitude;

an attitude not of commerciality

or of passing interest in a couple

of songs, but of a 20-year-old

travelling rock-and-roll band that

is unique in the history of music.

The Grateful Dead came to

Philadelphia to play three shows
at the Spectrum on March 29, 30
and 31. This story was written to

make public the essential qualities

of the shows in Philadelphia but
also of Dead shows in general.

Because you are reading this

means you are at least mildly

interested. A simple report about
the Grateful Dead, for anyone who
appreciates what they do, is

impossible.

Everyone I talked to about these

three shows agreed that the band
is very hot right now. Jerry
Garcia, the band's spiritual leader,

is now apparently (hard) drug-

free, and is now playing with an
energy that he lacked in the early

1980s. Bob Weir, the Dead's front

man, is in rare form, although
there are some who say that he
is getting.a little out of hand with
his identity as the band's on stage

center of attention.

Trying to find patterns in Grate-

ful Dead concerts is like trying to

find specific patterns in the way
different people interpret an event;

everyone has a unique perspective

through which they perceive
incidents. For those who have
never seen a Dead show, I will try

to give a brief structural outline

of how one flows along (and I do
mean flows).

The Grateful Dead generally

plays concerts consisting of two
sets with a break separating
them. The analogy of a car works
well here — in the first set, the

car warms up; in the second, the

The DMil;a20jfMr-
oU tmvellnf rodr-Mtf-

rof/ bmid that Is unkiue

In the Mstory of musk.

car (the band) goes through its

gears and works the way it was
designed to. If this word imagery
has brought a mental picture to

you, good, I am getting
somewhere.
Getting into some specifics on

individual shows, the first show,
on March 29, started late because
of "Wrestlemania," which oc-

curred earlier that day. Although
the potential for conflict between
the arriving Deadheads and the

departing Hulksters was high,

there were no incidents of violence

reported.

The show featured two new
songs on the band's forthcoming

;^^ *?v

The classic combination of The Grateful Dead includes (from left) Mickey Hart, Phil Lesh, Jerry
Garcia, Brent Mydkmd, Bill Kreutzman and Bob Weir.

album, due this summer. Tony
Burton, a resident of that bastion

of Deadheadism in Ardmore,
"Rule City," and a proud attendee
of all three shows, called Sunday's
show "the best. The energy level

on stage was amazing."
The second show, on March 30,

was generally, but not universally.

considered the mellowest. Kate
Thomas, a proud Grateful Dead
concert-goer, called Sunday's
show "great. The best I've ever
seen them do."

The third show, on March 31,
was generally agreed to be the
craziest, probably because of the
fact that WMMR's presence at the

show made people fnore hyper
than they would have ordinarily
been.

Of course, the best way to
experience the Grateful Dead
fully is, according to Fred Sicre,

"to see two shows on back-to-back
nights, because then you can get
totally into the mode."

If you are searching for fulfUhnent,

we invite you to join us. We are the

ColunntMin Fathers, Catholic mis-

sionary priests, serving tfie poor

and the little ones in M/e^e Third

Worid countries.

To learn more aboutthe reward-
ing work we do, and your possMe
role in it, please write to: Father

Michael Harrison. Coiumban
Fathers. Box 125, EdgenMnt
PA 19Q28. Nalurdly. there's no
obligation.

mm
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McElwee produces 'Improbable Search for Love'
By RICH ABRAHAM

Woody Allen and Ross McElwee
have a lot in common. They both
film what happens in their life

(particularly their love life). They
both carry realistic, but unusual,
characters within their films, and
they are both losei^ at love who
hold perpetual hope.

There is one critical difference,

however. Allen's films are fantasy
based upon the facts of his life,

whereas McElwee's film, "Sher-
man's March," is literally based
on his life. He carried a camera
on his shoulder while interacting

with the principal people of his

life, primarily women, and comp-
lied these tapes into a film for our
consumption.
Nothing was scripted, and yet

the audience could still feel the
frustration, fear, pity and humor
that went on in this man's life,

and in the lives around him.
Interestingly enough, it is the
film's humor that is most often
and most strongly felt by the
audience, with it sometimes reach-

Jake's Place
(Continued from page 24)

Beat" on WMMR Sunday nights.

Pretty soon WMMR will be play-

ing "Just a Dream" on the "Psy-

chedelic Supper."

This band is hot! "Everything
I Feel" brinjgs back memories of

Spring Break. If you have ever

driven down to Florida in a con-

vertible, you know what I mean.
The Faction's tunes are uptempo,
exciting sounds. "Don'tcha Give
Me Away" gets your energy level

up. It is one of those tunes you
pop into the stereo when you are

gettng ready to go out at night.

In addition to their originals.

The Faction does covers of such

classics 'as Marvin Gaye's "I

Heard It Through The Grapevine"
and The Kingsmen's "Louie
Louie."

Oh no! The band is done. It is

midnight. So much for a night a
Falvey. Even if I was going to get

any work done, I am glad I did

not try too hard. Hearing The
Faction was a lot more fun than
reading Kant's view of life.

I recommend that you see this

band when you get the chance,
and there will be plenty of places

to see them. The Faction appeared
at Orlean's in Paoli on April 1 and
they will be there again tonight.

They will be at Old Smoke's on
April 15. On April 18, The Faction
will be at 23 East with Tommy
Conwell; on April 22, at Ambler
Cabaret; and on April 29, at the

Khyber Pass Pub. So, take a night

off. Leave the books behind and
see this band. You will be glad you
did!

(USSIFIEIl
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Banio player needed for hay-
ride. Call Student Activitiee

at 645-4210.

Have the aummer of your lif^

and get paid for iti! Be a
couneelor at one of the top
brother/aiater campa in

24-Aug. 20. Couneelor poa.
avail, in many activKlea:
Rodwtry, arte and crafta.

ing into hilarity.

Sherman's March" begins just

as its title suggests. McElwee
intended to chronicle the march
of Sherman during the Civil War,
the effect it had on the southern
communities involved, and on
Sherman himself. Fortunately,

for us, McElwee's New York
girlfriend leaves him and he gets

hopelessly off the track.

He starts for the south at a
family get-together where his

sister sweetly suggests that he
should use his video camera to

meet a woman because a camera
can even make a Harvard film

teacher with a poor physical
appearanceseem likean attractive

lover. Immediately following this

suggestion, we join Ross, who is

tall, thin and shaggily bearded, on
"An Improbable Search For Love,"

which is also the film's new
subtitle.

The search of the South begins

with Pat, an aspiring actress. Her
primary ambition in life is to get

a part in a Burt Reynolds picture,

and when she leaves him, it is to

perform a three-line role in a
movie.

nt mm ttufM to •
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Never slowing down, McElwee
then meets Wini, a linguist who
lives in the swampish wild; Clau-
dia, a divorced mother who tries

to teach him how to roil«^kate;

Joyous, a bar-lounge blues singer;

and Karen, an dd high-school

beauty of Ross' that he tries to

turn into a lover. With each
experience we learn of the ambi-
tions, idiosyncracies, fears, de-

sires and, sometimes, sorrowful-

ness in each of these lives.

However, the hi^light of the
film comes with a burst of match-
making, humor and shock embo-
died in the person called Charleen.
A friend and former teacher of

SUMMER
SESSIONS

Biology, Chemistry,

Film Theory,
Financial Accounting,
French, German,
Human Development,
Italian, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology,
Russian, Shakespeare,
Statistics, Spanish,
Watercolor, Writing

Also:

Computer
Workshops,

Dance Workshops

Classes begin
June 8, 1987

For information/
applications:

Division of

Special Studies

BRYNMAWR
COLLEGE

Bryn Mawr, PA
19010

(215)645^198

RNs and Graduate Nurses

You're Invited To Discover

The Wonderful World Of Nursing At

Episcopal Hospital!

• At Our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, April 11, 1987

12 Noon To 4 P.M.

Meet With Our Management Staff.

Tour Our Facility.

Find Out At)out The Special Advantages That
Can Be Yours As An Episcopal Nurse.

Call (215) 427-9734
For Moie Information And

Directions On How lb Reach Us

Episcopal HosniAL
FfOnt BlMSt m UMoh

ia.firit126

An rifUai uppsfiuniiy mpN^FB*, iNrr

Ro6s\ she thtnks he is getting oltjl

and is determined to tee him
married as soon as possible.

Amongother, more private things*

Charleen comments upon his
hiding behind the camera, his

appearance, bored^ and, above
ail, his lack of passion and drive.

To Charleen, Desdee was the
perfect ^rl for him. Believing her
to be simply a folk singer, the
situation between Ross and Dee-
dee seemed to be a little awkward
(especially with Charleen as the
'-chief advisor" oi the relation-

ship). But, when McElwee discov-

ers Deedee to also be a Mormon
survivalist, complete with fully

stocked bomb shelter, he dedctes
to break it off.

Do not feel too sorry for Ross.

His search for love is never-ending
and, in the end, it is revived with

a retxupn to New York. On his

search, he occasiaBaHy returns to

his original concept oif chronical-

ing Sherman's march and we
learn many interesting truths

about Siherman as well. But ul-

timately love reigns supreme and
we are treated to a wonderiul film

about people, happiness and how
they attempt to nnd it.

Unfortunately, by the time this

review is printed, "Sherman's
March" will not be playing at the

Ritz Five any kmger, but if it

opens at a theater that shows **art

films,'* such as Narbeth or Bala,

the Roxy or TLA, go see it. Even
though it lasts over two-and-one-

half hours, it is worth watching
if only for its sheer ability to be

unique and humorous by simply
filming the lives of others with a
genuine affection.

ApfH10,1<S7oTHCVILLAWOVANoPagal^

David & Company
HAIR DESIGN

^5 off
Cuts, Color

or Perms
wiih Bludenti.D.

».'•#: ••• : »:t
1030 E. LAMCASTB^ AVE.

nOSEMONT.PA

527-2^39
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'Cats float

into spring
By KAREN THOMA

Villanova crew braved the
downpour of last Saturday to take

on a host of crews from area

schools. The women's and men's
teams faced opposition from Con-

necticut College, Drexel Universi-

ty, Williams College, Stockton

State, Franklin and Marshall
(F&M) and St. Joe's University.

Rowing in a heavy rain, the

crew met with mixed results,

faring well in the novice and
lightweight categories, but strug-

gling somewhat in the varsity

heavyweight races.

Most encouraging was the suc-

cess of the men's novices, who
remain undefeated for the season

after taking both the heavy-4 and
the light-8 events. In the latter

race, the novices topped four other

boats.

Coach Tully Vaughan is optim-
istic about his novice crew's
future. "They've surprised even
me with the way they've been
rowing. Those were some very
tough crews they beat today."

The women's novices were not

quite as fortunate in their eight

race, losing a close one to Connec-
ticut, while still outpuUing Drexel
and F&M. They later redeemed
themselves by finishing first and
second in the four event.

Novice coach Ann Dollarton
commented, "The girls rowed as
hard as they could in the eight.

They just came up a little short."

The competition proved a little

tougher for the varsity squads,
however. Though the lightweight

men were able to record another
win for that boat, the heavyweight
,men, and both the heavyweight
and lightweight women, fell to an
accomplished Connecticut College

squad.

AHey Cat Toumameiit previewed
By MICHAEL J. HEALEY

You have your basic athletic

events. There is the World Series.

And the SUnley Cup. The Final

Four. The Triple Crown. The
Indy 500. The Super Bowl. Ali-

Fra^ier HI. Ho-hum. Real yawners
in the scheme of things. Mundane
City. All siizle and no steak.

And you have your athletic

extravaganzas. These are sports

spectaculars so spectacular that

they transcend sport itself.

There are only four. Can you
name them? Not even many true

sports fans can.

Time is up.

If you guessed Wrestlemania I,

II and III and the Alley Cat
Basketball Tournament, you were
correct. And you win an all-

expenses-paid trip to Camden,
NJ., and a year's subscription to

Sports Illustrated.

Wrestlemania may have sur-

prised you. But certainly not Alley

Cat. Not the Alley Cat.

For the unilluminated. Alley

Cat was begun in 1981 by one
Eddie Wallace as a way to raise

money for the Balloon Day Fund.
With minor exceptions, the

tourney , format has remained
unchanged over the years: double

elimination with games to 15. If

a ballgame is tied at 14, it goes

to 21. There is one varsity player

per team, if you are lucky enough,

and a $2 entry fee per person.

(This year's proceeds go to the

Saint Francis Inn in Philadelphia

and the Augustinian mission in

Peru.)

*'It has definitely become a

spring ritual," said tournament
commissioner and basketball mav-
en the Rev. John Stack, O.S.A.,

who serves in his spare time as

Villanova dean of students.

"It's popular because it's an
opportunity for people who didn't

^ do well in intramurals to play/*

he sakl, "and also, because p|eople

rally around the fact that it's a
fundraiser for Balloon Day."
With 38 entries, this year's field

promises to be the most wide-open
ever. In a recent interview that

was far-ranging and often heated,

the commissioner agreed to dis-

cuss the 1987 Alley Cat. What
follows are his thoughtson sundry
tournament topics. (Editorial

additk>ns are in parentheses.)

*0n this year's field: "Mud
(with Mark Plansky and the
"Mayberry Boys") is favored.

. They should be pumped up since

they lost in the intramural semi-

finals (on a foul whistled by, yup,

you guessed it, the commissioner).

"I also like Gary Who? (featur-

ing accomplished aerialist Kevin
"Dog" Monagle. Oh yeah. And
Harold Jensen's pretty good, too.)

"My dark horse would be Tim
Brunock (a squad starring Tim
Brunock). My real dark horse is

the Six Disciples of Bio (coached

by Marco Way and captained by
Mike Newell).

"And I would be remiss (natu-

rally) if I did not mention the

sixth-seed. The Real Thing
(Stack's team, comprised of such
stalwarts as Brian Harrington
and Ed "Elbows" Sullivan)."

* On the condition of Corr
Courts, the tournament site:

"Unfortunatelly, the instant re-

play screen will not be installed

on time. We do, however, have all

new backboards."
* On dunking: ^'This is our

second year of allowing dunking.
It's an automatic team forfeit if

the dunker bends, breaks, dam-
ages, destroys or demolishes rims
(an unlikelihood with the absence
this year of noted rim-hanger
Brian Mahady. Mahady is side-

lined with an ankle injury). If you
can dunk, fine. If not, you'll be

' ^penalized."
* * On the controversial drug-
testing of Alley Cat finalists:

"There's been real pressure on me
to enact it . . . Vm having a blue-

ribbon commission of former
Alley Cat champioM study the

question."
* On the championship half-

time show: "Fm really not at

liberty to say exactly. All I can
tell you IS' that some of Peter

Ueberroth's assistants from the.

Olympics have been consulted."

^On his being wooed 1^ the

NCAA Selection Committee:

.

"There's been no formal offer yet,

a few feelersmaybe ... I'm usually
more modest, but over the years
Dave Gavitt. Wayne Duke and
Dick Shuls, past and present
Selection Committee chairmen,
have looked at some of our com-
puterized Alley Cat seeding stats
to assist them in their decisions."

* On the tremendous popularity
and growing manageability of
Alley Cat: "We have requested
space from Father DriscoU for an
office to house the AC <jaigon for
Alley Cat) archives and funds to
hire a statistician."

The AUev Cat tournament has swimg into action on The Kennedy
courts.

Dance for the Wildcats at football and basketball games with the

POM SQUAD
Come to byoutsll

I-

Mandatory Clinics:

This Saturday, April 11, 10 a.m.-12 noon, ButlerAnnex
and Sunday, April 12, 10 a.m.-12 noon, ButlerAnnex

1

Auditions '

Monday, y^ril 13, 6-8 p.m., Butler Annex
Please bring a current photo ofyourself.

Lots of spots are available, so ifyou ei\joy dancing

GO FOR ITI See you therel

Congratulations to New Captains:

Marie Wlntertx>ttDm, Maiy Charest and
Janine Andrews!
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Cats excel outside
By DOUG SCANCARELLA
The ViUanova's men's track

team enjoyed a successful week.

On March 28, Gerry O'Reilly and
Sean 07<leill turned in excellent

performances at the Jamacian
National Relays, while on April 4,

the 'Cats officially opened their

outdoor season with a fine perfor-

mance in the Colonial Relays at

Williamshuiv, Va.

The Jamaica National Relays

were very good to the 'Cats.

O'Reilly, the 6-foot-2-inch, 158-

pdtind senior won the 1,500-meter

run with a stunning 3:45.3 per-

formance.The timeallowed O'Reil-

ly to defeat Jamaica's Lyston
McKennzie.

Senior O'Neill finished third in

the 80a-meter run. O'Neill ran a

fine race, but was held off by

Jamaica's Elton Lewis and Edwin
Kockick.

On AJiril 3 and 4, the 'Cats

ventured to Williamsburg, Va for

theColonial Relays. The Wiklcats

would be forced to deal with bad

weather all weekend. It was cold

and windy, and it rained off and

on all weekend. Despite the horrid

conditions, the 'Cats still had

some fine performances.

Freshman Jan Freidli easily

won the freshman 1,500-meter

run. His time of 3:54.4 left all

competitors far behind.

While Freidli dominated his

race, the 1,600-meter lieUy won
their event with a 3:11.11 time.

The winning team of Grant Davis

(47.4), Mark Rainey (48.4), Marc
Jones (47.6) and Edwin Modebedi

(47.7) narrowly edged second

place finisher, Howard Univesity,

which finished with a time of

3:11.17.

'Nova's 4 X 800-meter relay also

performoi well, finishing second

to Virginia Tech. The team, which
included, Howard Jackson, Mark
Sullivan, Freidli and O'Neill ran

a 7:38.1. The time was not their

best, but it enabled them to finish

second.

In addition to V.U.'s runners

doing well, their longjumpers had
excellent performances as well.

Rainey, a freshmaiT, had aHi out-

standingjump of 24 feet, 4 inches.

Rainey was narrowly edged by

Maryland's Howard Lindsey, who
jumped 24 feet, 6 inches. Another
freshman, Jeremy Worrell, leaped

22 feet and 7 inches, a length that

earned him a ninth place finish.

The future looks bright for the

Wildcats, who performed well in

the lousy weather conditions at

the Colonial Relays. Next for

'Nova are the Dogwood Relays, in

Knoxville, Tenn., which is fol-

lowed by the Rutgers Relay in

New Brunswick, NJ.
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Athlete

of

the

Week

KRIS BRANCA

This week's Athlete of the Week is softball pitcher

Kris Branca. Branca was chosen for her stunning

performance versus West Chester in the second game
of the doubleheader.

Branca stifled West Chester at the plate, throwing

the first no-hitter for Villanova since Eileen McEvoy
threw one versus Widener in the 1978 season.

Branca alter ttutt games has a 0.00 ERA

Branca is a freshman from Camdep Catholic high

school in Pennsauken, NJ.

V.U. improves to 7-4

(FNe Photo)

Freshman Jan Freidli

By JOHN FAY
Villanova's men's tennis team

posted two victories in three

matches this past week, increas-

ing their record to 7-4.

The squad began the week with

a 6-3 loss at Monmouth. Despite

the unfortunate outcome, senior

Mike Parks played extremely
well, capturing victories in both

singles and doubles play. After

winning his singles match in

straight sets 6-3, 6-1, he teamed
with Pete Leonard to prevail in

doubles by the identical score.

Dave Lyons won a three-set affair,

extending his unbeaten streak to

an incredible seven matches.

The 'Cats bounced back the

next day and pounded helpless

West Chester, 7-2. Unbelievably,

Parks, Leonard, Greg Ackerman,v
Mike Fredman and John O'Dwyer
all were victorious in singles play.

Finally, Villanova closed the

week with an exciting 5-4 victory

over Queens College. Ironically,

the three single winners' Lyons,

Freedman and Amendola, pre-

vailed in three-set marathons.
Amendola paired with O'Dwyer to

win their first doubles match,
while Freedman and Leonard
disposed of their two opponents.

Cold or flu got you down?

ItDktvicI/
Hccillh
CcAlei

Immediate medical care for tiie

little aches and pains of life.

Sportswear

The next time the little aches and pains of

life arrive on your doorstep without notice, we
invite you to arrive at ours.

We're St. Davids Health Center, a ne%v and

innovative medical facility^ in Radnor/Si. l)a\ ills

affiliated with Paoli Memorial Hospital. Wvw.

you'll find professional care of the highest suuici-

ards for most minor urgencies and illnesses in

a warm and comforting atmosphere.

Visit us for relief from the miseries

brought on by colds, allergies, sore throat, nag-

ging backache, strains, sprains and minor inju-

ries. Our staff physicians specialize in

urgency medicine and family health. And
they're prepared not only for minor injuries and

illnesses, but to perform any one of dozens of

minor medical procedures, including pre-

employment physicals and inoculations for

work, school or travel.

A great benefit to new residents and busi-

nesses, and to those people who haven't yet

found a physician, no appointment is ever neces-

sary at St. Davids Health Center. Simply come
in. No call is necessary. One of oiu" doctors will

always be on duty to help you. from 8:00 in the

morning until 8:00 in the evening. For your con-

venience, a doctor is on call by telephone 24

hours a day should you need to reach one after

closing hours.

The Center has laboratory and X-ray serv-

ices on-site, so you won't have to go elsewhere

for these vital medical procedures.

St. Davids Health G?nter is open every day

of the year, including holidays. It is conveniently

located at the intersection of Lancaster Avenue

and Radnor-Chester Road.

MasterCard. Visa and personal checks ac-

cepted.

M.to8 EM.every
After 8 p.m., physician on call by phone.

558 E. Lancaster Avenue

At Radnor-Chester Road.

Radnor. PA 19087
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Wildcat bats shoot down Hawks
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By JOHN G. RICCO

The Villanova baseball team is

off to its best start since 1908.

Though Mother Nature tried her
hardest to prevent it, the Wildcats
were able to get one game in

among last week's rain and snow.
Head Coach George Rennet's
squad capitalized on a break in the

bad weather and on April 2 routed
St. Joe's 15-4 to raise their record

to 17-8.

Mike Schick, a pitcher/outfield

for the 'Cats, had an outstanding
day against the Hawks. The
freshman started for Villanova
and went five innings allowing
only four runs on three hits and
running his 1987 record to 3-1. At
the plate, Schick was as impres-
sive helping himself with a three-

for-three effort, including a dou-
ble, a home run and two RBIs.
The Wildcats jumped out quick-

ly, scoring runs in each of the first

six innings. In the first, the team
came up with four runs, two on
back-to-back solo homers by
Schick and Bob McCreary. Glenn
Cordick, who went four for five

with three RBIs on the day, kept
the inning alive with a twoK>ut
single. He eventually scored on a
double by Gary Scott, who in turn
came around for the 'Cats' fourth
run on a base hit by catcher Mike
Svanson.

In the second, designated hitter

Mike Jones got the Hawks on the

board with a solo homer, cutting

Villanova's lead to 41. The Wild-

cats answered with two second
inning runs of theirown, however,
and maintained a comfortable
lead.

Schick's only real trouble came
in the third inning. With two outs
and two men on, St. Joe's right-

fielder Scott Gilbert got hold of a
Schick pitch and drove it out of

the park. The three-run shot,

which would represent St. joe*8

last runs of the game, made the

score 6-4.

Villanova countered with four

runs in their half of the third,

putting the game out of reach.

Cordick and Schick both had key
hits in the inning.

Following a single Wildcat run
in the fourth inning and three in

the fifth, Villanova wrapped up its

15-4 victory with one run in the

sixth. The win was the 'Cats'

second over St. Joseph's. this

season and marked their 11th win
in their last 13 games.
The bad weather last week

caused the cancellation of six

games, including a three-game
series against Seton Hall. The
three Pirate contests will be made
up in a double-header May 9 and
a single game May 10, but the
other rain outs will not be
rescheduled.

'Cat football dub organized
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Last football season the Wild-
cats suffered from a lack of fan
support. It seemed that all stu-

dents were more in^^olved in the
tailgates than the games which
they precede. According to Head
Football Coach Andy Talley, "Vil-

lanova football at this time has no
home field advantage."
Obviously a solution was

needed. This solution was the
creation of the Villanova Univer-
sity Football Club.

Talley announced the club's
formation last week. The club,
which will be headed by Todd
Budnick an«l Tom Vogtle, has
been designed to generate more
enthusiasm toward Villanova's
football program and provide
adequate service for those want-
ing to purchase tickets.

One way the club will be at-

tempting to sell tickets is through
the University's fraternities and
sororities. Talley said, "We'd like

to get the fraternities and soror-
ities into the stadium as a unified
force, to get them to leave the
tailgates and come to the games
as a unit."

Talley wants to make it conve-
nient for the fraternities and
sororities by offering them a
package where they can sit togeth-
er. Season ticket packages are
scheduled to go on sale at $15 each
on April 20-24 and April 24-30 in

the Connelly Center and Bartley
cafeteria from 11-2:30 p.m.

In addition to selling tickets for

games in Villanova, the club is

going to sponsor road trips to
away games. Plans are also being
made to create a new mascot that

will complement the Wildcat in

stirring up excitement in the
stands. A third idea, which is in

the works, is to have a different

theme for each game such as a
Toga Day. a Kazzoo Day or a

Hawaiian Shirt Day.
Hopefully, this club will create

a lot more fan support and improve
the team's home field advantage
in both the upcoming season and
the many years to follow.

(Photo by Nunes)

A Villanova receiver warms up during one of the lootbaU team's sprintf
practices last week. A new Villanova FootbaU Qub has been formed
in an attempt to stir up more interest in the football pro-am.

Women's Softball record, 6-1
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

The Villanova women's softball

team is wreaking havoc in the
dust of Sullivan fiekl this season.
The once much maligned team
has terrorized opponents and
surged to a 6-1 record.

The Wildcats took a double-
header from Long Island Univer-
sity last week and then traveled
to Monmouth College to take or\

the Lady Hawks. For the first time
this season, the Wildcats tasted
defeat. They kwt 8-6.

The Wildcats took the defeat
well and retponded in true Wildcat
fashion by burying West Chester

the following day.

The Wildcats took the first

game of the double header 6-4, and
improved on that by annihilating
their opponents, 6-0, in the second
game.

The Wildcats are ksd at the plate
by sophomore Mindy Kahn. Kahn
leads Villanova with a .583 batting
average after seven games.

Freshman Lisa Ann Kelly is the
runner-up in the batting average
category with a .555 batting
average.

The highlight of the week was
the performanoe of Kria Branca.
Branca took control of the aaoond

game of the dou eheader by way
of the mound. Branca threw a no-
hit shut-out. This was the first

no-hitter in Villanova softball
since Eileen McEvoy threw one
versus Widener in 1978.

In the seven innings that Bran-
ca pitched, she alkywed no runs,
no hits, walked twoand struck out
three.

Branca on the season has an
earned run average of 0.00.

The Wildcats will ccmtiniie
theirnunptiethrough tlM iolttell
letfue by iMtim tn^im to
BoMon Comp IM- the MKt thfw
days.

(Photo by Nunesl^

Rafael Novoa, shown here against Princeton, has become the ace oi
Viliaaova's pitching staff this yeai:,Jlie sophomore pitcher/outfielder
IS 5-0 with a 3.9g ERA and rijii(|,||^iim with seven home riw*.
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

What is to become of America's colleges and universities?
Are our institutions of higher education becoming mere farm
systems for the professional ranks of basketball and football?

It is a known fact that college athletics have helpal many
young men enjoy a college education that they would not have
had otherwise. On the other side of the coin, however, is the
collegiate athlete who does not care at all about his academic
surroundings. The concern is merely his performance on the
turf or on the playing area. To them, col^ge is nothing more
than a springboard into the professional raftks..

What are the students looking for in their university's team?
Are we, as students, looking for student-athletes who are
concerned about their performance off the playing area as much
as they are concerned about their performance on the playing
area? Or are we looking for a nationally-ranked team of pseudo-
professionals going to college for the purpose of getting to the
pros?

What is the solution? The "ideal" situation could be found
m the sport of baseball. Professional baseball teams have set
up farm teams for those without the desire or intelligence to
enter the world of higher academics. For those who wish to
continue with the educational process, scholarships aie still
available.

The competition in the collegiate ranks has not faltered
, because of the farm systems. The thrill and pride atuined from
victory and the agony received in defeat is sdU as great.

Studeitt-athletes who participate in basebaO do not destroy
the possibility of achieving prolesaional status by goiiw toooUMe.
Instead they enhance the poasifaility. They can now achieve
pisiMsiunal status in either the worid of ^perta or the world
of buainesa. medicine or law.

a is up to the collaesi and univerMties of America tormton
myiag to coUipe afhiatks . If they ate prnfaaaianaia. >^ thwi.
If Ihay ape atutfMita, oMhe sure thay have the jMlily and daatra
to

*

^in^^-tk^k.
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Athletics

to be
evaiualed

By DIANEdUONE

The athletic program at Villa-

nova will be evaluated from April

26^29. This evaluation, which is

one part of a Univtrsity^wide
evaluation program, will focus on

• the value of the athletics program
to the University.

The program evaluation com-
mittee, which is chaired by Dr.

Angelo Armenti, dean of Univer-

sity College, was charged by the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, "to evaluate

all existing academic and non-

academic programs and to analyze

certain proposed programs using

guidelines and parameters delin-

eated in the documents entitled
.

Villanova University: Mission
Statements, Goals and Objectives'

and 'Planning Assumptions',"
according to the February 1987

*

Program EvMuation Newsletter

(PEN).

ThevProgram evaluation com-

mitt^, 'w* order to fulfill its

charge, has formed subcommit-

teesjm$l has enlisted the help of

out^i^evaluators, according to

ihr i^ iiip 11. mMftt
member of tlie college board, will

be responsible for evaluating Vil-

k^fiya's^thletics department and
fQ# fijliig^^ to the

prdiram ey^tiO<»v«iaM^
along with i%coiiimetUto#ttfl
necessary, said the ttat. inSilte F.

Bttrnell, O.S.A.. assistant to the

president
Accordiog to Bumell. Hanford

will be Kere to analyze the pro-

-am according to its ability lo

satisfy the needs of the students

and according to its 4egree of

(Photo by Shaffie)

Many students gathered to listen to the bands perform in Kennedy Mall as part of Balloon Day

festivities. For the article see page 13.

Senate
meets
today
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

The University Senate's final

meeting of the semester will be

held today in the West Lounge of

Dougherty Hall. The first topic on
the agenda will be a farewell

speech by Joe Allman, Student

Government president.

Allman said he would express

his feelings of gratitude to the

Senate in his speech and announce
the newly-elected Student Gov-
enment officers, including
President-elect Phil Brach.
A proposed solution to the

current problem of tuition in-

creases will also be discussed. The
(Continued on page 4}

conformity with the values ot

Villanova University as a whole,

just as the other University pro-

grams were previously analyzed.

Dr. Theodore A. Aceto, director

of Athkdcs. said that hemjafl^

Vandalism reduction sought

trie n^RiWAW'tiMre'wmii

on individual athletic programs,

coaches, organizational structure

Bnd budgets. Aceto does not expect

drugs or alcohol or individual

athletes' academic performances
"^

i^tfhfrji sigmficao^ point of inves-

tigationionliiiihjM^
ing to Aceto, ttir^tJiiiversity has
other means of dealing with those

issues.

"I look forward to the evaluation

because Iwelcome the suggestions
or constructive criticism." said

Aceto.

By LYNNPERDEK

0n«9inpus residents have re-

oeittly eAffresaed differing opin-

ions as td the effectiveness of (he
hoiisekeepiflg sta^Land facilities

in the residence halls on Villa-

nova's campus.
The department of Custodial

SeiVices has not made any major
chttiges in staff or in housekM|>-

ifftioethods for next year» acoocd-

hurti^Vtptoria Denelli. auper^aor
of Houoekeepiqg. No complaints
hawi been rcgi^ered with Cnato-
dial Serviosa.nf to the adequacy
of ipeiervioes on camimai
Wmg itiMtwita, however, have

gijii ycatkoa

•Cvdcnta haire i^ceatly
the

thasinghly and often act as

the bothered.'

By NOEL E.PALCO

"K SiVilSf^ ^kfr^^isi^ peer

pressure conunittee sent letters to

students during the week of

March 23 urging '*peers s^inst
vandalism" in response to vandal-

ism on campus, said Patrick

Mousseau. head of the committee.

"It's to get students aware of

vandalism, to let them know
there's a minority of students who
create the destruction. The money
that's wasted [repairing vandal-

ism) could easily be spent toward
something else," Mousseau said.

According to Thomas N.

Trucks, director of Maintenance,

$70,000 was due as of March 31

for repairs.

"I predict it will hit $100,000 to

$1 10,000 [by the end of the semes-

ter)." he said.

Mousseau said, "Sometimes it

reaches $10,000 a weekend. One
weekend a couple of years ago it

was $30,000 just for one weekend.

Something like that is after a

major basketball game when
students are hyped up."

Trucks said the three worst

dormitories are Stanford. Sullivan

and Sheehan halls, with Moriarty

Hall being the worst of the smaller

dormitories.

Maintenance does all the repair

work except for repair of glass,

fence damage, plastering and
vents, which are done by an
outside firm.

According to Trucks, repair

costs are charged to students.

"Rooms are charged, along with
dorms. Wings can be charged,

too." he said.

However, he also stated that

only "half (of the fines] are

collKtible.'

*lWithJ vandalism on campus
or vandatian in arademtr buiki-

iapa . . . wcLCMi't he sure of raspon-
swlity. Tha «# phKx that is

ohiigiA hack is where we can be
surt of rat)^onaibility.'* aaid

If it can't be traced, either [the

residents of] the wing or floor or

buikiing pay for it."

He added, "They [the residents

of the building] are not necessarily

the ones who did it but more than

likely they are. They are also the

ones put out if something is not

usable. They suffer for it."

/ fMvdfct if [vmiUism]
win hh Si00,000 to

$110,000 P^m end
Off Mo S0iMst0r*7

ThMMS N. Trucks

dirtetor off lllaiiiteMiice

Of academic or exterior damage,
he said. "It's general wear and
tear. Maintenance takes care of it

[absorbs the cost] . . . housing is

involved with something directly

concerning housing." >

Questioned about the supposed
decrease of vandalism in coeduca-
tional dormitories, he replied,

"You hear there is less with coed
housing, but I don't know."

Stack said of the irresponsibility

of vandalism, "I'm talking about
people doing what is expected

civilized behavior, there shouldn't

have to be a rule about it."

He also stressed peer pressure

as a means of curbing vandalism.

"It's not the only thing ... but I

thinli;^ there are people who wit-

ness'vandalism and take the

attitude, 'it's hot my business,'

but in fact it is — it affects the

community."

Mousseau said if vandalism
were kept to a minimum, the

money saved "could take care of

a lot of problems. Instead of

repairing everything, we can have
more benefits for the students."

Besides the money factor, "Peo-

ple's health and safety is endan-

gered," he said.

"If there's ever a serious fire,

almost every fire extinguisher is

empty in the dorms mentioned.

We've been very lucky so far that

no deaths or serious injuries have

occurred," said Mousseau.

He stated that there is an
average of 11 fires per weekend,

mostly in trash cans or on bulletin

lx)ards. He added that many fire

alarms are broken.

Mousseau commented that the

intent of the committee is "to

make students aware that the

school is their property. If some-
body breaks a window, it's their

window."

He added, "We're having a
meeting next week to discuss
ideas. We're trying to get the
administration and maintenance
to fix up the dorms so students
will want to take better care of

them."

The committee is supported by
the Interfraternity Council, the

Panhellenic Council, the Resident
Student Association, the Associ-

ation of Commuting Students and
Student Government.

ThaBav. Jthn P. Stack. O.S.A..

ifi ilaiinta, ankl of vandal-

iML *1l it «JMfelMI. We tfiot It

towtpwMiwhnia

wiisairinf
The VMMMvaa was recently awarded First Place with

Special Merit by the American Scholastic Preas Association's

Annual Review and Conlaat Awards, receiving 975 out of a
naaiWe 1.000 pakrta. In aMitaon. Diana Shh won for "Best
NiMya Photomph" and Brian Webb won in the "Best
hwiatigativeBiiirt'
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VlllaiMvaM

Aboiit CMrtral
JUn«rlca

The final meeting of Villanovans

Concerned About Central America

(VCACA) will be held on April 28 at 4:30

p.m. in the Peace and Justice Center.

Philip Berryman, the author of Instde

'*€hU^4U^America who is currently

teaching a seminar on li^Je^ation t*i«ol-

ogy at ViUanova, will speak. VCACA is

-stUX foUtttingsummer clothing for a

Guatemalaii SpWi'l28e.- *

X|>«CttO
Gradwot* in MayT

" Students who expect to receive un-

dergraduate degrees in May 1987 are

invited to peruse the tentative gradua-

tion list posted outside the Registrar s

Office, Room 202 Tolentine Hall. The

list will be posted until mid-April, and

prospective graduates should check it

out.

1987
C
Speaker
The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce that Mark Greene,

of the College of Commerce & F»nan^»

has been selected to serve as the 1987

Commencement speaker. Jeffrey Whit-

tle, of the College of Arts & Saences,

has been selected as the alternate

speaker and will serve as the student

marshal for the Commencement
ceremonies.

HmnhkfB

Assistance available for off-campus

housing spring and fall semester 1987.

Contact Father Farsaci, advisor for off-

campus residents in 207 Dougherty.

Phone: 645-72<y9.

CvHwrainiM
"The Searchers." John Ford's West-

em about a man, played byJohn Wayne,

obsessed with revenge ncariy to the

point of madness, will be the final

pictjire of the Spring Cultural Film

SwSSf^ 'iS be shown on April 26 at

3:30 p.m. anrf'T'p.ri. and on Apnl 27

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for students

and senior citizens and $3 for the

general public.
,

Following Monday evenings show,

guest speaker Tag Gallagher will lead

the discussion: "A Quest For Self;

Identity: John Ford's "The Searchers.

Coll««e ll«p«blicaii

We will hold our final meeting of the

,

semester on April 29 at 3:30 p.m. in the

Bryn Mawr Room of the Connelly

Center. We will make plans for the fall

. 1988 semester. All are wekx)me and

encouraged to attend. This meeting is

mandatory for current members.

DaiM«rs
Dancers are needed for the kick line

of the ViUanova Twirlers. They will

perform at football and basketball

halftimes! If interested, contact Denise

— Room 124 Sheehan, or attend an

informational meeting April 27 at 4 p.m.

in Room 124 Sheehan.

If you have received a National Direct

Student Loan (N.D.S.L) while a student

here at ViUanova. you must have an

exit-interview before graduation! (Go-

vernment Regulations) Please schedule

an appointment with Terry L. Sl»w

sometime during the next week. You

shouki have received an information

sheet in the maU.,

iMtMnOflOMil
Amnesty International is sponsoring

a lecture by Roberto Sanchez of El

Salvador, who wUI give his personal

testimony on April 27 at 4:30 p.m. in

the Center for Peace and Justice Edu-

cation in the basement of SuUivan HaU.

WorkersH—dmd
Workers are needed for Senior Week

(May 1115) and to act as ushers for

Baccalaureate Mass and Commence-

ment Exercises (May 16-17). Please sign

up in the ViUanova Student Union

Office, Connelly Center or the Student

Activities Office. Dougherty Hall by

May 1.

B«rton Twiriing
Want to get involved? Become a part

of football and basketbaU halftimes,

become aViUanovaTwirler! All dancers,

baton twirlers, even beginners, wel-

come! If interested, contact Denise —
525-9423, Room 124, Sheehan or attend

an informational meeting April 27 at 4

p.m. in Room 124 Sheehan. Join the fun!

The department of modem languages

and literatures, the department of

music and the Spanish Club invite you

to a concert by Maria Del Pico Taylor

and MomentOMusicaleon April 29, 1987

a^ 4 p.m. in Corr Chapel.

•klClwli
Killington skiera — If you have not

received your refunds from Michele

Hurley. 525-5470, you may oidc them

up in the Student Activities Office. Any

questions, contact Mkhele. Vail skiers,

your deposits wiU be returned by mail.

Any member interested in becoming an

officer, contact Frank Culotta. 254-0483.

Big PretlMrt/
Blgtlstars
olfftoWimMM
Winners of the Big Brothers/Big

Sisters Raffle are: Margaret Delp who
won the compact disc player, Karen Lee

whowon $50; and Beth Gibson whowon
$25. Congratulations*

Ma^ttogs
Narcotics and Cocaine Anonymous

meetings being sponsored by Philadel-

phia Psychiatric Center will feature an

American Sign Language interpreter for

deaf persons. Cocaine Anonymous
meetings are held on Friday evenings

from 7-30-8:30 p.m. through May 9.

Starting May 10, Narcotics Anonymous

meetings wiU be heW every Sunday

eveningfrom 7:30-8.30p.m. PhUadelphia

Psychiatric Center is located at Ford

Road and Monument Avenue.

.i^t
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Puvmht^fWn sexualissms
By MEG KLUCSARITS

ViUanova Univeraity's Honors
Forum preiented a panel discus-

sion. "ACathoUc Dilemma: Birth,

Sex and Technology." on April 9.

The discussion centered on cur-

rent issuea affecting biok^ and
reproduction, including the recent

Vatican statement Human 14f$
andPncnation, whkh was issued

March 19.

The panel included the Rev.

, Donald X. Burt, O.S.A., philo-

sophy professor; Dr. Jeffrey John-
son, history professor, Dr. William
Marks, biology professor; and
Barbara Kimmelman of the his-

tory and 8odok)gy department at

the University of Pennsylvania,
who is teaching a course, *The
PoUtics of Biology," at ViUanova
this semester. Dr. Joseph Des
Jardins of the peace and justice

department moderated the
discussion.

Des Jardins opened the diacus-
' sion with the observation that at

Catholic universities, *^The ten-

dency is to shy away from de-

bates" whenever the topic ci sex

is mentioned. He commended the

honors program for providing an
opportunity to discuss such con-

troversial issues.

Johnson followed with his open-

ing statement, in which he ques-

tioned the Catholic Church's
negative stand on invitro fertili-

zation (IVF), which is used to

create "test tube" babies.

He explained that the proce-

dure, which was first performed

in 1978, consists of extracting a

number of eggs from a woman and
fertilizing all of them in the

laboratory. All of the eggs are

observed, and the one which
shows the most normal develop-

ment is reimplanted in the moth-

'

er's womb.
A big question from the

Church s standpoint. Johnson
observed, is what happens to

those fertilized eggs that are not

used, which must be treated with
the same respect as all other

human life. If the fertilized eggs

are simply disposed of. this con-

stitutes murder, he said. Johnson
pointed out. however, that in

Australia none of the embryos are

allowed to die. Instead, they are

. preserved frozen.

Johnson also mentioned the

Church's concern that IVF could

open the door for further genetic

experimentation and human clon-

ing, which are both considered

contrary to human dignity.

If all respect to human dignity

is given to the embryos. Johnson
inquired, ''Why should invitro

fertUization without killing em-
bryos not be permitted?" John-

son'a conclusion from the nian questioned the ethics of

C}m^*t point of view was that surrogite motherhood because it

the importance of sexuality is so coukl lead to the expUntation of

strongfjr emphasized that repro- the poor by the rich,

duction without sexuality amies She concluded that it is wishful
' the baby its poiection. thinking for the Church to beUeve

Johnson pointed out. however, that a theok^gical solution alone

that. ''Natural sexual tranamis* will solve such a complex
sion is already imperfect Seventy- problem,

five percent (of fertilisation at- Burt gave the final statement,

tempts] result in spontaneous He said that he did not want to

abortions." The IVF rate of fail- speak as a theologian on this

ure, according to Johnsonia 80 issue, but he wanted to give a
percent, a difference of^^6nly 5 rational foundation for the Vati-

percent. "One might argue that—can's document,
this is not so bad,' Johnson said. The Church is against IVF
He concluded, "If this <|ue8tion because "a person is subordinate

is not fully answered, it wiU cause to God in determining the life of

serious problems with transfer- oneself and others," Burt said,

ring these ideas into law." Thus, a person cannot determine
Marks then presented his open- which embryo is to survive, as

ing statement from a biok^gist's this is a decision reserved solely

point of view. "Fundamentally," for God, according to Burt,

he said, "the issue is biological in Burt added, "Invitro fertiliza-

nature." He continued that con- tion is contrary to the rii^t of

traoeption.artifkaal insemination, every individual to be conceived,

invitro fertUization and surrogate nurtured, raised, live and die in

motherhoocf all deal with biolog- the 'crucible of love' [marriage]."

ical technology and functions. Burt disagreed with the claim
However, Marks feels that the that parents have a constitutional

controversy does not lie in the right to a child, thereby denying
technology itself. Rather, the the morality of surrogate mother-
controversy is an ethical and hood. "A child is not an object to

philosophical one. which one has a right." he said.

Marks posed the question, "At Burt continued that considering
what point do we let our ethical the child an object decreases his

indignation dictate what is going or her dignity as a human being,

on?' He felt that this question and He stressed that medical inter-

other related ones, such as when vention has not been rejected by
human life begins or when the the Church simply because the
soul enters the body, are not ones means are artificial but because
to be dealt with by a biologist, they have been considered in light

Hence, Marks stated that what on of the dignity of the human being,

the surface seems to be a biological Burt added later that an artificial

question is not biological at all. womb could be ethical if it was
Kimmelman felt that the Vat- the only way to save either the

lean's statement focused on both life of the child or the mother,
a women's rights issue as well as Burt concluded with the state-

a family issue. "Experts have told ment that even if one acts ethi-

women what to do over all times; cally. "Every tragic situation
how many children to have and [such as sterility] will not be able

IntheNms
Undback Award finalists ciiosen
Approximately 600 sopho-

mores, juniors, seniors and
faculty members participated

in this year's recent voting for

Undback Award nominations
for distinguished teaching.

The six finalists, listed al-

phabetically, are: Andreas
Athinaios. economics;James N.

Giordano, economics; Daniel J.

O'Mara. accounting; James J.

Schuster, chemical engineer-

ing; Priptal Singh, electrical

engineering; and Michael W.
Varano, management.

The Rev. John M. DriscoU.

O.S.A.. University president,

will* select two winners froin

these nominees and present

$1,000 cash prizes to each at

commencement in May. Funds
for the awards are made avail-

able by the Lindback
Foundation.

Named to the honorable men-
tion category in this year's

voting are the following, listed

alphabetically: Sterling Dela-

no. English; Joseph R. Desjar-

dins, phik)sophy; Harry Gel-

man, accounting; the Rev.John
J. Hagen. O.S.A.. English; John
Immerwahr. philosophy; Mar-
tin J, Maniey..political science;

Charles H. Marston. mechan-
ical engineering; James C.
O'Brien, ma:hanical engineer'-

ing; and Richard J. Perry,
electrical engin«*erinR.

t

Team competes In College Bowl
On Feb. 21. VUlanova com-

peted in the Association of

College Unions International

R^on HI College Bowl compe-
tition. Schools from New York
City. Long Island. New Jersey,

the Philadelphia area and Del-

aware were represented.

College Bowl, referred to as

"the varsity sport of the mind."
provides the arena for fast

minds in college to demonstrate
their skills under the fire of

varsity competition.

The team representing VU-

lanova was chosen through an
intramural competition run
last fall by the ViUanova Union.
The team consisted of Jim
Fellin. senior accounting ma-
jor; John Frohnhofer. senior

accounting major; Steven
Happ. team captain and a
senior accounting major, and
Nesi Calderon. sophomore his-

tory major.

Villahova's team reportedly

made a good showing in the
competition, which was won
by New York University.

New classics courses offered
ViUanova University's clas-

sical studies department is

introducing twonew courses to

comply with a resurging na-

tional interest in Greek and
Roman culture.

"Classical Archaeology" will

examine the material remains
of the major Greek and Roman
cities.

Dr. Henry Bender, who
teaches "Classical Mythology,"
will teach the new course.

"Women in the Classical

World" will explore the roles,

images and contributions of

women in Greek and Roman
literature and history.

Lynn Smith will teach the
course

.

when to have them. Women
should be wary of advisement for

such a personal issue."

She also noted that despite the
professionalization of women,
they are still desperate for chil-

dren. The Church should be
happy, according to Kimmelman.
because women are putting such
a high value on the family.

The Vatican's statement, Kim-
melman believes, produces a con-
flict for women who feel frustrat-

ed in the workplace because of sex
discrimination and then turn back
to the family only to face further

frustrations and limitations from
the Church.
Kimmelman questioned the

ethics of surr(^te motherhood
but from a socio-economic point

of view. Some women will have
greater access to such a procedure
because they are rich. Kimmel-

to be solved.'

1.000 students

sign grape petition

Registrar cracks
down on fake IDs
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

Cathy Connor, assistant to the

registrar, said this week, "Stu-

dents were memorizing social

security numl>ers of other stu-

dents who were 21 in order to get

fake student identification canb
[ID sj.

"

Afew weeks ago, the Registrar's

Office was notified by Lower
Merion PoUce that studoits were
gaining acoeas into load bars with
falie VUlanova Uaiveraity IDs.

According to the police, ttudenta
were using the idMal IDa aa a
aaoono lorm of icMiioncMMB*

Currently, the Rqpatrar's Of-

fice ia taioMt oMiatiiaa that wiU
pwwat iMilanri fntk jittiat ID
cavia-under filee aifcuflMtenoea.

StMiMiU wlio try to^htain new
will be aaktd Mftonal

to show another
identification.

valid form of

By JENNIFER REIDY

Edward A. Sullivan of the peace
and justice education department
and Edward Canchez, a mid-
Atlantic regional representative

of the United Farm Workers of

America (U.F.W.), recently initiat-

ed and completed a petition,

signed by 1,000 students, support-

ing the boycott of grapes headed
by Cesar Chavez, founder and
president of U.F.W.
The petition was a direct result

of a meeting between Sullivan,

Canchez and J. Les Gies, director

of Food Services. According to

Canchez, Gies showed interest in

the program but wanted concrete

evidence of resident student sup-

port. Consequently, Sullivan and
Canchez have accumulated 1,000

student signatures.

However, Gies has been un-

available for comment.
Canchez stated that the reason

he and Sullivan dii-ected theConnor also stated, "Students
who are currently trying to get petitkMi to Gies specifically is that
new IDs are being turned away Gies is directly responsible for the
if they do not have the proper purchase of grapes found in Vil-

identificatkm or if the office feels lanova's cafeterias,

that they are lying." Canchez, who reportedly col-

Since the students who already >«cted many of the students'

Administration (FDA), is respon-

sible for the regulation and the

safety of the products presented

to the public.

However, Canchez continued,

the director of California's FDA
is a powerful and influential

grower, thus explaining the con-

tinued distribution of the poison-

ous grapes because of economic
considerations.

The federal government has
shown concern for the dangerous
pesticides but has taken no action

to combat the situation, according

to Canchez. In a recent Wall
Street Journal article, an Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency
(EPA) representative stated that

pesticides are a high priority for

the EPA. However, this concern
is "tied up in red tape" right now,
according to Canchez.
Grapes are the target crop for

the boycott because they are the

most heavily sprayed crop in the

(photo by Schafie)

Edward A. Sullivan of the peace
and justice education
department.

United States and are in high
demand by consumers from May
toJanuary of each season, accord-

ing to Canchez.
Student response has reportedly

been very supportive of the boy-

cott.

Drug probe concluded

received the fake IDs are not

eaa^ identtfiable, they will not

be piiniahed. But Connor 8aid» "If

the matter would have gotten out

of hand, then the Univcraky
would have had to deal with the

•ituatiQii."

Apparently. Connor aaid, "Tlua
year there waa an abundant
nunkar af atudanu wlio daimad
to have laat their Vinanavi^ID
caida." In aMMon, tkm atalad.

'Tha^iia ohviauily did notact

signatures, described student
reaction as "very supportive." He
also stated that most Villanova

students realize the plight of the

farm laborers underlying the
public health concern objectives of

the boycott.

One question to be addressed is

how thegovernment can allow the

dialrikiilian of produce that has
been tuapected to be extremely

to people's health.

that bKauee
inCaUibmia,

tlM aMila and looal fovemmant.
apaoifloaUy the Pood and Drug

Radnor Township Police De-

partment's Investigation Division

has recently completed a joint

investigation with Villanova Uni-

versity Security regarding alleged

drug use and drug sales at the

University in 1965, according to

the Main Line Times.
Radnor Police announced that

the investigation obtained no
substantial evidence and will

result in no arrests.

The investigation was spurred

by the March 16 issue of Sports

lUuatrated which printed an ar-

ticle in which Gary McLain. the

point fuaitl for the 1966 NCAA
championahip Villanova men's

basketball team, reported that

drugs were readily available to

basketball players while they

were at Villanova.

Radnor Police interviewed Uni-

versity officials, coaches and
basketball team members who
played while McLain was a Vil-

lanova player. Those interviewed

at the University denied any
awareness of drug use on campus
according to the Radnor Police.

Radnor Police Chief Maurice
Henneoay stated. "I really think

hit (McLain 'tj story is false. For

140.060 he (McUin) has made a

kH of statements."
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Senate
(Continuedfrom page 1)

proposal, written by Gene Link-

meyer of Student Government,

suggests the organization of a

"task force on colleji'e cost alter-

natives to research and recom-

mend solutions for the problem of

tuition increases for future Villa-

nova University students."

AUman considers this an "im-

portant motion." AUman said,

"Hopefully it will be passed so as

to increase the possibility of more
financial aid for students."

^' igf^^hen J. ^tenaym^jtudent

caucus lead^ a*Ml w*<^iKJVfc sea ii ^^

4««.9>w«t«€Senate,said tnsn he »«^
no problem in the passing of thi^

new proposal.

"I don't think anyone will be

hostile toward looking for other

means of financing college educa-

tion," said Flanagan.

President-elect Phil Brach, cur-

rently secretary of external af-

fairs, explained that he believes

the financial aid proposal to be

"very important" also. Brach
said, "The proposal is clear-cut.

It emphasizes the seriousness of

rising costs of a college education.

This is a national problem, and
Villanova must look into it."

The second proposal to be dis-

cussed is a motion from the

graduate committee of the Univer-

sity Senate to make changes in the

Thi \alionii! OrdtMM)!' Oiium;;

(Pholo by Schmid)

Joe ADman, Student GovemmeAt
presidcat, will give his fMr««rell

address at today's Senate
meeting.

composition of the graduate
committee.

Allman expressed favor for this

proposal. "I would like to see

representation from all colleges of

the University since there are

graduate issues brought up affect-

ing all colleges, such as the
addition of Ph.D. [doctorate] pro-

grams," he said.

Today's Senate meeting will be
the first official meeting for Phil

Brach as president-elect, although
his presidential duties will not
b^n until May 1.

By SHARON KELLY

Villanova University's chapter

of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Sooety
will induct 131 members at a

ceremony and banquet on April 26
in the Villanova Room of the

Connelly Center.

Phi Kappa Phi is a national

scholastic honor society founded

in 1897 to recognize academic
excellence in all disciplines. The
inductees represent the top 10

percent of the senior class and the

top 5 percent of the junior class.

The juniors to be inducted

include:Janine P. Andrews, Maria
A. Bendinelli, Anne Louise Ben-

dinger, Lisa A. Bisaga, Sharon A.

Blais, Mary E. Charest, Wilson

Cheung, Karen Chiappone,Joanne
L. Conrad, Robert F< Copel and
Robert A. Crognale.

Other juniors are: Jami-Michele

D'Ambra, Stephen J. DeAngelis,

John D. DiLullo, Charles A.

Dougherty HI, Joette F. Eline,

.Kathleen E. Engel, Glenn C.

Fletcher, Paul R. Gaudrault, Wil-

liam J. Haubert, Terrie M. Hop-

kins, Lawrence E. Hudy, Rose
AnnJanuzelli and Marcos Justine.

Additional juniors are: Sean V.

Kemether, Hugo A. Kostelni,

Phyllis Krieger, Christopher P.

Knesen, Catherine M. Lafferty,

Joanne M. Loftus, Joan E. London,

Alison P. Lowery, Patricia L.

Maccagnano, Jane A. Maiue; Roy
E. Maacblino, Donna J. Mastnn
gelo, Mary Frances McAleer,
Kathleen M. McAveney and John
S.McNally. -

'
:^

Others are: Frances A. MeSehan,

Carla A. Monticelli, Rosemary R.

Morse, Donald P. Mullikin, Tim-
othy J. Murtha, Carol A. Niehay,

David M. O'Toole, Carol E. Or-

rson, John L. Palme, Lorraine M.
Reiter. William J. Ruth, Robert B.

Sauder, Joseph T. Sixeas, David
W. Sniith, Anne E. Specker, Ste-

phen Turano, Barbara A. Walsh,
Cathleen Whelan. Gail M. Willi-

ams and Marianne Wolfram.
Seniors that will be inducted

include: Lisa A. Almeida, Diana
M. Barnes, Agnes M. Bemal,
Geordi K. Borsari, MeOghan M.
Byrne, William P. Byrne, Law-
rence F. Carlin, Christopher J.

Carrozza, Thomas J. Chemeskie,
Josephine Chiaradonna, Amy R.

Coval, Dorothy L. Doughty, David

J. Dudrear, I>eanna C, Elia and
Maryanne T. Elliott.

Additional seniors are: Marilyn

Giedgowd Michaels, Adriane M.
Glodek, Karen F. Grass. Cynthia
M. Gunn, Bonita K. Hadrick,
Mary Sue V. Haydt, Jane C.

Herling, Eleanor R. Hersh, Geof-

frey L. Hulme, Melda Ann Isaac,

Beth N.Jacobs, Michael H.Jacobs,

Loma Johnson, Joseph E. Krisci-

unas, John C. Kucharczuk, Tho-

mas E. Lafferty, Gene M. Link-

mever and Paul LManganelli.
Other seniors to bfe inducted

are: Geoffrey R. Marczyk, Sheila

R. Masterson, Ceceilia McGarvey,
Sheila A. McKenna« Carolyn
Mirsky, Kathleen S. Olex. Tracy
L. Prestopino, Paula A. Pullano,

Jane W. Riley, Susan J. Ruff,

Hernando Ruiz-Jimenez, Alice M.
Ryan, Steven H. Santini and
Susan I. Schelpf.

Other seniors are: Anna M.
Serrao, Peggy J. Sheehy, Con-
stance B. Smith, Gerald L. Spear-

man, John D, Szulgit, Stacey A.

Tower, John M. Travaglione,
Susan M. Treskolasky, Karen A.

Walsh and Lorraine K. Zinar.

Some Villanova graduate stu-

dents will be inducted also. They
are: Deborah T. Affonsa, Barbara
E. Bowen, Irene G. Doniger,
Bonnie S. Garchinsky, Eleanor B.

Hanna* Jo Ann T. Lister, Darrell

J. Savastio, Mary E. Sheetz, Jes-

sica L. Stickleyand BruceJ. Vogel.

Finally, five members of the

faculty will be initiated. They are:

Dr. Walter E. Conn, religious

studies professor; Dr. Bijan G.

Mobasseri, electrical engineering

professor; Dr. Purusottam Moo-
kerjee, electrical engineering^pro-

fessor; Dr. Vincent Sherry, Eng-

lish professor; and Dr. Theresa M.
Valiga, nursing professor.

01 Tin: \Vi:i:k

Order of Omega is pleased to announce the

selection of Seana McAniff as this week's Greek of

the Week. Seana claims that Villanova has always
been her love, and because of this, she did not apply

to any other universities. Spunky Seana hails to us
all the way from Pasadena, Calif., and has quite an
unusual major— classical studies in Greek and Latin.

Seana hokis the honor of being No. 1 in her class,

a feat that she confides is not that difficult because
she is the only person in her majorl

During her freshman year, Seana rowed crew
here, but realized she enjoyed her sleep, and therefore

opted for other areas of interest later. Her involve-

ments have included pledging Alpha Chi Omega,
through which she served as Panhel Delegate of hex
pledge class and later within Alpha Chi.

Seana also joined the ranks of the illustrious

mealcheckers and can still be found lurking in the

Mealchecker's Office, where she "assists." Seana is

an active memt)er of the Blue Key Society and helps

boost morale by acting as the Spirit Committee. Well

qualified in this area, Seana successfully ran the Pep
Rally this year during Sibling Weekend.

As if this is not enough, S«ma alsoenjoyed serving

as a resident assistant in St. Monica's during her
junior year. Beware if you see Seana sneaking around
campus with her loaded 35mm camera, as taking

candid shots is one of her favorite pastimes.

Seana has contributed immensely to the Villanova

community and we salute her proudlyl Congratula-
tions. Seana. you will be missed!

Work
Smarter^

Not
Harder

And
that advice

for studying

works just

as well

for finding

housing.

Don't waste time and energy

beating the streets in search for

a place to live when Radnor
House is only 2 blocks away.

The perfect place for the peace

of mind and privacy you need
to stay on top of it all.

Don't let dorm living bring you,

and your grades, down. Get smart

... see Radnor House NOWt

Each 1 , 2, or 3-bedroom
.condominium features:

• Private, spacknis rooms
• Modem fully equipped kitchens

• Convenient to school,

shopping, and transportation

• Entraguard security system

• Ample parking

• Large, outdoor pool

• 28 acres of recreational parkland

COMOO

From%8^990
Daily 11 to 6 PM/Wed. until 8 PM,

Sat and Sun 10 to 6 PM
1030 E. Lancaster Ave., Suite 416

Rotemont Radnor IWp., PA

(215) 527-7790

f^ --**^«.
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veterans

air views
By SHARON A. WATERS

Vietnam veterans spoke to the
Villanova community April 8 in

the Connelly CenterCinema about
their individual views of the war.
Tlie discussion included each
veteran's account of his experien-

ces, which differed depending
upon the places, people and events
each encountered.

Albert J. Dorley, history profes-

sor, introduced the veterans, who
were Dr. James Kirschke of the

English department, Jim Ulmer,
Glenn Burtnett, Don Yost, and
John Kane.

Steve Bell of KYW-TV was also

included on the panel of guest
speakers because he served as a
media correspondent in Vietnam
for 18 months.
The panel explained that they

have visited high schools and
colleges to talk about the Vietnam
War because there is not much
written about the war in history

books. The presentation centered

upon questions the audience asked
the veterans so that the veterans

could address the issues which
concerned the audience most.
When asked how realistic "Pla-

toon" (the recent movie which
depicted the war in Vietnam)
was, there were mixed responses
from the veterans.

Ulmer felt that "Platoon"
showed the worst that happened
in Vietnam and that all veterans
could "relate to the ants crawling
down your back, the heat, dust,

fear and frustration." Ulmer
contrasted "Platoon's" realism
with "Rambo," another movie
about the Vietnam War, which he
considered unrealistic and "a
fantasy, a cartoon."

Yost also attested to the validity

of the movie "Platoon" and told

the audience that he had wit-

nessed scenes similar to and
worse than those found in the
movie. Yost, who said he had
"never witnessed anything so
realistic, true to life, sad and

Class time

schedule

revised
By PAULA A. SEEFELDT

A rumor recently circulstted

around campus that several

classes, a large number of them
communications arts courses,

that were offered in the master
schedule for the fall 1987 semester
were cancelled.

Joan Lynch of the Registrar's

Office explained that classes

listed in the master schedule were
not cancelled but that a few time

changes were made.

One hundred twenty-five
, classes were scheduled for 105
classrooms, which meant that

some of the courses initially

offered at "prime time" were
changed to earlier or later in the

day, said Lynch.

Lynch explained that the most
popular hours for classes are
Monday/Wednesday/Friday at

930, 10-JO. 11:30 and 1:30. The
meet frequently PB^ueeted Tues-
day/Thursday classes are at lOKX)

aMt 1:30.

National News Notes

Carter acquitted in iiretest trial

Apfll24,19>7eTHEVIUAIiOVAWP»ge8

(File Photo)

Albert J. Dorley, history professor, recently organized a discussion

in which Vietnam veterans aired thcfa' views.

pathetic but absolutely true,"

considered "Platoon" to be the

story he had been trying to tell

for 17 years.

On the other hand, Kirschke
had less prais^ for "Platoon." He
saw the -men in the movie as

casting a negative image which
contradicted the caring and re-

spectful men he encountered in

Vietnam. Kifschke also "refused

to accept that the average fighting

man went to the other side of the

world and . . . became an animal."

Kirschke's only regret concern-

ing his service was the fact that

he had to be telling an audience

that the men who fought in

Vietnam were decent people.

Kirschke felt so strongly about the

men with whom he fought and the

experiences they shared, that he
said he would go through the^in
and the entire experience again

rather than not have Vietnam be

a part of his life.

Other veterans echoed
Kirshke's feelings of camaraderie.

They also spoke of the high spirits

and morale of the men who fought.

Several compared their group
experiences to being a part of a
family.

The panel also discussed prob-

lems Vietnam veterans encoun-

tered on their return and are still

confronting today. They spoke of

higher divorce and suicide rates

for veterans and problems with

alcohol and drug abuse. Also, they

said that veterans must deal with
feelings of alienation, rage and
guilt.

Ulmer thought that the way

veterans were treated upon their

arrival home was a hational
disgrace. Insulted by the fact that

Vietnam veterans are sometimes
considered the bad guys, he re-

minded the audience that they

just fought in the war and were
not involved in policymaking.

Yost spoke of a collective guilt

which should be assumed by all

Americans, and that until we
acknowledge and accept the Viet-

nam War, it can happen again.

Kane felt that Vietnam was
different from any other war
because each person went into it

as an individual, while in other

wars you "won as a unit."

Bell said that the media cover-

age of the war impacted upon the

people at home by bringing Viet-

nam into their living rooms. While
he believed that the press was a
definite part of the process and
influenced people's perspectives

about what was at stake in the

war, Bell did not feel the media
dominated the war.

All the veterans expressed that

they just wanted to be treated the

same as other veterans and en-

couraged other veterans to speak
out about their experiences in-

stead of trying to forget them.

The 15 defendants arrested

during a student protest at

Brown University in November
were acquitted on April 15 in

Northampton, Mass.
The rally, led byAmy Carter,

protested the recruitment by
the Central Intelligence Agency
at the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst.
Carter was aided by 50-year-

old Abbie Hoffman in working
toward the acquittal of the

activists. The lawyers defend-

ing the students stated that the
highly publicized Carter-
Hoffman victory will bring
new life into political causes
and issues.

The defendants declared
that this success is only the

beginning and that although
this movement is reminiscent
of the past, it is highly impor-
tant for the future.

L.S.P.

Wesiey student iciiled in fire

Two Wesley College stu-

dents were arrested and
charged with manslaughter,
assault and conspiracy earlier

this month, after allegedly
setting off a smoke device in

a dormitory room. The smoke
device started a fire on the
second floor of the dormitory
and resulted in the death of one
student, while four others
sustained injuries.

The incident occurred at

approximately 2 a.m. in Will-

iams Hall on the Wesley College

campus located in Oover, Del..

The smoke device, which was
apparently ignited as a prank,

caused heavy smoke damage in

the building.

The five students were taken
to Kent General Hospital,
where one was pronounced
dead on arrival and the other

four were treated for smoke
inhalation. L.S.P.

Fund shortagecloses W.Va. colleges

The West Virginia state

universities and colleges were
ordered by Gov. Arch A. Moore
and the West Virginia Board of

Regents to close for one week
in order to save the state $10
million.

In addition, all employees
will be furloughed and summer
school classes will be cancelled

until after July 1, which is the

start of the new fiscal year.

The school presidents were
also asked to postpone any non-
emergency maintenance, trtivel

and equipment purchases.
The cancelled classes will

not alter the accreditation of

the 16 state-supported colleges

and universities, but 60,000
students will be affected by
this decision. L^.P.

V.U. hosts band competition

4*'We did not cancel because of

— we m-
itend," said Lynch.

The Rev.John P. Beteni, 0.SA.
attitHMtH to ihoBeiiiHii bjlievei

iwith

(photo by Schafie)

Warren O. Richardson, chairper-
son oi the communication juts
department

the changing of a freshman engi-

neering course.

The course, Physk:s 1131, was
oKfipally a three-credit class. It

was changed to 1151 and offered

forlour credits. This was the only

chai^ made, and it would only

affect inooning freshman engi-

neering maion.

Warren 0. Richardson, dean of

conoiunication arte, also verified

that tbe nimor was (tlae.

*^e changed two or three

classes before the master scbeiule

waa published, but those chaofes
weia juat betwatn my office and

thaBiibtimr," mM Mehardsan.

By KATHLEEN REICHNER

The finals of the "Energizer

Rock 'N Roll Challenge," a contest

to find the best college rock group
in America's Northeast and Mid-

Atlantic regions, will take place

on April 26 at6p.m.intheduPont
Pavilion, according to Lisa Sheehe,

concerts coordinator of the Villa-

nova Union.

The event will receive coverage

from MTV, said Sheehe, and the

Hooters, a band which launched
its career in Philadelphia, are

scheduled to act as judges for the

challenge. Sheehe also stated that

radio station WMMR is giving

away tickets to the event.

The challenge is going to be

hosted by the comedian Sinbad,

who is the 1986 Star Search
winner and who has appeared on
"The Cosby Show," said Sheehe.

The event will be the final

round in a battle of the bands
sponsored by the Eveready Bat-
tery Co. The contest began last

October and has involved bands
from over 120 colleges in the

Boston, New York, Philadelphia

and Washington, D.C. areas.

The winning band from each

school went on to a regional

elimination round. The winners

of that contest went on to the

semi-finals, which determined the

No. 1 band from each area. Those
four bands will be competing
Sunday night.

The bands are Rhythm Method
from Harvard University, Byzon
iz Pyaon from the State University

of New York at Fredonia, The
Boat Clinic from the University

ci Delaware and The New Buicks

fraei Gaacsetown University.

The winning band of the chal-

lenfe will receive a recording

itMta,HM) cash and a $5,000

•cholarehip given to their school

in

The bands will be judged by
other celebrity judges besides the

Hooters. Scheduled to be judges

are Joel Derouin, keyboard per-

former from Emerson, Lake and
Palmer; Jeffrey Zahn, songwriter

and judge for the Emmy Awards;
Eric Bloom, lead singer of Blue
Oyster Cult; and John Post, pres-

ident of Nola Recording Studio,

who will be producing a demo tape

for the winning band.

The bands will be judged on
musical content, originality, crea-

tivity and performance.

Tickets for the rock 'n roll

challenge can be purchased at the

Connelly Center ticket office for

$3 with Villanova ID or at the
duPont Pavilion the night of the

concert.

Soviet literature

discussed in forum
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

The April Honors Forum, "In-

dividual Expression and Institu-

tional Integrity" began on April

2, with a lecture delivered by Dr.

Maria Lekic on "Poetic Calling

and Political Imperatives: Anti-

monies of Socialist Realism,"
according to Maria Chiappetts^,

member of the April Honors For-

um committee.

Dr. Lekic, who is from the

Soviet Union, graduated from
Moscow State Pedagogical Insti-

tute and received her doctorate in

Slavic languages and literatures

from the University of
Pennsylvania.

She is currently the director of

the language department at the

University of Maryland but is

teaching an honors course in

Soviet literature at Villanova this

semester.

In the lecture. Lekic stated that

socialist realism is the basic

method of Soviet literature and
literary criticism. It demands
truthful and historically concrete

reprssentation of reality in its

revolutionary development and it

must be linked with ideological

of workers in the system.

In the Soviet Union, explained

Lekic, literature is considered to

be a powerful force that can be
a foe or ally of the government.
Therefore, Soviet writers must
follow certain rules laid down by
socialist realism in order to gain

recognition.

I^doio by NunMl
Dr. MariaLekk spoke recently on
**Poelk CalMng and PoUtkal Im-

ivesj Antlaemiis oi Socialisepefalivei
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It's safe there. You don't have to worry

about something happening to you and (as if that

weren't bad enough) not being covered by your

insurance for out-of-pocket costs. Of course, if you
sign up for the John Hancock HealthPlan, you
don't have to worry so much.

I

Compariton of Ovt-of-Pockct Cotts

Beaefit

Hospital Room and Board

Surgery and Anesthesia

Routine Physicals

Office Visits

Emeigency Care Anywhere

MaternityAVell-Baby Care

Eye Examinations

X-Ray/Lab Chaiy^es

Total Out-of-Pocket Costs

John Hancock
HcahliPlaa

J^-UiMU

No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

^No Charge

$0

Bloc Crott/

Blac Shield

Use this chart

to compare
John Hancock
HealthPlan

coverage with
any other plan.

See, not only does John Hancock cover

emergency needs anywhere in the world, we take

care of routine office visits, maternity and well-

baby coverage, even eye examinations. From
hospital care to physicals, you're covered 100%.
That's the difference between John Hancock and a

lot of ''reduced benefit'' plans.

Don't stay home In bed - Join the new ••wildcat'*

team - John Hancock HealthPlan! It^s a terrific

health plan* Enrollment ends May 1st, so sign up

now and return your John Hancock applications to

Personnel,

i

For llDffc liifonnatloB CaU Ut At 823-8610

X»1NHANCOCKHEAITHHj\N
•» •*»>',•
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Balloon Day raises
^5,000 for needy
To the EditoR

As coordinator of Balloon Day
for the third consecutive year, I

take this opportunity to thank all

the people involved in producing
a successful Balloon E^y event.

Many homeless and hungry people
around the world will benc^t from
your efforts. About $5,000 was
raosed and it was your hard work
which helped in doing so.

First, I thank the entireCampus
Ministry staff for being so coop-

erative in helping me organize the

event. Special thanks go to Linda
Jaczynski and Fr. Ray Jackson for

their roles in moderating my
position. Also, thanks to Mary
jane Magee and Ann Marie Des-

cenza for their dedication through-

out the weeks prior to BaUoon
Day.

Next, I thank the cast of "char-

acters" who worked whole-
heartedly with me to produce the

Allman thankful

entire event. Again, special thanks
are necessary. To my coor-
dinator, Melissa Esposito, what
can I say^You were awesome as
ususll! Also, to eadi and every
chairperson* i thank you. It was
the combination of your efforts

which ultimately culminated in

the b^t Balloon Day ever.

Last, but certainly not least, I

thank the maintenance depart-

ment for setting up the eyent and
being patient with my wishes.

Also, special thanks to Zeta Psi

fraternity pledges for their overall

contribution and dedication to

Balloon Day. I thank each of you
for selling many tags and for

setting up the helium tanks.

Finally, I thank each Villanova

student for their support of the

day. Whether you were a hugger,
a clown, a singer or a patron, I

really appreciate your efforts.

Brett A. Datto
Balloon Day coordinator

To the Editor:

It has been a privilege and a

pleasure for me to serve you, the

students, as your president. Last

April we in Student Government
set out to redefine student gover-

nance at Villanova, and because
of the hard work and dedication

of many, many people, we have
been successful.

Many issues have been ad-

dressed this year by the govern-

ment, ranging from freshmen
academic advisement, to vandal-

ism in the dormitories, to student

tuition increases, to off-campus

housing. Much work is still needed
on several of these issues. The
work on other specific issues has
been completed.

This past year, for the first time

ever. Student Government opened

its doors to the participation of

any interested student. Much
deserved appreciaton goes to the
some 200 people who were in-

volved in the process this year and
were responsible for us having the
successes that we did.

Fortunately this level of invol-

vement will continue. Many stu-

dents who were involved in the
government this past year and
new student participants will

keep the wheels in motion. The
best truly is yet to come.
Thank you for having allowed

me to serve you. The experience
of dealing and working with so
many great people in thecommun-
ity has been rewarding and
challenging.

Joe Allman
Student Body president

Contest a disgrace
To the Editor:

Being a proud member of the
Villanova Greek community, I

was very disappointed with ac-

tions of fellow fraternity and
sorority members during the
Greek God and Goddess contest

held during Greek Week.

Unfortunately, some things
that took place were utterly dis-

graceful and an embarrassment to

those who attended the function.

It was a shame that a few tasteless

acts had to overpower those other

acts of participants who showed
class, while displaying a good
sense of humor.
The Greek God and Goddess

contest should be a fun, worth-

while event that raises money tor

an excellent charity. I believe this

can be done with a much better

attitude.

Future audiences should be
much more supportive of those

who have given up their time to

participate, so acts will not have
to turn to crudity togain applause.

, I commend all those who par-

ticipated tastefully this year, and
I only hope that people will be
much more respectful to them-
selves and our outstanding Greek
system in the future.

President of
Michelle Veix
Delta Delta

Delta
Class of 1989

Allman praised for

accomplishments
To the Editor

One year ago today the name
Joe Allman did not mean anything
to me other than another name
running for Student Government
president. But today I must thank
joe for being such a m^ ^^*^
to Villanova University.

'

As president, he was motivated

and tackled - many issues that

desperately nsedsd tobeaddreaasd
by Student Government. He con-

stantly tpoke out at Senate nMet-

ingi for the rights of itudentf

and worked ck)6ely with faculty

and administrators to facilitate

student needs.

I can honestly say Joe Allman
is the only person I know at

Villanova who would help any
student, no matter who^ie or she

'

.is» iMaoy way hs pgaiihly floulir

I would like to^mSkjStor U*
consistent giviQ| d hamsalf for

the fMd otf the \nilaM>va Bttidsnt

and wish him luck in his

asateacher*

[iS8

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the VOlano-
van asks seniors, "What
are you doing after

graduation?"
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"We*ll be gainfully em-
ployed gardening around
the house."

Dave Brady
computer science
^ Jim Wilkinson
computer science

Rob Kemer
Undecided

.*w.

V
f.

'

(

I

:

on winning greek week!

You^re
the best!

I

Special thanks to:

Christy Bonesh

Mindy Garges

ff^^N^i^^^ t̂^l^^^0^^^^^0^^^0^0*0^0^^^^t0*0t0*^ 0^0^l^m0*0^0^^^^0*0^0^0^0^^^^^^^0*^*^*^»^»^l

ROSEMONTCAFE
1 030 East Lancaster Ave

LOCATED INSIDE THE RADNOR HOUSE

Wekme» VlSkmm Siud&fh

Senior Week
thru Graduation

ALL SHOTS

MAY 15" inviting allnew ensigns or alf shooters - M

_ _ Qraduatton Brunch plus live music

MAY 1 7 * Special beer prices Senior Week through graduation
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Come to Liberty. Purchase
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on your own. ^nth no cosigner!
Over 400 cars to choose from.

'87 Sunbirds from $9460
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*No Minimum
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soarigmsuccess
ByJEANNE SAVITSCUS

"Half ol all the children in Peru
die before age 10," sUted Unda
Jibyntid of Campus Ministry.
TheyUlanova communityteaches
out to these diildren and others
through the donations collected

during the Balloon Day event.

For 14 years Balloon Day has
beeii an annual charity event that

invohres ipost of the Villanova

student coqununity.
Held this year on April 9, Bal-

loon Day was initiated by the Rev.
Ray Jackson,^ O.S.A., and Barlnra
Hahn of Campus Ministry. Jac-

zinski, who coordinated the event
with two student chairpersons,

stated, "Balloon Day is a two-fold

event. It is a major social event
and it raises money for the poor
and hungry. Last year we raised

$5,000."

This year the profits were split,

as usual, between a local and an
international charity. The St.

Francis Inn soup kitchen in Ken-
sington will receive part of the

proceed^ to help feed the needy of

Philadelphia.

Proceeds will also go to Balloon

The band Mew Worid highlighted Balloon Day.
(photo by NunM)

Day's international cause, the
Augustinian missions in Peru.
"The Augustinians are building a
hospital for children, and we felt

that was a very worthy cause,"
stated Jaczinski.

Balloon Day took place outside,

between Kennedy Hall and Con-
nelly Center. It ran from 11 a.m.
until 5 p.m., with the highlight of

the day being the 3 p.m. balloon
launch.

Brett Datto and Melissa Espo-
sito were the students who organ-
ized this year's event. Datto has

been coordinator of the event for

three years and explained its

procedure. Balloon tags are sold

a few weeks before the event. Two
$25 prizes are awarded — one to

the person whose balloon goes the
farthest and is sent back, and the
other to the sender.

Balloon Day is a good way to

do some charitable work. Since all

fraternities and sororities are
required by Villanova to do a

• service project, Balloon Day is one
way to fulfill this requirement and
have fun doing it.

(photo by Nunes)

The Special Olympics booth at Balloon Day tested the aim of Villanova
oatmeal hurlers.

Datto stated, "They can either A hugger, he explained, "is a
sell balloon tags, be a hugger or student who escorts one of the
run a booth." (Continued on page 14)

Focusing on the new colored contact lenses
By ELANA STARR

Statistics have shown that
when American fashion maga-
zines for women put brown-eyed
models on their covers, sales

plummet. Fashion mavens in this

country, no matter the hue of their

own eyes, consistently prefer
magazines featuring blue orgreen-

eyed beauties.

Mundane brown peepers are
seen as less xlesirable than exotic

blue, green or gray, probably
because brown orbs are genetical-

ly predominant, with other shades
less common.
As a tawny-eyed member of a

family with numerous blue and
green-eyed relations, I have al-

ways felt cheated by Mother
Nature. I have been particularly

envious of my sister, whose jewel-

toned eyes change with the light

and the color of her clothing.

Thus, you can imagine my

delight' wheh I read that, at last,

contact lenses that change brown
eyes to blue, green, or aqua have
become available.

While tinted lenses have been
around since the '60s, they merely
enhanced the natural color of light

eyes. Someone with gray eyes, for

example, could change them to

jade green or Paul Newman blue.

Those of us with dark orbs,

however, could not alter the color

until now.
Durasoft's new "Flexi-wear

Color Lenses" are opaque and
camouflage the iris, no matter the

color. (The center, which covers

the impil, is left clear.) Made of

50 percent water, these contacts

are extremely fragile and must be
handled with care. They are
available in both prescription and
nonprescription forms.

Never having worn either

glasses or contact lenses, I con-

sulted a well-known ophthalmal-

ogist, Dr. Juan Grunwald of the

Scheie Eye Institute, about the

colored lenses' safety. He ex-

plained that any lens wearer can
end up with an "infection or

corneal erosion . . . the danger of

danuiging your eyes is minimal,

but its a risk."

Grunwald added that someone
who is conscientious about keep-

ing the lenses clean, however,

lowers the potential for trouble.

I decided to get the contacts and
be scrupulously careful with
them.

Before purchasing a pair, I did

somecomparison shopping. Prices

varied from $150 at a small store

on South Street to $250 at an
upscale King of Purssia empori-

um. (All prices included a visit

with an optometrist to determine

the prescription, if any, and the

fit.) When I learned that the
American Vision Cent^ at the

Court of King of Prussia was
selling the lenses at $50 off the
regular cost of $229, 1 decided the
time was right and made an
appointment.

At this pohit, I began to feel

uneasy. Having 20/20 vision, the
idea of putting something foreign
onto my eyeballs made me ner-
vous. Also, I began wrestling with
the notion that I must be exceed-
ingly vain to consider spending a
lot of money on such frivolous

adornment. Still, I kept my
appointment.

The American Vision Center is

bright, airy, and very busy. Their
optometrist kept me waiting for

only a few minutes and imme-
diately put me at ease with innoc-

uous jokes. A painless, five-minute
eye examination ensued. I then
tried on the lenses, each color in

succession. They were awkward
to put in and take out, but they

were not uncomfortable to wear.

When I peered at myself in the
mirror, I was amazed at my image.
My newly-colored eyes, though
not unnatural looking, dominated
my face, and I didn't iee\ as though
I was looking at the real "me."
It was as if part of me had
changed, although not irrevoca-

bly. I paid the $35 consultation fee

and left with my own familiar

eyes.

I have a new appreciation of my
orbs. Not only are they healthy,
but I am beginning to like the
color. I now think of them as
"chocolate" instead of generic
brown.

Last week, though, I read that
the Durasoft contacts have been
so successful, they are coming out
wih three additional colors. Maybe
they will have violet lenses, and
I could look like a young Elizabeth
Taylor . .

.

MfAisiireys prepare for^ow
By DANA SHAFIE

. Who are these bald students
you see walking around campus?
'Are they rock musicians, Zen
Buddhists, or perhaps technicians

at the Three-Mile Island nuclear
power plant?

The answer is that these couple
dozen men are members of the

Whiskey Company, Villanova's

elite drill team. The team is

sponsored by the Villanova Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps,

an organization dedkated tovnemls

producing both Naval and Marine
Corp unrestricted line officers.

Whiskey Company is comprised
of mostly Marine Corps officer

candidates, with a few dedicated

Naval officer candidates. Both
sport the distinctive Marine Corps
"high and tight" haircut.

The training and discipline

ry to become a Whiskey
Company member is intense.

Practice bagine every wedcday
momi^K at 6:30 a.m. and lasts

until 8 a.m. It takea a year otf

trataang before one actually be-

cornea a Whiakey Company team
. DMrinfl thaa imttation

piim , tlwcMmhiataaut taimht
horn toio bMk drill with a rifle.W
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Students s6tSA/Akni Day afloat
(Continuedfnm page 13)

children from the Don Guanella

School of Boys." These children,

who are mentally handicapped,

are brought to campus and given

$4 worth of tickets to spend on

games and food.

Some of the booths included

Lamba Tau Delta's football toss,

Zeta Psi's softball throw and the

can knock^lown and St. Monica

and Stanford's concession stand.

Lamba Tau Delta's prizes in-

cluded crayons, coloring books

and other items geared toward

children. Eric DeGrabe, a sopho-

more working at the booth said,

"It is a great atmosphere, good

bands, agood all-around time. And
it's a great excuse to bk)w off

classes."

A Zeta Psi brother exclaimed,

"We're establishing the funda-
mental k>ve and affection provided

by the Villanova community in

attempting to show brotherhood
for all mankind."
Another Zete, John Holbert,

said, "It's a great day and should
always be. Plus ail the proceeds

go for hunger relief."

At the balloon tag booth, fresh-

man Andy Dorley was pleased.

"It's going great! I'm glad I can
help the community. The weath-
er's great and the music and food

add to the festive atmosphere.

Sales are just fantastic; I feel thiv

will really bs sudcessful,'* he said.

Terise Fusco, a sophomore^
added. *'It's great fun for the
students and it i^BaUy,mUy helps^

the people who need it*'

Diane Hopkins, a vendor at the

St. Monica's stand felt, "It took

a tot of time to get the U-Haul»
the supplies snd the equipment,
but it was worth it."

Overall, Balloon Day seemed a
success and Qatto summed it up
by saying, "It gives V.U. students

a great opportunity to come out,

have a good time and raise money
for a good cause."

Members of new society are announced
By STACEY WILKINS

The 1986-87 academic year is

the first year of existence for the

Chi Alpha Honor Society, which
will be the official academic
honorary society for communica-
tion arts majors at Villanova.

Chi Alpha is open to second

semester sophomores, juniors and
seniorcommunication arts majors

who have an overall 3.5 grade

point average. Out of 214 majors,

19 qualified for admission.

The members were inducted at

Personals

To: The *'Boys of County
Une/'
Bni'Bill, Coach 0, Jaclr Atch,

Joe, Kirch, Fags, the Big
Epster, Marco, etc There

once was a frat called Sig Ep,

stolen pledge hats are how
we met, but by now we're otd
pals, we hang out at Mai's,

and deny the "groupie" repUl

T. Willy,

I just wanted to wish you a
very happy, safe summer! L
hopeyoumake lotsofmoney!
Please come to Callfomia so
we can party with the "FUN"
crowd! I love you, ya kiH>w!

Love,

Jenny IL

Youuu Brother,

Thanks for a great year. You
are certainly a great friend

and person. My first year was
quite an experience.

Brother

P.S.: Can't wait for Blooms-
burq.

Dear Elizat>eth,

Get my delivery?

I thought you would ...

reliable delivery bof.
You may soon see him again.

Lots of love always.

Your Secret Admirer,
Mr. "X"

KAO girls.

Get psyched to rock the
house on April 24th!Because
we're going to party 1st
class!

GetPsyched!
Dear Kevin Ronan,
To drinks to bo dofio, HYC
watch out! Happy 21 at.

Thanks for your friendship

hug? Soo foif kmg botforo

Homecomlmg. Didn't you
drink my botUe oiBaMny'af

you^uyaltf

a ceremony where Chi Alpha
faculty moderator James Gross
gave a congratulatory address.

Department chairman Warren
Richardson presented the certifi-

cates of membership to the
inductees.

The first recipients of the Chi
Alpha merits were Janine An-
drews, Cynthia Bosnian (induc-

tion chairman), Maria Breck,
Mary Charest, Linda Cilea, Amy
Coval (treasurer), Maureen Do-
herty, Daniel Gilbert, Adriane
Glodek, Katherine Krackeler (se-

cretary), Nancy McGrath, Lori

McKenna (constitution chair-

man), April Peterson, Jolene Rub-
bo, Raymond Saputelli, Susan
Tolve (vice president), Kara Vla-
hos and Stacey Wilkins (president
and communication arts transfer
advisor).

Chi Alpha is unique because,
unlike- other honor societies on
campus who have an affiliation

with a national organization, Chi
Alpha does not. Because there is

not a national -communication
arts honorary society in existence,

Villanova originated its own in

response to a growing number of

communication arts majors at
Villanova.

^n«*r.ji!*.-* > )^f"i(i*W^'«> - •
• VA'p:v.''t.

• -V '\r. ,

The band Tier 7 performed at Balloon Day. Pictured above is guitarist

Mike Robinson.

^jOO Off f^f^Mont this coupon to rocoivolljOOOfr any
largo pizza.

Onoooupon par ptaa. No(good Hftph anyolhor

^ K
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Qmst t0wsmima cmon
ByMARUKARR

-^iciliQuest, a 14-yetr-old, na-

tionar organization, with pro-

grams in Arizona and Pennsylva-
nia, will open new programs in

•June in New Jersey and next April

in California. The privately
owned, for-profit corporatkm has
650 full-time dedicated and caring
staff members who provide gui-

dance and support to troubled
youths and their families through-

» out all of the program's phases.
VisionQuest contracts with

various governmental agencies in

order to provide its specialized

services. It provides successful
programs for troubled teenagers
ranging in age from 10 to 21 years
old.

Most youths come from broken
or fragmented homes and are
usually placed in VisionQuest's
program by the courts. Youths
who have not been able to develop
or maintain satisfactory relation-

ships with family or friends and
have not been able to adapt to the
school environment find help
through the program. There are

currently 700 boys and girls in the

program of which 85 percent are

boys.

VisionQuest offers a variety of

high-adventure, outdoor programs
to these youths. These programs
include wilderness camps, wagon
trails, sailing and biking expedi-

tions, group homes, at-home treat-

ment and learning centers. Youths
are in the program for a minimum
of one year.

The various programs allow the
adolescents to live in a tepee
village with their counselors.
They learn to develop a sense of

responsibility, self-discipline and
a respect for authority.

According toJim Yester, Vision-

Quest's regional personnel direc-

tor, "We touch kids four ways in

our program: physically, mentally,
spiritually and emotionally.

"Physically, kids need to be
touched in a positive way. We also

want them to get bigger and
stronger physically through our
program — this helps build up

VlskHi Quest provides some youngsters the opportunity to see the
oreat outdoors.great outdoors.

! . Ml.

their self-confidence," Yester
said.

'The emotional way we touch
kids focuses on the child being in

touch with his heart. We want
them to utilize the eneigy in their

hearts in a positive, not a destruc-

tive, way," said Yester.

The spiritual part is a little

more complicated. The name
VisionQuest comes from the ex-

perience the American Indians

used to express the rite of passage
from childhood to adulthood.

"The counselors and youths get

in a circle, as the Indians did, and
then a youth is motioned to come
to the center of the circle. The
youth is sent on a mission to find

something and to bring it back to

the circle, and if the task is

completed, the youth is an adult,

if not, he's still a child," said

Yester.

VisionQuest offers full-time

career positions for adventurous
people of all backgrounds, who
can present a positive role model
for youths. In addition, they also

hire nurses and secondary and
special education teachers.

"We look for commitment in the

people we interview," said Yester.

"When you deal with troubled'

*

kids it's a day-in and day-out^

commitment."

The majority of incoming staff

are in their 20's and is almost
equally divided between men and
women. Entry level salaries are

$925 per month, plus board.

Staff members work five days
and have two days off. Typical
employee benefits such as health

insurance, paid holiday and vaca-

tion days, sick leave and pension
plan are offered.

There is a three-day orientation

program for new staff members,
plus a required 40 hours of formal
learning. Present staff members
must also take this 40 hours of

formal training once each year.

So, if you are a person with a

lot oif energy and expertise, and
if you want to make a career out

of child care, the number to call

is (215) 524-0330. VisionQuest
offers a bright and promising
future to staff members and to

youths as well.
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Special Finandng RMdkages
railaUe ForThe JuneGraduate
Cal Steve Hocchkiss For Details
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oonsstently h^hersDcioL
The best materials-

cnQatedbyexperts^ time

over i million students.

Thei)est track reoord-

neaily50 years.

The best nation-wide

netwoik ofcenters-
120hiaU.

KAPLAN
suNtfYtiJMUMcouCMiaNA<»naiim

CENTER CITY

546-331

X

MELROSE PARK

635-31 1
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|wKo knows, who cares
Ah. summer ... no more pencils, no more books ... no morel

teacher's dirty looks ... looking for a nice commiuiity coUegel
for summer school? ... too bad ... we won't take their creditsl
any more . . . we're too good for them now ... so if Daddy's comingl
to pick you up in the family helicopter, tell him to forget it . . .1

you're staying here for summer school ... we won't be here after]
this week, though . . . yup, it's the last issue ... we know you'll!
have trouble surviving for the next four months without your
weekly shot of WKWC ... but bear up ... at least you can get
into your honietown bars with your fake V.U. I.D. .,. what
a pity you won't be able to enjoy lewd, crude entertainment there
like the geek god and goddess contest we have here ... Is this
Villanova or Sodom and Gomorrah? ... speaking of animals,
how about those wild men over in Moriarty . . . little dorm, big
vandalism problem . . . Who do they think they are? . . . Villanova's
own version of the Beastie Boys (Sorry, Kev) ... and who's been
digging the holes around campus? ... maybe Radnor took us,
setjously last week . . . that's a first ... or is Father Fiscal hiding
the Ufiiversity's money there? ... money ... money ... What's
Gary CoCain up to these days? . . . Who knows. Who cares.
Edited by the Viilanovan editorial board.

Insignifica

By MARK V. DI STASIO

* An Oregon garden club, citing a couple's stunning floral

display around their home as the "Most Beautiful Yard of the
Month," discovered that the eye-catching blooms were in fact

opium poppies.

Zenith Z-159 BundledPC
It beats all-nighters.

Ooni loM si««p o««r your dpMvvorfc. G«t this fully-

loMtod ZMiilh PC Bundto, featuring:
• A Zenith ZVM-1240 Monochrome Monitor*
• A l-lercules-compatible video card for high resolution

text and graphics capabilities

9 MS-DOS 3.2-tal(es you from college to career
• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC* software
• 6l2K of RAM>expandable to 1.2MB on memory board
• Dual speed "zero wait-state" technology for increased
speed and performance

• And tfie 20M6 Hard Disk version comes complete with

Microsoft Windows*.

OualOriva

Special Student Prtce

$1,099.00

SvMB Hsfd DMc
Special Student Price

$1,499.00

Aak about fhm Special Student Pricing on our ottwr exciting Zenith Personal
CwnpulerajMid MonKorai

Special Student Prices on the Zenith Z-159 Bundled PC now available at:

Zenith Data Systems
Rosemont Business Campus
919 Conestoge Rosd
Building 2, Suite 306
Roeemont, RA 19010
215-527-2950

A$kaliout our Z»nitti Data SystrnnsCndH Card.

'Afk about our
cokx monitor option

SpKNi pnonQ cMv 90Bd wfy w

by

MVOMIIMNO
WlyUmlaM

MO cUta_
systeffns

THE QUALITY COC^ IN BtfOK THC UMM. GOES ON

conixjlet jnd one mania pp ntinAa
maiy Q n«nH>p«n«d PiceVjO|Kl
loctiingt Mlhaut noliof
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INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PA 19085

Ajpril 29, WediiMday
7 p.m.

BartleyHall
Boom 209

Dr.SkmtmCInati,
VUUmonfaUmmimiiif

'MedievmilBkmkPhUoMphgmndRBUtian
WAYTOBEAYEN AS SKETCHED BY IBN SINA

Professor Inati is an assisteat professor of Islamic Studies in Villanova University's De-

partment of Philoeophy and Institute for Contemporary Arab and Islamic Studies. She

taMeompietad severalMtideeand pubycations on Ibn Sine including Ibn Sine's Remarks

flfWl AJtmil*^^*^ ^^^ Q**- ^^^^^ Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1964). Pro-

iaaaur Inatt ia eewMpietti^a weriron Ibn Sine's Conomt of Pleamire. The public is invited

to tlie leetera aaa-IlM rumtion whieh follows. For Airther information, contact: Dr.

ThomMM . Rieki, Inatitute for Contemporary ArabA Islamic Studies. (216) 645-7826.

^min^Mnim^^imai^

NURSES.GNS - We offer full

time positions in our Med/ Surg,

units. We offer competitive

salaries, with 10% evening &
.15% night differentials, exten-

sive benefits package, free

parking, convenient bus trans-

portation, tuitkKi retumburse-

ment. paid health and life

insurancs. tn-depei orientation,

plus much nftore.

2 Please contact:

Personnel Services,

Susen A. Buckley.

Nuree Recruilsr.

ROXBOROUQH MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

5000 Rklge Ave

.

PhiladeipMa. PA 10128.

(218|4i7»4440 EOE.
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FacuKy-

student

exchange
By DEBBIE GROSS

• A newly developed program
.sponsored by Ahimni Hall was
held in late March. Entitled the

; Faculty-Fellow Program, its main
'purpose is to increase the inter-

action between students and
, faculty by bringing them together

; in a settingoutside the constraints

of the classroom.

In this case, a luncheon was
planned at which both Alumni
residentsand the faculty members
shared various social and intellec-

tual experiences.

The idea was developed by
Jeaneen Riely, head resident assis-

tant of Alumni Hall, and was
planned with the aid of Luci
Jankowski, president of Alumni
Hall, Jennifer Chantz, west area

coordinator, and the Alumni Hall

house council.

Residents of Alumni were asked
tochoose specific faculty members
whom they wished to attend.

"The faculty members chosen
were quite diverse," stated Jan-

kowski, "and it is this diversity

which leads to the intellectual

growth of the residents."

The response rate was good and
many faculty members expressed

an interest in seeing this program
flourish, commented Jankowski.

Her hope for the future is that it

will spread to other residence

halls on campus, and that the

program will sponsor various

topics of interest to both faculty

and students*

A§ Chantz stated, "This pro-

gram is a pilot program. We are

testing the ground to see how the

Villanova community responds to

it."

The coordinators of this pro-

gram were not the only ones glad

to see it established. Dan Regan,

director of the Peace and Justice

department, who attended the

luncheon, said, "It was a very

positive experience, and I believe

that all residence halls on campus
should have it."

Dr. Helen Lafferty, assistant

iumpOv

StMhMffS

iDhok) bv JMritmnld)

Alumiii llall was the first to hoirt this fiurulty-stttdcnt gathcrinc.

dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences, who also attended,

stated, "It was an excellent idea,

and the possibilities for future

programming efforts are much
better because of efforts such as

this."

Faculty members were not the

only ones impressed by this por-

gram. Michele Dahan, a senior

Alumni resident, thought that , "It

was a great program and I hope

to see it continue."

The next Faculty-Fellow pro-

gram will be held on April 28 at

4:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall. This

program will include a coffee hour

and a discussion of the topk: of

"Academic Excellence at

Villanova."

By lOCHEIXE aCCOLO

Although it has been over a

month since Sprini Break, my
experienoe ttfis Apnl is one that

wul forever remsin vivid in my
mind. Sponsored by Campus Min-
istry, 13 people. aU ntfiUated with
Villanova tJniversity, traveled

down to Haiti to witness first-

hand, the poverty of Port au
Prince, the capital dtv.

The experience of visiting a

Third Worki country is in many
ways difficult to communicate.
How does one understand and
explain the numerous problems

the Haitian people face?

Most of those who live in the

slums of Port au Prince have no
source of income, no food and no
electricity. Since there is no
plumbing, people must buy their

own water with money they often

do not have.

Sickness and disease are con-

stant threats |lpe, Haitiaos face

and the scares tnedicar care is

often tooexpenmve for the average

dtixen. Disease and starvation

limit people's life expectancies to

approximately 40 years.

The primary ptupose of our trip

was to observe and learn about

these problems. However, for

several days we also assisted in

a very basic medical clinic run by
a retired dentist. There, in a
closet-si^, cement hut, we were
able to interact directly with the

people.

Handing out clothing and baby
food, bandaging wounds i^nd ad-

ministering aspirin were the only

things we could do to ease their

suffering. Frustrated, we asked

ourselves, what more could be

done for the Haitian people.

Education seems to be the

(Continued on page 1 7)

NOW !

Cultural Film Series
By NANCY J. GROGAN

One of the foremost writers on
movie director John Ford will

speak at Villanova on April 27.

Tag Gallagher will lead a discus-

sion entitled "A Quest For Self-

Identity: John Ford's The
Searchers' " following the Cultu-

ral Film Series showing of Ford's

western drama "The Searchers."

Gallagher, who has done exten-

sive research on Ford, recently

published a book entitled John
Ford: The Man and His Work,

which is a blend of biography,

criticism and interpretations of

the director's major works. The
book has been called ".

. .the best

book so far on Ford in any lan-

guage." Here is an exerpt:

".
. .attitudes in The Searchers'

are externalized and theatrical-

ized. The movie itself, with each

bright Technicolor frame organ-

ized into painterly, definitive

portraiture, expressionistically

composed and lighted, and with

the yearning tune 'Laurina,' is not

realistic but symbol of reality;

everything is saturated in myth,
everything is a commentary upon
myth."
The discussion, led by Gal-

lagher, iljll be in the Wayne Room
of the Connelly Center following

Monday's 7 p.m. showing of The
Searchers'. Tickets for the film

are $1.50 for students and senior

citizens and $3 for the general

public. The discussion is free.

GAIN THE
COMFETmVE EDGE

THROUGH VILLANOVA'S
NEW BRIDGES PROGRAM

For College Graduatiss

Learn Business Principles . . . Increase Your Marketability!

Career Advancement . . . OR . . . New Career Opportunities!

• Business Organizations

and Operations

• Computer Literacy

• Management

• Accounting and Finance

• Business Communications

• Statistics • Marketing

• Human Resources Management
• Elective Internships for

professional woric experience.

• Caicer Counseling.

BUILD YOUR BRIDGES
TO A
REWARDING CAREER!

EVENING CLASSES
begin Monday, June 1

For informotion/appticalion:
Office of Continuing Education
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

Villanova, PA 1908S

(215) 645-4303

SAFERIDES
villanova SaftrlcfM

645-4455.
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didn ^t

know
where

to

turn...

Unta my roommate told me about Amnion Crisis

Pregnancy Center. Janis, the director, really

helped me through a tough time. She counseled
me, cried with me and even helped me tell my
boyfriend and parents about my pregnancy.

It's true — the best things in life are free. Like
friendship. Trust. And Amnion CPC.

"

AMNION CRISIS
PREGNANCY CSMTES
842 ! Mfiiiw Aw., Btjn»Mawr, PA

S25-I557

**Twm To C/kJXnf
"

PENN

THEN WHAT??

Use that exceNMt Utoftl Arts educatioii

as thi |MfM»t sttpfriiii stoiM

ti a carwr in athicatiorf

Job opportunM— hmm nmmr b99n b&ilm In:

TMching
School snd CoNtgt Adminittrrtion

LanguaB* MKl LHaracy Pfogmns

" UHnWfMiy Ol

I Narne

oNp MdhmN ID! Aa'Minidfis OMIm. Qraidtitis School of Education,

lOPVO MMnut SlPMt ^HMacMphte.m im04.e2ie

Send general informaUon D

Stnd.program information on.
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Cempauiy

readies
(Continnedfrom page 13)

This drill involves marching in

> formation and performing rifle

maneuvers both of which stress

precision and strict adherence to

military standards. All infantry

soldiers become familiar with this

type of drill.

Only after this drill is mastered
are the candidates taught the

"Trick" rifle drill, whichliterally

has to be seen to be believed.

'Trick" is usually performed in

squads or platoons. The "Trick"
platoon is composed of 16 men
who march out onto the drill deck
spinning and throwing the heavy
10-pound rifle to each other in

very dose quarters. If the timing

is off or precision is lacking, then

injuries can occur.

The individual driller must be

attentive at all times. Often he
must concentrate on throwing his

rifle perfectly so it arrives at a
certain place in the air at exactly

the right time, anticipate the next

maneuver and concentrate on the

rifle that has been thrown to him.

In some throws, such as the

infamous "Suicide Throw," the

drillers have their backs to each
other wben the throws are made.
The rifle must be thrown over the

shoulder with sufficient force to

travel the couple meters, but must
also have proper trajectory, spin

rate and velocity, so that when the

catchers turn around to face each

other a split second later, the rifles

are in a position to be caught. This
manuever, along with'many oth-

ers, some of which are not even

attempted by other teams, are

what makes Whiskey Company
one of the nation's finest drill

teams.

With several national cham-
pionships in the past, many other

teams, such as the United States

Naval Academy, line up to go toe-

to-toe with Villanova's own. Be-

cause of this, Villanova annually

sponsors the largest drill meet of

its kind on the East Coast. This
year, on February 21, the meet
was held at Valley Forge Military

Academy, where the movie
"Taps" was filmed.

As usual. Whiskey Company
dominated the competition. Al-

though their scores in all areas of

Basic and "Trick" drill were
much higher than the next highest

team, they only accepted trophies

for the Individual Drill Routine,

since it was their own drill meet.

The individual trophies were won
by Midshipman Second Class

O'Connel for first place, and
Midshipman Fourth Class Culleil

for fourth place.

Tomorrow at 10 a.m. Whiskey
Company will be performing a

"Trick" routine for the

N.R.O.T.C. Spring Review at

VillaaQva Stadium. All are wel-

come to attend.

•»- » »\
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Tony AHano:

Former coach

interviewed

Haitian students paee the front of the Port au Prince echool
constructed with the help and funds of VUlanovans.

Haiti scliool constructed
(Continuedfrom page 16)

greatest long-term plan for im-

proving the desperate living con-

ditions. Teaching the children to

read and write, and training them
for possible employment, will give •

the people the ability to freely take

care of themselves in the future.

Knowledge strengthens the socie-

ty, and hopefully, will enable the
citizens to control their own
government, which could then
work to solve their problems.

Father Lawrence Bohnan, a

Salesian priest, has dedicated the

past 28 years of his life to estab-

lishing a school system in Boston,

one of the worst slums in Port au
Prince. His system runs entirely

on donations, and through outside

support, he has been able to build

over 140 schools, educating over

15,000 children. In a country of

80 percent illiteracy, he is doing
visible work to improve the
situation.

The efforts of last year's Balloon

Day as well as two past Hunger

,, DAEDALUS
[« EDUCATION

SERVICES

QRE«QMAT*LSAT
NEED THE BEST?

ASK OUR StUDENTSI

•r^
,,^>«

CALL
t10.44»-M11
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Awareness weeks allowed Villan-

ova to raise $17,000 to build
another of Fr. Bohnan's schools.
The school we funded has just
recently been dedicated and is one
of the few two-story schools in

Port au Prince. Its first floor

specifically accomodates handi-
capped children.

All of the teachers at Fr. Boh-
nan's schools were previous stu-

dents from his system, and are
now employed and committed to
passing on their knowledge.
Despite the great poverty from

which the people suffer, the
Haitians are extremely warm,
friendly and cooperative. They
have so little, yet they are happier
than we are in many ways. Their
lives are simple, and they are
content merely to survive.

By AMY TORACK

Behind the smiling face of Tony
Alfano, a librarian at Villanova's
Falvcy Library, is a long history
of basketball, marked by an as-

tounding number of victories.

Little does the Villanova commun-
ity know that besides Rollie, there
is yet another legendary basket-
ball coach on the campus, one who
achieved neither fame nor nation-

wide attention, but all the same,
one who has achieved much.

Alfano, now 75 years old, lives

in nearby Havertown. His past
coaching experience consists of 23
years at Camden High School, a
school renowned for its winning
tradition. Beginning in 1947 and
continuing through 1970, Alfano
coached the Panthers to an as-

tounding 414-121 record.

Along with this boastful record
came 10 sectional championships
and two Group Four state titles.

The two state championship
teams achieved noteworthy atten-

tion through their string of 51
consecutive victories over a three-

year period. The success of the
team and of Alfano was quite
amazing.

After spending five years as a

IfTheyWm't liell Iba About tt.

Then Ibtt Know It Must Be Great.

Purpk Ruslon. Out of the bathtub, into the can.

and onto the shelves of your favorite store.

Discover it for yourself

.

lfH«MM*Utl LlUMt&MfUIOt ISf

guidance counselor at the high
school, Alfano left in 1975. How-
ever, this move was made without

any ill feeling whatsoever toward
the school, team or administra-

tion. Respectfully, he said, **I only
have very fond memories. I

coached some great athletes and
worked with some fine people

through the years, and that's all

I need to remember."

Being from Philadelphia him-
self, Alfano spent three years on
the Temple University basketball
team. His winnings as a coach
were nothing new to him, since
he played on the 1938 Temple
team that eventually went on to
win the NIT championship by
defeating Colorado.

Most would imagine that Alfano
gained his greatest fulfillment
through seeing his teams win
more and more games and gain
title after title. However, such is .

not the case.

In his own words, Alfano exhib-
its the true spirit of coaching
when he says, "If I was able to
do anything to help a kid grow up
and maybe go to college, then it

made coaching all worthwhile.
And for me, it was all

worthwhile."

If you are searching for fulfillment

we Invite you to join us. We are the

Columban Fathers, Catholic mis-

sionary priests, serving the poor

and the little ones in twelve Third

Worid countries.

To leam nnore about the reward-

ing work we do, and your possible

role in it, please write to: Father

Michael Harrison, Columban
Fathers. Box 125, Edgemont.
PA 19028. Naturally, there's no
obligation.

Happy 21st
Birthday

Kevhe Heaiey

.^5i'
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
Nationd Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunne emergendes like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
iihportant part of our country's military

'defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an imijortant job, they're helping me
make it through school.

a.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for

tuition and books.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little ofmy time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

THEGUARD CAN HELPPUT
YOUTHROUGH COLLEGE, TCX).
SEEYOURLOCALRECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALLTOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii; 737 5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015
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Butler Saw'
By MEGAN GUIDmiA

Presently the name Joe Orton
is becoming an increasingly pop-

ular sight along the Main Line. If

you have not read John Lahr's
recent biographical account of

Orton's life, ?frkk Up Y(mr Ears,

perhaps you saw Orton's farcical

comedy ^'What the Butler Saw"
at Villanova's Vasey Theatre in

Febfuary, or viewed the presen-

tation of "What the Butler Saw"
at The People's Light and Theatre
Company in Malvern.
Either way, a great deal of

attention is being paid to the

deceased playwright's last work,
"What the Butler Saw." which is

playing at The People's Light and
Theatre Company until April 26.

Orton was a British playwright

whose brilliant career spanned
only four years. Shortly after he

wrote "What the Butler Saw" in

1%7, Orton was murdered by his

lover, Kenneth Halliwell, who
later took his own life.

Some critics feel that Orton's
aggressive and homosexual life

style attributed to the elements of

satire against society in Orton's
work.

"What the Butler Saw" is a

farce that satirizes institutions in

society, especially the institution

of psychiatry.

In "What the Butler Saw" a
sexually repressed psychiatrist's

(Dr. Prentice) attempts to seduce
his prospective secretary turn
into sheer madness when Pren-
tice's nymphomaniac wife and a

government inspector show up at

his hii^ society psychiatry office.

"What the Huder Saw" is filled

with a great deal of confusion,

slapstick and sexual innuendoes
that leave the audience in

stitches.

Orton's farce is the first main-
stage production this season at

The People's Light and Theatre
Company. Directed by Abigail

Adams, the play is smooth and
sophisticated. Taking place with-

in one day. the script requires only

one set, Prentice's elegant office.

The office, well stocked with
albohol, displays psychiatric con-

fusion with its raked props and
large black and white checked
floor.

Although small, the cast is

powerful and impressive. Jarlath

Conroy is excellent as Dr. Ranee,

the government inspector who
certifies everyone in the play

insane at least once. Conroy's
British accent and facial expres-

sions are scene stealers.

Michael K. Morgan is outstand-

ingly funny as Nicolas Beckett,

the t>ellhop who impersonates a

woman. Morgan is hysterical

during his female impersonation;

his mannerisms and fadaLexpres-
sions prove superb.

Natsuko Ohama's portrayal of

Mrs. Prentice is a near miss. Mrs.
Prentice appears too cold for the

part of a nymphomaniac. Ohama's
portrayal of Mrs. Prentice was
much more sophisticated than the

character warrants.

John Jiler as Dr. Prentice and
Stephen Novelli as Sergeant
Match are funny and extremely
well fit to their parts.

Photo by Gerry Goodstein

Michael K. Morgan 0«) and John Jilen help Stephen Novelli get 'dressed up* in The People's Light

and Theatre Company's production of *'What the Butler Saw."

The costuming, despite a lack

of it, is well done. Almost everyone
in the play at one time or another

stands on stage in his or her

underwear, thus adding to the

comic confusion of the play.

,

Orton's recent notoriety ^jrf^ell-

founded. His last play, "What the

Butler Saw," is a ridiculously

funny show. The People's Light

and Theatre Company does an
excellent job in its portrayal of

Orton's farce. "What the Butler

Saw" is wcHr^orth viewing both

for its humor and Orton's social

statement on the absurdity of

institutions.

The play runs until Sunday and
will be followed by David Mamet's
"Americatn Buffalo," which opens
May 13.

Billy flashes a Whiftlash Smile at the Spectrum
By PHIL KOUSOUBRIS

Anyone who has had enough of

the Dead or Bon Jovi showed up
at the Spectrum on April 11 for

a hard-hitting whiplash smile

from London'sown Billyidol. The
Cult, after a major U.S. tour,

revved thecrowd up with a pound-
ing of their tracks from the
albums Love and Dream Time.

After Ian Astbury of the Cult did

his best to impress the crowd with
his contortions, you could sense

the crowd's anticipation for the

"miracleboy" while SimpleMinds
played as background music.

This reviewer predicted that

"Don't Need a Gun" would be the

opener, but Idol surprised eve
ryone by opening with a '*better-

than-studio" version of "Dancing
with Myself." Continuing with
the show, Idol rammed into newer
material from Whiplash Smile,

which the crowd devoured.

Notable amongst punkers. Idol

and Steve Stevens have stayed

together since 1978, putting to-

gether a more mature, yet still

aggressive show. Stevens' guitar

work was simply incredible. Ifyou
thought Idol's band was a studio

band, forget it. The sound was
flawless, unlike Idol's *84 tour.

kk)l and Stevens kept a sense

of personal contact with the
crowd throMghottt the flying un-

deffvmenta, acreaiiittig and even
attackii« fMs. W^eUol woukl
icinpcf from apeaker tower to

life and ]«ib- vale Iteatty •- with

to

lavaral ti

^..^^ r—j! (I must
tiQB utrt thai Biy oo reviewers

Slcph and Naacy aiiaiii thaae

yioiawilhtlMirlivaai)

I lael like

yamnat to do,

"Flesh for Fantasy," contrasting

the next track with "Kiss Me
Deadly," a Stevens-Idol spotligh-

ted song from Idol's Old punk band
Generation X. It seemed Idol could

do no wrong that night, with his

rhythm guitar lashing out "White
Wedding" to a crowd that was out

of control.

The background props, a pair

of female 1^ bent into a promis-

cuous position, highlighted a

sexually<chaiS6<l, romantic side of

Billy Idol to which everyone could

relate. Including his ballads

"Sweet-Sixteen" and "Eyes With-

out a Pace." Idol's romantic side

pleasantly surprised the crowd
with mellifluous electric acoustic

guitar work.
As soon as the Idol's leather

jacket came off, Stevens, along

with bass and drums, led off into

a short riff reminiscent of 'Top
Gun's" theme. This tangent led

into "Don't Need a Gun,^' which
tk>es not need an introduction.

Probably Billy's most hip cut of

the nij^t — a ripping version of

"Mony, Mony" — built into ab-

solute anarchy. People were vir-

tually jumping off the railings!

Did things calm down after this?

Let us just sav that ''Blue High-

way," played fast and hard, had
the effect of causing l|elpless

females to attack Idol onstage.

In the preae box, we were all

putting beta on when the kids

weuM finally riot and destriqr the

SpacdHBL Sooo after this pro-

phctk waferiag. Uol appeared

ala—linwnniwiBiilaa Bitty Idol teXke OS Afrit 11. for the heoted idol concert.

lloi«r' with a full home d half-

craaad fans. We wondered, what
woiiki Ma ncKt move be?

Tke opMUQg nolea on the Kofs
itmm- "Hit in the City^

aroMfld

baattng the Spactnim to

M. AltlMmfh Idol played

with the lyrkt, no one

Tkefaaa were wnrac than
IS. It was almost like a

football game. As soon as a fan

woukl cross the state "hne," huge
"daianeivf" stage isriUas would
complete flying taoEles. Not just

any tackle aund yau; you couki

hear the bonea onmeh on theae!

Raally, kW and Stavana, who

Ifte angk: throughout the

night, gave more than magic to

a delirious crowd witha pounding,
pumping version of "To Be a
Lower." Idol's stage antics had to

be seen to be believed, and he
knew it! Without a doubt, the

finale was more explosive than

the beginning.

On "interviewing" several post-

concert survivors, comments
ranging from "bitchin." to "legs."

to "sexual" confirmed our expe-
rience. "Billy Idol is ajnd" sUted
one ecstatic groupie. The consen-
sus waa a well-planned song line-

up and a climax that built up to

the final "Goodnight!"
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Seidelman's newi^t mavie him
ELANASTASR

directed by Susan Sddelman
•V4

Susan Seidelman is iifuably
the best-known fcmak film direc-

tor in America today, having
garnered a great deal <rf attention
with her directorial debut,
"Smithereens," followed by the
wildly successful "Desperately
Sedcing Susan,'* starring Madon-
na in her "Boy Toy" incarnation.

However, Seidelman's third pic-

ture, the just-released "Making
Mr. Right," is a disappointment.
The film which centers on a

love story between a savvy young
woman and an android destined
for space travel, ultimately fails

because it tries to be funny, but
its weak screenplay proffers few
comedic moments. As in "Desper-

Personls

•••

Sub Q.,

Only 4 more Fridays 9t Kelly's

— can life hsrKUe It?And then
SMS (Some More Shots).
Whet fun, endI'mpsychedI'm
sharing It with you!

Luv,

Petty
P.S. — Thenks for the memo-
ries, FUNBUNCH!

Hey Breenian,
Glad to hear the good news.
We miss you a ton. Have a
great summer. We will 6e in

touch.

Love Your
Buddies

Tommy,
Tomorrow night will be a
blast! You're such a nice date
— / should know! Congrats
on acquiring that awesome
silver shark!

I love you!
— Chompsy

Happy Graduation to room-
mates: Wyatt Maker, Chris
Keating and Pat Connell.

Best of luck in the future!

Talbott

Jimmy,
Last year at this time you told

me the best was yet to come.
But the besf began when I

met you.

You're everything I need and
more than I deserve.

I love you,

Brernla
{Welcome to Vlllanova Alum-
ni!)

Happy Birthday To:

Kevin Stadtler f19) on April

21; John Stedtler (21) on,
April 30; Amy Longson (19)
on April 29; Matt Best (21) on
April 23; J. T. on May 26; Holly
Walsh (21} on July 4; Janet
Rothenhoefer (21) on July 1 2.

Best wishes to all from Jay.

Delta Gammas and dates —
Get ready for the BEST semi
on campus!

HeyBomtier,
Thanks for being you, corny
bui true! Have a blaei at a
sumimef. Thank you kn ad-
vmacm lor the B.IL

wKm 0SVl flMMI Op

ately Seeking'^ttian/*manyoith^
jokes revolve around a caaa of

miataken klentity — the robot

being mistaken for his knlMdike
creator and vice versa— but here
Jieydoabellynop.
AlsoHke "Susan." "MakiiwMr.

Right" satirises the mkkUe^isa,
with the moat tastdeaa wedding
scene this side of "Goodbye,
Columbus" and a daytime aoap
opera calted "New Jcraey" ^i
not € Hait, M a stak oi mM'\
but with Httle success. However,
there are interesting aspects to

the movie, particulany the perfor-

nuuices, the muskal score, and
the visual imagery.

John Malkovich, who has won
accolades for his dramatic roleson
stage and screen ("Places in the
Heart." "Eleni") is engaging here
in his first comedic role, as both
scientist Jeff Peters and his high-

tech robot Ulysses. Ue mannges

to imbue CKh oi teoi with dia-

tioct personalities and
maniicfiams.

The only time Malkovich 'a

character falters ia when, as
myites, he acts in a atiltad. silly

fashion— spilling hit food, bump-
ing, into walls* etc Wonderful
ptfitttmiaiiatf, such aa Clwlie
Chaolin, couM regale aqdiedoes
for houra with aiich horanlay;
lees pbymal acfors such at Mal-
kovich cannotYUitain such action
for even t lew momenta.
Performance artittAmi Mi^u-

son, a veteran d New York's
downtown scene, had a small role

in Ttesperately Seekii« Suaan"
as a cigarette girl. Magmison is

terrific in her starring role here
as Prankie Stone, a Miami^uiea
publk relations expert lured to

spiffuptheimage oftheChemtech
Company's ancvoid.

While not unattractive. Prankie

it ni Veiuia WhUe; tfaua, the
repr^p^lSijniiMioii* \<rf tmaft,
driven,workmgfiooien in tile rati

worid whoarfttenUm^ W-
lUgMandompMiiiimwhetlitr
"afnr manllhcliir IImui no man."^ the tupportiiig actreeies.

Glenne Htedl^r(Malkovich's real-

life tpoute>^ interettinf as
Frankie*t i^an-hiingry friend
Triil^ who tptaka in a girilah.

Jackie Kenntdyetque voice and
bats her liye holies at anythii^
in panU. And Susan Bennan, the

star 01 "Smitha<9ens/' haa an
effective cameo m "Making Mr.
Right'- as Prankie's punky sister,

whoee hair is prematurely
turquoise.

Prankie's character is always
fun to watch because she wears
such startling, witty ck>thing; her

outfits look like throwbacks to the

*60Sf when hard edged
geometrically-shaped designs

tiie/tgt. HitgDMson nfwv tbem
witiian un^nlMMnte^flBrMpal
style.^Herai^^t i$mm
apMliag ei tpi; it's iieo^DtQO a
i'^m^ Vk^' poacteM with
hfmior.jMich eii)udkkMyy placed
plattic fitmiiUQt.

The meeieVtound^ack it not
only tuneful but conmentative.
Rock-andHroU daatica tuch at
'Too Many Pith in the See."
"Thit Itawc Moment " and "Hap-
py Together" pointedly play up
the fihn't jaundked view.of the
current state of male/female
relatkmships.

Alas, the film's fine performan-
cee, stylish appointments and
ziogy aoundtrack cannot compen-
sate for the lackluster script. It's

a shame, because Seklehnan ad-

dresses some timely issues in

"Making Mr. Right''^ that could
have attracted a wide audience.

r-|iVi iiilliiiTM twwiitiitiK —.-'*• *•«»'»"«» -^jru-^AifM* '*"-•*•- «.•»»» II »%»»^ i» /i> ^
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Oialileo oftenooittemplated whetherLowenhrau's

fonmilaforthe bestwayin the world to blew beer

was also the best way inthe universe.

In a little Icnown footnote to

Galileo's busy career as inventor,

physicist, and astronomer, it was

also discovered that he was an ex-

pert on beer and its relationships

to the universe. **The Madman,"

as Galileo was known to blends,

scientificallyconcluddl during in-

depth taste testsHm Lowenhrau's

Bavarian supervision, plus the

richness of Bavarian hops brewed

ftesh and smooth, was truly the

bestway in the workl tobrew beer.

TVagically, Galileo's findings

were destroyed in what is now

known as the "Big Lowenbrau

Bash of 1593" at which his soon-

to-be-former girlfriend, Sophie,

spiOed beer aU over the records.

Luckily, by conductingyour own

taste tests with Lowenbrau today,

you'U realize what Galileo did

hundreds ofyears ago ... it's the

bestway in the woikl to brew beer.

i^Hl^rih
^aK
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UP PERISCOPE! ••Vfc
ACnONSOFT C64/128

/There are only a OMipleof really

giabd submarine games that ahow
that some kmd of effort was put
into them. Now Up Ptriscope!

enters into the market as the best

submarine simulation package.
Bnngmg together the 3D graphic
technology of subLQGIC and the

^expertise of ActionSoft in the
realm of the military aspects of

the game, Up Periacope! has all

that submarine enthusiasts need.

Complete with map, keyboard/
joystick reference card, operatkms
manual and a 121-page reference

book entitled "Submarine Action
In The South Pacific," Up Peri-

scope! is a complete study of the
history of submarines in recent

years and the abilities that they
possess. You can effectively sim-

ulate many actual historical situa-

tions and undergo maneuvers
similar to the real ones.

The main option menu gives

you many choices among scena-

rios and game play. You can
choose one of five scenarios:

Refresher Training at New Lon-

don, Historical Situation, Pacific

Patrol, Peacetime Patrol and
Transit.Along with these scenario

choices, the player of Up Periscope!

has the abihty to tailor the game
to his liking with features such
as: torpedo type, sub reliabiUty,

hull design, visibility, enemy
expertise, etc. The point here is

that never before was the player

able to bring the game so closely

to a desired product.

The materials at your disposal

on the sub are very realistic. You
havecommand of radar, periscope,

a torpedo data computer and
charts of the ocean. With all of

this at your fingertips and the

great graphics to boot^ it is no
wonder that ActionSoft is taking
such large steps in marketing Up
Periscope!

You have to plan your- strategy

carefully in Up Piriscope! You
have potential enemies such as
freighters, tankers, troop ships,

destroyers and battleships. The
most difficult part of the game is

the navigatkm. Although made as
easy as possible for computer
simulation, navigation is essen-

tially hard to perform. ActumSoft
did not try to hid this, but instead

went for the throat in the realism

dc^rtment. In either case. Up
Periscope! is an interesting game
that allows you to learn a lot as

you play. .

DATAQUICR 64 ^^^ PftiSM
SOFTWARE C64/128

If you have ever wanted to have
yourown computer bulletin board

system (BBS) for the posting of

messages and transfer of pro-

grams via phone lines and mo-
dems, Dataiukit 64 is the program
that I have found to be one of the

best. Complete with prc^grams to

build your own custom BBS,
Dalaquicit 64 opens up to you the

area of computer tele-

communications.
Dataquick 64 has a lot of fea-

tures that make it an excellent

choice in BBS's. Fu^t of all. like

any decent BBS, it has a lai^e

message capability, with eight

mewtagr baees at 10^25 messages
per hese^ JMSMpe tceck of the

nuoaber oraeaaeies for the sys-

tem operator (sysop). Deia^ick
€4 supports many different mo-

dema loo. Se do not worry about
cofliiaiihttity of the program to

polling ftmction for voting, as well

as maii and storyboard optkms for

attractiveness to potential

members of your BBS.
Also included with Dalequick

64 is U^tning Exchange, a BBS
that eliminates messages and
concentrates on program down-
kjiding and upkiadtng. Using this

prcsram gets rid ot unwanted
BBS options and makes multi-file

transfers very fast.

I would suggest the use of

Dekiquick 64 in the middle of the

night, since that is when most
BBS's are running. Also, if pos-

sible, get a dedicated Une for your
BBS. The phone company gives

you a break on your bill because
of the use for the line as a ded-

icated BBS phone number. Data-

quick 64, at any rate, should be

added to the computer hobbyist's

collection.

QUANTUMUNK TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS
STARTER
KIT •••• nREBIROC64/128

Having just explained how to

start your own BBS, I now turn
to the best BBS of them all for

Commodore computer owners.
QuantumLink has been the leader

in BBS's for Commodore since its

inception and it can only get

better. Through a joint agreement
between QuantuinLink and Fire-

bird Software, you can sample all

that this incredible showcase of

Commodore users has to offer.

'-'"•••*^x*^-.

You start out as a land vehicle

and transform yourself intoan air

vehicle whenever you must cross

gaps in the ground or fly. The
ultimate challenge is when you
meet the guardians of the gates.

You have to kill them to enter the
next level. The guardians come in

the forms of RepUooids, Ion Vipers,
Flying Sadytes and Plasmadons.
Although I would expect a

simplistic, boring game because
the Avantage Series is a series of

lower-priced software. Debtor is

refreshing in a gaming world
downtrodden by shoot-em-ups
and car chases.

SPY VS. SPY VOLUME
I & II ••••• ACCOLADE
C64/128,AP,AT

The QuamtumUnk Starter Kit

comes with an hour of free on-line

time to QuantumLink that re-

quires no credit card or checking
account for the initial connection.

You can choose from one of the

eight areas of QuantumLink to

explore at any given time. They
are: Conunodore Software Show-
case, Just For Fun, Customer
Service Center, People Connec-
tion, The Mail, Commodore Infor-

mation Network, Learning Center
and News and Information.

Just from the list above, there

must be many possibilities that

can pop into your head. Some of

the things you can do are: order

albums and software, read the

encyclopedia, talk to people live,

send electronic mail, download
publk: domain software, find all

kinds of news and get exclusive

Commodore information. These
are just some more of the reasons

that you should pick up a Quan-
tumLink Starter Kit and begin

your journey into telecommunica-
tions soon.

Originally, the Spy vs. Spy
cartoons were started by a man
named Antoiiio Prohias as a
means of poking fun at the people

who persecuted him for his work.
Now, the two bumbling, sinister

spies from the pages of MAD
magazine are immortalized in

their two computer adventures on
one single disk. Accolade has
brought together Spy vs. Spy
Volume I and Spy vs. Spy II: The
Island Caper on the same disk and
put it in the Avantage Series.

In Spy vs. Spy Volume /, you race

against the other spy in liitaining

all of the necessary parts and then
exit on an airplane with the plans.

The unique part of the game is

that you see the other on the
screen all the time, since the
screen is a split view for both
spies. Also, you can set booby
traps for the other spy with the

Trapulator. Still, Spy vs. Spy
Volume I remsdns a classic.

Spy vs. Spy II takes place on an
island. It is pretty much the same
in that you must collect parts of

a map, piece them together and
take off from the island. The
difference lies in the traps that

you can set and the much better

color graphics. Either volume is

just as fun.

DESERT
ACCOLADE
C64/128

FOX •«••

DECEPTOR
ACCOLADE
C64/128

•••%

el iahm
M lete yoH oontrol

matkm and privi-

ft-eecy etficieatly with
levels of pat^words. There is a

A new line from Accolade Soft-

ware is the Avantage line, which
derives its name from the low
prices of the packages. I have the

privilege to be able to review- the

first three in the series here.

The first DeeeMor, is an ilitcr-

esting game, wini excellent am-
matkm and cok>rs uaed toenhance
the strong game pby associated

with the game. You are the De-
oeptor. able to change from land

venicte to airvehide to humanoid.
Your foel is to make it through
the difierent levele, avoidtog all of

the aeetures that atook the cor-

ridors of your journey.

Desert Fox is the latest in the

set of games from Accolade called

the Avantage Series. In it, you
control first a tank, then a plane

and shoot at opposing enemies. In

the tank mode, there is much
greater ease of control. You do not

have to worry about how the

vehicle is facing, as in a plane. You
simply go forward and shoot.

Victories are acknowledged with
loud explosions.

Realistic voice simulation ac-

companies enemy radio transmis-

sions as you fly along in your
plane, looking for other planes to

shoot down. Although the number
of enemies hit is placed on the

screen, you should try to re-

member what exactly you have
hit. In both modes, players meet
startingly realistic sounds an4
situations, so stay alert.

This trie of Avantage products
is a nice addition to the gaming
world for those who cannot afford

the high prices of good software.

With Avantafegames, you get the

good pmgiams at low prices. In

either case, this trio of titles lives

up to the Aooolade name of excel-

lence in software deeign.

=»mnzi,mi •vmm^wov^K*
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Entertainment

Calendar

Music

The 23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore. Pa.

215-896-6420

April 24 - Billy Price & The Keystone

Rhythm Band
April 28 — Rick Franco
April 30 — Public Service/Dynagroove

May 1 — Skip Castro/Stranger to Stranger

May 2 — Skip Castro/Ocean Blue

The Empire Rock Club

Roosevelt Boulevard & Princeton Avenue.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

April 24 — The Plasmatics

April 25 — Duck Tape
April 26 - Voi Vod/Kreator

April 29 — Bratz/Picture This

April 30 — Ragdoll/Network

W&y 1 — George Hackett

May 2 — Smash Palace

May 3 — White Fox

Theater
The Rita Five Theatre
212 Walnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.

"Waiting for the Moon"
Beginning April 22

The People's Light and Thea-
tre Company
39 Conestoga Rd.

Malvern, Pa.

215-644-3500

"What the Butler Saw" through
April 26

Hedgerow Theatre
Rose Valley Road
Wallingford, Pa.

215-565-4211

April 24-26 - "Better Than Ever Weekender"
Classes that include Warmups, Improvisation and
Interpretation. Tuition is $100.
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Michael J. Fox stars in another 'suec«M'
.ithwK^iliOM-Wiyi' 4- J'. -

By JOANNE LOFTUS

Michael J. Fox has been very

busy lately. In February, ''Light

of Day" starring Fox and Joan Jett

was released. A few weeks ago,

"Secret of My Success" came out.

Presently, he is working on two
more movies that are scheduled

for release in the near future.

In contrast to the serious,

thought-provoking subject matter

of "Light of Day," "Secret of My
Success" is a shallow, mindless

comedy. A very funny one, but

shallow nonetheless. Fox plays a

character who closely resembles

the one he portrays on "Family

Ties." Brentley Foster, Fox's

character in "Success," is quite

similar to the business-minded

Alex P. Keaton.

When we first meet him, Foster

is a recent college graduate who
lives on a farm in Kansas with

his parents. His lifelong dream is

to move to New York City and

work in a high-rise. After receiving

a job offer there, he leaves Kansas

with the promise to his worried

folks that the next time he comes

(ySSIFIEI

iUWERTISIWi

Brand new five-year warranty

PSIM 1250 acoustic monitor

speakers (125 watts per

channel) for sale. Asking

$500 for pair. Call Steve at

527-6310.

For sale: Color TV (full size)

and Lazyboy (red) reciiner.

Call Susan or Stacey at 527-
1798.

ATTENTION ATARI
ST OWNERS!!

I have'tiie t>est speadsheet
program available — for sale

for $60, $20 less than stores.

Timeworks' Swiftcalc ST
Call Russ and leave

message at 828-9422.

Childhood Education Major
or School of Nursing student
wanted for child care of new-
born 3:30-6:30 p.m. Starting

Sept. Penn Wynne, accessi-
ble to P&W. Call Denise Marfo-
ach after 7:30 p.m., 649-0451

.

r.-

ATTENTION: Long B#acN Is-

land, N.J., residents. Summer
Jobs available at Restaurant/
Dairy Queen. PIfase caU Do-
nald Krain, 525-5322, M-F.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER
needed for summer months:
in my Rosemont home —
within walking distance from
campus; 2 boys, ages 4 and
2; hours and tiihes flexible,

2 weeks in Avalon and 1 week
in Rhode Island — full-time.

Good pay. If interested, call

527-0270.

STUDENT HOUSING AVAIL-
ABLE ~ tjirge estate house
being converted to student
housing and afMrtments. Le-
gal Zoning. We are looking
for 14 people in groups of
three or four to share three
to four bedroom apartments.
Rent $235 per month -*- utll-

itlee. If Intereeled, contact
Hightand Assoc. Inc. at 667-
5372.

Hoyso Sitting Situation
Wanted: Raaponilbia, pro-

lonun looidnfl Idr

to ait* WHI aon*

avaHabia. CaN Mt-

hack he will fly in a privately

owned ahrplane.

Upon his arrival in NYC, Foster

reports to woric at his new job only

todiscover that the firm unexpect-

edly went bankrupt, and has to

close down. So there he is, in the

middle of New York, with no job

and no friends.

He desperately attempts to find

a new job, but gets rejected at

every turn. Finally, he deoides to

contact his long-lost uncle as a last

resort.

"Uncle" Howard Prescott

(played by Richard Jordan) is an
egotistical, spoiled, middle-aged

man. He is the president of a

prosperous corporation, and he
has no clue as to who Foster is.

Eventually, Foster convinces Pres-

cott that he is, in fact, a relative

and that he seriously needs a job.

Being the generous sort of man
that Prescott is, he gives Foster

a lowly position in the mailroom,
which offers virtually no progres-

sion whatsoever. Foster accepts.

One day Foster meets up with
one of the executives' beautiful

wives by pure accident. Vera

(Margaret Whitton), k>nely and
deprnsed, takes an instant liking

to him. She seduces a very reluc-

tant Foster in a hysterical swim-
ming pool scene.

The next thing you know, her

husband pulls in the driveway. A
panicky and exasperated Foster

escapes in the nick of time. How-
ever, prior to his escape, he
glimpses Vera's husband. Much to

his surprise, he discovers that

Vera is really his aunt, who is

unhappily married to Prescott.

Meanwhile, l>ack at his job,

Foster learns as much as possible

about the corporation and its

operations. Then, he spots her —
a beautiful blond executive,

Christy Wills (portrayed by Fox's

real-life girlfriend, Helen Slater).

She will have nothing to do with

him.

In his aspirations to hold a

better position and to get to know
Wills better, Foster devises a

fantastic, far-fetched scheme. He
poses as a newly-hired executive,

Carlton Whittfield, who just

moved into a recently vacated

office.

Eadi day, Foster comes into

work and performs his duties in

the mailroom. Upon completion of

them, he dons a three-pieoe suit

wherever it is convenient (on the

elevator or in the middle of his

ofhoe) and ^poes to work in his

office, wheelingai^ dealing.

He finally gets to talk to his

dream girl, a stuffy Harvard
graduate who is a workaholic. She
do^ not give him the time of day.

Also, she is opposed to everything

that Whittfield (Foster) has to say

at the executive meetings.

Unbeknownst to Foster and the

other employees is the fact that

Wills is having an affair with
Prescott. He orders her to spy on
Whittfield.

While obeying Prescott's orders.

Wills and Whittfield become
friends. In fact, Wills smiles for

the first time in the movie, when
they are together. They begin to

fall in love.

As if the plot could not be more
complicated. Vera is still after

Foster. Prescott actually approves

of Foster as Vera's love toy.

Prescott decides to have a week-

end party at his estate for all of

the executive employees, and he
invites Foster as a diversion for

Vera. The climactk, xany scenes
occur during this fun-filled

weekend.
The plot is complicated and

somewhat predictable, but it does
provide for many laughs — espe-

cially the scenes at the Prescott

estate. A little far-fetched and
improbable maybe, but it is an
enjoyable movie.

Herb Ross directed this Univer-

sal film. He did a pretty good job,

considering "Success" has been
number one since it came out
wheregross profits are concerned.
However, that is all that it is: a
crowd-pleaser, devoid of any real

intelliji^nce. The idea is unlikely,

and at times stupid, but it keeps

you entertained from one complex
scene to the next.

The music in "Success" is quite

fitting. Most of it was composed
by David Foster. Each song fit the
tempo and theme of each scene,

especially the music playing dur-
ing the seduction scene between
Vera and Foster. .
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QUESTiaN#2.

HOMfCAN THE BUDGEKDNSOOUS
COLLEGE SrUDDITSATE MONIY?

o) SovBOfvm-50%offAISriWMkdciy
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IfyiwVe Mke most college Students in thevwBBt^
you tiy to make yourmcmcyg^ akmgway. Thatbw^yousho^
know tfai^AggLongDistanceSe^
cansaveofver60% o£fAnr*s day rateon calls during

^ wedoends -^ until 5pmSunday, andfrom IIpm
^^jtoSam,^^ Sunday liuDiiG^Fijday.

Gall between 5pm and II inn,

Sunday tfarouc^ Fridiiy, and youll save 38%
ofifour day rate. :...^^,^

Ever dial a wrcMignumii^T .A3BT givesy^

AnT ftr dearkmgdistance ccmnections anyp^
Tb find out more abouthowAUTcanh^^iw^^

gn^ us a call With a Uttte luck,youwm^thavgj^^
the rich kids. CaM toll-free today, aqjBb22M>M>—
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VILLANOVA

Friday & Saturday Night
11 p.m. to 3 a.m.

LAST WEEKEND
Everyone involved with SAFERIDES
would like to give special thanks to:

New York Financial Club Tim Wilkinson

>

Father Stack

Mrs. O'Neill

Villanova Security

Gregg Costanos
Mark Greene

Jerome Cope
Roe Brennan
Melissa

Linda Rizzo

and Me

sito

irtBM JfS^

Thanks for a great year and all of
your support! See you next year.

•'-i.

Mitkmltha

.•'> VILLANOVA SAFERIDES
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By MARYJO YANNACONE

Welcome back from Easter
break. I hope everyone took advan-
tage of the beautiful weekend
weather and hit the beaches.

Rc^rdless of the weather, though,

this is the third week of April, and
the last week for publication of the

Villanovan this semester. Yes,

the staff will be going on hiatus

until September. September,
doesn't that sound great? Only
four short months to go before

seeing an original episode of a

television series, before beginning

to get ready for Christmas, and
for you seniors, well, there is no
break for you, is there? Good luck

out there in the real world, you
will need it.

As this is the last edition of this

semester's Villanovan, how
about a nostalgic look back at the

early months of '87 in the enter-

tainment world? January was
relatively uneventful, but Febru-

ary brought us the epic mini-

series "Amerika," a 14-hour saga

about the hypothetical takeover of

the United States by the Soviets.

jUWHlTISINe

Wanted: Seven bright, liter-

ate, highly-competitive,
success-oriented students
for exciting, profitable, new
game. Call Tues./Wed., 242-

2985 for appointment.

Female roommate needed to

help find and share a NYC or

metropolitan area apartment
with fellow graduating senior.

Assume $500-$600 rent per
person for 2 BR apartment.
Non-smoker preferred. Start

June 1. Call 293-1855.

Babysitter needed ~ for 10
month-old child in Berwyn.
Three days a week, 2-5 p.m.
— days flexible. Call Ruth Fry

at 647-6805.

Help Wanted: Day Camp
Counselor. Main Line YMCA
at 100 St. George's Road in

Ardmore. 649-0700. June 22-

August 21 . 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Wanted — Summer Camp
Counselors for Brother-
Sister camps in Waynesboro,
PA. Pos. are avail, in all

athletics, tennis, swim in-

struction, science, ham radio,

rocketry, gymnastics, riflery,

archery, theater, piano, rock
climbing, nurses. Interested,

write Camp Director, 12811
Old Rt. 16, Waynesboro, PA
17268 or call: 353-0981 or
717-794-2313.

Honda V-30 Magna, 2-yr8.-

old, black, super dean. Must
seel Black Z-100 Shoei
Helmet included. B/0 over
$1800.642-1975.

COLLEGE PRO
Has office position available

for the summer in Valley

Forge Park. Good pay! Excel-

lent working environment
with other college students.

For further info, and service

rep. application, call Hunter
at 783-0900 tMtwn. 8:30 a.m.-

4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Bedroom furniture for sale:

bed with mattress and bcm-
sprlng. Two wooden dreaaen
with attaclied mirror. All in

exceilent conditton. Price
nMotlaM8( Can Suaan, 353-
49d9.

March was deirly more interest-

ing, with birthdays, pregnancies,

Award presentations and
departures.

The People's Choice Awards
opened up the month, with Bill

Cosby, his show and his co-stars

stealing just about every award.

We were shocked and saddened to

hear that Shelly Long, the ever*

pompous, ever-daffy Diane
Chambers on NBC's "Cheers,"

would be leaving the popular

show at the end of the season to

pursue a career in film.

Equally shocking were the dual

pregnancies of the "Moonlight-

ing" ladies, Cybill Shepherd and
Allyce Beasley . Both aredue in the

early fall, and Cybill is to be

blessed with twins. Imagine boy-

friend David Oppenheimer's sur-

prise when he was told that not

only was he going to be a daddy,

not of just one, but two, bouncing

babies!

March was a big month for

birthdays as well. The James
Bond series celebrated its 25th,

and will be releasing the latest

Bond flick, 'The Living Day-

lights," early this summer, with

Timothy Cialt<m aiT th« newest

James to hit the silver screen.

Snow White turned 50, and
marked the milestone wkh the

sixth release this summer of the

classic. Disney film» which con-

tinues to attract and delight

youngsters and adults alike.

-
1

(*• Stfft Mnmml Aoh
demy Awards.

The 75th birthday of Para-

mount Studios was celebrated in

grand style, with a barrage of

stars showing up at Paramount
for a party marking the historic

occasion. Young and old alike,

from Molly Ringwald to Charlton
Heston, came out to honor a
Hollywood institution that con-

tinues to put out quality viewing
for the public.

The 59th Annual Academy
Awards closed out the month,
with hosts Chevy Chase and
Goldie Hawn leading the group of

talented bul^terribly oomy Actors

and actresses who served as

presenters. Sentimentality fkxxled

theawards show, with the highest
prabee being paid to the truly

dedicated p^onners who never

seem to get enoiufb ttposure. In

reapdnae to the aNghlmg last year

of young geniiia Stejpben Spiel-

berg, the Academy awarded him
the Irving J. Thalberj^ Award, an
honor which Spielberg accepted

graciously. Woody Allen got his

comeuppance as well, with his hit

"Hannah and Her Sisters" collect-

ing both the Best Supporting
Actor and Actress awards for

Michael Caine and Dianne Weist,

respectively.

The Best Actor and Actress

winners were highly sentimental

favorites. Paul Newman may not

have earned the award for his role

in "The Color of Money," but after

eight trips to the Oscars, who
really cares? Somewhere along the

line he earned it, so what if this

character was not exactly award-

winning material?

On the other hand, Marlee
Matlin did a truly fantastic job in

the masterful "Children of a

LeaserGod." Shedefiaitelyearned,

her Oscar, and givinfIbe award
to a deaf wman certainly did not

hurt theAcaddny'aegoany either.

Of course, the shoe-in for Best

Picture, "Platoon," picked up its

award. There is nothing more to

say about that subject; it has been

therottghly exhausted.

April has seen the revival of old

favorites. The Hardy Boys are

back in the bookstores, and the.

cast of M*A*S*H, minus one Alan

Alda, is peddling IBM computers.

Finally, this nast Sunday, the old

standard "This is Your Life"

retumcxl to television, with le-

gendary stars Betty White and
Dick Van Dyke being honored.

Here is hoping the §how con*

tinues, because it is highly

entertaining.

Well, sad to say it is time to go
away for the summer. Fear not,

though — I will be back next

semester to keep you up-to-dateon
what is hip and happening in the

world of entertainment. For now,

have a fantastic summer, and see

you in September.
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College Grads

If ydu are a 1987 COLLEGE GRADUATE and

an» either •mployed or have a verifiable job

offer, theGMAC COLLEGE GRADUATE PRO-

GRAM has a deal for you at

MIRAMU POimAC.
Here Is what you receive:

• INSTANT CREDIT APPROVAL
on the purchase of a new 1987 Pontioc

• MINIMUM DOWN PAYMENT
on purchase and lease deposit reqirements on

leasing.

• FINANCING UP TO 60 MONTHS
on purchase; up to 48 months on leasing

,

• FIRST PAYMENT DEFERRAL
for 90 days.

Get some
of

"Extra Credit"

PONTIACI

A SPECIAL ^400«« DISCOUNT COUPON
to apply against your down payment on purchase or lease.

Take advantage of this "EXTRA CREDIT" offer now
and you will receive your choice of:

A pnpE SUNROOF or
A Piitt DELCO SOUND
STSTTEM UPGRADE

Don't miss out on tMs offer to own a

1987 PONTUC of your dwiceli

.^

i r^ jf i ^ORR^STOWN
^70 7 7 1 1

M^MW 9m»
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HelHonscreams in the iNillf
By CAESAR ETTORE

With so many bands that all

sound and look alike coining out

of the Los Angeles area thesedays,
a combination of originality and
talent is hard to find. Upon the

release of Hellion's first full-

length LP, Screams In The Night,

this female fronted, L.A.-based

foursome have come up with an
album that should put them well

ahead of most of their west coast

counterparts.

Featuring the ripping vocals of

founding member Ann Boleyn and
the axe work of soon-to-be guitar

hero Chet Thompson, Hellion has

come up with a powerful and
heavy debut that showcases the

band's talent as musicians, as

well as gives us strong, appealing

songs.

This ten-song vinyl offering

opens up with the title track

"Screams In The Night," one of

the album's stronger, if not strong-

est track. Beside's Boleyn's strong

vocals, the thing that jump>s out

at the listener immediately is the

killerguitar playingof Thompson.

Theman will definitelybe turning

a lot of heads with hk playing

once the album is heard.

The next two tracks* **lkid

Attitude" and "Better Off Dead/'
are both strong, and once again,

especially in the former, Thomp-
son adds that little extra to the

track with some top-notch, innov-

ative playing.

After "Upside Down Guitar
Solo," the sid^ ends in grand style

with "The Hand." This track has
that mystique to it that is so often
found in songs by artists such as
Dio and Iron Maiden. "The Hand"
works well for Hellion and shows
the band's versatility in song
writing, especially the lyrics,

which depart from the lyrical

content of the rest of the album.
Side two keeps the album in

high gear with "Explode," with
its pounding chorus provided by
drummer Greg Pecka and bassist

Alex Campbell. This is definitely

the heaviest track on the album.

The next two tracks on Screams
In The Night are perhaps the only
two mediocre ones.'"Easy Action

'

is obviously the most commercial

track on the LP, While "Put Th»r
Hammer Down*' has a good*
rhythm track durii^ the verap,.

hut beoomea a mtl0 boring during
thechorus. Ho#mr, theaetndtt
are still good; just average com-
paired to tne album's other tracks.

After a brief drum solo, "Stkk-

'Em/' comes the poweiHa, Chil-
dren Of The I<6ght/' with itsOisy
Osboume-type riff. This Is agreat
song and my personal IsvxMrite on'

the LP. This album does not let

down on the closing track, how-
ever, because *The Tower Of Air"
once again shows strong Dio
influences, which works well to

the band's advantage.

If this album shows one thing>

it is the band's versatility, and

their ability to turn out songs in

a variety of metal styles.

Overall, this album is a fine LP
well-worth the $9 investment. It

is the type of album that anyone
can really ap»preciate. Great songs,

superb musicianship and quality

production make this album per-

haps the most pleasant surprise

of 1967 thus far.

Apf<l24,1W7eTHIViLLAIiOyA»|oF»o>27

Ann Boleyn is the lead meaUst for Hellioa.

Nicolas Cage tries to raise a *little Arizona
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

"Raising Arizona"

directed by Joel and Ethan Coen
Twentieth Century Fox

"Raising Arizona" is a very

weird, but also very funny, movie.

Nicolas Cage portrays H.I. ("Hi")

McDunnough. "Hi" is a thrice

convipted convenience store

robber. He falls in love with the

policewoman who repeatedly

takes his mug shot. Her name is

Edwina ("Ed for short") and she

is played by actress Holly Hunter.

Hi and Ed marry as soon as Hi

is paroled. They live a blissful

existence in a trailer park in the

desert.

Things start to go sour when
Ed finds out that she cannot have

children. Ed is desolate; she even

quits her job on the police force.

All is not lo^t, however. Ed and

Hi are watching the news one

evening and see a report about a

couple in their town who havejust
had quintuplets.

The proud parents of the five

babies are Florence and Nathan
Arizona. The father is the owner
of Unpainted Arizona, a large

store that sells unpainted furni-

ture. Nathan Arizona is famous
for his commercials for the store;

he is sort of the Crazy Eddie of

chairs and tables.

The fact that the Arizonas have

five babies (plus all that unpainted

furniture), while Hi and Ed have

none, does not seem very fair to

Ed.

Ed convinces Hi to steal a baby
for her. Hi climbs a ladder into

the quints' nursery and kidnaps

little Nathan Junior. Hi picks him
because he seems to be a better

baby than little Gary, Barry,

Larry or Harry.

The Arizona family is a littfe

upset by the kidnapping, even
though they do have four left. Hi
and Ed are ecstatic to be parents,

however. Nathan Junior does not

seem to be too fazed by anything.

lEd/Hi and the baby do not

remain a nuclear family for long

though. Things get complicated

when two of Hi's friends from
prison show up at his door. They
have just tunneled their way out

of jail.

What follows is a plot that

involves wife-swapping, blue
paint, Huggies, bank robberies,

Huggies and a surreal. Mad Max-
like, biker-bounty hunter.

•

I laughed my way through this

movie -« the humor is just so off-

the-wall.

The demented minds responsi-

ble for this movie are Joel and
Ethan Coen. They wrote, directed

and produced "Rieusing Arizona."

They first achieved notoriety fast

year with the film noir, "Blood
Simple."

They employ many of their

trademark cinematic touches:

filming from odd angles (i.e., from

the baby's point of view) and
making violence humorous.

So, if you would like to see a
movie that is definitely different,

go to see "Raising Arizona."
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It is often difficult to decide

what to do on a weekend fbr

entertainment. UsuaUy^ people

decide to fo out to dinner and a

movie, the standard combination

that keeps things simple and

affordable. I have found the solu-

tion' that makes any evening

entertaining and keeps you fed as

well. Riverfront Dinner Theatre

. offers a choice selection of food

and a talented cast of characters

in a Broadway-type show all for

the same ticket price.

The currently running show is

Rodgers and Hammerstein's "The
King And I." I had the pleasure

to attend the April 10 performance

and can assuredly say that the

cast was excellent, complement-

ing each other's talents and pro-

ducing a solidly built two-hour

show. Watching a theater produc-

tion of a major show is a good way
to relax after the excellent buffet

dinner served by the staff of

Riverfront Dinner Theatre.

The menu consists of a clam
and oyster bar, a salad bar with
many different toppings, prime
roast, seafood newburg, ravioli,

chicken, fresh fish, steamed rice,

browned potatoes, garden vege-

tables and^resh baked bread and
rolls. There are usually additions

to the menu — these are just the

standard foods.

Desserts include french cheese-

cake, ice cream, coconut layer

cake, German chocolate cake,

fruit salad, rice pudding and
raisin pudding. There is enough
of a selection to keep everyone
happy and full.

The main attraction of River-

front Dinner Theatre is the show.
"The King And I" is worth the
trip alone. The story of an Eng-

lishwoman who iOCft to the court

of the kkit ol Siaai to tMdllns
childreii Enidiih and dtanocracy.

The KiM And r* foOowk the

woman's utt during her stay In

Siam. Aa a musical. '*The King
And I" offers award-winning
aonga along with the captivating

tale of Anna Leonowens and her
son Louis in this country striange

to them.

Tfev JMIh Mli'MtfM 01

Thoatn h the $kow.

''n$ Kkm mi r i$

wortk the trip ^ioM.

The lead characters are played

by Carolyn Stewart (Anna) and
director and actor Curry Freer

(The King). Also starring are Lun
Tha (Robert Worst) and Tuptim
(Amy Ellsworth) as the two young
lovers separated by their national-

ities and the King. Louis Leonow-
ens is played by Ryan Hurley and
Lady Thiang is played by Chris-

tine Simpson. Michael Maes dou-

bles as Captain Orton, the sailor

who brings the Leonowens' to

Siam, and Sir Edward Ramsey,
visitor to Siam.

The rest of the actors in "The
King And I" are the royal princes

and princesses, the royal wives
and the royal dancers. I found no
flaws in the acting of the cast

members at all and, in fact, was
quite impressed by their acting

and singing abilities. Riverfront

has assembled the best cast that

I have ever seen in the times I have
been there.

A lot of the strength of the show

Good Job V.U. Greeks!!

Over $2,000 was raised

for the Ronald McDonald

House. Special thanks

to Hercules winner:

Mike Rabideau,

Pi Kappa Phi, and

Helen of Troy,

Vivia Costalas, Tri-Delta.

Looking for a Summer Job?
Why not consider UPS

where the Summer does not
have to end in August.

At United Ritfcal Servic* (UPS) w* hav* steady yeer- round
employment available for studenta. We cunwntly have post-
lions available lor AWr-TMIffMCKAQE HANOLBia Shifts
start at 1PM, SPM. flPM « 4AM.

Start at $8.00 an hour...

wHh potantlal to aam
$0.00 an hoiirl

UPS offers outstandlnfl beneflta includirtg hospltallza-
tlon/maior medical, paM personal holidays, sick daya &
vacation plua protnoUon from wHMn.

% apply, call 44Mnt or apply In parson Monday FrMsy,
SAM to4PM«tttwm SMe Job SsfvioeOma« 4711. County

oonoi frtm the npular and vm-

finliriiii nMm wtlir ftl With
aodi miflilara aa *1 WMk A
Himr Tom,** "Gettii^To Knofw
Yoii;^"W«KiiaIiiAShidaw"aiid
'Shill We Duice,'* 'tlie King
And r ia a eombtaatton of fine

actiog and vocal abilitiea. Spaeiid

praiaem^atgo toCarolyn SciiMfft

and Cvuryntet lor their all-

aixNind acting. Do not miaa theM
talented acton.

Voc^ tnleilt wM beil dimlayvd
tfj ine •crong iPOioBt or 9igvNUi«

BiiiiPQrttis Simpioa andWant In
pwtktilars Wont and SUawroth
ai« an eaoaOlnt tiiai, moal m^
dent in IfipUm in A ShaAmf/'
enaiiytlieinoatiniolidiialniiaibcr.

The women an have a^edaUy
btetttiAil vdkea and atood out
from the reat

I would atroQgly reoonmicnd

RbwfTMit Binaar Hiptre'a dv-
tomnce ofniia«l«Andr^
a nipt out TKt ali0«im on
tininday, FVidar. $iter4qr and
Sunanrjmnjagi and Wrthipby
and Saturday aftwrwrtm (mad-
naca). mio Kliai iMT* it run-
nint ttfa^lit throoib July %, ao

fM have pkniy^ daw to aaa H.
Mate a aSNit ol doioir Juat tlmt.

Baaervaaoha can ba aMKie at 925-
7000.

Anna LeooowciM (Caralyii Stewart) surrounded by the royal princes and princesses of Siam in
Riverfront Dinner Theatre's production of '"The King and I."

Third Annual Zeta Psi

Golf Tournament
Benefiting

House of Kids

May 1,1987

Melrose Country Club

Included: Golf Cart

Banquet

Open Beer Bar

Greens Fees

Contact: Tom Marron

N
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Tk$ Assault

Harry Muliach
Ptotheon Books

The Pons Rademakers film

"The Assault" has drawn the

1966 Academy Award for Best

FofeigQ Film and attention to-

wards the Dutch writer Harry
Mulisch. Pantheon Books has
releaaod a new paperback edition

of Mufisch's The Assault as part

of its Modem Writers series.

7)lb«iljsaN//clouds overan issue

long held to be clear-cut — that

of World War n. ^VhUe it was
manifeatly dear that the Allied

powers were on the side of good

in fightingtheAxis powers, on the

levd ol the individual, the issues

were leas clear.

Muliach was bom into a trag-

ically ironic family — a Jewish

mother who lost her family to the

Holocaust and an Austrian father

convicted of collaboration with

the Nazis. This difficult family

aituation is amplified as the

central theme of The Assault with

the Steenwiijk family.

The Assault starts and, in a

sense, ends in Haarlem 1945. In

a deserted Haarlem street, the

Dutch policeman Fake Ploeg, a

well-known Nazi collaborator, is

shot dead by members of the

Dutch Resistance. Neighbors fear-

ing Nazi reprisals drag Ploeg's

body to the front of the Steenwijk

residence. The Nazis promptly

arrive, raze the Steenwijk home
andgun down the family members
excepting young Anton.

The rest of The Assault deals

with the after effects of that

assault. Piece by piece Anton
discovers the whole of what oc-

curred that evening through en-

counters with survivors and wit-

nesses. Two of these encounters

further cloud the issue of right

and wrong.
The first of these is with the

younger Fake Ploeg. The former
schoolmates meet again in 1956

when Fake is participating in an

anti-communist riot. The two end
up alone in Antonys apartment

ity of that

MM6. On the one hand
the tfdfr Pate was a reputed Nazi

ooQiifmttor and therefore a nat-

ural target of the Dutch Resis-

tance. On the other, .the Resist-

ance knew full well that I'etmaals

would follow and were therefore

responsible for the execution of

Anton's family.

The two probe these darker

memories to the point of anger.

Nevertheless, Fake remembers

that despite the hatred the Resist-

ance directed against his father,

Anton had remained his friend.

But in recalling with anguish his

father's murder he asserts: "Be-

sides, it didn't end the War one

second sooner."

Ten years later Anton meets

Cor Takes, the Dutch Resistance

leader responsible for the assas-

sination of policeman Fake Ploeg.

Takes further contributes to the

sense of numbness Anton feels

toward the War and subsequent

political affairs. He admits to

Anton that the Resistance knew
quite well of Nazi tendencies

toward reprisals! "So we knew
there would be reprisals, right?

That one of the houses would be

set on fire; and that some of the

hostages would be shot. Is that a

reason for not doing it?"

D^te his attempts to forget,

rWWHuB

left, finally, with the truth, but
with no satisfaction.

Anton finds he can assign blame
to no One person or side in the

War. Likewise, he can find not a

Anton'oentinues to meet withlhe single participant unstained with

key characters of the drama that guilt. The only answer that can

obliterated his family. Anton is be reached in The Assault is that

that evening, that division be-

tween rebel and collaborator, that

War as a whole are things that

are bearable only if they never

occurred at all.

But these things did occur and

Mulisch beautifully plots the pain

and web of complexity that result.

AnENTION

ClASS
OF 1987.

If you have an
overall *B'

average, you

may qualify for

early commis-
sioning as on Air

Force nurse.

There's no need

to wait for your

State Board

results. Ask for

details on our

special intern-

ship program.

Coll

SSgt John S. Holcofnbt

(215)649-2514 ColtCt

L

COLLEGE SENIORS! GRADUATES!
NOW. . . Put Ybur Degree to wotk!

Degree -i- Paralegal Certificate = JOB
Start a course of study to acquire

PARALEGAL SKILLS
at VILLAIVOVA

lOWEEK
SUMMER TERM

EVENING COURSES

Monday, June 1

to Friday, August 7

• Basic Legal Principles

• Legal Research and Writing

• Business and Corr^mercial Law

• Litigation I

• Creditor/Debtor Law

• Taxation

AMPLE PMKIN6
CONVENIENT

^ PUBUC TRANSPORTATION

ACCESSIBLE
SUBURBAN CAMPUS

For additional information, write:

Office of Continuing Education

Villanova University

Vlllanova, PA 19085

Or call:

(215) 645-4303

To Sonrnone Sp^clMl,

Ihada nice timeon Sat night,

Aprt1 18, 1 wlah I didn't leave

so soon. See you in a few
weeks.

The Advertising Director

P.S.: Good luck with finals at

Nyack.

Duncan, Joel, Marsh, Todd,

Tommy,
Good luck with finals. See

you at Joe Pop's. (Back
Streets).

Sue, Kate, Tare,

. " Christine, Jen
Spaz,

So you didn't think I would
do it. Well here it is in black

A white. Looks like we are

going to have to find another
house for our get-togethers.

Thanks for the friendship. I'm

looking forward to the

summer.
Blvlda

Jen-0,
Well another fun-filled year

gone. Get psyched for this

summer. LSI won 'tknow what
hit it. Look out Ketch — and
you know who. Here we
come.

i

Love ya,

Suzie Q.

\Carolyn, Dee and Jill,

Thanks for everything. You
made this year great Next
year will be even better,

Respite the commute.
Luv Ya,

I Your Little Buddy

To the Graduating
Sisters of AOPi,
Good luck, girls, we'll miss
you! We wish you happiness
and success!

Love,

Your Sisters of

AOPi
Misty,

We'll miss you next year. You
might be all the way in Ca-
lifornia, butyou 'II neverbe far

from our hearts!!

Your sisters in AOPi

^^^^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PIZZA

527-4330
FAST FREE DELIVERY!!

M NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 s.m.-l s.m. • Fri. & Sat. 1 1 a.m.-3 a.m.

Owned arKi operated by Vincent Amendoia. former owner of Vincent's Pizza in Overbrook

Considered the t>est f*izzeria in West Phiiadelphia

Large Medium Small

HOAGIES

Cheese
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By RUSS CECCOLA

Black tl Blue is a hani rock
band from the West Coaat that
his had hits with the songs "Miss
Mystery" andKmore recently, "I'll

Be There For You." Both were
videos on MTV and singles on
Geffen JUcords. The 1)and is

getting ready to go into the studio
in the suatimer to record their
fouith album, which promises to

beChe'besryet.

I first saw Black 'N Blue last

year when they opened for Kiss.

They greatly impressed me and
have gathered many fans in this

area because of their solid hard
rock basis with a lethal dose of

originalfty. All of the band
members are very talented in

their areas and I recently had the

pleasure to speak with Tommy
Thayer, one of the guitarists for

Blacks 'N Blue. Other members
include Jaime St. James (vocals),

Jef "Woop" Warner (guitars).

Patrick Young.(bass) and Pete

Holmes (drums).

Thanks go out to Tommy for
taking the time for the interview

and Gail Raimi of Jensen Com-
municationsfor setting it up.

VILLANOVAN: Who formed
Black 'N Blue and when? Also,

where did the name come from?

TOMMY THAYER: I started

the band with Jaime (St. James)
right at the end of 1981. We began

. in Portland, Ore. — that's where
we all grew up. We got the name
by writing down a few names on
a piece of paper. We deckled on

-^Black 'N Blue because it was
direct and got right to the point
— it sounded like rock-and-roll.

^ The name hits you in the face —
jt's powerful.

V: The first album was released

in 1984. What did you do between
1981 and then?

T: We played in small clubs and
high schools in the Portland area,

right up until the beginning of

1983 when we moved to Los
Angeles. The reason we did that

was because we were going no-

where fast. The club scene in

Portland caters to Top 40 music
and doesn 't offer much for original

bands. We had to go to LA.

V: What bands have you toured

with in the past?

T: We've toured with Aero-

smith, Night Ranger, Dio, Heart,

Kiss,,Queeii8ryche, Yngwie Malm-
ste^, Triumph and the list goes

on and on.

V: Have you been able to play

everywhere you have dreamed of

or are there still places you would
like to go?

T: The one place we want to

play at is The Forum in LA. We've
never played there, but we've been

at all of the other large arenas in

the area. We were supposed to

play at The Forum with Billy

Squier in l)etween two legs of the

Aerosmith tour, but the deal fell

through. We also have high am-
bitions to tour Europe — we've

never really played over there.

V: Dieter Dierks of Scorpions
fame produced your first album,
followed by Bruce Fairbaim and
finally Ciene Simmons. What, if

anything, have they contribute!
to Black 'N Blue on vinyl?

T: They all helped us out with
different things in the studio, but
for the most part, when we're
recording, we drive the train.

Dieter had some great ideas for

the album, but the mix didn't

comeout toogood. Bruce Fairbaim
has had success with BonJovi and
they used him because they like

the sound of our second album,
Without Love. That album has
some of our best stuff on it.

I think the best song we've
recorded is "Strange Things."
Gene Simmons was the best
producer to work with so far

because he easily relates with the
band and understands what we
want. Besides Nasty Nasty, he's
going to produce our next album.
We go into the studio in June and
this is going to be the most
outrageous, definitive Black 'N
Blue album you've ever head.

V: I have noticed with your
music that there is a lot of power
and energy behind it. Where is

that enei^gy coming from?

T: It comes from our roots, what
we've been weaned on. A lot of

it is from the '70s, just hard rock
influences. But we also have wide
musical tastes and get a lot of our
influence from different areas,

with bands like Kiss, Alice Cooper,
Montrose and Aerosmith, the real

hard rockers of the '70s. We want
to have melodic music, but it's got

to have an edge. If it doesn't, then

weTe not a happening band.

V: Are you going to release any
more singles from Nasty Nasty?

T: Actually, the sales have died

down a bit on the album and we
can never find good times to meet
with Geffen, so they've basically

sent us into the studio to start

working on the next album. For

us, it's a slow cHmb to the top.

Sometimes, I think that may be

easier.

V: What is the studio like for

Black 'N Blue?

T: We basically just try to have

fun while making the songs. We
try to keep creativity high and let

the floodgates flow. For instance,

at the banning of "Bombastic

Plastic," the weird sounds are

actually Jaime's screaming played

backwards. Playing around like

that gives us more freedom.

V: Explain the Nasty Nasty
album cover.

T: It's the international symbol
for poison (a hand dipping into a

bucket of corrosive material and
getting eaten away). It's sort of

a warning for people to think

about — look out, we'll eat you
alive.

V: Why did Jonathan Cain of

Journey produce "111 Be There For
You" instead of Gene Simmons?

T: It was originally recorded for

a movie called "Out of Bounds."
But (leffen wound up not produc-
ing the soundtrack. Instead, we
put it on the album. We had a
choice between that or "Promise
The Moon." We picked "I'll Be
there For You."

V: The last song on the album,
"Best Of The West," has Peter

Criss, Ron Keel and Marc Ferrari

together for the song. Any reason

why it was this song?

T: That's the tune where we
decided to bring in our friends and
just jam with them. It turned out

Black *N Blue is currently heading back into the studio in order to
make their fourth album, destined to be a classic.

well; it*s the party tune with live

sounds, etc.

V: You're all from the West
coast. Any chances of coming out

here soon?

T: Probably we'll come out
there after the album is released,

but not before.

V: I see thanks given to Don
Dokken on your albums. What's
the connection?

T: Don's a good friend of the
band's and actually helped us get
a start down here. Don showed
up at a small show and showed
interest in us and produced our
first demo tape. He's been a lot

of help to us. There's also a new
side to the Black 'N Blue story.

We've been doing some stuff with
Ted Nugent and he'll be writing
a song or two with us for the new
album.

V: You said that you are going
into the studio in June. Should we
be looking for the new album by
the end of the summer?

T: No, more like the early fall,

mid-fall.

V: What is a typical day/sche-
dule for you like?

»

T: We mostly rehearse, but we
have to go to different events,

meet with the management, etc.

We were on "Entertainment To-

night" last week. Things like that

take up our time.

V: Is there anything else that

you would like to say about Black
'N Blue?

T: Nothing more than that the
new album is going to be the
definitive album for us. It's goingv^
to have some of the best stuff that
we've written. The band has
taken its time and we're taking
that slow climb. We're looking
toward longevity, not to be a one-
hit wonder. We just want to play
to as many people as possible.

WORKERS NEEDED!
Senior Week
May 11-15

and/or

Commencement Weekend

May 16-17

Susci up in ViUanova Union Office,

Conn^ Center or Student Activities Office,

Dougherty Hall

Mom 2i»^

Joanne Conrad
and

Sue TolveH

• Imports & Independent Labels
• Hard to find Tapes, Videos 4

. Discs

« Imported ^4aga2lnes A Books
Mepo Buys Used Records

I Z. ft ^

MASTER OF CUNICAL
IMMUNOLOGY DEGREE
HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY

A2-VM

aMdOnEerMCATTMI.

Far moM dMMtt oaniaci

DR. E. FMEDERICK WHEELOCK

BroMl ft ViM. #Mli.. ^A 1t102

4M-S7M
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Band thrashes on Sumiay
i»f."

--;vi:

By RUSS CECCOLA

Local thrash band Sonic Anni-
hilation stormed The MacDade
House's Piccadilly Room on Palm
Sunday in their second area
appearance. Performing two rau-

cous sets. Sonic Annihilation
caused many young Headbangers
to thrash and get thrown out by
the MacDade House bouncers.
The turnout was great for this

new band and, backed by friends,

family and newly-acquired fans,

the quartet of metalheads played
12 songs in the two sets, including

eight originals and four cover
songs.

Band members are Caesar £t-

tore (vocals), Rob Creighton
(drums), Jim Farmer (bass) and
Jim "Hags" Haggerty (guitar).

Having recently compiled a demo
tape of three songs and constantly
writing more each week, Sonic
Annihilation is headed for noto-

riety sometime in the near future.

Lauded by local metal maga-

zines for their demo tape. Sonic
Annihilation practices conitantly

and impressed this reviewer, who
expected nothing less than may-
hem, with their talents.

The first set included four
originals and two Venom covers.

Opening with a Black Sabbath
instrumental introduction. Sonic

Annihilation launched into "Ter-
minal Death." "Ride the Rod" was
next, and by this time, the uni-

nitiated were turned on to Sonic

Annihilation. The MacDade
House showcases the talents of

local metal bands and Sunday
nights are all-age nights. The local

kids from the MacDade Boule-

vard/Route 420 area did not know
what to expect, but soon felt at

home with the foursome thrash-

ers.

The two Venom songs were
instantly recognized by a crowd
hungry for rude music. "Buried
Alive" proved to be the better of

the two. "Kill 'Em All," a personal

favorite, was the next Sonic

Annihilation tune to be blared out

on the hu0e touad system. The
chorua of "Kill 'Em All" is:

'*Maim, Kill. Destroy/Pillage,

Bum and Hack/And when you
tlunk you've had OMHudi, We'll

keep on coming back/Well stop

at nothing, we shall never fall/

Blazing on we fight until we Kill

*£m AU!" "Nudev War" ended

the first phase of Sonic Annihi-

lation's attack on metalheads'

eardrums.
The second set continued after

a short intermission, during
which the house bouncers thought

up new ways to persecute youth.

"Obsessed With Torture" started

things qH with a bang, sliding

straight into "Germ Warfare,"

one of the band's newer songs.

"Obsessed With Torture," "Kill

*Em All" and "Terminal Death"
are the three songs on the demo
tape.

Two other new ones played

were "Die!!!" and "Carbon Mon^
oxide Poisoning," along with two
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Sonic AanihilatiiMi (L-r. Jtm Haggerty. Cacwur Ettore. Rob Crdghtoii
and Jim Parmer) blew away tbeir Uom on Pafan Simday with their

strong set.

cover songs of G.B.H. and D.O.A.
After a couple of encores of the
D.O.A. song. Sonic Annihilation
left the stage because of the
overwhelming presence of yet
another bouncer.

Ettore has haunting vocals and

Creighton is a pretty talented
drummer. Farmer plays a pound-
ing bass and Hafflerty put out
some pretty quick guitar riffs.

Together, Sonic Annihilation put
on a great Sunday show and will
continue to "Kill 'Em All."

VILLANOVA
FOOTBALL

SEASON TICKET SALE

^
^'t-^
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*EvilDead2'gives the audience non-stop terror
By RUSS CECCOLA

"Evil Dead 2"

directed by Sam Raimi
Renaissance Films
*****

It has been a long while since

an ail-out gore fest was released

in the movie theaters. Just last

week, however, the monumental
sequel to a classic film, was
unveiled to gore hounds every-

where. "Evil Dead 2: Dead By
Dawn" continued what its prede-

cessor started — no holds-barred

blood 'n guts with a whole lot of

humorous scenes and dialogue.

The lilm was so good that I had
to go back again. The second time
around, it was even better and
funnier. I would recommend "Evil

Dead 2" for people looking for a

good cult film or just a good laugh.

"Evil Dead 2" has only one real

star — and we do not even know
his full name. The character is

Ash (Bruce Campbell), who also

was in the first film and is

instrumental in both movies from
the other side of the camera. Ash
takes so much abuse in the film

that it is a wonder that he is even
alive at the end. Between getting

beaten up by demons and chopping
off his own hand, Ash definitely

pays the price for unleashing
monsters from hell.

"Evil Dead 2" revolves around
necronomicon, loosely translated

as The Book of the Dead. It was
originally found by the owner of

the cabin where all of the action

takes place in the film. He was
a scientist and was exploring an
ancient castle when he stumbled
upon the book, and began to

translate the passages. As he
spoke the words in the book,

spirits from hell were unleashed.

wreaking havoc upon those who
were near. They were all eventu-
ally killed.

In "Evil Dead 2," Ash bnngs his

girlfriend to a secluded cabin in

the woods and stumbles upon the

scientist's recordings of the pas-
i sages. As he plays the reel-to-reel

tape, an unseen force breaks
through a window and snatches

up his girlfriend, transforming
her into a demon. Stru^l^ with

'Evil Deadr takes the

best elements from all

different kinds of her-

rwUhns nndifirts them

-Aether into noneand

one-half hour bloody

moss.

fear. Ash gets attacked by his

demon girlfriend (not to be con-

fused with "My Demon Lover"
that opens today and stars Scott

Valentine from "Family Ties")

and decapitates her with a shovel

in one deft movement.
Ash goes on to try to escape

from the cabin and winds up
fighting with more demons and
getting more bloody. His esca-

pades include chasing his ampu-
tated, but mobile, hand around the

cabin, taking pot shots with a rifle

on occasion. In the end, he misses
the hand, but get's rained with a
shower of blood. This is a classy

film. It gets even better.

The daughter of the scientist

who owns the cabin comes to the

place with a boyfriend and a
couple of rednecks who show
them the way. She has recovered

the last couple of pages of The
Book of the Dead that are instru-

mental in making the demons
return to hell. Unfortunately, one
of the rednecks gets angry and
throws the pages in the fruit cellar

where an especially funny demon
woman lives. She is the scientist's

good wife and goes through some
good transformation scenes.

The effects in *^Evil Dead 2" are
the backbone for the film, l^rom
blood baths to strange monsters
and animatronics, "Evil Dead 2"

will keep the gore freaks happy.
One particularly good effect is the
transformation of the fruit cellar

demon into a long-necked giraffe-

like monster. Of course, T\sh
manages to chop its head off, but
not before an eyeball flies into the
mouth of an unsuspecting scream-
ing girl. All in all, the effects,

combined with the humor, is what
makes "Evil Dead 2" the classic

horror/cult film that it is

.

"Evil Dead 2" takes the best

elements from all different kinds
of horror films and puts them.

••••••••••••••••#
t

together into a one and one-half
hour bloody mess. Everything

from blue slime to green blood

comes out of these creatures and

f»"

the characters are not safe

.

Sogo see "Evil Dead 2* a
movie made for the use of blood
bibs.
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We Gave It All We Had
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WILDCAT STYLE
Senior Week'

May 11-14, 1987
Tentative Events Include:

Final Days Party • Picnic

GolfOuting • Phillies Game
Villanova Day at Great Adventure

Cruise Down the Delaware

Look rpr More Information Posters

Tickets To Go On Sale In

Connelly Center Ticket Office

The Week of Nay 4

*Nust have valid Villanova Senior I.D.

and Proofof 21 To Purchase Ticltets.

jBonaventura I
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Looking For a Part lima Job?
Naad Raxlbla Houra/SchMlula to Ma«C

Yjour School Schodulo and ForM>nal Naadi?

Wo Naod Taiaphono
Intofvlawart to-Conduct
Opinion Font

» No Selling ktvoivad

I

• No Experience Naaded
• Day/Night/Weefcend Hours
k 2 Convenient Localiona
* Dadnor-I lavartown

To Apply, CaH:

MRS. WHITE

SUMMER
SESSIONS

Biology. Chemistry,
Film Theory,
Financial Accounting,
French, German,
Human Development,
Italian, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology,
Russian, Shakespeare
Statistics, Spanish,
Witercolor, Wnting

Also:

Compular

Danca Wexrkshops

Classes begin
June 8. 1987

For information/

applications:

Division of

Spooal Stupes
BUTNBdAWR

.

BkynMaanr, ML
19P10

(218)64Mlt8

Attention

Student

Journalists

Four reporting internships are

available at the state Capitol in

1988. If you are planning a career

in public afbirs reporting and want

to be considered for one of these

intemshipe with newspaper and

wire service bureaus at the Capitol,

write to the folowing address for

detais oo how to apply:

^ K

• •'
#f %

$15 SEASON TICKET
ON SALE NOWAT CONNELL Y CENTER
DON'T MISS OUT— BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW!

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY 1987 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE ^-^

September

vorFespoHoemB Assoctaooo

Attn: IntennlMp Connattee

Bob 1287

H«xiibur«.Pli. 17108

Or oil:

Hsary Stflftar

1-717-787-2II1

October

November

1 9 at Liberty Baptist

26 MERCYHURST

3 BOSTON UNIVERSITY (Parents Weekend)
1 at Central Connecticut

17 CATHOLIC
24 at Northeastern

31 at Connecticut

7 MASSACHUSETTS (Homecoming)
14 at Richmond
19 HOLY CROSS (night game)

^yiUanova FootbalL A Different Breed of Cat"^

^^ril^^M -«—J*fc-^.»«-. i£B^
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in Florida
By JOHN G. RICCO

The women's track team con-

tinued its success outdoors on,

April 11 with a fine performance

in the Tampa Track Classic. The
meet, held in Tampa, Fla.. in-

cluded a host of schools including

Missouri and cross state rival

Penn State.

The Wildcats swept the 1,500-

meter race, taking not only the

first three slots, but fourth, sixth

and eighth as well. Senior Gina
Procaccio (4:15.19) and sophomore

*

Vicki Huber (4:15.44), who fin-

ished first and second, both re-

corded personal bests and quali-

fied for the ECAC and NCAA
Championship meets. Their times

are the two fastest coUegiately in

the United States this year, and
Procaccio's set a new Villanova

outdoor record
Debbie Grant (4:21.17), Kathy

Franey (4:23.86) and Lauren
Searby (4:29.1) also qualified for

the ECAC meet with their times.

The 'Cats also swept the 800-

meter race with all three women
(Continued on page 35)

CyiSSIFIHI
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Graduate in style. Call Peach
Street Caterers, 482-8877.

Telemarketing
King of Prussia Telemarket-
ing Agency is offering flexible

evening hours to students w/
good speaking voices. Expe-
rience preferred. Conve*'
niently located near Court/
Plaza and Septa Bus routes.

Please call, 768-4300 today
to schedule an appointment.

Dial Direct

150 Allendale Road,
768-4300

NOW HIRING
FOR SUMMER!

Full/Part-time employment.
Staying in the area this

summer? We seek bright,

aggressive Villanova stu-
dents to fill vacancies in our
Main Line office as acct.

receivable reps, and for credit

analysis. Your undergrad
degree is not enough! Sup-
plement resume w/exper.
from most respected com-
pany in our industry.

Excellent starting salary

Flexible hours
No experience nee.

Pleasant atmosphere
Interested? Please call Greg
Schubert: 687-4601, betwn.
1-5 p.m.

Lord & Taylor
Full/Part pos. for sales, house-
keeping, office, bus person,
waitress. EOE male/female.

Call 664-7050, ext. 24. Or
apply in person. City Line &
Belmont Ave. store, Mon.-
Frl., 10-5.

Part-time babysitter needed.
Spring & summer. Car pref-

erable. Bryn Mawr area: good
pay. Phone: 52S-2484.

I ypmg/womprooessmg
All of your typing needs
profeeskMislly wrd pw

Oe,

Six
ByJOia^PAY

After loting'tfifeir first match of

theweek/Viyafioifi'smen^i tennis
tetm bounced beck tocnibe to six

ttrakht Yktories. This outstand-

ing snowing Improves the aqtiad's

overall reoord to 13-5, with an 8-

2 shflfwing in April.

On Apnl 1 the 'Cats traveled to

Towson and bowed, 7-2; The one
bright spot for the team was Dave
Lyons, who increased his unbeat-

en streak to eight matches.

If there was any doubt that the

'Cats would be down after their

loss toTowson, all skepticism was
put to rest the following day. The
squad annihilated a totally over-

matched Dr^el, 9-0, behind the

inspired play of Mike Paries,

Taylor Terisi, Peter Leonard,

Greg Ackerman, Mike Freedman
and Lyons.
' Upsala provided even less com-
petition than Dfsxel, with the

- - - Catswinningonce again,^.The
Jerome Harmon faonedthc25McDonakTaAO'AmericanHl^ Schoot: squad so demolishecTUpsala that

all-stars who vfaited VUhusova on April 10 ami wimier d the slam t the match became little more than
dimk contest held in Jake Nevia Field Hoase. _

' a light workout. In fact, the entire
' •—— — —^ — Upsala team took only seven

(PhdiabrNuns^

gimet. .

Thetejun'sonslauf^toondQued
at MOntdair; witk the 'Cats
winning eaaity 8-1. Parks, Leo-

nard.Aekerman, LyoaaakktF^pised-

man allwon in strmght sets, while

Terisi kist a grueling three setter,

6-2, 4^. 7-5.

Pitted against Fahrfiekl in Pair-

fiekl is no bar||Bin, but the 'Cats

made their victory kwk like a
whiteelephant sale, thrashing the
hapless Stags, 90. Freedman was
victorious in the best match of the

day. 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.

, Ajfter yawning through four

straight victories, the squad final-

ly encountered some much needed

competition from N.Y.U. Parks,

Terisi aiid Leonard all fell short,

but Ackerman, Lyons and Freed-

man, seeds four through six

respectively, were vk^rious in

their extremely important
matches.
The 'Cats ended the week in

patented form, crushing the un-

dermanned Cheyney squad, 9-0.

The way in which the team won
reminded many of the massacre
at Upsala.

Summer at

lona: earn

transferable

credits while you
work
Summer leeilon aft tone is a great

way to hoU down a summer job and
earn credtts towards your degrse . .

.

all without going too tar from home!Our
summer courses give you the highest

quaKty instrndton because they're

taught by the same outstanding profos-

sors who teach our regular courses.

^^ft&^k^k^h^k ^kdS^kA^^^^^n ^i&^^MMK&flkdM ^^kA^ka^flk^avnoose Dsiween monung, eveiNng

end weahend ooureee. we schedule

our summer courses to fit your needs.

There are also oraduato courses avail-

able at our Roodandcampus.

You can take undermduete
couraee In . . . Business Administra-

tion .. . Cornputer Sdenoe . . . Health

Care Administration . . . Education . .

.

Laboratory Science ... Social Sd-
enoes . . . Humanities . . . Foreign Lan-

guages ... and other areas.

rnnraes are also olisrad in kme'a

greduaie dagiee progrenie . . . Busi-

ness AdmkAration . . . Health Care

Systems Management . . . Educatton

. . . Educational Computing . . . English

. . . Computer Science . . . Communi-
cation Arts.

Couraea start Weekend - May 29
Sessioni -May26
Session 2 - Junrg
Sesston 3 - July 13

k»-pereon regletrallpn begins May
18b f^jistratton days and evenir)as.

Visiting students may register t)y man.

For complete infonnation, call our toll

free number or (914) 633-2592.

<
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By SUSANGANEM

What do Carol piasejowski,
Naney UebenMm/ Lynette Woo-
dard, Cheryl Miller and Villanova
senior Shelly Pennefather have in

common? They all have been
awarded the Wade Trophy as the
nation's most outstanding female
senior basketball player.

On April 14, Pennefather was
honored with the award, which is

hailed as the Heisman Trophy of

women's sports.

Presented .by the National As-
<*»sociation for Oirls and Women in

Sports, the Wade Trophy goes to

the athlete who meets the follow-

ing criteria. She must: (1) be a
senior college basketball player;

(2) be a Kodak Ail-American; (3)

be a positive role model for women
in sports; (4) be committed to

academics; (5) demonstrate lead-

ership; and (6) show sports-
manship.
The Wade Trophy was just one

of the honors Pennefather earned
during her college basketball
career. As a senior, she was a
Kodak Ail-American and one of

the top 10 players in the country.

She also received Big East
Conference Player of the Year (for

the third consecutive year); Big
East Conference Tournament
Most Valuable Player (for the
second straight year); Big East
All-Conference team (for the third

year, she has been named to the
first team. She was named to

second team as a freshman); and
Street & Smith pre-season ail-

American (three seasons).

Pennefather became Vilanova's

all-time leading scorer in both
women's and men's basketball

history, finishing with 2,408
points surpassing Keith Herron's

total of 2,170.

In the 117 games played for

Villanova out of a posaiUe 121,

Ptanefather was the leading scor-

er in 86, the leading rebounder in

92, and she scoi^ in double

figures in 113. Villanova lost the

four games which Shelly did not

play. Furthermore, during her

four years, Pennefather's talents

combined with those of fellow

seniors Lynn Tighe, Karen Har-

gadon, Kathy Miller, Mary Beth
Kulp and Mary Delorey and the

Wildcats allowed the team to

compile a 93-28 record (.768 win
pet.).

Head Coach Harry Perretta

commented, "Shelly is the best

all-around player I've ever
coached. I don't feel anyone is

more deserving of these awards
than Shelly; not just because of

the type of player she is, but
because of the type of person she
is."

Women's

-f

(oourtMy of Sports Intormation)

Powerlifter, Jerry Kerwin (at left) and Mike Lucd (at right) both won the National Championship
in their weight classes. The 'Cats, as a team» finished fooith.

Lifters win national titles
(Continuedfrom page 34)

qualifying for the ECAC Cham-
pionships. Grant (2:05.65) and
Procaccio (2:08.13) finished one-

two while sophomore Michelle
DiMuro (2K)8.59) came in third.

After running fine races in the
1,500-meter. Huber (9:26.58) and
Franey (9:36.24) came back under
two hours later to take first and
second in the 3,000-meter race.

Again, both runners qualified for

the ECAC meet with their times.

Sophomore Celeste Halliday,

By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Villanova's powerlifting team
traveled to Oklahoma University

for the National Championships
and finished fourth in the nation.

In addition, Jerry Kerwin and
Mike Lucci won the National

Championships in their respective

events.

Kerwin, a 220-pound junior,

easily won his weight class,

keeping all other competitors far

behind. Lucci, another junior,

cruised through the 181-pound

class to his first place fmish.

As a team, the Wildcats scored
31 points and were topped only by
Virginia Tech (51 points), Louisina

(50 points) and Navy (32 points).

The hoist Sooners came in fifth

place, totalling 23 points.

Ruggers wind down season

meter.

Crew sinks Marist,

drowns Washington
By KAREN THOMA

Villanova crew enjoyed its best
showing last weekend, with con-
vincing victories by most of the
boats over crews from Marist
College, Washington College and
LaSalle. 'Nova dominated nearly
every event, meeting with success
across the board — men and
women, novice and varsity
categories.

Most impressive was the win by
the women's varsity lightweight
four, which took its race by more
than a length of open water over
three heavyweight varsity crews.
The lightweights were iorced to
row in the heavy division due to
a lack of lightweight women's
crews, but they proved that they
were more than equal, to the
challenge.

Coach Walter Young compli-
mented his crew, comprised of
Karen Lovett, Sally Poliwoda,
Ellen Minzner, Lynn Joyce and
Tya Maejulien, for their achieve-

ment: "The work they've put into
this season is really starting to

By SHANA LYNCH

In the past three weeks, the
Villanova Rugby team has had

though she came in Ihi'^'pU^! S!?.^^^!'*^^'^''"^^'^-]^ran^ excellent race in the 400^ 1^*^ ^«" ^^«» 8^"^^' ^'"^
one and lost two.

Its first losswas to a very strong
and highly skilled Maryland
R.F.C. in the Mid-Atlantic Region-
al Finals. Ultimately, it was the
Maryland Terps who defeated
Virginia Tech to go to the Final

Four in the country representing

the East.

However, a bright spot was the
Villanova "B" and "C" teams,
who beat the Scranton "A" and
"B" teams with identical scores

'of 16-0. For the Bs, it was Buck
Reitmeyer, Chris Hillman and Joe
McGrady scoring, with conver-
sions by Bill Sicord.

The Cs were helped with tries

too!*'

The Bs remained undefeated,

though, with wins over Fairfield,

Temple and Shippensburg, with
tries from Aloia, Mike Turzenes,

Cody Gabriel, Mike Buscnkill,

Pete Keenan, Brian Coughlin,
Dan O'Mara, John Kelly and
Charley Regan.
The Villanova R.F.C.'s last

match is this Saturday at home
versus Temple. It will be the final

match for eight, four-year vete-

rans: hookerJames Stack, second-

rows Dan Griffin and John Ku-
charczuk, eight man Bill Mend-
rzycki, wing forward Shana
Lynch, fly-half Greg Noone, win-

ger Joe Guido and scrum-half/

winger Justice.

pay off. Their dedication and
discipline have been out-
standing."

The women's novice crew also

had a fine showing, winning both
the eight and four races. Novice
rower Beth Westerman comment-
ed, "It was really exciting to see

us finally row as well as we knew

"^
The" men's team enjoyed equal t^j^jJ^'^''' ^^^ '^"^^^ ^'^^

success in their races. The men's *'
^^^'

lightweight four put in an impres-
sive performance amidst a large

field to take their event by two
lengths. Tim O'Connor, the men's
captain and 2-seat in that four,

remarked, "We went into the race
not knowing how we'd stack up
against the others and it's very
satisfying to see the results."

In addition, the men's novices
kept their undefeated season
intact by triumphing in each of

their races. All the rowers are

looking ahead with great antici-

pation to the season's closing

r^;attas, the Bergen Cup (May 2)

and the Dad Vails (May 8-9).

The following weekend, the
team traveled to the Fifth Annual
Rutgers Rugby Classic and fin-

ished third out of 12 teams. The
As advanced with wins over
Fairfield and Millersville, with
tries contributed by Dennis Graeb-
er and Ken Justice and game
winning kicks by Tim Whelan.

However, their luck ran out in

what they felt was a poorly
officiated match against Ship-

pensburg, in which they lost 4-0

on a controversial call. Chris
McStarr noted, "We lost on a
bogus call. I have played with the
referee and he is a horrible player,

Cats bloom at Dogwoods

tfff-

By DOUG SCANCARELLA meter part of the race.

Villanova managed to take se-

The Villanova men's track team cond in the 4 x 400^meter relay,

had excellent showings in their The3K)5.23 finish was a tremend-
last twooutings. The 'Cats turned ous time for the 'Cats; however,
in daszling performances in the they narrowly missed qualifying
Dogwood and the Rutgers relays, tor the nationals. The winner of

The fine accomplishment of the the race, highly touted Ohio State,

Cats has raised hopes for theP^ qualified for the nationals with a
Relays, which take place next 3:05.09. The Wildcats took third

weekend. in the 4 x 800-meter relay, kwing
On April lOand 11 the Wikkats only to hard-working Penn State

jmimeyad to^ KnoKviUe, Tn., for and a well-prepared Indiana dub.
the21atafmiialDaMgdRalays. The following weekend, the
The 'Gate were able to win the Wildcats ventured north for the
DiitMiMi Midliij rainy witha time HntiBiiRfilnysinPiacataway.NJ.
of MiJO. It wn§ fnalMMm Mftric The 400-a«ter was 'Nova's
JoMt silH) ttttnad in the hay stranpat evaot. Jimior Bdwtn

^nMia4lfti»ilM4«)- IiiaiillanlaliSSadi.att«fthe

other Villanova runners in the

400-meter race won their respec-

tive heats. The 1500-meter race

was won easily by Villanova's

Gerry O'Reilly, with a time of

3:43.1. Sean O'Niell came in

second for the 'Cats. The 'Cats did

not fare as well in the 800-meter

race, althoughJan Freidli was able

to finish third for V.U.

Next on schedule for Villanova

men's track is the Penn Relays,

where they hope to qualify the 4

X 400-meter, the 4 x 800-meter, the

4 X ISOO^neter and the Distance

Medley relay races for the na-

tionala. Right now it looks like the

4 X Wawtar relay will definitely

qualify and tlie others have very

Mad Mela.

Athlete

of

the

Week

MIKE SCHICK

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

freshman Mike Schick. Schick plays the outfield and
pitches for the Villanova baseball team. Over the-

weekend of April 10, Schick batted .625 to push the

Wildcats to victory over Pittsburgh. ^

Schick had eight RBIs, with one double and two
home runs. The Wildcats are producing the best
record for Villanova since 1908, and Schick is leading
the way.

On the season, Schick has appeared in 17 games
and has compiled a .421 overall batting average. As
a pitcher, Schick is 5-1 with a 5.49 ERA.

Schick is a political science majof in the College
of Arts and Sciences.

»o<^« University
Sportswear
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By JOHN G. RICCO

The Villanova baseball team
endured another week of April

showers and emerged, 23-10.

though the Wildcats had five

games rained out, Coach George
Bennett's squad was able to win
six out of the eiglflf contests they

,

managed to play.

Before Easter break, on April 7,

8 and 9 the Wildcats collected

consecutive victories over Swarth-

more, 12-10; Princeton, 10-9; and
Philadelphia Textile, 5-2. The
winning pitchers were Steve

Priano (3-0), Mike Schick (5-1) and

Barry Blundin (1-3), respectively.

On April 11 and 12, the Pitts-

burgh Panthers came to Villanvoa

for a three game series. The clubs

split Saturday's double-header,

with the Panthers taking the

opener, 15-13, and the 'Cats win-

ning the nightcap, 18-4, behind

the pitching of right-hander Sean

Grady (4-2).

On Sunday, Villanova was
again victorious, 11-5, and raised

their Big East record to 4^2. Schick
pitched well and earned his sixth

victory of 1987. •

The Wiklctts traveled to the

University of Delaware on April

14 to face the Hens fdr the second
time this season. In the first

matchup, the 'Cats had escaped

with ah 8^7 win, but this timethey
were not as lucky.

Delaware came up with two
first-nfming runs and one. in the
second to take a quick lead. In the

third, Schick hit a 2-2 pitch into

the seats for his fourth homer of

the year and Villanova added a

single run in the fifth to cut

Delaware's lead to cme, but the

Hens scored three runs in the next

two innings and went on to win,
6-3.

Sophomore Bob McCreary took

the loss for the 'Cats, dropping his
record to 0-2.

The next day Villanova visited

rival St. Joseph's for an afternoon

game. In the teams' two previous

contests in 1987, the 'Cats had
beaten the Hawks, 12-7 and 15-

4. This oonteet was iMtp a high

scoring affair, as both teams
erupted for a oomfeiiied 15 mns
in the first two iiinihifi.

In the first, freshman Gary
Scott belted a two-run shot over

the Icince for his 10th homer of

the season. The blast moved Scott

into a tie for the Villanova record

for home runs in one season held

by both Bill Duryea and Jerry

Holtz.

Schick blasted a grand slam in

the fifth to put the 'Cats al^ead

for good, 13-12. After a single

Wildcat run in the seventh, St.

Joe's rallied for a run in the ninth

but Blundin, who came in in the

fourth, was able to hold off the

Hawks and pick up his second win
of the season.

Schick's grand slam added to

another record the 1987 Wildcats

own. The team's 43 homers is the

most ever by a Villanova squad
in one year. With 19 games left

in the regular season, the 'Cats

could possibly put the record out

of reach.
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(Photo by Nunet)

Freshman outfielder/pitcher Mike Schick belts a grandslam in the 'Cats' 13-12 triumph over
St. Joe's. The hit marked Schick's fourth homerun oi the season.

Wildcats have tough break;

record4 wins and5 losses
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

The Wildcat softball team did

not have a very successful break.

Villanova set out to improve an
already excellent record. The
Wildcats began the week at 6-1

record, one of the best in the past

few years.

They began break with a

double-header at Lafayette College

The Wildcats set out with good
intentions, taking the first half of

the doubleheader. But the Wikl-

cats soon slipped up and k)6t the

second game, 7-6.
*

Sophomore Mindy Kahn hit

well in the first game, hitting two
doubles versus the Lafayette
Team.

The Wikkats then ventured to

Boston Collete and the Boston

Colkie InvtUtional. ViUanovalell

from their psdsatil even farther,

; to Selon Hall and St:John's.

a score of 3-0. The bad Wildcat
luck continued the following
morning, as St. John's took the
Wildcats, 4-2.

As the Wildcats continued tra-

veling throughout the East their

losing streak continued as well.

The Hawks of St. Joseph's were
next on the agenda and, for the
fourth time in a row, the Wildcats
were beaten.

St.Joseph's outpUiyed Villanova

to the tune of 3-2. However, the

second half of the doubleheader
brought forth new strength from
the Wikkats as they took the

game, 4-3.

The Wikkats again went off the

Villanova campus and traveled

toward the dty. This time aU the

way to inner-aty Philadelphia to

iMoa the Univerwty of FBttMylva-

nia Quakers.
The Wikteats thnsfceri Penn, 6-

3. It loekad like the Wtticata fiwn
the firat Mfra< liM

fhiattv

state border their luck changed.
The No. 1 Division III team was

waiting on the other side. The
Wildcats were close at the end, but
still took the loss. In the late

innings Villanova threw the game
away with a baserunning error.

Later that same dav, the Wild-

cats faced Ursinus College. The
Wildcats began to perform again

as they picked up the 54 win.

Freshman Karyn Iodise was
the winning pitcher and evened
her season record to 2-2.

The Wikkats must face five

more teams in the reaiainder of

the 19S7 seMoo: laSaiir. DrexeL

ton. The LaSalle, Drciel and
Setoa Hall games are all

doubieheaden.

The Wildcata raesffd is now at

104 and a taMh
tktSi\

The Seton Hall fune. which
took place on Friday, wit kst by

Birt that was aat tha
MiJttlMWIMnto

nilif

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

YEAR IN REVIEW

Nineteen eighty-seven was a year when nothing in Villanova

sports was mediocre. There was either great success or bitter

disappointment. The men's basketball team went from the ai

of coll^se athletics to the abyss; from the excitement of the ll

National Championship and the 1986 NCAA tournament
appearance to the lackluster 15-16 record in 1987.

Even Villanova's past was not left alone as Gary McLain
tried to mar Villanova's championship march to Lexington by
writing an article deaHng with his cocaine use on the Villanova
campus.

On the brighter side of the roundball picture, there was the

women's basketball team. The Wildcats played like champions
all season and finally took the Big East crown. Although the

Wildcats lost in the second round of the NCAA tournament,
they put together a fine season.

Senior forward Shelly Pennefather added to her many
accolades by becoming the first Villanova player ever to be named
to the Kodak All-American team. Pennefather will also go down
in history as the most prolific scorer ever to grace the<oourts

of Villanova. In Pennefather's four-year career, she threw 2,408

)X»n£9 through the Wildcat nets.

.r * The Villanova ice hockey team continued to slip this yw.
?he||^$!yerall record fell to 6-18 and tl|ey continue to be
dis^iDinting.

The Villanova swim teams had another up season, behind
the coaching of the "Coach of the Year" Ed Geis». The^mdcat
men finished second behind a strong Pittshuigh team. This is

the third straight year that the Wildcats finished second in the
Big East behind the Panthers.

The wrestling team became the newest ^yUdcat varsity sport.

There success was nuuginal this year, but for then- first year
the season can be termed a success.

The Wildcat indoor track season was the m6st successful

in recent history. The men's track team tore up the track at

the Olympic Invitational track meet Edwin Modebedi took first

place in 500-meter race, while Grant Davis, MarcJones, Modebedi
and Tony Valentine missed a record by one-tenth of a second
in the 4 X 400-meter relay.

The women, however, dk) not miss the record. The 330-
meter relay team of Debbie Grant, Celeste H^lliday, Michelle

DiMuro and Gina Procacdo, set the world record with a time
of 8:24.72. The . distance medley team of Grant, Procacck),

Hallklay and Huber set the world mark of 11:00.7,beating the
old mark by almost four seconds.

The men's tennis season remains successful, and has, to date,

posted a 13-5 record. The men's golf team is also on stride this
year. They have been burning up the links en route to a 11-

2 record behind the leadership of Chet Walsh.

The lax team is the only springtime sport that is showing
mediocrity. The laerosse team is at 5-5 for the season. Before
their last effort versus Swarthmore, the Wildcats were at 4-

5.

The men's baseball team has been on a ramiMge this season,

posting their best start since 1906. Behind the pitohing, fidkting

and hitting of Mike Schick, the Saco East Athlete of the Week,
they will more than likely continue their success in the BigEast
for the renuunder of th^ spring.

Once milignfri females ol spring; the Villanova wiMMfi's
sdtbaU team has come out of the winter gloom and wmif a
frtah start on Sullivan field. The women tew put Hpitflpr a
106 reoonl io far Uiia season and have posted the fii«t M^iittBr

1978.

Last firil the Wikkat fsatMi
8-1

the WiMaiis««
WeUkttfMMaMheliM

•»
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By DAHff^i: SCALA

Villanova University has an
alcohol and drug problem which
should be "v^rously attacked,"

according to A recent evaluation

of the Student Life division.

*i^"YptMr resident tn^ staff will

tiil you case after c^9e of kids t hey

ait:Jiying to detoimy. They need

h^iff^yTi^ health a^id counseling

resouwi^ need to he mobilized,"

said evaluator Dr. Arthur Shri-

Iwifg of Xavief University in his

report.

Shribeiig fS part of a University

commissioned evaluation team
which has been studying the

University for the past three

years. His 27-page report praised

many administrators and pro

grams but crilicized others, such

as the Couni^ng Center and
Security. wijS^&g^ ••^'

Shrib^^MHrfliid 40 pounds
of baifltj^iwtiwltiaterials, such as

re||!iorts on the University and
student publications, for the eval-

uation. He also interviewed stu-

dents, facultvand administrators.
Skinimg vi^led tlMI^MliU for d
fourday period likjpecember.
accordtng to a UniWily fir^stet-

i tn^l y^tt wiir consBer this

report in the context of someone
who shows you a snapshot taken

froln aspicificcajnera at one point

in tittle/' said Shriberg. "There
may b^ a factual error or two . . .

I am confident, however, that

moBt of these perceptions are

accurate.*'

Aloobol
Shriberg commended the Uni-

versity for "strciuithemng alcohol

enforcement" anopraised Student

Life for their efforts to deal with

the campus* "major alcohol prob-

lem.** He noted the disciplinary

rafenral program, the appointment

^ an aleoM educator and the

Saferides program.
However, he stated that "All

policies must be reviewed for

alcohol consistency. For example,

you allow tailgate parties and
students can drink until 1 p.m.

However, they can't drink at 1:15

p.m. They (the students! think

this is absurd."

Shriberg recommended that the

University "work very hard to

demonstrate non alcoholic op-

tions. ' He said that "Jake's l^iace,"

a non-alcoholic pub open on an
occasional basis in Connelly Cen-

ter, should be open more often and
given more resources.

Counseling and Career Center
Shriberg praised the Counseling

and Career Center's staff as "first

class" and seemingly "well-

respected on campus." He ap-

peared especially impressed by

the placement area of the center.

However. Shriberg found the

Counseling Center lacking in

several areas. For example, he

stated that the assistance of a

psychiatrist is needed, and should

be available to aid students on

medication.

Also, Shriberg criticized the

center for its policy of attempting

to limit the number of times a

(Continued on page 4)

(Photo by Esposito)

Campus veterans welcome new freshmen to Villanova during
the fint few days of college life.

Asbestos fomd in St. Mary's Hall
By mPm/m a. rqper

Th^ Rev. Robert J. Martin,

0,S.A.. assistant to the vice
president tor Student Life, stated
Wednesday that Villaniva Uni-

versity hired outside contractors

to test the air in St. Mary's Hall

and complete cleanup operations

this summer after the installation

of a fire alarm system loosened

asbestos contained in the corridor

ceiling material on the northern

end of the third floor.

In answering a question involv-

ing whether he would notify past

residents of St. Mary's Hall who
had lived in an environment
containing asbestos, Martin said,

"There was no problem in the

past. The problem occurred this

summer." He added that if he

were to speak with past residents

he would tell them, "To the best

of our knowledge, the building

was safe in the past and is safe

again now."
According to "Asbestos in Build

ings," a document released by the

Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), asbestos is "a mineral

>g

comDO«$K) of small, thin fibm
aH4^^^moii1<iy«iftany btffldin

materials."

Thf^Encyciopotdia Britannica

states, "Asbestos fibre is employed
for applications requiring non-

flammability and is chiefly of

industrial importance, especially

in the manufacture of brake
linings, building construction
materials, electrical equipment

thermal insulation materials.

Concern about harmful effects

of asbestos has been increasing

since the early 1970s. According
to the EPA document, the breath-

ing of airborne asbestos fibers has

been linked with asbestosis, a

grave lung disease; lung cancer;

and mesothelioma, a cancer af-

fecting the lung or abdominal
cavities.

Martin stated the asbestos was
loosened from the ceiling when
workers from Pangborne, the

contractor installing the new fire

alarm system, were drilling holes

into the ceiling to put conduit in

place. Martin said the ceiling fiber

was a cementitious material —

what he described as "essentially

sprayed-on plaster" — with some
chrysotile asbestos in it.

Martin did not have the figures

on the exact percentage of asbes

tos in the St. Mary's Hall ceiling.

He did say, though, "Ceilings of

this type generally have 1 to 3

percent asbestos. That's my
recollection."

Martin stated that the Associat-

ed Investors Corp. cleaned up
what had come down from the

ceilingJuly 14. He said a company
known as Clayton Environmental
.examined samples of what had
been cleaned up and reported to

Villanova July 23 that it was
asbestos.

fContinued on page 6)

Approval ofnew
donns anticipated

Graduate School de
By DIANE A. CIUONE

Dr. Daniel J. Ziegler was recent-

ly appointed deand the (graduate

School of Liberal Aru aad Sden-

«s. replacing Dr. Bcmird J.

Downey.
Prior to asaumitv his present

paailicm, Zicfler mm a facalty

ifbtr IB the 4i»irtmfnt of

piydtalogy and mrr^ as its

theories published by McGraw-
Hill in the United States with an
international student edition pub-

lished by McGraw-Hill, Kogaku--
sha, Ltd.. japan, which is current**

ly being sold on five continents.

In addition to his activities at

Villanova, Ziegler is also a na-

tionally known speaker in the

area of stress mansgemcnt and in

that capacity he has addres»d
business and pnitwmmtl jPOMpa

throiVliQut the Unitad Staiia and
flMTto Bioo. As the nd$md «f

iron
heittfioa

practice

By JOHANNE C. SHARP

Final approval for the construe

tion of two south campus dormi

tones is anticipated Sept. Mat the

Radnor Township Board of Com
missioners meeting, according to

the Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,

assistant to the vice president for

Student Life.

If approved, the ground break-

ing would begin "in a couple of

weeks and would depend in part

on our ability to get permits from

both state and local departments,"

Martin said Tuesday.
The University Board of Trus

tees must also approve the prop

osal before con St ruction can begin,

he said.

The Rev. John P. Stack. O.S.A.,

dean of students, said, "Township
commissioners and the rest of the

Radnor Township residents are in

support of the proposal because

they know we are trying to get

people back on campus."

Stack said the building of the

residence halls will l)egin the first

phase of the University plan to

house an additional 1,000 under-

graduates on campus. Currently

Villanova accommodates 3,000

students and ultimately hopes to

house 4,000. Stack said Villanova

is not looking to increase the

undergraduate population and in

fact may attempt to decrease it.

The two new dorms will house
240 students. Stack said the

administration has not yet decided

whether females or males will be

housed in the proposed residence

halls.

In addition, the University is

awaiting approval of a parking

facility to be located adjacent to

the SEPTA Norristown High
Sp)eed Line on the south campus
area. Stack said the recreational

courts next to Stanford Hall

wouW be relocated to construct

the parking lot. which would help

(Continued on page 6)
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Car««r Day
Career Day will be held on Sept. 24

from 12:30-4 p.m. in the Villanova Room
of Connelly Center. Representatives

from 51 companies will attend to

provide information and to answer your

questions. There is something for

students of all majors. There will not

be another Career Day for two years,

so do not miss this unique opportunity.

Ore«k Raffle
Lamda Tau Delta will be selling

chances for a chance to win two pairs

of 112 concert tickets. Two winners will

be chosen — increasing your chances

of being selected— and each winner will

receive a pair of tickets for U2's Sept.

28 concert. Chances will be sold all day

long in Connelly Center on Sept. 15, 17

and 18. The drawing will be held Sept.

21 at Lamda Tau Delta's weekly meeting

at 6 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room of

Connt'Uy Center. All are welcome to

attend the drawing.

'i<Cenv«
Mass
On Sept. l.'J there will only be one

large liturgy in the duFont Pavilion at

6 p.m. This will be a festive celebration

for students, faculty and staff to come
together and begin a new year centered

in a prayerful atmosphere.

Internal
Affairs

Are you interested in coed dorms,

scxial alcohol policy and other issues

pertaining to student life? Stop by

Student Government office to see

Michelle or Sean of the internal affairs

department.

'Neva
Cespel Ensemble

The Villanova Gospel Ensemble will

have its first meeting on Sept. 13 at 7

p.m. at St. Rita's Chapel. If you are

interested in singing or playing an

instrument, come out and help us lift

up the name of the l.ord. Please bring

your class schedule.

Part-Yime
Jeb rair

On Sept. 17, the Career Development
Center will s|X)nsor a Fart-time Job Fair.

The fair will be held in the Villanova

Room of Connelly Center from 12:30-

.'>:.3t) p.m. Approximately 30 local com
panies will b<' present to take student

questions and applications for part time

ixjsitions.

m
All entries for the FYI section of the

Vijjanovan must Ix- received by 2 p.m.
on (he preceding 'iuesday Fleasr type'
doubled s Ijaicd and drop it off at the
VillnnovHi) Office.

AWiipHjifcylltUtT

ai<w<ifhHI locity
New members welcome! Mandatory

meeting for all previous members and

new members on Sept. 15 at 12:45 p.m.

in Hartley 216.

P«ac« and Jipstk*

Ellis Katz, professor of political

science at Temple University's Center

for the Study of Federalism, will give

a lecture on Sept. 16 at 4 p.m. in the

Wayne/St. David's room on "The
Supreme Court's Interpretation of the

Constitution."

ACS
Upceming Events

Attention Commuters! Watch for all

l)()sters and signups for upcoming
events. This weekend, join us at the Vet

to watch the Phillies vs. the Pirates.

Price is $11 (includes ticket and trans-

lX)rtation). We'll leave the Rugby lot at

r):30p.m. Sign-upin 215 Dougherty until

Friday. Hey, the Koad Rally is coming
soon. Do you have your car ready?

Sacramental
Preparatien

If you have not received Eucharist,

Reconciliation and/or Confirmation,

please contact Campus Ministry in the

basement of St. Rita's Hall, 645-4080.

Basketball
Tourney

Rosters are available in the Dean of

Students Office for the annual Delurey
Hall 3 on 3 basketball tournament.

Villaneva Peace
Ceniniwnlty

The Villanova Peace Community will

meet on Sept. 14 at 8 p.m. in the Center

for Peace and Justice Education in

Sullivan Hall.

Anyone interested in participating in

(ierman cultural events is welcome!
Meet at St. Thomas Hall, foreign

languages department (2nd floor) on

Sept. 14 at 4 p.m. We will diHcusn a trip

to (iermantown, New York City, Oclo-

lierfeHi ideah and more!

The ViUanova Literary Arts Magazine
will be holdingan informational meeting
on Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. in the Honors
Seminar room (4th floor, Falvey Li-

brary). All those interested in becoming
involved with this year's magazine
should attend. If you are interested in

working with the magazine but cannot
attend the meeting, please leave a note

in our mailbox in 108 Doughery Hall.

Thank you!

Witnefs
Wanted
To the witness of the hit and run in

the small Main Lot adjacent to Moriarty
Hall on Saturday: Thank you for the

information. Please contact the Villan-

ovan at 645'7206 or stop by the office

at 201 Dougherty. I need your help.

Te Ail Seniers
If you have a cum of 3.0 or better and

have not received a letter concerning
Who's Who, please contact the Dean of

Students Office in Room 2 13, Dougherty
Hall.

Cenffirniatieii

Pregram
If you have not received your Con-

firmation and would like to participate

with other students in preparation and
the sacrament, please call or stop by
Campus Ministry in the basement of St.

Rita's Hall. 645-4080.

Velunteers
The Domestic Abuse of Delaware

County needs volunteers to provide

hotline counseling and other related

services to victims seeking support,

legal protection and shelter. The fall

Volunteer Training Program begins

Sept. 26. Call Ginger Sinatra (565-6272)

for further information. Help break the

cycle of violence!

If you like to be involved, and you like

to sing, then join the Villanova Women's
Glee Club. We perform a wide variety

of music, from Bach to Boogie Woogie
Bugle Boy. We have concerts on campus
and in the area, and we go on tours.

We meet Mondays and Wednesdays.
Come to St. Mary's auditorium between
6 and 8 p.m. We d love to see you there,

if vuu would like more information, our
office phone numbei ik 645-7224.

Earn extra cash and have fun doing
it. Be an intramural referee for wdmen's
flag football. Apply at the Intramural
Ofnce in the Fieldhouse or call Anne
Marie at 6454114.

llll^e EiPI mWtm

Heoieiess

All are welcome at the information
meeting for the Committee for the
Homeless Sept. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in

Alumni Gym. Any group interested in

making sandwiches for the Homeless
Committee, please call Campus Ministry
at 645-4080 and leave your name and
number.

Ceffffeehewte

Needed: Performers for the Respect

Life Week Coffeehouse, Oct. 8. Musi-
cians, singers, magicians, etc., should

contact Ingrid at the Villanovans For
Life, 108 Dougherty Hall, 645-7244.

Please leave your name, your act

description and phone number where
you can be reached.

ACS
)nts

The next general meeting for the ACS
will feature a pizza social at 5 p.m. on
Sept. 17 — do not miss it!.The next

coffee and donuts social is on Sept. 16

from 8-10 a.m. Locations to be an-

nounced. Attention commuters and
O.C.R.'s: The Day Hop in Dougherty
Hall is now open for you for lunch! See
you there!

Amnesty
Intemcrtienal

The Villanova University Chapter of

Amnesty International will hold its first

meeting on Sept. 14 at 4:30 p.m. The
meeting will take place in the Center

for Peace and Justice located in the

basement of Sullivan Hall. All those

interested in working for human rights

should plan to attend.

Lectert Meeting
Anyone interested in being a lector

(reader at mass), there will be an
informational meeting on Sept. 15 at

6:30 p.m. in the Main Chapel. All are
welcome.

Children's Literature (158-1000-02)

has been added to the schedule for th«

fall 1967 semester. The class meets at

1::W p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
and is taught by Sr. M. M. Cribbtn.

k^i

p̂

ICHELLE SHANAHAN

As the result of a survey which
determined that less than one-

third of all on-campus residents

utilized the linen service last year,

the Housekeeping department
decided that sheets will no longer

be provided to students, Carlton

Clapper, director of Housekeeping,
said this week.
From September 1986 to May

1987, housdceeping staff members
a>unted all of thesheets that were
distributed. Chily about 800 of

3,000 residents regularly used the
service, stated Judy Clay-Miles,

supervisor of Housekeeping.
Residence Life was "consulted

whether or not we thought it [the

linen service) was an essential

service," said Christopher M.
Janosik, director of Residence Life.

Based on the results of the survey,

they decided that the service could

be halted.

Last year, approximately 40
housekeeping man-hours a week

were spent distributing sheets

from various locations oncinipus.

It was "not a good business ...

custodial services is here to

clean," said Clapper.

'*This elimination of the linen

service is "keeping in conjuncture

with the campuses across the

country" which do not generally

provide students with sheets,

stated Clapper.

Since the Housekeeping depart-

ment does not have any laundry
facilities on campus, Clapper said

that he felt the students are in a
better position to keep their bed
linen in good shape. "I really feel

that it's a better deal for the

students to bring their own
sneets," he said.

In the 1987-88 Residence Life

brochure students were advised

that they must supply their own
sheets. However, many students

complained that they did not see

this section of the brochure and,

therefore, had to buy sheets after

arriving at Villanova.

The scope of the Housekeeping
department has altered in the past

four years. Through the 1964-85

school year, cleaning services

were provided for each individual

dormitory room, including vacu-

uming, dusting and changing the
linens. After the discontinuation

of this cleaning service, linen

service was provided until this

year.

Although the number of House-
keeping staff members had de-

clined by attrition in recent years,

the department is not reducing
and is in the process of hiring, said

Clapper.

The Housekeeping department
is currently trying to provide

weekend service. This will be a
very difficult task unless the
dormitories cooperate, according

to Clapper, because Housekeeping
is now restricted by a union
contract to 16 staff members on
the Sunday shift.

In tiM News
Scholarship applications available

Applications for several na-

tional scholarships are cur-

rently being accepted by the
honors department. Deadlines
and descriptions for these
scholarships are as follows:

Rhodes and Marshall Scho-

larships: Two-year post
graduate studies in England.
Applications for the Villanova

nomination are due Sept. 15.

Fulbright Scholars: One-
year independent study and
research in a foreign country.
There are 500 scholarships
awarded annually. A mandato-
ry meeting will be held Sept.

16, at 4:30 p.m. in the honors
office.

Truman Scholarships: Four-
year full-tuition to current
'sophomores with a demon-
strated commitment to a career

in government. Applications
are due Sept. 15.

Post-graduate study in Sco-

tland or Scandinavia: Scottish

ancestry or Scandinavian lan-

guage required, respectively.

Further information and
applications are available in ,

the honors office, located on the
fourth floor of Falvey Memorial
I-ibrary. N.E.F.

AAUP chapter honored in LA.

New fire alarm

system installed
By NATALIE McKENNA

Villanova University is current-

ly installing a campus-wide fire

alarm system that is projected to

have a total cost of $4 million to

$5 million.

Approximately $1 million was
spent last year to commence the

installation -of the new alarm
system in the residence halls,

according to Dr. Richard A. Ne-

ville, vice president for Student

Life. An additional $1 million will

be spent this year before the

system is fully implemented in all

University housing facilities.

Installation in the dormitories

should be complete by October.

The system, installed by Pang-
borne and Co., Inc., will be
"much more sophisticated and
sensitive" than the existing sys-

tem, according to Neville.

Neville, a member of Villanova's

fire and safety committee, stated,

"The new system will make it

easy to know where the fire is."

The Pangborne system in-

cludes boxes, positioned outside of

the buildings, which have lights

that indicate the floor on which
a fire alarm has been activated.

According to Neville, Pang-
borne was among three firms

bidding for Villanova's fire alarm
system contract. The firms were
given the specifications required
for the University to comply with
a state ordinance which mandates
an upgrading of the existing
system by 1989.

Pangborne, explained Neville,

offered the University the best bid

and was contracted to implement
the University-wide system.
After the completion of the

project in the residence halls, the

system will be installed in the

University's academic buildings

and dining facilities.

The entire system will be ex-

tensively tested for reliability, and
the conversion from the existing

fire alarm system will follow.

The goal of the fire safety

committee, according to Neville, is

to "have the entire system tie into

a central on-campus location."

This will permit the earliest

possible detection of fire and will

facilitate the execution of evacua-

tion and fire-fighting practices.

This goal, however, will not be
reached for three to four years,

according to Neville.

v<Dobbin named fo

Affairs
By SHARON A. WATERS

The Rev. Edmund J. Dobbin,

O.S.A., was recently named asso-

ciate vice president for Academic
Affairs. The new office was added

in order to complement the other

associate vice president for Aca-

demic Affairs position, which is

held by Dr. Charles L. Cherry.

The addition of the new po6itk>n

will alk>w Dobbin to concentrate

on long-range academic plans for

Villanova University. According

to badcground information pro-

vided by Dobbin, bit icsponsibil-

ities tndude oooducting and over-

sediv studies concerning short

and kmg-raage academic plans.

impieicntit recommendations

resulting from the various aca-

denic pnjpra** cvihitions pres

ently beiog conducted at the

Uaivientty ami aaaisting the vice

pMaadent lor Acaiemic Alfairs in

faoihy matters.

Mao. aa amamber oi the dtptrt-

Witt

sessions at Villanova from 1973
to 1986. He also currently serves
as a member of the Provincial

Council of the Augustinian Pro-

vince of St. Thomas of Villanova.

a position he has held for six

years.

Uobbm served as a member ot

the Board of Trustees at Villanova
University from 1979 toJuly 1987,

resigning in accordance with
Board regulations upon accepting
appointments to University fa-

culty and administration
positi(Mis.

Dobbin said he is "interested in

seeing ViUanova University from
the inside and on a different level"

and described his job as placing

"a primary emphasis on academic
planning for the future."

In other administration news,
the Rev. William A. McGuire.
O.SA, willmovefrom his poaition

as asaistant to the dean of the

CoUiie of Arts and Sdenoea to

aaaalMifdireetor far AthMca lor

Baiiliip and PMUliaa itaftli«

KuM C. Blllt. olSLten ol tha

CoUiHi of Acta and Soionoia.

The American Association of

University Professors (AAUP)
chapters at Villanova Univer-

sity and Adelphi University

were joint recipients of the

1987 Beatrice G. Konheim
Award for providing leadership

in advancing AAUP principles

in academic governance.

The awards were presented
June 19 at the 73rd Annual
Meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of University Professors
in Los Angeles. Prof. Edwin

Goff, president of the AAUP
Villanova chapter, accepted the

award on behalf of the chapter.

The Beatrice G. Konheim
Award is given to a chapter for

outstanding achievement in

furthering the association's

objectives in academic freedom,

student rights and freedoms,

the status of academic women,
the elimination of discrimina-

tion against minorities or the

establishment of equal oppor-

tunity for all faculty members.

M.M.S.

Students win Pa. accounting award

(ffie photo)

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice preS'
ident for Student Life.

Two Villanova seniors re-

cently received scholarship
awards from the Pennsylvania

Institute of Certified Public

Accountants (PICPA). Carol E.

Orrson of Forty Fort, Pa., and

J. Stephen McNally of Church-
ville. Pa., were awarded $700
and $1,400 scholarships,

respectively.

Orrson. holds the office of

chaplain of the Delta Delta

Delta National Sorority and is

a member of the honor societies

Beta Gamma Sigma and Phi
Kappa Phi.

McNally is a member of

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,

the Accounting Society and
Villanova Crew. He has been
awarded membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi
and Order of Omega honor
societies. M.M.S.

Forum to discuss Judge Bork
By LYNN PERDEK

Villanova will present a forum
on Wednesday to discuss the

issues surrounding President
Reagan's nomination of the Hon.
Robert Bork to succeed Justice

Lewis Powell on the U.S. Supreme
Court. The panel discussion spon-

sored by Villanova's sociology and
honors departments, will focus
upon the importance of the pol-

itical philosophies of this conser-

vative nominee.

According to Dr. Peter Knapp,
sociology professor at Villanova,

the Bork nomination is important

as a fundament^rl shift in the

Supreme Court, which quite pos-

sibly could establish issues for at

least 30 years. Knapp added that

the nomination of a person with

Bork's political philosophies is a

radical departure in a conservative

direction from any positions es-

tablished in the law.

Knapp stated that one of the

most controversial aspects of

Bork's political philosophies is

that of "original intent." Bork
believes that the U.S. Constitution

should be looked upon from the

standpoint of the Founding Fa-

thers of this nation rather than
interpreted as modem-day inter-

pretations of the basic principles

of the Constitution. This affects

the debate over the issue of the

rii^ts covered in the First Amend-
ment of the Constitution. Original

intent provides that the freedom
of apaach protected in the First

Amendment only adheres to pol-

itical viewpoints and does not

apply to criliciam of political

fimna or to oratocting a iournal*

iat*taiM€«.

Bork'i political views do not fall

within the scope of views held by
either the conservatives or the

liberals, according to Ronald
Dworkin in an article in The New

•

York Review. Dworkin states that

Bork is a constitutional radical

and that the nomination is the

climax of the President's ambition
to freeze the institution of the

Supreme Court, for as long as

possible, into "an orthodoxy of the

president's own design."

The panel will focus upon three

issues which promote great pol-

itical concern when discussing

Bork's nomination. The most
Controversial issue is that of

original intent. Another important,

issue to be raised is that of judicial

restraint, where the question is

raised as to what d^ree judges

should take an active role in

establishing jurisdiction. Bork
believes that courts should be

extremely reluctant in shaping
the law and assuming too much
power into their hands, as he
stated in his well-publicized 1971

article in the Indiana Law Journal.

The third issue to be debated
is the question as to whether
Bork's nomination should be
reviewed on the basis of his

professional competency or on the

basis of his political philosophies.

Bork is the third appointment

to the Supreme Court during the

Reagan administration, and is

expected to change what ifor many
years had been considered a liberal

institution. According to Dworkin,

Bork will upset the balance in the

court that Powell had provided,

and make the Supreme Court a

seat of right-wing power long after

Reagan's administration has
ended.

The forum will be held at 2:30

p.m. Wednesday in Connelly Cen-
ter. The panel will consist of Peter

Sevareid, a professor at Temple
Law School, the Hon. Frank
Hazel, former prosecutor and
Arthur Donato Esq., of the Del-

aware County Association of

Defense Lawyers.

Chariotte Watson,

secretaiy, dies at 53
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Charlotte A. Watson, who
worked as a secretary at Villanova

University for 36 years, died of a

heart attack in her home Aug. 24.

She was 53 vears oM.

Watson, who started working
for the University after high

school, served as the secretary to

the pvitidant for 27 of her 36 years

at the Univeraity. During that

time she worked with five differ-

ent University presidents, includ-

ing the current University Pres-

idient, the Rev. John M. Driscoll.

O.S.A. Co-workers described Wat-
son as "very toyal, both to the

University and to friends."

Watson never married. She is

survived by five sisters and a
brother.

Funeral services were held Aug.
27. at St. Matthew's Roman Cath
olic Church in Conahohocken. Pa.

The burial was at St. Matthew n

Cemetery. Conshohocken.
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student is counseled to four ses-

sions. This situation is worsened
because "Students lack transpor-

tation and. without insurance, the
funds for a private therapist," he
said. "Much work is needed in

developing a better referral sys-

tem," he concluded.

Shriberg also questioned the
lack of a 24-hour counseling
service, citing that Residence Life

needed help with emergencies at

night and on weekends. "Many
campuses have counselors in

residence or at least on call. You
have neither," he said.

Shriberg commended the plan
to hire a full-time drug educator,
stating that "An expanded drug
education program is badly
needed." Also, the infirmary
should aid in this effort, he said.

"The Counseling Center needs
to be a stronger resource for drug
education, stress management,
interpersonal issues . . . they need
to expand their preventive and
educational activities," he
concluded.

Infirmary
"The infirmary is not well-

respected by the students. I was
told this many times," said
Shriberg.

Also, Shriberg questioned the
need for a special athletic infir-

mary. "The athletic department
has its own health service, with
a full range of physicians available
only to athletics ... I am told this

occurred because athletes weren't
receiving the help they needed
from the infirmary."

He recommended the expansion
of the infirmary's services "to

educate and promote wellness."

Much could be done in the area
of "preventive health activity," he
said.

"As you consider building a new
[infirmaryl facility, I strongly
urge you to consider putting
health and counseling together"
to "focus on campus health
issues," stated Shriberg.

Praise for administrators
Shriberg praised several admin-

istrators in his report. For in-

stance, he described the Rev. John
P. Stack, dean of students, as a
"well-respected person on campus
... I think you are very fortunate
having a dean of students with
such skill and concern."

Also, he said that Vice President
for Student Life Dr. Richard A.
Neville is "very well-respected on
campus" and "knows the Univer-
sity well, relates well to

students."

Shriberg also commended the
presence of the Rev. Robert J.

Martin, O.S.A., an attorney, in the
position of assistant to the vice

president for Student Life. "An in-

house lawyer is an unusual and
very special service. Some very
interesting research has been
done" by Martin, he said.

Residence Life

Shriberg recommended co-ed
residence halls and suggested St.

Mary's Hall as a good dormitory
in which to experiment.
"Many Catholic colleges have

co-ed facilities. They usually are
safer, quieter, treated better and
have less inappropriate sexual
activity," said Shribeiig.

He also advised that more res-

idence halls were needed and
hoped that the University could
eventually house 80 percent of its

students on campus. "You offer
an excellent resident prdp^m for

freshmen and some sophomores
and then you force them to live

in communities that don't want
them. I recommend you use your
new property and build different

kinds uf residence options," he
Haid.

While Shriberg praised the
Residence Life staff, and described
the halls as "wdlrun." he det-

cribad the dorm conditions as
"filtliy"mi *'a diifraoe." He alM
nuiad, "TMmi don't fM (imi

He suggested that the Mainte-

nance staff shouk) report to Res-

idence Life, commenting, "Clear-

ly, they are not communicating
now."
Shriberg also was concerned

that male housekeepers and se-

curity guards can sometimes be
found in women's dormitories late

at night or in the early morning,
in violation of the dorm visitation

rules. "I share the concern of your
women residents and feel this

situation is 'fraught with
danger,' " he said.

In addition, he said that more
adults, such as young faculty, are
needed in the halls. "If you want
to work with students, you need
to be accessible and available at

all hours. A homogenous com-
munity of 18- to 21year-olds with
no. one else in residence is not

educationally effective. I com-
mend the adults who now live in

the halls." Currently, "The fa-

culty don't feel welcome in the
halls," he said.

Shriberg also suggested offering

more activities at night in the

halls.

Food Services
Shriberg said that the students*

desire for multiple meal plans

"appears to be a reasonable re-

quest." Furthermore, he said that

most campuses offer multiple
meal plans, and a similar program
could be developed at Villanova

without any additional costs.

He also advised that "food
should be linked to the residence

program in a more meaningful
way."

»•
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Security
"Security is a most distressing

situation. People have very little

faith in the security system and
consider it arbitrary and capri-

cious," said Shriberg. He cited,

"Students and staff told me rul-

ings and interpretations come and
go ... I heard too many stories

demonstrating Security's lack of

common sense."

Shriberg also criticized Secur-

ity's publication, "Parking by
Permit Only," which he described

as a "poor public relations piece."

However, bhnberg did say that

Security officers "can be educated
to become part of the campus"
with the aid of Student Life and
"campus linkages of all sorts." He
also advised that Security report

to Neville. "Security people are
trained to accept orders and need
the kind of orders they will get

from Student Life, stressing link-

ages, listening skills andcommun-
ication," he said.

In addition, Shriberg recom-
mended the hiring of students for

Security jobs "to start building

bridges" between students and
Security. Currently, "Students
believe the Security officers are
out to 'get' them," he said.

The "Viliaiiova Way**
After speaking with students.

Shriberg said, "There seems to be
two aspects to the *Villanova

Way' las students call it|: Students
are treated like children and
nothing ever gets changed.'*

Shriberg said students think

that if they try to salve problems

on theirown, "they were ignored,"
but if their pamts intervened,

"|he problem would be solved."

He continued, "I also heard
several stories about infleiuble

administratorsand staff nnwhtri
who would not bend a rule even
when oomnon tcnte dictated
mkatmim . The stuiinu itatid

they are usually treated as 'bad'

children."

Shriberg suggested creating an
ombudsman who would aid stu-

dents, with their problems and
serve as a link between students

and the administration.

In a related issue, Shriberg
stated that "Many members of

the Student Governimfrit feel

ignored." He advised the Univer-

sity to deal with major issues

raised by Student Government
and to "respect and support the

elected student leaders.

"I am told this year 11986-87)

you have a stronger Student
Government than in recent years.

I think this is to be applaud^ and
is something you should want to

build and support," said Shriberg.

Diversity of Students
Shriberg recommended several

steps to create a more diverse

student body and criticized several

areas which dealt with this

subject.

For example. Shriberg said, "If

Villanova University wants to

increase the number of black
students on campus, and I salute

you for trying, you must build

support systems to retain them
... or you will continue to have
substantial attrition."

He also said that the University

had "brought in quite a few more
black students" for the 1986-87

school year.

In addition, Shriberg stated

"Students of other religious tra-

ditions do not feel particularly

well-supported on campus ... I

think you need to-do more if

Villanova University is serious

about bringing in people from
other traditions."

Also, Shriberg held "real con-

cerns" about the International

Student Advisement Program.
"You don't have a host family

program, an orientation program,
airport pick-ups, and the In;terna-

tional Association is weak. If there

is a guiding philosophy or a set

of goals for International Student
Advisement, it is not evident.

"You are not providing adequate
services to these stuints," he
concluded.

Shriberg also questioned why
foreign students were brought in

"primarily from China or India"

and enrolled in "one of two specific

academic programs:
"These international students

are also tremendous resources for

the rest of the Villanova commun-
ity, but are not being included in

campus life," said Shriberg. He
recommended creating a "task
force" to "review the goals" of the

program.

He also advised that a day-care

service and more social activities

should be available for "adult
learners." Shriberg said that more
ways should be found to "inte-

grate the adults" with coll^[e-age

students. "This wouM help the
quality of life on campus, in

general, since Villanova Universi-

ty is so homogenous," he stated.

Student Activities
Shriberg described the Student

Activities staff as "impressive."
He praised the yearbook, radio

station WKVU, the Association of

Commuting Students and the'
VUlanovan, and said, "Many of

your clubs appear to function
well." He also stated that Student
Activities offers an "extensive
menu" of clubs and organizations.

However, "Many of the dubs
and organizations do not have any
space aiKl several are crowded
into substandard space.'* he stat-

ed. ShribeiiK said tius pttMeni
could be solved if Connelly Center
were expanded.
Shriheri was also concerned

about "the quality of curritulai
life" on caaqpos. InteOectual,
cultural and even iodil«ctivitiM
need expansion and
puuminc madal . .

.

naaitto

cocurricular activities with more
seminars, more theme days ..."

He also stated; "MOien I re-

viewed your student activities

menu, I didn't know I was on a
- Catholic campus!" More programs
dealing with issues such as peace
and justice should be created in

order to "reflect the bask: Catho-
licity of Villanova.

"The students shouldn't be
expected to handle this effort on
their own." said Shriberg. He
recommended the creation of a

"University Task Force for Co-
Curricular Programming" to han-
dle this issue.
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Off•Campus Students
Shriberg praised the Off-

Campus Residence Office, stating.

"The personal concern and service

there is wonderful." However, he
said more could be done to "find

listings and help to mediate
problems."

Also, services need to be in-

creased for off-campus residents',

many of whom are "lonely, unin-

volved and uninformed," said

Shriberg. "Many new efforts will

be required to bring the off-

campus residents to campus for

participation in co-curricular
programming," he stated.

Fraternities
Shriberg recommended that the

University "accept fraternities as
a reality and work with them."
He stated that there are some good
fraternities which should be "re-

warded and encouraged,'* while
others "need to be firmly dealt

with."

Shriberg opposed the "fresh-

man rush" early in the first

semester, which existed when he
visited but was abolished in the

spring. "The message given to.

a

student the first week of school

is to join a fraternity. What many
students feel you are really saying
is to get off campus, because that

is what fraternities mean at

Villanova University," he said.

In addition, non-sanctioned
fraternity houses should also be
"dealt with," said Shriberg.

Orientation
Shriberg praised the freshman

orientation program as an enjoy-

able experience which seems to
prepare students for campus life.

However, he said the orientation

process should continue until

"sometime after*' the first semes-
ter.

Faculty Concerns
"The faculty I met with com-

plained about the quality of pro-

gramming OR campus, and I fed
they need to be part of a new
mechanism that has responsibil-

ity for oocurricular programming.
They need to be invdved with
most aspects of Student Life,"

said Shriberg. He also stated that

there was a "communication
problem" between faculty and
Student Life staff.

Another issue of faculty concern
was the difference in raises and
benefits between faculty and
administrators, according to Shri-

berg. "I recommend you give

faculty and administrators the

same benefit package. It is divisive

for a few dollars to create a
different class of citizens on the

. . . campus," he said.

Judicial Affairs

"You have too many cases and,

probably, too many rules. Clearly,

the rules should be simplified and
then consistently enforced," said

Shriberg in his assessment of

Judicial Affairs.

Shriberg also questioned the

allowance of "mercy appeals,"

stating that on most campuses,
"factual discrepancies or some
charge of bias" are the only
grounds for appeal.

"I heard several tinjes from
students that they believe a call

from a parent with a special plea

for *mercy' will get them off the
hook. There is a feeling that the

system can be bypassed. This
should stop," he stated.

Connelly Center
Shriberg described Connelly

Center as a "show place" for the
University. "It is very weir run.
is creatively designed, the food

service is stellar, the listening

rooms, the new travel bureau and
the game rooms are all state of

the art. It is a first class facility,"

he stated.

Also, Shriberg implied that the
student center should be open
more hours. He said that the
center "is run as a business" and
is only open "at the most cost-

efficient times ... If it is truly a
University resource, then [it]

needs to expand its hours." he
concluded.

Other Issues
Shriberg praised the music

department, calling it "an excel-

lent program with a strong admin-
istrative director." He was also

"impressed" by the Pep Band's
"spirit and sense of community,
as well as their music." In all, he
described the program as a model
for all co-curricular activities.

The peace and justkse program
also received high praise from
Shriberg, who commended it as
"superb. " He sUted, "You are
starting to deal with, the crucial
issues of our time. The numbers
of students Involved are small and
it's an uphill battle, but you
appear to be heading in the right

direction."

Graduate School dean
(Continuedfrom page 1)^

on the original Faculty Research
Program Committee that initiat-

ed, oraanized and established
polky for what is now the Faculty
Summer Research Program.
Later in the 1970b Zicgler co-

chaired the Task Force on Grad-
uate Programs for .the
presidentially-appointed Comoiis-
sioii on Univenity Stmctnre and
Pr^frams. a ooauMoaioa then
chMisd with the raopMMikility of

everything possible to promote
academic, excellence in existing

graduate programs," said Ziegler.

"As I see it, research and schol-

arship are an integral part of

achievinig and maintaining such
exceHenoe.

"As academic space and resour-

ooa pemit m the future, I believe

that there should be room in the
Graduate School ol Liberal Alts
and Sciences for several small/

doctorate prograau in

19
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By NOEL E. FALCO

In a Sept. 3 interview Phil

Brach. Student Government pres-

ident, reported his plans for the
year.

"I took two courses during the

summer session in order to have
a lighter load now to work on
Student Government affairs. I did

a Jbi of administrative work this

summer, organizing the different

departments and files," Brach
said.

Brach stated that one project he
worked on extensively this

summer was "the creatk)n of a

political journal for national pol-

itical issues" that would be a
quarterly publication operated at

the college level with funds sup-

plied by the Center for National

Policy, located in Washington,
D.C.

"I k>bbied a lot in Washington
along with Student Senator John
Lewis for the money to start this

project," added Brach.

According to Brach, the direc-

tory was also a big project and
that currently the project is "way
ahead of schedule since informa-

tion was sent to upperclassmen
during the summer."
Brach said that he also attended

the National Student Government
workshop with Terese Fusco, vice

president, and 200 student gov-

ernment body presidents from
across'the country. The workshop
was a half-week project that took

place in Georgetown and allowed

student governments to compare
projects and work styles.

Speaking of issues that Student
Government is concerned with
this year, Brach said that there

is "not one No. 1 issue for the

whole Student Government, but
one for every department

In the academic affairs depart-

ment, the biggest concern is to

review academic advisement.
Secondary issues involve follow-

ing up projects from last year,

such as the implementation of the
new grading system, academic
scholarships and academic finan-

cial aid.

Brach said that the top priority

»n the internal affairs department
is the implementation of the
"damp campus" policy and the
sponsoring of "responsible alco-

holic social events and on-campus
social life.

"We worked on this toward the
end of last year. It was a big thing
I ran on in the campaign. It is a
mandated issue the students are
asking for, so I will do everything
possible for that," added Brach.
Secondary issues in this depart-

ment will be co-educational dor-

mitories, visitation policy and a
used book exchange. Also, there
will be plans to investigate cam-
pus Security and continue work
on vandalism and environmental
issues.

A new issue for Brach is the
residential life rule codes: "Resi-

dential life is too overly legalistic.

We will work toward a simplifi-

cation of rules . . . Right now they
are creating more problems for

themselves then they're solving."

In the external affairs office, the

(Photo by NuriM)

Phil Brach, Student Government
president, discussed his organi-
zation's agenda for the coming
year in an interview thin week.

main concern is to continue to

work through the "town and
gown" committee in order to

lessen the housing problem, to

improve voter registration, to

research traffic problems at Lan-

caster and Ithan avenues, to speed

up the installation of traffic

signals and to improve overall

traffic safety on campus.
Brach said another new issue

he is working on is to convince
local bars to have certain nights

when 18- to 20-year-olds are
allowed in without drinking. He
added that in researching the
legality of the idea, if it is illegal,

it will be "a tough fight. If not,

it will just be a matter of convinc-

ing the bars ... It will be a rotation

system in which each bar only
volunteers once a month."
One final comment from Brach

was that the budgetary affairs

committee is working with the

Senate to keep the tuition increase

much lower in percentage. "There
will be an increase but it is a
question of how much. You won't
see a double digit percentage in

increase," Brach predicted.

Tailgating policy questkined
By NOEL E. FALCO

"There is no change in the
tailgating policy, and the Student
Life organization is the same as

last year," said Bill McDonough,
director of marketing and promo-
tions, in an interview Sept. 8 to

answer confusion concerning the

need for football tickets to

tailgate.

McDonough sent out letters

over the suipmer encouraging
students to purchase season
tickets that stated, "This year, in

order to enjoy the tailgating before

each home game, it will be neces-

sary for you to have a ticket to

the football game . . . These foot-

ball tickets will allow you to all

of the tailgating privileges before

each game."
In order to clear up confusion;

McDonough stated, "I wanted to

impress the students to purchase
tickets ... not stated in the letter,

because form letters only have so

much room, but implied was that

tailgating comes along with the

football game. If there wasn't a
football game, there wouldn't be
tailgating."

He said, in a previous interview,

that, "The hope was the kids

would go to the game after tail-

gating ... We want the kids to go
to the game."
McDonough said the only re-

quirement is that students buy
season tickets if they want tickets

for Parents' Weekend and Home-
coming, but that sometime before'

the first game, those without
season tickets might be able to

buy tickets for these games if they

are not sold out.

"We really felt that students

who bought aeason tickets should

get first crack at the games," he
said.

McDonough added that at Ot

Sept. 8, with three waaks left to

ID bafoM the firat fMM. mom
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close to 2,000.

"We are going to sell more
tickets than any other year," said

McDonough. "It means the stu-

dents are behind us ... I don't

think it has anything to do with

the letter ... we are a lAA team
playing some good teams this

year."

As to the mix-up over tailgating,

McDonough said that Gary Bonas,

assistant director for Student
Activities, and Student Activities

were not involved.

Bonas said that the idea had
never been explained to him, and
that he would encourage such a

practice, except that he is not

certain how to implement control

over such an accessible area. He
added that the policy will be the

same as last year.

Students questioned on the

confusion all seemed to be under

the impression that tickets were
needed to tailgate, but most
bought their tickets to support the

football team, regardless of

tailgating.

One student, Mike Kearney,

said, "You have to have a football

ticket to tailgate — that's what
the letter says ... I bought a ticket

to support the football team. Some
of my friends have bought tickets

just so they can enjoy tailgating

on Saturday morning. They (stu-

dents) should want to definitely

go out and support the football

team."
Sophomore Laurence Briody

stated, "I bought them because
the indication I got from the letter

was that you couldn't get into the

tailgates without them. I do plan

on going to the games, but I did

it to assure that I would get into

the tailgates ... another reason

was because my parents might go
to Parents* Weekend ... I feel that

I was misled. I don't particularly

feel real upset about it, because

I would have gone to the games
anyway."
Other students added that they,

too, had bought tickets in support

of the football team.

However, Sophomore Rich Mej-

zak said, "I believe it to be out-

and-out deception. It's a concept

that's leading to profit ... They
should try to stir pride in the

football team. They're using alco-

hol as a lure. The same thing that

they prohibit, they're using for

their own benefit."

Ned Thompson, also a sopho-

more, added, "It should not be the

policy of a Catholic school to

mislead its students and parents."

National News Notes
Rev. Curran to teach at Cornell
The Rev. Charles E. Curran,

the theok)gian who was sus-

pended from the Catholic Uni-

versity of America last year, is

now teaching Catholic studies

at Cornell University.

Curran has created contro-

versy with conservative Cath-

olics with his progressive views

about abortion, contraception

and divorce, arguing that under
some circumstances they may
not be absolutely wrong.

The church could revoke
Curran's teaching mandate,

making it impossible for him
to teach at Catholic University

again. Curran, however, re-

fuses "to change the sub-
stance" of his views.

- Curran is striving for acces-

sibility and humanity in the
church. "There are problems
that need talking about," he
said. "Questions pertaining to
life, death and human sexuality
are central to our lives as
human beings and
Christians."

K.M.R.

Student named to board of trustees
A 21-year-old senior at Mont-

clair State College of New
Jersey recently became the first

student in the school's history

to have full voting rights as a

member of the board of trus-

tees, according to a Newark
Star-Ledger report.

Michael Rodak of Hacken-
sack, NJ., had been involved

with the issues of student
representation since his fresh-

man year and was sworn in

during the Montclair board's
first meeting of the new fiscal

year.

The law which gives Rodak
the right to vote with the eight

other members of the board-

was signed by Gov. Thomas
Kean last fall and makes New
Jersey one of three states,

including Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts, to have this

type of student legislation.

K.M.R.

Letter says Libya funded liberals
A recent fundraising letter

signed by the Collie Republi-

can National Committee
(CRNC) claimed that Libya's

leader Moammar Khadafy has
given leftist U.S. campus
groups $300,000 to "turn inno-

cent young students away
from their parents" and to

"turn America back into the

seething cauldron of disrespect

and violence of the late '60s."

The antidote to the problem,

the signer of the letter said,

was to give money to the
College Republicans.

The letter is signed by David
Miner, the College Republi-

can's former national chairper-

son, now the political director

of the North Carolina Jack
Kemp for President campaign.
Miner admits writing the let-

ter, but otherwise refused to

comment.

The groups that supposedly
received the money, as well as
the U.S. State Department,'
deny Libya has funneled money
to any American college
groups.

Newgrading system
decision stiil pending
By SHARON A. WATERS

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, is

currently considering two Uni-

versrity Senate resolutions re-

garding a grading system incor-

porating minuses into the present

"plus" system and the distribu-

tion of a written explanation of

grades at the beginning of each
semester, according to Carolyn C.

Lea, recording secretary for the

University Senate.

The Senate passed both pro-

posals March 20 and forwarded
the two resolutions to Driscoll

April 4. According to Lea, a letter

was distributed stating that a

decision is expected in the near
future.

According to Lea, if Driscoll

approves the two resolutions, he

will also decide when the new
policies would go into effect.

Arguments supporting the new
grading system included more
accurate grading and stopping
grade inflation. Dr. Bernard J.

Downey, former dean of the Grad-

uate School, objected to the reso-

lution in March because he
thought the distinction between
grades with both pluses and
minuses would not be significant

enough to allow for a margin of

error in grading.

Dr. Angelo Armenti Jr., dean of

University College, agreed in

March, yet said he considered any
grading errors to be minimal
because there would be more
degrees of grading.

Arguments for a written defi-

nition of grades included enabling

students to understand more
clearly how their teachers defined

grades and developing a common
agreement about grading between
students and teachers.

University upgrades residence halls
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

The installation of new washing
machines and dryers was among
the numerous improvements to

the resident halls completed this

summer. Not only were old ma-
chines replaced, but there are also

plans for several new facilities in

Stillivan and Stanford halls, ac-

cording toChristopher M. Janosik.
dtrcctor of Residence Life.

Aftar a icven-year contract

wMi SdPR Automated Services

expifed June 30, Villanova con-

tmaitA with Cakoo Laundfies, a

iMil MMMy bMd in Wast

bidding process. Caleco Laundries
then installed the new machines
during the month of July.

Solon Automated Services made
several promises in their bid to

continue servk:es, but they were
rejected. Janosik stated, "Solon
Automated Services had not been
very prompt with response to

requests for repair and had not

responded to requests to replace

machinery that was habitually

breaking down."
The new washing machines

and dryers cost 75 cents a load,

an increase of 25 cents from the

previuuii machines. However,
immik slranaid tiMU the dryii«

cycle is for a full hour, one-half

hour longer than the previous

service. "Students will be getting

a complete service," stated
Janosik.

Many students said that tidy

facilities that effectively clean

clothing are worth the extra cost.

Design work for new laundry
facilities in Sullivan and Stanford

halls has been completed, said

Janosik. Washing machines will

be k>cated in the old photography
laboratory area of Sullivan Hall

and a remaining portion of the old

cafeteria in Stanford Hall. No
actual construction on these facil-

ititt baa hipNi, but the work

primarily involves "just runnmg
some water lines" into the rooms.

Janosik stated that he hopes the

facilities will be completed bv Fall

Break.

Additional improvements to the

dormitories include the recent

installation of vertical blinds in

Stanford, Sullivan and Sheehan

halls. Residence Life also recarpet-

ed Fedigan, O'Dwyer and Chxh\

Counsel halls. 90 rooms in Stan-

ford Hall and the ground fUM>r of

Sullivan Hall.

Good Counsel. Moriaritv and
O'Dwyer hailn received new bedit

and mattrtaisa.
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Asbestos found>

I (Continuedfrom page I)

"It is my understanding that

the third floor was off limits after

I
June 12 while the cleanup and

.> testing were done." said Martin.

"At around the same time we
received the report from Clayton
... persons we don't know the
identity of made reports to OSHA
lOccupational Safety and Health

Agency
I

... reports that there

were possibly unsafe conditions

. because of the asbestos in the

. building. That prompted us to

take further steps" to ensure
saftey, stated Martin.

Martin said it was his under-

standing that the air quality in St.

Mary's Hall was within safe

levels, though, after the first

cleanup.

ABK Environmental, a test

company, was brought in around
Aug. I and did more air testing.

According to Martin, ABK Envi-

ronmental recommended that Vil-

lanuva replace shower curtains •

and mattresses, which the Uni-

versity did, and that the Univer-

sity have the third floor corridor

ceiling encapsulated.

The asbestos was not removed
(the EPA only requires grammar
schools and high schools to remove
asbestos, Martin said) but, in-

stead, a heavy latex paint was

used to encapsulate the ceiling to

ensure that no asbestos could

come down, according to Martin.

Between Aug. 19 and 28, Martin

said, a company known as DAS.
did further cleanup work.

Immediately before the building

opened, ABK Environmental ad-

ministered two tests of the air

quality in St. Mary's Hall. The
less sophisticated of the two tests,

called the PCM test, indicated

that the amount of asbestos fiber

in the air was within "permissible

limits," said Martin. A more
sophisticated and expensive test

called TEM was also used. Martin
said that the results "came out

extremely well ... at times zero

[asbestos fibers per cubic
centimeter)."

Martin's unoiiiciai guessti-

mate" of the cost of the entire

operation was between $100,000

and $150,000.

Asked if the asbestos could be

loosened by students throwing

balls against the ceiling, Martin

said. "My understanding is that

the R.A.s have counselled the

students to leave the ceilings

alone . . . and we will continue to

monitor that."

Martin thought, though, that it

would require drilling into the

ceiling to cause a problem.

Ml continue
intersecHon work

(FNtPtwlo)

The Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.SJV.,
assistant to the vice president for
Student Life.

Martin also stated that a 1984

survey done by Clayton Environ-

mental indicated that other build-

ings on campus do contain asbes-

tOSj_

K March 1986 Villanovan ar-

ticle quoted Thomas N. Trucks,
director of Maintenance, as saying
with regard to asbestos in build-

ings on campus. "Asbestos is only
dangerous when it is airborne and
breathable or could become air-

borne. It is not a health hazard
as long as it is contained."

Martin was unaware of what,
if any, further plans the Univer-

sity has with regard to asbestos
on campus.

BybANTEJ.SCALA

A construction project in the

intersection of L^caster and

Ithan avenues is designed to

install new telephone cables to

alleviate area demands by the end

of October, according to Charles

E. Mahan, assistant manager of

the conduit department of Bell of

Pennsylvania.

Currently, workers are restor-

ing the road according to Pennsyl-

vania Department of Transporta-

tion (PennDOT) regulations, said

Mahan. They recently completed

the rebuilding of an approximately
40-year-old manhole as part of the

project.

The road restoration should be
done by the end of next week,
weather permitting, stated Ma-
han. After that is completed,
workers will begin installing the

new cables, he said.

The installation process will

not require as much space on the

road as the restoration has, said

Mahan.

The project began in late Au-
gust, according to Mahan.

II.IMToTHC

New donnitories

Alumni Hall roof repaired
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

The roof of Alumni Hall is

currently being replaced at a cost

of $60,000 because, "there were
severe problems dealing with
leaks in the root." Thomas N.
Trucks, director of Maintenance,
said this week.

Trucks stated, "The company
started working on the repairs al

the end of July and they are

expected to finish sometime this

week."

At the end of last semester.
Trucks requested money in the
budget so that the roof of Alumni
Hall could be totally replaced.

Once the budget was approved,
John Muller Roofing, Inc. was
contracted to begin working on
Alumni.

Trucks stated. "We will also

be doing some work on some

of the other buildings that are

having problems." According to

Trucks, Maintenance tries to

correct all problems that they

become aware of as soon as

possible.

Third-floor residents of Alumni
Hall have complained of noise

problems in the early morning
from the construction.

(Continuedfrom page 1)

Villanova meet a township var-

iance that requires the University

to provide one parking space for

every three students living on
campus.

After many setbacks, including

an appeal from surrounding res-

idents of Radnor Township, Vil-

lanova has agreed not to build any
additional residence halls on
south campus after the construc-

tion of the proposed dormitories.

The University has alsoconsented
to reduce the number of floors in

each dorm from four to three.

After Villanova received preli-

minary approval from the Radnor
Township Board of Commission-
ers for the construction plans, a

group of Radnor Township resi-

dents, who live adjacent to south
campus, appealed the decision to

the Radnor Township Zoning
Board on the grounds that Villa-

nova was violating a township
variance.

According to township law,
Villanova must provide 2,000

square feet for each living space

available. Stack said the Univer-
sity used the entire University
property to determine the footage.

The township residents, however,
appealed that Villanova could only
include the south campus proper-

ty. The zoning board upheld the
Board of Commissioners decision
and indirectly (because the Uni-
versity was not named in the
court case) ruled in favor of
Villanova.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, said, "It's a
shame. The University was sin-

cerely trying to build these dorms
as quickly as they could in order
to take students out of the neigh-

borhoods. The neighbors hurt
themselves the most by delaying
for over a year."

Brach also mentioned that the

University incurred added ex-

penses in order to build the
residence halls faster. Villanova

elected to forego the bidding
process and hired a construction

manager, a more expensive option,

according to Brach.

ViUanova
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Auditions!

If you have
school spirit

and love to

dance . . .

Come to

try-outs!

Clinics: Tues. , Sept. 1

5

7 p.m.-9 p.m.

&
Wed. , Sept. 1

6

7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Auditions: Sat. , Sept. 1

9

10a.m.-12p.m
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Band
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Stop by Music
Activities in tlie

Basement of
St. Mary's Hall

or Can

S4S-7214
Now.

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

Basketball

& Football

Halftime Shows
No Experience Necessary

Instructionat

Informational Meetings:

Tuesday, Sept. 1

5

3:30-5 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 16
3:30-5 p.m.

East Lounge Dougherty
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John
656 Lancaster Ave,

orns
BrynMawr 525-3667

September
•I
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Calendar

a
Recovery

Day"

NFL Football

in the

afternoon and

John

McFadden

at Night

Music

by

Ed
Arrison

Sundays Mondays Tuesdays Wednesdays Thursdays

t(
Imported

Beer

Night"

99"^ Beers

Every

Tuesday

a Different

Beer

"Comedy

Night"

16 Kevin

Sullivan

23 Pat

Goodwin

30 Chris Rich

"Ladies

Night"

Free

Roses

For The

Ladies

DJ
Howard

Fridays
and

Saturdays

11&12
"The Stand

>>

18&19
"Void Where

Prohibited"

25&26
"Third Wish"
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Football tickets not

needed to tailgate
To the Editor:

I would like to make a service

announcement to the Villanova

student population. I am referring

to the letters sent out over the

summer by the department of

athletics' office of marketing and
promotion. These letters signed

by Bill McDonough, director of the

department, state that *'
. . . in

order to enjoy tailgating this year

beiore each home game, it will be

necessary for you to have a ticket

to the football game." -

Let me begin by saying this is

not true. I am sorry for those of

you who bought tickets under
such a false premise.

The reason I am writing this

letter is that I am a vice-

chairperson of the Tailgate Man-
agement Team. Along with the

Student Life division, the Tailgate

Management Team provides the

leadership for Saturday morning
tailgaters. (Sorry, there will be no
tailgates before the Thursday
evening game.) Our job is to

organize the registration of tail-

gates, to assign tables, to maintain

control throughout the three-hour

tailgating and then to close down
all kegs and clear off the field in

a timely fashion.

While we are aware that the

legal drinking age in Pennsylvania

is 21, it would be unrealistic and
impossible for us to ensure every

individual on the field consuming
alcohol is of age. For this reason,
I find it particularly amusing
trying to imagine how the athletic

department would proof each

. . . IflmlHfmtkubHiy
mimskigtrybigto

inmglne how Uie

MIetk depminwnt
woMpioof§9ch
tm^atb^ student,

'

parent midshunnus for

a football tkket

tailgating student, parent and
alumnus for a football ticket.

I understand that the athletic

department needs to increase
ticket sales and attendance be-

cause, after all, the purpose of

gathering each Saturday after-

noon is to go to the football game,
not to see how drunk one can get

by 1:30 p.m. However, it seems to

me that a man in McDonough 's

position could have devised a
ticket sales promotion that did

not involve deliberately deceiving

the student body.

Beth Naughton
Class of 1988

Persianmi pefense st^ems
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"1 don't feel that club

sports such as rugby and
crew should have to be

tested."

Elia Di Taddeo
junior

English

On
Campus
ByMARKNUNES

This week the Villano-
van asks. '*How do you
feel about mandatory drug
testing for all athletes.'"

"1 feel that anyone who
represents our school as
Ian athlete should be
tested."

[Mary Theresa Johnson
sophomore

"I feel it is a violation

of the students' rights."

Cindy Buch
sophomore

finance
Colleen Fitzsimmons

sophomore
iitical science

*i feel the newspaper
staff should be tested."

WaltPickell
junior
lance

Because of technical dif-\

\/iculties, there will be ho\

]
pictures this week.

"I believe that anyone
who participates in a var-

sity sport, and represents

Villanova in competition

should be tested."

Beth Osuchowski
senior

computer science

"It's a good idea for

scholarship athlefes and
professionals because they
receive money for what
they do."

John Horan
junior

»litical science

lte>-^«».

T m

Complaining

will get you

nowhere,

Write a letter to us.

a
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HOUSE COUNCIL
ELECTIONS

Don't Forget to Vote

Sept 171
Interested Students may obtain a

nomination card from any
Residence Life staff member.

Cards are due by Sept. 14 atS p.m. m 220 Tolentine.

REFRIGERATOR DELIVERY
SCHEDULE

Sullivan 6-6:30 p.m.

Sheehan 6:30-7p,m.

Simpson, Delurey, O'Dwyer 7:1 5-7:30 p.m.

Morlarty •••• 7:45-8 p.m.

Good Counsel 6-6:30 p.m.

St. Monica 6:30-7 p.m.

Katharine 7-7:30p.m.

Stanford 7:30-8 p.m.

Coor, Alumni, St. Rita's, Austin ....... 6-6:30 p.m.

Fedlgan •• 6:45-7 p.m. mfrp\hn^^
St. Mary's • 7:30-8 p.m. CjuJuJiu LLLi-D

Ctieck schedule above for the times the truck wiU be near your hall

Please be on time and bring your white receipt card with you

KSM RMFFLE WIMMEKS
RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCUTION
DOUQMEIITY RM. 21 5-EXT. 721

••••••
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RED HOT

John Barleycorn s
656 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr 525-3667

presents

Import Night
ti'fII'
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u ?• EVERY
TUESDAY
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Special

Sept. 15 MotoonOoMenAle
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European travelaidsmorethan studies
By THERESA JONES

Imagine Christmas and New
Year's in Frankfurt, West Ger-
many; the month of Fel)ruary in

Munich, the home of Oktoberfest;

Easter in Jerusalem; a birthday in

Salzburg, Austria; and 15 rolls of

film covering six and one-half

months and about a dozen
countries.

That very briefly summarizes
my semester in Europe. There is

no such thing as a typical semester
in Europe^ because for every
person in whichever city or coun-
try he or she chooses, the spec-

trum of opportunities is different.

For myself, choosing to study
in Salzburg provided me a great

starting point for further travel

— not that that had any influence

on my choice. No, of course not.

But I certainly don't regret the

trips to Italy, Hungary, Greece,

Israel, Egypt, Liechtenstein, Ber-

lin, Denmark.
It would be impossible to relate

all of my experiences, and to say

it was "great" or "fabulous"
simply does not do it justice. It's

like trying to capture the Alps in

a picture as you stand in Liech-

tenstein, smack in between Aus-
tralia and Switzerland. It just

doen't cut it.

What I can do is encourage
freshmen and sophomores to

seriously consider a junior year

abroad, and experience it for

yourselves. For upperclassmen,
perhaps a summer program or a

few weeks backpacking is more
reasonable. At any rate/'Let's Go,

Europe" as the book says.

I went to study in German-
speaking countries, Germany and
Austria, but the amount of knowl-

edge I gained above and beyond

the language and culture is

immeasurable.

I talked politics with Israelis,

while the banks of the Jordan lay

some 20 miles across the Dead
Sea, plainly visible. You can

believe their perspective is not the

same as that of the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

I experienced the feeling of East

and West Berlin, which is a

completely different thing than to

understand that there is a wall

which divides the city.

I visited museums, but even

better I saw the actual buildings,

paintings, sites and places which

up until then had only been

pictures in a textbook or slides on

O.C. chronicles program
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

As r nervously opened the letter

I had waited so long to hold, a

million questions raced through

my mind. Did I make it? If I did,

wUI I be good enough? Will they

like me? Will I make friends?

Insecurity surrounded me as I

read the letter that stated I was
selected to be an orientation

cotinselor for Orientation '87.

The excitement of being chosen

lasted throughout my summer. I

could not believe I had been
chosen to be an O.C. I had wanted
to be a part of the New Student

Orientation program ever since I

went through it freshman year,

just one short year ago.

I was anxious, nervous and
thrilled to be a part of such a

special and unique program. Re-

membering freshman year so

vividly, I recalled how my O.C.

helped me. Now I had the chance

to help other new students.

When I arrived at school about

a week before the arrival of the

new students, I found myself
feeling like a freshman myself;

moving into a new room with an
unknown roommate, probably a
senior who knew the ropes a little

better than myself.

I felt lost and scared as I stepped

into our first meeting. I held the

same apprehension I felt on the

first day of classes at a new school.

Only a few faces were familiar,

the rest a sea of smiles and
laughter. A smile broke onto my
face as well when I realized that

I had no need to worry.

Everyone was genuinely friend-

ly, not plastic smiles or quick nods

of recognition, but truly nice

people who were interested in

meeting you.

Wandermg around the meetmg,
I felt a tap on my shoulder, and
1 turned to face a smiling red-

haired girl who was to be my
roomie for orientation. She was a

seni6r, and she did know more
about life at VU than I did. but

that turned out to be a major

bonus for me. She immediately

made me feel comfortable and
accepted. A smile from her put me
at ease at orice.

When all the O.C.'s divided into

their Steering Committee groups,

I wandered away from my room-

mate, and sat with seven new
strangers who would turn out to

be my source of strength, support

and laughter throughout
orientation.

We were a group of unique,

different people who, without

orientation, would probably never

have met. Three seniors, two
juniors, and one sophomore (my-

self), all with totally separate

interests and groups of friends,

could not have gotten along any

better if they tried.

Never before have I been intro-

duced to a mixed assortment of

people and become so close with

them in such a short period of

time. We did everything together

from the early hours of the morn-

ing until very late at night.

The amount of information we
learned throughout the week was
never paled by the laughter we
shared or the special times when
we talked about each other's

problems, secrets and dreams. I

got ttrknow each member of my
steering group by not only watch-

ing them, but by talking with each

person, one on one, learning what
made them tick and what truly

special people they are.

We became a family, involved

with each other's lives in a small

way, sharing each other's joy.

They are friends I know I can

count on forever.

As time continued, the steering

groups began to branch out, and
the entire orientation staff began

to spend more time together. New
friendships were made, old ones

intensified.

I found myself enjoying the

compwrny of people I had only been

acquainted with before, learning

Computer fairexhibits wares
ByJOEMcGOWAN

On Sept. 16, UCIS (University

Computing and Information Ser-

vices) will once again sponsor its

Computer Fair at the Villanova

Room of Connelly Center. The
fair, at which 10 computer manu-
facturers and vendors will be in

attendance, will be held from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m.

The purpose of the fair is,

according to Dan McGee, manager
of the Academic Services depart-

ment of UCIS, to show off the

latest in computers to all members
of the Villanova community. The
fair is directed especially toward

the students, who will be able to

talk with UCIS people about the

computer hardware and software

on display and discounts available

on the«quipment.
With this purpose in mind,

UCIS will publish its Compmier
Buyer's Guide, which will be

dittributed at the fair to aid those

i« the market for computer
c^itipiiient.

AMonf the maior computer
iiMMuiactufBra with rapreatnta-

J (Photo coortesy of UCIS)

TW UCIS computer fiar wOl be held Sept. 16, froni 10 aan. to 5 p.«i.

in the Villanova Room.

tives at the fair will be IBM, Apple.

Zenith and Radio Shack, and
among the vendors will be Soft-

ware City, Software Galleria.

Pennsylvania Computers, Com-
puters Plus and University Buai-

neaa Machines.
All ci the participating viwdari

will ollfr atudant diaooiMils that

will be effoctivc for at loaat ao

days after the fair.

Among the tables featuring the

offerings of the manufacturers

and vendors will be one manned
by UCIS staffers, who will be

there to answer questions on the

dbpbys and demonstrations and

to aaaiot faculty and students in

salactiMi thecomputer best suited

to thair indivkhiil naads.

the wall. A walk through the
Coliseum or a camel ride around
the Egyptian Pyramids at Giza
make textbooks obsolete.

I learned a lot about myself as
well. While I was in a program
with plenty of other American
students, I was still very much on
my own in a completely new
culture.

One has to learn to be open to

some things never considered

before, like going to the home of

your taxi driver for "Egyptian
hospitality." in this case a dinner
of buffalo meat (which actually

wasn't that bad, and that comes
from a near-vegetarian!) I loved

my independence, traveling with
just a backpack, and the interac-

tion with as many foreign people,

places, events (and foods!) as I

could find.

Though I was learning every-

where I went, I was havmg an
awful lot of fun doing it. Part of
the German cultural experience
has to include the beer halls, the
beer gardens and the bakeries for

which the land is famous.
The Austrians love to have

Fests anytime, and believe me, it

is not difficult to entertain your-
self if you have a sense of
adventure.

Friends ask me, "How was it

in Europe?" and the reason I
;

cannot say much is that there is
i

just too much to say. I have been
spending hours assembling my
scrapbook, and for every picture '

from those 15 rolls of film, there
is a story to go with it — stories

(Continued on page 19)

(Photo by Vezina)
This shot, taken high atop Dougherty Hall, depicts the graduation
date of this year's freshmen.

things about them that I had
never known in the past. Making
close friends with whom I could

laugh and talk was a very special

part of orientation.' My family of

seven grew, to 120 people that I

could seek out and talk to when-
ever I needed a friend.

As my week of training con-

tinued, my knowledge of what to

do for the new students increased,

and my anxiety of being unpre-

pared began to fade as a new
worry arose. Will I be able to give

my new students all the informa-

tion I have learned and make them

feel accepted by the school and
more importantly the people here?

I wanted to be a friend to them
all and let them know that they
could count on me for anything
from advice on school concerns to

personal problems. By Friday of

orientation training, I was ready
for the 21 new students whom I

was to "orient."

Meeting the new students on
the first day of orientation was
probably one of the most tension
filled days of my life. I was so
nervous that they would not like

(Continued on page 15)
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^^- The network that is

behind the terminai

By JOE MCGOWAN

While in the llate 1960s Villan

ova University's computer capa-

bilities were divided into two
centers, one for administrative

services and the other for those

academic, with the rise of compu-
ter usage and the computerization

of more and more processes and
systems, the need arose for a

single center to collect and optim-

ize the school's resources.

Thus was born UCIS, the Uni-

versity Computing and Informa-

tion Services, an organization

that is really more a network that

handles nearly all of the univer-

sity's computer needs.

UCIS has since grown into an

intricate network with three

public computer centers in Men-

del, Hartley and Tolentine Halls,

maintaining over 100 terminals

and 60 personal computers. De-

mand has become so great for

terminals and PCs that one of the

three public sites is kept open 24

hours a day, seven days a week.

The core of the UCIS network

consists of four mainframe com-

puters, three VAX systems and

one IBM. The three VAX compu-
ters are used largely for academic

services and the IBM for admin-

istrative processing (such as

student records, grades and course
schedules) and large faculty sta-

tistical research projects.

All of these resources are linked

together in a single network

BYTE LINE
UwttfaMy CwM^mina wtf MenwaliM Scnrict*

VM.4N*.!

Published six times a year, the Byte Line is UCIS*s newsletter detailing

new computer developments and services offered by UCIS, as well

as practical advice on computer and software purchases.

accessible to anyone with a valid

account. Accounts are opened

with UCIS and consist, in the case

of student users, of the student

number with an additional pass-

word, though the usage of the

system does not entail any cost.

Access to the system and the

maintenance of accounts is the

responsibility of the technical

services department of UCIS.

In addition to technical services,

there are five other departments
which together comprise UCIS.
The department of operations

handles, not surprisingly, the

operation of the mainframe com-
puters while that of telecommun-
ications runs the university phone
system, including the transmis-

sion of both voice and data
through the phone lines.

The department of administra-

tive services maintains student
record information, which the

information center assists in

UCIS's computer seminars and

offers consultation and training to

administration users.

The department of academic

services has a whole host of

responsibilities including: consul-

tation for students, faculty and

staff on the computer resources

available at Villanova; the main-

tenance of the Mendel, Tolentine

and Hartley computer sites (which

includes the employment of over

80 student consultants); the prep-

aration and offering of various

computer seminars and work-

shops, and the publication of the

Byte Line, the UCIS newsletter.

Over the summer UCIS in-

creased the number of terminals

at the public sites to meet the
demand for use, but the demand
may be such that a fourth VAX
mainframe computer will be
necessary.

In Room 55 of Mendel Hall,
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O.S.A.

Two particular events this

coming week will signal some
important concerns forodr Chris-

tian community at Villanova. The
first, a 6 p.m. mass on Sept. 13
to be held at the duPont Pavilion,

will inaugurate the beginning of

the school year in a formal way
by asking God's blessing upon our
efforts to grow in wisdom and in

faith.

Because we believe that higher
education offers us an opportunity
to search for truth in its many
forms, and because we believe

that part of that truth has been
revealed in the person of Jesus
Christ, it is fitting that we begin
the first semester with a renewal
of our commitment to the pursuit
of knowledge and the affirmation
of faith. We hope that all students,
staff and faculty who share these
common goals will join in this

celebration of God's Word and
Meal.

In addition to this inaugural
Mass at the Pavilion, there will

be an initial meeting of the Vil-

lanova Peace Community at 8
p.m., Sept. 14 in the Center for

Peace and Justice Education,
Sullivan Hall.

The Peace community is a local

chapter of the international Pax
Christi movement, whose
members are dedicated to seeking
nonviolent answers to the many
conflicts of life. All are welcome
to join.

We often get mad at ourselves;

we frequently find fault with

others; and within the nations of

the world we see power politics

and the domination of the weak
and oppressed by the strong and
rich.

Jesus, however, invites us to

work for justice in p)eaceful ways.

The Villanova Peace community

is committed togathering regular-

ly for prayer, reflection and action

for peace. Nonviolence is not a
passive response to conflict, but
a moral stance requiring patience,

courage and the ability to make
the voice of God present in the

affairs of the world.

As the new school year bc^ns,
let those of us who profess our
faith in Jesus the Lord, gather in
prayer for God's blessing, and
renew our efforts to make the
peace of Christ come alive in our
hearts.

'We the People'

events
Sept. 12 Black People of Philadelphia — 1787: Framing of the

Constitution. Celebration Tour — Mother Bethel
Church (6th and Lombard). Noon. Information: 893-5358

Sept. 12/13 Hispanic Heritage Festival —Judge Lewis Quadrangle.
(Free). 1-8 p.m. A festival of 21 Hispank: groups featuring
folklore, fun and food. Information: Bd3-5358.

Sept. 16-20 Stars and Stripes Forever
—

' Shubert Theatre (Broad,
south of Locust). 8 p.m. The Pennsylvania Ball€;t*s

program of All-American dance selections, including
music by Geot^ge (iershwin, Leonard Bernstein. John
Philip Sousa and the first ballet ever produced to
Benjamin Franklin's String Quartet. Information: 978^
1400.

Sept. 17 We The People 200 Parade - 9 a.m. (free) Beginning
at Front and Chestnut Streets, a parade recreating the
Grand Federal Procession of 1788 and a parade of the
people will conclude opposite the Philadelphia Museum
of Art.

The Ceremony — Independence Hall. The three
branches of government created by the Constitution —
represented by the President, Chief Justice, and
leadership of Congress — will lead a rally for the
Constitution. Underwritten in part by the William Penn
Foundation.

Celebrate America Picnics — Penn's Landing. The
ultimate American picnic, including live entertainment.

We the People 200 Television Special- Convention Hall.
6-8 p.m. America's top entertainers gather to salute the
Constitution with song, dance, comedy and drama.

(CourteHy of Wine & Liquor Quarterlies, Inc.)

Welcome to Who Knpws, Who Cares orientation . . . this year's
slogan is Come Alive With Wildcat Snide . . . please don't sit

on my knees ... knees ... need ... we don't ikeed these new
hanging parking stickers . . . what is this? . . . Villanova 's answer
to fuzzy dice? . . . well, it ceruinly is a gamble trying to find
a parkin^^ apac^ .-. ^'the only space weve seen was between
the security guard's ears . . . ears . . . eyes , . . eyesore . . . boy,
they did a great job hiding those air conditioning units behind
Sheehan ... be careful you^don't walk into the green fence that
hides them ... it blends with the grass so well . . . well, another

- day, another $500 for the bookstore . . . who ever heard of

standing in line for hours just to hand over all youf money . .

.

speaking of being held up . . . how about that construction on
Lancaster Avenue? ... we didn't know construction workers had
summer vacations too . . . well we have some constructive
criticism for that mandatory football ticket/tailfi^te idea . . . Get
real . . . don't worry underclassmen as long as you have your
fake ID and your fake football tickets ... Who knows, who
cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board

FOOTBAL
DON'TMISS OUT

BUY YOUR

TICKETS NOW!

John BarleYcorn's
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr 525-3667

presents

COMEDY NIGHT
'X - V '

every Wednesday
Sept. 16 Kevin Sullivan

23 Pat Goodwin
i> I

>,

'y 30 Chris Rich
After the show, live music
featuring B<kMe Afrisoo
Show ^l^tis ai to

.^t-v^'if' a
... t,
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3y R. MICHAEL BULLQTTA

It is September 1987 and
summer has once again changed
into fall. Yes, it is back to school

and time to return to the good life.

Dirty clothes will lie around for

weeks, and the decorator of choice

will be Anheuser-Busch.

Before we move ahead into fall

and a new school year, let us first

take a brief moment to reflect on
the elusive concept of summer.

^adly enough, summer has
slipiied through our fingers again.

Where did all those hot, tropical

aftiernoons and balmy summer
nights go anyway? Perhaps, we
should ask our bosses. I am, of

course, referring to those same
wonderful people who had the
nerve to deprive us of ever reach-
ing our full tanning potential.

They make us do meaningless
tasks for hours on end so that we
may be able to afford that compact
disk player after only two more
summers and a handsome 25C
raise. But do not get me wrong.
I am not denying that the onion
ring cook at Burger King is a vital

part of our overall political pro-

cess. I am merely suggesting that

summer days are better spent at

the Ijeach sporting some Jams and
one's favorite pair of cheap sun-

glasses while sucking down a few
cold ones with the buds. I sincerely

hopeeveryone had the opportunity

to do some of that over the past

few months.

Now it is back to school, but do

not despair. Because this may be

the real vacation. Where else can

you sleep until 11:30 a.m. every

day and be finished by 2 p.m. only

to dash off to the nearest pub for

a pre-happy hour party? Of course

you will have a few homework Before I finish I want to leave

assignments thrown in there you with this thought: Do not take

somewhere, depending upon the life too seriously and have fun,

teachers you take. The key to your because these are the best years

success is to find a balance. of your life.

Coming Up . .

.

Sept. 11

Snofkin

Does anvwe mave A com hanger?

"Outrageous Fortune," 6:30 & 9 p.m., Connelly Center
Cinema, $2.

Sept. 12

Cultural Film Series - 'The Emerald Forest." 7 p.m.,
Connelly Center Cinema, free.

Sept. 13

"The Emerald Forest," 3:30 & 7 p.m., Connelly Center
Cmema. free.

Sept. 14

"The Emerald Forest," 7 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema,
free.

Sept. 14/15 ,

RSA Carpet Sales in the quad.

Sept. 15

Villanova Student Union, recruitment meeting, 7:30 p m
Villanova Room.

Sept. 16
Villanova Committee for Philadelphia Homeless, informa
tional meeting, 6:30-7:30 p.m., Alumni Gym.

Sept. 16

Cultural Film Series - "Trial by Jury," "Inherit the
Wind." 7 p.m.. Connellv Center Cinema, free.

Sept. 17/18

"Star Trek IV." 6:30 & 9 p.m.. Connellv Center
Cmema, $2.

Sept. 19

Cultural Film Series - "The Official Story." 7 p.m..
Connelly Center Cinema, free.

Sept. 20
"The Official Story," 3:30 & 7 p.m., Connellv Center
Cinema, free.

Sept. 21
"The Official Story," 7 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema,
free.

H

VILLANOVA COMMITTEE
1^bl FOR THE PHILADELPHIA HOMELESS

This year, record numbers will

a home in the paper

Information

Meeting:
Wed. Sept. 1

6

-i^'
•*-^. Commitment:

Wed. Sept. 20

^>- ^-•&-'

:*->>5i

Alumni Gym
6:30 p.m.
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New KSn JMSVBf0li OptHMt
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

This year the Resident Student

Association (RSA) includes the

new position of social awareness
officer (SAO) on its executive

board and on the individual house
councils. Paul Clementi, a senior

economics major, is the social

awareness officer for the RSA
Executive Board.

One of the responsibilities ot tne

social awareness officers on the

house councils, according to Cle*

menti, will include serving as a

"reference point" to enable stu-

dents to know where to go to get

involved in issues.

In addition, Clementi said, the

SAOs are responsible for finding

out "what is of concern to stu-

dents . . . and programming differ-

ent events" to enable members of

their residence halls to be involved

in social issues.

Information provided by Cle-

menti stated that SAOs of the

individual residence halls will run
programs addressing issues of

concern "with the assistance of

the executive board SAO jClemen-

ti|, the Center for Peace and
Justice, Campus Ministry and the

office of social actions."

Each residence hall must com-
plete at least one service project

per year which the SAO is respon-

sible for organizing.

In addition, the SAOs will

participate in planning social

awareness events for the entire

campus.
"The ultimate goal (of the new

positions
I
... is to create a greater

awareness of the campus com-
munity, of what goes on beyond
the world of Viltanova." said

Clementi. "It's very easy to get

caught up in classes and the social

aspects of being a college

student."

According to Clementi, the new
position has been under discussion

for several years. Clementi said

that the Rev. John P. Stack.
O.S.A., dean of students; Daniel
Remley, assistant director of

Residence Life for housing ser-

vices; and Naomi Karem, last

year's RSA president; were in-

strumental in developing the new
position.

Clementi said "tentative" plans

are under way for a Lenten service

project involving volunteer work
in Philadelphia. In addition, three

lectures have been planned for

this semester, including an Octo-

ber lecture on Nicaragua, a No-

vember lecture on nuclear disar-

mament and a December lecture

on a topic yet to be decided.

Clementi stressed that the
social awareness aspect of RSA is

only one of three aspects. He said

RSA is also involved in planning

social events and responding to

t he environmental concerns of the

campus.
The individual house councils

are composed of seven people —
a president, a vice president, a

secretary/treasurer, a communi-
cations officer, an environmental
officer, a programming officer and
a social awareness officer — plus

representatives of each wing of

the hall.

According to information pro-

vided by Clementi, "Members of

each house council assist the

residents by running hall events

of not only social, but also cultural

and educational natures, by keep-

ing alert and informed as to

environmental needs, and by
acting as a liaison between the

residents and the Residence Life

staff."

Members of each house council

work in conjunction with the

members of the RSA executive

board. This year's executive board

members are Conine Kohl, pres-

ident; Elia DiTaddeo, vice presi-

dent; Jill Mortimer, treasurer;

Lynn Callahan, secretary; Mary
Jo Yannacone, programming offic-

er; John Horan, environmental

officer; Catherine Healy, com-
munications officers, and
Clementi.

Elections to the individual

house councils will take place

Sept. 17 from 4:30-7 p.m. outside

the dining halls, said Clementi.

Nomination cards can be obtained

from resident assistants and are

due Sept. 14.

Information on positions in the

house councils can be obtained at

the RSA office in Room 215 Dough-

erty Hall or by calling 645-7210.

SAFERIDES

TWOV/ HIM AGAINST TIC inEE, IFNC STICKS MC^S READV

Word of the Week
Choose the best definition for the word.

AGRAPH

a) a soft, loosely twisted thread or yarn

b) to put abruptly or violently

c) a small unleavened loaf eaten by Muslims during the month
of Ramadan

d) the little wire twist over the cork of a champagne bottle

John Barleycorn's
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr 525-3667

Yes Our Kitchen

is Always

OPEN
7 Days Lunch and Dinner

Late NightMUNCHIES

Wed. Lunch
ITALIAN BUFFET 1 1 :30-2:30

FIMC

f f »

Wimk features

peggee sun splash
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By VICKI DiSTEFANOAND
KiUSTIN A. SWITALA

Welcome Back Weekend con-

cltided with a reggae bash Monday
aftemoKHV in the Alumni Grotto.

The Interfrateroity Council/Pan-

hellenic Council/VilUnova Stu-

dent Union-sponsored party drew
a Villanova crowd that danced to

Jhe jamming sounds of Sons of

Ace, and feasted upon barbecued

chicken and potato salad, provided

by the Connelly Center and Vil-

lanova Food Services.

According to Gary Bonas, assis-

tant director of Student Activities

and advisor for the event, the

reggae theme was a natural. "We
, thought it was a fun idea. It

'^[reggae I fits the end-of-the-

summer mood."

Thanks to Bonas and the other

organizers — Nick Worthington

(IFC), Ann Ryan (Panhel) and
Karen Laughlin (Union) — the

reggae picnic was an exciting

success. Hundreds of Villanova

students and fans of the reggae

band, Sons of Ace, came to listen,

dance, sing and picnic.

Providing the smooth,Jamaican
atmosphere. Sons of Ace per-

formed both original tunes and
cover versions, including UB40's
"Red Red Wine" and "I Got You
Babe."

A multi-talented family. Sons of

Ace literally means "the sons of

1Richard I
Ace." Reggae veteran

Richard Ace arranged Bob Marley
hits, "Hurts to be Alone," "Catch
a Fire," "Simmer Down," and
toured as Jimmy Cliff's musical

arranger and director.

Now he leads his four sons —
Rkhard, Jr., Ricardo« Franz and
Craig — in the band and has
released two singles, "Every
Dreadlock A No Rasta" and "Mash
It/' on his own recording label,

Jah's Music.

Since arriving from Jamaica in

1982. Sons of Ace has toured the

East Coast, playing mostly in

Atlantic City and Philadelphia.

Favorite college gigs include Bryn

Mawr College, St, Joseph's Uni-

versity, Temple University and

Princeton University. Twice an-

nually Sons of Ace rocks Haver-

ford College.

The impending success of Sons
of Ace is no surprise to Richard

Ace. "We're in America and we
love it. We have found it easier

to change and learn in America."

According to Richard Ace, next to

Jamaica, America provides the

best environment for reggae music

because of the ethnic diversity of

the nation.

"Reggae is a Jamaican product
which embodies many styles:

rhythm and blues, classical music,
African roots and what is known
as Rastafarian Vibrations."

The Rastas, though not the sole

originators, said Richard Ace, are

largely responsible for the promo-
tion of reggae. "All we did was
slow down the blues," declared

Richard Ace.

Gaining popularity in Philadel-

phia, the band was a success at

Phillyfest and will appear at

Penn's Landing on Sept. 18.

(Photo courtesy of Jah*s Music)
The reggae band Sons ofAce highlighted Monday's Welcome Back Weekend picnic.

Traveling through the old country
(Continued on page 13)

1 will remember as part of the

most exciting six and one-half

months of my life so far (at least

until 1 go back and do it again!)

One final plug: Villanova now

has a study-abroad director, and
information can always be ob-

tained from the foreign language
department. If you have never
thought about a year or semester

abroad, at least consider it, and
if you are considering it now, do
something about it. I would be
willing to bet a 'Salzburger Nock-
erl' you will not regret it.

Word of the

Week
Solution

AGRAPH

d) the little wire twist over

the cork of a champagne

bottle.

Puzzle answer
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ALL FRESHMEN, UPPERCLASSMEN
AND PAST MEMBERS

If youYe interested in radio and
contributing to a worthwhile

project, then come to the

WKVU Recruitment Meeting
on Sept. 1 5 from 5:1 5 p.m. to

6 p.m. in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall.

We are looking for anyone who is willing

to contribute at least 3 hours a week
to the station.

Be a part of the station while we begin

to change the future of WKVU and also

work for our FM license.
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Lectures

V^illanova Student Union
Executive Board

Performing Arts

Applications Available In Studant

Union Office, Connelly Center

vill.\r\ovA iirMon

1972

Due Sept. 18

Recruitment

OF THE STUDENTS
— BY THE STUDENTS
— FOR THE STUDENTS

"Come Share The
PRIDE"

Vlll.\f^v^V.V llI\KMi

1987

k
The Union is the largest programming board on campus and would like

to see you as an active member and share in our 15th Anniversary.

— SeDt 1 5 — — VILLANOVA ROOM
7:30'p.m. CONNELLY CENTER -

. ( J _ ( • J ^ C- J _ C J _ (.~0 _ CO _ ( O ^< ^J ( J f J _ I
~

A TTENTION
ALL STUDENT

Bands/Performers

Auditions For

BETTF SHELLEY
MIDLER LONG

IH»[lliK1 6:30 & 9 p.m

\\

Tewiace"

FORTUNE
^2

C.C. Cinema

This Montii

Thmcis I.M.I hasmadaadanld'
-(ntsoBiiMimmri'ncMovics

mwm^,
.22E' •Btvai

Applications

A vallable

In The

Student
*

Union

Office

Thurs. 17 & Fri. 1 8

6:30 & 9 P.M.

^2 C.C. Cinema

CULTURAL nunSERIES

"Bosk

twfmMel

Get
Psyched
For An

Unbelievable
Semester!

/
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/ lvi«iif jfocf would malM an
«w<Mom« D,C, and congrat-

uMtofis on patting aocapfad
MmiEMl9Ullthlnkfou9f
coaH

POUND:
Owing th% Oifanlalfon Pro-

gram: two ftracalafs; one

gold, ona paarf. To claim 9—
CMS Ly9km9k, D99n U Sfu-

dants OMc; 213 Dougltarfy

Hall.

Group #29/
You guys an thB best ^
Oatalls on party soon.

Natalie

To the Sisters and pledges of

AOPI,
Welcome t}ack! Let's make
tills tlia l}est year ever! Get
psyched for RUSH!

HI Creepy,
Thanks fora grand two weeks

of reunion! I love you and
HHonty, too!

Love,

your creep

(Continuedfrom page 21)

denim and leather and ride

motorcycles.

Starring jami Gertz and Corey
Haim as two new members of

town, the title vampires menace
the brothers an|d try to convince

Gertz to become one of them.
Haim runs to Corey Feldman and
Jamison Newlander to help him
save his brother and the three

discover the vampires* secret.

'^TheXoet Boys" h not billed

as a comedy, but there are some
lighthearted moments to offset

the terror. The acting is realistic

in the film and never do you feel

like you are watching the char-

acters do something out of con-

text. The effects that irecommon
in any vampire movie are "mod-
ernized" and unique, adding tothe
overall effect of "The Lost Boys."

ROBOCOP
The most recent of the above

films, "Robocop^' can still be, and
should be, caught in the theaters

if you have not seen this effective

sci-fi shoot-em-up. Peter Weller

stars as a police officer who is

brutally murdered by a gang of

criminals and whose body is Itter

transformed into • super rolxitic

cop capable of doing the work of

a number of normal officers.

Nancy Allen also stars as Weller's

former partner who recognixea

Weller's personality and memory
intact inside the robot.

Needless to say. Robocop goes
on to take care of a few criminals,

blow away Weller's murderers
and prove itself as a viable
member of the police force. The
effectsare great in this film, the
story is well-thought out. and the

overall influence of "Robocop" is

a desire to see the movie again.

Although these movies were the
best this summer, other notables

include "The Believers." "The
Gate," "The Stepfather, " "Go-
thic ' and "Rawhead Rex." Iron-

ically, the only sequels offered this

summer were the worst films of

the season, if not all time. The
bozo award must be given to

"Creepshow 2," "House 11: The'
Second Story" and "Jaws: The
Revenge" as the most boring,

stupid, idiotic, worthless, 1-want-

my-money-back movies.
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MASTER OF CLINICAL
IMMUNOLOGY DEGREE
HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY
A 2-vear program to propar* ttudonts

for caroors as suparvisors of
Clinical Immunology Laboratorias.

Requirements are: A Baccalaureate Degree
and GRE or MCAT Tett.

for more detail* contact:

OR. E. FREDERICK WHEELOCK
Dept. of Pathologv

Broad & Vine, Phila., PA 19102

448-3760

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
CONVOCATION LITURGY

(TO BEGIN OUR NEW SCHOOL YEAR!):.;-
For All Members of the Villanova Community

... Students, Faculty and Staff.

Sunday, September 1 3, 1 987
duPont Pavilion

6 p.in.

This will be the only Campus Ministry Mass this Sunday,

K
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PIZZA

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $1.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. 4 Sat 11 a.iii.-3 a.m.

Own0dand operated by Vincent Amendola. former owner of Vkicent'a Piize in Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria in West PNMelpNe

NOW HIRING

Large Medium Small

<%

Cheese
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Gabriel, Gem»i& Bowie and Ailams rook
(Continuedfrom page 21)
The energy of the concert held

through to the encores, which
were fantastic. I would have paid
money just to hear the last two
songs. Gabriel did a definitely

different version of **In Your
Eyes." He ended with "Biko," his
song about South African activisb

Stephen Biko.

An African band from Senegal
called Youssou opened for Gabriel.
Members of the band backed him
throughout much of the concert.
Youssou had a good sound, but

in the words of this average
college student, I had no idea what
they were singing about.

BOSTON/FARRENHEIT

By RUSS CECCOLA

Boston ended their hiatus from
music last year with Third Stage
and supported the album this

summer on tour with Farrenheit,
a band not worth mentioning.

Boston tore into "Rock and Roll

Band" from their first album and
proceeded to play about two hours
to a crowd that had not heard the
band live for many years. The
band went right through their

biggest hits, like "Piece of Mind,"
"Don't Look Back," and "More
Than a Feeling" before heading
into newer material.

Here Boston made the biggest
mistake a band could ever make.
They ruined any further surprise
and anticipation by playing all of

the songs from Third Stage in the
exact orderof the album. Although
three encores followed, Boston

X'

cheated the audience with their

unoriginal show. One could have
just as easily pulled out the tape
and listened to Third Stage.

The encores included "Fore-
play/Long Time" and a trio of

songs from Don't Look Back.
Despite their mistake with Third
Stage. Boston was still great live

and was welcomed back into the
music world by an eager audience.

DAVID BOWIE/SQUEEZE

By RUSS CECCOLA

David Bowie brought his Glass
Spider tour to Philadelphia's
Veteran's Stadium this summer
along with Squeeze as his opening
act. Although Squeeze managed to

arouse the crowd with their hits,

nothing could prepare the people
for the most incredible and most
successful show of the summer.

Bowie's stage was so immense
that it could not fit in any indoor
halls. Bowie used a stage that

resembled a giant spider, a variety

of very talented dancers, two large

video screens and his creativeness
to put on a two-and-a-half hour
show that proved what theatrical

rock is all about.

As well as playing such hits as
"Let's Dance," "Jean Genie,

"

"Fame." "Fashion," "Absolute
Beginners" and "Blue Jean,

"

Bowie included a lot of newer
songs and the title track from his

latest record. Never Ut Me Down.
The fans biggest gripes were that

Bowie played obscure songs that

they did not know, that he did not
play some of his hits, and that the
concert was more like a play than
a concert.
Those obscure songs, like ones

from The Man Who Fell to Earth
and other albums made Bowie
unique; his earl]^ shows were

always theatrical in nature. Bowie
designed the tour as his last

chance to perform under those
circumstances and to express
himself visually. He deserves
more than complaints from those
who cannot iappj^eciate Bowie's
unique style.

ART, DRAFTING&DESIGN STUDENTS,

lli^han/edielfools

foryourSuccess.
Siudenl Bring your Back to

School lists to

Koenig Art Emporium

where you'll find

everything you

need from brushes,

pads, paints, &
T-squares to tables,

lamps & chairs.

The Plaza at King of
^'^^^S^^^Ousmfr^^

Prussia liiJbu^CMa&^f^f^
Upper Level Next to Seers 337-3177

THE

Large Dance Floor

1 Ft. Screen
Great Food,
inexpensive

2 Pool Tables

TO BE
ilV

1987?

ROGER WATERS

By TIM DANIELS

Roger Waters displayed the
vision behind his new album
Radio HAOS in the Spectrum,
Aug. 24. Mixing in old Pink Floyd

(ConttnHed 4m ptig$ 25)

Qiialffied

Tutors in all

Disciplines

are needed
immediately

for the

1987-88

Academic
Year

Contact

Nancy

White

Office of
• .^. -...

Academic

Advising

2nd Floor

Jake Nevin

Field House

excellent

per/hour pay
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The brothers of

Delta Kappa Epsilon
wisti to ttiank alt ofour friends

wtio supported us fftis past sunwner.
\
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Storm siunintr Stage
(QmHnmdfrom page 24)

music with hie new material,

Waters told the story of Billy, a

handicapped boy who can only

speak over radio waves. When
BUlv decides to scare some sense

into the world, he tunes into

defense computers to simulate
nuclear war, and Waters conveys
the intense drama in the song
"Four Minutes."

Visual stimulation was pro-

vided by a dO-foot circular screen

above the dual level stage, pres-

enting footage of war scenes, pigs

on the wing, old Floyd videos and
missiles descending toward their

targets.

The quadrophonic sound sys-

tem provided excellent acoustics,

and enhanced the realistic sound
effects (rf IS^wheelers cruising by

and helicopters hovering over-

head. Warheads at ground zero

had the audience diving under
their seats.

Waters assembled a top band
that included ex-Squeeze singer

Paul Carrack on keyboards and
also on lead vocals on "Have a

Cigar" and "Money." Also, Mel
Collins appeared on saxophone
fresh from the David Bowie tour.

The chronicle of Billy's fears

ended on an optimistic note with

"The Tide Is Turning (After Live

Aid)," and along with the encore

"Brain Damage/Eclipse."

BRYAN ADAMS/
TOMMY CONWELL

By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Bryan Adams brought his basic

brand of rock and roll to the

Spectrum on June 23.

He opened with "Only The
S;trong Survive" and ran through

a 15-song set. Most of his songs

were from his No. 1 album Reck-

less, but he played several from
Into the Fire, his latest release.

Instead of spectacular lighting

ur choreography, Adams taps his

foot, plays his guitar and gets the

crowd rocking. The wliole Spec-

trum shook as the crowd shouted

along with "Kids Wamia Rock."

while it was a sea of flk:kering

lighters during "Straight From
the Heart."

Other highlights included

"Heaven" and "Run To You" in

whk:h every girl in the audience

was thinking, "Yeah! Please run

to me!"
Tommy Conwell and the Young

Rumblers opened for Adams and
matched his laid-back style.

The Rumblers are the latest

"favorite band in Philadelphia."

Basically, they replace the Hoot-
ers, despite the bands' very dif-

ferent styles. The Hooters were
opening for Adams for the other
dates on his tour, and Rob Hyman
was in the press box at theconcert
watching both acts.

The Rumblers did a 45-minute
set of songs from their Walkin ' On
The H^aferalbum. They performed
"Love's On Fire," "I'm Not Your
Man" and some of their other
songs that have gotten radio

airplay. Everything they say is

true. Tommy Conwell and the
Young Rumblers are a great live

band.

PAUL SIMON

By KEVIN HECHT

Despite a surprisingly small

turnout, political opposition and
the impersonal confines of the

Philadelphia Spectrum, Paul Sim-
on treated an eager audience to

a truly memorable performance
when his Gyaceland tour hit Philly

this summer.
Backed by a band made up of

South African musicians, Simon
artfully put forth a classic set that

contained some new songs, some
cultural African music and a
precious few selections that

reached back to his days with Art

Garfunkel. The concert simply
proved to be enjoyable, education-

al and an unforgettable event that

should not have been missed.

Simon took the stage simply

dressed in a T-shirt and jeans,

contrasted by the colorful cos-

tumes that adorned his band.

Lady Blacksmith Mambazo, and
brought the audience to life with
an inspired rendition of "Boy in

the Bubble" from his album
Graceland, which won a Grammy
Award for best album in 1987.

This album provided a wealth of

material which Simon tactfully

interspersed throughout the

night, including songs such as the

cajun-influenced "That was Your
Mother," the melodic and beauti-

ful "Under African Skies" and the

popular hit "You Can Call Me Al."

Although there were many
empty seats, the small audience

provided a more intimate setting

for Simon. The new material was
well accepted by the crowd, but

the true highlight of the evening

came when he launched into a

brief set of his old classics includ-

ing "The Boxer." "Late In the

Evening" and a beautiful solo

rendition of "The Sounds of

Silence."

TOM PETTY

By KEVIN HECHT

No one has ever accused Tom
Petty of being over-theatrical. He-

has always proven to be simple

and down-to-earth, but his music

has never been anything less than

outstanding rock and roll. Petty

brought his straightforward and

gritty rock sound to the Spectrum

this summer during his "Rock and

Roll Caravan Tour" with the

equally pure rock sound of the Del

Fuegos and the Georgia Satellites.

Petty reached back in time with

"Breakdown" to open his setHhat

lasted for nearly two hours, and
included equally old material such

as "American Girl." as well as

new songs such as "Runaway
Train" and a powerful rendition

of "Jamming I^e. " The 1979
release. Damn the Torpedoes,

provided songs that were the

highlight of the evening, as Petty

brought the crowd to their feet

with "Refugee" and "Here Comes
My Girl," and then treated the

audience to a driving performance

of "Even the Losers."

The evening proved to be Petty

at his peak, showcasing the rocker

in the environment that suits him
best, a simple stage with simple

lighting that lets his music do the

talking. Fans in attendance will

surely attest that Petty is one of

the best pure rockers in the

business.

WHITNEY HOUSTON

By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Whitney Houston is a very

talented singer. However, she

takes herself much too seriously.

That was the impression I was
left with after her concert at the

Spectrum on Aug. 14.

She opened with "Let The
Feeling Flow" from her new
album Whitney. (Ooh! Creative

title!) She also did a number of

songs from her first album, Whit-

ney Houston. (No comment.)

She sounded fabulous, especial-

ly on her latest single, "Didn't We
Almost Have It All." However,

Houston faltered when she did a

medley of other performer's songs.

She did "Control." "Sweet Love"

and "I Love You (Stop)." I sat

there thinking " Why is she singing

other people's stuff?"

She has great stage presence

and works the crowd well singing

to all parts of the audience but is

just too gool and reserved. I mean,

does she ever sweat?

Her last song, "Greatest Love
Of All." written by Philadelphian

Linda Creed, was a show stopper.

Houston dedicated the song to

Creed, who recently died of

cancer.

Kenny G., the pop sax player

was the opening act. He walked
through the crowd with his sax.

playing songs from his new album.
Duotones. In addition, he played

"Songbird" and the notes seemed
to go on forever.

NEIL YOUNG AND
CRAZY HORSE

By TIM DANIELS

Neil Young and Crazy Horse

turned back the clock Aug. 23
with a tremendous show at the

Mann Music Center. Neil opened
the show with "My. My. Hey. Hey
(Out Of the Black)" to kick off a

solo acoustic guitar set. Also
playing piano and harmonica, he

drew upon his catalog of classic

songs, including a rare perfor-

mance of "For The Turnstiles."

Within the Mann's intimate

surroundings, Young pursued
dialogue with the audience that

was not present in his concert last

September in the Spectrum. He
called on the audience to vote for

a song for him to play, with
"Sugar Mountain" getting the

nod.

Crazy Horse joined Young on

stage and launched the electric

set, of three blues tunes, complete

with the use of a saxophone
player. Songs from Young's new
album Real Life, including "Long
Walk Home," were blended in

with the old standbys, such as,

"Powderfinger," "Tonight's the

Night," "Cinnamon Girl" and
some of his typical remote selec-

tions. Young rocked through these

like an energetic youngster, char-

acteristically bobbing up and

(Continued on page 3 1)
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On. the Sisfine •

By MARYJO YANNACONE

Welcome back to the fun-filled

world of movies, music and Hol-

lywood mayhem. Quite a lot has

happened in the past three months
and this is just the place to find

out about it all, assuming you
have not picked up a magazine or

a newspaper throughout the

summer.
Concert-goers faced many a

dilemma, having to choose from

a veritable array of shows, from

Genesis at the end of May to U2
this month.
This flood caused some entertain-

ers nearly as much pain as it did

the teens whose piggy banks could

not shoulder all of their favorite

sounds. The Madonna concert, in

particular, saw a clear cut in

sales, and industry producers
acknowlec^ed an across-the-board

decrease in individual concert
fibres.

A definite hit came our way just

last month on the big screen in

the form of a Mexican crooner

gyrating to "La Bamba." The song

was a smash in the '60s, when
young Ritchie Valens, then just

17years-old, came onto the scene,

'before tragically losing his life in

the same plane crash that took

both Buddy Holly and the Big

Bopper away. The song has soared

to No. I on the charts, and sales

of the single are phenomenal.

In the works is a sure-fire hit

entitled Big Business, slated to

star two of Hollywood's funniest

women, Lily Tomlin and Bette

^. •

Midler. Set in New York, the

comedy revolves around two mis-

matched sets of twins who wind
up in polar social circles that place

them worlds apart from their true

siblinos.

Several actresses have seen fit

to put themselves in print recent-

ly, among them Patty Duke and
Carrie Fisher. Following in the

footsteps of those such as Chris-

tina Crawford, these now-famous
children of once-famous parents

seem to need the opportunity to

speak their piece in the printed

word.

Duke's chronicle. CallMeAnna,
speaks of her childhood, her loves

and her career, while Fisher's

book, Postcards From the Edge,

concentrates more on the drug

and alcohol infested side of the

; i si;* ik .-.»

i

entertainment business.

Fisher's book also differs from

Duke's in that it is semi-

autobiographical, with the lead

character being portrayed in the

form of Suzanne Vale, a 2d-year-

okl actress, . rather than Carrie

Fisher, a 30-ySir-old actress and
member of the new chic club in

Hollywood of the recently clean

and sober.

On a different note, the eternal-

ly clean and sober Clark Kent,

better-known as Superman, cele-

brates his 50th year this winter,

and much is being done to make
this anniversary a special one. To
help the festivities along, Octavia

Press will be releasing Superman
at Fifty a book set to chronicle the

Man of Steel from his debut in

1938 up to the present time, with

special emphasis on the hero's

impact on teens and adults alike

throughout the years.

A final note to all you Trekkies
out there; keep on the kxAout for

the premiere ofa newly syndicated
series, "Star Trek: The Next
Generation." scheduled to air at

8 p.m., Sept. 29 on WTAF-TV
(channel 29). The Executive pro-

ducer is Gene Roddenberry, crea^

tor of the original series, and the
show boasts a brand new cast,

from a British Shakespearean
actor to "Roots" star Levar
Burton.

Stay tuned next week for all the
latest din on your favorite stars

and shows. Before you know it,

we will be welcoming in a new
line up of fall series, so be
prepared.

Pulsations niglit club has something for everyone
By RUSS CECCOLA

If you are ever looking for

something to do or a club to go
to. there just may be the place for

you in nearby Glen Mills. Pulsa
tions Entertainment Complex is

easily one of the largest clubs
around; it boasts an incredible

multilevel inner construction
that features a 28-foot starship
wiih an animated robot named
Pulsar.

Pulsations sponsors many dif-

ferent events. Something is going
on at Pulsations just about every
night of the week — and it is easy
to get to: Just take 320 south to

U.S. 1 south and follow U.S. 1 a
couple of miles past the Granite
Run Mall.

The easiest way to describe
Pulsations without totally confus-
ing everybody would be to describe
a typical week. I will talk about

upcoming special events later.

Sunday is Pulsations' Teen Dance
Party, especially designed for

those under 21 years of age.

Starting at 7 p.m. and running
until 10:30 p.m., the Teen Dance
Party features all of the Pulsations

light and sound shows for those
under 21 There is a $5 cover
charge, proper dress is required

and non-alcoholic beverages are

available. This weekly event is

ideal for those anxious to meet
people and have a good time
without worrying about having
an ID.

Mondays are specialty event
nights at Pulsations, In particular,

what started in the summer, was
very successful for Pulsations and
will be repeated periodically
throughout the year are **Metal

Mondays." Beginning with An-
thrax and Metal Church on June
8. Pulsations now showcases the
best metal acts possible on select

Monday nights. Doors open at 6

p.m., the show starts at 7 p.m.,

non-alcoholic beverages are

served. The best aspect: proper

dress is not required.

The first "Metal Mondays"
ironically proved to be the best

area metal show of the summer.
Metal Church opened up with

"Ton of Bricks," the first song on

The Dark, their latest release. The
song adequately describes what

the fans had dropped on them by

this band. The band's other hits

included "The Dark, ' "Psycho."

"Beyond the Black," "Gods of

Wrath" and the popular MTV
video "Watch the Children Pray."

Metal Church is a band that will

jump into the big time real soon

and proved the best opening act

for what was to follow.

Anthrax is currently touring in

support of their monumental
success. Among the Living. The
band hails from the New York

asa

area and is responsible for making
thrash as popular with metal fans

as it is today. The quintet played

all of the Glen Mills crowd's
favorites, including "Armed and
Dangerous," "Caught in a Mosh,"
"Madhouse," "I Am the Law" and
the MTV video hit, "Indians." For

an encoure. Anthrax performed

"A.I.R.," "I'm the Man" and "God
Save the Queen." The band is

easily at the top of their class and
have achieved worldwide status

in a short amount of time.

Do not think that all of the other

"Metal Mondays ' were not great

— because they were. The other

shows were T.T. Quick, Britny

Fox, Deadly Blessing; Cro-Mags,

Gang Green, Metalwolf; King
Diamond, Trouble; Overkill, Tes-

tament, Hallow's Eve and Great

White, EZO. All of the bands are

great and "Metal Mondays" is the

ideal place to go to for metalheads.

Tuesdays are "Rated R" nights

at Pulsations, the most popular
young adult club atmosphere in

the Delaware Valley. Designed for

those older than 17, "Rated R"
night has become renowned in the

-area. It runs from 8:30 p.m. to 1:00

a.m., with $5 cover charge and
proper dress required.

To keep with the atmosphere,
non-alcoholic beer, wine and cock-
tails are available. Because of the
IJopularity that "Rated R" night
has met. Pulsations has been
listed as one of the hottest area
clubs to attend for those between
17 and 24 in local press. Check
out the action one night and see
what everyone is talking about.
Thursdays through Saturdays

feature the Pulsations Dance
Company on stage performing
stage presentations throughout
the evening. Proof of ^1 is required
and the Dance Company performs

'

from 9:30 p.m. on. Again, proper

(Continued on page 28)
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RHetahtand touokes down on another Waystod day
By RUSS CECCOLA

Waysted is a hard rock band
that has existed in name for five

years and is now vying for success

with the release of their newest

album, Save Your Prayers. The
band consists of bassist and
namesake for the band Pete Way,
guitarist and exUFO member
Paul Chapman, drummer John
DiTeodoro and vocalist Danny
Vaughn.

Waysted has toured with the

likes of Iron Majden and Status

Quo and older versions of the band
played with Ozzy Os^urne. I

recently had the chance to speak
with founder and only original

member, Pete Way. His career

began with English favorites UFO
and he has worked hard through
many personnel changes and four

albums to ensure a place for

Waysted in the music world.

Russ Cectola: You've developed
a lot through the years as a band.
How much of what you're doing
now is influenced by UFO?

Pete Way: The influence is

always going to be there because

it was the first band I was in from

the time I left school and I wrote

a few of UFO's songs, but it's not

a conscious effort. When I left

UFO, I wanted to do something

a lot harder because the band was
getting softer at that time.

Ceccola: I read recently that

you're trying now to emphasize

the music behind Waysted rather

than the personalities in the band.

What can you tell me about this?

Way: That's true. Sometimes, at

body what they should be doing.

Some of them are quite irritating

— trying to ram religion down
your throat.

Religion is fine in itself; we're

all religious in some way. But
what I don't like is people trying

to force you into seeing things
their way.

Ceccola: How did you manage to

find your vocalist Danny Vaughn
(from Brooklyn) and drummer
John DiTeodoro (from
Philadelphia)?

Way: John was a friend of ours

from Philadelphia. We didn't

really have a permanent
drummer. We hired drummers for

studio work and other things, but

wanted a drummer who was
playing with us because he was

dedicated to the band, rather than

because I had guaranteed him a

certain amount of money.

Danny had done some demos a
long time ago with our guitarist

Paul Chapman in Florida. Paul
had come back to England and
joined up with me in Waysted. We
had a few shows in Israel to do

and our singer Fin didn't want to

go. So we tried out Danny, it

worked well and we had a new
singer.

Ceccola: Do you think that the

current lineup is the Waysted that

will continue onward?

Way: I hope so. Most of the

ingredients that are needed in a

band to make it do well are there,

as well as the fact that we all get

along great. We're all into the

same type of music and 200
percent into the band.

(Continued on page 30)

the end of the day, 1 get worried

that people will stop looking at

Waysted as a band and start

looking more at the things we do

off of the stage. So, we're relying

heavily on our music to speak for

us. -

Ceccola: What's different be-

tween the Waysted of today and
the Waysted from a few years ago

when the band was just starting?

Way: The four of us all get along

really well — we're like a team.

As a band, I couldn't wish for a

better group of guys to play with.

We're very professional these

days. That may be the wrong
word to use to describe a t>and,

but it says it best.

The trouble with the Waysted

of before is that it was turning

into "Pete Way and friends" in

that it felt like people were coming

and playing on the album instead

of joining a band — it lacked that

unity that is essential to a band's

success.

Ceccola: Moving on to the album
now, explain the album cover and

why you called it Save Your
Prayers.

Way: Actually, there are two
album covers. The one in England

is a bit different. It has a picture

of me on it because at the time,

we didn't have a good group shot

of the band. For the American
cover, we were looking for some
kind of concept and didn't have

any solid ideas, so we left it up
to the artist.

We called the album Save Your
Prayers for a couple of reasons.

First, it's a message for all of the

people who put us down over the

years. Second, it's meant to give

a kick to all those Bible people and .., *j/,*.vtu t\"w ^ » . »r r^ «f t. ^ n i /^i.

nr^ar-h^^rc that trv tn tpll «>vprv.
Waysted, (1. to i".) John DiTeodoro, Pete Way, Danny Vaughn and Paul Chapman, are jumping

preacners inai iry lo leii every ^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ j^ ^^ ^^^ j ^^ ^ .

j^ j^
.

j release. Save Your Prayers.

John Barleycorn's
656 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr 525-3667
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By JOE MC GOWAN

•Full Metal Jacket"
directed by Stanley Kubrick
Warner Brothers

"The Untouchables"
directed by Brian De Palma
Paramount
****

Two major film directors' long-

awaited releases debuted this

summer — Brian De Palma's
"The Untouchables" and Stanley
Kubrick's "Full Metal Jacket." De
Palma has been out of the cinema
limelight, and out of controversy,

since the release of "Body
Double."

De Palma had promised his

critics that "Body Double" would
contain more of the same elements
that so many of them had found
so disturbing in "Dressed To
Kill," and even more violence than
in his remake of "Scarface."

The prerelease publicity blitz

for "Body Double" did little to

save the picture from its own
failings. The film suffered a

commercial death and was more
sleazy than intriguing.

Thie film to compare De Palma's
1987 "Untouchables " with is

"Scarfacc." Indeed. "ScarCacc"
seemed a contemporary rehearsal
for the gangster saga of
Depression-era Chicago. "Scar-
face," De Palma's semi-fictional'

account of the rise and f^ll of the
Miami cocaine overlord Tony
Montana (played by Al Pacino),

explored the more lurid aspects of

the big business drug industry
and the problems with the recep-

tion and integration of Cubai).

immigrants into the United
States. De Palma's chronicle of a
Cubati cocaine mob prepared for

a more difficult task— a film from
the classic gangster picture mold.
While reviews of "The Un-

touchables" have been generally

favorable, with some dissenting

critical voices pointingout that De
Palma was either too ambitious
or too limited with his treatment
of the Capone story, the attention

directed toward the film has
concentrated upon the "Untouch-
ables" themselves, particularly

newcomer Kevin Costner's
straightforward portrayal of Elliot

Ness.

Much praise has come Costner's

>yay for his version of Ness, and
even greater praise is currently
circulating for his newest role in

"No Way Out." While Costner's

'

performance in "The Untoucha-
bles" is admirable, it is so flat that
it allows Sean Connery (as an-

otjier of the "Untouchables," the
Irish veteran Chicago cop Jimmy
Makme) and Robert De Niro (as

the unofficial "mayor"cHf Chicago,
Ar Capone) to steal the show.
Though De Palma constructed

"The Untouchables" on an epic

scale, with plenty of gutifights,

the "smaller" scenes, such as the
discussion in Chicago's cathedral

between Ness and Mak>ne on how
to "get Capone" and the reaction

of Capone, who, while in atten-

dance at an opera, shifts from
tears to laughter upon receiving

news of Jimmy Malone's murder
carry the film.

Costner's Ness is too weak to

prevent Connery 's Malone and,
especially, De Niro's Capone from
stealing the show. In this treat-

ment of Capone, the mob boss is

shrewd but animalistic — a point

bluntly expressed when Capone,
at a lavish dinner given for his

mob associates, brutally disci-

plines one of them before the
others with a Louisville Slugger.

"The Untouchables" shpuld re^

vive esteem for director De Palma
and give other entries for 1967
Oscars some strong competition.

"Full Metal Jicket" is the third

of what couM be described as a
series of Stanley Kubrick films

that expose the idiocy of the
military mind. What "Paths of

GkMy" was for WWI, "Dr. Strange-

love" for the Cold War, "FulJ

Metal Jacket" is for the Vietnam
War.
Inevitably, Kuhrick's Vietnam

War film has been contrasted,

both favorably and disfavorably,

with Oliver Stone's 'Tlatoon."
While it is difficult to judge the
better of the two without belittling

the merits of each, Kubrick's
version of that war is, in its own
strange way, the more realistic,

though a less sympathetic treat-

ment of the men involved in that

conflict.

With 'Tull Metal Jacket" there
is not a single touch of mekxirama
— no beautiful Barber sonata for

strings resounds as body bags are

loaded upon cargo transport
planes. Instead, with the Kubrick
version of Vietnam, silly pop hits

from the '50s and '60s complete
the score and emphasize that the
war was not a tragedy, as "Pla-

Pulsations emerges as a popular local club
(Continuedfrom page 26) This weekly dance party i^ broad-

dress is required, cast live from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Thursdays feature the "$10 Free admission is offered to the

Festival" at Pulsations. Through- first 298 people. Along with the

out the club are face painting, air DJs, Pulsations offers the best

brush art, special entertainment, dance concert acts as part of

a dinner buffet, pizza, ice cream "Friday Night Live." A cover

sodas, beer, wine and cocktails, charge of $5, proper dress and
For $10, you get just about eve- proof of 21 are all required. A $7
rything you could want at a club, cover charge is needed on Satur-
except an easy pickup line. days, and gets you all of the

Fridays are "Friday Night Live" normal Pulsations features,

at Pulsations, sponsored by and Now it is time for the latest

featuring DJs from 98 WCAUFM. news. Sept. 21 features Grim

Reaper, Armored Saint and Hel-

loween at Pulsations for "Metal
Mondays." Also, a number of

"Friday Night Live" special events
are coming up, including Will to

Power tonight and Stacey Q with

as well. C)ct. 2 marks The Fixx's

appearance at Pulsations, with

tickets $12.50 in advance. Proof

of 21 is required and doors open

at 7:30 p.m.

Also, the Third Annual Phila-

two shows at 6 p.m. (all ages) and delphia Metro Record Pool Party

9:30 p.m. on Sept. 18. Val Young, will take place from 9 p.m. to 2

whose current band was form«l • a.m. on Sept. 28. All of the fol-

by Rick James and past accomp- lowing dance artists will perform

lishments include singing for on stage: Pretty Poison, Val

James' band and the Gap Band, Young, Joyce Sims, TKA, Infor-

will perform on Sept. 25. mation Society, Will to Power,

Two special events are planned Noel. Alisha. Nayobe and The

,?.

toon" wouki eloquently strive to

have it, but afaite — an attempt
to shoot and bomb a problem out
of existence.

To an efMi grealtK extent than
either "Patlw "<rf Glory" or ^*Dr

Strangek>ve," *Tull M^l Jacket"
probes the military mentality.^
The lengthy boot camp scene at
Parris Island mhces thie military

satire from "Strangebve" with -

the caustic sarcasm of "A CkxHc-

work Orange" to produce a dark
essay on how killers are made.
The Marine drill sergeant in **Pull

Metal Jacket" (played by Lee
Ermey) devastates the new re-

'

emits with rapid-fire obscenities

and, far more carefully, reduces
their humanity, to the point at

' which they will kill at an officer's

order.

The stars of "Full Metal
Jacket," Pvt. "Joker" (Matthew
Modine), wanders through the
horrors of both boot camp and the

war with very little compassion
and a large dose of cynicism.
Modine's "Joker" (as he is dubbed
by his drill sergeant) casts such
a cool eye on the hypocrisy of the
military and the atrocities of war
that he is reminiscent of Malcolm
McDowell's portrayal of the pro-

(Continued on page 29)

Cover Girls.

As a special promotion for the

above two events, Pulsations will

provide free admission for the

first two people over 21 to contact

me in person about going to the

events. Pulsations wanted to offer

tickets to the events to those

interested enough about the club

to read about them in the Villan-

ovun. So if you want to go, direct

your requests to me in care of the

Villanovan (201 Dougherty Hall)

soon

PART-TIMEJOBS FAIRU
30 LOCAL EMPLOYERS

WILL INTERVIEW YOU FOR PART-TIME JOBS
Participating employers include:
The Pro's, DJ. 'sine.

Jimmy Duffy & Sons Caterers

ETC Temporary Service

Houlihan's Old Place

Western Temporary Services

Sears

Wendy's International

Friendly Ice Cream Corp. ^

Telephone Marketing Services

Kress Express, Inc.

American Future Systems, Inc.

Vector Marketing

The Devereux Foundation

Olsten Temporary Services

Smokey Joe's, Inc.

Mobil Oil Corp.

Chilton, Inc.

Upper Main Line YMCA
Stouffer Valley Forge Hotel

Mr. Detail

Main Line YMCA
Bryn Mawr Hospital

B. Altman

St. David's Inn

D'Lites

Sheraton Valley Forge
Domino's Pizza

Wayne Pizza

plus more ...

SEPT. 17th 12:30-3:30 p.m.
VILLANOVA ROOM CONNELLY CTR.

SPONSORED BY CAHKBI OffVEiOmiEMT

By MARYJO YANNACONE

"Dirty Dancing*'

produced by Linda Gottlieb

V)»tron

This summer saw the release

of few full-scale hits, and amidst

the lull several quietly tender and
genuine films have b^n neglected

»by both critics and theater-goers

alike. *'Dirty Dancing" is onesuch
summer sleeper, capturing only

mediocre attention at the box
o^ice. Despite this, the film

definitely has something to offer,

although thematically the film

grows tiresome.

Set in the summer of 1963, the

film tells the story of an upper-

middle class family's two-week
vacation in the Catskill Moun-
tains. The Housemans are an
ideal film family; father is a

doctor, mother a housewife and
loving guardian to two sweet, if

not attractive, college girls.

The family arrives at Keller-

man's Mountain House for 14

days of sun, fun and most of all,

dancing. There women and young
girls learn to fox trot and mambo.

while their luitbinda and fathers

mix it up with the boys.

Produced hyiifida Gottlieb, the

film cifilirs »rottiid the sexual

awafcdiifig ol young Frances
Houi0iiitii» alfectkMiatdy called

"llAbf** br fiifUy and friends. A
•ociaoy aware girl, Baby refuses

to acknowledca the aooeptod class

distinctions and finds herftelf

attracted to the "wrong kind of

boy," according to her socially

conservative father.

The unacceptable boy, in this

case, is young Johnny Castle, a
dance instructor at the club who
simply oozes sex. Portrayed re-

spectively by Jennifer Grey and
Patrick Swayze, Baby and Castle

compliment each other beauti-

fully, both in conversation and on
the dance floor.

Castle is more aware of the

problems created by the class

differences, and does everything

in his power to discourage Baby
from coming around until his

partner. Penny Johnson, an-
nounces her pregnancy, thereby

necessitating a temporary partner

for Castle until Johnson can "take
care of the problem." Baby is

eager and willing to learn, and
lacking a better solution. Castle

consents to teach her.

Amidst all this are several

complicated social and ethical

issues. The obvious class struggle,
the turn frpm the conservative

'SOs to the sexual revolution of the
'608, the questkm of abortion, and
the growth from "Daddy's little

pr\" to independent young wonuin
in IS-year-old Baby.

If all this seems like too much
for one film to handle, your
reactions are well-founded. There
are definitely too many levels of

development in "Dirty Dancing."
Yet, the somewhat farfetched
story presents a touching account
of love and life in the early '60s.

The dancing alone is reason

enough to see "Dirty Dancing."
Baby and C^tle's lesson scenes,

ak>ng with those of the lower class

staff gyrating to the tune of "Do
You Love Me?" are enough to

arouse even the coldest person.

This new style of touch-dancing

suggests erotic pleasures that

Baby has never known, but soon
discovers through a steamy rela-

tionship with Castle. In beginning
a romance with the dancer. Baby
loses her position as No. 1 daugh-
ter in daddy's eyes; a role, by the

way, played wonderfully by Jerry

Orbach.
The once close twosome now

find they have nothing to say to

each other, no common ground on
which to meet. Houseman prefers

the young men who work as

waiters at the club for his daugh-
ters; boys that spend their school

days at Harvard or Yale. A street

kid from South Philly, Castle
certainly does not fit in such a

category, yet Baby finds him
worthy and wek^me to her love.

Though "Dirty Dancing" pres-

ents an artificial happy ending, it

still retains many respectable
characteristics, and is worth a
look from those who enjoy a quiet
romance that dares to expose the
hazards of the legendary struggle
of the classes, as well as a child's
right to be free.

'Full Metal Jacketf

(Continuedfrom page 28)

tagonist Alex in Kubrick's rendi-

tion of Anthony Burgess' A Clock-

work OranPK While "Platoon"
showed how men , with
basically good intentions could go
astray when placed in an extreme-
ly tense situation such as the
Vietnam War, Kubrick's aim
seems to question whether the

very nature of the military is,

after all, purely evil. Kubrick does
not try to romanticize the Vietnam
conflict, and there are no heroes
in "Full Metal Jacket" nor, so it

seems by the film's end, is there

any distinction between good and
evil,

c.

Many critics have been dissat-

isfied with one or more points of

"Full Metal Jacket," such as the
seemingly predictable outcome of

the sniper episode late in the

picture or the lengthiness of the

r
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service,take adose kxfc
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You may be thinking about

choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to

save money.

Think again.

SinceJanuary 1987, AT&T's

rates have dropped more than

15% for direct-dialed out-of-

state calls. So they're lower than

you probably realize. For infor-

mation on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T oflfers clear long

distance connections, operator

assistance, 24-hour customer

service, and immediate credit

for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from

anywhere to anywhere, all over

the United States and to over

250 countries.

You miglit be surprised at

how good a value AT&T really

is. So before you choose a

kxw distance company, pick

up the phone.

The right choice.

Parns Island sequence. Kubrick's

films, however, have generally

received mixed reviews initially,

only being relegated to the "film

classics" category with the pas-

sage of years. And "Full Metal

Jacket" should not disappoint fans

of the great director — though it

may seem uneven, it once more
displays Kubrick's artistry and is

certain to stir controversy.

CLUSSIFIED

iUWHlTISING

SAFERIDES APPLICATIONS
If interested, pick up an ap-
plication in the Student Ac-
tivities Office. Applications
should be returned to Stu-
dent Activities by Friday,

Sept. 18. For more info., call

Linda Rizzo at 525-9719.

Employment Opportunities
Drivers Needed!

National Parking operator
based in Center City seeks
full-time and part-time driv-

ers for its hotel, hospital and
parking locations. Suburban
locations as well. Day/eve.
Special valet events (private

parties, wedding, banquets,
etc.) avail. Flex. hrs. Good
appearance, attitude, ability

to drive a stick-shift a must.
Men/women encouraged to

apply. Call us at (215) 667-

6867.

Babysitter Wanted:
Seeking responsible, affec-

tionate student to babysit
one boy, age 11. Ardmore
area Sat. evenings. Must
have own transport. & pref
an Interest in computers,
sports, animals and/or cars.
Call 642-2426.

Nannie Training

Long Island, New York, Long
Term placement so you can
finish school nearby. $200/
¥ifk. (-•-) rm./bd. Send resume
Lifeskills Institute, 123 South
Street, Oyster Bay, N.Y.
11771.

Babysitting Tues. or Fri. morn-
ing (8-12:30), one child. Vii-

lanova area. $4/hr. 527-0729.

STUDENTS!
If you have a 35 mm camera
it a car and want to make
extra money, call Legacy
PtK>to at: 668-9299.

WANTED: Person for domes-
tic housecleaning on bi-

monthly basis. Need own
trsnspoftstlon. Nssr lisnoa
Shopping Csntsr. Call or
Issvs mssssgs, 448-8378.

'^n.
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Waysted's Pete Way bite
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iContinuedfrom page 27)

Occola: On Savt Your Prayers

you've got some strong rockers as

well as some slower pieces. How
did you manage to diversify so

well?

Way: It's not really a conscious

effort. The way I write influences

other people's writing when re-

cording. It just turns out that we
make these kinds of songs. I

always start out with the idea that

the album will be entirely hard,

with no slower songs, but for some

reason we come up with songs

that are a bit softer, but still fit

in with the harder songs.

Ceccola: Tell me about the song

"Heroes Die Young."

Way: It's about all the friends

we've had over the years who've

been here and then gone — people

like Randy Rhoads and Bon Scott.

Without going overboard and

being overly morbid, it's nice to

reflect them in the writing of the

song.

Ceccola: "So Long" is the slowest

song on the album and its place-

ment at the end is kind of an

aftermath to the harder tunes,

leaving a taste of the record in

your mouth. Was it planned like

that or did it just fall out that way?

Way: It just sounded and felt

right, and those conditions deter-

mine a lot of what we do. The

track listing is very important for

a record, and we experimented

with that to find the best order.

We listened through the album a

few times and were very happy

with the current track order.

Ceccola: When you're done tour-

ing for Save Your Prayers, do you

If you are searcNng for fulfillment,

we invite you to join us.We are the

Cdumban Fathers. Catholic mb-
sionaiy priests, sen^ the poor

and the little ones in twelve Third

WorkI countries.

To learn more aboutthe reward-

ing work we do, arxl your possible

role in it. please write to: Father

Michael Harrison. Columban
Fathers, Box 125, Edgemont,

PA 19028. Naturally, there's no

obligation.

plan to take some time off or go

right back into the studio?

Wmv: We'll probably g(» right into

making our next record. Right

now, we're putting together some

ideas between touring. And when

we're off the road, we'll need to

go back into the studio again.

I can't actually write anything

on the road because when I pick

up a guitar, it's to practice for the

next show. Still, experiences from

the tour and ideas we've come up

with will be reflected in songs.

Ceccola: What goals do you and

the band have for Waysted in the

next yew or two?

Way: To fc as successful as

possible and to have a big-seUinif

album. We'd like to get on the

stage again with big bands like

Maiden. It's all a matter (9 work-

ing hard and sticking with it.

CeccoUu YouVe betn in music

ever since you got out of school.

WTiat has kept you going all thc^e

years?

Way: I just find it fun. It amazes

meto see so many people who find

it hard to tour and travel all over.

If you want to play music, you

have to do that. It wouldn't be

good in the first place if you didn't

enjoy it.

CLASSIFIED

MOTHER'S HELPERWANTED
— 2 days/week for 2-3 hrs.

day. Walking distance from

campus. Call 525-341 1

.

BABYSITTER desired to

watch toddler in my home 2-

3 afternoons a week. Very

nice posltkMi for responsible

person. Call 215-527-2991.

TYPIST
Fast, efficient w/years of

experience. WUi type all kinds

of papers. Maureen, 667-

7336.

U2 TICKETS
Have 4 — good location. WUI
seN for wtwt they cost me.

CaN Chris after 9 p.m. at 527-

4661.

Ml VIUAWVA
UNWH^TY SIWENTS
FAdtLTY and STMFFi!

WE'RE HAVING A

PC rAMI!
IBM personnBl will be on campu9

Wednesday, September 16 from 10 a.m.

to 5 p.m. In the Vlllanova Room at the

Connelly Student Center.

students, Faculty and Staff will be eligible to purchase

IBM Personal System/2 computers at discounts over 30%.

Information will be provided at the Fair on how to make

these purchases.

IBM representstlves will demonstrate the latest IBM Per-

sonal Computers and answer any questtons you may hsve

shout these products.

Find out how YOU CAN WIN an IBM Personal System/2

Model 25 St the PC Fair. So come one, come all . . . that -s

the IBM PC Fair on September 16 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. In

the Villanova Room at the Connelly Student Center.

11,1SS7^TMgVIUANOVAW^Psgs31

Dylan and The Deailptayed JFK

Beaton for the lint time in seven years this summer.

T
.'^^^^^i^mM^

^ know that a
cheap calculator can .

cost you blood, sweat

and time.

Investing in a
Hewlett-Psackard cal-

cidator, on theother

hand, can save you
time and agaia
HP calculators not

only have better func-

tions. They function

better.Without stick-

ing keys and bad
connections.

Throufiji October

31, you can get the

cream of the calcula-

tors at a non-fatprice.

T^^re cutting $10

off the HP-12C That
buys you more built-

in functions than any-

one else's financial

calculator.

And we're giving

away a freeAdvantage
Module, a $49 vahie,

with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific

calculator you buy. ^

This 12K-l^ plug-

in, menu-dnvenROM
was designed spe-

cially ior students.

So drop bv your

campusbook^oie and
compare HP calcula-

tors with the rest. By
niidtienii,yoiftt"see

what a deal this is.

r fREES4PH^4l n
i AD\iAtrrA&MODULE

Salomon Brothers Inc
cordially invites

Graduating Seniors
to attend a

Presentation
to be held on

Monday, September 14th
at

' 7:00PM
in the

Connelly Center
Wayne/St. David Rooms

to discuss opportunities

in our

Financial Division's

Professional
Development
Program

Reception To Follow

Salomon Brothors Inc

(Continuedfrom page 25)

down while stalking all over the

stage.

Young fittingly closed the show
with "Into the Black" to wrap up
a magnificent, straight-ahead
show the way that only Young
and Crazy Horse can.

MOTLEY CRUE/
WHITESNAKE

By BOB STERCA
Motley Crue are known for

their brash, arrogant style — a
style that alienates some people

and pleases others. Many fans in

the heavy metal area are wary of

the band because of their commer-
cial success, which has led some
to assert that the Crue plays

"false metal."

Judgements on just how heavy
the Crue's metal really is aside,

the band has drawn the attention

of all rock fans with their two
most recent and most successful

records. With songs like "Home
Sweet Home," "Looks That Kill."

"Too Young to Fall in Love," the

new single "Girls, Girls, Girls"

PROFESSIONAL

RESUME
PREPARATION

write — edit — update

print — copy — type

SAME DAY SERVICE

U^. TypewrtterA ResumeCenter
King of Prussia Plaza

King Of Prussk3

265-7898
HOURS: Mon.-Sal. 10-9:30 Sun. 12-6
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The Office Of
International Studies

Villanova University

STUDY
ABROAD
NtGHT
Tuesday
Sept. 22

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Connelly Center
Cinema

The Office ofkttemMynal Studies Is located at 208 Tdentlne HaM, AH stu-
dents Interested In study abroad programs for the Summer, FaKor Spring
armrequeated to arrange an appointment with Dr Thomaa kl, Ricl(s at their
convenience. (Sk. 7993)

and "Wild Side," Motley Crue
does not have to worry about
complaints.

Motley Crue put on quite a
show in Philadelphia, but they
made one crucial mistake — they
chose the wrong group to open
their show.

. With years of experience, large

doses of talent, dynamic perfor-

mances, and their finest album to

date, Whitesnake simply blew the

Crue off the stage. Whitesnake
was the title of vocalist David
Coverdale's solo blues album,
around which he formed thegroup
of that name in August 1976.

The 1987 release Whitesnake

defies everyone's predictions for

the band. Their best album to

daie,^ Whitesnake \s also their

heaviest. The album has been
perched at the Billboard No. 2 spot

throughout the summer and sin-

gles "Still of the Night" and "Here
I Go Again" have dominated MTV
playlists.

Their set contained only six

,

songs: "Bad Boys," "Slide It In,"

"Here I Go Again," "Love Ain't

No Stranger," "Crying in the

Rain" and the incredible "Still of

the Night." And much valuable

time was spent on solos by group's
members that could have been
used for a "Gambler" or a "Slow
'n' Easy."

THE GRATEFUL DEAD/
BOB DYLAN

By TIM DANIELS
The Grateful Dead teamed up

with Bob Dylan for a summer tour

of sold-out east coast stadium

shows. The tour coincided with

the release of the Dead's first

studio album in seven years, with

its material a prominent part of

the shows. The No. One song,

"Touch of Grey" was used as an

opener or an encore, and every

other song appeared at one show
or another.

In reaching the pinnacle of their

popularity, the band has possibly

obtained the height of its musi-
cianship. They played with the

energy that has garnered their

trademark for great crowd-raising

tunes, like "Not Fade Away,"
"Throwing Stones" and "Box of

Rain." Philadelphia fans were
treated especially well as the JFK
set was judged to be the best of

the tour.

Bob Dylan joined the Dead
onstage for his set to close out the
show. Bob was, frankly, disap-

pointing. The performers just

could not mesh styles the way
that Dylan did with Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers last year.

However, there were high
points. In "All Along the Watch
Tower," Jerry Garcia played a

Jimi Hendrix-like guitar solo, and
Bob sang "Knocking on Heaven's
Door" with emotional force.

The Dead's sets were all excel-

lent and these shows could be a

prelude to an electrifying fall tour
in the smaller arenas.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN
NORTHEAST PHILADELPHIA
CASE MANAGER — Full-time MR services, intake, case

management, inter-agency coordina-

tion responsibilities, excellent benefits

including Blue-Cross/HMO, BS plus

relevant MR experience preferred.

RESIDENT ADVISOR — Full to part-time working with mentally

retarded residents in apartment set-

ting, excellent benefits and flexible

hours, including Blue Cross/HMO for

full and part-time positions, minimum
requirement of 2 yrs. college or HS
diploma, plus 2 yrs. MR/HMO
exjjerience.

FOR BOTH POSITIONS, CALL PAT DANDELIAS at,831 2868

DAEDALUS
% EDUCATION
SERVICES

MX^^

CALL
215-449-6311
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PATRICIA MARZULLI
Secretary

External Affairs

MICHELLE CICCOLO
Secretary

Internal Affairs

MARK J. HOLOBEH
Secretary

Academic Affairs

KAREN M. MITCHEU
Secretary

Public Relations

ARUNE KERRIGAN
Assistant

External Affairs

SEAN CLOSKY
Assistant

Internal Affairs

KRISTIN SWITALA
Assistant

Academfc Affairs

CHRIS WNUK
Assistant

Public Relations

ARUNE KERRIGAN
Director Personnel

MIKE SWEENEY
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SENATORS
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DIANE CARMEN
Liberal Arts

NAOMI KARAM
Liberal Arts

ROB lORIO
Engineering

NICOLE BIANCHE
Nursing

MARKWIBLE
University College

BRIAN MOSES
Commerce A Finance

KENFAHRMAN
Commerce A Finance

BOB BRANCATEUA
Liberal Arts

JOHN LEWIS
Commerce A Finance
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Science A Student Caucus

recruiting efferts
By JOHN RICCO

Though the leaves are still

green, the temperature is hovering

around the 8&Klegree mark, and

the rest of the sportsworld is

concentrating on pennant races

and pre-season football, we are at

ViHanova and that means one

thing, it i9 time to talk basketball.

Head Basketball Coach Rollie

Massimino and company expe-

rienced a rough summer, losing

both their sole recruit and an

assistant coach since June.

Highly touted point guard De-

lino DeShields, the Wildcat's only

1987 recruit, was taken by the

Montreal Expos as the 12th pick

overall in June's major league

baseball draft. An All-Delaware

player in both basketball and
baseball, the 6-foot- 1 inch, 170-

pound DeShields was considered

by many as the best athlete

coming out of high school this

year.

As late as mid-summer, De-

Shields was set to attend Villan-

ova and play basketball, then join

the Expos in May and play in-the

minor leagues until September.

Evidently something or someone

prompted him to change his mind

because, in late July, Villanova

was notified that he would forego

a college education to concentrate

entirely on baseball. "We were
contacted by his high school

coach,'* explained assistant coach

Steve Lappas, "who told iis that

he was going with baseball full-

time."

Though the move was probably

a ^xxl one from DeShiekls' stand-

point (there are more openings for

a 6-foot- 1-inch second baseman in

the major leagues than a 6-foot-

inch point guard in the NBA), it

hurts the Wildcats to lose such a

top prospect, especially in such a

slow recruiting year.

Villanova's other loss during

the hot summer months will be

felt more off the court than on.

Former assistant coach Marty

Marbach departed afl^ eight

years with the Wildcats to assume

the position of head coach at

Canisius College.

Replacing Marbach will be Lap-

pas, who is beginning his fourth

year as a member of Coach Mas-
simino's staff.

In other coaching moves, both

Jay Wright and former Wildcat

Steve Pinone were added to the

staff. Wrii^t was named as a part-

timetissistant coach, while Pinone

will serve as a graduate assistant

coach.

The dismal results of this year's

recruiting efforts have raised

many questions as to why Villan-

ova, the 1985 National Cham-
pions, cannot attract any of the

top high school players just two
years later. When asked what
things about Villanova might be

perceived by a player as draw-

backs, Lappas answered, "I don't

think we have any drawbacks. I

think other schools have other

things that work in their favor,

but I don't think we have a
drawback. We have a great school.

a great campus, a great facility

and we have one of the best

coaches in the country."

But the fact remains that, while
schools around the nation added
the best talent in America to their

squads, Villanova came up virtu-

ally empty in 1987.

An answei" other coaches, such

as Lou Carnesecca of St. John's

and Bob Knight of Indiana, have

found to recruiting difficulties is

the pursuit of junior college

transfers. Lappas commenting
about this option said, "Coach
Massimino has never taken a

junior college transfer and I don't

believe he is going to take a junior

college transfer unless it is a

unique situation. That doesn't,

however, rule it out forever."

Despite the bad news, this

summer had a few bright spots

worth mentioning. Most impor-

tant of these items is the condition

in which sophomores Tom Greis,

Barry Bekkedam and Rodney
Taylor reported to school. All

three participated in off-season

conditioning programs, and look

much better than last year.

"Rodney's and Tom's weights

are distributed much better. It's

not so much that they've lost

weight as much as they have

(Photo by Nunes)

Senior Mark Plansky will be the driving force (hat leads the Wildcats
this season. The 6-foot-7-inch forward must have another solid year
if Villanova is to better its 15-16 1986-87 record.

distributed it better through the

weight lifting. As for Barry, he

has gained about 10 pounds,"

commented Coach Lappas.

Another plus the team gained

this summer was the acquisition

of freshman Paul Vrind from
Holland. Though the 7-footer is

inexperienced, the combination of

his size and speed and the fine

coaching he will receive at Villan-

ova, could result in some much
needed frontcourt help in the

future.

All in all, Villanova should have
a fairly successful season this

year, and easily improve upon last

year's 15-16 record. The recruiting

problems of 1987, though costly,

should not affect this season and
probably will not be evident until

a few years down the road.

^ ^ir •%»

Attention All Students:
f-'

If you want to be in the Directory and

1 ) You did not receive Directory Information

this summer

2) You received or returned only one form (You
should have returned a blue data form AND a white
release form) ...

Please go to 204 Dougherty Hall,

The Student Government Office, and
Complete a Revised Form.

Mi
St
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Drug policy mve^d
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Villanova University has re-

cently initiated a drug examina-
tion and education policy effective

this fall. The main purpose of'the

program is to prevent the athletes'

from alcohol and drug abuse.

The committee, who created the

policy was appointed by the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., Univer-

sity President. Committee chair-

man Dr. Richard A. Neville and
members, the Rev. Robert J. Mar-
tin, the Rev. John P. Stack and
Dr. Theodore A. Aceto began
devising a policy in September
1986, well before Gary McLain's
article in last March's Sports

Illustrated detailing his drug
abuse during Villanova's cham-
pionship drive in 1985.

The committee held two meet-

ings to which they invited faculty,

student athletes, coaches, legal

opinion, medical doctors of the

teams, athletic administrators

and others. Research about other

colleges including Stanford, which
has no drug testing policy, Boston

University, which has strong
testing policies, was examined.
Several policies were debated, and
after 11 months, the present
policy was formed.

The present policy features a

three-prong program. The first

part of this policy states that all

varsity athletes and club sports

athletes will be tested. The ath-

letes will be screened for drugs at

their mandatory physical, prior to

their season.

The second part involves an
educational session, in which the

athletes will meet with a drug and
alcohol specialist. The goal of this

part of the policy is to have
Villanova athletes meet with
athletes that have had either drug
or alcohol problems so that they

can reco|(nize the dangers.
Coaches will be required to attend

at least two meetings.

The third part of the policy

involves reasonable suspicion.

This means that if, after that

athlete goes through the first two
phases, there is still a suspicion

of drug abuse, he or she can be

retested.

If an athlete refuses to take the

drug test, then he or she will not

be permitted to participate in his

or her sport.

Neville believes that the policy

is fair and will help the player.

*if a player is on drugs and

FooMiaH

SCIMMMWI

October

(Fite)pliolo)

Dr. Richard Neville (pictureo

above) wan ttie chairperson that

introduced the drug and alcohol

pro|{ram for student athletes at

V.U

involved in strenuous athletic

activity, he or she could get hurt."

According to Neville, an athlete

will not be able to cheat with the

urine samples. "The company
doing the testing is responsible for

the integrity of the urine sample."

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

Villanova's head football coach,

Andy Talley, is entering the 1987

season with two major goals,

winning and being competitive.

"We want to have a winning
season and be competitive with

everybody," Talley said. "We
want to show people we can play

at this higher level."

The two forces which will

decide whether these goals will be

realized or not are injuries and the

performance of the high-powered,

big-play offense.

'The big concern we [the Vil-

lanova coaching staff) have is

depth," Talley commented. "Be-

cause we're playing in a more
physical arena, chances are we are

going to be bumped and bruised

at certain times during the
season."

Talley added, "Our No. I's are

solid. If we get injured, we are

going to press a guy with no
experience in. Against the compe-
tition we're going up against, that

would be really difficult."

The team has already encoun-

tered some early season injuries

which could have far-reaching

ramifications later in the season.

"We've had a lot of early season

injuries that have hurt our pro-

gress. We've had injuries in our
offensive line, and we lost Jeremy
Worrell."

Worrell was red-shirted last

year and will miss this season

because of a knee injury.

Offensively speaking, Talley

seems secure as long as quarter-

back Kirk Schulz remains
healthy.

"Kirk Schulz is an outstanding
pbyer. That's one player we can
not afford to lose. In Kirk, you
have a maior-kague player."

Talley added, "Our strei^th

lieit in our quarterback and our
receivers. With Greg Downet
(MiphMMire fl—iierhtck) ami Aob
Brady, Qwiior inlftt end), we have
two faaihall playgri w^ wt at

IpiM^a Miyone hi nm-mk*
Tallty m mmMmii in hit line

MK Wilt, ii4aiii|g,**Wtlisvtaiiiie

nudtiM tl fyyt hMk. TWy'vt ill

started for three years. We look

stroi^ there."

^Diferiiil/, Villanova is net as

strong.

The defensive line and the

secondary seem strong, but a lack

of experience at the end position

may come into play this season.

Talley summed up the team's

makeup, saying, "I think we have
a very good football team and a

defensive football team that is

really starting to come on."

Villanova's schedule this year

starts off with Division lAA
Liberty University.

Liberty already won their sea-

son opener versus Edinboro State

College. Liberty will have played

three games when they play

Villanova and this fact worries

Talley.

"We are at a disadvantage in

that it is our first game and it's

their third. But i{^^
said.

"The next key game is Boston
^ University," says Tal|cy. 'That's
the first big-time schoblthat we're

playing and of course they're

Yankee Conference."

Villanova will end its final

season before entering the Yankee
Conference with five tough games:
Northeastern, Connecticut, Mas*
sachusettt. Rkhmond and Holy
Cross.

Talley is confident about this

part of the season saying* *it (the

tough part of our schedtSe^ceiaet

at a time when we will, hopefully,

be battle-tested and confident.

The team shouM be gelling and
we'll be on the right track."

Wildcat footballprevhwed r

9
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Handicapped Encounter Christ (HEC)
will be having a retreat weekend Oct. k

2-4. This is a Christian faith experience

where the able bodied person assists a

physically disabled person so that both

may have the opportunity to renew and
strengten their relationship with God.

There will be an informational meeting

for students on Sept. 21 at 5 p.m. in

Campus Ministry in the basement of St.

Rita's (645-4080).

•xfaig Clvb
The Villanova Boxing Team will hold

an informational meeting on Sept. 21

at 8 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room,
Connelly Center. All newcomers are

encouraged to attend. Practices begin on

Wednesday in DuPont Pavilion.

n«a Market
A Flea Market will be held at Radnor

Friends Meeting at the corner of Sproul

(Rt. 320) and Conestoga roads on Sept.

26 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is

free. Good source of used books, furni-

ture, etc. ...

Panily
Alcohol Concoras
The University Counseling Center is

offering a support group for students
whose parents are alcoholics or have
drinking problems. If you are interested

in joining or if you want more infor-

mation, visit or call the Counseling
Center in Room 106 of Corr Hall, 645-

4050. All services a\ the Counseling
Center are completely confidential.

Cofioeiioii—
Needed: Performers for the Respect

Life Week Coffeehouse, Oct. 8. Any act

will do — music, magic, dance, comedy,

etc. Contact Ingrid at the Villanovans

For Life, 108 Dougherty Hall, 645-7244.

Please leave your name, a short descrip-

tion of your act and a phone number
where you can be reached.

Ooldmi Boys off

Hock-n-Roll

Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. relive the roots of

rock-nroll with your parents! Live in

• Concert — Chubby Checker, Fabian,

.
Bobby Rydel — singing those sweet
rockers of yesteryear at duPont Pavilion,

tickets are $10 by mail.

oadKall|r
Commuters, start your engines!

There is still time to sign up for this

Sunday's Road Rally. The cost is $3,
which includes the registration and a
picnic lunch. Register in 215 Dougherty
Hall by Sept. 18, or on Sunday morning
at 8:30 a.m.. Don't miss out in all the
fun!

The University Men s Chorus, Vyian-
ova Singers, welcomes new members to
join their ranks. Come to our Tuesday
evening (6 p.m.) rehearsal m St. Mary's
auditorium and find out what we are
all about, or call our office at 645-7231.
where Homeone can talk to you or return
your call.

IdhpMrttoM Ma|oin fHn^iiMiiM
PSEA is having a general information

meeting Sept. 22 at 6 p.m. in the

education department on the third floor

of Falvey. All interested students are

welcome.

Car«M"Day
Career Day will be held on Sept. 24

from 12:30-4 p.m. in the Villanova Room
of Connelly Center. Representatives

from 50 companies will attend to

provide information and to answer your

questions. There is something for

students of all majors. There will not

be another Career Day for two years,

so do not miss this unique opportunity.

Accovatfaig

Socioty

Anyone who is still interested in

becoming a member can pick up an

application in Bartley Room 316. Our
next function will be held Sept. 28 at

7 p.m. in the Villanova Room of the

Connelly Center. Steven Heile of Arthur
Young & Co. will be conducting mock
interviews.

€•##•• and
Domrtt

Commuters, don't forget about our'
weekly free coffee and donut mornings.
It is a great way to mentally (and
chemically) prepare for those early T

morningclasses. The rtext two dates are
Sept. 22 and Sept. 30. from 8-10. Come,
join us in the East Lounge this week.

NASA
SpoMMnrttto
Pro|«ct
*

Attention business, arts and engi-,

neering students or anyone interested ,

in the space program! There will be an
informational meeting on Wed. at 5 in •

Room 305 Tolentine. Get involved in

this multi-thousand dollar project and
strive to extend man's reach!

AAM««fflaf

The University Counseling Center is

sponsoring an AA meeting which will

meet on Wednesdays at 2 p.m. in the
Counseling Center's Group Room, 106
Corr Hall. The first meeting on Sept.
23 will be a newcomers'meeting.

The Rev. Robert F. Drinan, SJ., will

speak Sept. 25 at 8 p.m. at Paoli
Presbyterian Church on the topic of
"We the People 200 ": Our role as
members of church and state in eltn-

inating hunger throughout the worid.'
Free to the public. Call 356-8802 for

details.

The ftrst meeting of the French Club
will be hald SapC. 22 in Tolamiiit IkU,
Room 207. Evaryom aa

The Binge-Eating Information/Sup-
port Group is again being offered for

Villanova students who feel that their

eating is sometimes out of control.

Topics will include the cultural and
psychological components ofcompulsive
eating and/or purging. The group will

be led by Mrs. Patricia Mclntyre. For
more information 6r to sign up, contact
the Counseling Center. 106 Corr Hall

or call 645-4050.

coii««*

On the College Republicans will hold

an organizational meeting at 3:30 p.m.
in the Haverford Room of the Connelly
Center. All are urged to attend and
provide input into our 1987-88 agenda.

Affairs
Are you interested in coed dorms,

social alcohol policy and other issues

pertaining to student life? Stop by
Student Government office to see
Michelle or Sean of the internal affairs

department.

Awar«M«ssWo«k
Reminder that there will be a chair-

persons' meeting on Sept. 19 in St.,

Rita's Chapel at 10 a.m. For further

information, call Chris Duca at 527-9465
or Anne Sikorski at 649-3726.

SfvdMrt Buiidt

Auditions for "Live at the Terrace"
(student band coffeehouse) will be on
Sept. 29 from 4-6 p.m. Applications may
be picked up in the Student Union office,

C.C., and are due by 5 p.m., Sept. 28.

ACS VoitoybciH

Volleyball fans, this is for you! The
A.C.S. is sponsoring our first ever
Volleyball night this Sept. 22. at 6:30
p.m. in Alumni Gym. All students, staff

and alumni are welcome to attend. It

»

is fun and it is free — see you there!

YownaM|i
CoufHetr

If you have been involved in a conflict

with local township authorities, in
regards to off-campus housing or any
other issue which involves the township

'

and its residents, contact the Student
Government office in 204 Dougherty
Hall (645-7203) at your convenience.

Be sure to keep an eye on the bulletin

board across from the West Lou^^e.
Next meetim Oct. 6. 730 p.m. in the
Connelly Center Cinema! All now
members and all oMHtaao wokoMO.
Thanks for all of the tiMoreot in our
IUUM«ton. Vt.. and AaMfi. Cd. tripa!

Spaoe still availaMe. Any oinitioiia,

coniKt Prank Ciiialta atHMM or'

litvea

CMsoCMi
The Chess Club will have its first

meeting on Sept. 23 in Bartley Room
105B at 3:30 p.m. Any new members
are welcome. It will be very brief.

The Biology Undergradiuitge Society
is now taking nominatkms for all officer

positions. Contact Claire DeLeo in

Mendel 106 or call her at 254-9366 in

the evenings. A sign up sheet is also
available in the Biology Club mailbox
iif the Biology office (Mendel 115).

Watch for signs for officer elections in

Mendel Hall next week.

Pro|«ct SMMhfaM
If you have not already stopped at

Room 121 Tolentine to complete an
application with your fall schedule,
please do so by Sept. 22 at the latest.

We will have our vans going to agencies
• that week. We need your help. Do not

let us down.

loclwo Serl— —
Work imd rcmllyt
ClMiagfaiS Balaaco

Half the women in our society who
had a child within the past year are back
at work; over 60 percent of women with
children under 18 are in the labor force,

and most of them work full-time; over
60 percent of all husband-wife families
are dual-earner families; women now
constitute 44 percent of the workforce.

•

These statistics reflect a startling
increase in the employment of women,
especially young mothers, and result in

dramatic changes in the work place and
family with immediate implications for
changes in employment policies and
parental roles within and outside the
family circle.

The sociology department and Uni-
versity College are sponsoring a series

of lectures on these pressing social

issues with a focus on exploring adapta-
tions by government, business and the
American people which would result in
benefits, not harm, to the family and
the economy.

The first lecture titled "Incomparable
Work: The Cost of Women's Work,"
discusses wage issues and their family
impact.

It will be presented by Dr. Alice Cook,
professor emerita of industrial relations
at the New York State School of
Industrial Relations at Cornell Univer-
sity on Wednesday, Sept. 23 at 3:30-4:45
p.m. in Connelly Center Cinema.

'N^va YiMfrtr*

Auditions for the play, "School for

Scandal." will be on Sept. 21 and 22.
.

The show will run from Nov. 18-21 and
from Dec. 1-6.

Randy Levin, comedian, magician and
mime, once again comes to the stage in

the Belle Air Terrace, C.C, in our first

in a series of "Live at the Terrace"
performances on Sept. 22 at 6:30 p.m.
Stop t}y and find out why he has been
invited back!

^

All cntriii for the FYI aactkm of the
VIUmwvhi mat ba mBm¥^ ^ 2 fun.
on tlie paatitfiM Tuaaiir. 9km$ typt'

it off at lb
»•• •• •
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FbieitlMto
alcoholrestriction

"^ -A.'

By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Students found in hallways or
other public areas with open
containers of alcohol this year will

be fined $25 under a new Student
Life policy aimed at "curtailing or
eliminating public consumption of

alcohol,"^ Christopher M. Janosik,
director of Residence Life, said in

"a recent interview.

The policy, included in the
Villanova University 1987-88 Stu-

dent Handbook, states, "The
consumption of alcoholic bever-

^ages in public places, including
hallways and lounges, or l^uildings

on University grounds without
authorization is subject to disci-

plinary probation, plus a $25
fine."

The policy, except for 'the $25
fine, is exactly the same as the

University's stand of previous
years against the consumption of

alcohol in public, explained the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean

of students. However, the Univer-

sity decided that the $25 fine was
necessary because in the past,

Stack said, "There was no reason

for students to abide by it."

Stack stated, "It (the fine) was
established because there was a

lack of cooperation with that rule.

Students, particularly in larger

men's halls, weren't cooperating.

"There wouldn't be a fine if

people had been cooperative in the

past," he added. (FH* Photo)

The Rev. John P. SUck, dean of
Stack said that he believed the students, explained the new ad-

In the News
Academic schedule approved
A policy guaranteeing a 65- Also, the Board of Trustees

has accepted a Senate resolu-

tion which "extends the term
of office for faculty members
of the academic policy commit-
tee from two years to three."

fines would be helpful to the

resident assistants in the dormi-

tories in carrying out their duties.

Stephen McWilliams, judicial

affairs officer, estimated last

week that approximately 80 stu-

dents had been fined under the

open container policy.

dition to the University's alcohol
open container policy.

All fines collected for the public

consumption of alcohol will be
placed in a fund for alcohol and
drug education, to Which all

disciplinary fines are allocated,

according to Stack.

Budget amendments rejected
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

Plans to transfer surplus funds

to a student loan program and to

give faculty members a 9 percent

salary raise were rejected by the

Board of Trustees last April, said

Vice President for Financial Af-

fairs Gary B. Fenner at the April

24 Senate meeting.

The rejected plans were con-

tained in two amendments added
to the University's operating
budget during the Senate's April

3 meeting. The measures were
designed to shift excess utility

funds to provide money for stu-

dent loans and togive.faculty two
4.4 percent increases, one in the
fall and one in the spring. The two
4.4 percent increases would com-
pound to a base increase of 9
percent.

Since the Senate passed the

budget with the amendments, the

Board's veto meant that the Se-

nate, in effect, unanimously re-

jected the budget, said Senate
Chairperson Philip A. Maurone,
physics professor, at the April 24
meeting.

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs and administration
senator, said the board vetoed the

student loan amendment because

it did not want to get involved

with student loans and decided to

look at other ways to increase

student loan funds, according to

the minutes of the April 25 meet-

ing. Last April the surplus was
estimated by Fenner to be at least

$200,000.

The 9 percent faculty raise was
denied because it would add a cost

of $500,000 to $600,000 to the

1988-89 budget, said Gallen at the

April 24 meeting. An average raise

for faculty of 6.2 percent, which
was in the original budget, was
approved.

Also, the board decided to

investigate athletic expenditures
during its April meeting, said
Gallen on April 24. Gallen stated from the Senate
Tuesday that a board committee
has been activated to do so.

unanimously.

Faculty Senators Dr. Robert P.

Garbarino, Law School professor;

William J. McNichol, civil

engineering professor; Dr. Burke
Ward, business law professor; and
Dr. Rodger Van Allen, religious

studies professor and faculty
council chairperson all retired

In addition, an outside evaluator

has completed a study of the
athletic program as part of the
ongoing University evaluation,

Gallen said Tuesday.
On April 24 the Senate passed

a motion to create a committee to

investigate college cost alterna-

tives. This committee is still in

the process of being formed,
according to Student Government
President Phil Brach.

On May 1, Maurone was un-

animously re-elected Senate chair-

person. Student Senator Chris
Kriesen was unanimously ap-

proved to be executive secretary.

Also, M. Louise Fitzpatrick,

dean of the College of Nursing,
and Robert D. Lynch, dean of the

College of Engineering, were
elected unanimously to be admin-
istrative members of the executive

committee.

Dr. John A. Doodv. chairperson
of philosophy, and Dr. Theresa
M. Valiga, nursing professor,

were chosen as faculty members
to the executive committee. Brach
and student Senator Naomi T.
Karam was selected to be student

representatives. All were elected

unanimously.,

Doody will replace Van Allen as

faculty council chairperson.

The first Senate meeting of the

academic year will be held today
at 4 p.m. in Dougherty Hall.

class day academic semester
with at least one reading day
was recently approved by the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, accord-

ing to a memorandum from
Edward V. Murray, assistant

to the president.

The policy was created by
the University Senate last

February through two separate

measures.

The approval of these reso-

lutions will be announced at

today's Senate meeting in

Dougherty Hall, according to

Senate Recording Secretary
Carolyn C. Lea. DJ.S.

"Setzuan" cast announced
Villanova Theatre will begin

its "Good Life" season with
Bertolt Brecht's "The Good
Woman of Setzuan." The play,

running from Oct. 14 to 17 and
Oct. 27 to Nov. 1, will be
directed by Helena White. The
play features Dr. Joanna Rotte,

Cynthia Angst, Liz Walsh,
Erin B. Hughes, Jill Morley,

Abbie Wysor, Diane Carman,
Ro Geiger, David Fiebert, Mat-

thew Higgins and Christian

Ready.

Also in the play are Tim
Tully, Jeff Voice. Ed Wolpert,

Michael Mannix, Grant Hamil-

ton,Jerry Behe, Richard Geller,

Randy Wise, Christopher Eb-

betts and Ned Alton.

"The Good Woman of Set-

zuan," one of Brecht's "Para-

bles for the Theatre," is set in

the exotic Orient of long ago
and tells the story of Shen Te.
Shen Te is a woman who, when
rewarded by the gods for her
kindness, is thrown into a

struggle between survival and
good intentions.

The play is an examination
of human nature exerting itself

against the confines of society.

Tickets for "The Good Wom-
an of Setzuan" and for the
entire "Good Life" season are

available at the Villanova
Theatre box office, 645-7474.

E.H.M.

Legal association iiosts lecture
The International Law So-

ciety will host a lecture by Bart

Van Poelgeest on "The Influ-

ence of the U.S. Constitution

on Judicial Review in The
Netherlands," Sept. 21 at 8
p.m. in Room 102, Garey Hall.

The lecture will include a

question-and-comment session
during which Van Poelgeest
will answer any questions
from the audience on the sub-

ject of his lecture on the Dutch
constitution and on the Dutch
legal system in general. A wine
and cheese reception will

follow.

Van Poegeest holds both law
and history degrees from the

University of Leyden
Both the lecture and the

wine and cheese reception are

free and open to the public.

J.F.M.

Bork nomination discussed

Retirement dinner

lieid for Caiinan
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

A retirement dinner will be held

for Ed Cannan, professor of his-

tory, today at 6 p.m. in the
Villanova Room of the Connelly
Center.

Cannan worked for Villanova^

University for 23 years. He was'

one of the ontptnA teachers of the

interdisciplinary humanities
courses of the honors profrani. He
tau^t many honors courses and
spacialiacd in ancient Greek his-

tory. He was also very active in

many Univarakv aetiviliaa, ac-

to Bob Plfaaft, a hiatory

who is oMMHsiaf tha

•Dr. wiU te

bered by many students and
faculty because of the major
impact that he has made on so
many people," said Pigeon. "This
dinner will be a unique experience
because we contacted many of his

former students."

Cannan stated. "I had a very
pleasant experience at Villanova,

and I aiet many agreeable col-

leagues and students."

Cannan decided to retire at the

end of the summer session last

year. He is originally from Texaa,
and he graduated from the Uni-

versityd Texas. Hecomflctad his

Kaduate work at Columbia
ttvanity.

"He is a true

By SHARON A. WATERS

A forum sponsored by Villano-

va 's sociology and honors depart-
ments took place Wednesday in

the Connelly Center Cinema con-

cerning President Ronald Rea
gan's nomination of Judge Robert
Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court
after the resignation of former
Supreme Court Associate Justice
Lewis Powell.

Dr. Peter Knapp, sociology
professor at Villanova, introduced
the panel, which included Arthur
Donato of the Delaware County
Association of Defense Lawyers,
Peter Sevareid, a professor at

Temple Law School, and Judge
Frank Hazel, a former prosecutor.

Each member of the panel then
outlined the various controversies

surrounding Bork's judicial and
political philosophies and present-

ed his views concerning the
nomination.

Sevareid began by explaining
the concept of original intent as
it pertains to the Constitution.
Original intent interprets the
Constitution from the viewpoint
of the original drafters.

Referring to an article

in the "New York Review

of Books," Sevareid de-

picted three levels of original

intent, ranging from a strict and
specific interpretation to a broad
and general one.

Stvaraid battaved that Bork liaa

lOiaiwhore in the middle, most

llkoly boeauae politics would

prevent him from a stricter

interpretation.

Expressing doubts about the

nominee, Sevareid claimed that

Bork is often inconsistent with his

viewpoints. Sevareid asserted
that Bork has changed his views
to coincide with the conservative

opinions of the moment.

Hazel discussed the issue of

judicial restraint and how active

a role a justice should play in

establishing jurisdiction. He
stressed throughout that the issue

should not be whether Bork prac-

tices judicial restraint or judicial

activism but rather if Bork is first

and foremost judicial. The most
important aspect in deciding a

case, according to Hazel, is that

a judge exercise reasonable and
sound judgment.

In response to Sevareid's claim
of Bork's inconsistency with his

viewpoints, Hazel said that he
hoped that any justice would
always be developing his legal

concepts and theories. He also

stated that a change in viewpoint

is not harmful so long as it is a
reasonable change.

Donato considered it necessary
for the Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee to evaluate both Bork's pro-

fessional qualifications and his

political philosophy, for it is

important to see how he feels

about the Constitution and the

country in general.

Donato implied that the Reagan
Administration was somewhat
hypocritical in claiming that
Bork's philosophy should not
matter, when, in his opinion,
Reagan nominated Bork in part

because of his philosophy. Donato
also stressed that a justice should
be well educated and "above all.

have an open mind."

(RwlobyNunM)

to tiM U.S.
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probation^ accompanied by close

University observation and acts of

public service as "fair" alterna-

tives that would instruct the

members to respect University

policy, as well as satisfy school

officials.

Members of the DKE fraternity

have speculated that the fraterni-

ty has been used as an example
to warn other fraternities and
sororities to adhere to strict

University policy on pledging;

hazing, off-campus functions and
alcohol liability risks.

However, according to Stack,

**We are not out to get any certain

fraternity or sorority. Our only

purpose is to protect the rights

and dignity of the individual

within a Greek organization."

Gary H. Bonas, assistant direc-

tor of Student Activities, added,

"The DKE fraternity is in no way
being made an example for the

other fraternities. I feel that the

University has compelling reason

to punish the fraternity; however,

I fully urge and support any

efforts to further appeal this

matter to the administration."

Hempstead reported an over-

whelming response at support

from the other Villanova fhiter-

nities and sororities for the DKE
case, as well as from 300 DK£
alumni, the National Organization

of Delta Kappa Epsilon. the Inter

Fraternity Council (IPC) and the

Panhellenic Council.

Miiureen DanneAiller, presi-

dent of the Psinhellenic Council,

and Lee Lotctale, preaideot of the

IPC, sub^Hteil a statement to the

VilUmovan whkh read: "The
IPC and Panhellenic Council do
not condone DKE's past actions.

However, we do support their

desire to reduce their penary. .We
have encouraged the fraternities

and sororities to participate in a
letterrwrit^ng campaign.

*

Hempstead further stressed the

activity of DKE members as

orientation counaelors, members
of Blue thn Society, varait)^ ath-

letes, mealcheckers an^tpndnbers
of the ROTC program. He sUted
that ihese^re exemplary individ^

uals who contribute their Jtime

«ind talent to the Villanova
community.
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(Photo by Nunes)

Gary H. Bonas, assistant director

of student activities, commented
on the recent suspension of the
DKE fraternity.
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PennDOT and local bars fight use of fake I.D.S
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Barleycorn's Pub, stated, "We
have always campaigned vigor-

ously against the use of fake I.D.s

... We always have someone at

the door and we try an educational

process with our doormen (in

detecting phony licenses |."

When the doormen at John
Barleycorn's suspect that the

identification that was presented

is phony, the license is confiscated.

Stated Conboy. '*! have over 25

fake I.D.s in my drawer at home
that were confiscated."

At Friendly's Saloon in Ard-

more. a photocopier was recently

purchased. If the doormen ques-

tion the validity of a customer's

identification, they will photocopy

the license and require the person

to fill out a form relieving the

establishment of all liability,

according to owner Joseph Tahir.

Tahir estimated that on busy

nights about a dozen people are

turned away by the doormen who
question their licenses.

Joe Spaniak, manager of McSor-

ley 's Pub in Ardmore, stated, "We
videotape everyone coming in the

door. If we have to go to court,

we have proof that they showed
us identification."

The six doormen at McSorley's

Pub turn away about 30 people

each weekend night, estimated

Spaniak. However, he admitted,

"There's not much you can do if

they (fake I.D.sj are good."

Smokey Joe's Restaurant and
Bar also videotapes everyone that

enters the establishment, accord-

ing to manager Paul Ryan. In

addition, he said, **We carry

affidavits at the front door. We
demand two types of identifica-

tion. We also confiscate the fake

I.D."

Ryan stated that the doormen
confiscate Tour or five I.D.s each

night. He added that less I.D.s are

confiscated "once the word gets

out that we confiscate fake I.D.s.

No one wants to lose their I.D."

The bars are instituting these

measures to discourage fake I.D.

users for their own protection.

Friendly's Saloon was recently

found guilty in court for serving

liquor to persons under 21. Tahir

explained, "Pennsylvania finds

the establishment guilty until

they prove themselves innocent."

Release forms and videotapes are

ways in which the establishment

can demonstrate their innocence.

Conboy stated that the estab-

lishment must be careful to check

identification l)ecause, "If a placce

is busted, people with fake I.D.s

say they were never carded." He
cued Mallory's as an example of

a bar which had a problem with

the Liquor Control Board (LCB)

for this reason.

Conboy, an active member of

the Delaware County Tavern
Owner's Association, supported a

bill in the state legislature which
would penalize fake I.D. users

with the loss of their driver's

license. The bill, however, did not

pass.

Tahir said that he doubted
whether the $100 fine would be

an effective deterrent to some fake

I.D. users with money. He stated

that he orice told several people

at Friendly's that there is a $300

fine in Lower Merion Township
for using a phony license. The
underage persons then told him

that they would just give him a

$300 check on the spot if he would

allow them to enter the

establishment.

Police departments in the vic-

inity reported that they are aware

of the widespread use of fake I.D.s

by underage drinkers and confis-

cate these licenses when possible.

Lower Merion Township Police

Department Superintendent Hen-

ry Hasson stated that they appre-

ciate the fact that PennDOT has

undertaken this campaign against

fake I.D.s.

Hasson stattd that the Lower
Merion. Police Department comes
in contact with phony licenses

"often enough that it's a problem."

If fake I.D.s are encountered, the

licenses are confiscated and, if

they are Pennsylvania licenses,

they are brought to the attention

of the state police. In other cases,

the licenses are returned to the

state of origin.

Hasson also said that if the

police department becomes aware
of an operation for issuing phony
licenses they will notify the ap-

propriate university and the state

police.

Radnor Township Police Chief

Maurice Hennessy stated, "We
intend to conduct an investigation

of where students are purchasing

these licenses." Last year, Hen-

nessy said, one person was arrest-

ed for selling phony licenses.

t 9 t « ^ « f ,g

Graduation divided
(Continuedfrom page 1)

elude all colleges, according to

Lysionek. It will be held in the

duPont Pavilion May 21 at .'> p.m.

The Law School will have Mass
said in the Main Chapel at 9 a.m.

May 20. Commencement will then

be held at 11 a.m. in the duPont
Pavilion.

The NROTC Mass and Com
missioning Ceremony will be held

May 20 in the afternoon.

It was decided that the indoor

ceremonies would be the best way
to have graduation, according to

Lysionek. after an evaluation of

last year's graduation ceremonies

was conducted by the academic

deans, the registrar, the directors

of Maintenance. Housekeeping
and Security, the president's

office, the Radnor Township Po-

lice Department, the director of

the duPont Pavilion, the dean of

students and everyone involved

with the planning and execution

of graduation ceremonies.

"In case of rain, there's no way
to move all these people indoors.

Commencement is a community
event and the overriding concern
is that it be a pleasant event for

parents and students in case of

bad weather." said Lysionek.

"Most of the content of the

actual ceremonies is still being

negotiated." stated Lysionek.
"There does not seem to be any
movement toward naming each

graduate individually during the

commencement.
"In the past, naming each

graduate has not been practical

because of the size of the class."

said Lysionek. "But most of the

details are still being discussed."

If students would like to con-

tribute input, they should bring

their ideas to their deans* offices,

stated Lysionek.

(Pho|ot>yNunM)

Christine A. Lysionek, assistant
<^ the dean of students, said that
graduation will be divided this
vear.

SALE
WATCH

BATTERIES
REG. <4

$100
Now *

Free Installation

With Each Purchase
at

ALEXANDER
HORN

33 L Wynnemod Rd.

WyiwiewDod, Pa,

Less Than a
1/2 Block

From the Train Station
EXP. DATE 9/30/87
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INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

MAJNUNLAYLA
An Ancient Balladfrom the World of Classical Arabic Literature

Margaret Wolfson Paula Chan Bing
Writer A storyteller Musician

Simon Shaheen Xaviar de Callatay
Composer & Musician Sconery

Friday, September 25 • 7 p.m.
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY THEATRE

The legend of "Majnun Layla" is rooted in classical Arabic literature as

well as in Persian and Turkish oral and literary traditions. It tells the

story of unfulfilled love between the Jth-century Arab poet, Qays ibn

AI'Mulawwah and the beautiful Layla. The musical drama weaves to-

gether Arabic, Persian and Turkish versions of the story.

Funded in part by ttie institute for Contemporary Arab and laiamic Studies, and tt>e Office of International Studies.
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Villanovci Iwlrainurals
Men's Soccer Roslfr Due

Sept. 30
Play begins Oct. 5

GOOD LUCK TO ALL PARTICIPANTS FROM
THE INTRAMtfRAL STAFF
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TAILGATES '87
— Any Student organization, residence hall living unit, family or group
of friends is permitted to tailgate. At least one applicant must be over
21.

— Tailgate spots are available by registering with the Student Activi-

ties Office (21 4 Dougherty) using the "Tailgate Application" form.

These are available the Monday preceding each home football game.

— Completed application forms must be returned to the Student Ac-
tivities Office by 4 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding each home
football game.

— Tailgate permits and table locations may then be picked up on the
Thursday or Friday afternoons (1 2 p.m. until 4 p.m.) preceding each
home football game.

~ Each tailgate spot will include an eight-foot table and access to a
large charcoal grill (you will need to provide your own charcoal and
lighter).

— A limited number of on-campus parking permits will be available to

tallgaters on a first-come-first-served basis. Others must park in the
main lot on Lancaster Avenue.

— Tailgating may begin at 1 0:30 a.m.

— Tailgating must end promptly at 1 :30 p.m.

— Tallgaters must be responsible for their own actions and those of

their guests.

— Any violation of these rules will result in University judicial action

and revocation of future permission to tailgate.

— Please be reminded that the legal drinking age In Pennsylvania is

21.

Please don't drink and drive

!

Taam wiU be presemi fo insure thet we tailgete

wm conHmm ie eej^rms prhfOege in the future.

In tkek werk wfU be greeUf ei^predeied.
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Unify graduation
After last year's fiasco graduation, which featured

hundreds of people roaming among the graduates during

the ceremony, the decision to divide the graduation in

two comes as no surprise. However, a unified graduation,

if well-organized, is better than the separate ceremonies

and should be reinstated. •

The fact is that a unified graduation provides a

number of conveniences lost in the divided exercises. For
instance, the schedule for the 1988 ceremonies puts arts

and sciences graduates with nursing graduates in the

duPont Pavilion at 10 a.m. on. May 22. At 2 p.m. that

same day, the commerce and finance graduates join the

engineering graduates for a repeat ceremony, also in the

pavilion. Although this plan allows for protection against

the weather, it also significantly cuts the number of family

and friends able to attend. Furthermore, the throngs of

people leaving the early ceremony will face the congestion

of more people going in the opposite direction as they

arrive for the late graduation. The unified outdoor
ceremony eliminates those problems.

In addition, we cannot discount the fact that several

years ago seniors polled preferred a unified graduation

over the divided graduations. Most likely, those seniors

desired the opportunity to share the excitement of

graduation with the people from other colleges who spent

the last four years laughing, crying, working and learning

with them. Why is it that this year's seniors were not

given the same chance to voice their opinions?

On top of those points, we should note that the 1987

graduation certainly did not represent an exemplary
unified graduation. With the cooperation of police,

security and attendees, there is no question that a niorie

successful unified ceremony could take place.

The organizers of graduation should riot be so quick
to drop the unified ceremonies, but should take the time
to organizethose ceremonies correctly.

Bork is not tlie

man for tlie job
Judge Robert H. Bork, target of the most intense

opposition to a Supreme Court nominee since 1970, faced

vigorous questioning during the Senate Judiciary
Committee's hearings this week — and rightly so. Bork's

appointment would tip the court's balance decidedly to

the right, likely swinging Supreme Court decisions far

from where they are now and affecting countless crucial

issues for years to come. With potential repercussions

like these and Bork's record, the judiciary committee
should seriously consider rejecting Bork.

First to be examined is Bork's philosophy of "original

intent." A proponent of judicial restraint, Bork believes

a judge should not intrude into decisions made by elected

representatives unless the Constitution expressly
authorizes it. This approach introduces the danger of

selective interpretation. Bork could choose when and how
to practice judicial restraint — possibly in a manner
conducive to achieving conservatively oriented results.

Another point to bear in mind is Bork's poor record

on civil rights. He has attacked many significant Supreme
Court rulings of recent decades. Bork has opposed the
constitutional right to privacy; the one-person, one-vote

principle of representative government and the invalida-

tion of poll taxes and literacy tests as prerequisites to

voting.

Additionally, Bork concluded in a 1965 dissent against
the Supreme Court that dvil-rights law does nol protect

women from job-related sexual harassment. Also^ heviews
affotnative-actioii prpframs to remedy past dtscnaunation
as ''offensive to oommon jpstioe."

With the complex issues the Supreme Court witl

iiirfsi in the oeKt 20 years, a
iiawmvering justice would not be in

It. Bork's record and his

dear ^ he is not the man for the j<

I

"All of my friends are in engineering!

"That's weird... all of mine are too!"

Letters
Why did Dale resign?

To the Editor:

In response to the present,

resignation of Elizabeth Hanford
Dole from President Reagan's
cabinet as secretary of transpor-

tation, I would like to make the

following comments.
Why is it that Mrs. Dole, a

Harvard graduate and a woman
of the '80 s, is now conceding to

be a subservient spouse? Is it

because weeks earlier Senator
Dole of Kansas mentioned that if

he did run for the Republican

jaomination that the cabinet

member, Mrs. Dole, would have

to resign?

Or is it because of her character,

as an independent achiever, that

Bob Dole believes that by cam-
paigning along side him she will

attract more votes? Just one point

— keep in mind who is running
for president.

Would not Senator Bob Dole be

seen in a much better light if his

wife was working alongside Pres-

ident Reagan? Why not publicize

that? Hopefully we are not re-

gressing back into the past. I

believe that the American public

is ready for a first lady that

represents both family and such
a high-caliber career. Why deny
all that?

Or is it, on the other hand, that

objectively speaking. Mrs. Dole's

position as secretary of transpor-

tation is just too demanding for

her required plans in assisting her
husband's campaign?

If so, is it not quite derogatory

that the secretary of transporta-

tion steps down while Senator

Dole, Vice President Bush, etc.,

find time to fulfill their obligations

to their country. These men are

either supermen or hypocrisy has

once again spoiled the political

arena.

But as the record stands, what-
ever Mr. and Mrs. Dole's reasons

for her resignation, the outcome
is a charming dnd intellectual

couple that has double standards.

Wendy Weed
Class of 1990
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By NOEL E. FALCO
*''.. '

•» '^

Toat^onewho has ever had the

uree to take something that does
not b^ong to them: Do not do it!

You have no idea of th6 pain and
heartbreal you cause others, to

say nothihg of the monetary loss.

When you pid^ up a pocketlibok/

wallet or camera that has been left

unattended, perhaps it is with the

thought of making some money,
of making a profit off others'

carelessness. It is much more than
this.

It is a malicious invasion of

others' personal being and belong-

ings. Those purses may contain
items that are of solely personal

value, such as prescription glasses

(which you certainly cannot use,

but are of great necessity to

someone else), identificationcards

and mealcards (which may match
your description if you are lucky,

but which are difficult and costly

to replace for the victim), medi-

cation (which someone may des-

perately need), or even trivial

items such as that perfect shade
of lipstick (which has been discon-

tinued), plastic trinkets or pins,

or a special change purse received

as a birthday present or woven by
a youriger cousin. Even the bag
itself may mean a lot to the owner.
More importantly, purses, wallets

and cameras contain pictures of

sentimental value that are
irreplaceable.

Yoii are not just robbing some-

one of money when you take their

lielongings; you are stealing their

personal paraphernalia, memories
and trust in mankind. You are

placing, them in the situation

where they are forced to feel

YooanaotMutnMkig

jwtafttttelrdrtMif
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suspicious of their brothers and
sisters in a Catholic community.
This is especially true if such

a misfortune occurs at a social

gathering where you are wel-

comed with open heart. You,
instead, used the "open hand"
policy.

Please, if you have taken any-

thing of inconsequential value to

yourself that you think someone
else needs, return it to the security

office. If you need the money that

badly, keep it. Just restore peace

of mind to those whom you have
harmed and you will find the

return of your own peace of mind.
It is in your hands now.

Noel E. Falco is a sophomore
English/Honors major.
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Pay yourstudent loans
By SUSAN TOLVE

Loans are wonderful. They
allow people to purchase things
they could never afford otherwise
— homes, cars, high-cost educa-
tions . . . and the list continues. Of
course, taking out a loan can be
a hassle, but it seems that the real

problem, for students in particu-

lar, is paying back the loans.

In fact, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget expects a 25
percent increase in defaults on
government-guaranteed loans this

year, according to the Sept. 14,

1987, issue of U.S. News and
World Report. That means that by
next year, student loan defaults

will total $1.6 billion and overdue
loans not yet in default will reach
$4.4 billion.

While the national rate of de-

faulted government-guaranteed
loans is around 10 percent, Villan-

ova 's default rate is only about .41

percent for the National Direct

Student Loan (NDSL).
"Villanova students have an

excellent record," said Arthur
Switzer, assistant director of

Financial Aid.

Switzer did not have precise

figures on the Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loan (GSL) default rate
which he said had a slightly

higher default rate than the
NDSL. *i would assume that it

[GSL default rate] is very good,"
he added. The state loan division

in Harrisburgcould not be reached
for more accurate figures.

Villanovans should be com-
mended for a record that is sig-

nificantly brighter than the na-

tional picture. And no one should
try to explain this difference by
pointing out that students at

Villanova are wealthier than
students at many other colleges.

After all, the students who are
wealthier are not granted
government-guaranteed loans.

Experts cite many factors that

have led to the rising tiend in

student loan defaults including

"f)oor counseling by schools that
make the loans, inflexible loan

procedures and high debt loads
that overwhelm borrowers' ability

Closer to home, the Villanova

Registrar's office is notified of

students that have not paid their

loans by state aj?encies. Accordmg

Villanovans shouldbe commended for a record
that Is significantly brighter than the national
picture.

to pay." according to the U.S.

News and World Report. Yet the

fact remains that many students

sinu>ly "rip-off" the government.
If it were not for these low-

interest loans, for which the-

federal government presently
incurs all of the risk, some stu-

dents would be unable to finance

an education, at least not at the

school of their choice. Education
should not be an elite institution,

but the U.S. government cannot

afford to give out "gifts" to

students. The government needs

its money back. And that is

exactly what Secretary of Educa-

tion William Bennet has been

concentrating on.

In an aggressive collection stra-

tegy, the Education Department
has contracted private collection

agencies and is working with the

Internal Revenue Service to take

loan payments out of income tax

funds. This plan seems to be

working. According to U.S. News
and World Report, last year the

Education Department collected

$229 million on defaulted loans

the government had already paid

off.

to Mary Jane Morrissy, assistant

registrar, if a student owes the
government money, slips are
placed on the student's official

record. Therefore, if the student
requests a transcript, Villanova
will put a hold on it and additional

information about the student
will be forwarded to his or her
state.

Government-guaranteed loans
are a privilege that should be
treated as such. Believe me, I

know from experience — about
$13,000 worth to be more exact.

I am certainly not looking forward
to paying back all that money, but
it is something I intend to do.

Shouldn't I pay for the education
that I will benefit from?

If I, or any other student, does
not pay back a government loan,

ultimately taxpayers are stuck
with the bill. I have a feeling that

the same students who defaulted

on their loans also complain about
high taxes theyhad a part in —
if they pay their taxes, that is.

Susan Tolve is a senior com-
munications major and the asso-

ciate editor of the Villanovan.
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Counseling Center

services
To the Editor:

*

The report in last week's Vil-

lanovan gives the Counselifi^

and Career Servioes a 'wekome
opportunity tocorrect a misunder-
standing in the Shriberg Report
and to inform the University
community of our servioes at the
beginning of a new academic year.

The center offers counseling
based on the individual needs of

the client. The number of sessions

ranges from one visit to a contin-

uing relationship.

Students seeking career coun-
seling and study skills counseling

often are served in three to five

sessions. Most clients receiving

personal counseling are seen eight

to 10 times.

When clients need continuing
professional care beyond what the

University typically offers, the

counsekM- works with the client
to find counseling alternatives
outside the University that are
manageable in terms of coat and
transportation. Counseling is

never ended because some arbi-

trary number of sessions has
occurred.

Services are available to the
entire University community,
including students, faculty and
staff. In addition, we will consult
with anyone who is concerned
about another member of the
University community.
Appointments can be made at

106 Corr Hall, or by phone, ext.

4050.

Joan G. Whitney, Ph.D.
Director

Counseling and
Career Services
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Political apathy:

A V.U. traditnm
. •"«:.

To the Editor:

Sad as it may be, political

apathy among the students has
long been a Villanova tradition;

and perhaps now while we cele-

brate the 200th birthday of the
U.S. Constitution, it is an appro-

priate time to reexamine the role

Villanova would play in domestic
and world affairs.

At Villanova, two traditions •
excellence in education and Chris-

tianity— merse into a meaningful
environment which imbues its

students with traditional Ameri-
can middle<la6s values. As stich,

Vinaaova, in concert with other

fine learning institutions, contrib-

utes to the lintanancr of the
foundation upan which this re-

publk: was built ^ civil Uberty.

Coiiiaquantly, ViUanofva contains

thehiMMn talent and moral apirit

to asotimc a position of national

leadership in campus politics.^

If anyone shares this vision, we
of the College Republicans urige

them to join our dynamic organ-

ization. This invitation is partic-

ularly directed toward freshman,
because ours is a club where
underclassmen can assume the

highest positions of leadership.

Our next meeting will be held on
Sept. 23, at 3:30 p.m. in the
Haverford Room of the Connelly
Center.

If any issue from the deplorable
housing situation to the 1968
presidential election* interests the

readers of the VittaaMmtt, wt
pray they will ooMt and help us
lead the nation into the 1990b and
beyond.

I
Bfk!E.BniiD

CattegelU

DKE suspension questioned
To the Editor:

I am writing in regard to the
situation with Villanova Univer-
sity's ex-fraternity Delta Kappa
Epsilon. I cannot honestly see
why the severity of the decision
was necessary. The severe pun-
ishment was a suspension of the
fraternity's actions on campus for

three years. In my opinion, the
judgment was decided so that
when the fraternity returns, if it

does return, all the present
members would be graduated, i

Since the actions that decided

the severe punishment were very
individualistic, was it necessary
to punish the whole fraternity so
severely? I realize that the frater-

nity is responsible for the actions

of its nfiemtiers,' but could not a

less severe punishment toward
the whole fraternity serve as an
equally creditable punishment?

I think Villanova has also over-

looked, or at least failed to see, all

of DKE's good qualities. They
have had many members in pre-

vious years in several service

organizations such as the Blue

Key Society and Orientation
Counselinji:.

DKE has one last appeal to the
Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,
University president. I just hope
It IS an appeal, and that the
decision has not already been
made.

HttHh Burgess
Claa8oll990

Member of Delta Kappa
. w Epi&on

(inactive on campus)

Convocation Mass applauded
To the Editon

This past Sunday, the Campus
Ministry Staff revived a tradition

from Villanova's rich and reverent

past ~ the Convocation Mass.
Considering the complexity of its

Freshmen Orientation and Bacca-

laureate Masses, inviting the

entire University community to a

single liturgical celebration could

well have been a tradition thought
to be too unwieldy to renew.
No doubt there will be those

who will complain about the lack

of alternative choices. Perhaps
others will complain about the

lack of ceremony — no academic
procession, no guest speaker, no

honorary degree recipient, no
room for the multitude of other
agendas for which the occasion
could have or should have t)een

used.

For m/self , I appreciated very
much the long hours of tedious
planning by the Campus Ministry
Staff, the contributions of the
Rev. John M. Driscoll, the Rev.
Kail C. Ellis, their poncelebrants,
the work of the members of our
community who served as ushers,
banner carriers, inusicians, sin-

gers, lectors, Eucharistic minis-
ters and of those who prepared the
Pavilion for the occasion.

I congratulate all of those re-

sponsible for providing an oppor-

tunity for our community to come
together in common prayer for the
school year's beginning. F applaud
them for resisting the temptation
to add to or detract from this
simple but fundamental focus.

Lastly, I would encourage all of
those who participated to continue
to support the symbolism that
Sunday's celebration actualizes.
It and others like it help define,
shape and center our community.
It and others like it represent the
essential uniqueness of the Villan-
ova experience.

Christopher M. Janosik
Director of

Residence IMt

k .
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Pa. Nitional Guard
to-go to Nicaragua
To the Editor:

Since 19^3, 100,000 United
States troops huve been on ma-
neuvers in Central America.
Thirty thousand of these have
been NattaMil/Giiard soldiers. By
the endpfWs month. Pennsyl-
vania Natioaai Guard soMiers are
scheduled to join them. Thc;ir

*'traimng mission" includes the
building of roads, barracks, air-

strips, etc. In the past, over 30
United States National Guards-
people havelo^tiheir l;ves, includ-

ing two from Budcs County, Pa!

On Sept. 12. 1 attended a rally

was established to aid its own
community in time of emergency.
Such emergencies include floods,

hurricanes and earthqua)ces. The

ROIMU) REAGAN
neaRKni

a%

in Media, to protest President
Reagan's decision to send a unit

of -the Pennsylvania National
Ottarrd to Nicaragua. The guard

UANKL OmiGA SAAVCOfU

list does include building military

facilities on the Honduran/Nicara-
guan border or training EI Salvad-
oran army units.

I was delighted to see that I am
not the only Villanovan to feel this
way. Also in attendance were
three of my fellow students as
well as two professors. I would
like to thank each of them for
showing, once againn, that Villan-
ovans love this great country of
ours and the principles on which
it was founded, and are not afraid
to use their freedoms of speech
and assembly to help ensure the
freedom and safety of others.

Ingrid Bimbach
Class fo 1988

Marijuana destroys
users' health
To the Editor:

Occasional smokers of marijua-

na regard this habit as a passing

fancy that can be stopped at will,

only to experience a dreadful
ending. A father of a son who was
a heavy smoker of this weed made
a concerted effort to gather all the

information he could find on this

subject.

He collected books, he read
.every doctors' report that was
available, every governmental
study, every police report, every

magazine artkle. In all this mas-
sive research, he found a devas-

tating case against the smoking
of marijuana. This habit could

cause loss of memory, damage to

the brain, liver and lungs, just to
mention a few consequences.

To the boys and girls who do
not regard this habit as a passing

*

fancy: This habit will eventually
explode in your body like a bomb
and destroy your health, your

TkiskMk [msri/iuuMi

MelcoiiM cause loss of
memoiy, dMNwe to Me
bnbip KmrmidhmgSf
Justus mention a t§w

initiative, your way of life and
make ypu unfit to enter the main
stream of society. In other words,

the penalty you pay will destroy

you for life.

John J. Banmzano
Rosemont dtizen
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Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villano.
van asks, "After receiving

approval for the construc-
tion of new upperclassmen
dorms, do you feel they
should be male, female or
coed, and why?

'*
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•'Coed . . . because many
other Catholic universities

have already made the

"big switch."

Susan Wausnock
senior

commerce and finance

**Single-sexed_... be-

cause you can't live with
them . .

.

Lauren Romanowski
junior

general science
Michelle McDermet

junior
finance

I,. .7

"Coed! To create better

relations between stu-

dents, all kinds of

relations."

Michelle Radigan
senior

finance
Michele Hurley

senior
computer science

It

**Coed ... because you

can't live without them."

^ ,j,it,t.j^^i.i^,,iiMmmmdm^miit^imt^
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SORORITY
i »

ANSWER:

QUESTION

-^li

Where can youfind
sincere^ thoughtful
friends to support all of
your ambitions as you
grow through your
college years certain
that these bonds of
loyalty will continue
throughout your
lifetime?

'\i

i :

All Sophomores, Juniors &
Seniors are Cordially Invited

To Attend Our Rush Party on
Tue^., Sept. 22
in the Day Hop

8-1 p.m., 1 St Fi

.i-

I
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Sfwiefifs aidhameless

/ ;'

By NATAUE McKENNA

Homelessness. Is it a problem
of poverty, housing, deinstitution-

alization of the mentally ill,.the

breakdown of the family or a
combination of all these factors?

How can Villanova students,

comfortable in dorms, apartments
and houses on the Main Line,

reach out to the homeless men,
women and children of urban
America?
The Villanova community can

make a difference in the lives of

area homeless. The Villanova

; Committee for the Philadelphia

Homeless, an organization pro-

moted by Campus Ministry, con-

tribute^ time, funds and caring to

jffktse who turn to soup kitchens

$nd shdters for the Jbasic neces-

sities of life. >

j

^ Begun in January 1983, th^
Villanova Committee for the Phi-

ladelphia Homeless has tapped
into the wealth of resources at

Villanova to provide food, shelter

and various services to some less

fortunate people living in the city

of Philadelphia.

Thecommittee is organized and
lead by student chairpeople with
a staff member from Campus

Ministry as coordinator. Each
chairperson is responsible for one
of thie three main program^ of the
comnryittee. ; , .

The largest program is the
;Street Outreach. A group of six

tonight students take back packs
.of peanut butter and jelly sand-
wiched to bus stations, train

statioiis and back alleys of center
city Philadelphiar

The students look for those who
live in abaijidoned buildings,, bath-

roon> stalls, park bench^ an^ hpt
air venti. '^ ;\v y '

^ • *

The bread, peanut batter and
jelly are donated bV faCult/, dtaff

and local food stores. The sand-
wiches are made by members of

each residence hall with the
cooperation and support of ^ the

;

hall, councils and the Office of'

Residence Life.

Another progratn involves vo-

.

lunteering at St. Francis Inn, a
soup kitchen in the Kensington
section "of Philadelphia. The Inn
is maintained by a community of

Franciscan brothers and sisters

along with volunteers from var-

ious backgrounds.
The Inn is open for coffee and

donuts each morning and for

dinner from 4:30-6 p.m. The St.

Francis Inn often serves over 200

Photo courlesy of Campus Ministry

St. Francis Inn, a soup kitchen in the Kensington section of
Philadelphia, often serves over 200 people a day .

Career Day sebetfii/etf
By SUSAN TOLVE

Booklets, brof^hures and coun-

selors cannot, provide students
'

with the quality of information

that a professional has retained.

That is why the Career Develop-

ment Center has arranged for 50
company representatives to come
to the Villanova Room on Sept. 24,

, from 12:30-4 p.m. to share infor-

. diation and answer questions.

i
Career Day js "information

'gath'erihg, not just for seniors, but

for freshman, sophomores and
juniors to start looking at different

careers," explained Judy Madsen.
c<K)rdiiialor of Career Day.
Madsen said that there are a lot

of problems- with seniors who
come into the Counseling Center
and have no idea what they want
to do. She >)elieves that talking

with ijeojiit from different com
panics and comparing these or

gani/ation^^ can help confused
students decide on what they
wunt .

Evaluation forms completed by
students after VilUinova's first

Career Day two years ago were
UMid in the planning of this year's

Carver Day. The main complaint
friNn ftlydtfitk la»t time wan the

lack of oompanieK repreMnting
ircaM of libipral art^. Miidiifn aaid

that this year the Career Center
was more selective in choosing
companies and that Career Day
will be more balanced for arts and
science majors.

Planning for this year's Career
Day began last February. Twenty-
five student coordinators have
been getting ready for the event,
and as many as 100 students will

be working on Sept. 24.

Students attending Career Day
will be given brochures which
contain a listing of all the com-
panies present and some sample
questions to ask the representa-

tives, Student advis(»rsand career

counselors will also be on hand
to guide students and answer any
questions they have

Madsen l)elie\es that the two
most iniportanl things a student
can learn on Career Day are
"What can I do with inv major^*
and. "What career paths are
available within certain
industries?"

How dues one go about answer-
ing thes« questions. "Dim i Ijt*

shy. That's the biggest thing. The
worst thing that a student can do
is juit kwk around and not ap-

proach MNneone. Don't feel ah if

yoyr^uaalion ian't important. All

qiMwlMMiH are important." H*iit.

people a day.

Often one pictures old men in

tattered clothing when hearing
the word "homeless." However,
the guests at the Inn range in age
from 18 months to 88 years. They
are men, women and children of

various ethnic origins and faiths.

Some have the need for alcohol

and drpg rehabilitatk>n; others
have been vkrtims of violence or,

morexommonly, of hard times.

The Villanova Committee for

the Philadelphia Homeless sends
' four to five students every Friday
and Saturday to th^ St. Francis
Inn. They chop vegetables for

soup, clean tables, wash dishes
and servexlinner or brunch.
The third program handles

x:a^pu8 education and fund vrais-

ing^. The students injthi^ program
nave been able toporchase much
needed household items for the
shelter; The program is also
responsible for programming ed-
ucational and consciousness rais-

ing forums.

The fourth program is the
environmental committee. This
dedicated group of students does

(photo courtesy of Campus MiniSry)

Students volunteer their time to repair and restore old and neglected
shelters and homes. _^_______
repair work for the St. Francis Inn "^''^ ^he ^act that small acts of

and its community. service cannot change the social

This year the students in this
structures which create poverty

program will be joining volunteers f
"^ homelessness. The Commit-

- * -
'

. *- tees objective is to bring thefrom the international organiza

tion, "Habitats for the Homeless."

They will be repairing homes and
making them more livable.

The Villanova Committee for

the Philadelphia Homeless recog-

Villanova community to a deeper
awareness of their responsibility
to minister to those less fortunate.
A commitment meeting will be

held Sept. 2.'^ at 6:30 p.m. in the
Alumni gym.

VUlanova Legal Aid Center

Legal problems addressed
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

Imagine you are a typical Vil-

lanova student who is under 21.

You have just left a party and are

walking down Lancaster Avenue
toward campus when you are

'Suddenly stopped and questioned

by a police office. He claims that

he smells alcohol on your breath

and subsequently issues you a

citation for underage drinking

which will cost you nearly $300.

In this common dilemma, a

student may feel that he or she
has nowhere to turn for counsel-

ing and advice as to his or her legal

rights in this matter. However, for

the past six years there has been

just such a place to go for free legal

advice, and it is located right here

on campus.
In 1981, Dr. Sebastian Rainone,

a business law professor at Vil-

lanova, started the Villanova

Legal Aid Center with the help of

a few Villanova Law School stu-

dents. Since then, the Center has

been operating out of the base-

ment of Sheehan Hall, aiding

students with their legal problems
which have included underage
drinking, landlord-tenant, person-

al injury, auto-accident and breach

of contract cases.

The main function of the Legal

Aid Center is to advise students

about their legal rights, prepare

students for court and recommend
students to a lawyer in niore

serious legal cases. It must be

stressed that the staff of the

Center does not represent stu-

dents, but simply advises and
prepares students for court. This
is done at absolutely no cost to

the student.

There are. however, certain

matters that the center will not

|)artake of. These include wills,

divorces, immigration cases and
any matters directed against the

llni\ersit\ itself, such as the

suspension or e.xpulsion of a

student. The Center refuses to

handle such cases because it

would present a conflict of inter

ests, ... as the University pays for

the operation of the center.

Currently, the center is operat-

ing With a staff of four Villanova

law Httidcntt working under the

guidanu of the oHlirectors, Rai-

none and the Rev. Robert J. Martin

O.S*A.. J.D. The itaff indiidei

third-year law student Mark
Martella. as well as second-year
law students Dan Armstrong.
Valerie Link and Chris Vaiente.

'

''The time to deal with

the l^al issue is in

court andnet en the

street"

To make an appointment just

call 645-4:W3 or stop by Rm. 105

in the basement of Sheehan Hall

during office hours.

When asked if the Legal Center
is a necessary service on the

Villanova campus, Martella rep-

lied, "Yes, we've handled over 235
matters last vear and I believe

that it more ix'ople knew alx)Ul us,

we would have even more clients.

"As lonj? as students have to

rent , as long as they have to drink,

and as long as the drinking age

is 21. there will be a need for us.
"

Martella added that the

landlord-tenant and underage
dnnking problems are the most
common legal problems plaguing

students at Villanova.

As far as general advice about

landlord-tenant problems. Martel-

la had a few words of caution.

"Read your lease and work out all

problems before you sign a lease

and not after. Also, always make
sure to inspect the premises
before signing anything."

Concerning the common prob-

lem of run-ins with local police

(Continued on page 14i
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Lega/ aid

offered
(Continuedfrom pagt 13)

because of underage drinking,

Martella said, 'if you should

happen to get stopped by a police

officer, always be polite.

"Say *yes, sir' and *no, sir' and
cooperate. The time to deal with

the legal issue is in court and not

on the street."

The Legal Aid Center is clearly

a valuable resource for students

and will continue to help students

as it keeps expanding. If^ou have

any legal questions, do not hes- .

itate to stop by the center or make .,.„ . ^ . .
(photo by Nuntt)

an appointment. The staff will be X'"t"°''' '•T^SlJ^u*"^".? '^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^"*«'^ ^^^^^^ *"

happy to assist you in whatever
the b«M^ment of Sheehan Hall. _

way it can. -. . „, . j , «/n ^ ««
So remember, do not take the The Center's hours are as Wednesday - 1:3(M:30 p.m.

law into your own hands, take it follows: Thursday - 12:30^3:30 p.m.

to the Lej?al Aid Center. Tuesday — 12 noon-3 p.m. Friday — 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Coming Up . .

.

Sept. 18

"Peggy Sue Got Married," 6:30 and 9 p.m., Connelly Center

Cinema, $2.

Sept. 19

Cultural Film Series — "The Official Story," 7 p.m. Connelly

Center Cinema.

Sept. 20
"The Official Story," 3:30 and 7 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema

Sept. 21

"The Official Story," 7 p.m., Connelly Center Cmema.

Sept. 23

Villanova Comittee for Philadelphia Homeless Commitment

Night. 6:.S0-7:30 p.m., Alumni Gym.

Sept. 24

Career Day 1987 - 12:30-4 p.m., Connelly Center, Villanova
Room.

"Star Trek IV," 6:30 and 9 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema, $2.

Sept. 2r>

"Star Trek IV." 6:30 and 9 p.m.. Connelly Center Cinema, $2.

Ittsignifica

By MARK V. DI STASIO

* Since 64 A.D, there have been

^65 Roman Catholic popes. John
is the most common name, chosen

)y 23 popes.

* PopeJohn Paul II's 10-day trip

to America will cost $93,572 an
hour. ^

TIC a^\sn£(Wpa.B£Fos^Micxu^tn^

SAFERIDES
W/tonova SalBridBB

645-4455.

Word of the Week
DYSANIA

a) difficulty in articulating ^> ^'"^'"« '^ ^ough to get out of

wordsbecauseof a disease of the the bed in the mornmg
centhal nervous system

b) inability to exert oneself d) fear of contact sports

ISakiUoapme 15

21 Ly^NC ASTER Av. , /

Mon. I /

1

The Place To
Be la

1987!
DJ Dancing on

Tues,, Wed. and Thurs.

tball Night— free Buffet— i O Ft. TV Screen

Tues

Wed.

5 Sets ofFREE Concert Tickets
for Electric Factory Concerts given away

Ladies ' Night — % Price Drink Specials
For the Ladies, FREE Taco Bar

Thurs. DraftB

f "^

Night Pitchers $2.95, Mugs 66*
FREE 6 Ft. Hoagles

¥

with every pitcher of beer purchand

tmltmtbw 1», 1W7 • THK VfcUliq»MI»f»f» 1»

first Ammulaimt
ByB09STERCA

While most people take for

granted the provision of the Ficst

Amendment to the Constitution of

the United States, which includes

the concept of "freedom of

speech," interpretations of it have

varied throughout history to the

present day.

The wider interpretation of

"freedom of speech" has caused

many problemsr concerning
whether pornography is to he

protected under the First Amend-
ment. This question surfaced

Word of the
Week
Solution

DYSANIA #

(C) finding it tough to get out

of bed in the morning

DAEDALUS
[^EDUCATION
SERVICES

PROnSSSIOHAL

RESUME
PREPARATION

write — edit — update

print — copy — type

SAME DAY SERVICE

U^. Typewritera Return*Center

King or Pnjssia Pkna
King of Pnjssla

265-7898
HOURS: Mon.-Sal. 10^^30 Sun. 12-6

IT'S NEVER TOO EARLYI

recently with the Meese Commis-
sion and its report to the

president.

On Sept. 19, at 7:30 p.m., in the

Theater of the University Muse-
um at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Moonstone, Inc. will -pres-

ent, in conjunction with other We
The People 200 celebrations, a

"First Amendment Forum."
The forum will feature panelists

such as Murray Bacon, president

of the organization Accuracy in

Media; Dan Biddle, a Pulitzer

Prize-winning reporter for the

Philadelphia Inquirer; Angel Or-

tiz, a^ Philadelphia city council-

man; and Barry Steinhardt, the

executive director of the American

Civil Liberties Union.

The forum's purpose is to find

the fine line between "liberty and

license" and the format will allow

audience participation and ques-

tioning after each issue the panel

considers in light of the First

Amendment.

The "First Amendment Forum"
is free and open to the public, but

because t>f limited seating, those

interested in attending should call

to reserve seats at 215-735-9598,

between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

who knows, who cares
We the editors, in order to form a more perfect who knows,

who cares, establish sarcasm and find fault in all . . . sure, other
schools get out of classes to celebrate the Constitution's
anniversary ... we get stuck playing Liberty in football ... Do
you think they'll crack under the pressure . . . speaking of cracked
ap . . . How aboiit the DKEguys? . . . they don't even exist anymore
. . . neither does a unified graduation . . . but hey, there's cookies
in Connelly . . . Avho was the smart cookie who thought up the
open container policy? . . . he's really raking in the bucks ... the
buck stops here ... but the Pope doesn't . . . and gosh, we had
all that carpet in the quad ready to roll out for him ... but where
would he park his popemobile ... he doesn't have a Main Lot
sticker . . . but anyway . . . Congress shall make no law allowing
the use of video equipment to entrap students using fake I.D.s or

abridge the freedom of speech . . . except in the case of Robin
Williams ... Did you know Fabian is coming this Parent's

Weekend instead? ... oh well, . . . who knows, who cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

We know that a

cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat

and time.

Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard cal-

culator, on the other

hand, can save you
time and again.

HP calculators not

only have better func-

tions. They function

better. Without stick-

ing keys and bad
connections.

Through October

31, you can get the

cream of the calcula-

tors at a non-fat price.

"We're cutting $10

off the HP-12C That
buys you more built-

in fimctions than any-

one else's financial

calculator.

And we're giving

away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,

with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific

calculator you buy.

This 12K-byte plug-

in, menu-driven ROM
was designed spe-

cially for students.

So drop by your

campus bodicstore and
compare HP calcula-

tors with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see

what a deal this i&

^ FREE$49 HP-41
ADVANTAGEMODULE
with purchase ot HP-41. Pur-

chase must be made between

August 15. 1987, and October 31.

1987 See your local HP dealer

for details and official redemp-

tion form. Rebate or free Mod-

ule will be Sent in 6-8 weeks.

OR$10OFFANHP-12C

I

I

I

I

I

COMEDY NIGHT
WEDNESDA Y AT

wer^fDfj-

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Barleycorn's Pub
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr 525-3667

Sept 16 — Kevin Sullivan

23 » Pat Gkxxiwin • Sept. 30 — Chris Rich

Mirnkt wtHh Eddie Arrimam
* Show Sttrf at 10 p.m.

I

I

I

I

I
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room

ORGANIZATIONS ATTENDING
Air Products and Chemicals Clement Commonications

Aramr Young
Artlinr Andoscn
BdlofPA
Slue Crass ol

Gnolcr Philadc^rfda

Community Life Scfvloes

Devcveaux Fdundation

Donndlcy Piiecioiy
EJL dn Pttit ds Ncmonis
EMC

KYW/KYW/TV
Uvntholl^ Horwatfi

Maqr's

MatisBiLabs

MqImI

Subaru of America ^

Sun Refining Jb Marioeting
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make concert eventful
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

When U2 performs, it is not just

a concert, it is an event. Their

show at the Spectrum this past

Saturday night was no exception.

U2 is a band that inspires

intense loyalty from its followers.

Their sincerity and message of

peace are part of the attraction.

They also have a very strong

connection with the audience.

The lead singer, Bono, frequently

picks people out of the audience

to join him on stage. Saturday's

performance was a good example

of that.

The crowd in the Spectrum was
going nuts even before the band

took the stage. They were throw-

ing beach balls, doing the wave
and dancing frantically to piped-

in Beatle's songs.

When the lights finally dimmed,

a charge of electricity ran through

the audience. AH that could be

seen were flickering lighters, and

all that could be heard were the

synchronized strains of "Where
the Streets Have No Name."
As Dave "the Edge" Evans

played his first guitar chords, the

stage lit up to show him and the

other band members: Larry

\Mullen, Jr. (drums), Adam Clayton

(bass) and Bono Vox (lead vocals).

Bono is clearly the center of

attention on stage. He sings from

his heart and his soul and tries

to make every concert memorable.

This concert was no different.

The band ripped into *i Will

Follow," one of their older songs.

Next came the very country-like

and very biblical, "Trip Through
Your Wires."

Most of the songs U2 played

were from their latest album, The

Joshua Tree. The album has a

different sound from their others.

During the concert, Bono said that

during the past few years, he has

discovered what real American

music is — blues, country and

rock-and-roll.

The first half of the concert was
great, but during the second half*

things started getting crazy. Bono
and the band started playing

"People Get Ready," an old Curtis

Mayfield Song. "What do you

think of my guitar playing?" Bono
aiked. "This song has only three

chords, soeven lean play it." Bono

is not known for his guitar playing

skill — and that is an under-

statement.

"You say you can play better?"

he asked the crowd. "Well, come
on!" With that, he picked a tall

blond guy named Tom, out of the

audience. Tom went up on stage

and Bono showed him the chords.

Tom strummed away and the

crowd roared its approval.

During "Bad," a guy ran up on

stage and handed Bono a block of

wood. He then started taking off

his necklace and was going to give

that to Bono too, but he was
hustled offstage by security

guards.
Bono stared at the block of

wood, wondering what to do with

it. He shrugged his shoulders and

said "only in America."

About two minutes later, a

skinny girl in jeans (No, it was
not yours truly) was hoisted onto

the stage by her friends. She ran

up to Bono and hugged him tight.

He picked her up and began to

dance with her.

Edge calmed things down by

playing the melodic "October,"

and a laid back versk>n of "New
Year's Day." During "Pride,"

U2's dedication to Rev. Martin

(Photo courtesy of Electric Factory Concerts)

U2 promoted their new album with a concert at the Spectrum. Theyll be playing J.F.K. on Sept.

25.

Luther King, Jr., Bono brought
two girls onstage. They had made
a banner with the lyrics to the

song on it.

U2's first encore was "One Tree
Hill," a song written for Greg

Carroll. Carroll was part of their

road crew and died in an accident

last year. Next came "With Or
Without You," their first single

from the album. About halfway

through the song, a guy leaped

onstage and grabbed the micro-

phone from Bono. Security guards

pulled the man away. Bono threw

down his guitar in a rare flash of

temper. "You can sing any other

song, but not this one," he growled

at the offender.

The band finished the song and Ruffner played several songs

left the stage; I had my doubts as

to whether they would be back.

But they were, first to play "Party

Girl/Trash Trampoline," (a really

silly song) and finally "40."

The audience chanted part of

the words to "40": "How long to

sing this song." They would have

sung forever if they had not

turned on the lights and started

piping in the Beatle's music.

Mason Ruffner, a New Orleans-

^sed guitarist whose fans include

/Bruce Springsteen and Jimmy
Page, opened for U2. He is gaining

recognition with his second al-

bum, "Gypsy Blood."

from the album including, "Danc-

ing On Top Of The World,"

"Running" and "Red Hot Lover."

Ruffner is an incredible guita-

rist. In Jimi Hendrix fashion, he
played his guitar vertically, like

he was sawing it, while kneeling,

over his head, behind his back and
with his teeth.

If Ruffner gets enough radio

play and public recognition, he
could become a major force in the

record industry.

Ruffner will be at the 23 East

Cabaret in Ardmore tomorrow
night.

innocent fairytale provesto be entertaining
By ELANA ROSE STARR

"Maid to Order"
directed by Amy Jones
produced by Herb Jaffe and Mort
Engelberg

"Maid to Order" is an inverted

fairy tale that is sweet, innocuous
and mildly entertaining. It focuses

on a lazy, bomto-shop "princess"

who is magically transformed into

a housemaid. The film begins and
ends with the generic pronounce-

ments "Once upon a time ..." and
"They lived happily ever after."

At one point, the female protag-

onist even loses her slipper —
updated to a pump — a la

Cinderella.

Unlike the Grimm Brothers'

classics, though, there are no

ominous or ghoulish elements

here. Instead, everything in this

likeable but predictable riches-to-

rags story is kept light and airy,

much like Shelly Duvall's work
for Showtime's "Fairy Tale Thea-
tre" and "Tall Tales."

Ally Sheedy ("Wargames," "St.

Elmo's Fire") gives her usual

competent performance as Jessica

Montgomery, a stereotypically

spoiled, Beverly Hills heiress,

whose sense of entitlement knows
no bounds. When her beleaguered

father (Tom Skerritt) wishes she

were never born, a fairy godmoth-

er grants his request. (Sound
familiar, Capra fans?)

Down on her luck, Jessie is

forced to look for — uh oh, the

dreaded "W" word — work as a

maid, and what ensues is sporad-

ically amusing. Her nouveaux
riches employers are the Starkeys,

broadly played by Valerie Perrine

and the latex)ick Shawn. The duo
look as though they are having a

terrific time, with their bathtub

full of rubber duckies and closets

filled with lame outfits (hers and
his).

Unfortunately, the Starkeys are

wan imitations of the outrageous

couple in last year's "Ruthless

People," done to perfection by

Bette Midler and Danny DeVito.

In fact, even the tasteless decor

chez Starkey is evocative of the

earlier film. However, instead of

the post-modern, Memphis-style

furnishings proferred in "Ruth-

less People," the mansion in

"Maid to Order" is a cross be-

tween Las .Vegas glitz and the

Philadelphia Zoo.

Other supporting actors, in-

cluding Beverly D'Angelo as the

oh-so-hip, chain-smoking fairy

godmother, and Michael Onth-

kean as the Starkeys' handsome
chauffeur, are relegated to lack-

luster parts despite their fine

abilities. This is a shame, since

both have sparkled in good roles.

(Catch D'Angelo in "Hair" and

"Coal Miner's Daughter." and
Ontkean in reruns of television's

"The Rookies," opposite Kate

Jackson.)

Tom Skerritt, who has been

called "an actor's actor," is suf-

ficiently stolid as Jessies s father.

The only sizzling performance,

though, is from Merry Clayton, a
refugee from the '60's music
scene, as the wise black cook with
the heart of gold.

Of course, "Maid to Order" has

the requisite moral: It is better to

be poor, hard-working and gener-

ous than it is to be greedy, ego-

centric and rich. (However, no
judgment is passed on those who
are both very wealthy and boun-
tiful, like Jessie's philanthropist

father.) And although fairy tales

are best shared with children —
this reviewer saw "Maid" with an
enthralled third grader — its

lesson is one which today's legions

of acquisitive yuppies sould not

easily shrug off.

Hooters find 'One Way Home'
By MEGAN GUIDERA

One Way Home
Hooters

Columbia Records
«*«*•

It has been a long two-year wait,

but Philadelphia's Hooters have

finally released their second al-

bum with Columbia Records, ()m
Way Home. In that two-year span,

the Hooters' musical style has

movfld from the pop rock of their

Novmm Ni§kt album to a folk-

rtvolttUonory bott that it dtfftr-

tnt. byt tiicitiiif

.

The Hooters — Rob Hyman.
Eric Bazilian. David Uosikkinen,

John Lilley and Andy King —
began their successful careers in

Philadelphia by releasing the

album Amore with Antenna re-

cords in 1983. The Hooters' pop

ularity grew as did their musical

talent, resulting in their signing

a contract with Columbia Records.

The Hooters then remade three

songs from Amore and added six

new songs to comprise the album

that brought them national noto-

riety. Nervous Night.

The Hooters were^ originally

noted for a pop bebop beat, how-

ever, they have left behind this

tfiMge and created a highly patri-

otic tound in Oite Way Nome, in

which many of the s()nj>s make
reference to the Civil War.

The album's first release,

"Johnny B," is quite a surprise to

many. It lacks the familiar beat

of "And We Danced" or "Hanging

on a Heartbeat." Despite its

uniqueness. 'Johnny B" is a

catchy song that grows on the

listener after two or three spins.

It is a slow-paced song that centers

on the theme that love blinds a

person.

"Satellite," the second release,

is a powerful tune that highlights

Bazilian 's voice. The folk beat of

"Satellite" boldly expresses its

theme of the perils of too much
media m society.
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ST. RITA'S HRLL (LOUU6R LeVGL)

STfiFF
i Sho^O Tracy/O.S.A.

As Director* of Campus Ministry, Shawn
Is the focal point of a team effort
designed to promote a sense of
community and welcome to all members
of the Vlllanova University
community. Washington D.C. bom.
Shawn as a poet, musician, and
community builder expresses his
priesthood most vividly In liturgical
celebrations and In his profound
respect for the Individual.

I Barbara Haenn

Barbfkra Is In her twelfth year^of
ministry to the Vlllanova Community.
A native Phlladelphlan, she brings her
nursing experience and organizational
skills to such events as Hunger
Awareness workshops, the Haltl-
Vlllanova connection, and other
programs for the Impoverished.
Barbara is a knowledgeable resource
person not only for students and
campus personnel, but also for the
community surrounding Vlllanova.

1 Ray Jackson, O.S. A.

Ray Is an Augustlnlart priest from
New York who Is deeply Involved In the
process of raising consciousness about
social Issues. His message Is based on
Gospel values and the compassionate
actions of Jesus. Affiliated also
with Vlllanova's Center for Peace and
Justice Education, Ray Is most
visible to the community at
liturgical celebrations, Pre-Cana*
Weekends, and educational programs.

i John tozano

John and his wife, Helen, met on
campus ten years ago and now are the
proud parents of three young
children. He brings to Campus Ministry
the dimensions of Christian marriage
and family and an Integrated prayer
life. John Is one who seeks to help
others com closer to God through
personal witness and coordinatloii
of prayer groups, Pint-€Ma Mookonds*
and retreats

•

MASS
DniLV

8:30om
11:30om
12:00pm
5:00pm
10:30pm

sunrnv
12noon
4:00pm
6:00pm
8:00pm
10:00pm

Main Chopel

Corr Chopel
Moin GKioel

Corr Chopel
AAoin Chopel

AAoin Chopel
AAoin Chopel

AAoin Chopel

Moin Chopel

AAoin Chopel

ncTiviTies
Liturgy and the Arts

Pastoral Music Ministry
Eucharlstic Ministers
Ministry of Lector
Liturgy Planning

Community - Oriented Programs

Balloon Day Festival
Vlllanova Committee for the

Homeless
Spring Break Projects
Hunger Awareness Week Programs
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Haltl-VITlanova Connection

Spiritual Development

Retreats
Sacramental rrefSaratloh
Spiritual Direction
Pastoral Counselling
H.E.C. Program
^ (Handicapped Encounter Christ)
Weekly Prayer and Scripture

Ploces of UJorship

SinFF in

R€SID€nC€ UF€

Lquj School Moss
.

GflR€VHaLL
olternoting ujeeks sl-orting 9/16

ii-40om ^thurs. 9/I6

sooom ujed.

Socromentof

Baptist

Central Baptist Church

106 W. Lancasttr Ave.

Wayne. Pa.

688-0664

Episcopal

St. Mary
Lancaster and Louella Aves.

Wayne, Pa.

688-1313

Jewish (Conservative)

Lancaster and Remington Aves.

WynneMOOd, Pa.

649-5300

Lutheran

St. Luke
Conestooa and Valley Forge Rds.

Devon, Pa.

688-0122

Friends

Haverford Friends Meeting

855 Buck Lane
Haverford, Pa.

649-3445

Presbyterian

Bryn flawr Presbyterian
625 Nontgoaery Ave.
Bryn Ma«Mr, Pa.

525-2821

Unlurlan

Main Line UnlUrlan Churdi
816 S. Valley Forge Rd.

Oevon, Pa.

3>4pm tues^ujed^thurs.

Mbil Chapel (reor room )j
fly Rppcrtment 4IS-

'

Jmhtk (Rcfone)

55 N. Church Lane
111, Pa.

I.I i
I

Unnf Uiiltad MttHetfltt
MOMMtrl«

Linda Jaczynski

Linda Is a lay minister from
Carbondale, Pa. who resides in

Sheehan Hall. Counted on by many as <

counselor and friend, Linda's gifts
also Include the coordination of
an Inner-city spring break project.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters program,
and preparing students for the
Sacraments of Christian Initiation
and Confirmation. Her quiet and
reassuring style emanates warmth and
Invitation to friendship.

GERRY DUFF,0,S.A. h
This Augustinian Is a n

JBryn Mawr, Pa., and has
friend of the Vlllanova
since his youth. He has
many people through Sac
Worship experiences as
school teacher and chap
Iwell as through counsel
laddicted to alcohol and
Father Duff lives in Su
Hal 1 , and divides his w
hours between the Campu
office, and the new off
|Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Beth Hassel, P.B.V.

ative of
beei^'a
Community
reached

rament and
a high
lain, as
ing persons
drugs.

1 1 ivan
r k i n g

s Ministry
ices for
Education.

Beth is a Presentation Sister from
Staten Island, N.Y. who lives and
ministers in Good Counsel Hall. For
the past six years Beth has devoted
her creative energies towards the
development of the Committees for the
Homeless and the Eucharlstic Ministers
Program. Beth's Interests in mime,
dance, and clowning have often
added to the texture of liturgical
celebrations and Balloon Day
festivities.

Noreen Cameron m
Noreen Is our newest member on Campus
and will reside In Sheehan Hall. She
comes to Vlllanova with a variety of
experiences. Trained as a nurse and
also as a pastoral minister, Noreen
brings Insight and expertise to the
complex areas of grief and loss of
relationships through separation.
Her Interests include iiomens' and
social Justice Issues.

»J^v.
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On the Scene

.

. Entertainment
.By MARYJO YANNACONE

Greetings from Europe, friends

and fellow students! Why am I in

Europe, you ask? Well, the con-

tinent is simply jumping with

western stars, and this is the best

way to get the foreign dirt back

to you. It seems that all the

regulars in the entertainment

world have chosen this week to

invade the faraway places of

Paris, Tokyo and even Northern

Ireland. Perhaps the United States

has become passe' behind our very

backs!

In France, Madonna is causing

a stir among local government

officials. French Premier Jacques

Chirac, rival to Socialist President

Francois Mitterrand, surprised

dignitaries in Paris when, re-

sponding to a request from his

daughter, Claude, he guaranteed

the performance by Madonna
scheduled in Sceaux, a Paris

suburb.

It seems that the mayor of the

town had threatened to cancel the

concert, because of unannounced
reasons. Not only did Chirac
intercede on Madonna's behalf,

but he also cut the value tax on

records nearly in half, so as to

make them more affordable. Ma-

donna visited briefly with the

premier, and then proceeded to

entertain a record-breaking crowd

of 1 10.000 adoring fans.

Also in Paris this week were
Sylvester Stallone and his es-

tranged wife, Brigitte Nielsen,

separately, of course. The
"Rocky" star spent his time at the

Paris cabaret, Paradis Latin, with

American model Kathy Davis.

Stallone was even seen and heard

singing "America the Beautiful"

with the cabaret showgirls, before

flying off to Israel to film "Rambo
III."

While Stallone enjoyed himself

at the shows, his wife kept busy

being interviewed by the Paris

Match. Seeming not to have
missed a beat since the separation,

Nielsen announced that she had

signed a contract for an Italian

television show, was about to

release her first album and had
begun work on two new movies.

One thing is for sure, Nielsen

has no intentions of reconciling

with the Italian Stallion. With
Stallone singing American folk

tunes, and Nielsen doing her best

to launch a career in music, maybe
a reunion album is not too far

down the road. That is certainly

one worth waiting for!!
•

Over in Japan, Michael Jackson

launched his first tour in three

years. To promote his brand new
Bad album, the gloved one per-

formed in front of a wild Tokyo
crowd on Sept. 12. This special

return to Japan for Jackson was
his first since the 1973 Jackson

Five tour.

While Jackson gears up to con-

tinue his phenomenal career in

Japan. Matthew Broderick seems
to have ended his on the streets

of Northern Ireland. The star of

"War Games" and "Ferris
Bueller's Day Off," Broderick has
been formally charged with caus-

ing death by reckless driving to

Anne Gallagher, 28, and Margaret
Doherty. 62. both natives of

Ireland.

Broderick returned to the Uni-

ted States last week with girl-

friend Jennifer Grey, of "Dirty
Dancing" fame. Grey was in the

car at the time of the accident, and
was hospitaluBed for shock, while
Broderick suffered a CIroken teg.

Broderick will appear in Northern
Ireland in Eebruaty. where be will

be faced with a possit>le 10-year

sentence for the Aug. 5 accident.

Back in the states, former
speaker of the House. Tip O'Neill,

h<^ released a book about his

years in politics, "Man of the
House." In it, he chronicles the
goings-on in the political arena
from his first campaign for Cam-
bridge City Council in 1934 to his

retirement as speaker in 1986.

O'Neill discusses the Kennedys,
calling Jack the "kindliest of the

clan," and Bob a "know-it-all." as

well as Nixon, who is described

as "crude," and finally Reagan,

who receives billing as a "rich-

man's president." It looks as if old

Tip is getting the last word on all

his cronies.

One man not mentioned in the

book is Gary Hart, whose alleged

mistress has learned to capitalize

on her success through the endor-

sement of No Excuses jeans in

New York. While Rice plays dumb
to the attention,.company presi-

dent fieil Cole freely aqknowMlges
tliie ulterior mdlivet tn hirfiig

darling Donna, daimikig that she

has a "very high profile."

So as not to neglect our furry
friends in the animal kingdom, the
Main Street Fress of Pittstown,

NJ.. has released news of the

impending arrival of Canine
Quarterly, a magazine aimed at

capturing the "essence of the
modern dog." Ninety-six pages of

parody available at the end of the
month, CQ boasts a cover head-
line: "The Party Animal: Bud
Light's Spuds McKenzie, 47
pounds of macho male, by Gay
Taleash," as well as inside stories:

"Get Serious: Hollywood's Top
Dog Stars from Rin-Tin-Tin to

Mike the Dog, by Rona Basset,"
and "Mush: From New York to

Alaska," a story by "Bernard
Malamute."

It se^ms nothing is below the

modern press, and I am sure there

will be many eager puppy lovers

glad of that fact at the end of the

month!

Hoofers create a different,excitiagnew sovntf
(Continuedfrom page 1 7)

"Karla With a K" is another
catchy early American sounding
song that has a hint of a country
sound to it. The percussion and
keyboards strengthen this song
and add a great deal of power.

"Graveyard Waltz," "One Way
Home" and "Washington's Day"
are three patriotic songs that are

a far cry from the typical Hooters
music. "Graveyard Waltz" is a

harsh sounding song with a blues

sound to it that tends to make
Bazilian's voice sound extremely

screechy and rough.

"One Way Home, " the title

track, is another harsh tune that

discusses the long journey home
from war. "Washington's Day" is

a long song that has a pretty

sound Unique to the Hooters..

"Engine 999" continues the

album's tradition of an early

American sound having the famil-

iar pop beat that is often associat-

ed with the older Hooters music.

This song compares a love rela-

tionship to the movement of a

train. It is a good dance song that

is sure to be a successful hit.

If you have ever attended a

Hooters concert, one of the high-

lights is singing along to their

invigorating version of "Fightin*

on the Same Side." However, the

Hooters have slowed down the

song and changed some of the

words.

Thus, changing it from a

song that let out frustration about

a failing relationship to a song

that compares a squabbling rela-

tionship to the Civil War. The
song starts out "We're both sold-

iers of the heart. .
." The song later

mentions the "blue and gray," the

colors of the opposite sides in the

fivil war.

Despite the fact that the original

"Fightin' on the Same Side" was
an excellent song that did not need
improvement, the new version is

an equally enjoyable tune that has

a fun beat.

For those that have followed the

Hooters since Amore, One Way
Hume is an album that should be

listened to with an open mind a

couple of times before judgment
is passed.

One Way Home 's patriotic sound
is different for the Hooters; how-
ever, the majority of the songs
complement their talent and
create a pleasurable sound. The
patriotic early American sound,
although unique, is enjoyable to

listen to in these times of anti-

Americanism and global
confusion.

THE PRE LAW SOCIETY

CMe6 ShineNUifea, Em.

Taking the LSAT
Sept. 21 3:30 p.m
West Lounge
Dougherty Itoll
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By RUSS CECCOIA

LEGACYOPTHEANCIENTS
••*• ELECTRONIC ARTS
C64/128,AP
Never before has a role-playing

game been so well-designed and
presented than with this hit from
Electronic Arts. It is one of the
few role-playir\ggames that tastes

of a graphic adventure. In it, you
design a character that must find

a scroll known as the Wizard's
Compendium in the land of Tar-
malon and return it to the Tar-

malon Galactic Museum, where
your quest begins. This sounds
easy until you take into account
the 12 towns, 24 dungeon levels

and a few continents.

The first order of business is

to map out the museum. In it, you
find windows that can instantly

transport you to another area of

Tarmalon or contain items or
clues useful to your quest. All that

is required is a certain coin. The
graphics in the museum, and also

in the rest of the game, are
excellent, with flames flickering

on the wall and a good sense of

perspective.

. L^cy of the Ancients is also

distinctive because of the sound
effects and music in the game.
You can hear your footsteps as
well as the squeal of ugly monsters
as you rip them apart.

The smoothness of play and
easy-to-use command menu con-

tribute to the excellence of Legacy.

Using a method first introduced

in the Ultima games, all com-
mands are shown on the screen.

You only need to press the first

letter of the command to execute

it. Put this together with five

action games within the adven-

ture and Legacy of the Ancients is

headed for the best-seller charts.

WORDWRITER3 ••• TIME-
WORKS C64/ 128

Finally, Commodore 64 users

can experience the features of the

popular Word Writer 128 word
processing program. Word Writer

3 takes everything that writers

need and puts it onto two disks.

The first disk contains the word
processor on one side and the Spell

Checker dictionary on the other

side. The second disk consists of

the Thesaurus of over 60,000
words. An amateur writer can
basically do anything literary

with these two disks. The easiest

way to explain the program would
be to describe the features.

The screen displays a prompt
line at the top of the screen that

tells you the page, line and column
of the cursor's location. All com-
mands in Word Writer 3 are
accessed with a simple combina-
tion of one or two keys, keeping
memorisinf commands off your
list of priontiet. To aid in your
knowledfe of coBimands, a set of

two keybaard o¥«rlays is included

in the oadumt that caotatns all

Wml Wrikr 3 can do to much
mate tlMrt it wmikl be impoaiible

to mantian an af iu power. Still,

the pt^tmm has an aOcolMMi
Friirt fwAmt McMie that aUawrt

you to wm-^fmut file aa it will ba
.riiitrd ktm it it iriani. Ym

can use boldface, underline, ital-

ics, superscript and subscript and
all other printer features. An
Integrated Outline Processor lets

you writedown ideas in an outline

format. Combine these features

with many more and the ability

to interface with GEOS and other

Timeworks prograAis and it is

evident that Word Writer 3 is the

best you can get for the Commo-
dore 64.

221 BAKER ST. •••• DATA-
SOFT C64/ 128, AP, AT
Based on the best-selling board

game of the same name, this

graphics mystery adventure pla-

ces between one and four players

in the roles of either Sherlock

Holmes, Dr. Watson, Irene Adler

or Inspector Lestrade. There are

30 possible cases that you can try

to solve, each with unique situa-

tions. The game takes place in

London and contains a graphic

representation of the famed city.

The game play of 221 Baker St.

is different, but easy to master.

As one of the four characters, you
must travel throughout London
and use exclusive codes to gather

information from one of 15 loca-

tions. This information helps

solve the mystery and players try

to break others' codes and change
their own to thwart these at-

tempts. This rivalry gives 221
Baker St. its flavor.

Ultimately, you must return to

the title's address to announce the

correct solution to the mystery if

you plan to win the game. The
game boasts speech synthesis,

animated characters and other

available Case Disks to keep the

avid player occupied. Any way you
look at '\i,22l Baker St. takes one
of the best sleuths and his col-

leagues and digitizes them in an
eauallv good game.

GEMSTONE HEALER **
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS.
INC.C64/124,AP
This sequel to the very popular

Gemstone Warrior takes every-

thing that made the original great

and puts it into a larger and more
challenging adventure. The two
stand apart from other fantasy

adventures in their unique me-
thod of game play, which closely

mimes an arcade game rather

than the average computer game.
The game takes place in a large

scrolling land and you move and
control your inventory and wea-
pons with the keyboard.

The story behind the game is

interesting and promises an excit-

ing ending. At the dawn of time,

Mankind was given the Gemstone
that allowed channeling of the

Earth's magical powers into creat-

ing a virtual Paradise. The forces

of evil stole the stone and, after
' finding that it was only an instru-

ment of good and of no use to

them, broke it into five pieces. In

Gemstone Warrior, you traveled to

the Netherworld to find the five

pieces of the Gemstone.
Now, you have found that the

Gemstone no longer has power
and must be repaired. Your goal

in Gemstone Healer is to return to

the Demons' lair and find the

healing tools that will make the

Gemstone magical once again.

This goal is not easy and (rffers

a play time between 30 minutes
and two hours in a scrolling land

that contains over 280 trillion

random poaaible dungeons.
The grapbict in the gaaM are

consistent with the orifiiial and
Gewutone Haakr can be played

without any prior knowledge of

G€m$i9ne Warrior. There are

many magical items to find and
the number of healing tools

reaches 25. Thare are ten types

d flMnaters that ooma at you in

ymr journey, but if you have the

right witpon they can all be

game, or lack thereof, relies on the

player's enjoyment. As a student
with not too much time to play

some games to completion for

reviews, I can honestly say that

Gemstone Healer let me escape for

a while from the mundane world
and finish its goal without being
bored.

ACCOLADE'S COMICS ••••%

ACCOLADE C64/124, AP
Comic books were very popular

in the '50's and '60's and have
recently made a comeback. Along
with this comeback enters a game
from Accolade, called simply
Accolade's Comics. This game is

so different from the others that

it deserves the title interactive

comic book. The story line of the

comic revolves around every de-

cision you make and challenges

you to eight arcade games as well.

Accolade's Comics contains two
major themes and many different

story lines on three double-sided

disks. How you talk to characters

and what you choose to do in the

game dictates the story and end-

ing. This is accomplished by using

the joystick to cycle through a list

of options in the actual panel of

the comic and selecting one. The
computer responds with the next

frame or set of frames of the comic
and the game goes on. This ap-

proach to the game gives it its

flavor.

If that is not enough, there are

eight arcade game sequences
within the main game that you
must conquer to be a success. As
Steve Keene, private eye, you can
handle these challenges as they

come along, but whether you can

rescue the kidnapped professor is

another story.

Accolade's Comics is a needed
game in a software world of shoot-

em-ups, adventures and sports

games. Although no mention was
made of a sequel or continuation

of this comic book method ofgame
I

design, Accolade should strongly

consider one. The game offers

enough variation to keep you

I
coming back.

UMiMMiy. tiM tiffltllMMtff of a

GEODEX •••% BERKELEY
SOFTWORKS C64
This new application for GEOS

takes two useful utilities and
places them on the same disk. The
first is geoDex, an electronic card

filing system that allows you to

organize a lot of information and
print it out in different waxs.j>p<f^

entry can appear in three group-

ings, and searches can be per-

formed. This utility is a welcome
one for those used to using such

a system. Its presentation is

excellent and its closeness to its

real-life counterpart is so good

that yo«( can almost reach into the

screen and flip the cards.

The other utility is a dedicated

mail merging program called

geoMerge. This is the first pro-

gram I can think of that is ded-

icated to mail merging. Form
letters could never be easier. You
can use either geoWrite or geo-

Meige to enter information into

the program, and there is no limit

to the number of useful "merged"
elements that can be included.

Now more than ever. GEOS
owners are able to use the power
of the ayalam with thaae two new
utihtiii.

8ayiiiibW'1S,19S7oTMCymAi|aVAiioPag»21

Entertainment

Calendar

Music
Empire Rock Club

Sept. 18 — Separate Checks — Nik Everett

Sept. 19 — Duck Tape - The Daves

Sept. 20 — Britny Fox — Washed
Sept. 23 — Chaperones — Rough Toys
Sept. 24 — Stranger — Night Prowler

Sept. 25 — Flamin' Harry

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-389-5000

Sept. 22, 23, 24 - The Grateful Dead
Oct. II — Lynyrd Skynyrd

Tower Theater
69th and Ludlow Streets

Upper Darby. Pa.

215-627-8034

Sept. 27 — Warren Zevon
Oct. 1.2, 3 -Hooters

Film

Ritz Five Theatre
214 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-925-7900

T'Jean DeFlorette"

2"My Life as a Dog"
3"Tampopo"
4"Wish You Were Here"
5"A Prayer for the Dying"

Roxy Theatre
2023 Sansom St.

215-561-0114

1 - "Hollywood Shuffle" and "She's Gotta

Have It"

2 — "Blue Velvet" ancj^'Rivers Edge"

Community Education Center
3500 Lancaster Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
215-387-1911

Sept. 20 — "Meet The Artist Series"

Philadelphia Museum of Art

26th Street at Benjamin Franklin Parkway

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-736-8100

Through September 20

—

Federal Philadelphia,

1785 1825. The Athens of the Western

World

Through October 4 ^^Recent\ Acquisitions]

of Prints, Drawings and Photographs

m I im
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Qnaiil makes fiassioii
By RICH ABRAHAM

"The Big Easy"
directed by Jim McBride
Columbia Pictures

Although summer is nearly

over and from here on in temper-

atures will be plunging straight

down, there are still places to be

if you want something hot. One
of these places is your local, air-

conditioned movie theater.

Outside of the Cajun cuisine,

music and love also contain cer-

tain spices in "The Big Easy."

Despite the way it originally

seems, this is not just a case of

slick packaging, even though the

backdrop is the trend-setting city

of New Orkans. A smart and

sassy movie that survives its plot

predictability through sheer de-

termination and the occasional

twist, "The Big Easy" pleases

because of its delightful quirks.

Hopefully headed for "the big

time" and an embodiment of one

of these quirks is Dennis Quaid

("The Right5tuff", "Innerspacc")

and his wickedly satisfying por-

trayial of Remy McSwain, a cor-

rupt, fun-loving cop investigating

a gang drug war among the "wise-

guys" (Southern slang for Mafia).

With a wide mischievous smile

and an engaging "N'awlins" ac-

cent, McSwain has that won-

. derful quality of endearing slime.

From the other side, Assistant

District Attorney Anne Osbourne

(Ellen Barkin of "Diner" and

"Tender Mercies") finds that this

cool and wicked feeling she gets

from McSwain is something she

needs to cherish and desire. So the

two throw themselves into a heat

wave .of passion. The result in-

volves the "prim and proper"

Osbourne in one of the sexiei* and
steamier scenes of Hollywood
desire.

But, naturally, as assistant

district attorney C>sbourne is also

part of a team tnvestigatinjg police

corruption, this conflict of interest

presents a few trials and tribula*

ftons, one being the prosecution,

and the other, the defense.

Combining love with offbeat

humor, Quaid and Barkin make
McSwain's and Osbourne's ex-

changes, romantk; and otherwise,

crackle with energy. Barkin's half

of this quirky connection is no
weaker a link. Just watching and

understanding the seemingly un-

connected features of her face can
entertain for the beginning. With
the eyes shifting and the mouth
committing it8e|f to. some sort of

smile, they help to lieep you just

a little bit off balance, which is

satisfvinffly just enough.

To be plain, "The Big Eaay's"
quirky performances, offbeat
sense of humor and New Orleans
foot-stomping is all that it has
going for it and that is not bad,

but McBride is average. Daniel

Ptrie Jr.'s basic writing is some-
what mediocre. However, every
movie is not a classic and at least

"The Big Easy" is a diverting and
entertaining curiosity that prom-
ises bigger and better things for

Barkin and Quaid, without whom
this film may have been mightily

average.

2S44I722

Repo buys and sells

new andused records,

tapes & compact dtocs.

Imports & Independent

labels.
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Barleycorn's
656 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr 525-3667

riMI

FOOD

yet Ou/t Kctefcat (» Aeui(m» OPEN!

7 Days Lunch and Dinner

Late NightMUNCHIES
WED.LUNCH Italian Buffet 1 1 :30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

FBI. LUNCH Seafood Buffet 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.

jugratulationsNew Student

Staffofthe 1987New Stude

Orientation Program.
Thanksfor ''Coming Alive ^

Wildcat Prider
)U WereA II Terrific and We

»c

Was
Best Wishes,

DonMuHikin
& Gfazis Lyson^
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WiiNNMin Hill enters a New Age of music
ByJOEMcGOWAN

Sami ofthe Machine
Windham Hill Sampler
of New Electronic Music
Windham Hill Records

High Plateaux

Rubi^ and Hernandez
Windham Hill Records
****

The Soul of the Machine is the

second release in the "New Age"
record label, Windham Hill's

instrumental series. The first of

the series concentrated on the

pianoand this, the second, records

the sounds of the piano's techno-

logical descendants.

Soul of the Machine brings

together a variety of artists either

signed to Windham Hill or inde-

pendent, whose work has been

exhibited on this compilation to

present the musical "soul" of the

modern array of synthesizers,

synclaviers and other electronic

keyboards.

Although groups such as Kraft-

werk and Tangerine Dream are

usually called to mind when the

category of "electronic music" is

brought up, most of the music

produced in this field comes from

independent, little-known artists.

The first side of this sampler
sets off to a weak start until the
fourth track, "Ayers Rock" by
Colin Chin. What was so weak
about the previous selections has
not to do with either composition
or performance, but — and this

1$ crucial in the electronic field of

music— the music offered is what
Tangerine Dream and ether mu-
sicians of their ilk did 10 years
ago.

The side closes with 'Peace of

Mind" from Richard Schonherz

and Peter Scott, which is one of

the weaker pieces from their

otherwise impressive 1987 Wind-

ham Hill release One Night in

Vienna.

The second half of the sampler

is far stronger, with "Cityscape"

by Gary Chang, "Chorale" by Ted
Greenwald and Scott Hiltzik, and
"in the Age of Steam" by Mark
Darnell. These three tracks fit

into the "minimalist" vein of the

electronic spectrum of music.

However, they avoid the danger

of this style: extreme tediousness.

While Philip Glass is recognized

as the genius of "minimalism,"

even his compositions are at times

painfully boring.

The best of Soul of the Machine
has been saved for last — Tim
Story's "The Lure of Silence."

Story does with five minutes what
other electronic and minimalist

artists could not do with an hour.

"The Lureof Silence " builds with

its layers of a rhythm that is

strange and moody, and which
recedes gently away.

High Plateaux is the title of

another electronic release from

Windham Hill, and this is the

work of keyboardists Bernardo
Rubaja and Cesar Hernandez.
What makes High Plateaux such

an interesting album is the influ-

ence of a Latin flavor on many of

its electronic compositions, such

as "Puerto del Sol (Gate of the

Sun)," "Oro Blanco (White Gold)"

and "Pampa."
Two tracks on Hi^ Bateaux,

"Icebird" and "Child's Dream,"
mix together acoustic and elec-

tronic keyboards with a great

degree of success, and "Forest"

proceeds in the tradition of Tan-

gerine Dream's more recent work
on Le Pare and Underwater
Sunlight.

Rubaja and Hernandez's High
Plateaux was produced by Mark
Isham, another of Windham Hill's

artists, who is, suitably, also a
keyboardist. The sound on this

Windham Hill release is. no doubt
to Isham 's credit, remarkably,
clean and crisp. Rubaja and Her-

nandez have added diversity to the

electronic music world, breaking
away from the European school

that has for so long set the
standards for this realm of music.

INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
FILM SERIES— FALL '87

"Arab and Islamic Societies"

MOSLEMS IN SPAIN and AL-ANDALUS (Spain)

Tuesday, September 29 • 7 p.m.

The two fHrna. Mottoms In Spain (40 min., color/1977} and Al-Andalut (34

min., color/1974 focus on the rich civilization that once flouriahed In Islamic

Spain. Commmtator. Prof. Bernard Reilly, Vlllanova University.

SHADOW OF THE EARTH (Tunisia)

Tuesday. October 1 3 • 7 p.m.

Shadow of tha Earth (90 min.. color/1982) is a film atjout a Tunisian pastoral

nomadic family threatened by nature and harassed by
f^^^f

'"'"«""{, *"^^,^

tions Directed by Taleb Louhichl. the film stresses the family s attachmer^tto

the land and Islamic traditions while coping with rules and regulations of the

state Commantator Prof. Adel Allouche. University of Pennsylvania

• • * Connelly Center Cinema* * *

* *ADMISSION IS FREE—

FACTORIES FOR THE THIRD WORLD and
RAMPARTS OF CLAY (Tunisia)

Tuesday. November 3 7 p.m.

Factories (43 min. , color/ 1 9 79) analyzes the consequences of the 20th-cen-

tury international division of lat)or through the history and economy of Tunisia

with special emphasis on iatx)r movements.

Ramparta (05 min.. color/1970) is Jean-Louis Bertucelli's dramatization of

the struggles of a young woman and a village against the harsh environment of

Southern Tunisia and the encroachments of state and economy. Common*
tator. Prof. Peter Gran, Temple University.

ALEXANDRIA . . . WHY? (Egypt)

Tuesday, November 1 7 7 p.m.

Winner of the 1 979 Berlin Festivals Silver Bear award, Alexandria (132 min.

,

color/1978) is Yousef Chahine's autobiographical portrayal of an Egyptian

youth caught in the world of Rommel's 1 942 North African campaigns and the

Allied occupation of Egypt. Commentator: Prof. Ann M. Lesch, Vlllanova Uni-

versity.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC* * *

All films are 1 6mm prints with English subtitles. Each will be presented with a brief introduction and followed by a short

discussion.
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JhcCxaism SkUHndi

By ROBERT DUGGAN

The Curious Case oJSidd Finch

by George Plimpton

Macmillan Publishing Company

In the April 1. 1985 edition of

Sports Illustrated, ihiere appeared
an article by George . Plimpton
about a Budjdbi^ jnonk. who
possessed a. Ip8%ipli fastball,
trying out for the New York M<*ts.

The amazing Sidd Finch became

th^ greatest ^pril Fo6l*s joke ever
played by the lAa^zine. In his
first novel, The Curious Case of
Sidd Finch, Plimpton continues
the saga of the legend who never
was.

(Continued on page 26)
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George Plimpton's novel is a baseball fantasy about a Buddhist monk
who can pitch a ball at 168 mph.
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SAFE UVA
TANNING

TANNING
CENTERS
FCATUfUNQ

•THE WOLFF SYSTBT

• OPBN
7 DAYS

566 LahcaHw km^ HoviMfoidi Pa
loCAraD Nocr io al i gators

525-7t28

« «.

50^ Regular Drinks

for Ladies

Free Buffet 10-11

Thwsdov
PRICELESS
EXCITEMENT

Free Drinks 9-12pi

h

VoNev ^^^'Q^ Hilton

251 UUest DeKdb Pike

King of Prussia, Pfl

(215)265-6625

Barleycorns
656 Lancaster Ave., Bryn IMawr 525-3667
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"GOLDENBOYS
OP

ROCK-N-ROLL"
BOBBY RYDELL * CHUBBY CHECKER * FABIAN

PARENTS*WEEKEND
Sat., Oct. 3*8 p.m. • duPont Pavilion • Tickets MO

AT STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
OPENING ACT: "REGENCY"

/ ; jCive oi tte Tevuice

Randy Levin
COMEDY and MAGIC
Tues., Sept. 22

6:30 p.m. Belle Air

Connelly Center

—If

ATTENTION:
FRESHMEN
FRESHMAN RECORD

OR

T-SHIRT
You Ordered, But Did Not Pick Up Your Record

or T-Shirt, Stop By the Union Office—

ll/lon. thru FrI.

Between 9:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.

l-iL^i.1\

vulanova imii^ EXECUTIVE BOARD
1987-1988 1987

Beth Naughton
President

Billy Boyd
vice President

John Price
Secretary

LIsaSheehe
Concerts

Sheila Dunleavy
Sales & Entertainment

Craig Jordan
Put)llctty

Pete Burke
visual Arts

Karen Laughlin
Social Functions

Tim Lowry
Treasurer

Dana DIPaulo
Recreation

Ernie Manuel
Festivals

^•^m

^Frands Coppola
has made a dassicr
-GENE SISKEL & IKXXR EBERT & THE MOVIES

THIS WEEK

sept. 17&18

--Committee Meetings-
Lectures 5 p.m. Mon. Haverford Room
Festivals 5:30 p.m. Thurs. Haverford Room
Vice Presidents ...To Be Announced
Publicity 6 p.m. Weds. Bryn Mawr Room
Social Functions 6:30 p.m. Weds. Haverford Room
Recreation ..6 p.m. Tues. Bryn Mawr Room
Sales & Entertainment 5p.m. Weds. Haverford Room
Visual Arts 5:30 p.m. Thurs. C.C. Cinema
Concerts To Be Announced

NEXT WEEK . .

.
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HAPPY 218t
mRTMDAY
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sept. 24 & 25

1S-aiK21
ALL SEATS $2.

Shows: 6:S0p*ni
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Plimpton is be^t known as the

'^professional amateur" who
played quarterback for the Detroit

Lions for his book. Baper Lion, and
pitched against major league
hitters for his book, Out of My
League, among his many other

exploits. He has written many
other bestselling non-fiction, non-

sports books but this is his first

attempt at a novel.

The Curious Case of Sidd Finch

is told through Robert Temple, an
out-of-work freelancer who ends
up befriending Finch. Temple was
a top freelancer until he broke

down after taking a series of

assignments to cover the Vietnam
War. For the past 10 years, he has
been suffering from a complete
writer's block that has rendered

him an almost nomperson.
By accident. Temple happens

upon Finch. The Mets were trying

to keep Finch a secret until they

could convince him to pitch for

them. After Temple learns their

secret, the Mets enlist him to

persuade Finch that baseball is a

worthy outlet for his unique
abilities.

Sidd (two d's for Siddhartha,

the Buddha) is an Englishman
whose real name is Hayden
Sidney-White Finch. He was an
orphan until adopted by a famous
British anthropologist. When his

adopted father disappeared in a

plane crash in the Himalayas, he

quit school to go search for him.

While in the mountains he became
a trapa. an aspiring Buddish
monk.
As Sidd progressed in his edu-

cation, he learned the art of lung-

gom. the ability to learn "the

dynamic nature of the physical

self" and "exert a direct influence

upon any part of the body." Using
lung-gom he has developed the

"art of the pitch," which allows

hirn to rhrow objects at incredible

speeiis with unerhfig accuracy.

The only j-equirements for

thi^iflit Ihe pitch are total con-

centralipn and a bare left foot (for

balance during the windup). With
his pitch, however, Sidd threatens
to destroy the delicate hitter-

pitcher balance and change the

game forever.

Temple tries to persuade Sidd

that baseball is worthy of his lung-

gom skills. During their conver-

sations, Sidd presents a colorful

picture of his life beiort and
during his time with the Bud-
dhists. This is a very beautiful

and intelligent part of the work
that Plimpton brings to life. fully.

Despite the bisarre nature of his

chqsen material, he attains a

pei^ect balance of comedy and

tenderness.

As Sidd shares his experiences

with Temple, Temple shares the

lore of baseball with Sidd. This
is where Plimpton is at his best,

delving into the mythic nature of

sport while retaining the hoihan-

ity that is always his first

concern.

Temple tells Sidd of Sadahara
Oh, the Japanese home run King;

Steve Dalkowski, the man be-

lieved to be the fastest pHicberwho
ever lived but who never ituMie it

to the majors becautf . of his

control; and ofmany otherknnids
and the man behind them. These
passages are ifeligKtft no baseball

fan shouM miss.

Thi Curious C^seofSidd finch

is not just a book for sports fans.

Plimpton has written a book that

shouM appeal to all because of the

merits of its great plot, interesting

characters and the author's tre-

mendous prose talents. The only

gripe I have with the book is that

^-%

it mytwm fd PlimpKm'a books

are, over-r««Mf«h«l p the iioint

that it1^ foo wptt «ever

waMcd toWw about Bii^lihism,

and mofe^Thta, h0tftntym^ntere'

ly i personal cavil.

This is a book I recommend
strongly for all non-sports fan

readers. For sports fans, however,

this book is a must, especially for

those who have suffered through

another long summer with '*the

local nine.'* The Curious Case of

Sidd Finch is the perfect remedy
to put the grand old game back

into perspective.

f

IS LOOKING FOR A
LEAD GUITARIST, BASSIST

AND DRUMMER
Musical Style: Anthrax and
Metal Church Meet Maiden,

Queensryche and Alice Cooper

MOPOMmttMl
CALL Russ AT64S"72Mf 7207

OR KEN IN 313 ATS27-9776f 9706
and LEAVE MESSAGE

# mm

Rush Party:
Tuesday, Sept 22

By THERESAjdNE3

%Ukm^'9fmlh

"Sukeput"
directed by John Badham
Toochstome Studios

CfMNMlililOfCMMy

Three hundred thirteen pounds
of femininity was what detectives

Bin and Chris (Emilio Estevez and
Richard Dreyifuss, respectively)

expected to turn up at their

stakeout. When a slim, attractive

figure about one-third that size

appears ("She must have gone on
a diet"), the assignment becomes
a bit more bearable and the se-

quence of events takes on an
unexpected twist.

"Stakeout," a Touchstone film

produced by Jim Kouf and Kath-
leen Summers, takes a unique
story line and develops it through
a clever combination of comedy
and suspense. Maria McGuire's
apartment is being watched to see

SAVE BIG
OH HEWLETT-PACKARD

CAICULATORS

NI^MC
tMiOlMMAft

if her old boyfriend, Richard
Montgomery* an escaped convict,

will turn up there. Scenes are

shifted from those in which Mont-
gomery and his cousin work their

way to Seattle to those in Seattle

and at the stakeout, providing a
freqttent contrast of intensity and
effectivenjcss.

A wrench is put into the works
at the stakeout when Dreyfuss, as
Chris, gets inside McGuire's
home, posing as a telephone man
in order to plant bugs. Chris'

girlfriend has just left him and he
finds himself helplessly falling in

love with McGuire — a bit trite,

perhaps, but forgivable when

taken with the rest of the filnL
*

Since McGuire is also quite

attracted to her "phone nuin/'

Chris finds himself in quite a
predi<;ament. McGuire has no idea

that Chris is really a detective

spying on her from across the

street — and the police depart-

ment cannot be altowed to find out
what he is doing. Only Bill knows,
and he does not know what. to

think as he sees his partner
snooping through McGuire's apart-

ment while she is in the shower
and even pausing for a peek before

diving out the window.

The eariy scenes that involve

Montgomery and his cousin escap-

(Continued on poge 28)

MASTER OF CUNICAL
IMMUNOLOOY DEOREE

HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY

A2-VMMr

mntOmiviUICMlmtL
s

DR. E. FREDERICK WHEELOCK
I>«pt. of Pathology

Browl a Vinii, PhHa. PA 19102

448-3760

Looking forpart-tinne

work7 Cof>slder
Friendly where our
flexil>le hours pro-
gram will probably
mean that we'll have a Job opening foryou when you
have the timet Working part-time at Friendly means
pleasant locations, clean, neat surroundings, and
excellent earning potential. Positions are now open
for waiters/waitresses, cashiers, cooks, and utility

workers.

801 Lancaster Ave. •Wayne (Devon), PA 19087

lllS)«88-7673
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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John Barleycorn's
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr

presents

SEPTEMBER
525-3667

Tubs. Thurs.
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ing from jail are rather violefit.

Plenty of blood is spilled for those

who like to see red on the screen.

But throughout the remainder of

the film, which includes a well-

orchestrated car chase and a final

battle bringing the action to a
close, there is plenty of action

with considerably less gore.

As mentioned before, "Sta-

keout"* presents a superb combi-

nation of suspense and comic
relief. Picture Dreyfuss trying to

sneak out of McGuire's apartment
without being seen by the cops

across the stteet. She thinks he
is the one being watched by the
polk:e becausecl hisodd behavk)r.
The poike think he is the sought-
after boyfriend.

Obviously, Chris has to figure

out how to deal with this entire
affair, pun intended. He grapples
with the idea of simply breaking
it off. Then, when Montgomery is

assumed dead and the stakeout
over, how is he to tell McGuire
he is really a detective and has
been watching her through bin-

oculars from across the street.

ewn as they talked on the phone.
At least it wouM explain how he
knew to tell her that her food was
burning (''What are you ~ psy-

chk:?" ^'No. I . . . uh . . . heard it

sizzhng!").

McGuire is quite understanda-
bly upset when Chris fills her in,

and she storms back to her place,

only to have Montgomery turn up.
obviously not dead. Chris folk)ws

her to make one last attempt at

reconciliation and is greeted with
Montgomery's pistol.

By now, Chris is quite adept at

thinking on his feet, and manages
to Imm himself alive long eiio|^
for Bill to get in on the reumon.
I Will not a^snx further sod Spoil

the ending -- you will have to see

it for yourself
.

'
- 4

While it niay seem like Estevez

has a minor role, and indeed

Dreyfusi does take the starring

role^ Estevez is an essential part

of the huipor. His ^uips about his

partner's beharior, coupled with

the practkral jokes that he and the

other stakeout detectives play,

should at least tickle anyone s

funny bone.

.

"Sukdout" has been released
for some time and perhaps many
of you have seen it. If iiot» try to
make it to the theater before its

run is over. Bring your sense of

humor and enjoy an ingeniously

produced film. Touchstone, the
division of Walt Disney Produc-
tk>ns that made "SukeOut." is

trying to regain for Disney the
reputation as a leader in film

entertainment. If "Stakeout" is

an indication of what is to come,
they can expect great success.

*>^

(Photo courtesy of KYW-TV)
Seen Lere with General George Washington (played by actor Williara A. Summerfield. left) andBenjamm Franklin (Scott Johnson. ri|P.t). Channel 3's Jerry Penacoli interviews delegates to'he

which ai^d"s^"tT6
EYEWITNESS TO HISTORY, a locally-produced KYW-?^ spidal

* Confidential

Counseling
* Free Pregnancy
Tests

* Facts About
Abortion

* Post Abortion
Ministry

Confidentiality

,

. . that's what they promised me
and that 's what I needed to hear.

Dealing with an UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
can be frightening, but the people at Amnion Crisis

Pregnancy Center gave me good infoirnation about my
alternatives. I learned the facts that I needed to know.

Coil Them Today. . . They'll StandBy You Too!
842 Lancaster Ava., Bryh Mawr, PA 1 901

525-1 557
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FallSemesterSchedule

i

Mon. Monday Night Football Night
Helneken Pints $1

25* Hot Dogs

Tttcs, ... Molson i^ight

$1 Molsons starting at 9 p.m.

Wed Draft Night
60* Drafts

$2.50 Pitchers starting at 9 p.m

$1
MovaMlglil

1lQ.m.
mm MMii I
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Earn up to $5,000 fwxt achool

y^ar managing on campus
martwting programs for top

national companlas. FIsx.

part-tlma hours. Must k>s s

Junior, ssnior or grsd. stu-

dent. Call Yasmin at (215)

567-2100.

^ WANTED
Dspendaiile student to k»by-
sit Infant from 1 :1 5-3:30 each
Wednesday afternoon. No
trsnsportstlon necessary.
Call 642-7696.

Babysitter heeded for two
boys, ages two snd four.

Approximately 10-15 hours

per ¥veek. Schedule is very

flexible, walk from campus
and good pay. Call Lisa, 527-

0270.

Rare Grateful Dead, "Blues

for Allah* & "Wake of the

Flood" on compact disc! Not
in stores! Must call 1-600-

367-5422.

WASHER AND DRYER FOR
SALE, good condition, $35
for the set. Contact Brother

Jerome, 527-2268.

Babysitter needed for 2 yr.

okl and infant forsome week-
dsy, evening & weekend
hours. Within walking dis-

tance of campus. Experience
required. Call 525-1424.

WANTED
Writers, photographers, ar-

tists for new collegiate mag-
azine. Undergrad or grad,
generous compensation. Col-

legiate Publications, Inc.,

P.O. Box 7259, Phila., Pa.

19101.

Dining room at Phila. Country
Club, Gladwyne, has open-
ings for wait staff & bus
person positions. Flex, hrs.,

guaranteed earnings, meals
and reasonable hrs. Will train.

Call Mr. Voorhees, 525-6000.

Clerical positions available at
Big Eight Accounting arm in

Wayne, Pa. Car is rsquirsd.

Call 667-4746.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
•

Part-time Jobs In dynamic
telemarkeCIng network! Con-
veniently k>cated one btock
from thsWayne train station.

We offer flex. hrs. snd no

salary plus oommiasioh, plus

bonuses and take part in the

additkNial Inoenthw program
for even more money! Qraat
opportunity for studsnta to

gain relevant comaMinlca-
tiona sidNa wiiicli urn in-

la^^artant in jod
•ef
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Ifthe/woi/f te// you obouf ff,

then youknsm ifnwsfbe great
Purple Poss/on" Ouf of the bafhtub, into the can,

and onto the ihelves of your favorite store.

Discover it for yourself.

8o«tM loi World Wid. Oit'iiM ProducH Compony ty itvttog* Con<.p(t it lov>i Mo 63108 IS hooi

Hc»itytypewriters letyou prcx)freadyour

workbefore they printed iton the page.

What a mess!

You *ve just proofread you r term paper

and it's got typos, spelling errors and
"

misplaced paragraphs.

Now, you can't hand in a paper like this

So no matter how tired you are, you've

got to retype the entire thing.

That is, unless you typed it on
a Videowriter.*

The Videowriter solves all

your typing problems.

Take the most obvious one:

typos.

On an ordinary typewriter

it would mean a tx)ttle of

white-out and a frus

trating interruption.

On a Videowriter

it just means press-

ing the key marked "delete." That's

all. Because you type your work on a

screen t)efore you print it on a page.

It edits.

And how about those bigger problems

like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?

OnTn ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and

paste" them.

On a Videowriter you only have to press the key

marked "move" and then indicate the area you want

it moved to. It's that simple.

What happens.when you're typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?

On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,

find a dk:tk>nary and look it up.

Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be

corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell."

If you've ever had a teacher tell you to wrke a

thmiiiari «Mord essay, you know what a pain it is

tryingls«sitnt your words.

Qaan aidinary typewriter you have to do it with

But on a Videowriter you can press a mere t%M>

buttons and it does the counting for you.

It makes multiple copies.

From time to time you want a copy of

what you've typed, right?

Well, if you use a Videowriter you won't

have to go to the school library to look

for a copier machine.

All you'll have to look for is the

button marked "print." Press it

and the Videowriter will make
another original.

And because your work is auto-

matically stored on a standard

3'/2 " floppy disk, you can

make those copies

whenever you

wanL
It obviously does

a lot more than type.

That's because the word pro-

cessing features just go on and on.

What's more, we sell the Videowriter* Word

Processor for around the price of a good electronic

typewriter.

And that's quite a bargain when you consider

the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can

spend doing the work for your other classes.

You would do that, wouldn't you?

««b
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VidMMrU«f*i>ai I irtdiimrti ot NortI) Amtftcxn W»ilip»Coiuuntgr Dactronict Corp
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friends •learning • sharing •Joy •

active • considerate • creative •

diverse • growing •new comfort <

interesting • caring •fun^ exciting <

happy • great • memories • lifetime

commitment • sincere • wild • honest

party • open • supportive • trusting

warm • unique • loyal • challenging

Innovative • belonging

SORORITY RUSHDATE ^ues sept 22
8-1 p.m. Day Hop

*
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Employment Opportunities

Drivers Needed!
Naikionai Parlcing operator
iMised in Center City seeics

fuli-time and part-time driv-

ers for its hotel, hospital and
paridng locations. SuburtMin
locations as well. Day/eve.
shifts/Special valet events
(private parties, weddings,
banquets, etc.) avail. Flex,

hrs. Good appearance, atti-

tude, ability to drive a stick-

shift a must. IMen/women
encouraged to apply. Call

(215) 667-6867.

Nannie Training

Long Island, New York, Long
Term placement so you can
finish school nearby. $200/
wk. (<«-) rm./bd. Send resume
Lifeskills Institute, 123 South
Street, Oyster Bay, N.Y.
11771.

AFTERNOON A EVENINGS-
NO VlfEEKENDS - 2-4 even-
ings a week, $40-$100 per
week. We are k>oMng for 10
students to work in our Bryn
Mawr office. Students se-
lected RMist be bright, ener-
getic, friendly, and en|oy
working with fMopie ttielr

Seiaiy starts at $4

Ncniv that you^fe registered for

your required courses, Ws
time to chioose your eiedives.

hour. CaK Msb Hopidns at
527-40i4,2-10pjii.
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boards
set goals
By MARIE COLLEVECXHIO

Sea IsleCity.NJ., was the scene

for a working weekend for the

executive boards of the Fanhellen-

ic Association (Panhel) and Inter

Fraternity Council (IFC). A mixed

setting allowed the boards to

establish goals and objectives, to

get reacquainted after a long

summer and to welcome a new
member, Bob Clarkin, IFC
secretary.

The focus of the weekend was
planning for the semester, as well

as examining several key issues

confronting the Greek system. For

the first time, the IFC and Panhel

developed preliminary mission

statements that will be used to

guide the actions of both bodies

well into the future.

Two issues that occupied much
of their attention were examining

the possibility and impact of drug

and alcohol abuse within the

Greek community and how to

respond to the University's Greek

Study Commission Report. A
decision was made to form two ad

hoc committees whose function

will be to address these issues.

Attending the weekend for the

Panhel were Maureen Danne-

miller, prp<4ident: Lynn Dispenza.

vice president; Pam Snaroonis.

^/ itptemby1S,1SS7»TMiyM,UMiOyMie

ViHanova pledge

policy updated

SI

(File Photo)

Members of the executive boards of the Panhellenic Association and
the Inter Fraternity Council take a break from Greek work in Sea
isle City. NJ.

treasurer; Marie Collevecchio,

secretary; and Trish LaMotta,

rush chairperson.

Attendants for the IFC were Lee

Losciale, president; Sean Brown,

vice president; Ty Marron, treas-

urer; and Clarkin. Gary Bonas,

Greek advisor and assistant direc-

tor of Student Activities, advised

the weekend.
Some of the goals the board set

include furthering publicity of

Greek campus activities, increas-

ing leadership training of the

chapter officers, planning for

membership recruitment, expand-

ing the Greek system and focusing

on service to member chapters.

One innovation to this fall's

leadership weekend was Saturday

nieht's dinner meeting and the

volleyball tournament with the

Villanova Union executive board.

The evening provided an excellent

opportunity for furthering inter-

group communication among
these organizations.

This leadership weekend was
the second of the two biannual

leadership weekends. The first

weekend was held in January in

the Pocono mountains.

Additionally, the two groups

who attended the four-day North

Eastern Inter Fraternity Council/

North Eastern Panhellenic Con-

ference Leadership Conference in

February, will also attend the

Regional Conference at Gettys-

burg College, and the Villanova

Leadership Workshop on Satur-

day at the Valley Forge Hilton.

AOTT plans for rush
The sisters of Alpha Omicron

Pi (AOTT) are looking forward to

an exciting year after a very busy
summer.

In June, Chapter President Elke

Jones and Chapter Advisor Sally

Gohn attended the national con-

vention in Palm Springs, Calif.

The week was highlighted by
leadership workshops, guest
speakers and award ceremonies.

Villanova Chapter of AOII was
awarded first place for scholastics

in Region 1 which includes the

entire Northeast and Canada.

The summer was also highligh-

ted by the marriage of AOTT
sister Michelle Moses to Sigma
Phi Epsilon's Frank Alter.

AOTT is currently planning for

a block group rush this fall. On
Sept. 22, the first party and
informational meeting will begin

at 8:30 p.m. in the Day Hop with

special guests from the AOII
chapter at the University of

File Photo)

The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi are excited to get back- to scIicmiI

and start a new semester.

Delaware.

This year's fall rush is much
different from AOTT's previous
formal and informal rushes. The
rushing procedure will include
interviews. AOTT's international

and regional rush officers will he

arriving to conduct the interviews
from 12 noon-8 p.m., Sept. 23* in

the St. Claire House. Each sister

is excited about expanding the
sorority with this block rush,
which is open to sophomores and
juniors this semester.

By JILL M. DeFORTE

The Office of Student Activities

has recently ujxlated the policy of

fraternity and sorority pledging.

The pur|X)se of the updated policy

is to clearly outline what is

expected from oach fraternity and

sorority during the formal pledg-

ing? ix'riod.

By adhering to the Villanova

standards, a pledging program

may be developed with a more
posit ivf social and intfllectual

influence. Therefore, pledging

would not only offer an opfjortun

ity for |x*rsonal growth, but lor

the organization as a whole to

grow as well.

In accordance with the updated

jjolicy. organizations cannot rush

or pledge a first semester fresh-

man. A written description of the

pledge program, including a list

of goals, is required to be submit-

ted to the Office of Student

Activities.

The policy also stresses the

importance of encouraging high

scholarship standards, participa-

tion in service projects and the

legal use of alcohol. Statements of

res|X)nsibility must be signed not

(miy by the presidents and pledge

officers, but by the pledges a^i

well.

Another important issue ad-

dressed in the updated policy is

ha/ing. Defined as an activity

endangering a student's mental or

physical health or destroying
jjubiic pro|X'rly. hazing is prohi-

bited by Pennsylvania State law
and IS in violation of I'niversity

regulations.

Villanova has the right to sus-

IX'nd any individual found guilty

of hazing. Any organization found

guilty will no long be acknowl

edged by Villanova and will not

be allowed to remain on campus.

Overall, the updated policy should

promote a more positive and
effective pledging process, and

provide a more rewarding expe-

rience for everyone involved.

AXO'sLange crowned

Miss New Jersey
Robin Lange, a sister of Villan

ova's Alpha Chi Omega (AXO)

chapter, was recently crowned

Miss New Jersey and will be

competing in the Miss America

Contest Sept. 19 in Atlantic City,

N.J.

AXO will be conducting a fun-

draiser and will raffle off a com-

pact disk player.

Order of Omega
meeting announced
*

All members of the Order of Important issues will be dis-

Omega are requested to attend the cussed and your attendance is

first meeting Sept. 23 at 7:15 p.m. appreciated,

in the Day Hop.

Delta Gamma awaits

exciting semester
Villanova's chapter ot D^fita

Gamma, the Zela Alpha chapter.

is officially one year old this

month. The Dds came back lo

Villanova with a host ol new and

exciting ideas that they shared al

a retreat held Sept. 12.

The Delta Gamma pledges are

awaiting initiation, which is

scheduled for Nov. 1.

Sight conservation, a ix)rtion of

Delta Gamma's philanthropy, will

be addressed by the chapter this

semester. The D(is plan to con

duct sight conservation work

shops at aiea grade Nch(K>Is.

l)ne e.xciling piece ol news lor

Villanova's Delta (iaininas is the

IcK'ation of this year's national

convention. Convention is held

every other year lor Delta (iam
mas around the nation. The event

will be held in Philadelphia in June
1988.

Zeta Alpha will host the conven-

tion and will initiate their

1988 formal pledge class at this

national convention. Thousands
of D(is from around the nation are

expected to attend.

GREEKPAGE
WRITERS
NEEDED

Meeting:

Tuesday, Sept.

4 p.m.
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You Can Turn On AndOK
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• 4 HEAD VCR
• WIRELESS REMOTE

'32*95/month

AlMTTSUBISHr PORTABLE
STEREOS

•79.95
M49.95

HS305

i\^'

• 19" COLOR T.V.

• ELECTRONIC

TUNING
• CABLE READY

•24.95/month

30 WATT STEREOS

CS1939

PERFECTSJZE
FDRDORMS

AND
APARTMENTS

ONLY '44.95/month

WIRELESS REMOTE.*!!

CAUFORPRICE

1705 ChestnutSt
PhilcL, Pa,

215-972-0420
TVS • VCRS • STEREOS

308 HaddonfieldRdi
Cherry Hill, NJ,
609S621121
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Orders for the 1 988 Belle Air will be
taken from Monday, Sept. 21 to Friday,

Sept. 26 in Dougherty Hall from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Order yours now
while the price is just $25.

Some 1 987 Belle Air yearbooks are

available for $36.

Ifyou are interested in becoming a part of the year
book staff, contact us at 645-7240 or leave a
message in our office (Rm. 204 J<Uui Barry HaM.)

1

IWJMH y net first win
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By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Villanova's men's soccer team
.kicked off its 1987 season with a

three-game road trip that saw
them go 1-2, A victory on opening
day 4igainst St. Joseph's Univer-

sity was followed by losses to La
Salle aiHl Mount St. Mary's
universities.

In the openerJeff Collins scored

a first period goal against St.

Joseph's, which was all the 'Cats

would need as they held on to win,

1-0. The goal came at the 30:32

mark with an assist from junior

forward Bill Gallagher. Tending
goal for the 'Cats was Ron Klos,

who played outstandingly, saving

seven goals and earning the

shutout.

A few days later, the Wildcats

ventured to La Salle where they

were topped by a score of 2-1.

Sophomore John Bond, whom
Head Coach Chris Jones refers to

as "a great scorer," rallied for a

goal at 41:30 of the second period,

but it was not enough as La Salle

held tough to win. Jones comment-
ed. "It was tough playing La Salle.

They art' made up of mostly
seniors and our team is young. It

was a midweek game right after

the St. Joe's game and it was hard

to get the guys up."

Mt. St Mry's downed the^Vild-

Persoials

Happy SBptemt^r birthdays

to: Mary Beth Miller, Tom
Zazarliw, Nick Karras A Jim
Moynlhan.

Love,

Group 76

T¥fN,

I was on titne today so thanks
for the advice! Do you want
to go to the museum with
me7lloveyoul

YourQ.O.B,

BInn Boys, Rob and Karen!
Thanks for taking care of
those California girls. We
really appreciated It

The Front

Mr. Possum,
No matter what happens I wlU
always love you with all my
heart,

XXOO Mrs. Possum

Hey Orientation Groups #29
and»73^
The time has come.
Party . . . Catch rides at

Bartley circle tonight at 9
p.m.

Natalie and Ave

Bomber,
Thinking about you from
Lynchburg, Va.!

JBIrd

Congratulations EIke Jones
on receMng Greek of the
Week,

Ljove,

Your Sisters of
AlphM Otnlcron PI

Annkfenaiym Qoiready

ILonmYou,

Writafi*««i|pip«M|fHJh

cats several day^ later in a tough

defensive battle. Villanova played

great defensively and had several

shots on goal, but just could not

capitalize, falling 10. Jones
summed up the disheartening

loss, saying, **We were very un-

lucky. We outshot them, but just

could not score."

Although the 'Cats lost two of

the first three, and have a difficult

schedule. Jones is still optimistic.

"We are playing very competitive

teams this year. There are no

slouches on the schedule, but we
still expect to be better than last

year. We have all our players

back, except one. Four seniors are

returning and We have four solid

freshmen who are all impact

players, two which are starters."

Since most of Villanova's soccer

players are returning, including

four seniors, they should have a

successful season. However, the

'Cats are going to have their work

cut out for them because of a

rough schedule. Villanova will be

facing teams such as Rider, Tem-
ple, Penn and Textile, as well as

all the Big East team^, which
include top-ranked Seton Hall.

A factor that should work in the

'Cats favor is the acquisition of

Assistant Coach Ed Townsley.

Townsley, the ex-Westchester

assistant, has a wealth of expe-

rience and should help Villanova

tremendously.

With all the talent returning

this year there is still an important

element missing: fan support. The
soccer team had disappointing

crowdsat their games in 1986 and
need more support in 1987. Jones
said, "We need student support.

Soccer is one of the top collegiate

sports, so we need fans."

(File photo)

Thou|{h the Villanova men's
stK'cer team dropped two of its

first three games. Head Coach
Chris Jones is still oplimistic that

his squad will have a fine season.

Wii
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L 1 1 ;every
cdl^graduate.
Get your caieer off to a hst start.

Enroll in the Army Reserve Officers* Ihining

Corps now. And you coukJ graduate with both

a oolle« degree and an officer^ commission

in the US. Army.

Army ROTC is the college elective that gives

you the confidence, leadership skills and

discipline essential to any successful career,

civilian or military.

Get the experience and responsibility other

graduates will have to wait years for Talk

to your Professor of Military Science, today

Army ROTC is taught at Villanova
on Tuesday at 3:00 PM, Call
876-2446 tpr further information

Scholarship applications will
be taken soon.

GmA jCucbl

Robin Lange
In the

Miss America Contest
Sept. 19

Part-Time Help Wanted
Students needed to perform

general duties in tiie

Food Services Department
Contact Jackie Husgrave

in Dougherty Hall

or CMU 645-41 70
'.*
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Sports Sharts
Grant wins at Olympic Festival

Pwinefatiier racahres Wada Trophy

Debbie Grant became the

first female runner from Vil-

lanova to win a U.S. Olympic
Festival gold medal with her

victory in the 800-meter inJuly

.

Grant, who graduated in

May, set a new Villanova re-

cord with heroutstandingtime
of 2:00.47.

She now holds the top three

800-meter times and five of the
top seven times in Villanova
women's history.

Shelley Pennefather, Villan-

ova s all-time leadii^ basket-

ball scorer for both men and
women, was awarded the Wade
Trophy this summer after

leading the Wildcats to a 27-

4 record in 1986-87.

The Wade Trophy, named
after Margaret Wade, is given

annually to the best women's
basketball player in the nation,
and is the highest honor a
wome/i's college basketball
player can achieve.

Pennefather joins an elite

group o( past W/ide recipients
that includes Lynette Wood-
ward, Nancy Leiberman and
Cheryl Miller.

Deblric Grant

Wildcats to be seen nationwide

For the first time in 17 years,

a Villanova football game will

be broadcast live across the

nation.

On Nov. 19 at 8 p.m., Villan-

ova's home game against na-

.tional power Holy Cross will be

televised on ESPN, one of six

Thursday night games to be

shown by the all-sports

network.

The last nationally seen

Villanova game was against

Boston College on Sept. 19,

1970. '

SPORTS

duPont starts foundation

Head Villanova Wrestling
Coach John E. du Pont an-

nounced the establishment of

the Foundation for America's
Citizen-Athletes. The goal of

the foundation is to help excep-
tionar young athletes become
fine citizens as well.

The foundation will' sponsor

yearly week-long workshops in

Washington, D.C.. where
young citizen-athletes will

meet with officials in U.S.
government and business.

The citizen-athletes will be
chosen on t he basis of academic
achievement, citizenship and
athletic talent.

Geisz runner-up for national award

EdGeiss

This past weekend at the

College Swimming Coaches'
Association (CSCA) convention
in Las Vegas, Villanova Men's

Swim Coach Ed Geisz finished

second in the running for the

National Collegiate and Scho-
lastic Swimming Trophy.

The award, which John Hig-

gins of the U.S. Naval Academy
won, is the most eminent honor
of its kind in the United States.

Geisz, head of the men's
swimming and diving program
for the past 34 years, has
amassed a .638 winning per-

centage during that time.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
DORM STORM

Sunday, Sept. 20
You Already Have An
Account in Trust

Invest Yourself

Come Grow With Us!

officers come to talk to YOUl

!

3 Locations ft 7/mes for Your Convenfance

East Campus -

West Campus -

South Campus

Stieehan Hall
- Alumni Hall

- Stanioftl Hall

7 p.m. loung«

8 p.m. third floor loungo

9 p.m.

iKi9n»ym¥UJmonm*Ptf»0

tie Huskies and
tourney title

BrEDWARD DEMSKI

By JOHN FAY

The Wildcat golf team totaled

604 strokes to register a 10th place

finish in the 11th annual West

Point Invitational held on the par

70 West Point Golf Course. Al-

though the meet was originally

slated to be a 54-hole event, rain

washed out Sunday*s final round

and shortened play to 36 holes.

'Cat's golf coach Don Ficco was
extremely pleased with the team's

overall effort and envisions even

stronger play for the future.

Commenting on the third day

cancellation Coach Ficco stated,

"I certainly would have liked (to

have played on| the final day

because I feel we would have

further shown what we were

capable of."

Leading the way for the squad

was senior Jim Corbo, who was
the starting center on last year's

football team, sophomore Jim

Clarke and highly talented fresh-

men Ml Oster and Kevin Roger-

son.

.Don Ficco (Rto photo)

It was warm and cloudv on
Sept. 12. On this day, the ^llan-

ova women's soccer team hosted

Providence College in the prelimi-

nary game of the University of

Connecticut Tournament.
In this fiery match, Villanova

outshot Providence, with an im-

pressive 21 shots to five shots on
goal. Out of those 21 shots, junior

Ann Bieme made two of them
count, including the winning goal

at 26.42 into the second period.

Junior Lauren Anderer passed to

Bieme from 10 yards out to earn

the assist.

On the following day, the Wild-

cats played the University of

Connecticut for the Division I,

Final Four women's soccer cham-
^pionship, at the University of

Connecticut. -

The game commenced under
overcast skies, with a steady rain

falling, making play slow, wet and
muddy.
Bieme led the Wildcat attack at

34:31 in the first period, scoring

the only first-period goal.

Junior Jean Hajjar netted the

assist.

After Villanova's score, the

Huskies lashed right back without
letting the Wildcats catch their

breath.

UConn worked with their fast

and furious offense to exhaust
Villanova.

"Our team led a good offensive

and defensive game," said Don
Paxon, Villanova's head soccer

coach. "But in the second half of

the game," he continued, "our
girls began to weaken. UConn
began to pick up a great deal of

momentum with the 90 minutes
that were left in the game.

"It was like we were trying to

hold back a flood of water from
an exploding dam. Even though
our girls were tired and beat

physically, our defensive press

equalled their offensive press. We
only let them score one time."

The Huskies fired 33 shots at

senior goaltender, Lynn McHale.
However, with her incredible

goaltending talents, McHale let

only one shot evade her.

Villanova's entire team played

well and limited the Huskies to

one goal to make the final outcome
of the championship game a 1-1

tie.

Paxon stated that he really did

not expect to be in that game, but

once his team got there, he said

there was no question in his mind
that the squad had the talent and
the capability to defeat the top-

ranked University of Connecticut.

"You can't take anything away
from these girls," Paxon stated.

"They all played well and gave
every ounce of energy they had to

hold UConn to a tie.

"We were playing with a team
of only 11 people. Four of them
were on the bench, and three of

those four were freshmen. UConn
played with a full squad with
everyone on a scholarship. Our
team is all walk-ons."

Senior goalie and
championship-game MVP McHale

stated, "We were all tense going

into this match. We knew it would

be tough to beat UConn, but we
also knew we had a better team
than last year.

*This game brought back me-

mories of Boston College two
years ago. We were there in a near

monsoon and we played UConn in

heavy rains also. UConn is a
quicker team than we are. The
rain slowed them down and gave

us a break."

Bieme, a defensive sweeper.

scored the only goals for Villanova

in their first two Division I efforts.

* Paxon commented, "It is unus-
ual for a defensive sweeper to

score as much as Ann."

It is important to note that the

University of Connecticut has

appeared in four of the last six

Division I Final Four champion-

ships. The Huskies are nationally

ranked and were again rated in

the top 10 in the 1^7 preseason

polls.

^d^W

Athlete

of

the

Week
KON KLJOSi

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

;
junior Ron Klos. Klos tends goal for the Villanova

men's soccer team. Over the last week, in three

games, Klos only allowed three goals.

On soccer's opening day. he shut out a talented

St. Joseph's team, chalking up seven saves. Against

La Salle he allowed only two goals, while saving five.

At Mt. St. Mary's. Klos added five more saves, while

only allowing one goal to be scored.

Klos is a liberal arts major. ,

Villanova Theater
presents

The Good Woman ofSetxuan
Bertolt Brecht's exotk; parable of the countervailing forces of good and evil In human na-

ture. The people are corrupt except for the bne good woman who is rewarded by the gods.

"To be without hope, they say. is to be without goodness!"

SHOW DATES: OCT. 27-NOV. 1

'••••••AAA A »^•••••••••••••••••••••^#••

Auditions For:

SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL
win be field Sept 21 & 22

Pl9»9» Call th0 TfiMtor Oftlce atS45»47SO
ForAudMon Infomiatlon.

Vaiver'sitjr
SportswSk

^ -i-i*

Plant Sale
/-

Sept. 21 -23

10a.m.-6p.m.
North Lounge— Dougherty Hall

to benefit
St Edmond's Home— Scout Troop

Decorate Your Rooms with Pots,

Ptants and Trees (exotic)

• 1 i
'•-L^Ai k .
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'Cats set to face
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

On Saturday the Villanova
football team will be traveling

south to Lynchburgh, Va., where
they are set to do battle with the

' Flames of Liberty University. The
game will be the first time Villan-

ova has encountered the up-and-

coming Liberty team.

Liberty only went 1-9 last year,

but fa ed some stiff competition.

The Flames are a tough team with

a lot of talent, and are vastly

. improved since last year. The
^' well-coached team is making the

transition from Division 2 to 1AA.
Head Coach Morgan Hout feels

the Flames have a decent shot at

defeating the Wildcats. "Villanova

has bigger offensive and defensive

lines, but otherwise, I believe we
match up well. I do not see any
weaknesses in the Villanova foot-

ball team. Shultz is fine quarter-

back, who knows how to find his

receivers."

Hout was correct, Shultz is a

great quarterback and the offen-

sive and defensive lines are strong.

And actually Shultz is an excellent

quarterback, who had a .619

completion percentage and passed

for 1,964 yards in just nine games
last year.

Shultz and the lines are going
to be a vital part of Villanova's

attack this Saturday and Coach
Andy Talley is fully aware of this,

"Kirk Shultz is an outstanding

quarterback. That 's one player we
cannot afford to lose. In Kirk we
have a big league quarterback."

As for the lines, Talley stated,

"We have a nice nucleus of guys
back on the offensive line. They

all have started for three years.

We kx>k strong there. Our front

people (on defense] are playing
well now. We play three down
linemen and we haye five kids we
can really play with."

A person Villanova's defense is

going to have to keep a close eye
on is Liberty running back Willie

Larkins. Larkins, who ran for 458
yards last year, gained over lOO*
yards in the Liberty opening day
victory over Edinboro. In addition,

Larkins is a fine receiver. He led

the Flames in receiving with 35
grabs.

Coach Hout said of his talented

^running back, "Larkins has been
"playing well; however, Larkins
will only do as well as the other
10 guys on the offense do. If the
other 10 players play well, expect
Willie to have a big day."
One of those guys that is going

to have to play well is Liberty

quarterback Paul Jones. Jones has
excellent agility in the pocket and
has a strong arm. Last year, he
threw for 976 yards. However
Jones also threw 15 interceptions.

Jones* main targets are tight end
Doug Thompson and wide receiv-

er Scott Quenn. Quenn came up
with several big plays last year,

and the 'Cats are going to have
to watch him deep.

,

Although Liberty looks strong
on offense, they are going to be
hard pressed to move the ball on
the Wildcats' strong defense. This
defense consists of Ted White, a

defensive tackle that registered 55
tackles, 24 of which were unas-
sisted, and Josef Allen who w^s
tied for the lead in quarterback
sacks with John O'Brien.

Villanova also has a talented

offense. In addition to Shultz,

Villanova has a great pair of

receivers in Greg Downs and Bob
Brady. Down« is a sophomore that

started in seven out of nine games
last year. He has excellent speed,

tremendous hands and was able

to conclude the '86 campaign with
21 receptions and six touchdowns.

Brady, a junior, started all nine

games last year and led the team
in receiving. Coach Talley spoke
highly of his two receivers, "With
Greg Downs and Bob Brady we
have two football players who are

as good as anybody in the Big

East."

On defense, the Flames have
linebackers Mickey Paige and
Ramon Scott, who are very talent-

ed. Paige and Scott led the Flames
in total tackles, and according to

Hout, they are on the same pace

this year.

Another powerful defender for

Liberty is the hard hitting defen-

sive back, Richard Shelton, who
had big games for the Flames in

their first two appearances in '87'

The threp backs, along with the

rest of the defense are going to be
tested by Shultz, the wide receiv-

ers and Wildcat running back Ron
Sency. Sency led the Cats in

rushing and in scoring last year,

while averaging 5.7 yards per

carry.

Both coaches, Hout and Talley,

are looking for wins come Satur-

day. Hout commented, "I feel we
have a chance to win. We match
up well^_^d have some fine

P^^ymm^jtf^l stated, "The
LibCTtfrgatTCis Important to us.

If we can win that one, then we

can get it off the ground.*'

The 'Cats are looking forward

to having another good season,

-but Liberty can not be taken
lightly. They are a solid ball club

on the rise. They have a lot of

talent and present multiple forma-

tions in both offense and defense.

« They shoukl give the 'Cats a good
" fight Saturday, in Lynchburg City
Stadium.

After the Liberty game* the
schedule does not get any easier:

Next, in the home opener, VfflsA'

ova battles Mercyhurst, a team
that went 6-4 last year. The rest

of the schedule includes teams
such as Boston University, B^s-
sachusetts, Richmond arid Holy
Cross. The toughness of the
schedule makes the Liberty game
all the more important to win.

(file photo)

'."» • • • •

(file pholo)

'

Paving the way for Liberty on Villanova will have tokeep hard*
Saturday will be Willie Larkins, nosed linebacker Mkkcy Paige
Liberty's top runner. away from quarterback Kirk

Shulx.

Horton to take reigns
By JOHN RICCO

The Villanova women's swim-
ming and diving team enters their

1987-88 campaign full of talent

and ready to win. The team did
not lose a single player to gradua-
tion and is extremely optimistic

about the upcoming season.

A main reason for this optimism
.was the off-season addition of

Head Coach Chuck Horton. Hor-
ton, who replaces Chris McKee,
is hoping to improve upon last

year's impressive 12-2 record and
third place finish in the Big East.

An assistant coach at Alabama
last year, he wants to emphasize
getting the best out of each one
of his girls. "I hope to derive 100
percent effort from everyone to

achieve individual lifetime best

performances," he said, 'i want
to improve on last year's overall

performance."

Though it is still early on in the
year, and the season seems in the
distant future, Horton likes what
he has seen so far. "From all the
information I have gathered, the
season will be exciting," he
commented.
Many times when a new coach

c6mes on the scene, it takes the
team and school a few years to

adjust to him or her, but Coach
Horton does not foresee any prob-
lems of this kind. He said. "Ev-
erything here is positive. The staff

and administration have a positive

outkx)k on our teant**

An All-Western Athletic Con-
ference swimmer himself at the
University of Wyoming, Horton'
seems intent on not only the
upoomt^ MMon, but the future
of Villanova women's swimming
as wall.

When Ikrting his foals fir this

yW( hs iMi oMy manlioMd im*

proving on last year but said, "I the talent to go along with it, the
hope to have a good recruiting Villanova women's swimming
year, attracting as many talented program seems to be in find hands
new swimmers as possible." and should continue to be a
With this type of attitude and success for years to come.

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

In examining and questioning drug testing of college athletes,

the comhient always arises that these people represent their

respective institutions and, thus, should be tested in order to

maintain a positive school image. With this thought, familiar

questions arise:

Do not academic scholarship winners also represent their

institutions?

Does it not also hold true that anyone who wears school

colors of any sort represents the school?

Why then should student athletes be singled out as the victims
of this violation of rights?

If this small segment of the student population is held
accountable for their activities, should not all students and
faculty also be held accountable for their activities?

The situation and subsequent death of Len Bias usually enters
the discussion of the drug-testing issues. The comment that

accompanies this situation is that athletes., because of (heir

strenuous lives, are more susceptible to harm than other
students. However, many persons attend class, exercise and are
active in extra-curricular activities. Are they not susceptible to

drug-induced harm, as well.

Upon further examination of the dmg-testing situation, the
query of the leniency of the program also arises. If the sale,

transportation and/or consumptk>n of a drug is illegaL should
not those perspns that are caught be punished unckrr the full

extent of the taw?
At this writing, a first-time offender (one who tests positive

for drugs in the urine sample) wouki not lose his or her
scholarship nor his or her eligibility. The only responsibility

that these persons would incur is that they must t>e tested three
times in the next 180 days and must abide by the conditions
set up by the dr^g and alcohol counsekir.

The second-time offender woukl kwe his/her financial aid
and be suspended from the team for one year. The atMele would
•tin be aUowed to attend VUlanova University and wmM he
aHowed to napply for ekgibiltty.

Is it sthicil thst a mmt he piniihii ao kglMly? WA such
limited piMiilMMnt, daii llMS nat saad I

that tiliiaiiini immI ikitiiiMi «lU?
within titt kmim s< -this

'* .-«ei5?»^
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Senate plans to

probe Security

concerns continue
% SK^HitN A. RODER

K-f^r K̂^-'^Uf'm

Thomas JMf Trucks, diredof of
NisintmuKp^st
heitr^i^
at Villiiilova which cbiioS^ Ss-

bestos other than St. Mary's Hall,

bi aiHition, he said that there is

no iiliital^ii|^^letoiQg rooms
of Dougherty litfiliMr in the
dining room of St. Mary^irHall.

''Except for St. Mary's, to the
best of my knowledge, thtre is no
asbestos ... in any other dormitory
on this campus. I can say that

with all honesty. I do not know
of any,*' said Trucks.
Trucks also asserted, *'We have

none (asbestos] in dining rooms
here; none in t)ougherty, none
even in St. Mary's [dining room].

And, certainly none in Donahue
[because it was built after the use
of asbestos in buildings was
outlawed]."

"Yes, there is asbestos on this
' campus [in buiklings Which are

not dormitories], but I don't know
of any dangerous situation. If I

did, I'd be doing something about
it," Trucks maintained.

Trucks said Maintenance has
"no plans as of now [to bring in

companies to clean up or remove
the asbestos which is in some
buildings on campus], but, as
needed, it will be done."

When asked for specifics as to

which buiklings on campus do
contain asbestos. Trucks declined

to comment.
The Rev. Robert J.

Martin, O.S.A., assistant to the
vke president for Student Life,

saki he spoke to a number of St.

Ifery'c^ rmtents and answered
tmHr questions concerning asbes-
tos in St. Mary's Hall for about
dfi^^nAe^UonAay night. Maftin
:$aiq^e spoke at the rquest of
jeiinirer M. Chantz, west area
coordinator, in order to resj^nd
to allegations made by a St.

Mary's resident that Villanova
has been "covering up" the asbes-

tos problem in St. Mary's Hall.

Martin said the session went
"fine," and he did not detect any
unresolved issues remaining
among the students.

Martin clarified in a telephone

Traffic

board

members
dismissed

By DANTE J. SCALA

The timing of Security Director

Rowan Kelly's dismissal of five

members of the traffic appeals
board last week has created con-

troversy concerning his motives
for the changeover.

The letters of dismissal were
dated Sept. 16, the day after the
board, which judges traffic viola-

tion appeals, upheld a faculty

member's appeal of a parking
ticket.

(Continued on page 4)

interview thttl^ tlie asbestos "to
my knowledge is in the entire

oeilimj^ of ttet th^A^ il«or (of St.

Mary^ Malfr Including theltalK
ways and dormitory rooms but
tsnotintheck)8ets.

Jeff Alexander, a sophomore
finance major who resid^ in St.

(Continued on page 4)

By DANTE J. SCALA

University senators' complaints
about Security procedures led to

a unanimous agreement to create

a "fact-finding committee" to

study the Security department
and parking policies, last Friday

at the Senate's first meeting.

Several top administrators sup-

ported the decision, including the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean
of students; Dr. Richard A. Ne-
ville, vice president for Student
Life; and the Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice president for

Academic Affairs.

Gallen stated that the Senate
committee would be better suited

thai the University's vice presi-

dents to study the Security de-

partment, and he described the

Security situation as a "damn
mess."
The subject was brought to the

Senate floor in order to find more
information on how Seci^y
creates parking policy. In reply to

this, Gallen said the vice presi-

dents and the University president

approved the "Parking by Permit
Only" booklet.

Dr. John A. Doody, faculty
council chairperson, was one oif

several executive committee
monibers whothought the parking
policy should be studied. Doody
began discussion Friday by stating

that he and other members of the
traffic appeals board had been

dismissed last week by Security
Director Rowan Kelly after the

board had upheld a faculty
member's appeal of a parking
ticket.

Doody also said that Security's

actions were inconsistent with
the conception of Villanova as a
community.

After Doody's statements, the
discussion quickly shifted and
broadened, with several senators
and Stack taking the opportunity
to criticize Security's actions.

Stack, who was present in the
audience, was invited to speak to

the senators. He described the
Security situation as a "real
concern" which had created many
problems for his office. He stated
that his office has regularly
received a number of complaints
about Security from students.

Also, he said there was a sense
of Security not respecting people
and that Security had not "caught
onto the Villanova spirit."

After Stack's speech, several

student senators voiced com-
plaints about Security. Student
Sen. Naomi Karam noted that the
Security department is one of the
only offices on campus which does
not receive student input, al-

though the office affects students
everyday.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, also questioned
the lack of student input and
stated that there were "inconsis-

tencies" in Security's actions.

Student Sen. Robert lorio said

that discussions with several

(Continued on page 5)

R.O.T.C. more competitive

*1fo" to drug testing p. 9

ACS nUies on the raad plIS!

T: Floyd paints the town |Mik p. 17

By NOEL E. FALCO

vThe "Army's Reserve Officer

Training Corps (R.O.T.C.)»
having recovered from its post-

Vietnam enrollment slump,
has become far more selective

in commissioning new officers

and calling them to active
duty," according to a July 20,

1987 New York Times article.

Villanova University's chair-

person of Naval Sciences, Capt.
Charles D. Shields Jr., U.S.N..

said there has been an increase
in enrollment nationally, but
Villanova will maintain the
same class size with increased
standards.

He said, "Villanova has al-

ways had an excellent enroll-

ment number," in its R.O.T.C.
program.

"The campus has supported
the military, the Navy, through
thick and thin for 40 years.

We're drawing (students) from
a segment of the population
that has a heavy work ethic."

Shields said.

He added, "We're also draw
tng from a successful group of

families who are conservative

and who have always support-

ed the mthUry. So it doesn't

surprise me that Villanova is

always qm of the five laffest

of the 66ppsfnflM (acftMs the
Uffittod StiriiasI even tlioi«h

HMfe are oalir «,680 Istudaauj
iBBai*

ThMs article

campuses of the Ivy League
and other prestigious universi-

• ties where it was a particular

target for vociferous and often
violent criticism during the
Vietnam War."

Shields attributes Villano-
va's consistent enrollment to
the fact that "success breeds
success."

According to Shields, two of

the four most recent four-star

generals in the Marine Corps,
a Marine captain recently se-

lected for the astronaut pro-

gram, and the recently-elected

Adm. Ray Walsh of the Ticon-

deroga, attended Villanova.

Shields said he toured the

U.S.S. John Hancock Sept. 13,

skippered by Comm. Bob
O'Donnell, a Villanova
alumnus.
"Bob was telling me about all

his contemporaries from Vil-

lanova who are in charge of

ships or in charge of squadrons
right now," Shields said.

He commented, "I was most
impressed by the high morale
and smart appearance of the

(Continued on page 6)
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N««ded
Handicapped Encounter Christ (HEC)

is a retreat experience for very disabled

people in our society in and around

Philadelphia. Many disabled persons

are poor because of the burden of their

physical disability — and the hidden

oppressions in the society that does not

understand! The retreat takes place on

Oct. 2-4. A meeting will be held on Sept.

27 at 7:15 p.m. at St. Clare's Guest

House on Lancaster Avenue across from

O'Dwyer Hall. We need able bodied

persons to assist during the retreat, and

we also need drivers who can help the

disabled get to and from the retreat

center. You can call Margie Kernicky

or Shawn Tracy, O.S.A. at Campus
Ministry for information and details,

645-4080.

Alpha Ipsiton

Delta

On Oct. 6. at 12:30 p.m. in Mendel

Hail, AED will be hosting Dr. Mark

Panneton, a recent graduate of Creight-

on University School of Dentistry.

Panneton will be giving a slide presen-

tation toanyone who might be interested

in dentistry as a career.

Ukranian Clwb
' There will be a meeting at 4:30 p.m.

on Oct. 1. All Ukranians as well as

Rusins, Lemkos and Carpatho-Rusins

welcome. Plans for this year's events,

will be discussed.

Basketball
Teurney

Rosters for the Delurey Hall Three-

on-Three Basketball Tournament are

available in the Dean of Students Office,

213 Dougherty Hall. The deadline for

entry is Sept. 21 at 5 p.m.

ACS
Attention Commuters: You are cor-

dially invited to join us for coffee and
donuts every week! Our next date is

Sept. 30, from 8-10 p.m. See you next
week in the West Lounge — it is the

only way to brave the morning! Also,

watch out for our posters advertising

our next general meeting — Oct. 1, at

12:45 p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cinema.

Coll««« DoMOcratt

Organizational meeting for the new
College Democrats will be held on Sept.

30, at 3:30 p.m. in the Peace & Justice

seminar room. Come learn about the

issues and put your activist instincts

to work. Complaining about issues is

one thing; doing something about them
is something else. Help us do something

about them.

A reception will be heM for alt part-

time faculty on Sept. 29, from 3-6 p.m.

in the Connelly Center Lounge. Refresh-

ments will be served.

If you have a cum of 3.0 or better and

h»we not received a letter coficerntng

Wko'i WHo. plcAM conuct the Dmh of

Stttdcnti Office. 213 Dougherty Hall.

Speak crt

Vllkmeva
Rosemary Haughton, lecturer and

author of more than 30 works, will

speak at Villanova University on Sept.

30 in Connelly Center at 8 p.m. The title

of the lecture is "What Kind of Church

are We Making?" All are welcome.

Anyone interested in being an usher

for the 11 a.m. Parents' Weekend Mass

in the duPont Pavilion can contact

Linda at 645-4080 or in Campus Min-

istry, located on the ground floor of St.

Rita's Hall. The responsibilities of an

usher are to welcome people and pass

out the Mass bulletins to peopte as they

come in. Also, the usher would help to

direct the flow of people during Holy

Communion.

AccoipntiHg
Society

The Society's next event is Sept. 28

at 7 p.m. in the Villanova Room of

Connelly Center. Steven Heile of Arthur

Young (New York) will conduct mock

interviews. Also, the wine and cheese

reception for juniors and seniors is Oct.

1 at 7 p.m. in the Villanova Room.

Representatives of public accounting

firms and private companies will be on

hand.

Broad for ffho

World
There will be an organizational

meeting for Bread For the World on

Sept. 30 at 4:30 p.m. in the Peace and

Justice Center. in the basement of

Sullivan Hall. A guest speaker from

Bread for the World will be there. All

are invited to join in this special event.

Lecture
The science division of the College of

Liberal Arts and Sciences will sponsor

a special lecture on Gregor Mendel,

Augustinian, Abbot of Brno, Czechos-

lovakia; discoverer of the Laws of

heredity at 4:30 p.m. on Sept. 28 in the

Chemistry Lecture Hall. The Rev.

Michael Wernicke, O.S.A., Augustinian

historian will present the lecture.

Wernicke received his doctorate in 1971

from the University of Bonn, having

been the last pupil to study under the

famous historian and theologian Herbert

Jedin.

Operatlen
IdenfHIcatlen

The Resident Student Association is

sponsoring Operation Identification

from Sept. 28 through Oct. 2. Resident

students can register their valuables

with Security. See your House Council

staff for more details. Remember, better

safe than sorry . . . Participate in OP
ID!

Come ioin the German Club in a

celebration of Steuben Day. We will

attend the annual Philadelphia Steuban
Day Parade on Sept. 26. It it a cultural,

entertaitung and fun way to get away
from campus. BriiM your frianda and
meet ut at the St. Mary's train station

at 9 ajn.

hie Itey •oclety
It is hot. it is happening, it is out-

rageous and Blue Key has got it for you!

You will not want to miss it! It is the

Parent's Weekend Extravaganza 1987.

Catch the details in next week's

Villanovan.

VCACA
Villanovans Concerned About Central

America (VCACA) will be holding its

meetings this semester every Tuesday

at 4:15 p.m. in the Peace and Justice

Center. The center is located on the

basement floor of Sullivan Hall. Anyone

interested in the Central American

crises, regardless of his/her political

outlook, is invited to attend VCACA
meetings, films and presentations.

•amoia Phi
Hener Seclety
fhe first meeting of the Gamma Phi

Honor Society will be held Sept. 29 at

12:45 p.m. in Bartley Room 209. All

interested members must attend. If you

have any questions regarding member-

ship, please call 525-2641.

Blelegy Clwb

The Biology Club will have a general

meeting on Sept. 30. We will elect new
officers and discuss upcoming events.

Anyone who would like to run for office,

please attend, or make yourself known.

Messages can be left in the Biology Club

mailbox in Mendel Room 115. AH are

welcome to attend. Please make an

effort to stop by. We will meet at 4 p.m.

in Mendel Room 104.

AA Meeting

. The University Counseling Center is

sponsoring an AA meeting which meets

Wednesdays at 2 p.m. in the Counseling

Center's Group Room, 106 Corr Hall.

Network
On Oct. 1 the Peace and Justice

Network will be having its first meeting.

Representatives for all social action,

peace and justice, campus ministry and

related groups, along with all newly

elected social awareness officers are

encouraged to attend. We look forward

to seeing you at 8:30 p.m. in the Center

for Peace and Justice Education.

Attention
Ail •iris

Lambda Chi Alpha is sponsoring a

Slave Auctioin that will be held on Oct.

6 at Rosemont College, McShane Hall.

All girls interested in buying a Lambda
Chi brother for three hours of unlimited

service should attend. The auction will

begin at 8 p.m. and there will be a 50

cent charge at the door. There will be

approximately 17-20 talent acts. For

more information, see Mike Delfomo or

Jim McGuire in Room 146 Sullivan or

call Jim Walker at 3270294.

> . 1^^^. ji^ .
» .» i^ .jk.*.^

The Biology Club is sponsoring a trip

to Hawk Mountain to observe the

seasonal hawk and eagle migration. The
trip will be on Oct. 3. We will HMet in

Mandel parkii« tot, behind MandM Hall,

at 9 a.m. We muat laave aliartly after

in ofdar to catch pMk mkralion tMnc.

Briag binociiiars mnA a mnch. Hawk
Mountain alao haa.baautilul traUt to

Mka an. This inKtculir evant only

giiyiir.Din*tayiaitl

I < iiiiMi I r I
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Information and support groups being

offered for Villanova students who are

concern^ are about their parent's

drinking problems or alcoholism. For

more information or to sign up* visit or

call the Counseling Center, 106 Con-

Hall, 645-4050. All services at the

Counseling Center are confidential.

C»w—ling€•§er

Villanova Counseling Center is offer-

ing a therapeutic discussion group
focusing on interpersonal relationships^

Issues to be addressed may include

balancing emotional involvement with.>

academic and sociaflife, jealousy, level

of commitment and intimacy, respon-

sibility and compromise. Contact Villan-

ova's Counseliijig Center at J645-4050.

•«b Avcilkibl*
Immediate openings are available for

any male student currently on the

waiting list who wants fo live on

campus. First consideration will be

given to full-time students. Please

respond ASAP to the Office for Resi-

dence Life, Tolentine Hall Room 220.

Peiitlcai Science

On Sept. 26 the Political Science Club

will be haing its first tailgate! All

political science students welcome. Do
not forget tocome to our second meeting,

Oct. 6 at 3:30 p.m. in the North Lounge
when Judge Cirillo will be speaking.

Scriptere
Reffiectien

Scripture Reflection, an informal time

to prayerfully reflect with others on the

Gospel message and its application to

our lives, will be held Mondays at 8 p.m.

in St. Rita's Chapel.

ClMMistry Civb

There will be a meeting for all

chemistry majors and anyone interested

in chemistry today at 2:30 p,m. in

Mendel Hall Room 215. We will be

discussing events scheduled for the

semester. Please support us.

mw Ceffeeiieeae
There are still a few openings for

performers at the Respect Life Week
Coffeehouse: dance, singing, music,

magic, comedy, anything that you
would like to share. Please contact

Ingrid at the Villanovans For Life

Office, 108 Dougherty Hall, 645-7244.

Please leave your name and a number
where you can be contacted.

General informational meeting for all

volunteers will be heki in the North

Lounge of Dougherty on Monday, 7 p.m.

All are welcome!

Step into the world oi investments!

Malie your money grow as you laatn

akaut the ttaok maHiat. Tliare is an

infannntianal and tim up aaaaion on

Oct. I at 12:46 pjn.Mimm llOBartley

faramiiiiiiiUHiinii iinibar.you
do tmhim H li ia tiiiigMi to i^vatt.

8aiHanHiar2g.1gg7 aTMgV^AilW4^PnBna»
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By LYNN PERDEK

"Villanova has an excellent,

well-rounded program of intercol-

legiate,duband intramural sports

that serves the University's stu-

dents well/' according to the

recent evaluation report on the

Athletics department by George
H. Hanford, president emeritus of

the College Board.

The evaluation was conducted

in the late spring of last year as

a part of a University-wide self-

assessment process currently

underway during the 1986-87 and
1987-88 school years.

According to Hanford's report,

Villanova's athletic program's

strengths are found in the variety

of quality sports activities avail-

able to students, the academic

performance 6f ^iid^nts taking

part in intercollegiate activities,

the high caliber of coaching pro-

vided along with the dedication of

VHlMOifJ JkisM
excdieiii; ivtIf-nNiiHiatf

praggrmiiifMwco^
Iflgfiti^ dufr MifMnh
mrifj|K»rts flNrt

sffVM Umilnlwnltfs
simfMrtSMft

-g¥ilgitgr Caaifa H. Hggfgrti

the Athletic department's person-

nel and the facilities available.

The evaluation noted that the

community's appreciation of Vil-

lanova's Athletics department is

lessened because of a "figurative

chasm" created by Ithan Avenue,
separating the Athletics depart-

ment from the rest of the campus.
According to Hanford, the Ath-

letics department draws attention

from the "University family" only
on special occasions, such as the

construction of new athletic facil-

ities, the reinstatement of football

dunng the annual University
wide biidget process.

It was concluded that, .the;

bridges in communication acroai

Ithan Avenue are in danger as

long as the debate over Villainovli's

participation in Division lAA
football exists. Hanford elaborated
in his report, "It makes no sense

to keep rubbing salt on wounds
that need to be healed, and I call

upon players on both sides of

Ithan Avenue to begin the healing

process now."
Hanford's evaluation process

was conducted in four phases.

The first phase consisted of the

background reading of materials

sent by Dr. Angelo Armenti,
chairperson of the iM'ogram eva-

luation committee and dean of

University College. The next

phase was a campus visit from
April 26-29. 1987.

An exit interview and prelimi-

nary findings meeting was held at

the end of this visit, making up
the third step of this process. The
final phase included the gathering

of all information and the prep-

aration of the report.

The evaluation was based upon
the study of 12 topics for self-

assessment suggested by the
National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation (NCAA) and by the Middle

States Association of Colleges and
Schools. Areas of specific consid-

eration included the use of drugs
by athletes, athletics for women,
minority concerns, alumni rela-

tions, communications and Di-

vision lAA football.

According to the evaluation of

the Athletics department's finan-

ces, the athletic incomes and
expenditures at Villanova are

generally equal to those of com-
parable institutions. The average

department income is approxi-

mately $2.5 million while the

average yearly expenditure is

approximately $5.75 million, indi-

cating a net loss of $3.25 million.

This reflects the support of the

Athletics department to be about

3 percent of the general University

{file photo)

Dr. Theodore A. Aceto, director
of Athletics.

A major concern of late in the

NCAA, in which Villanova was
ranked very well by this evalua-

tion, is the academic performances
of student athletes. The report

noted that Villanova's admission
standards are well above the
NCAA minimums, and the ath-

letes are enrolled in a variety of

majors, so there is no "easy
athletes' route" to a diploma at

Villanova.

According to the evaluation, in

recent years the percentage of

basketball players that have grad-

uated has been 100 percent, and
the overall graduation of athletes

has been 90 percent in that same
period.

The evaluation produced many
recommendations to further im-

prove the Athletics program at

Villanova, including searching for

more woman coaches and advi-

sors, increasing alumni activities

now focused primarily on athletics

to include academic perspectives

and continuing its efforts to

insure the equitable use of its

facilities by all elements of the

Athletics program.

In the News
FeltowsMp saeks applicants

The James A. Finnegan Fel-

lowship Program is currently

accepting applications from

students at accredited Pennsyl-

vania colleges or universities

who are considering a career

in government or politics.

The fellowship will provide

training in state government

through weekly seminar meet-

ings with state cabinet officers,

other elected and appointed

state officials and outside spe-

cialists in state government

operations.

Foundation awards consist

of a ten-week internship from

June 1 to Aug. 15. and a stipend

of $2,500.

The foundation also has a

limited number of special

awards, $100 each, which al-

soprovide the summer intern-

ships at standard trainee rates,

rates.

The -applications must be
submitted by Feb. 15, 1988. For

more information write: 1988

Contest Coordinator, The
James A. Finnegan Fellowship

Foundation, P.O. Box 591,

Harrisburg, Pa. 17108-0591.

M.M.S.

Former R.O.T.C. in naval maneuvers
A 1987 graduate of Villanova

University is currently partic-

ipating in exercise Ocean Sa-

fari '87 aboard the guided
missile frigate U.S.S. Aubrey
Fitch, homeported in Mayport,

Fla.

Navy Ensign Stephen R.

Deens, son of Henry C. and

Alice J. Deens of North Wales,

Pa., received a bachelor of

science degree in economics
from Villanova. He joined the

Navy in September 1984.

The exercise is being con-

ducted in the North Atlantic

Ocean.
M.M.S.

V.U. administrators commended

%

Radnor Commissioner Jim
Marks recently commended
several Villanova University

officials, including the Rev.

Robert J. Martin, O.S.A., assis-

tant to the vice president for

Student Life; the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students;

and Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

I

president for Student Life.

Marks commented on the

administrators' cooperation

with the township and their

participation in the town and

^^V^n committee, which was

formed several months ago to

improve relations between Vil-

lanova students and Radnor
residents.

Marks said the three Villa-

nova representatives have
made themselves available at

any time of day.

He said that student behav-
\

ior is not as much of a problem
as in the past and parking
violations are declining, ac-

cording to the Main Line
Times.

M.M.S.

Class of 1991 profiled

or when funds are dispersed funds.

Studeats develop
shuttle(Bcperiments

By E. McELDOWNEY
A general meeting to organize

this year's Villanova shuttle
program was held Sept. 9. First

conceived in 1984, the program
involves Villanova students de-

signing experiments to be con-

ducted on a future space shuttle

fliffht.

Initiated by Karl Zimmer, pro-,

fessor of mechanical engineering,

.

to give students more than the

typical paper design, the project

has expanded to include faculty

.

and students of various disci-

plines. A recently published news-
letter, "Supernova," explains the

history of the project as well as

its presents state and future
expectations.

Acoonlif^ to the newsletter, the

first experiment will be the pro-

ductkm of a ''super polymer. ' or

nylon, in spooe for examination,

llie expenmefit, oonductod away
from gravttatioiial forces, should

resuh in a polywier with ''superior

chemicat and physical

exptnoMiit, ex-

iitlie

trical engineers, the project stalled

after their graduation. But now
under juniors and sophomores
electing to work on the experiment

on an extracurricular basis, the
« project is quickly moving ahead
again, according to Zimmer.

The two experiments will be
conducted in a special 5-cubic-foot

canister that can hold up to 200
pounds. The cost for this proce-

dure and canister, called Get
Away Specials (GAS), is $10,000.
This amount, plus additional
costs for components and special

parts, will have to be raised by
the program from sponsor contri-

butions, reported thie newsletter.

Currently, the program's major
sponsors are General Electric/

Radio Corporation of America
(GE/RCA) and American Elec-

tronic Laboratories (AEL). GE/
RCA has donated money for the

down payment toreacrve space on
a fotme shuttle flight, as well as

tecfanical assistance.

AEL, a company which designs,

manuftrtiires and tests military

cQuiMMiit has agraad to donate
OHidiof the

DK pn|BCT noaoi. i ne

By JENNIFER REIDY

The class of 1991 is "academ-
ically, the best class ever at

Villanova," according to the Rev.

Adrian Gilligan, O.S.A., assistant

dean of Admissions.

Gilligan stated that the out-

standing high school class ranks
of this year's freshmen can ac-

. count for their academic
superiority.

He reported that 33 percent of

the freshmen were in the top 10

percent of their graduating class.

Moreover, 66 percent of the stu-

dents were in the top 20 percent,

and 92 percent were in the top 30
percent of their high school class.

However, the SAT scores of the

freshmen class were essentially

the same as those of previous

years, according to Gilligan. This
year the mean composite SAT
score was 1 125, while the preced-

ing class of 1990 had a mean score

of 1124.

"Class rank is a much better

indicator of academic ability than
are SAT scores," added Gilligan.

Of this year's 1,525 freshmen,
55 percent are male and 45 percent
are female. The majority oi them,
241 men and 248 women, are

presently enrolled in a liberal arts

curriculum, while the College of

Commerce and Finance follows

ckioely with an enrollment of 276
men and 185 women.

men, respectively.

Aside from their academic su-

periority, the class of 1991 repre-

sents the first attempt by school

officials to expand the .Universi-

ty's reputation from a regional

The cImss of1991 is

academically the best

class ever at Wllanova.

-the Rtv. Adrian OMcam O.S.A.

tsittiiitium 9i Adwiitiont

school to that of a national level.

Gilligan reported that a number
of the freshmen represent states

as far away as Florida, Texas,

California, Michigan, Illinois and
Kentucky.

Gilligan commented that 91

percent of the Villanova student
body represents, geographically,

northern Virginia through south-

ern New England, and the entire

east coast west to Ohio.

Gilligan' hopes to attract more
students from the southern and
western states, as well as from
foreign countries. He projects that

Villanova will eventually obtain
this national reputation in about
five to 10 years.

The Villanova administration

approaches this goal through
heavy recruitment for the Univer-

sity in the more distant areas of

the United States. For instance,

Villanova has attended 18 of the

25 national college fairs through-

out the country, according to

Gilligan.

Gilligan added, "Villanova's

reputation is best spread by word
of mouth. Our graduated students

as well as our current students

are the perfect advertisement for

academic excellence."

Mitchell suffers stroke

the CoM^e of Engi-

naaring funod 218 amIo and 57

I Hit firtt frfMlM of (

t Hm $nlm it

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

James J. Mitchell, a professor of

English at Villanova since 1949,

is currently recovering from a
stroke that he suffered Sept. 13,

according to Dr. Sterling Delano,

chairperson of the English
department.

"Mitchell is making sk>w but

steady progress. He is suffering

aihl paralysis on his left side and
alight slurring of words due to the

stroke." sutod Mano.
to IMtM, Mitchtll

fall semester classes, which have

been reassigned to various part-

time faculty, saki Delano.

It is still questionable whether
he will be returning to teach in

the spring semester, according to

Delano.

On Sept. 8, Mitchell was admit-

ted to the University of Pennsyl-

vania Hoepital's coronary unit for

testing for abnormally high bk»d
pretsure. said Delano. Tie was
diagnosed as having arrhythmia.

While rsduperating in the hoe-

Butfmii^mgljfQkii,

I
ac=:z: JhA.
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Studiesshawstudents

applytomancollies
(CPS) — Students are apply-

ing to more campuses and
becoming "more sophisticated"

.in choosing which one to at-

tend, two recent surveys
indicated.

The phenomenon may help

explain the mystery of why,

when there are fewer IS^ear-

olds in the population, colleges

are receiving record numbers
of applications.

"Students," observed Kris-

tin Persson of College Connec-

tions, a New York-based mar-

keting firm that works with

colleges, "have become smarter
consumers."

In 1967, more than half the

nation's college freshmen ap-

plied to just one school, Schalit

said. But in 1986, only 35.3

percent applied to just one
school.

"It was predicted that fewer
18-year-olds would mean col-

leges and universities would
receive fewer applications,"

said Persson. "But that just

hasn't happened. A higher
proportion of 18-year-olds are

enrolling in colleges.

"Students are realizing how
competitive it is, and they're

preparing better by taking
courses to prepare for the

SATs and ACTs," Persson
explained. "They're also taking

a better look at more colleges.

Students also are shopping

around to see which schools

offer the best financial aid

programs, said Dr. Kenneth C.

Green of UCLA.
Students' increasing sophis-

tication — and the dwindling

number of 18-year-olds — has

forced colleges and universities

to adopt more aggressive mar-

keting techniques. Green said.

Schools have successfully main-

tained enrollment levels by

appealing to older students and
emphasizing graduate
programs.

But the number of 18-year-

olds will decline by 60 percent

between 1988 and 1995. he

added, forcing campuses to

recruit more creatively.

"The worst is yet to come,"

said Green.

I he Natioii;'! Order ol' Onu'na

<)inil: \\ i:i:k

.fU

This week the Order of Omega is proud to

spotlight the achievements of Leslie Dondero. Leslie

is a senior psychology major from nearby West

Chester, Pa. As a sister of the Delta Gamma sorority,

Leslie has served as rituals chairperson and currently

holds the position of vice president, chapter

programming. Leslie also holds the position of

facilities and logistics chair for Pan-Hellenic formal

rush next spring.

A Dean's List student, Leslie is a member of the

Psychology Club, the Psi Chi Honor society and, of

course, the Order of Omega.
Leslie has also been actively involved in the New

Student Orientation Program, serving as an admin-

istrative assistant in 1986, and then going on to

dedicate the better part of the last three months to

the position of Administrative Coordinator for the

orientation program.

Leslie's other activities include being a nnember

of the Villanova Leadership Society, Balloon Day and

Special Olympics. When she finds the time in her

busy schedule, Leslie enjoys drawing. swintminKand

writing. For all of her accompliahiiients. the Order

of Ofnc«i it happy to salute Leslie Dondero of Delta

Gamma as Greek of the Week.

(CanHnutifrmm pagi 1)

Mary's Htll. commented after

Martin «poke. *it*8 [atbeatoa in

St. Mary il pretty acary. I was
very concerned when I heard

there was an asbeatoa pniblem,

knowing the poasible effects aa-

bestos can have.*'

Alexander also sUted, "If the

[Villanova] administration says

the building is safe, I am willing

to accept it ... but they shouk!

have foltow-up tests and let us

know our safety is their prime

interest."

Several other students also

urged Villanova to have further

tests conducted in St. Mary's Hall.

One third fk)or resident said, "I

trust what he [Martin] said be-

cause if there were a problem they

would have an obligation as hu-

man beings to do something. I

trust them [the Villanova admin-

istratk>n]. but to keep me trusting

them, they should conduct more

tests."

Another third floor resident

stated he believed, "the problem

must have been resolved," because

the University had moral and
legal obligatkms to do so. He said,

though, that he and many other

St. Mary's residents were upset

because they felt information had

been kept hidden from them. The
resident added that the University

should make sure further tests are

conducted to ensure that the

dormitory is safe "because this is

our home, and we live here."

One student stated, "I believe

it [St. Mary's] is safe to live in

now, but I believe this latex thing

[the heavy latex paint which,

according to Martin, was used to

encapsulate the ceiling to ensure

that no asbestos would come
down] will not hold up with the

damage that is bound to occur."

Students expresaed concern ahout
Mary** Hall thi» week.

PCB Update
Trucks also stated Monday that

a $75,000 project to remove PCBs
(polychlorinated biphenyls) from

campus has been completed since

the middle of January. He said

since then Villanova has been

"rid" of all PCBs.
According to Collier's Encycl-

opedia, PCBs are responsible for

killing birds, fish and other wild-

life in addition to causing Yusho

disease in humans. Yusho disease

can affect the skin, eyes and

internal organs and can cause

bone deformities. In 1972, the U.S.

the presence of asbestoa in St.

handled the removal of PCBs. He
stated all smaller energy trans-

former units which had contained

PCBs at one time were removed),

disposed of and replaced. ^•" *"

"

Trucks said the larger trans-

former units in fthe main substa-

tion were retrofitted by Genereal

Electric. This involved draining

the units of their PCB-laden oil

and then continuously putting in

new oil and draining it until a

"spot reading" showed a PCB
level of zero. New oil was again

Ifm (WlUmv^ mlmkiUbMtkm99y$ dto kMkig
Is 8&h, I mn nMv <o secspt H . . . Imt tkv
shoM haw Mhw^ tests mdhtmkmwom
$sMylsthelrpi1melntsnst %Cl£f%n^
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) announced some restric-

tions on the use of PCBs.

Accorading to Trucks, an out-

side contractor. General Electric,

put in the units.

The E PA tested the oil in the

transformers 90 days later and

found the oil contained "well

below" the allowable level of

PCBs, accorading to Trucks.

fraf^c board
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Kelly did not think the appeal

should be accepted, said Joseph S.

McDonnell, chairperson of the

board and faculty member of the

college of science.

Some dismissed members said

McDonnell indicated that an

upholding of the appeal would not

be received favorably.

However, Kelly said Wednesday

there was no connection between

the board's decision and the

letters of dismissal. He stated that

the Rev. Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A.,

vice president for Administration,

had discussed the changeover

with him in the spring. Rice was
not available Wednesday to con-

firm this.

The letters were sent to the five

members because they had all

served two years and "after such

an extended period of time I think

it only fair that other members of

the University community be

given an opportunity to relieve

you of this additional burden,"

wrote Kelly in the letter. Kelly

also thanked the board members
for; their service.

Despite the fact that the appeal

was not mentioned in Kelly's

letter, its juxtaposition with the

dismissal has left dismissed

members questioning in varying

degrees whether the upholding of

the appeal was a motive in Kelly's

actkm. None of them had received

prior notice that their terms were

near completkm, they stated.

The dismissed members are Dr.

John A. Doody, chairperson of

phikwophy; Harry D. Gray, direc-

tor of Central Servkes; Dr. Oliver

G. Liidwig, cheaMatry professor;

Christine A. Lyaaoaek. assistant

to the dean of sttttfcBH; aai laae

M. CDrisooll, iiliBf to tlK

^sanoftheCallifaal

dismissed members were present.

A re-hearing of a faculty

member's case concerning a park-

ing ticket issued April 30 between

Tolentine Hall and the Chemical
Engineering Buildingwas brought

before the board, according to

McDonnell. The faculty member's
appeal was delivered Aug. 13.

Kelly said the appeal should not

be accepted because of the time

span beteween the issuing of the

ticket and the appeal, said McDon-
nell. However, there were no
ultimatums delivered by Kelly to

the board, stated McDbnnell.

The faculty member argued

that a warning ticket should have

been issued, because the "no
parking" signs had not been up
for some time, and he had been

parking there with no problems,

said McDonnell.
The faculty member also stated

that Security should give better

notification of rule changes and
that Security was acting more as

an adversary, rather than as a

member of the community, ac-

cording to Doody.
The board voted 5-0, with two

abstentions, said McDonnell, who
abstained as was customary in.

majority decisions. Not all of the

dismissed board members voted to

uphold the appeal, said O'DriscoU.

But the composition of the atten-

dance indicates that at least four

of the dismissed members did vote

to uphold.

The upholding reversed an
earlier board decision. At the Sept.

16 meeting, board members
afgiMd they had a right to reverse

earlier board decisions, said

McDonnell.

Ketty's letter was dated the

fottomii« day. and the diaanaied

aMBhica asoeived their leMers

Mmmm Si9l. 16-18.

TiM

•(pholobyNunes)

Chief Rowan Kelly, director of

Security, recently dismissed five

members of the traffic appeals

board.

reason than the upholding of the

appeal for his dismissal.

Gray, Lysionek and O'DriscoU

agreed the timing of the letter led

to a questioning of Kelly's motives

for the dismissal.

McDonnell refused to comment
on Kelly's possible motives for the

dismissal.

Kelly indicated that his letter

should be taken at face value.

Kelly also stated he always

honored the board's decisions and

dkl not tell any board members
how to vote. No one interviewed

denied these statements.

Kelly saki he created the board

two years ago to leave no doubt

about the obfectivity of the appeal

process. He sUted that the re-

placement of the hoard had not

been taken care of during the

sununer becauae it was a km

Ik alao stated tiiat new baard
m

The
Sept. 15 to
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By SHARON A. WATERS

The adifKion of telephones in

the dormitory rooma is "still

under vary active conskleration

by the IfiMveraity at thia time,

'

said Don Hoover, director of

telecomntuniqitions, this week.

A phoite in every room is just

part o( the proposed overhaul of

the teleooBimunicatk>ns system.

The update wouM also include

video and data capacities, accord-

ing to Hoover.

The price quoted in the initial

proposals was between $5 million

and $8 million, according to Hoov-

er. Hoover also predicted that the

project, if approved, would take

about six months to reach nego-

tiations concerning a contractor

for the construction of the new
system. The actual physical in-

stallation of the expanded system

would then take approximately 18

months.

Telecommunications Interna-

tional, Inc. (Tll)ili consulting firm

hired by the University to provide

more expertise in the field of

telecommunk:atk)ns, is expected

to submit a final report by the end

of this month, according to

Hoover.

A select committee will then

review this report, which is based

upon facilities' surveys, inter-

views and documentation reviews,

and make a recommendation to

the president and the Board of

Trustees about continuing the

project, Hoover said.

The telecommunication over-

haul was first considered in 1985

in response to the need to keep

up with the growth of the Uni-

versity. According to Emidio R.

Santoleri, acting executive direc-

tor of the University Computing
and Information Services, "Our
present system has more or less

reached its limit." ,.

Hoovar Mpnead, but commented

that ikmi0m never been a prob-

lem with bbckage or phone calls

noypoinf ttnrougn fast enough.

Toa aiiiiiv phone servux at

Villanova begins in Kennedy Hall,

from which wires run under-

groMnd to the various on-q^npus

DuiblingB. Phones cannot current-

ly be added because there is not

a sufficient number of wires
servicing the buildinga. Ninety

percent of the cables which encase

the wires are now being used, so

in order to expand the present

system, wires and cables must be

added, said Hoover.
The addition of underground

wires and cables entails extensive

labor, expensive construction and
digging up sections of the campus.
At present, the dorms only offer

coin-operated phones located in

the hallways except for south

campus, Moriarty Hall and Del-

urey Hall. Students in these

dorms can receive phone service

in their rooms through Bell of

Pennsylvania.

Santoleri explained that these

students would be charged a lower

rate after the overhaul of the

system because all phone service

would be coordinated by the

University. The University would
thus be billed as one unit and
would in turn be responsible for

billing each student.

According to Hoover, another

advantage for the student would
be the convenience of being able

to pick up the phone from the

University and easily install it in

one's room.

On the other hand, with Bell of

Pennsylvania, a student must pay

a large security deposit and instal-

lation fee and then wait for the

phone company to install the

phone.

Though expanding the phone
service in the present dorms is the

stolen

obstacle, the new proposed

tlofiiM must be evaluated too.

Santoleri commented, **!n any

new dorm construction, phone
service to each room should be

provided."

The University is considering

various options which would
accompany the expansion. One
such optio|^ is the feasibility of

"video networking." This video

option would allow video service

in any classroom to come directly

from one location on campus via

video hook-up, according to

Hoover.

This set-up would eliminate the

cumbersome task of transporting

heavy video equipment and' any
possible damage which could
result. If the video option is

approved, the University would
then decide which classrooms
would be furnished with television

monitors for video hook-up, said

Hoover.

Students could also be given the

opportunity to choose "simultane-

ous voice data capability" at an
extra cost. This alternative would
allow students to operate a per-

sonal computer connected to a

larger system by telephone and
still be able to receive incoming
phone calls, stated Hoover.

Another possible feature is

"voice store and forward," which
would allow one to leave a message
of where he will be, allowing the

caller to either leave a message or

call at the new location.

Besides providing a phone for

every dorm room, the new system
may allow for a phone for each
dorm resident. Also, the Univer-

sity is considering the installation

of a phone in every classroom for

computer hook-up and every la-

boratory for safety purposes,
according to H^oxibr.

from Sullivan Hall
By SIOBHAN A. RODER

An IBM Wheclwriter typewriter

worth about $600 was reported

stolen from the Peace and Justice

Education offkx in the basement
of Sullivan Hall Aug. 27,.according

to a Security incident report.

Lt.John Harrity of Security said

that there were no signs of forced

entry into the Peace and Justice

Education offk:e. He concluded,

therefore, that the thief or thieves

must have had a key.

Edward Sullivan, coordinator

of Peace and Justice Education,

said a report was filed* with the

Radnor police department, in

additron to a report filed with

Villanova Security. According to

Sullivan, the Radnor police were
"not overly optimistic about find-

ing" the typewriter.

Sullivan said none of the keys

belonging to the Peace and Justice
Education office were missing and
all keys given to students were
accounted for.

Nancy White, a secretary in the

Peace andJustice Education offk:e,

said a portable typewriter belong-

ing to a student was also stolen.

"I assume [it was stolen] at the

same time because he [the stu-

dent) came in a day later and his

typewriter was gone."

White also said $150 worth of

supplies was stolen from the

photography darkroom in Sullivan

Hall recently.

(Photo by Nunes)

Edward Sullivan, coordinator of

Peace and Justice Education.

Hiring of mentaliy ili studied
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Villanova University's Human
Organization Science Institute

recently conducted a study that

determined that an overwhelming
majority of America's largest

corporations do not have apy
specifk: policy regarding hiring or

promotk>n of wdrkers who have

a history of mental illness.

The study found that those

corporations that had such hiring

and promotion policies weregener-
ally pleased with psychiatrically-

handicapptd worters and did not

see maior dtfferenoes between

The stady waa
and raleMitf by Akro Health and
Behahilitatiaii Sarvioas Inc.. a

that

. In a survey of the hiring and
promotion practices of Fortune
500 companies, Villanova re-

searchers found that only 23
percent of the firms that re-

sponded had a specific policy

governing employment of the
psychiatrically-handicapped.

A majority of employers, 52

percent, without such programs
admitted that they lacked exper-

tise in this area when asked to

explain what prevented them
from implementing a polkiy, ac-

cording to the study.

Fifty-one percent also said that

• they had serious concerns about

the job performance of workers

who had suffered from chronic

Agom
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Hancock's crew. We sent a van

full of our midshipmen down
to tour the Hancock Saturday

[Sept. 12]. They came away
very impressed.

'These are a few of the

reasons why I say 'success

breeds success.' When the

chief of naval education and
training inspector general vi-

sited Villanova. he was totally

impressed by the support that

Villanova University gives the

Navy. He said it was the best

of the 14 schools that he had

personally inspected up until

that time." Shields said.

The Times further com-
mented on the recent increase

•in competition in R.O.T.C,
"The competition for choice,

active duty assignments re-

sults from a combination of

fewer places in the Army for

young officers and an increase

in applications for R.O.T.C.

scholarships as the cost of

education rises and the reser-

voir of financial aid shrinks."

In comparison, speaking of

Villanova's Naval R.O.T.C,
Shields said it is more se-

lective today than seven
years ago. "I would hate to

compete against these kids.

They are good."

According to Shields, out of

70 seniors in the program, 68

are on scholarship.

"Of our 56 sophomores, 39

are on scholarship and we're

hoping more of those students

will pick up scholarships as

they move through the next

two semesters. Of 62 freshmen,
17 are on scholarship. Six more
have three-vear scholarship

guarantees,' he said.

He added. "I have told the

other 39 that the competition

is so tough they're going to

have to get a 3.0 GPA in fresh-

man year to feel confident

about getting a scholarship. A
3.0 for a freshman is a tough

challenge, but it can be

achieved. My 26 Marines last

year averaged 3.3. The overall

average of the battalion was
3.01."

Shields said, "Unquestiona-

bly, it's more difficult for a

freshman just making the

adjustment from high school to

achieve 3.0 than it is for an
upperclassman. That's why
I'm soliciting active involve-

ment from our upperclass mid-

shipmen to assist our freshmen
in getting the highest grades

possible.

"I would say that achieving

high academic achievement
from our freshmen is our top

priority around here, in addi-

tion to training young men and
women for the fleet," he said.

Shields stated, "I feel that

Villanova is competing with

the other schools for scholar-

ships, not that one student is

competing with another one."

Midshipman First Class Rich

Lynch, a senior general arts

ma^. sakl when he first en-

rolled in R.O.T.C., he was not

on scholarship, but received a

"two-and-a-half year scholar-

ship after a lot of hard work."
"The quality of the person

coming in is much higher today

in intelligence, physical fitness

and maturity," said Lynch.
Lynch stressed the "camara-

derie and esprit de corps" of the

unit and said "the goal as a unit

is to become naval or Marine
officers."

Lynch said, "A lot of people

on this campus support the

military and its goals. In turn,

we give a lot of support to the

Villanova community. It is not

a parasitic relationship.

"We are more than a military

group on campus. We areyoung
men and women with a pur-

pose. Yes, our ultimate goal is

to defend our country, but
we're not one-track . . . There
is a pretty healthy relationship

between Villanova and its

N.R.O.T.C. unit."

Midshipman Second Class

Brian Morgan said R.O.T.C.
scholarships have always been
"pretty competitive."

"There were only 2,200 scho-
larships nationwide t|iis year

as opposed to 2,800 last year,"

added Midshipman Second
Class John Doherty.

According to Morgan, while
the Marine R.O.T.C.s are to go
to the basic school, "the Navy

Members of Villanova's Reserve
stand in formation Tuesday.

(Pfwio by Nunsa)

Officers' Training Corps (R.O.T.C.>

R.O.T.C.s are the ones in com-

petition for slots, [for instance],

in naval aviation, nuclear pro-

pulsion and surface fleet.

"That competition doesn't

really come until the end of the

year when they apply for slots,

or when they go for interviews

in senior year," he said.

Midshipman Third Class Joe

Alcorn, a sophomore electrical

engineering major, attributed

competition to the fact that the

government is "being more
selective in the money they're

putting out." '

Alcorn said the two most
important factors for scholar-

ship consideration are grades

and physical fitness.

He said he has seen more'
people working out on a daily

basis and workifig hard in

academics as well.

Alcorn commented on the

teamwork represented by the

**big brother" program in

which upperclassmen are as-

signed freshmen in their major
to help with academics and
personal problems.

He said, "There is fierce

competition for scholarships,

but non-scholarship students
are not out to see others fail

in their attempt to gain
scholarships."
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Judicial hearings required
(CPS)— In a decision that could

affect students who protest at

private colleges, a federal appeals
court last week said Hamilton
College in New York must offer

judicial hearings to 12 of its

students before disciplining them
for participating in a sit-in.

Hamilton had suspended the 12

students who. in the series of

racial tension outbreaks building
on American campuses last fall,

had sat in at a campus building

to try to get college President J.

Martin Carovano to talk to them
about black students* complaints.
The appeals court decision,

Carovano said Sept. 11, would
give colleges "less discretion" in

disciplining students.

The court, which voted 2-1 in

favor of the students, said Hamil-
ton's disciplinary policy — written
specifically to comply with a 1%9
New York State law — violated

the students' constitutional rights

to due process.

The court said in Albert v.

Carovano that, "There is little

doubt that Hamilton woiild ever
Wave adopted the new regulations
and the policy reflected therein
had it not been required to do so
by the state."

The case, said the students'
attorney. Michael Krinsky. could
be used as a precedent in other
states if t here's evidence of state

influence or coercion on how to

handle student protest.

"We successfully argued that

the Constitution's due process
clause gives the students the right

to a hearing" before they are
punished, Krinsky said.

Because they are state agencies,

public schools have long been
required to grant hearings in

disciplinary matters. The f^mil-
ton case, Krinsky said, established
that right for private college
students if their schools have
links to the state.

"In a hrrawlpr sense, colleges

must be truly independent of the*

stale if they want to avoid extend-
ing constitutional privileges."

Knnsky said.

Tfie court, according to

Krintky. §ko niltd tlie school

violated federal civil rights laws
by singling out black students —
and white students active in civil

rights issues — for "undue
punishment."

"I consider the Court of Appeals
decision a significant step forward
in having Hamilton College deal

with student protests in a fair and
responsible fashion and also in

having Hamilton pay attention to

the serious racial situation on
campus," Krinsky said.

In the dissenting opinion, Judge
Ralph Winter wrote, "The sweep-
ing opinion in this case subjects

to federal judicial review virtually

every decision disciplining stu-

dents for disruption by a private

college or university in the State
of New York."
"Every independent college in

New York will have to look at its

disciplinary procedures," Carova-
no agreed.

Krinsky said t^e problem arose
during the fall 19^6 termJ.When
a black student received several

death threats, and other black

students said they were verbally

abused by whites.

In response, Hamilton convened
a campus forum on racism, which,
the protesters charged, ineffec-

tively addressed the problem. The
forum, they said, was typical of

the school's insensitivity to racial

and gender issues.

When Carovano then refused to

meet the students to discuss
racism further, 50 students occu-

pied a campus building for three
days. When threatened with sus-

pension, most left. The 12 who
remained were suspended for six

months.
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VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY. PA 1908S • EXTENSION 4260

PIZZA

Cheese
PepperonI
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping
3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

I^ONDAY & WEDNESDAY
With this Coupon

Buy 1 pizza any size

Get 2 toppings for the price of 1!

(Not valid with any other offer!!)

NOW HIRING
Small Stromboli

Italian

PepperonI

Sicilian

( one Size only)

$10.50

Steaks Available Soon!!

0ipi8wihsratt>iiiyTmviuiyiOVAii#»noT

HOAQIES

ITALIAN SPECIAL 3.30
(imported ham, g^noa salami, capicolla,
provolona chaaae and proaciutto, topped with
pura oliva oil and apices)

ITALIAN HOAGIE 2 95
HAM & CHEESE 2 ao
PRbVOLONE & SALAMI .........** 2 80
TUNA ;;;;3io
TURKEY ....3.3a
ROASTBEEF 3.6O
CHEESE ;.2.60

(All our meats are delicatessen quality!)

Sandwiches also available HOT!!

Tax is not included

WITH THIS COUPON
$1.50 OFF

SICILIAN PIZZA!

!1

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
With this Coupon
Buy 1 large pizza

get two I60Z. sodas FREE!!

(Not valid with any other offer!!)

FRIDAY. SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Buy a large pizza

with one topping
Get one FREE liter of soda

(Not valid with any other offer!!)

»

Part-Time Help Wairtttd

Students needed to perform
general duties in the

Food Services Department
Contact Jackie Musgrave

Befoieyoudxxjse aloi^dis^^
service,takeaclose lode
:\.::r^.
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You may be thinking about

choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to

save money.

Think again.

Since January 1987, AT&TIs

rates have dropped more than

15% for diiea-dialed out-of-

state calls. So th^'re lower than

you probably fealize. Fbr infor-

mation on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T oflfers clear long

distance connections, operator

assistance, 24-hour customer

service, and immediate credit

for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from

anywhere to anywhere, all over

the United States and to over

250 countries.

You might be surprised at

how good a value AT&T really

is. So brfoie you choose a

long distance company, pick

14) the phone.

Mia
The right choice.

See yOi

at
Kelly
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Remedy situation:

approve computers
In 1982, Time magazine's Man of the Year was

actually a machine: the computer. Time's publishers

explained that the most significant force in that year's

news was not a single individual, but a process, citing,

"widespread recognition by a whole society that this

process is changing the course of all other processes."

Unfortunately, five years later, the Villanovan's
production process has yet to be changed to one that uses

the computer.

In virtually every newsroom across the country, the

computer terminal has replaced the outdated typewriter,

improving the timeliness and reporting of news. This is

not so at Villanova. English, communication arts and

other students interested in journalism careers are not

adequately prepared for the technology of the modern
newsroom that they will encounter in internships and

in jobs. This lack of exposure to the computer's use in

_ the communication field is a major drawback for those

students.

While most academic majors have computers
somehow integrated into their curriculum, the arts

major's course of study practically ignores the computer.

By not making computers an integral part of education

for over 100 Villanovan staff members as well as

numerous arts majors, VillanoVa University is neglecting

a basic part of its mission statement: education.

Presently, the Villanovan staff types, edits and lays-

out all articles manually on Tuesdays and Wednesdays

for publication Friday. This process is lengthy, involved

and antiquated. In addition, because of time constraints,

Wednesday and Thursday news and events usually

cannot be reported until the next week's issue, when the

news had become somewhat dated.

With a computer system, though, news occurring as

late as Friday morning could appear in that same Friday's

issue, better serving the needs of the University. Also,

the possibility of publishing twice weekly could become

reality.

Furthermore, the current system is not cost effective.

Articles are typed on Tuesday and Wednesday, and

brought to the printer who retypes them into a computer

for typesetting purposes. If a computer system were

installed, staff members could type directly into a terminal

connected through phone lines to the printer's typesetting

machine, thereby eliminating that step and cost at the

printer. And, in the future, Villanova could purchase its

own typesetting machine, thus skipping another step at

the printer, while providing more hands-on experience

for students.

Since these printing services run in excess of $3,000

per issue — and costs have risen 20 percent in the past

year alone — the savings the Villanovan could realize

would easily pay the cost of the computer system. The
Villanovan's advertising revenue could also provide

some of the funding for these computers.

The Villanovan is the official newspaper of record

for the University and has proven itself worthy of the

respect of Villanova students, faculty and administrators,

as well as others outside the University. Over the past

several years, the Villanovan has consistently won a

first-place-with-special-merit award from the American

Scholastic Press Association, making it one of the top

20 weekly collie newspapers in the United States. We
have won awards, but we cannot go any further without

computers. Our status as an award winning newspaper

is to jeopardy without this technology.

The bottom line is that a computer system for the

Vittanovan makes sense academtcally, technologically

and financially. The only thing thi)|f does not make sense

is that previous proposals for a oonmiter system have

been rejected by the administration. Now is the time to

rtnedy the situation before it is too late — bring 1902's

Machine of the Year to the Yittmovaii.

A », /» >*

Letters
Daycarecenter recommended
To the Editor:

In response to the recommen-
dation made in the evaluation of

student life that a day care plan

lie instituted at Villanova, Iwould
like to ask why there is not one
already in place.

Considering that this is a Cath-

olic university with an active pro-

life organization, it is a hypocrisy

not to have some kind of help

available for students with young
children.

CoimUering that this is

a Catholk unhnmHy
whh Ml MtthtepnhIHe
orgmuiathn, fth a
lgf|iocf<qrMt to tove
siMMlrtofoftofp

arjfliMg forsMsfits
whhyoungddkhwim

It also reflects poorly on the

women's professional societies

active on campus.
The most serious problem wom-

en face today in the advancement
of a career is the lack of quality;

affordable day care. Put simply,

. day care in the United States is

a national disgrace with far too

few state-licensed child-care
workers for the number of chil-

dren with working motlfers.

Most students probably feel

that this does not affect them, but
if they are planning to have a
family eventually, they had better

start working for the change now
because it will take years to

remedy the situation.

Colleges and universities have

always been at the head of social

changes and other colleges have

successfully started day care

centers. Villanova needs to meet

this challenge now also,, and.
maybe the problem of child care

will begin td be solved before the

majority of present students need

to face it.

Justine Butterfield

Classofl990
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Say no to ilrugs and to drug testing
By NICHOLAS RONGIONE

"I was not bom to be forced"
Thoreau in Civil Disobedience

At this time of national celebra-

tion, when most of the country is

commemorating the 200th anni-

versary of our Constitution. I find

it both deplorable and depressing

.that our university has seen fit

to institute a policy of mandatory
drug testing of its student
athletes.

«

/The policy is deplorable be-

cause, in my opinion, it is uncon-
stitutional, immoral and will lead

to greater intrusions on more and
more of the Villanova community.
It is depressing because no indi-

vidual or group on this campus
has discussed, demonstrated or

protested this diminution of indi-

vidual freedom. Permit me to

explain.

The mandatory drug testing

policy, no matter how well-

intentioned, flies in the face of the

Fourth Amendment of our Consti-

tution. No authority, whether it

be governmental or institutional,

can search a person without a

warrant based on probable cause.

And what a search it is when
institutional authorities can ex-

amine, not only the contents of

your clothes, but the contents of

your body as well! To justify such

an intrusion requires facts —
evidence that would convince a

reasonable person that the indi-

vidual to be tested was selling

and/or using drugs. But the policy

instituted here requires no such
evidence: it stipulates that eve-

ryone be tested, that no one be

given the benefit of the doubt,

even though no drug use is

evident.

Now I am aware of the fact that

the Supreme Court has not yet

spoken on this issue; the legal

question is still pending. But
those few students who have
challenged policies of this kind at

other institutions have been win-

ning their cases. I expect that

when the court does take up the

question, it will reaffirm what it

Campaign '88

has explained for generations in

innumerable cases, namely that

probable cause is required before

a search can legitimately be

conducted.

More importantly, the manda-
tory drug testing policy is immor-
al, a deficiency should be enough
to discontinue its use at an insti-

tution based on religious and
moral principles. Here at Villan-

ova we believe, I thought, in the

dignity of the person. We believe,

I thought, that persons have an
inviolability based on their like-

ness to God which endows them
with rights that cannot be taken

away, even by the state, even for

commendable reasons.

It is wrong for institutional

authority — those with power —
to require of the powerless that
the latter bare their very bodily
fluids, because such requirements
detract from their dignity as
persons. The student athlete
becomes nothing more than a

thing to be abused at the discretion
of the authorities.

And for what purpose? To
please the NCAA? To please par-

ents? To avoid legal liability? No,
the only legitimate justification

for such a violation of one's person
would have to be e>/idence that

people are being hurt. But no such
evidence is required by the present
policy.

Now please, do not misunder-
stand my meaning. 1 know that
drug abuse is a serious problem

'

with catastrophic effects on the
individual and his or her family.

1 long for a drug-free society. But
commendatory ends do not justify

the employment of illegal and
immoral means. If they did, we
could eradicate the drug problem
by executing all the drug pushers
and users and be done with it once
and for all.

The policy is deplorable, thirdly,

because it will lead, if uncontested,

from the mandatory testing of

athletes to the testing of all

scholarship students, to the test-

ing of all students, to the testing

of faculty, to the testing of admin-

istrators, and so on. The policy

will, I am afraid, lead to a situation

in which no one has any privacy

in any respect. Do not diminish

this eventuality. Once one group
surrenders the privacy of its

bodily fluids, can there be any-

thing else left sacred?

I am, finally, depressed by the

fact that no one has yet challenged

the legitimacy of the policy. And
1 am not referring here only to the

athletes who are being tested.

(After all, the University has
tremendous clout over them.) But
where are the other 5,400 stu-

dents? Are they so concerned with
the trivial matters of beer, sex and
money that they do not realize

what is at stake here?

And what of the 300 faculty
members? Are they so concerned
with their academic freedom and
personal careers that they have
lost their interest in leadership on
fundamental issues? Have we all

become so complacent that the
violation of 600 student athletes
does not affect us? Have we all

become so docile that we will

protest nothing?

For myself, when they come to

my office with that jar and de-

mand my urine, as they surely

will, I hope that I will have the

courage toJust say no . . .to drugs,
and to drug testing.

Nicholas M. Rongione, Ph.D., is

an associate professor in the depart-

ment of business taw.

Catholics portrayed

inaccurately

Press probes candidates
By SUSAN TOLVE

£)oes it matter <if Gary Hart was
unfaithful to his' wife or if Joseph
Biden plagiarized speeches and
lied about his law school years?

It matters that the holder of the

nation's highest office is a person

of morals and principles. It mat-
ters that U.S. citizens elect a

president they can look up to and
count on for the truth.

If Hart lied to his wife, as
president would he lie to his aides.

Congress or the American people?

If Hart flirted with danger, meet-
ing Donna Rice at night after

there were questions concerning
his marital fidelity, as president

would he flirt with danger on a
national level? ''

If Biden repeatedly mixes up
facts about hi»past, as president
would his recollections during
press confentnces also be
muddled?

Preta coverage of the 1988
pratideiitial canpaipn aaemt to be

probing more into the candidates'

lives than ever before. But Amer-
icans have always expected their

national leader to have exceptional
honesty and integrity.

George Washington could not

tell a lie when he chopped down
the cherry tree, and Abraham
Lincoln, when he worked at a

general store, searched for a

customer he mistakenly did not

give enough change to.

These stories, whether true or

false, reveal that Americans be-

lieve trivial incidents in a person's

past can tell a lot about one's

character.

And character aside, a president

with^ closet full of skeletons

could be easy prey for hungry

. blackmailers, which might prove

to be devastating for our nation.

"Whatever the press exposes, it

is ultimately up to the American
people to decide if the issue raised

is relevant to the presidential race

and if it will hinder a candidate's

journey to the Oval Office.

Benjamin Franklin said, "A lie

stands on one leg, truth on two."
Judging from Hart's and Biden s

experiences, candidates with a
"wobbly" past are going to have
a difficult campaign journey.

Susan Tolve is a senior commun-
ications arts majorand the associate
editor of the Villanovan.

Quote

of

Note
"The reasonable man adapts

himself fo the world; the unreas-
onable one persists in trying to

adapt the world to himself.
Therefore, all progress depends
on the unreasonable man.

"

Gaorgc Bernard Shaw
playwright

J

By JOSEPH McGOWAN

All throughout the Pope's visit

to the United States during the
past few weeks, numerous articles

with the same theme have ap-

peared in national newspapers:
"Pope Faces Tough Opposition In

America, " "Vatican And U.S.
Bishops Walk A Thin Line,"
"Catholics At The Crossroads,"
etc. If you believe what you read,

it appears that millions of Amer-
icans are ready to leave the
Catholic Church if the Pope does
not get his act together.

Liberal-minded Americans are
frustrated that the Pope has not

come out with new stands on
issues concerning abortion, wom-
en priests, divorce, etc. However,
such complaining is typical of the
conceit and ignorance of many
American Catholics.

Catholicism is the largest single

religous denomination in the
United States. Our religious en
thusiasm is evident in our success
with Catholic education and at-

tendance at Sunday Masses. Ob-
viously, for millions of Americans,
the spirit of Catholicism is alive

and well.

It has been common for the
American media to depict the
Catholic Church headed by the
Vatican as a decrepit and back-
ward institution in the midst of

a highly advanced and modernized
society here in the United States.

We Americans believe that the
best way, if not the only way, to

decide what is best for a group is

through democracy. This is based
upon our success with issues such
as determining political leaders
and laws.

However, determining Church
policies and teachings is not to be
decided by popular vote through
which minority groups, such as
homosexuals, might have a chance
to have their way by barking loud
enough. These decisions are for

the members of the Cathokc
hierarchy who have devoted their

lives to this type of work.

Praise God forgivii^

us Pope Jolui Paul il to

trayei the worU and
personallypreadi to us
wluit the nuijority of

believe.

To the rest of the Catholic
world, Americans must appear to

be spoiled brats. If you are influen-

tial enough and you have had it

with your wife after 30 years and
four children, it should not be too

difficult to obtain an annulment
that says the marriage never
existed.

It is very hard to sympathize
with the idiot who becomes a

priest and then calls for the end
of priestly celibacy. Besides, Amer-
ican parishioners do not want to

be supporting a priest and his

family. Often in the United States,

the Church is important, but
money is something else.

The Church is open to neces-

sary changes. Over the past 25
years, we have discontinued all-

Latin masses, popes who isolate

themselves inside Rome and going
to confession to be absolved of the

seven times we swore the previous

week.

Pope John Paul II is not afraid^

to stand up to a San Franciscan
crowd that mocks him. He and the

rest of the higher clergy are aware
of current world problems such as

overpopulation and nuclear wea-
pons. The Church is very con-

cerned about many issues and is

working to solve them.

American Catholics must sit

back, and confidently and patient-

ly await whatever changes the

Vatican may institute. Praise God
for giving us Pope John Paul II

to travel the world and personally

preach to us what the majority of

living Catholics believe.

Joseph McGowan is a

accounting major.

senior
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Students urged

to return plants
To the EcOton

f On Sept. 16, I received the

I
following letter at the Office for

f
Residence life:

{ / live in the block of 6300
; Overbrook Ave. in Pkiladelpkia,

1 which is in the heart of ViUntunm
' and St. Joseph's student o/f-campm
housing. On Sept. 10, 1987. as 1

I

was leaving my home for work, I
' stepped out on my back porch and
1 was devastated to see my potted
' plants taken from my property.

Historically, every fall when the

students move in. plants and other

j
items are taken from the homes in

i the neighborhood. I have had porch
I furniture taken oneyearand plants
all otheryears. Obviously, this year

was no exception. However, the

plants taken this year have great

sentimental vah^e to me. I havejust

had a tragedy in the loss of my
husband while we were on vacation.

and these plants that were taken

were his last gifts to me.

I know students will be students,

although I cannot begin to tell you
how the whole neighborhood is

simply horrified by their behavior

until the wee hours of the morning
with the screaming, shouting obs-

cenities to each other and their

music blasting at its highest sound,

with no consideration as to who
may Iw affected by it.

I would very much appreciate if

a note from you could be placed
wherever the students are living

in the Overbrook area asking them
to return the plants that were taken

from my back parch. There was a
very large pink geranium planter
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and a Hawaiian Ty plant in a gray

planter. Of the three taken, these

two are the most important to me.

They can return it with no questions

asked. All I want are my plants.

I will be deeply grateful for any

effort on your part to help me get

my plants back.

The implication of the assump-
tions made in this letter should

be of concern to every member of

the Villanova community. Any
assistance we can provide will be

greatly appreciated. Anyone hav-

ing information should contact

my office. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Christopher Janosik
Director for Residence Life
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Newgraduation plan proposed
To the Editor:

This year will mark the third

straight year that Villanova Uni-

versity has used a different gra-

duation ceremony. The adminis-

tration evidently seeks to achieve

the "ideal" ceremony that will

please (according to the Sept. 18,

1987 Villanova) the academic
deans, the registrar, the directors

of Maintenance, Housekeeping
and Security, the president's

office, the Radnor Township Po^

lice Department, the director of

the duPont Pavilion, the dean of

students and everyone involved

with the planning and execution

of graduation ceremonies.

I ask the administration the

following two questions: Why
don't you ask the students what
they want? Where did you get this

year's most pitiful plan for a

divided graduation?

In response to the above two
questions I have devised a plan of

my own and present it to the

administration and student body
for consideration. This plan con-

sists of four separate college

graduations on Saturday at which
each student's name will be read,

followed by a unified outdoor
graduation on Sunday. This will

7 p.m. Baccalaureate Mass (in

duPont Pavilion)

Sunday May 22
10 a.m. Villanova University

Graduation (stadium)

TMs |»fai9 comfsts of four safurite mitafe gni'
imthK on SHunby M wkkh Moft stmlmif9
amne will be nad, Mhwml hy e mdfled o&Moor
grmkmthn on Sunday.

accomplish the goals of having
' each name mentioned at gradua-
tion and allowing everyone to

graduate together.

The plan is as follows:

Friday May 20
N.R.O.T.C. Mass and Commis-

sioning Ceremony
Saturday May 21
10 a.m. Commerce and Finance

Graduation (in duPont Pavilion)

12 p.m. Engineering Gradua-
tion (in Jake Nevin Fieldhouse)

2 p.m. Arts and Sciei\ces

Graduation (in duPont Pavilion)

4 p.m. Nursing Graduation
(in Jake Nevin Fieldhouse)

This plan, already used. at
schools like the University of
Pennsylvania and the University
of Delaware, has proved to be
effective, adequate and usable.

Why don't we implement it here
at Villanova for the class of 1988
graduation?

If the administration is afraid

of getting wet during the outdoor
ceremony, I suggest that they
construct a shelter over the area
where they will be seated.

C. Michael Flynn
Class of 1988

Students and residents

Working to improve relations
To the Editor:

In a February 1987 issue of the

Villanovan, the main concern of

the student government external

affairs department was said to be
"... the improvement of relations

with the University's neighbors."
As this year's secretary of external

affairs, I would like to assure you
that once again this is one of our
main concerns.

This year it is even more im-

portant tome that you understand
that the external affairs depart-

ment is not alone in its efforts to

create a unified community of

surrounding township residents

and Villanova students. We are
working along with members of

the Villanova administration and
township representatives to make
living and socializing within the
community more enjoyable for

everyone.

The best example of this coop^

erative effort is the town-and-
gown committee, formed last

year, which is continuing to OMtt
on a monthly, basis. Lool town-
shipmanagersandothor township
officials, akong with members of

the administration; Phil Brach.
Student Government president.

and myself, meet to discuss those members of that community must
circumstances and events, both become sensitive to student's
positive and negative, members oT needs.

sun, If wo am pnw to bo on Mitt to onr Mr-
iMiidfaii^ connnnnHyp ttM fkoHBonAon of wot
connnnnlty nntot boeomo oonoltho to oitndonfo

that community must become
sensitive to student's needs,

ways to improve and maintain the
behavk>r.

Representatives from the town-
ships seem to agree that as long
as Villanova students cooperate
and act respectably within the
community, they will support the
efforts to establish ourselves as
residents of the bcal neighbor-

hoods. Until they feel they have
evidence of this, however, they
must continue to respond to
complaints from citiaens.

It is only right that the local

govenmieiit olnpalf are focusing
their attentioAs on those pnople
who were respoosiMeior electmR
them into olfioe. ^1. if we can
prove to be an asset to our sur-
rounding oommunity. then the

If for any reason you feel that

you have been treated unfairly,

and that those needs have not

been met. please come and let me
know about your situation and we
will do what we can, to remedy
it.

While external affairs is work-

ing for you. handling any imme
diate difficulties that you may
encounter, you can help by taking

an active role in solving the

underlying pr^iMem of improving

the image of Villanova students

in the e^es of todU home owners
and businessmaw
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Keep strangers

out of dormitories
To the Editor:

Yes, you guessed it. This is yet

another complaint about the vis-

itation policy. No, not your usual

complaint. We are not asking for

a' new policy. We are not asking

for any policy. We are simply

asking for a consistent policy.

As we understand it, no
members of the opposite sex are

allowed in the dorms before 12

noon. However, maintenance men
are seen on a daily basis, working

and roaming the halls of women's
dorms, in our case, St. Rita's.

If, as they tell us, the visitation

policy exists for our protection

and privacy, then why is it only
enforced for our friends and
relatives? Waking up for an 8:30

a.m. class only to find strangers
(male maintenance workers) in

our hallways, stairwells and fire

escapes, not to mention sitting in

ff,Mliqrtaffii^Mi
vMtoliM jNiMc/mMi
for 0irjmtoclfoii Mtf
firfMcy, fAwfi Nfr/ It If

M^rMftMMif tor our
fHondo ond folothfoo?

front of the dorm apparently i.

fascinated by the structure of the
'

building* does not offer us a

feeling of safety and privacy.

Again, we are not. at this time,

asking that our friends and rel-

atives with whom we feel safe, be

allowed in. We are asking that the

strangers be kept out.

Residents of

St. Rita's Hall

8aptawibaf2S,1gi7aTMEVILLAMOVAWPaoa11

Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the Villanovan
asks, "How do you feel

about the pro football
strike?"

Correct crowded
t i

room
To the Editon

As of late, I have encountered
extreme frustration in my at-

tempts to use our athletic facil-

ities, specifically the free-weight

room.
The limitation of this under-

sized facility is only further
worsened by its minimal operating

hours. The room is not merely
crowded during its peak afternoon

hours, but is now crowded from
the moiiient it opens until it

closes. In the past, I have avoided

the peak afternoon hours by
working out in the early morning
before class (8 a.m.) or at pight

after studying ^ p.m.).

May I sugg^t expanding the

operating hours to alleviate the
overcrowing, as this would benefit

the student weight-lifters as a

KKoy Isnggoot mpand'
big tho ofontbigboms
toaJfovlitotte^Mr-

enwdbigoo tbhwoM
bonofli IbOMtudoht
wolgbt'llflon 0$
wboh.

whole.

While this solution will help the
weekday problem, the weekend
problem will still exist unless the
same extention of hours is carried

over as well.

Neal H. Lydon
Class of 1988
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"It's such a shame. I was
really hoping the Phillies

would do well."

Amy Marguglio
sophomore
accounting
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
•weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an imjjortant job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for

tuition and books.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little ofmy time.

And that's a hect of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

THEGUARD CANHELPPUT
YOUTHROUGHCOLLEGE,TOO.
SEE YOURLOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALLTOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* ORMAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9|957: Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In AlasluK consult your local

phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r 1

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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4.C.S. raUy bums up the roads
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTT

A

It was 8 a.fn. on Sunday morn-
ing when my alarm clock blared,

and I soon remembered why I had
set it. It was the morning of the

Fall Road Rally, sponsored by the

Association of Commuting Stu-

dents (A.C.S.).

With this in mind, I managed
to make my way to the bathroom
where I downed a couple of aspirin
to alleviate my souvenir from the
previous night's festivities.

I then picked up the phone and
politely reminded my partner that

he too should get up and prepare

himself for the upcoming event.

After taking a sizeable amount of

abuse and promising my buddy
that he could keep my entire Barry

Manilow collection, I got him to

agree.

We arrived at the rugby Field

parking lot at approximately'^hSS

a.m., where we were met by 10

other cars that would be our
competition. Some members of

tlie A.C.S. were on hand to offi-

ciate the Rally. .

Each car was given a list of

directions with questions follow-

ing each one. For example, the

first direction was, "Go east on
Route 30." The question that

followed it was. "What SEPTA
route are you on?" Fine, it sounds
easy enough, but it gets tougher.

We had the good fortune to be
the first car to begin the race and
were labeled Car hJo. 1. Before we
left the lot, the A.C.S. officials

recorded the time, as well as my
car's mileage.

After taking a few snapshots for

nostalgia's sake, my trusty side-

kick and I peeled out of the lot

like Mario and AJ. coming out of

the pits. But, as we soon found
out, speed was not necessarily the
key to success. By going rather

quiclcly, we managed to drive
passed the answers to questions
three through five.

I then executed a U-turn, legally

of course, and headed back to find

out the Sunday Mass schedule at

the Church of Good Shepherd as

well as the current adjustable

mortgage rate.

This lack of driving prudence
cost us the lead, and we were now
in third place. We eventually
overtook the second-place car by
surprising them with one of our
secret weapons.

Unbeknownst to them, my
partner and I were armed with
your standard Uzi automatic
water guns, which are crucial for

an event of this kind. We simply
pulled alongside the second team
at a red light and we took off

before the team could dry their

faces. If this sounds like fun,

believe me, it was.

(photo courtesy of BuUotta)

Road rally contestants rev up their engines.

I must stress, however, that
finishing the course quickly is

only part of the grading system.
The number of correct answers
and a team's total mileage are also
figured into the final score.

Many of the clues and ques-
tions, painstakenly written by
A.C.S. special events chairperson,
Tricia Whalon, were ingenious

(Continued on page 14)

V.U. musicians selected for festival band
By MARTY REYNOLDS

On Sept. 17, the nation's atten-

tion was focused on Philadelphia

for the celebration of the 200th
Anniversary of the Constitution

. . . and Villanova was there!

The Constitution Bicentennial

Fanfare Unit, which was promi-
nkit in the day*^ events, was
iliide up of 200 of the finest college

musicians from all 50 states.

Villanova's band was represented
by John Alshefski, trumpet, and
Rick Markham, tuba.

John is a senior accounting
major and the villanova pep band's
student director. Rick is a junior
business administration major.

These V.U. band members
joined the Fanfare Unit on Sept.

13 at the Garden Park Hotel in

Cherry Hill, N J. Fittings for their

uniforms were? first on the agenda.

Tri-corner hats, ruffled shirts and
blue Colonial jackets were com-
bined to make a spectacular
costume.

The brass ensemble was com-
posed of 65 trumpets, 25 eupho-

niums, 20 mellophones, 22 tubas

and 30 percussion instruments.

Yamaha Corporation supplied all

of the instruments in order to give ,

the unit a uniform appearance.

A typical day's activity began
with 6:30 a.m. breakfast, four

hours of morning practice, lunch,

three hours of afternoon practice,

dinner, four hours of evening
practice, and then back to the

rooms to memorize the music
before turning in for the night.

The group was directed by Dr.

Arthur C. Bartner of the Univer-

sity of Southern California, and
the project was coordinated by Jeff

Ernstoff of Radio City Music Hall

Productions, N.Y.

On Thursday morning, Consti-

tution Day, the group left Cherry
Hill at 6:30 a.m., and assembled
at Penn's Landing before moving
to Independence Park. Opening
ceremonies began at 9 a.m. with
"Opening Fanfare," written espe-

cially for the unit by Ernstoff.

Next, they accompanied the

Mormon Tabernacle Choir's sing-

ing of "The Star Spangled
Banner." The finale was "We the

People Fanfare," composed for the

occasion by Peter Nero of the
Philly Pops.

The unit, with Alshefski in the

front row, led the F>arade from

Independence Park, down the

Parkway, to the Philadelphia Art

Museum. The rain did not dampen
the spirit of the band or the

enthusiasm of the crowd.

Next on the agenda was a dress

rehearsal for the evening's Con-
stitutional Gala at the Civic

(Continued on page 14)

Freshman ponders college life
By JACQUELYN LANZA

"Congratulations! The Com-
mittee on Admissions has ap-

proved your application for admis-

sion to Villanova University." I

blinked and read it again: " ...

Approved ... application ... ad-

mission ..."

It was starting to sink in. I had
been accepted. 1 had been accept-

ed! I laughed. My mother cried.

I was going to college.

It was about time.

Now, do not get me wrong. 1

loved high school. But college is

so much more exciting — no
school uniforms, no curfews, no
rules (well, not as many), frater-

nity parties, tailgating,

INDEPENDENCE.
The spark of enthusiasm caught

fire over the summer. Everyday

I got mail, the highlight being my
roommate's name and our dorm
assignment. I shopped and packed,

unpacked, repacked and crossed

off the days on my calendar.

One by one, my friends left for

college. It suddenly occurred to me
that things were never going to \

(Continued on page 15)
^

Campus Clip
Women's team chronicled

By IRENE LANGRAN

So you claim to be a true blue

Villanovan? Well now you can test

your knowledge with this piece of

trivia: What is significant about

the school year 1968-69, and what
organization, started that same
year, is currently in its 20th
season? The answer may surprise

you.

The 1968-69 school year marked
the first year women were admit-

ted to all areas of Villanova
education. And the first Villanova

women's athletic team was bom
that same year.

This second fact may not seem
that significant at first, but a

study of the past 20 seasons
reveals just how much has
changed over that period of time.

The team we are speaking of is

the women's tennis team. The
team has had 20 seasons already

because it switched from a fall

schedule to a spring schedule, and
back to a fall schedule through the

years.

The program first began when
a group of students approached
Dr. Robert Langran, the Villanova

men's tennis coach. The students

asked him to coach them as they

had already formed their own
women's team. Langran. whoitill

ooachaa both teama today, can

Miily recall thoee early yaara.

According to Langran, back
then, the team only played local

schools, most of which had started

their own teams years before. It

was difficult to get the seven

players needed each time Villa-

nova faced an opponent, and the

program was virtually unheard o*^

on the rest of the campus.
Langran also remembers the

players having to deal with the

attitude that women simply could

not be as competitive as men.

Today women at Villanova
compete in athletics on teams
such as tennis, field hockey
soccer, volleyball, cross country
indoor and outdoor track, swim
ming, diving, basketball and soft

ball, and lacrosse on a club level

This fall, as the Villanova
women's tennis team is proudly
playing through their 20th season,

they and the other women's ath-

letic teams continue a proud
tradition here at Villanova.

The 1972-73 VUlaaova W m'u uimio immi witli llMir coach, I
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Engines roar at A.C.S. raHy

\
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(Continuedfrom page 13)

and downright hysterical. One
question that I found particularly

amusing concerned the unfor-

tuante demise of one Augie Lee

Roney.

The question was, "What year

did Augie Lee Roney die?" When
we came to this question, we were
somewhere in Conshohocken. We
searched all along the roadside for

the important information con-

cerning Augie, but we did not find

what we had expected.

After a great deal of backtrack-

ing and retracing our directions,

we came to what appeared to be

an ordinary cemetery. We figured

old Augie might be buried among
the hundreds of others there.

When we read the first tombstone
we saw, we knew that it had to

be the right place.

The Tombstone read, "Here lies

our cat. Fluffy. May he catch lots

of mice in heaven." I then read

a few others which indicated the

untimely deaths of other cats,

dogs, hamsters and various other

furry creatures.

My partner,on shotgun, qukkly gating and reading many of the

got out of the car and, after a little signs along the road was my
kwking, found a tombatone shaped trusted, but legally blind (without

like a collie. It was that of the late hi« glasses) partner in the tighl

Ai«ie Lee Roney. bom 1966. died seat.

19g0. While we were waiting for the

After pausing to say a few brief other teams to finish, we unwound
words in memory of Augie. we by ei^ing some refreshments,

held back our tears and pressed consisting of soda and hoagies.

on to answer the remaining ques- ^ Finally, one by one. the remain-

tions. Before we could finish the
i

ing teams made their way to

race, we wer« required to obUin ,

Dougherty Hall's East Lounge,

a few scavenger hunt items in- Many brought with them humor-

eluding a V.U. football schedule, ous tales about^ the morning's

a Dunkin' Donuts napkin, an
A.C.S. Road Rally poster and a cup
from Connelly Center.

ous
activities.

Each participant was then eval-

uated by Whalon, Sheila Bartlett,

AtapproxiiiiatdylOK)3a.m.,we president of the A.C.S., Joan

checked in at the finishing point, Dorley, vice-president, and Mindy

and were happy to find that only New, publicity chairperson. After

one car finished ahead of us. But considering all the pertinent facts

that did not necessarily mean we regarding the performance of each

came in second. team, the judges decided on the

Now it hinged on the correct- top three,

ness of our answers. To be per- Our morning ended in sheer

fectly honest, I did not have the jubilation when it was announced

utmost confidence in our answers, that Car No. 1, driven by yours

You really cannot blame me, since truly, finished in third place,

the person who was responsible My partner and I graciously

for reading the directions, navi- accepted our trophy and returned

By REV.

Rally winnera prowlly diaplay their trophiea.

RAY JACKSON,
O.S.A.

to our respective domiciles to

make up for k)st Zs. Not bad for

and a blindman from Austin,
Texas.

By the way, if this spectacular
automotive event sounds appeal-

ing to you, you need not wait until

next year. The A.C.S. has these

rallies bi*annually, and the next

one is in the spring.

If you decide to take the Road
Rally challenge, please try to get

plenty of sleep the night before,

and do not forget your Uzi.

Sfinfeiifs absorb French life and language
By STACEY WILKINS

How would you like to get six

college credits in one month?
You do not think it is possible?

Well, I did, along with 30 other

Villanova students taking part in

Villanova's summer program
abroad.

The course runs the month of

August with classes including

Intermediate French I and II,

Conversation and Composition I

and II, as well as Practical French
I and II, taught by Villanova

instructors Dr. Rene Mongeau,
Dr. Jan Rigaud and Professor
Marge Caprara.

Lodging and meals were pro-

vided at the international student

complex C.I.S.P. Maurice Ravel in

Paris, and classes were also con-

veniently held in C.I.S.P. Maurice
Ravel.

The real story is the learning

experience which reaches far

beyond the traditional classroom

setting.

We constantly visited muse-
ums, such as the famous Louvre,

which houses Leonardo da Vinci's

Mona Lisa, and the breathtaking

splendor of the French villages,

such as St. Paul, nestled in the

mountains.
^Vfhkf would a semester be

without a midterm break? Our
mid-semester vacation was a four-

day trip to the Riviera. We strolled

the rocky beaches of Nice; visited

the principality of Monaco, includ-

ing the palace in which Grace
Kelly resided; and caught a brief

glimpse of the Monte Carlo
casinos.

Yes, we conjugated irregular

verbs and memorized pages of

vocabulary, but the instant im-
mersion into the French culture
developed a whole other facet of

appreciation for the French
language.

We used the language we were

studying every day; you had to if

you wanted to be accepted by the
French people. Unfortunately, the
French foster stereotypes of bra-

zen American tourists and do not
take kindly to the presumptuous
American assuming that the
French are fluent in English.

Whether you know the language
or not, making even a halfhearted

attempt to speak it makes all the

difference, so we did. Hence, we
learned a great deal of French in

a short time span.

What about that French food we
have immortalized with its crepes
and sauces and more recently

with the lighter fare of nouvelle

cuisine? Of course, cafeteria food

is the same no matter what
continent you are on, but the

restaurant meals that we ate were
worth writing home about.

The approximate cost of the trip

is $2,450, including meals, lodging,

group outings and the six-credit

course.

For further information on next
year's trip, see Mongeau in the
modern languages department
located on the second floor of
Tolentine Hall or call him at 645-
4\)oU.

Jesus was a storyteller. His tale

of the Good Samaritan reminds us

that we are called to reach out and
help people who have fallen by the

wayside. Ittis a story which
reminds us ^hat everyone is our

neighbor.

A different lesson is taught in

the narrative about the Prodigal

Son. While the title focuses on the

young man who repents of his

selfishness and returns home> the

essence of the story* is about the

forgiving father who represents

God, our all-forgiving Father.

Yet another of Jesus' famous
stories, the one about the Unfor-

giving Servant, tells that God will

only forgive us our failings to the

degree that we are willing to

forgive the mistakes of others.

In ail of the parables (stories

with a moral lesson), we see a

. contrast between the ways of God
and the ways of humans. It is true

that God has created us in his

image and likeness; we are intel-

ligent, creative, reflective and
loving; we are capable of care and
concern; we can show compassion
and mercy.

Unfortunately, we are all too

prone to turn inward through

selfishness, revenge, indifference

and manipulation. Where the

ways of God invite us to help

others, our ways frequently lead

us to use others in order to satisfy

our own needs, or harden our

hearts toward the poor and
oppressed.

One particular value which
Jesus taught by way of storytelling

is the virtue of generosity. In one
tale, we find an employer paying
all the' laborers the same wage
even though some worked a full

day, while others worked' for only

an hour.

Our natural instincts lead us to

demand better compensation for

the full-time workers, tnit the

employer, representing God, indi-

cates that it is His .prerogative to

be as generous as He wishes.

He has done no one an injustice

by paying all the workers equally.

Jesus indicates to us that the

mercy and goodness of God is

offered to all people in a generous
and bountiful manner.

Generosity involves not only

sharing our money and posses-

sions with others who are less

fortunate, but it also leads us to

share our talents, time and
energy.

A conscious concern toward our
family and friends through gift

giving and an interest in their

lives is the foundation for going

beyond them to the poor and
hungry of our world.

Many students at Villanova

contribute their time and talent

to a variety of projects from
Special Olympics to feeding the

homeless. Since all the Sunday
collections go to the poor, many
find a way to cut back on their

own pleasures in order to contrib-

ute generously in the collection

basket.

Whatever form it may take,

generosity is high on the list of

God's ways. Let us pray for a

spirit of generosity within our

hearts that others may experience

the love of God through our
kindness and gift giving.

Freshman's thoughts on V.U.
(Continuedfrom page 13)

be the same. The enthusiasm

waned. I was scared.

Why did I want to go to college

anyway? McDonald's was hiring;

maybe I could elope.

My check-in time was 9:30 a.m.

As my parents and I unloaded the

van onto the sidewalk, I pasted a

bright smile on my face — one

which in no way reflected how I

was feeling inside.

Would I like my roommate?
Would she like me? The tension

mounted.

I walked over to an R.A. to get

my key. She smiled, I introduced

myself. She said they had been
waiting for me. (They had been
waiting for me!) She told me that

my roommate had mono.
I wanted to go home. I wanted

to die. But I picked up my popcorn
popper, pasted on another smile

and found my home away from
home for the next eight months.
At that point, I began to realize

what dorm life was all about. It

meant carrying a refrigerator up
four flights of steps. It meant
sharing five washers with 411
other people.

My parents left that night and
suddenly I was alone. This is what
I had been waiting for, right?

Now I should say that if it were
not for my O.C. — all of the O.C.s
— and my orientation group, I

would not have made it through
the first week.
Gradually I met people. I found

my way around campus and could

even understand my O.C. when
he said that, "All O.C.R.s in A&S
are supposed to go with the S.C.

to J.B. to meet the dean," — of

theO.S.A., no doubt.

As the first few weeks went by,

J accomplished several other
things: I opened my mailbox on
the seventh try. I think it is a

record. Someone else said that he

opened his on the sixth try, but

there were no witnesses. I have

made it to every class on time so

far, and I have only locked myself

out of my room once.

Want to meet people? Go to the

library. Need a quiet place to

study? Try Saturday morning at

the Pit.

It takes some getting used to,

but I think the freshman class is

beginning to "Come Alive With
Wildcat Pride."

I think I am going to like it here.

(photo by Vezina)

Orientation helps freshmen adjust to college life while promoting
comraderie. Shown here is Orientation group 50.

who kfiowrs, ivho cares
Let's go crazy . . . let's get nuts . . . like all the people out

on Sheehan Beach harvesting nuts for the winter . . . speaking
of nuts, how about the decision to fire the traffic ticket appeals
board . . . yeah, that's the ticket ... it was just a coincidence

. . maybe we should take the burden off Rowan Kelly . . . he's
been around for longer than two years . . . two years . . . that's
about how long it's going to take to get phones in the dorms
. . . fear not freshmen, you'll have a phone in time to call your
parents when your lottery number's up . . . how about those
losers who stole the poor woman's plants (see Letters) . . . their
numbers should be up . . . couldn't they hold out for the plant
sale in Dougherty ... but back to the freshmen ... so you're
supposed to be the smartest class V.U.'s ever had . . . enjoy your
moment in the limelight . . . they say that every year ... but
who knows, who cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

Band

%

f

(Continuedfrom page 13)

Center. Later that day, CBS
televised the entire event.

Once again, the Constitution

Bicentennial Fanfare Unit per-

formed three numbers; Nero con-

ducted them as they played his

fanfare, they accompanied Sandi

Patti's rousing rendition of the

National Anthem, and they closed

the gala with a stirring "Yankee
Doodle."

Both Alshefski and Markham
agreed that the hard work was
more than compensated for by the

thrill of being part of this talented

group, and by meeting other
students from across the nation.

Alshefski said, "It was a once-

in-alifetime opportunity," and
Markham added that, "The expe-

rience was unforgettable.

V.U. constitutional band members Rkk Markham, left, and John
Alshefski, right, pose with musical director Art Bartncr.

Word of
the Week
PHILODOX

A. the home stadium for the

Winnepeg Pioneers

B. someone who loves to hear

himself talk

C. a juror disqualified for

preconceived notions

D. the obsession with under-

water marine life.
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Coming Up
Sept. 26
Philadelphia Museum of Art,

Free Day for College Students
10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Cultural

Film Series, "Kiss of the Spider

Woman," Connelly Center Ci-.

nema7p.m.

Sept. 27

"Kiss of the Spider Woman."
Connelly Center Cinema, 3:30

p.m. and 7 p.m.

HTonf

offlw

Solution

Word of the Week Anwser:
PHILODOX:

B. someone who loves to hear

himself talk.

••••••••••••• !••

CLitSSlFlEII

iinVHlTIM

Empfoyment Opportunities

Drivers Needed!
Nstjonal Paridng operator
based in Center City seelcs

fuil-time and part-time driv-

ers for its hotel, hospitai and
parking iocations. Suburt>an

iocationa as weii. Day/eve.

sliiffts/Speciai vaiet events
(private parties, weddings,
banquets, etc.) avaii. Fiex.

hrs. Good appearance, atti-

tude, abUity to drive a sticic-

shift a must. Men/women
encouraged to appiy. Caii

(215)667-6867.

Earn up to $5,000 next schooi

year managing on campus
marketing programs for top

national companies. Flex,

part-time hours. Must be a

JunkK, senior or grad. stu-

dent. Call Yasmin at (215)

567-2100.

AFTERNOON & EVENINGS ~
NO WEEKENDS - 2-4 even-

ings a week, $40-$100 per

week. We are looking for 10
students to work In our Bryn
Mawr office. Studenta ae-

lected must be bright, ener-

getic, friendly, and enfoy
working with people their

own age. Salary stsrts at $4
per hour and rangee to $6 per

hour. Call Ms. Hopkins at

527-4084, 2-10 p.m.

WANTED
Writers, photographers, ar-

tiste for new ooHeglale mag-
aslnf. Undergrad or graid«

ganaiOMecoiivefiaalkMi. Col-

legiate FiiMlcatlefia, Iac^
P.O. BOK 72M, PHia., Pa.

ItlOt.

CMLO

Sept. 28
"Kiss of the Spider Woman,"

Connelly Center Cinema, 7

p.m.

Sept. 29
Live at the Terrace (Student

Coffeehouse) auditions, Alum-
ni Gym. Pick up applications

in the Student Union Office in

the Connelly Center and sign

up for an audition time.

Sept. 30.

Entries close for men's
soccer. "Trial By Jury" Film

Series, "To Kill a Mocking-

Biri," Connelly Center Cinema
7 p.m. free.

Coed aerobics at the duPont
Pavilion — Monday, Wednes-
day, Friday classes at 10 a.m.,

4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday classes at 8 a.m.,

4 p,m. and 5:30 p.m. The fee

is $1 per class.

/ffSfgnffica

• By MARK V. DiSTASIO

Are you easily discouraged?

Abraham Lincoln failed in business in 1831 and 1834. He
was defeated in his race for the legislature in 1832. His sweetheart

died in 1835. He had a nervous breakdown in 1836. He was
defeated in the congressional races of 1838. 1843, 1846 and 1848.

He was defeated in the Senate elections of 1855 and 1858. Finally,

he was defeated in the race for vice president of the United

States in 1856.
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Theater festival shines
By RICHARD ABRAHAM

The American Music Theater
Festival already has a strong
history. Entering only its fourth

season, it is widely respected
throughout the cultural arena as
a place where artists can take
chances and show the world their

greatness. All of the productions
this season are world or American
premieres and this greatness is

the ultimate hope for all the
craftsmen involved. Unfortunate-
ly, life does not always work out
that way.

In unveiling the start of its new
season to the press this past
weekend, the American Music
Theater Festival gave us produc-

tions of pleasantness and disap-

pointment. Neither "Let Freedom
Sing!" or "Stauf" released the
satisfaction that could be realis-

tically hoped for.

Opening Sept. 18, "Let Freedom
Sing!" a satirical revue of our
Constitution, was the more enter-

taining of the two. Although one
would think that the Constitution
has been beaten to death by now
with an endless barrage of press,

picnics and parades, co-conceivers

Paul Lazarus, David Crane and
Marta Kauffman have still man-
ag:ed to create a pleasantly enter-

taining show and they must be
given credit for that.

CLiSSIFieP

AiniRTISING

Dining room at Phila. Country
Club, Gladwyne, has open-
ings for wait staff & bus
person positions. Flex, hrs.,

guaranteed earnings, mealf
and reasonable hrs. Will train.

Call Mr. Voortiees, 525-6000.

FOR SALE:
Raleigh Professional Mark IV

Roadracer, fully campagnolo
equipped inc. brakes, Rey-
nolds 531 throughout, 25V2
inch frame. Best offer over
$600. Call Steve, 783-6641.
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Mmn*9 T9nnl9 T—m,
CongntM on your fifg Ent
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guys!
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You wara abaolutaly awa-
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Love,
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Mr. Monty,
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know that I wuv you, / www
youaafoU

YourWuvart
HayQuya,
OriantaOon Qroupa 7, $, 9,

10, 11, 12 mdUB Look for

yam taMe at tha takgota

Another plus for the production,

is its five performers. They seem
to run through their parts with
ei^ergy and joy for what they are

doing — a joy that is expressed

at times with earnestness and at

others in parody.

What are some of the highlights

among the numerous musical
numbers? Well, one catchy tune
that still rolls within my head is

"A Little War," written by "Little

Shop of Horrors" master Alan
Menken. Critic^s of undeclared
wars from Korea to Vietnam to

Nicaragua. Samuel E. Wright,

David Crfrroll, and Jeff Keller are

the performers who bring it to life

on stage.

Some jazzy blues were belted

out by Jennifer Lewis in "The
Immigration Policy Song," an-

other highlight which gave us the

Statue of Liberty telling us who
she lets in and for what price.

Highlights with a more cleverly

subtle touch were also thankfully

present. First among these is

"Three Fifths" in which Lewis
and Wright, along with the rest

of the small cast, set the consti-

tutional injustice of blacks being

named only three-fifths a man, to

'50s rock.

"School Prayer" also showed
superior substance in its portrayal

of high school students voicing

both their serious and compara-

tively trivial emotions in jin

ordered prayer. Finally, in "Come
to the Rally," another tune with
more sut>stance than style, per-

former Elizabeth Austin gives, us
a message that tells of the benefits

of interrupting our normal lives

for organization and protest for a

good cause.

Despite these efforts, the largest

failing of "Let Freedom Sing!"

was its inability to challenge the

audience without feeling that it

had to soften the blow. The viewer
could miss the message simply

because the delivery was done so

pleasantly. As a result, the pro-

duction lacked a truly Biting edge
and failed to send the audience
home with any considerable issues

or ideas in their mind. "Let
Freedom Sing!" is good, but as a

satire, it simply does not challenge

enough.

Unfortunately, the same can be

said for Crane, Kauffman and
Lazarus' sketches. They were
pleasant enough and occasionally

humorous, but challenging they

were not.

The Festival's second produc-

tion is, in fact, a co-production

with the Philadelphia Theater
Company. "Stauf," which opened
on Sept. 20, made disappointment

the order of the day. It sounded ,_, ^ . „ o .,

so eclectic and creative, as to give y^'P Center) Henry Stauf. (John 0;Hurley) reports a radiation leak

a true experience, but in this ^*» <^pn>orate CEO (Boltom Right) Dr. Love (Thomas Young) while

zi^?.

(Ptioto courtesy of The Philadelphia Theatre Company).

workers (ensemble) take a coffee break from a radiation check.

0^^f^m0^n^*^»^i^*0
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Sept. 29 - Heineken

Oct. 6 - Dos Equis XX

1 3 - Miller

20 - St. Pauli Girl
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• Vlllanova's Men's Chorus welcomes
all new members.

• NO PAST SINGING EXPERIENCE
NEEDED!

• We sing classical hymns, folk songs,
broadway musical selections, as well
as popular and jazz pieces.

• Our concerts are on campus and at
various girls' colleges along the
East Coast.

• Come check us out at our Tuesday
and Thursday rehearsalB in St Mary's

auditorkjm, v cfli M«i

Cooq^itler chess may just be
replaced by the popularity of this

recent rtwase fram Firehird Soft-

ware, lo TV SitUry, your cMie and
only goal is to capture energy on
an alien landscape of squares. The

. uniqueness of the game is seen in

the many different ways in wluch
you can meet this goal. You gain

energy in your reserves by getting

the Sentry, a Landgazer, robot,

boulder, tree or Meanie in your
sights and absorbing their energy.
- The landscape on which you
move is three-dimensional in that

you can see it from any vantage
point — all objects are solid. The
colors used to depict the playfield

and objects are distinctive. You
will always be able to tell whether
you are looking at a boulder or a
tree.

The object of The Sentry is to

travel around the playfield and
absorb the energy from all objects

on the landscape. In the process

of meeting this goal, few Landgaz-
ers and the Sentry are out to get

you. In order to successfully win
The Sentry, you need to create

boulders, trees and robots (for you
to move) for strategy. Finishing

one landscape advances you to the

next.

Although the game play used in

The Sentry is rather unique, this

newest offering from Firebird will

quickly gain your attention. With
over 10,000 landscapes on the

disk, you can never be bored with

the game. Just remember to use

the ability to scan the landscape

at the beginning of the level and
you will never go wrong. Watch

" out for the Meanies!

FLEET SYSTEM 2+ ••••

PROFESSIONAL SOFT
WARE, INC. C64

With the release of this new
version of Fleet System 2* for the

Commodore 64 comes many new
features found before only in Fleet

System 4 for the Commodore 128.

The package includes three disks

packed with word processing and
detabase power. One contains the

Fleet System 2^ word processor

and the Spell Checkeron the other

side. The second disk has the

thesaurus, and the last disk holds

Fleet Filer, an integrated

database.

The Fleet System 2* word pro-

cessor is the best-designed and
simplest stand-alone program of

its type. It has the moat special

features of any word prooesaor on
the market. The pn^ram counts

your words, finds an antonym or

mith the

indicates its degree of usefuhiess.

FUet Filer ham my simple com-
mands that aHiMr full aooeas to all

data in tuUkf different ways. You
can petform multiple searches,

caknuationa between fields and
many other functions. If you need
mailing labels printed, the pro-

gram can produce them. Ultimate-

ly, what Fleet Filer does is up to

the user.

In any case. Fleet System 2* is

the best that can be bought be-

cause of the inclusion ofthese two
programs in one package. Now
more than ever, the Commodore
64 user can get productive soft-

ware at a reasonable price.

BLACK MAGIC •••• DATA-
SOFT C64/ 128, AP, AT

This new game from Datasoft

is simple in its rules and game
play, yet very entertaining. There
is a story that goes along with
Black Magic, as well. It seems that

an evil warlock named Zahgnm
turned the good wizard Anakar
into gold and scattered his six

mas^cal eyes around the land of

MariGold so that he could see the

evil that has taken over MariGold.
Your goal is to travel throughout
the land and collect these eyes in

order to place them in the stone

statue of Anakar.
Black Magic is a graphic adven-

ture and you move your character

around the screen with a joystick.

The only things that you can pick

up are the eyes of Anakar, spells,

food and arrows for killing the

monsters ' that you encounter
along the way. You pick up these
items by simply walking over

them. When you do obtain all of

the eyes, you still must defeat

Zahgrim in his lair.

There are only a few monsters
that wander throughout Mari-
Gold. These are: death-spitting

plants, demons, bats, ghosts,
water monsters, prisoners, trolls

and rocs. They all have their own
unique characteristics that make
one monster tougher than the

next. In the course of the game,
you will quickly find out which
monsters to avoid if at all possible.

The graphics that are used in

Black Magic are very simple, yet

at the same time very detailed.

You can see the statue of Anakar
very clearly and determine how
many eyes it has, but the land of

MariGold is laid out carefully so

that you are, not confused. You
will be able to tell very easily

whether you are fighting a troll,

a roc or a water monster.

Included in the package are the

manual, disk and a special map
of MariGold that is actually sealed

to prevent thegamer from opening
it before it is really needed. With
these things in hand, you can be

sure that a challenge awaits you
in the land of MariGold.

iness. Mutants running through
the streets are only one of many
obstacles in your way as you
attempt to survive in this

nijdilnare.

The main goal of the game is

to find a vehicle that you can stock

with weapons and goods with
which you can escape the holo-

caust. Meeting this goal is not as
easy as you niay think. First of

all, food is not found very easily.

Second, some food is even tainted

and useless. Finally, these mutant
creatures are tough enemies and
you must decide whether to avoid

them or fight. If you can coordi-

nate a strategy, there may be

hope.

The graphics used in Delta Man
are three-dimensional and can be
seen from your perspective as you
walk or ride through the streets.

This vantage point only makes
the atmosphere of the game
stronger and tricks you into

putting all efforts into the game
to escape. Try this quest for the

key to nuclear survival.

CREATE A CALENDAR •••%
EPYX C64/ 128, AP, IBM

For the first time, you can put
graphics and messages together
on a calendar to keep track of

important events and special

occasions. With the release of

Create A Calendar, Epyx has
offered the computer user the
chance to make personalized cal-

endars and print them out in a
variety of ways. The only other

requirement of the program is a
printer if you want to get the

maximum use from it.

The year span that Create A
Calendar knows goes from 1753
to 999^. You probably do not have
to worry about running out of

space for your events. You can use
graphics from Create A Calendar
or the Graphics Scrapbook disks.

In either case, you have a lot of

pictures to choose from to add to

your calendar, more than I can
ever see using.

The calendar is instantly updat-

ed on the screen as you enter an
event. This feature lets you edit

your calendar if it does not look

right. More importantly, Create A
Calendar allows you to print out

weekly or monthly calendars and
event listings. So if you need to

keep track of occasions and want
to use graphics to remind you,

Create A Calendar can do it all.'

•*•DELTA MAN
C64/128,AP,AT

Ml COSMI

It is the year 2027. A nuclear

holocaust has just reduced Chica-

go to a pile of ruins. You are one
of a handful of survivors in what
is otherwise an empty city. Your
goal in Dette Mrnn is to traverse

the city looking for survivors,

food, weapons and a means of

survival in this teraunally toxic

tfaeaaurus itnMMphfrr. Alttmagh this theme
quickly, ooatMS a tutorial and sounds lakes t]

haasiaa screen with a status liae DaHe Mem makes a very good
tAiat lilla yau what maia yau ate effort «f stariag auaiy frani the

ia playad fraai

of a panm
a Mioe iiait. Yau aia ttet

. TM dty of Chioiii iA

I tiMM a Mwpd•••V

DEF CON 5 COSMI C64/
128,AP,AT

in this new simulation from
Cosmi, you control the computers
in what is a very familiar situa-

tion: nuclear war.What is even

more frightening is the fact that

the technology used is SDI (Star

Wars) and you are in control of

all of the defense computers. The
four weapons at your disposal are

land-based chemical lasers, space-

based free-electron lasers, neutral

particle beam weapons and
electro-magnetic launchers. These
four weapons are the key to

success in preventing enemy
missile striked.

The graphics used in Def Con
5 are very clean and depict well

the worid, missilesand computers
needed to control the weapons.
What makes this game so good is

the incredilile realism involved.

Perhaps, in the process of losing

this pant, poipe will see what
nuclear war can do. In any event,

Dtf Cm 5 ia a challenging and
addictivefMae and will teat every

aiaaofaapirtiae that yau poaaoos.

Soe if yau oan piavant the anamy
fiaSI-HMHMHMMl yaUT CNMi.
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Calendar

Music

Empire Rock Club
Roosevelt Boulevard & Princeton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-338-6101

Sept. 25 — Flamin Harry
Sept. 26 — Robert Hazard
Sept. 27 — Teeze
Sept. 30 — Tempest

Tower Theater
69th and Ludlow streets

Upper Darby, Pa.

215-627-8034 '

Sept. 27 — Warren Zevon

Sept. 29 — Twisted Sister

Oct. 1,2, 3 -Hooters

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-389-5000

Oct. 1 1 — Lynyrd Skynyrd

nim

Old Academy Players, Inc.

3544 Indian Queen Lane
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-238-5432

Sept. 25, 26; Oct. 2, 3 - "Plaza Suite"

Ritz Five Theatre
214 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-925-7900

r'Jean DeFlorette"

2"My Life as a Dog"
.i I ampopo
4"Wish You Were Here"
5**A Prayer for the Dying"

Saint Joseph's University
5600 City Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-879-7604 *

The Works of Christine Doyle

Qvic Center
34th & Civic Center Boulevard

Philadelphia. Pa.

215^3-7327
Wrestling Great American Bash

Lex Luger vs. Nikita Koloff

The Fabulous Freebirds vs. Ivan Koloff.

Vladimir Petrov and Ragin' Bull

t--^-^-^-- usdfa^
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eclecticism, character develop-

ment was lost. # • 4
Based on the Faustian tegend

and mixed with the life and death

of Karen Silkwood. "Stauf" tned

to preach to us against the evils

of nuclear energy and the moral

corruption of power. Since the

character's show little or no
development and lack the ability

to create sympathy for them-

selves, one feels no sorrow when
someone suffers at the hands of

unjust death.

With a mixture of gospel, pop,

blues and country serving as the

musical structure around emo-

tionally static material, the seenri-

ing randomness of composer Eric

Salzman's musical styles served

to further alienate one from the

stage. The values of "Stauf" on

nuclear power and corruption are

admirable, but they are done in

such a heavy-handed and unin-

Persoials

DAVELEIBIG:
H9ppy 30th birthday! B9$t
wishes!

Ths CDC Staff

andff^ Counselors

Thanks to all the •ly'np!'

sd¥lsors and sistsrs ofAG m
Your anthuslasm and work

was stupendous! Get set for

a great year ahead. ^^^

EIke

Dear iionlca,

Happy Big 21st Birthday to

the WItofiovan's Asst Adver-

tising Director! Hmte fun!

Lowe,

The Vlllanovan Staff

To Monica Boscia,
Onlyone more night until tfie

BIG 21! Get yourselfready for
a memoral}le celebration of

your entrance Into legal-

hood!
Lowe, your drinking buddies

you call "sisters!"

P.S. Happy Birthday

Welcome Shannon Collins,

Alpha Omicron PI Chapter

Consultant We hope you
enjoy your stay at Vlllanova.

Thanks for everything!
Love,

The Sisters of

Alpha Omicron P.

Kim,
Corigratulations! We love our

newest sister!
Lovs,

Your KAO Sisters!

Ddch, Moose, Swift,

Tex, Yup, Dan, George,
Good luck In finding riew

lodgings.

Rouns, Elks and the Ripper

Orientation Groups 49, 54 A
55,

Tailgate this Saturday! See
you there!

Tom, James A EIke

Mr. Possum,
LeVs "harvest" our own spe-
cial pumpkin Saturday and
catch our falling star. Space
is a wonderful concept, but
wIttHHityou Iam stillnothktg.

XXOO Mrs. Possum

volving way, so as to only get a

bare minimum of its message

across.

Again, there are not thoughts

that arise from this productk>n to

seriousiy muO over because its

arguments have no cohesiveness •

or substantiality.

There are a few pluses, howev-

er. Thomas Young was the most

impressive among the cast with

his performance of Dr. Jove, who
lures Henry Stauf Gohn O'Hurley)

away from a dream of wind-

powered electricity and enticed

him into the sheer power of

nuclear energy. D'Jamin Bartlett

also more than held her own as

Kali, Dr. Jove*S strong, if not good,

rival. In the leading roles, Patricia

Holley's Margarita was in a battle

to surpass the material, while

John O'Hurley's Stauf was en-

gulfed by it.

DAEDALUS
[^EDUCATION
SERVICES

Although (kit productions

have not worked out as out oouM
have hoped, one can be thankful

that four more intriguliw sm
adventurous American Musk
Theater Festival prodipctions

have yet to arrive. Next up, and
the most promisinpol the cemain-

ing productions, is' the pdssibly

BroadwAy bound **The Apprent*

icesKip of Duddy KraviU,*^whkh
is based upona novel by Mordecai

Rkhler and contains music from

"Uttle ShopV Menken.
Some dates and places where

these can be seen: "Let Freedom
Sing!*' is at the Mandell Theater

at 33rd and Chestnut streets

through Sept. 29, while "Suuf
will play through Oct. 4 ft Plays

and Players Theater, 1714 Delan-

cy St. For information on other

productions, call the American

Music Theater Festival at 988-

9055.

(Phoio courtwy of The PhMadeMte ThMifa 6omp«iy).

Davkl Carroll, Jenifer Uwia, leUsabeth AiMtte Old Snmel E. Wright
exercise their coostitiftional rights to be satirical In *'Let Frecitoai
Sing! A constitutional revtw.**

Brothers of WUk,
Get psyched to party

tea T.G.

TkeStamraeUfMO

HeyOfOupX

254-0722

Repo buys and sells

new and used rocords,

tapes & compact discs.

Imports & Independent

labels.

139 Pennsylvania Ave.,

Wayne
(2Bloek9W»9tb0Mnd
Wayif Train Station)

XEROX COPIES
Quick Printing

Fast Service

Low Prices

Sen '
lies

- U- Wait Or Overhi

Typesetting - Binding

Picic Up & Delivery

Imummt Primama Cemtw
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

1 044 W. Lancaster Avenue
(Corner of Roberts Road A Lancaster Avenue)

Bryn Mawr
525-851

1

Hours Monday-Friday
"°"'^®-

8:30-5:30
Saturday
10:00-2:00

Accounting Society

Wine and Cheese Reception

Oct. tat 7 p.m.
Villanova Room - Connelly Center

Junior and Senior Accounting mi^iors are

welcome to "Meet Potentiel Emptoyers".

ALSO:
M7^jm.ta

W^ '*,m.'iip^mi/^
wUVti flniimrtton

By S-BOTCHELL

I Kemeodier when you were little

Mi4 Saturday mornings were
JMCad to Bugs Bunny. Scooby

$10 and Tim Superffiends? Wbat
4mhfm»td to Plastic Man and

Gripe Ape? Saturday mornings

went the pcaOc of the week.

Tl^e Sit^rday morning lineup

Has chan^ to accommodate

tbdiy's yeuth. The line-up in-

diid£i mamp cartoons that have

tieen createdirom popular toys on

the market. In turn, many toys

have entered the market as a

direct result of a popular cartoon.

For the early bird, on NBC at

8 avfn., Disney has created "Gum-

mi Bears," adapted from the

popular bear-shaped candies. The
story line follows the adventrucs

of the Guromi Bears and the

situations they find themselves

in. Their adventures are humor-

ous, as well as exciting. The
animHtkNi is clearly done to Dis-

ney standards. Akmg with the

colorful and extremely active

characters* the background scen-

ery isaliodone to perfectkm with

extensive detail and clarity. Over-

all, the show is fun (6 watch,

pleasing to the eye and a nice way
to start the day.

Folk>wing "Gummi Bears" is

one and one-half hours of the

**Smurf8.** These little bliie crea-

tures have fa-la-la-ed their way
into every child's heart. Along

with them, many adults have been

wooed intp folk)wing the antics of

the smurfs too.

With the addition of Smur-
flings, the Smurf population con-

tinues to grow. With this ex-

'panded population, the Smurfs
have to work even harder to

conceal their village from the

prying eyes of their archenemy,

GafvameL This villain's goal in

life is to serve up a multi-course

dinner with the Smurfs as the

main ingredient. The "Smurfs"
will most probably weather many
more seasons as a Saturday morn-

ing hit.

Rivaling the "Smurfs" at 9 a.m.

is "Muppet Babies." — CBS has

borrowed Jim Henson's expertise

to create "Muppet Babies" and as

with the other morning shows, it

contains adorable characters,

exciting adventure and exception-
al animation. What makes this

show different from the others is

its format. Cutting into the ani-

mation at certain points are clips

from movies that range from "The
Blob" to "Oliver." The technique

used to incorporates these shots

into animation adds a new, exicint

twist to the cartoon and promises

to carry this show to a high

ratings slot.

Another difference in today's

youth is their deviation from the

typical mold and their attachment
to a not-so-cuddly stuffed animal.

"My Pet Monster" has found its

way into many children's hearts

and homes and can now be seen

on AEiC at 9 a.m. Although the

animation of this cartoon is good,

it does not rival or supersede any
of its competition. What it does

do is draw viewers and followers

with its wonderful humor.
At first glance, the character,

My Pet Monster, would seem the

type that would devour the
Smurfs. Once the character is

personified, its warmth and
humor shine through and it be-

cemes a harmless and lovable

creature. He is sure to draw a

smile from children and adults

alike.

The popular, puppeteered tele-

vision show "Fraggle Rock" was
recently animated for the Satur-

day morning lineup. It follows the

"Smurfs" on NBC at 10 a.m.

"Fraggle Rock" seems to lose

some of its appeal with its cartoon

transformation. The animation is

poor and the story line hardly

provides enough incentive for

anyone to stay and watch.

Much of the vocalization of the

"Fraggle Rock" characters lacks

enthusiasm, as do the plots of the

stories. Perhaps a better alterna-

tive at 10 a.m. would be to turn

to CBS and enjoy the off-the-wall

humor of Pee Wee Herman and
his outrageous cast of friends.

Saturday morning cartoons
have changed a lot over the years.

Regardless of the new, better

animation, many will be remem-
bered simply because they contain

the most important element:

»

entertainment.

Philadelphia Theater returns te '60s with 'Beehive'

By ELANA ROSE STARR

The best thing about last year's

film comedy "Little Shop of Hor-

rors," notwithstanding Steve

Martin's performance as a sadistic

dentist, was the Supremes-like

trio of singers commenting on the

action throughout the picture. A
contemporary Greek chorus, the

three young black women were

sassy, earthy and full of life.

I was hoping that this same

foot-tapping verve would domi-

nate in "Beehive," the musical

r«vue at the Walnut Street Thea-

tre that celebrates some of the

popular female singers of the '60s.

After all, two of the understudies

in this show were actually part

of the "Little Shop of Horrors"

trio.

Unfortunately, while I know
the words to almost all the hit

songs in the show (I admit to being

a product of the era), rarely did

I feel the urge to sing along or

dance in the aisles. While there

are some kinetic moments in

"Beehive." notably Ann Peck as

a tacky Brenda Lee and Letha V.

Walker as an egomaniacal Diana
Ross, it just is not highly charged.

This lack of energy is, in part,

because of the lack of verisimil-

itude; the singers do not sound
much like the songstresses they

are portraying, and they do not

look much like them either. Lesley

Gore ("It's My Party"), for exam-
ple, is portrayed as a curvaceous

blonde, when, at the height of her

fame, she was really a chunky
urunette. (Trust my memory; I

was an impressionable eighth

grader when Gore first hit the Top
40.)

While most of the imitations are

not on target, the six women in

the cast do have fabulous voices.

The stand-out is Magda Nova,
who has appeared in the long-

running off-Broadway version of

"Beehive." Nova's voice is sultry,

like Cher's, but very powerful,

and she is very good in her guises

as Lulu ("To Sir With Love") and
Janis Ian ("Society's Child").

Nova's parody of Janis Joplin's

gritty blues singing is terrific as

well; however, with her high
cheekbones and lithe body, there

is no physical resemblance what-
soever, which is a detraction.

The show is intermittently

entertaining, especially when
there is interaction with the
audience. For example, the second
song is an impromptu version of

"The Name Game," with tongue-

tied spectators getting into the

act.
•

Later, a couple of the cast

members jump into the audience

and judicisouly pick out a couple

of straight-laced-looking men to

dance with them. In addition, at

the performance I viewed, the cast

poked gentle fun at disruptive

latecomers, to the delight of the

rest of the audience.

Most of the revUe, though,
seems too glib and programmed.
Perhaps if the production were
less patent-leather slick and more
spontaneous, the rousing playful-

ness so apparent in "Little Shop
of Horrors" would emerge, and
the enormously talented cast

members of "Beehive" would be
showcased at their best.

t
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Tuesday, Sept. 29 $7.00
INCLUDES THANSPORTAVONAND TIX

Tix on Sato at C.C. Tix Office

Sapt. 21

BUS LEAVES 6:45

FROM DUPONT

Don 't Miss Your
Last Chance

9

To See These
Two Eastern Rivals!

AUDITIONS!!
STUDENTBANDS/PERFORMERS

Live At The Terrace
Sept. 29 — C.C. Cinema

Applications May Ba PIckad Up In tha Union OHIca C.C.

PARENTS WEEKEND
Gofdeic B9if5

Bobby Rydell

Chubby Checker

8 p.IIl. Fabian

Oct 3 - duPont PavUion
$10 Tickets at Student Activities Office

Illllllllllllll«llt«,i««>1lltl1ltll«1«l1tt1t|l 1«\||v 1V«'1I 1

Are Now

* Freshman Record
Chairperson

* Freshman Record
Committee
Members
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By.MARYJO YANNACONE

The biggest event of this past

week in the entertainment world

was the airing of the 39th Annual
Emmy Awards. Most astounding

this year was not the show itself,

but the network on which the

show was broadcast. The Fox
Broadcasting Network wrestted

ruriits to the program away from
NBC. ABC and CBS through a

toiigh campaign and the lure of

bigbucks, so big, in fact, that the

brand new network has retained

r^ts to broadcast the Emmys
until 1969.

Locally, the annual cavalcade of

stars was aired on WTAF (Chan-

nel 29) at 8 p.m. on Sept. 20. As
usual, the show was scheduled to

run three hours and proceeded to

run late. David Letterman hosted

the program in his standard
satiric style, and served as a
genuinely welcome additkm to the
otherwise dull, long and drawn-

out program.
There are always attempts

made by the producers of the

Emmys to offer some unusual,

new aspect to the presentation,

and this year was no different. To
many a viewers' dissatisfaction,

the "new" idea was the instant

backstage interview.

Other highlights of the mediocre
evening were a pseudo-Saturday
Night Live newscast by actress

Jane Curtin, who now collects her
own Emmys as the star of CBS'
"Kate and AUie," and intermittent

scenes of this past summer's
congressional testimony of Oliver

North.

On the positive side, salutes

were made to the now cancelled

"Hill Street Blues.' and the

recently deceased Fred Astaire

and Jackie Gleason. The special

Governor's Award was received

graciously by Grant Tinker, the

former chairman and chief exec-

utive of NBC.
And now to the winners. In the

category of outstanding mini-

senes. the now full-time series "A
Year in the Life" came up with

tAp honors. For outstanding var-

iety, music or comedy program,

"The 1987 Tony Awards" won.

"The Golden Girls" came away
once again with honors, with Rue
McClahanan cited as best lead

actress in a comedy series.

AI90 receiving a repeat award
was the ever-popular "Family

Ties," whose impish oldest son

Alex, played by Michael J. Fox,

walked onstage to receive his

second Emmy as best lead actor

in a comedy series.

It seemed as if all the names on
this year's balkits were familiar,

for the most part because few
pik>ts from last fall managed to

make it to a second season. For
lead actress in a drama series,

Sharon Gless of "Cagney and
Lacey" was honored, and Bruce
Willis of "Moonlighting" came up
on top as best actor in the same
division.

In the supporting actress/actor

categories, NBC came up on top

with Jackee, of "227" fame, and
the oh-so-sarcastic John Larro-

quette, from the moderately pop-

ular "Night Court." In the drama
series, Bonnie Bartlett of "St.

Elsewhere" won the best support-

ing actress, and John Hillerman
of/*Magnum, P.I." walked off

with supporting actor honors.

Out of 20 nominations, the

brand new .drama series "L.A.

Law" won only two awards, but

they were impressive ones. Both
the writing of Steven Bochco and
Terry Louise Fisher, as well as the
directing of Gregory Hoblit were
awarded top honors in the drama
categories. And once again, both
"Family Ties" and "The Golden
Girls" came away respectively

with the best writing and direct-

ing in a comedy series.

These are only a fraction of the
awards granted to television on
Sunday evening, but they are by
far the most popular and earnestly

sought after. AH in all, the pro-

gram was well-run. but. as usual,

failed to escape the corny traps

that so many of today's large-scale

programs fall into. Television
never preaches to be perfect, but
surely someone can do better than
this.

Htchaei Jackson's newalbum is very 'bad'
By ALLEN AMBROSINO

and
JEFF GILLIES

Michael Jackson's long-awaited

follow-up to the chart busting

Thriller album is a disappoint-

ment even to diehard Jackson
fans. In an attempt to expand his

musical horizons, Jackson's latest

project. Bad, deviates from the

style that made him a superstar.

The album's opening song,

"Bad," is clearly an effort to

change the feminine image often

associated with Jackson and his

music. In doing so, he takes away
from his natural talent by at-

tempting to adopt a "tough guy"
image. Jackson's attempt to add
strength to his voice, combined
virith a techno-pop approach often

results in repetitive, mediocre

ings.

The album does contain some
solid Jackson songs such as "Just

Good Friends" and "I Just Can't

Stop Loving You." Both songs

display Jackson's singing abilities

and have a good beat. Because of

these songs, his album is not a

complete failure.

On the first side of the album,

Jackson shows few of his

strengths and manj^^of his wea-

knesses. For example, the song
"Speed Demon" contains repeti-

titve lyrics and annoying sound
effects and exhibits a lack of

musical quality which is evident

throughout the album.
On "Bad" and "The Way You

Make Me Feel," Jackson's voice

simply does not carry the way he
intends it. Unfortunately, this

causes the upbeat music to totally

drown out most of the words and
ruin the songs. Part of this is

because of Jackson's employment

of too many musicians on each

song.

"Dirty Diana" tries to rock but

merely rolls over and plays dead.

Weak music and poor lyrics make
this song one of the worst on the

album. However, the worst song

on the album, and possibly to date

is "Smooth Criminal." The song

clearly seems to be a last-minute

effort to take up space on the

album. The singing is incompre-

hensible and the music just does

not flow.

Mediocrity is the trademark of

the rest of the album. Songs such

as "Liberian Girl," "Another Part

Of Me" and "Man In The Mirror"

show some of Jackson's strong

points but are dragged down by

an over-use of special effects and

a lack of variety in the music. The
songs often resemble those of

other musicians. For example,
"The Way You Make Me Feel"

sounds like an attempt at the Four
Tops' style and "Liberian Girl"

would fit right in on a Lionel

Richie album.

The long layoff before Bad
caused Jackson to lose touch with

his audience and his musical
focus. Perhaps Jackson would
have fared better had he continued
the style that catapulted Thriller

to the top of the charts.

Overall, Bad is just that. It fails

to capture the audience with any
consistent format. Jackson is

fortunate to already be rich and
famous because this album would
certainly have not hit the charts

without Jackson's reputation to

push it. Simply put, the average

music fan is not likely to be

impressed by Jackson's new al-

bum or his new image.
•»

wiii broadcast the first
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By RUSS CECCOLA

Pulsations Night Club, in

nearby Glen Mills, continued
what was supposed to be a

summer-only concert series last

Monday night. The incredibly

popular *'Metal Mondays," which
showcases the l)est in metal acts,

tore into the school season with

a triple bill guaranteed to give the

audience headbanging brain dam-
age. Helloween (with an "e"),

Armored Saint and Grim Reaper
brought their unique version of

loud and fast music to Pulsations.

They were on tour for their new
albums, all released within the

past month or two, with Armored
Saint's Raising Fear released last

week. All three bands were incred-

ible and the wild audience inspired

them to push themselves even

harder.

Helloween played a selection of

songs from their newest album,
Keeper of the Seven Keys Part I,

but, because there were three

bands on the bill, they did not

perform any numbers from their

Judas EP or first album. Watts of

Jericho. Ripping into "I'm Alive,"

Helloween went on to play for

almost an hour, stopping only at

one point for lead singer Michael

Kiske to announce that it was
bassist Markus Grosskopf's birth-

dav and to have the crowd sing

"Hippy Birthday" to him.

Helloween haiUs from Sweden
and also includes Kai Hansen
(lead guitar and former lead

vocalist). Michael Weikath QtmA
guitar) and Inffo Schwichtenbetg
(drums). The other songs that the

quintet played were "Twilight of

the Gods/* "Future World," "A
Tale That Wasn't Right" and the

13-minute masterpiece,
"Halloween."

It was my first time seeing

Helloween live and I was strongly

impressed with their energy and
intensity. I would recommend
seeing this band when the triple

bill goeson to The Satellite in New
Jersey soon. Get tfiere early and
do not miss the Swedish metal-

heads. Even more importantly, do
not spell their name with an "a."

If Helloween was not enough.
Armored Saint jumped onto stage

to "March of the Saint" to keep

the crowd moving. There were no
signs warning against stage div-

ing and the audience noticed this

as bodies flew through the air and
the omnipresent on-stage
bouncers threw them back into

the crowd. Armored Saint is

currently on tour for their latest

opus, Raising Fear, and performed

five songs from that album: "Un-
derdogs," "Human Vulture,"
"Raising Fear," "Chemical Eu-

phoria" and "Saturday Night

Special," a remake of the Lynyrd

Skynyrd song that beats the
original to death.

Armored Saint hat not played
in this area for over three years
and the audience and this review-
er expected nothing lees than an
excellent show. Consistingdjolin
Bush (vocals), Joey Vera (bass).

Dave Prichard(^tars)and'Gonxo
(drums), Saifit met these expecta-
tions, with such classics as "Ner-
vous Man," *Xah U DeKver" and
"Mad House," saved for the en-

core. The energy that Saint put
into the songs never stopped;
everybody in the band kept mov-
ing and Bush found his way to

the stop d the simdter stacks a

few times. Even atar Upt ibow,
the band partied bard and their

sta^ show left nolhing to be
desired except a Jonger set.

Grim Reaper tore ririit into the
title trackand pofwiarMTV video

of their \mmtt^MmMock Yarn To
Mf. Reaper's prdbce is domi-
nated mostly by lead . vocalist

Stephen Grimmett aiid goilarist

Nick Bowcott*butskinsmaa Mark
Simon and bassist Geoff Curtis
provkle tHt strong backbeat to

their kMid and heavy brand of

music. The newer songs per-

formed were **Lust ForTreedom,"
"When Heaven Comes Down"
and "Rock Me TiU I Die." Rack

Yam TfJU^mtokwmm ilbmtt
and efitae soaiga, cMmmMf,
are the best on the alban.
Reaper went on todo all of their

classks, including "FearNoEvU,"
"Dead On Arrival'* and "See You
In Hell," the band's ancoro; Al-

though their ael domlnalad the
staoe. I wouM nptconsiderReaper
as the beadUner. The thitebands
at Pulsations put on an ewellent
show; no band was any better
than the others. This show just
confinned by auppoft of "Metal
Mondays/'and metalbMpdaaliouki
make their way tberafortbaaext
show — Ace Prriiley and White
Uon on Oct

Grim Reaper (left to right), Mark Simon, Nkk Bowcott, Geoff Curtis and Stepiien Grimmett played
at Pulsationft on Sept. 21 with Armored Saint and Helloween.

This far and no more'
(Continuedfrom page 17)

The letters DNR, "Do Not

Resuscitate," take on great signif-

icance after you have read this

book. Malcolm also enters into the

shadowy world of arranged
deaths, the underground network

that finally brought peace to

Bauer.

This Far and No More is one

.

of the finest books to confront

"the American way of death" and

to destroy the walls which have

kept not only the dying from the

living but also the living, the

mourning survivors, from one

another.

Now that modern medicine can

do so much more, we must decide

when not to take the- extra steps.

Such decisions cannot be made
without a full understanding of

the situation, an understanding

that too many of us lack. "It was,"

said one woman Malcolm quotes.

"so much easier when God made
all the decisions."

This book should be read by all

because decisions about death and
dying are ones we all must face,

no matter how long we avoid

them.
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Department Meetings

D.J.s 4

Production

< Sept. 29 5:30 p.m.

Sept. 29 7 p.m.

News and Sports Sept. 30 4:30-5:30 p.m

-• .L-

^:

t

Sales

Business

Promotions

Music

Engineering

Oct. 1 4:30-5:30 p.m.

Oct. 1

Oct. 2

7 p.m.

3:30-4:30 p.m.

All me^ings wiU be in the radia

in Dougherty Hal Room 21

ALL
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By ROBERT DUGGAN

As much a part of fail as looming
footlMiU strikes and raking leaves
is the usheriog in of new televiskm
shows into the video fold. Both
new and okl faces fill these new
shows which generally fall into
the basic categories ofcomedy , cop
shows and drama. Here is a
review of the new programs which
have already aired.

''Private Eye' (W«C, Fridays
10-Up.m.)
Michael Woods stars as Jack

Cleary in this Anthony Yerkovich
Creation. Yerkovich is best known
for his work on "Miami Vice" and
he brings much of this style to the
show. Cleary is an ex-cop in Los
Angeles during the '50s who lost

his badge in a frame up. His
brother is later killed. Cleary
takes over his brother's detective

agency to avenge his death and
decides to take up the business
afterward. Josh Brolin plays a
duck-tailed rocker who worked
with Cleary's brother ahd even-
tually becomes Cleary's partner,

too.

"Private Eye" is an interesting

mix df the old detective cliches

(the ditzy secretary, the beautiful

clieot strolling into the'office) and
the new ones (stubble, music
video scenes and interesting cine-

motography). Woods is Don John-
son trying to be Humphrey Bogart
in "The Big Sleep." This show is

worth watching for Woods and
the great JoeJackson score alone.

"Frank's PUce" (CBS, Satur
days 8-8:30 p.m.)

This show reunites Hugh Wil-

son and Tim Reid, the director and
actor who played Venus Fly Trap,
respectively, of "WKRP in Cincin-

nati." Tim Reid plays Frank
Parrish, a Boston professor who
inherits a New Orleans restaurant
and decides to run the place.

The restaurant is filled with
characters who are actually in-

tersting as people instead of as
one-liner machines. Wilson relies

heavily on the New Orleans locale

and does a great job. The humor
is very subtle, such as the fact

that the beautiful woman Parrish
falls for (played by Daphne Reid,

Tim's wife) makes her living as
an embalmer. This subtlety and
the deafening absence of a laugh
track make this an acquired taste.

but orie definitely worth
acquiring.

*'The OMcst Rookie" (CBS.
Wednesdays 8-9 p.m.)

Paul Sorvino plays Ike Porter,

an ofver-the-hill public affairs man
for the police department. When
a close friend is killed on the beat

(the obligatory friend/brother

death in all cop stories) he finds

his job unsatisfying and decides

to become a real copon the streets.

He is paired with D.W. Moffett,

who plays a young wisecracking

cop who takes Ike under his wing.

This show alternates between
fat jokes aimed at Sorvino's girth

and some truly good jokes like

Ike's trying to arrange a John
McEnroe-Sean Penn tennis match
for charity. These quality jokes,

however, are much too few and
far between.

"Wbcguy" (CBS, Thursdays 9-

10 p.m.)

As an undercover agent working
for the Organized Crime Bureau,
Vinnie Terranova (played by Ken
Wahl) infiltrates the organized
crime families of New Jersey and
tries to fight them from the inside.

Wahl is convincing in this pretty

lame vehicle. The show, however,
must rely on the strength of its

villians, like Ray Sharkey's great

baddy in the premiere to succeed,

which is just too much of a
question mark from week to week.
"Once a Hero" (ABC, Saturdays
8-9 p.m.)

A fadingcomic book hero named
CaptainJustice (Jeff Lester) enters

the real world to resurrect the

values that made up the realm of

superheroes but have been lost by
today's generation, hoping to

thereby regain his lost popularity.

Surprising moments of actually

deep thought and scenes of "Bat-

man" style camp make this show
better than its premise sounds.

Could it possibly be worse?
"MyTwo Dads" (NBC, Sundays
8:30-9 p.m.)

An oh-so-perky 12-year-old girl

is left with two men who could

be her father by her recently

departed mother. Paul Reiser
plays the strait-laced dad and
displays good comic timing if little

else, (jreg Evigan plays the free-

spirited dad and displays abso-

lutely nothing. The kid would
have been better off, in a

orphanage.

New Pink Floyd album

'*. "
.
'.r hp^ !

(Continuedfrom page 17)

mour singing, along with a

voice synthesizer, about the

mortifying boredom of a rou-

tine existence. The two sec-

tions are separated by "Termi-
nal Frost." This instrumental

has an uncharacteristic pro-

gressive jazz sound made Op of

a - piano and multiple saxo-

phones, with only light drums
and guitar.

The album closes with "Sor-

row." Gilmour launches the

tune by playing a mournful,
distortion solo. The vocals are

hidden beneath the keyboards
and drums, but the lyrics —
which speak of the dying of a

child's dream world at the

hand of adult fears — are once
again brilliant. The song fades

out with another fine guitar

and drum duo.

The album breaks the Floyd
mold in one obvious respect by
not being a concept albym.
This is probably an advantage
in that the band has concen-
trated on making flood, self-

supporting songs without wor-

rying about a central thane to

tie eva^faing tofether.

Neverthileaa, the album has
baan criticised as baiog a cal-

ciilalatf aMempt to duplicate
nU 9^h M^td u liicM

«M li^liilHi a fm iMMt t»

intricacies. Upon doing so, one
realizes its originality and
breadth that hold up to old Pink
Floyd and recapture the band's

power and tnystery.

(PtKKo courtesy of CWA)

)ififi''"'«5?*^*^"* !?^mte*fP*'^*'' ^"^i^*
"^^ •* **•* ««y«teriou8 Uncle Julian' in the horror

thriUer "The Offopnng/' a TMS Pictures release set. for theaters this fall.

BUYS
AND GET
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Sale Ends 1 0-3-87

* Free CD £giiaf

In Price to Lowest
PricoCD^

CLUB AND SALE
ITEMS NOT INCLUDED

\»^.»*''

.

4?^"- WEPAYCASHFOR YOUR
OLD, UNWANTED COMPACTDISCS.

JUST FOR THE RECORD, INC
ROSEMONT VILLAGE MALL

1149 LANCASTER AVF

ROSEMONT. PA.

527-1221

COMEDY NiGHT
at

John Barleycorn's Pub
Sept. 30

Chris Rich
AFTER THE SHOW
EdAmson

FREE
Admission

TO
COMEDY NIGHT

WITH THIS COUPOM
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By ANDREW MATHIS
B9S9B9BBS9BBBBB
Louder than Bombs
The Smiths
Sire Records

The British new wave band The
Smiths are continuing their four-

year tradition of great music with
Louder Than Bombs, their latest

release. The album is a combina-

tion of new, formerly unreleased

songs, as well as old favorites

from the band's previous albums,

excluding 1985*8J#m/ is MumUr
(whidi is also strongly recom-
mended). This makes Louder
Thau Bombs an excellent oppor-

tunity for people stiU unfamiliar

with The Smiths toget a real taste

of what their music is all about.

Louder Thau Bombs is a double

album. The first album is a

collection of strong rock-and-roll

songs, while the second album is

more on the mellow side.

'

The next two songs, "Shoplif-
ters Of The World Unite" and
"Sweet and Tender Hooligan,"
are equally powerful, but lean

more toward the sul^edt of the

injustices of lile. 'liatfrPeraon
'

is a tad recounting of youth and
obsessive kyve. "London/* which
ck>6e8 the first side, is a hard-

driving tyne that asks the sulyect

of thesong what he is leaving

behnid whoi he leaves London.
The best of the new songs,

however, is not found on the first

side with the rest of the new
releases. "YouJust Haven't Found
It Yet,^ Baby" has a memorable
mek)dy and catchy drumming,
supplied by rhythm man Mike
Joyce. This song is worthy of

standing with the best of The
Smiths' okl material.

The rest of the album, including
the third and fourth sides are all

previously released material, in-

cluding the .favorites "Girl
Afraid,^ "William. It Was Really
Northing." and "Please. Please,

Please Ut Me Get What I Want."
The diversity of the selections

included on this album give the
new listener a sufficient overview
of the band's history through its

nMiterial.

Among the previously released

songs is one called "Oscillate

WiMly," an instrumental which
proves that The Smiths* talents
extend beyond thatof theirproUfk
lead singer, Mbrrissey. This soi^
clearly shows the talents of guit-

arist Johny Man- and rhythm
section members Andy Rourke
and Mike Joyce.

For the new fans as well as the
old, Louder Thon Bombs is one of
the finest albums to date by The
Smiths. It truly shows the talents
of this British group through its

diversity of selections, both oki
and new, and is highly recom-
mended to all types of listeners.

'Untouchable's' Kevm Costnerhas *Ho Way Out
By MEGAN GUIDERA

Once again this summer's 32-

yearold heart throb, Kevin
Costner, takes the breath away
from anxious movie goers.
Costner and co-stars Gene Hack-
man and Sean Young did a smash-
ing job in the steamy late summer
hit "No Way Out."

Costner, whom critics have
compared to Gary Cooper, Clark
Gable and Jimmy Stewart, gained
superior popularity in his early

summer portrayal of Elliott Ness
in "The Untouchables."

Time magazine reports that

Costner is a college graduate who,
after studying marketing and
finance, decided to pursue his

calling to acting. Costner's big

break came when he played the

cameo role of the corpse in Law-

rence Kasdan's "The Big Chill."

This performance allowed
Costner to break into the field and
led him to his next role of Jake
in "Silverado."

. In his latest success, "No Way
Out," Costner plays a handsome
and honest military hero, Tom
Farrell, who would put Ollie

North to shame — or would he?

"No Way Out" is an exciting

adventure tale that holds the

viewer's undivided attention.

"No Way Out" covers all of the

bases: comedy , espionage, murder,
political corruption, violence,

confusion, jealousy, homosexual-
ity, oh, and yes, a highly explicit

and somewhat embarrassing,
sizzling sex scene in the back of

a black limousine as it drives

through the night life of Washing-
ton, D.C. Well, if that is not

enough to hold your attention for

two hours, I do not know what
is.

"No Way Out" follows a spry
naval hero(Costner) into a steamy
love affair with the free spirited

mistress (Young) of the Secretary

of Defense (Hackman). The plot

becomes tangled when an acciden-

tal murder transpires and officials

attempt to cover it up by using

the national security system.

The film and the viewer grow
more tense as the allegedly inno-

cent Costner finds himself in a
sticky trap in which he has "no

way out." "No Way Out" and its

plot of political scandal, shaming
the military and exploiting chief
officials has perfect timing amid
the wrap up of Oliver North and
the Iran-Contra hearings.

Costner does an excellent job in

his portrayal of Farrell. His honest
face and his 6-foot 1-inch tall

superiority add to the character-
ization of Farrell. Costner's
summer success will certainly
have him bucking for an Oscar
come March.

The attractive Sean Young was
energetic as the spoiled political

mistress. Although her part was
short. Young displayed much
talent and flair.

If you are sick of hearing "La
Bamba" every time you turn on
the radio, not in the mood to see

people dance dirty and not up for

"another James Bond movie,"
why not go see something with
excitement and adventure? "No
Way Out" has an abundance of

both characteristics. Althovigh it

may be a bit complex and a little

far-fetched, "No Way Out" is a
fun and entertaining film that is

well worth $5.

Put your degree to work
where it can do
a world 6i gcl'od.

Your first job after graduation should

offer more than just a paycheck.

If you're graduating this year, look

into a unique opportunity to put

your degree to work where it can do

a world of good. Look into the Peace

Corps.
FILM & NFORMATION: Sept. 29 - 7 PM
Bryn Mawr Room
NFORMATION TABLE: Sept. 29 - 10 AM -3 PM
ConneHy HaN

SEMOR WTERVIEWS : October 27
Contact Racement Office, Corr Hall

HUNGER
AWARENESS

WEEK
GENERAL INPOItMiATION

MEETING

Sept. 28
7 p.m. in the Nordi Lomife

Why
fiMrmore

thanyouneed?

GetDiscount
Checkiiig.

Do you wnte only a few checks a month? IX) ycni tend to keep a lo^
checking account balance?

Ifso, you can save a lot ofmoney with Fidelity Bank's EMscount

Checking Acaiunt There's no minimum balance to keep, lini can

write 8 diecks a month free llburMAC card and unlimitedMAC
use are free; too.

And you get an your checks back widi your moodily statement

AUforafify$2afPumA.

Bdeli^ Bank's Disooum Cheekilyo£bs unconmion value for

peof^who wrile cheds ^jani:^. Openii^ an aocoimt is qukicj^
easy, loo.Just slop by any ofHddbly'sofver 120coiiveniei]dykx:aled

offioes--and start savii^ onyour cheekily fises today
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By DOUG SCANCARELLA

The Villanova men's tennis

team placed second in the Big East
tournament held Sept. 18-20 at rhe

Weekapaug Tennis Club in Rhode
Island. The stunning performance
marked the 'Cats finest finish in

the Big East tournament ever.

The Wildcats, who registered

24 points, were far behind the first

place finishers Boston College,

who accounted for 50 points, but

did manage to defeat powerful

t^ms such as St. John's and
Georgetown.
Paving the way for the 'Cats

was freshman Mike Loughman.
Loughman, Villanova's No. 6
player, clinched the second place

finish for 'the 'Cats when he
downed Boston College's Mike
Rafferty 3-6. 6-4, 6-1 in the
championship.

Earlier, Loughman beat Joe
Bozoyan of Providence and St.

John's Rod Stang. Loughman said

later, "I didn't know what to

expect, being that it was my first

time there, but the guys on the

team helped me — they told me
I could win."

IMT•TNI VHlAWIfAII •

.Vvr'f" 'J

The fact that Loughman did so

well is all the more surprising

when you consider that he joined

the team as a walk-on. He never
talked to the coach' over the
summer; he merely showed up on
the first day of practice and ended
up as the sixth man for the 'Cat^.

Although Loughman played
tremendously, he refers to the

tournament as "a total team
effort" — and a team effort it was.

Junior Greg Ackerman, Villan-

ova's No. 5 player, stormed past

Pittsburgh and St. John's players

before being beaten by Boston
College's Gilbert Dailey in the

championship round. Ackerman
also t^med with sophomore John
O'Dwyer and advanced to the

championship in third doubles

before being beaten by B.C.

Other key contributors were
Mike Freedman, Pete Leonard and
Taylor Teresi.

The total effort by the squad left

Co^ch Robert Langran both
pleased and optimistic, *i know
we have a good team. We are

always close in the Big East, but .« ,^ - ^ ^ ^..-..-
never second, so it was a pleasant ESoLSl^hfi " "^ "* weekend's Big

surprise.
pmhw ps.

Junior Greg Ackerman advanced to the championship round in both

Golf team seventh in F&M Tournament
By JIM BOWMAN

Afteran opening round of strug-

gling with an unfamiliar course

and deceptive green conditions,

the Wildcat golf team rebounded

well to capture seventh place in

the Franklin and Marshall Invi-

tational, held at the par 72 Host

Farm Resort in Lancaster, Pa.,

last Sunday and Monday.
Freshman Kevin Rogerson led

the Wildcat recovery, with a,

second round score of one over par

73, and a two day total of 152, just

six strokes off the winning pace.

"We really played bad the first

day," explained Rogerson, "partly

because we were rushed through

our practice round Saturday and
we only made it through 12 or 13

holes. On the second day, we did

much better."

Also finishing strong for the

'Cats was sophomore Jim Clarke,

who shook off a case of bad
putting and five straight bogeys

to post a final round 74 and 154

tournament total.

"I hit the ball as well as I could

Sunday, but I really struggled

with the greens. They were cut

short, but the rain arid moisture

slowed them down. I didn't adjust

and I ended up bogeying the last

five holes," lamented Clarke.

The scoring system for the

,
Invitational was based on a metal

' play format. Five players compet-
' ed each day, and the four lowest

scores gave the team their score

for the day. Villanova posted

scores of 322 and 309 for a final

of 631, 36 strokes off the pace of

winner and Big Five rival Temple.
Last weekend's squad consisted

of two freshmen, two sophomores
and one senior, making it a very

young and inexperienced team.

Clarke described the scenario,

"We have a really talented team,

but we're very young. Eventually,

we are going to be excellent, but

now we're struggling to establish

ourselves.

"We have the Big East cham-
pionships in a week and the ECAC
finals down the road in October.

Those will be the highlights of the

fall schedule, so we have to get

ready now."

(ConHnuodfromfern 3V
grounds and high grass from the

rain which saturated the course

the night before.

"The meet itself was not impor-

tant," explained Coach Marty
Stern. "It was more of a tune up
to give me an idea of what kind
of team I have talent-wise." The
talents of Huber and Franey, who
finished first and third respective-

ly in the women's mile at the 1987
Penn Relays, speak for them-
selves, but it was the outstanding
efforts of the third through fifth

runners that stood out in the mind
of Stern.

"Rahn came on strong at the

end and and made a major con-

tribution to help us win. She ran

a gutty race. Stern said.

"Haux and Brekhus should also

be commen(ied for excellent efforts

in their first college competition.

They both ran consistently in

practice and did a magnificent job

coming through for us."

The efforts of the fourth and
fifth runners cannot be stressed

enough. Quite often the fourth

and fifth runner can make or

break a team. It is possible for a

team to have four of its runners
place very highly in a race, but
still lose the meet because of the

poor performance by the fifth

runner.

Depth, however, should not be

a problem for the Wildcats, who,
according to Stern, had an excel-

lent recruiting year. Graduation
resulted in the loss of Gina Pro-

caccio and Lauren Searby, but

there are six talented newcomers
to capably fill their shoes.

"The team is healthy, and for

the first meet of the season, met
my expections," Stern continued.

"Vicky and Kathy looked better

than last year, and the way we
look right now I think we'll break

top 20, although we still have a

long way to go."
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John Barleycorn's t^ub
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr
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By STEVE ELUS

The women's tennis team
opened their season Sept. 10

against an overpowering Rutgers

"

squad made up primarily of scho-

larship players.

The Lady Knights did not drop

a single set in the match, defeating

the Wildcats' 9-0.

Following rainouts with Wa-
shington College and Mt. St.

Mary's the women netters tra-

velled to Temple Sept. 15, where
the Owls captured a 6-2 victory.

The Wildcats' wins were regis-

tered by freshman Katie O'Brien

and sophomore Stacey Hall, who
both won by identical 6-4, 6-3

scores in singles play.

• The following day, Villanova

registered what Coach Robert

Langran hopes to be the first of

many wins, with a hard fought

5-4 victory over the Franklin and
Marshall Diplomats.

Senior Beth Lemon captured

her first singles win of the young
season over the Diplomats' Jen

Galambos, 6-2, 4-6, 6-1.

In doubles play. Lemon teamed
with Hall in registering a straight

sets 6-3, 6-4 win over Franklin and
Marshall's Martin and Toepfer.

dilSSlFIQI

(PhoCobyNuncs)
Freshman Katie O'Brien is one of the newcomer^ who hopes to con<
tribute to the women's tennis team.

The 'Cats stand at 1-2 and are
looking forward to the return of

a healthy Laura Smelas, who
suffered a sprained wrist in the
Temple match. Smelas usually

teams with Lemon to form Lan-

gran's No. 1 doubles team. Smelas'
return, coupled with cooperation

from the weatherman, will be a
real boost to the team, which will

be playing 11 matches over a two-
week span. ^ '

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
Plan now to live off-campus
next year. Radnor House
Condominium for sale. Fully
rented till Aug. '88. Lovely
two bedroom plus den unit

overlooking pool, $93,000
with $2000 for assist closing
cost. Call Marolyn Ortlieb,

Roach Brothers Realty, 448-
8220.

SALES HELP WANTED
Fun place to work. Flex, hrs.,

Wed., Thurs. or Fri., some
Sat. Ardmore Farmer's
Market. Call 887-5530 or 898-
8484. No experience
necessary.

For Sale: Sanyo VCR Beta
Color Video Cassette Re-

corder. Remote, in mint con-
dition, $150. Technics Tape
Deck, RS-M218, Dolby; In fair

condltkx). Take as is, $80.

Contact: Fr. Hamel, 527-0858
or 845-4785.
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^
SAFE UVA
TANNING

TANNING
CENTERS

• OPEN
7 DAYS

niK WOLFF SYSIBT

10 VISITS FOR ONLY

$46

566 Lonooder Ave^ Hoveitord. Pa
lOCAlB) NOCr TO Al I. GATOIS

525-7125
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have liked to ka^ played a better

match against Peiin. I thought

that we were a Mter team than
'.^ Delaware, but I felt that our play

: against Virginia was consistent,

aggressive volleyball. The team

, played as well as I've'ever seen

any Villanova team play."

Referring to the Virginia game,
McGinnis lauded the efforts of

sophomore Yvonne Gerstberger,

whom he said^ '^served well and
played spectacular defense."

He was also quick to mention
that Reiter, the team's outstand-

ing setter, and Hnat, the 'C^ts

primary outsider hitter, seem to

"set the tempo for the team.
Whenever they're on, the team's
on." (Hnat tallied an impressive

14 kills against Virginia.)

Although inconsistency has
plagued Villanova so far, it is still

too early to predict how the 'Cats

will fare in the next few months.

McGirmis feels that as the season

progresses, the team seems to

progress and claims that "matur-
ity' is their biggest asset

The 'Cats maior weakness is

their Isize. McGinnis admits,
"We're not a really tall team, but

good teams facei whatever chal-

lenges there are, and we want to

become a good team."

Speaking on a higher level,

McGinnis professes, "I'm more
concerned with teaching my play*

ers than I am with wins and
losses. My goal is to make sure

that the athletes graduate on time

and that they are productive
citizens. Those are the real facets

of collegiate life."

Judging by McGinnis' philo-

sophy and his team's unlimited

ability, women's volleyball is

headed for a fine season.

Salomon Brothers Inc
cordially Invites

Graduating Seniors
to attend a

Presentation
to be held on

Thursday, October 8th
at

6:00PM
In the

Connelly (^ter
Wayne/St. Davfcl Rooms

to discuss opportunities

In our

Branch Operations
Orientation Training

Program
(BOOT)

Reception To Follow

Consideration for interviews will t)e given only
to students stterKling this presentatkm.

Salomon Brothors Inc

1
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CLUB

CONNUS RESTAURANT
Immsdisto pes. avsH., full/

psft time, day/evenifiQ nrs.»

wait staffV hoat/hoaiaas» Hna
eooks, baaf carvais. 523 W.
Lancaster Ave., Strafford,

SS7-5421.

1 St Meeting Oct 1 12:45 p.m.

jaiie Nevln Field Heuse

All Students Interested in

Purchasing Season Ticltets

Must Attend.
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By AMY C. SPENCER

Encouraged by backto-back,

l-O vk:tones over Lehigh and
the University of Pennsylvania

on Sept. 15 and 17, Villanova*s

field hockey team charged
ahead to victories on. Sept. 19

and 20. The Wildcats defeated

Purtlue 14-2 on Sept. 19 and
outscored Boston College 21 on

Sept. 20.

Villanova is playing surpris-

ingly well in what was consi-

dered to be a rebuilding year.

The team graduated seven

seiiiors last year, and with

seven freshmen on the team

this year, inexperience was
threatening to impair the

team's performance.

However, with the victories

over Penn, the defending Ivy

League champions; Lehigh,

last year's ECC champions;

Purdue, second in the Big Ten
last year and Boston College,

defending Big Four champions,

as well as a 0-0 tie with La-

fayette, the Wildcats seem to

be on their way to an outstand-

ing season.

Head Coach Cheryl Massaro

is pleased with the way the

team's f)erformance came to-

gether this week. She stated

that the players are really

maturing as a team, and that

they are becoming accustomed

to each other's style of play on

the field.

"Teamwork is really pulling

the whole thing together,"

Massaro said after the Purdue

game.
When asked if one particular

player stands out from the rest,

the coach answered without

I •-• -*•..* -h^^ ,., , \,

stut
hesitation that Ann Rosato
would be the one. Massaro said

of her player, "Ann, a senior

defensive back, is playing solid,

very consistent field hockey."

Consistency is high on the list

of priorities of this year's team.

The defense, led by Kosato

and junior Peggy Dunleavy,

team captain, played a major

role in the victories this wee-

kend. The defense excelled at

keeping the ball in an offensive

position for Villanova. Also, the

few shots on goal made by the

opposing teams were success-

fully blocked by the defenders

on most occasions.

The offense also held up
their end. Led by senior Anita

D'Ascenzo, team captain, they

scored four goals against

Purdue and two against Boston

College.

Massaro said that consisten-

cy is what the team is really

striving to achieve at this

point. The team is coming
together now, but there are

many adjustments for the fresh-

men to make, and it may be a

while before more consistent

play is reached.

One reason for this is that

the game is so different at the

collegiate level as opposed to

the high school game. Not only

is there more pressure, but

facing teams from well-known
schools may overwhelm the

new players.

Another adjustment that has
to be made is the one from grass
fields to, the turf of Goodreau
Field. The game is a lot faster

on the turf and the players

have to change their game to

suit the new surface.

AihMe of the

Week

MIKELQUGHMAN

This week's Saco East athlete of the week is

freshman Mike Lbwighman. Loughman, the men's
tennis team's sixth man, led the 'Cats to a second
place finish in the Big East Tournament.

After caadting through the first two rounds of

the tonnnment. Loiighman faced Mike Rafferty of

Bostoa Cottfege iii the championship round and won.
Loughaum is a freslmian and presently is in the

CoHege of Arm and Sciences.
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women run wild
By MICHAEL E. JONES

On Sept. 19, while many were
nursing their Friday-night han-

govers, the Villanova women's
cross country team was hard at

work. Villanova won its first

outing of the 1987 season by

defeating three other rivals, and
has l}igh hopes of defending its Big

East title of 1986 and becoming
a major national contender. These
are ambitious goals by any stand-

ards, but well within the capabil-

ities of this talented squad.

The team waged battle on the

soggy grounds and high grass of

the University of Maryland
against fellow Big East rival

Georgetown and prominent pow-

ers Maryland and George Mason.
Villanova emerged victorious

for the third straight year, netting

a score of 36 points, while runner-

up Maryland was close behind

with 41. George Mason finished

with 69 points, and Georgetown
closed out with the scoring with

83 points.

Georgetown did not fare well

because of the absence of several

of its top-notch runners and will

be hot on the heels of the Wildcats

when the Big East Championships
roll around on Oct. 24.

Cross country meets are scored

by adding the first five places of

each respective team together.

The team with the lowest score

wins.

For Villanova, juniors Vfcky
Huber and Kathy Franey finished

the tive-kilometer course first and
second respectively (17-.27; 17:29),

seniorJenny Rahn finished eighth

(18:38), freshman Carol Haux
finished 12th (18:47) and junior

Jenny Breklus came in i3th (also

18:47) to give the 'Cats 36 points.

The times were slower than
anticipated because of the wet

(Continued on page 291

m

(file pholo)

Marty Stern, women's cross
country coach.

Volleyballgoes 3-2

I

By MONICA BYRNE

Volleyball season is upon us

once again and the Wildcats are

off to a 3-2 start. The lady spikers,

captained by seniors Lori Reiter,

Helen Hnat and Karen Fraser, are

"relatively young but very aggres-

sive" according to sixth year

coach Dennis McGinnis.
McGinnis feels that his team

"has the talent to do very well this

year" and will strive to be no. 1

in the Big East Conference.

The Wildcats ended their 1986-

87 campaign on a positive note,

posting a 25-17 record and ranking

fifth in the Big East.. This year,

McGinnis feels that the league has

"a little more parity" and dubbed
his team as.a "legitimate contend-

er" for the Big East title. Pitts-

burgh will be, as always, Villan-

ova's arch rival and toughest

competitor.

Villanova opened its 1987-88

season at home on Sept. 12,

against East Carolina. The Wild-

cats beat the Pirates, 3-0, but then

traveled to Delaware where they

split games in tournament play,

losing to Delaware, 3-1, while

defeating Loyola, 3-0.

Commenting on the recent

games, McGinnis said, "I would

(Continued on page 30)
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Wildcats exting^sh Flames;
Ioaking forward to Mercyhurst

By JAY TALBOTT

'The most important thing is

we won," said football Coach
Andy Talley. "We did not play
well, but we worked together as
a team for the win." The Wildcats
( 1 -0) held on to a 24-20 victory over
Liberty University (1-2) in Lynch-
burg, Va., on Sept. 19. The ability

of the squad to work together as
a team was an important factor

in their season opener win against

the Flames.

Villanova started the game by
scoring two touchdowns in the
initial four minutes. Joe Allen
caused a fumble which Scott
Rushton recovered. This recovery
led to a Kirk Schulz pass to Ron
Sency from six yards out. Then,
on the ensuing kickoff, Pete Lom-
bardi forced a second fumble
which Art Condodina landed on.

This turnover quickly allowed the
offense to score a second touch-
down behind the excellent run-
ning and receiving of Gary Pascoe.
The Liberty Flames were able

to catch up with a Willie Larkin's
run from the four-yard line after

a Villanova fumble. The Flames
also scored with time running out
in the first half when Charles
Dorsey was able to plunge into the
end zone from the one-yard line.

The scoring difference in the
first half, and maybe the game,
was in the middle of the second
quarter whe Liberty was offsides

on a Wildcat punt. With the
addition of the five-y^rd penalty,

freshman Tom Withka was able
to capitalize by hitting a 47-yard
field goal to give the Wildcats a
three-point margin going into
halftime.A,

Leading 17- 14 at the half, Lou
Ferry, defensive coordinator, was
able to increase the pressure on
the Flames offense, limiting them
to only 80 yards in the second half.

Offensively, quarterback Kirk
Schulz admittedly had an off day,
throwing an untimely intercep-

tion on the Liberty goal line. The
'Cats also suffered by failing to

complete on two-key fourth down
situations.

The offense was finally able to
complete a long drive when Bobby
Brady split the Flame's corner-
backs Donald Smith and Richard
Shelton for a 30-yard touchdown
pass togive Villanova a 24-14 lead.

Then with one minute remain-
ing in the contest, Liberty's quar-
terback Paul Johnson threw a 49-

yard bomb to Scott Queen at the
one-yard line to set up a Nick
Lowry touchdown on the next
play. After a missed two-point
conversion attempt, Villanova's
Pascoe was able to put the game
on ice after smothering an onside
kickoff by Liberty to leave the
scorem 24-20.

Having the offense, defense and
special teams work together when
thegoioggot tough resulted in the

14th win in 15 games. Tdlley
knew the team would have their

backs against the wall coming

into Liberty s third game as, win against what he referred to
opposed toVillanovas first. Talley as the ''toughest team we have
was especially happy to get the gone against."

'
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Tailback Ron Sency was on the
. The score, which came early in

^anfm the way to their first win.
4b

receiving end of a six-yard touchdown pass from Kirk Schidi,
the first quarter, gave the 'Cats a 7-0 lead and started thim *-

Women's S€ttcer suffers loss
By c:d DEMSKI

For the past two weeks, the
Villanova women's soccer team
has been plagued with rain and
some very tough breaks on the
playing field.

On Sept. 19, this wholesome
squad of athletes hosted the
Adelphi Panthers on their home
'turf under overcast skies with
falling rain. The Panthers took a
big bite out of the 'Cats morale
in the first period when thgy
pounced for. three unanswered
goals. Just before the halftime
break, however, Lauren Anderer
assisted Jean Hajjar with a well-

executed pass from midfield for

the first Villanova goal of the
game.
Head Coach Don Paxon reflect-

ed on the first half of the match,
"The girls played much too much
defense in the first half. We were
trying to figure out Adelphi's
strategy and consequently we
were always behind them on the
field. I think had we opened our
offensive sooner we would have
beaten Adelphi."

Paxon knew his squad was
going to have a tough second half,

playing with a two goal deficit, but
his team regrouped and took to the
field like Olympic champions. By
the 29.02 mark in the second half,

junior Ann Bierne scored two solo

goals for Villanova. one on a
penalty kick and the other off a
free direct kick on a drive upfield

.to tie the game at 3-3.

Paxon said, "The team that

played Adelphia so weU in the
second half at this game did not
look like the team that played
them in the first half.'*

Villanova's spirited team (fit-
^

piiynd a nrw vivarioiiiiwia fha'im
'

the ieoond half. They phiyci ga
extremely tactful ami fmmfkd
'offemive mum, but AMfiH naa-
gpd to%eM Wl MiC VWaii-
owt't foal line fnan a hard deflec-

tion off the post which senior
goalie Lynn McHale just could not
handle. The final outcome was a
heartbreaking 4-3 loss for
Villanova.

Paxon remarked on his midfield,
"The girls in the midfield are not
as strong as they should be as a
whole. They should' be scoring
much more than they are. Some
of our deepest defensive players
like Bierne are scoring most of our
goals. Ann has already scored
eight on the season.

',*We have a very tough schedule

coming up after our next two
games (LaSalle, N. Carolina), and
I want my team to be mentally
ready, I don't want them to play
under false illusions.**

Other scoring leaders were
Hajjar, three goals, and Anderer,
two goals.

Notably, the women's soccer
team is very young and has the
potential to blossom into a cham-
pionship team. There is one start-

ing freshman, five starting sopho-
mores, three starting juniors and
two starting seniors.

\
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By SHARON A. WATERS

MAUREEN STAPLETON.

Over 90 percent of students
surveyed in a Student Govern-
ment poll last semester stated

that they were "interested" or
"highly interested" in having coed
dorms, according to recently-
announced results.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, said that students

are "overwhelmingly for the
option of coed dorms" and that the

issuingof the survey was "taking

the stefitto confirm this."

The poll, conducted by tele-

phone, surveyed 401 students.

When conducting the survey,
Stiident Government defined
coed dorms as coed by floor and
established t^t there would

.alwa3n^*pi>ption of living in

singtc-ste^ dorms.

The results of the survey are:

1. D^ym live on'or#(f campus?

45^ percent On campus
53.9 percent Offeampus

2. If you live off campus, for what
reason do you live off?

23.7 percent Off by own choice

20.4 percent was not offered

University housing
10.2 percent Live with family

3. If you were offered on-campus
housing, to what degree would
you be interested in living in a

coeducational residence hall?

58.9 percent Highly interested

in having coed dorms
32.7 percent Interested

8.2 percent Slightly interested

.2 percent Not interested

4. How would you rate your
parents' feelings concerning coed

dorms?

2L7 percent Strongly for coed

dorms
26.9 percent For coed dorms
40.9 percent Do not care

7.0 percent Against

3.5 percent Strongly against

5. What
status?

is your present class

27.7 percent Freshmen
25.4 percent Sophomores
25JZ percent Juniors
23-7. percent Seniors

Brach also eeiHMRted that,

"no one can question the lesiti-

mac)r of the survey because Stu-

dent* Government worked with
the political science department
on developing the survey to make
it a fair survey." Brach also feels

that coed dorms are "inevitable"

and "just a matter of time."

(Photo by Nunes)

Once again* TlfiO brothersand friends enjoyed tailgating in front
of theh* boat, *X)n the Half Shell," before a home footbaU game.
Alter the pre-game festivities, the Wildcats defeated Mercyhurst
CoUege, 35-26.

Drug and
alcohol
center

receives

grant
By SABINA PIERCE

The newly-established Drug
and Alcohol Intervention Center,
designed to provide information
and counseling to students,
recently received a two-year
$100,140 grant from the U.S.

Department of Education, Janice

Janosik, director of the center,

said this week.
"The grant will enable us to

expand and offer more services

quicker," stated Janosik.

The secretary of education
solicited a total of 536 proposals

for grant funding. Villanova's

proposal, written by Janosik, was
one of only 90 proposals that were
finally accepted.

The money, according to Janos-
ik, will be used to purchase
pamphlets, books, brochures and
resource materials for a resource
library, and to create training

pamphlets.

The Drug and Alcohol Interven-

tion Center was established in an
effort to curb alcohol and drug
abuse on campus. "The Univer-

(Continued on page 5>

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

For those of us with whom basketball is not just a sport,

but an expression of. art in the most personal sense possible,

the basketball season is just within our grasp.

ThOvSe of us who are described above have already begun
our pre-season training. We have scoured the tidbits of sports

information in our papers to find the smallest speck of recruiting

news. We have already,watched the team practice, studied their

movements and conjured in our minds thoughts of heroic plays

mirrored with the resounding cries of the fanatic followe|:s in

the rafters.

With these thoughts raging through our minds, we purchase
our preseason scouting reports hoping a"^^ praying for a positive

outlook on our season. ^
However, even with all of this activity, we as armchair

coaches are not satiated. We need more.
What could possibly fill the time between preseason scouting

reports and the opening buzzer?
Other schools have incorporated a midnight practice into their

schedules.

The midnight practice takes place, you guessed it, at
midnight, on the first official day that a NCAA team am practice.

This year that would be 12 midnight. Oct. 15.

What better way to spend a Thursday night than to pack
a gymnasium with thousands of screaming fans and watch the
Villanova Wildcats twist and weave, sky up into the rafters and
forcefully throw a basketball through the iron.

One Thursday night could give us. as fans, the shMMneriag
hope that the magic of 1965 still lingers on the oourte^l the
duPont Pavilion.

Thya, I, at a faa, petitsm the athletic depertmeiM aadCeech
Rohmd V. liHainiiM, toattow «s thia out

Let US have a widHight pradioe.

Parents will not hear Valli

s

i
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By PAM COYLE

Frankie Valli and the Four
Seasons violated a contract with

the University when they canceled

their appearance for Saturday's

Parents* Wedcend concert, Lucy-

na J. Gorski, director of Student

Activities said this week.
According to Gorski, a Univer-

sity official contacted Frankie

Valli Aug. 10 through an agency

in New York which normally

provides entertainers for Univer-

sity activities. The contract,

signed Aug. 19, stated that no
cancellation could be made less

than 30 days prior to the date of

the concert, barring special cir-

cumstances, such as a television

appearance, stated Gorski.

On Sept. 8. 24 days before the

scheduled Oct. 3 concert, the

University received notification

that the group would not perform,

reported Gorski.

"He [Valli} had a chiM this

summer and decided that this

would be a good weekend for the

christening, ' said Gorski.

As of yet, no legal actKMi is being

taken by the Univeraity. "Villan-

ova and Frankie Valli wiU try to

reach a settlement between them-

selves which is acceptable to both

partaes," Gorski oammented.
compenaation is being

by rttt UflAveraitv for

inciirred in nMiiig a

It act. la

University's reputation, according

to Gorski.

When asked if Villanova would

ever consider booking Valli again.

Gorski said, "probably not. It*s

tough to go back to somebody that

has done that much damage.
Parents would want us to guaran-

tee having them [Valli and the

Four Seasons]. I would be really

hesitant in that situation."

The group replacing Frankie

for Villanova University," said

Gorski. "Acts don't want to play

here because more money is

earned performing in Philadel-

phia. Some acts will [perform] on
the stipulation that we won't
advertise outside the University."

The University itself has cer-

tain considerations regarding
concerts, said Gorski. For
instance, Villanova has to get

performers it can afford. Big acts

INSIDE

EDITORIAL: Campus cleanup needed p. 7

FEATURES: Students as athletic trainers p. 9

ENTERTAINMENT: John Mellencamp's latest release . .p. 15

SPORTS: Cats down Mercyhurst ,35-26 p. 32

Valli and the Four Seasons is the like Bill Cosby and Billy Joel are

Golden Boys (Chubby Checker, in the neighborhood of $100,000,

Bobby Rydell and Fabian), accord- according to Gorski.

ing to Gorski. She thinks the

concert will be a success. Two of

the members. Bobby Rydell and
Fabian, are originally from Phila-

delphia.

According to Gorski, finding a

replacement act was not easy.

"Most people don't understand

how hard it is to book concerts

Also, during basketball season,

concert dates are subject to the

availability of the duPont
Pavilion.

In addition, the entertainment
has to fit the occasion. For Par-

ents* Weekend. Villanova looked

for an act that would appeal both

(Continued on page 5)

Students punished

for Stanford party
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By NOEL E. FALCO

Thirteen Stanford Hall third-

floor B-wing residents who. after

being written up for holding an

"around-the-world" pfirty were to

be kicked off campus, were
awarded their appeal to leniency

this week, according to Stephen

McWilliams. Judicial Affairs

officer.

Although the initial sanction

involved two weeks off campus,

a fine of $100 per room and a

probation period of one semester,

McWilliams said the students are

instead "being placed on probation

for the rest of the year and fined,

and [they] have to do community
service.

"They have to police the

grounds outskle of Stanford Hall

. . . (they have been aaaagned] one

wwk evil." aaad McWiUiMna.
He refuaed to state the amount

of the fine.

According to McWilliams, the

students were fined for having

"violated alcohol policy and for

having unruly gatherings."

He said that these violations

were found under points No. 7 and
17 under student conduct in the

Blue Book.

McWilliams stated that after

they received the original sanc-

tion, the students made an appeal

for leniency to Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, first through a letter and
then through individual

interviews.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, declined to

comment. He said it is not his

policy to comment on individual

student conduct violatkms.

Jim Eismeier. one of the stu-

dents involved, referred to a letter

each student received from Neville

iCwUinm'd om pasif 4t
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F.Y.I.
CoiiC0ni«d aboiit
apareiit't
drinking?

An information and support group is

being offered for Villanova students

who are concerned about their parent's

drinking problems or alcoholism. For

more information or to sign up, visit or

call the Counseling Center, 106 Con-

Hall, 645-4050. All services at the

Counseling Center are confidential.

Pre-Law Society

On Oct. 5, Gene Ricardo of the V.U.

Law School class of 1987 will speak on

the Post-Law School Job Hunt. The
meeting will be held on the West Lounge
of Dougherty Hall, at 3:30 p.m. Infor-

mation will also be available about the

new DeLoggio LSAT Achievement
Program.

Villanova
Ski Clwb

Hope everyone had a great time at the

tailgate! Our next meeting is Oct. 6 at

7:30 p.m. in the Connelly Center Cine-

ma. Deposits are due! There will be a

table in Connelly Center on Oct. 7. Keep
an eye on our board across from the

West Lounge in Dougherty!

Step-Up

The next meeting of Step-Up, a

support group for step-parents, will be

held at Bryn Mawr Rehabilitation

Center on Oct. 8 at 7 p.m. The center

is located on Paoli Pike in Malvern.

Thinking off

Law School

On Oct. 8 in the Connelly Center

Cinema there will be a presentation

entitled "Law School: How to get into

it and how to survive it." The speakers

will be Carol Goldstein, J.D., a recent

graduate of Deleware Law School, and
Professor John F. Dobbyn from Villan-

ova Law School. This is co-sponsored

by the Sociology Department and the

Villanova Pre-Law Society.

Orad ScImpI Day
On Oct. 7, from 1:30 — 4:15 p.m. the

Annual Graduate and Professional

School Forum will be held at Rosemont
College jin Cardinal Hall. This is an

excellent opportunity for students and

faculty to meet informally with admis-

sions requirements. Participating

schools include: Law, Business, Social

Work, and Arts & Sciences. A complete

list is available in the Career Develop-

ment Center. All are welcome!

Atffontion
Moslclans

The department of music activities is

in the process of forming various

musical ensembles. At the present time

we are seeking string players for, the

formation of a string quartet and for

performance with a woodwind ensem-

ble. Any violin, viola or cello players,

as well at any other instrumentalistt,

that are interested or woukl like infor-

mation should please contact Mr. John
Dunphy, director of music activities at

St. Mary's HaU. ext 7214.

^

Ta«B«taM
There will be a mandatory meeting

for all present and prospeoive members

of Tau Beta Pi on Od/S at 6 p.m. in

Tolentine Room 21^/iiefreshments will

be served.

College
Repwblicans
On Oct. 7 at 3:30 p.m. in the Bryn

Mawr Room of the Connelly Center, the

College Republicans will hold a meeting.

Anyone interested in becoming a

member, concerned with an issue, or

merely interested in keeping abreast of

the pertinent issues is strongly urged

and cordially invited to attend. We will

discuss plans for our tentative trip to

Washington, D.C., on Nov. 7. Come and

be part of the new Republican

generation.

Chapol Sorios

Music activities and the Villanova

Student Union present the Philadelphia

Baroque Ensemble Oct. 4 at 3 p.m. in

the Corr Chapel. Admission is free. All

are welcome.

Paronffs' Mass
For Parents' Weekend there will be

a special Parents' Mass at 11 a.m. in

the duPont Pavilion. The regularly

scheduled masses at 4, 6, and 8 and 10

p.m. in the Main Chapel will also take

place that day.

Attontlon
AllOirls

Lamb(hi Chi Alpha is sponsoring a

Slave Auctioin that will be held on Oct.

6 at Rosemont College, McShane Hall.

All girls interested in buying a Lambda
Chi brother for three hours of unlimited

service should attend. The auction will

begin at 8 p.m. and there will be a 50

cent charge at the door. There will be

approximately 17-20 talent acts. For

more information, see Mike Delforno or

Jim McGuire in Room 146 Sullivan or

call Jim Walker at 527-0294.

Political Science
Club
The Political Science Club will pres-

ent the Honorable Judge Cirilloon Oct.

6 at 3:30 p.m. in the North Lounge. He
will be speaking about "the prison

system: punishment or reform?" Also

do not forget to look for a sign-up sheet

outside of the political science office

about our Washington, D.C., trip in

November.

Travoling
Abroad
Have you ever been interested in

traveling abroad? Come to a free slide

show on German-speaking countries

with commentary by a student who
lived in Australia for a semester. On
Oct. 7 at 4 p.m., the show .will be open
to everyone and free coffee and cake will

be served. A German Club meeting will

follow the presentation in the St.

Thomas Foreign Languages Dept.

We are having our first meeting on
Oct. 6, Tolentine. Room 316 at 12:45

p.m. This is a mandatory maeCing for

old members. New members are
welcome.

Society and
Intematiemil
Bvsiaess Seciefy

Joint meeting for all members of both

the Marketing Sociey and the Interna-

tional Business Society on Oct. 8 in

Bartley 110 at 12:45 p.m.

ft

To All Soniors

If you haye a cum of 3.0 or better and

have not received a letter concerning

Who's Who, please contact the Dean of

Students Office. 213 Dougherty Hall.

Leaders
Motivated, dynamic, creative, enthu-

siastic, exciting — People wanted for

this year's Student Government.

Cospol Insomblo

The Villanova Gosple Ensemble wel-

comes Evangelist Brenda Pinkney of

Deliverance Evaangelist Church on Oct.

4 at 3 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel.

Hawk migration

The Biology Club is sponsoring a trip

to Hawk Mountain to observe the

seasonal hawk and eagle migration. The
trip will be on Oct. 3. We will meet in

Mendel parking lot, behind Mendel Hall,

at 9 a.m. We must leave shortly after

in order to catch peak migration time.

Bring binoculars and a lunch. Hawk
Mountain also has beautiful trails to

hike on. This spectacular event only

happens once a year. Don't miss it!

VCACA
Villanovans Concerned About Central

America (VCACA) will be holding its

meetings this semester every Tuesday
at 4:15 p.m. in the Peace and Justice

Center. The center is located on the

basement floor of Sullivan Hall. Anyone
interested in the Central American
crises, regardless of his/her political

outlook, is invited to attend VCACA
meetings, films and presentations.

Bluo Koy Socioty
It is hot, it is happening, it is out-

rageous and it is finally here! Well, you
say, what is it? It is the biggest and most
fun-filled tailgate Villanova has ever

seen. It is a freebie and it is sponsored
by Blue Key. Our tailgate is for all

parents of students. So, come by and
join us on Saturday.

CoasvMor Affairs
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KnighHof
CohHMlHPi

There will be a general meeting of

Villanova's council of the Knights of

Columbus on Oct. 7, at 6:30 p.m. in the

East Lounge of Dougherty. All interest-

ed men are welcome to attend.

Ckib
The Consumer Affairs Club is

designed to increase student awareness
about industry's abuses concerning
product and service quality and safety.

Does the high cost of automobile insu-

rance hinder you from owning a car of

your own, or deprive you of needed cash
for other expoiiditures? Do you find it

difficult to gain good credit rating; or

is there any other consumer issue that

you fed needs to be brought to the

attention of the Villanova student body?

Jf so, the Consumer Affurs Clu^ has
been formed toaidnu these isauaa. All

graiuate and undwu'

adiate studanta

sharing tiMat inlMwta afa raQuailed tn

mWBBn la oraMnKHnM iDMnns on
Oct. < at 12:4S pjD. in Btrtlay 2M.

Hiingor Aw<
Wook
There will be a general meeting on

Oct. 7 at 7 p.m.

Blood Drive
NROTC blood drive will be held on

Oct. 7 and 8 from 10 a.m. — 3 p.m. in

the John Barry Wardroom.

Choss Club
The Chess Xlub will play its first

games on Oct. 7 in Bartley room, 105

B at 3:30 p.m. All new members are

welcome.

Scripture
Reflection

Scripture Reflection is an informal

time to prayerfully reflect with others

on the Gospel message and its applica-

tion to our lives. It is sponsored by

Campus Ministry on Mondays at 8 p.m.

in St. Rita's Chapel.

Balloon Day 1988

Balloon Day this year is scheduled for

April 19. Chairpeople for this event are

Melissa Esposito (527-2827) and Jim
Leone (525-5795). If you have any
questions or suggestions, please contact

Melissa or Jim.

Alpha Ipsilon

Dolta

On Oct. 6, at 12:30 p.m. in Mendel
Hall, Room 117, A£D will be hosting
Dr. Mark Panneton, a recent graduate
of Creighton University School of

Dentistry. Panneton will be giving a
slide presentation to anyone who might
be interested in dentistry as a career.

Holp
locato artwork

The Rev. Anthony Gasparo, O.S.A.,

is trying to locate artwork which he
presented to the Augustinian Order
some time ago. A photocopy represent-

ing some of his pieces is available for

reviewing at the Villanovan office in

Dougherty Hall. If you recognize any of

the artwork, please report the informa-

tion to Mary Ann Griffin, director of

Falvey Memorial Library at x4291. The
name "Anthony A. Gasparro" appears

in the lower right hand comer of the

artwork. Any information that can be

provided will be greatly appreciated.

Our next Accounting Society meeting

ia Oct 8 at 12:46 p.m. in Bartley 209.

A representative of Coopers and
Lybrand will baon hand to speak about

auditing. Alao. wa will ba having a

taikpla thia waak htkn the Boaton

UBivamcyi
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$60,000 grant

tK

By KARLA BECKNER

Villanova University has

released a $60,000 budget to

reconstruct the Villanova radio

station, WKVU, which is now in

the process of switching from its

current AM frequency to the FM
dial, said Dan Loughran, station

|:eneral manager, this week.

According to Lucyna J. Gorski,

director of Student Activities, the

station has been hoping to go FM
for the past 10 years, but it has
only been in the past two-and-one-

half years that the serious efforts

have begun.

Under the present AM carrier

current system, the signals are

transmitted over the telephone

lines and can only be picked up
in buildings that have a receiver,

thus limiting the audience. The
FM frequency would broaden the

range of listeners, according to

Gorski.

The station applied for its FM
license when the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC)
lifted protective blanket from
Channel 6, in effect opening
new frequencies. Efforts were
delayed when Channel 6 filed a

countersuit to keep those frequen-

cies closed, fearing a new station

would adversely affect their trans-

mission, Loughran said.

When the FCC decided against

Channel 6. WKVU had to reapply

for its license, starting the process

again, stated Loughran.

The WKVU frequency is to be

split with the Cabrini College

station on a time-share basis. The
terms of the agreement are still

under negotiation, but it will most
likely be on a 24- or 48-hour cycle,

Loughran said.

According to Gorski, the Uni-

versity originally tried to find a
new location to rebuild the station,

but when one was not readily

available, they decided to recon-

struct the studio in Dougherty
Hall.

The latest delay in the change-

over has occurred since the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania put in a

request with Villanova to swap
FM frequencies. Loughran said

the station felt this would be

beneficial since the frequency

held by the University of Pennsyl-

vania is a well-established station.

"Right now we are trying to

develop and expand our listener-

ship," Loughran said. "The Penn
station is a more stable frequency,

and it is closer to the commercial
stations."

In order to swap frequencies, a

new engineering study must be

(Photo by Nunes)

WKVU recently received a

$60,000 grant in the hope of

converting to FM. Pictured here

is a WKVU disc jockey.

completed. Loughran stated that

this is currently underway.

Loughran noted that even after

the switch to FM occurs, WKVU
will still maintain their AM sta-

tion. "We are thinking of requiring

all new disc jockeys to spend one
year on the carrier current sys-

tem, then move our best DJs to

the FM station."

Loughran said the actual date
of the changeover is indefinite. It

could occur anytime within the

next three months to three years,

depending on how long the second
engineering study takes and on
the length of the construction

time.

Humanities seminars begin
By KEVIN HEIL

With the beginning of the fall

semester, Villanova University
introduced the freshman human-
ities seminar into its curriculum
for all freshmen in the College of

Arts and Sciences.

"The humanities address the

fundamental questions of human
existence, such as 'what does it

mean to be human?' Drawing
from philosophy, history, litera-

ture and other disciplines, the

humanities form an interrelated

and integrated field of study,"

said Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assis-

tant to the dean of the College of

Arts and Sciences.

According to Lafferty, people

are recognizing the importance of

studying the humanities. Since
the freshman class is an excep-

tional one academically, it was
agreed to implement the seminar
into the course of studies this fall,

said Lafferty.

Initial planning for the program
began in 1982. It was then pro-

posed that freshmen have a more
active participation as they begin

their classes.

Classes of 15 students were
decided upon, so students could

write more and have a closer

relationship with their teachers,

according to Lafferty.

This idea was set up but was
not explained to the faculty until

1986, when the Rev. Kail C. Ellis,

O.S.A., became the dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences.

"We went back to the original

intention of the seminar," said

Lafferty. "We organized a steering

committee and have held work-
shops for the faculty involved in

the seminar. We are also in the

process of having the seminars
evaluated to see that our objec-

(Pholo by Nunes)

Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assistant to

the dean for the College of Arts
and Sciences.

tives are being met."

The steering committee deve-

loped several guidelines for the

program. Intensive writing will

play a significant part in the

seminar, since written expression

is an essential component, said

Lafferty.

Professors will also confer reg-

ularly with individual students to

provide an opportunity for closer

working relationships, she said.

The committee agreed that the

seminar format should lend itself

to creative and innovative ways
of teaching and learning. There-

fore, there will not be a reliance

on formal lectures as the primary
mode of instruction. A substantial

amount of reading will also be

required, said Lafferty.

"The seminar should stimulate

intellectual wonder, broaden cul-

tural awareness and really dee-

pend our understanding of a just

and humane society," said Laffer-

ty. "Hopefully, the skills they [the

students] learn will be applied to

their other courses so they become
active learners."

Lafferty stated that the pro-

gram hopes to receive possible

fundingfrom the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities.

She hopes the program wiir
eventually be open to freshmen in

other colleges of the University,

giving them an opportunity to

experience the atmosphere of a

humanities seminar.

Thefts in dorms reported
By K DILLENSCHNEIDER

A Minolta Maximum 7000 cam-
era valued at $600 and $8 in cash
were reported stolen from an
Alumni Hall resident Sept. 4,

according to a Security incident

report.

Radnor Township Police Officer

Prentice Howe reported evidence

of tampering with the door. Howe
laid the iam and lock mechaniam
apfeared to ba defective.

Other robberiea have been
raportad on canpiaa this month.

tant in Alumni Hall, confirmed

that a resident's purse was stolen

during the first week of classes.

The resident went down the

hall to the bathroom and left her

door open a crack. She was gone
for less than five minutes, accord-

ing to Dickson, and, when she
returned, the purse was gone. The
purse was later discovered empty
in the Bryn Mawr train station.

DkJcaon sakl, "It's «ettinir bad
here. We have a crime watch set

up, and we'4Pe watching out for

each othar." She added, it's

•oary that you hava to lock your

door all the time, even if you just

run down to the bathroom."

Another purse was stolen from

a Sheehan Hall resident and a

Panasonic Cam Corder valued at

$1,400 was taken from the Career

Development Center.

Lt.John Harrity of Security said

that in both cases there was no
forced entry. Harrity concluded,

"This means the door was
untocked or a key was used."

Commenting on the dorm
thefta, Harritv added, "They
[ttudentt] simply do not lock their

In the News
Truck collides with Ithan overpass
A CMC truck carrying cargo

had its top sheared off as the

driver of the truck attempted
to pass under the Norristown
High Speed Line overpass on
Ithan Avenue the afternoon of

Sept. 23.

According to the Radnor
Township Police Department,
the driver of the truck sus-

tained minor injuries. He was

issued three citations for the

accident. No one else was
injured and traffic flow was
not seriously impired.
A representative of SEPTA

(Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transit Authority) said that

the bridge has been inspected

since the accident and that it

incurred no damage as a result

of the collision. D.A.C

Special Olympics set for Oct. 11
Villanova University will be

the site of Special Olympics, an
athletic competition for

developmentally-disabled ath-

letes, on Oct. 11 from 9 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m.

For the past eight years,

Villanova has hosted the com-
petition with athletic events by
student volunteers. More than
300 competitors are expected.

The featured event will be

the Eastern State Soccer Tour-
nament. Winners will compete
nationally.

According to Elia DaTaddeo,

administrative vice chairper-

son of special Olympics at

Villanova, athletes will attend

educational clinics to refine

their skills. Activities planned
for the participants by the
Special Olympics committee
include movies in Connelly
Center and game booths spon-

sored by campus organizations.

Mandatory meetings for vo-

lunteer buggers, who escort

the athletes, will be held Oct.

5-6 at 7:30 p.m. in the Villanova

Room in Connelly Center.

V.M.D.

Parking permit hang tags issued
Mirror hang tags, instead of

rear-bumper stickers, have
been issued to all those who
have bought parking permits

for the 1987-88 academic year.

The Rev. Patrick J. Rice,

O.S.A., vice president for Ad-

ministration, and Chief Rowan
Kelly, director of Security,

decided to make the change
this past summer.
According to Kelly, one of the

purposes in issuing the mirror
hang tags was the elimination

of two abuses: the habit of

many students to fail to adhere

the parking stickers to their

rear bumpers and the illegal

selling of permits.

"Students selling stickers
deprive entitled students of

their right to park ... the

problem of borrowing, illegal

selling and stealing of stickers

only hurts their own peers,"

Kelly said.

"If the results of using the

hanging stickers [permits] are

not as expected, the 'paste-ons'

will be reinstated," said Kelly.

P.L.M.

Alumni and Corr

to remain open
By DEBBIE GROSS

Alumni and ^crr halls will

remain open in tni near future

despite prior statements suggest-

ing they would be closed, stated

Dr.Richard A. Neville, vice pres-

ident for Student Life, this week.

In the Sept. 12, 1986 issue of

the Villanovan. Neville said that

old dorms like Corr Hall could be
converted into offices since the

fire codes for offices are not as

strict as for dormitories. Alumni
and Corr halls required significant

fire safety overhauls. He said that

it might be more efficient to build

new dorms instead of upgrading

old dorms.

However, this is only a concept

being developed by the president's

office, stated Neville this week.

According to Neville, the pres-

ident's office is now in the begin-

ning stages of creating a master

plan for land usage. Rough ideas,

such as an extension of Mendel
Hall or the creation of a new
academic building, are some
future possibilities, he said.

The main concern right now,

however, is with the development

of more campus dormitories,

Neville stated. The construction

of 240 additional beds on south

campus is scheduled to begin this

winter for completion in 1989.

(Photo by NunM)

Aluauii Hall, pktwvd here, win remain open in the future. Dr. Richard

A. Navilla, vice praaidant lor Student Ufa, said this weak. There was
pacuiatiii laat year that Alumni and Corr iialla would ba converted

lata faculty oMcaa bacauaa ol strict lire codae for donaitoriaa.
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Stanford residents r
(Continuedfrom page 1)

which stated that the new penalty

was "$100 fine . . . probation for

the remainder of the academic
year until May 20, 1988" and
community service consisting of

picking up all the trash around
Stanford Hall each morning before

9 a.m. for one week. Eismeier was
not certain if the fine was per
room or per person.

Another student, Chris Sword,
said that McWilliams stated the

$100 fine was per room.

Nick Magalio, another student

involved, said, "The administra-

tion wanted us to feel lucky with
the $100 room fine, probation for

a semester and two weeks off

campus. They wanted to kick us

off campus for good.

"None of them were there. No
one saw anything. No one got our

side of the story. No one wanted
to listen," he said.

But Eismeier added,
Neville listened."

•Dr.

According to involved students,

16 students were originally writ-

ten up, but three were absolved

since they were not involved.

Magalio recalled, "We had an
around-the-world party on Sept.

18 with B-wing. It was only a

couple of rooms — six or so. Our
party was going pretty nice . .

.

it was quiet and orderly.

"The R.A., whoever was on
duty, walked up and down the

halls. Then he went down to break

up the C-wing party. They [R.A.s]

wrote up a lot of people for open

containers. Only one room [in C-

wing] got written up," he
continued.

He added, "As soon as they
broke it up, all those people
congregated down our hall. It was
totally out of hand. That's why
we got written up."

Rich Dolche, a fourth student
involved, said, "We got written up
because there was a whole bunch
of people in the hallway, and we
had a party and the two got
connected. We were victims of

circumstances.

"The crowd just got dispersed.

We're taking their rap. Blame the

crowd. Put the whole campus on

probation," he said.

Sword said, "All I got written

up for was the fact that I had a
sign on my door indicating a
country, like all the other rooms.
I wasn't even in my room. Other
people told me that they saw the
R.A. write my room number down
because there was a sign on my
door. They never saw akx)hol in

my room, never saw people in my
room.

"1
'It said in the incident report

that they [R.A.s and Security]

took a few names in the hallway

. . . They wouldn't let anyone into

the wing," Sword added.

"I was in a room with quite a
few people. The door was closed,

but a Siecurity guard opened up
the door to a private room and told

everyone to leave who didn't live

there. There's no rule about
people who don't live there being
in a room," he said.

Sword stated, "There were no
kegs and no grain alcohol."

Jeaneen Riley, south campus
coordinator, refused to comment
on the incident.

(Photo by NunM)

Third floor B-wing of Stanford was the recent site of an "around-
the-world" party which resulted in disciplinary action against 13
students.

Correction

The Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice president

for Academic Affairs, stated

Wednesday that he was refer-

ring to the University parking
situation as a "damn mess

'

during the Sept. 18 University

Senate meeting.

The Villanovan reported
last week that Gallen had
described the Security situa-

tion as a "damn mess" during
the Senate meeting.

The National Order of Oineiia
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TOM MARRON

This week, the Order of Omega is pleased to

spotlight the accomplishments of Tom Marron. Tom,
a brother of the Zeta Psi Fraternity, is a senior finance

major from Trumbell, Conn. Tom has been a very
active member of his fraternity, serving as pledge
master and chairman of the annual Zeta Psi Golf
Tournament. He raised over $2,000 as the Zate
fundraising chairman.

Presently, Tom serves as treasurer for the
Interfratemity Council (IPC) and is responsible for

all of the IPC's financial dealings. Additionally, Tom
is a part of the Northeast Interfratemity Conference
Dues Restructuring Committee, and a member of the
Order of Omega.

Tom also keeps busy outside of Greek life by
participating in intramural basketball, playing golf

and tennis, sailing and coaching a little league
baseball team during the summer. For all of his

achievements, the Older of Omega is proud to honor
Tom Marron of ZeU Psi as Greek of the Week.

Why
formore
eckirig

thanyouneed?

GetEMscount
Checking.

Do you write only a few checks a month? Do you tend to keep a low

checking account balance?

If so, you can save a lot ofmoney with Rdelity Bank's Discount

Checking Account There's no minimum balance to keep. \bu can

write 8 diecks a month free. \burMAC card and unlimitedMAC
use are free, too.

And you get all your checks back with your monthly statement

AUforonfy$2aman0u

Fidelity Bank's Discount Checking offers uncommon value for

peoplewho write checks sparingly. Opening an account is quick and

easy too. Just stop by any ofFiddity's over 120 conveniently located

offices-and start saving on your checkii>g fees today!
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LabsHi
By SHARON A. WATERS

In response to student requests

and faculty recommendations, the
Rev. Kail C. Ellis. O.SA., dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences,

recently approved changing all

laboratories for liberal arts stu^

dents from a pass/fail basis^to a
lettergrafle system, according to

memb^ of academic depart-
m^n|t8.

The incorporation of letter

grades besinning this semester
will affect the 596 stud^ts who
are currently enrolled in core
science labs, according to Dr.
Jamews J. Markham, associate
dean for Sciences.

The core science progn^n was
orll^nally designed apptovkiiately

20 years ago, according to Dr.

^Uain J. Phares, phyakt depart-

ment chairperson. Phaies stated

that, in the past, moat students

entering college had little or 'no

prior knowledge of physics.
^ Because the quauty of students

has improvMl over the years and
students are having more expe-

rience with labs in high school,

"a more rigorous college level of

laboratory is now associated with
the lecture," explained Phares.

A petition from the students
taking the core physics lab last

year requested that the labs
should be graded.

According to Phares, since the

labs have become more challeng-

ing, "The vast majority of stu-

dents in the past years were in

favor of having a regular grading
system as oppMed to the pass/fail

system ... to get credit for their

work on the lab."

Markham said that the science

department '"wjaaglad to do" the

grading change since "Grades are

a more accurate reflection of the

work the student did."

The request, which according

to Markham was approved
unanimously by the science depart-

ments' chairpersons, was pro-

posed to Ellis, who gave the final

approval.

National News Notes
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Security awareness rises
By LYNN PERDEK

An awareness about securityon
colk>gecampuses has arisen recent-

ly in light of murders at many
nearby campuses, such as Lehigh

University, Drexel University and
the University of Pennsylvania.
The parents of Jeanne Ann

Clery, the student murdered last

year at Lehigh University, stated

recently in the Philadelphia Inquir-

er that they are turning their grief

over their daughter's death into

a cause.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Clery

have started a campaign to make
parents and students more aware
of the dangers on college cam-
puses. According to the Clerys,

most colleges are afraid to publish

statistics about the number of

violent crimes on campuses
because ^that would damage the

schools' recruitment.

Villanova's campus is consi-

dered to be very safe by most of

the students, according to Chief

Rowan Kelly, director of Security.

Kelly stated that Villanova. has
had its share of burglaries and
that problems always arise wher-
ever students live together in

dormitories.

Kelly added that Villanova does
not have a problem with violent

crimes, but there could always be

a first time, and students should
always be careful.

A senior off-campus resident

stated, "Although usually stu-

dents do not even consider the

safety factor, there are times
when I personally have felt

unsafe. On more than one occasion
I have seen strange men hanging
around the trolley station late at

night with no one from Security

in sight."

According to a former Villanova
student, an elderly man was once
found lurking around the base-

ment lounge in Sheehan Hall but

disappear^ before Security offic-

ers could arrive on the scene.

According to Kelly, Villanova's

security officers are well-trained

and are on an even level with
thoseon any collegecampus in the

state. The Security officers make
rounds of the campus regularly

and can be contacted at any time.

Kelly noted that he would like

to see a security desk manned by
students in each of the dorms for

added protection. Kelly said that

this matter has been brought up
with school officials, but they felt

that it would be unnecessary.

Luci Jankowski, a resident
assistant in Sheehan Hall, stated

that there is quality security in

every building on campu^. She
said that safety is a matter of

common sense, such as bolting

doors and not walking alone late

at night.

"Students, especially women,
have to take it upon themselves
to insure safety. In instances
where a stranger is seen in or

around the residence halls, it is

the duty of students to report it

to Security," said}ankowski.
Margaret McMahan, a junior

engineering major living in St.

Grant
(Continuedfrom pag^ I)

sity started the program because
they felt there was a concern
about alcohol and drug abuse on
campus," Janosik said.

If any athlete tests positive

during University drug testing,

the athlete will be sent to Janosik
for counseling. In addition, any
student who has a disciplinary

problem related to drugs or alcohol
will be required to be involved in

counseling at the center.

IfJanosik finds that the student

is at risk of becoming an alcoholic

or drug addict, she will counsel

him or refer him to either Alco-

holics Anonymous or Narcotics

Anonymous.
In addition, the center has

introduced a peer assistant pro-

gram where students will be
trained to help work with their

peers who need assistance with

Rita's Hall, said that students do
not even think about the potential

of crime occurring on the campus
because of the type of neighbor-

hood in which the school is

located.^

According to Sandy Holloway,
a junior Sheehan Hall resident,

living in the dorms is safe as long
as the doors are kept locked. "On
weekends of football games, there
are a lot of people around in front
of Sheehan, and it is easy for

people to steal things if doors
aren't double-locked."

Sophomore residents Kimberly
Howze and Arnita DeShields
expressed that there are many
areas of campus that are not well-

lit and aregood areas for strangers
to hide, such as the path to south
campus near the trolley station.

Kelly said that most problems
occur when student drink or

break visitation hours, which
exist for the safety and welfare

of the students.

The president of Yale Uni-
versity recently refuted an
assertion that Yale was becom-
ing an increasingly homosexu-
al school, according to a recent
article in The New York
Times.

The accusations arose in an
article which had appeared in

The Wall Street Journal on
Aug. 4. The article, entitled

"Lipsticks and Lords: Yale's

New Look," was a first-person

article by a former Yale stu-

dent, Julie V. lovine. It stated,

"Suddenly, Yale has a reputa-
tion as a gay school."

Yale President Benno C.
Schmidt Jr. wrote a four-page
letter in response to this article

to 2,000 alumni and potential

donors. Schmidt said the article

presented "an extremely mis-

leading picture of the student
body." Also, students and offi-

cials found fault with lovine for
only conducting three inter-

views on campus and for not
checking the statements of

those interviewed.

The University has attemp-
ted to develop a gay-lesbian

study center and it has pre-

viously conducted a gay and
lesbian awareness day. Howev-
er, Schmidt stated in his letter,

"I know of no one except Ms.
lovine here or outside the
University who considers Yale
a 'gay school.'

"
M.S.

Left-wing law professors fired

Four professors from the
New England School of Law
claimed last week that they
were fired for being associated

with a leftist legal group. The
professors have all filed com-
plaints with the American Bar
Association.

The professors believe they
were dismissed because of

their involvement in the Crit-

ical Legal Studies movement,

a leftist organization that

views the law as a tool of the

rich and powerful. The profes-

sors are also accusing the
school of a McCarthy-like
purge.

The school contends that the

professors were dismissed for

failing to meet the standards
of the school and that a fair

procedure was followed in their

dismissal. E.H.M.

Colleges will not end yoga classes
A group of six Christian

ministers asked Morton Col-

lege and Triton College, two
Illinois schools, to stop offering

non-credit courses in yoga,
claiming that the schools are

endorsing Eastern religion.

The ministers claimed that

by offering classes in yoga,
parapsychology, astrology and

Eastern mysticism, the schools

are, in fact, teaching forms of

worship and the occult.

Morton College, which is

keeping the courses on the

schedule despite the protests^

has called the classes "hobby
or leisure-time courses."

E.H.M.

C E N T t R F »
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(Photo by Nufws)
The Drug and Alcohol Interventioii center recently opened to provide
students with information and counseling^

alcohol or drug abuse. A "one-on-
one" buddy system will be imple-

mented and all counseling and
assistance will be strictly confi-

dential, according to Janosik.

Janosik has spoken to Villano-

va's Greek community and ath-

letic teams and she hopes after

Fall Break there will be a greater

awareness of the program,

The University hopes to hire a
secretary and a part-time counse-

lor to work at the center. Current-
ly, however, Janosik is working

^
alone. She hopes for a good tum-

'out of students willing to
volunteer.

Janosik has her master's degree
in counseling and has been
involved with an addiction study
program at Alvernia College and
other studies with the Rutgeres
University Center for Alcohol and
Drugs.

Vain
(Continuedfrom page 1)

to students and their parents, said
Gorski.

Anna Marie N. Kelly, program
director for the Villanova Student
Union, commented, "The Union
as a whole is disappointed because
we thought it [the Valli and the

Four Seasons concert] was going
to be a good show. We're equally

excited about The Golden Boys,
who put on a very professional

show."
According to Kelly, nothing

can be done to prevent this from
happening in the future. "There
was a verbal agreement between
Frankie Valli and the University.

The decision to break the contract

was Valli's, and [therefore is] out
of our hands," said Kelly.

Tickets for Saturday's concert

are still available in the Student
Activities office

COLLEGE CARE BASKET
$$To Say You Care"

Sweet Tooth ...... ^12
*
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College Survival.. *23*

* plus tax A shipping
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Make Security 'a

part of the campus'
The University Senate, amidst a variety of complaints

concerning Security from all levels of the University

including students, faculty and administrators, recently

created a fact-finding committee to study the Security

department and parking policies. Certainly necessary, the

committee provides a long overdue opportunity to

implement a security system which functions homogene-
ously with the rest of the University instead of against

it.

"Students believe the Security officers are out to *get*

them,** stated Dr. Arthur Shriberg in his report evaluating

Villanova*s student life program. Although those words
may not apply to all security guards or students, they

prove that the majority of students feel they cannot trust

the very people who are here to protect them. Shriberg

further pronounced that point, reporting that, "Security

is a most distressing situation. People have very little

faith in the security system and consider it arbitrary and
capricious.**

The fact-finding committee, in addition to uncovering
the positives and negatives of the Security system, must
find a way to change the student opinions that Shriberg

described. Shriberg's suggestions offer a good starting

point: educate Security officers "to become a part of the

campus'* with the aid of Student Life; stress "linkages,

listening skills and communications;** hire students for

Security jobs^

However, the committee should not stop with those

changes. The committee must see to it that Students,

faculty and administrators, as well as Security officers,

have a hand in developing campus rules and regulations

which work toward the greatest good for the greatest

number. One riiajor problem, the parking policies, should
be analyzed one by one until a consensus, is reached,
establishing fair, efficient and consistent rules.

Of course, these changes will not come overnight,

but with cooperation and hardwork by al of us— students,

, faculty, administrators and visitors —*; we can be safe
and secure.

Require humanities

seminar for all
As part of a new program, Villanova*s College of Arts

freshmen are required to take two semesters of a

humanities seminar as part of their first-year curriculum.

A program that emphasizes liberal arts is worthy of high

accolades — and it is also worthy of being integrated into

the course of study for all freshmen.

Villanova*s mission statement, the guiding philosophy

of the University, says that, "The University ... is

committed to a liberal arts component in each of its

undergraduate programs.*' But all too often in this day
of profession-oriented majors, liberal arts courses take a

back seat to technical courses, leading to a one-sided

education. For a better rounded education, more courses

like the humanities seminars are needed.

The seminar format itself offers many benefits to

students. First, the small class size allows greater

interaction between professors and students. Second, the

seminars* Socratic method of teaching demands a give-

and-take brand of discussion that encourages thinking

and active, instead of passive, learning. Additionally, the

seminars stress writing, a vital skill that is sometimes
neglected in education today.

With so many benefits offered by these seminars and
the need for a liberal arts emphasis in technical and
professional education at Villanova, why shouldn't

humanities seminars became a part of every Villanova

student's course of study?

The formulators of curriculum of this University

ought to reaffirm Villanova*s commitment to liberal arts

in education by instructing a humanities seminar
requirement for all majors as soon as possible, ftemember
the University's mission — and educate the whole person.

Letters to the Editor.

Greeks treated unfairly
y

To the Editor:

As a member of the Villanova

greek community, I am disturbed

by the recent events involving the

greeks and the administration.

The administration has decided to

ignore that fraternities and sor-

orities are an integral part of

campus life, with one in every

three students belonging to a

greek organization. I do not wish
to belabor the debate Itver the

suspension of Delta Kappa Epsil-

on; however, it appears to be the

point at which the trouble began.

on pledge activities and supervise
this program. This may be a result

of the DKE incident, but now the

University wishes to regulate a

purely internal function of each
organization, a process which, for

national
,
groups, is largely gov-

erned by national policy and
widespread tradition.

Finally, greeks have been
banned from meeting in Bartlefy

Hall because of the irresponsibility

of one fraternity. The action ofone

group can in no way be generalized
to punish the entire community.
Th^ University obviously feels

the need to send a message to the

greeks. Let them tell us directly.

Problems are only beginning;
we must stop them iiefofe vhey
become unmanageable. The
greeks must communicate with
the school so that both can benefit

from the greek system.

Francis A. Fuselier
'Pi Kappa Alpha

By MEGAN GUIDERA

MB only

begbuHng we must
stop thm befon they

become immmu^eMe.

Apparently, DKE did violate

some regulations, and some pun-

ishment is therefore proper. How-
ever, a three-year suspension is

not a punishment; it is a death

sentence.

Regardless of what they may
have done, and what example the

administration wishes to make for

the other fraternities and soror-

ities, Villanova has lost DKE
unless their alumni put forth a

herculean effort in 1990.

More recently, the administra-

tion has promised to crack down
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Peer counselors

assist students

Clean up V.U.'s campus
By DR. R.L. CUMMINGS

In front of the Connelly Center

there is a sculpture entitled

"Awakening" byJay Dugan. What-
ever the "Awakening" is attesting

to, it is not, as it is almost daily

adorned, attesting to school pride

or any kind of aesthetic appreci-

ation. Covered as its base is by
trash, littered as its surroundings

are by cups, papers, plastic spoons,

paper plates and an occasional

can, the area appears to be "awak-
ening" in the aftermath of a

sloppy picnic, a picnic not confined

to that strategic location but one
which spilled into the environs of

Vasey Hall (most noticeably the

front) and obtruded into the space

between the Connelly Center and
Kennedy Hall. It has become an
embarrassment to bring guests

and conferences to the main
campus, especially to the Connelly

Center.

V.
I have visited many universities

throughout the country. Villano-

va 's campus is the dirtiest one I

have seen. The contrast with the

University of Pennsylvania cam-
pus is particularly striking. Here
you have an urban' campus in a

section of the city that is partiallv

dilapidated; you have a far, tar

more heterogeneous student pop-

ulation than Villanova's — one

might expect litter. It is not there.

At the University of Pennsylvania,

in good weather, students often

eat their lunches while sitting on

the benches and lawns in front of

Van Pelt Library. I have yet to see

anybody throw anything on the

ground or leave anything on the

benches. There are attractive

trash cans around which are

actually used.

If making the trash cans on

Villanova's Campus more attrac-

tive would promote greater use of

them, let us launch a campaign

to paint or replace them. They are

there, but often ignored, even

when located nearby and not

filled.

Perhaps those responsible for

keeping the campus clean are

partly to blame for the dirty

conditions. However, it is difficult

to believe that they are completely

at fault. It would take an excep-

tionally vigilant cleaning squad to

pick up after the number of people

who seem routinely to consider

the "Awakening," and the ground
in general, a designated trash

disposal site.

I urge student body leaders, the

students themselves and Mainte-

nance to give thought to ways to

improve a situation which dimin-

ishes regard for the University by
those who visit it. However
impressed they may be by Villan-

ova's basketball team, they cannot

help but form an unfavorable

opinion of the Villanova commun-
ity's respect for itself and for

others. Graffiti scars the face of

many cities; trash is besmirching

ours.

Since I am very positive about

our university and its students,

I would prefer writing a less

negative op-ed but X believe the

criticism is in order and hope that

it may do some good.

Dr. R.L Cummings is chairman
of the History Graduate
Committee.

Quote

of Note
"A man is rich in proportion

to the things he can do without.

Sell your goods and keep your
thoughts.

"

Henry David Thoreau
philosopher and writer

As the effects of the ever tedious

academic calendar swing into full

force, many students begin to

wonder — why am I muddling
through this collegic rat race to

begin with? It is certainly not a

rarity to find college students

undecided about their majors and

career goals, as early as first

semester freshman year and as

late as second semester senior

Many undecided and confused

students simply do not know
where to turn or begin, as far as

career decisions go. Many of those

that are aware of the resources

available to them in the Career

Development Center are intimi-

dated by thoughts of speaking to

a career counselor.

As a result of this student

confusion and intimidation, Vil-

lanova's Career Development
Center has instituted a new pro-

gram this year called Peer

Counseling.

The peer counselors are 10

undergraduate students who were

selected through an interview

process last spring by David
Leibig and Judy Madsen, both

career counselors for Career
Development. The peer counselors

include four seniors: Mark Cary,

Chris Cooney, Mia Donnell and

Theresa Pasik; three juniors:

Patty Brown, Patty Hayek and

Trudi Maniaci; and three sopho-

mores: John Guaragna, Megan
Guidera and Arline Kerrigan.

From Aug. 26-31, the peer coun-
selors went through an intensive

six-day training program organ-

ized and run by Leibig. In this time
period, the students became famil-

iarized with the literature, organ-
ization and purpose of the Career
Development Center. The stu-

dents learned basic counseling
skills, heard speakers and
assessed public speaking skills.

The purpose of the peer coun-

selors is to ^rve as an outreach

for Career Development. Peer

counselors will be giving presen-

Many of those that are

aware of the resources
available to them in the

Career Development
Center are intimidated

by thoughts ofspealdng
to a career counselor

tations about the Career Develop-

ment Center to residence halls,

different classes and student
organizations. The peer counse-

lors will also be working in the

Career Development Center help-

ing students find literature, fill

out Villanova Interview Forms
and prepare for major selection,

as well as answering basic ques-

tions about the center.

Hopefully, the Peer Counselor

Program will alleviate some of the

mounting tension and pressure on

both the frantic students and the

small but skilled Career Develop-

ment Center staff.

As college students, one of the

major focuses while in college is

the quest for a career. The Career
Development Center offers assis-

tance to those not sure of how to

attain their respective career
goals.

Amid sorted workshops, the

VALUE Program (Villanova

Alumni Lending Undergraduate

Experience) On Campus Recruit-

ing and personal counseling, the

Peer Counseling Program is

another of the generous and
abundant opportunities offered

from the center that students

should take immediate advantage

of.

Megan Guidera is a sophomon
communication arts major and 6

Peer Counselor.

Catholics: Do not sit back and wait for cliange
By DANTE J. SCALA

Joseph McGowan implicitly

stated one of the basic rules of

conservative thought last week in

his article, "Catholics portrayed

inaccurately": There are people

who follow the rules, and there

are people who are wrong.
Or, to use McGowan's words,

^hey are "ignorant," "conceited"

and "appear to be spoiled brats."

Priests who question their tradi-

tional rules are "idiots." The right

thing to do is to sit back and let

the keepers of tradition in the

Vatican take care of the rules,

wrote McGowan.
The fact that a 20th century

American, raised in tlie liberal,

democratic tradition, still holds to

this view reflects the endurhkg
pov^er of the conservative philo-

sophy, which is based on order,

tradition and following the rules.

But McGowan, despite his con-

servative mindset, still gi'appica

with a question which many
liberal Catholics are consklering:

How can changecome about in the

Church?
In AiiaiMertBi this question.

McGowan states that the Church should not be determined by
"is open to necessary changes." popular vote. The danger of lib-

To strengthen his point, he states eralizing the Church is creating

that all-Latin Masses have been a "pick-and-choose" Christianity,

kiaKf there are no easy answers for conservatives

orllberals. This makes it all the more important

to keep channels ofdebates and communication
open botvreen Rome's hierarchy andtiie American

discontinued over the last 25
years.

What McGowan neglects to

mention is that Mass had been
celebrated in Latin since the

. middle of the fourth century.
Clearly, the strict hierarchical

structure of the Church does not

albw for easy change; landmark
events such as Vatican II are
exceptions to the rules of conser-

vative thought.

This Coneervative philosophy
does have merit. It serves to
protect the Church dogma, the
sacred rules that provide the
framework for the Catholic faith.

As McGowan said. Churrh policy

in which the faithful would decide

which rules to follow, and the

essence of faith would be lost.

However, this does not mean
that American Catholics' ques-

tions should be ignored. Their
questions are important, they

raise important issues such as

how flexible Church rules can be

within the framework of dogma.
And after all, the laity is the

Church; the Church officals have
a duty to at least listen to what
the faithful are saying.

In addition, conservative insti-

tutions face the problem of stag-

nancy, of beooniing too set in their

ways and %Miig unable to adapt

IMIMINtlNWMm^'MtWPtllM? MnAAU'

to a changing world. The vitality

of American Catholics, combined
with their enthusiasm for demo-
cratic change, could serve to help

the Church with this problem.

In all, there are no easy answers,
for conservatives or liberals. This
nuikes it all the more important
to keep channels of debate and
communication open between

's.

Rome's hierarchy and the Amer-
ican laity. It is not time to sit back

and wait for the Vatican to make
changes. Instead, American Cath-

olics should play an active role in

shaping the future of the Church.

Dante Scala is a sophomore
honors major and assistant news
editor of the Villen—vmm,
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Letters
Act responsibly

during tailgates
to the Editor:

Tailgates are a special and
festive privilege of autumn at

Villanova. Most likely, the major-

ity of students attended last

week's tailgate and had a blast.

|t concerns me, however, that

^ple might just t^ t)verdoing it

a bit. By now, students should be

mature enough to know their own
Nmits and not go quite so far

overboard.

1. There really is no need to chug
the three extra kegs 10 minutes

before game time, drink until the

point of falling down, urinate in

public places (bathrooms are

available) and make fools out of

ourselves.

Students should realize that

tailgating is a privil^e and mis-

conduct such as smoking substan-

ces other than tobacco and carry-

ing the party to extremes could

jeopardize this social event.

May I suggest that people bring

more food and stay sober enoui(h

'Wiy'sanresttlMrt

peoplebr^mon 1o0^
endstey soberenoi^
to Mend the game.

to attend the game? Our parents

are coming this weekend. Let us

have fun, but try to show them
that we all have indeed grown up
and can behave like responsible

adults.

Michelle Ciccolo
Student Government

Secretary of Internal Affairs

DKE's punishment

used as an example
To the Editor:

\

j I would like to direct this letter

toward the administration. I feel,

as do many other greeks, that the

administration is treating frater-

nities and sororities unfairly.

They seem to be avoiding the fact

that we, the greek organizations,

are a significant part of Villano*

va's student body.

The recent disciplinary action

against Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE) and the expulsion of the

greeks from Bartley Hall are token

demonstrations of the administra-

tion's attitude. As far as DKE is

concerned, three years on proba-

tion is unnecessarily extreme.

I realize that DKE violated cam-
pus policy and some penalty is

.en

warranted, but three years of

probation is a death sentence.

DKE is being used as an example
to the entire greek community.
As a further example, the

administration has prohibited

greeks from meeting in Bartley
Hall. Admittedly, one fraternity

caused a disturbance, but this is

not reason enough to hold the
entire greek system responsible.

The administration seems to be
using extreme punishment as its

only policy toward greek society.

Perhaps instead of punishment,
the administration should try

communicating with the greeks,
so that both parties can benefit.

On
Campus
By MARK NUNES

This week the ViUano-
van asks, "What" are you
planning to do with your
parents for Parents
Weekend?"
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J^arents Weekendpreviewed
By KAREN L. lOVINO

The weekend of Oct. 2-4 marks
a flpedal €^i here at Villanova

University — Parents' Weekend.
Foltowing thtt'same pattern as

pre¥!JkHi8 Pirdbts' Weekends, Vil-

lanova has pMuined many special

events'to entertain the students

and their parents.

On Oct. 2 a reception with live

music and dancing will be held in

the duPont Pavilion. The dance

will continue from 9 p.m. until

midnight.

The events on Saturday begin

at 9:30 a.m. with a welcoming

address by University President

the Rev. John M. DriscoU, O.S.A.

At 10 a.m., presentations will

be offered by the academic deans

of the various colleges within the

University. Continuing through-

out the day receptions will be held

by several dormitories for the

parents of their residents.

A new addition to this year's

Parents' Weekend is the tailgate

open to parents and students,

sponsored by the Blue Key
Society.

Karen Chiappone, treasurer of

Bhie Key, said that the tailgate

is "mainly for freshmen. Since we
give the campus tours, Blue Key
memt>ers are often the first people

at Villanova that new students
see. The tailgate will be sort of

a 'tour follow-up' — and a chance
for the society to see the new
students and their parents
again."

John Stadtler, president of the
Blue Key Society, stated that, "As
a freshman, I was looking for

someone to associate with. The
tailgate will give freshmen who
are not yet affiliated with an
organization a place to go."

The Blue Key Society will

occupy the first tailgate table in

front of Sheehan Hall.

Following the tailgate, the Vil-

lanova Wildcats will play Boston
University in football. The game
will begin at 1:30 p.m.

Other sports events taking
place during the day include
volleyball game against Pitts-

burgh at 1 p.m., a J.V. soccer game
against Northeastern Christian at

1:30 p.m., field hockey game with

La Salle at 5:30 p.m. and another

volleyball game with Yale at 6
p.m.

The day's events will be capped
off with a concert in the duPont
Pavilion. Appearing live will be
"The Golden Boys of Rock-n-
Roll:" Bobby Rydell, Chubby
Checker and Fabian. The show
begins at 8 p.m., with seating on
a first come, first served basis.

On Sunday, a Parents' Mass
will be offered at 11 a.m. in the
duPont Pavilion. The Mass pro-

vides a perfect way to end this

family weekend.

.
After Mass, a champagne

brunch will be held in the Con-
nelly Center. Brunch will also be
offered in Dougherty Hall.

As an end to the weekend, the

women's tennis team will play

Georgetown. The match will

begin at noon on the St. Mary's
tennis courts.

With all of the special events

and presentations being offered,

Parents' Weekend 1987 promises
to be not only a happy reunion for

students and their parents, but
also an exciting and fun-filled

weekend for all.

(photo by Vezina)

Natalie McKenna and Mike Sadowski clown around at Special

Olympics.

Arrival of ^^Olympics
ff

Becoming a sports trainer
By JACQUELINE GENTILE

Job description: Fun, demanding,
provides invaluable practical

knowledge and experience, along

with new friends and opportun-

ities to travel and to grow.

Toobad the data entry job you
had this summer was not quite

as exciting as the job described

above. Well, you do not have to

wait until summer to look into

this opportunity. It is right here

on Villanova's campus.. And the

job? It is the position of student

athletic trainer.

Dan Unger, head athletic train-

er at Villanova believes that his

job could not be done without the

help of student trainers. Villanova

provides student' trainers for all

of its intercollegiate sports and
most club sports.

Unger stated that the main
responsibility of student trainers

is to "assist the staff trainers in

the total health care of the ath-

lete." This includes the recogni-

tion and treatment of injuries.

What type of experience and
training is needed for the job?

Unger runs a series of informal

clinics and seminars for the stu-

dents. Someone is also brought in

to teach CPR. But the majority of

the training is "on the job," where
students work with other student

trainers and staff trainers.

The only restriction Unger
places on eligibility for the job of

student athletic trainer is his

preference for freshmen and sopho-

mores. This is because of the fact

that it takes approximately a year

until the students are able to give

adequate health care to athletes.

Otherwise, the job is one that any
interested student can consider.

Diversity, therefore, is a char-

acteristic of student trainers.

They are not all pre-med or nurs-

ing majors. The present student

trainers have majors ranging
from accounting to engineering.

There are also both male and
female student traipers. Does this

mean that women are trainers for

women's teams only and men for

men's teams only? "Absolutely

not," said Unger. There are male
student trainer^ for field hockey
and female student trainers for

football here at Villanova.

When a student first becomes
a trainer, he or she looks at the

different sports and tells the staff

trainers the ones that he or she

would be most interested in work-

ing with. Also, from year to year,

student trainers can change the

sports they work with.

It sounds exciting and interest-

ing, but being a student trainer

is time-consuming and demand-
ing. Sheila O'SuUivan, a student
trainer for football, said the job

"takes a lot of time. You're work-
ing every single day. You're here
before they [the playersj are.

You're here after they leave."

If the job is so time-consuming,
why do students stick with it?

Although the job of student train-

er is initially volunteer, there is

a tuition scholarship which Unger
said he breaks into increments.

Moreover, a student who qualifies

for work study can also consider

becoming a student trainer.

There is also no denying the fact

(Continued on page 12)

By ANDRE CALIHANNA

There are very few experiences

that are truly honest, bordering

mystical, so when you happen
upon one, it practically beckons

you to pursue it. Special Olympics

at Villanova remains one of the

best examples of such an expe-

rience that our school has to offer.

Realizing it may seem a bit

unjustified to label Special Olym-
pics a mystical experience, it

seems necessary to say that the

program holds something so intrin-

sically good that taking part in it

not only helps the handicapped
athletes achieve their impossible

dream, it actually brings one
closer to one's self.

It seems the program's inherent

value is self-explanatory and is

evidenced by the already over-

whelming response from fresh-

men and other first-time

contributors.

The support received at this

year's first informational meeting
far exceeded last year's response,
as well as anyone's expectations,
and the intense enthusiasm dis-

played so far can only increase in

the weeks and days counting
down to Oct. 11, the actual day
of the tournament.

Preparation for this year's

event began last spring, and
everyone in charge appears pre-

pared for what has to be
accomplished.

Committees have been formed
and selected, and the beginning
stages of the ceremonies are under
way.

Sept. 16 marked the day of this

year's first informational meeting,

(Con timud on page 10)

Sports Information center unfolded
By IRENE V.LANGRAN

Unless you are a member of the

media, a Villanova coach or ath-

lete, or a part of the Villanovan
staff, chances are you probably
have never visited the comer of

the Jake Nevin Fieldhouse that is

the headquarters of the Villanova

Sports Information department.

This staff is responsible for

much more than the average
person may realize. One just has
to walk in their office to find they
seem to be like any successful

team in the sports world — in

constant motion yet always work-
ing together.

The staff consists of three full

time members — Director Craig
Miller, Assistant Director Jim
DeLorenzo and Assistant to the
Director Marc Ryan.

Working with them during the

school year are approximately 10

students. These students often

train for future positions in sports

information, as DeLorenzo did

himtelf.

DeLorenxo discussed some of

his and the staff's many respon-

sibilities. He explained that they
must keep up to date on each and
every Villanova tthletic team.
They alio prapart media guides,
pottert aad all other typet of

puMigJty.

They keep records and statistics

for many of the Villanova sporting

events. They also serve as a liason

between the media and the coach
or athlete when there is an impor-

tant story to cover.

During home basketball games
the staff is seen running back and
forth almost as often as the
players themselves.

DeLorenzo describes their

game-time activity as being *'a

type of a situation where you can
sit back at home and watch a game
on TV saying to yourself, 'those

announcers sure know a lot about
the game.'

"Well, the reason most of those

announcers know what's going on
is because someone ... is handing
it to them over their heads." It

is a state DeLorenzo has described

as "constant bombardment."

How does the office handle all

this work and more? As Miller

states, they are a staff which must
often work 12 hours a day, seven
days a week.

The evolution of Villanova
athletics parallels the evolution of

the Sports Information depart-

ment. As the teams themselves

became more recognized and deve-

lop^, more people were needed to

cover the growing denuinds of the

media.

DeLorento claims that the
department luip grown tremend-

ouily ever tiaoe tMiMn'e btiket-

ball team won the 1985 NCAA
Championship. He further says

that the department was run by
a single person in the late 1950s
and one more person was added
by the mid 1960s. A decade later,

it was made up of two full-time

employees and a secretary.

Perhaps what is most important
is the very way these hard-
working people approach their

jobs. Each member of the staff is

eager to express the pride and
excitement they have in their

work.

DeLorenzo expresses the per-

sonal level of their work when he
describes, "you get to see them
(the athletes] come in as freshman
and watch their skills develop. At

the same time, you see their

personalities grow."
The basic attitude and goal of

this department is perhaps best

expressed by Miller when he
explains that the staff tries "in

a positive way to project an image
of the student athlete.

"The thing that we've taken
pride in here at Villanova is the

fact that we've been able to have
so many athletes named Academic
Ail-Americans, which shows that

they succeed in athletics without
sacrificing academics.

"I think that we've shown a

positive image of Villanova ath

letes being articulate and well-

educated, which is what collefft^

athletics are about."
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Special Olympics: cnaumim
gtmo^hen ofMembl^ tadlaugMM-
iContiHued/rom page 9)

as Corrine Kohl/Special Olympic

jevent director, and Brian Verina.

head of the Volunteers Comminee,
invitedcommittee heads to outline

Iheir specific duties and goals for

ithe event.

I
As the committee heads fin-

ished, attention was turned to

What became the highlight of the

^veninj^, a slideshow that vividly

showed what Special Olympics
has accomplished and meant in

the past. More than 350 peopk
who attended the meeting Ivere

moved and inspired enough to

$ing along with the soundtrack

accompanying the show.

As expected, the minority of

those interested in helping out

intend to be "buggers." those

people who escort and support

individual athletes throughout

the day. This is by far the most

personal, and in many ways the

most rewarding positidd of the

Special Olympics program.

Committees include those
involved with athletic; skill, such
as soccer skills; those involved

with information and first aid

.Stations; YIPamljMtent wekx>m-
ing committees; as well as security

and a host of others that wo^k on
the day of, the days preceeding,

and the days after the actual

ceremonies.

This year's hugger tral|(ing

meetings, sdiedulMrar Oct^faiMl
'Oct. 6, are mandatory for those

interested in being hufirers. Those
who wouM like to Wt-htiners
must attend one of the me^ngs
iaorder to confirm thdr tnlisn^,

as well as to haver questions

answered.

Those involved with this year's

Special Olympic's pragram hope

this wiH bb the most eventful; and

the smoothest to date; andjudging

by the enthusiasm and dedkation

displayed thus far; it appears t||nt

everyone's hopes will be realized.

Vohiiitecrs share fun and Umghter at Special Olyroptes.

wKo knows, who cares

Newsflash . . . Newsflash . . . one of our editors claims to have
sighted Father Fiscal ... not once, but twice . . . and it wasn't
even orientation or graduation . . . guess there was a big name
benefactor on campus . . . speaking of big names . . . Frankie
Valli must have gone to Hollywood because he's not comirjg to

Villanova this weekend . . . and the University might sue him
for going to his own kid's christening . . . isn't that special . . .

just about here is where we'd normally bring up the homosexual
situation at Yale ... but after last year's deluge of letters on
that topic ... did you hear about the truck that collided with the
south campus trolley bridged ... the driver must have been reading
the graffiti . . . yes, isn't Villanova such a beautiful campus . . .

graffiti . . . garbage ... but that will all change ... for Parents'

Weekend at least ... the sun will be shining . . . the bells will

be ringing . . . and ringing . . . and ringing . . . Quasimodo must
be living in the Corr Bell Tower these days ... we like the song
Amazing Grace, but six verses is five too many . . . amazing
. . . V.U. Security being investigated??? . . . why ever could that
be? . . . what have they ever done wrong? . . . well, we could go
on forever about that, so . . . Who knows, who cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

Word of
theWeok
AXOLOTL

A) a computer programmin
language

B) an antacid

C) a heavy-duty antiseptic

D) a Mexican salamander

SollrfiOil|M|^ 13

(photo Qouiii^afvwhs)

Junior Brian Vesina shares a happy moment With his spedUit friend^
during Special Olympics '86.

Training Meetings
Oct. 5 & 6 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Villanova Room, Connelly Center

All huggers must go to either the
«

Monday or Tuesday meeting
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iVilion. the main
lor Villanova, is

thelatetNddtKm totteViHanova
clnnpui^ X>^ncd iii February
19M» t^ttipititti can apDooiimo-

6JOO ecreaming^ Villanova

f
mmoompkx was oommis-

(llOfiet tn i^ hOilt by the admin-

iainHiqn ojf VlUanova. A commit-
10 years ago that the

(CQOOQnsforagrowiiV,
bb^jl^ere a student'

ftportsQooi^ex.

C^ili^y Centir. Then t^f^

:

their aighta on the pavilion; .. ^
Financing was the fii^ jbl^

lent, but to the admiftiatrirtloii^

aid came John E. duPbnt, "whd
doilated the migority ol the $15
million needed to complete the

project.

, Further funds were provided by
Villanova alumni.

cyissiPiei)

msmm
Why watt# pracious time?
Ut SPECIAL KAY TYPING
SERVICE do the work for you:
527-7255, leave a message.

Sales Positions
Part»fiinf(cfayi, eves.), week-
eiKf MiMicliiles avail. Bloom-
IfifcmM, K of P, apply at our
personfiel dept. or call 337-
6213 for appt.

Persoials

Mari^e^ llicfiaei^ Paul and £v,

Oel psyclied for UtOgatlng,

Coco's, Al E. Gator's and us/

Mfe're missed yoif/

Love, SC

Tlie UiUgBta W99 aivesoAM/
Thank99lot!

Much love,

MO
mo,
Thank you for a groat Ha-
waiian T.Q. You guya ara
groat!

Love,
Tha Slatora of KAO

To tha faniaatic now
pladgaa of AOII,
CongratulatlonB! Gat raady
for some o# tlie boat f/mes of
your llfal Wa'ra raally proud
of you.

Uj¥a,

ThaSlataraof
Alpha Omicron PI

To tha Brothan of Sig Ep,
Wa'ra looking forward to a
graat tima and abtna graat
Nflne A chaaaal See yoif

fonl|0lit

Lov^p ffie Slsfers of40PI

The DMykm contains a majd—^MifiPlMketball courU^ 0r
four^|P|MDa|] and two tcAnfa
courti/ilw an indoor tr^, a
pooL^the Atra Sporta Tralnk^g.
Clink and the regular wilafu
room. Ta t^ the fadtitil you
need your student LD.
Cmacted to thejN^rfljJon ia the

BedtAnnex, whid^adffiBon
al cpitft«» mainlrlMI. by the
wreatmig team. tlirlP^ Nevin
FieWbouae ia nolonjl^ the bas-

ketball center, but other sports
teams, like the volleybidl team,
still use it.

^

Villanova is a Division I school.
A modem basketball facility is a
must, not only to bouse the fans,
but to help reeruitment and
provide the team with an excellent
arena in which taplay. So for the
next basketbaO ftmie, go out and
support yourteam and experience
the sensation that is the duPont
Pavilion.
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Basketball games are just one Of the many athletic evenU held within
the duPont Pavilion.
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Student athletic trainers gain li.

(Continuedfrom page 9)

Ihat the job is a fantastic expe-

rience for anyone interested in

finedical school, nursing, physical

I

therapy, sports medicine or even

""anyone who may someday be a

little league parent.

Being a student trainer gives

one the benefit of getting involved

with a sport you are interested in.

linger said, "If you can't be an
athlete and reaUy participi^te in a>

sport, it's a good way to still be
active in it."

Because they are in such close

contact with the sport, student
trainers have a bird's ^ye view of

the game. O'Sullivan stated that

being an athletic trainer "brings

another aspect into watching
sports."

The opportunity to travel is

another benefit for a student
trainer. According to Unger, stu-

dent trainers are able to travel

with the sports teams all over the

East Coast.

The whole experience, however,
goes far beyond the athletic and
medical aspects of the job. Patty

H>rr/ also a student-trainer, for

football, feels she has gained
confidence in her work, and the

job has helpied her with interper-

sonal and communication skills.

Mark Anderson, a student train-

er for football, added that he
enjoys being able to share in both

the good and bad times of the

athletes.

Student trainers have the uni-

que and special experience of
being a trainer for the athletes,

working with them on a student-

to-stud^t basis.

Because the student trainers

and athletes are the same age,

they can relate well to each other.

Anderson stated that athletes

"trust some of the students a little

more differently than they do the

staff."

If you are interested in becom-

ing a student trainer, applications

are now being accepted. Contact

Unger in the Jake Nevin
Fieldhouse.

(photo by NunM)

Student athletic trainer tapM an injured football player.

Programs offerhi-tech Jobs
By PROF. KARL ZIMMER

Mary Natalie Tulski, now a
junior chemical engineering stu-

dent, just returned from a summer
work assignment at Air Products
and Chemicals in Allentown. Her
eyes light up as she recalls the

experiences and events of the
summer.

"It was just fantastic. They
treated me like a professional, and
it was a most wonderful and
exciting experience," she said.

Mary is just one of the many
Villanova engineering and science

students who get interesting and
good-paying jobs in industry dur-

ing the summer by participating

in the Summer Technical Expe-
rience Program (STEP) and the

Extended Intern Program (EIP).

These programs are a cooper-

ative effort by the studewnts. Dr.

Robert Stokes, director of the
Career Development Center, and
Professor Karl Zimmer, the Col-

lege of Engineering's program
coordinator.

The STEP program is geared
toward getting summer jobs for

undergraduate students near their

own hometown. Resumes of par-

ticipating students are sent to

companies known to be interested

in hiringVillanova undergraduate
students in January.
Each company then reviews the

resumes and contacts the students

directly to get either additional

information or to set up an
interview.

The EIP program, on the other
hand, is primarily for students

who have successfully completed
their junior year and are interest-

ed in working for a 12-to 15-month
period before their senior year.

These students are eager to get

some real, "hands-on" work expe-

rience in their particular field and
to experience first hand the chal-

lenges faced by real employees.
Others, for financial reasons, find

it necessary to work to help pay
for their tuition expenses.

The jobs are all technically

interesting, pay wdl, and give

students an opportunity to apply

the theories and skills they
learned in school.

In October of eiach school year,

interested students enlist for the

STEP and EIP programs and are

required to attend a series of three

one-hour seminars. Here they are

guided in preparing their resumes
and- are taught the strategies of

planning their own job search as

well as how to conduct themselves

during job interviews.

In return, students identify at

least five companies where they

would like to work, preferably in

or near their own hometown. Last

year, over 70 students qualified

for the program.
During the last few years, the

Engineering College's coordinator

and the director of the Career

Developmel^:Renter have visits

#1

#2

#3

Oct. 28-

Oct. 29-

Nov. 4

Nov. 5
Nov. 11

Nov. 12

3:3(M:30p.m.
3:304:30 p.m.

• 3:30-4:30 p.m
• 3:30-4:30 p.m,

- 3:30-4:30 pjn
- 3:30-4:30 p.m

Connelly Center Cinema
Connelly Center Cinema
Connelly Center Cinema
Dougherty Hall, North Lounge
Dougherty Hall, East Lounge
Connelly Center Cinema

Anyone interested in getting help to find a summer job or

serving a one-year internship should attend the STEP/EIP seminar.

For additional information, contact Professor Karl Zimmer in the

mechanical engineering department, Tolentine Room 304, or Dr.

Stokes at the Career Development Center.

or contacted over 500 engineering

or scientific companies to deter-

mine their interest in hiring

Villanova staudents. The results

have been most gratifying.

The collected list of company
names and their needs are sum-
marized for students on the VAX
in the Engineering Computation
Center. Each company entry gives
the address, name of the employ-
ment manager, telephone number,
type of work they do, the partic-

ular disciplines they are seeking,

and whether they are seeking
^.upcoming sophomores, juniors or

seniors

This year the STEP and EIP
seminars are scheduled to be
given in two series. To qualify for

participation in the program,
students must attend one of each
of* the three talks available on
different days.

If for some reason students find
it impossible to attend any one of
these talks, they can still qualify
by watching the video tapes in the
Instructional Media Services
(IMS) section of the library. Here
they can also get copies of the
informational handouts.
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Families provide strengtii and support

By REV. RAY JACKSON

"I complained because I had no
shoes, until I met a man who had
no feet."

We sometimes complain about

our parents: they are too strict;

they worry too much about where
we are, or who we are with; they

pressure us with questions about

school work, drugs and drinking,

going to church, or if we are

getting enough sleep. In a word,
they care.

This is in contrast to many
other children and young adults

in our society whose parents do
not care about them, or who,
perhaps, have never known a

mother or father.

Statistically in the U.S. more
than 30 percent of children under
15 live in one-parent families.

Thus, we need to count our

blessings as we celebrate Parents'

Weekend at Villanova. Although
some parents may not be 4}hysi-

cally present, they will be here in

mind and spirit.

Parents' Weekend allows us the
opportunity to reflect on the value
of family roots. Whatever our
nationality or racial heritage,
every ethic group finds strength
and support within the context of
familv life.

We should appreciate the bond-
ing, friendship, solidarity and love

that flows between ourselves and
our parents. It is a first step on
our journey toward a fuller appre-
ciation of our membership in

God's family.

This membership in God's fam-
ily in no way diminishes our ties

with our biological family. Indeed,

it may well strengthen them. It

broadens our vision to include

more people whom we can call

sisters and brothers.

Jesus taught His followers to

pray, "Our Father," implying that

God is a life-giver for everyone. It

was a way of drawing all human-
ity into a community of faith with
all people bonded in love and
caring for one another. This is the

Kingdom of God for which Jesus

prayed and for which he asked us

to seek.

Parents' Weekend provides us

with a fresh chance to heal old

wounds within our family, forgive

each other our faults and stretch

our minds to a new awareness
that we are part of God's family.

At Villanova we are blessed

with more than feet and shoes, we
are blessed with the knowledge of

a gracious and loving God who
constantly invites us to love one
another in both our personal and
societal families.

of the

Week

Solution
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Lost: Set of keys (3 keys plus
a tiny one) attached to a
Gucci key case. If found
please return to Security In

Dougherty. Reward: Case of
beer OR $20.

For Sale: 1983 2 door, 4
-^peed Mazda hatchback. Low
mileage, $3000. Call Susan,
9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 668-0920,
after 6 p.m. and weekends,
664-4831.

WANTED: Two able-k>odled
guys with truck or van to
move 7' couch. Call for more
Information, 971-0628.

PART-TIME DAYS
11 A.M.-3P.M.
2-4 Days a Week
Earn $4 to $8/hour

This fun job Involves calling

college students around the
country to schedule free
consumer education shows.
It's fun, easy and there's no
selling Involved. Walking dis-

tance from Bryn Mawr train

station. Call Mr. McBrlde at

527-8060, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Attention Students
Improve communications
skills and earn $8-12/hr. as
customer service rep. We are
looking for bright, energetic,
friendly individualswho enjoy
working with people to con-
tact our current customers.
Flex. hrs. to fit any schedule.
Convenient Bryn Mawr loca-
tion near train and P&W. For
more info, call Brian, 527-
4084, 2-10 p.m.

CONNUS RESTAURANT
Immediate poe. avaU., full/

psrt ttenet day/evening hrs..
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s
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SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE!

Mil/ Summer Shorts% F Summer Shirts
/" F Summer T-Shirts

- CONVERSE "CHUCKS" Only *19" (5 Colors)

.

(pacD)
1846

Biyn Rnwr, Pi.

5274188

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Fri.-Sit 9:30 a.iii.-S:30 p.m.

Tutt-UVti-ThMn. till 7:30 p.M.
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Open This Sunday

For Your Post Game Shopping

11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

Ave., Stfalfofdf

BENEFIT CONCERT
for

GEORGE BUTERA & JIMMY BROWN

SUNDAY, OCT.4

CO-SPONSORED by AOII

BRICKUN DVN/\GROOVE

THE FLAMIN*

CAUCASIANS

ADDED ATTRACTION

BIG DADDY
GRAHAM

SPECIAL GUEST
STAE

ANDY KING
off tke
TERS• :•

at

MERMAID LAKE
BLUE BELL,PA

Sponsored by HOSTED BY flgg

CO-SPONSORED by AOII
SPARKOMATIC
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JVeir rules for fraternity

football

LXA receives award
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By STEVE DELDUCO

Many of the fraternity teams in

the intramural football league
were displeased with the imple-

mentation of new rules in what
\,
has been probably the most pop-

^ular and competitive fraternity

sport. Discussion was held at the
r Inter Fraternity council meeting

1 and a motion was passed to send
<a delegate to the director of

intramural sports to voice the
desires of the fraternity league.

In his meeting with intramural

director, Andy McGovern, dele-

gate Glenn Cunningham of Zeta

Psi requested that the fraternity

league be allowed to play under
the old flag football rules. Under
the old rules, play was similar to

traditional football. Three players

on offense were required to block,

and blocking was done with
contact.

The new rules make every
offensive player eligible for a pass.
Blocking is to be done without
contact or by screening the oppos-
ing player.

In the meeting, McGovern cited

injuries, liability, violence as the

By PAUL PASCARELLA

Lambda Chi Alpha held an
international leadership conven-
tion at Memphis State University
Aug. 16. LaitMk Chi Alpha cur-

rently has over 200 respected
chapters spread throughout the
United States and Canada.

The Beta-Iota chapter at Villan-

ova University was the recipient

of the Outstanding Achievement
in Membership Recruitment
Award for 1987. This prestigious

award is not only based on the
quantity of members but on the

total development program.

The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha are very proud of this

accomplishment and attribute

theirsuoceBS to their well-rounded

associate member program. This
achievement is due in a laiige part

to Charles Murphy and Buck
Reitmeyer who were in charge of

the Rush program over the last

two years.

The brothers realize that they

must continue to strive for excel-

lence and expect their Associate

Member Program to continue

niirturing quality members.

AOTT co-sponsors

benefit
Photo by Oekjuco)

Greeks have begun another season of fraternity flag football. Pictured
above are Zeta Psi and Pi Kappa Alpha.

reasons for changing the program.

Cunningham argued that,

under the new rules, running
plays would be impossible.
McGovern suggested that the

fraternities play a few games and
get a feel for the game. He added
that he would make a video

cassette of the national tourna-

ment available to teams desiring

to see some creative ways of

playing the game.

With the new rules firmly in

place in the fraternity league,

many teams have decided to stay
with it. As of Sept. 29, four out
of 12 teams had quit the fraternity

league. Representatives from the
four teams that left the league
were not available for comment.

By MONICA BOSCIA

The sisters of Alpha Omicron
Pi are co-sponsoring a benefit

concert Oct. 4 at noon.

The concert, which features

Tommy Conwell and the Young
Rumblers, will also be highlighted

with performances by several of

the area's most popular bands.

The line-up includes The Flamin'

Caucasians, Bricklin' and Dyna-

groove, as well as a special guest

appearance by Andy King of the

Hooters.

All proceeds are to benefit
George Butera andJimmy Brown,
two young men from this area
who are quadriplegics as the
result of auto accidents.

The concert is being held at
Mermaid Lake in Blue Bell, Pa.
Mermaid Lake is located on Jolly
Road, off Route 202, 7 miles past
King of Prussia Plaza. Tickets are
$12 at the door.

The sisters of AOII would like

to encourage all Villanova stu-

dents to attend this enjoyable and
worthwhile event.

Pledging has many benefits
By RICK BERGAN

The decision to pledge a frater-

nity or sorority is an excellent wa^
to become involved with campus
life. It is also one of the most

important decisions one will make
during the college years. Through
greek life, one is provided with

new experiences, valuable life-

long friendships and knowledge

not available through a purely

academic curriculum.
'• Pledgeship is the learning pro-
' cess by which each fraternity and

' sorority educates the men and
•'women wishing to become

'• members. The purpose of pledge-

ship is not to demean the individ-

ual, but rather to enhance his

fraternal and collegiate experien-

ces. Greek life emphasizes aca-

demics as well as the chance for

leadership, competitive sports and

an increasingly active social life.

While specific activities and
rituals vary among fraternities

and sororities, the responsibilities

of each pledge are similar. The
primary responsibility is for the

pledge to familiarize himself/

herself with every aspect of the

fraternity or sorority. The pledge

must get to know each of the

brothers or sisters, as well as the

pledge class as much as possible.

Pledge unity is the bond which
brings pledges together arid makes
them a class of brothers or sisters.

It is important that the strong
feeling of unity begin as a pledge

and continue into brotherhood or

sisterhood.

One should remember that
pledging i^ not an end in itself,

but a means to enhance the collie
experience. If you think pledging
might be a good experience, check
out fraternity or sorority rush in

the spring, and get involved!

FRATERNITY UAOUE
FOOTBAU
STANDlMi

(Photo by Ciarkin)

Sigma Pi pledges pOe up into a six-num pyramid.

Lamba Kappa Delta 3

Pi Kappa Alpha 3

Alpha Phi Delta 2

Sigma Phi Epsilon 2

Sigma Pi 2

Pi Kappa Phi 1

Zeta Psi 1

Sigma Nu

L

1

1

1

2

2

3
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I
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Mellencamp comes into his own
By KEVIN HECHT

The Lonesome Jubilee
John Mellencamp
Mercury Records

/ guess it don't matter how old

you are or how old one- lives to be;

I guess it boils down to what we
dtd with our lives and how we deal
with our own destinies.

John Mellencamp
There may be no better chron-

icle of personal or artistic maturity
than the music of John Mellen-

camp. The man who once pro-

claimed himself an "American
Fool" and lived by the philosophy
that "nothing really matters and
so what if it did," has grown up
to see that things really do matter,

there are problems in this world
and it is up to us to do something
about them.
The 1985 release of Scarecrow

established Mellencamp as one of

the nation's most important art-

ists when he captured the mood
of the country's rural and subur-
ban working class and the plight

of the American farmer. He pol-

ished his previously rough-edged
music to tell a story through his

songs, and he has made people

take a long, serious look at the

talent of a man whose music has
been thought of as anything but
serious before.

The question raised by Mellen-

camp's breakthrough album was

whether the Midwestern bred
musician could keep up his newly
discovered sense of social con-

sciousness. His latest release, The
Lonesome Jubilee, answers this

question with an unequivocal yes.

Mellencamp is here to stay, and
the diown to earth, gritty guitarist

has a great deal to say about life,

living, caring and the introspec-

tive examination of one's soul,

especially when one realizes, as

Mellencamp does in "The Real

Life," "That there's less days in

front of the horse than riding in

the back of the cart."

The Lonesome Jubilee

showcases a man
content with himself,

and a man inspired by
his inner drive to ex-

press what he feels is

right

If Scarecrow was spawned by
his concern for the American
farmer, then the genesis for The
Lonesome Jubilee was clearly

Mellencamp's realization of the

onset of middle age, and how he
has dealt with his own destiny.

The album reveals a sensitive

artist delving into his past and
trying to learn from his mistakes.

In the process, past sins of omis-

sion and commission are exam-

ined as well. His conscience
reflects that there is always time
to ask for forgiveness, to be
forgiven and to change ourselves

and the world for the better.

"Check it Out" expresses the
thoughts of a man who has "ques-
tioned his own behavior," and
"Hotdogs and Hambuiigers" ques-
tions the past behavior of an
entire nation and its dealings with
the American Indian. We all must
choose a path to take in life, and
just like making a choice between
hotdogs and hamburgers, "Eve-
ryone of us has got to choose
between right and wrong, and
giving up or holding on."

According to Mellencamp in

"We Are The People," we choose
in our lifetime whether we hold
a man's color of his skin against
him, and whether we turn our
backs on the homeless. "Down
and Out In Paradise," and "Empty
Hands" examines the suffering of

people who can no longer make
ends meet.

The LonesomeJubilee showcases
a man content with himself and
a man inspired by his inner drive

to express what he feels is right.

The album does more than high-

light the artist's new found lyrical

maturity. It captures the listener

with catchy riffs that are played

simply and layered beautifully

with the acoustic sounds of ban-
jos, mandolins, harmonica, accor-

dion and numerous steel guitars.

The music and lyrics possess a
genuine feeling of sincerity and

With the release of The LonesomeJubilee, John Mellencamp has firmly

established himself as one of rock-and-roll's top artists.

healthily examine that state of

our nation without preaching or

giving little hope for a better

future.

Mellencamp shows that we all

make mistakes, but we all have
the ability to do a lot of good as

well. It is up to us to seek out that

good, and work toward a brighter

future. A quote Mellencamp uses
from Ecclesiastes on the inside

cover of the album perhaps sums
up the mood of its music, express-

ing that, "There is nothing better

for men that they should be happy
in their work, for that is what the>
are here for, and no one can bring
them back to life to enjoy what
will be in the future, so let them
enjoy it now."
Mellencamp is a man whc

enjoys his work and who has come
into his own to do his job very
well. The "American Fool" is a

fool no more, and he truly deserves
to enjoy his success.

Local stars shine for two handicappedyouths
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

What do Tommy Conwell and
the Young Rumblers, Bricklin,

Dynagroove, the Flamin' Cauca-

sions, Big Daddy Graham and
Hooter Andy King have in com-

mon? They are all examples of the

finest in Philadelphia talent and
they are all performing at a benefit

concert at Mermaid Lake in

nearby Blue Bell on Oct. 4 at noon.
The WMMR-hosted concert is

a benefit for two area youths who
have been paralyzed in accidents.

Jimmy Brown of Narberth and
George Butera of Ambler are both
20. They are also both quadripleg-

ics. Butera was vacationing at the
New Jersey shore last summer
with his friends, when he dove
into a wave and fractured verte-

brae in his back. Butera is now
a quadriplegic for life.

Brown was drag racing with
friends on Montgomery Ave. last

April. The car he was in crashed
into a steel utility pole. Brown is

paralyzed from the neck down. He
will never walk or talk again.

It is hard to imagine what it is

like to be 20 years old and a
quadriplegic. Imagine being con-

fined to a wheelchair because you
can't move your arms and legs.

Imagine reaching the end of your
teen years, finally achieving that

long sought after independence,
and it is meaningless because you
are dependent on others for even
your most basic needs. Imagine
your family going into debt
because of your hospital bills.

Brown and Butera do not have to

image it — they live it every day.

Brown and Butera have a lot of

frj^nds, though, and those friends

have organized a benefit concert

for them. Mermaid Lake, the site

of the concert, is four miles north

of King of Prussia mall. It is

approximately half-a-mile off

Route 202.

One hundred percent of the

profits will go to help Butera and
Brown. Doors open at 11:30 a.m.

on Oct. 4. The concert is from
noon til 6 p.m. Tickets are avail-

able through Ticketron, Oreleans
Restaurant and Mardi Gras Cab-
aret in Paoli, Plastic Fantastic in

Bryn Mawr and Mads Records in

Ardmore.

Horror King strikes again
By ALLEN AMBROSINO

Misery
by Stephen King
Viking Publishing

In Stephen King's latest novel,

Misery, famous writer Paul Shel-

don is held hostage by psychotic

ex-nurse Annie Wilkes. He is

forced to endure many gruesome
tortures during his 10-month stay

in her secluded farmhouse in

Colorado and faces the possibility

of death every day. Wilkes goes
through very sudden mood swings
whenever anyone disagrees with
her and does not hesitate to act

when angry.

At the beginning of the novel,

Sheldon wakes up in a great deal

of pain and is completely unaware
of where he is or how he got there.

WiUces. his "No. 1 fan," begins to

tell him exactly what has hap-

pened and why he is hurt (broken

lep, cruahed pelvis). After com-
pleting Fast Can. his latest novel,

Sheldon became very drunk, went
for a drive and crashed on the side

of the road.

Wilkes happened to drive by
and see him lying unconscious in

his overturned car, so she pulled

him out of the wreckage and took

him to her home. Wilkes took care

of Sheldon for the next two weeks,
keeping him alive by feeding him
intravenously and giving him
painkillers.

Once vain, Stephen
fungmnus nis aumence
with a suspense-filled,

psychoh^ficai master-

piece. H^ery is sure to

keepyou on the edge of
your seat uutK the last

page IS imueUm

After speaking to Wilkes for

this short period of time, Sheldon

senses that something is seriously

wrong with her mental state of

mindT Sheldon feels as if he is in

trouble from the start and realizes

that his life is in jeopardy. He
learns that he must humor Wilkes

and tell her what she wants to

hear if he ever wants to escape

with his life.

Sheldon has become a very

famous writer because of the

character. Misery Chastain. He
wrote a series of novels about her

that were very popular, especially

with Wilkes. The problem was
that Sheldon's latest Misery novel.

Misery s Child, had Misery Chas-

tain die because of complications

while giving birth. When Wilkes

finished reading the novel, she

went insane and told Sheldon that

he must write a new novel and
bring her back to life.

During the next few months,

Sheldon starts writing the new
novel and Wilkes becomes more
and more dominant over him. For

example, she chops off his right

foot for trying to escape and his

left thumb for complaining about

the quality of the typewriter. This

section of the novel contains some
scenes that are as gory and hor-

rifying as any novel King has ever

written.

Sheldon experiences more phys-

ical and mental pain than any

other character in King's numer-

iContinued on pagu 27i
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Two horrifying films explore the macabre Frimdly Floppies . .

.

By RUSS CECCOLA

"Hellraiser"

directed by Clive Barker
New World Pictures

"Dolls"

directed by Ed Naha
Empire International Pictures

''HMMmt'' Is tte

slkkestf most intense

honw fUm to be shown
In thenten since ''Efll

Dendr'mMl''MNIglit'

mere onBm Street

hnt3:Drenm
Wnrrhrs."

This past week has seen the

release of two excellent films from
independent movie companies:
"Hellraiser" from New World
Pictures and "Dolls" from Empire
International Pictures. Both com-
bine a good story line with the top-

of-the-line effects and camera
work to give the most horror for

your money. Before either of these
films disappear from the theaters,

which will inevitably happen, run
out and see these masterpieces of

the macabre.

Msmm
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Part-time positions available

in Bryn Mawr marketing firm

near public transportation.

Afternoon & evening hrs.

available. No selling. Salary -»-

bonus. Call Mr. Marker, 1-9

p.m., 527-8600. Paid training.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Get your ideal part-time job.

School year job. No selling.

Work 2 or 3 evenings a week
from 5 to 10 p.m. Pick the

days. Located near Bryn
Mawr train station and P&W.
Call for interview, 527-8600,

from 2-10 p.m.. Miss Dolan.

Employment Opportunities
Drivers Needed!

National Parking operator
based in Center City seeks
full-time and part-time driv-

ers for its hotel, hospital and
parking locations. Suburban
locations as well. Day/eve.

shifts/Special valet events
(private parties, weddings,
banquets, etc.) avail. Fiex.

hrs. Good apf>earance, atti-

tude, ability to drive a stick-

shift a must. Men/women
encouraged to apply. Call

(215)667-6867.

Dining room at Phila. Country
Club, Gladwyne, has open-
ings for wait staff & bus
person posltkms. Flex, hrs.,

guaranteed earnings, meals
and reasonable hrs. Will train.

Call Mr. Voorhees, 525-6000.

FORSALE
Three cushioned sota,

w/wniie siripsfl

$50; MM

"Hellraiser" is the slickest,

most intense horror film to be
shown in theaters since "Evil

Dead 2" and "A Nightmare on Elm
Street Part 3: Dream Warriors."

Both written and directed by the

newest master of horror fiction,

Clive Barker, "Hellraiser" takes

Barker's visions and puts them
into some of the most disturbing

and chaotic scenes since the
shower scene of "Psycho" Barker
is giving Stephen King a run for

the money and is already the most
popular horror novelist in Britain,

thanks to the success of his six-

volume Books of Blood.

The story behind "Hellraiser"

is bizarre, but I will make my
best attempt to explain it. Larry
Cotton (Andrew Robinson) and
his wifeJulia (Clare Higgins) have
just moved into Larry's mother's
house, which had been uninhabit-

ed for a while. Through flash-

backs, we see that Larry's brother,

Frank (Sean Chapman), came to

the house, shortly before the
couple moved in, with a strange

Chinese puzzle box made of wood
and metal. By playing with the

box in an upstairs room, Frank
Cotton opens up a door to another
dimension rulcKl by Cenobites, a

foursome of demons who advocate

reaching the ultimate pleasure

through the ultimate pain.

Frank Cotton is pulled into the

Cenobites' dimension and is tor-

tured. When Larry Cotton gashes
his hand with a nail and bleeds

on the floor of the same upstairs

room, Frank is brought back to

life slowly and his body is formed
from the blood. Julia Cotton had
an affair with Frank Cotton and
is the only one who knows that

Frank Cotton has escaped the

Cenobites* dimension. She kills

more men in the same room to

bring Frank Cotton back to a full

existence so that she can make
love to him once more.

Matters are complicated as the
Cenobites return into the earthly

dimension when Larry Cotton's

daughter, Kirsty, reopens the
puzzle box after stealing it from
Frank Cotton '% forming body.
^'Hellraiser" talces this story to

the limits of grotesqueness and
leaves the audience with an end-
ing that can spawn an sequel.

The effects m "Hellraiser" are

incredible and only strengthen

Barker's excellent directing and
story. This film has already been
deemed a sleeper hit and rightfully

so. Only upon seeing it can you
fully appreciate Barker's incred-

ible talent as an author and
portrayer of the darker side of

human nature and the

supernatural.

"Dolls," on the other hand,

takes a particularly simple story

and expands it into a full length
motion picture, with more of the
plot revealed every other minute.

Guy Rolfe and Hilary Mason star

as Gabriel and Hilary Hartwick,

an old couple who own a house

far in the countryside. When a

young girl named Judy (Carrie

Lorraine), her parents David and
Rosemary, Ralph Morris and a

couple of punkers named Isabel

and Enid arrive at the house
duringa strong thunderstorm, the
story begins.

The Hartwicks put the people
up for the night and throujghout

the seemingly endless night, the
bad-tempered members of the
group are killed by unseen crea-

tures, which we later find out are
dolls. The Hartwicks are dollmak-
ers and each doll is an original,

with no other like it. The dolls

come alive at night and only Judy
and Ralph understand what they
are and how they are made. I will

leave the Hartwicks' secret up to

you to find out when you see the
film.

"Dolls" is the work of the same
team that brought the classic

"Reanimator" to movie audiences.
The effects of John Beuchler are

incredible, with the title charac-

ters coming to life almost unbe-
lievably. The house in which the

story takes place beats out every

other scary house I have seen in

the movies, and the part of the

movie that revolves around
Judy's story of seeing "elves" and
everyone else's disbelief gives

"Dolls" an extra substance. Race
to the theaters and see this great

film before its run in the area

ends.

Monday Night

John Barleycorn

Price

Any Menu Item!

(With This Coupon)
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By RUSS CECCOLA

PHM PEGASUS •••

ELECTRONIC ARTS
C64/128,AP

If you are sick of plain games
that involve ships and airplanes,

then PHM Pegasus should be your
next purchase. In it, you control

a Patrol Hydrofoil Missilecraft,

the long name for a hydrofoil. This
vessel speeds along the water on
a layer of air and can achieve

incredible speeds with which it

can easily surprise enemies. You
« command one of three NATO ally

hydrofoils in PHM Pegasus in one
of eight missions.

There are two modes in which
you operate your hydrofoil— from
the bridge and on an operations

map. Most of your time will be

spent on the bridge, but you have
to look to the map to find out your
mission's location as well as the

place of yourself and your enemy.
You initially choose one of the

eight missions, from navigating

the Yucatan straits to escorting

a supply ship out of the Persian

Gulf. In all of the missions, your
score depends on whether you
achieve your main objective, how
many enemies are destroyed, how
many enemies are damaged, how
much time is left and whether you
survive.

There are relatively few con-

trols that you have to learn and
the weapons you can use are: a

76 millimeter cannon, chaff

rocket. Harpoon missiles, Gabriel

missiles and Exocet missiles.

. PHM Pegasus comes with a com-
plete manual as well as cards that

depict the various ships for easier

recognition. This simulation will

keep you busy on the seas of the

world for a long time.

EOS: EARTH ORBIT
STATIONS •• 12
ELECTRONIC ARTS C64/
128, AP

I hate to call this release a game,
but that is how EOS is referred

to by its designer. The detail

incorporated in this program of

space colonization is incredible.

The basic premise in EOS is that

you must build from scratch a

space station suited for a mission

that you select. The station can

be any combination of 39 modules,

with only six of these 39 absolute-

ly necessary.

You must first choose to commit
your station design to one of sevefi

missions. These missions range
from building a hospital near
Mars to searching for life in the

Solar System. Once selected, the

real challenge begins.

You must keep track of all

money supplied for the project as

well as every other possibility and
problem. In doing this, you have
a vast selection of commands at

your disposal. From reading infor-

mation about a planet or moon to

piloting a shuttle, everything you
need is in your hands.

Based on NASA's plans for the

next 50 years of space exploration,
£05 includes details and facts

about every planet and moon in

the SoUr Syaltm. EOS takes two
disks to captare all of this infor-

mation, as wt/k as the missinni

andCMW itMft The flMMaal that

oo«Ms with ttwyif lariiiifa rips

SB OHnplatMipthe siiiiiBa and a

^0£ is akMt a tmsriiiral the

game (two to 40 hours) and design

advanced stations such as cargo-

liners, space hospitals, dry docks
and settlements^OS will keep
you occupiea^lrtme present with
deciding the future.

THE ADVANCED OCP ART
STUDIO •••• FIREBIRD
SOFTWARE C64/128,ST
Most art programs are fairly

simplistic in their commands,
graphics and detail. However, this

recent release from Firebird puts

most other graphics programs to

shame. With two manuals, two
disks and a multitude of options

in your hands, you can draw or

create almost anything that your
mind can formulate. All com-
mands are chosen from menus,
and the program can be used with
joystick, keyboard, mouse or

Koala Pad.

The two disks that come with
The OCP Art Studio are almost

like two different programs. One
contains The OCPArt Studio and
the other contains The Advanced
OCP Art Studio. The difference

lies in the features that each
contains. The OCP Art Studio is

primarily for basic drawings,
whereas The Advanced OCP Art
Studio allows the use of multiple

colors and a whole new set of

options to accommodate these

colors.

The best way to show the

intense power in the package is

to describe the features available.

The OCP Art Studio disk is run
completely by windows, icons and
pull-down menus. The pictures

can be rotated, cut, stretched and
transformed into any shape
desired. There are three levels of

magnification, 16 pens, 16 user-

definable brushes and 8 random
sprays. Text can be entered, and
many geometric shapes can
instantly be drawn. The program
even includes an undo option to

eliminate the last command.
The Advanced OCP Art Studio

offers many options for multiple

colors, including the ability to use
48 shades of gray-scale. The user

can select areas to cut and paste,

eliminating certain colors and
including others. The main point

of The Advanced OCP Art Studio

disk is to be able to have full

creative control over your picture

by drawing in more than one color

at the same time. The program
succeeds in this goal and the

package as a whole works well in

translating the ideas in your head
to a printer.
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On the Scene ... Entertainment tidbits
By MARYJO YANNACONE

As we enter into the Indian

summer month of October, the

television industry is putting

itself into high gear for a new fall

season. From the looks of things,

though, few new shows will enter

onto the scene in the following

weeks. As usual, the three major
networks have flooded their sche-

dules with private detective series,

as well as the standard law and
order/cops and robbers show.
The latest trend is the family-

oriented situation comedy pro-

gram, in which sarcastic children

deal with adults who serve as

parents, uncles, cousins, etc. For

the most part, however, this fall's

viewing offers a wide variety of

programs, with something of

interest to just about everyone.

Each network seems to have a
theme, and ABC's theme is by far

the least appealing. Aside from a

very few shows, the majority of

programs on this station are truly

ludicrous. There are the new
programs, eight in all, which do

not seem to offer much hope for

their own survival. The best and

brightest ABC has to offier

includes one variety show, four

hero-oriented dramas/slapsticks,

two light-hearted (and light-

minded) sitcoms and one welcome

surprise.

That surprise is the hour-long

comedy/drama ''Thirtysome-

thing," a story about a young

couple's dealing with mid-life,

each other and a new baby. Set

to air on Tuesdays at 10 p.m.,

"Thirtysomething" should be off

to a good start by closing out the

blockbuster lineup of "Who's the

Boss," "Growing Pains" and
"Moonlighting."

As for the remainder of ABC's
schedule, there is not an abun-

dance of good news. Sundays and

Mondays send us pseudo-
adventure and weak plots with
"Spenser: For Hire" and "Mac-
Gyver," while Wednesdays and
Saturdays are smothered in the

soap operas "Dynasty" and
"Hotel.'*^

Thursdays and Fddays are the

typical throw away nights for

ABC, offering a string of inane

sitcoms. ("The Charmings" for

instance, tells the tale of a story-

book family that comes to live in

a quiet suburb.) The exception for

Friday night is the international

program "20/20," which will

always shine as one of ABC's few
true accomplishments of the '80s.

By far the most redundant
network in television this fall is

CBS, which has scheduled more
dramas than ABC and NBC com-
bined. Of 10 new shows, eight are

dramas dealing with some branch

of the law, while just two sitcoms

managed to squeeze past the

chairman of the board.

The only one of the CBS dramas
sure to at least make a dent in

the Nielsen's is "Tour of Duty,"
a series dealing with life after the
Vietnam War for its many victims.

Of the two sitcoms, my best bet

would be Uie family-oriented
"Everything s Relative," primar-
ily because it falls on Monday
nights between "Kate and Allie"
and Newhart," both of which are
highly successful, not only in

ratings, but also in quality.
Other than the previously men-

tioned shows, only two series

from last year offer any consola-

tion to this viewer, and they finish

up the Monday night lineup. Both
"DesigningWomen" and "Cagney
and Lacey" are first-rate pro-

grams, perhaps the only ones of

their kind on the CBS network.
Clearly, the most successful

network last season was NBC as
evidenced by the fact that only

four new shows iire premiering
this fall. Among these are two
sitcoms, one drama and one adven-
ture series, the best-known being
the "Cosby Show" spinoff about
Lisa Bonet's life at college entitled

"A Different Worid." Also prom-
ising 18 "AYear in the Life," airing

on Wednesdays at 9 p.m. Preced-

ing "St. Elsewhere,' this series

may turn out to be a success

primarily because of the human
aspect of the show.
NBC should have no problems

with the Nielsens this season, at

least not while "Family Ties,"

"The Cosby Show," "Cheers,"
"Night Court" and "L.A. Uw,"
as well as critically acclaimed
"Golden Giris" are being
broadcast.

In conclusion, the pickings are

wide in style and slim in quality,

though there are a few shinning
stars on each network. This is not

all that bad.

The new fail television season Is underway
By ROBERT DUGGAN

As we move deeper into the new
fall television season, more and
more new programs are emerging
as the three major networks begin

to finally kick their fall lineups

into full gear. Here are views of

some of the latest new shows to

h'^ the tube:

"Full House (ABC, Fridays 8-

8:30 p.m.) Bog Saget plays a

sportscaster who enlists two
friends, played by John Stamos
and David Coulier, to help raise

his three daughters after his

wife's death.

Cheap sight gags (which consist

mainly on the torturing of the

youngest girl), poor dialogue, and

Coulier's pathetic impressions

make this a poor show for viewers

and a living hell for the genuinely

talented Saget.

"Hooperman" (ABC, Wednes-
days 9-9:30 p.m.) The creators of

"L.A. Law," Steven Bochco and
Terry Fisher, present John Ritter

is Harry Hooperman. Hooperman
is a hip San Francisco detective
who has inherited a run-down
apartment building.

Ritter is perfectly suited for the

relaxed, natural comedy style the

creators have brought to the

show, but he falters considerably

in the dramatic scenes. "Hooper-
man," however, looks like the best

new show this season by far, even
when taking Ritter's dramatic
lackings into consideration.

"The 'Slap' Maxwell Story"
(ABC, Wednesdays 9:3010 p.m.)

Dabney ("Buffalo Bill") Coleman
stars as "Slap" Maxwell, a disil-

lusioned sports writer for a small
newspaper in the Southwest.
Coleman is great as the highly

opinionated, cliche-spewing
"Slapper."

The show features dialogue
teeming with great lines presented
in machine gun fashion. Don't
laugh during the show or you will

miss most of the jokes. This show
is second only to "Hooperman" in

the lineup of new fall shows.
"I Married Dora" (ABC, Fridays

8:30-9 p.m.) A widower with two
children (played by Daniel Hugh-
Kelly) marries his Latin house-
keeper (played by Elizabeth Pena)

to keep her from being deported.

Pena is pretty good as the
tactless housekeeper who is for-

ever getting into problems. Kelly
and the two kids play little more
than stock sitcom family
characters.

"Tour of Duty" (CBS, Thurs-
days 8-9 p.m.) This is the most
ambitious of the new shows,
trying to bring the growing wave
of Vietnam awareness to the small
screen. "Tour of Duty" follows

the exploits of a platoon as they
try to survive the year that makes
up their tour of duty.,

Sgt. Zeke Anderson, played by
Terence Knox, is the main char-

acter. He is the super-soldier/

survivor who will be the lone

constant in the show as the rest

of the characters are introduced
and die. This show comes off as
a sterilized "Platoon" because of

television's violence and profanity
standards but it is a noble attempt
nonetheless.

"A Different Worid" (NBC,
Thursdays 8:30-9 p.m.) Bill Cosby
tries to bring his Midas touch to

this poor vehicle for Lisa Bonet.
Denise Huxtable goes off to college

for her sophomore year and
encounters the "different world"
that is the land of college dorms.
Instead of presenting an accurate
picture of what dorm life is in

reality, this show is merely
another picture-perfect snapshot
of a sit-com.

(Continued on page 23)
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New term and new music create confusion
By JOE McGOWAN

What is generally thought of as

"New Age*' music is the pre-

packaged background music direct-

ed toward the yuppie market.
Most of this music is, though
mekxlious, exceedingly tedious.

But the term "New Age" has
suffered prodigious misuse by
music critics, for it really covers

a spectrum of music that is

remarkably broad.

The Windham Hill label has,

since its inception, been associated

with the term "New Age."
Although some might scoff at the

label "New Age" as cryptically

signifying "neo-liberal" or "neo-

hippie," the term simply denotes

an attempt to break away from

»»«trwoi«> '•U- '•i/<*m:

the "music for money" scene ot

the big business record industry.*

Windham Hill, started by guit-

arist Will Ackerman some years

ago (He is now its chief executive

officer), is a community of musi-

cians who earn their living from
record sales and the collective

shows put on by this family of

musicians. The sole aim of the

company was, and still is, to make
available the highest quality

music regardless of its

marketability.

Windham Hill has been at the

forefront in promoting "New Age"
music and, not surprisingly, many

of thit genre's best talents are

signed to the label. Other record

labels have tried to enter this

market with their offerings,

including the Life Style label and
Living Music, Inc., the releases of

which are, however, distributed

by Windham Hill.

The only way to describe just

what "New Age" music is, is to

put forward what it is not, to set

up some sort of teundanes for a
working definition.

NEO.PSYCHEDEUA
Neo-psychedelia, the so-called

"revival" in the "acid" or "psy-

chedelic" rock of the '70s b^n
in England, some would say, with
the formation of the Sisters of

Mercy. Excepting Uli Jon Roth's

Electric Sun project, most of the

groups at times associated with
this movement were only minim-
ally influenced by psychedelic
rock. Groups often attached to

this label include The Damned,
The Cult, The Mission U.K. (an

outfit formed from the now
defunct Sisters of Mercy), The
Cure and The Cocteau Twins.
ART ROCK
Although a term now rarely

used, art rock was once years ago
applied to virtually any group that

produced songs whose length was
in excess of five minutes. The
"Art Rock" movement was really

the early years of Progressive

Rock and featured such acts as

Atomic Rooster (with Carl Palmer
on drums). The Crazy World of

Arthur Brown, Soft Machine,
Colisseum I and 11 and The Nice

(which featured a young Keith
Emerson).

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
The progressive rock period

occurred during the heyday of

Yes, Genesis, U.K., ELP, Jethro
Tull and King Crimson and, like

art rock, was a form of rock music
tempered by the influence of

classical music.

PROGRESSIVE ROCK'S
NEW WAVE

Begun in 1982 by Marillion,

hailed as the "new Genesis,"

progressive rock's new wave
movement enjoyed roughly three

billiant years with such acts as

IQ, Pendragon, Pallas. Twelfth

Night and Daga Band. This "new
wave" came about when the kids

who had grown up as fanatical

followers of Yes, Genesis and ELP
formed bands of their own.
ELECTRONIC MUSIC
The electronic music field of the

rock music world is often lumped
in the "New Age" category since

many "New Age" artists have
been influenced by the works of

such pioneering electronic musi-
cians as Vangelis, Isao Tomita,
Tangerine Dream, Synergy and
William Carlos.

ELECTRIC JAZZ
Windham Hill is often thought

of as a jazz label since many record
shops place their releases in this

section, but there is nevertheless
a slight, but noticeable distinction

between certain "New Age" art-

ists and a Chick Corea or an Al
Di Meola.

When the category of "folk

music" is brought up, classifica-

tion of what is "New Age" is made
enormously difficult. Much of

"New Age" music is at least based

upon "traditional" or "folk"
musical styles and compositions.

Examples of this are the solo piano

rendition of "Greensleeves" by
Liz Story (a pianist formerly with
Windham Hill), "St. Basil's

Hymn" by Malcolm Dalglish (a

reworking, on solo hammer dul-

cimer, of a traditional song sung
by Greek school children at the

New Year), and "Moondance" by
Puck Fair (a rendition of the Van
Morrison song on panpipes, bodh-

ran and other Celtic instruments).

Each of these beautiful pieces

in some way borrows from either

traditional melodies or instru-

ments — and in that way "New
Age" is a form of folk music. But

what makes each of these "New
Age" is the form of presentation
— each has in some way been

reinterpreted for a new appreci-

ation of older music values.

While a great deal of "New Age"
music has to do with folk influ-

ences, much draws on other sour-

ces for inspiration, such as the

electronic instruments that often

figure prominently in "New Age"
recordings.

The rest of "New Age" music
covers such a broad field of mus-
ical styles and influences that

only a brief, selective and anno-

tated discQgraphy can do justice:

Philip Aaberg
High Plains

Windham Hill (1985)

(a solo piano album)

William Ackerman
Windham Hill

(The founder of Windham Hill

has several acoustic guitar

albums including

Turtle's Navel, It TakesA Year,

Childhoodand Memory, Passage

and Past Light.)

The Music of Cosmos

RCA (1981)

(This is the soundtrack to Carl

Sagan's PBS series "Cosmos"
and features electronic works
by Vangelis, Isao Tomita and
Synergy.)

Scott Cossu
She Describes Infinity

Windham Hill (1987)

(an album of primarily electric

guitar and acoustic and elec-

tronic keyboards featuring

Carribean, African and Latin

influences)

Scott Cossu and Eugene
Friesen

Reunion
Windham Hill (1986)

(a more classically influenced

album from Cossu with the

help of cellist Eugene Friesen)

Malcolm Dalglish

Jogging the Memory
Windham Hill (1985)

(features mostly traditional

pieces on solo hammer
dulcimer)

Mark Egan
Mosaic
Hip Pocket Records (1985)

(instrumental pieces centered

around Egan's electric bass)

Eugene Friesen

New Friend
Living Music (1986)

(more classically influenced

material from cellist Friesen)

Paul Halley

Pianosong
Living Music (1986)

(solo piano and organ compo-
sitions by Halley, who is the

organist and choirmaster of

New York's Cathedral of St.

John the Divine)'

(Con tinued on page 24)
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Con Chapel Series

Philadelphia Baroque
Ensemble
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I^ Your Distaitce

Curiosity iUlled the Cat
Mercury
^V4

Ifyou are interested in following

newly rising bands, consider
following Curiosity Killed the Cat.

Curiosity Killed the Cat is one of

England 8 hottest bands. England
has enjoyed their talent for a few
years; finally they have been
introduced to America. Curiosity

Killed the Cat's debut album Ktep
Your Distance is an excellent

start.

Members of the band include

singer Ben Volpeliere-Picrrot, 22,

drummer Miguel Drummond, 23,

bassist Nick Thorpe, 22, and
guitarist Julian Brookhouse, 24.

They are all young, gorgeous and
British. Their notoriety in Eng-
land led to four sold-out shows in

London and swarms of younggirls

fainting at the sight of members
of the band.

But cuteness does not mean
everything. T-heir looks did not get

them where they are today. Ip
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May, Keep Your DUtance debuted
at No. 1 in England. Curiosity

Killed the Cat hiu been on the

charts in England ever since. Just

released in America, the record

will have to work its wav up the
charts. Keep Your Distance debut-
ed low here, though it was on the
Top 50 album chart.

"MisfiU," the first track on the

album was previously released as

a 12-inch single. It is a bright,

danceable tune about those who
do not fit into the symmetry of

the world, with lyrics like: "Crazy
sheep noir the odd one out/ Crazy
freak let them know what your
all about." The video tor the single

is getting a lot of airplay on MTV.
The "Misfits*' video was directed

by the late Andy Warhol, in which
he makes an appearance.
"Down to Earth." a big hit in

England, is a song about bringing

someone who is living in a fantasy

world to reality. "Curiosity Killed

the Cat," the song that the band
named themselves after, is a light,

thrilling song. It is about living

an exciting life and winding it

down.
Another dance track, "Ordinary

Day," was also a chart topper in

England. It is about wanting to

stop time and keeping life always
the same. "Ordinary Day" is an
upbeat tune with good lyrics.

Volpeliere-Pierrot*s singing is

crisp, clear and identifiable. Ineir
lyrics are straightforward and
understandable. The songs hit

home, and one can identify with
them.
There is a good mixture of both

dance tracks and ballads, although
the dance tracks are prominent
throughout. The songs on f^ep
Your Distance do have a sameness
about them and there is a need
for diversification, but that will

come with time. Curiosity Killed

the Cat does not keep all of their

best songs, nor their worst, on one
side of the album, which makes
for easy listening. The album is

36 minutes k>ng with a total of

nine songs, that leaves you want-
ing more.

For a first effort. Curiosity did

a first-rate job. Some debut
albums are not produced well, but
Curiosity strove to attain the best

producer^ possible. For example,
Sting's producer Pete Smith, and
Simply Red's Stewart Levine,
were both employed.

Curiosity Killed the Cat are new
to America and will be treated as
such. They have been together as

a band since 1984, playing Lon-

don's hottest clubs. Now that they

are here, let them stay. I am
anxiously awaiting their next
album.
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At Domino's Pizzaff we've

got so many fresh, moutti-

watering toppings that it's
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nine, we guarantee you'll love
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another pizza or refund your

money. What's more, we
guarantee your hoi, delicious
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pizzas.
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I any OWicr ooupan or oM«f At

»i&A»*4 i • . . .
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By JEFF GILUES

Permanent Vacation
Aerosmith
Geffen Records

Aerosmith. the bad boys of

Boston, return to their old guitar
screaming style with the release

of their new album, Permamnt
Vacation. The album is Aero-

smith's second studio release

since the return of Ifuit^rist/

songwriterJoe Perry, who had left

because of differences with singer

Steven Tyler. .

The band seems to have found
its unity once again, a quality

lacking on the last album, Done
With Mirrors. With Perry and
Tyler pulling out. all the stops.

Permanent Vacation proves to be
classic Aerosmith.

The album opens with Perry's

guitar wailing away, leading into

an ear-piercing Tyler scream.*

"Heart's Done Time" continues to

rock solidly asJoey Kramer begins

to pound away on the drums,
providing the backbone of the

music. Tyler's vocals are strong

and he sounds better than ever.

"Magic Touch" keeps up with
the fast pace set by "Heart's Done
Time" and once again Perry
showcases his talents with some
amazing guitar work and a daz-

zling solo.

"Rag Doll" marks the return of

the song-writing style of "Walk
This Way" and "Sweet Emotion."
Although the song is not as rapid-

fire as most of the tracks on the

first side, "Rag Doll" has a hard-

edged sound with a high level of

energy.

The album kicks in again with
"Simoriah." another scorcher

with a heavy metal beat. Tyler
and Perry harmohi» to make the
song . one of the album's
highU^ts.
At this point on the album, one

becomesincreasing aware olthe
obsession with sex in the lyrics.

There are sexual connotatkNis in

just about every song. This
becomes crysital de^ in songs
such as "Dude (Lmks Like A
Udy)" and "Girls Keeps Coming
Apart."

"Dude^tooks Like A Lady)."

the album's first single, is about
a transvestite. and is slightly

diftenent from tb^ j|uitar-hpaad

sound of the album. However,
"Dude" rocks in its own style,

which shouki land radio airplay

and attract the attention of MTV.
"St. John" maintains the Aero-

smith tradition ol havingone soiig

im every albiim that makes abso-

lutely no sense. Somehow, telling

a saint to "be cpol" does not
constitute quality song-writing.

The song has a $tray Cats beat
that makes it interesting.

Side Two opens with a rhythm
and blues tune caUed 'Hangman
Jury." with hrics about a man
wlio.«hoot^ 1)19 wife because she
complains too much. This wajR^ is

»», ^.i^**

reminiscent of . Aerosmith's ver-

sion of "Train Kept A Rollin' " on
Get Yonr Witia,

The record also contains a

"Dream On" style ballad called

"Angel." Well-written and pack-

ing a hard. MMy beat. ''Angel"

displays the talents of the entire

band. It is defhfiitely one of the

best trucks on the aloum.
Ftrry and Tyler then rip into

the title track. ^Permanent Vaca-
tton." another hard-rocking tune.

Tyler sings about neediDg4o get

away fromit all and takes an anti-

drug, pro'sex appcoach.

Vm^tttiM «ds with

a cover of the Beatles' "Im
Down, followed fenr a Pink Fkwd
style instrum^Ktf. Tilled "The
Movie." the instnlhientol displays

some of Perry'i finest w^ to

date.

Aerosmith is as strong as ever

and alive with energy. AHhoiigh
the lyrics art vu||ar at times.

Ptrmiment Vatiatim is an excel-

lent, hard-rbddhg ilb0m. Aero-

smith has proven thitt they still

have what it takes to bring the

house down. This record Is meant
to be played kxid, be prepared for

a glass or two to shatterwhen you
listeo to Pfnmmifd Vaca^.

Aerosmith, the bad boys ol Boston, have ftnad unity in thslr latest album, Pemummt VmsMsm
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A National Consulting Firm
Offers:

c/4 Unique Opportunity
for Graduates in

Accountancy, Finance,

and Economics

Invites you to Attend a presentation

on October 5th

Waylke St.Davids Room-CO
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By TIM DANIELS

The Grateful Dead besic^^ed the

Spectrum for three sold-outshows
laist week. The Dead came to town
after a historic week in New York
City, in which they accepted their

first platinum record for In the

Darh and, after five sold-out

concerts,' Madison Square
Garden's Gold Ticket Award for

the sale of 100,000 tickets. The
most loyal of rock fans were
rewarded for their support with
top-rat^ performances.

llie hand has played with a

tightness that has not been seen
in years. Since lead guitaristJerry

Garcia's health has improved, he
has been uncharacteristically
animated, acknowledging the
crowd with raised fists.

Garcia's vocals rang k>ud and
clear, even if his range has dete-

riorated. His playing has been

precise and moving. Rhythm
guitarist Bob Weir has taken
much of the pressure off Garcia

with his stand-out vocals and
emotional leadership.

The first set Sept. 22, consisted

mainly of the Dead's rhythm and
blues selections. "Little Red Roos-

ter" featured excellent solos by
keyboardist Brent Mydland, Gar-

cia and Weir. Garcia indicated

that he was particularly into the

show, singing "When Push Comes
to Shove" and "Ramble On Rose."

TVShows
(Continuedfrom page 18)

Cardboard characters surround

the overtasked Bonet. This show
is little more than a showcase of

her^^nany lackings. Expect the

Cosby touch to rake in the ratings

but do not believe the numbers
reflect anything resembling
(^lalityi . _

'Beauty and the Beast" (CBS,
Fridays -8-9 p.m.) Linda Hamilton
stars in this modernized fairy tale

as a corporate lawyer whois
viciously attacked. Vincent, the

beast, (played by Ron Perlman)
finds her and takes her to his

underground lair beneath the
subway system of Manhattan. He
saves her life and a bond is

formed.

This show struck me as being
on the sappy side, trying to play
up the heart of gold behind the
face of the beast to a sickly sweet
degree. The total absence of

humor added to the stifling serious-

ness of the show makes this an
unbelievably boring entry.

The opening of the second set

delivered an extra-special treat as

Spencer Davis led the band into

"Gimme Some Lovin'," with
Brent's boogie on the piano. The
multi-faceted "Terrapin Station"

ascended to its tremendous
summit.

Bill Kreutzmann and Mickey
Hart's nightly drum set followed

with an improvisatkmal ambush.
PhU Lesh was "Truckin' " with
especially good bass playing.

Garcia guided the group through
the mournful "Stella Blue." A
great version of "Sugar Magnolia"
set the tone for what would
blossom for the Sept. 23 show.
The Dead unleashed a splendid

show on Sept. 23. Settled into the

Philadelphia scene, they pulled

out "Franklin's Tower" and
"Friend of the Devil," Words
cannot dojustice to the second set.

The crowd really got to move to

"Bertha." "Playing in the Band,"
"Mr. Fantasy" and "Uncle John's
Band" were simply hypnotic.

"I Need a Miracle" had everyone
singing as the spotlights panned
into the audience. A crowd favor-

ite, "Good Lovin' ," contained "La
Bamba," with Garcia vocalizing.

"U.S. Blues" was a well-received

encore.

The Dead had everyone dancing
from the start of the Sept. 24 show
with "Touch Of Grey." Lesh

rewarded the great Philadelphia

following with a "Box Of Rain,"
that was needed todouse the "Fire
on the Mountain."
Additionally, from the new

album. Bob sent the audience to

"JleU in a Bucket, " but they did

enjoy the ride. He also piloted the

band into "Throwing Stones."
which evolved, with the help of

the clapping crowd, into the
classic drumbeat of Kreutzmen
and Hart to Buddy Holly's ''Not

Fade Away." Garcia closed out
their visit singing with Bob
Dylan's emotional power, "Knock-
ing on Heaven's Door."
The three great Spectrum

shows were a spectacular end to

the East Coast fall tour, which

included extended stops at Prov-

idence. R.I., Landover, Md., and
New York, N.Y. Rock's most
enthusiastic fans urged the Dead
on to possibly their best shows
ever. The Grateful Dead, who
have reached the pinnacle of

commercial success, have reaf-

firmed that they are the premier
touring band of all time.

(pholo courtesy of Electric Factory Concerts)

The faiexhaustiUe Grateful Dead brought their popular show to the Spectrum on Sept. 22, 23
and 24, performing old scmgs, as well as tunes from their new release. In The Dark.

ALL INVrreO TO JOIN! !

Dateline Club

Phone Mail Inc.

(all 976-4444
POPULAR, PEMONAL

& PRIVATE
$1.S0 psr caM. 24 houf» a dty

Befcjteyouchoose alongdistance
service,take adose look.

You may be thinking about

choosing one of the newer

carriers over AT&T in order to

save money.

Think again.

Since January 1987, AT&T's

rates have dropped more than

15% for direct-dialed out-of-

state calls. So they're lower than

you probably realize. For infor-

mation on specific rates, you

can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T offers clear long

distance connections, operator

assistance, 24-hour customer

service, and immediate credit

for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from

anywhere to anywhere, all over

the United States and to over

250 countries.

You might be surprised at

how good a value AT&T really

is. So befoie you choose a

long distance company, pick

up the phone.

iOtf
The right choice.
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By THERESA JONES

Babylon and On, the latest

album from the U.K. band
Squeeze, has its own sound, that

may disappoint some old Squeeze
fans. The album, however, does

testify to the talents of band
vocalists and lyricists; Chris Dif-

ford and Glenn Tilbrook. The
album is far from being a failure,

though, because it has a few songs
that are good for dancing or

simply enjoying the beat.

Compared to early Squeeze hits

such as "Bang Bang" and "Slap

and Tickle," Babylon and On
carries a much melk>wer tone.

The mellow tone of the album in

and of itself is not necessarily a

drawback, except that there is not

the dynamism or variety found on
ArgyBargy, and there are not

likely to be as many hit singles

as there were from Coolfor Cats.

"Hourglass," the lead song on
side one, was recently released as

a single. One may be surprised at

the opening of this song, which
features Tilbrook on horns, some-

what of a different sound for the

band, but certainly a positive

development. "Hourglass" main-

tains a good steady beat, and
should prove to be a successful

single, though it may be the only

one.

"Footprints" follows the lead,

and is rather mellow but catchy

nonetheless. Unfortunately, the

songs following "Footprints'' do
not fill the shoes — so to speak
— of the two previous songs.

"Tough Love" features an
accordion which conjures up
visions of a Polish wedding party

waltzing its way through beer and
sausage. The lyrics, however, are

of a much less festive nature —
the topic is a devoted k>ver dealing

with physical abuse.

Bibjfkmmdfkih
$omewlmt of« ifovolop-

IMilt jlbiMi fot

SquMn. Compsnd to

eirtyolbmm, thenb
a notkoMe tmnhney
toward the mellow.

"The Prisoner" is lyrically an
appropriate foltowup to "Tough
Love," as our heroine decides she
wants more from life than her
"general" can give. "She reads the
stars he reads the sun/no wonder
his I.Q. is below2L" You may find

your feet tapping along to the beat

of this tune as well.

"In Today's Room" and "853-

5937" become a bit mellower
again and round out the first sid.

By this point, one may have heard

enough to decide how the new
sound of Squeeze compares with

old favorites such as "Goodbye
Giri" and "Take Me I'm Yours."

I think the oldies might win.

The opener on side two creates

hope for something different, but

quickly falls into the album's

general pattern of play. Luckily

"Striking Matches" offers a

reprieve. While it is very typical

Squeeze, it is of the old Squeeze,

and therefore a welcome regres-

sion. Difford has his chance at the

lead vocal» performing superbly

with help from other band
members and "mob vocals" in a

rather soidful piece.

"Cigarette of a single man/'
"Who are you?" and "Waiting

game" continue the stream of

Babylon and On, bringing us

finally to "Some Americans,"
v^ich may be the most interesting

of the 12 selections. If my first

impression of the lyrics is any-

where near what Difford and
Tilbrook are getting at, it is quite

a statement, presented in one of

the album's best tunes.

While musically Babylon and
On may not be as noteworthy as

its predecessors, at least Difford

and Tilbrook have lyrically carried

on the tradition. They paint vivid

pictures as they sing, and
although it may seem a bit trite

at first, it is really quite expres-

sive. The other band members.

Julian Holland, Gilson Lavis,

Keith Wilson and Andy Metcalfe

consistently — and perhaps a bit

too much — contribute their

musical talents and back-up
vocals, whic)i are particularly

good in "In today's room."

Babylon and On is somewhat of

a development album for Squeeze.

Compared to early albums, there

is a noticeable tendency toward

the melk>w. The new sound gets

to be a bit old after 12 songs.

Babylon and On doas have its good
selections, my favorites being
"Striking Matches," "Who are
you," and "Some Americans," but
for the true Squeeze fanatic, these
few among the many may not be
enough to merit this album a
position amoiig< the great original

hit of Squeeze.
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Music that defies all categories
<Continued front page 19)

Interior

Interior

Windham Hill (1985)

(a compilation of works by this

Japanese electronic group)

Latitude

Latitude

Lifestyle Records (1986)

(an electronic ensemble)

Michael Manring

Unusual Weather
Windham Hill (1985)

(features electric bass accom-
panied by wind instruments)

Wim Mertens
Close Cover

Windham Hill (1986)

(an excellent compilation of

acoustic and electronic pieces

from the Dutch keyboardist)

Montreux
Sign Language
Windham Hill (1987)

(a folk-influenced ensemble
featuring Darol Anger, Barbara

Higbie, Mike Marshall and
Michael Manring)

Puck Fair

Fair Play

Lost Lake Arts (Windham Hill)

(1987)

(a most interesting album influ-

enced by Celtric folk music)

Schonherz and Scottf
One Night in Vienna
Windham Hill (1987)

(a highly polished set of instru-

mentals by pianist Richard
Schonherz and guitarist Peter

Scott)

Shadowfax
Windham Hill

(a popular folk-influenced out-

fit with electronic touches to

their work, which includes

albums Shadowdance and The
Dreams of Children)

Jane Siberry

The Speckless Sky
Duke Street Records/Open Air
Records (1985)

(A highly acclaimed album
which at the first listening it

seems a strange, pop-oriented

work bordering on the "avant-

garde.")

Ira Stein and Russel Walder
Transit

"^

Windham Hill (1986)

(the unusual mixture of key-

boards and oboe works surpris-

ingly well)

Windham' |lill Samplers
various

Windham Hill (1981- ?)

(The best of these are the

Windham Hill Records Sampler
'86. 1985's A Winter's Solstice

and the 1987 Electronic

sampler. Soul of the Machine)

Paul Winter
Wintersong

(Perhaps one of the better

known "New Age" musicians.

Winter's instrumental work
appeals to a greatly varied

audience.)

Denny Zeitlin

Homecoming
Living Music (1986)

(a pianist who often collabo-

rates with Paul Winter)

SAFE UVA
TANNING

TANNING
CENTERS
FEATURINQ

"THE WOUFF SYSTEM"

• OPEN
7 DAYS

STUDENT SPECIAL

10 VISITS FOR ONLY

$45
Not Valid with any other

offer. Limit One Per

Person. Expires Oct. 1

7

FREE
TANNING
SESSION
Limit On* Par Paraon

^

i

f

* -*x

566 Loncoiter Av»^ HavecfofdT Pa.

tOCAlED NOCr TO AL E. GAIORS

525-7125

Confidential

Counseling
Free Pregnancy
Tests
All Services Free
Post Abortion
Counseling

Dealing with an UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY can be frightening.

Amnion's caring counselors give

good information about abortion

and its alternatives.

Confidentiality . . . that '« what
they promised me and that '8 tuhat

I needed to hear.

AMNION CHttW PN^QMANCY

\
Smokey Joe's

proudly presents

COMEDY
This Tu0t. Night

Hosted By
America's BeJoved Comic Genius

ToddGlass
wHkWmm's BigDaddyGnbm

plUB
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ByANDREW MATHIS

Hold Your Fift

Rush
Mercury

Hold Your Fire, the latest

release from Rush, the Canadian
power trio, is musically character-

istic of the material that they have
been releasing since 1983's Sig-

nals. In other words, it is boring,

bloated with keyboards, 'and a
distinct underestimation of this <

band's true talents.

Hold Your Fire is typical third-

stage Rush music. The first stage

was their pseudo-heavy metal
stage with albums like Caress of
Steel and 2112. The second stage,

which was highly progressive and
argued by many as the best stage,

began with 1977's A Farewell to

Kings and continued up until their

second live effort, Exit . . . Stage

Left. Since then, Rush's music has
entered the third stage of a seem-
ingly high-tech sound, of which
Hold Your Fire is a orime example.

the musicianahip. Bassist Geddy
Lee and drummer Neil Peart, are

considered to be tpday's masters

of their respective instruments.

This is obvious in songs like

"Prime Mover,V which is a typ-

icailly boring Rush song saved by

great bass fills. "Lock and Key,"^

which is loaded with the percus-

sions that has made Peart so

widely respected.

However, lost in this barrage of

musicianship is guitarist Alex
Ufeson, who judging upon earlier

Rush efforts, is clearly one of the

most underrated guitarists of our
day. The gross overusage of key-

boards on Hold Your Ftre leaves

Lifeson in the dust.

There are minimal solos and
very little acoustic guitar-playing,

of which Lifeson is also a master.
Lifeson's only half-decent expo-

sure on Hold Your Fire is "Turn
The Page," which features a good
acoustic introduction by Lifeson,

but is otherwise just another
typical Rush effort.

Still, there are one or two saving
graces on Hold Your Fire. "Force

Ten," which opens the album, is

a good tune all around, with a
hard-driving beat and some decent
lyrics supplied by percussionist

Peart. Good lyrics are also pro-

vided in "Tai Shan," an ode to

Eastern lands, reminiscent of

Rush's progressive near-
masterpiece "Xanadu," from A
Farewell to Kings.

Unfortunately, the rest of the
album's lyrics are difficult to

understand, as Peart 's wording
usually is. Peart 's days of lyric-

writing are clearly slipping away.

Rush is a prime example of a

band whose able musicians are

not exploit^ well enough by the

band's material. It might be
dismissed as a case of "too many
cooks spoiling the broth," if it

were not for Rush's excellent

earlier effort.

Rush should realize that pro-

gressive music is an idea whose
time is not passed and return to

the caliber of their former work
or else they themselves shall

become an idea that has come and
gone.

While MbW row frre is

definitely not a great

album by any stretch off

the imagination, it does

have some good points,

specifically the musi-

tianship.

To understand the art

ofmanagement, learn

from me masters:

Bentley s Master of
Business Administratioa
Bt*ntley College's Master of Business Administratioti is

designed to help men iuid women who aspire to general

management positions ftirther develop these capabilities.

The MBA pn^nuii approaches management as an iul

—

the art of ac*ting in the here iind now to develop coherent
pragmatic strategies for responding to market challenges

and opportunities; to lead others in adapting to and
developing new technologit*s; and to induce others to give

their lx*st efforts in a c(K)perative pursuit of organizational

goals.

Paint a brighter hiture for your career with a Bentley

MBA. For further information,

call (617) 891-2108.

(photo courtesy of PolyGram Records)

Rush (l.*r., Alex lifeson, Geddy Lee, Neil Peart) recently released
their new album. Hold Your Fire, which continuetfin the style of their
last few albums.

While Hold Your Fire is definite-

ly not a great album by any
stretch of the imagination, it does
have some good points, specifically

SAFERIDES

Vlllanova Saferides

645-4455.

Salomon Brothers Inc
cordially Invites

Graduating Seniors
to attend a

Presentation
to be held on

Thursday, October 8th
at

6:00PM
in the

Connelly Center
Wayne/St. David Rooms

to discuss opportunities

in our

Branch Operations
Orientation Training

Program
(BOOT)

Reception To Follow

Oonakteralion fof

to

Bentley College
Graduate School Admissions
Walthani, MA 02254

XEROX COPIES
Quick Printing

Fast Service

Low Prices

Self-Service Copies

While - U- Wait Or Overnight

Typesetting - Binding

- Pick Up & Delivery

imUmM Prlmtlmg Center
itiiii iiiiiiiiiim

f-

1044 W. Lancaster Avenue
(Com«r of RolMfts Road ft Lancaster Avanua)

Bryn Mawr
525-851

1

Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:30-530

Saturday
10:00-2:00

I ,k itHii
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The Vnianovan

welcomes parents

to campus this weekend

Have a

good time:I

(Don't forget, tailgates are from

10:15 a.ni.-l:15 p.in. this week.)

Ifffieywon^feVyouabout If,

ffiM youkoQiy ffmusfbe great.

Purpk PosskhC Out of the boHttub, into the can,

and onto the dveivs of your favorite store.

Discover it for yourself.

BottM for MbrW W>dt DalSt^ ProdlKfl Company Sy l««rog* Conoph. S> lown. Mo 63IM 15 Prool

Look for next
week's special

Alcohol Awareness
edition of

the Villanovan.

^T ^tuLe, ^T^OiTZ

Men
Wash, Cut
Blow Dry
Regularly $12 00

'lOFF

323 E. Lancaster Ave.

NAIL CARE
SKIN CARE

BODY WAXING
»1 - »2 OFF

DEPENDING ON SERVICE

t

687-1654

Women
Wash, Cut
Blow Dry

& Iron

Regularly $20 00

*20FF

Wayne, PA 19087

The Sisters of KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA would like to welcome

their national president

' Maridri Williams

For their Founder's Day
Celebration on Oct. 7.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM ORDER

HOAGIES
<^

PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat. 1 1 a.m.-3 a.in.

Owned and operated by Vincent Amendda, former owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria In West Philadelphia

NOW HIRING

PIZZA Medium Small

Cheese
PepperonI
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping
3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
With thisjCoupon

Buy 1 pizza any size

Get 2 toppings for the price of 1!

(Not valid with any other offerff)

Stromboli Lg. Sm.
Italian 8.85 5.75

Pepperoni 7.50 5.00

'< -

Sicilian

( one size only)

$10.50

Steaks Available Soon!?

TUESDAY A THURSDAY
With this Cou|>on
Buy 1 large pizza

get two 16oz. sodas FREE!!

(Not vaiid with any other offerff)

ITALIAN SPECIAL 3.30
(imported ham, genoa salami, capicolla,
provolone cheese and prosQiutto, topped with
pure olive oil and spices}

ITALIAN HOAGIE 2 95
HAM&CHEESE 2 80
PROVOLONE & SALAMI ,.\\\\\ 2 80
TUNA .....'.'310

TURKEY :..!!!!!;;;;; aao
ROA^TBEEF 3.6O

^^^*- , ; 2.60

(All our meats are delicatessen quality!)

Sandwiches also availabia HO Til

Tax is not included

WITH THIS COUPON
$1.50 OFF

SICILIAN PIZZA!

FRIDAY. SATURDAY A SUNDAY
Buy a large pizza
with one topping

Get one FmiB Ittor of soda
(Not veNdwim any other offerff

)

i
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out oollM^km (rf novels. He goes
from being an independent,
sti^mg-wUled man tQ a little child,

afraid of beingiliadplined.

Beside beinp psychotic. Wilkes
had a very childish sense of right

and wrong. Because of this, Shd-
don ends up being tortured and
abused many times for no appar-
ent reason. The reader never
knows when or how Wilkes will

fly off the handle and beoome a
destructive maniac. For this rea-

son, Misery is a superior noyel and
is filled withxiaiibit4ng,'^.uspense-

ful moments.
When Sheldon finally decides to

fight back and break Wilkes'4:eign

of terror, the novel turns into a
private battle between the two.

Because of King's writing skills,

the winner of this oonfrontation

is in doubt untiUhe very end.

Onde. again. King tJiriUs his
audience with a suspense-filled^

psychological masterpiece. 'Mis-

ery is sure to keep you on the edge

of your seat\intil the last page is

turned. Many horror novels are 1

very predictable, but Misery is a
rarity in the journalistic world; it

is both suspenseful and
entertaining.

,
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MMt a Medill Representative at ttie Ninth Annual Graduate

and Professional School Admissions Forum at Rosemoht
College on Oct. 7, 1 987.
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MCAT. DAT, NCLEX, Nfy^lB. CPA, BAR REVIEW & OTHERS

Prepare with The Best
546-3317 • 659-9111
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TELEMARKETING
REPRESENTATIVES
PART-TIME $7.00/HOUR

The Institute for Scientific Information, inc. is the largest commercial produ-

cer of information services and literature for the scientific, technical and

scholarty communitiee. Our extensive line of print, on-line data base and

microcomputer products are used daily by researchers and professionals

threuglKXJt the world.

We have unique pert-time opportunities for individuals HrK)wledgeabie in tele-

marketing and sales methods/techniques. Will conduct telephone surveys

for market research as wen as perform telephor>e marketing and sales A

background in Biology/Chemistry or lwlarksting/Communk:atk>ns with at least

6 months of gerferal sales experience and excellent communk:atk)n skiHs. A

science background is hkihlv desirable.

A HeMlblc work schedule can be arranged behnfeen the hours of 8:30 a.m^

and 6:00 em* HeaiMlad oendMates shouki cii Tom Robertson. 21 5-366-

01 00. exl. 1 527 or send resume to:
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3801 Market Sirest Pfiitedalph««. P«(wnvl¥tnia 1S10S

OmneTrjrOiirNewltoNaclioSabdBafi
^m An«ToiM!ui<'fitt,jQSt$3J9 widi oni|Mm.
Cp^Nowyou can help yourselfto all the tacos, nachos, and salad you want—just theway

you want them. Choose fromover a dozen delicious finngs, everything from spicy ground

beefto zestynadio sauce. And help yoitrselfto ourAD-You-Can-Eat Soup, Salad, and Fruit

Bar, too. All for just $3.99 ($2.99 for kids under 12) with these coupons.
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N^Dfnefi's soccer
By JOHN FAY

After recovering from a heart-

breaking loss suffered at the

hands of the Adelphi Panthers last

Saturday, the Villanova women's
soccer team rebounded to go
undefeated in three games this

past week. With two victories and

one tie, the squad's record cur-

rently stands at 3-1-2.

On Sept. 24 the Wildcats tra-

veled to La Salle and posted an

impressive 5-0 shutout. Leading

the way were two sophomores,

Jeannine McLees, who registered

a hat trick, and Laura Marino,

who tallied two goals.

From the opening faceoff, Vil-

lanova totally dominated, showing

not only more talent than their

overmatched opponents, but more
spirit as well. The final number
of shots on goal clearly depicts

this fact, with the 'Cats posting

23 shots while La Salle could

manage only three.

Next the team traveled south to

play a newly-formed program at

the University of North Carolina

(Ashville). The women of Villan-

ova absolutely overwhelmed their

hosts in cruising to a 10-0

blowout.

Villanova Head Coach Don
Pajfion covmeiiled on CaroHnn's
inexperiencedsquid, saying/'Ash-

ville is in only its second year of

existence, so they were obvicnialy

very young.
"Furthermore, they had only

one substitute because of a rash

of inhiries. Because of these two
factors, we expected to win, and
therefore played many noMtar-
ters so we coukl rest our regulars

for the Radford contest."

The following day, the 'Cats

concluded their three-game road-

trip in what Paxon dubbed "a good
^ort" that ended in a brutal 1-

1 tie at Radford. The extremely

rough contest, which saw a total

of 46 fouls called, went into two
overtimes before concluding in a

deadlock.

Even before play began, Paxon
knew the game would be extreme-

ly hard fought.

"Radford has a good club that

had been mentioned in many pre-

season rankings. Also, they were
coming off a successful Southern
campaign in which they defeated

a host of talented teams."

From that point on, both sides

struggled to capture the lead,

mostlv because of the outstanding

defensive ^loits at both ends oCi

the liekl^ Paxon was eafUciatt]^

llsaied urith Uia playallhc senior

stopper Jodi ford. ^Tm rttSfy

controlfed a vory good folward. In

Hjct tiie- person ^n^lioni Jocfi hat

gOan^ has not sodnstf all yeac^^

Paxon also had-npUiina b^
prfiie for tke seniif fmejLynn
Maltale. **Aiainst fidford. we
sta^ with our bread and butter

simply because Lynn tlways
pUys well againstfood squads.

*

As the second half iranspired,

RadfoftI definitely dictated the

tempo and had many more scoring

opportunities, but did not score.

Paxon expla^iad, **I thinkwewere
a little intimimed during the

second half." ^. -

Junior captain Ann Beime pro-

vided just the right medicine.

Paxon said, "As we walked o^ the

field at the end ci the second half,

she (Beime] started yelling that

they had to turn things around.

It really picked up the team."

The two extra periods proved

to be just as exciting as regulation

play, with neither team willing to

budge an inch. Finally, as the

whistle sounded ending the game,
the 'Cats knew they could hofd

their heads high.
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Tallgatlng in '87

. . . this is oniy tte lieginning

Sophomores staBdovt, Laura Marino, nctttd two #m1s for the
women's aoccer team to a S-O trooncing of the Adelphi Panthers.

Men's soccer endures rougli going
By MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN

The Villanova men's soccer

team took to the road last week,
playing Eastern College on Sept.

23, followed by Philadelphia Tex-

tile on Sept. 26.

MidfielderJoe Koziol opened the

game against Eastern with a goal

at 37:46 of the first half on an
assist by forward John Bond. The
Wildcat's lead was erased almost

instantly when Eastern's George

Varoutsos evened the score at 1

less than a minute later on a direct

kick through the wall of Villan-

ova 's defense.

The game remained tied

through halftime, and it was not

until late in the second half that

sophomore Joe Reteneller scored

the winning goal on a penalty kick

for the Wildcats. Villanova out-

shot their opponents 11-6 and
goalie Ron Klos had four saves for

the game.

Coach Chris Jones was pleased
with the win, saying, "It was our
third game in five days." The 2-

1 victory boosted the team's
record to 4-3 overall while having
no affect on their Big East record

'

of 1-1.

In their nextgame, the Wildcats
met a strong Philadelphia Textile

team which provideid a highly

competitive match. The Wildcats
again drew first blood when
midfielder Mike Deegan scored a

goal 14:20 into the^me, assisted

by Bond. They held control during
most of the game, which was
basically a defensive struggle,

until Davkl Banks tied the game
on a header with less than 10

minutes remaining in regulation.

The game was deadlocked at 1

when r^[ulation time ended, but
Textile's Steve Starcevich ended
the game with a goal, handing
Villanova a 2-1 k)ss in double
overtime.

The defense did a good job of

keeping Textile off the scoreboard

most of the game, thanks to Klos'

nine saves on goal The Wildcats

dropped to 4-4 overall and to 1-

2 in the Soccer 7 conference.

Jones had a positive attitude

about the game, nowever, stating,

"It shows we're a competitive

team."
The Wildcats play at home on

Oct. 2 against Rutgers, and again

on Oct. 6 against Pennsylvania.

r

John Barleycorn's Pub
656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr

OCTOBERCALENDAR EVENTS
525-3667
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ViHanova
Football
(Continuedfrom page 32)

had a little bit off the ball, but
not that much.
The Lakers took full advantage

of the Wildcat turnover, taking
just two plays to drive 92 yards
for a score. After a Rostek run of

14 yards, the quarterback hooked
up with split end Scott Gorring
for a 78-yard touchdown pass.

Fortunately, Mercyhurst's
extra point attempt missed wide
left, and the 'Cats maintained a
slim one-point lead, 21-20.

On Villanova's next offensive

series, Schulz showed that he too

could throw the long ball by
tossing a 50-yard bomb to his own
split end Robert Brady. Brady,
who caught four passes for 72
yards, was in single coverage for

one of the few times all day and
burned the defensive back for the

score.

Kicker Tom Withka added his

fourth straight extra point of the

game to give the Wildcats a 28-

20 halftime lead.

Cornerback Derek McEwen
helped put the game out of reach
with six minutes left in the third

quarter by picking off a Rostek
pass and returning it to the
Mercyhurst 18-yard line. Three
plays later, Villanova's Lombardi
rumbled eight yards for a score,

giving ViHanova a 35-20 lead.

Head Football Coach Andy lai-
ley

Though the Lakers scored as
the third quarter came to a close

making it 35-26. the Wildcats
would not let them get any closer.

On the shoulders of their defense
and the hard-nosed running of

Lombardi, the 'Cats were able to

keep their lead in the fourth
quarter and run out the clock.

Talley, though not totally sat-

isfied with his team's play, was
glad to get the win. "Overall, I'm
happy that we won. They're
[Mercyhurst] not the caliber of

team we are going to play down
the line, but they were tough."

Next up for ViHanova is Boston
University. The Terriers are 1-2

thus far in 1987, but are a legit-

imate lAA team and should be the
toughest opponent ViHanova has
faced since reinstating its football

program three years ago.

A TAN FOR ALL SEASONS
Now you can get a deep, dark, long-lasting tan in just

six 30-minute sessions with our unique tanning program.

And you wonlt burn, peel or age your skin in the process!

Unlike conventional sunlamps, our Sontegra "skin-

friendly" tanning beds emit only the safest tanning rays.

Relax in a cool, comfortable environment while tanning

from above and below simultaneously.

STUDENT SPECIAL
6 Visits — $39

Co-Pay Membership Plan

1 1Month — $29
3 Month — $59
$4 Per Session

HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sun. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

VUlAfiEMiULL
Rosemont, Pa. 19010

527-252S

BATTLING WITH THE
BURSAR OVER BILLS?

LET US HELP!
Fast growing telemarketing firm is looking

for outstanding students to market services

to established customers.

We offer:

— Good Pay ($5-$6/hr. guaranteed)
— Flexible Hours
— No Exp. Necessary
— Pleasant Atmosphere w/

young, friendly sjaff

.

CALt US TODAY AT:

687-9627

'Nova golfpkic^siKik
in weekend tornney

By Jim Bowman

Two weeks ago, the ViHanova
golf team suffered an awful open-
ing rounder but recovered to cap-

ture seventh in the Franklin and
Marshall Invitational. Last wee-
kend the 'Cats traveled to Long
Island to compete in the Walter
McLaughlin Memorial Tourna-
ment.

Deja vu: Once again the young
Wildcat linksters faced opening
round difficulties, but managed to

recover to the tune of a sixth place

finish in the 13-team field, hosted
by St. John's. Freshman Kevin
Rogerson again paced the 'Cats,

with rounds of 77 and 74, good
for a 151 total and 13th place

overall.
'

"It was very windy the first day
(Saturday) and most of the scores

were high, but our scores
shouldn't have been that high,"

explained Rogerson. "We played

better Sunday, but not well — not

as well as we're capable of

playing."

Sophomore Alabama transfer

Todd Rongaus, competing in his

first match as a Wildcat, also

carded a second round 74, for a

two day total of 155 and second

place team finish#;Rounding out

the scoringfor Villanova wereJim
Clarke, 15(5; Chris Capello, 160;

and Tony Corbo, 162.

The team's final score of 621

was a distant 36 strokes off the

pace of winner and Big East rival

St. John's.

Today, Villanova begins compe-
tition in the event that highlights

their fall schedule: the Big East

Championships. Although a better

finish last week would have given
the 'Cats additional momentum,
the prestige of the Big East should
inspire the team to improve.

"We'll be able to put these
rough outings behind us and get
ready. This is the highlight of the
season and we're looking forward
to it." commented Rogerson.

SCHOURSHIP MATCHING FINANCIAL-AID
FINDER SERVICE

A computerized service matching your qualifications and
interests to a maximum of 25 sources of financial aid.

Our service guarantees you a minimum of five best matched
sources ~ does not include state and federal sources.

For more information fill out and mall the coupon below:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY.

Mail to: Financial Aid

P.O. Box 1081

Reading, PA 19603-1081

Or call 215-779-4548

.STATE, .ZIP

^

Sundays are

Special at the

Columbia Station

Join us for brunch and bring the

family. Offering chilled Salads.

Omelette Station, carved Roast
Beef and Honey Baked Ham.
assorted Quiches, Hot Entrees,

a make your own ke Cream
Sundae Bar that has all the

ingredients to satisfy your
creative taste and much more.

Brunch and cocktails

available from

1 1 :00AM. 3:00PM

-

Adults -M 0.95. Children

under 12 - M.95,
gratuity and tax not included.

Rrservariom Requested
AmericM Expren ii welcome.

An invitation to

taste.

JOIN
US
FOR
BRUNCH
Bring ad
and receive
a $1.00
discount
per plate.

The Columbia Station
//////

HERVE
Happy Birthday,

Ufe Begins at 2 1
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Navy runs over Wildcats
By KARLA BECKNER Curt Koehlcr. who ended the race this season, Shane Bilodeau. a

in 18th place. Koehler completed freshman recruit, and sophomore

TheVillanova University men's the five-mile course with a time Jan Friedli, a recruit from Den-

cross country team opened a re- of 26^0. Freshman John Casey mark, were sidelmed with mjuries

building year on Sept. 26 in a came in close behind Koehlei* during the meet. Bilodeau is

double-dual meet against the U.S. taking 19th in 26.24, while junior recovering from stress fractures

Naval Academy and the Univer- Bruce Harris, primarily an 800- and Fnedli injured his knee eariy

sity of Virginia on the Naw Kolf meter runner in track, covered the on and has not yet been able to

course in Annapolis, MD. Villan- course' in 27.10 to take 22nd
ova dropped both ends of the meet, position,

losing to Navy, 15-50. and Virgi- ..p„, the firat meet we showed
gcxxl promise. The times were
fairiy good," Pyrah noted. "Both

October 2, 19S7» THE ViLLAHOVAN*P»gt 31

run. Pyrah is hoping to have both
of them back running as soon as
possible.

ma, 15-48.

Coach Jack Pyrah is presently

concerned with building the team
back up after graduation claimed
his top four runners from last

season. "We have many freshman
this year," Pyrah said, "and it

takes them awhile to adjust to the

longer college distances."

The top Villanova finisher in

the Navy-Virginia meet was junior

"We wanted to use this meet
as an experience toget the younger

Navy and Virginia, two of the fellows conditioned to the dis-

better cross country teams in the tance," Pyrah added. "By the end

east, have two meets behind them, of the season we are looking to

and this was our first outing. We have a representative team."

?r*r.m]i'tJl"wTtr^l^^^^ The Wildcats next meet will be

^r^napT^imJ^! ^^^ P^ul Short Invitational on
stronger teams.

q^^ ^q ^^ ^^^^ University in

The Wildcats' top two runners Bethlehem, Pa.

Wildcats run to title

Pitt deflates 'Cats
By MONICA BYRNE came together once again to

win, 18-16, but could not over-

On Sept. 25, while most come the 2-2 tie, losing 9-15 in

Villanovans were making plans the fifth.

to tailgate the next morning The superb play of Helen

and attend the Villanova- Hnat and Lori Reiter paced

Mercyhurst game in the after- Villanova, but the fighting

noon, others were busy prepar- force of Indiana State could not

ing strategies and psyching be overpowered. Hnat had an

themselves up for a big game incredible 30 kills, averaging

against arch-rival, Pittsburgh. 448 attempted spikes, and

The women's volleyball team Reiter had an outstanding 28

traveled to Pittsburgh for a digs and an all-around solid

' tournament last weekend, game.

By TERENCE KELLY having ail five scoring runners in

under 20th place, and the whole

The Wildcats women's cross team in under 50th place. The rest

country team romped to its third of the team was made up of Jen

consecutive National Catholic Brekhus, 6th, 18:46; Jenny Rahn,

Cross Country Championship 14th, 19:05; Meg Moisen, 17th,

title Sept. 25 in Indiana. The top 19:21; Carol Haux, 36th, 19:53;

five Villanova runners combined and Elaine Duck, 48th, 20:04.

to score 40 points, well ahead of Coach Marty Stern, although

second place St. Thomas of Min- not worried going into the meet,

nesota and third place DePaul, expected it to be closer. "I thought

which both had 102 points. that this meet would be harder to

The team was led over the Notre win than it had been the last two

Dame golf course by juniors Vicki years. We had some of our top

Huber and Kathy Franey, who people out, and I knew Vicki and

took first and second, respectively, Kathy would do well. The ques-

for the second week in a row. tion in my mind was about some

Huber covered the 5,000-meter of the other people," he said

course in an excellent time of

17:24, 45 seconds ahead of team-

mate Franey. Franey finished

with a time of 18:09, 20 seconds

ahead of the third place finisher

from St. Thomas.

afterward.

One of those runners he was
worried about was Jen Brekhus,

a freshman from San Anselmo,

Calif. Later Stem said, "All my
fears were unfounded. Jenny

The rest of the Villanova team Brekhus is a legitimate Division

followed their leaders example by I runner, and Jenny Rahn has

Athlete of the

Week

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

junior cross country runner Vicki Huber.
Ruber's time of 1724 in the National Catholic

.Cross Country Championships was good enough for

a first finish and helped bring Villanova the title.

The victory marked the third consecutive year

the Wildcats have won the event.

^niversit/
Sportswear
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established herself as a solid and
consistent performer."

The team will have a week off

between meets now so that they
can get ready for their tough
schedule ahead.

Stern said of the team, "Right

now, it appears our team could be

one of the top 15 in the nation,

and we're not 100 percent yet."

where they encountered a very

competitive Indiana State and
of course, the Big East chal-

lenger, Pittsburgh. Unfortu-

nately, the lady spikers lost

both matches, lowering their

overall record to 3-4.

On Saturday afternoon, Vil-

lanova met Indiana State in

what proved to be a very excit-

ing, but frustrating match.
The Wildcats gave Indiana a

run for its money, but could

not sustain a consistent mo-
mentum.

The 'Cats attacked in the

first game, but lost 15-17.

Regrouping, Villanova copped

the second game, 15-12, but

fell, 14-16, in the third. Down
two games to one, the spikers

On Saturday evening, Vil-

lanova lost in three straight

games, (2-15, 5-15, 1-15) against

Pittsburgh. The 'Cats could

not regain the energy they had
lost earlier in the day, but are

hoping to redeem themselves

on Oct. 3, when Pittsburgh

visits Villanova.

The Wildcats will be on their

own turf Oct. 3, hosting Pitt

at 1 p.m. and Yale at 6 p.m.

If Villanova plays with the

intensity they had against

Indiana State, they just may
take some people by surprise.

The key to success for the

lady spikers is consistency.

Once they attain that, all of

their abilities and talents will

work to their best possible

advantage.

s
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Fridoy
NO MONEY DOWN
EXCITEMENT

• Open Bor 5-7pm
• Free Buffet 5-7pm
• Live Music by Rtiythm ond Bluefish • • •

Shouitime 6:30pm

Saturday
BEATTHE HIGH COST
OFUVINGITUP

75< Drinks 9-11pm

Sunday
SMOKIN'
Uve Music by

Flomin' Coucosions

Regular Drinks

1^41^^^
VQflev Forge Hilton

251 Uiest DeKolb Pihe

King of Prussio, Pfl

(215) 265-6625
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'Cats top Lakers in

By JOHN G. RICCO

The Villanova Wildcats capped
(Al a perfect afternoon last Sat-

urday by beating the Mercyhurst
Lakers, 35-26. As the 1U15 fans

who filled Villanova Stadium for

the 'Cats home opener looked on,

sophomore quarterback Kirk
Schulz led the team to their

second win in as many games.
Schulz, who completed 20 of 32

passes for 220 yards, three touch-

downs and three interceptions,

has admittedly had better games,
but Villanova 's 35 points are still

quite impressive.

The Wildcats broke out early

when Schulz hit freshman flanker

Scott Thompson with a 24-yard
scoring strike just three minutes
into the game.
Following the ensuing kickoff,

on Mercyhurst's first offensive

play, cornerback Art Condodina
picked off a Laker pass deep in

Mercyhurst territory. Villanova

could not capitalize, however, and
was forced to punt.

The Lakers, sporting a produc-

tive wishbone offense, moved the
ball effectively this time, march-
ing up the field with a variety of

roll-outs, options and short passes.

With 4:54 remaining in the first

quarter, they knotted the score at

7-7 on a one-yard plunge by ful-

lback Lou Konya.
Brian Rostek, Mercyhurst's

strong-armed quarterback, kept

Villanova's defense at-^y with
his ability to either run with the
ball or dump it off to one of his

backs.

'

"We watched their films a lot,

but the wishbone is tough to

defense," commented Condodina.

"It was very frustrating.*'

Villanova Head Football Coach
Andy Talley agreed with Condod-
ina saying, "To the credit of

Mercyhurst, you don't se« a wish-

bone offense all year and then you
face them. We had to make many
adjustments in the second half,

which helped us play better."

Villanova quickly regained the

lead on their next offensive series,

driving 65 yards in five plays.

A 36-yard pass play from Schulz

to tight end Jim Cashman put the

Wildcats at the Laker 10-yard line.

On the following play, tailback

Ron Sency sprinted the remaining
distance virtually untouched into

the end zone.

The Villanova offensive line

manhandled the smaller Laker
players during the drive, and
indeed much of the game. They
opened numerous holes for Sency
and fullbacks Gary Pascoe and
Peter Lombardi while giving
Schulz plenty of time to throw.

Sency, who carried the ball 18

times for 111 yards, was full of

praise for the big men up front.

"The offensive line was tremend-

ous. Sometimes I'd go three or

four yards before getting hit. If

they keep that up, we'll go a long

way."
The Wildcats special teams

were responsible for Villanova's

next score. With under two min-

utes left in the first quarter, the

'Cats were forced to punt from
deep in their own territory.

The Laker return man called for

a fair catch of punter Perry
Hodge's kick, but fumbled the

ball, and junior Darren Fortin

pounced on it for the Wildcats at

midfield.

Villanova quickly capitalized on
this turnover with a two-yard

touchdown pass from Schulz to

Cashman. The score, which came
with 13:20 left in the half, upped
the Wikicat lead to 21-7.

Following a nine-yard touch-

down run by Mercyhurst's Ros-

tek, which closed the gap to 21-

14 midway through the second

quarter, the Villanova offense was
poised to strike once again. The
Wildcats had driven inside the

Laker 30-yard line, and looked

ready to score their fourth touch-

down of the game, when Schulz

threw the first of his three inter-

ceptions. Instead of taking a 14-

point lead, the 'Cats advantage
remained at seven.

This series exemplified one of

the many times Villanova, not the

Laker's defense, stopped a Wikicat

drive. In addition to the three

interceptions, Villanova lost a

fumble and committed 13 penal-

ties for 100 yards. "We stopped

ourselves most of the time," said

a concerned Talley. "We had 13

penalties, and that's a joke."

Part of the blame for Schulz's

three miscues could be assessed

to a shoulder strain the quarter-

back sustained during the game.
"I hurt my shoulder on a roll-out,

but it's all right," Schulz said. "I

(Continued on page 30)

f^eftfhockey tames
By AMY C. SPENCER

Sept. 22, 1987 was a landmark
day in the history of Villanova

field hockey. On that day, after

an impressive 4-0-1 start to their

season, the team received word
that, for the first time, Villanova's

field hockey program ranked
nationally, placing 18th.

Unfortunately, the day after the

ranking, our team suffered an
agonizing 2-1 defeat in overtime
to Hofstra University, losing their

ranking. The teams were evenly

matched, and the first goal was
not scored until the game was 15

minutes into the second half.

Hofstra led 1-0, but one minute
later Villanova brought the ball

downfield and Anita D'Ascenzo
scored a goal for the Wildcats off

a corner hit by Ann Rosato.

The score remained tied until

there was less than two minutes
left in the overtime period. Hof-

stra's Edith Gallagher knocked in

a goal and there was not enough
time for Villanova to score again.

Commenting on the team's
play. Head Coach Cheryl Massaro
said, "This was our worst game
of the season. They just didn't

realize how important it was for

us to win."

Hofstra was playing strong
defensive hockey and the Wildcats

had a tough time breaking through
to approach the goal. Massaro
said, "In this game you need to

beat the goalkeeper, and we
couldn't today."

Although the young team's
large level of inexperience was
cit^ by the coach as the main
factor for the loss, there was
another factor that might have
been as important to the outcome.
The team was doubtful about the

results of the game even before it

started because junior team cap-

tain Peggy Dunleavy was not on
hand for the contest.

Dunleavy, a nursing major, had
a class conflict with the game, and
the nursing program refused to

release her from her clinical study

requirements. Massaro said that

this has been the source of many
arguments with Villanova's nurs-

ing program.
Luckily, the Wildcats were able

to put that disappointing day out

of their minds and achieved a win
over rival Georgetown on Sept. 26.

Thegame was tied 0-0 at the half,

but Villanova surged ahead to win
by a score of 3-0.

Scoring for the 'Cats were
Peggy Kearney, Sharon Seitz, and
Rosato. Villanova's defense was in

top shape, allowing only one shot

on goal the entire game, while the

Wildcat offense had 14 shots on
goal. The team was very happy
to win again after the disappoint-

ment of the previous game.
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

While meandering through the quad one afternoon, I

overheard a conversation in which two persons were discussing
their Saturday afternoon plans. The two persons talked at length

about tailgating and the plethora of parties following the game,
but there was little mention of the football game itself.

The thought arose as to whether or not (ootbAW games were
invented merely to facilitate parties.

In the past, excuses for the lack of attendance have ranged
from, "The team never wins," to, "The team always wins, look

who they are playing." In my mind, the Clme for excuses is

over.

It is time that the Villanova community started to back the

football team rather than back away from them. After all, what
is the reason for football?

Football was and is a vital part of the majority of college

campuses because it builds spirit and it builds pride. However,
the «port itself cannot build spirit and pride. The fans imist

.

havit spirit and pride in their school and all of its athletk tmis
in order to receive something back. ^^

Villanova football has now entered a new era. An era filled

with exemplary competition, filled with quality football. One
thingremains unfilled: the stadium.

A college football game without fans is an empty experience,

yielding nothing but numbers on a scoreboard as proof of its

existence. But if you add fans, thegame expands to an experience
to be talked about for days and weeks to come.

Imagine the 1965 basketball championship without fans. Who
would talk about what happened? Who would relive the euphoria
ofbeinflthebest?

Without fans, sports become hollow expresaaoos and
movements. With fans, sports beoooie art, poetry reflected in

a multiylkityd actkns and renctiens.

In summetion* sports beoomee real only when reflseted in

theeyitafafttL

,<

fill. sMmt a/caiil aAffse ciMicems expresseil
By NOEL E. FALCO

"Akx>hol is by far the drug on
campus that is abused the most,"
saidJaniceJano6i)i;^director of the
Drug and Alcohol Intervention

center, in an interview Oct. 5.

'"What I've seen of other drugs
is really minimal/' Janosik added.

According to JanosUc, studies
have shown that "the averege
person who dHnks haf no mdre

« than four times a year that they
get drunk , . . drunk means they

couMn't drive a car, aot sick or

did or said something em-
barrassing.

"Look at college students — in

the first mOnth of school . . . many

collese students have already
passed that statistic," sKtMnd.
Janosik said, "Heavy ddnking

is defined as 14 or more drinks
in a week. It's importao^students
realize that (factor). If someone
started drinking in sophomore
year of high schodcwitry weekend,
by the time tlM^^get through
college, they've had seven years

of heavy abusive drinking which
has taken a toll ofi'Ibeir body and
could very ^eQ lead to alcoholism.

"The biggest thing about alco-

hol is. wtwn students here are

chooaing to drink, they are choos-

ifu tobmk the law," she said.

She stated that she had seen
heavy drinking but "never to the

extent to which some of our
studoits are going.

"Funnelling, shotgunning, beer
bongs, chugging hard Ikjuor from
the bottle, shots and grain alcohol

. . . These are all very dangerous
abuse practices thfit our bodies

just aren't made to handle,"
Janosik said.

She added that students were
"getting caught up in drinking as
the thing to do.

"They put themselves in med-
ical danger. They become semi-

conscious ... violently ill, pass
out, become in9oherent, their eyes
don't respond to light, their vital

signs are weak," she said.

According toJanosik, it is at this

point that students are taken to

the hospital and the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,
gets involved.

Stack said he had been to the
hospital a number of times with
students late at night for akohol

poisoning and stomach pumping.
He said this is "just a result of

people not caring about one
another and encouraging drinking
(when a person has already had
enough].

(Continued on page 4)
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Murder-suicide

at Radnor House

By £.H. McELDOWNEY

A new rental ordinance passed
Sept. 30 by Lower Merion Town-
ship will place greater restrictions

on both landlords and those who
rent homes in Ardmore and Bryn
Mav^rr.

The ordinance, which deals

with single-family dwellings,
r^iiires owners leasing properties

to flgister for a Ikense with the
township. Bob Duncan, manager
of codes, said. The lesser and the
tenants will also have to register

with the township to assure that

the housing codes restricting the

number of unrelated people living

together are not violated.

DiincaQ stressed that the ordi-

nance, while affecting students, is

directed toward absentee land-

kirtds, who are often diffknilt to

contnct or kicate if there is a
pMNMfli with the property. He
ci8sn>cBWB|pH eg wnoionis rtnc*

int tMhm MMartisn or viola-

^efifl^ppopp or non-

h>liMiM^t%isfli^

on those landlords who take
•advantage of both the students
and the town.
However, Duncan mentioned

several areas of concern' that

directly affect students, including

repeated complaints about high
levels of noise, parking problems
and violations of the code limiting

the number of residents.

According to Duncan, spot
inspections of homes are being
made but only on properties that

have been the source of

complaints.

The parking situation, in areas

where multiple-cars-per-student

dwellings have to compete with
the usual residential parking
limits, is a "real problem in family
districts," said Duncan. He cited

Thomas Avenue in Ardmore as a

perfect example. "At 5 p.m. there

is just no place to park," Duncan
said.

The township has also been
working with several University

officials to solve the problems
with off-campus students. Both
Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-

ident for Student Life, and the

(Continued on page 5)

By JOHANNE C, SHARP

A 50-year-old Delaware County
man shot and killed his former
wife Monday outside the Radnor
House Condominiums, where
many Villaijova students reside,

" beforetakti^ his own life with the

same£3in, according to the Radnor
Township Police report.

Kathleen 0. Goodwin, 35, suf-

fered fatal head wounds and was
found dead in the front seat of her

car when police responded to a

report of shooting at 8:53 a.m. in

the rear visitor parking lot of the

condominium complex, 1030 £.

Lancaster Ave., Rosemont. John
E. Goodwin of Ridley Park was
found lying dead on the ground
next to the vehicle, still clutching

his high-powered .30-caliber rifle.

\ Sources said Kathleen Goodwin
had just dropped her 6-year-old

son off at a school bus stop and
was parking her car at the con-

dominium complex when John
Goodwin approached her. The boy

lived with his mother at the

Radnor House.

JohnGoodwin wasbriefly impris-

oned last week for harassing his

former wife. He was released on
$100 bail and was scheduled to

face a preliminary hearing
Wednesday.
Authorities said the couple was

married in November 1975 and,

according to Delaware County
Common Pleas Court records.

Kathleen Goodwin filed for

divorce inJanuary 1986. A consen-

tual divorce decree was granted
five months later.

"He has been following me,
standing by my door listening,

and following me-when I've been
'out' since November 1985," Kath-
leen Goodwin state in a private

criminal complaint she filed

against her former husband less

than two months ago in Radnor
Township District Court, accord-

ing to sources.

The court's records show that

in the complaint, Kathleen Good-
win sought her former husband's
arrest on one count each of harass-

ment and criminal trespassing.

In addition, according to court

records, Miriam E. Orlow, iden-

tified as the mother of Kathleen
Goodwin, filed a similar criminal

complaint against John Goodwin.
Court records show that Orlow
Hved in the same condominium as
her daughter.

Police said a witness saw a man
carrying a high-powered rifle and
walking toward a woman in a car

just prior to the shootings. "After

seeing the results, the witness
immediately called police,"

authorities said.

A maintenance man who was
working outside when the inci-

dent occurred said the bodies did

not look like people and described

the scene as grim.

(Continued on page 4)
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By SIOBHAN A. RODER

A number of members of the

Villanova community indicated

this week that efforts are contin-

uing to alleviate any difficulties

encountered by off-campus resi-

dents who face local zoning ordi-

nances limiting the number of

unrelated persons who may reside

in one household.

The townships of Radnor and
Upper Merion prohibit more than
two unratated persona from resid-

jgi topthsr in cut household In

iHneBMM iMivertord townohipa«
no oMii thn three unreltted

persons may live together in a
single household. On Sept. 30,

Lower Merion Township passed
a rental ordinance which will

place greater restrictions on land-

lords and those who rent homes
in Ardmore and Bryn Mawr.
According to an October 1986

article in the ViUanovan, Lower
Merion passed its zoning mea-
sures "to maintain a peaceful

atmosphere" in the township,
while Haverford was motivated
by the desire to prevent over-

crowdiM and parking problems.

Phil Brach. Student Govern-
iCuntinMi%l on pu$H' 4}

^^s^
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ScripHir*
•fflMtioii

Scripture Reflection is an informal

time to prayerfully reflect with others

on the Gospel message and its applica-

tion to our lives. It is sponsored by

Campus Ministry on Mondays at 8 p.m.

DoHM IimmhU*
They are back and they are better

than ever! The dynamic, the exciting

1987 Villanova Dance Ensemble will be

performing this year at the Special

Olympics on Oct. 11, at 3:30 p.m. You

say you will not be on campus on Oct.

11? Not to worry! You can also catch

the Ensemble in Philadelphia that day

for Super-Sunday at 1:15 p.m. on

Academic Alley.

Peace Cemmunity

The Villanova Peace Community
Meeting will meet on Oct. 12 at 8 p.m.

in the Center for Peace and Justice

(basement of Sullivan).

Awditiont
Villanova Theatre needs performers

and backstage running crew for its

holiday presentation of THE CHRIST-
MAS CAROL. This special production

will hopefully become a traditional gift

to the entire community, on and off

campus, set to run Dec. 16-23 and Dec.

27-30. Auditions will be on Oct. 17 and

18, from 1-4 p.m. Anyone wishing to

audition should contact the department,

Room 108 Vasey, 645-4760 for an
appointment. - -

' '

Marcel
Display

If you think that Dada is just baby

talk, come see the exhibit celebrating

the 100th birthday of the French

Dadaist Marcel Duchamp. The display,

assembled by Dr. John Green of the

English deparment, is k)cated on the

first floor of Falvey library and will be

on display through the month of

October.

ilea's Velleyball
Tryewts
The men*s volleyball team is holding

their annual tryouts tomorrow, Oct. 10.

The one-day tryouts will be held in the

Jake Nevin Field House. If your last

name begins withA—J. be there at noon.

If your last name begins with K—Z, be

there at 2:30 p.m. All are welcome.

InglithClvb

Is there life after college for English

majors? Come find out. Dr. Robert

Stokes, director of the Career Develop-

ment Center, will speak to any inter-

ested student about how to find a job

after graduation with a degree in

English. The meeting will be held on

Oct. 13 at 4 p.m. in the Haverford Room
o( Connelly Center. All are welcome.

Philosophy CIvb
We will meet on Oct. 12 at 5 p.m. in

Vasey 208. During our first meeting, we
will discuss our student-organized

speakers' program, the formation of an

honors societyJor philosophy, election

of officers ancHipcoming events.

The Villanova Committee for the

Philadelphia Homeless is sponsoring a

Blanket and Shoe Collection.. The
collection wiU be Oct. 27-28 from 10

a.m.-3 p.m. in the Campus Ministry

Office, while you are at home for^all

Break, please gather your old blankets

and shoes to help keep others warm this

winter.

Do not forget about our weekly free

coffee and donuts in the North Lounge.

Our next date is Oct* 14, from 8-10 a.m.

Also, plan to attend our next general

meeting/pizza party, Oct. 15at 5:30 p.m.

Ceastitotieaal
Lecture

Come see Professor Jefferson Powell

speak on, "The Modern Misunderstand-

ing of Original Intent." His lecture will

be held in the Wayne-St. David's Room
in Connelly Centeron Oct. 15, from 3:30-

5:30 p.m. AH are welcome to attend!

Werk aad Family
The second lecture in the series. Work

and Family: a changing balance, spon-

sored by the sociology department and

University College will be held on Oct.

14 from 3:30-4:45 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema. The lecture, "Part-time

Work for Mothers: Burdens and Ben-

efits," will be given by Dr. Leslie

Alexander, associate professor at Bryn
Mawr College Graduate School of Social

Work and Social Research.

UkraakyiCtab
There will be another meetingon Oct.

13 at 4:30 p.m. in St. ThomasHail, Room
201. All Ruains, Carpatho-Rusins, and
Lemkos are encouraged to attend.

Acceatfapf Seclety

The next Accounting Society meeting

is Oct. 15 at 12:45 p.m. in Hartley Room
209. Representatives of Johnson &
Johnson will be on hand to speak about

internal auditing.

PcNvltyClvb
The Villanova Fi^culty Club

Expresses its thanks to Bob Capone,

alumni director, for his sponsorship of

the reception last Friday for new faculty

and old alumni. Any faculty members,
especially part-time, who did not receive

an invitation to join the club are asked

to call the club's moderator, Dr. Oliver

Ludwig, at x4873 for information.

Visiting Sciiolar

Professor John T. Shawcross will be

speaking on Milton's poetry in the North

Lounge of Doherty Hall on Oct. 14 from
4:30-5:30 p.m. The lecture will be

followed by an informal reception with

refreshments, in Vasey 201.

Senler Picture
The Belle Air would like to see the

Class of 1988 on the bleachers at the

Stadium on Oct. 13 at 12:45 p.m. Rain

date will be Thursday, Oct. 15 at 12:45

p.m. Greeks, sport your letters. Show
that senior spirit.
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Peterson & Co.

A National Consulting Firm

Offers:

c/4 Unique Opportunity

for Graduates in

Mechanical, Electrical and

Civil Engineering

Invites you to Attend a ^Presentation

cTWondajC October 12,1987

Wayfte St.Davids Room-CC

6 PM
Reception to Follow

By LYNN PERDEK

The number and quality of

student applicatu>ns to Villanova

is rising in part because of the

quality of the admissions pro-

gram, according to an evaluation

prepared byJames E. Nelson of the

Middle States A88ociiatk>n.

The evaluation is another part

of the campus-wide evaluation

currently underway.
Nelson commented, though,

' "There are ways to improve what
is done, and in admissions at the
University there are opportunities

to further enrich the candidate

pool and to select even stronger

students, while also going after

diversity of student back^und,
geography and talent."

Nelson praised the admissions

personnel as "a most able profes-

sional and support staff." In

addition, he said, "Operations,

data management and minority

recruiting deserve special recogni-

tion for their levels of productivity

and achievement."
Nelson alsocommented that the

admissions office budget is "ade-

quate for current operatums."

He continued, saying, "Admis-
sions fits well withm the Univer-

sity's academic affairs structurei

and it works properly in close

coordination with the Registrar's

Office and the Office of Financial

Aid."

An area of great concern,

though, according to the evalua-

tion, is the apparent homogeneity

oj^Villanova students. The report

found that 90 percent of those

admitted to Villanova come from
only six states. Nelson stated,

"Villanova students increasingly

look alike in terms of geographic

and academic backgrounds, as
well as relative affluence and
race."

A suggestion made by Nelson in

order to recruit more minority and
geographically-diverse students is

for Villanova to work more with

alumni. Alumni interviews and

presence at high school college

nights could recruit many stu-

dents from outside the area and
provide for a more diversified

freshman class.
'

As it now stands, the percentage

of minority students in the under-

graduate program is slightly

under 3 percent, with the percen-

tage of black students just over

1 percent.

Another criticism raised by the

report deals with the visitor

parking facilities. The report
noted that since parking limita-

tions on campus are highly re-

stricted, the admissions office is

not easily accessible to parents
and students.

Nelson called for a clear state-

ment of goals by the admissions

office as to objectives of the

program and for that statement

to be expressed to all of Villanova's

faculty. He concluded by stating

that Villanova should take pride

in the quality of its students.

Groundwork set for journal
By KEVIN HEIL

Student Government has recent-

ly begun production of a political

journal which will give students

an opportunity to voice their

opinions on political issues.

The publication, The Pelican,

will deal with local, national and
international issues, according to

Student Government President

Phil Brach.

"We wanted to find a name that

related to Villanova University.

When St. Thomas of Villanova

became a bishop, they wanted to

make a coat of arms for him. He
chose a pelican because it feeds

its own and nourishes them," he
explained.

"Our paper will contain within
it a variety of political views,
whereas a lot of school newspa-
pers are slanted politically in one
way or another. We're not here

to promote the Republican or
Democratic cause," said Brach.

"It's [the journal] a forum for

Villanova students to be able to

express their political opinions, no
matter what [party] they are,"

Brach stated.

The staff hopes to publish four

issues this year and mail copies

to county legislators, representa-

tives on the state and national

level and politically-active Villa

nova alumni, Brach said.

"This will become respected as

a journal that expresses the views
of American college students,"

Brach added.

Plans for the journal began
when Student Government came
in contact with the Center for

National Policy, a nonpartisan
organization centered in Washing-
ton, D.C. This group helps to start

political journals and raise polit-

ical awareness, said Brach.

This past summer, Brach and
two other Student Government
members, John Lewis and John
Sweeney, attended a seminar that

taught them how to begin the

journal and raise money to pro-

duce it. At the seminar, they met
with people who give out seed

money to help begin production of

journals.

Additional money is expected

from advertising revenues, fund-

raising drives and a probable

grant from the Center for National

Policy, Brach stated.

"We belong to a network of

political journals," said Sweeney.
"We all send newspapers to each

other and share our articles. It's

a great benefit for a collego to use

additional resources which are

readily available."

"As far as the network is con-

cerned, it's the power of a united

student political voice," added
Brach.

"We're not liberal or conserva-

tive," said Lewis. "Liberal and
conservative are labels. We seek

to get beneath the surface of these

labels to issues confronting Amer-
ica's future. In that respect, we're

on the cutting edge of American
political thought."

Stiaff positions are still avail-

able, said Brach. Anyone interest-

ed in joining should stop by the

Student Government office in 204
Dougherty Hall.

In the News
ffifPdfit to lead SDI eonference
On Oct. 1 John E. duPont,

Villanova's wrestling coach,

announced that he will present

an intematk>nal teleconference

and technological exhibition on
the Strategic Defense Initiative

(SDI) in mid-1988 in Washing-
ton, D.C.

duPont, vice chairperson of

the National Security Advisory

Board and president of the

Foundation for America's
Citizen-Athletes, will be the

major sponsor and underwriter

Constitution leetures to lie held

of the "John E. duPont Great

Issues Series" of conferences.

The first in the series will

be broadcast to over 200 uni-

versities via satellite and will

be potentially viewed by at

least 2 million students and
faculty.

According to a press release,

duPont is committed to provid-

ing a forum that would expose

America's youth togreat minds
on issues of public concern.

T.A.V.

The political science depart-

ment, in observance of the U.S.

Constitution, will present three

speakers this fall to discuss

various aspects of the
Constitution.

The first lecture, by H. Her-

man Belz, will take place Oct.

27. Mr. Belz is a professor of

history at the University of

Maryland. Belz will give his

lecture, "Constitutionalism
and the American Founding,"
in the west lounge of Dough-
erty hall.

"The Global Impact of the

United States Constitution" is

the subject of the second lec-

ture Oct. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the
east lounge of Dougherty Hall.

The lecture will be given by
Henry J. Abraham, professor of

government and foreign affairs

at the University of Virginia.

The last of this fall lecture

series will occur Nov. 3 with
"The Bill of Rights." Walter
Berns, a professor of political

science at Georgetown Univer-
sity, will be speaking. Cur-
rently, he is also the resident

scholar at the American Enter-
prise Institute for Public Policy

Research. This will take place
at 4 p.m. in the East Lounge
of Dougherty Hall. M.S.

Lair school celebrates RedMass
The Villanova University

School of Law will observe the

30th anniversary of its annual
Red Mass on Oct. 10, at 7 p.m.
in the St. Thomas of Villanova

Chapel on main campus.
Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein,

founding dean of the law
school, will speak during the

rites, which mark the opening
of the school year. He inaug-

urated the Red Mass in 1957.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

will celebrate the Mass.
More than 300 alumni, stu-

dents, faculty and members of

the local bench and bar will be
attending the Saturday even-
ing ceremonies.

The Red Mass originated in

13th-century France.

Pavilion to host
diarismatic rally

(Photo by Nunes)

Student Govemment President Phil Brach (left) and Student Senator
John Lewis are two of the founders of The Pelican, a p<^tical journal
which will deal with local, national and international issues.

Coed dormitories discussed
By SHARON A. WATERS

Christopher M.Janosik, director
of Residence IMt, said that he was
"not surprised" by the results of

the recent survey which showed
overwhelming student support

for coed dorms because his office

"collected the same kind of data

through the residence life survey

we do each year."

Janosik further stated that

ndthec the offioeof Residence Lile

nor the dIvitaiMi ol Student Life

felt tkit hflfare ooed doras oould

beMtabHthsd, tlie Board ol Tnis-

teM and higher levels d adaun-
istranon nave lo k convmooo
that it jcaoi'dsnai] is a poiittvc

Dr. MflhMTd A. NofvUlc. vine

Imr Stnitnt Ufe, alaa

agreed that the Board of Trustees

and administration would have to

be sure that coed dorms would add
a positive aspect to the University.

According to Neville, there has

been no formal proposal to the

Board of Trustees, but the idea

of coed dorms has been discussed

mlomiany, yet not extensively,

with the Board's subcommittee
on student life.

Neville said that the pros and
cons of ooedxiorms would have to

be crawMwri to see if they merit

a propoaal to the Board. Then a

"well-thought out" proposal

would be preaented "very care-

ftiUy" to the Board, according to

The Rev. John P. Stack. 0.SA..
daM of stndiBta, staled that moce
aMMt he tahin into

thaajiiitthe

Stack said, "For the Board of

Trustees to be impressed, it would
be important to survey the alumni
and the parents."

Stack stated that he felt it

would be "very difficult for the

Board to keep our present policy

if parents and alumni were in

favor of this [coed dorms]."

Addressing the issue of the

visitation policy in connectkNi

with coed dorms. Stack said

visitation is just one of the many
issues whkh would have to be

examined beiorecoed dorms coukl

be added. Stack stated, "Students

aesnaw^eatf haUe OMan no vis-

itation hours and that is not

necessarily correct."

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

dadiaed to comment until a hiter

date.

By JENNIFER REIDY

The charismatic prayer groups
of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia

will hold their annual rally Oct.

9-11 in the duPont Pavilion.

Some 5,200 worshippers are

expected to attend the three-day

rally, which will begin with a

prayer meeting at 7 p.m. today,

according to Msgr. Vincent M.
Walsh, vicar for charismatic
prayer groups for the Archdiocese

of Philadelphia.

The young adult rally, for those

between the ages of 18 and 35, will

be held Saturday from 7-10 p.m.

Sr. Maria Rosita, executive direc-

tor of events for the charismatics,

stated that this rally "will prob-

ably be very emotional. When
these young kids catch onto the

spirit, they become awfully wild,

usually waving their arms in the

air and joyously praising the Lord
at the top of their lungs."

Walsh added, "A large group of

young people will also be coming"
from local colleges such as Temple
University, Drexel University,

the University of Pennsylvania
and Ursinus College, as well as

from Villanova.

The charismatic rally is not

rsored by Villanova and "the

ismatics are simply renting

space in the pavilion from the

athletk department," according

to a spokesperson from Campus
Ministry.

The charismatics are a sect of

the Catholic Church, founded in

1967. who maintain that they

receive the charismatic gifts

deecribed in the book of Corinthi-

ans in the New Testament. These
gtfts include the wofd of knowl

I, the 1^ of hsaling. the gift

of miracles, the gift of prophecy

and the interpretation of tongues.

The last gift mentioned involves

"speaking in tongues," in which
a person is found to pray or chant

in a foreign language. Often this

person is unable to understand

the language which he has

spoken, and the message can only

be interpreted by someone who is

bestowed with the gift of interpre-

tation of tongues, said Walsh.

According to Rosita, a person is

caused to speak in tongues by the

Holy Spirit, who manifests Him-
self in the heart and soul of the

person. The prayer which tne

person recites is "unlocked from
the depth of his soul by the Spirit,

and bypasses the brain, resulting

in the indiscernible foreign tongue
in which the person speaks. Thus,
the person has totally surrendered

his will to God and has become
a vessel through which He
communicates."'

The charismatics, as mentioned
previously, claim that some of

their members receive the gift of

healing from the Holy Spirit. The
Rev. Robert Faricy, a Jesuit and
professor of theology at the Greg-

orian University in Rome, Italy,

will lead a healing service at 3 p.m.
Saturday.

The annual charismatic rally

has in previous years t)een held

at the Civk Center in Philadel-

phia, in Harrisburg, Pa., and
Allentown, Pa., and in Wilming-

ton, Del. This year's theme is "To
Him Be Glory Forever."

Anyone interested in the rally

can purchase tickets at the door
on any of the three days. Admis-
sion will be 10 per person and $4
for young adults.

.AkJik.
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ment president, expressed doubt

earlier this week about the con-

stitutionality of the municipali-

ties' strict definition of a family

that is used in their multiple

occupancy zoning laws.

Brach said that Student
Government research indicated

that in no case other than the 1974

. BeUe Terre v. Baraas ruling by the

Supreme Court have such laws

been found constitutional. Accord-

ing to Brach. every time similar

multiple occupancy zoning laws

have been challenged on the state

level, they have been found uncon-

stitutional. He said, though, that

no one has challenged the laws in

a court of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.

Brach said that "The research

is done. The law is on our side

... but until someone challenges

the law [the zoning ordinances

restricting the number of unrelat-

ed persons who may live togeth-

er!,** the ordinances will remain

intact.

The Pennsylvania courts have

not yet affirmed that the state

constitution gives individuals any

more rights of association and
privacy than allowed by the fed-

eral constitution as interpreted by

the Belle Terre v. Boraas ruling,

according to the 1966 VOlanovan
article.

The Rev. Robert }. Martin,

O.S.A., assistant to the vice

president for Student Life, and

John M. Hyson, a Villanova Law
School professor, confirmed that

there had been no change in the

ruHngs concerning these laws at

either the Supreme Court level or

the Pennsylvania state level.

Martin said students evicted for

breaking the zoning laws restrict-

ing the num^r of unrelated

persons who may live together

"basically will have to litigate

that issue at the state level ' in

order to change the laws. He said

they will have to argue that these

local zoning ordinances violate

their constitutional rights of free

association with their peers or

that the definition of family being
used is too restrictive.

Brach. though, said he would
rather find another method of

alleviating the off-campus housing

problems than through litigation.

He said he has presented a plan

at a meeting of the Town and
Gown Committee which would
allow the laws to remain but give

students the right to apply for a

"variance.** which would in effect

make them exempt from the laws.

Brach. though, said Student

Government's 'iMggeat drive** is

presently a plan for a voter reg-

istration drive on campus. He said

getting students to berei^tered
yote^i in this area will give^them
a voice in local politics and will

be a quicker means than a lawsuit
ol changing kxral multiple occu-

pancy zoning rules.

When told of Brach's interest

in using a voter registration drive

to increase the students' ability to

affect the situation with the local

zoning laws, the Rev. Francis
A. Farsaci, O.S.A., advisor for off-

campus residents, said earlier this

week that a voter registration

drive for that purpose "might be
counterproductive** and that.

'The townships might become
more and more aggressive** if they

feel Villanova is "trying to put one

over on them." '

J'atricia MarzuUi, Student
Govemment*8 secretary cl exter-

nal affiirs, who ia dir«ctin^ the

or^uiiiation of the voter registra-

turn drive, said, "MyjNirpoae with
voter resistratkMi vsyist to let the
peo^ile oc the townships know that

Villanova is interested in the
community.**

Marzullt added that getting
students to register to vote
"affects more than just the zoning
laws ... my intention is not just

to change that.** She emphasized
that she is not working toward
students dominating voting in the
townships.

Farsaci said, "I can*t say that

I know of anybody this year who
has been evicted [for violating

local multiple occupancy zoning

ordinances]." He said he could

remember no more than about
three evictkxia last year.

"I really don't see it [the local

zoning ordinanoea] as a problem.

1 dan*t see that many evictions.'*

Michael Fleig, dimctor of com-
munity deveiopment for Radnor
Township, said hedo^ not '*know
of any Uuiee pn>blems currently
outstanding** concerning viola-

tions of Radnor*s loning ordi-

nance. Fleig did acknowledge
isolated incidents this year but
maintains that there have been
fewer problems recently than in

the past.

Farsaci emphasized easing ten-

sions between the townships and
the University. Farsaci said that

"we want to appear and truly be"
cooperative in listening to the
township residents' pleas.

Alcohol abuse concerns
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KEVIN J. OWENS

This week, the Order of Omega is proud to

spotlight the achievements of Kevin J. Owens of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

Kevin is a senior communications nuijor from
Pittsburgh, Pa. He currently serves in the capacity
of president for Sig Ep. Kevin has also held a variety

of other positions for the fraternity including Rush
chairman, alumni relations officer, and IFC repre>

sentative. In addition, Kevin serves as the Order of

Omega's treasurer and as a member of the Tailgate
Management Team.

On top of all of his activities here at Villanova,

Kevin keeps busy at Devon Prep High School where
he holds the position of head coach for both the varsity
soccer and tennis teams.

This past summer, Kevin held another oiarhing
job, serving as head coach of the International

Pennsylvania Soccer Team USA for the under-17
division. Kevin took Team USA oo a vidorioita tour
of such places as Denmark, Sweden and tlie Soviet
Union.

Kevin claims that he has no free time, but if he
did, he would spend it watching aocoor.

For all of hia afcympliahiinti, the Ortter «f

Omep is pleaaad to honor Kevin J. Owena «f^vSifma
Phi Epailon fraternity aa the Greek of the WlilL

(Continuedfrom page 1)

"They think T can drink what
I want, when I want, and
nothing's going to happen to

me,' " Stack said.

Janosik said, "The alcohol is not

bad, it doesn't do it to you, it's

the person who chooses to drink

so much. Alcohol was made to be

a social beverage, to be drunk
responsibly.

"Our society and our students

have gotten away from using
alcohol to celebrate . . . [they have
forgotten how] to sip. to pace. Any
time a student drinks, they set out

to really get trashed and wasted."

she said.

Janosik stated that students

come to the center « because of

disciplinary probation, non-
disciplinary referral or of their

own accord.

The center's purpose. Janosik

explained, is education and pre-

vention to build awareness. "Pre-

vent drinking so much, prevent

getting in medical difficulty,

prevent getting in trouble and
thrown out of school, prevent

alcoholism.

"What I do is to ask them about
tolerance," Janosik said. v

"When they cross the line from
heavy drinking to alcoholism,

their body has increased tolerance,

so they have to use more of the

substance to feel the way they

used to feel on less," she said.

Other signs that they may be
crossing the line to addiction are.

according to Janosik, "drinking

alone, gulping drinks — which is

right away someone who chugs —
living to drink, where drinking

becomes the focus.

"The social spontaneity of

drinking functions isgone because
they are planning to drink. They
won't participate in any activity

unless there's drinking involved,"

she said.

She added, "Another sign is if

they're drinking to alleviate some
kind of pain or discomfort in their

lives . . . drinking to forget . . . that

person's at high risk. It's impor-
tant not to get into the pattern."

According toJanosik, awareness
about the center has increased
since she started working for it

part-time in 1984.

In 1984. 69 students were
referred to the center for both
alcohol and drug abuse as a result

of disciplinary referral, said
Janosik.

In 1985, 254 students were
referred as Janoetk increaaed her
work time. Therewcvea lot more
reJferrala aad atadents came in on
uKu own, sneamfl.
In 198(, 321 ttttdenta were

"A lot more students have come
in on their own. I've done a

presentation to freshmen, [with]

Panhell [Panhellenic Council] and
IFC [Interfratemity Council], and
we have an athletic program. I

didn't really advertise myself

before. This year I've done a lot

of outreach," Janosik said.

(Photo by Schill*)

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students

Tailgating

"Clearly, I don't see what we
do as 'tailgating.' [Tailgating is]

lunch, a couple of beers and
socializing. Registering kegs,

knowing that most people are

underage, stepping over bodies,

seeing public urination, throwing

up in the bushes, is alcohol

abuse." said Janosik.

She said tail^ting at Villanova

is the opportunity to have as many
cold beers as possible in a given

amount of time.

Suck stated, "What we have

before football games is not tail-

gating, but simply people rolling

dowii kegs and seeing how much
they can drink in a given amount
of time."

He said. "If there is not more
responsible drinking. I think
you'll see an attempt to regulate

the amount of alcohol or to elim-

inate tailgating. Neither will be

popular, but both are necessary

unless students understand that

the purpose of pre-game tailgating

is not to get trashed.

"Groups who have that as a goal
are going to end up curtailing the

event for everyone," he said.

Stack added, "If students were
watching out for 6ne another,

there wouldn't be as many people

drunk.

"People aren't even thinking

about that [the football game],

they're tying a load on," he said.

He further: s^ted» "Most stu-

dents are fairly cooperative about
eliding. Some, however, don't

understand there has to be an end
to the party."

Attitude

"Students know how to drink

responsibly; they just don't choose

to. Some students tell you on
Tuesday, 'I can't wait until Friday

when I'm drunk,' " said Stack.

Janosik said the important
factor needed is an attitude

change.

"Students think, 'Where can we
get together' to get the most
amount of alcohol or to drink until

we fall?' Why not socialize, and
that can include alcohol, but why
get sick or lose control? To me,
that's not having a good time,"

she said.

Janosik said she was worried

about the attitudes underlying

drinking in which people value a

good time rather than safety and
responsibility.

"No one'r trying to take your
fun away ... we just want you to

be safe and not to overdo it." she
said.

Radnor House deaths
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Villanova freshman Diana Geup-
puao, who Uvea directly above
Kathleen Goodwin's unit, reacted,
'Tm frightened. I knew the lady.
I had/HroUema with our connect-
ing iNitecptpet. She aeemed
stnup . tte acmething waa both-
crhMTihcr. It's ao weini thA. nsy

Eig6th-floor resident and junior
accounting major Joanie Cejghlan

said polke had roped off the rear

parking kA after the ahootings.

She aaid, "It givea you the creeps,
rm sick that aDttaoae would do
something like it. fm devastated

for the little bey.**

ncMhkar waa shot.

DiMtri L
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By SIOBHAN A. EODER

The Villanovans For Life (VFL)
held their yearly Respect Life

Week this week to educate the
Villanova community about a
number of pro-life issues, accord-
ing to HeicU M. Rojas, president

of VFL.
"A concentrated effort to really

educate the campus is what has
been stressed (in organizing
Respect Life Week]," said Rojas.

Rcqas stated, "If one person
' comes out of this week knowing
a little more, we have achieved our

Rojas indicated that the three
main issuM VFL was hoping to

educate thie campus about this

week were abortion, infanticide

and euthanasia.

As part of this year's Respect
Life Week, Dr. Joseph Desjardins
presented a lecture titled "Is Bork
Truly Pro-life?'; Monday night.
Judge Robert Bork was recently

nominated by President Ronald
Reagan to succeed Justice Lewis
Powell on the U.S. Supreme
Court.

According to Ingrid Bimbach,
chairperson for Respect Life Week,
Tuesday night's film, "Eclipse of

Reason," concentrated on late-

term abortions. Bimbach said the
film showed a baby immediately
before an abortion was performed
and then showed the abortion

procedure from the doctor's point

Downey
honored
at dinner
By TftACEY WHARTENBY

. 'A' . ' '

'

Dr. Bernard J. Downey, former
dean of the Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences, was honored
at a retirement dinner Sept. 26 in

the Villanova Room of the Con-
nelly Center.

Approximately 125 faculty
members, administrators and
secretaries attended the dinner.

Downey first came to Villanova
University in 1959 as a chemistry
professor. After teaching for sev-

eral years, Downey became chair-

person of the chemistry
department.
From 1969 to 1974, Downey

served as assistant dean of the
Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences. In 1974, Downey became
dean of the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences.

He retired from this position at

the end of last semester and is

currently teaching a course in the
chemistry department.
During his term of office, Dow-

ney was involved in new and
interdisciplinary programs, such
as computer science, human organ-
ization science and liberal studies.

of view.

On Wednesday night a nK)vie,

"Whose Life Is It Anyway?", dealt

with the issue of euthanasia, said

Bimbach. It starred Richard Drey-
fuss as a sculptor, paralyzed from
his neck down in an accident, who
wants the right to refuse
treatment.

A coffeehouse took place in

Dougherty Hall Thursday night,

during which the audience
members were encouraged to

write to both their state and
national representativesand sena-

tore, urging those politicians to

support pro-life positions on var-

ious pieces of legislation dealing

with abortion, suid Bimbach.
VFL sold T-shirts and "I Care"

packages during the week. Bem-
bach said she only expected to

"break even" in the sale of the T-
$hirts. She said, though, depend-
ing on whether money was donat-

ed for the "I Care" packages, she
expected to "break even" or have
a profit from their sale. If "I Care"
packages produced a profit, she
said the money would be donated
to Mom's House, an oiganizatron

which aids unmarried mothers.
Rojas said VFL was founded in

1974 in response to the 1973 Roe/
Wade Supreme Court decision

guaranteeing to women the con-

stitutional right to have an abor-

tion. Rojas indicated that, at first,

VFL concentrated solely on the
abortion issue.

She said, though, after learning

of Chicago's Joseph Cardinal
Bemardin s concept of the "seam-
less garment/' which emphasizes
the interrdtttedness of all life

issues, VFL began to increase the

number oi issues they worked
with. Rqfas said this resulted in

the organization becoming
overextended.

'•We [this year's VFL executive
committee] brought the group
back to the three main issues

[abortk>n. infanticide and eutha-
nasia],** said Rojas. She emphas-
ized that members of VFL still

maintain connection with other
issues through the peace and
justice network.

Bimbach is the coordinator of

the peace and justice network.
She said that the network pro-

vides communication between the^

various social action groups on
campus and publicity and general

information about the activities

those groups are involved in.

Roias said, "Every month we
[VFL] have two to three general
meetings . . . which are education-
al. We do letter-writing and dis-

cuss issues."

In addition, VFL holds a month-
ly social activity and does a
monthly service project.

In January, members of VFL
will participate in the March for

Life in Washington, D.C. The trip

is open to anyone who is interest-

ed, said Rojas.

National News Noles

New alcohol policy protested
Nearly 200 of the 1,250 stu-

dents at Lycoming Univereity
in Williamsport, Pa., gathered
recently in the center of cam-
pus to protest new restrictions
in the school's akx>hol policy.

The college president, Fred-
erick E. Blumer, announced an
interim policy requiring organ-
izations or individuals request-
ing permission to serve alcohol
to agree not to serve anyone
who appears to be intoxicated
or younger than 21.

Students said that Blumer
only informed a group of stu-

dent leaders of the policy, who
were then supposed to inform
the campus, and he did not
notify the entire student
population.

Blumer later told students
that the policy changed because
of a ruling by the Third U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals extend-
ing liability to colleges if offi-

cials know minors are being
served alcohol illegally.

M.M.S.

Plaglarisni common in colleges

(Pholo by Nunes)

Dr. Bernard Downey, former dean of the Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences, acknowledges a $1,000 gift at his retirement dinner
Sept. 26.

He was also actively involved in

professional organizations.

In addition, Downey is president

of the Pennsylvania Association of

the Graduate Schools and presi-

dent of the Association of the
Graduate Schools in Catholic
Colleges and Universities. Also,

the former dean has presented or
published 28 papers about various

aspects of graduate education.

Downey's retirement dinner
was organized by Dr. Joseph
Kinney of the English department,
who served as assistant dean of

the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences for two years.

After dinner, speeches were
given by Dr. Robert Grob, master
of ceremonies; the Rev. Lawrence
C. Gallon, O.S.A., vice president

for Academic Affairs: and the Rev.

Kail C. ElHs, O.S.A., dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences.

After the speeches, Kinney
presented the former dean with a

retirement gift of $1,000.

At the dinner, Dr. Priscilla

Hopkirk, chairperson of the pol-

itical science department,
announced the dedication of the
Dr. Bernard J. Downey Award in

Public Service.

"Dr. Downey was an outstand-

ing administrator and teacher. He
is an outstanding person, who
demonstrated in my experience

with him the main ideals of our
University. He is someone whom
I appreciated as a colleague on the

faculty. And above all, I consider

him to be a real friend," said

Kinney.

Directory expected in December
By PATRICIA GAVIN

A "safe goal" of "before Christ-

mas" has been set for the com-
pletion of Villanova's student
-directory, Christine Wnuk, assis-

tant seoetary of public relatkms
for Student Gofvemment, recently

U this goal is reached, the
will have been published

"very helpful sti^" have been at

.
work since April. Letters contain-

ing information release forms and
postage-paid envek>pes were sent

to students by the aid of July.

Also, freshman information
was taken care of during orien-

tatkm with the help ol Don Mul-
Kkin, student orientation dudr-
peraon, and Chriatine A. Lysionek.

aaaistant to the dean fd students.

. s Currently, the directary staff is

^vEiHy warn not aeHwerao lo wonuig^vnn scuuent inionnaiion
until early in the apriiv tiles in tkt Ragistmr's Oihot,

with the help of the office's

Hie diiartary is cowptet- panouMl Wnuk stated that the
•d, it «iii CMM a

'ill

soffioelMldt, jy|y aU of the inJawMiiian U
daHMSt aBMHr bmimi wUl he

aaM that aha aad kar tmkd to ppaaaat tiM Tiitiriil

which is completed in North
Carolina. A "safe goal" is there-

fore the best that can be done, said

Wnuk.

Wnuk has asked students who
were not specifk about the infor-

matkm they gave, or who did not

sign a release form, to go to the
Student Government offke on the

second floor of Dougherty Hall to

fill out a form.

The information-gathering sys-

tem uaed this year is new, and it

is hoped to make it as easy as

poaaible for students to complete

forms and return them, according

to Wnuk.

So far, the new avstem has
mwuiman luccaaiful, but theie

tsitill room for improvement, sakl
Wank

The revelation that Sen.
Joseph Biden, D-Del., cheated
on a law school paper as a
student in 1965 places him
with a large percentage of
today's college students.
A Carnegie Commission re-

port in 1985 reported that 30
to 50 percent of all college
students admitted that they
had cheated during their aca-
demic careers.

On Sept. 17, Biden, a candi-

date for the Democratic presi-

dential nomination, admitted
that he had plagiarized five
pages on a paper in 1965 as a
first-year law student at Syr-
acuse University.

Biden was allowed to retake
the course in 1965, but many
students today might not get
that opportunity. Schools toc&y
are more vigilant in watching
students.

E.H.M.

Harvard hosts "Beetlemania"
Harvard University is cur-

rently exhibiting its own ver-

sion of "Beetlemania." Ringo
Starr and Paul McCartney will

not be present, but more than
5,000 air-dried and preserved
specimens of beetles will be,

according to a recent New York
Times report.

The exhibits are grouped by
specimens and labeled with a
touch of humor. The weevil

beetle display is called "Weevil
Overcome" and the tiger bee-
tles, found on beaches, are
called "The Beach Boys."
The exhibit contains more

than 3 million beetle specimens
and was created by Scott Shaw,
curatorial associate at the
Harvard University Museum
of Comparative Zoology, and
his assistants, Ed Armstrong
and Chariie Vogt. ^.M.M.

Colleges experience

divestment pressures
By MIKE O'KEEFFE

[CPS] As a nationwide series of

planned anti-apartheid protests

approaches in October, activists

expect the pressure on campuses
to sell their shares on firms that

do business in segregationist
South Africa will be more intense
than ever.

This, the activists note, is the
first protest season since the Rev.
Leon H. Sullivan called for U.S.
businesses to withdraw from
South Africa.

In 1977, Sullivan authored the
Sullivan Principles, a list of civil

rights that companies agreed to

respect among their South African
employees, regardless of color.

Scores of colleges, unwilling to

take the financial losses of selling

their shares in the firms, adopted
policies requiring the companies
to comply with the principles.

In June, the Philadelphia min-
ister and civil rights leader,
frustrated by the South African
government's unwillingness to

dismantle apartheid and its mount-
ing violence, called on firms to
stop trying to make the best of a
bad situatipn, and to pull out of
the country altogether.

Fifty-nine of the natkm's biggest

campuses had adopted the Sulli-

van Principles, the Investor
Responsibility Research Center in

Washington, D.C. said.

"SulUvan's comments definite-

ly will put pressure on schools to

divest," said Josh Nessen, the
student coordinator of the Amer-
ican Committee on Africa.

In January 1985, without much
prodding from Nessen 's group,
anti-apartheid sit-ins and demon-
stratkmt suddenly expkided on
doaans of campuaes, and the

momentum built to involve as
many as 100,000 students in April

demonstrations.

Since then, however, the crowds
and intensity of the campus move-
ment gradually have dwindled as
trustees began to sell their

schools' shares.

Nessen, though, hopes Sulli-

van's call will start an anti-

apartheid revival during the week-
long teach-ins and rallies his

group has planned on during
October.

Zoning
(Continuedfrom page I)

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean
of students, have met with town-
ship officials over the last several

months to maintain communica-
tion about off-campus problems,
said Duncan.
These problems, primarily

clashes between students and
families who complain of exces-
sive noise and late-night parties,

are the source of tension in resi-

dential areas. "There is always
tension," Stack said.

According to Duncan, ninety
percent of the complaints are
regarding Villanova students."
Stack said that off-campus

"students now are paying for the
sins of the past."

Both Stack and Duncan
stressed cooperation and consid-

eration in residential neighbor-
hoods. "There are always going
to be parties," Duncan said, "and
I think the reskients can under-
stand that. Right now it's a small
number of students causing the
problems and giving the school a
bad name."
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Committee assists

iiomeless in Pliiia.
To the Editor:

Why would 100 people gather

on a Wednesday night in Alumni

Gym? A big party ... no that is

not it. Perhaps an all-star basket-

ball game ... no that is not it

either. One hundred Villanovans

gathered on Sept. 23 to commit
themselves to the homeless per-

sons of Philadelphia by becoming

members of the Villanova Com-
mittee for the Philadelphia Home-

less (VCPH).

VCPH, now in its fifth year,

began a new year of volunteering

time and spirit to the homeless on
Oct. 1. With this new year comes
many new faces and new ideas,

but still the traditional goal of

aiding the homeless remains.

The 1987-88 VCPH committee
chairpeople are: Amy Neitzel and
Dean Walsh (education commit-
tee); Brad Compton, Paul Dorsey
and Nora Corcoran (street out-

reach committee); Mary Beth
Donahue and Steve McNally (the

environmental committee); and
Mary Pat Parducci and myself

(soup kitchen committee). Last,

but by no means least, is Noreen
Cameron, the campus ministry

coordinator for the committee.

As a committee, we formed
goals, tossed around new ideas

and made decisions for the upcom-

ing year. Our first goal was
promotion; we wanted to attract

people to the committee. We
designed and posted posters, we
advertised in the Villanovan,
addressed special interests groups

such as the incoming freshmen,

the Greeks and previous commit-

tee members.

Lo and behold, the huge turnout
and sign-up surpassed all of our
goals. I would like to take this time
to thank all of you who have
become a part of this committee
— without you, the volunteers,
there would be no committee.
Thanks.

This year the committee will

venture into new facets of volun-
teering. A monthly blanket drive;

the handing out of bologna and
cheese sandwiches, as well as
peanut butter and jelly sand-
wiches, on the streets; participa-

tion in the Habitat for Humanity;
and a push for better campus
education about the homeless.
The blankets provide warmth, the
new sandwiches provide variety
in food, the habitat participation

provides homes and the education
provides knowledge and under-
standing. Indeed, we are off to a
new year, a good year.

Ann Ryan
Class of 1988
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Alcohol: When use becomes abuse
By NOEL E. FALCO

A college scene, spring 1987:

This is a true story about a
fraternity party at a major state

university:

Students cram into a party at

a fraternity house during a man-
datory dry rush [rush without
alcoholic beverages]. However,
here beer gave way to hard liquor

as students played quarters with
shots of vcklka and schnapps.

As the night wore on, and
pitchers of mixed drinks kept
flowing, one student leaned over
a burning "party" candle in order
to change the record on the stereo.

Fire burned his sleeve and
quickly spread to his back.

Taking a strong hold of him, I

tried to force him to the ground
to put out the flames. He panicked
and fled.

It took five dazed brothers to

restrain him and put out the

flames. Ten minutes later they

were still deliberating over what
course of action to take.

Wt'vt become more
responsible about
drinking and driving be-

caiise we hear about
the deaths. You don't

hear about the people

dying of alcohoL

Janice Janosilc

director of the Drug
and Alcohol

Intervention Center

As the student lay screaming
and writhing in pain on the floor,

his "brothers" decided to keep the
incident quiet. They feared getting
in trouble with alumni and losing
their charter for serving alcohol
during dry rush.

They decided to try to find some

ice for his charred flesh, which

obviously bore second-degree
bums. The smell of burnt flesh

permeated the room, and cries of

affony continued.

I grabbed the phone to call for
an ambulance, but a brother
forced it from my hand. "We'll
take care of it." he said.

They made the student walk
two blocks in the cold March air

to a cat in which he was taken
to a clinic. Only one brother
stayed with him t>ecause the rest

were too drunk. Too drunk . .

.

They were too drunk to handle
a life-threatening situation, too
drunk to discern between saving
a life and losing a fraternity
charter.

Alcohol abuse both created a
dangerous situation and clouded
the clear thinking needed in this

situation.

If only we did not place so much
emphasis on alcohol at social

events, there would not have been
a need to have a party during dry
rush. If alcohol had not been

abused, the student might not

have reached over the flame. He
might have been able to react

better. The brothers might have
handled the situation in a more
appropriate manner. Life would
have taken priority over alcohol.

JanJanosik, director of the Drug
and Alcohol Intervention Center,
said, "How could drinking be
worth a life? It's with those kind
of attitudes and situations that

I'm worried that people could get

injured or killed.

"I've heard of fraternities leav-

ing a drunken pledge outside a hall

because the fraternity doesn't
want to get in trouble ... but this

guy could just lay there and die,"

Janosik commented.

"We've become more responsi-
ble about drinking and driving
because we hear about the deaths.
You don't hear about the people
dying of alcohol," Janosik said.

The use of alcohol can quickly

become abuse when it threatens

the well-being, even the life, of

others or ourselves.

South Campus battles Quad
By JACQUELINE GENTILE

It is 4 a.m. Ydu are sleeping

soundly. Suddenly you are jolted

awake. It sounds as though there

is an explosion outside which is

followed by an instantaneous
round of cheers. What could it be?

If you have ever had an expe-

rience similar to this one, chances
^' are you live in the quad.

People do agree that both Shee-

han and Sullivan have their

inconveniences. Sullivan resident

Peter Burke feels the noise some-

times "just gets too loud."

Other students find hall phones
annoying because they ring for a

long time before being answered,
and often messages are not

delivered.

Despite these conditions, there

are students Who would live

nowhere on campus besides the

quad. On the other hand, many
people feel just as strongly about
living on south campus.
What is it that these two very

different sections of campus,
south campus and the quad, have
that attracts students?

Burke feels that Sullivan Hall

is the place for him. Although the

dorm is loud, it is close to class-

room buildings. And Burke added
that he likes "being in the center
of things."

Many quad residents do not

seem to be bothered by the noise.

They feel that there are always
other places to study if the dorms
are too loud.

Moreover, the quad seems to be

quite a social center on campus.
"It's the best place to start a

snowball fight," commented Shee-

han resident Jill Savoy,

Xabier Geurricagoitia wasted
no words explaining why he chose
to live in Sullivan Hall. His
reasons? "Location and
atmosphere."

For those students who feel

south campus is the place to live,

they have the benefits of air
conditioning, carpeting, private
phones and a new dining hall.

Stanford residents enjoy having
access to the weight room in the
basement and the basketball
courts located right outside the
dormitory.

Mike Luciani, d resident of

Stanford, who lived on main.

campus last year, feels the secur-

ity is tighter on south campus.
The entrances to south campus
dormitories are always locked

during curfew hours and security

guards patrol the area effectively.

Other south campus residents

feel they have good security
because their rooms cannot be
easily broken into, whereas Shee-

han and Sullivan rooms can be

easily broken into if the doors are

not bolted.

Stanford resident Tom Kurke
explained that, socially, Stanford

Hall is "perfect. " He believes a

hall such as Delurey is too out of

the way, while Sullivan is "too

wild." For him, Stanford is a

happy medium.

No south campus residents

seemed to be bothered by the walk
to main campus, except during the
winter months when snow is not

always cleared from the south

campus path that leads to the

chapel.

Finally, many Stanford resi-

dents said that they are very
happy with the male-to-female

ratio on south campus.

(Continued on paffe 11)

Book checkout and renewal have
Library enters the computer age.

(photo by Nunes)

been cohiputeHzed as Falvey

Falvey meets the

computer age
By TARA SILIGATO

The Falvey Memorial Library
has long been the center for quiet,

as well as social, study for Villa-

nova students. It provides them
with a place away trom the noise
of the dorms so they can get their

work accomplished. These days,
the library is keeping up with the
times and is entering the computer
age.

The computer system is already
in use in some areas of the library,

such as circulation and the reserve
room. The cataloging module is in

the process of being installed.

Plans are also being made for an
online public cataloging module
allowing the students to access
the database from various loca-

tions around the campus as well

as from home computers through
a telephone hookup.

The circulation module allows

tne library staff to locate a book
at anytime, whether it is on the

stacks or loaned out. This, accord-

ing to Dr. Mary Ann Griffin, the

library's Director, gives greater

control in record-keeping.

The library can also keep track

of borrowers' current standings.

Information on overdue books,

fees, etc. can be assessed quite

easily and quickly this way,
Griffin explained.

This computer system will

enable the Falvey Memorial
Library to expand and grow, and
this will benefit the students,

faculty and the school a great deal.

Campus Clip
Specters haunt St. Mary's

(phoiobyNuntt)
o< WIMmi re

I Wi
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By DANA RAO

Over the last week, numerous
unexplained phenomena have
beten reported in the St. Mary*s
dormitory, causing confusion and
mayhem. The first incident
mvolved a resident on the third

floor who claimed to have had a
personal encounter with a super-
natural force.

Apparently, the young man was
being constrained by some kind of
specter. He was pmned helplessly

to his bed to the point of hysteria
and had no explanation for this.

the first, of the incidents. The
following morning the victim was
visibly shaken as he relayed his

story to hia skeplical friends, but
little attention was paid to this

harrowing experience.

Later that wtek. the visitor

returned. The next victim said he
as lying in bed when he hatrd
knock at his third-story window.

Upon investigation, he found
nothing and returned to bed. A
few sleepless mmutes later he

heard the knock again.

Growing anxious, he returned

to the window to investigate the

source of this persistent noise.

Once agam nothing was seen,

intensifying his fear to a near

panic state. Any doubts he had as

to the reality of the knocks were
dispelled by a third repetition of

the noise.

Completely unnerved, he
checked the window for the final

time only to find the blackness of

the night sky. He retreated to the

safety of his bed thoroughly
spooked and unable to close his

eyes the rest of the night.

The next day. rumors of ghosts

tan rampant through St. Mary's.

which were supported by yet

another experience.

The forces moved to the second

floor when two students in adia*

cent rooms heard persistent and

peculiar sounds they found diffi-

cult to describe. They could only

explain that it sounded like a

metal object falling on the floor

but the sounds seemed to sur

round the entire room.

. The neighbors had no rational

explanation as to what thev heard

Kjecially tonsidenng that the

noises were heard alter 2 a. ni.

As ihe mystent« n.oimi one

must consider thf LX>ssih'i:rv ih.^t

these stones. toi.'I n it.ta e' -ous

ness. are true. \W .oii»«( u ; the

tomfoolery oi ,'...ru' Sii» turd

residents not ablo to at. vu atimii

tance into the St. Mar> ^ C. itr.tr \

Club? Or possibly it could be a pli •

by a team of Corr Hall siudtnt

attempting to scare their way into

a few more square feet of room.

Opinions will vary and cnti

cisms wilt be heard, but one thipK
is certain: If there are ghonts .m

St Mary's, they have not come ;t»'*

the nightlife.
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Students help busmesses
By KAREN lOVINO

Located in the basement of

Sheehan Hall is a very useful

organization that deserves more
recognition than it currently

receives. This orgsinization is the

Small Business Cievelopment Cen-

ter (SBDC).
Started in 1972, the SBDC is a

non-profit, volunteer organization.

Student run, officers for SBDC
this year are Patty Haemmerle
and Stephen Colanero, co-

directors, Kathleen Kelly, secre-

tary, and Terry Simmons, field

director. Professor Wesley E.

Schwarz serves as faculty

advisor.

Comprised of approximately 50
students, the SBDC consults and
counsels small businesses on or

around the Main Line. The stu-

dents themselves actually advise

these businesses in such areas as

bookkeeping, marketing, sales

and management.
The society is broken up into

five groups handling five different

cases, each with a student group
leader. Each group is also able to

choose a faculty member to advise

them.
As a result of being in the

SBDC, students are able to apply

what they have learned in classes

to the real business world.

"In class, you don't get to see

how actual businesses are run. As
a member of the SBDC you ac-

tually get experience in the work-
ing world," said Colanero. In

addition, Kelly stated that the

SBDC gives the student "great

experience not only applying what
you have learned, but in working
with and talking to people."

One example of the cases that

the SBDC has handled include a

restaurant that was interested in

acquiring a computer system to

help monitor inventory, personnel

and payroll. The SBDC was able

to outline the concerns of the

owner and recommend a suitable

computer system.

Currently, the organization is

dealing with a company that sells

technical products. The SBDC is

helping this company choose a

computer system and form an

appropriate accounting method
that corresponds with the

computer.
In the past, the SBDC got their

clients from the Small Business

Administration (SBA). The SBA
is a branch of the federal govern-

ment that receives government

grants to help floundering small

businesses. In return, the busi-

nesses were required to seek

counseling of some sort. These
businesses are referred to the

SBDC.
However, the SBA no longer

receives these grants, and the

SBDC must now rely on their

reputation and advertising to gain

clients.

The key to the SBDC is its

people. Students who wish to be

a part of this organization must
be junior or senior commerce and

finance majors with a GPA of at

least 3.0. Applications are sent to

qualified students over the

summer.
This summer out of 700 appli-

cations, 200 were returned.

Colanero said, "The new appli-

cation system that started this

year has resulted in an over-

whelming response, and we have

plenty of enthusiastic volunteers

to help us this year."

Colanero stressed that since the

program runs from semester to

semester, applications that were
not accepted for the fall semester
will still be considered for the

spring semester.

Students who have not received

an application and who wouki like

to be a part of the SBDC can pick

up an application at the office in

the basement of Sheehan or can
call the office at 645-4382 from 9
a.m.-5 p.m.

The program is different, excit-

ing and definitely worthwhile.

The usefulness of the SBDC is

effectively summed up in Haem-
merle's statement, "As students,

it is hard to get adults to take you
seriously. The SBDC gives you an
edge in the working world."

wKo kfiOWA, wK|> fiure«
Bubbly, bubbk, toil and trouble . . . seems fflce tlMf witches

have been boiUi^g up some spdls over at Sti Marys ... and
Casper's been, making the rounds ... all that asbestos over

there must be catching up with those guys . . . next thing yoM
know people will be sumed in the Pit ... oh, we forgot . . . that

happened already . . .didn't Chet PH s|>arlde on Sunoay . . . since .

when has knitfii at Villanova been a black tie affair , . . affair

. . . that was some affair at the Pavilion Saturday night ... did

you cbeck out Chubby Checker's checkered shoes? ... too bad

Bobby Rvdell was sick and couldn't make it . . . he'll probably

be slapped with a lawsuit too ... we think he probably went to

Frank! VaUi's kid's christening . . . hey, Franki could have had
that christening here with all of the wateron campus on Saturday
... get used to it, freshman . . . Villanova is the official rain forest
of Pennsylvania . . . it'll probably even rain for the big senior
picture next week . . . yeah, seniors have nothing better to do
than sit pretty for a pkrture next week . . . just midterms . .

.

and the beginning of on-campus interviews . . . okay . . . it's

not our fault that there's nothing funny to pick on . . . take a

look at all of the nice thing^ goingon . . . Special Olympics, Respect

Life Week, the Charismatic Rally . . . this isn't any fun, but . .

.

who knows, who cares.

Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

Word of

the Week
POCULATION

a) immunization against

smallpox

b) the drinking of alcoholic
beverages

c) a statistical survey of kiwi
breeding

d) special bread-kneading
technique

Solutiottimge 1

2

Coming Up..

.

Oct. 9

"Stand By Me," 6:30 and 9 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema. $2.

V/Cl. 1 1 1M««,

Special Olympics
"Sheer Madness," 7 p.m., Connelly Center Cinema.

Oct. 12

RSA Social Awareness Lecture Series, 8 p.m.. Center for Peace
and Justice Education

Oct. 13

Career Development Workshop, "Interviewing Skills," 2:30-3:30

p.m., Haverford Room, Connelly Center.

Oct. 14

Alan Hunter lecture, 8 p.m., Villanova Room, Connelly Center.

Oct. 15

Royal Liechtenstein Circus, noon, Mendel Field.

5f

8A^
The SociaiAwareness Lecture

Series Fresents:

LIFE IN NICARAGUA
MICHAEL HERON, a representative of WITNESS FOR PEACE
will speak on Ms recent visit to this war-torn nation.

Oct. 1 2 at 8 p.m.

At the Center for Peace & Justice Education
IN THEBASEMENT OFSULUVANHAU

Be thereI

«or be sppsKl

LIP-IT '87

is (U^mingt
J-

Nov. 13 at 7 p.jn

i:s«^ \\>^ ^
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lireseryes traction
By STEPHEN POWERS

What is the Augustinian Histor-

ical Institute? ^^t do they do?

How do they do it? To be honest,

before I got to Villanova, I had
never even heard of the Augusti-

nians, let alone the Augustinian
Historical Institute. But I learned.

The office of t;he Augustinian
Historical Institute is located on
one side of the beautiful Falvey
Memorial Library.

"Was the Augustinian Historical

Institute founded by the Augus-
tinians?'' It turns out that it was,
back in 1973, and is fimded by
Villanova University and the
province of St. Augustine. Its

puripose is to promote and research

publications by Augustinians in

philosophy, theology, missology
and biography.

The board of directors runs the

institute, and is made up of five

members: the Rev. Joseph C.

Schnaubelt, O.S.A., the Rev.

Joseph Duffey, O.S.A.; the Rev.

Michael Martel, O.S.A.; the Rev.

Arthur J. Ennis, O.S.A.; and the

Rev.John Driscoll, O.S.A., Univer-

sity president. Beside the board of

directors, the institute is com-
prised of its members and four

employees.

I also learned that the institute

participfites in numerous activi-

ties throughout the year. They
maintain a non-circulating library

at works by Augustinians. They
sponsor the International Confer-

ence of Patristic, Medieval and
Renaissance Studies (PMR
Conference) annually. They ako
periodically sponsor archeological

expeditions in Europe.

Turrently, the institute is pub-
lishing a volume of papers of St.
Anselm and an Augustinian North
American biography. This biogra-
phy contains everything that has
been published by Augustinians
who have Jived or worked in North
America.

At the conclusion of the inter-

view, I was quite at ease. I just

hope I made the article interesting

to read. It is not that I am worried
about the wrath of my editors, or
even the possiblity of a lawsuit.

It is the subject matter of the
story. If I made any mistakes, I

will have to answer to a. . .higher

authority.

f

ACROSS

1 Bishopric
4 A state: abbr.
6 Roadside hotel

ilNaaded
13 Peaceful
15 In the manner of

16 Food programs
18 Poker stake
19 Pounds per

sq. in. .

21 MeUri fastener
22Gr«akjattar
23
26

pronoun
29Qratuitiea
31 Cfiangescotor

o<
33 ExdamatkHi
34 Hypothetk:al

force
35 Once around

track
36 Stitch

39Behokl!
40 Hebrew letter

41 Lamb's pen
nanrte

43 Assistant
45 Algonquian

Indian
47 Sham
50 Exdamatkwi
52neoion

.

53PaNor
S6Se«inAsia
58 Browm, as bread
80 Agave plant

61 Cairn

63 Cioaad fecureiy
65 PkitaU rucks
66 Spanish artk:le

67 Famala sheep

DOWN
1 Trade
2Dinea
3 Printar's

measure
4 Checks

the cvillanovan

Crnssward
Puzzle

SoAfMoffoifiMifel

5 Standard of

perfection

6 Loses
7EHher
8 Pair of fiorses

1
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Campus HHritbyPwsnecOw

Special Olympics
By AMY PIEK

In just two days, the Pennsyl-

vania Special Olympics will again

be here at Villanova. For those of

us who have been involved in the

planning, it is indeed a very
exciting and hectic time.

On Sunday, tlie^ will be soccer

tournaments, team competitions,

clinics and many other special

events. These will be the activities

that we as observers can watch,

but what we must not forget is

that there is much more Roing on.

I, like many others, will be out

all day Sunday helping the ath-

letes in their events and also

ensuring that they enjoy the day.

The commitment for some of us

may be for the entire day, while

for some others, the commitment
has lasted several months.

What can we do as Christians

to carry this commitment one step

further? Let us make the effort to

love and accept all people with

disabilities. Let it not matter that

they be physically or mentally

handicapped.

One bumpersticker states that

the "Disabled are able." I think

that this is the idea or image that

should stay with us. Not everyone

will be a track star or world-

renowned biologist, and that is

okay.

In the book of Romans, Paul

speaks about the way the Chris-

tian life should be lived, and
especially about the way oif love

in relations with others.

We are all individuals called "to

use our different gifts in accor-

dance with the grace that God has
given us.'* (Romans 12:6) Though
the distinction has been made
between individuals, we are all

one and the same iti God's
kingdom.

The reason that many of us are

involved io Special O^miiica ia

because we reatiEe that it is an
exciting event on ourcampUs. But
more importantly, we are involved

because the athletes enjoy it and
have worked diligently to get

where they are.

Maybe if you are a hugger, the

athlete you support will win a
ribbon, but then again maybe he
will not. Once the whistle bk>ws,

you, as a hugger, can be assured,

either way, of a huge hug and a
smile from the athlete that simply
will not be forgotten — a smile

that comes all the way from
inside. You will be a part of this,

you will feel terrific, and you will

only be watching from the
sidelines.

Because I know that Special

Olympics means so much to me,

I wish that everyone on campus
would and could participate. Even

if you cannot be a part of Sunday's

Special Olympics, there is still

much that can be done. You can

remember that the, "Disabled are

able."

Knowing that we all have such

different abilities makes it that

much easier to remember the

many simple things that can be

done. You can cheer someone to

victory, you can open a door or

you can crack a smile— and know
that God would want it that way.

eddng .
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GetDiscount
Checking.

Word of the Week

Solution

POCULATION
b) the drinking of alcoholic
beverages
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Do you write only a few checks a month? Do you tend to keep a low

checking account balance?

If so, you can save a lot ofmoney with Fidelity Bank's Discount

Checking Account There's no minimum balance to keep. You can

write 8 checks a month ftee. YourMAC card and unlimitedMAC
use are free, too.

And you get all your checks back with your monthly Statement

Attfaranfy$2afnan0L

Fiddity Bank's Discount Checking offers uncommon value for

peojdewho write checks sparingly Opening an account is quick and

easy, too.Just stop by any ofRddity's over 120 conveniently located

ofiBces-and start saving on your checking fees today!

'arBan]
• ism? Pideliiy Bank

MemlKTFDK:

UncommonVcihie.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^527-4330

PIZZA

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun^Thura. 11 a-m.-l a.m. • FrI. & Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

Owned and operated by Vincent Amendola. former owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook

Considered ttie best Pizzeria In West PhHadelphIa

NOW HIRING

Large Medium Small

HOAGIES

/
Cheese
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ground Beef

Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping

3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

Stromboli
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'DmfifKKravHz' plays at theZ^hrl^aek IHei^er
By RICHARD ABRAHAM

If you enjoy reading a review
on a musical that is worth your
while, read on. If not, you can
always rush to the end of this

article for son)e information on
intriguing activities involving
inusic theater.
~t

I First, here is the review. "The

I

iSetprfmarUy in Moth
inal fkuit^ the ISSOSf
jifte Atojr focusesMIfte

{rvdyainMiMsof
DuddyKnvltM, a smalh
town Jewish boy who
wmtstoowtihmdhi
frdertoeentherO'
ipect ofMsgrmdhther

end to become ^some-

body/

Apprenticeship ofDuddy Kravitz"
started its run at the Zellerbach

^Theater a short while ago and will

f

»

continue to play there until Oct.

11. It is fun. It is tuneful. It is

sad. And, basically, it is good.

Set primarily in Montreal dur-
ing the 1950s, it focuses on the
lively ambitions ofDuddy Kravitz,
a smalltown Jewish boy who
wants to own land in order to earn
the respect of his grandfath^ and
to become a "somebody."

On his-w9y, however, Duddy's

drive blinds him to the methods
he uses to reach his goals. He steps
on and injures the people he loves.

. He betrays their affection too
often and lets his affections be
clouded by his need to reach his

dreamy ambitions.

Despite this, "Duddy," at times,

is an uplifting production. Duddy
shows us just how kind he can
be when his ambitions are sup-
planted by family concern. This
concern leads one to sympathize
with him and forgive, somewhat,
his occasionally poor behavior by
attributing it to youthful energy
and drive.

Lonny Price as Duddy expertly

supports Alan Menken's ("Little

Shop of Horrors") composition
and the lyrics of David Spencer,
who wrote the acclaimed English
version of "La Boheme" for Public

Theater. Price also manages to

epitomize the youthful energy and

verve of Duddy on-stage without

wearing the audience out in the

process. *

Heading the rest of a fina cast

was Anne Marie Bobby as Yvette,

DuUdy's hopeful and responsible

love. Ahighlight of the production

comes wfaeli B<A^ i^nd Price

perfornn "Walcome Home,*' a
forgiving duet. Other songs range
from humorous to regretful to

celebratoi7k All in all, theemotioa-

al intent oithiMie|(erformances is

well-expressed, even though it

would not b^ a best-aeiling cast

album.
Also in the musical's favor is

the unique manner in which
ClarkeDunham handles theccen*

yk design. The settfakfQi rollon and
(CoMtinued on pagt 21)

Duddy (Loony Price, ri^t) fantasizes about a life of success and popularity as his grandfather
(Jack Sevier) locrics on.

Persoials

De/to Gamma Pledges
Your pledging days are al-

most over — get psyched for

sisterhood!

DG Sisters

Itow that you^/e regbtei^ for

your recjulred courses, Ws
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Twisted Sistsr brings tour tom Tomm-Wmim IhMffo's
By ALLEN AMBROSINO which previously had trouble flowing with enthutiaun. Great as the sounds of rapid gunfire UlkedtotMlrtiittmttlmMihout, .

-

and findinff a biff name act toooen for. White took the stase. Thev ooened echoed throughout the arena. baanning with the oCMtiog of "I ».. «»»»»»<, . .^.and
JEFF GILLIES

White took the stage. They opened
with "Shot In The Dark'^ and

finding a big name act toopen for,

received their big break from
Twisted Sister's sitfiger Dee Snid- continued with more hard-driving

The Tower Theater rocked last er. TNT singer Toni Hamell, who metal. SingerJack Russell sprayed

Tuesday night to the heavy metal bails from Philadelphia, and Snid- the audience with water and got

music of TNT, Great White and er are ckMe friends. thijigs moving by shouting a few

Twisted Sister. This three-and-

one-half-hour nietal marathon
had everyone in the audience
going crazy. The show was Twist-

ed Sister's first in Philadelphia in

over a year and a half.

As Twisted Sister fans waited

anxiously, TNT opened the show

jpgs

TNT, however, proved them- vulgarities,

selves to be more than worthy of Security also got into the act.

the opportunity with a solid series as a strungKHit spectator climbed

of explosive metal songs. The on stage and performed a short

entire crowd jumped to its feet as air-guiUr solo. He was thrown

the band tore into "Seven Seas" head-first into the crowd and
and "Ten Thousand Lovers In consequently was escorted to

One." The set ended with "Eve- the door. "All Over Now' was
with rn electrifying set of head-

banging metal to promote their a rousing ovation.

ryone's A Star," as TNT received following bv an incredible drum
sob. The drummer, Audie Des-

echoed thnwuihout the aJnena.

"Rock Me^ckwed the set, but
Great White was qukkly called

back for an encore. Saving the

best for last, Great White had the

audience shp^t|ng the chorus of

"On Your Knee^' Gi^t White
was both powerfidjtmMeraetic,
and should emefieas one of the

top new metal bands.

The opening acts were so
impressive that there was specu-

lation that Twisted Sister woukl
be upstaged. However, this was
not to be, as Sister ripped into a
vivacious ren<Htion of You Can't

bcomning with the
Bmve in Rookrand
went on to dagrade Midnal Jack-
son and hia music by nfehritig to

him with several obacedtiea. In

introducing "I*m SoHotfbrYou."
Snuler explained how this song
reminded him of his sexual expe-

riences and encounters.

After running ttutNi^h'SoineoM
materialand "Hot Love" from the
new album, love Is f}9r Snektn,
Twisted Sister got dofwn to some
serioua rock-and-roll. "TheFrice/'
the band's stowest aong. was a
change of pace that was nothing

new album Tell No Tales. TNT, With the crowd already over- brow audaciously pounded away Stop Rock and Roll." Snider l^^^^^^P^^V

froiio -

25441722
TIm MaiiHMrs Oiyy/lllanMHvc
• Imports & Independent Labels
• Hard to find Tapes, Videos &
Discs

• Imported Magazines & Books
Repo Buys Used Records

ISfPlsMMylvairfaAva.

PA

Persoials

Congratulations! You /cist

have to laarn that bearcat
atrut Good luck at CIncy and
don't t)other us when we^are
trying to study.

Superfesh A
Ten Krib

To our New Sister, Krista
Jones,

Congratulations on initia-

tion!

Love,
The Sisters of KKQ

Dear Patty,

Ihear the Concord's rates are
cheap these days! Smile,
Mddo!

Love,

BW

Burgess,
HI sweetie! Do you want to

go out tomorrow night? Just
tfw two of us, my treat! I love
you!

Love,

Simon

Boml}er,

i luv you more t'day than
yesterday, iHit not as much
as tomorrow! Thinking about
you from Central, Conn.

J Bird

Krietor-Tot

Happy 21st BDay (finally).

Get ready for some wild fun-

filled nights at Kelly's and
Smoke's.

Your housemates,
BestFarrell

Rfwdes
Fr.Fom
J'Bhd

(Dear Mr. SMm,
Happy Annhtersaryl Thanks
iof gMng me the beat year
ofmy mel Lei'a emU

^
'^^80 mefford rd^ Miwre MW-a/AIL
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OOnOPO in A AAlKli IpmiA. ID k MUST!

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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ALL INVITED TO JOINl

Dateline Club

Phone Inc.

all 976-4444
POPULAR, PERSONAL

& PRIVATE
$1^ per eaU, 24 hours a day

Octobtf9,19>7aTMEVILLAWQyAH#Pafl»17

xicanfood

^ • . . a.. f r f^'-r'ri^'^'h

By THERESA JONES

A youngman oomea from India,
studiea at the University of
Pennaylvania, and then decides to

open a Mexican reataurant in

Bryn Mawr in what used to be
a tftrip-tease joints

XJnIikely-alory, you say? Maybe
so; but thia is the land of oppor-
tunity» where^almost) any dream
can conie tru^ And if To^tar
Mody's dream was to have a
successful Mexican reataurant on
the Main Line, bemust be sleeping

like a baby.

Marita's Cantina. just down
Lancaater Ayentie from Barley-
corn's Pub; waa openedat theend
ofJuly, ahditaeeiiis tobeet^c^ng
immediate auooeaa. I know some
of my felldw daaamates have
already experienced the Marita's
margarita Xwhat a line that was
at Barleycorn's!), but for those of

you who have neither sampled the
spirits nor nibbled on the nachos,
read on!

I have recently become a Mex-
ican food fanatic, and was more
than willing to give my commen-
tary on Manta's for the sake of

the Villanova population. My
three companions and I decided to

make a concerted effort to sample
as many items from the menu as
possible, all in the name of
research of course.

This was no easy task, for the
menu is quite extensive, catering

to anyone looking for that south-
western spice. And for those
unadverturous people who insist

on the American favorites, those
are available as well.

After we were seated by a

friendly hostess and presented

with, the complimentary chips

(delicioualy warm) with salsa and
hot dked jalapenoe, we began
perusing the Cantina sdectkms.
Cocktails, domestic and a variety

of imported beers (including Dos
Equis, of course), and non-
alcoholic blended fruity drinks
accompany the traditional jnar-

garitas, p^na coladas, daiquiris

and Sangria.

My margarita was very tasty,

and thanks to the generosity of

owner and host, Mody, we were
able to sample both the red and
the white sangria. (Mody recom-
mends the white especially
because he makes it himself.
According to Mody, the secret is

that the white is a bit more
potent.) The quality of the drinks
was good — not watered down,
and very flavorful.

For an appetizer, two of my
friends opted for the black bean
sou^l. It may not sound great, and
to be honest it does not look

especially appetizing, but with the

melted cheese, onions and sherry

(optional), it is rather tasty. The
chili con came may be a disap-

pointment for those looking for

the hot stuff, but for those with
the tamer tastebuds, the taste is

pleasing. I opted for the quesadilla

with guacamole, my personal
favorite, and while the best quesa-

dilla I ever had came from a greasy

Mexican fast-food joint in San
Diego, Marita's gave it a run for

its money.

Marita's is certainly not stingy

with its portions, and when salads

followed the appetizers, we began

to wonder if we would have room
for the main course. Unfortunate-

ly, the service was a bit slow and
we had too much time to think

about how much food we were
eating.

The entrees, plates full of Mex-
ican treats, finally arrived: enchil-

adas with our choice of filling

(which could have been a little

warmer); cheese stuffed mild
pq>per8 fried in a light batter;

fajitas, served as a plate of sizzling

goodies with which you create

yourown tortilla concoctions and,
of course, plenty of Mexican rice

> and refried beans.

At first sight, we knew "doggy-
bags" would be a necessity. At
first taste, we were already look-

ing forward to the next night's

leftovers. Solely for sake of my
readers, I ordered a dessert of fried
ice cream (with four spoons).

Again, this was not an easy choice

b^use the dessert options are as
appealing as the rest of the menu.
The treat was delicious, and just

the right size to please four
overeaters.

As I write this, the rest of my
chile relleno is reheating, and the

aroma is luring me away from my
typewriter. Before I leave you and
return to enjoy the second half of

my dinner, let me add a few
comments.

I was very impressed with the

selection, quality and quantity of

the food at Marita's. The service

was friendly, and while not spot-

less, the restaurant is clean and
decorated in a smooth contempor-

ary style, creating a comfortable

atmosphere. The patrons that

Sunday evening included stu-

dents, as well as couples and
families, all equally welcome.

At this point you may be fig-

uring the price range to be beyond
that of the typical college budget;

not true. One could order appetiz-

ers from the "a la carte" section

and walk away far from still being
hungry. The prices are very
reasonable, another added
attraction.

The same menu is available for

lunch, and Marita's also offers

take-out. So if you have not tried

this treasure, I urge you to take

advantage at the first opportunity.

Whether just munching on the
Mexican pizza with a pitcher oi

margaritas, or enjoying a full

feast, you are bound to agree that
Marita's Cantina is not only
Mody's dream come true, but the
Main Line's Mexican food fans'
dream as well.

fine mexican food and drink

NABGAKIIAS
}»buld you beUtve we apeckOite In themf

A recipe blmdlng tcquiU. triple ace and our special ingiedientii

with lime to make a drink you'll never tot^tt.

Our Fmimhi Regular lUme). SOawbnry. Peach. GoUrn. Melon. SoaMfbeny-Banana or Blue Curacao
By ihe Glaas or Pitcher - Fioien on Request.

THE BfARGAKITA GKAMd£
AfM t6oi.of Instant pleasure

CEKVESA

By the Bottle

NCXiCMI
Dos Equls Amber Drcate

Dos Equls Lager BMsa Light
Carta Blanca And mucho more... .

OChera
Budweiser Beck's

Heineken Bass Ale
Amstel Light And more..

OrvcM aiwallaMc on Dnft..by the GUm or Pitcher

SENIOR
CLASS

PICTURE
Stadium Oct. 13 12:45 p.m.

Raindate: Oct. 151 2:45 p.m
forthe

^Sfc.

•kW-
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The Lectures Committee
Presents

"Mm Hiwtot
Oct. 1

4

8 p.m. — Viltanova Room
Tickets $2 • Available in C.C.

Ticket Office NOW!

mm

FIRST GENERAL UNION GATHERING

ALL MEMBERS
WELCOME

Oct. 14 — 5:30 p.m.

Radnor-St. David's Room, C.C.

Pizza Party— 50^

A TTENTION:
Freshmen

If you have not

picked up your
record or T-shirt

(Contact the Union Office)

Tfciwlu T» Tiie

CMcenk' CawMittce

& SectoC FiwtiiMU

M»MpeiWUk
Parents*
Weekend
GOOD LUCK WITH

MIDTERUS

HOMECOMING
KING
AND
aUEEN

Applications
AvQiiabi^

in Union Office

Due Date Extended to

Oct 13
5 Pmin*

Union Office

STASm
BYMB
±:^-^^:::JL^:^di^-^i^

C*C« Clntmt

6i30 p.m. & 9 p.m

Oct. 8 & Oct. 9

1^1

Cultural
Film
Series

fresents.,,

SHEER
MADNESS
Oct, 10, 11

A 12
« ^5-

tiMmatliriU
By KATHRYN S. QUIGLEY

WOW!
Bananarama
Pdygram

Bananarama, Britain's mo^t
succesaful '*giri" group has
released their new album, titled

ffDH7Do not, however, cut class,

hot wire a car and get a ticket for

speeding on^wi^ to the record

store. It is teohiio*8yntho garbage.

Siobhan Fahev. Keren Wppd^
ward anid Sarah Dallin areBanan-
arama. Their last album, True
Confessions, yn^ni gold. Their
remake of **Venu8" hit No^l on
the charts in the United States.

nvHtnsne
Typing teacher and fbmier
legal secretary has typing
business In Bryn Mawrhome.
$2.50 psr page for D.8. $S.00
per page for reeume. Call

527-3053. Leave meesage If

not home.

Connus Restaurant
Immediate pos. avail.: full/

part-time, day/evening hrs.,

wait, stsfjt, host/hostess, line

cooks, beef carvers. 523 W.
Lancaater Ave., Strafford.
087-5421.

,»' .

V Attentkm Students
Fart^tmie positions available
in Bryn liawr msrfcetlng firm

near publk tranaportatkMi.

Afternoon and evening hrs.

avaMMe. No aelling. Salary
aiaNbpnua. Call Mr. Marker,
1-9 p.iHw 527-3000. Paid
training.

Security OfOeers
Full time, part-time; All shifts

available. Excellent tocatkms
and starting rates. For inter-

view, calf 028-3004.

For Sale
1984 Fender Elite Stratocas-
ter, blacR w/white pickguard,
comes with tremolo, good
shspe. $350. Call Andrew,
527-2542.

-Love children? Part-time
chUdcare wortter and substi-

tutee nssdsd lOr Main Una
dayoare center. Call Meg for

mora detaiis, 527-1313.

Dining Room at Phila. Coun-
try Club, QIadwyne, haa op-
snings far wait, staff and bus
pereon poeitlons. Flex. hrs.

.

Ousranteed eemings. Msala
end reeeonable hrs.WNI train.

CaN Mr. Voorheee, 525-0000.

Employment Opportunitiea:

Natlonai psrMog operator

era lOv ne nowit mieiaiai ano

iSMMiofie^aa weH* ue^itfeV'

^?S!S

Presently. "I Heard A Rumor*'
from the WOW. LP is climbing

the charts. It is an okay dance

tune. However, the whole album
sounds just like the first single.

It gets very boring very quickly.

The first cut on the album is

"Strike It Rich." The song starts

out with the group yelling. *'Ain't

life a bitch?" The lyrics go some-
thing like: ,'*You have to take
control/and you can never stop/

You have to keep on climbing/till

you reach the top." Are the
members of Bananarama 'secretly

yuppies?

Also on side one, is a remake
of the Supremes song, "Nathan
Jones." It is long and repetitive.

The rest of the songs on the first

side, as well as most of the second
side, whine about men.
"You took my heart without

explaining," they sing in "I Want

You Back." "I keep thinkiivabout
those kmely nights when I waited
for your call," is from "I Heard
A Rumor," and "Come back with
my heart ..." is from* "Come
Back."

I admit that not many people
look to Bananarama for the
answers to life's questions, but I

thought there would be at least

one interesting lyric on the album.
What ever happened to "Robert
DeNiro's Waiting?" That was a
funny, different song. While
reviewing this album, I kept
wondering, "Is it over yet?"
Now, do not get me wrong, the

album is not totally worthless. It's

bubblegum pop that makes okay
dance music. As they say on
American Bandstand when rating
records, I give it a 70. It has a good
beat and you can dance to it. Just
do not pay money for the album.

• • * • • •
ATTENTION STUDENTS

PARTUME EMPLOYMENT. CHOOSEYOUROWN HOURS!
WORKWHENEVER IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOU!

JOIN OUR STAFP OF TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS WHO CONDUCT
EXOTING MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS

ALL ACROSS THE UNTTED STATES

-k EXCELLENT HOURLYWAGES WITH GUAKANTEED INCREASES

if DAY/NtGHT/WEElOEND HOURS AVAIIABIJE

if NO SELLING

if PAIDTRAINING

CALL THE LOCATION MOST CONVENIENT TO YOU
FORAN IMMEDLilE INTERVIEW:

NORTHEAST PHIIADELPHIA (Rooset>Ht Blvd. & Welsh Rd) 676-9600

NORTHEAST PHHADELPHIArOx/bfY/Ohri^; 93^2900

BWKHMi^lfK (Lancaster Ai>enue) 926-1800

nOKSHUM (Welsh Road) 697-6996

JENIONTOWN OenJUhtown Square Shopping Center) 697-6996

Ooteatre,ifoyTHivmjtfiO¥iiwpaeaio

Ifthe/won^f tell you obouf 11,

then you kfiQiy ftmustbe great.

Purpk PossionT Oof of fhe hafh^uh, info the can,

and onto the shelves of your favorite store.

Discover it for yourself.

ioiiM loiWorUW<<i»D<%<ilhdPro<iuch Company By St^iagtConcrph S' loi t Moo3'OS'5>>'

IKAPLAN
SIANlfV H KAPIAN tDUCATIONAl CENTER ITD

Proudly Presents

''HOW TO OCT INTO
MEDICAL SCHOOL''
Featuring— Dr. Leonard Krivy

A unique 4 hour seminar designed to
give you the information and the compe-
titive edge you need to achieve your edu-
cationai goais.

TOMCS
•CHOICE or COUEOCMO

•TMEHmiCATION

• RNANCMC MmCAL EDUCATION
• STKSS AND TNE fUE-MEO FAMILY
• WNAT MAKES YOU STAND OUn
•AL1ERHATIVCS

This seminar Is offered as a service to students
and their families— without charge . Reserva-
tions are required. ~"

Date: Oct. 1 8, 1 987

Wm reeewellowt and detallo cell:

K.f-fr,^.^^^-'i
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Fifiies rockers
I

ll&Miftaiiif

By NOEL E. FALCO
AND

KATHLEEN S. FALCO

"The Golden Boys of Rock 'N'

Roll" warmed up a near-capacity

crowd after a cold, wet Saturday

of tailgating and football. The
boys brought to life parents and

students alike as they commun-
icated in the common language of

rock and roll.

Unfortunately, one of the

Golden Boys, Bobby Rydell, was
unable to make the show because

of a recent operation of a slipped

disc. However, the remaining two
rockers from the bobby sox era,

Fabian and Chubby Checker, put

on a full show with the help of

their opening act, Regency.

Regency, a five-man acappella

group, kept with the '5()s-'60s

theme, but gave their songs an

updated beat. Songs that normally

had the classic backbeat of old-

time rock-and-roll, such as

"Hound Dog," "Love The One
YouVe With," "Under The Board-

walk" and "Jailhouse Rock," were

speeded up.

While students kept up with the

rhythm of such hits as "Stand By
Me," "Barbara Ann," "Ding-a-

ling-aling" and "My Girl^' most
were disappointed that the group

was "a little too fast." The most
noticeably speeded-up song was
"Shout," in which most people

could not keep up for fear of

pulling all the muscles in their

bodies.

"They had a really good sound

and were very harmonious, but

they had an '80s beat compared

to the '50s or '60s, even on their

slow one (their encore song, "In

the Still of the Night,") added one

parent.

The Golden Boys then took the

stage and sang "American Band
stand" together. As energetic as

they were. Fabian and Checker

did not remove the kx>k of disap-

pointment on several mothers'

faces when they learned that

Rydell would not be appearing.

Fabian, a singer who was more
of a teen idol for his k)oks, made
a good showing with two of his

hits: "Fm a Man," originally sung
when he was 15, and "Turn Me
Lowe."
During his song "Uke a Tiger,"

he inviteid some numbers of the

crowd to twist on stage, including

onemom who showed the younger
generation how to really twist.

Ofhrkigsome wools of
odfleo to stitdootSf

thotooodkiek 001111

tho butt ond wkif"

Choekorproeoodod to

doomodhyofsoekUts
OS '^Twlstond Skout,
''HoundDog ''ood

''Bonoy Mohmoy."

Checker took the stage with an
energy and stage presence that did

not require a loud backup band
(which he made play lower) or

conversation. He went directly

mto a mix of "Little Bitty Pretty

One" and "Ut's Twist Again,"

much to the crowd's delight.

Checker's songs offered an
excellent showcase for his dance
moves, such as the pony in "Pony
Time" and the inevitable twist.

He sang "Baby Take It Easy,'*

Fats Domino's "Blueberry Hill"

and Little Richard's "Good Golly

Miss MoUy" before going into

"The Peppermint Twist."

The night was a special one for

Checker, as the crowd sang "Hap-
py Birthday" to him to celebrate
his 46th year. After a brief word
of thanks to the audience and to

God, Che<^kei^ presented three
songs that will be on his new
album. "Lies," "And I Need You
Giri" and "All I Want, All I Need"
featured a funky blues sound with
the smokey touch of the saxo-
phone easing through.

Offering some words of advice
to students, such as "... go out
there and kick 'em in the butt and
win," Checks* proceeded to do a
medley of such hits as "Twist and

Shout," "Hound Dog," **MaybeI-
line," "Good Golly Mim Molly"
and "Boney Maloney." It was
during this portion that parents
and students began todance in the
aisles.

Checker followed up with
"O-ct's Do) The Twist" and "Ut's
Twist Again," driving the crowd
into a twisting frenzy, before he
finished up with "I'm a Man." For
the finale. Fabian joined Chedcer
in simdng the Stray Cats' "Rock
This Town." After the concert
ended, students took their parents
homeand tucked them inhed after

a night of "good ole rock-and-roll."

-
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Next, having run the gamut of

his owrt hits, Fabian sang a

medley of such smash tunes as

"Sea Cruise," "Rock 'n' Roll

Music," "Blue Suede Shoes,"

"Jailhouse Rock" and "Tutti-

Frutti." However, these old-time

favorites were subjected to an
electric guitar solo that ruined the

wholesome, good-time feeling of

original rock-and-roll, in what
may have been an attempt to

update Fabian's image, along with

the interspersed jokes he added.

He does not have a wide range,

but he is singing better now than

he used to on this tour. Fabian

wound up his part of the show with

"TraveHn' Man" and "Old Time
Rock 'n' Roll."

(Photo couilesy of Fox Ernbrtainment Com(>any)

Chubby Checker amf Fabian appeared at the duPont Pavilion for Parents* Weekend. Bobby RydeU

,

cancelled because of a slipped disc.
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By ANDREA CINELU

College budgets are often hazard-
ous to one's musical interests. It

borders on insanity to spend 19
to $10 on one album these days.
One local record store, however,
caters to the bleeding bud^ts of

all types of music lovers. Plastic

Fantastic, 755 Lancaster Ave. in

Bryn Mawr, carries a brilliant

variety of mainly used records,

tapes, andCD s at remarkably low
prices.

AmHffsloatiiroof
PMkfoHtostklstko
stonl^. Tko woHs
sn sfdottofod wHk
cohrhdscrtbbhUiot
nsomkhs rovb ndx-

turoofHeossoond
sirimoygnrffltL

What attracts people to this

particular store? "It's a neat

place," claims Dave Castleman,

vice president of Plastic Fantastic.

"You literally can spend an entire

day, even two days, familiarizing

yoursell with what's here."

Although the staples of the

store are rock and jazz, Plastic

Fantastic also carries reggae,

blues, folk, classical and other

types of music, according to

Castleman. It is unique in its

variety and affordable appeal to

most types of record buyers.

There are many high-priced,

collector-oriented used record

stores, Castleman noted, but, "It's

more important for us to sell a $3
or $4 record which people can
afford."

Used records, tapes and CDs are

both bought and sold in the store.

Most records and tapes sell for $3
to $4; most CDs sell for $5 to $12.
In addition to used merchandise,
the store also contains a selectkm
of new releases chosen by the
staff. Plastic Fantastic fully gua-
rantees all items, new and used
alike, said Castleman. He' com-
mented that used records are
treated alike, said Castleman. He
commented that used records are
treated the way a store treats new
records, and people should have
the same expectations about their

quality.

Customers regularly sell their

own records, tapes and CDs to

Plastic Fantastic. The manage-
ment normally pays $1 to $2 for

records and tapes, as long as they
have resale potential, noted Cas-
tleman. They will pay $4 to $8 for

used CDs in decent condition and
50 cents for slightly damaged
records with high resale value.
A unique feature of Plastic

Fantastic is the store itself. The
walls are splattered with cok>rful

scribble that resembles a rough
mixture of Picasso and subway
graffiti. This artwork is actually
the signatures of various musi-
cians who have visited the shop
for in-store appearances. The first

in-store appearance was by the
Talking Heiads for the release of
their first album in 1977, said
Castleman. Since then, visitors

have included The Alarm,
Suzanne Vega, The Ramones.
Iggy Pop, The Police and many
others.

Castleman noted that, because
of the tow prices at Plastic Fan-
tastic, it is not too expensive for

people to experiment with diiffer-

ent types of music. Someone who
normally would not listen to
reggae or blues, for instance, could
afford to take a chance on an
inexpensive album.
Main Liners are not the only

people who frequent Plastic Fan-
tastic. Philadelphians brave the
Schuylkill Expressway to shop
there. One obviously devoted
patron travels from Japan each
year to take advantage of Plastic

Fantastic's bargains, reported
Castleman. Others travel from
hundreds of miles away.

Luckily, we have only to travel

to Bryn Mawr to buy and sell used
records for cash. Located near the
Bryn Mawr train station, Plastic

Fantastic is at least a good place
to buy used records; at most, it

is a musical experience in itself.

PLASTIC
FANTASTIC

Cash for

• Records
• Cassettes

Compact Discs

215525R0CK
755 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

Twisted Sister tour

H«lp WantMl
Cr«ativ» cooking and sales,
no experisncs necssssry.
Ardmors Fsrmsrs Market.
Hrs. available Wed.-Sat. 687-
5530 or 896-8464.

Homeworkers Wanted
Top pay! C.I., 121 24th Ave.
N.W., Suite 222, Norman, OK
73069.

Great Part-Time Job
Join new corporate lunch
service! 9:30-1 p.m. Mon.-
Fri., or |ob-share with a friend!

$5-$6/hr. No experience nee.

Must have car. Call 525-1 41 9,

ask for Deirdre.

Valet parkers wanted for

every other weekend. Excel-

lent pay. Apply at Conestoga
Mill Restaurant — Haverford
and Conestoga Rds., Bryn
Mawr.

'80 Mercury Capri
Good condition. A/C and
radio. 60,000 miles. $1,700
265-7029.

Doorman — Rusty Nail Tav-
ern, Ardmore. Must be 21-
yrs.-old. Apply In person.

For Sale: '85 Mazda 4-speed
hatchback, tape deck, good

cond. 23,000 mi.. $3,700. Call

667-2485, after 5 or leave a
message.

(Continuedfrom page 16)

short of spectacular. ,

The crowd exploded into a
frenzy as the opening chords of

"We're Not Gonna Take It" were
played. Everyone got involved by
either singing along, clapping
their hands or banging their
heads. The energy and power that
Twisted Sister displayed in this

song was representative of the
entire show.
The last song of the set, "I

Wanna Rock," ended the show on
a definite high point. All of the
band members lined up on what
Dee called the "firing line" — the
front of the stage. Snider and the
crowd took turns screaming "I

Wanna Rock," as one could feel

the music vibrate through the
body from head to toe.

Twisted Sister left the stage for

a few fleeting moments until they
were brought back by a standing
ovation that shook the Tower.
The band broke into "I Got One
Bad Habit," a song from the new
album. This was folloed by "Love
is for Suckers."

The final song, "S.M.F." was
then introduced. Snider explained
what "S.M.F." stands for - Sick
Mother ##C%$!. He then described
how the band was asked by the
concert promoters to keep the
song out of the set. However, the
group responded with a strong
rejection oif "such a lame idea."

Twisted Sister will continue
their tour with Great White along
the northeastern United States.

All three bands held the audience's
complete attention until the very
last song was played, and this

concert is a must-see

.

Zelierback presents
(Continuedfrom page 14)

off the stage through a mechanical
walkway in what seems to be both
appropriate technique and
appearance.

Once again Moirlecai Richler,

who wrote the novel The Apprtnt-

iceship of Buddy KravUt and also

wrote the screenplay when "Dud-
dy" became a successful movie,
co-wrote this musical production
with Ausin Pendleton who, in

additkm, handled the directing

choies.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kimvits," in its bid for Broadway,
is the cemtmitce of the 1987
AmericanModc-Thiiaer Festival.

Whether itiwitt birsuoosBsful on
Bfoadwail is dttMtabte. Anti-

hanssamanfayschancy. But^ fior

tfaaalar lyniOa^ilMHac it is a

wadowhiiesiiatavif.

-

Nair. for liMit of SHiiical thsat-

m%oTjaieiQwwomsr inamiina

developnnents for this weekend.
Ak>ng with the National Institute

for Music Theater (NIMT), the
American Music Theater Festival

is putting together the first Inter-

national Colloquium on Contem-
porary Music Theater. Held at the
Philadelphia College of Art (PCA)
from Oct. d-ll« the colkx]uium
involves panel discussions and
presentations on contemporary
trends and future protects in the
development of music theater.

Speakers include artists from
throughout the world.

Alao, there will be a script-in-

hand readingof "CasinoPsrsdbe"
oo Oct. U. Xaaino Pluikiise" is

a comedic opera composed by
Wilttsm Baion, written by Amokl
Wainstain and dit«ct«d^ Albtrt
Inaaurato. Por.ittforaMtipa on
sajr otf tiM atwva ev«nta^caU tbs
Amsriean MtticTtisalerMtM
•t

mmMi ABOUTA CAREER
IN (XmHEROAL BANK AlMIMi?

Consider ...

CoreStates Financial Corp
the parent company of

Philadelphia National Banic,

Hamilton Bank and New Jersey National Bank

We will be visiting the Villanova Campus on NOVEMBER 18th to

recruit for our AUDIT DEPARTMENT.

If you are an ACCOUNTING MAJOR and are interested in a
challenging position with Career Advancement Opportunities,

deposit you VIS in CoreStates/Philadelphia National Bank's basket

at the Career Development Center between OCTOBER 13th & 15th.

The Philadelphia National Bank, founded in 1803, is the largest subsidiary of

CoreStates Financial Corp, a diversified ffnar)ctal services corp with consolidated

assets of over $14.7 billion as of June 30,

1987. We're the premier commercial bank
headquartered in Philadelphia and the leading

intematkKial bank in the Middle Atlantic

states. Our Audit Department offers the train-

ing and devek)pment to advance both within

an Accounting environment and to other areas

of the bank.

counted

CoreStates

wMi ConStaf* Audit has
toword the ite^ukontei%tB wr

CPA coiUncMikfn in boUt Ponnoytyonio
ono Mew Jereey*

»P$f$M

X^v.
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of murder
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Perfume: The Story ofa Murderer
by Patrick Suskind
Pocket Books

Perfume: The Story of a Mur-
derer is the first novel from the

fertile mind of Patrick Suskind.

After gaining great popularity in

Europe, the novel has now come
to America through the translat-

ing efforts of John E. Woods.
Perfume first appeared in Ger-

man as Das Parfum in 1985. After

taking Germany by storm, it has

taken just two short years for it

to reach our shores. Suskind has

also known international success

through his play "The Double
Bass," written in 1980 and per-

formed throughout most of Europe
and most recently at the New
Theatre in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Suskind has taken up ^^ptii^S

professionally since abortmg a

promising career as a concert

pianist because of an injury sus-

tained to his hands. He currently

resides in Munich.
Perfume is the story of a mur-

derer named Jean-Baptiste Gren-

uille. Grenouille is bom into the

horrible poverty of 18th century

France. He is left for dead by his

mother, but is found and placed

in an orphanage.

Growing up horribly misshapen
and disfigured, he is seen as just

another monstrosity among the

many monstrosities of the plague-

filled, revolutionary-minded Age
of Reason. There are, however,
two things about him that set him
apart —his complete lack of body
odor and his superhuman sense

of smell.

Scent becomes highly symbolic

in this novel. On the one hand,

it is the most primitive, the most
primal of the five senses. Gren-

uille's incredible sense of smell is

this primal, animalistic aspect of

the realm of scent Stalking and
eventually claiming his prey,

human or otherwise, through his

olfactory prowess, Grenouille
becomes more beast than man.
On the other hand, scent comes

to symbolize the inner essence of

all things. Grenouille lacks this

inner essence of soul and desires

to possess one at any price. He
learns the secrets of perfumery
used to extract this core of being

from flowers, berries, etc. and
uses this knowledge to try to

extract the essences of other

humans so as to make them his

own.
As he experiments with the

various scent-souls he extracts, he
comes upon one which he feels is

the key to finding the love and
power that he has always wanted.
He finde this perfect scent in the

persons of b^utiful young girls

in the midst of that untouched,

innocent perfection bordering on
the ascent into womanhood.

After killing 25 young girls, he
finally creates the proper blend

that he believes will bring him
happiness. It is only after he tries

on this ill-gained perfume and
witnesses its effect that he realizes

that he will never find the love

he has searched for his entire life.

Suskind has written a tremend-

ously powerful psychological
thriller. One finds himself equally

repelled by and sympathetic
towards the character of Gren-

ouille. It is hard to dismiss him
as merely a criminal because he
is just as much a victim of the

inhumanity and prejudice of the

world. He is soulless not only

because he has chosen to he so,

but also because the world around
him has limited him to this choice.

Behind this psychological dra-

ma is a painstakingly detailed

portrait of 18th century Europe.

Suskind "shows off" his grasp of

the sights, sounds and the people

of the period wonderfully. The
only drawback to this research is

his lengthy and often tedious

explanation of the techniques of

perfumery. Perfume is to perfu-

mery what Moify Dick is to the

whaling industry.

Despite this drawbvack, Per-

fume is one of the most appealing

novels to be written in recent

memory. Now that Woods has
made it finally avMlable to the

English-speaking world, all those

who enjoy fine literature shoukl
take thisopponitnity toencounter
the unique art of Suskind.

I oourtMy of Puliilont)

Area rock^and-fpll enthusiasts had th« chance to enjoy the richly melodic and haunting sounds
ofThe Flxxwh^athe handappeared in a special twilightshow at Puhuitions EntertainmentComplex
on Oct. 2 dvrhig radio station WCAU's ''Friday Night Live" dance party.

SUPER COMPACT DISC SALE!
BUDPV HOLLY

THE GREAT BUDDYHOUy
OMQMAI. MOnON PICnMi tOUNOTRKU

~. .*.'S^ r*^^ Tik

T<-

WHEN YOU BUY
THREE $1 1 .99

COMPACT DISCS

im COMPACT DISC
»$2 OFF ANY

^5ia»vi^-i'_t»l

I M $10 urn.

Xm PURCHASE

NOTINCLUCNED.
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r andsmiswmtb&ms iuMoore's newHkn
By DINA INNELLA

""Like Father Like Son"
directed by Rod Daniel
Tri Star Pictures

"Like Father Uke Son" is a

movie about a father (Dudley
Moore) and a son (Kirk Cameron)
who switch brains. Thus Dr. Jack
Hammond's brain goes into Chris

Hammond's head and vice versa.

The movie's premise sounds very

familiar and as the story proceeds

it gets worse.

It just so happens that Chris'

friend gets a hold of some "brain

transference serum" and puts it

in a tabasco sauce container. After

successfully testing it on the dog
and cat, the serum accidentally

gets placed in the cabinet right

next to real tabasco sauce..

Imagine what happens: Dr.

Hammond makes himself a Bloody
Mary, and uses tabasco sauce.

Father sips his drink, Father looks

at son and the brains are swapped.

The serum is gone, and in order

for the brains to transpose again,

another serum must be found. In

the meantime, dad (in son's body)

goes off to school to ruin Chris'

reputation, and son (in dad's body)

goes off to the hospital to ruin Dr.

Hammond's chance of becoming
chief of staff.

Moore plays the part of a

wealthy surgeon who anticipates

that one day his son will foltow

in his footsteps. But, when his

mind becomes that of a teenager,
watch out. Moore performs his

role exceptionally welh there is

something about him that is

young at heart and very
believable.

Some of "Like Father Like
Son's" funniest moments resulted

because of Moore's acting abilities.

The best scenes are those in
which Moore plays the awkward
teenager, chomping on bubble
gum and having fun with his new
found authority. If you are a

applauded for his efforts.

One of the worst scenes in the
"Uke Father Like Son, " is one in

which Chris (as dad) delivers a
baby. A woman is about to give
birth, while father and son are

searching for the brain transfer-

ence serum in the middle of
nowhere. This scene was manip-
ulated and completely implausi-

ble. This scene made me laugh

only because it was totally incon-

sequential to the story line.

Pre-teens would enjoy this

movie. The theater I went to

welcomed a whole slew of little

kids who thought the movie was
great. The plot is cute and it is

a shame that there was some
strong language and a few
raunchy jokes that warranted the

PG-13 rating.

The rating appeals to those over

age 13, but the plot appeals to

those under age 13. If the produc-

ers of this movie want a hit, they

should edit some of the strong

language, lower the rating and
market the movie to a younger
crowd who would appreciate
"Like Father Like Son."

Some of'Uke Father

Uke SonV funniest

nnmients resulted be-

cmise ofMoore's actb^

abilities.

dedicated Moore fan, this movie
is a must-see.

Cameron plays the part of a

spoilt teenager with lousy grades

who is on the school track team.

Chris has no desire to become a

doctor and his father has not yet

discovered this. This is Cameron's
first major movie role, and he
should stick with television a little

longer. He tries his best to imitate

Moore's well-known characteris-

tics. It proved to be a hard role

to play, so Cameron should be

I-
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(Photo courtesy of 23 East Cabaret)

Local band. The Faction, is opening for Skip Castro tonight at The 23 East Cabaret's birthday
party celebrating seven years of successful business.
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By ANDREW MATHIS

Bucky Fellini

Dead Milkmen
Enigma Records

Pit** a decent hardcore song, but.

unfortunately, it does not.

*i Am The Wahrus" is a song

included on the first side that,

despite its somewhat annoying

vocals, is actually a good song. It

is ironically reminiscent of a

typical pre-psychedelic Beatles'

title 18 about the moat amuaing withoDt Rodney's annoying voice,

thing ibout it. "Siirfin' Cow** is an instnioMm-

Skb Two doses with "JeUyfish tal thit focuses on the talents that

Heaven." which is a sofug about actually exist in musicians Mak>-

The Dead Milkmen's idea ot an ry. Talcum and Blood. It shows

afterlife for sea life, is really just that there is actually hope for

plain stupid. these young musicians yet.

' However. Side Two does con- SurprisiM^y, liiide from all the

mSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSm name it shares.

"Watching Scottie Die,** also on
BwrA:y /^^//ir'it is the latest effort the first side, is the disgusting

by The Dead Milkmen, one of the account of a father watching his

only bands from Philadelphia's son die of several sordid diseases

hardcore punk scene to go brought on by chemical pollution,

national. Surprisingly, this album While it sounds utterly offensive,

really is not hardcore at all. if the listener strips away his

Instead, it is a blend of relatively sense of false morality, it is

hard rock and funny, sometimes actually pretty funny. Musically,

shocking lyrics. it is making fun of the old, sad

Even before listening to the ballads of the country-western
record, a few things will catch the tradition and is really doing a good
eve of the purchaser of Bucky job of it.

song, though not the one whose tain one real pearl amidst all the album's bad and good points, it

oysters. This is "Surfin' Cow** is not a bad album all-around,

which, despite its irrelevant name, While it is definitely nott for

may be the best song on the everyone, there is a significant,

album, probably because it is however small, percentage of the

music audience that will find

BMr FiOim to be an enjoyable

listening experience.

After listening to the album a

few times, it is even easier to

stomach Mr. Anonymous' paeudo-

western twang. (He hails from

West Chester.) It may even be a

pleasurable experience for the

new listener. Though no one can

really say what. The Dead Milk-

men and the new Bw:ky FtUini

have something going for them.

Fellini. First is the warning label

on the front of the shrink-wrapped

package which The l^ad Milkmen
had placed there themselves. It

proclaims, "Prepare to be offended

. in a childish sort of way,"
(They hit the nail right on the

head.)

Also amid the interesting draw-
mgs and photography that cover

the record's sleeve you will find

the names of the band's members,
which are some of the most
interesting you will find: Malory Depeche Mode (who
on drums, Dave Blood on bass, Joe Depeche Commode

Other notable songs on side one

include "(ioing to Graceland,"

another **almost hardcore"
account of The Dead Milkmen
going to see the place where Elvis

Presley died so they can make
cheap jokes and buy cheap memo-
rabilia, and "Instant Club Hit

(You'll Dance to Anything),"

which makes fun of the dancers

at new wave clubs who will

"dance to anything" by the

Smiths, Public Image Ltd. and
they call

Jack Talcum on guitar, and Rod-

ney Xosloy' Anonymous on
vocals. The latter has my personal

vote for best punk name.
Whether or not the music is

equally amusing is really up to the

listener. "The Pit," which opens

the album, gives a pretty good

taste of what most of the material

that is characteristic of the Milk-

men's music sounds like. It is a

fairly quick-tempoed tune, but

seenris like it could be better if it

were quicker. A faster tempo plus

a louder and more definitive

Side Two opens with *The
Badger Song," which is the worst

song on the album. Rodney's
vocals are more annoying than

usual, and worse than that, it is

really difficult to understand
what he is trying to say and what
the song is all a^ut.
Other songs on side two include

'Tacoland" and "(Theme From)
Blood Orgy of the Atomic Fern.

The former is The Dead Milk-

men's dedication to the San Anto-

nio fast food establishment that

they loVe so much. The latter is

r'
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John Barleycorn's
*.,

656 Lancaster Ave. Bryn Mawr 525-3667

CALENDAR EVENTS/OCTOBER NOVEMBER

Sun. Mon.
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Tues.

Import

Night

13

Miller

20

St Paiili

Girl

27

Wed.

HcqU
14

Mark

Thurs.

21
Mac

McCulland

28
Jolrn

Tmson

llav.4

t)ft

^

i./Sat.

9/10

Oiimc
16/17

Egdon
Heath
23/24

Void

Where
Proliibited

30/31

TOO
FACE
6/7
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WILDCAT

BASKETBALL

CLUB

Season Ticket Sales

Place: Jake Nevin Field House

Time: 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Date: Oct. 1 2-1

4

Controller Sheets Still

Available in 108 Dougherty Hall

i?

.1:

Bulletin Board for Further Information
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Bobby Brady leads the way
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

With the Villanova football

team off to a roaring start, many
stars are shining brightly. One
that stands out is talented wide
receiver Bobby Brady. Brady,
whom Head Coach Andy Talley

claims is "the best receiver I have
ever coached" led the Wildcats in

receiving in 1986.

Brady came from Central Cath-

olic High School in Illinois, where
he was recruited by a number of

division I and Ivy league schools.

However, most of those schools

left him high and dry and he was
left unsigned after the signing

deadline. Villanova received word
of Brady from Boston College,

checked him out and soon signed

him. Brady turned out to be a

great recruit.

Tragically, Brady suffered a

broken collar bone in a high school

All-Star game, just a few weeks
prior to reporting to Villanova as

a freshman. Brady missed the

entire 1985 season, and was red-

shirted.

The injury may have been a

blessing in disguise. Later in the

season, Kirk Snultz also suffered

an injury that caused him to be

red-shirted. The two are now
listed as sophomores and have two
more years of eligibility plus the

remainder of the '87 season ahead
of them. That is an important

factor, considering the schedule

gets tougher as the season goes

on.

In 1986, Brady, listed as a

freshman, started in all nine

games, grabbing 45 passes for 695
yards and six touchdowns. Talley

said of his fine receiver, "Bobby
has the ability to make the great

catch. In clutch situations, we will

be looking for him. He is a hustler

and a leader."

Brady is a receiver who thrives

on one-on-one coverage. This was
exemplified in last week's victory

over Boston University. Brady
scored the two Wildcat touch-

downs, and in both instances, he
was able to beat one-on-one cov-

Volleybalt at 4-7,

Drop three straight
By MONICA BYRNE

The Villanova women's volley-

ball team could currently be

described in both a positive and
negative fashion. Foremost, the

team is talented, aggressive and
high spirited. Yet, at the same
time, the players are inconsistent,

frustrated and simply
unfortunate.

Coach Dennis McGinnis
summed his team up by saying,

"We can do a lot of nice things

but we're picking up a lot of bad
habits."

This past week, after encoun-

tering Georgetown, Seton Hall,

Pittsburgh and Yale, the Wildcats

dropped to 4-7 in overall play and
1-3 in Big East competition.

On Sept. 29, the Wildcats tra-

veled to Georgetown where they

played way under par, losing three

games straight, 8-15, 13-15 and 7-

15. The next day, the lady spikers

journeyed to Seton Hall and
returned victors. Playing average

volleyball, 'Nova defeated the

rebuilding team of Seton Hall, 15-

10, 15 4, and 15-6. The 'Cats then

"rested for two days before host-

ing Pittsburgh and Yale on Oct.

3.

While many diehard Villanova

fans sat in the pouring rain,

watching Villanova's football

team wash up Boston University,

others comfortably sat in the Jake
Nevin Fieldhouse watching Vil-

lanova's volleyball team play their

"best match to date" according to

McGinnis.
Although the spiker's attempts

to win were unsuccessful, they
gave their Pittsburgh opponent
some tough competition. The
Wildcats lost in three straight

games, 12-15, 8-15, and 6-15, but
as the scores indicate, were not

buried like they were at the last

outing against Pitt, when they
lost 2-15, 5-15, 1-15.

McGinnis said he's "not at all

ashamed of the loss," and emphas-
ized that, "If we continue to

improve and play like we did

against Pitt, we'll end up No. 2
in the Big East." But McGinnis
quickly added, *'We have the
talent to be No. 1."

On Saturday night, after play-

ing so well against Pitt, 'Nova
suffered a very disappointing loss

to Yale. The Wildcats took the Elis

the full five games, but were
defeated 3-2.

In the first game, the two teams
traded points until Yale took
advantage of Villanova's lack of

communication and less than
average serving. Despite the

(Continued on page 30)

en^. Later Brady added, "When
I see one-on-one coverai^e , I'm

looking for a big plav. Hopefully,

Kirk will pick it up.*

The fact that Brady possesses

the ability to break man-on-man
coverage is a big problem that

other teams have to face when
pitted against the 'Cats. It is very

difficult to double -team him
because of 'Nova's other offensive

threats.

Talley commented, "Some
teams try to take Bobby out by
doubling him up, but then Kirk

can just go to Greg Downs or our

outstanding tight end, Jim Cash-

man. We also throw a lot out of

our backfield."

Brady is presently fifth on
Villanova's all-time receiving list,

behind leading receiver Mike
Siani, who had a prominent career

with the Baltimore Colts and the

Oakland Raiders of the N.F.L.

What is even more impressive is

N
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Bobby Brady, Villanova split end (PtwiobyNunM)
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Perhaps the greatest tribute to ous team player, and an impact

the fact that Brady still has the Brady was this comment by Tal- player, Brady is an outstanding
bulk of his collegiate career Uv "Ainna u/ith k..-«« a t,^«,-«^. k.™« i^:» '•• *

remaini
ley, "Along with bein^ a tremend- human being.

Threemembers of the Villanova
JfootbftU team have just moved up
in thehr respective categories of

all-time leading players, following

Saturday's victory over Boston
University.

Kirk Shultz surpassed Pat
O'Brien in career passing yards
with 2,394 yards. O'Brien quar-
terbacked Villanova from 1977 to

1980. In 1980, he led the 'Cats past

VHJAMOVA CAREER PASSING LEADERS

3171 yds. (219'468-$0, 46.8%, 28 TDs) Daryl Woodring. 1969-71
2647 yds. l230-440'2^, 51.2%, 15 IDs} BUI Hatty, 1972-73
2542 yds, (205-327-I9, 02.7%, 23 TDal KIRK SCHULZ, 1986-87
2444 yds. (188-446-28.42.0%, 13 TDs) Pat O'Brien, 1977-80
2370 yds. (181-339' 9, 54.4%. 21 TDs} Drew Gordon, 1969-71

teams such as Boston College,

Temple and Holy Cross.

Versatile running back Ron
Sency became the eighth leading
rusher in Villanova history last

Saturday, passingJohn Heim and
Robert Haner. Heim, an oustand-
ing running back from 1970 to

1971, ran for 740 yards in 1971,
giving him the fifth highest single

season rushing total in Villanova

history.

Haner, the leading rusher in
1950-52, scored 12 touchdowns in
the 1952 nine-game season, mak-
ing a Villanova record.

Bobby Brady's two receptions
against B.U. allowed him to pass
Chuck D'Agostini and Paul Sodas-
ki in career receptions with 54.
Brady also ranks fifth in career
receiving with 862 yards.

f

I

VULAMOVA CAREER RECEIVINQ LEADERS

YARDS

2776 yds., Mike Siani. 1969-71

2162 yds., John Mastrormrdo, 1973-76

1239 yds.. Tom Boyd, 1967-69

978 yds., Chartes Driesbach, 1967-69

882 yda^ ROBERTBRADY, 1988-87

RECEPTIONS

148. Mike Siani. 1969-71
140, John Mastronardo, 1973-76
lis, Tom Boyd. 1967-69
73. Charles Driest)ach, 1967-69
54, ROBERTBRADY, 1986-87
52, Chuck D. Agostini. 1968-69
52, PaulSodaski, 1964-66

VILLANOVA CAREER RUSHING LEADERS

2522 (628 att.) Vince Thompson, 1975-78
1815 (380 att.) Ralph Pasquariello, 1946-49
1 792 (538 att.) Pat O'Brien. 1 977-80
1594 (274 att.) Gene FiHpski, 195253
1560 (283 att.) Pete D'Alonzo, 194850
1428 (251 att.) Billy Walik, 1967-69
1337 (278 att.) Don Ziesel. 1977-80
121 1 (224 att) Joe Rogers, 1946-49
1 148 (208 atti RON SENCY, 1985-87
1 122 (229 att.) John Heim. 197071
1111 (261 att.) Robert Haner, 1950-52

VU CAREER TD LEADERS

34 Mike Siani. 1969-71
27 BHIy Walik, 1967-69
23 Rot)ert Haner. 1950-52
21 Pasquariello. 1946-49
21 V. Thompson, 1975-78
19 Joe Rogers. 1946-49
18 RON SENCY, 1985-87

(Fito Photo)

Pat O'Brien, former Villanova . quarterback

.
(Photo by Nunesfc.

Senior Helen Hnat, Villanova's leading hitter, awaits the ball as teammate Hillary Anderson looHs ,^
on. 'f
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All the fun & excHement the sport

Of skiiiKp has to ofierl

Entertaining, infotinutive
features for skiers and non
skiers alike.

!^ #^pecial Performance: Schoenberger

\ \ Skis the Stage

\#The spectacular Roy-Ban Fashion Shov^

^ Apres ski fun at the Molson Golden
Skiers Saloon

• Skiing Magazine's Travel Center

• Ski Fitness & Health Center

• Free beginner lessons on our

Rossignol/Killington Ski Slope

• Great prizes given away hourly

Plus Ski Films, Ski Trivia Contest and
appearances by famous Ski

Personalities

\^ • Vermont Country Store
I MoyEMaffff6-8

I
HOURS; FRI 6-1 1 PM, SATllAM-l 1 PM, SUN 1 1 AAA-7PAA. ADMISSION $5.00.

I IRIN6 THE WHOLE FAMILY CHILDRB4 UNDER 12 FRS.

2 000,000SALE
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^ ^ Collinspaves wayhr ^Kom
By MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN

The Wildcat soccer players

returned to their home field for

the first time in eight days last

week to take on their rival school,

Temple, in what turned out to be

one of their biggest wins thus far

this season.

Early on, the game tempo was
controlled by the Owls through

numerous shots on goal, all of

which were rejected by a strong

defense. An erratic first-half led

to a 0-0 score at the intermission.

The WiWcats appeared in trou-

ble early in the second half when
a Villanova defender fouled a

Temple player inside the penalty

box giving the Owls a penalty

kick. But goalie Ron Klos rose to

the occasion by smothering the

shot on goal at the 42:59 mark.
MidfielderJeff Collins broke the

stalemate by scoring on a header

with just over 40 minutes remain-

ing in the game, which is all

Villanova would need for the

victory. Temple applied heavy
pressure late in the game, but the

Wiklcats turned away frequent

attacks, preserving the win and
raising the team's record to 5-4 on
the season.

Collins completed a banner
week for himself on Friday against

Rutgers-Camden by scoring the

lonegoal 19:21 into the second half

to help the Wildcats to a 1-0

triumph. John Bond was credited

with his third assist in the last

two weeks on CoUins'goal.

Villanova's offense picked up
the pace by outshooting Rutgers,

11-6, while the defense recorded

its second straight shutoiit to

complete a perfect mark of 24) for

the week, giving them momentum
for their upcoming contests. The
win over Camden put the team's

record at 6-4 after the first 10

games.

The team becomes more confi-

dent with each win and theif

midseason form appears to be

solid because of hard work by the

players, combined with quality

coaching led by Head Coach Chris

Jones.

The Wildcats travel to George-

town on October 10, starting a

three game road trip. They do not

return home until October 21

when they will meet Swarthmore
University.

""
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TennisraKieSf winsilw
By STEVE ELUS

The women's tennis team
upped their overall record to 6-5

by winning five of eight matches
over a two-week span. The team
also placed* second in the
P.A.I.A.W. Division I Tournament
held recently at West Chester
University.

The team began the successful

two-week stretch with a 9-0 white-

washing of East Stroudsburg.
The match marked the successful

return of junior Laura Smelas,

who, teamed with senior Beth
Lemon for a 8-0 doubles victory.

Millersville was the next victim

for the improving 'Nova netters

as they again shut out their

opponents, 9-0. In the process, the

Wildcats only dropped one set of

the entire match.
The wonoen made it three in a

row by defeating visiting Glass-

boro State, 8-1. The Wildcats then

took to the road and were defeated

by Big East foe Seton Hall, 7-2.

The team recovered the next day
and registered a hard fought 3-2

victory over the Rams of

Fordham.
The second-place finish in the

P.A.I.A.W. Tournament was high-

lighted by the first place finish of

Lemon and Smelas in the first

doubles slot. The cause was also

helped by sophomore Lynn Slo-

winski, and the doubles team of

Sue Bemardi and Jeanne O'Con-
nor, who had second-place
finishes.

Third-place finishes were
chipped in by Katie O'Brien at

second singles and Stacey Hall at

third singles. The team finished

four points behind Lehigh and
edged Drexel by one point to earn
the seoond-plaoe finish.

The Wiklcats continued regular

match play with a hewtbreaking
5-4 loss to Delaware. Tbiey came
back the next day to hammer
Washington College, 90, in the

makeup of a rain out. The netters

finished the two-week stretch

with a tough 5-4 k)ss at Lafayette.

The team is in the midst ofeight

matches in eight days, including

home matches with West Chester,

Lehigh, LaSalle. Ramapo and
Drexel. The young team continues

to improve and could be a force

to be reckoned with at the Big East
Tournament, scheduled for Oct.

16-18.

(Photo by^Nurwt)

Laura Smelas (pictured above) has returned to the woinen's tennis
team after an early season ii^ury.

Women's Volleyball
(Continuedfrom page 26)

strong efforts of Hillary Anderson
(ending the game with 15 digs and
three service aces), Helen Hnat
(tallying 19 match kills) and Lori
Reiter, 'Nova lost, 13-15.

In game two, the lady spikers
started strong and rallied to win,
15-9. The Wildcats, playing intel-

ligently and with confidence,
maintained their momentum to
take game three, 15-10. Leading
2-1, Villanova unfortunately mit-
igated their intensity and lost, 12-

15, in the fourth game.
"Still in the driver's seat,"

according to McGinnis, the lady
spikers began the fifth game
strong, thanks to powerful serving
from Yvonne Gustberger, but fell,

9-15.

Even though the volleyball

.
team has traveled extensively, the

^^ , . ^
(Photo by Nunes) Wildcats Still have a long way to

The women stennis team, whose record now stands at 6-5, defeated go. The team will host Drexel onWashmgton before bemg topped by Delaware and Lalayette^ 5ct. 6, and then travel to Prin-

ceton for a tournament on Oct. 9
and 10. The Wildcats will end
their week with George Washing-
ton University visiting 'Nova on
Oct. 11 at 1 p.m.

McGinnis feels that his team
"should win the next four games,
which will be a good indicator as
to where we stand and where
we're headed."

Disappointedly, McGinnis
admitted that, "When something
goes wrong, you have to reach
down and find something within

yourself. We still don't have
anyone like this, who's willing to

take charge and go out and get

what they want."
He added, "We're still trying

new things," but he is basically

distressed with the team's lack of

consistency. Undoubtedly, with a
little more motivation and sup-

(Photo by NUnes)

Jill Belter, a member of the 1986... » II L 11

X

«»" ociMsr, a raeniDeroiine llfoo
port, the women s volleyball team aU-Villanova Tournament team,
could easily get back on the serves one up last Saturday in
winning track. Jake Nevin Fieldhouse.
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Rugby tackled by U.Penn

Vkki Httber (arm across number) (Photo by fkjnas)

Huber best in Big East

i

By DOUG SCANCARELLA

This past week Villanova's top

women's cross country runner,

Vicki Huber was named Big East

Athlete of the Week. She shared

the honor with Connecticut soccer

standout Dan Donigan.

Huber, a junior, led the Wildcats

to their third consecutive title in

the National Catholic Cross Coun-
try Championship, held at the

University of Notre Dame in

Indiana. She won her race with

a time of 17:24.L

Huber, an excellent athlete who
possesses tremendous speed and

endurance, took first place in the

first two meets of the season. The
two meets were both victories,

and in both instances she was
followed by Villanova's Kathy

Franey, who placed second. Meg
Moisen, Jenny Rahn, and fresh-

menJenny Brekhis were other key

contributors to the team.

Other runners that figure to be

an integral part of the club in 1987

are Celeste Holliday and Sonia

O'SuUivan. Both will make their

first appearances this week in thie

Paul Short Memorial Run.
Huber was an enormous success

in her freshman and sophomore
years. As a freshman, Huber was
an immediate impact. She was
slotted in the number three posi-

tion and collected wins in the

1500-meter at the Big East indoors

and in the 1500-meter and the

3000-meter at the Big East
outdoors.

As a sophomore Huber
advanced to the number one
position, and earned Ail-American

honors. She anchored the distance

medley relay at the Florida classic

and set a new NCAA record when
she finished first in the 3000-

meter at the NCAA outdoors.

This year, with Villanova's first

two victories, the Wildcats wom-
en's cross country team ranks
15th in the nation, and once again

Huber is leading the team. The
'Cats are ranked above cross

country powers such as Northern
Arizona, Alabama, Clemson and
Texas El-Paso.

ByMELATKEUES

Villanova's ruggers failed to

continue their winning ways last

Saturday, losing to the University

of Pennsylvania, 24-12 at Morris

Fields. The reigning EPRU (East-

em Pennsylvania Rugby Union)

cochampion's record now stands

at 12.

'Nova, even with their full-

strength line-up in the pack for

the first time this year, was
unable to overcome their Philadel-

phia rival. The backs were once

again without fullback and cap-

tain, Tim Whelan, raising serious

doubts as to whether the team will

repeat last year's play-dff success.

Whelan has been plagued with

ankle ailments since August.

"Until we get serious about our

training," said Chris McDonnell,

"I don't see us even beating
Maryland."

Pennsylvania commanded an
early lead, with inside-center Noel

Crawford penetrating 'Nova's

defense with two tries, giving the

Quakers a 12-0 lead. 'Nova roared

back quickly, racing the length of

the field before Joe Staib failed to

convert on a 10-yard dropkick that

he hooked wide of the goalposts.

Penn scored another try before

'Nova was again deep in their

territory. With only moments left

in the half, Penn's All-America

fullback Allen Hummert stripped

McDonnell of the ball before

running it the length of the field

for a try.

"We haven't scored like this in

a while," boasted Scottish native

Hummert, "I've forgotten how
good it felt."

With Penn leading 24-0 after the

half, 'Nova began an aggressive

assault on Penn's goal. Lock
Elmer Lesnevich brought the

kickoff down to Penn's 40-yard

line before dropkicking a goal for

three points.

Minutes later, Denis Graeber
scooped up an errant Penn pass

and dropkicked his own goal from
20 yards out. Wi|h 'Nova again

deep in Penn's territory, Mike
Koons brought rain with a arching
penalty kick. Chris McDonnell
tried to make amends for his

earlier mistakes with a dropkick

from five yards out, ending the

scoring at 24-12.

In the B'side match, Mike Tar-

zani scored two tries and Bill

Sicord added two conversion kicks

in a 12-0 win over Penn on a rain-

soaked field. Paul Larkin stifled

the Penn offense in their scoring

attempts.

This Saturday the ruggers
travel to Haverford for an inter-

divisional match.

Athlete

of the

Week

JEFF COLLINS

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is Jeff Collins.

Collins, a senior forward on the Villanova soccer team, scored

both goals in the Wildcats* pair of 1^ victories over Temple
and Rutgers-Camden last wedL

His four goals in 1987, coupled with one assist, make him
Villanova's leading scorer with nine total points.

In addition to being named Saco East Athlete of the Week,
Collins was honored as Soccer Seven "Player-of-the-Week" for

last week's performaiioe.

CoUins attended CaitimalO'Han High School in Springfield,

Pa., where he earned All-Ddawnre County and AlK^ity honors
in soccer. He is a dvil engineering niuor and one of four chiklren.
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Talley's 'Cats
By JOHN G. RICCO

As the saying goes, 'it was
raining cats and dogs." Well, last

Saturday they sure were not
Wildcats and Terriers.

Though Villanova (3-0) would
eventually emerge from its game
against Boston University with a
14-7 win, the route taken to get

there was far from normal.

All factors pointed toward an
outstanding game. Our parents

were in town, the game was a

sellout (13,400 paid attendance)

and the Terriers, a legitimate

division lAA team, were ready to

clash with Head Coach Andy
Talley's young, up and coming
squad. There was, however, one
small problem, the weatherman
refused to cooperate.

The steady rain, which fell

throughout the game, was pro-

pelled by driving winds in the

second half, and limited both
teams, especially on offense. In a

game where dropped passes and
fumbles were the norm, both
coaches knew that the team who
got on lop first would have a great

advantage.

"We knew we had to get some
points on the board before the ball

and the field got too wet," said

Talley. And his team did just that.

On their first possession of the

game, while the field was still

relatively dry, quarterback Kirk
Schulz marched the Wildcats
down to Boston's 23-yard line.

Though kicker Tom Withka's 40-

yard field goal attempt was short,

the Terriers were caught offsides,

and the five-yard penalty gave the

Wildcats new life.

Six plays later, Schulz faked a

pitch left to tailback Ron Sency,

and threw back to split end Bobby
Brady who was wide open in the

right corner of the end zone.

The three-yard pass play, accom-
panied by Withka's extra point,

gave Villanova a quick 7-0 lead

with 4:59 left in the first quarter,

and capped an impressive 16-play,

71yard Wildcat drive.

Talley, commenting on the
touchdown pass said, "We really

didn't fool anyone with the fake

pitch, but Bobby [Brady], our big-

play kid, gave us the big play."

Villanova's next offensive series

proved to be just as effective. The
Wildcats took over on their own
27-yard line and less than a

minute later they had scored
again. Following a 21-yard pass to

flanker Greg Downs and an eight-

yard run by Sency, Schulz and
Brady were at it again.

Brady, who was in single cov-

erage, fought off the cornerback
to receive Schulz's toss and scam-
pered 43 yards into the end zone.

Withka added the point after
and, with 57 seconds left in the
first quarter, Villanova had what
seemed to be a commanding 14-

Olead.

The lead seemed commanding
because of defensive tackle Ted
White and the rest of the Wildcat
defense. Villanova had held the
Terriers to less than 40 offensive

yards in the first quarter and
looked very strong.

Indeed, Boston was not able to

penetrate Villanova territory until

late in the second quarter when
the Terriers started their first and
only scoring drive of the day.

Behind the powerful running of

Randy Pettus, the Terriers drove
56 yards in 10 plays to dose the
gap to 14-7 as the final seconds
ticked off ending the half.

Pettus, who carried the ball a
career high 40 times for 176 yards,
scored the touchdown on a one-
yard dive, and, as his statistics

show, gave Villanova trouble all

day. "He's [Pettus) the best back
I've faced since I've been at
Villanova," White said. "We had
to gang tackle him and take him
up high to bring him down."

By the time the second half was
ready to start, both the wind and
rain had picked up considerably,

and the large Parents' Weekend
crowd had dwindled down to a few
hundred.

"It was like the twilight zone
down there," remarked Talley.

"Between the wind and the rain

and my glasses fogging up."
Bad weather or not, however,

there was still a second half of
football to be played, and the
Villanova defense was up to the
test. .

The 'Cats knew that if Boston
could not score then they could
not win, and that is exactly what
happened. While the Wildcat
offense battled the elements, the
team's defensive unit remained
strong.

Each time Boston threatened,
'Nova's defense stiffened, and
time after time prevented a game-
tying score. "I'm proud that we
hung in there. We were able to
play with intensity despite the
weather, and that really showed
me something," White said.

Talley was also impressed with
his defensive squad, stating simp-
ly, "Our defense was dam good!*'

Saturday's victory could well be
the Villanova's biggest since the
football program's reinstatement
three years ago.

"This win gives us credibility,"

Talley said. "They now know we
can be a threat."

And, the weather showed us it

can be as well. ,

<s'

- . ^ (Photo tjyNunes)
Juniors Derek McEwen and Bill Buckley gang Uckle Boston U. teilback Randy Pettus. Pettus
carried the ball w rarper high 40 times aigainst the *Catw on SaturHwv

V.U. athletes to be educated

about ahoholand dnigabuse

I
•«

By NOEL E. FALCO

Alcohol and drug abuse educa-
tion classes are being presented
to each University athletic team
three times a year, according to

Jan Janosik, director of the Drug
and Alcohol Intervention Center.

"The purpose of the classes is

to teach responsible decision-
making and to present facts and
specific information about the
effects of alcohol and drug use on
an athlete's body," said Janosik.

"Alcohol affects judgment and
performance; it throws off the
whole water balance. It takes two
to three days to restore this
balance because the muscle tissue
is depleted of water," she said.

Janosik suted "(Alcohol] slows
everything down ... [athletes
then] can t concentrate, can't
remember plays. They're not as
quick with their reflexes."

She stated that alcohol abuse
often is a result of competition
with other athletes in which the
"provingsyndrome" is sometimes
carried over into drinking. This
is often evidenced in "chugging"
or other drinking games.
To counteract this competition,

the classes also emphasize ath-

letes confronting athletes on
alcohol abuse. "Team members
are often theones whoknow when
an athlete has a problem," said

Janosik.

She said the athletes are taught
interventk>n skills so they know
how to confront each other and
can convince a fellow athlete to
come in for help.

TJie center's consultant for this

program is Mike Green, a recov-

ering alcoholk:. Green was an All-

American athlete when he
attended West Chester Universi-
ty. Now he is consultant to the
Flyers on akohol abuse, as weU
m to VaiaMva Unhersity.
At to drug and akohol testing

in«tliletc8.Mtio«k said thecenter
»<atdif mvolved if an athlete tests

free. [The program] is not puni-
tive,' but is a helping- and
counseling-oriented program."
Janosik stated, "The program

seem$ to be going well. Students
are ii^ponding really well to the

toeducation component and .

Mike."

The center is finished with the
first round of team mi^tings and
wiU start the secondlieand before
Fall Break, according to Janosik.

^nite talk and detenmne wittt
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

As I was sitting in the stands of Villanova's stadium last
Saturday, I was thinking to myseK that something did not look
nght.

After hours of pondering the problem, the reason for my
confusran popped into my head.

There was no mud.
After years of watching pro football teams play on astroturf

,

my eyes are still not accustomed to the absence of players with
mud stuck in their face masks, sliding 10 yards in the slime
and mire to rest on the side of the field in a puddle of water.

Would it not be nice to see football players muddy again?
Would- not some of tne nostalgia of the game be brought back
to life with the rebirth of natural grass?

Instead, the fans of the sport of football are now becoming
accustomed to words like turf-bum, turf-knee, turf-toe and
assorted other injuries of the turf varieiy. ;,

Is it lair of a'tdiool; or any firgntizatkm, to oairW athlete
toMMf^Mxm^m body forjDv^itf^ort andfiMa^if schQoL
but also for money. After all, niaiieylt the driving foroe behind
the installation of astrotUtf

.

As a fan, I persooaUy do not like seeing pbyers Meed for
no other reason then for high finance. The phywcal asMs.
other than bkxxi, that were mentioned before wouU be greatly
improved with the installation of grass.

One of the beat aspects of grass is that it gives. When a
player makes a cut on fmss, the fidd gives aad^ fost slides,
which reheves the pressure on the ankle and fcMs.

Howevsr, ths turf does not give. Thus, wkv a player cvte,
the ^mmmmbmim the toss, the aMs aai the loHi. The

r:
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Magazine
praises V.U.
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN as

Special Olympic athletes play soccer at Villanova's Special Olympics Oct. 11.
'*'*'***^ ^*^""*'

Campaign nets $24.8 million
BySItARON A. WATERS

Covenant II, Villanova Univer-

®*^,*?.9l!li*#l ^P<*pW5g drive.

coniptcfeS^ it^ "ibd^pHign ' this
month and raised $24.8 million
over five years, acconfing to the
Rer; Poorge F. Riley, OCSA., vice

prdsldlitli for University
RetatiOhs.

. irlie success of the largest

fundraiser in the history of the
University surpassed its initial

goal of $20 million in 1982 and the

$9 million previously raised in

Covenant I.

The campaign, chaired by John
A. Murphy, president and chief

operating officer of Phillip Morris
Inc. and a 1951 graduate of Vil-

lanova, received pledges from
corporations, foundations, alum-
ni, parents and friends of the

University, according to a Univer-

sity press release.

Individual donations comprised
the largest percentage of the
money raised, contributing 90
percent of the total funds, accord-

ing to Riley.

Riley quoted the specific break-

down as consisting of more than
$5 million from nearly 3,000
alumni, $6.7 million from trustees,

more than $6 million from corpor-

atkms and foundations and $4.4

million from friends.

Furthermore, the top two gifts

from individuals exceeded $9
million, Riley said.

Riley attributed the campaign's
success partly to the more exten-

sive used tiot'tO'taot solicitation

of altunni. Alunmi donatkms from

Covenant I totalled only $500,000,

as compared with the $5 million

raised in Covenant BL . .^^ .. ..

.

Though their donation to Cov-
enant n increased dramatically
over that to Covenant I, all lilumni

still maintained or increased their

annual contributions to the Uni-

versity, which Riley considers

extremely important.

The incorporation of electronic

screening to the fundraising cam-
paign also helped Covenant II

surpass its goals.

Though relatively new, the
computerized electronic screening

system assists in various aspects

of fundraising from determining
the most productive allocation of

financial and human resources in

the campaign to identifying "high
potential prospects for fundrais-

ing appeals and activities," accord-

ing to information provided by
Riley and Edward A. Morosky,
associate vice president for Uni-

versity Relations.

Utilizing unclassified informa-

tion from the U.S. Census Bureau,
electronic screening also indicates

generally the possible level at

which a prospective donor should
be solksted, according to Morosky
and Riley.

Riley also cited "great alumni
support" and an increasing
national interest in the Universi-

ty, especially among corporations,

as other factors contributing to

Covenant II's success.

Total costs of the fundraising

campaign were only 3.2 percent

of the nearly $25 milium raised,

according to an annual donor

report published by the Universi-

ty. Since fundraising expends
usuaUy oonstitute between 8 and
14 percent of the total dollars

raised, according to the donor
report, low costs were another

positive aspect of Covenant 11.

The money raised will help

alleviate the costs of the construc-

tion of the du Pont Pavilion, the

alterations and expansion of engi-

neering and science laboratory

equipment, the improvement of

the University's computer pro-

gram, major renovations of Uni-

versity buildings including Bart-

ley, Mendel and Tolentine halls,

student financial aid and general

having the best humanities
program in the category. The
magazine stated that this rating

supports the claim that, "College

administrators tend to equate
strength in these subjects
[humanities] with overall academ-
ic quality."

The Oct. 26 survey marks the
third biennial survey by U.S.
News and World Report on Amer-
ican higher education. This year,

(Continued on page 5)

Dietary

issue

analyzed
By NOEL E. FALCO

Recent studies that have linked
magazine cited for Villanova's the lowering of cholesterol counts
first place ranking is the school's with a reduced risk of heart
strength in the humanities and disease and heart attacks have
emphasis upon social justice. prompted new federal recommen-

*^illanova, with 6,400 full-time dations to the medical profession
undergraduates, infuses an empha- concerning cholesterol levels,

sis on social justice into its cur- According to the Oct. 19 issue
ricula. Engineering majors take of Newsweek, health officials

A survey of the nation's college

presidents released in the Oct. 26
issue of U.S. News and World
Report rated Villanova University
the best comprehensive college in

the East for the second year
running.

Comprehensive institutions are
defined by the magazine as col-

leges enrolling over 2,500 stu-

dents, each of which provide a

combination of professional and
liberal-arts courses. "Over half of

the bachelor's degrees awarded lie

in professional areas like engi-

neering, meaning they often edu-

cate students for specific job
markets," according to the article.

There are 124 colleges and
universities constituting the East-
em comprehensive category. Fifty

percent of the college presidents

in this category responded to the
survey. The presidents only rate

the schools in their own category.

One of the main reasons the

six humanities courses, three in

religious studies, to instill a sense
of social responsibility into jobs

that will be mainly technical.

"During an annual Hunger
Awareness Week, future engi-

neers study how better methods
of fertilization and irrigation can
boost food supplies," according to

the magazine.

Not only was Villanova chosen

campus development, according as the best overall comprehensive

to a pamphlet provided by Riley. institution, but it was also rated

recommended that all adults over
20 years old have their cholesterol

levels tested.

The panel said that cholesterol

counts below 200 should not cause
too much worry and counts
between 200 and 239 are consid-

ered "borderline" and a retest is

recommended within a year.

"But people whose levels are

above 240 — and borderline
patients who have additional risk

(Continued on page 4)

Chapel restoration planned

is badly cracked, the committee is

looking at several alternatives for

replacing it. Possibilities include

'

INSIDE

£ Outlaw realistic toy guns p. 9

nUlimB&JdsitV.U.'s Miss New >rsey ^13

By KARLA BECKNER Some ideas under consideration

include the raising or lowering of
Plans are underway to begin a the altar and relocating the recon-

complete renovation of the Main ciliation room in the back of the
Chapel on the Villanova campus, church. Also under inspection is

said the Rev. Shawn T. Tracy, the marble in the sanctuary.
O.S.A., director of Campus Tracy noted that since the marble
Ministry.

A committee headed by Tracy
and the Rev. Anthony Genevese,
pastor of St. Thomas of Villanova,

is in the process of pinpointing

exactly what work needs to be

done and discussing the possibil-

ities open to them for change.

"The church is over 100 years

old," said Genevese, "and nothing
much in the way of repairs has
ever been done. It's been just fix

it as it breaks."

Tracy added that plans for

renovations have been under
discussion for the past 15 yesrs,

but nothing has ever happened.

According to Tncy, the com-
mittee is examining the floor

plans to discover ways to open
space. Consequently, the format
of the church may need to be
shiftsd.

**^9it nsad to dsdde whether we
wsBT mscnurcn to acoommanaif
500 or 800 psapis," lakl Tracy.

Tliii will rail Jor rsitaijinii^ iIm

af ths cnufch.

laying new marble and replacing

the marble entirely with either

terrazzo or carpet.

Other possible changes to be
made involve installing a new
climate control system, replacing

the present pews, repainting,
repairing the stained glass win-
dows, refurbishing the restrooms

(Continued on page 5}
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mM«M Afhflsor ArltiMoffS

The advisor for off-campus housing

is the Rev. Francis Farsaci, O.SA His

office hours are Monday, Wednesday
and Friday: 9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3:15

p.m. On Tuesday and Thursday, he will

be in his office from 9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-5 p.m.

M«Morlal Mass
On Nov. 2 at noon in the Main Chapel,

there will be a Memorial Mass for all

deceased relatives and friends of the

Villanova University community.
Names of the deceased may be given by
phone to the Campus Ministry office by
Monday morning.

PttM'Svpport

A self-help peer support group is being

formed for students who have lost a

parent through death within the past

two years. The group will meet one

evening every two weeks on campus.
For more information, please call Becky
Crambert, 644-8457, after 6 p.m.

A«rebics

It is not too late to sign up for "Body
& Soul" aerobics, held every Tuesday
and Thursday from 4-5 p.m. in Alumni
Gym. Classes will go until Dec. 10, and
only cost $1 per class. For more infor-

mation, contact Ann-Marie Discenza,

Campus Ministry, 645-4080.

Attention
Comnnptert

There will be a general meeting on
Nov. 5 at 12:45 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema. All members are encour-

aged to attend. (This means you.) We
also hope to see you at our next Coffee

and Donuts morning, Nov. 4.

Student
Chairperten ffer

19880rientatien

The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the appointment of

Amy Piek to the position of Student
Chairperson for the 1988 New Student
Orientation Program.

College
Denocrats

The College Democrats will meet on
Nov. 5 at 4 p.m. in the Peace & Justice

seminar room. Agenda will include

updates on speakers, trips and a voter

registration table. New members are

welcome.

The Eogliih department announces
oompeCitioM for two prian: 1) awvd
for toe flutt dittingiiiahcd idMliriy or

wrkteabyan
KVniimri,i«d2);

forthe

hr ft psiiMli iHiiMt at
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>toi

kJttVMT.iftiMIt

G»ln valuable journalism/publishing

experience by becoming a writer for the

Communication Arts Newsletter! Any
student interested in writing an article

for the spring newsletter, leave your

name and telephone number with the

communication arts department, or

contact editor Diana Penna at 352-2848

by Nov. 6.

riower aad

Delta Gamma is sponsoring a flower

and weed sale Nov. 3, 4 and 5. Send
a carnation and a message to someone
you like and a weed and a message to

someone ... else. Free delivery on
campus and to the Regency, Radnor
House, Bryn Mawr Gabl^, Bryn Mawr
Courts and anywhere in Bryn Mawr.
Cost is only $1, and will be donated to

Delta Gamma's philanthropy, aid to the

blind. Tables will be set up in Connelly

Center and the main and south campus
dining facilities.

Mvsovni
rioM Trip

On Nov. 18 at 1:30 p.m., the depart-

ment of art and art history is sponsoring

a field trip to the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania to see te

Egyptian and Mesopotamian Collec-

tions. The museum is located at 33rd

and Spruce streets, and the entrance fee

for participants is $2. Interested stu-

dents should call the department of art

& art history for details (6454610).

Prs-Law Society

There will be a meeting for all those

interested in holding a Pre-Law Society

office next semester on Monday at 3:30

p.m. in the North Lounge of Dougherty.

CeniMmicatiens
All prospective members of Women

in Communications: Do not forget that

all applications are due on Nov. 8.

Submit all application material to the

communication arts department or to

one of the WICI board members.

Philesopliy

The philosophy department is pleased

to announce the first in a series of

visiting scholars to attend our campus.
Dr. Rosemarie Tong, professor of phi-

losophy at Williams College in Mass.,

will be giving a public lecture on Nov.

3 at 8 p.m. in the Villanova Room of

the Connelly Center. The title of her

talk wUl be "Straining the Wiwkmi ol

Soknnon: The Case of the Surrogate

Mother.** She is the author of Womim,
Sex mtd the Law (Rowman and Allan-

hekl) and was the recipient of the Case
Award for Out^anding Faculty in the

U.S. in 1966.

M^aMJlMlli m

We will be beginning a new aervioe

ministnr at each of our student Maaaet
on Sunday evening — that of Vhoapi-

talitv persona.** These student! will be

the 'lioatt'* for all who come to mass.

Campus Ministry recogniies that these

are your Masses, and we are trying to

do more and more to publidy reoQpnise

your roles of leadership and participa-

tion, if Tou would like to learn more
about this role, please come to an
informational meeting on Nov. 4, from
6-7 p.m., in St. Rita's Chapel.

JIA MeetlHig
An AA Meeting wUl be hekl at the

University Counseling Center every

Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Counseling

Center's Group Room, 106 Corr Hall.

Are you tired of seeing your residence

hall a mess?You candosomethingabout
it! If you are interested in stopping

vandalism on your campus, stop by the

office of Residence Ufe, Room 220
Tokntine, and leave your nuok.

Have you ever met a quarterback with
the Detroit Uons? A basketball player

with the Boston Celtks? A sports car

driver? Parachutist? Bullfighter? See

George Plimpton Dec. 2 in the Villanova

Room! Details soon!

r

CoffffoohoMO Pans OMboc Trip

The Villanova Student Union
announces the first of their student

performers in the "Live at the Terrace"

coffeehouse series. J. Island will be

playing Oct. 13 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Phi Alpha Thofa

Phi Alpha Theta History Honors
Society will meet Nov. 5 in the history

department seminar room, Vasey Hall.

The time of the meeting is 4:15 p.m.

Choss Clob
/

The Chess Club will meet on Nov. 4
in Bartley Room 105 B at 3:30 p.m. Any
new members are welcome.

iiiteirMineMcii

Bosinoss Society

The International Business Society

will meet on Nov. 3 at 12:45 p.m. in

Bartley 210. Anyone interested in the

New York trip must attend. The trip

to the United Nations will be on Nov.

14 along with the Marketing Society.

If you are planning on going, please

bring $10 to the meeting.

SkiClob
There will be a mandatory meeting

on Nov. 3 at 5:30 p.m. in the West
Lounge. Bring your balances! New
members are still welcome and should
bring full payments: Killington $335
(including refundable dami^ deposit)

and Aspen $575. Informatkm on the
Spring Break trip to Breckenridge, CO.,
will be distributed at the meeting.

Yoon«lJffoCMi
Remember your involvement with

Young Ufe Club? Are you interested in

getting involved again? Meet thedirector
at the Belle Air Terrace on Nov. 3 at

5:30 pjn.

Ski and visit Old Quebec, ^[nrlO-16
— open to all. The $^ price includes

five nights at LeConcorde Hotel, Quebec
City; lift tk:kets; transportation; cultu-

ral activities and breakfasts. Deposit is

due Nov. 20. Contact Dr. Rigaud, 645-

4635, or modem languages and litera-

tures department, 6454680.

Spring Break
Trips

Is your tan fading already? Well, it

is not too early to start planning for

more sun and fun! Th.e Villanova
Student Union will be sponsoring three

SpringBreak trips this year from March
5-12. You can choose from the beaches

of either the Bahamas or Cancun, or ski

the slopes of Interlaken, Switzo'land!

Informational meetings will be held in

the Villanova Room, Connelly Center,

at the following times: Bahamas, Nov.

17, 7 p.m.; Cancun, Nov. 18, 7 p.m.; and
Switzerland, Nov. 17 and 18, 7 p.m.

Come join the excitement!

BoCSo
NalleweeM Daace

The Villanova Black Cultural Society

will have thier Annual Halloween
Dance on Oct. 31 in the Day Hop
(Dougherty Hall) from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

The admission price is $3 ($1 for

members). All members of the Villanova

community are welcome to attend.

Please dress for the occasion.

Black CaHoral
Socioty

The Black Cultural Society would like

to extend an opportunity for member-
ship to all members of the Villanova

community who are interested in learn-

ing more about the historical, cultural

and intellectual experience of Africans

arid African-Amerioms. For more infor-

mation, please contact one of the
foUowing d&otn: President - Yvette

Sanders, Good Comisel 324; 1st Vice

Prs ^ yji^ioiyn Booae, Ahmmi Htt;

2Bd Vioe Pfecs -JMMs BakHrin, Stan-

lord 203; Secretary — Adrieone Dean,
SL"

Tltt Natkaal Soaoe SQdetoMmU Wd
iti paairMi« nm. 2 at 7M

lal'

tjix.

aM cofMmfflfcaiiofi
By B.H. McELDOWNBY

The Rev. Martin Smith, O.SA,
waa recently appointed the new
a#ststant director of Residence

life for Environmental Manage-
ment. The position was created

this summer to act as a liaison

between the Offkse of Residence

Life and the department of

Maintenance.

According to Smith, his job is

to aid in communication between
the two departments.
Smith explained that mainte-

nance requests previously went
through the system of resident

assistants to Maintenance. Under
the new system, all requests go
to Smith's desk where they are

prioritized, recorded and then
taken by him directly to Mainte-

nance. This method both organ-

izes the procedure and mak«) it

more efficient, said Smith.

A spokesperson for the Office

of Residence life recently com-
mented that the office had been

seeking the creation of a position

to enhance communication
between its office and Mainte-

nance for some time.

She noted that there was no
relation between the recently-

created position and the evalua-

tkm in the Shriberg report, part

of the ongoing University evalua-

tion process, that called for such

a position.

Smith said his position was
created to remedy the lack of

communication and understand-

ing between the two departments.
He stated that he has found the

Maintenance department to be
"cooperative," and that in general,

**The service is good. Emeri^encies

are usually taken care of in One

day."
Smith did call attention to the

fact that "Maintenance is under-

staffed'* and that they may be

slow because of this lack of

manpower. He pointed out that

while most students view Main-

tenance as only being responsible

for the 16 residence halls, there

are 50 buildings on campus that

they service.

'There is usually only one man
for several buildings, dorms,
classrooms and offices, " he said.

"To get more and better service,

we need more staff, both custodial

and Maintenance," Smith stated.

Smith said he also frequently

walks the buildings to make sure

conditions are good and that the

dorms are "fit to live in."

Vandalism is another aspect of

(PtwiobyStwto)

The Rev. Martin Smith, O.SA.,
was recently named assistant

director of Residence life for

Environmental Management.

residence life that concerns Smith.
He is currently beginning n^w
programs aimed at educating
residents about the costs and
effects of vandalism.

Smith sUted that "out of a
population of about 3,000 resi-

dents, it's a minority of 100-200

[students] that cause the real

damage." Smith stressed that his

office is trying to work with
student input in finding ways to

deal with vandalism.

Constitution lectures begin
By DIANE A. CIUONE

The Villanova honors program

lecture series on *The Debate

Over Original Intention" began

Oct. 15 when Professor H. Jeffer-

son Powell spoke toa full assembly

in the Wayne-St. David's Room of

the Connelly Center.

Powell is presently a visiting

professor of law at Duke Univer-

sity Law School. He received his

bachelor oi arts de^ee from St.

David's University m Wales, his

master of arts degree from Duke
University, his master of divinity

degree at Yale University and his

law degree from Yale University.

In additk>n, Powell is on the law

faculty of the University of Iowa
and was a visiting professor oflaw

at Yale University last year.

Powell's lecture was built

around the question of original

intent and whether it can bind

Americans today. He outlined the

practical problems that arise

whoi contemporary legal author-

ities try to determine^ original

intent of the founders. The diffi-

culty of uncertain translation and
lade of early legislative history are

two problems Powell discussed.

Powell's lecture implied that

or^ipnal intent is not a workable

concept by illustrating the prob-

lems which were inherent m it,

aoording to a member of the

lecture audience.

Powell answered questions and
comments after the lecture.

Powell's lecture was the first in

a series of lectures sponsored by
the honors program on the ques-

tkm of original intent. On Nov. 19,

Gary McDowell, a resklent scholar
at the Center forJudkaal Studies,

wiU speak. On Nov. 23, there will

be a debate bfrtween Harry V.

Jatta, Sahratori reaearch pfttfessor

of political phiksophy from Clare-

effort of Villanova University and
the Intercollegiate Studies
Institute.

According to Dr. John J.

Schrems of the political science

department, all the free tickets for

the Scalia lecture are exhausted,

and the best way to get tickets for

the Scalia lecture is to purchase

a ticket for the Meese lecture and
request one.

Schrems is a faculty associate

of the Intercollegiate Studies

Institute, and played a large role

in arranging the appearances of

Meese and Scalia at Villanova,

according to Dr. Colleen Sheehan
of the political science

department.
According to Schrems, the Con-

stitution Bicentennial lectures

have been in the planning stages

since the fall of 1965.

The political science depart-

ment is sponsoring itsown lecture

series on the bicentennial of the

Constitution this semester.

Shedian, a new addition to the

Villanova faculty, is teaching an
honors course this semesterwhkh
the honors lecture series has been

built around, according to Dr.

Michael Burke, director of the

(Photo by Shafie)

H. Jetferson Powell, professor of
law at Dnke University Law
School, discussed the topic of
original intent Oct. 15 at the
Connelly Center. The lecture was
the first in the Honors program
lecture series.

honors program.
Sheehan, along with Susan

Fiorentino, are responsible for the

coordniation of the first part of the

series which was arranged inde-

pendently, according to the infor-

mational flier.

OgtDbara^1tt7»TMi¥UJUibVAN»N9a>

In the News
Freshmen engineere honored
For the second year in a row,

Villanova University freshmen
engineering students took first

prize in the freshmen engineer-

ing design graphu» competi-

tion held at Reno, Nev. last

June.

The judging took place dur-

ing the annual American Socie-

ty for Engineering Educators'

(ASEE) Annual Convention.

The winning student team
report, titled "A Page Turner
for a Paraplegic Person," was
prepared by team leader Justin

Butterfield, with Marybeth
Mopas and Elias Tannous, in

Professor Karl Zimmer's class.

Dr. Robert Lynch, dean of

"Professor of the Year" to speak

the College of Engineering,

presented the team with an
inscribed plaque that will be
displayed in the mechanical
engineering office.

Freshmen reports for the

competition are submitted by
engineering colleges from
around the country, and the

winning entries were chosen
by a panel of 19 judges from
other schools. The award is

based on the originality, prac-

ticality and manner of presen-

tation of the design as well as

the student's proper use of

grammar, metrics and compu-
ter graphics.

Rose Marie Tong, 1986 "Pro-

fessor of the Year" and phil-

osophy professor at Williams

College in Massachusetts, will

speak Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. in the

Villanova Room of Connelly

Center.

Her lecture is titled, "Strain-

ing the Wisdom of Solomon:

The Case of the Surrogate

Mother." Tong is the author of

Women, Sex and the Law.

Tong's appearance is spon-

sored by the Women's Studies

Network, a campus organiza-

tion dedicated to increasing

awareness of sex-role issues.

The Council for Advance-

ment and Support of Education

(CASE) selected Tong as best

professor in the nation for 1986

for her "contributions to the

lives and careers of students

and for extraordinary achieve-

ment in teaching, schol-arship

and service to the profession

and/or institution."

For more information, call

645-4690.

J.R.

Massimino nicknames Notre Dame
Roland V. Massimino, head

coach of the men's basketball

team, spoke on Oct. 14 at the

opening of a new physical-

fitness center at Alvemia Col-

lege in Reading, Pa.

According to the Philadel-

phia Inquirer, Massimino
spoke about spirit found at

schools like Villanova and
NotreDame University. "Notre

Dame," he said, "is a fine

school. In fact, it's the Villa-

nova of the Midwest." v r u

Fellowship offered
By JENNIFER REIDY

Approximately 60 doctoral fel-

lowships in the biological sciences

will be awarded in an internation-

al competitk)n sponsored by the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

(Hl^il) and administered by the

National Research Council.

The goal of the fellowships is

"to support the education of

outstanding prospective investi-

gators to ensure the strength and
vigor of the pool for biomedical

research."

Awards will be made for study
in research-based doctoral pro-

grams in the following areas: cell

biology and regulation, immunol-

ogy, genetics, neuroscience and

structural biology, among others.

Hughes Doctoral Fellowships

are intended for students at or

near the banning of their grad-

uate study in the biological scien-

ces. Each award includes an
annual stipend of $12,300 (for 12-

month tenures) to the recipient,

and an annual cost-of-education

allowance of $10,700 in lieu of all

tuition and assessed fees.

The deadline for supplications is

Nov. 13, and the announcement
of awards will take place in March
1988.

For more information and appli-

cation materials, contact the

National Research Council at

(202) 334-2872.

Security committee yet to begin work
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By DANTE J. SCALA

The way was cleared Tuesday
for the ad hoc committee on
Security and parking policies to

begin work, according to Senate
Chairperson Dr. Philip A.

Maurone.
The committee's progress has

been delayed because of uncer-

tainty over who would fill the two
Acuity posttions. As of Tuesday
MMming, there were three candi-

dates for the two positions, aAd,

^^yofnjifu ^1^ Ptxywhireg the Senate
was set to choose fron them at

tlwtr meeting today, said

tlyit day, however. Dr.

L MdLsMvi Jr.. iWfffti?f el

a noBunatioB he had
an caacuttve oom*

automatically accepted.

Faculty Senator Dr. Vito L.

Punzi, who initially volunteered

for the committee, resigned
because of time commitments.
With all the committee seats

filled, the process of charging the

group with official duties has now
l>egun, said Maurone Tuesday
afternoon. Student Government
President Phil Brach, who made
the motion tocreate thecommittee
in September, will be acting

chairperson until a chairperson

can be elected fitxn thecommittee,
stated Maurone.
Donahue and Manfredi join

Diane Carman
the Rev. John

P. StncM>.SA, dswi of studento;
and te Bev. WlUiamA McGuiie,
UJaJi,t mncut 01 Atnisiics tor

buMki^ and farilltiw on the

tJMi Bay. McgMlwwnanwnMMtidbythe
OJULi tMStov Bsv. Piifioii J. BiMf O.S*A*« VMS

thecommittee during the Senate's
September meeting but declined

the nomination because Security

reports directly to him, he said

Tuesday. Rice stated that he was
willing to provide information and
answer questions on Security for

the committee.

Maurone said that the letter

that would charge the committee
with its duties would generally

reiterate the motion, whkh called

for a '^fact-finding committee" to

study Security and parking pol-

icies. He personally suggested

that the committee conskler the

creation of a stauiding subcommit-
tee to study general University

services. Currently, there is no
such body that oonoems itself

with Univeraity services, which
inchide Security, Food Services

and the bookstofe. he sUtad.

Also, he SMi that brfore the

coMiittse dsnvsfs its iipsrt, it

•iMikl toak at ths study of Secur-

ity which is being conducted by

ouliidi svahialefs. This report

will be available by January, said

Maurone.

Budget process begins

The first stages of the annual
University operating budget pro-

cess will begin at the Senate
meeting today. Senate Budget
Committee Chairperson Alvin A.

Clay, dean of the College of Com-
merce and Finance, will present

an initial committee report to the

Senate.

Clay stated Monday that the

committee is in the preliminary

stages of their work.

Also, students and faculty will

offer proposals for specific parts

of the first draft of the budget.

Brach will present the student

recommendation for tuitkm and
room and board, and Faculty

Senator Dr. Harry R. Strack will

submit the proposal for a faculty

aalsry increase.

As of Monday, neither proposal

had bssn finalissd.
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New study on cholesterol and
(Continuedfrom page 1)

factors, such as a family history

of heart disease, hypertension or

a smoking habit — should have

repeat tests, including an analysis

of their HDLs (high-density lipo-

proteins, which help carry choles-

terol out of the body) and LDLs
(low-density lipoproteins, which
carry cholesterol around the

body). Treatment by diet or drugs

might then be in order," the

article said.

The article states that some
amount of atherosclerosis (clog-

ging of the arteries) is very likely

in Americans and that buildup in

the arteries can start in childhood.

"If the United States is to

achieve a cholesterol count under

200, like Japan's, dietary changes

have to start with the current

generation of children," experts

said.

Cindy Lauer, nutritionist and
registered dietician for University

Fwd Services, said that the Uni-

versity will not change its menus
in response to the new guidelines.

"We haven't discussed anything

that will change," according to

Lauer.

She said that, last year. Food
Services began serving broiled

fish twice a week and offering the

option of a vegetarian entree for

lunch and dinner.

"That doesn't mean they're low "The salad bar [should be
in cholesterol, because [students] included] as part of the meal, but

put on a lot of cheese and sauces,' needs supplementation. The tuna

she said. salad has mayonnaise, but it is not

Lauercommented that the fresh as high [in cholesterol] as some
fruit and salad bar are good things you would find,'* she said,

choices. Lauer added, "All our fried

"We have sliced turkey on the products are fried in ve0etable

deli bar at least twice a week, oil," which is k)w in cholesterol,

which is low in cholesterol," she She stated, "Frozen products

said. usually don't use vegetableoil, but

Lauer stated, "The meats we instead use coconut oil, which is

buy are high quality and don't high in saturated fats. The only

have a lot of fat. Our roast beef way you could know is by reading

is very lean, even though that's the label,

one of the higher ones in choles- "Red meat is high in cholesterol,

terol. Students have a choice of but a regular portion of four

gravy or not, which probably adds ounces is comparable to chicken

twice as much cholesterol." and better than lasagna with

She said there have been two cheese. If you do it right, have the

articles on cholesterol in "Morsels right portion, cut off all the trim

and Tidbits," the menu offered to fat, don't put the gravy on, you

students weekly. Information and can still have a fairly low choles-

charts on fats and cholesterol terol intake," Lauer said,

have also been included. She added, "Remember to have

According to Lauer, it is possible a variety of foods. For example,

to maintain a low cholesterol diet you need your breads and high

within the school diet, but, "You fiber cereals. It's proven that they

have to work at it just like fixing bring down cholesterol levels,

food at home." "It's not just a matter of eating

She said, "We have a better cholesterol, but of eating foods

choice here than at fast food that reduce it. Exercise is very

places, but it is possible to have important, as is maintaining your

lower cholesterol. At breakfast, weight. It's not just what you
there are lots of choices besides eat, ' said Lauer.

eggs, such as bagels, cereals and An article in "Nutrition & the

whole grain products. M.D.," September 1967, stated.

"In spite ol recommendations by

some governmental and private

agendea, the best advice is one of

careful modification of dietary

habiu and av6idaiMx of other risk

factors whenever possible.

"Although genetic inheritance

cannot be overcome, smoking can

be eliminated, exercise instituted

and/or increased and treatment

initiated for chronic diseases

whkh are risk factors."

However, the same issue attest-

ed the controversy over diet when
it stated, "Since this study [Coro-

nary Primary Preventkm Trial]

was done on middle-aged hyper-

cholesterolemic men and since

diet was not a factor, the question

remains, should a low-fat (30

percent of calpries), low-
cholesterol (300 ms/day, 2 tggs/
week) diet be imposed on all

persons over the age of 2 years
— children, women, normocholes*
terolemic men, and the eldoiy?
These recommendations would
translate into a diet which would
be extremely limited in animal
protein and other associated
nutrieols.'^ -^-^-^^

Newsweek also said, *'Some
experts worry that diets high in

polyunsaturates might prove
harmful in the long run. Some
animal experiments, in fact, sug-

gest that polyunsaturates in large

amdunts might promote cancer."

(Photo by Sha«e)

Students, like Paul Houscr pictured here,, can eat a low choleoterol

diet at the Dougherty dining hall ''If they work at it," according to

Cindy Lauer, nutritionist and registered dietician for University Food
Services.
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This week, the Order of Omega is happy to

spotlight the accomplishments of Barbara Monahan
of Alpha Chi Omega. Barb is a senior communication
arts major with a minor in psychology, and comes
to Villanova by way of Alexandria, Va.

As a member of Alpha Chi, Barb has served on
the executive board and as the junior class repre-

sentative for the standards board. Barb is also a two-

year member of Omega and currently serves as the

Omega secretary.

Outside of Greek life. Barb has been actively

involved in the New Student Orientation Program,
serving as an O.C. in 1966 and aa a Steering
Committee member for Orintation *87. Barb is also

a four-year member ol the Blue Key Society and has
hekl the posttiooaof Steeriof Comintttee memberand
senior days party chair for Bkmt Key.

In adiitioii. Barb has been kept busy this year
by the Who's WW srlnrfina r—Mltiir iv which
she served aa tkt Btiidiait rspraaaaditiiit lar tbt
CollQieal Arts. In iMrfree tioM,

travcJand skiing.

F^aBsHMrcontributiona ta Villanova, theOrder
of Oaispi ia pmud tn hanar liMfe Msnalian of Alpha
ChiOmw « the Graded the Weak.

The National Baourlty Agenoj la

looking. Wii'xa tn aaazoh ofnew pzo
faaeional ralationBhips with l>oth Mr.

and lis. Right. What we offer In rstum
la a unique oarsar that may wall be the
anawar to your paraonal daaivaa.

Whatwa ofSBOp la oartalnly dlfXlnent. At
NBA, our thzaaftfld mlaalon la orttloal to
our oountry'a aaourltgr. Ws pioosaa fbraign
Intalllgsnoe infbarmatlon. Ws aafoguaid
our gofammant'a oommuntoatlona. And
WB aaours our natlon'a oomputar ayatama.
A mlaakm of that proportkin rsquliaa a
dliagaaran^ of leading taohnoloiy and
talimtstl fffnilMaliinala

Cumotly, MBA la aaarchmg Car liatha-
matlfltana, Oomputsr Qolanttata, Tiangnia^t
Span<al1ata and Maotwnlo Fnglnaara.
Our MalhsHMilsiaBa fpork with appUad

and puia math. Tbi^apply~-aa4 (

I also find a vast
anaj of QMOlaltlaafrom Signal Piooaaalng

and QAD/ GAM tofipaaoh PKMsafling and
Oomputar Saourltgr.

ThamiaMonlavttal, the variety Btaggsring.

And tha banafita ara also Imprsaaiva. Our
amployMa anjoy oompatlttsa oompanaa-
tlon jAua tha manyadvanta^ of tha
BaltimoraWiMhlngton area.

If you're In aaaMh of a meaningful
oaiaat wfth vartalyand dlattnoMon, look
to NBA. Sohadula an istarvlaw thzouglh

your OoUags Flaosmant OCOoa. Or WTlta to

ua
%.
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Student press ease heaHf
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By iCEVIN C. HEIL

A case is currently being heard
in the U.S. Supreme Court that

will decide whether school admin-

istrations should be allowed to

censor student newspapers that

are tied to a class in the school's

academic ctirriculum.

The case, Haulwood School

District v. KMmeier, marks the

first time that a school press case

has been argued before the
^ Supreme Court.

The Court will decide whether
a school-sponsored newspaper
that has been produced as part of

a journalism class is a public

forum protected by the First
Amendment, and whether school
officials should be permitted to

censor a school-sponsored
publkation.

According to the Fall 1987
edition of the Student Press Law
Center Report, the case dates back
to 1983 when Hazelwood (Mo.)

East High School Principal Robert
Reynolds removed two pages from
the school's paper. Spectrum,
because he considered its content

"too sensitive" for high school

students.

The report further stated that

the two-page spread, under the

headline, "Pressure describes it

all for today's teenagers," con-

tained articles which ranged from
teenage pregnancy and marriage
to how divorce affects children.

Students who were interviewed

for the articles had given their

consent for the use of the infor-

mation which they provided. The
students were also given
pseudonyms.
The report added that Reynolds

was convinced that the articles

would invade the students' pri-

vacy, and possibly bring embar-
rassment to their families. He
stated that the students might
also be identified by their
pseudonyms.
Many top educators in the field

of journalism believe that a deci-

sion in this case against student

press rights coukl have an adverse

effect on the future of journalism .

education.

According to June Lytel-

Murphy, a member of Villanova

University's English department
and the advisor to the ViUano-

Chapel
(Continuedfrom page 1)

and replacing the electrical

wiring.

In addition to the inside work,
the committee is also looking to

update the outside of the church.

"The whole environment will be
looked at for redesign," Tracy
said. "We want a sense of more
open space which will involve

landscaping the pathway in a

different way and possibly putting

in a fountain and park benches.

We also want to restore the
louvers on the towers."

The next step for the committee
will be to contract a liturgical

design artist and elect an archi-

tectural firm. Presently they are
gathering names of competent
Firms interested in presenting
credentials.

According to Tracy, the entire

restoration process will take
approximately five years, includ-

ing a period of about six months
when the chapel may be ck)aed.

Tvcrythioghingeson how quick-

lywetannet startal** Tracy said.

Tracy noted th«t tiie oommitttee

Ilia UimNWty an
iffe ne>w coaunitlad to the

vatian. We naw aaad lot

iaale with thai

with tha dMipt] to raiac the

(Maii/'TfaorMid.

van, a ruling against student

press rights wmikl not affect the

Villanovan since the publication

is not tied to the academic
curriculum.

"Villanova is a private Catholic

institution, which reminds us

that the newspaper should adhere

to certain values," said Lytel-

Murphy. "In the last seven years,

there has been very little in the

way of dispute as to what appears
in the paper," said Lytel-Muiphy.

She explained that the admin-
istration may have disagreed with

the way material has been pres-

ented, but it has not issued res-

traint as long as the article was
fair or factual.

According to Lytel-Murphy,
freedom of the press does exist at

Villanova University. "It exists

with the provision that the news-
paper of record [the Villanovan]
has the responsibility to carry out

the mission statement of the
University, which means that

there are limits in dealing with
subjects which in any way refute

the mission statement.

"The administration generally

has had the attitude of allowing

the students to take responsibility

for what is printed," Lytel-

Murphy said.

She added that there has been

no censorship in recent years, and
if any chan^ea have been made,
they have been the decision of

VillaAovnn staff members.
Regarding the Supreme Court
case, she believes the school and
principal overreacted. She feels

that air advisor for a school

publication should be the person

responsible for the judgment call

as to whether or not material is

controversial.

If a controversial journalistic

issue is brought up at Villanova

University, it goes before the
University's communication
board, said Lucyna'J. Gorski,
director of Student Activities.

The board reviews all areas of

communication at Villanova Uni-

versity, including the Villano-

van, Belle Air yearbook and the

.

campus radio station, WKVU, she

said.

"As long as the staff realizes

their responsibility, there's no
problem. The reason we win so

many awards is because the
people [on the staff] arecommitted
to high standards and profession-

alism," Gorski said.

A decision on the Hazelwood
case is expected sometime in

spring 1988.

Moter registration

drive to be held
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

Student Government has insti-

tuted a voter registration drive in

an effort to educate students

on the registration process, both
within Radnor Township and
through absentee ballots.

Student Govemjpient President

Phil Brach stated, "We want the

students to understand they have
the power to make a difference."

The voter registration drive is

the first concentrated push by
Student Government to inform
the students about the registra-

tion process. In order to gauge the

interest of students in this drive.

Student Government's depart-

ment of external affairs conducted
a survey on campus.

In response to the early indica-

tors of the poll, Patricia MarzuUi,
Student Government secretary of

external affairs, said, "Voter
lustration will be a success, not

just in Radnor Township, but in

generail. Enough students are

unr^stered and express an inter-

est to have a great effect."

For on-campus residents, the

campus is divided among three

different wards within Radnor
Township.
Main campus is located in the

second ward, second precinct.

South campus is in the seventh

ward, first precinct. Moriarity

and Geraghty halls are in the,

. fourth ward, second precinct.

Brach stated the fact that the

campus is divided into three

different wards is "over-rated."

However, he speculated that if

enough students change their

registration to Radnor Township,
the wards would be redistricted

in 1990. "I'm hoping they [the

students] want to say something
to Radnor," he said.

Marzulli emphasized that the

educational process in the drive

will show how important voter

registration is in the community.
The drive will be a continuous

process on the Villanova campus
and will not end at the registration

deadline before each of the

elections.

The department of external

affairs is also considering the

possibility of providing informa-

tion on the candidates before each
of the elections and possible

transportation to each of the ward
voting sites.

However, the emphasis for the

drive at the present time is to

educate students on the impor-

tance of having a voice in govern-

ment, either in Radnor Township
or through the absentee ballot for

their hometown.

NBtional News Notes
Embattled Drexal president quits

Amidst allegations of sexual
misconduct and harassment,
William S. Gaither, president
of Drexel University, resigned
Oct. 21.

The resignation ended six

months of controversy that

began when a female employee
of the school filed a complaint
alleging that Gaither had
reached under a table and
touched her knee at an April

business meeting in Toronto.
He denied these charges of

J
sexual harassment and two
others made by two unidenti-

fied iemale employees who
have since left the university.

U. of Penn students stabbed

The allegations arose at a
time when Gaither received

criticism from faculty and
deans who accused him of
making major changes at the
school without first consulting
them.

Drexel's school deans and
' faculty council asked for Gaith-

'

er's resignation in May. The
following month, 93 percent of

the faculty gave him a vote of

no-confidence.

On Oct. 21, the day Gaither
resigned, the Drexel board of

trustees was to vote on wheth-
er he should be retained as
president. K.C.H.

Three University of Pennsyl-
vania students were stabbed,
one critically, last Saturday in

two related attacks in the
University City section of West
Philadelphia.

The critically injured stu-

dent has been identified as
Robert O'Brien, 20, of Shrews-
bury, Mass. The other two
students, Patrick Maly of the
Northeast section of Philadel-

phia, andJoseph Fylypowycz of

the Fairmount section of the
city, both 19, were treated and
released.

According to Fylypowycz, he
and Maly were discussing the

Philadelphia 76ers with some
other students. Apparently,
two other riders became
offended by the students'
remarks and began "mouthing
0^^-" K.C.H.

Brown U. president resigns

Brown University President
Howard R. Swearer announced
his resignation at a news con-

ference Oct. 16, stating that his

decision had been facilitated by
personal reasons and that he
desired "a change of [career]

direction.

"I've been thinking about it

for six months. Eighteen years
of being a college and univer-

sity president is a long time

without a break," Swearer
said.

Swearer, Brown's 15th pres-

ident, is credited with reducing
the school's annual budget
deficit and raising its interna-

tional stature during his 11-

and-one-half-year tenure.

Swearer stated that he would
remain at Brown until a suc-

cessor was chosen. J.R.

University ranlied
(Continuedfrom page 1) •

1,329 college presidents were
surveyed, 764 of whom replied.

In the previous survey, Villa-

nova was also ranked first in the

Eastern comprehensive category.

However, this year Villanova
received an even higher rating,

with 48.4 percent of the college

presidents in the category placing
it in the top 10» compared to 32.7

percent in the previous survey,
according to an inter-office com-
munication written by Eugene J.

Ruane, director of Public
Relations.

Behind Villanova in the Eastern
comprehensive category were
Ithaca College, in New York, with
a 37.1 percent rating; Rochester

Institute of Technology, New
York, with a 35.5 percent rating;

City University of New York,
Brooklyn College, with 32.3 per-

cent; and Worcester Polytechnic

Institute, in Massachusetts, with
a 30.6 percent rating.

City University of New York —
Hunter College, and Providence
College, in Rhode Island, were tied

for the sixth place rating with 20.9

percent each. Fairfield University,

in Connecticut, placed eighth
with 27.4 percent. Simmons Col-

lege, in Massachusetts, was ninth
with a 24.2 percent rating.

Villanova's tuition, cited as
$8,000 in the article, was lower
than six of these 10 other schools.

The Eastern comprehensive
category in which Villanova was
placed w^s one of nine total

categories.

Stanford University was rated

the top national university and
Williams College, in Massachu-
setts, was rated best national

liberal arts college.

Living history abroad courses set
By

TRACEY WHARTENBY

Two three<redit living his-

tory abroad courses, integrat-

ing dasswork vrith a Spring
Break trip to Mexico or France,

will be offered during the
spring semester.

Aooofxiing to Dr. Michael E.

Burke, hiatory professor and
director of the honors program,
the course, Mexico, Paat and
IVeaant, ia one that ooaafaines

at Villanova with an
ly irip toMenoDdvinf

tam^ by Bitrhe and the

lav. tiyjBckaan. O.S.A. , ofthe

paaae and jtiatioe dapartmant,

tha oouna malarial wiU con-

centrate on issues such as

political structures, poverty,

economic underdevelopment
and the contradictions of con-

temporary Mexican culture.

According to Burke, the trip

is designed so that participants

may explore the rich diversity

of Mexico. The class will visit

Indian pyramids, colonial pla-

zas, cathedrals, museums and
small viUagea. The students

will meet with bankers, social

workers, misaionarieaand U.S.

Enhaaay officials.

The daas will also enjoy

SQOM free time so they may
eKpariance the country individ-

uaby, aaid Burke. Participants

will divide their time between
Maxioo City and the cokmial

province of Michoacan.
The course consists of a

series of lectures and readings,

and the trip costs $800 per
person.

France Through the Ages is

a three-credit course that
includes visits to Paris, Ver-

sailles, Mont-St. Michel, the
Normandy beaches and the
Loire Valley chateaux area.

The course is taught by Dr.
Raymond Cummings of the
history department, who will

concentrate on connecting the

history of France with what
will be seen on the trip; and
Professor Rene Mongeau of the
modem languam deiMrtment.
who will emphasise the art,

culture and language of

France.

The course material focuses

on several periods of French
history — the Middle Ages, the

Renaissance, the age of the

Bourbons, the Enlightenment
and Revolution — and contem-
porary France. The trip costs

$1,078 per person, which
includes hotel accommodations
for nine nights.

The living history abroad
courses were created nine years

ago by Burke and Dr. John A.

Doody. chairperson of the phi-

losophy department.

Students who do not want to

become involved in the course
are still wekome to accompany
the claas on the trip.
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WUmova's reputation atlraefs top
By DANTE J. SCALA

Villanova's growing academic
reputation has aided the Univer-

sity in gaining "top people" for its

faculty staff, said the Rev. Law-
rence C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice

president for Academic Affairs, in

an interview Tuesday.

"People are beginning to realize

how good we [the University]

are," said Gallen. He stated that

increased faculty writings and
publications, along with the pres-

ence of certain institutes and
journals, have aided in the "sig-

nificant" rise of Villanova's aca-

demic name.
This rise has come during a

time when the University has
been raising the number of its full-

time faculty. During the last five

years, the staff has risen from 463
professors to 537, a 16 percent

increase. Gallen attributed this

growth to an increase in faculty

in certain departments and the
creation of new programs, such as
computer science and the master's

of business administration.

Other reasons for the recent

spurt of faculty hirings include an
attempt to reduce the number of

part-time faculty and the replace-

ment of retired faculty. The

said Gallen. HesUted that the two already is a number of talented

/tttlWvinfM

C
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from Harvard, Princeton and
Cornell, respectively, according to

Dr. Sterling Delano, chairperson

of the English department.

Gallen stated that there is a

budget for recruiting efforts and
a conscious effort is made to get

the best people for the staff.

One factor that hampers the
recruiting effort is the lure of

industry, said Gallen. People who
earn doctorates in scientific and
business areas, such as mathe-
matics, physics, computer science,

accounting and marketing, are in

demand in the business world,

where they can make more money
than they can at a University.

Thus, there is a smaller supply
of people possessing doctorates for

.

academic institutions.

Villanova is still getting top

respective talents are of equal

importance in hiring oonaidera-

tions.l'aculty candidates general-

ly need to have doctorates and
records of publication, he stated.

Delano echoed Galleii's state-

ment, saying that his department

was looking for people who are

committed to both research and
teaching.

In addition, Delano explained

that his department has been able

to recruit young, talented faculty

with very impressive credentials

to replace the eight professors

who have retired since 1980. The
new additions "have added to a

department in which there

people/' he stated.

Gallen sUted that the recent

increase in the number of faculty

will now halt because of space

limitations on cdn^us. Currently,

there is no more space in which
to put additional faculty, he
stated.

Gallen said that the creation of

a new academic building would
help to solve the problem of space

limitations. The construction of a

new building, which is on a list

of possible projects for the Uni-

versity's Planning and Priorities

Committee, would provide more
classrooms and office space.

Delano agreed with Gallen on

the need for a new academic
building, stating that space lim-

itations have bk)cked the expan-
sion of his currently "under-
staffed" department.
He stated that although the

part-time teachers in the English
department are "devoted, he
would like to decrease their

number and increase the number
of full-time professors. This would
put more full-time professors into

freshmen classrooms.

Gallen also mentioned the
expansion of Mendel Hall to accom-
modate new laboratories as
another possibility. There is cur-

rently a lot of academic planning
going on, he said.

Hahn speaks on U.S.S.R. visit

numberofretireeshasbeensmall.
^Ple from the remaining supply,

however, said Gallen. ^'^ ^^"«"-

Gallen explained that the high-

est faculty turnovers have taken
place in the English, history and
mathematics departments.

A significant number of those

being hired have degrees from Ivy

League schools and other presti-

gious national colleges and uni-

versities, according to the faculty

listings in the back of the 1987-

88 University Bulletin.

For example, the English
department has recently hired

three professors with doctorates

By SABINA PIERCE

Dr. Jeffrey Hahn, a Villanova

political science professor, spoke
at an honors colloquium Oct. 9
about his visit to the Soviet Union.

Hahn went to the Soviet Union
for four months last year with his

family on a Fulbright teaching

scholarship to teach students at

Moscow State University.

Hahn taught a computer course
that consisted of public opinion

research and statistics to analyze
public behavior. He is the first

<«i

In contrast, people with liberal

arts doctorates are in greater pro^SsiJ^toViSch'suih T^u^'
supply because there is less

|; ^j^^ ^^^^^ yj^^^^
demand for them m industry, said Hahn's course was dt^imed to
Gallen Thus, potential professors be^XXMar^rnTS^^
in such areas as the humanities
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are competing for University
faculty positions. Six hundred
applications were recently
received for three openings in the

English department, according to

Delano.

General guidelines for faculty

hiring include both the potential

for scholarship and for teaching,

computer
than 20 students, but on the first

day there were 60 students signed

up. By the second half of the
semester, there were only 15 left.

"I felt discouraged at first, but
I then found out that my seminar
was on a voluntary basis only; no
credits were given as in usual

university courses." he said.

Hahn thought that the only
reason why students were attend-

ing his course was out of intel-

lectual curiosity.

While in the Soviet Union,
Hahn and his family stayed with
a Soviet couple in their apartment.
Hahn found their way of living

quite different from ours.

'Day-to-day consumer life in

Russia is horrible compared to

western standards," said Hahn.

He noticed this when he found
it very difficult tafind laundry
detergent. He had to go to several

stores.

"Simple little tasks took an
enormous amount of time," saki

Hahn.
When he took one of his sport

jackets to be dry cleaned, he stood
in a line for a half-hour, filled out
three forms and had to strip the
jacket of all its buttons. He noticed

that housewives in the Soviet
Union buy a surplus of hard-to-

find items and swap them with
other housewives for other hard-

to-find items.

All in all, Hahn found his stay
in the Soviet Union pleasant. He
thought Westerners have a wrong
impression of the Soviet people.

"I like the people in the Soviet
Union. They are very nice people,*'

he stated.

OUR FINANCIAL PROGRAM
More Than A Learning Experience

The financial Analyst Program at Salonion BrotbQfS is one
of the firm's direct Hnks to the future. To the college gradu-

ates who join us each year, we offer the most balanced

variety of txjsiness opportunities of any m^jor Investment

bapk in the world. Analysts learn our txislness by joinkig

teams of peers and senior professionals, serving cNents,

contributing to our success, and providing the day-to-day

assistance we need arKi value.

The core two-year program is based in investment
Banking: Corporate Finance, Financial Institutions, Munici-

pal Finance, and Real Estate Finance. These are high visi-

bility areas in the business workj wtiere assignments are

challenging and creativity is prized. The analyst program is

an excellent base for leamkig the role of the investment
t>anker.

Sak)mon Brothers is recognized as a mqjor gk>t>al pres-

erx^e in investment banking. From our traditk)nal strength

in trading and aales. we have expanded into the muMple
and ati emerging diadpHnes of finance. We have earned

international respect for our high standards of professk)n-

aNarn and our Integrity. Our fk>ance activities — provkling

advice and raising capital for business and government —
are Integral and essential elements of Salomon's txjsiness.

Although Sakxnon Brotfiers has grown rapidly In the past

decade, we are committed to keeping ouMXilture intact.

We place a high priority on training both in the classroom

and on the Job. We beNeve In the work ethk:, In personal

Integrity and in teamwork.

At>ove aH, we offer a learning experience that Is

demanding, absorbing, challenging and, quite often, ex-

citing. And. for the dedk^ated. Inquisitive analyst it can

provkle even more.

AN interested senk>rs shoukj send a cover letter and
resume by Nov. 1 5 to:

Stephanie Aaphar
Satomon OfPthera inc.

One New York Plaa
New York. New York 10004
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To Benefit Child Victims of AIDS

We NeedAn Emcee
Applications available

in the RSA Office

215 Dougherty Hall
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In RSA Office
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Chapel restoration

is long overdue
For more than 100 years, the Villanova Main Chapel

has been an integral part of our community. Thousands

of students and friends have passed through it's doors

to celebrate the liturgy, to marry or to baptize their

children. However, that strong symbol of the Catholic

faith and of the Augustinian tradition has fallen into

disfgraceful disrepair. For this reason, we applaud the long

overdue decision to begin a complete renovation of the

chapel.

Certainly, it is no secret that the chapel's condition

needs improvement. During its existence there have been

no major repairs, and the pews, stained glass windows
and marble have deteriorated. All must be either replaced

or refurbished.

Furthermore, if repairs were made, they were not

performed adequately. For instance, the lourves in the

spires were just boarded up instead of being properly

mended, taking away from the church's aesthetic value.

Now, though, the years of n^lect will finally be remedied.

However, the committee should ensure that the

renovations do not change the architectural design of the

building. Before laying terrazzo or rearranging the church
for more opeh space, the original style should be
researched and closely followed.

At present, the only stumbling block preventing the

restoration process from beginning is the acquisition of

funds. The administration and trustees must put this

project high on their priorities list and preserve this

symbol of the Augustinian tradition.

Fix the dorms
The recent appointment of a staff member to act as

a liaison between Maintenance and Residence Life was
certainly a ^ise decision, for clearly, the heed for the

liaison and the two departments to attack several chronic

problems together is evident.

First of all, the speed with which residents* non-

emergency maintenance requests are processed desper-

ately needs to be reviewed. All too often, repairs of broken

windows, faucets and doors take weeks or are not done.

All maintenance requests should be handled promptly.

Secondly, the University should use better judgment
when it comes to heating the dormitories. Although
temperatures dipped down into the 30s and 40s many
nights this past month, dormitory residents were
frequently left to shiver in unheated rooms. Is a University

that does not provide heat during cold weather looking

out for the welfare of residents? We think not.

Thirdly, many of the older dormitories on campus
are in sad shape. Routine maintenance has been n^ected.

Often just a fresh coat of paint or some minor remodeling

is ne^ed, but the University has not done the job. Action

should be taken now bdore the dormitories become more
rundown.

Additionally, since residents in many cases receive

less than adequate housekeeping services, the new liaison

should work to improve their quality as well. Bathrooms
are often dirty, hallways are often not swept and showers
are not cleaned properly, leading to a buiklup of mildew
and germs. Students paying $4,100 to $4,500 a year for

room and board deserve to Uve in clean, well-kept

dormitories that are not a 'threat to their health.

The Maintenance/Residenoe Life ItaiMnhM his work
cut out for him. Whether he aad tiM Wma^mmct aad
HouMkeeping deptrtiMfitt wW be efuai to%e ttek

raneins to be Men. We, the IMianiM
prove uewreag. Bmmdy theooadMeMtn
CMifintofiee •
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Letters to the Editor —
Adhere to Catholic vataies
To the Editon

After working at Bryn Mawr
College for a year, I recently

accepted a secretarial position at

Villanova. I was quite happy
about the change, having come
from the secular-humanist envir-

onment at Bryn Mawr in which
I never felt quite comfortable, to

the familiar. Catholic environ-

ment of Villanova and the respect-

ed Augustinian tradition.

The only "fly" in the academic

"ointment'! so far, has been a

sight which greeted me my first

day at work and once or twice

'

thereafter — a table set up in the

Connelly Center for th(» purpose

of signing up new members for the

National Organization for Women
(NOW). Please correct me if I am
wrong, but I thought I had left the

secular-humanism behind me.

Nothing could have jarred me
more than seeing this group
trying to drum up support on a

Catholic campus.

NOW is an avid and unabashed-

ly strident supporter of abortion

— a position that is totally opposed

by the Catholic Church. To my
mind they have absolutely no
business recruiting on a Catholic

campus — or is there any such

thing anymore as a Catholic
campus?

I have heard disturbing rumors
from many Catholic colleges that

we are not really adhering to

Catholic values as strongly as we
should be on some Catholic cam-
puses, and are giving many ideas,

now matter how inimical to the

Church, a wide berth of

acceptance.

We should guard against k>sing

our values in the modem candy-

shop, pick-and-choose style of

morality being offered everywhere
else these days, Ij^t we become
just another roadstop on the way
to the materialistic, me-first, get*

rid-of-whatever-getS'in-my-way

lifestyle.

Edith F. lannucd
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Update Villanova

Outlaw realistic toy guns
By SUSAN TOLVE

Tomorrow night may be the last

HallQween many dress-up cops,

robbers and cowboys will be
toting authentic-looking guns.
New Jersey, Massachusetts and
California are all considering
legislation to curb the use of

realistic toy guns, and Burbank,
Calif, has already approved a ban
on toy gun sales.

Toy guns,after all, can have the

same devastating effects as their

realistic counterparts.

A 19year-old man playing a

lazer tag game in California,

aimed his ^0 toy gun at a police

officer, who retaliated with two
shotgun blasts that killed the

teenager on April 7.

In Burbank, Calif., a man wav-
ing a toy replica of a .45-caliber

automatic pistol interrupted a live

broadcast for KNBC-TV, ordering

consumer reporter David Horo-

witz to read a statement on Aug.
19.

Sheriff Deputy Dennis Kiser of

Beaverton, Ore., came close to

shooting a teenager walking
toward him with a replica of a
submachine gun. He saw the

youth insert a clip into what

appeared to be a weapon. The clip

turned out to be a water reservoir;

the weapon was a squirt gun.

"If I had followed my training,

I would have killed him," said

Kiser, according to an Oct. 23

Associated Press article.

Instances such as these are not

new. Toy guns have been used in

holdups for years, but now the

replicas are becoming more real-

istic and more popular.

The legislation in California

and Massachusetts would ban
-sales of all toy weapons except

those with transparent barrels.

New Jersey legislation would ban
possession of toy guns.

Such efforts mark the beginning

of a long overdue stand against

the potentially dangerous use of

toy weapons. But why only ban
either sales or possession? If only

sales are banned, toy weapons can
be bought in other states and still

used legally. If only possession is

banned, why sell something that

no one is allowed to use?

All states should ban both the

possession and sales of toy guns.

Too often they are mistaken for

real weapons— and real weapons
have been mistaken for toys. If

children grew up easily recogniz-

ing the difference between real

and toy guns, there would be a

lot less household accidents. I will

never forget my younger brother

finding my grandfather's pistol

(my grandfather was a security

guard) and thinking it was a toy.

Luckily, my mother was nearby.

While stricter hand gun le^s-

lation could save lives, this is a

controversial issue involving the

constitutional right to bear arms.

But legislation banning realistic-

looking toy guns can save lives

without the controversy. Children

can still play their games — just

with transparent or brightly-

colored weapons.
Sacrificing the authenticity of

toys is a small price to pay for a

safer society — one with less

holdups and less unnecessary
shootings.

Enough people have been killed.

Now we need to kill the danger

and fear of toy guns by outlawing

the possession and sale of realistic-

looking toy weapons.

Susan Tolve is a senior com-

munications major and the asso-

ciate editor of the Villanovan,

By JOHANNE C. CHAR?

Villanova University, one of the

finest institutions of higher learn-

ing in the nation, offers academic
excellence, a spiritual atmosphere,

as well as a wide variety of

athletic and extracurricular
activities.

Villanova looks great on paper,

but needs to focus its efforts on
updating the University in many
aspects in order to remain com-
petitive among comparable
schools.

Areas such as housing, music
and theatre facilities must be
improved for Villanova to continue

as the No. 1 comprehensive insti-

tution in the East.

First and foremost, the present

University housing situation is

most destructive to the Villanova

community as a whole. Generally,

housing is offered to most stu-

dents during their freshman and
sophomore years, but denied for

their remaining two years. With
the exceptions of scholarship
athletes, presidential scholars and
the few "regular" students offered

housing, Villanova juniors and
seniors are forced to find accom-

modations within the neighboring

communities.
While living in an off-campus

house or apartment may be pos-

itive in that it offers students a

touch of real life, for the most part,

living off-campus separates the

student from college life and
denies him an integral part of the

Villanova experience.

The University can no longer

function as a community because

one-half of its students live on
campus while the other half is

dispersed throughout the sur-

rounding neighborhoods.

Villanova must reevaluate its

priorities and concentrate on
housing its upperclassmen. The
construction of two south campus
dormitories is a positive step, but

it is just one of many needed to

radically improve the housing
situation.

Villanova should invest in on-

campus apartments for upper-

classmen as well as additional

dormitories in order to accommo-
date at least 80 percent of its

enrollment. On-campus apart-

ments would give upperclassmen
the freedom of livingon their own,
and at the same time alleviate the

problems of many students violat-

ing housing codes in the neighbor-
ing communities.

rafinori foolrsgiMt Off
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Villanova's theatre department
consistently offers quality produc-

tions, but is forced to work with
inadequate facilities. Anyone who
has seen a show at Vasey Theatre
knows how limited the seating

capacity is and how outdated the

stage and backstage areas are.

A closer look at the facility will

reveal that the dressing and make-
up area is nothing more than a
limited, cramped space within a

storage and boiler room.
Villanova offers no sound-proof

practice rooms where a singer or

musician can warm up for an
audition or performance. Quality,

in-tune pianos are certainly a
rarity on campus, but if acquired,

would greatly improve Villanova

students' cultural experience.

The inadequate theatre and
music facilities severely limit

Villanova's capacity to compete
culturally with similar institu-

tions. Our excellent liberal arts

program is not complete without
decent performing arts facilities,

and the University should address
this problem.

I love Villanova and will be the

first to defend our quality insti-

tution. Yet improvement is defi-

nitely needed in the housing and
performing arts areas in order for

Villanova to remain a highly
ranked school in the nation.

Johanne C. Sharp is a English/

communication arts major and
news editor of the Villanovan.

Republican urges U.S. to stop zero-zero concept
By LOU MESHON

The Soviet Union has had its

economic miracles. It has matched

the West at the forward edge of

military technology. It is chipping

into the frozen treasures of Sibe-

ria. It has created an enormous
merchant marine and a Navy of

global reach. But these achieve-

ments have been bought at the

price of consumer starvatk>n. The
only way the Soviet consumercan

be compensated for 70 years of

deprivation is by savings on
defense.

The 80<alled lero-iero concept

regarding intermediate-range

nuclear fof€eft (INF) undoiiblttUy

offers the Soviit Union braatiung

space. ZcnMMra sMans eliminat-

ii^ INF wfpnns fraoa the Euro-

pean stralsik: sone. The agree-

ment would confine the versatile

Soviet SS-20 missile to east ol the

Ural Mountiins. In return, Amer-

ica's cniiaa-missilfs and Pershing*

2*8 would leavefiyrope altogether.
It sesflM a fair inAtiA. But.

although iIm Saviets might even-

tually bs aUe to defend agiinat

cniiii wiiiilss. they have nohope

of dialhw with Pershii«-2. Given

the awesome costs of matching
America's Strategic I>efense Initi-

ative, particularly in the short-

range dimension, the sacrifice of

SS-20 seems a cheap price to pay
for the economic benefits of zero-

zero.

Zero-zero promises a stronger

Soviet Union in the long run,

through a more contented work
force, a larger civilian economy
and a slower timetable for match-
ing the United States in intercon-

tinental SDI. Why is Europe so

frightened by the thought of U.S.

withdrawal of missiles, troops or

worse — both? The reasons are

as follows: The Soviet Union
maintains 30 divisions in East
Germany, Poland, Hungary and

and West Germany, the

two highest-spending NATO
members, field only 15 divisions

in the central itvon. The Soviet

Union deploys 800 short-range

nuclear missiles there. Britain,

Waat Germany, Belgium and
HaUtnd between them deploy no

more than 127, and the warheads
are under American control.

The diipgrities abound in every

other military sector. The Pntith

and West German air forces have
700combat aircrafts in the central

region, the Soviets 2,900. In tanks,

the figures are 9,000 for European
NATO states and 19,500 for the

Soviet Union. In artillery pieces,

NATO has 4,000 and the Soviets

have 10,000.

But counting in the best of the

Warsaw Pact forces, those of East

Germany, Poland and Czechoslo-

vakia, immediately make the

imbalance greater. And looming

within the whole equation is the

factor of Soviet and Warsaw Pact

reserves. Remember, the Russians

throw nothing away. Soviet con-

scripts are being trained on
ancient T-34's, the tanks with

which the Red Army fought at

Stalingrad!

Soviet military warehouses are

stuffed with equipment Western
armies would have junked long

ago. The personnel are available

to man them. Conscriptions is an
instrument of social control

throughout the Soviet bkx: that

adds 1.3 million trained men to its

military reserves each year.

NATO cannot begin to move
these resources. West Germany
ha« h revrve srmy of 600.0(> . But

the real source of reinforcements

is the United States. The
REFORGER (Reinforcement Ger-

many) program can put a whole
division into the central region in

24 hours.

Its symbolic effect is even
greater than its material impor-

tance. REFORGER demonstrates
the United States will as well as

its capacity to stand by Europe.

No matter that the Soviet Union
has 30 divisions that can be moved
at short notice. It is the knowledge
that the United States could
strengthen its forces in West
Germany in a crisis that has
calmed European fears for 20
years. The prospect of zero-zero

has agitated those fears all over

again.

Europeans feel more threatened

than they have been since the

heyday of Stalinism. Because of

this, it is my strong conviction

that zero-zero be stopped. The
United States should use the

opportunity to drive the Soviets

intoan arms race that they cannot
win unless they further starve the

already desperate populatk)n of

their country. This would surely

secure a dtu'isive victory lor

freedom with the vanquishment
of Communism, and, as I quote

President Reagan: "The destruc-

tion of the evil Soviet Empire!"

Lou Meshon is a senior political

science major and a member of

College Republicans.

Quote

of

Note

"Some days are for living:

others are for getting through.
"

Malcolm ForbeM
publiohcr
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Janosik succeeds where
Counseling Center failed
To the Editor:

I would like to commend Villan-

ova University for the establish-

ment of the Center for Alcohol and
Drug Assistance and for recogniz-

ing the abilities of Jan Janosik.

To make a long story short, I

went to the Counseling Center

last year with a lot of problems.

They made me wait three weeks
for an appointment and then after

three appointments were clueless

as to what was the primary cause

of my problems. They were not

very friendly and certainly did not

seem to care much about me.

They "diagnosed" me as in an
anxiety state and recommended I

see the study skills person who
would motivate me to go to classes

and to study. Needless to say. my

problem got worse.

After talking with my R.A. one

night, he suggested I talk withJan

Janosik. After my Counseling

Center experience I did not think

it would do any good, but I agreed.

Janosik saw me the very next day

and made me feel very welcome
and at ease. Her warm personality

and astute observations about my
physical condition and emotional

state were verv reassuring.

It only took her a short while

to ask me about my drinking and
drugging. The Counseling Center
did not ask one question about
alcohol or drugs. Anyway, I felt

confident immediately that Janos-

ik knew exactly where I was
coming from and could help me.
She met with me every week,
sometimes twice per week, all

year long, and thanks to her. I am
now living my life drug-free.

At one pomt in counseling,

Janosik felt I should talk with a

psychokigist. and referred me to

the Counseling Center. After

hearing my previous story, she

immediately made a call to a

psychologist off campus, got me
an appointment the following day

and drove me there the first time

to introduce me. Thanks toJanos-

ik's help, my relationships with

my family are much improved, my
grades are better and, best of all.

1 like who I have become.

I strongly suggest that any V.U.

student who needs help should go

see Janosik in the new Center for

Alcohol and Drug Intervention. It

will be worth it!

Name withheld upon request

Replaceabortion ad

Keep Tolentine open at night
To the Editor:

I wish to call attention to a new
policy instituted by the University

early this semester. All classrooms

in Tolentine Hall are to be locked

after being "cleaned." In purusing

the University Bulletin, I came
across Villanova's Mission

Statement:

This community (Villanoya)

serves society by developing

and sustaining an academic

environment in which the

potentialities of its members
may be realized. Villanova

is committed to those same
high goals and standards of

academic integrity and excel-

lence as well as corporate

achievement that character-

ize all worthy institutions of

higher learning.

In contrast to this statement

stands this new policy that severe-

ly limits every student's potential-

ities. It is in the best interests of

neither the student body or the

University and is inconsistent in

regard to University ideology.

It was only two weeks ago when
I became aware of this regulation.

It was 12:30 a.m., Sunday night.

One of my roommates was watch-

ing TV, and the other was trying

to sleep. Besides, the noise level

in the Quad makes it virtually

impossible to study at night, or

any time for that matter. Hence,

I decided to do what I had thought

to be the most logical option and

go to Tolentine. I had two mid-

terms, a speech and a paper all

due the following week.

It was not 10 minutes after I

began to study intensely when a

custodian came in and politely

informed us that the room was
closed. I was perplexed and ques-

tioned him as to when this ruling

had become effective. He said that

it was instituted about two weeks

agoand went on to helpfully direct

me to Rooms 301 and 204, which

are now designated as the "all-

night" rooms.

Needless to say, I found Room
301 packed with students, so I

decided to check out the scene

down in Room 204. Again the

same scenario.

It seems contradictory that a

university that promotes educa-

tion to its highest degree, and

whose policies are centered

around facilitating the faculty and

students in nMcting their academ-

ic needs, woukl support such a

system that actually hinders

VlttiMva, I am praud to say, is

one of the most propsisive uni-

versities in the country. Our
criteria for admission, academic

standards and university policies

(not to mention increased tuition),

all attest to this credence, as does

the U.S. News and World Report

Survey of College Presidents.

Once again, Villanova has been

ranked the No. 1 Eastern Compre-

hensive institution. The recent

decision by the university to close

Tolentine proves to be a step

backward in principle.

First, the total seating capacity

of Rooms 204 and 301 combined

is only 73. That is not even a full

1 percent of student population,

should we include graduates and

University College students.

Obviously, to me at least, it does

not seem as though the University

is promoting studious activities.

Nor, I think, would it appear that

way to the prospective student,

parent, faculty member or

evaluator.

As a member of the Blue Key
Society, one of our many respon-

sibilities is campus tours. Having

ample study space is a primary

concern to students and parents

alike.

Where can I study? How late is

the library open? Is it impossible

to study in the dorm? The above

are all the most frequently asked

questions. In addressing those

concerns, it used to be comforting

for me to confidently assure

prospective students that, "You

can always study in Tolentine

Hall. It is open 24 hours a day,

seven days a week." Some saw
that as a privilege, others as a

given.

Secondly, students both on and
off campus, graduate and under-

graduate, definitely take advan-

tage of Tolentine Hall late at

night. The space is utilized. Most
of the time, there is just the right

amount of people per room where
you can work and not be distract-

ed. Many times, students meet for

group "study sessions." They
exchange notes and ideas, review

material covered in class and in

text, use the chalkboard if neces-

sary and quiz each other.

In business, this philosophy is

practiced through implementing
what is called "quality circles,"

and has been proven quite suc-

cessful. I particularly find this an
effective way to study. With only

two rooms open, though, study

meettngs are either eUmmated. or

cause a major distraction to those

who are studying individuaUy.

In addition, the mm lit-yp is

sifliply inoonsistent. We ne¥er

know when a room is goini to bt

locked -- sometimes 11 p.m.,

sometimes midnight, sometimes

much later. There have been

nights recently when I have

walked out of Tolentine about 3

a.m. and rooms that had been

locked at 11 p.m. had not been

cleaned at all!

Furthermore, the new policy is

not only inadequate but also

creates more difficulties than it

was designed to eliminate. Admit-

tedly, I know of, have witnessed,

and even have assisted, in the

forced entry of a locked classroom

in Tolentine. Space, like any other

scarce commodity, will be

acquired through alternative

means if the market does not

supply it.

I do not know, maybe it is me.

but I would think that it makes

a pretty sad statement about the

University when students have to

break into classrooms in order to

study. It is a situation that can

be easily corrected.

Should the University not

amend this policy, the only alter-

native would be that they provide

adequate study lounges in each of

the resident halls. If you have ever

been to the Sullivan lounge, you

may want to carefully define the

term adequate. This alone, how-

ever, will not solve all the prob-

lems. "Consideration hours" (a

term not applicable to the quad)

would have to be enforced — good

luck.

In any event, it is imperative

that some action be taken as soon

as possible. The situation is bad

now, but let us think of how it

will be around finals.

In the past, Villanova a admm-
istration has done an excellent job

in handling the school's academic

affairs; I trust they will continue.

However, when considering the

new policy. I urge them to closely

examine the severe ramifications

it imposes. The University Senate,

all Deans, faculty, and the student

body should re-evaluate the policy,

and I am sure they will see, as

many do already, that it does not,

in any way, improve our academic

program, that it is not in either

the students or university's best

interests, and that it is an unne-

cessary change in policy at this

point in time.

To the Editor:
'

'
•

We had the opportunity to read

the Villanovan over the Parents'

Weekend. We were struck by the

ad for Amnion Crisis Pregnancy
Center with its clear focus on
Abortion counseling. We realize

that you, as editors, have "respon-

sible freedom of expression" but

this ad gives the impression that

Villanova condones abortion. We
know that is not the truth. We
think that the paper does express

who the school is.

Villanova's mission statement
includes its commitment to search
for world peace and justice. We
assume that this includes the
injustice of taking the life of the
unborn child.

We suggest that the ad for that

counseling center be replaced
with an advertiser who is more
consistent with Villanova's
philosophy.

Jim Gregory
Class of 1959

Margi Gregory

Editors' note
In response to readers who

are offended by the Amnion
Crisis Pregnancy Center advef

-

tisement, the Villanovan edi-

tors would like to explain its

placement in our newspaper.

The center does not perform
or support abortion. Rather,
the center offers a variety of

services for women who are

pregnant and do not know
where to turn. The services

offered are completely free and
confidential and include the

following: education on preg-

nancy, on abortion and on
alternatives to abortion; coun-
seling and support; housing for

women in private homes if

necessary; prenatal and post-

natal information; childbirth

education classes; clothing for

both mother and baby; and
parenting classes.

An Amnion Crisis Pregnancy
Center representative explain-

ed that, although the center

does not "force people to do
anything, we encourage people

to carry their babies to full

term."

As the newspaper of record

for Villanova University, the

Villanovan follows the Uni-

versity mission statement, and
thus all ads comply with that

statement. The placement and
wording of the Amnion adver-

tisement was approved last

year by the Rev. John P. Stack.

O.S.A., dean of students, and
Lucyna Gorski, director of

Student Activities.
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Register to vote
Octobnr 30.1ft7oTMgVILLAMOVAN»Png>11

To the Editor:
* «

A few weeks ago. a voter reg-
' istration drive was heki in Con-
nelly Center, an event sponsored
every semester by the College

Republicans. The main goal for

the past twd semesters has been
to register students who live on
campus, or who live off campus
in Radnor Township.

With a signifkami student voter

block, it is hoped that Radnor
Township officials will look a

little more kindly toward Villan-

ova and its students. Unfortunate-

ly, however, the apathetic nature

of Villanova students specifically,

and young people in general, was
evidenced by the relatively low

nimiber of people who registered.

The duty of every citizen in the

country is to vote if they are

legally able to do so. A democracy
is a government of the people, so

if no one votes, the result is not

very representative. Young people

can always expect to get the short

end of the stick if they remain

silent. If Radnor Township con-

tinues to push around Villanova

students, it is our fault.

Let lis consider young people

(age 18-20) as a group and senior

citizens (age 65 and up). Both are

groups out of the mainstream of

public life, yet the politk:al clout

of the two groups differ tremend-

ously. Young people are mostly in

school or in low-paying jobs and

seniors at this age are generally

retired.

The reason the political clout

differs so much is simply because

seniors vote and young people for

the most part do not. In the 1984

, presidential election, of people in

the age group 18-20, only 47

percent were registered and only

a trifling 36.7 percent actually

j voted.

For seniors, an overwhelming
76.9 percent are registered, and
more importantly, 67.7 percent

voted. This translates into power,

because if nothing else, most
politicians are poll watchers.

They are responsible to everyone

they represent, but only a regis-

tered voter can vote them out of

office.

This power that senior citizens

havecan best be illustrated by the

controversy surrounding Social

Security. Any politician who
advocates "reforming" the much-

HKaHimr Township
limtktmi topush
arwMf MUiiiora stv-

dmtSpHhourfmM.

flawed Social Security system, is

targeted by seniors as an enemy
to their interests. This politician

would probably lose the senior

vote, which in some states, such

as Florida, where the percentage

of senior citizens is very high,

could cost him or her the election.

Therefore, the area of Social

Security reform is a very touchy

subject and seldom mentioned in

Congress.

Contrary to this, when in many
states the drinking age was raised

to 21, politicians could vote for the

raise because they knew it would

have basically no effect on their

electibility. If most young people

are not registered or do not vote

anyway, what does the elected

representative have to fear? People

who are not registered cannot vote

him or her out of office.

While the issues of the drinking

age and dealing with Radnor
Township differ in scope, the

source of the problems is the

same. Young people can be ignored

because they are of little political

significance. The best way to

solve these problems and to pre-

vent future problems is to register

and vote. If a person is elected by
you, he will most likely listen to

you because he knows you could

just have easily voted for the other

guy.

It would probably be Radnor
Township's worst fear if a Villan-

ova student ended up on the
township board, but this cannot
happen witholit the full support
of the Villanova community.

'Daniel KeUiher
Class of 1988

Student confesses
\

committing a sin
To the Editor:

In today's world of social unrest,

racial tensions and the ever pres-

ent threat of death by AIDS or

nuclear war, I feel I must confess

to Villanova, and, yes, to the

society I have forsaken, a sin that

plagues my conscience, a sin

whose consequences could have
made today's world problems pale

in comparison.

nankhily,tliomonlly

Oh. I ranliae that for the
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content to enjoy my feast in the

exquisite banquet hall they pro-

vided, bi^t no!

If it had not been for the support

and iron will of a herculean

University employee, my flesh

may have been rotting in hellthis

very minute! The sin was, oh, how
it pains me to confess this —
attempting to steal a sandwich

from a Villanova dining facility!

(Yes, on a weekday!)

I did willfully, with malice in

forethought, attempt to conceal

and smuggle a few morsels of food

to eat at my leisure just as a
common vagabond would steal

strawberry tarts from a helpless

ok! woman's windowsill.

Thankfully, the morally upright

dining facility supervisor halted

my otttrafsoiis tranagrassion of

polacy by iofCttii me lodiocard the

ymk, and to yau, VIHaiiova, I

you, piaaae abw me to

for my acta!

"Nothing. WeVe ugly

enough and can't get

chicks as it is."

Rich Cremin
senior

communication arts

Joe Cacchione
junior

nuurfcetini
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'MXP Morgan,
operations management
i$ much more than you

think it isl'

Making a direct and continuing contribution to

the quality and profitability of a leading global

financial firm is what operations management at

J.R Morgan is all about. Our operations profes-

sionals are not isolated in a separate "back office"

division. You'll be a fully integrated member of a

team, working as a problemsolver formanagement
in areas ranging from internal consulting to prod-

uct planning to support services. Whatever your

academic background, we'll give you outstanding

training right from the start and movement
through differentjobs to prepare

you to take managementrespon-
sibility quickly.

Contact Kimberly R. Choate,

J.R Morgan & Co. Incoiporated,

23 Wall Street, NY,NY 10015.

IomI to a variety ofcareer opyartuiilitiea in operations

mani^BMni atXR Mor^aa.
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Vlllanova boastsstate
pageantwinner
By CHRISTOPHER PEPE

"Ladies and gentlemen, I now
present to you the talenled and
beautiful Miss New Jersey, Robin

Lanse." (Applause.)

When I received this week's
assignment, I had mixed emo-
tions. I was interested in meeting
Miss New Jersey, but in the back
of my mind was the thought of

a stereotypical pageant princess.

However, with Robin Lange this

is hardly the case.

Lange, a Villanova senior thea-

tre major, truly deserves her rich

rewards. Having worked her way
through the first four years of

college, Lange knows the hard-

ships of being a working student.

• In an attempt to alleviate mone-
tary pressures, Lange's mother
entered her into the local beauty

pageant. Miss Burlington County.

Meanwhile, Lange7 having tak-

en a semester off, was working in

Japan, oblivious to her newly

altered destiny. As matters pro-

gressed, Lange found herself the

winner of her first pageant ever

and on her way to the Miss New
Jersey pageant.

Realizing the rewards that
could be gained, Lange took the
initiative and began preparing for

the next pageant. She enroll^ in

aerobics classes, ordered a "spe-

cial swimsuit" and began design-
ing her gown. Lange also began
writing a dramatic monolgoue
that she would recite for her
talent.

As the preparation progressed,

an inner desire to win and go to

the Miss America pageant arose,

although a victory was not expect-

ed. When the time arose, Lange
was a smash hit. Through her
experience on stage, she was able

to feel comfortable in front of the
many people.

Having reached the Miss Amer-
ica pageant, Lange had already

reached her monetary goal. What
should be noted is that the Miss
America pageant is a scholarship

pageant, not strictly a beauty
pageant. One must be in college

or pursuing a degree to qualify,

with tuition payment being the
ultimate reward.

Now, with all pageants behind
her, (and no plans for any more),

Lange's life is slowly settling

down. With appearances every-

day, modeling contracts to fulfill

and classes two days a week, it

is obvious that she is still very

busy. Even so, Lange finds time
to dedicate to her sorority. Alpha
Chi Omega; her family and her
boyfriend, leaving her almost
relieved she did not become Miss
America.

So, what now for Lange? Well,

with priorities set and money in

the bank, her first goal is to get

her degree. Having a love for

theatre, and a desire to be in the

movies, perhaps she will be in the

limelight again. But for now, this

beautiful and intelligent blond

from New Jersey plans to take

thin^ as they come.

s.

(photo courtesy of The Qlidden Company)

Robin Ann Lange, Miss New Jersey 1987-88.

Road trip leads the way
to unexpected events
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

Midterms were no less of a

burden than usual this semester.

But, after burning a little mid-

night oil and cramming American
policy to the soothing tunes of

Kenny G., the worst was over.

Fall Break and a much needed

excursion to Boston to visit Dad
was a marvelous idea! As this

atypical road trip turned out,

however, getting there would be

half the fun.

I had the family truckster all

packed Friday night in order to

alleviate any complications when
I departed the following morning.

The weather forecast was spec-

tacular — sunny and 72 degrees.

Needless to say, it was overcast

and 45 degrees when I revved up
the blue monster and headed

north. The drive was relaxation

therapy and the fall colors were

breathtaking. Well, perhaps
breathtaking is too strong a word.

Let us just say the leaves were

worth looking at. Everything

went just peachy until I reached

the Big Apple.

The first hint of the impending

disaster came as I was crossing

over the Bronx on 1-95. As I was

maneuvering through traffic,

doing my imitation of a New York

City cabbie, my car stalled. For-

tunately, by utilizing my keen

catlike reflexes, I managed to

promptly throw the beast into

neutral and start her up again.

Feeling a little irked by the

incident, I needed a break. It was

now time to stop for gas and catch

a bite to eat. Luckily, there hap-

pened to be a Sam's Salami and

Sud's stand at the next exit. I had

to stop. I could not be sure how
far it might be to the next one.

Mter paying the cook at Sam's

the complimentary burp, I headed

back out on the highway feeling

like a new man. Later history

repeated itself, and my car again

stalled out. This time the junkpile

would not start until I pulled over

and came to a complete stop.

I continued on my way with my
blood pressure a bit higher, as I

was now worried about whether

or not my car could complete its

mission.

For a while I was optimistic and

the day's previous car trouble

seemed miles away. But suddenly,

my personal Steve Winwood con-

cert was interrupted by a loud

banging noise and consequent loss

of all power in my sad excuse for

transportation.

At this point in the trip, I was
only about 30 miles from my
father's house in Massachusetts.

However, I was stranded on a

major highway and not near any

exits. It was getting dark, and I

certainly did not feel like a Super

Lotto winner.

Fortunately, the cassette player

still worked. I sat in my car

listening to some tunes and for-

mulated my plan. I decided to put

the hood up, and wait for a

policeman to drive by. If one did

not come by, I would try to walk

to a phone.

After only five minutes, I spot-

ted a state trooper. I began waving

frantically, as if I had been leaving

port on the Love Boat for Cabo

San Lucas. Evidently the officer

had other things on his mind,

probably contemplating which
pair of sneakers he would wear

to the upcoming Policemen's Ball.

A half-hour went by. I did not

relish the thought of spending the

evening in my broken-down car,

so I set out to find satisfaction.

I walked about a mile to the next

exit. When I came to the top of

the exit ramp, I looked both ways,

(Continued on page 15)

Fall Break reunites families
By KRIS RYAN

Fall break is the time of the

semester when the majority of

Villanova students return to their

hometowns to replenish their

depleted supply of energy and
brain cells and prepare themselves

for the forthcoming events of the

second half of the semester.

Although it is a welcome vaca-

tion for all, this mid-semester

bmdt probably means more to

freshmen than to other students.

One looks forward to the small

conveniences taken for granted

while living at home*
Fdl breiik means sharing a

batkfoon with leaa than 20 people,

eating a meal cooked to individual

taatea and not kept warm under

infra-red light bulba, and having

the journey to the dining room be

a voyafB not kMign' than traveling

stairway or twa. As a

ed heaven to me, and I could not

wait to go hoihe and enjoy family

living.

Whether it was because I was
tired from all the studying during

exams, or because I was very

eager to see my family after two
months of separation, or because

I had been informed by my friends

about how well I would be treated

at home simply because I was
missed so much, I had certain

preconceptions as to what the

initial reunkm with my family

would be like.

I envisioned myself returning

home, tired and weary after a long

and uncomfortable train ride to

find my family waiting with open

arms, a crackling fire in the

fireirface, and the house warm,
cosy and radiating with happi-

ness. My family woukl gather

together in the living room, the

hsarth ol ths Imisshold, and hug
and kias in jofoua bttss st my

homecoming while the dog barked
and romped around us.

Now, maybe it is because we do
not have a dog, or perhaps because
the fireplace is not in working
condition, but this was not exactly
the way the events occurred. It

was not that my family was not

ecstatic to see me, nor I them, but
simply that they did not expect
anything to be different since I

had left.

On the contrary, I discovered
many inconsistencies with what
my life was like before I left for
college compared to what it was
like after I returned. There Wtere
differences, but not the ones I had
antkipated.

The first thing I noticed wben
I arrived home was the chanar in

the time schedule. Although I

remained in the same time lone.
I suffered fron s type of jet-lif

(Camtinutd on pagt 16)
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Kl/. Bam/ frave/s to WliufyChy
By SHEILA COURTER

Do you have the urige to travel,

meet exciting people and learn

new things? All this can be yours

if you have the tolerance for

uniforms, nicknames and two
men constantly blowing whistles.

No, this is not the military, this

is the Villanova University Band.

Beside playing and marching at

football games,, the band spends
Fall Break on tour. This year is

the band's ninth year of travel. In

the past, the band has traveled to

Canada, Washington, D.C., and
Boston.

This year, the band spent Fall

Break touring Chicago, 111. The
following are the chronicles of our

trip to the "Windy City."

Day One: The band left on Oct.

17 for what was an eight-and-one-

half-hour bus trip to Akron, Ohio.

The ride flew by as music blared

and refreshments were available.

Sophomores and juniors appre-

ciated Ohio's 19-year-old drinking

age.

Day Two: The band left Akron
and headed for South Bend, Ind.
early in the day. We practiced at
Notre Dame for our fost anoert
in Chicafo. The V.U. Band will

be particularly remembered at a
South Bend dub. where one band
member led a few veraes of
TouVe Lost That Loving Feel-

ing," proving that band members
have various talents.

Day Three: We visited the Notre
Damecampus, and bought out the
book store. During the following
week, everyone was wearing
Notre Dame sweatshirts; Pas-
sersby must have mistaken us for
the Notre Dame band.
We arrived in Chicago, and our

first excursion was to the Sears
Tower. To describe the view as
"breathtaking" would be an
understatement.

Day Four: The band played its

first concert at DePaul. The
DePaul band played exceptionally
well, but seemed much too
serious.

Day Five: Many members of the
band viaited the Ifmvtrtity of
Chicaso. Unlike Villanova'a Shee-
han Beach, the univeraity has a
real one with aaod and watar.
Unfortunately, it wis too cold to

use it. We plcyodi our aocond
concert at Resurrection High
School.

Day Six: The band headed bock
'to Akron, Ohio, another eight-

hour drive.

Day Seven: We played two
concerts, one at St. Hilary's
$chool in Akron, Ohio, and the
other in, Gr^ensburg, Pa., at St.

|

Paul's School. Playingfor younger
chiklren is a wonderful feeling.

The audience was always full of

smiles.

Day Eight: Finally, we left for

home. Everyone was exhausted,

and as freshman Bill Steiger

expressed, "barely alive." Arriv-

ing at home, we were thankful for

the memorable times we spent

together in the Windy City.

Directly to the / </.n/.m'.
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Campus Moittry

ByREV. RAYJACKSON* OSA
*

"Love God with all your mind,

all your heart and all your
9ti«pgtli. And k>ve your neighbor

M yourself.*'

^ua addressed these words to

the people of his day, and they are

just as applicable to us as they

were to them. To love yourself is

to respect yourself, to know your

good qualities, talents and
abilities.

It is to have some viskm to your
life, to have a sense of direction,

to contribute to making the world

a happier place for others, rather

than leaving a trail of gloom, or

a wake of pain.

It also seems to me that to love •

yourself should include an under-

standing of your weaknesses and
selfishness. I do not think that I

love myself if I deny the hurt

which I sometimes inflict upon
others. I am irritable, indifferent,

greedy and jealous at times. If I

love myself, I must learn to foigive

myself and seek forgiveness from
those whom I have hurt.

Most of all I need to appreciate

my uniqueness. God has given me
my life! I have been nurtured by
family and friends. It is good to

be alive!

"Who is my neighbor?" the man
asked Jesus. By way of a reply,

'

Jesus told the story of the Giood

Samaritan. The implication was
that, not only are we to consider

our family and friends as neigh-

bors, but we must learn to include

the needy, the wounded, the poor,

the refugee, indeed all whom we
see as in need of assistance.

The understanding o| lovo
whkh Jesus tinght had UCtle Id

do with rbmande. Unfortunateljr^

we often equate good feelings,

sexual attraction or personaUty
preferenceswHhlovejiBSUS wints
us to kive even our enemies «-

those who oppose us, make fun
of us, deceive us and even perse-

cute us.

This is no SMall order for

anyone, since much of our fallen

nature inclines us to get even, or
strike back. Only with the help

of God are we able to rise above
our desire for revenge.

How do I love God with my
mind, my heart and my strength?

A partial answer is to love myself
and all my sisters and brothers

in the human family. A further

answer might be found in a
prayer.

"I love you, my God, you are

the Creator of all things in the
heavens and the earth. You have
brought forth life in abundance,
through billions of light years, in

stars and galaxies without end.

"Into the midst of the human
family you have taken flesh and
joined us on the journey of life.

You call us friends; you died that

we might have eternal life..

"You left yourself with us in a
memorial meal of bread and wine,
the food of life, ^nd asked us to

love one another as you k>ve us.

You have sent us Your Spirit, to

renew us each day, to guide our
feet on the path of peace.

"Grant to me a mind filled with
wisdom, a heart filled with com-
passion, and a determination to

seek your will in all I da Amen."

Engineer

SALES
ENGINES!

LAUNCH A CAREER IN TECHNICAL
SALES WITHTHEWORLD LEADER
HIQH-ffRFORMANCE POLYMER
FLOORS, COATNIGS,LININQS AND
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS.
Stonhard, Inc. hM eomM«ntly«iown ao% or mof* Mch o( ttw IM
flva wMi« and nowhM kniMdlM* opaning* In n» •ntry-taval SalM
Englnoor Pfogiam. Thto ono-yMr pragram urtll fUMy prapw* you
tar a dMllwiglng earaar In Mehnical MlMM • Stonhard TorrHofy

Your first fourmonths wlH bs Spent at our suburban Philadelphia
hssdquaitsis srhsrs you wiH Issm our buslnsss msMs and out by
intoraodng wHh the foNowIng doparUnsms:

• MARKETINQ
• TECHNICAL SERVICE
• RESEARCH A DEVELOPMENT
• PRODUCTION
• SALES ADMINISTRATION
Eight months ss s FMd EnQinssr at one or (15) iMlropolitsn
loooHonswM 0iss you Iho nsosssvy product imcSlsdgs and
sivosurs to s wMs rangs off IMd ooridltlons to sffsoUvsly IntsrKrt
with our InstsMMIoii isiws and cuslewsfs. A proissilonsl.

customliod ssWno sidls training progiam wWround out your ysar.

Upon subossiM oompMon of tNs program, you WIN Join ths

polsnIloL $46 K THEraCrVEAR IS AVBlS^
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Trouble on the rood to Boston
Octobsr3io,issyTHgvmjmWAlitsPii»is

(OmHntud/rom pagt 13)

but saw no sign ol dvilkatioo. It

looked likemy best betwas to wait
by ths car.

I then returned to my automo-
tive disappointment, and attempt-
ed to solicit assistance. There
were few cars on the road, and
my hopes were not exactly soar-

ing. It was at this moment when
things began to^ my way.

I aaw a small, imported car pull

over into the bnakddwn lane only
a few yards from where my car
was parked. The little car was

. packed as tightly as Smokey Joe's

on a Thursday nqght with foreign-

looking people. They quickly
jumped out of their car, cameras
in hand, and began capturing the
fall foliage on film.

When I got a closer look at the
tourists, I realized that they must
have come over from one of the
countries in the Middle East. I

then tried to engage one of them
in conversation to politely ask for

a ride. I hoped to myself that they
would not hold President Res^gan's

latest actions against me.
Somehow I managed, through

various hand gestures and a few
Arabic expressions I picked up at

my local 7-Eleven, tocommunicate
that my car was broken-down and
that I needed a ride to a service

station.

They were only too happy to

oblige me. Sitting uncomfortably
on a stranger's lap is a small price

for a person in my situation to pay.

They dropped me off at the nearest

gas station, and, after buying out
all the postcards, departed.

The man at the service station

told me that he did not have a
towing service and did not know
of a service that was open. I tried

to phone my father but there was
no answer.
Again my prospects began to

look very dim. It was then when

alocal police officer pulled into the
gas statioii. Iquickly walked over
to his car.

The officer appeared to me to

be one of ViUanova's freshmen
moonlighthug as a cop to pkk up
some extra cash over his Fall

Break. I later found out he had
just graduated from the. Police

Academy three months prior. He
called a tow for me and told me
he would take me back to my
abandoned car.

The officer was not much older
than myself. His friendliness
mademe feel like I was ridingwith
a buddy from school instead of an
officer of the law. I proaseded to

ask him everything about police

officers that I always wanted to

know but was afraid to ask. I even
got a brief instruction on the
operation of a police radar gun.
As we were driving back to my

car, we received an emergency call

and had to change course. As it

happened, a woman had locked
her keys in her car along with her
10-month-old baby girl. When we
arrived at the scene, we were
faced with a hysterical mother.
The officer calmed her by assur-

ing her in a Superman-like
manner, "Relax Ma'am, I've got
everything under control." Within
moments, the story had a happy
ending as the mother was reunited

with her infant and her car keys.

The officer drove me to my car
and told me to wait for the tow
which would be there soon. I

thanked him for the assistance,

and the exciting diversion, and he
went on his way to continue
serving his fellow man.
Only minutes after the officer

left, the towtruck arrived. The
man driving the truck got out and,
without saying a word, hooked my
car up to his towtruck. He then
said in a low voice, "Where to?"

I explained to him that my father

lived in a small town outside
Boston and asked him to tow my
car to a dealership near his house.
The truck driver made a k)ud
gruntingnoisewhkh sounded like

a yes and we were on our way.
This man was crude to say the

least. I thought I recognized him
from last year's televised tobacco-

spitting championships on HBO.
His body odor was so obvious that
it seemed like he smelled that way
on purpose and was proud of it.

But again, this was no time for
me to be choosy.

After a while, I managed to have
what might, in some countries, be
considered a coversation with the
towtruck driver. He told me that

he would drop me off at the
dealership with my car and that

I could get a cab to drive me home.
But, after cleverly convincing

him that I, too, liked Old Milwau-
kee beer and have been to my
share of strip joints, I gained
enough of his respect for him to

drive me to a spot within walking
distance of my final destination.

After leaving my car at the
dealership, I was dropped off at

the Exxon station near my
father's house. I gave the driver

his financial consideration and
b^;an walking, luggage in hands,
on the final leg of my journey.

As I approached the house, I

could see my father outside on the
front porch. At first he did not

recognize me, as he did not expect

to see me arrive in that manner.
Then he walked over to me and
said; "Son, where's your car?

What did you do, walk here from
Philadelphia?" To this I simply
replied, "It's a long story Dad,
grab us a couple beers, and we'll

talk."

I supjx)se the moral of my story

is that I should never have been
dumb enough to drive a brand-

new American-built automobile!

who knows, who cares
Shhh ... What's that we hear? ... is it the strains of "HaU

to the Chief coming from Dougherty? . . . sure it is . . . what else
do you expect with the presidential seal on Security's door now
. . . funny how that appeared the day before the Security evaluator
came . . . next thing you know. Chief Rowan Kelly will want his

own blue and white Air Force One . . . one ... so we're the No.
' 1 comprehensive school in the East again . . . Now we know what

I

the University did with the money from the Covenant II

. campaign . . . keeping those other college presidents who voted

, for us happy is expensive business . . . what's this business about
Tolentine being dosed at night so they can clean . . . clean . .

.

wouldn't that be a miracle ... speaking of miracles, they're

.planning on fixing up the Chapel ... but it looks like they want
to turn it into a deluxe ultramodern church of the 25th century
. . . Father Buck Rogers, O.S.A., will be pastor . . . yeah, that's
what we need — more open space . . . why not make it worse
for the standing-room-only crowds at Mass . . . and how about
raising or lowering the altar . . . why not just put it on hydraulic
jacks so that they can move the altar up and down whenever
they want . . . but anyway, who knows, who cares.
Edited by the Villanovan Editorial Board.

Insignifica
By MARK V. DiSTASIO

What's in a number?
* The United States govern-
ment says that there are 2.2

trillion grains of sand on New
York's Jones Beach.

* New Zealand has 3.4 million

humans and 60 million sheep.

Last year, the Internal
Revenue Service received
184,000 bad checks.
Albert Einstein's average in
his high school physics class
was 75.

Word of the Week
Arctophilist

A) one who studies the glacier

formations of the Arctic
Circle

B) an artist that uses only
geometric shapes in his
works

C) a teddy bear collector

D) one who loves snow and the
winter months

Soluthnpi^e n

ASSOCIATIONOF
COMMUTING
STUDENTS

(OHlee: 215 Dougherty Hall 645-721 1

)
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imfrmssit
NOV. 6

9 p.m.-l a.m.

VILLANOVAROOM
TICKETS

Tickets On Sale Now In

Connelly Center Ticket Office

O /person

O /couple

Commuters and
Off-Campus Residents

Don't ForgetAbout Our
Frae Coffoo and DonutsI

8 a.m.-10 a.in. in th« North Lounge
November Dates:

Nov.4

i

Nov. 10
Nov. 18

CATCH HAY-FEVER!
HALLOWEEN
HATRIDE
Oct. 30

Tickets •e"
Includes: Dinner

Hayride

Bonfire

Carpods Leave Rugby Lot at 4:30 p.m.
Tickets Are Available in the A.C.S. Office

kJ . .
te -.1^- ' -
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Break thoughts recounted
*:

(Continuedfrom page 13)

and had to readjust to a new
schedule. My family went to bed
at 10:30 p.m., the time when
activities come alive at Villanova.

While rising before noon on
Sundays is considered a sacrikge
here, at homemy parentsexpected
to see me before lunch. It was odd.
but after a few days, I had finally

synchronized myself to living in

"family time."

A second inconsistency I noted
was withmy relationship with my
family. I found that I got along
incredibly well with my younger
sister about whom I was positive

three months before spent all her
available free time searching for

new and innovative methods to

annoy me.
Could it be that I actually

missed her disturbing habits and
idiosyncrasies? Or maybe it was
that she had a newborn respect

for me as a college student. Wha-
tever the reason, it still remains
a mystery that we enjoyed one
another's company for an entire

week.

What I found especially difficult

in dealing with my parents S(ras

continuaUy informing them of my
whereabouts. I do not think it

unreasonable ofmy parents to ask
such requests as to where I was
going or with whom. After all,

they are parents and inclined to

worry for little or no reason.
However, I was unused to having
someone wait up for me or worry
about me.
This questioniong infuriated

me in high school when I lived for

independence. Now, in college, it

made me feel loved.

Although I was not treated like

royality at home, the quality of life

did improve. The second night of

my break, I was served a full

turkey dinner with all the trim-

mings. A complete dinner such as
this is a rarity at home because
both my parents work long hours
and believe whole-heartedly in

fast and easy meals. There were
numerous other benefits such as
choosingwhat the family watched
on television, not having a spec-

ified curfew and getting the car
whenever it was needed.

One day during break, I decided
to visit my old high school. It was
funny how it was so much
smaller, the place that was the

center ofmy social and education-
al world for four years. I ooukl tiot

believe that I had thought this

buikUog was the best Yuffk school
in the worid.

Now I did not recognize many
of the students and some stranger
was using my Uxker. Somehow I

had simply assumed that the
combination would have been
retired after I left. I realized that
I no kmger was a student there,

but an alumna.
I discovered that Fall Break is

probably the fastest week of the
school year. It was great to see
my old friends, relatives and
family again, but by midweek I

had begun to miss the craziness
of my dorm, my roommate and all

the friends I have made.
The week at home was a whirl-

wind ofexcitement trying tocatch
up on all I have missed in the past
two months. I wanted to go back,
but I did not want to leave.

Knowing you can not have the
best of two worlds, I reluctantly

packed and returned to school.

When I entered my room, I had
a strange feeling and I thought to

myself that it was good to be
home.

****'Vinaiiovan
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Philadelphia Drama Gufld
8 / 8 8 O N

Subscribe To
Our Entire Season
For Only $29!

(with proofof current

full-time student status.)

Get Three Plays FREE
And The Best Seats!

A Joyful Story Of Love, Romance
and Self-Discovery!

by Samm-Art Williams

Oct. 16-Nov. 8

The Tony Award-Winning Classic!

The Miracle
Worker
by William Gibson

Nov. 27-Dec. 20

Where The Sixties Meet The Eighties

Head On!

Division

by Steve Tesich

Jan, I5-Fcb.7

A Revolutionary New Staging!

by William Shakespeare

Mar. 1
1 -Apr. 3

A Comedy With Fibn Star

JuUeHi^nty!

AllttaCaiEtt CfSraitBa!

"myMOgs^VKSMuxi^

Bom Yesterday
By Carson Kanin

Apr.29-May22

Philadelphia's major

professional dieabe

Zelleftiach Theatre

Anncnbtrg Center

3600 Walnut Sticet

Step ijg^ up and hel^ yourselfto

the bigfi^ IxealdEist in town.

Fs the new Breakfast &
Fruit Bai; only at your

local B« Boy Fandy

Restaurant

Pfe your plate faigli

with pancakes, sausage,

5d3-PLAY

qg^ biscuits, fnesh ftut, home fries-

al you can eat of over 20 breakfast

favociles.

Al for just $3.99 weekdays,

$i99iieekends.

Cmon o«ec Bmg TOUT

And dBoover the

ofkal

• » ;^« r

* M ^
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Pnenstiimtion pU^es ^lanova students
By JACQUEUNEjOBNTILE

Panic sets in. Yoif have a test

tomorrow. It covers six chapters.

Yoii have not so much as opened
. the book all semester.

"ThU is the last time!" you say,

furious wit^ yoursdf. "I swear I

Will never wait until the last

minute again." Once is enough to

make you learn, right? Wrong!

Many people find.that they are

chronk procrastinators. Students

»particuarly, with so .many due

dates and deadlines find them-

selves procrastinating. If we
realize that we have this problem,

and over and t>ver again, we put

work off for no apparent reason,

the question seems to scream out
at us: Why do we procrastinate?

We are all adults here, but,

maybe, just maybe,we still harbor

this childlike feeling: If I ignore

something kmg enough, such as
that paper for the class you hate,

maybe it wiU juAt go away.

Does the fact that we ignore

something indicate an underlying

problem? We most often find

ourselves putting off what we
dislike. Yet, perhiaps the real

reason is one that is greater than
dislike — fear of failure. Deep
down, are we so afraid of the

outcome of our work that we

become, in a sense, paralyzed and
unable to do it?

Taking a totally different point
of view, some people choose to
think of procrastination in a
positive sense. These people feel

that they work most efficiently

under pressure. They find it a
challenge to do work at the last

minute, rxing with time to meet
a deadline. Some people even feel

they produce their best work
when the pressure is on.

However, this point of view can
only be taken so far. There is a
difference between workingunder
the pressure of a deadline and
pushing work to the point where

there is simply not enough time

to get the job done.

Let's face it, procrastinators at

this stage of the game saying that

you enjoy the challenge oif produc-

ing good work under pressure

does not hold much weight.

There are still others who feel

that doing last minute work is

inevitable, especially in college.

When we find ourselves with a
bunch of tests and papers due in

the same week, we are forced to

put off work until the night before

it is due (or even later).

People feel their schedules are

so busy that even if they are aware
of an upcoming week of tests and
papers, there is no way they can

start the work very far ahead of

time. This theory seems rational,

but could it be just another vain
excuse as we attempt to defend
ourselves against being called by
the dreaded "P" word?

If you feel you are a born
procrastinator, do not worry.
There is still hope for you. Just
go to your nearest bookstore and
look in the self-improvement
section (where there are at least

500 books on how to change your
life in a day) and you will find

books on how to deal with
procrastination.

But ... if you just can not seem
to get around to it, take heart. You
are not alone.

Professor discusses working mothers
By TARA SIUGATO

On Oct. 14, a seminar, "Part-

time Work for Mothers: Burdens
and Benefits'* took place in the

Connelly Center Cinema. It was
the second in a series of seminars
called Work and Family: A
Changing Balance sponsored by
the sociology department and the

University College.

The talk was given by Dr. Leslie

Alexander, an associate professor

at Bryn Mawr College's Graduate
School of Social Work and Social

Research, who has been conduct-

ing longitudinal research about

women in the part-time work
force.

Alexander explained that some
women feel that part-time work
is the answer to the problem of

balancing home life and a career

and that it is a step toward
integrating the two.

This alternative remains attrac-

tive to women with families,

although there are some disadvan-
tages to part-timework. "Negative

stereotypes abound," . said Alex-

ander. Many employers feel that
part-time workers are less moti-
vated and less productive than
full-time workers.

One may ask if part-time work
actually does provide integration
of family life and career. Alexand-
er tried to find the answer to this

question.

In 1980, she began a study of

hospital employment of two major
university hospitals in the area.
The part-time workers in these
hospitals were typical because
they did receive benefits as well
as a decent salary. At the time,
one hospital was not unionized
and the other was only partially

unionized.

Phase 1 of the study lasted two
years. Alexander surveyed 215
women with at least one child at

home under 18. Forty percent

were nurses and the remainder
were administrators, technicians,

and other workers. Physicians

were purposely excluded because

thi study was concerned with the

average worker.

It was proven that both the
part-time employees and the full-

time employees had extreme
career commitment and that they
were highly satisfied with their
jobs. They did, though, feel that
there was stress put on them to
balance their two lives.

A few years later, Alexander
began a follow up that was just

completed last spring. She used
mail questionnaires primarily. An
overwhelming 95 percent
responded.

She observed that 28 percent

were part-time workers, 66 per-

cent were full-time employees,
and five percent were
unemployed.

Alexander found that one neg-

ative aspect was that three-
fourths of the part-timers and one-

half of the full-timers still had the
same title. The results were
consistent with the first study.

They were satisfied with their job,

but they still had problems bal-

ancing their time. The women felt

that bv working they were better

role models for their children, and
they were happy that they could
contribute financially to their

family.

The difficulties encountered in

part-time work were problems
with child care and commuting.
Alexander found that while full-

time workers utilize structured

daycare, part-time workers usual-

ly rely on relatives or inconsistent

sources. Many women felt that if

they worked full-time they could
take advantage of daycare.

Alexander found also a dual
concern for children of school age
who come home to empty houses
— the "latchkey kids." The part-

timers admitted that they many
times, bring work home.

All in all, Alexander explained

that both full-timers and part-

timers agree that working enhan-
ces the home life as home life

enhances work. Alexander con-

cluded that even with the set-

backs, full-time work and part-

time work has its advantages for

women.

Word of the

Week

Solution

Solution

C) a teddy bear collector

PUZZLE SOLUTION
a OR
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Kappa Kappa
Gamma celebrates

Founder's Day
By CHRISTINA PROFICO

Oct. 7, 1987 was special day for

the sisters of Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma, as they celebrated their Found-

er's Day with a special dinner in

the Villanova Room. The dinner

was attended by a number of

alumnae, representing Kappa
chapters in colleges and univer-

sities all over the country.

The Zeta Iota chapter was
proud this year to welcome a

particularly special guest, Kappa
Kappa Gamma National Fraterni-

ty President, Marian K. Williams,

who was also the key speaker of

Sororities

the evening.

Another highlight of the night

was the annual presentation of.

the 50-year pins to a special group

of alumnae, representing 50 years

of Kappa memt)ership. The gath-

ering was a mixture of Kappa
membership. The gathering was
a mixture of Kappas young iind

old. This particular Founder's

Day marked the 117th anniver-

sary of the founding of Kappa
Kappa Gamma at Monmouth
College. The evening ended with

a candlelight ceremony and a

strong reaffirming of Kappa
spirit.

Past and present Kappas celebrate at the Founder's Day din^r. (Photo by Miicheiq

offer

mucii
By NICOLE BLANCHE

Sororities offer universitywom-
en much more than just some-
thing to put on their resume or

a temporary social network. While
it is true that membership does

offer a sense of belonging and
eases the transition to college life

with a full calendar of activities,

membership also developes social

and business skills. Furthermore,
sisterhood encourages commit-
ment to community service and
the opportunity for unlimited
personal growth.

Above all, the primary focus of

college is academic advancement.
Many sororities place strong
emphasis on excellence in scholar-

ship. Offering a supervised group
study time for pledges and sisters

is one form of encouragement.

Each chapter scholarship pro-

gram is different. Some chapters

set up individual tutors or special

help sessions. Others provide

counseling or advisement for

registration and additional sup-

port materials in the form of old

notes, papers and tests.

A student must be organized to

meet both her academic and so-

Interfraternity League
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Keaton portrays a yuppie who hasa *i

^y MARYJO YANNACONE
The women's movement has

been around for quite some time

now. There have been many
changes reipuxling the role and
status of women, perhaps the

Aiost significant being the flood of

females into the work force. This
force does not encompass merely

the educational, secretarial and
nursing fields, but also flows out

ioto the realms of medidne, law,

accounting, finance and the li$t

goes on. Having traded in their
( ....
••••••••••••••••••••••••
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FOUND
Woman's gold vvristwatch on
tho first floor of St. Itary's.

Contact Dr. Emig in Bartloy

317.

Students, fraternities, or
campus organizations: Earn
$1,000-$2,000 in one week!
CaU Rot>ert, 477-6463.

Telephone Sales Assistant
Flexible hours, high pay to
aaalst top broker. Call Sean
McSortey, 962-0707.

Dishwashers or bus people
wanted. Flex, hrs., excellent

pay. Apply at Conestoga Mllh

Restaurant, Haverford and
Conestoga B6»,, Bryn Mawr,
527-2070.

Typing teacher and former
legal secretary has typing
business In Bryn Mawr home.
$2.50 per page for DS. $6 per
page for resume. Call 527-
3053. Leave message if not
home.

Employment Opportunities:
Drhrers Needed!

National Parking Operator
baaed in center city seeks
full-time and part-time driv-

ers for Its hotel, hospital and
parking locatkNi. SuburlMn
locations as well. Day/eve.
shifts. Spedal valet eventa
(private parties, weddings,
banquets, etc.). Flex. hrs.
Good appearance, attitude,
ability to drive a stick-shift a
must Men & women encour-
aged to apply. Call 667-6867.

Connua Restaurant
Immediate pos. avail.: full/

paft-tiine, day/evening hrs.,

wait staff, host/hostess, Hne
GOOkSy beef caivsrs. 523 W.
Lancaster Ave., Strafford,

667-5421.

spatulas for stethoscopes, their

brooms for briefcases, today'a

women are finding themselves

plagued by another dilemma, one
perhaps a bit ckwer to the httut.

In the rush to prove themaelves

equal to men in strength and
professionalism, some women in

the job market have forgotten

what a wonderful thing it is to

be a gentle, k>ving female. They
have equated the business worid

with toughness and little emotion,

and have proceeded, sadly, to

bring that attitude into their

personal lives.

R It just this problem that the
film "Baby Boom"* is all about.

The main character, J.C., played

by Bisiife Keston» is a msmiging
conaiiltaiit fora New York adver-

tising firm. She is the quinteaaen-

tial busineaawoman; her work is

her life, and she likes it that way.
Believing in sex, but not com-

mitment,J.C. lives with her k>ver,

Stephen, played by HaroM Ramis,
who is ajao married to his job.

They are two yuppies on the rise,

cohabitating in a quietly elegant

yet severely decorated Manhattan
apartment. ^

Both J.C. and Stephen bring

home six-digit salaries, and e^joy

separate bank kdEldiBiitt. Tlwirt ia

a reiatkmahip oc cooveSteiioe.

Neither is intereetetf in nauMte
or marriage, and neither one
wants anything to do with
chikfaren. ,

But, as we see thn^ughout the

film, the unexpected and the

unwanted oftsn occur.Juat asJ.C.
begina to be primed for a poBitk»

as a partnerm her firm, ahe finds

hemtf todeQed with a bestttiftti

ol adiataiit

tobithe
gji< so

dfOpped in

townfr mtSMW'

couiim.J.C. j

chikl'ionly

BHislieth is

hertep,

Aflir numerous tmsliooeaaful

attempts to deal with aa adoption
agency, and more tksn mlM pangs
m the heart, J.C. auikea the
dedakm to keep Elisibeth. Need-
less to say, this new hobby does
not sit well with the executives

(OnUinutd im pagt 26)

Operations Training Program

AT

Kidder, Peabody & Company, Inc.

Representatives from Kidder, Peabody & Company, a major

investment banic and brokerage firm located in New York City, are

hosting an information session describing career opportunities in

our Operations Training Program.

Date NOV. 5, 1987

Time: 5 p.m. TO 7 p.m.

Location: CONNELLY CENTER
WAYNE ROOM

Kidder, Peabody's Operations Training Program is a rotational

program designed to familiarize trainees with our major

processing and support departments, and to develop the skills

needed to manage businessproblems, control transaction

processing, and create new operating systems.

Interested students should contaa the Career Development

Center for further information.

/
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SmBADANDTHBTHRONE
OfnOtFALCON
^/^^ --AP,AilI.
GA»C#4UU8^AT
In ^ this game, the newest

nMmberof theCmemawaretenet
fimn Bfindtape, you mutt tike
the role of SioM and find a way
to leturn the Caliph of Oamaron
to human form from his current
ttate at a falcon. Y<Hir dear friend
Princeta Sylphani found the
Caliph tranaformed into a teloon
when the went to vitit him one
mormUng. firtt, the culprit who
changed the Caliph hat to bedealt
with and then the tecret to his
curefoiind.

IVuetothekgendofthepopuhtf
^

hero of many movies, Si»4«Hf has
the gamer fight soldiers and all

kindsofstrangeciieatures. Sword-
fighting skills must be developed
in order tosurvive in this mythical
workL Many opponents stand in
the way of success, and knowing
how to correctly use yoiir sword
is often a necessity.

The game is controlled entirely
with a joystick or mouse, and
movement is accomplished by
choosing one of the available
(wstinations from a menu that
changes every time you move.
Such menus are an integral part
of Sinbad, controlling conversa-
tions with characters and other
options.

The most impressive elements
of Sinbad are the beautiful gra-
phics, ease of play, well-devek>ped
and challenging plot and the
excellent use of the Sinbad char-
acter. Mindscape likes referring to
the Cinemaware line software as
interactive movies. Although
skeptical at first, I have found this
designation to be entirely true in
this captivating, thoughtful
adventure.

The neatest feature of /Wndbi/
£(icf ia the ability to sfanulate any
elecltioa from 1960 onward, ainoe

there isdata forovery)politicians
paat and present on the disk. I

pitted Richard Nixon against
AHiert Gore and the former pres-

ident won — the lesser of. two
evils. SSI already has George
Bush aa the winner in their
Simula^ of the next campaign!

v
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Metal bands appear at the Empire Rikck
By RUSS CECCOLA

Two powerhouses of heavy
metal took over The Empire Rock
Club two weeks ago to stun an
audience expecting nothing less

than a great show. Savatage and
Deadly Blessing entertained the

crowd with their unique musical

styles that border on ear-splitting.

The Empire Rock Club is the best

place in the area to see local bands
of all types, as well as those jlxinds

that tour the club circuit of the

United States, including
Savatage.

Deadly Blessing hails from the

area and opened the night's fes-

tivities with their strong music.

It was the first time that I saw
this band, which plays at The
Empire frequently, and I can say

that they will be moving up
quickly. Deadly Blessing has
already been signed to a record

deal, with their album to be
released in December.
Some of the songs that Deadly

Blessing played included "Search
and Destroy," "Escape from
Wrath," "Mind Bender," and
their theme song, "Deadly Bless-

ing." The most impressive part of

the band is the lead singer's

intense vocal range.

Savatage hit the stage, starting

a long show with one of their

oldest songs, "Sirens." The four-

some ^rom Florida is currently on

CLilSSIFieD

Flexible Full-time or Part-

time temporary and perman-
ent positions. Nursery Christ-
mas shop, cashier, flower

shop, warehouse, green-
house, gift shop, clerical,

delivery, ship/rec. Full com-'

pany t>enefits offered to per-

manent full-time employees.
For further info, call Waterloo
Gardens, Inc., 136 Lancaster
Ave., Devon, Pa. 19333; 293-

0800 or 200 N. Whitford,
Exton, Pa. 19341; 363-0800.

Center-city law firm is seek-

ing students for part-time

document clerks. Send re-

JHime to: Reed Smith Shaw &
McCiay, 1600 Avenue of the
Arts Building, Broad snd
Chestnuts Streets, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 19107. Attn.: Mar-

garet C. IMorasca.

Travel field opportunity.
Campus representatives
needed immediately for

Spring Break trips to Rorida.

Call Campus Marketing at 1-

800-282-6221.

HELP WANTED
Keane Tracers, Inc., special-

izing in locating missing
heirs, has Immediate open-
ings for assistants in their

research dept. Part-time,
days. Contact Kevin Judge at

664-9800.

NEED MONEY
Super coilegs ski trip pro-

CaN6i8-7979.

for our

OaN

In

•ndnsN-

tour in support of their latest,

high-selling album. Hall of tkt

Mountain King. The Band went
on to perform an excellent com-

bination of okl classks and newer
tunes that l»pt the audience high-

strung and wanting more.

Savatage is driven by the team
effort ofJon Oliva (vocals) and his

brother, Criss Oliva (guitar),

Johnny Lee Middleton (bass) and
Steve "Doc" Wacholz (drums). All

four contribute equally to their

music and offer a different blend

of heavy metal and hard rock.

One thing that must be noted

is the power with which Wacholz
commands his customized triple-

bass drum kit, as shown in his <

solo and in the unique way he
pounds the drums, neverstopping, i

Maybe that explains why they call

him "Doctor Killdrums."

Savatage played only five songs
from Hall of the Mountain King
in their 13-song set. The best of

the five were undisputably the
title track and "Beyond the Doors
of the Dark," two that stand apart
from the rest because of Criss
Oliva's riffs and Middleton's
pounding bass.

Jon Oliva proved his best on
some of the older songs, such as
"Power of the Night,"^Warriors"'
and "The Dungeons are Calling."

I cannot even begin to explain

their on-stage aura.

After the show, talking to

Wachok and Middleton proved to

be an opportunity to letm new
things about Savatage. The moat

important thing to watch out for

from the band is the vkieo for the

title track to their latest release.

Filmed in HeU'a Caverns in New
York, the video features elaborate

sets, many special effects and the

midget whom Ozzy Osbourne
used on his tours cast as a dwarf

who invades the Mountain King's

domain.
The band was amazed at how

the vkleoturned out anddescribed
it as a mini-movie. If you Uxk
carefully #hlei( the **movie*'

appears on MTV, the band
members are spkitched in mud
because of the conditions far

underground where the video was
shot.

Savataire has pulled out all of

the stops in the past few months
and are stormiq^ into the future

well-prepared. Theband area rare
treat live, and rock just as hard
on Hali of tk$ MamnUtim King.
Expect Savatage to be invading
your TV screen soon, and listen

to their latest album, which
includes "Prelude to Madness," a
fuswn of the dasskal verskm ci

the title track with Savatage's
talent.

(PIMU oourtMy I

Steve 'Doc' Wachoic, Johnny Lee Middleton, Jon OUva and CrissOliva of Savatage took over The
Empire Rock Qub two weeks ago with their ear-splittiiig metal.

Now thatyou've gotten intoMlanos^

IBM canhebyou getmore butof it.

The road to graduation is paved with

term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-

nighters and, of course, ej^ams.

lb ease thatjourney and awaken your

professors to your exceptional abilities, we

suggest the newestmember of the IBM*

Personal System/2'" family: the Model 25

Collegiate.

It's a high-powered personal computer

with advanced grapl^cs Cdf^ilities, designed

to fit on your desk without adding to the

clutter. And it comes with a generous 640KB
memor)^ two 3.5'' diskette drives imd an aid

package every student can appreciate—a big

discount, plus Mfcrosoft* Windows 1.04,

Wite, PWnt, Caittfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and

Hop in the load-and-go diskette and

your Model 25 GJlegiate is set to help you
'

write and revise long papers and illustrate

your points by combining words and gra-

phics. So your professors will draw favorable

conclusions about your work.

Rh" more information on the Model 25

G)llegiate, visit the IBM EducatxHi Product

Coordinator on campus. YouTl quickly learn

how to get the most out ofthe «a

ipM I^reonal Sy8tem/2. 1<

Microsoft is a rigisttrad tradamark of tht Microsoft Corporation. IBM isa

Corporation. C IBM 1987.

trademark and Parsonal Syst«m/2 is a tradamarfc of tha Intamational Business Machines
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liflf ...In the Raw
W.A.o.1^.

Capitol Records

tm-^-rrnTtke Raw, the latest

release fromWAS.P. offers their

fans a ooHection of the band's best

material recorded in concert.

Keeping with their usual style,

the music is loud, offensive and
unrefined.

Along with the older material,

the album alsocontains three new
songs which are the crudest and
sid^t since "Animal [F*** Like

A Beast]."

If you are not already a W.A.S.P.
fan, or are easily offended, this

album is not for you. The Parents'

Music Resource Center (P.M.R.C)

should have a field day with this

one.

^'Inside the Electric Circus,"

the first track, introduces
W.A.S.P. as "the most outrageous
band in the world." Proving this

statement to be true appears to

be the band's main objective^

"Inside the Electric Circus" —
opens the album on a rapid pace.

The song displays some solid

guitar work from Chris Holmes.
Lead singer Blackie Lawless car-

ries the song with powerful
vocals.

A continuous flow of music
emerges with "I Don't Need No
Doctor," which is somewhat dis-

appointing. It is not played as

enthusiastically as the rest of the

album. The vocals are drowned
out by drums and guitars, giving

the feeling the band is not in the

mood to play the song at all.

For the most part, the older

material is play«l much better

than the songs from Inside the

Electric Circus. This is probably

Persmis
P^ ••••••••••••••••»

Lo9tA blackUn^n, on Tum.,
10/27 now Doughftf. If

found, ph990 ntum to St
Rlta'9 105.

DoarHmHTk,

Htipf^ Birthday to the mo9t
9picl9l guy. Thank you for

Mtopping Into my life and
giving me avarythlng. I love
you with all my haart

Your9 forever,

Maryann
«

Good lob and thanka to all

the Greekaat the Halloween
Pkrty for the kkle laat night!

Onceagalnyougaveaapeclal
party to aome apeclal
chlldreni

Delta Qamma Pledgea --

Qetpeyehedioragreatweek'
end. Oood luck and welcome

DQSIatera

Hapfiy 1$th Bkrthday, to Joe

Ihe7§er9

Verne atnUA.

because df the fact that special obnoxious, perverted or vulgar,
effects and polished material were This is quickly made up for as the
used Oil Imida the Electric Circus band expkxles into "The Manim-
thj^Hvere not used on the other al." Lawless explains how the

inis. ^ song is about his obsession with
'L.O.V.E. Machine" is per- sex.

formed with energy, power and Frankly, if you can understand
style. Steve Riley hammers away the words, the explanation is

on the drums and Lawless' glass completely unnecessary. I)espite
— shattering screams make this the obscene lyrics, thie song is

songone of the best. The audience actually an impressive metal
gets involved by singing along to tune.

Moving back to songs from their

The raw power that W.A.S.P. first album, W.A.S.P. gives a
emits is most evident in the forceful rendition of "I Wanna Be
version of "Wild Child." Holmes Somebody." A resounding drum
and Lawless wailon guitar. Once solo, flashy guitar licks and Law-
again, thedrumming is incredible, less' boisterous vocals combine to

crowd's energy can ht heard
through their level of noise. The
song ends with cannons being set

off, causing the crowd to go wild.

Returning to their distinct

tongue-in-cheek perversion,
WAS.P. ends the album with
"Scream Until You Uke It." the

theme song for the movie "Ghou-
lies2." Holmes is spectacular with
a repetitive riff that echoes
throng the arena. The studio

the song should

on the
be

movie
version of

released soon
soundtrack.

Live ... In the Raw is certainly

not for everyone. However,
W.A.S.P. fans and headbangers
should enjoy it. The new songs are
impressive and the new studio

album seems promising. Uve .

.

.

In the Raw is an excellent album,
but it 15 rude, crude and
obnoxious.

"9.5. - N.A.S.T.Y." also shows
the band in raw form. Lawless
screams and shrieks through the

make this one of the most spirited

on Live ... Inthe Raw.
W.A.S.P. goes on to attack the

entire song, and W.A.S.P. dearly P.M.R.C, telling them exactly

could have done a better job with what they can do in explicit detail,

the song. Even Holmes has trouble Lawless dedicates one of the new
with feedback on his guitar. tunes, "Harder FAster," to the

Closing the first side is "Sleep-
organization,

ing [In the Fire]," W.A.S.P.'s "Harder Faster" is extremely

attempt at a "ballad." It is a lewd and perverted. However, ifa Daiiad. it is a
pleasant surprise, as the song
seems well rehearsed. Lawless
sounds great. Holmes' talent

shines in a dazzling solo, and
Johnny Rod's bass provides a hard
steady backbeat. The live version

is much better than the studio

version.

W.A.S.P. makes it through the

entire fir^ side without being

you can handle the lyrics, the song
is W.A.S.P. at their best. After all.

W.A.S.P. at their best is obnox-

ious, raucous and bold heavy
metal.

"Blind in Texas" is about
drinking as much as possible and
then some. Lawless cries out at

the top of his luhgs and the band
turns the amplifiers up to 10. The

Now that you've registered for

your required ciNirses, Ws
time to choose your electlves.

/
/

D Ptopperonf

D Sausage

p Ground Beef

D Ham

D Muahrooma

D Oniona

D Qraan Fappaia

DOUvaa.

D DouMa Chaaaa

D Tha Dalyla

At Domino's Pizzi^ we've

got 80 many fresh, mouth-
watering toppings that it's

hard to maice a choice. But
whether you choose one or all

nine, we guarantee you'N tove

the taste. If not. well bring you
another pizza or refund your

money. What's more, we
guaranlee your hot. delicious

pizza wNi be at your door in 30
minulaa. or well give your

SSiX) off your ortlerl

So wfMt are you wwaiting for.

ExeiQiae WDur rioM Id cftooae

CaN Domino's Pizza today!

CaNua.

it I'S

PIZZA
DELIVERS®

n
11

AM Sun.^lMjra.

Fri.48al.
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DOUBLE
DARE

© 1907 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Only $11.99l (lax not f
included.) Wa double dare
you to conaume this much I

deliciout pizza in one meal!

Into large 16" ctieese

pizzaa. Extra toppings just

$2XX> for both pizzas.

Expires: ^^/5mr

e laSVMaatLancaater
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"PrincessBri(fo" is an
. /

.1

By RICHARD ABRAHAM

"The Princess Bride"

directed by Rob Reiner

Twentieth Century Fox

Sweet, charming, enjoyable and
humorous it is. Hilarious, subtle

and dramatically involving it is

not. "The Princess Bride" has all

the qualities of a cinematic

"Cosby" show. It has a gentle,

charming touch that wins you
over.

Rob Reiner, whose earlier direc-

torial efforts include "This Is

Spinal Tap," a ^docu-satire on
rock-and-roll and "Stand By Me,"

a sleeper smash from the summer
of 1986 that evoked and roman-

ticized childhood memories, com-

bines his earlier interests to

poroduce "The Princess Bride."

In doing so, he lets the viewer

sit through his film with a dariing

smile on his face thinking, "This
is so sweet and nkt" And it is,

which is no small accomplish-
ment.

Written by William Goldman of

"Butch Cassidy" fame, it ooncems
the true k)ve of a man and a
woman in medieval fairy tale

land. Buttercup (Robin Wrijght of

the daytime soap "Santa Barba-

ra"), the prettiest woman of this

land, falls in k)ve with Westley
(Cary Elwes), her farm boy, while
he is falling in k>ve with her.

The two are separated when
Westley decides to seek his fortune

on the high seas. A while after

Westley's departure, a reluctant

Buttercup is chosen by Prince

Humperdinck (Chris Sarandon, a
handsome villain) to become his

bride.

Soon afterwards. Buttercup is

kidnapped by an odd threesome.
Andre the Giant, appropriately

enough, portrays Feezik, a kind-

hearted giant whose sole talents

are your bask "giant" abilities,

such as strength and height.

He and Inigo Montoya can also

form a fine rhymingdua Montoya
(Mandy Patinkin of "YenU") is a

Spanish swordsman who has
become part of the kidnapping

group so that he can gather
enough money to continue his

search for a six-fingered man, the

killer of his father. The brains of

the outfit is Viccini, a Siccilian

'mastermind* energetically por-

trayed by Wallace Shawn.
Through the adventures of

Westley and Buttercup and the

various captors, we encounter

such places as The Cliffs of

Insanity, The Fire Swamp and
The Pit of Despair. Through such

wonderfully colorful names and in

the way they are presented, Reiner

holds and heightens fairy tale

custom for some time, but then

his tale becomes sentimentally

familiar once again.

Reiner's characters all have the

capability of churning out wicked

satire and yet, they are only
occasionally allowed to do so.

Most of the time, they are encap-
sulated within the director s
remembrances ' in8|ead of being
part ci a dream.
Montoya, with his six-fingered

search, has more emotional heart
than any other character in Rein-
er's gallery, and Mandy Patinkin's

portrayal is easily the most satisf-

ying with his delivery of nonchal-
ance and passion. His Montoya of

energy and desire easily overshad-
ow a pleasant performacne by
Cary Elwes as the dashing Wes-
tley. His pleasant performance
fits nicely into Reiner's sweet and
charming film.

Although Christopher Guest as
Count Rugen, Montoya's nemesis,
seems to thoroughly relish his role

as well, the film shows its fullest

potential when Billy Crystal and
Carol Kane flash onto the screen
as the ancient Miracle Max and
Valerie, his wife who is not so very
young herself. The duo inject a

spark of activity and higher
humor (aa in lat^^btar) into the
film.

One is not asking for a Monty
Pythonish pure farce. (Indeed,

that would be iiuppropriate. Btit,

although Goldman has given
Reiner a successful script to work
with, Reiner seems intent on
confining us with his story's lack

of reality. Strangely enough,
somethnes this impressskm may
be unintentk>nal.

Reiner filmed "The Princess

Bride" in what seems to be a non-

reality even for fantasy and fails

tocreate a new world. Thecamera
direction seems awkward and
fails to invent or heighten emotion
where it coukl bedone, bi addition,

many sets are so manufactured-
looking that, disappointingly,
they fail to truly exist, even in the
flight of imagination.

In the end, one may find "The
Princess Bride" supremely engag-
ing, but do not expect a wondrous
creation to enter the imagination.

New album brings R.EMdeserved recognition
By ANDREW MATHIS

Document •

R.E.M.
IRS Records

Document is the fifth album
from R.E.M., the all-American
rock-and-roll band from Athens,
GA. It is also the album that may
bring R.E.M. the recognition that

they have deserved since their

beginning.

"Finest Worksong" opens the
album and is a very powerful
anthem of the American working-
class and their struggle between

what they want and what they

need. The strong lyrics are backed

by an equally striking rhythm and
guitar riff throughout the entire

song. It is a good example of how
R.E.M. combines deeply meaning-

ful lyrics with soulful music to

create an impressive product.

The next truly impressive work
on Side One is "Exhuming
McCarthy," which may also be

the best song on the album. Once
again, lyrics that hit home are

effectively combined with an
extremely catchy tune for opti-

mum effect. The interludes are

also extremely good examples of

R.E.M.'s musicianship, complete

with great bass lines and a very

bluesy guitar riff.

Side One ends with "It's the

End of the World as We Know It

(And I Feel Fine)," which is very

possibly their next radioexposure.

>It stands separate from most of

the album by being extremely

upbeat as compared to the rest of

the songs, perhaps even
danceable.

Still, this does not mean that

there are not striking lyrics prom-

iment throughout the album. The
other three songs on Side One,

"Disturbance at the Heron
House," "Strange" and "Welcome
to the Occupation," are all also

very good songs, but unfortunate-

ly tend to sound a bit alike, even

after a few listenings.

Side Two opens with "The One

I Love,' which is R.E.M.'s first

radio hit from Document (or from
any other of their albums for that

matter). At any rate, this honor
is well-deserved because "The
One I Love" is among the finest

songs on the album. It pleasantly

combines leiad singer Mike Stipe's

vocals with the steady pace of the
rhythm section of Mike Mills and
Bill Barry and guitarist Peter
Buck. It is also distinguishable

among the other songs on the
album in that it is one of few, if

not the only, love song on the
album.

Unfortunately, the rest of Side
Two is not as noteworthy. Like
Side One, most of the songs sound
similar, with perhaps the excep-

tion of "Lightnin' Hopkins,"
which is more upbeat than the

rest of Side Two.
Despite its slow points. Docu-

ment is still one of the best albums
released by R.E.M. to date. While
it is true that a good bit of the

material sounds somewhat sim-

ilar, they are still achieving a very

pleasing sound and, as usual, are

carrying across some very good
points in their music.

Songs like "Exhuming
McCarthy" and "The One I Love"
only further complement this

album. Document is an album
good enough to compare with
R.E.M.'s older albums, and, more
importantly, it just may be one to

take them over the top.
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By Kurt Vonnegut
peljcojt«Pre«

Kurt Vonnttut has once again
proven himaeu to be one of the

wittiest writers in America. Biue-

beard is his 13th novel, and his

unique style is prevalent as his

humor produces common sense
through-seeming ambiguity.
The legend of Bluebeard, a

children's tale, claims a "murder-
ous nobleman" hid something
mysterious in his castle. This
nobleman woiild romance and
marry young women, and then
escort them to his evasive castle.

He would explain to his brides

that they could venture anywhere
* in his home except for one room.

Curiosity would overcome each
impetuous maiden, and she would
expose her unknowing eyes to the

contents of the forbidden room. In

t'he room, all of Bluebeards' pre-

vious, wives lay ruthlessly mur-
dered. In her horror, she turns to

see the fiend behind her ready to

dispose of her (all with the excep-

tion of his first wife).

Vonnegut takes the connection

one step further in the story of

Rabo Karabekian, a 71-year-old,

one-eyed abstract expressionist

painter who has his secret hidden

. in a potato bam on his elusive

estate in East Hampton, N.Y.

Bluebeard is his "hoax autobi-

ography" which Karabekian nar-

rates during one summer on his

estate. Karabekians life has some
great moments: He is highly
decorated in a special camouflage
unit in the armed forces. However,

he also hat fought devattatkm —
the tukadet of three ckMe friends,

and never becoaiing the outstand-
ing painter he hoped to be.

When the summer during
whkh he writes this autobk«ra-
phy begins, he is living on the
aforementioned estate with a
neighbor Paul Slazenger, ' who
lives close by, but never leaves the
estate.

The characters have, like many
of Vonneguts' main characters,

been devastated by'war and are
stereotypes ci "wounded World
War n geezers." They often Ulk
of the most pervasive American
disease: loneliness.

Writfng nay be very

diffiaiH,iNitwithVeii-

negut, it seems te flew

with ease.

At one point, Karabekian char-

acterizes himself by saying, "If

anyone has discovered what life

is all about, it is too late. I am
no longer interested."

One day ICarabekian spots a
stranger on his private beach. He
says hello to her and she auda-
ciously replies, "Tell me how your
parents died?" Thus Karabekian's
autobiography and the transfor-

mation from no purpose to anew
awareness begins.

The woman is Circe Berman, a
43-year-old widow who has
become a successful, yet contro-

versial writer. Her pen name is

Polly Madison, and she is a paral-

lel to Judy Blume. Berman moves
into Karabekian's estate and
criticizes his expressionist art by

saying, "All anybody couki do
with a pioture like that is illustrate

an advertisement for a hangover
remedy or seaskk pills." Berman
challenges Karabekian to paint a
picturehecould build a whole new
religion upon.

It is not through clairvoyance,

but common knowledge that one
realizes Bluebeard deals with not
only the life of a painter, but also

the life of a writer.

Discusskms arise between Sla-

zinger, who is an unsuccessful
novelist; Berman and Karabekian
expose a major theme indubitably

reached: Writing is the hardest
thing there is. Berman adds,
''Particularly so, if you have
absolutely nothing to say!"

Vonnegut does not try to trick

the reader with grandiloquent
language, but he diAusses serious

issues such as the reality of time,

the nature of the pluralistic uni-

verse, man's ability to live with
his own illusions and the quality

of life in the United States.

Bluebeard depicts a United
States where television is hiding
a Great Depression, and possibly

a World War HI, and for Karabe-
kian this has been the only real

change in society since the 1930s.

Writing may be very difficult,

but with Vonnegut, it seems to

flow with ease. His books are a
delight to read, and always take

you around winding roads and
slippery corners that are so unex-
pected that you begin to expect
them.
Bluebeard may not be his best

novel, but the style is in short,

pure Vonnegut. I reccomend this

book to everyone, especially thosei

few who have not read one of his

books. I will end this review with
the words Vonnegut puts at the

end of his list of published works,
"Enough! Enough!" (Let's hope
not.)
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BadAnkimls affaiekHm /

By SIOBHAN A. RODER
and DANTE J. SCALA

Heart is a band that has seen
the up side and the down side of

the rock-and-roll scene. On the
way, they have learned their
lessons well. Now on a defi-nite

up swing during the tour for their

most recent album. Bad Animals,
Heart gave an electrifying concert

at the Spectrum Sunday night.

As the Spectrum lights dimmed
and hundreds of lighters glowed
in the cavernous arena, the crowd
roared in anticipation of the five-

member band.

The already-excited crowd
erupted when they recognized the
opening guitar chords of Heart's

third offering, "Barracuda," one
of the group's most popular songs.

Lead vocalist Ann Wilson's high-

powered voice elicited strong
emotions from the crowd. The
song as also highlighted by fine

guitar playing from Ann's younger
sister, Nancy Wilson, and guita-

rist and keyboardist Howard
Leese.

"Barracuda" clearly showed
why Heart is such a powerful live

band. Ann Wilson held the crowd's
attention as she confidently
strolled the stage in a nearly full-

length black smock, which added
to her already imposing stage

presence. Her vocals held their

own without loaing quality

against the kMid instrumentals.

Heart followed up "Barracuda"
with ''Nothin' At AU" and "What
About Love,'' two cuts from their

1965 album Ihari, which marked
their recent re8Ui|tenoe.

The hard-rockinf group dis-

played its musi^ versatility in

the ballads. *'Dreamboat Annie"
and "These Dreams.^' The two
sisters blended gently rolling

harmonies as Nancy Wilson sang
and strummed the guitar, and
Ann Wilson's beautiful harn^ony
added to the song's dreamlike
atmosphere.

"Who Will You Run To," one
of Heart's newest releases,

marked the beginning of a con-

cluding series of songs which kept

the crowd on its feet. Ann Wilson
really showed off her impressive

voice and stage presence during
this song. She was accompanied
by strong guitar playing from
Nancy Wilson, Leese and bassist

Mark Andes.

The intensity built a§ the band
rocked the Spectrum with such
hits as "Never," "Crazy On You"
and "If Looks Could Kill."

The band members wandered
around the three-tiered stage
throughout the performance,
while drummer Denny Carmassi

kept a steady beat behind his wall
of percussion instruments.
During the first encere, the

group played "Bebe Le Stran-
ge'^imder a spray ol green spot-

%hts, and gave a delk^tfuUy
wicked version ol '*Mi|gk: Man/'
After the first encore, the roar-

ing audience sat in the dark arena

beninc for a second. Hesrt made
its final rttura and- played a
beautifiitty lyHsaland yet powere-
ful rsrsion ol ^AkNw/* a song
many in tlie nudienoe had been
antidpatiMauitwening.

Hdurt's fugli-^tafle one hour
and 40 mittute pertanance was
preosded'lty an opening set from

Bourgeois T|^u- The group,
whose most retent iiibum was
produced k^ JocaJ iMMwriter
Todd Itundgren, gemfnited only

mikl appbiMse from tiM audience

memberi, who were still filing in

during their act. One of their

better offerings was the recently-

released, *! Don't Mind At All.

'

-t-.

(PholD oouHMy of Spectrum)

Heart brought their lugh-v<4tage tour to the Philadelphia Spectrum last Sunday to pnunote the
Bad Animals tSbnmk,
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Boom'

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And ifyou got hurt,

she was standing by with ban-

dages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?

Calling overAT&T Long
Distance Service probably

costs less than you think, too.

And ifyou have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,

a customer service repre-

sentative is always standing

by to talk to you. Just call

1 800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and

your friends keep you busy.

But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

The right chok:a

(Continuedfrom page 20)

on Park Avenue, who prefer moth-
ers to stay out of the workforce,

and businesswomen to stay out of

family life.

J.C.'s new approach to life and
work, both inwardly and outward-
ly, is a-funny and fantastic,thipg

to watch. It is these scenes that

make the filmworth seeing. While

J.C. tries to juggle the demands
of a full-time career, she finds

herself weighed down with nanny
applications, pre-school programs
and dirty diapers.

Structurally, "Baby Boom"
deserves moderate acclaim. It is

not a movie aimed at. presenting

beautiful scenery, dashing heroics

or space-age technology. Instead,

the writers have attempted to

'provide a picture of modem life

for the modemwoman— a simple

concept, which incorporates a

vast number of emotional, prac-

tical and spiritual factors.

The acting in "Gaby Boom" is

not something to shout about, but

every character has a message.

Ramis, as the stuffy livein lover

Stephen, projects the busy
businessman as he truly is; bor-

ing, unromantic, disinter^ted
and terribly practical.

Keaton, on the other hand,
defines the dilemma for women of

life at home versus life at work.
For years she had trudged along,

happy with, her Park Avenue
penthouse and her six-digit salary,

all the while knowing deep inside

herself that something was miss-

ing. Elizabeth, the adorable child

that awakens this buried part of

J.C, is just that something.

Keaton provides comedy and
warmth, without upstaging her
co-workers. There are many other
characters that add to the film,

and each is portrayed realistically.

Sam Shephierd. for example, does
a splendidjob of playtngJ.C.'s love
interest later on in the film. He
it certainly a fine actor, and he
lendi hit talenta to "Baby Boom"
in tlieioiefll Dt. |elf Cooper, a
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Newcomers Tesia oat-rockDefLeppaiH at concert
By RUSS CECCOLA

Detpite the fact that Def Lep-

pard hat not been on tour for a

few yeart, I could not get over how
boring the band was when they

came to the Philadelphia Spec-

trum to support ttieir latest

album, Hysteria. Opening up for

the quintet were a band from
California called Tesla. Tesla was
easily more entertaining and
rocked harder than Def L^pard.
Def Leppard has been retting on

their laurels too long, especially

during the recording of the latest

album.

Despite the fact that

Def Leppard has net

been en tear ffer a few
years, I cettM net get

ever hew bering the

band was when they

came te the Philadel-

phia Spectrum.

Tesla is a relatively new band
from the West Coast. Their first

album, Mechanical Resonance, is

doing quite well on the Billboard

charts and runs the gamut of the

different approaches to hard rock.

Currently on tour with Def

Leppard, Tesla has been seen by

thousands who probably went
right out and bought their album
after seeing them live. Because
Def Leppard's stage was built in

the middle of the Spectrum, all

members of the audience had
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equally good seats and a great

view of Tetla.

Opening with "Comin* Atcha
Live," Tetla went on to perform

eight songs from Mechanical
Resonance. Lead tinger and front-

man Jeff Keith seemed to be very

pleated with the way that Phila-

ddphia responded to a t>and that

they knew nothing about.

Tetla it very taloited musically,

and proved it, especially in such
hits as ''Modem Day Cowboy"
and "Little Suzi." This West
Coast band will jump to greatness

in the next few years.

Def Leppard, on the other hand,
made me yawn. As a general rule,

yawns are a good way to judge
how bad a band performed. What
they were lacking was the edge
that they originally had when the

band was first formed, lost partly

because of the huge success of

Pyromania, which was essentially

a pop album. Even though
drummer Rick Allen only has one
arm to hit the skins with now
because of a serious accident, he
cannot take all of the blame for

slowing the band down.
None of Def Leppard. which also

includes Joe Elliott (vocals), Steve

Clark (guitars), Rick Savage (bass)

and Phil Collen (guitars), seemed
to enjoy themselves. Rather, the

band appeared to be performing

out of duty or contract rather than
because they like to play.

Even during their biggest hits,

such as "Photograph" and "Rock
of Ages," Def Leppard was mun-
dane at best. With the perfor-

mance of "Good Golly, Miss Mol-

ly" as their last encore, it was
proven that the band sold out.

The only songs from Hysteria

that Def Lepoard performed were

the title track, "Women," "Ani-

mal" and "Pour Some Sugar On
It." The rest of the show focused

on Pyromania hits, including

"Foolin'," "Too Late For Love"
and "Die Hard the Hunter."

Allen deserves a lot of credit for

continuing his drumming after

the accident. A special drum kit

was built for him that uses elec-

tronic drums and foot pedals.

Allen was the most energetic of

the five and if this is any indica-

tion of the future of I>ef Leppard,

they better pack their bags and
go home now before it is too late.
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Def Leppard disappointed Philadelphia fans in recent concert
promoting Hysteria.
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Lynryd Skynyrd re-forms to tour America
By TIM DANIELS

Philadelphia unfurled its Con-

federate flags as Lynyrd Skynyrd
invaded the Spectrum for an
emotional sold-out show Oct. 11.

This show marked the halfway

point of a 32-date tribute tour for

the flagship band of southern

rock.

The band was struck with
tragedy in 1977, when singer

Ronnie Van Zant and guitarist

Steve Gaines were killed in a

plane crash, ending the band's

flight of stardom, but creating a

legend that would flourish 10

years later. Reforming initially for

Charlie Daniels' benefit concert,

Skynyrd confirmed the many
rumors by entrusting the vocals

to Ronnie's brother, Johnnie Van
Zant.

Opening up the Oct. 11 show,

was The Rossington Band. Led by

Skynyrd guitarist Gary Rossing-

ton and fronted by his wife, Dale

Grant-Rossington, the group pro-

vided a fine performance that

warmed up the Spectrum.

As the stage crew re-prepared

the stage, concert footage of the

old band was shown on the video

screens above the stage. Five

songs from various performances

displayed the energy of the band
and the commanding presence of

Ronnie Van Zant, who received

ovations for every video appear-

ance during the night.

Lynyrd Skynyrd appeared as a

huge Confederate flag rolled down
providing a backdrop across the

entire stage (blocking the view of

those seated behind the stage).

The band opened with a rocking

version of "Working For MCA"
that sent its long starved fans into

a frenzy immediately. After the

song, Johnnie Van Zant had to

reprimand a few over-enthusiastic

fans for brawling in the front row.

Johnnie Van Zant aimed his

imaginary gun into the growd for

"Saturday Night Special." Ed
King then talked about his recov-

ery from drug problems and urged

the audience to heed the message

of the next two songs. The ensuing
tune, "The Needle and the Spoon,"

one of five from Second Helping,

featured the driving drum beat of

Artimus Pyle.

The backup singing of Dale

Grant-Rossington and Carol Bris-

tow rang forth the chorus of

"That Smell." They also led the

singing crowd through the espe-

cially fun tune, "I Know a Little."

In addition, one of the roadies

joined Pyle on drums for the

opening of "Gimme Three Steps."

During that tune, the boogie piano

playing of Billy Powell was
exceptionaL

"Call Me The Breeze" pointed

out that Johnnie Van Zdnt lacked

the free spirit of brother Ronnie

Van Zant. Johnnie Van Zant was,

for the most part, unanimated.

His vocals were enjoyable in that

they matched his brother's accu-

rately, but he did not convey the

emotional charge of the group's

exciting music. Nevertheless, the

great drum and piano tandem,

along with the horn threesome's

only appearance, made "Call Me
The Breeze" an unforgettable

highlight.

Rising up out of the bayou came
"Swamp Music," as each member
of the band enjoyed a short solo.

"You Got That Right" featured

Rossington laying out the superb

lead. The four-b^t delay of the

cymbal crash conclusion was very

effective.

"What's Your Name" was
played very slowly until the three

guitars and bass broke into their

sok)6, speeding the tune up to the

frantic average pace.

"Gimme Back My Bullets"

followed a similar format, reach-

ing its climax with Roesington

playing his gibeon les paul with

his teeth, captured beautifully on

the video screen. Baaeitt Leon

Wtlketon and guiuriat Randv

Hall held the rhythm as they did

marvelously all night.

Johnnie Van Zant turned in his

best vocal performance for the

slow and emotional "Simple
Man." This song was dedicated to

former guitarist Allen Collins,

who was paralyzed in an autonlo-

bile accident. Unable to perform,

Collins now works the mixing

boards.

With Van Zant's plea "Turn it

up!/' the drums awoke and the

flag rolled down once again to

proclaim "Sweet HomeAlabama."
After asking what old Neil [Young]

said, the four guitarists assumed
their lined-up position across the

front of the stage to jam into

another guitar stretch. The band
then left the stage, though eve-

ryone in the arena knew that they

would return for one more song.

"Free Bird!" was the reply as

Johnnie Van Zant returned to ask

the famed question, "What do you

want to hear?" As the rest of the

gix>up filed out on stage, Johnnie

declared, "Only one man can sing

this song — so y'all will have to

help the boys out." The familiar

piano intro was greeted with a

tremendous ovation, and as the

drums joined with Rossington's

slideguitar the crowd issued forth

the opening verse.

The Spectrum crowd's singing

performance was a bit disappoint-

ing, causing this classic opening

to become tedious. But once Gary
jumped from playing slide to lead

into t^he solo section, "Free Bird"

took off. A giant mirrored ball

spun from the bottom of the

scoreboard for the first time,

casting shards of light onto the

video screen that alternated
between the live performance and
old footage.

The Old fOoiage remarkably
paralleled the live action with
Gaines and Ronnie Van Zant
further provoking the frenetic

crowd. Earing the incomparable
jam, each member of the band
took the spotlight' while being
featured on the screen.

Lynyrd Skynyrd wound down
out of its jam the same way it had
started 15 minutes before, with
Billy Powell's piano. The band
took its final bows, and stated that

Philadelphia had provided the
warmest reception of the tour.

The fans left content after the

outstanding "Free Bird/' which

closed a show that included all of

the band's hits.

Skynyrd put on a simply amaz-
ingdisplay of foot-stomping south-

em rock, as only they could do.

They kept the audience up for the

entire show by playing only their

greatest songs. In addition, the

band played with a tightness and
energy not to be expected after

years of being apart.

Johnnie Van Zang did an admir-

able job. Although his low-key

demeanor expressed that he was
trying not to upset any ghosts by
taking control of the show, as his

predecessor would do. The resur-

rection of Lynryd Skynyd was a

great and well-appreciated endea-

vor, and in no way could be called

disrespectful 'to the band's
deceased members.

Lynryd Skynryd re-formed to pay homage to Ronnie Van Zandt, who
was killed 10 years ago.
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By DAVE MAYUSH

Big Generator
Yes
ATCO Records

_,^ you say you are a Yes fan?
Well then, Big Generator is here.
Big Generator is the band's second

•album since their reunion in 1982
and a follow-up to their hit album.
90125.

The band consists of Jon And-
erson, the lead vocalist; Tony
Kaye on keyboards; Trevor Rabin
on guitars, keyboards, and backup
vocals; Chris Squire on bass
guitar and backup vocals; and
Alan White on drums and
percussion.

All of the members haye played

with the band at some point in

its history except for Rabin,

though this does not discredit his

exceptional ability to play the

guitar.

The album opens with
"Rhythm of Love," a quick-

rhythmed (appropriately) song'

focusing on Kaye's keyboards and
rising into the harmony so typical

(rf Yes. White's drums offer their

first disappointment of the album,

as they enter, by defining the

word "monotonous."

Get used to the beat, as it hardly

changes from song to song and

makes you realize how good the

drumming was in the days of old

Yes. Harmony carries the song as

Anderson belts out the verses.

a oombination thit blends these
songs weU. Rabin easily adds
briUiant guitar licks to touch off

this generally good song.

"Big Generator," the album's
second song and title, starts with
the resounding tones of contrast-
ing voices as they lead into the
heavy bass, which reinforces this

song. A modeAtely fast song,
accented not only by the sound of
trumpets but by the annoying
beat of White's drum, it has been
getting a lot more air play then
it deserves.

Good guitar licks and Ander-
son's clear-cut voice make this a
good song. My only complaint
about it is Rabin's off-beat, off-key

solo which does not complement
the song much, and seems to last

longer than necessary. Big Gener-

ator is a good example of Yes'
ability to harmonize.

The next song is one of the best

on the album. "Shoot High, Aim
Low" begins with a dream-like
melody that seems to emanate
throughout the song. White's
drum keeps the same beat through
the whole song though it fits

rather well.

Anderson's voice in "Shoot
High, Aim Low," as well as on the
whole album, comes across amaz-
ingly clear and somewhat better

than in the past. Rabin's backup
vocals sound just as good.

Once again. Yes' harmony
comes through in the chorus and
Rabin plays his first real solo on
the album. By the end of the song,

White has begun to hit his cymbal
a little more and the drifting

melodies fade off in a Pink Floyd
fashion. This is a great song.

/ Rabin's guitar, crisp and clean, ' "Almost Like Love" begins with

I
is accentMated by Squire's bass, (Continued on Dane 30^

B.J.*s BILLIARDS
PLYMOUTH SQ. SHOPPING CTR.

RIDGE AND BUTLER PIKES
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 19428

%

825-4699

1 4 Regulation Tables

Ohn JCote 365 Doifft A yeiM

Confidential

Counseling
Free Pregnancy
Tests

All Services Free

Dealing with anUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY can be frightening.

Amnion's caring counselors give

good information about abortion

and its alternatives.

XkmfuJLefUiality . . . that's what
theffpromisedme and that's v^iat

IneodMtohmr. ^

IMMT^lHiVIXANOWMI^l

29 last Cabaret

The Nik Everett Group wiU kick off VUlanova Night on Nov. 5.

(Pholo Courtwy or 23 East Cabaret)

It is straight-ahead American
rock and roll with the Nik Everett
Group and Picture This at Ard-
more*s 23 East Cabaret on Nov.
5.

The two popular Philadelphia
bands kicko^a series of Villanova
University Nights on Thursdays
at 23 East. Co-sponsored by

WKVU and the Villanovan, admis-
sion Thursdays at the Cabaret
will be $1 with Villanova I.D. (ndt

including special shows). In addi-

tion, the Cabaret will feature a
weekly drink special.

The Nik Everett Group is a
quartet that combines original

pop and rock songs, as well as a

few powerful Marshall Crenshaw,
Bruce Springsteen and Beatles
covers.

Picture This projects a melodic
pop rock sound and some catchy,
danceable numbers.

' Doors open at 8 p.m. and show-
time is 10 p.m.

NAVY HIRING PILOTS
FOR 1988-90

NAVY OFFICER REPRESENTATIVES WIIL BE CONDUCTING EXCLUSIVE
TESTING SESSIONS IN THE DELAWARE VALLEY REGION IN THE NEAR
FUTURE. ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS WHO ARE WITHIN THREE YEARS OF
GRADUATION ARE ENCOURAGED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
OPPORTUNITY. A TESTING APPOINTMENT AAAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING TOLL FREE.

PA 1-800-322-9595

NJ/DE 1-800-327-0931

COMPLETE TRAINING PROVIDED FOR ALL POSITIONS

PILOTS-$21,200 start, 20/20 uncorrected vision, all majors, 19-26 years old.

FLIGHT OFFICERS-^21 ,000 start, 20/20 corrected vision, all majors, 19-26 years
old.

AAANAGERS-$19, 127 start, Ship handling and ship management, strong

emphasis in personnel management, all majors, 19-27 years old.

BUSINESS MANAGERS-$19, 127 start. Finance, Retail Sales, logistics, Inventory
Control. Business majors preferred. 19-28 years old.

NUCLEAR ENGINEERS-$25r361 start. Physicf Math, Chemistry, Engineering
students with 3.0+ GPA. Scholarships Ave able.

* ****SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS****
New Naval Aviation Programs with GUARANTEED flight training.

NAVCAD: (Naval Aviation Cadet Program) Have Associates Degree or 60
semester hours, 20/20 uncorrected vision, 19-24 years old may qualify for

immediate pilot training.

AVROC: (Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate) Pilot/Flight Officer training

corKiucted during junior year summer break and upon completion of BA/BS
Degree.

Navy Representatives will be conducting interviews at Career

Placement on 12 Noveftiber 1987.
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Troeailero hosted fiiinsN' Roses
By RUSS CECCOLA

The Trocadero m Philadelphia

could not have expected what was
to descend on the club last Tues-
day ~ a raucous show that fea-

tured the pounding, heavy music
of EZO and Guns 'N Roses. These
two bands both have gained great

success from the release of their

latest albums in the past year.

EZO is currently touring with
Guns 'N Roses for their seB^titled

debut album and Guns 'N Roses
in promoting Appetite For Destruc-

tion.

EZO» which litils from japan,
is currently finishing up their

tour. The four members of EZO
are: Masaki (vocals), Shoyo (gui-

tar), Taro(bass)and Hiro(drums).
The band played all of the songs
on their album, starting thingsA
with "Destroyer.'

«

taught each member,e8pecially

Masaki, how to speak English,

and helped them in writing and
understanding the lyrics.

»f

EZO's album was produced by
Gent Simmons of Kiss, and thty

perfect the music even moie in a

jive setting. Although the band
members areJapanese, their lyrics

are not heavily accented and their

vocabulary is not small. Simmons

EZO coverta wide area of roeUl

in their sonffi, from the thrash

number "Desiree" to their pulse-

pounding hits "FlaahbKk Heart

Attack'' and "House of 1,000

Pleasures,'* which were saved for

last in their set.

Talking to the band backstage

revealed that the four are just

normal everyday people who like

to play heavy music. In any case,

EZO's brand of mtisk is unique

and varied enough not to be

boring. The iHind also amaaed the

crowd at The T^txadero with
their rendition of Motorhead's
*'Ace of Spides," an insUntlv
recognizable tune that was well-

performed. ^

Guns 'N Roses come from a

different background than EZO.
Growing up in many different

places and living a tough life have
given the band's five members an
attitude all their own. They want

to rock hard and cockihess is a
part of the package.

Tiariiv into 'It's So Easy,"
Guns 'N Roses never stopped
giving the crowd anything Teis
than their all. The baJMl consists

of W. Axl Rose (vocals), Izzy

Stradlin (guitars). Duff McKi^^
(bass), Steven Adler (drums) and
Slash (guitars).

The energy that Guns 'N Roses
possess is personified in each

31)

Yes releases second album since theit '82 reunion
(Continuedfrom page 29)
an annoying drum beat leading a
fast, upbeat rock rhythm. Key-
boards are present in the back-

ground, but are not the main
attraction.

Trumpets are featured and
played by four musicians called
"Soul Lips." As weird as this
sounds, they do a really good job
in the song. Squire's bass pushed
Rabin in his solo, which is only
too short.

"Love Will Find a Way" has to

be the most popular song on the

album and probably everyone has
heard it at least once. It blends

the sound of stringed instruments
which quickly build up into the

tones of Rabin's guitar that hold

the song together throughout.

White's drumming seems to fit

in this song ofgood harmonies and
vocals of Anderson and Rabin. It

moves along a little quicker than
a ballad, but implies the guidance
of love in a relationship. A quick
interlude offers a good guitar
break which leads into a pretty
good keyboard solo.

But whoa, boys, look out! Plug
in that harmonica! That is right,

you do not want to miss this.

Somehow I feel the sound does not

quite fit in just right, but this does

not lessen the quality of the song
at all.

"Final Eyes" features the acous-

tic guitarknown toYes for so long.

Anderson brings the vocals

through in this moderate song

backed by Rabin and Squire. It is

romantic and sadly overtoned as

it deals with the splitting of two
people. Floating keyboards are

featured in the beginning and at

the end and help to make this just

a really good song.

"I'm Running" leads off with

dual guitars into a Latin-American

type rhythm generated by guitar

licks. The xylophone familiar to

"Changes" sounds through, as

Yes demonstrates their ability to

blend their instrumentation,
which they do well in this song.

A fairly good song, it awkwardly
builds up at one point into a

chorus resembling that of the

Vienna Boy's Choir, but changes

back into its pattern of rock and

Latin rhythm.

"Holy Lamb (Song for Harmonic
Convergence)^ brings back again

the acoustic guitar characteristic

to old Yes. This song moves along

with the backihg of varied voices

in different chorus^

Big Generator may prove to be

a big disappointment to those Yes
fans who expect to hear songs
resembling those of the old "Star-
ship Trooper" days. Back then,
keyboards were the main empha-
sis of their music, and even the
acoustic guitar was preferred over
the electric guitar and a good
keyboard solo.

After You ^Trlck or Ireul/'

Come Home Safely •• •

SAFERINS
645-4455

Welcome Back and Have a Happy Halloween!

^ffc^^^:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^527-4330 .^:^^^^^^^^^^:;^^^^^^^i^^^^:j^j^^^j

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $0.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova,FA
HourK Sun.-Thur*. 11 a.m.*1 a.m. • FrI. ft Sat 11 a.m..9 a.m.

0»m»<landofiflitby VkiciUAmtodoti. fomtrownfol Mnewir't Hzza in Owrtwook
CoraUma the btt Plailt In Wnt PhtaMpNt

NOWHIRINQ
PIZZA Large Medium Small

Cheese
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RoHingStone imffia2ine
By CHRISTINA PROFICO

The year was 1967, a year filled

with love-ins, sit-ins, peace signs,

peace marches, long hair and the
Vietnam War. The '60s counter-

culture was in full swing, a time
of new consciousness and rebel-

lion by America's youth. Among
all this turmoil, a rock institution

was bom. Rolling Stone magazine.
This past week, this symbol of

culture turned 20 years old, and
it is celebrating by releasing a 314-

page, ad-filled anniversary issue

that became available last week.
The current issue is a far cry

from the first issue of Rolling

Stone, which was a 24-page news-
paper tabloid with a picture of

John Lennon on the cover. That
tabloid was formed in San Fran-
cisco by Jann Wenner, (who
remains Rolling Stone's publisher

and editor) with a scant $7,500 of

borrowed funds as an undergrad-
uate at Berkeley. It was not a bad
start for a magazine that would
become one of the most influential

in the country, and carry a rep-

utation for being on the cutting

edge.

Throughout the past 20 years,

the magazine's provocative,

mature, gutsy writing has made
it a must read for the person truly

interested in rock-and-roll, which
has always been the magazine's

prime focus. But besides rock.

Rolling Stone is also a magazine
of television, film, sports, pohtics

and, in general, anythig or any
person that is hot.

The magazine has covered ever-

ything from Bob Dylan and the

Beatles, to Bruce Willis and U2.
It also covered a more serious side

of life with stories on such issues

as teen alcoholism and Nicaragua.

Recently, this approach has
gotten Rolling Stone in trouble. It

has been called the "in-house
letter of the MTV generation."

People have criticized the maga-
zine for not having the type of

"voice of youth" journalism that

it began with, saying that it has

k)6t ita guts and become banal.

However, in Wenner's estima-

tion, the basic phikiaophy has not

changed. He believes that the
magazine itself has changed
enough to kcHep from becoming an
outdated relic and that it has
effectively changed with the
times.

Ironically, getting back to its

roots is what this anniversary

issue is all about. It contains new
interviews with many who have
influenced rock over the past 20
years, including Bob Dylan, Bruce

Springsteen. Paul McCartney,
MickJagger and Pete Townshend,
who discuss their thoughts about
and experiences w^ the past 20
years.

Do not expect in this issue to

find interviews with current pop
moguls as Madonna or Prince,

who are too young to remember
much about the '60s. The excep-

tion to this is an interview with
U2's Bono, probably one of the
most outspoken young musicians
of the decade, who talks about
rock in the '80s.

Also in this issue, you will find

a spepal pull-out section contain-

ing every ^oAi^NlfSAmm anver from
1967 to present date, a definite

plus for the collector.

Even though RoUmg Stone has

had its ups and downs over the

years, not to mention numerous
chan^t it seems that its con-

tinue success seems assured, as

long as people are listening to

music.Judgingby its first 20 years
of existence, it seems that this

magazine will be around for at

least another 20 years more.
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Interested InA Career
In Insurance?

Then Stay Awaly

!

' If you've always wanted to work for an insurance com-
pany, you may not be interested in what we have to offer.

Because a career at Chubb is far from what you might think

it is. First of all, we are primarily a property/casualty insur-

ance company, not a life or health company. And you won't
be a salesman knocking at doors. After training you'll be
analyzing some of the most interesting kinds of insurance
risks, managing your own marketing strategy, and making
proposals on multi-million dollar accounts.

Never heard of Chubb? We're one of the leading financial

organizations in the U.S. So if you're interested in a manage-
ment training program that's unique for an insurance com-
pany, we'd be anxious to meet you.

BobSmith (Glassof '86) and Pauf McDermott (Class of
'87) are inviting anyone interested in Chubb & Son to attend
our information session on Tuesday, November 1 0th from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Haverford Room of the Connelly
Center.

f

C
CHUBB

Group ofInsuranoe Companies

One Logan Square
Philadelphia, PA 19103

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

AffenfIon SonionI
House Pictures Are Due
On Nov. 1 1 in Room 204

John Barry Hall

Any Questions, Call

Providence beats
fieldhockey, 2-1

Motar SO, 1ii7 • TIC VULANOVAN •

By AMY C. SPENCER

Despite a superb effort by the

defensive players, Villanova field

hockey f^ll by a score of 2-1 to

Providence College Oct. 19. Prov-

idence, ranked first in the latest

NCAA national poll, drew on their

quickness and excellent ball-

handling skills to take an early

lead. Providence's top scorer,

Carol Anne Byrne, knocked in one
for the Friars only 12 minutes
after play started.

Providence dominated most of

the first half, rarely allowing

Villanova to move into an offen-

sive position. The Friars scored a

second time with eight minutes

remaining before half time, and
the 'Cats were still trailing by a

score of 2-0 at the half.

The Wildcats looked like a new
team at the onset of the second

period. Filled with determination,

they charged upfield and scored

one minute and 30 seconds later.

Ann Dickey put the ball in for

what was to become Villanoya's

only score of the game.
Possession of the ball went back

and forth throughout the period,

and countless snots just missed
going into the goal. It looked like

the game was going to head into

an overtime period as the 'Cats

brought the ball upfield with two
minutes left to play. However, a
missed penalty comer shattered

the hopes of the Wildcat team, and
the time ran out with Providence

ahead by a goal.

The excellent defensive skills

exhibited by Villanova were the

highlight of the game. Wildcat

ddfense effectively turned back
the strong offensive skills of

Providence time after time. Par-

ticularly noteworthy were the

exploits of goalie Nfary Monahan.
Monahan's skillful saves were an
important factor in the final

outcome of the game.
"My goalie's play was spectac-

ular today," said head coach
Cheryl Massaro. "She set up some

, * . . ^ ^ ,
'"

. .,...
* (Photo by Dana Shafie)

In a classic defensive struggle, Villanova's field hockey team was dealt a 2-1 loss at the hands of
the Providence Friars.

crucial defensive maneuvers. Our
defense really was strong today."

The loss to Providence was
followed by a loss to St. Joseph's.

The 'Cats rebounded, though,

when they topped Yale, 2-0.

Next the Wildcats faced Rider.

They fell behind early, trailing 1-

Oat the half, but netted three goals

in the second period to earn a 3-

1 win. Sharon Seitz had a great

game, scoring two goals to main-
tain her position as team leader.

The third goal was scored by Ann
Rosato, which was her fourth of

the year.

The next team to face the
ferocious 'Cats was Holy Cross.

These evenly matched teams
ended regulation time tied at 1-

1, with Villanova's lone goal
scored by sophomore Victoria
Rife. The Crusaders surged ahead
quickly to take a 2-1 lead in the
overtime period. Villanova coun-
tered this, as Jennifer Peacock
shot one in for the 'Cats. A 2-2

deadlock was the final result.

Spring Vacation In Italy

Borne, Florence, Venice, Assisi, Siena

Price: M, 179

INCLUDES:

All flights from New York and back,

First Class Hotels . Most Meals, All

Tours, Transfers, etc.

CONTACT:
Professor Sterling F. Delano

(21S) 645-4632

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

$ OFF
ANY CD, CASSETTE, LP

CD Sale Items Not Valid

TAPE/LP MIN. PURCHASE »9«»

SALE ENDS NOV. 7, 1 987
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In ftet. v^1l even pay you nx)re than $600 a iTKXith while you attend. That's in

additioo to payino for your tuitkm, required books and fees.

It's all part or the Amied Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
And here ishow It works!

If you're selected for a Physician's SchdarsNp—from the Anny. Navy, or Air

Force—you're oommissk)r)ed as an officer In the Reserves.
While you^iB in school, youll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining

valuak)le medical experience. After graduation, you wMI serve three or more
years, the lenath depending on the requirements of the Servk^e selected and
years ofschomhjp asslstartce received.

As an Armed Forces physician youll receive officer's pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. YbuH also see a diversity of

paoents and have opportunWeslouse sopNsllcaAed medk^al technok)gy.
Butmoet Important, whUe you're In medical school well help pay the bills.

Formore Informalton, send in this coupon. There is no obligation.
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Ruggers trip up Tigers m
ByMELATKEUES

In the sylvan serenity of Fair-

mount Park last Saturday, the
Villanova ruggers defeated their

rivals from Princeton in the
Eastern Pennsylvania Rugby
Union (E.P.R.U.) pUyoffs, 14-10.

The win marked the first defeat

of Princeton by Villanova in the
eight years of playoff competition,

and assured 'Nova a berth in the
national tournament for the
second consecutive year.

Princeton opened the match
with an aggressive running game
led by flyhalf Desi Quigley. Mid-
way through the first half, Qui-
gley outran 'Nova's McDonnell
and added a conversion kick for

a 6-0 score.

Later, Quigley scored again, but
this time the conversion kick was
wide of the goalposts, making the
score 10-0.

Undaunted by the score, 'Nova

came back hitting hard in the

second half. Behind the masterful

footwork of Mike Koons, they

were able to secure possession

deep in Princeton's end.

As the scrum pushed over Prin-

ceton, backing them into the

goalpost and cnicking it into two,

wing Tim Whelan fed the ball to

flanker Brian Coughlin, who
charged in for the score. The post

was repaired in time for Bdike

Koons' conversion, bringing the

score to 10-6.

Later, a penalty by Princeton

gave lock Mike Burke the chance
for a death kick, which lock Joe

Staib stole possession for 'Nova.

His pass out to the wing set up
a 30-meter run for a try by wing
Denis Graeber, tying the score, 10-

10.

With only a minute left in the

giine, Coughlin scooped up a
huled Princeton pass, and raced

60 meters untouched for a final

score, giving Villanova the win,

1440.
The win, coupled with then-

previous victories over Temple,
42-3, and Haverford, 24^, has
broti^ht the team to the topd the

Eastern rankings.

The team has fared 80 well that

the B-side hat taken to its own
opponents as welLIn the past two
weeks, they have beaten Brand-
ywine, 12-0; 'Temple, 180; and
Haverford,^ 12-0.

Against Brandywine Men's
Club, center Steve Condi ripped

throurii their defense with team-
mate Toni Boyle en route^to the

B't third shutout. Prop Tom
Orenbuch hat dominated the
defensive play, jarring the oppo-
nent't front row early, and tnei^

eby allofvring the badn to toort

without difficulty.

Orenbuch, exptainiog his ttyle

sayt, ^1 have little regard for the
other team — I merely play clean
and hard, unless we're loting."

Soccer at.500 followingbreak

Northeastern hands
'Nova first loss
(Continuedfrom page 36)

pass of the game to take the wind
out of Villanova 's sails.

The turnover returned the ball

to Northeastern 's strong wish-

bone, which enjoyed a fine day,

running the ball 78 times for 353
yards, in contrast to 'Nova's 17

yards on the ground.

Coach Talley felt that the
defense played pretty well, sayng
that, "They were just left on the

field too long, which you cannot

do against a tough wishbone
team."

Following a trade of posses-

sions, the Wildcats were set to

punt when Hodge's mishandled
punt occurred.

This led to a huskie touchdown
by Mike White to start their

second half of scoring, which was

just the banning of a quick 21
points which the Northeastern
team produced. Villanova was
able to reduce the margin in the

fourth quarter when ^>b Brady
and Ron Sency each made superb
catches for touchdowns, but
Northeastern held on for a 41-28

win.

though that the team will get back
on its feet and meet the challenge

of University of Connecticut,
which is having its Homecoming
game this Saturday.

White stated, "The game will

be a good learning experience if

we realize the importance of

executing each play with a higher
level of intensity and at the same
time reduce our turnovers and
mistakes to a minimum."

By MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN

It would seem that the Villanova

men's soccer team thrives on
nailbiting matches because of the

constant cUxe battles they have
been fighting on the soccer field

the last couple of weeks.
Their games from Oct. 5-9 were

no exception to this rule, as the

Wildcats played two matches to

concluding scores of 1-0 just as

they did last week. The only
difference this time around is

that, on both occasions, Villanova

occupied the short end of both

scores.

On Oct. 6, the team took to their

home field, hosting the University

of Pennsylvania for a crosstown
rivalry that was indeed a very

heated game. Two yellow cards

were handed out, one to each side.

Villanova's Steve Grello was
warned about 12 minutes into the

game, followed by a violation by
Penn's Paul Mataya to open the

second half of play.

The aggressive play by both

sides lead to a standoff at the end
of regulation with a score of 0-0.

The Wildcats fought hard until

the 2-minute mark of the first

overtime, when Penn's Warren
Bieller put a shot past Villanova

goalie Ron Klos to hand Villanova

their fifth loss of the season, 1-

0.

The team was outshot, 10-7 and

despite shots on goal by forwards
Jeff Collins and John Bond, the
offense was not able to generate
a goal.

On Oct. 10, the team traveled

to Washington, D.C., to take on
Big East opponent Georgetown
University. This time the tempo
was controlled by the Wildcats,
who recorded 11 shots on goal by
10 different players.

But, as in the previous game,
the team was unable to erase the
zero next to their name on the
scoreboard. Georgetown's Michael
Mills scored at the 4:50 mark of

the second half to hand Villanova
their second straight 1-0 defeat.

Over Fall Break, the 'Cats
battled St.John's toa O0deadk)ck,
but were aUe to shutout Swarth-
more, 2-0. Sophomore Steve Lewis
and freshman MikeDeegan netted
the two goals for the victorious

'Cats.

Next, the Wildcats travelled to

New Jersey, where they suffered
a loss to Seton Hall, ranked sixth
in the nation. The top-ranked
Pirates were playing in front of

a packed house where they defeat-

ed 'Nova. 6-0.

(Photo by Nunes)

Sophomore midfieklcr Peter Ezc attempts to blast the bid! oast s
waiting defender.

^

The Games Committee would like to

thank all the volunteers, buggers

and spectators who shared their time
on

Oct. 11 at Special
Olympics. The day was a
huge success, and it

could not have been
done without
your su]^ort!!
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By TERENCE KELLY

The nen't crott oountry team
had a tonMSwhat disappointing

pef^xtnanoe this pastSaturday at

the Paul Short Memorial Run at

Lehigh Univertity. The team
finltbed in 27th place out of a field

ci 29 teams with a team total of

756pouits.

The meet was won by Brown
University, which had an out-

standing team total of 54 points.

Brown virtually assured its vic-

tory bytakingthe top three places

in the meet. The field was led by
Brown't Chrit Schillewho had an
outttanding time of 31K)3.58.

Unfortunately the Wiklcat team
did not hrt as well in the cold

drizzle at Lehigh*t Saucon Fidda.
The 'Cats first runner to Gpish
wasJumor Curt Koehler in Il9th
place with a good time of 33:27.51.
Close behind bun was freshman
John Casey with a time of 3329
(121tt place). Rounding out
'Novas's top three was junior

Go/fends fall season
By JIM BOWMAN

What began as a potentially

promising fall season ended in

disappointment for the Villanova

golf team as they failed to qualify

for the ECAC Championthios.
Penn Stateand Temple(319and

322, respectively) easily out-

distanced Villanova's team score

of 342 to capture the two berths.

The *Cats officially ckjsed out
their fall schedule Oct. 13, with
a third place finish in the Big Five
Championships held at the Ea^e
Lodge course in Philadelphia.

Senior Tony Corbo fired a 76,

capturing an individual third

place finish to highlight an oth-

erwise dismal team performance.

"Jim and Kevin [Clarke and
Rogerson] didn't play because of
midterms, and we went into the
tournament with the attitude,

'We'll shoot what we can and try
to stay close to Temple," com-
mented freshman Jeff Osier. "It

was a bad tournament and a bad
season, but we'll come back this

Spring."

Despite the players' unanimous
displeasure about their fall perfor-

nianoes, no one is ready to throw
in the towel with winter practice

and a full spring schedule looming
in the iiot-too<|istant future.

"We definitely did not play to

our potential," explained Clarke,
"but I'm sure we're going to
improve.

® a^ iStfU c/f-io^

Men
Wash. Cut
Blow Dry
Regularly S1 2.00

•10FF

323 E. Lancaster Ave.

NAIL CARE
SKIN CARE

BODY WAXING
•1 - n OFF

DEPEMDINQ ON SERVICe

e

687-1654

Women
Wash, Cut,

Blow Dry
& Iron

Regularly $20,00

•2 OFF

Wayne, PA 19087.

Athlete of the Week

KIRKSCHULZ
,

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

Wildcat quarterback Kirk Schulz.

In last Saturday's Northeastern clash, Schulz
completed 25 pesses for 356 yards, thus making him
Villanova's all-time leading passer with 3,409 career

yards. Kirk passed former Wildcat great Daryl
Woodring, who was at the helm from 1969-71.

Ahholigh the excellent performanoe was in a
kwiog effort, Schuls still managwf to toss four

touclMKNifB pttaaea.

Schulz is currently a sophomore major. A
gradinle of Mahwrfi HMi School ia New Jeraey.

SdMMCWM a QHee*]pear letter wiimer at quarteRMMC
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Bruce Harris in 148th place
(34:05).

Despite the team's finishing
well back in the pack, head track
and fiekl coach. Dr. Charles Jen-
kins, saw reasons for optimism.
'The team U still plagued 1^
injuries, and didn't fare as w^
as we hoped, but we are still

running with^mostly freshmen/
4t

The team did receive some good
news toopen this week of practice.
Jan Friedli, a sophomore from
Denmark, who is expected to be
one of this season's standouts,
retting to team practices. Friedli

injured his knee earlier in the year
an^^has not been able to run as
<rfyet.

Jenkins also saw hope for the

future commenting, "I feel the
freshmen did a good job for us,

in spite of the fact wedid not win."
The team is now looking for-

ward to this week's Big Five Meet
on the Behnont Plateau course.

With another meet under their

belts and more people back from
injuries, the team is hoping to do
well.

Spikers lose six of last nine
By MONICA BYRNE

Over the past two weeks, the
women's volleyball team has done
little to improve their record. The
lady spikers have only defeated
three of their last nine opponents.
Inconsistency is still plaguing
Villanova because the players are

not working as a '^cohesive unit"

according to Coach Dennis
McGinnis.

With 14 moregames remaining,
McGinnis is confident that his

team will get on track and "sal-

vage this season." Looking ahead,
'Nova should approach Big East
tournament play ranked third.

The 'Cats would like to be 21-14

heading into the final stretch of

their 1987 campaign.

On Oct. 6, Villanova hosted

,

Drexel but was defeated 3-1 (13-

'

15, 15-6, 13-15, 13-15). Unfortu-
nately, the 'Cats did not serve well
against the very persistent Drexel
spikers, and were not able to gain
any advantages. The Wildcats
then traveled to a tournament at
Princeton University on Oct. 9
and 10. They were defeated by
Princeton 3-1 (15-12, 12-15, 0-15,

3-15) because the spikers could not
maintain the momentum they had
built up in the first game.

'Nova then redeemed itself

slightly by capturing two. 3-0

wins, theiirst over Seton HaU (15-

5, 16-14, 15-4) and the second over
Fordham (15-5, 15-2, 15-3).

Villanova returned home on
Oct. 11 to host George Washing-
ton. The 'Cats led their opponent

in games 2-0, but allowed their

advantage to sUpaway, eventually
losing 3-2 (15-13, 16-14, 8-15, 4-15,

8-15), in a game that truly exem-
plified the lack of consistency in

the lady spikers.

On Oct. 17, 'Nova tallied a 3-

toss to Georgia (5-15, 8-15, 15-

8), but turned around to defeat

Furman 3-0 (16-14, 15-8, 15-8) on
Oct. 19. Sadly to say, this would
be the last of the Wildcats' wins
to date.

Villanova has been unsuccess-
ful in their last three quests for

triumph. The Wildcats met North
Carolina State, and were thwarted
3-0 (11-15, 13-15, 10-15). Then the

'Cats traveled to William and
Mary on Oct. 23 only to be over-

come 3-1 (2-15, 15-10, 11-15, 14-16).

In their most recent attempt for

Victory, the spikers fell 3-1 to

North Carolina (15-11, 6-15, 12-15,

9-15).

Unfortunately, the women's 7-

14 volleyball record is no indica-

tion of how talented the squad
really is. With a frustrated look,

McGinnis admits that, "The team
just hasn't jelled yet." •

Surprisingly, the players are

still in good spirits and, hopefully,

within the next few weeks, the

team can come together to end
their season on a winning note.

. (Photo by Shafie)

SeniorHelen Hnat spikes the ball past twoGeorge Washington players
as teanunates Patty Duane (11) and Lori Reiter look on.

PENN
Preparation for an

International Career!
For those who en/oy working with adult learners or children

of all ages, foreign students, business people, or new immigrants.

Careers in educational and business settings in the U,S. and abroad.

Graduate Study in

BNICATIONAL UNGUSITICS
in tiie heart off an

inteniationai community:

M.S.Ed. in Teaching Englisli to Spealws of Otiier Languages

M^Ed. in intofcuitural Communication

PII.D. in Educational Unguistics
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Sixth-ranked Wildcats down Yal
By MICHAEL E^ JONES

During a busy three-week peri-

od, the Villanova women's cross

16:33» whilejunior MicheleDiMu- runners in the country — they

ro, running in her second colle- both want to be the best. Both

giate cross country championship Brekhus and Rahn have proven to

ever, finished three seconds be solid performers and have

country team established itself as behind to capture second. continuously pleased me with

one of the premiere powers of the Fellow junior Celeste Halliday, their consistency,

entire nation. According to the also running in her second colle- "DiMuro and Halliday are two
National Women's Cross Country giate cross country championship, of the" most versatile track per-

Poll for the week ending Oct. 18, took fourth in 16:48, while the formers in the country. With their

the Wildcats improved their rank- ever consistent Jenny Brekhus,
ing to an impressive sixth, its also a junior, took fifth in 16:59.

highest rafiking ever, and man- Senior Jenny Rahn finished tenth

aged to defeat fourth-ranked Yale in 17:37 to give the 'Cats their 22-

in the process.

On Oct. 10 at the Paul Short

Invitational, the Wildcats were
put to the test against Yale and
Georgetown, and responded
brilliantly.

Juniors Vicky Huber and Kathy
Franey left no doubters in finish-

ing first and third, with Huber
setting a personal 5,000-meter

best. The remaining Wildcats
each ran their best times in what
coach Marty Stern called "an
extremely satisfying team
victory."

One of the* secrets of the Wild-

cats' amazing success this year

has been their depth. At the Big
Five Championship, the 'Cats

proved just how deep they are.

Without the services of Huber,
they still took five of the first 10

places, and manhandled their

point total.

We can go Into the rii^

wHh enybody. Fnmey
endHiAerere net satis-

ned wHh belv two of

the bettermnners in

the country^ thvfboth

want to be thebnt

hMd wwMa't cratt

addition, we went from being a
good team to a great team."
DiMuro and Halliday are both

800-meter runners, yet have dem-
onstrated extraordinary range
from 400 meters to 5,000 meters.

This talented squad success-

fully defended their Big East
Championship title with yet

another impressive win. Huber
and Franey duplicated their Paul-

Short performances, finishing

first and third. The 'Cats managed
to place 10 team members in the

top 30, which gave them an 11-

point edge over 20th-ranked Prov-

idence. Nineteenth-ranked Geor-

getown finished 14 points out of

the running.

Stem termed the victory "the

best team performance in the

history of the program."
The Wildcats have more than

met the expectationms of Stem,
and will be facing stiffer compe-

Stem could not say enough tition when they travel to Lehigh

about the performances of his University in three weeks for the

competition with an outstanding runners, commenting, "We can go NCAA Rc^on and ECAC Cham-
22-point total. into the ring with anybody. Fra- pionships. Who knows— another

Franey broke the tape first, ney and Huber are not satisfied national championship could be

covering the 2.9-mile course in with being two of the better looming on the horizon.

Football loses 41-28, now 5-1
ByJAYTALBOTT

As the student body enjoyed its

Fall Break, the Villanova football

team experienced another type of

break. In the past 20 games,
Villanova has played some Div-

ision III and n schools on its way
into the lAA Yankee Conference
next fall. However, after demol-

ishing Central Connecticut, 52-20,

on Oct. 10and Catholic University

46-7 on Oct. 17, it broke from these

weaker opponents as it entered

the LAA level of play which the

team has looked forward to play-

ing the past three years.

Unfortunately, on Oct. 24 the

Northeastern Huskies were antic-

ipating their arrival in BrookUne,
Mass. with bated breath. The
Huskies (4-3) outplayed the Wild-

cats (5-1) last Saturday as their

wishbone-oriented offense con-

trolled the ball and the time
effectively tooutscore the Wilcats,

41-28.

The 'Cats' greatest advisory

was probably not Northeastern,

but instead their own offense,

which uncharacteristically turned
over the ball five times. Twice in

the third quarter, when the
offense had gained some momen-
tum. Kirk Schulz was intercepted,

and a third time, when punter
Perry Hodge was attempting a

punt. Northeastern 's 17 yard line

he was sacked on.

Northeastern was able to cap-

italizeon these miscues by quickly
running the score from a dose 20-

13 to an unreachable, 41-13, by the

middle of the fourth quarter.

Head coach Andy Talley called

it "the worst game we have
played" since the program was
reinsUted. "We tum^ the ball

over way too many timea to win
against a good football team lik^

Northeaatera."

The Ums itopped an ll-fune
Wikldrt wimiffif ^retk which

ing yardage of 3,171 yards.

On a third quarter pass to Greg
Downs, Shulz became Villanova's

all-time leader in passing yards,
he put it into perspective, saying,
"Football is a team-oriented game,
not an individual one, and it [the

record] would have meant more
if we had won."

At halftime. Northeastern had
a 20-7 advantage after a 65-yard

pass from RcRdriguez to Mike
Williams and a second field goal

by Gordon from 44 yards out.

The Huskies opened (he second
half by intercepting Schulz at

midfield, but came away empty
after a missed field goal.

Schultz replied to this by driv-

ing the 'Cats 80 yards for a four-

yard touchdown pass to Greg
Downs, making the score 20-13.

The team really appeared to be
in control when, On Northeast-
em's next possession, John
O'Brien recovered a Huskie fum-
ble on the 33-yard line. Two plays
later, however, Chris Demarest
intercepted his second Schultz

Omtinuid on Uu» 34}

Aa the CMaralii nary was that-

ttfid, tilt MMiiaf Sdmli
DwrlWudrim'tfictidiori

(FMtPhotp)
Junior VicU Huber is the leader of Che women's cross ooantry team,
which is currently ranked sixth in the nation.
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By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER ^

Behind the Lines takes on a different tone this week. The
topic has surfaced because of a recent personal experience and
is dedicated to all athletes who have given their mind, their

soul and their heart to sports, only to suffer a disabUng injury.

Each one of us has someone or something that touches us
so deeply that it gives us a way to express our inner-self, a
reason to live and the ability to persevere.

For most of us, we have our family and friends, but for some,
there is something different — the bve of sport.

Some people can express themselves, their thoughts, feelings

and efforts, throush the use of words. Some can express
themselves throu^ their work. Some express themselves
through sports.

However, sportsare not merely expre88k)ns of physical talent.

They reach deeper — often to the heart. They can become
expressions of what is inside someone, a way to share ourselves

with others and to give a little of our heart. *"

There is no greater pain, physical, mental or emotional, than
the loss of something this close to us. The hand of God can,

within a matter of seconds, steal away your hopes and dreams,
and replace them with a bitter reality.

One realizes, quickly, how frail the human body is and how
much the human spirit can endive. One realizes that sport is

not done for k)ve of school, country or money, but beoiuse it

expresses who and what we are.

What I have just tried to make you feel is the mental and
emotional anguish of an athlete being injured and the poaaible

end of a career.

What hurts most is not the end of partidpatkio or the injury

itself, but the torture of feeling you have so much yet to give,

and somehow, somewhere, aomeone has stolen your ability to

•how the world what you are inside.

The raayfirartona run much deefier than a selfiah desire for

exprcsskMi. It touches laaily and friends as welL
It hurts those who are chise to you to sse you suffer the

pain of watduag others do what you onoe did so weU. h hturts

them to see others waste talent that you worktd so hard to

devekip.

Hoiwsvsr, there is one bright side to all tf

in tiiis datk siid jlsnaiy tkm that the

MihHt
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Academic
freedom
debated

By JENNIFER REIDY

In eariy 1986, Pope John Paul

II issued a pontifical schema, an
outline of ideas about Catholic

higher education, that provoked
national criticism as an obstacle

to academic freedom.

The schema was subsequently

reviewed by presidents of 110

Catholic universities throughout

the United States. A synthesis of

their reactkms was prepared by

Sister Alice Gallin, O.S.U., exec-

utive director of the Association

of Cathofic Colleges and Univer-

sities (ACCU) for the April 10,

1966, editk>n of Origins magazine.

According to the article, "The
real crux of the document [the

pontifkal schemaj^is perceived by

many to be the assertion of a

power on the part of the bishop

to qontrol theologians (Norms,
Chapter IV, Article 31) and to

assure 'orthodoxy' in their

teaching."

Gallin's article said on behalf of

the presidents that "what is

proposed here is contrary to the

American value of academic free-

dom . . . The university is the

home of the theologian, not the

bishop, and the bishop must
respect that fact.'*

The Rev. Theodore M. Hes-

burgh, former president of Notre

Dame University, in an interview

with a New York Times reporter,

charged, "The schema is an
attempt' to lay down universal

ruin to define Catholic educatk>n

for all areas of the world — and
that just isn't realistic."

'The pontifical schema does

indeed havi^. a chilhng effect on
Catholic universities,' comment-
ed Dr. Charles L. Cherry, asso-

ciate vice president for Academic
Affairs, "ui the document there

exists the potential for intrusion

(Continued on page 4)

(Photo by O'Neill)

Kappa Alpha Theta sisters celebrate HaUoween with little neighborhood ''gremlins."

Greeks to support football
By K. DIIXENSCHNEII»»

In response todecreased football

attendance, the Villanova Greek
oiganizations will launch a spirit

campaign tomorrow at the Home
coming game.

i'hese efforts are a result ot a
plea made by Andy Talley, head
football coach. Talley spoke at a
joint Interfratemity/Panhellenic

(IFC/Panhel) councils meeting
Oct. 8, where he encouraged
Greeks to attend the games and
show support for the football

team.

According to Marie Collevec-

chio, Panhel secretary, there will

be a spirit contest. CoUevecchio

said there will be a small entrance

fee for each Greek oiganization

that wants to participate, and
there will be a cash prize for the

fraternity or sorority that shows
the most spirit. 'Trats and sor-

orities are encouraged to sit

together, wear their letters and
colors, make posters and show
spirit."

Colleveocluo feels that the rea-

son many students are not attend-

ing the games is because they are

upset about having to pay $3 to

park for thedaywhen they already

pay $50 for a yearly parking
permit. "It's like saying, let's see

how much money we can make
off of this," CoUevecchio said.

Lee Donair, Villanova athletic

ticket manager, reported, "The
big games like Homecoming and
Parents' Weekend are usually sold

out." A sellout in the stadium is

11,823 tickets. Donair said that,

for all othergames, approximately
7,000 to 7,500 tickets are sold.

Donair estimated, "At least 25

percent of the students who have

tkkets do not go in to the games,

or they walk in and walk out."

She added, "But they'll all be

there for the basketball games,

that's for sure."

According to Robert J. Capone,

director of alumni, the Villanova

Financial Club, the Wildcat Club
and the Varsity Club all support

VUlanovd football.

Commenting on the student

support, Capone said, "I think the

students have been great and
supportive." Capone said there

was a good student response the

first game, it rained the second

game and the students were on

break for the third game.

"I think that at the Homecom-
ing and the Holy Cross games
you'll see where the student

support is," Capone concluded.

Campus
rezonittg

planned
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Villanova officials met with
Radnor Township commissioners
Oct. 27 to discuss rezoning the

Morris tract on the University's

west campus to permit the future

construction of dormitories and
academic facilities.

To encourage the rezoning, the
Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,

assistant to the vice president for

Student Life, and Marc Tuchman,
director of the Connelly Center,

unveiled the University's long-

range plans for full utilization of

the west campus land. The plan
includes housing for 1,200 stu-

dents and offices for faculty or

administration.

If rezoning the area is approved,
these plans will be implemented
incrementally, as funding is avail-

able, explained Martin;

Martin stated, "Our intent is to

have 4,000 beds [on campus]. The
goal is to accomplish what the
township and University want —
to increase campus housing and
to reduce the number of students
who live off campus." He empha-
sized that Villanova will not
increase the student enrollment
beyond its current number.
The west campus area, consist-

ing of 62.5 acres which lie north
of the railroad tracks and west of

Spring Mill Road, is comprised of

the St. Mary's tract and the
Morris tract. The 16 acres of the
St. Mary's tract are part of Vil-

lanova's original property pur-

chased in 1842. The St. Mary's
tract is zoned institutional, allow-

(Continued on page 4)
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y.U. students surveyed on Catholic issues
By THE

NEWS EIHTORS

A recent VUlattovan survey

stiopests that Villanova students

disagrae to some extent with
Chnfch tcadtfOfi on a munber of

control and abortion.

The poll, taken Oct. 29-31,

questMMied 70 students randomly
selected from a listing of over

6,400 full-time day undergradu-
ates. Over88 percent ofthem were
Catholic The survey questions

OB a Questlonnane
hy YMlnkmch Clancy

ShniaMn.aooaimanydiat recently

AaMrican Catholics for

id stniMis sitr*

with stficial

aU

control is wrong.
Also, only 14.3 percent believed

that "abortkm should be illegal in

all circumstances." About 57
percent said that it "shouki be

legal only in certain circumstan-

ces, such as when a woman's
health is endangered or when
pregnancy results from rape or

incest."

Miatrikk^ly

different views on the matter of

the morality of homosexual activ-

ity. Over 84 percent of males said

that homosexual ^ctivity was
immoral, while women were al-

most evenly divided on the issue.

Overall, 70 percent agreed that

homosexual activity is morally

wrong.

QMeationIng ci papal views

The students' dissent on sexual

issues ran hand in hand with their

questioning of the Pope's
infallihihty.

Only 20 percent oi students

bsiaevad that the Pope was infsl-

lible "when he teachss formaUy
on matters of aMrals." This bslisf

in papal inftdtthility rose to 41.4

piMittt on "natisM of nlMaus
&th, sueh as the divinity of

CMat." hut a M^arity still

Furthermore, only about 47
percent found Pope John Paul II's

warnings on "the moral dangers

of consumerism, materialism and
a life too centered in temporal

pleasures" relevant to their own
lives.

Perceptions of Pope John
Paul II

A maiority of students described

Pope John Paul n as "too conser-

vative," but not as "someone who
is out of touch with the modem
work!. ' Over 58 percent said the

former description was true, but

65.7 percent disagreed with the

latter perception.

Students polled were slmost

equally divided on whether the

F^ waa out of touch with Amsr-

kui Catholics, with 44J psrosnt

agrsaing and 50 percent

{LoHliHHiti on ptttn' 4i
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Basketball Clab Cm Drive

Attention all Basketball Club con-

trollers:The season ticket packages

should be picked up in Room 106 B
Dougherty Hall from 9:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.

on Nov. 9-11. The controllers must pick

up the packages, or they will be forfeited.

Also, the annual blue-white game will

be held tomorrow, at 9:45 a.m. in the

EhiPont Pavilion and the team will play

the Canadian National team on Nov. 11

at 7:30 p.m. Finally, Coach RoUie

Massimino will address the basketball

Club on Nov. 19 at 12:45 in the pavilion.

On that same day, an intra-squad

scrimmage will be held before the Holy

Cross football game.

Field Trip

On Nov. 18 at 1:30 p.m., the depart-

ment of art and art history is sponsoring

a field trip to the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania to see te

Egyptian and Mesopotamian Collec-

tions. The museum is located at 33rd

and Spruce streets, and the entrance fee

for participants is $2. Interested stu-

dents should call the department of art

& art history for details (645-4610).

Harvest off Song
The Villanova Singers will join

forces with Marist and Georgian Court

College choruses in a concert at the

Main Chapel on Nov. 21, at 8 p.m. All

are welcome. Admission is free.

Arab aad
Itlanlc CIvb
Are you interested in the Middle East?

There will be an organizational meeting

on Nov. 9, at 8 p.m. in the Rosemont

Room of Connelly Center. All interested

are welcome.

Black Cvlffwral

Society

The Black Cultural Society would like

to extend an opportunity for member-
ship to all members of the Villanova

community who are interested in learn-

ing more about the historical, cultural

and intellectual experience of Africans

and African-Americans. For more infor-

mation, please contact one of the

following officers: President — Yvette

Sanders, Good Counsel 324; 1st Vice

Pres — Kimdolyn Boone, Alumni 102;

2nd Vice Pres — James Baldwin, Stan-

ford 203; Secretary — Adrienne Dean,

St. Monica. 236.

Ihmgor Banqoot

Ifanyone is interested in participating

in this year's Hunger Banquet, on Nov.

10 at 5 p.m. during Hunger Awareness
Week, please sign up outside the dining

halls during the week of Nov. 2. It is

going to be a great night.

Uf. Dtemng i* jjeono, c>ngiiin, ana
Dr. Gcbfie Sain, Art 4 Art Hittory,

wiU <aoe apiB OQoiMCt a tourolltiiy

dHiiiv SpnMBraik Much 4-13 1MB.
The price oi $1,279 it cinplftf aai
indiiiii,MMii§#liMr tlMMjit fMMiArip
•irfaft; firtt<laM holait in Bone,

ad Viiw; excitnioM to

SiiM; private toiira; aai

Bf^ing a can to the Homecoming
football game Nov. 7 when Sigma Nu
kicks off their first canned food drive.

This food drive will benefit the Arch-

diocese of Philadelphia and subskiize

their food supplies for the homeless.

(Drop off points will be marked.)

ChiJUlilNi

Hooor Sodoty

All members of Chi Alpha, the Com-
municatioii Arts Honor Siodety, should

meet in the Haverford Rm. at 12:45 p.m.

on Nov. 12, for a yearbook picture.

Vlllcmova

Oospal iMSMNbto
The Villanova Gospel Ensemble wel-

comes evangelist Cynthia White of

Dauphin Street Baptist Church on Nov.

8 at 3 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel.

Scripturo
RoffloctioH

Scripture Reflection is an informal

time to prayerfully reflect with others

on the Gospel message and its applica-

tion to our lives. It is held on Mondays
at 8 p.n^. in St. Rita's Chapel.

Accomrting
Socioty
The next Accounting Society meeting

will be on Nov. 12 at 12:45 p.m. in

Bartley, Room 209. Representative of

Ernst & Whinney will be speaking

about the CPA exam.

J^lIOHtlOM
MOflOHtS
Can you meet the challenge of College

Bowl? Teams of four will compete on
Nov. 21 in the Connelly Center Cinema
for $100 and a chance to compete in

regional competition. Sign up from Nov.
16-19 in the Union office. The registra-

tion fee is $5.00.

Miiloiopliy Clab

Professor Anthony Godzieba will lead

a discussion, "Dancing in the Dark:

Theok)gy at the End of Phik)sophy." on
Nov. 10 at 3:30 p.m. in Haverford Room,
Connelly Center. A social gathering and
business meeting will follow.

The next meeting of the Biokigical

Undergraduate Society will be on Nov.

12 at 430 p.m. in Mendel U7, C. DeLeo
wiU spedi on ^'Adventttret in Africa**

during the BMeting. AH are wckome.
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Spftef Brook Yrip . Mfcaiitoa

Students are invited to a trip to

Nassau (Paradise Island) during Spring

break (March 711) at Loew's Harbour

Cove Hotel. This trip includes breakfast

and dinner daily, roundtrip airfare from

Philadelphia, transfers, baggage han-

dlingand allgratuities. The coat is $599.

The trip is sponsored by the Graduate

School Alumni Assodatkm. To obtain

a fUer (with a reservatkm coupon), call

the assodatMn's adviser. Dr. Joseph

Kinney of the English department at

6454799.

Vaodaltein

Are you tired of seeing your residence

hall a mess?You can do something about

it{ If you are interested in stopping

vandalism on your campus, stop by the

office of Residence Life, Room 220

Tolentine, and leave your name.

AAMoatiafp

An AA Meeting will be held at the

University Counseling Center every

Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Counseling

Center's Group Room, 106 Corr Hall.

CoMMVtors
Our next meeting will be another one

ofourfamous pizza socials! The meeting

will be Nov. 12 at 6:30 p.m. in the West
Lounge of Dougherty Hall. Do not foiget

to bring your smile along with your

appetite, as the yearbook picture will

also be taken at this time. We hope to

see all members there.

Jkorobics

It is not too late to sign up for **Body

& Soul" aerobics, hekl every Tuesday

and Thursday from 4-5 pAi. in Alumni

Gym. Classes will go until Dec. 10. and

only cost $1 per class. For more infor-

mation, contact Ann-Marie Discenza,

Campus Ministry, 645-4060.

Arthritis Spookar

Dr. Bevan will be speaking about

arthritis in the West Lounge of Dough-

erty on Nov.lO at 7 p.m. The event is

being sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi.

a national supporter ofthe Arthritis

Foundation. All are welcome to come
learn about this very serious health

problem in America today.

Bloa Kay Socioty

Welcome back Blue Key alumni!
Make sure you stop by our tailgate

tomorrow to renew oiki friendships and
enjoy some food. See you there at 10'.30

a.m.!

tihis is tlie

loflTke

On Dec. 2 you can see author, pho-

tographer, comedian and bullfighter

(kofge Plimpton. Wouki you like to see

tennis player, golfer, quarterback and
circus performer (jeorge Plimpton?
Tidcets will be on sale soon.

Oooboc Trip

Ski and visit Old Quebec. Jan. 10-16

— open to all. The $269 price includes

five nights at LeConcorde Hotel, Quebec
City; lift tk:kets; transportatkm; cultu-

ral activities and breakfasts. Deposit is

due Nov. 20. Contact Dr. Rigaud, 645-

4635, or modem languages and litera-

tures department, 645-4^.

IchPMrtloa Ma|ors
There will be a PSEA meetingon Nov.

11 at 6 p.m. in the education
department.

Poor Sapport

A self-help peer support group is being

formed for students who have lost a

parent through death within the past

two years. The group will meet one
evening every two weeks on campus.
For more information, please call Becky
Crambert, 644-8457, after 6 p.m.

Offff-CaMiHiS

iiotidtoiit JUhrisor
The advisor for off-campus housing

is the Rev. Francis Farsaci, O.SA His

office hours are Monday, Wednesday
and Friday: 9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3:15

p.m. On Tuesday and Thursday, he will

be in his office from 9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-5 p.m.

ssoy
CoMpotitlon

The English department announces
competitions for two prizes: 1) award
for the most distinguished scholarly or

critical essay written by an undeigrad-

uate student at Villanova. and 2) award
for the most distinguished scholarly or

critical essay by a graduate student at

Villanova. The winner of each compe-
tition will receive $100. Deadline for

submissions to the English department
secretary in 201 Vasey, is April 1. For
more information, contact the English

department.

Londoo Trip
Dr. Joseph Kinney. En^h professor

and Shakespeare specialist at Villanova.

will accompany travelers on a trip to

London and the English Countn^kle
(including Stratford. Shakespeare's

birthplace and Bristol from March 25-

April L The trip includes roundtrip air

fare, three first-class hotels, meals,

theatre, all translers, sjghtsfieing and

tours. The oost is $1,095. To obtain a

flier about tins trip, please caB Dr.

Kinney at 64S4799. Bssinritkins are

NO¥iiW>f •.IttTaTHEVKiUmaVAWPiigta

Tuhien, salarhs discifssed
ByJOHANNEC SHARP

Student Senator John B. Lewis
presented a student-recommended
tuition increase of 4 percent for

the 1988-89 academk year, and
Faculty Senator Dr. Harry R.

Strack, political science professor,

submitted a survey of faculty

salaries of competing institutions

at the Oct. 30 University Senate
meeting.

Villanova tuition should only

increase if costs increase, said

Lewis. A^ording to Lewis, eco-

nomic data shows the tuition

should not exceed 5 percent for

next year.

Lewis dted the Chronicle of

Higher Education and said, "This
year's not a year for 10, 11, 12-

percent tuition increases."

Under the student recommen-
dation, tuition for undergraduate
arts and commerce and finance

students would rise from $7,820

to $8,130, a ^10 increase.

Tuition rates for nursing, scien-

ces and engineering students
would rise from $8,080 to $8,400,

a $320 increase, under the
recommendation.
The recommendation also

states that tuition for law stu-

dents should increase $335, from
$8,420 to $8,755 for the 1988-89

academic year.

The recommendation included

a 3 percent increase in Villanova

room and board. The rationale

behind the increase, according to

(Photo by O'NMI)

Senators partidpotc in the Oct. 30 University Senate meeting.

Lewis and Phil Brach, Student

Government president, is that

room and board should rise accord-

ing to the projected increase in the

Consumer Price Index (CPI).

'The increases we [Student
Government and student sena-

tors] are recommending are being

kept within the mission statement
of the University," Lewis said.

Lewis explained that the Uni-

versity should compare itself to

other institutions that have a
similar cost structure.

"Villanova is not under-priced

when you compare it to other

comprehensive schools," he
stated.

Lewis said that, while schools

like Georgetown Univeristy and
the University of Notre Dame cost

more than Villanova, the average

tuition paid by each student after

financial aid is similar. For exam-
ple, Georgetown's tuition is

$10,950 and the average student

pays $7,821. Villanova's tuition is

$8,000 and average-tuition paid is

$6,867, a difference of $954.

Strack introduced a survey of

faculty salaries of competing
institutions and said, "Fifteen of

the 18 schools pay their professors

more than Villanova."

The survey submitted included

a list of comparable schools
according to the deans of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
College. of Nursing, College of

Engineering and the College of

Commerce and Finance.
The average (Georgetown full-

professor's salary was $60,900 for

the 1986-87 academic year, while
the average Villanova full-

professor's salary was $47,200.

Dr. Philip A. Maurone, chair-

person of the Senate, announced
that the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, will

address the Senate at their next
meeting Nov. 20. Alvin A. Clay,

dean of the College of Commerce
and Finance, said he will give the
Senate Budget Committee's report

at the next meeting.

Default rate remains low
By NOEL E. FALCO

While the Nov. 2 issue of Insight

magazine said that the default

rate of Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) irwg^An ^mbing. Gary B.

Fenner. vice president for Univer-

sity Financial Affairs, said Villa-

nova has one of the lowest default

rates among students.

"Our students always tend to

pay," said Fenner.

He stated that GSLs do not

impact the financial situation of

the University, as these loans are

given by the government and are

not on the University books.

However, Fenner said the Uni-

versity has been impacted through
increased financial aid. The policy

is to increase the amount available

for student aid by at least the

same amount, if not more than,

the amount of a tuition increase.

"We may have to do even more
as it [financial aid] is becoming a

higher priority. We are.seeing a

loss in applicants because of

financial aid," he said. .

According to Fenner, the Uni-

versity's two main problems are

the inadequacy of financial aid

packages and the lack of on-

campus residency.

"That's always the standard

response, and it's a true

response," said Fenner.

Financial aid is one of the

increasing costs of the University.

Also, the institution had to

upgrade laboratory equipment.

maintain faculty salaries and
physical facilities, he said.

"It's difficult to maintain a good
faculty as businesses offer high

salaries to attract them. We must
also maintain attractiveness of

the campus to students in order

to maintain competitiveness in

the marketplace. Operating costs

are going up," stated Fenner.

Government requirements also

cost money, as the University

must fulfill certain standards and
programs, such as the Office of

Safety and Health, Affirmative

Action and environmental safety.

Fenner said, "There are so

many regulations that you end up
hiring more people who under-

(Photo t>y QHim)

Gary B. Fenner. vice president
for Financial Afiiiirs

stand these regulations. There are
a lot of reports to be filed. The
government wants more and more
information."

Another problem the University
has is that it has a "miniscule

endowment for its size," $20
million in total, which puts pres-

sure on tuition, according to

Fenner.

"Bryn Mawr has $110 million

in endowment . . . Princeton has
a billion and a half endowment,"
he said.

Insight magazine stated that

private colleges of this type are

faulted "with significant endow-
ments for building financial

reserves rather than putting a

greater share of investment gains

into operating budgets to restrain

tuition increases."

Furthermore, according to

Insight, some administrators
believe that "larger classes could

bring in economies of scale."

HoweVer, Villanova has a 14-1

student faculty ratio, said Fenner.

"Some people believe the
smaller the student-faculty ratio,

the higher the quality. Others
believe just the opposite. You have
to look at the institution. We're
right about where we should be,"

he said.

Insight also stated that rising

tuitions could affect smaller pri-

vate colleges with enrollments of

1,000 or less.

Fenner said of Villanova,

"Enrollment is holding steady."

In the News

Homecoming events announced

Villanova's 1987 Homecom-
ing Weekend, Nov. 6-8, will

include an array of sports

events, receptions, dances and
professional workshops. On
Nov. 7 the Homecoming parade
and football game between the

Wildcats and the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen
will be held at the stadium. The
weekend will culminate Nov. 8

with a Sunday brunch spon-

sored by the College of Nursing

Alumni Association.

Of the 31,000 expected for

the occasion, six alumni will be

recognized for exceptional

career performance during the

Eighth Annual College of Arts

and Sciences Alumni Medallion

Awards dinner Nov. 6.

''Scandal'' scheduled at Y.U.

The Villanova UniverskW
Theatre will present "Schoo/

for Scandal" from Nov. 18-21

and Dec. 1-6.

Cast in the production are:

Elizabeth K. Walsh, John
Rhein, Edward 0. Flick Jr.,

Maryann Sollami, Jill DeForte,

Gerre Garrett and Michael

Foley.

Also cast are Tom Large,

Cynthia Angst, Beth Dannen-
felser, Michael Hollinger, Tho-
mas Basile, Sean P. Murray
and Matthew G. Giggins.

Others cast are T. Richard

Greene, Timothy C. Cully,

Alcide Hobbs, Michael Guerrie-

ro, Kristen Robacker and
Monique Blank.

Sigma Nu brother wins award

Nick Worthington, a member
of the Sigma Nu fraternity and
a student at Villanova Univer-

sity, has been named this

semester's recipient of a schol-

arship from the Zeta Rho/
Sigma Nu Alumni Scholarship

Fund.

Worthington a junior politi-

cal science major from Allen-

town, Pa., was selected for the

award based on criteria includ-

ing academic achievement,
University involvement, fra-

ternity activity and personal

interviews with the scholar-

ship fund board of trustees.

He currently serves as Sigma
Nu's representative to the

Interfraternity Council (IPC),

captain of Sigma Nu's intra-

mural football team and chair-

person of the fraternity's ser-

K.CH.vice committee.

Competitors listed
By KEVIN C. HEIL

The faculty affairs committee
of the Villanova University Senate
recently completed a survey deter-

mining which schools are in direct

competition with the University

in order to determine whether
faculty salaries should be
increased, according to Michael
Hones, physics professor and vice

chairperson of the faculty council.

"The purpose of the study is to

see how the salaries of the faculty

at Villanova University compare
with those of faculty at other

competing institutions," Hones
said.

The Senate's constitution states

that pne of the committee's
responsibilities is to make recom-

mendations to the Senate regard-

ing salaries, compensations and

fringe benefits.

Ten years ago. a resolution was
passed requiring the faculty coun-

cil to make its salary recommen-
dations to the vice president for

Academic Affairs. Historically,

though, this is the first time the

faculty affairs committee has

been charged with determining
the information needed for the

survey.

The goal of the University is a
good undergraduate education.

Therefore, improving faculty

salaries is a good way to improve
faculty quality, according to

Hones.

The list, presented to the Senate
last Friday, states that the schools

in direct competition with Villa-

nova regarding faculty salaries

are Boston College, Bucknell
University, Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity, Cornell University, Uni-

versity of Delaware. Drexel Uni-

versity and Fairfield University.

Also listed are Georgetown
University, College of Holy Cross,

Lafayette College. Lehigh Univer-

sity, University of Notre Dame.
University of Pennsylvania, Penn
State University. Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute, Rutgers Univer-

sity, Tufts University and Univer-

sity of Virginia.

The faculty council has sched

uled a meeting for Nov. 9 to

consider a recommendation for a
salary increase.

Jake's Place stays closed 4 1 •r/>

By DEBBIE GROSS

Jake's Place, a non-alcoholk:

pub in the Belle Air Terrace,

is cvrrently undefyoing a ree-

v^iuatkMi, aad there it no
definite plan for its conturaa-

tkm, italad Lucyna J. Gonski,

dmdor of Student Activities,

with much
wnot

A1HMi#itbMmw
MOiMn&K'tfteoe

far aapHi actMly

said Gorski. "When people

became more settled in thieir

activities at Villanova, Jake's

went downhill," she said.

Even though funding was
good and bands were brought

in ta parform, student* woukl
ooBt in for a few sMnutea in

to eat free pian. and

Jake's Plaoe is

it'a

tlMifie ia a wiah to

continue something like it at

Villanova.

Since it was created for

students, Gorski believes that

students should have a greater
input in its reorganization.
Ideas for new entertainment or
additional sufatiniis are very
weksoaM, she said.

If anyone has an interest in

working toward the future
devofopoaent of Jake's Place,

tkay akottld contact either
Ckria tyiinarir. aviatant to

thedsnn dtatudonu, or <

:i*
'A^*

-'-A.

Jake's Plaoe kitka

7
(Mtphotol

ofCMMHy
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Academic freedom in Catlielic coH^^s
(Omtinuedfrom page 1)

[by the Church] in regard to the

appointment of faculty, among
other things."

Cherry*s fears are echoed by
Galhn in her article. She wrote,

"It would indeed be, unfortunate

if Roman regulation were to force

our best theologians to seek
employment in secular rather

than Catholic universities to

avoid harassment. This fear is

expressed by many respondents

[Catholic university presidents]."

A recent example of the intru-

sion by the Roman Catholic
Church hierarchy into Catholic

higher education is the contro-

versy surrounding the Rev. Char-
les E. Curran, formerly of Cath-

olic University. Pope John Paul II

"had judged Curran 'unsuitable'

and 'ineligible' to be a professor

of Catholic theology, because of

his personal views on sex, abor-

tion and birth control which clash

with Church doctrine," according

to an editorial in the Sept. 6, 1986,

issue of America magazine.

The editorial stated, "Father

Curran is not somuch the initiator

as the articulator of such wides-

pread doubts about some official

teachings. To discipline him is to

execute the messengerwho brings

upsetting news.**

Dr. Michael E. Burke, director

of the honors promm, expraued
concern that the Curran incident

has had a "dampening effect" on
many professors of theology.

Cherry agrees thaMt is "a neg-

ative blow to^cmmic freedom"
and that "Rofiie has no clear sense

of higher education in the United
Stotes."

FatherCumm 1$ not SO

mUCR WO mmWnOw 95

the ortkubAor ofsuch
wUosprood doubts
shoutsome offMol
toacMivs. To discipline

him Is to execute the

messenger who brhigs

upsettingnews.

In regard to Villanova, Burke
stated, "Classes and curriculum

are not interfered with by the

Church here. Our Catholic iden-

tity outlines our agendas and
priorities, but the professors here

are relatively free to teach as they

desjre."

A theology professor, who
dedined to be identified, sUtcd,

'Though I cannot speak foraU of

my peers, I feei that a tbeokgian

at Villanova Universitv hu raal-

tively total academic freadom to

teach and to conduct his class as

he sees fit."

Burke named, however, one
exception to the usuiUy liberal

academic environment at Villa-

nova. In 1986, the Rev. Daniel

McGuire of Marquette University

in Wisconsin was scheduled to

lecture at ViUanova. His appear-

ance was later cancelled by the

administration because of the
controversial reputation McGuire
had acquired because of his views
on abortion.

Burke speculated that the
administration came to this deci-

.sion because of the potential

negative publicity that may have
resulted from McGuire's high
visibility and reputation, thus
provoking an angry reaction from
elements of the Philadelphia arch-

diocesan community.

The American Association of

University Professors (AAUP)
subsequently held an investiga-

tion at Villanova regarding the

McGuire matter, lutpidoiis of a
violation of academic freedom,

to Cherry.

"ViUaiMva was-fKt censured in

this case/' Cherry added. He alao

revealed that Boston CoUw had
been investipted by theAAUP for

also cancelling a McGuire lecture.

HesbuiiH, in the New York
Timte interview, stressed the

importanceof the laity in ensuring

academic freedom. "lif the church
tries to interfere in a university

like this one [Notre Dame], which
has a lay boatd, the board can say,

'We have academic freedom — we
are autonomous.' " Conversely,

"When someone tries to interfere

on a religious basis, and your

board of directors consists of

cardinals, bishops and arch-

bishops, like at Catholic Univer-

sity, then you might have to go
along when word comes from
headquarters."

Cherry agreed with Hesbuigh's
idea that lay boards help guarah-
tee academic freedom. *'Right
now, the minority of members on
the Board of Trustees ofViUanova
are lay people. According to Uni-
versity law, one-third plus one
member must be Augustinians,"
Cherry stated.

(Mv phdo)

Dr. Charles L. Cherry, associate
vice president for Academic
Affairs.

i
Hesbufgh also accounts for the

financial aspect of this situation.

"We(CathoUc universities] would
stand to toae a lot of government
assistance if we conformed to the
dkUtes of the Church." He dtes
this amount to be approximately
$500 million nationwide.

Vhv National Orik^r f>t" Omcua West campus nzoning
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STEVEN McNALLY

This week the Order of Omega is pleasedto honor

the accomplishments of Steven McNally of the Lamda
Chi Alpha Fraternity.

Steve is a senior accounting major with an honors

concentration, and comes to Villanova from nearby
Churchville, Pa.

As a brother of LXA, Steve haa-served as historian

and as assistant to the vice president. Steve has also

held the position of IPC philanthropies chairperson

and recently served as the IFC chairperson for the

Greek Halloween party. In addition, Steve has been

involved in several academic honor societies,

including Gamma Phi and the Order of Omega. The
Dean's Ust has included his name for all of his

semesters as a result of his 3.94 GPA.
Outside of classes, Steve takes part in the

University Christian Outreach Program, the V.U.

crew team and the Accounting Society. Currently,

Steve holds the positions of Sprmg Break chairperson
for tha Union and Environmental Committee
chairperson for the Vfflanova Committee for the

Hoaselesa.

For all of his honors add accompliahmcntB, tha

Order of Omaoi is proud to honor Stare McNally
of Lamda Chi Alpha as the Greek of the Week.

(Continued jrotn page 1)

ing the University to use the land

for any housing or academic
purposes, according to Martin.

Villanova acquired the 46.43

acres of the Morris tract about 10

years ago, and it is zoned R-1, or

Residential-one acre, Martin said.

Under this zoning, only single-

family dwellings are permitted on
this land. The University hopes

tochange the zoningfrom residen-

tial to institutional, which woul$i

then make construction possible;

said Martin.

The overall plan for the west

campus area includes a proposal

to build dormitories or apartments

for 400 students on the St. Mary's

tract of land. In addition, the

Universi^ proposes to construct

dormitories or apartment build-

ings to house 800 students on the

Morris tract in the area where
Donnellon and Klekotka halls

currently stand, Martin said.

When these fadUties are built,

the University plans to reduce the

number of men housed in St.

Mary's Hall from 290 to 166

because the rooms are small and
were originally designed as sin-

gles. The west campus area will

ultimately house 1,3(56 students.

The second building use in

Martin and Tuchman's master
plan is for a two-story student

services building. The building

will include a dining hall and
indoor recreational facilities, such
as basketball and tennis courts,

since, according to Martin, "it is

a long trek to the duPont
Pavilion."

Martin and Tuchman plan to

use the land west of the present

soccer fields on the Morris tract

for the construction of adminis-

trative or academic facilities.

Martin stated, "We envision it as
^ faculty offices ... as yet
unspecified."

In addition to the buildings

outlined in the plans, "about 35
acres [of the 46.43 acres on the

Morris tract] will be dedicated to

fields, open space and setbacks,"

according to Martin.

About 17.7 acres are marked for

a setback area, a zone of land
which borders all non-Villanova

property and upon which the
University will not buikl at all.

'About 42 acres are intended for

open space that will serveto make
the area pleasant and function as
an additional setback region. "We
want to be good neighbors [by
providing an adequate buffer
zone], said Martin.

Another 14 acres will be set

aside for outdoor recreation space.

A varsity baseball field and re-

located varsity tennis courts are

planned, along with intramural
fields and outdoor basketball and
tennis courts for general student

use.

Also, additional space must be
set aside for parking to meet
student and faculty needs. One
parkingspace is required for every

three residents; therefore, at least

266 parking spaces would be
needed.

The timing in beginning this

construction if rezoning is

approved depends on fundraising

efforts. "We would build on west
campus consistent with the
results we have in the next Cov-
toant campaign," said Martin.

Martin stated that the Radnor
commiOsioners were "pretty

receptive" to the University's

rezoning request. He said that

Villanova is trying to meet the

concerns of nei^bors. Last night

University officials met with
neighbors to discuss these plans.

Students

^ .̂

^''S, "' '

(Continuedfrom page 1)

dissenting.

Slightly under^3 percent said

that "too liberal" was an apt

description of the pontiff.

Changes approved
A majority of students poll^

favored a change in Church rules

on three issues that have been
recent subjects of debate among
Catholics.

For instance, four out of five

students approved of "allowing

divorced Catholics to marry in the

Church."
Changes in the rules on matters

of ordination were also favored.

Over 68 percent, including about
73 percent of women and nearly

66 percent of men, approved
allowing women to be priests.

Studoits were moreevenly split

on the issue of allowing priests to

marry, with 54.3 percent favoring

this change.

Uncertainty over future
Students were generally not

sure about what changes might
occur within the Church in the
near future.

The majority of students saw
allowing divorced Catholics to

marry in the Church as the only

change likely to occur within the

next 25 years.

Studenta were evenly split on
the likelihood of the ordiiiatk» of

women and the Church's approval
of Catholics using artificial meth-
ods of birth control. Almost 63
percent said it was unlikely that

priests will be aBowed to marry
within the next 2S years.

Over 95 percent stated the
Church will pfolphly not anprove
of abortion hy tlM yiaraOll Alao,

neaiiy 80 parcem. Siid itswas
ualikaly that an AoMriean wiU ba
choiMi as Bop« brIM tea.

/. Saak. (Hkar uMkilmimt »Ha
aitkkmanAWJ,Afcst SlaUmn

?r'««*^

s^kms stolen

liSSSBttfLiiJS&aSLlfi 'iff 3 fffAfi

By SABINA PIEICE

Fifty-five parking permits have
been itoien sinet the beginning of

the semester, and "it [the rate of

robberies] seems to havepicked up
since Fall Break," said Lt. John
Harrity of ViUanova Security.

Villanova's pc^icy on parking

permits states that if a student

loses a permit, he must purchase

a new one for $50. However, if a

. student reports it stolen, he can
file a theft report with the police

^ department in the municipality in

which it haa been stolen.

It costs $5 to file a report with
Radnor Township and $10 with
Lower Merion Township.
The student must then bring a

copy of the theft report to the

Security office, where they will

put the student's name on a list.

The student will not receives new
sticker, but having his name on
this list will entitle him not to be

tkketed or towed away from the

main lot.

'This list does not entitle them
to park where they like, though,

Eysenck
to speak
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

The third annual Fritz Nova
Lecture will be held Nov. 10 at 8

p.m. in the Connelly Center Cine-

ma. Dr. Hans J. Eysenck will be

speaking in a colloquy for

membersof the psychology depart-

ment and invited guests.

Each year, a member of the

Social Science Forum is asked to

invite a distinguished speaker to

speak at the Fritz Nova Lecture.

As a member of the Social Science

Forum, Dr. Justin Xjrfeen, a polit-

ical' science {lessor, arranged

for Eysenck to speak on the

''Decline and Fall of Sigmund
Freud.'*

Eysenck was a fellow student

with Dr. Fritz Nova, a former

political science professor at

Villanova, in Berlin, Germany.

Eysenck studied French litera-

ture, history and literature at the

university of Dijon, France. He
later obtained his doctorate in

psychology in London.

Eysenck organized a depart-

ment of experimental psychology

at the Maudsly Hospital in Lon-

don, and later foundeid the depart-

ment of psychology at the Insti-

tute of Psychiatry at the

University of London.

Eysenck also founded two jour-

nals: Behaviour Research and

'therapy, and Personality and

Individual Differences.

Eysenck studied and compared
mental patients who received

psychoanalysis with other mental
patients who did not receive any
psychoanalysis. His research
showed that a greater percentage

of those who did not receive

treatment were cured.

Eysenck wrote a book, Tkt
Dicline and Fall of Sigmund
F^fwud, detailing evidence of the

ineffectiveness of Freud's psy-

choanalysis. In addition, he
attacked the underlying theories

that Freud uaed as his basis.

Green stated, "Evsenck was
choaen because he haa nuKle a

great impact on the aocial

aocncca.

G^een added, "Eyaenck's find-

ings can have broad iraplkations

OR the validity of paychoanalysis.

In turn, medicai and nursing

tnamenta woiikl have to ba re-

evaluated. Social sciences in

that provide a atrong

_ of tht thaory d 'nature

m Wwtiiii*' would alao him to

juatm the main kit^-'said Harrity.

**Mtmt of the permits seem to

be reported stolen fn»n the Regen-

cy Apartments,- added Harrity.

Sgt. John Rutty of the Radnor
Township Police Department
disagreed. He saki, "Most of the

permits reported^tolen have been

from the main lots on campuiT."

There have been so many stu-

dents filing theft reports with

Radnor that they will only file a

report if the complainant has the

permit number, he said.

The Radnor Police Department

is not doing any investigative

work on the stolen permits. "We
are not doing anything about the

stoloi permits because we basi-

cally let Villanova [University]

handle problems like this internal-

ly. We will only step in if Villanova

asks," said Rutty.

An exact count of how many
theft reports have been filed in

Radnor was not available, as this

information is not kept on the

computers. Rutty ' estimated,

though, that around 50 reports

have been filed.

An officer from the Lower
Merion Township Police Depart-

ment stated that they have had
no complaints and they have not

written any reports on parking

permits stolen in Lower Merion.

A few parking permits have

been recovered. 'lITe are handling

each case individually," said

Stephen McWilliams, the Univer-

sity's juiUcal affairs officer.

McWilliams stated that there

would be a standard fine of $100
charaed to students caught with

astofen permit. Of that, $50would
go to replacing the permit to the

student from whom it was stolen.

The convicted student would also

be put on probatkm.

"The hardest thing is to prove

that the permit was stolen by the

individual, or if it was bought off

someone else," said McWilliams.

Rutty suggested that a way to

alleviate the problem would be to

revert to the old bumper stickers

and, for the time being, to have

a guard checking permit numbers
in the main lots.

Itatioiial News Notes
Cut In college toans considered

A bill introduced last week
by the Reagan administration

to Congress would cut off

students from their Guaran-
teed Student Loans (GSL) if

they attend a college where the

default rate is high.

The bill would drop colleges

from the GSL program that do
not pursue defaulters actively

enough to collect on the loan.

"It really is a disgrace,

schools with 50-, 60- or 70-

percent default rates," stated

William Kristol of the U.S.

Department of Education. The
schools with the highest
default rates are private trade

schools, community colleges

and predominantly black
institutions.

The GSL program is the

most widely used financial aid.

M.S.

Market crash affects colleges

When theDowJones Industrial

Average plummeted 506 points

Oct. 19, the value of many
stock portfolios held by schools

across the nation also fell

precipitously.

Colleges typically own port-

folios full of stocks and other

investments. The profits from
the portfolios are used in a

number of ways, which include

payments for big-money con-

struction projects and provid-

ing financial aid to students

frozen out of federal aid pro-

grams by budget cuts.

Most observers say the stock

market should not have an
immediate effect on tuition,

salaries and other education

costs. However, donations and
other long-term commitments
by contributors who have
investments in the stock
market could be affected.

M.S.

Col. North presents contra slides

(file photo)

Fifty-five parking permits have been stolen since the beginning of

the semester, according to Lt. John Harrity of ViUanova Security.

Lt. Col. Oliver North is tak-

ing his message of aid for the

Nicaraguan contras to college

campuses through a videotape

of Central American slides.

The videotape was barred by
the congressional committee
investigating the Iran-contra

affair during North's
testimony.

The videotape has been
shown at the University of

Maryland, the University of

Southern California and the

University of Texas, as well as

other college campuses.

The slides show Soviet ships

patrolling the Caribbean Sea,

Cuban children learning addi-

tion with guns and grenades,

war-torn Central American
families, strategic airfields and
the graves of Nicaraguan
contras.

North allegedly used the

same slide show to solicit funds

from private donors for the

contras, despite a congressional

ban on such activities.

Many prominent Republi-

cans feel that the slide show
makes a more convincing argu-

ment for contra aid than the

efforts of President Reagan's

administration.

M.S.
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Columbia U. $100,000 offer critiqued
By SHARON A. WATERS takeover if it is not a beneficial

Alvin A. Clay, dean of the

College ofCommerce and Finance,

called Columbia Business School

pr^essor Asher Edelman's recent

$100,000 offer to students "uneth-

ical as far as education is con-

cerned." In his class about corpo-

rate raiding, Edelman offered

$100,000 toany studentwhocould

pinpoint a possible takeover target

for his company.
Clay also said there was "no

way anything like this would
happen at Villanova."

New York businessperson Edel-

man, who teaches the class part

time, developed the offer as part

of the final exam, with $100,000

being paid to the student if Edel-

man actually decided to purchase

the company that the student

suffiested.

Columbia Business School Dean

John Burton banned the proposal

on the grounds that students

might ignore other courses in

their pursuit of Edelman's cash

incentive, and that academics

should be undertaken in order to

learn and enrich oneself, not to

obtain a cash reward.

ConskSering thecash offer "very

unprofessional," Clay felt that

good grades should be enough of

a reward to a student.

Clay said the College of Com-
merce and Finance's goal is to

"teach them [students] to be

ethkal busincsapeaple'' and sUted

that the College "oiOy hires people

that share our mission and our

goals to teach etlucal business

practices."

In accordance with this goal of

ethks. Clay su0ettcd that a class

concermng corporata takaovcrs

shouki addreia such issues as

why a ooinpany shonld merve
with another, which flnns put

thsnstlvaa in a position to be

ovir aad how to avoid a

one.

Clay deemed studying the

effects of a merger on the

employees and management of a

company and its customers as

important also.

If the professor wished to dis-

cuss the actual process of a

takeover, he must first identify a

good merger in order to teach good

business ethics, according to Clay.

Clay felt that any investigative

work between a student and
professor in search of a suitable

merger target should be conducted

outside of the classroom. If a

student working for a professor

was also in his class, there could

be the danger that a professor

"may not be as objective in grad-

ing the student," according to

Clay.

C. Gerald Walsh, economics

professor, termed Edelman's offer

"a corruption of the intent of

academics by focusing on narrow

profit gain over the general pur-

suit of knowledge."

When^asked if he thought a

studenTcould learn while at the

same^ime working under a cash

incentive, Walsh sakl that the two
"do not necessarily go hand in

hand."
Walsh, however, felt there

"might bean element of hypocrisy

by universities pursuing money
from the Ash^ Eddmans of the

workl," and added that to some
it nu|^t seem a matter of differ-

ence in degree and not in kind.

Dr. John F. Stehle, economks
professor, conaklered Edelman's

$100,000 proposal "very appropri-

ate" under the circumstances but

felt that Edriinan was not very

dear in explaining his offer.

Stehle stated his interpretatkm

of Edehnan's proposal as offering

the money only to a student who
met the difficult requiremenu.

C^iag tht toagi random procees

and intense study to find a suit-

able takeover target for Edelman's
specific company, Stehle consid-

ered it "pure luck" and about a

one in 1,000 chance that a student

would be successful.

After multiplying this low prob-

ability by the $100,000 offered and
assuming a class size of 10 stu-

dents, Stehle felt that the result-

ing $10 expected value to each
student was reasonable and would
not be high enough to cause
students to neglect other courses.

Stehle said that a "professor

should be allowed to offer any
reasonable incentive" to his stu-

dents, and if a professor felt that

a student was worth $100,000,

then he would have a "moral
obligation" to pay that student

$100,000.

Stehle further speculated that

universities are afraid to offer

material incentives to students.

He added that this "alleged fear

of financial incentives just might

be an intent to coverup the fact

that a university is acting as a

cartel purchaser of expensive
advertising input, such as
athletes."

(file photo)

Alvin A. Clay, dean of the C<^ege
of Commerce and Finance.

Rankings disputed
By J.M. RUBIN

(CPS) — Stanford is the best of

the 10 best "national universities"

in the country, U.S. News and
World Report asserted in its new
issue, but college presidents —
stung by the ever-growing

numbers of unscientific "rank-

ings" of their schools ~ begun

blasting the article as unfair four

weeks ago.

"Yours is a highly superficial

but highly visible analysis that

helps those who don't need it and
makes it harder for those who
need help," Mkkilebury College

Preskient Olin C. Robinson wrote
the magazine's editors, asking
then not to publish their list

anymore.

Indeed, more than 65 of the

asked to rank coUe^es

by the magazine tried to stop U.S.

News& World Report from releas-

ing the results Oct. 17, but the

magazine ignored their pleas.

"We use the same categories to

rank the schools as the Carnegie

FoundatH)n [for the Advancement
of Teaching]," U.S. News' Paul

Vizza said in defense of the mag-
azine's annual ranking of

campuses.
U.S. News asks college presi-

dents— "the best informed judges
of American education," Vizza

claimed — which schools they

consider best in various
categories.

The presidents said they are fed

up with the proliferation of rank-

ings of colleges by sources as

diverse as the Dow Jones Com-
pany, Spy Magazine, the Yale

News and Playboy.
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Nov. 13, 7 p.m.

Jake Nevin Fieldhouse

$1 Donation

TO BENEFIT CHILD VICTIMS OF AIDS

APPLICATIONS FOR
EMCEES DUE T • It AY

RSA Office

21 5 Dougherty Hail

i%:

Start your Friday nlgtit

off right - do not miss
this exciting and

entertaining event!

I
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RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
215 DOUGHERTY HALL 64&-7210

s
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U^etciuice ACumittf

Ibe IhnUySportolthBMbid

eTcOLLEGE
BOWL

Villanova college bowl competition

Nov. 21 C.C. Cinema
team registration fee $5 team (4 person) sign-ups Nov. 1 6-1 9 in union office

First place team prize $100 Regional

Second place team prize $75

STOP BY UNION OFFICEFOR MORE INFORMA TION

Competition
at V.U. in Feb.

LIVE AT
THE TERRACE

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDIAN/MUSICIAN

DAVE
RUDOF

5:30-7:30 p.m.

BELLE AIR TERRACE
NOV. 10

00 GENERAL
UNION

GATHERING

NOV. 17,

5:30-6:30 p.m.
WEST LOUNGE

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!

NOV. 11 ^^ ^-^
TIXONLY$10 "^^^^

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
*15 Coin

*3 Food Coupon
*5 Deferred

r/X ON SALE C.C. TIX OFFICE

Bus leaves

duPont at

5:45 p.m,

M VIESM VIESM VIES M VIES M VIESM VIES M VIES

PLATOON
NEXT

WEEK • •

KeMteu

C.C. CINEMA 6.-30 pjn. and 9 p.m. *2

CULTURAL
FILM SERIES
PAUL SHRADER'S

MISHIMA
NOV. 7, 8 & 9

'j^-*' "''' >'.,.t -Mi.-,^. - -^.-« .. ^..^. ^.
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Here's to Villanova
All too often, when Villanova students are discouraged

by the University's visitation policy, single-sex dormitories

and other restrictions, they tend to focus on the negative
aspects of attending a Catholic university. While this

emotion is understandable, it should not overshadow the
positive aspects of Villanova. For, in an increasingly

secular world, Villanova provides its students with an
education grounded in values and a commitment to beliefs.

Perhaps the greatest asset of our Catholic university

is that teachingcan take a Christian intellectual and moral
perspective without the fear of violating the separation
of Church and state that is present at public universities.

Villanova graduates thus bring not only knowledge to the
working world, but a sense of values and ethics and an
enlightened social consciousness as well.

Villanova is also enriched by the fine teaching
tradition of the Augustinians. The University's emphasis
on the humanities, including philosophy and religious

studies, is held in high regard, as evidenced by Villanova's

No. 1 ranking in the U.S. News and World Report's recent

poll. Villanova students also have the chance to take
valuable courses in the peace and justice program.

In addition, Villanova students are offered many
opportunities to help their fellow man through the
program for the homeless, Special Olympics and other
service organizations. And students' spiritual needs are
well-tended to, with daily Masses, the sacrament of

reconciliation and Gospel study groups readily available.

Yet, while Villanova has many strengths, it faces a
substantial challenge in the 1980s — remaining open to

new ideas. Tradition is a valuable gem, but it loses its

luster if it is used as a defense against necessary,
progressive change. If visiting hours and single-sex

dormitories are retained solely because Villanova is a
Catholic university, and it is tradition, we will not meet
the challenge. For Villanova to grow, an awareness of

issues and changes in the Catholic Church and the secular
world is vital.

While attending a Catholic university may at times
have its drawbacks, the benefits reaped from a Villanova
education are many. Here's to the growth of our Catholic
university, Villanova, with best wishes for successfully

meeting the challenge of change through the 1980s and
beyond.

Revive Jake's Place
As a result of Villanova's stricter alcohol policy, the

number of on-campus parties has sharply decreased

during the past few years. Villanova opened a non-

alcoholic pub, Jake's Place, to standing-room-only crowds
two years ago. However, because of its dwindling
popularity last year, the pub did not re-open this semester,
and there are no definite plans for its continuation. Its

continuation, though, is a must, and the University should
make every effort to reopen Jake's Place.

Dr. Arthur Shriberg in his recent evaluation of

Student Life recommended that the University "work very

hard to demonstrate non-alcoholic options." He said that

Jake's Place should be open more often and given more
resources. His suggestions should be followed.

Jake's Place should be open not only on Wednesday,
as in the past, but on one weekend night as well, when
on-campus residents without transportation would have
the time to utilize it. Furthermore, the pub should be
consistently opened on the specified nights. Part of the

reason for its decline was the randomjiature of its hours.

Other universities, including Notre Dame and
Fordham, have found repeated success with their non-

alcoholic pubs. The administration should investigate

these pub operations at other schools. In the meantime,
adding an inexpensive menu of appetizers and a non-

alcoholic bar along with the pizza, would definitely attract

more students.

The administration should certainly take some steps

if they seriously want to curb alcohol consumption and
abuse and at the same time want to offer some social

alternatives and entertainment.

Letters to the Editor.

Students encouraged to unite
To the Editor:

We are writing in reference to

the increased difficulties students

are having with Security, partic-

ularly involving the parking tags.

This innovation of the Security

department, or more accurately of

The Rev. Patrick J. Rice O.S.A.,

vice president for administration,

and Rowan Kelly, head of Secur-

ity, has caused nothing but frus-

tration, aggravation, and of

Ourpurpose in writing

tliis letter is to encour-

Ve anyone wlio luis liad

problems with security,

especially the parking

tags, to bring it to the

attention ofany of the
leaders of campus or-

ganizations.

course, if stolen, an additional

$50. By the way, for those of you
who do not know who Rice is, he
is the person responsible for such
areas as Food Services, the book-

store. Housekeeping and Mainte-

nance, as well as S^urity.
Problems with Security are

certainly not new to Villanova.

However, the institution of park-

ing tags and the ever-increasing

negative attitude the Security
department is expressing toward
students is an issue that needs to

be addressed and brought to the

attention of the administration.

The increased occurrences of

towing, ticketing and overall

inconsistencies in the application

of policies need to be looked at

with a serious eye by Rice and
other key administrators.

Our purpose in writing this

letter is to encourage anyone who

has had problems with Security,

especially concerning the parking
tags, to bring it to the attention

of any of the leaders of campus
organizations (Villanova Union,
IFC, Panhel, Student Govern-
ment, RSA and ACS). It is only
by uniting all of our grievances
that we will be able to create an
impact that will make the admin-
istration take notice.
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What is life at a Catiiolic university?
By SUSAN TOLVE

Catholic universities are often

perceived as institutions that are

lacking — laddng in coed dorms,
lacking in liberal ideals, even
lacking in birth control dis-

pensers. Villanova's rich Catholic

tradition,'however, adds a unique
flavor to college life which has
many positive aspects — aspects

most secular institutions lack.

It is said that the little things

in life are what matters. Villanova

has all the small touches of

Catholic institution. The bells at

Corr Chapel ring out "Amazing
Grace," religious statues are

located throughout campus,
crosses are engraved in buildings

and crucifixes hang in classrooms.

All serve as an outward sign of

Villanova's Catholicity and also a

reminder of what is really impor-

tant in life:*

It is only fitting that we cele-

brate life with the people we live,

work and party with. Mass is such

a celebration at Villanova. The
standing-room-only masses at the

V.U. chapel unify the Villanova

community. Students of diverse

backgrounds with different ideas

come together toworshipone God.

Many students take an active role

in the masses, serving as lectors,

eucharistic ministers, ushers or

musicians.

In addition to weekly celebra-

tions, masses also highlight

important events at Villanova

such at the start of a new school

year or Parents' Weekend. Incom-

ingfreshmen unite with their new
classmates and parents at a wel-

coming Mass on the first day of

orientation. Shortly afterwards,

the students say goodbye to their

families. Four years later, theM
same students will celebrate a
Baccalaureate Mass, and soon
after end their Villanova
education.

Education should not center

exclusively around the classroom.

Students need to be aware of the

world around them to gain real

knowledge. Among V.U. students,

participation in activities such as

the Sunshine Project, Special

Olympics, Balloon Day and
Hunger Awareness Week spur
learning and awareness. Year
after year, the large number of

student volunteers for these activ-

ities show a sincere willingness

on the part of Villanovans to reach
out to others.

Many students feel like they

need help themselves during final

exams in December, with Christ-

mas right around the comer. This
can be a difficult time for all

students, especially freshmen
who are away from their families

for the beginning of holiday fes-

tivities. Most Villanovans quickly

get in the holiday spirit, however.
Each year the annual tree-lighting

ceremony is held in Kennedy Mall
with music and speakers. In

addition, students deck the dorm
halls for the Christmas decorating

contest and hold holiday parties.

If a student ever is experiencing

problems with his or her faith, or

having a personal problem, there

are clergy and other staff members
at Villanova willing to listen.

Sometimes they can be of more

help to a student than a peer

would be. Even if a student does

not use these resources, it is

comforting for him or her to know
that they are available, if needed.

Villanova lacks some of the

aspects of secular university. But

the opposite is also true. At
Villanova, Catholicism and college

life are successfully blended
together to create an atmosphere
of community absent from other

institutions.

Villanova may be more restric-

tive than other universities, but
no one is restricted from leaving.

We are all here by choice.

Susan Tolve is a senior com-

munications major and the asso-

ciate editor of the Villanovan.

Dealing with communism

Sane options available to U.S
By JOE BLACK

arid

MAUREEN VAUGHAN

In an op-ed article in the Oct.

30 Villanovan, Lou Meshon,
senior political science major and
College Republican, posed that the

Unit«l States should abandon the

zero-zero option plan for the
elimination of Intermediate
Nuclear Forces (INF) in Europe,

and instead should "... drive the

Soviets into an arms race that

they cannot win unless they
further starve the already desper-

ate population of their country."

Apart from the moral questions

raised by urging the United States

to "starve" another nation, there

are political flaws in what Meshon
says.

. First, reliance on nuclear wea-
pons to defend Europe is tactically

and strategically ludicrous. NATO
commanders have, for years,

stated as much. To paraphrase

formerNATOCommander Gener-

al Sir John Hackett, from state-

ments made on PBS' "War: A
Commentary": Nuclear was is the

ultimate obscenity, and anything

which tends toward it makes me
very nervous ... I do not think you>
can stop it, once it has started.

The NATO philosophy of "flex-

ible response," using nuclear

weapons to defend Europe, is

flawed at a basic level, best

expressed in the famous quote

from the Vietnam War. "To save

the village, we had to destroy it."

NATO would be forced to destroy

the very land it was trying to

defend.

Looking at INF weapons as

political ^rgaining chips, a view
both sides have taken since the

Soviet SS-20 and U.S. Pershing 2

missiles were introduced to the

European theatre, shows that a

zero-aero plan effectively nullifies

any advantaae either side could

have.

If anything, the West wonki
have a rough advantafe in nuclear

weapons, and a corresponding

political advantap. The advan-

tage would come from the British

and French nuclear forces not

included in the zero-zero plan.

Although it is true that these

forces are not attached to NATO,
they are Western-oriented and
represent a force that the Soviets

must contend with politically and
militarily.

There are also U.S. Navy
ballistic-missile firing subma-
rines, which are a considerable

nuclear deterrent in themselves.

There would, therefore, be a

rough parity in nontheatre
nuclear weapons in the wake of

a U.S.-USSR zero-zero option
agreement.

The argument that "superior"

Soviet conventional forces pose a
threat to Western Europe is a
valid one, but to purely state this

in terms of numbers, as Meshon
does, is misleading. Meshon fails

to take into account such things

as Western technological super-

iority, better noncommissioned
officer leadership at the company
level, the greater subsidiary that

exists in Western armies, the

unreliability of the Warsaw Pact

allies and NATO's basic mission

as a defensive force.

Although it is obvious that the

Soviets possess numerical super-

iority, the placing of nuclear

weapons in Europe is not the

answer to the inevitable collapse

of NATO defenses under a mas-
sive Soviet assault. This doctrine

realistically offers the NATO
commander only two options: to

surrender Europe or to destroy it

— options being both politically,

militarily and strategically

unacceptable.

The only answer, then, is to

strengthen NATO's conventional

forces, with the understanding

that the Western European
members must make a greater

commitment to theirown defense,

at the very least, nuitching the

peroent^peolGNPthat the United

States spends on mutual defense.

With nuclear war ruled unac-

ceptable as a solution to a Euro-

pean conflict, bech from a sense

of survival and from basic reason,

the defense of Europe must still

be provided for until the United

States and the Soviet Union can

negotiate a lasting agreement to

remove all troops from the heart

of Europe. Substantially streng-

thening NATO's conventional

defenses is the best way to ensure

Western European security at

present, while lessening the very

real danger of nuclear war and
eliminating the ridiculous quand-

ry theNATO commander is placed

in.

Engaging in a new arms race

with the Soviet Union at this point

would be destablizing at best, and
an invitation to nuclear holocaust

at worst. Though the United

States should not bend to commu-
nism, the United States and the

USSR must recognize the huge

responsibility that they share in

ensuring the peace and survival

of mankind. There are much
saner ways of dealing with com-

munism than inviting the Soviets

to join in an orgy of mutual
destruction.

Joe Black is a junior political

science/Russian major. Maureen
Vaughan is a sophomore honors

major. Both are republicans.

Quote

of Note

"It is important that those

who are appointed to this func-

tion [teaching} should be tree

from intimidation and subordi

nation . . , The performance of

this function of seeking neu
truths will sometimes mean .

.

.

the undermining of widely or

generally accepted beliefs.

"

Arthur O. Loveioy
on the term

*academk freciloir'

f !> Hi I .
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Letters
Be open to all viewpoints

Students urged to

voice complaints
To the Editor:

To all students: Have you ever

been a victim of one of the follow-

ing problems?

—Your car is towed after your

sticker has been stolen and
you are told that you must
purchase another parking
sticker.

—You live in St. Monica's Hall

and every morning you see

the Security guard's car

parked illegally in the fire

lane — a place where a stu-

dent would be ticketed after

10 minutes of parking.

—It is 3:30 a.m. and you have
parked your car in the Main
Lot. After studying in Tolen-

tine late at night, you come
to a ticketed car even after

you paid $50 for a sticker.

—You have been confronted by
rude office help when
attempting to visit the Secur-

ity office during lunch hours.

All of these and many other

instances have occurred on this

campus. They are actual

accounts. Furthermore, over the

past four years, these incidents

involving Security have increased

in variety and frequency. While

some are more severe than others,

everyone at one point during his

or her four years at Villanova will

have experienced some type of

negative confrontation with V.U.

Security.

It is time for Villanovans to

voice their opinions and com-

plaints on such campus issues.

We need the support of fellow

Villanovans. We are willing to

spearhead this issue, but we need

your help. We encourage you to

contact us or write a letter to the

Villanovan. Remember —
nothing will change unless we all

work together.

The Inter-Fraternity Council
and PanheUenic Association

Executive Boards

TotheEdhor:

Thift letter is a response to the

Oct aO letter "Adhere to Catholic

Values." in which the author
objected to the presence of the

National Organisation for Women
<NOW)t a group which supports

abortion, on campus. She went on
to write, "To my mind, they have
absolutdy no business recruiting

on a Catholiccampus -r*or is there

any such thing anymore as a

Catholic camp|us?'*

Though this woman is con-

cerned with upholding "Catholic

values," more spedfi^ly official

Church doctrine, she fails to

recognize an essential point: Vil-

lanova is a university, not an
instrument through which the

beliefs and opinions ofone interest

group are professed.

The purpose of a university is

to help stimulate and facilitate

intellectual growth among its

students. Furthermore, in order to

achieve this new knowledge, all

theories and ideas must be allowed

to be freely expressed, even if they

conflict witli generally accepted

beliefs.

Intellectual progression is often

the result of controversy, and this

has been iMustrated throughout
history on numerous occasions.

Therefore, it is up to the student
to analyse and speculate upon
these theories and conclude his or

must'realiie that religious belief

cannot be fonoed upon a perMn.

Indeed, a healthy faith is not

afraid to approach controversial

and opposite ideas.

dOPIhAitaMMtiNifpt^ogfwloti It oiiM fllp0

fniMTiif. jfliffUt felt tflM tkttint&d

mSWOfj Off JNHIIOnNiS OCCMIOfiS-

her own personal truth from
them.

Though I personally do not

agree with the pnxhoice move-

ment, this group, as well as

students, have a right to expose

and be exposed to their ideas. The
author of the previous letter truly

degrades the Villanova student

body in that she feels that the

administration must "guard
against losing our values in the

modern candy-^hop, pick-and-

choose style of morality."

Does she feel that we are not

capable of maturely addressing

the pro-choice movement, reflect-

ing on it for ourselves and reach-

ingan intelligent and morally self-

respectable answer? Surely she

The author of the previous
letter feared that Catholic univer-
sities were losing their Catholic
ideas and transforming into
"secular-humanist environ-
ments." I feel this is not the case
because, for modem Catholicism
to thrive and progress, we must
be open to all viewpoints of a
specific issue and not attempt to
force-feed beliefs into mature
adults.

That mentality is archaic and
destructive. Therefore, I find
people such as this author subver-
sive to the religious and academic
freedom to which the Villanova
community is entitled.

Jennifer A. Reidy
Qass of 1989

Def Leppard misrepresented

in W/i!afiovan concert review

Do not censor ideas
To the Editor:

I believe that the authors of the
Oct. 30 letter to the editor
"Replace Abortion Ad," have
forgotten the importance of an
unbiased education. The alumnae
authors suggest that the adver-

tisement for the Amnion Crisis

Pregnancy Center is inconsistent

with Villanova's Catholic
philosophy.

I had always been taught that

the best education is one that is

all-encompassing. Villanova is a
Catholic campus, but does that

mean that all non-Catholic ideas

should be kept from the students?

One service of the center is

informing students about abortion

before they make a hasty decision.

It is a place for pregnant women.
The Amnion Crisis Pregnancy

Center does not perform abor-

tions, but offers guidance and aid

to pregnant women in need, wheth-

er they are Catholic or non-

Catholic. After all, we must not

exclude the students attending

Villanova who are not Catholic.

Villanova offers students an
excellent education in peace and
justice, along with teaching the

Catholic tradition. This education

will help students to make morally

sound decisions on a wide variety

of topics. We should be careful not

to censor ideas that may be dif-

ferent from our own, and to

provide both sides to every story.

In this case, the Villanovan
should continue to run the
advertisement.

Diane Bodden
Class of 1990

To the Editon

We are writing this letter in

bitter response to last week's

review of the Oct. 13 Def Leppard

concert, which proclaimed that

Def Leppard gave an uninspired

performance and was "outrocked"

by Tesla at the Spectrum. We
consider this to be a thoroughly

inaccurate depiction, and fear

that any Villanova students read-

ing that article may have walked

away with the impression that

Def Leppard's rocking days are

over. Nothing could be further

from the truth.

We want all Villanova students

to read this letter and be notified

that DefLeppard is alive and well,

and rocking better than ever. To
even suggest that Def Leppard

was "mundane" leads us to

believe that the writer of that

article either was not at the same
spectacle that we witnessed or

was in a coma.
We were tingling with excite-

ment when we first heard about

Def Leppard's Spectrum stopover,

and were treated to an electrify-

ing, sizzling performance that had
us standing, stomping, rocking

and rolling for the duration. Def
Leppard was overflowing with
energy, and, for any true fan, it

was an inspiring, memorable
exhibit of true rock-and-roll. Lead
singer and spokesman Joe Elliot

even said, "Playing live seemed
the only thing that's really worth
it."

We wonder where the writer

was when the four sections of the

audience engaged in a decibel

contest during the smash hit

"Rock of Ages. Maybe the writer

was getting a hot dog or in the

restroom when the audience was
treated to a spectacular remix of

"Bringin' on the Heartbreak," the

bkxrkbuster from Hi^ «' Dry,

which was mysteriously not men-
tioned in the article.

From the opener of "Stafe-

fr^l^" to the final encore of

"Goad GoUy, Miss Molly>" Def
Leppard's thunderous preaanoe

^Ve ^PBTB

tites for the main course, and after

Def Leppard's final encore, we
walked away bloated and
satisfied.

To maintain that the band has
"slowed down" or was performing
"out of duty or contract rather

than because they like to play" is

ridiculous. We were appalled
when the writer stated that
drummer Rick Allen "cannot take

all of the blame for slowing the

band down." As the band inex-

haustibly cranked out one hit

after another, we hardly believed

them to be "slowing down."
If anything, Def Leppard has

demonstrated remarkable dura-

bility and range, with Hysteria the

latest indication of their extraor-

dinary abilities. According to

Elliot, "We just didn't want to

make 'San ^ Pyntmania, ' so we
kept throwing out tracks until we
finally came up with an album we
could be proud of.

The tightly knit quintet has
grown closer because of their

misfortunes during the last four

years between Pytomania and
HysUria. This closeness was
clearly evident on the stage, and
any hint at their "selling out" is

an outrage.

The fact that the band has
remained together through all of

the rough times they experienced

says a great deal about their

character and justifies the fact

that they do indeed love to play.

Allen, the source of strength

and inspiration for Def Leppard,
never even considered quitting

after the auto accident in which
he lost his left arm and brOke his

right arm which will never be the

same. Although doctors predicted

six months of rehabilitation, he
was out of the hospital in three

and one-half weeks, devising the

electronically triggered drum kit

he now plays. Allen himself says,

"I have no patience for people who
treat me any differently [than

before the accident)."

Commenting on the success of

Hysteria, which sold an astound-

ing 2 million copies in the first two
weeks following its release, Allen

and bassist Rick Savage emphas-
ized their eagerness to play Hys-

teria's songs live on their concert

marathon. "We're very happy,
very relieved and very thrilled,

and can't wait to play live. Making
records is boring."

Last week's article did not do
Def Leppard justice, and we want-
ed to set the record straight. Said
Elliot, "It was like we^ never
been away." Well, Def Leppard,
it is great to have you back.

Michael E. Jones
Qass of 1989

John M. Nadel
Claaaofl990
Tom J. Dames
Cla88ofl991

fait by those fans,

hardly "diaappsintad." aadmt&n
ctrtain wa apaak far tha laaiarily

.

Taala maraly whsttid our

Thanks to greeks
To the Editor:

This is an open letter to all

greeks who hosted last week's
Halbween party.

You made a four-year-old

boy's Halloween a very special

night. I took my graiidson

Christopher to yoiir party, and
he and I weae fiwrraJMiad! The
foon waadaooraiadheaiitilully

md aadi taUa ataa too. The
nmntifinn of tAw
and ftatarnitiai

tahk a vtaiial ud adihia

The best part, though, was
the spirit of fun and friendli-

ness of the Villanova students,

including the gala and guys
who 'lielped" each chiU win
at the games and earn a prize.

Thank you all for a memoraMe
night for a tot of kids and
paienta. It juat proves what I

have laitf all along— Villanova

haa the beat students
anywtac.

\

«

JudlcialpFograin
spurs response
To the Editon

The response to the Bkrenten-

nial Celebration Program has

been so large that we have had

to make some adjustments to the

location of the events. The lecture

byJusticeAntonin Scalia will now
be held in Appellate Court Rooms
239 and 30 of the Law School. For
two weeks, we have been telling

individuals who requested tickets

to only the Scalia lecture that we
could not guarantee tickets.

With this change, we will be

able to accommodate a larger

number of individuals than the

Cinenui, the original site, wouM
have alk)wed. Unfortunately, the

Law School rooms are the only

alternative site we could obtain,

and, even now, they have proven

to be smaller than our current

requests. We are sorry that some
people who are now requesting

tickets will be unable to get them.

We knew when we started

planning the program that a

location problem might arise if we
had a good response. There has

been a greater response for both

the lecture and the dinner than

was ever anticipated. As a matter

of fact, we just did not know when
we got started what the response

would be. After all, the program

is for late on a Friday afternoon.

The banquet has also received

a larger response than anticipated.

Fortunately, the Villanova Room
has a larger capacity than the

original lecture site, so that all we
have to do is see to it that all

available space is effectively

utilized.

When we originally planned
this program, Scalia had gracious-

ly agreed to present the bicenten-

nial lecture and to make a few
remarKs at a banquet, though not

to present a second lecture.

When Attorney General Edwin
Meese III and T. Kenneth Cribb,

assistant to the president of the

United States for domestic affairs,

agreed to present a banquet
address and to serve as master of

ceremonies, respectively, the pro-

gram was completed beyond any-

thing we ever imasined, making
it possible for those paying for the

dinner to also have some banquet

cerebration along with the

celebration.

The differentiated costs for the

banquet reflect an effort on our

part to malce it possible for stu-

dents to attend. The $15 for

student tkkets certainly does not

even cover the costs of the (hnner

entree. Both those purchasing
tickets at the normal fee and the

student fee know a bargain when
they see one. At the time that I

write this, it was still possible to

obtain tkkets for the banquet,
although by the time this is read,

that may no longer be the case.

While we celebrate the bicen-

tennial of the United States Con-
stitution at Villanova University,

we should celebrate it in such a
successful manner. The response

and cooperation has been out-

standing from the very beginning,

which makes an awful lot of hard
work seem easy.

Our part in the program has
been shared with James Gaston of

the Intercollegiate Studies Insti-

tute, who has worked as hard as,

or harder than I, in arranging this

event. The Intercollegiate Studies

Institute, of which I am a faculty

associate and which just happens
to have its national offices in Bryn
Mawr, is cosponsoring this entire

program with Villanova. Both
Villanova and the Institute saw
the wisdom of having this

celebration.

I might point out that along the

way we were able to obtain official

United States Bicentennial Com-
mission recognition of this event

and the three bicentennial lectures

presented by the political science

department. It is because of this

recognition that the "We The
People" logo appears on the var-

ious notices announcing the event.
We can be justly proud of this

recognition.

I have found a marvelous spirit

of cooperation from every area of

the Villanova community in work-
ing through this program. The
effort has been to make a program
of which we all can be proud.

Thanks to the help of many and
to a great response, we think

everyone will be pleased.

John J. Schrems
Political science

department
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'At J.PMoi^an,
operations management
is muchmore thanyou

think it is!'«.

Making a direct and continuing contribution to

the quality and profitability of a leading global

financial firm is what operations management at

J.R Morgan is all about. Our operations profes-

sionals are not isolated in a separate "back office"

division. You'll be a fully integrated member of a

team, working as a problem solver formanagement
in areas ranging from internal consulting to prod-

uct planning to support services. Whatever your

academic background, we'll give you outstanding

training right from the start and movement
through differentjobs to prepare

you to take management respon-
sibility quickly. Ifyou'd like to

know more, please join us at the

time and place indicated.
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Unhersity alcoholpolicies compared

By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

How do Catholic universities

deal with the issue of alcohol?

The two schools I chose for

consideration are Villanova Uni-

versity and Georgetown Univer-

sity; both are Catholic universities

roughly the same size.

While there are significant

differences in many aspects of

these two schools, there are also

many similarities, enough, at

least, to warrant a com[>arative

look at how two responsible Cath-

olic universities deal with the

formidable issue of alcohol.

Villanova's alcohol policy needs

little in-depth explaining. Most

people are quite aware- of the

stance of the University — no

person under the age of 21 is

permitted to possess or consume

alcohol. This rule is in compliance

with the state laws of

Pennsylvania.

* Furthermore, consumption of

alcohol by those of legal age is

restricted, in an effort to prevent

the possibility of underage stu-

dents from illegally consuming

&ohol. What this means, in

practical terms, is that there are

very few functions or parties on

campus where alcohol is

permitted.

The purpose of this article is not

to argue the alcohol policy, and
how it might adversely affect

students' social lives, although

strong arguments in this case

could be made. The purpose,

rather, is to examine how two
Catholic universities approach

the alcohol issue, and to determine

whether or not their Catholic

nature plays a role in their policy.

Gary Bonas, Villanova's assis-

tant director of Student Activities,

said that he believes that Villan-

ova's alcohol policy would still be

the same, even if we were not a

Catholic institution.

Bonas stated, "The most impor-

tant reason for Villanova's alcohol

policy is the state law of Pennsyl-
vania." He thinks that, although
the mission statement of Villan-

ova is important, even if it did not
exist, underage drinking would
still be against Villanova s policy

because of the legal liabilities that

underage drinking carries.

Asked if Villanova's current
alcohol policy reflects the Catholic
views on alcohol consumption,
Bonas replied: "Yes, because our
poUcy is in accord with the Cath-
olic teachings about doing any-
thing, including drinking alcohol,

in an abusive manner."

Bonas acknowledged that allow-

ing the tailgates to occur in their

present fashion is clearly against
the ideals and views of Villanova
University. However, he explained
that organized, school-sanctioned

tailgating is a necessary evil.

Bonas feels that, if tailgating

was not permitted and regulated,

people would simply find their

own place to tailgate, and would
do it in a more hazardous manner.

HfemiyiielMjfeoM
imift At pfrt to Ms fwo-

pBfp0np0CtlfBm Mfe

stnsstMf while alco-

hol Is oot 9lwoys evil,

It Is ol$o not olweys

neeessory forgood
times,

MarllHi Swansoii,

AssMMt Diractttr of $M«it
Aciivnits,

€Mrg»towii Unhrtrtity

Bonas and Villanova administra-

tors favor giving structure and
sanction to tailgating in order to

minimize the detrimental effects

of such an activity.

Martha Swanson, George-

town's assistant director of Stu-

dent Activities, described an

alcohol policy very different from

the one that we arc accustomed

to at Villanova. Swanson said that

the campus at Georgetown is

anything but a "dry" one.

It is important to note that

Washington, D.C., where George-

town is located, has just recently

raised their drinking age from 18

to 21. However, there is a grand-

fatherclause in effect that permits

those who turned 18 on or before

September 30, 1986, to continue

to drink l^;ally.

This low drinking age means
that, currently, the only students

under age are freshmen and about

half of the sophomore class. It is

no wonder that Georgetown is not

a dry campus.

There are no Greek organiza-

tions at Georgetown. Instead,

there are many parties and func-

tions held in the dormitories and

apartmentson Georgetown's cam-

pus, where alcohol is permitted.

These include the school-

sponsored Homecoming and Hal-

loween dances.

There are certain rules which

the University implements to

keep the drinking under control.

All parties where there will be 40

or more attending, or the presence

of a keg of beer, must be registered

with the resident's hall office 72

hours in advance. This allows the

Georgetown University Security

to have a list of all the parties so

that they can control them. Swan-

son indicated that it is a rare

occurrence for a party to be

broken-up by security.

Additionally, all school dances
iCotilinued un page 16)

Duchamp's unusual art discussed
By KRIS RYAN

There is some truth to the
idiom, "One man's trash is

another man's treasure." A prime
example of this was presented on
Oct. 28 when Villanova, in collab-

oration with the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, helped to com-
memorate the 100th birthday of
Marcel Duchamp.

Duchamp was an early 20th
century artist who collected ordi-

nary, everyday objects and dis-

played them as art. He wanted to
communicate that art was not
just canvas and paint, but some-
thing that should appeal to the
mind as well as the eye.

Duchamp's most famous work
of this kind, "Foun-
tain^consisted of a mounted
porcelain urinal. Other works
incorporated kitchen stools, bicy-

cle wheels and bottle-drying
racks.

Duchamp was not always the
avant-garde artist that he is'

celebrated as. His career as an
artist began in his teens when he
practiced painting in the realistic

style.

He eventually employed impres-

sionist, cubist and futurist tech-

niques. The most famous works
during these periods were"Nude

Descending a Staircase/'
'The Passage of the Virgin to
the Bride'* and^Large Glass.'*

Duchamp's work was not wide-
ly accepted by the American
public. In fact, America viewed his

work in a similar manner to how
they viewed him-bizarre and
ridiculous.

Duchamp was different. He
used to disffuise himself as his

alter ego, Rose Selavy, which
means in French "the only thing

in life is sex", and attended his

own exhibits to discover the

public's reaction to his art.

Duchamp signed his ''Foun-
tain" using a different name, R.

Mutt, which, when pronounced
with a German accent, means
courage, implying that only he
had the nerve to display a urinal

as a work of art. He claimed that

under a new title and point of

reference, he created a new way
of looking at it.

Duchamp's art reflects the

message that was also the basis

for the establishment of a group

called DADA. DADA was a coali-

tion of writers, intellectuals and
artists who joined together in

February 1916 in Zurich, Switzer-

land. Their purpose was to elim-

inate the seriousness in their art.

The DADA believed that World

(Photo by Shafie)

"DADA" provacateurs challenge the artistic sensibilities of their

audience in Connelly Center Cinema.

War I, taking place at that time,

was caused by the virtues, such

as pride, character and duty, that

they had been taught to respect.

They felt what was needed in

the wofld was a humorous type
of disposable art, anti-art if you
will, that mirrored the unusual
and unpredictable in life. Thus
they formed DADA, which comes
from the German word meaning
"baby-talk."

DADA's aim was to poke fun

at the art world. As a result, their

bizarre works were often highly

political. They attacked anything

connected with the bourgeois, or

that contained sexual or religious

connotations, using Freudian
concepts or that were simply

ambiguous and contempljltive.

This can be seen in the outrage-

ous quotations that became the

(CoHliuncd on fxi^c 15}

Costume department provides the right look
By TARA SILIGATO

and
LAURA SMYTH

Long before there can be any
lights, camera or action to bring

Villanova's stage to life, it is

necessary to construct the appro-

priate scene.

Costuming is an integral part

of the scene creation. The creative

costumes are put together right

here on the Villanova campus.
The costume shop can l)e found
in Room 205 Vasey Hill. There,

imong costume sketches, fabric,

wigs, hats and sewing machine,
all of the necessary costumes for

ttpconiog productions are
prepMwl.
Cortnne Menddl is the costume

•hop's manigT. While it is her

fint ymr with that job, she is no
ncwcoaier to Villaoova's back-

•Ufe. This is htr ninth ysor

iMrkaflf in the sho^ in tome
e^makx. Ska did bc^ bar uadw-

graduate and graduate work here.

Mendell calls Villanova's pro-

ductions "completely in-house" in

that everything needed for the

show is built here. Starting four

to six weeks prior to the show's
opening, Mendell and her staff of

three graduate students and one
undergraduate student begin pre-

paring the costumes.

These costumes are made to the

exact specifications of the direc-

tors. Mendell adds that, while

some of the costumes must be

made especially for a certain

show, many of the designs, with

necessary changes and altera-

tions, are re-used in many
productions.

Ten days before the play opens,

"tech week" begins. The staff of

the costume shop, during this

time, works, at a minimum, 12

hours a day. Last-minute altera-

tions are made during this time.

Making the costumas is only

part of the job. Once the play

opens, the costume shop takes

responsibility for the daily laund-

ering of the costumes and the

necessary repairs. The person

mainly in charge of this is Ellen

Teegarden, a Villanova junior.

After a production finishes,

there is very little time before the

next production. Therefore, the

costuming for the next production

begins immediately. The work in

the shop is non-stop.

Currently, the shop is preparing

for the show, "School for Scan-

dal." The costumes needed for

this are very elaborate. 19th-

century designs.

The Villanova Theatre costume

shop is a center for creative talent,

that while very essential, many
times goes unnoticed. For any
productkm to be successful, all

contributing factors must do their

best possible work — and there

is no doubt that the Villanova

Thaatre costume shop does their

•hare.
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Fraternitypnvhhs forneedy
By SAMANTHA FORUNI

That time of year is approaching

again. The hustle and bustle of

the oncoming holidays are already

upon us. Yet, despite the joy that

the season brings, it unfortunately

does not affect everyone. For the

homeless, the holiday season is no
different from any other time of

year.

The Sigma Nu fraternity at

Villanova is making great strides

to enhance t\e happiness of the

homeless during this season.

They will be holding their first

"Can-Do" food drive on Nov. 7, in

the main parking k>t, across from
the stadium. The collection will

be held from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m.,

to coincide with other Homecom-
ing events. Donations of canned
food or money may be made at this

time.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, will serve as

honorary chairman of the event.

All donations contributed to the

food drive will be given to the

Archdiocese of Philadelphia,

which will distribute them to the

homeless. Most of the contribu-

tions will be given to the homeless

on Thanksgiving and Christmas,

although some will be distributed

sooner in especially needy^cases.

Corporate donations have
reached 200 cases, and Sigma Nu
hopes to collect 400 cases through

the event. Corporate sponsors

includeJohn T. Cope & Sons, who
have already donated 300 contain-

ers of soup (a total of 1,200 pounds
of soup), Seneca Mushrooms and
Hatfield Packing. Many other

companies are in the process of

responding to the drive, ensuring

that the hopes of the fraternity are

not far oyt of reach.

Sigma Nu fraternity at Villan-

ova boasts manv brothers who are

looking forward to the success of

this "Can-Do" food drive. In an
attempt to publicize the Drive, the

Channel 17 program, "Reel to

Rod," will film the event, and use

it as material for a six-minute

segment on a future show. KYW-
TV's 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. news will

also be broadcasting the event's

progresskm.

As members of the Villanova

community, we are not usually

confronted with the plight of the

homeless. Howevef, a short walk
down almost any street tn Center

City Philadelphia, or in adty near

your hometown, can bring this

problem qukkly to yo|ir attentkxi.

So, as you think about all you have
to give thanks for this hoUday
season, stop and think about the

homeless. Your donation tomor-

row really could make a difference

to someone, and it woukl be a very

special way ol giving thanks.

^>^̂̂m
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Policies
(Continued from page 13)

at which alcohol is served have
a system to prevent underage
drinking. Hospital security brace-

lets are issued upon admission.

The bracelets are in two different

colors, indicating whether or not

a person is of l^gal age to drink.

It should also be noted that the

freshmen's dormitories are "dry"

and separated from the upper-

classmen dormitories.

When asked whether or not

Geoc^getown's alcohol policy woukl
be different if it were not a

Catholic institution, Swanson
simply said: ''No, not in the least."

When asked if the University's

policy toward alcohol reflects the

Catholic viewpoint, Swanson
replied: "Yes, because the Catholic
view is not very different from the

average responsible person's view.

We r«ilize that alcohol must be

put in its proper perspective. We
stress that while alcohol is not

always evil, it is also not always
necessary for good times."

Swanson further indicated that

Georgetown's policy finds alcohol

consumption by students accept-

able if done in a responsible

manner. Furthermore, alcohol

consumption of this kind is

believed to be in keeping with the

Catholic Church's teaching on the

subject.

It is true that the two schools

are operating in different areas of

the country and under different

state laws. Nonetheless, it is still

striking that two universities

with such different alcohol poli-

cies both claim to be reflecting the

Catholic viewpoint.

UiSpiED
Part-time days, 11 a.m.-3
p.iii., 2-4 daysAwk. Earn $4-

$8/hr. Tlila fun Job Involvat

calling collaga atudanta
around the country to adie-
dule freeconaumareducation
ahowa. It'a fun, eaay and
there la no aelling involved.

Walldng diatance from Bryn
Mawr train atation. Call Mr.

McBrlde, 527-8060, 11 a.m.-

10 p.m.
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Entertamment
An alteredMac returns to Spectrum
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By KEVIN HECHT

Fleetwood Mac, a band written

off as dead after the departure of

singer/lead guitarist Lindsey
Buckingham, returned to the

Spectrum Oct. 28 to prove the

Soup is still very much alive, and
tter than ever.

Although the band has under-

gone many changes throughout

its 20-year history, Buckingham
was thought by many tobeaband
membn- that the group could not

go on without. In his place, -the

band added two musicians, Billy

Bumette and Rick Vito. Fortu-

nately, the guitarists.adapted to

the band magnificently and were
immediately accepted by the near

capacity crowd.
After an overly loud and unim-

pressive opening set by the Cm-
zados, Fleetwood Mac took the

stage and exploded into its opening

set with "Say That You Love Me^
featuring Christine McVie in good

voice. The band then continued

with songs from the 1977 smash
album, Rumours, including

"Dreams" and "Go Your Own
Way."
The songs were performed well

and came across nicely in a live

setting, but at times the music
was too loud and distorted

through the sound system. Lead-

ing the band at the front of the

stage was Stevie Nicks, who was
also in great voice, and who went
through many impressive cos-

tume changes during the show.

The highlight of the evening

came from Nicks who was accom-

panied by Christine McVie on
piano as she sang a touching

rendition of her solo effort, "Has

Anyone Ever Written Anything
For You." Nicks later sang
another 8ok> song, "Stand Back.*

Vitoand Bumette handled Buck-
ingham's compositions very well

during the concert. The addition

of the extra guitar also gave the

band's sounoan extra edge that

TIm imprmshft ptrfor-

IMIICe •!Um RMT FlMt-

MroQdl Mae HMUp sImws
that tNt band that has

waatharad Many chan-

gas to ita caraar has

succassffully waatharad

this ana as wall,

was not before present.

Perhaps the only lowlight of the
evening was an inane drum solo

by Mick Fleetwood, who took the
stage by himself in the middle of

the show adorned with electric

drums hidden under his vest.

Fleetwood's act did nothing but
bore the audience, which
responded with merely polite

applause when he finished.

Among the new songs per-

formed from their latest release,

.Tango In The Night, were "Seven
Wonders," "Big Love," "Isn't

Midnight" and "Little Lies." The
crowd responded to "Little Lies"
and Nicks' passionate rendition of

"Seven Wonders."
It is no surprise that the band

picked Vito and Burnette as
replacements for Buckingham.
Burnette toured with Mick Fleet-

wood's side group. The Zoo, and
he also co-wrote material on

Fleetwood Mac entertained passionate fans at their concert on Oct. 28.

Christine McVie's self-titled solo

album. Vito, an artist who has
played with Jackson Browne's
band, recorded music in the mid
'70s with the group's bassist,John
McVie.

After finishing the concert, the

band responded to the crowd's

applause with several more songs,

including the popular "Gypsy.''

The impressive performance of

The impressive pertormance ot

the new Fleetwood Mac lineup

shows that the band that has

(photo courtesy of Spectrum)

weathered many changes in its

career has successfully weathered

this one as well. The popular

group should be around for quite

a while, composing original com-

positions based on their ever

changing style and look.

Entertainment at Villanova: Is it restricted?
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Villanova is a Catholic univer-

sity. This may seem like an
obvious statement, but the fact

that V.U. is Catholic permeates

every aspect of campus life, even

entertainment.

This is not to say we have May
processions for fun, or play Cath-
olic trivia, instead of Trivial

Pursuit. Also, while Mass is a
good place to "scope," most stu-

dents go for religious reasons.

However, because Villanova is

a Catholic school, we follow a
mission statement, which sets

forth the objectives of the Univer-
sity. It reads in part: "... this

community seeks to reflect the
spirit of St. Augustine by the
cultivation of knowledge, by
respect for individual differences

and by adherence to the principles

that mutual love and respect

should animate every aspect of

campus life."

The Villanova Union plans the

social activities on campus. They
are the people who bring such
performers as Robin Williams to

campus and movies to the Con-
nelly Center Cinema.
Because Villanova has a reli-

gious affiliation, does this mean
there is a list of movies that can
not be shown? Pete Burke, visual

arts coordinator of the Union said

this is not the case.

Beth Naughton, president of the

Villanova Union said that, "We
try to look at the big sellers and
try to bring them here. We don't

worry about 'Can we show this

here because we are Catholic?'
"

Burke added that the Union is

thinking of showing the movie
"Fatal Attraction," which con-

tains nudity and violence, next

semester.

Garry Bonas, assistant director

of Student Activities, said that

there are no printed guidelines. He
said that Student Activities basi-

cally tries to follow the mission

statement.

"There is no real censorship; we
just try to use good judgement,"
commented Bonas.

He said that certain occassions

on campus, not just the ones
planned by the Villanova Union,
can get out of hand. He cited Lip-

It and the Greek god and goddess
contests as examples. "If that

happens, we then ask the group
to review it and possibly change
it," said Bonas.

The University of Pennsylvania
is a non-religious school. As such,

their entertainment opportunities

are a little different.

The organization on campus
that is similar to the Villanova

Union, is the Penn Union Council
(P.U.C.) Every year, the P.U.C.

schedules an X-rated movie on
campus. This year's film is "Deb-
bie Does Dallas."

Grace Lao, movies chairman of

the P.U.C, said the movie is

shown because it doubles the

usual attendance. She said thev

try to schedule movies that people

want to see, and that people want
to see this film.

In keeping with their goal to

show a diverse program, the

P.U.C. is showing "Triumph of

Will," a film that is official Nazi

propaganda. Lao clarified that the

P.U.C. is not endorsing the film;

she said that they are showing it

because it is an acclaimed piece

of cinematography.

Villanova is a Catholic Univer-

sity. We differ from other non-

religious colleges in terms of our

outlook. X-rated movies will prob

ably never be shown on this

campus. However, the fact that

we follow a mission statement

that says that "... respect should

animate every aspect of campus
life," is not necessarily negative,

is it?

Belinda Carlisle's album is heaven on earth
ByJEFFGILUES

Heaven on Earth

Belinda Carlisle

MCA Records

Fonper Go-Go's vocalist, Belin-

da Carlisle, offers music fans a

sentimental and harmonious col-

lection of songs on her latest

album. Hm9€n on Earth it a

showcaae for Carliile's charming

and fBnUe tingUig abiU^. Lov« is

thtdJmiMntawhjirrofthaalbtMn,

and iftwMiM AtrHb^rmtlt tha

hamr aii^ ctMerfiil parwotttty ol

Carlisle.

Carlisle has good reason to be

happy, as she is more popular

than ever. Recently, she appeared

on the David Letterman show
where she was repeatedly told

how great she k)oked. The very

next night, while on Live At Five,

a New York news program, she

was pulled back up to the Late

Nii^t studk). Apparently, Letter-

man wanted to tell her that she

looked great a few more times.

Carlisle's new vkleo for "Heav-
en is a Place on Earth" has been
receiving heavy airplay on MTV
and is cufvently in the top 20.

Carliile alto haa an ui^axning
appaaranoe on MTV a» a guaat

VJ. on Nov. 24 at 10 p.m.

Her latest single looks like it

should do well on the charts, and

the album seems to be headed for

financial success.

Opening the first side is the

album's best song, "Heaven is a

Place on Earth." The music is

lively and upbeat, but it is Car-

lisle's singing that makes the

song. Carlisle possesses a soft,

melodk: voice that you would love

to be sung to sleep by. This song

was released as the album's first

single and is doing well on the

charts. If you have seen the video,

you already know that Carlisle

really does kx>k just as great as

shestnga.

(Omtinnad on pagf 26i
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Gryer is still a teenager in new movie ^IMiiig^Bf

y- ill ijtllln «

By KATHRYN QUIGUSY

"HklincOut"
directed by Bob Ginldi
De Laurentiis

Entertainment Group

Jon Cryer portrays a 27year-Qld
stockbroker in "Hiding Out." a
movie directed by Bob Girakli that

opens today. However, for moat of

the movie, Cryer plays a 17-year-

okl high school senior. Will heever
get the chance to play an adult

in a movie?
Cryer has had a string of roles

in movies (**No Small Affair" and
"Pretty In Pink") in which he
portrays sardonic, love-struck

teenagers. In ''Hiding Out," he is

Andrew Morenski, a stockbroker,

for the first part of the movie.

Morenski becomes involved in'

a mob bonds scandal. Hitmen are

after him, so he is taken into

protective custody by the FBI.

However, the FBI wants to put
him into the Witness Rekx^tion
Program. This coukl entail the
alteration of his facial features,

which does not thrill Morenski.
While in custody, mob hitmen

kill one of the FBI agents assigned
to protect him, and Morensld is

forced to flee. He escapes to his

Aunt Lucy's house (Lucy is played

Happy
21st

Birthday
Carrie

Lloyd

{wsxm
Travel Field Opportunity
Campue repreeentatlvee
needed immediately for

Spring Break tripe to Florida.

Call Campue Martceting at 1-

800-282-6221.

LOOKING TO BUY
a ueed upright piano in good
to very good condition. Call

Johanna at 527-3554.

Employment Opportunitiee:
Drivere Needed!

National Parking Operator
baaed in Center City eeeka
full-time and part-time driv-

ere for its hotel, hospital and
parking location. Suburt>an
locations as well Day/eve.
shNte. Special valet eventa
(private partiee, weddinge,
banquets, etc.). Flex. hrs.

Good appearance, attitude,

ability to drive a etk*-ehift a
must. Men and women en-
couraged to apply. Call 667-
.6867.

Typing

bueifieee InBnm
$2.5Operpa0e lor OB. 18 per

Cal S>7-
Wnot

by actress Grelchen Cryer, who
isjohii Cryer's moHhar.)En route,

he sheds hit expensive thresds
and pidcs up some paeudo-punk
clothing. He also streaks his hair

bkxKL
Andrew Morenski changes his

name as well, to Maxwell Hauser
(inspiredby the coffee), andenrolls
as a student in higfa school.

This is where the movie started

to bother me. If I were hiding out
from the mob, with the threat of

desth continually hanging over
my head, I wouki not choose to

spend my time going to high
school.

However, high school is the tool

screenwriter-^oducer Jeff Roth-
berg used to have Morenski/
Hauser re-examine his values.

As a stockbroker, Morenski had
a monetarily coinfortaUe, but
empty life. As a high school semor,
he makes friends and falls in love

with 17-year-oki Ryan (Annabeth
Gish).

I think screenwriter Rothe-
berg's theme behind "HidingOut"
is that the problems of teenagers
are as important to them as are
the problems of adults. That may
be true, but it makes this movie
slightly schizoid.

Half of the scenes involve
Morenski beingchased by the mob
and the other half consist of his

cousin Patrick's (Keith Coogan)
pursuit of girls and a learner's

pefiBit.

While **Hiding Out" does tn
adequatejobdepicting high sdiool
life, John Hughes' movies Ondud-
i]« The Braaktest Ou^") with
their studied adolesGtnt angst,

were much better.

There are a few good scenes in

"Hk&w Out" that mske it worth
the price d a ticket. Morenski/
Hauser's scenes with Ryan are

especiallygood. He is torn between
his attraction for Ryan, their age
ditference and the fact that he
could have his head bkywn cit at

any minute.

There is also a slightly implau-

sible subplot about a group of

rappers who want Morenski/
Hauser to run for senior class

president. The rappers are quite

good — but why they are in this

movie is a mystery to me.

"Hiding Out** is an okay movie.

Cryer is a great actor, but he is

hampered faya script that does not
alwaysgel andcan be implausible.

Ofiie of the best parts of the

movie is the music. Most of the

songs are from artists from the
Virgin Record Company who are

not that well known, although
Boy Georae is one of the artists.

He sings '\ive My Life."

Pretty Poison, one of Philadel-

phia's newest bands, sings their

latest hit, "CatchMe I'm FalUng."
The video of this song was direct-

ed by Giraldi.

(photo courtMy of Ot LaurtpMs EhliiWnnwnl Group)

Jon Cryer playi a 27-ycar old stockt>rokcr in Bob Giraldi's new fffini,

"Hiding Out.'*

Now thatyouVe gotten intoWanom,
IBM can hel^you getmore outofit

The road to graduation is paved with

term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-

nighters and, of course, exams.

To ease thatjourney and awaken your

professors to your exceptional abilities, we
suggest the newest member ofthe IBM*

Personal System /2'" family : the Model 25

Collegiate.

Its a high-powered personal computer

with advanced graphics capabilities, designed

to fit on your d^k without adding to the

clutter. And it comes with a generous 640 KB
memorj; two 3.5" diskette drives and an aid

package every student can appreciate—a big

discount, plus Microsoft' Windows 1.04,

V^ite, ftint. Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and

a mouse. .

Pop in the load-and-go diskette and

your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help you

write and revise bng papers and illustrate

your points by combining words and gra-

phics. So your professors will draw favorable

conclusions about your work.

R)r more information on the Model 25

Collegiate, visit the IBM Education Product

Coordinator on campus. Youll c|uk;kly learn

how to get the mo6t out ofthe ^^ss®
IBM Penonal System/2. islfl

Microsoft is a rcgistarad trademark of ttw Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a rtgistarcd trademark and Personal System/2 Is a tradentarfc of the International Business Machines
Corporation. « IBM 1987.

By RUSS CECCOLA

GE0S128 ^•^ BERKELEY
SOFTWORKSC128
Now Commodore 128 users can

have the full power of the Graphic
Envinmment Operating System
(GJSOS) from their computers in

GE0S12S. Combining a MAC
like system with the csmabitities

. of the Commodore 128, CEO$J28
offers a coipplete. utility and
creativity package ideal for

advanced uaers and beginners
alike. Icon-b§scd and mehu-

' driven. G£OSi^Scontains aword
processor, grio£ics workshop,
or^izer and file manager.

The word jtmocessor, geoWrit^,

is a "what-you-see-is-what-you-

get*' word processor. This means
that the text will be printed
exactly as yoiu see it on the
screen. You can choose from six

fonts with geoWrite and combine
these fonts with a variety of point

sizes and styles. Basically, geo>

Write is one of the better word
processors for the Commodore
128.

The graphics program, geo-

Paint, is a full-color utility that

uses 80 column resolution, 14

graphic tools, 32 brush shapes and
32 painting patterns. You can cut

and paste pictures, copy them and
zoom into a picture to draw
pictures as detailed as you would
like.

These two programs, geoWrite
and geoPaint, are the main parts

of GE0S128. Still, there are so

many other options to use that I

can hardly mention them. Pic-

tures can be inserted into text and
vice versa, files can be sorted, and
support is included for over 70

printers, to name a few.

REBEL CHARGE AT
CHICKAMAUGA ••••

SSIC64/12S,
AP, AT IBM
With the release of Rebel Charge

at Chickamauga, SSI has produced

yet another excellent war game
for the computer user. Reproduc-

ing the geography and feel of the

Battle of Chickamauga, this game
pits blue against gray once again.

Chickamauga pits two players

against one another, one as Major
General William Rosecrans ofThe
Federal Army of the Cumberland
and the other as General Braxton
Bragg of the Army of Tennessee.

Both players commend all forces

that the actual generals did.

Chickamauga takes place on a

64 by 54 square-grid map. A
unique part of the map is the fact

that you can zoom in or out to see

either the tactical version of the

map or the strategical version.

The strate^c map shows a larger

part of the complete Chickamauga
Creek area. The tactical map is

a close-up of a section of the

strategic map.
The historical accuracy

achieved in ChkkamaugB is very

good. The gime simulates very

wdl the inability to see in the

woods surrounding Chickamauga
Creek. This cat-and-mouse feel of

the origiiial battle is therefore

Ckkkmmmm IB rcilly three

to play tile

to do both.

Other features oC Chickamauga
that make it attractive to potential

users are the command card/map
that comes with each game and
the all-inclusive manual. The map
on the command card depicts the

entire area in which the game
takes place.

The manual has a complete
description of the historical con-

flict and a setof maps of the region

that show how that battle took

place. These features just add to

the reason forgettingReb$lCharge

in Chickamauga,

STREET SPORTS
^

BASEBALL •••n* EPYX
C64/128iAP,IBM

Street Sports is the new series

of games from Epyx. Street Sports

Btaeball is the first in the series

and an excellent addition to any
sports gamer's collection. Bring-

ing together all of the elements

that made playing baseball in the

street enjoyable with Epyx's
unique graphics and packaging.

Street Spinis Baseball is a welcome
release in the market..

As I remember in playing base-

ball in the street when I was a

kid, finding the right things to use

as bases was always a problem.

Street Sports Baseball has an old

tire and a tree stump as a couple

of the bases and turns a backyard

into a baseball field. The graphics

in which the game is played are

a lot like your best friend's yard

back when you were kids.

Atmosphere is not the only

thing that makes Street Sports

Baseball unique. The game is easy

to play and a challenge because

of the setting. Do not expect a
game made just for kids, because

Street Sports Baseball is easy to

learn, but tough to master.

Knowing when to slide and
when to take your time comes into

play in the strategy part of the

game. You should read the profiles

of the players on the disk. These
profiles indicate which kids are

more suited for a particular skill.

With names such as Bojo, Butch
and Magic, you cannot resist the

pure entertainment value of Street

sports Baseball. It is fun to play

and a great way to escape the

world for a few minutes and
return to your childhood.

more from such a game, but was
surprised. Since the game takes

place in Manhattan, you need to

know how to get around. A com-
plete street and subway map
comes with Amnesia and thegame
itself covers 4,000 separate loca-

tions in New York, including 650
streets.

Unique also to Amnesia is the

recognition of many words, an
internal clock that brings the

muggers out at night, a novel-

length manuscript and a scoring

system that awards points for

character development, survival

and solving the mystery. In any
case. Amnesia will allow you to

forget your life for a while as you
try to discover the secret of

someone else's.

ROAD TO MOSCOW •••

GAME DESIGNERS'
WORKSHOP/ELECTRONIC
ARTS
C64/128, AP
Road to Moscow is yet another

entry in the collection of games
that detail the war that took place

far in the East between the Ger-

mans and Russians in World War
n. The difference with this game
lies in the way it is presented.

Road to Moscow offers many
options to the player so that the

game does not become boring or

tedious.
*

Road to Moscow covers the
complete War in Russia between
1941 and 1945 by including five

diffeerent scenarios/games on the

disk. This option alone lets you
play through the entire war.
Because of the amount of time

that the war took, there are many
different kinds of units and armies
contained on the disk for various

challenges.

The manuals that come with
Road to Moscow detail the history

of the entire war and explain how
to play the game. Thegraphics are
simplistic and only serve as a
means of playing the game. Road
to Moscow is easy to play and
offers all of the things that both

amateur and professional war
gamers like to see in a game.

AMNESIA ••••

ELECTRONIC ARTS
C64/128,IBM,AP
Amnesia is the first computer-

ized novel, according to Electronic

Arts. I agree with this classifica-

tion because in playing Amnesia,

all of the elements of a novel

unfolded before my eyes. The
game is a text adventure written

by Thomas M. Disch that places

the player in the heart of Man-
hattan, completely devoid of all

knowledge oc himself.

When the game opens, you are

in a hotel room with no money and
no ck)the6, and you must find out

who you are soon, because a

Btrtnfe woman wants to marry

you, a atrange man wants to kill

yaytndthettitcefTaMaiwmts
y«ii lor MMdor. To avoid aO <d

Hmm paiawrtiiiy hararful peapie,

yott had iMMer find out who you

qarfddy.

CERTIFICATE LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 ••••

SPRINGBOARD C64/128,
AP,IBM

Since the release of Certificate

Maker, many computer users

have been designing and person-

alizing certificates for their

friends and relatives. Since then,

many other ideas for certificates

have entered people's heads. With
CertificaU Library Volume 1, the

owners of Certificate Maker
should have an even wider range

of certificates for patting people

on the back.

Because it is very hard to find

a particular certificate for a

special occasion, Springboard has

tried to include many strange

occasions in this collection as well

as the standards. From Card
Shark to Graduation Certificate.

CarHfioala Btaker Vdmme 1 has

over 100 unique and graphically

The Ithranr includes a full

IliitirfailthtoerttficateB.

rtiflcilii for full

and a nuanor of

BBBBBBSBBEiBK^
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Entertainment

Calendar

Music

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Nov. 6 — Dynagroove/Hoi Polloi

Nov. 7 — Dynagroove/Column 13

Nov. 10 — Nik Everett/Dave Rock & Don Roll

Nov. 11 — Innocence Mission/Sun Season
Nov. 12 — Missing Parade/Rick Franco & The Fire

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Nov. 10~ Aerosmith/Dokken
Nov. 17 — The Cars/Icehouse
Nov. 22 — John Cougar Mellencamp
Nov. 26 — Hooters/Glen Burtnick

Tower Theater
Upper Darby, Pa.

Nov. 6, 7 — Squeeze/The Silencers

Nov. 20. 21 — Alice Cooper/Ace Freehly's Comet/

Faster Pussycat

Ambler Cabaret
43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Nov. 6 — The Daves/The Stand
Nov. 7 — Beru Revue/The Daves
Nov. 10 — Roomful of Blues

Nov. 11 — Sleeper/Little Buddy
Nov. 12 - New World

Comedy

Comedy Works
126 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-W-A-C-K-9-7

Nov. 6. 7 — The Legendary Wid/Keven Sullivan/

Chris Coccia

.
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iKNitfiira/ HiNHid' comes to lAe F4ifv«st TKietlir

PLAYBILL
FORREST THEATRt

SAFE UVA
TANNING

TANNING
CENTERS

FEATURING

THE 5CA WOLFF SYSTEM

• OPEN
7 DAYS

STUDENT SPECIAL

7 VISITS FOR ywO
Not Valid with any other

offer. Limrt One Per

Person.

FREE
TANNING
SESSION
Limn OiM P«r Pcraon

STUDENT CHRISTMAS
GIR CERnFICATES AVAILABLE

566 Loncofier Av«.. Hovoiford. Pa

lOOOfD NEXT TO At 1 GATOIS

525-7125

i#

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

$ OTF

By BARBIE CHAREST

"Broadway Bound/' the third

play in Ndl Simon's "Eugene"
trilogy that also includes ''Bright-

on Beach Memoirs'* and "Biloxi

Blues," details the life of Neil

Simon's Jewish family who lifed

in Brighton Beach, NY, in the late

ld40B.

Carole Shelley, whowonaTony
Award for Best Actress for her

performance in "The Elephant

Man," did a superb job in her role

as Kate, the dedicated mother and
disheartened wife.

Salem Ludwig played Ben,
Kate's father, he cannot hear too

well, cannot see to well, cannot

remember too well, wets his bed,

falls asleep a lot, is a littlegrumpy
and has got to be the second cutest

grandfather I have ever had the

pleasure of knowing, with mine,

of course, being No. 1. 1 loved Ben.

Can I adopt him?
Stephen Mailer was superior as

Kate's second son Eugene, an
aspiring comedy writer. He often

spoke directly to the audience and
brought toour attention thefunny

little things about his family. In

addition to being funny, his per-

formance was also heartwarming
when he cheered up hit unhappy
mother and even got her to dance

with him.

Other cast members included

Jack, the father^ unkiyal hus-

band, played byX«vid Maigulies;

Stanley, tlugene's hyper older

brother and writing partner — a

real go«etter (played by Nathan

Lane); and Blanche, Kate's rich

sister, (played by Bemice Masai).

All'in all, the performances by

the actors were quite good. How-
ever, I cannot say the same thing

about the play itaelf. Categorizing

"Broadway Bound" as a comedy
is wrong. Sure, there were some
funny parts, but others were
lackdng or slow. At other times,

the play was a trifle too dramatic

for a comedy. Expecting a comedy,

I was a little disappointed.

Now, let us discuss the title,

"Broadway Bound." Stanley may
have mentioned Hollywood two,

maybe three times, but Broadway
was never mentioned. Certainly,

his brother Eugene and he wanted

to be comedy writers/playwrights.

but the play's emphasis was not

on going to Broadway, or even to

Hollywood for that matter.

like every flUiiy about family, it

depicted the runny timet and the

sad times, the sweet times and the

bitter times, their hopes and
dreams and their triumphs and
disappointments. Stanley and
Eugene may have been "Broad-

way Bound," but the play had

little to do with that.

Oh yes^ I shouki mentkm the

scenery. When the curtain opened
at the beginning of the play, I

turned to my associate and said,

"Wow, I have to give credit to the

scenery director. Davkl Mitchell,

who also designed the sets for

"Brighton Beach Memoirs" and
"Biloxi Blues," was recruited

again for this third play. He has
received Tony Awards for

"Annie" and "Bamum," among
other honors.

For "Broadway Bound," the

setting was in the family's home.
The house was like a doUhouse
with the front wall removed,
opening the interior of the two-

story dwelling to the audience. It

was truly grand.

ANY CD, CASSETTE, LP

CD Sale Items Not Valid

TAPE/LP MIN. PURCHASE *9»«

.:. SALE ENDS NOV. 10, 1M7

In 1985, a controversial novel portrayed the

wild, excesshfe Ih^es of tiie kkis

in Beverly Hills.

On Friday, November 6th, brace yourself

for the motion picture.
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Dosgits IS ibe oli/eef ofa fatal attnetlon
By MEGAN GUIDERA

"Fatal Attractkm"
directed by Adrian Lyne
PSramount Pictures

Have you ever felt the rage of

r^ectionM)o you dialike bunnies?

Do you enjoy being thrilled to the

edge of your seat; and, do you
« receive insure out of wiki ele-

vator rides? If you answered yes

to any of the above questions, you
are sure to get a thrUl'out of the

chillingly successful film, "Fatal

Attraction."

This masterpiece of mystery

grossed $45.4 milUon in its first

three weeks and is well on its way
to the top.

"Fatal Attraction" casts the

prominent Michael Douglas and
Glenn Close as professtonal exec-

utives whose adulterous weekend
tryst turns into an intense one-

sided obsession.

For CkMse, "Fatal Attraction''' is

a switch from her typksdly inno-

cent duuiKrterizations. CkMe is

best known for her roles in 'The
Work! According to Carp," "The
Big Chill" and "Jagged Edge."

In "Garp," Close played the

comic role of Garp's nutty mother.

In "The Big Chill," Close por-

trayed the warm host to old

college friends gathering for a

funeral. "Jagged Edge" cast Close

as a lawyer who fell in love with
her murderous client.

Although she was excellent in

her previous films, Cloae trans-

cends her past superiority by

doingan outstandingjob depicting
the passionate Alex in "Fatal

Attraction."

Douglas, best known for his

prevKNis film "Jewel of the Nile,"

did a top-notch job portraying the

happy, yet unsatisfied, husband
wIk> risks his life and family for

his libido.

This, you say, is air very nice

and fine, but what is it about

"Fatal Attraction" that causes

theaters to sell out right and left,

entire audiences to scream in fear

and men to vow eternal faithful-

ness to their wives? It is called

reality. "Fatal Attraction" hits

home and it hits hard.

Not many people can identify

with Hollywood's recent thriller

characters Freddy Krueger and
Jason Voorhees, but many women
can identify to an extent with
Alex. Everyone has felt the pain
of rejection and the anger of

unrequited k>ve. Thus, many of

Alex's emotions stir identical

feelings in the audience, scaring
viewers into reality, and making
"Fatal Attraction" not just a
horror in the theater, but an eye-

opener in the real world.

The plot of "Fatal Attraction"

is uncomplicated and simple to

follow. The married Douglas and
the single and sexy Close have a
wild weekend of unconditional

sex. When Douglas' wife returns
home from her weekend trip, he
ends the affair, but Close tries

continually to rekindle the dead
flame. -

"Fatal Attraction" also hits a

national nerve; that of safe sex.

For the past few years campaigns

have been waged to deter unfamil-

iar and promiscuous sex to min-

imize the spread of AIDS and

assorted venereal disease.

"Fatal Attraction's" message is

that safe sex does not just mean
using a condom. It is knowing the

past and present of the individual

before physical involvement
transpires.

People magazine recently cited

several examples of true-to-life

fatal attractions in which jealous

ex-lovers damaged the lives of

their previous loves.

All in all, "Fatal Attraction" is

an incredible thriller that is both

exciting and frightening to watch.

Close and Douglas were dynamic
as they enacted a film with a

highly important message.

White Lion displays different brand of metal
By ALLEN AMBROSINO

In their latest album. Price,

White Lion displays a different

brand of heavy metal music that

they term "Rock N' Roar." Their
music is very mellow at times and
it never becomes too loud to

handle. Also, the lyrics they sing

are not obnoxious and offensive

like some other popular heavy
metal bands.

In contrast. White Lion sings

about the beauty of love and the

part that today's youth will play

in America's future. The group
has been together for four and one-

half years, and are finally ban-
ning to make a name for them-
selves.

Vocalist MikeTramp begins the

album by singing "Hunger." It is

a very upbeat song about a man
who would do anything to get the

woman he loves. During the song,

he says "when your love is mine,

I'll be feeling fine."

"Lonely Nights" is about a

young girl who was in love with
a boy back home until he broke

her heart. She felt that she was
all alone and ran away from her

old life to try and find something
better. However, the girl finds

that life in New York City is very

difficult and that it is hand to find

a friend. Because of her loneliness,

she becomes a prostitute on 42nd
Street to support herself and to

look for someone new to love.

During the song. White Lion
switches from a fast pace to a
slower one jeffectively. The guit-

arist, Vito Bratta, contributes to

the song with some incredible

guitar licks.

The next song, "Don't Give

Up," is a much happier song that

urges everyone to fight through

their problems and succeed. It is

a very spirited song that is sung
enthusiastically by Tramp.
Everyone in the band combines in

the chorus of "Don't Give Up,"
and this helps make the song.

"Sweet Little Loving" and
"Lady of the Valley" are both

mediocre songs that are carried by

the vocals ofTrampand the guitar

playing of Bratta. The latter of the

two is the longest song on the

album by well over two minutes,

and this takes away from its

quality. However, at times it is a

very touching song that will bring

out the sentimental feelings in

(Continued on page 24)
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tove and Roekets reteairlirtftSwiMb«M
By ANDREW MATHIS

Earth Sun Moon is the latest

release from Great Britain's Love
and Rockets, one of the best, but
still unfortunately unknown,
underground bands.
The band consists of guitarist

and vocalist Daniel Ash, bassist

David J, and percussionist Kevin
Haskins, all of whom played
between 1979 and 1963 in the
British undei^ground bemd Bau-
haus along with a singer named
Peter Murphy.
Murphy and David J left the

band to pursue solo careers, after

which Haskins and Ashfonned
the short-lived Tones on Tail. In

1965, David J rejoined his former
band mates to form Love and
Rockets.

Earth Sun Moon is the third

release from Love and Rockets in

three years, and gives a very good
mix of new matoial reminiscent

of 1985*s Express, which was
upbeat and strong, and last year's

Seventh Dream ofTeenage Heaven.

Earth Sun Moon shows the ver-

satility of this band's songwriting
and musicianship by presenting

its music in a much wider scope.

The music on Side One tends

to resemble that of Express. It

opens with **Mirrar People,*' a

song which is quite characteristic

of Love and Rockets' more upbeat,

perhaps danceable music. A loud

and steady drumbeat and emially

blaring guitar line automattcaUy
catch the listener's ear and pre-

pare him for the rest of side one.

'The Light" is a songnot nearly
as upbeat as the first, but is

pleasant in that it is very remin-

isc^t of the music of Bauhaus.
The blaring guitar is still there

and still effective, but 'The
Light" ahready shows the band's
sense of variety.

The third soi« on Skie One is

"Wekome Tomorrow" and is one
of the best soogs on the album.
It is still quite upbeat despite the
absence of the fsmiUar guitar
sound. Instead, It includes a few
great bass linet and some inter-

esting vocal arrangements. Lyri-

cally, it is the only coUaboratkm
on the alb}im between DavidJ and
Daniel Ash and is also the best
on the album.
"No New Tale to Tell" is also

one of the more interettiiig songs
of the whole album. Although the
chord progressions are a bit
monotonous and somewhat pre-
dktaUe, the lyrics and the fhtte

sok> in the interiude are a saving
grace. The shiging harmonies are
also a big plus.

Love and Rockets' versatility is

shown again in "Here oo Earth."
The skyw but steady beat of the
song is well compleniented b^
Davkl Ts lyrics, wh^ rcfUv hit

home. The song speaks oc the
irony and silliness of everyday

(Continued on page 26)

White Lion's lyrics in Pride reflect love and style
(Continuedfront page 23)

everyone about past lovers.

The first song on the second

side of Pride is without a doubt

the best song White Lion has ever

released. In the last few weeks,
"Wait" has received some airplay

on MTV and is rapidly gaining

popularity. The song is filled with
great lyrics about a man who tries

to stop his girlfriend from leaving

him by proclaiming his love for

her.

He wants more time toshow her

how much she means to his life

and happiness. In this respect,

"Wait" and "One More Night" by
Phi] Cr Uins have a great deal in

common.
"Wait" also displays the

immense talents that Bratta and
Tramp possess. This particular

song is tailor-made for Tramp's
singing style. This makes the
song very good, but Bratta makes
it complete by finishing with an
unbelievable exhibition of guitar

wizardry.

Although "All You Need Is Rock
n' Roll" is not as electrifying as
"Wait," it is still a quality metal
song. The lyrics show how music
can be the key to feeling good.

Tramp feels that, "It's your
destiny. It'll set you free."

The beginning of the song is

dominated by a strong beat that

the drummer, Greg D'Angelo,
hammers out powerfully. Overall,

"All You Need Is Rock n' Roll"

demonstrates many of White
Lion's strengths and few, if any,

weaknesses.

The story of Romeo and Juliet's

love affair is retoldin White Lion's

version of "Tell Me." A teenage

couple was forced to run away
from home to be together. Their

parents wereagainst the relation-

ship from the beginning, but had

no control over the situation after

they left. The boy keeps asking

his girlfriend to tell him she will

stay with him forever and always

bvehim.
Once again, both the vocals and

the background music make this

song into a winner. "Tell Me" is

another example of the superior

music that White Lion has pro-

duced over the last few years.

"When The ChiWren Cry" is a

fitting way to end the album. It

is White Lion's slowest paced song
and is the total opposite of heavy
metal songs that have no meaning.
The song begins with a more
relaxMl, acoustic style of guitar

playing that is present throughout

the song.
* .The lyrics become philosophical

as they reflect on the failure of

the older generation to keep the
work! from falling apart. White
Lion shows that the children are
the future and it is their respon-
sibility to repair all of the damage
that has been done.

I am not a great fan of heavy
metal music, but White Lkm took
me by surprise with their lyrics
about love and mellow music.
Every one of their songs was easy
to understand and the music had
an impressive style all its own.

I wish there were more heavy
metal bands around today who
played with the same excellence
that White Lion demonstrates in
Pride.

Personals

To my surpri99!

I lo¥0 your sp/lr« . . . and
B9p9clally you! Hav a good
ono, t)gbo. See ya soon.

Always Dl XXX

John Monahan and Mends,
I am psychad that you guys
are l)ack. It Is not tho aama
withoutyouall. HappyHomo-
coming! I l0¥a ya, John !!

Lova,

YourSIs

Brothars of SIg Ep,

Onca again tha Thata-Slg Ep
Hallowaan bash was unbaat-
abla. Thanks guys! Hava a
good Homacomlng.

Sisters OfKAO

Brothers of TKO,
Homecoming '87 — the best
klte-clam lam ewer! Get
psyched for an awesome
tailgate!

Love,

Sisters ofKAO

To my phantom florist.

Your touchingact ofkindness
filled my darkest days with

light I thank you from the

bottom ofmy heart!

Kevin H.

Happy 21st Birthday, Sunny
Bunny!
Can't wait to see your little

pink ears at Kelly's — / Love^

you.

Me (Bunny OOPS!)

To the brothers of PKO,
Get payched for our fHMne-
coming taUgate!

Love,

TheSiateraAO

Now that you^fe regblered for

your required courses, Ifs

time to chNMse your eleethes.

n P^pperoni
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British band's new aibttm needs former singer, Hhfffli^
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(Continue from page 24)

life. Once again, pleasing harmo-
nies are present along with an
equally pleasing saxophone solo.

Side One closes with "Uzy.'*

Although it starts slowly. "Lazy"
soon picks up and becomes a

competitor for the best songon the

album. The song has a sort of *50's

type rhythm and sound, although

the lyrics are a bit confusing at

points.

Side Two opens with "Waiting
for the Flood," which although

considerably slower than the

songs on Side One (which most
of Side Two is), is still a very

likeable song. A sax solo is also

featured in this song, but is in no
way monotonous or repetitious:

While saxophone is not one of

the major instruments that Love

and Rockets usess, it is a nice

touch for a few songs on this

album, including "Waiting for the

Flood."

"Rain Bird" is the next song on
Side Two and is very character-

istic of Love and Rockets' mellow-

er side. It is a nice combination

of acoustic guitar and interesting

little electric guitar sokM thrown
in here and there. Although the

lyrics are once again a bit hard

to folk>w, the melody compensates
for it.

"The Telephone is Empty" is

definitely a song to be listened to

through headphones. The best

point about this song is the
production, supplied by Love and
Rockets. Although the song is not

particularly exciting, it does
contain the best sax solo of the

album and shows the band's

talents as producers, if nothing

else.

Unfortunately, Ettrtk StmMmm
doea have one dark spot, **Evefyb-

ody Wants to Go to Heaven."
There is no saving grace for this

song. It is, at best, a poor imitation
of poor music and I am not exactly

sure why it is. included on the

album.
^

My confidence in Love and
Rockets was restored with the

next song on Side Two, the title

track. "Earth Sun Moon" is the

best example of Love and Rockets'

mellower side on the album.
Although there is little percussion,

the song is a great melange of

acoustic guitar, bass and keyboard
melodies. It earns its place as title

track.

Thealbum closes with "Youth."
Though there is nothing particu-

larly outstanding about "Youth,"

it is still a prftty good iOM and
a food way to doae the mewvwer
Side Two as well at the albiim.

It is, as you may guefft,in antKen
for the young, and its lyrics are

actually pretty inspiring.

AU in aU, EMrth Sun Mmm is

really a very good album. Though
none of the aonga are as striking

as some of Love and Rockets
earUer work, especially that on
Exprms, the albiim as a whole
stands equal with Exprm and
Seventh Dream of Teenagi Heaven,

Aside from "Everybody Wants
to Go to Heaven," every song is

good in its own way, and every

aspect of the album, including

lyrics, music and production,
show the truly versatile talents of

this band. Still, Haskins and Ash
are as usual, missing just one
thing, and his name is Murphy.

Carlisle's album
(Continued from page 19)

The next two songs are not

nearly as good as "Heaven is a

Place on Earth," but Carlisle's

talent manages to save them.
"Circle in the Sand" has a mys-
terious element to the music that

does not flow with Carlisle's

singing or the rest of the album.
"I Feel Free" has a Bangles style

melody that also fails to comple-

ment Carlisle's voice. The song is

probably the worst on the album.
Even Carlisle does not sound as

good as usual. Because she takes

a different approach to her vocals,

Carlisle's beautiful voice does not

come through on the song.

Returning to the style of "Heav-

en is a Place on Earth," is "Should
I Let You In?" Zealous and ener-

getic music gets the tune off to

a good start and provides a good
background for the vocals. Carlisle

returns to the form of singing that

she does best. In the song, Carlisle

wonders if it is worth the risk to

open yourself up to love.

"World Without You" opens
with soft music, which when
combined with Carlisle's vocals

almost sounds like a mother
singing a lullaby to her child. Once
again, the singing is brilliant, as

Carlisle flows effortlessly through
love-sick lyrics.

Side Two kicks in with "I Get
Weak." An upbeat melody with
well-written lyrics that make this

song (which is also about love) one
of the album's best. Carlisle sings

the chorus with a forceful and
authoritative voice, but quickly

returns to a gentle tone. This
change in tone provides an inter-

esting combination that really

gives the song a distinct style.

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities

(Will Trair)). Excellent F>ay plus

world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-077S Ext,S11H

PROFESSIONAL

RESUME
PREPARATION

write — edit — update

print — copy — type

SAME DAY SERVICE

U.S. Typ9wrttofA RMunwC#fiMr

Kino cH Pmssta Ptaza

lOng or PnjsskJ

265-7898
HOURS: Mon..8at. lO^JO Sun. 12-6

fTT. NEVER TOO EARLYI

"We Can Change" is also an
excellent display of Carlisle's

enchanting voice. Although the

music could have more vitality,

the song is still very entertaining.

In "Fool For Love," Carlisle

uses a strong voice throughout the

song that contrasts brilliantly

with her normally delicate and
sweet style of singing. The only

complaint that one could have is

that maybe Carlisle could sing

about something other than love.

Some solid guitar playing and
a steady, single drumbeat lead

into "Nobody Owns Me." The
music blends well with the vocals,

but slows down in the middle
when it could be more spirited.

However, because of Carlisle's

enormous talent, the song grows
on you. This is the case for most
of the album.
Ending the album on a senti-

mental note is "Love Never Dies."

The song is a slow and moving
ballad with tranquil lyrics. "Love
Never Dies" is generally a sad
song that fades out slowly to close

the album.
For the most part, Heaven On

Earth is an impressive album in

which Carlisle tries to expand her
musical horizons from her past

efforts. She sounds better than
ever, and one can very easily fall

in love with her voice. If Carlisle

could only have kept the musical

approach she uses on "Heaven js
a Place on Earth," the album
could have easily been No. 1 by
now. However, even if Heaven On
Earth does not bring the success

Carlisle deserves, you can bet you
will hear more from her in the

future. In addition, as Letterman
would say, she looks great.

STUDENTINCOME
A good part-time job that doesn^t interfere

with class schedules, student activities and study

time is pretty tough to find in most college towns.

That^s why the nearby Army Reserve makes so

much sense to students.

After completing Basic Training and
Advanced Individual Iraining, you serve one
weekend a mondi (usually two S-hour days, so

Saturday and Sunday evenings are yours). Arul
you eam over $75 a weekend to start. Yxigoto
two weeks ofannual training at full Army pay

Ifa part-time income could help, stop by or

call:

215-352-8204
SSG.Tolleson

•U^:^:
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HOLIDRV SEASON SPECinL!

Options:

Second 360K DS/DO Floppy Disk Drive $ 85
720K 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive $140
20 MB Seagate ST225 Hard Disk
w/We$tern Digital Controller $339
30 MB Seagate ST238 Hard Disk
w/Western Digital Controller $389

8087-2 Math Co-Processor $16S
300/1200 Baud Hayes Compatable
Modem w/OataTalk Software $109

Color System Option Add $225
(640 X 200 Resolution)
Color Graphics Card A RGB Color Monitor

Enhanced Color System Option Add $399
(640 X 350 Resolution)

EGA Color Card A EGA Color Monitor

Word Processor k DataBase Software $ 45

Panasonic Printers
STflRTINe RT ONLV $192.00

WHEN PURCHRSED WITH R SVSTEM
KX-P10e01 120cps. 24€ps NLQ, narrow carriage, tractor
KX-P10911 160cps, 32cps NLQ, narrow carriage, tractor
KX-P10921 240cps» 48c^ NLQ, narrow carriage, tractor
KX*P1S92 ISOcps, 38cpt NLQ, wide carriage, tractor
KX-P1595 240cps. Slcps NLQ, wide carrlaoe, tractor
KX-P3131 17cpt bi-directional daltywheel, narrow carriage
KX-P3151 22cps dalsywheel. wide carriage,?! buffer

Printer Cable only $19.95 wltb printer purchase.

LIBERTV PERSONRL COMPUTERS
311 S. ilNCMNRME

CMifiy NIIL, NJ MM2

$192
$215
$375
$4^9
IS19
$309
1489

640K RAM
One 360K DS/DO Floppy Drive
Serial /Parol 1 el /Gaaie Ports
Monochrome Graphics Adapter
8 PC/XT Coffpatable Slots
Users Manual

4.77 - 8 MHz Speed
Bttllt-la Clock/Calendar
KiQTboard

Hloh-Ret. TTL Mono. Monitor
8087 SMfort (optional)
NS-OOS a m Basic

ONLV

1775.00

f
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Nm dispbys iimn^nts' stn^le in the U.$.A.
By DINA INNELLA

"Living on Tokyo Time"
directed ter Stephen Okazaki
Shouras Pictures

When immigrants come to

America to live, the cultural gaps
^re hard to overcome. It is espe-

cially hard when the foreigner is

abne and has no one that under-

stands what they are saying.

There are also people in America
who have no sense of their cultural

background. These people some-
times want the best of both
worlds, which is not possible. The
blending of these two subjects

provides the basic - premise of

"Living on Tokyo Time."
Cultural differences, learning

and love are a sampling of some
of the themes throughout the

movie. Right from the beginning,

we learn that Kyoko, played by
Manako Ohashi, has left behind

her fiance in Tokyo.
Kyoko has come to America to

start a new life. At the moment,
though, her new life includes

washing dishes in a Japanese
restaurant and learning to speak
English from a book and a tape

recorder in her room at the

YWCA.
We find that Kyoko's visa has

run out. Kyoko is also getting a

lot of letters from her family and
friends back inJapan encouraging

her to come home. But Kyoko
wants to stay in America, and her

friend Lana has an idea.

Ken, played by Ken Nakagawa,
is a Japanese-American bore who

has just been dumped by his

girlfriend. If Ken was any more
passive, he would probably be
dead. He works as a janitor, but

is a rock star hopeful, playing in

a go-nowhere band. Ken is also a

friend of Lana's. and is easily

suckered into a marriage oif con-

venience to Kyoko.
The marriage takes place, apd

Kyoko moves into Ken's cramped
apartment. The cultural differen-

ces become apparent from the

start. Kyoko hardly speaks Eng-
lish, and Ken does not speak a

word of Japanese. Kyoko enjoys

Japanese food while Ken enjoys

fast food. Kyoko learns about
American rock-and-roll and Ken
learns about love.

Kyoko, surrounded by Ken's
enormous collection of albums
and magazines, begins to learn

about American music. Ken, for

the first time in his life, has fallen

in love or has cared enough to fall

in love. This unlikely marriage is

an education for both.

Ohaski and Nakagawa are in

their first major movie roles.

"Living on Tokyo Time" was
about learning, so it seemed
appropriate that these newcomer
actors should have these roles.

Ohashi was cute and charming
and acted her part excellently.

Nakagawa at first seemed like he
was not acting well at all, but we
find that his character is supposed
to be inert and boring.

"Livingon Tokyo Time" proved

to be an enjoyable, light comedy
with a few surprises. Filming
with a low budget, director, writer

and photographer Stephen Okaza-
ki should be commended for this

piece of work. New ideas and
innovative thoughts prevailed

throughout the movie and it was
refreshing to see something differ-

ent for a change.

"Living on Tokyo Time" pre-

miered last Friday at the Naiiierth

Theater. The workers there were
friendly and ready to discuss the

movie with me. A synopsis of the

movie, along with two buttons

promoting the movie, were given

out to everyone. I got a pleasant

feeling after leaving the movie and
the theatre.

Vilkineva Night at the
23 last Cabaret

^

(pholo courtesy of 23 East Cabaret)

Rick Franco and the Fire will play at Villanova night at the 23 East Cabaret on Nov. 12.

It is Villanova Night again, Nov. This Thursday, Rick Franco Nov. 12, and experience some of

12, at the 23 East Cabaret in and the Fire and The Missing the new and exciting sounds in

Ardmore. Come see some of the Parade share the bill at the 23 Philadelphia local rock at the 23
best in local music for just$l with East. East Cabaret. Doors open at 8
your student I.D. Give yourself a study break p.m., and showtime is 10 p.m.

THURSDAYS AT
Ardmore's 23 East C
What's Different? M Cover- w/Villanova I.D. Plus Proof of Age

What's the Same? Top bands, terrific service, great atmosphere, new
friends and a new kind of fun. It is the Main Line's

most attractive alternative to studying.

The line-up on Thursdays!
/-N

1^^ 9uu,ea £ the FIRE 1 1/12

DYNAGROOVE

aFflrffwr
Bag The Books and PARTY

Thursdays at 23 East Cabaret!
Co-Sponsored by WKVU & The Vlllanovan

* Only excluding special shows.

The 23 East Cabaret
is located at

23 E. Lancaster Ave., Ardmore
Call096-6420 for mor0 Info.
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Higgfns' Otffisiirs presents ff tifo ofcrime
'.- Jr •»^' Vt

By THERESA JONES

George V. Higgins

Henry Holt and Company

With a title like Outlaws one
might expect a novel full of cops
and robbers and shoot-em-up,
bang-em-up scenes. While Outlaws
does indeed have its share of good
guys and bad guys, George Hig-

gins presents this tale of crime in

such a way as to make one some-
times wonder just who the good
guys and bad guys really are.

The novel b^ns with a precise

description of an armored car

robbery in New England in 1970.

This is the first in a string os

successful heists pulled off by this

group of outlaws, yet it is the only

one presented in a firsthand
account.

The rest of the five-year streak

of stickups, including the mass
murder that finally leads to their

arrest, is revealed through police

briefings and memos, offhand
comments and witness' testimo-

nies. Higgins is far from following

the norms for a crime novel, but

this is no typical crime novel.

Higgins focuses not on the

crimes themselves, but on the

moral foundations and conse-

quences of crime. He is not speak-

ing to us about the gun-wielding

psychopaths, but about everyone

who commits an "act of crime"

who is convinced that he or she

is not acting solely out of self-

interest, but in the best interests

of everyone.

Higgins is speaking about the

distinction between ends and
means. As one of the characters,

a professor who also is a spy on
occasion, puts it: "If we are, in

fact, all outlaws, then it has been

of necessity."

It is around this thought-
provoking, somewhat frightening

concept that Higgins spins his

tale, which is almost disturbingly

realistic. We see a variety of

characters in different situations

justifying their means via the

ends. ^
We have the upper-class, young,

urban terrorists — intellectual

and talented — formed against

and around the politics of the

1960s.

Then there is the distnct attor-

ney, a man of law, whose fatally

ill wife pleads with him to allow

her to take an overdoze of narcot-

ics to avoid a slow and painful

death. An FBI agent commits her

"crime" by spying on citizens and
through foreign espionage, quite

outside her duties in the bureau.

Hifgins focuses not on
the crimes thomsohfos,

but on the moral foun-

dations and conse-

quences of crime.

the case in some crime novels.

Aside from Higpns' talent at

creating enga|[ing content, he is

also to be praised for his skill at

presentation, for "Outlaws" is

good simply because it reads well.

Hischaracters are, though numer-
ous, fuUy alive. His scenes are

carefully constructed to include

the necessary while avoiding the

superfluous.

Higgins' dialogue is excellent,

though hi^ style of presenting the

New England accent is at times

too exaggerated and a bit tough
to follow — and that is coming
from a New Englander.

I still have not even mentioned
the trial, which is a masterpeice

in itself and a cornerstone of the

novel. Higgins shows us the legal

ceremonies of jury selection,

motions, objections and out-of-

A state policeman with a ven-

geance for one of the urban ter-

rorists oversteps his bounds in a

personal pursuit of justice. An
assassination is arranged by a

group of friends some 40 years

after the firendship is formed.

While it may sound as though
Higgins has too many stories and
characters running in too many
directions, it is his skill at writing

that allows him to present so

much, and still tie it all together

in sometimes surprising clarity.

He crosses the country and the

continents, reaches back to World
War U and brings us up to 1985,

and includes a number of charac-

ters, yet leaves nothing isolated

or unexplained.

The final scenes accomplish a

more artistic and satisfying end-

ing than a mere final look at what
has already been revealed, as is

courtroom intricacies with wit

and drama. Here Main the char-

acters are truly auve, from the

charismatic terrorist leader, to

the laughable defense attorney, to

thejud^ you cannot help but like.

Part of the ^reason I enjoyed

Outlaws so niiiclris that Higgins

is skilled at doing the unexpected

without leaving his reader disap-

pointed by what might be thought

to be missing.

If you do not think you have the

time to invest in a novel during

the semester, I would urge you to

consider Outlaws as potential

Thanksgiving entertainment. Or
make it a Christmas present to the

family's avid reader, and then

read it yourself! Personally, I plan

todig up a few of Higgins' previous

14 books to keep myself busy
while waiting for his next.

_PENN
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Sport Simrts
klos receives Big East iionor

In last Saturday's soccer win over Pitt, junior goalie Ron
Klos chalked up his eii^th shutout of the '87 season. The f-

victory enabled Klos to break the V.U. record of seven shutouts
in a season set by Pete Jirak in ld80.

In addition to this honor, Klos was named the Big East Athlete

of the week, making him the first Villanova male to achieve

that honor in the 1987-88 athletic season.

Men's swim team places second

The Wildcat men's swimming and diving team was able to )^
capture second place in the duPont carnival relays. The 'Cats, "JL
who scored 100 points, were topped by La Salle who finished ^
the relays with a score of 112.

n
Men
Wash. Cut
Blow Dry
Regularly SI 2.00

•10FF

323 E. Lancaster Ave.

^ <Sb^tt, <^^Oi7t

NAIL CARE
SKIN CARE

BODY WAXING
•1 - *2 OFF

DEPENDING ON SERVICE

e

687-1654

Women
Wash, Cut,

Blow Dry
& Iron

Regularly $20.00

•20FF

Wayne, PA 19087

PUUIIS AFTBI COLLEGE?

Use that excellent Liberal Arts education

as the perfect stepping stone

to a career in education!

Job opportunities have never been better in:

Teaching

School and College Administration

Language and Literacy Programs
Counseling Psychology

Educational Planning and Research
vj*'*

I
For detailed information, clip and mall to: Admissions Office, Graduate School of Education,

I University of Pennsylvania, 3700 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6216

Football tickets available

Contrary to popular belief, the football game this Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. between Villanova and U. Mass. is not sold out.

The 'Cats need your support to down their Yankee conference
foes, so pick up a ticket right away.

Three walk-ons join Wildcats

The Villanova basketball team recently announced three
additions to the team, walk-ons Rob Tribuiani, Tim MuUer and
Chris Mosotti.

Tribuiani, a sophomore, is a 5-foot 11-inch guard who
graduated from Malvern Prep'.

Muller, a 6-foot 2-inch freshman from Pascack Hills High
School in New Jersey, is a guard who possesses excellent outside
shooting ability along with good ball-handling skills. Mosotti,
another guard, is a (reshman from Hickory High in Hermitage,
Pa.

( SPORTS )

Ward leads way for ice hockey
Basketball set to begin

Bob Ward came up with a hat trick to lead Villanova's hockey

team to their first win in 1987 beating Scraliton 10-3. Next,

the 'Cats suffered a defeat at the hands of Roger Williams, 8-

1.

The team's record now stands at 1-2.

r

ikickitickir^ifi^^itit^k^i^^k^^^^k'^^^^^^^

This Saturday at 10:30 a.m. the Villanova basketball team yL
will participate in the annual Blue-White game. The game, to ^
be played at duPont Pavillion, will be free. Fans are encouraged ^
to come and check out the 'Cats.
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Send general information n

Send program information on_

WANT MONEY FOR
PLAYINQ WITHAM APPLE?

Then be an
Apple Macintoah Trainer:

• Independent Consulting

• Flexible daytime hours
• CompensatkHi commensurate

¥vith axp«rier>ce

Sertd Computer History to:

B. A. CorporalkMi

2 Bala Plaza. 8uHa 714
Bala Cynwyd, PA 1 9004

WE PRINT
T-SHIRTS
FOR LESSI

i@ci^ogr
,

WfoHmih*!
on firei quAhty ihitt*

1045 iMnemwim Ave.

BiynMannr
527-4188

the shop

U.S. bands
u.k. bands
aussie bands
local bands

gothic

hardcore

psychedelic

top-40
heavy metal

dance
T-shirts

posters

.139 fcm&^\yAv{\A Ave.
{215) 254 -0722

BASKETBALLCLUB
Season Ticltets Will Be Distributed

To The Controllers

v

Dates:

Time:

Place:

Nov. 9-11

9:30 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

B-Ball Club Office —
108B Dougherty Hall

REMINDER: First game is Nov. 1

1

against the Canadian National Team!

IB ^a^^i^t^^ff'- v.'-^j?j.^ ..'*wp'
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Paul Vrind adjusts to Iffe at VUhmova
By JOHN G. RICCO

Late last summer the Villanova

basketball team picked up a late

recruit in 7-foot center Paul Vrind.
Vrind, who is 19 years old, grew
up in the Netherlands in Gouda,
Holland. Though his first love
was hockey, four years ago he
started playing basketball, and he
soon felt that it was the sport for

him.

For three years, Vrind played in

a high-school-age league. Though
the teams had coaches, and the

league was fairly organized, the

competition was subpar. "If I was
to play a pick-up game here [at

Villanova] in the gym, it would
have better competition,"
remarked the left-handed center.

Vrind remained in this league

until last year when both his size

and his talent enabled him to

switch to a semi-pro team, the

highest level of basketball in

Holland. Though he did not pi

for the team (which included ex-

Wildcat Gary McLain), and thus
did not get paid, Vrind did practice

with them.
"I had to travel two hours to

get to a practice," commented
Vrind. "I was traveling four hours
every day."

It was around this time Oast
October), that Vrind decided he
would like to play basketball in

the United States. "I thought it

would be a great experience," he
said.

Fortunately, Vrind's coach was
good friends with Villanova Head
Coach Rollie Massimino, and
plans were made to send Vrind to

the Main Line. '*I didn't really look

at other colleges," Vrind said. "I

went on what I read about Villan-

ova and what I heard about from
American coaches whowere coach-
ing Dutch teams."
Vrind's impact on the Wildcat

team will probably not be imme-
diate, as Massimino plans to red

shirt him for the 1987-88 season.

"We didn't want him to be thrown
right into the competition thjt

quickly because of his studies and

VrimPslmfMctoiithe

as MtmbniMptem fD

i9tffMrtMniferf*e
iM7-MsMsofi.

everything else," Massimino said.

Vrind has definitely had to

make some adjustments since

arriving in the U.S. this summer.
He has had to |^t used to new
kinds of food, a different language
and college life ifi gqieral.

On the basketbalhcourt, Vrind
will have to make adjustments of

a different varietv. "Coming from
Europe, he hasn t played a great
deal and obviously is not used to

our style of play/' commented
Massimino. "He's 7 feet [UMl and
over there, there are not that

many 7-footer8."

Massimino believes that Vrind's

greatest strengths are his shot
and his will to learn. He is very
intelligent (Vrind is a mathemat-
ics major) and has the desire to er or not he ever becomes a great
be the best player he can be. basketball player, I'm just happy
"He's a great kid," praised that he's part of. this fine

Massimino. "Regardless of wheth- university."

Paul Vrind
(FHtPhcMo)
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Field hockey ends on down note

(Photo by Prilchard)

Anita D'Ascenzo sets to blast a shot upfield, as Courtney Bova (7)
looks on.

By AMY C. SPENCER

Villanova field hockey had a
tough week as they continued a
losing streak which b^an against

Virginia on Oct. 25. The team lost

two games in a row to Lock Haven
and West Chester before achieving

a victory over Ursinus on Satur-

day. The recent downward slide

has brought their season record

to 11-7-2, a disappointing end to

a season that had the promising
start of 6-0-1.

Lock Haven downed the 'Cats,

4-1, on a rainy Tuesday afternoon.

The players, accustomed to play-

ing on the turf, found it difficult

to compete on the wet grass of

Lock Haven's field, and theirgame
was adversely affected.

Lock Haven managed to out-

shoot the 'Cats by almost a 2-1

ratio, taking 37 shots on goal as

compared to 20 by Villanova. Ann

Dickey scored the Wildcats only
goal, her fourth of the season, to

avoid being shut out. The team
was disappointed by their perfor-

mance, which included the allow-

ance of the most goals given up
in one game all season.

The 'Cats fell again Thursday
by a score of 2-1 at the hands of

West Chester, which is ranked
fifth in the nation. Defensive
skills shone as Villanova allowed
West Chester only four shots from
inside the circle and 14 total. But
the offense was not on the ball,

only taking six shots during the
whole contest.

Villanova's lone score did not

come until the halfway point of

the second period when Anita
D'Ascenzo drove the ball past the
opposing scorekeeper to ruin the
chance for a West Chester shu-

tout. The 'Cats had not been able

to score more than onegoal m any
of their last three games at this

point, and thisgame only extended
that unfortunate streak.

Luckily, the Wildcats overcame
their difficulties when they faced

Ursinus Saturday. For the first

time in Villanova history, they
came away with a victory from
a match with the Bears. The 'Cats

scored two goals en route to a
shutout victory.

The game was scoreless at the
half, but the Wildcats exploded in

an offensive frenzy early in the

second period that led to the two
scores.

Sharon Seiz, team leader in
goals scored, notched her ninth of
the season at 26:57 in the second
period, with the assist by Ann
Rosat. Victoria Rife followed this
up at 22:02 with an unassisted
goal.

Advertisement

Welcome Wildcat Basketball Fans to a new
column brought to you by the Wildcat Basketball

Executive Board. The 1987-88 executive board
members are: Rob Nobile- president, Jay Talbott- vice

president, Ron McKay- secretary, and Curt Krause-
treasurer. We will be presenting this column to

express the views of the Wildcat Basketball Club.

The column will be strictly positive oriented

because we feel that the students should support the
basketball program rather than criticize it. There is

no place for criticism towards amateur athletes

especially from their peers.

This season started out with the annual basketball

season ticket sale. The basketball club showed a
strong response selling 1,400 tickets. The season
tickets will be distributed to the controllers at 9:30
a.m.-l:30 p.m. November 9-11, in our office, 108B
Dougherty Hall. If your controller does not pick up
your package by 1:30 p.m. Nov. 11, you forfeit your
season tickets.

Last week, the executive board members met with
Coach Rollie Massimino to discuss different ways
to boost the spirit during the upcoming basketball
season. As a boost to morale, the team and basketball

club would like the fans to wear blue clothing to

all of the games. Also, we urge the fans to stand
up at the beginning of each game until the visiting

team scores their first point. Massimino informed
us that the team bench will be moved to the student
section side this year in order to be closer to the
fans. We also discussed having a T-shirt sale, theme
oriented games, and additional road trips.

The annual blue-whitegame will be held tomorrow
at 9:45 a.m. in the duPont Pavilion.

• In preparation for the season opener in Hawaii,
we will be hosting the Canadian National Team on
Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. Other upcoming events include
Coach Massimino's rap session with the basketball
club on Nov. 19, 12:45 p.m. in the Pavilion. Later
that day at 5 p.m. an intfersquad scrimmage will be
held as a final tune up for the year.

The basketball club encourages fans to respond
to our column. All input is welcome.

Interested InA Career
In Insurance?

Then Stay Away!

If youVe always wanted to work for an insurance com-
pany, you may not be interested in what we have to offer.

Because a career at Chubb is far from what you might think

it is. First of all, we are primarily a property/casualty insur-

ance company, not a life or health company. And you won't
be a salesman knocking at doors. After training you'll be
analyzing some of the most interesting kinds of insurance
risks, managing your own marketing strategy, and making
proposals on multi-million dollar accounts.

Never heard of Chubb? We're one of the leading financial

organizations in the U.S. So if you're interested in a manage-
ment training program that's unique for an insurance com-
pany, we'd be anxious to meet you.

Bob Smith (Class of '86) and Paul McDermott (Class of

'87) are inviting anyone interested in Chubb & Son to attend
our information session on Tuesday, November 1 0th from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Haverford Room of the Connelly
Center.

CHUBB
Group of Insunoioe CompanlMi

Ono Logan Squaro
Phttedolphla, PA 19103

An EquH OpportunMy Employ«r M/F

%y#iiig gMlle Ed Uy has helped the 'Cats receive a bid Into the Eastern Intercollegiate

Waterpoh swims to Division I
By JIM BOWMAN

As Villanova glamor sports

such as track and basketball soar

along grabbing headlines and
publicity at every stop, one of

Villanova's most up-and-coming

athletic teams is fighting just to

make a splash — literally.

This fall, Villanova's water polo

team quietly compiled a brilliant

regular season slate of 14 wins

and two losses, good for an at-

large bid into the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Championships, Nov.

13-15, at Annapolis, Md.
However, the most important

development of the season
' occurr^ out of the water when
last week the team players voted

toUke the huge step from Division

n to Division I for next season.

Ed Rae, the team's lone senior,

explained the decision. ''We're an

expanding, improving program

with great depth and talent. It's

time to move up to Division I and
play the top teams. We earned the

right to give it a shot."

Sophomore standout Matt Mor-
ris agreed with the move, saying,

"It should help everything. We'll

be able to recruit better and
eventually be a good Division I

team. Next year is going to be one
tough year, though,
comparatively."

Although the 'Cats are blessed

with a deep and talented roster,

water polo affords room for only

six positions other than goalie.

Along with Raeand Morris, sopho-

more goalie Ed Uy, juniors Far-

shad Charmforoosh andJim Riley,

sophomore Matt Jayne and fresh-

man Mike Klarin handle the
starting duties for the 'Cats.

Sophomore Steve Flanagan and
junior GeorgeKummeth have also

made strong contributions in

backup roles.

The person pulling the strings

for Vilhnova is coach Dan Sha-

radin, described by Morris as "one
of the best water polo coaches in

the East."

"I can't say enough about him.
He is outstanding." added Rae.

Athlete

of

the

Week

PATTY DUANE

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is the volleyball

team's Patty Duane.

Duatie, a red-shirted freshman, stood out in an otherwise
disappointing Big Five tournament for the WiklcEits.

Duane accounted for 23 hits along with 5 kills and was named
to the all-Big Five tournament team. In the tourney, she was
able to lead the team to a win over La Salle, but unfortunately

'

the 'Cats dropped their next two to Temple and to U. Penn.

Duane is a graduate of Valhalla High School in North White

Plaiiis. N.Y.

Sportswear

The 'Cats laid the groundwork
for this successful season with a

strong performance in the Buck-
nell Invitational, against several

Division I teams.

"We started the season with the

Bucknell Invitational, and we did

extremely well against some very

good teams. That served as a

confidence builder, and it set the

tone for what turned out to be a

great season," said Rae.

Last weekend, Villanova tra-

veled to Fordham for the Mid-

Atlantic Conference champion-
ships, where the top two teams
received automatic bids into the

Eastern Championships. The
'Cats posted a 2-1 record and
fnished in a three-way tie for first.

However, the tiebreaker sys-

tem, based on goal differential,

awarded the title to Johns Hop-
kins, with Queens College taking

second. Villanova then received

their at-large bid for the cham-
pionships, where they will be

favored to win.
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Ruggers triumph,

13-10, over Penn
//, ,. . , - ^ 09I away from me."
(Omhnuedfrom page 32)

Penn's scrumhalf. Bob O'Sulli-

Penn's defense by pop-kicking van, was able to escape 'Nova's

through their line, gaining yar- Chris McDonnell, before scoring

dage in the process as well. on a 30-meter run to bring Penn
With no score late in the first within a try at 13-10.

half, Brian Couglin. the hero of At this point, 'Nova kept the ball

last week's win, escaped Penn's away from Penn until time
grasp by cutting back through expired,

their defense en route to a 30- The win brought 'Nova's record

meter, try-scoring run. to 5-2, but most importantly, it

"They were playing me wide, gave them the first seed in the

not letting me get to the outside, Atlantic region of the National

so I decided to fake them and cut Collegiate Tournament in the

back, and I was able to just spring. This is the second consec-

steamtrain in for the score,"

remarked Couglin.

Koons added a conversion kick

to put 'Nova ahead, 60, at the half.

Villanova was not quick to

forget their win over Princeton,

in which they had come back from looking ahead to take their region.

10-0 deficit to win; they were Inside-center McDonnell said,

intent on scoring again to outpace "Our attitude and preparation

Penn. have been the key. We've gotten

Koons was able to redeem his serious about our training and
earlier missed kicks by taking in we're ready to play in the morning,

his own try early in the second Some of us are playing hurt, like

half. However, his own run took this cut I've got (pointing to his

him too far from the goalposts for head), but we're not letting it get

him to make the conversion, and in the way of a victory."

'Nova led, 10-0. Injuries have plagued 'Nova
Later, Penn's huge prop, Alex since the beginning of the season,

Tiemey, bowled over 'Nova lock with prop Chris Gatti's fractured

Mike Burke for a score, which, ankle marking the latest of the

with the conversion, brought group.

Penn back, 10-6. Villanova's B-side continued
Koons, however, then added to their winning ways by defeating

the Villanova score with a 20- Penn, 24-0. Tries were scored by
meter penalty kick, which brought John Leary, Mike Terzian and
the score to 13-6. Aubrey Shorts. The game was
Penn's subsequent scoring tries marked by aggressive running

were stifled by 'Nova's forwards, play, with eager 'Nova players

led in part by prop Chris Hillman, trying to capture their own score,

whose tackles left Penn's backs Dan O'Mara blew a long run by
dazed. fumbling away his own try in the

'They tried to run weak, strong goal, and was unable to recover,

and right at me," Hillman said, yet his teammates carried him by
"but I kept shooting them down, scoring four tries in their fourth

No way was that winger getting
,
consecutive shutout.

utive time that Villanova is in the

tournament.
Last year, a narrow loss to

Maryland in the second round
knocked them from the tourna-

ment. But this year, they are

Women's tennis finisiies season
By STEVE ELUS

The women's tennis team
wrapped up their 1987 fall season

with a fifth place finish in the Big

East Women's Championship
held Oct. 17 and 18 in South
Orange, NJ., on the campus of

Seton Hall University. The cham-
pionship was captured for the

second straight year by Boston

College.

The fifth-place team finish was
highlighted by a third-place finish

by senior Bieth Lemon in the

number two singles bracket. Lem-
on defeated Providence's Valine

Rhodes in the quarterfinals, 4-6,

7-5, 6-3, then fell to eventual
champion Carol Kraus of Syra-

cuse, 6-2, 6-0, in the semifinals.

but bounced back and won a hard-
fought three-set match against
Connecticut's Karen Ford, 4-6, 6-

2, 7-6 to capture third place.

Other point scorers mcluded
the number three doubles team of

Sue Bemardi and Jeanne O'Con-
nor; number five singles, Stacey
Hall; and number tlvee singles,

Bemardi. All were consolation
bracket winners.

The women ended regular

match play with a very impressive
15-5 recond. The team won nine

straight matches to close out the

season, which included 9-0 romps
over West Chester and St.

Joseph's. Other victories included

a 5-0 win over Concordia; 7-2 wins
over Swarthmore, Lehigh and

Drexel; a 4-0 win over LaSalle; a
6-3 win over Big East foe St.

John's; and a forfeit victory over
Ramapo.

The 15-5 record was the best
record compiled since 1983, when
the team finished 14-3. The fifth-

place finish in the Big East Cham-
pionship was also the best finish

since1^ when the team finished

third.

The team only loses one int^;ral

part. Lemon. The loss is a big one,
but after this year's success,
there's good reason for Coach
Robert Langran to look forward
to next fall's season with great

optimism.

Bad breaks hamper football
(Continuedfrom page 32)

the precedingweek against Maine,

Villanova came alive.

Running an M4-counter, Karoly

faked a run left, then ran right

behind the blocking of Paul Ber-

ardelli and Dave Padtti for a 50-

yard gain. This led to a quick 17-

yard completion from Kirk Schulz

to Bob Brady for a touchdown.
The very next s^es. Art Con-

dodina made an opportune sack of

the Huskies' DeGennaro, releas-

ing the ball for a Bill Buckley
recovery. With the momentum
fully in the team's favor, the

otfense was forced to go for the

goal on a fourth down and five.

Unfortunately, they failed, and
came away with the score still 28-

16 in the third quarter.

Then, after the ball changed
hands between the teams twice,

Villanova maneuvered itself into

sconog potitkm. For the second

time in the gune, Karoly broke

looM ffx» the Huskie defense on
tht 29>yird Une and took it in for

a score.

With the score 28-23 in the

fourth quarter, the fake punt by
Hodge that was ruled incomplete
turned the ball over to U. Conn
who capitalized on it by going 55

DeGennaro capped the drive by
running the final seven yards for

six points. The score remained the

same for the final three minutes,

34-23, and the Wildcats ended up
dropping their second straight
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By JAY TALBOTT

Villanova's football team for the
second consecutive week was
hindered by costly errors. Offen-
sive Coordinator Greg Olejack
summed up the game by saying,
"We played 58 minutes of gocxi

football, and the remaining two
minutes were mistakes." The
Wildcats (5-2) looked as if they
would pull a Halloween Day trick

on the University of Connecticut's
(4-4) HomecomingGame at Memor-
ial Stadium in Storrs, Conn.
Down 21-3 at halftime (The

'Cats had two touchdowns negat-
ed by a penalty and a fumble), the
team held their composure and
stormed right back into the game
in an exciting second half.

With John Karoly rushing for

100 yards and two touchdowns in

the second half, coupled with the
best performance the offensive

line has had this year, the team
closed the margin to 28-23 with
six minutes remaining. Then,
when punter Perry Hodge faked
a punt and passed to Jin Kim for

We played58 minutes
ofgeodfoetkallamlthe
remainit^ twe minutes
were nustelte%

—OfffMislvt CoordiiMtw

GinOltJack

an apparent first down, the official

called the play an incomplete pass
and ended a crucial drive.

The Huskies built up their 21-

3 lead by running Jdf GaUi^iher
from six and seven yards,for the
scores in the first and second
quarter, respectively. Also in the
first period, U. Conn quarterback
Matt DeGennaro eluded Wildcat
lineman Ted White, and lofted the
ball to Scott Sweitzer for another
touchdown.
Tom Withka put the Wildcats

on the board, and kept his kicking
record perfect in the process,
hitting a 24-yard field goal. The
score was set up after Derek
McEwen landed on a fumble
caused by Mike Feeley. Withka is

now 4-4 in field goal attempts, and
24-24 in extra points.

In the second half, Villanova
regrouped and came back ready to

play. Karoly started the scoring

.tsn-^n¥f"

r^^.

, « (Photo by NunSt)
Last Saturday, V.U.'s footbidl team suffered its secoiMrfetnaght Iom
at the hands of University of Connecticutr
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^nH^^^ ^ ^^ ^""'^^ "'^*' ^^^ « 28-yard strike from DeGennaro
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to make the score 28-10. ReaKzingThe Huskies then went to their that U. Conn blew a similar 1^

all-time receiver David Dunn for (Continued on page 31)

Chaplain offers guidance

(Photo t>y Nunee)
Junior forward Jean Hiyjar blows by her opponent with a burst of
speed.

'Nova tops Friars,

looks to playoffs

By DOUG SCANCARELLA

One aspect in which a Catholic
university differs from a public
university is the fact that all

Catholic school sports have a team
chaplain. In the case of Villanova's
football and basketball teams,
that chaplain is the Rev. Bernard
A. Lazor.

Lazor, a professor of biblical
studies, is often called upon to
speak at banquets for other Wild-
cat teams, but he is primarily
involved with the football and
basketball teams.

When he arrived at Villanova
in 1971, Lazor immediately was
named the chaplain of the football

squad. Five years later, in 1976,
Lazor became the chaplain of the
basketball team as well. He has
been doing both ever since.

we do pray tor help in our efforts
and thank God for our talents. We
pray to get insight into life and jf^
to relate to ood.

^
Lazor further added, "They (the
players] are participating physi-

,

cally, but that's only one dimen-
sion. The Mass is arranged to
make the players realize the
intellectual and spiritual aspects
of life as well as the physical."

Lazor is well liked by the teams
for which he is chaplain. Head
basketball coach Roltie Massimi-
no, particularly fond of Lazor's
efforts, said, "I think he's great.*
He does a fabulous iob of creating
spiritual camaraderie, and he'
gives us an opportunity to share
things alone and together.'*

j0^

l>hotof

Th<JRey^^enwrd iaior,03^

By KARLA BECKNER

The Villanova women's soccer
team closed out their regular
season with a 1-0 victory over
visiting Providence College Satur-
day. The team begins post-season
play today against Monmouth in

the opening round of the East
Coast Athletic Conference Cham-
pionships being held at the Uni-
versity of Hartford.

Jean Hajjar recorded the only
goal in the Providence game on an
asist byjeannine McLees just 2:23
into the game. Head coach Don
Paxon remarked that it was the
typical Villanova-Providence
game. "We owned the ball and the
turf, but were only able to score
one goal off them."
The Wildcats dominated the

field, outshooting Providence, 17-

0, and outscoring them on comer
kicks, 15-1.

Senior goaltender Lynn McHale
recorded her eighth shutout of the
season, tying the Villanova record.

In addition, she now holcte the
record for most career shutouts,
goals against average for the
season and career, and has the
highest save percentage for a
single season and career.

The Wikkrats now stand with
an 11-6-2 record going into the
ECAC Championships. 'This is

the best season we've ever played
in," Piaon said. "We have an
intensive, aggressive team on the
fiekl. We've beaten two nationaUy
ranked teams and tied another,
which says a lot for a team
comprised of all walk-ons."

According to Pftxon, appraxi-
nuitdy 20 teams requested to ptoy
in the ECAC Championshipa.
ViHanovaenten in as the aaeond
seed behind the University of

Hartford, with Monmouth and
Holy Cross following as the
number three and number four
seeds respectively.

The Wildcats have faced all

three teams prior to this cham-
pionship, losing to Hartford, 1-0,

in theWAGS Tournament on Oct.
10, and to Monmouth, 1-0, on Oct.

19, but defeating Holy Cross, 2-

1, at the 7-UP Wildcat Tourna-
ment on Oct. 25 at Villanova.

The Villanova-Monmouthgame
begins at 11 a.m. today with
Hartford taking on Holy Cross at

1 p.m. The championship game
will be played tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Lazor's main function is saying
Mass prior to the games. These
masses, which are for the whole
team to attend, relate every Gospel
to a way of life and a game
situation. The masses are meant
to give an insightful message so
that the athletescan relate to God.

Lazor commented, "We are not
here to pray for winning, although

Rugby slioclis Qualiers

to win cliampionsliip
By MELATKEUES

Finally the kmg, hioh-pitched
scream of the referee s whistle
filled the air, just as the voice of
the fat ^dy's would at the end of
an opera. But the tragedy that was
supposed to be playedon Saturday
never was. Instead, a tritunph
took its place, as the Villanova
ruggers beat the favored Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, 13-10, to
capture the Eastern Pennsylvania
Rugby Union Championship in
Haverford last Satuitfaqr.

Villanova, making its first

appearance in the cfaan^aonship
game, didn't seem to hM± expe-
rience, though, ^k> wonder, they
had kist to the same team only a
month bilore. but this tine thsy
were dstermined to chanfe the
outfions.

Pennsylvania, on the other

hand, preferred the earlier score,
when they kept Villanova from
scoring a try, yielding only points
from kicks. They were fresh off
a 40-3 victory over Lehigh in their
playoffgame, and kwking forward
to another easy win for the cham-
pionship. It would not come,
however, partially because Villan-
ova was just off an emotional win
over Princeton, and was k)oking
to avenge their earlier loss to
Penn.

Thecontrast to theeariiergame
was soon apparent, aa the 'Nova
forwards were stealing Penn's
line-outs and scrum put-ins.
Twice they iud rniiwrion dsep
in Penn's ares, but wert unable
to aoore as Mllce KoQo's drapUsks
strayed wids ef the pests; Witli
the return ol Tin Whsbui to
fullback, ths lipchs frustmts^^

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

What player's efforts are seen in every game and echoed in
the play of every other player on the basketball court? What
player gives up his identity to further and strengthen the team?

The player referred to above has been a topic of conversatkm
for many months prior to the basketball season. The player is
the walk-on.

The walk-on is a player who is promised nothing and still

sacrifices his body and his sweat to help the team. In the past,
he has been termed as anything from a practice player to a bench
warmer.

To a certain extent, both terms fit. Rarely is a walk-on used
in a game situation. On most occasions, his only time to shine
is during practice. The rewards for his work are often slim.
They do not gain glory on national television, nor are they
appreciated by the fans.

On most occask>ns, the walk-ons symbolize either impending
victory or impending defeat. On very few occaskms, do they see
'quality time." Although the efforts of walk-ona areseen leflected
in the quality of playm other players, the sports psffes ofAmerica
do not lend them any space.

They risk their bodies like any other player and yet the
promiae of a prolessional career does not Unger in the bsdt of
their mind. The thought of immediate success in the fiekl of
basketball upon graduation from college is not apparent

Why then do these players play the gam^Mt ia only a
presumptkm on my psrt, but coukljt be that these players play
the game as it was intended? Coukilt be that they play merely
for the love qI thefame of bsakethiiH?

The next tins ydosssstt outstanding move by s star, think
about who justm^ have helped him perfect thai moptt. The

srs

in at the end ol the gafiie, think about sttctly 1^ they
ft aad4anKlirwhiiUlinr msia toainm.

.J»
•• «f wh» wit •Sb <m bt har« to find, ymi just

o
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torial staff.
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(pholo courtesy of the Villanova Union)

The 1987 Homecoming Court was presented at Saturday's Homecoming football game. The court

consisted of (from left to right) Bridget Whalen, Rich Cremin, Susan Wausnock, Cody Gabriel,

Elke Jones (queen), Pete Bayers, Karen Nugent, Jim Walker, Karin Karick and Tim Capone (king).

See story page 3.

y.U. meets
with neighbors

No Thursday evening classes
By MARIA CHIAPPETTA "Whenever our students are

likely to be affected I have a

EveningclassesonNov. 19haye. responsibility to try to improve
been rescheduled so that faculty

and students can avoid the traffic

and parking problems generated
by the turnout for Thursday
night*8 football game.
The Athletics department sche-

duled the Holy Cross game for 8
p.m. Thursday to accommodate
ESPN (Entertainment and Sports
Programming Network). Up to

14,(500 spectators are expected to

attend the event.

Notified that there would pfob-

ably be traffic congestion and

the situation," said Dr. Angelo
Armenti, dean of the University

College.

The first viable option for

Armenti was to transfer the
classes to Thursday of Fall Break.

Professors who were unable to

make the switch could meet
instead on a reading day, or at a

time mutually agreeable to them
and their classes.

"At no time )vas it contemplated
to simply cancel class," said

Armenti.

the decision to reschedule reflects

respect for the time and patience
of students and faculty rather
than ah abandonment of educa-
tion in favor of football.

"For the good of the University
we can deal with a small amount
of inconvenience," said Armenti.

(Continued on page 4)

Protest against

Meese considered

By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

In a meeting with over 40
Radnor Township residents Nov.

5 in the Connelly Center, Univer-

sity officials discussed their plans

to rezone and develop the west
campus.
A week earlier, Villanova met

with Radnor Township commis-
sioners to request rezoning the

46.43 acres of the Morris tract on
the west campus as institutional

to permit the eventual construc-

tion of academic office buildings

and dormitories or apartments to

house 1,200 students.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,
welcomed the residents to Villa-

nova and described the meeting as

an "initial sharing" of Villanova's

plans and the neighbors' initial

concerns.

To meet these concerns, Dris-

coll suggested that the neighbors

appoint small committees that

would meet frequently with Vil-

lanova officials. The University

would then meet with the large

group on occasion.

"We are concerned with our

mission aa an institution ...

Those values [of our institution]

are reflected in our relationship

with our friends and neighbors.

We are deeply concerned about
your [the neighbors'] welfare,"

said Driscoll.

The Rev. Robert J. Martin,
O.S.A., assistant to the vice

president for Student Life,

explained to the residents that the

west campus is approximately the

size of the main campus. He said

that Villanova wants "to maxi-

mize the limited land resources we
have in order to bring residential

students back on to the campus."
The plans for the west campus,

according to Martin, would
"enhance the students' academic,

recreational and cultural lives to

be competitive [with other univer-

sities!, to attract students."

Marc Tuchman, director of the

Connelly Center, unveiled a map
of the property and described the

details of the plans for full devel-

opment of the land. He assured the

neighbors that, with setbacks and
property allotted for open space,

there will be no development
within 150 feet of any property

owner.
The proposed dormitories or

apartments will be situated in the

center area of the west campus
property, said Tuchman, so as to

be "least burdensome to our
adjoining neighbors."

In cooperation with develop-

ment planned if the rezoning of

the Morris tract is approved, the

University is considering putting

in a traffic signal at Dundale Road
and aligning it with Claremont

{Continued on page 4)

difficulty parking, night class He did not view the situation

administrators took measures to as a conflict between sports and
alter the circumstances. academics. According to Armenti,

New student health

facility planned
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

A recommendation to build a
new infirmary within the next
two years at an estimated cost of

$6 million is currently being
reviewed by the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University
president.

The drive to build a new infir-

niary came about as a result of
violations in new fire code regu-
latkms in the existing infirmary.

According to the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,

the fire and safety committee,
upon review of Middleton Hall in

1966, found the "new code would
requite significant changes in the

building tocomply with the code."

The committee decided that it

would be moreeconomkal to buikl

a new buikling instead of renovat-

ing the present infinnary, whkh
opened in 1946. Since that time,

there hat been a 225 percent
increaaein Villanova't undnvrad-
uata population, but no chanfn

have been made to Middleton Hall.

Last year, there were 12,040
separate visits to the infirmary.

The program committee recom-
mended that the new infirmary
incorporate an overall "wellness"
approach to the health needs of

the students of Villanova. Thus,
according to the recommendation,
the new infirmary would not only
provide for the health cares of the
student but the psychological
needs as well.

As a result of this approach to

the new infirmary, both a psycho-

logical counseling center and a
career counseling center may be
included in the proposed infir-

mary. Stack said there is "some
merit to the idea."

It was recommended that the

facility be located in a central part

of the campus in order for all

resident students to have easy

access to it. Five sites were
recommended, but no dedskms
concerning the site have been
made.

By NOEL E. FALCO

There will be a meeting Nov.
18 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center for

Peace and Justice Education for

both students and faculty inter-

ested in organizing a protest

against the appearance of the Hon.
Edwin Meese IH, attorney general

of the United States, according to

John Lewis, Commerce and
Finance senator.

Meese will be speaking on "The
Constitution: A Bicentennial
Reflection" at a banquet held after

a presentation by the Hon. Anton-
in Scalia, associate justice for the

U.S. Supreme Court, on Nov. 20.

Scalia will be speaking on "The
Constitution, the People and the

Courts" at the Law School, said

Dr. John J. Schrems, political

science professor.

Lewis stated that the protest is

a group effort of interesteil parties.

He said while the Center for Peace
and Justice Education is not
sponsoring or financing the pro-

test, people within the department
are interested in being part of the

protest.

"I was actually thinking of

going [to the Meese banquet], but

I decided I couldn't consiously

support someone who's a known
criminal," Lewis said.

Lewis' said one part of the
protest was that the banquet was
not opened to all who were inter-

ested but was based upon one's

ability to pay to see the speech.

'The other part is he's a known
criminal. He's the highest law

enforcement officer in the land

but he himself sees fit to break

the law," Lewis said, referring to

the Wedtech scandal.

Meese has not been convicted

of any crime.

Lewis stated that the protest

will be in good taste. He said, "We
don't want to interrupt those who
paid $15. We just want to inform

them.
"We're not going to be disrup-

tive. That's not our goal. We don't

want to ruin the affair, but on the

other hand they [those attending]

have to be informed," he added.

According to Robert Pigeon,

history professor, "The issue

[behind the protest] is Ed Meese
himself."

Pigeon said, "He is an unsuit-

able candidate to speak on the

Constitution."

He stated that Meese lacks a

legitimate theory on the Consti-

tution. "His theory is a smoke-

screen of original intent and
judicial restraint that is intended

(courtesy pholo)

Attorney General Edwin Meese
HI will speak at Villanova Nov.
20.

to do two things," said Pigeon.

Pigeon claimed that Meese's
two intentions are to "dramatical-
ly expand the powers of the
executive branch ... and [tol

create an agenda to accomplish
Reagan's reactionary program.

(Conliniu'd on page 4l
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The first Senior Days Party will be

held Dec. 5. In order to atend you must

have a current Villanova I.D. Please be

sure to get one right away if necessary

so that you will not miss the beginning

d the countdown!

V«ll«ylHill Might

"Volleyball Night Three" is just

around the comer, so dust off your knee

pads, and any other form of protective

clothing you desire, and join us in

Alumni Gym on Nov. 17 from 6:30 until

9:30 p.m. for another great evening!

Rdreshments will be served — not

spiked of course!

WNiSMrt Pcirt(iii||

Students parking in any of the
SEPTA lots please be aware that towing
of unregistered cars or cars parked
illegally will begin next week,
corr chapel concert series

On Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m., in McShain
Auditorium, Rosemont, Villanova pres-

ents the debut of 'Tlight of The
Quetea." This is a play by the authors

of a Peasant of El Salvador. For ticket

information, please call: 517-0200 or

645-4499. All proceeds benefit Salvador-

en refugees.

ttaconcilicrtioii

The Reconciliation room is open in the

rear of the Campus Chapel every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 3
p.m.-4 p.m. A priest is available for the

purposes of confession, the sharing of

personal problems, etc. Please inform a

Mini-Retreat
A one-day retreat designed especially

for freshmen, will be offered on Nov.
21. Please register at the Campus
Ministry office, or call 645-4080.

Ste Theinas
Off Villanova
Artwork

•

The celebration of the 500th birthday

of St. Thomas of Villanova is being

commemmorated with a limited edition

print on Japanese rice paper. It is

numbered and signed by the Philadel-

phia artist, Helen Siegel, and the size

of the print is approximately 13 inches

by IV/i inches. To own one of these

prints, send check or money order for

$50 to: Villanova University Art Gallery,

Villanova, Pa., 19085.

Iceeeaiics Seciety

Dr.John Stehle will be giving a lecture

on the topic: *'Is the Keynesian model

dead in the long run?" The lecture will

be given on Nov. 18 in Bartley Hall Room
209 at 4:30 p.m. All are welcome to

attend!

Italy Trip

Dr. Sterling F. Delano, English, and
Dr. George Radan, Art & Art History,

will once again conduct a tour of Italy

during Spring Break March 4-13 1988.

The price of $1,179 is complete and
includes, among other things, roundtrip

airfare; first-class hotels in Rome.
Fk>rence, and Venice; excursions to

Aasisi and Siena; private tours; and
most metis. Contact Dr. Delano at 215-

4«32

Vliioaova Paaco

Ladies and gentlemen, this is the

event you have all been waiting for! The
Villanova Dance Ensemble wiU present

its full ensemble campus performanoe

of the year this month. You can see the

Student Choreography Showcase at 8
p.m. on Nov. 21, in the Villanova Room
of the Connelly Center. It is an event

that is sure to please dances choreo-

graphed and performed by our students,
and you will not want to miss it!

ClMSsCivb
The Chess Club will meet on Nov. 18

in Bartley Room 105B at 3:30 p.m. Any
new members are welcome,

political science club

Viilc

Per Life

The Villanovans for Life will hold a
meeting on Nov. 19 in the West Lounge
of Dougherty Hall. The guest speadcer

at the meeting will be Ms. Janis Lamont
director of theAmnion Crisis Pregnancy
Counseling Center. Amnion is a non-

profit organization that provides a
variety of services for women who find

themselves in a crisis pregnancy, and
for women who chose to carry their

pregnancies to full term.

Referees

The intramural department is in need
of referees for the upcoming basketball

season. Referees are needed for day or

night. Anyone interested should contact

Mike Sleece at 645-7456, or stop by the

Alumni Gym office. The season b^ns
on Nov. 30.

The sales and entertainment commit-
tee of the Villanova Union announces
that the annual Christmas Bazaar will
be Dec. 9. Information is now available
in the Villanova Union Office. Student
organizations, fraternities and sororities
— this is a great way to make money
for yourselves for next semester.

Corr Cbapol
Concort Sorios

This week the Corr Chapel Concert

Series proudly presents Kim Heinedel

playing the Harpsicord at 3 p.m. on

Sunday. Do not miss it!

Slide Le«t«re

In anticipation of the Olympic year

1988, the department of classical studies

will sponsor the slide lecture: "Fast
Tracks for Barefoot Runners: The
Ancient Olympic Games.'* The lecture

will be presented by Dr. David G.
Romano from the University Museum
and department of classical studies of

the University of Pennsylvania, and will

be held in Connelly Center Cinema on
Nov. 17 at 3:15 p.m. The event is free,

and all are invited to attend.

We are forming a floor hockey league.

If you are intereted, there will be an
important meeting at 8 p.m. on Nov. 16

in the West LounfS. Refaretsarc needed
and shouki slso attend msetanfi. TeaoM
of six or more should asnd a captaift.

All are wekxNne.
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WorkHad faoillirt.

A

The final talk in the Work and

Family: A Chai^iiMf Balance series will

be ghren by EUen Galinsky, director of

Work and FammUy Life studies at Bank
St. CoUm of Educatkm in New York

City. Gahnskywindrawon her research

with corporatkms togive a presenUtkm

on "Work and Family Life - What are

empkyyers doing." The talk will be held

on Nov. 18 at 3:30 p.m. in Connelly

Center Cinema.

P«di PestIvfll

The Villanova Women's Glee Club is

hosting a festival of music on Nov. 14

at 8 p.m. in Villanova's Main Chapel.

Comf hear the vokes of choirs from
James Madison University, the Coast
Guard Academy and Rennsalear Poly-

technic Institute sing a variety of songs.

CeMsHielieeai

Come see the debate between Harry
V. Jaffa, Salvatori research pn^essor of
political philosophy from Claremont
McKenna College, and Bruce Ledewitz,
a professor of law at Duquesne Unni-
versity School of Law. This debate is

part of a special bicentennial lecture
series on the Constitution. All are
wekx)me to attend!

lavostoiant Clab
There will be a meeting on Nov. 17

at 4:30 p.m. in Bartley Room 110. Bill

Davis of Kidder Peabody, the guest

speaker, will be discussing the present

condition of the stock market. The
present position of the club will also be

discussed.

Scriptwr*
R«fflectioa

Scripture Reflection is an informal
time to prayerfully reflect with others
on the Gospel message and its applica-
tion to our lives. It is held on Mondays
at 8 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel.

A Taiic On
Medieval
Pirflesepliy

On Nov. 19 at 8 p.m., the Rev. John
F. Wippel, professor of philosophy at the

Catholic University of America and an
internationally recognized scholar in

medieval Christian phik)6ophy, will talk

on the topic "Influences of Arabic

Thoufl^t on Medieval Christian Philo-

sophy." The talk will be presented in

the Villanova Room of Connelly Center,

and refreshments will be served
afterward.

Pert tils fiKeity

There will be a general meeting for

all part-time faculty on Nov. 19 from
5:30 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room of

Connelly Center. Matters of general

interest to part-time Acuity will be
discussed* and information will be
available regarding a Supplemental
Retirement Annuity (S.RA) for part-

time faculty. Nominations for the Part-

timeFaculty Committee will beaooniad
at the msetiag* and the voiiafpraoSiiitt
thM wiiteAtfwad Iv tlw flIteliMi in

ttoi^rii^wyibtfKpisinsl

Belle«eSe

On Tuesday at 7'.30jp.nL, the Bk)k)g-

ical Undergraduate dodety will be
sponsoring a talk in Mendel Room 117.

The guest speaker will be Jpck Kuny,
personnel manager for the Research
Division of Merck Sharp and Dohme
Laboratories in the Philadelphia area.

The meeting will investigate bkilogy

based occupations other than medicine.

Encore, the Villanova organization for

senior citizens, will hold a meeting on
Nov. 17 in the North Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall from 4-5:30 p.m. Homer
Hageman will speak on the new tax law
and will answerquestions after the talk,

whk:h will be at approximately 4*30 p.m.
Refreshments will be served,

theatre

AeAe Masffiafi

An AA meeting will be held at the

University Counseling Center every

Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Counseling

Center's Group Room, 106 Corr Hall,

work and family: a changing balance

CeesliielieiKil

Come see Gary McDowell, resident

scholar at the Center for Judicial

Studies, speak on orginal intent. This

lecture will be held on Nov. 19 in the

Wayne-St. Davids room in the Connelly

Center. All are welcome to attend. This

lecture is sponsored by the honors

program.

University Senate

University Senate meetings are open

to everyone, and the Student Govern-

ment welcomes your voice. The meeting

will be held on Nov. 20 at 4 p.m. in the

West Lounsre.

Ciiilclree Of
AicelMlics

Dr. Robert Ackerman will talk about

the subject of children of alcoholic

parents, at St. Davids Inn at 8 p.m. on

Dec. 1. Everyone is welcome, and there

will be refreshments.

Peiitical Science
Cieb

All those who are going on the
Political Science Club trip to Washing-
ton, D.C., please be sur^to hand in your
waiver form and the $12 bus fee by Nov.
13. We will be meeting on Nov. 17 at

8 a.m. in front of the DuPont Pavilion

(facing Ithan Ave.). Please be on time
and dress appropriatelv.

Basiietball Cieii

There will be a talk by Rollie Mas-
siminoon Nov. 19 in the student section

of the DuPont Pavilion at 12:45 p.m. The
final blue-white scrimmage will be at

5 p.m., right before the Holy Cross
football game.

est Off

Comejoin in a "Harvest of Song" with

the VilUnova Singers. We will he

performiafwith thegirls from Gsonaian

Court CoOsfe and the Marist Cofisr
Each proup will be sinping

selactiotts t^d m comhiMd
of MMt's Te Dmrn. Tht

is on Nev. 21 at 8 pjn. in tht

MaiaChaN

Hm^»awareness§^^nioM
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

This past Sunday marked the

beginning of the l5th Annual
Hunger Awareness Week at VH-
Unova. The week washighlighted
by various events to sponsor two
Augustinian m^sskms: the St.

Nicholas of Tolentine Parish in

the west Bronx/ N.Y., and an
Augustinian parish in Peru,
according to Chris Duca, co-

chairperson of the event
On Monday, theRun for Hunger

Ibok place. The runners each got

pledges for each lap that they ran

around the course, which circled

the campus, said Duca.
Tuesday began with the open-

ing of the craft sale at Connelly

Center.

Later that day, a hunger ban-

quet was held in the North
Lounge, according to Duca. The
banquet demonstrated the way in

which residents of countries of the

first, second and third worlds eat,

said Duca.
Participants ate foods appropri-

ate to the country to which they

were assigned. For exan)ple, those

who were in a Firsr-WdTld country

dined on a complete meal, whereas
those who were in a Third-World
country received only part of a

meal.

Following the banquet, there

was a variety erf musical enter-

tainment at the coffee house in

Connelly Center.

Thursday was fast day* Stu-

dents signed up to give up tJieif

lunch and fast for that meal. In
the past, the school donated $2 per
meal given up, but this year, the
University raised the ampoat to

$3 per meal, said DUca. Campus
Ministry, who sponsored the
event, hopes to raise about $6,000,

according to Duca.

This Sunday's five-mile run
will close the week. Ilie run will

begin at 8:30 a.m. at the driveway
in front of Bartley Hall and wiU
continue on a course around the
local area. Indivkluals interested

in registering for the event may
call Campus Ministry at 645-4080.

The fee is $5 if the runner reg-

isters before the event, $6 if he
registers the day of the run.

The Rev. Owen R. Jackson,

O.S.A., of the Center for Peace and
Justice Education, created Hunger
Awareness Week in 1972. During
the 15-year history of Hunger
Awareness Week, the event has
collected over $500,000, according
to Duca. All of that money has
gone towards developmental and
educational advances to those in

need. In this way, the money helps

to correct future problems rather

than simply meet immediate
needs, said Duca.

During the week, in responseto

a letter, many faculty members
addressed the issue of hunger in

their classes, said Duca. This idea

.was one that was nationally

(photo t>y Shalie)

The Run for Hunger was held

Monday as part of HungerAware

•

ness Week.

acclaimed in the Oct. 26 issue of

U.S. News and World Report,

which rated Villanova the best

comprehensive college in the East

for the second year running.

According to Duca, on Nov. 30,

the chairpersons of Hunger
Awareness Week will be featured

on a television show called "Pro-

files." The show will air at 6 a.m.

Homecoming celebrated

1.1^^2 TTm^ T. ." ^^'Zi^mtXiAH^MU^. ^m :.-^-«^^JltHf'^^iM.

By PAMELA COYLE

Tim Capone and Elke Jones

were awarded the honors of Home-
•coming King and Queen on Nov.

8 at the Homecoming football

game against the University of

Massachusetts.

The Homecoming Court con-

sisted of Pete Bayers, Rich Crem-
in, Cody Gabriel, Karen Konick,

Karen Nugent,Jim Walker, Susan
Wausnock and Bridget Whalen.
Capone and Jones represented the

cheerleaders and Alpha Omicron
Pi, respectively.

All of last weekend's Homecom-
ing festivities were a great success
bemuse of the concerted efforts of

students and alumni, according to

Robert J. Capone, director of

Alumni.

The festivities began last

Thursday evening with a recep-

tion attended by the candidates

for.Homecoming King and Queen,
student leaders, faculty and alum-

ni, reported Ernie Manuel, Villa-

nova Union festivals coordinator.

TheHomecoming Kingand Queen
were selected by adding each
candidate's combined votes from
the attendants of the reception

and members of the student body.

Manuel stated.

Friday night, the Eighth Annual
College of Arts and Sciences
Alumni Medallion Dinner was
sponsored by the College and the

Alumni Association, Capone said.

"It was a black-tie affair honoring
six outstanding Villanova gradu-

ates [from Arts and Sciences]," he
explained.

Later the same evening, the

Chatterband was featured at the

annual Homecoming party held in

the Butler Annex. The party was
sponsored by the Main Line Club,

and seniors, in addition to alumni,

were welcome to attend, reported

Capone.

The football game on Saturday

was preceded by on-campus tail-

gate parties, attended by some
30,000 students, faculty, alumni

and guests, estimated Capone. "In

excess of 20,000 alumnicame back
for Homecoming, most from out

of this area," said Capone.

He added, "A successful football

team helps draw alumni. When
we didn't have a [football] team,

alumni participation in Homecom-
ing was down to 300-500 people."

When the Wildcats defeated the

University of Massachusetts Min-

utemen, the stadium was filled

near to its capacity of 13,500 seats,

according to Capone.

The celebrating continued Sat-

urday night with the Annual

Homecoming Dance in the duPont

Pavilion. The Greaseband was on

hand to provide entertainment,

and seniors were welcome to

attend, according to Capone.

The weekend was topped off by

Sunday brunch sponsored l^r the

Nursing Alumni Association,

"Generally, the students were

very supportive in making the

Homecoming program work,"

said Capone. The fraternity, sor-

ority and club leaders cooperated

in breaking up the tailgates, he

commented.

"I would like to publicly thank

the Blue Key Society. They were

tremendous in their help with the

Chatterband on Friday and the

Greaseband on Saturday. They
did some things which were

beyond the call of duty, such as

setting up chairs and staying all

night at the Greaseband show to

work the doors. They were gener-

ally agreeable to perform any task

they were asked to do. They were

excellent," said Capone.

M><iyiNr13,19t7sTlfEVILtAMOVANaPiHa3

In the News
Blood drive collects 501 pints

VilUiiova*8 Alpha Pi Omega
fraternity (APO) sponsored a

threcKlay campus blood drive

whkh began Nov. 3.

The goal for the drive was
600 pints of blood. The drive

yielded 501 pints, which is a

decrease of 19 pints from the

blood drive last year at this

time, according to Jennifer

Maiorana, recruitment repre-

sentative for the blood drive

and an official of the Main Line

branch of the American Red

Cross.

Maiorana stated that 556

people came to donate blood,

but some were deferred because

of sickness.
L.P.

Forest fire causes smoky air

Forest fires which have
burned in West Virginia, Ken-
tucky and 12 other southern
states since Oct. 27 caused
pollution levels in Pennsylva-
nia to rise as high as five times
the normal rate.

According to a Philadelphia

Inquirer article, a blanket of

smoke which has covered Phil-

adelphia and much of the Nor-

theast for the last two days was
expected to dissipate because
of the rain the area received

this week.

Some Pennsylvania health

officials said that patients with
asthma, emphysema and other

lung diseases should use cau-

tion until the pollution levels

drop.

According to the article. Dr.

Philip Klenk of theN J. Depart-

ment of Environmental Protec-

tion said that a cold front

forecasted to pass through the

region on Nov. 10 was expected

to dissipate the polluted air,

decreasing the risk for patients

with those conditions. D.A.C.

Valiga honored for achievements

Theresa M. Valiga, nursing

professor at Villanova Univer-

sity, was awarded a 1987
Founders' Award by Sigma
Tau International at the socie-

ty's San Francisco convention,

held from Nov. 9-13.

The award was given in

honor of each of the six found-

ers of Sigma Theta Tau and
the director of Indiana Univer-

sity's School of Nursing in

1922. The award recognizes

excellence of contemporary
nursing leaders.

Valiga received her doctorate

in education from Columbia
University. Her research on
the cognitive development of

baccalaureate nursing stu-

dents and professional presen-

tations on various topics in

publications about research
formulation are her contribu-

tions to advancing the science

of nursing.

Sigma Theta Tau Interna-

tional promotes nursing
scholarship and leadership

for membership of baccalaure-
ate and graduate- prepared
""'ses. K.C.H.

Who's Who named
By KEVIN C. HEIL

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-

ic Affairs, and Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, have released the names of

those students selected for inclu-

sion in "Who's Who Among Stu-

dents in American Universities

and Colleges for 1987-88."

Selected are John G. Alshefski,

Jill Apito, John C. Baker, Renee D.

Boudreau, Coleen E. Bradley,

Kathryn R. Brown, Michael P.

Bums, Sean Carroll, Russ Cecco-

la, Mary E. Charest, Karen Chi-

appone, Joanne Ciaccio, Paul R.

Clementi, Marie A. Collevecchio

and Joanne L. Conrad.

Chosen also are Stefani Cran-

ston, Edward J. Cummings, Mau-
reen P. Dannemiller, Stephen J.

DeAngelis, Leslie Dondero, Teresa

Donnelly,Joan M. Dorley, Charles

A. Dougherty, Melissa A. Esposito,

Celeste Halliday, Terrie M. Hop-
kins, Geoffrey L. Hulme, Sharon
A. Hurley, Elke S. Jones and
Naomi T. Karam.

Others listed are Christopher P.

Kriesen, M.Jill Lashmit, Caroline

T. Lloyd, Daniel P. Loughran,
Wayne K. Maiorano, Vincent G.

Martino, Patrick McEionnell, Shei-

la McGlynn, Anthony M. Medori,

Andrew Miller, Donald Mullikin,

Beth Naughton, Frank M. Orifici,

Lisa J. Pezzano and Jeffrey

Rhodes.

Also selected are Linda E. Rizzo,

William J. Ruth, Ann M. Ryan,

William H. Stewart II, Katherine

A. Tobin, Mary Trichtinger, Kerri

Turano, John P. Urban, Theresa

M. Van Overwalle, Laure L. Veet,

Joan J. Weber, Laura A. Wolf,

Dorothy Wood and Christine

Wysincavage.

Priest seeks support for military chaplains
By KEVIN C. HEIL

Congressional legislators are

currently being asked to reintro-

duce a bill that would maintain

a balanoMl proportion of military

chaplains in the U.S. armed
forces.

The Rev. Joseph Turner, a

member of the Society of the

Divine Saviour and chairperson of

the Chaplains' Research Center in

Philadelphia, is the main propo-

nent of the bill.

Turner, a U.S. Army chaplain

for 15 years who served during the

Vietnam War, saki that the dispro-

portionate number of chaplains in

thearmed fofoes began during the

Vietnam conflict when they were
discharged on discriminatory
policies which attacked their

Am interfaith biU. titled "Mil-

itary Chaplains Faith Balance

Act" (House Bill HR 1875), was
originally introduced in Congress

by U.S. Rep. Robert Borski of

Pennsylvania in April 1985. The
bill urged the armed forces to

maintain a balance of chaplains

so that "military personnel and

their families can communkate
with their God in accordance with

the dictates of their faith."

Borski, addressing the House of

Representatives on Aug. 15. 1966,

saki, "ReligkNis support and guid-

ance is vital to our military

personnel and their families,

especially when they are far away
from hooM, or are faced with

critical personal and interpersonal
conflicu. The study mandated by

this amendment is an important

vMiory in the kmg struggle to

asaiara that all of the men and

woman in the armed forces have

HmmvmmMyChap-
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access to clergy of their faith.

"War or peace, the unique
spiritual needs of our soldiers

must be as understandingly met

as their physical ailments. It

cannot, nor should not, be one or

the other," he said.

According to Turner, Borski's

bill, with 210 co-sponsors, was set

for a vote until a compromise with

Wisconsin Rep. Les Aspen, chair-

person of the House Armed Ser-

vices Committee, "bastardized"

the bill. It was referred to Aspen's

committee six hours before a

scheduled vote.

"It's a bill which should have

never lost passage because it had

the support of both speakers and

210 co-sponsors. The Borski

Aspen compromise was a slap in

the face to America." Turner said.

Borski and Aspen were unavail

able for comnoent Wednesday.

Rather than present the bill, it

was reduced to a "Study of Repre-

sentation of Religious Faiths in

the Armed Forces" (Defense
Authorization Act, 1987), said

Turner.

He feels that Borski is in a no-

win situation that will result in

political suicide.

"He [Borski 1 has no business

not guaranteeing freedom of reli-

gion to all people," Turner said.

"It's not for Congress to prohibit

or advance the cause of religion,

nor to jeopardize its free exercise."

Turner said that Congress has

confirmed the fact that the chap-

lain corp is constitutional. Even

the Continental Army had its own
chaplain, he said.

According to Turner, chaplains

are being subjected to the same
promotion policy as regular
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Meeting
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Road to alleviate the potential

traffic problems that could be

caused by the plans, said Tuch-
man. In addition, a van or shuttle

service to the main campus has

been discussed.

According to Tuchman, the

Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation (PennDOT) will

be rebuilding the Spring Mill Road
bridge over the railroad tracks in

1989. The University plans to

work with PennDOT to see if it

is possible to also rebuild the

approach to the bridge. A walkway
under Spring Mill Road is also

being considered, he said.

Martin stated, "The University

is a lively, vibrant institution.

Planning is something we try to

do on a continuous basis."

In addition to the west campus
plans, Martin outlined Villanova's

master development plans for the

main campus over the next 20
years.

These plans included the ren-

ovation and possible addition to

Mendel Hall, the restoration of the

Main Chapel, a student health

facility to replace the aging infir-

mary, an addition to the Connelly

Center and expansion of Vasey
Theater.

Martin further cited proposals

for additional library space and

Over 40 Radnor Township residents met witii University oHlcisis

Nov. 5 in the Connelly Center to discuss plans for resoning and
development of west campus.

that might be caused by the west

campus development.

Martin said that the University

would work to ensure enough

lighting for security purposes, but

leave the west campus dark

enough to maintain the ambience

of the neighborhood.

Another resident asked if there

were any projected analyses of

traffic flow given the additional

buildings. Several other neighbors

also expressed concerns about

traffic.

A neighbor asked if there were

any projections of the bordering

properties' value after the

development.

Other comments included con-

cerns about the effect on sewage

and water in the area.

DriscoU stated, "It has been an
informative and reassuring

exchange ... I assure^ you this

dialogue will continue."

extensive renovations of Tolen-

tine Hall, many existing dormitor-

ies, the Law School in Garey

Hall, the Jake Nevin field house

and many other buildings.

All of these renovations would

be completed consistent with

Villanova's ability to raise funds,

said Martin.

University officials then lis-

tened to the concerns expressed

by the residents. Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

Life, recorded the neighbors'

comments.
One Hilldale Road resident, also

chairperson of Radnor's zoning

hearing board, stated, "If we can

work with the University we can

preclude a south campus fiasco.

We have had excellent relations

[thus far] with the University,

unlike [neighbors of] south cam-

pus." He expressed concerns

about excess run-off and lighting

(Continuedfrom pagt 1

which includes reversing histor-

ical and landmark Supreme Court
decisions of the last three
oecafles.

Aside from the political criti-

cisms. Pig^n also objected to the

cost of the banquet.

"One thing I find personally

upsetting is the circumstance
under which he's appearing. I

understand he was invited to

speak at a banquet intended to

follow the Scalia lecture, and I

understand that banquets cost

money," he said.

"What I don't understand is

why a banquet format was chosen
in the first place. It's expensive

and a form of closed control for

students. It is a format that fits

the old boy elitist style — an anti-

student format," he added.

Pigeon also commented, "I've

heard it said if Ed Meese's appear-

ance on campus is protested, it

would be an embarrassment to

Villanova. I think it's an embar-

rassment that he's coming."

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, said, "I don't think we
should embarrass him. He's been

cleared of all those charges. I don't

think it [the protest] is appropri-

ate, and I find it embarrassing."

Gallen stated, however, that

people have a right to protest. "I

don't qucstkm their right. I think

it's bad manners when you invite

someone to a campus and then

protest him being there," he sakL

According to Gallen, Scalia was
invited to speak at a celebration

of the 200th anniversary of the

Constitution, and Meese volun-

teered to speak at the banquet.

"We wanted someone to speak

at the banquet, so we invited

someone from the Justice Depart-

ment, and they sent a letter back

saying the attorney general would
come himself," saul Gallen.

He said there has been tremen-

dous response to both the lecture

by Scalia and the banquet, which
is sold out.

Schrems said the $15 reserva-

tion for dinner at the banquet was
less than the cost of the entree

and that Meese did not receive a

fee, as it is not allowed for

members of the cabinet.

Gallen said that most of the bill

was being picked up by the Uni-

versity; even the $30 reserva-

tion faculty must pay does not

cover the cost.

"I told Dr. Schrems that if there

are students who want to go and
don't have $15, I'll pay for them
myself," said Gallen.

Gallen commented, "There's
almost nobody in politics you can
invite these days."

The National Order ofOnnxja
Bill for military cliaplains

VlLLAN<)\ AS(iK'l IK
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This week, the Order of Omega is pleased to

highlight the achievements of Timothy J. Capone of

the Tau Kappa Omega fraternity.

Tim is a senior general arts major and comes to

Villanova from Pitman, NJ. Tim has been a brother

of TKO since his freshman year, and has been

involved in various capacities, including public

relations officer, during his tenure.

Outside of Greek life, Tim has been a member
of the cheerleading squad since his sophomore year,

an orientation counselor in 1966 and a member of

the steering committee for the 1967 New Student

Orientation Program. Additionally, Tim is a member
of the Blue Key Society, and was crowned the 1967

Homecoming king last week.

Tim is aliM) a member of several committees for

Special Olympics, works in the Alumni Office, and
was also a hoiuse council member for the late, great

Galberry HaU.
For all of his accomplishments, the Order of

Omega is proud to honor Tim Capone of Tau Kappa

Omcfa as the Greek ofthe Week.

(Continued from page 3)

-members of the armed forces.

This policy does not apply to

doctors though, and Turner wants
chaplains to have the same
exemption.

Turner said that chaplains are

being treated like second-class

citizens and that medicine has

now become more important than

religion. "They always held hear-

ings for doctors, but they never

let God have his day in court/'

he said.

He said he is also upset with

the military's practice of "compu-
terized rigidity" in which older

priests are either fired or replaced

by younger ones.

The Rev. Owen R. Jackson,

O.S.A., of the Center for Peace and
Justice Education, said he
applauds Turner's efforts but

feels that with the diminishing

number of seminarians, it will be

difficult to fill all of the vacancies

in American parishes, let alone

the armed forces.

According to Turner, Borski

has written a letter stating that

the national conference of bishops

is not in favor of the proposed

legislation.

"Mr. Borski knows [however]

there is no official statement by
the national conference of bishops

in opposition to keeping priests in

the services as long as -their

endorsements remain," he said.

"He knows the National Council

of Catholic Clergy, theJewish War
Vets, American Legion, Am-Vets,
the Black Clergy of Philadelphia,

Mayor Goode, the Republican and
Democratic city council [of Phila-

delphia] are subject to HR 1875

and demand it be reintroduced;

yet his unfulfilled promise to

hundneds of voters and the above
national and state interest groups

remains a mystery," he said.

Borski also received a letter

P from his ward leaders in Philadel-

phia, asking him to reinttitute

House biU HR 1675.

In the letter they wrote, *X)noe

again we petition you as our
representative to re-subnit this

bill. You have chosen not to reply

to our simple raqtaett to whichwe
IflniHTB flMMt raanrt to a
potttical

its support for Turner's cause.

Student Government President

Phil Brach sent a letter to Pen-

nsylvania's Congressional del^a-

tion urging the immediate refiling

of the bill.

Brach quoted part of a letter

from Willard O'Brien, former law

dean at Villanova and director of

the Connelly Institute on Law and
Morality. "Those of us who have

served in the armed forces know
of the bond that sometimes forms

between a soldier and a chaplain

who shares with him or her long-

standing, common religious

beliefs," the letter read.

"The idea that a chaplain's own
religious belief is irrelevant to a

soldier in pain is inconsistent with

reality. I make this last observa-

tion because some seem to consid-

er chaplains to be fungible, as

interchangeable as grains of sand

because they all share somewhat
similar educational experiences

and counseling expertise," the

letter said.

This summer, the Pennsylvania

State Legislature passed House

Cancelled
(Continued from page 1)

"Exposure on national TV is an

important part of the development

of that [football] program. The
University benefits from having

all its programs succeed."

He also said that given enough

advance notice about game times,

there is no reason anyone would

be inconvenienced in the future.

Changes would be built in.

Not all involved were as

optimistic.

"The thoughts I have about

that matter could not be quoted

in the YiUanovan. And you can

quote that," said Dr. Daniel J.

Ziegler. dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sdenoes. The
school is leavingschdutingoptMMis

to the indtvkhial departments and

Resolution 148, which would
petition Congress to reintroduce

the bill, by a vote of 199-0.

Turner said, "Every student is

duty bound to see that his con-

stitutional right to freedom of

worship is protected. Therefore,

we urge every student to call

Borski's office (335-3355) and
demand that he refile this urgent-

ly needed House bill, HR 1875
(99th Congress-Military Chap-
lains Faith Balance Act).

"I challenge the students to

demand his presence on the cam-
pus for a debate on the issue with
the chaplains' research committee

so that nothing is hidden behind

the backs of our students' right

to know," he said. "Knowledge is

power, and power gets results."

Turner vows the battle is not

over. He said the fight will be
continued.

Students interested in picking

up a petition or learning more
about the issue shoukl stop by the

Student Government office in 204
Dougherty Hall.
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Committee to setpriorities
By E.H. McELDOWNtY

The Villanova University com-
mittee for planning and priorities

for 1987-88 is currently preparing

to present its recommendations to

the University Senate.
The committee, whkh consists

of faculty, administrators, alumni
and students, reviews and ranks

projects for the upcoming year.

The projects addressed include

"such issues as the building of new
dorms, acquisition of new labor-

atory equipment, student finan-

cial aid and upgrading of class-

rooms and offices, according to the

Oct. 28 minutes of the committee.

Rose M. O'Driscoll, the chair-

person, and assistant to the dean
of the College of Nursing, stated

that the committee is "charged
by the [University] Senate to

review the administrative priori-

ties and assure that they keep
with the institutional priorities."

O'Driscoll's committee also works
in liaison with the budget commit-

tee and the academic policy com-

mittee to set its priorities. Recom-
mendations that members feel are

important are discussed and may
be added.

John Lewis, a student member
of the committee, explained that

there are two different buds^ts
they deal with. The operational

budget includes money taken in

as tuition and used to pay for

expenses to run the University,

such as electricity and teacher

salaries. Financial aid for students

also falls under this category.

The capital budfrt dfpls with

campus improvement and long-

term projects like theconstructkm

of dormitories and new
classrooms.

Lewis said that many of the

projects are on-^ng and "out of

our hands." Heated thecontinued

implementation of fire safety

programs.

(file photo)

Plans are currently underway for
the conversion of the Falvey
Memorial Library card catalog to
a computer access system.

O'Driscoll noted that while
some of the programs are set, the
committee is still in the process
of "defining and delineating," and
that nothing has been decided yet.

She added that even after the
committee submits its report, it

may be modified by the Senate
before it is accepted or rejected.

The list in the minutes contains
plans for the construction of new
dorms on south campus, a new
health-care facility, the conversion
of the Falvey Memorial Library
card catalog to a computer access

system and a plan for rezoning
west campus all under short-term
priorities.

Some of the long-term priorities

cited include additional resident

student housing, construction of

academic office facilities, renova-

tion of the Main Chapel, construc-

tion of a new wing on Mendel Hall

and a parking garage.

Lewis did add, however, that

most of these long term priorities

are still in the remote planning

stages and that "you or I will not

see these changes during our term
at Villanova.

"

Both O'Driscoll and Lewis stat-

ed that the committee of 14

members, because its decisions

affect all aspects of Villanova, has

representatives from the admin-
istration, faculty, students and
alumni. Lewis said, "Naturally

the faculty want higher salaries

and the students want lower
tuition," but for the most part, the

"conflicts are balanced off."

Lewis commented, "There are

differences in the way we view
things, but there is a general

feeling about where we want
Villanova to be 20 years from
now."

Travel agency examined
By DEBBIE GROSS

Time to Travel, the 11-month-
old 'travel agency located in the

Connelly- Center, has recently

been the subject of some com-
plaints from students. Other
clients, however, have rated the

travel agency's services highly.

Joan Gunning, manager of the

agency, said that the agency aids

almost everyone at Villanova,

including the Athletic depart-

ment, the faculty and various

school organizations, as well as

the students. It is the aim of the

agency to get the lowest possible

fares for its customers and the

agents do not charge extra in

order to receive a commission
from those who use their services.

Gunning said.

According to Gunning, there are

usually two agents working daily

who can create travel packages or

give out train or plane tickets, to

those who need them.
The agency, however, is not

equipped with a schedule of every

departure or arrival, she stated.

It is therefore up to the customer
to give the agency a specific

scheduled time.

The travel agents begin work
on whatever the customer wants
as soon as possible. Gunning
stated. However, at times, it is

necessary to make reservations or

get tickets long in advance or risk

not getting a seat on a plane or

train.

"Students are usually very
understanding, and we get back
to them as soon as we can with
the necessary information or ask
them to stop in the next day," she
said.

Those interviewed had mixed
opinions on the agency.

Luci Jankowski, a junior at

Villanova, said she was very
disappointed with the agency. "I

went to them three weeks in

advance for a travel package and
had to go back when I received

no answer from them two weeks

later. Then they only gave me one
expensive plan and told me to call

'800' numbers that they gave to

me. I went there to have a service

performed, and they just handed
my request right back to me."
Another student said that he

went there to get a train schedule

and, after "being ignored," was
handed a schedule which he said,

"I couldn't understand, and they

said they couldn't either. It seemed
like they couldn't be bothered."

However, John Lozano of Cam-
pus Ministry, who has worked
with the agency to arrange trips,

stated, "They did a very fine job,

and I had a very good experience

with them."

AIDS forum to

be presented
By K. DILLENSCHNEIDER

The Resident Student Associa-

tion (RSA) will sponsor three

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficien-

cy Syndrome) education forums to

be held on campus Nov. 16-18.

According to Mary Jo Yanna-
cone, RSA programming officer,

the same program will be present-

ed each night. The presentation,

"AIDS: You're Not Immune," will

be presented Nov. 16 in Corr
Chapel at 7 p.m.; Nov. 17 in

She^n Hall, first fknr kMinge,

at 7 p.m.; and Nov. 18 in Good
Counad Hall, second floor k)unfe,

at 8 p.m.

Gary Bonas, assistant director

<rf Stodait Activitiea. aaid RSA
lepreaewtatives appronched him
witk tiK iiea tluit tiiey wanted the
Lip^ eaaipatitian to bcMfit AIDS

<Mkm, "Hftthen
tags baiMid that and set

up a Hwiaiir AIDS edMcation

p^i«"hiinii1
YiB ill. "Part id SSA's

iab ia 10 iatmrn te
Mi

decided a lecture series would be

appropriate as a follow-up to the

Lip-It competition."

Bonas said, "The forums are

designed to provide AIDS educa-

tion and make students more
informed about the disease."

The programs will be run by
four student "peer educators"

who have been trained and edu-

cated to speak about the AIDS
virus. The peer educators are

Chris Vaz, Dave Dietrich, Nick
Wukich and Theresa Van
Overwalle.

The program includes a 22-

minute video, produced by the

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, that

was filmed at Villanova and the

University of Pennsylvania, said

According to Yannacooe, "The
fihn focuses on the fact that you

have to OMke a decision about

your seatial activity.

"The praaantation will last

about 45 minutos to an hour and
will ha shoam in all areaa of

ao that a^arybody baa a
to aaa it/' Yi

fttrtional News Notes

EnrsHment up at social work schools

The nation's graduate
schools of social work are

seeing significant increases in

enrollment after nearly a'

decade of decline and stagna-

tion, including the University

of Chicago, Boston University,

the University of Maryland
and the University of Southern

California.

Educators are uncertain why
the numbers have risen $o

suddenly, but some speculate

that the recent growing aware-

nes&of social problems such as

AIDS (Acquired Immune Defi-

ciency Syndrome) and home-

lessness has prompted new
interest in social welfare.

Enrollments in the schools

have been loose barometers of

the nation's political mood,
educators said. Some said that

the healthy class sizes in these

schools this year may portend

the outcome of next year's

United States presidential

election.

However, others fear that, as

the field becomes increasingly

specialized, some students may
be turning to social work as a

shortcut to lucrative practices

in psychotherapy. J.R-

Fla. A&M band storms news office

In response to a newspaper
article that charged them with

hazing, 20 members of the

marching band at FloridaA&M
University rampaged the office

of the campus newspaper,
according to a news release.

The hazing charges resulted

from accusations by a parent

that band members beat other

members if they were tardy for

performances.

The enraged band members

stole 1,500 copies of the issue

containing the accusatory ar-

ticle, hurled other copies out
the window and threatened the

newspaper staff, according to

the news release.

Michael Abrams, the faculty

adviser of the newspaper, com-
mented that the band members
were only causing more harm
to themselves by bringing na-

tional attention to their

actions. S.A.W.

Former B.U. teacher wins court case
On Nov. 6, Boston University

was ordered to reinstate Eng-
lish professor Julia P. Brown,
who was denied tenure in 1981

as a result of sex discrimina-

tion, according to a New York
Times report.

Federal DistrictJudge Walter

Skinner of Boston ordered the

university to offer Brown a

tenured position as an associate

professor and awarded her

$15,000 in emotional damages
as well as $200,000 in lost

wages.

Brown claimed in a 13-day

civil trial in July that Boston

University trustees denied her

tenure because of her union

activities during a faculty

strike in 1979 and because she

was a woman. L.P.

Thanks
This past year marked the

first time in the history of the

Villanovan that the position

of editor in chief was shared

between two people. It has
often been said that two heads
are better than one. Mary E.

Charest and Joanne L. Conrad,
retiring co-editors in chief of

the Villanovan, demonstrated

the validity of this statement.

Both Mary and Joanne gave

up the chance for individual

power when they decided not

to run against each other for

editor in chief. Someone at the

election motioned that they

should become co-editors

because no one wanted to

choose between them. Both
were very competent editors,

full of ideas and full of

dedication.

That dedication is necessary

when your position requires

about 4iD hours of unpaid work
a weak. Sometimes editors

must atay in the office as late

aa 4 ajn. to oMot a daadlJM.

Joanne's serious, reserved

personality and Mary's bubbly
enthusiasm blended to over-

come many obstacles so they

could get to the job at hand —
producing a quality paper.

Mary and Joartne focused on
improving the layout and vis-

ual perspectives of the paper,

in addition to stressing a high

caliber of writing and editing.

Each week they raised ques-

tions and offerend solutions on
contemporary campus and
national issues in their editor-

ials. And two theme issues

were produced, one on alcohol

awareness and one on life at

a Catholic University.

This year, the ViUalnovan
tried to offer something for

everyone, whether it was news,

editorials, features, entertain-

ment, sports or advertise-

ments. These sections were
pulled together and polished by

the teamwork of Mary E. Char-

est andJoanne L. Conrad— one

grsat partnerahip.
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Alcohol
By KARLA BECKNER

To bring awareness of the
responsibilities and risks of alco-

hol to the Villanova campus,
members of the Residence Life

staff and Center for Drug and
Alcohol Prevention deemed Nov.
1-7 "Alcohol Awareness Week."

A National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week was recently

held, but coincided with Fall

Break, causingyillanova to resche-

dule, according to Marie Schauder,

assistant director of Residence
Life for training and development.

"We felt the week before Home-
coming would be most appropri-

ate," Schauder said, "since that

always seems to be a large week-

end for parties."

Schauder said that task forces,

comprised of resident assistants

from each building, were formed

according to the geographic area

of the campus. Each area then

sponsored one large program for

the residents living in that area.

West campus sponsored "Let's

Have a Party," the goal of which
was to educate students about the

responsibilities of being a host or

hostess and about being a guest,

Schauder said.

Political

^umal
issued
By SHARON A. WATERS

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, stated that there

was favorable reaction from stu-

dents to the recently-published

first issue of The Pelican, Villa-

nova's new political opinion journal

for students.

Brach also commented that

various alumni who saw The
Pelican over Homecoming week-
end were "impressed" that the

journal had been established^

Addressing politics from the

local to the national levels. The
Pelican strives to make students

more aware of the political issues

around them and to spark debate

concerning these issues.

The Pelican states its mission

as "seeking to promote an intel-

lectual debate on the issues of the
day."

The journal emphasizes politi-

cal concerns outside of the Uni-

versity campus but may include

issues which relate to the Univer-

sity. For example. The Pelican

could discuss student loans and
financial aid or political events in

Radnor Township, yet it would
not deal with an internal issue

such as co-ed dorms, according to

Brach.

Claiming to have no political

bias. The Pelican confronts both

sides of issues.

The Pelican operates with a
core of about 10 people, including

writers and editors. Brach com-
mented that the journal wants as
many contributors as possible.

According to Brach, all written
articles are included as long as
they are timely and quality
articles.

Brach also stated that the
content of the journal is more
important than its size.

The eight pMige journal was
distributed through stacks around
campus. door-toKkMir in the dorms
and through the mail to lUunni.

MB «

Sgt. Dave Boyle of the West-
town Police Deptrtment and Col>

legiate Consultants on Alcohol

spoke to students on the legality

of drinking. Also present was a

mixologist who discussed his legal

responsibilities as a bartender.

The east campus brought in

Mike Green, who stressed the

awareness of the differing effects

alchohol has on people. The pro-

gram included students enacting

skits about different forms of

drunkenness.

South area held a Booze Trivia

Bowl, patterned after the College

Bowl. A five-member team from

W0 Mt tte WMk tefeiv

Homecommg W9uUbe
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each hall on south campus com*
peted in the bowl. Stud^ts were
asked questions regarding facts

about akx>hol, including trivia

questions on kical bars.

Schauder said that by breaking

the events into area-wide pro-

grams, they felt they could reach
more students. "All of the pro-

grams were extremely success-

ful," she said. "We had about 80-

100 students present at each one."

In addition to the large pro-

grams, Schauder noted that many
resident assistants planned indi-

vidual events for their halls. Some
of the halls published newletters

regarding alcohol awareness while

others showed films such as

"Arthur" and "St. Elmo's Fire"

with discussion following.

"The house councils were a

great help to us." Schauder said.

"They did a lot of work in organ-

izing and getting people to attend.

Jan Janosik from the drug and
alcohol center was also a key

factor in organizing the events."

Schauder stated that the mes-

sage behind the week was not to

tell students not to drink but to

teach them to drink responsibly

and be aware of the dangers.

(CPS)>J

Some 200 University of Penn-

sylvania students rallied Oct. 27
for tighter security, escort servi-

ces and better campus lighting

after three Penn football players

were stabbed by local youths
during an argument over whether
the Boston Celtics or the Phila-

delphia 76ers are the best profes-

sional basketball team.

All three of the injured athletes,

Robert O'Brien, 20; Josephy Fyl-

ypowycz; 19, and Patrick Maley,
19, are expected to recover from
multiple stab wounds, a Penn
Medical Center spokesperson
said.

The attack intensified simmer-
ing student fears of crime on the

urban campus, where two rapes,

another knifing, an assault on
four students by a plank-wielding

man and the mugging of four

varsity wrestlers have been
reported over the last year.

"People are afraid to walk
around at night, even if they have
a companion," said Penn student

politician Sander Gerber.

While Penn's students were
protesting the attack on athletes.

however, other campuses were
coping with attacks and alleged

crimes committed by their
athletes.

Police arrested two University

of Nebraska football players,

Lawrence Pete and Neil Smith,

Oct. 14 for allegedly slashing the

tires on two police cars. Smith
subsequently was suspended for

one game.

And on Oct. 18, Iowa City, Iowa,

officials added more charges
against University ot Iowa football

player Keaton Smiley for allegedly

hitting a female classmate last

May.

Smiley also has been charged

with beating another woman with

a knife last June, and if convicted,

could face a mandatory life prison

term.

Earlier in October, a Pasadena,

Cal. judge sentenced suspended

University of Southern California

football player Aaron Emanuel to

14 days in jail, three years of

probation and 104 hours of com-

munity service for punching Shar-

on Hatfield, another former USC
athlete, at a party in August.

Now thatyouVe gotten intoWanova,

IBMcan helpyou getmore outof it.

The road to graduation is paved with

term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-

nighters and, of course, exams.

To ease that journey and awaken your

professors to your exceptional abilities, we

suggest the newest member of the IBM*

Personal System/2'" family: the Model 25

GJIegiate.

It s a high-powered personal computer

with advanced graphics capabilities, designed

to fit on your desk without adding to the

clutter. And it comes with a generous 640 KB
memory, two 3.5'' diskette drives and an aid

package every student can appreciate—a big

discount, plus Microsoft' Windows 1.04,

V^rite, ftint. Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and

a mouse.

Rip in the load-and-go diskette and

your Model 25 GJIegiate is set to help you

write and revise long papers and illustrate

your points by combining words and gra-

phics. So your professors will draw favorable

conclusions about your work.

For more information on the Model 25

GJIegiate, visit the IBM Education Product

Coordinator on campus. Youll qukkly learn

how to get the most out ofthe 7s

IBM Personal System/2..

Microsoft isa registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM isa registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark of the International Business Machines
Corporation. O IBM 1987.
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By CAROLYN It MIRABILE
'.

Dr. John Logue. VilUnovi pol-

itical tdence profcMCl', hptkst in

the Soviet Union at the University

of Leningrad on the topic of

restructuring the United Nations
Oct. 12.

Logue and three other Ameri-
cans were in the Soviet Union as
guests of the Soviet Peace
Committee.

Logue's lecture, titled "United
Nations Perestroika/' urged that

"structural changes are essential

if the United NaUons [U.N.] is to

become a key factor in guarantee-

ing national security and strength-

ening the wortd economy." "Per-

estroika/' which means "re-

structuring," has become a
popular word in the Soviet Union
today and is the title of General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev's
new book.

Logue suggested a complete
restructuring of the United
Nations, which would include

abandoning the one-nation-one-

vote system in the General
Assembly.
The U.S. Congress passed a bill,

stating that unless there was
more weighted voting in the
United Nations, the United States

would not contribute as much
money as it usually does. Since

the United States is a large con-

tributor to the United Nations,

this would cause a financial crisis

in this institution. As a result of

this bill, a committee of 18 recom-

mended that financial decision-

making would be based on
consensus.

Other issues that Logue dis-

cussed included the great power
veto in the Security Council and
ensuring that world laws were
enforced more on individual law-

breakers. Another concern Logue
emphasized involved giving the

United Nations subatantiil and
reliable sources of revcmie.
Logue also said that UJN. financ-

ing should not rtly iolely on
nations. Since thi influential

powers, such as the United States,

the Soviet Union ancTFrance, may
not like a particular idea in^the

budget, they may not financially

support its terms. Therefore,

Logue suggested that financing

should come from other souces,

such as a small tax on interna-

tional postage and trade. He also

proposed that a certain percentage

of oil and gas profits could be

contributed to the U.N. budget.

This would provide a balance

between the nations, the United
Nations and the private sector.

Logue stressed that although

the U.N. powers should be re-

structured, the nations should also

provide for a system ot "checks
and balances" so that the United
Nations would not become too

powerful.

Logue emphasized in his lecture

that he welcomed the openness of

the Soviet Union to new ideas

concerning reconstruction of the
United Nations and the Soviets'

call for more use of existing U.N.

institutions. But he added, "As far

as the United Nations is con-

cerned, the Soviets seem to be
talking about better use of existing
U.N. structures rather than any
significant changes in those
structures."

Logue stressed, "Criticism is

important to the dignity and
prosperity of a nation." He added,
"Covering up a mistake only leads

to sluggishness in the economy."
During his talk, copies of the

"Declaration of Philadelphia"
were distributed. This declara-

tion, issued at Independence Mall
Aug. 9, urges that the United
Nations Be restored and strength-

ened so that it can work to its

fullest potentiaL Many well-

known people from all over the

world have already signed the

declaration, saki Logue.

During Logue's eight-day trip,

he also addressed leaders from the
Institution of U.S. and Canadian
Studies. He told members of this
group of ways in which the Soviet
Union could improve relations
and negotiations concerning the
arms race.

Logue said he was encouraged
that the Soviets allowed him to

speak before important audiences
although his view on U.N. reform
differs with the prevailing Soviet
view.

(oourlMy photo)

Dr. John J. Logue, political science professor, is pictured here aboard
the refurbished ''Aurora^ which helped launch the Bolshevik
Revolution 70 years ago, during his recent trip to the Soviet Union.
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l\¥ice the pizza for
half the price.

One tnuUl Uno pizza can latisfy two
big appetltet. That*! becauia our
famoiu Deep Dish pizzas have aboiit
twiee thegood ttufTofonUnanrp^^..
oulraieouf qiiantitici of the noett
meatit oheeMi, freshest v^n^ and
delieate spicea.

We*fe so smns that your first Uno
plzia wiH make you a fin for life, that
we'll mlitthe eoet E^Jof H In our
beaotirol awavd^wliuilm restauraiits or
call ahead for take out
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To The Brothers of

Sigma Phi Epsilon,

Thanks For The Best

Tailgate ofHomecoming 1987!

Love,

The Sisters of

Alpha Omicron Pi

Considering a

Career in Banking?

Explore Opportunities in
Commercial Lending at PNB!
Join us for Refreshments
at our Information Session

DATE: Monday, November 30th

TIME: 7:00 P.M.

PLACE: Wayne Room
Connelly Center

WHO: All Junior & Senior Business
& Liberal Arts Majors

Join us on Monday evening and learnabout the Philadelphia National

Bank's comprehensive and widely recognized bank training program.

Founded in 1803. PNB is the largest subsidiary of CoreStates Finan-

cial Corp, a diversified financial services corporatk>n with consolkJated
assets of over $14.7 billk>n as of June 30, 1987. As the premier com-
mercial bank headquartered in Philadelphia, and the leading interna-

tional bank in the MkkJIe Atlantk: states, our wholesale banking group

provides a broad range of financial servfces to large corporatk)ns, mid-
dle market companies and correspondent banks worklwkle.

Wi promise you an informative exchange with our
representatives, and an opportunity to learn if a

career in k)anking is for you.
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Support academiGS
Using their gifts of strength and agility and their

determination to be the best, athletes constantly fight

for their ultimate goal: victory. However, for many
athletes, winning in physical competition and winning
in the classroom do not go hand in hand. The ranks of

professional sports today are populated, in part, by college

dropouts. But, this fact may change because of the efforts

of a Northeastern University professor who, along with
people at 25 other institutions, is helping professional

athletes complete their degrees. Villanova, with its high

academic standards and its reputation for graduating
athletes, should support this program.

Proudly, Villanova boasts a large number of academic
All-Americans — it was one of only two schools in the

nation to have five academic All-Americans during the

1986-87 school year. In addition, Villanova has an almost
100 percent graduation rate for scholarship athletes.

Unfortunately, Villanova University is one of the few
schools that can make such claims.

In contrast, nationwide statistics show that only

about 35 percent of scholarship athletes ever graduate.

Therefore, the importance of Northeastern 's Richard E.

Lapchick's Degree Completion Program for professional

athletes cannot be overemphasized. The curriculum
allows players to return to college while continuing to

compete professionally. Open to the local professional

franchises, it offers "bridge" courses and then moves the

men to more academically ambitious studies.

Certainly, Villanova can show its dedication to

education and its support to the program by developing

such a curriculum for professional players here. And by
maintaining its already high standards of excellence for

its athletes and for its students, Villanova can continue
to prove the importance of education.

Ginsburg was not
a worthy nominee

-Judge Douglas Ginsburg's decision to withdraw his

name from consideration as a nominee to the Supreme
Court because of the swelling uproar over his admission

that he had occasionally used marijuana is fortunate. His

withdrawal saves the Senate Judiciary Committee the

trouble of holding a hearing for a nominee whose character

does not meet the high standards required of a Supreme
Court justice.

Although many, including President Reagan, dis-

missed Ginsburg's use of marijuana while he was a collie
student as a youthful indiscretion, later reports which
indicated that Ginsburg used the drug as recently as 1979

while he was a law professor cannot be ignored. Clearly,

marijuana use eight years ago, when Ginsburg was 33
years old, cannot be consideral youthful indiscretion.

Furthermore, the fact remains that Ginsburg broke
the law, and by virtue of this, was unsuitable for the

appointment. Allowing someone who is not of impeccable

character and unquestionable int^rity to sit on the

Supereme Court would have been ludicrous. Additionally,

the message that Ginsbuig'sappointment would have sent
to young people — that drug use does not necessarily!

carry any implications or consequences for their future
— would have been dangerous.

In light of these revelations about Ginsbuiig, some
argue that the press has gone too far in reporting about
the personal lives of candidates for hi^ office. But
regvdless of how the revelations came about, there is

no doubt that the American people have a right to know
about the back^-ound of public servants, especially

. Supreme Court justices, given the magnitude of the

justices' impact on America s future.

Presumably Reagan add his staff»will do a more
thorough check of the character and baduround of the

next Supreme Court nomtnae. And hopoully, all who
aapipe to high levd postlions and offices will take nate

of tihe Ginsbuig affan- and make evary effort to ensure,

that thay are worthy of thoaepoaitkMis.

lt'5W^u«et-

PifU'H>ijM<J^^
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Letters to the Edttor.

Abortion position clarified
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the

letter to the editor entitled

"Replace abortion ad" regarding

our Center that was published in

the Oct. 30, 1987, edition of the

Villanovan.

On l)ehalf of Amnion Crisis

Pregnancy Center, I extend my
appreciation for the editor's note
printed to clear up confusion as
to whether Amnion's philosophy
is in line with that of the
University.

I would like to confirm that

Amnion Crisis Pregnancy Center
stands solidly behind the philo-

sophy of Villanova University. In

practical terms, this means that

Amnion does not perform abor-

tions, refer clients for abortions

or counsel clients for abortion.

In addition, I would like to

clarify two of the areas of

Amnion's services mentioned in

the ViUanovan.

Education regarding abortion

provided by Amnkm serves the

purpose of informing clients of the
abortkm procedure, the possible

medical risks, the psychological,

emotkmal and spiritual effects of

abortion and the developmental
stages of the unborn child. This

information focuses the client on
the preciousness of human life.

Also, Amnion provides post-
abortion counseling (not "abortion
counseling") for women who have
chosen to abort in the past and
are grieving over their decision.

The need for this type of counsel
is growing rapidly as women find

themselves facing long term post-

abortion stress. This stress can
occur many years after the abor-

tion and last for an extended
period of time. Amnion extends
caring support to these women
through our post-abortion coun-
seling services.*

Thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to share the services pro-

vided at Amnion. . ,r. , ^

Janis Lamont
Executive Director

Amnioii Crisis
Pregnancy Center
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Moral standard

Invades politics
By SUSAN TOLVE

U.S. politics in 1987 is a whole
new ball game, and many of our
public officials are striking out.

More and more, the morality of

presidential candidates or of

Supreme Court nominees is of

interest to the public. However, it

is not just recent incidents that

a^e scrutinized, but also past
indiscretions that are questioned,

probed and revealed.

Senator Gary Hart was asked
if he had ever committed adultery.

Senator Joseph Biden's actions in

law school were made public. Pat

Robertson's "wilder" days before

his religious conversion have been
a topic of discussion.

Most recently.Judge Douglas H.
Ginsburg was questioned about
past drug use. Senator Albert

Gore, Jr. and former Governor
Bruce Babbit felt compelled to

disclose soon after that they too

had tried marijuana.

If this trend continues, (so far

itshows no signs of slowing down)
politicians, lavArers and judges
will have to i>e trained and
schooled differently than they are

at present. Ambition, hard work
and leadership qualities may no
longer be enough to get ahead in

this field. And even if they
attended an Ivy League school and
had good grades, future aspiring

leaders with these aspects may
still lag behind.

Children will have to know
from a very young age that if they

plan to become public figures,

they will have to live their lives

aooordinsiy. Tl^t mtaiw no steal-

ing candy from the drujg store, no
plnisriiBi. no poMMMion of ^ike

MuitiocatiQii, as tiadifagB'drink'

andno

abandon the ideas that "everyone
makes mistakes" and '*people

deserve a second chance".

Whether one agrees or disagrees
with the importance of recent

revelations about public candi-

dates is not the topic being
addressed; neither is the question
of the- press' morality in probing
other's lives.

These concerns aside, America
is headed for a major change in

politics. Former U.S. officials,

even presidents, may never have
been appointed or elected had
today's stricter standards been in

place.

According to the Nov. d, 1987,

issue of the New York Times,
Gore said, "There will have to be
some lines establishing the right

of privacy drawn somewhere".
So far. Hart and Biden have

dropped out of the race for pres-

ident, and Ginsburg has with-

drawn as a Supreme Court
nominee.

It is clear that if no lines are
drawn, as Gore suggests, there

will be fewer and fewer players
in the field of politics.

,

Susan Toive is a sentorcommun-
ication arts major and the associate

editor of the Villanovan.
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Meese sparks controversy
By ROBERT L. PIGEON

Edwin Meese III is no stranger
to controversy. In recent veers,

controversy has followed Meese
whenever he spoke in public. Even
his private conversations have
attracted the attention of at least

four investigations — two con-

gressional ethics panels and two
special prosecutor investigations.

A 1984 investigation by a con-

gressional panel found that he had
committed no outris^t illegalities

by awarding federal jobs to people

who lent him money; but the

report raises questions about the

unethical character of his
activity.

Last summer, the Office of

Government Ethics found Meese's
investment of $60,000 with a firm
connected to the scandal-ridden
Wedtech Corp. to be outside the
law. Another investigation into

the Wedtech Corp.'s bribery
schemes has implicated Meese in

the unethical and illegal awarding
of a lucrative contract to Wedtech
in 1982.

The special prosecutor to the
Iran-contra scandal is investigat-

ing charges that Meese delayed an
FBI probe of private, illegal aid to

the contras and was careless in

his examination of National
Security Council files.

In light of the questions of

unethical, or enen illegal activity

raised by these investigations, it

is surprising that Meese has been
invited to speak at Villanova
University. Meese will speak at a

banquet that culminates a series

of lectures on the Constitution.

His views on the Constitution

and his theory ofjudicial restraint

are, by now, well-known. Meese
believes in original intent, that is,

the activity of the judicial branch
should be restricted to interpret-

ing issues found in the original

document — the original

Constitution.

WJien courts review issues not

originally intended by the Found-
ing Fathers, Meese (and others)

argue, they go beyond their con-

stitutional role of interpreting law
to one of making law. Supreme
Court decisions that involve
issues never intended by the
original drafters of the Constitu-

tion and the Bill of Rights are not

the "law of the land.'*

This is a familiar position for

conservatives and one that has a

following among conservative
legal scholars. But Meese hasgone
beyond this position. Meese
asserts the right of local, state and
federal legislatures to change and
alter Supreme Court decisions.

In order to make his point,

Meese praised Daniel Manion, an
Indiana legislator, for proposing
legislation that he admittcSd was
inconsistent with a Supreme
Court decision. Later Meese
appointed Manion to a federal

judgeship, presumably as a
reward for his anti-Supreme
Court activity. So it would seem
that for Edwin Meese, the "law
of the land" originates in the
legislative branch.

But Meese contradicts himself.
At a Tulane University forum on
the Constitution held earlier this

year, Meese defended the admin-
istration's refusal to enforce the
"Competition in Contracting Act"
that was passed by Congress in

1984. He asserted that this law
was unconstitutional and he
would not enforce it. He then went
on to defend his position indicating

that anyone was free to haul him
into court and challenge his
action. The courts, he said, would
decide on the constitutionality of

the law. Here, of course, Meese is

arguing that the "law of the land"
can be found in a judicial review
of legislative action.

These two examples demon-
strate Meese's legal theory: Some-
times law is determined by judicial

review of the legislature, and
sometimes it is determined by
legislative review of the judiciary.

Meese wants the judiciary to be
"restrained" some of the time, and
the legislature (Congress) to be
"restrained" at other times.

Meese's double-edged sword is

more than confusing — it is

dangerous. This handy theory of
restraint would free the Reagan
administration to pursue its reac-

tionary agenda. Meese does not
have a theory of Constitutional
law, he simply wants to expand
the power of the current executive
branch.

Because the executive branch
enjoys a mandate of all the people,

Meese reasons that it should be
the "active" branch while the
other two are more properly
"restrained." As one example of
his belief in the power of the
executive, Meese has proposed
that the president now add a
"signing statement" when affix-

ing his signature to new laws sent
over to the White House by
Congress.

The purpose of the signing
statement is to "indicate the
administration's interpretation of

the intent and application" of a
new law. In other words, Meese
wants the president to interpret

the law when he signs it. This is

a dangerous usurpation of con-

gressional and judicial
prerogative.

The controversial proposal to

fight pornography is another
example of Meese's executive
branch "activism." Believing the
Supreme Court to have over-
extended its interpretative roJe,

he is willing to enforce anti-

pornography activity at the
expense of First Amendment
rights defined by the Supreme
Court.

Edwin Meese is indeed a con-

troversial figure with controver-

sial ideas about the Constitution.

However, he does not have a
"theory" of the Constitution, he
has an agenda. Meese wants to

expand the powers of the execu-
tive branch and reverse the last

several decades of "landmark"
Supreme Court decisions. Edwin
Meese is more than just contro-

versial when he speaks on the

Constitution — he is dangerous.

Robert L Pigeon is an adjunct
history professor.
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Student praises

Counseling Center
To the Editor:

Although I do not wish to

denounce the anonymous author

of the editorial that appeared in

the Oct. 30, 1987, issue of the

Villanovan, which severely cri-

ticized our Counseling Center's

ability to address his/her drug
crisis, I do believe that the Coun-
seling Center deserves to be

credited with improving the qual-

ity of life of many Villanovans,

including mine.

I do honestly believe that if the

author in question had truly

confided to the counselor that he/

she was abusing drugs, the prob-

lem would have been dealt with

in a different fashion than merely

referring the client to the study

skills counselor. Somewhere along

the "counseling way" the author

would, more than likely, have felt

comfortable to confide in one of

the Counseling Center's fine staff.

Not all psychologists are com-
patible with every patient, nor are
they superhumans with a panacea
for each and every disorder. In

this instance, Jan Janosik was the
appropriate person in whom the
author felt comfortable trusting.

My main purpose in responding

to the letter to the editor is not

to criticize its author's praise of

the new Center for Drug and
Alcohol Intervention, since I do
believe that its inception is of high

merit and it is well needed. Yet,

the letter has called me to finally

publicly praise what I believe to

be the best resource Villanova

University has to offer, its Coun-
seling Center.

DuWng my five-year sojourn at

Villanova, I have confronted many
a disturbing reality about myself,

my family and my world. I have
espoused several different and
uncomfortable lifestyles and have
hit rock bottom on more than one
occasion. In every need that I had,

and several were rather desperate,

Patricia Maclntyre, a counseling

psychologist in our Counseling
Center, was always around to

listen and togive her lucid insights

and aid me in putting myself
together.

I say with solid conviction that

she was always around, and not

just in her office, since she gave

me her home phone number and

made herself available to me
anytime I needed her. I have had

the occasion to call her at home,

perhaps disturbing a meal with

her lovely family, but she always

has the time and heart to listen.

Although to me, Pat is quite

special, she is not unique to the

counseling staff. I have also

grown to appreciate the care and

assistance of two other counselors

who have since left the University

and have also had the opportunity

to interact with Dr. Helen Laffer-

ty, a former study skills counselor

and present assistant to the dean

of Arts and Sciences, who is also

a top-notch friend and advisor.

. . . I have biwglitmore
than one frirnid to Corr
Hell to reallie that we
can all benefit from the

unparalleledqmihy
andprofessionalism of
Villanova's Counseling

OdilIW«

Moreover, Julia Mazzoli, the

Counseling Center's secretary,

has always made me feel comfor-

table in often awkward times and
always has a smile and candy on
her desk. Sometimes, it is the little

things that can brighten one's day
when the days seem to bring no
hope.

As for the caliber of the Coun-
seling Center as a whole, I have
yet to hear negative feedback in

all my years at Villanova, and I

have brought more than one
friend to Corr Hall to realize that

we can all benefit from the unpar-

alleled quality and level of profes-

sionalism of Villanova's Counsel-

ing Center.

I '.^ould like to conclude by
saying that, at last, I am prepared

to leave Villanova fully equipped

with the tools to face life's long

processes, thanks to the love and
care of Pat Maclntyre, to whom
I could never express enough
gratitude.

Samantha Sherdian
Class of 1987

Graduate Student

Who's Who selection

How are candidates chosen?

RSA attempts to

unite Villanovans
To the Editor:

We, the Resident Student Asso-

ciation, support the Interfrater-

nity Council, Panhel and the

Villanova Union in their views

expressed in last week's edition

of the Villanovan. Problems with

Villanova Security have gradually
increased and should no longer be

ignored by the student body. It is

our opinion that the fault does not

lie with individual officers, but

with the making and administra-

tion of policy within the Security

Office.

One student tokl of a case ii^

which she needed to keep a car

on campus overnight to that she

ooukl go home for a wedding. She
was tAd that she could not obtain

a temporary pats for the night.

When the atktd what the thould

do with the car. Socurity tug-

fMtad that the move htr car to

a residential street. Surely this is

not what the administration
wants to occur.

This incident in itself would not

justify complaints against Secur-

ity. The fact is that incidents such
as that mentioned occur on a

regular basis. Something needs to

be done to alleviate present prob-

lems and to quell concerns before

they occur.

We urge all students to voice

their opinions and concerns with
the lesiiders of the major oigani-

zations or to expreet their views

in writing to tbt VMmmvml It

it time for the ttudentt of this

Univertity to ttop passively ac-

cepting prohlems and to begin to

thow a united front and to make
our voioet and opiniont heard.

To the Editon

On Nov. 5, more than 250
Villanova students impatinetly

opened letters from the Dean of

Students Office informing them of

the selection results concerning

Who's Who Among Student in

American Collegesand Universities

for 1988. But you ask yourself,

what is Who's Who? What does

it take to be chosen?

Well, we can easily determine

this from those who were selected

and those who were not. Okay —
not let us see. You would think

that the individual would have to

be involved in University activi-

ties, non-Villanova sponsored
activities or community service,

and have received honors and
awards. Sure, we most definitely

see that those accepted were
connected with several student

organizations.

But then again, some individ-

uals who were rejected were just

as involved, if not overly involved.

Therefore, being involved must
have nothing to do with being a

member. Let us go on.

What else could it take? Those
selected participated in many non-

Villanova sponsored activities and
community services. On the flip

side, those certain individuals

who missed the boat also partook

in services ranging from eucharis-

tic ministers to church youth
group advisors to blood donors.

We guess, then, that offering

one's time out of the concern for

one's fellow man should be disre-

garded. Tell us what is this world
coming to!

This is getting pretty sad. We
are starting to run out of quali-

fications. But wait, then there

must be only one prerequisite to

be in Who's Who. It must only be

the 3.0 cumulative grade point

average. Then how come only 52

Villanovans were accepted?

Well, Church Lady, what could

it be? Oh, we do not know. Let

us think about it. (Maybe ...

Satail. No . . . no . . . that could not

be it.) It must be ... ah ... that

some of those picked perhaps
knew someone on the selection

committee — oh, maybe the Rev.

John P. Stack, Lucyna Gorski, or

•ttaybe representatives from each

college. Is th%not special Well,

knowing someone on the selection

committee may not be good
enough.
The question is: Do they not like

vou? Have you had any recent

confrontations with them, or

maybe anawerad to thair panonaJ
prsfersnces? But we just showed

that it is not what one can do,

rather, one has to ^void doing

things that the right people may
not personally like.

It is apparent. Church Lady,
that the rejection to Who's Who
is in many respects political. What
a horrible thing to say about such
a prestigious Catholic university

(yes, even ranked on the East
Coast as the No. 1 comprehensive
university).

Well, what do we mean by
political? We mean that the crite-

ria to be in Who's Who should be
solely based on ones accomplish-

ments, not on how administrators

personal opinions about these
students.

It is unfair that a few admin-
istrators on the committee with
personal interests can twist facts

and situations out of context to

sway the entire committee. It is

quite ironic that the situations in.

question arose primarily due to

their neglect, lack of advisement,
poor judgment and perhaps
laziness.

May we make a suggestion?

Make things fair and base the

decision on a point system that

will not be exempted for certain

situations. If that is not possible,

at least have a committee that is

not composed completely of stu-

dents, faculty or administrators,

but instead, includes alumni or an
outside firm like the national

Who's Who office. We sincerely

hope that this issue will not be
ignored, but rather addressed
formally by those not on the
committee.
On a lighter note, we would like

to truly congratulate all thosewho
were deservingly selected to

Who's Who. For those of us who
are continuously victims of unr%-
ulated bias and the rest of the 200
applicants that were not selected,

we will look on the bright side ~
we do not have to change our
resumes.

Names withheld
upon request

Students: Voice
your opinions
To the Editor:

The commuting population here

at Villanova, including students,

faculty and staff members, is a

-very hard-working group which,

unfortunately, is currently strug-

gling with problems with the

Security department. These prob-

lems include parking permits,

limited parking hours, unhelpful

office personnel and many more
unnecessary conflicts.

We neither need nor appreciate

such added problems in our
already hectic schedules. There-
fore, we urge you, the students,

faculty and staff members of

Villanova to voice your opinions
and direct your questions to one

of the six major student organi-

zations on campus — Association
of Commuting Students, Interfra-

ternity Council, Panhellenic
Council, Resident Student Asso-
ciation, Student Government and
Villanova Union.

In order for any action to be
taken, we need to know what your
concerns are. Please contact one
of these groups or write a letter

to the Villanovan, voicing your
opinions. Together, we can start

to ameliorate this situation.
Thank^you for your cooperation.

The Association
of Commuting Students

Executive Board

Survey misleading
To the EditMr:

Your front page survey of Vil-

lanova University students on

Catholic issues in last week's

VMhmvmi was misleading. You
pottad only 70 students to mpws-

ent 0(ew uiMa^»MHMsa. iniBis

a paff«nli«MflM.
mkm mckjtmm — Mrth

oontfol and abartian gfe indudad

in your survey, the 1.09 percent

is often overkiokad This gives the
false impression that 90 percent

ol theentire6,400ttndefiraduaiss
support the iaunorality of artifi-

cial birth control and abortion*

inolead ci only 98(paraent d 1.09

9r.h

*-'mmmmmimm'^-^-..r

Who'sWIw

Member criticizes

V.U. Student Life
To the Editor:

As a recently selected member
of Who's Who, I wish to share my
concerns over a situation which
has lessened the value of this

award. I feel that the selection

involved some inconsistenciesand
politics, which the entire selection

committee probably did not know
existed. As a result, it would not

be tasteless for some seniors to

contest their rejection.

A condition has risen in a few
areas of the Student Life division

where students can be continu-

ously blackballed. This has hap-

pened when a student may not
hold the same views as an admin-
istrator, or because the student
my work on a task or run an
organization in a way different

than an administrator may prefer.

This is precisely why I asked that

my name not be signed to this

letter publicly. It is important to

realize that this is not a blanket

statement concerning all individ-

uals associated with Student Life.

Student volunteers and leaders

will make mistakes and will learn

from them. To learn, they need
advisement and understanding,

not continuous demoralization

and barriers. These students are

the very students who put many
extra hours of dedication and
work into organizations and pro-

jects. In some instances, a mistake

will be unforgivable for more than
a year.

Let us not forget the valuable

services some of our students

provide to the University and to

the rest of us. The most upsetting

factor is that a student can put

many hard hours of work into a

project or organization and can
work successfully with a team of

students, but receive negative

criticisms from administrators

and then be faced with barriers

intenrionally placed by those

administrators.

These students receive harass-

ment because the administrators

did not agree with their method
or artistic opinion. In their posi-

tions of power and influence,

administrators can inflict their

personal opinions on others

(including members of the Who's
Who selection committee).

Although most students may
not be aware ol these injustices,

they do exist. I have seen five

separate situations in which
students have been unfairly dis-

criminated agairiat because they
may have disagreed with an
administrator in the past
One student was victimized as

a result of a breakdown in com-
munication between all parties.

Lack of quality advisement, con-

cern and fair priorities on the part

of administrators, was the very

cause of this misunderstanding.
Employees of the University

should not shift blame for a

controversial situation completely

on a student. Furthermore, they
should not continuously prevent
a student from achieving in other
activities and receiving future
awards in areas completely unre-

lated to the past controversial

situation. .

In some specific situations,

administrators have gone as far

as sacrificing professionalism to

carry out personal vendettas
against certain students. Those in

Student Life should be helping

students to learn outside of the

classroom by helping them to

learn from their experiences and
mistakes.

As time passes, these adminis-

trators can remove themselves

from the adverse situation, never

realizing how their actions have
personally harmed these students.

I do, however, admire the students

who have the perseverance to

continuously give quality time

and hard work to the other stu-

dents of this University in spite

of the many barriers that have
been unjustly placed before them.

I ask that those employed to

help us learn keep in mind that

they are dealing with humans
who have feelings. Students more
qualified than many others to

receive awards and positions

should not have to be continuously

humiliated and explain their

"apparent" failures to their peers.

Selection to Who's Who is only

as valuable as the selection

process.

Name Withheld
Upon Request

Cheerleaders led

spirit competition
To the Editon

Last week's Villanovan fea-

tured a front page article which
mentioned a "greek organization"

spirit campaign which was to be

launched at the Homecoming
football game. Fortunately, on
Nov. 7, many fraternities and
sororities supported the Villanova

football team with great enthusi-

asm and spirit; however, last

week's artickwas quite erroneous

in its description of the spirit

competition.

First of all, and most impor-

tantly, the spirit competition was
not sponsored by greek organiza-

tions. It was created and planned
through the efforts of the Villan-

ova cheerleading squad. Those
who should be especially recog-

niaed for their ideas and help are
Wendy Henzes and Jackie
Kuhnert.

Secondly, the spirit cooq)etitiQn

whiisfa nnvolved only

The
m^kd out

every orgpMaatMm on
hwhtding cultunUf facial

jroiipa, aa wall aa the

to plan a worthwhile event, only
to have it miscredited to the entire
University as someone else's idea

with no mention of the group that

placed all of their time and dforts
in it. Maybe many of the students
are not aware of all that the
cheerleading squad has been
working on this year.

With the encouragement of

Coach Andy Talley, the cheerlead-
ers have been hoping to increase

student support and attendance at

the football games. From football

ticket raffling at the Connelly
Center, to speeches by the team's
captains and Coach Talley, to

giving away Villanova football

buttons and bumper stickers and
hanging up banners on campus,
the cheerksKlers have been taking

up mpch of their time in the

development of these events.

I hope this has cleared any
confusion which nuiy have been
created by last week's artade. I

alao hope thai wc, the students,

aware of the naaiiy oppor-

we can take in ofder to

buikl up YiUaiiova's team spirit

aadenthuaiaam
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Campus
By DANA SHAFIE

This week the Villano-
van asks, "What does
Hunger Awareness Week
mean to you?"

'-^

ftSsS
4' "^ •^' " r ^ ^ * ^

'it means that the peo-

ple at Villanova are aware

that the students who are

eating at the Pit everyday

aren't the only ones going

hungry."
Kathy Leardi

freshman
business

arr i^ k^lita
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BOWL BOMi

Htmger Awareness Week observed

Villanova college bowl competition
Nov. 2f C,C. Cinema

team registration fee $5 team (4 person) sign-ups Nov. 1 6-19 in union office

First place team prize $100 Regionai

Second place team prize $75 A competition

STOP BY UNION OFFICEFOR MORE INFORMATION at V.U. in February

COMING DEC. 2

.

GEORGE PLIMPTON

By DANA RAO

This week was Hunger Aware-
n^s Weelc, a week (Signed to

raise the consciousness of the
Villanova community and provide

. financial aid to the hungry.
Hunger Awareness Week is in

its 15th year, and, according to its

founder, the Rev. Ray Jackson,
O.S.A., is still going strong. The
need for awareness is greatly
increasing, as evidenced by the
fact that there are over 500 million

hungry people in the world.
Moreover, 20 million live in the
United States.

HungerAwareness Week kicked
off with the Run For Hunger, in

which students obtain pledges for

every lap they run on a specially

designed course on campus.
On Tuesday, the main event

was the Hunger Banquet in the
North Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

As each student entered, he or she
received an envetope that con-
tained the imrt of the world the
student would represent. Ten
percent of the students represent-

ed the First World. Another 10
percent of the participants made
up the Second World, and the
remaining 80 percent formed the
Third World.

Each "country" received a
certain number of points, with
which they bought food. It ranged
from the First World, which got
35 points, to the Third World,
which received only one and one
half points. The atmosphere grew
tense as the evening progressed,
when the people of the Third
World faced a long hungry night.

After the meal was finished, the
Peace and Justice Center brought
their program to a close by show-
ing a movie about the plight of the
real Third World population.

Funding for the activity was
obtained from Bread for the

World, a committee that uses

political pressure to obtain aid for

the needy. Students commented
about how they now undertlood,

through first-hand experience,

some of the problems that the poor

of the world face, and how they

desperately need our aid.

The next major event was the

Fast Day on Thursday. Students

voluntarily gave up lunch in a

display of solidarity with the poor

of the world. For each meal that

was given up, the cost of that

meal, three dollars, was donated

to the poor through Food Services.

This year, the fund from

Hunger Awareness Week will be

divided into two parts, half of

which will be sent to an Augus-

tinian parish in the Bronx, and

half to a mission in the Peru

mountains. The Bronx parish is

(photo by Shate)

Students become informed of the hunger plaguing our world at the
Hunger Awareness Banquet.

headed by the Rev. Brian Frowley,

O.S.A., who is a Villanova grad-

uate.

When asked what he would like
the Villanova students to take

away with them from this week,
Jackson said, "When we see the
face of the needy, we see the face
of Jesus. And by aiding the needy,
we srrow closer to Him."

Game developed for soap opera fans
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APPLICATION^
AVAILABLE FOR
FRESHMAN
RECORD

CHAIRFERSON
and

SENIOR DINNER
DANCE

Assistant Chairpeople
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UNION OFFICE

the man who does things most people only

dream of

.

.

.

pro quarterback— sports writer

bullfighter— author— parachutist
pro basketlMll— pro hockey

^laylMy photographer
circus performer
stand-up comic

and much
more!

K

SECOND
GENEBAL

UNION
GATHERING

NOV. 18

RADNOR-ST. DAVIDS
ROOM

5:30p.iii.
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(pholD courtesy of the United States Playing Card Company)

The Soup Opera ChaUenge card feame has an edition for the most
popular soap operas.

Atteictiwd

LIVEAT THE
TERRACE

VINCE DONAHUE
November 17

5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

BELLE AIRE TERRACE
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Har/nlehord

htov. 1 5, 3 p.m.
Corr Chapel

Campus Clip
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THIS WEEK..

NOV. 12 AND 13

NEXT
WEEK..

NOV. 19
AND 20
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By KAREN lOVINO

Picture a typical weekday after-

noon at Villanova. Your classes

are done for the day, it is getting

too cold to hang out on "the wall"

and that physics you should be
doing can be put off a couple of

weeks longer.

You wonder what to do: You
flop on your bed. pick up the

remote control, and turn on — a

soap opera.

If this sounds familiar, the
United States Playing Card Com-
pany has created a new card game
just for you. The games that are

available represent the most pop-

ular soaps on the air; "Guiding
Light," **A11 My Children,"
"General Hospital," "The Young
and the Restless," "As the World
Turns" and "Days of Our Lives."

The card game takes a format
much like Trivial Pursuit, con-

taining 54 challenge cards with
over 300 questions and answers
about your favorite soap opera.

The questions are based on the

six most common story lines

found in all soaps: Love affairs

and friendships, the family tree,

characters and circumstance,
death and disappearance, crimes

and "Challenge Plus" (for those

fans who think they know
evervthing).

With this exciting new game,

you can now know the answers

to such fascinating questions

from the "Days of Our Lives'
"

edition as: When Amanda's first

husband lay dying, with whom
was she having an affair? When
Mickey and Maggie danced for the

first time, what was the color of

the shoes she wore? How many
men has Julie been pregnant by?

Forget the physics — this stuff

is more important.

Susan Black, the marketing

manager for new products for the

United States Playing Card Co.,

states that, "Soap opera mania
cuts across all ages, incomes,

sexes and educational levels."

In fact, nearly 60 million view-

ers tune in daily, with college

students making up 20 to 30
percent of all soap opera viewers.

So if you are hooked on soaps,

you are not alone in your obses-

sion. If you have a 1:30 p.m. class

that you cannot afford to miss

three times a week to watch
"Days of Our Lives." don't despair
— soaps are also among the most
regularlv taped programs on
VCRs.
Those who watch soaps on a

regular basis strongly identify

with the characters — have we
all not tried to kill off our fathers
to gain an inheritance or fallen in

love with someone, only to find

out that he is our long lost

brother?

It is easy to quickly become
addicted to such plots and
cliffhangers.

Whatever your reasons for

watching them, soap operas pro-

vide a fun and simple diversion

for 60 million Americans.
So the next time you want to

couple your obsession with "Days
of Our Lives" with your love for

card games, buy Soap Opera
Challenge.

Ask yourself, "What helpful

clue did Marlena leave Roman
when their house was blown up?"
and put your knowledge to the

tej^t. Those long hours spent in

front of the television might be

good for something after all.

Music series playing at Corr
By iCRIS RYAN

Villanova University provides

its students with a unique edu-

cational experience that prepares

them not only academically,

socially and spiritually, but cul-

. turally as well.

The recent efforts of John
Dunphy, director of music activ-

ities at Villanova, will expose
students to the fine art of classical,

romantic and impressionistic
music of the 1700s and 1800s.

This marks the second semester
that Dunphy has arranged a
series of musical presentations to
be performed on seven consecutive
Sundays at 3 p.m. in Corr Chapel.
This semester's series, which
began in mid-October, presents
several concerts depicting a var-
iety of chamber musk composers.

Thus far the series has consist-

ed of the Philadelphia Baroque
Enaemble: the Wyncote Consort,
a string quartet, harp, flute and
violiD: and the Philadelphia Harp
Duo with Walter Phiel on harp
and Pater Kudrkt on cello.

Future concerts include Kim
Ikindfll, harpaichordiat, on Nov.

15; The MandalaM>ha Club

Foitiiiuik . darHwt player, on Dae

6 and the New Fine Arts Ensem-
ble, a woodwind quartet on Dec.
13.

This week's concert features

Kim Heindel, harpsichord and
organ player. Heindel has per-

formed with the Waverly Consort,

the Philadelphia Orchestra, Con-
certo Soloists of Philadelphia and
numerous ensembles in the Phil-

adelphia area. He has taught
harpsichord at Moravian College
in Bethlehem and was recently

appointed as university organist

at Lehigh University.

Particularly interesting to this

week's presentation is the fact

that the works performed will be
played on the original instrument
for which they were composed,
the harpsichord, rather than the
piano. The performance will

include works by Froberger, Scar-

letti, Bach and Dunphy.
The purpose of the concert

series is to provide students with
an alternative music style that

will enhance and expand their

cultural lewel. The proiram was
orifiMdi)r prapoaed with the intent
of preaenting three separate series

displaying the musical talents of

the students and faculty as well

aawafessionals.

lWiai¥ir, certain circumstances
caused the original plan to be

superimposed into one series with
contributors from each group.
Last semester, two important
contributors to the series from the
Villanova community were Dr.

Jaworowski, who presented a song
ensemble at the concert, and
sophomore pianist Cliff Davis.

Dunphy believes that the con-

cert series is a productive way to

introduce students to a different

form of music. Many young people

tend to feel that their older count-

erparts are narrow-minded by
refusing to listen to and accept

contemporary music, when in fact

they themselves are equally guilty

of intolerance when it comes to

classical music.

Often young people are afraid

of change and simply claim they

do not like something even if they

have not tried it. They refuse.

Dunphy said, to educate their

senses by trying new things.

A common myth is that classical

music belongs to the older gener-

ation. Students do not have to be
over the age of 21 to listen to fine

music. Not do they have to be

learned in the fine arts to appre-

ciate the classics.

For this reason, Villanova is

offering its students the opportun-

iContmued on pugk' Itii
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Caffeine and its side effects discussed
By JACQUEUNE GENTILE

I&this scene familiar? You have
a long night of studing ahead. You
are surrounded by books, high-

lighters, notebooks and a big pot
of coffee, or perhaps a six pack
(of soda, that is) — anything with
caffeine to keep you awake will

do.

Dr. Russ Gardner of the biok^
department at Villanova explained
that caffeine is a drug that stim-

ulates the central nervous system.
Caffeine enters the system
through Xhe bloodstream and,
according to Gardner, reaches its

peak concentration within one
hour after it is ingested.

Besides being in coffee, tea and
soda, chocolate also contains
caffeine. Moreover, according to

the FDA, nnore than 1,000 over-

the-counter drugs list caffeine as

an iiu^redient.

While caffeine is mo6t widely

used for its stimulating effect on
the nervous system, Gardner
explained some of its medical

uses. Caffeine and similar drugs

that dilate the bronchi are used

in the treatment of asthma. Caf-

feine is also used to stimulate

respiration in premature babies.

But how does caffeine influence

us as students trying to keep our

eyes open while studying? Accord-

ing to Gardner, it makes us more
alert and even allows us to think

more clearly.

Sounds too good to be true? It

is. Caffeine also decreases a
person's reaction time and can

hinder arithmetic skills. (Sorry all

you accountants and engineera.

Guess you should stick to TUP.)
What IS the price we pay for a

night d staying alert? Gardner
stated that nausea and diarrhea
are among the side effects of

caffeine, akmg with headaches,
acid stomach, insomnia, irritabil-

ity, increased urinary output and
increased heart rate.

It takes approximately 85-250

mg. of caffeine, the amount in one
to three cupa oif coffee, to produce
the stimulation we associate with
caffeine.

People can overdose on caffeine,

just as they can with other drugs.

The amount which is considered
an overdose varies with each
individual, since everyone can

react differently to drugs.

The *'shdKt^' we get from too

much caffeine are a sign of over-

doae. If a person goes overboard

with caffeine -i^Eake, Gardner
explained that " . . . it can actually

cause oonvulsiohs.**

He also added, "The only dif-

ference between a drug and a

poison is the dose.**

Ifow can we know how much
caffeine is in the beverages that

most of us consume daily? The
FDA and National Soft Drink
Association give us much of this

information.

Drip coffee contains, on the

average 115 mg. of caffeine per

five ounce cup, whereas perculat-

ed coffee has less— approximately

80 per five ounces. The same

y.U. professor teachesabroad
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Going to visit a foreign country

can be a great experience, but
going to live and work in a foreign

country can be an experience of

a lifetime. This experience of a

lifetime was one that Dr. Teresa
A. Nance, assistant professor in

the communication arts depart-

ment, could not turn down.
It was December 1985 when

Nance was first contacted by the

chairman of the speech depart-

ment at Temple University to

offer her an experience of a life-

time — going to live and work in

Tokyo, Japan. The chairman gave
Nance the opportunity to teach in

an American university in Tokyo
while living there for a year.

The offer included bringing her
husband and two babies. Nance
felt that, even though the children

were very young, and she would
have to leave the security of her
friends and family, she could not

possibly turn down such an offer.

Her husband agreed, and they

accepted the offer.

In August 1986, Nance and her
family left America and headed to

Tokyo, Japan. There they were
furnished with an apartment in

Otsuka (downtown Tokyo).

Once settled, Nance began to

teach, while her husband helped

take care of the children. She
taught public speaking, small

group communication, organiza-

tional communication and inter-

personal communication at Tem-
ple University, Japan. The
majority of the students were
Japanese (about 60 percent), while

the rest were a mix of African,

French, German and American
students. Most of her classes were
on the smaller side. Her largest

was her interpersonal communi-
cation class, which had about 40
students.

In Japan, teachers, called "sen-

sai", are very respected. Thus, the

Japanese students provided a rare

academic environment that was
very conducive to teaching.

The only real problem Nance
had was the fact that schooling

in Japan is much more intense in

the high school years than in the

college years. When Japanese
students get to colkge, they can
begin to relax. This theory of

a
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fright of the

Quetzal
Saturday

Nov. 21

7:30 p.m.

McShain Auditorium

Rosemont College

Villanovans Concerned About Central America,
Rosemont College Campus Ministry, the Center for
Peace and Justice Education and other organizations
have joined to sponsor this special play. As with last
year's presenUtion "A Peasant of El Salvador/' aU
proceeds wiU benefit Salvadoran refugees. Tickets and
further information can be obtained frcMn the Peace
and Justice Center, located in the basement of Stdlivan
HaU.

education leads to intense compe-

tition for entrance into college.

Students go to a cram school,

called "Juku," to help their chan-

ces for admission into college.

Nance also had the opportunity

to learn about Japanese society.

While one might think that there

is a lot of crime in Tokyo, there

really is little. Nance said that, "I

would not even think twice about

leavingmy baby carriages outside.

People are just honest."

In fact, the Japanese are so

honest that one time, when Nance
and her husband were traveling

and left their backpack on the

train, they had assumed that it

would most likely be gone when
they went to get it because it

contained camera equipment.
They returned to find it neatly

sorted and waiting for them.

Nance and her family returned

to Pennsylvania in May ld87.

When aslKd what she considers

the best part of her Japanese
experience, «he said, *Tt was
learning about being a teacher. I

miss the uncertainties of the

classroom, but Fm glad to be

back."

amount of brewed, U.S. brands of

taa, howiver,contains only40mg.
of caffeine.

The caffeine content of aoda
varies neatly depending on the
brand, A 12<ounoe can of Canada
Dry diet colaaa 1.2 mg. of caffeine.

At the other end of the 8cale> a
12ounce can of Mountain Dew
has 54 mg. of caffeine.

Most other sodas fall some-
where between these two
extremes, with the average
amount of caffeine being approx-
imately 40 mg. per 12 ounce
serving.

So, the next timeyou have extra
change in your pocket and find

yourself face to face with a soda
machine, remember to ''Just Say
No."

(USSinED iUVHlTlSlliG
RESIDENT ADVISOR

Assltt/train mentally re-

tarded reaklente in apartment
CLA in N.E. Phila. Excellent

benefits for FT/PT poe. in-

cluding Blue Cross/HMO.
$4.80-$5/hr. Min. req. two yrs.

college or H.S. -^ two yrs. MH/
MR experience. Call Peter
Rahman, 831-2840.

CASE MANAGER - F/T for

MR services in community
MH/MR ctr. in N.E. Phiia.

Intake, casemanager, inter-

agency coordination respon-
sibiiities. Excel, ben. BA -i-

relevant MR experience
prefd. Call Pat Dandeiias,
831-2888.

Springbrsak '88

Campus^ Sorority— Frater-

nity Rep. Organize seven day
sailing charters. Ft. Lauder-
dale to Bahamas. Commla-
slon & frse cruise. Call Cap-
tain WUIiama, 1850 SW 23fd
Terrace, Ft. Lauderdale,
33312. (305) 583-0202

Employment Opportunites:
Driysrs needed!

National Parking Operator
based in Center CJty seeks
full-time and part«tlme driv

era for Its hotel, hospital &
parking iocatton. Suburt>an
iocationa as well. Day/evs.
shifts. Special valet events
(private parties, weddings,
banqueta etc.). Flex. hrs.

Good appearance, attitude,

ability to drive a stick shift

a must. Men and women
encouraged to apply. Call

687-8887.

COORDINATOR FOR
CLA PROGRAM

Superviae staff working with
mentally retarded adults in

an apartment aetting in N.E
Phila. Maaters Degree or BA
coml>ined with two years of

experlenee wtlh iflerded re-

quited. Benefits kiolude four
weeks pd. vacatkHi, freemed-
ical coverage etc. Send re-

sume to Pat Dandeiias, P.O.
Box 4S35 Phiia., PA 19124 or
can 831-2868 after Nov. 1 5.

XEROX COPIES
Quick Printing

Fast Service

Low Prices

Seif-St--

While • U- Wait Or Overnight

Typesetting * Binding

Pick Up & Delivery

IIKIIIII

1044W
(Coffisref

Lancaalar Avenue

I
Hewrs: Monday-FfMay

8:ao-i:ao
Saturday
10:00-2:00
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Top row, L to R: Asst. News Editor Dante Scala, News Editor Michelle Shanahan, Man-
aging Editor Coleen Moore, Editor in Chief Joanne Conrad, Editor in Chief Mary Charest,

Associate Editor Susan Tolve, News Editor Johanne Sharp, Asst. Entertainment Editor

Megan Guidera. Middle row, L to R: Asst. News Editor Siobhan Roder, Asst. Advertising

Director Monica Boscia, Subscriptions/Billing Editor Janet Diefenbach, Classified/Person-

als Editor Katie Krackeler, Advertising Director Susan Sherry, Entertainment Editor

Russ Ceccola, Layout Director Eileen McGinley, Features Editor Natalie McKenna, Asst.

Features Editor Susan Corcoran, Asst. Entertainment Editor Kathryn Quigley. Bottom
row, L to R: Photography Editor Mark Nunes, F.Y.I. Coordinator Jim Duffy, Sports Editor

John Ricco, Sports Editor Steph Schlager, Asst. Sports Editor Doug Scancarella, Features

Editor Joe McGowan, Photography Editor Dana Shafie. Not pictured: Entertainment Edi-

tor itevin Hecht, Art Editor Phil Kousoubris, Greek Page Editor Bob Clarkin, Greek Page
Editor Jill DeForte, Advisor June Lytel-Murphy.

Thanks to the 1987 Villanovan

Editorial Staff for ajob well done.

Best wishes in your future endeavors!

Mary and Joanne

L. t ijt r if 111 wua*-i.— ' - - - - -

"- - —
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Campus Ministry

Perspective:

HungerAwanness
By FR. RAY JACKSON,

O.S.A.

This week marks the 15th
annual Hunger Awareness Week
at Villanova. Begun in the early

1970s as a response to the global

famine sweeping throughout Afri-

ca, Asia and Latin America, it has
created a "voice of conscience" for

our University community.
In addition, throughout the past

years, more than $500,000 has
been raised by Villanovans in

support of the needy of our world.

The focus has always been to

awaken and remind ourselves

again that millions of our fellow

humans unnecessarily suffer the

effects of hunger and
malnutrition.

Human suffering is the first

issue of importance. Hunger is

real. It is seen in the faces of

Indian peasant farmers who have
hardly enough to feed their fam-
ilies. It is seen in the bloated

bellies of Ethiopian children star-

ing blankly at a parched land-

scape. It is seen in the, tears of

a Brazilian mother whose child

has died for lack of adequate
nutrition.

And, lest we forget, hunger
stalks our land too. In a recent

study, the Census Bureau esti-

mated that more than 35 million

Americans live below the poverty

line. Hunger, then, is a national

and global disgrace.

The crucial question is, "How
do we respond?" Some people

continue to live in ignorance.

They are only vaguely aware of

the hunger problem and are so

caught up in their own world of

concern for themselves that they

have no time to understand the

lives of the poor.

Others are indifferent. There is

an apathy toward the needy which
is related to the buying and
spending attitudes of many in our
country.

On the other hand, many do
respond positively. During the
past week, hundreds of Villano-

vans fasted in order to identify
with the needy. The food service

administration donated three
dollars per student to the hunger
relief fund for those who fasted.

Collections at the masses tripled

last week, and hundreds of stu-

dents sent letters to their congres-
sional representatives urging
greater financial support for
government programs which help
the poor.

The Run for Hunger, the Food
Banquet, volunteer night and
other activities helped to make
Villanovans conscious of the poor.

Mother Theresa, when asked
why she helped the poor,
responded by saying, "Because
they are there."

We can be indifferent, hard-
hearted, selfish and apathetic in

the face of poverty. Or we can
respond with compassion and
kindness.

"Show me your checkbook and
calendar, and I will tell you what
you value in life," says the guru.
Are we generous with our money
and our time?

In the final analysis we will be
judged by God on our concern for

the needy. May God welcome you
as you welcome him in the faces

of the poor.

Corr HaU is the site for the Corr Chapel Concert Series held every'
Sunday afternoon at 3 p,m.

Music series
(Continuedfrom page 13)

ity to learn and grow through the
ideal setting of this concert series.

This wonderful opportunity
allows students to see the music
performed live in the atmosphere
of Corr Chapel with the benefits

of its small size and excellent

acoustics, along with free

admission.

Listeninng to classical music
takes a certain level of maturity.

It is easy to conform to your peers

and never venture to experience
new music styles. However, by
doing this you are denying your-

self a unique learning
opportunity.

The concerts, lasting approxi-

mately one hour and a half, leave

you culturally enriched with a
deeper appreciation of the fine

talent of classical musicians. The
series itself is an earmark of
higher learning.

One can learn a lot from the
series as the musicians are often
willing to explain the pieces they
perform and enlighten the
audience about the background of

the music and the era in which
it was composed. It is a brilliant

way to round out an education,
to learn and benefit from this

unique, first-hand cultural
experience.

Word of the Week
PISMIRE

A) thewet.spongyearthchar- ^^ a urinating ant

acteristic of the moors of

Scotland

B) the reproductive appara-

tus found in fungi

D) the plastic tip of a shoelace

Soiiitionpagel7

Joanne

Conrad!

Co-editing

WHhYou
FwTwo
Yeais

Was

Great!
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Good Luck

To a Great

Friend,

Mary

ONC£ ASAM, MXMTO IDODlS MOfVa< , MfS BUND ME
OUT TO B£ AN 'END PIECE/

TDRNEI^

Coming
Up...

Nov. 14

"Birdy,'* Connelly Center Cine-

ma, 7 p.m.

Nov. 15

Nov. 16

AIDS Awareness Forum, St.

Rita's Hall.

"Birdy," Connelly Center Cine-

ma, 7 p.m.

Nov. 17

ACS Coffee and Donuts. 8-10

a.m., North Lounge. Villanova

Student Union Spring Break
Informational Meeting: Bahamas
and Switzerland, Villanova Room,
7 p.m. "Live at the Terrace,"

Vince Donahue, Belle Air Terrace,

5:30 p.m. ACS Volleyball Night.

Alumni Gym, 6:30-9:30 p.m.

• Nov. 18

Villanova Student Union Spring
Break Informational Meeting:
Cancun and Switzerland, Villa-

nova Room, 7 p.m.

Nov. 19

Campus Films: "Tin Men," 6:30

and 9 p.m., Connelly Center
Cinema.

Nov. 20

University Senate Meeting,
West Lounge. 4 p.m.

who knows, who cares
And now the end is near . . . we'll take our bows ... the final

curtain ... but first . . . since this is the last Who Knows, Who
Cares for this editorial board, we'd like to present the folk>wing

awards ... the envelope please . . . winning best actor in a full-

length motion picture . . . it's a tie between Father Driscoll for his

role as the Invisible Man and Rowan Kelly as Rambo . . . best

actor in a 30-second shirt commercial goes to Rollie Massimino
. . . best portrayal of Judas by a basketball player — Gary McLain
. . . best remake of the Keystone Cops — Security . . . best special

effects — Food Services in "Friday Night Dinners" . . . best set

goes to Sullivan Hall for "Animal House" ... best consistency
in costumes — the wall-sitters . . . best soundtrack ~ Amazing
Grace by the Corr Bells . . . best cast of thousands in a supporting
role . . . Radnor township residents . . . best dialogue on a Catholic

campus — Robin Williams . . . best remake of the "Money Pit" —
the football program . . . best "Fatal Attraction" — Kelly's . .

.

and the final award for best portrayal of "Little Shop of Horrors"
ended in a tie between registration and the parking lot . . . and
now we're off to the land where Father Driscoll lives . . . never
to be seen again . . . but who knows, who cares . .

.

Edited by the 1987 Villanovan Editorial Board.

"*i

Word of Week

Solution

PISMIRE

C) a urinating ant

"s^^;^

Defta GoncMA F«uitoiittti|

congratulates new sisters

.

Congratulations to the new

Villanovan editorial staff for 1988
Johanne G. Sharp
Editor-in-Chief

Janet Diefenbach

Manasins Editor

Editors:

News: Dante J. Scala

Noel E. Falco

Features: Susan E. Corcoran
R. Michael Bullota

Entertainment: Megan Guidera
Kathryn Quigley

Sports: John Ricco

Doug Scancarella

Layant Director: Eileen McGinlevf
Art Editor:'Andrew Bullion

DanaShafie
•: Jin DeForte

Natalie McKenna
Associate Editor

Assistant Editors;
News: Jennifer Reidy

Sharon Waters
Kevin C. Heil

Features: Jacqueline Gentile

Entertainment: Jeff Gillies

Allen Ambrosino
Advertisins Director: Jim Duffy

i: Sherry Manning

t#> --y

FJfJL
Andrea LoCascio

"Mtmtkmtm: CoQette ^4ttcheIl

Jbae L)^-Murphy

Jeanne Burkle

Annemarie Cunningham

Margaret Delp

Michele Devlin

Jennifer Duhart

Suzanne Grubowski

Dana Harmon

Allisa Makenzie

IMarybetli IManagiia

Kathy IMartino

Jody O'Connor

Katy Oiin

Stephanie Ricupero

IMaryann Sollami

Kelly Tierney

Caroline Woodrow

CONGRATULATIONS

ELRE
JONES

Homecoming Queen 1987!

Love, Your Proud Sisters

Persoials

Jen-O,
Just wanted to say I'm glad
we're hallmates.

Love Ya,

The Monster

HEAVY METAL UVESn
This personal Is meant to
anger all of the progressive
one-eyes and bogus people
on campus.

DEATH TO POSEURS!!

Iff

Prince,

"You've Got the Look!'

The Revolution

HI Thorn,

Happy Birthday! London
misses you. Meet you at

Nauset Beach when I get
home.
I love you!

Diane XOXO

SIsten ofAlpha Phi,

Congratulations on winning
our First Spirit Contest and
$50 prtzel Thanks for your
support

— The V.U. Cheerleaders

Brothers ofZeta PsI,

Get ready to party tonight.

We're psyched to 7.G. with

you guys!
Love,

Sisters of KAO

Trac —
Do not get angry. Hug the

world and smile.

Love Always,
The Duck

Russ Ceccola A Kevin Hecht:
Thank you for a great year
and great friendship!! Enjoy
your Tuesday nights free!

Love,

Megan

To those Involved in the V.U.

Scandal,

Break a leg on the IBth!

You're gonna 5e awesome!

Diane

Broihera or TXOt

Mtertormo

«-l>!l._ ....^.
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Greek Page
Dfvir

researched
By DIANE P. CARMAN

A drug and alchol fact-finding

committee has recently been
established by the Interfratemity

Council and the Panhellenic Asso-

ciation. The primary role of the

committee is to discover if there

is a serious drug and alcohol

problem within the Greek system
at Villanova, and if so, the extent

to which such a problem exists.

The committee is comprised of

six dedicated and concerned
greeks. Jan Janosik, who is pres-

ently running a confidential drug

and alcohol counseling center in

the basement of Stanford Hall, is

the committee's advisor.

"The findings of this committee

will not be held against any

fraternity or sorority, under any
circumstances," assures Megan
Jones, coK:hairperson of the com-

mittee. Jones said that the nature

of the committee is investigative,

not punitive. The committee
wants to discover if there is a

problem, and consequently to

offer solutions and assistance.

"We also want to make eve-

ryone aware that there are legal

issues involved. There will be a

problem with this because it

[drugs and alcohol] revolves

around social events," said Jones.

The first official action taken

by the committee will be to develop

a survey and deliver it to all the

greeks. The survey, which will be

distributed in the near future, will

hopefully reveal existing problems

related to drug and alcohol abuse.

The committee is confident that

the responses will be honest, since

the results of the survey will only

be used to provide a solution to

the drug and alcohol problem and
not to stifle the social activities

of the Qreeks.

The Kev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, commented, "It

should not be misunderstood that

the drug and alcohol problem

exists only with the Greeks. The
rationale behind the committee's

being comprised of Greeks is that

the Greek organization affords the

means to reach out to the Villan-

ova community as a whole. This
being the case, I am in support

of the actions oif the committee."

Fraternity Football

^ffna Nu runs can drive
By RICH CREMIN

Once again a Villanova frater-

nity has proven that the Greek
system is truly concerned about
our community. On Homecoming
weekend, the brothers of Sigma
Nu engineered a very successful

philanthropic project, "can-doo."

The objective was to collect as

many canned goods and cash
donations for the needy in the

Philadelphia area as was possible.

Local food distributors and numer-
ous members of the Villanova

community contributed generous-
ly to the effort.

Delta Gamma
aids blind
By BRIDEEN GALLAGHER

"Send a flower to someone you
like, send a weed to someone . .

.

else." This was the theme of the

Delta Gamma sponsored flower

and weed sale held last week on

campus. Approximately $500 was
raised by the fund drive, with all

of the proceeds to benefit Delta

Gamma's philanthropy, sight

conservation and aid to the blind.

Kim Zarkesh, foundation
chairperson, ran the event which
was held last Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday in Connelly
Center and Dougherty and
Donahue halls. Flowers and weeds
were sold for a $1 donation, and

Sigma Nu reported that approx-

imately 10,000 pounds of canned
goods and over $500 were collect-

ed. Gary Bonas, assistant director

of student activities, added, "It

was a tremendous effort on the

part of Sigma Nu and their alumni

to plan and conduct this event.

The whole Greek community is

proud of their efforts."

Sigma Nu brother, Nick Wor-
thington said, "We are glad Vil-

lanova students were generous

enough to support this drive and
would like to extend an appreci-

ation to all those who participated.

I feel there will always be a need

for philanthropies and that the

Villanova greek community will

be there to help those who are less

fortunate."

W
Lambda Kappa Delta 7

Zeta Psi 5

Pi Kappa Phi 5

Sigma Phi Epsilon 5

Sigma Pi 5

Pi Kappa Alpha 4

Sigma Nu 4

Alpha Phi Delta 2

*In Playoffs

L
*

delivery was offered both on
campus and to surrounding areas.

Delta Gamma borrowed the idea

from a sorority at Indiana Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.

As a relatively new chapter,

Zeta Alpha wanted their first

fund-raiser for their philanthropy
to be original, as well as success-

ful. Zarkesh said that there was
great campus support, and added,

"Every sister played an active role

in the sale, which made it not only
fun, but also very worthwhile."

Delta Gamma plans to hold the

flower and weed sale annually and
hopes to increase its success next

year.

Fraternity observes Founders' Day
By

ARIOCH GRIFFITHS
and

PATRICK DONAHOE

The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

was founded Dec. 10, 1904, at the

University of Charleston in South
Carolina, by seven dedicated
young men. Seventy-eight years

later, a similar group of men, 64
to be exact, founded the Epsilon

Omicron Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi
here at Villanova. This was the

lOOth chapter of Pi Kappa Phi

founded in the nation. It was also

the largest founding class ever for

Pi Kappa Phi.

Epsilon Omicron was founded

Dec. 10, 19^, under the leadership

of Brendan Dalton, who became
the first archon, or president,

when the colony became a chapter.

Dalton addressed the chapter this

past weekend after the fraternity

had a formal gathering with the

alumni.

As the former archon put the
past into perspective it was a

sobering experience to realize the

duty of continuing the fine tradi

tipn of this chapter. Brendan's

younger brother, Terence, has
now taken the reigns of fraternal

direction and he is confident that

he can surpass his brother's

achievements as archon.

The entire Pi Kappa Phi frater

nity at Villanova is looking for

ward to the future as Terence and
other young visionaries will take

charge of the executive council of

the chapter in January.

Order of Omega defined
By JILL DeFORTE

The Order of Omega is a

national institution which honors

those Greeks across the country,

that excel not only in leadership

within the Greek system, but in

academics and community service

as well.

Established at Villanova four

years ago, the Order of Omega is

comprised of roughly 5 percent of

the Greek population. The selec-

tion process occurs twice during
the year and membership is limit-

ed to well-rounded juniors and
seniors in good academic
standing.

Individuals are nominated by
their fraternity and sorority chap-
ters and are then reviewed by a
six-person selection committee.
The number of individuals chosen

each semester is not based upon
a numerical criterion, but rather
on the amount of quality individ-

uals that apply.

The main objective of the Order
of Omega is to honor outstanding
greeks and to establish a better
understandingand a more positive

relationship between Greek organ-
izations and the Villanova
community.

Spring Formal Rush!
Beat The Traffic!

Sign-Up Before RUSH HOUR Starts
Sign-ups: Nov. 30-Dec. 1

3

in

Dougherty, Donahue and Connelly

during Lunch ^ Dinnerhoun
or pici( up an appttcaitkm in

iMtotIO
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Alumnus weaves a murderous tale
By ROBERT DUGGAN

God's Children

Stephen F. Freind
Beech Tree Books
***

Kevin Murray, Pat Carney and
Vincent Grosso were three

friends, three classmates of Vil-

lanova's class of 1963, but now
they have become three driven,

powerful men whose goals and
desires have set them at odds with

each other in a battle not only for

their careers, but also their lives.

These three men are the central

figures in Stephen F. Freind's fine

novel, God's Children. Freind is a

1966 graduate of Villanova. While

at Villanova, he was student body
president and the sports editor for

the Villanovan. After gradua-

tion, Freind worked as an FBI
special agent and later became an

assistant district attorney. Cur-

rently, he is serving as a state

representative in the Pennsylva-

nia legislature while continuing

his law practice.

Freind builds his entire novel

around the three main characters,

blending his own personal expe-

riences as a Catholic, a Philadel-

phian and a state representative

into the narrative.

Murray is a Pennsylvania state

legislator who is the leader of the

state's pro-life movement. He has

made the fight for the unborn
children of God his own — a

mission he feels to be his destiny.

With his blend of irreverent Irish

Catholic humor and strong moral
conviction, Murray is the most
interesting character of the three.

Carney is a Catholic priest with

an eye on a Cardinal's hat. He is

more than willing to compromise
the love of his friends if it will

preserve his chances to rise in the

Church hierarchy.

Grosso is the Don of the pow-
erful Philadelphia Mafia. Putting

"the family" above all else, he will

do whatever it takes to get what
he wants. When the obstacle to

his plan becomes Murray, he faces

the dilemma of choosing between
his friend and "the family." His

choice of "the family" puts not

only Murray in peril but also all

of Murray's work for the pro-life

movement.
The greatest asset of this novel

is the depth of its material. The
author is obviously comfortable

and confident with the detail he

brings to the work. Too often,

such familiarity is tarnished by

excessive sentimentality, but not

here.

As a fellow Philadelphian and
fellow Catholic grade school pro-

duct, I easily identified with his

memories of stickball games,
stuffy grade school nuns and
listening to Phillies games on the

radio.

The feature which struck me
even more so than these memories
was the author's strong pro-life

stance. Freind introduced the

issue of killing the unborn into the

story smoothly and argues his

point persuasively and thorough-

ly. His argument, however, is

almost too thorough, to the point

of overshadowing all the other

elements of the book. The convic-

tion of the author's argument
makes this an understandable
flaw.

Of the few problems I had with
the book, the greatest of these was
with the passages dealing with
the world of state legislature

Murray is involved in. I found
these sections hard to follow.

Buzzwords, acronyms and lingo

familiar only to someone deeply

interested in the workings of state

government are thrown relent-

lessly at the reader. Aside from
this terminological blitz and a few
rough spots of dialogue, this is a

very well written book.

After weighing the many good
features of God's Children against

the bad, I would recommend it

highly. Not only does it offer an
interesting plot and characters

but also a thought-provoking
argument against the murder of

God's unborn children. Any fan

of popular fiction or any person

concerned with the rights of the

unborn (which, as I feel the author

would agree, should be all people)

should find God s Children to their

liking.

Bitty Joel disappoints fans with live album
By KEVIN HECHT

Kohuept
Billy Joel

Columbia Records

It seems that the idea of releas-

ing live albums has become quite

overused. These albums have
their place, capturing raw energy

and intensity not present in the

studio, but this energy must be

used to enhance the quality of the

music performed, not to distort or

hinder the quality of the original

composition.

Billy Joel, a consummate live

performer, used his 1981 release.

Songs in the Attic, to rejuvanate

some of his older material in a live

setting. The album was crisp,

clear, cohesive and presented its

songs in a pleasantly original

manner. Unfortunately, Joel's

latest live release fails to capture

these qualities on all counts.

Kohuept, recorded during Joel's

1987 tour of Russia, falls far short

of showcasing the artist at his

best. Many of the songs do not

come across well when played in

front of a large audience in a live

setting and the musicianship is

not Joel and his band playing at

the level of which they are

capable.

Classic Joel standards such as

"A Matter of Trust" and "Uptown
Girl" are huge disappointments

when compared with the studio

versions of the songs. "Uptown
Girl" is played too fast and hin-

dered by an annoying monologue.

"A Matter of Trust" sounds
distorted and unrehearsed.

• It seems that the album was
released to make some extra

money on the strength of the

heavy publicity surrounding Joel

and his band during their tour in

the Soviet Union and not to

present the public with different,

interesting versions of classic

songs. Sadly, a great live band

does not showcase its potential.

Thankfully, the album does
have its moments. "Stilletto"

sounds great live, but on this tune,

as well as with "Prelude/Angry
Young Man," one can detect some
of the notes played off key. Of
course this is usually the case

with live music, but live albums
should contain quality a notch

above the usual in the music. The
best cut on the album is a refresh-

ing rendition of "Honesty," but

this was really just a carbon copy

of the original.

"Goodnight Saigon" works well

live, as does "AUentown," but the

versions on this album do not

really add anything new to the

songs. A fan might be advised to

stick to listening to the son^s on

the studio album, The Nylon
Curtain, then to spend the money
for these live renditions.

Joel also attempts to cover
Dylan's "The Times They Are A
'Changing," and the Beatles'

"Back in the U.S.S.R." The idea

for the songs is a good one, as Joel

uses the Iron Curtain setting as

a backdrop for these fitting ren-

ditions, but a live album should

really focus the artist covering his

own songs at their best.

While Billy Joel could have
cleverly used Kohuept as a more
modern version of Songs in the

Attic, he rests on his laurels and
the publicity of the tour to lazily

put forth a double album that is

not worth the money.

Has Baryshnikov lost his spark in 'Dancers?

'

By ELANA ROSE STARR

"Dancers"
directed by Herb Ross

Cannon Group, Inc.

!•

In "Dancers," famed dancer/

film director Anton "Tony" Ser-

geyev (Mikhail Baryshnikov) coni-

plains that his formerly electric

footwork has lost its zing. He
"dances without a spark." that he

cannot seem to recapture. The
same can be said about much of

this film, which is predictable and

lackluster. The script is particu-

larly uninspired.

"Dancers" reteams Baryshnik-

ov with director Herb Roas. with
whom he mtdt his film debut in

the dazxhrn 1979 drama, 'The
Turning PoMit." (Rott* continued

biterett in danctn it becauae of

the influenM of hit late wife, the

dancer Non Kaye. who aarved•
n exocuthre co*producer on

"DttMen/*)
In both fllmt. Berythnikov'i

roles are a twist on his real-life

persona as an exiled Russian
dancer extraordinaire and a

relentless womanizer. Baryshnik-

ov plays himself very well, but it

would be wonderful to see him
stretch more than his quadriceps

by tackling a fresh cinematic

guise.

No fault can be found with

newcomer Julie Kent in the

ingenue role opposite Baryshnik-

ov. As Lisa, the innocent woman
who falls in love with Sergeyev,

Kent's corn-fed naturalness is

delightful. Blessed with long

reddish hair and luminous dark

eyes, Kent bears a strong resemb-

lance to Leslie Browne, the young
dancer in 'The Turning Point."

In fact, Browne appears in

"Dancers." as well, in a support-

ing role aa a ballerina who had
a k>ng-ago affair with Sergeyev

(similar to the one chronicled in

The Turning Point"). Her expe-

riences with men have left her

fnhittMad and "mean as a sack

of mahM," and she provides a

cynical foil for Kent's widened
innocence.

The format for "Dancers" is a

film-within-a-film, used so effec-

tively in such cinematic treasures

as "The French Lieutenant's
Woman" and Truffaut's "Day for

Night." Here there is a comingling

of romantic entanglements within

an international corps of dancers
paralleled with the on-stage
actions in the film the troupe is

making of "Giselle," the classic

ballet/love story. However, the

dancers' backstage antics do not

engage the audience because there

is not enough character develop-

ment to warrant our interest.

BiryilMJuV'phyf him-

satf wiy wtllt biit it

to

The fiUn is set in Hone, and.

outside of the baUet itself, the few

segments that highlight the city

are the most watchable. In on
such scene, the middle-aged
dancer portraying Giselle's moth-
er rehearses — both dancing and
emoting — on a sunlit balcony, as
Roman housewives doing their

chores look on appreciatively.

In another scene, the dancers
gather in the nearby countryside
for a sumptuous picnic. The scene
is redolent of Fellini's pictures,

which often feature outdoor ban-

quets, but instead of Fellini's

grotesque, heavily made-up faces,

the screen is filled with laughing,

handsome people.

The two segments are so vis-

ually appealing that the weak
script does not intrude. Aside
from those scenes, however, only
the ballet itself, complete with
Baryshnikov 's legendary leaps, is

exhilarating, for both dance
enthusiasts and those who know
nothing about ballet.

"Dancers" was produced by
Menachem Golan and Yoram
Globus, best known for such
roafginal films as "Bolero." Late-

ly, however, the two have been

involved in more worthwhile
endeavors, such as the arty ''Mari-

a's Lovers." While such a stance
is commendable, let us hope that

their future efforts at quality are

illuminating rather than
enervating.

Baryshnikov stars in

Ml' > fc tmUt ' t-i u
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Sting releases second jazz-based alb
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Nothing Uke the Sun
Sting

A&M Records

' ' Sting has released his second

jkzx influenced album, titled

NothingLUtt The Sun. He uses the

same musicians on this album
(Many Katchedrums; Kenny
Kirkland-keyboards; Mino Cinelu*

.percussion and Branford
Marsalis-sax) that he did on his

Dream OfThe Blue Turtles album.

When Sting released Dream Of
The Blue Turtles, critics were
surprised by thejazz sound. It was
a radical departure from the
reggae pop for which Sting and
The Police became famous.

This album is very good. It does
not disappoint, for the most part,

either musically or lyrically.

However, it is very easy to make
comparisons to Dream Of The
Blue Turtles.

Sting is an intelligent musician;

his lyrics reflect this. To do a

review of his album is almost to

CLiiSSlFIED

College Students Earn that

Holiday Cash Now! American
Future Syistems Is looking for

people with a strong desire

for success. Work after-

noons, evenings or Satur-

days as little or as often as
you wish. We offer a guaran-
teed, hourly virage plus tx>-

nuses aifid a great opportun-
ity to fharpen your com-
municatidn and marketing
skills. For more info, call

Joyce at 527-4084, 2-10 p.m.
daily.

Typing teacher and former
legal secretary has typing
business in Bryn Mawrhome.

£50 ptNT page DS. $8.00 per
|e for resume. Call 527-

3053. Leave message.

Attention Graduate Stu-
dents: National Test Prep
Or^anizatkm seeks qualified

SAT/LSAT/ QMAT/ ORE in-

structors. Call 659-91 11.

Travel Field Opportunity
Campus representatives
needed immediately for
Spring Break trips to Florida.

Call Campus Marketing at 1-

800-282-6221.

WANTED:
Male lead vocalist for newly
formed Villanova-based rock
iMind — Sanctuary. Must be
able to sing The Cult, R.E.M.,

Bon Jovi, Cinderella, The
Cure, oldies, originals, and
more. Needed immediately
for reheiarsais In Pocono
Mountains. Call Tom at 941-
0685, Dave at 527-5125, or
Chffte at 527-4681.
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do an English literature term
paper. However, the lyrics of his .

songs and explanations for them
areon the liner notes of the album.

Shakespeare is the inspiration

for the title of the album. The
words "nothing like the sun" are
a line from one of Shakespeare's
sonnets.

The first song on Side 1 is "The
Lazarus Heart/' and it features
fellow Police member Andy
Summers on guitar. The inspira-

tion for the song came from a vivid

dream Sting had.

Musically, the best part of the

song is Branford Marsalis' sax

weaving through the melody.

The next song is also a "heart"
song. Sting asks, "Why does
tradition locate our emotional
center at the heart?" This song
gets my vote for best lyrics on the

album. Reading his lyrics is

almost like reading poetry.

"Never to be wrong/ never to

make promises that break," he
sings about someone who's afraid

to fall in love again.

"Englishman In New York" is

one of the few songs that are not

political or love ballads. It is an
innocuous tune about an elderly

English friend of Stingfs who has
become an American citizen. The
music is upbeat, although there

is a strange break toward tlie end
of the song.

Sting does write some of the
most political pop songs today.

"History Will Teach Us Nothing"
continues that traditnn. However,
it reminded me too much of
"Russians."

«4'They Dance Alone (Gueca
Sok))" is also political. Stingwrote
this after participating in the 1966
Amnesty International Tour,
where he met political prisoners.

"It is one thing to read about
torture, but to speak to a victim

brings you a step closer to the
reality that is so frighteningly

pervasive," Sting says in the liner

notes.

The Gueca is a Chilean court-

ship dance. The wives and moth-
ers of the "disappeared" men
(men who have been arrested and
have never returned) dance alone
to protest and to show their grief.

"They Dance Alone" is sad and
melancholy, with a martial back-

beat to fit the theme. It features

Eric Clapton and Mark Knopfler

on guitar, as well as Ruben Blades
speaking one of the verses in

Spanish.

The last song in Side 1 is

"Fradle," whkh alao has out-

standing lyrics. "For all those
bom beneath an aiupy star/ Lest
we forgiet hc^ragile we are

The strains of synthesized
strings run through the song.
Sting plays a very pretty melody
on guitar.

Side 2 is not as good as Skle 1.

The first song, "WeH 3e Togeth-
er/' is the first single to be
released from the album and is

receiving much radio airplay.

It is a good song, but too much
like "Set Them Free" from the

Dream OfThe Blue TurtlesMixm,
Sting even sings part of "Set

Them Free" at the end of this

song: "If you want to keep some-

thing precious" and *Xove
somebody."

"Straight To My Heart" has a
frenetic backbeat. It seems to be
a speeded-up version of "Be Still

My Beating Heart" from Side 1.

The next song, "Rock Steady,"
is a sarcastic attack on T.V.
evangelists ahd how people blindly

follow them. The message is

under the guise of Noah's Ark.

Sting describes "Sister Moon"
as a "song for lunatk:s everywhere

whose sanity is dependent on the
phases of the moon." It is a slow,
easy tune featuring Marsalis' sax.

One of the last songs is a cover
of a Jimi Hendrix tune, "Little

Wing." I have never heard the
original, so I cannot compare it.

Nothing Like The Sun is worth
its price if you enjoyed Dream Of
The Blue Turtles. It is a different
sound for Sting and one that he,
with the help of some excellent
back-up musicians, has become
very good at.

IS LOOKING FOR A
LEAD GUITARIST, BASSIST

AND DRUMMER
Musical Style: Anthrax and
Metal Church Meet Maiden,

Queensryche and Alice Cooper
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By RUSS CECCOLA

JEWELS OF DARKNESS
•^•t FIREBIRD C64/128,
AT, AMIGA, ST, IBM

The person who had the idea

to create this package should \te

greatly thanked,fewels ofDarkness

brings together three great text

adventures and adds graphics to

them. Included in fewels of Dar-

kness are Colossal Adventure,
Adventure Quest and Dungeon
Adventure. For those uninitiated

to the adventure game world,

Colossal Adventure is the first text

adventure and first adventure of

all time, makingfewels ofDarkness
an adventure gamer's paradise.

Colossal Adventure takes you
through Colossal Cave to find the

treasures of the cave and rescue

elves imprisoned in dungeons.
This game still ranks as one of

the largest adventure games and
offers a tough challenge. Having
already finished the game, I

replayed it to look at the graphics

and found Colossal Adventure to

fx more entertaining this second

time around.
Adventure Quest and Dungeon

Adventure are new adventures

(that take place in the same uni-

verse as Colossal Adventure. In

Adventure Quest, you must make
your way to the Black Tower to

"defeat the Demon Lord by possess-

ing the four Stones-of-the-

^lements. In Dungeon Adventure,

you have defeated the Demon Lord
and must collect his treasure,

once more traveling toward the

Black Tower.
fewels of Darkness has every-

thing that an adventure gamer
could ask for: the first adventure
ever, graphics and the ability to

turn them off, two excellent new
adventures and a novella entitled

The Darkness Rises that encom-
passes the three games, fewels of
Darkness is a rare find.

CALIFORNIA GAMES •••
EPYX C64/128, AP, IBM,
AMIGA

California Games' is a new
addition to the Games family of

sports and recreational events

from Epyx that also includes

Summer Games, Summer Games
11^ Winter Games and World
Games. The difference in this

collection lies in the events
included on the disk, California

Games involves six events that

you can probably find practiced on
any given day in the West Coast

state of the title.

The six games on the disk are:

Half Pipe Skateboarding, Foot
Bag, Surfing, Roller Skating,
BMX Bike Racing and Flying
Disk. If this collection does not

keep your thirst for recreational

computing quenched, then
nothing will. All of the events

have detailed graphics that put
ipou into the screen and let you
lote yonrielf in the atmosphere
ttintiitnding a particulir event
The ohfcct of Half Pipe Skate-

boarding ii to tee how naay
ttuBtt you can perform while

MlliMhMkMd forth on the half

Mt. TIhk indude Kick Turns,

mtd Haatt aad Aerial Ttarna.

brings all elements of the real

sport into the pme.
Roller Skating requires speed

aand avoidance oif many obstacles

over a timed course. BMX Bike

Racing gives you a tough course

to cover while trying to perform

stunts such as wheelies and flips.

Flying Disk offers scoring oppor-

tunities for ail manner of catches

and challenges the player to both

dive and run for disks.

California Games is chock full

of the humor and excellence that

you would expect in this bold

attempt at a new set of sports

events for the computergamer. As
well as the manual that details all

events and offers a glossary of

California lingo (awesome, dude,

gnarly, etc.), California Games
also includes a contest card that

offerrs great prizes from many
sponsors if you rub off three spots

with the same prize underneath.

BRajD
mxn

DRUID ••• FIREBIRD C64/
128
Druid is a rather simplistic gra-

phic adventure that pits you
against four demon princes from
an ethereal plane. It seems that

the evil mage Acamantor has
d^t^oyed th^ peap^ant^h^ppine^
in the land of Belom by summon-
ing these demon princes. As the

most powerful druid in Belom, it

falls in your hands to rid the

people of the evil spirits.

You perform this task by tra-

veling through Acamantor's tow-

er. You start in the gardens at the

top of the tower and must slowly

descend the stairs l)etween levels

after clearing each level of the

spells, treasures and other useful

items needed in your goal. Along
the way, many monsters will

confront you, including ghosts,

beetles, slimes, devils, snakes and
skeletons.

The graphics in Druid are very

good and accurately depict all of

the items and creatures as you
would expect them to look. The
game is challenging in that you
must prepare yourself for the

demon princes on the lower levels.

As a druid, you have the ability

to use magic. You will need a

Chaos spell to eliminate thedemon
princes as well as a variety of

other spells to ward off monsters.

You also are able to call up a

golem, a mythical sidekick and
protector of wizards, who will

take some of the pain from the

attcking monsters. In any case

Druid is addictive and has enough
elements and options at your
disposal every minute to let you
lose yourself for a while.

ROADWAR EUROPA ••• 1/
2 SSI C64/128, AMIGA, ST.
AP, AT, IBM
Roadumr Emropms the sequel to

SSI*s popular Roadwar2000, the

game that placed you and your
roadfMg on the roads of America
in a post-doomsday world. Rood-

MMT Emm^ puts you in a similar

situation in Europe in the same
tiaM period - the 2l8t century. You
OMiiC travel the roada of Eurape
with your gang, with danger
waiting at every rraaaroadi and

find the enemy's headquarters

and dratroy the terrorist leaders.

Do not expect this goal to be easy;

as the package says, the game
takes more than 40 hours to

finish. However, these hours are

not spent in boredom; you get to

travel Europe and take advantage
of the role-playing aspects of the

game.
Roadwar Europa allows you to

assemble a road gang the likes of

which you might never expect to

see in a movie. Taking this gang
through battles with other road

gangs and searches for food, fuel,

medicine, supplies and ammuni-
tion is what makes the game
unique and interesting. You will

also meet up with mutants and
cannibals along the way.
Roadwar Europa contains a

complete manual that also

includes a map of Europe, list of

cities and command list and
vehicle table on the last page for

easy reference during play. The
game is tough, but the climax is

worth the effort.

ARCTIC ANTICS •• EPYX
€64/128, AP, IBM, ST. AT
Those vindictive spies are back

again in the third part of the

unique and highly entertaining

computer version ofthe MAD
magazine favorites from the Spy
Vs. Spy cartoon. The Black Spy
and the White Spy are used in

Arctic Antics to add some fun to

your game collection. The object

of thegame is to find a punch card,

gyroscope, fuel canister and
launch briefcase and make it to

the launch rocket before you
opponent (the other spy) does.

What makes Arctic Antics uni-

que is the location oof the two
rival spies — a frozen arctic

island. Like the other two games
and the cartoon, you have to set

a number of traps for your oppo-

nent to prevent him from escaping

the island before you. The Trap-

ulator aids in this goal, with
detonator, dynamite and other

traps at your disposal.

Arctic Antics is tough to play,

but the funny graphics and unique

game play make up for this. There
are a number of arctic islands to

choose from and a number of

obstacles that each setting pres-

ents. Regardless of difficulty,

Arctic Antics is a must for Spy Vs.

Spy fans and computer gamers
alike.
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Quisett restaurant offers relaxed atmosphere
By THERESA JONES

This is my fourth year at Vil-

lanova and once again I have
realized how many local attrac-

tions I have missed. I have driven
past Haverford Square on Lancas-
ter Avenue countless times and
never knew what the sign Quis-
sett referred to. It is Quissett —
The Restaurant, and at the sug-

gestion of a friend I decided to give
it a try.

Four of us set out for Sunday
brunch as a recovery from the
Homecoming festivities of the day
before. The atmosphere of Quis-
sett was certainly a contrast to
that of the tailgating — we were
seated in a comfortably elegant
dining room, which is the upstairs
of one of the buildings in Haver-
ford Square. A bar lines the back
wall and there are about 30 small
tables for the customers.

We were seated promptly and
waited on by a very courteous
waitress. One of my companions
selected a wine from the chalk-

board list of specials and I opted
for a Bloody Mary (I guess our
other two friends were not quite

up for any alcoholic beverages just
yet.)

We enjoyed our drinks to the

playing of a harp, which may

sound unusual, but was actually
quite nice. The hostess told me
that if you listen very carefully
youu can pick out the themes from
."Gilligan's Island" and "The
I
Brady Bunch." However, I am

. afraid I missed them.

With our drinks came a basket

of fresh fruit slices and warm,
delicious com muffins to tide us

over until the appetizers came.

Quissett offers a chilled tomato

and dill soup as well as the soup
of the day. A tasty sweetpea soup
was a newfound treat for me.

A variety of salads also appears

on the brunch menu, and the

entrees range from the traditional

omelette and eggs Benedict to

quiche, pasta and steak. Among
the four of us we tried the Caesar

salad, challah french toast (served'

with fresh berries), chicken and

broccoli crepes and a bacon-

mushroom omelette. The omelette

was a bit greasy and some of the

chicken in the crepes tough, but

otherwise I heard no complaints.

On the other hand, there were no

ecstatic tastebuds either.

While the entree portions were
comparable to the moderately

priced menu, I was definitely

satisfied after finishing my meal.

However, the waitress hit my
weak spot when she brought

around the dessert tray. A choc-
olate lover woukl certainly delight

in the triple chocolate-chocolate-

chip cake. I was forced to choose
between pumpkin cheesecake and
carrot cake.

At the advice of the waitress I

went with the old favorite, carrot
cake and was far from disappoint-
ed. The generous serving with
walnuts and a dollop of sweet
homemade whipped cream was
simply scrumptious. The amaret-
to mousse which my friend
ordered was also very tasty,
though rich and heavy for a
mousse.

My first impression upon walk-

ing into Quissett was'thai it was
a bit tooekgunt for both my tastes

and pocketbook. Actually I was
pleasantly surprised by the very
relaxed and Xnlnfortable atmos-
phere, though I do think for the
typical college dining*out budget,
Quissett is stretching the limits

most of us set.

The lunch and dinner menus
are more of a reflection of my first

impression of elegance, yet the
variety and preparation of the

selections are appealing. My sug-

gestion would be to save a visit

for a special celebration, or get

Mom and Dad to take you when
they come to treat you.

However, if you think you
woukl like to try Quissett sooner,

there is live entertainment every
Wednesday through Saturday
nights. Dinner is served until 10
p.m.» but the bar remains open
until 12:30 a.m. or 1:30 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. A call to the
restaurant will give you a friendly

answer as to who is performing,
as well as further information
about hours of serving.

While I would not say that

sampling the cuisine of Quissett
is a must, I do think it would be
enjoyable and perhaps just the
right touch for a very special

evening or afternoon meal.

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities

(Will Train). Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas.
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext. 511

H
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Aerosn^ «nd Dokken rock hard on rainy niglit
By RUSS CECCOLA

Even though Philadelphia expe-
rienced the prelude to the first

m^ior snowBtorm of the year in

the form ofhetvy rain on Tuesday
night, Aerosmith and Dokken
krat the fanswarm with their sets

of heavy music.

Aeroemith is touring in support
of their latest album, released a
couple of months ago and titled

Pgrmanent Vacation. Dokken 's

new album has just come out this

week and is called Back For Uu
Attack. Both bands performed
above expectations and showed
why the Spectrum was sold out.

Dokken tore into their short,

but solid, eight-song set with
"Kiss of Death," the opening song
of the new album. The number
is a pretty fast one and Philadel-

phia fans welcomed one of thdr
favorite bands back with loud
screams and applause. Dokken
only played two songs from Back
For the Attack; the other one was
"Burning Like A Flame," the first

single from the record. The
audience responded well to the
new song.

The rest of the songs played

were: "Just Got Lucky," "Alone
Again," "It's Not Love," "Into the

Fire," "Lightnin' Strikes" and "In

My Dreams," which was saved for

an encore. The only disappoint-

ment of the show was the number
of songs; Back For the Attack is

Dokken 's fourth album and there

are many more songs in the band's

catalog. My opinion is that Dokken
will pull a Whitesnake or Bon Jovi

maneuver and wait for the album
to catch on, and then starting a

headlining tour.

The members of Dokken are
Mick Brown (drums), George
Lynch (guitars), Jeff Pilson (bass)

and Don Dokken (vocals), the

namesake for the band. Lynch is

an excellent guitartist and showed
his best work during his sok> in

"bito the Fire." The rest of the

band kept the headbannng beat

goingand proved where the phrase

^'Rockin' With Dokken" came
from. I was happy to hear that

Doidten was touring with Aero-

smith, and, after seeing their set,

was not disappointed with their

performance.

Aerosmith followed Dokken by
storming into 'Toys in the Attic,"

a surprise for an opener, but
nonetheless well-taken by the

fans. Aerosmith combined newer
songs from Permanent Vacation

and oXdiitr classics in their 90-

minute set. Even though the band

is 15 years old, each of the
members performed with the
eneigy of a brand new, success-
hungry band. This energy is what
kept the audience as excited as
they were and made good trans-

lations of the songs from vinyl to
a live setting — the real home of

Aerosmith.

The quintet that includes Stev-
en Tyler (vocals). Brad Whitford
(guitars), Joe Perry (guiUrs), Tom
Hamilton (bass) and Joey Kramer
(drums) proved their place in hard
rock and kept the music flowing
through 17 songs. Aerosmith
played the four best tunes from
Permanent Vacation: "Rag Doll,"

"Magic Touch," "Heart's Done
Time" and the hugely successful

"Dude (Looks Like a Udy)."

The only regret 1 have for the

entire show is that Aerosmith did

not perform the title track of the
new album or "Back In the Sad-
dle." These two are probably used
to change the song lineup in other
cities.

Philadelphia could not have
asked for a better show from these

veterans of blues-based heavy
music. The set included so many
jof their classics that the concert

was almost like a "best of show.
"Draw the Line," "Ust Child,"

"When Lightning Strikes,"
"Sweet Emotion," "Train Kept A
Rollin' " and "Same Old Song and
Dance" were blared out to a
music-hungry crowd as Tyler
strutted up and down their two-
level stage, and Perry and Whit-

ford jammed on guitar.

The highlights of the show were

"Sweet Emotion" and "Dream
On," Aerosmith's first single and
their biggest song ever. Roadies

wheeled out a small electric piano

for Tyler on which he playeid the

introduction to "Dream On,"
which caused the audience to go
simply crazy.

Philadelphia is one of the major
stops on any tour and the fans
proved why the city has gotten
this reputation. "Walk This Way"
and "I'm Down," a Beatles cover
from Permanent Vacation, were
saved for separate encores, as
final testaments to the band's new
popularity and retention of talent.

If you can catch the tour in any
other city, do not miss it.

. _ _ •_ . ^i. c -^ (Photo courtesy of Spectrum)
Tom Hamilton and Joe Perry, shook the Spectrum. Aerosmith (from left): Brad Whitford, Joey Kramer, Steven Tyler,
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The Hidden"
directed by Jack Sholder
New Line Cinema

There has never been a film

that claims not to be a horror

movie, yet is so intrinsically

terrifying, as New Line Cinema's

The Hidden."

Starring Kyle MacLachlan (of

"Dune" and "Blue Velvet") and

Michael Noun, *The Hidden * is

the story of an alien that manifests

itself in people, causing them to

commit violent crimes, drive fast

cars and listen to loud music.

Nouri and MacLachlan play the

parts of Tom Beck and Lloyd

Gallagher respectively. Beck is a

homicide detective who must

suspend all duties to help FBI
agent Gallagher track down a

maniacal kil^r.

What is unique about 'The
Hidden" is that you are shown the

premise of the movie and the

secret of the alien's survival in the

first 10 minutes of the film. In an
effect sequence that is stupendous
as well as plot-revealing, the alien

transfers bodies via the mouths
of the first host to its existence

on Earth and its next victim. This
is the way that the alien moves
around and is able to keep Beck
and Gallagher at bay. Just as a
host's body is about to die, the

alien switches persons and con-

tinues its rampage.
Although some might argue

that knowing this fact ruins the

rest of the film, 'The Hidden"
surprises the audience by exhib-

iting chase sequences that keep
people on the edge of their seats,

yelling suggestions at the screen

to characters. Gallagher knows
about the alien and has trouble

convincing Beck until it is loo late.

Their relationship is an outwardly
weak one, but actually the two are
strongly bonded togjether in the

elimination of this killer of mkny
faces.

In the course of the film, the

alien transfers to a number of

different people, but the first two
that it takes over commit the most
violent crimes and act in the most
unusual ways. Jack DeVries, a
stockbroker, opens the film by
robbing a bank, brutally murder-
ing many and taking off in a

Ferrari that would make the

richest yuppies drool. He turns

the radio up loud and hums
nonchalantly as he hits a man in

a wheelchair in a park.

The alien spends the most time

in Jonathan Miller, a CPA, who
gains the parasite in the hospital

where DeVries is put, after

Villanova Night at the
23 last Cabaret

abducted. MiUer hat the moat
memorable scenes of 'The Hid-

den/' calmly saying "Bye** before

he blows away two men and
repeatedly stating that he wants
a faat car ihatj»e saw, after which
he takes it as il it was common-
place. Discovering which charac-

ter the alien has moved to is what
devek>ps most of the tension in

"The Hidden.". A similar tech-

nique' was used in both verskms
of "The Thing," with the differ-

ence that in the "latter*' film, the

characters knew that an alien was
among them, but in "The Hidden"
no such knowledge exists.

The Hidden" is directed by
Jack Sholder, an expert of sus-

pense and terror, who also took

the helm for "A Nightmare On
Elm Street Part 11: Freddy's
Revenge." The techniques that

are used to reveal bits and pieces

about the alien as well as tense

scenes and chases involving Beck,

Gallagher and the alien's hosts

directly show Sholder's fine work.

'The Hidden" is set in Los
Angeles, an aptly chosen setting,

where the crimes committed are

too bizarre togo unnoticed in even

that city.

The effects sequences involve

mostly gunshot wounds and bkiod

stains, but special effects artist

Kevin Yagher, who also worked
on Freddy Krueger in the "Night-

mare" films, shows his skill in the

depiction of the alien. His creation

is unique and shows something
that has never been shown before,

either in part or whole, in an
organic being that lives within the

stomach of its host.

"The Hidden" is definitely not

a horror movie, even though its

underlying theme reeks of such
films. I would classify it as a
suspenseful thriller with a taste

of science fiction and horror. The
movie did very well at the box

office and is still in the area for

those of you interested in seeing
such a film. Even though you
already know the premise of the
film, there is still so much that
is left toexperience. "The Hidden"
is the first thinking-man's thriller

I have seen in a while and with
any luck you will feel the same
way after seeing it.

Men
Wash. Cut
Blow Dry
Re^ularlYS12 00

•10FF

323 E. Lancaster Ave.

G^ ^tyU ^to^TZ

NAIL CARE
SKIN CARE

BODY WAXING
•1 - »2 OFF

DEPENDING ON SERVICE

t

687-1 654

Women
Wash, Cut.

Blow Dry
& Iron

Regularly $20 00

•20FF

Wayne. PA 19087

(Pt)olo courtesy of 23 East CatMret)

Dynagroove brings its funky, ska-beat act to the 23 East Cabaret next Thursday for Villanova
night.

Do not forget Villanova night
this Thursday at the 23 East
Cabaret in Ardmore. This
week, for $1 with your student
ID, see the exciting and upbeat
Dynagroove.

Featured on WMMR's

"Streetbeat," the five members
of Dynagroove will have you
dancing until you drop. Their

funky, ska-beat act is quickly

becoming one of the latest and
greatest talents in Philadelphia

local music, plus Dynagroove's

sound and energy is infectious;

by the end of the show it is

guaranteed that you will be out
on the dance floor!

Come to Ardmbre's 23 East on
Thursday and get ready to

dance with Dynagroove! Doors
open at 8 p.m. with showtime
at 10 p.m.

ROSS UNIVERSITY
GuaranlMd sludanl loans for both schools

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Amsftcan Medical School Currtculum.

High pass rals on ECFMQ. Quaranlssd dNeal rotations.

U.6. Msdical Schools ara aoosfHing Roas atudams Witt) advsncad

slaiidbig. LMsd In WHO.

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDiaNE
Amarloan Valsrlnary School cunloulum.

UsIsdInAVMADIrsclory. Only foraign vat school doing dlnieal

roiaHons In USA. Vat school accspUng sludsnls wNh advancs

NowMcetplhgipplhallom for bolhwehoelt for Spring, FmKand Whlm^

Hifomwilon: Intamattonal Educational Admlsstons. Inc..

460 WMt 34th St Hm York. NY 10001, (212) 279-5500

^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^527-4330

PIZZA

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WrrH M.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurt. 1 1 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. ft Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

Owned and operated by Vincent Amendola, fowner owner of Vincent's Pizza in Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria in \Nest Philadelphia

NOWHIMNG
Large Medium Small

Cheese
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June Lytel-Murphy

for her understanding,

caring and expertise.

With great respect,

The 1987 Villanovan staff ,1
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RETAIL SALES
(Part-Time)

If you are looking for a part-

time job and will t>e staying
in the area over most of the
holidays, there are temporary
and permanent salesperson
positions now available at

Lusitania. We are a growing
direct import business and
are committed to high quality

products, fair prices & per-

sonalized service. If you are

interested, please come pick

up an application at LUSITA-
NIA, 907 Lancaster Ave.,
Bryn Mawr. (525-4990).

FOR RENT:
A single house with two'
bedrooms, washer/dryer/re-
frigerator, basement. Conve-
nient to Main Una. Available

now. $675 per month. Call

623-0838.

WANTED: Roommate (girt)

from Jan.-August, oranyttmit
in Dviween. onarv Deoroom
in large apsirtment in Bfyn
Mawr Courts. Convenient
locatloii, fiaar train station.

Rout SuHM/niOfitti* If Inter*

-* l^»«»r ,mt <r ,

Pron^^ngyomig baml, Briddin, comes ofage
By DIANE DRAGONETTE

Philadelphia's music scene is

alive with promising young bands,
and one that leads the pack is

Wayne*s own Bricklin. Attracting
huge crowds wherever they play,

the band defines the word "hot."
I recently interviewed two band
members, Scott Bricklin and Ian
Cross, and discovered what makes
these boys rock.

Bricklin is a sextet whose his-

tory stretches back to their junior
high school days. Bricklin consists

of the Bricklin brothers, Brian
(guitar) and Scott (vocals), Cross
(guitar), Jimmy Goetz (bass), Jake
Meyer (keyboards) and Eddie
Bader (drums). After building up
a large followng, the band landed
a contract with A & M Records
in July of 1985. In June of 1986,
their debut album entitled Brick-

lin was released, and they are
currently recording a second
album.

When describing their music,
Briclclin credits bands such as the
Beatles and the Stones as impor-
tant influences. Cross said, "We
really believe in sonfi[s that will

last over a period of time." From
the sounds of their latest material,
I can say that Bricklin possesses
the lasting power that will take
them to the top and keep them
there.

While discussing songwriting,

Bricklin explained, "Sometimes
it's born out of personal expe-

rience, and the song just writes

itaelf. It's a gift really, flowing

from another place." Another
approach to songwriting is jam-
ming, which allows Brinklin to

collaborate and feed off each
other.

After hearing a couple of the
band's congs, curiosity brought
me to my first Bricklin show.
Bricklin satisfied much more than
my curiosity, with their high
energy performance and their

hard rocking sound. Speaking of

their live show, Cross stated
"There's a real sense of camara-
derie among the band, and we
really enjoy what we do." Bricklin

continued, "When people know
you're too in control, the emotional
level isn't there. You have to walk
that unpredictable edge, or else it

becomes flat."

Bricklin is a sextet

whose iiistoffy stretclies

hadi to tlieir junior high

school liays.

Thinking back on significant

gigs evokes memories of Bricklin's

1986 fall tour with Emerson Lake
& Powell. Scott Bricklin recalled

when the lights went out at

Madison Square Garden and he lit

the band up with a flashlight.

Bricklin also cherishes the early

club gigs when they were just

starting to attract the attention

of record companies and new fans.

Whether it be a small club or a

large hall, you can count on
Bricklin to bring the house down.

Bricklin remains at the fore-

front of Philadelphia music des-

pite all the new bands surfacing.

The first album fared well in this

area and no\y it is time for Bricklin

to branch out with a second
album. Bricklin summed up the

band's determination with, "Eith-

er we make it, or we die,"

Cross continued, "We've come

back from the highest highs and
lowest lows, but the one thing
nobody can take away from us is

our songs." Bricklin's combina-
tion of strong songwriting, pow-
erful live performancees and
relentless determination should
bring the band the recognition
they so richly deserve.

Bricklin's upcoming album will

attest to the tremendous growth
that the band has experienced

since their first album. Lyrically

the album will deal more with life

and less with love. Musically,

Bricklin hopes to present a
rougher edge by capturing their

live sound on a studio album. We
can look forward to the album
sometime this spring.

Spring promises to be an impor-
tant season for Bricklin. In April,
keep your eyes and ears open for

"Bill and Ted's Excellent Adven-
ture," a movie produced by Dino
DeLaurentis. One of Bricklin's

latest songs, "Walk Away" will be
featured in the movie and will

appear on the soundtrack. Cross
your fingers for a video-single
release on MTV.

Bricklin offered some final

advice for any college bands that

would like to establish themselves
in this area. Bricklm stated, "Get
out and play all the parties, and
learn covers that fit the style you
most want to write like. Then
start writing, and don't get hyped
out if you think you're not as good
as someone ehe." Cross con
eluded. "Follow you gut instincts.

If you believe in it. then go with
It.

Bricklin believes in their music
and they are destined for success.

This band is not meant to die.

Catch Bricklin at a small club
while you still can. I guarantee
that you will not regret it.

(File photo)

Bricklin (from left): Jimmy Goetz, Ian Cross, Eddie Bader, Scott Bricklin, Brian Bricklin and Jake
Meyer.

•• •
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On the scene . . . Entertainment tidlitte
By STEPHEN POWERS

It has been only six weeks since

the new television season started

and some new network series are

already headed for the Nielsen

dumpster.

Last week, CBS' cancellation of

"Everything's Relative" and "Leg
Work" brought the number of

failed series to four; the others are

ABC's "Max Headroom" and
"Once a Hero." In addition, CBS
has put "My Sister Sam," starring

Pam Dawber, on hiatus, which is

bad news for the struggling
second-year sitcom.

The networks are already rol-

ling out replacement shows. On
Friday nights, ABC has the return

of "Mr. Belvedere" and the

Philadelphia-based "Pursuit of
Happiness," starring Brian Keith.

Neither sitcom has much of a

chance, given their competition

"Dallas" and "Miami Vice." On
Saturdays, CBS now broadcasts

a movie, and ABC has the much-
praised "Sable," which focuses on
a jet-setting author who leads a

double life as a crusading mercen-

ary. "Sable" couki do well in the

ratings, considering that its main
competitkm is NBC's "The Facts

of Ufe," whkh is wearing thin

after nine seasons.

So far this season, only two new
series rank in the Nielsen top 20:

Usa Bonet's "A Different Workl"
and "My Two Dids," both on
NBC. Bonet's show shouM be

doing well; it foUows the number
one-rated "Cosby Show" every

week. Theonly kigical reason "My
Two Dads" scores good ratings is

that it folk>ws the popular "Family

Ties." It certainly cannot be

because of the show's quality; it

is one of the worst sitcoms to hit

the air in the last five years.

By no means does the lack of

successful new series mean that

there is a lack of quality program-

ming on the three networks.
ABC's "Hooperman," with John
Ritter, and CBS' "Frank's Place"

both show promise. And NBC's
returning "Cheers," "St. Else-

where" and "L.A. Law" areamong
the best programs ever produced

for television. The networks just

need to produce more quality

programs like these. Shows like

"Everything's Relative" just do
not cut it aiiy more.

In contrast to the new TV
season, this has been the most
successful fall season for theatri-

cal films in movie history. At last

count, the Michael Douglas-Glenn
CkNK thriller "Fatal Attraction"

had grossed more than $85 mil-

lion. Cher's "Suspect" and "Uke
Father, Uke Son" with Dudley
Moore and Kirk Cameron have
also done well at the box office.

In previous years, movie studios

released their mi^ films during
the summer and at Christmas-
time, when people tend to go out

more often. But last fall's box
office smash, "Crocodile Dundee"
marked the birth of the "new" fall

movie season.

In the past few months, the

studios have been releasing pic-

tures with big names. So in the

upcoming weeks, you will be
seeing promos for "Hello Again"
with Shelley Long, "Made in

Heaven" starring Kelly McGillis

and Timothy Hutton and "Death
Wish 4" starring (who else?)

Charles Bronson.

One nu>vift promo you may not

be seeing soon is one for "Caddy-
shack n." Warner Brothert has
slapped Rodney Dangerfiekl with
a $10 million lawsuit for backing
out of the sequel to hia popular
1961 movie. According to Warner
Brothers, DangerfieUT demanded
and was guaranteed $7 million to

make the film (inclu(fing a $5
million advance), his own sauna
on the set and a shortened work
day. Dangerfiekl has not disck)sed

his reasons for refusing to make
the fUm.
Opening in theaters today is

"The Running Man," Arnold
Schwarzenener's latest movie. In

this adaptation of the Stephen
King story, Schwarzenegger reb-

els against the rules of a 21st

century game show (no kidding),

which oners prizes to its contest-

ants for tracking down the "mis-
fits of society." Richard "Family
Feud" Dawson plays the game
show's host.

BRIEFLY: The "Dirty Danc-
ing" soundtrack tops Billboard

magazine's album chart this

week. Bruce Springsteen's Tunnel
of Love drops to number two . .

.

SHriply Reef will be the moskal
guest on tomorrow nuriit's "Sat-

urday Night Live." The group
replaces ifick Jaeger.
The California Raisins, cur-

rentlyseen in the clever dayma-
tioil TV commercials, are rdeaa-
ing their first album. Included it

their trademark song "I Heard It

Through the Grapevine" ...

Shari>eared viewers heard Villan-

ova mentioned on last week's
miniseries "Echoes in the Dar-
kness/' based on the 1979 Main
Line murders . . . Garry Shandling
is reportedly negotiating with Fox
Broadcasting to bring his Show-
time sitcom to the rookie fourth

network.
Speaking of Fox, the successor

to Joan Rivers' ill-fated "Late
Show" premieres later this

month. "The Wilton-North
Report," produced by ex-

"Letterman" producer Barry
Sand, is described as a comedy-
news program, and is named after

the streets on which its studio is

located. At last word, Channel 3
anchorwoman Terry Merryman
was under consideration for the

co-host jpb.

Smiths released third album this year
By ANDREW MATHIS

Strangeways, Here We Come
The Smiths
Sire Records

Well, it seems like just a few
weeks ago that I was reviewing
the latest album by the Smiths,
Louder Than Bombs. However, it

is no coincidence because it was
just a few weeks ago. The truth
is that the Smiths have released

yet another new album called

Stran^ways, Here We Come and
it is, in fact, their third release

this year.

Strangeway, Here We Come is

the first album that the Smiths
have released with all new mate-
rial since 1986's The Queen is

Dead and, once again, they have
combined terrific, sometimes
haunting meolodies of guitarist

Johnny Marr with the powerfully

realistic lyrics of lead singer

Morrissey. The overall tone
though, of Strangeufays, Here We
Come is very somber with the

themes of lost love and social

injustice used throughout the
work.
The entire first side of the

album is excellent, containing
both upbeat and slower songs
monopolizing on the ideas of lost

love and social injustice. The best

song of this side is "Death of a

Disco Dancer" which, despite its

alarmingly slow tempo, is one of

the most striking songs on the

album.
Rather than being a ballad, it

is the observation of a townsper-

son about the repeated murders
in his neighborhood including

PENN

those of disco dancers and his

feelings about them. The best part

of the song is the ending, in which
the refrain "Love, peace and
harmony/very nice but maybe in

the next world" is sung over and
over among great guitar and
keyboard parts.

Also worth noting on the first

side is "Stop Me if You Think
You've Heard This One Before,"

a strong statement on lost love

and the effects on the loser.

"Girlfriend in a Coma," also on
the first side, is one of the most
interesting songs on the album
because of its misleading melody.
A seemingly happy melody hides
the lyrics which tell of a boy-
friend's anguish over his true
love's catatonic state. Do not be
misled, though. It is tastefully

done.

Unfortunately, the songs on
Side2 are not as good as those on

Side 1. Often, they tend to be too

downbeat, despite their lyrics, as

in the other downbet songs.

Though the songs are good, there

are no real high points on Side 2

besides "Unhappy Birthday,"
which is the high point of the

entire album. Although it is a bit

short and could have been
expanded a bit more, it is very

memorable both melodically and
lyrically.

The lyrics tell, of course, of lost

love, but speak more of the effects

on the emotions of the loser in

relation to his former lover. In

short, he is extremely hateful and
says this in no uncertain terms.

The melody is somewhat fast-

moving, full of quality acoustic
guitar playing. Once again, the
best part is the ending, complete
with the refrain "From the one
you left behind" sang over and
over again.

Despite its lower points, Stran-
geways. Here We Come is still a
good effort by the Smiths and,
unfortunately, their last, because
of guitaristJohnny Marr's leaving
the band even before the release

of this album. At any rate, the
album, as are all of the Smiths'
albums, is lyrically perfect as well
as musically successful, although

(Continued on page 29)

SENIORS!
LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS!

What will YOU be doing this time next year??

Be Prepared For All those Jobs in Teaching!

Be Ready For Employment By The Fall of 19891!

Join the Teacher Education Program at the

University of Pennsylvania
Receive your Masters and certification in one year

D ELEIMENTARY EDUCATION
D SECONDARY EDUCATION in:

English

Social Studies

Math
Science

Foreign Language
D COMPUTER EDUCATION

Richard & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave., Villanova

527-2080

Villanova Student Discounts
(On tanning, perming, coloring & more!)

Open Mod.
thru Sat. (Wed. & Than. Evenings)
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ervifa exjlRlres story Mling GilANTA
By JOE McGOWAN

"The Story-TeUcr"
Grumta21(Spnfigl987)
Granta Publication,Peguin Books

Grfanta, subtitled "A Paperback
Magazine of New Writing," is an
English quarterly literary journal

that is very much in vogue over-

seas. Distributed by Penguin
Books, Granta has the look and
feel of a paperback novel and, at

its standard length of 256 pages,

the quarterly delivers a substan-

tial body of new and specially

commissioned works of prose

fiction and nonfiction.

Among the authors whose writ-

ing has appeared in Granta are:

Saul Bellow, Gabriel Garcia Mar-

quez (both Nobel Prize winners),

Primo Levi, Doris Lessing, John
Updike, Graham Greene, Nadine
Gordimer, Italo Calvino, David

Mamet, Gunter Grass, Mario
Vargas Llosa — a veritable hall

of fame of contemporary writers.

The most recent issue of Gran-

ta, No. 21 (Spring 1987), revolves

around the theme of "The Story-

Teller." An introductory essay by

John Berger entitled "A Story for

Aesop," takes up the theme of

story-telling with the first of

mankind's story-tellers — the

Greek fabulist Aesop, who lived,

according to Herodotus, some-

where around the mid-sixth cen-

tury B.C. Berger s selection is a

reflection upon Velasquez's 1640

portrait of an aged Aesop, of what
is reflected in the eyes, face and

dress of the ancient story-teller.

Story-telling begins in earnest

with the selection from Bruce
Chatwin, which is prefaced by an
interview with this author con-

ducted by Michael Ignatieff. Chat-

win's entry "Dreamtime" was
excerpted from his latest book The
Songlines (released by Viking
Publishers in August of this year).

Chatwin*s latest work of fiction

is a mix of inyentio, journalism

and travel writing— the style and
presentatkm is similar to that of

1986's Patagonia Revisited, a

coUectkm of travel pieces, histor-

ical sketches and literary essaysd
produced in collaboration with
Paul Theroux.
The Songlines is based upon

Chatwin's sojourn in Australia,

especially the time spent among
that land's Aboriginal population.

The "songlines" of the Australian

Aborigines are, according to Chat-

win: "... a labyrinth of invisible

pathways which stretch to every

corner of Australia. Aboriginal

creation myths tell of the legend-

ary totemic ancestors — part

animal, part man — who create

themselves and then set out on
immense journeys across the
continent, singing the name of

everything that crosses their path

and so singing the world into

existence ... In other words, the

whole of Australia can be read as

a musical score ..."

The chapter "Dreamtime" fol-

lows the character Arkady Vol-

chok, a Russian emigre studying
the Aboriginal tribal sites and
"dreamings"— a reference, again,

to the Aboriginal cosmological

notion of how things were
dreamed into existence. Chatwin's
passage is marked by a sensitive

respect for the Aboriginal customs
and charged with an intense

interest in fathoming the strange

ways of a strange land. A great

part of Chatwin's purpose in

writing The Songlines was to

discover the origins and universal

elements of storytelling.

The story-telling continues
with selections such as "Menudo"
by Raymond Carver, 'Thejudge's
Wife" by Isabel Allende, author of

The House ofthe spirits and daugh-
ter of the former Chilean leader

Salvador Allende (who was driven

from office into suicide by the

CIA), "Paradise" by Jonathan
Schell, author of the highly
influential The Fate of the Earth,

and the short piece "Weightless"

by Primo Levi, whose death last

April expanded the void in the

Italian literary world left by the

passing of fellow novelist Italo

Calvino.

The photographic essay "Pho-

tographs from the North-west
Frontier" by Ed Grazda demon-
strates that the cameraman can

also be a story-teller, as each of

Grazda demonstrates that the

cameraman can also be a story-

teller, as each of Grazda's superb

photographs has its own story to

tell.

That this quarterly magazine
Granta remarkable. "The Story-

Teller" manages to bring together

seemingly disparate pieces under

a common theme without betray-

ing the individual author's craft.

Each selection in some way
explores the nature of story-

telling and the story-tellers them-

selves, searching for some univer-

sal themes or patterns. As Chat-

win noted: "I do find it quite

interesting that in one form or

another all the great early epics

— whether it's the Odyssey or

Beowulf — are traveller's tales.

Why should it be that the met-

aphor of the voyage is at the heart

of all story-telling?"

5^

THE STORYTELLER

Ibe Smiths' latest hit
(Continuedfrom page 26}

at some points the intermingling

of these two important character-

istics is less than perfect, but by
no means bad.

I guess 1 am just comparing
"Strangeways, Here We Come to

the Smiths' earlier work, which
I highly recommend, and although
they may not be fair, it is still

inevitbale. Strangeways, Here We
Come stands alone as a very good
album, but is, in comparison, not

up to par.
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By ANDREAaNELU

The Column 13, headed by lead

singer and former ViUanova stu-

dent Chris Campion, staged a very
promising performance Saturday
night at the 23 East Cabaret.

Campion's theatrical antics and
the band's extremely talented

musicians combined to create a
fine show.
The Column 13 is on the right

track, but not quite there yet. The
band has definite potential. With
their more recent tunes, they are

establishing their own distinct

sound and are overcoming the

clear U2 and R.E.M. overtones

which smother their earlier songs.

The five piece band based in

Huntington, New York includes

Campion as lead vocalist, Brian

Lavan on lead guitar, Tom
Licameli on rhythm guitar, Phil

Mastrangelo on bass and Neil

Nunziatoon drums. Campion was
majoring in Theatre and English

at Villanova until last spring

when he left and began devoting

more time to the band. He writes

all the lyrics for the group.

Campion was amusing, to say

the least. He be-bopped around the

stage and leapt into the audience.

He put on an entertaining perfor-

mance and his voice was impres-

sive even though he had a cold.

The band opened with "Room
At The Inn," a song with a

medium tempo and a U2 sound.

Campion's dramatics oversha-

dowed this good tune as he strut-

ted across the stage, playing the

lead singer/love god role to the

hilt. The audience was impressed.

. They went on to play "Ghosts
and Hangers On," another smooth
song with fantastic guitar inter-

play. Lavan was impressive on
lead guitar as Campion whipped
into a dance solo.

The band switched from a

mellow to a more upbeat sound
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The members ot the Column
East on Nov. 7.

(Photo courtMy of tfw Columrbl 3)

13, Chris Campion, Phil Mastrengelo, Neil Numdato^ Brian Lavan and Tom licancli appeared at the 23

with "Delusions of Grandeur."
This boppy tune literally stirred

up the crowd and moved them to

dance. The Column 13 kept the

energy flowing with "The Brave,"

another song with a fast tempo
and interesting guitar sound.

It was around this time when
Campion's theatrics became a bit

overbearing. Before "The Brave"
he told the audience how his

parents wanted him to be a doctor

or a lawyer, but he decided (and

he screamed), "I am a singer —
and, I can do anything I want!"
Where was this guy during audi-

tions for the "No Wire Hangers!"
scene from "Mommie Dearest?"

The Column 13 slowed down
again with "Whistling Silence," a
sullen and somber song in which
Campion made the most of his

flexible voice range. They then
swerved back to an upbeat sound
with "Blue Bedroom," clearly a
favorite with the audience. This
catchy danceable song was by far

one of their best.

"Roger Wilco— Computer Pro-

grammer" followed. There was
some strong lead and rhythm
guitar during this song; but over-

all, it was mediocre.

"On Common Place" was
another fun song with a quick

beat and an original melody.

(Photo oourtMy ortw Column 1 3)

Chris Campion, the lead singer, was a student at Villanova until he took this year off to promote
the band.

Hob!

Happy first anniversary. Thanks for

being the best part of my life and for

a wonderful year.

Campion did a nice job of captur-

ing the crowd by having them
repeat what he was singing. It

was a nice variation to have some
audience involvement.

The next song. "Long Walk To
Forever," had a very mellow,
marching drum beat. I liked it.

The lyrics were moving: "Do you
remember/ That Christmas tree

dead in December/ And how it

grew back/ It's a long walk to

forever." It was performed well

but the instrumental had a
painfully obvious U2 style. What
would Bono and the boys think?

I could not help wondering why
the members of the band did not

push their obvious talent to the

limit. The Column 13 seemed to

hold back from throwing them-
selves into the performance and
the instrumentais were only half

as dynamic as they potentially

could have been.

Otherwise, The Column 13 is

a very entertaining band with a
diverse sound. They have solid

talent, which is the best start for

any young band.. They are cur-

rently meeting with numerous
reconling companies.
The Column 13 will be playing

at the Cat Club in New York on
Nov. 27. They will return to the -

23 East on Dec. 5. ^
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Ex-Beatle is on Cloud Nine
mtmo"

By DINA INNELLA

Cloud Nine
George Harrison
Warner Brothers Records Inc.»»

Even though George Harrison

vowed he would never come back

to the music business, he has

returned. Harrison celebrates his

return with his new album, Cloud

Nine which debuted last week.

Harrison's first single released,

"Got My Mind Set on You" is a

lightly refreshing tune already

being played on Top 40 radio

stations. His video is also getting

a great deal of airplay on MTV.
"Got My Mind Set on You,"
originally written by Rudy Clark

and recorded by James Ray is

clearly the best song on the album.

Ironically enough, the tune is the

last song on the second side.

The album starts out with the

title track, "Cloud Nine." This

tune features much of Harrison's

outstanding guitar playing along

with his friend, Eric Clapton. The
two play pretty hard and their

solos are prominent throughout.

"That's What it Takes," "Fish

on the Sand" and "This is Love"
are '70s pop style music and can

get annoying after listening to

them for a while. "Just for Today"
and "Someplace Else," are both

Persoials

Dear Rico, Tony, and Barry,

See you at the Copa.
Love,

Lola and the girls

Rob,
Congrats on the fantastic
LSAT scores! Ill feel much
safer krwwing I have a friend

who can t)all me out!

Love,

Oprah
Hey Carrie Uoyd,
Your Blue Key Kris Kringle Is

watching you!! Good luck on
your nursing exam today.

Enop

To the Brothers of Sigma Pi,

We are looking forward to our
t.G. with you guys this after-
noon! See you there!

Love,
The Sisters ofAOPi

T Willy,

Thank you for a really great
time last night with Willie!

Let's do it again sometime
Sweetie. Ilove you, as always.
Maybe we should have
another little talk!

Love,

Jenny K.

Hey Dude —
Thanks for being there and
everywhere! YTB! But I still

need arwther beach run!! ILY

always.
Savage, na^ty tan

V
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Captains lead 'Nova

to winning season
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Regardless of what the football

team does in its remaining two
games, the 1987 season will be
regarded as a success. The team
is assured of a winning season,

and, in making the jump from
Division three to lAA, have topped
two out of three Yankee confer-

ence foes.

Like all good teams Villanova

has a good defense, a defense that

is led by co-captains Ted White
and Josef Allen.

White, a senior defensive tackle,

arrived at Villanova in 1985 after

transferring here from Virginia

Tech prior to his sophomore year.

After being disenchanted at Tech,
V.U. was White's obvious choice.

"At that time Villanova was just

starting football and I was inter-

ested in contributing to the build-

ing of a new football program.

Also Villanova is a good school

academically," stated White.

. White came out of West Islip

High School where he was a three-

year letter winner at defensive

tackle. Next, White went to the

Valley Forge Military Academy.
This academy is near Villanova

and was a prime reason for White
being a Wildcat. "We usually do
not take transfers, but in this case

he was local so it was easy to get

first hand knowledge on him and
we liked what we heard," com-
mented Talley.

After White transferred he
made an immediate impact. In his

sophomore year (White's first

year in Wildcat blue) he displayed

his great strength and quickness

and came up with 28 total tackles

in just five games.
The next year White improved

even more, finishing the season as

the team's third leading tackier.

That year he accounted for 55

total tackles, which included four

QB sacks in nine games.
This year White is recording

even better numbers but perhaps

more importantly White has deve-

k>ped into a fine leader. "Ted is

an outstanding pass rusher and
an excellent leader, who works
well with the team," praised
Talley.

Josef Allen, V.U.'s other captain
also spoke highly of White. "Ted
is a great player who, being a.

senior, is looked up to. He is really

a great leader."

Like White, Allen is a key figure

on defense.

Allen graduated from Arch-
bishop Carrol in Washington
D.C., where he started at both
offensive and defensive line. Allen
was quickly converted to outside

line backer at 'Nova.

Freshman year Allen saw time
as a reserve, but came through in

1986 to have an excellent sopho-

more year. In '86 Allen accounted
for 32 tackles, which included

seven tackles for a team leading

loss of 16 yards. This year Allen

is at the top of his game once
again.

Although Allen is a top per-

former, he has suffered an injury-

plagued career, but that has never
stopped the 227-pound linebacker

from giving 100 percent every
game. "Joe is the most courageous
football player since football has
returned to Villanova. He plays
every single day in pain which
makes him a great inspiration. He
makes the defense a lot more
aggressive," commented Talley.

Allen is the 'Cats most hard-

hitting player who is well respect-

ed by his teammates. Ted White
commented, "It's been a pleasure
being captain with Joe. He is a

'

great football player and a great

person. He is one of our most
explosive hitters."

Both players mean so much to

Villanova. On the field they are
tremendous leaders and players.

Off the field they are very con-

cerned with the team's reputation.

White and Allen are credits to

the football team land to V.U.

Josef Allen (pictured above) and Ted White (pictured below) have ca»capC«ined the *Cats
excellent season.

(Photos by TWtmans)

to an
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ByAMGAD SABONGUI

The ViUanovt women's aoooer

team mtkd their seaton with a

fkmriab aa they captured the East

Coast Athletic Conferenoe Cham-
pionship(ECAC) bsr beating Mon-

moMth in the semifinals and
Hartford in the championship

game.
The Wildcats dominated the

semifinal game against Mon-
mouth, beatmg them by the score

.»pl 34). jean I&ular scored the first

and thefinal goals. while assisting

Beth McMahon on the second goal
of the game. The Cats, who were

beaten by Monmouth earlier in

the season, did not seem toencoun-

ter any problems throughout the

course of the game.

In the championship game,

Villanova faced their toughest

challcmge as they played Hartford

University at Hartford's home
field. Hartford, which had beaten

Holy Cross in the semifinals, had

beaten 'Nova 1-0 on Oct. 10.

Jeanine McClees scored the first

goal, assisted by McMahon.
Hartford retaliated quickly with

two goals by Karen Scheib, and

'Nova was suddenly down 2-1 in

the second half. However, the

Wildcats would not remain down
for long, as the ECAC champion-

ship MVP, Ann Beime, tied the

By AMGAD SABONGUI

The Villanova Men's soccer

team ended their season with a

1-0 loss against Drexel University

in Philadelphia. Although the

Wildcats were not able to play

well olfietfSfVely, junior goalie Ron
Klos, who had just won the Big

East Athlete of the Week award,

kept them close throughout the

game.

UPBiTOoniMiiyB laiBiit
J

presents
exctting csreer eopoilunmes

FOR: CoNegtSenioffsandRaotntQffaduataa

DATE: December 29 and 30. 1967

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

PLAGE: Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel. Phlla.

Ready to enter the job market? This program could change your life.

OperatkNi Native Talent will help you make the most of your academic
years.

• Discover where the employment opportunities lie.

• Talk to people who do the entry-level Nrlng.

• Receive valuable "real world" advice on how to marlcet yourself

most effectively.

Operation Nathw Talent represents over 500 oppovtunMes for over 100

different degrees. Plan to take one day out of your Chhstmas holidays to

visit with over SO ma|or employeti in the Delaware Valley and take

advantage of our seminar series.

ITS Free and ttMie^s no
uoin loi^ei ID uiaiy

need to pfa^eQlBlar.

I

This program is sponeorsd by the Qrtaler PhMadelpbia Chamber of

Commerce and the PENJERDEL CourK^il. ONT Information: (215) 875-6750.

Call SEPTA for transit intormatfon: (215) 574-7800.

*-. t- : V taHres ECAC
Noviwbar13,1907eTHeVt,LAM0VAWP«ga3S
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game with an unassisted goal and scored the winning goal, helped

sent the game into overtime. byu an assist from Beime.

The defensive tenacity oi both Villanova's dramatic ending

teams showed as each team typified their outatanding team

struggled to score during sudden pivformance throughout the sea-

deatnTln the first as well as the son. Four players on the 13-6-2

second overtime, neither team team had 20 points or more, and

could put the other away. Buf in in the total pomt scoring category,

the third overtime, the Wildcats the Wildcats outsoored their oppo-

proved victorious as McMahon sition 137-50.

(PtwtobyZachaika) (PtMlobyZachwka)

Seniors Lynn McHale, left, and Jodi Ford, right, went out in style,

finiahing their collegiate careers with Villanova's " '"
'

Hartlord in the ECAC Championship game.
3-2 win over

9^1
The loss, however, did not

prevent the 'Cats from recording

their first winning season (9-8-1)

since 1984. This year's team was
led by seniors JeH Collins, who
topped team in scoring, and Tom
Barrett who led the defense.

Outstanding seasons by sopho-

more John Bond and freshman
MikeDeegan were major factors

which helped the young team
break the .500 harrier.

Athlete of the Week

PETER LOMBARDI

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is junior

Peter Lombardi.
The 6-foot-l-inch, 211-pound fullback had an

outstanding afternoon last Saturday in the Wildcats'

impressive 44-27 win over the University of

Massachusetts.

After only one carry for two yards in the first half,

Lombardi exploded in the second half, finishing with

a career-high 129 yards. His powerful running helped

Villanova both obtain their 17-point lead and run out

the dock to preserve the victory.

Lombardi is the team's second leading rusher, with

365 yards on 74 carries, and his 23 receptions rank
him the fourth leading receiver.

University
Sportswear

In addition to Bond and Deegan,
freshman Joe Koziol and sopho-

moreJoe Retneller also posted fine

numbers, as these four under-

classmen accounted for nearly

half of the team's point total.

Only four seniors are departing

from this young squad, who lost

seven of their eight losses by only

OQfi goal. The 'Cats should be a

force in both the Big East and the

Philadelphia Soccer Seven.

'Cats beat

Explorers
(Continuedfrom page 36)

future, but at the same time

worried about the effect their

absence would have on the team

next season. "All three of them
leave some big shoes to fill," she

said.

The 'Cats ended their season

with a record of 12-7-2, not as good

a finish as an early start of 6-0-

1 led us to hope for, but still quite

impressive. Massaro was pleased

with the outcome of the season.

She said that early in the summer
she did not expect as good a record

as the team went on to achieve,

because of the relative inexpe-

; rience of this year's young team.

"We hung tough in games against

better opponents," she said, "and
' this year is just a promise of the

good things to come in Villanova

field hockey."

Hockey Schedule
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Football pounds Miiiitteiiien. 44-27
By JOHN G. RICCO

Coming into the 1987 football

season Head Coach Andy Talley
knew he was taking a gamble.
After only two seasons of play
since the reinstatement of V.U.'s
football program, Talley was
putting his team to the test,

scheduling his young squad
against four tough Yankee Con-
ference teams plus Division lAA
powerhouse Holy Cross.

Last Saturday, Talley con-
tinued his gambling style and
came up a winner as the Wildcats
downed one of these mighty op-

ponents, the University of Massa-
chusetts, 44-27.

On three separate occasions
Talley showed great faith in his

offense, going for a first down on
fourth and short situations, and
each time the 'Cats were
successful.

The first gamble came on Vil-

lanova's very first possession.
The Wildcats received the opening
kickoff and drove 63 yards only
to be confronted with a fourth and
goal from the U. Mass. one-yard
line.

Instead of settling for an easy
field goal and getting some quick
points on the board, Talley chose
to go for seven. Quarterback Kirk
Schulz got the call and converted,
plunging into the endzone.
Villanova maintained their 7-0

lead until early in the second
quarter when the Minutemen
answered with a score of their
own. Fullback Ed Barrett capped
an impressive 10 play, 73-yard
drive, sprinting seven yards for a
score.

Just under four minutes later,

Barrett was at it again, scamper-
ing nine yards for a TD to end
another impressive U. Mass.
possession.

Though the Wildcats were
down 14-7 and they had just seen
U. Mass. put together back to back
70 plus-yard scoring drives,
neither Schulz nor his teammates
Were ready to panic.

"We're just not letting ourselves
get down," remarked the sopho-
more quarterback. "Our offense
knew we could score some points
against them so we weren't
worried."

Midway through the second
quarter, following a shanked 16-

yard kick by U. Mass. punter
Dimitri Yavis, the 'Cats had the

ball first and 10 at Massachusett's
44-yard line.

Propelled by tailback John Kar-
oly's 19-yard dash and a 12-yard
sweep by halfback Ron Sency,
Villanova marched down to the U.
Mass. 12-yard line.

Though the Minutemen had
double coverage on split and
Bobby Brady, Schulz went to him
anyway, splitting the two defend-
ers for a score. The reception kept
Brady's streak alive of catching
at least one touchdown pass in

each of V.U.'s eight 1987 contests.

Massachusetts looked like they
would quickly recapture the lead
when, on their very next posses-
sion, they moved down into Vil-

lanova territory. Wildcat defen-
sive back Art Condodina,
however, ended the U. Mass.
threat picking off his second pass
of the season with 2:41 left in the
half.

The two teams traded touch-
downs early in the third quarter,
but kicker Tom Withka broke the
21-21 deadlock with a 36-yard field

goal.

During the 45-yard drive which
set up the V.U. score, fullback
Pete Lombardi made his presence
felt rushing for 30 yards in three
plays.

Lombardi, who had been quiet
in the first half, would go on to
gain 129 yards on 16 rushes (15-

127 in the second halO.
The Wildcats, who had passed

the ball during much of the first

half, stuck more and more to the
ground in the latter stages of the
game. "Once we found some soft

spots in the interior of their

Unebacker Rich Spugnardi (55) fiUs the gap in VUlanova's 44-27 win over U. Mass. (Photo by Shafie)

defense it was great," explained
Talley, "because we didn't have
to rely on the pass anymore."
The ability to move the ball both

on the ground and through the air
helped the Wildcats immensely,
especially in the fourth quarter.
As the Minutemen defense tired,

Schulz and the V.U. offense
pounced, scoring three touch-
downs in the final period.

Four minutes after Kafoly had
widened Villanova's lead to 31-21

with a four-yard run, Schulz
found flanker Scott Thompson in
single coverage and hit him for a
31-yard touchdown. The recep-
tion, which came with 6:18 left in
thegame, was Thompson's second
touchdown of the game, and his
fourth of the season.
Though the extra point attempt

failed, 'Nova had a comfortable 37-
21 lead, and a victorywas assured.
Both teams would score again.

with Villanova's commg on a two-
yard dive by Sency, but the
Wildcats held on, winning 44-27
and increasing their recoil to an
impressive 6-2.

"Because we're such a young
team, we're still coming on,"
commented Talley. "Each week
we get better and better. Thit
weekwe caught a couple of breaks,
stayed tough and got the job
done."

f

Xats top LaSalle
By AMY C. SPENCER

The scoreboard read Villanova
8, La Salle as the final seconds
of the 1987 field hockey season
ticked away. The 'Cats closed out
their season by scoring twice as
many points versus La Salle than
they had scored in a single game
all season.

The Wildcats put in their first

goal only three minutes into the
game and never gave La Salle a
chance to catch up. The game
featured the first goals of the
season by junior Cathy Walsh and
freshman Carol Fillicetti, and an

impressive showing of three goals

by Victoria Rife.

Head Coach Cheryl Massaro
was extremely pleased with her
team's performance. "We saved
our best game for last," she
commented. "We played fast,

strong and dominant today. We
decided to go out with a flare."

The team will be graduating
three seniors this year: Peggy
Dunleavy, Anita D'Ascenzo and
Ann Rosato. Massaro thanked
them for the four years of hard
work they have given the team
and wished them luck for the

(Continued on page 35)

Hockey skates past Delaware
By JOHN SWIFT

The Villanova Ice Hockey Team
returned home last weekend after

dropping three of their first four
games on the road. The Ice 'Cats
edged Binghamton State on Sat-

urday by the score of 7-5 on goals
by Brian Fitzgerald (2), George
Schneider (2), Mark Neaves, Rob
Rosone and Sean Curran.
Junior goalie Mitch Doren had

40 saves in the victory. The win
improved Villanova's record to 2-

1 in the ECAC South Conference
and aroused anticipation of a

possible playoff berth at season's
end.

On Sunday, the 'Cats walbped
Delaware by the count of 13-2.

The offensive explosion was led

by Brian Arnott's "hat trick."

Other multiple goal scorers in

the Delaware game were Joe
Cunningham (2), Dennis Scanlon
(2) and Ed Cole (2). John Kealey,

Jim Anderson, John Delfini and
Mark Bruno each tallied once in

this impressive vkrtory.

Senior goalie and team co-

capUin Dave Duffv recorded 26

saves during a sparkling perfor-

mance in the net. The win
improved the Ice 'Cats' ledger to

3-3 overall.

Though it is early in the season,
this year's team appears to be

much improved over last year's
squad which posted a 6-19 overall
mark and a 4-12 conference record.

The twogames last weekend were
the first two of a six game homes-
tand for the Ice 'Cats.

(Ptwtotayi

By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

There comes a time in everyone's life when they must say
goodbye to the things they love. Today is one of those days.
Behmd the Lines will be retired. My hope is that within the
last year this column has inspired contemplation, consternation
and a variety of emotions.

However, before I take my leave, I would like to leave with
you an epitaph of questions that have not been answered for
a variety of reasons.

To start, I \yould like to ask about the newest addition to
Villanova's campus, duPont Pavilion. Exactly how much over
budget is it? Were there really two roofs built? Why are there
only five lanes on the track, which does not meet NCAA
specifications?

Why did we hire a company that Boston College had trouble
with? What happened to the perfect sound system? What
happened to the perfect television lighting?

What is the actual cost of the V.I.P. lounge? And who donated
the majority of the money?

The second part of this list pertains to drug testing. Why
are the ramifications for violations so lenient? Are the tests
accurate? Are the tests themselves monitored so as to eliminate

' falsification?

Why are only athletes tested?And are these tests a vk>lation
of rights?

The third and final part of this epitaph directs questions
to you, the fans.

Why do basketball and foothaU receive more support than
other sports? Aren't all sports important? Why is it that sports
seem to be only an excuse to drink?

And finally, why is it that any opinion, honestly sUted in
a negative manner must imaediately be attributed to a lack
of pride in school? Does not pride also mean the ability to criticize
without kas of kyve for the institution?

Ile«w you with this thaught: leawnber, always raad they^ ^^^^^^.\ _".
,^ ^T^ ^ ^""^ ^^"'^ philoaopher,

ofthepapariwMaiasshisfhirei.
^"^

This is the first issue of the 1988
Editorial Board.
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iMeese, Sca/Za

to speair toAay
By DANTE J. SCALA

fkm Editor

U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese III and Associate Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia Will

be on campus today to speak at

events celebrating the bicenten-

nial of the U.S. Constitution.

Scalia will speak on "The Con-

stitution, the People and the

Courts" at 4:30 p.m. at the Law
School. After Scalia's speech, a

banquet will be held in the Vil-

lanova Room of the Connelly
Center, where Meese will give an
address titled "The Constitution:

a Bicentennial Reflection."

The bicentennial celebration is

being presented by the Intercolle-

giate Studies Institute, a non-

profit educational group,\and
Villanova University. T. Kenneth
Cribb, asaistafkt to the President

of the Ui^ed States for domestic

affairs and member of the insti-

tute's board of directors, will be

^master of ceremonies at the

banquet.

{)r. Jp)i|i J. 3phrems. political

scf^he^ ])rdfessor ^nd faculty

associate of the Intercollegiate

Studks Institute, said thM ticket

demands for the United States

fl<^<ltennial Commission-,
sanctioned events have been high,

and both«vents have sold out. Six

hundred people are expected to

attend Scalia's lecture, and about

340 will be present for the Meese
banquet.

Protest planned
About 20 people attended a

meeting in the Center for Peace
and Justice Education Wednewiay
evening to plan a protest of the
Meese banquet.

The protesters plan to stage

their demonstration outside of the

Villanova Room. The action will

be non-confrontational and non-

violent, and there are no plans to

disrupt the speech, the protesters

stated. Informational leaflets will

be handed out to those entering

the banquet room.

According to one of the protes-

ters, the goal of the demonstration

is "to increase the discourse and
remind people that the University

is a place foir a free and open

exchange of ideas."

One of the main issues behind

the protest is Meese himself, who
is currently being investigated for

alleged criminal and unethical

activities. The other main issue

is the circumstances under which
Meese is appearing, according to

junior John Lewis.

"What I don't understand is

why a banquet format was chosen
in the first place. It's expensive

and a form of closed control for

students. It is a format that fits

the old-boy elitist style — an anti-

student format," said history

professor Bob Pigeon in an inter-

view last week.
"Isn't it sort of embarrassing

for the Unfversity to have ^
controversial figure [on campus]

(Candtuiid on Page 4)

(Photo by Shalie)

Vnianovans pass by Falvey Memorial Library as they trudge

throMgh the first wmmfaM of the school year last week.

S

Security laws proposed

(CourtMy Photo)

The floM. Aatoain ScaHa, asaodatc

By DIANE A. CILIONE
staff Reporttr

On Oct. 27, State Representa-

tive Richard A. McClatchy Jr. of

the 149th district introduced new
legislation which, if enacted, will

affect all colleges and universities

within the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.

^he new legislation would
require all institutions of higher

education to " . . . include with the

literature supplied to persons

interested in enrolling as students,

information in brochure form
relating to crime statistics and the

security afforded students and
their property at such
institutions."

The proposed legislation , accord-

ing to McClatchy, "... resulted

from a tragic homicide at Lehigh
University last year." On Apr. 5,

1986, Jeanne Ann Clery, the

daughter of Connie and Howard
Clery of Rosemont and a freshman

at Lehigh, was beaten, raped and
strangled to death by another

Lehigh student.

The murder was the result of

a robbery in her dormitory room.

On Apr. 28, 1987, the murderer
was sentenced to death.

According to remarks issued by
the Clerys, the trial of their

daughter's murderer, along with

media interviews done by the

Clerys after the trial, raised public

response to the issue of campus
security.

The Clerys developed a ques-

tionnaire ".
. .to enable prospective

students and parents to ask some
tough questions pertaining to the

campus crime rate for the previous

three years and the type of secur-

ity in place at the college," they

stated.

Clery said, "To date, we have
mailed out over 5,000 college

security questionnaires to people

in over 20 states."

Clery stated that the vast major-

ity of colleges and universities do

not report their campus crime
statistics to the FBI. Clery also

said that the vast majority of

colleges and universities will not

divulge their crime statistics to

prospective students and parents

when asked.

McClatchy said, "One of the

best kept secrets in the Common-
wealth, indeed, in the nation, is

the crime statistics and security

measures at our colleges and
universities."

According to the statistics quot-

ed by Clery, the number of on-

campus offenses known to author-
(Continued on page 4)

Housing
laws

reviewed
By JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editor

Phil Brach, president of Student

Government, called negotiations

with township officials to reverse

the existing zoning ordinances at

the Nov. 12 meeting of the town-

and-gown committee "disappoint-

ing."

Brach submitted a proposal to

the committee in an effort to

modify the current zoning laws
which limit the number of unre-

lated persons allowed to share a

residency.

In his proposal, Brach stated,

"The laws create economic strain

and discourage, in some cases

prohibit, good neighbor relations

and community involvement."

Patricia MarzuUi, secretary of

external affairs for Student
Government and a member of the

town-and-gown committee, com-
mented that she and Brach "had
hoped for a more definite response

from the township managers."
Brach added^ "We've been help-

ing the community with their

problems [concerning the Univer-

sity], and now it's time for them
to help us."

The town-and-gown committee
consists of representatives from
surrounding townships, including

Haverford, Lower Merion, Nar-

berth, Radnor and Upper Merion,

as well as University officials,

including Dr. Richard A. Neville,

vice president for Student Life,

the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, and Stephen

McWilliams, judicial affairs offic-

er. Brach and Marzulli represent

the Villanova student body, accord-

ing to Brach.

Neville commented on the out-

come of the meeting, stating, "I'm

not surprised that the townships

found the proposal unacceptable

(Continued on page 4)

Campus vaudalism examined

Lack of

AIDS

t

^7

R.n

for Scandal" c^sM 9.17

1^32

By SHARON WATERS
Assistant News Editor

"Vandalism damage was not

excessive'.' this year until Home-
coming Weekend, when Villanova

suffered a "setback," according to

the Rev. Martin Smith, O.S.A.,

assistant director of Residence
Life for environmental
management.
Though vandalism figures were

not readily available. Smith
believed that vandalism was lower

than last year before Home-
coming.

Smith further commented that

it is not unusual for vandalism to

increase on Homecoming
Weekend.
According to Christopher M.

Janosik, diractor of Residence Life,

there haa baan a "steady increaae

^ vandahsmlover the past couple

of years.'*

tto
m

ta Soulk. intaaiai

Snith brake dafwn tka

of

vided among all the residents of

each dorm.
Smith further stated that the

University paid $15,000 for gener-

al campus-wide vandalism last

year, which is ultimately reflected

in tuition costs.

Smith said he is "concerned

about doing something positive"

about vandalism instead of merely

dealing with its aftermath.

As a new addition to Villanova

this semester. Smith serves as a

"communication link" between

the Residence Life department,

Maintenance and Housekeeping.

Smith also acts as a liaison

between Maintenance and resi-

dent students who may encounter

environmental problems in their

dorms.
Janosik explained one of Smith's

duties is to encourage students to

make active and conscious efforts

against vandalism.

Smith's job concentrates on
mare than vandalism. It is also

"to increaae the inatitu-

tian's rMMMt tine to Maiate-

• I »i

WMM uH

naair wwani of any
djaMiik.

Thoi^ Saiith faals that Main-

tenance and Housekeeping are

understaffed, he stated that both

have been "very cooperative."

Smith added that Maintenance is

not responsible for just the res-

idence halls, but every building on

campus.
Residence Life is in the process

of planning and developing a

contest to determine <he cleanest

residence hall with the least

amount of vandalism, according

to Janosik.

According to Janosik, the idea

behind the contest is to "develop

ownership for the floors and
wings" of the dorms and to encour-

age students to take an active role

against vandalism. Janosik stated

that it is easy for the individual

student to assume that he does not

have a responsibility to protect or

maintain the upkeep of his wing,

especially in the larger dorms.

Smith SUted that although all

the details have not been worked

out. the contest would get stu-

dents involved in fighting

vandalism.

Smith laid that any financial

rewards from the contest would

iComtimmtd em ptigft Si
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Nov. 21
Harvest of song

Comejoin in a "Harvest of Song" with
the Villanova Singers. We will be
performing with the women from
Georgian Court College and the Marist
College singers. Each group will be
singing separate selections and a com-
bined performance of Bizet's "Te
Deum." The concert starts at 8 p.m. in

the Main Chapel. All are invited and
admission is free.

Nov. 22
Entertainment
committee

Everyone is welcome to join the
Entertainment Committee in a sing-a-

long for the elderly at the Brookwood
Home. For just a few hours of your time,

so much happiness is received. We are

meeting at 12 p.m. outside 121 Tolentine

Hall. All are welcome!

Nov. 23
Arab and
Islamic Club

Come share ideas and doughnuts with
us and elections will be held. All who
are interested are welcome. It will be
held in the Haverford Room in Connelly
Center at 6 p.m.

"^ .^s^ -J-

Vk' ^'i

Special Olympics

Applications for event director and
management team of Special Olympics
are available today in the Student
Activities Office, 214 Dougherty Hall.

Event director applications are due Dec.

2, and management team applications

are due Dec. 7. Games committee
applications will be made available at

a later time. .

Society for

undergraduate
matliematicians

There will be a ski trip to Mt. Snow,
Vermont Jan. 10 through 15. The price

is $179 for a 5-day lift ticket and condo.
All are welcome to attend the informa-
tion meeting at 7 p.m. in the Haverford
Room or call 354-9063. A $50 deposit will

be due by Dec. 1.

Pro-Law society

Trish Dugan, an active member of the

Philadelphia Democratic Party, will

give a talk on women, law and politics.

The talk will be held at 3:30 p.m. in

the West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Nov. 25
A.A. meeting

An AA meeting will be held at the

University Counseling Center every
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the counseling

center's group room, 106 Corr Hall.

Dec. 1 /

.

Dec. 7
Commlttoefortlie
homelMS
The Villanova committee for the

Philadelphia homeless will be collecting

blankets for the homeless. Please bring

them to Campus Ministry.

WoilMlllll

Coiniiiiiiiicati0ns Inc.

There will be a meeting at 8 p.m. in

the Haverford Room. Applications are

still being accepted and can be turned

in at the communication arts office.

Children of alcoholics u^^^y arts meeting
Dr. Robert Ackerman will talk about

the subject of children of alcoholic

parents, at St. Davids Inn at 8 p.m. on
Dec. 1. Everyone is welcome, and there
will be refreshments.

Dec. 2
Vlllanovans for Life

The Villanovans for Life will have a

meeting for all those who are interested

in attending the annual March for Life

in Washington, D.C. on Jan. 22. The
meeting will be held at 4:30 p.m. in the

West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Careers on
Wall Street

The Wildcat Financial Club of Man-

hattan will present "Careers on Wall

Street; What's Happening!" Alumni
representatives from Merrill Lynch.

First Boston Corp., and Salomon Broth-

ers will discuss careers, future trends

and the impact of recent events. It will

be open to all majors and all classes and

held in the West Lounge of Dougherty

Hall at 7:30 p.m.

The Villanova Literary Arts Magazine
is accepting artwork for the ld87-88
issue. Please bring any contributions to
the magazine's mailbox in 108 Dough-
erty Hall.

MmliffM'lifft

On Jan. 22, the Villaiiovant for Life

will be tponsoring the Mtrch for Ufo
in Washington, D.C. Thb it an aimual
event and it is in proteat d the Rm 9,

Wade decision legalizing abortfon on
demand. Anyone interested in attending

should sign up in the VFL office in 106

Dougherty Hall.'

Potential graduates
Fulltime undergraduate students

who expect to receive degrees in

December 1987 or May 1988 and have

not yet submitted "Prospective Gradu-

ate" cards to the R^strar's Office

should complete the cards in Room 202

Tolentine Hall before departing for the

Thanksgiving holidays.

It is essential that the cards be

submitted so that the Registrar will

know how the names should appear on
diplomas, which must baordered far in

advance of the actual degree date.
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Values SHTifey ewulueteil
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

NewsEdihr

A survey which seeks to re-

examine the personal values of the

Villanova community is currently

being conducted by the Human
'Organization Science<HOS) Insti-

tute, according to University
College Dean Dr» Anipelo Armenti,
Program Evaluation Committee
chairperson.

The new survey, commissioned
by the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, is

attempting to poll about 1,600

faculty, students, administrators,

staff and alumni on their feelings

about various parts of the Univer-
sity's mission statement, said

Armenti.
"It is very important that we

know how students, faculty,
alumni, staff, administrators and
trustees perceive the University

mission as wego about evaluating
existing programs and activities

and making recommendations
that will best help us to achieve

our mission," wrote Driscoll in

the cover letter of the survey.

The survey is one part of the

University evaluation project

being run by the Program Evalua-

tion Committee, said Armenti.

The current poll is the second

attempt at a University values

survey. In August 1986, the Uni-

versity attempted to survey about

3,000 members of the Villanova

community, but only 25 percent

responded. The low rate of

response, along with the fact that

the survey was a **fleneric tool not

specifically suited to Villanova,

caused concern among the

members of the Task force* on

Personal Values, which based a

report on the poll, according to a

program evaluation newsletter.

The task force's final act was
to recommend that a new,
improved survey be taken, said

Armenti. This advice was heeded,

and Driscoll authorized a new
survey "that would focus more
directly on the University mission

statement and one that would
seek to shed more light on the

personal values of a larger propor-

tion of the Villanova community,"
he stated in the cover letter.

The poll is mainly composed of

about 30 questions which ask

those surveyed what importance

they attribute to various objec-

tives of the mission statement.

The polling process began Oct.

15, and "returns are streaming

back nicely," Armenti comment-
ed. Thirty-three percent of the

polling sample had responded by
Nov. 6, he stated. Armenti expects

a total response of over 50

percent.

Students in randomly-selected

Tiic Rev.John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,
University president, commis-
sioned a new University values
survey which is currently being
conducted.

classrooms were recently given
surveys to fill out, said Armenti.
He said that the process of ana-

lyzing the data and writing a

report will begin in early

December.
The values survey report will

be completed before the spring

semester begins in late January
and will be available on campus,
said Armenti.

Student struck by car
By SABINA PIERCE

Staff Reporter

Sophomore Douglas Kelleher of

Stanford Hall was listed in stable

condition Tuesday after being

struck by a car the night of Nov.

12 at the intersection of Lancaster

and North Ithan Avenues.
' Officer lylaYtha t. Gumey of the

Radnor Township Police Depart-

ment, the investigating officer,

stated that Kelleher had been seen

trying to cross Lancaster Avenue
against a red light from the main
campus toward south campus
when he was hit.

Kelleher was taken to Bryn
Mawr Hospital by a Radnor Town-
ship ambulance and was placed in

the intensive care unit in guarded

condition. He sustained a frac-

tured cranium and multible

scratches and bruises all over his

body.

Gumey, the first to arrive on
the scene, stated, "There were 42

feet of skid marks left from the

car. So by the time the car was
to Kelleher it was practically

stopped."

The driver of the car stated in

the police report that he was
moving at around 30 mph. This

statement was backed up by the

driver of a car going approxi-

mately the same speed next to the

first car.

"An odor similar to alcohol was
smelled on Kelleher's breath, as

well as [the discovery of] many
unopened beer cans around his

person," said Gumey. Steve Maggiacomo, the presi-

A blood alcohol content (BAC) dent of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity,

test was drawn from the driver in which Kelleher is a pledge, said,

and from Kelleher at the hospital "We're glad that Doug is okay. We
and sent to the Pennsylvania were concerned about his condi-

State Police Lab to see if either tion for a while."
was intoxicated. Maggiacomo said that he had no

Kelleher is currently being idea where Kelleher had gotten

charged with failing to yield to the beer, but it wasn't from a Pi

oncoming traffic against a red Kappa Phi party,

indication lamp and thus causing

the accident. He is also being

prosecuted for possession of alco-

holic beverages and will be prose-

cuted for underage intoxication if

his BAC level comes back from the

lab above 1.0, since he is only 19

years old.

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, has

been to Bryn Mawr Hospital to see

Kelleher and said, "We're [Villan

In the News

Library buys book colfoctkHi
Villanova University's Fal-

vey Memorial Library recently

purchased a 7,000-volume col-

lection of modernist literature

and criticism that will "signif-

icantly enhance our hoklings,"

according to Dr. Mary Ann
Griffin, director of the library.

Villanova acquired the col-

lection through a competitive

bidding process involvingother

libraries and bookstores

around the nation.

The prestigious collection

belonged to Professor Maurice

Beebe of Temple University,

who'died in January 1986. In

1970, Beebe founded the Jour-

nal ofModern Literature (JML),

a scholarly journal devoted to

20th century literature. He was
•JML's editor-in-chief for 16

years.

Dr. James J. Murphy and Dr.

Vincent B. Sherry, associate

professors of English at Villan-

ova University, are North Amer-

ican advisors to JML.
The collection consists of a

number of first editions and

editions signed by the authors,

according to Alice Beebe, Pro-

fessor Beebe's widow.

Griffin said that a number
of Villanova faculty members
expressed an interest in the

collection, which will be trans-

ported to the Falvey Memorial

Library in the near future.

Moroccan professor to visit V.U.

Dr. Abdelhamid Lofti, dean
of the Faculte des Lettres at des

Sciences Humaines in Meknes,
Morocco, is scheduled to be a
guest at a faculty luncheon at

Villanova University Nov. 24.

Dr. Lofti is one of 20 Mor-
occan scholars sent to the
United States in a program
called "The Moroccan Bicen-

tennial University Project."

Morocco was the first nation

to

I

pendence. The International

Visitors Center in Philadelphia

is making arrangements for his

visit, which is part of the

"Constitutional Philadelphia"

oroiect.

He has earned master's de-

grees in both American civil-

ization and Anglo-American
literature, and an associate

bachelor's degree in American
civilization,

recognize American inde- K.C.H.

Massimino named to hall of fame
Roland V. Massimino, head

coach of the men's basketball

team at Villanova University,

has recently been elected to the

Italian-American National Hall

of Fame.
According to Steve Budassi,

president of the Italian-

American National Hall of

Fame, Massimino was selected

because of his reputation as a

great sportsman, his team's

1985NCAA national basketball

championship and his human-
itarian efforts.

Budassi said Massimino has

done a "great job" with Villan-

ova basketball, adding that his

players have gotten high
grades. K.C.H.

camiia^ concludes
By LYNN PERDEK

Sta^ Reporter

A 5-mile marathon held Sunday
marked the close of a very sue-

''NeSmfrrtha'rt'lntersec. YT^V'^Z,"^ '^ ""'

tion in question is quite danger- J"?!'Sfi^"^iS3- ,u„ ,uu„„„h
nn« "Wa'v» twvn workino mth Jaclcson Stated that although

SJLnnT (^.^rvwfnS n-^rT the complete sum of all the events

rtTT^rsSut'foWd M/^^eS"r'e;:'peVji

Nav{1U sions m Peru and the St. Nicholas

«SIr« «oi,*-i oK^»* .n nt/«mocc of Tolcntiue Parish in the Bronx,

nf!^rJS^^.^piffHTS^ N.Y.whk:h is largely composed of

^l^^A\^T^L^^h Cambodian boat people, as well as

2?LTha^*U>^ii'ti'^^^^^ "^^r^i^^J^
to accommodate the handicapped,

grants, said Jackson.

that the many students who ate

lunch at Connelly Center after

giving up lunch at the dining halls

miss<^ a major point of the day,

which was to experience fasting

from breakfast until dinner.

Sixty people, who each paid a

$5 entrance fee, participated in

Sunday's run. Prizes were donat-

ed to the winners from local area

merchants such as Al E. Gators,

who offered a dinner for two.

Jackson stated that over $1,000

was raised for Hunger Awareness
Week at the collections at the four

Sunday masses. Several hundred

petitions were signed at these

masses in order to urge U.S.

senators to support the African

Famine and Development Bill

presently pending in the Senate.

This bill will appropriate funds to

help Africa learn to feed its own
people.

Also, teachers were asked to

raise the issue of hunger aware-

ness in the classrooms during the

week. Jackson claimed that the

week succeeded in raising the

consciousness of the Villanova

community, making the I5th

annual Hunger Awareness Week
a great success.

Directoiy expected
and my biggest concern would be

if students would really use it."

The week began with the annu-

al "Run For Hunger," Monday.

Money was pledged for the com-

pletk>n of each lap around the

course. Jackson noted that over 60

students participated in the event,

raising approximately $400.

Jackson said that the events

slated for Tuesday and Wednes-

day were hamper^ by the incle-

ment weather, although the

hunger banquet held on Tuesday

was successful and informative.

The hunger banquet was an

activity designed to inform stu-

denU about the diet of people

Ihrinc in underdevekiped nations.

Student partidpatkin reached

its heig^ during the fast day on

Thursday, when 2J3I0O students

gave up eating lunch in the dining

haUa. The University donated fQ

for each student who faated,

which aoMNintcd to nearly $7,000.

according to Jackson.

AlthoiMh he was happy with

the pwrtictpation. Jackaon said

By K. DILLENSCHNEIDER
St^f Reporter

"The student directory will

probably be out after Thanksgiv-

ing. We were aiming for before

Christmas, so we feel we're in

good shape," said Christine A
Wnuk. editor of the

directory.

the directory this year, and there

were less than 2,000 last year.

"We got over $27,000 in ads so

I'm assuming that there will be

more coupons for students to use

at local merchants or campus-

sponsored activities," Wnuk said.

Wnuk explained the only prob-

student lem with the directory was the

confusion over the release form.

According to Wnuk, this year's In the information mailed to

directory will contain all the students over the summer, two

names of those in Student Govem- different forms were enclosed,

ment including the executive One was a form requesting infor-

boardand student senators. "This

will enable students to get in

touch with Student Government
members," Wnuk explained

mation and theotherwas a release

form.

"We k)st about 200 people be-

cause they did not send back the

Wnuk feels the best feature of release form. We had no signature

the directory will be the publica- of authorization, so there are

tion of public transportation about 200 people that think thev 11

schedules for the train, bus. be in the directory that aren t,

troUey and Roeemont shuttle bus. said Wnuk.

"W€ wanted to put something in

that was useful for everybody,"

•he said.

Furthermore. Wnuk reported

that there are 3.496 students in

Wnuk praised Don Mullikin,

1987 Orientation chairperson, for

getting all of the freshmen to

register for the directory during

orientation.
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Reese's c9iistiiiitioiial vMIrs
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN
j

StHior Ripmitr

Tonight U.S. Attorney General

Efwin Meese HI will bring an
'Original intent" perspective to

constitutional debate in his

Ik on "The Constitution: a

mtennial Reflection.'*

leese has argued persistently

a "jurisprudence of original

tention" to guide the U.S.
Supreme Court. Within this phi-

losophy, a justice must look only
at the Constitution and the inten-

tions of those who framed it in

making decisions.

When a justice inserts his own
personal values into the decision-

making process, or grounds rul-

ings on social theories or moral
philosophies, which Meese
believes is common in today's

Court, he subverts the purpose
and principles of the Constitution,
according to the original intent

argument.

The Supreme Court should look

at the document because it was
meant to establish the rule of law

in the country for posterity, Meese
believes, and not simply to estab-

lish principles which could change

or evolve with time, as others

argue.

'Those who framed the Consti-

tution chose their words carefvi)jly;

they debated at great length- the

most minute points. The language

they chose meant something. It is

incumbent upon the Court to

determine what that meaning
was," wrote Meese in Benchmark
magazine.
Many of Meese's opponents say

that it is difficult to know what
the original intent of the framers
actually was, if in fact there even
was a unified intent.

Meese disagrees. He stated in

Policy Review magazine, "[T] he
Constitution is not buried in the
mists of time. We know a tre-

mendous amount of the history of

its genesis ... We know who did

what, when, and many times
why. One can talk intelligently

about a 'founding generation.'
"

Meese's philosophy calls for

judicial restraint. When the Con-
stitution is silent on an issue, the

Supreme Court should not rule,

Meese believes.-

The Constitution does not
address, for instance, the right to

privacy which was used in the

1973 Roe v. Wade decision legal-

izing abortion. The decision there-

fore should be overruled, he
contends.

The decision belongs instead,

he says, in the hands of the

Tlu' NalioiKil Order <i!" Onuxja
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Bob Clarkin is a senior arts economics major with
a business minor, and comes to Villanova from
Madison, NJ.

A founding father of the Villanova chapter of the

Sii^a Pi Fraternity, Bob has served his chapter as
public relations chairman, rush chairman and as a
member of various committees.

Bob currently holds the office of secretary for the

Interfratemity Council and has just recently stepped
down as the editor of the Greek Page of the

Vilkmovan, a position which he has held for the

last two years.

Outside of Greek life. Bob was a member of last

year's Senior Week committee. Last summer. Bob
was able to study economics at Carabrid0e University
in England.

Bob is also involved with the ViUaMovMi as a
news writer, and he is a newly-aelected member of

the Order of Omega. When his schedule permits, Bob
enjoys golf and waterakiing.

For all of his contributions tp Villanova, the Order
of Omega is proud to honor Bob Clarkin of the
Pi Fraternity as Graek of the Week.

democratically*elected brandies
ci the government.

Meese's jurisprudence of origi-

nal intent has become the badc-

bone of the Reagan administra-

tion's stance on the judicial

branch. In their nomination of

Judge Robert Bork to the Supreme
Court* the executive hailed Bork
as an expert scholar on origmal

intent.

Stuart Taylor, Jr., who covers

the Supreme Court for the New
York Times, wrote in New Repub-
lic magazine that Meese's original

intent position has some merit.

However, he wrote, "He [Meese]

seems less a constitutional phi-

lospher than a constitutional

window-shopper, seeking to dress

up his conservative political agen-

da as a prindpled guest for truth."

Taylor stated that "when the

intentions of the framers are

clear, but contrary to a result

Meese wants, he u;nores them."
Meese would deny this criti-

dsm. He wrote that a policy of

original intent is the only way for

the Supreme Court to be non-
partisan.

Others critidze the very basis

of Meese's argument. 'Thegenius
of the Constitution rests not in

any static meaning it might have
had in a world dead and gone, but

in the adaptability of ito great

prindplea to oope with current

problems and current needs,"

wrote Supreme Coyrt Justice

William J. Brennan. Jr. fbfa 1965

text and teaching aympdsium at

Geoivetown Univeraity.

Meeae seea this phikMOphy

as fi "chameleon jurisprudence,

changing color and form in each

era." It is dangerous, he feds,

bebauae it increaaingly rdiea on

the rule of men, nmer than the

iuud and known rule of law.

Meese and Scalia
(Continuedfrom page 1)

and not have a demonstration?
The University should be proud
[of the protest]," Pigeon said

Wednesday.

The protesters planned to put

up posters around campus to

publidze the demonstration.

Other Constitution lectures

Gary L. McDowdl, resident

scholar at the Center for Judidal

Studies, spoke yesterday on "The
Politics of Original Intent." The
McDowell spe^ was part of the

honors lecture series on the

Constitution.

McDowdl is a former member
of theJustice Department and was
one of Messe's major speechwri-

ters, said Dr. Colleen Sheehan,

politiod sdence professor. Shee-

han is currently teaching an
honors course around which the

honors lecture series has been

built.

McDowell is also a well-known,
leading Constitutional scholar
whoappeared on the Public Broad-
casting System during its cover-

age ofJudge Robert Bork's Senate
confirmation hearings, said
Sheehan.
On Monday, there will be a

debate between Harry V. Jaffa,

Salvatori research professor of

pditkal philosophy from Clare
mont McKenna College, and Bruce
Ledewitz, professor of law at

Duquesne University School of

Law.
Jaffa is a leader of conservative

thou^t and a top scholar of

political philosophy, said
Sheehan.
Jaffa coined the phrase, "Mod-

eration in the pursuit of justice

is no virtue. Extremism in the
defense of liberty is no vice,"

which Barry Goldwater later

made famous, said Sheehan.

Township zoning laws
(Continuedfrom page 1)

and politically unworkable. The
people within these townships
would not support a reversal of

these laws."

Brach stressed the importance

of University involvement on the

issue and urged offidals to put

pressure on the surrounding com-

munity. He advocated that the

University "take the time and

money to sue the townships."

Neville responded, "right now
we have our hats in our hands
concerning the billing for zoning

the west campus, and such an
unpopular action [suing the town-

ships] would be unwise at this

time."

As a result of the negative
outcome of the town-and-gown
committee meeting, Student Gov-
ernment plans to combat the
zoning laws with other alternative
measures, espedally the upcom-
ing voter registration drive, accord-
ing to Brach.

"We will encourage students to

register here in order to accumu-
late some political power tochange
these laws," Brach said.

Despite its problems, both
Brach and Marzulli feel that the

town-and-gown committee is

beneficial to the Villanova student

body.

Marzulli stated, "The commit-

tee is very effective and important

in that it establishes open lines

of communication between the

University and the townships."

One past accomplishment of the

committee, which was founded by

Edward Bogosian, a Bryn Mawr
businessman, is its effective

addressing of complaints by neigh-

borhood residents of loud and

disruptive off-campus parties held

by students.

Parents of the students involved

are now notified, and on some
occassions, Stack and Neville visit

the students' homes to discuss the

situation with them, according to

Brach.

yearboolr wins award
By LUCINDA H. ALFIERI

staff Reporter

The 1987 edition of the Belle

Air, has recently been ranked
among the top five percent of

college yearbooks nationwide

by the Columbia Scholastic

Press of Columbia University.

The yearbook finished in

first place and was awarded a

Medalist Certificate. This was
the first year the Belle Air was
submitted for competition.

A point system was used for

scoring in the areas of concept,

design, writing coverage and
photography. Out of a possible

1,000 points, the Bdle Air
yearbook recdved 971. This
score made the Belle Air eligible

for the prestigious Gokl Crown,
which will he awarded in

March 1988.

Kevin Rose, former editor-in-

chief, said the 1987 yearbook
was the largest ever published.

The format from previous
years was changed and more
coverafle of campus life and
activities wis
VillMova'i

tian cuna fram'Sotttnam mo

Smith, said they plan to carry

on last year's excellence. Medo-

ri said that the 1987 yearbook

"set a precedence for all year-

books in the future."

The judges commented that

the 1987 Belle Air was a quality

publication. "The editor and
staff of this book have given

Villanova a real yearbook.
Their love and admiration for

their university are apparent,

and their desire to show their

life and year make this edition

memorable," they said.

Security proposal
(Continuedfrom page 1)

ities in Pennsylvania from 1984

to 1986 include one murder, 32

forcible rapes, 13 robberies, 179

aggravated assaults, 1,184 burgla-

ries and 41 arsons.

Clery sees drug and alcohol

dependency as two major reasons

for campus crime. Clery also

pdnted out that most admissions

applications do no inquire about
prior fekmy convictkxis.

McClatchy said, "I am hopdul
that this lei^tian wiH generate

a thofXNiigh adf-examiaatiQB of

crime on caunpua bf al! odBcfes

and univeraitiaB in rennsyhraiiia.

iiiaohapf vjgnnwii maaaiirpa win

bi tifcen to upgrade aecurtty

"Villanova is a safe place. The
incidents of crime"we have had,

almost without exception, have

been within our student
population."

According to Stack, the most
difficult problem with any campus
security system is protecting

students from themselves. Stack

stated that many students prop
open doors which should be
allowed to automatirally tock, and
leave their dormhory rooms
unlocked.

Rose aaad tlwt mmt

The lev. Jobn P. Stack, O.SA.,
•the

•hipa to entioa proaptcttve

•tudenta to work oo tMr
raipMlivv yiHWfkf•

TMa yotr*t oo •dllfa iir«

i<i liMililiin "Any low whidi
woHld Mto^o atiMJint to mote on

to hi^ holonrr
inotlttttion'i

pmoet the

the
to
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ivaluation commends S^iate
By DEBBIE GROSS

StaffHiporkr

A March 1987 report issued by
Dr. Eain Kayli-Corton, chairper-

son of the Hofatra Univeraity
Senate Executive Committee,
evaluated Villanova's Univeraity
Senate and found the overall
system to be excellent.

According to the report, Kaya-

Carton's assessment process

included viewing Senate meet-

'^ngs, examining a variety of

documents and interviewing key

administratore, faculty and stu-

dents assodated with the Senate.

The Senate's structure of gov-

ernance is known as tripartite.

First, it is responsible for directing

and maintaining the institution

and securing its financial viabil-

ity. This is the responsibility of

the Board of Trustees and the
President.

Secondly, the Senate is respon-

sible for the dfective ofganization

and functioning of thf University

and its members.
Finally, both the faculty coundl

and the Student Government are

responsible for carrying and pro-

viding for the members of the

institution to guarantee com-
pliance with their rights and
responsibilities.

Overall, Kaya-Carton found the

tripartite successful. However,
she saw a need for change in the

constitution and by-laws to

improve the efficiency of the

Senate's internal organization

and functioning. Also, she saw a

need for streamlining in the

internal organization.

She further stated that commit-

tees such as the University plan-

ning and priorities committee and
the budget committee should be

combined, and such standing

committees as rank and tenure

should be eUminated, since they

have already accomplished their

purpose.

Kaya-Carton alao stated a need
for the modifications of Act IV of

the Senate Constitution, which
states that most units should

make curricular dedskms inde-

pendent of the Univeraity Senate.

She bdieved that it should be

modified to require that each unit

inform the Senate of curricular

decisions to insure compliance
with standards, elimination of

conflict and sharing of ideas.

Kaya-Carton also believed that

either the executive committee or

the rules and review committee

should institute a mechanism to

follow up the degree to which the

recommendations of the Senate

are carried out.

Finally, she stressed a need for

new senators to be oriented into

the organization and functions of

the Senate to improve the efficien-

cy of the governance process.

Senior celebration to be held
By NOEL E. FALCO

News Editor

The Villanova Student Union
has set plans for the Senior 150

Days celebration for Dec. 5, from
5 to 9 p.m., said Karen Laughlin,

social functions coordinator.

"The biggest problem was find-

ing a place. Bars will not shut
down on weekends. Hotels say it's

too much work and are not willing

to take on such an event," said

Laughlin.

She commented on the problems
last year's celebrations faced,

especially with the Sheraton
Hotel.

"Only three out of four [planned
parties] were held last year. The
last two of those were at Pulsa-

tions and were feeble attempts.

They were open to anyone, which
took away from the atmosphere
of 'for seniors only,' " Laughlin

said.

She stated that since bars will

not shut down for a private party tion and the Union are trying to

at night, the Union decided to hold downplay the alcohol aspect,

this celebration in the afternoon Billy Boyd, Union vice-

at Popcorn's in King of Prussia. president, said, "In the past,

Beth Naughton, president of the people have gone out and gotten

Union, said, "The trouble with really trashed beforehand. This
the Sheraton was that more stu- way [by having the party in the

dents trashed the place. They [the afternoon], it will be a first step

Sheraton management] worried in their evening's festivities."

about their liability. A lot of Naughton commented that

damage was done to hotel rooms problems will be further alleviated

and hallways." since several semi-formals are

"According to Naughton, further being held afterwards,

liabilities are reduced because "You have to have a valid senior

Popcorn's does its own carding for I.D. in order to buy a ticket. I.D.'s

identification. are distributed in the registrar's

"The bar provides their own office on Wednesdays between 2

staff, all liabilities are on them, and 4 p.m. They cost $5, which
All we have to worry about now is worth it, because you need it

is keeping drunk seniors from for other senior-related events,"

trashing the place. We have to said Laughlin.

National News Notes
Campuses deal with threat of AIDS

physkian.
The University of Colorado

recently decided to install

condom machines in dormito-

ries, although the move contra-

dicts the school's housing pol-

icy that prohibits sex in the

dorms.
Both Ohio State and Central

Missouri State have begun
aggressive programs toeducate

students of the risks of AIDS
and means of preventing the

disease.

E.H.M.

Several universities and col-

leges across the nation are

considering adopting measures
to deal with the threat of AIDS
(Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome).
The Citadd, a military col-

lege, announced that it will

require all applicants to un-

dergo tests to see if they have
the disease. Applicants testing

positive for the disease, "most
likely would be denied entrance
to The Citadel," reported Dj.

Joseph Franz, the college's

U. of Chicago elections voided
The University of Chicago

recently ousted all 50 officers

of its student government after

a political scandal shook the

campus.
In the last two weeks, the

student body president
resigned after admitting to

having stuffed the ballot box,

and the vice president has been
removed for not being enrolled

as a student. New elections

have also been called to replace

all of the newly-elected officers

of the student government
assembly.

A committee to investigate

the election "found in essence
no evidence of widespread
fraud and abuse in the election,

but certain procedural flaws,

and called for a new election."

E.H.M.

Baptist colleges witness conflict

Fundamentalist Christians' members will not be fired, but

struggle to gain control of the the board of trustees will only

Southern Baptist Convention
in America became an issue on
college campuses in recent

weeks.

At Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Wake
Forest, N.C., the president and
dean of faculty were expected

to formally resign in the middle

of November because of pres-

sure from a group of fundamen-
talists on the board of trustees.

According to a Southeastern
spokesperson, present faculty

hire those who espouse a literal

interpretation of the Bible in

the future.

The Southeastern spokes-

person said the turmoil reflects

a more widespread 10-year

struggle within the Southern

Baptist Convention between
fundamentalists and moder-
ates.

Also, fundamentalists have
recently failed in an attempt to

take control of Mercer Univer-

sity in Atlanta, Ga. S.A.R.

saidkeep good relations,'

Naughton.
Laughlin added that alcohol-

related events are always a con-

cern with the Villanova adminis-

tration and that the administra-

Campus vandalism

Senate previewed
By DANTE J. SCALA

News Editor

Priorties for the 1988-89 Univer-

sity budget will be discussed

when the University Senate meets

today at 4 p.m. in the east lounge

of Dougherty Hall.

Faculty Senator Dr. Theresa M.
Valiga will present the annual
report of the University planning
and priorities committee during
the meeting. The committee,
composed of students, faculty and
administration, recommends both
short-term and long-term priori-

ties for the University's capital

and operating budgets.

Among the committee's highest

short-term priorities are the con-

struction of two dormitories on
south campus, the building of

"academu: office fadlities" and
the rezoning of west campus.
Providing student financial aid

and improving faculty, adminis-

trative and staff aalaxiea are alao

top prioritiea.

For the kxig term, the commit-
tee advised that the Univerdty
shottki place the devekipment of
west campus and the purchaae of

real estate bordering the campus
at the lop of its priorities liat.

Otl^ kM^-term priorities listed

in the report indudad the con-

stnaction of a new wing onto

Mendd HaU, the buiklii« of a

pukm^gucmit, the renovation of

theMMiChnd andanexpansion
ofCanMllyQintcr.

AnoHMr item on the Senate

^piit ii tiM Faculty's nropwil

far ils aalary iMraiss in tM IMi*
M bii4pt. Faculty Ssnalor Dr.

(Continuedfrom page 1)

be money spent positively to

preven vandalism instead of

money spent negatively on the

results of vandalism.

^ ,,.,,, Believing that students have an
Harry R. Strack of the Faculty impact on vandalism, Janosik
Affairs Committee will present

^x.z!ttd that it is the students'
the professors' proposals.

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, was
supposed to speak to the Senate

today, but he has postponed his

IS

choice to use the dorm facilities

as they were intended to be used,

or to pay the cost of vandalism.

Janosik further commented,
'*Vandalism is not a necessary

"state of the University" address thing." It "just can't be a function

until the next meeting in of a philosophy that says, 'I've

February.

a right to do anything to my room
and building that I see fit.'

"

Stating that students feel they
have no responsibility in fighting

vandalism, Janosik said that stu-

dents watch vandalism happen
and do nothing to stop it. He said

that these students also share in

the cost of vandalism.

Janosik explained his philo-

sophy that the University is a
"fairly tight-knit community"
and that certain behaviors and
loyalties should be expected from

(Photo by Shalie)

Vandalism costs totalled $108,000
during the 1986-87 school year.

paid my room and board, so I have such a community
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Township should
support rezoning

With the recent unveiling of a proposal to rezone the

west campus, Villanova has taken a positive step to help

solve the shortage of on-campus housing. Radnor
Township authorities and residents should applaud the

efforts of the University and work closely with Villanova

to get students out of the surrounding neighborhoods.

Villanova has met with township commissioners and
residents to request rezoning 46.43 acres of the Morris

tract on the west campus as institutional to permit the

construction of academic office and residential buildings.

Dormitories or apartments are planned to house 1,200

students.

A 75-foot buffer zone and an additional 75 feet of
open space between west campus development and
neighboring homes are planned and should eliminate
anticipated noise problems.

However, nearly 60 residents, many represented by
counsel, stood in opposition to the University's request

at a meeting of township commissioners last week. Six

of the seven-member Radnor board voted to table

Villanova*s request in order to allow meetings between
neighbors and University officials.

It seems contradictory that while township residents

consistently complain about students living in their

neighborhoods and violating housing codes, they do not

applaud the University's efforts to house more students.

Perhaps, it is just a group of residents with personal

interests who are now opposing the rezoning plans. Were
these the same people who opposed the south campus
expansion or were they a different special interest group?

Villanova has no intention of increasing its under-

graduate enrollment. It is simply attempting to accom-
modate more of its students' housing needs, to decrease

the number of students living in the township and to

alleviate parking problems.

A united group of township residents should recognize

that the rezoning proposal will help alleviate many
township problems, as well as decrease the University

housing shortage. Radnor Township should see that it

cannot have its cake and eat it, too.

Thanksgiving is

a time for love
"Love is patient. Love is kind. Love never fails," reads

1 Corinthians, 13. This Thanksgiving we must go home
to our families and friends and openly express the love

we have for them.
Thanksgiving is a time to reflect upon our lives and

be grateful for all the good fortunes we enjoy. We must
also be thankful for our families and loved ones and show
that we truly appreciate them.

The Villanova community often exhibits such love

and thanksgiving through activities like Hunger Aware-
ness Week, feeding the homeless and tutoring underpriv-
ileged children. But we must take one step further and
bring Thanksgiving into our own lives. Too often family
love is taken for granted and seldom demonstrated in a
positive way.

We must examine our individual lives and concentrate
on strengthening our family bonds and love. While a
typical Thanksgiving centers around the pilgrims and
America, Thanksgiving today must focus on the family,

the basic unit of American life.

'There are in the end three things that last: faith,

hope and k)ve, and the greatest at these is love," condtides
1 Corinthians, 13.

We challenge the Villanova community to love and
cherish their families this Thankappving because life is

too short and time is much too precious to waste.

,_',. ^-,
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Letters to the Edttor.

Edwin Meese not cleared
To the Editor:

The statements of the Rev.
Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A., vice

president for Academic Affairs, in

your story, "Protest against Meese
considered," are misleading, to

say the very least. In the article,

Gallen states that he (Meese) has
been cleared of all those charges.

Which charges?

An editorial in the New York
Times Tuesday by John B. Oakes
notes, "Mr. Meese has been the
subject to at least three major
investigations in the last three
years." In the first of them,
concluded just before he became
attorney general, he was cleared
of all criminal culpability, but the
investigator,Jacob A. Stein, point-

edly noted that he had no mandate
to pass judgment on Meese's
ethical standards.

The other two inquiries are still

in progress. One involving the
well-known Wedtech case, is

being conducted by a Sf^ial
prosecutor to determine whether
Meese used his official position for

personal profit.

Yes, Meese has been cleared of

all of one set of charges, but he
certainly has not been cleared of

all charges.

This leads me to believe one of

three things: Gallen is not aware
of these other charges; he was
quoted out of context; or he
attempted to diffuse a potentially

embarassing situation to the
University by means (rf paternal-
istic swipe.

I think a clarification of this

statement is in order.

Mark Cuthbertson
Class of 1988
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activism

sought at V.U.

SlubeMT Pfe>iTA66f^

By DANTE J. SCALA
Netps Editor

About a year ago, former Sty-

»dent Government President Joe

Allman explained why Villanova

students are so politically apathet-

ic. "Students ... don't have a

sense of empowerment,, [they

don't realize] that they can make
a difference," he said.

A year later, Allman has grad-

uated with a revitalized Student
Government as his legacy. The
problem of apathy, however, still

remains bi*cause Villanova stu-

dents feel they are powerless to

change thing^s, especially at their

own University.

This attitude pervades the
University, and can be seen every-
day in students* actions. For
instance, why did only 20 percent

of students vote in last year's

Student Government elections?

Because most feel that their

elected representatives, like them-
selves, are helpless to enact
change.

Students . . . don'tImve

a sonoo ofompowor-

montf [thoy don't rool'

lioj thnt thoy con mako

oMIoFoncOm

Joe Allman
former Student

Qovemment praeldint

A more recent example was the

quiet student reaction to the

printing of evaluator Arthur Shri-

berg's report on Student Life. In

his evaluation, Shriberg agreed

with a number of things people

on campus have been saying for

years: Security is "arbitrary and
capricious," a new meal plan is

"a reasonable request," co-ed

dorms should be created. In effect,

this non-University report legi-

timized several student com-
plaints about Villanova.

One might have thought that

this report would spark some
student reaction, but students

were typically quiet, with only an
occasional letter to the editor

speaking of the report. Their
silence was deafening, for it

clearly spoke of a student com-
munity willing to be chained onto

the fowest rung on the hierarchi-

cal ladder of Villanova University.

Some might ai^ie that students
do have influence over University

policy decisions. They would
probably point to the University

Senate, where students have an

equal voice in the decisions made
by that body. Certainly, the crea-

tion of the Senate was a step

forward for student rights, and
students shouki continue to use

that forum to expreis their ideas

and proposals.

There are limits00 the Senate's
psfwer, however, and they were

deirty shown during the budget

Thb Senate

important fact about Villanova's

structure of government: all pow-

er ultimately ftows from the top.

The University Senate, despite its

representation of all members of

the Villanova community, can
easily be overruled by the board.

It is true that the board listens

to the Senate, but it can also

ignore the Senate at will, since it

has final decisu>n-makinfi[ power.

Considering the students' low
position in Villanova's hierarchy,

it is not surprising that most
students will do no more than

grumble about the way the Uni-

versity works. The student pro-

tests of the '7Qs are long forgotten,

and students do not feel it is worth
the effort to go to a Senate meet-

ing, let alone actively protest.

Thus, if students are to gain

more power at Villanova, the void

of student apathy will have to be
filled. This important duty of

empowering the students lies on
the shoulders of student organi-

zation leaders.

Recently, these leaders have
begun to take on this responsibil-

ity. In the past two weeks, the

Villanova Union, Resident Stu-

dent Association (RSA), Associa-

tion of Commuting Students
(ACS), the Interfratemity Council

and Panhellenic Council have all

written letters to the Villanovan,

urging students to make their

complaints about Sc^rurity known.
"It is time for the students of this

University to stop passively accept-

ing problems and to begin to show
a united front . . . "wrote the RSA
executive board. "Together, we
can start to ameliorate this situa-

tion," said the ACS. These student

organizations must continue their

efforts to kindle the flame of

united student action.

Specifically, they should join

forces with Student Government,
another group working for stu-

dents' rights. The leaders of these

six organizations should meet to

plan a joint campaign, which
would seek to gain active student

support for a student agenda of

issues whiph need to be imme
diately addressed by the admin-

istration, such as student prob-

lems with Security.

After setting an agenda, these

organizations should launch a

la^E^scale publicity campaign to

gain students' active suppoirt.

This campaign shouFd be run like

Student Government President

Phil Brach'scampaign last spring,

with posters around campus,
letters and op-eds to the Villan-

dvan and door-to^ioor canvass-

ing. Students will have to be

repeatedly told the same message:

changes have to be made, and we
are the ones to make them.

If the campaign works, and a

spirit of solidarity can l>e ignited

among students, student leaders

will have a formidable force

behind them when they present

the student agenda to the admin-

istration. Indeed, even irth>
leaders can only get the members
of their own groups behind them,

they will stiU represent a large

student interest group when they

spesk to the administration.

And if the administration

refuses to sitdswa with students

and work toward fesohring their

oaaiplaiitu, studeat leaders

shettM call upwi tht^ feltow

S. faaiglas the iagact thst

IMieliil stydswt protest
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could make on this tranquil cam-
pus, for instance. Student civil

disobedience in the '70s prompted
the formation of the University
Senate, and the same methods
could work again to make much-

needed changes on campus.
Currently, thoughts of student

activism at Villanova seem ideal-

istic, if not ridiculous. But they
need not stay that way. If students
will take on the challenge of

changing their university, they
can indeed make a difference.

Dante J. Scala is a sophomore
honors majorand news editorofthe

Villanovan.

Kemp: A worthy candidate
By LOUIS MESHON

Despite the conventional wis-

dom coming out of Washington
that either Vice President George
Bush or Bob Dole, Senate minority
leader, will be the GOP presiden-

tial nominee, the odds aregrowing
that Republican Jack Kemp will

emerge as a major contender for

the nomination.

Recent history demonstrates
that long shot candidates like

Jimmy Carter, Gary Hart and
even Bush [in 1980] all emerged
as major contenders for their

party's nomination despite^ing
virtually written off repeateoW by
the national media in the e»irly

going. -

JCK lCMP(RjCH«Tt>uio)

Like Carter, Hart and Bush,
Kemp begins with little natkmal
name identificationovershadowed
by far better known opponents.

All three trailed badly in the polls

with single digit showings.

Kemp, in fact, is stronger than

any dt these candidates were at

this juncture because he has

broken double digits — this des-

pite the fact that almost two-

thirds of the voters have never

heard of him.

It really is not surprising that
Kemp's name identification is so
low— unlike the other candidates,
he has never been on the national
ticket or run for president against
Ronald Reagan, as both Bush and
Dole did in 1980. Nor is Kemp a
big state governor or senator.

What then allowed Carter, Hart
and Bush to emerge as major
contenders after virtually eve-

ryone had written off their
chances?

The answer is clear: strong

grass-roots organizations and
hard work by the drfTdidate in the

early primary states which led to

strong and unexpected showings
in these contests.

There is already growing evi-

dence that this same formula will

work for Kemp.

A recent University of New
Hampshire poll shows Kemp pul-

ling into second place ahead of

Dole despite the fact that Dole is

better known. Senator Gordon
Humphrey and U.S. Representa-
tive Bob Smith are actively sup-
portingKemp with over 40 Repub-
lican members of the state
legislature. Six of 10 Republican
county chairmen relinquished
thier party posts to serve as Kemp
county chairmen.

Strong showings in Iowa and
New Hampshire will give Kemp
national name identification and
help him pass the front-runners.

In 1980 Bush scored an unim-

pressive 3 percent in the Gallup

Poll. The final Des Moines Reg-

ister poll showed him losing Iowa

to R(»gan. Bush won Iowa and

jumped to a solid lead in New
Hampshire only to have a poor

performance in the Nashua debate

cost him victory in the Granite

Sute.

An obscure former governor

named Carter scored 2 percent in

the Gallup Poll in October 1975.

In December he dropped to 1

percent. Six weeks later he won
the kywa caucuses against better

known opponents, won the New
Hampshire primary and was nom-

inated and elected president.

There are four elements needed
for this kind of come-from-behind

victory. The candidate must have
a message, personal energy, cam
paign funds and organization.

Kemp clearly has all four. Only
Kemp has consistently opposed
federal tax increases and Social

Security cuts. Only Kemp favors

immediate deployment of Strateg-

ic Defense Initiative, only Kemp
has a specific plan to lower inter-

est rates and move this country
toward full employment. Finally,

only Kemp has put forward spe-

cific programs that will attract

blacks, Hispanics and other
minorities to the Republican
Party.

Kemp's personal energy is

amazing. He has visited Iowa 35
times this year, visited New
Hampshire 25 times, and is put-

ting in the kind of personal per-

formance that leaves his staff and
reporters who cover him
exhausted.

Kemp has raised almost $6
million for his campaign. He will

receive over $3 million in federal

matching funds. Clearly, the
Kemp campaign will be in a
positk>n to spend the legal max-
imum in the early primary states.

Kemp's organization in the

early states is first rate. Over the

summer he placed first or second

in every major straw poll that did

not have prohibitive ticket prices

in both Iowa and New Hampshire.
Interestingly, strong showings in

early straw polls were the first

indicators that long-shot Carter

was a more serious candidate than

the national media believed.

Kemp is running for president

because he wants to challenge

America as no other candidate

will — to reach for our highest

ideals and achieve our greatest

potential. He firmly believes in a

future ol unlimited and boundless

opportunity for all Americans.

I am convinced a major upset

is in the making, and we at

Villanova shouki keep our eyes on
Kemp!

Lomis Meskon is a senior commun-
ication arts major and a member
a/tko Coikge Republicans.
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Student ridiculed
To the Editor:

I am writing to you in response

to the un-Christian like treatment

that I was forced to endure in

order to obtain lunch Thursday
in Dougherty Hall.

As a socially conscientious
member of the Villanova commun-
ity, I was deeply offended by the

I neverre^bed that

JMioftliyeflfsm wes a

pertef Cetholiclsm.

caustically vociferous and highly

visible presence of an Augustinian

priest at the entrance to the

cafeteria.

Rather than politely allowing

students to enter, I, along with

many others, was lectured, critic-

ized and embarrassed by, surpris-

ingly enough, an Augustinian
priest.

I never realized that Machiavel-

lism was a part of Catholicism.

Although his cause was noble, his

means were reprehensible. This
priest went so far as to call me
"a lousy Catholic" simply for

deciding to eat lunch, for personal

reasons.

Although I wholeheartedly sup-

port the idea behind Hunger
Awareness Week, in good con-

science I cannot support the un-

Christian like methods exempli-

fied Thursday. I sincerely hope in

the future that the methods will

better represent Christian ideals.

John Palmieri
Class of 1990

Letters

policy

The ViUauovan willpnnt "Ut
ten to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weeUy deadline, Tuesday at 2
i.m. All letters must be typed and
iouble spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but
fU kites must be signed and shtmid
mclude the writer's telephone
tumber. Because of limited space,

tot all letters can beprimied. Others
wmy be edited. Lstten may be tent

9 mail to: Ute Viilmmmm, VU
•nam Vnieemty, ViUemem, Fa,

19085.

Quote

of

Note

"Heap high the board with

plenteous cheer, and gather to

the feast, and toast the sturdy

Pilgrim hand wlume courage

neper ceased. Give praise to thiet

All-Gracious One by whom ttmr
steps wem led and Ikastks unto
tkeharwest's Lord whosends our
daUybread."

Apology offered by coordinator

To the Editor:

This letter is in reference to fast

day of Hunger Awareness Week
(H.A.W.). I would like to extend

my sincere thanks to the over

2,300 students who gave up their

lunch on this day.

In response to this number, over

$7,100 were raised for the hungry
both locally and abroad. I believe

the hungry, homeless and poor

will benefit from the money that

was raised and the quesitons

posed to the student body will

increase their awareness of the

problem.

I consider myself lucky in not

knowing what it is like to be

hungry. Our goal during H.A.W.

Broaden
awareness
To the Editor:

We would like to clarify a

misunderstanding. The purpose
of Hunger Awareness Week is to

broaden the perspective of world
hunger as well as raise money for

the underprivileged.

On Thursday of last week, fast

day, many of us missed the point.

The awareness, not the money,
was the primary objective of

sacrificing lunch. How many
jumped to the defense of what is

"rightfully mine" rather than
taking a moment to think about

hunger.

Our purpose at this institution

of higher learning is not solely to

get grades. We are called to a

greater understanding of the
world around us.

Many times this experience is

overwhelming and we feel

attacked. It is disheartening to see
the ferocity of other students
fighting for their own security
and luxury, while they remain
apathetic towards thow *1csa*'

than themselves.

As ThanksfiviQf approaches,

please take a moment to realise

how very fortunate «« are.

was to raise the student body's

awareness of this problem
through a feeling of hunger.

If you felt harrassed or coerced

into giving up your lunch, under-

stand that it was my over-

enthusiasm to obtain a large

number of participants. In this

sense, the goal of H.A.W. may
have been displaced. For those

who abstained from lunch, know
that you did help in the fight

against hunger.

I hope that my over enthusiastic
actions and strong sentiment for

the hungry will not have ,an
adverse effect on future fast days.
Once again, thanks to all those
who participated.

Melissa Esposito
co-cordinator fast day

Hunger Awareness Week

Hunger Awareness

Week a success
To the Editor:

Nov. 7-15 marked Villanova's

15th annual Hunger Awareness
Week. A tradition of commitment
and excellence has been exempli-
fied by Villanova's student body,

faculty and administration. This
commitment has been involved in

campuswide involvement.

The success of Hunger Aware-
ness Week involves the whole
Villanova community. The staff

of Campus Ministry, Food Serv-

ices, the Center for Peace and
Justice and student organizations

such as the Villanova Union,

Bread for the World, Pi Kappa Phi,

Alpha Chi Omega, Lambda Chi

Alpha, Delta Delta Delta and
Kappa Alpha Theta should be

praised for their efforts.

Villanova can take pride in the

fact that over $500,000 has been

raised collectively over a 15-year

period for various international

and domestic projects.

Last year a school was built in

Haiti in the name of the students

of Villanova University. This year

the monies raised will be sent to

St. Nicholas of Tolentine, an
Augustinian parish in Bronx,
N.Y., and an Augustinian mission

in Peru.

Anne Sikorski, co-chairperson,

and I would like to thank the

Hunger Awareness Week commit-
tee chairpeople, Barbara Haenn,
the Rev. John Liggio, O.S.A., and
especially the Rev. Ray Jackson,

O.S.A., for their dedication and
hard work. We extend to everyone
a safe Thanksgiving.

Chria Duca
chairpersoni

Hunger Awareness Week

'

LMMi

recently, whfle Univerrity pnsi-'i'o the Editor

By now a rmilarly featured

ookimn in the raUMOvaa. '"mho

AiMMf, who ceam" has attained

some notoriety for its sarcastic

and kxNMdastie hehavwr of pok-

ii« fun at the foiblea ol the high
and mighty and the not so high
and mi^ty \igxt at Villanova.

In some instances the perceived

wrongs, errors or abuses the
» column sou^t to deride were
topical or serious enough to merit
such treatment. However, partic-

ularly in one tise, the column has
not been fair or moderate. I refer

to the case of "El Presidente."

I believe the Villanova commun-
ity, particularly the student body,
should know that the Rev. John
M. Driscoll, O.S.A., University
president, has the respect of the

vast majority of Villanova's
faculty, who fully appreciate his

efforts both while vice president

for Academic Affairs and, more

Food Services

needs improvements

dent, to improve faculty salaries

and to brmt them to a level

comparable to faculty salaries at

other simttar universitiea.

Many fai our ViUaiiova com-
munity must also be aware of the

neat personal effortsexpendedby
DriaooU on behalf of Covenant I

and Covenant n. Thanks to the

4nonie8 raised by thesecampaigns,
we now have, among other ben-

efits, the. Connelly Center and
new student dorms and will have
more new student dorms in the

future.

I believe that the students will

agree that these buildings have
served and will continue to serve
Villanova students well. So per-

haps it is time, in Driscoll's

regard, to "let his good live long

after him and inter the evil with
his bones."

ni^mr^vmrklMmliM^^ptfmn

Theodore J. Kondoleon
Professor of philosophy

To the Editor:

Okay. I have been here for two
and one-half months now, and I

am starting to realize that things

are less then perfect here at

Villanova, but among those things

that I have noticed, food service

is one of my favorite topics. There
are two incidents that I am not

too thrilled about.

. On Nov. 7, Homecoming, I woke
up at 8:47 a.m., took a quick

shower, and, ravished with pangs
of hunger, dashed to the "Spit"

in hopes of getting something,

even if it was only cereal, in my
stomach before the tailgate

started.

As I reached for th& unlocked

door, I heard the bells in Corr Hall

as they struck 9 a.m. A quick

glance at my watch told me that

I had made it. I handed my card

to the meal checker, only to be

discourteously informed that,

"We're closed."

My jaw dropped, but I quickly

regained my wits and, after much
wailing and gnashing of teeth (it

is a Catholic university, I had to

put in one biblical reference), I

was able to forge my way past her

into the "garden of culinary
delights" that is Donahue Hall.

(Ha, I scoff).

Secondly, two week's ago, my
roommate, deeply concerned about
the lack of lemons to flavor his

tea with, informed one of the

cafeteria staff that there were no
lemons. Despite his non-
threatening tone, the worker
snapped that it . . . "isn't my job.

Go tell her."

What, you ask, is my point? The
University charges me $4,500 per

year to live on campus. The least

it could do is be a little lenient

about the cafeteria hours. (It is not

like there is a mad rush on the

cafeteria at 9:02 a.m.) It would be

nice if the workers could be a least

courteous to their students,
because that is (or should be) part

of their jobs.

On last thing.. I do not recall

reading on my bill that I was also

paying for the security guards to

eat. I mean, I do not mind a cup
of coffee and a doughnut, but they

eat more than I do.

Christopher D. Sypolt
Class of 1991

MA

Campus
By DANA SHAFIE

This week the VtOanovan
asks, **What do you think
of Edwin Meese Hi's visit

to Villanova?

"I think it is great to have

a speaker of such prestige

visit Villanova. Regardless

of your opinion, I hope he

is afforded the respect he

deserves as an official of

such high office."

John Chepega
senior

psychology
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By MICHAEL W. DENISON

The third annual Lip-It contest,

sponsored bytheResident Student
»Association (RSA), was held Fri-

day in theJake Nevin Field House.
The eventv attording to RSA

programminffdfioer Maryjo Yan-
naoone, raisedalmost $1,150 from
admission tickets and private
donations to benefit the diild

victims of AIDS (AqlttiiM
Immune Deficiency SyBlf«ine)at
the Children's H0sj»ital of

Philadelphia.
^^

The competition wasemoeed by
Suzanne Bennett and Robert
Hart, who introduced each of the

thirteen acts that performed on
stage.

The judges for the event were
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Gary Bonas; Marie
Schrauder, assistant director for

Residence Life; Career Develop-

ment Center counselor Dr. Judy
Madsen; Dr. Albert J. Dorley,

history professor, and Phil Brach,

Student Government president.

They judged each act on its

originality, lip-synch ability, cho-

reography and overall entertain-

ipeot.yahie. Each of these criteria

waa judged on a scale of one to

fiva points, with five being the

best.

The Lip>It acts included such
acMin as Bananarama's *i Heard
A' Kumor," Janet Jackson's
"Nasty" and U2's "Where The
Streets Have No Name." Other
acU included Adam Ant's "Goodie
Two Shoes" and Elvis Presley's

"Blue Suede Shoes."
The Grateful Dead's 'Touch of

Grey** wascomplete with a "Desid-

heiKl" slide show and direct par-

ticipation by the audience on the
fidd house floor. Danielle Brous-
sard's steamy lip>synch of Joan
Jett and the Blackhearts' "I Love
Rock 'N Roll" burned up the stage.

The second runners-up, receiv-

ing$50, were theseven poformers
of the lip-synch of Barry Manil-

ow's "Copacabana." This act

included the "Manilow haircut"

and white suit, a scantily clad

Lola and a dual to the death.

The first runners-up, who
received $75, were Kimberly
Howze and Tony Valentine. They
gracefully danced and sipped wine
through the lip-synch of "Dirty

Dancing's" "I Had The Time of

My ^fe."
The winners of the 1987 Lip-It

contest, who received $100, were
Dan O'Rourke. Rich Stockard,
Aaron Anderson, Mike Mtgliori

and Sean O'Brien. They romped
their way through a medley of
"The Wizard of Oz" songs, which
included "Somewhere Over The
Rainbow," "We're Off to See the
Wizard" and a 8ok>by the coward-
ly lion.

Dorothy smoked a cigar, and
moioned aiid flashed the audience.

But the spot light was won by
Toto, who preferred the cowardly
Ikm over a fbe hydrant. He later

died, belly-up, with his paws
sticking up canary-style. With
excellent costumes and wacky
choreography, this act quickly
caught the audience's favor.

All the participants of this

year's Lip-It contest helped make
this the most successful one to

date. Yannacone stated, "We were
originally worried about program-

ming the event on Friday, but, as

it turned out, we had the same
number of students attending as

last year and managed to raise

(Continued on page 15) (Pholo by Lopez)

Tony and Kim sip wine as they have the time of their lives.

AIDS facts and eoncerns discussed
By JACQUELINE GENTILE

Assistant Featuns Editor

I AIDS. Acquired Immune Defi-

ciency Syndrome. Fifty thousand

Americans have the disease. Two
to 3 million Americans carry the

virus but show no symptoms.
Gary Bonas, assistant director

to Student Activities and a

member of the University's AIDS
education program, stated that

AIDS is caused by the HTLV-ID
virus whkh infects the T-4 helper

cell of the body's immune system.

'The virus itself is essentially

not very dang»xms, except when
it multiples and reproduces itself

in the body," explained Bonas.

When this happens, it destroys

the part of the immune system
that fights off certain fungus and
bactenu infections.

As a result of the damage done
to the immune system, a person
infected with the AIDS virus gets

opportunistic infections. These
are infections which are rare

among healthy people whose
immune system^ are functioning.

According to Bonas. "These
diseases ultimately kill ... AIDS
doesn't kill anybody."

Nick Wuckich, a student
member of the AIDS education

program, explained that if the

HTLV-in virus enters a person's

bloodstream, one of three events

occur.A person can develop AIDS,
they can develop AIDS Related

Complex (ARC), or they can
become an asymptomatic carrier

of the virus.

If a person is infected with the

virus, some of the symptoms are

swollen glands, a dry cough,
purple blotches on the skin, white
spots in the mouth, a loss of 10
percent or more of body weight,

persistent diarrhea, a slight but
persistent fever and unexplained

bleeding.

Individually, these symptoms
do not necessarily spell AIDS.
Bonas stated that these symptoms
must be present together, in

signifkant quantities and gener-

ally over a prolonged period of

time.

Bonas added, "They have to be
present without any other explain-

able reason."

A person who carries the AIDS
virus can develop ARC, which is

a milder form of AIDS. Bonas
stated, "It's like having the flu

forever."

Bonas explained that people
generally do not die from ARC. As
of now, only five to 20 percent of

the people with ARC have devel-

oped AIDS.
Someone who has been exposed

to the virus but does not exhibit

any symptoms is an asymptomatic
carrier of AIDS. Bonas stated that
an asymptomatic carrier might

not develop symptoms for six

months to 10 or 12 years. This
time is called the incubation
period.

Bonas mentioned that the fol-

lowing behavior or conditions

could contribute to people devel-

oping AIDS if they carry the virus:

alcohol and drug use, caffeine use,

lack of sleep, poor nutrition and
exposure toother immunilogically

affective diseases such as
mononucleosis.

How is the HTLV-HI virus

transmitted? The virus is found

in blood, semen and vaginal secre-

tions. Bonas stated that, "For a

non-infected person to be infected,

one of those three bodily fluids of

(Continued on page 13)
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Plimptom lectures
By IRENE V. LANGRAN

Staff Reporter

On Dec. 2, a modern day legend

will visit the Villanova campus.
This legend is George Plimpton,
and he is coming to speak in an
event sponsored by the Villanova

Student Union.

Plimpton is indeed a man of

many talents* A native New
Yorker, he graduated from Exeter,

Harvard University, and Cam-
bridge University. He is the found-
er and editor of The Paris Review,

a literary journal est^ished in

Paris in 1953.

He is also an avid fireworks

enthusiast who is the fireworks

commissioner of New York City.

As a movie actor he has appeared
in such films as "Reds" and
"Lawrence of Arabia."

He is a well-known television

personality, who hosts the Disney
Cable's "Mouseterpiece Theatre."
In additkm, he is a successful

author of biographies and fiction.

In one of his most famous pieces

of fktion, as a special contributor

to S^o9is lUmshmitd, he created

Sidd Ptnch* » lials rookie who
couM pitch basabatta atM miks
par hour. Hia graat triumph was

that this tale became an April

Fools' story that fooled people

worldwide.

Despite all these accomplish-
ments, Plimpton is perhaps
known to more people as a result

of his success in yet another area.

In autobiographies such as Paper
Lion and Out ofMy League, Plimp-
ton experienced first-hand and
survived to recount the encoun-
ters of which many people dream.

Like Walter Mitty, we humans
seem to let our daily lives be
interrupted by thoughts of what
it would be like to be another
person, or more specifically, to

play another role.

We might wonder what it is like

to fly through the air on a trapeze
under the big top, or fly through
the air as a parachutist or a hang
glider.

Many weekend athletes have
dreamed of pitching against Amer-
ican and National League All-

Stars, playing tennis on tour or
shooting hoops with the Boston
Celtics. Perhaps you have
dreamed of facing bulls as a
matador or facing pucks as a

goalie in the National Hockey
League.
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V.U. has flair for fashion
By JACKIE LANZA

StuffKtporkr

Have you ever wondered why
Villanova students dress as they

do?

Believe it or not, the most
frequent answer to this question

seems to be "to impress guys" or

"to impress girls.* This answer
is usually followed closely by "to

be comfortable" and "it was the

only thing leftthat was clean."

Villanova fashion falls into one
of two categories: preppy and not

quite as preppy. Members of the

latter category are the few
dressers who cannot quite bring

themselves to trade in their Ree-

boks for pennyloafers. Members
of the former category, however,

are fairly evident.

The Villanova school uniform

has been deemed turtleneck,

sweater, Cheenos, socks and loaf-

ers. No one has blue hair, no one

wears excessive amounts of leath-

er. Preppy could be considered an
admissions requirement.

There are, of course, variations

on the theme. Denim can replace

any of the above items.Jeans come
in any color, but are most fashion-

able when they have been abused

before purchasing. This includes

acid washingand preripped knees.

Denim jackets are a necessity, and

the outfit is complete with denim
accessories and even denim boots.

Another wardrobe staple is the

miniskirt. (Women only, please.)

Although buyers for major depart-

ment stores have been predicting

ankle length skirts for fall, hem-

lines continue to rise as temper-

atures drop.

Once strictly denim, the minis-

kirt now comes in a variety of

styles: straight, pleated and
"bubbled," which is not quite

conservative enough for Villanova

women's taste. Conservative prep-

pies prefer a short plaid mini
topped with a cardigan while (he

"not quites" set trends in three-

tiered denim minis and short
jackets.

A general rule for wearing a
miniskirt: if you do not know how
to sit down in a miniskirt, do not

wear one.

It seems that the latest fad at

Villanova is tye-dying. Nothing

remains untouched. Even sheets

cannot escape the bright splashes

of purple and orange seen fre-

quently on shirts around campus.

This trend has been revived from

the 70s, the age which also

brought hip-hugging, polyester

bell bottoms— one part of fashion

history that should not be

repeated.

With the onset of colder weath-

er, Villanova students dress

warmly in long tweed jackets and

boots. Preppies might have a cap

or scarf on to accessorize the

outfit.

Speaking of accessories, what is

seen most from "the wall"? For
guys, suspenders are still popular.
For girls, bangle bracelets, large
gold earrings and colored watches
are seen most frequently. The
rhinestone tennis bracelet has
also started to make an appear-
ance on campus.

Rc^rdless of what is new in

fashion, students in both catego-

ries will agree on one thing: WJien
it comes to finals or an 8:30 a.m.
class that cannot quite keep your
eyes open, nothing beats fleecy,

comfortable sweats.

(Photo by Shafie)

The girls of 3rd West Sheehan Hall^odel their tye-dycd t-shirts.
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The Mask
By STEPHEN J. SCHLAGER

Your feelings are masked within a cloud

I wish I could hear them voiced out loud.

If I could only view your mind.

If your heart's true feelings I could find.

I wish I could see through overcast eyes

to know what is truth and what are lies.

There are things in life we don't want to face,

but not all of life is delicate lace.

I want to know what is real.

I want to know what you feel.

I need to know what you need from me.

I need to know what your ckMidy eyes see.

I need to know what lies under the mask.
I want to know what will make us last.

/

A Summer
Thunderstorm

By JOHANNE C. SHARP

A mist gently rises from the

pavement,

the sun reappears,

as the fallen twigs and leaves

clutter the road.

A warm breeze rushes in

to relieve the tension and resolve

the quarrel.

Tempers rise and are unjustly

short.

Crossing lines of another's

existence

creates friction. Obstacles

amount
to halt the perfect love.

As fast as it came, it quickly rests,

a summer thunderstorm.

OpVimbf irt^itt7 • IWE^LLm^/k^Pti^ 13

Wordof the Week

FURCULA

A) the wishbone of a turkey C) An 18th century spinning
wheel

B) a toupee made from non D) a bear's hibernating place

synthetic materials

S«MMMitl4

AIDS
(Continuedfrom page 11)

the infected person must come in

contact with the non-infected
person's blood."

This contact can occur through
the sharing of intravenous drug
needles, intimate sexual contact

and birth.

The AIDS virus has been found
in saliva, "but only in minute
quantities," said Bonas. These
quantities have not been proven
sufficient to transmit the virus.

What are some ways that AIDS
cannot be transmitteid? The virus

cannot be acquired by donating
blood. The Red Cross uses a sterile

needle for each donor.

Also, AIDS cannot be acquired
through casual contact, such as

being in the same room with a

person who has AIDS or eating

from the plate of an infected

person.

Theresa Van Overwalle,
another student member of the

AIDS education program, added
that the virus is very fragile and
is killed by sunlight and household
bleach.

Who is at a high risk of acquir-

ing AIDS? Homosexuals and

intravenous drug users are two
high risk groups, along with
sexual partners of people in these

categories.

However, Bonas added, "It is

not a gay person's disease. It is

in the heterosexual community."
How can a person protect him-

self from this deadly disease? Two
major preventative measures are

refraining from intravenous drug
use and abstaining from sex.

It has been shown clinically

that the use of condoms is helpful

in reducing the risk of transmit-

ting AIDS. However, Bonas
explained that "We here at Vil-

lanova support the Church's
teaching in that the best way to

eliminate the risk of transmitting

AIDS is not to be sexually active."

He also added that condoms are

not foolproof in preventing preg-

nancy, and to the same degree are

not foolproof in preventing the

transmission of AIDS.
According to a national AIDS

hotline, education and accurate

information are crucial in pre-

venting the spread of AIDS. "Ignor-

ance about AIDS can be fatal."

First Love . .

.

By NOEL E. FALCO

first love ...

just a breath from the past and the weakness in my knees returns

with only a thought or a word, all familiar and with hidden meaning
no one ever guessed our secrets

no one knew what we felt
~^

and stil we had to protect each other from them
only us, just us ...

tearing at the bounded edge of my memory they still try to

force their way in

but there's no room for them, there never was
perhaps that was our problem
. . . but we were inseparable, knowing every subtlety of the other

even now the warmth of your breath and the clean smell of your skin

call forth clear to me
like the gentle hollow at the base of your neck and the kisses

sweet and tender, yet filled with youthful urgency

we wanted to grow up toipether, but we were so young ... so young
night recalls the times I used to fall asleep smiling

but the memories hold empty emotion and smiles fail me now
only tears fall, but don't worry about me . . . I'm happy . .

.

your eyes, always your eyes pin me to the truth and uncovered

I lapse silent, wondering how you can make me feel this way
even now when you are no kmger with me
but then maybe you are . .

.
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Roommates learn to
By

ALLEN AMBROSINO
and

JEFF GILUES
Assistant Entfttminment Editors

Probably one of the most chal-

lenging experiences college has to

offer is relating to your roommate.

During the summer, incoming

freshmen tend to worry about

what their roommates will be like.

Will we get along? Do we like the

same music? Is he the Felix Unger

type?

Then the important questions

pop into your head. Does he watch

a financial news network 24 hours

a day, stopping only to run naked

through the hallways singing "La

Bamba" at the top of his lungs?

As you can see, the first few

weeks you spend with your room-

mate can be an enlightening

experience. As Geoff Hulme, head

resident of Stanford Hall, states,

"The experience really makes you

open your eyes to a different

person. You learn to appreciate

differences which you have not

had to deal with before."

Most roommates are not fortu-

nate enough to have known each

other beforehand. Even if you do

decide to room with a friend from

high school, there is no guarantee

that you will get along.

Hulme said, "Usually small

things cause the majority of

problems between roommates."

For example, one of you may find

it impossible to study without

listening to such favorites as

W.A.S.P. and Megadeth with the

stereo blasting.

However, your roommate might
find it necessary to watch the

daily reruns of Family Ties in

order to psyche himself up to

study western civilization. This

matter may be further complicat-

ed by the fact that your roommate
cannot study when the room
resembles Heavy Metal Hour on

MTV. Meanwhile, you may find

Mallory of Family Ties just too

distracting.

"Lack of communication is the

biggest problem that roommates

encounter because little disagree-

ments can turn into major ones

if they are not dealt with/* accord-

ing to Hulme.
Therefore, in the name of food

roommate relatk)ns. you shoukl be
able to discuss things in order to

find solutions that make both of

you happy.

In the above example, commun-
ication may lead you to discover

that a simple compromise can
solve this dilemma. Fortunately,

there are headphones and movable
television stands. This way, your
roommate does not have to hear

primal screaming and you can

keep your mind on your studies

as well. "Almost every problem
can be solved,** in Hulmes opinion,

"if both roommates are willing to

work it out."

Differences in basic personality

traits often pose problems for

roommates. However, resident

assistant Denis Graeber feels that

"although basic personality dif-

ferences can initiate a problem,

the real problem occurs when
roommates refuse to accept those

differences."

People who laugh every five

seconds while watching Pee Wee's

Playhouse may have difficulty

getting along with someone who
smiles as often as Halley's Comet

comes around. If you do not make

a real attempt to get along, most

of the time you will not.

On the other hand, you may
discover that you have many
common interests as well. Staying

up as late as possible, sleeping as

late as possible and blowing off

classes are possibly a few things

both of you enjoy.

Your mutual love for total

darkness while sleeping may earn

your room the nickname "The
Cave" by other people in your

wing.

When the resident assistant is

not looking, many roommates
combine talents by wreaking
havoc in the hallways. They pull

pranks such as tilting buckets of

water against unsuspecting neigh-

bor's doors.

Life would not be complete
without juvenile pleasures such

as this. When you find that

another room has plans to attack,

it tends to make roommates stick

together.

Much roommate unity has been
encouniged when one asks the
inevitable late night question,
"Are you hungry?'* In most cases
the answer is yes. There is a
strong possibility that you will

find yourselves supporting several

local food establishments
singlehandedly.

In addition, many roommate
fights have been caused by the

general condition of the other's

side of the room. However, this

problem never arises with those

roommates who are still unable to

distinguish exactly whose side of

the room bek>ngs to whom. Most
roommates remain convinced that

it is not their fault.

After cleaning the room before

fall break, they return to find it

a total mess. This leads them to

believe that either dirt and clutter

are naturally attracted to the

room or now they know what the

specters in St. Mary's Hall do in

their spare time.

Being roommates can be an

interesting experience and is

rarely boring. Hulme and Graeber

agree that sooner or later even

total opposites are bound to loosen

up and have a lot of fun.

In Graeber's estimation, "A
major part of the education you
receive in college is based upon
social interaction. While some of

this is accomplished through
meeting people in classes and
clubs, your roommate can have
the greatest impact on this part

of your education."

who knowst who carem
Hey. it's the big day ... Edwin ''MooMhead'* Meese has been

issued a day pass to speak at ViUanova . . . what an lioMor . .

.

he will certainly amal the sttention of all the conservatives on
campus . . . let*s hope he's not arrMted hinMall while lie*s here

. . . hope you didn't- a|UMi the big mme last night . . . night classes

were caacalled ... we certainly knoiw where our priorities lie . .

.

wonder if ES^ stuck around to talk to good-shirt Rollie ... he's

in the hall of fame ... the Italian one anyway . . . Rumor has

It that our dearly beloved neighbors aren't happy about our west

campusdorm proposal ... guess they want us to build ander^ioiuMl
. . . that's wltere they want us ... 6 feet under . . . then they coukl

really step on us . . . hey, did you hear about the Meese proteatora
... they must not have heard of the Villanova student skigan:

Apathy and You, Perfect Together ... for all you left-wing

radicals out there this Who Knows Who Catea is for you.

Campus Ministry

Word

of the

Week

Solution

A The wishbone of a turkey

By THE REV.
BERNARD A. LAZOR, O.S.A.

Above the entrance to the li-

brary at Yale University is a quote
that says the library is the heart

of the university.

In the course of our education,

we have experienced, even from
our elementarv school davs. an
association with books and their

repositories, libraries at home or

in school or in the local town.

From this accessible storehouse of

knowledge we have nurtured our
minds with wisdom in many areas

of personal interest.

While the spectrum of reading

interests is broad for all of us, I

would like to call attention to an
incident in the life of a literary

great of the last century. Sir

Walter Scott.

James Hefley, in his book What 's

So Great About the Bible? tells us
how Scott in the last days of his

life asked his son-in-law to read

to him from the book. "What
bosk?" responded the younger
man, for no doubt the Scott

residence was filled with many
volumes. Sir Walter replied,

"There is only one book, the

Bible."

After the death of the great

British author there were found
in Scott's Bible the following

verses:

Within that awful volume lies

The mystery of mysteries!

Happiest they of human race

'

Towhom Go4J^s granted grace.

To read, to fear, to hope,

to pray,

To lift the latch and force

the way.
And better had th^y ne'er

been bom.
Who read to doubt, or read

to scorn.

One of the values of a Catholic
liberal arts education is the expo-

sure of students to literature that

stimulates the mind and heart to

values that are both intellectual

and spiritual, not merely prag-

matic and career oriented.

Bible reading and courses of

study on the Bible contribute to

this kind of influence and value.

Some 20 years ago I obtained a
copy of the Jerusalem Bible. Tak-
ing a cue from Psalm 119, verse

105, which reads, "Now your
word is a leap to my feet, a light

on my path," I composed the
following lines and wrote these
inside the cover of my Bible:

May the Word of the Lord be
a lamp to your feet

to guide you on the path of life;

to console you in moments of

weariness and discourage-

ments.
to lighten you in moments
of confusion and darkness;

to bring you an ever deeper
meaning of Hfe

and your role in it;

to delight you with the

awareness of the
presence of God;
and finally to open to you the

gate of His heavenly abode.

^^^^^^:^^^^^^^;^^^^^^^^^^527-4330 ^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^^^^^^j

PIZZA

Cheese
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Sausage '^

Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping
3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

MONDAY A WEDNESDAY
With this Coufkon

Buy 1 pizza any size

Get 2 toppings for tha prica of 1!

(Not valid with any othar offarfl)

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • VHIanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • FrI. A Sat 11 •.m.-3 a.m.

Owned and operatedby Vincent Amendola, fanner owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria In.West PttUedelphla

NOW HIRING

Large Medium Small Stromboli
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Yasey iiresents comedy of manners
By LUCI A. JANKOWSKI

Stq/f Rtporttr

This season, the VilUnova
Thestreiiroinised to present thea-
togoers with ''a ticket to the good
tife/' and they have not disap-
pointed us yet. The production of
Richard Brinsley Sheridan's
''School For Scandal" was defi-

nitely "the ticket" to an evening
of comedy, great performances
and fine theatre.

The play is a comedy of manners
which satirizes the behavior of

the upper aristocratic class in

18th century England. On any
given day, the lords and ladies

wouM gather with their "school"
of scandlers, play cards, gamble
and gossip, gossip, gossip. Nothing
was held sacred about anyone, not

even one's ck)6est friend or rela-

tive. Today's gossip columnists
would be considered amateurs,
compared to these people.

Sheridan cleverly stereotypes
his characters after the personal-
ities of members in gossiping
cliques. He does this so cleverly

that the character's name des-

cribes their personality perfectly.

Beth Dannenfelser was superb as
Lady Teazle. She literally teased,

flirted and prodded with every
word and action from her playful

pout to her mischievous voice. She
could always wrap her husband,
Sir Peter Teazle, around her little

finger.

Thomas Large played Sir Peter
and gave a superior performance
as the older husband who wishes
his yoiinger, ,free-spirited wife
would love him more and annoy
J^im less.

^ The destinies of the Suriace

brothers are a main interest in the

play and reveal that appearances
can be deceivin|(. Edward 0. Flick

Jr. was magnificent as Joseph
Suriace, outwardly a gentleman
loved by all, but really a two-faced

scoundrel. This was a demanding
acting role which Flick performed
with much enthusiasm and
energy. The brothers' aging uncle.

Sir Oliver Suriace, was played by
Michael HoUinger. He gave an
impressive performance and por-

trayed his character quite
convincingly.

Matthew G. Higgins gave a fine

performance as Charles Surface,
a prodigal son and a rogue on the
outside, but really benevolent and
kind on the inside.

Other cast members included:
Elizabeth K. Walsh as Lady Sneer-
well. Jill DeForteas Mrs. Condour,
Gerre Garrett as Mrs. Crabtree,
Michael Foley as Sir Benjamin
Backbite, and John Rheim as
Snake. As their names describe,
they satirized the maliciousgossip
and no-holds-barred character
defamation of the day. Maryann
Sollami played Maria, the beau-
tiful young ward who takes
offense at gossiping. Cynthia
Angst played Mistress Rowley,
the wise confidant of Sir Peter and
Sir Oliver. Thomas Basile played
Moses, the honest moneylender.
T. Richard Greene played Care-
less, a compatriot of Charles' and
Timothy C. Tully played Sir
Harry Bumper, a drinking partner
of Charles and a comic character.

All in all, the performances by
the actors were excellent. Each
knew and portrayed their charac-
ter quite well and with credibility.

The household servants Trip,

Alcide,Jacob, Alice and Guinevere

played by Sean Murray, Alcide

Hobbs, Michael Guerriero, Kristen

Robacker and Monique Blank,
respectively, did a wonderful job
and had great facial expressions
and body movements. They were
also responsible for the scene
changes, and they kept the action

of the play moving.

The play itself is witty, humor-
ous and fast-paced. This is high

comedy, so you will not find

slapstick humor here, but the

puns and language make it funny.

The first act of the play drags, and
at times it is hard to folow because

of the number of characters. It

takes the first act to get used to

the 18th century English and the

English accents of the characters.

However, do not be discouraged

because the second and third acts

are great and not to be missed.

I cannot end without giving

credit to the costume designer and
constructors for their extraordi-

nary work. The costumes were
authentic to the time period and
so spectacular that one felt trans-

ported back in time. The set also

added to that feeling because it

was simple, yet it reflected the

style of the era.

Although "School For Scandal"
was written in 1777, its univer-

sality is a factor that still keeps
it popular today. After all, as you
shall see, times have not changed
that much. Do not miss out on
your "ticket to the good life" with
this performance.

"School For Scandal," directed

by Terry Guerin, will be running
at the Vasey Theatre on Nov. 18

through 21 and Dec. 1 through 6.

Tickets are $5. Call the box office

for details at 645-7474.

(photo courtesy of Vasey Theatre)

Lady Sneerwell (Elizabeth K. Walsh) bites the finger of Joseph
Surface (Edward O. Flick Jr.) in "School For Scandal."

Tire Cars drove into theSpectrum Tuesday night
V

By ALLEN AMBROSINO
and

JEFF GILLIES
Auistmtt EMhrtamment Editors

The Cars stopped at the Spec-

trum on Nov. 17 and performed
a mix of old favorites and new
material which had the audience
dancing in the aisles throughout
ihe concert. Many of our friends

who had previously seen The Cars
told us thiat we were in for a boring
concert because of the band's lack

of animation on stage.

Much to our surprise, this was
not the case as the quality of their

music greatly overshadowed their

lack of movement and interaction

with the audience. The Cars
played a solid 19-song set and left

the audience more than satisfied.

Icehouse, a band from Sydney,
Australia, opened for The Cars
and were not very impressive.

Admittedly, neither one of us has
any real knowledge of the band's

musical history. However, all of

their songs sounded the same and
their performance was mediocre
at best. As Icehouse played songs
from their albums Icehouse, Mea-
sure for Measure and Baud of
Colors, the people around us put
on an opening act of their own.
An intoxicated man sitting

behind as was removed for omm-
tqg a naior disturbsiioe. Shortly

wittnnfrd, i wooaii letted next
ta m i^Mck iwr lnMhind with

opowfs to ttte

interest, they had completed their

set.

The Cars opened in impressive
fashion as they surprised the
audience immediately when a
giant robot appeared on stage. As
it moved around the stage, green
and blue lights were emitted from
its eyes out into the audience.
"Tonight She Comes" began The
Cars set as the robot continued
to move around the stage.

The Cars then ripped into
"Touch and Go" followed by
"Double Trouble" from the new
album Door To Door. This song
brought most of the crowd to their

feet as Benjamin Orr took the
vocals for the first time. The band
continued with "You Are The
Girl," another song from the new
album. It was very similiar to the
record version and received a
great response from the audience.
Almost everyone began to

dance, demonstrating the effec-

tiveness of this song in a live

setting. In between more songs
from their latest album- such as
"Fine Line" and "Strap Me In,"

The Cars offered another of their

popular hits, "Let's Go." Once
again the audience was up and
dancing as Orr gave another
strong singing performance.
The next song, "Moving In

Stereo," became famous during
the scene that Phoebe Gates and
Judfe RhinehoU shared in the
flMvie "Fast Ttmea At Ridigimaat

Ifilh.'* kt mmd dUdB leeaHi
aa if they caic atfMgfct from the

Easton's guitar was amazingly
contrasted by the keyboards,
which were distinctly present
throughout the song. Singer/
guitarist Rick Ocasek g;ave a fine

vocal performance that impressed
the audience.

"Drive" slowed down the pace,

creating a more relaxed, mellow
atmosphere. The crowd returned
to their seats for the song, while
cigarette lighters were held aloft

by some. With this song,*'The Cars
began to play a series of their

greatest hits.

The entire crowd clapped along
with the opening to "My Best

Friend's Girl." The song was very
different when played live because
of a more guitar-oriented sound.
;*Let the Good Times Roll"
included a fine display of guitar

playing from Easton and Ocasek.
The lyrics of "You Nfight

Think" got the crowd involved as
they sang along during certain

parts of the song. After slowing
down towards the middle, the

band exploded back into the song
led by Easton's mastery of the
guitar. This was the last song of

the set for The Cars as they left

while receiving a standing
ovation.

Within minutes, The Cars and
the robot reappeared for an encore

set highlighted by "Hello Again,"

"Magic" and the ever-popular

"Just What I Needed."

According to Ocasek, The Cars
have come a long way since their

early days of stealing traffic signs

to use as stage props. Despite their

reputation of being a boring con-

cert band. The Cars rocked the

arena with a quality collection of

both old and new songs. They
made our first trip to the Spec-

trum ann enjoyable and memor-
able experience.

^' »
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Alic6 Cooper is back and better than#«er A^-^'>^^

By RUSS CECCOLA

Raise Your Fist and Yell

Alice Cooper
MCA Records

Darkness'* is a hauntingly catchy

number, as are the other songs on
this side, and is played briefly

during a scene in the movie in

which Cooper kills somebody by
spearing them with a bicycle

frame.

Remember back when you were
a kid and every year during the

last weeks of the school year,

every radio station on the dial

played "School's Out." Alice

Cooper immortalized himself in

the minds of sutdents young and
old everywhere with that song.

Those were the heydays of the

master of macabre music known
as Alice Cooper.

Taking a loss of popularity in

the late '70s and early '80s, Cooper
returned to the spotlight last year
with Constrictor and "The Night-

mare Returns" tour. Now, with
the recent release of Raise Your
Fist and Yell, Cooper should be
headed for an even greater
popularity.

They still play "School's Out"
on the radio and Cooper's status

as the father of theatrical stage

shows and first user of makeup
and special effects will last

forever.

Raise Your Fist and Yell is, in

my opinion, the best album Cooper
has released since Welcome to My
Nightmare and Constrictor. Both
Constrictor and Raise Your Fist

and Yell are the newest records

made by Cooper on MCA Records.

While Constrictor was a great

welcome for Cooper back to vinyl.

Raise Your Fist and Yell keeps the

ball rolling and offers a tight

collection of songs bringing togeth-
er all that Cooper is in 10 songs.

Raise Your Fistand Kf// appears
to be divided into two types of

Cooper songs, a different type on
each side. Side 1 offers four
anthems to the youth of today
with which to assault all of the

onesided people with closed minds
who criticize others for no reason
except to criticize. Parents,
teachers and the P.M.R.C. (the

organization that attempts to rate

and ban albums) should listen to

and heed the lyrics of these songs.

Side 2 contains five scary tunes
that cover the gamut of all that

Cooper's macabre side entails —
evil, murder, the dead, maniacal
psychopaths and plenty of blood.

These songs will lend themselves
well to live translations.

Raise Your Fist and Yell opens
with "Freedom," a song that

seems conspicuously aimed at

Tipper Gore and the P.M.R.C.
Cooper takes a very mature stance
in the lyrics of "Freedom" and the
screeching guitar work of Kane
Roberts and anthemic chorus oiily

make it better.

The chorus is: "Freedom, we're
gonna ring the bell/ freedom to

rock, freedom to talk/ freedom,
raise your fist and yell/ freedom
tOTock, freedom to talk/ freedom
— ring." Take those words to

heart. Gore.

"Give the Radio Back" with its

message of rebellion, will attract

anyone who has ever had their

radio taken away by a teacher in

school, whereas "Lock Me Up"
and "Step On You" are directed

to closed-minded people in

general.

All of these songs are musically
unique and lyrically excellent, as
well as amazingly heavy for Coop-
er. Side 1 ends with "Not That
Kind of Lx>ve," a sinister invitation

from Cooper to an innocent young
lady togo out with him. This song
is typical Cooper at his best.

Side 2 opens with "Prince of

Darknsis." the thsne soi« to the

reoeniiy rsMMSO jowi uaipenier
film of the same name. "Prince of

Cooper obvloiisly pot a

lotoftiiiioiiitotliis

album, wMi hh touring

group acting as the

musicians on tlio re-

cord*

Cooper is the leader of a group
of evil and silent street people, and
his performance cannot be missed
by Cooper fans.

"Time to Kill," "Chop, Chop,
Chop," "Gail" and "Roses on
White Lace" round off Side 2 with
a quartet of tales of murder by
psychopathic killers. "Chop,

Chop, Chop" and "Gail" run
together as a tale of a Homicidal
genius who kills hookers, one
whose name was Gail. "Gail"
employs a frightening imitatidn of

a pipe organ to add to the effect

of the murder of the lady of the

night and the disposal of her body.
Classic Cooper lyrics from

"Gail" sung in Cooper's unique
voice are: 'The bugs serve time
in her skeletal jail/ 1 wonder how
the bugs remember Gail."

"Time to Kill" explains how a
man from the streets mentally

.breaksdown and goes on a murder
spree. "Roses on White Lace" is

the story of a jealous man who
wreaks his vengeance on a new-
lywed who has jilted him. The
man mutilates the bride, taking

her head with him as a final

conquest and stating that her
"Blood drops look like roses on
white lace." This is my favorite

song of the second side.

Raise Your Fist and Yell is an
intense album. The songs are

strong and all are written with
such incredible imagery that the

lyricist is easily identified as
Cooper to anybody who reads

them.
Cooper obviously put a lot of

time into this album, with his

touring group acting as the musi-
cians on the record. These musi-

cians are: Kane Roberts (guitars).

Kip Wilder (bas^lCen K. Mary
(dnima) and- Paul Horowita
(kevboardsX

Cooper'a tgur is curmtly on
the road and wUl visk Flnladel-

pbia at the tofwar Jliealtr this

weekend with Ace Frehley*s

Comet and Faster Pussycat open-

ing up.

Expact tome of Rmm Your Fisi

and rdfs songs to be played and
make sure that you saa Cbopo',

whether you are already a fan or

just cuiioua, On^ ^seeing liim

can yoQ experience the

that is Alice Cooper.

Now thatyou've gottenintoWanova,

IBM can he^j^u getmore outof it.

The road to graduation is paved with

term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-

nighters and, of course, exams.

lb ease thatjourney and awaken your

professors to your exceptional abilities, we

suggest the newest member ofthe IBM*

Personal System/2"' family: the Model 25

Collegiate.

Ks a high-powered personal computer

with advanced graphics capabilities, designed

to fit on your desk without adding to the

clutter. And it comes with a generous 640 KB
memor)^ two 3.5" diskette dnves and an aid

package every student can appreciate—a big

discount, plus Microsoft* Windows 1.04,

^te, Fbint, Caitlfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and

a mouse.

Fbp in the load-and-go diskette and

your Model 25 G)llegiate is set to help you

Write and revise bng papers and illustrate

your points by combining words and gra-

phics. So your professors will draw favorable

conclusions about your work.

R)r more information on the Model 25

Collegiate, visit the IBM Education Product

Coordinator on campus. Youll quickly learn

how to get the most out ofthe »
IBM R&reonal Sy8tem/2. L

Micioioft is • ragistartd trademarti of tht MicnMoft Corporation. IBM it a ragittarad trademark and Paraonal Systam/2 is a trademarfc of tha Intamational Business Machines
Corporation, e IBM 1987.
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By RUSS CECCOLA

SIUCON DREAMS ••••

FIREBIRD C64/128, AT,
AP, AMIGA, ST, IBM

Silicon Dreams is another tril-

ogy of adventures from Firebird

that encompass everything that

an adventurer could want. The
difference between this package
and the previous trilogy, Jewels of

Darkness, lies in the subject

matter. Silicon Dreams is a science

fiction game that takes place in

the 23rd century. The three adven-

tures are also more interrelated

than in Jewels of Darkness.

Although they are separate, it

helps if you finish them in order.

The three games within the

Silicon Dreams package are: Snow-
ball, Return to Eden and Worm in

Paradise. In each of the games,
yoti are Kim Kimberly and one of

his descendants with the intention

of colonizing Eden, a planet pre-

pared for human habitation by
intelligent robots. In Snowball,

you wake up on the colonization

ship prematurely to find out that

something is wrong.
In Return to Eden, you must

escape the dangers on the ship and
travel to the Robot City of Enoch,
closer to your goal. Finally, in The
Worm in Paradise, you must find

out what is wrong in Enoch and
solve it quickly. All three games
are captivating and on a difficulty

level comparable with most peo-

ple's skills.

Silicon Dreams is not only a very

good trilogy of games, but it also

has a useful extra in the form of

the manual. Aside from obvious

instructions and playing hints,

the manual contains a novella,

"Eden Song," to set the atmos-

phere for thegame. Silicon Dreams
is a science fiction gamer's
paradise.

SHILOH •••• SSI
C64/128,AT,AP,IBM
Now more than ever do fans of

the Civil War have another outlet

for pent up energy. With the

release of Shiloh, aspiring war
gamers and history buffs can
faithfully recreate The Battle of

Shiloh in all of its bloodiness and
strategical beauty.

The game takes place in a 30
by 30 grid of squares similar to

most war games. However, this is

one of the few similarities to the

war game standard that domi-

nates most other games.
Skilok uici the game system

first introduced in GtUytbtug: The
TuntmgFmmt. In this tyttem, the

entire battle takes pUoe in only

15 tttms, 80 ynt the player mutt
think out caipMy etch moNt or

wind up Ml atUht MtuaCkn.
Alto, tU Mpiaa that vwre at

the Ittttincalwtle are pwaent in

tlieiMMt M vnU at tha Mtiml
flMMMI MMHftW MM Tjflar.

Thit hiMMMi aMMcacy is

uaed in Rebel Charge at
Oudkitnauga,
Normally, I am always

impretaed by the detail that goes
into the presentation and packag-

ing of an SSI game, but SkUoh
takes this excellence even further.

Thegame nuinual is 60 pages, but
each page is filled with useful

infonnation. The manual includes

a complete historical discussion of

the battle, maps showing forma-

tk>ns at critical parts in the battle,

numerous charts needed in the

game and complete instructions

and tutorials for the three games
contained within Shiloh.

Regardless of the type of war
game that you may like, I would
strongly suggest Shiloh. It can be
played at an easier difficulty level

for the beginner and still offers

a strong challenge to the veterans.

Shiloh also includes a map of the

area used in the game, so you can
journey back in time to

Tennessee.

INSTANT MUSIC •••

ELECTRONIC ARTS
C64/ 128, AMIGA, AP
This program is one of the few

out on the market that has a name
that succinctly describes itself.

Instant Music uses a unique
system of music generation to

allow the user to be as creative

as one can possibly be without

actually being a musician.

The program promotes jam-

ming on your computer's key-

board to simulate songs. The neat

thing is that this program will fool

people into thinking that you are

actually playing music.

The uniqueness of Instant Mus-
ic lies in the way that you "com-

pose" music. You play by drawing
one of four different colored lines

on the screen. Each color corres-

ponds to a different instrument or

voice. The computer interprets

notes and plays music based on
the line in the right rhythm and

key.

So by drawing on the screen

with a mouse or joystick, you

make instant music. The compu-
ter does all of the work. Instant

Music contains over a dozen
instruments and even a human
voice. So do not worry about

running out of uses for the

program.
The manual includes a lot of

interesting information for both

amateurs and real musicians. It

includes a list of all of the songs

and song fragments included on

the disk, complete instructions

and tutorial exercises and helpful

charts of chord sequences for

different kinds of music.

HEARTLAND ••• FIREBIRD
C64/128
Heartland is a new game from

Firebird for Commodore owners
that has an excellent story behind

it and is an easy game to play.

Thegame takes place in The Five

Lands of Heartland, a mythkral

place, and uses great graphics to

unfold the story in which you are

pmtidpatiQg. Although, wtaA,
HmHkmd it a gnd, solid gMDe,
thoRS are parts that are excellent

— the gilphici ane one example.
Tht tttry of HaatHamd is sim*

plti HMtfthmd was QMS a happy
phMt until the wii MMmi tMk
owsriHithM»iiiiittirsvU

'
'

The history of Heartland con-

tained in a book has been stolen

and cast to the seven winds by
Midan.
You must find the last six pages

of the history as well as the book
itself and destroy six dark pages
created by Midan. If these six dark
pages are not destroyed, they will

have a backlash on Heartland.

Your goal is a challenge that

should keep you occupied for a
while. It is not extremely tough
to finish Heartland, but it is not

very easy either.

The five lands that you may
travel in are: the Gardens and the

Conservatory, the Space Station,

the Village, the Castle and the

Mountains and the Wastelands
and the Caves.

All have their own hidden
dangers and things to find.

Regardless of how you play Heart-

land, you must play it if you are

a fan of simplegraphic adventures

that are object-oriented. Heartland

continues in the manner of Druid
and offers a good game to the

adventurer.

POSTCARDS ••••

ACTIVISION C64/ 128,
AP, IBM, MAC
You have probably seen those

programs that create banners and
posters as well as those that make
newspapers. Thanks to Activi-

sion, there is now a program that

allows the owner to create post-

cards. Postcards contains every-

thing you need to make up a

postcard except for the stamp.

Now you can make wacky post-

cards on your computer to send

to people that you have not written

to in a while.

The manual for Postcards con-

tains instructions for designing a

card from start to finish. The neat

part of the program is the clip art

and backdrops for the postcard

pictures. From a moose to balloons

to Tarzan, the clip art that comes
with Postcards is amazingly appro-

priate for people with a penchant

for craziness.

Postcards comes with enough
blank postcards to keep you busy
for a while and an order form for

more, if you need them. The
package also includes a glue strip

to paste the computer printout

onto the cards. Postcards prints

color cards as well to provide the

most for your money.

DELTA PATROL ••••

ELECTRONIC ARTS
C64/128,AP

Delta Patrol is a shoot-em-up

that for some reason kept me at

my computer, lost in my thoughts,

for hours. Harking back to the

days of arcade glory, Delta Patrol

puts you in Delta Sector in order

to destroy the aliens firing at you

and to eventually kill their moth-

ership. It sounds easy and boring,

but is neither of these.

Delta Patrol is the third entry

into Electronic Arts' Amazing
Software line and deserves its

membership, akmgside Dan Dare

and Sanxion. The fame is graphi-

cally rich and leaves nothing to

be desired in the realm of arcade

cfatUtngss.

I wo^ recommend this game
toanyofthtsresdf vettnmtfrsm
ytMPt tfD iQoktni for rMMMMlt of

thit tn. Go out mkI UU thiit

Hue DhmU. TiMSpiiiil Gyra
MM^MMwi Mtllltfilnp.

Entertainment

Calendar

Music
AMBLER CABARET
43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Nov. 20 — Skip Castro Band/The Stand
Nov. 21 — New Potato Caboose
Nov. 24 —- Cabaret Comedy by Big Daddy Graham
Nov. 25 — Flamin Caucasians
Nov. 27, 28 — Beru Revue

THE CHESTNUT CABARET
38th & Chestnut

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Nov. 20 — Billy Price/The Keystone Rhythm Band

Nov. 21 — Greaseband

Nov. 24 — 2nd Generation/Nixion's Head

Nov. 25-28 — Tommy Conwell & The Young Rumblers

THE EMPIRE ROCK CLUB
Roosevelt Blvd. & Princeton Ave.
215-338-6101

Nov. 20 — Beru Revue
Nov.21,22 — BritnyFox
Nov. 25 ~ Hidden Faces
Nov. 26 - FX-SHON
Nov. 27 — Separate Checks
Nov. 28 — Flamin Harry Band

3f

23 EAST CABARET
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Nov. 20 — Living Earth
Nov. 21 — Skip Castro Band/Rangos
Nov. 24 — Sleeper/Room 43
Nov. 25 — Beru Revue/Picture This
Nov. 26 — Beru Revue/Pciture This
Nov. 27 — Bricklin

Nov. 28 — Bricklin/Faction

THE SPECTRUM
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Nov. 22, 23 —John Cougar Mellencamp
Nov. 26 — The Hooters/Glen Burtnick

Nov. 29, 30 — Yes

Theatre
ANNENBERG CENTER
University of Pennsylvania

3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-896-6791

Nov. 19 — "Much Ado About Nothing"
Nov. 20 — "An Evening with Zoe Caldwell
Waltzing with Me"

. Come A

WALNUT STREET THEATRE
9th & Walnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-574-3550

Through Nov. 22 ~ "Noises Off"

Comedy
THE COMEDY WORKS
126ChesnutSt.
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-W-A-C-K-Y 97

Nov. 20, 21 — Ron Darion/Rich Gagliardi

Nov. 27, 28 — Keven Sullivan/Ben Kurland/Laura Lyness

PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART
Parkway at 26th Street

Phihidtlphia. Ft.

21S>7834100
Thrm^hjsn 3 — Duchtmp Centennisl CelebrstKm

("
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Main
By THERESA JONES

Staff Rtporkr

A person should really enjoy his

or her work, don't you agree? I

must say that I do, even though
reviewing a place like the Main
Lion can hardly be called work.

Do not laugh, but the best word
I can think of to describe it is

"neat" — and I am not referring

to the lack of dust on the

bookshelves.

Speaking of bookshelves— that

is no joke. Despite the Main Lion's

claim to "Spirited Fun, Food and
Drink," they also offer a free book

exchange. Volumes old and new
line an entire wall and then some,

for the casual browser or serious

searcher. You are welcome to take

anything that appeals to you; all

that is asked is that you bring a
book back on your next visit.

Unusual attraction, you say?

Well, it is just one oi the many.
On my first visit I expected the

typical bar, offering a limited

menu and maybe a small dance
floor. What a surprise to walk in

(through the back door) into a

huge deli where you can find

almost any kind of sandwich
fixings, as well as barrels full of

coffees and other assorted goodies

sold "bulk" style.

Leaving the deli on my way to

the bar/dancing/dining area, I

first passed through the waiting

area, fashioned like a barber shop

of long ago, red leather chairs and
all.

Interesting ... At this point I got

caught for coming in the back and
had to wait in line outside. I was
not alone, since many people seem
to have already discovered this

delight in its few months of

operation.

I eventually got back inside, and
was awfully glad I waited. The
place was still packed, with all

walks of life, as they say. Where
else would you meet members of

the Lower Merion Society for the

Detection and Prosecution of

Horse Thieves and the Recovery
of Lost Horses? I kid you not —
this is legit, too.

But wait — so far this is all

about Saturday night and I am
actually supposed to be reviewing

the Sunday brunch.

Anyway, after closing down the

place at 2 a.m., I was back 10

hours later to sample the brunch
cuisine. My friend and I were
lucky enough to get seats along

the bookshelves and found some
interesting oldies.

Our server soon came with
orange juice and explained the

brunch system, an all-you-can-eat

for one inclusive price ($9.95). You
get all the orange juice you want
and trips to both hot and cold

buffets.

Eggs, omelettes, pancakes and
Belgian waffles are cooked to

order. The hot buffet included

various meats, blintzes and an

omelette my friend says is a must
to try. On the cold side are muf-

fins, croissants, mini-bagels, fresh

fruits and salads. I should not

leave out the complementary
mimosa. You would have to be

awfully picky not to find some-
thing appealing at this brunch.
That seems to go for the Main

Lion in general. The atmosphere
is best described as friendly and
fun. There really is something for

everyone. The lunch and dinner

menus are extensive and appeal-

ing, though a bit on the expensive

side.

The people who get the mun-
chies late at night will be haf»py

to know the griU and deli are open

etaentially until ckwing.

for the tealood lover there is

tke rmr bar and griU, baiimd the

bar (which altoeateraio all taatea;

I an mrt). At 10 p.m. the DJ/VJ
kicks into action. Simday nii^
you can aiqoy dimiar aatf dancing

bkhMdatyk
hMm 1 mi anything oyt? I

otrtainly have, but y»M hava

simply got to go experience the

Main Lion yourself in all its

diversity.

A woixi of warning to those of

you who have not yet reached the

magic age of 21 — I was duly

informed by the management that

they are tough at the door. But

do not despair! You can take

advantage of the amusements or

the cuisine in the bar and dining

area until 9:30 p.m.» and the deli

is always open to you. Just

remember, good things come to

those who wait.

Everything I ate — and I did

get my money's worth — was
delicious. I was disappointed to

see on the bill that coffee and tea

are extras, but I guess that is

typical. I will say that this is the

only thing typical about the Main
Lion. .

To make this find a regular

dining hot spot would do a little

too much damage to my bank
account, but as for a night spot

. . . that has definite possibilities.

Located on Lancaster Avenue in

Strafford, and open since March,

the Main Lion is sure to enjoy

great success, while offering its

patrons just what it promises:

spirited fun, food and drink, with

an emphasis on spirited ... no,

make that fun ... or maybe ... oh

heck! It is simply a great place!

Go see for yourself.

' . -i<^> •

DiraNG
RW BAR 8t QBiUE
DEU

DATfCING

OLD EAGLE SCHOOL ROAD 9C lATKASTER AVE
SIRAITORD, PA

IS LOOKING fOR A
LEAD GUITARIST, BASSIST

AND DRUMMER
Musical Style: Anthrax and
Metal Church Meet Maiden,

Queensryche and Alice Cooper

MOPOSlUIISf
CALL Russ AT64S-7206f 7207

OR KEN IN 313 ATS27-9776r 9766

RESIDENTASSISTANT
POSITIONSAVAILABLE

Applications and Information Available at the
Following RA Informational Meetings*:

Dec. 1 0, 7:30^:30 p.m.
Stanford Hall, 2nd Floor Lounge

Jan. 21 , 6:3CK7:30 p.m.
East Lounge, Dougherty HaH

Jan. 22, 4-5 p.m.
Cinema, CormeNy Center

Dec. 3, 7-8 p.m.
St. Mary's Library

Dec. 7, 6-7 p.m.
East Lounge, Dougherty Hall

Dec. 8, 8-0 p.m.
Cinema. CormeNy Center
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Ws Tbm To Travel with Swing Out Sister
By PHIL KOUSdUBRIS

Skiff RtporUr

Ifi Time To Travel

Swing out Sister

Polygram Records

Swingout Sister is a little-

known group which has been
getting a lot of airplay on the pop
stations lately — which is never
good for any group. This band is

a trio: Corinne Drewery as lead

vocalist and glamorous '20s

flapper, Andy Connell on key-

boards and Martin Jackson with
an assortment of percussion
instruments.

Enough with introductions,
what this article shoulcl answer
is the question, "Are they any
good?" I don't know about the LP
version, but Swingout Sister's It's

Time to Travel sounds ritzy on
compact disc (CD). The CD ver-
sion comes with four extra cuts,
all of which are re-mixes. EK) not
fret — the mixes are more of a
good thing.

To convey some feeling for this

new band, this author will try to

use some popular groups for

comparison. "Breakout," if you
have not heard it yet, sounds like

the faded Regina combined with
Human League, but much more
refined. Swingout Sister seems to

value a strong horn and synthes-

izer section, which is to the band's

credit. Really now, how many
bands use trumpet?

The next possible release is

"Twilight World," whose re-mix

is more improvisational and
reminds one of that '408-styled

movie "Blade Runner." Swingout
Sister has all the musical elements

of the old big bands: trumpet,

strings, bouncy bass and jazzy

percussions. The difference is

that they are electronic.

This author hates sequentially

listing songs, but must add that

"After Hours" is one of the most
relaxing son^ he has heard in a
while. "Daytime surrenders/ and
the shadows fall/ your cigarette

wind bums/ you spend the night

alone/ with no one at all." Sound
depressing? It is actually relaxing.

I think I am crazy.

Skipping from "Blue Mood's"
Sade-like flow of words to a
moving rendition of that '60s tune
•'Surrender," Drewery, nick-

named the "alto flute" by the

band, shows off a refreshing high

range and a sultry low and mid-

range. "Surrender" is one of those

songs which you can not remove
from your head: "Still waiting for

love to take revenge/ for that

sweet surrender.'*

"Surrender's" re-mix simply
adores the CD format with an
introduction full of ConneU's most
innovative synthesizer work. It is

poppy, but so what. "Fooled by
Your Smile" is also a contender

for a new release — it is upbeat
— but a little cliche: "Hide your
face to save your shame/ yourself

to blame."

An argument against Swingout

Sister's merits would be their

sometimes monotonous lyrics.

Granted, this band lacks a Bono
from U2, but songs like "Com-
munion" throw a wrench into

their pop image. This reviewer is

still trying^4o configure the reli-

gious images this song conveys to

tjie "broken dreams" of our new
age's interpersonal relationships.

"Tears and laughter/ share
your fear to ease the pain ...

where life's a crime/ Our time has
come. Images of confessions, the
"lost tradition" and other religious

references are intriguing. Is this
band spiritual? Does it really
matter? Either way, this group
has a strange 'deia vu' about
them.

"It's Not Enough" rebounds
with a sassafrass bass that is

bouncy and very easy to dance to.

The Hilton Touche would play

this song to death. Connell always-

seems to surprise the listener

with simple accompaniments that

seem just a little out of tune, but

not enough for cacophony.

"Breakout's" re-mix is very

drawn out, redeemed only by the

great synth bars, and a smooth,
spanish-guitar sounding accom-

paniment near the end. Let us just

hope that Eagle 106 never gets a

hold of these mixes and extends

them to several days length for the

same bop — ugh.

Finally, the one song so far

omitted (anyone? anyone?), simply
titled, "Theme (from It's Better to

Travel)," leaves you wondering if

there was a movie version to

Swingout Sister. This theme is

reminiscent of New Age's "Kita-

ro" and "Time Bandits" (the

movie) — all rolled into one . .

.

bizarre.

The last two cuts are the mixes
of "Twilight Zone," with a really

wacked-out, femaleJapanese voice

popping in one-liners, and "Com-
munion." With this group, CD is

the best format if you need con-

tinuous, hip-cosmopolite back-

ground music for cocktails or a

late dinner.

For those music listeners who
think, like Swingout Sister, that
New Age should have gone back
to its jazzy precursors, It's Time
To Travel comes well recom-
mended.

"Swingout Sister -- they went
out as moon dreams and came
back stars" is a phrase this band
could live up to.

;-

( JUST FOR TOE RECORD, INC. )
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NO
EXPERIENCE.
NO PROBLEM!

Part Time
Opportunities
Await You At

CONTINENTAL
BANK!

If you would like to obtain valuable work ex-

perience while going to school, plus earn extra

income while working PART TIME on the DAY
or EVENING SHIFT then we may have a posi-

tion available for you!

All you need is ambition and motivation, ex-

cellent communication skills, and a willingness

to learn. Good nuith aptitude would be a plus,

but if not necessary.

Continental Bank offers excellent benefits in-

cluding vacation, plus a pleasant working envi-

ronment in one of thdr many kxations. Pnpmt
tmyom tatmnNOW! Call for an appointment

(215) 441-tni or apply in person at our ftr-

SIS ^nniilinaii A«c^ FH.

PA Ift34. Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/H/V.

ON SALE

.

6.99
PER LP/CASS

BANK

COMPACT
DISCS

11 99

SALE PRICES WITH AO- SALE ENDS NOV. 30. 1 987

iUST FOR THE RECORD, INC

MOWT vhlace mal.
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Stephen King movie stars Stkfmmmmmfir
By ALLEN AMBROSINO

Assistant Eukrltimmtmt Editor

"The Running Man"
directed by Paul Michael Glaser

Tri-Star Pictures

In the year 2017. the American
economy had colhipsed and tele-

vision gained a great deal of
control over the general public.

Art and music were strictly cen-
sored and violent game shows
such as ''Climbing For Dollars"
and "The Hate Boat" revived
high ratings.

However, the most popular
^. show by far was "The Running

Man." It was hosted liy producer,
Damien Killian (Richard "Family
Feud" Dawson). Criminals, such

' as rapists and bank rob^)ers, were
chosen to be contestantsand were
sent out to play the gamp.
The contestants were allowed

to move around within a 400 block
radius and given three hours in

which to travel through all four
of the zones. If successful, the
person was set free and allowed
to go anywhere in the vlrorld.

However, throughout the con-
test, hunters were sent into the
maze to try to kill the contestants.
Ben Richards (Arnold Schwar-

zenegger) is a police officer who
refuses to kill unarmed civilians,

and is therefore sent to the Wil-
shire Detention Zone.
The government took the situa-

tion, and made it seem as though
Richards killed the civilians on his
own, but in reality, it was not his
fault.

Eighteen months after his
impnsonment, Richards stages a
fake fight with a fellow prisoner
named Laughlin (Yaphet Kotto) in
order to escape. The security
system is deactivated by Weiss,
a friend of Laughlin's, and they
all escape after a lengthy battle
with the guards.

Richards goes back to his broth-
er's apartment, but he discovers
that agiri (Maria ConchiU Akmso)
has moved in, and his brother has
been removed by the government.
She recognizes him and tries to
escape, but he ties her up a'iid

threatens her life.

''TteRiNiniiigllM''

WIS RMNte into a Movfo

frMaStophMKhig

novel that ha wrota

imdar tlia name of

Ridianl BadNMR.

Richards shows his sense of

humor when he tries to convince
her to take him to Honolulu. While
holding her out the window, he
asks her to help him and says
"please," just like a gentleman.
However, when they get to the

airport, the girl reveals his true
identity and he is captured by the
police. Because of his popularity
(known as the Butcher of Bakers-
field), Killian wanted him to
appear on .his show in order to

increase its ratings. He blackmails
Richards by- threatening the lives

of both LaughUn and Weiss.
Before being sent into the maze,

Diane Carman

Thanks for all

ofyour support!

Love,

Johanne

Happy
21st

Birthday

Richards turns to Killian and tcUs

him. "Ill be buck." just Kke he
did to the terrorists in the movie
"Commando."
His journey was action-packed

as h^ and both of his friends

battled hunters named Sub*'Zen>,

Buzzsaw, Dynamo, Fireball and
Captain Freedom.

Some of the hunters are athletic

celebrities such as Fireball (ex-

football player Jim Brown) and
Captain Freedom (wrestler and
announcer Jesse "the body" Ven-
tura). Richards also receives a

surprise visitor to help him during
the most difficult part of the mase.
The roovi^ is extremely predic-

table and I am sure that most of

you can figure out the ending.

However, it was also fuU olaction,
and the secret ol its success is the

tongue-in-cheek approach of

Schwarzenegger.
It was very shocking to see

almost everyone in the world, rich

and poor alike, betting on which
hunter would kill Richards first.

They were all blood-thirsty and
could not wait to see hifn die a

violent, bkxxiy death.

As a matter of fact, the studio

(Continued on page 26)

Nsvet
By ALLEN A^ROSINO

AasistmU EnltrlmnmmU Editor

Cham Utter
Ruby Jensen
Kensington Publishers

Have yoq ever received a mys-
teriouschain letter in the mail aiid

thityvl^ it away without a second
thmight? If so. RubyJean Jensen's
latest novel. Chain Utter, will

leave you wondering whether you
made the correct decisioi\.

The story begins when a young
boy visits his aging grandmother
at the Hawthorn Hill Nursing
Home. He wanders off towards the

west wing, where tlie criminally

iiisane are located, and is handed
a letter, etched in black, by one
of the inmates.

The boy is suddenly taken over

by an evil force and begins to run,

as if for his life. As a result, he
falls down the stairs to the cellar

and dies instantly. The evil that

the letter possess^ had caused

his demise.

Many years later, two chikhen
named Brian and Abby stumble
upon the nursing home while
looking for Brian's dog. The home
1^ been ckMad for several years
and is in extremely poor condition

.

After a kmg search, they both
realize that tne dog is probably

somewhere in the nursing home,
so they go to look inside. This
turns out to be a big mistake as
they discover the chain letter.

A moment later, an old man
appears out of the darkness and
tells them to come nearer. When
they both run away at full speed,

the man simply says "You 11 be
back children. I'll be waiting."

Abby takes the chain letter back
to her house and reads it over and
over as Brian and his family look

for the dog with no success. Later

that night, a friend of Brian's

named Shelly spots the dog by her

house and goes over to Brian's

house immediately. Both Shelly

and Brian go to the nursing home
and follow the dog into one of its

rooms. They separate for a
moment and as a result, Shelly

disappears and is nowhere to be

found.

Brian goes back home and has
a horrible dream about the nurs-
ing home. At the same time, Abby
is having the same type of dream
and both of them feel the urge to

geback.

They both begin to take the
letter very seriously and agree to

folk>w its instructions. It says to

send a copy of the letter to a close

friend, so they send it to Chuck
Barnes, a boyfriend of Abby's
sister. This is when the horror
show really begins, and people

become possessed by the letter.

The best thing about the novel
Chain Utter is that you never
reaHy know what is going to

happen. The ending of the book
will take you by surprise in many
different ways and this builds the
suspense.

However, the book is too long
and this takes away from its

effectiveness. If it was 50 pages
shorter. Chain Utter would have
been a very good novel. As it is

right now, it was enjoyable, but
it is not a novel that you would
want togo out of your way to read.

<-

says *Hello Again' in new movie
By ELANA ROSE STARR

StqffRtporter

'Jielk) Again"
(frected by Frank Perry

Mfilili the launching of Disney's

'S^cfisti^ne Studios with the hit

fiUn "Sliilailh'' a few years ago,

they ha>^'^i(nroduced k string of

intelligent comedies, including
"Down ancj Out in Beveriy Hills,"

"Ruthless People," and "Tin
Men." You can add their latest

effort, "Hello Again," to the list.

This engaging comedy centers
on a complacent suburban house-
wife, Lucy Chadman, who chokes

to death on a South Korean
chicken ball. One year later, her
spiritualist sister invokes a spell

and resurrects her. However,
Lucy cannot simply resume her
placid life where it left off 12

months earlier.

Numerous changes have
occurred: her plastic surgeon

and remameo, ner feeiiagiea s(hi

has become independent and her
"indispensible" volunteer work at

a day-care center has been taken
over by someone else. Lucy must
find the determination to make a

new life for herself.

As the klutzy but endearing
Lucy, Shelly Long shines. Long
has shown fine comic mettle in

her previous work, both on tele-

vision, as pseudo-intellectual
barmaid Diane Chambers on
"Cheers," and in films "The

Money Pit" and "Outrageous
Fortune."

But in this role, written express-

ly for Long, she is allowed to

indulge in plenty of slapstick,

including thale impersonation (as

she did in "Outrageous Fortune")

and a lot of pratfalls. Among her

contemporaries, only Dudley
,^^oor^,and Steve Martin, have
shown such a talent for prhysical

comedy.
Long is aided* by the adept

supporting cast. Judith Ivey, who
played the droll artist/confidante

in "Compromising Positions," is

wonderful as the zany sister.

Corbin Bemsen, the womaniz-
ing divorce lawyer on "L.A. Law,"
gets a chance to expand on that

role here, playing Lucy's social-

climbing husband.
Newcomer Sela Ward, as Lucy's

duplicitous best friend, appropri-

ately drips with glamor. Though
stunningly beautiful, with cheek-

bones to rival Marlene Dietrich's,

Ward is not afraid to make herself

look silly.

The snappy script was written
by author Susan Isaacs, whose
only other screenplay was "Com-
promising Positions," an adapta-
tion of her own novel. Like "Posi-

tions," the script for "Hello
Again" is rather sophisticated and
aimed at adult audiences. The
film is rated PG, so people of
almost all ages can enjoy it.

Considering a

Career in Banking?

Explore Opportunities in

Commercial Lending at PNB!
Join us for Refreshments
at our Information Session

DATE: Monday, November 30th

TIME: 7:00 P.M.

PLACE: Wayne Room
Connelly Center

WHO: All Junior & Senior Business
& Liberal Arts Majors

Join us on Monday evening and learn about the Philadelphia National

Bank's comprehensive and widely recognized bank training program.

Founded in 1803, PNB is the largest subsidiary of CoreStates Finan-

cial Corp, a diversified financial services corporation with consolidated

assets of over $14.7 billion as of June 30, 1987. As the premier com-
mercial bank headquartered in Philadelphia, and the leading interna-

tkxial bank in the Mkldle Atlantic states, our wholesale banking group
provkJee a broad range of financial servicee to large corporatk>ns, mid-

dle market companies and correspondent banks workJwkJe.

Mte promise you an informative exchange with our
representatives, and an opportunity to learn if a

career in banking is for you.
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By CHRISTINB A. WNUK

.»»
"Hope and Ckry*
directed l»y John Boorman
Columbia Futures
# • #

Unlike moat recent American
films, **Fatal Attraction" for

example, which follow the format

of exposition, crisis and resolu-

tion, British releases over the past

18 months ("A Room With A
View," "Wish You Were Here")

have been utilizing another tech-

nique to capture audience atten-

tion. Through this technique, the

viewer becomes intimately
involved with the characters as

they go about their daily lives.

In "Hope and Glory," writer,

director and producer John Boor-

man introduces us to his own
family and childhood via the

Solnn't»afaBilyltvii«inLondHi
itthttiBieoltlieblits.

The RDh«n children do not Idas

their fatlieraa Kefoea off to woric»

they 1m him |Mtf-l^ as he foca
otf to war. They do not karn their

muhipttcatioo tables at the kit-

Chen table with, their parents,

they redtt them while waaring
gas maska in the air raid shelter

at school.

Bill Rohan, (Sebastian Rice

Edwards) the 7-year-okl protago-

nist, does not hsve nightmares

about monsters; he envisions

himself wandering along around
a battlefield and finding his

father's and uncle's bodies

amongst the corpses.

However, not all of Boorman's
vignettes are tinged with death.

Many scenes focus on the lighter

side of wartime. We see a German
soldier parachute into a garden
patch after his plane is shot down.
The townspeople gather to

gawk as the soldier regards them
blankly. Finally, a local merchant

assumes the role of military

ponosflian. HersaBO'vesuissoloisr

by holdini his am and steering

him gininrfy out of the fwta,
pointiiBgout various veiietables in

the victory garden as they flo.

in contrast to the humorous,
awbinund side td human beings,

we also flinch at the cruel, raw
angle oif them, especially exMipli*

fied in the voices ol the chiUren.

After a particuhurly brutal night

of bombmg, the children pour into

the streets to find one of their

friends stamttngfbriomly in a pile

of rubble which, 12 hours earlier,

was her home.

One of the little boys calls in

a harsh, throaty voice, loud

enough for all the neighbors to

hear, "Didja hear? Didja hear?

Pauline's mom got killed last

night. Don't believe me? Go ask

her!" And, at his prompting,

several children do.

Perhaps Boorman should be

commended most for his interlac-

ing of the bleak and the blithe. One

morning the chlhlren arrive at

school onhr to ffaMl it in mina, the
result of the latesl hnmhii^

As children scamaer about tbt

scnooijfani*loianignwnrpapers in
joy and pehiqg tfie faouty with
theirbooiatrapaStiiiechihlptuoea,

looks up to the heavens and
thanks not Ood for answering his
most ardent and chikHah prayer,

butHitler.Itwaaquiteoddtohear
HitlerV name associated with
words of praise.

For all his noteworthy memo-
ries, Boorman's work is noUUy
weak on several acoounU. Bill

Rohan's cheel^y 15-year-okl aister.

Dawn (Sammi Davis), becomes
entangled in one of the oMest and
most tedious storylines around -*

young giri meets sokiier. Promp-
ted by troubled times, she matures
beyond her tender years, falls

madly in love and ends up
pregnant.

What is most disappointing
about the character of Dawn is

that her non-conforming, petulant

personality had already been seen

by movie mrs Iq tha
of Uoda te 'ITisli You Wm
Hen," a British flha rHimti
eariier thia jraar. Stafai this
iflupstuous aaoieaoent proiotype
twice in two^ aonths ia too much
of afood thing.

the sedond auior flaw of this
fihn is the sporadic use of narfa-
tWe. In the Aha, ''Stand 0y Me,**
the protaponiat bepui and com-
pjetadtheatoryandsupplsaenlad
the flashbacks with voice overs
throughout, provkling continuity
in the storyline.

"Hope and Xilory" festures a
brief narrative in the beginning
and at the end. Thus "voice from
nowhere" made me wonder if this
device was an afterthought, for it

served to further fragment a
movie that was sufi^ng from
lack of unity in the first place.

While Boorman beautifully
presents us with vignettes from
his childhood, he misses the mark
in linking them into a cohesive
piece of cinematography in this

bittersweet ode to childhood.

Rainmakers' album attempts to chart new ground
By JOE DeFULVlO

Sta/f Reporter

Tornado
Rainmakers
Polygram Records

The Rainmakers debut album
last year took a lot of people by
surprise. Even though the Mis-

souri foursome operated out of the

back-to-basics style common to

many other new bands, they
managed to distance themselves
from the rest of the pack.

The obvious song writing abil-

ities and thought provoking lyrics

of leader Bob Walkenhorst com-
bined with inspired performances
and a great production job served

to make the album one of the

year's most impressive debuts,

drawing raves from Billboard,

Newsweek, and Rolling Stone.

Critical success though, do not

always yield popular acceptance
and the album did not do as well

as expected.

The problem facing this band.

along with most of today's newer
bands, is a remarkable lack of

support from rock radio.

Given the current trend
towards "classic" rock, bands
that deserve airplay are not get-

ting it, consequently their outlet

becomes college radio-implying

unacceptability into the
mainstream.
Once dubbed a "college" band,

they are faced with a tougher road
to mainstream acceptance. Bands
such as R.E.M. and the Cure are

recent examples of bands which
have broken big out of this circuit,

but they are the exeption rather

than the rule. In light of this, the

Rainmakers have done a little

rethinking of their approach and
that brings us to Tornado, their

second album.
As the debut, Tornado was

produced by Terry Manning,
whose experience with ZZ Top,
George Thorogood and Jason and
the Scorchers suits the bands
post-Creedence swamp-rock style.

The lead off track, "Snake-
dance" also happens to be the first

single from the record. Immediate-
ly apparent is that Manning has
beefed up the band's sound, tough-

ening up the guitars and dropping
in keyboards and horns more
frequently than on the debut.

"Snakedance" is reminiscent of

"Let My People GoGo," the

excellent single from the first

record with its gang^chorus and
punchy horn fills. "Tornado of

Love" follows, keeping the tempo
up as Walkenhorst spins a tale of

nuclear aftermath.

"The Wages of Sin" is a periect

example of what makes the Rain-

makers so endearing. Over a
grunge blues riff set to a sort of

shuffle beat, Walkenhorst gives

us some insights on life, "The
wages of sin, the reward of fear,

is worrying^ and fretting every
second of the year, the Church and
the State, your God and country-
kind, one gets your body, the other
gets your mind."
"No Romance" evidences how

much the band has grown, both

stylistically and musically.
Accompanied by a haunting mel-

ody line and a "trapped" style

organ backing. Walkenhorst des-

cribed the futility and desperation
of love and advises against becom-
ing too immersed in the tangled
web of love's emotions. This song
represents a major artistic leap for

the band and deserves to be a hit.

The rest of the album basically

follows the same down-home
country rock style that the band
executes so well. The lyrics,

interesting as ever, range from
societal critiques ("Rainmaker,"
"Small Circles'), to bizarre tales

("Lakeview Man"), to actual
optimistic forays ("Talk With My
Hands,""The Other Side of the
World"), an area previously
avoided by the band.
Overall, Tornado compares

favorably to the Rainmakers
debut. While the first album had
a sort of innocent charm Tornado
shows a more mature band
attempting to chart new ground.

The increased attention to detail

shows the desire for widespread
acceptance and the Rainmakers
deserve it.

The Rainmakers current situa-

tion parallels that of Lone Justice

l^st year. After releasing a crit-

ically lauded, semi-commercially

successful debut, the band found
itself artistically, while also trying

to sell some records. LoneJustice's
Shelter album, despite being a

quaUty record, came off sounding
a little forced.

With the Rainmakers, the
unbridled enthusiasm of the first

record is not as readily apparent
on Tornado, but that is usually

the price paid for a smoother,
more commercially viable sound.

Besides that, with tornado, the
Rainmakers have remained t/ue

to their roots while building on
them. Check it out.

Steve Martin John Candy

PIanesTrains andautomobiles
What he really wanted was

to spend Thanksgiving with his fomily.

What he got was three

days with the turkey.
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By OTBPIOm POWERS

Donna Rice, the woman who
helped bring dow^. Gary Hart's

IMtiidentlal cami»ign, will not be

miking the move to acting any
time toon. Last week, ABC
scrapped plans, to make a televi-

sion movie -based on her expe-

rience with H^rt.

The official reason for the

cancellation of the movie is "crea-

tive differences." but Rice alleged-

fy wanted assurances from ABC
t^ft certain details of her relation-

ship with Hart would not be

revealed. ABC refused, and the

deal was called off. Rice currently

app^rs in commercials for No
Excuses denim jeans.

Instead of Rice and Hart, one
of the other scandals from the past

year will surface on television.

NBC has entered into an agree-

ment with ousted PTL [Praise the

Lord] evangelistsJim and Tammy
Bakker, anid plans to produce a

movie based on their story, ten-

tatively titled "Fallen From

Grace."

No air date hat been set, and
it hat not been revealed whether

or not thfe Bakkert will play

themtelvet. The Bakkers have

already pfroven their ability to

draw an audience— their appear-

ances on ABC's "Nightline"
helped that news program gamer

^

some of its highest ratings ever.

Another big draw for television

has been remakes and revivals of

vintage television programs. We
have already had "The New
Gidget," "The New Monkees,"

"The New Leave It To Beaver"

and the new "Star Trek."

Now get ready for a new version

of the Munsters, titled 'The
Munsters Today." MCA plans to

get the series, starring a new cast

of virtual unknowns, on the air

by next fall. In the new show, the

Monster family has not aged,

because they have been asleep

since 1966, when the last show
aired. (I haven't heard an expla-

nation that good since "It was all

a dream.")
On the movie scene, the hot

newt is sequela, sequels and more
sequela. In "Beveriy Hillt Cop
III," Eddie Murphy and partners

Judge Reinhold and John Ashton
will hit the road for a presently

undecided foreign country. The
idea is to take the characters all

over the world in subsequent
sequels, ala James Bond.
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli and

Sir John Gielgud have all been
signed to make "Arthur on the

Rocks," the sequel to the 1981 hit

"Arthur." "L.A. Law" 's Jill

Eikenberry, who played Moore's
fiancee in the first film, declined

to reprise her role.

Flans are also underway for

"Jagged Edge II," which will

probably begin production next

summer. Glenn Close and Robert
Loggia will return as the crusad-

ing district attorney and her
private investigator. Jeff Bridges,

whose character was killed off in

the original, will not appear in the

film.

CASTING CALLS: A couple of

movies are coming up for Burt
Reynolds. Reynolds, whose latest

movies have been somewhat less

than resounding successes at the

box office, will star with Kathleen

Turner in "Switching Channels,"
and in "Smoke," a murder
mystery.

Bruce Willis' next movie will be

a remake of the Humphrey Bogart

classic "In a Lonely Place," about

a Hollywood screenwriter who
falls in love.

John Cusack ("The Sure
Thing") will star in "Tapeheads,"
a comedy about the music
industry.

Michael J. Fox is a proofreader

working for a yuppie magazine in

"Bright Lights, Big City," based

on the Jay Mclnerney novel.

Moreover, Fox's "Family Ties"

sister, Justine Bateman, plays a

rock singer in "Sweet Little Rock
'n' Roller," which will be filmed

on location here in Philadelphia.

SHORT TAKES: Now that

"Moonlightings' " Maddie Hayes
is pregnant, a whole new 100-piece

maternity wardrobe has been
designed for her. Funny thing is,

Cybill Shepherd, who plays Mad-

die, has already hpKl her real-life

babies and will have to wear
padding for the part.

If you feel like seeing a good
movie, check out "Tin Men,"
playing tonight at Connelly Center
Cinema. Danny DeVito and
Richard Dreyfuss star in this

first-rate comedy.
The Connelly Center films may

soon be the only ones you can
afford to see. Movie houses in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
have raised their ticket prices to

$7 each, and other theaters across
the nation are expected to follow

suit.

"Miami Vice" fans will want to

tune in tonight to see DonJohnson
get married, well, sort of. Singer
Sheena Easton plays a witness in

a music payola trial who is pro-

tected by Johnson's character.
Sonny Crockett. The two fall in

love and eventually wed, but do
not look for marital bliss for the

couple •— Easton is signed to

appear in only four episodes.

(Sources: USA Today, The Phila-

delphia Inquirer)

INXS Is getting better with every album
By DINA INNELLA

Staff Reporter

Kick
INXS
Atlantic Records \

INXS' new album Kick has just

that, kick, and lots of it. Kick is

thoroughly INXS and totally up
to par with the rest of their

albums, though much more with

the mainstream. Compared with

their hit single "What you Need,"

many of the songs are just as good

or better. Kick is a highly dance

oriented album with some excel-

lent and meaningful lyrics.

Members of this Australian
based band include Michael Hut-

chence on lead vocals, Andrew
Farriss on keyboards and guitar.

Kirk Pengilly on guitar and sax-

ophone, Tim Farriss on guitar and
synthesizer, John Farriss on
drums and Garry Gary Beers on

bass.

The album kicks off the first

side with "Guns in the Sky," a

protest song against most likely

Reagan's Strategic Defense Initi-

ative (SDI) plan. The song shows
how we have a choice to "own the

future" and make "guns in the

sky" an unreality. This leads into

two more upbeat, danceable tunes
"New Sensation" and "Devil
Inside."

"Need You Tonight" is a differ-

ent type of song, though still

"dancable." It is a chic and
thrilling song. Continuing with
that same beat, "Need You
Tonight," leads into a new and
mnovative song, "Mediate." This
song is an almost spoken conglom-
eration of thought provoking "-

ate" words or phrases. For exam-
ple the first line of the song is

"Hallucinate, dissegregate,
mediate, alleviate, try not to hate

Diversified lyrics are

strong points within tlie

album, along with their

fantastic instrumentals.

INXS is getting better

with each album that

theyputout.

There are two songs, one on
each side, that resemble ballads

on Kick. They resemble ballads,

because there is a steady beat

throughout each song. They

include: "Loved One" and "Never
Tear Us Apart," which are both

love songs.

One of th£ best songs on the

album is "Mystify," which is on
the second side. "Mystify" gets

my vote for most likely to make
it to the top 40.

Also worth noting on the second
side is the title track, "Kick"
which claims that "Sometimes
you kick, sometimes you get
kicked."

"Calling All Nations" is a sassy
song about working hard. It is a

command to "call all nations"

together to "come on down to the
party" and "you've got to spend
some time and devote it to you."
"Tiny Daggers," the next song,

ends the album with the kick that

started off the album.
Diversified lyrics are strong

points within the album, along

with their fantastic instrumen-
tals. INXS is getting better with
each album that they put out. Kick
is a 40-minute album with a total

of 12 songs. There are some
original ideas which prevail

throughout. There is no "worst"
song or fillers on this album. It

is a good, snappy and a well put
together album.
The sound and Hutchence's

voice ring with clarity, freshness

and excitement. Kick, however, is

not soothing, but the total oppo-

site. Be warned it is not to be

played when you have a headache
— one steady beat is enough.

It should be blasted, though, on
a feel-good-day when it can be

enjoyed.

INXS continued with their fine

tradition of good albums, and the

album is well worth the cost. I

recommend Kick highly.
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(609)456-6003
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Pratt & Whitney
is Conducting

Campus Interviews on
December 8th

Sign up today for a campus interview with United

Technologies* Pratt& Whitney division, a recognized

leader in the design and development of advanced gas

turbine engines.

If you*re about to graduate, sign up at your campus
placement office today for an interview with

Pinatt&WhiUiey.
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The Rules (^Attraction

by Bret Easton Ellis

Simon and Schuster

Bret Easton Ellis is the creator

of the highly publicized book Less

Than Zero, As a 20-year-old college

student at Bennnington College,

a small expensive school for the

privileged, Ellis became a pub-

lished author with this shocking

novel about the reckless lives of

L.A. youths.

These oversexed, drugged-out

kids intrigued director and pro-

ducer Sydney Pollock, and Ellis'

first book, Less Than Zero became

a movie. The slick, glossy lifes-

tyles of these rebellious rich

characters will surely keep
audiences entertained.

The Rules ofAttraction, written

two years after Ellis' first book,

mirrors the three main elements

found in Less Than Zero, which

are sex (with anyone male or

female), drugs (and a lot of them)

and rock n' roll. His candid, down
to earth style realistically portrays

the characters, yet they do the

same thing every day, and the

book repeats itself.

I drowned in the quick two-

word sentences. The most excit-

ing thing in this book was turning

the page, because I came closer to

finishing. The center point of this

novel is a college much like Ben-

nington, a small liberal arts school

full of children from wealthy
families.

Sean Bateman, an ambivalent

and confused youth; Paul Denton,

a bisexual wimp and Lauren, a girl

who changes her major every time

she brushes her hair, all become
involved in a bizarre love triangle.

This book sees the disappear-

ance of romaoce in thecomplacent

'80s. A poignant problem for

many, but this book offers no hope
for anyone.

When I finished reading I asked

myself. "What is the point?" No
one gained or learned anything in

this novel, and it left me^eaming
for something more.

The sensitivity of The Rules of

Attraction is lost in armies of

drugs and innane drunkeness
which constantly deteriorate the

characters emotionally, and have

already completely destroyed most

of their families. "When the going

gets tough, the tough go
drinking."

When Ellis is asked what this

book is about he placidly responds,

"Well, what was The Rules of

Attraction about? I'm ... tongue

tied."

I am not surprised. The writing

parallels the exquisite contribu-

ters to the powerful Penthouse

Forum. The monotony of the

Hfestyles lulled me to sleep, (and

I had nightmares that this book

never finished and I had to keep

reading).

Ellis does display some humor.
Marc, a rich junkie, does his thesis

on the Grateful Dead, and Bate-

man tells Marc that he is "a

financial aid student," something
most Villanovans can identify

with. However the students in

Ellis' imaginative college- are

hard to relate to, at least I hope

so.

No one in the novel takes school

or their lives seriously, and they

essentially become non-persons.

Suicide is attempted casually —
because someone will be forced to

deal with a reality they cannot

handle while sober. Like robots

they apathetically hang them-

selves, or slash their wrists; all

human reasoning has vanished.

If Ellis tries to milk more novals

from emotigiileas, and empty Uvc«

usiiui hie no»frill8 prpe, he w^l be

hanging around the Kterary eeenr
about as long as Paul Meradden
stays with the Philadelphia
Eagles.

A good description of the wan-
ton Bateman comes from hie

brother. While they are in the

hospital visiting their ailing

father, the. brother is hoping a
shred of reality will break through
to that wasted, mindless head
bobbing in front of me."
The Rules ofAttraction is based

on the thinking of these mindless,

bobbing heads and their expecta-

tions. The Kaleidoscopic view

,

through the diaries presents uni-

que points-of-view where misin-

terpreted signals and seering

frustration are seen first hand.

Giving credit where credit is

due, Ellis has been called one of

"New York's brightest literary

young" and "original, abundantly
talented." I agree, but his style

leaves this book flat; nothing
happens. The open ending of this

novel is wide enough for a Mack
truck. I guess this means their

lives stay the same, but please not

another book about them!
Less Than Zero will be a big box

office winner solely because of the
incredible shock it has sent into

the public.Ellis will receive

acclaim for being the mastermind
behind the movie, but unless he
Improves the languid body of his

books, he will end up like all the

characters in his books — in'

hiatus.

So, if you happen to sec Tlfc^

Rules ofAttractionon the bookstoit «>

shelves saying, "Buy me, buy
me!" take the advice of First Lady
Nancy Reagan and just say no.

Stephen King movie
(Continuedfrom page 22)

audience actually helped Killian

pick which hunter to send out to

destroy Richards. These people
received various prizes such as
The "Running Man" board game
which is a home version of the
television program. Killian used
the power that the television gave
him in order to make the viewing
audience look at him with a great
deal of respect and even God-like

reverence. At the end of the movie,
he discovers that the power that
he has can also be taken away
without warning.

"The Running Man" was made
into a movie from a Stephen King
novel which was written under
the name of Richard Bachman.
Even though the novel and the

movie were very different, both of

them were impressive. The acting

of Schwarzenegger helped to

make the movie funny and excit-

ing. He is one of the few actors

that has the talent to combine
humor with violence effectively.

Schwarzenegger and King are

a perfect match and have teamed
up to produce one of the best

movies of 1987.

Villanova Night at the
• ., 29 lent Cabaret

Don't miss Villanova night this

Thursday at Ardmore's 23 East

Cabaret as longtime Philly favor-

ite BERU REVUE Ukes the stage.

Their "Don't-miss-it" act is ener-

getic, theatrical and 100 percent

orif^nal. If you have never seen

BERU, now is the time!

Come out to Villanova night

this Thursday and rock with

BERU REVUE at the 23 East

Cabaret on Lancaster Avenue.
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Men
Wash, Cut
Blow Dry
Regularly $12 00

•10FF

323 E. Lancaster Ave.

NAIL CARE
SKIN CARE

BODY WAXING
•1 - '2 OFF

OEPEMfMMG OHSfAVfCff

e

687-1654

Women
Wash, Cut,

Blow Dry
& Iron

Regularly $20.00

•2 OFF

Wayne, PA 19087.

Happy
218tBirthday

MARY EILEEN
RODGERS

That
Milk Crate ¥mi
"Bonowed"
CcMiMCost
You ^00
Or 90 Days

InJaiL
Sony, youll have to make new

amngemcnis fDT your books,

attNims, plants, etc. Ifyou're uiiQg

company-owned milk cmct, duK it.

A new gettiieyit—ieIwr (Act

37, Uwi ofPenoiylvania, 1987)
makes It illegid ID potKif ftofc^ or
dairy-owned mift craict.

VIokttort ofcMfkw fiKc a 1300
line or a 90Hliy |iil flcntcnoe. Notio
mention the emtMnaMmenc and a
poMible criminal icootd,

ytdott'tp—ic. YDu have until

I>eociBbcr6,19C7,tofctumtiiem
wittiout penalty to die dalTY or near-

or loaa of milk cratct

icwmminnic#<
A coat retained

kpcfcca.
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X)m^yy\Dshoe
VVe are pleased to announce the openir^ ofour first store

in Center City on Friday, November 20th.

1713 WUnuC Straet

Hoirc Mandiy-SalurdiX 104 V¥H*ietd^ untU 8
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LIP-IT:

Thanks
Mary Jo
for making
LIP'IT'87
THE BEST EVER!

Dan O'Rourke, Rich Stockard,

Aaron Anderson, Mike Migliori,

and Sean O'Brien

AND THANKS TO ALL
WHO PARTICIPATED!
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RSA and Campus Ministry

Purchase Angels to Help Families In

Philadelphia Area Parishes. Angels
will be Sold after 4 p.mM 6 p.m., 8 p.m.,

and 1 p.m. Masses on Nov. 22, Dec. 6
ahdDec.13.

CtoiiKiid DecflAoHiig Cmcie»i

Dec. 6

Gather Your Decorations Over Thanks-
giving breal<. Checl< with your Haii Presi-

dents for details.

Coffee

&
Donuts

During Finals

Dec. 16-22
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At the saying foes, some things

just were not aMsnt to be. The
women's cross country team
wrapped up one of its most sue*

cesdul seasons in team history,

vet fell short of advancing to the

NCAA Championships as a team
by a mere 10 points.

The .Wildcats, who had run
consistently as a team all season,

were edged out by Penn State in

the NCAA Region II Champion-
ship Nov. 14 at Lehigh.

In a winner takes all situation,

PeniT State advanced to the
NCAAs. while the Wildcats, des-

pite their unbeaten Reason and

dropiwd from the top 20, but wa turning in a fine time over the
faU to advance to the NCAAs ai SOOO^neter course of 16'.33. while
well" Franey finished eighth overall

ViUanova was alao beaten by with a 17:17.

Yale University and Providence Both runners advance to the
CoUm^ two other top 20 teams nCAAs Nov. 23 in Richmond, Vs.,
in a diffowt rqpon. Eylier in the and wiU be looking to place high
seaaon the Wiklau defeated both up in the standings.
Yale and Penn State in the Paul ^^, wij- . *. . .

Short InviUtional, as well as . V^5!I • V"<»?«^ finishers

Providence in the Big East *'^"?^., I?"?' .^^^^ ^'^^Vt
Championships. ^^^^ l^*,^J^ '"''-^J T"^^
This atone shouW have been Ji^^:48,

^n^^l^v junior Cetoste

sufficient criteria for the Wildcau ™|lr?'
^n<> ™«*^ 50th m

to be one of the four "wildcard" i^'.^IJ""??; ^'f^^^ P^^XT?
teams which theNCAA committee ^*"'**»«* ^**» » 18:33 for 70th

place, freshman Caro) Haux a
18:41 for 85th place and senior

Jenny Rahn a 19:15 for 137th

selects to advance to the NCAAs
despite 'Nova not being a regional

winner.
,

Stem continued, "Aside from f'**^*

previous No. 6 ranking, will be Texas, who we didn't even run Stem commented, "I was very

represented by juniors Vicky against, no team has owned us. happy with the season. It was a

Huber and Kathy Franey, and will I feel we should have been one of great year. Everyone did a fine job

not participate in NCAA team the four teams selected." for us. Vicky and Kathy have ran
competition. Because of its loss at the hands exceptionally well, and should
Penn State's effort broke them of an unranked team, however, both do well in the NCAAs."

into the top 20, while Villanova the Wikkats' stellar season was While the Wildcats appear to

fell out of the rankings altogether, disregarded. have fallen victims to the politics

Coach Marty Stem explained, Although there is considerable of the system. Stern remains
"We didn't quite run up to our disappointment on the part of the optimistic, and eagerly awaits the

capabilities, and because we were team, the performances of Huber indoor and outdoor season.where

beaten by Penn State, an and Franey cannot be overlooked, the 'Cats promise to be a major
unranked team, not only do we get Huber was the outright winner, threat.

Women's basketball falls
By JIM BOWMAN

Assistant Sports Editor

'

After a 1986-87 season that

included such feats as Big East
regular season and tournament
champions. Big Five co-champions
and NCAA second round partic-

ipants, the Villanova women's
basketball team must now pick up
the pieces and start over.

Playing for the first time with-

out graduated seniors Shelly

Pennefather, Lynn Tighe and
Karen Hargadon, the lady hoops-

ters dropped an exhibition deci-

sion 71-51 to the Canadian

National Team Nov. 15, at the du
Pont Pavilion.

Senior second-team All-Big East
forward Lisa Angelotti, who will

be carrying an increased share of

the scoring duties this season, 1^
the young Lady 'Cats with 16
points and six assists.

Junjor center Carole Oaten
grabbed six boards and chipped in

nine points for Villanova. In the

backcourt, sophomore Helen Kos-
kinen registered two steals, six

assists and six points.

The Canadians outscored Vil-

lanova by 10 each half and easily

controlled the game with decisive

advantages in rebounding (32-21),

field goal percentage (52.7-46.9)

and blocked shots (4-0).

Tenth year Head Coach Harry
Perretta explained, "We need
leadership and experience on the

court. This season will be a

leaming process for everyone, but

that's the nature of college

basketball.

"We'll play more people than in

the past because everyone will be
in the position of having no
experience."

The Villanova women officially

open their season Dec. 1 at the

University of Pennsylvania.

Nten's Basketball
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Mark Bnmo (22) and Ed Cole (27) skate for poaitkiii in last wcek'i
record fell to 3-5.

(Photo by ShsRsi

to St. Michaels. 'Nova's

V.U. Hockey falls to 3-5
By JOHN F. SWIFT

Staff Reporter

Despite dropping two games to

a tough St. Michael's squad last

weekend, the Villanova ice hockey
team must be considered a legit-

imate contender for a playoff

berth in the ECAC South Confer-

ence playoffs at season's end.

Entering the third period of the

Nov. 14 game, the Ice 'Cats and
St. Michael's were tied at 1-1 in

what had clearly been a defensive

struggle. In the third period, the

visiting team from St. Michael's

exploded for three unanswered
goals to defeat the Wildcats 4-1 in

the opener of this two-game series

at the Haverford Skatium.

Junior goalie Mitch Doren con-

tinued his sharp play in the net

which has b^n his trademark
this season. Doren recorded a

remarkable 41 saves in this tough
defeat.

In contrast to the Nov. 14 game,
which was a showcase of defen-

sive hockey, the Nov. 15game was
an exciting, wide-open scoring

affair.

Trailing 8-5, the resui^gent Ice

'Cats did not fold and answered
with two goals of their own to

close the deficit to 8-7. But, as in

the first game, the Purple Knights
pulled away late and handed the

Ice 'Cats a 10-7 loss.

Sophomore right winger Bob
Ward, last year's leading scorer

for the 'Cats, had three goals and
one assist and freshman Buddy

. Bordidge added two goals. Rookie

goalie Jimmy Clark had 34 saves

yUnsOen taire SONY
By AMGAD SABONGUI

Steiff Reporter

The Villanova men's wrestHng
team began their season Nov. 14

with an impressive showing at the

SUNY tournament in Bingham-

.

ton, N.Y. The Wildcats, who
swept through the competition,

,

finished in first place with a team
'

total of 102.5 points— well ahead
of second place Binghaniton (74.75

points).

The 'Cats had four wrestlers

finish as champions in their

weight class and eight more
finished either second or third.

Freshmen Greg Alfonsi (126
pounds) and Lyndon Campbell

(134 pounds) were first-place

champions in their brackets, as

were Mike Dicandik) (158 pounds)

and Tom Rogers (167 pounds).

Alfonsi swept through his

weight bracket and defeated team-

mate Tad Thormodsgaard in the

final showdown.
Campbell, who was the highest

recruited wrestler in the country

in his weight bracket last year,

also cruised through his bracket,

ddfeating Pete Sullivan of Lycom-
ing College in the championship
bout by a score of 10-2.

Dk:andik> also had the misfor-

tune of defeating a teammate (5-

2) in the 'final match as Mike
Karmilowicz battled him tena-

' ciously before settling fora respec-

table second-place finish.

Junior captain Tom Rogers was
the fourth Wildcat wrestler to win
his bracket as he destroyed his

competition, winning by fall 4:05

into thechampionshp bout against
Lee Cobb of Binghamton.
The staff is wary of the upcom-

ing double dual match against

LaSalle and Delaware Valley —
two teams which beat them last

year. "We have been going easy

on them so far, but once thetough
competitk)n begins, the workload
will definitely start picking up,'*

noted Assistant Coach Dan Chaki.

^ova, which is comprised of

mostly freshmen and sophomores
(only one senk>r) has a very young
nucleus and a bright future. "The
team has the potential to be one
of the best in the natkMi. We only

need a solid heavyweight—whkh
we could have once the football

season ends,'* said Chaid.

Assistant Coach Robert Cala-

brese agreed with Chaid adding,

'For many of these youngsters, it

was their first time on the colkge
level and they were a bit nervous.

Yet their intensity and talent

showed. We should have an excel-

lent season.

in this heartbreaking setback for

the Ice 'Cats.

"Both losses can be attributed

to mental breakdowns because of

the fact that we're a young team,"
said sophomore center Rob'
Rosone.

"We just need to become more
familiar with each other's styles.

I think we have an excellent

chance of making the playoffs

because we have a great team
attitude and a lot of talent," he
added.

The two losses dropped Villan-

ova's record to 3-5 overall and 2-

3 in the ECAC South Conference.

ff-0a// wins
(Continuedfrom page 32)
nents from the North and amass
a double-digit lead.

"We looked good," said Plansky,

"a lot better than last year's

exhibition (Villanova's narrow -

win over Australia). If we can
control the tempowe will surprise

a lot of people. I can definitely see

the light at the end of the tunnel."

Pawpriiits

Sophomore center Tom Greis

was perfect from the floor (4-4),

scored 10 points and pulled down
seven rebounds before fouling out

with 3:50 left in the game.
The Canadian National Team

is now 1-6 on their tour thfxmgh
the Big East. Their most recent

loss came Nov. 16 against the

Pittsburgh Panthers 86-80.

Sophomore Eric Leslie shared
the lead for rebounds with Taylor
and Plansky, grabbing eight
boards from his shooting guard
slot.

Villanova opens the regular
season Nov. 27 against the Uni-
versity of Nebraska in the
Hawaiian Airlines Maui Classic.

V.U.'s home schedule starts Dec.

2 in the du Pont PavilBon versus
the University ci Pennsylvania.

ByMELATKBUES
•Mw nef^wr

Imagine, ina-frnv months you
will be foUowinf ^Villanova team
that will fi^t for the natkNial

championship. Will you be aUe to

get tickets? Will it be tAnd on
national television? Are there

ffoing to be any tailgate parties?

Before you find out the answera*
you may wint to know that the

sport is rugby.

You wiU have to add names like

Buck Reitmeyer, Ken Gimelli and
Elmer Lasnevich to the list of

Vilbinova sports legends.

If it-does not sound possible,

consider this: Villanova has won
the championship of the E.P.R.U.,

arguably the toughest rugby
union in the nation.

They havedone it over national-

ly ranked foes from Princeton
University, the University of

Pennsylvania and the Naval
Academy.
They have done it without a

coach.

Not a single player had played

rugby before coming here.

Had Lafayette College known
this before the season b^gan, they
probably would have scheduled
Bryn Mawr's rugby team instead

of Villanova's.

.*/T1|f final score was 42-0 and
that was before Villanova started

drop-kicking. The Leopard*s
offense looked helpless as wave
after wave of blue jerseys
swarmed onto them once they got
the ball. All toooften they watched

the blue wiv« flow atnmiit into

the try aone with the bftll.

Just about the only thinf Vil-

lanova ttfd not set was a hat trick.

However, Matt Lyons, Gimdli
and Mike Burke all had two tries

each.

If Villanova hasalready peaked,
this is where it happened, in their

fifth straight win, they had dia

biggest blowout oif an opponent
since 1984. But the team is not

resting on their laurels just yet.

"If we*re igokag to win in the

spring [tournament] we're going
to have to play even better than
this," said wii^i Denis Graeber.

It is a wondier just how much
better they can play, considering

they are playing as good as they
ever have. In the last five games,
they have outscored their oppo-

nents 1 13-20, and that is including

theirtwonarrow playoff victories.

For the fifth consecutive week,
the ruggers have not only beaten
their opponent, but they have
shut them out as well.

And no wonder why, the "Killer

Bees" (V.U.'s B Team) have out^

scored their opponents 660 over
the last four games before they

beat Lafeyette 364).

They began scoring on the
Leopards when the A-side left the
field and only stopped when itgot
too dark out to s6e. Dan O'Mara,
Marty Sambora, Chris Locks,
Scott Lizsdat, Paul Larkin, Dave
Walsh and John Leary were all

able to score tries before the sun
finally set.

Rodney Tasrlor looks for the outlet in

tlie Canadiiw. Taylor accio—tid ior 13

1
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ImmtoBeslmU.
By KARLA BBCKNER

The ViUanova women'a swim
team opened their 1987-8S season
on Nov. 14 with a 140-126 km to

Boatoii University.

Despite winning only four
evenu, the Wildcata gave the
Boston team stiff competitk>n,
drawing the meet down to the last

event Villanova led at several
paints duriiw the meet and was
only down 124-127 going into the
final race.

"I was extremely pleased with
the team's performance/* said
head coach Chuck Horton. "We
only won fourevents and yet were
able to stay that close to a team
like Boston University."

Villanova swept the 100-yard
freestyle with Beth Capobianco
capturing first, Diane DieBobes
second and Tina Louwers third.

Other wins came in the 100-yard

Cats
(CmHmtifimmptgt32)
Next UdunQnd pat toiettaer a

drive that foC them dofwn to tlie

Villanova mne-yaid line. On third
down and goal, from that spot,

Grier was sacked for a loss of
seven yards. That brought up
fourth and goal from the 16-yard
line and with under a minute to

play. Richmond was four points
down, and it was obvious, they
had to go for it all

Talley opted to blitz and put the
sophomore quarterback under
even more pressure. The blitz was
picked up beautifully by Greir
^who krftcd one up for junior wide^ out Lance Shealy for the go-ahead

l^ «ooie. With 00:23 seconds remain-
^^ ing Schulz attemped to get the

blitzed
'Cats downfield with a few des-

peration passes, but they fell

incomplete.

Later Talley commented on the
winning play, '*It was fourth

down and 16 and we had just

sacked the quarterback so we
went with the blitz. Their quar-
terback threw a nice pass, both
our defenders ran into each other

and their kid made a nice catch."

The loss, especially the way
they lost was disheartening. How-
ever, the 'Cats played well against
this year's Yankee Conference
champs. They proved they were
a force to be reckoned with and
could be very competitive at the
lAA level.
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breastatroke with Sue Schroder
placing firat and the 500-yard
treestyle with Capobianco record-

.ing another win.
Laurel Pdurniar set a new

school record id 24.26 with her
second-place finish in the SO-yard
freestyle.

Horton noted that it was agreat
swim for this eariv in the season.
The old record oc 24.50 was set

by Mayfield last season.
Foumier now hokls the 50, 100

and 200-yard freestyle records at
Villanova.

"It was a great effort by eve-
ryone, especially Dianne [De-
Bobes] and Laurel [Foiimier],"
Horton said. 'There are still a few
areas I'll work on a little more for

this week."
The team will now face the

University of Pittsburgh, last

year's conference champions,
tomorrow beginning at 1 p.m. in

the du Pont pool.
,

tpholobyShafie)

'Nova cruises past Terriers
achieved two firsts, in the 50-

meter freestyle and as a member
of the 400-meter freestyle relay
team, and a second place in the
100-meter freestyle.

Freshman Brian Stagg brought
home three first places in the 200-

By AMY SPENCER
Sti^ Reporter

The men's swim team con-
tinued their win streak by win-
ning their third meet in a row
against Boston University Satur- ^
day. The 'Cats dominated the meter individual'medfey, the 100
nieet by capturing first place in

' meter freestyle and as a member
nine of the 13 events. of the 400-meter freestyle relay
The most impressive feat of the team,

clash occured when freshman Junior Chris Craft explained
swimming sensation Steve Petrie the team's early season successes
broke the school record in the 200- and future prospects. "We picked
meter backstroke for the second up a lot of good freshman who've
straight meet. He raced past his made solid contributions. They've
own mark of 1:55.58 by flashing blended in well and there is good
across the line m 1:55.48. chemistry on this team-better
Other stars of the meet inclu- than my previous years,

deed junior Blaise Matthews, who "The ambition on this team is

strong and we can really see our
goal of winning a Big East Cham-
pionship. Each dual meet is a
stepping stone to gear up for the
championships in February."

Tim Truax, another junior,

added, "We don't want to lose

track of our goals. We have to

stick together and maintain the
bonds we've established. Don
Detwiler [senior] has been a major
part of that. His leadership and
great speed swimming has been
an inspiration to the team."

The swim team will try to keep
their perfect record intact when
they travel to Washington, D.C.
Nov. 24 to face George Washington
University.

Volleyball set for tournament
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PARSHAD CHARMPOROOSH

This week Saco East Athlete of the Week is the
Water Polo team's Farshad Charmforoosh.
Charmforoosh, a native of Iran, accounted for two

goals and six steals in Villanova's 9-3 victory over
the Duke Blue Devils last Saturday. Charmforoosh
also added a kick out in the contest.
The next day Charmforoosh netted two goals in

the Wikfcat 10-7winover highly^tedJohn Ifopkins.
Thewin enabledthe tats to take third in the Eastern
Championahipa.
CharmlbrooBh, a junkM-, was instrumental in

^^lova s IM aeaaon and was recently named to the
aeoond team AU-Eaatem squad this past week.

9

By MONICA BYRNE
Stt^fReporttr

While most Villanovans are
eagerly anticipating Thanksgiv-
ing break, the members of the
women's volleyball team are foc-

using their attention on this
weekend. On Nov. 20, 21 and
hopefully the 22, 'Nova will be
competing in the Big East Confer-
ence Championships at Provi-
dence, R.I.

The Lady 'Cats ended their
regular season Nov. 15 and have
since been preparing for post-

season play.

The Spikers, standing 13-9
overall and 2-4 in the conference,
are ranked third in the Southern
division of the Big East, with
Pittsburgh (60) and Georgetown
(4-2) preceding them and Seton
H;in rO-6) trailing.

On Nov. 20 Villanova will play
jBoston College and Nov. 21, the
'Cats will challenge UConn.,
Providence and Syracuse. Their
performance on these two days
will determine whether they will

compete in the semi-finals and*
finals Nov. 22.

According to Coach Dennis
McGinnis, the girls are in a "real
good positkm." Unlike earlier in
the season, he describes his team
as "playing consistently" and
added, you re playing gopd, ag-
gressive ball and we're all healthy,
whkh ia a good simn."

Unfortunately, T4ova could win
all loitr preltannary games and
atifl not aiake it to the aemia.
MoGinna explained. *The way
it'a aat 19 new. the South ia much
mmmt than the Narth. if each
laaai m the South wina aU faur
ol tlHir jMMa, Pitt and Gaooe-

two. raapaotivaly. That'a JMat the

wiir it la. Chaapa in tiiaatnictuie

allMiiiMhaiitohaMida."
On Oct. 31. tha CatakaMUlM

Hoyas from Georgetown. After
winning the firstgame 15-8, 'Nova
lost the next three 13-15, 5-15, and
4-15.

Then came the Big Five Tour-
nament held at the Palestra. The
Lady Spikers started strong,
beating LaSalle 3-0, (15-4, 15-8, 17-

15), but then proceded to lose a
3-2 heartbreaker to Temple (15-11,
12-15, 9-15, 17-15, 14-16) and 3-0

Pennsylvania (1-15, 6-15, 4-15).

The 'Cats then regrouped and
won five of their last seven regular
season games.
On Nov. 4, Lehigh traveled to

Villanova only to be defeated 3-

1 (15-2, 12-15, 15-13, 15-11). Then
'Nova crushed their next two
opponents. Fairleigh Dickinson
(15-10, 15-7, 15-7) and Seton Hall
(15-9, 15-9, 15-9). The latter victory
marked the last homegame for the
senior 'Cats.

All of the seniors were alotted
considerable playing time in their
final appearance in theJake Nevin
Fieldhouse. McGinnis commented
that "the giris had fun," but said
he did not notice any lamenting.
The players then journeyed to

Boston College where they de-
feated the Eagles 3-1 (1416, 15-'

11, 15-13, 15-10). Spectacular
performances weregiven by Helen
Hnat (four servkx aces and 16
kills). Debbie Opitz (11 kiUs, 21
perfect passes) and Lori Reiter (29
digs).

On Nov. 14, Villanova struggled
with UConn and came froan be-
hind to triumph 3-2 (8-15, 9-15, 15-

10, 15-8, 15-11). Thtt was another
outstanding gaaK for Hnat (21
kills) and Opita (18 kilU, 26 dipi)
and alao for Hillary Anderson
(four service aoea).

Overall, the Volleyball team has
greatly improved and so have
individual players. McGinnis
lauds Reiter, Hnat and Opitz and
said "Lori has been a very reliable
setter, Helen has been a very
strong hitter and Debbie has given
us much more than before, both
offensively and defensiveh

Villanova then battled a very
toia^ MMda bland team but k»t
34(3-15. IMS, 14-16) and ahortly
aflar faU 34) to ProvidaMa (12-15,
la-U, 11-15) to and iu i^ular wa) WM a fell pMt el

u^^ "'A- ^ -
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Sports
Richmond
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

sports Editor

worked.

Following the 'Nova drive Rich-

mond b^n to move but line-

backer Richard Spugnardi stepped

Lombardi and John Karoly. • 16-yard line.

After Richmond converted a 39- Talley opted to gamble and the

yard field goal, Villanova came results were a 16>yard scoring

back and reached pay dirt in two strike from Schulz to Downs.
The Villanova football team of their next three possessions. It* "At that point we felt a fiekl goal

dropped a heartbreaker to the was a two-yard run by Karoly and wouM not be good enough/' said
University of Richmond, Satur- a 19yard scoring toss from Schulz Talley. "We've been playing wide
day. The contest was a seesaw to Gary Pascoe that ended the open offense all year and they
battle that saw the 'Cats lose on drives. Another field goal by were playing man to man. So we
a last second "Hail Mary" pass. Richmond made the score 21-6 in decided to go and fortunately it

V.U. entered thegame as under- favor of the Wildcats,

dogs, but left able to hold their After that Richmond got hot. A
heads high. True they lost, but few tosses by quarterback Chad
they lost to Richmond, the team Grier led to a two-yard quarter-
that won the 1987 Yankee Con- back sneak by Grier. A two-point in front of a Grier pass and picked
ference Championship. The score conversion was added and the the ball off. The drivewas stopped,

was only 38-35, and the game first half ended with the Wikkats but four plays later V.U. had to

up 21-14. punt and Richmond drove again.

When the second half began. This time they converted with a

Richmond showed they were still Marvin Hargrove three-yard end
hot. A 10-play drive was capped around for a touchdown and the

off by a 30-yard field goal. Four lead.

plays later Richmond had the ball Suddenly the Wildcats were
game was positive in that we got back and another drive was put down by three points, but not for

the attention of everybody." together, this time culminating long. 'Nova stormed down the
The game began with Villano- with a five-yard scoring jaunt by field quickly,

va's Greg Downs returning the Erwin Matthews. ' Sency broke a long one for 39-

kickoff to the 33-yard line. Four- Next it was Villanova's turn. ' yards and two plays later grabbed
teen plays and six minutes later The Wildcats drove the field a Schulz 12-yard toss. Lombardi
Kirk Schulz dove into theend zone compliments of a few Ron Sency then went three-yards off tackle
from a yard out to give the 'Cats end arounds, as well as some and at the 4:53 mark in the fourth
a 6-0 lead. Schulz completions. However, period Schulz snuck in again for

Kicker Tom Withka's PAT Talley found himself in a bind as six. The extra point gave the
made the score 7-0. The drive was the 'Cats were faced with a fourth

• Wildcats a four-point advantage,
marked by long gains bv Pete down and two from Richmond's (Continued on Page 31)

'Cats romp over Canadians

went down to the wire.

"We basically beat them, we
lost on a fluke," stated Head
Coach Andy Talley. "We played
close to as well as we can play
and our players know that. The

By JOHN RICCO
Sports Editor

On Nov. 11 Head Coach RoUand
V. Massimino unveiled his 1987-

88 Villanova basketball squad for
the first time in an exhibition
against the Canadian National
Team. The Wildcats played aggres-
sive, hustling basketball on both
ends of the court in routing the
Canadians 71-52.

Though many "first game"
mistakes were made, and the team
looked sloppy at times, the general
feeling derived from thegame was
one of optimism.
Junior Doug West, who scored

a team high 18 points, was pleased
with 'Nova's performance.. He
commented, "The team looked
good. I think we executed well. We
made a few mistakes which we
have to work on, but overall I'm
satisfied."

West epitomizes one of the
major strengths of this year's
'Cats; versatility. Villanova has
no less than six players who can
play two or more positions.

West, for instance, started the
game at shootingguard but moved
to small forward in the second half
and was just as effective.

Another of these versatile play-
ers, Mark Plansky, enjoyed a fine
openinggame as well. Though the
senior foward scored only seven
points, he did many of the
"Plansky-like" thing^ V.U. fans
have become accustomed to over
the past four years.

His eight rebounds tied him for
the team lead, and his 35 minutes
played were the most by any of
the 'Cats.

Villanova got off quickly, taking
the opening tap and building a
quick 6-0 lead. With under three
minutes left in the first half V.U.
had a comfortable 14-point lead,
but the Canadians fought back
and whittled the margin back
down to six at the half.

The most exciting series of
plays in the game came midway
through the first half. Point guard
Kenny Wilson brought the ball up

the court and tnrew an alley-oop

pass to a high-flying Gary Massey.
Massey took the pass and brought
the housedown with a thunderous
two-handed slam.

Before the 4,338 screaming fans
knew it, the Wildcats were at it

again. Following a missed shot by
the Canadians, sophomore Rodney
Taylor drove the lane and was
fouled as he laid the ball in for
two.

The 6-foot-6-inch forward fin-

ished off the three-point play,
nailing the free throw and raising
the noise in the stands a few more
decibels.

Taylor, who missed much of
last season with an injured foot,
was a major reason for the optim-
ism generated by last week's
contest. His 12-point, eight
rebound effort and blue-collar
style was a sight Villanova fans
were glad to see.

In the second half Villanova
started to wear down their oppo-

(Continued on page 30)

KirkSchulsfiredtwotouchdownpMses in last Saturday's heiwtbrealc-mg loM to Richmond.

Waterpolo eimim
1%.

v.-

By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

After an opening-round 9-3
victory over Duke, the dream
ended for the Villanova water polo
team, as they lost a heartbreaking
9-8 decision to Queens College last

weekend in the Eastern Intercol-

legiate Championships at Annap-
olis, Md.
The 'Cats shrugged aside the

defeat, however, and trounced
Johns Hopkins 10-7 in the conso-
lation game to capture third place
for the tournament.

"It was certainly a big disap-
pointment for us (losing to Queens
College)," explained coach Dan
Sharadin, "because we played
extremely well except for a few
lapses. They had a certain blend
of players that gave us trouble all

year."

Despite the loss, Villanova's
successes this season did not go
unnoticed, as Sharadin's coaching
colleagues voted him "Coach of
the Year."

Sharadin deflected the credits
of the award to his players and
especially aatistant coach Chris
Packer. "I didn't win the award,
my players won the award for ne.
So did my asaiatant coach
[Packer]. He had a mat tel td
input into the ^ ^

-

team and he
totlMt

goes out, eventually paid off," said
Riley.

Charmforoosh, an Olympic
hopeful, described the season as
a learning process. "The first two
times we lost to Queens, I didn't
play very well. The last time I

played better, but we still lost.

We're getting better though, and
learning. That is what we strivie

fon improvement every year."
Although a 19-4 record and a

third-place finish at the Easterns
represent the best overall season
for the water polo squad, they
cannot rest on their laurels. Next
season, they move to the top tier

of the Mid-Atlantic Conference,
where coippetition will improve
significantly, with top 20 teams
Bucknell, lona and Navy waiting
in the wings.

"We're going to have our hands
full, but I'm looking forward to it.

It's going to be a huge challenge,
but this team works so well
together and they are so coacha-
Ue, I'm confklent that in a few
years, we'll be contenders," saul
Sharadin.

Ed Rae. the playmaker and only
senior, leaves the team proud of
their aocomplithincntfndoptim-
istkr aixNit the future. "I know the
expericMie of pteyiM phyaacailya wiB aaaiit this
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(Photo by ElB6n)

DeoMMMtrators protested againat Attorney General Edwin Meese before he spoke at a banquet
celebrating the bicentennial €i the Constitntion.

Nteese, Scalia speak
Dpnopstrations held outside banquet

ByKSVlNCHEa

U.S. Attorney Genera fedwin
Meeie HI and Aaaodate Simrenie
Qoort llbUce Antonin Scilia
sficle Nm: 20 «t Vmiiiovi Vta-
vtrmtfMrkSg events celebrating

the bicfQlfttiiiil of the, U.S.
COnSuuRMIB.

Prior to one of the events, pro-

Mces^ ifid anti-Meeae demonstra-
tors gathered to express their!

views.

^ Scalia gave an addreaa titled

'The CoaatitutkMi, the People,

and the Courts" at the Law
Sdwoi, with over 600 people in

attendance.

Scalia said the Ccfewtitutkm is

"the token and sobatanoe of what
continues to bind us together as

a nation.

'OJnHhie any other nation hi the

world, we hientify ouanlyee on
the baaia not of geneology or

residence, but on the baaiB ol

beliefolcertainpfindptea,and the
moat inmdftant nftliiiianflnni4ff
are let fortfriii iIm Cdoatitutiba,**

hei

often the recorda of the Conatitu-
tkmal convention are full 6f^
spirit of honest, open discuaskm
iMterauittion. he sakl.

*That openneea to persuaakm
is as essential to the continuation
of <mr repubUc as it was to its

fonnation. So also ia the spirit of
humUi^ and of generous accep-

tan^ofthenu^ty'sjudgment."
he stated.

Scalia mentkuied that the Bill

of JRighta was not an original
element of the Constittttkm, but
was added as a propoaal of the
first Congress. 'It's omdcndcal
that what was an mrthought
ahonld have become the most
oaebrated feature of the United
States Constttutkm." hesaid.

Scalia conraared the wording of

parts of the Bill of Rights to that

of a more modem constitutk>n.

,Aooon&ig to him. the wonting of

'the guarantees in the American
Constitution was "paltry" in

comparison tothemodem verakm.
yet It went further in guarantee-

ing dtiaens' rights. The modem

constitution he spoke of was that
of thB"UniOif df^ovief! SdciaKsl
Republics.

nlie BiU of Rights only has
value if the other part of the
Constitutkm estaNishes a struc-
tuae that ia likehr to preserve
against the ineradicahle human
lust for power the Uboties that

the Bin of Rights expresses." he
said.

While it is entirely appropriate

forAmericans toceld)rate the BiU
of Rights, theyshoukl reidise that

it represents "the fruit, and not
the roots of the Constitutkmal
tree."

"It is those humdrum provi-

skms [in the Constitutkm] that
convert the Bill of Rights from a
paper assurance to a living gua-
rantee." Scalia said.

He saki the Conatitutk>n will

endure practicatty if it endures in

the hearts and minds of the
neoirie

'The ultimaC^ defenders of the
document are not the nine indi-

(ConHnnml on Page 6)

IIMUI n^KilFB BDn vflDnBDCSInl*

cone naoDuBBBDCcxB^HBaiion.
Bycompirii^liiiiMiigtyofthe
American CbnttitutkiB toIMe of

other natkma* however, one can
seeliuit thii appninch dioidd not

betaluii.|ieeaid.

"W^ may be new in many
thiaifii, but in the science ctf

wt*n the aaost v<en-

Freshman, 18, dies
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

Nem Editor

Mkhael Sullivan, a freshman at

Villanova University, died Satur-
day of injuries sustained in an
autoouiiile aocklent He waa 18.

The accident occurred early
Saturday morning in Suaunit.
NJ., according toa Summit polioe

Newgrading
expected

By JENNIFER REIDY
Assistant News Editor

The Rev. John M. Driscoll.

O.S.A.. University president,

unofficially recently stated that

he will approve the new grading
system that was passed by the

University Senate March 20.

The proposed grading system,

when approved by Driscoll, will

add the grades of A-, B-, C- and
D- to the current system.

"If the University Senate had
good enough reason to pass the

proposal, I don't see why I'd have
any objections to it," Driscoll

stated.

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president of academic
affairs, commented that it would
be highly unlikely for the new
system to be implemented as early

as next semester, because of

reorganizational difficulties.

Dnscoll stated that he is uncer-

tain as to when the proposed

system will go into effect. "It

could be next yearor the year after

that, we really don't know yet,"

jsaid PriscolL
GaJUen. when asked tocomment

on the new grading system, stated,

"Personally. Td like to see them
drop the plus and minus signs and
make the grades A. B, C, D and
F again. I don't seeany advantages
to the new system."
When asked how the new proce-

dure woukl affectOTillanova stu-

dents, Gallen added. "When the

plus sign was originally added to

the grades, the average student's

grade point rose .3 or .4 points.

If the minus sign is added, grade
points will probably drop that

much.
"Therefore, the addition of

minus signs will have a negative

effect on student G.P.A.S [grade

point average], but will also serve

as a correcting influence, on grade
point averages," Gallen con-
cluded.

In the past, arguments support-

ing the new grading system
included the idea that it could help

to stop grade inflation as well as
increase a professor's ability to

grade more accurately.

If approved by Driscoll, this

system will require teachers to

provide studejpjj^ with written
grade definitions.

INSIDE
EDITORIAL: Constitutkmal interpretations

presented p. 9

FEATURES: Wanamakers at Christmas p. 13

ENTERTAINMENT: Cougar storms Spectrum p. 21

SPORTS: Cats place second in Maui dassk p. 36

Philadelphia

needy assisted
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Donations for the needy and
homeless during the holiday sea-

son are "double, if not more" than

the rest of the year, according to

Chris Simiriglia, administrative

assistant of the Philadelphia

Committee for the Homeless.

Simiriglia attributes this "tre-

mendous" increase to the commit-

tee's "Share the Warmth" pro-

gram, which takes place from
Thanksgiving until the end of

December.
This program is a direct appeal

to the religmus community, con-

sisting of churches, synagogues

and other religious groups, for

resources whether they be finan-

cml or material, such as ck)thes.

tiUnkets or food.

The oonsmittee alao offers sit-

down dinners to apmtnimately
580 Mtir pti^ «t boQi Thanks-
giving iBid Chriatmaa, according

to
"

ef danationa during

ahead, according to Simiriglia.

Simiriglia added that the

"Share theWarmth" program also

reached a lot more people in

society and educates them, while

the number of homeless people

assisted stays rather constant
year-round.

Gary Schloessel, director of

family services at the Salvation

Army, stated that $1.5 million

was raised for the 1966 holiday

season for eastern Pennsylvania
and the state of Delaware.

In Philadelphia alone 11,358

people were served from Thanks-
giving to the end of December
1966, according to Schloessel.

The Salvation Army provides

food bags to families, meals in

soup kitchens, parties for home-
less children and toys for under-

provileged children during the

Christmas season. said

Schloesael.

Schloesael termed thia time of

year the "moot giving aaaaan of

the year" due in part to

"±:f
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Dec. 4

Project Sunshine

Today will be the last outing of the
entertainment committee to sing for the
elderly. All who are wiling to give up
a few hours of their time to give much
happiness to these older people are
welcome! We will meet at 121 Tolentine
Hall at 12 p.m. Hope to see you there!

Dec. 6

Entertainment

Committee

Anyone who would like to go with the
Project Sunshine Entertainment Group
on Sunday, Dec. 6th, from 124:30 p.m.,

stop at 121 Tolentine or call 645-4079
before 5 p.m. The group will visit a
nursing home to get a sing-a-long going
with the elderly residents.

Vietnam:
reflections

on the wars

A symposium on the war in southeast
Asia and thewar at home, with veterans
of the military experience and the
civilian protest. For some of the partic-
ipants, the symposium will be the first

time they have discussed their experien-
ces. Sponsored by the honors program
and the History Club. It will be in the
west lounge of Dougherty Hall at 7:30
p.m.

Dec. 7

Women In

Communications

There will be a meeting at 8 p.m. in

the Haverford Room. Applications are

still being accepted and can be turned
in at the communication arts office.

Pro-Law Society

The Director of Admissions of Villan-

ova's Law school Denise McGarry will

speak on the admissions process. The
meeting will be held in the west lounge
of Dougherty Hall at 3:30 p.m. All are
welcome! A wine and cheese social will

be held for members and faculty Dec.
9 at 6:30 p.m. in the Radnor-Wayne-St.
Davids Room.

Anb and Isfaimic Chib

There will be a general meeting in

the Haverford Room off Connelly Centa*
6-7 p.m. All interested are wdcome.

Am mfomuil tine to prayerftilly

rafltet with others on the Goepel
iiu MBJiratian tooMr him.

At8|UB.kTtiiir aad KWHry

8trSlt^«ClMipL

Dec. 8

Immacukito

Conception

Mass Schedule

The Mass schedule for the Feast of

the Immaculate Conception. Dec. 8 in

the Main Chapel is: 8:30 a.m., 12 p.m.,

5 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.

Accounting Society

The final meeting of the semester will

be at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley 209. Repre-

sentatives from Peat Marwick will

speak on public accounting. All

members are strongly encouraged to

attend.

Dec. 9

Italian Club

Starting at 3:30 p.m. in the east

lounge of Dougherty Hall, Dr. Richard

N. Juliani will be speaking about Italian

immigrants in the U.S. All members are

urged to attend; Everybody is invited.

Dashing through

the snow

The ACS will be having horse and
buggy rides again this yearfrom 5-7 p.m.
outside Corr Hall after the tree lighting

ceremonies. The cost will be S0€ which
includes hot chocolate, dderand cookies.

This is a perfect way to get into tne
holiday spirit.

College Republicans

The Collie Republicans meeting
originally scheduled for this week has
been cancelled. Since congressman Jack
Kemp will be stopping in Philadelphia
on Diec. 9, all members are encourag^
togreet him at Philadelphia Internation-
al Airport. Any questions call Lou
Meshon at 525-5551.

Women's Studies

Society

The new Women's Studies aodety
will present its first speaker at 7:30 p.m.
in the Bryn Mawr Room of Connelly
Center. Dr. Patricia Mdntyre ol the
Counseling Center will diaoiss the
physical and societal causes of ettii^
disorders and why these diaorden are
predominantly women's ^iff^n

AtlMliia

Our cotfee and donut
month are Dec 9 and
note thnt the ttnK Im
frani9«oll

•MJiM iat.lt ii«

Dec. 11

Amnesty Intematioiiai

The Amnesty International Chapter
of Yillanova University is having a
letter writ*a-thon to celebrate Human
Rights Day. Please stop by at our table

in the Connelly Center between U a.m.-

3 p.m. and free a fellow human being.

Dec. 12

Clirlstnuis concert

The Villanova singers and the Wom-
en's glee Club will be performing in

concert in response to the Christmas
spirit. Starting at 7:30 p.m. in the Main
Chapel, selections will be heard from
both groups as well as the Spires and
the Haveners. All invited.

Dec. 16

Freshman Record
Committee

Once again, it is time to organize the

Freshman Record for the upcoming
year. If you are interested, please come
to an introductory meeting in the
Villanovan Union office at 6 p.m.

Student directories

The 1987-88 Student Directories are
here! Pick up your copy in 204 Dough-
erty Hall or in the Connelly Center. On-
campus residents can look for their
copies in their Kennedy mailboxes.

Administrative

Coordinator

The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the anxiintment of

Mario Fordna as Administrative Coor-
dinator for Orientation 1968.

Cliristiiias liats

and stocliiiigs

Searching for Christmas ideas? The
ACS has the answer for you! Stop by
the ACS hatsand stockii«s table in the
lobby of the Connelly Center, Dec 3.
4, 7, 8. Feraonaliaed hats or stockings
are $3 each or $5 lor a hat and stocking
combo. A perfect gift!

arch IM-Ms
Omjtm. n. dM VHmmmmn tm Life

Ml ke «0Mam« Hm Mm* fer life
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fiifts for the oMerly

Last call for Christmas gifts for the
elderly of St. Rita's Senior Citizen
Center. Any administrator, faculty or
staff member who would like to partic-

ipate please drop them at 121 Tolentine
Hall, Social Action Office by Dec. 7. Or
drop off cash donatkm and we will

purchase gifts.

Agiftidea-

Nicaraguan coffee ~^

Coffee sales are Nicaragua's most
important source of the foreign
exchange. It is badly needed to import
the medicines and other necessities

made scarce by the U.S. embargo. To
help apologize for years of Contra terror

directed against brave campesinos
simply trying to make a living growing
coffee, purchase their product from a
non-profit importer and seller. You can
buy a 13 oz. bag of regular coffee for

$6 or an 8 oz. bag of decaffeinated coffee

for $4. Send a note with your order to

Joseph Betz in the philosophy depart-

ment or call 645-4708.

Reconciliation room

The reconciliation room in the rear
of the Main Chapel will be open for
confession and spiritual direction from
9 to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays. This is in addition to
the hours of 3 to 4 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Cry freedom

Coming next semester, a lecture by
Donald Woods, the white South African
journalist. See the man that the movie
is based on. The Union lectures com-
mittee will present Donald Woods
speaking on Apartheid Feb. 2. More
information will follow.

Weekly Project
Sunshine volunteers

Haveyou ah-eady brought your second
semester schedule to 121 Tokntine Hall
to reserve your place for weekly visits

next semester? If not, please remember
to do so next week.

Concored about

psrents' drinking?

An ongoing support group has formed
for Villanova students who have lived

with a parent who is an aloohlic This
group discusses both current concerns
with parents and the dfects of living

with a parent with a drinking problem.
Thegroup leaders are Dr.Joan Whitney
and Ms. Alioe St Claire.

Bfginniiig inJanuary, this group wiU
pg^ pyting on Mondays. For more
information or to sign up, visit or call
the CwinsfMng Center, 106 Corr HaO,
645-4061^^ scrrioBs at tile Counseling
Center are con6dentiaL

tLLU^.tJ^J^J^JX t4tt\ tf.^-.:^V- it?fi5ii«i L,i^

Camfins nMoningtabhd
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ByDUNEA.CIUONE

Villtoova University mustdevel-

opaoomplete plan lorthepcnposed
buikling site on the wast campus
before the Radnor Township
Board of Commissioners will

consider theUnhrersity's proposal
to rezone the area, aoooixling to

Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,

assistant to the vice president of

Student Life.

Marc Tuchman, director of the

Connelly Center, stated that
'^Villanova is in the process of

working with its architects and
engineers to develop the plan
which Villanova will submit to

the township." Martin said that

when a satisfactory plan has been
submitted to the board of commis-
sioners, they will consider Villan<-

ova's proposal.

The proposal includes a request
for an ordinance which would
allow 47 acres of land adjoining
the area of St. Mary's Hall to be
rezoned from residential to

institutional.

The University submitted a
general and tentative building

plan with the rezoning proposal.

The plans include a combination
of the two plots of land, yielding

an area of G2 acres. The buildings
to be constructed would include
1,366 dormitory beds, a food
service building, parking, academ-

ic offices and recreational
facilities.

On Nov. 9, the board (d com-
missioners tabled Villanova's
request that the township put
consideration of wtat campus
rezoning on their agenda, the
board postponed the proposal by
a 6-0 vote.

University representatives
must wait bdbre they meet again
with the boaitl of commissioners
to propose that the necessary
ordinance be introduced and that

the date be set for a publk hearing

on the University's proposal.

Ol^jections of the University's

plan came from a group of

homeowners on the bonder (jf the

section of land in question. Their
objections were supported by
spokespersons for Lower Merion
homeowners on the northeast side

of County Line Road, theAshwood
Manor Civic Association and
members of the township plan-

ning commission.
The neighbors of the proposed

building site objected to the rez-

oning at the November meeting.
A spokesperson for the neighbors

stated that no answers to vehicle

and pedestrian traffic movement,
no indication of sewering,
increased night lighting, increased

water run-^f, decreased water
pressure, the future of the eight

historic buildings presentlyon the
land, open space and the destruc-

IFiit Photo)

The Rev. RobertJ. Martin,O.S^,
assistant to the vice pre^dcnt of
Student Life, is worldng with the
Radnm- Township Board of Com-
missioners on irfiuiB to rczooe the
west campus.

I —^. Ia—M^Mi^i^W^^^^—— I

tion of old trees are all arguments
against the building proposal.

Villanova's attorney, Nicholas
Canigiia, assured the board of

commissioners that meetings
between University officials and
neighbors would continue as
plans for the site were developed.

Martin stated that the plan for

the new complex would decrease
the number of students living in

surrounding communities. He
also said an increase in enrollment
is not being planned.

Portions ofthis report were based
on an article in the Nov. 12 edition

of The Suburban.

Constitutional views argued
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Senior Reporter

. President Ronald Reagan's
recent attempt to appoint Judge
Robert Bork to the U.S. Supreme
Court in September brought the
ongoing legal debate over Consti-
tutional interpretation to the
public's attention through the
media's coverage of the Senate
Judiciary Committee's confirma-
tion hearings.

.
The Senate defeated Bork's

nomination and is currently con-
sideringa third nominee, Anthony
Kennedy, but the debate
continues.

The debate centers around two
theories of interpretation, "origi-

nal intent'' and the "living Con-
stitution." M^y find a middle
ground between these two
extremes, but the original intent
and living Constitution theories

usually outline the argument.
Two Villanova University pro-

fessors recently took positions on
constitutional interpretation k)ose-

ly based on the prevailing
theories.

The original intent philosophy
of jurisprudence, championed by

U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese III, argues for judicial

restraint in which justices make
decisions by looking only at the

Constitution and the intentions of

those who framed it.

The living Constitution theory

is strongly supported by Supreme
Courtjustice William J. Brennnan
Jr. It probes what the words of the

Constitution mean in the 2()th

century through moral reasoning
or determining the values and
needs of the community.
The professors interviewed. Dr.

Joseph R. DesJardins, of Villano-

va's philosophy department and
Center for Peace and Justice
Education, and Dr. Colleen Shee-

han, of the political science depart-

ment, both said that the theories

they support are true to the actual

original intent of the framers.

Both of their theories, however,
are quite different from Meese's
understanding of it.

Moral Reasoning
De^ardins criticized the juris-

prudence of original intention as

defined by Meese. "It is creating

false gods. It raises the framers
to a godlike level that I am not

willing to accept," he said.

De^ardins teaches a course on
the philosophy of law, concentrat-

ing heavily on civil liberties. He
said it is difficult to find out what
the original intentions of the

framers were because a lot of the

text's language is ambiguous and
open-ended. If discernible, these

intentions are not always relevant

today, he said.

"I would appoint another Bren-

nan [to the U.S. Supreme Court]
if I could," he said.

The term "living Constitution,"

however, makes the theory a little

too opeq-ended, he commented.
"I would want to claim an

original intent, but not a literal

intent," Desjardins stated. He
bases interpretation instead on
the principles around which the

country was founded.

"The text provides us with
guidelines of some specific rules.

When the text is specific, we
should abide by it. However, there

is a lot of evidence that they [the

framers] wanted to leave it open,"
he stated.

The Ninth Amendment, which
states, "The enumeration in the

(Continued on page 4)

In the News
Nursing dean receives award

M. Louise Fitzpatrick, dean
of the College of Nursing, has
received the Pennsylvania
Nurses Association's [PNA]
highest award of honorary
recognition.

Fitzpatrick was honored for

having demonstrated leader-

ship characteristics and
renderingdistinguished service

to the nursing profession.

Her work is widely published
in nursing literature, and she
is a prolific speaker and par-

ticipant in issues important to

nursing, according to a PNA
press release. She Has been one

of the pivotal leaders in this

country to stimulate historical

scholarship in nursing, and
has conducted a variety of

historical research projects,

said the article.

As dean and professor of the
College of Nursing, Fitzpatrick

has generated funds for and
developed a master's program
in nursing and an accredited

continuing education division.

She was inducted as a fellow

in the Academy of Nursing and
has been active in the PNA at

the state level.

K.C«li*

Vietnam era to be discussed
Today seven veterans and

non-veterans of the Vietnam
era will speak in the west
lounge of Dougherty Hall at

7:30 p.m. on the topic, "Reflec-

tions on the Wars."
The evening, which is co-

sponsored by the honors
department and the History
Club, will feature comments
from combat veterans, war
resisters and people who tried

other alternatives, according to

Prof. Joseph J. Casino, of the
history department. There will

also be an opportunity for the
audience to ask questions.
This is the fourth time that

Casino has had Vietnam vete-

rans address Villanova stu-

dents, but it is the first time
that war resisters have been
introduced into the forum.
"The idea is to broaden our
scope to the home front," said

Casino. ^.S.

Essay competitions announced
The English department of

Villanova University has
announced competition for the

Jerome J. Fischer and Margaret
Powell Esmonde memorial
awards.
The Fischer Memorial Award

is presented for the mos dis-

tinguished scholarly or critical

essay written by an undergrad-

uate student. The Esmonde
Memorial Award is presented to

the graduate student who
writes the most distinguished

scholarly or critical essay.

The winner of each compe-
tition will receive $100. All

essays should be submitted to

the English department secre-

tary by April!, 1988.

For more information, con-

tact the English department.

1\..CH.

Senate meets
By DANTE J. SCALA

News Editor

The faculty asked for an 8.5

percent salary increase for the
1988-89 academic year at the
University Senate meeting Nov.
20.

The increase would include a
5.5 percent increment for cost of

living, plus an additional 3 percent
to aid in alleviating "the discre-

pancy between Villanova and its

competitor institutions," accord-

ing to a resolution passed by the
faculty council and the faculty

affairs committee.

The planning and priorities

committee's report was also pres-

ented at the meeting.

(For more information on the

committee's report, see article on
page 5).

Student Senator Brian Moses,
recently elected chairperson of the

committee studying Security and
parking policies, announced "an
open forum where all ... who
[have] a gripe against Security can
come and bring it — one time

only."

Senate Chairperson Dr. Philip

A. Maurone, physics professor,

warned that this was not one of

the committee's duties. "The ad
hoc committee was not instituted

to hear complaints but to find out

what the operating procedure is

for Security ... there is a com-
plaint department elsewhere to

hear individual cases and it is not

in the Senate," stated Maurone. .

Borski's office denies priest's allegations
By KEVIN C.HEIL

Assistant News Editor

Pete DeCoursey of U.S. Rep.

Robert Borski of Pennsylvania's

office denied allegations made by
the Rev. Joseph Turner that

Borski "bastardized" House Bill

HR 1875, titled "Military Chap-
lains Faith Balance Act," and
added that many religious organ-

izations do not want the bill

reintroduced^

The bill, originally introduced

by Borski in April 19B5, urged the

armed forces to maintain a bal-

anceofchaplains so that "military

personnel and their families can
oommunicate^vith their God in

aooortfattioe with the dictates of

their fMth."
Turner said that Borski was

part ol a oompromiie with Wit-

coniin Bip^ Lea Aapn* cfasirper-

tan «l iIk liaiaie AfflMi Sannoet

before a scheduled vote.

Borski received information

from various organizations
expressing their lack of support

for the bill. He decided it was in

their best interest that the bill not

be reintroduced, said DeCoursey.

He said Borski was in favor of

obtaining more military chap-

lains, but did not feel the "Military

Chaplains Faith Balance Act"
was the correct way to solve the

problem.

Some religious organizations,

including the Archdiocese for the

Military Services and the Jewish
Chaplains Council, are not in

favor of the reintroduction of HR
1875.

In a letter from Archbishop

Joseph T. Ryan of the Archdiocese

for the Military Services to Chap-

lain and Cokmel John. L. Mann of

the U.S. Air Force, Ryan expressed

Ms oppoaibon to the bill

*'It ilwMM he neled from the

MiMt tiMt tlie tiMftape of Cith-

elie pfitils ki ti» oAlanr it t

reflection of the overall shortage

that exists in the civilian com-
munity. No legislation or policy

decision will alter this situation,"

wrote Ryan.
"The most promising program

to alleviate the shortage of Cath-

olic chaplains in the military

against this background is the co-

sponsorship program instituted

by this archdiocese recently. This
campaign is directed towards
active duty military personnel

and their dependents," he wrote.

"Statistics indkrate there is a
large group of single Catholics

who represent a potential pool of

vocations to the priesthood and
religious life. Many young men
among this group as well as some
civilians with prior military ser-

vice indicate a desire to become
miUtary chaplains," the letter

read. It continued, *'The co-

spontorship program is designed

to aaaiat them in acquiring the

reauired education, informatkm
and prolcMional experience to

become chaplains."

Ryan also recommended that

the Department of Defense "autho-

rize physical and medical exam-
inations at federal medical facil-

ities for any individual who plans

to enter the co-sponsorship pro-

gram," and that it "elicit legal

opinions about the legality of a

federally funded educational pro-

gram to train future chaplains

similar to programs previously in

existence or in place now to offset

the shortage of legal and medical
professionals."

According to the Rev. Angelo
Acerra, O.S.B., vocations director

of the Archdiocese for the Military

Services, without the program the

miUtary is going to have to rely

on priests who are borrowed from
dioceses. The co-sponsorship pro-

gram is designed to lessen the

dependence on these priests.

Acerra is optimistic about the

future of the program. One
hundred and ninety-five men have
currently indicated their interest

in it.

The Archdiocese for the Mil-

itary Services is the sole endorsing
agency for Catholic chaplains to

the branches of the military.

Rabbi David Lapp, director of

the Jewish Chaplains Council,
wrote "we are opposed to HR 1875
because . . . the shortage of rabbis

in the military is a reflection of

the overall shortage that exists in

the civilian community. The mil-

itary services are embarked upon
a very comprehensive recruiting

program. It is far more effective

and realistic than the remedy
suggested by HR 1875."

Lapp added that HR 1875
attempts to insure that the
number of rabbis on active duty
will be a percentage of the total

chaplain corps equal to the per-

centage of Jewish persons in the

armed services. However, military

personnel cannot reasonably
expect to have a higher ratio of

rabbis toJewish people that exists

in the civilian community.
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ititution, of oertiin rights,

not be construed to deny or
others retained by the

provides someevidenoeof
lis desired open-endedness,

xhng to De^ardins. In addi-

such phrases in the docu-
it as "unreasonable search

id seizure" and **cruel and
lusual punishment" are ambig-

ufNis, he said.

[ Moral philosophy and reasoning
are the proper methods for under-
sjtanding these principles and
ajpplying them to the present,
I/e^ardins explained.

i "I think that individual judges
in reason and reach rationally
bjectiye and defensible condu-
ions," he said.

I
This type of interpretation is

n|either random nor ad hoc, he
ii^sisted.

I Supreme Court justices, in their
rpsoning, "speak for the morals
abd principles that identify the
dpmmunity," De^ardins stated.

Thejudges aregiven the authority
tp determine these principles by
the Constitution and "through
the reasonableness of their
-decisions."

De^ardins does not believe, as
Meese's original intent position

contends, that this moral philo*

aoDhy <d jurisprudence makes
judr*oUaidks or taketaway the
right to deckle on these issues
from the people.

Judicial activism is, he said, one
oi the best ways to achieve social

progress.

''Bask moral principles provide
the basis of the Constitntkxi. If

aspecU of the Constitutran no
k>nger accomplish these moral
principles, thenwehave tochange
the Constitution [and its interpr^
tation by the Supreme Court),"
DeaJardins said.

JudiGial Statesmaaship
Sheehan, who teaches a class

on the Constitution and wrote her
doctorate on the American found-
ing, argues for "original intent,

properly understood.^' She terms
this proper understanding,
"statesmanship."

"Neither the living Constitution
position, which recognizes over-
arching principles but ignores the
text, nor the Meese-Bork original
intention position, which looks to
the text but recognizes no over-
arching principles, is sufficient,"
stated Sheehan.

Statesmanship, according to
Sheehan, requires a knowledge
both of the words and intentions
of the Constitution, as well as an
understanding of the principles
which inform the American
republic.

Sht sxplained, miere as no
aimpis fonaula to achieve the
proper woridnii ol Ire^ fovem-
ment, hut Fither there it a stand-
ard which serves us hi our judg-
mools, just as the ditiimstsnces
sen^e to Uinit us in our poUtkal
actkMis^ Theart ol sUtesflMBship
can be summed up in the term
prudence or, in other words,
statesmanship is the srt ol the
best possible.'^

The principles set forth in the

Declaration ol Independence, bur-

gely unrecognised today, are
essential to this form of jurispru-

dence, Sheehan said. "The Dec-

laration of Independence is the

raison d'etn for the establishment

ol fovermnent It states that to
secure certaiin rights, govern-
ments are instftuted amoM men
snd that thesegovemmentslerive
then- just powers from, and only

^. theconatat if tfaefovemed.
Aa the founders umleiitood the
Constitution, it was instituted to
secure the principles foi«ht for in
the American Revohitioii.

**Tliose.understanding8 ol the
Constitution which do not recog-
nise the purpose ol that document
[The Dedaratk»dIndependence]
are tantamount to no understand-
ing at all," she sUted.
John Marshall andJoseph Story

were U.S. Supreme Court justices

in the past ^ho pursued states-

pWMhbin Uie^ikdsioiis,4Kx»d
tog to SheehDn. Today, Kany V.
Ja&, Bruce Ledewits andEdward
BhrlerareamongthslewacliQlars
who suD^rt this theory of
jurisprudence.

Sheehan expfadned the disap-
psaranoe ol the conoept ol staUis-
manafaip in political life today.
'The reason the idea ol.sUtes-
manship is no lonoer considered
vaUd 18 becauae the Mlea ofnatural
right. i.e., that there is a standard
of judgment independent of
htiman will, has been replaced by
the idea that all notions of right
and wrong, of just and unjust, are
merely subjective value
judgments."

I'lu' National Order ol'OnH'L'a
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there is a "definite rise in aware-
ness" during the holidays and an
increase in programs for the
homeless.

Cameron stated that people's
"expectations of their world"
change at Christmas. People
become more concerned about
peace and the needs of others, and
are more willing to help people
meet their basic needs.

According to Cameron, people
become "more aware of the need
to give and for people to have the
basic necessities."

Cameron added that this aware-
ness makes people more carefully
consider their personal values.

Stressing the ne«i to go beyond
mere "band-aiding," Cameron
spoke of the importance of attempt-
ing to change the system through
voting, supporting pertinent bills

and being aware of how money is

allocated in government budgets.
Cameron addressed the need to

"find out why we have street

for fire aeedV
people" by looking at the system.
Cameron recommended that

even if people feel they cannot give
direct aid, individuals should ask

themselves how they can raise

their consciousness in order to

"know that by participating in our
system, we can affect change."

Awareness and donations for the Phikidelphia homeli'^S^r^'
during the holiday season.

Nassau/Paradise^
y \\

\%

This week, the Order of Omega is especially

proud to honor Sigma Phi Epsilon's Gary H. Bonas .

Jr.

After graduating from Villanova in 1968 with a
degree in physics, Gary went on to serve as a member
of the U.S. Navy for four years. After his time in

the Navy, Gary spent two years working in the
construction field at the Philadelphia Naval Yard.

In 1972, Gary returned to Villanova as the
assistant to the associate dean for sciences, and in

1981 he was named the assistant director of Student
Activities, the position which he still holds. Gary is

a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon National
Leadership Committee, the past executive director

of the Northeast Interfratemity Conference and the
current president of the Assodatkm of Fraternity
Advisors.

At Villanova, Gary spends his time advising the
Greek system and overseeing -activities such as
Special Olympics, tailgates and The Belle Aire
yearbook. Gary also serves as the advisor to the Order
of Omega.

In his spare time Gary enjoys the opera and fine

food.

For all that he has given to Vilbnova, the Order
of Omega is pleased to honor Gary H. Bonas Jr. ol

Sigma Phi Epsikm aa the Greek ol the Week.
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SktffRgportur

The fetudent directory wa^ dia-

trihuted earlier this wedc accord-

ii« to Christine Wunk, the editor

ol the directory.

The directory lists the names,
addresses arid phone numbers of

students livingoni^id olfcampus,
along with their home addresses.

It also contains a listing of all

University staff, professors,

administrators and their olfioes.

The front d thia year's direc-

tory contains additional informa-

tion such aa train and bus sche-

dules in addition to academic
calendars, a table of contents,

abbremtioncodesand emergency
tdephone numbers.

It also includes a laiiger section

of yellow pages and coupons in the

back than last year's edition had.

Wnuk stated that this year's

directory contains 3,495 names,
compared to about 2,200 Ust year.

A mail campaign and help from

the Registrar's Office were dted

as reasons for this increase.

4,.iee7 • THC VIXANOVAN • PbBsS

Wnuk said she also received

help from a "strong stalft" that

"kept things moving along.*'

This year's directory was dis-

tributed earlier than hwt year's,

which came out Jan. 19.

Wunk stated that a maU cam-
paign was conducted oyer the

summer for information on
seniors, jumors and sophomores.

Freshman information was col-

lected during orientatkm.

Wnuk alao stated that since this

is the third year the directory has
been publiahed, the staff was able

to draw from the experiences of

past years.

Wnuk added that there are

more advertisements in the new
du-ectory. "There were $26,000 in

ads sold this year, which is a 65

percent increaae over last year,"

she said. "We will have some
money coming back this year."

University Directories, a com-
pany from North Carolina which
prints telephone listings, pub-
lished this year's directory,

according to Wnuk.
She commented that many

Christine Wnuk. editor of the
student dhrectory.

(Photo ty Batof)

"unsung heroes" helped get the
directory published. "Many volun-
teers, people from Student
Government and the Registrar's
Office helped out," Wnuk said.

The directory is currently being
distributed in mailboxes at
Kennedy Hall and at Connelly
Center.

Priorities set by committee

NatioiMl News Notes
Compikdfrom the Collide Prm Service and the New York Times

GMrgetown gays' suit settled

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER
StaffReporter

The University planning and
priorities committee gave finan-

cial priority to such projects as the

construction of two dormitories

on south campus, financial aid for

students and increases in faculty

salaries in its recently-published

annual report.

The report, which was submit-

ted to the public on Nov. 20, is

the first of three steps in creating

the 1988-89 budget for the
University.

John Lewis, a student senator

and committee member, said "On
the whole it [the report! was O.K.
... I was not overwhelmed by it,

but I think it was becausewe were
rushed and limited time-wise in

preparing it. I think that on the

whole, the budget process needs
to be reformed in order to allow

more time."

Dr. Theresa M. Valiga, asso-

ciate professor and director of the

graduate nursing program, is also

a member of the committee. Her
view of the report was similar to

Lewis' regarding the time factor.

"We were limited by our time

schedule; it was very tight. But
I feel the report is comprehensive
and addresses the needs of the

various constituents on campus,"
she said.

The planning and priorities

committee is made up of 15
members, including two alumni,
three students, and 10 faculty and
administration members.

The committee is given a list

from the administration that
suggests some necessary projects.

These ideas are then formed into

two categories, capitals and
operationals.

The capital category is con-
cerned with those expenditures
which relate to land and buildings
but are non-maintenance in
nature. This category also relates
to future items that will need
money and attention.

The items of high priority in the
capital category of this year's
report include construction of two
dormitories on the south campus,
construction of academic office

facilities, the ui^n^ding of class-

rooms and offices, continued
implementation of fire and envir-

onmental safety programs, the

acquisition of real estate as it

becomes available, development of

west campus and endowment.
The operational category con-

cerns all expenditures connected
with ongoing operations of the

University, including buiklings

and maintenance. This category

also relates to items that need
more immediate attention.

The items of high priority in the

operational category of this year's
report include completing the
campus physical facilities master
plan, rezoning west campus, pro-

viding financial aid for students,
improving faculty, administration
and staff salaries; and initiating

self-study activities for middle
states.

After the report is completed, it

is then sent to the University
budget committee. This commit-
tee is made up of students, faculty
and administration

The Senate votes on the admin-
istration's proposed budget in the
spring. The Board of Trustees
makes the final decisions on the
budget.

In a key court case concern-

ingm students, the Washing-
ton D.C. Court ol Appeals ruled

on Nov. 20 that Georgetown
University does not have to

grant gay student groups offi-

cial recognitkm.

The court did say that Geor-

getown, a private Catholic

university, must give homo- sexuality,

sexual groups the same priv- E.H.M.

Columbia U. requirements eased

ileges it pves other groups.
These privileges typically con-
cern use of campus meetings
rooms.

Two gay groups sued Geor-
getown for recognition in 1960,
after they were refused offkaal

status because Catholic doc-

trine condemns homo-

Officials from Columbia Uni-
versity recently revealed that

the school has been allowed by
the Ivy League to recruit play-

ers who fail to meet conference
academic requirements.

Columbia sought and
received a waiver from the Ivy
League after its 1985 season,
during which the team's losing

streak ran to 21 games. It

currently stands at 41 games.
The waiver allows the admis-
sion of a limited number of

players each year whose aca-

demic qualifications are lower
than the normal league
minimum.

Five players were admitted

under the variance last year

and are playing varsity. There
were six players admitted this

year. Columbia's freshman
team went 6-0 this season.

The Ivy League require-

ments were established in the

early 1980s.

E.H.m.

Racial tension rises at colleges
Evidence of widespread black

student impatience with the
pace of integration on their

campuses continued to mount
in November at Emory Univer-
sity in Atlanta, Ga., and the
University of California at
Berkeley.

At Emory, black students
were angered by the schoors
decision to deny tenure to

professor Sondra O'Neale, the
only black teacher in Emory's
School of Arts and Sciences
and the first professor denied
tenure there since 1981.

O'Neale's supporters say she
was denied tenure because of

her race and gender. A faculty

review committee recom-
mended that O'Neale not be
granted tenure on the basis of

her scholarship and research.

At Berkeley, more than 500
marched to Chancellor Ira

Heyman's office to blame the

general campus atmosphere
for a series of racial incidents
— the most recent being an
Oct. 20 letter to the African

Students Association headed
"Dear Nigger" — and to ask
for better counseling to help

minority students stay in

college.

J.R.

Seniors to celebrate tomorrow

Interviews wane
By STEVE D'ANGELO

Colleges and universities are

giving ai) increasingly smaller

value to student interviews,
according to a New York Times
article. Villanova University has
been following this trend to some
extent.

The University has chosen to

provide "information sessions"

rather than interviews for stu-

dents in recent years, stated the

Rev. Harry J. Erdlen, O.S.A., dean
ol admissions.

The students are given a tour

ol the campus and then have a

short discussion with a member
ol the administration. The main
purpose ol the discussion is to

inform the student, rather than
to evaluate him, Erdlen said.

He stated that about one-

quarter of the applicants partic-

ipate in the sessions each year.

These students are not seen as

having sn advantage over the

others.

The interview will rarsHr affect

a studsBt'sdiMoss^iWBCfitance.
It makss a difltrsacs only in

bordorUns cisss'aad even thsn it

has very little weight, he said.

"It's [the interview] part of an
evaluatkm, but frankly it makes
a difference one way or the other
only in borderline cases," agreed

the dean of Reed College in the

Times article.

When evaluating a student for

admission, Villanova has begun
placing a laiger value on several

criteria other than the interview.

In theTimes article, the director

of admissions of Northwestern
University stated as well, "we're

kicking for so many items . . . that

quite honestly, the interview is

rarely a surprise."

According to Erdlen, the best

way tojudge a student's potential

is by his or her high school
perfbnnanoe.

Therefore, an appttcant'sgrades

areoonaklered the most important

for acceptance.

SAT [seholastk aptitude test]

scoresarethe next best guidelines,

snd sre used to decide between
students sharing similar grades,

said Erdlen.

Class rank is also tsken into

aooount, but since many appli-

cants are from small schools, its

vahw is nol vwy freat.

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

Saturday's "Countdown Cele-

bration" for Villanova seniors will

be held at Popcorn's in King of

Prussia under new parameters in

an attempt to eliminate problems
previous Days' Parties have had,
said Lucyna J. Gorski, director of

student activities.

"Last year, we had big problems
... the party at the Sheraton
[Hotel Convention Center] was a
complete fiasco," said Gorski.

The Sheraton lacked prepara-

tion on the part of the facility and
the staff was difficult to work
with, but Gorski attributed part

of the problems to the students
attending the event.

"The students were also diffi-

cult to work with. They did a lot

of damage to the convention
center and it cost us a lot of

money. The liability that was on
our shoulders was extremely
high," she said.

As a result of the problems at

the Sheraton, administration,
Staff, and the student organiza-

tk>ns which sponsor the events,

the Villanova Student Union and
the Blue Key Society, decided to

start kx)king for a better place to

hokl the event.

"The hist two [parties last year]

were at Pulsatkms ... the idea was
nice, but there were problems,"
Gorski said.

She said one of the problems
was the distance between the
University and the club, which
creates a concern about drinking
and driving when sponsoring
"something that's basically a
drinking party." Also, the club
was open to everyone and was not
strictly for Villanova students.

"It's not the same community
feeling; it waa just a night out at

a bar. It dkln't cover our needs,"

GorskiaMd.

A second option was to move the
event to Popcorn's, which is

closer. This is the idea which will

be used tomorrow when the Stu-
dent Union sponsors this event.

According to Gorski, this count-
down celebration will be held
under new parameters. The hours
will be 5 to 9 p.m., which is more
of a happy hour. Also, the event
will be closed to all but Villanova
seniors.

"We will be closing out others
who are not actually seniors, true
seniors ... we have to say no to

seniors bringing dates or cousins
or friends because if we sell out.

Locyaa J.GonU, direclor ol sta-

deal activMM, dkcwssid toior-

row evening's Senior Days*
Party.

that person is taking the place of

a senior. There are other pro-

grams, such as formals and dan-

ces, which they can take dates to,

but this is strictly a senior Vil-

lanova student event," she said.

Popcorn's requires a minimum
of 800 people. Gorski stated the

normal amount that attends the

event is between 500 to 800 people.

"One thousand is the most
we've every had anywhere. We
should be able to fit every senior,"

she added.

In the past, three or four parties

were held each year, but last year
had fewer due to the problems in

finding a place to hold the event.

The Student Union organizes the

first party and the last one, which
is held during Senior Week. The
Blue Key Society is responsible for

the two parties in the spring.

As to the number of countdown
celebrations that will be held this

year, Gorski explained that it

depends on the results of tomon
row's celebration. '

She said, "The bottom line is

that after this Saturday, we will

review and see how this Saturday
goes. If people are less drunk, less

abusive, and it is a much more^
workable situation, we will try to'

do it ac^n three more times, oncei
in Senkx- Week and either once^
or twice in the spring.

"We can't foresee what will go{
wrong [this Saturday] ... there?

are a few people who always cause
problems. It's not fair to stop

having events because of them,"
said Gorski.

She added that during Senior
Week there will be more flexibility

in finding a place to host the event.
Bars are reluctant to close on the

weekend for a party, and the

University cannot hold such an
event on a weeknight. During
SenkN- Week. thou|th, the event]
can be hekl any night, as there]

are no classes.
|
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viduals who happen to be on the

Supreme Court, not even the

Congress, but only the peoplewho
understood the document and

continue to treasure the vakies

which it contains/' he concluded.

Folkywins Scalia's speech, a

demonstranon composed of stu-

dentsand facultywas heldoutside

the Meese banquet in the Villan-

ova Room in opposition to Meese.
Protestors carried signs, chanted
and distributed literature criticiz-

ingMeese's record. Approximately
two dozen protestors were
present.

*'Meese doesn't have a theory

about the Constitution. He's got

an agenda. We're coming here to

tell people what his agenda, not
his theory, is," said John Lewis,
student senator.

"He doesn't believe in original

intent or judicial restraint. Those,
are his faults because there is a
real theory behind those things,

but he's not here to discuss that.

He's here to advance his agenda.
We don't believe it's an agenda
that Americans can support and
an agenda that Villanova students
can support," Lewis added.

A counter-demonstration was
also staged. Members of the Col-

lege Republicans from Villanova,

SaintJoseph's University, and the

University of Pennsylvania par-

ticipated, according to Collette

Mitchell of Villanova's branch of

College Republicans. The two
demonstrations were the lead

story on American Broadcasting

Company [ABCJ's affiliate, WPVI-
TV.
Meese said he was aware of the

protest but did not have much
information on it.

Meese gave an address at the

inm.

' / \^i^'^

lectures condmh

UA AfttoriMsr

Justice Antwii
University presideat.

Cdint
Rev.JttlnM. DrlsooB,OS^,

«« tiM biosatenaisl of the Constittttion.

(Ptak) by GiQinl

banquet, titled "The Constitution:

a Bicentennial Reflection."

'The single most astonishing

thing about the Constitution is

what a finely-tuned mechanism it

is," he said. According to Meese,

it is strongenough to secure order,

but not so strong as to threaten

liberty.,,.

"They [the founding fathers]

knew that any nation has to take

into account human frailities and

appreciate that citizens cannot be

relied upon to govern themselves

without law, or to administer law

without restraints," he

commented.
Meese added that virtue re-

mains a necessity in America's

constitutional system. "The role

of the public was as important to

the concept of the constitutional

government as were the words

that were on the document itself,"

he said.

According to Meese, the found-

ing fathers knew that citizenship

meant participation. He cited the

founders for their own civic

service.

He commented. "The citizens

who make up the bulk of America,
with their seemingly ordinary.

unspectacular and steady virtues,

are the citizens for which the

Constitution was written. It pro-

tects their liberties and secures

their ri^ts under the law, but
making a successful country is up
to the people who live under such
a r^me."

Meese said the preservation of

the Constitution is directly de-

pendent upon Americans taking a

look at their history and at where
they are now and restoring some
of the virtues and values that

were important in the writings of

the founders.

"The genius of the Constitution

is that, for the most part, it does

not impose values, but rather

establishes a process through
which shared values among our

people can be woven into the

fabric of law through the demo-
cratic process," Meese said.

" 'We the People' is not mere

rhetoric designed as a catchy

phrase to introduce a legal docu-

ment. These three words are the

capsulization of the fundamental
values that are the hallmark of

our American democracy and the

challenge to dvic virtue for our
next 100 years," he concluded.

ByLYNNPERDEK
Si^Riporttr

In the spirit ef the nation's

bioentennial celebration of the

Ccmttitutiofi, VUlanova preaentcd
a numberofspeakers todfbttethe
ouettioii of bow to integrate the

Conatitutidb.

The final events for the bicen-

tennial cdebratkiii were a lecture

hy Dr. Gary McDowell on origipal

intent and a debate on "natural

riglita" integratkm by Dr. Harry
V. Jaffa and Professor Bruce H.
Ledewitz.

On Nov. 19, McDowell, resident

scholar at the Center for Judidal

Studies, spoke to Villaiim stu-

dents and faculty on the subject

of the recent nomination and
defeat ofJudge Robert Bork for the

U.S. Supreme Court.

McDowell claimed that the
Bork hearings had nothing to do
with his ability or record as a
judge, but instead were a battle

over how judges ought to read the

Constitution^

McDowell stated that there has

been an academic disagreeoient

about how the Constitution

should be interpreted by judjies,

and that now it has expanded mto

a political battle.

According to McDowell, those

who argue against original intent

are trying to replace the written

Constitution with judicial

pretensions.

He said, "While the court is

trying to teach this generation

that there is no gap between

morals and the law, the results

have not been liberal benevolence

but judicial aggrandizement."

McDowell summed up his posi-

tion by stating that the laws
should be made by the legislature,

not by the courts. Although Bork
was defeated, the battle has not

ended, he sakl.

The honors program sponsored

the McDowell lectors^ as well as

a debate about the issue of con-

stitutional interpretitkNi on Nov.
23. Speaking for judicial restraint

in a. natural right* perspeptive

was UiU, a proinior at Claie-

inont McK^noa CoMste who has
writtenmanybookson the subiiect

of constitutionalism.

Aiitttng for a ipbsral natural

rifhts intefintalQion was Lede-

witz, a law pralessor.at Duquesne
University.

Ledcwitz daimed that as writ-

ten, the Constitution does not

alkrw for the government to pro-

vide for the poor, protect the

environment, or protect against

nuclear threats.

Ife further stated that equal

protection is not written in the

Constitution. It was the interpre-

tatk>n of the Supreme Court in the

case of Bnmn v. Board of Edu-
caHon which ended segregation in

school systems.

Jaffa countered that a liberal

interpretation by the courts is a

bad notion, as in the case of Roe
V. Wade, which legalized abortion.

Jaffa stated that the courts used
modem scientific knowledge as a
justification, yet in the 1800s
scientific knowledge claimed
blacks were inferior to whites,

although the founders of the
Constitution believed slavery to

be wrong.

This proves that science can be

used to justify any conclusion,

even if the founders of the Con-
stitution believe that conclusion

to be wrong, according to Jaffa.

Jaffa concluded by stating that

the principles of the Declaration

of Independence formed the orig-

inal intent of those who wrote the

Constitution.
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Protest disrupts

Villanova apathy
The spark of political interest exhibited Nov. 20 by

the anti-Meese protestors and counter demonstrators is

a positive sign of life at the University. The break from

the apathetic norm of the Villanova student body should

be welcomed and applauded.

In Connelly Center a group composed of about two
dozen students and faculty members protested the arrival

of U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese in to Villanova

as part of the bicentennial celebration of the Constitution.

They objected to Meese himself as well as the banquet

format of the celebration. The protestors opposed the $15

student and $30 faculty admission prices which they

claimed restricted the number of people able to attend.

A counter protest was also held.

In the words of a member of the protest, the

demonstrators expressed their points of view "to increase

the discourse and remind people that Villanova is a place

for a free and open exchange of ideas."

Just one protest is not enough! Student opinions on

topics such as tuition increases, c»ed dormitories, parking

regulations, visitation hours and r^stration procedures

can all be heard through organized protests.

Student apathy can become student involvement.

The demonstrators followed University protest rules

and regulations and should be commended for a

nonviolent, nondisruptive and effective political

statement.

Christmas can be

SoUrlOM l2--(-^?

Letters to the Editor.

depressing
Christmas is the most joyous and holy season of the

year. We celebrate Christ's birth and rejoice with our
families and friends. But for many Americans, especially

those who have lost a beloved spouse or parent, Christmas
can be a most depressing time. We must ojien our hearts

and be especially compassionate to people who have
difficulty experiencing the holidays.

During Advent we reflect and prepare our souls for

Christ's coming. We remember how special the holidays

are, and we anxiously await Christmas morning. For
some, though, past Christmas memories become present

depressing moments. These people recall happy Christmas
seasons when their loved ones were alive or families

together. They cherish the precious moments they once
knew and sometimes dread the future holidays.

Christmas is a time for sharing happy moments and
giving gifts to special people in our lives. This Christmas,
extend your Christmas lists and give the gifts of love

and compassion to someone who needs them the most.

Find Philadelphia
Philadelphia, the city of brotherly love, is a mere 25-

minute train ride from campus, yet so many Villanova

students continually leave the cultural resources of the

city untapped.

The Liberty Bell, Philadelphia Art Museum, Franklin

Institute and Independence Hall are just a few historical

sites that enhance patriotism and must be visited to be
appreciated.

Philadelphia is also rich in its cultural experiences.

The bizarre nightlife of South Street, the culinary delights

of cheese steaks and soft pretzels and the heritage of

Chinatown are not to be missed.

Philadel|ihia also offers a |^ethoni of profeeeionai

sporting events with its^Phillies , Eagles, Flyers and 76eri.

In addiBon, the collegiate athletic competition in the Big'

5 cannot be overlooked.

Diaoover Philadelphia, Villanova. It it juat around^

the oomer and fiUad with excitement

To the Editor:

As a freshman engineering
student, I recently went through
registration for the first time. I

was unlucky enough to have a late

day for registration, and as expect-
ed, almost every section of every
class I needed was closed.

I have a set curriculum that

must be taken next semester. The
people working at registration, in

their ever-wise ways, advised me
to sign up for any section in which
I could get a place and work out

the conflicts on my own.

This piece of advice left me with
physics class in the middle of

chemistry and design graphics
lab. and eight straight hours of

classes on Monday and Friday.

But of course this was of no
concern to the people working at

registration.

prevalent attitude of most admin-
istrators. I spoke to several depart-

ment chairpeople about entering

closed sectionsm order to alleviate
my conflicts, and they all told me,
some politely, some not, that there

was no way I could change a class

in their department. My problems
were not their fault or their

concern.

I ^was ready to give up and
contemplated changing my major
to anything other than engineer-

ing, when a kind soul in the
physics department took pity on
me, made an exception and helped

me change some classes.

Is this the way a ma^or univer-

sity should be run? Is it the

student's fault that all classes are

closed when her turn to register

comes? I do not think so. Why it

there not someone here who oMikl

help when this type of difficulty

ames? With the amount of tuitkm

we pay to attend Villanova/ the

least the school can do is let iis

take the classes we need each

semester.

Amy Spencer
Class of 1991
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As I tried to work out those

conflicts, it became all too appar-

ent that a lack of concern was the
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Constitutioii debated
Original intent view has merit

December 4, IttTe THE VH-LAWOVANe Paget

ByDANTEJ.SCALA
News Editor

In recent months, ''original

intent" interpreters of the Consti-

tution have had mudi reason to

wring their hands with anguish
and worry. One can imagine they

are still trying to regroup after

their standard bearer, Judge
Robert Bork, left Capitol Hill in

humiliating defeat after his nom-
ination was rejected by the
Senate.

During the Senate Judiciary
Committee's hearings on the Bork
nomination, some of the judge's

vocal opposers did their best to

portray him as a judicial prince

of darkness. As politicians will,

they tried to reduce complex
matters to simple, black-and-

white issues. Their distortions

worked politically, but did not do
justice to the original intent

perspective.

For even though some original

intent supporters may wear black

hats (and prompt protests in the

unlikeliest of places), they none-

theless present some Constitu-

tional ideas which are valuable to

th<^ American polity. One such
concept is the doctrine of "consent

of the governed."

This doctrine is as old and
venerable as the Constitution

U$^lf. Simply, it says that a

government can only act with the

assent of the country's citizens.

The Founding Fathers embodied
4his. concept in their political

vision of constitutional demo-
cracy. They believed what Attor-

ney General Edwin Meese IH has

stated; that "In a system of

popular government, the people

have the liberty and the legitimate

power within certain limits to

define the moral, political and
legal content of their public lives.

"

These limits are defined by the
t

Constitution, which protects the

rights of the minority in a state

ruled by the majority.

When considering Meese's
statement, it is irrelevant what
one thinks of the man himself. It

is the words themselves that are

important, that powerfully echo
through American democracy.

The concept of citizens' consent

implies that each citizen has
certain rights, including the right

to have some say in how he is

governed. This idea is taken fof

granted today, but in the 18th

century it was a revolutionary

force which allowed man to free

himself from the bonds of repres-

sive medieval society.

Now that the revolution is long

over, however, Americans appear
less interested in their political

liberties, and are more passionate

about concepte such as social

equality.

Nineteenth-century political

philosopher Alexis de Tocqueville
observed this k>ve of equality in

citizens of democratic countries,

noting "for equality their passion
is ardent, insatiable, incessant,

invincible."

One reason he saw for this was
fhat "the advantages of equality
are immediate" while the advan-
tages of freedom "are shown only
by the lapse of time."

Tocqueville saw a potential
threat stemming from this love of

equality. He feared that citizens

would increasingly rely on the
power of the central government
to ensure their equality. This
increasing dependence would
result in the creation of a huge,
despotic state which would put
sharp restrictions on citizens'

liberty in the name of protecting
their equality. In all, Tocqueville
warned of the dangers of giving
up our liberties, our right to
govern ourselves, even for causes
which we might consider worthy.

In view of today's America,
Tocqueville appears as much a

prophet as he was a philosopher.

The social l^slation of the New
Deal and "Great Society," with its

programs of welfare and social

security, has also led to an
increased expansion and central-

ization of power in the federal

government. In Constitutional
terms, the threat of increased

government power lies in the
doctrine of judicial activism.

Judicial activists such as

Supreme Court Associate Justice

William J. Brennan argue that it.

is difficult, if not impossible, to

understand the original intent of

the Constitution's founders.

Furthermore, some state that

the founders* intentions are irrele-

vant, because our morals and

values have evolved in the last 200

years. Thus, judicial activists

believe that judges should have

significant power to interpret the

Constitution in terms of "today's

society."

As Stuart Taylor Jr., Supreme
Court reporter for the New York
Times, has noted, judicial activ-

ism has led to "triumphs of

constitutional principle," such as

desegregation. However, this doc-

trine has also led the Supreme
Court to assume the role of poli-

cymaker on controversial moral
and social issues — a role which

belongs to the legislative branch,
not the judiciary.

The landmark case of Roe v.

Wade is a telling example of the

dark side of judicial activism.

Instead of leaving the hotly-
debated moral issue of abortion

for citizens in the individual
states to decide, the Supreme
Court assumed the role of final

authority on the subject.

Such actions clearly violate the

Constitutional concept of consent

of the governed. As original intent

scholar Gary McDowell stated,

"The purpose of federalism," a
main principle of American govern-
ment, "is ... to allow the citizens

of the several states to debate the
great moral issues of our time, and
to choose the moral tone they wish
their communities to have."

In all, the doctrine of original

intent does not have all of the
answers. It does, however, remind
us of founding principles of Amer-
ican government which we should
not forget.

Dante J. Scala is a sophomore
honors majorand news editorofthe
Viilanovan.

Natural rights are essential
By SUSAN TOLVE

Senior Reporter

The Constitution's bicentennial

celebration, the controversy over

Bork's nomination and Meese's

recent vocalization of his jurispru-

dence have brought a fundamental

issue to the forefront of the

American public arena: how
should the Constitution of the

United States be interpreted?

All too often this issue is

reduced^o a gross simplification

of two choices — a jurisprudence

of original intent or an evolving

"living Constitution." Besides the

fact that these schools of thought
are not always represented accu-

rately, there is also a third view
of interpretation commonly over-

looked — the natural rights

theory.

The natural rights position

expounds the belief that to inter-

pret correctly the U.S. Constitu-

tion, the document must be read

in light of the principles of the

Declaration of Independence. This
is not a new theory rising out of

recent Constitutional debates. In

tact, one of the greatest propo-

nents of the natural rights thc»ry

was former U.S. President Abra-
ham Lincoln.

In 1857, Lincoln spoke against

Chief Justice Taney's Supreme
Court decision in the Dred Scott

case. Lincoln did not refer to the

Constitution to support his case,

but to 'the Declaration of

Independence.

He asserted that when the

authors of the Declaration stated

that all men were created equal,

"they simply meant to declare the

right so that the enforcement of

it might follow as fast as circum-

stances shouki permit . .

.

'The assertion that 'all men are

Created equal' was of no practical

use in effecting our separation

from Great Britain, and was
placed in the Declaration, not for

that, but for future use."

In othar wards, when the
authors dflclared our independ-
ence fropi EaidaBd. (hey werc^not
rntilii%1iiii» ih'^he situatkm

at hand— breaking ties with their

mother country — but they were
setting forth principles by which
to judge any government.

The Declaration states that to

secure the rights of life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness,

"governments are instituted

among men deriving their just

powers from the consent of the

governed."

Until 1787. there had never

been a government founded on

reflection and choice instead of

accident and violence. But what
made the U.S. Constitution even

more unique was this belief in the

consent of the governed.

Harry V. Jaffa, professor of

political philosophy at Claremont
McKenna College and a natural

rights proponent, has written

extensively about the concept of

the consent of the governed.

According to Jaffa, this consent

refers to much more than a wil-

lingness to be ruled.

Because the Declaration states

that it was necessary for "the

good people of these colonies" "to

assume ... the separate and equal

station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle

them," Americans could not con-

sent to a government inconsistent

with these ends.

Therefore, Jaffa argues that

consent of the governed is not

whatever men may agree upon,

but it is an intelligent or an
enlightened consent. For instance,

Jaffa states, "there is no such

thing as a right of people under

the laws of nature to form Nazi

or Bolshevik constitutions."

Without the self-evident princi-

ple of equality, consent of the

governed has no meaning. The
source of the just powers of

government are derived from the

proposition that all men are creat-

ed equal. That all men are created

equ^ oMans esaentiaHy that no
man is by nature tlie ruler of any
other man. Man's inherent equal-

ity requires a consent of the

governed so that men may justly

rule other men.

Dwkm the Civil War. the idea

of consent of the governed became

an important and a controversial

issue. The South defended their

right to secede.from the Union by

arguing that it was a withdrawal
of consent.

Jaffa argues that "consent of

the governed" had no real mean-
ing to Southerners, however,
because they denied the funda-

mental premise of the Declaration

that "all men are created equal"

by allowing slavery to exist.

Consent of the governed is not

a dead issue buried with the end
of the Civil War. Enlightened

consent is still needed to maintain

the just powers of government.

And in larger terms, the Consti-

tution still needs to be read in light

of the broad, overarching views of

the Declaration. The Declaration

is not an historical document to

be filed away for posterity, but the

essential foundation of our
government.
During this year of Constitu-

tional celebration, Americans
should not forget that our supreme
law is informed by the principles

of the Declaration — a document
calling for the necessary consent

of the governed and for the sec-

urance of unalienable rights.

"We the people" lacks sub-

stance when the text of the Con-

stitution is read in isolation from

the overarching principles which
inform it. The Declaration of

Independence clarifies that "we
the people" are created equal and
are "endowed with certain unal-

ienable rights, that among these

are life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness/'

Susan Tolve is a seniorcommun-
ication arts major and the former
associate editor of the Villaiiovaii.

tHe who has not Christmas in his^
* heart miil never find it under ai

)tfet.

-RoyL Smithi
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Talley thanks fans
To tlM Editor:
Many thanks to all of the Vil-

lanova football fans who came out
luid supported the team on the
night game on Nov. 19. You
created tremendous excitement
and electricity in the stadium for

the first time since our new
program has come back.

( I have received many calls from
around the country compliment-
ing the student body for their

tremendous support ofour football

program. People were especially

impressed with your enthusiasm
kMig into the fourth quarter.

With your continued support
we can have a great season in

1988. Our coaching staff and our
players are very appreciative of
your support and we hope that we
can continue to make you proud.
Again, my sincere thanks to the
greatest fans in college football.

Andy Talley»
head football coach

Meese defended
To the Editor:

I was amazed that the people

associated with the Center for

Peace and Justice Education
organized a protest because U.S.

Attorney General Edwin Meese is

"someone who's a known
criminal."

These people, more than any
othergroupon the campus, preach
that citizens in the United States

are innocent until proven guilty.

This is true even for Meese.

Furthermore, according to the
same article in the Nov. 13 issue

of the Villanovan, "Reagan's
reactionary program which
includes reversing historical and
landmark Supreme Court deci-

sions of the last three decades."

7b0f9 pMfifSf non
Hum miyaUmrgmip oa
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upheld the lower court decisions

and made them into the law of the
land.

If the reader ever rode in a Jim
Crow car, as I did in 1944, he
would realize what a grave injus-

tice this was to our black citizens.

The blacks rode the rails in

abominable style while the whites
traveled with class.

J. Patrick Moriarity

These people have a short his-

torical memory because the Dred
Scott dedskm and the Jim Crow
Car decision were both at one time
landmark Supreme Court deci-

sions. Yes, the Supreme Court

Attorney General

EDWIN MEESE

Security praised
To tbe Editor:

Finally, we have sonieone in

charge of Security (and parking)

who really has taken chaise and
some people complain. We now
have con^ over authorized and
unauthorized parking, which
aUowB the righta of authorized
ptrkers to be protected.

Why make an issue of the
unauthorized parking when the

real issue is now there is parking

for those willing to pay for au^o-

rized parking?

As a tuitkn paying commuting
student who works full time
during the day as a prosecutor of

welfve fraud for the ttate ol

Pduiiylvania, I am pleaaed to be
able to finally get the parking

place I piid for, and I think ttaX

Security is to be commended for

their handling of a difficult

situation.

Diana Mackenzie Plcibera

Blue Key thanked

Freud lecture criticized

TotlMBdiloff: Big Sisters it donating their time

and money as wdL

By HOWARD H. COVITZ

On Nov. 10, Dr. Hans Eysenk
presented two lectures. The first

of these centered on his recent
work and included results on the
part played by biology in person-
ality structure and the parts
played by psychological makeup
in the predisposition to cancers
and cardio-vaacular diseases.

A fascinating lecture and while
the W9rk was methodologically
conventional, the results— in and
of themselves— were suffkiently

exciting to justify even the most
banal of methods.
In the evening lecture, the

annual Fritz Nova Memorial lec-

ture, Eysenk failed to meet the
rigorous requirements of scholariy
research but instead~ by innuen-
do, omission and misrepresenta-
tion — led the Villanova audience
down/the garden path towards
aooepdhg his view that "aU" the.

works of Sigmund Freud should
be relegated tothegregt repository
of mjFthological thinking and
whimsy.
Freud, himself, Eysenk con-

tinued, must be considered a
"chrome liar" and the treatment
Freud and hisfoUowers devetoped
must be oonsklered worthless.

A lecture fucb is l^jnienk's is

not difficult to construct, nor is

it diffkrult toconvincean audience
that is unfamiliar with Freud's
writings. PoUow me, if you wouki;'
in examining Eysenk's metbbdflf
leading on his atidience.' ^.^'^ .

'i^^.

.

Eysenknoted thatFreud (fidn^
discover the unconscious and
mentions Hartmann's earlier

work in this matter. Eysenk fails

to mention that Freud made no
claims of having discovered the
unoonscKNis and, to the oonl^-ir^,

lists morethan twodoaenworker!
in the fi^ of unoonsckaia men-
tation pre^ting his own worln.

Eysenk remarks oorre^ that
Freud admonished his patiMits
not to write down thdr dreaaw
and adds that nowwc know that
dreasM are modified by tiiettvih

But there's much more to

Eysenk's methods.

Eysenk reports that he was
falsely accused in the early 1950s
of sayingthat psychcnnalysis was
useless. I wekxmie you to read his

"Uses and Abuses of Psychology"
where he not only (Chapter:
"What's wrong with Psychoanal-
ysis") makes this claim, but
compares Freud's school to a
festering corpse.

'

Eysenk mentions a brave child

devekipment study by one of his

group, leaving the audience ignor-

ant of the pioneering works of

Rene Spitz, Dorothy Burlingham,
Anna Fre^d,. Willi Hoffer, Jean
Lampl deOroot, never mind the 40
years of pioneering child observa-

tion studies carried out by Mar-
garet Mahler and her coworkers,
Anni Bergman, Fred Pine and
Daniel Stem.

The audience is left with but
one possible conclusion: psychoa-
nalysis is akin to arm-chair spec-
ulatkm and its founder was a
dreamer.

Eysenk's lecture was replete

with these misrepresentations
and others and must be judged as
lacking. The implication of its

UUe, "The Fall and Decline of
Sigmund Freud" was not demon-
strated by the lecturer; Eysenk's
bias and his willingness to alter

the facts were demonstrated.

For those who attended
Eysenk's invited lecture, I recom-
mend careful examination of
Eysenk's words and Freud's.
When asked after hiv 1«i(ittHr«»

about these discrep«ieie8,1t)Mlk^
noted that he was, after all, only

lecturing for an hour. ^ ;« ..

For those with qttestionslaboiit

this matter, I shiall be most pletSSl
to quote chapter and verse. For
a critical evaluation of Freud and
of Eysenk's criticism, you might
care to examine Paul Kline's

{lSf72] "Fact and Fantasy in

Freudian Theory."

J .

Mr. Howard) B. CovUz is an
instructor in ika wuUhematical
science departtnmt

We wiali to extend our thanks h is this /»wy>*»MMi
to tiK Bhic Key Society for the Bine Key and b« Bre(
ChriifM pHty HMfjve plv- Sitters tint wil
JMinr BklrsdMn/Bv Slrtans ' as
as Dbc 6. Thve win ht a

il

a tncK of toys. We are

Evaluate priorities
To the Editor:

In response to the article br the

Rev. Bernard A. Lazor, O.6.A., in

the Nov. 7 issue of the Villano-
van. I would like to thank him
for his inspiring insights on the

true "core" of our Villanova
education.

I do not think many of us take

the time to realize the importance
of being exposed to literature that

inspires us to aspire to "values
that are both intellectual and

' spiritual," as Laior put it.

However, I think it is time that

all of us, no matter what our
majors are, take up the challenge

of pursuing intellectual and spir-

itual values. The fact that we live

in a consumeristic, self-centered,

materialistic society which is

increasingly becoming more and
more apathetic to fundamental
Christian values and the "com-
mon good" is an even greater

reason to consider this task
seriously.

As Catholic christians, we all

have the responsibility, regardless

of ourcareer choices, to'confribute

to the amelioration of the world
and its people in accordance with
God's' specifications — not our
own.

It follows that there is no way
we can possibly know what God
wants from us unless we read His
''guidebook" for humanity, the
Bible, and discipline ourselves to

live according to His Word.
So, the Bible really is for eve-

ryone who wants to make a truly

significant contribution to God's
world. Hopefully, this is the goal

of every Villanova student; but in

order to realize this goal, we must
first recognize that the real "core"

of our education is God's Word ~
and His will.

How we act upon these two
facts is determined by the spiritual

aiMJi, if^elleqtual, values which we
instill in ourselves while here at

Villanova.

This undertaking will neither

be easy nor popular; for a famous
philosopher once said, *'It is

becoming so that the practice of

ordinary moral virtue will require

extraordinary moral courage."

Observing the general state of

affairs in the world today, I think

this is a fairly accurate statement.

I also think it is fair to say that

there is a strong positive correla-

tion between a degenerative moral

and intellectual value system and
the problems facing and affecting

all of us in the modern world.

Again I express my appreciation

to Lazor for reminding me and
everyone else what our real prior-

ities should be. Additionally, I

would like to share with every-

body some more "words of wis-

dom," provided by an anonymous
author. It is called "The Student's

Prayer," and hopefully, it will

provide the strength we will need
for our "journey." It reads as
follows:

Dear Father of all wisdom,
grant me the abiUty to

get understanding,

not just knowledge;
help me see in the learning

process more of Your great

plan for mankind,
not just a means to

my success.

Cause me to recognize and
remember truth, not

just facts;

remind me that Ybu weigh
my trying, not just

my doing —
and, Father, above all else,

help me be more than
a learner . .

.

help me be a lesson in Your
saving love to

everyone You bring into

my life.

Amen.

Joanne T. Giordano
Class of 1989

Efforts appreciated

Paoainbtr4,19t7oTHgVILLAIiOVANoNea11
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A thank you is in order for many
individuals who mad« Villanova's

bicentennial celebration the suc-

cess that it was. When the event

was first concdvdd it was just a

"nwe little idea." To bring the

event to fruitioti involved thehelp

of many individuals and offices.

' Fcom the beginning the support

ojf; the Rev. John' if. v^riscoll,

d^iS.A., Univ^r^ity president, was
unfailing. For one and one-half

yeai's the Rev. Lawrence C.

GaOen, 0.$.A., vice president of

Academic Affairs, gav^ adminis-

trative guidance, practical advice

and continued encouragement.

Dean Steven T. Frankino of the

Law School, other administrators

and the support staff there were
superb, not only |n facilitating the

rek)cation of thf lecture, but in

developing lists i)f individual! to

be notified of me event and^in
giving supportive advice in work-
ing out the detail7>for the
program.

Furthermore, Marc Tuchman
and the staff at the Connelly

Center dklamore than superUtive

job in both planningandexecuting
the banquet side of the event.

A special contributkm to the

evoiinp; was made by the music
activities department th«t pro-

vided the fine wood«iod group

whose work is only noticed when
it is not done.

Through the fine touch of

Eugene Ruane, director of Public

Relations, many potential mis-

takes were avoided and difficulties

minimized. Student helpers and
colleagues made things run
smoothly on the day of the event.

Some of the student volunteers

and members of my family spent

hours in preparing the mailitigof

invitations weeks .before. All of

this help is much appreciated.

Among the people who should
be recognized for their assistance

are: Annette Elia, Arline Kerrigan,

Dr. Lowell Gustafson, Connie
Gustafson, GonzaloZurita, Folabi

Olagbaju, Brian Cleary, Maria
Schrems, George Schrems, Juan-
ita Schrems, Lori Gillikin, Mike
Pahidesand Carolyn Sullivan.

We were ipost fortunate that

Justice^li9 of the U.S. Supreme
Court- and the Attorney General

Edwin Meese 01 as well as T.

Kenneth Ciibb, the assistant to

the President of the United SUtes
for Domestic Affairs, joined with

us to bring thoughtful attention

to the Constitution.

It is often said that adversity

brings out the best in individuals.

That may be true, but I hke to

think that thegood also brings out
the best in people. Such was
certainly my experience in the

people who worked to make Villa-

nova's hioentennial celebration a
It ssfmi to aw tlutf such-

"No, although Villanova is

doing more than most uni-

versities in the country,

but as a whole we still

have a kmg way to go.

Everybody shouki be con-

cerned about the

.^t*.t«-.. •<' • '«..W. • «•#••« *
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Tree
Give the gift of love. Purchase Angels
to help families in the Philadelphia area

parishes. Angels will be sold after

4 p.m., 6 p.m., 8 p.m., and 1 p.m.

Masses on Dec. 6 and Dec. 13. .

v^

Christmas //

Decarating

Contest Dec

Judging Will Take Place Beginning at

7 p.m. Prizes are: -

bestdoor/25
best hallway/wing ^50

best overall residence hall m 00
» •

Take a break during exams & enjoy
a Dunkin Donut! Coffee and Tea are

Free. Dec. 16, 17, 18. 20 & 21.

8 p.m.-l 2 midnight in ttie Day Hop.

Next semester— get ready for the
vandalism committee and Fr. Marty,

O.S.A.'s "Cleanliness Competiton"
within each residence halL If your
hall/wing should win YOU will' receive

a $1 cash prize. So . . . let's keep it

CLEAN!
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Wanamalm's ushers In the helldays
ByJACQUELINE GENTILE

Assistant Fmturts Editor

Tis the season to be jolly, and
to take final exams. Do you find

it difficult to get into the Christ-

mas spirit as you get into stud-
ying? Are you singing the filial

exam blues instead of Christmas
carols?

If this describes you» then a trip

toJohn Wanamaker's department
store in Philadelphia is the sure
cure. Not only can you do all your
Christmas shopping in one stop,

but you will be filled with plenty

of holiday cheer at the same time.

If. you manage to leave John
Wanamaker's without being in

the Christmas spirit, then you
truly deserve the title of

"Grinch."

A friend and^ were filled with
holiday cheer from the minute we
entered Wanamaker's and wit-

nessed the spectacular display of

decorations: Christmas trees,

Wreaths, garland and literally

'

thousands of dazzling white
lights.

The master of ceremonies for

this extravaganza is none other

than Rudi, John Wanamaker's
Christmas teddy bear. He is eve-

rywhere in the store. Hundreds of

Rudis make up displays in virtu-

ally every department — big

Rudis, little Rudis, short Rudis
and fat Rudis. They all have plush

(photo by Bullotta)

Santa No. 3 waves a jolly welcome to his visitors.

white fur and are decked out in

their most festive holiday garb: a
red knit sweater with green rein-

deer and a red hat.

Of course we could not pass by
Santa Land, located on the eighth

floor — conveniently near the toy

department. Watching the chil-

dren approach this Christmas
village with wide eyes and gaping
mouths brought back childhood

memories. We wished we were six

years old again. (Then we could

write Christmas lists instead of

term papers.)

The scene was truly a breath-

taking one with its animated
figures, mounds of cottony snow
and hundreds of glittering white
lights. What we were interested

in, however, was an interview

with the head honcho Santa
himself.

Of course this forced us to cut

through some red tape. First we
had to speak with Santa's head
elf, who sent us to Irv, the Santa
Land manager. But we arranged

to get around the red tape pretty

quickly when, after thoroughly

impressing the Wanamaker staff

with our Villanovan press cre-

dentials, we were granted an
exclusive behind the scenes inter-

view with Santa No. 3.

That is right kids. There is not

just one but three actual Santa
Clauses! We were disappointed

too. (We guess that means 24

reindeer, unless they carpool.) Of
course, we are only talking about

Wanamaker's. What about all

those other department stores and
shopping malls?

According to Santa this is a

pretty typical year as far as toys

are concerned. There are no Rub-
ik's Cube or Cabbage Patch doll

fads. Santa said there were trucks

and dolls, but sometimes kids

make more difficult requests.

"Take away my brother and bring

me a new one."

Santa's reply: "Sorry, we only

bring toys."

As we exited Santa's cozy abode
in Christmas village, my partner

and I exchanged glances and we
instantly knew that we shared the

same suspicion. There was some-
thing shady about this Santa.

Could it be that Mrs. Claus was
filling in for her hubby, or did

Santa always wear eyeliner and
a touch of pink blush? Oh well,

I suppose that Santa Inc. is an
equal opportunity employer.

If Santa is not enough to satisfy

the tots, there is always the
monorail that travels through the

toy department. This gives the

kids a bird's eye view of this year's

best toys — so they can be sure

to add to their list anything they

may have forgotten. After all, we
would not want mom and dad to

have any spare cash after the

holidays are over.

However, the train was for

children only, and my partner and
I were forced to deal with a little

(Continued on page 16)

y.U. law graduate lectures on criminal defense
^ By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

it

Features Editor

On Nov. 23, an alumnus of

Villanova University and Villa-

nova Law School returned to give

a lecture to a group of undergrad-

uates. This alumnus, however, is

not just any ordinary graduate.

She is Patricia Dugan, a prom-

inent and respected criminal

defense attorney in Philadelphia.

Dugan came to speak to the

Villanova Pre-law Society in the

west lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Dugan graduated from Villa-

nova Law School seven years ago,

and has been defending those

accused of crimes ever since.

Dugan's former clients include

the "Philadelphia Slasher," the

man who was accused and con-

victed of murdering young women
at bus stops, as well'as one of the

defendants in the equally highly

publicized "Baby Killer" case.

The latter case involved a

retarded girl who, shortly after

giving birth, killed her baby and

placed it in a trash can with the

help of her retarded sister. The
result of the case was that both

sisters were found to be insane,
thus not responsible in a strictly

legal sense. They were both com-
mitted to a psychiatric facility

where they are currently under-
going treatment for mental
illness.

The question most frequently
asked of her, said Dugan, is "How
can you defend these kind of

people?" When she was asked this

common question at the end of the

lecture, Dugan replied, "I do not

always try to win in such cases,

only to give my client a fair

defense, to which he or she is

entitled under the law. If a guilty

person is set free, it is the result

of the system not operating proo-

erly." It is this philosophy that

allows Dugan to continue doing
what she does.

Dugan told the audience that
she had always known that she
was going to be a defense attorney.
jFurthermore, she pointed out that
it is very rare to find women
criminal defense attorneys, espe-

cially in the Philadelphia area.

Dugan explained that being a
woman has both helped and hurt
her career. She stated that, while
many of her clients choose her

strictly because of her sex, many
have shied away from her services
for the same reason.

Dugan, who dresses and looks
like Tyne Daly's character
"Lacey" on the popular television

drama "Cagney and Lacey," des-

cribed the importance of appear-
ance in a court room. She said,

"If a jury likes you [the attorney],

then the case will probably go in

your favor."

Dugan further elaborated on
this concept by explaining how

(Continued on page 14)

Spring trips previewed

Campus Clip
By KAREN lOVINO

Staff Reporter

March 4-13 marks a much antic-
ipated event at Villanova as well
as many colleges across the coun-
try. It is Spring Break, a time to
rest, relax, and forget about
schoolwork ipr 10 whole days.

The last thing anyone wants to

do over Spring Break is go home.
This year the Villanova Student
Union is offering three trips to

Villanova students — Cancun,
Jamaica and Switzerland.

The five Spring Break chairper-

sons include Carol Brennan and
Sue Crowley, coordinating the

Cancun trip; Steven McNally and
Noel Falco, co-ordinating the

Jamaica trip; and Greg Schrader,

co-ordinating the trip to

Switzerland.

For the sun lovers, the trip to

Cancun on the Mexican Caribbean

leeves on March 4, with an even-

ing departure from Philadelphia.

Upon arrival you will be trans-

tenvd to the Villas Marlin Cancun

hold. The hotel is on the beach-

trmi and looMd within walkiag

distance of the Sheraton, a popular

spot for college students on Spring

Break. All rooms at the Villas

Marlin have ocean views, and the

villas are set up in a duplex style

with a kitchen, sitting room,
bedroom and full bath.

Three swimming pools are

located on the premises, one with

a swim up bar, and just about all

water sports imaginable are repres-

ented. Sounds pretty good after

being cooped up studying for

midterms.
Nightlife in Cancun is among

the best available anywhere. With
no drinking age to worry about,

the many nightclubs and bars

found in Cancun provide a perfect

way to socialize and show off your
newly acquired tan. Another
"must se^" is the new Hard Rock
Cafe in Cancun.
The total cost of the Cancun

trip is $537 (including a $25
security deposit). The Union
expects up to 270 students to take

advantage of the chance to bake
in the Caribbean sun.

The trip toJamaica leaves from
Philadelphia March 6. Originally,

this second trip was supposed to

be to the Bahamas. However, the

Bahamas do not want to become

^Cm/inmm/ on pugr 16)
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Dugan

speaks
(Continuedfrom page 13)

she tries to leave the right impres-

sion on the jury by wearing

certain clothes. She said, "I'm

superstitious, I never wear the

same outfit twice in front of a

jury."

She also stated that she always
wears a red, white and blue dress
at least once during every trial."

And she saves her "virgin white"
dress for her closing arguments.
"Juries just love women in white,"
stated Dugan.

Currently, Patricia Dugan is

involved in three separate cases

which take up a considerable
amount of her time. However, she
still manages to find time to work
on her doctorate in theology, and
she will be traveling to Italy soon
to study Roman law.

If you are interested in hearing
speakers like Patricia Dugan,
check the Prelaw Society bcMird,

located in Dougherty Hall, for the
date and time of the next meeting.
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Spring

vacation
(Continuedfrom pagi 13)

'

a Spring Break "hot spo(" and are

trying to deter students from
vacationing there. Co^hairpeople
McNally and Falco were faced

with the problem of finding

another location. After talking

with several travel agents, Jamai-

ca became the choice.

Jamaica spring breakers will be

staying in a beachfront Holiday

Inn. McNally describes it as

"classy, one of the nicest hotels

with many students staying in

it." The Union is hoping for 100

students to go to Jamaica.

As in Cancun, no drinking age

in Jamaica livens up the nightlife.

Numerous bars, nightclubs and
discos line the island. The cost of

the trip will run from $575 to $600,

but McNally points out that once

you get to the island, goods and
services are inexpensive. Arrival

back home in Philadelphia is

March 13.

If you are still not ready to give

up on winter and trade in your

ski suit for a bathing suit, the

Union has created a trip just for

you. Why not ski the Swiss Alps

for a week? The trip leaves on
March 5 from New York (a round-

trip transfer from Villanova to

New York is included in the cost

of the trip).

The Switzerland trip is a new
idea that the Union is trying this

year, and they are hoping for a

turnout of up to 70 people. The
students will be accommodated in

either the Post Hardermannli or

the Harder Minerva, both in

Interlaken.

The total trip will cost $792.

This price includes a full dinner

daily and taxes and gratuities at

the hotel. The price of the tour

is based on the 1.6 Swiss franc

exchange rate.

Side trips can also be arranged

to see Zurich, Geneva, or Basel,

or any other nearby towns on the

Swiss countryside.

If by now you have decided that

you do not feel like going home
but would rather use the week off

to visit a paradise that before you
have only dreamed of, these three

trips offer great times at great

prices. Whether you would rather

bake in the sun or ski the slopes

of Switzerland, the Union is

sponsoring a trip to suit your
tastes.

As McNally sums it up, "All

three trips will be excellent. With
the school behind you, a lot is

looked into, including location and
activities. Schools can also get

cheaper rates." A dream vacation

with your best friends and at a
great price — what more could

anyone want? These are three

vacations that are too good to pass

up.

(pholo by ftuloia)
(photoby
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Santa comes to John Wanauiaker's
(Continuedfrom page 13)

more red tape in order to see the

train in action. But again, our
Villanovan status did thejob and
we were allowed to pass beyond
the sign that read "No Adults

Beyond This Point."

It may seem that everything is

geared toward .the kiddies, but for

all you grown-ups, how about

those festive SanU boxers?

Undoubtedlv, the most spectac-

ular event is the light show in the

grand court. Hundreds of eager

shoppers crowd the court as they
wait for the next show. Or, as my
partner and I did, one can enjoy

the light display from the elegant

restaurant on the terrace that

overkx>ks the grand court.

The light shbw features a total

of 80.000 lights, 20,000 of which
are on the 60-foot-tall Christmas
tree. In addition, several fountains

spout up 2,300 gallons of water
during the show. The whole
extravaganza is narrated with
clips from traditional Christmas
stories such as Rudolph the Red

Nosed Reindeer, and the show is

accompanied by favorite Christ-

mas music.

My partner and I left John
Wanamaker's Christmas wonder-
land feeling a little sad knowing
that hours of studying await' us
between now and Christmas, yet

we still held the Christmas spirit

in our hearts.
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In their "r^M" minds
By IRENE V. LANGRAN

St^ffiitportfr

' A little overa week ago, millions

of American families gathered
around tables for Thanksgiving
dinners. My family was, as many
other families undoubtedly were,

faoMl with the annual dilemma—
where to seat those Idft-handers.

At our particular table, there were
three <jf us.

Being a southpaw is not always
practical. The world is really

custom built for right-handed
people. Notebook bindm, erasable

pens, teapots and even suits of

armor have all been made for

right-handed people.

Left-handed students often

leave exams with arms feeling as

if they were about to fall off, due
to the lack of a proper desk. Most
tools can pose problems for left-

handed people. In response to this,

stores such as one in Maryland
have opened to sell tools specif-

ically designed for left-handers.

Throughout history, left-

handers have been seen in a

largely negative light. Teachers
have often forced children to write

with their right hand. Dictionary

definitions of "left-handed" define

it as being awkward, clumsy, poor

in penmenship, irrational,

unskilled and even devious.

Left-handers were often identi-

fied as sinister. The practice of

throwing salt over one's left

shoulder is to ward off the evil

spirits that come from that side.

Despite all this, about one out

hi every 10 people is a southpaw.
There are many theories as to

why people are right or left-

handed. One th&ory suggests that

people who choose the left hand
want to be rebellious and want to

"mess things up" on purpose.

One of the most accepted theor-

ies on this is one that suggests

it has to do with which side of

the brain is the dominant side.

Word

of the

Week

Solution

RUCTATION

C) burping

UULJUCJLJy L.i[JL!jaLJ

aaui Jijay^:
jr'juij :jUL3yijjjLj

The theory goes as folkywi: The
left tide of the brain controla the

rii^t part of the body. The left

side of the brain is also that side

fd the brain which accounts for

verbal, logical, ratkmal, scientific

and organized characteristics.

The right side of the brain controls

the left side of the body, and serves

as an opposite, to balance out the

left In-ain.

According to this theory, people
dominated by the left brain are
right-handed. They tend to be
more rational and organized. Left-

handers, who are dominated by
the right side of the brain, are
supposed to be just the opposite.

These people are thought to be
largely creative and imaginative.

No matter what theory you
would like to accept, one thing

seems to hold true. Left-handers

are just plain different. Despite

many negative attitudes through-

out time, lefties seem to know one
thing — Lefties are really alright.
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Ben Franklin

Harpo Marx

Joan of Arc

Billy the Kid

George Burns

Michelangelo

Pablo Picasso

Charlie Chaplin

Jim Henson

Marilyn Monroe

Leonardo Da Vinci

Julius Caesar

Napoleon

Campus Ministry
By FR. RAY JACKSON

We are restless people. Whether
it is rushing to finish homework
so that we can watch television,

or feeling stressed because we are

caught in a trafficjam, our anxiety
meter always seems to be in the

red zone.

This is particularly true during
the Christmas season when term
papers are due and final exams
loom in the darkness, as well as

the pressures of shopping, buying
gifts, writing cards and party-

hopping. Psychologists recently

coined the acronym SAD (Season-

al Affective Depression) in order

to identify the resultant illness of

a frenzied holiday season.

But we do not have to feel this

way. God has offered us a better

way. For Christians the season of

Advent is a time of waiting. An
expectant mother is our seasonal

symbol. The anticipation of a

newborn child, the Prince of

Peace, the Word made flesh,

invites us to replace the holiday

frenzy with a reflective and pray-

erful waiting. Mary's "yes" to the

angel Gabriel began the process

of a new and wonderful presence
of God within the human family.

Waiting, of course, requires

patience. Yet patience is not a

)

matter of desperately hoping ft>r

things to change. We generally

behave the way we think, and if

we are restless, anxious aid
uptight it is often because of in
inability to see the whole picture.

Do we not believe that God has

entered history? Are we not aware
that the child of Mary is a sign

of caring and love to a fearful

world? Trusting that the God of

creation, the giver of life, has come
among us in the person of Jesus

offers us a vision of life that is

both challenging and comforting.

We are challenged to love others,

even our enemies; we are loved by
God through Jesus and his faith

community.
Our Advent waiting, a time of

remembrance of God's love,

should lead to healing and service.

Because God loves us, we are

called to forgive others, to confess

our faults, to acknowledge our
limits and ask for mercy. This is

a true healing of our soul.
We may donate time at a shelter

for the homeless or as a volunteer
worker at a local soup kitchen. We
can also give generously to the
various agencies such as Catholic
Charities and the United Way
which help the needy.

Advent comes but once a year.

Let us wait again in peace for

Jesus, the Lord.

'^J^have threehiqxxiantDirectivesingcmig&a'^Tiduate
studiesin theartsandsciences:acadendcachievementf
ixxj^ssionaladvancementandpersonalenriclun&it.

Exxlham satesSes all three." Luis Mejia with Peter Hatlie and Barbara Young.
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

A Master's, Doctorate or a course for

personal enrichment from Fordham's

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences is

everything it should be.

•As Peter Hatlie says, "It's very

rewarding— the professors demand a lot,

but they give back a lot— they're very

accessible."

It carries with it a respect which has

been earned through Fordham's long-

standing commitment to excellence.

The Fordham tradition, plus our broad

curriculum, will help you achieve the

goal you've set for yourself—enrichment,

scholarship or professional reward.

And if you prefer to start with enrich-

ment courses now, you may take as

many as 12 credits which will count

towards your degree once you're accepted.

We invite all undergraduate degree

holders to discover more about our

numerous and varied programs. They

range from the natural and social sci-

ences to the humanities and include

such programs as our multi-disci-

^ plinary International Political Economy

and Development.
Luis Mejia: "Fordham's helped me

accomplish more than I personally ever

thought I could!"

For information, please send the

coupon or call.

Fordham University

The Cradvuite School of Arts Ai Scienoei

125 Keating Hall

Bionx, NY 104S8-S191

212-579-2137

Please send me more information about the

following graduate programs:

a Biological Sciences D Chemistry

D Classical Languages and Literature

D Economics

O English Language and Literature

a French D History

a International Political Economy
atMl Development D Mathematics

D Medieval Studies D Philosophy

a Ftolitical Science D Psychology

O Public Communications

a Sociology D Theology -/

D Masters O Doctorate

Name
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CMy Zip

Phone: Dayuaw tvcnina
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Greek Page
Sorority rush computerized

By KATIE REICHNER

Formal sorority rush will be
computerized next semester,
according to Trish LaMotta,
the Panhellenic rush
chairperson.

Thenew "Compute-A-Rush"

system is expected to save a

tremendous amount of time
and eneri^ in the often labor*

ious rush process.

'The computer will be able

to do in minutes, what has
previously taken many people

hours to do/' said LaMotta.
The new system will make
party lists, invitations and
name tai^s.

Even more time saving is the
system's ability to generate bki

lists, and cbmplete bid match-
ing tasks which in the past
have created late nights for all

sororities.

Although slightly nervous
about the first computerized
rush, LaMotta is hopeful for a
more efficient, smoother and
faster rush process in January.

formal
SororityRvMh

BEAT
THE

TRAFFIC

NQVif

iVM

SIGN UP BEFORE
"RUSH HOUR" HITS!

WHEN: Through Dec.1

4

WHERE:
DOUGHERTY HALL *10
DONAHUE HALL

CONNELLY CENTER
11 ain.-1 p.in.

5-6p.in.

snoEMTAcmmaonwE
i14OOUOMBnTIMU.

Nem (^pter
vetoed

By JILL DEFORTE
Gmk Pkgi EdUor

A decision not to colonize the

national fraternity. Delta Sigma
Phi, was recently reached by Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president

of Student Life, and his staff.

This conclusion, according to

, Neville, was based on the exten-

, sive size of the current fraternity

system at VUlaiiova. Expansion is

not a consideration at this time,

nor will it be next semester.
I Neville added that there are pres-

ently at least two fraternities that

need assistance in building

membership.

Gene Stroz, a prospective Delta

Sigma Phi brother, stated that the

;

decision was "a great disappoint-

! ment to the group."

The idea for establishing the

fraternity on campus originally

arose one year ago. At that time

a group of approximately 35
interested students approa^ed
Gary Bonus, assistant director of

Student Activities, for guidance.

They have since received the

recognition of the natkmal frater-

nity which is in favor of establish-

inga chapter at Villanova. Alumni
support has also been strong and
several area Penn State alumni

have offered support, financial as

well as otherwise.

Delta Sigma Phi was estab-

lished in 1899 and currently holds

the status of 12th largest frater-

nity in the country. Although

Neville's outlook for the future of

the fraternity was not hopeful, the

students plan to pursue the

request to colonize.

Stroz added, "All we were
looking for was a chance and they

wouldn't give us that chance."

IFC/Panhel workshop
By STEVE DELDUCO

Staff Reporter

On Nov. 14, the Northeastern

Inter Fraternity Council (NEIFC)
in cooperation with the Northeast-

ern Panhellenic Council (NEPC)
held their annual workshop at

Gettysburg College.

The workshop, attended by
roughly 30 Villanova Greeks and
IPC advisor Gary Bonas, as well

as representatives from some 10

other schools, consisted of a series

of lectures dealing with various

Greek concerns.

After an opening session and
welcome, Greeks attended one of

three lectures given mainly by
Greek advisors from the represen-

tative schools or from the NEIFC
or the NEPC.
During these lectures, the

audience got ideas, either from the

speaker or through group partic-

[
ipation, on how to handle certain

' problems, or how to run programs
within the IPC and Panhel as well

as within individual Greek

chapters.

AJFter this first series of lectures,

there was a luncheon in which Dr.

Dru Bagwell, assistant vice chan-
cellor of the University of Mary-
land and grand president of Phi.

Sigma Kappa fraternity, gave a
speech on why one should become
involved in fraternities or
sororities.

Bagwell cited such things as
social development, and develop-

ment of leadership qualities as
major benefits gained through the

Greek system. He also discussed
how experiences as a Greek co^d
benefit one after graduatipn."^

After the luncheon, there were
two other lecture sessions. Topics
covered in the day's lectures
included the role of the IFC, drug
and alcohol concerns, rush, pledge

programs, alumni relations, sex-

ual abuse in the Greek system and
effective communication for

leaders.

As a whole, the workshop was
well-prepared and an informative
experience for all those who
attended.

New members
announced
On Nov. 22, the Villanova chap-

ter of the NatkNial OrderofOmega
inducted its newest membera.
Among the new initiates were:

Jeannine M. Bonomolo and Ann
Morris d Alpha Chi Omega; Jeff

Mullenand PeterMurray ofAlpha
Phi DelU; Patrida LaMotU and
Robin Marie Lawrie of Alpha

Hurley of Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Graig F. Zappetti of Lamda Chi
Alpha; Mark DiMarino.and Mar-
tin J. McGahan of PiKappa Alpha;
Mark DiMarino and Martin J.

McGahan of Pi Kappa Alpha; Bob
Clarkin of Sigma Pi; Michael
Fufgiuele of Sigma Phi Ep8ik>n;
Nick Wdrthington of Sigma Nu;

Omicron Pi; Nicole M. Blanche Robert J. McNeill of Tau Kappa
and Diane Triok> of DelU Delto Om«ga.

Delta; Ava Liebezeit of Delta The Order ol Omega would like

Gamma; Jennifer Ann Beard and to congratulate all new members
Marie A. CoUevecchio of Kappa on theaooeptanoe intothe national

Alpha Theu; Maureen Danne- honorary oiganization for frater-

nu]ler,KathyS.DieslandMichele nity men and women.

Doctor speaks on
arthritis

using slides to illustrate hia

By MARYANN MOSA

Ob Nov. 10, AQD
Owii BevcB altJtt

Dr

Arthritis research is AOII's
pfcaMithropy.TheVabiiftir«rh>|w

noriat one of tiB ai^

«f

FMaMfihla sparkles with spirit
By STEVEN McCHESNEY

SI^Rtpmier

The Chriftmas season in Phi-

ladeipiiia ^ a warm treat for the

semes and the spirit. There is no
better time to experience the

«<:harm ni this city and its endear-

ingtraditions.

The stately beauty of Fair-

mount Park mansions, the unique

character of the neighborhoods

and the excitement of Center City

shopping are enhanced by the

holiday regalia. The urban tapes-

try becomes a harmonious blend

of colonial grace, Victorian fantasy

and contemporary kitsch.. In the

coming weeks the season will be

in full blossom. Here are a few
sugestionsfor Yuletide events and
sights to enjpy and enliven.

THE STORES
Wanamaker's (East Market at

City Hall). The grande dame of

Philadelphia's department stores.

Beautifully decorated. Overwhebn-
ing Main Court with restaurant

on the upper balcony to view the

light show.
Strawbridge and Clothier's (8th

and Market)AnotherPhiladelphia
favorite, features a walk-through

Dickensian Christmas village.

Great food hall.

The Gallery (10th and Market).

Urban shopping mall with a few

good stores. A lot of junk but

worth a look.

Mellon Independence Center

(7th and Market). Newly renovat-

ed historic buildings with shops

and offkes. A gem.
The Bourse (5th between

Market and Chestnut). In the

historic area, also a jewel of fine

boutiques and pit shops. Christ-

mas carolers, tood and wine for

shoppera. Gorgeous.
New Market/Headhouse Square

(2nd and Pine). Charming pubs,

knick knack shops and pastry

shops. Ck)se to South Street for

the less conventional Christmas
list.

Walnut Street (between 15th

and 25th). High priced boutiques,

Burbnry's and Nan Duskin. Ele-

gant window shopping for a stu-

dentlnidget.

THE DISPLAYS
Center Square Towers (15th

and Market). "Galaxy of Trees"

in the lobby. There are 50 artificial

trees all uniquely decorated by the

Junior League. From Dec. 7 to Dec.

17.

Grand Court, Wanamaker's
(East Market at City Hall). A four-

story high spectacle of lights,

music and dancing fountains
relives the Christmas stories. For
decades, a treat for children and
adults alike.

The City Christmas Trees
(West City Hall). The serenely lit

trees make for a pretty picture

with City Hall at night.

South Broad Street (from City

Hall to Locust). Standing at

Locust, a postcard perfect view of

a row of white light trees sus-

pended from the office buildings

over the street. Walk to City Hall

and enjoy the decoration^ of the

banks and hotels.

The Great Train, DoUhouse and
Toy Show (The Civic Center, 34th
and Civic Center Boulevard).

Everyone's Christmas morning
dream come true. Dec. 12-13. (823

7400)

Chestnut Hill College (German-
town and Northwestern avenues).

Every year the students create a

Christmas Fantasyland in the

entrance hall ofthemain building.

Need a car to get there.

THE CONCERTS
Philadelphia Boys Choir and

Chorale. Academy of Music,

(Broad and Locust). Britten's

"Ceremony of Carols" and much
more. Dec. 6, 7:30 p.m. Tickets $8-

25 (222-3500).

Handel's Messiah. The classic

oratorio based on Biblical passages

has been a staple of the holiday

season for generations. Two dif-

ferent productions at the Academy
of Music. The Philadelphia Sin-

gers/Concerto Soloists Orchestra

Dec. 11, 8 p.m.; Dec. 2:30 p.m. $10-

30. (732-3370). The Singing City

Choir/Philadelphia Orchestra

Dec. 13, 3 p.m.; Dec. 14, 8 p.m.

^
$8-30. (893-1930).

Bourse Antiphonal Brass. The*

Bourse Building, 5th St. Free

concerts of Christmas carols

throughoiit the season in the

shopping mall.

Many churches and schools

throughout the city hold small

concerts of sacred and popular

music of the season. Keep your

ears open for these intimate

musical experiences.

THE BALLET
The Pennsylvania Ballet at the

Academy of Music. No one should

miss this production of Tchai-

kovsky's "The Nutcracker," one

of the country's finest presenta-

tion of the Christmas tale of

princes and sugar-plume fairies.

Dec. 16-Jan. 2 Tickets $9-45. (735-

5296)

(FHe Photo)

Two members of the Pennsylvania Ballet Company perform in "The
Nutcracker** which is running Dec. 16-Jan. 2.

THE THEATER
"A Christmas Carol," dramatic

rendition of the Dickens tale. Port

of History Museum (Delaware

Ave. at Walnut St.) The Philadel-

phia Area Repertory Theater.

(9221038)
THE NEIGHBORHOODS
Old City/Society Hill, Ritten-

house Square and Chestnut HilL/

Germantown revel in Christmas
decor and candlelight house tours

and great gift-getting for all

budgets.

THE GAMEhistoric area, also a jewel of fme 7400) 5296) THE GAME Philadelphia

Meiiencamp raises the dead with his Jubilee
«« irvviiM HPrHT *st John Cascella, got off to an to Memories," "Rumbleseat" and chemistry with the fans who see was an ext

The Army-Navy Game, Vete-

ran's Stadium (Broad and Patti-

son). Always a great show, if not

a great game. An institution in

this town. Parade begins at 12

p.m. kickoff at 2 p.m. Dec. 5 (636-

1666).

These arejust a few of the many
wonderful things goingon in town
for the Christmas season. A 20-

minute train ride takes you right

to the middle of all of this. Get

a map, make an effort, break away
from the books and experience a

Philadelphia Christmas.

By KEVIN HECHT
Senior Reporter

To say it short and sweet, on
two cold November nights in

Philadelphia,John Cougar Meiien-
camp performed concerts that

could have risen the dead.

The stocky, guitar wheeling
hoosier rocked before capacity

crowds that had not seen this
' much energy in concert since

Springsteen last graced the Spec-

trum stage, and who probably will

not see it again for some time to

come.
Meiiencamp, backed by the

clever use of a diveraified group

of musicians, that included Lisa

(xermano on fiddle and accordian-

ist John Cascella, got off to an
explosive start with "Paper and
Fire" and a searing rencUtion of

"Jack and Diane."

The evening's songs were per-

formed in a relentless succession

that did not give the crowd, who
remained on their feet throughout

the entire show, a chance to rest.

The firat half of the concert was
filled with new material from his

latest release, The LokesomeJubi-
lee, and the audience, familiar

with the new songs, were treated

to well rehearsed and cleverly

arranged veraions of "Down and
Out in Paradise." "Check It Out"
and "Empty Hands.'*

Meiiencamp also reached back
for material from the 1965 release,

Scartcrow, thatincluded "Minutes

to Memories," "Rumbleseat" and
"Lonely 01' Night." The chemis-
try among the band members was
magnificent. The background
vocals of Crystal Talifero and Pat
Peterson added texture to flaw-

lessly performed songs by band
members that included Larry
Crane and Mike Wanchic on
guitar, bassist Toby Myers and
Kenny Aronoff on the drums.

After an intermission, Meiien-

camp and the band returned with
the familiar chords of "Small-

town" before diving into the past

with "Thundering Hearts" and
"Play Guitar."

The songs Meiiencamp per-

forms seem to touch an audience,

with whom he has a sincere

concern for, and he has a genuine

chemistry with the fans who see

his concerts that very few per-

formers seem to have.

Mellencamp's concern for the
American farmer's plig:ht is clear-

ly expressed in "Rain on the
Scarecrow," and other songs in

the set convey his concerns as
well. "Hotdogs and Hamburgers"
brilliantly describes the injustices

faced by the American Indian, and
"Empty Hands" explores the
realm of those who have little left

to call their own. These songs, as
well as his sympathy with the
American working class, seemed
to draw Meiiencamp and a crowd
of aH ages together throughout
nights of simple, but emotionally
charged music.

The highlight of the first show

was an extended performance of

"Pink Houses" as Meiiencamp

pulled a jean-clad fan onto the

stage to sing the final verse. This

song, as well as the preceeding set

of "The Authority Song" and

"Hurts so Good," raised the

decibel level of the screaming

crowd to an ear piercing maxi-

mum as the band returned for an

encore performance of "Cherry

Bomb" played in a fully lit house'

before a screaming mass of fans.

Although the Philadelphia Spec-

trum is a far cry from Mellen-

camp's humble Indiana roots, the

hard working, original musician

proved that he truly belongs there,

as well as arenas across the

country, playing music from his

heart, music from one of the best.

Slirapttei in the Heart salutes Vietnam veterans
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Stt^Meporter

ShrapnelintheHmrt
by Laura Palmer
Random House

Anyone who has ever visited or
seen pictures of the Vietnam
Veterans Menorial in Waahing-
ton, D.C. is awire of the tremend-
OMsly powsffiil flOect it can havie.

AkM witii this

ing m iwimi, it d^wwds from
evsathe

glimpse at these tokens of love

.

Palmer is a journalist who
began her career covering the

Vietnam War in Saigon. When she

was assigned to do an article on

the monument, she came across

the museum where each one of

these messages is stored. After

spending an entire ymr sifting

thfou^ thesemessagesand track-

ing down SQBie <rf their writers,

she presents this book as herown
mfisipi d b««.to those 56,182

lives lost ia s war that helped

told begins with a picture of the

deceased. The fact that the Viet-

nam War took its greatest toll on

the yot^ng, strikes painfully as one

kwks into the innocent eyes of the

baby-faced men the book centers

upon.

Palmer then reprints the mes-

sage left at the monument. Moth-

era writing to sons they know are

in heaven; wives writing to hus-

bands they will always love;

girlfriends writing to men who
would have become their hus-

bands if they had only returned;

children Anting to fathers they

have been toidflieyresemhif, but

ing poetry, much of this corres-

pondence takes the form of verse.

Lackinff the polish of a more
accomplished hand, these poems
shine more for the raw emotion
they contain than for any specific

poetk conventions. One writer
remarked that her poems "wrote
themselves" and it is this intense
honesty and sincerity that makes
them all the more memorable.
These messages are foUowed up

by an interview with die writer.

Readingthese painful recountings
of personal kiss and how these
people have dealt with their ^rief

,

I was struck by the inadequacy
of fihas sikIi as Tlatoon. The
war was fought just as much in

iMitwasinVii

Palmer gives a highly detailed,

(Continued on page 27)

those wiM sffkaaUy
T
Vi

»t

stariss admitthsr
iHurt bfiQflB us the news Iran
'*ths homeSent."
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Assistant Entertainnuni Editor

AND
KATHY THOMAS

Staff Reporter

transformation which was slowly
turning them into telepathic Tom-
myknockers. King goes into great
detail in this section of the novel,

making the reader aware of all of

the changes that the townspeople
are experiencing inside their own
minds as well as their hodies.

The Tommyknockers

1^ Stephen King
G.P. Putnam's Sons

Stephen King continues to

satisfy the appetites of his many
die-hard fans by releasing his

second novel in the last three

months. The Tommyknockers is a
novel which combines extrater-

restrial forces with a small, unsus-

pecting town in order to create the

ultimate in suspense and horror.

The actionb^ns when novelist

Bobbi Anderson accidentally trips

over a small piece of metal in the

ground. She attempts to remove
the object, but is unsuccessful.

However, Anderson becomes
obsessed with the object and
begins to devote all of her time
to digging it up. Meanwhile, her

ex-lover and best friend Jim Gar-

dener (Card) is travelling with a
poetry caravan throughout the

state. Following a drunken brawl
concerning nuclear power, Card
awakens after an eight-day black-

out and is about to kill himself

when he suddenly becomes aware
that Anderson is in trouble.

He hitchhikes to Anderson's
home in Haven (which is located

near Derry, Maine, where // was
set) and does not even recognise

her because of her emaciated
condition.

While she sleeps, he explores

the house and discovers an array
of inventions that have been
created out of household applian-

ces. The next day, after talking
with Anderson, he finds out that

she is telepathic and has expe-
rienced various physical and
mental changes.

Card does not like the object's

effects on Anderson, but because
of her persistence, he agrees to

help her dig up what turns out
to be a large, silver spaceship. Up
to this point, the entire plot

revolved around the lives of And-
erson and Gard. However, as more
and more of the ship becomes
uncovered, it begins to affect the

people who reside in the town of

Haven.
Here, King introduces a variety

of the townspeople and allows the

reader to feel as though he knows
them personally. He devotes a
great deal of time to devekq[>ing

their characters- and telling the

reader their background and place

in the community. They become
a major part of the plot becEiuse

they show the power that the ship

possesses.

King also uses a very different

technique when he explains the
important scenes in the novd. He
tdli what happens first and then
in tllie foUovrag chapter, fktrtn
what led ublftth6jjiwfaitic^

It took me by surpose at ficst,

, 1 ; .but I beoune acBOitoniedito it and*

7k§ f(BfMQAMCMri is

a novtl wMch cmiMms

extraterrestrial forces

witii a smail, unsiis*

pectini town in order

to create tlie uitimate

in suspense and iiorror.

At this point, the ^vel began
to branch out into too many
directions aYid this took away
from its effectiveness. It would
have been better if he would have
kept developing the main charac-

ters of Anderson and Gard instead

of soendin? so mucl\ time with the

personal lives of many dttferent

people in Haven. Besides this one
flaw, Tk$ Tmnmfltnockin is oife

of King's better novels.

One inteftsting aspect about
the novel is that Kiiig puts a great

. deal of emphasis on the problems
and concerns of today's world;
Through the character of Jim
Gardener, he deals with the
danger of nuclear power and how
it threatens the well-being of the
work! each and every day.
He cites recent examples stich

as the accidents at Three Mile
Island and Chernobyl to show his

concerns about the world's safety.

King also uses more vk>lence and
sex than usual to keep up with
the times and hold the reader's

undivided attention.

The novel takes a science-
fiction approach that is not seen
in other King story lines. He
combines aliens from outer space
with his customary horror tech-

nique to form an interesting
combinatk>n.

Like every other Stephen King
novel. The Tommyknockers is

filled with suspense and leads up
to a shocking conclusion that
leaves the reader breathless. He
seems to get better-every time he
writes a new novel, as he grabs
the reader at the start and does
not let go until the final page is

turned.
1*^^^>0*0*0^0*0^0^0^0*0*0^0^0*0*0*0*0*0^0^0^0^0^

Now that you^fe registered for

your required courses, His

time to choose your electives.
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ByRUSSCBCCOLA

DBPBNDER OF THE
CaaWN ^* MINDSCAPE
AlOiSA, C64/128, ST, AT,
MAC

Z>[S^MM<fri)rlit# CriMMi is the first

in a leriet of gMnea 6iom Mind-
scapeunder the title Cinemaware.
Mindacape deecdbet Cinemaware
products as adult entertainnient

tflit pulls you emotkmally and
physically into the story. These
gaines are more like movies than
pmes. I can vouch for Mindscape
in this area, for Dt^fender of the

Crown capttired my attention
imsMdiately and held it for a long

while.

In Defender of the Crown, you
are a Saxon knight in medieval
England. You must defeat the

Normans in the south of England
by destroying their castles. At the

same time, you must build up
castles, arms, money and men of

yourown todefend your lands and
to conquer more. Ultimately, you
must rescue a fair damsel from
a Norman dungeon. What medie-

val game would be without such
a goal?

Defender of the Crown uses the
full potential of the graphics
capabilities of each computer for

which it is written. These gra-

phics are crisp and clear on all

computers, especially on the Ami-
ga and the Atari ST. The game
is a graphic role-playing game/
adventure and is controll^ via

joystick or mouse. No typing is

necessary, making Defender ofthe
Crown that much more attractive.

Defender of the Crown is very
good at duplicating the atmos-
phere of what'we think of medie-
val England. Sherwood Forest is

in the game, as well as all of

England at the time. Included in

the manual is a detailed descrip-

tion of the times in which the
game takes place, as well as a
synopsis of the career of Robin
Hood in the movies. Sources are

also dted for the historical back-
ground and research information
used to design the game.

So, if you want to take part in

. a joust, or if you want to enter
a tournament or fight for England
and your fair lady. Defender ofthe
Crown should be added to your
Christmas list. The ending is a
classic!

THELASTNINJA•••%ACTI-
VISION C64/128, IBM,AP
You are the last remaining ninja

warrior, left behind to guard the
Bunkinkan Shrine as the rest of

the ninjas made their once^in-a-

decade pilgrimage to the island of

Lin Fen, ohly to be annihilated by
the evil Shogun Kunitoki and the
Ashikaga Clan. You must avenge
the deatltt of your brothers by
eliminatirtg the CUn irom the
island hy ny means pessible.

7%f Ltf^ JVmvs pits ySu sfainst
a number^ niqfa in battle, using
such wenpsns as nuBKludns and

.aswcflas^ktbal.
tMit is your body. Itisa

ture.

Palace and the Inner Sanctiun.

Thore are nuuiy obfects that

you must find and use ufi The Last

Nit^. from swords to ropes, you
need everything you can get to

survive the veogeful battle. The
graphics are veryfood in 7)btfLm/
Nmje^ and homage to the arcade

games that The hut Ninja^ so

ck)6dy mirrors.

One exoeUent element in the

design of The Last Ninja is the

ease of use of the joystick to

perform all of the moves. There
are a tot ol evasive and offensive

movements that you must make
in battle and the execution of

them from ajoystick was designed

with the serious player in mind.

CHUCK YEAGER'S
ADVANCED FLIGHT
TRAINER•^ViELECTRON-
IC ARTS C64/128, IBM
This flight program may just be

the best one to ever hit the mass
market for home computers. Com-
bining the know-how of General
Chuck Yeager with the power of

a computer. Advanced Flight
Triainer allows you to use one of

14 different planes in any of four

different playing modes.
The 14 planes contained on the

disk for flying are: Cessna 172

Skyhawk, F-16 Fighting Falcon,

F-18 Hornet, P-51 Mustang, Piper

Cherokee, Sopwith Camel, Spad
Xm. SR-71. Spitfire, X-1, X-3
Stiletto, XNL-16 Instigator, XP6-
12 Samurai and XRH-4 MadDog.
The last three planes are exper-

imental planes and allow you to

use the computer program as a

testing device.

The four modes available for

the user are: Test Flight, Forma-
tion Flying, Airplane Racing and
Flight Instruction. Test Flight

allows you to take a plane out for

a spin. Formation Flying tests

your knowledge of stunts and
maneuvers. Airplane Racing
offers some fast fun and Flight

Instruction is your on-disk flight

school. All modes are challenging

and test your knowledge of a plane
— exactly why the manual
includes a complete description of

each plane.

CHUCK YEAGER'S
Advmt.eu Fliohf Tfniiwi

climb and increase or decrease

your speed. Each positkm of the

joystick and the button controls

one and only one of these func-

tkxis. So, you can see how racing

isnoprobiem.
Endurance is the real challenge.

There are eight game levels, with
four courses in each level. The
fourth course is a bonus level, in

which you attempt to pop balkwns
on the ground by flying kyw and
hitting them. This is probably the

hardest part of GeeBee Air Rally

because of the extreme concentra-

tion and coordination that it takes

to perform well in the bonus level.

The graphics in GeeBee Air
Rally are excellent, especially in

the Amiga version. They truly

show how the landscape that

roars toward you would look ifyou
were flying adong at fast speeds.

Planes fly over you and under you
and mid-air collisions occur often.

Still, the game holds your
attention.

FORCE 7 •••• DATASOFT/
ELECTRONIC ARTS C64/
128
Most people have seen either of

the two movies "Alien" or

"Aliens." Well, now the atmos-

phere that made those movies so

popular is captured in a game
that, although simple to play, is

a strategic challenge that will test

your brain power. In Force 7, you
are the commander of a Special

Forces unit, whose mission it is

to find and rescue all of the human
beings on a space ship infested by
alien creatures. Sounds familiar,

huh?
The element of the game that

makes it so unique is that you may
only use one member of the unit

at a time, because of the lack of

more than one teleportation suit.

Each member of the unit has
special skills needed for the mis-

sion. Deciding which member to

use at a certain point, because of

the skills needed then, is where
strat^y enters the game.
There are four types of aliens:

Alien Leaders, Alien Soldiers,

Beating Hearts and Lava Mons-
ters. The difference in strategies

to eliminate the aliens, the clear

graphics and the prescence of six

alien-infested levels make Force 7
a game worth your time and
energy.

ftarcgj

Thegraphics in Advanced Flight

Trainer are very good and you get

a picture of Yeager on the screen

with words of advice whenever
you make a mistake. It is almost

as if he was there watching over

your shoulder. The high acclaim

this program has been getting is

well-deserved and flight fans

shouki take note of the excellent

opportunities it has to offer.

GEEBjEE AIR RALLY *«^\^

ACrmSION C64/128, AMI-
GA^APIBM
Never has a flight game been

so fun than with ^BeeAir Rally,

the newest release frouTOne of the

laigest munulacturers and ,dis-

tributors of computer soltware in

the workL In it, you fly an okl-

time ai{cpfane thrpufl^

ipfillkiiltner computer-
Worrying asout

lib plane is com-

^ you .can

withthe

*0m

fsufet
lonUn

is one reason that Ca$Bie

Aw* Mir is ss 0Mi. k ho0«Ms
sdisMS last sIlMMr tn fly

sf atme

tlM Mnee

THE ERADICATOR
TEJAS SOFT C64/128
Backup copy programs are so

varied that it is tough to find one

that is usdul in all circumstances.

The Eradicator may just be that

type of program. Using it is very

simple and requires loading one

side of the disk for copying a

program and loading the other

side to copygame parameters onto

the backup. Just follow the disk-

swapping prompts and the com-

puter does the rest.

The Eradicator has over 100

parameters for your use. Most
programs only Offer a selection of

parameters that cover the newer
releases. However, The Eradicator
combines a idectkm of parame-

ters for both qkfer and newer
games and programs to cover all

bases. The copy program takes

four mittutes, b«t is at the same
time yfOKj thnrnu^i in its method

of copyii« a disk. So, if bKkups
af« naaisi for a hard drive or

pussmlisn d the original disk.

Tkt ffmmtUr miy he the r^

Entertainment

Calendar

Music
The Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Dec. 4 — Separate Checks
Dec. 5 — Dead Milkmen
Dec. 8 — Peter Tosh Tribute
Dec. 9 — Al DiMeola Project

Dec. 10 — Joe Sudler's Swing Machine
Dec. 11 — Dynagroove
l)ec. 12 ~ The Ramones/Wild Dream Band

Orleans Mardi Gras Cabaret
1676 Lancaster Ave.

Paoli, Pa.

215-296-8787

Dec. 4 — Rhythm and Bluefish

Dec. 5 — Jive Bombers
Dec. 9 -Night Shift

Dec. 10 — Cabaret Comedy Nite

Dec. 11 — Time and Place

Dec. 12 — Burgess

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-8%-6420
Dec. 4 — The Stand/Nik Everett Group
Dec. 5 — The Stand/Column 13

Dec. 8 — Solid Gold 102 Dance Party
Dec. 9 — Modern Beatnik/Bullets
Dec. 10 — Rangos/Groove Squad
Dec. 11 — Billy Price/The Keystone Rhythm Band
Dec. 12 — The Daves/Hoi Polloi/Santa Glaus

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dec. 13, 14 — Rush
Dec. 18 — Kiss/Ted Nugent

Dance
The Academy of Music
2525 Pennsylvania Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-978-1400

Dec. 16-Jan. 2 - "The Nutcracker"

Art
Nexus
2017 Chancellor St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-567-3481

Through Dec. 30 — Adriana Kulczycky — Torture
and Ecstasy

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Through Jan. 3 — Duchamp Centennial Celebration

*•

Theater

Theatre of Living Arts
334 South St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-922-1011

Dec. 17-27 — "Little Shop of Horrors*

Walmit Street Theatre
9th A Wahiut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-574-3550

Dec. 9jan. 3 - "Funny Giri"

j^,^
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The Big Gwieratorsatisfies tlieSpectrum
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By TIM DANIELS
Sk^ffReparttr

Yes rolled into the Spectrum

under the energy of Tht Big

Generator for two shows, Nov. 29

and 30. Returning for the first

time since the 1964 summer tour

supporting 90125, the band mixed

recent material with an excellent

complement of their dasssics.

The impressive layout utilized

the inclined stage of last tour. The
white, daimond-shaped stage pro-

vided platforms for the keyboards

and drums, along with runways
to the left and right edges of the

arena that the other performers

often emplyed. The stage was
oddly bare, with the keyboard

stand notably scaled down and a

remarkable lack of monitors for

the players.

The band opened the show with

the energetic "Almost Like Love."

This proved to be a fine opener

as Jon Anderson absorbed the

excitement of the crowd, hopping

throughout the song within his

stately, ivory robes. Allen White

received the initial individual

introduction from Anderson as his

drumming closed "Almost Like

Love," one of four songs performed

from the new album, The Big

Generator. "Hold On" was the

first song of three songs drawn

from the 90125 material. Ander-

son's opening vocal performances

would remain excellent through

the entire show.

"Heart of the Sunrise" from the

1971 album Fragile was a delight-

ful surprise. Bassist Chris Squire

led the band into the song, which

in Anderson's introductory assess-

ment, "relates the power of the

sun." Yes cooked the Spectrum,

and was rewarded with a thund-

ering ovation that was so enduring

the band eventually took a seat

on one of the monitors to await

order.

Guitarist Trevor Raybin sang

the lead to "Changes," but for the

second song in a row, unmistak-

ably missed his initial jump-In on

guitar. This was probably

accounted for by the mixing

problems the band experienced

throughout the show — instru-

ments and vocals were repeatedly

lost from the sound. Overall,

however, the sound was good and

set at an effective volume.

Smoke rolled over the stage as

Squire ocnce again paced the

introduction for "Big Generator."

This and the following song, "Aim
High, Shoot Low," featured a

number of acrobatic guitar parts

by Raybin. The keyboards ofTony
Kaye also emerged into

prominence.
"Holy Lamb" lowered the mood

with the soulful singing of And-

erson. Raybin played acoustic

guitar for the first time, accom-

panied by Kaye. Scenes of crash-

ing seas were interestingly dis-

played on a 12-foot spherical

ballon-video screen. Raybin fol-

lowed with a fine acoustic solo

that was very well received.

Anderson returned to the stage

for "Owner of a Lonely Heart."

Kaye's keyboards were featured

in this, and the beginning to

"Yours Is No Disgrace." During

this, Raybin's solo was the best

recreation of former guitarist

Steve Howe's for the entire show.

Squire, as always, held a pheno-

menal bass line. White finally

helped Raybin out of this sok>with

. his crashing drum beat.

Squire used his 9ok> perfor-

mance to produce "Amazing
Grace." before itading the band
into the epic, four section "And
You and I." White's drumming
thromhwif was his best of the

night. Squire added harmonica to

the fine Isad guitar ailWyhnarris

foraaiiatainadflii«i«.

An ay iiiiiiiii—itil "Starahip

Troopar" was lannchad with

Saubv aiaiteg Mi grawUgg haaa

'rfthaatMBilgyi't

jam almost knocked over his

keyboards. The Raybin reinter-

preUtion of Howe's guitar came

across better than it did last tour.

Yes made an odd choice to ooen

the encore. However, "Love will

Find The Way," did receive a good

response from the many fans of

the new album. "I've Seen All

Good People" really got the crowd

singing. Anderson's vocals fol-

lowed the keyboards of Kaye
superbly.

The band left the stage only to

return once again for their

anthem, "Roundabout." Raybins

acoustic introduction immeduitely

identified the distinctive tune to

the awaiting fans.

Yes definitely satisfied the
Spectrum crowd with a very good
two and a half hour show. They
wisely did not get caught up with
selling their new album by bom-
barding the crowd with The Big
Generator. They performed many
of their classics with the precision

owed to them. Yes has proven that

they love on in the 1980's. Yes headlined • two-night stint at the Spectnim4MiNoiu29ami
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\ilienyoubi^awayt^
do itwith style.

Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just

sun, sandand surf.

Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"

at Elbow Beach, it's a weekofunrelenting pleasure.

Spectacular seaskle buffet luncheons. A calypso

and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance

til you-dfop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top

rodt, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise"

All compliments of the Bermuda Department

oflburism.

Bemaida is all ofthis—and much, much moce.

Us toudng the island on our bieezy mopeds.

(Do remember to keep left!)

It's joggingon quiet counury roads-—including

an early morning 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe

Bay. It's exploring the treasures in our intematkxial

shops,pla^g^on eight great courses, and

tennis on over KX) island-wide courts.

Butmostof all. Us die feelingyou get onatiiiy,

flower-bedecked island, separated horn everywhere

and everythingby600 miles ofsea.

This year, breakawiywidi styfe . See your Cam-

pus llavel RqxeaefMative or llovd Agent for deiaik.

*Colk«r1fcdopKlu«efnatMubMewcfkofAprU 10-16.

EEDMAN SPQH&1S^&^
206meat 2teh Street

RO. BoK 1522, Biwwtilr , NY 10471

1 (•00)257-7465

lfiN.Yflitte<flitt«ottea:

(212)
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On the soene
By STEPHEN P0WBII8

S»i0Rf^arttr

Ifofveow^Oprah and Donahue,
thcra ia a Mir idajrtmie talk ahow
on m hoKkm, and it will be
hotted bf tout other than G.
Gofdoo Uddy ol Watericate fame.

The aotf-titlod **taIk-bonfroata-

tioii'' aorlea ia aialttd to hit the air

next fall. Hof^raver. the pilot

cpindeiaheii«ta|iedhiNewYork
lalar thia moith^ and liddy has

Mnad up aome prietty impreaatve

gueata, including Democratic

Pleakkatial candidateJeaae Jack-

aOQ and Ddaware Senator Joseph

Biden.

The talk ahow comes on the

heela at Lifldy's budding actmg

career; he has appeared on such

prime^ime series as
*

'Miami

Vice/' "Airwolf and "Beans

Baxter." And, Ltddy wUl soon

make the jump to the big screen

— he plays an FBI instructor in

the upKxmiing feature "G-Men."

Can Ollie North's Hollywood

debut be far behind?... Onthe
movie soene, the Christmas film

season has officially begun.

Christmas is one of the year's

at theatoa incraaasa, ao the movie
studJoaideaae their bjaieatfihna.

Amokl Schwaraenegger's
lUuMiifli Mm" mniaea to be

OM of tha aeMM% hlmnft htta.

AliodotaiWibuiinrMrt thebox-
office^^^TbraeMen and a Baby."
featuriac the trio of Tooi Sdleck.

Ted DMaon and Steve (yullen-

beig. and directed by Leonard

Nimosr. the ostar and frequent

director of the "Star Trek"
movies.

John Hughca C*Sixteen Can-

dles." and'The Breakfast Club")

takea his first sUb at "adult"

movies with Steve Martin and

John Candy in "Planes, Trains

and Automobiles." which did

extremely well in its opening

weekend.

Roundingout the major releases

are the critically acclaimed fihns

"Nuts" starring Barbra Streisand

and Ridiard Dreyfuss, and the

Cher-Nicholas Cage comedy
"Moonstruck," and Disney's re-

release of the classic "Cinderella."

One movie that is not doingvery

well is "Teen Wolf Too/' the

iequaf the iM ItltiMA J. Pox
oonedy hit One ofthe reaaona the
original fared well was becauae it

was reieaaed shortly after Fax's
blockbuster "Back to theFuture."
FoK does not even appear in the
aequd (he ia too bii of a star to
do B-movies anymore); matcad,
Jaaon Bateman of NBC's "Valer-

ie's Family" stars as Fox's cousin,
who has alao inherited the were-
wolfscurae.

Critics have trashed "Teen
WolfToo." and not even Bateman

,

who practically stole "Valerie"
from former co-star Valerie
harper, is able to save the film.

Pierce Brosnan is foUowing the
trend of televiskm stars who are
making the transitknuto feature
films. Brosnan, who played the
title role in "Remington Steele,"

is currently on locatkm in India
shooting "The Deceivers."

Another Brosnan film, "Raffin"

(shot in Brosnan's native Ireland)

is due out early next year. Brosnan

has not given up TV entirely —
he has a starririg role in the NBC
miniseries version of James Cla-

vell's "Noble House," to air in

May. He also continues to appear

in those entertaining 007-style

DietCokeoonmercitla. Fluis may
remember that Broanan kist the
Jamea Bond role in 'The Living
Daytighta" to Timothy Dalton
when "Remington Steele" was
briefly revived.

SHORT TAKES: Wheel of For-

tune, currently the nation's
numberone ratedgame show, will

soon be getting some competition
in Philadelphia. "Win. Lose or
Draw," a charades-style game
boated by Bert Convy, premieres
on Channel 10 next month. "Win"
has aheady substantially cut into

"Wheel's" audience in other cities.

However, "Wheel" producer King
WorkUs not worried. It is current-

ly making plans for a game show
version of the popular board game
Monopoly, set to debut next fall.

Bad news for "Dynasty" fans

(if th^e are any left): rumors are
flying at ABC that the Wednesday
night soap will go out of produc-

tion permafiently in March. "Dyn-
asty" has been the victim of

falling ratings for the past few
years and is said to be on its last

legs.

Last spring's hit "Lethal Wea-
pon" is playing at Connelly Center
tonight. The Mel Gibson action-

thrilkr is first rate, and both

Gibaon and co-star mnny Gkfver

CThe Color Purple") »ve fiM
performances. "Lethal weapon"
also happens to be on top of

Billboard s video rental charta

this week.

Belinda Carliale's "Heaven ia a

Place on Hearth" topa BiU-board'a

singles chart. The "Dirty Danc-

ing^ soundtrack is the natkm's

most popular LP for the fourth

week in a row.

Former PTL evangelists Jim

and Tammy Bakker told "Enter-

tainment Tonight" that they

would k>ve to be actual guests on

"Church Chat," the PTL-style

spoof on "Saturday Night Live."

Last season, the Bakkers (played

by "SNL" cast members) were

grilled by the Church Lady (Dana

Carvey).

Speaking of the Church Lady,

we have not been seeing too mudi
of her on this season's "SNL"
episodes. Dana Carvey explains

that he does not want to be pigeon-

holed in one role, and that he may
have to "euthanize" the Church

Lady later on in the season.

(Sources: USA Today, The Phi-

ladelphia Inquirer.)

'Barfly' looks at the problems of alcoholism
ByJOEMCGOWAN

Senior Reporter

"Barfly"
""^^

directed by Barbet Schroeder
Carmon Films •

Barbet Schroeder's "Barfly"
opens with the camera paiming
towards a seedy Uttle Hdlywood
bar as a back alley brawl rages,

and ends with thecameraparming
outwards from the same esta^
lishment while yet another brawl
gets under way.
Thecombatants are the barman

Eddie (Frank StaUone) and patron
Henry Chinaski (Mickey Rourke).

the latest silver acreen akxihoUc.

Aa Chinaski. Rourice never has a
aober moment, lurdiiqg around
back streets and picking f^ts
with Eddie, the bartender at his

favorite dive. Though Rourke has
neva"kx)ked worse, this is his brat

role in ages.

"Barfly" foUows Henry for a
brief penod of his career as an
alcoholic. Though Btpry is secret-

ly enamored of writing and clas-

sical musk, his workingMburs are

spent staring into the bottom of

the nearest bottle or glass. Henry
simply does not want to be any-
thiiig, and questions what rule

there is that orders everyone to

be something.

But Henry is something ~ an
akx)holic. What little money he
wins from a brawl he promptly
spends at another bar. Meeting
Wanda (Faye Duruiway), a fellow

barfly, complicates things, and so

does the arrival of TuUy (Alice

Krige). a wealthy mai^ine editor

interested in publishing Henry's
short stories.

B«tli Dmiaway and
RMilit have been

touM as possHbla

Oscar Bowiafs for

thsirrsls%b«tRMriis's

HsRiycaplarMtlisfilni

wHIiUsdasparata

All of "Barfly" is suffused with

the darkest sense of humor pos-

sible. Henry's bar mates, in par-

ticular, are singled out for comic

treatment. There are foul-

mouthed, aging prostitutes and

lifelong alcoholics where Henry

drinks and drinks, and on the

night that he buys the rounds, a

virtual squadron of teetering old

drunks stumbles happily into the

bar.

Rourke's Henry is both funny

and pitiable, and in this strange

but demanding role Rourke
excedes his prior performances in

"The Pope of Greenwich Village,"

"The Year of the Dragon" and
"m Weeks." And it is his Henry,
the literate lush with the unkempt
locks shading his bruised and
unshaven face,that seems to be
stumbling towards an Oscar
nomination.

Russ CeccOi

Thanks
lowers. NoWt

about that hair

Love,

ouj metalM
Classified and JPersoiiai Advertising

Both Dunaway and Rourke
have been touted as possible

Oscar nominees for their roles,

but Rourke's Henry captures the

film with his desperate sense of

humor. In one partkular drunken
stupor. Henry winds up in the

wrong apartment and immediate-

ly raids the refrigerator and liquor

cabinet. In another, armed with

the money from a published story,

he buys rounds of drinks for his

fdlow drunks, and then quickly

picks a fight with the bartender.
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in fiiiit novel
ByjnCQJlteaAN

Skffltip§rtif

Awmiai it My NtigkboHuHtd

bf^inUvd Scott

Wtto and Schuster

Achunky, hetvy set man nicely

dresBMl in a blue jacket, striped

tie and light blue cowboy hat
displays a round-laoed grin from
htsf cheek to ro^y cheek accom-
panied by a thumb pushed away
fffsin a closed hand pointing to an
intriguing background.

It is a neighborhood with a long

two*way street, cars nestled

together on the sides under leaf-*

tefti trees. Houses stretch as far

as the ey^can see, and are covered

by a beautiful sky made of cas-

cading blue darkening to the

heavens.

Veterans...» y

(Continuedfrom page 21)

personalized portrait of each
story. With a minimum of mor-
alizing, she gives the simple,

honest facts and lets the words
of those who have k>st speak for

themselves. Anything she would
add would be purely superfluous.

It is through this discretion that

Palmer spnks volumes about her

pttesonal concern for these people.

Amidst the great barrage of

.Vietnam awareness today, this

iigsk is a fine example of what
#hon-fiction can do that fiction

>t. Movies and novels can
important messages, but the

lity of books such as this

±89*nes thesf^ messages much,
^muchfurth^.
;|Profound sadness does per-

^iwate this book; as it would any
" of irrep^nMe Iobs, but this

is tempered with a kyve

i a oqiirage*^t bombscannot
Shatter ahtfImlib cannot kill."

fUe author desci'
ihss tei' purpose

l^t when she:w0tes» 'The Viet-

nam Veterans Memorial enabled

a nation to say, -They were
ours.'

'* This book offers the
fphnple n90Mer " *Yes^ aq4 he

* »(
.'\

6lHll#B*HIRS
NOW HIMNQ. M/F

SMmmar A Career OppoitunitiM

^Ml Train). DiBsBsntjiy Plus

ivofio tfwal. HaiMaii, BSnamaat

FACTORY

a
PACKERS

• /IFABT
Part time pickers and
prbdiiction workers.

ti CofiilioliDCtan. Cal
at

AiliprHJkfagisbaimcytwl
inllMiiahlef^thMcens,probably

a Aowtorman irlwre wives can

teach mnoosnt daughters how to

put noaffy back into the business

cyde. !%» it is gMd lor society,

r^t dadt Thia iletehborhood

flMSt likely retefflbles yours,

except for ene tiling; this set^ng

U the book «i?er for WiUard
Soott'sftNOook, AliUBKA, h
My N0igkbotfMotm*

For those of you not familiar

with WiUard Scott, he ia the
humorous weatherman for the

'Today*' show with hosts Jane
Pauley and, your friend and mine,
Bryant GumbalL He has estab-*^

lished a, honie in the hearts of most
Americans, and only enhances his

patriotic charm with this inspira-

tional book.

Scott gained recognition as

more than just your average
weatherman when he went
against the advice of his superiors

and congratulated a man named
Uncle Clarence on his 100th

birthday. Prom then on the
requests have been coming in

froni all over the country to

announce 100th birthdays, and
Uiis special ^roup has beoi given

the distinction as The Century
Club.

Scott claims, 'It is through
them, and only through them,
that we will be able to build an
effective bridge from our past to

the future."

Nowadays, it seems everybody
is writing novels, yet I felt this

was well done. A cute and delight-

fulbook, but Shakespeare can rest

easy because-this is no literary

threat to his works. Willard Scott

does not cUim to be any great

genius, like Kurt Vonnegut, in

this book. He simply offers stories

of some amazing people he has

met on his expansive travels

through the United States.

Before each chapter begins,

Scott shows a photo to enrich the

reading, and even exhibits himself

dressed up aa Cannen Miranda,
Boy Geoiveand RonaM McDonakl.
This is truly a book that has
something to say about the diver-

sity and charm of America. Most
stories come from either New
York, California, or my state,

Pennsylvania. •

Scott goes from a geniune okl-

fashioned milkman; to a brave
child who overcame leukemia; a
house unbelievably decorated for

Christmas and a mayor who is so

close to the people his phone
number is still listed in the kx:al

phonebook.

I was very excited to see a friend

from this immediate area who
was given a chapter. His name is

Jim Murray and he resides in

Ros^ont. Former General Man-
ager of the Philadelphia Eagles,

Murray was the inspiration

behind the very successful and
heart-warming Ronald McDonald
Houses, which sprouted from the

Eagles Fly For Leukemia, begun

by Murray.

I really enjoyed Scott's wit, and
the book ia sure to be a success
because it is obvious Scott wrote
this for America, and not for the
fame of the weatherman or the
"To^y" ahow.

WaiaMScott

%./

standout
OHCMNPUS
For 17/88 eradualMWmortod
InAnoiinlnaAckaMt
uiiowifWiiiiQ roiiioroi

D0O6inb6f ib 1967

/MG kan Equd QpporhrtlyEmpi^.
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DOUGHERTY HALL - NORTH LOUNGE
Benefit: St. Edmond's Home Scout Troop

Sponsored By:SocialAction Office Si Rosemont Optimist Club

POINSETTIAS
(Red Pink White)

PRICES: (Same As Last Year/

10-12BLOOMS— 7"Pot ... .

MS •

6-8BLOOMS— 7"POT.. MO
4-6 BLOOMS— 6" POT ^7
SINGLE -4y2" POT. ^2.50

SPECiAL ORDER:
Large Specimen Plaats

(Combination Colors Avalable) ... ^25-^35 & Up J

Also
POINSETTIA BASKETS 1 0" POT . .

M8
CHRISTMASCACTUS. ... .... ^4.50

CHRISTMAS CACTUS BASKETS . .. ; ^6

FOLIAGE BASKETS . . ^8

FOR INFORMATION:CALl€4S^4424 OR 4S49
(ft LEAVE MESSAGE)

ORDER POINSETTIASNOWBY SENDING FILLED-INFORM
TO: VILLANOVA MAINTENANCEDEPARTMENT

Price

M6
MO

^j:^

*2.60

Red White Pink Red & White

FOR BASKETS AND SPECIAL ORDERS PLEASE CALL X-4424

Name:

Dept:

Make Omcks Paifiatl& T<K — ThtmkYotil

Owi[Jwr4»iity»TMiVidUH0Vi|il»Nai»

By ELANA KOSE STARR

4Jr(|cted by Martin Ritt

After a four-year hiatus from

the big screen* Barbra Streisand

nydBes a triumphant return in

"Nuts," a compellingdrama about

a woman who must do battle in

court to prove her sanity.

Claudia Draper is a high-class

call girl who has killed one of her

"Johns" in self-defense and is

facing charges of first-degree

qnanslaughter. The big-name attor-

ney hired by Draper's parents

plefMlt that the is incompetent to

ittiid Iriil aiMl attttOiptt to have

her dedarad kfallf inaane. Drap-

er, however, wants a trial and

decides to fight those tryiiw to

lockher away, peitapsftfwrer , in

an institution.

Streisand givea a well-

modttlated performance as

Drapper. Often accused bv her

detractors oi stridenoe and hi^ri-

onics, Streisand does incorporate

those elements in her pordrayal.

but only when appropriate. Drap-

er is a very complex woman, and
Streisand imbues herwith humor,
honor, intelligence and wistful-

ness, as well as belligerence. Most
imporUntly, Streisand's Draper

is wholly believable.

As with most of her films,

Streisand is definitely the star

and the center of attention. How-
ever, considering the acting lumi-

naries who co-star — including

Richard Dreyfuss, Eli Wallach,

James Whitmore, and Maureen
StapletoQ and Kari Maiden as her
parents — this is no niean feat.

'Dreyfuss, who plays Draper's

belssgueredcourt^appointed attor-

ney, IS particuhnly good, which
comes ss no surprise. In less than
two years, he has turned out
stellar performances in four other

tours-die-fbroe (in "Down and Out
in Beverly HiUs," *Tin Men,"
"SUnd By Me" and "Stake Out").

Martin Ritt, with films such as
**Hud" and "Norma Rae" to his

credit, is known as a "humanist
director," and thus was the perfect

choice to direct "Nuts," with its

questioning theme of how to

define sanity, and who among us
is sane. He very pointedly draws
analogies between the hallowed
courtrooms and the mental hos-

pital; both have metal bars on
every window, and the psychia-

trists and some of the legal minds
seem a lot crazier than some of

the so-called insane patients.

Ritt's camera work is excellent,

as well. While most of the action

occurs Hther in the courtroom or

the mental hospital (the film is

based on a stage play by Tom
Topor), Ritt's fluid camera keeps

the film from stagnating. He also

interjects artful flashbacks,

chronicling both the murder and
scenes from Draper's chiklhood.

Much of the film's success must
also be credited to its script-

writers, Darryl Ponicsan ("Taps,"

"Vision Quest"), Alvin Sargeant

("Paper Moon," "Ordinary Peo-

ple") and Tom Topor. Until

"Nuts," Ponicsan (who has a

walk-on in this film) and Sargeant

had always worked solo. However,
through an oversight, both men
were hired as the screenwriters

for "Nuts," and they agreed to

collaborate with Topor. The three

produced a sizzling script that is

both poignant and spiked with

humor.
With "Yentl," her last fihn.

Steisand wore many hats (includ-

ing producer, director and singer-

songwnter. as well as star), and
with "Nuts" she has done the

same. Once again, Streisand is the

producer, and it has been said that

she had a hand in the screenplay,

as well. She also wrote the film's

musical score.

When "Yentl" faikxl to receive

any major Academy Award nom-
inations, many of Streisand's fans

were disgruntled. Some claimed

that the film was ignored as
retribution for Streisand's trying

to break into Hollywood's.01d Boy
network.

Whatever the reasons for the

snub, it will not happen again

with "Nuts." This film is a sure

bet to gamer several Oscar nom-
inations, including two for Strei-

sand, as producer and best
actress.

Music for Hie Masses provides easy listening

#•

By DINA INNELLA
Staff Reporter

Musicfor the Masses
Depeche Mode
Sire Records Company

- Depeche Mode's newest album
Musicfor the M^sies does not quite

live up to its name. Although it

proved to be enjoyable, it can not

be certain whether all the

masses" would enjoy this album.

Musicforthe Masses is mellower

M,

dMn their previous album Black

'CMmtion. It lacks the danceable
their last album had, but
he Mode still continues to

uce a IgnioA album. Although
ft^y seem melbwer, a steady

'iSst is there to provide catchiness

and unforgettable songs.

The mefnbers of this London
s^d band include: Andrew

her, Martin Gore, Alan
r and David Gahan. Gore

WHtes all the sMigs and Gahan
tloes the lead vocals. All ofDepeche
Code's songs are synthesized.

Depeche Mode proves that the use
of synthesisers creates some new
'and innovative music.

Music f&r the Masses debuted
high in America and remains very
high on the British album charts.

The first song on the album,
"Never Let Me Down Again*' is

an excellent tune and it currently

tops the dance track charts.
Danceable is not exactlv the word
for it ~ it is more Itke almost
danceable. The video for "Never
Let Me Down Again" is also

getting a great deal of airplay on

The second song, "The Things
You Said" is a personal favorite

of mine. It is a pretty and a gentle

tune, both lyrically and musically.

An example of some Ivrics are: "I

heard it from a friencu About the

things you said/ They know tne

hetter than that ... They know
my weaknesses."

"Strangelove," the next songon
the album is also on the dance
track charts. "Strangelove" is

probably the most upbeat song on
the entire album. It might even
be the candidate for their next
vkleo.

On Side 2 another ballad,

"Nothii«," has stroi« yet almple
and sliort lyrics. For example.
'tife/ Is fuU ol surprises/ It

second side and are all instrumen-

tals. After listening to them you
get to know why they were
"extras." For example one song
"Pimpf" is a scary, haunting,

almost devilish type song.
"Pimpf" is something that you
would hear as a theme to a horror

movie.

All the songs, excluding the

"extras," are an example of

Depeche Mode's best work. Every

song has an individuality about it.

Sometimes the meaning of the

lyrics are hard to understand,

though the words themselves are

clear cut and simple. The songs

are memorable and the lyrics are

sung with crispness and clarity.

Although it will not reach all

the masses, Depeche Mode's new
album will certainly reach quite

a few. Depeche Mode provides for

easv listening and is doins well

on the charts.

Depeche Mode fans should def-

initely purchase Music for the

Masses. If something different is

what you are looking for, the

group is definitely ready for new
fans to appreicate their fine
miiRir

Callyourmummy

You remember. She was
always there when you were

frightened. And ifyou got hurt,

she was standing by with ban-

dages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again

right now?
Calling over AT&T Long

Distance Service probably

costs less than vou think, too.

And ifyou have any questions

about AT&T rates or service,

a customer service repre

sentative is always standing

by to talk to you. Just call

1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and

your friends keep you busy
But call home and find out

what she's wrapped up in

.

AKT
The right chorce.
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By DIANE DRAGONETTE

One of Philadelphia's most
popular hands, Bieru Revue,
thrives on keeping the fun in

music. Bern Revue |(uarantees an
unforgettable night out each time

they hit the stage. During a recent

interview with Bob Bern and Greg
Davis, I gained some interesting

insights about the btod.

Bern Revue has been rocking

the Phildelphia area for a little

over six years. Lead singer, Bern,

enthralls audiences with his char-

ismatic personality while Davis

tears the roof off with red-hot

guitar playing. Germaine Phelps,

the sole female member, masters

keyboards and guitar as the per-

cussion section provides the pulse

with Johnny Sacks on bass and
Tom Pinto on drums. Together
these five unique personalities

create the zany atmosphere that

it Beru Revue.

. Jimi Hembix, Led Zeppelin and
David Bowie are a few ol the

band's many influences. When
describing Beru Revue's music,

Davis commented, **Bas)caUy
we're a rock band, but we don t

like to put a category on it and
limit ourselves. Each song takes

on a different direction."

Beru Revue's live shows are the

most addictive and unusual spec-

tacles that I have ever attended.

The audience partkipates through-

out the entire show, mimicking
Beru's every move. Beru
explained, "We just go out there,

because when we communicate
with the crowd through eye con-

tact and smiles, it's not calculated

moves."

When I first saw Beru Revue,

they used props and costume to

supplement their show. Beru

discussed why tb» band hM cut

downsn the theatrics. Tlieprops
bsfui to take thelociis sway fram
the band and get in the way ci

our communication with^the
audience." Some props still sneak
in occasionally, but the five people
On stage arc what makes hem
Revue's show a special event.

UWH 111IN 1 HVP SIWwl
art theMMt aiJieMw
and imusval spMtadts
I havt aver atttmlad.

Although Beru Revue is based
in Philadelphia, the band has
brought their show to various

clubs along the East Coast. One
of Beru Revue's most exciting gigs

was opening up for Culture Club
at the Spectrum. Davis said, 'The
Spectrum was the most memor-

able in the ssose Ihit it was oar
drsntt to play then.K^also hvFs
a lotcfwry mamorabledidigtps.'

In 1981, Beru Revue retoasedan
EPantitlsd /GSi#4Mand it was
fbUowad bwtlM^w LPBtUn^
jnMvHThfi bfiid IS currcnthr in

the studioworkingon materiatfor

a second independent LP. When
asked for a relaue date, Davisand
Beru both responded, *'8oon."The
album%iU be available in the tri-

state area as ell as Maryland and
lower New York.

When Beru Revue writes songs
and puts out an album, they are

more concerned with quality than
popularity. Beru explained, "It's

more important that our album
will stand up to time. I want to

put out an album that will mean
something to someone at a certain

point in their life rather than have
an album which will be a hit for

a month and then sit in the

ckwt."

Davis continued, "Another
inmortant fMlor with^Mr •nMm
win be using the freedoms ol the
studk) yrithout kwiw that live

feel."

When offering suggestiona for

colkge bands, Beru jolnd, *T«ke
econoink:s, take aooonnting.

»»

Davis concluded. *'Be yourself.

Don't get discount after three
bad shows becauae something
always breaks down, and it's

never going to be perfect. If you
can live it, then go with it."

What the members of Beru
Revue do best is be themselves.
Beru Revue rocks hard and deUv-
ers much more than the value of

a cover charge. Treat yourself to

a night out with Beru Revue and
discover what good times are all

about.

Lizzy Borden screeches Wsiia/ Lies at Pulsations
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior Reporter

Pulsations Night Club in nearby
Glen Mills, Pa. hosted yet another
in their "Metal Mondays" concert
series Nov. 23. Lizzy Borden and
Shok Paris are touring the country
together in support of their latest

albums, and local favorites Deadly
Belssing hopped onto the bill, too.

The show was incredible and all

of the bands put out their best.

Deadly Blessing opened their

show with "Search and Destroy,"

one of the tunes from their album
that will be released soon. The
band has a strong following in

their hometown, Philadelphia,

and this was their second appear-

ance at Pulsations.

The featured performer

of the night was the

underrated exceltence

of the band and singer,

both of the same name,

Lizzy Borden.

Other songs included "Medu-
sa," "Deliver Us From Evil" and
their theme song, "Deadly Bless-

ing." The band's great combina-

tion of fast metal, melody and
thrash will make them a force to

be reckoned with in the future.

Shok Paris is touring in support

of their second release, Steel and be experienced live and their name
Starlight. The band's previous

album, Go For The Throat, did

well in the metal market and put

the state of Ohio on the map as

a contributor to the metal legions.

will easily become more well
known.
The featured performer of the

night was the underrated eitctl-

lence of the band and singer, both

Shok Paris played a few songs of the same name, Lizzy Borden
from Steel and Starlight as well as Lizzy Borden, the band, is made
tracks from their first release. up oi Lizzy (vocals), Gene Allen

Shok Paris consists of Vic Hix and J. Holmes (guitars), Joey Scott

(vocals). Ken Erb and Eric Mar- (drums) and Mychal Davis (bass),

derwald (guitars), Kel Berkshire . The guys in the band are fun
(bass) and Jan Roll (drums). They people and very dedicated to

performed "Hot on Your Feet," creating melodic, horrific metal.

"Fallin' For You," "Steel and Past shows have seen Lizzy

Starlight" and the single from the covered in blood and doing such
album, "(}o Down Fighting," as controversial things as beating up
their last number. Shok Paris Santa Claus with a baseball bat

exhibited an eneiigy that only can and killingothers with his famous

axe. On this year's tour, Lizzy

eliminated almost all of the blood

gimmicks in keeping with the

concept of the new album, Visual

Lies. However, Lizzy still spit

blood during "Visions" and ripped

apart a little teddy bear.

Lizzy Borden played almost all

of the songs from Visual Lies.

Opening with "Den of Thieves,"

Lizzy Borden also performed
"Lord of the Flies." "Outcast,"

"Eyes of a Stranger," the hit song
"Me Against the World," and
"Shock^from Visual Ues. Mixing
these newer, more polished songs
with the older, gut^wrenching
classics like "Red Rum," "Love
Kills" and "Give Em the Axe"

proved to bean especially effective
setup for the live show.

Lizzy Borden saved "Shock" for
an encore and came back to do
their great anthem, "American
Metal," for another encore. In
between, the dialogue that is the
song "Terror Rising" was played
to excite the crowd even more.
Balloons, dropped on the crowd
from the Pulsations space ship,
riled up the audience even more
to bang their heads in appreciation
for Lizzy Borden's appearance..

Lizzy's screeching vocals^ and
the other band members* tiflents

combine well live to show that
Lizzy Borden is about to break the
barrier to laneer concert halls.
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Part Time
Opportunities
Await You At

CONTINENTAL
BANK!

If you would like to obtain valuable work ex-

pcriaice while going to school, plus earn extra

iooome while workint PART TIME on the DAY
or EVENING SHIFi; then we may have a posi-

tion available for you!

All you need is ambition and motivation, ex-

cellent communicatioii skills, and a willingness

to leani.'Good math aptitude would be a plus,

but it not necessary.

continental Bank offers excellent benefits in-

cluding vacation, phis a pteaiant working envi-

ronrecnt in one of their many locations. Pn^mi

imymrtmmsNOWi CaU for an appointment
(215) S41-S2J§ or apply in person at oitr Prr-

OMMl Dtparttaeal, SIS IV—lylfia Ave. Fl.

HMUaglM, ¥K t9t34. Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/H/V.

•JLkUiiliSil BANK
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i4iitrtnir tukfkUummt Editor

Btck For Tki AtiMk

Eiektrs/Asylum Roconls

Bmk For TtmAthck, the latest

releMe fnNn DoUttn; offers hard

rock aed htevy metal fuit s aolid,

13 song cotteirtion ol vtvaoous

rode and roll. After the huge
tuiDoess ol Dokken's last album,

l/iNfef Lodk 4lMf IQty* there was a

great deal ofiiressure oi^the band

to pcodtice an album that could

follow it without simply replicat-

ing it. Apparently, the band
responds wdl to pressure. Btuk

For The Attack is the group's

fourth album, and although it is

distinctly Dokken, it is by no
means Under Lock And Key 2.

Even though I feel Back For The
Attack is not as good as the band's

previous efforts, it still rocks hard

on its own right. After all, there

really is not one bad song on the

album. This is an impressive

accomplishment considering that

there are 13 songs on it.

Side 1 opens with "Kiss of

Death," a scorching, fast paced

tune which combines^ the talents

of the entire band. Guitarist

George Lynch starts the song (rff

with a steady, repeated riff. His

playing is well complimented by

the incredible drumming of Mick
Brown. In my opinkm. Lynch and

Brown are two of the most under-

rated heavy metal musicians

around today.

The screaming vibrations from

Lyncjh's guitar, fading into a

powesiul drum beat, introduce the

next song. "Prisoner" is compar-

able to "BrdOdng the Chains"

from the album of the same name,
in that the lyrics talk about the

"chains of love." A heavy set

drum beat and a strong bass
undertone keep the song flowing

until it ends abruptly as singer

Don Dokken shouts the chorus.

EvMtiioiiibifMigKir
hrHmMtetkHniliM
fMdn the iimd's pre-

viMi$«ff9rts,Hslii

rtdis hardm its riglit

"Night By Night" and "Stand-

ing in the Shadows" are show-
cases for the talents of Lynch and
Brown. The drumming of Brown
is nothing short of overpowering,

mtich in the style (tf Led Zeppelin s

lateii:reat John Bonham. Lynch
has proven himself to be an
innovative and skilled guitarist.

His work throughout the album
is simply spectacular.

"Hsaven Sent" begins with Jeff

Pilson's twss and is <|uickly fol-

knired by UghUy tapped cymbals.

This emeries into a typk»l heavy

metal rtiyflun. Dokksn's voice is

stroi^ and sure, aa he does an

exodlentjobolcamrinithe lyrics.

Lyndi performs a dassUng sok>

and dominates theandof the song
as ecUoiftf yoodl hring it 4o a

ck«e.
,f

The lastlMQfd the side. "Mr.

Scary/* is not tt|» to far with the

rest of thf albmn. Ahboiigh it is

entertaining and contains some
amazing artistry from Brown and
Lynch, this instrumental tends to

be rqp^tiveand somewhat unorig-

inal. Dokken has much more
talent than this song would lead

one to believe.

"So Many Tears," the first

track on Side 2 is a slower paced

tune witha steady beat. The song

is nothingyeat, but nevertheless,

it is gooa hard rock and a well

chosen Irad for the next song.

"Burning Like a Flame," the

album's first single is well written

and has each band member at the

peak level of performance. The
lyrics whk:h tell of a K>ve that was
never expected to last stirprise

evei^one as it continues "burning

like a flame."

The raw power which Dokken
emits is evident in songs such as

"Burning Like A Flame." This

power can also be felt as you listen

to "Lost Behind the Wall," which

is dominated by Lynch and Brown.
The same can be said of "Stop

Fighting Love" and "Cry of the

Gypsy.^

"Sleepless Nights" explodes

through the speakers with a

Dokken scream, which fades into

the resounding chords that flow

effortlessly from Lynch 's guitar.

The song is mostly about love, yet

has some sexual overtones such
as the line "you're all I need on

a sleepless night."

Closing Back For The Attack is

my personal favorite song on the

album. "Dream Warriors," which
was used as the theme song for

the movie "A Nightmare On Elm
Street 3," makes the album com-

plete. Eerie and haunting sound
ef^cts combine with a slow but

mighty drum tempo, emanating
into a forceful guitar and bass

played simultaneously. Dokken
sings at his best, mixing the styles

of "Into the Fire" and "In My
Dreams." The high andk>w points

in the song contrast brilliantly to

produce a sound that is very

different from the straightforward

approach on the other tracks on
the album.

Back Far The Attack is a well
written and well produced album,
proving Dokken is as strong as
ever. In support of Back For The
Attack, the band is currently
touringwith Aerosmith. I strongly
reconunend this album to anyone
who likes hard rock. As Dokken
fans would say, be prepared to do
some "rokken with Dokken"
when you listen to Back For The
Attack.

vmaHOva Night at
tli023 lastCabaret

Start celebrating the holidays

this Thursday, Villanova night, at

the 23 East Cabaret. Featured
artists The Rangos and Groove-
squad bring their sounds to the
23 and admission is only $1 with
your Villanova ID.

The rangos feature several well

known studio and live artists

including Jay Davidson, who-
worked with Gladys Night, The
Temptations, John Eddie, and
Bricklin; and "Ziv," who co-wrote
a song with Eric Bazilian of the

Hooters. Come see for yourself the

original, experienced sound the

The Rangos.
Sharing the bill is Groove

Squad, a unique "showcase" band
who play upbeat, 100 percent

original dance/rock songs. They
are new and fun and not to be

missed!

Help make College Night a
tradition at the 23 East, and come
join the fun. Also, don't forget The
Stand, Friday and Saturday, with
special guests The Column 13 on
Saturday. Doors open 8 p.m. and
showtime is 10 p.m.

Ttairal FltH OpportunKies

Gain valiiaM marketing

aiparlanM wMla earning

meney. Campna repreeen-

fnUvw neeM inwieaateiy

fir t|rki| Break trips to

HerMi. Call Caaipis
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Now thatyou've gotten intoVillanova,

IBM canh^you getmore outof it.

The road to graduation is paved with

term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-

nighters and, ofcourse, exams.

Ik ease thatjourney and awaken your

professors to your exceptional abilities, we

suggest the newest member ofthe IBM*

Personal System/2 " family: the Model 25

GJlegiate.

It's a high-powered personal computer

with advanced graphics capabilities, designed

to fit on yourd^k without adding to the

clutter. And it comes with a generous 640 KB
memory, two 3.5" diskette drives and an aid

package every student can appreciate—a big

discount, plus Microsoft* Windows 1.04,

\^te, ftint. Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and

a mouse.

Pop in the load-and-go diskette and

your Model 25 GJlegiate is set to help you

write and revise long papers and illustrate

your points by combining words and gra-

phics. So your professors will draw favorable

conclusions about your work.

Far more information onAe Model 25

G)llegiate, visit the IBM Education Product

G)ordinator on campus. You'll quickly learn

how to get the most out ofthe ^^= =«

IBM Personal System/2. =»=?=
Microsoft is a ragistarad trademark of ttw Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registeredtn^^
Corporatiort.e IBM 1987.
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By RUSS CECCOLA
StniorRtparttr

On Nov. 20 and Nov. 21, Phi-

ladelphia witnessed the hloodiest,

most horrifying stage show in the

music world in the form of Alice

Cooper. Bringing his grotesque

toys of the macabre to the Tower
Theater, Cooper showed an
extremely receptive audience why
he has earned his place as the

father of theatrical concerts. In

support of his latest album, RMtse

Your Fistand Yeil, Cooper dragged
along the newest Poison ripoffs.

Faster Pussycat, as an opening
act. Ace Frehley's Comet also

played some dates on Cooper's

tour, but cancelled the engage-

ment prior to playing
Philadelphia.

First off. Faster Pussycat
deserves no mention near such a
classic artist as Cooper. How they

made their way onto his tour is

a mystery in my head. The band
has musical potential, but defi-

nitely needs to cut down on their

idiotic stage antics. Instead of

prancing around on the sta^e as

if their band was the greatest in

the world, Faster Pussycat needs

to adopt an unassuming attitude

and concentrate on the music.

Faster Pussycat's music and
appearance is a merging of Poison

and Guns N' Rooes. Their music
is loud, fast and heavily blues-

laden. The quintet that includes

Taime Downs (vocals). Brent
Muscat and Greg Steele (guitars),

Mark Michals (drums) and Eric

Stacy (bass) ripped into "Don't

ChangeThat Song" and prtxxeded
to play six more tunes from their

debut album.
Faster Pussycat made the mis-

take of doing one cover song that

turned out to be extremely awful
~ "Honky Tonk Woman." The
band desecrated a classic Stones

songand should have kept to their

own tunes, like "Bathroom Wall,"

"Cathouse," "Smash Alley" and
"Babybn" a track that pokes fun
at rap music.

Cooper, on the other hand, put

on the most monumental show (in

the true meaning of the word) that
I have seen since his last tour. On

the OmsMchr/ *The Nightmare
Returns" tourd last year, Cooper
showed the world that he had
permanently ended his musical

hiatus. With his Msi Your Fist

and YM/ "Uve in the Flesh" tour

of (his year, Cooper pulled out all

the stops and mixed his greatest

songs with excellent new tones

and a stage show that was more
likea fiill*lengthconceptual horror

video movie.

Cooper tore into a surprising

opener and the most promising

song from Constrictor, 'Teenace
Frankenstein," after making his

appearance on stage while knock-

ingdown a stone statue. The tune
induded the illusion of the disap-

pearance of the performer in the

Frankenstein monster costume, a
magic trick Cooper initiated on
last year's tour.

He went on to perform 17 more
songs, an impressive selection of

newer and okler tones, in a sur-

prisingly short set — about one-

and-one-half hours. Having seen

the show both nights, I can hon-

estly say that the concert was
orchestrated and timed exquisite-

!r

Confidential

Counseling
Free Pregnancy
Tests
All Services Free

Dealing with an UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY can be frightening.

Amnion's caring counselors give

good information about abortion

and its alternatives.

Confidentiality . . . that's what
they promised me and that's what

I needed to hear.
"Turn To Us First"

AMNION CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
842 Lancaster Avenue
BrynMawr, PA 19010

For An Appointment Call:

525-1557

ly, with all ol the neat things that

happen blending well with the
music.

Also impressive in the concert

was the excellence ol the musi-
cians that Cooper is using on this

tour. Kapc Rpbcrts acts as lead

guitaristandin alsoraoeiTinffhigh
acclaims for his debut soto album.
One of his solos featured his fife-

blowing machine gun guitar.

Jonny Dime (suitars). Ken K.
Mary (drums), Steve Steele (bass)

and Fsul Horowitz (keyboards)

round out Cooper's band and
complement his sneering vocals

with their talents.

Classic Cooper songs that were
featured were: "Billion Dollar
Babies/' "No More Mr. Nice
Guy/' "Is It My Body/' ''Eight-

een/' "Go To Hell/' "Devil's

Food" and "Black Widow/' feat-

uring a giant spider on stage,

which Cooper later dismembers.
Other great stage effects and
plenty of blood were used in the

beheading of the vengeful mother
in "Dead Babies/' the impehng of

the spirit in "Prince of Darkness/'
the throat slashing of the Gail

performer and subeequent abuse
inthe tripol"Ch0p^cW CIma,

'

"Gairiiiid'llfl«|4»W»UlLSe"
and the incrediUy thieatric hang-

ing of CoQoer m 'lUller/'

When Cobper re-entered the

stage in white top hat and taite,

the audience went wiM aa he sang
his most popular and well-knoiwn

anthem, ''School's Out/' He saved
the newest single, "Freedom,"
and "Under My Wheels'* for an
encore and left Philadelphia and
this reviewer awed at his perfor-

mance. The band, performers,

stage crew and Cooper himself all

deserved a tot of credit for the

work they do in a nii^t's show.
The show was Cooper at his

best and was chock full of enough
btood and horrorelements tomake
any Cooper fan happy. I even
managed to scour up one of his

blood baltoons after the show and
it sits proudly in a jar in my
bedroom. If (hooper comes back to

Philadelphia, do not miss the

concert. It conies off as a good
horror flick, and even my friends

who never heard his music before

were highly impressed.
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accept liU to 'Nova
ByAMGAD SABONGVI

Skdri^tiu

BecauaeofYlOanova's fiulure to
sign any recmita for this leaaon.
it was no secret that Coach RolUe
Maaaimino and his staff had to

come up big in this year's recruit-

ing efforts. And come up big they
did.

Duringthe early signing period,

Villanova landed three prominent
** high school recruits. On Nov. 11,

the first day oi the week-long
signing period, Chris Walker and
Greg Woodard committed in writ-

ing and Marc Dowdell verbally

committed to sign in April.

Walker, a 510" guard from
Houston, Texas, is ranked in the

top 100 of this year's senior class

by virtually all recruiting publi-

cations. "He handles the ball and
runs a team really well. He's an
ideal point guard," said Massimi-
no. The departure of senior Pat
Enright next year will enhance
the presence of Walker, who
should provide needed backup to

Kenny Wilson at the lead guard
position.

Woodard will provi4e needed
depth at the shooting guard or

small forward position.A 6'6* lefty

sharpshooter from McQuaidJesuit
high school in Rochester, N.Y.,

Woodard compares to former
Villanova star Harold Jenson.

"He's an outstanding shooter

with tremendous range. He's a

needed addition because of the

three-point rule," noted
Massimino.
With a 90-plus average and a

hard work ethic, Woodard should

excel both on the court and in the

classroom.

The third and probably the

most prized recruit of the trio, is

blue-chip forward Dowdell of

Christian Brothers Academy in

Lincroft, N.J. Dowdell, a S'S"

forward, has great shooting range
and also loves to play inside. He
is, according to most scouts, an
all-around playerwho ranks in tjie

top 10 among players on the East
Coast. Like Woodard, Dowdell is

also a fine student as he posts a
94 average in school.

'Nova is still actively pursuing
a big man (power foward/center)
to complete an ab-eady fine class.

Villanova was not the only Big
East school to have a good recruit-

ing year. Thus far, (Georgetown,

Syracuse and St. John's have all

assembled outstanding recruiting

classes.

(leorgetown was successful in

Good

luck

and

thanks

to

ScfttfigB

signing the highest toutad recnilt

in the country — 010^ 'Aloiiao*

Mourning, an excellent ddaodtr
who averaoed 10 blockt a amt
last year. Alsolieiiled lor GecMv
getownis6l6'MiltofiBeU. ^

Syracusewas also very sucoeit-
ful as they grabbed six racruita.

Among these were highly touted
&S' forward Billy Owens of Car-
lisle, PA and 6^5' David Johnson
of Morgan City, LA.

St. John's signed the top two
prospects of the talent-packed
New York City Catholic League.
eiO" post player Robert Werdann
from Archbishop Malloy in

Queens and slithery 67' Malik
Sealy from Tolentine High School
in the Bronx both decided to stay

home and play for the Queens
College.

The Big East conference easily

won the recruiting war this year

as Proyidence, Boston College and
Connecticut also lured nationally

ranked players.

o.c.gy4^iy>THiy^AN^p>

Ouarwitsa sIvbImiIIsmstw bol

8CH00L0FMBDICna£

I on
UM.

UMidfeiWHO.

8CH00L OF VETEnmARY MEmcniE

ki AViiA DkaokMV Oi^ foratan vat Mhool dolMi dWeal
kiiMA. Vfl sohool aoospMng I

Nowaeetpth8apptcaikin9tofttath9cttoolB$of fining, Falland¥¥lra9r

hifornMlion: fnlamallonal Educatlonai Admlaalona, Inc.,

460WmI 34lh 8t Nmv York. NY 10001, (212) 279-6500

(File Photo)

Men's basketball coach RoUie
Massimino has signed two
recruits and received a verbal
commitment from another in
.1988.

2^^ Richard & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave., Villanova

527-2080
Villanova Student Discounts
(On tanning, perming, coloring & more!)

Open Men.
thru Sat. (Wed. & Thure. Eveninqft)

Appolntmants
Raquastad

MJfA

(GRILL & BAR)

Serving up your
favorite fajitas,

burgers, tacos,
salads, margaritas
and long necte.

I
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fi^East
^IN'ViKctions

A
ViffawMMM Sports
Stall Fradloaoiis

1. PitttlNush
2. Syncuse
3. Georfetown
4. VHlaiiova

5.SetonHall
6. St. Johns
7. Connecticut
8. Providence
9. Boston College

BigEMtCcMidies

1. Pittsburgh

2. Syracuse
3. Georactown
4.St.J^s
5. Seton Hall

6. Villanova

7. Providence'

8. Connecticut
9. Boston College

ByKASLAiNKKNBR

In their seGond meet'ol the
season, on Noiv. 24, the Villanova
women's. swimmtQg and divii^
team was ikleatod I9 detodiiv
Big East oonfemoe dumpiows,
the Universityd Pittabwih. 151-

118. The I08S drops the tautt to
0-2 overall, P-1 in theBig East,

The W0dcat9 grabbed five first-

place finishes during the oourse
of the meet. Juior mry Mayfidd
took the100-meter bieaststroke in
a time of 1K)6.S9 while junior
Susie Schroeder won. the 200-

SopiMMora LmrsI fmgaim Qa-

ished in front ia the lOD^aeter

freestyle with a 5|LS6 tima.

Iq the rsbya. the teaai ol fiaah-

men Beth Capehiyieo» asaisr. \Jii

Kenncdr.immaaiiEilesallcCaf

•

fraym Jualor Tmri MeMsnger
captured ficat Jn tiha BOOmeter
freestyle rday.aad the 20O«ieter

medley relay team of Fiaiumier»>

Danielle Mackey. Mayfidd and
Messenger set a school and pool

record of 1:50.13 with their first-

place Effort.

In the lOQ-meter backstroke,
Pittsburgh swimmer Sandy

AliiMgt i^UfMid
^

rsooriTolSOjSliitbv
in IM wifli^vr ^.61 Ihtltijl^

bchindl _
fintah in 58.99t setting a new
d^tfkl^M^rf^M fli^^Ml^ri^M^^I ^b^H^ft^h^V^^^^V ^^^kflBA^K Aflft

with a 50.01 alao under the okl

reoora.

The Wildcata, with their two
toughest BMets behind them,
faced Monmouth University at

home yesterday at 4 p4D. and are

preparing to take on JanMt Biad-

ison University tomorrow at 1

p.m. in the John E. du Pont
Swimming Center.

Doggettf Walton excel for Wildcat ItoxingClub
By Tarn Siligato

SkiffRtparUr

On Nov. 20 The Villanova box-

ing team presented "Catlights"
International in the Jake Nevin
Field House. What a show it was!

Villanova hosted this exhibition

to show Villanova University
what the team could do. The card

of the evening listed 12 bouts

against teams such as Lafayette,

Lehigh, West Chester, Dickinson
and Shippensburg.

It was given the approval of the

National Collegiate Boxing Asso-

ciation (NCBA). Friday night's

participants were competitors in

the Eastern Collegiate Boxing
Association. Each bout consisteed

of three rounds of two-minute
intervals.

Although well prepared, the
Villanova 'Cats did not do as well

as they hoped, winning only three
bouts. Chuck Doggett beat Bill

Fakx>ne of West Chester Univer-

sity; freshman Vinny Tricarico.

made an impressive showing
beating Dave Wood, also of West
Chester.

The featured bout was "Jersey

Joe^ Walton agaiiuit Shawn Cas-

sidy of West Chester University.

It was an exciting bout, fueled by
a great amount of fan support.

Walton received the outstsiiuling

b(aer trophy at the end of the

night for his efforts.

One of Friday night's bouts

featured *Cat i^ainst 'Cat. Sopho-
more Joe Akprn and freahman
Ange Coppa battled it out only to

come to a drew. Both have equal,

yet different, abilities.

We look forward to an exciting

boxing season this February.
With all the new talent and
potential and with the guidance
of coach Chad Atkinson, the
boxing team may prove to be a
winner.

\
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ByJOHN P. SWIFT

-Are You The Best!-
Looking for the ultimate Junior or Senior, wanting to

earn M5 - *20 per hour or t)etter part-time during their

second semester. Applicant should possess:

• Self Motivation •Outgoing

• Neat Appearance • Dynamic Personality

With a desire to succeed! Must Have Car!

Please write immediately to:

College Calendar Company

P.O.BOX148

Whitest)oro, NY 13492

Rease include a brief summary of yourself!

BUUACAREER
MIHECUXIK.
Learn how to fly helicopters in the US. Army

Not onW could it be one of the greatest experiences

in your life, but it could be the start ofan exciting

career.

The Army's Warrant Officer Candidate Flight

Training Piogram makes it all possible, lb qualify,

you*ll need a high school diploma and, preferably,

at least 2 years of college. Before you learn to fly,

you'll need to complete Anny basic training arwl pre^

flight training.

But once you complete your flight training pro-

gram, youll be an Army aviator. Aiid you thought

only birds got to wear wings.

Call your local Army Recruiter today for more
information.
An Army RtcniilM' WIN b« eoMluctlno liH0nri«ws Dm. 10

fioiiiSs46AJii.-4 punkCoiilMllivy CiiblMQ^tltlM

MMKKMLIOIICaM

INXS
••••
KICK

N«Ml You Tonight
Now SonMiffion

ON SALE 6.99 Each tP/Tape Each CD

^m^'
Includes

Why Caif1 1 Be Ybu?

The Kiss /Catch

Tlie yiainovi ice iMckey tctm
•plit the final two gunet of th^
rooent hoiiBitand at the Haver-
fold Skatium last weekend.
On Nov. 21, tliekeCaU notched

their fint<ever vktory over Pair-

field hy theoount ofM. The 'ate
came out with fire in their eyes
and etormed to a 3^ lead after the
first period.

Villanova tacked on one more
goal in the second before the Stags
roared back and knotted thegame
at four apiece early in the third

^ period. This, however, was theke
Cats day as they scored the final

two goals of the game to hoM on

Basketball
winsopener
(Continuedfrom page 36)

year. "We proved we can play
with anybody in the country/'
stated Greis. "We have come

together as a team and showed
that we are a better team than last

year."

Also satisfied with the team's
performance was Head Coach
Rollie Massimino. "I'm very
pleased. It was a great trip. We
played hard and beat some
extremely talented teams. We'll

be a better team for going there."

In beating Nebraska, Massimino
won his 15th straight opening day
contest at Villanova.

With a second place finish in a
tournament that consisted of
some top ranked teams, the 'Cats
certainly appear prepared to face
the tough Big East competition

1 which lies ahead.

for the vktory.

Freahman George Schneider
had two floala and aenwr goalie

Dave DuBy .made 27 saves for

Villanova in the win.

On|9of.29,tbeIoeCaU ran into

a very tough Canisius squad. The
game was tied at two after the
Brat period and things k)oked
promiaing^for Villanova. Midway
through the second period, Cani-

sius heM a 4-3 oyer this fiesty

Villanova team.
In the final period and a half,

like a bolt of lightning, Canisius
erupted for five unanswered goals

to hand the Ice Cats a convincing
9-3 defeat. Sophomore Bob Ward
tallied twice and senior Brian

(Photo by Nunes)

In the Wildcat's second place
Maui Classic finish, junior point-
guard Kenny Wilson accounted
for a team leading 16 assists.

(

ON SALE 11.99 Each 2-LP Set/Tape 12.99 Each CD

SALE PRICES WITH THIS AD - SALE ENDS 1M2-87

2 ANYCOMPACT NSC
ANO$20fTANY
CASSETTE OR LP ,S£S^
CDCtMM 8ALCmCtt HOT INCUIOa>.

."'....s^-^'

Athlete of the Week

!" my t-nQi

This weeks Saoo East Athlete of the Week is Lori
Rdter.

Reiter, a senior, is a member of ViUanova's
voHeybaU team that split four matches in the Big
East Tournament last week. Unfortunately the team
dropped the finalgame to Syracuse and barely missed
a berth in the aemi-finala.

Rciter, who registered 26 di^ in the k)ss to
Syracuse^ was named to the All-Tournament team
following the championahip game.

Reiter, who tranafered SanCoforado Sute in
1966, kt rMMurikd aa one ol the most talented setters
in tin B%last.

u

*Univet*sity
iSportsWear

FitigeraV added a goal and an
aaaiat in the contest.

Freshman goalie Jimmy Chuic
made an astounding 47 saves in

the foas for Villanova.

With the win and the loss, the
Ice cats overall record is 4^ and
they stand at 3-3 in the ECAC
South Conference with an excel-

lent chance to make the confer-

ence nlavoffs.
#

This weekend Villanova takes
to the road where they have
dropped three of the four games
they have played this season.
They play at St. John's on Dec.
5 and at Quinnipiac on Dec. 6.

(Photo by Elgen)

Last week the Villanova hockey team tripped up Fairfield
before bowing to Canisius.

Men's swim team moves 4-0
By Amy C. Spencer

StaffReporter

The men's swim team raced to
another victory on Nov. 24 as they
beat George Washington Univer-
sity by the large margin of 36
points in a 65-29 final score. This
impressive win kept their winning
streak alive.

The 'Cats, who have won every
dual meet they have competed in
so far this season, now sport a
record of four wins and no losses
overall this fall, and a 1-0 record
in the Big East Conference. The
'Cats seem to be the team to beat
this season, having won by an

average of 40 points in their first

four meets.

The Wildcats dominated the
nieet by capturing first place in

nine of the 11 total events. Junior
Chris Craft, a consistent victor,

was the pace setter for Villanova.

Craft was able to achieve three

wins in the meet. He got off to

a good start by cruising to a
victory in the 26()-meter freestyle

with a time of 1:44.94. Craft then
went on to race to a first place

in the 100-meter butterfly with a
clocking of 52.57.

His third and final victory of the
day came in the last event of the

meet, the 400-meter freestyle

relay, in which he swam the
anchor leg.

The other members of the vic-

torious relay team were sopho-
more Lou Dearstyne, junior Blaise

Matthews and freshman Brian
Stagg. The relay team swam to

victory with a time of 3:12.53.

This weekend, the swim team
travels to University of Notre
Dame to compete in the National
Catholic Swim Championships.
The 'Cats will try to keep their
win streak alive as they face the
best Catholic schools in the
nation.

Syracuse stops 'Nova
By MONICA BYRNE

StaffReporter

The women's volleyball team
recently concluded its season with
the Big East Conference Cham-
pionships in Providence, R.I.,

where 'Nova ousted Boston Col-

lege and Connecticut but suffered

a loss to Providence and a heart-

breaker to Syracuse. The latter

defeat prevented the 'Cats from
competing in the semifinals.

On Nov. 20, Villanova took on
B.C. and won 3-0 (15-8, 15-5, 15-

11). Debbie Opitz led the spikers
with nine kills and 21 digs.

Villanova then challenged Con-
necticut on Saturday and, thanks
to the efforts of Helen Hnat (13
kills), the team posted a 3-0 win

(15-8, 15-13, 15-4). Unfortunately,

this would be the 'Cats last

victory of the '87 season. On
Saturday afternoon 'Nova was
easily defeated 3-0 (8-15, 8-15, 7-

15) by host and eventual tourney

champion Providence.

The same night, Villanova
shook off the loss and matched up
against Syracuse in what would
be their final regular season game.
With fire in their eyes and the

feeling of survivaljn their hearts,

the spikers attacked and captured
the first game 15-8.

Syracuse overcame the 'Cats in •

the second (8-15) only to be defeat-

ed 15-10 in the third. 'Nova then
surrendered 5-15 in the fourth and
fell 15-13 in the emoftonal, tie-

breaking fifth game.

(Photo courtesy of Sports Infbrmalion)

Volleyball coach Dennis McGin-
nis led the 'Cats to victories over
B.C. and U. Conn in the Big
East ' Championship.

Mediocrity hits Piiiliy sports
(Continuedfrom page 36)

touchdowns in the last six min-
utes. Do not buy those playoff

tickets yet.

76ERS

Following their *83 world cham-
pionship, center Moses Malone's
terse prediction of the 76ers
future was, "we gonna' 'peat and
'peat and *peat.'*

After faiUng to reach the NBA
finals for the next two years,
owner Harold Katz shipped
Malone to Washington in
exchange forJeff Rulandand Cliff

Robinson.

Roland's bum knee ended his

career early and the trade prov^
to be a monumental mistake.

Even with Malone, the 76ers
seemed headed to mediocrity. The
four players who ran the Philly

fastbreak to perfectkm were Bob-
by Jones, Andrew Toney, Julius
Erving and Maurice Cheeks. With
Jones and Erving retired and
Toney's career basically over,
only Cheeks remains.

Charles Barkley is now the

heart and soul of the team, but

his thin supporting cast will keep

him from soaring to the NBA
finala.

Cheeks inspired play, Robin-

aon*a aooriog aad Boy Hinaon'a

oB-a0MSf ou*appin perforaunoea

Ml enaiigi Rirty-five wins
inirade.Andthe

While Philadelphia's other three

teams have slumped through the

mid-'80s, the Flyers have kept the

dreams of Philadelphians alive

with Stanley Cup final appear-

ances in '85 and '87.

This season would be no differ-

ent, Canada Cup stars Brian
Propp, Rick Tocchet and Ron
Hextall would keep the Flyers on
top again.

For the first time in years.

Spectrum fans have booed their

beloved Flyers on a consistent

basis.

Unless, of course, Ron Hextall

misses the first eight games and
then slumps through the first few
months, Mark Howe suffers from
a bad back. Brad McCrimmon is

traded and Doug Crossman and
Brian Propp disappear.

Thus far in '87, the Flyers have
vaguely resembled the Bobby
Clarke led Broad St. Bullies of the

past, or even the Stanley Cup
finalist squad they were one year
ago.

Wrestlers fall to 1-2
By JOHN F. SWIFT

Staff Reporter

The Villanova wrestling team
opened its campaign last week by
taking on Delaware Valley and
LaSalle Nov. 20 and Drexet Nov.
24. Both of these matches were
also the beginning of ViUanova's
home dual meet schedule.

The Blue Hens from Delaware
stung the 'Cats with a convincing
31-11 victory in the opener of

Friday's double-header card. The
Wildcats, however, came back
strong in the nightcap and took

a 24-23 thriller from the Explorers

ol LaSalle.

Freahman Lyndon Campbell
(134 pounds) and junior Tom
RfliBra (167 pounds) both were
dottMs winners for the victorious

WlUdrta.
NoKt, the Drexd Dragons came

into theJake Nevin Fieldhouse lor

a big match against the Wildcats.

The Dragons trounced the 'Cats
by a 33-10 score as Villanova was
handed its second loss of the
season last Tu^ay night.

On the bright side for the 'Cats,

Canipbell and Rogers each raised
their individual records to a
spotless 6-0. Campbell topped
Drexel's Paul Zarbatany (16-6)

and Rogers edged the Dragon's
Rob Miller (3-0).

Freshman John Erickson was
the only other winner for Villan-

ova on the night, defeating the
Dragon's Steve Hill (94) in the 150
pound category.

After one week of action the
Cats record sUnda at 1-2. They
take to the road next for two dual
matches at Edinboro State Dec. 1

and at Virginia State on Dec. 5.

1...^ J. ^^«^l^
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Sports
fNova turessecondin KhuiClassic

Sophomore center Tom Greis tossed in 18 pointo atfainst Nebraska

in the season opener on Nov. 27,

Football toppled by
11-0 Holy Cross

ByJOHNCRICCO
Sports Editor

The matchup long awaited by
ViUanova footjbell fans ended with

frustration as the undefeated

H6fy Cross Crusaders (11-0) took

the Wikkats (6-4) 39^ in their

game played on Nov. 19. The
contest, broadcast nationally by
ESPN, wa3 a relatively tight one

until midway through the third

quarter when the lugh powered
Crusader offense began to pull

away.
Villanova Head Coach Andy

Talley and the rest of the 'Cats

were disappointed more with the

['. way they played than with the

actual kiss itself. "We knew we
V were better than what we showed
' and wanted to give a better

account of ourselves on natk>nal

television," commented the third-

year coach.

For a while it looked as if the

Wildcats would give an excellent

account of themselves. Though
the Villanova offense was unable

to get on track all game, the V.U.

defense rose to the challenge in

the first half, refusing to go down
without a fifl^t.

Holy Cross took its first posses-

sion and quickly marched 62
yards down to the V.U. six-yard

line, but the defense, led by
linebackerJohn O'Brien, stiffened,

and forced the Crusaders to settle

for a 22-yard field goal.

A Holy Cross turnover ended

the Crusaders next offensive

series as cornerback Art Condod-
ina recovered a fumble by Heia-

man Trophy-candidate Gordie
Lockbaum in Cnitader territory.

Quarterback Kirk Schulz
moved tlie WMata dofwn to the

RC. l^-ymd line, however kicker

Ton WilMn't 35-yard field foid

Jeff Wiky. The touchdown came
with 6'.35 left in the halfand upped
Holy Cross* lead to 12-0, a score
which would remain until
halftime.

Though the offense had been
shut out, the fact that they had
been able to move the ball in the
first half coupled with the
defense's inspired play kept the
Wildcat fans optimistic about a
second half comeback.

"I figiired we had missed some
opportunities in the first half and
that we would come back in the
second and capitalize on them/*
said Talley.

Holy Cross, however, had other

ideas. The Crusaders put together

scoring drives of 54 and 48 yards
in the third quarter to give them
a 25-0 lead and virttially seal thdr
first unbeaten, untied season
since 1918.

The first touchdown came on
a fiveyard plunge by fullback

Tom Kelleher, who finished with
105 yards rushing, and the second
came when Lockbaum dashed two
yards for a score.

The lone bright spot for the V.U.
offense came with just over 10

minutes remaining in the game.
The Wildcats, down 32-0, had a
second down and nine at the Holy
Cross 47 when Schulz hit receiver

Bobby Brady with an eight-yard

.

pass. Brady turned and lateraled

to running back Ron Sency who
completed the "hook and ladder"

play running 39 yards for the

score.

Despite his team's Uargt lead.

Holy Cross Head CoK:h Mark
Duffner kept his first-string

olfenae in kM^enough lo pott two
wMtft ionrth qiiirter toyclidoirns,

giving the Cnaaaders their 3M

FoUawMif aiMllier Cnitader
fmM ihI Miy im tht

ouarttr. LMteMU toofti te
fiat iOtfli^iMi al tht

g S^YMg.'lHt nwi

Thoii^ the UmI
htt^tt the loM

By DOUG SCANCARELLA
S09rt»Edilor

The 1967-88 rendition of the

men's basketball team is off to a

roaring start. The *Cats placed

second in the Hawaiian Airlines

Maui Classic, where they beat

Nebraska and Illinois before being

topped by Iowa.

In the opener Villanova faced

the Comhuskers of Nebraska and

came up with a 70-53 vkrtory.

The Wikkats started otf quick-

ly. Two Tom Greis turn-around

hook shots, and a base linejumper

by Doug West gave the 'Cats an

earlv lead.

Cornhusker forward Henry
Buchanan got a hot hand and

stuck two three-pointers to get

Nebraska back into thegame. The
rest of the halfwas a seesaw battle

that saw the lead change several

times. At the end of the half V.U.

led 36-32.

In the second half, the 'Cats

exploded. Mark Plan^ky and West,

who had a somewhat quiet first

half, led a WUdcat 10-2 spurt to

start the half.

Also effective for the Wildcats

was the insidegame. Greis showed
excellent shooting touch and
tossed in a team h^ 18 points.

He also rci^tered six rebounds.

Starting power forward Rodney
Taylor was alto a strong force

underneath. The 6*6 aophomore
grabl^d seven rebounds and
scored 6At points. Both players

gave the Wildcats strength at the

post.

^ The next game for Nova was
against the Dlinois Fi^diting BHni,

a top Big Ten dub. The contest

was close throughout finally

ended with a winning hook shot,

compliaaents <d Tom Greis.

**Time was ticking down, I

posted up and We^ hit me with

a nke pass. I just turned around

and shot it," commented the 7'2"

Greis.

It was agreatgame for the 'Cats

all around. The team shot 60.5%

from the field to come up with a
78-76 victory.

While junior forward West shot

10 for 14 and scored 20 points,

senior Plansky grabbed eight

rebounds and compiled 14 pmnts.
Both Greis and Kenny Wilson
chip|>ed in 12 points.

Sophomore forward Barry Bek-

kedam summed up the win by
saying, "we playeid well, we're

really coming together. Last year

we would have lost this type of

game, this year we won."

'Next for V.U. was the sixth-

ranked Iowa Hawkeyes for the

championship. Unfortunately this

game wat scarredby poor oinciat-

ing, but in failraett to Iowa the

poor calls went both ways.

Iowa featured a relentless press
that Villanova teemed able to

handle in the first half, which
ended 38^ in favor of V.U.

In the second half, fatigue set

in. The effects of three strtk^t
games and a lightening quick
Iowa press began to taioe their toll.

*'The press really affected us. We
had to be constantly concentrat-
ing. In the second half we got a
little tired and made a few mis-
takes" said Greis.

Foul trouble also hampered the
'Cats in the second half. Plansky,
West, Greis wf^ Bekkedam had
three fouls early in the ateand half
and all ended with four fouls.

As a result, Villanova suttered
a 28-6 draught and eventually fell

by a score of 97-74.

Wilson poured in a game high
20 points while West scored 18.

Plansky added 13 points in the
losing effort.

The second-place finish showed
people that Villanova basketball is

a force to; be reckoned with this

(Continuod on page 35)

Wikkat qMarterfaack Khrk Sdrals begin to nil oat in tlM Nov. 19 Iota t» Holy Craofc Sckiris
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Meilherilymts PhUfy sforts
By JDf BOWMAN
AsBiiinU Sporti Edihr

For citizens who have endured
garbage strikes and neighborhood
bombings, one should expect the
people of Philadelpia to demand
sports teams who exemplified
ruggedness, enthusiasm and
pride.

In fact, the fans of Philadelphia

will settle for nothing less than
a champion. Philadelphia's four

major sports teams have appeared
in nine championships this

decade, but only the '80 Phillies

and '83 76ers enjoyed worM cham-
pionship parades down Broad
Street.

Memoriet (tfpatt tuooestes may
be all Philadelphiant have to
enjoy. Currently, afl four teams
support reoordt bdow .500.

defeated the Kansas City Royals
in game six of the World Smes
for the organization's first

champkmship.
Shortly afterward, club Presi-

dent BiU GilesdecUued the Phillies
the "team of the '80*8." However
his prediction, as well as key
players Larry Bowa, Garry Mad-
dox. Tug McGraw and Steve
Carlton, fizzled away.
The mid-'80's have instead been

the setting for rebuilding. Ques-
tionable front office moves, shaky

Etching and dismal duth-hitting
ive, phigued the Phillies for the

past three seasons.

Former Yankee executive
Woody Woodward arrived in
October to provkle effective eva-

hiatMMis of the team that finished
8a«2, detpite preteaton pradic*

tioot ol a pennant

atth^fiagtef.
Not even clote.

Their latt winning season was
'81. Since then* they haveendured
such hardahiptiM the loss of a top

notch head coadi Dkk Vermeil to

retirement and the imprisonment
of a No. 1 dAft pick Kevin Allen.

In 1966, Buddy Ryan arrived to

ddiver the beleaguered birds from
the depths of the NFC basement
to the league's promised land.

His rodde season did not pro-

vide fans with memorable results.

Not only dkl the Eagles finish 5-

10:1, but Ryan's abrasive style

incurred the wrath of the mectia,

the fans, other coaches and even
hia own players.

With un-Ryan like players
weeded out and Randall Cun-
niitjg^aii p—fMig pgt^ mpmiMT hit

way into the rankraf tenhL't
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DrisGolL announces retirement
University
community
reacts
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assittant News Editor

Various members of the Villa-

nova community recently praised

the accomplishments of the Rev.

John M. Driscoll. O.S.A.. Univer-

sity president, during his 13-year

term and expressed their feeling

that his retirement was a loss for

the University.

Everyone interviewed cited

different achievements of Driscoll,

yet all agreed that academic

excellence increased during his

term.

Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assisUnt

to the dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, commended Dris-

coU's role in increasing academic

excellence, sayiiig* '*The impor-

tance of academic excellence was

the clear message under Driscoll

both as vice president of academic

affairs and University president.

It was his leadership and vision

that provided, Villanova its step

international recognition."

Lafferty added that DriscoU's

commitment to academic excel-

lence was most evident when-
Villanota received its Phi Beta

Kappa [a prestigious arts and

sciences honor society) chapter.

According to Lafferty, "This

recognition sets us apart not only

(OmHnwid(mp9gt7)

Says timeWd circumstances

seemed right for decision

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., announced his plans to

retire as president of Villanova

University at a Dec. 8 meeting of

the University's Board of Trus-

tees. His retirement will be effec-

tive as of August.

Driscoll, 64, said health was "a

major consideration" in his deci-

sion to step down but "not the

only one by a long shot," according

to a Philadelphia Inquirer article.

Eugene J. Ruane, director of

public relations at the University,

said that health was a factor, but

in addition Driscoll will have held

the office for 13 years in August.

"He's forced to ponder his

mortality, perhaps. You think

maybe there are things you'd

enjoy more." Ruane said.

Driscoll underwent quintuple

bypass surgery last spring and

was fitted with a pacemaker.

Ruane said this operation was a

success and returned Driscoll to

- comparatively normal health.

Driscoll, who was elected pres-

ident in 1975, told the board that

much of what he set out to do hJ

years ago has been accomplished.

He said that both the time and

circumstances seemed right for

his decision, according to a Uni-

versity press release. ^^ . ,

It is the expectation of both the

board and Driscoll that he will

continue to be associated with the

work of the University in the

future said the release. The posi-

tion he will hold has yet to be

decided.

Search committee appointed

A search subcommittee of the

board of trustees has been appoint-

ed by the Rev. Edward J.

McCarthy. O.S.A.. chairman of

the Board of Trustees and Dris-

coU's predecessor as president.

This committee will search for

candidates for the position and

will forwards its president's find-

ings to the board, said Student

Government President Phil Brach,

a student member of the

(Continued on page 7)
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Wildcats pounce^

break intc

W«irk studied
By KEVIN C. HEIL

AuiitMMt News Editor

With the beginning of the 1988

spring semester at Villanova

UijMversity, many standing com-

mittees of the University Senate

are studying and discussing new

proposals to be presented to the

Senate for approval.

The academic policy committee

is in the midst of a year of

consolidation and research after

having passed four major motions

through the Senate during the

1986^7 school year, according to

Chairperson Dr. Harry R. Strack,

political science professor.

This year they are working on

proposals which deal with aca-

demic advisement, academic

scholarships, the standards and

practices of the University Col-

collegeand the making of all course

syllabi available for student inspec-

tion, said Strack.

He also encourages and invites

members of the University com-

munity with severe academic

policy concerns or proposals to

convey them to the academic

polky committee.

The athletic advisory commit-

tee has met on two occasions this

Bdwd year and has discussed

points nade during the recent

evjteitisn id the University, said

BmA DiSipio. oMnmktae du^*
psnaa. The ooBMBitlee would like

ID tike an acii«e role in Sannte

mmiri^-mA Msist tkie atMetic

disaolor in liKtinf paUcy. be

lor the

The Senate budget committee

currently working on a budget

proposal to be presented to the

Senate for the 1988-89 school year.

"Our responsibility is to monitor

the preparations of the University

budget. In addition to that we test

to see that the priorities as deter-

mined by the planning and prior-

ities committee are considered in

the budget," said Chairperson

Alvin A.Clay, dean of the College

of Commerce and Finance.

He said that each member of the

committee is currently pursuing

certain priorities, which will all

be voted on to determine whether

they have or have not been met

financially.

An overall vote will then be

made to reveal the new budget.

The budget proposal, said Clay,

should be comparable to the

University's needs and should

meet the proposals researched by

members of the committee.

"Two basic principles that are

always there are the student

tuition and the faculty salaries,"

he said. In earlier meetings this

year, the variances which

occurred in the budget were

addressed. Clay said it is the

committee's responsibility to

make certain that these variances

are in line with the original

budget.

The faculty affairs committee

spent the fall semester compiling

a list of schools in direct compe-

tition with Villanova, said Dr.

Michael J. Hones, chairperson and

physics professor. The charge

came from the executive commit-

tee which asked the faculty affairs

committee, in conjunction with

the faculty council, to draw up the

list. It was then presented to the

Senate in October.

In November, a proposal which

came from the faculty council

concerning a recommendation for

salary increments and benefits for

the 1988-89 school year was

brought up. Both the faculty

affairs committee and the faculty

council approved the recommen-

dation,-Hones said.

He added that this will result

in a cost-of-living increase and an

additional increase in the faculty's

(Continued on page 5)
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By DOUG SCANCARELLA
Sports Editor

After Villanova's men's basket-

ball team took second in the Maui

Classic, won the Philadelphia

Jostens tournament, and went 3

and 1 in a four-game homestand,

the 'Cats cruised through the

Christmas break, downing teams

like Syracuse University and St.

John's University. After break,

Villanova was able to upend

University of Connecticut and

Seton Hall University. 'Nova

presently ranks 18th in the nation

in the AP (Associated Press).

The break began on Dec. 27,

when the 'Cats were pitted against

Auburn in the first round of the

Cotton States Classic in Atlanta,

Ga. The Wildcats lost this game

65-64, but it was not until a Jeff

Moore last second chip shot that

Villanova was put away.

V.U. led most of the way, but

with five seconds left. Moore, who
threw in 26 points, tossed a shot

up from the foul line. The ball

caromed off the rim, but Moore

followed his shot beautifully,

grabbed the rebound and laid the

ball in^ for an Auburn victory.

Doug West and Mark Plansky led

the 'Cats with 17 points apiece.

'Nova rebounded quickly and

defeated the College of William

and Mary 76-57 in the consolation

game. The win set the stage for

a five-game winning streak which

V.U. enjoyed over break.

Next was a return to duPont

wheiv the Cats battled Vif^inia

toa63-54 victory . The inaideoune

was very effective, aa Tom Greis

grabbed 11 rebounds while Rod-

ney Taylor added 10. Kenny
WUaon lid the squad in soaring

with 16 points.

The following Monday Viflan-

ova traveled north-^o battleySt.

John's. The WildcatsM€<H>y a

Doug West 21-point effort, topped

the Redmen 69-62.

The 'Cats played hard-nosed

defense, holding Matt Brust to

only six points and keeping

heralded guards "Boo" Harvey

and Michael Porter in check for

most of the game.

The win was all the more

impressive considering V.U. held

off a late St. John's surge in front

of 6,008 screaming Redmen fans

at Alumni Hall, a place Villanova

has not won in since 1984.

Head Coach Roland V. Massi-

(Continued on page 30)
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Jan. 30

WOAR

Women Organized Against Rape is

organizing an orientation for women
who are interested in becoming volun-

teers from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. it 125

S. 9th St. Volunteers are urgently

needed to work as emergency room

crisis counselors at Episcopal Hospital,

which is located at Front Street and

Lehigh Avenue. For more information,

please contact the WOAR office at 922-

7400. Bilingual women are encouraged

to participate.

Legion of Mary

The Legion of Mary meets every

Saturday at 12 pjm. in the Rosemont

Room of the Connelly Center. All are

invited to attend a meeting to learn how
the legion can help you improve
yourself.

Feb. 1

y

Arab and Islamic Club

There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in

the Rosemont Room in the Connelly

Center. New members are welcome.

Woman's Lacrosse

There will be a mandatory meeting

for all women interested in playing

lacrosse at 4 p.m. in the lobby of the

duPont Pavilion.

Project Sunshine

volunteers

Please be sure to drop off your second

semester schedule at 121 Tolentine by

Feb. 1 at the latest. Vans will be "on

the road" to agencies the first week of

February. Thanks to all of you who gave
your schedule in before the holidays.

Family alcohol

programs

The University Counseling Center is

offering a support group for students

whose parents are alcoholics or have

drinking problems. The group, which

is led by Dr. Joan Whitney and Alice

St. Claire, will be meeting Mondays
from 2:90-3:30 p.m. If you are interested

in joining or if you want more infor-

mation, visit or call the counseling

center in Room 106 Corr Hall. 645^4050.

All services at the Counseling Center

are completely confidential.

Scri|plim rafftectiMi

Scriplure reflection is an informal

tinte to prayerfully reflect with others

on thegBopel message and its application

to our lives. It is sponsored by Campus

Ministry on Mondays at 8 |xm. in St.

Riu'i Chapel.

Make a difference

How can you make a difference here

at Villanova? How can you affect your

education to help make it the best

possible and better worth the money?

Have you had problems with advisement

or preregistration? Are you interested

in improving the quality of teaching,

increasing studying facilities for exam
weeks, expanding and improving the

library , tackling the problem of cheating

and academic honesty, or expandinttlie

range and number of academic scholar

ships? If you are this type of dedicated,

concerned student then the academic

affairs department of your Student

Government is looking for you! We need

your help, ideas, complaints, recommen-

dations and we need your voice! Meet-

ings are Mondays, 8 p.m. in 204 Dough-

erty Hall, or leave a message at 645-

7203.

Feb. 2

Italian Club

The club will have a meeting in'

Tolentine Hall, Room 316. Dinner and

film are to be discussed. This meeting

is mandatory for old members and new
members are welcome.

Biological Society

There will be a meeting for all

members in Mendel Hall, Room 104, at

12:45 p.m. Plans for upcoming trip to

the Baltimore Aquarium will be

discussed.

Feb. 3

Chi Alpha meeting

All members of Chi Alpha, the Com-
munication Arts Honor Society are

urged to attend the first meeting at 7

p.m. in Tolentine Hall, Room 204.

Chess Club V

The Chess Club will meet in Room
105B, Hartley Hall, at 3:30 p.m. Any new
members are welcome.

Feb. 4

The first meeting of the semester will

be at 3 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr Room
of the Connelly Center. All nuembcrt are

encouraged to attend and new memberi
are welcome. We will be making plans

for upoominp events which ifidtadt a

trip to Washington. D.C. md si

VWanovans for Ufa

The Villanovans for Life will soon be

holding elections for their new 1988

Executive Board. All members are

requested to attend this important

meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Peace and

Justice office in the basement of Sullivan

Hall.

Musicians

Anyone interested in playing, we need

musicians for the 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses. In particular, a guit-

arist for the 4 p.m. and pianist for the

6 p.m. are needed. Please contact

Campus Ministry at 6454080 or stop

by basement of St. Rita's Hall.

Internsliips

Arts & Science juniors interested in

an internship should be thinking about

summer and fall. Internship recruit-

ment is now underway. For information

and application, see Dr. Dorley in Room
101 Corr Hall.

Magazine

MAGAZINE, the annual anthology

of Pennsylvania writers and artists, is

looking for offbeat material of any
length in any format, as well as cartoons

and line drawings. Please send manus-
cript and stamped, self-addressed enve-

lope to MAGAZINE, 1600 Woodland Rd.,

Abington, Penna. 19001

Found

On Dec. 7, a sterling silver medal of

the Blessed Mother was foUnd on the

football field. The owner can call collect

at 814-269-3593 to retrieve it.

May graduates

Full-time Undergraduates who expect

to receive degrees in May and have not

yet submittS "Prospective Graduate"

cards should complete the cards in the

Re^strar's Office, Rooms 202-203 Tol-

entine Hall, before Fri.. Feb. 5. This is

your final opportunity to let the Regis-

trar know how your name should

appearon diploma ahd in thecommence-
ment program.

T

weigBi waicMn

The Counseling Center has arranged

a Weight Watchers meeting f6r Villan-

ova students on Wednesdays from 3-4

p.m.,and a separate meeting exdusivdy
for faculty and staff on Mondays from

12 to 1 p.m. Bath start during the month
of February. Wetfht Watchers chaiiBS

a feeofitf»patfdaU>Waight Watchers

before thelitatJWtiiwg. Thare is a IMt
of 20 partieHHiU. To reaerve a apace.

notify the CoiinnHM Canter in IM
Corr IM. or

BiiMAmiy

The rosary of the Blessed Vinpn Mary

is prayed every Monday throuip Thurs-

day in the Main Chapel at 6:55 pi.n{. for

the conversion of Russia. All are invited

to attend.

Steering CdmMittee

The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce the selection of the

following students for members of

Steering Committee for Orientation

1988. Those selected are as foltews:

timothy Capone, James Connolly,

Susan Corcoran, Kevin Crego, VinceDel

Viscio, Philip Faranda, Joan Maguire,

Jeanine Mattan, Daniel O'Mara, Kim-

berly Pario, Brian Vezina, Edward
Walter, Daniel Weeden and Joseph

Zaller.

Off Campus Housing

For assistance in finding off campus
housing, call the Rev. Frank A. Farsaci,

. O.S.A., at 645-7209 or contact his office

in Room 207, Dougherty Hall.

Prbject Sunshine

Project Sunshine is accepting new
members this semester. If you have not

been able to volunteer for tutoring

children, visiting the elderly, working
with physically or emotionally disabled,

why not start now? For informationcall

645-4079 or stop in at Room 121,

Tolentine Hall. It is highly rewarding

to be involved as one of our more than

180 volunteers!

Thank you

A very special thank you to all who
generously took part in the Christmas

gift giving to the elderly of St. Rita's

Senior Citizen Center. They were so

happy to receive personally wrapped

gifts from Villanova! The Social Action

Office is grateful to all who made the

undertaking so successful again this

year.

Sign Language

Anyone interested in taking an eight-

week session in sign language on
campus this semester, please call

Therese Wenzel at 654-4079.

Washington

Minimester

Program

Go to Washington, D.C. for three

weeks in May (May IS^ne 3) with the

Washington MiwmQiter Program spon-

gored by th^ Ipdlitkal Sdenoe Depart-

BMnt. Students wiH live in Waahit^ton

and meet with aenatora, members of

congress, lobbyista and media person-

alities aaMMg others in a first hand look
at the real world of pokitica. For further

information, contact l>r; Jeffrey Hafen.

who will be the program director in

Waahii^lton or the tJtfmliBMnl Secre-

tary. Mrs. Bowdan in loam 101 Tolen-

tine liall (6454710 or M647S&). Hoaae
note that there is a limit of 20 mhoos
io act now if you arft iatewalad . Thare
is a limited amount of fimda awillihli

for financial maialanire on the hMioof
need.

Woods to speair
Jimmfy2»,mi#fHgVIUAii0VAN0Pag»3

Vill«iM»va Student Union
press reKuae

Fitoied joumaliat Donakl Woods
will five a lecture on Tueaday,
Fob. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Villanova

Room of the Connelly Center. The
lecture is sponaoood by the Villan-

ova Student Union.
Donald Wdods is a Ufih-

feneration white South African
descended from- British and Irish

pioneers who lettled in South
Africa in 1820. He studied law at

the University of Cape Town
before entering journalism, and
became editor in chief of the long-

established South African news-
paper, the Daily Dispatch, in 1965
at the age of 31.

His editorial attacks on the
racial polk^ of apartheid drew
increasing fire from the South
African government and from
many white readers of the news-
paper, and during 12 years of

editorship he was prosecuted in

court seven times by the state

under South Africa's strict pub-
lication laws restricting citicism

of governmental policy.

In 1977 he was arrested and

punishedlvithaut legal process for
publishii«4ei|dto oTthe killii« of

his frioDd. ttio young black leader

Steve BUU), by officers of the state

security polioe.

He was subjected to banning
orders, hcing forbidden to write,

to speak publicly, to be quoted in

the press, to speak with more than
one other person at a time or eVen
to be in a room with more than
one other person. This virtual

house arrest was imposed for a
five-year period.

But three months after his

arrest, following personal attacks

on members of his family and even
on his five-year-old daughter by
officers of the state security
police, he escaped with his wife

and five children across the border
into the black-ruled country of

Lesotho. The family reached Lon-

don, England, where they now
live. Woods now works as a
writer, broadcaster and lecturer

on apartheid.

Since reaching London in 1978
he has been appointed director of

the Lincoln trust, a foundation

which supplies information about
apartheid to the international

media, and in 1965 he waaappoint-
ed special adviset to the 49-

national Commonwealth Secreta-

riat in London.
The author of three books on

South African ^'Biko/' a biography

which was translated into twelve

languages, '.'Asking for Trouble,"
an award-winningautobiography,
and "Black and White," he travels

extensively throughout the world,
bricftoggovernments and address-
ing audiences on the subject of

apartheid.

For several years he has toured

American campuses, urging div-

estment as a means of bringing

economic pressure to bear on the

South African government to end
apartheid.

The story of his escape from
South Africa, disguised as a
priest, has been told in a British
television documentary drama
recently screened on Cable News
Network in the U.S. His books are
the basis of "Cry Freedom," a
motion picture produced and
directed by Sir Richard Attenbo-
rough, who made the film
"Gandhi."
Tickets will cost $2.

Worker struck by car
duPont cited for violations

By E.H. McELDOWNEY
Staff Reporter

John E. duPont, head wrestling

coach of ViQanova, pleaded guilty

to a charge of hit. and ruif con-

cerning an accident which
occurred near the Stanford Hall

driveway Dec. 9, 1987, at 3:11

p.m., according to a Radnor Town-
ship police report.

Lonnie Harris Jr., an employee
of the Henkels and McCoy firm,

sustained injuries from the
accident.

Hdrris was taken to Bryn Mawr
Hospital and released later that
night. Neither Radnor Police nor
Bryn Mawr Hospital would dis-

close information concerning the
extent of his injuries.

The police report stated that
Harris was standing in the center
of South Ithan Avenue "with his
arm raised to stop traffic so that
a cement truck which was in the
middle of Ithan Avenue could
move into position to pour
concrete."

' At this time a dark grey Lincoln

town car, "moving south on Ithan

at 15 to 20 mph struck Harris,

forcing him onto the hood of the

Lincoln. The Lincoln stopped and
Harris slid off onto the ground."
duPont "got Qut of his car and

attempted to lift Mr. Harris to his

feet, telling him he wasn't hurt
that bad," according to the report.

duPont "was at the scene about
five minutes and told a witness
he was the Villanova wrestling
coach but left before police or
ambulance arrived," according to

the report.

At3:40 p.m., duPont came to the
Radnor Township police station.

The police report reads, "He said

he was driving south on Ithan
Avenue near Aldwyn Lane when
[a] pedestrian (Harris) ran out in

front of him. duPont said he was
going 15 mph at the time of the
accident. He stopped his car, got
out and asked the pedestrian if he
was hurt.

"duPont said he told [the] pedes-

trian and witness that he was the
wrestling coach at Villanova and

was on his way to catch a plane
to a meet in Minnesota. He felt

the pedestrian not seriously
injured, thought he had suffkieot-
ly identified himself to people at
the scene and left," according to
the police report.

duPont was cited on a charge
of hit and run, which involves a
failure in "duty to give informa-

tion and aid," according to the
Radnor traffic code. He paid a fine

of $42.50, a source at the Radnor
court office said this week. >

In the News

OMest U.S. Augustlnian dies at V.U.

The oWest living Augustini-
an, the Rev. James M. Hurley,
O.S.A., 90, died on Dec. 1 in
the Saint Thomas Monastery
at Villanova.

Hurley was bom on Feb. 1,

1897. He attended Catholic
elementary and high schools
and later attended Pace Uni-
versity. He was ordained into
the priesthood in 1926 after

coming to Villanova in 1922.

Accident occurs before game

Hurley then earned a master's

degree in history from Catholic

University.

Hurley retired to the St.

Thomas Monastery in 1963.

People will remember Hurley
for his humor and storytelling.

While at Villanova, he would
entertain students while strol-

ling around campus, telling

anecdotes about how Villanova

used to be. jj g^

Art accident involving two
automobiles occurred at the

intersection of Lancaster and
South Ithan avenues mmutes
before the Villanova-Seton Hall

University basketball game
began Jan. 23.

The driver of the struck car,

Wendy Harmer, of 28 Sugar
Maple Rd., Lafayette Hill, was
attempting to make a left turn

onto North Ithan Avenue,
according to a Radnor Town-
ship police report.

Witnesses and police stated

that a car driven by Candice
M. Reineck, of 916 Copperbeech
Lane, Radnor, accelerated
through a yellow light and
struck Harmer's car, which
was about tocomplete the turn.

The accident occurred at 6:48

p.m., according to the report.

No injuries^were reported at

the time ofihe investigation,

although both cars had to be
towed away. No citations were
'^sued- DJ.S.

College of Nursing receives grant

The College of Nursing has
been awarded a $300,000
advanced training grant by the

Department of Health and
Human Services, division of

nursing. The funding will be
used to extend the present
graduate program in nursing
administration to offer a spe-

cific concentration in the
administration of community
health nursing services.

The expansion, which has

already started, responds to a
need in our region for training
in this sub-specialty. According
to College of Nursing Dean M.
Louise Fitzpatrick, as hospital
costs rise, growing numbers of
the elderly and sick utilize

community health services.
The funding will facilitate the
training of nurses for admin-
istrative positions in this grow-
ing health services setting.

T.B.

Evaluation nears completion

Market crash

affects jobs
By BRIDGET A. KELLEHER

Sti^f Reporter

Despite the stock market crash
in October, job opportunities for

college graduates will be more
plentiful this year than last,

according to a recent Michigan
State University survey of
empbyers in business, industry,
government and education.
The surveys showed that before

the stock market plunge, compan-
ies intended to hire 5.5 percent
more graduates than last year.

''But after the *crash* of Oct. 19,

companies scaled back their hiring
plans by 1.7 percent/' the Mich-
igan State University survey sakl.

These findings have been oor-

roDoracea oy tne results ot a
survey taken by Manpower Inc.,
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V.U. Professor enters
»*M •.*»«

ra€6
By STEVE D'ANGELO

StaJ) Reporter

Dr. John J. Logue, political

science professor, declared Jan. 14

that he would enter the U.S.

Senate race.

Logue said he seeks to gain the

nomination of the Pennsylvania

Democratic party by focusing on

what he calls "old ideas." These

include "enforceable law, peace

and justice, economic and social

progress and fiscal respon-

sibility."

Logue said he will apply these

"old ideas" to new situations and

problems if elected.

Logue, in addition to giving

courses in American foreign pol-

icy, comparative foreign policy

and international organization at

Villanova, also directs the Univer-

sity's Common Heritage Institute.

The institute, which Logue

founded in 1959, is a "think tank"

which studies international

affairs. It is especially interested

in such topics as the United

Nations, arms control and
disarmament.

In 1982, Logue made his most

recent attempt to gain the senate

nomination. He has tried unsuc-

cessfully four previous times. '

Logue finished second in the

three-way race in 1982, receiving

24 percent of the statewide vote.

Logue has been active in the

Philadelphia area politically in

addition to his work at Villanova.

In August 1987, Logue's Com-
mon Hentage Institute orgainized

a symposium on strengthening

the United Nations, which took

place at Independence Hall. The
symposium examined how the

Philadelphia of 1787 can help us

understand the world of 1987.

In December, a resolution pro-

posed by Logue, entitled the For-

eign Relations Authorization Act,

was signed into law by President

Reagan. The act will set up a

commission toexamine the United

Nations and recommend ways to

improve its organization.

Logue believes that "the job of

this generation is to abolish war
by restructuring and strengthen-

ing the United Nations."

On Oct. 12, Logue lectured at

the University of Leningrad on

restructuring the United Nations.

A guest of the Soviet Peace Com-
mittee, Logue presented the Soviet

students with the reforms he
believed would strengthen the

world economy and guarantee

national security.

In his current campaign, Logue

seeks to gain the Senate seat by

Tlic National Order of Oiiu'iia
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Kevin Lamb, a senior finance major, comes to

Villanova from Oceanside, N.Y. As a four-year brother

of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, Kevin has served

LXA as alumni affairs officer, Greek Week chairman,

IPC delegate and as a delegate to the Lambda Chi

national convention.

As alumni affairs officer, Kevin began a newsletter

program which has since received national recogni-

tion for excellence.

Kevin has also served the Villanova Greek

community by orpmizing the annual Easter egg hunt

for tte IPC. and at a member of the Order ofOniega

selection oomouttoe.

Over the past smnnier, and wgun wtr Christmas

bdeak. K<*rln laorM f^ Shearaon Lehman Broths
in New York Ciiy'where he, among other thinfi.

helpedio
In his

andloQg
lys playing haakefhall

ridll which hei^tly

in 1906.

For all of his contrihiitkms to the ViHanova

commim ity. the Ofder of Om^ ia plm ii to hmor
Kevin Laaah ol the Lambda Chi Alpha Prntantty aa

GraakofthalVaiiL

focusing on specific subjects, such

as the idea of a world law enforced

by a global organization.

Logue supports ''an interna-

tional organization which has the

power; authority and funding to

keep the peace and promote eco-

nomic and social justice and
human rights.'*

He said that "it is an idea which
is getting lost as the executive and
legislative branches of our govern-
ment compete for the title of 'best

U.N. basher.' "Logue says he can
be a U.N. recbnstructor rather

than a "U.N. basher" by establish-

ing his reforms.

Logue also expressed his views

on the INF (intermediate range

nuclear forces) treaty in his cam-

paign announcement. "I welcome

the INF treaty .. . but I believe that

if the U.N. remains weak and

impotent we will pT0»b\y see a

continuation of the arms race . .

.

more nations getting their own
nuclear arsenals," he said.

Logue also summed up the

remainder ot his platform. "I will

address these and other migor

issues facing our country, includ-

ing the need for jobs at adequate

wages, quality education, decent

housing, universal health care,

protection of the environment and

(FitoPholo)

Dr. John J. Logue, political

science profeBsor, recently

securing the legitimate rights of announced his candidacy for the

all citizens." ^ U.S. Senate.

National News

Candidates profiled

fn 1988,for thefirst time in their

lives, many of Villanova 's 8,000
undergraduates will have an oppor-

tunity to aid in choosingAmerica 's

leadership in the November presi-

dential elections.

In an effort to provide informa-

tion about thepresidentialaspirants

and encourage interest in the

national elections, the VillanovaH
will be running a weekly series of
candidate profiles.

The profiles will give basic des-

criptions of the candidates, their

stands on the issues, theirexperience

in government and other pertinent

information.

•^ ••
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Republican Senator Robert Dole

By GJ. DONNELLY
staff Reporter

Although Republican Sen. Robert Dole of

Kansas is labeled as a conservative Ronald Reagan
loyalist and as the Administration's point man
in the Senate, he also has a tendency to be

independent and politically assertive.

As the Senate's Republican leader for the past

four years. Dole has shown himself to be, in the

words of U.S. News and World Report, "a master
legislator who reconciles his talent to the causes

of others. He has shown some leadership on budget

issues, and perhaps his most far-reaching achieve-

ment was salvaging the teetering Social Security

system in 1983."

Dole's basic positions on the issues seem to echo
those of President Ronald Reagan's past seven

years in office with few differences. His views on
the defense budget coincide with those of the

Administration, stressing production of MX and
Midgetman missiles as well as that of the Strategic •

Defense Initiative, popularly known as "Star

Wars." '

However, according to the Philadelphia Inquirer,

the main focus of his campaign is on correcting

the massive federal deficit through closing tax

loopholes and some deductions, a line-item veto,

a balanced budget amendment and Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings, which calls for automatic
across-the-board cuts in spending should the

federal government be unable to meet certain

budget deficit reductions on its own.
On foreign policy. Dole favors arms for the

Nicaraguan contras opposing the Sandinista
regime. Despite early reservations, he supports the

recently signed Intermediate Nuclear Forces [INFJ

Treaty between the U.S! and the Soviet Union.

He differs with the Administration on the issue

of Social Security. In 1985, while he was majority

leader of the Senate, Dole supported a deficit

reduction passage that placed a one-year freeze

on cost of living increases and continues to defend
that proposal in his campaign.

Dole is no stranger to presidential campaigning.
He was Gerald Ford's vice-presidential running
mate in 197^ and ran for the nomination on his

own in 1980.

Although recent polls show Dole trailing in the

nationwide poll of Republicans to George Bush,
he is leading in Iowa, where a Republican primary
takes place Feb. 8.

Portions of this article were based on Philadelphia

Inquirer and U.S. News and World Report articles.

Democratic Governor Michael Dukakis

By GJ. DONNELLV
staff Reporter

Democratk: Gov. Michael Dukakis of Maaaachu-
setts is a liberal anomaly. Although he is liberal

on social issues such as abortion and in foreign

policy matters, Dukakis has a ooQimilive'*1ei*8^

make a deal" approach with business which
distinguishes hiai fron his coapetitors.

His firo^ustneaa^ phisaopliy oafliejote ^%e "^

lucuH hi his ha^ trMisfoiniii^irM waaa>f
joldaily mierrad to aa "Taaachuaetta" laamm
with the bwest untanplaywfiir in tiK natiaa (31
percent) and a taaL^htititm (10 paroenl

hriaw the national awcease.

Despite his sucoeos w toswering tax

Dukakis is not alrairf toraiaetenss aaa last

according to the Philadalphia JatMipar

he wiM ftratiiiiaipf to ottkmft $tM WMm "in

what he daims are unpaid taaaa/*

Hia paaifian on ihe hiMlpl oiHa far apaftihig
. • - • ^ *a-. -. * *. -* -A. _

I sailaim ana iwwmb MBmaai imnnpn. wttmmm
al tm,\mmt ttk^ttj^tHminim^

protect some businesses for five years to aid them
in becoming competitive.

However, he is unwilling to touch Social

Security or to increase federal spending on such
defense profects as theMX or Mklgetraan missiles.

He is ateo cool to the propoaal oif deploying the

iStnrt^ Defense Initiative, or **SUr Wars**
deKnae system, though he is wining io continue

to aid the NicaragiianINliitaNttnott conumie to ai

thr l^jminiau

KiNMaki aa tankers hi tlK Golf s< Siira.W iMiiia tktt invoking oi the War Powora

approval far aHfitary action.

I DttL^s is now to prasidnntiai
Sfmraing to a Mkmry Ml

I WaA, heiMMtaiHg tohe
s fUMitng flsaia m BH^^^MMr ya
*lb was wittng,*

mf ikJM Hi all^ eenm tiwWmm

Senate has qatit semester
JMWfy»,mfTHgVILLAMOV/MloPge>S

By DANTEJ. SCALA
Newt Editor

Discussion and debate shoukl
charge the floor of the University

Senate this semester after virtu-

ally disappearii^ during the fall

series of meetings.
Senate Chaimrson Dr. Philip

Blaurone' said Monday that the

University's 1968-69 budget and
the fmal report of the Program

^ Evaluation uxAmittee, which has
been studying and evaluating
Villanova ior two years, will be

^ major issues in upcoming
meetings.

In addition, (here will be a
student-run campaign to gain a
Senate recommendation for co-ed

dorms, said Student Government
President Phil Brach on Monday.

If early signs prove true, the
Senate's spring semester should
differ significantly from its last

one, when the general meetings
were short, quiet and to the point.

A quiet but efficient semester
One of the reasons for the

subdued tone of last semester's

general meetings was a lack of

"real emotional issues," said

Maurone.
Faculty Senator Dr. John A.

Doody, faculty council chairper-

son, agreed, saying that there

were no substantive proposals

brought before the Senate which
could have changed how thr
University community lives.

Brach pointed out that "two
major issues that have been occup-
ying the Senate's time for years,"

the Fall Breakand grading system
debates,., were resolved by the

Senate during the 1986-87 term.

Another fador which led to the

brevity olbwt aamester's meetings
was the Senate executive commit-

tee's efforts to "'streamline" the

Senate's operation procedures,

said Maurone^
He cited the executive commit-

tee's dedskm to have student and
faculty senators give reports
presenting their proposals for

tuitkm costs and faculty salaries,

respectively. Since the presenta-

tions were in the form of reports,

they were not subject to debate

and approval.

Maurone said that the budget

deliberation will be better because

of the early information offered by
the proposals. Student Senator

John Lewis, a member of the

Senate budget committee, agreed,

saying that the proposals aided in

providing a better structure for

the budget debate.

Lewis said it was good to have
budgetary facts and analysis early

in the school year, and hoped there

would be no "informatran rush"
as the Senate vote on the bud^t
drew near.

Maurone iilso said that the

executive committee had met
with the planning and priorities

committee before the latter's

report came to the Senate floor for

approval. The early meeting aided
in avoiding arguments over the

report at the general meeting, he
said.

Maurone and Lewis agreed that

there has been much work going
on behind the scenes in the Senate
committees.

In all, "The Senate's starting to
run smoother," said Maurone.

Upcoming l—nes
The recently placid nature of

the Senate is likely to change as

the senators begin to discuss

major issues.^

The Senate will decide in March
whether to accept the administra-

tkm'sproposed University budget,

said Maurone. The issue of the

budget has bttn a bone of conten-

tion in the past.

Last year, the Senate attempted

to approve the budget with two
amendments which would have
aided faculty and students. The
Board of Trustees, which holds

final decision-making power on
the budget issue, eventually

struck the amendments down and
approved the budget.

In retrospect, Maurone des-

cribed the Senate action as an
"empty gesture" which "gave

them [the trustees] carte blanche

to do what they wanted." He said

that the Senate has the power to

accept or reject the budget in its

entirety, and then make
recommendations.

Also, the Senate will decide in

April whether to accept the Pro-

gram Evaluation Committee's
final reRQDlMn its entirety. The
report i^^e culmination of a

wide-ranging study and analysis

of University programs, and its

recommendations could affect the

funding of academic departments.

In addition, Brach said Monday
that Student Government will

have a report on co-ed dorms,

including surveys of alumni,
parents, faculty and students. He
said he regards the issue of co-ed

dorms as a major one for the

spring semester.

R.0. T.C. commissions delayed
By DEBBIE GROSS

Staff Reporter

"Faced with an overabundance
of officers, the Air Force and Navy
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) may ask seniors graduat-

ing from college this spring to

leave the programs or postpone
their commissions," according to

a Jan. 14. 1988 issue of the College

Press Service.

However, Capt. Charles D.
Shields, Jr., USN, Villanova Uni-
versity's chairperson of Naval
Sciences, recently said, "Villanova
does not have much of a problem,
because of its rigid acceptance
policy."

There are currently 68 seniors

on Naval R.O.T.C.' scholarships

and two that are not, but acconl-

ing to Shields, the two do not need
to worry. "Those two seniors who
are not on scholarship right now
will receive their commission on
Oct. 1 instead of May 20," he said.

In 1986, accordmg to theCollege
Press Service, "Congress, con-

cerned that there were too many
officers in the military, ordered
the nation's military to cut their

officer ranks."

Shields said that accordii^ to
a recent Navy Times article, the
U.S. secretary of defense had
rescinded the U.S. Navy decision
to take out officers. Therefore,
there was a decision to decrease,
funds for scholarships among
R.O.T.C. programs, said Shields.

Once again. Shields did not see
this as a problem. "Villanova is

one of the five largest of the
existing 65 programs in the U.S.,
even though we do not have an
extremely larae amount ef stu-
denu, and^t [WUmova's NBOTC]
wiU suy out ef this problem
because of the excellent peifor-

manoe id the students."

battalion average can be raised

again next semester \yith more
"concentrated effort ' ind
discipline."

Pete Burke, a senior Naval
ROTC member, stated that there
was a lot of discussion about the
cuts in scholarships and commis-
sions among the battalion.

He felt that after "four years of

college in a prestigious unit,

having been trained by an excel-

lent staff, and having been trained

and disciplined to lead pien into

combat," it was not right to delay
commissions until October.

"Most of us didn't go to inter-

views and will have no type of

income during those five months
before commissioning," Burke
said.

"Therefore, most of us will be
working in McDonald's to stay
afloat before commissioning," he
added.

Advisement poll

results released

In liiliin. Shiekia said ^t
"the HKillijiaaewd highh hMt
semeaier, tMith^n^hau achieving
a 3iOorhattar OMralL"

Shields said that the toUl

By MAUREEN STAPLETON
StaffReporter

Villanova does not have a major
academic advisement problem,
concluded a Student Government
report based on a student poll it

conducted in November.
However, only 34.2 percent of

those surveyed said they "under-

stood the advisement system as

incoming freshmen."

,
"Advisement is a crucial aspect

of education, and every single

student should know at least the

name of his/her advisor," recom-
mended the report, which was
compiled by Kristin A. Switala,

assistant secretary of academic
affairs for Student Government.

In all. 71.7 percent of the 1,054

students polled knew who their

advisors were, and 62.8 percent
had met with their advisors'.

In the school-byschool break-
down, 91.2 percent of the nursing
students surveyed knew who
their advisors were, akmg with
80.2 percent of engineering stu-

dents surveyed and 78.9 percent
of arts and sciences students
surveyed.

In contrast, only 53^ percent of

College of Commerce and Finance
students knew who their advisor
was.

AooQfthngtoDr. Mchard Ruane.
adviaar of all freahnan in the
ComgeofCottMBaroeandFinance.

"Most of the students, by far,

would not have to meet with me."
In response to the poll. Dr.

Helen K. Lafferty, assistant to the

dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, said, "I was delighted to

see students felt they had received

such good advisements, because
we make a concerted effort to

discuss with them possibilities

and alternatives in their program
of study."

About 15 percent of those sur-

veyed in the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Engineering "had
had any major problems due to

lack of advisement." Almost 18

percent of students surveyed from
the College of Commerce and
Finance had such problems, while
less than 9 percent of nursing
students surveyed reported such
difficulties.

According to the Student
Government report, the survey
project was run by Mark Hok)betz.
secretary of academic affairs for
Student Government, and Switala
in response to "numerous com-
plaints concerning the advisement
system."

The report concluded, "Because
advisement succeeds only when
both advisor and advisee interact
conoemfully . we ask that advisors
take the time to help us with our
academic questkms and problems,
and that we studenU get to know
our advisors better."

I*BM

National News Notes
Compiledfrom the College Press Service

King's dream said to lie unreaiized

The Rev. Martin Luther
Kingjr.'s dream of racial equal-

ity has not yet been achieved,

according to his daughter,
Yolanda King, but opposition

to recognition of his birthday

as a f^eral holiday seems to

be diminishing.

President Ronald Reagan
authorized King's birthday as

a federal holiday in 1983, but

some.xampuses did not want
4oaad the holiday to their tight

schedules. Debates ensued, but

most calendar issues surround-
ing King's birthday have been
settled.

King planned to shut down
the federal government
through massive acts of civil

disobedience before his a^sas-
ination in 1968. He planned to

continue these actions until

ending poverty became a
government priority. "That
was his last dream," his daugh-
ter said.

S.M.M.

U. of Penn. food donations decrease
More efficient food purchas-

ing has led to a curtailing of

the food donation program at

the University of Penn-
sylvania.

The annual holiday contri-

butions to the University City

Hospitality Center have
decreased since last year.

According to Eric Pisauro, a

student who works at the
Hospitality Center, Penn's
contributions have almost
stopped.

Dining Service Director Wil-

liam Canney said that all peri-

shable leftovers are still con-

tributed to the program.

S.M.M.

Spying suspected in U.S. iibraries

According to the F.B.I. [Fed-

eral Bureau of Investigation],

Soviet agents are using Amer-
ican libraries and students to

research technial but unclassi-

fied information.

As a result the F.B.I, has
asked librarians for the names
of foreign students who access

^ata bases and certain books.

College librarians, however,
are reluctant to help. They
contest that F.B.I, involvement
violates constitutional rights

to a free flow of information
and interferes with the librar-

ians' own professional ethics.

Some librarians said the
F.B.I.'s program has already
had a negative effect on some
students.

Thirty-six states have confi-

dentiality laws that forbid
librarians to share information
about library use, including
New York, the focus of the
F.B.I.'s program.
The program is the latest in

a series of F.B.I, involvements
in campus activities, dating
back at least to the early 1950s.

S.M.M.

ts:

Committee update
(Continuedfrom page 1)

retirement plan. The faculty

affairs committee, along with the

faculty council, has also asked

that the deans recommend a

figure which they would choose

for merit equity adjustments, he

said.

Hones said there was also a

misunderstanding of one of the

articles in the protocol for the

periodic selection of chairpersons.

A small committee was formed in

December to look into rewriting

and updating the language in the

article.

For the spring semester they

have discussed a resolution which
came from the academic policy

committee recommending that

the faculty teaching load be

reduced from 12 to nine contact

hours. They plan to wait for the

Program Evaluation Committee
report to come out before they
review the issue any further,

Hones said.

He also said that a resolution

was passed on a non-smoking
policy which prohibits smoking
from all public areas of the cam-

pus. "Smoking will be permitted

only in designated areas," he said.

"This is iMtsically in line with

what the township of Radnor has

done, and is very similar to what
the House in Harrisburg has
done."

The members of the social

actkm committee have not made
any official proposals to the

Senate. However, many concerns

have been addressed, according to

Chairperson Dr. Jean Lorge, asso-

ciate professor of the College of

Nursing.

These include the University's

divestiture in South Africa and an

update on the handling of it. In

addition, the committee will soon

get a report on affirmative actk>n

that will review recruitment

efforts for minorities, including

financial packages.

The committee is also con-

cerned with faculty recruitment

of minorities, and it hopes to send

a proposal to the Senate concern-

ing increased efforts in this area,

Lorge said.

The student life committee
presented a budget report during

the fall semester which involved

tuition increases and financial

competition with other schools. It

was discussed that the main
priority should be to increase

endowment, according to the

minutes of the committee's Oct.

9 meeting.

The committee has addressed a

number of proposals for the semes-

ter, said Chairperson Sean Clos-

key. Among these are a tailgate

in the spring and further research

on the issue of co-ed dormitories.

Another area to be investigated is

the possible "drying out" of

campus, which some members,
including Closkey, oppose.

(FN*
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While anti-drinking rules cost

Marquette University cheerlead-

ers their jobs during the holiday

break and could land two North
Carolina State students in jail, a

California State University [CSU]
at Dominquez Hills professor

concluded campus attitudes still

encourage students to drink.

Students, added CSU's Dr.

David Nasatir in reporting the

results of the University of Cal-

ifornia at Berkeley study he
helped direct, seem to be drinking

as much*as they always have,

despite intense, campus efforts to

the contrary.

Most schools around the U.S.

have cranked up "alcohol aware
ness" policies since 1985, when
federal laws forced states to raise

their legal drinking ages from 18

to21
To get liability insurance, col-

leges had to demonstrate to insur-

ance companies they were keeping
their underaged students from
drinking liquor.

But the Berkeley study suggest

ed there has been no profound

increase or decrease in student

drinking since th^ new policies

began.

The reason is that many
schools, Nasatir said, "are lax in

observing violations of the drink

ing minimum age." Alcohol, more-

over, is often an integral part of

social and athletic events, and the

"awareness" programs, by not

recognizing alcohol's role, ire
rendered ineffective.

Nasatir's research, part of an
ongoing study of campus alcohol

use. noted fraternities have helped
keep general student drinking
rates high. "Young men living in

fraternities seem to -drink more
often and larger quantities than
any other group of similar young
men in dormitories, or with
roommates."

"It's not clear whether that's

because fraternities recruit

drinkers or manufacture
drinkers," Nasatir continued.
"But that seems to be a pheno-

menon that holds true on all

campuses with fraternities."

A solution, he suggested, might
be to crack down on people and
groups who serve liquor to stu-

dents. "This has a chilling effect

on individual willingness to serve

alcohol."

At Marquette, however, a group
of cheerleaders quit in December
mstead of tolerating a crackdown.
Eleven cheerleaders quit the

Milwaukee college's squad after

school officials suspended two
cheerleaders for swiping some
leftover bottles of champagne
from a private party.

"They said they could no longer

Senior celebration

successhil
By LYNN PERDEK

Staff Reporter

On Dec. 5, the Villanova Union
sponsored the Senior 100 Days
Celebration held at Popcorn's
nightclub in King of Prussia.

At the time of the party, ques-

tions remained as to whether
there would be any more Senior

Days parties, and whether they

would be held in the same place

and format as the first party,

according to Lucyna Gorski, direc-

tor of the Student Activities

Office.

Gorski said that the party was
completely successful and that no
problems arose that night.

As a result of the party's suc-

cess, Gorski said that it is her
intention to hold two more Senior

Days parties this year. One of

those parties would be held with
50 days left until graduation and
the other will be scheduled during
Senior Week.
The first Days party was held

from 5-9 p.m. at Popcorn's, which
was open only to Villanova stu-

dents, who were allowed to stay

without paying the cover price.

Gorski said that this format
worked out very well and will

probably be the way the next one
is run.

Gorski said she will meet with

members of the Blue Key Society,

who will probably sponsor the 50
Days party. After these discus-

sions, more permanent plans will

be made.

Evaluation
(Continuedfrom page 3)

Also, the University Senate will

vote in April to accept or reject

the final report in its entirety, said
Dr. Philip Maurone, Senate chair-

person. The Senate will also make
its own recommendations for the
report at that time, said Maurone.

Finally, Driscoll and the Board
of Trustees will make the final

decision in July on what changes
will be made at the University,

based on the PEC recommenda-
tions, said Armenti. Though this

decision will be made whi^ Dris-

coll is still in office, the implemen-
tation of changes will be made by
the new president, said Armenti.

cheer" with two members sus-

pended for something they all took
part in or knew about, isaid Mark
McCarthy, Marquette's associate
dean of students.

At the same time Raleigh. N.C.,

police, charged two North Carol-

ina State students with counter-

feiting drivers' licenses and selling

them to classmates to use them
to buy alcohol.

The two students built a large

cardboard replica of a license.

They would then take photos of

customers standing in front of the

replica, and process the resultant

artwork as a fake license.

The students, each charged
with two counts of counterfeiting

and selling drivers' licenses, could

serve three years in prison if

found guilty.

The University of Washington
IUW|, however, may have been
overzealous in attempts to control

drinking: The school, facing a

lawsuit from the American Civil

Liberties Union and several UW
law students, agreed not to search

fans attending football games for

alcohol. At the beginning of the
'

1987 season, university police had
stepped up efforts to combat
alcohol use during football games.
But administrators, heeding

protests, agreed to halt the
searches, at least for the last game
of the season.

ojMOffiniMiBs
En^eering Summer
Scholarships Course
Engineering students inter-

ested in scholarships, as well

as fellowships and grants,
should write to the American
Society of Civil Engineers,
American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers. American Insti-

tute of Cheihical Engineers,
American Institute for Electri-

cal and Electronic Engineers,
or Society of Woman Engin-
eers, all at the address 345
East 47th St.. New York, N.Y.
10017.

The Institute on Political

Journalism at Georgetown Uni-

versity is offering a six^^week

summer program for under-

graduate students interested

in journalism careers. Applica-

tion fee: $20. Tuition: $1,440.

Early Acceptance: Feb^ 5, 1988.

Deadline: March 4, 1988. Write

to: The Fund for American

Studies, Institute on Political

Journalism, 1000 16th St.,

N.W., Suite 401, Washington,

D.C., 20036.

imtmn,im^iw)mMKmm3^^j

Scholarship Internship
The Institute of Nuclear

Power Organizations is offer-

ing' $1,700 scholarships to

qualified students planning

careers in the nuclear utility

industry. Deadline: Feb. 5.

1988. Write to: INPO Scholar-

ship Review Committee. CN
6302, Princeton, NJ. 08541-

6302.

Marymount College, Tarry-
town is offering summer
internships in New York City
in varied professional fields.

Write to Doris Pechman, Intern-

ship Director, Marymount Col-

lege, Tarrytown, N.Y. 10591 or
call: (914) 681-3200.

According to Gorski, the earlier

time of the party did not have an

effect on the number of people that

attended.

She said that 99 percent of the

people who were asked said they

were happy with the party and
with the nightclub itself.

Gorski was pleased with the

nearby location of the club and
with the people that they dealt

with there.

The only complaint that the

students voiced, according to

Gorski, was that the drink prices

at Popcorn's were rather high.

Gorski, however, is not con-

cerned with negotiating lower

prices for alcoholic drinks because

"how much the students drink

should not be determined by the

school."

Crash
(Continuedfrom page 3}

placement at Duke's Fuqua School
of Business, said that the M.B.A.
job market is "a little cloudy based
on the past few months."
The investment-banking field,

in particular, will be much more
conservative in its hiring. The
C.P.C. noted that the Nov. 1 1 issue
of the Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation reported that "investment-
banking recruiters told students
from fop business schools that
they would not hire as many of

them as in previous years."

Portions ofthis article were based
on a College Press Service report.

'm mi
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because of its testimofty to our
current academic status but its

promise to the future."

Alvin A. Clay, dean of the
College of Commerceand Finance,

praised the academic strides Vil-

lanova made under DriscoU's
term.

Clay and other administrators

pointed to the business school's

various accreditations obtained
under Driscoirs presidency. The
College of Commerce and Finance
received accounting, M.B.A. Imas-

«» ters of business administration]
and taxationprograms [sponsored
jointly with the Law School]
accreditations, according to Clay.

Concerning DriscoU's role in

the accreditations, Clay stated
that Driscoll "supported us [the

College of Commerce and Finance]
with.enough resources to enable
us to make accreditation
standards."

M. Louise Fitzpatrick, dean of
the College of Nursing, said Dris-

coll offered "wonderful admin-
istration support" to the nursing
school by offering graduate as
well as undergraduate programs
and encouraging recruitment of

better faculty.

Most importantly, Driscoll "rec-

ognized changes in health policy

and health care and their effect

on the preparation of nurses" and
provided the necessary resources

to prepare the future nurses for

a "complex, technologically
advanced health care system,"
said Fitzpatrick.

Since the College of Nursing
role of preparing students to help

others is in accordance with the

Christian message of Villanova,

Fitzpatrick said that Driscoll was
"even more supportive because he
appreciates what we're [the Col-

lege of Nursing] trying to do."

Eugene J. Ruane, director of

public Relatior\s,^mmented that
priscolts ix^dS^ty wa^ **an

important time in the life of the
University" and Driscoll was "the
right man at the right time."

t. Concerning academics and
athletics, Ruane stated, "Driscoll

emphasized . the student in the
student-athlete."

Ruane said the drop and return
of the football program at Villa-

nova put football into perspective
and showed the University's
emphasis on academics.

Dr. John A. Doody, philosophy

chairperson, said, "The prestige
of the University outside the
Villanova area has greatly '

increased under his presidency ...

and the administration has really

increased its commitment to aca
demic excellence."

Doody hoped that the next

president would continue a com-

mitment of striving for academic
excellence. Although he lo6ks for

a president who would want
Villanova to compete with the

"Georgetowns" and "Notre
Dames" of Catholic higher educa-

tion, Do6dy said he would settle

for a president fighting for Villa-

nova to be the equivalent of

reae^'to Driscoirs annotfneement
Boston Colteflrji' Fordham.
Doody ^crmt VHfaiTiova has

already been moving toward these

Catholic universities of highest
*

academic standards.

Commenting on DriscoU's pres-

idency. Dr. Michael E. Burke,
director of the honors program,
said it was a time of tremendous
growth of the quality of faculty
and students and of the reputation
of the University itself.

Comparing Villanova today to

when Driscoll first became pres-

ident, Burke said, "There's a
dramatic difference, certainly
academic ... in the caliber of

faculty and students."

Besides promoting academic
growth, Driscoll created the Pro-

gram Evaluation Committee
[PEC 1 in the fall of 1985 toexamine
all aspects of the University.

(File PtK)to)

Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assistant
to the dean of Arts and Sciences,
praised the accomplishments of

the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president.

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, commended
DriscoU's efforts and persistence
in estabhshing the committee and
guiding it through its evaluation
of the University. Stack consi-

dered the evaluation important
because it studied all facets, both
academic and non-academic, of

Villanova and "can help strength-

en the school."

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president of Student Life, praised

the University evaluation because
it will provide a review ot the

University's present programs
and the allocation of resources for

them.

The Rev. George F. Riley.

O.S.A., vice president of Univer
sity relations, praised DriscoU's

work during his presidency in the

area of fundraising, calling him a

"tireless worker" who put
"incredible demands on himself."

Evidence of DriscoU's fundrais- .

ing efforts can be seen in the

success of . the Covenant
campaigns.
According to Riley, Driscoll was

an "inCeml part of Covenant I

and n . . . oothcampaigns exceeded
goals netting $35 million over and
above annual programs."

Riley added that Driscoll "had
a great understanding of the
difficulties of real-world
fundraising."

. The construction of new build-

ings on campus during DriscoU's
term was mentioned as an
accomplishment by all inter-
viewed, especially the Student Life

administration. Representatives
from the student life branch of
Villanova praised Eh-iscoll's sup-
port in improving the quality of
student life at the University
through the new construction.

Neville named him "a champion
of students' needs" and said that
Driscoll was "most supportive"
from the student life perspective.

According to Neville, the con-
struction of two new dorms on
south campus, the duPont Pavil-
ion, the Connelly Center and the
proposed building of two future
dorms all enhanced the students'
quality of life at the University.

Concerning the building of the
duPont Pavilion, Stack praised
the integration of both intramural
and varsity sports without one
outweighing the other. Both var-
sity and intramural sports facil-

ities were needed at Villanova,

and under the direction of Driscoll,

the duPont Pavilion met the needs
of both areas of sports, which
ultimately benefited the students,
according to Stack.

Concerning interaction with
the student population, Phil
Brach, Student Government pres-

ident, considered Driscoll more
available to students than most
University presidents, citing that

Student Government meets with
Driscoll several times a year and
that students serve on Board of

Trustees committees.
Stack also considered Driscoll

to be in touch \yith the student
body, and described him as a
"personable man" who "person-
ally would like to be more avail-

able" to students.

Stack added that because of the
nature of the job of University
president, students would not
normally see Driscoll walking
around on campus, mingling infor-

mally with the students. As pres-

ident. Driscoll must deal not only
with students, but also with
alumni, faculty, staff and the
community at large.

Stack added that Driscoll has
people working for him who keep
him aware of students' needs.

Looking ahead to the next pres-

ident, several of those interviewed
identified characteristics they
hoped to find in DriscoU's
successor.

Neville looks for a president

who is "as sympathetic to student
affairs" as Driscoll and who is

"attentive to the needs of ever
increasing the quality of education

retires
(Continued from page I)

committee.

Ruane listed the committee

members, which include six trus-

tees: Thomas F. Devine, Esq.,

Edward J. Caughlin III, Joseph J.

Donahue, Dr. Margaret M. Healy,

Rev. William J. Drupa. O.S.A. and

JohnJ. Quindlen.

He also listed five constituent

representatives: Brach, Alvin A.

Clay, dean of the College of

Commerce and Finance, staff

member Katharine Lawless. Dr.

Philip Maurone, University

Senate chairperson, physics pro-

fesMNT, and alumnus Edward
RBey.
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here, both in the classroom and
out of it."

Brach said that Driscoll "under-
stood the meaning of Villanova as
well as anyone can," and that
there is "nothing new I would look
for" in a new president.

Brach would also like a young
president who would be "one
generation closer to understand-
ing [student] issues." He also felt

there were "merits in having
someone who can be here [at the
University] a long time."
Other accomplishments under

DriscoU's presidency, according to
those interviewed, included Vil-

lanova's rise in national recogni-

tion, the increase in computer
ability and the renovsttion and
updating of old facilities through-
out the campus.

Driscoll years

reviewed
By NOEL E. FALCO

News Editor

With his recent announcement
of his plans for retirement, the
Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., will

shortly end his 13 years as Uni-
versity president in August. His
is the longest presidency in Vil-

lanova's 145year history.

At the time of his election in July
1975, Driscoll was serving as vice

president for Academic Affairs at

Villanova. He succeeded the Rev.
Edward J. McCarthy, O.S.A., who
is now chairperson of the Board
of Trustees.

Driscoll came to Villanova from
Merrimack College in Andover,
Mass., where he was religious

superior of the Augustinian com-
munity and a member of the
Board of Trustees.

A Villanova alumnus himself,

Driscoll graduated in 1948 and
then earned both his master's
degree and his doctorate in phi-

losophy at Catholic University.

Ordained in 1951, he began a

teaching career at Archbishop
Carroll High School in Washing-
ton, D.C.. shortly afterwards.

Driscoll served as a philosophy
teacher after being transferred to

Merrimack in 1956. He later

became vice president and dean.

Assigned to Villanova in the

mid-1960s, Driscoll arrived during
a time when college campuses
nationwide witnessed protests
and student demands for a

stronger voice in university
governance.

Driscoll, as vice president, was
a major force in student-
University relations that created

the University Senate at

Villanova.

In July 1975. he became Villa-

nova's 30rh president. When he
spoke on the future ol Villanova

in an inaugural ceremony speech
on Sept. 27. 1975, he emphasized

financial and faculty problems,
according to the Oct. 8. 1975,
Villanovan.
The article also said that Dris-

coll was encouraged by "fairly

good" financial prospects and
increased freshman enrollment
that year. He "assured the
audience that athletics will still

be an important part of campus
life ... (though! no additional
funds will be allocated for sports."
He also commented, "Salary

and tuition are Senate priorities

that will be observed."
During DriscoU's presidency,

the University has received aca-

demic and athletic recognition as
quality programs were developed.

Villanova was twice named one of

America's best universities in

U.S. News and World Report as
its student body became increas-

ingly select and geographically
diverse under Driscoll.

The faculty has expanded and
has been recognized for intellec-

tual distinction. The academic
curriculum has become more
challenging and innovative and
stresses a values-centered educa-

tion that was lauded by college

presidents in a national poll.

DriscoU's term also saw the

purchase of land extending the

borders of campus, the construc-

tion of new dormitories and a

dining facility, the completion of

Connelly Center and the duPont
Pavilion and the renovation of

numerous buildings. A compre-

hensive internal evaluation of all

I'niversily programs is nearinjj

completion as well.

The University's first national

fundraising campaign, the Coven-
ant, was instituted by Driscoll in

1977 to help offset the costs of

expansion. The Covenants two
phases have raised more than $34
million over a lO-year period, and
a third phase is being planned.
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Implement wisdom
and cooperation

With the upcoming change in the University's

presidential position, cooperation among Villanova

officials is more vital than ever to ensure that Villanova

will continue to flourish. With a constant emphasis on
the Catholic tradition and academics, Villanova's future

depends upon the wisdom exhibited by the Board of

Trustees, the Senate, faculty, administration, staff and
students concerning many important University issues.

The University is currently in a transitional period

as the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., University president,

retires in August, and the search committee looks for and
the Board of Trustees decides upon a new president. Many
decisions that will be made during this time will play

an integral part in the shaping of Villanova. Decisions

on issues such as the University budget, faculty salaries,

tuition rates, student housing, financial aid and academic
scholarships will help dictate Villanova's future national

reputation. The soon-to-be-released University-wide
program evaluation results will help show Villanova its

weaknesses and provide helpful advice to correct its

problems.

Villanova is a widely respected institution of higher

learning. In order to remain outstanding, the University

must balance academics and athletics, faculty salaries

and tuition rates.

The University must provide an affordable education

to students of all races and creeds to become a more
diversified institution.

While competitive salaries are necessary to attract

and keep the best and brightest faculty members, the

University must not look to tuition increases to fill the

gap. Increased endowment, additional campaigns like

Covenant I and II and more financial aid to students are

needed to keep Villanova balanced.

The program evaluation results should offer an

outsider's view of our positive as well as negative aspects.

The University must take the findings to heart, continue

to excel in our successful areas and implement suggested

methods or programs to reduce our negative aspects.

In short, Villanova is a very prestigious and well

respected school. During this integral transitional time.

University officials must look to their wisdom to make
important decisions and continue to cooperate to flourish.

Wanted: Youth
and experience

As the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., University
president, prepares to retire, Villanova is faced with the
task of finding his successor. The University's new
presidential search committee should look for an
individual who is young but has experience as a leader,
understands the Villanova approach to learning, continues
the Catholic tradition and looks forward to the Villanova
of the 1990s.

The Board of Trustees should look for a president
who will meet regularly with student leaders and
understand their pressing concerns. The president should
stand behind many of the Senate's recommendations and
show a continued support for high academic standards,
including the best possible faculty and administration
members.

The new president should also be a visible leader
outside of campus and be concerned with national and
world issues that affect Villanovans.

Villanova is a fine institution with the potential to be
one of the very best in the nation. An effective leader
is a must for the University to achieve such goals.

Driscoll has demonstrated time and time again how
a good president should act. He should lead. Let the new
president lead Villanova with highest honors into the
1990s.

To the Editor.

I was very disheartened during

Christmas break this year when
the postman delivered the "Par-

ent's Connection" newsletter

from Villanova.

"Why?" would be the question
which would come from most
inquiring minds, especially when
it was the newsletter, not the
report of grades, which caused my
mood of depression.

However, a schedule of com-

mencement ceremonies for 1988

was contained within the pages

of the newsletter. This schedule

has the commencement ceremony
for the College of Arts and Scien-

ces and the College of Nursing to

be held at 10 a.m. on May 22, and
the ceremony for the College of

Commerce & Finance and the

College of Engineering at 2 p.m.

of the same day.

I know for a fact that I am not

alone when I state that I am
disenchanted with the Universi-

ty's decision to hold a segregated
graduation indoors. Why must the
Class of 1988 suffer as a result

of last year's fiasco?

It is not just to hold us respon-

sible or accountable for the events
which occurred at the ceremony
for the Class of 1987. I had a
sibling who graduated in 1986
outdoors and as a unified class.

It was wonderful to be seated with
my parents and grandparents and
share in my brother's joy as he
received his diploma.

There were no repercussions
from this graduation exercise,

hence 1987s graduation was sup-
pose;d to follow the same pattern.

Since it did not, the Class of 1988
is to be stereotyped to be the same
as out predecessors of 1987.

Villanova, in deciding to hold

graduation indoors, is Hmitingour
celebration of accomplishment to

four or possibly five family
members. This limitation on the

amount of tickets does not take
into consideration those students
who have large immediate fami-

lies or the fact that grandparents
would have to be chosen or left

out. How could they ask us to

choose among family members?

Has anyone thought about the

poor acoustics in the duPont
Pavilion? Or the stifling heat one
experiences while*. Hfesent -for

extended periods of time in the

building?

Another factor which I believe

is important is the chaos and
disorder which will surely be the

result of having four colleges

graduate only four hours apart in

one building. By the time the

parents leave the Pavilion from
the 10 a.m. graduation, and the

parents from the 2 p.m. gradua-

tion file in, there is bound to be

some pushing, shoving and
tempers flaring.

Besides, who would blame the

parents for wanting to get "a good
seat" from which to view th^ir

strengthen our feeling of together-

ness and alkiw us the opportunity

to share our glassmiitet'jftccomp-

lisbments whether they are engi-

neers, nurses, accountants or

English majors.

The Universityshpuld take into

consideration how seniors and
their families feel. Each senior I

have spoken with is strongly
opposed to an indoor, segregated
graduation. Nevertheless, letters

written in the past have obviously
fallen on deaf ears.

Won't anyone at this University

have compassion upon the grad-

uating seniors and make our
graduation one to remember fond-

ly and one we can share with all

of our family and friends, without
the stigma of disappointment?

Ihiow tluit IMl not 9lone when IsMb that Imn
dbmiehmitndwHhthnUnlvnrshfsdeelshnto
hoUn s^ingatedgndunthn Indoors.

child's graduation? Who wants to

sit up in the rafters? How will the

University conduct and enforce an
orderly process?

Furthermore, just as with all

major events at the University,

there will be extreme difficulties

parking in the main lots. Must my
parents drive out to Pennsylvania
and park in the lot at 8 a.m. in

order to be within a short distance
of the Pavilion for my ceremony
which will be at 2 p.m.?

Graduating unified and out-

doors (weather permitting) would

be a wonderful culmination of the

four years spent earning our
diplomas here at Villanova. None
of us have been together as a class

since orientation.

Unifying us- as we prepare to

face new challenges would

I do not think it would be a

problem to move graduation out-

doors or to unify it. Sure it would
require some scheduling changes,
but I believe a few minor difficul-

ties would be easier to overcome
rather than the problems afore-

mentioned. Why not poll the
students and/or their families?

Give us the opportunity to be
responsible enough to make our
own decision with regard to

graduation!

Send the seniors a question-

naire or poll us at the next Days
Party, but all we. ask is that the
University give us the chance to

share our achievements with our
whole families and our fellow
students and friends.

Johnna Fiorino
Class of 1988

Quote of Nof(

A free press can of course be

good or bad but, most certainly,

without freedom it will never be

anything but bad.

Albert Camus, 1960
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Driseill broaght national

attention to Villanova
By JOHANNEC SHARP

Editor in Chief

Over the last decade or so the
vast majority of well-read Amer-
icans have in one way or another
become aware of Villanova Uni-
versity. The relatively small
Catholic institution has brought
national recognition to the infa-

mous Main Line. The 1985 NCAA
Men's Baslcetball Championship
brought instant notoriety to the
underdog Wildcats. The decision
to drop the Wildcat football pro-

gram also made national news in

1981 and showed the nation the

University's emphasis on academ-
ics. The return of the football

program in 1985 was also broad-
cast across the country and dem-
onstrated that Villanova put
athletics into perspective on the

college campus. The University
told the nation that the student-
athlete was attending Villanova to

get an education first, and play

sports second. More recently, the

inclusion of the University in U.S.

News and World Report survey as
the No. 1 Nfost Comprehensive
School in the East highlights the

integrity of Villanova.

The unprecented success and
prestige of Villanova must be

attributed to the highly qualified

facility, administration and staff

members as well as the increased
academic standards of the Villa-

nova students.

But most importantly we must
look to the leader of Villanova, the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.SA.,
University president, who has
given so much of himself to lead

Villanova to such success in the
past 13 years. Driscoll. who has
recently announced his retire-

ment, has been called a tireless

worker and an inspiration to

others and has shown Villanova

the way toward academic excel-

lence and spiritual growth.

Driscoll was always at the
forefront of both Covenant I and
Covenant II campaigns which
netted over $35 million over and
above the annual programs,
according to the Rev. George F.

Riley, O.S.A., vice president for

University Relations.

In addition, the recent installa-

tion of the Phi Beta Kappa chapter
at Villanova demonstrated the
academic excellence the Universi-

ty has achieved. Under Driscoll,
the accounting, M.B.A. (master's
of business administration) and
taxation programs have gained
accreditation and the recruitment
of better nursing faculty members
has been implemented.

Great strides in campus expan-
sion have also taken place under
Driscoll. During the last decade
the Connelly Center, duPont
Pavilion, Katharine and St. Mon-
ica's halls and the south campus
dining facility have been built.

Increased hours of dormitory
visitation and the short lived

success of Jake's Place have
increased the social atmosphere at

the University. Over 120 clubs
have an active enrollment and
perform many worthwhile activ-

ities including feeding the home-
less, tutoring underprivileged
children, sponsoring Special Olym-
pics aad entertaining neighbor-

hood trick or treaters at

Halloween.

The recent program evaluation
has been instituted under Driscoll
and should serve as an important
method of recognizing our weak-
nesses which is certainly neces-

^ona Sdafie

sary to further our excellence.

In short, Villanova has taken

tremendous strides in the academ-
ic world under Driscoll. His
unending support and work has
thrust Villanova into the national

limelight on many occasions and
we can only hope his successor

can continue the trend. Driscoll

has been the strong backbone of

Villanova for the last 13 years and
will be greatly missed. He has set

the highest possible standards for

the University and it is our duty
as a team to fulfill these standards
to continue to pursue the goals of

our leader.

Johanne C. Sharp is an English and
communication art major and
Editor in Chief of the Villanovan.

Academic freedom disrupts Catholic teachings
By GERALD A. LEE

Forty-five years ago I^enrolled

in the engineering school and
graduated as a naval V-12 trainee

in 1945.

There was little time for the

humanities during those hectic

war years. Our subjects were
mostly in our major except for

four courses in English and reli-

gion — the Roman Catholic reli-

gion, to be sure. To this day I

remember Fathers Dunne and
.McFadden (happily with us today)

discoursing on the pre-eminent

concepts taught by the
Augustinians.

The idea was truths and the

concept was defined in its subjec-

tive (what you think truth to be)

and objective (what truth is in

reality) meanings.

If one subjectively arrived at

"truth" at variance with objective

truth, he was in error. Surely, we
all thought, it is objective truth

that appears as Villanova's
"Veritas."

As far as I know, every Catholic

in those days was an orthodox

Catholic (though we did not view
ourselves as such, then). The
Pope: infallible. The teaching
Magisterium: accepted and
respected.

However, the Catholic com-
munity had its disbelievers. They
had the good sense to leave the

Church rather than hang around
to reform it.

In this period, we are hammered
with "dissent," "dialog, " and
"academic freedom" — all buzz

words advertising disloyalty to

Rome when they are used to

connote a relationship in the

religious that belongs strictly in

the secular.

We have the former president

of Notre D^me University saying

that the schema Gohn Paul II's

statement on what constitutes

right from wrong teaching in

Catholic I nlliprn and universities)

"is an attempt to lay down uni-

versal rules to define Catholic

education for alt areas of the

world."

Ub ooncMm, "that juat lan't

realiatic." Why not? Aie we one

and Catholic (afpiin. Roman, lo he

sure) or are we seeking to be

something else?

The executive director of the

Association of Catholic Colleges

and Universities charges that the

schema would have the local

bishop "control the theologians."

What if a theologian teaches

error at his Catholic university,

and gets away with it? Who will

admonish him, and, if not con-

vince him of his heresy, silence

him? His peers ai the university?

They hired him. Charles Curran
(ex-Catholic University of Amer-
ica theology professor) complained

of "Humane Vitae" (actually)

before it was promulgated in 1968,

but he was not disciplined until

1986. That is a long time for truth

to overtake error. "•

Villanova's Charles L. Cherry,

assistant vice president of Aca-

demic Affairs, says the schema
has a "chilling effect on Catholic

universities in regard to the

appointment of faculty among
other things."

What chilling effect does dissent

from Rome have on loyal, orthodox

(both words need not be .used

together) faculty, students, alum-
ni and parents of students and
would be students? Plenty.

And what degree of disloyalty

exists on Villanova's campus
when Cherry can make public

statements at variance with Rome
with impunity, together with

Michael E. Burke, director of the

honors program, who says, "Rome
has no clear sense of higher

education in the United States."

No clear sense? Rome knew what
rightfully to do with Curran
(albeit belatedly). Burke con-

tinues. "Here (at Villanova) pro-

fessors are relatively free to teach

as they desire."

God knows what those "turned

off" by and from Rome "desire (to

teach)." Is their meaning of so-

cajled "academic freedom" an

operative higher in priority than

truth? Is Villanova teaching the

authentic meanings in "Humanae
Vitae," "Familian's Consortio

"

and "Humani (jeneris '? 1 pray so.

Bui I wonder.

\h academic freedom an iMiue or

a red hernngi? U the S50U million

'We (Catholic univtr^iiieHi would

stand to lose (in government
assistance) if we conformed to the

dictates of the Church (ex-

president of Notre Dame Univer-
sity Hesburgh)," the real reason

many if not most so-called Cath-

olic universities are upset with
Rome's call to orthodoxy?

Is the American Roman Catholic

higher education community seek-

ing "first the Kingdom ot God"
or the $500 million? And are ihey

in good conscience with the latter

choice?

Finally, one looks at the other

piece of disturbing news on the

front page of the Nov. 6 issue of

the Villanovan. to learn the areas

where Villanova students disagree

with Church teachings. In a

miniscule poll of our students
recently conducted: 97 percent
believe in disagreement with the
Po^: 94 percent claim pre-marital

sex is not wrong in all cases; 93
percent disagree that using arti-

ficial means ot birth control is

wrong; 14.3 percent believe abor-

tion should be illegal in all circum-
stances. And on and on and on
reflecting an ever expanding
disloyalty and disobedience to

Rome.

Assuming the poll is valid. 1

wonder where did our kids learn

such rot? Is Villanova reaping the

errors sown by the Currans.

Hesburghs, Cherrys and Burkes?
If the mini-poll is accurate, we
have a disaster the likes of which
church adversaries of my day
could heardly have imagined: the

Church being overthrown from
within.

But wait. There is always the

Holy Spirit to guide us from
subjective to objective truth and
lo lead us to 'Veritas' that is as

immutable as (iod: that truth

promised "lo make us free." And.
" trs. m this iiniversiiv community,
academically free.

(n raid.A. Ltrisa 1945 graduate
of Villanova i'niversitv.

Radnor House policy unfair
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

Features Editor

The advertisement on the inside

cover of the new student directory

reads: "Radnor House Condomini-
um, high-rise living for students
on the way up!" However, a more
ac(|urate description would be:

"Radnor House Condominium,
high-rise living that makes you
feel like you're back in the
dormitory!'*

On Nov. 13, the Radnor House
Condominium Association sent
out an update to owners which
described a new regulation regard-

ing noisy students. The regulation
calls for a "$300 first offense fine

for noisy behavior that requires
notification by (Radnor House|
security."

I was later informed that "first

offense" really means that viola-

tors are allowed one warning. If

the security is "forced" to come
back a second tinoe. a $300 fine

is automatically tacked on to the
owner's monthly association
dues.

It is all too obvious that there

are many problems with such a

regulation. First, what exactly

oonitituteM noisy behavior? Fur-

thermore, who decides which
inNtance« are actualK vmlationtt^

When asked these important
questions at a recent executive

board meeting, Radnor House
Association President Daniel A.

Lejeune, the one principally

responsible for the regulation,

acknowledged that it is a totally

subjective rule with which no
objective criteria can be used.

Furthermore, the ultimate judg-

ment of guilt rests with the full

or part-time security guard that

happens to report a violation.

Nothing further needs to be explic-

itly stated about the credibility

problem.

While it must be acknowledged
that a minority of students living

in Radnor House create nuisances
for their neigh|)ors, one must not
forget the basic facts.

One of the most important
being that many students own
their condominiums and are not
paying rent. As owners, they
deserve certain privileges. An
obvious privilege is the right to
a say in the regulations that affect

their building, of which they own
one portion.

Furthermore students have a

right to be free fmm discrimina-

tion. The Radnor House Asaocia-

tion unjustly distinguishes
betwatn "atu^tt" and "raai-

dentf»" In their memornndumM. a»t

well as in their policies. This only

serves to further polarize the

population residing at Radnor
House. All students receive the

unearned reputation of being
loud, antagonistic vandals.

Equally damaging to overall

peaceful cohabitation is the ster-

eotype students hold of the non-

students. Many feel that they are

looked down upon by all of the

older residents in the building,

which is simply not true.

As an owner, I want my invest-

ment to appreciate in value, which
means that any vandalism or

similar problems occurring in the

building are contrary to my inter-

ests. I support all reasonable
regulations that minimize
extreme behavior that interferes

with the rights of other residents

and protect my investment.

However. I am thoroughly
opposed to the repressive and
irrational regulation recently

adopted by the Radnor House
administration.

As a student. I resent bein^

treated like I am living v •

universitv-cont rolled dormit r

After ail. I think $70,000 is a lift

much to pav to live in Sulli an

Hall.

R. Michael Hullotta is a iunwr
polittcul sneme ma)or and feutuu >

iditor of thi Vittmwoetn,
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Take pride in

Villanova's campus
To the Editor:

As a senior who grew up near

Villanova, I have been a part of

the Villanova community for

some time now. We are truly a

unique institution, one which is

gaining in prestige and leadership.

Fors subuiban crnipus,

wHkalotoftndltloa
and pride, our efforts

to dean up after our-

selves have been dis-

graceful and embar-
rassii^

But for any Villanova student who
takes notice of his or her sur-
roundings, the fall semester was
like living in a zoo.

For a suburban campus, with

a lot of tradition and pride, our
efforts to clean up after ourselves

have been disgraceful and embar-
rassing. For me, it is difficult to

walk through the quad or in front

of the Connelly Center because 1

get too upset at all the newspap-
ers, cups and plates which litter

the center of our campus. Doesn't

anyone care? This problem is a

piece of the puzzle which should

not fit, but we let it.

The spring semester can prove
if we students really do have
"Wildcat Pride." A simple solution

to this ugly situation is a sincere

group effort — something which
should sound familiar enough.
After all, wasn't it our individual

efforts which got us into Villanova

in the first place? Now that we
are here, let us do the job.

R. Weinmann Jr.

Class of 1988

Support AIDS research
To the Editor:

When will the President wake
up to reality? He continues to

purchase another unneeded
nuclear weapon system of mass
destruction, the B-1 bomber, at a

final cost of more than $280
million per plane. Meanwhile,
across the nation and the world
people are dying in a ravaging
AIDS epidemic.

Surely, by canceling the B-1,

S.D.I, and other unneeded nuclear
weapon systems, enough money
would be freed to find cures for

AIDS, itiost cancers and probably
feed and shelter the homeless and
still go a long way toward balanc-
ing the budget.

The F.D.A. must wake up to the

reality also. While people die of

AIDS here in America, AIDS
sufferers elsewhere are being

saved with AIDS drugs which the
F.D.A. stubbornly delays to test,

approve and manufacture. The
F.D.A. must wake up and cease
its anti-humane AIDS policy
immediately.

The Supreme Court must wake
up to reality also and recognize
that the true marriage bond is one
of strong love and mutual sharing,
not merely a piece of paper. It

must recognize this and the need
to grant nothing less than full

human, civil and economic rights

and privileges to all people, regard-

less of sexual preferences.

I urge everyone to wake up the
President, Supreme Court, F.D.A.
and Congress by sending them
copies of this letter. Let us all do
our part and make a donation to
AIDS charities also.

Leonard De Fazio Jr.

Batavia, N.Y.

Pariting policy questioned
To the Editor:

I am directing this letter to

Chief Rowan Kelly, director of

security or any Security guards
or anyone else who can answer
a few questions I have about
parking policies.

Over br^ak, I needed to do some
work on campus late at night and,

following those stupid rules in the

handbook, decided to register my
car to park past 2:30 a.m. I went
to the main gate and told the

officer that I wanted to register

my car. I expected a simple record-

ing of window tag number, but

instead got rude responses (not

that they bothered me, because I

can be ruder) and a list of ques-

tions, the answers of which are

none of Security's business.

First, I was asked until what
time I wanted my car registered.

How was I supposed to know how
long I was going to be there?

Anyway, I was told impatiently by
a Security guard, who really had
nothing better to do at the time,

that I had to give them the time
until which I planned to stay at

school, after which my car would
be subject to towing. He then told

me that the window tag surpasses
registration after 7 a.m. I told him
to register me until 7 a.m. and
figured that that was the end of

it. Wrong!

The guard then wanted to know
where I would be, if I was going
to stay there all the time, a phone
number where I could be reached

Comments

on protest
To the Editor

Several weeks ago one of the
priests, The Rev. Lawrence C.
Gallen, vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, I believe, said that it

woukl be impolite for the students
to mount a protest against Attor-

ney General Edwin Meese, lU.

It is refreshing to see that only

a dozen students were impolite
and they werrfrom the Peace an^
Justice group. And this out of k
student body of 6.000.

and the purpose of my stay. What
do they need to know that infor-

mation for? They surely don't ask

you that when you pull into the

lot in the morning.

First, what is so special about

those five early morning hours

that requires registration? Do
monsters come out of the ground
and roam the parking lot, creating

destruction at will, and Security

is trying to protect the students
from them?

[)oes Kelly himself get a tank

and a list of the registered car

owners and ride through the lots

in those hours, crushing all unreg-

istered vehicles like a proverbial

Angel of Death? Shouldn't the tag

that I paid $50 for in September

entitle me to unlimited parking

instead of excluding five hours a

day for unknown reasons?

Why all the questions about my
intentions, Kelly? This isn't Nazi

Germany or Russia, and I certain-

ly do not carry a bomb around
campus.

In my opinion, which is shared

by most others, only those people

(parents and visiting friends
staying overnight) who don't have
window tags should have to reg-

ister their cars, overnight or

otherwise. Why isn't this the

policy?

I would really like an answer
and an explanation of this openly

idiotic and reasonless policy that

has spawned many car towings

unnecessarily, because of the

existence of "speciaP hours of

window tag validity.

Russ Ceccola
Class of 1988

Request for

styrofoam boycott
To the Editors:

I would like to bring to the

attention of my fellow students a

recent issue of concern. There has

been a growing nation-wide inter-

est in the effects of disposal of non-

biodegradable paper products, in

particular, that of styrofoam.

Mayor Ed Koch of New York
has called for a halt in the pur-

chase of all styrofoam cups, plates

and other products. It seems that

styrofoam does not decompose
and thus results in the straining

of landfills. Its negative effects are
compounded by the dangerous
chemicals emit^ when styrofoam
is burned.

Koch does not stand akme in his

efforts. This past October, the

entire community of Berkley,
California banned fastfood restaur-

ants such as McDonalds. They
found their use of foam packaging
to be most undesirable. Residents,

legislators and students in Ver-

nnont, Rhode Island and Seattle

have adopted wj/njifBf steps.

Suitable substitutions for sty-

rofoam have been researched and
found to be equivalent in quality
and usefulness. A minor incon-
venience now may well prevent
long term, dangerous results.

Christine E. Atkins
Class of 1990

Student

Strange, isn't it?

BobB^k

At Vltlanova we witness
abundance of styrofoam products
in our cafeterias. I believe it is a
dual responsibility of the students

and nwmbars of the food service

to take action apitnst the destruc

t ion of our environment by ban-

ning any further use.

apology
To tile Editor:

FeUow members of the Vil-

lanova community, after
raceiving numigpuc complaints
about the seaftn's graetinffs
dismayed in my wMow, I

became aware mt many peo-
ple took offense to the wording
of my tidings. For this, I

apologise.

OmmoI

/

«

>
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Ourricuium tocks

traditkin
To the Editor:

At least herok New York Arch-

bishop O'Connor has refused to.

advocate^ondama to fight AIDS,
as the traitors iii thetJnited States

Catholic Confer^pnoe hav^ sug-

gested. (Really, Condoms don't

even prevent pregnaiicy reliably.)

One can, m general, blame the
decline of th^&thfulness to the
traditk>nal Romart Catholic reli-

gion on the American bishops,
who as a whole have not provicted
the "man in the pew" with any
strong courageous Catholic
leadership.

We loyal to the Pope and Cath-

olic tradition have said this for 20
years, including publications ran

by layman suchas Fidelity mag-
azine started by E. Michael Jones
(who was fired from a Catholic

university forstrongly supporting

the Faith in the face of the heresy

of the school), and thl; Wanderer
newspaper (which reportedly Car-

dinal Ratzjnger, the Pope's right

hand man, carries with him in his

back pocket.) Without the latter

high quality periodical, I would
have not so successfully completed

my M.A.

The large archdiocesan high

school my third child attended

neglected Roman Catholic tradi-

tion and teaching somuch, that

the children who graduated with
her. whom I questioned did not

know who St. Augustine or St.

Thomas Aquinas were. Also,

when asked, they stated that

Martin Luther was "a black
preacher."

In 1986, 1 got my Masters degree

in philosophy from Villanova
University. I could have gotten

such without taking one course in

the philosophy of St. Thomas
Aquinas. The most popular phi-

losophers among graduate stu-

dents there were Friedrich Wil-

helm Nietzche, Hitler's drug
taking insane mentor, and Martin
Heidegger (the atheist who stated

in the 1920s disgustingly that

because the German people were
complacent like "fish in a stream,"

all deserved to be "plunged into

dred"). Uter Hitler obli^ him
his wish.

It is a mystery why in a Cathdlic

school tnere is a course on Hei-

degger and not one on his intel-

lectuil superiorand contemporary
Dietrich Vofi Hildebrand, an
exemplary Catholic thinker. Von
Hildebrand escaped from Ger-

many with his life while Heidegger
was left in peace by Hitler.

One would think from examin-
ing the graduate offerings that

Catholic philosophy died in the
Middle Ages. Of course it did not.

However, how many graduate
students work on modern Catholic

giants such as Marcel, Gilson,

Maritain, Chesterton, or Belloc.

Have they even heard of them?
Our modern Catholic institutions

i

are suffering from historical and
philosophical amnesia.

When one falls into mortal sin,

(as have many of us Catholics

have by our adopting liberalism's

barbaric moral code), the 'first

thing that decays is the intellect.

("A fish rots at the head first.")

This fact explains why the "bap-

tized Democrats" of the U.S.

Catholic Conference (USCC) issue

statements which are in contrast

to the genuine Catholic religion,

such as their pastoral on the .

economy, which is in reality an
endorsement of leftist political

philosophy of the Democratic
party. (They also support the

communist thugs, enemies of the

Church, who now run Nicaragua).

We can contrast this tripe with

true Catholic social teaching as

put forth by Pope Leo XIII and
confirmed by later popes.

While society is crumbling and
souls are being lost all around
them, the USCC has decided to

use its time to cater to the spoiled

whining women's lib movement
by planning another anti-Catholic

irrelevant pastoral, this time on
"women."

• ^

Miriam McCue
M.A. Class of 1986

Thank you
To the Editor:

We would like to thank all of

the members of the RSA (especial-

ly Paul Clementi) for their work
on the Adve{)t giving tree. Six
hundred neetli people in the
Philadelphia area received gifts of

ctotj^ing this past Christmas —

thanks to the generosity of the

Villanova community and St.

Thomas of Villanova parish. The
letters that we have received back
from many of these families have
been moving. So, please feel good,

Villanova, you have shown one of

your better sides!

The Campus Ministry Staff

* *
'
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Local groundhog to predict coming of Spring
By KAREN lOVINO

Staff Reporter

Regardless of the snow still

present on the ground, as soon as

the second semester rolls around,

students' thoughts automatically

turn to spring/flow much longer

until the warmer weather comes
along? Feb. 2 is Groundhog's Day,

a foolproof test to judge how long

winter will remain with us.

exciting activities of Groundhog's
Day firsthand is a trip to the
Philadelphia Zoo. There, at 10:30
a.m., one-year-old female ground-
hog named Werzel will emerge
from her burrow and attempt to
forecast the onset of spring on the
basis of whether she sees her
shadow. Legend has it that if she
does, winter will stay for six more
weeks; if she does not see her
shadow, spring will come early.

enough of a special event to get

you to the zoo on a cold February
morning, you can enjoy ooe of

Philadlephia's most famous spots

at your leisure. Rates went up this

year for the first time since 1985,

but prices of admission into the

zoo are still very reasonable. A full

day adult ticket is $4.50, with

lower rates for children and senior

citizens, and discount rates for

groups of 15 or more.

All it takes to observe the If Groundhog's Day is not During November, December

January and February admission

is free on Mondays. The Zoo also

donates free tickets to special

groups through the Disadvan-
taged Children's Fund, giving out

61,000 free admissions last year

alone.

Expressing his concern over the
slight increase in rates, Philadel-

phia Zoo President Bill Donaldson
states, "We continue to plan many
events and activities here where
admission is discounted, or, in

many cases, free."

Whether your motives forgoing

to the Philadelphia Zoo center

around Feb. 2 and Werzel the

groundhog, or simply an enter-

,
taining way to spend an afternoon

,

the zoo offers a unique way to

have a good time. When was the

last time you visited the zoo?

Werzel is waiting for you!

Villanova alumni celebrate together in Pittsburgh
By KRfSTIN A. SWITALA

"V for Villanova, V for Victory!"

the cry sounded around the bar-

becue pits and soda barrels. Nearly
70 alumni and current students

laughed merrily and sang our
fight song; members of the class

of 1959 and 1989 joined together

tg celebrate those good old college

days.

Incoming freshman chatted
with upperclassmen to get the

inside scoop on majors, football,

fraternities, sororities and to find

out if there really is a beach in

front of Sheehan Hall. Alumni

Break sh
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

i* . Fealttn's Editor

When Christmas break arrives,

students at Villanova are present-

ed with four weeks of free time

to do whatever their hearts desire.

They are given an opportune
chance to get ahead of the game.
This year I vowed to spend my

time productively, working at my
law messenger job during the

week and studying for the Law
School Aptitude Test on the

weekends.
Not surprisingly, I ended up

doing neither. Like many stu-

dents, much of .my time was
invested in the payless profession

of the home soap opera critic. At

one point, I had committed to

memory the characters and story-

lines of five different daytime
dramas, two of which were broad-

cast at the same time. This sta-

tistic still scares me today.

As I look in the mirror and see

my fading tan lines, Iam reminded
of one week that I can look back

on with no regrets; one week of

my vacation tluit was well spent.

The expression on my best

friend's face when the ski report

on the radio exclaimed, **There

are no ski conditions whatsoever

in the state of Michigan," was less

than enthusiastic. It was then

that I realized drastic measures
were called for.

"Don't you have an aunt that

lives in Clearwater. Fk)nda?" I

asked my friend. He nodded and
grinned eagerly, and eveiytliing

was settled.

Neither of us had any summer
ck)thes home with us since we had
not anticipated such an excursion

.

But, after agreeing that there is

no existing law that wouki pre-

vent us frmn buying sonie shorts

when wejpt to Florida, we packed

the car. '^m> hours after hearing

the pessimiatic snow report, we
found ouiatlvea on our way to

Muoy MUira'fmiliar extrene.
Trie tBhdmt drive wju not

fgactly a

offered tips to business majors
and engineering seniors on which
corporations have the best bene-
fits, and compared experiences in

married life with their former
classmates.

No, this is not homecoming or
orientation. It is a scene from the
annual Wildcat Summer Picnic,
sponsored by the Western Penn-
sylvania Alumni Association, for

alumni, students and incoming
freshmen living in the Pittsburgh
area. According to Dan Carapel-
lucci, president, our 1987-88 fresh-

man are "so quick, so witty; they
know how to talk and present
themselves — that's
impressive."

so

After 20 years of work and
organization, the WPAA is going
strong, thanks to Carapellucci
and fellow officers Ray Hartung,
vice president; Maryann Hazel-

huhn, treasurer; Charlie Beuchel,
secretary; John Flash, Frank
Polito and Paul Smith.

Each summer, this alumni club
holds a gala local picnic for Vil-

lanova alumni and students.
Along with other alumni nation-

wide, they participate in the
admissions Liasion Office Repre-
sentative program, through
which they receive the names of

local students who have been
accepted at Villanova. These
incoming freshmen are then invit-

ed to the picnic, where they are

informally introduced to our
school by our prominent alumni
and students in the Pittsburgh
area.

This picnic is just one activity

sponsored by one of Villanova 's 60
worldwide alumni clubs. Last
year over 200 special events were
sponsored by the Villanova Alum-
ni Association, stated Alumni
Director Robert J. Capone. Reun-
ions, homecoming celebrations,

sporting banquets, local picnics

and trips are just some of the
programs that Villanova's alumni
run each year.

Alumni involvement in the
Pittsburgh club has been steadily

increasing, according to Capone,
as more graduates accept admin-
istrative positions in the corporate
center. This, along with Big East

competition, promotes Villanova's

image tremendously in the area.

This aids in the recruiting of

academically and athletically
gifted students.

To those currently studymg at

Villanova, Carapellucci advises to

not "worry about a specific field

if you are unsure. Just learn how
to talk, to be compassionate, to not
hide your emotions. It's the person
who can involve himself with the
emotions of the other person
who's going to get ahead in the
long run."

With the energy obtained from the

wholesome goodness of Mountain
Dew and Cheetos, we made the

drive without stopping for sleep.

Playing the popular memorization

game that begins, "I'm going to

Florida and I'm bringing a . .h ,"

also helped fill the hours. Incident-

ly , I thought I would never survive

my friend's continuous playing of

the soundtrack from "Rocky IV."

We arrived at our destination

just before noon. It was sunny and
80 degrees — just another day in

paradise. We spent our obligatory

half-hour visiting and conversing

v^ith Aunt Gertrude. Then, before

unpacking, we proceeded to the

Gulf of Mexico.

The sand was warm and soft,

and provided us with a most
comfortable bed for relieving our

exhausted state of consciousness.

The next few days were carbon

copies of the first, and most of our

time was spent rubbing greasy oil

on ourselves and paying homage
to the celebrated Coppertone god.

We spent our evenings patron-

izing local nightclubs, sporting

our ))ronze status acquired from

the day's tanning session. There
was one particular night, in one

particular club, that was partic-

ularly interesting.

As my buddy and I were sitting

at a table in an overcrowded
nightclub, we heard the DJ.
announce that he was signing up
participants for the night's main
event, a lip-synch contest. The
winner of the contest would
receive $100.

My friend scanned the dub and

made a brilliant observation. He
commented that the average

patron appeared to be of a less

sophisticated genre. Bluntly put,

it was the kind of crowd you

would find at the championship

wrestling finals, or the monster

truck pull at the sparts arena.

With this in mind, my friend

staled that he was going to enter

the Gonlast and uiikI me to do

thaiMiie. Since the nifkt was still

in Hiiiin, and my liquid

had not kicked in yet, I gracefully

declined. .

My pal signed up to do a lip-

synch to his favorite dance song
by Prince called "Lets Go Crazy."
Later that evening, that is exactly

what I did, as I found myself, too,

enlisting as a contestant. My
stage name was Armando Gonzal-
ez, my song — "La Bamba."

For a while, we both felt very
confident; that is, until the "celeb-

raties" arrived. I was in the men's
room when I sighted the first look-

alike. I was innocently washing
my hands, when in walked a man
who I mistook for Michael Jack-

son. I said "Hi" to "Michael" and
wished him good luck, knowing
it was I who would need it.

When I returned to my table,

and my now anxious friend, I was
informed that look-alikes of Mick
Jagger, Bruce Springsteen, and
Heart were spotted on the pre-

mises preparing for the contest-^

It was now all too clear that/ the
other contestants were not like us,

two spontaneous partygoers, but
professionals who were trained

and accomplished in their craft.

It would have been easy, at that

point, to be overwhelmed with
intimidation and drop out of the

competition. "No," I said to my
friend, "The show must go on. We
can't disappoint our fans." My
friend politely brought me back
down to earth and reminded me
that we have no fans and that I

was not really Richie Valens.
After some persuading, and a

round of B-52s, my buddy finally

agreed to go on.

Time passed, and 1 had all but
forgotten about the contest, when
the DJ. announced; "Our first

contestant tonight is Armando
Gonzalez doing *La Bamba!'

"

Since I had signed up last, I was
called on stage first.

When I stood up, my knees felt

shaky, and I suddenly became
tense. I could not believe what I

got myself into. Then I realized

that I had to go on and I somehow

slipped into the character of the
legendary rock star. I rolled up my
jeans, exposing my pennyloafers,

and slipped on my Wayfarers. The
rest is history.

Much to our surprise, the crowd
really seemed to appreciate our
performances. Needless to say,

neither of us won the $100 first

prize. That honor went to "Mick
jaggar.

'

However, the prize was not

important. The memories we took

home from the trip are more
valuable than mere green and
white paper. We t(X)k home some-
thing we could never spend.

But even more valuable still, is

the lesson to be learned from my
vacation. The lesson is a simple
one. When you run out of things

to do, simply use your imagination
and be spontaneous. Take it from
Armando Gonzalez, the most fun
things in life are those done on
the spur of the moment. So, wty
not just kick back and live a little?

Your fans are counting on you.
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Ski Club

conquers

KiHington

%• w

By ALLEN AMBROSINO
Assistant

Entertainment Editor

Many people have a problem
finding something exciting to do
over the month-long Christmas
vacation. Villanova's Ski Club
presented an alternative to sitting

at home by offering a ski trip to

KiHington for College Week from

Jan. 3-8. For $340, students spent

five action-packed days in a luxury

condominium while being able to

enjoy unlimited skiing on each of

Killington's six mountains.

The only unpleasant parts of

the trip were the eight-hour bus
rides we had to endure to and from
Vermont. My bus was over-

crowded and one unlucky person
was forced to stand throughout
the entire trip. However, everyone
tried to make the best of the

situation by cooperating with one
another. Hopefully, next year the

transportation problem will be
dealt with in a more efficient

manner.

When we arrived at the slopes,

the difficult ride was more than
compensated for by the luxurious

condominiums that we were given
for the week. They were furnished
with a color television, VCR,
microwave oven and, of course, a

fireplace. Because of theextremely
low temperatures, the fireplace

came in very handy at the end of

a long day of skiing.

After the ski Jifts closed at 4

p.m., people from colleges all over

the United States jumped out of

their ski outfits and got ready to

go our and enjoy the nightlife.

Shuttle buses came every 20

minutes which enabled everyone

to take advantage of nightclubs

such as The Pickle Barrel and the

Wobbly Barn. All of these places

were geared towards College

Week as they provided a different

type of party every night.

The highlight of the week was
the fantastic skiing. This was my
first time on the slopes and I

definitely was not disappointed.

The first day was very frustrating

as my skis would not do a single

thing I wanted them to.

However, the instructors at
KiHington taught me the basics.

I was able to ski many of the slopes
with relative ease, despite icy

conditions. I never thought that
it would be possible to enjoy sub-
zero temperatures (-40" with the
windchill factor), but the 107
trails at KiHington kept me occu-
pied all of the time.

Besides the actual skiing, there
were breathtaking views wherev-
er you looked from the chairlifts

and the peaks of the six moun-
tains. If any of you visit KiHington
in the near future, you should take
the 25-minute ride on the gondola
to KiHington peak. It is pictur-

etque to say the least.

The Ski Club should lie com-
mended for an excellent job of

organizing the trip to KilKfigton.

It waa a gaod way to meet a tot

of new paapU-and Ji^jraat wa^F to

spend part of Chnatmaa vacation.

Y T I S R E V ;i N U I H K
t^

fity etrvk E ic A « « H

ATENPLENALUTMAI
HINRETSEUHTRONC
D I N N E U C J U H N R E H

NOTAURCUAAEEBVI
A R J Q V B A L N L A L I Q 6

HAUOYLRNOLTLAUA
A D I T A E Y U E Y L E R Y N

ICLOGRS.SOAOSCYS
LLLUBESHNLILNHT
LIIQUNROINEEATA
IFAUEAVSUVEYLIT
UFRRVASSARAPCME
SEDROFNATSNIUSH
Can you find the hidden colleges?

BRADLEY
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By TRACY WHARTENBY
Stajy Reportrr

Dr. Joseph A. Kinney, faculty

advisor of the Villanova Univer-

sity Graduate School Alumni
Association, is organizing three

trips which are open to Villanova

students, faculty, staff and
alumni.

Two of the trips include an
excursion to Nassau (Paradise

Island) and a cruise to Bermuda.
The journey to Nassau will take

place during Spring Break and
will cost $599. Lasting from May
25 to May 30, the cruise to Ber-

muda will cost $535.

The most expensive trip, a

vacation to England, includes
sightseeing tours of London, Strat-

ford and Bristol. The schedule
consists of a tour of the west end
of London and visits to Buckingh-
am Palace, Westminster Abbey,
Big Ben, houses of Parliament,

Trafalgar Square, Nelson's
Column, and Stonehenge.

The group will also be enter-

tained at a theater performance
in London. While visiting William

Shakespeare's birthplace in Strat-

ford, the group will hear from
Kinney about Shakespeare's life

and literature. In Bristol, the

travelers will be given a tour of

the city.

Kinney, a professor who has
taught several courses specializ-
ing in Shakespeare's plays, will
share his experiences from his
previous journeys to England
with the group.

r:.'^V-c-\i,- <jt" ML.J* vi'V-'. 1^^- fe i..liA " 4^Vr

The trip to England costs $1 ,095
per person (double occupancy),
and includes round-trip airfare,

six nights in first-class hotels,

breakfast and dinners daily, tours,

a theater performance, U.S. depar- -

ture tax and customes and secur- '^
ity taxes. The final payment will *^

be due Feb. 10.

Interested participants can
contact Kinney at 645-4799 or 545
7670.

Word of

the Week

Solution

ttm iiTT^ I

What's In, What's Not

hts • 1st el w9Mif$ no (onytr Np, wli

• Yuppies

• FsfQie Bows

• Wine Coolsfs

• Rubber Swimsuits

• rrnomity numg
• Madonna and Sean

• Cocaine

• Promiscuity

• Diet talk

• Fat pants

• Raggedy clothes

• Sports megascholarships

• Ft. Lauderdale at Spring Break

• Mk:hael Jackson

ttie Qbeiin, OMo-bend gnMip tNil Iricks

became Idp iii 1987. and wbafeebout to

r
ln19SS.

Oommuntty service

OoMCh potatoes (the Qub)

fwamng

Dry rushes

Frozen everything

pasia everyimng

Meat loaf (the food)

Ecstasy (MDMA)

Oondoms

Five extra pounds

Knees

Stone-washed denim

Leather aviator jackets

Cheap Spring Breaks

IVeppyCtothes

Sunglasses

Gigantk: jewelry

RECRUITMENT
MEETING

Tire ViUanovan

Feb. 3
6-7p.iii.

East Lounge

Dougherty Hall

By Leigh Rubin

Congratulations
^T. MARY'S HALL
HOUSE COUNCIL

FOR
RAISING OVER $100

TO BENEFIT
ST. FRANCIS INN

1 ANY COMPACT DISC
AND S2 OFF ANY
CASSCT1E Oft LP pSiTlL

ANCHOR
LINE
SCUBA
1032 N. Providence Rd.

Medio,fA 19003

Vlllanoira University announces an upcoming
Scuba Diving eoursa. The course wifl begin
Feb. 8 at St. Mary's Pooi. Ciass begins at 7

p.ro. Course is open to students, faculty and
staff. For more information, call Anciior Line
SculMi:

215-566-2350

• ' • .,-*% <|.

Moiiy has a baby in <For Keeps'

Jomiafy2e,ieeS»THEVM,LAMOyAM»Peoe17

By KATHRYN QUIGLEY
Entertainrntnt Editor

"For Keeps"
^directed by John Avildsen

Tri-Star Pictures

B

See Molly Ringwald as thei

editor of her high sdiool paper; see

Molly get pregnant by hjer cute

boyfriend; see them panic; see

Molly Ringwald in labor; see

Molly, the boyfriend and the baby
all work things out.

Is this a story in the National

Enquirer? No, it is the plot of "For
Keeps,*' a new movie from Tri-

Star Pictures, It is the story of two
seniors in high school and how
their relationship changes when
pregnancy ent'e!k*s the picture.

Ringwald ("Pretty In Pink,"

"The Pick-Up Artist") portrays

Darcy Elliot, a bright student in

Kenosha, Wisconsin. She and her

boyfriend, Stan Bobrucz (Randall

BatinkofO, have bright futures

ahead of them. Darcy plans to

study journalism at the University

of Wisconsin, while Stan is set to

go to Cal Tech to be an architect.

Like many other teenagers in love,

they are convinced that their love

will endure the separation.

. - They have it all planned — and
' then Darcy becomes pregnant.

They are faced with the perennial

pregnancy problems: should she

. have the baby, and if so, should

j she keep k?And what about their

college [)lans? ^ ^

Sound predictable? It is. It is

obviQus ,that Darcy has the baby

and keeps it; if she did not, the

movie would be over in 20
minutes.

Screenwriters Tim Kazurinsky
and E)enise DeClue (they also

wrote the screenplay for "About
Last Night ... ") approach this

movie as if it were an original

topic. While the crisis-of-the-

teenage-couple-when-the-girl-gets-

pregnant idea is new for' the big

screen, it has been played to death

on "Afterschool Specials" and
soap operas.

IMNrt ireefif W% movh

from being9 celMoid

dkhelsthoseUng

sUU$oflihigwaUmHl

Bathikoff. RIngwM's

chaneter Is muehmore

himum In ''For Keefis.
''

What keeps this movie from
being a celluloid cliche is the
acting skills of Ringwald and
Batinkoff. Ringwald 's character
is much more human in "For
Keeps." She's warm and realistic,

unlike her somewhat aloof char-

acters in "Sixteen Candles" and
"Pretty In Pink."

Batinkoff as Stan is believable

as a guy who gives up his youth
and a college scholarship at the

same time. Prior to filming "For
Keeps," Batinkoffwas a freshman
at Brown University.

(Photo courtesy of Tri-Star Pictures)

Newlyweds Darcy (Molly Ringwald) and Stan (Randall BatinkofO strike an unlikely pose for their senior

prom photo in "For Keeps.**

Veteran actors Conchata Ferrell

and Kenneth Mars play Stan's
parents while Miriam Flynn is

Darcy 's "I want to be your best

friend" mother. Some of the better

dialogue in the movie is between
Mars and Flynn as they spar
about their respective child's

interests. Each wants their child

to go to college, no matter what.
Darcy and Stan's struggles,

with the baby and each other, are

believable enough. The movie
occassionally gets a little too cute,

but stops short of overdoing it.

Heaven forbid impressionable 13-

year-olds should think having a

baby in high school is fun.

In the advertisement for the

movie, there are the words "Love
means sticking around," and "For

Keeps" sticks to that theme. This
is not just a one-sided look at teen

pregnancy, as might be expected.

Stan's side ol the problem is

explored as thoroughly as Darcy 's.

He sticks around and we can see

how he copes.

In retrospect, however, the
oddest part of the movie is right

at the beginning. There is a short

clip from the "Miracle of Life"

series on conception. It is a little

weird to see Stan and Darcy 's

baby when it is only two seconds
old.

Ihbhi Williams shines in first Vietnam comedy
By MARYJO YANNACONE

Staff Reporter

The year is 1965. The mop-tops

frcmi Liverpool and their neigh-

bors the Stones are rocking Amer-
ican'\|eenagers amidst national

turmo^, and fear. Ciyil rights

issues afe rocking the dquntry as

well, and in the aftermath of the

Kennedy assassination, the Viet-

nam conflict is gradually escalat-

ing from "police action" to war.

First advisors, then a few troops,

and finally thousands of American

boys are sent over to support the

South Vietnamese in their battle

against the evil Communist ene-

fny, the Viet-Cong. It is a time of

government secrets and guerilla

warfare that men and women at

home in the States know little

about.

"Good Morning Vietnam," per-

haps the best movie about war to

be released in a long time, takes

up this period in history and holds

it to the light. Refracted, as

through a prism, are the many
conflicting emotions of the U.S.

government officials, soldiers and
common people of Vietnam,
thrown together against their will

and without adequate reason.

Director Barry Levinson
chooses to take a humorous and
sarcastic look at the conflict, in

the spirit of the movie and tele-

vision series "M*A*S»H*." He
tells the story of disc jockey

Adrian Cfonauer,who is stationed

on ArmiiiPjwrrs Radio iii Saifon.

Levioaoi^llfMed the film on the

real-lilii«R|jiflriefices ni Cronauer,
wllo ia^ww cnratledr at tl^ Uni-

!;<a|^^ltaiiyHranaa aa a law

bf come fOMua
"•I- _ _ _

Wit on

Vietnam territory, American
troops number approximately
35,000. By the time he is sent

home less than one year later,

tJiere are 400,000 men in Vietnam,
and the proportion returning
home alive is steadily decreasing.

Cronaiier is tjrife of the most
complex characters to pome along

in a great while. Williams' disc

jockey battles his mixed emotions

about the situation with wonder-

ful sarcasm. It is fortunate that

Levinson lured Williams into

taking on the role of Cronauer.

Few comedic talents could blend

just the right combination of

political commentary and social

humor into the classic monologues
that capture the absurdity of the

U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
Levinson succeeds not only in

presenting a humorous side of

Cronauer, but also in tracing his

psychological adjustment and
subsequent development and
awakening to the grim realities of

the war.

Williams is l>acked by a fantas-

tic group of actors who are grossly

underrated with regard to their

contributions to the film. Cronau-

er*s right-hand man at the radio

station, Edward Garlick, lends

support and leaves just enough
room for Williams' genius to take

off. An ensemble oif three well-

chose character actors come
totftther to lorm the brass of the

army. Led by General' Taykr, an
old softie who takes a liking tq.

Cronauer* are two oommissioiied.

oommander-in-chicft in waiting,

$gt. Mn»Or Dickaraon and U»r
Htiik. While the latter if nothing"

mare than a. ttraigt^tflMn whor
mat aae thtaa run "by th(i>

haak^-'MK

begin to recognize the atrocities'

being waged on Vietnamese and
American citizens alike.

Leading the cast of supporting

actors is a young Vietnamese
teenager named Tuan, who
becomes Cronauer's best friend in

the movie. As the two young men
grow in their friendship, Cronauer

comes to realize the inadequacy

of the American troops in helping

the Vietnamese people solve their

problems. At first caught up in the

antics of his job, Cronauer slowly

awakens to the horrors of the war
by twice coming close to being a

victim of the guerilla tactics of the

Viet-Cong. He falters through a

radio broadcast just minutes after

a local restaurant and bar is blown

up as he stands only 20 feet away.

Once back at the station, he
attempts to broadcast in his usual

style but the vision of the bodies

of soldiers and civilians caught

inside the building invade his

mind. Later on, Cronauer and
Garlick are blown off a road

occupied by the Viet-Cong, once

again bringing the realities of the

war dangerously close.

Levinson consistently combines

the natural style of Williams'

personality with his message
about the war and its impact on

the Vietnamese and the American

troops. What are we presented

with, then, is a masterpiece of

drama and comedy, of thought

and action.

Perhapa the most moving scene

in the entire films comes when
WttMfluna comcB face to face with

Hiirin»i thm he 1^ entartained

W tei«efat flifiKha. Unsure of his

aofe te the mmf, ai^tikioertain as

into enemy territory that his is a

valuable and necessary position.

Regardless of the reasons for his

being in Vietnam, the humor and
sarcasm that Cronauer brings to

the men every day is something
to be valued. A turning point in

thecareerof disc jockey Cronauer,
this chance meeting with the boys
from home will change the way
one man thinks about not only

himself, but about . the tragedy

that we now have the audacity to

call "The Vietijam Conflictr

JCk

'.K. ^
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T.LA. presents 'iittle Shop of Nonpi' H-.*

,

By ALLEN AMBROSINO
and

JEFF GILLIES
AssisUint Entertainment Editors'

The Theater of the Living Arts,

located at 334 South St. in Phi-

ladelphia, has recently trans-

formed from a cult classic movie
theater back to a live production

140 pounds of fiben^laas, standing

at over six-feet tall at the end of

the musical.

Aiken's voice was obnoxious

and irritating, creating laughter

throughout the theater with each
phrase he uttered. The audience

was amaied at the versatility of

Cole as he maneuvered Audrey 11

with both grace and accuracy.

One of the highlights of the

show was the combined perfor-

theater. Currently showing isf mance of three street urchins:

"Little Shop of Horrors," a play Crystal [Sharon Laraine Young],

which is best described as an
offbeat musical comedy. The plot

revolves around a bungling misfit,

an airhead, an aging storeowner,

a sadistic dentist and a man-
eating plant whose diet changes
theirlives. Audrey II, an insatiable

and deadly plant, captivates the

audience with its unrelenting
chant, "Feed Me."
.The 400-seat theater was filled

with patrons of all ages who
thoroughly enjoyed a relaxing

afternoon with Audrey II and the

rest of the cast. The action began
innocently enough as Seymour,
an incompetent employee of a skid

row flower shop, revealed an
"interesting and unusual" plant

to Mr. Mushnik, the owner of the

store.

The deviant carnivore became
an overnight sensation, as people

from all over flocked to Mushnik's
shop to see this unexplained
phenomenom of nature. However,
the plant soon became more trou-

ble than it was worth, as Seymour
learns that it needs a constant
supply of human blood in order

to survive.

At this point, Audrey II began
its comical reign of terror. Jonas
Cole and Tyrone Aiken combined
talents to make the plant come to

life and steal the show. Actually,

the killer plant was created from

Chiffon [La Tonya Sue Welchjand
Ronnette [Kimberly Harris]. It

seemed as though they were
everywhere, exciting the crowd
with their constant energy and
enthusiasm. Even though they

only had supporting roles, their

contribution to the musical was
vital to its success.

Two of the main characters,

Seymour and Audrey, played by
Stuart Zagnit and Colleen Mcin-
tosh, proved to be a winning
combination. Even though their

appearances did not seem compat-
ible, after a few minutes everyone
could sense that they were meant
for each other.

After performing the role of

Seymour in New York, Zagnit

brought his experience and acting

skills to the Philadelphia area. He
was able to effectively lose himself

in his character, showing what
quality acting is all about.

Mcintosh played her role fairly

well, but lacked a strong singing

voice to carry her through several

of the scenes. Her main problem
was her tendency to overact at

times and consequently, take
away the sincerity of her charac-

ter. Despite these weaknesses, her

performance was adequate and
did not have a serious effect on
the overall quality of the play.

Mushnik, played by Marvin

Einhom, give i mediocre perfor-

mance. It was bit lack of anthu*

tiatm that kept his character

from reaching htt nuudmum poten-

tial. However, his authentic

aQcent and his life-like appearance

compensated for hisnine to five

attitude.

By far, the most versatile actor

in the cast was Peter Edmond
Haydu. Not only did Haydu play

the part of ademented dentist, but

he also portrayed several minor
characters throughout the play.

At one point, he went from

being a television producer to a
welklreased wonati eiUMCutive in

a matter of seconds. It is a rarity
to see one person take oh as many
roles as he did and perform them
all with skinful acting. Hewasone
of the reasons that "Uttle Shop
of Horrors'* was alHg hit with the
audience.

"Uttle Shop of Horrors*' was
enhanced by the many realistic

props that provided a convincing
iinpressibn of Skid Row.
Even in the very last row, there

is still a ckioe view of the sti^

due U> the siae of the theater. A
few people in the andietioe^ com-
plained about the steep price of
over 920. However, sources con-
nected with thr theater taki that
the price lor Sunday maliiiees will

soon be lowered toflt^,
If you are knkingfer something

different to do. 'little Shop of
Horrors" is an cntertainii^ theat-
erexperience for peopleof all ages.

Remember, the Theater of the
Livinf Arts is back and will be
showing more quality produc-
lioos in the near future.

A tender moment for Audrey, Seymour and Audrey II, in the Theater of the Living
Arts presentation ol *'Little Shop of Horrors.*'

'>,>> *v>te'»N/ -Jtf
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APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE Feb. 1 Dougherty Hall 108

Informational Meeting Feb. 2 7:30 p.m. cinema

Applications due to Dougherty Hall 108 By 5 p.m. Feb. 4

Level 1 1 nterviews: Feb. 5, 6 and 7

Prieiidly

By RUSS CECCOLA

VIDEOTITLESHOP/ VIDEO
TITLE SHOP GRAPHICS
CPMPANION 1 *^V^ DATA-
mVTCS4/l2S,AP

There are a lot of programs
available with which ymi ean
superimpose graphics ooto video-

tape. The primary use of this

process is to create title screens

and sequences for home video

production. However, you can just

' as easily put titles and sequences

onta any tape* adclii^ sofne life to

Otherwise boring t^vision pro-

grams or films.

Video Title Shop allows users^
dojust about anything imaginable

in the use of the VCR-computer
connection, Yoti can create an

endless array of title effects, scroll

text up, down or across the screen,

fade text, fade screens into each

other, combine both text and
graphics for a variety of effects

and draw just about any pictures

to include with the title.

Video Title Shop really pntains
two programs: Video Titler and

MicroPainter Plus. Video Titler

handles most of the options, while

MicroPainter Plus gives you the

graphics utilities and painting

program you need to create pic-

tures for use with Video Titler.

Both are easy to use and are

controlled by joystick and menus.

Video Title Shop is all you could

ever need.

Especially helpful for Video

Title Shop is the well-written

manual and inclusion of a Quick

Start card that shows all basic

options and a Quick Reference

List that contains all commands
from the keyboard. Hookup of

your computer and VCR is

explained well and covers all

possibilities!

Video Title Shop Graphics Com
pinion 1 tsa separate product for

^he Video Title Shop that puts a

lot of graphics for all occasions at

your fingertips. Graphics Compan-

ion 1 covers such holidays as

Christmas, Halloween, Easter

and Valentine's Day and also

includes more borders and objects

such as a birthday cake and
diploma. This disk can prove very

useful to Video Title Shop owners.

PROJECT.STEALTH FIGH-
TER •••• MICROPROSE
C64/128,IBM,ST

Project.'Stealth Fighter is one of

the two newest releases from

MicroProse in the past months
and may just prove to be the best

flight simulator that the company
has ever produced. The simulation

takes place in a radar-elusive jet

that the government is working

on in secrecy, yet refuses to admit

exists. A jet of this type is able

to fly incredibly close to the

ground at high speeds, thus mak-

ing it an important military

project.

Project.Stealth Fighter has beau-

tifully detailed graphics, an easy

to use command system, a view

right from the cockpit, 3-D ene-

miesand landscape, many mission

possibilities, a tutorial, well-

written manual andgame aids. All

of these game features are

included on a two-sided disk. The
vmanual is lonng, but includes

background on jets, a full tutorial

in Libya, tactical and flight

mechanics explanations and
explanation of all cockpit controls.

Also included with the simula-

tion are a command placard that

fits light over the keyboard and

maps oif the mission areas: Central

Europe. Persian Gulf, North Cape
and Ubya. Trying missions in

these areas offers a touch of

. t reality to the flight simulation.

The package arms you with all

younieed.

I found Prof9ct:StmUh fl(g*Arrto

W a highly entertaining and
I'intense experience. The typca of

weapona are nuuiy and I ei^ioyed

bombing in the Persian Gutf. For

MINI-PUTT ••• ACCOLADE
C64/128IBM,AT,AP
There have been many golf

programs released over the last

few years. Some have been very

reahstic, while others leave a k>t

to be d(Mired. I have long yearned

for somebody to put out a mini-

ature golf game. Now. finally, mv
prayers have been answered wiui

Mini Putt. The game is fun and

has a lot of challenging courses

for you to play.

It is very easy to control your

golfer in Mini-Putt, but very hard

to survive the holes in the game
without getting frustrated. The
holes throw every miniature golf

challenge imaginable at you and

require patience and careful aim

of the ball. Do not expect to breeze

through the game. Firing a shot

only requires aiming a guide

arrow and pressing a joystick

button. How^ong you hold the

button determines the success of

the shot.

Mini-Putt was designed for the

miniature golf lover. There are a

wide selection of holes, most of

which have themes likeTV shows
and storybook characters to lessen

the tense playing conditions. Try
out all of the courses. They are

all fun and the individual holes

are very creative.

Especially important to game
play is the screen setup. There are

three windows on the screen: the

large one shows a closeup of the

hole, a small one in the left corner

shows your golfer and the one in

the bottom center of the screen

gives an overhead view of the

entire hole — a necessity. The
graphics are clean and colorful

and thegreens show slope arrows.

Mini-Putt is a must.

HALLS OF MONTEZUMA
•••% STRATEGIC STUDIES
GROUP C64/ 128, AP
War game players are often

very fickle in that they only like

to play games that take place in

one part of history or with one
country or army. I can honestly

say that if your primary interest

is in the United States Marine
Corps., or even if you like war
games in general. Halls of Mon-
tezuma is the next program that

you have to buy. The war game
simulation lets you play one of

eight scenarios, alter any of these

scenarios, create your own battles

and change or design the graphics

to be used in the scenario.

Halls of Montezuma includes

the basic war game, as well as two
other programs. Warpaint and
Warplan. Warplan lets you change
existing scenarios and make your

own. Warpaint gives you creative

control over the graphics of the

terrain and icons in the scenarios.

Together, the two extra programs
make Halls of Montezuma the

ultimate war game for the

enthusiast.

The program chronicles most of

the major battles in which the

Marine Corps was a crucial ele-

ment. The eight scenarios are:

Mexico City, Belleau Wood^ Iwo

Jima, Okinawa-the Shuri Line,

Okinawa-the final redoubt, Pusan,

Inchon and Hue. All oif these

scenarios should keep- you busy
for a long time. Halls of Monte-

zuma used a game system that

was first designed for Battlefront.

The system is very easy to use

and is menu-controlled.

Inside the package, you can also

find command cards and a full-

color map of all of the areas in

which the scenarios are located.

The graphics are not impressive

in Halls, but they do not have to

be good in most war games
anyway.

tsthe^nlir

Pregnant?
NEED TOKNOW?

* Free PregTiancy Tests
^Confidentiality
* Results while you wait
* Convenient Main Line location

»
' JW

muTODAY 525-1557
Amnion Crisis Pregnancy Center

842 Lancaster Ave.
Bryn Ifawr, P«nna.

Entertainment

Calendar

ii.mfTMfviLLAHayim»Pai>i>

Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Jan. 30-Mar. 27 - "Recent Acquistions II:"

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

Music

Ambler Cabaret
43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

•215-646-8117

Jan. 29 - Bricklin

Jan. 30 — The Daves/New World

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Feb. 2 - Sting

Feb. 5 - Whitesnake/Great White

Feb. 7 - Yes

Tower Theatre
Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 12, 13 - Frank Zappa

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Jan. 29 — Tommy Conwell and the Young Rumblers/

The Daves
Jan. 30 — Ben Vaughn Combo/Hoi Polloi

Feb. 2 — Solid Gold 102 dance party

Feb. 3 — The Daves

Theater

Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania

3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

Feb. 10-14 — "Frankenstein'

Shubert Theatre
215-569-9416

Feb. 10-14 - Whoopi Goldberg

Vasey Theatre
Villanova University

Villanova, Pa.

215-645-7474

Feb. 12, 13, 16-21 — "Devious Means'

Walnut Street Theatre
9th and Walnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-574-3550

Through Feb. 7 — "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
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'Broadcast News' offers intell^ent oonedy
By ELANA ROSE STARR

Staff Reporter

"Broadcast News"
directed by James L. Brooks
*****

During most of the 1980s, film
critics bemoaned the scarcity of

motion pictures being produced
for an intelligent, adult audience.
For years Hollywood flooded the
screens with such sophomoric
drivel as "Police Academy" and its

sequels and "Porky 's I, II, III and
IV," ostensibly to attract the huge
percentage of teenage moviegoers.

In 1987, however, more cerebral
yet entertaining films were
released nationally. While the
year's highest grossing film was
the marginal "Beverly Hills Cop
II," and viewers still had to
contend with the interminable
"The Three Amigos" and the
prosaic charms of arm wrestling
in "Over the Top," a surprising

number of motion pictures meant
for a thinking audience emerged:
•Tin Men." Tve Heard the
Mermaids Singing," "The Big
Easy" and "Nuts" are just a few.

One of the most appealing of

these high-minded films is "Broad-

cast News," a contemporary love

story/comedy set in a television

network newsroom in Washing-
ton, D.C. ''Broadcast News"
works becausA of the excellence

of the teatn players involved:

actors William Hurt, Holly Hunter
and Albert Brooks, and, behind
the scenes, James L. Brooks. (The
last two are not related.)

William Hurt, who has yet to

give a one-note performance, plays

anchorman Tom Grunick, the
dumb but likeable guy, not unlike

the sap he played in "Body Heat."

What Tom lacks in education and
reporting skills is compensated by
his telegenic good looks and keen
sartorial sense. With his earnest-

ness and handsomeness. Hurt is

perfect in the role. Indeed, James
L. Brooks has claimed that he
would not have made "Broadcast
News" without Hurt.

Albert Brooks plays Tom's
polar opposite, Aaron Altman, a

brilliant field reporter (Brooks'

real name, aptly, is Albert Ein-

stein) who writes the best copy

in the business, but Ucks the

charismii to make it as an anchor-

man. Brooks has come across as

an egomaniac in his own films

(including "Modern Romance"
and "Lost in America"), but here

he has given up his former theat-

rics and is wholly believable as the

despairing intellectual with a

forgettable face.

Both Aaron and Tom are smit-

ten with Jane Craig, the network

news producer. Jane may well be

the first positive portrait of a

career woman in contemporary
films. The role was written for

Debra Winger (star of James L.

Brooks' award-winning "Terms
of Endearment"), but she had to

drop out of the film when she

became pregnant. Brooks then

auditioned almost every big-name

actress in the business until

selecting Holly Hunter ("Raising

Arizona") for the part.

Hunter's Jane is a dynamo.

projecting the requisite strength,

intelligence and aplpiiib to do her

job well. Even when spewing four-

letter words at her co-workers,

Jane never exhibits a tinge of the

stereotypical rudeness that is

often associated ^with high-

powered career women. This is

due, in part, to Hunter's dimin-

utive size, soulful eyes and honey-

laden Southern drawl, Her style

of dress — she eschews dress-for-

success suits for comfortable
sweaters and flowing skirts —
softens her image, as well, making
her seem very human.
James L. Brooks, the writer/

producer/director of "Broadcast

News," is perhaps the person

most responsible for the film's

success. Brooks is no stranger to

a television newsroom; he created

the popular sitcom "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show," which was
set in a local (Minneapolis) news
station. Brooks also did a two-year

stint as a reporter himself, before

making this movie. Therefore, it

is no surprise that the setting for

"Broadcast News" seems entirely

authentic, an integral factor in the

film succeeding.

Brooks' script must be com-

mended. Brooks delves into how
television news has been trans-

formed from news as news, to

news as both entertainment and
a money-making enterprise. The
screenj^y is wickedly funny, as

well. While it is^hot rife with one-

liners eliciting belly laughs, its

comic truisms really hit home.

L(k>k for an unheralded cameo
by Jack Nicholson, another
"Terms ofEndtarment" alumnus,
as the unsmiling star anchor.

When the network needs to slash

expenses and fires much of the

staff, Nicholson's prima donna
character refuses a cut in salary

— he earns millk)ns annually —
in order to save some jobs, Nichoh

son reportedly based his newscas-

ter on Chet Huntley, for whom he

has a great deal of admiriation,

but are there also sly allusions to

Dan Rather during CBS recent

troubled times? Whether of not

there are, anyone who sees

"Broadcast News" will never be

able to watch Network News in

the same light again

/

'

Cultural Film Series plays at Connelly Center
By ELANA STARR

staff Reporter

Villanova University's Spring
1988, Cultural Film Series will

revolve around the theme "Cine-
matic Images of Women." The
series opens self-reflexively with
a film about Marlene Dietrich,

who, with Josef Von Sternberg,

carefully crafted her screen
persona.

Director Maximilian Schell
tries to glimpse the real woman
behind the construction. Subse-
quent films explore the dichotom-
ous nature of the female image —

virgin/vamp, victim/spider wom-
an, heroine/femme fatale, saint/

sinner, real person/constructed
object. Two films about women
whose lives made a tremendous
impact on the world are included

as are two films directed by
women, one exploring relation-

ships between males and females
and the other between women
themselves.

Each film will have four screen-

ings on campus in the Connelly
Center Cinema: Saturdays at 7

p.m.; Sundays at 3:30 and 7 p.m.;

and Mondays at 7 p.m. Six of the

Monday evening showings will

feature discussions led by guest
lecturers following the film.
Tickets are $2 for students and
senior citizens and $3.50 for the
general public.

The series kicks off with
Schell's documentary Marlene
(Jan. 23-25). Also in January is the
silent feature Sunrise, the first

Hollywood film directed by F.W.
Murnau, (Jan. 30-Feb. 1).

February brings the French
import Therese, a joyous portrait

of the 19th-century Carmelite nun
called the Little Flower (Feb. 6-

8). It is followed by the Von
Sternberg classic Blonde Venus

(Feb. 13-15), featuring Dietrich as
an independent cabaret singer,

and Welles' film noir thriller Lidy
From Shanghai (Feb. 27-29), star-

ring his wife at that time, Rita

Hayworth.
March starts off with the family

melodrama Written on the Wind
(March 19-21), directed by Douglas
Sirk, and then showcases the

biographical portrait Mother Tere-

sa (March 26-28).

April's features include Agnes
Varda's sardonic view of patri-

archy in Le Bonheur (AprW 9-11);

Ridley Scott's Alien (April 16-18);

and the Canadian film /'t« Heard

the Mermaids Singing, about a
self-effacing typist with soaring
fantasies (April 23-25).

In addition to the series, there
will be special attraction on Wed-
nesday, March 16 at 7 p.m. in the
Connelly Center Cinema featuring
multi-media artist Theodora Skip-
itares and her video Defenders of
the Code, a musical piece which
explores the science of genetics
and the relationship between
science and art. It will be followed*
by a panel discussion. Admission
to this event is free.

For more information, call 645-.

4750. -.•>..-*.*. ... » . ,«WM»«^

RUSH

8:30 p.m.

West Lounge,
Dougherty Hall

7:30 p.m.

Stanford Hall

Lounge2nd

Jamiwyat,1tH#TMgVMXAitOVAWFi— 21
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^miNOSEMESTER 1988
VILLANOVA UNION LECTURES COMMITTEE PRESENTS

WOODS
AUTHOR OF

Feb. 2

Villanova R

8 p.nri.

ft

"CRY FREEDOM: APARTHEID AND
THE TRAGEDY

OF SOUTH AFRICA"
Tickets $2

C.C. Ticket Office

WEEKS .
.

•

until

VUlzuiova

Sibling
Weekend

1988
Feb. 1 2-1

4

Happy Birthday

BETH & ANNIE
(Jan. 28) (Feb. 4)

Preshtneii
Record

Cofumittee
Meeting

Feb. 3
6 p.m. Union Office

New Members
Welcome

"^ANYONE
who has not picked
up prepaid Class
of 1991 Freshmen

Record or

T'ShIrt must
do so by

Feb. 5
In the

Union Office

*(|!*"*^P!F*^

Friday,

January
29

C.C. Cinema
6:30 and 9 p.m,

Tickets $2

Feb.
4 and 5

C.C. Cinema
6:30 aiia 9 t>.m.

Tickets $2 our
f PKTunfS I

LiveAt The Terrace
Auditions

FEB.2
East Loungs Dougherty
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CULTURAL FILM
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Metal eoiiiestd'Hi*' ^ fc^'luimiM
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior Reporter

There are usually a lot of
concerts over Christinas break in

this area. This break seemed
almost devoid of large shows,
except for the following three. You
should go see Rush and Kiss if you
have the chance, but avoid Dio at

all costs unless you leave after

Savatage and Megadeth.
RUSH/ TOMMY SHAW
Rush have long been respected

as great musicians and their

reputation was upheld on their

latest tour that hit the Spectrum
on Dec. 13 in support of Hold Your
Fire. Tommy Shaw opened for

Rush, playing new songs from his

solo career, such as "No Such
Thing" and "Dangerous Game,"
as well as Styx classics like "Too
Much Time on My Hands" and
"Renegade." His band was tight

and they got a good reaction,

although unanticipated, from the

audience.

Rushd^MMy prnt on 9

ff-mt show, periuips

tholrboBtf stoyh^ere-

othto oadmu^eolly
suporh MS alwMyo.

Rush deviated from many past

tours and opened with "The Big

Money," as opposed to "The Spirit

of Radio," which finished their

set. The threesome that includes

Geddy Lee (bass), Alex Lifeson

(guitars) and Neil Peart (drums)

mixed new songs and old tunes

well, converting me to like the

new stuff better than when I first

listened to it on album. Such

classics as "Subdivisions,"

"YYZ," "Limelight" and "Closer

to the Heart" were performed

amidst large screen projections

and lasers, as well as six from

Kiss provided a ni^t of rock and rati when they returned to The Spectrum on Dec. IS.
(PhotowurtMy ofA» 8psc*um)

Hoid Your Fire, the best of which
were "Force Ten" and "Time
Stand Still."

The really old Rush songs,

strongly instrumental and heav-

ier, were saved for the encore.

Most of "2112" was played, as

well as the old standby "Need
Some Love." The stage set was
simple, including their trademark
screen projection system and
excellent use of lights and lasers.

Also, balloons were dropped into

the audience and inflatable balls

appeared in the rafters, simulating

the new album's cover. Rush
definitely put on a great show.

perhaps their best, staying crea-

tive and musically superb as

alwavs.

KISS/ TED NUGENT
Kiss ventured into the Spec-

trum on Dec. 20 to break up finals

week with a good, yet not too

impressive, show of mixed
moments. Ted Nugent opened up,

playing songs from his newest

album, as well as classics such as

"Cat Scratch Fever."

Nugent is making a strong

comeback in the music world.

Opening for Kiss is a step in the

right direction of regaining his

former status. In concert, he was

as crazy as ever.

- Kiss opened up with "Love
Gun" surprisingly, saving former

standard opener "Detroit Rock
City" as the only encore song. The
band, consisting of Paul Stanley

(vocals and guitar). Gene Sim-
mons (bass and vocals), Bruce
Kulick (guitars) and Eric Carr
(drums), has long been known for

their energetic and theatrical

shows. This tour continues their

tradition, in support of Crazy

Nights, although alienating much
of the audience in the middle of

the show. Kulick and Carr per-

formed back to back solos after

"No, No, No," wasting almost 20
minutes and the possibility for

more songs. This is my only
complaint about the concert.

Kiss ripped through standbys
like "Cold Gin," "Lick It Up," "I

Love It Loud" and their best song
ever, "Rock and Roll All Nite," as

well as introducing the crowd to

new concert tunes such as "Rea-
son to Live," a 'pop ballad-type

song, "Crazy, Crazy Nights" and
"Bang Bang You," a sequel to

"Love Gun." There are better

songs on Crazy Nights for concerts,

but the choice of these was still

fCoHtinuedoHPOMeSS)

TAILGATE MANAGEMENT
TEAM 1988

POSIYIONS AVAILABLE
We are looking for student iMders to facilitate

the home football games twites during the

fall semester.
* $25 compensation per tailgate pli^ distinctive

shirt and jacket
* Qualifications:

1

)

Sophomore or Junior class status

2) Significant leadership experience

* Applications available now in Student Activities Office
(21 4 Dougherty Hall)

*, Application deadline: Feb. 8
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Avant-i^rde novel explores TheWestemUuHk
By ROBERT DUGGAN

. Staff Rtporttr

*'Death ... is equivalent to a
declaration of spiritual tuinknipt-

cy. One must bie careful to avoid
the crime of concealing assets/'

writes William S. Burroughs in

his latest novel» The Western
Lands.

Burroughs was a major voice of

the Beat Generation of the 1950s

and has since continued to work
'in the forefront of avant-garde

literature. Best known for his

Iff'eakthrough novel, Naked
Lunch. Burroughs has received

over the years as much praise as

he has condemnation for his

unique brand of writing.

The Western Lands is the name
for the paradise-like afteriife of

Egyptian mythok)gy. The author

uses this vision, of a spiritual

paradise as a symbol for the state

of existence manking must reach

if it is to continue to exist.

Mankind, Burroughs feels, has

declared "spiritual bankruptcy"

by denying its own soul and
clinging to this corporeal existence

and, more importantly, this cor-

poreal consciousness. To reach

the Western Lands we must take

the "Step ... from word into

silence. From time into space."

To reach the Western Lands we

Holiday

metal
(Continuedfrom page 22)

good. Philadelphia gave Kiss a

- strong reaction and revealed the

source of their success: dedicated

fans.

DIO/ MEGADETH/
SAVATAGE
Diocame to Philadelphia on Jan.

12 promoting Dream Evil and
dragging Savatage and Megadeth
along for the ride.

, Savatage have been around for

^ long while, only now really

breaking all chains and gaining

popularity. Consisting of brothers

Jon Oliva (vocals), Criss Oliva

(guitars), Johnny Lee Middleton

(bass) and Steve "Dr. Killdrums"

Wacholz (drums), the band's new
album, Hall ofthe Mountain King,

is rising the charts and garnering

much attention. Savatage played

the title track from the new
record, as well as the classic "The
Dungeons Are Calling" and oth-

ers. The band was tight, and is

even better in a longer set, and
rose above my expectations to get

great crowd response.

Megadeth is on tour with Dio

promoting their new album,
released last week, amusingly
called So far, so good ...so what!

Megadeth is: Dave Mustaine (gui-

tars and vocals), Dave Ellefson

(bass), Chuck Behler (drums) and

Jeff Young (guitars). The last two
members are new and the band
is still not as tight as they have
been in the past, but their set was
great.

Playing Megadeth classics like

"Wake Up Dead," "These Boots"

and "Devil's Island," the band
also premiered these songs from

the new album: "Hook in Mouth,"
**In My Darkest Hour" and
"Anarchy in the U.K.," a cover

version of the Sex Pistols' best

tune.

Dio really disappointed me with

this year's tour,, wasting more
time on 8ok)s than the last tour

and performing medleys of more
songs, truly a stupid move on his

part. Although he mixed some of

his greau like *Stand Up and
Shout*" md **Bock 'n Roll Chil-

dren" with new tongs Uke **Dream
Evil' apd "Naked in the Rain"

and playad three encoret becauae

Philadei^iiia i^ hit favorite

audienoe, there is no excute for

dettroytna great songs by only

playiag fraginents of thiem in

* laadleyt. I will think twice before

I tee hinripin.

iDUtt travel through the Land of

the Dead, a nightmare world

where souls are destroyed if they

cannot face the challenges put to

them. Burroughs parallels this

mythological Land of the Dead

with the earthly land of spiritual

death we must face if we are to

survive.

From the Russian front of

World War U to the American Old

West to the fall of Beriin to the

mysterious land of Ancient Egypt,

Burroughs takes his characters

and readers and exhibits a star-

tling breadth of imagery and
emotion, displaying the striking

similarities that run throughout

the universe of mankind's history.

As much as this technique

increases the effect of the novel

it also creates problems for the

reader. One must break out of the

conventional style of reading to

see Burroughs* message and this

adjustment takes time. Like most

avant-garde creations it takes

some effort to overcome the frus-

tration first experienced. His

interweaving of tremendously

disparate elements is sure to

induce some headaches but the

final, total effect is well worth the

aspirin.

I would not recommend The

Western Ijinds to anyone looking

for some straight-line story. Only

someone who is willing to struggle

with Burreiighs will gain any-

thing from this work, which
The first character we encoun-

ter is William Seward Hall, an old

man who we are told is writing

this book. Hall, even though he is

writing the book, struggles with

the realization that he is trapped

within it and is unable to "write

himself out of" taking this jour-

ney. The similarity of this char-

acter's name to the author's lends

support to the strong autobio-

graphical reading the character of

Hall suggests. It is a disturbing

glance into the brilliant yet enig-

matic mind of Burroughs.

Another pilgrim isJo^ the Dead,

a technician who had his soul

burned away in the Hiroshima

atomic bombing and who roams
throughout time soullessly trying

to find peace in this world. Hassan
i Sabbah. an Egyptian trying to

lead a movement on earth from

"Time to Space," is yet another

of the many travellers to the

western lands.

The background for the pilgrim-

age is an interesting panorama of

times and locales. Breaking with

the conventional technique of

linear narritive, the child of "the

monumental fraud of cause and

effect," Burroughs moves through

time and place with reckless

abandon. This technique is a

wonderful approximation of the

concept of syncronicity, a sense of

this world's interconnectedness

as something other than a casual
relationship.

mind of the author, a mind which

exemplifies the uniquely creative

has unfortunately gone long

misunderstood.

HERE'S A
GREAT DEAU

RigM now, Domino's
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To The Winners
Of The

CHRISTMAS
DECORATING
CONTEST:

Best llMldeiice Maffx

Katharine Hall and Austin Hall

Best Mriiig/Moffwoy:
One East Siieehan 2nd Floor Alumni
Best Door:
St. Mary's Hall, Rm. 237
Anthony Sergi

Sophomore

52 Austin Hall
Kevin Rose
Senior

SOCIAL AWARENESS LECTURE

The Hemeless
•^*.^

«, 4
•o

'7

^

Feb. 22
7 p.m. Good Counsel
2nd Floor Lounge

21^ Mttl
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POWERS

It has i^ot been a good montli
for couch potatoes. It looks like

"St. Elsewhere" will soon tratTits

Ust patient, 'Cagney and Ucef'
win walk their last beat^ and
"Cheers" may be headed for iks

iast hurrah. The rumored impend-
ing deaths of these three long

running series are the talk of the

television world.

Actually, the caneellation of

"St. Elsewhere" is more thanjust
a rumor — it is a fact. "Else-

» where;" which has garnered
numerous Emmy awards during
its six-year run* will air its final

episode in May. The series.

'although never highly rated, has
always been the critics' darling,

but has been showing its age
during the past two seasons. In

an unusual move, it was "Else-

where" producer MTM, not NBC,
that pulled the plug on the show.
However, this cancellation cloud
has a silver lining. "Elsewhere's"
production team is already hard

at work on *Tatinger's," a new
drama for NBC. "Taringer's,"

which stars Stephen Collins aS a

New York restauranteur, will

most likely Uke over "St. Else-

where's" Wednesday night time
slot this fall. '

"Creative fatigue" is also the

reason why "Cagney ai;id Lacey"
will probably be pulled from ihe
CBS schedule. The acclaimed
police drama holds the.distinction

of being one of the few network
series to be cancelled and success-

fully revived.

Stars Tyne Daly and Sharon
Gless have dominated the "Best
Actress" Emmy category for the

past five years. However, "Cag-
ney" has been experiencing falling

ratings over the past few seasons,

and is running out of fresh story

material. No big series finale is

planned, and the show will quietly

leave the air later this year.

The big question is: What will

NBC do for the final episode of

"Cheers"? Or will there even have

to be one? In contrast to "Cagney
and Lacey" and "St. Elsewhere,"

"Cheers" is consistently a Neilsen
winner — it is the hfo. 3 show in

the nation. Althot^ nothing has
been confirmed, it is rumored that

Ted Danson wants to leave the
show at the end of the season to

pursue his flourishing film career

(he is currently starring in the hit

"Three Men and a Baby"). Minus
Danson, "Cheers" will shut down,
since it is unlikely that co-star

Kirstie Alley could carry the show
by herself. If the show is cancelled,

lit will be sorely missed.

Meanwhile, there is some good
news this week, at least for

"Moonlighting" fans. Cybill She-
pherd, who has appeared in very
few episodes this season, has
returned full-time to the ABC
detective show in episodes that

will begin airing next month.

In addition to Shepherd's
return, producers hope that an

episode filmed in 3-D will help

stem the show's ratings decline.

"Moonlighting," which used the

claymation technique for an ear-

lier episode this season, will

feature several action scenes and
a 60-second commercial for Coca-
Cola Classic in 3-D for the season
finale.

The scenes will be shot using
a new process called Nuoptix,
which allows the picture to be
seen in 3-D with special glasses,

or as regular TV without the
glasses. In the past, 3D TV
produced ''double vision" for

those viewing without glasses.

Glasses for "Moonlighting 3-D

"

will be available in supermarkets
and convenience stores, probably
with the purchase of Coke. The
episode will air in May.
SHORT TAKES: "Three Men

and a Baby" was the Christmas
movie season's biggest hit, taking
in over $100 million in 8 weeks.
Other winners included "Throw
Mamma From the Train " (Dannv
DeVito. Billy Crystal). "Raw"
(Eddie Murphy), and "Wall
Street" (Michael Douglas, Charlie
Sheen). The big losers were "Bat-
teries Not Included," "Empire of

the Sun," (both Steven Spielberg
pictures), and "Leonard. Part 6."

WaWLtB
starring the supposedly infallible

Bill Cosby . .

.

Pop singer Madonna's next role

is only a brief cameo in "Blood-

hounds of Broadway," which is

not surprising, considering the

resounding failures of her last two
films. After the wraps "Blood-

hounds," Madonna will make her

stage debut in David Mamet's
"Speed-the-Plow" at New York's

Lincoln Center ...

And finally, fox's late-night

"Wilton North Report, which
replaced 'The Late show, " turned

out to be an even bigger bomb than

the former Joan Rivers talk show.

"Wilton North" was cancelled a

few weeks ago after only one

month on the air, and replaced

with "Late Show" reruns featur-

ing Arsenio Hall. Now. Fox wants

Hall to host a new version of "The

Late Show" in March, but since

Hall is currently filming a movit

with Eddie Murphy. Fox will use

rotating guest hosts instead

Sound familiar?

(Sourrt: ISA Today. The fioslon

1987 seen as a productive year for music
By ANDREW MATHIS

StaJJ Reporter

1987 was one of the most pro-

ductive years that the music
business has seen in a long, long

time. Albums were released by
major artists in almost every area

of popular music, many of which
proved to be very successful both

commercially and through radio

air play.

U2
U2 dominated the music scene

throughout 1987 following the

p release of The Joshua Tree. Some
1 viewed it as U2's finest work,
' others saw it as an indication that

U2 was selling out to the mass
media, particularly those who had
followed them since 1980s Boy. At

., any rate, the album was a great

^ commercial success with the
" album's best songs "I Still Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For" and
"In God's Country" receiving
more than adequate air play.

Various artists from many
different areas of the music scene
released follow-ups from previous

albums in 1987. These artists

included Bruce Springsteen.
Sting, Michael Jackson, Madonna,
Rush and Prince.

Of these albums Springsteen's
and Jackson's were the most
commercially successful,
although they both lacked the
freshness that had made both of

their previous releases so success-

ful. Musically, Prince's Sign o' the

Times was the best follow-up of

1987 with such great new Prijice

classics as "U Got the Look" and
"I Could Never Take the Place of

Your Man."
Releases by Sting and Rush

were quite simply disappointing.

ii'

(Photo courtesy of The Spectrum)

U2 dominated the music scene throughout 1987 following the release of TheJoshua Tree.

Alternative Music
1987 was a banner year for

alternative music. Several artists

who had been in music since the

late '70s broke in the mainstream
music scene with releases. The

Cure released Kiss Me. Kiss Me.

Kiss Me and found themselves on

metro-media radio with "Why
Can't I Be You" and "Just Like

Heaven." REM released Docu-
ment, which ended up being one

of the most critically acclaimed

albums of the year, as well as

having satisfactory airplay for the

first time in their career.

Both New Order and The
Smiths released compilations of

previous releases from albums
and maxisingles entitled Sub-
stance and Ij)uder than Bombs.
respectively, and were soon to be
found with frequently played

(Continued on page 26/
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BOBBI, HAPPY IS-MONTH ANNIVER-
SARY. I lova you so much! Together forever
. . . forever together. Al.

DEAR PAUL ROBERT. Happy #22! Say. if

you're not doing anytttog tomorrow at 2 . .

.

o.k. how about 37 Lova you! Love, Megan
ENzabatf).

THANK YOU FOR MY BEAUTIFUL ROSES.
They certainly did brighten my day. I only wish
I knew wtK) you were so I could tharik you
personally. Johanna.

LOST — Late f^ovember. Ladies' Citizen

Quartz watch. Black band, white face.

Santimantal value. $20 reward. Any infomria-

tton — Box 393.
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v^^ Richard & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster.Aye. , Vlllanova

527-2^80
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(On tanning, penning, coloring & morel)
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Foreigner gives fans smneVisiih kHmimemi
By JEFF GILLIES

A.*sist0itt Fnlerttitimient Rdilmr

Inside Injormation

Foreigner

Atlantic Records

*or tne most part, insuie injor-

mation, the new rel^se from
Foreigner, inarlcs a return to the

band's straightforward style
employed in their early days.
Despite recent rumors of a break-

up, which began when singer Lou
Gramm took a break to record a

solo album in 1987, Foreigner is

rocking with as much energy as

ever.

For those already familiar with
the band, Inside Information can
best be described as a mixture of

the style prevalent on the Head
Games album, and the style of

Foreigner 4. For those who are not

big fans of Foreigner this means
the album contains both melodic,

keyboard oriented ballads and fast

moving, guitar-based tracks.

The first single from the album
is perhaps the best example of this

diversity. Titled "Say You Will,"

the song contains a mix of modem
technology [keyboards and special-

effects) and a solid dnim beat

backbone that Foreigner frequfot*

ly used in the later 1970s and eaHy

This union of the old and new
is also evident in songs such as

"Heart Turns to Stone" and
"Can't Wait."

Also incorporated into the

album are the slower ballads

reminiscent of "Waiting For A
Girl Like You." One such song,

"I Don't Want to Live Without
You," is one of the finest and most
sentimental slower songs the

band has recorded to date. "Out
of the Blue" is almost equally as

impressive, as Gramm shows that

he possesses one of the most
versatile voices in the- industry

today.

In contrast to the ballad type

songs, Inside Information has
some very strong rock and roll

that Foreigner has steered away
from since "Juke Box Hero." The
band proves that they still have
what it takes to shake the

foundation.

"Counting Every Minute" dis-

plays some of Mick Jones' best
guitar work ev^ with a rongh,
repetitive riff that runs through-
out the song. There is no doubt
that this is as good as anythiiig
the band has ever recorded. Con-
sidering they have been around
since 1977 and written such
classic material as "Cold as loe"
and "Double Vision," this is no
small accomplishment.
"The Best of My Heart'* starts

off with the tranquil sounds of the
Spanish guitar and is suddenly
overtaken by a powerful arrange-
ment of notes from Jones' electric

guitar. Gramm joins in with a
sure and unwavering voice to
make "The Beat of My Heart"
vintage Foreigner.

"Face to Face* and "Inside
Information" are similiar to the
melodic guitar/keyboard combi-
nation found on "Say You Will,"

"Heart Turns to Stone" and
"Can't Wait." The only difference

being that they are not quite as
rapidly paced as the latter men-
tioned set. However, both songs
have a balanced and upbeat

**•>rhythm.
Lyrically, the albam it intelli-

gent, welKwritUn and refiped.

Although |k|e album is somewhat
monotone itl direction, the album
flows well fivm song to song. The
subject of every song, except the

title track, is lovo; This seems to

be a popular sul^ect these days,

as almost every artist is writing

about it. 4
However, there is an unusual

element present on InskU Infor-

mation. Where most bands try to

use a song that sigiiifies the theme
of the album. Foreigner chose the

one track that does not fit in with

the rest of the album.
There are no distasteful or

offensive verses on the album,

although "Counting Every Min*

ute" and "A Night to Remember,"
another hard rocking song, have
strong sexual overtones.

Overall, Inside Information is

an excellent mainstream rock and
roll album. Foreigner shows the

music world why they have lasted

so long as a chart-topping band.

Inside Information should do well

oh the charts, as all of the band's

ZT'

previous albums have. Once
again. Foreigner has come
through at a pivotal point in their
career. This is definitely one of the
best albums so far this year, and
Foreigner fans are sure to be
pleased with Inside Information.

Best music releases of last year reviewed

2l\/fTTWQ

Tommy Conwell and the Young
Kumblers, Philadelphia's favorite

spike-haired rockers, will be
appearing at the 23 East Cabaret
n Ardmore tonight at 11:15 p.m.
Conwell and his band have been

teadily rising in popularity since
he release of their album. Walkin

'

f)n The Water.

They recently signed a record-

ing contract with Columbia
records and will begin recording

in New York on Monday.
The Daves, another favorite

local band, will open for the

Rumblers at the 23 East this

Friday. The Daves will perform
at 10 p.m.

Tickets are $8. For nnore infor-

mation, call mMm.

(Continuedfrom page 25)

videos on MTV. The Smiths then

released Strangeways, Here We
Come and announced their emi-

nent break-up, thus ending the

career of one of the most influen-

tial alternative bands thus far.

Grateful Dead
Much to the delight of the

deadheads, the Grateful Dead
released In the Dark last year,

their first release since 1980s Go
to Heaven. After over 20 years
playing together, the Dead finally

had a Top 10 hit with "Touch of

Grey,
'J
a song that is actually five

years old. Some saw the album's
popularity as discouraging to the
mystique the Dead had carried all

these years, buf most agreed that
Iti the Dark was definitely the
freshest thing the Dead had done
in a long time.

Heavy Metal
Unfortunately, the **heavy

metal" scene was dominated in

1987 by a lot of bands who didn't

really deserve the title. Bands like

Whitesnake and Bon Jovi topped
the charts with their latest
releases, but the music was weak
in comparison to other metal
releases. Metallica returned after
the loss of bassist Cliff Burton
with Garage Days Rerevisted, a
collection of cover tunes ably
copied by the kings of speed metal.
Even those who despise heavy
metal can appreciate Metallica's
cover of the Misfits' "Last
Caress."

A very interesting metal release
in 1987 was Anthram's "I'm the
Man," a metal/rap song. Although
it was probably just done out of
humor and' shock value, it is

actually pretty funny and not a
bad song at all.

Progressive Music

.

The progressive scene saw
releases from such bands as Gene
Loves Jezebel and Public Image
Ltd. Love and Rockets* received

more airplay than usual with "No
New Tale to Tell" from their 1987
LP Earth, Sun, Moon. XTC
released Skylarking, one of the

finest albums of the year from any
standpoint, ranging from ballads

such as "The Man Who Sailed

Around His Soul" to biting social

criticism such as "Dear God."
XTC's alter ego The Dukes of

StratosphcEU' also had a maiiinal-

ly successful release in 19677

gers. Such talents as Jody Watley,
Tiffany, and Debbi Gibson all

released albums which enjoyed
some commercial success, but
extreme critical failure. Most

1987 iTM a tefimryeir

for afttfiNitfre music

SevBnlmIMs, who

hoiboon Inmusk since

thoktoTOsbrokoln

tho molnslromn ttmsk

scono wHh rohasos.

critics would have to agree that

the careers of these young ladies

will be short-lived if they continue
their current pattern of bubble-
gum disco and shopping-mall
tours.

The listener looking for real

soul should check out Introducing
the Hardline According to Terence
Trent D'Arby, featuring new soul
classics such as "If You Let Me
Stay" and "Wishing Well." He.
may be conceited (he claimed his

,

debut LP was better than the
Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Lonely'^

Hearts Club Band), but he doesi
know what he is doing and he is

doing it well. i

While all of its releases may nof

"

be classics, 1987 was allln all a*

?ood year for music, in all its|

orms. 1988 will have a hard timj
topping it.
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Wrestlers stumble in Mitfwest
By AMGAD SABONGUI

Staff Reporter

On Jan. 23, the Villanova
wrestling team met their toughest
challenge of the year when they
traveled to Bloomington. Indiana,
to face Big Ten powers Indiana
University and University ot

Illinois and Big Eight power
Missouri University. Unfortu-
nately, their youth and inexpe-

rience showed as they were
crushed by Missouri (46-3) and
Illinois (37-8). Though they were
defeated soundly by 16th ranked
Indiana they did wrestle well in

the match, losing 34-11.

'Nova was only able to win one
of the 27 contests from 142 pounds
and up. These 26 losses also
included a forfeit against each
school in the heavyweight
division.

These losses in the heavier
weights showed the young team's
lack of balance. The absence of the
injured 167-pounder Tom Rogers,
a stopper in the upper weights,
compounded their misery.

Villanova did have a couple of

bright spots, however. One
hundred and eighteen-pounder
Greg Alfonsi won two out of three

matches, and 126-134 pounder
Lyndon Cambell won two out of

three matches and tied the other.

These were the only glimmers of

light in what was otherwise a very
gk)omy road trip.

"Our four bottom weights can
go with almost anyone in the
country," said AssisUint Coach
Andre Metzger. **By 150 pounds
we have to hope to be way ahead.

If not we're in trouble."

Metzger also mentioned the
team's unseasoned talent. "We
have very little experience which
is a disadvantage to our under-
classmen who fight upperdass-
men . . . but give us two years and,
believe me,-we will be competing
with those (Indiana, Missouri,
and Illinois) teams."

Although last year was the first

year that Villanova'a wrestling
program began competing at the
intercollegiate level, they certainly
did not waste any time competing
against the tougher, more estal>

lished teams. The powerhouses
the 'Cats recently went up against
is proof that a "soft schedule" to

ease the team into Division 1 was
hot in the coaches' plan.

Appropriately, Villanova had
difficulty competing against

teams on that level. However, this

could be beneficial because to

wrettle against teams of that

caliber is to gain valuable expe-

rience for the entire team.

Head coachJohn duPont and his

coaching staff will be working
diligently this summer as assis-

tant coaches Metxger, Dan Chaid,

Robert Calebrese and others are

eagerly k)dking forward to the '88

Olympic trials.

"We will have a tough time in

the NCAA's," admitted Metzger.

"But if the young men on our team
are dedicated enough and drive

and train alongside us this

summer, they will be stronger and
more technically sound next
year,"

The upcoming summer will also

feature the No. 1 ranked club
wrestling team in the nation —
the 10-man Team Foxcatcher.

Team Foxcatcher (which is com-
prised of both players and coaches
of the wrestling team) will give

added experience to the young
wrestlers, as Foxcatcher will try

to defend their 1987 national

championship.

Viltiiievaii
This poll has been compiled by

the Villanovaii Sports Staff.

1. Arizona (10-1)

;2. Purdue (171)
3. Duke (12-2)

4. Michigan (16-2)

5. Brigham Young (14-0;

6. UNLV (171)
7. North Carolina (14-2)

^ 8. Kentucky (13-2)
^ 9. OkUhoma (16-2)

10. Pittsburgh (13-2)

11. Temple (14-1)

12. Iowa St. (16-2)

13. Iowa (13-5)

14. Villanova (14-4)

15. Georgetown (12-4)

16. Florida (144)
17. niinois (144)
18. Texas El-Paso (16-3)

19. Syracuse (13-5)

20. Rhode Island (13-2)

Others getting votes — South-

em Miss., Georgia Tech, Ohio St.

*NOTE — This poll does not
include games after Jan. 27.

F"'Ji»«K' "•Ml,«-."^1J]
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Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just

sun, sand and surf.

Right from the first outra&eous "College Bash"

at Elbow Beach, it's a week ofunrelenting pleasure.

Spectacular seaskle buffet luncheons. A calypso

and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-
til-youdiop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top
cock, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruiser

All compliments of the Bermuda Department
ofTourism.

*

Bermucfaisallofthis—aadnauch,muchmofe.
It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds.

(Do remember to keep leftl)

It's jogging on quiet country roads—iTKluding
an early morning 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
Bay. It's exploring the treasures in our iiuematkxial

shops, playing golfon eiffht great courses, and
tennis on over 100 islancTwide courts.

But nx»t of all, it's the feetififlyQM get on a tiny,

flower-bedecked islJM,sepanm mmevcryvi/tem
and everything by600 miies of seg. ..,{ ,

This year, break awaywijli st]^. See your Cam-
pus Ihnvl Repcesenbikhv or91tave)'A0tot fer detaik.

*CollctrVMtspick^a not aiaiMile «leek ofApril 1& 16.
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IMMiiefiswimmm capture fivB straight
Wildcats took all but the 400-

meter freestyle relay and the one-

meter diving as they recorded a
113-80 win.

Mackey once again paced Vil-

lanova as she won two individual

events, the 100- and 200-meter

freestyles, and combined with

Athiete of the Break

By KARLABECKNER
Staff Reporter

The Villanova women's swim
team has bounced back after

losing their first two meet» of the

season to begin a five-meet win-

ning streak. ^, „ . .,
The Wildcats first defeated Sharon Hurley, Megan Waters

James Madison University 152.5- and Beth Capobianco to take the

109.5on Dec. 5. The team captured 400-meter medley relay,

a total 13 out of 16 events with On Jan. 13 the team opened

sophomores Laurel Foumier and their 1988 season with a 125-92

Danielle Mackey leading the way win over the University of Dela-

with three wins each. ware. Teri Messenger, Mary May-

Villanova's next victim was St. field and Laurel Fournier recorded

•John's University Dec. .9. The three wins apiece to lead the

I

If

J

i

4-.

t

I

J

t

This year's athlete of the break is junior Cris
Craft. Craft helped lead the Wildcats swim team to

the National Catholic Championship last December.
Craft won three individual events as well as being

a member of three winning relay teams. In so doing
Craft was able to capture 5 Villanova records. In
addition Craft managed to qualify for the 1988
Olympic trials in the 100-meter butterfly.

Since then Craft set a sthool record in the 1000-
meter free style in leading his team past the
University of Notre Dame and Fordham University.
The men's swim team now posts a record of 12-1

and Craft has been a integral part of the team's
success.

^^'Vniver'sity t
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ATM FOR ALL SEASONS
Now you can get a deep, dark, long-lasting tan in just

six 30-minute sessions with our unique tanning program.

And you woni bum, peel or age your skin in the process!

UnHke convenlk)nal siinlampe, our Sontegra "skin-

friendly" tanning beds emit only the safest tanning rays.

Relax in a oool, oomfortable environment while tanning

from above end tielow aimullaneoutiy.
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Wildcats. The three combined
with Danielle Mackey to take the

400-meter medley relay.

Fournier also captured firsts in

the 100- and 200-meter freestyles

while Mayfield took the 50-meter

freestyle and 200-meter breast-

stroke. Messenger won the 200-

meter backstroke and joined

Mindy Warmbrand, Meg Fitzge-

rald and Liz Kennedy to win the

400-meter freestyle relay.

Villanova's next win capie over

Drexel University 140-119. Laurel

Fournier captured four first place

finishes in the 50-, 100- and 200-

meter freestyles and joined

Danielle Mackey, Mary Mayfield

and Teri Messenger for the win

in the 200 meter medley relay.

Messenger also took the 200-

meter backstroke and 100-meter

butterfly while sophomore Amy
Gannon won the three-meter

diving.

On Jan. 23 the Wildcats com-

pletely dominated Seton Hall

University 184-15. Villanova

brought home every first place

finish for the win.

The Wildcats' final two meets

of the regular season came against

Bucknell University and a tri-

meet with LaSalle University and

the University of Pennsylvania.

(FHe Photo)

Chuck Horton, the women's swim
team coach.

TANNING
SESSION!

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
Limit On* P«r Panon

Safe UVA Tanning

Open 7 Days
Complete Privacy

YEAR 'ROUND SUN
FEATURING

"THE WOLFF SYSTEM"

lANNt^G
CENTERS

566 LANCASTER AVE
HAVERFORD. PA

LOCATED NEXT TO AL E. GATORS

525-7125 m

SAVE

M4.00
7 VISITS

ONLY *35.00

NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
Not VoU With Any Othw Offsr

Limit On* P«r Parson

,>

Relaxing Atmosphere]
Trained Technicians

Wolff System

COLUMMSCOUNY - M% OPPANYPACKAM
Villanova Student i. D. Required
American Express Cards Accepted

HaveFUNin theSUNLonger this Spring Break!

XEROX COPIES
Quick Printing

Fast Service

Low Prices
K.\/\A.

Self-Service Copies

While - U- Walt Or Overnight

Typesetting - Binding

Pick Up & Deiiveiy

buiami PtrtKtntaOmiar
1044 W. Lancastar Avenue

^Corner of Wefcetti m&md A Lawceiiar Avenue)

Biyn Mawr
1

Hours:
Monday-Friday

6:30-6:30
Saturday
10:00-2:00
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(Continuedfrom page 1) down as they were d^lt an 85- The Hutlcies did not iMlitlc
-^^^'^"

mino summed up the win and 73 joss to PIttsbunch. however. With Plansky on the
said. "Winning in St. John's by 7 ^^^^^

*S2*««*
sluggish in the bench in foul trouble UConn

is like winning by 77". "rst half. They were not shooting managed to rally back. They
Next it was back home where w«** and fouls were being commit- eventually took the lead on a Phil

Villanova beat up on Boston ted, but in the second half 'Nova Gamble field goal early in the
College 66-54. Gary Massey and ^^me around. Led by a Wilson 22- second half.
Wilson threw in team highs of 14 Point scoringeffort, V.U. managed V.U. hung tough and got the
points each whik^ Taylor regis- {J

whittle the lead to 4 poinU. but lead back and never relinquished
tered 9 rebounds. ntt hung tough and eventually it. Greis dkl a tremendous job in
Two days later was a trip to the claimed victory. the paint as he pulled in a game,

Spectrum for an encounter with n uw m« _*• *u m^^ u __«_ season and career hivh 15
7th ranked Syrjcuse The Oran- .r^J^^^rbrl^: ^^^^ rebouVGreis^'al^J JJSHntld

f?uTnV\T'fhe'Va7s\o'7^^ c^^^%>^^^^ 17 ^1 '^"^^J^^w"*^^
V ctoJl ^ »«st year, played well. Filling in f^''^"^''''^l\l'^?!!^S a«.nhnmnr. ^..^ri^f ^OT Charles Smith, who waT in \f}\

»" ^^^.^^ ^^\^l *»»«

TI^7f;^t2?ncT^^nT.r^ foul tfouble. Martin compiled 7
Cats remained stroijg. West net-

1 he /-toot ^-inch ^nter went 8 •

^hile addinir 5 rebounds ^^ ^^ P^"^* ^*^''« Plansky com-
or 8 from the field and 4 for 4 *^^

thTbreak en^^TS iLs ^^ ^^ ^"son added 12.
from the foul line in his 20-point k * J — ended with a loss

effort. Greis also dished out 5 ^.^
Massimino was still pleased. Three days later 6.500 fans

assists in his domination of Syr- ^^"^^^ ^^^^^ ^^* ^^}^'^5 jammed the duPont Pavilwn to see

acuse center Rony Seikaly. Later
P^c'^ced a lot and accomplished Villanova top Seton Hall 69^. ^^^HPf "pr^f

a dejected Seikaly stated. "Every
'"^^ ^^Hf 8?**l

We played some Plansky and Wilson led the way
timelwenttohelpouttheypassed very fxxl basketball, commented throughout,

to him (Greis) and he didn't miss."
the 15-year head coach. Plansky got the 'Cats on the

Massimino also had praise for After break 'Nova continued ?^^^ ^9°^ ^^^^ ^^ converting a
his young center, "Tom has really their winning ways. First they

jour point play to start the game
improved. He has worked very faced Connecticut. A little over a

<n«,na"ed a foul shot after getting

hard and persevered. He is still month ago Villanova topped Con- [j"! u
^" * tnree-point field goal

young and will continue to necticut 63-61 at duPont. That Jhat he converted). By game s end
improve. contest was highlighted by a last ^^HH^^^l

had 20 points and eight

While Greis was performing second. 15-foot baseline jumper fehounds. His two free throws
wonders underneath. Plansky compliments of Mark Plansky.

»ced the game.

^^ f[?Jl!.™7 H i!"^"^'' ''"m!!?^o
'" ^^^ ''^'"^^^^' ^^'^ ^* ^^^ Wilson, who finished with 21The 6-foot 7-inch senior nailed 3 Hartford Civic Center, the 'Cats points played the most insoira-

irnllvfrwlli f^r v^^^^
was 69-58. he pickpocketed a sleeping Uland ^^''^^^ '^^•^^ ^^ rtc^tly scared hiM l^HHi career oZi h^

wl\ Sitn 1 i w I

^*"^"°:;^ Nova was red-hot at the outset, Wegin^ and cruised in for the ****" * "^^^ '<> ^«>«;C«t. return to the top 20. "^^' '^"** ""••

t^f/^M^^^^^^^ Se^u!:'onr"^]frMce hejp^ the cause by picking up 12 4 and they are pi^ntly ranked
of 9 free throws. drilled a three-pointer at the 15:15 weTarrirf^t^^^^^^^^ . ,1 . u

.^^^^ in the nation in the AP. It

Next, the 'Cats suffered a let- mark of the fiiS^half. Massey X ammed^?h^ b^^^^ n^l!^Z%u''^ ^T^^ ^^"^P ^**5
*t^"

amazing improvement from

h'lre'^Mrsty^'a"^^ %^Xw:i^:lirj^^Tu' ^»-^--^»«^wentl5-16lastv..r.

Canisius, lona route Ice 'Gats

n. u J, .

County Win. freshman sensation On Sundav thp*ra>e«i jDecember andjanuary have not Mark Neaves posted a hat trick hard and Hmnn!5 r^^P^Ved
been very kind to the Villanova In the Delawa^i^ victorrsoph^ to Skidmo^^^^^
Ice Hockey team. Between Dec. 5 more Boy Ward, the team's l^d- ,,TfT ^,'

..and Jan. 24. the Ice Cats posted mg scorer, erupted for four goals 1? 5 ™ndly confines of the
a dismal 2-7 record. The streaking Ice 'Cats tKeii

"/^^"o™ Skatium to host a pair
Villanova has a 6-13 overall journeyed to powerful Canisius of?*'"^^ against lona s^nd

record and IS currently posting a ^orapairofgames.The'Catswere ^•''^'"ore.

^'°|'^^|»"'.^*^«hly competitive pummelled in both contests by The experience that this team
tLTU. bouth Conference. scores of 14-2 and 121. Canisius. is receiving now will prove very

A
^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^nova an excellent hockey team, proved valuable in the near future The

dropped three straight games on to be too much for the extremely key word for the Ice 'Cats and

nfl?^^
*° •'^^"'^ University young Wildcats. their fans in patience.

(phoio by scancareiu.)
e,d uS^hZT^tI"^^^

"*""* ''*''"
.K^^^Tlfn

^^"^^^
^"^Sl^' °" ^he team is now preparing for the

ViIlanova-8 men's basketball team received a big win when they tHp T!.! ^^^L u .

the road. Villanova returned home Big East ConferencVChfmninn
do^^ed St. John's at Alumni Hal., a pU.e they had not won in .ince

thlVats U^Sr,;'^^^^^^^^
shij^^at^^^^^^^^^

FAST FREE DELIVERY!! hoagies
.^ _ _ _ _ WITH wioo mnmmm oroer ,^^.

I liBifas^ LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY ;"r..^.rU. .;.„,.;.;„?
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA 17.^1ZI^^^^

'^'^ "'^''

Hours: 8un.-Thurs. 1 1 •.m.-l a.m. • FrL A Sat 1 1 •.111.-3 cin. ITALIAN HOAAiP ^
Ownodandopentodby Vlncont AmondolB, formoromm of Vhcmtt's Pizza mOv^rbnok LJA^Mm^[]7!^!fJl * • • 2.^5

CoMkhfdthoboatPlzztrialn WootPhMmMpNa nAM & CHEESE 2 80
NOW HiniNQ PROVOLONE & SALAMI ......*.** .*

*
.*

2.8O

PIZZA Large Medium Small stromboii Lg. sm.
^^^^ ....3.10

^. ^^ ^^^ ^-- Italian 8.85 5.75 TURKEY 330
Cheese 6.15 4.75 3.76 Pepperonl 7.50 5.00 RpASTBEEF ^ 3.50
Pepperoni 7.45 5.75 4.65 _ CHEESE o^n
Mushrooms 7.45 5.75 4.66 >X^'*) ^ ..^.w

Sausage 7.45 5.75 4.66 ^^fli (^'' our meats are deiicatessMiiualityf)

Ground Beef 7.45 5.75 4.66 Jl tL Sandwiches atao a^ailabie HOT!!

Green Peppers 7.45 5.75 4.66 x >m^K^^^. T.«i«n«*i... --

.

Onions 7.45 5.75 4.66 X^rf^Bl^ifc. T« 1. not included

Anchovies 7.45 5.75 4.66
2nd topping 1.10 .80* .65

SiclJian i WITH THIS COUPON
3rd topping .90 .60 .50 . ^^

.
'^^

. ^ Y ^v fe#* ^i:
Special 10.50 8.50 7.30 ^ tinlT'^' I r..T^ ^^
White Pizza w/ch. 6.15 4.75 3.76 *^^^ I SICILIAN PIZZA!

Broccoli Cheese 7.45 5.75 4.65 Steaks Available Soonff

MONDAY I

With this Coupon
Buy 1 pizza any aiza

Gat 2 toppinga for tha prioa at tf

(Not rff)

TUESDAY 4 THURSDAY
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tindk Ma<C Mark Rainey qaaUOctffor the

Mms tradr races

to diampionship
(ContimiedJlnmAvv 32)

The teaffi^atlUrd meet , the Yale

Intercollegklte Invitational, saw
the most iC4A qualifications of

the young season as four individ-

uals and two relay teams met
their respective standards.

Marc Rainey saw his third and
fourth qua^fyiog performances in

the 400-meter dlish and mile relay.

The sophomore ran a 49.51 400-

meter individually to take third

and helped lead the team of Mark
Jones, Paul 0*Regan and Grant
Davis to second with a combined
time of 3:17.26.

the 'Cats also qualified the

4x800-meter relay team of Finn

Kelly, Rainey, O'Regan and Grant
Davis. The group ran an excellent

time of 7:33.88 to take second

place.

Despite the caliber of these
performances it was the 800-
meter open run that highlighted
the team's day. This race saw
three individuals qualify for the
IC4A*s. Junior Bruce Harris led
the way for the /Cats with a
second place in 1:52.79. Aidan
O'Regan (4thl:53.30) and Mark
Sullivan (7th-l:53.91) were the
other Wildcats to qualify in the
race.

Jenkins was especially pleased
with the performance of Aidan
O'Regan and Finn Kelly. "I kwk
forward to more good performan-
ces from both these freshmen in

the future."

The future for this young team
seems bright. The next test for the
team will come on Jan. 31 at the
Princeton Relays.

Sparrow honored
By WAYNE CRESSKILL

staff Reporter

Rory Sparrow, Villanova's ex-

point guard, was recently nanied,

along with seven other individu-

als, the athlete of the year by

Sports lUusrtrated.

Sparrow who graduated from

Eastside High School in Paterson,

NJ., ranks as Villanova's third

leading assist leader. He played

for V.U. from 1976 to 1980 and

in all four years dished out over

100 assists. Sparrow eventually

made the pros where he played for

the New York Knicks before being

traded to the Chicago Bulls last

month. He was a great leader for

both clubs.

Sparrow received the award

because he is considered "an

athlete that cares." Sparrow is

that and more.

In 1984, while still playing for

the Knicks, he organized the Rory
Sparrow Foundation, INC. This is

a non-profit organization that

seeks to help the youths in New
York City and Paterson.

The organization consists 9f

helping high schoolers find

summer jobs as well as helping

them apply to college. He also

takes time aside to lecture on drug
abuse and nutrition.

Sparrow also believes that

sports and competition are impor-

tant facets of life. He thus organ-

ized summer leagues in basketball

and tennis.

Roland V. Massimino, head
coach of basketball, stated of his

ex-point guard, "I knew the day
Rory stepped on campus that he

was a born leader. He was the hit

of the campus and worked very

hard at what he did."
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Bowling team bom at 'Nova
By JIM BOWMAN

AuistaMt Sports Editor

Move over basketball players.

Watch out football team. There's
a new sport on Lancaster Avenue.
Make way for the Villanova bowl-
ing team.

Well, maybe that is a little too

dramatic for a club sport with a
nine-person roster, but Villanova
bowlers do take their sport
seriously.

With the athletic department
providing about SOperoent of their

funds and the players riiising the
rest, the bowling team has
embarked on a tournament sche-

dule that couki eventually lead

them to the Natkmal Bowling

Championships.
Freshman Pat Nardone organ-

ized the team and serves as their

unofficial coach. "It was very

dilfknilt toget nine people together

who couki average 190 and who
were willing to compete,"
explained Nardone.

"The fundraising is the biggest

problem, though. We'll probably

be requesting more money from

the University next year," he

added.

In their first tournament, the

Atlantic City Collegiate Invita-

tkmal, held Dec. 27-29, Villanova

finishei 17th in a fiekl of 35.

Individually, seniorJamie Venafra

led the 'Cats with a 38th place

finish. Nardone was directly

behind in 39th place. One hundred
seventy five bowlers competed.

Last weekend, in the Metro-

Collegiate Champioothtps in Hack-

ensack, NJ., the teivrfers again

finished in the middkfof the pack.

15th out of 30. Venafra and Nar^

done again captured top individual

honors for the team.

Nardone teamed with senior

Vince Viespoli to earn 11th place

out of 100 in the doubles
competition.

Other bowlers participating in

the first two touraeyt included

senior Ray SapetulK«id freshmc^
Bob Tiasecki, Chuck Oemmi ami
Keith ScoUick.

Next weekend the team travels

to Baltimore, Md., to compete in

the Fair Lanes Invitational.

Winter Schedule
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball

FEBRUARY
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By AMY C. SPENCER
Staff Reporter

As the month of December
began, most Villanova students

were concerned about the end of

classes, finals and buying Christ-

mas presents, but the member* of

the men's swimming and diving

team had a more pressing subject

on their minds. They had to put

their 5-0 record on the line as they

traveled to Notre Dame University

to face the best Catholic schools

in the nation at the National

Catholic Championships Dec. 3-'^

J r.

It turned out their worries were
unfounded as the 'Cats dominated
the meet by winning 14 of the 18
events. Villanova beat second-
place Notre Dame by over 30
points.

"For the month of December,
we had the best championship
times of any team in the history

of the sport at Villanova," declared
head coach Ed Geisz, "We can
swim with anybody in the United
States. I'm very proud of every one
of them."

The most spectacular perfor-
mance of the meet was turned in
by Villanova junior Chris Craft.
Craft won three individual events
and was a member 6t three win-

ning relay teams which enabled
him to lead Villanova to victory
and also capture the outstanding
performer award for the meet.

In the process of winning six

events; the 200-yard individual

medley, the 800-yard freestyle

relay, the 100-yard butterfly, the
400-yard medley relay, the 200-

yard butterfly, and the 400-yard
freestyle relay. Craft set school

, records in all except the 200-yard
butterfly. The new records ranged
from .1 to .81 seconds better than
the previous records, all of which
were also held by Craft.

Craft's best performance of the
meet came in the 100-yard butter-

fly. Winning with a time of 49.04
seconds, Craft qualified for the
1988 Olympic trials (qualifying
time 49.08). "He did it all," Geisz
stated, "he is the most versatile

swimmer I've ever had at
Villanova."

Craft commented, "The Olym-
pic trials are something I've been
shooting for a long time. It's

something I'll be able to tell my
children and grandchildren about
someday. Tm going to give it my
best shot." He added, "The [MVP]
award wouldn't have meant a
thing without the team title. It

was really a total team effort.

\ Eypxy, swimmer that went scored
' points for us."

Other multiple winners
included Lou Dearstyne (2 individ-

ual. 2 relay), Steve Petrie (2
individual, 2 reUyX Blaise Mat-
thews (1 individual, 2 relay),

Brian StagJKl individual, 1 relay)

and Dave Echeverria (2
individual).

Before returning to Villanova,
the 'Cats took on Notre Dame and
Fordam in a double-dual meet and
proved that their championship
was not just luck. The Wildcats
won every event and Craft set a
school record in the 1000-meter
freestyle (9:28.29) to beat Notre
Dame 122-95 and Fordam 149-62.

Chice home, the 'Cats continued
their winning ways by deafeating
Delawre 114.5 to 10L5. Craft and
Petrie each catpured three events
to pace the 'Cats to victories in

9 of 13 events. Diver Dave Eche-
verria won both the 1-meter and
3-meter diving events.

The team record increased to
12-0 on Jan. 20 as the 'Cats
captured a double-dual victory
over rivals University of Pennsyl-
vania and LaSalle University. -

Once again the Wildcats dominat-
ed the pool by winning eight of
the 13 events. Lou Dearstyne was
a triple winner of the day, cap-
turing wins in the 200-meter
freestyle, 100-meter freestyle, and
400-meter freestyle relay.

The men's swim team cruised to victory in the National .Catholic
Championship last December.

indoor meets begin

Cats stun Big East
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

So what happens to a basketball

team when it loses the best player
in the country and one of the
better backcourt randems on the
East Coast to graduation?

In most cases, words like

"rebuilding" and "learning pro-

cess" spread like cancer through
preseason scouting reports and
eventually become realty; and a
team accustomed to winning
must endure a season of
mediocrity.

A funny thing is happening to
this year's Villanova women's
hoop team, though. It seems they
forgot about graduated seniors
Shelly Pennefather, Lynn Tighe
and Karen Hargadon and decided
to have a good year anyway.
They now sport a nifty 13-4

overall record, 5-2 in the Big East,
with a good chance to grab a third

straight conference
championship.

"Obviously, when you lose

4,500 points from your offense,

you have to be concerned,"
explained lOth-year coach Harry
Perreta, "but this team has been
deeper on the bench, more bal-

anced offensively and strong
defensively."

The super play of senior for-

ward Lisa Angelotti hasn't hurt,

either. She is not in the shadow
of Pennefather, Angelotti has
emerged as a Big East star. She
currently carries scoring and
rebounding averages of 17.7 and
8.8, respectively.

"She was always very good, but
Shelly was great, so she lAngek>t-
ti| wasn't our main offensive
player. Now we go to her the way
we went to Shelly," said Perreta.

Sophomore point guard Helen
Koskinen ranks second in team
scoring with an 11.4 average, up
over eight points from last year.

Senior forward Teresa Pasik
and sophomore guard Beth Pasik
have alio assumed increased
scoring and rebounding duties for

the revamped Wildcats. Junkir
center Carole Oaten fills out the
starting five for the 'Cats.

LmC Sitttirday. the Wildcali ran

their Big East record to 5-2 with
a victory over Georgetown Uni-
versity here at the duPont Pavil-

ion. Angelotti led the way with a
25-point, seven-rebound perfor-

mance. Koskinen was close behind
with 23 points.

.

On Jan. 25, Villanova added
victory 13 to their record with a
70-62 comeback road win over
Monmouth College. In that con-

test, Koskinen exploded with a
career high 27 points.

Pawprints ...

Villanova has signed two
recruits for next year. 6'rforward
Roe Magarrity from nearby
Bishop McDevitt and 5'10* guard
Justine Chaverini, from Columbia,
Md. ... Chaverini's father is a
Villanovagrad and former football

player here . . . Last year's pbint
guard, Lynn Tighe, has traded in

her jersey for a whistle and
clipboard. She has joined coach

.^ .^,«™ ^„ w ««.«:.
Perreta on the Wildcat coaching iMsketbaiiteamlfih^
staff. season.

Runners Hyto IC4A 's

Senior forward, Lisa Angelotti
leads the revamped women's'

By TERRY KELLY
Staff Reporter

The min's winter track team
got off to a fast start this season

qualifying four individuals and
three relay teams for the 1C4A
Championship Meet.

The 90th season got underway
for the team on Dec. 5 at Swarth-

more College. The meet was
highlighted by the team's one
through four sweep in the 880-

hard run.

Freshman Aidan O'Regan
(1:59.3) led the trio of sophomore
Howard Jackson (1:59.9), senk)r

Mark Sulivan, (2:01.4), and junk>r

Joe Pawluczyk (2K)4.1) across the

finish line.

The 'Cats also finished one-two
in the mile run. Freshman Finn
Kelly took first in 4:20.7 while

Mark Sullivan took second with
a time of 4'i2.1.

OUttr Hnu in the oeet cane
Irom frsiliman John Yoflflg in the
eo-yarddiah (tt^tecJ/tooKooMirf

Mark Rainey in the 440-yard dash
(50.9), and the mile relay team of

Tim Kirlin, Jackson O'Regan and
Rainey (3:25.3).

The Father Diamond Memorial
Track and Field Meet at (}eorge

Mason University saw the teams'
first IC4A qualifying performan-
ces of the season.

Marc Rainey qualified in the
500-meter run with a time of
1:04. 19. His time was good enough
for third place behind 'Nova
alumni Chip Jenkins and John
Marshall.

The other outstanding indivkl-

ual performance in the meet came
from Howard Jackson. Jackson
won the dOO-meter run

'

The meet also saw the 4x400
meter relay team of Marc Jones,
Mark Rainey. Bruce Harris and
Grant Davis qualify for the IC4A's
with a time of 3:19.49. Unfortu-
nately they were edged out bv an
outatandint University of Fltts-

burgh team and settled for second
pigot. '

By MICHAEL E. JONES
Staff Reporter

In the infamous Star Wars
trilogy, Hans Solo would often

utter, "I've got a bad feeling . .

.

" amidst a sticky situation.

As the Villanova women's track

team kicked off the indoor season,

these were hardly the words of

head coach Marty Stem, 'Tve got

a good feeling ..." would more
accurately describe Stern's
response to the early successes of

the team.
The Wildcats, who came off

their best cross country season
ever, picked up where they left off

and have already qualified six

runners for the NCAA's and ni^e
for the ERAC Championships,
both in early March.
The Wildcats turned in a string

of impressive performances over

the last three weeks, starting at

the Yale Invitational on Jan. 1^,

where they garnished five victo-

ries, set four meet records, and
one Villanova record.

Senior Olive Burke broke the

55-meter hurdles school record

with an ECAC qualifying time ol

8.04, and both relays alsocaptured
first places and qualified for

ERAC's.
The distance medley relay,

consisting of freshmen Sonia
O'Sullivan and Michelle Bennet,

and juniors Kathy Franey and
Vkky Huber, broke the tape in

11:27.

The 4 X 800-meter relay, con-

sisting of freshman Carol Haux
and juniors Michelle DiMuro, Meg
Moisen and Celeste Holiday ran
a fine race as well, just dipping

under the NCAA standard with a
time of 8:48.

The junior corps of DiMuro,
Franey, Holiday and Huber also

fared well in individual competi-
tion. Holkiay and DiMuro finished

first and second, respectively, in

the 800-meter with times of 2.06

and 2H)7,4which qualified both of

them for ECAC's and NCAA's.
Huber and Franey also finished

first and second, respectively, in

the mile with times of 4:35 and
4:39.

Other Villanova finishers

iochidad iunier Jttuiy Brskhus»
who finiahad sixth in thelHXXK
ttalers with a thM of'17:35r and
fmhgMn MMTiaag liMgg. who

^k3M lamS^QBlhOitWW Uk

ECAC's.
"It's not easy to picka hero from

a meet where everyone ran so
well, but I'd like to jingle out
Celeste Holiday," commented
Stern.

The 'Cats were just getting

warmed up./The following week
at the Kodak Invitational in

Tennessee, Huber ran arguably

one of her best races in a Vilmova
uniform in the 3000-meter8. Her
time of 8:58 was not only a
personal best and school record,

but also an Olympic Trigi qual-

ifying mark.
Huber was towed along by

world-class runner Brendg Wabb
and finished second. Teammates

'

Franey finished seventh in a
personal best of 9:21, which also

qualified her for ECAC's and
NCAA's. y
"Vicky's accomplishment

speaks for itself, but Kathy had
a super meet and is way ahead
of schedule," commented Stem.
Franey had won the mile the

day before in 4:44, and to come
back the following day and set a
PR is no easy task.-

In other races, the 4 x 890-meter
relay continued to terrorise onx>-
nents, bettering the field house
record with a time of 8:49. DiMuro
scorched the anchor teg with a
personal best of 2:05.8, and. was
a member of the Villanova team
which had set theprevious record

last year.

Holiday won the open 800 in

2:10 to wrap up the 'Cats
performances.

"This is the best season we've
ever had to date," contihuM
Stem. "Our freshmen have bien
doing a tremendous job, and are

a welcome addition to the team.
If the team stays healthy we can
score, high in any meet, including

the NCAA's."
With so many runners, already

qualified for the big races in

March, it is interesting how Stem
views the remainderof the aeason.
"Each meet has a different mean-
ing. The seasoais like a big video

game, and we try to conquer each
part to keep the interest up.

In the bip name meets li|»

Afilbrose, it is importint to ria
welt and make a lasting imim-
aion. In the SUfUiiat iniltKiliil,
well be up mfkm thi.miM^
Georgia. Texaii PlorMi*
taa^aad Peaateta — tSt\
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Security evaluated
PEC report reveals politics, conflicts

By JENNIFER REipY
Assistant News Editor ,

A recently released report of the

Program Evaluation Committee
[PEC] on the Villanova Security

department concluded, "Security

under severe scrutiny, not

because it is a bad department,
but rather because of thelperson-

ality and style of its leader, Chief
Kelly [Chief Rowan P. Kelly,

director of Security 1."

The evaluation-, which was
conducted by David N. Barbour of

Bowdoin College on Oct. 25-28,

also stated that "the general

consensus of those with whom I

[Barbour! spoke felt that the chief

is inflexible and out of tune with
the University community."

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, agreed

that Kelly and certain administra-

tion are often in opposition due to

"different personalities, and sub-

sequently, different philosophies

about how to deal with particular

situations involving Security,

especially parking."

The Rev. lohn P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, echoed Neville's

etiu^iu^s on parking, saying,

'^SipJHiioesyt is difficult to

expSKi to mdents why they

and on top of that , why they didn 't

get the opportunity to voice their

opinion, to an authority in the
Security office."

The PEC evaluator found Kelly
to be *'a strong leader" and "by
the book" in regards to his enforce-

ment of University policy. Bar-

bour wrote, "it would appear to

me that the chief needs to learn

the arts of diplomacy, compromise
and understanding and when to

bend the rules in certain
situations."

Neville cited a recent example
in which a student came to him
to complain that a Security guard
would not let him park on campus
near a computer room where he
would be working until late at

night. Furthermore, the student
complained that there were no

available parking spaces in the
main lot that night due to a
basketball game in the duPoot
Pavilion, Neville explained.

Neville commented, "There
seems to be a norm' here in which
every department attempts to

accommodate the people in the
University. This does not seem to

be the case in the Security
department."
The PEC report concluded that

the parking situation at Villanova
"is better now than it was before."

However, it states that "Clearly
there are still problems that need
to be dealt with in this area, but
most of them are outside of the
chief's control because they deal
with the need to create more
parking or institute further lim-

(Continued on page 6)

West campus
plans continue
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A proposal to have a spring
festival that will serve akonol td

21-year-oki9 was approved by Dr.

Ridiard A. Neville, vice president

forStudent Life, but hinges on the

dJe^ieratination of a date, said

liUcyna |. Corski, director of

Student Activities, Monday.

The festival will answer the

Student Government's request

for a "large-scale social event in

the spring of 1988 ... [which]

would indude alcohol . . .
,*' as

stated In Student Government's
submitted proposal.

The proposal was launched in

Septeimber 1^ by Sean Closkey,

chftirperaon of the Student Life

committee and past president of

Student Activities on Campus
Coihmittee<SACC), andhas final-

ly reached the planning stage.

Closkey said the idea was put
before $ committee made up of

representatives of major organiia-
tion> in February 1987.

'The committee was more or

leM aUbink-taiik vto see if there

was r iieed {far ^ nu^ spring

evcntl Welsh tlyit yes, there was
a nettandthat it wasagood idea

and an aCceHabk risk to have
akolMl tlMi«4to weB,** he said.

He ftirilieraaii the major prob-

lem rMil now was finding a date

tohalithefeativaL

Gorski said. **Ih. theory the

tsivUmiMngm^fmi** but schedul-

iflg pveMema might defeat the

MEa*

^|»ril is thejptended month for

ihitom4n laathfal, Ian hwtmnt

iMrevsiifXApt^ tMMMat ti

il|riiMiBHr« ODiniieis nius ansuaii

oSSSSL

Gorski explained that the set-

up of the event will be different

than tailgates in its handling of

alcohol.

The festival will also offer food,

entertainment and games. Gorski

said that entertainment might
include two or three alternating

options out of the proposed choices

of comedians, student bands, local

talent, stage crew taped musk
and the a capella group,
"Regency."

She said that she plans on
having food booths run by student

.

organizations that would provide

food such as hot dogs and
hamburgers.

'it will be more controlled. The
alcohol will be in a controlled area
for 21 -year-olds only. Though
anyone could come, only those

who are 21 could be in the con-

trolled area. How it will be sepa-

rated offwe don't know," she said.

"These organizations would be
totally responsible Ifor the booths!
and the income would be theirs,

she added.

Plans also propose to have Food
Services prpvidl dfiiner for on-

campus residents outdoors l^ter

in the day, in order to cut costs

for residents by giving them one
leas meal to pay for, while anyone

not on a meal plan could pay for

the meal, she said.

According to Gorski, the plans

also include providing games,
such as Softball, frisbee and
volleyball, using intramural
equipment.

ftwIVteiiiorBcoii-

n9m m COntRm9mmWm
hrZl-ymt oJBi mif.

TkMVfcaqfMt comM
CMM^ eni]f these whe
ere 21 cenUbe ki the

ceatreM eree. Hew ft

wMhe seferetetl eff,

weden'tknew.
LacfM^ J. fianU

Diraclir 9^ Stgdtgf AcUviUit

She reiterated that alcohol will

be available in limited areas and
in limited quantities to 21 year-

olds only.

Proposed k)catk>ns for the fes-

tival include Mendel field, the

Grotto, the stadium, and the fields

in front of Austin, E)ougherty and
Sheehan halls, said Gorski.

By DIANE A. CILIONE
Staff Reporter

Pfans for* the proposed develop-

ment of Villanova University's

_^^^gMM»m are ati|l4^|MpBSft&,

mS?^O.S.A., aStetaJtto the

vkx president of SttK&ent Life.

Representatives of the Univer-

sity are working with the neigh-

bors bordering the proposed build-

ing site in order to address their

concerns, said Martin. The Uni-

versity is also in the process of

completing the subdiviskxi plan

for the cortstnictkn of the pro-

posed area, he said.

On Npv. 9, 1987, the Radnor
Township Board of CommissMn-
ers voted 6^ against Villanova's

request that the board consider a
proposal for an ordinance whida
wouM allow the proposed building

site on west campus to be rezoned
from residential to institutionaL

plan are held b^ the neighbors if

the proposed site. The neighbors

are concerned with auto traffic on
local roads, pedestrian traffic,

sewage discharge, water run-off,

water pressure and electrical

servk:e to the site, according to

Martin.

A committee of University
representatives and neighbors'

representatives have been meeting
since November 1987, said

Martin.

The Villanova representatives

(Continued on page 4^
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By JENNIFER REIDY
Assistant News Editor

"The South African apartheid

laws are first cousins to the

Nuremberg Laws of the Nazis,"

said Donald Woods, inter-

nationally-acclaimed journalist

and author of Biko, to a large

group of faculty and students

Tuesday in the Villanova Room of

Connelly Center.

Woods' self-imposed exile from
South Africa in 1978 and friend-

ship with martyred Black Con-

sciousness leader Stephen Biko is

the subject of the film, "Cry
Freedom." Woods spoke about the

film and his book, and issued

strong condemnations against the

South African government and
the apartheid laws.

At a press conference before the

lecture. Woods criticized the

Reagan administration and
praised the U.S. Congress for

overriding the president s veto on

economic sanctkms to South Afri-

ca. He said at the lecture. "Sanc-

tions and divestments are the

surest ways of loosening the

stronghokl that the white minor-

ity has over the black minority

now."
Woods also predicted that South

Africa will erupt into a major civil

war if concessions are not granted

to the black population. He
explained, "It is a natural progres-

sion of things. A minority can only

(OmHnutd on page 7)

(photo byShafie)

FamedJmiriMttal Donald Woods
spoke tussday hi tto VOkuMva
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Feb. 5
ACS ski trip

Attention students! There is still timt
to sign up for tomorrow's ski trip to

Camelback Mountain. Our incredible

prices are: bus and lift ticket: $22,

rentals: $12, and lessons: $10. Buses
feave the main lot at 8:30 a.m. and our
expected time of return is 1 a.m. There
are a few spots left, so hurry over to

the ACS office in 215 Dougherty Hall

to sign up.

Special Olympics

All games committee chairperson
applications are due in the Office of

Student Activities. Room 214 Dough-
erty Hall, by r> p.m. today. Please sign
up lor an interview when you return
your application.

Commissioning Mass

There will Ix* a Commissioning Mass
at 5 p.m. for Madeline Bialecki in the
Corr Chaix'l. Bialecki will be working
with the L'Arche Community in Win-

niix'g. Canada, helping the handicapped

and disabled. All are welcomed.

Feb. 6
BCS

The Black Cultural Society invites

everyone to attend its Second Annual
"Black Greek Festival" to be held in the

Jake Nevin Field House. It will consist

of an Open House from 6 to 7:30 p.m.,

a party from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. and a step
show from 11 p.m. The cost will be $3
with a Villanova LD., $5 with valid

college I.D.,jinil-$6 witbout-^colfc^e I.D. -

Black Greeks from the City Chapter will

step.

Feb. 8
Phi Alpha Theta

All members are urged to attend the
first meeting at 4 p.m. in the History
Seminar Rrx)m in Vasey Hall. Among
other topics, this year's history journal
and the spring induction ceremony will

be discussed.

Gotcha

if you are interested in playing
Gotcha-'i'ag. the water version, a meet-
ing for all who are interested will be
held H p.m.. in the Cinema of the
Connelly Center. If you are unable to
attend the meeting, express your inter-

est by contacting Kevin Cuccinelli or
Edward J. O'Donnell at: 525-9089, or
Post Office Ix)xes2526, 1754, respective-
ly.

College Democrats

The College Democrats are sponsor-
ing an Iowa Caucus Party in the
basement of Sullivan Hall at the Peace
and Justice Center. It will be at 8:30 p.m.
We will be serving refreshments and
will be following the returns via tele-

vision and live phone lines directly to

Linn County Iowa. All are invited to

attend.

Where to study?
Have you had problems finding places

to study during midterms and finals?

Is the library too hot , noisy and crowded?
Save yourself and your grades from

the hassle. Come in a special
meeting at 8 p.m. in Dougherty Hall.
Room 204, your Student Government
office.

Ukirary Expanalen

Is that one book or article critical to

your paper either not among our librar-

y's holdings, or has it been stolen? How
many articles have you not found in the

magazines because all that is left is a
razor sliped margin? Has frustration led

you to including sources in your bib-

liographies that you never really looked
at because you could not find'them here
in Falvey? Well.do som^thii>g about it.

There will be a special meeting at 7:30
p.m. in Room 204 of Dougherty Hall,

your Student Government office, to
discuss what we can do to expand our
library's holdings and to curb the
rampant vandalism there.

Scripture reflection

An informal time to prayerfully

reflect with others on the Gospel
message and its application to our lives.

They are on Mondays at 8 p.m. in St.

Rita's Chapel.

Floor hockey

There will be a mandatory captain's

meeting at the Connelly Center Cinema
at 8:45 p.m. If you plan on participating

in regular season play you must send
a captain. Captains are responsible for

getting a substitute if they cannot
attend. If your team has no represen-

tative they will be dropped from the
league.

Amnesty international

The Villanova University Chapter of

Amnesty International will hold its first

official meeting of the semester at 4:30

p.m. in the Center for Peace and Justice

Education in the basement of Sullivan

Hall. Please join us in the fight to'help

^nd injustice in the >forld.

«a * ^ « «
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Careers in government

Representatives from local, state and
federal government offices will discuss
career opportunities and job trends. All

classes and all majors are welcome. It

will be held in the west lounge of
Dougherty Hall at 6:30 p.m.

Live at the Terrace
Remember when you used to. dream

of being a professional musician back

when all you had was a toy instrument?

Come out and see how the band Pian-

osuarus made that dream a reality. The
band will be playing popular songs on

toy instruments from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

in the Belle Aire Terrace.

Gamma Phi

There will be a general meeting for

all Gamma Phi members who joined last

semester. The meeting will be at 12:45
p.m. in Room 209 of Bartley Hall. It will
be a short meeting.
There will also be a meeting for all

new members at 12:45 p.m. in Room 209
of Bartley Hall.

Marketing Society

There will be a Marketing society

meeting at 12:45 p.m. in Bartley Hall,

room 216. Elections for new officers will

take place at this meeting!

Feb. 11
luvestMiut dub

, There in a meeting at 12:45 p.m. in

Room 1 10 of Bartley HaW. Elections are
being held and new members are
welcome as always.

Iffittism litlfate

^^The PoK^I Union will sponsor a

debate on Marxism: Liberatkis or
Tyrrany?" The partfeipints will be
Tom West from Uni^^rsity of Dallas

and Alan Spectorjrom Purdue Univer-

sity. All are invited, and active^ invol-

vement in the discussions by members
of the audience will be enoountged. The
debate will take place from 3:30 to 5:60

p.mi in th^-west lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Feb. 18
Attention seniors

If you are a senior considering a
volunteer work placement serving the
poor of either the United States or
abroad next year, come to the Volunteer
Night at 7 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel. Hear
representatives from Jesuit Volunteer
corps, VE§S(Volunteers forEducational
and \S©d'al services) and ll^ercy Corps
who make audio-visual presentations of
the work in which they are involved,

the volunteers they are looking for, and
the benefits for the volunteers.

If you are an undergraduate, and are
thinking of takinga year off from school,

you may want to consider this volunteer
option.

Feb. 16
International careers

Representatives from international
corporations and organizations will be
present to discuss job opportunities and
career trends. All classes and all majors
are welcome. It will be held in the west
lounge of Dougherty Hall at 8 p.m.

Balloon Day

Everyone is welcome to attend the

first Balkxjn Day general meeting at

6:30 p.m. in the West Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. Are you interested in being

a "hugger?" Would your organization

like to run a booth? Are you just curious?

Then this meeting is for you!

Feb. 17
Cancun

There will be a mandatory meeting
for all those participating in the Student

Union's spring break trip to Cancun.
The meeting will l)e at 7 p.m. in the

Connelly Center Cinema

Feb. 19
Square dance

All "*
•

All are mvited to a square dance,
sponsored by Campus Ministry 7:30
p.m. in the Villanova Room of, the
Connelly Center.

Project Sunshine

We need your help . . . Project Sun-
shine Emergency Group is assisting a
large group of elderly people to run a
bazaar that is necessary to help them
financially. For Saturday. Feb. 13 we
still need two volunteers and for Sun-
dayvFebu 14 we aee<|at least eight others
to help run the lMiza*r. Both days we
leave from room 121 Tolentine Hall at

11:30 p.m. ayid return by 6 p.m. bofh
days. Qui you heH^one of those days,
pleaso? Call 6454079 or drop a ptper
with your name i^nI the day you can
help. Le^ve it in room 121 ToleniWHail
by Tuesday. 12 p.m.

_ »i— . ^ J f ..
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CowwisiifeSBisiii
li yoM Ire a senior whorimts tlie

foUowifliJi^' cumulative CLP.A. require-

ment fpryotir College, and you did not

receive the recent .irtatliniff concerning
the 1968 student commiencement speak-

er Election process, please come to the

Dean of Students Office in room ^13 of

Dougherty Hall: Arts & Sciences (3.5).

Commerce & Finance (3.5), Nursing

(3.5). Engineering (3.0).

F<Mii $<|iiad raffle

Congratulations to Karen Travis who
won two center court seats to the
Villanova vs. Georgetown basketball
game through the Pom Squad Raffle.
Thanks to all those who supported' us
and helped us raise over $300.

Uterary Arts Magazine

The deadline for submissions to the
Villanova' Literary Arts Magazine is

Feb. 15. Please leave any contributions,

in the mailbox at 108 Dougherty Hall.

Cat's Deri

Soon the atea's hottest performers
will be available to Villanova. Feb. 27
marks the grand opening of The Cat's
Den, with Billy Price and the Keystone
Rythym Section. The CaCs Den is the •

innovative and exciting new nightclub
at Villanova. The show will be from 8-

12 D.m.

Giri Scout cookies

Please see MJ. in the Campus Min-
istry Office in the basement of St. Rita's

Hall for Girl Scout cookies.

Sfnior dinner dance

Attention senior! Get ready to "Catch
that Wildcat Spirit" again as the 1988

dinner dance comes to the Adams Mark
Hotel on April 23!

To Ellen Minzer

We. the residents of first green. Good
Counsel Hall, wish to apok^ize to Ellen
Minzer for any harm done by the signs
hung as a joke. They were not intended
to hurt anyone. We would like it to be
known that she in no way took part in
or approved of our actions.

Terrace auditions

Spots are still available for the spring
series of Live at the Terrace. Any bands,
magicians, comedians or jugglers are
invited to audition. Call the Union
Office at 645-7280 for more informatipn, .

Homeless committee
The villanova Committee for the

Philadelphia Homeless is looking for

adventurous people to work on projects

for the homeless. We need more volun-

teers for all four committees; soup
kitchen, educational, streets and envir-

onmental. Please sign up in the Campus
Ministry Office, in the basement of St.

Rita's ffall if you are interested in

offering your services.

Weight Watchers

The Counseling Center has arranged
a Weight Watchers meeting for Villan-

ova students on Wednesdays from 3-4

p.m.^nd a separate meeting exclusively
for faculty and staff on Mondays from
12 to 1 p.m. Both start dufing the month
of February. Weight Watchers chaises
a fee of $85. payable toW^t Watchers
before the first meeting. There is a limit

of 20 participants. To rsoerve a spoco,
not^y> the Counseling Center in 10^
Corr Halt, or phone extension 4050.

pfMblems
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By STEVEN MONTRESOR
Staff Reporter

The University Shop has inade-

quately provided texts for stu-

dents ^nce the beginning of the

sprifig semester, accming to

several department chairpersons.
Faculty members have rtsported

that students are eidcoiHitenng
difficulty in obtaining course
texts', said the chi^ltpersons.

John Bauman, University Shop
nnnager, said Tuesday the major-

ity, of the texts have been received,

but have not been ph)eessed and
. placed onto shelves.

The difficulty this semester
results from personnel changes
and a lack of employees to process

the 2,100 titles the bookstore
carries, he said.

Bauman added that for 275
courses, the bookstore was not

made aware of the required texts.

There are not enough employees
capable of training new ones, and
this problem has occurred during
the busiest time of the semester,
he said.

However, the problems in the

store have occurred consistently

and have increased in magnitude,
according to Dr. Sterling F. Dela-

no, chairperson of the English

department. For the third consec-

utive year, the text has arrived too

late in one graduate course, he

said.

"Our business is the business

of education, and without books,

we are without the tools of our

trade," he said.

Delano suggested that the Uni-

student went to the bookstore and
was told that the book he viras

looking for was sold out. A second
student looking for the same book
was told it was never ordered, and
a third student was told the book

versity has failed to recognizehow ^ ^^ j^^ received, but it was not
complicated it is to manage the y^^ ^^ ^he shelf.

aes aaS

In the News
Black History Month begins

bookstore. The store needa to

increase its size in order to facil-*

itate efficiency, he said.

Dr. Lewis j. Mathers, chairper-

son of the civil engineering depart

However, not all department
reactions were negative, Dr.
Charles Zech, chairperson of the
economics department, reported
that there have usually been

mem, also said he encountered problems in past, but the services
problems m his department. He of the bookstore have been greatly

improved.cited an instance in which a

In observance of Black His-
tory Month, Villanova Univer-
sity's Black Cultural Society
has scheduled a variety of

events on campus during
February.
The Black Cultural Society

provides a forum on campus for
black students and other inter-

ested students for discussion

and heightened awareness of
black issues. The society also
sponsors educational and social

events throughout the year.

For further details on Black
History Month, call society
officer Miriam Robinson at the
Office for Social Action, 645-
4075.

Dates set for Caribbean films

(photo by Baker)

Faculty members have reported that students are encountering
difficulty in obtaining course texts, according to department
chairpersons.

Council plans slated

This spring, Villanova's
Third World film series pres-

-^nts five "Films of the Carib-

bean," co-sponsored by the
office of international studies

and the department of

geography.

The series begins with looks

at Cuban socialistic develop-

ment ("Memories of Underde-
velopment," Feb. 16) and the

gap between its ideology and
reality ("Improper Conduct,"

March 1).

Open to the public and free

admission, all of the screenings

take place at 7 p.m. in the

Connelly Center Cinema.
The films' theme of Third

World lands' expression of

Latin heritage in neo-colonial

frameworks will be continued
over the next three semesters
by the Third World film series.

More information may be
obtained by calling 645-7393.

J.M.C.

Student participates in pageant

By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant News Editor

Villanova University has
recently approved a tuition

exchange program for children of

employees, in which they .would

receive free tuition while enrolled

at an institution which is part of

ihe national exchange p(;Qgram,

the 1988-89 academic year, he of all the colleges,

said. According to the workload
In addition, "Each year the report, "The committee was con-

faculty council has discussions stituted in November 1985 by the

with the administration over faculty council as an ad hoc
what the total salary and fringe

benefits offer for the next year
will be," Doody said.

This year, the proposed salary

increase was submitted from the

according to Dr. John A. -Doody, \ faculty council to the faculty taught.'

committee with the goal of 'achiev-

ing a more comprehensive defini-

tion of faculty workload, one that

is appreciative of all work per-

formed, not just credit hours

Freshman nursing major
Ellen Moran of Butler, Pa.,
recently represented Pennsyl-
vania in a nationwide "Miss
Teen U.S.A." pageant to honor
achievement and character.

As "Miss Teen Pennsylva-
nia," Moran was flown to Hilo,

Hawaii to compete with college

freshmen and high school
seniors from all 50 states in

categories such as general
cultural awareness, scholastic

achievement, community and
school service, poise and
personality.

Moran, who is one of a
number of Villanova freshmen
who hold a presidential scho-
larship, is currently enrolled in

the honors program's inter-

disciplinary seminar for
freshmen.

Although Moran does not
foresee participating in any
more pageants, she does plan
to pursue advanced degrees in

her field of study and perhaps
go on to teach.

She said, "I'm satisfied as
long as I know I've done my
best." D.M.

faculty council chairperson and
philosophy chairperson.

The national exchange program
is coordinated by Muhlenberg
College and includes such schools

as University of Delaware. Uni-

versity of Florida and Syracuse
University. "This is a new fringe

benefit that was approved by the

University this past fall semes-

ter," said Doody.
This is one of many proposals

which the University's faculty

council is currently examining.

Doody said the administration

has approved a request f^ a

dependent care assistance pfb-

gram for faculty members which
will permit tax-exeihpt funding!

for child care and nursing home
care. The administration
approved the request in December
and if shoukl take effect during

affaii"s committee. Dr. Harry R.

Strack, political science professor

and chairperson of the faculty

affairs committee, then presented

the proposed figure, arrived at

jointly by the faculty council and
faculty affairs committee, to the

Senate at a general meeting last

semester.

For the spring semester, Doody
said there is cufrently a report on
the administration's desk which
would restructure the Universi-

ty's rank and tenure committee to

Augiistlnian dies

ideas about the University, Doody
said.

A faculty council committee on

the faculty-Board of Trustees
relationship has been created to

examine this issue. A report has

recently been gjven to the faculty

council which discusses how a

allow for greater faculty partici- better dialogue can be developed

pation. The faculty council is between the faculty and the Board
currently awaiting further action of Trustees, said Doody.
on the proposal from the commit-
tee itself, he said. ' Doody said that a report is due

He added that a report titled in the spring on how the Athletics

"Faculty Workload Report" has prc^am fits into the rest of the

been sent to the vice president for University in terms of faculty

Academic Affairs and the deans issues.
'

There is als6«n attempt by the

faculty council to rethink how the

faculty and the members of the
B^^jher Thomas G. Johnston,

Board of Trustees could come mto
q.S.A., died after a lengthy illness

greater contact and exchange j 26 -

Johnston was born on Dec. 31,

1953, in Detroit, Mich., of George
Joseph Johnston and Catherine
Marie O'Malley. He attended
Sacred Heart Parish grammar
school in Michigan. When his

parents moved to Pennsylvania,

he then attended and graduated

from St. Laurence Parish gram-
mar school in Upper Darby.
After graduation from Monsig-

nor Bonner High School in 1972,

he entered the pre-novitiate pro-

gram of the Augustinian Order
and attended Villanova
University.

In August 1974 he entered the

(Continued on page 4}

PendleUuif civil rights head, lectures
By GJ. DONNELLY

Staff Reporter

The Hon. Clarence M. Pendle-

ton, chairman of the U.S. Civil

Rights Committee, spoke of his

position on affirmative action and
other issues in two lectures con-

ducted on campus, Tuesday, spon-

sored by the Federalist Society of

Villanova University.

Pendleton spoke in Tolentine

Hall before a crowd of undergrad-

uates and faculty at 3 p.m. The
second speech was held at the

Villanova Law School and was
characterized by arguments
betweeit Pendleton and some
black law students who critknaced

his opposition to affirmative
action, which is a policy auth-

oriaed by former Preatdant Lyndon
Jobnaon aa a meaauie to aid blacka

through job quoHa.
During both diacuaakma. Pen-

dietott apoka ol hia baliaf that

affimfttive action ia immoral.
"Who aalMd for tMa atuff?" he

asked, 'it was to assauge white
guilt. A white man will do any-

thing ... to prevent being labeled

a racist."

He criticized current black

leaders for continuing to "lead

blacks into a political Jonestown,"
recalling a quote of his from 1984,

during President Ronald Reagan's

re-election campaign.
"To vote for Jesse Oackson) and

put your eggs all in one basket is

... sukridal" he said, while also

saying that "UacksonJ is a lot

more conservative than you think

he is."

Pendleton also criticized the

liberal establishment's policy —
referring to it as "the kxMiiest idea

since Loony Tunes." Comparable
wealth is the concept of payment
of the same wages for different

work of different values to

employers.

Because of his position, Pendle-

ton laid. "I wat one of Gk>ria

Stetnem s lU dumbest men of the

yaar."

Pendleton responded to the

criticism, *i'm not anybody's
leader ..." Til take all the insults

at his

school.

of Quy CiMfoeohll

M.Pttndelton,
ol the U^S. Qvii Rlgku

tpolML IWsday on
aHlraMitivo actioii and otlMr dvil

black people have to offer

He did take criticism

appearance at the law
When one black student criticized

hirn for refusing to accept being

a black leader and thus owing a

responsibility to his people, Pen-

dleton retorted that he has "no
responsibility except for enforcing

civil rights laws."

Pendleton's main point was
that black people can do anything
they set their minds to, provided

they have the ability and will to

achieve it.

"Whites can open the door," he

explained of civil rights, "1 can
decide what it takes to walk
through it."

Spectator reaction to Pendleton

\^as mixed. Michael Harper, a

first year law student said, "He's

got a unique perspective on an
emotional issue. His point was
that [civil rights] has to stop being

a race issue.

'

Third year law student John
Bravacoa, explained that 'IVilla*

(Pholo courtesy of Augustinian Provincialati

Brother Thomas G. Johnstor
O.S.A., died Jan. 26. He had bee:
at Villanova since 1982. Service
were held Jan. 29 at the Villanov
chapel.

nova| welcomed him tocontributt

his intellectual perspective."

Prior to his appointment a?

chairman of the civil rights com
mission, Pendleton served a

president of the Urban League o

San Diego. He is a graduate o

Dunbar High School, an institu

tion which also boasts such alum
ni as the aforementioned Suprem
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall

Dr.Charles Drew, author Lang
ston Hughes, and Gen. Benjamii

Douglas, Sr.

He became a Republican in 197«

after being named director of th.

"Model Cities" program of Sai

Diego by Sen. Pete Wilson, thei

mayor of San Diego.

He is also the president o

Pendleton and Associates am
serves on the boards of both th<

Great American Savings BanI

and the California Higher Educa
tion Loan Authority.

Portions ofthis article were hasei

on reports from the Daily Cali/of

nian and the Aritona Republic,
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BratkerfHes
(OmHnuttl/rom page 3)

novitiate and professed first vows
on Aug. 28, IS76. Three years
later, he professed final vows.

- Johnston completed his bachelor

of fine arts degree with honors
from Villanova University in

1977. He was the recipient of the

Germain Bazin Award Medallion

of Excellence.

In addition to these studies^ he
studied liturgical music and art

at St. Joseph's College in Rensse-
laer. Ind. In 1982, he completed
a master of arts degree in fine arts

at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn,

N.Y.

In 1977, Johnston was assigned

to the Augustinian community in

the Bronx, N.Y., where he taught

English, religion, and art at St.

Nicholas of Tolentine High School.

At this time he was also involved

with liturgical music and art for

the parish.

After completing his master of

fine arts degree in 1982, he taught

at Villanova University in the

department of art and art history.

He resided in St. Denis Friary,

in Havertown, and later in St.

Thomas Monastery, in Villanova.

During his years at Villanova

University, Johnston shared his
knowledge of litui^gical music and
art not only with Campus Miii-

istry at the University, but also
with several local parishes, such-
as St. Denis in Havertown and St.

Thomas of Villanova in

Rosemont.

He was an active church cantor
and soloist, as well as a member
of the "He Shall Be Peace" group,
creators and performers of church
music.

From tim^to time he acted as

consultant to parishes on church
renovations; most recently he was
liturgical consultant and designer

for the Church of St. Mary's in

Cherry Hill, NJ.

As an artist, Johnston's work
has been recognized internation-

ally. His design of a wrought iron

choir screen now graces the
church of Santa Lucia in Rome,
the monastery of Augustinian
Contemplative nuns. His draw-
ings appear in Augustinian pub-
lications throughout the world.

Most recently, his drawing of St.

Rita of Cascia was printed in a

biography of the saint in the

Korean language.
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CaiuHflates profiled
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Accidmits occur
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

\
Two cars collided Jan. 29 on

Lancaster Avenue at the entrance

to Villanova's P&W station,

according to Radnor Township
police report.

A vehicle driven by Anthony M.
DiReno of Philadelphia struck the

vehicle of Nancy Susan Becker of

108 Forrest Ave., Narberth, at 5:25

p.m. as he approached the inter-

section at 850 Lancaster Ave.,

accordinjg to the police report.

The report said that Becker's

vehicle did "almost two complete
spins following impact and Icamel
to rest in the middle ",of the lan^

After complaining "oif heck pain,

Becker, who had to be extricated

from her vehicle by Radnor and
Bryn Mawr fire departments as
well as Radnor ambulance, was
taken to Bryn Mawr Hospital,

according to the police report.

According to the police report,
DiReno "was driving west oi

Lancaster Avenue in the curb lane
and came upon unexpected traffic

which was stopped ahead of him
(traffic was backed up ... as is

usual at rush hour)."

DiReno "braked and attempted

to change lanes but slid on the wet
road surface and lost control on
the snow/ice which remained in

the center of highway following

recent snows. [DiReno's vehicle]

front end struck [Becker's vehicle!

after which it came to rest mostly
off jthel roadway on south side."

Becker's car was towed from
the scene. DiReno, whose car did

not/jrequire towing, was not
inji^ed, the police report said.

A witness at the accident "stat-

ed [DiReno's vehiclel was a 'white

flash' coming over the crest of the

hill," according to the police

report.

The police report stated that

DiReno's traveling speed was not

known.
According to the report, DiReno

was cited for a number of viola-

tions, including driving while
operating privilege is suspended
or revoked, driving vehicle at an
unsafe speed and operation of

vehicle without official certificate

oi inspection, registration and
certificate of title required.

Another accident occurred Tues-

day ai J4:22 a.tiv. at the intersec-

tion of Barleycotie Road and
Lancaster Avenue, according to

another police report.

Traffic stopped in one lane to

allow Mary L. Stevenson, a Vil-

lanova student from Wyckoff,
N.J., to turn onto Lancaster
Avenue from Barleycone Road.

However, she was struck by Danie
Hoban, 14 Eleanor Circle, Haver-

town, as he traveled in the second
lane on Lancaster Avenue, accord-

ing to the report. According to the

Registrar's office; Hoban is listed

as a visitor to Villanova.

The police report said that in

the opinion of the officer, Steveo-

son "caused the accident because
she failed to yield to oncoming
traffic before entering into the

highway. Also, she stated she
could not see traffic in the second
lane."

Stevenson was cited for the

violation of "vehicle entering or

crossing roadway," according to

the police report.

West campus plans
(Continuedfrom pag^ 1) before everything can be worked
include the Rev. George F. Bumell, out," said Martin.

O.S.A.. assistant to the president; The plot of land sited forthe
Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres- complex is bounded on the east

ident for Student Life; Marc E. by St. Mary's Hall, on the west
Tuchman, director of the Connelly by Wistar Road, on the north by
Center; and Martin. County Line Road and on the

Representatives for the neigh- south by the Amtrak railroad line,

bors include the Ashwood Manor The projected complex would
Civic Association. "We want to consist of 11 buildings, including

resolve a number of issues with 1.200 dormitory beds, a food
the neighbors privately rather service center, three administra-

than in the public forum, and that tive office buildings, parking for

takes time," said Martin. 800 cars, seven tennis courts,

Clint Stuntebeck, commissioner three basketball courts, a baseball

for the second ward in Radnor Ueld and a soccer field, said
Township, is working with repre- Martin.
sentatives of both sides of the Martin said that the new corn-

issue, said Martin. plex would decrease the number
According to Martin, there is no of students living in surrounding

specific date in focus for the communities. An increase in

completion of the plans for the enrollment is not being planned,

prqiact. "It will be several numths he said.

/» l988,/orikefi0t(imeintheir
lives, many pf ViUanova's 8,000
undergraduates will have an oppor-

tunity to aid in choasitig America 's

leadership in the November presi-

dentiftl elections. •

In an effort to provide informa-
tion alfout thepresidentialaspirants

and encourage interest in the
national elections, the ViikmevaH
will be running a weekly series of
candidate profiles.

The profiles will give basic des-

criptions of the candidates, their

standson the issues, theirexperience

in government and other pertinent

information.

Via «
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Republican candidate Pat Robertson
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Senior Reporter

The Rev. Pat Robertson, a Southern Baptist

minister and' former televangelist with little

political experience, appears unlikely at first

glance to have any impact on the race for the
Republican nomination. According to a recent poll

by Time magazine, 56 percent of those surveyed
view Robertson "unfavorably," which is a higher
negative rating than any other candidate.

Nevertheless, Robertson is in a pivotal position

in the Feb. 8 Iowa caucuses.

Robertson has-a deeply devoted following that

is expected to round up all possible supporters
to vote Monday night. If overall voter turnout is

poor, Robertson could conceivably finish second
in Iowa's Republican race, although he ranks fifth

out of six candidates nationwide, according to a
Jan. 25 Time article.

If Robertson finishes second, it could be
disastrous for the third-place candidate. Many
party members would immediately support the
first-place candidate, expected to be either Vice
President George Bush or Sen. Robert Dole, in

order to derail Robertson's campaign, said Time.
Robertson's campaign rests on a conservative

platform.
,^.

He supports largedefense spendingand military
strength as the "only way to peace," according
to: a Jan.. 17 Philadelphia Inquirer article. He
criticizes the U.S.-Soviet treaty to eliminate all

intermediate-range nuclear foi*ces (INF) in Europe,
and has alluded to rolling back communism in

the Soviet Union.

He also advocates aid to the Nicaraguan contras
and the reinforcement of naval forces in the
Persian Gulf.

In economics, Robertson opposes any tax
increases. He calls for a $100 billion budget cut,

and supports the line-item veto, the balanced

budget amendment and the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings Act, which calls for automatic across-the-

board cuts in spending, should the federal

government be unable to meet certain budget

deficit reductions on its own, said the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

Although still developing a position on the trade

deficit, he does not support protectionist measures,

but wants to improve American competitiveness.

Robertson opposes the Supreme Court decision

allowing legalized abortions.

He also stated, in a September issue of Time,

that "average voters want "... the ultimate

downfall of Soviet tyranny everywhere . . . They
want to return to a time when husbands love their

wives and wives love their husbands, a time when
children can pray, in school again."

Other Republican candidates have been reluc-

tant to criticize Robertson or challenge him on
some of his controversial positions, although they
regularly battle their other rivals.

However, Robertson poses enough of a threat
to warrant a challenge. There are also several
incongruencies shadowing his candidacy which
could provide adequate fuel for criticism.

, For example. Robertson has been accused of
exaggerating his record in the Marines and his

educational and business credentials.

For the primaries. Robertson's fundamentalist

followers are unlikely to transfer their support

to another candidate. Other Republicans have

neglected to debate Robertson on these issues

because they do not want to alienate Robertson

supporters when they are needed to support the

Republican Party in the national election next

November.

Portions of this article were based on information

from Time magazine. New Republic magazine and
the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Democratic Representative Richard Gephardt
By MICHELLE SHANAHAN

Senior Reporter

The Iowa caucuses Feb. 8 will be an important
test for Rep. Richard Gephardt's campaign for the

Democratic Party's nomination. Gephartlt is one
of several frontrunners in Iowa's pemocratic race,

and needs a strong showing Monday to boost his

under-funded effort, according to Time magazine.
Gephardt is a Midwesterner from St. Louis,

Mo. , and his economic policies appealtomany Iowa
farmers and union members. Gephardt hasstaked
a lot on Iowa's votes. According to Tim^ magazine,
he spent 97 days campaigning in Iowa prior to

November 1987.

The major emphasis of Gephardt's campaign
rests on his tough trade policies.

He tries to sell audiences on the Gephardt
amendment, which passed the House of Represen-

tatives April 30 as part of an omnibus trade bill.

The amendment seeks to punish countries which
have run up large trade surpluses with the United
States. Gephardt insists, however, that his policies

are not protectkmist, according to New Republic

magazine.

Gephardt ''warns audiences of inevitable
economic decline because of surging foreign
competition, yet promiaes a revitalised Ainerica,"
said a November Timie article.

He seeks to. reduce the budget deficit by $30
billipfi to $4&lNllion a year through new revenues
and spending restraim. However, he opposes the
babnced biHigei apiendmwt and the Gramm-
Rudman-UolKngs Act. which calls for automatic
acroas-the-board cuts in spending should the
federal aovemment be uniMe to meet certain

bu4|tt deficit reductionf on its own. Gaphardt
seeks to impoaa a SS-a-harrel oil import fatTrafhar
corporate minimum tax and improved tax«Mforoe-
mant to rataa a total of120 bilUon a year, aooordinii

to the Jan. 17 Philadelphia Inquirer.

Revitalizing education is another issue cham-
pioned by Gephardt. In addition, he supports an
agricultural program to raise crop prices, which
makes him attractive to many lowans.

Although Gephardt, 46, is young, he has earned
a respected track record in his 12 years in Congress
as a hard worker. Two of his major achievements
'in the House of Representatives are his sponsorship
of the Bradley-Gephardt tax reform bill and the

Gephardt trade amendment.
"In each instance, Gephardt helped fashion

new solutions to complicated i)roblems through
hard work and an unusual mastery of facts,"

wrote Time magazine.

Critics have accused Gephardt of trying to

reach the top of the ladder too fast. Gephardt
responds that he is now at his mental prime for

the presidential position.

He has also been criticized for changing many
of his initial positions to be more politically

appealing to fellow Democrats.
In the early 1980s. Gephardt supported bills

to deregulate health care and decrease govern-

ment's role in educatkMi, according to a December
1967 article in New Republic magazine. Recently
he has worked for bills advocating just the

opposite.

Gephardt supported an anti-abortkm constitu-

tional amendment for many years. He recently

changed his position, promising the National

Women's IHilitical Caucus that he would not veto
abortion money as president.

"All poltticiana^ of bach parties, at least

successful ones, trim thair" sails to adiust to

prevailing winds. Few have shifted aa dramati-

cally, quidarand smootMy aa Richard Gaphardt."
wroteJohn J. Pitnav^jr. inOmNmRetimewrikk,

F^iHom of tkk atfkk k&m bmt kmd am.

nfwrweKet&e^ jrwm i una!!» twem ne^mmtc
mOgmm^m VMi UW rm9mm^fin99- im^mweWwt

-^a^. nt/uDtnUoHli.*.-
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By STEVE D'ANGELO
Staff Reporter

The number of on-campus dor-

mitory spaces exceeded the
number of students waitingto fill

them this semester, said I>Biniel

C. Remley. assistant director of

Residence Life for housing
services.

Because of the relatively large

amount of students either moving
off campus, transferring colleges,

or being unable to return, a

dumber of housing vacancies
were created for the current
semester, Remley said. Most of

these spaces were filled by the

students on the waiting list for

campus housing, he said.

However, like last semester,

there were more open rooms than
there were students on the wait-

ing list. "We've been exceeding
the waiting list the last two
semesters ... We still have
twenty-three male vacancies right

now." said Remley.

Any student, full-time or Uni-
versity College, who is not cur-

rently Hving on campus may place

his or her name on the waiting
list.

As the names are received, they
are arranged in numerical order.

When rooms become available,

full-time students are the first to

be housed. Then, if there are still

spaces which need to be filled, as
was the case this semester, those

at the beginning of the University
College section of the waiting list

aregiven the extra spaces, Remley
said.

Remley emphasized that the

waiting list provides an additional

opportunity for students to gain

housing for the upcoming semes-

ter. Those not making the lottery

cutoffs for housing should serious-

ly consider placing their names on
the Kst. he said, since there will

be a good chance of regaining on-

campus housing for 1988-89.

Details about how students can

take advantage of the waiting list

will be posted on or about Feb. 16,
along with the housing cutoff
numbers, Remley said.

According to Remley, almost
100 percent of the current fresh-

men will make the lottery cutoffs

and acquire housing next year.

Remley also said that about 20
percent of the present sophomores
and 50 percent of the present
juniors on campus will retain

residency.

According to Remley, when
choosing housing for next year,

each student will receive a com-
puterized form with spaces for

eight room selections. A student's

chance of receiving a requested

room is based both on his seniority

and lottery number.

Current juniors receive the best

choice, followed by sophomores,
then freshmen. The students who
receive the lowest lottery numbers
in each class will get the first pick

out of their specific class, he
added.

Advisement improvements offered
By DANTE J. SCALA

. News Editor

Student Government's academ-
ic affairs committee has recom-
mended that minor changes be
made in the University's academic
advisement programs, said Kris-

tin Switala. assistant secretary of

the committee. Sunday.

Switala said the academic
affairs committee is planning to

send its recommendations to the

University Senate's academic
policy committee for review.

The Student Government com-

mittee does not want to make
sweeping changes in the advise-

ment system, said Switala. A
recent Student Government
re^rt based on a student survey

concluded that Villanova does not

have a major academic advise-

ment problem.

Rather, the recommendations

are meant to "get the little spots

that. need improvement" within

the advisement system, she said.

Schuylkill jams,

delays expected
Reconstruction begins

For instance, while Switala said

that Dr. Helen K. Lafferty and the

Rev. Arthur B. Chappell. O.S.A.,

assistants to the dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences, were
doing "fabulously" as advisors,

the committee recommended that

more advisors be trained to handle

the large number of freshmen.

Having only Lafferty and Chap-

pell to do all of the freshman
advisement is "ridiculous," added

Switala.

Lafferty said Tuesday that the

committee's observation is a "le-

gitimate" one. and that some
alternatives to aid in the advise-

ment process, especially with
freshmen, are being considered.

In the College of Commerce and
Finance, the main problem is that

students are unfamiliar with their

advisor when it is tiime to declare

a major, said Switala. The struc-

tured freshman schedule pre-

cludes the need for an advisor

during the first year, she said.

Dr. Richard Ruane. freshman

advisor for the College of Com-
merce and Finance, said that

freshmen are encouraged at the
beginning of the school year to

talk with professors and chairpeo-

ple about possible majors.

He said that some time ago a

meeting was held for students, in

which chairpeople described their

majors in their departments. It

was stopped because of poor
attendance, said Ruane.
Another suggestion is to make

it mandatory that new faculty

members attend training sessions

sponsored by the college in order

to learn about the advisement
system, said Switala.

The academic affairs committee
also suggested that each college

meet with its freshman class

during the fall semester to explain

the pre^registratkm process.
\ ,

By E.H. MC ELDOWNEY
, Staff Reporter

Construction began Monday on
the Schuylkill Expressway [Route

76) which will affect portions of

the Philadelphia area.

The construction is to take

place in three phases and will

include a temporary addition of

restrictions along both the east

and west-bound sections of the

highway, said Lois Morasco. the

assistant press secretary for the

Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation. Tuesday.

The restrictions, which will

result in a reduction from two
lanes down to one. are to assist

in the "complete rehabilitation of

the Schuylkill Expressway,"
Morasco said.

The first phase of the construc-

tion will affect east-bound traffic

between Girard and Spring

Garden Streets down to and

including the Vine Street intersec-

tion. It will affect west-bound

traffic from Vine Street to Spring

Garden Street.

The second phase, which begins

March 1. will extend the traffic*

restrictions east-bound to Roose-

velt Boulevard and west-bound to

the 30th Street station exit.

Alternate routes suggested by

Morasco are Kelly Drive, East

River Boulevard, Belmont Avenue.

Vine Street and Market Street.

Additional closings scheduled

for March 1 include the Mont-

gomery on-ramp to both east and

west Route 76 and the Girard on-

ramp to east and west Route 76.

Also, the Spring Garden on-ramp

to Route 76 west will be closed.

The west-bound off-ramps to

Girard Street and Montgomery

Avenue will also be closed.

For additional information, the

Schuylkill Expressway hotline

number is 1-800^72-7600.

Correction
A statement attributed to

College of Nursing Dean M.
Louise Fitzpatrick m "Univer-

sity community reacts," an
article in laat week'a paper,

was printed incorrectly.

Fitfpatrick actually said

DriaMll offered "wondarful
adminiatrative tuppprt" to the

College of Nursing's graduate

and undergraduate programs
and made possible the employ-
ment of additKNial doctorally*

pnmarad faculty.

The Viilnnnvaa regretathe

error and any inconvenience it

may have caused.

By DANTE J. SCALA
News Editor

Six Villanova professors recent-

ly aided in conducting a national

survey on America's relationship

with the Soviet Union and the

nuclear arms race.

The University faculty

members included philosophy
professors Dr. John Carvahlo, Dr.

John A. Doody, Dr. John H. Fielder

and Dr. John Immerwahr. peace

and justice professors Dr. Joseph
De^ardins and Ed Sullivan of the

Center for Peace and Justice

Education. They were part of a

Human Organization Science
[HOS] Institute team hired to aid

with the poll.

The survey project, titled "Pub-

lic Summit '88." was run by the

Public Agenda Found^ion. a

nonprofit research and education

organization founded by former

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
and public opinion analyst Daniel

Yankelovich. and the Center for

Foreign Policy Development at

Brown University.

"Public Summit '88" was de-

signed to educate the public on the

"vital area of Soviet relations and
nuclear arms." as well as to

measure public opinion on U.S.

policy after "considering the pros,

cons and trade-offs of long-term

policy directions." according to a

news release.

Month-Ion^ campaign
The project took place during

January in Baltimore. Nashville.

San Antonk) and Seattle. In each

city, the project centered on
"citizen chcnce campaigns." which
employed television and print

media to reach the public.

The campaign featured cover-

age by media sponsoring the

program and "town hall meet-

inga" which offered the publk a

chance to apeak with national

4k ii

National News Notes
Art exhibit shows at museym
The Brandywine River

Museum will host an exhibi-

tion of approximately 185
works by three contemporary
Soviet artists as part of an art

exchange between the United
States and the Soviet Union.
The exhibition, entitled

"Three Soviet Artists: Ugarov.
Salakhov and Bisti." opens
Feb. 20 and continues through
April 17. It includes works of

art selected by the Academy of

the Arts of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.

The show is in response to

the museum's exhibition. "An
American Vision: Three Gener-
ations of Wyeth Art." which
opened in Leningrad and Mos-
cow last spring and is still

touring the worid. Both travel-

ing exhibitions resulted from

the General Exchanges Agree-
ment signed in Geneva in 1985.
The museum is located in

Chadds ford, Pa., 30 miles
from Philadelphia and 15 miles
north of Wilmington. Del.

Also, the Brandywine River
Museum is currently exhibit-
ing a large number of still-life

paintings by 19th and 20th
century American artists. The
show is running until Feb. 7.

Carolyn Wyeth, N.C. Wyeth,
William Trost Richards, and
nearly 90 other artists are'
represented in the show.
Many of the landscape paint-

ings in this show are linked
with the Brandywine Valley.
The museum is located in
Chadds Ford, Pa. The museum
is open daily from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. K.M.R.

Mideast protests occur on campus
Compiledfrom the College Press Service

In a prelude to the violent
clashes between Israeli soldiers
and Palestinian rioters that
occurred in Israel, pro-
Palestinian groups recently
held relatively rare demonstra-
tions on at least three American
campuses just before classes
ended for the holidays.

The ralhes were part of a
Nov. 29 Day of International
Solidarity sponsored by Pales-

tinian groups around the
world.
«

At the universities of Arizona
and Iowa and at Yale, students
listened to speakers denounce
Israel and Israeli civil rights

violations against Palestinians

living there.

Palestinians living in Israel
and Israeli-occupied territories
taken during the 1967 Six-Day
War have been denied basic
civil rights. Hanna Sinwra. the
editor of an Arabic newspaper,
told approximately 120 people
at Yale. "Over the past three
years the Palestinians have
faced the harshest military
occupation in the 20 year his-
tory of that occupation." he
said.

At Iowa, a Palestinian speak-
er identified only as "Saed"
compared Israel's treatment of
Palestinians to South African
apartheid.

aid in survey
experts on the issue. In addition,

there were lectures and debates
at colleges and high schools and
"civic and community forums,"
according to the news release.

At the end of the campaign in

each city, the public was given a
chance to vote on four possible

scenarios for a future Soviet-

American relationship. Ballots

were distributed through local

newspapers and "cooperating
schools," stated the release.

In addition to the campaigns,
"Public Summit '88" also at-

tempted to determine public opin-

ion on the foreign policy issues by
polling demographically represen-

tative samples of citizens in the

four cities and Chicago.

V.U. professors* role

It was in this part of the project

that the Villanova professors

participated. As members of the

HOS Institute team, they traveled

to the five cities to aid in the

polling of the citizen samples.

The survey process used for the

project is a new way of gathering

information about public opinion,

according to the news release.

The people who made up the

survey sample first took a pre-

test, answering questions con-

cerned with the issues of Soviet-

American relations and the arms
race. The pre-test was given * to

determine how their thinking

may change and the reasons why
they support or reject certain

policies," according to the release.

After the pretest, they then

saw two movies describing four

possible futures for Soviet-

American relations, and partici-

pated in discussion groups.

The Villanova professors had

the important role of moderating

the discussion groups, said

Immerwahr, who has been per-

sonally involved with the project

for a year. It was their job to give

the groups a chance "to wrestU
with" the different views on th(

issue, said Immerwahr.
Moderating the discussior

groups "takes incredible concen
tration" and was "very draining

and very exciting," saic

Immerwahr.
Describing the discussion pro

cess, Immerwahr said, "All at

once you're thrust into a roonr

with 18 strangers" with a wid(

variety of backgrounds. The mod
erators had to make sure certain

points regarding the four possible

futures were covered, while let

ting people speak and listening tc

what they say, said Immerwahr.
Philosophy professors fitted the

role of moderator because they

have experience in exposing people

to different arguments and in

objectively presenting a wide
range of ideas, said Immerwahr.

After the movies and discussion

groups, the sample of citizens took

a second survey.

Immerwahr, who has been
involved with the Public Agenda
Foundation for 10 years, said that

the foundation was "delighted"

with the work of the University

professors, and that it would
return to Villanova in the future

for more moderators.
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itations on who can park at the

University. These are decisions

made at a higher level."

Stack commented that he feels

all of the parking policies are

reasonable except for the regula-

tion that prohibits students from

parking their cars overnight on
campus. "If the student bought a

sticker for $50, why not?" he

questioned.

"The Security office needs to let

the students know they are open

to their situations and that they

will be judged accordingly. Both

the students and Security need to

treat each other with respect,"

Stack added.

Kelly responded that "The
Security department is sensitive

to everything Villanova needs. 1

think that we have gained the

annoyance of some people due to

(FNe Photo)

Chief Rowan P. Kelly, Director of
Security

my insistence upon a single stand-
ard for both faculty and
students."

Traffic Appeals Board case cited

Kelly illustrated his point with

a Traffic Appeals Board decision

in September, in which a faculty

member contested a fine for a
parking violation and was subse-

quently pardoned of all charges.

Kelly said, "We've never done this

for a student or staff member, so

why are we doing it for a faculty

member? It's simply a double
standard."

Kelly charges that the faculty

member intimidated Joseph S.

McDonnell, of the office of the

associate dean of Sciences and
chairperson of the Traffic Appeals
Board, into allowing a second

hearing of the case after the first

trial had rejected his appeal.

"There hasn't been a second

hearing of the Traffic Appeals

Board in two years," Kelly stated.

In response to Kelly's accusa-

.tions, McDonnell explained that

the faculty member was upset

with th.e fact that only three

members of the traffic board were
present at the time of his first

hearing.

"He felt that he had not been

given due process, so I granted

him a second hearing with the full

board in attendance. This is

the way we've been conducting
the hearings since that time,"

McDonnell said.

McDonnell added. "I did not

make a special exception to this

person simply because he was a

faculty member. As a matter of

fact, we give faculty members a

rougher time at our hearings."

The day after the appeal was
upheld, four Traffic Appeal Board
members were dismissed from
their services on the board by

Kelly. Stack called this action "an

ill-timed, seemingly vindictive

removal which has seriously

affected the operations of the

Traffic Appeals Board."

The PEC report repeated this

opinion, claiming that this inci-

dent "damaged the Board's con-

fidence, power and credibility on
campus."

Kelly defended his action by
saying that the board members in

question had been part of the

board for two years, after which
time it is University policy to

relieve them of their positions. "I

didn't get around to it [the dismis-

sals] until September, and unfor-

tunately, it coincided with the

case mentioned previously," Kelly

said.

Kelly's personality discussed

The PEC report observed that

"it appears that his (Kelly's)

personality is not compatible with
the campus community and his

curt and abrupt manner makes
him appear defensive and
intimidating."

Kelly responded, "I answer
questions with a 'yes' or a 'no' and
if it requires an explanation, I give

it. I'm sorry if some people con-

sider that 'curt* and 'abrupt.'

Also, I'm 6'i", and if that intim-

idates someone, I can't help it."

The report commended Kelly

for his improvements in upgrad-

ing the quality of the officers in

his department.

Kelly said that his officers must
be certified by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania and are required

to have experienced 40 hours of

training in an officers' training

school. Kelly added that promo-
tions are now availaUe for all

Security guards, which helps to

motivate them to work harder as
well as offer career options to the

officers.

The PEC evaluation stressed

the need for adequate space for

Security's operations, calling it a
"very poor situation that needs
attention."

Kelly said that the officers have
no place to keep their personal

belongings or change clothes

except in the men's and women's
restrooms. He said, "I feel very

strongly about the need for space

in the Security department. With
better facilities, the officers will

be better motivated and feel as

more of a member of the Villanova

community."
Kelly continued, "The adminis-

tration was supposed to build a
facility in the basement of Con-
Hall for Security. Hawser, wha-
tever priority it had.. it has now
received k>wer priority because I

haven't heard or seen a thing

about it."

Student Ufe-Srcurity tension
The report also suggests the

presence of tension between the
office of Student Life and Security.

It states that "unfortunately, the
relationship between the Student
Life area and Security is strained

at best and can probably be best

described as almost non-existent

... This lack of cooperation is

primarily the result of personal-

ities and the mistrust of each
department."

Neville described this statement
as "overstated," and attributed

the lack of cooperation to the poor

communication between the
departments, stating that "we see

things from our perspeptivt and
they see it fit^n theirs. It's just

that often we differ on how to take

care of certain situations mvolv-
ing Security."

Kelly stated that the problems
between Security and Student
Life had already existed before he
came into office. "If communica-
tion is lacking, it is fiot lacking

on the part of Security. If a wall

has been built, it is not my doing,"

he added.

The report mentioned the low
amount of minority workers
employed by the Security depart-
ment. However, the evaluator
pointed out that this is not unique
to Security, for the University as
a whole has a small minority
population.

The Rev Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A.,
vice president of Administration
and Kelly's superior, declined to
comment on the PEC evaluation
because he had not read the
report.

Senate commitee ^'redundant"
By JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editor

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, said Monday
that the report of the Program
Evaluation Committe (PEC) on
the Villanova Security depart-

ment may end the need for the

Senate ad hoc committee designed
to examine Security and parking

policies.

Stack stated that "because the

PEC report thoroughly evaluated

the problems present in Security

and made subsequent recommen-
dations, any future investigations

by the committee will be
redundant."

Student Sen. Brian Moses,
chairperson of the Secur^ com-
mittee^ agreed with Stad^saying
that "the PEC report basically did

our work for us. 1 personall/lound

the report to be very fair, objective

and accurate in evaluating the

current problems in the Security

department."

Student Sen. Diane P. Carman,
member of the committee,
explained that the primary pur-

pose of the committee, which was
created at a Senate meeting last

September, is to examine current

Security and parking policies and
make recommendations, if neces-

sary, to the Senate to alter or

modify the existing codes.

"The committee is purely a fact-

finding committee. We only eval-

uate the policies, not how they are

enforced. The committee is in no
way to be interpreted as an attack

on Chief Kelly (Chief Rowan P.

Kelly, director of Security),"
Carman continued.

The Rev. Peter Donahue,
O.S.A., theatre professor, another
member of the committee, said

that the committee has had only
two meetings since its formation
in September, including one meet-

ing with Kelly and another with
the Rev. Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A.,

vice president of Administration.

Donahue said that "these meet-

ings primarily established a back-

ground for the members of the

committee to understand the
current situation in the Security

department, and particularly
Chief Kelly."

Moses commented on the meet-

ing with Kelly and described the

chief as "not as much of a tyrant

as people say. However, he does
have his specific ways of doing
things, and I don't think he will

change for anyone."
According to Moses, Rice

addressed the "rivalry" between
the departments of Student Life

and Security during the commit-
tee's meeting with him last

semester
"Rice was angry with Fr. Stack

for granting too many exceptions
to resident students to allow them
to park their cars on campus. Rice
said that this was a good example
of the problems between Student
Life and Security," said Moses.
The committee has made no

recommendations at the present
time, according to Donahue. He
said he believed a report on the
committee's findings may be
released in the near future.

Carmjan said that sheand Moses
are presently planning to establish

a forufn where students can
express complaints about Security
to members of the administration
and faculty. However, no date has
been set at this time for its

operation, according to Carman.
Moses added, "I feel that this

forum would be a good way for

students to vent their frustrations

... Hopefully, I would like to

arrange the program to begin at

the end of February."
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PIZZA

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM OHOER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA

. Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat. 1 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Owned and operated by Vincent Amendola, former owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbroolt

Considered the t>est Pizzeria In West Philadelphia

NOW HIRING

Large Medium Small

• • • •

2.95

^.80

2.80

Cheese
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By CAROLYN R. MIRABOE

Villanova University will not be

affected by the new Pennsylvania

"milk crate law" which went into

effect Dec. 6.

" According to Stephen McWiUi-

ams, judicial affairs officer, there

will be no action taken against

students who are found with milk

crates stolen from a local food

store.

In response to the theft of about

$100 million worth of milk crates

each year, the Pennsylvania Asso-

ciation of Milk Dealers convinced

the state legislature to pass a law
which made it illegal to steal and
possess milk crates.

Other kxal actions were unsuc-

cessful because retailers, restau-

rants and dairies were leaving

cratM outside their businesses.

Pennsylvania passed this law so

that the milk price would not be
raised.

Pennsylvania, which is the first

state to pass such a law concern-

ing milk crates, has spent $40,000

to publicize the new law, which
is aimed at college students who
use the crates to store books,

clothes and records.

Although Villanova has not
been affected, the effects of the
new law have been felt at other
area colleges. At Clarion Univer-

sity students returned over 1 ,500

crates during an amnesty period.

Also, according to Wayne Con-
way, a staff reporter for the
Edinboro University newspaper,
rumors that the "milk. crate
police** were coming with search

warrants encouni^ed some stu-

dents at Edinboro University to

throw stolen milk crates out of

dormitory windows. As a result,

400 milk crates were collected.

Dawn BryJon of tht Milk Indus-

try Foundation in Washington,
D.C., said, "Its a difficult and
expensive problem.'* She added,
"Individual campus efforts could

never be so successful without the

force of the new law behind
them."

Students lobby congressmen
By SHARON A. WATERS

AssisluMt News Editor

Students from "Introduction to

Peace and Justice Education"
classes traveled to Washington,

D.C. to get an inside look at

Congress and to lobby their con-

gressmen on current peace and

justice issues Dec. 2.

The classes have visited

Washington each semester since

1976, but for the past three semes-

ters, the students have been

welcomed by Rep. John G. Row-
land (R-Conn.), Villanova 79.

Rowland, representing the fifth

Congressional District of Conneci-

cut, was elected to the U.S. House
of Representatives in November,

1984 at the age of 27. Rowland is

recently the youngest member of

Congress.

The Rev. Owen R. Jackson,

O.S.A.. peace and justice profes-

sor, said he contacted Rowland,

who was very willing to become
invoJved with the students' visits.

This visit was distinguished

from previous trips in that Row-
land escorted the group onto the

floor of the House of

Representatives.

Prior to the trip, each member
of the class wrote to the congress-

men from his state requesting a

meeting during the class visit,

Jackson said.

While meeting with their con-

gressmen, students presented

their views on current issues

which interested them and
attempted to persuade their con-

gressmen to agree with their

position.

Jackson said the students' aim
was to let the congressmen,
"know Itheirj position and to try

to influence them to vote the way
[they

I
want them to vote— they're

[theirl representatives."

According to Jackson, Rowland
is very pleased with the students*

visits and "wants to continue

hosting the students.'*
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Students from the Peace and Justice Education classes assemble on
the steps of the Capitol Building in Washington, D.C Also pictured
are the Rev. Owen R. Jackson, O.S^» seated at the far right, and
Rep. J<^n G. Rowland (R-Conn.), standing at the far right.

Opportunities

Contest
The American Collegiate

Poets Anthok)gy is sponsoring

a national coUege poetry con-

test. It is open to all college and
university students desiring to

have their poetry anthologized.

Cash prizes will go to the top

five poems. There is an initial

$3 registration free for the first

entry and a fee of $1 for each

additional poem. The contest's

deadline is March 31. Interest-

ed ;students should send their

poems and fees to: Internation-

al Publications, P.O. Box 44044
I., Lx)s Angeles, Calif 90044.

Majors

Second semester sophomores
are due to declare their major
within the College of Arts.

"M^or Night'* will be held Feb.

8 from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Villanova Room of the Connelly
Center. The chairperson from
each major will be available

that night to answer questions
about their departments. Stu-

dents should declare majors by
March 3. Dr. Helen K. Lafferty

and the Rev. Arthur B. Chap-
pell, O.S.A., assistants to the
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, are available to help,

undecided students.

Scholarship

The Domino's Pizza mid-

Atlantic region will award up
to $80,000 in scholarships to

employees. Those who have

been with the company for a

minimum of three months are

eligible. Scholarships will be

awarded in April in increments

of $1 ,000 and$1 ,500, depending

on length of employment. Up
to 30 scholarships will be

awarded in the Philadelphia

area. Candidates will be judged

on their potential in the Domi-

no's Pizza system, community
involvement and scholastic

record.

Financial aid

Applications for financial aid

for the 1968W aoKlemic yenr

are now available in thePinan*

cial Aid Office on the second

floor of Kennedy Hall. Alt

students who need assistance

during the 1988-89 academic

year are urged to pick up the

information and applications

immediately. Deadline for

applying for financial aid is

March 15.

Traineeship

Advanced undergraduates
and graduating seniors are
invited to apply for the Pre-

professional Research/Profes-

sional Aide Traineeships
offered at the Institute of

Clinical Trainingand Research
of the Devereuxi^oundation, a
group of multidisciplinary resi-

dential and day treatment/
special education and rehabil-

itation centers in suburban
Philadelphia. The training
program dates are flexible.

Traineeships cover a 12-month
period. Externships are short-

term or part-time appoint-
ments. Some assignments car-

j-y no stipend and others pro-

vide stipends of $750 a month.
Information andapplications

are available from: The Direc-

tor, Devereux Foundation of

Clinical Training and
Research, 19 S. Waterloo Rd.,

Box 400. Devon, Pa. 19333-
0400. (Telephone: 215-964-
3000)

Club

Anyone interested in becom-
ing a tnember of the National

Space Society should write to:

L5 Philadelphia, 835 Black
Angus Lane, Huntingdon
Valley, Pa. 19006. The cost of
a year's membership is $10. For
those under 22 and over 64, the
cost is $5.

A General Meeting For All Current
Members WHI Be Held Feb. 9 at

7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge of

Connelly Center (Upstairs). If You
Cannot Be There, You Must Contact
A Board Member. Please Also Bring

With You a Pen / Pencil and Your
Auto-lnsurarK:e Policy Number

(Very Inrportant!)
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Renewal week concludes
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By THOMAS BRUGGER
Sta/fRefmier

A renewal week, sponsored by

Campus Ministry, took place last

week and was hosted by the Rev.

Ray Dlugos, O.S.A., a 1979 grad-

uate of Villanova University.

Dlugos has four years of high

school teaching experience, has

been recognized by U.S. News and
World Report, and is currently an

associate pastor at St. Denis

Church m Havertown.
The renewal began the evening

of Jan 25 with Dlugos speaking

on the topic of revelation, Christ's

call for us to "trust in Him." On

Jan. 26, sexuality was discussed

and on Jan. 27, Dlugos spoke of

reconciliation.

Ending with a challenge for the

future, he spokeJan. 28 on the role

of today's Catholic in his own
parish and in the world.

Dlugos said that we have "a

great responsibility" as the

Church, in that "we are called to

be the Body of Christ."

Stressing the need to become

more involved in local commun-
ities, he called the parish "the

backbone of the American
Church."
Commitment was another

theme found in the presentations.

Dlugos said, "health, holiness and

love ' come through solid

commitments."

Tying this all into the present,

Dlugos said to his audience that

they have to "be the Church,
confront it, and call it."

- Also, Campus Ministry is spon-

soring a one day retreat on Feb.

20. Campus Ministry, located in

the basement of St. Rita's can

provide additional information on

this upcoming event, which is

being organized by John Lozano
and Linda Jacynzski. Campus
Ministry can be reached at 645-

4080.

New administrator profiled
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Staff Reporter

In September, the Rev. Arthur

B. Chappell, O.S.A., replaced the

Rev. William A. McGuire, O.S.A.,

as assistant to the dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences.

The replacement came after

McGuire became the assistant

director of Athletics in mid-

September.

Chappell, who is a 1964 Villa-

nova alumnus, came to the Uni-

versity from Washington, D.C,
after working on his doctoral

dissertation in Rome for two
years.

According to Chappell, as the

assistant to the dean, his major

responsibilities are "to the

students."

He, along with Dr. Helen K.

Lafferty, the other assistant to the

dean, "advise all freshmen and
sophomores before they choose

their major. They are advised in

which classes to take, which
major to choose, and other aca-

demic considerations."

Chappell's other duties also

include "being in charge of over-

seeing the departments' budget

process, as well as serving on a

number of committees, such as

the presidential scholarship

committee."

Chappell, who was ordained as

a priest in 1%9, came to Villanova

with a background in administra-

tion and in working with univer-

sities and sttid^nts.

His first assignment after being

ordained was as director of Stu-

dent Activities at Biscayne College

in Miami, Fla.

He later worked as a professor

of religious studies at Merrimack
College of North Andover, Mass.

Also, he worked as both the

secretary and treasurer for the

provincial order of St. Augustine

at Villanova before becoming a

priest.
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Business student awarded
By JOHN M. CHEPEGA

Staff Reporter

Villanova senior Lee Losciale

was among a group of students

invited to discuss "Corporate
America in the International

Arena" with 150 of the nation's

top-level executives at a recent

"Business Tomorrow Con-
ference."

Losciale, an international busi-

ness major and the Interfraternity

Coulicil president, was selected by
Villanova administrative officials

as one of the school's top 10

students. His essay application

earned him one of the 200 invi-

tations sought by 2.000

applicants.

The Foundation for .Student
Communication, a Princeton

undergraduate group, sponsored
the meeting in Chicago. Business
and governmental leaders, includ-

ing over 30 chief executive officers

of large American companies and
Illinois Gov.James Thompson, led

panel discussions and small group
workshops in which the two sides

informally communicated.
"I had some great and interest-

ing conversations with the exec-

utives as well as the other stu-

dents I met," said Losciale.

Though the Princeton organiza-

tion intends to foster improved
relationships and dialogues
between students and business

leaders, Losciale could not com-
pletely agree that this goal was
met.

For instance, the topic of busi-

ness ethics was discussed by the

students and business people.

Losciale said "a lot of good ideas

were tossed around, but I don't

know that the executives carried

home the thoughts of the idealistic

college students.

"They were sincere lat the

conferencel, but they also have

families, homes and jobs to con-

sider. It is business," he
continued.

In all, Losciale said the confer-

ence was "a great forum" and "a

worthwhile experience."

By LAURA STEVENS
Staff Reporter

The Villanovans for Life organ
ization is sponsoring a blood drive

from Feb. 9 to Feb. 11 in the

Villanova Room of the Connelly

Center.

The Red Cross will be in the

Villanova Room from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. on each of the three days
taking blood donations.

According to a Red Cross aide,

each donor will be given the

opportunity to talk with a Red
Cross nurse who will answer any
questions before taking blood.

The only preparations that the

Red Cross requests of donors is

that they eat before donating
blood in order to retain their

strength, and that they not donate

if they have given blood less than
three months ago.

In order to dispel fears about the

spread of communicable diseases,

the Red Cross has also printed

pamphlets which will be available

in the Villanova Room. These
pamphlets ensure that AIDS
[Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome) and other communica-
ble diseases cannot be contracted

by donating blood.

Red Cross volunteers will be

assisting at the blood drive and
escorting donors to the canteen.

Orange juice, doughnuts and
other refreshments will be offered

at the canteen.

The Villanovans for Life and
the Red Cross hope to collect 600

pints of blcKKJ through the normal
donation of one pint per person.
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Meeting needed to

solve Security issue
A meeting of Villanova officials must be held

immediately to discuss and resolve the tensions between
the Security department and Student Life. The Rev. John
P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of students; Dr. Richard A. Neville,

vice president of Student Life; Phil Brach, Student
Government president; Chief Rowan P. Kelly, director of

Security; and a faculty representative must meet and work
through the existing problems between Security and
members of the Villanova community, as outlined in the

recent Program Evaluation Committee [PEC] report.

According to the PEC, Kelly is inflexible and out of

tune with the Villanova community. Also, his curt and

abrupt mannerisms make him seem defensive and
intimitating. The report said Kelly is a good leader and

enforces the Security policies according to the book, but

notes the tensions between Security and Student Life.

The University has yet to effectively solve the

Security and Student Life issue.

The University Senate's fact-finding committee has

proved unmotivated, meeting only twice since September
and making no recommendations to the Senate. Student
Government has not effectively acted on the issue either.

With the recently published results of PEC, the issue

is now out in the open again. Let's not let it sHp by.

In the interest of the Villanova, University officials

must sit down and hash out the existing problems
immediately.

Who will take the initiative to resolve this ongoing
problem at Villanova?
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Letters to the Editor.

Non-Student fans criticized

Responsible

drinking a must
The recently approved Spring Festival to be held this

semester is an excellent chance for students to set an
example of responsible drinking on campus. We applaud
the approval of the festival and urge that a date be set

immediately to ensure the success of the event.

The festival is an attempt to offer a successful social

event on campus. The controlled distribution of alcoholic

beverages to students at least 21 years of age is important,

for it will encourage upperclassmen to participate.

Responsible drinking is key to the success of the event.
Students must respect the drinking age set by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and enforced by the
University.

Underage students must not try to beat the system
and drink alcohol at the festival.

In turn, the organizers must ensure a controlled

atmosphere so that University officials can view the event
as a positive happening at Villanova.

Students have been given the chance to demonstrate
their maturity and responsible drinking abilities.

Once the date is set, the festival will be underway.

Let's not ruin this opportunity for a fun day.

Respect the drinking age and follow the rules set by
the University. The more the students show their

responsibility, the more the University will respect their

thoughts and actions.

To the Editor:

Let me preface my remarks by

saying that I fully understand the
need to accommodate all of the
populations at a university in the
activities of the institution. I also
fully understand constituent
desires, support and politics.

However, the atmosphere at
basketball games in the duPont
Pavilion borders more on enter-

tainment than enthusiasm. From
the opening tip until the final

seconds, the only section on their

feet and cheering is the student
section.

The other better seats, for the
most part, are occupied by people

who wish to be entertained. I am
not saying that they are not loyal

supporters of Villanova, but they
could fool a lot of people. So much
so, that last year at a game in the
pavilion, my brother (a 76 alum-
nus), was up on his feet yelling,

as were the rest of us, and the
comment from the seats in front

was "Why don't you peoifle sit

down and be quiet."

The AiPoat P9¥Ulon
couUbefustMS tMfKcuH
a pises fors jflslting

tssmto bs vMorious If

psophgst to thslr fsst

sad ysrbsKud the

support whkh their

physkslpresence
IniplleSm

Why is it so difficult to win in

Rupp Arena, McGonigle Hall or

the Carrier Dome? And why was
the Jake Nevin Field House one of

the most difficult places on the

East Coast in which to win? Why?
Because of the loud, boisterous

fan support.

The dul^t Pavilion could be
just as difficult a place for a
visiting team to be victorious if

people got to their feet and ver-

balized the support which their
physical presence implies. Bear
witness to UNLV v. Temple Jan.
24.

Why was the Villanova bench
moved closer to the student sec-

tion? Maybe we should sell more
student tickets.
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By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

Last week I was shocked and
dismayed to see the lieadlines of

two Vfllanovan letters to the

editor, which severely criticized

Villanoya's academk standards.

As the assistant secretary of

academic affairs in our Student
Government, it is myjob^ ensture

that we students are reoetvfngthe

best education possible here.

"Where has our school gone
wrong?*' I thought, worriedly.

Then I read the letters.

Both complain that our univer-

sity is failing to provide us with

a true, orthodox Catholic educa-

tion. Gerald A. Lee, class of 1945,

lashes out at Dr. Charles Cherry,

assistant vice president of Aca-

demic Affairs, and Dr. Michael E.

Burke, director of the honors
program, for disloyalty to Rome.
Miriam A. McCue's target was
our philosophy department, which
she accuses of ignoring Catholic

philosophers and promoting
Hitlerians.

• In her letter McCue asks why
we study Heidegger, who was
"left in _peace by Hitler." The
reasons are both obvious arid

simple.

Many graduate students, after

completing Villanova's pro-am,
will continue their education to

u ^r-ti) y ^^^^ * Ph.D. in philosophy, in

A"'tM^ order to teach and write. For
contemporary continental philo-

sophy, Heidegger is crucially
important; the Current French
school, including such thinkers as
Jean-Paul Sartre and Michel Fou-

cault, is firmly grounded in, or

influenced by, Heidegger's philo-

sophy. In the contemporary Anglo-
American school, many parallels

between Heidegger and Wittgen-

stein are drawn.

For our graduate students to

understand their field, and the
direction in which it is currently
moving, they must have at least

a familiarity with Heidegger.

Another reason is that many
graduate students come to Villan-

ova's philosophy department to

study under Dr. John D. Caputo,
a renowned Heideggerean scholar.

Caputo also happens to be the
president of the American Ca-
tholic Philosophical Msociation.
His published books include "The

'^ Mystical Element of Heid^sger's
" Thought," and "Heidegger and
»^ Aquinas."

p „ When McCue criticizes Hei-

1^
degger, accusing him of being a

.^ . _ Nazi, she should realize that

^ Heidegger was profoundly influ-

enced by the man whose thought
McCue thinks has been neglected
here — Thomas Aquinas. But

^

even this very semester our grad-

;
uate program is offering a course
entitled, "Aquinas: Ethics and
Law."

And what if students learn

about Nietzsche, Heidegger, and
thecontemporary French schools?

If their thought really does harm
society, then we shouki study
them even more, to discover their

weakneseesandbeahietocritkiae
them. Most d ftut worid is not

Cathobc and w^not be able to

criticise these '*dsngerous"
tmskerson Catholic grounds.

As far as atodants werkiog on
Catholic pliilQseplMn» oiv dspsrt-

•'i

jet'i'w

x?a

Winl
sdMkur, Dr. ThsMsa W.
whose new text^ Miftd Smkr,

policies

I used last semester in an honors
seminar on Sartre and Marcel.

(Studying Marcel, I was surprised
to find many parallels to Hei-

degger in his thought).

Which brings me to the issue

of receiving instruction in Ca-
tholic philosophers, or the lack

claimed by McCue. Dr. John A.
DOody, chairman of the philo-

sophy department, haa insured

that no undergraduate can receive

a degree in philosophy unless he
or she has successfully completed
at least ohe course in medieval

philosophy,Aquinas or Augustine.

The Aquinas course being otfered

on the graduate level speaks for

itself.

I find it astonishing that as a
recent graduate, McCue both was
not aware of these facts, nor
checked on the academic situation

here at Villanova before writing

such a critical letter of her alma
mater.

Lack of awareness also seems
to be Lee's problem, which skews
his critique.

He mentions that in his day
(1945), subjects taken "were
mostly in our major except for

four courses in English and reli-

gion — the Roman Catholic reli-

gion, to be sure."

The differences between his
world in 1945 and ours in 1988
make this type of education ob-

solete. Of course English and
religion courses are crucial, but so
have a number of other subjects
become.

Modern languages, history,
economics, political science, inter-

national business and relations

are all critical subjects, and many
are required for undergraduates,
to ensure that educated, informed
people may someday make policies

to end global strife.

For example, how are we going
to deal with the ongoing Aral^
Islamic wars and terrorism, which
threaten the lives of our Ameri-
cans overseas, without launching
into World War HP By studying
that culture, to learn how to end
and/or prevent a bloodbath.

Here at Villanova, we have two
outstanding programs available to

students: Arab and Islamic Stu-
dies, directed by the Rev. Kail C.
Ellis, dean of the college of Arts
and Sciences, and the Center for

Peace and Justice, directed by Dr.
Dan Regan. Both programs help
us learn more about radically

different cultures, with whom we
will have increasingcontact when
we enter into the corporate and
political world.

Education is why we are here.

Students from all over the country
and around the workl flock to

Villanova to participate in

nationally-renowned programs
such as astronomy and astiophys-

ks, accounting, engineering and
nursing.

Why? Because we have profes-

sors here who impact our world.

For example, Dra. Edward F.

Guinsn, Jr. and Frank P. Mikmey
have reoentlv fbund sksca that

seem to violate the theory of

general rels^^ty — a msjor
disoovery in ths field ol astrophys-
ics. If acadwnic frsedom were
disaUowttL what wouldhappen to

thm sfknlimr

.^1^^ OPS

They would not be here, and
neither would the high caliber

students that they teach. Villan-

ova's academic standards and
: recruiting would plummet. Cher-
ry's point about the "chilling

effect" on facuhy hiring of the
Pope's decree on academics is

valid.

But what about us receiving a
strong Catholic background? Does
Villanova fail in this regard?

For the Spring 1988 semester
the University is offering 45
different courses on Catholic
religion or other Catholic-related

topics! ^nd this includes courses

being taught in Burke's honors
program.

Villanova is an outstanding
Catholic educational institution.

We not only study our Catholic

heritage, but also our current
world — which we will have to

impact to make life better for all

of (jod's creatures.

This is a time to be open to

different cultures and peoples.

Intolerance against education not

only has no moral value, in a

world where Ethiopian children

starve and Nicaraguan children

carry submachine guns, but it

also has no place in Christ's

teaching of "Love your neighbor."

Do not support aid

to Contras

Kristin A. Switala is a junior
philosophy major and assistant

secretary of academic affairs of
Student Government.
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The ViUmnavaM willprint "Ut-
ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weekly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. Alt letters must be typed and
double spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but
aUleSes must he sijpwdand should
imclmde the writer's telephone
numher. Became e/ limited space,

miaUlettencmnbepriuted, Others
wm9 he edited, lettm may be sent

h mail to: the VUlmemmm, Vil-

lamwa University, Villanova, Pa.

19085.

By MARK CUTHBERSON

The question of whether the

United States should continue to

support the contra rebels in Nica-

ragua should be answered this

week by Congress. Barring any
extraordinary turn of events, the

odds are that lethal aid to the

Contras will be voted down. Thus,
the Reagan doctrine will expe-

rience one of its most serious

setbacks.

The end of the policy of "war
by proxy" is just as well because

the Contras have proven unable

to accomplish the true objectives

of the Reagan administration ^
capitulation by the Sandinista

regime. Capitulation is the real

goal here, not the existence of a

democratic Nicaragua.

. Yes, I know that all along the

Contras have been billed as the

moral equivalent of our own
"founding fathers" and recently

in his State of the Union Address

Reagan even added a new twist

to this ridiculous analogy by

casting our role in this debacle as

similar to the ones played by

Pulaski and Lafayette when they

aided the American colonies in

their war against England.

These wonderful allusions are

so comical that they lend them-

selves to illusion. Why the next

thing you know Adolfo Calero and
the rest of the Contra directory

will don powdered wigs and reside

over a constitutional convention.

Democracy, as we know it,

would prove as illusory for a

contra-controlled Nicaragua as it

has for the Sandinistas. So if

Ronald Reagan is not after demo-
cracy in Nicaragua, what has this

seven-year fetish been about?

A Soviet beachhead in Central

America, the defense of our south-

ern border from the red menace
is what you young Republicans

are probably screaming by now.

To which I reply, "phooey." Yes,

"phooey" (the term which our

own "great communicator" who
brought it back into vojgue when
commenting on Sandinista's con-

cessions to date.)

Since neither capitulation by

the Sandinistas, nor a communist
take-over of Central America is

imminent, the time has come to

end our akl to the Contras. The
end of contra akl means that the

United States will have far greater

leeway to respond to future devel-

opments in Central America.

No longer will we be encun
bered by a policy that our ow
electorate and the majority of 01

allies are in disagreement witl

Finally, our attempts to promoi
stability in the region will be see

as far more credible.

Still a chance remains thi

Reagan could forestall the defe<

of his aid package. Reagan he

already agreed to put the $3
million, lethal apportionment (

his aid request into escrow unt

it could be verified that iY

Sandinistas were not complyir

with the Arias peace plan. But V

has stipulated that it will be \

who will determine if the Sand
nistas are complying with i\

terms of the peace accord (th

from a man whose vocabulai

includes the word "phooey").

I would just as soon leave Ga
Hart alone with a beautiful mod
and trust him to discuss campaii
strategy as I would trust "Pre
ident Phooey" to verify Sandinis
compliance.

If Reagan is willing to allow i

independent commission to judj

.compliance, as has been rumon
this week, his proposal wou
unfortunately have a far great-

chance of passage.

In an article in World Affai
Magazine entitled, "The Sovi
Way in Latin America," Robe
Wesson of the Hoover Institu

states, "Soviet successes (in Lat
America) rest mostly on failur

of the United States. The Unit.

States has appeared to very mai
Latin Americans as the princip

threat to their independence, ai

many historical interventioi
have been careless and insensiti-

— although more bumbling th;

malevolent, often unnecessai
and unproductive.

"The Soviet Union has h
ample opportunity to play
Latin American nationalism a
generally oppose 'America
imperialism.'

"

Is it any wonder that a hu
poster of Eugene Hasenfus stan

so prominently in Managua? T
time has come to stop the but

bling and work towards lastii

peace and stability in Centr
America, thereby, truly pronK>tii

our vital interests.

Mark Cuthberson is a senior ai

vice president of College Democrc
anda member ofStudentsfor Pol,

Peace and Justice.
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Professor defends program
To the Editor:

The letter of Miriam McCue,
which appeared in the Jan. 29

issue of the Villanovan, in a

tangle of innuendo and misrepre-

' sentation, appears to claim that

the graduate program of philo-

sophy at Villanova University is

doing something it should riot be

doing in light of the fact that

Villanova University is a Catholic

institution of higher learning.

With regard to "schools of

higher learning, especially colleges

and universities and their facul-

f
ties." Vatican Council 11 urged

i. that "branches of knowledge [be]

', studied according to their own
proper principles and methods
and with due freedom of scientific

investigation" in order "to pro-

^ mote an ever deeper understand-

ing? of these fields."

The council's approach to truth

is dialogical: "Truth, however, is

to be sought after in the manner
proper to the dignity of the human

, ^ person and his social nature. The
inquiry is to be free, carried on
with the aid of teaching or instruc-

tion, communication and
dialogue.

"In. the course of these, men
explain to one another the truth

they have discovered, or think

they have discovered, in order to

assist one another in the quest for

truth. Moreover, as the truth is

discovered, it is by a personal

assent that men are to adhere to

It.

The council explicitly advises

that philosophical studies for

seminarians should be such .that

"students should also be conver-

sant with contemporary philoso-

phical investigations, especially

those exercising special influence

in their own country and with

recent scientific progress.

"In this way, thanks to correct

understanding of the character of

modern times, students will be

properly prepared for dialogue

with the men of their own day."

The council advocated opening

windows of dialogue in place of

slamming doors in condemnation.

In this spirit Bishop (later Cardi-

nal) Wright of Pittsburgh, in 1966,

gave his Imprimatur to, and wrote

the foreward for, a series of

philosophical anthologies to be

used in undergraduate philosophy

classes. These books were collec-

tions of writing which included

such diverse thinkers as Sartre,

Neitzsche, Heidegger, Ayer,

Moore, Hook, Marx, RusselU as

welt as Plato, Aristotle, Augustine

and Aquinas.

There is a strong tradition of

classical philosophy that Villano-

va University is committed to

keeping alive and vigorous in its

undergraduate and graduate pro-

grams. In the latter, courses are

offered every semester in both

ancient and medieval philosophy.

In fact, in order to graduate,

students must take one course in

each of these areas, plus another

selected from one of these areas.

For over ten years Villanova

University has sustained a Visit-

ing Chair of Christian Philosophy

occupied by distinguished scho-

lars who both teach graduate and

U

undergraduate courses and offer

public lectures.

The University has established

a program of Peace and Justice

Studies, in which members of the

philosophy department are a

strong presence (the program's

director is a philosopher). The
program offers courses in Catholic

social principles and their appli-

cation to current world problems.

This program, along with the

professional ethics courses offered

by our department, have been

singled out by U.S. News and
World Report when naming Vil-

lanova a distinguished institution

of higher education.

Alas, all of this may not serve

to assuage the concerns of McCue.
There does exist a spectrum of

Catholic thought on many issues

and what provokes the dedicated

reader of The Wanderer may not

similarly provoke the devotee of

The National Catholic Reporter.

It may even be the case that

McCue, who scorns the American
bishops, may hold in like dises-

teem PopeJohn XXIII. Despite her

fulminations, the public should be

advised that the philosophy depart-

ment at Villanova University is

fully aware of its responsibilities

to the Augustinian tradition, the

discipline of philosophy and the

education of its students, and is

continually attentive to the ques-

tion of how these responsibilities

can most suitably be met.

John A. Doody
Chairperson of

philosophy department

Gore: onll choice
To the Editor:

Since 1968, the Democratic

Party has suffered defeat in four

out of the last five presidential

elections. As Party Chairman
Paul Kirk stated recently, "The
party that has been brought to its

knees four out of the last five

times must also be brought to its

senses."

As the 1988 election approaches,

it is incumbent upon the national

Democratic Party to evaluate the

causes of their defeats, to deter-

mine what qualities Americans
desire in their next president, to

offer the electorate new choices in

a changing America and to nom-
inate a viable candidate who has

a reasonable chance of being

elected.

Today many pundits speak of

a "Republican electoral lock."

This has been crystalized in the

last five elections as the GOP has

won 203 states to the Democrats

r)3. In deference to their presiden-

tial candidate and the state of the

economy, I believe that the Demo
cratic Party suffers from three

structural problems.

Party loyalty continues to inhib-

it thechancef^of a Democrat being

elected president. Ostensibly,
Republicans are more wedded to

their party than are Democrats.

In 1984, 76 percent of registered

Democrats voted for Walter Mon-
dale, while 24 percent voted for

Ronald Reagan. In contrast, Mon-
dale garnered only eight percent
of all Republican voters.

The party's second problem is

that a higher percentage of Repub-
licans than of Democrats vote in

presidential elections. Finally,

Republicans do much better

among the self-described Inde-

pendent. As a matter of fact, in

the last nine elections dating back

to 1952, the Democrats have only

won the Independent vote once, in

1964. In this context, the GOP
makes up for their 13 percent

deficit in registered party

affiliation.

Now then, whom must the

Democrats nominate to rectify

these problems? At age 40, Senator

Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee is by

far the most electable candidate

in a general election. He is hand-

some and cerebral and most impor-

tantly, moderate and southern.

Gore represents the best chance
that the party has in bringing

together mainstream Democrats
and moderate Independents. Make
no mistake, the South is the

battleground in 1988. Arguably,

Jimmy Carter would not have
been elected president in 1976 if

he hailed from, for example, Qhio,

even in light of Watergate. It is

time once again fot a son of the

South to lead the Democratic
Party to victory.

I urge primary and caucus
voters to strongly consider Gore;

the best chance we Democrats
have in bridging the gap between
the proud tradition of our party

and the future of America.

Having met the senator person-

ally, I can assure you that he has

the compassion to care, the cour-

age to govern, the vision to create

and the will to lead.

Mark V. DIStasio

Class of 1988

2,'^&f.* Jriy»>»daWil--^?;M.

Academic freedom
promoted
To the Editors:

An editorial appeared in theJan.

29 issue of the Villanovan which
attacked the concept of "academic
freedom."

The author, Gerald Lee, grad-

uated from Villanova in 1945,

back when nothing but objective

truth as taught in its classrooms

and "there was little time for the

humanities."

Lee finds the current state of

affairs, when "we are hammered
with 'dissent,' 'dialog' and 'aca-

demic freedom' " distressifi|[ and
decidedly non-Catholic. *• i

I believe he is wrong on at'least

three different points: the role of

discussion in the Church, the role

of a Catholic University and the

status of free expression with
respect to truth.

First, I find it difficult to believe

that in 1945 Villanova professors

taught nothing but objective

truth. Certainly they did not in

the College of Engineering or

science departments. We have
learned much since then, we know
that not everything we believed

in 1945 is correct, and we do not

think, even now, that we have
discovered the objective rules of

science and engineering.

It would not be a gooid thing to

teach nothing but 1945 science,

and the Church knows this, which
is why it permits discussion.

Christianity in general and
Catholicism in particular have not

functioned under immutable guide-

lines for the past 2,000 years, or

even since the time of Augustine
and Aquinas. We are constantly

experiencing and learning and
applying our experience to our
religious practice. And this is not

a bad thing, it is a good and
necessary process that invigorates

the Church rather than over-

throwing it.

Second, Lee misunderstands
the nature and purpose of a
Catholic university and universi-

ties in general. Students do not

attend college so that they may
act like empty vessels to be filled

with knowledge.
The most valuable lesson of a

university education is not writ-

ten down in the correct books, and
it is not learned by being told the

correct ideas. The lesson is an
outkwk on life that can only come
by interacting with students and
faculty and grappling personally

with the ideas one comes across.

The only way to teach this

lesson is to allow students to

experience the great ideas of the

world, whether they are held to

be true or not. This is the primary

responsibility of any university.

Catholic or not. The way to teach

a person to become a good Catholic

is to teach them to become a good

human being. This cannot be

accomplished by stifling freedom,

or by silencing questions. The
thrill of learning comes not in

closing, but in opening.

The obvious response that Lee

might want to give is that the

curriculum he would like to see

taught has one overwhelming
advantage — it is all true,

t
1 must admit that I can.propose

no edually impressive alternative,

simply because I do not know
precisely what is true in all

things. I do, however, have a way
to approach truth. It is < not by

appeal to authority, religious or

otherwise. It is (as some may have
guessed by now) the free and
unrestricted discussion of ideas.

Good ideas, bad ideas, old ideas,

new ideas and even some radical

ideas. I do not believe that such
discussion can possibly prohibit

us from reaching the truth.

Thomas Jefferson's best quote

ever is, "I have sworn upon the

altar of God eternal hostility

against every form of tyranny
over the mind of man." The mind
of man — the most important

part. It is only by the discussion

of ideas by free man that the

worth — the truth, if you like —
can come to light.

This principle is applicable to

all systems of belief, religious or

'secular. Without freedom of

expression, Lee's article would
never have appeared and neither

would this one. But both are

useful^ it is only by constant
testing and questioning that a

system of belief can grow strong.

Does Lee want students at Oral.

Roberts University to be shielded

from competing ideas? Would he
be content with dictators depriv-

ing their subjects of any ideas but

the ones that he wants them to

hear? The only institutions that

have reason to silence competing
viewpoints are those that are

afraid they will be exposed. I hope
that Lee does not look upon the

Church in that way.
Villanova's "Veritas" means

"truth." The Soviet Union's "Prav-

da" also means "truth" — an-

objective truth where little dissen-

sion is tolerated. I prefer Villan-

ova's truth; it is more free, more
alive and more like the way I want
to Hve.

Fears ofMood
domition dbpelled
To the Editor:

Villartovans For Life is sponsor-

ing the winter blood drive on Feb.

9, 10 and 11, and perhaps it is

necessary to once again state the
facts and fallacies concerned with
giving blood,

The most important is probably

that it does not hurt much at all.

There is a slight sting with the

insertion of the needle, but the

stories you have heard about three

days of excrutiating pain, gan-

grene or multi-colored bruises are

probably exaggerations. The pain

involved in this procedure is

heavily overrated.

Secondly, there is never any

obligation to give. The policy

before 1976 stated that if a relative

for some reason needed blood, it

was that family's responsibility to

replace the blood used. This led

to the desperate father calling

second and third cousins, friends

and others pleading for them to

give blood.

The new relatively stress-free

policy states that only volunteers

are needed, and the blood gained
is used wherever it is needed most.

Although the new policy works,
the local (Rosemont) Red Cross
chapter, which services 97 hospi-

tals, is in dire need of blood and
is counting on Villanova to recruit

600 people.

Also, donating blood does not

cancel one's entire day. The whole
procedure, including the initial

interview, the donation and the
free food afterwards only takes
about an hour, depending on how
long you stay for the food.

...If Is «Asofiftefjr

Impossible to s€vuks
AIDS whKegMvthai

It should not interfere with any
athletic activities, nor with any-
thing else you are doing that

evening.

Finally, an important misun-
derstanding that has surfaced in

the last few years is that it is

absolutely impossible to acquire
AIDS while giving blood. It may
be slightly inconvenient for you,
but please support the upcoming
blood drive. Many people are
counting on you.

Michael Hardin
Class of 1991

Liberal thought

necessary

To the Editor:

When, at the turn of the cen-

tury, the texts of Aristotle became
known to Christian Europe,
"orthodox" Christians reacted by
condemning their presence. After

all, Aristotle was known to be a
pagan who rejected a personal,

creating, providential God and the
personal immortality of the soul.

The letter of McCue in the Jan.

29 issue of the Villanovan
reminded me of those people who
wanted Aristotle's works banned
from the curriculum of a christian

university. It is a good thing that

Aquinas was a liberal who defied

the then current orthodoxy and
entered into a fruitful dialogue

with Aristotle's works.

Thomas W. Busch

Amnesty group

fights injustices

To the Editon

Once again it is the beginning

of a bright and promising new
year. Hopes are runniiig high

among the Villanova community
for a great semester full of good

grades and great times.

Yet in most of the world, there

exists no such hope. There is no
light at the end of the tunnel. Moot
of the world is htmgry, poor and
oppressed. They see no future,

they only curse the past. There
is a group on Villanova's campus
that works to free those unider

oppression, to Ught a candle

rather than curse the darkness.

The name of this group is Am-
nesty International.

Amnesty'/International is a
world-wide buman rights organ-

isation which works for: the

rekase of pcisoners of conscience

(men, women and children de-

tained anywhere in the world for

their beliefs, ethnic origins, or sex,

provkM they have neither used

nor adfocitad violenoa), flir and

prompt trials for all political

prisoners, and an end to torture

and executions.

The Villanova University chap-

ter of Amnesty International is

attempting to rid the world of

such injustices using the powerful

"Urgent Actwn'* letter writing

network. In addition to the weekly

letter writing, there will be dor-

mitory write-a-thons, campus-
wide letter writing days and other

educational activities to promote

a feeling of peace and justice.

Weekly meetings are held every
Monday at 4:30 p.m. beginning
Feb. 8 in the Center for Peace and
Justice Education, located in the

basement of Sullivan Hall. Faculty

advisor Ed Sullivan can be
reached at 645-4482 if there is a
question or information is needed.

All those that want peace must
work for justice. Help us.

JimGimn

AnuMSty Intomatioiud
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AHernatives to graduation

exercises discussed
To the Editon

i
I am writing in response to

Johnna Fiorino's letter to the

editor concerning graduation,

which appeared in the Jan. 29
issue of the VilUmovan. As one

of the individuals involved in

planning and presenting the cer-

emonies, I am concerned that her

letter left many readers with a

mistaken impression about the

rationale behind returning to

combined ceremonies as opposed

to one, "unified graduation," as

well as our plans for accommodat-
ing the families and friends of our

.graduates.

I
While student behavior at the

iCommencement ceremonies is

^certainly a concern which we
attempt to address each yeai;, the

major issue with regard to the

"unified graduation" dealt with

the weather, i.e., what to do with

the outdoor ceremony in the event

of rain.

Over the past two ceremonies,

we have discussed alternate ways
of approaching graduation in the

event of bad weather, for example,

issuing a limited number of ^*rain

passes" per graduate which would
permit a few family members to

attend the ceremony if we moved
indoors to the Pavilion. Other
alternatives included holding the

ceremony outdoors regardless of

the weather (the "rain or shine"

alternative), and moving into the

Pavilion at the last possible

minute and allow as many guests

indoors as could be accommodated
once the graduates were seated.

Each of these proposals left much
to be desired and, fortunately, we
were not called upon to implement
them.

major factor in our ability to meet
the high traffic and parking
demands connected with
graduation.

My point in relaying this infor-

mation is to assure Fiorino, as
well as other prospective gradu-
atjes, that the decision to return
to two, separate graduation cer-

emonies was in no way motivated
by a desire to hold the present
graduating class "responsible or

accountable" for the behavior of

the graduates at last year s cer-

emony. The decision reflects,

instead, our unwillingness to risk

having the success of an event,

which should be enjoyable and
rewarding for our graduates and
their families, hinge upon the
promise of good weather.

When the decision was made to

hold the ceremonies indoors,
consideration was given to the
question of guest attendance and
the seating capacity available in

the duPont Pavilion. After much
discussion, we decided not to limit

gu^t attendance on a "ticket"
basis, and to allow each graduate
to invite as many individuals as
they wished.

I am not certain where Fiorino

obtained the inaccurate informa-

tion that we would be limiting

guest attendance. We have no
,, plans to do so.

FkMino's concerns With re^rd
to parking, processions and time-

ing of the two graduation ceremo-

nies are logistical issues which we
address for each graduation,
regardless of kxation. In the past,

we have successfully managed
multiple commencement ceremo-
nies in one day, without the
parking, procession or crowd
difficulties which Fiorino outlines.

We have no reason to expect that

these details can not be managed
equally well this year.

In dosing. I wouldiike to §ssure
Fiorina and all prospective grad-
uates that the decision to return
to separate ceremonies was made
after carefully weighing both the
problems and advantages asso-

ciated with a single, outdoor
ceremony. It was not made lightly,

without regard to the feelings of

our graduates and their families.

Fiorino, herself states that, "grad-
uating unified and outdoors
(weather permitting) wouk) be . .

.

wonderful." THe key words in

that statement are, "weather
permitting."

Christine A. Lysionek
Assistant to the

Pean of Students

Campus bookstore

needs to improve

. . . the dedskm to

IVIIIfll ID S0|piiniI9MT^
monfes iTM imife after

caralWiy irdlKMiV tefft

Impnonns MtOmrtMh
f^gM assodMetf ivfUr a

$kighf outdoor cert-

mony.

After holding our first, "unified

graduation" two years ago, it

became very clear that both park-

ing and traffic control were major
issues to be re-addressed. After

numerous meetings with Radnor
Township and our own Security

office, a decision was reached to

use the soccer field, adjacent to

the main lots, as a parking area

for the ceremonies.

While using the field proved to

be an enormous improvement for

last year's ceremony, it is impor-

tant to note that had it rained

prior to, or during the ceremony,
we would not have been able to

park cars on the field. Thus, once
again, the weather became a

To the Editor:

At any university, students
need to purchase certain books in

order to study and learn. Most
colleges realize this, and have an
ample supply available to their

students. However, our bookstore
in Kennedy Hall seems to have
understocked their book supply
this semester, last semester, and
the semester before that.

Don't we pay enough tuition

every year? Why can't they figure

out how many books they need
before classes begin? At this

moment, I have a paper to write

on a play I can not read. Why, you
ask? Because the bookstore
"hasn't received their shipment of

books" yet.

How long can this lack of or-

ganization continue before some-
one in the administration does
something? For $13,000 a year, I

expect to have the "privi^ge" of

buying books required for my
courses at the very least.

It is disgraceful when so many
students at Villanova are forced

to suffer because nothing is being
done about the situation.

It Is fKmneotUI when
$0 monyMtudonts ot
nUmiova oro loitod to

tuflorhouno Mthhig
1$ bohg dono obout tho

oHtmthiL

I do not think that it is too much
to ask for some changes to be
made. Would it be a tragedy to

have a few extra books left over
after everyone buys their books?
It is about time that Villanova
recognizes this problem and re-

solves it as quickly as possible.

Allen Ambraslno
ClaMofl991

'mi^oi^cmmibiMi^mwtm^^.m^imcfsrMiM^mMdt

Art exhibit offensive
To the Editon

A segment of Villanova's Mis-

sion Statement reads as follows:

"The University attempts to

develop an environment in which
students, faculty and staff may
experience a Christian intellectual

and moral perspective, believing

that the teachings of the Catholic

faith are applicable in every area

of human activity ... this com-
munity seeks to reflect the spirit

of St. Augustine by the cultivation

of knowledge, by respect for

individual differences and by the

adherence to the principle that

mutual love and respect should

animate every aspect of Univer-

sity life."

There seems to be an urgent
need for us to actively pursue the

hope expressed in Villanova's
Mission Statement. There exists

certain areas in which we fail to

take a firm position to support,

enhance or promote the Mission
Statement.

We are responding here to the

work of Georige Huffman, "Sex,
Terror, and Other Flights of

Fancy," exhibited Dec. 9-16 in the

Villanova University iart gallery,

which fostered within us sadness
and disgust.

We acknowledge that artistic

creations, inclusive of music, art,

drama and dance, are reflections

of the interior dimensions of the

artist. Creativity is a wondrous
gift, for it offers the freedom of

self-expression. It gives revelation

to the heart, mind and soul of the
artist.

Huffman's exhibit is a portrayal
of his perceptions, the fruit of his

imagination. We find that the
manner in which he portrayed his

convictions is not suitable or
appropriate for an exhibit in a
Catholic university aspiring for

the nurturance of mutual love and
respect.

The human body and human
sexuality were distorted, pervert-
ed and mocked to express Huff-

man's fears. Acts of fornication,

homosexuality, abortion and origi-

astic implications saturate his

work.

It is our opinion that art needs
appeal to the higher instincts, for

instance, altruism, truth and love.

Yet, Huffman's work appears
primitive and animalistic. It

appeals to the dark side reflecting

rebelliousness and lawlessness.

It grieved us to see prospective
freshmen and their parents gaze
upon the art gallery in the midst
of campus tours. Hence, in a
Catholic university, such an
exhibit seems counter to the need
of strengthening and edifying
Christians.

Censorship is not suggested
here. Rather, it is important to

know that freedom does not imply
that all things are acceptable.

Therefore, as a CathoHc institu-

tion, there is a need to decide how
we desire to represent the
University.

It is our hope that Villanova

would not only in word, but in

deed, embrace the gospel message
of Jesus in every aspect of Uni-

versity life, and be a witness of

God's presence among us.

Phillipians 4:8 reads: "Whatev-
er is true, whatever is honorable,

whatever is just, whatever is

pure, whatever is lovely, whatever
is gracious, if there is anything
worthy of praise, think about
these things."

- Villanova needs to be a light of

what is honorable, just, pure,
lovely, gracious and worthy of
praise. Let us consider for a
moment how Jesus himself would
respond.

RitaGa^liardi
Class oTlM?

Paul Klee
Class of ld87
BiUDrennen
Class of 1988
Chris Perry

Qaas of 1980
Leonard PoUatina

Class of 1989

Driscoll tliaiiked

uote

f Note

Everything that is realty great

and inspirifig is created t^ th^

individual who can laltor in

freedom.

Thomas Edison

The following letter was
addressed to the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University
president.

In the name of the parishioners,

Augustinians, and staff of St.

Nicholas of Tolentine Parish, I

want to express deepest gratitude

to you and to the University for

the contribution recently made to

us as a result of Hunger Aware-
ness Week.

Even as I bespm to write this

letter this evening a phone call

came on behalf of a young home-
less man in need of suiter. I was
easily able to find a place for him
in one of the city facilities aiid to

offer him car fare and a coat. He
it one of many who come to our

door in need of housing. ckMhing
or food.

The checks sent to us enable us
to provide assist^ce to those
whom we might otherwise not
have the resources to help. In the
name of these anonymous needy
men and women I thank you and
all those responsible for this

generous gift to us.

You know well the conditions

of St . Nicholas of Tolentine Pivish
at present. Though we hereoathe
scene are making an effort to meet
the needs of the poor, refugeet and
minorities, we know we ire very
ofteo channeling the Meroiity
and coneem of oMtty OMers in

many places.

Please extend our thaniu to

those who have made this gift

possible.

Rav. MlduMl 01
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Heyn heer in Philadelphia
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

Features Editor

Until recently, the beer lover

had a limited choice when he went
to his favorite bar for a brew. He
could choose among the imported

beers, settle for a "light" beer, or

choose one of the other "working
man's" brews. But now the beer

scene is expanding to include an

alternative choice for the true beer

connoisseur —
- microbrewed

gourmet beer.

In 1981, there were only four

microbreweries; today, there are

about 40. A microbrewery is a

very small, locally based brewery

that, by definition, produces less

than 10,000 barrels of beer per

year (approximately the amount
of beer Anheuser Busch produces

in a single month).

Microbreweries make a point of

selling only to a local market.

They believe that beer, like fresh

produce, is better when it is sold

closer to the source. Furthermore,

they intentionally brew their beer

in small quantities to have greater

control of the beer's quality.

In the forefront of these new
microbrewed "yuppie" beers, is

former Villanova student, Jeffrey

Ware. Ware spent his college

years first at Villanova, then at

the Philadelphia College of Art. In

1986, 32-year-old Ware founded

the Dock Street ' Brewing
Company.
Ware created Dock Street beer

because he thought there was a

demand for a different kind of

taste. "1 couldn't find the taste I

wanted in any beers on the
market," stated Ware.
"There are many aficionados in

the city whocan tell the difference

between one beer and another. It

is for them that I created Dock
Street amber beer."

When asked about the huge
sales of the beer "giants" like

Anheuser Busch and Miller, Ware
said, "They make great commer-
cials. That's what the public is

buying. If you gave one of today's

typical beers to a person from 100

years ago, they wouldn't even
recognize it as beer."

Like many success stories,

Ware's own had humble begin-

nings. He started brewing Dock
Street beer in his basement. Ware
stated, "It didn't take long to

realize what a naive notion that

was. Now we're planning a multi-

million dollar operation, a new
brewery on Penn's Landing where
Philadelphians first made beer

more than 300 years ago."

As for Dock Street's success, it

was voted one of the top 10 beers

in the country for the second year

in a row at the Great American
Beer Festival in Denver, Colo.
With positive reviews in such

magazines as Time and Gentle-

men's Quarterly (GQ), Dock
Street beer has placed Philadel-

phia in the spotlight of the
national microbrewery surge.

When questioned about his long

range goals for himself and his

company, Ware said, "My hope is

that the small American beers,

not only Dofck Street, will someday
take back the market from the

imports."

Dock Street beer is now distrib-

uted in New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, Massachu-
setts and Washington, D.C., in

addition to Pennsylvania. Dock
Street retails for $19 to $24 per

case, and $2.50 to $3 per bottle in

restaurants and taverns.

While Dock Street beer is cur-

rently being made in a small

brewery in Utica, N.Y., it is only

a temporary arrangement until

the new brewery is finished. The
Dock Street brewery will be

completed in about seven to nine

months, and will be located in the

old . city area of downtown
Philadelphia.

Even though Dock Street might
not cause us money-conscious
college students to give up our
exquisite $6 case of Milwaukee's
Best, it is still comforting to know
that, with the closing of Schmidts,

the 300 year tradition of brewing
beer in Philadelphia will be kept

alive.

(photo courtesy of Dock Street Brewery)

Dock Street's dark, amber beer is making a name for itself amon
beer drinkers.

For a sound slumber: facts from A to Zzzzzzz
By JACQUEUNE GENTILE

Assistant Features Editor

Sleep, a state that we spend
nearly one-third of our lives in,

may affect our wakeful state more
than we realize. Something as

important as sleep definitely calls

for a little "undercover"
investigation.

According to Dr. Russ Gardner

of the biology department at

Villanova, "Sleep, in general

terms, can be described as a state

of unconsciousness from which a

person can be easily aroused."

What exactly happens to our
bodies when we go to sleep? Dr.

Paul Sheldon of the psychology

department at Villanova explained

that each night we go through

four stages of sleep, plus rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep.

Each stage, according to Shel-

don, is marked by changes in

brain waves, breathing patterns

and body temperature. Stage one
sleep is that time when we begin

to "nod off" and descend into

sleep. Stage two is also light sleep

and people in this stage are easily

awakened.

In stages three and four brain

waves become slower than they

are in the first two stages and
subjects are hard to arouse.

REM sleep follows stage four

and, according to Sheldon, our

brain waves duringREM sleep are

similar to those of our waking
hours. The brain does indeed seem
to be very active at this time —

74 percent of dreams occur in

REM sleep. These dreams are

usually more vivid and bizarre

than dreams in non-REM sleep.

Moreover, most nightmares occur
in REM sleep.

Once we have completed all of

the above mentioned stages, the

cycle begins again with stage one.

A complete cycle takes about 90
minutes. Each night our bodies go
through anywhere from four to

six cycles, depending upon how
long we sleep.

Sheldon explained that the
amount of sleep we need varies

from person to person. Everyone
has his or her own cycle of

sleeping-waking time, 6ut this

cycle is age-linked and as we grow
older we need less sleep. Other

factors which contribute to our
sleep requirement are genetics,

conditioning in our early life and
physical and psychok)gical states.

When we do get a good night's

sleep, our bodies will reap the

benefits. The old adage about
getting our beauty sleep may be

more fact than fallacy. Gardner
stated, "There may indeed be

some physiological basis to beauty
sleep."

Gardner explained that a hor-

mone, called the growth hormone,
aids in the body's repair processes

that occur throughout the day.

Production of this hormone peaks
several hours after you fall asleep.

Thus, when sleep is deprived, our
bodies do not have an increased

amount. of the growth hormone.
"Consequently," added Gardner,

"the repair process that thi

hormone tends to control i

interrupted."

Sleep can also boost our brai

power. After a good night's sieej

we are alert, refreshed and read

to conquer the day's challenges.

But, can we actually learn whii

we sleep? Can we pop a tape c

our physics lecture into our Wall-

man, turn up the volume, drift t

sleep and ace the test tomorrow?
"Theoretically, it's p >sible,

explained Sheldon. When we ar

asleep our senses are responsiv

to the environment. We often hea

ouralarm clock the ins, goe

off. Similarly, a motb< i> mt
diately awakened by i c sound c

her baby's cries in the night.

(Continued >n page li
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Comedy contest to

crack up colleges
By SYLVIA DeSANTIS

Staff Reporter

On Feb. 25, Villanova will play

host to the second annual U.S.

College Comedy Competition.
This contest will have U.S. Col-

lege Comedy scopts visiting 100

campuses between January and
March 1988, in an attempt to find

the funniest college student on the

East Coast.

Sponsored by Doritos brand
tortilla chips and Sticklets gum,
the talent search will be carried

out in a unique manner. At each
school, the hopeful contestants

will get an opportunity to perform
their best three-minute stand-up
routine before their peers and the

College Comedy cameras.

Each contestant's routine will

be videotaped in order to bejudsed
by national judfet, Larry "Buid"

Melman, a regular on "Late Nudit

with David Lettiinaa .'.'and.W

bert Gottfried, recently seen

"Beverly Hills Cop H"
From all contestants vide

taped, four finalists will be selec

ed by Melman and Gottfried

compete for the title of "Funnie

College Comedian" at the fina

in Daytona Beach in Marc
Finalists will receive an a

expense paid trip to Daytona, ai

four days of accommodations.
Opening the finals will be Lan

"Bud" himself, followed by eat

of the finalists taking the staj

in turn. A winner will be chost

based on Larry "Bud's" opinii

and the crowd's response.

After being crowned "Funnie

College Comedian," the winn-

will be given an opportunity

perform at the famous Com
Strip in New York City, the cli

where many of today's top com
dians, including Eddie Murph
got their start

.

{Continmd on ptgt 1
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By IRENE V. LANGRAN
Staff Reporter

What are the first images that

come to your mind when yo^
think of this time of year? Are they
images of a c^unpus that is cold,

dark and dreary? If so, you are not

alone. This can be the time of year

whea tempers flare up more citen

between roonunates. when one
can feel confined, overw|ielmfd
and depressec). Besides finals',

week, this time can be seen as one
of the toughest times of the year.

This condjtjoi^ i$ commooly
referred t<r -as -the winter
doldrums.

What causes this problem, and
how can it be cured? Julia Mazzoli
and Andrea Webb, from Villano-

va's counseling center, were both
on hand to discuss this issue.

They noted that February is

usually their busiest month of the
year for a variety of reasons.

lee-
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(OmHnuidfrom page 15)

To inspire part icipation , Doritos

and Sticklets are also sponsoring

a brother event to the comedy
search; an opportunity for some
fortunate campus to win a free

concert featuring the judges,
Larry "Bud" Melman and Gilbert

Gottfried.

On campus, entry displays

should be available in which
students can deposit empty Stick-

lets wrappers and Dorito bags.

The school collecting the most
wrappers and bags in a two-week
period will win the free concert.

The competition kicked of! at

Washington State University on

Jan. 18, and will wind up eight

weeks and 99 schools later at

Virginia Commonwealth Univer-

sity on March 11. The finals are

scheduled for the peak week of

Spring Break, March 21 25, in

Daytona Beach, Florida. So get , „ ..o j.. ** i l- l
out your suntan lotion and wh^ comedy

^ ""^ '**'''""' ^""^ '**• ""*^ °'

pie cushions, it's time to laugh.
*

!mu*A «*->^ III I, l .l.'V

if, 1 III

of Me

Caperm»i|ed

a) Stolen or vandalized

b) to be sealed and air-tight

c) slightly jtipsy

d) changed in appearance

Solution page 19

(pholo couitesy oH William Morris Agency)

Caraer Development Center
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CULTURAL FILM
SERIES

Therese
C.C. Cinema

Feb.6,7&8 7p.m.
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COMMITTEE
MEETING
Feb. 10 6 p.m.

Union Offic*

ONTHE

VILLANOVA STlfl)E3IT UNION

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Informational Meeting Feb. 9

7:30 p.m. C.C. Cifiema

APPLICATIONS A VAiLABLE IN UNION OFFlFICE

FEB. 8

Applications Due Feb. 1

9

;.»

I

(

t
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WANT TO FIND OUT WHA T THE
VILLANOVA STUDENT UNION IS ALL

ABOUT? COME TO THE

Greneral Union
Gathering

FEB. 11
5:30 p.m. • North Lounge

9lii|PMMFe(.

Annie's ffDay

Billy's ITDay

Lincoln's BDay
Valentine's Day

Wasliincton's r
John'sVDay
Panl's^BIDay

Jaelde's PDay

Feb. 4

Feb. 11

Feb. 12

Feb. 14

Feb. 22

Feb. 23

Feb. 24

Feb. 27

^

MOVIE
b it a crime of passion,

or an act of treason?

SB^t AnOHOHy^CTUKSi

Feb. 4 and 5
C.C. Cinema^:30 &

Tickets $2

FINISH

Sibling

Weeliend
1988

Registration 5:30-8 p.m.

Feb. 12* Villanova Room

Attention
COLLEGE

Comedians
Coming in

February

The U.S. College
Comedy Competition

WATCH
FOR if!

UNION
WEEK

Live at the Terrace

"PIANOSAURUS"
Feb. 9

5:30-7:30 p.m.
Belle Air Terrace

TOVmCniMfEWT jMar.K

Feb. 11 & 12

for

Sibling Weekend

Goonies
C.C. Cinema
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By KATURYN QUIGLEY
• Enkrtainment Editor

Sting brought his new sound to

the Spectrum Wednesday, to

promote his latest album, "...

Nothing Like The Sun. "
It was a

smooth and classy show.
As a member of the Police, Sting

rose to international stardom. He
was known as much for his icy

blond looks and quick intellect as

for his Jamaican-rooted music.

Sting broke away from the

group in 1985 to release a jazz-

based album titled. The Dream of
the Blue Turtles. Notable jazz

musicians, such as Branford
Marsalis, played on the album and
helped to make it the success it

was.

Now that the idea of Sting as

a jazz-pop musician (pop must be

added to the word jazz, since

purists would argue that Sting

isn't playing "true" jazz) no
longer surprises people, he can
develop this sound.

Wednesday's show at the Spec-

trum was comprised mainly of

songs from "... Nothing Like The
Sun. " There were enough old

Police songs to appeal to those

fans as well, however.

He opened the show with "The
Lazarus Heart," the first track off

his new album. Sting was dressed

in a white satin blazer and black

tuxedo pants. He and his saxo-

Fonner lead singer of famous British rock trio The Police, Sting made phone/clarinet player, Branford
his detwtt as a solo artist Tuesday night at the Spectrum. Marsalis (who helped on this

(Pholo courtesy of The Spectrum)

crowd
album, as well), who was dressed

in a suit and tie, were the very

picture of sophistication. This did

not stop either Sting or the band
from dancing around the stage

throughout most of the show,
though.

Next came "We'll Be Together,"
the most popular single from the

album. That was followed by
several other "... Nothing Like

The Sun" songs, including "Eng-
lishman In New York," "Sister

Moon," (the sequel to "Moon Over
Bourbon Street" on his last

album) and "Rock Steady."
"Straight To My Heart" is a

love song from the new album that

is in 7/4 time. Sting had the

audience count to show what
7/4 time is.

"One, two, three, four, five six,

seven . . . see, it's a new measure
after every seven beats." he
explained.

Sting closed out the first half

of his performance (yes, there

were two parts to the concert)

with a Police favorite, "One World
Is Enough," in which he did a

somersault across the stage.

Sting has always written songs

that were of a political nature.

"Driven To Tears" and "Rus-
sians" are just two examples.
On "... Nothing Like the Sun

"

Sting wrote a song about "The
mothers of the disappeared" in

Chile. The title is "They Dance
Alone (Gueca Solo)." That song
opened his second set.

Later on, the melodic and lilting

"Fragile" was followed by thejimi
Hendrix cover, "Little Wing."
This was undoubtedly the best

song of the concert. Sting mixed
his soaring vocals with the
screaming guitar of one of his

band members and the result was
unbelievable.

After a jacket change, Sting

asked the audience,

"So what do you want to hear?"

"ROXANNE!!!" they screamed
back.

"Every night of my life I sing

this blessed song," Sting yelled

half jokingly. "Don't you want to

hear something else?"

"NO!!!" the crowd yelled back.

"Well okay," Sting said as he

strapped on his guitar and jammed
into his ode to the reformation of

a hooker.

He ended with yet another
version of "Don't Stand So Close

To Me" in which he took off his

jacket and the crowd went nuts

at the sight of his bare chest.

But the concert was not over

yet. Sting returned to the stage

with his keyboard player. Kenny,
and his bass player, Tracy. He
dedicated "Secret Marriage" to

them "... because they are a

couple."

Last, but not least, came the

Police standard, "Message In A
Bottle." Sting sang the chorus of

the song back and forth with the

audience until they thought it

would never end. But it did.

South Street Souvlakl offers great Greek cuisine
By ANDREA CINELLI

StaffReporter

Crossing campus lately has
been somewhat like braving the

frozen Tundra, This is all well

and good for Santa Claus and Dr.

Zhivago, but less than appealing

for the average college student. A
much more attractive venture"

would be to sunbathe on the
beaches of Cancun ... or the South
of France ... or better yet, the

Greek isles. Unfortunately, neith-

er my schedule nor my wallet

allow for traipsing off to that

Mediterranean haven of hedonism
to capture an all-over suntan.

I recently discovered, however,

that I can afford a taste (and a

delicious taste at that) of Greek
culture right here in Philadelphia.

This weekend, my friend and I

dined at South Street Souvlaki

and savored some of the best

Greek cuisine this side of the

Delaware.

South Street Souvlaki is located

at 509 South St., in the heart of

Philadelphia's South Street

found at South Street Souvlaki.

In order to truly capture the

Greek mood, we decided that a

traditional Greek drink was in

order. Choosing not to paralyze
our taste buds completely, we
opted against the infamous Ouzo

empire which attracts.eccentrics and decided on something milder,

as well as those who like to a regional Greek wine called

observe the eccentrics. Retsina which has a very distinc-

The walls of South Street Souv- tive aftertaste. I enjoyed it. My
laki are decorated with pictures friend was a bit dubious after

of people and scenery normally reading the menu, which des-

associated with Greece. Bright cribed Retsina as an extract of

blue seas. Whitewashed houses, pine resin. It may not be the most
Gods. Goddesses. The atmosphere appealing description of an alco-

is crowded and noisy — people are holic beverage; but no one should

literally crammed in the place, visit a Greek restaurant without

But then again, Greek taverns at least giving it a try.

were not meant to offer spacious The menu offered a wide variety

dining facilities. They offer great of Greek specialties, ranging from
food, which is exactly what we gyros to stuffed squid. As an

appetizer,- we tried tzatziki, a
yogurt and cucumber sauce served

with fresh pita bread. It was light

and delicious, excellent as a
starter.

I ordered a combination platter

as an entree, thinking this would
be a great way to sample some of

the most appealing dishes. It was.
The platter included dolmades
(vine leaves stuffed with ground
beef and rice), soutzakakia (Greek
meatballs), mousaka (layers of

eggplant, sauteed ground beef and
custard), spinach pie (spinach in

a filo pastry dough), turlu (veget-

ables in a light tomato and wine
sauce) and rice. I can honestly say
that everything was tasty, and the

portions were more than ample.

My friend ordered papoutzakia

(eggplant stuffed with beef and

lamb in a bechamel sauce) and
claimed that it, too, was delicious.

The Greeks can do wonderful
things with an eggplant.

The dessert menu boasted of

specialties such as custard with

caramel and homemade yogurt

with honey, but we were too full

to eat anymore.
Service was excellent and our

meals arrived promptly. All except

one of the entrees were priced

under $10, which is quite reaso-

nable for dinner.

Overall, South Street Souvlaki

offers great ethnic food at prices

which college students can afford.

It is an excellent restaurant for

beginning or ending a night on

South Street. For more informa-

tion contact the restaurant at 925-

3026.

Triumph rocks hard with intelligent metal
By JEFF GILLIES

Assistant Entertainment Editor.

Surveilance

Triumph
MCA Records

Triumph is back with their

usual style of melodic heavy jnetal

on their latest album. Surveillance.

After 12 years and eight albums,
Triumph has consistently
released good albums, but never
really reached the level of success
of which they are certainly capa-

ble. This statement holds true of

Surveillmnce, which is a good
album, yet falle short of ^ing
great.

Triuii4>h comes from Canada
and consists of Rik Emmet (vocals,

lead guitar), Gil^ Moore (vocals,

drurasK and Mike Levine (bass).

In HMUfiy ways. Triumph is very

similar toftiah, another Canadian
hard roik%tad. The mast prom*
inenc apMltrif^r it foued in cam-
pariatUte lynct on Smwmiikmca

Hemispheres and 2112.
Surveillance contains prologues

and preludes, along with famous
quotes from philosophers and
writers written before the lyrics

to each song. All of these devices

were frequently used by Rush in

their older days. Surveillance is a

mixture of the acoustical ballads

such as "All the Kings' Horses"
and scorching metal tunes like

"Rock You Down" and "Carry on
the Flame." The band hopes that

Surveillance will receive airplay

on album-oriented rock stations

unlike their last album Sport of
Kingi.

"Let the Light (Shine on Me).'

the first single to be released from

the album, has received some
airplay, but not as much as it

deserves. "Let the Light*' is

perhaps the best song on the

album and is easily one of the

finest songs Triumph has ever

lious, violent, and obnoxious
writing style, Triumph's songs

are thought-provoking, at times

almost philosophical, and never

underestimate the listener.

Surveillance is living proof that

heavy metal can be written with

style and class and still have raw
power and energy.

Triumph's songs are

thtNiglit-provoking, at

ical, aad Mver ander-

VI aiW MMHla
The slower songs also have a

certain air of strength about them.
"All Over Again" is a moving
ballad with a trace of the forceful feels that unless they sell a great
drumming and screaming guitar deal of records, it would not be

called "Prologue: Into the
Forever."

Side 2 opens up with a typical

Triumph beat in "Long Time
Gone." This is followed by another

instrumental, "Prelude: The Wak-
ing Dream." Emmett displays his

mastery of the guitar with precise

and well-arranged notes. On the

lyrics inside the album there is a

quote by Aristotle after the song
which reads, "Hope is a waking
dream." This idea of hope is one
of the main themes on the album.

The basic message in many of the

songs is hang on, keep believing,

"a better tomorrow takes your
best today."

The only two songs that depart

from this theme are two of the

harder songs, "Rock You Down"
and "Running in the Night."

The band would like to tour, but

Surveillance is basically a good
album, but will not be a big

success on the charts or receive

much airplay. Even die-hard Tri-

umph fans will not be overly

impressed, although the album is

worth listening to for both main-
stream rock and heavy metal fans

alike.

Om of the first things you will

netioftiriwut Triuinph upon listen-

i«et*t^r nuik it tha^aplh and
meaning of the lyrics. Far from

playing that can be found on the
hariar songs on the album.
"Headed for Nowhere " and

"Never Say Never" start off the
album on a rapid pace with an
mprtaiive guiur instruflMntal

a wise decision. Unfortunately,
SurveiltMMce is not likely to see

great commercial success, so we
will most likely have to wait a
while longer to see Triumph in

concert.
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By JIM CROSSAN

Staff Reporter

When most people hear the
word Smirnoff they associate it

with vodka, some more than
othefs. I haye made the' often

harmful acquaintance myself, but
let me introduce another Smirnoff;
Yakov Smirnoff (and this one has
no after effects). As the name
implies, he was Iwrn in Russia and
with a name like Yakov, he had
to be a comedian.

In a country where comedy
clubs are as common as exciting

American Super Bowls, he became
obsessed with the idea of living

in the United States. Well, he
made the long awaited journey to

the states in 1977, and on July 4,

1986 he became a citizen at the
base of the Statue of Liberty, but
his graduation into the red, white
and blue was immediately marred
by misfortune.

In the excitement, he missed the
last ferry and was forced to
remain on the island with the
security. As he says in his first

book, America on Six Rubies A Day
or How To Become A Capitalist

Pig, " ... just a few years ago, I

was living in Russia in a crowded,
cold apartment,' always being
watched by the KGB. But now I

was in America, sleeping outside,

surrounded by 40 FBI agents.
What a country!" "What a coun-
try" has become the catch-phrase
for this once comrade turned
Johnny Carson guest.

All of Yakov's quick and witty
humor stems from his experiences
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Joe
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conceminf the transition to h|k
new culture. The jcoyer feature^

'

Yakov with irRtts^an Exprels
card wfiich mockingly states
"Don't leave home!" "Nice Things
Aboul Russia** is the heading for;

a chapter consistingof three Uahk
pages.

^'...IwisHvlaghi

Rjussii hi a eri»wd«4i

eoM apartiMiit, always

baiag watchid by the

KGB. Bat now I was in

America, sfaaping ont-

sida surronndad by 40
FBI agants. What a

country!''

In his ignorance of American
ways Yakov, in pictures accompa-
nying the beginning of each chap-

ter, displays a comical view to his

literal understanding of all that

is said. In one photo, he wears a

Statue of Liberty cap and a USA
sweatshirt and looks quite foreign.

He is holding a long hot dog and
the epigraph states, "Yiick! In

Russia, we don't eat this part of

the Am "^ WHll Iscli;ji^ apid

sQp0i^uc^»imMkm3W^
' «B placed whichcaheres»exce]pt for

jX woin) or ti^o, to the title of an
A>perican song.' (k. Sworn In The
USA) ., , .;^ , ,

His parents, whoibost nave a
sens^ ofhu«^ ta name,^heir child

Yikov, a]s6 ac«Ai0&M to the
lifestyle 6f Atnerlc^. This book is

admirably dedicated to them.
America Oh Sk Rubles A Day

or How to Bec0m AC^i^lisi Pig
.is a funny book, but 1 warn
readers that Yakov's humor is

attached to the abasement of the

Soviet Union and the difficulty in

understanding the meaning
,behind American phrases, like
'^.

. . the best singles bars are meat
markets" which we find him
dressed like Don Johnson, with an
arm full of flowers standing'
between two tall shelves of beef.

With the successful visit of

Mikhail Gorbachov it becomes
strangely reassuring to see some-
one drawmg a picture of a Russia
we are pressed to formulate
through movies, while we sit

eating apple pie on the hood of a
Chevrolet.

Smirnoff, a comedian who is not

afraid to laugh at himself, has
become very popular over the past

few years and will most likely

continue to do so in the future.

Any way you sice

Domino's Pizza*

is a gieai deaR
Use all or any of the coupons below and save

on your next purchase from Domino's Pizza.

Get rolling! These offers end soon.

Domino's Pizza will deliver your pizza-

hot and fresh-in less than 30 minutes.

Just give us a call.

Cal us.
Wayne

293-0980
128 W. Lancaster

Open for lunch
11 AM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.

11 AM-2AMFri.&Sat.

Our drivart carry IMS than ISOuOa
Lknilad daNvary

1968 Domino's Pizza, mc

ByRUSSCECCOLA
SeMtor Mfpfrter

mtMOfesum^vbbubc-
trnMCAlWtM/120. AP
FbujI^, wt» iiong wait from

•fom •ffcnnato everywhere,
Dmtm's Ubr lnn ipiide its way
to home ooinputeri. The home
¥9Mion odiiiiMitt^«lloCthe teiiueA'

oet «f tlie oitiiiial arade veraioii

thatfwii^firit toiiae videodisc

techiMJhiy.Someoliheaequeoces
have haathe graphics changed a
little, oy^tU are intact in purpose,

althom^ different in movement
remitrdiienta.

vniim's Lair is one of the

Amazing Software series from
Electronic Arts and splits the
ori^nal adventure's sequences
ihtp t«V9 parts. This is the only

deviance froQi the original game's
goat of saving Frincess Daphne^
Trom a gfant dragon. In* hoth
adventures, you talce on the role

of Dirk tlieluringand must move
the joystick at precise times to

continue the sequence and finish

the game. As you learn the moves
and when to make them, thegame
becomes simpler, but still fun to

play. In any case, Dragfm s Lair

has beautiful graphk:s and many
interesting screen^.

RAD WARRIOR *^* EPYX
€64/128, AP, IBM
Rod Warrior is one in Epyx's

Maxx Out! series of games, priced

lower than others and geared
toward the arcade enthusiast. In

this member of the series, you
take the role of Tal, a warrior in

the future, whose goal is todestroy

alien oppressors. Rod Warrior is

an arcade game, with some minor
goals that must be met before

finally reaching the climax of the

game — annihilating the aliens'

nuclear power source.

First, you must find an anti-

radiation suit and gravity boots

in the evil mutated forest. Then,
travel tlmnigh the ancient city

ruins; All the while, you must
search for more weapons. A map
is included with the game that

shows the layout of the entire

game, as well as where you can
find what you need. The rest is

up to you, relying heavily on your
coordination with a joystick.

GAUNTLET •••• MINDS-
CAPE C64/ 128, AT, ST
Most home computer versions

of arcade games pale in compar-
ison to the real thing, except on
high-memory machines.6iii«ii//e/

is the first that captures the thrill,

speed and graphics of the arcade
game in all versions. The player
chooses to be one of four charac-

ters: Thor the warrior. Merlin the
wizard, Thyra the vaUcyrie or

Questor the elf. Each has different

itrengttia and skills that the

plU^ef must use in traveling

through 4Mn0Bons while avoiding

on^ ol. six different types of

The graphics show an overhead
viewM the dungeon and usually

more than one character play at
* a time to mutually support each
other in their attempt to make it

to lower levels. Gauntlet is a
difficult game, but practice allows

one to reach k>wer levels. Dealing
with potions, food, transporters,

keys and treasures makes the

game more interesting. Expect
non-stop action and planned
strategy.

PAPERCUP III •• BATTER-
lESINCLUDED C64/128

Paperclip HI is the most inter-

esting W(H:d processor for the

Commodore 8-bit computers,
including a lot of nice features

that make it worthwhile. This
word processor, that includes

separate disks for Commodore 64
and 128, combines easy-to-use

commands with powerful format-

ting options. Writing is effortless

with Paperclip III .

The manual is excellent, offer-

ing a tutorial for the uninitiated.

All commands, menus and options

are in the appendix, making for

instant access to information.

Paperclip III is completely com-

patible with some word processors

and supports many printers as

well. The most interesting feature

of the program is the abiUty to use
your modem in the telecommun-
ications option to transmit or

receive text into the word proces-

sor environment.

The screen uses colorful menus
to communicate with the user.

Most options are accessed via

function keys. Mail merging and
customization of characters on-

screen is also possible. Paperclip

Ill's diversity translates to

excellence.

TEST DRIVE% ACCO-
LADE C64/128, AMIGA, ST.
IBM

Test Drive may just be the best

driving game ever. Not only does

it allow you to choose one of the

world's five fastest cars, but it

also gives you the most realism

for your money. Youxan drive one
of the folk>wing: Ferrari Testaros-
sa, Lotus Turbo Esprit, Porsche
911 Turbo, Laobocihini Count-
ach or Corvette. They all have
"spec charts" that appear on the
screen when the player selects

them.
The graphics for Test Drive are

very good, duplicating well what
you would expect to see on the
road. You have a radar detector
in your car and the object of the
game is to finish the course as
quk:kly as possible without get-

ting pulled over by a state cop.

"Sunday Drivers" potholes, water
and oil slicks and other hazards
make completing the course more
of a challenge. Ultimately, one will

be amazed with the smoothness
of the cars* response.

AIRBORNE RANGER ***•

MICROPROSE 064/1288,
IBM, ST
This simulation is the closest

that MicroProse will ever come to

an arcade game. The player
chooses one of 12 missions (in

three different parts of the world/
terrains) that« include rescue,
search and destroy and reconnais-

sance. After dropping weapons
and supplies from a plane into

enemy territory, a single soldier

moves through the same area,

completing the primary mission
goal and signal for a pick up.

The incredible detail put into

Airborne Ranger is what gives the

game its excellence and replaya-

bility. The missions are not simple
and supplies are limited. The
player can possibly use a rifle,

knife, time bombs, rockets and
grenades in the game, but finding

out when to use them is where
strategy enters the simulation.

Included with the game is a
keyboard placard that makes
playing y4f>60r>i^ Rangers so much
simpler. This simulation is what
every person who played "army"
as a kid has been waiting for.

mimn».itm*jmniJmM»M*Pm»M

Euiertalnment

Calendar

Art

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-763-8100

Jan. 30-Mar. 27 — "Recent Acquistions II:"

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

Music

Ambler Cabaret
43 E. Butler Pike
Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Feb. 5 — Beru Revue/Dynagroove
Feb. 12 — Flamin' Caucasians

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia, Pa.

Feb. 5 — Whitesnake/Great White
Feb. 7 - Yes

Tower Theatre
Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 12, 13 — Frank Zappa

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 6 — Flamin' Caucasians/The Bullets
Feb. 10 - The Stand/John Fritz Project

Feb. 1 1 — Radio Rodeo/Missionaires
Feb. 12 — Billy Price and the Keystone Rhythm Band

Theater
Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania
3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

Feb. 10-14 — "Frankenstein"

Shubert Theatre
215-569-9416

Feb. 10-14 — Whoopi Goldberg

Vasey Theatre
Villanova University

Villanova, Pa.

215-645-7474

Feb. 12. 13, 16 21 - "Devious Means"

Walnut Street Theatre
9th and Walnut Streets

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-574-3550

Through Feb. 7 - "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
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The Kinks explode with enenar in new aNNim
By JEFF GILLIES

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Live: The Road
The Kinks
NfCA Records
•«**

Since the release of their last

live album, One For The Road in

1980, The Kinks have been tour-

ing almost continuously. After

four studio albums and four major

tours since 1980, it seems logical

that their latest album is a live

compilation. It is also no surprise

that the album is titled Live: The
Road.

The album covers material

from their last four albums: Think

Visual, Word of Mouth, State of

Confusion and Give the People

What They Want. Also included on

the album are two new songs and
'the classic hit, "Apeman."

The song selection on the album
is quite surprising. There are no
songs on Live: The Road that are

on One For The Road, an album
containing mostly their greatest

hits. Obviously, the Kinks wanted
to present a collection of their

most recent material, but they

could have chosen better songs in

doing so.

Both "Clichesof the World" and
"Art Lover" could have been left

out in favor of more popular songs.

The absence of "Missing Per-

sons," a song which the band does

an incredible live version of, and

"State of Confusion" was some-

what startling.

However, the songs that are on

the album are played with a

certain enthusiasm and spirit that

has become a trademark of the

Kinks over the years. Anyone who
has seen the Kinks in concert will

surely attest that there are few

bands that have been around half

as long as the Kinks that play with

anywhere near the animation and
zeal seen in a Kinks concert.

The earth-shattering noise level

and pure excitement in the air

that emerges when singer/guita-

rist Ray Davies strikes the open-

ing chords of "Lola" is something

every music fan simply must
witness.

This type of Spirited vivacity is

captured on vinyl in Live: The

Road. In the opening track, "The
Road,'* the Kinks take a look at

themselves from a 1964 bar band

to a sell-out headlining act in 1968.

"The Road" is one of the new
songs on the album and talks

about all the band members,
friends, lovers and wives the

Kinks have seen come and go over

the past 24 years.

Longtime Kinks fans will notice

how Davies slips old song titles

into the lyrics, referring to himself

as a ''Dedicated Follower of

Fashion" and a "Well Respected

Man." The song also bears a

strong resemblance to I977*s

"Life on the Road" from the

Sleepwalker album.

The songs on the album

are pfaiyed with a certain

enthusiasm and spirit

that has become a

trademaric of The Kinits

over the years.

Today, the Kinks are left with

only two original band members:
Davies and brother Dave who
plays lead guitar. The rest of the

band consists of Jim Rodford on

bass. Bob Henrit on drums and Ian

Gibtx)ns on keyboards.

Guitarist Dave Davies rips into

a powerful rendition of "Destroy-

er," a song that is always well-

received by fans at Kinks;
concerts.

The next song is "ApeiftJln,"

which is a pleasant surprise to see

on the album. Recently, the band
began to include the song in their

live sets after it sat on the vast

shelf of songs in the Kinks'
repertoire. The song sounds better

than ever and is one of the best

performances on the album.

An upbeat version of "Come
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Mcigadeth has long been re-

spected as the worlds greatest

speed metal band, with their last

album. Ptact SeUs . . . But Who's
Buying? establishing them in the

minds of metalheads everywhere.

That album was released well

over a year ago and a new LP has
been anxiously awaited. Coupled
with special promotions in small

clute throughout the country and
a tour with Dio, Megadeth's so/ar,

50 good . . . so whit! is destined

to be highly successful.

This collection of new material

contains only eight songs, one of

which is an instrumental number,
but the degree of perfection and
technicality is high. The large

number of riffs and lyrics that

jump down your throat set sofar,

so good . . . so wkaV. apart from
other Megadeth material and
characterize the genius of lead

singer, lead and rhythm guitarist

and songwriter Dave Mustaine. A
pioneer of the speed/thrash metal

craze of the past five years,

Mustaine put together all of his

talents on the new record.

Also in Megadeth are: David

EUefson, bass; Jeff Young, lead

and rhythm guitars; and Chuck
Behler, drums. Behler and Young

are new members of the band,

joining after the ousting of Chris

Poland and Gar Samuelson. Al-

though their skills are used wall

on the album, the new guys atill

prevented Megadeth from beiitg

as tight a band on stage as they

have in the past on the Dio tour.

To say that so far, so good . .

.

so what! is as gooid as Piacg Soils

or KilHng is My Business . . .. mnd
Business is Good, the first Meg-
adeth album, would be premature.
•After listening to the album only
twice, the songs still had not
registered in my head. The songs
grow on,you and after hearing
them six or seven times, they have
implanted themselves in my me-
mory, right along such Me^^uleth

classics as "Peace Sells," "Wake
Up Dead" and "Mechanix." Op-
enmg with the short, but not

sweet, "Into the Lungs of Hell"

instrumental, so far, so good . . .

so what! diversifies greatly from
song to song.

"Into the Lungs of Hell" is a
good opener for the record, but it

pales in comparison to the others
and lacks in the absence of Mus-
taine's distinctive growls and
whining voice. "Set the World
Afire" paints an abrupt, terrifying

picture of a post-nuclear war
world, with intelligent, truthful

lyrics emphasizing the useless*

ness of a nuclear war. This song

inspired the album's cover, with
Megadeth mascot "Vtp" Kattle-

head armed for battle.
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song.

The most welcome addition to

so far, to good ... so what! is the
cover version of the Sex Pistols'

"Anarx:hy in the U.K." Making a
guest appearance on the song is

original Pistols member Steve
Jones. Always a crowd pleaser for

the greatest punk band ever,

Megadeth's cover version packs
thesame power as the original and
ends my wait for some band to

eventually revive the song from
the dead.

"Mary Jane," the closing
number of Side 1 that tells the

story of a witch's passing to

^ another exiatcnce, and "In My
Darkest Hour" on Skle 2 are in

thMimrvvii in thai UMSrtomUiae
struMe mekidie open&igs with
fast tWa, 'In My Darkeai Hdur"
is the better ol(M( t#o and was
written by Mustaine as soon as
he had heard of tha <feath of

Metallica*^ basaiat, CUffiurttei.
Th^ song captures Mfgadath in a
thoughtti)! moment and. once
a^Eain the music is intense and
higi^ originak

**W and 'Xiar " oontinue the

Megadeth tradition of ailH>ut

thraaherSt alongside ^'Devil's

Island" and 'These Boote." "502"

details the exploita of a law-
breaker* speeding akmg the inter-

state and challeiiging the law
number of the title. The lyiica to
"Liar" show a strong dislike

against lawbreakers; the speeding
guitars and complementing bass
and drums shoukl keep the hnd-
bangers liappy.

InmkaUy.^ the best was saved
for last in the form of "Hook in

Mouth/' mirroriiw the same ma-
neuver with "My Last Words" on

Peace Sella. '*Hook in Mouth** is

a» anti-PJlR.C. ^^arenta' Mttiic

Iteaeiim Center)aong, eatpiesaing

Mti«i^'<andlieiiMi*#
dislike for the 0ouip rnns'Ttpper
Gore, wife of the preaidetitial

candidate Al Gore, The^ chorus
says it all and is what ipakes the

song so memorable. Spdliag out
freedom as in that pc^mlpr tune
that spells out mother (*'F, is for

fluting* R. is lor red," etc.). the
chorus ends with the lines 'This
spells out freedom, it .means
nothing to me/ As kxig as there's

a P.M.K.C."
Only%alter repeated listenings

will you learntoloveso/ar, sogood
. ., S6 wh^H^und the efferta of

Megadeth, The album was the
moat awaked release of this year,

with only Scorpk)ki8 surpraiaing
this anticipataon. Megadeth dkl
not sell out, did not slow down
and did not give in to any pres-

sures put on them by record

companiea or administrative peo-

ple. The record is pure, unadul-
terated Mc^^Kleth at full thrMtle
an4 it earns its place alongside the
band's past work.
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VALEHTIWE^S DAY SPECIALS
Long Stem Rosemttt
$45.00 per dozen boxed

We will also feature many other Items for every budget which
convey that "special feeling" for your sweetheart. .

.

$30,00
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h^enfiowproves Picture This is picture perfect
By DIANE DRAGONETTE

Stuff Reporter

If irresistable talent and charm
are what it takes to make it, then

Philadelphia's Picture This is

cruising on the road to success.

Playing all the local hot spots,

Picture This is establishing a

strong base in the Philadelphia

music scene. A recent interview

at the Ambler Cabaret proved

these guys to be not only talented,

but down to earth as well.

Picture This is a three-piece

band consisting of Joe Mass (lead

vocals, guitar), Tony Silver (bass)

and Mike Zanghi (drums). The
band's first gig was in September
1985 at Grendel's Lair on South
Street, which has since become
The Gap. Although Picture This

plays primarily at clubs, they

would love to reach the colleges.

Mass explained, "We're a youth-

oriented band, and the colleges are

where it's at."

When describing their music,

Zanghi commented, "We used to

be more into New Wave, but now
we're straight-ahead rock-n-roll.

When we play the blues, it sur-

prises people because they see us
with sequencers." Mass con-
tinued, "Mike and I come from a
jazz background, but I also like a
lot of heavy metal." The band's
diverse background has enabled
them to create an unique brand
of rock-n-roll.

Picture This is definitely a band
to see live. Mass said, "Those 45
minutes to an hour on stage are

the only thing we do it for. We
get up there and forget all the

hassles and the business." Zanghi
added, "I just got out and jammed
with my friends, and it eventually

led to playing all the clubs. It's

a lot of fun, but 1 never really

planned it."

Picture This feels that Philadel-

phia's music scene is bursting

with talent, but it needs support

to survive. Mass stressed, "Every-

body out there who likes a local

band should go out and support

it because that is the only way
that the music can continue."

Picture This feels confident

about their sound, and it is just

a matter of time until they receive

the necessary exposure. Unfortu-

nately as Silver noted, "It's good
to have talent, but that's not

enough in a business that is run
on money and connections." .

Picturf This feels that

the Phibidelphia music

scene is bursting with

taient.

While discussing memorable
gigs, Picture This described Eagle-

ville Hospital, a drug rehabilita-

tion hospital, as their most
memorable gig. Mass said, "It felt

good to give something to people

who were trying to get it back

together. At the end of the show,

people reacted like, *I can still have

a good time when I'm straight.'
"

Zanghi agreed, "I loved it because

the people were so into it."

Picture This plans to go into the

studio next week and bang out

some new material to put on tape.

The band is working towards

their goals one move at a time, and
they eventually plan to add a few

more musicians to round out

Picture This.

Another exciting venture that

the band has in the works is

showcasing for Arthur Mann.
Mass explained, "Arthur is direct-

ly responsible for Bon Jovi's band.

1 worked with Arthur in 1982

when he was helpingJon Bon Jovi,

and the three of us wrote and

collaborated for a couple days.

That led to a demo tape here vj

Lance Quinn who produced J<

first two albums. We're s]

growing, but we know what
want musically."

For any young college bai|

Silver advised, "Pack it in,

your degree, and get a real

Seriously though, you have tO!

a good producer who can help

put together a professional soi

ing tape to send out." Mass
Zanghi also believe that recorc

is crucial. Mass concluded, "W

!

you get something on tape,

can begin to establish a little

of notoriety. Then you get out

play."

Right now Picture This is
,

forming in the area and constat

working on material. The bai

originality indicates a promii

future.

Picture This will be perforn

at Glassboro University, Sa
day, Feb. 6. -t^l

David Lee Roth disappoints with Skyscraper
By JOE DeFULVIO

Staff Reporter

Skyscraper

David Lee Roth

Warner Brothers Records

Back in 1977 when Van Halen
first appeared on the musical
horizon there was quite simply

not too much going on in the hard
rock world. Van Halen I changed
all that. The album veritably

exploded with energy and talent

and established the band as rulers

of the heavy rock scene for the

next eight years.

It was during this time that the

world was first exposed to David.

Lee Roth. As much as Eddie Van
Halen was the musical leader of

the band, Van Halen was also the

kingdom of Roth. Roth created a

frontman persona that included

every cliched stance imaginable as
the obnoxious, womanizing, party

animal; the ultimate rock and
roller.

Despite or maybe because the

band was able to remain on top

with killer albums and massive
tours, it all came to an end when
Roth exited for a solo career. This
move was widely questioned at

the time and generally viewed to

be a mistake which would catch

up with Roth in the long run. As
we shall see, this proved to be

true.

Discounting the Crazy From the

Heat EP as an entertaining joke.

Roth's first solo LP was Eat 'em

and Smile. This album featured

an all star backing band including

guitarist Steve Vai and bassist

Billy Sheehan, and overall, was
not that bad an album. "Tobacco
Road," "Shy Boy" and
"Elephant Gun," along with a

couple of other tunes rocked hard

enough with enough humor to

provide a quick fix for former Van
Halen fans.

The problem, though, was the

exhibition of an ego which, though
previously large, had apparently

reached new levels of boundless-

ness. However entertaining the

music might be, the clownish

antics found a way to obscure

those occasional bright moments.

Overall, Skyscraper i$ a

disappeinting effort

from someone capable

with an assistant byline given to

Vai. Immediately noticeable is the

less than stellar sound of the

album which is quite a departure

from the sonic wallop that Ted
Templeman had given Roth's

previous solo stuff as well as the

Van Halen LP's.

Another unfortunate character-

istic that Roth has developed is

his penchant for placing an in-

creased emphasis on his rather

limited vocal abilities at the

expense of the songs. The single,

"Just Like Paradise," is currently

the number one Album Oriented
Rock radio tract and is a good
example of this trend.

As far as the rest of the album
goes there are a few bright mo-
ments. "The Bottom Line" pushes
along and Vai shines as usual.

"Damn (iood" offers a good nos-

talgic feel for the old days and is

the best cut on the album.
"Stand Up" and "Perfect Tim-

ing" showcase Vai again but the
songs never really take off. This
seeming lack of energy pervades
the whole album and is a rather

disturbing tendency. Billy SI

ban's bass plays a supporting

.

and he is held in check through

the record. This prompted hin

leave the band shortly after

completion of recording.

Overall, Skyscraper is a di

pointing effort in his mus
decline. Hopefully he will be

to get back on track soon.

Also, this album will probe

sell two million copies any^

proving the old adage of form c

content. "... and I don't w
to go home."

M A

of a lot more. f\*£\
The Van Halen records managed
to fit Roth into the mix as com-
mentator more so than actual

singer, and his over the top
attitude fit the music perfectly. In

fact. Van Halen was the perfect

rock band. A blazing, innovative,

guitar virtuoso backed by an

exceptional rhythm section front-

ed by a born eccentric equals the

ultimate party rock band.

Roth's new LP, Skyscraper,

unfortunately, is not up to the

slight standard established by Eat
'em and Smile. There are a lot of

problems with this album but a

couple are so vivid that they

warrant comment. Skyscraper's

production is credited to Roth

T HE WORLD'S FIRST
COMPUTER ISENERATED

ISRAPHIC NOVEL
A V A I L A L E A T:
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* Showcase Comics *

* DIacount Subscription Service.

* Back Issue Search Service.

* Full Une of Comic Supplies.

* Magazines. Pulps, and Sdencc Fiction.

* Videos and animation.

Michael and Judy Qark • Owners

824 W. Lancaster Ave. (2 1 5) 527-6236

*3 Biyn Mawr Theatre Arcade Inside the Biyn Mavr?

Bryn Mawr, P*. 19010 Theatre Arcade

Classified and Personal Advertisini
CLASSIREDS

Orumfflar Needad for new-wave and allsr-

naiive rock and roll band. AbHNy needed but
experience not necessary. CaiH Andrew at

S27-2S42 or Terry at 526-9418.

ULJ. OlMlo Typing Servk^e. tleeuinai, term
rs, word proceaiinQ eto. ReMonabie
. LH pk* up- llaih daiivwy. 828-221 8.

- Vil.
alMoQoai|jtHWI|swil
aapMiMrwL JoiMraand
0682. \Mi pay high prioaa.

I aa duPoni Paviion,

Pttibufgh. Cat 272-

: Eem wNia you laam. Put

Part-Tkna days. Two to kxjr days per week.
1 1 am.-3 p.m. This fun job involves calling

college students all over the country to

schedule free consunner education shows. It

is fun, easy, and there is no selling involved.

Earn $4 to $8 per hr., working two, three or

four days per week in our Bryn IMawr office.

(One aock from train statton). Perfect for

aludenls. For interview call Mr. Redtord. 11

ajn.-2 p.m. at 527-8060.

Pto|icllowiat wantad tor fikn claaaes. Ho
expedefK:e necessary, will train. $4.10 an
hour. Fraahman preferred. CA Dapaitmant,
645-4750.

Help WWilad - Ijoaa up to 35 pounds par
'

. Experianoad weight toes program —
10 ovenaaighipMpia now^ Medical

tffn. FOAwadtad ^t%t conauiMnn.
For inlomwiton. caN Chania at (303) 528-

Qovemment Homaa for $1 (U repair). Buy
direct* Repossessed and tax-seized proper-

ties. Call today for facts! 1 -51 8-459-3546, ext.

H618S (Toll-refundable) 24 hours.

LovkiOt enargatic person for babysitting my
two toddler boys in the Villanova area.

S^urday evenings arxl an occasional week-
ni^ Prefor own transportation. $4 per hour

Call Laura at 687-9565.

I Party '88 — Uuderdale Beach Hotel.

Your official V.U hotel for Spring Break '88.

Make reservatfons now for best rooms. Only
$149 per person (quad occupancy) for eight

days and seven nights of Florida ton Look
arourKi campus for posters arxl flyers with

more sunsatmnal details. Call 1 -8O6-ENJOY
U&

prim, copy, type Same day
U.S. typawrilar 8 haaume Center.

King of Pnoaia Plaza. lOng of Pn«aia 266-

78A. Hours: Mon.-SaL. 10-9-JO. Sun. 12-5.

N'snauarlooaaHyf

M.P. — You need inspiration?!? So when are

we going to Hawaii? I m ready when you are!

— J.D.

Lost: Gold ring w/pink stone. Great senti-

mental value. H found, contact Colleen at 525-

6951. REWARD.

Greetinga to Dave, Mike, Jen. Deb, Amy.
Chris, Donna, Carol, Kathy, John. Lorraine,

and the two Steves. Who coukl ask for better

friends'' — Kevin.

Chris, man . . . that's what being a sophist

does to you. Don't be skepticai about getting

well — be a stow. Love, f4oel.

CHAKA, Ih«ik8 for the Zulu at Penn Saturday

ntgM — t)oy can you cut the rug. Fascinated.

Jin>bo.

._^_ okay, you can leave me. but only

if you don't lotn ar^ythmg else!*' Do your

homewortcff Wall miss you. Love. Katiy 0.

KaMiy Qaigiay. thank you for understanding!

You'll do a graal job! Ooni panto — you are
Lowa.

- Qood kick wHh «w laat pari

of ruah. I know youl do awaeoms. Maytw
Manday you can relax; Ms dIMeut Nvmg wit>

Dr. JakyH 4 Mr. Hyde! Love, your favortle

Iif6 Ha% apilM Lana. GMailOT)onJan 22al2:30p.m.inf«amain
Caio mm or crfChawli tot pHaaa Hum the honrntj and dawily to Otar •! «p. wa had an auMaoi

^ caaialanwafd. CaN TJ.8. at 527-8288 Fdday^bu guys are great -DO
ima on

Brian, <

Happy
Birthday witJ

a Whiplash
Smile, a Beer
Label, Long
Talks and a
Bax^k Pocket.

Love you, S
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Spring Festival Proposal Approved

Student Directory, Bigger and Better!

Defending Students' Rights in Local Townships

Attending Radnor Township Meetings

Co-ed Dorms Proposal

Complete Review of Academic Advisement

Implementation of University Senate Security

Review Committee i
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THEWORKCONTINUES ON:
Registering Students to Vote in Radnor

Used Book Sale

Scholarships

. THE PELICAN Political Journal

Newsletter of The Student Government

'^

?.

INVOLVED

204 Dougherty Hall
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By ALLEN AMBR08IN0
AmkltmlRftkrUmmtnt BdUor

Word For Word
AndyRooney
G.P.^tiiam'8 Sons

Andy Rooney is best known for

the humorous five minute spots

he has on the popular television

show "60 Minutes." Because of

his off-beat sense of humor and
rising popularity, Rooney decided

to give America anotl^er present
by woting Weird for Word. Roo-
ney has the unique ability to

address everyday occurrences,
find the humor in them and make
it crystal clear to the reader. In

the introduction, Charles Osgood
sums up Rooney's brilliance when
he said» "There is^ nothing com-
mon about common sense.*

One of his funniest ideas came
when Rooney was debating about
daylight savings time. In Rooney's
opimon, it is just a simple case

of the night people stealing an
hour from the morning people. He
feels that he is a morning person
and daylight savings time should

be abolished forever.

The bttt ptrU of the book were
when Hoooey wrote about things
tM «WKyone in the workl can
rctitf to lucb as the fear of 9)ing
to tht dentist and the frustrating
time that everyone has spent at

thMiriiB tfyiiw to get that car
repured. Hi^.wry humor makes
a simple trijTno the doctor an
unfoivettable experience.
One of his novel ideas to elim-

inate the national debt was to sell

one of our 50 states to another

IffRoomylMHittUs
way, the wioMr would

gitalloftheiMMy
and tha iMor would be

l^on Jiift enough for

the carfare home.

country for cash. Because of this,

Disney Worid polled over 2,500
people and asked them. "If vou
had to sell one of the 50 states to

pay off the national debt, which
state would you sell?" The three
least popular states were New
York, California and, of course,

New Jersey. Rooney refused to.

vote because he did not want to

goout of his way tomake enemies,

In the world of sports, Rooney
presented a few simple sugges-
tkMiiin order to improve the way
they are played. For example, he
felt that the loser in a tennis
match makes too much money. In
^ome tournaments, they make up
to $60,000 and Rooney thought
that money like that makes losing
too popular. If Rooney had it his
way, the winner would get all of
the money and the loser would be
given just enough for the carfare
home.
He also wanted football to be

played the way it was in the old
days when athletes played both
offense and defense. If they expect
to be paid the full amount of their

contract, Rooney would make
sure they worked full-time. One
day, Rooney insists, the American
sports fans^ will unite, form a
union and get their demands or

go on strike like everyone else.

Just when you begin to think
that Rooney only writes about
comical events, he takes on a
serious topic such as the poor
people all over the United States.

Because he works in New York
City, he is approached by every
type of beggar imaginable. Roon-
ey's policy is to never give money
to them although he is filled with
mixed emotions regarding the
poor. He does not feel like the
money would make any real dif-

ferpnce in their lives, but he is

uncertain and this feeling upsets
him from time to time.

Rooney's literary talents are
impeccable as he has onoe again
written a thinking man's book. He
is the only writer in America who
can take an average Sunday and
transform it into an exciting

occurrence. Word For Word is a

unk|ue book that you coukl read

several times without getting

tired of Rooney's endless commen-
taries. It does not matter what you
are interested in: Rooney will

delight you with his latest work
of art, Word For Word.

AndiewA.

Roone

MEGAN GUIDERA
We'll All Miss You
Good Luck

^

- The Villanovan
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Valentine's Day
Personals

ONLY WITH STUDENT ID.

20-WORD LIMIT
Due Before Feb. 9 • 12 p.m.

I.D.#

CUTOFFAND HETUIN TO DOUCHEtTV HALL 201
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Shefflodi
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Stqff Reporter

The Revenge of the Hound
by Michael Hardwick
ViUaid Books

reliinis

*****

G^nim

The game is afoot once more for

the legendary pair of 221 B Baker
Street in Michael Hardwick's
latest Sherlock Holmes novel, The
Revenge of the Hound.

Since Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
first created the great detective

and his faithful partner, Dr.
Watson, in November 1887, the

ranks of Sherlockians have grown
steadily and remain as strong now
as when Conan Doyle first cap-

tured the imagination of Victorian

England.

Hardwick is one of the world's

foremost Sherlockian authors, a
writer who tries to capture the

flavor of the oiriginal mysteries in

new adventures of his own. His
novel. Prisoner of the Devil, is

considered to be the finest of the

post-Conan Doyle mysteries.

The Revenge of the Hound is set

in England during the summer of

1902, only months after the pub-

lication of The Hound of the

Basherviiles. With the recent

death of Queen Victoria and,
consequently, the Victprian Age,

England feels itself thrust into the

20th century. Talk of revdutkNi
fills the air as Edward VII plans

to rise to the throne.

Likewise, the long friendship of

Holmes and Watson is feeling the

strain of time. Watson has found

true love and jeopardizes their

partnership with his approaching

marriage. Seeing this change in

his personal affairs and in the

rapidly changing world around
him. Holmes ponders retirement.

With the recent acceptance of his

scientific methods by Scotland

Yard and other police forces.

Holmes feels his previously unique
services are no longer needed.

The sighting of an enormous
hound's footprmts on Hampstead
Heath, however, pushes all per-

sonal matters askle. Masshyt^a
ensMes as the pu|t>lic fears that the

Hound of the Baskervilles has
relumed.
As this mystery unfolds,

Holmes and Watson are beset by
a series ofpuzzles. The bones oif

Oliver Cromwell are found and
then mysteriously disappear.
Edward himself asks Holmes to

retrieve a letter that could place

his reign in peril. A Chinese
Stewart on a ferry boat is mur-
dered with no apparent motive.

Hardwick sets the board wonder-
fully with these pieces and keeps

the reader guessing to the end
with his brilliant moves.
With tremendous political,

social and historical detail, Hard-

wick captures the period master-

fully. He reproduces Conan
Doyle's tight, meticulously
detailed style so well that they are

barely distiirguishable from one
another. Hardwick even includes

some archaic Victorian vocabu-

lary, a feature which mak^s
having a good dictk»u|ry at Jiand
advisaUe.
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The only noticeable differences

in The Revenge of the Hound from

the Conan Doyle mysteries is in

the portrayal of the sleuths.

Where Conan Doyle portrayed

Watson as slightly inferior to

Holmes, Hardwick makes his

Watson stronger and a more able

partner for Holmes. Hardwick's

Holmes shows more of the brood-

ing, eccentric side of the character

and humanizes him. This Holmes

has doubts and fears that Conan

——————
I

I ti I II

Doyle never expounded upon but

wouki probably have agreed with.

Speaal note must be made of

the several illustratkms in the

book by Steranko. Steranko's

greying, lean ilolmes drawn
amoiig the clutter of his study,

wonderfully continues the tradi-

tion of Hblmes iUilstrato^ begun
by Sidney Paget. He illostrated

the original tales when they first

appeared in TkfSlnnd M0gmne
and is responsible for the image

of Holmes that has become asso-

ciated with the character.

Anyone >)yho has ever read a

Sherlock Holmes tale will enjoy

The Revenge of the Hound. All the

familiar things are there, the

fantastic disguises, the legendary

pipe, the bumbling Lestrade,

along with a freshness Hardwick
brings to the characters that adds

up to an enjoyable whole. For

anyone who has never read a tale

of the great detective. The Revenge

of the Hound is a fine way to

introduce oneself to one of the

finest characters of world
literature.

Our unending quest for excellence

» and progrsssive
mOnmwmMmrNe

starts with you!

GPU Ssrytos CoggoraHon. a
ovQsnizaBon pfovNmQ isci

and tinandal supportiD a mi^or electric utility net-

woik. has sold entry level carstr opportunNiss at

Us Rvsippanyi NJ and Reading. RA bcalkKis.

Oflsrinfi exoalMit potential for growth and
advancement, piofessionai opportunities are avail-

able for candUetes wNh a Master's degree in

Accounting. Business. Economics. Finance,

Mathematics. Computer Science and Electrical

Engineerirtg.

Sign up immedialely at your Placement Office for

an interview during our scheduled on-campus
visit: or forward your resume with a cover letter

indicating area of interest to: Human Resources
Div^ion.
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TIME TOTRAVEL
Is On Campus In

The Connelly Center

We're looking for people who would like to work with

our agency.

You'B learn about the travel industry, make money

and get some free trips!

CALLKATHY
•tHum le Tr«Ml for dstalto:

ONCAMPUSe46-r

OFF CAMPUSae7-7770

THIRD WORLD
FILMSERIES
Spring Semester, 1 988

Tuesday nights

7-9 p.m.

Connelly Center Cinema

Present:

Films of The Caribbean
Feb. 16: "MenM>ries of Underdevelopment'' Cuba, Thomas Gutierrez Aica, 1968.

One of the most influential and wide reaching films of the third world ...

focuses on the difficulties of the transition to a socialist society.

Mar. 1 : 'improper Conduct/' Cuba, Nestor Alemendrof and Orlando Jimenez-Leal, 1 984.

A counterpoint to "Memories . . .
/' a carefully crafted documentary exposing

the gap between the ideology and reality of Cuban society.

Mar. 22: "Sugar Cane Alley/' Martinique, Euzhan Faley, 1963.

Set in Martinique in 1931 /the film follows the fortunes of a bright, opportunistic

boy as he learns to reconcile his native heritage with the realities of French
colonial rule.

Apr. 12: "•HtwCaM^'' Haiti, NaM Films, 19t3 \ . ^
An award winning docuntenUry fibfMd covertly In Haiti during the height of Baby

Doc's repression . . . traces Heiirs rich cultural and abysmal economic history.

Apr. 2^ U.SJUGillo 199W.

Marlon Brando stars in a rare combination from Hollywood — good story, stiong

dram^iM mHous politics. A BritliK mercenary sent to stir up revolution among
pggnnli oa i rnrriigiiiii plsntitlnn ^ranrfrr ^nit tf^ i

^ ' ^^^^i^^

in a battle o^ colonial
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By STBPIIBN POWERS

Sitfff Reporter

When a movie does well at the

box offioe» it is almost guaranteed
that a sequel will be made. When
a television series is a hit, its

network and producers will

undoubtedly want to capitalize on
the success by developing spinoffs.

Successful television shows al^o

inspire other "copycat" programs.
Sequels, spinoffs and similar

programs are all making enter-

tainment news this week.
Sequels to hit movies almost

^Iways make money, since they

attract fans of the original. Just
look at "Rocky," "Friday the
13th" and "Police Academy' - all

had at least three sequels. Last

year's sequels included the high-

est grossing film of the year,

"Beverly Hills Cop II." This
coming year, we will be seeingjust
as many, if not more, sequels than
last year.

The sequel list is long. Bobcat
Goldthwait stars in "Police Acade-

my V" (minus Steve Guttenberg),

Robot No. 5 ij^ttims in "Short

Ckoiit H'' (Mce Main without

Guttenberg), Hoddy McDowall
fights evil forees once ^gain in

"Fr^t Night tT* and the man of

your dreams, Freddy Krueger, is

back at^ork in ''Nightmare on

ElmSti^t.P|ul4."
;

' Although Steven Spielberg will

not be reldtsing any sequels this

year» he will be busy making

some. He will veteam with George

Lucas and Harrison Ford for a

second sequel to "Raiders of the

Lost Ark.*^ Unlike the "prequel,"

"Indiaha Jones and the Temple of

Doom," the as-ofyet untitled film

will take place after "Raiders."

Spielberg is hoping to sign former

James Bond, Sean Connery to play

Indy's father, but there is no word

yet on whether Karen Allen w»n
reprise her role as Indy's girl-

friend, Marian.
Meanwhile. Spielberg has

signed Michael J. Fox and Chris-

topher Lloyd to return to their

roles from the 1985 blockbuster

"Back to the Future" in a new
film. Also in the works is a sequel

to 1964*8 '"Gremlins."

Just as the box office is flooded

with sequels, television is becom-
ing fkwded with spinoffs. The
ABC sitcom "Growing Pains,"

which is firmly seated in the

Nielson top 10. will air a two-part

episode this spring that is also a

spinoff for comedian Bill

Kirchenbauer.

The new series, entitled "Just

the 10 of Us," focuses on Carol

and Mike Seaver's teacher, Coach
Lubbock (Kirchenbauer), who is

fired from his job and moves west
with his pregnant wife, seven kids

and mother-in-law in tow. Four
episodes of the series have already

been taped.

The 200th, and probably final,

episode of NBC's "The Facts of

Life" is also a pilot for a potential

spinoff starring Lisa Whelchel
(Blair). The new series would
focus on law school student Blair,

who also works as a law clerk for

a prestigious law firm. If NBC
picks up the show, it would be the

first spinoff from the nineyear old

"Facts."

While the success of "Star
Trek; The Next Generation" has
not led to any spinoffs, it has led

to the rebirth of the science-fiction

series. As the result of "Star

Trek's" high ratings. Paramount
TV is planning another first-run

syndicated series, "War of the

Worlds," which will be based on
the Oscar-winning 1953 film.

"Worlds" premieres this fall.

On the same note, NBC is

currently filming "Invader," a

four-hour mini-series and poten-

tial pilot, starring Maryam D'Abo
("The Living Daylights"). D'Abo
plays a good alien who helps a

human track down a bad alien.

"V," which was a hit mini-series

but a failure as a series, was
launched the same way by NBC
four years ago.

SHORT TAKES: The Califor-

nia Raisins' first album of oldies

has gone gold (5(X),000 copies sold)

and is at No. 60 on the Billboard

chart this week. The Rai-
sins, who were launched by a

popular TV commercial, will soon

record a followup LP . .

.

Jason Bateman ("Valerie's Fam-
ily")iust finished shooting "Mov-
ing Target," which will air later

this season on NBC. Bateman
plays a young musician who
returns home from camp to find

that his family has disappeared

without a trace. Jack Wagner, of

"General Hospital" fame, co-stars

And in a related matter, Bate-

man's former "Valerie" co-star,

Valerie Harper, will have her day
in court on June 5 over her firing

from the NBC sitcom. Harper says

that she was unjustly fired; pro-

ducer Lorimar claims in a coun-

tersuit that Harper breached her

contract during a salary holdout.

"Valerie's Family" is not suffering

in spite of the legal mess — its

ratings have actually gone up
since Harper's departure. Howev-
er, regardless of the trial's out-

come, the show must drop "Val-

erie" from its title, and will most
likely be renamed "The Hogans"
this fall.

Sources: USA Today, The Phila-

delphia Inquirer.

Author foBows controversial coach Bobby Knight
By ALLEN AMBROSINO
Assistant Entertainment Editor

onymous with Indiana basketball-.

Actually, his winning basketball

teams have elevated him to legend-

ary status. He has made many
friends and enemies over the

College basketball in the NCAA years, but everyone Knight comes
is more thanjust a sport; for some in contact with has respect for his
people, it is a constant life or death coaching abilities,

struggle. Indiana Hoosiers coach One would think that every-
Bobby Knight is one of the people thing would be great for the
who puts his entire being into Hoosiers with their winning

one of his players was paralyzed

a freak car accident. Knight

every game. A Season on the Brink
portrays Knight and his contro-

versial coaching style throughout
the 1985-86 season. John Fein-

stein, a writer for the Washington
Post, was permitted to follow the
team for an entire season. He was
able to watch every' practice,

attend every meeting and learn

what goes on behind the scenes.

Feinstein's evaluation of Knight
and his coaching style was eye-

opening and very entertaining.

Because of his past success.

Knight's name has t)ecome syn-

records, but Knight's personality

and competitiveness cause eve-

ryone on his team to be nervous

about their status at all times.

For example, point guard Steve
Alford was ejected from several

practices and constantly showered
with obscenities about his defense

and lack of leadershi|i ability.

This is the same Alford who was
arguably the best shooter in the

country during his senior year

and the captain of the 1987 NCAA
Champion Indiana Hoosiers.

After reading only a few chap

ters of A Season on the Brink, one team would be forced to beg him
can see that Knight is a very to coach and he would make it as

complex person who plays contin- difficult as possible for them,
uous mind games with his players These mind games were a large

to push them to their maximum part of Knight's grand design to

potential. He is not the type to take make his team a winner. The
a long time savoring his victories; majority of the time they worked
on the contrary. Knight never to perfection.

stops working with his players. Even people who do not follow berated them and made them feel

Because the 1985-86 basketball college basketball probably heard inferior. They knew that every

season was a disappointment (2 1 - Knight's name connected with the

8; a loss in the first round of the Purdue game played on Feb. 23,

NCAA playoffs), Knight's profane, 1985. He became upset at a refe

in

paid his hospital bills, gave him
a full scholarship and made him
the captain of the basketball team
for the year.

He had the respect of all of his

players even though he constantly

sarcastic side of his personality

was evident throughout the book.
Sometimes he would curse at a
particular player and kick him out
of practice for no apparent reason.
Knight did this in order to make
the pla)^ want to compete so
badly that he would do anything
askeid of him.
When everyone on the team was

playing sloppy basketball, he
would leave the court and refuse
to coach them. Members of the

ree s call and threw his chair

across the court. Because this

incident was publicized by prac-

tically every news station in

America, Knight is known to

many as "the crazy coach who
threw the chair."- #

Knight's temper was, and still

is, his biggest enemy, but Fein-

stein shows his gentler side as

well. Loyalty is very important to

thing he did would make them
better players in the long run.

During the season, the team did

improve, but they finished the

year with a whimper.
A Season on the Brink is an

excellent account of Knight, the

most colorful college basketball

coach in America, and his Indiana

Hoosiers. It shows all of the little

things that must be done in order

to produce a winning team.
Knight's approach to winning
might not be correct to some, but

Knight as he would do anything »" his opinion, "the end always

asked of him for his friends. When justifies the means."
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MAKE IT HAPPEN!
ORIENTATION '88

Applications available for the positions of Orientation

Counselor and Administrative Assistant Feb. 8 at

9 a.m. in the Dean of Students Office, Room 213,

Dougherty Hall. Applications due Feb. 18 at 5 p.m.

in the Dean of Students Office. Please sign upfor a

Level I interview at this time.
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Infornnatlonal Meeting About^ Positions

On Feb. lO at 8 p.m. In the Connelly
Center Cinema.
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Senibr Kiristin Banfiefd was honored by the Big Five, as Viilanova's
unsung hero>

Xst^ damp PantiierSj

succwnb to Orange

StmffReparttr

The Wildcats experienced a
rough week in the pool as the

men's swimming and diving
team ended' their undefeated
season<and lost to the teams of

Army and Penn State.

The Cats tried their hardest to

keep their perfect record intact,

but they fell 129.5 to 89.5 Jan. 23

Lat
the duPont Swimming Center

to Army.
Junior swimming sensation

Chris Craft led the Cats as usual
with three first-place finishes.

Sophomore Lou Dearstyne and
senior Dave Echeverria also

helped the Wildcat, cause by each
netting a pair of victories. Dear-

styne conquered the Army team
in the 100-yard freestyle (46.36)

and the 200-yard freestyle

(1:44.00), while Echeverria domi-

nated the diving scene, taking

both the one-meter (308.4) and
three-meter (322.725) events with
season high scores for six dives.

Freshman Steve Petrie broke

drop two in a r«

the John E. dul^ont Swimming
Center record in the 200-yard
backstroke with a time of 1:54.37.

A disappointed WiUteat team
lost again at home Jan. 25 to a
powerful Nittany Lion team 139-

76. Craft again achieved three

wins for the Cats. He combined
with Qui^tylie, Petrie and Junior

V V »

Tim Truax to win the ooening
event of the meet, the 40b-yard

medley relay with a clacking of

Craft then went on to capture
victory in the 200-yard butterfly

(1:51.23) and the 200-yard individ-

ual medley with a new poofrecord

of i:54.78.

M?-?f

t

By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

After trouncing Pittsburgh and
running their unbeaten streak to

five games, the Villanova women's
basketball team had their bubble

burst, as they dropped a 65-51

decision to front-running Syra-

cuse on the road Jan. 30.

The loss dropped the Cats
record to 14-5 overall, 6-3 in the

Big East. Senior forward Lisa

Angelotti led Villanova with a 20-

point nine-rebound effort.

The Orange, who Villanova

defeated in early January 57-55,

controlled every aspect of the

game, especiallytheboair^, where
they grabb^^ tebbutids^ to

'Nova's 35.

"We're not a consistent team.
We're fortunate to be where we
are right now," commented coach
Harry Perreta.

"You can't substitute for talent,

though. Syracuse has a much
more talented team than we do,

and we have to play a perfect game
to beat them," he added.

Jan. 28, however, in a Big East
conferences game here at duPont
Pavilion, Villanova played likef a
finely tuned machine, mowing
down Pitt, 74-61.

From the opening tip, the Cats
called junior center Carole Oaten's

number and she responded with
a 20-point 10-rebound master-

' jC^A'-^ *».'•,•

piece.

"They didn't have the size

inside and my teammates saw
that and did a good job of getting

the ball inside to me," remarked
Oaten. "I have to get off to a good
start to have a game like that and
I did."

, Point guard Helen Koskinen
continued her string of fine per-

formances with 18 points, eight

rebounds and five assists against

the Panthers. Forward Teresa
Pasik also added 15 points.

With seven games remaining,

Villanova will have to accumulate
at least five more victories to

re|g[ister a 20-win season and to

m^rK WA'A. at-/arge' c6n-
sideration.

Coach Perreta explains, "To
win the Big East regular season
title we can only afford one more
conference loss. If we lose two or

three, we could still have a shot

at an at-large bid: If we can win
20 games, we must be considered

as a possible tournament team. In

that respect, every game is

important."

Pawprints . .

.

Senior Kristin Banfield was
honored by the Big Five last week
as Villanova's unsung hero ...

Lisa Angelotti has been Big Five

Player of the Week three times

this season . . . Helen Koskinen 's

81 .8 free throw percentage is sixth

in the NCAA rankingsr

TRUMP PLAZA
HOTEL AND CASINO - ON THE BOARDWALK

COME MEET WITH US
FEBRUARY 6, 10-6 AT

TRUMP PLAZA HOTEL AND CASINO
MISSISSIPPI AVENUE AND THE BOARDWALK

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. 08401
Chelsea Room A & B (sixth floor)

Speak with representatives

from the following departments:

CAGE CASHIERING ~ CASINO GAMES
PIT CLERK - SECURITY - SLOT CASHIERING

Applications for all other areas will be accepted.

Full-Time, Pait-Time and Seasonal Positions Available

Ask About Our Scholarship Program!

Casino License Information and
Assistance will be Available.

^ For adifilioiiai iaforaiatiott please caU our

PtnoHMl Office at 609-484-7660
JOB HOTL»IE 609-484-7686

ntiolo h* O'NielO

The men's swim team suffered their first defeats of the season when
they ffH to Army and Penn St. last week.

TANNING
SESSION!

NCW CUSTOMERS ONIY
Umil OfW Ptr Hnem

Sofa UVA Tanning

Open 7 Days
Complete Privacy

YEAR 'ROUND
FEATURINQ

"TMEWMJF n

lOW

CENTERS

566 LANCASTER AVE
HAVERFORD, PA

LOCATB) NEXT TO AL E. GATOItS

525-7125

SAVE

M4.00
7 VISITS

ONLY *35.00

NEW CUSTOMERS ONiV
Not VoU ^MWi Anjf OHmt Onsf

Ons rWf ronton

Relaxing Atmosphere
Trained Technidons
Wolff System

\/illanova Student I. b. Required
American Express Cards Accepted

HaveFUNin theSUNLonger this SpringBreak!

THE INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085

presents

1988 SPRING LECTURE SERIES

Professor Samir Khalaf

Princeton University

FEBRUARY 9, 4:30-6

Klaverfbrd Room
Connelly Center

CONTEyPORARY LEBANESE SOCIETY
Professor Khalaf is a visiting professor in sociology and in the Program in Near Eastern Studies at

Princeton. He recently put>lished Lebanon's PrMNcament: Essays on ttie Dialectics of Tradition

and Modsmlty In Lebanon. (Columbia University Press. 1986), co-sponsored by the department

of sociology, Villanova University.

Professor Salim Tamari
Birzeit University

FEBRUARY 23. 4:30-6

Wayne/St Davids rms.

Connelly Center

CONTEMPORARY PALESTINIAN SOCIETY
Professor Tamari is the Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence at the University of Michigan's department

of sociology. An author of a number of articles on contemporary Palestinian society, Professor Tanwri

is an associate professor of sociology and the editor of the quarteriy publication. The Birzeit Reisarch
Rsvisw. Co-sponsored k)y the department of sociology. Villanova University. .

Professor Andrea B. Rugh
Harvard University

MARCH 15. 4:30-6

Haverfbrd Room
ConnsHy Center

WOMEN IN ARAB AND ISLAMIC SOCIETiES
Prolessor Rugh is a consultant for BRIDGES. Harvard University. She researches issues of social

Changs in tha Arab world. Her pubHcaiions include Coping witti Poverty in a Cairo CofmniMlty
(American University at Cairo Press. 1979) and Family in Contamporary Egyp* (Syracuse Univarsily

Press, 1964) co-spoifisorsd tiy Iha progrsm in women studies, Villanova University.

APRIL 1a 4:30-6

Wayna/Si Davids Rms.
Professor Sammy Smoohs
HaM Univarsily

Soctotofly al Dro¥wi UnJMatiHy
Piaaa)in 1978

bv tM dsoMtmam of tiialsfv

conlaol Dr. Thomas M.

rartj^-: -fc^t^'t
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Men's
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sports Editor

After Villanovasmen's basket-

ball team broke into the top 20 last

week they suffered losses at the

hand of St. John's University and

Providence College. They quickly

rebounded by topping Georgetown
University, last Monday.
The St. Johns loss, which took

place last Wednesday at duPont,

was a disheartening "blow. The
Cats who trailed 16-6 at one point

rallied back and kept the game
close. However their efforts

sought for naught as they fell to

the Redmen 60-55. The crushing

thing was that 'Nova had two
chances to pull the game out late

in the game.
First, with the Redman up by

one and 13 seconds remaining,

Gary Massey missed a tough turn

around lay up after stealing a

errant SheltonJones pass. Second,

after "Boo" Harvey converted two
free throws, a Kenny. Wilson 3-

point shot went in and out and

the 'Cats fell to defeat.

St. John's coach Lou Carnesecca
stated, "Villanova is playing the

best ball in the Big East, but

tonight their shots just would not

fall."

I'he providence loss was next.

In this game V.U. enjoyed a 18-

point lead at half time, but just

fell apart in the second half and

eventually lost 82-76 in overtime.

A 27-poiiit scoring effort from

Doug West as well as a 20»point

night for Tom Greis was not

pnough as t^iie Friars out scored

Villanovsf in the second half 57-

33.

All the lack of character that

was shown in the Providence

game was made up for two days

later when V.U. came back from

anSpoint deficit to top George-

town, 64-58.

Senior forward Mark Plansky

later commented, 'This game was
definitely a character builder. We
showed we have a lot of unity,

closeness and character."

The first half started with the

Cats looking very sluggish as

Georgetown put together a 12-4

spurt. In that spurt the Hoyas
were led by junior Charles Smith,

who accounted for six of the 12

points.

'Nova rallied back. After

Plansky stole a Smith pass and

banked the ball in, Taylor tipped

in a Pat Enright miss. Moments
later West threw in two free

throws to give Villanova there

first lead at the 9:55 mark of the

first half.

The lead changed five more
times in the course of the half, but

at the 2:05 mark 'Nova ran off 10

unanswered points. Th^e surge

was highlighted by two Greis

jump shots as well as Massey
freethrows.

The second half began with the

Wildcats still hot. 'Nova put

together a 9-0 spurt that was
started by a Wilson to Massey
alley-oop slam dunk.

Villanova led the rest of the

way. but Georgetown wittled the

lead down. The Hoyas pulled

within four but Wilson nailed two

foul shots to ite the game with

:28 seconds left. (Wilson w^s s^nt

to the line after being fouled by'

Georgetown's Jaren Jackson).

Wilson later said. "1 just want
to be in that spot . . . getting the.

ball at the end of the game with

a chance to win."

-

While Wilson ioed the game it*,

was Greis who took care of most
of the scoring. The 7-f<x>t 2-inch

center poured in 21 points while

grabbing five rebounds. The sopho-

more also managed .to block a

career high nine shots. ^ **I

wanted the ball all game, if I didn't

want it the guys on the perimeter

wouldn't have any confidence in

me," commented Greis.

Head Coach Roland V. Massi-

mino, who called this game "a

character type game" praised

Greis, "he's [Greisl getting better

every time he steps on the court.

His two best games were Provi-

dence and tonight [Georgetown |.

Helping Greis underneath was
the 6-foot 6-inch Rodney Taylor,

who pulled in a team high six

rebounds. Taylor suffered a pulled

groin which forced him to the side

line in the second half, but the

forward will be ready for the

Boston College game tomorrow.

Also adding to the win was
Plansky who scored 14 points and

Massey who came up with 10.

Massimino later commented,
*To do what we did against

Providence and come back and
win against the No. 14 team in

the nation isjust a great effort."
"

Wooteii fWNiiES

Wildcat sophomore Rodney Taylor grabbed five rebounds in last

Wednesday's loss to St. John's.

V.U.swims past LaSalle
By KARLA BECKNER

Staff Reporter

The Villanova women's swim-
ming and diving team closed out

their regular season on Jan. 28

with a double dual meet against

the University of Pennsylvania

and La SaUe University at the

duP6nt Pavilion. Villanova defeat-

ed La Salle 169-94. but VxX to

University oi Poinsylvaiua 144-

118.

The Wildcats were paced by

Laurel Foumier who captured

firats in the 50-yard, lOO-yard and
208'yaffd fraeatyles. FoniHer set

new paol records in the 50-yard

wai MK>yard free«t]rtea with
tMMS of UM aod 52J6rMK-
tvttkift braakiiifharfwn reoofd in

the 100-yard fraaatyle.

The tcMi alDMiallt

Mary Mayfield, Teri Messenger
and Fournier topped their own
200-yard medley relay school and
pool record of 1:50.13^, set on Nov.

21 against the University of

Pittsburgh, with their 1:49.91

performance.

Sophomore diver Amy Gannon
won the onemeter diving with a

231.20 score while placing third

in the three-meter event.

Messencer and Mackey aided

the victory with first and second-

pboe finishet in the 100-yard and
280-yard hadwtroiBes. Mackey
captawetf tiM lOO-yaid hackatroke

while WriifiMfr foUowad with a

«»»<
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Tom Greis. powers his way >«•«- G«<MngH»wn*aJoiuithHi

Greis, who poured In 21 iMits hi the affair, led *Nova to

victory. -
.^j.,

By lilCHABI^E. JONES
SlnffMorter

It is getting to be quite a habit

lately. In yet another eye-opening

performance thi^ past weekend at

the Coca-Cola Classic in Gaines-

ville, Fla., the women's track.team

stole the show by breaking 'the

indoor distance medley relay

world record, lowering the stand-

ard by a whopping six seconds.

The relay team consisted of

junior^ Celeste Halliday, Kathy
Praney, Michelle DiMuro and
Vicky Huber, four athletes who
have been turning^mstny heads
with their solid performances
throughout the indoor season.

Halliday got things started with

a fine opening 800 meters in

2:06.8, and when she turned the

baton over to Franey, it became
apparent the Cats only remaining
opponent would be the clock.

Franey flew through the 1200-

meter leg in 3:22.6 to further

extend the Cats' lead. When
Franey handed the baton to DiMu-
ro, DiMuro kept the heat on with
a 56.1 400^meter leg, and as Huber
assumed her position to receive

the baton, she knew what her job

was. The record of 11:00.76 had
been set a year earlier by none
other than th^ Wildcats, a team
on which Halliday and Huber both

were members. A 4:34 mile by
Huber would break h this time.

Huber ran a 4'.28JB. and the record

was theirs.

Said Head Coach Marty Stem,
"The girls were ecsUtic. it is

especially sattsfyin§ to watch
people you work so flMcH with he

so h^py . hV defiaittlfa high for

allolua.**

In aone aspects tl» MaorddM

fantastic leg to k^ep us on tntck.

The announcer told us we were
on world record paoe and read the
splits we wputd need, which
helped trenfiendously. especially

Vicky on her inile.l^."

VThis record is especially satisf-

yifW/siiice we beat .the h^t com-
^[MStitioii tiieFe'WaB'iiiTne nvooesa.

added Stem. Second pla^ Alaba-

ma, a team which the Cats were
by no means taking lightly, fin-

ished a lifetime behind the Cat^
in 1 1:30. The Cats managed to lap

everyone else.

Earlier in the meet the same
junior corps of Franey, Huber,
DiMuro and Halliday ran the
fastest 4 x 800-meter relay in the

world this year, lowering the

mark to 8:36.17.

Other performances by the
Wildcats included Junior Jenny
Brekhus, who finished eighth in

the 300awith a time of 9:50.8 to

qualify her for the ECAC's; fresh-

man Carol Haux who finish^
seventh in the 1000 with a 2:52.8'r

senior Olive Burke who finished

eighth in the 55-meter hurdles in

8.24 seconds; and freshman
Michelle Betirtett, who finished

eighth in the 800 in 2:14.9. VII'

lanova alumnus Debbie, Grant
was the overall 800 winner.

Five Wildcat members will be
traveling to thie 3ig Apple tonight

to participate in the Panaabnic
Millrose Games at Madison
Square Garden.
Huber wiH run affsiikst a k)adad

field in the Panasonic Mile, which
indudes IWOtypipicjKIOOHneter
champion Maridca riiica and
19^ Olympic ISOmrter cham

any
track wl^:H:i^9lpi-^nririi6cus-

tdm^ io. It CQi^^ tf^^ooden
boards an^ is aj^«miniately 160
yards in iin^iilhJMth tight turns,

not €%$ct)y ptMe ^ments for

fast tfihcis. It is advantageous to

shorter rutfnec&i whohave a k>wer'

center of gravity and have an
easier time ne^iating the turns.

tha

aacBBthf

toiktfiettOirafii
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By STEVE D'ANGELO

Staff Reporter

Groundbreaking on two new
south campus dorms should begin

next week, according to Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president

for Student Life.

Building has not yet begun due
to legal complications, said

Neville. An evaluation of the

University by its insurance com-

pany needs to be completed, and
building contracts have yet to be

approved. These obstacles should

be cleared within a few days,

Neville said.

The dorms will be located next

to Katharine Hall, across from the

south capipus cafeteria. The new
buildings are designed very much
like the recently-built St. Monica
and Katharine halls, with the

exception that they will have
three floors instead of foiir. Each
hall will oonaist o^ 60 double-

OP^Hj^qpcy rooms, housing a total

thundred and forty stujdents,

UHgtoNcyille." J_
The tTnivcraity has y#t todecide

(ConHnmed on page 7)

fi^^.

By STEVEN MOKTRESOR
Staff Reporter

A campus-wide anti-vandalism

program was recently initiated by
the Rev. Martin Smith, O.S.A.,

assistant director of Residence

Life for environmental manage-
ment, along with the assistance

of the University's environmental

officers.

The program began Monday
and will continue until April 27.

The objective of the program is

. to reduce vandalism and instill a

sense of campus pride in the

students, said Smith.
The program is in the form of

a competition within each resi-

dence hall, in which floors or

wings compete for prize money
and the "Wildcat Pride" award
within the specified time, accord-

ing toJohn Horan, environmental
officer for the executive council of

the Resident Student Association

IRSAj.
The competition's goal is to

have the least amount of vandal-

ism within one's floor section and
other designated areas, such as

stairwells, kninges, laundry rooms
and entrances, he said.

Vandalism is defined as lack of

cleanliness, damage, false fire

alarms and the discharging of fire

extinguishers, according to
Smith.

A regular inspection for clean-

liness in all 16 residence halls will

be conducted weekly by environ-

mental officers, according to

Horan. The environmental offi-

cers will evaluateonly deanlineas.
he said.

This information will be com-
binad with vaadaliam reporta

(fatawainad by Maintenance and
raaidcnt aaaiataats. aii4 each
peraea on the flaar section with
iIm lawnt pomt tatal ki each hall

'W^ ^.^W^

lufi^ above VillaiMim» a worker continues repairs on the
Main Chapera center stained glass window. Currently,
the frame lor a ahield whieh will be placed in front of
the window ia being conipleted, according to the Rev.
Patrick Etce, O.S.A.» vice president for Administra-
tion, (photo by Shtfe)

'<t;i,

campaign underway
will receive $10, according to

Horan.

In addition, each residence hall

will receive a plaque on which will

be engraved the winning floor

section. The plaque will then be

displayed in the building, said

Horan.

The funds for the prize money
came from fines levied last year

by the office of Residence Life, and
if the program is successful, funds

will be allotted by the University

in the future, according to Smith.

During the fall semester, van-

dalism damages totaled over
$45,000, said Smith.

The recharging of fire extin-

guishers added up to a cost of over

$10,200, for 128 incidents, and the

replacement of fire extinguishers,

of which there were 23 incidents,

cost $2,300, according to Smith.

In addition, he said there were
29 false fire alarms totaling $8,700

and other miscellaneous damage
totaling over $21,000.

According to Smith, only

$26,000 of the total damage was
charged to individuals, with the

rest being charged to common
damage.
The figure for damage outside

the dorms is over $9,000 for the

first semester, he said.

There %re two types of damage
in residence halls, vandalism and

accidental damage, said Smith.

Vandalism is damage in which the

offender is not caught or does not

admit to the offense, he sakl.

According to Smith, the costs

of vandalism are paid for by

charging either the residents of a

specific wing or the residents of

the entire hall, depending on
where the vandalism occurs.

Aoddentaidaamr.on the other

hand, is chaf«ed to a specific

individual, he aaid.

It is hoped that the existenGe

of oomaioa dmmtm areas will

provide incentive for the student

to assume ownership of that area

and not damage it, Smith said.

Pride is missing from the Villan-

ova campus, he said, and interven-

tion is needed to prevent the

situation from worsening.

The figures for damage may be

higher this year because Smith is

doing detailed monitoring of the

damage occurring on campus. The
monitoring process is facilitated

by the use of a computer to

inventory damages, Smith said.

A small group of volunteers is

working to make people aware of

the vandalism problem, said

Smith. The program will be sup-

plemented by a series of posters,

he added.

The basis for the anti-

vandalism program came from
local public schools which have
been encountering a problem with

vandalism, according to Smith.

The public school district sets

aside a specific amount of money
to cover the costs of damage, and
what is not used for repairs is

funneled into different programs
for the students, he said.

The extra money provides the

students with an incentive to take

better care of their environment,

and so far, there has been a

noticeable improvement, he
added.

Student cheating

to be studied
Honor code suggested solution

By JENNIFER REIDY
Assistant News Editor

Student Government plans to

combat the problem of cheating

and academic dishonesty among
the Villanova student body with
attempts to institute an honor
code within the University,
according to Kristin Switala,
assistant secretary of the academ-
ic affairs department of Student
Government.
The issue of cheating was made

a special concern recently by Dr.

R. William Marks, biology profes-

sor, who instructed a core biology

course for non-science majors last

semester.

According to Marks, seven or

eight members of his class

revealed to him that other stu-

dents had cheated extensively on
his final examination. Because
certain sections of the class were
scheduled to take the exam on
different days, students took
advantage of the opportunity to

relay the exam questions to their

friends, Marks said.

Marks explained that he could

not prosecute the guilty students

because those who had informed
him refused to state publicly the

names of those involved. "Until

the students themselves are wil-

ling to prosecute, the faculty can
do nothing to combat this type of

cheating," Marks said.

Because he chose not to overlook

the incident, Marks submitted
grades of *'NG" (no gradel for the
entire class, he said. He hoped to

arrange for the class to retake the
final exam but found it impossible

due to numerous complications.

According to Marks, the only
solution available was to submit
new grades for the class Jan. 5.

'They [the students] felt that

the course was irrelevant in

Rightnow cheatii^ at
Villanova Is perceived

aloqg the lines ofbreak-
ing the 55 mph speed
limit, and that attitude

must change.
—Dr. Michael E. Burita,

diractorofthe

honors program.

regards to their future careers.

This attitude may have occasi-

oned the flagrant cheating on the

final. However, it may have been
that the opportunities to cheat in

that class were greater because of

its large size and separate sec-

tions," Marks commented.
University policy on cheating is

defined under the heading of

"plagiarism" in the Student Hand-
book. It states, "Dishonesty in any
assignment, test or examination

(Continued on page 8)

Greek rush comes
to a conclusion

By LAURA STEVENS
Staff Reporter

The sorority rush program
came to a close Feb. 8 when the

seven sororities released the bids

of invitation to their spring
pledges.

The 15 fraternities run on a less

specific schedule through the year

and are currently organizing their

spring pledge groups.

Both fraternity and sorority

rush meetings were held during
the past week in Dougherty Hall

and the Connelly Center. The
rush events proved to be free of

disturbances and the campus was
even quieter than usual, reported

a member of the Security
department.

Some changes have taken place

in the rush procedure and several

rush-related issues were discussed

during this time.

Among the changes was the

installation of the Alpha Phi

sorority last spring, which pro-

vided a seventh opportunity for

women interested in Greek life.

Another change was the new
rule that freshmen may not rush

during their first semester. The
Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean

of students, has been seeking this

change for some time and was
pleased with the installation of

the rule.

"Freshmen need to get accli-

mated academically and be sure

of themselves. Rush is time-

consuming and puts a great

amount of pressure on the stu-

(Continued on page -8)
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Feb. 15

Women's studies

The Women's Studies Society is being

formed on campus. There will be an
organizational meeting at 4 p.m. in the

Peace and Justice Center in the base-

ment of Sullivan Hall. Bring ideas and
a friend.

Sigma Xi

At 4 p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cinema, the Sigma Xi Club will present
a lecture on AIDS by Caroline L.

MacLeod, M.D. MacLeod, the director

of the Institute of Tropical Medicine and
a Sigma Xi National Lecturer, will give
an overview of the causes and spread
of AIDS, the medical and environmental
aspects and prevention. This lecture is

free and open to the public.

Role of comedy

Professors Jim Christy and Earl
Bader will discuss the role of comedy
in our lives at 7:30 p.m. in the Wayne-
St. David's Room. This overview of

humor, entitled "Comedy isn't Pretty,"
is the first event of the symposium on
Comedy presented by the honors junior
class.

Feb. 16

live at the Terrace

Not doing anything Tuesday night?
Why not come out and see Jack Altim-
itter perform from 5:30-7:30 p.m. in the
Belle Air Terrace? .

Political Science Club

The Political Science Club will be
holding its first meeting of the semester
in the Haverford Room at 4 p.m. All are

welcome to attend. We will be discussing

this semester's events including a trip

to the United Nations and a talk by

Montgomery County's district attorney.

Comedy symposium

Barbara andJim Dale, creators of Dale

Cards, continue the honors comedy
symposium. The couple will discuss the

sometimes risque humor of the greeting

card business at 7:30 in the Wayne-St.

David's Room. Illustrations will be
included.

Balloon Day

The first Balloon Day general meeting
will be held at 6:30 p.m. in the west
lounge of Dougherty Hall. The proceeds

of this year's event will be donated to

St. Francis Inn Soup Kitchen oi Phila-

delphia. EveiTone interested in ptrtic-

ipttting it enoourtfed to attend this

general meeting

Feb. 17

CkMsCtab

The Chess Club will meet in Hartley

Hall. Room 105 B at 3:30 p.in. All new
members are welcome.

Spring break

Final meeting for the Villanova
Union's trip to Cancun will be at 7 p.m.
in the Connelly Center Cinema. The
final meeting for theJamaica trip is Feb.

24 at 6 p.m. in the North Lounge of

Dougherty Hall. These meetings are

mandatory, place tickets and room
assignments will be handed out. Contact
the union if there are problems.

Career Day

An advertising, public relations and
publishing career seminar will be held
at 1 p.m. in the Villanova Room in the
Connelly Center. Nine speakers will

present facts and figures about getting
into and developing a career in the
exciting business of marketing com-
munications. For reservations call Kelly
Smith at the Career Development
Center at 645-4060.

Feb. 18

Hiilting vandalism

If you are concerned about campus-

wide vandalism and want to do some-

thing about it, come to a meeting at 7:30

p.m. in Austin Hall lounge or conts^ct

Fr. Marty at 645-4595.

Attention seniors

If you are a senior considering a
volunteer work placement serving the

poor of either the United States or

abroad next year, come to the Volunteer
Night at 7 p.m. in St. Rita's Chapel. Hear
representatives from Jesuit Volunteer
corps, VESS (Volunteers for Educational
and Social services) and Mercy Corps
who make audio-visual presentations of

the work in which they are involved,

the volunteers they are looking for, and
the benefits for the volunteers.

If you are an undergraduate, and are

thinking of takinga year off from school,

you may want to consider this volunteer
option.

Tony Auth to speak

Tony Auth, Pulitzer Prize-winning
editorial cartoonist of The Philadelphia
Inquirer and third speaker for the
honors comedy symposium, will show
some of his recent work and discuss his
political satire in the Wayne-St. David's
Room at 7:30 p.m.

ViHanovans for Life

The ViHanovans for Life will be
having their first meeting with the new
1988 executive board. They will be
viewing a television -film on euthanasia
and a discussion will follow.

All are welcome to attend. The
meeting will be held at the new kication

in the Peace and Juttioe Centar, kcatcd
in the baaametit 0^ Sullivan Hall at 4:30

p.ni.

Feb. 20

A one-day retreat experience: Register
in the Campus Ministry in the lower
level of St. RiU's HaU.

Feb. 22

Arab and Islamic Club

There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in

Chemical Engineering building. Room
204, (old section) to discuss the trip to

Washington, D.C., and Balloon Day.

New members are welcome.

Feb. 24

EJC

Former Morton Thiokol engineer
Roger Boisjoly shares his ordeal as
shunned whistle-blower of the unsafe
0-rings on the Space Shuttle Challenger.
Lecture includes our professional and
moral responsibility to expose and
defend the truth. It is the EJC's 13th
Annual Distinguished Public Lecture.

Dinner, folbwed by the lecture will

begin at $p.m.*jn the Connelly Center's
Villanova Room. Contact the engineer-
mg dean's office for ticket price and
information.

Feb. 27

The Cat's Den

The Villanova Student Union is proud
to present the grand opening of The
Cat's Den in the Villanova Room. Billy

Price and the Keystone Rhythm Band
will be the featured band. The show will

be from 8-12 p.m., and refreshments will

be served during the performance.

International careers

Representatives from international

corporations and organizations will be
present to discuss job opportunities and
career trends. All classes and all majors
are welcome. It will be held in the west
lounge of Dougherty Hall at 8 p.m.

Stop vandalism

Be aware that campuswide vandalism
cost you over $9,500 and residence hall

vandalism cost you over $45,000 for just

last semester. Please keep the campus
whole; stop vandalism!

A Chrysler car key waa found in front
of tht Ubnmr. If anyona it fl

alMr.itiabiiiVhddintht
OfHfitt

Uahforsity Seearity

The Transportation Committee for

the Natkmal Catholic Student Coalition

would like to thank Security for the use

of the main parking lot during the

conference held in PhiUMlelphia. Theuse
of the parking tot from Jan. 2-6 was a

great convenience.

Cultural film series

Orson Welles' "film noir" classic,

"Lady From Shanghai," isrthe upcoming
feature in Villanova University's Cul-

tural Film Series' lineup. It will be
shown four times: Feb. 27 at 7 p.m.; Feb.

28 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.; Mon., Feb. 29 at

7 p.m. All viewings will be in the

Connelly Center Cinema on the Villan-

ova campus. Tickets are $2 for students
and senior citizens and $3.50 for the

general public.

The film series "Cinematic Images of

Women" continues in March with these

offerings: a '50s family melodrama
starring Lauren Bacall, "Written on the

Wind." March 19-21, and "Mother
Teresa," a 1986 biographical portrait of

one of the world's most revered women,
March 26-28.

For more information, call Elana
Starr. 645-4750.

Dietrich-von Sternberg

Collaboration

As part of its series "Cinematic
Images of Women," Villanova Univer-

sity's Cultural Film Series presents the

1932 film "Blonde Venus. " Its four

showings will be Feb. 13 at 7 p.m.; Feb.

14 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.; and Feb. 15 at

7 p.m.

All viewings will be in the Connelly
Center Cinema on Villanova's campus.
Tickets are $2 for students and senior

citizens and $3.50 for the general public.

Blonde Venus is the fifth collaborative

effort between director Josef von Stern-

berg and star Marlene Dietrich. It

presents a dilemma that rings true even
today, more than 55 years after the film

was made: A woman must choose
between a career — in this C9se, as a
successful nightclub entertainer — and
domestic life, as a mother and wife.

Playing an entertainer was nothing
new for Dietrich, who first gained fame
in the United States as the chanteuse
in "The Blue Angel," but "Blonde
Venus" affords her the chance to play
a devoted mother for the first time.

Watch for the series' third February
offering, Orson Welles' "film noir"
classic. Lady From Shanghai Feb. 27-

29, starring Rita Hayworth as the
dangerous Spiderwoman and Welles as
her Victim.

Homeless committee

The Villanova Committee for the

Philadelphia Homeless is looking for

adventurous people to work on projects

for the homeless. We need more volun-

teers for all four committees: soup

kitchen, educational, streets and envir-

onmental. Please sign up in the Campus
Ministry Office, in the basement of St.

Rita's Hall if you are interested in

offering your services.

Teiraee OMHtiMS

Spots are still availalrte for the spring

series of Live at the Terrace. Any bsnds,

msfidans, oomsdisns or juogisrs are

isvitod to MNtttkNi. Call the Unkm
OMoeit64S-^i0fBri

r^
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. By SHARON A. WATERS
Auittant News Editor

A council of deans and the Rev.

Lawrence C. Gallen, vice president

of AoMlemic Affairs, suspended
Villanova's summer prognuns in

France and Spain for IQSfhecause
imjxMtant issues ooncerhi^ the

trips had not been resolved,

aboording to the ReV^ XailC, Ellis.

O^SA., dean of the College of Arts

andSdiences.
The two study^broadprograms

wiU remain discontinued until

appropriate guidelines concerning

such issues as the University's

liability and responsibility, the

process of granting academic
credit and the costs of the trip are

established, according to Ellis.

However, summer programs in

Austria and Jerusalem will be

offered this summer because "set

guidelines are established for

[these] programs." Ellis said.

The four-to-six-week programs
each offer a maximum of. six

credits in language courses, accord-

ing to information on the pro-

grams supplied by Dr. Charles H.

Helmetag, chairperson of the

modern languages department.

Normally, 25 to 30 students,

who do not necessarily have to be

attending Villanova, participate

in each program.

The unresolved issues include

whether the cost of the program
sufficiently covers the cost of

tuition for the six credits, proced-

ural questions about the admin-

istrative process of granting aca-

demic credit and liability

concerning the protection of both

Ricks said he was "enthusiastic

about having a sununer program
of six wtikM in France and Madrid
for the stiimner of 1989 and [does]

not anticipate any further

them [Radan and RicksJ as

the University and participating resource people, instead of actu-

students, according to Ellis.

Ellis wanted the deans' commit-

tee on international studies to

make recommendations concern-

ing these issues. Ellis recom-

mended to the council of deans
and Gallen that the trips be

discontinued because the commit-

studies. said that the committee

is "trying to deal wit^ the admin-

istrative ends of the (summer]

programs."
Burke said that a final report

and recommendations are expect- intenHpttons.

ed this semester. Adding that his office is "com-

The committee consists of pkilely committed" to programs of

Burke, Dr. Nancy Engel, nursing foreign study abroad. Ricks

professor;James R.Johnson, direc- praised those involved with the

tor of the University Colkoe's programs, saying, "The faculty

summer sessions, Cheryl M. Riil- has done an outstanding job in

k>, bursar; and David J. Smith, initiating and carrying out the

registrar. I
projframs in France and Spain."

Dr. George T. Radan, chairpcr- The Rev. Antonio Roman, mod-
son of the art and art history ern languages professor, said that

department, and Dr. Thomas M. the explanation for the suspen-
sion, "was vague ... not really

convincing." Roman added, "Stu-

dents are hurt because they don't

have the same opportunity to go
with Villanova to study abroad . .

.

they are deprived of that."

Helmetag indicated that the
programs were popular, saying
that some students have partic-

ipated more than once and that

other students have already
inquired about the trips this year.

Students who have participated

in the programs praised their

benefits and expressed concern
(Photo by St. John) over the suspension.

Dr. Thomas M. Ricks, director of The students outlined the
the International Studies pro- advantages of the programs as
gram, recommended a temporary including an increase in language
suspension of Villanova's foreign proficiency, cultural enrichment
studies program in France and a^j friendships made.Spam this summer.

j^^^^^ ^^^^j McKenny said.

"My understanding of the lan-

guage increased incredibly."
McKenny also considered going
with the program at Villanova

"very safe" because students
travel with professors who are

familiar with the country.

Senior Jeff Kostelni said there

were advantages of studying
abroad in the summer as opposed
to a whole semester. Kostelni also

said that as an accounting major
there is "no [other] way you can
do it [study abroad]" and still

graduate on time.

Ricks, director of the international

studies program, previously
served on the committee, but

currently do not. Burke said that

the committee "decided to use

ally on the committee itself.

Ricks said that his office is

interested in "renovating and
improving the programs" and
that he recommended that the

programs be suspended for the

summer of 1988.

Saying that the suspension

^
In the News

PEC reports delayed

The final report of the Pro-

gram Evaluation Committee
[PEC] has been delayed until

March, said PEC chairperson

Dr. Angelo Armenti Monday,
.according to a member of

Armenti's office.

Also, a survey which exam-
ined what importance various

members of the Villanova com-
munity attributed to different

' parts of the University's Mis-

sion Statement is also not

expected until March, accord-

ing to Armenti's office.

Both reports were originally

supposed to be completed by

February. According (6 a

member of Armenti's office,

Armenti said that recent snow-
fall and the cancellation of a

couple of meetings had delayed

the completion of the reports.

All of the evaluations have
been completed by the PEC,
according to Armenti's office.

The PEC has been conducting
a study of all University pro-

grams for the past two years.

Currently, the PEC is work-
ing on the final draft of its

concluding report, according to

Armenti's office. DJ.S.

Hang tag violation imposed
People found in possession of

a reportedly lost or stolen hang
tag or parking permit will be
fined $50 as of next Monday,
according to a statement from
Chief Rowan P. Kelly, director

of Security.

Possession of a reportedly

lost or stolen hang tag or
parking permit will be a vio-

lation of the Security Depart-

ment's motor vehicle regula-

tions, according to the

violations

Security

statement.

A ticket for the

will be issued by ;

officer. Judicial Affairs Officer

Stephen McWilliams will pres-

ent the ticket to the person
found in possession of the hang
tag or parking permit.

The ticket may be appealed
within five working/school
days, like other traffic viola-

tions, according to the
statement. i^j o

Senate information on-line
Information about the upcom-

ing University Senate meeting
on Feb. 19 will be available for

access on the University com-
puter system by next Monday,
said University Senate Chair-
person Dr. Philip Maurone.
On the IBM computers, a

message will appear on the

monitor screen, informing
users how to gain the informa-

tion. The agenda for the

Senate's upcoming meeting
will be on file, said Maurone.
This information can also be
accessed on the VAX compu-
ters, he said.

The Senate information has
been available on the computer
system since last semester,
according to Maurone. More
details on the Senate may be
obtainable via computer in the
future, he said. D J. S

^

tee had not resolved the issues by would be temporary, Ricks wants
December 1987. hthe possibilities of alternative

Dr. Donald R. Burke, chairper- locations and extension of the

son of the management depart- programs to six weeks to be

ment and chairperson of the considered before the programs

deans' committee on international contiilue.

Sibling Weekend
begins today

Program seeks inclusion

By BARBARA KRESCH
Staff Reporter

This weekend many five-to-13-

yearold siblings of Villanova

students will participate in this

year's Sibling Weekend.
There will be many planned

activities and free time for stu-

dents to spend with their siblings,

said student chairperson David

Court.

The purpose of Sibling Week-
end, according to Court, is to

"provide a chance for brothers

and sisters to get to spend time

together on campus. It should be

a pleasant family atmosphere."

Another purpose, according to

Maura HarlingStefl, the assistant

program officer of the Villanova

Union, is that "it is good public

relations to the students'

families."

Sibling Weekend was intro-

duced to Villanova University

four years ago when Anna Maria

N. Kelly joined the staff of the

Union as program director, accord-

ing to Harling Stefl.

She said that Kelly brought the

idea of Sibling Weekend with her

from Heidalberg University,

where she previously worked.

This will be Kelly's fourth year

of helping Villanova with Sibling

Weekend.
It is a large event this year, with

370 siblings attending and over

800 people participating, reports

Court.

Tht student chairpersons,

Court and John Mooney, and
many other people involved with

the Union have been working on

the project since September. Court

said he is pleased with the results

and feels that everyone has done

a productive job.

Sibling Weekend will be a

University-wide event that

requires "the cooperative effort of

many organizations in the Univer-

sity," said Harling Stefl.

Friday night there will be a

carnival sponsored by the Resi-

dent Student Association in the

Belle Air Terrace of the Connelly

Center. Fraternities and sororities

will sponsor booths such as face

painting and a wet sponge toss.

The movie "Goonies" will be

playing Friday night and Saturday

-, c * J r* 41. On Jan. 22, ViHanovans for Life
Also on Saturday afternoon the

^^^^ sponsored a trip to Washing-
Jake Nevm Fieldhouse will be ^

*^ ^

By MAUREEN STAPLETON
Staff Reporter

The women's studies program
is currently under review to

officially become part of the

College of Arts and Sciences.

According to Dr. Barbara A.

Wall, O.P., philosophy professor

and member of the women's
studies faculty advisory commit-

tee, "We submitted a proposal for

a women's study program to the

University's arts and sciences

curriculum committee, and we are

presently waiting for their

response." The proposal was"

submitted in August 1987.

Dr. Priscilla Hopkirk, chairper-

son of the curriculum committee

in the College of Arts and Sciences,

said the committee will be meeting

to consider the proposal within

the next two weeks.

Once the women's studies pro-

gram is included in the arts and
sciences curriculum, "it will

become a program with a faculty

chair and an executive board of

faculty members who jointly

coordinate the program," said

Wall.

Gaile Pohlhouse, a member of

the advisory committee, said,

**[By| putting it in arts and scien-

ces, more students will be aware
of it . . . and we would have a wider
audience of people."

Dr. Pamela Blewitt, another
member of the advisory commit-
tee, said, "Being part of the arts

and sciences curriculum is impor-

tant for the University to demon-
eUrate its commitment to the

program."
Presently, the women's studies

program has no budget within the

University. Wall said, "Dr. Angelo
Armenti Idean of University Col-

(Continued on page 7)

(Photo by Castano)

Dr. Barbara Wall, a member of
the Women's Studies faculty
advisory committee.

Pro-life group marches
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

Staff Reporter

open for a pep rally and, for those

who signed up, there will be a trip

to the Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia.

Saturday night there will be a

dance sponsored by the Associa-

tion of Commuting Students.

There will also be a Villanova

men's basketball game, which is

normally the most popular event

among the siblings, said Harling

Stefl.

Campus Ministry will hold a

special Mass Sunday morning.
Registration will be in the

Villanova Room. 5:30 to 8 p.m.

Friday and 9 to 1 1 a.m. Satui^y. Moolo took part in the American

ton, D.C., where they marched in

front of the Supreme Court build-

ing in protest of abortion.

"Every year since VFL was
established in 1974, we have
marched down in Washington,"
said Heidi Rojas, president ofVFL.
This year, 25 people, including

15 VFL members, four non-
members and four non-
Villanovans, marched in protest

of the landmark decision of Roe

V, Wade, which recently had its

15th anniversary.

Also, VFL members Ingrid

Birnbach,' Maria Bowersock,
Laurie Potenza and Adrisnna

Collegiates for Life conference

held at Trinity College.

"Every year the ACL holds a

conference after the march, and
last year was the first time that

Villanova was recognized at the

conference," said Birnl)ach. This

year 100 students from the United

States and Canada participated,

she said.

At the conference, students

participated in a series of work-

shops. Included among them was
organizing a pro-life group, a

speech on euthanasia and a work-

shop sponsored by Direct Action,

which gives counselling and is

involved in lobbying.

Dr. Bernard Nathanson, creator

of the movie "Silent Scream," also

addressed the group. Nathanson
used to own the largest abortion

clinic in the nation, out with the

advent of the pro-life movement,
he closed the clinic and is now a

leader in the movement.

Nathanson's newest movie,

"Eclipse of Reason," "was so

intense that it caused the Parlia-

ment of England to repeal a law

which allowed abortions after the

third trimester," said Birnbach.

On Sunday, mass was held and

an obstetrician-gynecologist from

Philadelphia, Dr. Dorothy Czar-

necki, spoke on the various atti-

tudes of pro-life members.

The 7-to-2 decision of Roe v.

Wade said that states cannot
prohibit women from having
abortions in the first trimester of

pregnancy. The decision allowed

the states to regulate second
trimester abortkms and to prohibit

third trimester abortions.
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AUimnus runs in

state election
By KEVIN C. HEIL
AssisttiHt New Editor

Villanova alumnusJames Clark

recently announced his candidacy

for the Republican nomination to

a seat in the Pennsylvania House

of Representatives.

Clark is running to represent

the state's 149th district, which

serves parts of Upper Merion and

Lower Merion townships, as well

as the borough of Brid^port.

The vacancy in the Republican

party is due to the retirement of

Richard A. McClatchy of Bryn

Mawr, who has served as repre-

sentative for 20 years, according

to Clark's wife, Elizabeth G.

Clark. McClatchy has served as

chairperson of the state's House

Appropriations committee, she

added.
According to Mrs. Clark, her

husband has been active in the

local area for many years. He
served as a committeeman in

Merion from 1980 to 1983, and

then moved to Villanova, where
he has served as committeeman
since 1984. He has also served as

the chairman of registration for

the Republican party in Merion

from 1984 to 1986. she said.

Petitions for candidacy are due

Feb. 16, and the primary election

is scheduled for May. Clark is

currently the only person running

for the 149th district position, she

said.

"His approach to state govern-

ment is to pursue those successful

policies that have produced over

$2 billion in tax cuts for busi-

nesses and individuals during the

past four years, held state spend-

ing near the rate of inflation land]

stimulated economic development

and jobs," Mrs. Clark said.

She added that his plans also

include upgrading education at all

levels, improving the environment

and providing additional help for

the elderly.

As a student at the University,

he was a member of the Blue Key
Society, Student Union and crew

team. He served on the University

Senate for two years as a member
of the rules and review committee,

and was also a member of the

alumni board of governors from

1976 to 1978, according to Pat

Winner, assistant to the alumni

director.

Mrs. Clark said that he was also

a member of the now-defunct

Kappa Sigma fraternity.
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Monique Blank is a senior

marketing major, with a psy-

chology minor, and comes to

Villanova from far away Can-

field. Ohio.

As a three year sister of the

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority,

Monique has served as pledge

historian and assistant pledge

master. Recently, Monique
successfully completed the

year-long job of Theta rush

chairman.
Outside of Theta, Monique

has contributed her time and
talents to a variety of activities

including Special Olympics,

the Order of Omega selection

I

committee, and as an orienta-

tion counselor for Orientation
'87.

Monique has also been
involved in Balloon Day,
designing the winning T-shirt

for the past three years.

Monique's interests include

art and acting. She recently

combined the two, making her

stage debut in the Villanova

Theater's presentation of

"School for Scandal."

For all of her contributions

to the Villanova community,

the Order of Omega is proud

to honor Monique Blank of the

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority as

the Greek of the Week.

National News^ Aib^idto

Candidates profHed
hi 19SS, forIheHntHme in their

liifes, many of VtUanova's 8.000
undergraduates will have an oppor-

tunity to aid in choosing America 's

leadership in the Novemtter presi-

dential elections. •

In an effort to provide informa-

tion about thepresidentialaspirants

and Encourage interest in the

national elections, the VUianovan
will be running a weekly series of
candidate profties.

The profiles will give basic des-

criptions of the candidates, their

stands on the issues, theirexperience

in government and other pertinent

information.
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Republican Vice President George Bush

By SIOBHAN A. RODER
Senior Reporter

Vice President George Bush finished a "weak'

third behind Sen. Robert Dole and television

evangelist Pat Robertson in Monday's Republican

Iowa caucus, according to the Feb. 9 Philadelphia

Inquirer.

In order for him to avoid a lengthy and bitter

battle with Dole for the Republican nomination,

it is essential for Bush to win by a large margin

in the New Hampshire primary Feb. 16, according

to the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Disfavor among lowans for the Reagan-Bush
administration, which is .perceived in Iowa to be

largely responsible for the difficulties in rural

America, was an important factor in Dole's Iowa

victory. New Hampshire should be more friendly

territory for Bush because of that state's booming
economy, Reagan's continuing popularity and
Bush's Connecticut roots, according to an article

in the Philadelphia Inquirer Feb. 9.

The vice president supports the Reagan
administration's budget-balancing proposals,

according to the Jan. 17 Philadelphia Inquirer. He
backs the line-item veto, the balanced budget

amendment and the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Act. ., .

Bush promises not to increase taxes to reduce

the federal deficit. He does not favor changes in

Social Security.

Regarding the trade deficit. Bush is in favor

of Reagan's free-trade approach and the use of

education and technology to restore American
competitiveness. He refers to protectionism as

"fool's gold Ithat] won't save jobs, won't cure our •

trade deficit," according to an article in the Jan.

17 Philadelphia Inquirer.

Bush supports a constitutional ban on abortion,

except in cases of rape, incest or when the mother's

Democratic Senator Albert Gore Jr.

life is endangered. He opposes federal funding of

abortions, according^o the Jan, 17 Philadelphia

Inquirer.

With respect to several issues related to defense

policy and foreijgn policy, Bush affirms support

for Reagan administration positions, according to

the Jan. 17 Philadelphia Inquirer.

The vice president backs the Rea^^n defense

budget and the Strategic Defense Initiative. In

addition, he is a supporter of the treaty signed

in December by the United States and the Soviet

Union agreeing to eliminate all intermediate-range

nuclear forces in Europe.

Bush supports the Nicaraguan contras and

Reagan administration policy in the Persian Gulf,

according to the Jan. 17 Philadelphia Inquirer.

Bush served as U.S. representative from Texas
from 1%7-1971, during which time he was a

member of the Ways and Means Committee, ac-

cording to "Who's Who in America.".

Bush was U.S. ambassador to the United

Nations from 1971-1972 and was chief of the U.S.

Liaison Office in Peking from 1974-1975. He served

as director of the Central Intelligence Agency from
1976-1977. In 1981, Bush became vice president

of the United States, according to "Who's Who
in America."

Bush's candidacy has been plagued by ques-

tions concerning the extent of his knowledge of

the Iran-contra policy. He has repeatedly said that

he has answered all questions posed about the

policy with the exception of those regarding his

private advice to Reagan, according to the Feb.

8 issue of Time.
Bush' defends himself by saying that he did

not realize the deals with Iran involved trading

arms for hostages and that he was greatly

concerned about the torture of William Buckley,

one of the hostages in Lebanon, according to Time.

Bush also claims to have had even less knowledge
about the Iran-contra connection.

By SIOBHAN A. RODER
Senior Reporter

Albert Gore Jr., freshman senator from
Tennessee, must show his political strength in

the New Hampshire, South Dakota and Wyoming
delegate-selection contests during the next three

weeks, or his bid for the 1988 Democratic
presidential nomination may be over before the

20 political races on Super Tuesday, March 8,

according to an article in a December 1987 issue

of The New Republic.

Gdre, who believes that he is the Democratic

candidate who can carry the South in November's
general election, has been receiving increasing

support in that region.

Yet, according to The New Republic article.

Democratic Party Executive Director Mark Siegel

said the period before Super Tuesday "is Gore's

major test. The South won't support a regional

candidate. He has to prove before March 8 that

he's a national candidate." Otherwise, Gore may
fare poorly in the South's primaries.

Fourteen of the 20 races on Super Tuesday
are in southern or border states. A fourth of the

Democratic delegates, 1,400 persons, will be

chosen in those 14 contests.

After beginning a full-scale campaign in Iowa,

Gore later denounced the Iowa caucus "which he

says forces candidates to spend too much time

and money courting activists and pandering to

their political demands," according to The New
Republic article. He reduced his campaign staff

there from 21 to four and announced he would
only be in Iowa to participate in televised debates.

Gore finished last in Monday's Iowa Democrat-

ic caucus.

Gore hat proclaimed himself to be a "raging

moderate" and has emphatized hit differenoet

with the other Democratic candidates, according

to the Oct. 19, 1987 issue of Time. Gore believes

the support he has given to the present U.S. policy

in the Persian Gulf, the invasion of Grenada, the

U.S. bombing of Libya and flight-testing of nuclear

missiles tends toward the center.

The New Republic article said Gore has tried

to use his positions on these issues to portray

himself as one who believes in "bargaining from

strength."

An article in theJan. 17 issue of the Philadelphia

Inquirer said Gore is in favor of the treaty signed

in December by the United States and the Soviet

Union to eliminate all intermediate-range nuclear

forces in Europe. He is not in favor of cutting

any weapons systems now in existence and

supports continued research at current levels of

spending of the Strategic Defense Initiative.

Gore's emphasis in his effort to reduce the

federal budget deficit would be on stimulating

economic growth and trimming excessive spend-

ing. He is in favor of a balanced budget amendment,

but the senator does not support the line-itern veto

or the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, according to

the Philadelphia Inquirer article.

The Philadelphia Inquirer article also said Gore

does not rule out increasing taxes "as a last resort"

in fighting the budget deficit. He is against making
any changes in Social Security.

With respect to the trade deficit, he would

attempt to open foreign markets through nego-

tiations rather than take punitive measures,

according to the Philadelphia Inquirer article.

Gore, who turns 40 next month, won election

to the House of Representatives in 1976. While

in the House, he sponsored legitlation to regulate

organ trantpUnttand fought for ttricter warnings

on cigarette ptrkajM, in apite ai hit constituency,

whtch included 10,000 tobaooo farmers, aca)rding

to the Oct. 19, 1967 issue of Time.
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College students surveyed
Freshmen found more liberal

(CPS) — This year's freshmen

are more interested in teaching

careers than their predecessors,

but it is because they are after

money and job security — not

better schools — the nation's

biggest survey of student attitudes

has found.

In fact, a record number of

freshmen — 75.6 percent —
named "being very well off finan-

cially" as an important life goal

in the annual survey of 290,000
first-year collegians by the Amer-
ican Council on Education and the

University of California at Los
Angeles.

The survey also found that

more students describe them-
selves as more liberal than in past

years, think college and high

school AIDS [Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome) education

programs are inadequate and feel

freshmen participation in govern-

ment financial aid programs has
stabilized after six years of

decline.

On the other hand, less than
two-fifths of this year's freshmen
— 39.4 percent — identify "devel-

oping a meaningful philosophy of

life" as an essential or important

lifegoal, the lowest in the survey's

history, down from 40.6 in 1986

and 82.9 percent in 1%7.
"These trends over the past 20

years," said Dr. Alexander Astin

of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education and the director of the

study, "suggest a gradual but

profound shift not only in stu-

dents' values but also in the

values of the larger society."

Students, added study associate

director Dr. Kenneth C. Green,

seem to be switching from tech-

nical fields.

A greater number— 8.1 percent
— than in prior years plan to

become teachers. Green reported,

mostly because "the salaries are

better, the jobs are there."

However, Astin noted, the new
interest in teaching still is far

below the all-time high recorded

in 1968, when 23.5 percent of the

entering freshmen expressed an
interest in teaching careers.

Green added that women's
goals are changing, too. More
women freshmen now want to

become doctors than those aiming

to become nurses.

Business continues to attract

growing numbers of students of

both genders. Still the most pre-

ferred career among college fresh-

men, business reached another

all-time high in the fall of 1987,

rising to 24.6 percent, up from 24.

1

last year.

The number of students who
consider themselves liberal

increased slightly again this year.

Some 22.2 percent of the nation's

first-year collegians described

themselves as political liberals, up
from 22 percent in fall, 1986.

In 1971, 35.3 percent of Amer-
ican freshmen said they were

liberal.

At the other end of the political

spectrum, the proportion of "con-

servative" and "far right" fresh-

men changed little in recent y^tn,
accounting for about one-fifth of

the freshmen population.

support for laws outlawing homo-
sexuality may reflect the growing
public concern about AIDS."

Yet AIDS fears haven't cooled

students' interest in sex. The
proportion of freshmen who agree

that **\( two people really like each
Most freshmen — 56 percent - other it's all right for them to have

descnbed themselves as middle sex even if they have known each
of the road." other for only a short time"
But despite what they call reached a new high of 51.9

themselves, this year s freshmen percent,
endorse a number of traditionally

liberal values. More than 58

percent support legal abortion.

Three-fourths oppose increased

military spending and almost half

agree colleges should not invest

endowment funds in companies
that do business in South Africa.

Green speculated freshmen are

reluctant to call themselves "lib-

eral" even though they hold

liberal ideals because the word
"has fallen into disfavor. It

denotes an impotence."

In some areas, however, stt-

dents have indeed become more
conservative. Green said. They
are less opposed to the death

penalty than their predecessors,

and most support laws prohibiting

homosexual relations.

Astin thought "this continuing

B/aclr history

month begins

"This suggests that while
young people may be concerned
about AIDS, they may not be
adequately informed about the
virus and their potential risk to

exposure," Astin said. "Indeed,

you can look at these data and
think that students have a 'can't

happen to me' attitude about this

disease."

On the financial aid front, more

freshmen — 17.5 percent — got

Pell Grants, up from 16.9 percent

in 1986 but still well below the

31.5 percent level of 1980.

Some 22 percent of the fresh-

men surveyed had taken out
Guaranteed Student Loans, a drop
from last year's 25.4 percent.

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER
Staff Reporter

Next month, the societv will

sponsor a fashion show in the
Villanova Room of the Connelly

February marks the beginning Center. The show will benefit a
of Black History Month both at charity that supports children
Villanova and across the nation, with AIDS [Acquired Immune
The Black Cultural Society will Deficiency Syndrome),
sponsor 9 number of events in the

following weeks to celebrate and
commemorate the month, accord'

ing to senior Yvette Sanders,

president of the Black Cultural

Society.

The month began with a "step

show" [talent showl to help raise

money for the society.

Also, movies will be shown on

the second floor of Good Counsel

Hall every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

On Feb. 27, there will be another
talent show at 8 p.m. in the
auditorium of St. Mary's Hall.

This show will include acts from
those involved in "Lip-It," the
Dance Ensemble and the Gospel
Ensemble.
The final event of the month

will be the eighth annual Black
Cultural Society luncheon. Begin-
ning at 2 p.m., outstanding
members of the society will be
honored.

At 8 p.m., the lecture committee
of the Villanova Union, along with
the Society will present Dick
Gregory, a well known lecturer on
civil rights, and other world
causes. He is also known as the

creator of the Bohemian diet.

National News Notes
Compiled/mm IktColkgtPna Service

Condoms taped to newspaper
This week a condom will be

taped to the inside of each issue

of Mansfield University's stu-

dent newspaper, The Flash-

light, said Corbin Woodling,
editor-in-chief of the newspap-
er, in Tuesday's edition of the

Philadelphia Inquirer.

The paper, which has a

circulation of over 2,500, will

contain a 12page section on
AIDS [Acquired Immune Defi-

ciency Syndrome) and other

sexually transmitted diseases,

said Woodling. "We wanted to

place the condom in, but not

just for shock effect. We want-

ed to inform the rural student
body," he said.

Woodling said that the main
point is abstinence, but if one
is to engage in sexual activity,

protection should be used.
The Flashlight received the

condoms, colored white, red,

blue and green from North
Penn Health Services in Mans-
field free of charge, according
to Woodling.

The issue coincides with St.

Valentine's Day and with
national Condom Week which
b^ns Sunday, said Woodling.

S.M.M.

Tuition increases discussed
Many private colleges' tui-

tion rates do not correspond to

rising expenses, but serve to

make the colleges look more
selective, said David Brene-
man, president of Kalamazoo
College in Michigan, recently.

He added that "price is a

message to the public of what
we are" and that lower prices

would lead potential students
to think the school is not as

good as its competitors.

The College Board reported

that tuition at four-year private

colleges rose an average of 8
percent for the 1987-88 school

year. Tuitions at public four-

year institutions rose 6
percent.

William Bennett, U.S. Secre-

tary of Education, has charged
that many colleges raise tuition

not to meet financial needs, but
because the market will bear

it. E.H.M.

Cat roundup halted on campus

Officials at Orange Coast

College (OCC), located in Costa

Mesa, Calif., have postponed

efforts to trap hundreds of

stray cats living about the

campus due to rumors that the

captured cats would be killed

by the Concerned Animal Lov-

ers (CAL) of FuUerton.

Cherie Bennett of CAL said

the group planned to put the

cats up for adoption, although
some would "gently and
humanely Ibel put to sleep."

Until an alternative can be
offered, the cats will remain at

the school.

K.F.

Gallen celebrates jubilee

Van crashes

An Augustinian
Provincialate press release

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Academ-
ic Affairs, is celebrating his silver

jubilee of religious ordination
durine 1988

Gallen was born in Eastport,

Maine, on Aug. 11, 1929, of Francis

and Mary Gallen. After primary
education he attended Western
High School, Washington, D.C.,

and upon graduation entered
Villanova University.

He graduated in 1952 with a

bachelor of science degree magna
cum laude. In 1952, he enlisted in

the U.S. Navy and served as

engineering officer and executive

officer on a U.S. destroyer. From
1955 to 1957, he worked as a

supervisor at duPont.

In 1957, Gallen entered the

Augustinian order. He professed

first vows at Good Counsel Novi-

tiate oi\ September 10, 1958, and
solemn vows in 1961.

In 1959, he obtained a bachelor

of arts degree in philosophy from

Villanova University. He studied

theology at Augustinian College,

Washington, D.C., and obtained a
master of arts degree in theology.

On Feb. 9, 1963, he was ordained
to the priesthood at the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Con-
ception.

immediately after ordination he

began graduate studies in biology.

In 1963, he obtained a master of

science degree, and, in 1966, the

doctorate in biology from the

Catholic University of America.

From 1972 to 1976, Gallen was
director of the summer school

sessions of Villanova. He was also

acting dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences for two years. In

1981, Gallen was named vice

president of Academic Affairs, a

position he now holds at the

University.

Gallen served on the board of

trustees of Biscayne College (cur-

rently Saint Thomas University).

He also served on the academic
advisory board of Millersville

State from 1976 to 1980.

(File Photo)

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,

O.S.A., vice president for Aca-

demic Affairs, is celebrating his

silver jubilee of religious

ordination.

By DANTE J. SCALA
News Editor

A University Graphic Services

van crashed into a car parked in

the lot near the Hartley Hall

entrance Wednesday afternoon,

causing a chain-reaction accident,

said Lt. John Harrity of the Secur-
ity department.
The accident occurred at about

1:45 p.m. when the driver of the

vehicle. Graphic Services
empk>yee Brian Logue, loet control

of the van. The vehicle, which was
leaving the Univeraity. then trav-

eled over the ialand before the
guardhouae near Sullivan Hall

and struck a gate arm, according

to Harrity.

The van then traveled west into

the parking lot, and hit a parked

car, said Harrity. The crash
caused a chain-reaction accident

involving several parked vehicles.

One student, John J. Powers of

St. Mary's Hall, said he was hit

in the arm by the van, according

to Harrity. Powers was taken to

Bryn Mawr Hospital, where he

was released later Wednesday
afternoon, said Harrity.

No other injuries were reported,

said Harrity.

It was not yet known why
Logue ioet control of the van. said

Harrity Wedneaday. Radnor police

are invtatigatinf the incident, he

Students attend Catholic meeting
By DANIEL MORIARTY

Staff Reporter

Four Villanova University Stu-

dents recently represented Cam-
pus Ministry in a conference of

the National Catholic Student
Coalition held in Philadelphia.

The annual. conference, held

this year at the Windham Frank-

lin Plaza Hotel Jan. 2-6, provided

seniors Heidi Rojas and Kevin
Mulcahy and freshmen Anne
Sinagra and Michael Cox with an
opportunity to join over 500 stu-

dents from campus ministries

nationwide.

The conference featured lec-

tures and workshops on issues

such as "Integrating Spiritual and
Intellectual Growth" and "The
Role of the Church Today."
Linda Jaczynski of Villanova's

Campus Ministry presented a
workshop titled, 'The Role of

Youth Ministry."

The Villanova participants

served on a committee responsible

for transporting out-of-state

members between the airport and
the hotel.

Rojas, who chaired the trans-

portation committee, cited the

willingness of the University to

provide campus parking for dele-

gates unable to park at the hotel

as a factor in the success of the

event.

The Pennsylvania delegation,

which is called the Pennsylvania

Newman Province, had over 100

students in attendance.

The province consists of cam-

pus ministries such as Villanova's

as well as "Newman Clubs,"

which provide Catholic ministry

organizations on secular

campuses.

Jaczynski, who called the event

"a terrific success," said that in

April Sinagra and Cox will repre-

sent Villanova at such events,

replacing Rojas and Mulcahy. who
are both seniors.
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Internal Affairs
By JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editor

The department of academic
affairs of Student Government
recently announced its agenda for

the 1988 spring semester. The
department plans to address a

wide range of issues, including

academic scholarships, the expan-
sion of the library and improve-

ments in the quality of teaching.

According to Kristin Switala,

assistant secretary of the academ-
ic affairs department, Student
Government will explore methods
to improve the caliber of teaching

at Villanova. For example, "We
want to determine whether low-

ering the faculty course load from
12 to nine credits per semester
would benefit or harm students

in the areas of advisement or in-

class instruction," Switala
explained.

However, such a measure could

create new problems. "We are

investigating if tuition would
increase as a result of this, since

new professors would have to be
hired to pick up the extra hours,"

she noted.

The department is currently

working to create an extensive

catalog of course descriptions to

be made available to students
prior to preregistration, according
to Terri Vu, who is organizing the

project for Student Government.
"The catalog would be much

more specific than the Bulletin

I
the student curriculum guide)

and would include such details as
to what material will be studied

in the course, how many papers
and exams there will be — basi-

cally, it will help the student

measure what is required of him
or her," Vu commented.
The catalog will not attempt to

evaluate any particular professor,

Vu noted. She observed that such
evaluations would encourage com-
petition between professors and
promote faculty rivalries. "How-
ever, a professor's office hours
and phone number will definitely

be included with the description

so that a student may have the
opportunity to discuss the course
with the teacher," Vu added.

Louise Green of the Falvey
Library met with members of the
academic affairs department Mon-
day to discuss the problems of

theft and vandalism of library

materials. Green reported that
funds have been allocated to equip
the library with a more elaborate

security system to alleviate these

problems.

According to Switala, Student
Government also hopes to address
this month the issues of "expand-
ing title, and especially periodical

holdings" in the library.

Mark Holobetz, secretary of the
academic affairs department, is

leading an investigation to deter-

mine how to increase the number
of academic scholarships Villan-

ova awards per year, "because our
current numbers are pathetically

low," Switala said. Holobetz is

working closely with Dr. Michael
E. Burke, director of the honors
program, on this issue, according

to Switala.

Also, Student Government is

taking measures to increase the

number of study facilities during
midterm and final examination
weeks. "We are requesting that

possibly three buildings be left

(Photo by ONeill)

Kristin Switala, assistant secre*
tary of the academic affairs
department for Student
Government.

open 24 hours a day instead of
simply one (TolentineJ," Switala
commented.
Switala explained that the

department of academic affairs

works directly with the academic
policy committee of the University
Senate. In this way, the results
and conclusions reached through
these projects will be passed on
to the Senate committee, and, if

they are approved by the commit-
tee, they will be recommended to

the Senate for implementation
into University policy, she
concluded.

External Affairs
By DIANE A. CILIONE

Staff Reporter

The external affairs department
of Villanova's Student Govern-
ment is moving toward completion
of its goals, according to Dr.

Richard A. Neville, vice president
for Student Life.

Traffic safety at the intersec-

tion of Lancaster and Ithan
avenues is a priority, according to

Patricia MarzuUi, secretary of the
external affairs department.
Representatives from the depart-
ment have been working with
Radnor Township officials tp
install a left-turn signal at the
intersection.

According to Marzulli, parts for

the new turn signal have been
ordered and received by Radnor
Township. Installation of the
signal is targeted for this week.
The new signal will affect cars

going west on Lancaster Avenue
and turning left onto North Ithan
Avenue.

Also, the external affairs depart-

ment has been active in the town
and gown meetings, according to

Marzulli. "Town and gown" is a
meeting of Radnor Township
representatives and Villanova
representatives to discuss issues

relevant to both, said Mar2ulli.

These meetings, which occur
once a nionth, are a way of "keep-

ing communication lines open
between the University and the

township," said Marzulli. At
these meetings, township issues

are brought to the attention of

students and administration of

the University.

Also, Villanova is represented

by the external affairs committee
at Radnor Township managers'
nufetings, according to Marzulli.

The managers' meetings, which
take place on the second and
fourth Monday of every month,
address issues like zoning ordi-

nances which are relevant to

kiudentb, said MarsuUi.

Feb. 28 to March 1 and March
14 to 16, the external affairs

department will participate in a

University-wide voter registration

dr ^t. According to Marzulli, the

drive will be a door-to-door cam-
paign through the dormitories to

encourage students to vote either

on campus or with absentee bal-

lots at home, said Marzulli.

The drive is a major undertak-

ing for the department and will

take them well into March to

complete, said Marzulli.

The department's plans for the

remainder of the year include

further research on the general

safety of traffic conditions on
campus, said Marzulli. The
department intends to address

any potential traffic problems, she
said.

Also, the department is discuss-

ing the possibility of setting up
personal meetings with Radnor
Township officials, according to

Marzulli. The purpose of the

meetings would be to allow town-

ship officials to formulate a new
image of Villanova students based

on personal interchange between
officials and students, she said.

By MAUREEN STAPLETON
StfiflRiiporter

.' * ^
The department of internal

affairs of Student Govern-
ment has completed its report on
coeducational dormitories and
recently received approval for a

proposed spring festival, accord-

ing to Michelle Ciccolo, secretary

of the department.

The coeducational dormitories

proposal will be presented on the

Senate floor Feb. 19. Ciccolo said,

"All the work should be made
public." The proposal includes

three surveys, research on coed-

ucational dormitories and con-

tacts with other Northeastern
colleges.

Ciccolo said, "The Student
Government does support the idea

of having coed dorms 100
percent."

The department of internal

affairs also helped the Resident

Student Association organize a

committee to work with J. Leslie

Gies, director of Food Services.

This committee is working from
lanuary, 1988 to January, 1989
and will deal with any complaints,

new types of food and possibly

new meal plans.

The ideal goal of this committee

will be to extend hours in the

cafeterias and to change the

current meal plan. Concerning the

committee, Ciccolo said, "We're

hoping it will be effective."

The committee will be under

the direct administration of Gies,

who will decide when the commit-

tee will meet and what matters

will be discussed. Ciccolo said, "If

the committee becomes inactive,

we'll step back in. ITheJ danger

is that all the efforts will go to

waste."
The department of internal

affairs also received approval last

week for its spring festival propos-

al. The event is supposed to take

place this spring and would
include alcohol in controlled areas.

This proposal was under the

direction ot Sean Closkey, assis-

tant secretary. of internal affairs,

who is also involved in proposing

other social event.^j^t Vmfuiova.

One idea under consideration is

an aroundthe-world party held in

Connelly Center. The event would
be sponsored by various cultural

groups and may be either alcoholic,

or non-alcoholic.

Other plans underway include

the improvement of the current
student identification card. Cicco-

lo said that a better identification

card would benefit both students
and the University by helping to

"give credible identification."

This semester, the department
plans to focus on proposing a used
book sale, run either by the
University or by various student
organizations. Ciccolo said that

the book sale "should be some-
thing the University should run
every semester."

Ciccolo also said that the depart-

ment would like to work with
Student Government's depart-

ment of academic affairs to

improve conditions in Falvey
Memorial Library.

Michelle Ciccolo, secretary of the
internal affairs department for
Student Government.
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INTEJINATIUNAL SIliDIES

THIRD WORLD
FILM SERIES
Spring Semester, 1 988

Tuesday nights

7-9 p.m.

Connelly Center Cinema

Present:

Films of The Caribbean
Feb. 16: ''Memories of Underdevelopment/' Cuba, Thomas Gutierrez Alea, 1968.

One of the most influential and wide reaching films of the third world .

focusefon the difficulties of the transition to a socialist society.

Mar. 1 : 'improper Conduct/' Cuba, Nestor Alemendros and Orlando Jimenez-Leal, 1984.

A counterpoint to "Memories . . ," a carefully crafted documentary exposing

the gap between the ideoioav and reality of Cuban society.

Mar. 22: "Su^ar Cane Alley/' Martinique, Eitzhan Paley, 1963.
Set in Martinique in 1931, the film follows the fortunes of a bright, opportunistic
boy as he learns to reconcile his native heritage with the realities of French
colonial rule.

Apr. 12: "Bitter Cane," Haiti, Haiti Filmi» 1983

An award winning documentary filmed covertly in Haiti during the height of Baby

Doc's repression . . . traces Haiti's rich cultural and abysmal economic history.

Apr. 26: "BMra!," U.SJI., CiMo Ponlccorvo, IfTt.

Marlon Brando stars in a rare tombination from Hollywood ^ good story, strong

drama, and serious politics. A British mercenary sent to stir up revolution among
peasants on a Portuguese plantation, Brando and the peasants become entangled

in a battle of colonial powers.
*'

fOi^

P^>fiiary12,1888#1WWllMW^AIi#P>gi7

By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Villanova University is present

ly in the pfoceis of converting the

campus electncal system and is

laying conduit, or underground

piping for wires, on main campus
m front of Sheehan Hall and next

to Stanford Hall on south campus.
According to Thomas N.

Trucks, director of Maintenance,

"Villanova presently has a single

llinel system in which the main,

south, and St. Mary's [west]
<* campuses are all on different

electrical systems.

"With the completion of the

new system, Villanova will be

running on a dual system in

which all the campuses will be

connected. This new system will

be more efficient than the old,"

said Trucks.

The construction of two new
dorms on south campus prompted
the decision to switch services,

said Trucks.

He said construction began on

south campus in early December
while construction on the lawn in

front of Sheehan Hall and the

parking lot began over the Christ-

mas break.

All duct work for St. Mary's and
west campus was laid four to five

years ago when telecommunica-
tions lines were being installed in

that area, said Trucks. He com-

mented that once a hole was dug,

Palestinian

lecture

held
By JOHN M. CHEPEGA

Staff Reporter

Villanova's Institute of Contem-
porary Arab and Islamic Studies

and the sociology department are

presenting a lecture by Professor

Salim Tamari on "Contemporary
Palestinian Society" on Feb. 23 at

the Connelly Center.

"Salim is one of the leading

authorities on Palestinian studies

in the world ... he is internation-

ally known," said Dr. Thomas M.
Ricks, the institute's assistant

director for program development

.

Ricks and Tamari met at Har-

vard nearly a decade ago. They
were reunited during the two
years that Ricks spent teaching at

Birzeit University in the mountain
town of Ramallah, Israel, south-

east of Tamari's birthplace of

Jaffa (now Yafo) from which he

fled due to war in 1948.

Ricks described Birzeit as "the

most prominent" and. "the most
nationalistic and militant" of the

Palestinian universities in the

region.

Tamari, the editor of the Pales-

tinian studies journal, "Birzeit

Research Review," which he and
' Ricks co-founded, has been a

member of the Birzeit sociology

department for over 10 years.

Currently, however, he is a

Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence at

the University Qf Michigan,' and

as such consults, teaches and

gives lectures to be shared with

other American universities.

In accordance with this, and
due to his close association with

Ricks, Tamari has agreed to give

several lectures to eastern univer-

sities, inchiding th^ University of

Pennsylvania and Georgetown
University, foltowing his visit to

Villanova.

Bicks said Tamari will probably

answer a few questions on the

recent occufreacca in the trsiibiad

region, but will "moitly focus on
changM in contemporary Paiesti-

nias society.

The frae lecture wiU be bald in

the Waynes. David's Soon of

the CamiaUy Center from 4:304
p.iii. Far more inlomuition, call

646-7118.

lines thftt will.be uaed in the

futui^ ate laid to circumvent

redjtfiAB the same hole.

tSf niiltdelphia Electric Com-
pany said it would supply dual

servkse to the University at the

company's cost if the University

would tie the south campus sys-

tem into that of main campu^, said

Trucks.
A dual service provides two

separate electric lines from differ-

ent sources with an automatic

South campus

tiebreaker, so that if one lincfoes
down, the other line will automat-
ically take over, according to
Trucks.

He further said that putting
this miyor service on one Irilling

saves money.

Trucks said that construction
will take place across Lancaster
Avenue probably in mid-March,
depending on the weather and
state approval.

(Omtintudfrom page 1)

whether the dorms will be male
or female. "We need to look at the
entire campus and how the pop-

ulation is distributed," Neville

explained.

The buildings will be construct-

ed so they can be used by either

gender, and a decision based on
current housing needs will be
made after their completion.

Several concessions in the
design of the new resident halls

were made in order to gain the
approval of Radnor Township.
The University agreed to use the
same plans for the current hous-
ing project as it had for the last,

and to limit the buildings to three

floors. Also, the dormitories'
windows will not open in order to

keep the noise level to a minimum,
Neville said.

Upperclassmen will most likely

occupy the newly-created rooms,

according to Neville. "More upper-

classmen will be housed . . . there

will be fewer juniors that we ask

to move off campus," he said.

Because upperclassmen allowed

to remain on campus have first

choice of dormitory rooms, they

will have the best opportunity to

acquire the new accommodations.
The University had originally

intended to complete the dorms by
the upcoming fall semester, but

problems with gaining Radnor
Township's approval for the pro-

ject delayed the construction.

If the work b^ns on schedule

this month, the buildings should

be ready by the summer of 1989,

and be available in the fall semes-

ter of that year, said Neville.

Educational
Opportunities

Conference
The Jewish Campus Activi-

ties Board will sponsor a three-

day conference that will cele-

brate Israel's 40th anniversary

and explore some of the chal-

lenges facing the Jewish state.

The conference will take

place from Feb. 19 through Feb.

21 at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Hillel Foundation, 202
S. 36th St. For more informa-

tion or reservations, contact

Hani Skutch at 898-8265.

Program

(File Photo)

Two dormitories will be constructed on south campus near Katharine
Hall, pictured here, and the new buildings will resemble it in structure.

Hunter College, of the City

University of New York, is

sponsoring the Junior Year in

New York Program GYNY).
The program is designed to

allow college students to gain

a wealth of experience from
spending a year in New York
City.

For more information, call

the Junior Year in New York
Program at 1-212-772-5005 or

write to JYNY Program, Hun-
ter College. P.O. Box 361, 695
Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

10021.

Mnemonic aids

Dr. Gregory F. Aloia, profes-

sor of special education, is

seeking samples of mnemonic
learning aids that students

have used successfully in their

studies. If you can volunteer a

mnemonic aid, please send it

to "MNEMONIC AIDS," Dr.

A., P.O. Box 263, Geneseo, New
York 14454. Enclose your
name, address, university, a

description of the mnemonic
aid and the subject area in

which it was used.

Competition
The sixth annual Honeywell

Futurist Awards Competition,

an essay competition, is asking

st^dents for predictions they

foresee in technology for the

year 2013. This year's contest

will offer ten winners $3,000

each.

The contest is open to full-

time undergraduate and grad-

uate students. The essay is a

two-part composition, the first

section dealing with predic-

tions and the second half deal-

ing with the social impact of

the prediction.

To obtain registration infor-

mation, write: Honeywell Fut-

urist Awards Competition, Box
524, Minneapolis, M.N. 55440
or call toll-free, 1-800-328-5111,

extension 1581.
* * *

Financial aid

A free calendar providing
financial aid planning informa-

tion, such as application dead-
lines, addresses and phone
numbers of sources of aid and
advice on applying for aid, is

available from The Scholarship
Bank.

Over $500 million of aid

available to college students is

awarded according to such
criteria as one's academic stand-

ing, major or willingness to

complete a special research
project, according to a press
release.

Students interested in obtain-

ing the free calendar and more
information on The Scholar-

ship Bank's programs should
mail a stamped, business-sized,

self-addressed envelope to The
Scholarship Bank, 4626 N.
Grand, Covina, Calif., 91724.

Women's
studies
(Continuedfrom page 3)

\eig,e\ has been kind enough to

allocate funds from University
College to finance off-campus
speakers as well as to provide a
secretarial support staff in the
past" for the program.
Armenti said that the budget for

women's studies was "out of

University College funds for the
reason that there are so many
small activities [for which] the
University doesn't have specific

funding.
"

Blewitt said, "The main issue

[behind women's studies] is not

about women but about gender

and gender issues."

The number of women's studies

programs in the United States

alone has increased dramatically

within the past 15 years. During

the 1969-1970 academic year, less

than 20 women's studies courses

existed. Today, there are nearly

30,000 courses, according to Wall.

Within the University, "many
studenU take some of the courses

for a certificate and a concentra-

tion (in women's^ studiesL but

very few take all of them. * said

Armenti.
Women's studies encompass

not only the study of women's
oootributions, but alsodifferences

that exist within society. Thcie

indude diffemces of race, class,

religion, political conviction,

raaoo and sexuality,

^o any extent where any
individual has baen stereatypad

and traatad unfairly, all paopie in

aoGiaCy auflar." mi aakiT

The Juniors of the Villanova
University Honors Program present:

COMEDIC
afortnigtit of riunior:

FEBRUARY 1988

Coniedu
Isnt
Pretty

EarlBader
VUivto^ University.

English Department

Jim Christy,

VMlanoM University

Theatre DcfMrtmcnt

The Nstory of comedy and its discrming
qualities; also the betHnQ power of

comedy.

Wayne-^. David's Room, CormeMy
Center Feb. 15 7:30 p.m.

Humor, and the
(RtMqu^) Cards of
Borbora cuuf

JtmDale

aartarsDate
Cfrautfior of Dale

JOjft or wmOBwfrfooa

and gift ^ hystericai lool( at the experience and

of The aucceea of an author/artist in the field of

jnd The humor.

Wayne-St. David's Room. Connely
Cemer Feb. 16 7:30 p.m.

Iwiy Autft

fmam friwwinnirig poll|M '.

Por Trie ^MMaM^Mv
Videoa and informal diecuaaion of his

WayneOt. David's Room. ConnaHy

Oinlar Fab. It 7:30 p.m
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is punishable by the grade of F

.

and is to be reported, through the

dean, to the vice president for

Academic Affairs. A second
offense will result in the dismissal

of the student from Villanova

University."

Marks criticized this definition,

labeling it "unclear and ambi^-
ous.** He said. 'This description

does not adequately convey Uni-

versity policy on cheating. Does
'punishable by the grade of F'

mean for theexam or for the entire

course? As a professor, I did not

even understand the correct proce-

dure for an incident like this."

Laura Stevens, coordinator of

Student Government's investiga-

tion into academic dishonesty and

cheating, agreed with Marks.
"The Student Handbook is very

vague on the subject of cheating.

The school should definitely insti-

tute clearer and stricter penalties

for cheating," she commented.

Marks first suggested the idea

of an honor code to Dr. Michael

E. Burke, director of the honors

program, who referred it to Stu-

Rush
(Continuedfrom page 1)

dents to be really involved," he

explained.

There was also speculation

about hazing, the amount and use

of alcohol and the general nature

of Greek life and rush.

Both the IFC [Interfraternity

Council I
President Rob Colton and

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-

ident for Student Life, answered

that hazing is not allowed by both

national and University stand-

ards. Suspected incidences are

immediately investigated and
reported to judicial affairs, and a

conviction can result in a termi-

nation of the fraternity's Univer-

sity charter.

These penalties, however, do

not altogether remove the pres-

ence of hazing. "We're seeing an

increase in hazing from about two
years ago," said Gary H. Bonas,

assistant director of Student
Activities. "We're vigilant of it,"

he explained, "but it's very diffi-

cult to police."

"It is not in every group but it

is there," noted Stack. "There are

two types of hazing: deliberate

and obvious orders, and a second

type of subtle pressure from the

fraternity that the pledges should

act a certain way if they want to

be accepted. The second type is

more dangerous because it is

difficult to detect. How ran you
tell where group-building ends
and hazing begins?"

^^"^

Bonas also expressed a desire

to see the fraternities move from
a "quasi-dry rush policy to a

completely dry one."

Stack agreed, saying, "1 don't

mind if anyone has a beer, but the

problem arises when the fraterni-

ties use alcohol as a means of

attracting pledges. The groups
should be able to stand on their

own without the alcohol."

There is concern, however,
about the criterion for accepting

men and women into a Greek
organization and of the exclusive-

ness of these organizations.

"I worry that rush can be a

traumatic experience for a person

whodoes not get an invitation, but

I don't know how to resolve it,"

said Neville.

Bonas named the chief criterion

of the sororities and fraternities

in looking for new members as a

commitnient to the orfanization.

Stack, however, was concerned

abflit HKMe subfective bases for

ju^fcntent of rushing students,

saflng. "I'm not sure the criteria

art fair."

Bonas did agree that "there will

be diMnninted wooMn" among
the 570 prospective sorority

dent Government, according to

Swftala.

Marks deacribed the role of the

honor code at his alma mater, the

University of California at Davis.

He said that '^studentsareon their

honor to protect the integrity and
honesty of the school and student

body."

Any reported incident of cheat-

ing would be brought before a
judicial board composed of stu-

dents, faculty and administrators,
who woukl subsequently conduct
a hearing and pass judgment on
the accused party, according to

Marks.

Marks revealed some reserva-

tions on the success of such a

system at Villanova. "In order for

an honor code to work at Villan-

ova, you would have to change the

mindset of the student body.

There will, of course, be a tran-

sition period in which the students

will not take the matter seriously.

An honor code has to be a part

of the intellectual heritage of the

school; it is an attitude more than

a policy," he said.

(Photo by St John)

Or. R. WMIiani Marks, biology
profeMor, encountered problems
with student cheating in Us core
biology course for noo'^science
majom last semester.

"Villanova is not ready for an

honor code if it requires students

to turn other students in," Burke
commented.
"The larger problem of cheating

is not the acutal copying of

answera dvring an exam, it ia the
larpe atnount of placbriicd
asaignmcnti alid aopled iM^i^
from two yearaago that ttMents
attempt to submit. Right noiw

chcatmf at ViHaopva is perceivwl

along the lines oft)reaking the 56
m.p.h. speed limit, and that atti-

tude must change,'* Burke said.

"For the immediate future, we
are hoping to arrange forums for

students'and faculty to come and
talk about cheating and what cam
be done about it," Stevens added.

Switala said that Student
Government is examining other

colleges and universitites which
utilize the honor code, partknilarly

Haverford College.

According to the documented
Haverford honor code, students

are required to sign a pledge

which demands that they uphold

the principles of the code. It reads,

"The goal of the honor code is to

encourage individuals to develop

responsible judgment capable of

directing their conduct as active

members of the community."

fc--^x^"

Switala rftetithed the hotior
code issue in tht Student Govern-
ment fil^ and foimd that It had
first been reocvniaed in 1974 at
a Univeraity Senate nieetfa%. The
Rev. John M. Oriscoll. O.SA,
University president, who was
then a member of the subcommit-
tee on cheating and plagiarism,
submitted a proposal that advo-
cated the institution of an honor
code at Villanova.

The idea was rejected and not
heard of ai^in until 1960, when
it was again dismissed by the
Senate because "there have been
no reports of flagrant violations

of cheating and plagiarism and
Ithe Senate! sees no need for an
honor code," according to the

minutes of the _ meeting.
The issue surfaced for a third

time in February 1985, when the

proposal was approved and recom-
mended for implementation to the

administration. The matter was
turned over to Driscoll. and since

that time nothing has been heard
on the subject, according to

Switala.

Maich6toApril23,1988'

ffiRMUDA
COLLEGEWEEKS

Whenyou break awsnrthis year,
do itwith style.

\bur College V(%ek in Bermuda is movethan just

sun, sandand suff.

Right ftom the first outrageous "College Bash*

at ElbowBeach, k's a iMcek oninrelencing pieasuie.

Spectacular seaskSe buffet luncheons.A calypso

and limbo festivaliike (Kxie other. Smashingdanoe-
dl-you-drop beach paities, featuring Bemaida's lop

root, stod and calypso bands. Even a "hvty Cruiser

Ail compliments oif die Bermuda Depaitment
oflburism.

BeoBuda is ail ofthis—and much, much moce.

It's touring the island on our baeczy mopeds.

(Do remember to keep left')

It^ loggingon quietcountryroads—induding
an earlymorning2« "FUn Run' from Hoiseshoe
Biy. b^ exploring the treasmes in our fagematkxal

shops, playing golfon eiflht great courses, and
tennison ower 100 iabncTwlde oouns.

But OMMofall, itis the feelingyou getonadny,
fiofwer4)edeclaBd isknd, sepaoiednom everywhere
andevefydiingby600 milesofsea.

IteveaMxeakawiywith style. See your Cam-
pusTlgael iepieaefliatlve or Ikavri Ayentfor detatfs.

10-16.
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MAKE IT HAPPEN!

ORIENTATION '^^

Applications still available for the
positions of Orientation Counselor and
Administrative Assistant. Pick one up
in the Dean of Students office,

Room 213 Dougherty Hall.

Applications due Feb. 18 at 5 p.m.
in Dean of Students. Sign up for

Level I interview at this time!
JL
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Welcome their 1988 Pledge Class

Catherine Bowen
Tracey Boyle

Christine Casillo

Diane Cilione

Valerie Cilione

Sheila Cosgriff

Susan Cracraft

Lisa Delconte

Nancy Draght
MaryDugan
Sheila Dunleavy
Kelly Durkin

Noel Faleo

Louise Felicetti

Carol Filicetti

Sarina Giordano

Marisa Gurstante

Susan Glancey

Anne Grabowski

Eileen Grady
Catherine Healy

Cynthia Hinrichs

Margaret Hudome
Karen Kahrmann
Sharon Kavanaugh
Leigh Ann Keane
Judith Keating

Jacqueline Kuhnert

Collin Lange
Jennifer Lundgren
Julianne Lunch

Kelly McGinley

Susan Mooney
Koleen Morris

Adriena Muolo
Tara Murphy
Kimberly Nader
Bet^hann Naples

Mary O'Neill

Laura Redding
Linda Seton

Maureen Stapleton

Christine Sullivan

LisaTassone

Lauren Valukas

Mary Waters
Karen Winters
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Villanova honor

code urged
Villanova has a major academic dishonesty problem

and nobody seems to care. Villanova's honor policy is

basically defunct and the blame for widespread cheating

rests on not only the students, but the faculty and

administration as well. We implore' University officials

and students to initiate an honor code that would be both

respected and upheld.

Many Villanova students cheat, obtain test questions

and answers prior to taking exams and plagiarize papers
on a regular basis.

The issue has recently resurfaced when students

revealed to Dr. R. William Marks, biology professor, that

members of the core biology course had cheated
extensively on the final exam last semester. The
University policy was so vague that Marks was left with
no alternative but to let the situation slide, since the

students refused to reveal names of the individuals who
had cheated.

Academic dishonesty was addressed by a Senate

subcommittee in 1974 which advocated the institution

of an honor code at Villanova. However, the idea was
rejected, and in 1980 the Senate dismissed the issue

because there were no reports of flagrant violations of

cheating or plagiarism.

Perhaps part of the blame for academic dishonesty

rests on faculty and administration for turning their backs

to cheating students.

How many professors leave the classrooms during
exams?

How many professors give the same exam to several

sections at different times?

How many exams have been given in overcrowded
testing situations that invite wandering eyes and
academic dishonesty?

Unfortunately, cheating in one form or another is

accepted among many students. This dishonest attitude

must change in order to have an honor code effectively

installed at Villanova.

Students must realize that cheating is wrong, sinful

and dishonest.

Students who cheat not only hurt themselves in the

long run by not gaining knowledge, but they also hurt

those who do not cheat.

Grade point averages, class curves and Villanova's

integrity lose all meaning when cheating occurs on a

regular basis.

Attitudes must change, stricter penalties must be

enforced, and an honor code must be implemented
immediately to secure Villanova's future as a fine

institution of higher learning.

Update book
borrowing system

The new dorm storm anti-vandalism campaign is a

great idea to curb campus destruction in the dormitories.

But we can't stop there.

Vandalism control in Falvey Memorial Library must
be implemented immediately, as we are k)sing many valuable
books and materials each year.

The University sliould invest in a moreelective book
tracing system where texts are equipped with metal
devices that set off an ^iann if taken from the library

unaccounted for.

The current system where a library employee glances
at half-opened bookbags to check for library materials is

archaic and costly. Villanvoa must update their kMm
system to reduce stolen library books.
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Letters to the Editor

Unified graduation urged
To the Editor:

1 am writing in response to

assistant dean of students, Chris-

tine A. Lysionek's letter concern-
ing the 1988 graduation
ceremony.
As a member of the class of 1988

I was surprised to read that, "The
decision to return to separate
ceremonies was made after care-

fully weighing both the problems
and advantages associated with a
single, outdoor ceremony."
The question is, "Who weighed

these advantages and probiems?"
It is clear that it was not the

members of th^ class of 1988. It

is also clear that there is no
current plan to consult the
members of the class of 1988 on
exactly how they would like to

graduate.

of graduations are held outdoors

every year in the month of May
and all the institutions which hold
these ceremonies formulate plans
in the event of inclimate weather.

I find it difficult to believe that
Villanova University could not do
the same.
The format of graduation

should be voted on by the class

of 1988. After four years of work-
ing toward graduation day, we
have earned the right to decide the

style of our graduation ceremony.

Christopher Brennan

Class of 1988

The ViUanovan received 13
leiiers to the editor from members

of the class of 1988 in response to

Christine A. Lysionek 's tetter con-

cerning graduation exercises. Due
to space limitations we could not
print every letter received.

Tim lonmt of

wtod ot§ bf Iko don ot
1988. 4fler hmryomm
of woikkg f0ivanf

tow oonod tko iffW
to docUo (to 9t]flo of

I feel very strongly that the
format of graduation should be
the choice of those graduating.

Not one of the problems raised in

Lysionek's letter is unsolvable.

For example, when the Villa-

nova football team played Holy
Cross in November, the stacbum
was filled to capacity and all the

cars of those attending had^a place
to park. Alto, during the iootkall

season, shuttle buses were run
from the St. David's \m.

Since hundreds of patents will

be stayii^ at the St. David'sJm.
this is a kgical solutiMi fa i anjar
part of the parking praUoan. In

rcfird to the wanthar,
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By MICHAEL A: DE ROSA,
JR.

Too niany times since I hay^
been at Villanova, have I heard of

a lack of cooperation und
communication throughout all

factions of the University. Well,

I believe that the first step towards
a unified Villanova has come eut
of the Offk:e of Student Activities.

In response to student leaders'

requests, the staff in 214 Dough-
erty Hall has been instrumental

in planning and executing three

activities which will "break
ground" for better understanding

and future cooperation between

mi^r campus organizations.

In the fall, a leadership day was
held in King Of Prussia for the

executive boards of the major
student governance organizations.

Thesegroups include the Resident

Student Association, the Associ-

ation of Commuting Students,

Student Government, the Villan-

ova Union, the Interfraternity

Council and the Panhellenic Coun-
cil. Also included in this day was
the ViUanovan and the Blue Key
Society.

The day included leadership

training, instructional workshops,

k:ebreakers and (most important-

ly) the .opportunity for each pres-

ident (or editor) to get up and say

soniething about their group.

Many of those who spoke not

only spoke highly of the activities

and campus involvement their

group was involved in, but also

took the opportunity to dispel

some of the myths which everyone
turns inta stereotypes. The feed-

back was positive and some of the

results could been seen in greater

inter-group activities and com-
munication. This day led to the

timely fireside chat in December.

The fireside chat placed these

same groups together (with addi-

tional new boai^ members) in the

Villanova Room with the Rev.

J6hn P. Stack. O.S.Am dean-jof

students and Dr. Richard A.
Neville, vice president for Student
Life.

The night began with an ice-

breaker, but led to an exchange
which helped to start many a

dialogue. Stack and Neville discu-

seed their views of student organ-

izations and how they view the

University in the next 10 years.

They entertained questions
from student leaders about frater-

nity expansion, plans for the west
campus and other concerns. It

seemed as if the hot topic of the
night was the fraternity ard
sorority roles in the University.

The imaginary lines which stu-

dents use ;to classify Greeks and
non-Greeks were being explored

more fully. Due to time limitations

the discussion was short, but
many students in attendance
went awav feeling more informed
and as if they had made new
contacts throughout the campus.

Now that the ball was rolling.

Student Activities couldn't help
but plan a third 'leadership event'.

This meeting, co-sponsored with
the Villanova Leadership Society,

will be taking place on April 6 in

the Villanova Room.

The topic of the evening will be
ethics and should produce some
interesting results. Students are

looking forward to this event, not

only for its educational value, but
also for the opportunity to meet
and work alongside their fellow

cami^us leaders.

Now the important question:

why should this concern you, a

student who is not on these
executive boards? Because thiese

major organizations, in some way,
represent you. If you are Greek
or non-Greek, a commuter, oii-

campus resident or campus res-

ident, a politically active or pol-

itically non-active student, a

programmer or a programmee, an
interested reader of the ViUano-
van (which obviously you are) you
are important and have a voice on
this campus.

It's not up to those boards to

tell others howyou feel— you can
tell them how you feel! Talk to

those who represent your inter-

ests — better yet, get involved

with these groups and make your
voice heard.

Through cooperative efforts,

combined events and mutual
understanding, all of us can help
make Villanova a place to call

home.

Michael A. DeRosa, Jr. is a

graduate student in the higher

education counseling masters
degree pn^am and staff assistant

in the Office of Student Activities. •
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Seniors refute policy

Athletes should

receive stipends
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

Ahhough I have always been a
devout fan of college sports, I did

not truly understand the passion

and allegiance of the collegiate fan

until I became one this year.

When a group of students get

together to shoot the breeze, the

conversation inevitably drifts to

the fortunes of the basketball

team. There must be enormous
pressure on these players to

succeed, especially in a program
that traditionally produces win-

ning teams.

For their four years of commit-
ment they receive a free ride ^
tuitk>n and room and board. Not
bad. But also not enough.
Playing Division I sports

requires total commitment. It is

difficult eriough managing an
academy schedtile, but players

whocommit themselves complete-

ly to a sport have no time to take

a part-timejob to pick up spending
money. The NCAA should estab-

lish a graduated scale, based on
the family's financial need, for

monthly payments to collegiate

athletes.

The cynic to this proposal will

immedialcly faleriect, "Biit tl^
•chosi iafiviM|^CBi a Irae tickel

to the futim. What anne do tiMy

a month to stop for food after

practice or to call home or to take

in a movie, then why not?

I agree with the vigilant strug-

gle by the NCAA to eliminate

alumni misconduct. However, if

the NCAA cuts off the illegal

money supply to student-athletes

from boosters without dealing

with the problem of financial

need, they are treating the symp-
toms, not the disease.

If student-athletes in need are

not given the opportunity to use

any of these grtat purses their

schools devour from sell-out

crowds and juicy television con-

tracts to fill basic necessities of

a collie student, ^do hot took for

overzealous alumni with padded

wallets to go away.

As a matter of fact, they will

probably be here to stay.

Jim Bowman is a freshman
education major and assistant

sports editor of the VUlanovan.

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to

assistant dean of students Chris-

tine A. Lysionek's letter concern-

ing graduation. Lysionek wrote a

very solid letter which clearly

listed and explained the reasons

behind the decision that was made
regarding graduation.

Lysionek states, "The decision

reflects our unwillingness to risk

having the success of an event,

which should be enjoyable and
rewarding for our graduates and
their families, hinge upon the

promise of good weather. ' For

more, the key words in that

statement are not "good weather";

they are "unwillingness to risk."

The most desirable graduation

ceremony is one that is outdoors

and unified. This ceremony has

successfully come off in the past

and it can happen again.

The reason it is not going to be

outside this year is because it

"might" rain. As a vital, young
senior who is about to break out

into the real world, I must say that

this reasoning does not sit well

with me.
Many of us have had things

done for us our whole lives. We
have been told what to do, and we
liave dutifully followed orders. We
have had our decisions made for

us, our tuition paid for us; you get

the picture.

What I am trying to say is,

"Take a risk!" Students, get off

that bar stool and write a letter.

Administration, flirt with Mother
Nature; do not let her bully you.

We have worked hard and have

formed strong friendships here at

Villanova. Graduation day is the

bittersweet culmination of the

four greatest years our young
lives have known. It is a day we
will remember forever; tearful

hugs with friends, proud smiles

from parents. We want to be
together on this day, and we want
to be outside.

We are going to be on our own
very soon and we have got to learn

to take chances. If we follow the

example set by the administration

and take the safe road, think how
boring our lives will be. I shudder
at the thought.

Risk taking is what life is all

about. Imagine the wonderful
feeling we would all leave here

with, if we actually got together

and achieved this goal. Even if it

rains and we end up having it

inside anyway, we will still have
the satisfaction of knowing we did
everything we could to make it

work. To me, and to many others,
it is well worth the risk.

In closing, I would like to
directly address those individuals
who are charged with making this

decision. I implore you to rethink
this very important issue and to

let the seniors get involved.

Hold a meeting or conduct a
survey; just give us a chance to

be heard. Who knows, maybe we
can come up with some useful

suggestions.

KeUy Colgan
Class of 1988

Policy unfair
To the Editor:

As graduating members of the

class of 1988, we share a common
complaint with many other
seniors regarding the segregation

and indoor placement of the com-

mencement exercises to take place

in May.
After spending four years of our

lives studying, partying, learning

and growing up with the same
students, we simply would like to

spend a few hours graduating

with them — together and at the

same time.

If the choice was put to the

senior class, as it should be, we
would be graduating outdoors as

a unified body of family and
friends.

Why not let the graduation
ceremony reflect the wishes of the

graduates?

Nancy McGrath
Class of 1988
Patricia Garip
Class of 1988

Kelly Mattingly
Class of 1988

Graduation policy
To the Editor:

I think that the decision of

graduation should be one made by

the seniors of Villanova.

I have spent the last four years

forming friendships, and now I

will not be able to share gradua-

tion with these people. This

should be put to a vote, and we
should have the choice.

Chris Golankiewicz
Class of 1988

The Viikmovan willprint "Ut-
ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weehly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. All letters mutt be typed and
double spaced. The edUmn will

wUkkold a nmm up^m re^meai^ but

ike writer't teUpkoue
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Art not offensive
To the Editor:

We are writing in response to

the letter in, the Feb. 5, 1988 issue

of the Villanovan regardaing the

offensiveness of George Huff-

man's exhibit of paintings entitled

"Sex, Terror and Other Flights of

Fancy."
While respecting the authors'

opinions, we could not help be

dismayed by a number of their

reasonings.

It seems the authors of the

letter are confusing surface

images with substance, for exam-

ple, mistaking the depiction of

figures for the meaning of the art.

If the authors feel that the

visual images are offensive to the

eye, we agree. Indeed, the images

depicted are horrifying, yet it

would not be proper to label

Huffman's work inappropriate

and offensive for a Catholic

university.

If one views the paintings with

a limited, confining scope, he fails

to see that Huffman's style of

presentation reinforces the prim-

itive brutality of acts such as

abortion and nuclear war.

When examined on a deeper

level, fusing titles, style and

image, it is apparent to us that

Huffman is conveying the brutal-

ity of such acts. His method of

exposing the real horror of essen-

tially dehumanizing aspects of life

indicates a concern with having

the viewer see the injustice and

moral issues at hand in the paint-

ings. One is cheating his higher

instincts if he dismisses the art

as offensive based solely on the

figures depicted.

Of as gredt a concern to us is

the authors' implied notion that

Huffman's work is not appropriate

as it conveys rebelliousness and
lawlessness.

It is the spirit of rebellion which
has often fostered positivechange,

and while it is not our intention

to equate Huffman's art with
rebellions such as the Civil Rights

Movement and the Women's ^tove-

ment, we feel that if Huffman
succeeds in making the viewer

think and re-examine his position

on the themes depicted, his rebel-

liousness and his art have served

a purpose.

Mpst disturbing is the claim'

that the authors are not suggest-

ing censorship. Certainly it is

censorship, hiding behind the

guise of respectability.

Perhaps the issue here, then, is

not the appropriateness of Huf-

fman's art.

Perhaps the issue here, then, is

not the appropriateness of Huff-

man's art. Maybe it is a problem
of conventionality.

Over a century ago, Charlotte

Bronte wrote, "Conventionality is

not to assail the last."

We urge those who found Huff-

man's art offensive to look at the

art again, more thoroughly, and
with an eye toward under-
standing.

Christopher Kelley
Class of 1989
David Scott

Class of 1988

Senior Week
To the Editor:

The senior week committee has

already begun meeting to plan the

week long events of senior week.

We are a 12-person committee
with representatives from each of

the six major organizations on

campus.
For the time period between the

last day of finals until graduation

weekend, the committee is ready

scheduling events such as: the

final days celebration, the golf

outing and the senior picnic.

We have also discussed the

ix)ssibility of bringing back an old

tradition: a senior gift to the

University. After asking people

individually, we have realized

that a senior gift is an important

decision which should be open for

comment by everyone.

We are not doing a formal

survey although we are looking

for as much input as possible.

This is your opportunity to speak

up and voice your opinion, wheth-

er you feel strongly for or against

reinstating a senior gift.

Please drop off any comments

or ideas you may have to the

Villanova Student Union Office in

Connelly Center. AH information

should be addressed to the senior

week committee.

It is up to all of you to let us

know how you feel. We would like

this to be as much of a unified

decision as possible.

1988 Senior Week
Committee

Security tlianked
To the Editor:

On Jan. 2 over 500 students

driving from all parts of the U.S.

arrived in Philadelphia to attend

the National Catholic Student

Coalition leadership conference.

Heidi Rojas, transportation

chairperson, arranged the sche-

dules of anticipated arrival times.

However, the high cost of parking

in the city forced us to find

alternate arrangements. The

option of parking at Villanova was
presented to the students.

As a member of the transpor-

tation committee I would like to

thank Security for all of their time

and effort in assisting with the

parking arrangements. They were
very helpful in assuring the stu*

dents that their cars would t)e safe

in the main lot during the week.

Kevin R. Mulcahy
Class of 1988

Tradition promoted
To the Editor:

1 would like to commend the

Villanovan for printing the splen-

did article in the Jan. 29 issue

"Academic freedom disrupts Cath-

olic teaching" by Gerakl Lee, class

of 1945.

The currently popular business

of bashing papal credibility and
theokigicil orthodoxy has gone far

enough on the campus of a uni-

versity whose tradition is steeped

in loyal Cathoiidsm.

The opposition thinks they
alone are to be followad .

.

when diaUaiMBd. misrt.

uncharitable! (a counter chal-

lenge, among many). Was Christ

uncharitable when He reproved

challengers to His divine

teaching
Biblical references to "false

prophets" still apparently apply,

and those who would challenge

the Church's credit>ility appear to

be at odds with the mission of

Villanova University. That is the

way it has always b«n under-

stood by my family, interested

supporters, aonw graduates and
JUOOMMS in me.

They, also, are to be heaid in

this ieriam matter.

uJ.
IMS
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Valentine's Day: The legend lives on
By JACQUELINE GENTILE

Assistant Features Editor

You better start sending those

flowers and mailing those cards

because the most romantic day of

the year is just around the corner.

For centuries, St. Valentine's Day
has been a day dedicated to lovers.

Even if you do not have a sweet-

heart, the festive traditions asso-

ciated with Valentine's Day are

enough to make you fall in k)ve

with love, at least for the day.

Perhaps appropriately so, no
other holiday is surrounded with

more myth and mystery regarding

its origin. Several theories exist

to account for the traditions

associated with Valentine's Day,

and some of them are decidedly

unromantic.

Little is known about the life

of St. Valentine, except that he

was a priest who was beheaded

on the date of his feast' day in

Rome, about 269 A.D. To compli-

cate matters, there is a second St.

Valentine whose feast day is also

Feb. 14. He did not fare any better

than the first. He was also

beheaded in the third century

outside of Rome.

The name St. Valentine's Day
and the festivities that surround
it seem contradictory. What does

a priest who was canonized a saint

have to do with sending love notes

to our sweethearts? The answer
is absolutely nothing. There is no
connection between romantic
Valentine's Day traditions and
the lives of the two St. Valentines,

except that by chance we celebrate

those traditions on their feast day.

How then did we come to asso-

ciate February with love, romance
and all the sweet nothings that

go with it? One theory which
existed in Europe in the middle

Ages claims that birds begin to

mate on Feb. 14. But, if you feel

that the mating patterns of birds

does not quite make the grade in

explaining how we connect lovers

and Valentine's Day, do not worry.

There are plenty of other legends.

Valentine's Day may be a chris-

tianized version of the ancient
Roman feast Lupercalia. On this

day of worshipping certain gods,

women placed their names in a

hat and the men drew them out.

Each man courted the woman
whose name he chose for the next

year — or at least for the day of

the festival.

The clergy, who found this

pagan practice highly objectiona-

ble, substituted saints' names for

women's names and, for the next

year, each man was supposed to

imitate the saint whose name he
received. Indeed, this made for

some passions that were raging

rather than romantic.

The feast of Lupercalia occurred
in the middle of February, and
most likely for the sake of conven-
ience, the feast day of St. Valen-

tine was chosen for the day of the

celebration.

Regardless of how Valentine's

Day emerged as a time for lovers,

traditions have surrounded the

day for centuries. In England,

people believed that the first

person you encounter on the

morning of Valentine's day would
be your true love. Also in England,

people believed that one could

discover who his or her true love

was through a dream induced by
pinning five bay leaves to one's

pillow.

In America, we are surrounded
by cupids, flowers, heart shaped
boxes of candy and hearts pierced

with arrows — traditionally a

symbol of union. But most of all,

we are flooded with Valentine
cards from family, friends and
lovers.

The first commercial Valen-
tine's card was produced in the

United States in 1840. Since then.

people have gone to the trouble of

sending their Valentine's cards to

towns with romantic names, to be

postmarked and forwarded. Some
of these towns include Love,

Mississippi; Darling, Pennsylva-

nia; Romance, Arkansas; Eros,

Louisians; Kissimmee, Florida

and Loveland, Colorado.

So, to all you sweethearts out

there, now is the time to be
romantic — that is, if you need

a reason. Do something special for

your honey. Or if you would like

to be very traditional, send an
anonypious love letter to that

person you have been watching
with "private eyes."

If you find yourself valentine-

less this year, do not fret. You
have a couple of options. You can
pin bay leaves to your pillow and
keep hoping, or you can go out and
buy your own box of candy.

Philadelphia musicians perform for peace
By IRENE V. LANGRAN

Sta/J Reporter

On Feb. 7. approximately 20

Villanova students and faculty

members joined musicians, busi-

ness executives, nurses, doctors,

psychologists, lawyers and educa-

tors for a single event and purpose.

The event was a concert at the

Philadelphia Academy of Music.

While that is not unusual, there

was indeed something quite dif-

ferent about this evening's

performance.

The purpose of the evening,

symbolized by a dove and olive

branch, was to show support and
hope for peace and nuclear dis-

armament. This year's concert

was the third such concert, and
is a result of a group of Philadel-

phia musicians coming together to

use their musical talents for this

cause.

They formed the Philadelphia

Musicians for Nuclear Arnts Con-

trol, and held their first Concert

for Humanity in April 1983, and
their second in November 1984.

The concert itself was conduct-

ed by Riccardo Muti, and per-

formed by members of the Phila-

delphia Musicians for Nuclear

Arms Control, which includes

artists from the Philadelphia

Orchestra, the orchestra of the

Opera Company of Philadelphia

and the Pennsylvania Orchestra.

It featured music from Bellini,

Beethoven and Tchaikovsky.
What made this concert so

memorable was not only what the

evening stood for, but how this

was stated throughout the even-

ing's performance. The ambassa-
dor, Ralph Earle II, one of the

nation's top authorities on nuclear

disarmament, spoke on behalf of

the many people who workejj to

bring this concert together.

The Villanovans who attended

the concert were organized by

philosophy professors Dr. Barbara

E. Wall, O.P., and Dr. Walter

Brogan. Wall and Brogan team-

teach a course in Peace and
Justice. Wall is a member of the

Educators for Social Responsibil-

ity, which, among other activities,

seeks to promote an awarness of

the dangers of nuclear war.

Through this education. Wall

and Brogan hope to teach people

how they can take responsibility ———^——

—

for creating a safer world. be a part of this endeavor, along-
At the end of the performance, side lawyers, doctors and many

all attending were invited to toast other professionals. The feelings

the occasion. The Villanovans, in of many of these students were
a toast proposed by Wall, joined expressed when Bernadette Coll,

other professional organizations a Villanova junior, stated, "As
in expressing the hopes for a safe students we are preparing for our

^r^rtimf^^

Philosophy professors Dr. Barbara E. Wall, O.P., and Dr. Walter
students at the Concert for Humanity.

(Ptioto by Langren)

Brogan take time to pose with

Activists activate

and peaceful future.

Important to many of the stu-

dents was that they were able to

futures, and if we don't protect

it now, it might not be there

later."

Campus Clip

By MARTIN KELLEY
StaJ) Reporter

On Feb. 5, over 700 student
activists converged on the New
Brunswick campus of Rutgers
University for the three-day 1988
National Student Convention.
They came to plan the direction

of a national activist movement.
They left making a stand for the
direct democratic process.

These students have been active

in many different causes. Some
were involved in the fight for

college divestments of South
African interests. Others had
protested CIA recruitment on
college campuses. There were
those who called for an end of

funding of the Contra rebels in

Nicaragua, and those who led the

fight to solve the problem of

America's homeless. But it was
not these causes that were the

center of attention.

The debate centered around the

distribution of power within the

national organization that was to

be set up. This debate often took

form along factional lines, which
were most cleariy drawn out by

a delegate from Berkeley, Bill

Nesson.

On one side was the Sectarian

Left, which idolizes figures such

as Marx and Lenin, and whose
authoritarian structure anger

many in the activist movement.
Nesson charged that this group's

"internecine ideological battles"

were partly responsible for the

destruction of the anti-apartheid

movement of 1978.

Another faction of student activ-

ists at the convention were the so-

called Progressives, who emphas-

ize electorial politics as the method
towards change. Although more
palatable to many at the conven-

tion than the Sectarian Left,

Nissen and others distrust their

top-down approach to organizing

which emphasize&^eUit^s and sees

"the majority of people as incap-

able of moving and directing

themselves."

In between these two factions

lie the "mainstream" of present-

day student activists, identified

by Nissen as the Radicals. This

group believes in grassroots direct

democracy and direct action, a

confrontation designed to force

people who have closed their eyes

to social problems to make a moral

stand on an issue. An example of

direct action is the construction

of shanty towns on many college

campuses to demonstrate the

plight of South African blacks.

The first day was full of fac-

tional fighting among many of the

students. The three political

factions were debating each other,

^ (OmHnm$d on pt0 14)
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student

activists
(Continuedfrom page 13)

with the Marxist-Leninists incur-

ring the most anger and condem-
nation. In addition to this, many
minority groups left marginalized

by the heavily white heterosexual

makeup of the delegations. For

example, the people-of-color cau-

cus pointed out that their 2

percent of the convention was
under-representative of the

national student population.
Further tensions arose when
smaller schools worried that the

larger delegations, such as Berke-

ley, M.I.T. and Rutgers, were
dominating all of the debate.

The third and final day saw the

confrontation heat up when the

people-of-color caucus demanded
that no constitution be ratified by

the convention as their under-

representation would invalidate

it. This anti-constitutional move-
ment was quickly joined by other

marginalized groups and by the

Radical faction which felt that the

drawing up of the constitutional

proposals had not included the

majority of the convention
delegates.

After much debate, Berkeley

and the other large schools agreed

that no constitution should be

ratified.

The delegates then agreed on
increasing diversity and decided

on holding regional conferences in

the next few months, culminating

in another, more representative,

conference next year.

The 1988 National Student
Convention thus adjourned with-

out any constitution passed. To
seniors who might not see another

convention, this was somewhat of

a disappointment. But, a clear

message was sent as to the future

of a national student movement.

STEAKNOSYNNETSO
ROSTBECUHMISBYR
POPOYGIHAANTESD
OHDARKNSANNAKIM
OTNAOFEIAUTECMI
P R I G. N F A M N S C K D E L

AOREITTIHWItGUL
TWPEKIELHMODRTA
MSLEHEATSOIRUHY
ODOWSOSOIRYRBOL
RREDUANNEWORDUL
E C R P Y E L L E H S N S L

SWEBYROMCOLEAME
DNASKCTNAYRBSAH
FROSGNIMMUCHANS

who kaows, who cares

Hippy Valentine's Day . . . Happy National Condom Week . .

.

hey did somebody plan this . . . this week the Villnaovan honors

love ... a fotgt-letter word . . . we'd like to mention condofus
... but we're not allowed ... guess whafs in fa^hkm colors

in Maiisfield University's school paper . . . you got it ... latex

in pink, green and yellow ... if they ever arrive at V.U. we
bet they'll be plaid ... but then again no one will use them . .

.

it's against our religion ... so is cheating . . . but no one minds
that . . . just don't get caught . . . kinda like using fake I.D.

. . . another Villanova necessity . . . especially during the spring

fling . . . and spring break, which is only three weeks away
. . . which means midterms start in two weeks . . . and considering

the bookstore doesn't have any of the books we need . . . it'll

be a helluva week for all of us . . . but we're still in the top

20 ... so who knows and who cares ...

Edited by the Viltanovan Editorial Board

WiaVs coming up

Can you find the Mdden poets?

AUDEN
BROWNING
BRYANT
BYRON
CHAUCER
COLERIDGE
CUMMINGS
DANTE
DICKINSON
FROST
HOUSMAN
KEATS
MACLEISH
MASEFIELD

MILLAY
MILTON
NERUDA
PATMORE

Ze Solution
PUSHKIN
SANDBURG
SHELLEY
TENNYSON

WHITTIER
WORDSWORTH
YEATS

page 18

By KAREN lOVINO
Staff Refwrier

Do you find that recently you
have the winter blahs? Are you
tired of watching the same old

shows on television? Then why
not add a cultural aspect to your
life? Exhibits, films and lectures

fill Villanova's calendar in the

coming weeks.

If you are a movie fan, the

Spring 1988 Cultural Film Series

is examining the "Cinematic
Images of Women." The third film

in the series, "Therese," was
shown Feb. 6-8 in the Connelly

Center Cinema. The French film

centered on the life of a Carmelite

nun, Therese Martin. Known as

"The Little Flower," Therese died

at a young age from tuberculosis,

leaving behind her diary. "The-

rese" is loosely based on the
contents of this diary.

Following the showing on Feb.

8, Joan D. Lynch, director of the
Cultural Film Series, held a dis-

cussion on the film and its con-

cepts, especially the meaning of

a "simple life."

Interested in the happenings in

the Middle East? The 1988 Spring
Lecture Series focuses on contem-
porary Arab and Islamic societies.

On Feb. 9, Villanova's Institute

for Contemporary and Islamic
Studies, together with the sociol-

ogy department, co-sponsored a

lecture titled "Contemporary
Lebanese Society." It focused on
prominent issues in the Middle
East today. Professor Samir Khal-
af , of Princeton University, hosted
the lecture.

(Continued on page 18)

Don ^tknow what to do with
your sibling thia weekend?

Let us entertain theml Come to the ...

Sibling Carnival

Feb. 12, 6:30-9:30 p.m. In Belle Air Terrace of Connelly Center

Homeleaa Lecturea
Feb. 22, 7 p.m.

Good Counsel Hall,

2nd Floor Lounge
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Why study foreign ka&u^m
By THERESA JONES

Staff Reporkr

As Villanova students receive a

diverse education with the Uni-

versity's core requirements, the

study of a foreign language is an

integral part of a liberal arts

education. Unfortunately, a

majority of students fail to realize

the potential value of this course

of study.

For many, the language courses

are seen only as credits to get out

of the way before receiving one's

diploma. In reality, a handle on

a foreign language can add great

value to that diploma for student.s

in any of the colleges, not just

liberal arts.

As Use Hawrysz, one of Villan-

ova's German instructors points

out, "Not only is German the

language of poets, philsosophers,

artists, scientists and many of our

ancestors, most German speaking

countries are important trading

partners and crucial allies of the

United States."

Also, "German is one of the four

languages useful for diplomatic

negotiations on both sides of the

ridiculous or
advertising.

even offensiveIron Curtain."

Clearly, familiarity with this

language has usefulness for those

who study the arts. But it is useful jThe Rev. Kail Ellis, OSA, dean

for business and those in techno- of the College of Arts and Sciences,

logical and political fields as well, also recognizes the value a corn-

Considering the economic mand of a foreign language can

strength of Germany and Japan have in the business, banking and
today, one could hardly deny the corporate worlds. "That is the

benefitsof a familiarity with their reason why we at the College of

words and ways. Arts and Sciences have been
stressing ... the modern language

In our world of telecommunica- department." He points out the
tion, international business and increase of credit hours for intro-

foreign marketing, there is a need ductory language courses, and the
to be acquainted with foreign addition of Chinese, Arabic and
cultures. Not many people would Russian courses in recent years,

go into an interview or place of
a|i "jn recognition of the study of

employment without knowing 'critical languages'."
something about the corporation Ellis tells a story of an econom-
or company. Yet many Americans jcs student who heg^n his studies
enter into dealings with foreign

countries ignorant of that coun-

try's ways.
Ellen Hummert, a senior inter-

national business major, stresses

m the Arab/Islamic field. The
student works at a Wall Street

bank and has expressed to Ellis

that his knowledge of languages

was a very important part of his

the importance of understandmg obtaining that position. Anyone
who has been in the World Trade
Center knows that not only Eng-

lish is spoken within those walls.

(Continued on page 1 7)

the point of view of foreign cus

tomers when marketing. Hum-
mert said, "There are so many
mistakes made in idiomatic expres-

sions ... which can result in

Comedy comes calling toV.U.
By CINDY BOSNIAN

Staff Reporter

Ready to enjoy a good laugh and

a bit of relief from homework
before midterms creep up? Comed-
ic Daze gives you six different

ways to do it.

This symposium, presented by

the junior class of the honors

program, features six nights of

comedy ranging from cartoons to

commentaries. The program runs

Feb. 15, 16, 18 and 23-25.

Each year, the honors juniors

, qrganize a symposium based on a

-central theme of their choice. This

year's committee has been work-

;. ing since September to coordinate

the program. Committee members
chose the facets of comedy because

they would be both "intellectually

stimulating and fun at the same
time," according to Christine

Wnuk, chairperson of the

committee.

Opening night on Feb. 15, in the

Wayne-St. David's Room, features

Jim Christy of the theatre depart-

ment and Earl Bader of the Eng- labor of love.

lish department. Both will speak On Feb. 24 in Connelly Center

about the history of comedy and Cinema, producer and creative

its healing qualities.

On Feb. 16, also in the Wayne-
St. David's Room, Barbara Dale,

co-author of the risque Dale greet-

ing cards and gift products, and

coauthor of The Working Wom-
an's Book and The Joys of Moth-

erhood, will provide a humorous
insight into the world of an author

and artist in the field of humor.
Featured on Feb. 18 will be

Tony Auth, the Pulitzer Prize

winning political cartoonist and
satirist for the Philadelphia Inquir-

er. He will show a slide presen-

tation of his niost recent work.

The following week, on Feb. 23

consultant Gene Reynolds of

M*A*S*H fame will discuss the

role of social commentary in

television.

To wrap up the symposium on

Feb. 25 in 305 Tolentine Hall, the

author of Devious Means (playing

at Vasey Theatre in February),

Bruce Graham, will investigate

so-called "black comedy" — off-

the-wall and taboo subjects. Gra-

ham will also amuse with tales

of his life as a stand-up comedian.

With such a diverse variety of

programs, you definitely do not

want to miss Comedic Daze,

which has something for eve-

in Connelly Center Cinema, ryone. All shows begin at 7:30 p.m.

author/producer/performer John
Powers will reminisce about grow-

ing up Catholic in America. His

books, including Do Patent leath-

er Shoes Really Reflect Up? and
The Last Catholic in America,

show us the need to laugh at

ourselves and regard humor as a

A rfflection

Valentine's

on love for

Day
By UNDA JACZYNSKI

This weekend we celebrate

both romantic love on Valen-

tine's Day and filial k)ve on
Sibling Weekend. How impor-

tant both of these loves are in

our lives. Yet 1 become more
and more aware of what a

romanticized idea I have had
about love. It is an underlying

expectation in our society that

people grow to a certain age,

get married, have children and
"live happily ever after."

Everyone is "hungry for

love" and "cannot wait to have
children." This ideal called

marriage and family that we
dream about is, in reality, filled

with hard work. It demands
perseverance and commitment,
even when we do not feel like

it. It requests that we accept

another in their good and not

so good qualities.

True joy and true love is

often born after much labor,

pain and sacrifice. We can
enjoy the good feelings that

love can bring, but it is when
we share the hard times and
come out on the other side

together Ihat love is purified

and edified.

Lx)ve is never cheap. Few of

us want to readily give what
love requires of us.

Love brings two people to

commitment, and can lead to

the creation of a family.

Nothing so deeply touches us

as our family does. So much of

who we are^and who we have
become has been built on the

foundation of our childhood

years spent in the presence of

our parents and siblings.

Their ability or lack of ability

to love us within the context

of their life situation forms a

strong basis of our ability to

love ourselves. Their love for

us has so often made us happy.

This is the reality of love that

both fills our heart and
requests that we stretch our

heart to attend to another
before ourselves.

There is a complexity in our
relationships with mom, dad,

brother, sister, husband or

wife. We can often hear of the

ideal family situation, but that

limits and depreciates the

depth and diversity of these

relationships.

Love and hate, and attraction

and fear often live side by side

in our interactions with others.

It only seems natural that we
would feel these same variety

of feelings in family relation-

ships, which are the deepest

and have the most impact on
our lives. To the same degree

that we love those who are the

most intimate with us, we will

struggle with them as well. But'"

these can be the challenges

that lead to growth.

It is often easier to live the

gospel of love in our world than

it is to authentically live that

message in our homes. After

all, these are the people who
come in contact with our per-

sonalities day in and day out.

These are the people who see

us when we have put our
masks away and let our real

selves hang out. In the same
way, we see their real selves.

It could be so easy to turn it

off or shut it out.

We can use these opportun-

ities to learn about ourselves

and the manfiw^ays that we all

still need togrow. If we can love

in this context, we, in some
small way, approximate or

reflect the unconditional Icrye

of God. God knows all abtnit

us and still chooses to love us.

SpringBreak
FINAL MEETINGS

Cancun
Feb. 1 7 7 p.m. CC Cinema

Feb. 24 6 p.m. N. Lounge

MANDATORY FOR
ALL PARTICIPANTS

See Union Office

With Any Probients
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Foreign

language
(Continuedfrom page 16)

Americans tend to think that
everyone knows English, so a
foreign language ability is not
necessary. While the Europeans
do indeed place a much greater
emphasis on language study,
believe it or not, not everyone does
know English. >Vhile a language
ability may not be necessary for

the English-speaking, it is still a
great advantage.

International businesses are
always looking for employees; and
those applicants with a language
background possess an asset
which could prove to bie the edge
necessary.

Even for the traveler who mere-
ly plans to visit a foreign country,

some familiarity with what one
will encounter can make the trip

much more enjoyable by reducing
the frustrations ofcommunication
barriers. Additionally, the citizens

often appreciate any extra interest

and attempt of the visitors to truly

experience what the country has
to offer, and become even more
friendly and helpful.

Considering that many young
people in America have foreign

speaking relatives only one or two
generations baqk, the lack of

interest in cultural heritage is

amazing. True, the U.S. is a
"melting pot," but so much indi-

viduality and value is lost when^
the melting is over.

The revival of education in the

language and ways of the world
beyond our borders is therefore a

must in today's world. The Uni-

versity has realized this and is

taking steps to implement such a

revival. They are even considering

introducing Japanese. Now it is

time the students realize how
valuable this field of study is for

reasons both practical and
pleasurable.
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Rubes® By Leigh Rubin Bbck Cultural Society

hosts Black Greek
Festival

s
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IVoit/ of the week

By KAREN M. MITCHELL
Staff Reporter

If you walked by theJake Nevin
Fieldhouse Saturday you would
have heard loud festivities emi-

nating from inside. The occasion

was the Black Cultural Society's

Second Annual Black Greek
Festival.

The festival consisted of a

series of events including an open
house from 6-8 p.m., a dance party

from 8 p.m.-2 a.m., with an hour
interval for a Greek stepshow.
The stepshow is when each Greek
organization does several different

dances and chants, along with
their organization's song.

Sofne of the schools represented

were Temple University, Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, Drexel Uni-

versity and LaSalle University.

The Greek organizations repres-

enting these schools included
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Phi

Beta Sigma Fraternity, Alpha Phi

Alpha Fraternity, Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority and Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority.

"The festival was a great suc-

cess," said Karen Peterkin, secre-

tary of the Black Cultural Society

and a primary organizer of the

event. "We raised $3035 in com-
parison to last year's $771."

She attributes the success of

this year's festival to the fact that

more people knew of the event and
the appeal of disc jockey Jeff Mills

from Power 99 FM. Mill played the

music for the festival's dance
party.

The purpose of the event was
to inform students at Villanova

that black fraternities and soror-

ities from area colleges are inter-

ested in recruiting them. In turn

Peterkin states, "There are black

fraternities and sororities that

need recognition on Villanova's

campus."
In the future the Black Cultural

Society plans to hold another
Black Greek Festival in addition

to a number of other activities and
events. Anyone interested in

becoming a part of the Black
Cultural Society stop by their

office in 108 Dougherty Hall.

BLYPE
A) a bee sting

B)

C)

skinsunburned peeli

a blunt instrument used to

crush grapes

D) an abbreviation for blood

type

Solution page 18
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v\/ants you!
Interested in Radio??

WKVU is in search of enthusiastic people who
love music! We are currently looking to fill the
positions of: Engineer Business Manager

Secretary Promotions
and many, many more!

Stop by the WKVU studios (21 Dougherty Hall) for more
Information, or better yet attend our meeting I

WKVU General Meeting!
Feb. 16 •5:30 p.m. north lounge Dougherty Hall

MANDATORY ATTENDANCE Discussion - InformotlGn:

FM Status • New staff heads • Upcoming conventions & seminars

Meetings will be scheduled TUNE INHWTRE IN THE AIRE 640 A.M.
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For Your Hoatth
By TARA L. BURKE

Staff Reporter

No matter how healthy you
are, discovering the role that

certain nutrients play in hyper-
tension can reduce your risk of

heart disease. By making some
dietary changes, you may be
able to prevent, or at least

control high blood pressure.

Everyone should have a

blood pressure check. Systolic

pressures under 140 and dias-

tolic pressures under 90 are
considered normal in adults. A
high systolic pressure — the
first and highest number of

your pressure reading — is

hazardous. Systolic is the
amount of force on the artery
walls when the heart beats.

High cholesterol levels are
related to coronary-artery dis-

ease, with cigarette smokers,
diabetics, the obese and the
sedentary at highest risk. By
lowering blood cholesterol we
can slow and perhaps reverse
the progress of atherosclerosis.

You are never too young to

have your blood cholesterol

levels monitored to detect
inherited forms as well as high

levels due to diet. Recom-
mended cholesterol levels for

people in their twenties are
below 200mg/dl.
Here are a few suggestions

to take to heart:

1

.

High calcium intake may
lower blood pressure •— use

skim milk, low-fat cheeses and

yogurt.

2. Buy lean cuts of meat and
trim off visible fat, and remove
the skin from poultry before

cooking.

3. Add new flavor to your

vegetables with herbs and
seasonings instead of butter

and sauces — onions and garlic

have been shown to keep blood

pressure in check.

4. Try fruits and unfrosted

cookies and cakes in place of

gooey desserts.

5. Pasta, rice, bread and
cereal are low in fat and rich

in nutrients.

6. Be aware of hidden sources

of fat, such as sauces and
frostings.

7. Eat fish and have a meat-

less meal about once a week.

8. Bake, steam, roast, boil or

broil foods instead of frying

them.
9. Limit yourself to two egg

yolks a week.

10. Potassium rich foods —
potatoes, bananas, broccoli and
cantaloupe — may help the

body rid itself of sodium.

So take action in controlling

hypertension and keep in mind
that the best protection is still

to exercise, eat a low-fat, low-

salt diet and do not smoke.

Coming attractions
(Continuedfrom page 14)

Cultural events yet to come at

Villanova include art exhibits and
theater productions. Located

upstairs in the Connelly Center,

the Villanova University Art

Gallery is featuring the exhibit

"Assemblages in Mixed Media."

This artwork, created by artists

Bob Clore and Gary Woodward,
is being shown until March 4.

The Villanova Art Gallery is

open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on

weekdays and from 12 noon until

9 p.m. on weekends.

If you are a theatre enthusiast,

the Villanova Theatre is present-

ing the comic drama "Devious

Means" in the Vasey Theatre.

The play will be showing Feb. 10-

I3and Feb. 16-21.

"Devious Means" focuses on

the search for fame, wealth and
the "good life." Performances are

at 8 p.m. Tuesdays through Satur-

days, and at 2 p.m. on Sundays.
Tickets can be obtained from the

Villanova box office.

So instead of sitting in your
dorm room complaining that there

is nothing to do, why not get out

and take advantage of these oppor-

tunities to enjoy an event and
increase your knowledge at the

same time? You might be sur-

prised at how much you enjoy

them.
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SPORTS CONTEST

Boys & Girls Ages 8-13
Sponsored by the Rosemont Optimist Club

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 27. 1988 - 9:30 A.M.

J«k« Itovin FMd ltovs«
Villanova llnhroralty

events:
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Perfect score - 60 poinu.
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Vasey play entertains
By ALLEN AMBROSINO
Assistant Entertainment Editor

"Devious Means," created by
playwright Bruce Graham, is a

play which appears, at first, to be

a comedy filled with hilarious one-

liners and off-beat characters.

However, after watching all of the

action, it is obvious to the audience
that the play is much more than
just light-hearted humor. During
the second act, a vagabond named
Dudley (Paul Guerin) effectively

addresses many of the everyday
problems in today's society. His

down-to-earth attitude makes
"Devious Means" a successful,

well-rounded production.

Dot's Diner offered a very
realistic setting from the authen-

tic Coke dispenser to the semi-

worn booths for the customers.

The set designer, Eric Schafer, did

an excellent job creating this

small, out-of-the-way diner. It

even had a high chair for the little

customers who happened to stop

by from time to time.

The action begins with Izzy

Spiegelman (Beth Dannenfelser)

and Tony Di Sardo (Jeffrey Voice)

conversing about several topics.

Spiegelman is the waitress for her

mother's diner and Di Sardo is an
unsuccessful barber who works
across the street. They are both

stuck in their present-day jobs,

but wish for something more out

of life.

Because of Voice's typical Ital-

ian appearance and loud stage

presence, he is the perfect person

to play the role of Di Sardo. His

spontaneou6^^2pmments through-

out the play caused the audience

to praise him with their laughter

several times. The way that Di

Sardo handles all of his potential

customers is one example of his

unique style and personality.

On the other hand, Dannen-
felser aspires to be a ballet dancer

and is determined to be a success.

Her demanding role was handled

with a great deal of skill as she

displayed a wide range of emotions

during many of the scenes. There
were a few times when she over-

acted, but they did not have an
adverse effect on the authenticity

of her character.

Many times, the supporting
actors in a production make a

major contribution to its success.

Dawg (Alcide C. Hobbs) and Bill

(Randy Wise) are two totally

opposite characters; one is wild

and carefree while the other is

very timid and easily embar-
rassed. The most enthusiastic

performance of the evening was
given by Hobbs as he leaped

around on stage, with his punk-

rock appearance and cocky atti-

tude. Several times, he combined
with De Salvo to form an unbeat-

able comedy team. Their com-
ments about Gilligan's Island and
The Brady Bunch had everyone
in the theatre rolling in the aisles.

Dot Spiegelman (Barbara P.

Little), Sandra Wimbleton (Carol-

yn Noone) and Nick (Dave Fiebert)

each made their own special

(Photo courtesy of Villanova Theatre)

Izzy Spiegelman (Beth Dannenfelser) pours coffee for Tony DiSardo (Jeffrey Voice) at Dot's Diner
in the Vasey play, "Devious Means"

contributions to the play. Little

was bubbly and energetic as the

owner of the diner and would-be

victim at the mall. Meanwhile,

Noone and Fiebert complemented

each other when they tried to get

an exclusive interview to achieve

immediate success.

The character that at first

glance looked like a worthless

bum, ended up to be the most

substantial person in the play.

Dudley Fuggitt (no pun intended)

has many flaws that are made
evident through the dialogue in

the diner. However, he represents

the truth and goodness of man
kind and brings up many serious

issues. His character is fully

developed in the second act and
it allows "Devious Means" to

develop a serious side to go along

with the constant comedy.
A different twist was added to

the play when all of the characters

had their own monologues. They

personally talked to the audience

and most of them were filled with

endless one-liners which were, for

the most part, entertaining.

"Devious Means" will be playing;

at Vasey Theatre on Feb. 13, 14

and also from Feb. 16-21. It is a

play that will entertain you, but

it will also leave you with many
questions running through your

mind as you leave the theatre. For

tickets or information, call the box

office at 645-7474.

Chad Lowe matures as an actor
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Entertainment Editor

"Apprentice to Mtirder"
directed by'R.L. Thomas
New World Pitures

"Apprentice to Murder," the

New World Pictures release star-

ring Donald Sutherland, Chad
Lowe and Mia Sara, is a movie

that is hard to classify. It is not

a slasher flick, a horror movie or

a love story, although it has

elements of all three of those

genres.

"It's whatever you want it to

be," said Lowe (yes, Rob's younger
brother) in a recent interview at

the Four Seasons Hotel.

However, ambiguity is not what
great films are made of. "Appren-

tice to Murder" is an okay flick,

but will not be a smash at the box
office because it tries to be too

many things at once.

"Apprentice to Murder" is the

tale (based on a true story) of a

medicine man and his apprentice

in the 1920s. Donald Sutherland
portrays John Reese, the "Pow-
Wow" doctor. "Pow-Wow" med-
icine is based on medieval methods
that are a cross between faith

healing and sorcery.

Sutherland's portrayal of Reese
is so subtle that the viewer is not

completely aware of how unbal-

anced Reese is until the very end.

It is a shame Sutherland's talents

are wasted in a movie that will

go nowhere.

Mia Sara, the girlfriend in

"Ferris Bueller's Day Off," again

has a girlfriend role. She plays

Alice Spangler, an independent

girl who plans to leave her small

town and make her fortune in

Philadelphia.

But the moviegoer's attention is

drawn to Lowe in "Apprentice to

Murder." For someone making his

screen debut, he brings an inno-

cence and believability to the

character of Billy.

Billy is spiritually seduced into

the dark world of "Pow-Wow"

medicine, by Reese. Billy is skep-

tical of Reese's power at first, but
is hooked when he witnesses the

effects of the medicine man,
including his father's being cured

of alcoholism.

When asked how Billy was
different from himself, Lowe
replied that he is not as naive as

Billy. As for being alike, they both

were ready to get out on their own
at the age of 16.

Reese draws Billy in primarily

by teaching him to read and write.

In a parallel way, Sutherland
taught Lowe about acting.

"Notl!hat he sat down with me
and said, 'Chad, this is how to be
an actor.' I learned by watching
him. He's a pro personified,"

im **Ai^HMi^i«i« Ta
(^twlo couilMy of AMod A^MfHiino)

commented Lowe.
Also on the subject of Suther-

land, Lowe added, "He's really

weird, but also warm and sensi-

tive. He knows so much about
books, too. I felt like I had to go
out and read because I didn't

know what he was talking about."

Before appearing in "Apprentice
To Murder," Lowe played a

troiibled teen who committed
suicide in the telemovie, "Silence

of the Heart."

This movie is equally as dark.

"It was a little depressing," said

Lowe. "It g9t to me a little bit,

because it deals with what's real

and how."
When asked if he believes in the

occult, the main theme of the

movie, Lowe replied, "I don't

know much about the occult to

say yes or no, but I do believe in

fate."

The occult is the first main
theme in "Apprentice to Murder."
The other two are the love rela-

tionship betwee^ Lowe and Sara

and Billy's maturation. As Billy

matures, so does his relationship

with Alice. In the end, it is the

relationship with her. not Reese,

that lasts. The love scenes
between the two are touching.

Lowe was asked if any on
screen romance had developed
during filming, and said that it

had not. His comment on Mia
Sara, "I haven't cracked that nut

yet.

Billy comes of age in "Appren-

tice to Murder." Lowe described

his character as someone who
loses touch with reality for a brief

period. He tries so hard to get out

of a lifestyle he wants no part of

(Billy is a poor farm boy), that he

cannot discern the line between
good and evil.

"Apprentice to Murder" shows
the growth of Chad Lowe as an

actor. Unfortunately, it tries to

expand into too many themes and
doeti not work Sku a film.
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On the scene . . . Entt^rta^uneiit
By STEPHEN POWERS The result of these production solving those ridiculcM|s, but very we^&» aind several reruns will be Michad Jackson will perform

Staff Reporter delays is an endless number of funny mysteries. There was shown after that, ABC only yxst on the Grainmy Awards,

repeats. romantic tension between the expectsaibbut 15 new episodes to airing March 2 on CBS. He will

Once upon a time there was an u ^ • ^^°» ^^^ *^ ^*^ always a back- be completed this year, compared ging "Man in the Mirror" in his

excellent show on ABC Tuesday '^*^'* season, the production j^^^^^ storyKne. Now, their so- to 22 episodes for most other fjrgt live TV performance since

nights called •Moonlighting." It
problems ^Y* J^" J*\°^,™" called romance is the only story- series. '

'^ "Motown 25:Jresterday, Today,

w?s about an ex-model who ran "^"«^ W* ^^'^P^^t'I^rr^r^^n^ line, and the episodes have virtu- Eivever" in 1^ . .

.

a detective agency with her happy- "l*^!?*^^ l^ll" Il^i?'^^^
ally no ptots. When was the last

go-lucky partner. The detective [""?«• ."^* ™. 7T f^mJ hnt ^*'"* ^^* ^^ VtiMxt worked MUSIC NOTES: RCA Records is planning a

ihowspoofprovedtobeoneofthe ^'''''^,^^^ll^^^'^''i together on a case?
mum^ n.u

foltowup to the "Dirty Dancing"

most creative, innovative and Bruce ^iHis was wor^^^^
. • k u #

' soundtrack, titled "More Dirty

hilarious programs on television. ^''*^" ,<^»^rPtTc^^ -J*^ is no turning back for Bruce Spring- Dancing," which wiH be released

„ .
Executive producer Gjenn Caron, MootUyhting now, but at least .j^en brings his "Tunnel ofLove in March. The first LP spent nine

These days, "Moonlighting is the brains -behind Moonligm- the producers could send the twa Express Tour" to the Spectrum weeks at the top of Billboard's

nothing more than a melodramatic ing,* was also working on a detectives back to work, with less
in Philadelphia on March 8 and album chart ..

.

soap opera about whether or not feature film, and was unable to emphasis on their romantic invol- 9 jj,^ g Street band joins him,
the two partners, Maddie and supervise the show. The rwult of vement and more.emphasi§.on making it the first time they have ^nd on a humorous note,

r^.ijx-rr.iu-s 'S'.ii,':^^:^-' ^^;^^^'sx .-SA-Ktra. ri-sAii'^iiSv^;
aZ'kst vea7'"'

"''
"" Even though Shepherd, Willis '^^^^Z sevMSIi^radro entitW, "One Step Up," will be ,^,, i„ Birmingham. AL, and

aDouiiasi year.
and Caron were reunited on the

stations have launched a "Boycott released Feb. 16 ..

.

Worcester, MA have already

"Moonlighting s" problems are "Moonlighting" set last month,
Moonlighting" campaign, which Grace Slick has announced trial changed to non-listed numbers,

numerous. First and foremost, the show has yet to improve, jo developing grass-roots support. she will no longer tour wiin and a family in Brooklyn, NY has

each episode takes an unbelievable Maddie's marriage to another Starship, and that she may leave disconnected its phone altogether,

amount of time to make; the man, in last week's episode, was the group, depending on her jhe same kind of thing happened

producers claim that this is neces- completely out of left field. Enough Bv the way, do not look for any negotiations with MtA, the
j^ 1982, when Tommy Tutone's

sary to ensure the quality of the with these neurotic storylines. '
episodes of "Moonlight- group s label. Slick has b^n in the "867-5309" hit number 4.

show. The cast and crew are ing" to air until next month. The music business since 1966. when SOURCES: USA Today. The Phi-

Superb seafood selection found
R^THFRFSA JONES section of the dining area. Had 1 a new male friend, since it is 1 was disappointed that the considering no drinks were
^

^Ti^SwLVr/t been seeking a romantic atmos- difficult to be ladylike with cheese scallops did not taste like scallops, ordered. The average meal would
:ifajj Keponer

^^^^^ ^.^^ someone of the male stringing from spoon to lips. I love Perhaps the overcooking stole the probably run quite beyond what

Every now and then we all get persuasion, I would surely have cheese, but this was really too flavor. The shrimp was better, the average student likes to spend

cravings Our tastebuds long for been disapointed. but since we much. and the marinara was spiced just for a meal, even when driven by

something more delectable than were just catching up on girl talk ^j^j, ^^^- .3 ^it too long)
"«»^t-

'^^^J^J^^ ^'^'fj^'l^u
^^'^^^''^'^^^ ^'^^'''^'

Pit or Spit fare, or frozen dinners and the area was not crowded or Jojtrherfot cleared an'd ''Zl^Zlie^^^r^^thrown in the nuke-box. loud, the arrangement was fine.
^^^ entrees to arrive, cucumber

untouched atter one one.

. . . f
. 1 would guess most couples are _i,„ni,,, ^uh a tastv licht mari- Still, there were enough appeal-

Lately, my craving has been for afforded the booths further in the n^HrrnUrandovster crackers ^e left our meals not quite ing items on the menu to possibly
seafood and fresh fish. The last h;»rk. l^^^J on the tab?e for nibbling ""ished in order to save enough \ure me back. Such varieVy may

nr^rL alobster'fLS'in Our waitress came quickly to Th"y Thol' hfvl't^^a^S. -om /ospli^t a dessert. The ,ean the establishment' is trying

Maine Afteflivinffn^^^^^^ for see if we wanted drinks I consid- though, because there was plenty ^^'^'\^^ "^^ 'Zor .^ Inl
'° t '^ T'?' >' .°^^^^"' '

™l vears developed the love ered wine from the wine card on on the dinner plate to fill us up. ^^n"^
.^'ffn.^rllv hvTh?.^Jr. ^r^l''^^^

^»?^ ^?^ ^^^^ highly,

or ott'er anifher^^^^^^^ the table, but decided against it. My friend chose Jambalaya^
ddid^^^^^

only th, service fell short,

teats it. But I thought I might be My friend, who kpows more about combination of meats and seafood
^f°X 'j^^V^?™

able to find something close good grapes than I. was not with a cajun spice Creole sauce
delights and a p^S^

enough to satisfy the craving, and impressed by the selection. and rice. I did not hear any
^j^lJ^^^'t^s^^^^^^ Aside from seafood, one may

headed to the Bryn Mawr Seafood ^^ ^^^ ^j^^^ appetizers from complaints, except that it might a harmless mishap with mv sample meats, pasta, salads and

It Q of^H r,f. formprlv »" extensive variety - New have been a bit too spicy. . .

American and Italian favorites.

The Seafood Cafe, ^tomeriy
England style to Tex-Mex. Hqw- My house special entree consist- friend's tea (and profound apolo- T*»e crab nachos avocado appe-

Winston s l)ut ""der the same
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ traditional salad ed of assorted seafood served on gies). two forks dug in and two tizer caught my attention, and

management IS toted o^
was the choice of my friend, and pasta with marinara (or creamy sets of tastebuds were satisfied of jay warrant another visit to The

caster Avenue across from the
, ^ad the baked onion soup. When herb) sauce. Both plates were the carrot cake craving for at least Bryn Mawr Seafood Cafe But

Bryn Mawr Trust Bank. I met my faced with a crock overflowing rimmed with mussels in their a little while. I have had better, J/^ey
have cheese, too, so I had

former roommate, and we were with mozzarella, I was again glad shells ^ visually appealing but but this was good. The bill was better not bring a male friend,

seated near the bar in a well-lit that I was not trying to impress somewhat awkward. moderate to expensive, especially

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
hoagies

WnrH $6.00 MINIMUM ORDER ITAI lAKi cdc/^iai

I ^3Hlbfe_ LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY I-P-ef^fJ^ieo. -;.. cap;.S

789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA ZTlotZZs'r'""''-
""""' "'"

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 a.ni.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat 1 1 a.m.-3 a.m. ITALIAN HOAGtE 2 95
Own»dand opemtBd by Vhcent AmeneMa, fortmr ownar of VIncanVa Pizzah Ovarbrook MAM A CMPPCC

ConakiaradthabeatPlzzarialnWaatPtiHadalptHa
n«ivi a ^nctot 2.80

NOWHIRING PROVOLONE & SALAMI 2.8O

PIZZA Large Medium Small stromboii Lg. sm. tmo^cv" -
^'^^

Italian 8.85 5.75 ItT^^^ ^-^^

Cheese 6.15 4.75 3.75 Pepperoni 7.50 5.00
ROAST BEEF 3.6O

Pepperoni 7.45 5.75 4.55 c-w-^ CHEESE ....2.60

Mushrooms 7.45 5.75 4.65 jT^n^ (Alt our meats are deficBtessen quality!)
Sausage 7.45 5./5 4.00 jTl*^ Sandwiches also available HOT!!
Ground Beef 7.45 5.75 4.55
Green Peppers 7.45 5.75 4.55 /^vB^^^^Bi^w Tax is not included

Onions 7.45 ^ 5.75 4.66

Anchovies 7.45 5.75 4.66

2nd topping 1.10 80 .65
Sicilian i WITH THIS COUPON

3rd topping .90 60 ^.50 ( one size only) J $1.50 OFF
Special ^

10.50 8.50 7.30 1^0.50 f SICILIAN PIZZAI
White Pizza w/ch. 6.15 4.75 3.75

c*. .. . . ^. «
^^

Broccoli Cheese 7.45 5.75 4.66 Steaks Available Soonff

r
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY f | TUESDAY A THURSDAY ^ / ^^OAY. SATURDAY 4 SUNDAY

With this Coupon | | With this Coupon
Buy 1 pizza any size

Q«t 2 toppings for the price of It

(Not valid «»Hh any other oHsrtH f f (Not vaMd wMh any other oMsrfl) t S (Net ww^mvi any eiher oflsrtf

)

Ajf^t s r V-i*f/ V ., A * :,t .. \'fli* 4Mr *

' - -* ~'— - ^^
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Books examine "Suruivalist right''
By JOE McGOWAN

rkr

in^rous: rne
Rise of the Sunnvalist Right

tiy James Coates
Hill and Wang

The premise of journalistJames
Coates Armed and Dangerous is

that the ushering in of a conser-

vative era with the Reagan terms
has pushed the American right-

wing to new extremes.. Whereas
the 60s and 70s saw the violent

left-wing activity of organizations
such as the Weathermen. Under-
ground, the '80s are the age of The
Order, the Posse Comitatus, the

Bruder Schweigen, Ku Klux Klan
and Aryan Nations.

Coates first noted the rise of

what he ealls the "Survivalist

right" in 1984 when he was
assigned to cover the assassina-

tion of Denver radio talk-show
host Alan Berg by members ofThe
Order, a neo-Nazi organization
modeled after Hitler's SS that has
grown rapidly in the West and
Midwest. The Berg murder trial

revealed that these right-wing
extremist groups were not com-
prised simply of disgruntled and
foreclased farmers or ardent NRA

ConecOon
The entertainment editors of

the Villanovan would like to

apologize to Bob Duggan for the.

mistakes made m laymg out his

review of The Western Lands in

the Jan. 29 issue.
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advocates. Coates draws together

the Berig murder, the armored car

robberies by The Order, and the

Shootouts between federal author-

ities and the survivalist com-
pounds to show that the move-

ment is neither small nor
disunited.

Prom The Order's armored car

robbery that netted over $3.6

million to the spread of Identity

Christianity (an anti-Semitic fun-*

damentalist derivative creed

obsessed with preparation for the

apocalypse), Coates' account of

the "survivalist right" is all the

more chilling for the breadth of

its scope.

The movement not only has its

own computer networks, training

camps, arsenals, newspapers,
magazines, literature (77ie Turner

Diaries, a post-nuclear war survi-

valist fantasy and, not surprising-

ly, Mein Kampf, are bestsellers),

religion and educational system,

but is so well organized and
supported that no major American

city or prison does not have its

own chapter of, for example, in

the case of Philadelphia, the

Aryan Nations.

The most disturbing section of

Armed and Dangerous is the

discussion of the religious facet of

the extreme right. Nearly every

organization representative of the

"survivalist right" believes in the

imminence of the nuclear holo-

caust and assigns the responsibil-

ity for such to the Jews. In fact,

certain neo-Nazi and survivalist

Christian elements warn of the
ZOG (Zionist Occupational
Government) that controls both
Washington and Moscow.

Coates' broad survey of survi-

valist and other right-wing extrem-
ist organizations is to be com-
mended for putting together for

the first time seemingly disparate

acts of violence and racism.
Coates* interviews and research
link these groups together like the

computer bulletin boards that

keep members of the national

Aryan brotherhood abreast of-

current activities.

The Fiery Cross: The Klu Klux
Klan in American
Wyn Craig Wade
Simon and Schuster

One of the survivalist-oriented

organizations whose activity and
membership has grown in the

1980s is the most popular Amer-
ican hate group, the Ku Klux Klan
(the name is an amalgam of

"kuklos," the Greek for "circle,"

and the clan ideal borrowed from
the Scottish ancestry of the organ-

ization's founders). Wyn Craig

Wade's The Fiery Cross offers a

voluminous and rigorous history

of the dreaded KKK.

Wade's dark chronicle portrays

the movement's turbulent rise,

from the days of its founding
(Pulaski, Tennessee, 1866) to its

fierce battles with civil rights

workers to its immersion in the

'80s in the survivalist right.

Brought before the reader's eyes

are several of the movement's
Imperial Wizards, including Hiri-

am Evans from the notorious '20s

Klan, Robert Shelton of the '60s,

David Duke of the '70s and Bill

Wilkinson of the '80s.

And Wade also brings into the

picture the opponents of the Klan
— from the harried Reconstruc-

tion prosecutors to the early

NAACP to the SCLC (Southern
Christian Leadership Conference)
and the contemporary Klanwatch
organization, steered by attorney

Morris Dees of the Southern
Poverty Law Center.

One of the most salient points

of Wade's book is his exploration

of the Klan mythos. The Klan has
always inspired awe and fear not

only because of its eerie ceremo-

nial garb (the hooded white robes

were intended, m the early days,

to intimidate blacks into thinking

that Confederate war dead had

returned to champion the old

order), but also its terminology

and what could even be called its

culture as well. The "Invisible

Empire" is one that issues "Fiery

Summons" to its Grand Dragons

and Titans, Furies, Giants, Gob-

lins and Genii.

Although Wade covers events

up to early 1987, the book was out

before the settlement of the 1981

Michael Donald case had been

made. This involved the incident

in which 19-year-old Michael

,Donald had been chosen at ran-

dom on the street by a carload of

Klansmen who proceeded to exe-

cute and hang the young black

man for no other reason than to

show that the Alabama Klan was
alive and well. But this show of

Klan power turned out, this year,

to be the downfall of one of the

larger United Klans organizations.

A multi-million dollar restitution

settlement was awarded to the

victim's mother, Beulah Mae
Donald, in a case brought by

Morris Dees of Klanwatch.

AMcmo
FromThe
DeanOf
Studefit
AirF^res.

Hi, Fm your Dean,
McLean Stevenson.

And IVe got some
great news about this

years Spring Break.

%u can afford it.

\Wthout having to sellyour books, your stereo, or your

roommate. l(bu see. I represent Hedmont Airlines ana
I know that ifyou like low fares, you're going to like flyingon
Piedmont.Just remember to book weliin advance.

\Wth a little planning, you and your friends can party in
any ofthe 150 cities coast to coast that Piedmont flies to.

So, ifyou really want this years Spring Break to be very

memorable, yet very affordable, get to yourlocal travel agent
or call Piedmont at 1-800-251-572) ana start researching it

^

now Because you cant cram for k>w airfares.
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itesnake stifles Spectrum
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior Reporter

Whitesnake has been around
longer than most people realize.

Lead singer David Coverdale
started his musical career with
Deep Purple in the early 70s.
After a brief stint, he went on to

form Whitesnake. a band immen-
sely popular on the other side of

the Atlantic and pretty much
ignored over here. That was true
up to the release of the latest

album, simply entitled Whites
nake. Even the last LP, Slide It

In, did not garner as much fanfare.

The success of Whitesnake
spawned a headlining tour which
stopped in Philadelphia last week
at a sold-out Spectrum.

Opening band Great White are

an underrated group of profes-

sionals. The band members' lives

have revolved around music and
they just get better with every
album. In support of Once Bitten,

Great White is: Jack Russell
(vocals), Mark Kendall (guitars),

Michael Lardie (keyboards and
guitars), Audie Desbrow (drums)
and Tony Montana (bass). Open-
ing with "Shot in the Dark" from
the album of the same name,
Great White concentrated more
on the latest album.

Russell kept the audience
amused with what he was talking

about and managed to get what
was expected to be an audience
ignorant of Great White songs to

sing along resoundingly with him
in "On Your Knees." From Once
Bitten, "Lady Red Light," "All

Over Now" and "Save Your Love"
were played, with "Rock Me"
saved for the end of the set. You
have probably heard that song on
the radio and if the response given
to Great -White on Friday is any
indication of future success.

expect to see them at the Spectrum
headlining on the next album.
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Whitesnake put on a very strong

show, relying unfortunately only

on the two latest albums, both on
Geffen, for numbers. This is my
major gripe with Coverdale and
the show — that six albums'
worth of material was neglected.

With this stupid stunt, older

Whitesnake fans were alienated

and an audience that would be
classified as fans of only the

Geffen albums missed out on a lot

of songs that they would probably

love, like "Ain't No Love In the

Heart of the City," "Walking In

the Shadow of the Blues" and
"Love Hunter." If you have only

heard recent Whitesnake, do
yourself a favor and get the older

albums — purely dynamic mate-

rial and Coverdale at his best.

Regardless of material selection,

Whitesnake only performed 10

songs, two more than their open-

ing act. If you are wondering
where all the lime went, it was
spent on solos from guitarists

Adrian Vandenberg and Vivian

Campbell and drummer Tommy
Aldridge. Bassist Rudy Sarzo
rounds out the supergroup. Nor-

mally, lengthy solos are a nui-

sance. But. because of the incred-

ible talent contained in

Whitesnake, they were more than

bearable. Still, more songs could

have been played if the soloe were
shorter.

Opening with "Bad Boys,"
Whitesnake took the stage to a

very warm and loud reception

from Philadelphia. Packing all the

power that they do on vinyl, the

band effortlessly reproduced all of

the hits from the Geffen albums,

with an enthusiastic crowd help-

ing out Coverdale on vocals more
than usual. Coverdale's voice was
very raspy and I suspect that his

use of the crowd and echo effects

was an attempt to make the vocal

cords last for the rest of the night.

Undoubtedly, the concert high-

lights were "Here I Go Again,"

"Slow An' Easy." "Crying in the

Rain" and "StiH of the Night."
saved to the end of the set.

Philadelphia knew all of the
songs and sang along, whether
Coverdale, requested them t6 or
not. Anymoi'e. once a band gets
big, the fans flock to it like « fox

in a hen coop, ready to digest all

that is there. Coverdale has
worked long and hard for his

success and he deserves the atten-

tion that he has captured. Iron-

ically, "Crying in the Rain" and
"Here I Go A^in" were on an
album called SaintsA Sinners over
five years agoand nobody paid any
attention. Makes you question the
loyalty of fans, doesn't it? Is

Whitesnake experiencing the Bon
Jovi syndrome? Only another

album can tell.

RMpondmg to a virtual demand
to return to the stage, Whitesnake
re-entered the arena to play "Give
M^ All Your Love," folk>wing it

up with a surprising, yet heavy,

cover of ?Z Top's "Tush," chairig-

ing the part of the female Anatomy
of the original in the chorus to a

part higher up on the body that

fits the lyrics quite well. That bit

of ingenuity hints that the brash,

rude and funloving Coverdale is

still in there, coming out every

now and then.

Whitesnake put on a great show
and proved that they are now. as

always, the kings of melodic,

blues-based, hardsdriving rock.
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Whitesnake appeared at the Spectrum on February 3.
(Photo courtesy of the Spectrum)
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By RUSS CECCOLA
Senior R^arter

SKATE OR DIE •••• ELEC-
TRONIC ARTS C64/128

Skate or Die is the first skate-

board game to be released for the

home computer. Although only
available for the Commodore 64,

other versk)ns are sure to follow.

There are five skateboarding
events for the player to compete
in: downhill jam, downhill race,

freestyle ramp, pool joust and
high jump. All are a real test of

joystick proficiency and require

much practice to do well.

The graphics in Skate or Die are
superb. They help the player get

the feel of the skateboard. Control-

ling the board is easy; finishing

the events successfully is hard.

Downhill race is a favorite, throw-

ing a lot of obstacles at you and
putting you against a dock. The
manual that comes with Skate or

Die gives all the details of the

game in no-nonsense skater's

language. Humor riins rampant in

this game.

in the mail. It is as addktive as

the arcade version and the gra-

phics are just as good. It feels good
not to have to part with a quarter

to play Speed Buggy.

PAPERBOY •••% MINDS-
CAPE C64/ 128, ST .

Paperboy is yet another arcade
game adaptation for the home
computer. As with the previous

game, Gauntlet, Mindscape has
accurately captured the thrill and
challenge of Paperboy on disk.

Considering that the original had
the best graphics of any game at

the time and a lot of memory, this

is an accomplishment.
All of the challenges of the

arcade game are in Paperboy. One
must guide your bike up a street

avoiding obstacles, while deliver-

ing papers to the doorways of the

customers' houses with a press of

the joystick button. One also uses
papers to hit targets and non-
customers' houses along the way.
The most interesting part of the

game is the bonus round, a test

to see whether one has control of

the bike or are just faking it. The
graphics for Paperboy aregood and
the replayability factor high.
Delivering papers could never be
this much fun.

^FfiRBOYw\
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SPEED BUGGY • DATA
EAST C64/ 128, ST
Thisgame is a home adaptation

of a popular arcade raqing game.
In it, you control a dune buggy
through obstacle-ridden courses,
competing only against a time
clock. The player can use small
logs to jump in the air and tree
stumps and small stones to turn
on two wheels. Typical obstacles
are road signs, giant logs and
fences. Regardless of obstacles,

Speed Buggy captures all the
action of the arcade version.

The ease with which one can

load the game and start playing

is impressive. One does not need

to read the manual except to find

out the goal and discQyer the/

obstacles. This factor alone had
me sitting at the computer for

over an hour when the game came

.#.v

ECHELON ••••% ACCESS
C64/128, AMIGA, ST
Echelon is the name of a secret

starbase set up on the planet Isis

to stop space pirates from attack-

ing shipping and mining fleets.

You have a C-104 Tomahawk at

your disposal, with which you
must explore 36 areas, with 196
sectors in each area, to find the
Space Pirate Stronghold. Nine of

the areas are mapped — you have
to do the rest.

Echelon is a 3-D game using

vector technology. Exploring is

made even easier with a keyboard
overlay card with all commands
on it and The Lip Stik, a voice-

activated joystick device that you
can use to control your ship. The
Lip Stik comes packaged with

Echelon and makes the package

more worthwhile. The manual
also includes lots ot hints and
pertinent information. Echelon is

easily one of the best flight games
to come out in a while.

BISMARCK: THE NORTH
SEA CHASE ••»/i DATA-
SOFT C64/ 128
Bismarck combines a lot of

different elements of war games
and strategy games to make for

a great challenge. You can choose

to pilot the famous German ship

of the title or command The Royal

Navy and defend yourself from

the Bismarck. In either case, the

game is not a simple one to win.

All factors have to be considered.

You have a lot of controls at

your hands, from the air reconais-

sance screen (which allows you to

fly a plane) to the bridge command
(which allows full control of the

ship of your choice). You have

choices of differerft weapons to

use and various strategies that

can be followed. Regardless of the

options at your command, the

collective strategical use of the

game's features is the key to doing

well. Bismarck is yet another

simulation/strategy game that is

enjoyable to play, yet difficult to

master.

GEOCALC •• BERKELEY
SOFTWORKS C64/128

This program is one of the latest

additions to the GEOS system for

Commodore computers. It is a

spreadsheet program to be inte-

grated with other GEOS programs

and to expand the usefulness of

GEOS applications. The spread-

sheet is easy to use and all com-

mands are entered through menus
and icons with a click of the

joystick.

The spreadsheet program
allows worksheets up to 256 rows
by 112 columns. You can use basic

mathematical functions, accurate

to 12 decimal places, and complex
mathematical functions, accurate

to nine decimal places. You can
look at portions of two spread-

sheets on the screen at once and
print out data according to your
own selection criteria. Also,, dif-

ferent type styles are available for

printing. Easily, this latest addi-

tion to the GEOS system is a

welcome relief for spreadsheet

users. *

Who said high SAT scores

never got anyone a good job?

If you did well on your SATs (at least 700 on either math or
verbal), the Princeton Review may have a high-paying,
enjoyable part-time job for you.

Philadelphia's finest SAT course is looking for a few juniors,

seniors, and grad students to teach classes on weekends
and evenings in the greater Philadelphia area.

You must be articulate, enthusiastic, and like woiking with
kids. You must have 1 car. Well train you in our revolution-
ary techniques, and then pay you handsomely to wcNrk closely
with small groups of stiKKnts.

If you'd like to join the SAT siq)efstars, call us at 923-2077.
Hurry, though; openings are limited and will go to the first

respondents.

r
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Entertainment

Calendar

Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art

Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Jan. 30-Mar. 27 — "Recent Acquistions II:"

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

Music
Ambler Cabaret

43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Feb. 12 — Flamin' Caucasians
Feb. 13 — Billy Price/The Keystone Rhythm Band
Feb. 18 — Nik Everett/Smack Dab
Feb. 19 - The Stand

Tower Theatre
Upper Darby, Pa.

Feb. 13 — Frank Zappa

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

' Philadelphia, Pa.

Feb. 13 — Earth, Wind and Fire

Feb. 14 — Iron Butterfly/Spirit/Tommy Conwell

and The Young Rumblers

i>

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-8%-6420

Feb. 17 — Innocence Mission/Missing Parade

Fbe. 18 — Mox Nix/Code

Feb. 19 — Dynagroove/Hoi PoUoi

Theater

Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania

3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

Feb. 12-14 — "Frankenstein"

Feb. 19-20 — Magic Journey
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James Taylor shows class, sl^e
By KEVIN HfeCHT

S4niur Hi'pitrhr

Sever Die Young
James Taylor
Columbia Records

His soothing voice is unmis-
takeable, his flowing lyrics are

unique and he is in a class by

himself, but it seems that James
Taylor will never get the critical

recognition that he deserves.

Taylor's music has been dis-

missed by critics who throughout
his career have labeled the musi-

cian's work^ simple and without

substance. Taylor may not be a

Bono or Sting in terms of depth,

but he has put forth beautiful

acoustically rich compositions
with an almost hypnotic quality

that have been matched by none.

This is Taylor at his best, of

course. J.T. is quite capable of a

clinker now and then, but by no
means can his impressive list of

classic compositions be dismissed.
Taylor's latest work. Never Die

Young, produced by Don Grolnick

on Columbia Records, is a typical

Taylor mix of the bold, the beau-

tiful and the boring.

The list of Taylor's classic

songs grows with the title track,

which is a symphonic blend of

flowing guitar and keyboard mel-

odies layered with the harmonious
mixture of gliding background
vocals and Taylor's distinctive

voice. The song's sleepy lyrics

suggest an ear pleasing lullaby

with a magical richness and
warmth.

Never Die Yeung is a
typicMi Taylor mix of
Ifte IhM, Me heauOha
andUielHHittg,

An equally amiable tune is

"Baby Boom Baby," a melancholy
melody painted blue with Taylor's
classical signature of sadness.
Again the lyrics flow and exude
a heart touching emotion
condensed in poetic lines that
linger long after the song is

through.

"T-Bone" is more of an upbeat

Jimmy Buffet-sounding ditty that

sails with a Latin rhythm punc-

tuated by a piercing tenor saxo-

phone. Similarly, "Sweet Potato

Pie" is a soulful funky song that

packs a bluesy punch, highlight-

ing Taylor's tongue in cheek lyrics

that also reach a high point in the

sardonically humorous "Valen-

tine's Day." ("Beneath the tide

the fishes glide, Fin to fin and side

to side. For fishy love has now
begun. Fishy love, finny fun.")

A capella harmonization inter-

rupted by rattling percussion

provides a unique sound on "Sun
on the Moon," a pleasing although

forgettable song that shines light

on the potent euphonic blending

of Taylor's voice, along with the

voices of long time band members,
Rosemary Butler and Arnold
McCuUer. Butler and McCuller
also lend voice to the optimistic

and serene melody of "First Day
of May." This simple tune is a

bouncy vocalization of vernal joy.

Enjoyable and carefree, the song

is a delight.

Of course, there are the boring,

such as Ihe mundane "Letter in

the Mail" and the sluggish repe-

tition of "Home by Another Way."
These songs may not work, but

10 of these for every one Taylor
classic is worth it.

Although Sweet Baby James is

beginning to show the signs of

age, his muslt continues to evolve.

Taylor continues to write and to

tour with a seemingly new found
peace of mind and a philosophy
as he states on the album, to

"Never give up, never slow down,
never grow old, never ever die

young.

'
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(PholD couriwy orcomersione ManaotmenQ
Billy Price and the Keystone Rhythm Band are appearing at the 23 East Cabaret in Ardmore tonight. Call 896-6420 for more information.
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Cher gets 'Moonstriick' in new film
By MARYJO YANNACONE

"Moonstruck"
Metro- Gddwyn- Mayer Pictures

ififiect^ by Norman Jewison

The moon has long been
regarded as an agent of romantic

encounters deep in the night.

If yoiu have ever felt the passion

that comes with gazing <t the

moon, you have known what it is

to be ''Moonstruck.'*

Cher and Nkholas Cage star in

Norman Jewison^s film about love

and Hfe in the *Xittle Italy" of

Brooklyn. A cute romantic
comedy, "Moonstruck" comes
without a message, but with a

character, thereby making it

enjoyable, if not award-winning.

The movie says little of any
relevance, but still manages to

capture your attention.

The reason for the film's suc-

cess certainly cannot be attributed

to the storyline, which is weak
and far-fetched. Rather, it is the

ensemble cast, with their hyster-

ical portrayal of a classic first-

generation Italian family that

saves the film.

The lead female character is

Miss Loretta Castorini, a single

brunette in her thirties played by
veteran actress Cher. Among
Cher's credits are ''the'* films

"Mask, " "Silkwood" and "The
Witches of Eastwick." With a

combination of humor and finesse

that only women like Cher can
master, Loretta provides a strong

cornerstone on which the remain-

ing cast can build.

Playing opposite Cher is young
actor Nicholas Cage in the role of

Ronny Cammareri, brother of

Loretta's fiance and loathsome

shopowner to his local neighbor-

hood. Cage does a decent job in

*this film, although his past credits

are less than impressive. His one
shining star was his role in the
critically-acclaimed movie about
Vietnam vet, "Birdy."

Supporting Cher and Cage are

several wonderful character
actors who come together to

become Loretta's Italian family

and fiance, Johnny Cammareri.
The latter is played by Danny
Aiello, who has been seen in

"Once Upon A Time In America,"
and Woody Allen's "The Purple
Rose of Cairo," among others. A
mkkHe-aged man with an eternal

emotional attachment to his dying
Sicilian mother, Johnny finally

decides to marry Loretta once his

mother is gone. Like many first-

generation men, he is a sweet
gentle man who cannot "betray"
his mother's love while she is still

alive.

Roundingout the cast are Loret-

ta'sgrandfather. Aunt Rita, Uncle

Raymond, father Cosmo and
mother Rose. Together, these men
and women truly bring the film

to life, using the cultural oddities

of Italian-Americans to make the
movie and themselves real. Loret-

ta's mother kose. is undoubtedly
the scene-stealer in the group,
with her funny and insightful one-

liners. Portrayed by Olympia
Dukakis, Rose Castonni is the

Italian mother we would all love

to come home to: painfully honest
yet wonderfully heartwarming.
Although the story leaves much

to be desired, the sets and back-

ground music are fantastic addi-

tions to the film. Elaborate velour

wallpaper, heavy use of red, green
and gold, and Dean Martin's
"That's Amore" all add cok>r to

the highly ethnic production.
From bedboards to desk lamps,
everything looks exquisitely
authentic.

"Moonstruck" will definitely

not garner any award's for its

gripping social message or intri-

cately woven plot, but it will be
remembered as a film worth
seeing.

It made me laugh and that is

something not too many recent

films have been able to do.
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BySTBnBN POWESS

.R Piitnain and Sons

Imagine a highly contagious
vims,one more deadly than AIDS,
that becomes an epidemic and
sweeps the country, killing eve-

mne in its path. Then imagine
that this virus is not occurring
naturally, and that someone ia

intentionally spreading it. This is

the plot of Robin Cook's latest

novel. Outbnak, which is being
released in paperback this month.
Cook is the physician-turned-

best-selling author whose pre-

vious workaiaMeCmnc which

waa tiM tetii dt the verjr success-

ful W^ flbp. Cook't noveb are

alw«r^ teC in the; medical wodd.M JM* t»^ booka wwe often

ikmmfi^mi more concerned

witll liMilUcai technology than
iction. Some, like Brian and
Godpl^ftf, became so tiogged

down with'inedical terms tl^t it

was almost a chore to get through

them, somethingnoauthor strives

to achieve. However, Cook
redeemed himself two years ago
with the suspiensful Mindbend
by cutting down on the medicine

and focusing more on the plot.

Outhreak marks the further

evolution of Cook's medical
thrillers, and is easily his best

book to date. The story opens at

a pre-paid health clinic in Los
Anjseles. where one of the staff

physicians comes down with a

HOW'SYOUR LOVE LIFE?
INTRODUCING:

INTER-COLLEGUTE PERSONAL ADS
•4^
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fatal iUneia and aasma to have
spread it to his patients.
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Enter Marissa Blumenthal, a
young doctor from the
government-operated Center for

Disease Control, who is sent to

Los Angeles to contain the out-

break and find its source.
Although the deadly disease is

contained, and identified as Ebola
Hemorrhagic Fever, its source is

not discovered.

Strangriy enoiigh/ the fever

s to appear in other dties,

and Marissa must confront some
difficult questions, as well as her
own fears of contracting the
disease. First of all, why is the

virus the exact same strain as one
that was supposedly wiped out in

Africa over a decade ago? Had the

virus been spread naturally, it

surely would have changed to

some extent. Also, why is the

virus appearing at pre-paid health

oi|[anizations, with a doctor as the

initial case?

As Marissa unlocks the answers
to some of her questions, she
realizes that the people who are

closest to her may be involved in

a devious plan to spread the
disease. What starts out as a
relatively simple assignment
turns into her worst nightmare.

While the plot of the story

unfolds, Marissa is taken from

dty to dty in a deadly game of

hkle-and-seek. Here. Cook displays

his knack for actkm and suspense,

creating a roUercoaster^of sur-

prises that no one, including
Marissa and the reader, is able to

get off.

He manages to keep the plot

moving at a pace fast enough to

make this story a page-turner, yet

maintains the clarity of Marissa's
every move. Particularly effective

is Cook's ploy in which the reader
is not informed whether several

characters are good or evil until

the very end.

As the story heads toward the
climax, the reader is put through
an emotional wringer. This book
is for anyone who loves a good
suspense novel, but do not try to

read it before you go to bed,

because vou will be instantlv
awake. Outbreak is about as
heart-stopping as a book can get

(Photo courtesy of the Spectrum)

Legendary supergroup Earth, Wind and Fire will return to the Spectrum in concert on Saturday,
Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. Tickets can be charged at 1-800-233-4050.

The Sisters of
Kappa Kappa Gamma would

like to Welcome
Their Pledges:

Caroline C. Bannerton
Kristen M. Bamicle
JeanneM. Blumberg
Courtney L. Bova
Pamela R. Burdett

Kristan L. Carey
Vivian Chu
Grace Chun
Susan A. Comille

Beih Ann Darby
Amy L. Del Grosse

Kelly T. Donohoe
Debra A. Doubrava
Kathleen A. DriscoU

Karen Doming
Brittney M. Elzy

Mayalen Femandez-Llanio
Uaggie A. Fischer

Colleen N. Fitzsimmons
HeleneE.Glavin
Catherine M. Hall

Jennifer C. Healey
WuelaE.Heceta
Kerryanne E. Henehan
Kristen M. Hogg
Pamela L. Hovey
MoiraD.KeUy
Lisa A. Kennedy
Mai^garet M. Kenney
Candi J. Lanciano

Denise Marie Lenahen
Catharine F. Macaulay

LeahT. Maggio
Kathleen McCauley
KeDy A. Mclnemey
Laurie M. Monte

Jill T. Motley
MaryBeth Murphy
Eileen M. O'Boyle
Torrey S. OUison
Christine M. Orr
Janette L. Parker
Karen L. Plasse

SaraJ. Racek
Diane T. Randazzo
Lisa A. Scarpa
Giselle C. Sdioenle

Christine M. Sciarappa]

Winifred A. Scott

Marissa D. Simone
Suzanne Stabile

Stacy E.Sullivan

Pamela A. Wood

CONGRA TULA TIONS!
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"Cat on A Hot Tin Roof
By JEFFREY P. GILUES
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Tennessee Williams' classic

play, "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," was
brilliantly performed at the Wal-

nut Street Theater Saturday
before a near sell-out crowd. The
acting and stage direction were
superb, making the production a

great success. This production

marked the first time in 13 years

that the Pulitzer Prize-winning

play has been seen in the Phila-

delphia area. .

The theater presented the 1974

version of the 1955 Williams' play.

This rewritten version was Wil-

liams' favorite since it was both

uncut and uncensored.

The plot revolves around the

life of a couple, Brick and Maggie,

whose marriage is on the rocks.

Family and personal problems

make things even more complicat-

ed, and the issue of homosexuality

is examined. The play is set in the

rural South and takes place in one

room of a plantation house.

As Maggie, a wife who feels

trapped like a cat on a hot tin roof,

Jana Robbins gave an enthusiastic

and believable performance. She

Sequel released

knew her part well, and it reflected

in her ability to project the

thoughts and feelings of her

civiracter to the audience. It was

not surprising to learn that Rob-

bins had acted on Boadway in

"Crimes of the Heart." another

Pulitzer Prize winning play.

John Wesley Shipp stars as

Brick, and is equally as impressive

as Robbins. Shipp plays the part

of an alcoholic, without giving in

to the temptation of slurring his

speech and stumbling around the

stage, two actions which take

away from the effectiveness of

such a portrayal.

The supporting cast of Humoert
Allen Astredo (Big Daddy), Mary
Nell Santacroce (Big Mama), Jona
Har^^ey (Mae) and Al Hamacher
(Gooper) also gave fine performan-

ces. The children, referred to by
Maggie as "no-neck monsters,

'

were played by Jonathan Banta,

Eva (jreenstein, Candice Marie

Samero and Christi Ann Samero.

They were entertaining and
talented.

The stage settmg and general

atmosphere of the theater also

contributed to making the play an

enjoyable experience. The props

were realistic of the time and

situation, and the people working

at the theater were friendly and

By ELANA ROSE STARR
Staff Reporter

"There is no such thing as

fate." scoffs a misguided character

early in the French film "Manon
of the Spring," apd he comes to

regret that statement. As the rest

of the movie unfolds, we are

shown what a large part destiny

can play in people's lives, often

with traffic consequences.

"Manon of the Spring" is the

much-awaited sequel to "Jean de

Florette." The films are based on

the popular two-part epic written

by French playwright/film direc-

tor Marcel Pagnol. Both were
directed by Claude Berri ("The

Two of Us").

"Jean de Florette" features the

prolific French film actor Gerard

Depardieu as a hunchback who
inherits water-rich acreage in the

otherwise drought-stricken coun-

tryside of Provence.

Jean, a simple, good-hearted

man, moves to the land with his

beautiful wife and young daughter
Manon. Jealous neighbors, Cesar

Soubeyran and his nephew Ugol-

in, cheat Jean out of his birthright,

leading toJean's premature death.

Jean's wife and daughter are left

to fend for themselves.

"Manon of the Spring" picks up
the story approximately ten years

later. Jean's wife is now an opera

singer, traveling throughout
Europe. However, Manon, no

longer a child, refuses to accom-

pany her mother, preferring to

remain in the countryside herding

goats. She is an aloof young
women who stays away from the

townspeople and thus is unaware
of her ethereal beauty and its

power over men.
When Ugolin Soubeyran, now

a homely, unmarried man in his

thirties, happens to glimpse Man-
on bathing in a spring, he is

captivated and wants to make her

his wife. Manon, of course, is

repulsed by Ugolin 's coarseness

and spruns him. At the same time,

Manon discovers how Ugolin and

his uncle, with the tacit complicity

of the other villasers, wrested
away her father's property. Man-
on then takes revenge.

American audiences love

revenge movies; witness the suc-

cess of the "Rambo" and "CCeath

Wish" films, as well as most of

Chuck Norris' movies. Typically,

each of these pictures features a

heroic agent who triumphs over

thoroughly evil people through

brawn and weaponry (any combi-

nation of knives, guns and karate

chops), and there is an abundance
of blood and violence.

In "Manon," however, the

deployment of vengeance is much
more sophisticated. This film's

villians are not completely despic-

able beings, but rather fallible

mortals who have given in to their

greedy nature. In addition, reta-

liation in "Manon" involves very

little gore; rather, it is achieved

through the heroine's determina-

tion and the intervention of fate.

Berri has assembled an out-

standing cast. Actress Emanuelle

Beart, who plays Manon, has very

little dialogue, but her flashing

eyes amply convey the young
women's spirit, and she is certian-

ly beautiful enough to inspire

Ugolin 's adoration. For his rich

portrayal of Ugolin, Daniel Auteuil

won last year's Cesar Award
(French equivalent of the Oscar).

Auteuil forces us to feel pity for

Ugolin — he is so lovesick — as

well as hate him for what he did

to Jean. As Cesar, veteran actor

Yves Montand gives a complex,

understated performance. By the

end of the film, the viewer cannot

help feeling sorry for Cesar
because of the cruel cards destiny

has dealt him.
Berri allows the narrative to

unfold in a straight'(orward, unob-

trusive manner, much the way an
old-timer would pass on a story

to younger generations. (Indeed,

Pagnol's original novel was
inspired by a supposedly true tale

of a young woman trying to

avenge her father's death.)

There is only one piece of fancy

camerawork, early in the film,

when Manon spies on a handsome
young schoolteacher while wan-
dering among her goats. Berri

shoots the scene entirely from
Manon 's point of view, allowing

us to identify with her almost
from the start.

Do not feel that if you have
missed "Jean de Florette," you
cannot enjoy "Manon." The
sequel stands on its own, and
familiarity with the basic story-

line is quite enough preparation

for anyone to appreciate this

beautiful film. "Manon" is cur-

rently being shown in an exclusive

area engagement at the Ritz Five.

Should you want to see "Jean de
Florette," the Ritz is featuringone
daily matinee performance of the

prequel. Both films are in the

original French with English
subtitles.

helpful. Alter the show, the house

manager took money out of his

own pocket to refunu the mon^y
an elderly lady had paid for a

iK^ring device that went dead

during the show. The theater

itself is both beautiful and
,
charming.

Although "Ca( on a Hot I in

Roof" is no kmger playing at the

Walnut Street Theater, theater-

goers can catch "Dusky Sally"

starting Feb. 17 and running
through March 13. For only the

second time, the musical will be
brought to the stage. Since there

have been revisions in the script,

the production will actually be a

world-premiere.

The 1,052-seat theater is located

at Ninth and Walnut Streets, and
is easily accessible by train or car.

The Walnut Street Theater- is

proud to be the longest continuous
running theater in the United
States. It is a great place to spend
an evening or weekend afternoon.

Students may be interested m
working as ushers at the theater,

which would provide some extra

income as well as the opportunity

to see the show for free.

If you get the chance, the Wal-

nut Street Theater is a great place

to see a quality production.
Brick (John Wesley Shipp) and Big Daddy (Hum^rt Allen Astredo)
star in "Cat On a Hot Tin Roor* at the Walnut Street Theatre.

SAFERIDES
FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS 11 p.m.-3 a.m.

Ifyou're too drunk to drive, or Ifyour ride has had too

much to drink, call us and we 'II pick you up.

645-4455
Make the Responsible choice!

Thank you.
(WE OPERATE BETWEEN 63nl ST. AND SUQARtOWN)
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Registration

5:30-8 p.m.
Feb. 12

Vlllanova Room
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Feb. 11 &12
6:30 and 9 p.m.
C.C. Cinema

Tickets $2
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Mark Plansky excels fer^Noya
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sporb Editor

April 1. 1965. A date that will

be cherished by Villanova fans

everywhere— the day Villanova's

men's basketball team captured
the hearts of millions by downing
the "unbeatable" Patrick Ewing
— led Georgetown Hoyas for the

NCAA championship. From that

year one player remains — Mark
Plansky.

Plansky, then a freshman, has
blossomed intoone of the Wildcats

most valuable assets in 1988, his

senior year.

Plansky came to Villanova in

1984 after graduating from Wake-
field High School in Massachu-
setts. At Wakefield, Plansky, who
started all four years, scored 1,798

points to make him the school's

all-time leading scorer. He also

attained honors such as Division

II player of the year in 1983-84 and
all-state honors in 1982, '83 and
'«4

Additionally, he was noted for

being one of the most versatile

players of his class, playing all five

positions.

Coming out of Wakefield,
Plansky was highly recruited, but

he finally picked Villanova after

narrowing down* his choices to

V.U. and Duke. *i had my possi-

bilities narrowed down to Villan-

ova and Duke, but I stuck with
Villanova because I liked the guys
on the team. I wanted to stay in

the Northeast, and Philadelphia

seemed to be similar to Boston
(where Plansky lived). I also liked

Villanova because I followed the

Big East in high school and I

wanted to be a part of it," stated

Plansky.

Boston College, the school
Plansky 's parents graduated from,

never really figured into Plansky 's

plans. "I wasn't really interested

in B.C. I knew their coach would
be leaving soon," added Plansky.

Villanova recruited Plansky
primarily as a shooting guard/
power forward, but because of a

lack of depth Plansky saw as

much time underneath as he did

outside. He thus received a rep-

utation, as in high school, as an
extremely versatile player, 'i

used to love to play outside, but

after starting two years under-

neath, I feel just as comfortable

inside as outside. I still enjoy the

outside more, though ... I haye the
ball more, I can shoot niore and
I get to pass inside." commented
Plansky.

Freshman year Plansky, who
started three games, saw valuable

time off the bench. He was the

seventh leading scorer on a team
that included household names
such as Pinckney, Pressley,

McClain, McLain and Jensen.

That team would eventually win
the national championship.
Plansky broke into the starting

line-up in his sophomore year,

where he was mainly used as a

power forward. That year, as the

fifth leading scorer, he helped

'Nova to a 23-14 record and a
second round appearance in the

NCAA's. He also proved to be a
tough rebounder as he managed
to rank second on the team in

rebounding behind Harold
Pressley.

Plansky 's junior year was a

disheartening one. The Cats suf-

fered a 15-16 record and failed to

make the NCAA's, but Plansky
still managed to have an outstand-

ing year. Starting at power for-

ward again, he led the team in

rebounding and finished fourth in

scoring.

Plansky is having the same type

of year this season. He has moved
back outside where he is averaging

12.3 points pergame and is leading

the team in rebMindiitf for the

second straight year. He ia'oo-

captain (akmg with Pat Enright)

and has emerged as an excellent

leader. He has *Nova off to a 16-

6 start akMig with a second place

8-3 record in the Big East.

It is a great improvement from
last year and Plansky knows it.

"Last year was frustrating, it was
not a typical year. We just k>st

Harold Pressley and wehad to rely

on freshmen inside. This year we
are a lot more experienced and
there is a lot more chemistry."

Next year the Cats should have
another fine year, but Plansky 's

skills will be sorely missed. His

versatility will be hard to replace.

However, Plansky 's remaining
career includes the remainder of

the regular season, the Big East

tournament and possibly the

NCAA tournament. According to

Plansky, "If you make the tour-

nament and catch the breaks,

anything can happen."

(PholobyTrimbit)

Freshnuui, George. Schneider, who has 14 ^aIs and 14 aeaists in

'88, wa« recently named ECAC Rookie of the Week.

Ice hockey drops pair

(Photo by Scancarella)

Mark Plansky,

By JOHN SWIFT ^

Statistician

The weekend of Feb. 6 and 7
offered to the Villanova hockey
team and their loyal fans, if

nothing else, a reason to believe

that the future will be brighter for

the team. The struggling Ice Cats
dropped a pair of heartbreakers to

Mercyhurst and Delaware at the

Haverford Skatium in their final

home appearances of the 1987-88

campaign.

In the first contest, matched
against a quality Mercyhurst
squad, the Cats suffered a disap-
pointing 6-4 loss, with the final

goal for Mercyhurst coming on an
empty net in the closing moments.
Junior Sean Curran notched a

hat trick and freshman George
Schneider added the other goal for

Villanova. Junior goalie Mitch
Doren, who has played superbly
this season, made 43 saves in the
loss.

On Sunday, the Cats wanted to

finish their home slate by playing

well and defeating the Delaware
Blue Hens. They played well, but
once again, they wound up on the
short end of a 64 score.

Sophomore Bob Ward, the Ice

Cats' leading scorer, posted a hat
trick while sophomore Kevin
Stadtler was credited with the
other goal for Villanova. Fresh-
man Jim Clark and senior Dave
Duffy split the time in goal for the
Wildcats.

The Ice Cats will wind up their

season by playing a pair of games
at Notre Dame on Feb. 12 and 13.

Their overall record is 7-16-1, and
the team is currently posting a 4-

10-1 mark in the ECAC South
Conference.

Ice Cats Notes:

Freshman sensation, George
Schneider, was named the ECAC
"Rookie-of-the-Week" for the
week ending Jan. 31. In three

games, Schneider recorded two
goals and five assists.
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The Villanova men's swimming
and diving t^m (12-3 overall)

heads into the Big East champion-

ihips this weekend on a down-
ward note. After a dominating sUrt
to the season, the Cats dropped

their last three meets of the

season l^y an average of over 50
points each to Army, Penn State

and Navy.
During the regular season, the

Wildcats had a 2-0 record in Big

East competition. They defeated

Georgetown in the first meet of

the season 122-83 and St. John's

felt the fury of the Cats as they

lost 65-39 in December.
Perhaps the best performance

of the season was at the National

Catholic championships in wliich

Villanova totaled 757.5 points to

take the victory. Competition in

the championships included Big
East members Boston College (396

points), Providence (250) and St.

John's (220.5) who finished in

fourth through sixth places.

Since 1981, Villanova has not

finished lower than third place in

the Big East and they have fin-

ished second the last three years.

The Cats go into the tournament
expecting to finish second once

agam« igm jwwiosi school

Pittlbfevlh, While an uptet vittory

would be possible, it would be

diffknilt for the Cats to pull it off.

Pittsburgh isexpected to be strong

in most swinmting categories and
to sweep the diving events.

Still, the Cats are expecting a
good meet. They are defending
champions in five events: 500-

yard freestyle (Chris Craft), ^00-

yard freestyle (Lou Dearstyne),

50-yard freestyle (Blaise Mat-
thews)* thie 800-yard freestyle

relay and the 400-yard freestyle

relay.

The Cats are counting on junior

Craft to help lead the team to a
high finish. Craft, a holder of eight

Villanova school records, has
previously had outstanding per-

formances at the Big East
championships.
He has won six Big East titles

in the last two years, four indi-

vidual and two relay. He is one
of seven swimmers who have won
three individuals at one confer-

ence meet. In addition, Craft
qualified for the 1988 Olympic
trials, to be held August 8-13 in

Austin, Texas, recentTy in the 100-

yard butterfly.

The Big East championships
are Feb. 12-14 at Trees pool at the

University of Pittsburgh.

Gary Massey, who chipped in eight points against B.C., also managed
to shut down Eagle point guard Dana Baros.

Catsstifff

B.C. Eagles
(Continuedfrom pagg 36)

"Gary Massey did a great job
covering Baros," Greis comment-
ed, "We ran a little bit of a box.

and one on him for a while. We
saw how Georgetown had shut
him down in their second game
and we tried to do the same
thing."

The victory was indeed a big

one, not only Big East-wise but
in terms of the NCAA tournament
as well.

With 16 wins, Villanova is

probably only four victories away
from a tournament berth. Though
the remaining schedule is tough,

Ihe Wildcats have eight regular
season games and the Big East
tournament remaining, and look
to be in great shape.

Who knows, if the team con-

tinues to improve as they have the
entire season, in a few weeks the
Cats might be humming the tune,

Kansas City here we come!!

$
(Photo by Shafie)

This weekend, the aien*s swim team travels to Pittsburgh for the
Big East Championships.

WeVe phnning to remodel, so there is a

WINTER CLEARANCE
. . . .GOING ON NOW!

SAVE UP TO

70%
ON SELECTED

ITEMS

Spoi^tswear
1046 LANCASTER, BRYN MAWR

527-4188
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THE INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARAB
AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

villanova University, Villanova, PA 1 9085

presents

1988 SPRING LECTURE SERIES

Professor Samir Khalaf

Princeton University

FEBRUARY 9, 4:30-6

Haverford Room
Connelly Center

CONTEMPORARY LEBANESE SOCIETY
Professor Khalaf is a visiting professor in sociology and in the Program in Near Eastern Studies af

Princeton. He recently published Lebanon's Predicament: Essays on the Dialactlcs of Tradition

and Modernity In Lebanon. (Columbia University Press. 1986). co-sponsored by the department

of sociology. Villanova University.

Professor Salim Tamari

Birzeit University

FEBRUARY 23. 4:30-6

Wayne/St Davids rms.

Connelly Center

CONTEMPORARY PALESTINIAN SOCIETY
Professor Tamari is the Fulbrlght Scholar-in-Residence at the University of Michigan's department

of sociology. An author of a number of articles on contemporary Palestinian society, Professor Tamari

is an associate professor of sociology and the editor of the quarterly publication, The Birzeit Research
Review. Co-sponsored by the department of sociology, Villanova University.

Professor Andrea B.

Harvard University

RughINARCH 15,4:30-6

Haverford Room
Connelly Center

WOMEN IN ARAB AND ISLAMIC SOCIETIES
Professor Rugh is a consultant for BRIDGES. Harvard University. She researches issues of social

change in the Arab world. Her publications include Coping with Poverty In a Cairo Community
(American University at Cairo Press, 1 979) and Family In Contamporary Egypt (Syracuse University

Press, 1964) co-sponsored by the program in women studies, VillarK>va University.

APRIL 1a 4:30-6

Wayna/St Davids Rms.
Connelly Center

Profaaaor Smooha is a Viaiing

I It piitiliihirl Itfaal riyraiai

hia raaaaroh on oomparaliva

VWanova UnivaraHy.

Professor Sammy Smooha
University

JCW8 IN MOROCCO AND
Profaaaor in Judaic

(University of

rslaions wilhin Israel, co-i

and Sociology at Brown UnivarMly.

Prsss) in 1978 and has focused

k)y the dapaitmant of hialory,

AN
for

mgm jimm end onan Id the oublic The sariaa is oroanizad and soonsorad tiv the InaMuls

MmDM mUnwG HMMB* rOr nmWWf trVDflfNMin, COnUCI Ur. inOlfMB M. IVCKI,

TolawMwi MH, \mmimm Uwiwfiily (646-7a>3).
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Men's BaskeHNiN Mm's Swi
(Through 2/9/88)

BIG EAST Overall

Pittsburgh
VILLANOVA
Syracuse
St. John's
Georgetown
Seton Hall
Providence
Boston College
Connecticut

W
6

8

6

5

4

4

4

4

3

L
1

3

3

5

5

6

6

7

8

PCT.

.857

.727

.667

.500

.444

.400

.400

.364

.273

W
16

16

17

14

14

15

L
2

6

5

6

6

9

10 11

13 9

11 9

PCT.

.889

.727

.773

.700

.700

.625

.476

.591

.550

BIO lAST COilPMIiICi

100 f^MStyH MtV
TMll

. Sc27.12

SM01

tM.17

Leaders

I I

snwCir
LIS

siaio

mm
mm

v%im7mm
iimmivm
Vim

2mm

11/22/16

2/20/M

2/21/tf
2/20/17

1«7
1117

1«7
1«7

iQpyvii tcBCt MMracraii St. 97jII

2Mai

1J1.»

1J2JS
«02.M

ScMiM

1117

1«7

IMI
IMI

Todd Mulnc, PKfllnvfit

ToddMuMC MtttlVBh
991.10

Women's Basketbalileaders
PIS AVG REB AVG AST BLK STL

Doug West
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Wildcats

(Photo by Shafie)

Wildcat guard Kenny Wilson scored 15 points in the VUlaiiova66-
54 win over B.C.

By JOHN RICCO
Sports Editor

For teams with serious NCAA
tournanvent aspirations, a 20-win
season is a common mark to shoot
for. To win 20 games, especially

in one of the nation's top confer-

ences, usually means an automat-
ic berth in the tournament which,
for many, marks the pinnacle of

the sports year.

Last Saturday the Villanova
Wildcats took a giant step towards
"the NCAA promised land" with
their solid 66-54 beating of the

Boston College Eagles in the
Boston Garden.
The Wildcat's 1987-88 out-of-

conference-schedule is such that

it is remarkably void of the so-

called "gift" games with which
many team's around the nation
pad their schedule. If one looks at

a list of the Wildcat's opponents
only four or five fit into this

category.

This means the team must
accumulate 15 or 16 victories

against the best competition the
nation has to offer to make the

tournament.

One place the squad looks for

some easy wins is against its

lesser conference rivals. Though
talk of parity is sweeping through
college basketball, there still

remain teams which should repres-

ent wins for the Cats. The Eagles
are one such team.

"We definitely can't afford to

look past them (the lesser confer-

H/ih/cats shine atWHnse
By MICHAEL E. JONES

StajJ Reporter

People start to wonder what the
Villanova women's track team
will do for an encore as the indoor
season unfolds. It always seems
like once a Wildcat steps onto the
track, the only real mystery is

who will secure second place.

Well, this past weekend five

Cats went up to the Millrose
Games to show the New Yorkers
what they were made of. Four
runners garnished yet another
victory and an American record.

The fifth walked away with a
collegiate record and the satisfac-

tion of knowing that she is capable
of running with anyone in the
world.

Junior Vicky Huber knew what
she was up against. The Panason-
ic Mile contained no less than five

Olympians, two of them Gold-
Medal winners.

Head Coach Marty Stern told

Huber, "This won't feel like the
Olympic Trials. This is what it

will feel like running in the
Olympics." It was by far the most
competitive race of Huber's life.

"Vicky was a bit in awe of the
competition, but didn't let it affect

her negatively — she ran her own
race and didn't let anyone affect

her strategy." Huber ran one of
her fastest half miles en route to
a mile time of 4:28.31, a collegiate

record and personal best, on a
wooden track not designed for fast

limes. She hung on to finish third

behind Romanian multi-medalist
Doina Melinte and Britain's
KirstyWade.
A little while later, the two-mile

relay team, consisting of freshman
Michelle Bennett and juniors
Kathy Franey, Michelle DiMuro
and Celeste Halliday, was in a
world-record state of mind. The
mark of 8:41.70 was unqucttien-
ably within their capebiliticft —
it waH now up the them to go get

it.

Bennett got things started with
a strong leadoff leg, drawing
praise from Stern. "It's a big
credit for a freshman to lead off

at Millrose. She responded bril-

liantly to the pressure, and I was
very proud of her," he said.

She gave the Cats an early lead

and handed the stick over to

Franey, who opened up more
daylight and handed off to DiMu-
ro. "I'd particularly like to single

out Michelle," pointed out Stem.
"I'm as proud of her as I am of

any runner to ever attend Villan-

ova. She has been in the shadow
of some great runners, and at

Millrose she came out and showed
everyone that she is truly one of

the finest runners in America,
something which we always
knew."
DiMuro blew the race wide open

with a scintillating half in 2:06
and handed off toanchor HalUdav.

Unfortunately, a perfect evening
was not to be. Stern explains, "We
have Celeste run anchor because
she responds best under pressure.

We were on world record pace, yet

we received no help — the Mad-
ison Square Garden announcer
was giving the results of other

races and never even informed the

crowd of our status. The crowd
can help push a runner against

the clock, and might very well

have helped us break the world
record."

The Cats missed the world
record by a tantalizing two-tenths

of a second, and one can only

wonder if it might have been
broken had the crowd been a

factor. Their time of 8:41.90

turned out to be an American and
collegiate record, and makes them,
akmg with Huber, heavy favorites

for the NCAA's.

>^>.
.:3k

ence teams),^' said sophonsore
center Tom Greis. **When you're
playing^a team who people thihk
are a lesser oppoiient, opposed ta
a team like Pittsburgh, there is

the temptation .to take it for

granted that you will beat them,
or look past them to another
bigger game. We can't afford to

do that.

With such conference rivals as
Pittsburgh and Georgetown com-
ing in the next week, it would
have been easy foi- the Wildcats
to do just that, and look beyond
the Eagles. Seton Hall and Geor-
getown, both losers to B.C., tried

that approach and lost.

Fortunately, the Wildcats
learned from both the Hoyas' and

Piratear* mistakes, and mar own
(their 82-76 loss to sevc^ith-place

Providence), and set their sights

fully on the upset-minded Eagles.

"We went into the game in a
very business-like fashion, know-
ing that we had a jot to, do; to

bear Boston College." Greis ttiid.

To stop the Ragles means one
thing- shutting down junior point

guard Dana Baros. Baros, a pre-

season first team All-Big East
selection, is averaging.21 .9 ppg.,
and is not only the ^igles' floor

leader but the glue of the B.C.

team.

Though Baros managed to

pump in a game-high 17 points he
was not as big a factor as the

Eagles would have liked.

Teresa Pasik scored 24iioiatMHid dished out 17 assisto Int week
Wla

St. Peters and B.C. leN
ByJIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

With the Big East Tournament
and the NCAA's just weeks away,
the Villanova women's basketball

team started to pick up steam last

week with victories over Boston
College and St. Peter's. Their
overall record now stands at 16-

5, 7-3 in the Big East.

Senior forward Lisa Angelotti

had a career week with 60 points.

16 rebounds, nine assists and four

steals in the two contests. She
was named Big East Player of the
Week for her efforts.

In the Boston College game.
Aiigelotti scored a career-high 36
points. Assistant Coach Lynn
Tighe commented. "Our half-

court execution was perfect and
Lisa hit all the wide open shots.

She was bound to have a game
like this sooner or later.**

AccomptnyingAiplMti's offen-

sive 9Kpimitan waa ^te return to

ty

bv SyMBitt an llw
wmIm asa. tha aaaaliiaa ataff

outrebounded Boston College 26*

23 and St. Peter's 38^1.
"All year we've been outre-

bounded," explained Tighe, "so

we've really been stressing it

during practice these last few
weeks. Not boxing out was the

problem and now they're concen-

trating more on it and having
more success."

In the backcourt, sophomore
Helen Koskinen has continued to

excel at the point. She committed
only five turnovers while scoring

32 points in the twogames. Senior

Teresa Pasik notched 24 points

and an impressive 17 aaaists in

the victories.

Not including the Feb. 10 game
here against the University of

Connecticut, the Cats' season
includes only five ntore games, all

conference aiatch-ups.

Tomorrow, the Cats tiost Prov-

idence here at theduPOnt Pavilion.

In a previous meeting, tlK Lady
Friars rocked 'Nova 84^. but

Tlglia halieves this time around
wflki

**Thtif'ft nat a very

on Um raid aad wa'va

out.
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Driscoll to speak
atSenate today
Coed dorms to he discussed

(Photo by Shafie)

Mendel Field was tranalomied to a sheet of ice during the recent heavy snowstorms and below*
Iraesing tempcraturea in the PWladelphia area.

By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant News Editor

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, will

deliver his final State of the

University address at the Univer-

sity Senate meeting scheduled for

4 p.m. in the west lounge of

Dougherty Hall, according to Dr.

Philip A. Maurone, Senate chair-

person and physics professor.

The order of Senate business
will also include a student life

report on coed dormitories, accord-

ing to the Senate agenda.

Maurone said he does not know
what topics Driscoll will present

in his address to the Senate.

Following the president's
address, the Senate will announce
that its next meeting scheduled

for March 18. in tHRfest lounge

of Dougherty HSttt^Hl be post-

Program Evaluation Committee
(PEC

I
on the Security department

may end the need for the Senate

ad hoc committee to present its

own report.

Stack said that "because the

PEC report thoroughly evaluated

the problems present in Security

and made subsequent recommen-
dations, any further investiga-

tions by the committee will be

redundant."

The last order of official busi-

ness will concern a report on coed
dormitories from the department
of internal affairs of Student
Government.
According to Phil Brach, Stu-

dent Government president, "The
goal of the report is to make coed

dorms an official issue." Produc-
tion on the report originally began
two years ago, he added.

The Senate does not have the
poned until March 25. and will be jurisdiction to vote on the issue

CMidorm report Issued
By BiAUBBEN 9rAinLETON

SkiffMliertm

''%toam Gbirertmlftit'lidiie^

that Goad dorms woold^ a 9Ub>

fHiilfjal improvonent to ViUaqo-

ntJm^:i. accooMiig t« a
reporH^diedepBrtiaeiit qIInter-
nal affairs fbr Student
Government.
The report will be submitted to

the University Senate today dur-

ingits meeting in Dougherty Hall.

The report was compiled to

address thetasue ofcoed residence
halls, at Villanova. It includes

research of previous studies of the

issue, responses from other North-
eastern coUei^ who have coed-

ucational residence halls and
surveys of students, pfiu^ents and
alumni.

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, said,

"I thought it [the report] repre-

sented a lot of work ... it seems
to me that the outcome is not
conclusivebecauseequal amounts
of people are both in favor and
opposed."

Fifty Northeastern colleges
were contacted in the fall of 1967
to obtain information on the
successes and the failures of coed
residence halls at their school.

The report sUtes, "All the letters

received from the different insti-

tutiona indicated an overwhelm-
ing tuooess of coed dorms at thdr
spools."
The report also asserts, "Since

many Catholic inatitutions olfer

coed dorms, tbis ia not a Catholic

secretary ofMkhelle

thedepartflMfttalHitcnial affairs,

-^mkir ""tt'a a Catholic iaaoe if you
b^kve it's a morality issue."

Nevife sidd, ''Certainly there

are many Catholic schools that

have coed dorms, and it has
worked out well."

Two of the schools contacted

were Boston College and the

CoH^ of the Holy Cross. A
person from Boston College
responded, "I wiH attempt to

besn byexpressingmy shock that
Villanova does not have coed
halls, but alas, I already knew
that."

The student survey, which was

Spring

festival

date set
By BARBARA KRESCH

SinffReporter

Representatives from the six

migor oiganizations working on
the spring festival tentatively set

Saturday, April 30 as the date for

the event in a meeting last Wed-
nesday, according to Lucyna J.

Gorski, director of Student
Activities.

Gorski said it is almost definite

that the plans will be finalized.

She said that the meetingended
with a decision that the plans

would l>e implemented if there is

no other m^ior event on campus
(OmHtmed om pagg 9)

conducted in the spring of 1967,
found that 91.6 percent of those
sttrveycd ware interested in coed
r^ktoice halls. NevilU responded,
"That doesn't surprise me — I

would expect the students to be
supportive of that."

The survey of parents was
conducted in the fall of 1967. Over
46 percent of the parents surveyed
were opposed to coed residence
halls and 47.4 percent had little

(Continued on page 9)

held in the east lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. The meeting is post-

poned in order to give the Senate
budget committee the necessary

time to prepare its report, accord-

ing to the Senate agenda.

Also, Senate Budget Committee
Chairperson Alvin A. Clay, dean
of the College of Commerce and
Finance, will deliver a report on
the progress of the Senate budget
committee, and a progress report

from the ad hoc comniittee on
Security and parking policies will

of coed dormitories, so Student
Government hopes to increase the

power of the report by gaining the
Senate's approval of it, said

Michelle Ciccolo, secretary of the

internal affairs department for

Student Government.
"As a collective group, if they

[the Senate] say 'we agree with
what is stated here,* then it might
bear more weight when it does get

to Father Driscoll and the Board
of Trustees," Ciccolo said.

Brach agreed, saying that with
be presented as well, according to support of the Senate, the report

the Senate agenda. would be twice as strong, and the

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., issue of coed dormitories would
dean of students, said earlier this have a greater chance of being

month that the report of the (Continued on page 9)

Barleycorn's Pub raided

EOntMUAL: Studente lack oommunity p. 11

FIATUIKBcSiUiQis flack to Vmanofva p. 25

DM'tmMihtoaaaThaliiCiwatf". ^»
inBlgliat ^40

By SHARON A. WATERS in response to complaints about
Assistant News Editor three or four times and did not

find anyone underage drinking in

Seventeen Villanova University the bar.

students were among 22 people Conboy added that the week
issued citations for underage before the raid, Haverford police

drinking at John Barleycorn's entered the bar and did not find

Pub, 6&4-656 Lancaster Ave., any underage patrons.

Bryn Mawr, on the night of Feb. Concerning Barleycorn's "con-

4, according to a Haverford Town- tinuing efforts" to crack down on
ship police report. underage drinking in his bar,

Twenty officers from the Penn- Conboy said, "I think our repu-

sylvania state police liquor control tation in general is quite good.

"

division and six Haverford town- The student interviewed, who
ship officers entered the bar at. was involved in the raid, said she
10:39 p.m. . had used a license which had been
According to Sgt. Charles changed with "white-out and

Brooks of the Haverford police make-up." She called the license

department, the department "pathetic-looking" and said the

requested the assistance of the bouncer at the door "laughed at

state police to be able to better it [the license] and then let me in."

secure the area during the raid. The student added that one of

Brooks said that the police the state police officers also

"have to be able to secure all the laughed at her license and said,

exits" and handle all the patrons. "I can't believe you got in with
According to one of the Villa- this."

nova students involved, she now Conboy attributed his record for

has the choice of paying a $346 being raided infrequently, which
fine or attending four alcohol he considered "excellent," to

awareness programs which "card(iiM^] heavy." an off-duty

require a $50 registration fee. poUoe officer who is sometimes in

Drew Conboy. owner of John uniform at the door or inside the

Barleycorn's Pub. said, 'That is bar and the bar's repuUtion.
thefirattifltt we've [Barleycorn's] Also, a video camera was
been hit" with a raid. installed at the door last fall to

Cooboy defined a raid aa when protect the bar and diaoourage

the paliaeentcrthe bar, the lights people under 21 from entente the

numc IS arappao oar. acoorauig to Lonaoy.
ia diaoootinuad. Conboy said that in the past

oouM nat ba raadiid to aa«a paipla have dacidid not to

Canhaf'a dain. Miv Hm bar upan sating the

iMTMi that tinta Oimiar vidiaoaaan.

tl»bnr AbantHtoiawiwip patrons

admitted uising fake I.D.'s [iden-

tifications], according to Conboy,
and he said the others "said they
weren't carded, which isn't true."

Conboy said the videotape from
the night of the raid showed
people presenting I.D. to the
bouncers.

Conboy said he has collected

about 40 fake I.D.'s in the past

and that if someone attempts to

enter the bar with an altered I.D..

the bar will confiscate it.

(Continued on pagf 9)
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Free T-shirts

The men's basketball game against

Providence will be a WKVU night. The
station will be giving out free T-shirts

2(nd hats throughout the game. There
will also be special halftime give-aways,

bon't miss it!

Feb. 22

Arab and Islamic Club

There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in

Room 204 of the Chemical Engineering
Building (old section) to discuss the trip

to Washington, D.C. and Balloon Day.

New members are welcome.

Feb. 23

Live at the Terrace

This week, Brian Seymour will be
performing from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the

Belle Air Terrace. Brian Seymour is the

lead singer of the popular band Blue
Period.

Careers in

technical sales

At 6:30 p.m. a seminar on Career in

Technical Sales will be held in the West
Lounge of Dougherty Hall. Four repre-

sentatives will discuss their positions,

career opportunities arid advice for

people who are interested in technical

sales. This seminar is open to everyone.
If you have any questions, contact the
Career Development Center.

Food Service forum

Do you have a question, a concern,

or a suggestion for Food Services here

at Villanova? If so, then come to the Food
Services forum 7 p.m. in the St. Mary
Cafeteria. Sponsored by the RSA, Food
Services personnel will be available to

answer questions and field any concerns
you may have. Come and let your voice

behearxl!

fiiitwiiigiip

fidnic ii

lolin Powers, author of Do Pgimtt

Z&Hmlic in Amthca will tpaik on
Ittmiiig to laitpli at ouraeiyM. It will

bt a liiMiMraiifriMilipMitn into htMMr
at a lahar oftow al 7:30 p.iii. in the
ComiiMy Camtr CinaaM.

Feb. 24 Feb. 25
. / - >

College Republicans Comedy competition

There will be a meeting at 4 p.m. in

the Bryn Mawr Room of the Connelly
Center for all members and interested

newcomers. It is vital that anyone
interested in the trip to Washington,
D.C. in April attend this meeting. Final

times and plans will be given out at this

time.

Pre-law Society

- Do you want to be a lawyer for all

the right reasons? The Rev. Robert
Martin, O.S.A., Esq., assistant to the

University president, will speak on
being a Christian lawyer, at 3:30 p.m.
in the West Loungeof Dougherty Hall.

The message
behind M*A*S*H

Gene Reynolds, producer of M*A*S*H
will discuss the role of television comedy
as a means of social commentary, at 7:30
p.m. in the Connelly Center Cinema.

Voter r«gi$tration

The College Republicans will be

sponsoring a voter's registration table

in the Connelly Center from 9 a.m. to

4 p.m.

Spring brealc

in Jamaica

Anyone going to Jamaica for spring

break must attend a final, mandatory
meeting at 6 p.m. in the North Lounge
of Dougherty Hall.

EJC Public lecture

Former Morton Thiokol engineer
Roger Soisjoly shares liis ordeal as

shunned whistle-blovirer of the unsafe

0-rings on the space shuttle Challenger.

The lecture includes the Challenger

disaster and our professional and moral
responsibility to expose and defend the

truth. It is the EJCs 13th Annual
Distinguished Public Lecture beginiitng

at 6 p.m. A buffet dinner will be foUowed
by the lecture in the Connelly Center's

Villanova Room. Tickets are |8 and are

available at the door, in the engineering

dean's office, or in the Connelly Center

ticket office.

Chi Alphat the CoBMWunicatioii Afta

Mif a vary ii

at 1M pM, in ma
af thaCMMMir

to

ns

Do people laugh at you? Here's your
chance to win prizes! Announcing the

U.S. Comedy Competition sponsored by
the Villanova Student Union Recreation

Committee. Competition will be hekl at

7:30 p.m. in the Belle Air Terrace.
Registration is Feb. 24 in Connelly
Center lobby.

Comedy and theatre

Bruce Graham, author of "Devious
Means," which is now playing at Vasey
Theatre, will present an animated talk

on the role of off-color humor and stand-

up comedy in theatre. The talk will be
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 305 of Tolentine

Hall.

Feb. 27

The Cat's Den

Come one. Come all! The grand
opening of the Cat's Den is at 8 p.m.

Billy Price land the Keystone Rhythm
Band will rock you through the night.

Refreshments will be served compli-

ments of the Villanova Student Union.

Women's Glee Club

The Women's Glee Club of Villanova

Uni\^ersity will be hosting their annual
Spring Concert at 8 p.m. in the Main
Chapel. The concert will feature perfor-

mances by the Men's Glee Club of Penn
State University along with Villanova's

female group, the Women's Glee Club.

This is the only formal home concert

this semester.

The performance, will include a

variety of both popular and classical

pieces. Admission is free of charge and
all are welcome.

March 1

student Body
elections .

All students interested in running for

Student Body presklent or meqiber of

the University Senate as a senator,

.

member of the academic policy commit-
.tae or the rank md tenure comauttee
must attend a mandatory regiatration

and information meeting in the Haver-
ford Room of Cortiwily Center at 6 pjn.
No one wiH be aocseplei aa a candidale
if they do not attend this flMeting. More
informatiaii will be in next woek's

if yoM
the

in working on
or have any

MMm Maatti at 64&-

en the

Damiaf
Halt or Kamiaiy Nail Boa SMI

March 16

BalhMn Day
general meeting

Mark your calendars for the second

and final Balloon Day general, meeting.

Meet with the committee in the west

lounge of Dougherty Hall at 6:30 p.m.

and find out how you can get involved.

Proceeda from this year's event will go
to St. Francis Soup Kitchen (^Phila-

delphia. Join us and add to the
festivities. -

Off-campus housing

For assistance in finding off campus
housing, call the Rev. Frank A. Farsaci,

O.S.A., at 645-7209 or contact his office

in Room 207, Dougherty Hall.

Committee
for the homeless

Villanova's committee for the Phila-

delphia homeless needs organizations
(sororities, fraternities, R.S.A., Blue
Key, etc.) to help make sandwiches for
our street committee to take to the
streets of Philadelphia. Only about six

people are needed on any Tuesday
evening at 5 p.m. You may sign up for

as many Tuesdays as you like. Please
stop by Campus Ministry to sign up or
call 645-4080,

Mailboxes

The Kennedy (student) Mailroom
would like to remind all students to

please empty their boxes before leaving

for spring break, in order to ensure
prompt receipt of all mail,

Support group

Campus Ministry welcomes anyone
who has experienced the death of a

parent or a sibling in the last year to

be a part of a support group. Please

contact Campus Ministry at 645-4080.

Volunteers needed

Handicapped Encounter Christ (HEC)
is a Christian faith experience shared

by both physically disabled persons

along with able bodied assistants. Many
disabled persons are poor, due to the

burden of their physical disability, the

hklden oppressk>n» and the stigmatiza-

tion of our society that does not under-

stand. If you want to involve yourself

in a service protect, this will be a

wonderful fnyiirtli filledexi>erience. The
retreat taloea place MMtb l«-20. To
prepare for the weekend there are three

aiee^nfft tit St. Clare's Gueat House on

Lancaster Avfmie (acraaa from the

infirmary). The miwrinf^ ace on Feb.

21. 28 and Maich ISu at 7^^*^. There

will Jbe a student infonwaiaMl meeting

on fab. 22 at 7 p.m. in tiK Campoa
MMatry offioe in St. lita'a HaU. For

fwthar infomyrtian plaaae oantact the

nav* wiawn xfaay, UAAkt ^ ^^"9^
'i»tl»CMiVMa-Mlaiatry ofnoa

«»
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Brif^e to be replaced
Fabniwy1t,mfTHgV»iJW0VAN»IPag»t

By DANIEL MORIARTY
Sm^ Ktpofmf

The Southeaatern Pennsylva-

nia Tranaportation Authority

[SEPTAl has announced plans to

replace four (botbridfln over rail

Unea in Villanova, Park View»

Haverford and Bryn Mawr, begin-

ning thia apring.

liieVillanova footbridge,whkh
croaaes the Norriatown High
Speed Rail Line near Moriarty

Hall, ia uaed by south campus
reaidenta as well as SEPTA
commuters.
George Rice, manager of the

footbri^peconstruction project for

SEPTA, said, "The replacements

are part of a larger program to

evaluate all SEPTA bridge and
track structures."

Rice, who estimated that the

bridges were at least 50 years old,

said that SEPTA resolved to

replace the pedestrian bridges

after reviewing inspection

reports.

The coat d the Villanova foot-

bridge pfviect ia $235,000. The
totJ coat of all four bridges is

^75,000, according to Rice.

li^rk Stilz, proiect manager for

the conatniction company, said

that although he did not know

which bridge they will work on
firat, he anticipated that the
entire profect will be complete by
the end of the year.

I Both Stitz and Rice gave aaaur-
ancea that the old bridges will

remain in service during the
construction.

(Photo by Shafie)

SEPTA pbuis to repair the footbridge over the Norristown High Speed
Rail line near Mcmarty HaU this spring.

Restorathn plans continue
By LAURA STEVENS

Staff Reporter

Efforts to raise money and
refine plans for the Main Chapel
restoration project are continuing,

said the Rev. Shawn T. Tracy,
O.S.A., director of Campus
Ministry.

Tracy cited "obvious needs" in

the chapel, which is more than 100

years old. Spots most in need of

renovation include the floor, the

benches, the sanctuary floor, the

"poor" lighting and the wiring,

which "is to the point of being

dangerous."

Other plans include restoring

the stained glass windows, updat-

ing the "outmoded" heating sys-

tem, and possibly installing a

climate control system, he said.

In addition to the physical needs

in the chapel for renovation, there

are liturgical needs in the build-

ing's structure and atmosphere.
Tracy cited the priority estab-

lished by the Vatican II council

for developed liturgical designs

and structures that will facilitate

a spiritual appreciation of the

church services.

"The flow of people in the

service should be freed up for a
spiritual sense ... as God's people,

they should be flexible in heart

and prayer and able to move to

the altar at procession time- and
able to gather in such a flexible

pattern as services such as bap-

tism and matrimony would
invite," explained Tracy.

Restoration plans would there-

fore include an effort to structure

the aisles and benches in order to

facilitate movement to and from
the altar. Bench positions might
be adjusted so that no location will

block a person from a full view
of the altar.

These needs may call for a

change of the general chapel
design. Tracy stressed, however,
that "the traditional motif of the

atmosphere will remain intact."

Costs for the renovations will

be "well over $1 million," esti-

mates Tracy. The University is

planning to establish the Coven-

ant in foundation to raise money
for the restoration project.

The project "has already been
started in terms of preparation,"

explained Tracy.

Tracy expects that the chapel

will have to be closed for up to

six months. "If we replace the

floor," he said, "the chapel will

be closed for some time."

He said, however, that most of

the work will be done while

students are away, so there will

be a minimal disturbance of the

spiritual atmosphere of the

chapel.

In the News

Lottery cut-off points announced
If a student's lottery number'

ia the same or falls bek>w thej

appropriate class and sex cut-

off number, he or she is eligible

for on-campus housing and
should read the "Housing Lot-

tery Information 1988"
carefully.

Housing lottery cutoff
numbers for all classes have
recently been determined by
theOf^ for Residence Life as
listed below:

Malea
Current freshmen
(Entry Date 1987)... 622

Current sophomores
(Entry Date 1986)... 80

Current juniors

(Entry Date 1985) .. . 98

Females
Current freshmen
(Entry Date 1987) ... 494

Current sophomores
(Entry Date 1986) .. . 60

Current juniors

(Entry Date 1985) .. . 42

The deadline for return of
the room preference sheet is

Feb. 26 at the Office for Res-
idence Life in 220 Tolentine
Hall.

If a student's lottery number
is above the appropriate cut-off

number, he may enter his

name on a waiting list between
Feb. 22 and March 4. The order

of the waiting list will be made
according to lottery number,
not according to time of

response.

J.R.

Nursing student awarded

Stacey H. Rubin, a senior
nursing student, has been
named to the George C. Mar-
shall Award Seminar, which
will be held this semester in

Virginia. This prestigious
award is made to a cadet
enrolled in the Army Reserve
Officers Training Corps who
emulates C^neral Marshall's
selfless dedication to public
service.

The seminar will include
cadets from all 50 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico and Guam, who will meet

on the campuses of Washing-
ton and Lee University and the
Virginia Military Institute in

Lexington, Va. to discuss pol-

itical and moral issues of impor-
tance in the world today.
Rubin is the representative

chosen from students at Villa-

nova, West Chester and Wide-
ner universities. A dean's list

student in the College of Nurs-
ing, Rubin will complete her
requirements for a bachelor of
science degree in nursing in
May.

J.R.

Rutgers fresh pledge dies

(Photo t>y Shafie)

Fund raising and the refining of plans for the Main Chapel restoration
are continuing, according to the Rev. Shawn T. Tracy, O.S.A., director
of Campus Ministry.

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

Rutgers University freshman
James Callahan, 18, a pledge of the

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,

died after an all-night party at the

fraternity's house last week,
apparently of alcohol poisoning,

according to an article in Mon-
day's Philadelphia Inquirer.

Callahan "reportedly was given

a vomit bag and told to 'drink until

you were sick,' " according to

Monday's article.

Callahan was pronounced dead

Feb. 12 at the Robert Wood John-

son University Hospital in New
Brunswick, NJ., where he had
been taken from the fraternity

house, according to a Philadelphia

Inquirer article Saturday.

Saturday's article also said that

the fraternity house was left

"destroyed" after the party and

that several other students were
found to be suffering from "appar-

ent alcohol over-consumption."

Middlesex County Prosecutor

Alan A. Rockoff said in Saturday's

article that another freshman was
hospitalized, treated and released,

while several other students

caused concern for the fraternity

brothers, who observed their

condition for several hours.

In Saturday's article, Rockoff

said that about 40 or 50 fraternity

members and guests attended the

party. Police said that people had
apparently been drinking a mix-

ture of vodka, triple sec and lime

juice, known as a "kamikaze."

According to Saturday's article,

city building inspector Michael

Gupko said the fraternity house

was "literally destroyed" during

the party and therefore he ordered

the building vacated and pad-

locked. The New Brunswick police

department reported Wednesday
that the fraternity house was
closed.

Investigators have not yet deter-

mined whether anyone will be

charged in Callahan's death, said

Rockoff in Saturday's article.

Rockoff's office has begun a

criminal investigation of the

incident, according to Monday's
article.

The incident has motivated the

university to ban indefinitely

social activities by the school's

nearly 50 fraternities and soror-

ities on the New Brunswick cam-

pus, according to Monday's
article.

About a week before this inci-

dent, 48 Princeton students who
were attending parties to join

campus eating clubs (the univer-

sity's equivalent of fraternities]

were treated for alcohol-related

illness.

Studentgovernment to study scholarships
By JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editor

lo response to concerns with
scholarships and financial aid,

members of Student (government

plan to establish a task force

committee to examine the possi-

bility of increasing the number of

academic scholarships available

to incoming freshmen, as well as

to currently-enrolled students.

K?ffnf*li»^ toMarlr Holohfti? > sfny-

tary of thedepnrtment ofacademic
affairs far Student Government.

Hotobeti fTpliinfri that pret-

ently, the ottly inrlfinir acbolar-

afaipa availalile to Villanova stu-

dents are the 20 ptesidential
scholarships awarded to high

school studsnts who apply to the

UttKwnity.
of the low number of

tivity of the decision process, the

presidential scholarships serve to

attract an elite group of students,

the "cream of the crop" of high
school applicants from across the

country, Holobetz said.

Hecommented, "They seek to

enhance and diversify the envi-

ronment of the University by
adding different characters of

people to the community, as wHl
as promote academic excellence."

. The strongest argument against

the increase of the number of

academic scholarships is the fact

that about one-quarter of the

granted presidential scholarships

are refuaed, according to I>r.

Micfaad £. Burke, director of the

hoBSfs praigram.

'The reason for this is most
prahaUy that the student was
aooiB9tad somewheie else, and

i to enroll tiMK* Thus this

defeats our argument to increase

scholarships because we haven't

justified why there needs to be an
increase," Holobetz noted.

Burke commented that "this

situation is the experience of most
schools. It is nothing unusual.

"I would like to see an increase
in academic scholarships, but not
at the expense of regular financial

aid programs. The problem is,

where would this funding come
from?" Burke questioned.

The recipients of the presiden-

tial scholarships receive a full

four-year tuition scholarship,
which does not include room and
board. A minimum grade point

aversie must then be maintained
by the awardee.
"A committee composed of all

academic deans, the dean of

adflussioQs and myself asosss the

i^ldications. grant the interviews

and make the final selections,"
Burke said.

Holobetz recently suggested
that the institution of academic
scholarships for currently
enrolled Villanova students would
"stimulate competition within the
University as well as increase its

academic atmosphere." He
stressed that this issue is "not
well-defined and very informal —
it is still an idea."

"I don't see a^ motivational
problem with students right now,
and I wouldn't want to see a
program that encourages cut-
throat competition at Villanova,"
Burke said.

Hok)betz eUborated that "these
scholarships would not be
awarded simply on academic
merit, as in the traditional sense.

"The scholarships would be
mere likecaah awards for ressardi

projects, based on the premise
that the person could make a vital

contribution to the community
through his efforts," Holobetz
concluded.

However, he said that such
scholarships would not aid the

student with tuition payments.
"The academic scholarships we

have now attract the best stu-

dents, while financial aid can
attract many very good students.

This then brings us to a separate
problem — that of financial aid,

which is extraordinarily lacking

at Villanova," Holobetz noted.

"A formal competition las Holo-

betz suggests] would entail
numerous bureaucratic costs.

However, I feel that current as
well as incoming students have
legitimate demands on a system
of limited resources," Burke
concluded.
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Dave Court andJohn Mooney
are both brothers of the Phi

Kappa Alpha fraternity and
served as co-chairpersons of

the recent Sibling Weekend.
Dave is a senior biology major
and comes to Villanova from
Haverhill, Mass. As a brother

of Pi Kappa Alpha, Dave has
been an active brother for three

years and has held the position

of secretary. Besides working
on the last two sibling wee-

kends, Dave is also involved in

the Alpha Epsilon Delta Pre-

Med Honor Society and is a

member of the Order of Omega.
John Mooney is a junior

economics major with a busi-

ness minor, and calls Wilmette,

nf., home. In addition to his

participation in Sibling Week-
end, John has been an active

member of Pi Kappa Alpha
since joining. As a Pike, John
has served as the rush chair-

man and vice president. John
is currently the president of Pi

Kappa Alpha. John represents

Pike at all meetings of the

Interfratemity Council [IFCJ.

Now that Dave and John
have successfully completed
their duties as chairpersons of

Sibling Weekend, they plan to

take a long vacation to Disney's

Magic Kingdom in California.

In appreciation of all of their

contributions to the Greek
system as well as- to the Vil-

lanova community, the Order
of Omega is pleased to honor
both Dave Court and John
Mooney as co-Greeks of the
Week.

>*^-»NatronailiJews

Candidates profiled
In 19H8,/ortM</iptiime in their'

lives, many of Vimnom's 8,000
undergraduates will havean oppor^

iunity to aid in choosing America 's

leadership in the November presi-

dential elections. •

In an effort to provide informa-

tion at)Qut thepresidentialaspirants

and encourage interest in the

national elections, the ViUmnevan
will he running a weekly series of
candidate profiles.

The profiles will give basic des-

criptions of the candidates, their

stands on the issues, theirexperience

in government and other pertinent

information.

^^^ t^%^ ^^k.
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Democratic Governor Bruce Babbitt

By GJ. DONNELLY
Staff Reporter

Former Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt will have

difficulty continuing his campaign after finishing

sixth in New Hampshire's Democratic primary,

according to an article Wednesday in the New York
Times.

Babbitt finished sixth out of the seven candi-

dates running for the Democratic nomination,

garnering only 5 percent of the vote. Only Sen.

Gary Hart of Colorado finished lower, gaining 4

percent of the vote. Babbitt also finished poorly

in the Iowa caucuses held last week, placing sixth.

Babbitt's bid for the White House emerged from
his reputation as a cooperative liberal populist

willing to work out a compromise for the good
of his constituents.

As a Democrat from a heavily Republican state.

Babbitt, 48, served two terms as governor, starting

in 1978, and managed to push through the
conservative legislature innovative environmental
and education bills to improve the state's sagging

deputation in eath area. The result of his work
Was a reflection victory by a large margin in id82.

The main focus of his presidential campaign
has been on the deficit and how to cure it. He
calls for a 5 percent federal sales tax worth $40-

50 billion a year when fully phased in. He would
also tax the Social Security benefits of some
wealthier people and would limit mortgage
interest deductions.

To further reduce the deficit, Babbitt proposes

half spending cuts designed to save another $40
billion in the first year. He also wants to

implement a "universal needs test" to tai^get

spending on "entitlement programs," including

Medicare and Social Security, only to the most
needy.

He approves giving the president a lineitem veto
on specific spending, and is against the proposed
balanced budget amendment and the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings- Act.

Babbitt's liberal economic policy also extends

to foreign trade. He supports an international

agreement requiring each nation to balance its

trade accounts with all countries, including the

United States, over three years. Violators would

be struck with phased-in tariffs of up to 100

percent.

Although a Catholic, Babbitt's views on social

issues are liberal. He is for free choice on abortion

but against federal funding except in cases of rape,

incest or danger to the mother's life.

On foreign policy. Babbitt supports the INF
[intermediate-range nuclear forces] treaty and is

also willing to cut $10 billion from the defense

budget. He also opposes Midgetman missiles and
more MX missiles, but wants to increase conven-

tional readiness.

Babbitt is also willing to continue research on
the Strategic Defense Initiative [SDI], but will

reduce spending on it. He is against aid to the

contras, who are attempting to overthrow the

Nicaraguan government. He is also against

reflagging Kuwaiti tankers, although he is willing

to allow the Navy to remain in the Persian Gulf

to protect them.

Babbitt previously served as Arizona's attorney

general before becoming governor when the

presiding governor died.

Portions of this article were based on reports in

the New York Times, People and the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

Republican Governor Pete duPont

By GJ. DONNELLY
Staff Reporter

Former Delaware Gov. Pierre "Pete" duPont
finished poorly in Tuesday's New Hampshire
Republican primary, receiving only 10 percent of

the vote. duPont rounded out the bottom of the
list of current Republican candidates for the
presidency, finishing last with former television

evangelist Pat Robertson.
"duPont has no significant amount of money

left, and his results here will not help raise more.
duPont has no organization in the South ... so
while he may decide to maintain a symbolic
candidacy, his future impact is likely to be little

greater than that of former Republican candidate
Alexander M. Haig," according to an article in

Wednesday's New York Times.

At 52 years of age, duPont became the first

candidate to formally announce his candidacy for

the nation's highest office. His notoriety has come
fnxn the somewhat controversial stands he takes

on what he calls "damn right" issues.

For instance, duPont fovors drug testing for

students, cutting off subsidies for fanners and a

private alternative to Social Security. His
economics are also quite conservative

duPOnt oppooes any tax incrsaae and derides

the balanced budfst araendmcnt as "dangerously

inflcdblt." HepwJbrsaooottitttfionil amandmcnt
linitingfrowth of UdtnX spending with Grunm-
RudmaiwIoUins ipaMJing reetridons. Also, he
plans to save 126 biUioii oy cutting subsidies to

farmers. In addition, he supports the line-item

veto.

duPont strongly favors free trade and urges tax

cuts in order to stimulate the competitiveness of

American businesses abroad. In other foreign

policy affairs, duPont supports the contras and
the current administration's policy in the Persian

Gulf.

The former governor also supports the Reagan
defense budget, although he is unwilling to buy
any more MK missiles and would close unneeded
military bases in order to cut costs. He is a strong

supporter of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI].

Although much of duPont's viewpoint mirrors

that of the Rea^n administration, he is staunchly

opposed to Reagan's signing of the INF
[intermedicaterange nuclear forces] treaty.

Before his election as governor in 1976, duPont
served. in the House of Representatives, but

quickly tired of the Congressional grind. Even-

tually duPont gravitated toward the statehouse.

His eight years is the fovemor's chair resulted

in a drop in the unempkiyment rate from 13

percent to 7 percent.

Moreover, there was a cut in income tax from
ZOperoent to 9 pormt, which resulted in a large

influx of new businesses fkioding in the state.

Recently. duPbnt finished mth in the Iowa
caucus FM). 8.
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New chairperson selected
F^bniWYl>.19M»THEVILLAIiOVAMsPi^iS

ByDANTEJ.SCALA
News Editor

saidSchrems.
Schrems obtained hisbachek)r's

degree in history at Aquinas
Dr. John j. Schrems, political College, Michigan, and gained his

science professor, will become the master's degree and doctorate
new chairperson of his depart- from the Catholic University of

ment in September. America. He has been a Villanova
He was recommended by his faculty member since 1965, leav-

department in December, after ing for one year to become aca-

Dr. Prisdlla Hopkirk, the current demic dean at Mater Dei College,

chairperson, declined to run for New York, according to the
another term. Schrems said Tues- newsletter.

day that the recommendation was
accepted by the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University pres-

ident, in early December.
The chairperson-elect said he

His articles have been published
in The Review of Politics, The
Political Science Reviewer and
The Thomist. His book. Principles

of Politics, was published by

Chester and links with Consho-
hocken.

During her term as chairperson,
the number of political science
majors has tripled to 240, accord-
ing to Hopkirk. Over the last two
to three years, the department has
rivaled the department of com-
munication arts in terms of
number of majors, she said.

Also, the department inproved
its offerings in Mideastem and
Latin American politics and public

administration, and added a spe-

cialist in American political

thought, she said.

National News Notes
Compiledfrom the College Press Service

Tuition lowered at university

applied for the position because he Prentice-Hall in 1986, according to
"thought [he] could make a con- the newsletter,

tribution" in terms of certain This is the first time he will

administrative skills. serve as chairperson, said
His plans for the department Schrems.

include continuing the develop- Hopkirk, the current chairper-

ment of the international relations son, has held the job for a decade,
and comparative politics areas of She said she declined to run for

study. the post again because "10 years
In addition, Schrems said he seems like a good period of time."

wants to pay new attention to Hopkirk, a University faculty

American politics and create member since 1967, will remain
summer grants and workshops, at Villanova, although she will be
involving University professors taking a sabbatical during the fall

and graduate students, to study term,

the subject. She said she will use the time
"A chairperson has to be able to complete her study of the

to promote the interests of all the political controversy surrounding
persons in the department" and the construction of the Blue
aid faculty members in "bringing Route, a section of interstate
out the best" from within them, highway which extends from

Phila. archbishop installed

Washington University (of

St. Louis) School of Medicine
trustees announced Jan. 27
they were lowering tuition by
five percent, or about $700, for

next year.

The trustees said they were
lowering the rates to try to

relieve students of the need to

enter only the highest-paying

areas of medicine in order to

repay their student loans. The
American Medical Association

new doctor left med school
$32,000 in debt.

"That debt may be forcing
young physicians to select the
higher-paying specialties in
order to repay their financial
indebtedness," said Associate
DeanJohn Herweg in announc-
ing the unusual rate reduction.

Herweg added he wished
other schools would follow
Washington's example, but the

found in 1987 that the average wish may not come true.

U. of Arkansas receives grant
The University of Arkansas

[UA] was recently awarded a
$91,500 federal grant to con-

duct a two-year drug and alco-

hol abuse prevention program.
According to Julie Gram, UA
student health services admin-
istrative coordinator, the pro-

gram will target freshmen

because they are a high-risk

group.

The program will use a
media campaign, classes, work-
shops and substance-free func-

tions to change three aspects
of substance abuse: attitude,

knowledge and behavior.

P.F.

(Photo by Shafie)

Dr. John J. Schrems will assume
his new position as chairperson
of the political science depart*
ment in September.

Education budget may increase

By STEVEN MONTRESOR
StaffReporter

immi-

house ... he had the feeling that

he wanted to be."

Bevilacqua received his semi-

Archbishop Anthony J. Bevilac- nary education at Immaculate

qua was installed last Thursday Conception Seminary in Hunting-

as the seventh archbishop of ton, N.Y. He was ordained in 1949.

Philadelphia at the Cathedral He later attended Gregorian Uni-

Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul versity in Rome during the mid
in Philadelphia. * 1950's. He has also attended

According to the Philadelpia classes at Columbia University.

/m^wiV^t, Bevilacqua accepted the Bevilacqua was named auxil-

symbolic staff of authority from iary bishop of Brooklyn, New York
Cardinal John Krol and called for City in 1980. He attended St.

the Philadelphia area's 1.35 mil- John's University at night during

lion Catholics to "drive out dem- this time to earn a secular law

ons of all kinds," such as drug degree, in order to help

abuse, racism, poverty and
abortion.

Krol, 77, submitted his resigna-
tion two years ago, upon reaching
the mandatory retirement age of

75. Bevilacqua, 64, will have to expected to be seen as a drawback

submit his resignation in 1 1 years, by those who want to see a wider

Bevilacqua is the son of Italian ro^e for women in the church, the

immigrants who came to America article said,

in 1911 and originally settled in I" 1985, he directed priests in

Queens, New York City. He is the ^^^ diocese of Pittsburgh not to

eighth of 11 children. admit women to the Holy Week
His parents, Luigi and Maria, rite of foot-washing, reversing the

moved to Brooklyn shortly before present tradition. According to

his birth on June 17, 1923. the Washington Post, his argument

According to Michael Bevilac- ^^^ that none of the 12 apostles

qua, a brother of the archbishop, ^*^^^ ^^^ J^"^ washed

in a related Philadelphia Inquirer
article, their mother "felt that
there had to be a priest in the

precedent.

The Committee on the Liturgy
of the National Conference of
Catholic Bishops ruled one year
later that women were to be
included in the ritual, in response
to a request for clarification by
Bevilacqua.

In a speech after his installa-

tion, Bevilacqua told his audience
that he already feels at home,
'and this is now.my home."

After six years of cutting

federal education funding by as
much as 33 percent per year,

the Reagan administration will

apparently ask Congress to

increase the education budget
for 1989.

According to the Associated
Press, the administration will

pose a budget to Congress
asking for $21 billion in federal

education programs, ranging
from preschool programs to

college student aid. This is an
increase from last year's
request for $14 billion in edu-

cation programs.
In June 1987, Secretary of

Education William Bennett,
hinted that the administration
would be revising its strategy
in education spending. This
was followed by the 1988 edu-
cation budget of $20.1 billion,

which was approved last
month by both Congress and
Reagan.

Also, the Reagan administra-
tion's new program for U.S.
savings bonds also relates to

students. Reagan plans to ask
Congress to approve legislation

that will give parents a tax
break if they buy U.S. savings
bonds to pay for their children's

college education. J.L.P.

Students demonstrate
grants and refugees who seek the

help of churches, according to the

Washington Post.

Bevilacqua's appointment to

the position of archbishop IS

were

women. He concluded that the

administering of this rite to wom-
en is erroneous because it has no

By LAURA STEVENS
Staff Reporter

On Feb. 12, several Villanova
students demonstrated on the
corner of Lancaster and Ithan
Avenues to gather support for a
pedestrian bridge.

Christopher McDonnell began
the protest at 11 a.m. with four

other students and a canvas
jwster with the slogan reading,

"We want a bridge."

Chief protestor McDonnell
explained the reasons for the

demonstration. "I feel that a

bridge would terminate unneces-
sary injuries and the general
threat of dangers that we pedes-

trians experience every day," he
said.
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Doctor lectures on AIDS virus
By PAUL FRATAMICO

StaffReporter

On Monday, Caroline L.

MacLeod, M.D., gave a lecture on
AIDS [Acquired Immune Deficien-

cy Syndrome]. The leicture was
jointly sponsored by the Sigma Xi

Honor society and the biology

department.
MacLeod's lecture centered

around the causes and spread of

a variety of infectious diseases,

including AIDS, and their medical

and environmental aspects and
prevention.

Accoixling to Dr.Joseph Orkwis-
xewski, chairperson of the biokigy

department, MacLeod said the

best way ci preventing AIDS is

behavior noKNiification. The safest

behavior modification is absti-

nence from sexual contact. Improv-

ing environmental and health

conditions woukl also contribute

to public safety.

MacLeod noted that people who
are ill or whose health condition

is poor becauac of limited diet may

be susceptible to the AIDS virus.

She also said that groups at

high risk for AIDS included Hai-

tians, members of the gay com-
munity and intravenous drug
users.

MacLeod said that the exchange
of certain bodily fluids among
high-risk individuals was one
vehicle through which the trans-

mission of the AIDS virus may
occur.

MacLeod stressed the impor-

tance of changing behavior pat-

terns in preventing the spread of

AIDS. She noted that condoms
may not be an infallible prevent-

ative. Orkwiszewski said that his

impression of her attitude was
that education, improving health

conditions and behavior nnodifica-

tion were her primary
prescriptions.

Orkwiszewski also noted that
MacLeod cited mosouitos and
horssflies as potential carriee of
the virua. However, in her lecture.

MacLeod also pointed out that the

Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta, Ga., did not recognize

mosquitos or horseflies as poten-

tial carriers at this time. Her
statements were based largely on
her own data and observations.

She noted that there are people

in the tropics who Contracted the

virus, were not in the high-risk

group and did not imitate any of

the behavioral patterns known to

researchers that would explain

how they contracted AIDS.

Tropical environments, includ-

ing certain regions of Florida,

were cited as the key places in

which this type of mosquito activ-

ity could occur.

Orkwiszewski said that
MacLeod's estimation of the
number of mosquito bites neces-

sary to transmit the AIDS virus
waa very high, but it must be
remembered that in this area of

FkMrida, OMsquito concentrations
are so high that these insects may
bleed a cow to death.

(Photo by O'Neill)

Several Villanova students conducted a protest Feb. 12 at the corner
of Lancaster and Ithan avenues to gain support for a pedestrian bridge
at the site.

Student threatens
south campus R.A.
By COLLETTE S. MITCHELL

Staff Reporter

Radnor Township^ Police

responded to a request for assis-

tance that came from Villanova

Security Feb. 6 at 1:50 a.m. The
original call indicated that there

was a student who was threaten-

ing a Resident Assistant [R.A.]

with a cinder block.

According to a report from the

Radnor Township Police Depart-

ment, Michael Noonan, a student

at Villanova University and a

resident of Stanford Hall, threat-

ened an R.A. in Good Counsel Hall

with a cinder block. The Good
Counsel R.A.8 that were involved

were Ellen Minzer and Caryl
Duffy.

Radnor police took Noonan to

the station, and he was issued

citations for underage drinking,

harassment, disorderly conduct
and public drunkenness. He was
held at the station overnight

because it was felt that he poied

both a danger to himself and to

others in his intoxicated state.

Jeaneen Riley, south area coor-

dinator, said that Judicial Affairs

Officer Stephen McWilliams and
the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, have been
informed of the incident and a

statement from them is forthcom-

ing. McWilliams refused to com-
ment when questioned about the

incident, and Stack was unable to

be reached for comment.
According to Noonan, nothing

has been resolved yet with the

pcAkt and with the University.
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The following positions on Villanova's

Student Government and University

Senate are open and will be filled by
general election this spring:

POSITIONS
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HOT NEW NIGHT
grand opening
Feb. 27

8 p.m. Villanova Room
FEA TURING

BillyPrice and the Keystone Rhythm Band
FREEFOODAND REFRESHMENTS

THE UNION PAGE
MK Hie

line at the Terrace!

FEB. 23

Brian Seymop
BELLE AIR TERRACE

5:30-7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by student union concerts committee
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COMPETITION
FEB. 25. 7 p.m. BELLE AIR TERRACE
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WIN PRIZES!
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PRESENTS. . .

Orson Welles'

Lady
From
Shang^hai

Feb. 27, 28, 29

rmimK'SMom
NEXTWEEK'SMOVIE

Feb. 1 8 & 1 9 C.C.Cinemal

U 6:30 and 9 p.m. Tickets $2
MC

AXELPOLIYK BACK.

HEBJjggTHUMa.

EVEmOHIIXS

ITHE NEATS BACK ONI
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Feb. 25 & 26
6:30 and 9 p.m.

C.C. Cinema
Tickets $2

Villanova student union lectures

committee in conjunction with the

black cultural society present

Dick Gregory

"FOR PEOPLE"

Feb. 28

Thanks to all

those who
helped to make

SIBLING
WEEKEND

1988
a success!

You all did

a great

job!
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Spring Break

TO JAMAICA
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NORTH LOUNGE
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at the time and if they get the
support that they need from
various groups on campus.
During the meeting, it was

speculated that the events would
take placeon Mendel Field and the
Grotto, said Gorski. She also said

that the festival will begin in the
early afternoon and may last

through dinner, depending if Food
Services agrees.

Also, Gorski said that various
clubs will work food booths and
that themoney made may begiven
to a social service organization,

such as the Special Olympics or

Project Sunshine.
\

Sean Closkey, found^ of SACC
[Student Activities on Campus
Committee] initiated the idea in

the fall of last year because he felt

that "there is a lack of social

activities on campus."
Gorski said the committee sup-

ported the festival mainly to help

students who live off campus feel

more comfortable coming to the

campus on weekends to use the

facilities.

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life, gave
the final permission for the fes-

tival, even though he was con-

cerned that students may act

"violently and irresponsibly"

when they get in a laige group.

He agreedtothefestival because
it will be an "affair on campus for

recreation . . . engendering spirit"

and because the students who
gave him the proposal did so in

a responsible way.
Closkey said that providing

akx>hol is a large facttyr in the
spring festival because "it is

unrealistic to have a social event
without alcohol." He said that the
problem was figuring out the
constraints so as not to conflict

with University regulations.

Gorski supported "providing
alcohol for those 21 and over
because it allows them to socialize

with those who are not yet 21."

She also said that students'

think of the authority as merely
being "fun-busters." The festival

will be "a way of having alcohol

in a legal and controlled way," and
students will not have to bring

their own, she said.

She emphasized that this event
will not be like a tailgate in terms
of the control of alcohol.

Gorski said she hopes the spring

festival will become an annual
event. She said that this will

depend on how the festival works
out financially, if the facilities will

be available and how well the

alcohol will be controlled.

SftOftre lecture fb be heH

Coed

By KRISTEN FALLAN
SkfffReporttr

Roger Boisjoly, former engineer

for the company that designed the

space shuttle Challenger s faulty

rocket booster, will be speaking

at the Thirteenth Annual Distin-

guished Public Lecture, sponsored

by Villanova's Engineering Joint

Council Feb. 24.

Boisjoly is promoting the impor-

tance of ethical responsibility

among the engineers of today and
tomorrow. He has gained insight

into the moral decision-making

process of professionals through

his experience with NASA
[National Aeronautical and Space
Administration] and the Morton
Thiokol Corporation, the company
contracted by NASA to design the

solid rocket boosters.

Both NASA and Morton Thiokol

ignored Boisjoly's warnings of

Challenger's flawed 0-ring seal.

Because of his first- hand expe-

rience, Boisjoly has been cam-
paigning throughout the country,

urging both students and profes-

sionals to come to the realization

of their responsibility.

He claims, "You have a profes-

sional and moral responsibility to

yourselves and your fellow man
to defend the truth and ex;

questionable practices that will

lead to an unsafe product."

It was Boisjoly who, after much
research, found the potential

dangers involved in the planned
shuttle lift-off. The management
of Morton Thiokol thought
Boisjoly's findings were "too
sensitive to share with anyone."
Subsequently, Boisjoly and his

facts were shunnmeid as prepara-

tions for launch day continued.

Taking a stand and exposmg
the truth was very difficult for

Boisjoly. Yet, he firmly believes

that it takes courage, and the

possible threat of losing a job, to

prevent disasters such as the

Challenger's.

Since the disaster, Boisjoly has

iiled a $1 billion damage suit

against Morton Thiokol, and a $10
million damage suit against

NASA. Along with his attempt to

r^in personal losses, Boisjoly

wishes to make it evident to both

agencies "that they cannot make
arbitrary and irresponsible deci-

sions that kill people and ruin the

lives and careers of their

employees without account-
ability."

Boisjoly also wishes to convey
a message to the students of

today. Understanding that engi-

neering students' schedules are

full of required courses, he
believes in the early exposure and
awareness to the possible choices

in ethical decision-making.

Boisjoly will be speaking Feb.

24, in the Villanova Room of the

Connelly Center. A buffet will

begin at 6 p.m., with the lecture

following at 7:45 p.m. The tickets

are $8 per person and are available

at the office of the dean of

engineering.

Senate
(Continuedfrom page 1}

passed when it is presented to the

University president and the

Board of Trustees.

Ciccolo added that Student
Government is definitely in favor

of coed dormitories.

Student Government is asking

that the two new dormitories to

1)6 built on south campus be coed.

According to Ciccolo, this would
alleviate the expense which would
result in /remodeling a current

dormitory in order to house both

male and female students.

Student Government is also

looking for the elimination of the

visitation policy, she said.

dorms AMCtTIO
FromTtie

(Continuedfrom page 1)

or no desire for their son or

daughter to live in coed residence

halls.

Ciccolo attributed the results to

a misunderstanding of the issue

by the parents. She said, "There
are ways of creating coed dorms
while keeping the existing privacy

levels. The option to live in a coed

dorm should be at least offered."

The alumni who were surveyed

had graduated after Villanova had
become a coed institution. Ciccolo

said she felt that the issue was
more understandable by those

who had attended the University

while it was coeducational.

Sixty-eight percent of those

surveyed said they felt that coed

residence halls would not change
their support of Villanova.

The report also stated, "The
option of coed halls, though a

modem change, is required if the

University wishes to promote the

best possible experience for its

students."

Neville said, "We seem to be
attracting applicants in record

numbers. We don't need the
change to attract more people." He
added, "Much more study of the

question needs to be done before

the administration would make a
recommendation."

Raid
(Continued/rem page 1)

Anotl^er student involved, who
used a license which had been

stenciled over, said there were
about 15 officers not in uniform
during the raid.

The student also said that one
underage patron jumped into the
area where the disc jockey nor-

mally is and "pretended he was
the DJ [disk jockey] . . . and they
[the polke] didn't bother him."
The first student interviewed

said the police were "really nice,"

considering the drcumttanoes.
When asked whether she woukl

enter a bar again before she
turned 21. the student said, "For
a while, [the incident at Barley-

corn's] will keep me out" but
added the woukl probably go to

a bar again bffbre she was 2L
The secomfstudent said if she

had another iD. (the poUce took

away her pravioua one), shewouM
gD to a bar aiiin underage, but
not Barieycom'i.

DeanOf
Student
AirF^res.

Hi, Im your Dean,
McLean Stevenson.

And Fve got some
great news about this

years Spring Break.

%u can afiford it.

Wthout having to sell your books, your stereo, or your
roommate,^u see. I represent Piedmont Airlines ana
I know that ifyou like low fares, youre going to like flyingon
Piedmont.Just remember to book wellin advance.

With, a little planning, you and your friends can party in

any ofthe 150 cities coast to coast that Piedmont flies to.

So, ifyou reallywant this years Spring Break to be very

memorable, yetvery affordable, get to yourlocal travel agent
or call Redmont at 1-800-251-57® ana start researching it

now Because you cant cram for low airfares.
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Greel( support must
be reconsidered

James Callahan, an 18-year-old Rutgers University
freshman and pledge of Lambda Chi Alpha, died from
apparent alcohol poisoning last week in NewJersey. Forty-

eight Princeton University students, who were attending
parties to join campus eating clubs, the University's

equivalent to fraternities, were treated for alcohol-related

illness just one week earlier. Will Villanova be the next
institution to see its students poison themselves with
alcohol?

The University should seriously reconsider its

support of any organization like Greek fraternities and
sororities that permits underage and excessive alcohol

consumption. Although the Villanova Greek system
claims that its primary goals are to promote brotherhood
and sisterhood, service and community, one cannot ignore

the many excessive alcohol-related activities in which
these groups |>articipate.

Almost every weekend fraternities and sororities hold
*TG" parties where many members excessively consume
alcohol. Closed "theme" parties are also held and alcohol

is present.

Although Villanova has a dry rush, pledging quite

often involves drinking to excess, especially during "Hell

Week" or "Hell Night," the final stages of pledging.

The service functions these organizations provide
simply do not balance with their secondary goals of alcohol
consumption.

If the University is to continue to support the Greek
system as it stands today with many activities specifically

geared toward alcohol, Villanova is in effect promoting
alcoholism.

The death of James Callahan raises many important
questions that every Greek system in America should
answer. Perhaps, in the best interest of all Villanova
students, the University should seriously consider
discontinuing fraternities and sororities. Let's act before

someone else dies from Greek-related alcohol poisoning.

Don't let issue die
New ideas and drastic changes take a notoriously long

time to circulate through the Villanova system. Today
Student Government will take the first step toward
implementing such a change when it presents its report

advocating coed dorms to the University Senate. The
question now is, will the report be well-thumbed and
creased with use^ or will it gather dust in some obscure
Senate file?

How various University groups respond to this

question will determine how soon coed dorms will become
a part of Villanova, if they will at all.

For Student Government, the presentation of this

report is only the first step in a long, frustrating process.

If its ideas are ever to move off the pages of their report

into reality, the organization will have to provide the

strength and effort needed. They will have to lobby

intensively for their goal and keep the issue in people's

minds — all too often, issues become cold and forgotten

as they fade from public view.

The question of how much power the University
community has to decide this issue, however, will have
to be answered by the main sources of power on campus
— the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., University president,
and the Board of Trustees. They have the power to halt
progress on issues indefinitely, as DrisooU has shown by
letting the Senate's grading system decision sit on his
desk for nearly a year.

In all, if Driscoll and the Board truly respect the
Senate, they will ask that body to reach a decision on
coed dorms, and then abide by its resolution. The Senate
is the one place where allparts of the University --bMmity,
students and administration — can make (tocisions on
nugor issues.

Villanova must face the issue of ooed dormt, as other
Catholic coUcMpmid itniversitws hmreAoaei And it must
doso in theli^ of conraiunity debfttB, iM in thedarloMSs
of a boardroofn*
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Letters to the Editor

Student conduct depiored
To the Editor:

Recently, I attended the

Villanova-Oeorgetown basketball

game. Although the game was
thoroughly enjoyable, I would like

totexpress my disappointment at

the behavior of some of the Vil-

lanova students.

While traveling on the Paoli

local to the game, a large number
0^ students did not pay their fare,

nor did they make any effort to

pay. Granted, the overflow of

riders was not well handled by

SEPTA, but riding the train for

free constitutes theft of services.

In one histmieef a con-

ductor took M $20 Nil

from a student ond told

her to colhctlier

$17.50 In change froni

other riders.

In one instance, a conductor

took a $2Q bill from a student and

told her to collect her $17.50 in

change from other riders.

Although the conductor's

actions were totally inappropriate

and unfair to the paying rider, she

received no aid from other riders

in the car who had not paid.

Rather, the students chose to

verbally berate the conductor

whenever he entered the car.

Simply paying her their fare

would have alleviated .the

problem.

Upon arrival at Suburban Sta-

tion, I witnessed numerous cases

of public urination within the

sution. The age, dress and group

size were a clnr indication to me
that these were Villanova

students.

FmiUy, whilewaitingin tinelbr
the subway, I witnessed st least

50 students jump ever the turn-

stiles to obtain frae nooess to the

subway. Once again, tfab ii: theft

of services. I do ndt think ttMse

studento wodd aoospt Phifaidei-

phiass nsinf their Untnsnifty

facilities (diS« haU, sportsteil-

ities,etc)lorfDee.

I 4o Mtxbilieim tiMi|; thesn

choice. It was the behavior of a

group representing Villanova that

concerns me.
I would hope that in the future

students would be more aware of

the fact that when traveling with

a large group of students they are

projecting a certain image for

their university. That projected

image that I witnessed last night

was not a very favorable one.

Chris Packer
assistant water polo coach
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Students lack community
ByDANTBJ.SCALA

N«m Editor

First, the 0ood news. Student

Government is oontinuing the

period ol njuvenation that Joe
^ Allman's acbniniatration be|^.

The organisatien has worked for

student interests on a number of

issues, includingscademic adviae-

ment, coed dorms and off-campus
housing.

The trouble is, few" students

^ besides the organization's
members seem to care.

Evidence of students' indiffer-

. ence to Student Governmint
pervades the University. Only 15

to .20 percent fA undeigraduates
voted in last year's student elec-

tions. Hardly any students ever go
to University Senate meetings,

where issues such as the grading

system and fall break have been

discussed. Above all, there is the

oppressive apathy, the arresting

sense that students can change
' nothing at Villanova.

This sense of apathy was felt

by Dr. Arthur Shriberg. who
recently evaluated the Office of

Student Life for the Program
Evaluation Committee. He said

students described it as the "Vil-

lanova way;" students are treated

like children, they said.

Indeed, like children, Villanova

students feel implicitly that their

situation is out of their control.

Power rests in the hands of

shadowy, ambiguous figures who
no one really knows, like the

administration, theBoard of Trus-

tees and the Rev.John M. Driscoll,

O.SJ^., University president.

And because these figures can-

not be pinned down anywhere,

they exist everywhere. For stu-

dents, all power seems to con-

stantly emanate from them, offer-

ing no release, no freedom.

These feelings of helplessness

are intensified by the prevailing

student mindset, which can be

titled, "me against the system."

When students feel that some-

thing is wrong at Villanova, they

do not know wiiere to kx)k for

help; indeed, they are convinced

there is no such place of aid.

Thus, they give up before they

have started, and are reduced to

gnunbling about what is wrong
withA^lanova, concluding, "You
can't beat the system."

This explains the disinterest

surrounding student Elections.

Every spring, candidates speak
about how they will work to

change things in the Villanova

system. And every spring, the
unspoken question amongstudent
voters' if "How? How can you
change things? You are a student,

like myself, and everyone knows
that no one listens to students.

How are you different?"

Every spring, this question goes

unanswered, and the system wins
again. Students turn away from
Student Government, refuse to

vote and remain chained to their

belief that you cannot fight the
system.

Driscoll remains behind his

office door, and for students
passingby it in Tolentine Hall, the
door might as well be k)cked.

For Student Government, the

challenge now is to unlock that

door. It must convince students

that they can have a voice in how
the University is run. And it must
do so by taking steps to create a
student community.

Community — it is a word that

is tossedarounda lot at Villanova,

and its frequent misuse has weak-
ened the concept behind it

considerably.

For instance, it ill describes the

7,000 undergraduates at Villano-

va, who lead their individual lives

everyday with little thought of

being part of a larger whole.

Students split themselves up into

Greeks, non-Greeks, commuters,
residents, nurses and engineers,

but find little that bonds them
together.

Indeodf like children,

Vlllanon students feef

Implicitly that thehrsK'

uathn Is out of their

control. Powm' restsm
the hands ofshadowy,

amh^fltous figures whom^
no one really knows,

like the administration,

the Board of Tmntees
and the Hew.Mm M.
Driscoll, 015.4., fWver-

sHypresUenim

When they do unite, the results

are powerful. The electricity at

honoe men's basketball games is

createdby thesense ofcommunity
that binds the student section

together. Students disregard their

individual differences and join

together as Villanovans to cheer

for a common cause.

But outside of the duPont Pavil-

ion, that feeling of student com-

munity is lost. Students see

themselves as isolated individu-

als, not as part of a larger group.

and thus feel too weak to fight the

monolithic University
bureaucracy.

Political philosopher Alexis de
Tooqueville said the solution to

this problem is to create groups
which act as intermediaries
between the individual and the

system. The intermediary is a go-

between; it is small enough to

listen to the individual's problems,

and large enough to gain the

attentuHi of the system.

By invoking a sense of com-
munity among students. Student
Government can become this
intermediary. It must persuade
students to regard each other as
members of a group who rally

around a common cause: student
mterests.

'

^
It must convince students that

"You cannot beat the system, but
we can."

In order to accomplish this,

Student Government must take
its message to its constituents.

President Phil Brach and his

fellow workers have to run a
persistent door-to-door, person-to-

person canvassing campaign,
speaking to each student person-

ally. Tile strategy worked for him
in the election last April, and now
he must use it for a higher
purpose.

In all. Student Government
must rally students around a

common cause. This semester,

such an issue could be coed dorms,
which will be discussed in the

University Senate today.

If Brach wants to see coed

dorms instituted at Villanova, he
cannot simply make his report

today in the Senate and let the

system decide. Last semester, he

sent the furor ov^r Security

policies into a Senate committee,

and watched the issue die a slow

death. Nothing was changed.

This time, he must do better.

He must urge his fellow students,

who overwhelmingly want coed

dorms, to show their support

actively and visibly. He must
show the University that students

care about tl^e issue, and are

willing to make their feelings

known.

History proves such a campaign
can work. The last time Villanova

students protested as a commun-
ity, the University Senate was
born. U Student Government can

succeed in creating that sense of

community once again, another

step for student rights can be

taken.

Dante J. Scala is a sophomore
honors majorand netos editorofthe

Viikmovmn.

Mid East

problems grow

Letters

poHtgr

The VilUiMovaM willprint "Let-

ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weekly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. All letters must be typed and
double spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but

all kitee must be s^pted and should

inclueh the writer's telephone

number. Because of limited space,

not ailletiers can beprinted. Others

maiy be edited. Letters may be sent

by mail to: the VUkmmmn, Vil-

lamoa University, ViUanova, Pa.

By AMGAD SABONGUI

Recently, international affairs

have been receiving great media
coverage in the United States. The
Iran-Contra mess, the Nicaraguan
revolution and the Persian Gulf

crisis are a few of the many events

with which the U.S. has been

currently involved.

The United States has all but
turned their backs and ignored,

however, possibly the most impor-

tant world problem today — the

Palestinian unrest in the Israeli

occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip.

When Israel was formed by the

United Nations in 1948, attacks

by Arab countries immediately

followed. The infant country was
constantly on its toes defending

its new and beloved homeland.

InJune 1%7 the famous six-day

war again saw Israel successfully

defend its country, as well as take

over many new territories. Among
these lands were the Jordan-

controlled half of Jerusalem and

West Bank, and the Egyptian-

guided Gaza Strip. These acqui-

sitions were the start of the

present 20-year problem between

the very frustrated Palestinians

and the wary ever-cautious

Israelis.

Personally, I cannot find blame
in the uprising by the Palestini-

ans. For 40 years the Palestinians

have htoi without a homeland
and have been treated unfairly in

Israel. They are not alk)wed to

participate in the government or

army, and most hold low income

jobs.

Israel is about as democratic as

South Africa in that Israeli Arabs

have about the same rights as

blacks in South Africa.

Yet in the occupied territories

it is even worse. The living con-

ditions are terrible, and although

Israel is trying somewhat to

improve the area, they still ada-

mantly refuse to give the Pales-

tinians the right to self-rule.

The United States has done

practically noliiing to oppose the

military crackdown by Israel. We
have abstained from all but one

United Nations vote and have
displayed a cowardly policy on the

issue.

We do not want to provoke any
unwanted animosity, so we stick
to our 'neutral' policy and then
give them $3 billion worth of aid

every year. In essence, the United
States is a puppet to our friendly

neighbor in the Middle East.

Israel knows this. Israeh's know
that their country is used as a
strategy for the United States.

They also know that the U.S., as
well as most of the free universe,
is at their fingertips. They have
warned the U.S. not to interfere

with their problems and, like

obedient children, we obey.

A few weeks ago, President
Hosni Mubarek of Egypt visited

America to discuss this problem
with President Ronald Reagan
and Secretary of State George
Schultz. Egypt is the sole Arab
country to have friendly relations

with Israel. It seems that they feel

they have been openly deceived by
Israel.

When Egypt and Israel signed

the Camp David accords in the
late 1970s, Israel promised that in

the upcoming five years it would
abandon the occupied Gaza strip.

This five-year period ended in

1982, and Israeli troops remain.

However, it seems that Mubar-
ek has his hands tied. Although
Egypt has just restored diplomatic
ties with the Arab countries,

Mubarek does not want to break

relations with Israel and definitely

does not want to anger the folks

in Washington (who give Egypt
almost $2 billion in aid every
year).

Since nobody especially likes, or

trusts, Syria or Iran, and since

Jordan has practically no military

power, the Palestinians are people

not only lacking a homeland, but

also an ally.

But the United States could be
this ally by giving aid to the

Palestinians (through Israel, ot

course) so they might be able to

live in houses instead of huts. We
could be an ally l>y cutting all the

military aid we shower Israel with
every year. If those bureaucrats
who run our country had any
guts, the U.S. could be that ally.

Amgad Sabongui is a sophomore
accounting major and a staff repor

terfor the VilletnovmH,
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Athlete stipends rebutted
To the Editor:

I absolutely disagree with Jim
Bowman's op^ entitled, "Ath^

letes should receive stipends,"

which was printed last week. '

First of all. Bowman's op^
only addresses basketball players.

They are not the only athletes.

Here at Villanova the athletic

department offers tennis, track,

^cer, swimming, water polo and
the list goes on. These athletes

work hard, too, putting in hours
of practice which keep them from
holding part-time jobs.

They represent Villanova well,

even if they do not bring in a
bundle of money or "provide a
majority of students with some-
thing to look forward to every

weekend." Does Bowman plan to

pay these athletes, also?

Furthermore, the "great purses
their schools devour from sell-out

crowds and juicy television con-

tracts," are used to support these
other, less profitable sports. If

that money was used, instead, to

pay basketball and football play-

ers, then we could probably say
goodbye to some sports. Is that
fair?

How about students on academ-

ic scholarships?They have to keep

their grades up to keep their

scholarships. Often, keeping their

grades up means studying more
and giving up a part-time job.

Those students represent the

academic side of the University

just as the athletes stand for the

athletic side. So, should we pay

them, too?

I could go on. What about
organization leaders? Major organ-
ization leaders like the Villanova

Union president, the ViUanovan
editor in chief and the Student
Government president easily put
in some 30 to 40 hours per week,
and they do not have scholarships

to fall back on. Why not pay them,
too, while we are at it?

Getting back specifically to

paying athletes, though. Bowman
proposes that the NCAA "estab-

lish a graduated scale, based on
the family's financial need, for

monthly payments to collegiate

athletes." Although his plan does

keep the stipend amount from
skyrocketing by proposing a limit,

there are still problems with it.

Since we cannot take the money
from the "great purses" without

negating other sports, where,
exactly, will the money come
from? Sure, some of the larger

sdiools may have the funds to pay
stipends. However, what about

the smaller schools that cannot

afford to offer stipends but can
offer a quality educatton? (Oh,

yeah, school is for education, is

it not?) These smaller schools will

be cheated of talented athletes

becaiise they cannot pay as much.
Again I ask, is that fair?

Furthermore, ifBowman thinks

that once athletes receive a sti-

pend "overzealous alumni with
padded wallets" will go away, he
is sadly mistaken.

No matter how much a school

can offer, those overzealous alum-
ni still believe they can give more.
The NCAA can best fight the
problem of illegal payments by
continuing on the present path.

So, yes, I am one of the so-called

cynics who would "interject, 'But
the school is, giving them a free

ticket to the future. What more
do they deserve?' "

I believe that
scholarship athletes get a lot.

Ten thousand dollars a year is

more than most students make
with a part-time job. And $10,000

worth of education and room and
board each year is what Villanova

athletes get when they come here.

They will not spend the first 10

years after graduation paying off

student loans.

There is no reason why they
cannot work during the summer
and save so they have spending

money for the school year. They
are not professional athletes.

They are here for an education
and are lucky enough to have a
talent that will pay for that
education.

Mary E. Charest
Class of 1988

Change calendar

Library book check effective
To the Editon

"The current system where a
(Falvey Memorial) library

employee glances at half-opened

bookbags to check for library

materials is archaic and costly.

Villanova must update their loan

system to reduce stolen library

books." (ViUanovan, Feb. 12.)

During one average workday at

Falvey Memorial Library, a period

of time extending over 16 hours,

an average of 2,500 students

carrying book bags pass by the

doorchecker's desk. This averages

out to 17,000 per week.

If 100 bags were missed during

any particular week, it would be

a lot. But even if this many were

missed, it would be only .58

percent. This is a success rate of

99.42 percent.

With marks like this, if a door-

checker was a student, he would
graduate magna cum lauda.

In the great basketball game
with Temple, the well-vaunted

Wildcats were described in the

Daily News as playing near per-

fection, hitting 30 out of 58 shots

from the floor, but this is a mere
51.7 percent. The paper said the

team was "impressive from the

three-point line," shooting 10 for

22 or 45.4 percent.

Rollie Massimino's stellar court

stars came closest to the door-

checker's average at the foul line

hitting 16 for 18, or 88.8 percent.

The doorcheckers who work on

weekends and during evening
hours must not only inspect book

bags leaving the library, but must
also check the I.D.s of students

entering the library.

Three of the doorcheckers are
over 65 years of age. Two are
pushing 70.

For all of this they are paid
minimum wages, for this the
Villanvoa community should
expect Frank Rizzo.

Joseph P. Barrett
dcwrchecker,

Falvey Memorial Library
Class of 1950

To the Editor:

Looking back at past Villanova

academic calendars, I noticed that

spring semester classes almost

always started on Monday. So
why did we start on Wednesday
this year?

Graduation is now held a week
later than it was the the past. So,

to coincide with graduation, the

semester should have started a

week later, too. But, instead of

starting Jan. 25, as we should

have, we started the Wednesday
before, and this semester is unne-

cessarily stretched out.

If graduation will always be the

weekend before Memorial Day,

the start of the spring semester

should reflect this, and classes

should therefore begin on the

Monday between Jan. 19 and Jan.

25. Jan. 25 might seem late for

some people, but if graduation is

later, then the start of classes

should also be later. We returned

to Villanova Jan. 20, while many
of our friends at other schools,

who started the same day as us

in past years, had off until Jan.

25.

I believe we should start spring

classes Jan. 23 next year, instead

of the currently scheduled Jan. 19.

It is really worth it to come back

for only two days before the

weekend? Not only would coming
back on a Sunday be easier for

many students, we would also

benefit from a longer Christmas

break, while only going, at the

most, two daays later in May.

(There would still be an eight-day

Senior Week.)

I believe the spring semester

should always start on a Monda^,
which would be Jan. 23, 1989, if

graduation is held May 21.

Thomas Wanitsky
Class of 1989

Student says ViUanovan limited
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To the Editor:

Last year Joe Crivelli wrote a

letter to your paper to tell you it

was time for a new newspaper at

Villanova. Part of his argument
was that the newspaper lacked

the abiUty to stir up any form of

commotion amongst the students

on any major issues.

Although I realize you are all

under the heavy thumb of the

administration^ the newspaper
must act as some type of fuiel for

thought on issues that seem to be
barely smoldering in the minds of

students.

It is obvk)us that, for the most
part, Villanova is cluttered with
a bunch of apathetic rich kids.

The sad thing about your paper
is that it simply feeds them with
the continued Villanova dap-trap
in order to maintain status quo.

It's as if you have all been
yanked around by your ear by
your parents all your life and have
continued to do this "yes ma'am,
yes father" following, in writing

for the newspaper.
I am not saying the status quo

is not great, but I think it is a little

unrealistic. You report who, what
and where very efuctively, but it

seems nobody addresses "why?**

The front p^ of the Feb. 5
issue exemplifiet this perfectly.

First, the "Security evaluated"

article reported on the effective-

ncM of tht campua Sacurity. The

real issue to be brought out by the

paper is that the administration
knows that the World War U
veterans and other misfits that
they hired as security guards are
weak.

•

Secondly, the real issue
attached to the "West campus
plans continue" article is that the

administration is stuck between
a rock and a hard place when it

comes to housing.

Neighboring towns are becom-
ing less and less hospitable to the
students, who are trying desper-
ately to live a college lifestyle. It

is a given, that students are going
to bring some type of vandalism,
noise, underage drinkinganddrug
problem to any neighborhood, but
somehow the school must offer

some place for students to live,

while getting their education.
Otherwise they are not being
realistic

The third article that I would
like to address is the "Spring
festival aprofved" article. I could

see every orientation counselor

and RA's heart tingle when they

say *lMy oh boy, isn't Villanova

just the greatest? They're going

to onanizc a festival for ut and
we can even drink the forbkklen

drink: bser!"

Holy cow, I myself, couki not

believe it either, but after I

thought for a miUi-teoond more,

I could see the administration's

ploy.

When you think back to the past

radiation days, that we have
annually celebrated in the spring

to commemorate the Three Mile

Island meltdown, the administra-

tkm is smarts

If you ask around you will hear

stories about when a security

guard went mad and started

swinging at students after he had
been doused in beer at a radiation

day celdMation.

Obviously, the administration

has admitted that they could not

handle the situation in the past,

and is now attempting to control

it. I am not knocking the admin-
istration, but I wish the news-
paper had the perceptk>n to see the

ploy of the hierarchy that we live

under.

I am not trying to be a trouble
maker, but I think some revela-

tions have to be made about what
is going down around here.

And if this letter is manipulated
or misinterpreted^ that will be too

bad. I thinlt I have something to

say, and all I ask for is a little

respect. If you would like to

attempt to embarrass me in the
Who Knows, Who Cares?, ... go
ahead, make my day.

Bobart B. da Grool
OiMaolieM

*>

Snow removal
unsatisfactory
To the Editon

This letter should be addressed
to "the powers that be at Villanova
Universijty." Let's talk snow
removal — or lack thereof.

Does the word "lawsuit" mean
anything to you? Do you realize
that il a student (or anyone else
for that matter, parent, sibling or
alumni) were to slip and get hurt
on Univereity property, the Uni-
versity could be sued?

J know of two falls that, thank
goodness, resulted only in minor
scrapes and bruises and a flying

guitar. But I am sure that there
were many othere, perhaps even
serious injuries. And isn't it

strange that the sidewalks in

front of Austin Hall were cleared
yet St. Rita's Hall has not been
touched? And how about the
parking tot, or should I say skating
rink! Pushing a stalled car across
a sheet of ice is not a fun job.

I realize that snow removal is

a big job. I also realize that the
University has an outside contrac-
tor to do that job. However, that
job is not getting done. If need be,
I know quite a few students who
would be happy to earn a few
extra bucks shoveling sidewalks.

Ingrid Bimbach
St RiU'a resident

Class of 1988

Artwork offensive
To the E<liton

We are writing in reference to

a cartoon which appeared in the

art bin in the Feb. 12 issue of the

ViUanovan. The cartoon depicted

sorority rush as a degrading,
humiliating and terrifying expe-

rience. The idea of sororities in

general was completely mis-
construed.

It is infuriating to see such a
misrepresentation of the sorority

system only days after the com-
pletion of a successful formal
rush. The extensive preparation,

careful thought and consideration

involved in membership selection

was completely disregarded by the
cartoon.

Obviously the cartoonist has no
conception of what sororities have

to offer. The opportunities for

leadership, community service,

scholastic development and
friendships encouraged by soror-

ities were clouded with the notion
of parties as the sole benefit.

Perhaps the cartoonist and
reader should consider the fact

that if rush was as mortifying as
depicted, why then did more than
500 girls subject themselves to

such "hell."

Vickie Maurone
Class of 1989

president
Delta Gamma

Kara Vlahos
Class of 1989

Equal rights

losing its focus
To ithe Editor:

Although I am in favor of the

ERA (Equal Rights Amendment)
as a movement to do away with
unfair discrimination on the basis

of sex, I am beginning to think
more and more that the whole
affair is reaching a state of

fanaticism.

I find the terms chairperson,

layperson and selectperson some-
what absurd. Will the jack-of-all-

trades soon be called a
handyperson?

All of these secular terms are

bad enough, but what really

topped it off and bothered me
enough to write this letter, is what
I heard at Mass this past weekend.

In the Apostles' Creed, instead

of saying, "For us men and our
salvation ..." the church is now
advocating, "For us and our
salvation ..."

I do not know how many, if any,
female church-goers were
offended by "us men." I think it

is safe to assume the phrase was
written to infer man as mankind,
not that Jesus had no interest in

the salvation of women. Or should
we believe that Jesus' attention to

Mary Magdelene was just an act?

As I said, I think ERA is impor-

tant to correct the unfair discrim-

inations between the sexes, but let

us not get so carried away that

we start imagining discrim-
inations.

Theresa Jones
Class of 1988

Student praises
VIIUmQvan
To the Editor:

I have been working at Villa-

nova University for eight years
now and I want to let you and
everyone involved in putting out
this interesting newspaper know,
that I feel that all of you deserve
a huge pat on the back, a round
of applause, a standing ovation,
etc.

The editorials, features, enter-
tainment and sports were covered
in a very professional style and
you should be very proud indeed.
One particular issue, Feb. 5, had
everything.

Besides covering the silly things

that are a necessary part of life

to survive in an academic atmos-
phere, a lot of things that are of

interest to us all were put into

focus much more clearly and with
some workable solutions needed
to make this a better community
for all of us.

While I myself find this a good
place to come to every day, that

is not the case for everyone. But
keep airing the issues and maybe
our new theme song will be "One
Down, and Two To Go."

Theresa T. Whiteman
Staff

F^bniMy1$,l9SfTWEVILLANOVANaPa9a13

Campus
By DANA SHAFIE

Pkoti^aphy Editor

This week the ViUano-
van asks, "Do you think
cheating is a problem at

Villanova?"

"5»1 •wr
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Alcohol: an Important

Issue oncampuses
By DIANE P. CARMAN

StaffRfporUr

Greeks throughout the country
have become more aware of the

dangers involved in participating

in the traditional custom of haz-

ing, according to an article in the

Feb. 8 issue of the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

Because of the great number of

lawsuits contending harm from
Greek-related drinking and hazing
and pressure from university
officials who are threatening to

ban them froin campuses, frater-

nities and sororities around the

nation are taking measures to

clean up their acts.

Incidents which inspired this

movement include the disbanding
of fraternities and sororities at the

University of Lowell in Massachu-
setts. This occurred after two
hazing incidents in a period of 10

years.

The demise of the Greek system
at Amherst College because of

fraternity-related unruly and
dangerous drinking parties, and

legal action brouf(ht against Penn
State fraternities for serving

alcohol to minors and beating a

pledge, were also factors in the

recent developments.

More recently in the news was
the death of a Lamda Chi Alpha

pledge at Rutgers University in

New Jersey. This has further

incited university communities to

inspect more thoroughly their

Greek systems.

Even Villanova has had its

problems. In 1982, after attending

an off-campus fraternity party

involving alcohol, Monica Buck-

ley, a freshman, was killed and
five others were injured in a car

accident.

Buckley's family and Anne
Fasset, another victim who was
left a quadriplegic, sued the fra-

ternity. In a landmark decision,

a federal court ruled that the

organizers of the party and those

whobought and served the alcohol

were to be held responsible.

That ruling combined with
pressure from national fraternity

organizations and complaints of

noise and unruliness by neighbors

has prompted Villanova Greeks to

, improve their behavior.

M^ganJones, chairperson of the

Greek Committee on Drug and
Alcohol Awareness, commented
that Villanova Greeks have
become aware of, and concerned

with, such problems.

They have established option

programs to educate their

members. Many have formed
sober committees to collect keys

at TG's and ensure responsible

drinking.

Jones states that various admin-
istrators have conducted a study

on the Villanova Greek system,

and she feels that they are looking

for legitimate reasons to have it

dissolved.

"We know that we are being

watched. One more mistake by
anyone and we're gone," said

Jones.

This week surveys will be
distributed to fraternities and
sororities to discover if there is

significant drug or alcohol prob-

lem within the Greek system.

Heard it through
the Greekvine
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"Why did you decide to go

Greek?"

"The reason I wanted to

go Greek was to enrich my
social life and to become a
greater part of this

school."'

Jaimie Kent
freshman
Zeta Psi

"I saw what a blast it

was for my friends and I

had to be a part of it!"

Colleen Lange
sophomore

Kappa Alpha Theta

"The reason I went
Greek was because it

seemed likea lot ol ftm and

I heard the T.G.*s are

awesome."
Jemyfer Hesley

*1 went Greek because

I wanted to get out of the

torn and have a fpod time

with my friends.

TiaKane

Tan

THANKS!

PRC'S, Rush Committee
and everyone wtio
helped with Rush!

Your hard wori< is

greatiy appreciated
You made Rush 1988
a success!

Thanks again,
The Panhellenic
Association and
Trish LalVlotta

Computerized rush
a success
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

Staff Reporter

Villanova has recently expe-

rienced its first computerized
sorority rush, according to Gary
H. Bonas, assistant director of

Student Activities.

The "Compute-A-Rush" system
generated party lists, invitations,

and nametags, and handled bid

matching, stated Bonas.

The computer did these tasks

in a fraction of time that it would
have taken to do them manually.

For example, Compute-A-Rush
matched bids in one minute, said

Bonas, a job which in the past has

taken a dozen people six hours to

complete.

"I was amazed at the system's

accuracy and quickness," said

Trish LaMotta, Panhellenic rush

chairperson.

"It was the best investment

Panhellenic ever made," said

LaMotta of the $3,000 system.

The computer was able to give

LaMotta important rush statistics

while keeping track of the 508

women going through rush.

Villanova is the 30th Panhellen-

ic to use Compute-A-Rush. It was
developed by D and D Digital in

Ames, Iowa. It was first installed

at Iowa State University about 10

years ago.

Rewards ofPledging
By STEPHEN FERRARO

Staff Reporter

"Education is much more than

textbooks and class, for more than

100 years fraternities have helped

shape young men into confident

people and leaders," according to

the White Diamond of Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity.

, The pledging period of a new
member in a fraternity is a time

of learning and growth. Contrary

to popular belief, pledges do not

exist only to work parties and run

tasks for brothers. The idea

behind this is to help the pledges

assimilate into the fraternity at

large.

The pledging period should

develop unity, cooperation and

friendship between the pledge

class as a unit, and the brother-

hood as a whole. This is also a

microcosm of getting along in

society.

The pledging process takes a lot

of time, effort and eneri^y. This

helps to promote retpontihilitv in

academics by teaching the pledges

how to budget time effectively.

Pledges do not have the time to

procrastinate. Their time is spent'

balancing school work and frat-

ernal activities. Pledges must do
both or face the consequences.

Older brothers are available to

offer assistance with studies

during the pledge program.

A pledge must also learn the

history and tradition of the indi-

vidual chapter and the national

fraternity. He must be responsible

in maintaining the highest ideals

of Christian manhood.

Pledging helps promote social

consciousness. In order to promote

awareness, pledges must go to

seminars on sexual diseases and
substance abuse.

Pledging also helps to develop

a professional attitude. It teaches

punctuality, how to anticipate a

superior's needs, meet anticipa-

tions, and dress for every occasion.

Pledging also promotes pledge

pride, both in himself and in his

chapter.
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In an attempt to promote awareness of the serious issue of AIDS, the
Villanovan has published this supplement with the greatly appreciated help
of the following individuals: Natalie McKenna, Kevin Hecht, Noel E. Falco,

Kathleen Reichner, Susan E. Corcoran, Cindy Bosnian, Elliott McEldowney, the
Rev. Ray Jackson O.S.A., the Center for Peace and Justice, Terry Conner and
Lankenau Hospital in Philadelphia.

An editorial
- -- - - «

AIDS: America's fatal reality
When AIDS was first recognized in the United States in 1981, there were

fewer than 60 reported cases. As of March 1987, there were more than 32,000
cases of AIDS and about 20,000 deaths. According to federal health officials,
1-1.5 million Americans are now asymptomatic carriers of HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus) and the American AIDS death toll is expected to exceed
179,000 by 1991. As of yet, no cure had been found. AIDS is a fatal reality that
will not disappear in the near future.

The AIDS epidemic concerns everyone. Children, Catholic priests and
heterosexual men and women are dying every day of ATOS — a deadly disease
that was commonly considered an exclusively homoeexual condition.
AIDS awareness and education is vital for nationwide compassion for victimt.

A national AIDS policy is desperately needed for medical assistance* work md
•dMol reguiitaani md research fundii«.
- jywra Mpt art iK« b i i itdy to combat thit fatal condition.iwr^ik^> rw-A |,, 1 ^1^1 ^ mMifii MfUii

rlalbalica, ahouklinoonNinileiiilollHirdiir
mttmciAIDSmlaritmtkMcmmum

^ ^ ^ ,^ ,_^- L««TiitaMtAHK.AIDSiiaM*ly.a«
tniiedy that will rmmm far many tomorrowa if we do not act today.
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An op-ed

AIDS affects more
than homosexuals

By

ELLIOTT McELDOWNEY
Staff Reporter

So often when a conversation

turns to the subject of AIDS or

of homosexuals, it is regarded as

,
time to pull out a series of jokes,

puns and stories which mock and
scorn those with AIDS.
While these jokes serve to

dissipate tension and keep a

conversation light, they also

reveal much more alwut exactly

what our fears and insecurities

are.

Homophobia, the fear or hate of

homosexuals, is closely tied to fear

and panic about AIDS. I think that

it is the excuse of AIDS that has
helped homophobia, which is akin

to.racism in its prejudice, grow
to a state of near-acceptance
around us.

While theAIDS disease remains
a mystery, it will obviously be a
source of fear. But fear of AIDS
and fear of homosexuals are two
distinct matters; one does not

imply the other (as somany people

seem to think) nor should one be
confused with the other. It is easy

to cloak a fear or hate of homo-
sexuals beneath the pretence of a

fear of AIDS.
The fear of AIDS is understan-

dable, it has at its root the fear

of death. The fear of homosexuals,
which I have witnessed all anwnd
me, is less easily underatood. The
words associated with hoowaex-
uality are part d our daily Ian-

guM; "f^** "hono," "gay" are

aU derogatory tcHM we ate with-
out thinkiag. Bat apai

ing frimii ihoyf aiohi
have to adWl that they

individual sexuality. Eric Hoffer,

in his book The True Believer,

said, "Whence come these unreas-
onable hatreds, and why their

unifying effect? They are an
expression of a desperate effmt to

supress an awareness of our
inadequacy, worthlessness, guilt

and other shortcomings of the
self. Self-contempt is here trans-

muted into hatred ofothers— and
there is a most determined and
persistant effort to mask this

switch."

This would probably be the
time for me to toss in various
moving, emotional, and no doubt
controversial, biblical passages in

defense of my position: instead I

will offer this idea. To my know-
ledge, at no time do the gospels
advocate hate, no matter at whom
it is aimed.
The Catholic bishops' comment

is relevent as well. They state,

"We encourage all members of our
society to relate to its [AIDS]
victims with compassion and
understanding, as they would to

those suffering from any other
fatal disease. They continue,
"All of God's sons and daughters,
all members of our society, are
entitled to the recognition of their

full human dignity."

In the novel The Plague, by
Albert Camus, the residents oif the
city of Qran are quarantined
because of an outbreak of bubonic
phigue. The city is ckMed off, and
oommuiiity springs up between
the citixens where none was
belore. AIDS has reached a stage
whare it ia now epidemic, or a
plaaiia. Faaowing a Catholic tra-

dmm, oars shoukl be a call to

ooaMMiiity, not to division in the
fmelAIDS.

bagM this pMoexnth the tsaoe
of hMMT. and its itaniiratinns I

this paints to iaai
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AIDS patient expresses views:

Calling for compassion and hope
ByELUOTT

McELDOWNEY
StttffReporter

Terry Conner speaks with an
enthusiasm that is at once sur-

prising and disarming. His voice

is clear as he talks about his

recent trips to the hospital and
how happy he is to be able to

return to work. Terry is 31 years
of age, and although he appears
healthy, he has the deadly disease
AIDS (acquired immune defficien-

cy syndrome).

"Look at me," he said. "You
would never know unless I told

you." And he is right, nothing
about him hints of the disease

within him. The external clues

certainly do not reveal it; he is

lively, his complexion is dark, and
he seems athletic. Terry is also

heterosexual — proof that AIDS
is not ah exclusively homosexual
disease.

on the couch watching television.

I think it was Donahue, Phil

Donahue, and this AIDSguycame
on with his doctor. He started

describing his symptoms. With
every syinptom he described my
jaw dropped because I had every-

thing he was saying. But even at

that I refused to believe that me
being a straight person could have
this disease. Like I said at this

time, it was known as a gay
disease

"When I had 103 degree fever

I had to do something. My family

doctor suggested either a cardiol-

ogist or an infectious disefise

specialist. I went to the cardiol-

ogist. I could barely walk when
I went. He took one kx)k at me
and said, 'you don't need me.' He
called over to the hospital to the

chief of infectious disease. I was
in the hospital that day, diagnosed
six days later.

So mmy i^eoph an dyb^ ilom. TImie's no
worse crime to mo then Imowing you're going to

die emihe¥lag to doH ehne.

"I grew up in the West Chester

area, went to West Chester East

High School and then went out to

East Stroudsburg for a year and
a half. I was president of the

student council, I was on the track

teain.

"I've been involved in music for

years. I used to work with a group

called The Dovells. And then I got

into video, which is what led me
to Arizona where I believe I

contracted the disease.

"I make no excuses for what I

did. I paid to have sex with a

hooker and am ()aying a dear price

for it now. That's how I got it . .

.

it was through heterosexual inter-

course. I don't mind you saying

that, but I don't want to give

people the false impression that

I got AIDS just because I was with

a prostitute. Anybody can get this,

and that!s the bottom line.

"I was diagnosed August of

1986. The way it came about was
six to eight months before I was
diagnosed I started getting sick.

I had a stomach virus that lasted

four months, two of which I

couldn't even work, I was doubled

over with pain. After that cleared

up I was fine for a month, but then

got a sldn rash all over my body.

The thing that kept me from
getting diagnosed sooner was that

I was heterosexual. And they

never thought olgivingme a bkxid

test for AIDS because at that time

it was a gfiy disease.

"Whatlsay topeople about that

is that jurt happened to be where^

it starMr PMfie think of it as a

gay discist because it started

there, but it ii definitely a

hctswsaiMilly^ iransmittad thing

"Fortunately for me and my
mom, I had an idea. I didn't want
to believe it, but it wasn't a
complete surprise to me. Why else

should I be in the hospital, some-

one who's been healthy all his life?

The doctor told me point blank,

you have been diagnosed with

Pneumocystis pneumonia and
this leads us to believe that you
have AIDS.
"And I kind of took it, in stride.

What else could I do? After they

[the doctors] left, my ex-fiancee

called me on the phone to see how
I was doing. I just broke down,
I couldn't even talk to her on the

phone. Then my mom walked in

the room, she works at the hos-

pital I go to; I just broke down like

a little baby and started crying.

Because it was at this point I

realized, hey I'm going to die. And
I've got this disease that means
you're going to lose all your
friends, everybody. That was a

rough day, probably one of the

n>ughest diays of my life. But it

was also within the next few days

that I came to grips with it and
said, i've got it and can't do a

thing about it. It's sink or swim

Pooflemdiotlteee
Imeeue It

tfmrOfbatltb
e

tn

kying

time and I'm not one for sinking;

Xm Mt giving up. I also said that

I have nothing to be aahamsd of

\

... I make no excuses for what I

did.

"There's such stigma about
having AIDS, and, 'you must be
gay.' I'm not going to hide this

thing, this isn't right to live

behind some kind of curtain. And
so I came right out with it to

everybody. I figured 'accept me or

reject me,' and if you reject me,
I don't need you in my life anyway.
I told everybody; the Phillies

whom I work with a lot, I told my
friends, my family, relatives. And
for the most part I got 100 percent

of it back in a good way. Usually

it's 'what can we do for you?'

"Once they realize they aren't

in danger. My brother and his wife

have two children, and they were
scared to death and wouldn't let

mego near them. And I understood

that even though it ripped into me
like a hacksaw. I understand that

people are afraid of this thing.

That's why I'm doing what I'm

doing. To help get rid of their fears

and tell them what is fact and
what is fiction. And there's a lot

of fiction out there.

"My brother and his wife ...

went out and researched this and
found they didn't have anvthing

to worry about. It may still be a

little weird in their heads when
they see me pick my nephew up
and kiss him or hug him but it's

not transmitted that way, and
they know that. That's the impor-

tant thing. Now everything's just

as it always was.

"It's really a very difficult thing

to get unless the conditions are

right. That doesn't mean that

people don't have to worry about

it. If you're going to be with

someone you're taking a chance
regardless. Because someone
could look like I look. You'd never

know I had this unless I told you.

No girl would have any idea I had
this if I didn't tell her.

"I do take responsibility for my
actions. There are people who
don't. You get real lonely with this

disease. I long to walk down the

street and hold a girl's hand, or

just to snuggle with a girl. That's

one of the hardest things I'm

dealing with right now. There's

that big part that's missing, that

one-to-one relationship with a

female. That's what I miss the

most.

"There's a lot of mental things.

There was a time I refused to go
into a mall, because most people

don't realize that I have more to

fear from people than they have

to fear from me. When they get

a cold, they fight it off. If I'm

around them and I catch their

coki, it could kill me. Whereas the

only thing they have to worry

from me is bk)od to blood, blood

to semen. •

'*! often say that it's the person

you know has it you have to worry

about least. It's the person you

don't know who has it. because

they prabahly don't know they

have it; that's the one that's going

to go around infecting whoever
they're with. That's the scary

thing in this whole disease, and
I can't emphasize enough that I

have more to fear from people

than they from me.

f imlre no excuses for
Nffkat I dkL I peU to
hew sex with e hooker
end em peying e deer
price for It noir. That's
now I got tt . . . tt ires

throinjh heterosexuel
Intercourse/'

"I'm susceptible, anything can
kill me, my immune system is not

working properly. And when your

ittimune system doesn't work
properly you're susceptible to all

kinds of stuff; any kind of herpes

sores, any kind of flu, anything

along that way, opportunistic

infections. I have to fear from
everybody.

"There was a time I refused to

go in a mall; I was scared to death.

I figured there's all these sick

people in there; if I go in there I'm

going to die. I had to get over that.

"Then I went through another

phase where I refused to buy
myself anything new. I figured

have my friends and my family,

and my peers, the people I work
with.

"Like I said, I didn't hide from

anybody and I think that was my
biggiest advantage. The Phillies

called when I was in the hospital.

'Anytime you want to work just

call us.* You can't do better than

that. That amazes me.

"As of August of 1986 to

November of last year, I was in

the hospital eight times, for about

a month each' time. Of the eight

times I was only in the hospital

twice because I was sick. I had
pneumonia twice.

"The other times were theAZT,
the one experimental drug the

government has okayed, that put

me in the hospital twice. It's real

toxic. It's kind of like chemother-

apy. I'm now on the drug for the

fourth time. I felt the good effects

from it. But it drops your blood

count, white and red. They also

gave me a drug called bactrum.

It's like a penicillin; the bactrum
almost killed me. In 10 days, It

almost killed me. I don't know if

it's because of the disease or what.

"Along with all this, when
you're on the AZT I might get a

headache. I might get fevers.

When you get headaches the first

thing they think is meningitis and

spinal tap right away. I've had two
spinal taps bronchoscope which

. . . People don't reellie thetlheve more to her
hem people then they heve to fear from me.

When they get e coM, they fight It off. H I'm

around them and I catch thek cold, it could kill

me." Wherees the only thbig they heve to worry

from me Is bhod to bhod, blood to semen.

I'm going to die why should I

spend my money on something
I'm never going to get to enjoy?

I got a CD player last Christmas;
it was great but I refused to spend
17 bucks for something I'm never

even going to see the life of. These
are all things I had to get over.

There are some heavy duty mental
things I had to deal with.

"The least of my problems was
discrimination. That's what you
hear about the most. There was
a guy in the hospital bed next to

me who lost everything. He had
to be hospitalized because his

family wouldn't take him; his

friends wouldn't take him. He
didn't have to be in the hospital,

but he had nowhere else to go. And
I said, 'what a crime.' Just because
of the f—ing stigma people have
put on this disease.

"So many people are dying
alone. There's no worse crime to

me than knowing you're going to

die and having to do it akme.
That's when I'd consider suidde.

And I have though about it but

it's not in my cards. Then again

I have all the security I nasd. I

is in your nose into your lungs

where they do scrapings, bone

marrow taps, nuclear medicine. It

just goes on and on the sh - I've

had done to me. And all to keep

me healthy. That's the ironic part.

"When I get sick, they treat me
for it and I get healthy. Then who
knows when I could get sick again.

It just depends on how weak my
system is or how strong the virus

is. That's why it's hard to tell why
I'm doing so good right now, and

for so long. But I attribute it to

attitude, possibly the AZT.
"My attitude is my strongest

thing going for me. I'm not ready

to give up and I'm enjoying life.

I'm having a good time. And that's

the most important thing to me.

And I think it's a good lesson for

anybody to learn to be happy with

yourself, no matter what the odds.

"Learn to be happy from with-

inside yourself, which is a hard

thing for a lot of people to do. Most
people walk around miserable all

their lives, or they're in a job

that's so stressful. And I tend to

take life, and I've been working

(Camlinued on pagi 24)
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V.U. AIDS program foNows
By NOEL E. FALCO

N4WS Editor

Villanova Catholics are receiving confusing signals concerning

the use of prophylactics to prevent the spread of Acquired

Immunodeficiency Syndrome [AIDS]. National and local authorities

are presenting different and sometimes conflicting messages in

statements retarding AIDS and condoms.

The University's own AIDS education program, which started

in spring of 1987, mentions "the use of condoms in preventing the

spread of disease but in no way endorses the use of condoms," said

Gary Bonas, assistant director of Student Activities on Jan. 29.

The program, which falls under the Student Life department,

uses peer educators who are interested in working with other students

and are trained in knowledge of AIDS and teaching approach. A team

of teaeha* counselors and a member of the AIDS task force also work

witlvthe program, said Bonas.

Information presented includes transmission of the disease,

behavior patterns and Catholic dogma. "We try to balance dogma

with facts," he said.

Bonas said the program does not provide information on how
to use condoms but instead "just says that it [a condom] biologically

prevents spread of disease."

He further said, "Condoms are only 80 percent effective. They

are only as efficient as in preventing pr^nancy. Abstinence is the

onlv answer."
Since the program's installation at Villanova, controversy has

ensued in the nation over condom use.

The Surgeon General's report on AIDS, released this fall, stated,

"If your [AIDS] test is positive or if you engage in high risk activities

and choose not to have a test, you should tell your sexual partner.

If you jointly decide to have sex, you must protect your partner by

always using a rubber condom during [start to finish] sexual

intercourse [vagina or rectum]."

The report included a message to youth that stated, "By saying

«o to sex and drugs, they [single teenage girls] can avoid AIDS which

can kill them. The same is true for teenage boys who should also

not have rectal intercourse with other males. It may result in AIDS."

The Surgeon General also wrote on the importance of AIDS
education. The report said, "Education about AIDS should start in

early elementary school and at home so that children can grow up

knowing the behavior to avoid to protect themselves from exposure

to the AIDS virus."

Comhtm sn only 90 peremt ^fhctiw. Tk^y sn otHy m$

eHMmt as In pnwnting pregnnney. MMkmncn Is the only

vMy•My atSISllin WVCIVr 9fMMMn MCDVIPOT

The administrative board of the United States Catholic

Conference [USCC] issued a statement titled "The Many Faces of

AIDS: A Gospel Response" in November 1987. This statement was
issued in order to help make moral choices concerning "the etiolqgjr

of this deadly epidemic, its prevention, and the care of those stricken.

'

However, the statement has created controversy over a section

that might lead people to be taught how to use contraceptives, a

practice that is not permitted by Catholic dogma.
The section stated, "We [administrative board] recognize that

public educational prognuns addressed to a wide audience will reflect

the fact that some people will not act as they can and should; that

they will not refrain from the type of sexual or dnig-abuae bdiavior

that can transmit AIDS. In sudi situatioiis, educational efforts, if

grounded in die broader moral visioa outlined above, could include

accurate information about prophylactic devices praipoaed by aome
medical experts as potentiiA means of preventing Au>$/'

The stjUement also addresMd Ae isMe of AIDS etfncation

programs in sdioob and wiigions aa| aduk nHirnriMi fKOBims. it

said, "While we raoflcntas, above all dK
as the printtfy educators of their duUrsB
this area, we also affirm that there outfit to he

about ADDS at every appropriate level of Catholic schools

^ifl^icatwf^ prMprams*
''Adapted to the maturity of the kamors, dwse programs sfaouM

communicate the biological facts about AIDS as well as the values

whidi should form their consciences," it stated.

While the statement commented that several U.S. and Canadian-

dioceses have developed guidelines for this education, the past and

present administrators of the Philadelphia diocese, in which Villanova

is located, have objected to parts of the USCC statement.

Cardinal John Krol and his sucessor, Archbishop Anthony
Bevilacqua, together issued a Dec. 14 statement citing "widespread

confusion and a certain amount of misinterpretation concerning

chyrch teaching about the use of contraceptive devices" as a result

of the USCC statement.

''It is the teaching of the Catholic Church that the sons and

daughters of the Church 'are forbidden to use methods [of birth

control] disapproved of by the teaching authority of the Church in

its interpretation of divine law* (Vatican Council II, Pastoral

Consdtution on the Church in the Modem World, 51). The use of

condoms is not morally acceptable and is not a morally correct way
to prevent the spread of AIDS," wrote Krol and Bevilacqua.

They further said, "[I]t is regrettable that there has been some
interpretation of the statement of the administrative board that nins

contrary to Church teaching and is therefore unacceptable . .
/*

The Rev. Owen R.Jackson, O.S.A., of Villanova's Center for Peace

and Justice Education, said there is "clearly a division between

'

conservative and progressive bishops" on this issue, although this

is just one instance of the split.

"The one paragraph indicates . . . that the Church reahzes a lot

of people will be involved in pre-marital sex and given the human
condition, in order to avoid a worse situation [through] the spread

of AIDS, it is better to use contraception in an immoral situation

than not. [This is why] the cardinals got upset," he said.

Jackson stressed the principle in Catholic theology that advocates

the lesser of two evils.

"Given the fact we know X-amount of Villanova students play

around, run around ... are homosexual, use drugs ... as a percentage

of any population does, then the lesser of two evils is to use a

contraceptive, though it's better you weren't involved that way,"

lackson said*

He continued, "There's a lot of flap about what you teach. [They]

don't want Catholic high schools teaching students how to use

contraceotives

.

"CoU^ies are pretty independent. Most collies would lay it all

out and you use your own judgment," he added.

Jackson said he did not feel Krol would interfere with Villanova's

AIDS education program.

He commented, "Villanova has an AIDS education program that s

not taught in the sense that it's okay to have immoral sex, but

emphasizes the sanctity of marriage ... it should make that clear."

Bonas said of Krol's opinion on education concerning prophy-

lactics, "Frankly, Cardinal has not done^much about it. He wouldn't

go to a college campus and say no [to AIDS education]."

He added that the Rev. John M. DriscoU,- O.SA., University

president, and the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of stiklents, know
of the content of the AIDS education program, which is under the

direction of Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice president of Student Life.

Many Augustinians have come to presentations, he said.

Chris Lysiondc, assistant dean of students, who was involved

in the program last year, said the program "educated exactly the

way the booklet [USCC statement] recites."

Lysionek further said the program "dearly never advises the

use of condoms.
"Wemadeaconsciousdecision against that in lii^t of the religious

institutkm,** she adkfed.

Aooordiiig to Lysionek, AIDS is used as a springboard for values

issues in the prxigram. Rehtionships and Churdi terhingi are

eipknd, hut the fcofttom Mtek they {stttdents] need to be educated.'*

AIDS kills over 29,000 in U.S.
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

Staff Reporter

The Public Health Service estimates that AIDS has ended the
lives of over 29,000 people in the United States.

More than 46,000 cases of AIDS have been reported to the Center
for Disease Control since 1981. Nearly 800 of these cases are children.

U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop stated in his report on
AIDS, "AIDS no longer is the concern of any one s^^ment of society;

it is the concern of us all.''

Despite statistics and warnings, there is still much confusion
about what AIDS is and how it is transmitted. There is no cure
for AIDS and no vaccine to prevent it. Being educated about AIDS,
therefore, can be a powerful means of preventing the spread of the
disease.

The letters A-I-D-S stand for Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome. According to the Surgeon General, a person who has AIDS
is'ilhthe^^finkl sta^ of a series of health problems caused by a
virus (germ) that can be passed from one person to another chiefly

during sexual contact or through sharing of needles."
This virus is generally called the AIDS virus. It attacks a person's

immune system and damages his or her ability to fight other diseases.

The person is then left vulnerable to infections which may cause
life-threatening illnesses.

The AIDS virus invades an individual's blood stream. It then
begins to attack certain white blood cells. In response to the virus,

antibodies are produced and can usually be detected by blood test,

two weeks to three months after infection. Even before these
antibodies show up in a blood test, however, the virus can be passed
to others.

Some people exposed will remain well, but can still transmit
the virus to others.

Some people will develop AIDS Related Complex (ARC). They
will test positive for the AIDS infection, but will have symptoms
often less severe than those with classic AIDS.

Some people will develop AIDS. According to the Surgeon General
"AIDS is the result of a natural progress of infection by the AIDS
virus." Since the AIDS virus destroys the body's immune system,
it leaves a person vulnerable to otherwise controllable infections,

which cause additional diseases. These diseases have been labeled

"opportunistic diseases" because they use the opportunity of lowered
resistence to infect and destroy, and may eventually cause death.

Opportunistic diseases include pneumonia, tuberculosis, meningitis
and cancer.

Symptoms of AIDS and opportunistic diseases may take up to

nine years to show up. According to the Surgeon General, 20 to 30
percent of those infected with the AIDS virus will develop an AIDS
associated illness within five years.

The nugority of people who test positive for the AIDS virus show
no disease symptoms and may not come down with the disease for

many years, if ever, stated Koop. These peoplecan transmit the disease
to others, however.

Accoffding to Koop, "A person acquires the virus during sexual
contact with an infected person's blood, semen and possibly vaginal

secretions. The vims then enters a person's blood stream through
their rectum, vagina or penis."

He oontjanod, "Saudi [unseen by the naked eye] tears in the
sf the vagiaa or ractiMi ... [open)«i avenue lor entrance

of the vmt^raethr Mte the blsad stnam^
It JM|iafaaiJUe to contact AflK thnMigh intravenous drug use.

The MSm VMM is carried in contaminated faAsod left in needles,

alhsr drug related imntomenti If a psraon then uaes

MatfeSt haar she ims basn iqiscted with the virus.

Bvan a silmii amamt < contaminatied Mood can contam the AIDS
vims.
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A small amount of people with AIDS contracted it through
contaminated blood transfusions. These cases occurred before much
was known about AIDS. Currently, all blood banks screen blood, and
less than 1 out of 100,000 donations are estimated to be possibly

unsafe.

It is also possible for mothers to infect their unborn children.

Approximately one-third of babies born to AIDS infected mothers
will also develop AIDS.

AIDS is not transmitted through casual social contact. Shaking
hands, hugging, social kissing, crying, coughing or sneezing is

reported, by Koop, not to transmit AIDS.
There are no reported cases of people contracting AIDS in

swimming pools, hot tubs or restaurants.

~-— There are no reported cases of getting AIDS through the sharing
of bed linens, towels, cups, straws, dishes or eating utensils.

' No one has reported catching AIDS from doorknobs, toilet seats

or furniture.

A person cannot catch AIDS from giving blood.

There are no known cases' of contracting AIDS from insects,

cats or dogs.

There are no reported cases of contracting AIDS from another
person's tears or saliva.

In order to curb the spread of AIDS, the Surgeon General and
the Public Health service are advising people to avoid promiscuous
sexual practices and to avoid sexual contact with prostitutes. Unless
there is absolute certainty that a sexual partner does not have AIDS,
the use of a condom is recommended, according to the Surgeon
General.

The Public Health Service is stressing the importance of mutually
faithful monogamous relationships. No one should inject illicit drugs,

but if someone does, he or she should use a clean, unused needle

or syringe.

People with questions about AIDS can call the Public Health
Service AIDS hotline (800-342-AIDS).
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AIDS prevention at Villanova

Remains consistent witli CAurclr Weirs
By NOEL E. FALCO

News Editor

According to a Collie Press Service [CPS] report, "While Catholic

collies across the country opened the new term with the theological

problems of even talking about condoms, the nation's secular

campuses kept signing up to sell prophylactics at a rapid pace/'

A Dec. 3 statement of the American Catholic bishops on school-

based clinics stated, "We object to the campaign to provide

contraceptive services through school-based clinics on both moral and
practical grounds.

"The distribution ofcondoms to prevent pr^^nancy and the sexual

transmission of AIDS [Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome]
deserves similar skepticism [as the distribution of sterile intravenous

needles]," the statement reported.

Gary Bonas, assistant director of student activities, said oh Jan.

29, that lack of condom distribution at Villanova is not a disservice

to students. Catholic students are not at a disadvantage compared
to other secular university students.

"We ought to represent the values of the Church. The value
is sexual abstinence. Realistically, it is not gpitif to happen. Students
need to be mature and make their owii decision and remember th^t

anybody is affected," Bonas said.

According to another CPS report, "[M]ost Catholic campus health
officials have embraced the December statement by^ the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, which disagreed with official Vatican
dogma and said congr^nts should know condoms may help them
avoid the disease but ' unlike scores of other collies, the Catholic
campuses are not dispensing condoms."

Statement issued onAIDS by Church
BySUSAN E. CORCORAN

Featuns Editor

Until recently the Catholic Church has stood strong on its view
on AIDS educational policies. The issue has been strongly debated
among Catholic hierarchy since the administrative board of the United
States Catholic Conference released and qualified a statement that
included information about condoms in public education programs.
The policy was passed in December of 1987. C

The statement is the work of a four-bishop task force headed
by Bishop William Hughes of Covington, Ky. It was released because
of the urgent nature of its subject after the approval by the 48-member
administrative board of the United States Catholic Conference.

This is the first time the nation's bishops have given any sanction
to a sexual practice that departs from the Church^ ban on artificial

birth control. Studies show that the ban is ignored by the vast majority
of Catholics.

The 7,700-word policy statement, nine months in drafting, calls

for extensive public education to slow the spread of AIDS.
"Because we live in a pluralistic society," the bishops said in

explaining their unprecedented concession, such programs "will
reflect the fact that some people will not act as they can and should;
they will not refrain from the type of sexual or drug abuse behavior
which can transmit AIDS."

msistke first time tlie nation's Mtftofn tora glvon my
sanction to a soxnal pntdco Itot departs horn tko

CInnvh'skan on artUklallrirtli control.

Programs that indude condom information, the statement said,

"should indicate that abstinence outside of marriage and fidelity

within marriage as well as the avoidance oi intravenous drug abuse
are the only morally correct and medically sure ways to prevent the

spread of AIDS."
The declaration calls for AIDS education programs "at every

appropriate level" in Catholic schools and colleges bcfinning in the

fifth amd nxth gradei.

Throughout the document, the bishopa, **m partkipants in tiie

puUk life of the nation," repeatadly affinnad their eagnnieaa to

collaborate "in the devek>pnnent of an informad and enlightened public

policy for the prevention of AIDS."
The statement was filled withcompassion for the victims ofAIDS.

The bishops also addressed a variety of AIDS-related controversies,

opposing both "widespread mandatory testing" for AIDS and
"indiscriminate quarantining" of people with AIDS.

The bishops also discussed their strong condenmation of the

"n^iative attitudes as well as acts of violence dii^ected against gay
and lesbian people."

A concern over the health care professionals who refuse medical

or dental care to AIDS patients was also a topic addressed by the

bishops at the conference. "We call upon all in the health care and
support professions to be mindftd of their general moral obligation"

to care for afflicted people, while taking the necessary precautions.

Hospitals, "especially Catholic-affiliated institutions," the

bishops said, "have the responsibility and obligation to ensure that

people with AIDS and their families are cared for compassionately."

The bishops also went on to say Catholic institutions and "the

whole Church have roles to play in ensuring dignity, acceptance,

care and justice for people with the HIV human immunodeficiency
virus infection and their families^^i^They also want to see people with
AIDS to be "encouraged to le^d^oductive lives in their community
and place of work."

^^
The Catholic Church has decided to accept its responsibility to

set a good example in seeing that any AIDS victims on its payroll

to "be employed as long as it is apprcmriate."

The document passed by the collected bishops also went on to

address the problem of living arrangements for those afflicted with
AIDS. The statement said. Landlords are not justified in denying
decent housing to AIDS victims merely because of their illness."

It also calls for funeral directors not to refuse their services to

those who have died of the disease.

The Church also believes that thgee infected with AIDS "in and
of itself ' should not exclude a student from Catholic elementary or

secondary sdioote or rdkpkxis education pft^grams.

The biahopa alsoca& for increaaed federal funding for research
into the diseaae and for the care of AIDS victims who lack adequate
haJth insurance or prifale rescwroes.

The Church's ooaditionri acceptance of condoms is expected to

create a stir among oaaasnratiwes even tfaom^ the hisbops make a

sbfwig case for tJtt tradHianal Cathsik view that human sexnaltty

"is Id be mmkttty eiyssaaai only in a nKmogamous* heterosemial

reiBuonsntp oi laaiinsuaancy ui nyDTnipe.
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AIDS issue challenges the media
By CINDY BOSNIAN

Sta^Reporter

The death of Rock Hudson marked a dramatic turning point in
the history of AIDS media coverage, which tripled practically
overnight.

With this increase would also emerge a "new journalism" defined
by more explicit language and concern for the issues of confidentiality
and pnvacy. So-called "family newspapers" would become more
informative — often graphic — because they felt it was their duty
^? A?1S"

available knowledge to educate the public about the danger
of AIDS.

_ Continous debate persists concerning the degree of information
which should be revealed in obituaries about AIDS victims. In the
past, newspapers were hesitant to discuss that which might invade
the pnvacy of the deceased or his or her family and friends.

Today, they are realizing that withholding information can be
detrimental to those already afflicted and the public at large. It can
lead toan underestimation of the extent of the virus and delay progressm Its prevention and control.

People with the condition [AIDS is not a disease, it allows other
disease to kill] or at high risk, such as homosexuals or IV-drug users
are especially supportive of the increased coverage, to the extend that
it IS accur^e.

Althoi^i^ the press has a responsibility to help educate, most
journalists insist that their responsibility is to report the news
Because the United States lacks a national AIDS policy, the press
has become the primary source of education.

The press has tried to repute this contention by citing, among
other things, an October 1987 Gallup poll in which 29 percent of
the respondents still believed that someone could catch AIDS by
donating blood. Doctors and the press have reported this as virtually
impossible.

Jumping from underreporting to an overabundance of information
has no doubt been advantageous, but has also brought claims
concerning the transmission of AIDS which are medically unfounded
for example, transmission through insects.

Furthermore, disagreement exists as to the threat of AIDS to
the general heterosexual population. Newspapers may seem to be
exaggerating this threat but in actuality, AIDS experts cannot even
agree on it.

Common sense would dictate that the all-out coverage can at
least serve as a warning signal to those who might dismiss AIDS
as a condition which only strikes others.

The United States' lack of a national policy has crippled efforts
in fighting this epidemic. America is the most afflicted western
country, yet nationally has done the least to combat it. Controversy
has torn apart the Reagan administration and Congress from the
start.

While Surgeon General C. Everett Koop advocates a more liberal
policy — widespread sex education and voluntary testing, conser-
vatives assert that explicit education will only promote the issues

of drug use and homosexualty, and that mandatory testing is needed.
The administration has seemed to want to rid itself of the
responsibility by passing it along to the individual states.

And the debate rages on. President Ronald Reagan's commission
is finally coming together after a period of internal turmoil which
has resulted in a firing and two resignations since September.

Obviously the public favors education — a Gallup poll of 1,000
adults taken in October 1987 revealed that 81 percent supported AIDS
research, and increase of over 10 percentage points from the 1986
poll. Also, AIDS dominated the chart (at 68 percent) as "the most
urgent health problem facing this country at the present time,"
followed by cancer (at 14 percent).

Whereas public response is in favor of education, certain groups
within society, such as politicians, TV and radio stations and
businesses often seem more concerned with protecting their image
or getting the vote.

For example, many stations refuse to run federal government
AIDS ads because of the ads* controversial and often graphic content.

But with the evolution of ''new joumaiism," the public wiii

be better informed that AIDS is not lust a condition which
affects certain groups, but can affect us ail.

In our own backyard, Philadelphia sets a good example of a city
determined to educate its citizens. The city spent $90,000 on a TV
radio and poster campaign that was aimed at the city's youth. The
"^dswhich began running Oct. 1, 1987, linked together forceful images
of sex and death, using the slogan, "Stop a killer, use a condom."
The campaign is only part of the city's $1.8 million AIDS prevention,
testing and counseling program.

Crossing over to the other side of the country, Berkeley,
California, is another city which has taken responsibility to inform.
The city maintains the distinction of being the first city in the nation
to mail AIDS pamphlets to each of its 55,000 households. Costing
$50,000, the campaign has also been kept to a factual tone, lacking
any graphic material.

Last year, Koop issued a 36-page brochure on AIDS to parents
and teachers, which is in high demand. However, the federal
government, despite adequate funding and a congressional directive,
has failed to distribute any brochure nationwide.

The present state of AIDS education in the United States clearly
has a long way to go. But with the evolution of "new journahsm,"
the public will be better informed that AIDS is not just a condition
which affects certain groups, but can affect us all. To lessen confusion
and heighten public awareness, a strong national policy is badly
needed, and soon. Philadelphia and Berkeley have demonstrated that
cooperation and open minds are the keys in fighting the spread of
this deadly epidemic together.

Sources: New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times,
Newsweei, Wall StreetJournal.

V.U. responds to the AIDS crisis
By KATHLEEN REICHNER

St^Rtporter

There have been several programs at Villanova in response to
theAIDS crisis, according to Gary Bonas, assistant director of Student
Activities.

Two years ago, sUted Bonas, Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice
Pffiiignt for Student life, created an AIDS task force, consisting
of nmm, the lev. lobert J. Martin, O.SA, assistant to the vke

for StMifinf Life and Chnstiae A. Lyskmek, assistant to

fsrae had two goals, stid BonM. 1. To recommend a
^tant%mmuhmr of the ViHanova oomnuaity oontracU AIDS,

i«>itriptf hoar to prevent the spratd of AIDS thnMghout

Education was thought to be the best prevention against AIDS.
In the fall 1986 students were selected as peer educators and were
trained about the disease. In the spring of 1987, the peer educators
conducted various informational programs in residence halls.

Last semester. Lip-it, sponsored by the Resident Student
Association [RSA], raised $1,150 for child victims of AIDS, at

Chikhen's Hospital of Philadelphia.

Also taking place last semester was the Awareness Lecture Series.
This was a three-day promm in residence hails. Peer educators
answered questkms about AIDS and showed a fihn on AIDS which
was sponsored by the national offices of Kappa AHlia Theta.

The roost recent AIDS program was spansHPed by the biology
department and the Sigma Xi sdentifk ressardli society. On Feb.

13, Caroline L. MacLeod, M.D., director of the Institute of Tropical
Medicine, spoke on the causes and spread of AIDS.
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Church stresses need for policy
By NOEL E. FALCO

News Editor

The United States Catholic Conference's statement on acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (ATOS) recommended that "dioceses
draw up, as soon as possible, their own policy on the responsibility

of the Church as pastoral minister, employer, educator, and social

service provider and clarify the application of state and local public
policy to the diocesan guidelines."

According to the statement's policy recommendation, people
infected with AIDS "are entitled to the same treatment with r^rd
to employment as other persons." Health and other benefits available
to other employees should be provided to those unable to continue
working.

Employment education programs should be offered by church
agencies in order to dispel fears of contracting AIDS through casual
contact in the workplace, the statement said.

As to education, the statement said infection with AIDS should
not be a reason to exclude students, but that alternative educational
and cathetical arrangements may be made for infected children
"whose behavior has been shown to be a danger to others." This
includes children who cannot control, due to neurological damage,
their bodily functions or those inclined to bite others.

Catholic social services and health agencies should ensure the
availability of medical care and support services to those infected.

"No client, patient or api^cant for services from a Catholic agency
or facility should be denied assistance, and employees should be held
accountable for compliance with this policy," the statement said.

Also, the confidentiality of records, files and other information
about the human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] status of people
should be protected.

The Surgeon General's report on AIDS also stated ".
. . [C]urrent

public health practice is to protect the privacy of the individual infected
with the AIDS virus and to maintain the strictest confidentiality
concerning his/her public records."

The reason behind this, according to the report, is that public

reporting of those infected often causes victims to "go underground

out of the mainstream of health care and education."

The Surgeon General also recommended the implementation of

AIDS task forces in his report. These AIDS task forces would combine

public health officials and others "who can speak broadly to issues

of access to care, provision of care and the availability of community
and psychiatric support services."
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MI§o, the confUentUlty of records, files sad oUier
InhrnmVkm about the hmnmi limmmodefMency virus

status ofpeople shouU be ifrotected.

Task forces would be used in the community "to devebp plans

and policies, to speak, and to act for the good of the public health

at every level." They would provide informational and educational

programs to answer the concerns of those not infected, but "as AIDS
impacts moVe strongly on society, they should be charged with making
recommendations to provide for the needs of those afflicted with
AIDS."

The report also recommended sex education including information
on heterosexual and homosexual relationships with "a heavy
emphasis on prevention of AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases." This education must start at the lowest grade possible

as part of a health and hygiene prog^m.
Schools should further take into consideration the needs of

children affected with AIDS and AIDS related complex [ARC]. Higher
authorities will have to provide guidelines for these n^s on a casis-

by-case basis. i

"Offices, factories and other work sites should have a plan in

operation for education of the work force and accommodation of AIDS
or ARC patients before the first such case appears at the work site,"

the report stated. Further, unions should issue preventive health

messages to employees.

The report said, "Employees with AIDS or ARC should be dealt

with as are any workers with a chronic illness."

AIDS patient interviewed
(Continuedfrom page 19)

at this for a long time long before

I had this disease, and enjoy life,

to be happy. And it's less stressful

and I think that's helping me get

through this, both mentally and
physically.

"I'm on the AZT now. I'm on
the lowest dose of anyone in the

country. Some people will argue
with you that it's not doing me
any good. All I can say to them
is look at me. So who's to say?

It's the drug, it's my attitude, it's

God above? I have a strong belief

Auybody can get Ikh,

md that's the bottom
ii-.

at this point. I've been looidng for

that all my life. This just helped

me find it quicker.

"I try to get across two or three

messages. One of which is how
this thing is transmitted. The
next is to get people to understand
they don't have to be afraid of

somebody with the disease.

There's virtually nothing toworry
abtttt from that peraoo. And tke

laat ia to show ooMOMaiaii for

asMlady who IMM tUa dienac.
**ll'a torture, IHtrtl torture

a aMsth straiipC n^f taanparaliirt

went up to 104 degrees. And that's

because of the drugs you're on.

There's so many things you go
through, physically. I was to the

point where I was sick so much,
that I forgot what it was like to

feel normal.

"And now J'm to the point

where I've worked so hard at

getting myself back. I'm doing
everything I ever wanted to do.

The bottom line is I have all my
beliefs and I'm doing good. Until

I get hit with something else I'm
going to keep doinggood. And even
then I'm going to come back
strong, maybe even stronger. At
which case, I'm not worried about
dying.

'The thing that scares me is

suffering. You suffer ao much
with this disease. The physaod
and emotional pain are about
equal.

"I don't care if you'regay or not.

you're a human being. We arc
human bsipp and we all daaerve
to be twiod widi aoow kind d
difnity and reaoact. It's ao trau-

matic, when it s tenni&aL You
know you'repiiog todia. todjnat
ivagifM loamg ev«ryofia, your
faofiy, your IhMda. wiMt I

'h'ai

it, 'How do you do this, how do

you go through with a cheerful

attitude day after day.' I work at

finding things I enjoy, rather than

dwelling on negative things.

"I've had to become stronger.

I've had to become more under-

standing toward people who don't

understand what I'm going
through. The thing I'm scared the

most of is giving this to somebody
else.

. "You ^t tremendously lonely,

make sure I take the time to

appreciate things. There's so
much to appreciate.

"We tend to blow everything off

in our normal lives. Life is too

short; life is definitely too short
to just blow it off like that. If you
want to be happy you have to learn

to appreciate little things. And
that's what I do. I have two dogs
at home; they're probably my best
companions. They're a great
source of joy to me.

I aHm $ajf Hut IVs ma poraoo youhmw ha$ n
ya&hmfotoworryahamthaatlfathafanaayaa
db^ kaam wka ha$ H, baoaoaa Ikay ftohahly

ft kmm ikay tert It, tkaf* Urn am Ikafs

and i know that deaire is real "I don't hope for a cure. I hope
grtat And I know there are people for a miracle. Even though I

out there who have the diseaae beheve the cure will come, hut I

whogoottt and dotheir thing, and don't bdieiw it will ha in my
iuat dM't aay anything to any- JiialMM. SoFd laiicrpDBy for a
hady. The hotton fine iathntlnm aMsde thnn haga Iv o cure. If

but I can't

not trying to make anyone panic.
I'm just trying to tell them it's out
there. It can happen to anybody,
believe me. That's why I say until

there's a vaccine, until there's a
cure, protect yourself.

"I hated wearing a condom, but

knowing what I know now, I

wouldn't have itliny other way.
Unless I was absolutely sure
about the person I was with, and
you can never be at>solutely sure.

"There's going to be a cure.

There's going to be a vaccine
eventually, a couple years, three
years maybe. It's a small price to

pay to keep alive. I'm not trying

to scare anybody, just prevent
them from going through what I

went throui^.

Tarry is currently

to

"My

e¥ivy dor. Whan it's n^r hoMlagidMljIhoiMii andjpt
day. 1 CMJgalmpin Iho in lhn> >Mti jwit di^l aaaiiit
li agy, Iki^ Ip^i on hiti' hmpmie^lm^eJmmd

km, I hut «r memti

gm«i^ *1dig'ttryliiMiinipli Vi
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Vlllanova youngsters invade campus

By MEGAN WHITE
SU^ffRtporttr

Well, the panic is over and

everyone can relax again. Sibling

Weekend has come and gone, and
•. your dvic duty for your family is

over. No more worrying al»ut

what to do with a nine year old

and how to keep your friends

under control in front of that nine

year old.

But let us be honest, Sibling

Weekend turned out to be a blast.

It brought us closer to the little

people in our family, and it gave

us a chance to relax and have

some clean fun.

A lot of work went into putting

Sibling Weekend together. A com-

mittee of 10 people, including the

twochairpersons. Dave Court and

Jon Mooney, have been working

diligently on the project since

September. They tried to find

events that would entertain both

the siblings and the students. The
Resident Student Association, the

Association of Commuting Stu-

dents and Campus Ministry all

helped out to make the weekend
a success.

A wide variety of activities were
planned for the weekend. Friday

night there were two showings oi

"Goonies" and a carnival which
was held in the Belle Air Terrace.

On Saturday there was a trip to

the FrankMn Institute for^thoae

people who wanted to venture

outside of the campus. Or if you
were not interested in that, the

pool and gym were open at the du
Pont PavUion.

A pep rally was scheduled in the

afternoon to get everyone psyched

for the Villanova vs. Pittsburgh

basketball game. Dinner was
available in the Connelly Center,

which was a definite welcome

after breakfast in the Pit.

The basketball game, which
was the most popular event this

weekend, was followed by a dance

I
(Photo by Shafie)

Two Villanova siblings get a spoonful of college life during Sibling

Weekend.

to keep everyone rocking into the morning hours.

On Sunday, Sibling Weekend
was brought to an end with a
special mass.

The best thing about the week-

end is the way it brought the

students of Villanova together as

a family. It showed a different side

of students than you usually see

at a party or a night out.

Dave Court commented on how
great it was to see people who
were willing to take an entire

weekend to spend with their

younger brothers and sisters. "It's

a wonderful way to share the

Villanova experience with the

family," said Gary Bonas, assis-

tant director of Student
Activities.

Now that it is over and we are
all closer to our little brothers and
sisters let us not forget what we
are here for — a major load of

homework followed by a ton of

responsibilities, and maybe, just

maybe a few good parties on the
weekends.

Theresa' captivates Cultural Film viewers
By ROSEMARY GAMBURG

StaffRunnier

"Tlierese," the third film to be
shown in the Cultural Film Series

"Cinematic Images of Women,"
generated an unexpected, yet
inspiring response.

For the first time in several

years, according to Dr. Joan
Lynch, director of the Cultural

Film Series, all showings were
sold out. Such attendance, at a

film which depicts the life of a

saint, in times of complex and
convoluted storylines, graphic

portrayal of violent acts on the

screen, and space age special

effects, is a phenomenon. Students

and members of the community
flocked to experience "Therese"

for themselves. Comments of

many viewers in the theater

indicated that they had returned

for a second, third andeven fourth

viewing.

What has created this over-

whelming interest in a saint who
is best known for her "little way?"

What are the reasons for such a

phenomenon?

This film which produced such
an impressive box office draw was
not a big budget Hollywood film,

but a masterfully simple, French
film directed by Alain Cavalier. It

is the fourth, and most recent film

about St. Therese of Lisieux.

Released in 1986, "Therese"
was the winner of the Jury Prize

at the Cannes Film Festival that

same year. The austere yet beau-

tiful filming of "Therese" reflects

the intensity of Therese's life of

contemplation, and also depicts

the pure love and joy which she

gave to those around her. The
cinematic style is stark, minimal
and direct.

In Lynch's introduction to the

film she stated, "It is a perfect

amalgam of form and content.

There are no sharp camera angles.

The sets have no doors, walls or

windows.

"Cavalier uses minimal color

and no music. The viewer exper-

iences aurally, as well as visually,

the silence and solitude of the

cloistered Carmelites. Editing is

done with a fade in and fade out

to black, simulating the veils

worn by the nuns, reflecting the

elusiveness and mystery of

spirituality."

"Therese" tells the story of

Therese Martin, born in 1873. Her
family was extremely religious, in

a time of rising secularism in

France. Therese entered the Car-

melite Order at the delicate age
of 14, and died of tuberculosis in

1897 at the age of 27. While
Therese was in the convent, the

mother superior encouraged her

to keep a diary, later titled The
Story of a Soul. This work has
subsequently been published
worldwide.

Because of the flood of miracles

attributed to the intercession of

the "Little Flower," the church

dispensed with the period of 50

years which is the time required

before the cause of canonization

is begun. Therese was beatified in

1923 by Pope Pius XI and canon-

ized a saint in 1925, only 28 years

after her death.

Therese's practical approach to

sanctity, called "the little way,"

was based on a simple trust and

love of God, the Father. Therese

performed no miracles in her

lifetime, nor was she a martyr, yet

she is one of the most impressive

and significant phenomena in

contemporary times.

The discussion was co-led by

Lynch, associate professor of

communication arts at Villanova

University, Barbara Agnew, asso-

ciate professor of religious studies

at Villanova University and

Joanne Cann, associate professor

of religious studies and pastoral

counseling at Neuman College.

According to Lynch, St. Therese

is popular because she represents

millions of people who live quiet

lives of sanctity. These people

follow the little way by performing

daily duties with total love. Agnew
felt St. Therese lived a life of love,

which can be imitated by contem-

porary christians.

Therese's message was that of

a loving God, against a back-

ground which preached the need

for corporeal suffering and justice.

She saw holiness as unconditional

love, permeating everything. Cann
stated that in the last 18 months
of her life, Therese identified with
those without faith. She was a

sister of those who did not believe,

wondering herself about the exist-

ence of heaven, yet she had a deep
insight into the suffering she
withstood. She showered love on
all whom she met — this is her

legacy to us.

This "phenomenon" which we
have witnessed may originate

from a search for spirituality in

our complex, overstimulated
world. Although contemplation is

not familiar to many of us, height-

ened interest in it hints at our

desire to expand our inner selves,

possibly discovering on our jour-

ney, that we too can make God
our "personal reality," as Therese
has taught by her example.

In late March, the Cultural Film

Series will present a documentary
on a living saint, Mother Teresa,

who practices love through action.

For those seeking a path toward

spirituality, "Mother Teresa" will

also hold an inspirational

message.

Summer interns

''dig" Jerusalem
By KRISTIN A. SWITALA

SUiffR^riir

During the 1988 Jerusalem
Summer Study Program, Villa-

nova studenta will have the oppor-
tunity to do theae thinga, and
much more while studying at the

Tantur Ecumenical Inatitute.

The program ia being aponaored

by our office d tntematiofial

atudiea, in coiuunction with aim-

Uar departmenta at Notre Dame.
Georgetown and Fordham

Accofding to Dr. Thanaa M.
MiciKa, fliPBTtmr oi

'There is no othnr

umveraJty uwyam that

thjatypaatainrarinnal opmrtun-

ity. We are uaifua in offwMig thia
»- M. 1 Ha. -* iiiiltif^lin ^M^^aflBBaBHCBMyUBBCUWUHNy VHBBi^

l«t aagiiteat l»our Hniwiti/'

.Tha irrhiiiliginl dig, cxtan-

sive touring, visiting lecturers

from all over larael and volunteer

job experience are just some of the

exciting activities that our atu-

denta will be taldng part in while

at Tantur. Alao, they will receive

aix weeka of intenaive conversa-

tional arahic, three weeks of

modem middle east hiatory

(Uti^t by Ricks), and another

three wedu in biblkal archaeol-

ogy. Tripe include viaita to the

Jordan Valley. Tel Avi¥/]affa. the

West Bank and Hebron, Haifa/

AkkaandEilat
'To intradnoe and subnafge

the atudenta into a different

culture ia the goal d thia pro-

grmn. ' said RkJnT'They will be

doing extanaive fialdwork in the

oQuntry dufing thair atay. Thay
will wimd savaral days outaide

tC4miimmd on p§0 26)

BOBiaaiiai
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the uiuvfrnty, staying with Urn-
ilies and woridng in boipitalB and
other vohmteer work, aloog with
the handsHin experience ol lui

archaeok^ioal dig in QiiUee.''

Last year, five Vittanova stu-

dents joined— two students from
Geoigetown and two from Ford-

ham and aooordini[ to Ricks, they
had a marvelous tmie. This year
Ricks expects a total of 15 to 20
students total from the four-

schoo) consortium, five from
Villanova.

The trip begins on June 11, and
runs until Aug. 7. The cost is

$2,250 plus airfare, to include

room and board for eight weeks,
tuition, six excursions and a
program fee. Application deadline

is Feb. 22, and the requirements
for application are available in the
office of international studies, 206
TolentineHall.

who kAOw», CM^S

Good morning >^llanova . . . it's lottery time, brought to you
Isr the Office of Residence Strife ... time for daddy to boy a Radnor
House Coddo ... oondo ... Natkxud CoiMioili Week has come and
gone . . . ani we still can't say condom . . . maybe the new dorms

'

will solve the housing problems ... by 9035 . . ..we bet they won't

even be coed ... but that's okay ... we still have our annual coed
alumber keg party in StanHord anyway . . . if Ineecnrity doesn't i

break it up ... we know the RAs won't ... theyll be partying

wkh us . . . there's no need to worry about who'll be on duty in

the dorms anymore . . . we're all going to be ^ocmI little students

... on our honor . . .honor . . . maybe the administration will honor;
our requests for a unified ipnMfaiatkm —- outskle, but we doubt*
it ... we can't have anyonegettingrained on at Yillanova, the Official

Rain Forestd America . . . but who knows and who cares.

EdiUd by the VtOtrnMrnn Editorial BoanT

t*i

HOW'SYOUR LOVE LIFE?
INTRODUCING:

INTER-COLLEGIATE PERSONAL ADS

RIGHT NOW THIS AD IS APPEARING IN MANVCOLLEGE
NEWSmWERS SUCH AS miNCETON, m^StSOiE,TEMPLE,
RUTGERS, PENN, ETC.

Inte^Coll^iaie ^eisonalspfovkk^ a simple means for students Irom

difkimt uttlvenities to^meei one gnod)er. Btyr $25 you will lec^ive

ALL <tf the tuxrtnt Hsttngs, WUS the kiseition oi your own «d.

SAftmjLUSTINO
SEX:F Am:1» ltM:B:W HSf(»i1^5*2 WSIOm^lOS HAat:gt(Mtd

EYEs.mm cfOUMOBiPcm iiAioR:FteMMi iiomr&wmn^

meet senft^vf, illAnic nale. Wflfltpfpfir-^aQl

Each listing is assigned a unique code to which otei$ may write.

The letter is ikm ^srwaxdedlo dke smdem. All names^iiKl addresses

are kept confidential.
"

Send $25 along with youf ad. Include yo>iir sex, age, race, height,

weight, hair and eye cok>r»> college, mj/m, hometown, school and
interests (up to 100 words)^ Also «wr||# your school and home
addresses and phone numbeni,|qr oajr records.

SEND THE ABOVE TO:

INTER-COLLEGIATE reRSONALS
DUBLIN HALL, SUITE 200

1777 WALTON ROAD
BLUE BELL, PA. 19103

(215) 628-4719

No Cost To Department
Low Cost To Students.

Fast lUmaroumL
Campus Pickrpp& Delfireiy.

Copyright PerinissiQiis Assistance.

Efficient Distribution ofCourse
Materials.

"jj*
»'

54TH & CITY LINE 667-3208

STUDYINITALY
SIX CREDITS

JUNE 198 8... .
'

I .

ROSEMONT-VILLANOVA PROGRAM IN ITALY

Villanova*s first and most experienced foreign program

six credits in history, Italian langnage, art history stndio art and

independent studies to suit your need.

Live in beautiful, medieval Siena.

Visit Florence, Venice (ovemite), Voherra, San Gimignano, Aatisi,

Gnbbio, Orvieto and Rome (two

Cootact: Dr. Georfe T. Of artm aft himwy
(215)645-4610

•^ W •» %^>^VS#^^V^^VvS/VNi/^ V'^

•JW..

Nbniyy19,19aa»TME\yiLLAHOVAWP>0>29

Campus Ministry ;

Volunteer during

spring break
By REV. RAY JACKSON,

O.S.A

Ifyouget a break from school

work and the tedium of late

winter, why not go south? The
warm waters of the Carribean

beckon. The surf and sand of

Florida offer relaxation. Mayan
ruins and exotic tropical drinks

will intrigue and numb the

mind. On the other hand, a

week spent at St. Francis Inn,

a house of hospitality for the

homeless, destitute and
improverished people of Phila-

delphia can also invigorate the

heart and expand the mind.

"Wait a minute, are you

crazy? Are you telling me that

I can have more fun and excite-

ment in Philadelphia working

with the poor than I can have

bar hopping in downtown vaca-

tionland?" No, I do not want

to compare the relative merits

of where people spend their

free time; all I want to do is

offer one alternative.

It may very well be that

going home and relaxing with-

out books for a week could be

the best kind of love you can

give yourself. We all need free

time and time alone in order

to regain the strength neces-

sary to pursue the academic

demands placed on us during

the school year. Sometimes,

however, we gain energy when

we reach out and serve others.

That is what the spring

break volunteer project at St.

Fi-ancis Inn is about. It

involves, among other things,

working on home repairs for

the elderly, visiting people who
are shut-ins or ill, feeding the

children, the unwed mothers

and an assortment of street

people.

In addition to helping these

people, there is the huge bonus

of sharing the experience with

other students. In past years,

new friendships were formed

and old ones deepened.

Most of the days are spent

working on projects together in

the neighborhood of St. Francis

Inn, while the evenings are

generally reserved for discus-

sions on the day's events and

some free time. The vast major-

ity of kids who decided to spend

spring break in Philadelphia

during the past several years

have claimed it is the best-ever

category of vacation time.

If you have not made plans

for the break, why not join us

for a volunteer week? The next

two meetings are on Feb. 23

and March 1 at 6:30 p.m. in the
' Center for Peace and Justice,

Sullivan Hall. We may not be

able to guarantee you a tan, but

we certainly can guarantee a

worthwhile, memorable and
well-spent experience.

Word of the Week
ZUCHETTO

A) An Italian game played with

ripe zucchini

B) A dull knife

C) A round skullcap worn by

Catholic priests

D) A small Sicilian fishing

village
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Nats,
Happy
21st

Birthday!
Have fun
walking
under the

Green Arches!
Have one

i!

^eatures
onus!
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OFF

ANY COMPACT DISC

AND $2 OFF ANY
CASSETTEOIIlPpS.''cr,c
CO CLUton SALE MMCBS NOt MCLUOCO.

Ltr.lMt

Tito men set out

to save hen

But only one

can have her.

^'Sh^sihe mother

cfmyfhiW
But she's

r:

JUST FOR THE RECORD, INC
ROStMONT VILLAGE MAIL

'4i '.AN A'^.'-fR /»Vi

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
hoagies

|

. M a.^.#Z""M4rTS°"^rM«nilAf%# ITALIAN SPECIAL 3.30 I

LA NOVA PfZjmA CUmrANY amponed ham. genoa salami, capicolla.
|

> 789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA p^roSoTr,;"^"'"""
''"'"'' ""

I
Hours: Sun.-Thurt. 11 a-m.-l a.m. • FrI. & Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m. ITALIAN HOAGtE 2.95 I

Ownedmdopwated by Vincent Am9ndola.fomi9r owner of Vincent's Pizza in Overbrook HAM A CHPF<>P / o on
Considered the beet Pizzeriam West Philadelphia r^r^Z.!^7l!..Zi\r^

/. . .

.
^.OU

NOW HIRING
PROVOLONE 4 SALAMI 2.80

PIZZA Large Medium Small sucmjbon La sm.
turkey'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;: 3.3S

Cheese 6.15 4.75 3.75 Pepperoni 7.50 5.00 ^P^fL^^^''
^^°

«>
Pepperoni 7.45 5.75 4.55 X*—"^

CHEESE 2.60 aS>

Mushrooms 7.45 5.75 4.55 C^^^mJ (All our meats are delicatessen quality!)

Sausage 7.45 5.75
^.ff ^"TQ Sandwiches also available HOT!! ^

Ground Beef 7.45 5.75 4.65 >^tI'^^^^ ^
Green Peppers 7.45 5.75 4.55 /vMMttJfcifcv

Tax is not included ^
Anchovies 7:45 5.75 4.55 ^T^^^^^ f

*>~*>-o^
^

2nd topping 1.10 .80 .65
Sicilian fi

^''^^ THIS COUPON 4 ^
3rd topping .90 60 50

( one size only) j $1 50 OFF
Special 10.50 8.50 7.30 ^,0.50 f SICILIAN PIZZA!
White Pizza w/ch. 6.15 4.75 3.75

, ^, _
Broccoli Cheese 7.45 5.75 4.55 Steaks Available Soon!!

. . ^ ^

MONDAY A WEDNESDAY 1 V TUESDAY & THURSDAY [ / FRIDAY. SATURDAY & SUNDAY
With this Coupon & i With this Coupon k 4 Buy a large pizza

pizza any size * j Buy 1 large pizza F J
with one topping

get two 16oz. sodas FREE!! i I Get one FREE liter of soda
offer!!) 4 I (Not valid with any other offer") \ f (Not valid with any other offer")

jqrt^.^'ji'jmf rga
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/i. Professor conquers the fear of mtiir
By KAREN lOVINO

St^// Reporter

As an English major, I have
always hated math. I avord
numbers at all costs (no pun
intended). I dread the day that I

have to fill out my own income
tax forms, and I even hate using
the MAC machine' in Connelly
Center. If you are like me, you
might be interested in a course
called "math anxiety workshop"
taught by Dr. Michael LeviUn,
associate professor of mathemat-
ical sciences at Villanova.

The phrase "math anxiety"
came into being in the late ld70s
when author Sheila Tobias pub-
lished her book Overcoming Math
Anxiety.

Levitan, in Australia on sabbat-
ical at the time, found the concept
intriguing. He had noticed many
bright students with an inability

to do math and often wondered
about the reasons.

"I used to feel the frustration
from both sides, my frustration at

not being able to get through to

a student, and the frustration of
the student who wanted to learn
but was not able ta" Levitan said.

Upon returning to Villanova in

1979, he created the math anxiety

workshop.
Math anxiety can do more than

just affect academic performance.

Levitan remembers people who
would not go itito nursing because
they knew that a course in sta-

tistics was a requirement for a

nursing major. This kind of anx-

iety can deter people from careers

that would otherwise be fulfilling,

and can also lower one's self

esteem.

For these reasons Levitan
believes that math anxiety is

psychological, not mathematical,

in nature. It is simply an avoid-

ance of anything to do with math.
It can stem from something as

simple as an incompetent teacher

in grade school, or an illness that

prevented a student from learning

a new math concept along with
the rest of the class.

Levitan asserts that the stu-

dents must recognize their role in

overcoming the problem. "Math is

a tricky subject in that it contin-

ually buiMs on previous knowl-

edge. It's hard to buiki on a shaky
foundation," Levitan states.

More women than men suffer

from mat|} anxiety, and this may

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSIONS 1988

Programs at Getrgetnm
O Over 200 graduate and undemraduate

courses

D Approaches to TeachinK Writing

D Public Affairs Internships

D lligh School Programs

D Inicrcultural Training

D Interpretation and Translation Institute

D l^anguace (lourscs

D Theology (Vmfcrencc

D LiteiafyOiciciiinCxMifcrcnce

a Pariah Woriuiwp

a Instinnc for H.S. Tcachcn

O Sacred Scripturclnstiiutc

D Ahniiii(4ill««e

O^Kngliah ai a Foreign language

Sessifiu

Pre-May23-Jvnel7
KitM-Junc6-July8

8-Weeli€:nMi9eMion-june fr-July 29

6-Week Cfoaa Scasion-June 20-July 29

Second-July I l-Auguat 12

Smd

Nan

ProgrwMs abrttm
O Ant%verp.Bc|puin—|nt'l. Trade

(3wru— (3iineae language and (Culture

Tours. France— Language and (kilture

Fiesolc. Italy— lulian

Florence. Italy— Rcfuissance (Culture

( >rcece— Humanii ies

l^eningrad. l'.S.S.R.-Rusaian

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D

Oxford. KnglMd—Comnwative
Bwincai (nmkrgraduate)

Oxford. EaglMid— Imcmacionai
ManagemcM (graduatt)

Qwno. tcMidor—Spwmh
Trier. Weal Ckmiany—(kmuui
Dublin. Ireltad— Iriah LkeianNe

Can (202) 667<«224 or mail to:

S5iCE—Ckorgetown I'niversicy

306 ImcrculMfai C icntcr

Washington. D.d 20057

Addrcat

Zip.

Stem from societal expectations.
Society preachy that men, not
women, should be the ones to
excel at math. It has always been
a to-called masculiqe subject.
Levitan estimates that the ratio
of women to men in his class has
been about three to one.

Levitan's class is an innovative
one. B^pause of his belief that
math anxiety is worsened by a
classroom situation, the students
sit in a circle rather than in rows.
Participants work on devek>ping
assertiveness, and oh building
their self esteem. Levitan trains
them to have faith in their

abilities.

He states* "Many people des-

cribe the only math problran tliiey

can solve as *easy ones. They
think, *U I solved it, it must be
easy/ '^'Tl^p is exactly the type
of thinking that Levitan hopes to

overcome through his workshop.
So if you have always avoided

long division, bank statements
and all numbers ingeneral, maybe
the'math anxiety workshop is for

you. As Levitan concludes* "It's

the atmosphere of support, the

interaction and sharing among
the participants, thatmakes the

workahopa^successful."

r

Word
of the

Sduthin
WCHETTO

•C) A round skulkap worn
by Catholk priests

Telemarketing Reps
I-iii! X Tur: ! iim-

Not all Tetemarketlng

Companies me the samel

Plan to atiend our NEW Vldayne Location

OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27th

10AM-1PM
Executive Commoits on the Main Line

175 Strafford Ave., Strafford Building 14, Wayne, PA

and wm'tt tell you whyl

Telerx Marketing Inc. is a major healthcare pharmaceutical tele-

marketir)g company. We are cunently expanding to a new facility ^n

Wayne and are seeking RN't, Tefemarfceters and other prof«»>
sionale from Wayne and sunxxinding areas who desire to utilize

their skills in the area of phannaoeuncal marketing.

A pleasant telephone manner, good communication skills and a
willingness to learn are the only c|uaitfk:atk>ns.

You will be responsible for telephoning on physicians and other
healthcare professionals for our clients.

Wi can offer you:

• Paid Training
• Monthly Bonuses
• Supervisory Support
• Career Advancement Opportunity

• Paid Vaeations
• Health Care BenefHs
• PleasanlWorfckig Environment

So. . .if this sounds interesting to you, pick up the phone NOW
and caM (215) 641-1010 to reserve your piece and for further

details. We'H have refrashments and dbpr prizes to make the day
an exciting experience for you and ybor career.

If it is not convenient to attend on Saturday. . . you may call

(215>641^iete)Monday^rid«y between 9 AIM and 5 PliA or send
your resume to; Sandy FOetar, TMerx Marketing Inc..

901 BetMehem Plke^ Spring House, PA 19477. We are an equal
opportunity emptoyer.
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Classified and Personal
CLASSIFIEDS

l.pst: Men s Villanova class ring Class o( '88
ASS, with LXA on stone. Ring is silver wilh
t)lue stone. If found, please cift Mike at 828-
0847.

edit, updMe. print, copy and Mw. Same day
service. U.S. TypevMiMr & RiMume Cenlsr.
King of Prussia Plaza. King of Pniaaia. 2S5-
7866. Hours: Monday through Silwday. 10
am.-9:30 p.m., Sunday 12-5 ptAV II is newer
tooearlyf

Now HMng - Well-e8tal)iished Oevon-
t)ased oorporalk>n now imerviewino for part-
time personnel We seek arts, txninesa. and
economics majors to work commercial
accounts receivable and to perform credil
analysis.

Your degree ia not enough — supplemeni
your resume wNh iMeinees experience in the
nwat respedad company in our induaby. we
need bnghl, aogreaaiva individualB to M
several vacancies in our sM quicMy. Juet
look atthebaneMs: noeMperianceneoiaaary.
15-20 leMiMa hours par waett. salaiy 16 per
hour pkia bonuaes. imaraalad? Contact Sieve
Shavee balwesii 1-5 pm. today to arrange
an imanrtsw. The numisr ie 667-4401.

Condo for sale or rem Radnor Houae, one KaranLovett: Thanhs for beino such a
tMdroom, waft to Villanova and shopping. Thr - "

Free partdrnt eiicelani oondHon. parfc view. No
CaU l-20t-«7l-54l3 eveninoB md week- f~

MNMO nr saie or rem Pttonor Houae, one KaranLovett: Thanhs forbemo such a (veat
bedroom, waft to Villanova and shopping. TholamomlHi«)py2lslandonsweel(ICove,
Free partdna fscelam oondMon. park view. Noel

typeig service. rfaeiMies, larm inanm rar maRSiD my

LML piek up~ Hash dalvery. 824-221 8.

To Kevlii Oms, Mike, John, Donna. Amy,
Chris. Deb. lonWne. Oarol, Kalhy, tie bm,
•jto Slave MdjIsfK^tiSiS^injipiirii mayte.

one to I

turn Sioae
to wria •psptR.

^^^^^^^4 ^^H^R ^^^K ^^W w^^^^ ^W^^ML MIV^NpI*

NOW HiRINQ H/F
Bummer & Career Opportunities
(WIH Train). Excellem pay plus
world travel Hawaii. Banamas,
CaflW)ean, etc.

T3t<«77S xl.SIIN

PfflSONAIA lelhaie el APOend Pnx Thanks tar'ST
ni l T.a VMiliad a gnal «nis1 Lovec

Sie Slalws of KAO.

ffwv wanHQ -^ uoeo
seeks staff tor summer. Ov
craSs. tonnis, sports, nature, radto. sailing.

1 cook, ale. Can 941 -012ft

cm^mPu. tMdroom
Cende for sale. Two-
unS. bilBW marhal price,

Cai8BS-4420.

ICIm. if I^Mn't have you. I don't know what
lwouWdo.lkMe

vevou. I

youfQary.
RMMav - Sony lor MDndaM^nfilS's I
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'The In Crowd' disappoints
By ELANA ROSE STARR

Staff Reporter

"The In Crowd"
directed by Mark Rosenberg
Orion Pictures

A number of motion pictures

have been shot in the Philadelphia

area over the past few years.

•Taps." "Trading Places,"

"Birdy," "Blow Out" and "Man-
nequin" are just a few of the films

that were made on location here.

You can now add "The In Crowd"
to the list. The work of West Oak
Lane native Mark Rosenthal,

"The In Crowd," set in Philadel-

phia, had its world premiere two
weeks ago at the AMC Palace

Theatre in Center City.

"The In Crowd" is a passably

diverting period piece, circa 1%5.
It is about an afterschool televi-

sion dance show, which is the

ostensible replacement for "Amer-
ican Bandstand" after Dick Clark

has moved the show to warmer
climes. Joe Pantoliano, late of "La
Bamba," "Risky Business," and
"Empire of the Sun" (he played

sleazy thugs in the last two), is

the smiling but manipulative
host, Perry.a shark in a sharkskin

jacket. Perry acquires quite a

following, with most of the area

teens, from city toughs to middle-

class kids in the suburbs, tuning

into "Dance Party" religiously.

Del Green is one of the latter.

An "A" student in his senior year

at Cheltenham High School, Del

was "brought into this world to

go to medical school." But when
we first meet him, instead of

studying for his collcige boards,
"Dance Party" is blaring on his

family's black-and-white televi-

sion, and he is doing a reasonable

Tom Cruise imitation in the living

room to the Contours' classic "Do
You Love Me?" Del has a crush
on the show's featured dancer, a

blonde airhead named Vicky. A
few days later, Del crashes "Dance
Party," and he not only gets to

appear on television, but he is also

paired off with Vicky, whose
tough boyfriend has been ban-

ished from the show.
Del becomes a "Dance Party"

regular, thanks to all the fan mail

that pours in, and predictably, the

film follows him as he learns just

how far apart his two worlds —
the "Dance Party" studio on the

one hand, home and school on the

other — are.

Del's home life is safe and staid;

the biggest brouhaha in his neigh-

borhood is when a neighbor shows
off his new Cadillac. Most, if not

all, of Del's classmates are college

bound, following in their parents'

footsteps. (Del's father is a Temple
University alumnus, according to

his sweatshirt.)

The "Dance Party" regulars,

though, are from working-class

areas. Vicky, for example, lives in

a grimy Germantown rowhouse,

and her dad is a cop, a true Rizzo

unknowns, are very good in their

roles. Donovan Leitch (son of the

'60s pop singer) is affable as Del,

and Jennifer Runyon, who looks

like a cross between Darryl Han-
nah and Mariel Heming^\'ay, is

fine as the nubile Vicky. But the
real stars of the movie are the local

sights and the music.

Rosenberg includes plenty of

familiar scenery: shots of the
Tower Theatre and 69th Street

(home to the real "American
Bandstand" when it originated

from Philadelphia); Temple's Tom-
linson Theatre; the Aliens Lane
SEPTA train station; Independ-
ence Square and Wildwood are all

featured. It is certainly fun to pick

out all the recognizable locales.

Cameos by such long-time area
fixtures as Sally Starr and Hy Lit

also add to the ambience.
The soundtrack, both the back-

ground music and the dance
tunes, feature an assortment of

rock 'n roll hits from the era.

including "Last Night I Had a

Wonderful Dream;" Dylan's
"Highway 61 Revisited" and, of

course, Eiobie Gray's rendition of

"The In Crowd." It is a nostalgic

and affectionate recollection, but
the attitude toward music is

somewhat anachronistic. By early

1965, the Beatles were firmly

entrenched as a rock phenomenon.

(Photo courtesy of Allied Advertising)

Joe Pantoliano in the center of his Dance Party dancers in the 'In
Crowd.*

stalwart. Vicky dismisses college yet Perry never plays any of their

as unnecessary: "I'm a girl, silly!" songs. In fact, when a "mop top"
She sees higher education as British group wants to appear on
strictly the province of wealthy the show. Perry turns them down,
young males. And while the local condescendingly claiming that he
guys enjoy their stints on the can not tell if they are male or
show, they are all toughs right out female. No wonder his show is

of "West Side Story." As one of being canned to make way for the
them explains, "Dancin', fightin', "Psychedelic Shack"; Perry just
whais the difference?" can not keep up with the changing
The young actors, all relative times.

The dance sequences should

have been a highlight of the film,

as they were choreographed by
Jeff Hornaday, who designed the

dance numbers for "Flashdance."
Five years ago, the routines in

"The In Crowd" would have been
considered imaginative; after the

rousing "Footloose," and last

summer's "Dirty Dancing." How-
ever, they seem merely derivative.

Still, it was amusing to see line

dancing once again.

Earlier this year, Mayor Goode's
office announced that a special

task force had been formed to lure

filmmakers to Philadelphia. No
other American city is courting

on-location shooting so openly,

and many more films will surely

be made here during the coming
years. Let us hope that they are

more original than "The In

Crowd."

The Source provides off-beat insights
By DIANE DRAGONETTE

Staff Reporter

Philadelphia's newest music
magazine. The Source: The Pro-

gressive Entertainment Magazine

for Young Adults, arrived on
Villanova's campus last week. If

you happened to run into the two
enthusiastic distributors in front

of Connelly Center, then you
probably received a complimen-

tary copy. The publisher, Mat-

thew Pinto, recently discussed

exactly what The Source has in

store for music lovers every-

where.

The Source contains new music,

humor, satire, fashion, art, books

and movies as well as social and
political issues. Pinto explained,

"We are addressing new music

listeners who are politically and

socially conscious. The magazine

is going to have an underground

flavor not like the pop played by

major stations, more like the new
music played by college stations.

Iwant a quality magaxine. and I'm

putting heavy emphasis on this."

Tha Source established connec-

tions with Villanova while form-

ing The Alternative Music
Awance. The Alternative Music
Alliance includes college radio

stations that focus on alternative

nuaic. Among the stationa areour

own WKVU, Drexera WKDU.

many cases, this magazine is a
forum in which they can freely

exercise the skills they learned in

school."

The Source has made an effort

to give young music listeners a
place to enjoy a good time. The
Source is sponsoring a monthly
all-ages dance party at the Grape-
vine in Swarthmore. Th6 first

dance took place Feb. 13.

Beginning in March, The Source
will be available tor $1 in Main
Line locations such as Mads.

Repo
your

Plastic Fantastic and
Records. If South Street is

scene, then pick up a copy at Skinz
or Tower Records. Yearly sub-

scriptions are available for $9 by
writing to P.O. Box 23. Upper
Darby, Pa. 19082.

The Source explores a variety of

areas, but the main topic is music.
If you enjoy new music and local

bands, then The Source is your
kind of magazine. For more infor-

mation and details call 622-1634.

Premiere Issue

.Intarviaw

with

Suzanne Vaga

PhMy Faahiona
end nuGhnonl

Forwhat it 's worth. J\

politk»l isaues are also signifi- programming. Other highlights

cant. Pinto added, "I wanted to include interviews with Suzanne
publish a magazine that would not Vega and local favorites, Sky

w^« „«,w, ^ . only entertain, but also stimulate Grits. Current issues such as

Widener's WDNR, Swarthmore's the reader with important perti- Amnesty International and cen-

WSRN, Cabrini's WCAB and nent artides of substance. We worship are alao covered in The

Weat Chester's WCUR. Describ- want to increaae the awareness of Source 's first issue,

ing the Alliance, Pinto said,'*! felt our readera about important Anothwr exciting factor about

that alternative music waa not isauea that are going on and may The Source ia that the magazine

being recQcniied on a laive acale affect them.*' not only caters to a college

in tma dty..and if we unified the The premiere isaue of The audience, but it is also staffed by

media that playa thia type of Source Uvea up to the standards talented young adults. Pintocom-

ntuaic. wewould hmve a atronier that Pfaito has aat. The cover mented, "What made thia whole

voica. articto dida with in Phila- PiPfect ichieve the level it haa
that PMchad ia tha^Kcitement and vaatAUhpugh. The Source datla dalpWi. and the iMwiapm that rMClirt»the«Katement and vaat

PCimarfly with muaic» iOQhd tnd yuppAti h«re eauaad In radio talent of at leaat 10 people. In

By BILL CARR and
MICHAEL AIMETTE

Staff Reporters

Since this constitutes the
first appearance of this column
in The Villanovan, we fee!

that it is necessary to explain
its content and purpose. Hope-
fu41y, it will be more than a

simple music article expressing
critiques of recent albums.
Rather, it will be a sort of

"testing ground" for observa-
tions on music — encompass-
ing album review, opinions of

trends, and general informa-
tion regarding popular music.
A main objective of this
involves eliciting a reaction
from you, the readers. We hope
to offer opinions that you may
find interesting or even contro-

versial: and your ideas are
quite welcome, and in fact

necessary, to maintain this

column's vitality. Thanks for

listening, now read on . . .

Those who endured the open-
ing set by Leather Nun were

I
treated to an excellent show by

ijgpho A The Bunnvmf^ last

nn (

Thursday night at the lower
Theatre, in Philadelphia.

Echo and the Bunnymen.
having concluded their

summer tour with New Order
and Gene Loves Jezebel. t(X)k

some brief time off and are now
on the roa^ again for 45 to 50
American dates — this time

j

sharing the spotlight with no
\

one. And they do not need to. '

In a show that closely mir i

rored t heir summer performan-
'

ces, Echo prove that their
|

almost 10-year history has
really started to pay off. Once !

a cult band dismissed as i

murky. New Wave yet psyche-
;

delic Doors imitators. Echo, '

with their new album, appro-
;

priately titled Echo <fe The
Bunnymen, have found a new
accessibility, while not forsak-

ing their devoted college fans.

Playing to a packed house —
an interesting mix of punky
fashion plates and teenage girls

(sometimes one and the same)
— Ian McCulloch, Echo's arty,

yet soulful lead vocalist, skill-

fully led his band through a

(Continued on page 35)
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We« Graven horrifies with new film
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior Reporter^^BM
The Serpent and the Rainbow"

directed by Wes Craven
Universal Pictures

Wes Craven has long been
regarded as a director capable of

making the most sturdy of mind
break upon seeing the images he

conjures up on a movie screen.

With hits such as "The Hills Have
eyes" and "A Nightmare on Elm
Street," Craven has introduced

horror movie fans to memorable
characters, especially in the form
of Freddy Krueger, the dream
killer with the burnt face and
knife-decorated glove. Craven has
performed both of these functions

in his latest work of the macabre,

"The Serpent and the Rainbow,"

a movie based on the true expe-

riences of Harvard anthropologist

Wade Davis.

Davis journeyed to Haiti to find

a drug capable of simulating

death, a symotom popularly
known as "zombification." Used
exclusively by voodoo priests in

Haiti, Davis investigated the
culture of the Haitian people and
secret voodoo societies. The
results of his travels were
condensed into a book entitled The
Serpent and the Rainbow.
The movie of the same name

puts '*Spaceballs" star Bill Pul-

lman in the role of dennis Alan,

an explorer sent to Haiti to

research the zombification drug
for a pharmaceutical company
planning to market it as an anaes-

thetic. Alan's mission parallels

Davis' quest in the events that

happen in Haiti, yet differs in

reason for the trip.

Alan encounters much resist-

ance to his work, with researcher/

doctor Marielle Celine (Cathy
Tyson) and her father Lucien

Celine (Paul Winfield) as his only

allies in the country. His research

drags him deeper and deeper into

the voodoo subculture of Haiti,

eventually pittmg him against

Daiigent Peytraud (Zakes Mokae).
an evil voodoo priest who doubles
as the leader of the tontons
macQutes, police force of Haiti. In

his search for the drug, Alan pays
the owner of a local seedy night-

club to show him how tQ make
it and winds up buried alive by
Peytraud.

Because of my lack of knowl-
edge of actual voodoo practices, I

really cannot say whether Craven
has accurately portrayed this

religion of Haiti. Nevertheless, the
images he shoves in your face and
events that occur in the film

disturb the mind, causing disbe-

lief. Davis was very happy with
Craven's presentation of voodoo
and his search for the drug,
although he never did see a zombie
brought to life or was buried alive.

Craven relies on his mastery of jh.

the dream world to present most
of the unsettling images. Alan is

constantly plaqued by the reap-

pearance of a woman's corpse in

a bridal gown and also, has recur-

ring deja vu about his premature

burial, hence the misleading

phrase on the movie poster that

attempts to draw moviegoers
"Don't bury me ... I'm not dead!"

The film hardly revolves around
Alan's burial; the bulk of it deals

with voodoo.

SpeciaKeffects were brought off

realistically in "The Serpent and
the rainbow." From the scorpion

that emerges from Lucien Celine's

mouth after his death, to the
torture of Peytraud by Alan, to the

consumption of glass by voodoo
dancers, the scenes make the
uneasy turn away from the screen.

Probably the most terrifying

situation in the film that would
make me think twice about going
to Haiti is the burial of Alan.

Although "zombified," he can see

hear and feel everything, without
any movement. Alan sees Pey-

traud throw the dirt into his grave
and drop a tarantula into his

coffin to "keep him company," yet

is immobile — not the kind of

night you want to have.

The two strongest facets of

**The Serpent and tiK Rainbow

'

are the terror and imagery asso-

ciated with the voodoo rituala and
the acting of the individuals that

participated in the film. All of the

characters are portrayed with a
realism not seen in moat pictures,

evoking empathy from any
thoughtful audience. Pullman and
Tyson's relationship works well

on the big screen and Mokae does
a good job as an evil and threat-

ening person.

"The Serpent and the Rainbow"
will reside in your mind for a
while, causing you to question the

existence of such practices and
the brutality of natives against

foreigners in a modern world such
as our own. Davis claims that the
drug's existence is a reality, but
that it probably cannot be separ-

ated from the culture in which it

is made and used. Regardless of

the implications of the voodoo
aspect of the film, "The Serpent
and the Rainbow" gives a good jolt

of uncomfortable terror to the
moviegoer looking to escape real-

ity for a while.

E.F. C. Celebrates20-YearAnniversary
By JOE McGOWAN

Senior Reporter

Electric Factory Concerts cele-

brated its 20th anniversary last

Sunday with, not surprisingly, an
eight-hour concert. The Electric

Factory once was a Philadelphia

concert hall, hosting the likes of

Jimi Hendrix, Pink Floyd and The
Who. Now strictly a concert
promotion agency. Electric Facto-

ry has grown immensely — as
have concert ticket prices.

The bill for the anniversary
concert was a mixed one. There
was a preponderance of '60s music
acts from the days of The Electric

Factory as well as Philadelphia

^cts young and old. While acts

such as the openers, the Spencer
Davis Group, and the Chambers
Brothers and Iron Butterfly repres-

ented the psychedelic era, Bricklin

and Tommy Conwell & The,
Young Rumblers represented the

continuation of the Philadelphia
rock tradition.

Ed Schiaky, Pierre Robert and
other Philadelphia disc jockeys
hosted the event , putting aside for

the day station rivalries. Each act

was allotted approximately 35 to

45 minutes excepting the "Phila-

delphia All-Stars," which consist-

ed in a series of covers ("Stand
By Me" and so forth) by
Philadelphia-area rock "stars" —
from early groups such as Todd
Rundgren's The Nazz to contem-
porary outfits such as Separate
Checks and Pretty Poison. The
cover versions were, overall, fairly

dreadful but the musicians at

least seemed to be having fun.

The emphasis of the show was
on the psychedelic. A "spectacular
psychedelic light show" was put
on (it was for most of the show
barely visible) and between acts

MTV "Closest Classics" videos
were aired on the Spectrum's
"Arenavision." In fact, it was the
videos of Jimi Hendrix ("Wild
Thing" and "Voodoo Chile") and
Free ("All Right Now") that
received the most applause from
the audience.

The audience was somewhat
less than receptive to the newer
acts, especially Tommy conwell,
whose musical roots are really

from the '50s rather than the '60s.

But Conwell seemed to flourish in

adversity and put on a fast and
loud set that followed the even-
ing's best act.

Spirit stole the show. Dave
Mason took to the stage amid
hearty applause but even his

Traffic fame could not prevent his

sedate acoustic set from' being
instantly forgotten. The revamped
and streamlined Spirit, however,
played a loud but precise set that

stuck to their past hits.

After an opening instrumental,

Spirit (now a trio) launched into

"Nature's Way" (from their fourth

album The Twelve Dreams of Dr.

Sardonicus), "Fresh Garbage"
(from their first LP), "Animal

Zoo," "Dark Eyed Woman,"
"Nothin' to Hide," "All the Same"
and, perhaps their best song, "I

Got A Line On You" (from their

second release The Family That

Plays Together). tually devolved into solo projects.

Spirit got its start in the mid- Sf ^1?'^V^-J
o^K"«tarist/vocalist

Randy California achieved the
60s and after five solid albums ^^Qst success. He
began to falter. The band even- (Continued on page 34)
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GEOnLE •••• BERKELEY
SOrrWORKS C 64, C128
Most fiUag/datatMse programs

have milKons of options that only

the most serious database user,

will ever need. Others provide

simple means of organizing infor-

mation. One program of the latter

type i^geo-File. It is a newcomer

to the GEOS system for Commo-
dore computers and offers all that

someone with a lot of data could

ever desire.

First of all, the manual pack-

aged with geoFile is almost like

a complete tutorial. Every chapter

focuses on another aspect of the

GEOS application and a contin-

uing example is used throughout

all of the chapters. All menus and
options are explained in the appen-

dices, as well as how to integrate

geoFile with other GEOS
applications.

The application lets you create

custom forms with all the data

that you need, update data fields,

perform conditional searches,

merge data into GEOS applica-

tions and insert graphics into

forms.

The construction set is easy to

use and allows you to create your

own dungeon or set of dungeons.

There are over 200 options, truly

a complete system.

GEOFILE
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OUTRAGEOUS PAGES •
ELECTRONIC ARTS C64/
128
Outrageous Pages is definitely

the best creative page designer

ever released for the Commodore
64. Versions for other systems are

on the way — so look for them.

As an indication of the power of

the prognm, the following items

are what Outrageous Pages can

easily create, with your assis-

tance: newsletters, c^endars,
certificates, invitations, signs,

flyers, letterheads, stickers, cards,

labels,, menus, message paads,

name tags and coupons.

The options are limitless if you

take advantage of the graphics

editor. You can import graphics

from Print Shop or Newsroom. The
program contains 50 fonts, but

alk)ws you to design your own.
Every option is selected via

menus, and the simplicity of

operation of the entire system is

astounding.

TOMAHAWK •»A DATA-
SOFT C 64/128. AT
Tomahawk is yet another helic-

opter simulation, which turns out

to be pretty good. The graphics

are three-dimensional color views

of what you would see from the

cockpit if you were actually in the

helicopter. There are a variety of

missions that you can choose

from, with both day and night

missions possible.

The designers of the simula-

tion/game decided to make their

helicopter easy to control, yet

tough to master. That is the

approach that you have to take

with Tomahawk: do not expect a

very hard mision if you know how
to make the helicopter respond at

will.

Tomahawk also includes a

detailed brochure on the history,

design and development of the

Apache helicopter. Read this

before playing the game to under-

stand the beauty in helicopter

flight. Practice is all that will help,

but the effort to learn how to fly

a helicopter is worthwhile.

PROJECT; SPACE STATION• ACCOLADE C64/128,
AP, IBM

Project: Space Station is a very

interesting program that lets you
design, build and run an orbiting

space station. Doing this is not an

easy task; but, once completed, an
operating space station is sign of

a mission well performed. The
graphics are sufficiently detailed

for the simulation/game and it is

easy to work the design-and-build

system.

There are five parts to any
mission in Project: Space Station.

The first involves planning the

station and coordinating all ele-

ments such as the number of

modules, crew members, and cost

of equipment. Then, all of the

station parts are loaded onto a

space shuttle and launched into

orbit.

Modules must then be linked in

outer space to form the station.

The shuttle must be landed suc-

cessfully. Finally, research and
development experiments must be
completed on the station. If all is

done well, the mission is

successful.

STREET SPORTS BASKET-
BALL •• EPYX C64/128,
AP, IBM
Epyx never fails in their games

and Street Sports Basketball is a
perfect example of that. This
sports game is an easy-to-play

basketball game that takes place

not on the familiar court, but in

one of four outdoor settings:

schoolyard, alley, suburban back-

yard or inner-city parking lot.

There are also 10 possible team
members on the disk. With such'

names as butch. Radar, Vic and
"Magic," you know that this is no
NCAA playoff game. Each team
has three members and you can
play against the computer or

another player. Regardless of

player choice, you will find that

Street Sports Basketball one of the

best sports programs of the year.

DEMON STALKERS **•

ELECTRONIC ARTS C64/
128
Demon StalkersX is a combina-

tion game/construction set that

resembles the arcade game Gaun-
tlet in its three-dimensional over-

head view of dungeons, but differs

in its varied options and approach.

The object of Demon Stalkers is

to survive each dungeon level and
make it to the exit, ultimately

reaching the 100th level and
defeating the demon of the title.

In the dungeons, two players

can search for treasures, magic
items, food, keys and scrolls that

tell of the demon while avoiding
monsters like rats and ghosts.

The dungeons are interesting, but

they are overpopulated with mons-
ters. Reaching the 100th level is

hard, but you can save the game
as you go along.
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entertainment

Calendar

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Through March 27 — "Recent Acquisitions II:"

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

Music

Ambler Cabaret
43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

Feb. 19 - The Stand
Feb. 20 — Tommy Conwell and the Young Rumblers

/The Stand

Feb. 24 — New World

Feb. 26 — Dynagroove/Daves

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 19 — Dynagroove/Hoi Polloi

Feb. 24 — Nik Everett Group/Blue Rocks
Feb. 25 - The Stand/VHF
Feb. 26 — Beru Revue/The Faction

V/

Theater

Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania
3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

Feb. 19, 20 - "Magic Jpurney"

Vasey Theatre
Villanova Theatre
Villanova. Pa.

215-645-7474

Feb. 19-21 - "Devious Means"

Comedy
Comedy Works
126 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-WA-C-K9-7
Feb. 26, 27 — Robert Wuhl (Good Morning Vietnam)

.'»
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Woody Allen chronicled
By ROBERT 0UGCAN

SHiff Kiptlffer

Fun With Woody: The Complete
Woody Allen Quiz Book
by Graham Flashner
Owl Books

If anyone has ever said to you.

"I'm not afraid to die, I just don*t

want to be there when it

happens," or some other line

belonging to Woody Allen and you
wanted to find out exactly where
it came from, then Graham
Flashner's Fun with Woody is the

first place you should look.

Graham Flashner, a screenwri-

ter and fanatical Woody-phile, has
created the definitive quiz book on
the life and works of Allen Stewatt

Konigsberg, better known as
Woody Allen.

After covering Allen's childhood

(Woody was "all schoolyard. They
threw him a football once, and he
tried to dribble it.") and his early

nightclub and gag-writing years,

Flashner moves into the heart of

the comic's work — his movies.

Each of the 20 films Allen has
worked on as either an actor,

writer, director or a combination
of the three is given an entire

chapter of coverage. From
"What's New, Pussycat?" in 1965

to "Radio Days" in 1987, Allen's

career in film is covered not only

Concert
(Continuedfrom page 32)

gained a following among the '60s
rock and heavy metal audiences
largely because of his guitar
playing, which is reminiscent of

that of the late Jimi Hendrix.
California and drummer Ed

Cassidy got together again a few
years a^o on a reunion tour with
other veteran psychedelic acts
such as Iron Butterfly and Vanilla
Fudge, playing smaller venues
such as the Chestnut Cabaret.

Spirit had not played the Spec-
trum since 1971, but one would
never know this last Sunday as
they brought to the stage fresh,

fast versions of their old stand-
ards. Rather than trying for a new
sound, as many reformed 60s acts
are doing. Spirit instilled new life

in old hits and put on an energetic
performance in an Electric Facto-
ry show that was not quite
electrifying.

through the questions, but alio

through pictures from the movies
and pertinent quotes taken from
the many interviews of Allen and
books written about his films.

Chapters are also devoted to his

plays. "Don't Drink the Water/'
"Play It Again. Sam," and "The
Floating Ught Bulb," and his

books, Getting Even, Without
Feathers and Side Effects.

But even if you have not seen

all the movies or the plays or read

the books, this book is worth the

price just to read the great lines

Allen has turned out over the

years. Allen's big three of sex,

death and God that permeates his

work is given ample attention in

the questions Flashner asks.

Flashner repeats Allen's

memorable sex joke. "Everybody
is obsessed with sex, except for

some men who do not think about

sex at all. They become lawyers."

Another great line on the subject

from "A Midsummer Night's Sex
Comedy" is "Sex alleviates ten-

sion. Love causes it."

"There are worse things than

death," Woody said in "Love and
Death." "Anyone who has spent

an evening with an insurance
salesman knows exactly what'

I

mean."
On the subject of deities you

will find, "Not only is there no
God, but try getting a plumber on

wMkeftda." FUahner lUao
reooimts Woody'a slory of MBf
an atheist and wanting to marry
an agnootic They never got mar-
ried OBcauae they could not dedde
whidi religion not to bring the

children up in.

To see the world through the

unique perspective of Allen is a
hilariously wonderful ride that

Graham Flashner takes thereader
on through his excellent choice of

otiestions and quips. The obvious

depth of the author's knowledge
of Allen's work in thisbook makes
it as much a tribute to the writer's

devotion to the artist as to the

artist himself.

This book, like all quiz books,

will come in handy when you feel

like stumping friends or usingone
of the lines as a snappy comeback.
However, the book's comprehen-
siveness and the way it reflects

the subject so truly, separates it

from the run of the mill celebrity

trivia book.

For anyone who has ever
enjoyed an Allen film, this book
is for you. Flashner has gotten at

the haul of what makes the li^
red-haired guy with the fuil^y

glasses so entertaining and^so
very lovable. No where else ^rill

you get such a complete, eiuoyably
funny glimpse of the painfoUy
regular guy with the very hilaf*

iously irregular view of the world.

Welcome
To

V.U..

Pin!

Go Cats!

Mickey

Any way you slice

Domino's Pizza

is a great deall
Use all or any of the coupons below and save

on your next purchase from Domino's Piz

Get rolling! These offers end soon.

Domino's Pizza will deliver your pizza-

hot and fresh-in less than 30 minutes.

Just give us a call.

Calus.
Wayne

293-0980
128 W. Lancaster

Open for lunch

11 AM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.

11 AM-2AMFri.&Sat.

Ouf driven carry l«M than $2000.

Umitadd«Uva»yarM.
® 1968 Oomino'tPiza, Irtc.
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^SERVICES MawAt
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DoUUedBfli
Preaent this coupon to rocoivo

two regular one-Item pizzas for

Dinner for teur

Prtaant thla coupon 01 raoalvt a
le'ona-Mim pizza and tourie

. DOHMS 01 vxiNi^ vor only

One coupon per pizza. Not valid

with any other offer. Ikx indudad
in advertiaad fsrtca.

Expkea: 3^17788

Faotf FioaDolMafy

One coupon per pizza. Not valid

wim any omer oner, inciiioea

rebala of aaiaa tax if applicable.

Expirea: 3/17980

$2j008ff
Praeent this coupon to receive

$2iMI off any laiige two-Hem
piza.

One coupon per pizza. Not valid

with any other offer. Indudee
rebala of aalae tax f anntteab'ff

Expiree: 3/17IV8
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Musical commentary
(CoiUimmd/rmpagt 31)

sometimes moody, o^ten upbeat

9(Mninute 8^.
Un McCulloch, not to under-

mine the strength of each
meiiiber. is gifted with the kind

of voice that can carry a band.

He shifted effortlessly between
soulful ballads like 'The Kil-

ling Moon" and "Lips Like

Sugar'* and faster, more rock-

ing songs like ^'Rescue'* and
"The Cutter." His voice, heav-

ily, layered with echo, had all

the r^spiness and power of his

studio work.

McCulloch is known as an
arrogant mystic, but he is an
immensely interesting, heart-

rendering performer. He sang
with a isubdued passion and
was the picture of coolness

wearing a loosely fitting leather

jacket and caressing his mike,

cigarette always in hand. He
seemed lost in the power Of his

songs; his eyes were either

closed or staring wistfully at

his guitar. About the only

words he uttered were a shy
"Thank you" after each song.

The band played a generous

sampling of all five of their

studio albums. In fact, the

concentration seemed to be on
the older tunes. The crowd was
decidedly more responsive to

songs off the new album and
Songs To Learn & Sing, their

greatest hits compilation, prov-

ing further that Echo is just

starting to become fashionable.

Some of the show's high-

lights included a raucous ren-

dition of "The Back Of Love,"

which originally brought the

crowd alive, and the familiar

cover of The Doors' "Soul
Kitchen." .

The band encored with a

great version of "Do It Clean"

which featured a medley
(including "Blue Moon" of all

things!) of McCulloch improv-

isatkms. The song was inter-

rupted innumerable time by

girls who rushed the st9ge,

smothering McCulloch with

kisses. McCulkx:h did not miss

a step though and broke into

some slithery, frenzied dancing

that just spawned more
attacks. McCulloch introduced

the second encore saying softly,

"Sing akwig with me." The
band then broke into an irre-

sistably fun version of "Twist

& Shout."

Have Echo& The Bunnymen
finally found a strong Ameri-

can audience? Let us hope so.

Maybe they will even get

played on American radio some
day.

WHAT'S NEW
R.E.M., the band that does

no wrong, is set to release its

third single from Document,

titled ''Finest Worksong,"
which tentatively includes

both a live version and (believe

it or not) a more upbeat remix.

Even stranger, R.E.M. is also

contemplating the release of

their version of Prince's "Rasp-

berry Beret" on a B-side which
they recorded with Warren
Zevon in 1986.

Speaking of R.E.M., it is

interesting to note their effect

on the popular music scene..

R.E.M.'s album, which is quite

good, is currently sandwiched
iii, the charts between Madon-
na's dance track LP and Aero-

smith's latest effort, which are

both quite bad. Obviously, the

fact that people are buying

both good and bad music in

equal units constitutes a lack

of discretion, and they should

be punished.
Next week: A review of Rob-

' yn Hitchcock's latest, general

commentary, information, and
other unfounded opinions.

V*
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Nancy S.,

Thanks for the
Wedding. You are the

Best Roommate!
Love, Kathy Q
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Find OMt how yoy can kave your nedical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in fall—plat earn more than $600 a month while you attend school.

Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.

We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the

Army. Navy or Air Force.

If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain

valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as

a commissioned officer in the Reserves.

After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service

.

you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected

Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay. regular hours, great benefits

and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical

technology.

If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today
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Entertainineiit tidl^ts
By STEPHEN POWERS

Staff Reporter

How often does television do

some real good? Many telethons

are held throughout the year and

raise money for worthy causes

and sometimes, a network produ-

ces a movie like "Adam," which

makes people aware of the danger

children are in, and also helps

locate many missing children by

telecasting their pictures. But

most programs are on the air for

one reason: to make money. How-
ever, in the past month, two of

these programs have also man-

aged to benefit society by aiding

in the capture of criminals.

One of those programs is NBC's
"Unsolved Mysteries." The show
is a "designated hitter," meaning
it airs once a month in various

timeslots instead of a rerun of

another series. The fifth episode

of the series, which aired two

weeks ago, led to the arrest of two
suspected killers. As the result of

other episodes, "Mysteries" has

also helped solve three other

criminal cases, and located the

heir to a small fortune.

Granted, "Unsolved Mysteries"

is not exactly what you would call

a quality program. It is not a

documentary and does not use

actual news footage; instead, the

show consists mostly of re-

enactments of crimes. The whole

thing often plays like a TV version

of The National Enquirer. But, if

this series can actually solve a

mystery once in a while, then it

is worthy of a place on NBC's
schedule.

Granted, 'Unsolved

Mysteries' is not exactly

whatyou would calla

^quality program.

Fox Broadcasting is trying out

a similar program on its seven

owned-and-operated stations,

with the hopes of syndicating the

program nationwide. "America's

Most Wanted" features re-enacted

crimes and asks viewers to phone

in tips on criminals' whereabouts.

The program is hosted by John
Walsh, the father of Adam Walsh,

whose disappearance and subse-

quent death was the subject of the

"Adam" television movie.

Although "Most Wanted" has

not yet caught any criminals, the

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona

offers more than 40
courses: anthropol-

ogy, art. bilingual edu-
cation, folk music and
folk dance, history,

phonetics, politicat sci-

ence. Spanish langu-

age and literature and
intensive Spanish. Six-

week session. July 4-

August 12. 1988. Fully

accredited program.
Tuition $510. Room
and board in Mexican
home $540.
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viewer response to the show has

been great; the studio where the

program is taped received 700

calls after the first episode was
broadcast. The show had a one-

time outing on Channel 29 last

week, because the lead story was
about a fugitive believed to be near

Philadelphia, but it can be regu-

larly seen Sunday at 6:30 p.m. on

WNYW, New York's Channel 5.

On the music scene, several

veteran performers are making
comebacks on the Billboard

charts. Eric Carmen, who has not

had a top 10 hit since "All By
Myself" in 1976, returns to the

charts this week at No. 5 with

"Hungry Eyes," from the "Dijrty

Dancing" soundtrack. Cameh
was fired from Geffen Records

three years ago, and moved bapk

to Cleveland. But one hit from a

hit LP has managed to revive his

career. Carmen is being flooded

with offers from various labels,

and Arista, his old label, is releas-

ing "The Best of Eric Carmen"
this week.

Ex-Beatle George Harrison is

also staging a comeback, and his

latest single, "When We Were
Fab," is climbing the charts

quickly. The single is from the

"CLoud 9" album, Harrison's first

. LP to go gold since 1979.

Short Takes: The Holly-

wood western will soon be revived

once again. Emilio Estevez, Char-

lie Sheen, Kiefer Sutherland and

Lou Diamond Phillips ("La Bam-
t)a'') are currently in New Mexico,

shooting "Young Guns" with
Estevez as a young Billy the Kid

Tom Hanks, who is co-starring

with Sally Field in the upcoming
film "Punchline." hosts NBC's
"Saturday Night Live" tomorrow.

Hanks hosted the show once
before, in Dec., 1985 . .

.

It looks like Casey Kasem will

not be hosting radio's "American
Top 40" after this year. Negoti-

ations have broken down between

ABC Radio and Kasem, who has

hosted the show since 1970. A
replacement will be named within

the month . .

.

And finally, Priscilla Presley,

who has played Jenna Wade on
"Dallas" for the past five years,

will leave th^ CBS soap at the end

of the season. The departure of

the former Mrs. Elvis Presley is

no surprise, and comes at a time

when "Dallas" is planning major

creative changes, including paring

down its large cast. Rumor has it

that Presley is jumping from the

"Dallas" ship before she is

pushed.

Sources: USA Today, The Phi-^

ladelphia Inquirer

By RUSS CECCOLA
Senior Reporter

A single called "The Axe is

Gonna Swing" is the first release

from a new band called Mystery
Girls. The band is a hard rock/

heavy metal foursome that con-

sists of Debbie Valenti (lead vocals

and guitars), Larry Mitchell (gui-

tars), Steve Missal (drums and
backing vocals) and Chris Larsen
(bass). The name Mystery Girls

was adopted because 4}f the use
of three love dolls known as
Natasha, Eva and Hanna on the

single's sleeve and in publicity

shots, as well as on stage. The

dolls are the "mystery girls."

You may ask why mention is

made of a band that only has a

single out, without any album of

prior exposure to back them up.

The reason for the bother is' that

lead singer Valenti is head basket-

ball coach RoUie Massimino's
niece. Her mother's maiden name
was Massimino. If the two songs

on the single are any indication

of other material. Mystery Girls

should get some good exposure:

Further success will probably be

gotten from her relationship with

Rollie. Perhaps she wears Windsor
shirts too.

44Mom says the

house just isift die

same withoutme,
eventhoi^it^
alotdeaner.^^

Just because yourMom
is far away, doesn't mean

you can't be close. You can

still share the love and

laughter onAT&T Long

Distance Service.

It costs less than you

think to hear that she likes

the peace and quiet, but

she misses you. So go

ahead, give your Mom a

call. You can clean your

room later. Reach out and

touch someone*
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Fi^ng Irish mairi Ice Gate

(Photo by Trimble)

Vinanova hockey team finished Uie '87-'88 campaifn with a pair

id loaaes to powerful Notre Dame.

Club sports thrive

By JOHN E. SWIFT
Statistician

On the final weekend of the

regular season, the Villanova Ice

Hockey team traveled a great

distance to play a pair of games
against a well-respected Notre
Dame squad.

In the opener on Feb. 12, the

Cats were thoroughly whipped by

the score of 14-0. The heavily

favored Irish dominated every

facet of the contest. The only

bright spot for the Cats was the

36 saves that junior goalie Mitch
Doren made.
With a 14-0 loss still a vivid

memory, the Ice Cats came out

bubbling with intensity for the

final game of the season.

Freshman George Schneider
opened the contest with a goal to

give the Cats a 1-0 lead early in

the first period. Notre Dame

scored the next four goals before

sophomore Kevin Stadtler made it

4-2 after one period.

Bob Ward, 'Nova's leading scor-

er, made it 4-3 early in the second

period before the Irish scored six

straight goals to put the game out

of reach. Notre Dame coasted the

rest of the way to hand Villanova

a disappointing 15-5 defeat.

"We came out fired-up and
ready to play in that second
game," said Wildcat head coach

Skip Probst. "We had two short

lapses that cost us, but other than

that, we played pretty well."

Despite dropping the final four

games of the season, the Ice Cats
finished with a 9-18-1 overall

record and a 4-10-1 mark in the

ECAC South Conference.

Coming off a season like this,

one in which the team was to gain

the experience necessary to be

competitive in the future, next

year will not be easy. Though
much will be expected of this team
next year, there is little doubt that

next season will be much better

than this one.

1987-88
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Retoy-team finishes secoml
By TERRY KELLY

Sii^R$p$rttr

Last weekend the men's winter

track team competed in two meets
and came away with mixed
results. The Cats competed in the

Olympic Invitational at the New
Jersey Meadowlands and Miller

Lite Meet at George Mason
University.

At the Olympic Invitational the

team finished, once again, second

behind Georgetown. The last time

the two teams met in the two-mile

relay, the Hoyas came away with

a 1.24 second victory. This time

the Cats cut the margin of defeat

to one-tenth of a second.

The team id Aidan O'Refui,
Mark SuUivan, Howard Jadnon
and Bruce Harris oombined their

spliU of 1:52.9, 1:52.6, 1:50.6 and
1:51.1, respectively, for a com-
bined time of 7:27.14 to Geof«e-

town's 7:27.04.

At the MUkr Ute Meet the

squad of Grant Davis, Mark
Rainey^ O'Regan and Edwin
Modibedi took third place in the

mile relay. Their splits of 48.4,

49.6, 49.7 and 47.4 gave them a

combined time of 3:15.06. For the

second time of the weekend the

team was less than a second

behind Georgetown (3:14.48). The
only difference this time was that

the Atlantic Coast Track Club

(3:11.19)beatboth BigEast teams.

The only bad newt ol the wee-

kend came in the only indhrkhial

performance of the two meeta. At
the Gttyinpic Invitational Marc
Jones iivvred his knee in the 900-

meter race. The injury occurred
when Jones fell in,tfae last turn
of the race.

Hopefully, Jones will be able to

compete in the last few races of

the season, but it is likely that he
will be sidelined at least until the

outdoor season.

For now. the rest of the team
is preparing for the Big East
Championship meet this weekend
at Syracuse University.

Mat Cats tackle Moravian, 35-14,

Fall to MiUersville in finale
By MONICA BYRNE

Staff Reporter

Last Friday, the Villanova wres-
tling team split matches in their

final home dual meet of the
season. The Cats decisively beat

Moravian 35-14, but lost to a very
powerful MiUersville team, 29-11.

The lower weights wrestled well

in both matches.

According to Assistant Coach
Andre Metzger, the team fought
hard but were much less expe-

rienced than MiUersville. An
indication of the team's youth is

the fact that 'Nova starts eight

freshmen and only one junior.

Metzger feels that the squad is

"two years away from being a top

10 team."

In his opinion, "It's' going to stands strong at 15-5, with two
take a lot of hard work, but all pins at 118/126 pounds,
the coaches plan on putting in the

time and effort needed." Coach Metzger said that the

wrestlers are "working hard and

He added that he would like to won't lay down for anyone."

help the Wildcats become a 'Nova wrapped up its regular

national championship team. . season yesterday in a dual meet
against Syracuse and Army. The

Leading the Wildcats for the NCAA Eastern Regionals will be

night were freshmen Greg Alfonsi held March 5 and 6 at Edinboro

and Lyndon Campbell winning State University. Then, on March

both of their matches. Metzger, 17-19, the NCAA championships

feeling very confident about the will be held at Iowa State Univer-

performances of these two fresh- s»ty to conclude the 1987-88 col-

men, said, "They should place legiate wrestling season.

first or second in the conference

at their respective weights."
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LAUREL FOURNIER

the week is LaurelThis week's athlete of

Foumier.
Foumier, a sophomore on the women's swim

team, helped lead the Cats to second place in the

Big East tournament last weekend. In so doing, she

collected five first-place finishes, three individual and
two relay races. In addition she set a school record

in the 50-meter freestyle. As a result sheVas awarded
MVP of the tournament.

Foumier, who graduated from Newport High
School in Washington, D.C., is a sophomore business

major.

^^^^\ ^niversit/
Sportswear
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Campbell holds a very impres-

sive 20-1-2 record, including six

pins at 134 pounds and Alfonsi

Junior runners star
By MICHAEL E. JONES

Staff Reporter

Two weeks ago Vjcky Huber got
her first real taste oif international

competition in the Panasonic Mile
at the Millrose games and had
spectators in awe.

Last week fellow juniors Kathy
Franey, Celeste Halliday and
Michelle DiMuro went up against

the "big boys" at the star-studded

Miller Lite Meet in Fairfax, Va.

and experienced similar success.

.

Halliday and DiMuro finished

fifth and sixth, respectively, in the

800-meters, while Franey finished

fourth in the mile in what Head
Coach Marty Stern called "the

best race I've ever seen her run."

Halliday and DiMuro finished

within an eyelash of each other

in 2:07.10 and 2:07.11, and for

DiMuro it was a personal indoor

best. Halliday ran her second

fastest indoor time ever, and was
the first collegiate runner to

finish. Stem visualizes both run-

ning even faster with more inter-

national experience under their

belts.

When Franey stepped to the line

for the start of the mile, she knew
she would have her hands full

with the likes of Romanian Doina

Melinte, who had broken the

indoor world record in the mile the

night before at the Olympic Invi-

tational in New Jersey. Early in

the race, Franey controlled the

pace. She led for the first six laps

on the 200-meter track, and hung
tough before succumbing to

Melinte's overpowering kick. Fra-

ney's time of4:45.07 was far from

her personal best, but she proved

to herself that she could run with

the best. Stem added, "She's run

faster, and won many, but this

was the strongest competition

she's been involved with. She's

already an all-American, now
she's taken the first step towards

being world class."

The remaining Wildcats were
idle, and are well -rested for the

upcoming Big East Indoor Cham-
pionships in Syracuse this wee-
kend. The Cats will be looking to

make it five in a row, having won
the indoor title every year since

Big East competition began
1983.

in

Wanted Students
Terrific 2nd semester part-time job

openings for Juniors or Seniors.

Earn ^00 per hour or more
Applicant must possess:
• Self Motivation • Outgoing
• Neat Appearence • Dynamic Personality

With desire to suQceed! Must have car!

Please write immediately

P.O.

CompMy

13482

Men's Basketball
Nova's Long Distance Men

(3 pt. Field Goal Leaders)

Mark Plansky
Doug West
Kenny Wilson
Pat Enright

FGM
37

41
20
4

FGA
80

95
56
14

BIG EAST

PCX
46.2
43.2
35.7
28.6

Overall

Pittsburgh
Syracuse
VILLANOVA
Georgetown
St. John's
Seton Hall
Providence
Connecticut
Boston College

W
7

7

8
7

6

4

4

4

4

L
2

4
5

5

5

7

7

8

8

PCT
.778
.636
.615
.583
.545
.364

.364

.333

.333

W
17

18

16

17

15

15

10

12

13

L

3

6

9

6

6

10

12

9

10

PCT
.850
.750
.640
.739
.715
.600
.455
.571

.565

O#orgtown S6, yiHanov 84
VUlAliPVA FO.A FT-A W A F

Plansky .... 3-10 2-3 7 1

Taylor 0-1 0-2 2 1

Gtm 3-9 2-3 12 2
Wrtson..... 2-10 S-9 2 3 12
West 1-3 0-0 1 2 4 2
Masaey .... 1-2 3-4 2 3 S
Enright 0-0 OO 1 2
Bekktdam... S-9 3-& 9 1 3 19
Tot1> 1S-44 18-26 3S 10 25 S4
QtOTOWN fO-A FT-A W A F H»
McDonald ... 4-9 4-S 9 2 3 12
Highsmith... 1-2 1-3 7 3 3
GiUary ...".. 0-2 0^ 1 3
Smith 8-12 6-6 6 1 3 22
Tillmon .... 1-5 1-40123
Wtnaton .... 0-0 0^ 1

Jackion .... 2-7 0-12324
Bryant 1-2 3-54235
Edward* .... 2-4 1-11025
Tuckar 1-3 0-01022
JaWarson ... 0^ 0^ 1 1

Totals 20-46 15-28 33 1 1 24 56

Vtllanovan

Top20

}

n

1. Temple (7)

2. Purdue (1)

3. Arizona
4. Oklahoma
5. Duke
6. North Carolina (1)

7. Pittsburgh
8. Kentucky
9. UNLV
10. BYU
II • Syracuse
12>.-lfichigaii

13. N.C. State
14. lova
15. Gaorgatown
16. Missouri
17. Vanaarbilt
18. Wypming
19. Layola-Marymottiit
20. Bradday

POINTS
177

167

163
155
135
134
132

110
103
102

95
8$
71

46
45
37
36
27
15

U
Alao BacaalYina Votas: Gaorgia Taeh(12)»
Kaaaaa St. (11) a Indiafia(7)» Florida(7)a
and VILUM0VA HY

^rf^in.

,*

0oielies'feiiilbFew$
By DOtTG8CA1ICAKELLA

Ife^a btaki^hafiJUad Coach
tmoA V. IMaiiifliliio engMd in
• iferUl war wkli FittHead

ooadm didootshske hands.Both
men Maine eacn other for the

After tha game Bvaii|i daimed,

"I ffetpeict InUie as a cosch — he
won a national championihip.

Coach Piml Evans after lastSitur However, I fed that after he won
day's k)S8 to Pittsbuigh Univer- it sll, he feU in tove with himsdf
sity. The occurrence added to an and turned off a lot of good
already intense rivsfay, unfortu* friends."
nstdy this rivalry ia off the court Massimino did not take the
rather than on. comment well and retorted, "He
ItallstartedfouryearBagowith [Evans] does not even know who

the 9cruitment of Charles Smith, my friends are.**

Smith, Pitt's starting center. Last Saturday, he and Massimi*
opted to pUy for the Panthers no met at mid<x)urt. after Pitt,
afta- narrowing his chdces down topped V.U., 87-75, and engaged
to V.U. and Pitt. That, however, in a skirmish,
was only the start; the battie Massiminosaid it happened like
rcalV bolted up with the recruit- this, "I went to shake Mr. Evans*
m«Jt of Doug West hand and he dropped it. Then he
West, Villanova s starting off- called me a very serious and dirty

guard, shunned Pitt, to wear name. Luckily I am at my age and
Wildcat blue. He seemed destined walked away.** Massimino, who
to attend Pitt., but in late was visibly upset, also added "I
November 1984 he signed with don't air my Unens. That will be
Nova after revealing that a Pitt, handled accordingly through our
booster, Dr, Joseph Haller, offered le^e offices.**
him a $10,000 inducement to play Evans refused to comment on
forthe Panthers. the matter saying. "I don't care
The reveUtion shocked Pitts- what Rdlile says. I don't think it

burgh fans and crushed the team, was an important part of the
Roy Chipman, the Panther coach game."
at the time, resigned the following
year.

Two years later, Pitt, got *Nova
back. The 'Cats had received a

Whatever the reason for the

occurrence, the fact remains, the

off-the-court rivalry is hurting the

teams, the Big East and NCAA
verbal commitment from high basketball in general.
school superstar Bobby Martin. A
few months later Martin signed
with Pittsburgh.

This year, Massimino and
Evans have been engaged in

verbal sparring more than ever

before. After the first V.U.-Pitt.

game, a game won by Pitt., the

Perhaps Martin summed up the

skirmish best by stating, "It*s

really sad because the players

respect each other. We shake
hands after the game. It's terrible

because basketball is a kid's game
and the coaches are ruining it for

the kids."

i

B.J.'sBILLIARDS
PLYMOUTH SQ. SHOPPING CTR.
MbOEAND BUTLER PIKES
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 1,9428

8254699

14 Regulation Tables

0^ Lok 365 Doi|ft A ifm
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Women
By KARLA BECKNER

The VUlanova women's swim-
ming and diving team handed in
their finest performance ever in
a Big East Conference Champion-
ship meet Feb. 12-14. The team
placed second overall to the Uni-
versity of Pittsburi^.

Sophomore Laurel Fournier
was named MVP of the meet for
her five first place finishes, includ-
ing three individual events and
two relays.

"Laurel did a fabulous job in
winning the three most compet-
itive events in a swimming cham-
pionship," said Head Coach Chuck
Horton. "She helped her team-
mates win two relays as well. The
sky's the limit for Laurel in the
future."

Fournier captured the 50-, 100-

and 200-yard freestyle events
while joining teammates Danielle
Mackey, Mary Mayfield and Teri
Messenger for wins in both the
200-yard medley relay and 400-

yard medley relay.

Fournier set a new school record
in the 50-yard freestyle with her
24.09 effort and tied her own
school record of 52.71 in the 100-

yard freestyle. The Mackey, May-
field, Messenger, Fournier 400-

yard medley relay team set a new
school record of 4:00.02 as well.

Junior Mary Mavfield and

(Photo by Prilchard)

Both the men's and women's swim teams placed second in the Bid
East tournament held at Pittsburgh last Saturday.

sophomore Danielle Mackey each
handed in one individual and two
relay wins. Mayfield recorded a
first-place finish in the 100-yard
breaststroke while Mackey cap-

tured top honors in the 200-yard
individual medley.

Other outstanding performan-
ces came from Mayfield who set
a new school record <k 2:29.26 en
route to her second-place finish in
the 200-yard breaststroke and
took third in the 50-yard freestyle:

Mackey, who placed third in the
400-yard individual medley; and
Messenger, who took third in the
100-yard backstroke. The 400-
yard freestyle relay team of May-

field, Meg Fitzgerald, Mackey and
Fournier took second place and
the 200-yard freestyle relay team
of Mayfield, Messenger, Liz
Kennedy and Fitzgerald grabbed
third.

*The team did a fantastic job,"
Horton said. *They achieved one
of their goals, to place high in the
Big East, improving over last

year's third [dace finish. Hopefully
next year we can improve on this

year.

The team is now looking
towards the Eastern Champion-
ships Feb. 26>28 in Morgantown.
WV.

Cats win pair, eyelKCAA liid
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Edilor

After averaging 30 points per
game in two Lady Wildcat victo-

ries two weeks ago, there was not
much Lisa Angelotti could do for
an encore.

So it seemed.
In two games last week at

duPont Pavilion, Angelotti tossed
in 51 more points, leading the Cats
to victories over the University of

Connecticut and Providence Col-

lege. The wins raised their season
record to 18-5 and moved them
two steps closer to an NCAA bid.

For Angelotti, who was named
Big East Player of the Week for

the second straight week, it was
all in a day's work.

"1 really Cian't explain it. I feel

relaxed and I'm just trying to play
the best I can. The team is really
playing well right now, and that
helps my game," commented
Angelotti.

Tenth seat Head Coach Harry
Perretta was less modest about his
star forward's superb play. "She's •

playing great and she's our first

option on offense. The other
players are kwking for her because
she's scoring/' explained
Perretta. ^_^ ^

In the Connecticut game here i

Feb. 10, the Cats took control

early, as they shot a blistering 64
percent from the field in the first

half, while holding the Huskies to

28 first half points. Despite cooling
off in the second half, they heM
on for a decisive 76-57 victory.

Senior forward Teresa Pasik
chipped in 13 points and 'four
assists, and junior center Carole
Oaten added 12 points and a pair
of blocks. Sophomore guard Beth
Pasik played an extremely tolid

overall game, registering six
points, six rebounm, five aaaistt
and twastaalt*

On Feb. 13, the Cats avenged
an earlier road loss to Providence
with a 66-57 victory over the Lady
Friars here at theduPont Pavilion.

Both teams shot poorly from the
field and the foul line, but Villan-

ova outrebounded Providence 49-

39. 'Nova rode this rebound advan-

tage to fin eight point halftime
lead. They then kept the friars at
bay throughout the second half,

due largely to a herculean effort

by Angelotti, who finished with
27 points and 11 boards.

"You feel happy when you can

(Omtmusd onPa» 37)

ByAMYCSraWCER

For the fourth year in a row,
a superb men's swimming and
diving team finished in the
runner-up spot at the Big East
championships.
Conceding defeat only to the

University of Pittsburgh (858
points), finishing first for the
sixth straight year. the. Cats
managed to outdistance the rest

of the field by racking up 553.5
points and seven victories. Trail-

ing behind Villanova were Syra-
cuse (513), Boston College (301),

Providence (251), St. John's
(212.5), Georgetown (208.5) and
UConn (135.5).

The diving events proved to be
an exciting showdown as Villan-

ova's Dave Echeverria went head-
to-head against Chris Blair of Pitt.

The one-meter event, held Friday,
came down to the very last dive.

Echeverria successfully complet-
ed his last dive, which merited a
3.0 difficulty rating to snatch the
victory by seven points. His score
of 512.90 set a new school record.

The three-meter event on Sun-
day also came down to the wire.
This time Echeverria ended up on
the down side, missing the victory
by eight and one-hau points to

Blair. His outttandiMf pcrlor-
manoeol 528.95 ptwiia,Imrmr,
set another Villaimva school
recofd.

Wildcat swimmer Lou Dear-
•tyne let a Big Eaat ivooind in the
200-yard frwftyle aa he won with
a time of l:38i». THi bcoke the
recordset by fellow Wildcat Chris
Craft Ust year (1:39*86>. ' -^

Junior Craft, the backbone of
this year's team, turned in another
outstanding performance as he
achieved his seventh Big East title

in three years. Craft was the
victor in the 100-yard butterfly
with a time of 49.96. This was an
ensotional victory, as h^ upsetJim
Emore of Pitt., who would have
been this event's title holder for
the fourth straight year if he had
won. Craft also finished second
five times. He was the runner-up
in the 2()0-yard butterfly and the
200-yard individual relay, and as
a member of the 400-yard medley,
400-yard freestyle and 800-yard
freestyle relay teams.
Other Villanova victors

included freshman Steve Petrie in
the 100- and 200-yanl backstroke.
Blaise Matthews won the 50-yard
freestyle for the second straight
year, and the 400-yard medley
team of Petrie, Tim Truax, Craft
and Dearstyne, finished second.

B-fiaJI dfioiis Iftrae
ByJO^G.RICCO

Spwti Editor

Entering last week's play the
Villanova men's ba^tball team
knew what they were in for. The
then 16-6 WUdcato were to b^
the No. 1, 5 and l9-rai4Hk| ttiJMr
in the natkm in a span of she days.
Thegeneral consensus was that

one out of three would be fine, two
out of three, excellent — and a
sweep, something that coukl cat-

apult the Cats into top 10. Unfor-
tunately, the Wildcats did none of
the above.

The first game of the stretch
was one of the best played this

season, the final contest, one of
the wofBt, but the outcome was
the same for all three. A disap-
pointing k)6s.

On Feb. 10, the Cats traveled
to downtown Philadelphia to face
newly-crowned,Na l-ranked Tem-
ple University, and the Owls more
than 11^ up to their ranking.
Normany, a 45 percent shooting
team, Temple was on fire and
finished the night at 56 percent
(70 percent from three-point
raiye).

Wlanova sUyed dote, but the
Owls broke away late in the
second half and soared to a 98-86
vktory. "I tboiudit we played well
on WcdnndayTtaid senior Mark
Planalor, ^'but Temple just played
great."

Fteahman sensation Mark Mac-
on, a 42-pcfXMt shooter, went 14-

20 against the Gate, reeocdioff a
caraerhkh 31 pointa, and awho-
mote MUte VreetWyk, 5-7 from
threetMMQt land, pumped in 19.

It seemed that eVery time VU-
laoova did something positive,

Mttxm, Vreeawyk or senaora Tim
Ferry or Howard Evana were
th^ to answer for the Owla. The
iradcata plnred an eiwftiomd

but Temple wai nearly

"niiis was the hief TiminilnH
in4hia city for a lot ol yws -
for both triMi " nnnimiliil 111

JaUova Head Coach RoHle

Utfr, tha Chia

Pantheil visited duPont Pavilioo
for a league contest.

Early four trouUa, however,
CQmbiMw|tl|Fitt*«<i|ii

Wi^mr
tot half. «fi-^__,_
(two toulsraid forward ,

Taylor (three foute) ware on the
bench at MassiaAino'a skle.

"We got a couple of toiuh calls

early," said Plansky. 'They got
Tommy iGreis] down low and
Rodney [Taytor] down k>w, and
the next thiog you know we were
playing with a very small lineup.

The Panthers exploited their

size advantage, dominating the
Wikkats on the boards, and creat-

ing numerous second and third

shot opportunities.

"We definitely controlled the
boards, especially in the first

half," sakl Pittsburgh Head Coach
Paul Evans. "I think overall their

[Villanova's] starters are very
good players. When they got in

foul trouble, however, and had to
go to the bench,wegot a mismatch
and had one extra big man out
there."

"

In an otherwise disappointing
defeat, Plansky played exception-
ally, scoring a career-high 27
points and pulhng down a team-
high seven hoards.

Earlier this season the Wildcats
had rebounded from consecutive
losses to beat Geoigetown, and on
Feb. 15 'Nova was hoping for a
rciieat performance. This contest,

unlike the previous one, was in

Hoya country, however, and (>eor-

IpeCown waa ready.

Fresh off their upset victory
over Big East-rival Syracuse two
days before, the Hovas came out
with their usual '^panic-style"^

defense, creatisic havoc for thr^
WadeatsoOeaaively.

lihile the Cans shotadiaasal la^

44 (0-7 in thrcMiint attempta)
and committed 17 tumorers, the
Hofaa did not lair much bctfeer.

The two taama comhiiiad for 49
fault mii tumadniaawMtwM

StSSmn

Thii Isthe last isstie before sprina

break.

VoLe3^Na15
mM*
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(Photo by Shane)

Rodney Taylor drives t^ the hanket for a score dufipg t|ifi Vaiaa$>ya*
PrivitoHafe gaflM last Saturday night. The 'Cats won by a' final

<d9tl-6S.
ll^I'Vli l 'J' ,
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By SHARON A. WATERS
Astuiant News Editor

The Program Evaluation Com-
mittee's report on Food Services

concluded that "excellent institu-

tional food and service is provided,

but there is a need to more fre-

quently examine and access tra-

ditional services that no longer

serve the University community
well," and that more media ser-

vices should be employed toensure

that students better understand

Iftt wMf HUikts

ttifiiS0fVM wislbh At

Mf dMnf MW9, wUeh
it gMif . . . [midji Umy
htm the MHfy to

«c«4lrt student

< >" 'I 'II —

»

the operations of Food Services.

The evaluation, which wa^
conducted by Robert D. Buchanan,
R.D., consultant, from Sept. 13-16,

1987, studied the "critical areas
of the quality of staff, need for

servicefand]extent cf satisfaction

ofneed.^'

The report praised the sanita-

tion, suggesting it could be used
as a model for other colleges and
the hoepitahty industry in gener-

al It -also commended the quality

ol service duringeBMnrncies and
for specialcateredavents, plus the
dedialioR and aatiafuction of the
statf.aa evidenced by their long-

term emptoymant in an industry
with Ji rathar faat turnover.

HMMvar, thi ripart sugpeted
thil llm C9MriB^«Mld bg uaad

Services, presented health reasons

in opposition to this suggestion,

saying that the Board of Health
does not like the cafeteria to be
used for other activities.

Another problem is that the

dining facility may not be suffi-

ciently clean by the next meal.

Gies related his own experiences

with slow cleanup after activities

in the Day Hop in Dougherty Hall.

Gies also said that most special

events are held in the Connelly
Center, but Buchanan was not

aware of this during his
evaluation.

The report also felt "a need to

make the dining room and service

area less institutional, i.e. warm,
homey, less noisy (carpet, wall

and ceiling materials, division

into smaller dining areas), mood
and a place to spend sqme time.

A facility with ambience will have
greater student food acceptance."

Gies responded that carpeting

in the dining halls is not a good
idea considering the, amount of

people it serves. Also creating

smaller areas would require par-

tioning, which Gies pointed out
would take away seating capacity,

something which the cafeteria

could not afford to lose.

^riscoll addresses

University Senate
By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant New Editor

The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,
delivered his final State of the

University address at the Univer-

sity Senate meeting Feb^ 19 in the

West Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Prior to DriscoH's address, a
television camera from the Uni-

versity's Instructional Media
Services was set up to videotape

his speech. High-intensity lights

were used to. help illuminate the

Senate room. Approximately 25
people were in attendance.

Driscoll was introduced by^Pr.
Philip A. Maurone, Senate chair-

person and physics professor.
Maurone said that Driscoll was
one of the original architects of

the Senate and has been a sup-
porter of it ever since.

Maurone then presented Dris-

coll with a plaque "in recognition

of his years of dedication to the

Senate," as the plaque read.

After receiving the plaque,

Driscoll began his speech. "I'm

very happy to say that this last

I tirink we will regard

[1988] as ene of the

bminer years in our

maturation.

The Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president

message for me is far and away
the very best I've been privileged

to make," Driscoll said. "I think
we will regard [ 1988] as one of the

banner years in our maturation
as one of the outstanding univer-

sities in the United States.

"Whatever has been accom
plished here has been done by all

of us," he added.

PEC evaluation
Driscoll said that the Program

Evaluation Committee (PECl,
after two years of work, has
completed its report and is now
prepared for its oistribution.

The committee reviewed 118

programs, including 82 academic

ones and 36 non-academic ones,

he said.

"There have been three task

forces which have examined and
probed the depths of our external

opportunities and constraints, our

internal strengths and weak-
nesses and analyzed our personal

values as these relate to our
institutional mission," he said.

Driscoll said that from March
through May the University will

be engaged in a study phase, in

(Continued on page 7)

Budget figures disclosed
Tmtifm may increaseJO percent

By JENNIFER REIDY
Assistant News Editor

The preliminary budget for the
1988-89^ academic year contains a

^ proposal to increase current tui-

tion rates an average of 10 percent,

said Edward V. Murray, assistant

to the president and member of

the University Senate budget
committee, this week.
John B. Lewis, student senator

and member of the budget com-
mittee, said that he was "shocked
and outraged" by the proposal,

which would increase tuition 10
percent for the second consecutive
year.

The increase in tuition would
be accompanied by an eight per-

cent increase in faculty salaries

and entitlements, as well as a six

percent increase in staff salaries,

according to Murray.
Murray advocated that the

additional funding to faculty
members "not be made across-the-

board so as to promote mediocrity.

We want to encourage outstand-
ing performance and thus reward
those individuals based on merit."
Murray added that an increase

of up to 4 percent should be
expected in room and board
payments.

Although the budget committee
has submitted these preliminary
figures to the public, it will still

continue to examine and redefine

its proposals over the next few
weeks, he explained. The commit-
tee must prepare a finalized

budget before the next Senate

Lewi&eommented, "The admin- an increase in room and board of
istration realizes that the students 3 percent.

don't care enough to put up an
adequate fight against this
increase. If the students don't care
to protest this issue, it will be
their fault, not ours [Student
Govetnnent] when the proposal
is finaliMd by Driscoll [the Rev.

John M., O.S.A., University Pres-

ident] and the Board of Trustees."
In October, Lewis and Phil

Brach, Student Government pres-

ident, presented a proposal to

Murray which recommended a
tuition increase of 4 percent and

The faculty council submitted
a similar proposal to the budget
committee, calling for a 13 percent

increase in faculty salaries and
pensions, according to Dr. John A.

Doody, chairperson of the council

and chairperson of the philosophy

department.

According to Lewis, the budget
committee then discussed and
modified these proposals, which
together amounted a deficit of

over $5 million in the preliminary

(Continued on page 8)

Searcli fornew
ftresident begins

(Continued on page 7) meeting March 25. Murray said.

INSIDE
EDITORIAL: ViUanova Greeks refute editorial p. 13

FEATURES: Advice from Butch BwUer p. 20

ENTERTAINBfBNT:

"She's Havii« a Baby" fails to deliver p. 25

SPORTSt
hone teison with two wins n 35

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

"[T]he Provincial of the Pro-

vince of St. Thomas of Villanova

[the Rev. Donald F. Reilly, O.S.A.j

has requested the Board of Trus-
tees to appoint a committee to

assist him in the consideration of

candidates for a successor to [the

Rev. John M.l Driscoll," stated a
letter to appointed search commit-
tee members from Thomas F.

Devine, Esq., chairman of the

committee.

The search committee held its

first meeting Feb. 18, according to

student body representative Phil
Brach. The main subject was the
composition of a letter from the
chairperson to encourage all

members of the Villanova com-
munity to make nominations for

president.

Devine said in an interview
Monday that he would respect the
confidentiality of nominees and
would not reveal names, though
he cannot account for what can-
didates might do.

According to the letter, the
search will be limited to members
of the Augustinian order. Any
nominatiQii shouki be aooonpa-
nied by a resume of thtcandidttt

and a statement by the nominator
that the candidate is willing to

serve, if elected.

March 18 is the deadline for

submission of names to the com-
mittee. All nominations and
resumes should be addressed to:

Thomas F. Devine, Esq., Chair-

man, Search Committee, Blank,

Rome, Comisky & McCauley,
Four Penn Center Plaza, Philadel-

IContinued on page 8

J

(FNt Photo)

Phil Brach, Student GovemMcnt
presideat, is the ntmim
mMative on the SeMncli

tee for a new Uaivarsity
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Women's Glee Club Orientation meeting

The Women's Glee Club of Villanova

University will be hosting their annual

Spring Concert at 8 p.m. in the Main
Chapel. The concert will feature perfor-

mances by the Men's Glee Club of Penn
State University along with Villanova's

female group, the Women's Glee Club.

This is the only formal home concert

this semester.

The performance will include a

variety of both popular and classical

pieces. Admission is free of charge and
all are welcome.

Tlie Cafs Den

Looking for something exciting to do
tonight? Step out and see Billy Price and
the Keystone Rhythm Band at the

opening night of the Cat's Den. The
partying b^ns at 8 p.m. in the Villa-

nova Room in Connelly Center. Admis-
sion is $2 and free food and refreshments

will be served. So come out and take

part in the grand opening of the Cat's

Den.

Feb. 29

Seniors

For all seniors who are interested in

helping to plan your Baccalaureate

Mass ^helping in the selection of hom-
ilist, planning of music and possible

slide show, creation of theme and
special effects), there will be a meeting

to begin these works at 5:30 p.m. in St.

Rita's Chapel. Please bring your ideas,

enthusiasm and energies to this meeting
that will plan a very special part of your
graduation weekend.

If you cannot make this meeting,

Campus Ministry invites all seniors to

drop suggestions and ideas off in the

Campus Ministry Office in the lower

level of St. Rita's Hall.

Bake Sale

Stop by and sample some goodies all

day Monday. Chi Alpha, the Commun-
ication Arts Honor Society, is having a

bake sale from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in the.upper

level of Connelly Center.

Apparitions

Since June 1961, it is reported that

the Blessed Mother is appearing every

evening to five children in a smaH
YuflOiUvian Village called MecUufone.
A sriort film and brief presentation will

be given this at 7 p.m. in St. RiU's

Chapel. Information on a possible

student trip to MecQufone will alao bt

given.

There will be a meeting for all

students interested in applying to

medical, dental, osteopathy, veterinary

and other health related professional

schools at 12:30 p.m. in Room 117 of

Mendel Hall.

X

Spanish Club

The Spanish Club will be meeting at

12:45 p.m. in Room 201 of St. Thomas
Hall. All members must attend to

discuss plans for trip to New York and
other upcoming events.

ENCORE

ENCORE, the Villanova organization

for senior citizens, will hold its next

meeting in the North Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall between 4 and 5:30 p.m. Tim
Lloyd .of the Philadelphia Suburban
Water Company will speak on the value

of water and will answer questions after

the talk, which will be at about 4:30

p.m. Refreshments will be served.

March 2

Cliess Club

The Chess Club vrill meet in Room
105B of Bartley Hall at 3:30 p.m. All

new members are also welcome.

March 16

Careers in

Helping Professions

Four representatives from various

backgrounds will speak on careers in

helping professions at 8p.m. in the West
lounge of Dougherty Hall.The panel will

discuss their careers as well as advice

and options for people interested in

helping professions. The representa-

tives have psychology, sociology, nurs-

ing and counseling backgrounds. This
seminar is open to everyone. If you have
any questions, contact the Career
Development Center.

Balloon Day
genisral meeting

Mark your calendars for the second

and final Balloon Day general meeting.

Meet with the committee in the west

lounge of Dougherty Hall at 6:30 p.m.

and find out how you can get involved.

Prooeads from thtt year's eveitt wiUgo
to St. Prandt Soup Kllchen olPhila*

delphia.

•v^
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careers

The Career Development Center will

sponsor aworkshopon "Care^and the
MBA." Speakers from industry will

describe the types of opportunities

available for MBA graduates. The
workshop will be held at 6:30 pr.m. in

the East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

March 18

Dance-a-thon

The A.C.S. (Association of Commut-
ing Students), in conjunction with
)^VU, will be sponsoring our first

dance-a-thon. The donation of $6 per
person will include admission, food and
a T-shirt, with all proceeds going to the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Our evening
(8 p.m. Friday to 8 p.m. Saturday) will

include lots of dancing, entertainment,
contests, prizes and much more.

March 19

Attention seniors

Announcing the 64 Days Celebration

to be held at Popcorns in King of

Prussia. Tkkets will go on sale March
14 in the Connelly Center Ticket Office

for $5. Valid Villanova I.D. and proof

of age are required.

March 22

Science majors

The Career Development Center will

sponsor a workshop on "Alternative

Careers for Science Majors" from 7 to

8 p.m. in the West Lounge of Dougherty
Hall. If you are wondering what you can
do with a science major besides attend-

ing medical school this is the workshop
for you.

Voter registration

We'recoming to You! Student Govern-

ment representatives will be visiting

women's residence halls on Feb. 28, 29
and March 1 to register students to vote

in Radnor Township. Student

Government representatives will be

visiting men's residence halls on March

13, 14, 15 to register students to vote

in Radnor Township.

VnderMie drinking

AS a service for Villanova Students,

the Center for Ak»hol and Drug Asaia-

tance, k)cated inground fUxr of Stanford

Hall, is offering a court approved
Highway Sirfsty and Alcohol RdluibiU-

tation coiirsa. This course which meets
the requirements forARD plaa baigaiflia

and court educational tanctiona will

ba#ii March 14. For mora dMila or to

anraUin thtoounaooiitaet9Ml«t 645-

7407.

Holy Week retraat

From Che evening of March 30 to the
afternoon of April 1. This retreat ia a
great oppoijkunity foe personal growth
and to really prepare for the great

celebration of. Eaaler. If interested

please sign up at Campua Ministry.

Balloon Day T-shirts

Win $25 and a free T-shirt! The
Balloon Day Committee will be holding

its annual T-shirt design contest. All

entrees must include with their colorful

design the hunger of the world symbol
(a piece of bread with the fishX All

designs should be handed into Campus
Ministry by March 16. If you have any
questions please contact Kim Murray
at 5273205.

NEC retreat

Volunteers are needed for the Han-
dicapped Encounter Christ Retreat
March 18 to 20, to assist disabled

persons and provide an opportunity to

share a faith experience. Preparation
meetings will be Feb. 28 and March 15,

7:30 p.m. at the St. Clare Guest Hou^
(across from the infirmary). For infor-

mation please contact the Rev. Shawn
Tracy, O.S.A. or Margie Kemicky in the

Campus Ministry office at 645-4080.

Chairpersons

Are you a freshman, sophomore or
,

junior commuting student who would

like to become more involved with the

ACS, and within the Villanovan com-

munity? The Association of Commuting
Students will be holding general elec-

tions in March for the following chair-

person positions: publicity, publications,

men's and women's intramurals, social

functions, special events and commuter

concerns. To find out more about these

positions, or how to apply, drop by the

office in Room 215 of Dougherty Hall.

Off-campus housing

For assistance in finding off campus
housing, call the Rev. Frank A. Farsaci,

O.S.A., at 645-7209 or contact his office

in Room 207, Dougherty Hall.

Saferides

Saferides will be in operation Friday

and Saturday nights from 10 p.m. to 3

a.m. We will pick you up between 63rd

Street and SugartownMews and return

you safely badi tocampus if you or your

ride has had too much to drink. Please

caU us at 645^455.

Education majors

ThePSEA wouki like to announce the

new 1906 officers: praaident — Anne
Marie Kaminaki, vice-president —
Thartsa craaaoti, lacretary — Sue
Koanaacka aad aacratary — Miria

• ^i'Vt^< \

Nmgradingsyatem approved
Implementation remainsfar infuture

P^tefuafy26,198aaTHgViJJ^iiOVAMoPioa3

ByDANTEJ.SCALA
News Editor

University President the Rev.
John M. Driscoll^ O.S.A.,. has
approved the creation of a grading
system that includes "minus"
grades, announoad Senate Chair-

person Dr^ Philip A. Maurone at

the University Senate meeting
Feb. 19.

^ The system will not be imple-
mented, however, until the com-
puter system which holds student
records is converted, said the Rev.
Lawrence C. Galksn, O.S.A., vice
president for academic affairs
Feb. 19. The conversion process
will take at least a year, said
Gallen.

At the Senate meeting. Admin-
istration Senator Dr. Angelo
Armenti, dean of the University

College, eatimatedthat the process

could take two to three years.

When it is implemented, the

new grading system will include

the marks of A-, B-, C- and D-.

The idea of a new grading

system had been debated in Senate

committee since 1960, said Dr.

Harry R. Strack, chairperson of

the academic policy committee

and political science professor, at

a Senate meeting last March. The
Senate approved the system in

March 1987 by a vote of 21 to 3.

In addition, a Senate-approved
proposal to require professors to

provide written grade definitions

to their students was also
approved by DriscoU, said Maur-
one at the Feb. 19 Senate meeting.'^

(PhoiBbirSchmid)

The Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,
0.8.A. vice president for Aca-
demic AllBini, said Feb. 19 that
the new grading system will not
be implemented for at least a
year.

University issues bonds

I « I M>

In the News

Blood drive reaches goals

ByDANTEJ.SCALA
News Editor

The University issued over $15
million in bonds Feb. 19 to pay
for the construction of two dor-

mitories on south campus and the
purchase of St. Mary's Hall, said

Gary Fenner, vice president for

financial affairs, Tuesday.
Approximately $6.4 million of

the $15.4 million gained from the
bond issue will be spent on the
south campus dormitories' con-

struction, said Fenner. About $6.7
million of the funds will be spent
to acquire St. Mary's Hall, he
added.

The groundbreaking for the
new, dorms may occur in late

February or early March, said

Fenner. The buildings should be

ready for occupancy by August
1989, he added.

"It was best to have the financ-

ing all complete" before the con-

struction began, said Fenner.
The University wants to pur-

chase St. Mary's Hall in order to

have complete control of the
facility and togain all of the rights

and privileges of ownership, said

Fenner. Currently, the building is

owned by the Augustinians, a

separate entity from Villanova

University, according to Fenner.
The money from the bond issue

will be available March 10, and
the purchase of the building
should take place subsequently,

said Fenner.

Approximately $1.5 million of

the money gained from the bond
issue will be used to fulfill debt
service reserve fund require-
ments, said Fenner.

In addition, $1 million will go
toward capitalizing interest dur-

ing the construction period, said

Fenner.

He explained that no money
was set aside in the current year's

budget to pay interest on the bond
issue. Thus, the size of the bond
issue was increased in order to

pay the interest, he said.

In the 1988-89 budget, there are

funds to pay for interest on the

part of the bond issue which goes

toward the purchase of St. Mary's.

Dick Gregory to lecture

The Feb. 9-11 Red Cross
blood drive, sponsored lyy Vil-

lanovans For Ufel amassed 602
pints and exceeded their goal
of 600 pints.

Villanova has the largest

drive in the area, and there

were 27 more pints collected

than last year at the same time.

There were 114 first-time

donors.

The next blood drive will be
held from April 12 through

April 14 and will be sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity.

Jennifer Maiorana of the
Main Line branch of the Red
Cross commented, "It was a
great job and thanks to all the
donors, especially the first time
donors." The next drive is far

enough away that anyone who
gave blood this time can donate
in April.

J.B

Lazor named Man of Year
The Villanova Varsity Club

will honor Athletics chaplain
the Rev. Bernard Lazor, O.S.A.,
as its "Man of the Year" March
5 at Columbia Station,
Phoenixville.

Lazor has been team chap-
lain for Wildcat teams since

1976. He has traveled with the
football and basketball teams
and also teaches religion on the
University faculty, according
to a Varsity Club newsletter.

Lazor is chaplain of the
Villanova General Alumni Asso-

ciation and the Villanova Wild-

cat Club. He is a native of

Mahanoy City, Pa., and serves

a parish in Phoenixville on
weekends.
Previous awardees include

Jake Nevin, Charley Farnum,
Al Severance, Jumbo Elliott,

Alex Bell, Arthur Mahan, John
McKenna and Jack Kraft.

J.R.

Engineering students awarded
Five engineering students

were recently awarded by the

professional engineering socie-

ties in the Delaware Valley for

a collaboration on a scientific

paper titled, "Organization and
Design of a Water Treatment
Facility for Developing Latin

American Nations."

Sean P. Noble, Richard But-

terworth, Maria T. Diaz,James
Corradino and Timothy P.

Ryan will receive cash awards
courtesy of the American Dredg-

ing Company and United Engi-
neers and Constructors. They
will officially receive the award
Feb. 27 at the 1988 Engineers
Week Banquet held at Drexel
University.

The study specifically

involves the hypothetical devel-

opment of a sewage plant for

a Latin American country with

a population of approximately

20,000 people.

J.R.

By JOHN M. CHEPEGA
StaffReporter

Entertainer, author, lecturer

and political activist Dick Gregory
will lecture Feb. 28 at 8 p.m* in

the : Villanova Room of the Con-
nelly tenter.

"He is interesting and influen-

tial, especially in the bUck com-
munity, where most people know
and respect him," said Yvette

Sander^, president of the Black
Cultural Society.

The society, along with the

Villanova Union, is hosting Greg-

ory's visit as the finale to the

activities held in recognition of

Black History Month.
With the fame he gained as a

comedian, Gregory b^n to use
his influence to assist causes such
as world peace, hunger, the rights

of American Indians and the civil

rights movement
In fact, his efforts for civil

rights prompted then-Alabama

governor and former avid segre-

gatipnist George Wallace to refer
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Student e/ecfjons

officer
By KRISTEN FALLAN

Staff Reporter

Junior Mike Delzotti was recent-

ly selected to be the new commis-
sioner on student elections by the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean
of students, and Judicial Affairs

Officer Stephen McWilliams.
As election commissioner, Del-

zotti will set the election dates and
times, decide how much money
each candidate may spend on his

campaign, establish the rules of

the election and impose penalties

for rule violations.

Because Delzotti spent last

semester studying at Oxford in

England, he said he is "objective

and detached" from the issues of

the Villanova community. There-

fore, he is in a position in which
he can make unbiased decisions.

Delzotti said he will be working
with a committee of representa-

tives from each of the seven major
organizations on campus: the

Association of Commuting Stu-

dents, Blue Key Society, Interfra-

ternity Council, Panhellenic
Council, Resident Student Asso-

ciation, Student Union and the

Villanovan. With such diverse

representation, *'the committee
will not be partial," said Delzotti.

Thr National Order of OiiK^tra
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Maureen Dannemiller is a senior economics major
with a computer science minor, and comes to
Villanova from Pompton Plains,NJ. A four year sister
of the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, Maureen has
been a member of chapter council, the spirit
committee, fraternity education officer and Panhel-
lenic delegate.

As Kappa's Panhellenic delegate, Maureen was
elected to the office of Panhellenic president last year.
Recently, Maureen completed her year-long term as
the president of the Panhel.

In addition to her Greek involvement. Maureen
is also active *in many other organizations. As a
member of the Ski Club, Maureen has served as the
treasurer, and currently holds the position of vice
president. Maureen is a member of Omicron DelU
Ep6ik>n, the national economics honor society, the
Order of Omega, and was selected to Who's Who
Among American Colleges and Universities.

Maureen also has been involved as a member of
the Homeless Committee, and in Special Olympics
and Balloon Day. Maureen was a member of the New
Student Orientation Program staff in 1967, serving
as an orientation counsek>r.

For all of her achievements and contributions to
the Villanova community, the Order of Omega is
proud to honor Maureen Dannemiller of Kappa Kippa
Gammt as the Greek of the Week.

i :: I

Although he said "the commit-
tee is still in an infantile state,"

he added that he "will be relying

on it a lot."

Delzotti said, *i anticipate
problems, but I don't foresee any
at this point."

To eliminate any vote fraud on
the actual election days, Delzotti

plans on linking all polls by radio

and using "tamper-proof" voting
machines.
One of Delzotti 's main goals is

to fully inform students of their

right to vote. He said he believes

"this is a time when students can
take a stake . . . and decide who
will follow their best interests."

Delzotti has planned many
voting hours at several locations

on campus to "allow as many
people as possible to exercise their

right of voting."

According to Delzotti, "all can-
didates must sign a statement
that they understand the rules

and will submit to any judgment
of the committee."
The first of three mandatory

meetings for all interested candi-

dates will be held March 1 at 6
p.m. in the Haverford Room of the
Connelly Center. All those plan-

ning on running for an office must
attend.

CandMaies profiled

" tj^'
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T In imsjortkefmltime in their

I
iims, many of ViHanova's 8.000

r undergraduates uiHl have an oppor

I
tunity to aid in choosing A merica 's

Ir leadershif in the November presi-

I dentiai elections. .

In an effort to provide inforwia-

tion about thepresidentialaspirants
' and encourage interest in the
national elections, the ViUanovan
will be running a weekly series of
candidate proftles.

The profiles will give basic des-

criptions of the candidates, their
'' stands on the issues, theirexperience

in government and other pertinent
information.

^^K .il^% J^V
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Democratic candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson

By PAUL FRATAMICO
Staf^Runnier

The Rev. Jesse Jackson's showing in Iowa was
according to predictions. He finished ahead of Gary
Hart and Bruce Babbit and behind Richard
Gephardt, Paul Simon and Michael Dukakis,
receiving 9 percent of the vote.

Jackson's style of politics has changed since he
ran for president in 1984. The responsive shouting
so common in 1984 is absent for the most part.

The essence of Jackson's rhetoric is old-fashioned
**lunch bucket politics," an appeal to the "disposed
land dislocated."

Evidence of his growing popularity among
whites includes his reception of 9 percent of the
vote in Iowa, which is only 1.4 percent black.

Jackson hopes to jump out of the pack of

Democratic candidates and into the spotlight after
Super Tuesday March 8. The results of the Iowa
caucuses and the New Hampshire primary show
that not only is he willing to run in nearly all-

whtte states, but he is also able to post respectable
showings.

Jackson can now look ahead to possible victories

in several of the Southern primaries and to the
prospect of leading the delegate count by March
9.

As a candidate in 1984, Jackson was hurt by
a lack of money, a poorly organized campaign and
the absence of the black political establishment,

:
which was clearly in the camp of long-time civil

.

rights supporter Walter Mondale. Despite these
impediments, Jackson received a quarter of the
primary vote in North Carolina and Tennessee
and 43 percent of the vote in Louisiana.
This time, facing Democrats withno ties to the

civil rights era, Jackson is likely to summon an
even higher percentage of the black vote to his
side.

Moreover, with a more explicitly populist

message that won him nearly 10 percent of the
vote in Iowa, Jackson should be able to carve out
a small but significant share of the white vote
in the South.

Jackson could be propelled from his fourth-place

ranking in Iowa and New Hampshire into the top
tier of the six candidates vying for the Democratic
presidential nomination after Super Tuesday.
Although his style has changed, he remains a

classic liberal in the tradition of the New Deal
and the Great Society, with more than a dash of

contemporary center/left social and economic
policy.

Of the six presidential candidates, Jackson is

the most ardent advocate of increased government
spending for social programs, from farm subsidies
to housing.

His foreign policy talks are heavily laced with
concern for the Third World. In addition, he is

the only presidential candidate to support the
creation of a Palestinian homeland.
While other Democrats reject the idea of

goyernhittit'a direct involvement in American
industrial management and investment, Jackson
enthusiastically embraces it. He supports the
establishment of an American investment bank
that would draw on public pension funds to

improve roads, bridges and transit systems.

Jackson vigorously attacks multi-national

corporations because ot the loss of American jobs

to foreign competition. Although he stresses that

he does not favor protectionism, he argues that

the lack of trade unions in the industrialized Third
World should be considered unfair trade practices.

These and other proposals could lead to tariffs

or other penalties that would protect goods
manufactured in America. •

Porfiens of this article were based on reports in the

New York Times Magazine and Philadelphia
Inquirer.

Republican Congressman Jack Kemp

By GJ. DONNELLY
Staff Reporter

With all the determination of his football days
in Buffalo, Republican Congressman Jack Kemp
of New York is running for the office of president
of the United States. The nine-term representative
is using his knowledge of supply-side economics
to try to lure minorities and labor into the
Republican Party.

When he first arrived on Capitol Hill in 1971,
Kemp's ideas of adapting the supply-side theory
to the American economic system were scoffed
at, but now they form the centerpiece of the
Reagan administration's economic policy.

Kemp is a Reagan k>yalist on economic policy.

He is not willing to raise taxes or impose an import
tariff to protect American business from foreign
competition.

His plan is to cut government spending and cut
taxes, which in turn will benefit business by
providing incentives to lower prices, thus alkywing
prosperity to trickle down to the consumer.
American business, in theory, wouki be more
competitive and a trade war with other nations
would thus be avoided.

With this plan, Kamp hopes to buoaden the
Republican buc amoog voters to inchide Hitpan-
ict, blacks and labor.

Kemp finished fourth in both the Iowa caucus
and the New Hunpoliire primary.
The forniar quartoflMM^ it not diioour^pid.

however. At bo CKplainod to tho Ctnaditn

magazine MacLean's, 'Tm a quarterback, and
quarterbacks don't go into games thinking they

are going to lose."

Many of Kemp's views on the issues mirror
Reagan's. For instance, he supports funding the

Nkaraguan contras, who are rebelling against the

Sandinista regime, and is for prompt deployment
of the Strategic Defense Initiative [SDl\.

He is not in complete agrei&nent with Reagan,
however. For instance, Kemp blasted Vice
President George Bush during a debate in New
Hampshire for supporting the intermediate
nuclear forces [INF] treaty with the Soviet Union.
He describe his attitude toward Moscow as being

one of a "heavily armed ddve" and attacked the

INF treaty for being "a nuclear Munich."
Despite his competitive spirit, the political truth

is that much of Kemp's chances for the nominatkm
depend on his showing in the South Dakota and
Mmnesota contests. Although the Kemp camp
would not acknowledge political doom if its

candidate does not win, his campaign manager,
Charles Black, concedes, "Kemp needs to win
somewhere, sometime ... We can't continue to

come in third."

Kemp himself said that if the worst should

occur, "I can still bea winner. Mootd the theories

that ailthorampaimo aretalkiagabout are things

I've boon talking about since tho 197Qt."

Btrti$m ei tkm arHek mm htmd m rwp^rb in
MmLmm'i, NsHmmi R§mam, Nemwmk mid the
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On Feb. 16» Edvard SulKvan,

director^ the Canter flkVtBot

and liittioe Educatkm/rccittered

at a faniM*^^ for Penntylvania

state aonalor.

SulNvan, a Democrat, will be

running*1n tbf 17th district,

which indudet part of West
PhiladelpUa. Haverford Town-
ship, Radnor Township, Lower
Morion Township, Bridgeport,
Plymouth, Springfield and
Con8h(riKN4Beo>.

This dittnct it heavily Repub-
lican, taid Sullivan, and he
realizet that **weVe ifacing an
uphill battle. It's uphill from day
one, and it will be every day untU
N«r 8."

This is Sullivan's first attempt
at gaining political office. Unop-
posed in the upcomingDdnocratk
primary, he will be facingRkhard
A. Tilghmfn in theNov. 8 general

electron. TUghman hat held his

present potitkm as state senator

for the last five terms, a span of

20 years.

SulHvan gave several reasons

for his decision to seek the office

of state senator. The main reason,

he said, is that he believes in

fiving the people a choice. When
ullivan discovered that theDemo-

crats had not entered a candidate

into the senatorial race in his

district, he decided that he would
provide voters with a candidate

who had a different set of views.

Sullivan will be campaigning at

Villanova, as well as in the other

portions of hi^ district. This
campaign will employ what Sul-

Uvan calls "old style" politics --

visiting constituents at their

homes and meeting people in busy
public places. With this more
personal form of politics, Sullivan

said hopes to overcome Tilgh-

ihan's larger, more l>road-based

(^m^iaign.

Throughout bit adult Ufe, he

has htmi$Mmlmi to Mkate
himtell C^JMb^ tervke, ^aSA

Sullhran, Whli he wat a ttudent

at ViUaaova, Sottivwi partkapated

in many social awarenett activi-

tiet.

When be gnuluated, SulHvan

wanted to continue working on

soda&att^r^^' ittuet, he said.

He did io^V teaching peace and

juttioe oourtee at a high school.

Theii, in 1965, when a position as

director of ViUanova's Center for

Peace and Justice Education
beeame avaiUible, Sullivan moved
to Lofwer Merion township and
took over the pooitkm.

(Photo ^arMNi
Edward Sullivan, director of the
Center for Peace and Justice
Edocation, recently announced
his plans to run for state senator.

Sullivan continued his public

service activism while at Villa-

nova. In June 1985, Sullivan
traveled to Nicaragua, bringing

supplie^o a war zone there, ^ter
his return. Sullivan began educat-

ing others about his experiences

and lobbying for political action.

Sullivan has also worked for
housing rehabilitation in Wil-
mington, Del., and other cities.

The most powerful way to make

a difference in public

according to Sullivan. » through

political leaderthlp.

There are othor fiiaaoiit lor his

campaign, Su(linui added. "I

wouki hke to tee Villanova ttu-

dents get very much more;
involvedin kical politks . . . They

!

live here and they deserve a voice

here.'* Althotigh Villanova ttu-;

dents are aUowed to vote in b)cal

electxmt, few regitter and even

fewer actually vote, noted Sulli-

van. He taid he believes his

caittpaign wtA be educational and
will get the Vllhuiova community
more involved in politics.

There are three main issues'

that Sullivan will be stressing in

his drive to become senator:

'

education, the environment and
economic development. He
declared concerning education,

"Teacher's salaries need to be
increased. We need to have good
people in the schools and be able

to keep them there ... I think

schools should have the resources

they need."

Sullivan also expressed his

environmental concerns. "We
need to clean up waste dumps,
clean up our rivers and streams
and try and check the acid rain

problems," he said. He added that

he will work both locally and
statewide to improve the overall

environmental situation.

Also, Sullivan said, "economic
development in the immediate
area is very important . . . but in

the state as a whole, it is very
important ... that Pennsylvania
have the kind of broad-based
economic development that can be

sustained."

Sullivan summed up his plat-

form in the statement, "What
we're going to strive for is to find

a common good ... to strive for

the issues that will be of common
good to all the residents of the

commonwealth."
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National News Notes
Compikifmm the CeUegt Preu Service and the Philadelphia Inquirer

Racial conflicts increase
Racial conflicts have escala-

ted since the start of the spring

term in many college campuses
throughout the country.

Approximately 125 black
students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst
sieged a campus buildii« Feb.
12 to demand that police prose-

cute five white studoits who
allegedly attacked two black

students at a dorm party. In

! response to the incklent, Chan-
celkn-Joseph Duffy promised to

start new anti-racism pro-

grams and said he would take

no reprisals against the

students.

At the University of Califor-

Gerbil elected president

nia at b^ine, the Kappa Sigma

fraternity wat threatened with

"retribution'' if it did not

cancel an annual contest in

which white students wore

blackface makeup and lip-

synched to black singing

groups' songs. Kappa Sigma

voted to cancel the contest.

Columbia University has
alsoexperienced racial tensions

in recent years. TanaquilJones
of the Concerned Black Stu-

dents of Columbia said, "If you

engage in racist activities,

you're gonna have to deal with

the justice of the streets."

M.S.

A gerbil named Ken heat five

other candklates to become
president of the Student Union
at East Anglia University in

Norwich, England earlier this

month, according to a Feb. 15

article in the Philadelphia

Inquirer.

The gerbil received over one-

third of the 1,500 votes, beating

his nearest competitor by 194

votes. He campaigned on a

More engineers needed
More students need to major

in engineering, according to a

statement made by the
National Science Foundation
[NSF] last month.

If young people do not major
in engineering, the United
States will lose its competitive

edge, said NSF director Erich

Bloch at a joint meeting of the

platform of free beer and soft

toilet paper.

Julian Campbell, the pet's

owner, entered Ken as a joke

and was amazed that the

rodent won the job, which pays

$94.50 a week.

Ken celebrated his victory

with sunflower seeds and a sip

of vodka.

S.D.

American Physical Society and
American Association of Phys-

ics Teachers.

A greater number of young
people need to be lured into

science because there are fewer
young people in the population,

according to Bloch.
S.M.M.

Catholic colleges have coed dornis?
Several Catholic schools with coed dorms answer affirmatively

By MAUREEN STAPLETON
StaffReporter

The recent Student Govern-

. ment report on coeducational
^ residence halls stated, "Since

many Catholic institutions offer

coed dorms, this is not a Catholic

issue.

A number of Catholic institu-

tions in the United States offer

coeducational residence halls.

They include the Catholk: Univer-

sity of America, the College of the

Holy Cross, Boston College,

Duquesne University and George-

town University.

The College of the Holy Cross

has had coeducational residence

halls since the admission of wom-
en in 1972. According to Marylin

ilt CXMIe IMraraAtr,
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Boucher, aanstant dean ol stu-

dents, coeducational housing

"always seemed very natural to

Boucher alto said that coeduci-

tkmal houshig was **the noat

natural way to integrate woman
intotheoQpuBunity.^Sheaaiishe

fills tUiWM theb«t wiQT for the

Trnmtn to he invelved in the

ciiipM. without setth« thorn

OpvtfMBit
' Om ol the bMiflto ttcmminf

from this system is that it encour-

ages interaction between the

sexes and increases involvement

at campus activities, said

Boucher. She added that through

the coeducational system the

sexes "learn about each other and
depend upOn each other."

The current coeducational

housing system at Holy Cross has

"an occasional problem . . . [but]

not a lot of them," she said.

Coeducational residence halls

have existed at Boston College for

18 years. Robert Capatbo, the

director of university housing,

said, "the most compelling argu-

ment continues to be that coed

halls make the most devek>pment

sense for all the students
involved."

Capalbo said that the "vast

majority" of students living in

coeducational residence halls

acted responsibly. He said he feels

that thepiesence ofwomen within

the hall instills a "sense of pride"

in the men. This causes vandalism

to "decrease dramatically" in

those halls, he added.

Within these coeducational

reskience halla, the relatkmships

tend to be "much more brother-

sister." Capalbo said that an
interestingphenomena within the

set-upwas that people tend todate

people from different halls and not

their own.
Capalbo saki that coeducatkmal

residence halls on a Catholic

carapua was a "false issue."

The Catholic University of

America has five coeducatkmal

naMlanoe halls. It instituted coed-

ucstioBsniOttsiMin 1980. Accord-

ing to Jeittiifer Csmpbell,. admin-

istrative assistant for aasign-

nHBts 01 housing, ths unaimity
has **kiet • coupls of doners hsre

iaitlMu bHwss of it (oos^attca-

tVmsl hoMsingl

'

However, Campbell said she on the men and provided activities

feels that coeducational housing which afforded more social inter-

is necessary because "[We] don't action between men and women,

live in a world with just men and Georgetown University has

women." She added that although entirely coeducational residence

some female freshmen at first halls. At the beginning of the 1987

have difficulty living in a coedu- fall semester, the university

cational hall, "with age comes implemented a cluster system of

maturity in terms of handling it." housing for freshmen. On each

Coeducational housing at Cath- fkwr of the hall, there are three

olic University has also altered clusters of eight rooms which

the social atmosphere of the alternate between male and
school, noted Campbell. The pre^- female residents,

ence of women in the coeducation- Currently, the students at Geor-

al halls had a "calming influence" getown are pushing for residence

Villanova to begin study of issue

halls that are coeducational by
room and not by hall, which is the
present system.

According to Regina Stewart, a
resident director, this system
creates a family-type atmosphere
in the hall. This system also

fosters more social interaction

between men and women.
Stewart commented, "I don't

see any conflict between coed
dorms and Catholic traditions and
values."

Duquesne University has coed-

(Continued on page 6)
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By DIANE A. CILONE
and KEVINC HEIL

NewsStaff

The University Senate recom-
mended that the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A, University pres-

ident, diaige the office of Student
Life to pursue further study of

coeducatM>nal residence halls at

its meeting Feb. 19.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, asked that Dris-

coll diaige the Offke of Student
Life to further examine the issue

of coed dormitories. The motkm
was approved by the Senate and
Dr. Richard A Neville, vice pres-

ident for Student life, accepted
the charge.

Before approving the motion.
Dr. Joseph E. Thompson, Faculty
aenator and political science pro-

fessor, recommended that the

Senate know what the motion is

about before it "kkka it up to the

piesklsnt" Hs saki he wanted
more time to read the report ainoe

he had aome quostkms sbout it.

However, Dr. Angslo Armenti,
dsitt ol University CoUsgs, ssid*

thit ths rsport did not oonstraia
thsSensts.

Brach added that he wanted to

"pull the report" through the

Senate since the Senate could not

vote on the issue in the first place.

The motion was then approved.

Robert J. Capone, University

senator and director of alumni,

asked that Neville keep the Mis-

sion Statement of Villanova and
the past tradition of the University

in mind when he examines the

report.

Neville recently said in an
interview, "I am in favor of

studying the possibility of alter-

native wing/floor housing to see

if it is in the best interest of

Villanova tradition and if it would
enhance the social life of our
undergraduates."

The negative aspects of alter-

native wing/floor housing
includes lack of privacy and
security concerns, saki Neville. "I

think the women want privacy

and want the halls to be secure,'*

he saki.

According to Neville, there is a

significant number oif parents,

students and alumni that are not

in favor of the kka.
"I fssi that with our current

policy of visitatkm, there is time

to visit back and forth. Many of

our men's and women's halls are

close as it is, and except for St.

Mary's, share a common dining

hall," he said.

According to Neville, it is hoped

that any change in atmosphere

would enhance academic serious-

ness. "I'm not sure that that is

provable," he said.

(Photo by Cofcoran)

Dr. RichardA N«viil«, vice pres-

idMrt for atadsMt Ufa, accepted
a charga from the 9a—ta to cxa-
mlaa tha iaaaa of co«d
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Political
By THOMAS BRUGGER

The Political Union, College

Democrats, College Republicans,

Amnesty International and Vil*

lanovans Concerned About Cen-

tral America [V.C.A.C.A.) are

among the politically active

groups on campus.
Political Union President Sean

Carroll describes his group as

"Villanova's political debating
society for undergraduate stu-

dents ... the Union serves a dual

purpose: to foster an awareness
and understanding of current

political topics among the Univer-

sity community and to provide

interested students with a forum
toexpress their views and interact

with others."

Before the end of the year,

Carroll plans to collect the group
together once or twice and, on one
of those occasions, debate the

social, political and economic
^ramifications of AIDS.

)?

vpfm^ I -v-

^. ^ • :

TraoeyEurlEe.ameinberQf the to speak at VUlanova.

CoUece Democrata, related that Amnesty bitecnatknal (AJ.1 at

the group has been active in ViUanova is under the dfetcttoa

sending two representatives to oljimGunn.HeseSsthechapter'8
the Iowa caucuses. gtwl i|f to **bhiig mors ol an

Also, a gathering met to discuss awareness ol A.L to theVUlanova
the candictetes and was referred community.'*

to as "Wghly successfur by p^ ^ p^j^ , p^^^
on Fdb. 11 for a speech followed S5r!SlI;iJLS^^ir^
by a discusaion.

College RqMiblicans' President

Eric Bono said that the groupwas
in the planning stages of a trip

to Washington, D.C. on April 8,

though the itinerary was not yet

conclusive. Borio explained that V.CACA President Vincent
the group's purpose on campus Cannistraro stated that this rel-

was to recognize and foster the atively new political organization
conservative point of view. is organizing the upcoming third
The anti-demonstration relat- annual "Central American

ing to Attorney General Edwip Week," which starU Match 21.
Meese's visit earlier this school Cannistraro said that y.CA,CA.
year was organized by the College is "not only going to focus on
Republicans, according to Borio. Nicaragua, but also look at the
Presently, they are k)Oking to get actions in El Salvador and
presidential candidate Jack Kemp Guatemala."

rights oivanization whkh worin
for the release of prisoners of

conscience ... fkir and pnoQ;ipt

trials for all political poisoners

and end to torture and
executions."

«Kc~;r.
r- » ^t

Opportunities

Job fair

WKVU renovations continue
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Staff Reptnier
U

> WKVU, Villanova's radio sta-

tion, is planning the renovation of

its studio in preparation for its

approval togo toanFM frequency.
^ According to Richard Welch,
Moderator of WKVU, "Plans are
(ioming along for the approved
new facility.'^The studio will still

be at its present location in

Dougherty Hall, but will undei>go

extensive renovation.

Welch said "the studio will be
much more updated, with two
production rooms rather than one,

a master control room and other
features."

The University will donate the
funding for buying and installing

new equipment needed for the
renovation. "The University has
assured us approximately 160,000
so far for the renovation," said

Welch.
- Besides waiting for the renova-
tions to begin, WKVU is also
^raiting for final approval from
the Federal Communications
Commission [FCC] to operate on
an FM frequency.
According to Christopher

Golub, general manager ofWKVU,
"At the present time, WKVU
operates on a earner current, in

which the station broadcasts
through the telephone lines rather

than the air, as does a station

which operates on an FM
frequency."

This method of broadcasting
does not enable the station to

reach as many listeners as if it

were broadcasting on a FM fre-

quency. Students on campus are
the only ones able to pick up the
signal on 640 AM.
Welch said, "The process [of

gainii^ approach to broadcast on Also in store for the station is

a FM frequency] is very tong and broadcastingoutside in the spring,
can take any amount of time. We According to Golub, "Once the
applied for the approval almost weather warms up, we can brcnd-
two and a half years ago and are cast live from outside near
still waiting for final approval. Kennedy [MaU]." Golub also hopes
The FCC mvestigates the matter ^q ^ able to bring some local
very thoroughly and it takes time, bands in to ]Aay or promote their

I undCTStand that stud^ts are records here on campus,
only here for four years and would ^^
like to have an FM radio station, M%^^^^ Jm
but I want them to realize that m^Q^SlI
we are here in the meantime and ^^^^^^^*
are actively involved witii the (Continuedfrom page 5)
campus. I also want them to ,«w,*:^,i 1^iaS2. u h -^u

realijBe that you do not have to ^^^ resideftce luUs with a

have a telephone or any special Tni^?^o?^|J!J'
'^S ^"^^H

equipment tVlisten to WKVUK f.?l *
:J^ hour, 59 minute"

you have a radio and can tune in
policy for

around 640 AM, than you can
listen to us," Wdlch said.

WKVU has changed its pro-

gramming from "album-oriented

rock to progressive rock," accord-

ing to Golub.

visitation

upperdassmen.
Douglas Aleski, the assistant

director of Residence Life, said,
"the same problems you have in
single-sex housing you encounter
in coed."

Aleski said he feels that the

Villanovan, 101
Student Government. 91

"The :i^8on for this change ,HXi«, ^k • TT:- ™ v
was because the new administra- .^w£wv !fc i'?S!!!'2ILff^*^»
tion felt that they had a respon- '* P^^^^ thelargest problem."

sibility to play and promote new
bands who need support, such as
Tommy Conwell," he said.

The station broadcasts seven
days a week from 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.

and has approximately 30 disk

jockeys. The station has not only

broadcasted on campus, but also

at home basketball games and
local bars.

Every Tuesday night, WKVU
presents "Villanova Night" at the

23 East Cabaret on Lancaster
Avenue in Ardmore. A disk jockey
will play progressive music and
students can eat, drink and dance.

Next month, WKVU will spon-

sor a dance-a-thon in the Day Hop,
along with the Association of

Commuting Students, March 18
and 19, according to Golub.

The Business Devetopment
and Thuning Center at Great
Valley^ yUtenova Uniyersi'

ty are sponsoring the fourth
annual Great ValleyJob/Trade
Fair.

Jobopeningsindude scientif-

ic, technical, managerial, sales/

marketing, clerical, serviceand
entry-level positions in all

catttories. Thia year's Job/
Tnde Fair is scheduled for

March24 from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m.

at 5 Country View Dr. in the

Great Vidley Corporate Center
(Route 29 exit of Route 202) in

Malvern, Pa. For more infor-

matkm caU (215) 647-6633.

Summer abroad
The University of New

Orleans will sponsor its 13th
annual European Summer
School Program in Innsbruck,
Austria, during the summer of

1988. This educational/travel/

learning experience will

involve over 250 college and
university students as well as
some 30 faculty/staffmembers.
Forinformation write to UNO-
INNSBRUCK-1988, c/o Inter-

national Study Programs, Box
1315P UNO, New Orleans, U.
70148 or call (504) 286-7116.

Fellowships

Central Newspapers, Inc.,

announces a renewal of the

PuUiam Journalism Fellow-

ships. Twenty graduates from
the 1987-1988 class will be
chosen fora 10-week internship

in Indianapolis, IN, and
Phoenix, Aria. The stipend is

13,250. Call (317) 63^^9208
D«Miline is March 1.

Rally

Drexel Universi^ is sikm-
soring a rally called Get
A.B.S.UJLD." (A Better Stu-
dent Understanding of Respon-
sible Drinking). It is a three-

dayakohd awareness program
to promote responsible drink-

ing among students.

Alcohol abuse and alcohol-

celated. incidents by college

students have become a prior-

ity among Philadelphia-area
sdiool officials. The rally will

be held on Feb. 29, at 12 pjn.
in the Great Court of Drexel's
Main Building, 32nd and Chest-

nut Streets. For more informa-
tion contact Preston M. Moretz
at (215) 895-17151

.

Training Program

The Duportail House in

Chesterbrook, Wayne, will

sponsor a Grantsmanship Cen-
ter Training Program the week
of Feb. 29. The center is a
nonprofit educational institu-

tion that trains staffs of public

and private i^geiides. Trainees
ac(}uire basic planning and
wnting skills as well as the ins

and outs of government, foun-

dation and corporate grants.

For more information contact

Duportail House at 644-4840

during business hours.

JJP.

AL STIANES

VIUANOVA STUDENTS IN

JERUSALEM DURING
SUMMER 1988?

ABSOLumri
JUNE 11— AUGUST?

PROGRAM:
The VManova University consortium program to Jerusalem allows VINanova students to spend

eight weeks studying intensh^e conversatk>nal Arat)k;. modem MkJdIe East history and t)it>lical

archaeok>gy. The ot>|ective of the program is to teach conversational Arabic within the
context off tho region's ancient end contomporary history and culture.

• "Intenshre Con¥oraetionei Arabic" (six credits)
• '*Modem MNddle East History" (three credHs)
• "BibHcai Archaeology" (three credHa)

LOCATION
The program is located at the University of Notre Dame's Ecumenical Institute outside the

town of Bethlehem and south of Jerusalem. The small campus of modern stone tHiildings.

sun^ounded by oNve and pine groves, includes a residential wing, a library, seminar and lecture
haRs, a chapel and diningroom. AN bedrooms and suites have private bathrooms.

COSTS:
The comprehensive fee of $2,250 for the eight weeks includes room and board, tuition,

program fees and excursion fees. Airfare, personal expenses and optional travel is not
included.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
• FuR-thne student stahia at VRtanova, Noh-e Dame. Georgetown or Fordham universities.
• 2.5 QPA or better on a 4.0 ac^.
• Compieted appRcatlon from the Office 6f Intemational Shjdiea (206 Tolentine HaN/ 845-

7393).

(64S-/3a3or64«»7tt6)
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Drisleoll
(ConUnuidfrmpf^V
whkh the final PEC report will

be examined and resolutions will

be mM and presented to the

Board ol Trustees.

According to Driscoll, a

dedsiofi-malang phase will occur

from June through July. "This
report was neverintended tograce

a shelf and gather dust. It is an
action report, and we intend to see

to it that its recommendations are
taken very seriously and imple-

mented/' he said.

Driscoll added that all members
of the Villanova community will

be invited toanalyze andcomment
on the report. The vice presidents,

deans and Senate will be asked to

make tiieir oi^n formal reoom-
mendatkms andcomments, accord-

ing to Driscoll.

He also added that the PEC
report leads into the University's

preparation for Middle States
accreditation, and that the PEC
report will be incorporated into

the Middle States report.

Future eziMmaloo .

Driscoll said the University has
adopted a planning process which
has as its main purpose "the
improvement and enhancement of

Villanova's academic enterprise."

He added the University has
spent a great deal of time dem-
onstrating its concern for physical

facilities, citing the construction

of dormitories, athletic facilities

and renovations in Bartley, Men-
del and Tolentine halls.

He said that 1988 is a turning

point for Villanova, since the
University is moving into the next

phase of construction of physical

facilities. *^t is in entrancingone,
an excitihg dai^ and, perhaps, a

frightenii^on^," he said.

Driscoll said that the Board of

Trustees has given final approval

for the oonatniction of two new
dormitoriea on south campus.
'This will round out the re^den-
tial complex that has been in the

makiiu[ for the past five or six

years, he said.

NfiHff MOifNfs jilms

siMliirt^ J UicUhjf Apf

had s0fvfcM iMf Um
eonrtnethn of otter

mOnUmSUmUn Or

mcTMrfiofiif fiwfMfos.

He said that there is still a need
for more residential housing, not
for increased enrollment but for

housing students who live both en
campus and off campus. "Our
intent in dormitory construction
is toaddress this particular need,"
he added.

According to Driscoll, the Uni-
versity plaiM to proceed with the
construction of dormitories on
west campus, but it first must
obtain a rezoning of that tract of

land.

He said the University has been
engaged in productive dialogue
with township residents and
officials and the zoning board in

the hope that dormitories will

soon be built.

The master plaii
He said the University has been

worlcing on a master plan, which
includes all areaa of the campus.
West campus plant include hous-

ing for perhapa 1,000 students, a

facility for food services and the

construction of other administra-

tive and recreational facilities.

"When we saw the master plan

for the entire campus, it [west

campus] was everv bit as big as

the Buun campus,' he said.

Regarding main campus, the

master plan includes construction

of an office building, a health care

facility, a theatre or auditorium,

parking facilities, additional

wings to Mendel Hall and exten-

sive renovation to Corr, Mendel,
and Alumni halls and the Main
Chapel, according to Driscoll.

"This is an ambitious plan for

development of the University,"

he said.

He added that the University is

currently negotiating to purchase

land along South Lancaster
Avenue, and recently purchased

a large corner of land along
County Line Road which con-

tinues to St. Mary's Hall.

Fundraiaing
Driscoll said the University

needs approximately $300 million

in funds in order to fulfill its

master plan. He said that the

University recently obtained a

bond issue in the amount of $15
million to provide for the purchase

of St. Mary's Hall from the Augus-
tinians and pay for the cost of

construction of the new dormi-

tories for south campus.

(Photo by Caflano^

Dr. Philip A. Maurone, Senate chairperson and physics professor,

|M«scnted the Rev.Jolin A. Driscoll, O.S.A., University president, with
a irtaque in recognitioa of his years of dedication to the Senate.

food

According to Driscoll, the Uni-

versity must raise the money for

its plans. "Our capital campaign
will start out by identifying
special projects of high priority,

and we will solicit prospective
donors oVer the next 20 years to
support the construction of these
particular projects," he said.

These high-priority projects
include the office building to be
located on main campus; a health
care facility; the renovation of

Mendel Hall, including the con-
struction of one or two wings; the
chapel renovation; and the devel-

opment of the University's tele-

communications network, accord-
ing to Driscoll.

He said that before the new
dormitories are built on west
campus, the University must lay

down an infrastructure, at a cost

of $10 to $12 million.

He also added that there are

plans for a vehicular and pedes-

trian underpass under Route 320
to be constructed in conjunction

with PennDOT's [Pennsylvania

Department of Transportation]

reconstruction of the bridge,which

passes over the Paoli Local railr

road tracks.

He concluded by saying that
during his tenure as president, the
deliberations of the senate closed
resembled those of the Constitur
tional Convention some 200 year^
ago. "I submit to you that the
Senate is an outstanding form of
University self-governance. I subr
mit . . . that the labor that corner
from keeping this operation [worlg-

ing] is well worth it," he said.
[

n

(Continuedfrom pagg 1)

ij An expansionofDougherty Hall

.outward Lancaster Avenuewas
'previously considered but found
to be so expensive that it was
decided to construct a new build-

ing altogether on south campus.
* The report also observed that

"although there appeared to be an
Utklerstanding of policies, proce-

dures and standards within the
food service oiganization, there

did not appear to be anything in

writtei^orm to be read, analyzed
and evsuuatad."

Gies promified'written lists of

requirenients hlhe.met in pur-
chasiiig food and rules governing
the conduct dfemployees. Remark-
ing on Buchanan s two day visit,

Gies said, "I guess he [Buchanan]
didn't have time to see them
[written reports]."

Gies added that Food Services

phone number is listed in the
dents since a main objective of the
evaluation was to ascertain their

opinion.

Indeed the report acknowledged
the limitation that "within a two
day period, it isextremely difficult

for one evaluator to obtain a
completely accurate evaluation . .

.

Many areas were not explored and
other areas were not explored in

depth."

The report conaidered the direc-

tor of food services the "single

most important factor in the
success of a university food
servke."

It evaluated Gies as "loyal and
dedicated . . . very particular and
concerned that the system is

running in a specified manner,"
yet said he "did aot exhibit self-

-confidence and eqioyment in his

job [and] did not appear to reach

out to students."

Gies said, "Iam certainly recep-

tive to any idea that makes sense"
and claimed he will meet with
studenta "eapedally if they have
aproUem."
Giea added that Food Service's

pbone number is liated in the
phone book and, on the weakly
menu and hia office is kieatei in

Douiharty. Giea sakl a student

ooiiM also ahfsys "just stop a

white coat or white gown," in

reference to the managers located

in the facilities.

In fact, the report said, "The
staff makes themselves visible in

the dining area, which is good . .

.

[and] they have the ability tp;

accept student criticism."

Bulletin boards for suggestions,

complaints or comments are also

provided in each cafeteria, accord-

ing to Gies.

According to Gies, Food Servi-

ces has been in the process of

computerizing its menus and
bills, another suggestion made by
the report.

The report also observed stu-

dent confusion about certain
policies and recommended that

students be better informed of

operations through a wider use of

media services.

For example, accordinjg to the

report, few students participating

in the evaluation were aware of

"sack lunches" which are pro-

vided for students who miss any
meal due to a class conflict result-

ing from the University's schedul-

ing of one's classes.

Gies said that information
about "sack lunches" is being

publicized in the Villanovan and
in the "morsels and tidbits"

section of the weekly menu. He
added that the Resident Student
Association [RSA] is planning to

advertise "sack lunches" too.

The report also observed that

students feel they are not getting

their money's worth if they miss
meals and thus would favor being

able to take out more food than
the two-item limit.

The report considered the atti-

tude "not well-founded," and
referred to the Villanova Univer-

sity Food Service Handbook that

states on page three that "the
meal plan currently in effect

allows the student to participate

in 20^meals a week ... The average
student eats 13 meals a week. The
cost of the meal plan is based on
this average."

Giss alao mantkmsd that stu-

denta are eUgiMt to eat 20 msals
a weak, yet only pay for 13.

Consequently, "the people who

eat more than 13 meals are sub-
sidized by the people who eat less

than 13 meals."
Both Gies and the report felt

thatgood food.was beingprovided
at a fair price.

The report recommended that
students be better informed that

they are only paying for 13 meals
through public relations.

Students were not satisfied

with their options in the meal
plans, including the restrictions

on where they must eat and the

hours of service available.

Gies said extending the hours

would increase expenses, yet if

the extension's worth could be

proven, he would do it. "If valid

reasons can be found to expand
that dinner hour, then we [Food

Services] will."

Also the report recommended
"effective continuous dialogue"

with students, Student Life,

faculty and administration.

The Food Services committee,

which was originally initiated by

Student Government last year,

began formal meetings this semes-

terand consists of representatives

of students and Food Service who
are striving to improve commun-
ication between the two groups

and address complaints according

(Photo by Schmid) .

The PEC report praised the sanitation of the dining halls and the
excellent food and services, suggesting it could be a model for other

^

colleges. !

to Gies and Cory Cohl, president
of RSA.
Cohl felt that students would

be more content if they knew mbre
about Food Services and its oper-

ations. She commented that if

students do not voice their con-

cerns. Food Service will not be

able to respond to their
suggestions.

Cohl considered Food Services

"very willing to make a change
if "it's feasible" and "always
willing to listen to a student who
has a legitimate complaint."

More students take Saferides
By DANIEL MORIART

Y

StaffRepwtgr

Student use of Saferides has

increased this year as an alterna-

tive to drunk driving situations,

according to Saferides President

Melissa Esposito.

The organization, begun in

1984, provides free and confiden-

tial transportation for Villanova

studoits who wish to avoid driv-

ing under the influence of akx)hol

[D.U.L] or being driven by one

who is under the influence of

alcohol.

Saferides currently receives

between four to eight calls each

night of operation, an increase

over prevkNii years, Espoaito sakl.

"The wtUiiiipMia of the Greek

community to inform us of upcom-
ing social events also has been a
factor in the success of both
Saferides and participating frater-

nities and sororities, ' she added.
Six-member crews are available

to pick up University students
anywhere l)etween Sugartown
Mews in Devon to 63rd Street in

Philadelphia each Friday and
Saturday from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Crews normally work one night

per semester because the roster

numbers 75 volunteers.

Students making use of the
service are required to show some
form of Villanova identification.

Furthermore, all passengers are
returned to campus.
"Theae steps are taken solely

for insurance purposes," Esposito

said, noting that students should

use the service as often as
necessary.

She commented, however, that

funding for the program is pres-

ently almost depleted.

Lucyna J. Gorski, director of

Student Activities, said, "The
University is prepared to provide

Saferides with limited funding,

should the need arise."

In the past, funding has been

obtained with the aid of Robert

Capone, director of Alumni.

Capone received private dona-

tions from the Villanova

Financial Club, which enabled

Saferides to lease two vans and
obtain necessary operational
equipment, according to Capone's

assistant, John Zabinski.
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budget. The faculty increment

was subsequently lowered to

8 percent and tuition raised to 10

percent, he added.

in the Sept. 11 issue of the

VUlanovan, Brach predicted that

"you won't see a double digit

percentage in increase [of

tuition]."

Word of the possible tuition

increase was first announced at

the Senate meeting lastTriday by

Dr. Alvin A. Clay, chairperson of

the budget committee and dean of

the College of Commerce and
Finance.

Clay cited reasons for the

increase as inflation and adjust-

ments in the cost-of-living, which

is expected by financial experts to

rise 5 percent.

He added that substantial fund-

ing is also required to maintain

Villanova's academic and social

environments.

"The different schools within

the University are accredited

across the board by professional

organizations. That kind of qual-

ity isn't somethingyou see at most

schools, " Clay reasoned.

Clay said that the University is

now in a growth stage in regards

to the modernization of academic

and athletic facilities on campus.

"Everyone wanted a newgym (the

duPont Pavilion] and people were

Gregory
(Continuedfrom page 3)

*

Other than "current issues,"

Sanders was unable to predict the

exact content of the speech due
to Gregory's unorthodox ways,

but did characterize him as a

"very sporadic, spontaneous,
energetic speaker who will defi-

nitely arouse emotion."

Tickets are on sale for $3 and
$5 at the Connelly Center ticket

office for the lecture.

Portions ofthis article were based
'

on reports in Jet magazine and the

Washington Post.

Vote
(Continuedfrom page 3)

and that the students will feel

more a part of the township.

Also, she hopes that if enough
students register, "they may have
an effect on the next election."

The campus is divided into

three wards, said Marzulli. She
hopes that if enough students

register, the campus will be re-

divided into one or two wards,

thus increasing the influence of

the students. This would prevent

students from voting against each

other as they are currently doing,

she said.

Women's dormitories will be

visited on the evening of Feb. 28,

29 and March 1, and men's dor-

mitories on March 14, 15 and 16.

Dates and times will be posted in

the dormitories, said Marzulli.

For students who are living off

campus or who miss the registra-

tion at the dormitories, there will

be opportunities to register at the

end of March.

Seardi
(Continuedfrom page 1)

phia. Pa., 19103.

Criteria for the new president

includes Augustinian background,
age. health, academic background,
familiarity with the University,

administrative ability, ability to

relate to the Villanova community
and fund-raising ability.

Devineexplained that according
to the by-laws of the Board of

Trustees, the committee must try

to maintain the Auguttinian influ-

ence in choosing the next presi-

dent, since this it an Auguttinian
school.

ie>ittt

happy during its planning and

building stagea, but of course

those funds have to come from

somewhere.
"The needed increase in

revenue for the budget primarily

means an increase in student

tuition," he said.

*There is little money wasted

here. The amount that is spent

is appropriate for an institutk>n

of such caliber as Villanova/' Clay

added.

Lewis suggested that certain

funds allocated to other areas of

the budget could be cut in order

to remedy such a substantial

increase in tuition. "I enjoy and

understand the importance of the

football and basketball programs

just as much as anyone else, but

the current athletic scholarships

are too high. In fact, they have

been raised 33 percent since last

year," he noted.

"There is also an excess in the

budget in regards to research

programs and 'think-tanks,'

which are pet projects of certain

faculty members. Such programs

at this time are unnecessary in

accordance to the University's

financial situation," Lewis said.

He added that if the admini-

stration was to cut an excess of

$3 million from these other areas

within its operating budget of

$109 million, it could prevent a

dramatk: increase in tuition and
cut the currently proposed figure

in half.

Clay commented that such
decisions were out of the jiuisdic-

tiod of the budget committee.

Murray commented that

another reason to increase tuition

is to alk>w for greater funding of

financial aid programs.

Clay noted that increasing

tuition to benefit financial aid

programs is like "going to a

hospital that charges excessive

prices to you in order to reimburse

someone else who won't have to

pay."

Murray cited a third item

involved in the tuition increase.

He explained that the University

will have increased its debt service

over the next several years

because of the $15 million in bonds

issued in part to pay for the

construction of two new dormi-

tories on south campus.

When questioned about what

happened to the millions of dollars

recently obtained by the Univer-

sity through the Covenant cain-

paigns and alumni gifts, Lewis

replied that most of these funds

are invested in the capital budget

and are not available to the budget

committee for consideration.

According to a Student Govern-

ment report, "For the fiscal year

endingMay 31 , the University had

an unbudgeted surplus oi about
$2 million." Lewis said that he
and other mtmbers ol Student
Government had attempted,
throudi the /Senate, to allocate

$400,000 of ihh surplus to

increfiae student kisn funds, only

to be vetoed by the Board of

Trustees.

"Such incidents make you won-
der about the real power of the

Senate," he noted.

During a Jan. 25 interview.

Senate Chairperson Dr. Philip A.

Maurone described the Senate's

attempt at the allocation of funds

last spnog, which was part of an

amendment to the operating
budget, as an ''empty feature

which "gave them [the Board of

Trustees] carte blanche to do
what they wanted" with the

University operating budget. He
added that the Semite has the

power to accept or reject the

budget in its enthtsty and then

make recommendations.

Lewis said that Student Govern-

ment plans to act against this

proposed tuition increase, but "it

will require student support."

However, he refused to reveal the

organization's plans at this time.

Protest to be held
By E.H. MC ELDOWNEY

Staff Rtporter .

After a minor demonstration

Feb. 12, agroup of students calling

themselves "R.T. Loft" is plan-

ning to reschedule the protest for

noon March 18.-

The group's purpose is to make
the public aware of the danger
pedestrians and drivers face cross-

ing the intersection at Lancaster

and Ithan avenues, according to

Bob O'Sullivan, a member of the

group.

The group has, according to

O'Sullivan, "taken it [the protest]

upon themselves." He said that

the group has not communicated
with the administration or Stu-

dent Government. He also said the

group has done no research intq^

the number of accidents at the

intersection.

O'Sullivan did say, however,

that "being here for four years as

commuters, we know how hazard-

ous it is to make left-hand turns."

Parts for the turn signal have

been ordered and received by

Radnor Township, said Patricia

MarzuUi, secretary of the external

affairs department for Student

Government, in the Feb. 12 issue

of the VUlanovan.

LOOKING FOR A GREAT
SUMMER lOB ON CAMPUS

•fes
'i^jf.

SUMMER

ffA

ACTIVITIES
AT VILLANOVA

Position description and application available

in the Villanova Student Union office, Connelly Center

NbWiary 26, t9M • THE VMXAWOVAH^^agt 9 g

the Villanova Student Unbn lectures committee with the Black Cultural Society

present

DICK GREGORY

TICKETS $3

"FOR PEOPLE"
FEBRUARY 28

8 P.M. VILLANOVA ROOM
TICKETS ON SALE
NOW! C.C. TICKET
OFFICE

THE UNIONPAGE
student union concerts committee presents

Sia^ VILLANOVA'S HOT NEW NIGHTCLUB!!

I

|S Must be available May 16 - August 5, 1988

t

[^ Stipend plus room and board

APPLICATION DUE
MARCH 16

CAT'S DEN
c/vTUBIN^
^^^ Billy Price and the Keystone

Rhythm Band

FEBRUARY 27
NEWTIME y -IVI.

FREE FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS!

Looking for a great Summer Job on campus?

Ef Check out

SUMMER ACTIVITIES
Position description & appkxation ovolalDle in the

Union Office, Feb. 29

THAHK
YOU

to the 1 987-88
executive board for

making this year so

easy and so much fun

forme!

I Love Youl

Beth

Feb. 25
and 26

C.C. cinema
6:30 and 9 p. m.

TICKETS $2

WELCOME TO
VILLANOVA!

ACU-I Recreation

and College Bowl
Participants

THIS WEEK'SMOVIE ...

AXB. FOLEY B BACK.

BUiNBMunrnT
BEVE^^HUXB

TMCHiiKrtMCKOM

".»-«» -m

sponsored by Student union

visual arts committee

3E

Cultural Film Series

presents...

ORSON WELLES

Lcxjy From Shanghai

Ftb. 27-28-29 7 p.m.
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Protest tuition

increase
The proposed tuition increase of 10 percent included

in the preliminary budget for the 1988-89 academic year
is at best unreasonable. Students must unite and
peacefully air their opposing views now in order to reduce
this unrealistic figure.

According to Edward V. Murray, assistant to the
president and member of the Senate budget committee,
the preliminary budget for next year includes an average
increase of 10 percent in tuition rates. The increase would
be accompanied by an 8 percent increase in faculty salaries

and entitlements, as well as a 6 percent increase in staff

salaries. John B. Lewis, student senator and a member
of the budget committee, said that the administration
realizes that the students do not care enough to put up
an adequate fight against the increase.

'aimu.t*^^*!

Villanova has expanded in many ways over the past
five years. The duPont Pavilion and new south campus
dormitories have been constructed and cost money. The
proposed purchase of St. Mary's Hall and expansion of
west campus will also cost money. But this money cannot To the Editon
come from students* pockets.

Letters to the Editor.

Student defends editorial

Students should pressure Student Government to
organize a protest against this unrealistic increase.
Protests work in numbers. We must show the admin-
istration. Senate, University president and Board of
Trustees that we do care about the tuition rates and that
many of us cannot afford the increase.

Students must use the rationale that the increase
would limit the diversity of Villanova students, hurt the
minority enrollment and place financial straps on many
current students.

Unless student pressure is felt on this issue, the
budget report will probably include an average 10 percent
increase. This is the time for action. Students cannot wait
until the decision is on the desk of the Board of Trustees.
Let's demonstrate our disapproval of this proposal in an
organized, peaceful yet strong protest today.

Use judgment

during break

Next Friday after exams we will all be able to relax,
kick back and enjoy a week away from Villanova.

But we must remember as wc board the airplanes
with destinations of Cancun, Mexico, the Bahamas and
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., that we are representing Villanova.
Our actions must show others that we are respectful
mature individuals.

'

Spring break is not an excuse tocreate havoc, abandon
our morals and drink exoeatiiPely. We nratt mnatn in
control of our facukiea and demonstrate that we are proud
Vtuanovans with hi|{fa standaitls.

Sprinf break is an opportunity to e^joy tine away
from campus. Let's not fonet who we are and what we
represent during our travelling endeavors.

This letter is in support of the
recent editorial about the Greek
system at Villanova titled, "Greek
support must be reconsidered." I

am glad someone has voiced opin-

ions I have had since I first came
to Villanova.

Many students here seem to
think that Villanova and frater-
nities and sororities are insepar-
able. Often, by challenging the
Greek system, it is assumed that
I am in some way blaspheming
against Villanova. I am met with
the response, "If there were no
fraternities or sororities here,
there would be no social life."
This is as laughable as it is sad.

I would point out that Boston
Collie, Holy Cross and George-
town all have survived without
Greeks.

I congratulate the editor of the
Villanovan for voicing an opinion

that, while controversial,

expressed the unspoken opinions

of many at Villanova.

Elliott McEldowney
ClaMofl990

f oof«nrfutote tte •dKor
offteVniMoirMfer
folcbigMl opMon Uuitf

NfMfo COitbVfWSUf M-
jMMMif (ft9MMIMftM
ofiipiiofis otaumy 9t
VKImovM.

I am told of the many different

service projects the Greeks per-

form both on and off campus.
Truthfully, I think very few
students join a fraternity or

sorority to do service. And the list

of parties, T.G.S, tailgates, etc.

overshadows the list of service

projects these organizations
perf(Hin.

Granted, mine is an outsider's

view. But from thst view, frater-

nities and sorarities at Villaaova
seem like more ai ao taema to

driak. than to praasate liradMr-
hood, sisterlMotf, aenrice ami

iiiiitty.**TlM,aaIaMaiiaBed

tlMiiirniiibythapm-
lOliHtieaovwIlM
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Student advocates K6mp for president
By LOUIS MESHON

Throughout his life, Jack Kemp
has been a leader of people and
ideas. Again and again, he has
shown the ability to beat the odds
and win — in the American
Football League, in the United
States Congress, and now. in his
campaign for president.

Jack Kemp's strength lies in the
family values he has come to

honor and trust. HSs roots are
typically middle cla«^. '

Sports were a nattiral outlet for

Kenip. He was quarterback at

Occidental College and would
latergo on tojoin the Buffalo Bills.

As a pro football quarterback,
Kemp faced stiff competition and
tough challenges. Serious hand
and leg injuries threatened to end
his career, but Kemp not only
continued to play, he led the Bills

to two league championships. For
his determination, Kemp was
named the league's most valuable

player and elected president of the
AFL Players Association. A host

of pro football superstars are now
backing Kemp.
Kemp channeled this same

winning attitude into government
service. As a rising young conser-

vative, he became a leader in the

"Reagan revolution." He was

recruited by then governor of
California Ronald Reaganm 1967,
and has continued to work with
him ever since. Kemp is the only
candidate who was with Reagan
in the beginning, backed him for

the nomination in 1979, and co-

authored both the 1980 and 1984
Republican platforms upon which
Reagan ran and won.
As a U.S. Representative since

1971, Kemp has led the conserva-
tive movement in Congress. As
William F. Buckley's National
Review noted in an editorial, "For
ten years . . . Jack Kemp has set

the conservative agenda — and
the national political agenda as
well. Kemp has taken the right

positions, often long before anyone
else."

It was Kemp who wrote the
Kemp-Roth Tax Cut bill that

became the centerpiece of the
Reagan economic recovery plan
that lowered tax rates by 25
percent, prompting Time maga-
zine to conclude, "he sold Reaga-
nomics to Reagan." It was Kemp
who authored key provisions of

last year's tax reform that
increased the personal exemption
to $2000 and reduced tax rates for

eight of 10 Americans to 15 per-

cent, and it was Kemp who intro-

duced proposals to open foreign

trading markets, combat drug
abuse and protect the unborn.

In the Congress, Kemp has
risen quickly to key positions of
budget, foreign policy, defense
and family committees and sub-
committees. In recognition of his
abilities, Kemp's House colleagues
elected him to the key Republican
leadership post of conference
chairman.
Kemp's strength as a leader lies

in the deep family values he has
come to honor and trust. This
same winning spirit prevails in

the Kemp family today— a family
that is as close to Kemp politically

as it is to him personally.

Family values continue to shape
Kemp. His concluding remarks at
his April 6, 1987 announcement
speech are indicative of what kind
of president Kemp will be. "As I

look at my family ... and think
of all our families — all our hopes,
our dreams, our future, our free-

dom and peace — I know that is

why I am in this race, and why
I want to be president."

Professional quarterback, Uni-

ted States Congressman, family

man -- Kemp has remained a

leader of people and ideas.

Louis Meshon is a seniorpolitical

science major and a member of
College Republicans.

Kemp: Only wise choice for Americans

;
By ISRIC E. BORIp

It is much too early to say
anything prophetic about the
6utcome of the 1988 presidential

election. However, it is as good a
time as any to suggest the qual-

ities which would be desiderata

for the next president.

Seven or so years ago, the world
was a much different place than
it is today. This is largely the

result of the successes of the

Reagan presidency. For example,

stagflation, a combination of

unreasonably high inflation and
unemployment, has been replaced

by one of the longest sustained

economic recoveries in United
States history.

Undoubtedly, this is attribut-

able to the Reagan administra-
tion's unfaltering commitment to

overall economic growth, as
opposed to the more liberal notion
of cori-ecting the economic injus-

tices faced by one socioeconomic
group by imposing injustices on
another.

But most significant of all over
the past seven years has been the
reawakeningofatraditional value
elemental to the American
national character — individual-

ism. Americans are once again

saying in the spirit of Thomas
Jefferson that government should

do for the people, only what the
people cannot do for themselves.

Yet, despite these advances, the
world is far from perfect, and
much remains to be accomplished,
for the ambitious goals of Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan have not all

been realized. But let us not judge
too harshly, after all, this is the
first truly successful presidency
since Eisenhower.
With these realities in mind, the

next president should be one
committed to building on the firm
foundation laid by Reagan. Con-
sistency is key, for it is something
too often lacking in domestic and
foreign policy — perhaps the root

of many of this nation's problems.
Having had the opportunity,

along with other members of the

College Republicans, to meet Jack
F. Kemp in person, it is my
unequivicable conviction that he
is the only man capable of replac-

ing Reagan.
It is certainly not the case,

however, that Kemp is a Reagan
look alike. Nothing can be further
from the truth. Kemp is a leader

of the highest order, after all it

may surprise many to know that

he was the impetus behind Rea-
gan's adoption of supply-side

economics — largely responsible
for producing the sustained rec-

overy. Such originality is indica-

tive of an intellect unparalleled by
any other candidate of either
party, and such salesmanship is

indicative of a charisma of equal
magnanimity.
Furthermore, if there is one

prerequisite that the next presi-

dent should espouse, it should be
cunning in foreign affairs. As
America continues to reassert her
influence after the post-Vietnam
period of isolationism, the inter-

national situation could erupt
unless we approach foreign policy
with realism and prudence. By
continuing a respectable presence
in the Persian Gulf, remaining
committed to a credible strategic

deterrence by immediate deploy-
nient of SDI in the face of inju-

dicious approaches to nuclear
arms control, initiating renewed
American support for freedom
fighters worldwide, and remain-
ing circumspect to Gorbachev's
perestroika, Kemp is our nation's
only wide choice.

Eric E. Boric is ajuniorpolitical
science major and a member of the
Collegi Republicans.
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Obligation tostreet

beggars unfounded
By MICHAEL E. JONES

How many times have you
excitedly flung open the door,

expecting to see your friend who
said he would be dropping by, only

to find one of the sorriest looking

born again Christians you have
ever seen, convinced that you are
the best candidate since Moses to

join their "elite" little group.

"Yes, I'm very flattered, but
• • •

"Please — let me take just a
minute of your time to explain all

of the great things our organiza-

tion has to offer."

"I'd love to, but . .

."

"Surely you can spare a minute.
My family has not eaten for over

a week, and this is the only means
I have to feed them." (This may
not be the exact line used, but the

guilt is inflicted in some similar

fashion).

It is futile. You are trapped. So,

considering this to be your
penance for not attending church
over the past month, you reluc-

tantly agree to listen to this

broken record ramble on about
how great it woulcl be to lick world
hunger, end war and hatred
among mankind, and other juicy

tidbits.

This past summer I naively

opened the .front door without
checking, and was greeted by the

dreaded "Hi, we're Jehovah's
Witnesses, and we'd like to ..."

By the time they had finished,

I'd grown a beard. Well, not

exactly, but you get the picture.

I started to look for excuses to get

away, which they weren't too

keen at noticing. So in one last

desperate effort to get rid of them,
I asked, "How about a donation?"

It was as if I had a pyromaniac
for a son and had asked him,

"Want to help me start the fire,

son?"

"Oh, bless you, young man!"
"I'll bet my grandson would

love to meet you. Do you want to

see some pkrtures?"

"No! I mean, no thanks. Now
why don't you all run along and
get outta my hair!! I mean, have
a nice day . .

.

I can recall another time I was
in an airport and some greasy,

sick-looking guy was shuffling

around handing out what looked

like small index cards. "Probably
another Jehovah's Witness," I

mused.
I was standing in line minding

my own business when he mean-
dered by. He stopped in front of

me and hekl out a card. Pretending

I dkl not notice him, I reached

down to tie my shoe (yes — I hiid

loftfcrs on).

Ha must have been extremely

hard up, extrsaitly patient, or

both, bociuae he stood directly in

front of me, waiting for me to

complete my evasive task. 1 slowly
rose to my feet, and he literally

stuck the card in my face. So I

took the card, examined it, and
was overjoyed to discover that I

was the owner of an alphabet in

sign language.

Fantastic — now when I am
riding my bicycle and some clown
cuts me off, I can express my
appreciation in a more complete
manner. I turned the card over,

which read:

I AM DEAF
YOU CAN PAY WHATEVER

YOU'D
LIKE FOR THIS CARD.

Nice hustle, chief, but I do not

think so. I shook my head and
handed the card back to him. He
would not take it, and he would
not leave either. Swell. I consi-

dered asking him about group
rates, but instead dropped two
quarters into his little can to get

him out of my face. Besides, he
smelled like he should get better

acquainted with a bar of Ivory,

and I was not exactly in the mood
to sport the funds for a gas mask.

Well, I had had it up to here
with beggars and these so-called

non-profit organizations. When I

got home for fall break, the minute
I stepped through the door the

phone rang.

"Hello?"

"This is the American Red
Cross calling and you have not

donated for quite a while. We have
a drive next week— are you going

to give?"

Marvelous. My money and time
aren't enough? Now you want to

milk some juice from me?
"Uh, I don't think so?"

"Why not?"

Why not? What is this, 20
questions? Why don't you invade

my privacy a little more? Why
don't you drop by my house in the

middle of the night while I am
sleeping and tap a pint or two out

of me. Leave me alone!

You might be wondering why
I am writing all of this. In a world
full of pain, suffering, drugs,
crime and other unpleasant
things, I find it necessary to stick,

up for the little guy caught in the

middle of this. I will guarantee
that many of you have undergone
similar ordeals such as the ones
mentioned here. So the next time
somebody knocks on your door,

rings you on the telephone or

approaches you on the street

asking for money. Mood, orians,

souls or the like, take my advice

and just say, "No." Chances are

you will preserve your sanity,

unless, of course, you have already

leet it like I have.

Mkhael E. Jones is a junior
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To the EditOi^
i; mrents and alumni have to ujee opportunity for Vil^nova 8tu>

before somethiMr is done tbout denta to have coed dorms in the
In regard to the article on coed .

^^ situaj^? All we ask is that near future^ Everyone must make
dorms in last week's issufcXo^H^^ <^*"' ^^pi!P» be givenr the same
dorm rmrt isiwMi" we fee( thUI/ Jjesptet that thtf alumni and, our

the JJnWersity^^ administrattofi liareinti>6odve. It is really a sad

hasJiot taken info account the
true teelings of j^hose people who
constitute tnesiik>tual Villanqva
comjburiity: the stwfaittf:^ -'-'"^^

The report presented to the
Office for Student Life showed
that over 90 percent of the stu-

dents are in favor ofcoed residence
halls. The latest survey, conduct-
ed in October of 1987, showed that

over 50 percent of the parents
would not have any objections to

the construction of coed dorms.
To top it all off, over two-thirds

of the alumni publicly stated that

the introduction of coed dorms to

Villanova would not influence
their outlook on the University.

What will it take for Villanova
to come out of the "dark ages" and
approve coed dorms? Do all of the

stale of itffairs when the students
areipfven little or oa_say in what
happehatpthem."; »

'^* Tb* ittluiibof coedoidorms has
been up in the air kmg enough.
Now that new dorms are going to

be built on south campus, we
must unite and make our presence
felt on this campus.

This probably will be the last

people like Dr. Richard A. Neville,

vipe praaideot for Student Life,

realixe'that we are the University.
Without the students, there is

nothiiu! sThe administration bet-

ter wake up and acknowledge the
hex that our opinions should be
a major factor in their dedsion-
making process.

Allen Ambrosino
Cla88ofl991

Andrew Mathis
Qasaof 1991
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T68rD00K PrOICSICU TotheEditon' the policy of the Uni

HbHiovari
praised
To the Editor:

Congratulations on your excel-

lent AIDS supplement! It was well

written by an informed staff, who
obviously ''did some homework."
AIDS is a very difficult topic to

discuss in an open manner, espe-

To the Editor: the. memory of our college days.
It has come to our attention Villanova is, always has been, and

that, once again, in an attempt to will continue to be the "blue and
express their creativity, the staff white."Why ^hotild the yearbook,
of the Belle Aire yearbook is which is supposed to represent a
contemplating changing the color compilation of our achievements,

belittle these achievements by its

very appearance?
It is our sense that one of the

purposes of a yearbook is to
celebrate the unity of our campus

tradi-of our yearbook from the

tional "Villanova blue."

As proud students, we feel that

the Belle Aire is Villanova's book,

not solely that of the undergrad-

uate yearbook staff. Although we community. Whyi then, do^ the
recognize that certam freedoms editorial staff of the Belle Aire
accrue to any editorial staff, we seek to undermine that commun-
feel that this staff has a certain ity by placing artistic considera-
responsibility, not only to its tions above the traditions which
creativity, but to the people who unite us all?

came before them, the Class of With all the recent commentary
1988, and to the proud Villanova concerning apathetic and disuni-
tradition. fied students, this situation seems
Although last year's book was to present a golden opportunity

^ „ _^ of excellent quality, many feel for the Villanova community to

dally on a campus with a strong ^^ ^^^ excellence was marred demonstrate its unity andlntense

religious affiliation (such as Vil- °y a cover which deviated from pride. We call upon all members
lanova). It was "gutsy" of you to ^"« ^'^ ^^ ^"^^ch has been a of the University to make their

undertake such an issue. source of pnde to us over the past feelings about this matter known
More importantly however, is

four years. This pridedoes not end to the editorial staff of the Belle
with graduation. Aire yearbook.
Twenty years from now, we do -,.. ,

not want a foolish editorial deci- .
' *« *^^^ ^ '*« «'«to'' »««

sion, based more on "editorial stgnedbyaeSmembmofViUanova

freedom" or principle, to blemish Umvemfy s student body.

that your work focuses all of our
attentions on a serious health

crisis that could effect any of us.

Hopefully, the Villanova Univer-

sity community will have read

your supplement and taken its

message to heart.

Thank you!

Gary H. Bonas, Jr.

assistant director
Student Activities

Professor
offers

correction
To the Editor:

In last week's Villanovan Gary
BOUas, assistant director of Stu-

dent Activities, made the extraor-

dinary and false claim that the

effectiveness of condoms in the
prevention dt^dftgnahcy (and
therlefore, >nili«Rion of AIDS)
was only 80 percent.

In fact, all authoritative scien-

tific sources agree that the effec-

tiveness rate of con<lomr if 90
percent or more; greater than 97
percent when used
con8cientk>usly.

These figures can be found in

the latest edition of Hatcher et al..

Contraceptive Technology, 13th
edition, 1986 and in the textbook
for Biology 1101 (Curtis and
Barnes, Invitation to Bk>kigy).

One of the primary tools in the
fight against AIDS is education.

Infour role as educators we muat
be> certain that what we tetfch is

true.

U.wmktm

Parking poKcy
To the Editon

Electrical engineering gradu-

ates often spend 10 or 12 hours
a day on the fourth floor of

Tolentine Hall trying to use three

precious graphics terminals. One
day I went out to my car to drive

to Radio Shack to get some cable

for the lab (sort of doing Villanova

a favor), and 1 see that my car is

gone.

I asked the guard, in his Spring
Mill guardhouse, what had hap-

pened to my car. He said that it

was towed because it was parked
illegally, since I got there at 7:30

a.m, and the *'ED" permit is not

valid until 4:30 p.m. I asked why
I was not given a warning. He
explained that Security did not

have to give warnings and we
proceedra^to argue.

I pointed out that Security made
me buy a $25 parking permit, and
he said that 1 should have read

the booklet that came with it (fine

print, last paragraph, page five).

He remembered that he had
given me a ticket for "failing to

properly display a parking permit"
two weeks ago because my "ED"
permit was on the dashboard
instead of hanging on the mirror.

This, however, is not listed in the

booklet, although "Student Using
Parents/Relatives Car to Drive on
Campus with Ir.ner Campus or

Spring Mill/West Campus
Stickers Affixed to Automobile"
does appear in the booklet. Appar-
ently . the booklet seems to predate

plastk tags.

I informed the kev. John M.
Drisooll, O.S.A.. Unhrtriity pm-
idtfit, of my aituaiioii. Ht ciNad

someone and discovered that I

was a previous offender. I was
given a ticket for the same thing
two weeks ago. 1 said that this was
false and he said to simmer down
or I could end up in jail. He then
advised me to talk with Chief
Rowan P. Kelly, director of

Security.

Kelly said that he did not tow
my car and that he wanted to be
reasonable. He told me that
faculty members have to pay $80
to park. I told him that I did not

care about the past, but what
about the future? I do not feel that

I was properly warned before
towing — why not warn people

or fine them first? Student fines

are collectible. Why enrich Radnor
Garage when V.U. is begging for

bucks? ;^

Radnor Garage is really nice.

Don "you don't have to know my
last name" said, "sixty dollars

cash." I told him that the signs
in the area said $50, and he said

that those are not their signs, and
they have not charged $50 for six

months.

Later a departmental secretary

tells me that her car was towed,
and they wanted to write a letter

to someone about the situation. Of
course employees^ are paid to be
here, but students are customers.

For the good of the rest of the

community, 1 think that the rules

(j4 SeetfTfty and the pronitikation

and enforcement thereof UMiikl

be chaniPBd at eiMte.

Why do Villanova students tend
to get a bum rap? It is not really

justified nor is it constructive to

the students. Such articles as last

week's op-ed written by Dante
Scala entitled "Students lack
community" appear consistently
and prove less progressive each
time because the complaint is just

not justified.

Villanova's community bond is

so strong that it welcomes people,

gathers them in and supports
them. Special Olympics, Balloon
Day, Hunger Awareness Week
and the Philadelphia Committee
for The Homeless are just a few
examples. Villanovsi helped build

a much needed school in Haiti.

They feel such an awareness for

national issues that a Center for

Peace and Justice has been insti-

tuted here as a driving model for

other universities. These require
the spirit of a concerned comipun-
ity, not just the spirit ol a few
individuals.

Buildingcommunity isan entire-

ly subjective concept. In response
to this task Scala left to our
administratk>n, I must respond
that there is a community at

Villanova.

Because of our unique off-

campus situation, students will

generally become interested in

many individual thing; other

than college life. They are con-

cerned with their jobs and their

activities, their homes and their

lives. This is why the students'

concerns are implemented
through governors willing and
able to get results. This is repre-

sentative government.
Representing the student body

at Georgetown University's

national student government
workshop, I met with student

officers from hundreds of univer-

sities across the country, all

different sizes and calibers of

student population.

There I compared our systems
of administration, and I found no
other university with a Senate
comprised of faculty, administra-

tors and students that determines

the policy of the University. I

found no other University where
students actually sit as members
of the Board of Trustees
subcommittees.

,

At Villanova jtb^re are no shad-

owy and ambiguous figures of

power to any person who opens
their eyes. They are readily acces-

sible and Villanova administration

is a model for other Universities

to follow.

This April the students will

again choose and support the

candidate who will sincerely and
willingly continue the work. Can-

didates that go to the students

during elections do so as an effort

of the entiregovernment to be true

representatives, to have a focus of

the whole of the students. This

is how the government begins to

build community and to work
with the system.
The Student Government is

issue oriented; the studentsknow
tocome to us with their concerns.

None of our issues will die the

slow death that Scala fears. The
intermediary he refers to as "a go

between . . . small enough to

listen to the individuals problems,

and large enough to gain the

attentkm of the system, exists.

The bureaucracy cannot deny
two years of research finally

complete on three major issues of

coed resideni^halls, Security, and
used books and now the lobbying

b^ns, within the system, active-

ly and professionally. Attacking
the issues from within the system
as a concerned community is our
task.

Everyone cares. I always want
more people to get involved and
work with us on the issues, I truly

believe in the educational expe-

rience involved.Just because some •

students' lives do not allow that

time necessary or the talent

required does not mean that they

do not care or are less a part of

the comiiranity , it just means that

they are different. It is imperative

that their leaders and their repre-.

sentatives respect this.

• TerisePusco'
ClaMoll989
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Wlaii^ Greek syttem defencRsil
Tk€ VUUm^wtm makes every

effort topfimimfiany letters to Ae
editorOSfoesihk. The Vilkmmmm
regreit that oU Utters could not k
printed because of sfHteO

limitations.

To the

As a member of ViUiiiQ¥»'k
Greekcommunity, I wasiJHgtiftH
to ftod your Feb. 19 ejmal.
**Greek sttpport muiTt be reocnai-

dered." This editorial proyes that

ckMed-mmded indivkluals with
the power to shape public opinkm
often tend to speak critically

regarding subjects of which they
have littk knowledse.
After reading the piece, it is

obvious to me that its author
holds a highly misinformed view
of the Gredc system.

Admittedly, the death ofJames
Callahan is nothing 1^ than an
atrocity. However, the Greek
workl should not be held account-

able for the actions of one or two
irresponsible and immature indi-

viduals any more than Villanova

University, forexample, should be
held accountable for the actions

of Gary McLain.
Since becoming a Greek three

years ago, I can honestly say that

my fraternity experience has been
nothing but positive. Through my
fraternity, many doors have been
opened to me that would have
otherwise been forever closed;

doors in a social sense, doors in

the business world, but, most
importantly, doors within myself.

I have also witnessed all of the

good that the Greek system has
done for so many.
As a member of the Interfrater-

nity Council Executive board, I

have seen the countless service

pnoijects which fraternities and
^brorities oiganiae and success-

fully execute each semester. In

addition, the entire Greek com-'
munity presents, each year, the

i G/eek Halloween party and Easter
egg hunt, which provide the

'^parents of the community with a
safe' avenue of entertainment for

their families, as well as positive

public relations fof the
University.

As a pledgemaster for one of

Villanova's larnest fraternities, I

have seen how-pOsitive an effect

Greek life has had on so many
students' lives. People coming
together to help one another, and
to truly befriend on another; that

is fraternity. It is not the parties,

not the "Animal House'* stereo-

type, but people, in the pursuit of

To the Editon

I am writing in reference to a
cartoon that appeared in the Feb.

19 issue of the Vitlanovan. The
drawing featured a dead body
being taken away on a stretcher.

I found the cartoon not only to be
offensive and morbid, but totally

in bad taste as well.

It seems that whenever an
unfortunate incident occurs
involvinga fraternityor a sorority

every one comes out of their shell

to bad mouth the Greek mtem.
As a member oi Lambda Chi

Alpha, I find it to be particularly

fniatratinf eapedally when all ctf

the good work done fay the Greek
foes unherahled. It is

high kleals and mutual benefit,

working together.

Yes, It is true that fraternities

and sororities do have closed

parties and T.G.a. However, it is

alao very true that we Greeks are
painfully aware of the potential

tiabiUtiea.AU key offkxirs ofGreek
organisations are required to

attend various liability seminpra,
and moat, if not all, aasign broth-

ers to a "sober patrol," and take
the car keys of those who have
driven. Tlus hardly aounds like

the work of an ofgantatioa with
the "^oal of alcohol

consumption."
Finally, let us not forget that

the unfortunate death of Callahan
is an iaolated incklent, and is in

no way indicative of the fraternity

activi^ at Villanova. The author
of the editorial speaks as a person
having great familiarity with the
fraternity pledging process. Why
then have I never experienced a
"hell week," or "hell niffht."

either as a pledge or a pledge

educator? Why, in over three

years of fraternity membership,
have I never been forced to drink,

nor have I ever forced another to

consume alcohol?

only find fauilt in our society

sT tiM members' of

ChiJIlfeant I^Banova
I

ovago
Calia

To the Editon

This letter is in response to the
Villanovan'a most recent attack

on the Villanova Greek system.
The accusation that fraternities

and sororities do not balance their

service functions with "their

secondary goals of alcohol con-

sumption" are unfounded.
Although there are examples of

underage drinking in the Greek
system, there are many more
examples of underage drinking in

the rest of the undergraduate
population here at Villanova. This
in itself does not make it right,

but because the Greek system is

organized, it is easier to criticize

it rather than the whole student

population.

Nearly one-third of the under-

graduate population here is a part

of the Villanova Greek system, a

system that many outsiders con-

sider to be one of the best in the

country. What other systems do,

are not reflections of our own
Greek system. Nor are our frater-

nities and sororities to be stereo-

typed like those on television or

in the movies. Our system is

conscious of the responsibilities

we have to ourselves and the

community.

In the same issue of the Vil-

lanovan in which the editorial

called for the extinction of the

Greek system, an article appeared

reporting about Sigma Pi frater-

nity helping the handicapped.

Also, in the AIDS supplement

issue, the Villanovan reported

that Kappa Alpha Theta spon-

sored a poMtion of an AIDS aware-

ness lecture series held last semes-

ter. Sigma Nu held a canned food

drive last semester that aided the

Philadelphia homeless. Special

Olympics is perhaps the greatest

example of Greek involvement.

The death ofJames Callahan is

most certainly a tragic and heart-

breaking event. Our hearts go out
to his ramily and friends. This
situation should have never
occurred, but it haa. Now the

entire Greek system at Rutgers

Univeraity is fadag extinction

hacanae oif the actions of a few
miigmded people that put Calla-

han m auQi a Kthal poaitma .

Ham at VSIanovm, tlie Graeka

out It li»lwir al|p«Ms Catia-

fam and-l^iyiSamrhwtherf at

„ tnmmeiymer
adhorkd ffUcy ptrtnhitng to

The Greek ayatem, like all

others, is apt perfect. However,
unlike moatylt Invites its members
to strive for perfection. Villanova

Univerrity reaps the rewarda of

oneofthe finest and most respect-

ed Greek systems in the country,

and talk of its dissolution is

hidkrous.

If the author had checked the

fecta before committing the Vil-

lanovan to an apparently anti-

Greek stand, she would have been
aware that the ViUanova Greek
Study Commission's report
acknowledges the positive benefits

of Greek life at Villanova.

There is absolutely no place for

this type of joumahsm. It is not

only bitter and reactionary, but
unfounded as well. The Greek
community represents nearly one-

third of Villanova University. We
are proud of our rich tradition,

and sick of uniformed critics.

JoeZaller
Oaaa of 1988

President, Order ofOmega
President, Northeast

Interfratemity
Conference

who, during fraternity parties,

abstain from drinking, maintain
the guest list, collect car keys, and
drive people who have had too

much to drink home safely. This
has proven to be an effective

method for alleviating problems.

The Greek system here has
many functions. Among them are

community service, social activi-

ties, leadership development,
promotion of brotherhood and
sisterhood and housing assis-

tance. All these functions are

necessary to Villanova and the

community. Without the Greek
system, who would do all these?

Greeks are a helping hand for the

University. We are involved in

almost every facet of student life

here, from Student Government,
to Special Olympics, to the
newspaper.

Thomas J.C. Vogtle
Cla8aofl989

Sigma Phi Epailon
Daniel R. Gowan

Class of 1988
Sigma Phi Epsllon

To the Editor:

The editorial entitled "Greek
support must be reconsidered," in

the Feb. 19 issue of the Villa-

novan, shows how unfounded
fears and ignorance can creep into

oureveryday thinking. The writer

made mention of the recent and
tragu: death of James Callahan, a
Rutgers University freshman and
pledge member of the Lambdi Chi
Alpha Fraternity.

An accompanying cartoon illus-

tration showing a body on a
stretcher with a sheet drawn over

it, and fraternity brothers stand-

ing over it holding beer mugs, was
in very poor taste.

The needless death was indeed

unfortunate, and those responsi-

ble shoukl not be excused, but the

attitude which blames the inci-

dent on the programs of all fra-

temitica and sororities and calls

for Villanova to "seriously conskl-

er dJaroarinuing fraternities and
sororities" is absurd.

The writer apparently feels

that all Greek organisations
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amny of their funcdons and that
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To the Editors:

We are quite distraught upon
hearing the news of the Rutgers

fraternity incident last week.
This is something that can cer-

tainly hurt our fine Greek system
if not handled properly. The
following is a response to the

editorial, "Greek support must be
reconsidered," printed in last

week's Villanovan.
However, before even respond-

ing to the editorial itself, one must
take an objective look at the

accompanying sketch of Rutgers'

fraternity members holding mugs
and standing over the deceased

pledge.

This drawing was in extremely

poor taste, disrespectful to those

involved in the incident and
especially degrading to the
deceased. This is especially shock-

ing coming from a community
priding itself on high morals and
Christian ideals. A sketch of this

sort totally contradicts that

philosophy.

Furthermore, the editorial hast-

ily spc!culated and generalized the

situation to include the entire

Greek system and also pinpointed

the Villanova Greek system as a

sight of mauor conflict of goals.

We feel it was unethical to

speculate that our primary goals

were for lip service only, and are

heavilyputwei|d^ted by our secon-

dary goal of ^cdtesive uncon-

trolled drinking." This statement

is totally unfounded and inexcuse-

able. In no section of any of our

constitutions, by-laws or stated

goals is alcohol consumption
promoted.

While it will not be denied that

fraternities and sororities hold

it'

T.G.S and closed theme parties"

where akx>hol is present, these

Greek organizations also put in

many hours and sometimes week-
ends, to learn about liabilities and
how to be responsible when alco-

hol is involved.

This is clearly seen as Greeks
make use of alternate means of

transportation, such as Saferides

and designated sober drivers.

Keys are also taken in order to

obtain admittance to a social

event to ensure a safe ride home.
In most cases, "Hell Week" or

"Hell Night" is not a time for

alcohol, but a time for preparing

oneself for the rite of initiation

where ritual and tradition is

meant to be understood and there-

fore alcohol is deemphasized.
If an individual feels that

attacking over 30 percent of the

student body, by discontinuing

the Greek system based simply on
the assumption that something
drastic will happen, then we feel

that he should at least be informed

before making such a decision. It

seems from this editorial, that the

Greek system may be entirely

misunderstood.

We are taking advantage of a
number of opportunities to correct

possible areas of conflict. The
Interfratemity Council and Pan-

hellenic Council as Greek govern-

ing bodies, are charged with the

responsibility of addressing such
areas. Therefore, we would accept

any opportunity to inform a per-

son or group on the purpose of the

IFC and Panhel about the Greek
system in general.

The Executive Boards
Interfratemity Council

Panhellenic Council

hk aaaumption not only

causes undueharm to these organ-

izations in its implications, but it

adso ignores the fact that Greeks

at Villanova are actively engaged
in service and community
functions.

For example, Sigma Nu frater-

nity raised over 500 cases of food

and more than 1060 in donatkms

for the homeless in its canned food

drive this paat sewwater.

Alao, and quite iromcally, an

article appaarad in the vary same
iaani as the aforsmantionad edi-

torial, whkh gave credit to broth-

ers of Sigma Pi Fraternity, who
volunteer their services for MBF,
a computer school for the
handicapped.

The writer of the editorial failed

to mention this aspect of Greek
life. This generalization was
unfair. So, before we start calling

for the dissolution of the entire

Greek system at Villanova. we
shoukl make sure that we see the

whole picture.
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Upon reading your article

I entitled "Greek support must be
reconsidered/* and observing the

accompanying cartoon, I have to

question the judgement, responsi-

^ bility and taste of the
VUlanovan.

I am an avid supporter of Vint
Amendment rights. The optnioci

which you expressed in your
editorial is your own, and you
have every right to express your
views. This right stops, however,
when statements are made which
are false and can be taken aa a
deliberate misrepresentation of

character.

I have been a dedicated member
of the Greek Community at Vil-

lanova for three years. I have
observed and worked on many of
the beneficial projects in which
Greeks participate. They work on
large scale projects such as Bal-
loon Day, Special Olympics, Hal-
loween parties and Easter egg
hunts for neighboring children.
There are also smaller projects
such as charity work for St.
Francis Soup Kitchen, the Cancer
Society, Big Brother/Little Broth-
er and Toys for Tots. \.

All of these activities sitlo^v

students to experience the joy of
helping those less fortunate than
themselves. All of these activities

enhance the public's image of
Villanova, and support its role as
a Catholic institution. More
importantly, these activities allow
students to interact and enjoy
themselves while working for a
common cause.

I have attended almost every
s
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This letter is in response to a

> recent editorial entitled "Greek
support must be reconsidered"
found in last week's editkm of the

. VUlanovan. This article should
not be construed as a personal

! attack on the Villanova editorial

;
staitf; we, just as they, are sub-

scribing to the University policy

! of "responsible freedom of expres-

j
sion for students."

I

Is it fair to capitalize upon a

j

recent unfortunate situation at

! Rutgers to generalize and make a

j

blanket statement about all fra-

ternities and sororities? The
answer is no.

We feel very deeply for the
recent situation; however, we do
not believe that the solutions

presented in the editorial are
valid. Disbanding the fraternities

and sororities is a step away from,
rather than a step towards, the
solution.

On the other hand, for fairness

sake, it is our belief that the
sororities and fraternities at
Villanova would not shun a 'recon-

sideration' of the Greek system.
We, at Sigma Phi Epsilon, would
welcome a reconsideration if

serious doubts are present about
the Greek system at Villanova,

and if this reconsideration is done
in a fair and impartial manner.
The reason being? We have
nothing to hide. Closer scrutiny
will only help to strengthen the
Greek system at Vtllanova.

We are not denying that soror-

ities and fraternities participate

in events where alcohol is served,

that is a fact. The thing to
rememt>er here is responsible
drinking and responsible boats.

Fraternities are deahng with
the problem of alcohol contump-
tkm » not thying aw^ fr«ajt.
Frajtemities are takiiig raeatwDea
to jprevent any alooool relaM
woMnts fron oocurriag.

We at SigEa do nothave *opn'
partiet, we ootet car kqrtat^

sodal function my fraternity has
had in the past three years. When
you speak of "excessive alcohol-

related activitiea,'* I wonder if I

have mined something.

All I see at the door ci our
functions, and patrolling the rest

of the house, are brothers check-

ing for car keys and monitoring

the behavior of our guests and
other brothers.

There is always a sober com-
mittee and a Saferides committee.

Buaes are always used as the

mandatory form of transportation

at all of our formal functkms.'

Cash bars are present, and all

guests are checked for proper

identification.

I have also attended the func-

tions of other fraternities and
sororities and have found their

precautions to be similar to ours.

It all boils down to the fact that

Gredks at Villanova look out for

their guests and themselves at all

social functions. When was the

last time anyone went to Smokes
or Kelly's and had round trip, door

to door transportation and some-

one he respected looking out for

him and correcting him if his

behavior became inappropriate?

Which system is safer?

My chapter was deeply upset as

we mourned the death of James
Callahan. I was appalled to find

a cartoon depicting his death in

your paper. I fed that this was
in very poor taste and was extreme-

ly disrespectful treatment of the

deceased. I am sure his parents

would feel the same way.
In 1972, Lambda Chi Alpha

International became the first

fraternity to officially remove the

term "pledge" from its bylaws.

This was replaced with the con-

cept, of aaaodate membership.
This education system abhors
haiii^ and does not employ moo-
hol in any ofitateachitiis. InMoid,
associate members are treated
like brothers and are taught the
kleals of a Christian.

TheVillanova Chapter ofLamb-
da Chi Alpha foOows this system
and iu brotherhood supports it

tremendously. I alao feel that the
adminktration, and Gary fionas,

assistant director of Student
Activities, in particular, Is doing
an incredible job m monitoring
our Greek system. This is aofne
thing that other schoob, such as
Rutgers and Princeton University,
based on their past records, do not
have.

Our adninistration is always
looking out for its best interests.

I can assure that if a Greek
organization is not fit to exist as

ViUanova, the administration will

remove it. At this point in time,

there are over 20 Greek organiza-

tions at Villanova that contribute

more to the University than most
other organizations on this

campus.
The incident at Rutgers was

indeed a tragedy that should have
been avoided. It was, however, an
isolated incident. The Greek sys-

tem at Villanova has ho ties with
the Greek system at Rutgers. The
two systems are organized and
run in different manners. In the

future, I would request that you
not stereotype the Greek system
here at Villanovaormy fraternity.

Craig F.Zappetti
presklent

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

stone sober to work the door and
return keys. They are responsible

for returning the collected car

keys; if they have a doubt as to

whether someone is capable of

driving home, they wAl drive

them wherever they have to go,

Villanova itself is dealing with
the problem of alcoholism and not

avoidiiig it. Organizations such as
the TaUgate 9£uiagement Team,
Saferides and the recently estab-

lished Drug^ Alcohol Center are
effective measures of control.

Villanova has even had Michael
Green, the President of the Col-

legiate Consultants on Drugs and
Alcohol, on three <iH0erent occa-

sions, speak about alcoholism and
responsible drinking.

As for Villanova 'promoting'
alcoholism by allowing fraterni-

ties and sororities to exist ~ that
is completely out of bounds and
amazing that someone would even
draw that kind of inference.
Villanova supports the Greek
system, a system set up to promote
brotherhood and sisterhood, ser-

vice and community, not
alcoholism.

As for "HeU Night" and "Hell
Week" — fraternities and soror-

ities are not "Animal Houses" as
some people wouM like to think
and promote. The hazirig laws in.

the state of Pennsylvania are
some of the strictest in the nation
— fraternities and sororities alike

are smart enough to radize this
and not take this riak of even
promoting an event that even
remotely could be likened as
hazing.

Aa for Sig Ep— we do not haze
our pledges, it is that simple. Our
main reason being, how could you
base someone one day and then

call them your brother the next?

You cannot. Aa for drinking—our

pladiBB are in no way forced to

driflt alcohol, it is purely their

dedaion; wc make that very dear
to then at the haginntng of our
brothariiood davalopmant pro*

Cm in point, in tha past

during pledging, nor were they

forced to.

Since Villaiiova is in no way a
residential campus, fraternities

and sororities serve as organiza-

tions to allow all ages of students,

from freshmen to seiuors, to meet
and socialize on some common
and bonding ground. The sodal
impact that the Greeks have on
this campus is enormous.

In addition to this, the Greeks
do provide many benefits to the

school and community through
service projects and the like. Look
how many Greeks are involved in

the Orientatkm Program, Special

Olympics, Balloon Day and other

activities.

In conclusion, it is our concerted
belief that the University is better

off dealing with the problem of

alcoholism in an arena, such as

a school organization, that can be
govented. Disbanding the sorori-

ties, and fraternities on campus
will not solve the problems of

alcoholism and excessive drink-

ing. These problems plague both
Greeks and non-Greeks ahke.

All of the service projects in the

world will not briiig back James
Callahan, but the image paint«i
to the publicby the recent editorial
and through many other differing

sources is simply not sub-
stantiated.

Ignorance is blind ... the ques-

tion is no longerwhether students,
Greek or not, will drink. It has
become a matter of responaible

drinking. Pferhags, it is in the best

mterest of the villanova students

that the University scrutinize

fraternities or saroritiea. SIg pp
and the other Greeks on caonus
can deal with tkia scrutiny. Dia-

contimiing them, however, wouki
effectively destroy a msdittm
through whidi change couM^ can
and dMs take pboe.

wopMm
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"Perhaps in the best interest of
all Villanova students," Villa-
novan editorials shoukl look at
the big picture of a problem and
not place blame upon one-thitd of
Villanova's major organizations.
This letter is in response to the
Feb. 19 editorial "Gr^ek support
must be reconsidered."

Alcohol consumption and relat-

ed problems are not strictly limit-

ed to Greek organizations. To
place the blame upon one segment
of the student populatk)n demon-
strates a naive and ill-informed

perspective of Villanova's social

environment.

Greeks accomplish more for

alcohol awareness than any other

campus organization. They spon-

sor lectures, fraternity education

programs and designated drivers

for these "T.G." parties Where
soda and food are made readily

available. From the start of Greek
affiliation, responsible alcohol

programs are initiated and this

education continues throughout
membership.

To drink or not to drink is a
personal decision. It does not
require membership in a Greek
ofgaiiization to consume alcobd.
The truth is that with or without
Greek systems, college campuses
would still have alcohol-related

problems.

Furthermore, the "brotherhood
and sisterhood, service and com-
munity" aspects that this editorial

so ek)quently discredited demon-
strate a grave lade of understand-
ing of true Greek life.

All fraternities and sororities

are dedicated to the service of the
community and others. Each
chapter supports individual phi-
lanthropies induding: the Arthri-
tis Foundation, the Institute of
Logopedics, sight conservation
and aid to the blind, the American
Sodety for Care of Animals, the
American Red Cross, Archdiocese
of Philadelphia food drives. Mus-
cular Dystrophy, the Heart Fund,
Ronald McDonald House and
many more.

Greeks also help in campus-
wide service presets such as
BaUoon Day and Special Olym-
pics. On top of this, the Greek
community also sixmsors com-
munity prqiects such Ss the Easter
egg hunt and the Halloween party
for local children, as wdl as,
raising money during Greek Week
for k)cal charities.

The bonds' of sisterhood and
brotherhood go beyond these
"T.G." parties. Fraternities and
sororities provide a base for car-

ing, understandingand support to

many students for whom home is

very faraway.

Group interaction, leadership
development and scholastic
achievement are also part ctf bdng
in a Greek organization. This
combination has most definitely

lived up to its potential. This can
be seen in the overwhelming
Greek involvement on Villanova's
campus.

All of these listed, items are
Greek goals. How can this editor-

ial dare to present alcohol con-
sumptkm as a "secondary goal"
or as any goal of a Greek oigan-
izatkm?Tocome to this condusion
simply suggests a lack of under-
standingof the Greekcommunity.

P^haps it is true that Pandora,
as a Greek, let out allthesotix>ws
and evils of the wortd and in so
doing, has set a stereotype of

Greeks. However, it is time tostop
usingGreeks as the scapegoatsior
University problems and realize

that many of these would still

exist even if the Greeks dkl not.
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TotheEditon

It greatlydismaysme tosee that

theVUlanovanhas taken an anti-

Greek stand. Your Feb. 19 editor-

ial suggests discontinuing frater-

nitiesand sororities becauae of the
tragk death of a pledge at another
school.

The difference between our
Greek system and Rutgers' is that
we have taken serious measures
to prevent this kind of inddent
Last semester, Gary Bonas, assts-

tant director^ Student Activities

,

and the Rev. Robert J. Ifartia,

assistant to the vioe prsaklent for

Student Ule, heU a senHasr on
akaohol liability and Ispl implied-

tioos for all frataraitks and
ssroritiss. Evsry Greek wpiHiis-
tioa had s| Isaat tim repnssnta-
tiMsatChssaMav.

Ths bottwnJim Is iii#< tm it

that msstJM for svtff dHMr
TTM thit tlir sn iJiMlwclrfirT

under the law are severe.

Greek groups now have sober
committees, they often take keys
at parties and use buses aa trans-

portation for events involving
akx)hol. They have begun ak»hd
awarenesa programs. They bring
in speakers like Mike Green to
talk about the dangers of abusing
akxihol.

The nrresponsihle actMMia ofone
chapter on. a different campus
does ix>t mean that Villanova
Greeks aredangerous to students.

Thirtypercentqfthsstudntbody
is Gffsek. II is nst in the best
intaiastsofallMbdents to discon-

tinue Gwsh wginiisihiiis. They
mmŷ m^km, sdtolarship, and
watoskip ^ >^^ t^ ve
MipiM o#'tl|ia4M^ptta. And, wt
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Each year, I place an order with
the University Shop for textbooks
through the usual channels. The
numbers I request represent my
best estimate of the enrollment in
my classes.

For many of the courses, the
number is accurate to within a
few books. ^In all cases, it is

impossible to provide a more
accurate figure at the time the
orders are due in your office.

This semester, the department
of mechanical engineeringordered
85 copies of Shigley and Mitchell

for ME 362-3200. There are 74
students enrolled in three sections
of the course (six students failed

a prerequisite, and two withdrew
at mid-semester). However, in my
section alone, five students were
unable to purchase a text because
there were not enough.
My students asked that the

book be ordered, but were told that

an order would not be placed
without a request from me. I did

not send such a request, but
ordered them directly from the

publisher myself. There were
several reasons:

1. There were sufficient books
requested by me to begin with.

2. A student's word that he
needs the book should be sufficient •»

(for you as well as me) to order

the book. What is the difference

between a student telling you he
needs the book and a ndte telling

you that the student said he needs
the book?

3. It is an inefficient use of

student and faculty time to gener-

ate a reorder reguest. Surdy, your
shop can keep a list of students
requesting the book so that a total

number can be determined.
4. A requirement for a faculty

reorder request only adds to the
time it takes for a student to

obtain his text.

5. Three to six weeks are
required for books to be restocked

by the shop. I can get them
shipped to me in a period of seven
days, and at a considerable
savings.

It is my belief that the primary
function of University Shop book
ordering is to provide a service to

the students who, through their

business and tuition, pay both of

our salaries. Your job, as mine, is

to provide the best service possible

within constraints of practicality.

Maintaining an adequate supply
of texts and devising a timely re-

order scheme should be possibte

and appropriate for an organiza-

tion which charges top dollar for

its merchandise.

Philip. V. McLaughlin, Jr.

professor
mechanical engineering

department

Recycling beneficial
TotheEditon

I am pleased to see increasing

, concern among those who write

.lexers tp the editor about our
environment, particularly the
recent letters about styrofoam use

^ and littering on campus. Both
these letters have one thing in

• common — trash.

More and more the issue of our
waste and where we are going to

dump it is commanding attention

in the media. Unfortunately, most
Americans, ,not only Villanova
students, only think of garbage
when it needs to be add^ to or

taken out.

I propose that we at Villanova
take a positive approach about the

mountains of trash we generate.

According to the Pennsylvania
department of environmental
resources, this alternative will

only take five minutes a day. As
you may have guessed by now, I

am talking about recycling.

Why bother recycling? First, we
are running out of places to

dispose of our trash. The average
Pennsylvanian throws out
approximately 3.5 pounds of trash

each day. There are fewer than
90 landfills left in Pennsylvania,
and more than half of these are

expected to reach their limit in the

next five years.

Energy supplies are diminish-
ing and their costs are rising.

Recyding one ton of aluminum
yidds a^ percent energy savings

over obtaining the same amount
of aluminum from bauxite ore.

Trash disposal costs keep ris-

ing. One half of what we throw
away is recyclable. Less solid

waste means fewer trips to the
landfill, and possibly reduced
disposal costs.

Natural resources are being
deol 'tfd Usingrecycled materials
reJ u i ic drain an yvfpai mate-
rials and dsqsasss our depend-
ence on fordd unports.

Recyding iisdiiots air and water
poUutkMi sndjitter.

RscycWMsi^csnbissId lorcash.
Althomll all if thsss nssons

sound ipod, lou still may have
par doubCB. Lst ms qusll your

^, l^mlh«i• iMi hMd tads^ AU
H fs^mM is sons Hniiag o#

bottles and cans and sorting your
trash. Recycling is not time con-

suming. Recycling does not

require special tools. It is not dirty

nor does it attract insects. Bottles

and cans rinsed and stored for

recycling are cleaner to store than

trash. It only requires slightly

more space than unsorted trash.

It does not increase unemploy-

ment. Recycling increases jobs

and enables those already
employed in collecting trash to

continue working.

What can you do about recy-

cling? For those of you that can

take your glass, aluminum cans

and paper to recycling centers,

there are two nearby: 301 Iven

Ave. (off Lancaster Avenue across

from the St. David's Inn) next to

the Radnor police station, and
2325 Darby Road next to the

Haverford police station. For
those of you who live on campus,
newsprint items are required to

be separated from trash (by local

law) and picked up for recycling

by housekeeping.

Since Villanova University pro-

duces quite a bit of solid waste,

[ propose that the students organ-

ize a recycling center on campus,
and save some of the tuition

money that we needlessly throw
out.-

Anyone who is interested in

forming a recycling center on

campus, please contact me by

leaving a message in the biology

club mailbox in 115 Mendel Hall.

Everyone should begin recycling

if you already do not do so.

Many communities across the

United States are following this

trend as they realize that they

cannot just dump trash wherever

they please and have it be forgot-

ten about.

Recycling is a good habit to

adopt now, for I am sure that in

the future, it will become manda-

tory by law.

(Uifomistion used in this letter

was obtainsd from the Pennsyl-

vanis Dspartmsnt of Environ-

menul Resources' publication

'HsHssholder'tRsoc&ivGukls.'
Call l-80a-346424i2 for a free

copy.)
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Campus
By DANA SHAFIE

Photography Editor

This week the VUlano-
van asked, "Do you think
the extensive coverage of

the presidential primaries
by television is conducive
or detrimental to a fair

election?"

»».
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Sororitiesgive giris a rush
By KAREN lOVINO

SkfffReporter

My friends and I returned from
Chrittmat break with new
clothes, New Year's molutions
and great antiojMtion towards an
event that would change our lives

here at Villanova. As sophomores,
we had decided tojio through
formal sororityrush.

After spending freshman and
half of sophomore year as non-

Greeks, we were able to take

comfort in the knowledge that, if

things did not work out for us,

there is a social life here without
being a member of a fraternity or

sorority. However, the lure of

T.G/s, tailgates, formals and new
friendships was strong enough to

convince us to take the plunge into

sorority life.

Rush began on a Saturday night

in January. Each of the 500 girls

who were rushing was placed into

a group of 15^20 girls, led by a

Panhellenic rush counselor, or

PRC, (a sorority member who, in

order to kftep things impartial,

was forbidden to reveal which
sorority she was in). Each group
visited four sororities on the first

night and the remaining three on
Sunday.

Needless to say, the first night,

labeled as "casual dress" by the
PRC's, led to outfit after outfit

being tried on,and numerous trips

into friends' closets until we were
ready to prooeed to our first round
of parties. My friends and I split

up intoour respectivePRC groups,
and I, not knowingwhat toexpect,
nervously entered by first rush
party.

What I found at that first party

(as well as all the others) was,
thankfully, not at all what I had
feared rush would be like. I had
fears of being judged on how I

looked, what I wore and what I

said.

What I discovered instead was
a group of girls who were enthu-
siastic about their sorority, and as
eager to get to know the rushees
as we were to get to know them.
Each party had a different theme,
expressed by skits, songs and
decorations. To my surprise, the
first-round parties actually turned
out to be fun, just getting to know
the girls and getting a feel for the
seven sororities and what they,
had to offer.

The next day we were to meet
our PRC's to find out which

sororities had invited us back to

the second-round parties on Wed-
nesday.Amaximum of five parties

could be attended Wednesday.
Waiting until 1*.30 p.m. when I

'was supposed to meet my PRC
seemed to take forever, but it

finally arrived. Happy with the
outcome, I waited for Wednesday
night and the second round of

parties to arrive.

As the week went on, the parties
got progressively longer, and
waiting to get your invitations

back became progressively harder.
Emotions of the girls going
through rush ranged from incred-

ible happiness to deep despair.

Rush was fun, but behind that fun
was one common fear: "Will I get
a bid from the sorority I like best?"

I had been told by friends who
were already Greek that "you'll

find the sorority and the girls that

you fit in best with. You'll be able
to tell where you'll be happiest."
At the start of rush, I was very
skeptical of that idea. I did not
think there was much difference

between the seven sororities. But
the more parties I attended, the
more I realized that each sorority

has its own distinct personality,

and the interests and unity of the
sisters lead you to the group

where you will be happiest.

The following Sunday night
was the last night of rush. Pref-

erence Night. Girls could go to a

maximum of two parties. This
night took on a much more serious

note than the others, focusing
more on the tradition and sister-

hood of the sororities rather than
on the themes of the parties.

Preference night parties lasted

one hour, provoking fear in me
that there would be nothing to

talk about for that long. I did not

find that to be the case at either

party I went to.

At some point in both parties,

the sisters spoke personally about
their sorority and the friends they
had made as a result of it. By the
end, I was really touched, and
many girls left with tears in their

eyes, overwhelmed by the sister-

hood that was so obviously
apparent.

After the parties that last night,

each girl was required to meet
with her PRC to put in writing
which sorority of the ones she had
been to that night was her first

choice, and which was her second.

For me, the decision was both
easy and difficult at the same
time. Though I loved all the girls

I met in both -sororities, it took a
lot of thinking to decide where I

would be most happy. In the end
I chose the first sorority 1 had
visited on the first night of rush,
the one I had a gut feeling about
all through the week.

But even with that decision

made, my fears were far from
over. The following day was bid

day, and there was no guarantee
that I would get a bid from my
first choice (if I got a bid at all!).

The next day I met my PRC
with much trepidation, and as it

turned out, I did receive a bid from
my top choice. I am now pledging

a great sorority with 52 other girls

and having a great time. With so
many people to meet and so much
fun to have, how could I go wrong?
The experience of formal sorority

rush led me to a lifetime sisterhood

and the best time here at

Villanbva.

Jackson Hole gives a run for your money
i"'^ -. ...

By MEGAN WHITE
StaffReporUr

^ Look out Fort Lauderdale —
Jikekson Hole, Wyo. is about togive
you a run for your money.
Busch beer, along with the Jack-
son Hole Ski Corporation, is

sponsoring what could be "the
most compFebcnsive spring break
package offered for ski buffs."

The Busch Spring Rendezvous
at Jackson Hole is scheduled for

March 14 through 26 m the Teton
Mountains. The package includes

tons of activities, such as Uft

tickets, cross country skiing,

races for both the beginner and
the advanced and a night life to

remember.

The Busch Bar& Grill, a heated
5,000 square foot tent, is the place
to be if you are not interested in

skiing or just taking a mid-day
break from the slopes. Barbecues

and the other non-ski activities,

such as suntannihg, volleyball,
' treasure hunts and live music are
available at the bar & grill.

At night, the place lights up
with music trivia, air guitar,
bands and dance contests.

The Busch Ski Club, a heated
tent complete with a sound sys-
tem, is located on a mountain and
will be the headquarters for the
ski activities.

Jackson, Wyo., which has an
estimated population of 5,000,
will be hosting thousands of
students during spring break in

addition to its regular March ski
crowd. "We can handle the extra
volume created by the Busch
Spring Rendezvous. In all, com-
mented Kris Gullikson, a market-
ing assistant for the Jackson Hole
area Chamber of Commerce,
"We're thrilled toget an organized
spring break here."

People making the trip to Jack-
son Hole will enjoy cross country
and down hill skiing on 2,500
acres of terrain. Vacationers have
a chance at winning CB sports

skiwear, Salomon boots and bind-

ings. Pre skis and Carrera glasses
and goggles.

Welcome kits, which include
complimentary ski-related items
and messages urging vacationers
todrink responsibly whileon their

trip, will be given to all. It is part
of the T.I.P.S. program that
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. brought to

Jackson Hole in January. "Train-
ing for Intervention Procedures by
Servers of Alcohol" teaches wai-
tresses, waiters and bartenders
how to respond to potential prob-
lem situations.

Special rates will be in service

during spring break. A double
occupancy room which includes

lift tickets, costs $39 a night. A
iroom can be rented without the
lift tickets for about $19 a night.

The price range depends on the
number of occuoants in the room

and can get as low as $32.50.

For more information, call 215-
688-0760, or Karry Baxter at the
Jackson Hole Ski Resort, 307-733-
2292.

Volunteer night

raises

consciousness
By IRENE V. LANGRAN

Staff Reporter

On Feb. 18, Villanova Alumnus
David Nieskens, returned to Vil-

lanova to share with students

what can only be described as a

very unique experience. He and
his wife Amy, represented VESS
[Volunteers for Education and
Social Servicel at the University's

annual volunteer night.

The other groups represented

that evening in St. Rita's Chapel

were Mercy Corps, JVC [Jesuit

Volunteer Corpsl and JIV [Jesuit

International Volunteers!.

The evening was organized by
Barbara Haenn of Campus Min-
istry, who spent two years with
a volunteer organization in the
Appalachian region of the United
States.

The purpose of the evening was
to show interested students the

many opportunities and benefits

available in spending a yesr or

more doing some type of volunteer

work. Haenn stressed that the

organizations present were care-

fully chosen. She stated that the

organizations are concerned with
much more than just finding

bodies to do the work, what is just

as important to these organiza-

tions is that the experience is, as
Haenn said, "a two-way street ...

they're interested in whether this

is the right position for you.

One rarely hears of the Villan-

ova students who have dedicated
their time and effort in this most
complete sense of volunteer work.
Yet this path was indeed the one
chosen by David Nieskens, a 1981
education major. Nieskens, who
has received the State of Pennsyl-
vania's highest award for quality

student teaching, spent two years
with VESS in San Antonio,
Texas.

There he had to learn to live a

simple lifestyle, one in which he

said he spent "serving someone
other than myself." But he, like

all the other volunteers of the

evening, felt he got more out of

(Continued on pagg 19)
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Features Editor ization that I would not return in

March wi^ a savage tan and my
It is that time of the year agairi. twobertfriiAwerejrongto^

You see a friend or aquaintance ^^^ •*""• <» ^ Pacific coast,

in the quad and the typical greet- ^ ^«» extremely bitter, and of

ing is heard. course, jealous.

"Hi! How are you? Where are

you going for spring break?"

This question always seems to

push me off the deep end. "I am
going nowhere! I am going home!

Is that alright with you?"

This angry, hostile rebuttle

usually sends the inquisitor off

with a look of confusion.

I am sorry. I can't help it. Why
does everyone have to go some-

where for break? I, like many
other starving college students,

spent too much money at the

tavern and King of Prussia to book

a flight to a tropical locale for my
week off in March. So, instead I

will head back to the old

homestead.

I, too, need some lazy, hazy days
in the sun, far from my blue

Villanova notebooks and the food

at the Pit. Why couldn't I go away
and drink Mai-Tais on the beach
and turn myself into an undisput-

ed beach bum?

Then I realized it was no one's

fault but my own. I didn't save

any money, and now I would have

to pay the price. I told myself.

"Look, you're the idiot who didn't

put aside any money. Go home and
make the best of it."

So I thought about it. New
York, which is where I live, is not

such a horrible place to spend a
week's vacation. There are a
million things to do in the Big
Apple: Broadway, the Village,

South Streetv 5th Avenue. I could
have a blast!

My mind is ndng now as I

think of all the places I have not

been in a long time, and «U the

pUioet I would like to visit. I

mvited some of my other unfor-

tunate, "vacationless" friends to

spend some time at my house so

weoouki all enjoy the wiM delights

the dty has to offer.

So, while my two buddies are

tired and cranky from a day in the

sun, worrying 9^t prime tan-

ning hours and when the tide will

come up, I will be relaxing at a

Broadway play, or perhaps danc-

ing the night away at the
Palladium.

So for all of you who will be

hitting the highway back home,

think about it. It will not be that

bad. When all the island-hoppers

come back to school in March, we
can hold our heads up high and
say we, too, had awesome breaks.

We may not be tan, but we still

had fun! It is not always "better

in the Bahamas."

Can you find the hidden Ancient Greeks?

AESCHYLUS
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by assisting others with his newly

acquired insight and keen advice.

He recently moved to the Main Line
and contacted us here at the Villa-

nova. We decided that Butch had
payed his debts to society and
deserved a chance to help hisfellow

man.
So it is our pleasure to introduce

a weekly column by this ex-con

turned counselor. Introducing
Advicefrom Butch Baxter . .

.

Dear Butch,
I am one very unhappy camper.

I Wanted desperately to get a bid

from a particular sorority, but

was turned down. I feel like an

outcast of society. Help!

Signed,
Too Big a Geek to be Greek

Once upon a time, in the little

seedy city ofSlimesville, a baby boy

was bom into the Baxter fold. His
name was Butch — the first and
only male child in thefamily.

Butch grew up in the Slimesville

slums, and soon turned to a life of
crime, as did most of the other boys

in his neighborhood. Yet, Butch
was different from the typical

delinquent teen. He was much
meaner and more ruthless than

most.

His parents eventually gave up

trying to mold young Butch when

he ran over thefamily cat with his

Big Wheel. Butch went from juve-

nile prison to the state penitentiary

as his crimes increased with his age.

One day Butch was sitting in his

jail cell, working off a three-year

sentence for robbing a nun, when

his life took a ISO-degree turn.

Butch was watching an old Brady
Bunch episode when this miracu-

lous transformation took place. It

was the episode where Greg Brady

pretended he knew how to smoke to

impress his friends, only to be

embarrassed when they made him
take a puff to prove himself

It was now clear to Butch why
his life was so wrong. He had turned
to a life of crime only because he

felt compelled to in order to fit in

with his peers. But now Butch
wanted to make a decision without

any peer pressure. He decided that,

from now on, he would ufalk a
straight line.

Butch also vowed to repay society

when he got out of the "big house"

isaco)
MARCH
MADNESS
SALE

«*^ ALL WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR $24.99
•w*'* S«aOat8>BlueMan- California Prolina MOREl

ALL SURFWEAR T's - 2 for $18.99

<r AL

^CALIFORNIA
PROLINE

ALL MEN'S and BOY'S SHORTS,
SWIMWEAR, SPORTSHIRTSK^ SavegO-50%

JiNMT*Z«

SUNGLASSES "Pto 60% OFF

vans and converse — $ 17.99

FINAL CLEARANCE - FALL + WINTER
1045 LANCASTER, BRTN MAWB

527-4188

Dear Butch,
I purchased a new Onkyo DX-

130 three-beam compact disc

player with a digital filter and
double-over sampling last week,

and I am having a bit of trouble

with it. It seems the soft loading

mechanism takes longer than the

required 1.8 seconds to eject the

multiple disc tray. What are your

thoughts?
Signed,

A Confounded Consumer

Hey Geek,
Believe it or not, I know exactly

what my poor little camper is

going through. Once I was actu-

allv fired for having a few too

many felonious assault con-
victions! I, too, felt like an outcast.

Just as I was ready to throw in

the towel, I received a call that
said I got a job with a college

security department. So just hang
in there, things will get better. By
the way, I heard they will be
casting for "Revenge of the Nerds,

/ Part ni" next month.

Hey Broke,
Before you give up hope, I may

have just the opportunity your
looking for. You may not know
this, but each spring about 200
men and women are hired to work
on project BEMER. Many of the

workers are bused in from Phila-

delphia, and some are actually

local college students. Project

BEMER is a program, privately

funded by the Main Line Car
Ornament Beautification League
(M.L.C.O.B.L.), which pays less

wealthy folks to travel around the

Main Line area to service the hood
ornaments on BMWs, Mercedes,
Porches and the like that are in

dire need of dusting or polishing.

The pay is not that great, but the

personal satisfactioin gained by
doing this valuable service for

underprivileged wealthy snobs in

your area is reward enough. To
get more information, contact the

project's chairman. Biff Withers-

poon at 555-YUPI.

Hey Confounded,
Kick it hard with your left foot.

Dear Butch,
I am a student who is really low

on funds, and trying endlessly to

get a part-time job to help me
through the semester. There just

does not seem to be any jobs on
the Main Line for a person with
my qualifications. Any ideas?

Signed,
Broke and Riimmed

Advice from Butch Baxter is a

new weekly addition to the Features

section of the Villanovan. It is

intended for entertainment pur-

poses only. The characters and
letters arepurelyfictitious, and any
resemblance to persons living or

dead is purely coincidental.

VILLANOVA

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

4-WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM
IN SIENA

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY—
ROSEMONT COLLEGE

MAY 26 - JUNE 26

PROGRAM
The program in Siena. Italyfbcuses on the interdisdplinary stu(j|y of ItaHan art and arthisto^
the history of Italian dties and Italian language study at all levels. Excursk)ns are planned

as part of the course work to Venice. Ravenna, Ftorence. Votterra. San Gimignano. Assisi.

Gubbk) and Orvleto. Studerits are e)qpected to take two courses. ITie f^ojlty ar« fh)nri \^Ua

University and Rosemont College.

• ttalan Language at aO toveb (3 credits)

• HistDry of ttalan CMas (3 credits)

• Art Htetory (3 credits)

• Indepandant Studiy (3 credits)

LOCATION

Sierra lies In the center of Tuscany preserving its medieval visage of narrow streets and
lanes ascending to the Cathedral or descending into the Plazzo del Campa Siena's people,

history and art set it apart not only flrom other Italian cities txit even flnom the other Tuscan
peoples.

HOUSING AND MEALS

All housing and meals in Siena are at the hotel. On the excursk)ns. only a continental t)reakfiist

wiU t)e provktod

COSTS

The oomprehensiveflBe of the pfiogram is $1,907 and toKkjdes housing and meals in Siena
tuWoa cxcurskMB with housing and all gratuities. The flee does not include the $75 deposit
the round^trlp tkjwt pwBonal eiqpenses. insurance or opttonal trips. A special reduced
air ftre win be available to partkdpants through AltaBa.

andappucahon
• umvwsily student status with a 23 QPA on a 40 scate.

• No pmloui IM9M0B8tu^ li naedad
• AcciepfloehyVww lJni¥«'aHy.

DoalKt Dr. OaoiVi T. IMn. lit floor, 9t MHyolWI (64fr4fll0) or
M. RMa MflIMMlfeMIM (Mi-7am.
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By CHRISTINA GREELEY
Staff Reporter

Junior year in college is a time

when many students decide to

spend a semester or two abroad

to take advantage of a unique

experience. However, many young
adults participating in the com-

munication, fine arts and political

science disciplines are choosing

not-so-foreign exchanges in New
York City.

For its fifth year, Hunter Col-

lege of the City University of New
York system, is offering a valuable

learning experience to college

juniors from all across the coun-

try. While earning credits toward
their undergraduate degrees, the

students are able to explore the

wealth of cultural, ethnic and
professional resources that a city

like New York can offer. This is

called the Cultural Events
Program.

A sample syllabus from a typical

humanities course resembles an
issue of the New York Times arts

and leisure section. Regular atten-

dance to theatre, music, film and
dance events have become the

nucleus of the students' introduc-

tion to the artistic and scholarly

perspectives surrounding a varie-

tv of art forms.

Before attending a performance,

a Hunter professor, who is know-

ledgeable in the field, extensively

prepares the students for the

particular art form or production

that they are about to experience.

Following the event is a collective

discussion in class.

In addition to the wide'range of

cultural aspects, the Hunter Jun-

ior Year in New York JYNY)
Program complements a junior's

usual academics by establishing

internships in areas of their

individual interests and needs.

Each student takes 15 credits per

semester (including credits for the

internship), for a total of 30 credits

for the academic year.

There are literally hundreds of

internship possibilities available.

Once accepted in the JYNY, a
prospective host organization will

interview the student to confirm

his placement in a program. Some
of these opportunities include film

assisting in the archives of the

International Center of Photo-

graphy, or other New York-based
film companies.

Among the theatre assign-

ments, talent agents, stage man-
agers and designers are included.

For those following a communi-
cations curriculum, there are

assignments to newspapers, mag-
azines'and promotion directors in

such organizations as Warner
Amex, MTV and the Cable News
Network.

If any of these experiences

interest you cultural fiends, then

the JYNY Program is right up
your alley. For more information,

write to JYNY at Hunter College,

New York City, N.Y. The appli-

cation deadline is in March. The
phone number is (212) 772-5004.

Foryour health ..

.

Rubes*
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Future Registered Niiibes

$3,000 In

Career Assistance

We'll e»aat You
Two

Guamnteed Job

When You Graduate

Join the 1,000 nurses who have used this program over

the past ten years to achieve their career goals.

It's easy to qualify if you are:

Entering your junior/senior year of Bachelor Degree Program or first/second year Associate Degree Prognun

Receiving satisfoctory grades

Interested in Fitzgerald Mercy or Nisericordia Hospital of Mercy Catholic Medical Center

Grant funds are payable to the school or student for tuition, books and living expenses.

Remaining funds are paid to the student for other educational expenses.

Your Commitment?

A guaranteed job at Mercy Catholic Medical Center for 18 consecutive months following graduation where

you1l receive fiill salary and benefits.
"^ To apply:

Contact the College Relations Office at (215) 237-4753 or write: College Relations

/- Office, Human Resources Dept.

MCMC

i\iiioijf : KiMHr.M. a^vii-K

Lansdowne Avenue and Daily Road
Darby, Pennsylvania 19023
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By BOINBRT DUGGAN

Stmafjki Swawtp Thing
byAliti Moore, Stephen Bissette

anijolln Totkben
WacperBpoks

msm
Through the masterful efforts

of ivriter Alan Moore and artists

Stiphen Bissette andJohn Totleb-

en. ^he comic book has finally

co^ of age in their recently

imMished graphic novel, Sagacf
tht^Hfamp Thing.

D,C. Comics, the comic com-
pany best known for such char-

acters as Superman and Batman,
has begun a movement in the

mainstream comic industry
toward a new level of artistry in

their often belittled medium.
Where capes and cowls were once
th^ mainstay, a new maturity in

writing and visuals has arisen.

Alan Moore was first asked to

revive the struggling Swamp
Thingfcharacter in 1983. The first

seven issius^ he wrote eventually

became thisjpiphic novel. Twice
a winner Of the British Eagle
Award for Best Comics Writer (in

1982 and 1983), M«)re has increas-

ingly gained prondynence iti the

comic and horror fields. A recent

issue of Rolling Stone csktqjjjorized

him and Olive Barker as the new
masters of horror.

The Swamp Thing was first

created in 1972 by Len Wein and
Bemi Wrigfatson. Their monster
was a scientist named Alec Hol-

land, whose lab expk)ded while he

was eoitrfaefiting with « newm0i^^^ em-
hiMtkm ^fhe^ohnuli'and Uie
botankal life ol a nearby swamp
transformed Holland into some-
thinghalf-nmAnd half-plant. His
quest ihiui beeime to fully regain
his hull^|^ty.
' 'Moore pidcs up the story here.

'

Instead of falling into the conven-
tional •fkntist-searchifig-for'a-
cure scenario, he has Holland
learn that he can never go back,
that his humanity died long-ago
in the explosion. Even though he
retains a human-like oonsdous-
ness, he is only vegetative life.I
Moore's vision of

terror arises from tiie

savage beauty lie sees
in nature.

This discovery leads to a deep
soul searching by the creature.

Moore probes into the psychology

of belonging and identity through
the creature as it searches for a

substitute for its lost humanity.
These yearning passages are
almost as beautiful in their tender

portrayal of loss as the passages

where tbie creature finds peace in

a oneness with nature, a vegeta-

tive nirvana. The poetry of these

visions of Moore shows just how
far the comic medium has come/
The Swamp Thing's bliss is

disturbed when another scientist-

turned-plant-life named Jason
Woodrue tunes into the vegetative

consciousness through the
Swamp Thing and uses it against

mankind. When the creature

makes Woodrue realize that
,-&

nature depends on man just as

man depends on nature, Woodrue
is cast also into akmeness, not

only from man but, now, alsofrom
nature. It is a gftat oommentarv
on the alienation of the 20th
century in relation to the modem
cult of power.
This major story is folk)wed by

a shorter tale of the occult, feat-

uring an embodiment of fear in

the shape of a white monkey.
Moore once again shows great

psychokigical insight in this exam-
ination of fear, particularly the

fear of children.

Moore's vision of terror arises

from the savage beauty he sees in

nature. The swamp itself comes
alive and "dreams while tiny

predators stage a nightmare ballet

in the sharp black grass." He
mixes both worldly and other-

worldly beauty and horror into a
world that is somehow both night-

marish and reassuring at the
same time.

Even without Moore's prose,

the visuals of Bissette and Totleb-

en would convey just as much this

balance of harmony and disson-

ance. The intricate lines in the

nature scenes show the mastery
of these artists. The drama Moore
creates through his prose is

matched perfectly through their

visuals, perhaps better than even
film is capable of. ^

"I used to think I knew from
fear ... I didn't," said one of

Moore's characters. "All I knew
were the suburbs of fear and now
here I am, in the big city." Moore,

Bissette and Totleben have not

only come to the big city of horror,

biltj^lVC^«ipo broui^t the comic

SAGA
OF THE

SWAMP
THING

;>

book industry along witn tnem. of the Swamp Thing is the perfect

For everyonewhogrew up reading reunion now that the medium
comics and then forgot them. Saga itself has finally grown up.

to deliver
EyMNA INN^LLA

SkfffRt^oti^

*'She> Having a Baby"
directed byJohn Hughes
Paramount Pktures

When a young couple gets mar*
ried, they tend to grow up a littla.

They also learn more about mh
other and more about life This
theme is the bask: premise of

"She> Having a Baby.'* As the

marriage of Jake Briggs (ICeyin

Bacon) and Kristy Briggs (Eliza-

beth McQovem) progresses, we
see their trials and tribulations.

They both.leam from each other

as they go through their first five

years of marriage.

Bacon plays the yuppie husband
Jake Briggs, and through his eyes,

the movie devek>p8. All of Briggs'

thoughts, fears and paranoia are

seen. Whenever he has a thought
or a dream, it is acted out as if

it were real This is very creative,

but often confusing as to what is

real and what is iinagihai^. After

a few of these antics, the movie
frequently becomes tiresome and
slow moving.
Bacon is enjoyable and very

believable in his pari. He plays the

typical young husband, eager to

please his wife in every way.
Bacon grows with his role as his

charactergrows op.

Elizabeth McGovern plays
Kriaty Briggs, the faithful and
doting wife. She seems to be the

same throughout the whole film.

She puts aU of herself into the

part, but her character is minor
compared to that of Bacon's.

Altboo^ it could have been
played hy any young actreas,

iicGgwtt indhriimljim tJupgtt
ither«nLll

portrayed.

John Hughes is the writer,

director and producer of '^She's

Having a Baby:" Hughes is known
for his better-than-the-norm teen

films such as "Pretty in Pink,"

''Sixteen Candles" and "The
Breakfast Club." But. he also

made the movie, "Planes, Trains

and Automobiles," a more adult-

€e<i^|aQi«d comedy. With "She's
Having a Baby," Hughes con-

tinues hia new found tradition of

adult-centered comedies.

IboAfMiiie^oiiiHke

Mbat tto tftfi dteolos^

ifMtJlwfatoatteviiv

afciijy» ItlSf ralfeer, a
liorfnQfal ofa aianiiwe
In 9 growh^ fnocoss.

"She's Having a Baby" has its

funny moments. Hughes' treat-

ment of suburbia, in-laws and
expectant fathers is hysterical.

Many scenes are true to life and
Hughes satirizes them well. Other
scenes are predictable and dull,

using the Hollywood approach.

The best part of the entire

movie is the music Cttfttomarily,

Hughes makes sure that the

soundtrack of his movie is the

best. Stewart Copeland of the

Police wrote the score. Performers

on the sound track include Kate
Bush, Love and Rockets and Gene
Loves Jezebel. The music helps

move the film along and makes
it mpraanioyaUe to watch.
"She's Ha^flg a Baby" proves

to be e^ioyaUa and aomiewhat
fxptriiMintal; Ttlfcptwaittt unliht

KflMit tintilia d^pm, la not lust

I II inHiiliiViarlt ia.iatU>
a piitoaiil al a marriage in a

Hollywood is written all over
this niovie;1iughes dares to be a
little diffen^t, but could not stay

away from the Hollywood image.

"She's Having a Baby" is dis^eip-

pointing in that respect. The
movie is well written and has an

excellent soundtrack. It probably

will do well at the box office, but

it will never be critically acclaimed

for its style and content.

Movie shows despair
By MARYJO YANNACONE

SkiffRtporUr

"Ironweed"
directed by Hector Babenco
TriStar Pictures

<*i

side of the street. His dress is old

and worn, his appearance sloven-

ly. The tattered coat hanging off

his shoulders reeks of last night's

bottle, and his eyes are glazed and
vacant.

By Fran's side stands Helen

Archer, played by Meryl Streep,

whose talent as a singer is just

one of many long-gone, long-

abandoned experiences, bhe has
been with Fran through the worst

of the Depression, sharing the

small amount of laughter and love

that only he can give.

There are many men and wom-
en who share the street with Fran
and Helen, and one in particular

chooses to follow Fran around

(Continued on page 26)

%'s my pal, he's my pal, he's

my pal," croons a worn-out Meryl
Streep to a room full of wealthy,

wellndressed people down at the

local bar. She's dedicated the tune

to herown best palJack Nicholson,
whose appearance is similarly

disheveled. The two have been
through a great deal of battles and
bottles between them in the past

nine years, and a comfortable

arran^ment has come out of it.

Theirs is the story of so many
of our country's hopefuls turned
vagrants. He is a former ballplayer

and family man, she is a onetime

singer; together they now roam
the streets in search of a warm
place to sleep, or a warm bottle

to soothe their souls.

This is the setting of Hector
Babenco's "Ironweed," a story

about the trials and ironies of life,

about the character and nobility

of one man in the face of personal

.^igedy. That one man is Francis

Fhelan, portrayed with on-tarfet

executkxi by Jack Nk:holaon in a

role that has recently garnered

hin an Acvlemy Award nomina-

tiML^ftitcit haa bsooaM a man
thai mttK-gi m turn away fron ^ .

in faar amdiaapiat thai wc avoid S?'r
I hf creaaing to theother

* '.

-*

r»ki^«_.„
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On tbe scene .

.

By STEPHEN POWERS
Stajf Reporter

Every top television series even-

tually is cancelled— it is unavoid-

able. But NBC's Saturday Night

Live keeps on disproving this

theory. Now in its Idth season,

"SNL" is a revitalized show that

promises to continue for years to

come.

Saturday Night Live is the

comedy/satire program, which,

over the years, has produced
many top movie stars, such as

Chevy Chase, Bill Mumy and
Eddie Murphy. It first tempted
fate eight years ago when the

entire original cast and producer
Lome Michaels departed the
show, leaving it in the hands of

a new producer and a cast of

unknowns. After a year of flound-

ering, th^ show lured producer
Dick Eberspl, and comedians
Eddie Murphy and Joe Piscopo
soon followed. Although the sup-

porting cast was weak, the
Murphy-Pisoopo tandem had the
stellar qualities that could draw
a laige audience.

Three years and many memor^
able characters later. Murphy and
Piscopo left "SNL" to pursue film

Ironweed
(Continuedfrom page 25)

town faithfully. As fellow vagrant

and friend Rudy, Tom Waits
provides the vision of Fran's

inevitable fate, should he continue

to look blindly into the face of the

cruel forces of nature. Rudy is a
young man, perhaps in his late

thirties or early forties, and he is

dying of lung cancer. When he

tells Fran that he has only six

months to live, Fran sarcastically

comments that he, meaning Rudy,
is already dead.

The truth is that Rudy is

already dead, as are Helen, Fran

and every vagrant on the New
York street. But even they are not

alone; it is 1938, the end of the

depression, and nearly every
American is feeling the effects of

nine years of pain and suffering,

of scrimping and saving. Nearly

every American is emotionally

and spiritually dead, or at least

seriously wounded.
Certainly, one would not want

to convey the impression that the

entire film is depressing and rich

with the woes of the downtrodden.

There is hope in Fran's family, in

his wife from the past, in his son

and daughter who desperately

want him back. Babenco leaves us

with some hope of Fran's salva-

tion, as seen through the eyes of

his grandson, whom he meets just

once on a rare trip home. Most
importantly, the viewer is left

with the feeling that all was not

lost in the depression, that many
men and women thrived and
prospered in the face of economic
poverty.

Technically, the film is very

well done. The makeup necessary

to transform Streep and Nicholson

into vagrants was certainly

impressive, if not entirely con-

vincing in Streep's case. She is

simply too beautiiful; no one could

believe her to be worn and bat-

tered, as Helen definitely was.
Nkholson and Streep both dki a

superb job in creating the person-

alities of Fran and Helen, playing

off each others' leads, and timing

. every line just right. The lighting

helped to convey the sense ofdoom
and gloom that the late nights of

the streetpeople brought to New
York during the depression.

"Ironweed" tells the ta)» of so

many men and women who have

k)tt hope in the world and con-

fktenoe in themaehret, that it it

difficult to neglect. And even more
difficult to neglect it the knowl-

edft that many more kMt mtnand
women will join then in the

twati every day.

careers, as Murray and Chasehad
done before them. Just when
everyone was taying that the
shQW was dead, Ebersd brought,
BiHy Crystal and Martin Short on
board and once again. SNL
depended on the talents of two
8tiifi.i^ were ttandouts, eape
cially Short, who played the
hyperactive Ed Grimmiey. But
thia incarnation of the show waa
shortlived; Crystal and Short left

after only one year, and Ebersol
also departed.

NBC hiredback original produc-

& Lome Michaels to save the
show. Mkhad's new cast, which
included Anthony Michael HiOl

and Robert Downey, failed misers

ably and the ratings dropped UIk
a lead balloon.

One the verge of cancellation,

SNL pulled off its most spectac-

ular comeback. Michaels fired

most of the caat, keeping only Jon
Lovitz, Dennis Miller and Nora
Dunn. Dana Carvey, Phil Hart-

man, Jan Hooks, Victoria Jackson
and Kevin Nealon were added to

round out the cast, and the current
version of SNL was bom.
This happened about a year and

one-half ago, and the new Satur-

day Night Live rivals the original

¥eraion iil terms ol both catt and

writing. Unlike the Murphy-*
Pitoope and Cryttal-Short days, <

the current show does not rely

solely on a few players; instead,

all the actors are talented and add

totlM^show.

The cast members have created

many new, funny characters who
appear just enough to the
audience does not tire of them.
Carvey plays the sanctimonious

la^ rival their male counter-

parts. Nora Dunn is the most

noteworthy; the playt characters

ranging ^ipm intipid talk alww
hoatets Pat Ste>nent, to Coraaoa

Aquino, to one-half of the k)un8^

singing Sweeney Sisters (the

other half it Jan Hooka). Vk:tona
Jackaon alto does well, portraymg

an airhead who it the favorite

taiiget of Carvey's Church Lady.

In addition to presenting these

4Miff Ciystif Sfeiift i9ijf$f tk^

CMTTMrt JtoNr doM Mt fwfy

mBHIM Millmmn W9 mmOIWm

Church Lady; Kevin Nealon plays

Subliminal Man, who gets what
he wants through subliminal

speech; and Lovitz portrays the

devil, a pathokigical liar, and a

conceited actor who calls himself

^'Master Thespian." Dennis MiUer

is reminiscent of Chevy Chase

with his arrogant "Weekend
Update" newscaster.

For the first time since Jane

Curtin and Gilda Radner, the SNL

chipracters. the SNL crew has

mooifled to bring back the kind

of bidiig political satire that has

not been part of the show since

the old days. This was never more
evident than in the epiaodet

which aired several weeks ago.

The show presented parodies of

the Republican and Democratic

presidential debates, and the
' result was hilarious. Alumnus
Dan Aykroyd made a special

appearance aa Bob Dote, tmd waa
great. Little-seen writer Al

Franken did a turprttillglf acct^

rataimprattiaQof tbepawlEy Ptul

Simdii one weak, and was even

better at Pat Robertaoii the next
Nora Dunn at Pat Schroeder and
Dana Carvey at George Bush
were equally impreaaive. The
tkits were pul)(pd off beautifully

and really gavie the cast a chance

to thine.

Outstandingtkitt like theaeare

goii4{ to eataUith an identity for

the new Saturday Night Live. If

you have not kx>ked at the thow
for a while, tune in one of thete

dayt. It is ahnoat a good enough
reason to get home early on
Saturday ni^ls.
SHORTTAKES: Onthe heelt

of the Oscar nominatkmt come
the nominatkmt for the Ratsiet,

whicji are awarded the night

before the Oacart and recognize

Hollywood's worst. Thit year's

nominees include the movies
"Lconartl Part 6" and "Ith|ar;"

actrett Madonna ("Who't that

Girl") and actors Bill Cosby
("Leonard"). Judd Nelson ("From
the Hip") and Bruce the Shark
from "Jaws: The Revenge."

SOURCE: USA Today

AMemo
FromThe
DeanOf

Air nates.
Hi, Fm your Dean,

McLean Stevenson.

And I've got some
great news about this

year's Spring Break.

^u can afford it.

\Wthout having to sell yourbodes, yoiir stereo, or your
roommate.%u see. I represent Redmont Airlines ana
Iknow that ifyou like low fares, you're eoing to like flyingon
Piedmont.Just remember tobook wellin advance.

With a little planning, you and yourfriends can party in
any ofthe 150 cities coast to coast that Piedmont flies to.

So, ifvou really want this years Spring Break to be very

memorable, yet very affordabl^et to your local travel agent
or call Piecinont at tSOO'IS^StS) ana start researching it

now Because you can't cram for low airferes.
'h^:^'>.

By RUSS CECXX>LA
OwmWw nmpOwmw

KNIGHT ORG ^•^Vk FIR£.
BIRD C64/12S, AMIGA, ST,
AP, ||AC IBM
Kmght Ore is a graphic adven-

ture that uses h^ level com-
mindt and incredible graphics to

present the story of one ore and
ins <|ueat to rogain what mankind
hMtaken away from him. You are

that ore, named Grindleguts, and
yoo must travel through three

adventures in Knigki Ore: Loosed
Ore, A Kind tf Magic and Hordes
cfike Mountain King.

Knight Ore is primarily a text

adventure with overlaid pkrtures.

The strength of tfaft game lies in

the spectal commands like FOL-
LOW.RUN TO,GOTO and FIND
which allow instant travel to

locations and access to objects.

The goal of the first game is to

tie a rope long enough to reach
across a chasm. The goal of the

other two are to learn spells,

assemble a group of ore followers

and escape. Also included in the
game package are a novella that

acts as copy protection and map.

interesting. Regardless of oppo-

nent selection, the three card

games in Cant Sharks are well-

desipMd andgive new life to these

classic games. Try playing poker
with Ronnie, Maffie and Gorba-
chev. They might beat you!

PHANTASmni•^^ STRA-
TEGIC smuLATioNS, mc.
C64/128, AMIGA, AP, ST
Phantasie HI: The Wrath of

Nikademus is the sequel to Phan-
tasie and Phantasie ll, but also the

final confrontatKMi between your
band of six and the Dark Lord
Nikademus. You can use charac-

ters from the first two games to

complete Phantasie III. This is the

toughest of the three and there are

a lot more things to do.

This role-playinggame has a lot

of new features that enhance the

Phantasiegame system. Improved
combat options, more monsters,

more spells, better movement
commands and inclusion of other

planes of reality are just a few.

In this third installation, you
must stop Nikademus' plan to

take over the world. There are

many twists and turns in the plot

of Phantasie III, leaving nothing

to be desired. Character statistics

are visible on the screen in the

wilderness to help in your adven-

ture. The graphics are better than
ever before.

A'

*•** ACCO.CARD SHARKS

trks is a collection of

card games that differs from
others in that thegraphics include

'\^ choice of opponents and the

Qjipoq^nts have cartoon bubbles

.and caQ make comments. The
card.games to choose from are:

Hearts, Blackjack and Poker (Five

Card Draw, Sieven Card Stud and
Texas Hold 'Em). All rules for the

. card games are explained in the

manual and the game play is easy

to pick up.

Even more unusual in Card
Sharks are the opponents. There
are six: Luigi, Milton, Lady Van-
derbilt, Ronald Reagan, Margaret

Thatcher and Gorbachev (com-

plete with birthmark). The last

three are, ot course, the best and
some of the comments are pretty

RO THk (t»mJlXyUi«4,W' AMU U(

GEOPUBLISH •••• BERKE-
LEY SOFTWORKS C64/128
The latest addition to the GEOS

system, geoPubiish allows full

desktop publishing of newsletters,
bulletins and flyers. The program
has two modes in which you can
work: Page Layout modeand Page
Graphics mode. In Page Layout
mode, you bring togeth^ all of the
text and set up the pages to look

the way you want them to be

printed. In Page Graphics mode,
a draw program with special text

capabilities takes care of graphics

for the project.

In addition to the two modes of

working, geoPubiish has a lot of

features that make it worthwhile
for the Commodore computer
owner. You can center, crop and
scale pictures. Lines can be drawn
in multiple widths and patterns.

Pages can be viewed in full or in

parts. Also, text from other word
processors can be incorporated

into geoPubiish. Finally, geoPub-

iish supports the Apple LaserW-
riter laser printer.

THE KING OF CHICAGO
••••% CINEMAWARE, AMI-
GA, ST. MAC
You star as Pinky Callahan in

this gangster game that takes

place in the '30s. Al Capone is in

jail and his seat as the kingpin

of Chicago's mobs is up for grabs.

Standing in your way are Ben and
the Old Man, whom you must
overtake to gain the leadership.

Other characters include Lola,

Bull, Tom Malone, Peepers, Tony
Santucci, Guido and Jake. All are

important in the game and. as

Callahan, you must learn how to

deal with them.

The KingofChicago uses superb
graphics and a game system based

entirely on the mouse— no typing

is necessary. This game is large

and will take a while to complete.

The manual included with the

game gives a historical back-

ground to gangsters, as well as a

cinematic treatment of them. The
battles for the kingship are many
in thisgame, but if you stay tough,

you will win.

THE TRAIN ••Vi ACCO-
LADE C64/ 128
The Train puts you in command

of a WWn locomotive that con-

tains all of the plundered art of

France, originally headed for

Berlin and Hitler. As a member
of the Allied Forces, you must
capture the train, a station to

replenish coal and water and
control the train all the way to

Normandy. Only then will the art

be safe from Hitler's hands. The
Germans launch attack upon
attack on the train with brutality

typical of their fighting.

The graphics are actually pretty

good in The Train. Do not expect

a lot of time to examine them, for

the battle that you will fight is

a long one. Keeping the coal

furnace full is your primary
objective, as well as avoiding

(German fighter planes and other

vehicles of destruction. The Train

is a strong challenge that will

occupy the average player for a

while with its uphill war.

firm
USADING PLATER Susazme Smart
FIFPIN Miohaal HolllD^er
OHARTtlffl PttulTBQ^or
FAgTRADA Beth Dannanfalfwr
IMWIB JerxyBehe
HRRTHB TanyOuorln
CATHBRIHB lle^ui Botwoar
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Enter^inment

Calendar

Art

Annenberg Center
University of Pennsylvania

3680 Walnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-6791

March 2-6 — The Great Hunger

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Through March 27 — "Recent Acquisitions 0:'

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

The University Museum
33rd and Spruce Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-898-4045

Feb. 27 — The Question of Human Origins

AfifSfc

Chestnut Cabaret
38th and Chestnut
Philadelphia, Pa.

215-382-1201

Feb. 26 — Billy Price and The Keystone Rhythm

Band
Feb. 27 — Paul Carrack

The Spectrum
Pattison Place

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-336-3600

March 1-6 — The Smurfs (Ice Capades Adventures)

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

Feb. 26— Bern Revue/The Faction

Feb. 27— Beru Revue/Nik Everett Group
March 1 - WKVU College Night

March 3 — Dynagroove

Theater

The Old Academy Players, Inc.

3544 Indian Queen Lane

Philadelphia. Pa.

215-238-5432

Feb. 26, 27 — Pack of Lies

-;
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By MICHAEL AIMETTE
AND

BILLCARR
Staff Reporkrs

'This album does not deal with

the conventional problems of so-

called 'real life' ..." said Robyn
Hitchcock in the liner notes of his

latest album. Globe of Frogs.

Truly, Hitchcock's explanation

proves quite acau^te as he and

his part-time band, the Egyptians,

whip through 10 new songs of

absurdly unorthodox music, while

maintaining the undeniable catch-

iness prevalent in his first five

albums.

"So who is Robyn Hitchcock?"

you may be asking. Well, readers,

he is currently topping the college

charts and has recruited the

talents of Peter Buck (R.E.M.) and

Glenn Tilbrook (Squeeze) to lend

a hand for this latest effort —
obviously someone is listening to

thisguy. The first single, "Balloon

Man," is the definition of pop

(sorry, George Michael); there are

few songs that have been released

this year as catchy as this.

Also, Hitchcock's propensity

towards curious, sometimes freak-

ish, song titles is sustained with

"Tropical Flesh Mandala,"

"Sleepmg With Your Devil Mask"
and "Flesh Number One." Cletfly

,

we are dealing with a strange man
writing strange songs with
strante lyrics for anyone craving
brilliaiit pop musK. Hitchoock's

concluding invitation* ".
. . loosen

your spine, bury your television,

and weteome to a Ghbe t/Frtgi;*

is a proposition difficult ID refuse.

Epic Records had originally

projected that Michael Jackson's

latest album Bad wouki sell 100

milUon copies and thus, eclipse

the record-breaking sales of his

previous Thriller LP. After
approximately 20 weeks on the

charts though, Bad has sold only
— and one must use words like

"only" when dealingwith Michael

Jackson — 4 million copies and is

no longer in the top 10.

Why isJackson not drawing the

same response this time around?
You could start by noticing that

Thriller was simply a better

album than Bad. Then, you could

easily criticize anyone who has

the gall or insensibility to predict

that any album could possibly sell

100 million copies.

Finally, some of the blame has

to fall on Jackson himself. First,

he waited too long between
albums to fully capitalize on his

popularity. Secondly, he just

became too bisarre for the publk

to handle. He garnered much
negative publicity lor his strange

hoEbieSi his latest adventure with

plastic surgery — pl«hlcil«^alle-

gations that farandjanet were the

same person, and his general

aloofnessand social ineptitude (he

prefere the company ol animals to

that of humans).
Surprisel Bruce Springsteen

has finally made an album, Ttm-

nd of ham, that measures up to

his substantial talent. This time

around, he sacrifkes the predkt-

able arena-rock anthems of Boam

In The C/.S.A. for the sublety and
thoughtfulness of Nebrusha; yet

his latest contains stronger mate-

rial than its acoustkally-oriented

predecessor. Although the album

is far riskier in terms of conuner-

ciality for Springsteen, these

provocative songs are perhaps his

best to date.

Springsteen's tour has just

begun this week, and the Boss has

recently revealed his intention to

play only songs from his first four

albums and Tunnel of Love. This

tour should compare favorably to

his normally bombastic (and excru-

tiatingly long) live sets.

Paul McCartney has a new

album in the works. Elvis Costelk)

and Johnny Marr, former Smiths
and new Pretenders guitarist,

lend a hand and will, hopefully,

help McCartney out of his wimpy
musical rut . . . Robert Plant's new
release. Now And Zen, contains

digital samplings from old Led
Zeppelin songs, including "Whole
Lotta Uve" and "Rock And Roll."

His former bandmate, Jimmy
Page, contributes on two tracks

also. Plant, sick of Zeppelin rip-

offs (Whitesnake, maybe??) plans

to revive the original by perform-

ing old Led 2^ppelin classics in

concert . . . Look for new albums
by Bob Dylan, The Waterboys and
Scruffy the Cat in your record

store soon, while new albums by
Princeand Talking Heads are still

in the works. More on those

albums in later issues . .

.

Chung Sing offers inexpensive dining
By THERESA JONES

Staff Reporter

My friend and I were planning

an evening meal at Chung Sing

Chinese Restaurant, but as we
were discussing what time to go,

as well as how long it had been

since we had indulged ourselves

in delicious cuisine, we realized

we were already hungry. So why
not go for a late lunch instead?

. The outward appearance of an
old silver boxcar diner was soon

forgotten when we were greeted

with the traditional bright red

decor, oriental art and music and
the wonderful aroma of sweet and
sour.

The luncheon menu offers the

full range of expected cuisine,

from the hot and spicy Szechuan

and Hunan, to sweet and sour,

with various meats, seafood and

vegetables. My friend and I opted

for combination platters, which

include choice of entree, fried rice

and egg roll, all for a very reas-

onable price.

While waiting for my dumpling

soup, my friend and I studied our

placemats which describe the

Chinese Zodiac and give clues to

your character, and that of your

most compatible mates, according

to the year you were born. At the

same time we were devouring the

fried noodles and sweet sauce that

come complimentary with the tea.

The dumpling soup was a new
experience for me in Chinese

,

cuisine, and not one I am likely

to repeat. I much prefer the egg

drop or vegetable soups. While the

dumpUngs themselves were tasty,

the broth was a bit salty for my
taste.

,

Before our orders arrived, I saw
other patrons being served what

looked to be delicious meals, so I

was anticipating my sweet and

sour shrimp even more. I must!
admit that I was somewhat dis-

appointed. The sauce was too

heavy, as was the tempura batter,

and this was the one instance

where I questioned whether all of

the cooking really is done on the

premises.

in atmosphere. Nor are they put

to win any awards for five-star

servke, so if you are looking for

an elegant evening meal Oriental

style, I would not recommend this

My frhml mnl I opted for

combkmthn pIMon, ivMcA
Inchide choice ofmtno, fried

rice end^g roll, ell fore very

reeeoeeUe price^

On the brighter side, my friend's

pepper steak looked, and report-

edly tasted, quite good. We were
both compelled to comment on the
egg rolls, for they were large, fresh

and very good.

Chung Sing does not specialize

particular spbt. But if you want
quick, inexpensive authentic taste

of chow mein, lo mein, or moo goo
gai pan, the trip to Wynnewood
would be worth your time. Chung
Sing is easy to find, located on
Lancaster Avenue, next to the

Super Fresh shopping plaza, and
is open seven days a week.
Chung Sing also offers their

complete menu, from soups and
dried noodles to fortune cookies,

for takeout. A number of people
have apparently discovered this

Chinese treasure, for we saw a
steady stream of takeout custo-

mers coming in and being served
quickly— something to remember
if you are ever hungry for Hunan
and need a quick fix.

My favorite part of a Chinese
meal is always the fortune cookie.

"The current year will bring you
much happiness," read my mes-
sage. It may also very well bring
me back to Chung Sing.

V I L A N O V A

HOW'SYOUR LOVE LIFE?
INTRODUCING:

INTER-COLLEGIATE PERSONAL ADS

RIGHT NOWUlK^A0 IS APPEARING 04 MANYCOLLEGE
NEWSFAPBRS SUCHASItB^CEKW, ^ENN SIATP^TEMPLE,
RUTOBRS. pew. E1C.

Inte^^C^9egiaiB Bn^mtibi9^^
different uiiivefsiiii|t«M^ Bn $25 ymi wp fieoelve

ALL of the current Hs^ngs, PLUS tdmimt^m of your own ad.

SEXF AOE:fl lACErW HEi(mTS*2 Yl^eiOHT;l0$ liAilt:»b«d

EYESBlae COLLEOErJ^nn UAXMiVn^meA HOM^mmm*
Interest ioclude fwanry, cnltt Md pbyikal flMnii. Would Kke «»

meet seiisttive. adUctk mak, WfUTE TO:I^-MOI

Each listing is assigned a unique coda li^ which others may write.

The letter is then fbflMifded to^ anidmt. All Mmet and addresses

are kept confidentiat.

Send $25 along with yoor ad. kicMt your sex, age, race, height,

weight, hair and eye cokMfS, coBege, auyoc hometown, school and

interests (up to 100 words). Alio ifldHll your school and home
addresses and phone numbers liar OHT records.

SEND THE ABOVE TO:
INTERpCOLLEGIATE PERSONALS

DUBLIN HALL. SUITE 200

1777 WALTON ROAD
BLUE BELL, PA. 19422

(215) 628-4719

6-WEEK VIENNA SUMMER
LANGUAGE PROGRAM
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY—

INSnTUTE OP EUROPEAN STUDIES

JUNE 11 -JULY 24INTERNATIONAL STtHMES

The elective of ttie VU-IES Vienna Sunvn^" Program Is to Increase Cernian language

prafkiency.StudBntsvvllbe requiredtoenral In eithert^
levels. The 6-¥ieek proinn^ IB tauglit by Vttanom and Austrian Unl^^
at the beginning level nMy take a second thraecredK topics courses In economics, hlstoiy,

political sdence or at and architecture (taufi^ In Englsh). A total or ste

hours are alkMved VU-IE$ organtaes exonionB In acldmon to a sum^
• Oen^nnlnj or Advenced Bef^nnlng Oennan, (3 crecits)

imaQMe eNonneciBie uennan \o crecnsi
• CMtaation (3 credto)/AiaCilBn Literature (3 credKs)
• Beat European Economics (3 crecits)

• EMt-Waal European Pamoa (3 credHs)
• Vienna! Grdwth oran Uitan CMtaaHon (3 cradtta)

• Austrian Art and ArchNectura (3 credits)

U)GATION

The VUano^/a-iES summer program Is centered in the Palais Cort)elll. a lovely eighteenth

century palace located in the heart of Vienna. Facilities Include a library, classrooms, stuC^

lounge and practice rooms.

HOUSmG AND MEALS
StudBntsare housed in private Austrian reaidances. Housing arrangements do not Include

meels. 8tudants can eat at Inwpenslve Meruag or local rastaurantSi

PROGRAM COSTS
The uiiiiM eheiiBlve fm Is $aOQO whkh Indudaa roundWp ticiiat (NVC-yienna4ilYC), tuMoa
rec|ulrad eNcurslona and the VHancMa flMi It doea not induda meaiB^ opttanai tripa^ Inaurance

nor paraonai aNDanaesL AanloillaBe alaa tW are due bv AbHI IB. IMEi the balBBce of

Ibae la due andMMa inM oit Mar t& Iflia

• i !
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^trCedcher In The Wry * called out on strikes
By ALLEN AMBROSINO
As$iatni Eniertmntmmt Editor

Even if you do not know much
abcMt sports, you have probably

heard the name Bob Uecker or

have seen htm on television over

the past few years. He is one of

the celebrities that is included in

all ol the Miller Lite Beer commer-
cials shown throughout the Uni-

ted States. You would think that

Uecker became famous by excel-

ling during his baseball career,

but nothing coukl be farther from
the truth. Actually, he is probably

one of the only people who has
been able to take an unsuccessful

sixMts career and turn it into fame
and fortune.

Uecker is considered by many
as one of the worst baseball

players ever to play on the major

league level. He played for six

uneventful years, battinga pathet-

ic .200, without ever hitting a

triple or even stealing a base.

However, his off-beat sense of

humor and articulate manner
caused his name to become a
household word. During his

career, his outlook on baseball

was both colorful and humorous.
He makes fun of many of his

teammates and opposing players,

but the person that he jokes about

the most is himself. From his poor

hitting to his lack of foot speed,

Concert
to be held
A Press Release

Villanova University's Wom-
en's Glee Club and the Men's Glee

Club of Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity will join forces for a night

of song on Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. in

the St. Thomas of Villanova
Chapel on campus.
The concert will feature a

varied selection of contemporary
and classic numbers as well as

American folk . songs and
^spirituals.

The women's program will

include "This Girl's in Love with
You" by Burt Bacharach, "On
Wings of Song" by Ken Newfeld
and "Theme from New York, New
York" by John Kander.

The concert is free. For more
information, call 645-7224.

a

he makes people wonder how he

ever made hishigh school baseball

team. However, Uecker's spirit

and determination are what
aUowed him to make it to the '*big

time" and he is grateful for his

chance. ^

After seeing Uecker'e conuner-

dais and listening to his broad-

casts, you would think that

Catcher In The Wry would be

comprised of one hilarious ante-

dote after another. Unfortunately,

much of the time the book is very

boring and dry. Many of Uecker's

attempts at humor are unsuccess-

ful, such as the jokes about his

fan club and his comments on

today's Uttle League.

Even though Catcher In The

Wry has several weaknesses,
there are also quite a few parts

that deserve special recognition.

When Uecker made up his own
special all-star team, his humor
was apparent as he critiqued each

of the players. The shortstop,

Ruben Amaro, was selected

because he is the only player that

Uecker knows that was diafted by

both the American and Mexican

armies. Superstar Roberto Cle-

mente earned his spot when he

said, "I feel better when I am
sick."

He was also very impressive

when he had the insight to list

the 14 events that are guaranteed
to happen every spring before

baseball's regular season begins.

For example, the worst hitter in

the league will say that he is going
to be more patient and wait for

his pitch this year. Uecker knew
about this better than anyone
because l)e was this person for the

six years thkt he played.

Uecker alsv exposed that How-
ard Cosell, a fellow broadcaster,

thought that he was worse at

broadcasting than he was at

playing baseball. When he had a

roast thrown in his honor, Cosell

sent a tape telling him to retire.

It was supposed to be a joke, but
everyone knew of Cosell's hatred
for athletes-turned-announcers
and felt he was serious.

Once again, Uecker's sense of

humor and ability to laugh at

himself enabled him to shake off

Cosell's comments and treat them
as though they were a joke. The
reason his life has been so exciting
and made him extremely happy is

that he does not take himself

seriously. Uecker has the gift of

making people laugh, whether it

be on the baseball field or from
the broadcaster's booth. However,
I hope that his book writing career
has ended so he can concentrate
on the things that made him such
a popular figure in America.

44Mb[n says the

house just isn[t the

same withoutme,
eventhough it^

alotcleaner.99

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can

still share the love and

laughter on AT&T Long

Distance Service.

It costs less than vou

think to hear that she likes

the peace and quiet, but

she misses you . So go
ahead, give your Mom a

call. You can clean vour

room later. Reach out and

touch someone*

LizCorsiiii< %\%:^\% Umvcfsity-Classofl990

The
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'School Daze mils to
By VICKI DiSTEFANO

StaffXtpofUr

"School Daze"
directed by Spike Lee
Columbia Pictures

•V4

"School Daze." a fUm being
promoted as a "comedy with
music/' is an innovative movie
with a social conscience. This
differentiates it from cinema's
current trends. Guys with guns,
ladies having babies and dance
romances are the supposedly new
themes, which have been overused
since motion pictures first

acquired sound.
The producer, writer and direc-

tor of "School Daze" is Spike Lee,
who also has a starring role.

"School Daze," Lee's second film,

showcases his multifaceted cine
matic talent, but proves the old
adage of the problem of having too
nauch of a good thing. The com-
bination of too many creative
concepts overloads the movie's
circuits. The resultant product is

too lengthy and frequently dis-

jointed. Blame is due in part to

the editing of the film frnn two
and oiM^ialf liours to two» and it

can «tiU afford to ahed iiioUier

half hour. The iatroductiary

aeqtienoes of any film are crucial

for audience oomprehentkm, but
the beginninft scenes of "School

Daze" are tedious enough to send
viewers to the popcorn counter en
masse.

Mission, aprodomiDantly black

university, is the symbolic setting

for racism among the black com-
munity. Two student groups ^re
in constant opposition because of

conflicting ideals. The Gamma
fraternity is comprised of li^t-

skinned yuppies who are umted
by common values of materialism
and exclusivity. Other students

join the Gammas in conforming
to Western standards of beauty by
straightening and dyeing their

hair and wearing blue contact

lenses. The darker skinned stu-

dents refer to them as "Wan-
nabes," short for "wannabe
white."

The Gammas are equally
resentful of their dark counter-

parts, who sport African influ-

enced natural appearances. The
Gammas disdainfully label them
"Jigs," in abbreviation of a racial

epithet The "Jiga" are potiticos

who strive for brotherhood rather

than fraternity. Grtek initiation

riiet strike them as dMmmanii-
ing, almost as degrading as Mis-

sion's refusal to divest South
African funds.

During Homecoming weekend,
a showdown takes place between
the two factions. An outspoken

senior militating against racism

symbolizes Missbn s conscience.

The you^g man. Dap Dunlap,
heads anti-apartheid demonstra-

tions and rails against the black

racism whJk:h is perpetuated on
campus by the coeds who eschew
their heritage and pursue a Cau-
casian resemblance.

The most prominent of those

"Wannabe" students is Julian

Eaves, the president of the Gam-
ma fraternity. Julian holds Dap's

politics in contempt without
realizing that his fraternity's

light-skin exclusivity is a- hypo-

critkral form of black racism.

Initially, the clashing view-

points are challenged in a dispute

between Dap and Julian's girl-

hiends, Rachel and Jane. Their

friendsjoin the feud which instan-

taneously metamorphoses into a

surreal and energetic production

number, "Straight and Nappy,"

V.M ,*'^ »*» /% J**! /^̂'^^

about thesymboltam ofblack hair.
Spontaneous muaical numbers

period^reiUir opMe on screen to

resoNeoonfUcti aiiil iaauea which
pdarifltk the bbidL community.
Lee's father Bill Lte is responsible

for the infectkmf scova- which
rescues portions of tlSe moviefrom
the abysmal black hole of

boredom.

"School Daze" dddresaesi iU
more serious social concerns in

tension-filled confrontations and
debates between the enemy fac-

tkms of Dap and Julian. Larry
Fishbume and Giancarki Espoei-

to's respective porti«yal%of Dap
and Julian are inl^iKoable in

proiectinff the angi^ yoaif$ man
and the oass-A narcissist.

Kyme plays the r6(e of Rachel

convindngly, if not sentimentally,

imparting integrity to the charac-

ter. The part ofJane i^ effectively

pcn^ormed by Tisha Campbell.

Her fiery Miss Clairol mane and
emerald eyes identify her as the

epitome of the "Wammbe" prot-

otype. Vanessa Wilfiams was
originally offered the role of Jane
but declined due to "School
Daze's" controversial themes
which provoked debate even
before its release.

Lee chooses to ck)oe the movie
with an klealiiticendhig rife with
symboHam. The intention it to
impart a ^easase with lasting

impacts bur thalack of realistic

eflfart OP the partolthecharacters
dimJniriiQd its effectiveness and
credibility.

Collegiate escapadea provide
comkrdiefjnd moreincamatkms
of Lee's pei«|itive humor. Por-

tkMia of tUlJSlm «rhkh expose
ridicuious frikmity hazing tech-

niques draw laughter by lampoon-
ing the entire Greek system.
Giunma pledge Half-Pint, Lee's

character, is the ultimate kiser.

Half-Pint and his pledge class

must publicly perform asinine
Gamma chants, wear humiliating
space suits and comply with the
outlandish requests of the frater-

nity brothers in'Order to quahfy
for initiation. ^

But these subplots detract from
the movie. Overall, the movie is

uneven because of the presence of

redundant scenes and rapid
sequences which vie for domina-
tion with the qui^ty sectkms. Lee
is undisputably gifted but would
have been wise to have organized
his footage into two short, ambi-
tious movies instead of one which
wears out its wek»me.

Classified and Personal Advertising
«^*»«««« Si^sri-MLvE^aa &M:5r?4is?^i^^ ^n.^^^^ss^s^ir"- issyWateSEWsv-ffir

Word ProoMSIng, resumes, reports, manus-
cripts, letters, etc. $3.50 per page, dout)le-

spaced; $5.50 per page, SHigle-spocina;
resumes, $8 per page. Call alter 5 p.m. 68/-
5967. AsIc for Vera

CoHego Students: Earn $6 to $10 per hour
part-lime. We are looking for bright, enthu-
siastic, friendly individuals to aennce our
current customers nationwide. Flexit>ie

evening and Sfldurday shifls svailable. For
immediate interview call: 527-4084.

a.ra-9-.3D pja, Sunday
tooaarlyl

pja It is never

"^^ ?!^^9JP^ Service. Refumes,
term papers, word processing, etc
nable rates. LI

2218.
Lid. pick up

proceseirw,

up-lla8iirdeHvery.828-

I
to RofMa for t)real(? Have two Hcfcsls

to Miami. March 4 departing 11:30 a.m.
f^elums March 14 al 9-io a.m. $220 each.
If intsrested,cal Maria at 666-0465.

HMng — Gtovemmenl jobs — your area.
Manyimmedtali
ortest $1
Ext 8007.

wNhout wailing Hst

>.000.'Call(602)83a«M6,

1901 Qataun 210, autamaMc. A/C. 4-door,
AM/FM sisreo, 67K. $1500. 565-0740

Attamionl Two guys k)oking tor a ttiird to
shara Main Line apartment for next year.
Qnaal living situation for the right parson. 265-
5965.

wseM Your Theb Mom fovea yal Love.

CoinrrtulaMona to aW The new oStosr^
You're going to be greaH OM oMoers — you
dfo an excelsnl ioblLove, Your KAO i

'

Help .Wanted ~ Coed ovemighi canw in IrKtuslries, 121 24»i Ave.. N.W. Suited
Penheylvania seeks stair for summer. Oiv. I^fomtan, OK 7306$.

LooMng tor a technical aaaislMil Must be
abfo to trpubleshoot on Apfto 2^8. Woik
Mof prefeiTed, bat fiat're(|uired.-2S><4iours

per week during performance weeks. NigMs
and weekends. $4 per hour. Vlllanova
Theatre, Vasey 106.

Beach Hotel ~ Uuderdate Beach Hotel
Your official VJJ. hotel for spring break lM8r
The HOTSPOT of LaddM8al^boadL Only
$149 per person (quadooMfpan^for etahl

nigMl of fon, mil ana surf. CaN
yH^

Roy Rogaia in Wayne now hiring. AH shifts,

Hexlbte hours. U/f, tJLQ. Inquirawjiin.

St. Oavfd'fe Farli corido for rent Two
bedrooma, graal condWon. CaM Nick at 527-
6780. - .

leaders, swim, cnMs. tennis, sports, nature,
radfo, sailing, assistant cook, ato. CaM 041-
012&

tlorttiaiaalwit Miitual aatto ir^ivklual I6r

bcnsMlL fw%aihingvdaortMNfesiM FaPivaM^

SS^SSSS^ s»^S»8m9fe5a%nwison,
-March 21, 1968.

oonda NMh ftoor, parte view, $690 per
pkis uNtias. CaH Colleen at 530-7090.

y^^' K j!*^XK -J^ j^ K"^

eOOe ~ Have an aweeome Ima in CaN-
fomia. I'm jeatous. Miss mel I fove you —
Susan.

Bfothaia ol LXA. tianks for a tsrrilk: tIqT
WehadablasllLove.SislsrsafKAO. -^^

^

Proleetlonist wanted for fUm claaa. No
experience necesig, will fraif^;$4.10 m
hour. iiiiiiiiiaii/fPrplpid, conrtjjnicallJ|i

days, seven
1-800-1ENJOY I

Walk to tehool from 2-badroom ful^
corxlhr*fomished. Radnor House oonda Air

OIM-

>i> I >

Ooaanfront condo, sleeps four, Ft Lauder-
dale, Fla., March 5-12, $100 per night plus
deposit For more infonnaifon call ^-488-
3347.

Radnor Houee oondo for sate. Two-bedroom
dehjxe unit betow market price, excellent

condHton. Call 525-4420.

Where wMI you live next year? WEICHERT
REALTORS has the answer. Three affordable

condominium units ranging from $75,000 to

$95,000 now available. Convenierwe, char-
acter, pool and security. Call Maureen or
Suzanne today. 642-8840.

Now HIHno- WiM-OilabHshed Devon-
baaed corporsSon now interviewing lor part-

time personnel. We aeek arts, buitoeaa. and
ecoruNnics majors to work commercial
accourtis receivable and perform credit
analysis. Your dsgree is not anough —
supplement your resume with busineaa
experience in the moel reapeclad company
in our indusky, We need 6»tgfetiggWiiNi
mdivtoualstoWaeveriivaoanefoiln^iiig
qufoMy. Juel took at Iha bankMs: no axpa-
rienoe naoeeeary. 15 to 20 iaidbfo houra per
week, aaiaiy $6 per hour pfoa bonusaa.
Merastsd? 6onlacl8iavt Shaver 1 twMMh
5 pjii. today to arrange an Interview. Tne
number ie 687-4601.

Fowl* Coal it party in Sryn Mawr on Fab. ^.-^^ ,.

ILP. " CongrakJialions — rm so payiOhed

r^ w»e ymsane yov awaaywonvia'aai/tisve,
.. -your »wpxro. .. .^ i*-.-,*-:

•'• •

•fothart of fig ip, we cani wail to 6arty
ttm youl mi be a heUuva good limel Bbve.

AHfi. »Gi«

/

it

S TUDENTS
Flexible
PartrTime
Opportunities

Nursing & Lab
Assistants

Unit Secretaries

Food Service

Starting Rate $6.75/Hn

V^ ti;iii u^ork uoth ';jo\x' school schedule!

Apply in persim or call fi)r application

(609) 734-4586 or (609) 734-4582

The Medical Center at Princeton, Perwnnel
Dept. PTT, 253 Witherspoon St., Princeton, N.J.

08>4(X Equal opportunity employer M/F.

>X^heretradttkxi&innpvationnieet

imtm

yaNhf «! imtfrni* Smmnal inarch 1).

Lovet'OhMf aiMlcrow.
BrtM ^tonight • . . Iijhe midnighl hoil^

• No Cost To DepaHment.
• Low CostTo Students.

• East lliftiaitnjfid.

• Cgaaapas Pick^& Deliveiy
• Copyright Permissioiis Assistance.
• Efl^dent Di$trhnitiQa ofCourse
Materials. )

54TNAjCmr UNC •ttr-a2oa

i

Nlwliinfg«,1ttt»TMlVILLAN0>¥Ail»Py>1

Sfmtoiit G^venimeiifs coming fo you with:

!-
V71.

Feb. 28 St. Monica, Katharine,

Good Counsel halls

Sheehan, Ahnnm, St. Rha halls

March 1 Simpson, O'Dwyer halls

March 1 3 Stanford, JMoriarty, Delurey halls

Sullivan, Corr, Austin halls

Fedigon, St. Mary^s halls

*Look for us between 7 and td:30 p.m^n your dorm 's night

*lf we miss you please come to Dougherty Hall 204 to register.

*Have a vote In local, University related Issues!

Classified/Personal Advertising

i

the
Villanovan

CLASSIFIEDS: $7 APPROXIMATELY 20 WORDS
PERSONALS:$4.50 APPROXIMATELY 20 WORDS

DATE OFINSFRTION

Personal/Classified (CIRCLE one)

Due 12 p.m. Tuesday for Friday issue

Billing Address

I

Telephone:

r'

Cut Out orxi Send To: 201 Dougherty Hall, VHIanovo, Pa 19085
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Men's bask€thall

Pittsburgh
Syracuse
VILLANOVA
Georgetown
St. John's
Seton Hall
Connecticut
Boston College
Providence

BIG EAST Ov»rall
W ,L PCT W L PCT
? 1 ,750 19 4 .82?
9 A .692 20 6 .769
9 5 .643 18 9 .667
7 6 .538 17 7 .708
6 6 .500 15 8 .652
6 7 .462 18 10 .643
4 9 .308 13 10 .565
4 9 .308 13 11 .542
4 9 .308 10 14 .417

Doug West
Ton Greis
Mark Plansky
Kenny Wilson
Gary Massey
Rodney Taylor
Barry Beldcedam

Pat Enright

PTS AVG REB AVG
410 15.2 141 5.2
354 13.1 161 6.0
343 12.7 161 6.0
287 11.5 40 1.6
224 8.3 92 3.4
204 7.8 155 6.0
77 3.0 48 1.8

AST B]^ STL
"^ 9 24

66
2

2

14

7

18

31

97
121

40
9

4

9

33
31

51

6

5
MariiPlaasky PMBipriglit

34 1.4 » 12 0.5 34

(Through 2/22/88)

Pat Enright (3 seasons) 86-88
G MIN FGM-FGA PCT FTM^FTA
54

PCT REB-AVG PTS-AVG
279 16-39 .410 21-35 .600 16-0.3 61-1.1

Statistics compiled by John Q. Swift

Mark Plansky (4 seasons) 85-88
G MIN FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT REB-AVG PTS-AVG
124 3481 408-801 .50? 209-Z67 .783 588-4.7 1070-8.6

Box scores
Viltonova 96, Providtica 68

FO-A FT-A R A F Pf
Burton 2-3 3-42047
Sh m.-OMn . . 4-9 3-3 2 3 2 11
$. Wright . . . 2-12 4-5 13 1 4 8
Brooks 3-6 0-00359
Murdock.... 6-15 0-0 5 4 13

Wright ... 3-7 0-12138
Watts 2-4 0^ 4 3 1 6
Bwiham 1-2 0-11022
Sasen 2-2 0-02004
Lindsay 0-0 0-0 2 1

P«rd 0-1 0^
Totsls 25-61 10-14 26 18 26 68

VULAWOVA FO^A FT-A W A F Pt«

Plansky 5-6 2-2 4 9 1 15
Taytor 3-4 1-4 7 1 7
GrafS 7-9 1-4 8 3 IS
Wilson 3-5 3-41609
Wast 6-11 6-10 3 6 3 21
Enright 0-1 1-21101
Massay 6-7 4-6 3 1 3 16
Bakkadam ... 4-8 2-2 3 3 10
Tribunni 1-1 0-01002
Downs 0-0 0-02100
Maaotti 0-1 OO 1

Totals 35-53 20-34 33 24 14 96

VHtenova 90, Dr«x«l 73
WKXEL FO-A FT-A RAF
Rankin .

Murphy

Andarson • . •

Lahmann • • •

'r«ar^^ . . • • •

Pifkar . . . • .

swawsKi . • •

Amvi'f • • • • •

\fiani ••••••

Totata

6-19
1-6
1-3
3-8

5-14
3-6
1-2
3-5
2-8
0-1

2-6
1-2
2-6
3-3
0-2
OO
0-3
<H)

9-16
2-2
0-1

7
3
3
3
4
1

4
3
9
4

1

1

1

3
2

3
1

4 14
3 3
4 4
5 9
2 14
5 6
3 2
2 6
2 13
1 2

25-71 1»41 41 12 31 73

VIXANOVA FO-A FT-A R A F Pts

Taytar
Graia .

.

ciwi^it

.

Tribuiani

.

Po^^'ha .till

6-7
6-11
6-8
1-2
6-9
1-1
2-6
3-8
1-2
0-1
OO

3-3
2-8
6-8
2-3
4-6
3-4
OO
3-6
0-1

<M)
OO
±2.

5 2
14 1

7 2
2 11
7 2
2
1

7

1

4
1

JDL

3
4
4
3
2
4
3
3
1

1

3
±

14
14
18
6
18
6
4
9
2

1
Totata 31-56 24-40 46 23 32 90
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Any way you sice

Domino's Pizza

is aureat deaK
Use alt or any olf the coupons beiow and save

on your next purchase from Domino's Piz

Get rollingi These offers end soon.

Domino's Pizza will deliver your pizza-

hot and fresh-in less than^30 minutes.

Just give us a call.

Cal us.
Wayne

293-0980
128 W. Lancaster

Open for lunch

11 AM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.

11 AM-2 AM Fri. & Sat.

Our drfvtra carry iMt than $2000
UmiltdtMivwyarM.
e 1988 Dotninors Pizza, mc

DiwblsM
PrMent this coupon to r«c6iv8

two ragular on*-4lwn pizzM tor

On« coupon (Mr piaat. Not ¥ifld

wilti Miy olhor oftor. Ikx inckidod

In ftdwtfliMd prioo.

ExpiSM: 3^7108

?

m2o
I. TmpU (7)
Ik PordiM (2)
$; ArlBOtti
'4. OklAhoMi
5. DoIm
6. DHLV
7. Michigan
8. Syracuse (tia)

Plttslnirgh

10. Rortfi Carolina
II. BTU
12. Kantucky
13. Iowa
14. H.C. Stata
15k Vandarbilt
16. BradJLay
17. Niaaoiiri
18. Gaorgia Tach
19. Loyola-Maryaount
20. Wyoming

178
171
162

152

1S7
123
119
118
118
103

97

82
66
53
41

39
38
32
^23

19

F^»niafy26,1988»THEVILLAMOVAWyaQa33

Also Racaiving Votaa; Florida (18), Boiaa
Stata (6), Gaorgatovn (6), Rhode Island (3),
and Xaviar (1)

(Photo by Qgen)

VUlanova's wrestling team finished the 1988 season with a 34-6 loss
to Army.

Wrestlers 1
By MONICA BYRNE

StaffReporter

The Villanova wrestling team
finished its regular season on Feb.
19, with a dual meet against

reserved in making any predic-

tions or assumptions about the
Eastern Regionals coming up on
March 5-6 at Edinboro State
University, but was pleased to say

-« that his team is "learning and
Syracuse and Army. 'Nova was wrestling well." He added that,
defeated m both matches, falling "The program will take a couple
25-14 to Syracuse and 34-6 to of years to buil<f but give us a
Army, who is ranked No. 24 in the few years and we'll be a power
country.

After increasing the level and
number of their competitors, the
Cats improved the 3-10 final

record held last year to 5-12 this

year.

Considering the many injuries
which the wrestlers encountered
during the season, they also faced
much older and more experienced
opponents. Head Coach John E.
duPont feels that his team
wrestled "very well and did a
tremendous job this season despite
its youth."

Speaking in ^reference to the
Syracuse and Army meet, duPont
said the Cats "went up against
primarily junior and senior teams
and wrestled very well." Fresh-
man Lyndon Campbell and Tom
Rogerspotted wins at 134 pounds
and 177 pounds, respectively.
Freshman Chris Buonopane (158
pounds) beat his Syracuse oppo-
nent and freshnian Ted Thor-
modsgMid tied his at 5-5.

ThiaaHMat the season, certain
indivi*ida>ve 9VCB very

to be reckoned with.'

'Nova's Cat burglars

mens

Gary Haasey
Mark Plansky
Kenny Wilson
Doug West

womens

Helen Koskinen
Lisa Angelottl
Sandy Litkenhaus
Teresa PasIk
Beth Paslk

Steals
51

33
31

24

Steals
52

45

36

30
28

I

Mat Cat coach resigns
By WAYNE CRESSKILL

Slti)) KvporUr

Head wrestling coach John E.

duPont announced on Feb. 23 the
resignation of assistant coach
Mark Schultz.

Schultz, who has been an assis-

tant to duPont since the initiation

of Villanova's wrestling program
a year ago, is leaving to concen-

Villanova

splits pair
(Continuedfrom page 36}

a tenacious full-court pressure
defense that produced 13 steals

and several easy transition
baskets.

"Their best guard (Kathy O'Reil-

ly) was not playing, so we felt we
should really pressure them,"
commented Perretta. "The three
seniors played really well, too.

There was no reason to keep them
in the game once we were up 20."

One player who helped put the
game out of reach was junior
guard/forward Diane Decker.
Upon checking into the game
midway through the first half, she
provided instant offense with
three quick field goals.

"When Diane Decker plays like

that, we're a much better team.
We need her to score like that to
win," said Perretta.

Decker finished with 16 points,

tied with Angetotti for the game
high. Pasik scored 10, followed by
Banfield with eight and Helen
Koskinen with seven.

trate on preparation for the 1988
Olympic Games in Seoul, South
Korea, in September.

Schultz looks to defend the Gold
Medal he claimed at the 1984
Games in Los Angeles and hopes
to become the first wrestler in

U.S. history to win four world
titles (1984 Olympics, 1985 and
1987).

(Continuedfrom page 34)

They had so much more talent

than we did, but we went out and
held our own. We were behind for

the majority of thegame, but came
back and ended up winning by one
in overtime. They took a shot at

the buzzer which hit every part
of the rim and finally bounced out,

giving us a highly-emotional and
hard-earned victory.

Villanovan: What made you
choose Villanova?

Angelotti: Considering how
family-oriented I am, the main
reason I chose Villanova was
because of its location. I also chose
Villanova because of its great
nursing program. I couldn't have
picked a better school in that
respect. My teachers and the dean
have come to a lot of the games
and really supported me here
during my career. Naturally, the
basketball program was another
attraction. Villanova was just a
perfect situation for me.

Villanovan: What are your plans
when you graduate — have you
considered pursuing basketball
any further?

Angelotti: I'm open to possibly
playing ball overseas, but as of
now my plans are to start my
nursing career and work some-
where in the Philadelphia area,
whether it be a children's, state
or local hospital.

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUD
16 YEARS AND OLDER ADMIHED

CELEDRATE

%»MN« UCAR 'M
in Ft. LouderdaJe

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POOUmg PARTUS
Uv» OJ. Emc**ing Poohtd* Contest • Water VoMcyboll Toumomem
ft— fiMr Chog Mays • ¥t— T-ShJct Mloys • Th« Deity Flop Contest

and dimox the doy with . . .

The Vettest, Wet T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy Mogozine
Cosh Prizes • Free T-Shirts • ond other giveowoys

Summers Gomes And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On SoleH —
7 PM. - d PM. - COUKM NAPPY HOUA
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY PARTY * TUFSDAY, MAHCH 8th !!1

frtff SPRING OnEAK 36 TSHIIKT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
MOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O CLOCK AND 6 O'CLOCK

WITH PROPER COLLEGE ID
ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT OE€R - i.75

COMPHE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

MVEMines
SUA^ERS on the beoch presents FUI\Y'

Ft. Louderdole's finest Rocfc'n KoH bond nightly
PLUS 6 Dors to Serve You

%»MN« BREAK *U
VILLANOVA ITNIVERSITY PARTY '^ TL'ESDAY, MARCH 8th!

6 P.M. NIGHTIY
ONC rm lAK OMNK 0« OMH OK SOfT OIUNK - 0000 WOM 7 P.M

(iiMi (M IfA cuiio<nfn

Su«™T<•^»onm^0^oc^ '219 i Ation<K Olvd 'Fi loo<J»r(jote rioodo '3051 462 8078
aocoied ^ Wot* north o« Loj Ooi DivcJ on A1A'

ADMISSION rOUCV, 16 V*on 0> OM«
• • CLIP AND SAVt CLIP ^^0 SAVt. .

B • 11Y TONING
MAWR

The Newest In Fitness
the Main Une

A luxurious salon featuring 7 separate toning stations combining
Isometric, Isotonic, High Repetition, Non-Strenuous exercise.

LOSS Of Unwonted inches
improved arcuicrtion
Increased Hexibility

2M-2
fina at tmm^fytnM

14^4

-24 N. Merion Ave. Brvn Mawr
next to Illusions • S27-55SS
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Basketbilf
(Continusd/rtrnpfgiS^
14 points while Bekkedam
grabbed seven boards. Outside,

West scored 18 points.

Villanova played well on defense
as they did on offense. The Cats
held heralded guard Michael And-
erson in check for most of the

game. After Plansky drew a

charge on Anderson in the first

minute of the game Anderson
proceeded to commit three more
fouls in the first half.

Drexel coach Eddie Burke later

said, "We wanted to turn Michael

loose but the first play of the game
nullified that."

The numerous fouls were called

both ways. Villanova was charged
with 32 fouls while Drexel com-
mitted 31.

"The officiating was question-

able at best," commented
Plansky.

The Cats now hold an 18-9

record with three games left in the

regular season. They will travel

north to battle Seton Hall on
Saturday and Syracuse on Tues-
day to finish up their Big East

schedule.

V.lfc f^ilslies fMRth
By TERRY RBLtY

SuiffBiporttr

By MICHAEL E. JONES
StaffReporter

When all-world center Shelly

Pennefather became a casualty to

graduation last year, people did

not expect the women's basketball

team to do much this year. Anx-
ious to disprove their critics, the

Cats came out clawing and are

wrapping up a splendid season,

where they are currently 19-6, and
10-4 in the Big East.

Much of this success can be
attributed to senior Lisa Angelotti,

who played in the shadow of

Pennefather her first three years.

Angelotti, who is a nursing major
and resides in Woodbury, NJ, is

having a magnificent season,
leading the team in scoring and
rebounding, as well as moving
into fourth place on the all-time

Wildcat scoring list with 1,542

points.

She is third on the Wildcat
rebounding list with 821 career

boards, and had a career high 36
points against Boston College this

season.

Recently, the Villanovan inter-

viewed Angelotti about this sea-

son, her career as a Wildcat and
her plans for the future.

Villanovan: After last year's

graduation casualties, most people

wrote you off as a team, but

judging from your record, you
have obviously proven them
wrong. How did you put together

(7th) across the finkhYor "Nofi.

In the dOO-meter mot the field

wM almost as dose, at first and
Last wed^nd thie mettle of the seventh wmseparatedby a mere

men's wmter track team was 3,2 seconds. Onoifc afain, the Cats
tested. Ill ^^robably the team's had a trio in tiKf top seven. This
mostimportimt meet oltheseason time it was Harris (t:Si:23) that

they lived up to thii year's expec- led Sullivan <6th) and Jacksoq
tations» if not the team's past (7th) through the tape.

history. The team also had a pair of

thirds in the 4k40(Mneter and
Since 1961 the team has fin* 4x800-meter relays. In the 4x400

ished third once (last year) and the team of Mait Jones, Oltegan,
finished first or second three Rainey and Grant Davis finiAed
times apiece. This year all the behind Pittsburgh and George-
team could muster was a fourth- town with a time of 3:16.58.

place finish. Their score 6i 56.5 bi the 4x800 it was Oltegan,
placed them behind Georgetown Sullivan, Harrisand Kelly placing

(149.5), Pittsburgh (126) and Syr- third behind Providence and Gtor-
acuse (93.5). getown with a time of 7:30.81

.

In the field eVents^ Rainey com-
The Cats got their strongest peted in both the long and triple

individual finish from one of the jumps. His best showing came in

team's brightest future prospects, the long jump, where he took
Freshman Finn Kelly just missed fourth with a leap of 23'6'. In the
catching John Evans from Prov- triple jump he managed to get
idence, while also just barely seventh place with a 43' 10.75*

holding off teammate Jan Friedli. effort.

Kelly's time of 2:26.62 had him Also in the field events the Cats
less than a second off the winner's had a junior-sophomore duo tie for

pace and a mere .08 seconds ahead 5th in the high jump.Junior David
of Friedli. Hinkle and teammateJeffMousely

both managed jumps of 6' 3.5*.

e....k o fo«f«o*;o o^,o«« «o o f^«« 1 • « .• 1 u • The team's only other second In other results, Jones took

^nciL^n^fKi .!f!f^ M ; P^^r^* ^^^^''^^L^f * "^^^'y^ place came in the distance medley sixth in the 200-meter dash while

^rvilt^^i^l^K T unit. Everybody needs to contnb-
relay. Despite their second-place teSmmate Jeffrey Dingle took

T^S^SfTKwf^.'if iwi
"te. and everyone has been. finish, thesquad ofMark Sullivan, eighth. In the^OO-meter runJones

r^;fi J A Ju u^^ ViUanovan: What is your role? Howard Jackson. Bruce Harris took sixth. ^^
.

expected us to do anything highly what do coaches and teammates and Finn Kelly has to be a Httle

,
(Photo by Shiie).

Doug West scored a team-high 21 points against Providence and
added 18 in 'Nova's 90-73 victory over Drexel.

Senior star reflects on career

motivated us to come out and expect from you?
prove eveiyone wrong. We knew Angelotti: My first three years
we would have some big sho^ to everything was basically geared
fill - when you lose Karen Har- ^^ound Shelly, consideriii the
^don Lynn Tighe and Shelly caliber of player she was. This
Pennefather, that s 80 percent of year the coaches and team are

Tu^'^.i^"^^-
We were hesitant in jo^king for me to score a little

the banning. We didn t really ^ore, play a little smarter than

^J'?!}''""
"^^ ""^'^ ^^"^ ^""^ I did in the past and show lead-

it, because we were inexperienced, ership and better heads-up play,
I was the only one coming in with since I was a returning starter.

Coach Jenkins was extremely
pleased with the way the team
ran. "It's always easier to talk

about winning, but we finished

fourth. We didn't have the depth,

but our runners gave their best

efforts."

If you consider that freshmen

we grew as a team, and at this
your

point in the season, we're playing

pretty well.

Villanovan: How have the fresh-

men and returning players who
were inexperienced jelled into

such a solid team?
Angelotti: Every year freshmen

are slowly worked into the pro-

gram. Not every freshman can

come in and be an immediate
starter. I think Helen Koskinen,

our point guard, has done a great

job of controlling the game. As a

sophomore, that's a big position

to play. Senior Teresa Pasik has

also done a great job.

The players who didn't really

get a chance last year because we
had so much talent are showing
us this year what they can do.

That's why we're experiencing so

much success this year. We're

was
biggest thrill at Villanova?

Angelottii Winning the Big East
Championships my sophomore
and junior year, and also beating

Notre Dam^ this season in our
Christmas tournament. We wer-

en't expected to beat Notre Dame.

(Continued on page 33)

bit disappointed since they fin-

ished a mere seven-hundredths of

a second off the winning pace of

Syracuse.

The four put times of 1:54.50

in the 800 meters, 49.1in the 400
meters, 3:03.3 in the 1200 meters and sophomores earned (or shared
and 4:11.78 in the 1600 meters, for in) all but three of the Cats top
a combined time of 9:58.99 com- eight finishes, it would be hard
pared to Syracuse's 9:58.92. to say that this team is going

The meet saw one of the most anywhere but up.

competitive fields in the 500- ^ I applaud the courage the team

meter run. In the race, the top showed. With two events left it

seven positions were separated by ^^^ clearwe weren t going to win,

a mere 1.6 seconds. The Cats yet our athletes ran those Ust two

placed three of their runners in relays as if the championship was

that fop seven. Mark Rainey
(1:04.00) in third led the duo of

Jackson (5th) and Aidan O'Rc^igan

in the balance," said Jenkins.

"That attitude will bring great

benefits to us in the future."

ANCHOR
UNE
SCUBA
1032 N. Providence Rd.

Media, PA 19063 .

Villanova Univorafty announcaa an upcoming
Scuba Diving courae. The course will begin

March 21 at St. Mary's Pool. Class begins at
7^

p.m. Course is open to students, faculty and
staff. For more information, call Anchor Line
Scuba:

215-566-2330

Women nm to Utie
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with a tune of 2:50.88. Tl^ dit-

ti^ medley relay team consist-

ii^ of Moisen. seniorJenny Rahn,

sophomore Stephanie Scalessa

and freshman Caro^ Haux also

finiahed leoond, with a time of

12K)6.10.

Third-place finishers for the

Cats included freshman Marissa

Maggto in the 55-meter dash in

7!208econds, DiMuro in the 500

in 1:13.91, Haux in the 800 in

2:16.94 and the4 X 400-meter relay
team of Smith, DiMuro, Bennett

and Halliday in an ECAC quali-

fying time of 3:52.30.

"It was a typical Villanova

victory, where everyone gave an

outstanding performance," com-

mented Head Coach Marty Stem.

*'I was pleased to see all of the

women accept the challenge and

Win.

As far as the runners were

concerned! it was a satisfving yet

exhausting two days. Some had

to run up to three raoea in one

afternoon. Said DiMuro, "We
were primarily concerned with

earning points,and planned torun

just fast enough to win. Both

Celeste and I had three races

within six hours, which was
pretty grueling.'*

Shewas a hit surprised with her

800 time, because she had not

planned on taking out the pace.

There was someone in the race

who wanted to qualify for

NCAA's, so I figured the best

thing to do was let her do it on
her own — I wasn't going to help

her.

"She did take out the pace, but

with a lap to go I got around her,

and went on to win. I certainly

had not planned on running that

fast, because I had two races

afterwards. Winning The Most
Outstanding Performance award
came as a total surprise."

Athlete of the Week

LYNDON CAMPBELL

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

Lyndon Campbell.
Campbell is a freshman on the wrestling team

who won the 134-pound class against Syracuse

University when he topped Mark Muscarella, 3-2. In

'Nova's' f6llowing meet Campbell downed Trevor
Emey of Army to once again win his weight class.

Campbell, a two-time California state high school

champion, improved his 1987-88 overall record to 22-

1-2 with his two victories last week. He figures to

be a force to be reckoned with in the NCAA's at Iowa
St x>n March 17.

»y;g^] University^^ Sportswear

IMS liUICASrai AVE. BRYN MMMR Sn41N

^^< Richard & Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave. , Villanova

527-2080
villanova Student Discounts
(On tanning, perming, coloring & more!)

Open Mom.
thni Sat (Wed. &Una. Ewt^a^)

Appolntmont9
l^9quo9t9<l

ANY COMPACT DISC
AMD $2 OFF ANY
CASSEITEOtUr StO MM.
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Philfy's pro sports scene

Sixers
By MIKE DUDEA

SiaffRtporier

The Philadelphia 76ers had a
rough week losing five out of their

last six games. For the Sixers

these losses dropped them to

seven games below .500 and 13

games behind the Boston Celtics

in the Atlantic Division, and left

them wondering what they have
to do in order to start winning
again.

The problems that the Sixers

have been experiencing of late

really cannot be blam^ on the

players. Charles Barkley is having

an MVP season, averaging almost

30 points and 11 rebounds per

game. Maurice Cheeks and newly-

acquired center Mike Gminski
both have been playing well,

,
averaging close to 40 points per

• game between them in recent

games.
Despite these lofty offensive

figures, though, the Sixers defense

has definitely been lacking. It was
this lapse in defense that forced

the Sixers' front office to make a

coaching change from Matt Gou-
kas toJim Lynam only two weeks
ago.

This move, however, did little

to boost the defense or morale of

the team, and it is the latest

indication of the ineptitude of the

Sixers' front office. This is the

same management that not two
years ago dealt away the core of

the team.

In two trades the Sixers' front

office traded Moses Maione and
the first pick in the 1986 draft

(Brad Daugherty) as well as Terry
Catledge for three players. Of
these three only Cliff Robinson is

still playing for the Sixers.

With Maione and Dougherty
the Sixers could have had a front

court of three all-stars, including

Barkley. Unfortunately, though,
the Sixers are left with a front

court of Barkley, Gminski and
newly-acquired forward, Ben
Coleman.
With this decimated lineup the

Sixers have had problems winning
against the quality teams of the
NBA (Boston, Atlanta, Detroit), as
well as the^ weaker teams
(Washington, New York, New
Jersey).

Flyers
By JEFF GOSTYLA

Staff Reporter

The Philadelphia Flyers stepped

out onto the Spectrum ice last

Thursday night leading the
Patrick Division of the Wales
Conference by two points over the

Washington Capitals.

In Thursday's game, it took a
goal by Ilkka Sinisalo with only

23 seconds remaining in the third

period to notch a 3-3 tie with the

New York Islanders. Flyer coach
Mike Keenan pulled goalie Ron
Hextall with under two minutes
remaining in the third period to

set up Sinisalo's 17th goal of the

season.

The following night, the Flyers

traveled to Buffalo, where the

Sabres quickly rifled two goals

past Ron Hextall in the first four
minutes ol the first period.
ReservegoaltenderMark LaForest

was inserted to give Hextall a rest.

Hextall later returned to stop 40

out of 44 total Buffalo shots.

This effort, along with Scott

Mellanby's second-period goal off

a Paul Lawless pass, helped the

Flyers win 5-4. Lawless, who had
been acquired by Philadelphia

from the Hartford Whalers, also

scored his first goal in a Flyer

uniform on Friday versus Buffalo.

On Sunday, the Flyers came
back for their last Spectrum game
until March 10. Their opponents

were the Norris Division leading

Detroit Red Wings, led by high-

scoring forward Steve Yzerman.
The star of the game, however,

was Rick Tocchet, who chalked up
his first NHL hat trick to lead the

Flyers to a 5-3 victory.

Tocchet, the scrappy right

winger who has been known to

drop his gloves for an occasional

tussle {270 penalty minutes so far

this season), narrowly missed the

hat trick Friday in Buffalo. He has
been the Flyers' top offensive

weapon with six goals and six

assists in th^iaste^t games.
The Flyers start this week still

atop the division holding a three-

point lead over the Washington
Capitals and the New York
Islanders.

Tim Kerr, the Flyers' powerful

scoring threat, is expected to

begin full-scale practice on March
8 and play his first game on March
10. Kerr has been out with a

shoulder injury which occurred in

a playoff game against the Island-

ers last spring.

Since then, Kerr has gone
through five operations and exten-

sive rehabilitation. If he can stay

healthy and get back into the

offensive flow, he could be the key
to the Flyers playoff hopes.

, U.J iU J^J^JJ^^ —1^^~ —-——- — - -
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B-ball

(Photo by Shafle)

Junior Gary Massey accounted for 16 points and nine steals in
Villanova's win over Providence last Saturday.

V,U. wins Big East
By MICHAEL E. JONES

StaffReporttr

As Villanovans flipped through
the Philadelphia Inquirer
sports section this past Sunday,
some may have gasped in horror

after reading that the Villanova

women's track team was tied for

seventh place in the Big East

Indoor Championships after the

first day of competition. But there

was no need to worry.

On the second day of competi-

tion, where the bulk of the finals

were anyway, the Cats put on
their racing spikes and got down
to business. They coasted to their

sixth consecutive Big East indoor

title, far outdistancing second-

place Syracuse by 48 points and
setting three meet records in the

process.

Junior Vicki Huber was named
the meet's outstanding performer,

grabbing the 3000-meter race in

a Big East indoor record of 9: 13. 1 1

,

anchoring the record-setting 3200-

meter relay team and finishing a

close second in the mile, which
was won by teammate and fellow

junior Kathy Franey in 4:44.96.

Franey also ran the 3000, fin-

ishing runner-up to Huber in

9-26.25.

Franey and Huber were both

members of the 3200 relay team,

which also consisted of junior Meg
Moisen and freshman Terry
Smith. Their time of 8:49.59

established a Big East indoor

record.

Junior Michelle DiMuro't
scorching 800-meter victory ta

2:06.91, which pulveriied the
former Big Eaet iodoor raoord ol

2:a&89aet hy ViUanovan VcMhica
MCMHQSn M lOTo, WM naaMO fae

rottl't

Follpif ii

had M big 4ty m wiU,
biHlthtMOMidi
in liMt id ZMAl md 1:12J0.

Senior Olive Burke added yet
another victory to the pile, win-
ning the 55-meter hurdles in 7.99
seconds.

But there was more. Freshman
Michelle Bennett secured second
place in the 400-meter run in 56.05
seconds, as did Moisen in the 1000,

(Omtinmd on page 35)
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By DOUG SCANCAREIXA
Sports Edihr

Folk>wing a dismal three-k)68

week, the men's basketball team
rebounded to defeat Providence
Coll^pe and Drexel University
this past week.
Last Saturday, in the Provi-

dence game, 'Nova shot 85.7
percent from the fiekl in the first

half as they raced to a 53-38
halftime advantage. The Wikkats
continued to dominate in the
second half as they whipped the
beleagured Friacs 96-68.

**I thought we played very well.

It was one of our better games of

the year," commented Head Coach
Rollie Massimino.

'Nova did play well, especially

Gary Massey. Massey, a six-foot-

five inch junior, scored 16 points
in the contest. However, what

really picked up the Cats were
Massey's nine steak. One of those
steals led to a dunk over Provi-

dence center Steve Wrii^t. Mm-
sey skied over Wright Vit he was
not even there.

*'We needed a spark and Gary
Massey gave it to us/' stated

Massimino.
Also playing well for Villanova

were poug West and Mark
Plansky, who were exceptional

from^the outside. West poured in

a te&m high 21 points while
Plansky stuck three out ol four

thrae^poiiit shots and scored 15
points. In addition Tom Greis
scored 15 points and Barry Bek-
kedam added 10.

Later, a dejected Providence
coach Gordie Chiesa stated, "Vil-

lanova shot the ball great and did

a nicejobon defense. Gary Massey
played exceptional basketball."

BekkedaroattribuM the team's
overall performimofe to faArd
work.'Mt was a teamj^isponse to
a tough week of pracHde.
Next for Villanova was the

Drexelgame. ItwasFkmsky'sand
Pat Enrifidit's last game at the
duPont Pavilion and the two
senkirs respomtod by leading V.U.
toa90-73win.
Plansky, whose career includes

a national championsh^t went
five for seven froin the fieM for

14 Doints in his lastgame. Emight
scored five points and dished out
a career high U assists.

The big men, who enjoyed a
distinct height advantage, were
also performii^ wonders lor V.U.
Greis netted 18 points while
Rodney Taylor grabbed a team-
high 14 rebounds. The six-foot sbc-

inch power forward also tossed in

(Continued on page 34)

Cats drill Setoff Hall, 73-57
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Villanova women's basket-

ball team entered their Feb. 17
contest at St. John's University
riding a four-game winning
streak, with nine wins in their

last 10 games. Hot.

Against St. John's, they yielded

73 points, shot under 42 percent
and were outrebounded 38-29^
losing 73-69. Cold.

Last Saturday, as seniors Lisa
AngelQtti, Teresa Pasik and
Kristen Banfield played their ftiuU

home game here at duPont Pavil-

ion, the Cats shipwrecked the
Setbn Hall Pirates in one of their

better efforts of the year, 73-57.

Hot, once again.

Head Coach Harry Perretta put
the week's events in perspective.

'The loss (to St. John's) didn't

really hurt us, as far as the
conference standings 'are con-
cerned. Ifwe win one of two (road
games against Geoigetown and
Pittsbuii^>ihis week, well be the

' second, seed in the Big East Tour-
nament," he explained, ''but we
must win both games to have a
chance at an at-ktfne bid (to the
NCAAToumament)."

St. John's, a team the Cats
defeated 61-57 earlier tfiis year at

home, jumped on the Cats early.

They built a seven-point first-half

lead on 60 percent shooting from
the field and 82 percent shooting
from the line.

Villanova made up some of the
ground in the second half, but the

Express held on for the win.
Forward Sabrina Johnson led St.

John's with 22 points.

"We played bad defense and
gave up too many points. We
scored 69, which is a good output
for us. We just didn't stop them,"
said Perretta.

Senior forwards Lisa Angelotti

and Teresa Pasik led the Cats in
the. defeat with 25 and 17 points,

respectively.

Feb. 20, m|he fmal home game
Qf the seasoti, 'Nova quickly
rebounded by trouncing Seton
Hallittjiuib /Uigelotti, P^sik and
Kristen Banfi^ playing in their

fmal game at dpont PavUipn, led

tt on page 33)

o , , ... (Phol»byON*iD
Senior forward Lisa Aiigek>tti poured ui 16 poiato to lead Che VmOcMtm
toawmovcrthePfaatcsofSetoBHaU.
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Volleyhall spikes Yale Bulldogs
By ANDREWBULLION

StaffRepoHir

The Villanova men's volleyball
team totally dominated every
team they faced during last wee-
kend's homestand. On Saturday
momiog 'Nova swept Yale and,
later that evening, w«tat on to
defeat a powerful West Point
squad three games to one to
avenge an euiy season loss to the
Cadets.

the

to a 3-1

Against Army, however, Villan-

ova was much more challen^.
Junkn- outside-hitter Pat Schkns
and senior middle-hitter and team
captain Mitch Crawford effective-

ly neutralised the Cadets' heavy-
hitting front line, as 'Nova took
the first two games 15-10 and 15-

5.

Buf with Villanova leaduig 9-5

in the third game of this laatch,
Crawford weal down with an
ankle infury that loroed li^ out
of the auitch. 'Nova, abeatfy
crippled b^ itfnrks, indudiiig

the changeover and said, "V^ou

guys just proved you oouM play
with [Army] with Mitch. Now
prove you can win without him!"
'Nova turned up the intensity

in the fourth game and overcame
Army's devastating middle-
hitting with a scrappyddenseand
powerful outskle-hittiQt supplied

by Schkiss and junior outeade-

hkter Brian Good, whOk aooordiii^

to team captain Crswfoad/'playad
alMlofafune."
"AkokeywM

middle-htttcr Wmiiif

15^
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(photo by Irons)

For those still recovering from St. Patrick's Day celebrations, yes, this is a camel. The photo

was taken by graduate student Mike Irons at the San Diego Zoo during spring break.

Students to

battle budget
Criticize budget process,

financial aid situation

Gnundbreakittg to Aeg/n
By LAURA STEVENS

'

StaffReporter

Groundbreaking for the two
dormitories which will be built on

south campus should occur in the

next wWk, according to Dr.
Richard A Neville, vice president

for Student Life.

The two dormitories will be

located next to Katherine Hall and
across from Donahue Hall. Neville

predicted that the projedl will he
completed during summer 1989

and will be available to residents

in fall 1989.

There will be no official ground-

breaking ceremony, but neighbors

in Radnor Township will be invit-

ed to the building site in the next

First of two-part series

few weeks to observe the con-

struction process.

Over $5.3 million has been

alloted for the construction of the

buildings, said Mark Tupnian,

who is supervising the project.

This figure does not include the

furnishings for the dormitories.

Villanova has made several

concessions to the Radnor resi-

dents in order to build the dormi-

tories. Such compromises
included promising to reduce the

number of floors in the buildings

from four to three and to install

soundproof windows that will not

open.

The township and the Univer-

sity^ have also negotiated a "buffer

zone" of greenery which will be

planted between the buildings and
the neighbors' houses.

The two dormitories will pro-

vide 246 additional beds for the

resident community of the school.

Neville reported that it has not

been decided if the spaces will be

utilized for male or female hous-

ing. "Our options are still open,"

he said. "We like to keep the sex

ratio pretty even both on south

campus and on the entire

campus."
Neville did, however, indicate

that the dorms will be used to fill

the need for upperclassman hous-

ing rather than freshman housing.

"The purpose of these dorms is

basically to help the upperclass-

men," he concluded.

By KEVIN C. HEIL
and JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editors

Student Government plans to

resist the approval of the proposed
1988-89 budget at the March 25

University Senate meeting, said

Phil Brach, Student Government
president, and John B. Lewis,
student senator.

"There are two thrusts to

defeating this budget: one is the

financial aid issue . . . and [the

other is] the budget process," said

Brach.

He also announced that Student
Government plans to initiate a

campus-wide publicity campaign
to encourage students to attend

the meeting in protest of the

proposed budget.

They hope to see a turnout of

about 500 students at the meeting
in support of the campaign,
according to Mark Holobetz, secre-

tary for the academic affairs

department of Student Govern-
ment.
Financial Aid

In regards to financial aid,

Brach elaborated that the mission

of Christian education is to edu-

cate the masses and that the

University is not fulfilling this

obligation.

The University Mission State-

ment reads, "Villanova attempts

to enroll students with diverse

social, geographical, economic and
educational backgrounds. Furth-

ermore, in utilizing its financial

aid resources to help achieve this

diverse student body, Villanova

recognizes its responsibility to use

part of those resources to assist

the economically and educational-

ly disadvantaged."

Brach added that anyone who
is accepted to the University

(Continued on page 8)

Budget
set for

vote
By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant News Editor

The University Senate budget

committee finalized a budget
recommendation Monday, which
will be presented to the University

Senate at its March 25 meeting,

according to John B. Lewis, stu-

dent senator.

The budget recommendation
includes tuition increases of 10.5

percent for arts and commerce
and finance students (an $820
increment), a 10.4 percent increase

for science and nursing students

(an $840 increase), an 11.5 percent

increase for engineering students

(a $940 increase) and a 10.5

percent increase for students in

the law school (an $880 increase),

(Continued on page 8)

Greek pledging discussed
ByNOELE.FALCO

News Editor

There will be nO changes in

Greek organization pledging at

Villanova University in response

to the Feb. 12 death of a Rutgers

Lambda Chi Alpha associate

member because of alcohol poison-

ing, according to Gary Bonas,

assistant director of Student
Activites.

Bonas said there have been

reported incidents of hazing at

Villanova. "We have had some
reports. The problem is in sub-

stantiating those reports. It's

difficult to get enough good,

accurate information for us to

point the finger at either a group

or a person and say, 'Hey, you've

done this in vk)latk)n of University

policy,'
** he said,

yoivcraity policy

The University's policy on
hazing is baskiaUy a restatement

of fhe Pennsyhrania state biw on
hasiMthat was enacted last April

and mected in June. The polkry

atam that haskip; it prakifattad

"as being inconsistent with an
aasociation of equals and

tal or physical health or safety of

a student or which willfully

destroys or removes public or

private property."

The policy continues to state

that the definition of hazing
should include not only forced

physical activity, but "extreme
mental stress" as well. The wil-

lingness of a student to participate

in such an activity ^oes not affect

its forced nature.

University policy further
declares that a hazing violation is

a misdemeanor of the third degree,

which is punishable by not more
than one year in prison and a

$2,500 fine.

According to Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president for Student

life, responsibility for handling

pledge infractions is shared by

Steve McWilliams,Judicial Affairs

offker, the Rev. John P. Stack.

O.S.A., dean of students; and
Bonas.

Heoommented that it is difficult

to make a good case or prosecute

if all the information available is

hoMTsay, half-shreds of evidence

or anonymous phone calls.

is physical hazing, though there

is some of that, too," said Bonas.
Neville said he is not aware of

any current incidents of hazing.

He did say, however, that the Pi

(Continued on page 6}
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March 18

Dance-a-thon

Tonight ACS and WKVU will be
hosting our first ever dance-a-thon in

the Day Hop of Dougherty Hall. Admis-
sion is $6 per person which includes
food, entertainment, contests and great
door-prizes and raffles. AU proceeds will

go toward the Cystic Fibrosis Founda-
tion. Come join us at 8 p.m. for 12 hours
of dancing, entertainment and fun!

March 19

Attention seniors

The most incredible Days Celebration

ever is to be held at the newly renovated

Popcorn's in King of Prussia from 5 to

9 p.m. Tickets are $5 and are currently

on sale in the Connelly Center Ticket

Office. Buy them early and do not miss
this one!

\

March 21

Powerlifting team

The Villanova powerlifting team will

be competing in the National Powerlift-

ing Championships Saturday and Sun-
day. Five Villanova lifters qualified to

compete in this competition including

one returning national champion. Light-

weights and women will compete on
Saturday while heavyweights lift on
Sunday. The competition will be held

at Temple's McGonigle Hall which is

located on Broad and Montgomery
Streets. Come out and support our
national team.

Social awareness

Don Yost, a representative from the

Vietnam Veterans of America will speak
on his experiences of war and how they

relate to current U.S. foreign policy.

Yost will speak in the Center for Peace

and Justice Education, located in the

lower level of Sullivan Hall, at 7 pjtt.

The lecture is co-sponsored ijyTffe

Resident Student Association iind the

Center for Peace and Justice Education.

March 22

ClMis6«4frey

Chris Godfrey, a starting offensive

guard for the New York Giants, will be
speakingabout his expsrienoe in Super
Bowl XXI and his faith in God. He will

start at 8 p.m. in the Day Hop in

Doi«harty Hall.

ThirdWorid

Film Series

The Third World Film Series con-

tinues with the film "Sugar Cane
Alley," to be presented at the Connelly
Center Cinema at 7 p.m. Sponsored
jointly by the Office of International

Studies and the department of geor-

graphy, admission is free and the public
is welcome. Set in Martinique in 1931,
the film follows the fortunes of a bright,

opportunistic boy as he learns to
reconcile his native heritage with the
realities of French colonial rule.

March 24

Financial Aid issues

The Student Government academic
affairs department is addressing the
financial aid issue with the ol^ective of
creating an awareness whereby the
current situation may be improved. Are
you interested in helpiiu;? Stop by the
Student Government Office or attend
the forum to be held there in Room 204
of Dougherty Hall at 12:30 to 2 p.m. and
6 to 7:30 p.m.

Sociology program
student Government

The sociology department will hold

a program on "Career Lines for the

Social Sciences" in the Connelly Center
Cinema from 10 to 11:15 a.m. All are

welcome.

Live at tlie Terrace

Come out and see Barbara Bailey

Hutchinson perform various cover
songs in the Belle Air Terrace from 5:30-

7:30 p.m. Hutchinson has been named
National Association of Campus Activ-

ities performer of the year for the last

four years.

WlCi elections

Women in Communications, Inc.

(WICI), will be holding elections and a
general meeting in the Haverford Room
of Connelly Center at 8 p.m. All

members are strongly encouraged to

attend.

March 23

ACS general meeting

The next ACS general meeting will
be at 3 p.m. in the West Lounge of
Dougherty Hall. Topics of interest
include: spring intramurals and elec-

tions for the new board.

Hunger Awareness

Committees are being formed for the
16th Annual Hunger Awareness Week
to be held in November. All persons
interested in chairing or staffing the
various committees are invited to a
general information meeting in the Bryn
Mawr Room of the Connelly Center.
Direct any questions to Pat Garvey at

645-7132 or Anne Sikorski at 649-3726.

Pi«4awSMiety

Law students will be spnaking on
their experienoss in school in the West
Loiiiife ol DonglMrty HiU. lafomatioii
wiUMioiwiUitebtjivwtoaU
in takingomv piiilii

We must get students involved! To
tackle all of the necessary issues, to

work on all of our projects, to take on
leadership roles among the student
body, the University administration,
and the local government — we need
to get you involved! Attend an informal
forum from 12:30 to 2 p.m. and 6 to 7
p.m. in the Student Government Office,

or just stop by at any time.

Donate your iuncli

Food Services will donate money for

each person who skips lunch Thursday,

to make Sunshine Day a real success

for the 150 underprivileged kids who
will spend the day on our campus.
Please help us by going without lunch.

Voter registration

The voter registration door-to-door

campaign in male residence halls has
been changed from March 14, 15 and
16 to March 20, 21 and 22. Raster to

vote in Radnor Township and become
a part of the community.

Lost watcli

A gold watch with a sun/moon dial

on the face and an inscription on the
back was found on the road between
Sheehan and Sullivan halls. For more
information about the watch, please call

269-2542. ,

Peer Counseler
pesitiens

The Career Deveiopanent Center is

aoceptiiv applications lor the 1968^
school year for the position of peer

counaeior. This position has great

.leaderahq> poImIIbI OMiwiU tpyHt
studants toflMB valuable enerienoe in

Ui^ 1

at the

orcallDiive

AAP tutors

The Academic Advancement Program
is accepting applications for tutors

during the 1M8-89 academic year.

These are paid positions in the following
areas: finite math, calculus (all levels),

cheoMstry, physics, anatomy, and lan-

guages, indudtng English.

For more infonnation and an appli-

cation, you are invited to stop by Pat
Kobes's office in the k)bby of Corr HalL

Attention seniors

It's coming! The 1988 Senior Dinner
Dance, April 23 at the Adams Mark
Hotel. Tickets will be available ban-
ning March 24 at the Connolly Center
Ticket Office. A valid Villanova Univer-
sity I.D. is required.

Attention runners

The annual NROtC Road Race will

be run on April 9. Entry forms for the

8-kilometer event may be picked up at

Johi) Barry Hall, the Student Acitivities

office or from your favorite ROTC. Call

Pat at 645-7132 or Rai at 527-4568.

Alley Cat

Tournament

Rosters are available in the Dean of
Students Office for this year's Alley Cat
Tournament. Deadline for entry is April
6.

Balloon Day

Come to Balloon Day on April 19. It

will begin at 11:30 a.m. and will last
until 4:30 p.m. All the booths and the
excitement will be in Kennedy Mall. Be.,

a part of the fun. If you missed both
of the informational meetings and
would like to be involved, stop by
Campus Ministry sometime soon.

Holy Week retreat

From the evening of March 30 to the
afternoon of April 1. This retreat is a
great opportunity for personal growth
and to really prepare for the great

celebration of Easter. If interested
please sign up at Campus Ministry.

For aasistanoe in imikim o^
houaing, call tktttav. Fraak A. Fi

0.&A.. at 616-TW or oaMct hia attae
ill9mmm, Dn^Mrty ikll.

Brach dedhies re-election

lllfBMt,ftBoTHiVMAtlOVAIIoFaot3

By PAUL FRATAMICO
^ Sta/fReporitr

initial election.

The University Senate seats

will be taken by the candidates

who receive the highest number
of votes.

The election laws state that

there will be a minimum of one
week of campaigning for all offi-

three senators from arts, one from
sciences, three from commerce
and finance, one from nursing,

Student Government President engineering, the law scfioDi, Uni-

PhU Brach recently said he will versity College and the graduate

not run for re-election. school.
^ « ,

Brach explained that the job of The qualifications for Student

president requires a great deal of Government president include a

dedication arid enthusiasm in minimum 2.5 cumulative grade cers which includes the days of

order to accomplish the many P^"^ average and the status of electkms and tlie week prior to the

tedious tasks that go akmg with ^n« ^^ >««»* » »«»"<* semester ekctkm dates. The election dates

the office. U he were re-elected, sophomore, or having completed are April 12 and 13.

at least as many credits at the As of immediately after the
tune of election. March 1 meeting, the unofficial
The nomination procedures for

Student Government president

include obtaining the signatures

he aaid he did not think his
enthusiasm level would be as
hi^.
Brach said the primary reason

for his decision, however, is his

desire to establish a political of at least 5 percent [588] of the

journal at the University. The undergraduate, graduate school

amount of dedication needed to

accomplish this task would not

leave him sulf|cient time to fulfill

the duties of thejiresident's office,

he said.

Brach was one of the founders
of the Pelican, a fledgling journal

which published its first issue last

fall.

Potential candidates meet
While Brach took his hat out of

the electoral ring, other i)otential

student candidates for the posi-

tions of Student Government
president and University Senator

met March 1 in the Haverford

Room of the Connelly Center to

gain information on the various

posts available.

_ In total, there are 13 offices

available. The positions include

Student Government president.

and law school students on elec-

tion petitk>ns.

In order to become a candidate

for senator, a student must have
at least 10 percent of the students

of the respective college sign a

petition.

Upon completion of this and
other nomination forms, a poten-

tial candidate becomes an official

candidate. The official candidates

running for Student Government
president must gain over 50 per-

cent of the total votes cast by the

undergraduate, graduate, law
school and University College

students. .

In the event that no candidate

has received a majority, a run-off

election will be held between the

two candidates that received the

two highest vote totals cast in the

count of potential candidatea for

Student Government president
was three.

There were 13 potential candi-

dates for arts senator, three for

commerce and finance senator,

and one for law school senator. No
potential candidates were present

from nursing or engineering.

(FH« pholo)

Phil Brach, Student Government
president, announced he will not
be running for re'election.

South campus locks replaced
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

The locks on the doors to every

resident's room and the outside

doors into each dormitory', on
south campus were changed over

spring break because a^aet of keys,

including a master key to all south

campus dormitories and rooms,

was lost, according to Thomas N.

Trucks, director of Maintenance.

Trucks said Maintenance was

dent.

afraid the master key could have questions to Residence Life,

been foMnd and usej o^er spring Christopher M.Janosik, director
break. He said Maintenance hoped

^f Residence Life, and Jeaneen
the keys would turn up. and when Rjely, south area coordinator,
they did not, the locks were refused to comSient on the inci-
replaced.

The replacement cost was
$10/)00 and wa£ paid by the
University, according to Trucks.

A south campus resident assis-

tant [R.A.] said that Residence
Life told the R.A.s not to speak
about the incident and to refer all

the News

Helicopter lands at V.U.

A helicopter landed on Aus-
tin Field in front of the ceme-
tery on the evening of March
3, according to the Delaware
County Sunday Times.
The pilot, Chester Martin;

landed his Hughes 500c aircraft

because of foggy conditions. He
was on his way from New York
to Maryland. According to Lt.

John J. Harrity of Security, the

helicopter took off and resumed
its flight Saturday afternoon.

E.H.M.

Arts student gains grant

Kristin Switala, a junior
honors and philosophy major,

has been awarded a $2,200

. Younger Scholars Grant by the

National Endowment for the

Humanities for the summer of

1988.

Her project is titled "Hei-
degger and Hindemith: Con-
temporaries in the Struggle for

Reunification."

Dr. John Caputo, philosophy
professor, will serve as project

advisor.

Women's studies active

The Women's Studies Socie-

ty was recently formed to

study and create an awareness
on the Villanova campus con-

cerning gender issues.

The organization was the

idea of students Tracey Burke,

Marie Gleason and Martin
Kelley. The faculty moderator
is Dr. Barbara Wall, O.P., a
philosophy professor who also

teaches women's studieis

courses.

The society is currently
involved with an awareness-

building program for the cam-

pus' new fraternity and soror-

ity members. This program
will be held iti April under the

leadership of £ldward Sullivan,

director of the.Center for Peace
and Justice Education.

The society is also organizing

a series of lectures to be held

next fall. This series is

designed to confront some of

the major gender-related issues

of the day, such as the role of

women in sports and the role

of women in politics.

LV.L.
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race to be discussed
Conference to be held on campus

Program considers

honor code
By DIANE A. CIUONE

StaffReporter

Students from the honors pro-

gram and Student Government
are working together with Dr.

Michael E. Burke, director of the

honors program, and other faculty
to formulate an honor code which
will possibly be implemented by

the program.
• Kristin Switala, chairperson of

the honor code committee, said

that the group is committed to

designing an honor code for the

honors program written by honors

students.

"Our main purposes are to

increase the community of trust

among faculty and students to

allow for a less structured, more
open style of class testing and

paper writing*" she said.

*^Al80, we hope to clarify what
constitutes ch^ting and pUgiar-

ism since they are not defined

explicitly by the University," saki

Switala.

"Presently the committee is

studying the policies ci different

colics and universities like

Havoford, Bryn Mawr and Wil-

liam and Mary," explained

Skeadded* "OuTfonl is to finish

the hMtr code dMt SMMater and
to ka^ it in place in the honors

or plagiarized," noted Switala.

Once the honor code has been

completed, it must be voted on by
the Honors Council and then
approved by Burke, said Switala.

The issue of an honor code at

Villanova was brought to atten-

tion by extensive cheating on a

biology final last semester, which

was reported in the Feb. 12 issue

of the ViUanovan.
The University's formal policy

on cheating was criticized as

being "unclear and ambiguous"
by Dr. R: William Marks, biology

professor. According to Switala,

the honor code is an attempt to

deter incidents of dishonesty like

theone last semester.

"As a member of the faculty, I

think the widespread, dishonesty

is a very corruptive influence for

effective faculty/student rela-

tions," said Burke.

"I'm not certain if a formal

honor code is a solutton ... I'm

not sure ifan honor code itself can

create a consensus in a group of

students not to cheat or if that

consensus must be there from the

start," he said.

Burke said he thought the

dedskm of the students in the

honors program to develop an

honor code night set a preoodent

for the Uaivefiity as a wlioia.

"I woMld nol Mtert that honors

_ moreor
less hoMSt than anyone else. The
spscial chancier of the profram

an
he

University Press Release

A conference addressing "The
NuclearArms Race and Strategies

for Peace" will be held at the
Connelly Center March 26 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The conference's purpose is to

"update the American Catholic

response to the American bishops'

pastoral on the arms raace,"
according to Daniel T. Regan,
director of Villanova's Center for

Peace and Justice Education,
which is co-sponsoring the confer-

ence with the department of

philosophy.

Regan, an assistant professor of

philosophy, explained that the
day-long program will endeavor to

represent the spectrum of contem-
porary Catholic opinion.

Following the 9 a.m. registra-

tion, the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, will

welcome the guests and speakers.

Dr. Peter J. Henriot, SJ., director

of the Center of Concern in

Washington, D.C., will deliver the
morning address, titled "Building
the Structure for a Future of

Peace on Earth."

Henriot is engaged in research
and educational efforts focusing
on political economy and social

value issues and participates in

the promotion of Church response
to international justice issues.

Four speakers will lead concur-
rent sessions from 10:45 a.m. to

12 p.m.

Dr. Kevin J. Cassidy, instructor

in political science at Fairfieki

University, will discuss "Disar-

mament and the Economy: Cath-

olic Social Thought and Economic
Conversion."

Nancy Sylvester. I.H.M..

natioiial coordinator of the Cath-

sooial justice lobby NET-

WORK in Washington, D.C., will

address "The Nuclear Arms Race
and the 1988 Presidential
Election."

Dr. Jeffrey W. Hahn, professor

of political science at Villanova
and Soviet political system and
foreign policy expert, will discuss

"Cooperation and Competition in

Soviet-American Relations."

Dr. John Immerwahr, professor

of philosophy at Villanova and
senior project consultant with the

Public Agenda Foundation, will

speak on "Attitudes: The Soviet

Union and Nuclear War."
During lunch from noon to 2

p.m., Matthew F. Murphy will

address the issue of "The Condi-

tioned Moral Acceptance of Deter-

rance: A Reevaluation." Murphy

is a public information officer at

the U.S. Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency and the author

of Betraying the Bishops: How the

Pastoral Letter on War and Peace

Is Being Taught.

From 2:15 to 3:15 p.m., Dr.

Juliana Casey, I.H.M., a member
of the U.S. bishops' commission
that wrote "The Challenge of

Peace: God's Promise and Our
Response," will discuss "Patterns

That Make for Peace: Feminism
and the War-Making." ^

From 3:30 until 5 p.m., confer-

ence speakers will participate in

the concluding panel. A reception

at 5 p.m. will end the day's events.

For further information,

645-4483.

call

Student, 21 , dies
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Thomas J. Middleton, a senior

at Villanova University, died
Tuesday at Robert Wood Johnson
Memorial Hospital in New Bruns-
wkk, NJ., according to Cusick
Funeral Home of Somerville, NJ.

He was 21.

A friend attributed his death to

complications from diabetes. The
hospital was not able to confirm
this information.

Middleton was a business
administration major and a
member of the Sigma Pi fra-

ternity.

He is survived by his* parents,

Thomas and Maureen Middleton,

and two brothers, Michael and
Peter, who is a sophomore at

Villanova.

The funeral Mass was held

Thursday at Holy Trinity Church
in Bridgewater, NJ.

Donations may be sent to the

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, 981

Sunset Ridge, Bridgewater, NJ.,
08807.
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Candidates profiled

This is the last presidential

profile.
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By the College Press Service

Democratic Senator Paul Simon
•

Illinois primary results

\'

i

Democrats
Paul Simon 41 percent

Rev. Jesse Jackson 33 percent

Michael Dukakis . . 17 percent

Albert Gore 5 percent

Richard Gephardt . . .2 percent

Republicans
George Bush 55 percent *>

Robert Dole i. . .36 percent

Pat Robertson 7 percent

The National Order of ()mei;a

I'^-rnl

Villan()\asGki:i:k

OF THE Week

Joe Zaller is a senior working toward a dual degree in

philosophy and marketing and comes to Villanova from
University Heights, Ohio. As a four year brother of the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, Joe has been a big brother, pledgemaster
and a member of the ritual team sev^n times.

Joe's other Greek involvement includes chairing the annual
Halloween party for the IPC and holding the office of Villanova's
Northeast Interfraternity Conference, serving as its executive
vice president and president during the course of the last two-
years. He recently finished his term as NEIFC president at its.

I

annual convention in Baltimore. Maryland.
Joe is also a member of the Omicron Delta Kappa National

Leadership Honor Society and president of Villanova 's Chapter
of the Order of Omega.

Outside of Greek lifeJoe has been involved in theNew Student
Orientation Program serving as an orientation counselor in 1985
and as a member of the steering committee for three years.

Joe's other activities include serving as a Campus Ministry
lector, Tailgate Management Team, of which he was co-

chairperson, and as » member of the Student Government
Election Commission. In his spare time Joe's interests include
photography and travel. •

For all his accomplishments and contribution to the Villanova
community, the Order of Omeg^ is proud to honor Joe Zaller

of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity as Greek of the Week.

By GJ. DONNELLY
SU^fReporter

Democratic Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois won
the presidential primary in his home state

Tuesday, but appears very unlikely to be able to

use his victory to propel his campaign forward,

according to a report in the New York Times.
"Despite his strength here [in Illinois], Simon

has virtually no chance to win a majority of the

2,082 delegates needed for nomination at the

Democratic National Convention in Atlanta in

July," according to a Times report.

Simon's main program to attract voters is his

guaranteed job opportunity program, an idea

similiar to the Works Progress Administration of

Franklin Roosevelt's "New Deal." His plan is to

set up local councils of appointed officials to create

public work projects for people who halve been out

of work for five weeks or longer.

The projects would range from cleaning graffiti

and light construction to planting trees. The
workers would be paid minimum wage or 10

percent over their welfare benefit, whichever is

higher. The workers would be limited to a 30-hour

work week as an incentive to hunt for a 40-hour

week job in the private sector.

Although this idea would require great govern-

ment expenditures, Simon promises to balance the

budget within three years. He would also spur

job creation through tax incentives for business.

On foreign policy, Simon is considered a dove.

He supports the INF [Intermediate range Nuclear

Forces] treaty formulated by the Reagan Admin-
istration but opposes such Reagan programs as

the Strategic Defense Initiative and aid to the

Super Tuesday summarized

Nicaraguan contras; who are attempting to
overthrow the Sandinista regime.

He also plans to cut $10 to $20 billion off the
defense budget, channelling it instead to social

spending. This and his aforementioned work
program platform have characterized Simon as a
traditional Democrat.
His political career began in 1954, when he was

elected in an upset to his town's representative
seat in the state assembly. He later advanced to
the state senate in 1960 and eight years later*
climbed to lieutenant governor, despite a statewide

Jiepublican landslide.

In 1972 Simon was upset in the Democratic
primary in the race for the statehouse. Two years^

later, he gravitated to the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, where he gave 10 years of distinguished
service before upending incumbent Charles Percy
in a bitter fight for the Senate in 1984.

Originally, Simon was not going to run for the
White House and supported Arkansas Sen. Dale
Bumpers for the presidency. When Bumpers
declined to run, Simon took the plunge himself
and took a respectable second-place showing in

Iowa. In New Hampshire, however, his message
fell on few ears, and he limped to a third-place
showing.

Although he did not campaign for Super
Tuesday, Simon did concentrate his efforts in

Illinois and was leading in the polls days before
the March 15 primary.

Despite not being a college graduate, Simon has
written 11 books and published his own paper,
the Troy Tribune, at the age of 18.

Portions of this article were based on reportsfrom
Time and Newsweek.

By GJ. DONNELLY
Staff Reporter

As expected, the Super Tuesday primaries
were super for some presidential candidates but
not so super for others. Vice President George
Bush was one of the former, sweeping the board
of 20 states and increasing his delegate total to

over 700, more than half of what he needs togarner
the Republican nomination.

On the Democratic side, a three-way gridlock
occurred between Massachusetts Gov. Mike
Dukakis, the Rev. Jesse Jackson and Tennessee
Sen. Albert Gore. Dukakis won in Texas and
Florida and touted his drive for the presidency
as a "national candidacy." He finished the day
with 459 delegates to lead the field.

Jackson's "Rainbow Coalition" gained dele-

gates for its leader in each of the 20 Super Tuesday
states, finishing with 400 overall.

Also, Gore's decision to ignore early contests
such as Iowa and to campaign heavily in the South
paid off. He won six victories in the South, ending
the day with 346 delegates.

The big losers: for the Republicans, Kansas
Sen.-Bob Dole, who won no states and was nudged
out of a victory in nearby Missouri; Pat Robertson,
who finished third everywhere he polled while

I

losing much of his early support in the South;
and New York Rep. Jack Kemp, whose uexpect-
edly poor-showing campaign ended with a press
conference in Washington the following day.

For the Democrats, Rep. Richard Gephardt won
only his home state of Missouri and only increased
•his delegate toUl to 145. Paul Simon, the Illinois

senator with the bow tie, did not participate in

Super Tuesday.
Finally, Gary Hart, whose return to the

Democratic race surprised many, did not translate

that surprise into votes. His campaign unceremon-
iously end^ for good the next day.

For Bush, the romp on Tuesday represented
the largest victory ever for a Republican in a

primary contest. He collected the most delegates

ever, 564, in one day's polling. His hold on the

nomination seems tight.

"The kinds of conservatives who were Reagan
rebels in 1976 are now comfortable with being part

of the establishment," said Ed Rollins, Kemp's
campaign chairman. "Bush has done a good job

persuading these people that he'll protect the

Reagan agenda and that they can trust him," he

added.

Dole, despite claims of being more appealing

to independents and Democrats, had no luck at

all with the conservative electorate.

Robertson's prospects also look bleak; a
national poU ofGOP voters showed that 58 percent
of them thought negatively of him.

Kemp not only dropped out of the race, but
also out of the House, announcing that he would
not run for another term. •

Meanwhile, the Democrats were running a
horse race with Dukakis in the lead. Although
he did win convincingly in Texas and Florida, he
failed to poll more than 10 percent of the vote
in either Alabama Or Mississippi. Thus, he aroused
doubt as to whether he was tn^y a "national
candidate."

Gore upended Gephardt with a 72-h6ur media
blitz, presenting himself as a one-of-us Southerner.
He has to translate that regional appeal to a
national level, and so far it has not materialized.

"People voted for Gore because he was viewed
in the end as a Southern candidate," explained
Dukakis supporter John Henry Anderson, the
Democratic party chairperson in Georgia. "No one
else caught on," he said.

Jackson was the only Democratic candidate to

win delegates in each Super Tuesday contest, a

phenomenal achievement for a black candidate
who is generally viewed as unelectable. He attracts

unanimous black support and has slightly
improved his share of the white vote.

PbrtioHi ofthii article were bas$d on reports from
Time maguim.

Hewprofessors to Aehb^
By DANIEL MORIARTY

StaffRtporttr

•

As many as 39 new full-time

professors may be joining the

undergraduate faculty in the fall

because of contract terminations

and an unusually larse number of

retirements* according to the

Office of Academic Affairs.

Thirty^six openings are the

combined result of the termination

of faculty contracts and the retire-

ments ol professors such as Dr.

Joseph Goldbeii, engineering; Dr.

Robert Whitingand Dr. August A.

Sardinas* mathematical sciences;

Dr. John J. Mulligan, modern
languages; Dr. Hsiu Huo Yuen,

chemical engineering; Dr. Ray-

mond Cummings, history; and

James J. Mitchell, English.

According to the Office of Aca-

demic ^airs, 34 of the positions

are tenure-tracked, enabling pro-

fessors to obtain tenure after six

years. Sixty-six percent of all

Villanova teachers are currently

tenured.

Space limitations

A lack of office space is the

greatest obstacle to the hiring of

more full-time faculty members,

according to the Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice president for

Academic Affairs.

As a result, "two of every seven

professors ars part-tiBie/' said Dr.

Charles Cherry, associate vice

president for Academic Affairs.

"There are too many part-time

faculty members in some instan-

ces," Gallen noted, pointing out

that they are not responsible for

doing research or commiUee
work.

Dr. Sterling Delano, chairper-

son of the English department,

praised the cooperation of the

administration during the hiring

process, but expressed a need to

overcome space limitations.

Details on new professors
Several other departments also

expressed a need for additional

faculty and space.

Because of the new openings,

the average age of the faculty is

decreasing, a factor which "chal-

lenges the status quo at Villanova

in positive ways," said Delano.

The hirings precede an expected
shortage of new professors in fiv^

to 10 years, Gallen said.

The distribution of new profes-

sors is as follows: five in the

College of Nursing, three in eco-

nomics, three in mechanical engi-

neering, two in English and two
in physics. Most other depart-

ments had one replacement.

The departments d economics,

English, mechankral engineering

and physics noted generally excel-

lent applkant pobls, in terms of

number and quality.

Dr. Joan Large, chairperson of

the search committee for the

College of Nursing, said, "We
received 20 highly qualified appli-

cations for the five available

positkms. We are fortunate to be

able to select the cream of the

crop."

Villanova is competing with
schools such as Princeton, Penn
and the University of Virginia for

prospective professors, according

to Gallen.

All prospective teachers must
possess doctorates or be near
completion of their dissertations.

Exceptions are only made for

applicants to the naval science
and nursing departments, Gallen
said.

He also noted that while pros-

pective faculty members are
attracted by Villanova's Mission
Statement and the caliber of its

students, they are discouraged by
the absence of a doctorate
program.

National News Notes
Compiled partially from the College ' Press Service

Deaf students revolt

Visiting scholars to lecture
By BARBARA KRESCH

Staff Reporter

Six of the nation's outstanding
teaching scholars on political

philosophy are scheduled to par-

ticipate in a philosophy program
at Villanova, according to depart-

ment chairperson Dr. John A.
Doody.
The theme of the program is the

examination of the contrast
between political theory and pru-

dence or practical reason, said
Doody.
He reported that while the

professors are here, they will each
give an open lecture and a faculty-

graduate student colloquium.
Some will teach both graduate
and undergraduate classes, said
Doody.
The idea of the program is based

on the fact that the visiting
professors will be on campus for

several days rather than just the

day they are scheduled to speak,

said Doody.

He continued that repeated

meetings with a visiting professor

will "open up a dialogue, with

each meeting building on the

previous [one]."

Some of the visiting professors

will give lectures for two courses

that are structured around the

program.

Fred Dallmayr of the University
of Notre Dame's department of

government came Wednesday and
is leaving today. He dealt with the
combination of the Marxist polit-

ical view with the concept of

religion.

Allen Buchanan, a member of

the University of Arizona's philo-

sophy department, will deliver the

lecture, "Communitarian Criti-

cisms of Liberalism," April 5.

Another visiting professor,John

Finn, is from the philosophy

department of Oxford University

and is "widely acknowledged as

a leading scholar on St. Thomas
Aquinas," said Doody. His lecture,

"Aristotle, Aquinas and Moral

Absolutes," will be held April 18.

The last speaker of this semes-

ter will be Thomas McCarthy,
from the philosophy department

,of Northwestern University, who
is the primary translator of Ger-

man philosopher Jurgen Haber-

mas. He will be dealing with the

subject of the existence and place

of philosophy in society and will

give the lecture, "Philosophy and
Critical Theory," April 21.

Next fall. Dr. Martha Nuss-
baum, professor of philosophy at

Brown University, will conclude

the series on the topic of Aristotle.

'

Tom West, from the University

of Dallas, was here through this

program earlier this semester.

The board of trustees at

Gallaudet University, a school

for the deaf in Washington,
D.C., selected I. King Jordan,
dean of the college of arts and
sciences, to be the school's first

deaf president Monday in

response to a week of student
protects, according to a recent
New Vork Times article.

Students at the university

protested last week in reaction

to the appointment of Dr.
Elisabeth Ann Zinser, who was
not hearing-impaired, as the
university's new president,
according to a recent News-
week article.

Jordan, one of three finalists

for the position, was not chosen
last week when the board
picked Zinser.

One-thousand and eight-
hundred students and faculty

marched on the Capitol calling

for Zinser's resignation and the

appointment of a deaf presi-

dent. Zinser resigned after four

days of a general strike of

faculty and students in respect

"to this extraordinary social

movement of deaf people."

The students' demands also

included the appointment of a

majority of deaf trustees, and
the resignation of the chairper-

son of the board, Jane Bassett

Spilman. Spilman resigned

Sunday and a commission was
set up to study methods of

restructuring the board.

Gallaudet, which is charted

and funded by the federal

government, produces approx-

imately 95 percent of the
nation's deaf professionals.

E.H.M.

Campus racial dissent persists

Dartmouth College was the
site of recent student demon-
strations against racism on
campus. Students rallied in

protest of verbal attacks on a
black professor and in support
of dismissal of charges against

Dartmouth by three students
who had destroyed anti-

apartheid shanties.

Charges were filed by Dart-

mouth against members of the
conservative journal, *The
Review," for harassing a black

music professor and for de-

stroying shanties built by anti-

apartheid demonstrators in

January 1986.

Minority students also held

week-long sit-ins at Hampshire
College and at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst
during February. Marches and
protests were also held at the

universities of Maryland, Penn-
sylvania, Texas, Ohio State

and Yale.
E.H.M.

Correction
In a Feb. 26 article on the

selection committee for the
new University president,
"Search for new president
begins," the position of the
Rev. Donald Reilly, O.S.A., was
erroneously cited as being the

Provincial. His position is that

of Augustinian director of

personnel. The Rev. Joseph A.

Duffey, O.S.A., is the Provin-

cial of the province of St.

Thomas of Villanova.

FBI, private groups monitor campus dissent
By the Colle/fe Press Service

Stanford University student

Susan Poff returned from a 1984

trip to Nicaragua upset and want-

ing to tell the world about what
she saw.

Across the country in Virginia,

Michael Boos read a news story

aboiit Poff's feelings.

So Poff's name ended up on
Boos's list of people who oppose

the Reagan administration's pol-

icies in Central America and some
of his lists ended up in the Federal

Bureau of Investigation [F.B.I.]

files of dissenters who might bear

watching.

Poff found the process of being

made into some sort of potential

traitor "unnerving."

Boos, who heads a national

student group called Young Amer-
ica's Foundation, called her
"naive."

She is, in any case, an unwitting
player in the widespread spying

on campus activists that came to

light in a late-January release of

FBI documents.
The papers reveal that FBI

"monitored** students at Florida

State, Wichita State, Tennessee
State, the universities of Oklaho-

ma, Kansas, Minnesota and Penn-

sylvania, and other students who
worked with any of the campus
chapters around the country of

United Campuses Against
Nucleai;War.

Most of the students being

watched, however, were members
of the Committee in Solidarity

with the People of El Salvador

[CISPES], a group opposed to U.S.

policy in Central America.

"We aren't doing anything
illegal," said Poff, "I shouldn't

have to be accountable to anyone.

This makes me angry."

In the four years it followed

CISPES members^ the FBI never

did uncover any wrongdoing, the

documents suggest.

The documents also suggest

"the right to dissent, a basic tenet

of a democratic society, is increas-

ingly encumbered," said Maragret
Ratner of the Center for Consti-

tutional Rights [CCR], the New
York group which obtained the

FBI papers through the Freedom
of Information Act.

While the FBI's spying on cam-
pus dissenters recalled the exten-

sive Nixon-era sabotaging of the

Freedom of Information Act as a

way to control future administra-

tions — the document indicated

a well-organized unofficial net-

work of people who watched
campuses^lor the government.

"The COTstitution,'* charged

Chip Berlet, a Cambridge, Mass.,

journalist and investigator who
monitor right-wing groups, "is

being short-circuited by a private

spy network;*

Berlet names Boos's group,

along with the Council for Inter-

American Security and the Cap-

ital Research Center, among oth-

ers, as part of the network.

The groups clip newpapers,
scan cables, compile lists, gather

memos from campus friends and
then forward them to the FBI and
other federal agencies, the docu-

ments reveal.

The FBI accepts such informa-

tion — which may or may not be

true — because the laws passed

after the Nixon administration's

domestic spying scandal restrict

it from doing much campus mon-
itoring on its own, Ratner
speculated.

She noted the documents
include a memo telling FBI agents

"specifically not to question how
' individuals acting on their own
initiative' obtain information."

"Just because articles are kept
in a file doesn't mean we're
working with outside sources,"
said FBI spokeswomen Sue
Schnitzer. "Our mandate is to

follow up on allegations we
receive, but it doesn't mean a full-

blown investigation is taking
place."

The private groups, in fact,

boast that they monitor campus
dissenters. Lynn Bouchey, presi-

dent of the Council for Inter-

American Security [CIAS), said in

a recent fundraising letter.

Boos, in turn, claims to have the
biggest "campus information
network in the nation."

Whatever it is, CIAS's Michael
Waller said, "It's not spying. All

our information comes from their

literature or from defectors. We
don't have secret agents infiltrat-

ing their organizations."

His group watches the left, he

adds, because "the FBI doesn't

watch these groups" and because

someone should.

CISPES, for example, raises

"money for communist terrorists

trying to overthrow a government

the U.S. Congress supports," said

Waller, whose allegation was not

supported by the material released

in the documents.

Waller also claimed congress-

men Ted Weiss of New York, Ron
Fellums of California and John

Conyers of Michigan have worked
with the KGB, the Soviet Union's

spy agency.

Beriet said CIAS and the other

groups often issue reports "calling

everyone to the left of Teddy
Kennedy a commie who should be

shot," which then end up at the

FBI and even the White House.
«

For instance, one of Boos's

CISPES reports — gleaned from
newspaper reports like the one
reporting Poff's return from Nica-

ragua— was classified as "secret"

by the FBI and distributed to FBI
bureaus around the country.

Some critics fear even unsub-

stantiated reports like Boos's

enjoy special clout in agencies

that should know better because

the private groups have impres-

sive ties to the nation's leaders.
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Kappa Phi fraternity is under
investigation for an incident
which occurred last semester, in

which sophomore pledge Douglas
Kelleher was struck by a car at

the Lancaster-Ithan avenues
intersection.

There is also the difficulty of

getting the pledge tocome forward
and confirm incidents of hazing
because of loyalty to thegroupand
the fact that the pledge wants to

be accepted into the group. Bonas
said peer pressure and potential

reprisals might be other factors

that dissuade a pledge from speak-
ing out.

Neville's response to a question

of whether there is pressure
placed on a pledge not to report

incidents of hazing was, "I think

that's always a concern ... it's

hard always to know what
happens in these kinds of groups.

"You almost need a catastrophe

in order to be aware of situations

that are very undesirable or

questionable," he added.

Alcohol abuse
Bonas said he hoped groups

would be more cautious with
alcohol since the Rutgers incident.

As to any alcohol problems in the

Greek system, he explained, "The
last and most important thing

was the removal of Delta Kappa
Epsilon's recognition on campus
for a period of three years and that

was for a number of things, some
of which revolved around hazing

or hazing-like incidences."

He and Neville confirmed the

investigation of the Sigma Nu
fraternity by its national chapter

for alcohol violations, which did

not concern hazing. '

Bonas pointed out, "[Alcohol] is

Sorority

adds new
members
By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE

Staff Reporter

On Feb. 19, Alpha Omicron Pi

[AOPi] gave prospective sorority

members another chance to rush.

According to Elke Jones, former
president of AOPi, "about 100
girls showed up at our meeting."
At the beginning of rush, the

number of women participating is

divided by the seven sororities,

thereby setting quotas. But during
rush, there was a rumor that

there would be a new sorority.

About 150 women dropped out of

this rush as a result of either this

rumor, missed bids or missing
rush.

Later, Gary Bonas, assistant

director of student activities,

announced that there would be no
new sororities for at least one and
one-half to two years.

According to Jones, "We [AOPi]
felt that we couldn't be compet-
itive because we have about 40
members, and 20 of them are

seniors. Therefore, we wanted to

offer another rush for those who
weren't a part of the formal rush."
AOPi sent letters to the 150

women who did not complete the

formal rush, inviting them to the

rush meeting- The letters of-

fered the women the opportu-
nity to start a "new sorority."

Those who attended the meet-
ing were told to fill out forms.
About 70 women were selected,
based on several requirements.

Jones said, "Other AOPi chap-
ters have done this, and we were
pleased that we were over our 53-

person quota."

Jones said, "We have gained a
lot of support from the alumnae
and other sororities, and we are
really excited that we will be able
to strengthen our group."

in all activities. It's the necessary

root of evil in student activities

on this campus and throu|^out

the country ... We would like to

see our fraternities and sororities

become extremely responsible,

and many of them are. All of them
are not careless," he said.

Neville said, "I think underage
drinking is prevalent throughout

the University, not simply where
fraternities are. People don't just

drink in fraternity types of events.

Underage drinking is in many,
many places, and the University's

position has to be [that] we do not

encourage that. We do all we can

to prevent and control that is in

our power."
Bonas said that Villanova's

problem with alcohol is relatively

the same as most universities.

There are differences because of

location, housing and interest of

local law enforcement agencies in

enforcing the law.

"Penn State's had a problem,

Pitt's had a problem, some other

schools in Philadelphia [as well],

so it's happening everywhere," he

explained.

Liability

Villanova was the site of a 1982

automobile accident involving an

underage student who was served

alcohol at a Delta Kappa Epsik)n

party. Of the two passengers, one

was killed and the other was

(pholo by Corcoran)

Dr. Richard A. Neville, vice pres-
ident of student life, said he felt

Villanova makes every effort to
educate Greek organizations as
to what is expected from them.

rendered a parapalegic. This case

has had an impact on social host

liability in both the state and
nation and is regarded as a land-

mark case.

The scope of potential liability

was broadened by this case and
"students and others who aid,

agree or attempt to aid in a
substantial fashion persons in the

violation of the uitderage drinking

statute run a considerable liability

risk," according to a Dec. 12, 1986

communication released by the
Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,
assistant to the wke pre^kknt of

Student Life.

According to Bonas, liability

differs with the situatkms. *'Every
time we have new clficers elected

I'

in Greek organizations we try to

get an attorney in here to discuss
liability with them in alcohol
situations. [Recently] we had a
training meeting for all the new
presidents of Fraternities and
sororities. Father Martin brought
an attorney in to explain the
situation to them, . . . they got an
awful lot of good information," he
said.

Emphasis of pledging
According to Bonas, the empha-

sis of pledging should be personal
development and personal

^
growth.

"My philosophy about pledging
is it's kind of an intense develop-
mental period ... the goal is to get
you a little higher in your devel-

opmental level, to be a better
woman or man, to be a better
sister or brother in the group, to

know more about the group, to
develop your leadership style,

your inter-personal skills," he
explained.

He added, "If you look at it that

way, there is absolutely no room
philosophically for hazing. It

doesn't make any sense. Unfortu-

nately, I think there are some
groups that view pledging as a

time of proof or trial, to prove

yourself worthy to be in 'XYZ'

sorority or fraternity."

According to Nevilte. "Pledjpng

is simply a process of seeing iiyou

want tojoin this particular ipxmp.

It's an 'engagement' period, if you
will. According to thdr [the Greek
organizations'] constitutums, it's

an education period to see if the

potential member is really the

kind erf person that would fit with

thegroup and their idealsand vice

versa."

Neville said he felt Villanova

makes every effort to educate

Greek organizations as to what is

expected from them. "We're very

active at pledging time to educate

the leadership of the fraternities,

the pledge masters' meeting ...

there are clear expectations of the

University's position on hazing

and alcohol abuse. I'^ sure many
of the fraternities will observe

them carefully."

Neville concluded, "I think on

the overall they [Greek organiza-

tions] can serve a good purpose.

It's when any abuse takes place

that the good that they do has to

be measured against the damage
that can also occur. And when the

negative aspects clearly outweigh
whatever potential for good then

it's time for them to go.

'
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Loan
defaulters

studied
By the College Press Service

Students who tend to default on
their Guaranteed Student Loans
[GSLJ are not dishonorable, they
are just poor, a General Account-
ing Office [GAO] report issued last

week claimed.

. The GAO — which audits fed-

eral spending programs — is

trying to draw a "profile" of a
typical GSL defaulter, agency
official William Gainer told the
House -Postsecondary Education
Subcommittee, and is finding so
far that dropouts, students who
support themselves and students
who are stuck in lower-paying
jobs make up the bulk of the
nation's defaulters.

More than half— 56 percent —
of the former students in default

did not graduate. Gainer said.

He added that the GAO's "pre-

liminary results" agreed with the
testimony i|t a January loan
default "summit" of student aid

officials from around the country,

ornaniaed by Rep. Pat Williams
(D-Mont).

Many campus aid directors
asserted defaulters were not dead-
beats, but people who were simply
unable to afford to repay their

k)ans.

The GAO*s emei^png profile of

the typical defaulter "raises
serious concerns about forcing

needy students to take out kians,

rather tlum \aix\ grants" that do
not have to ht nysid* American
Council on Education official

Charles Saunders said.

In its prior seven propoeals. the
administration had sought to

reduce students' reliance on
grants, which are much more
expensive for the flovernment. in

favor of kMUM.

BSflkeCoU^mPrmServict

About 250.000 more college
students will receive grant moiiey
ixm the federal government if

Congress approves President
Ronald Reagan's 1989 budget.
The Reagan administration's

proposed 1969 budget includes a
4 percent increase in U.S. Depart-
ment of Education spending, a
dramatic turnaround from past
funding proposals that sought to
decrease it.

A hefty jump for student aid
was included in the proposal,
which the president sent to Con-
gress Feb. 18.

"We welcome the 9 percent
increase in student aid," said
Becky Timmons of the American
Council on Education. "Last year
the administration sought to cut
student aid by 46 percent. This
is a Remarkable election year
turnaround," she said.

The administration, which for

seven years has sought to cut
education department spending,
agreed to increase funding during
December's budget "summit"
with Democratic congressional
leaders.

Also, amendments to last year's

Gramm-Hollings-Rudman deficit

reduction law canceled a low
fiscal 1989 deficit ceiling that

would have required deep cuts.

Although most observers
applauded the proposal — which
Congress now must approve —
Jerry Roschwalb of the National
Association of State Universities

and Land Grant Collies said the
budget reflects a president who is

"treading water.

"Nothing will happen this year.

The summit locked things in,"

said Roschwalb. "Nobody is mov-
ing. The atmosphere in Washing-
ton is paralyzed," he commented.

He had hoped for a budget that

attacked loan defaults, which
Roschwalb said are fueled by
loaning money to unprepared
students and a lack of adequate
postsecondary tutoring, but got
one he feels throws good money
after bad.

Yet Roschwalb's objections
were uncommon, as most campus
lobbyists grudgingly approved (^

the proposals from a president

they still could not bring them-
selves to praise.

"It represents congressional
priorities more than the adminis-
tration's priorities," said Mary
Preston of the United States
Student Association [USSAJ. "It's

the first time the president has
not requested deep cuts. He
decided to make a politically good
move to keep Republicans in the
White House. Nevertheless, we
welcome the change."

"The president has made edu-
cation a priority for this admin-
istration and in this budget,"
Secretary of Education William
Bennett said at a Feb. 18 press
conference. "Our budget for 1989
does spend more, but it also
spends better."

The administration proposes
increasing aid to college students
from $15.6 billion this year to

$16.5 billion in 1989. Some $751
million of the increase would go
to the Pell Grant program. The
maximum grant would rise $100
to $2300, and the number ofgrant
recipients would climb by about
250,000, to 3.4 million students.

Education department officials

also hope to see the Income Con-
tingent Loans [ICL] program —
which students at the 10 cam-
puses where it is now on trial have
shunned — grow, but abandoned
last year's $600 million request for

million proposal for 1989.

"We'd like to see ICU replace
Perkins Loans," said Tripp.
The administration, while

increasing direct aid to students,
would de-emphasize the Perkins
Loan program, which each cam-
pus administers for its own stu-

dents. Perkins funding would
drop from $211 million to $22
million. The deep cut would have
little impact, the Education
Department says, because the
program uses a revolving fund in

which $718 million is now avail-

able for higher eclucation.

Also slated for deep cuts is the
State Student Incentive Grants
(SSIGJ program. Campus aid
official like SSIGs, a federal
matching fund program, because
they can be flexible in awarding

- the grants.

"There's more money in those
funds than is needed to meet their
needs," Tripp maintained.

College work-study funding
would increase by $12 million to
$600 million, and Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants
would rise by $8 million to $416
million.

"That barely meets inflation,"

said Preston.

Citing the budget's proposal to
freeze Trio programs for disad-

vantaged students at their 1988
levels, Roschwalb complained, "If

the administration were serious
about solving higher education's
problems, it would deal with those
problems. Universities should be
helping us deal with our problems
instead of just fighting to stay
alive."

> •

USSA's Preston, though, was
willing to concede, "There are
things we'd do differently, but
increasing education funding is a
totally new idea for Ronald
Reagan.

"
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should be able to attend and that

Villanova should make the resour-

ces available to them.

'it seems like we're becoming
in some ways elitist and in some
ways Robin Hood-like, ift that .we

get the rich people, suck some
cash out of them and give it lo

the poor," Lewis asserted.

'There's no question our socio-

economic standing haschanged—
we're definitely attracting stu-

dents with more affluent families.

But this is not unusual ~ it is

happening across the nation at

many universities," said Gary B.

Fenner, vice president of Financial

Affairs.

"Everyone is willing to admit

we're in a financial aid crisis, and
everyone knows the solution is

endowment, and that you can't

raise the endowment through
tuition money," Brach explained,

referring to the proposed average

tuition increase of over 10.5

percent.

"We're a tuition-driven Univer-

sity," said John A. Doody, philo-

sophy department chairperson

and chairperson of the faculty

council. He said that a high

priority of the University is to

significantly increase the endow-

ment.
"Endowment is the single most

outstanding problem with finan-

cial aid. At the pfesent time, there

is no other choice than to raise

tuition, for it is our major source

of endowment," Fenner
explained.

Fenner added that the admin-
istration lias a long-ternv plan to

increase the University endow-
ment, primarily through the devel-

oping Covenant III campaign.
"The emphasis [of Covenant III]

will definitely be on the need for

endowment for financial aid," he
said.

The Budget Process
Addressing the alleged faults of

the budget process, Brach
observed that "everything around
here [University programs] gets

increased [in funds], just like the

federal government . . . there's no
place where there's student or

administrative input to say that

there is a program at the Univer-

sity that should be cut."

Lewis added, "There are pro-

grams that don't meet their goal.

Case in point is the Common
Heritage think-tank. It is a favor-

ite of mine, but it is [worth] a good

$50,000."

*They [Brach and Lewis] don't

have enopjgh information to make
such a judjpnent, and it's not their

responsibility. Just because they

feel a program isn't appropriate

and should be cut — Well, that's

their opinion," commented Alvin

A. Clay, dean of the CoUege of

Commerce and Finance and chair-

person of the Senate budget
committee.

According to Brach, the central

flaw of the buds[et process is a lack

of effective priority

establishment.

Brach and Lewis said they

oppose the practice of across-the-

board spending increases for all

University programs. "We say

that this is a higher priority than

this, but then they both get money
in the end," Brach noted.

Clay responded that "not all

priorities receive money."
He continued, "'Yes, overall I

support the proposed budget. But

of course there are always places

where it may not be as efficient

as it could be, and there are many
different personal opinions about

what should be trimmed or cut.

However, this is not within the

power of the budget committee —
it is the responsibility of the

administration and the Board of

Trustees."

Brach advocates an annual
evaluation of University programs
to assist the budget committee in

effective prioritization. "This
isn't something that should be

done every ten years when we
have the Middle States evaluation
— it is something that should be

done every year when^the budget

is planned," he said.

Clay said that "There is always

^a continuing evaluation within

the school to complement such

programs as the PEC [Program
Evaluation Committee] report. As
dean of Commerce and Finance,

I, as well as my associates, are

always monitoring and evaluating
our internal processes."

University Growth
In response to alleged over-

spending by the administration,

Lewis commented, "Things have

exploded. The University is grow-

ing so fast that in the process, we
think that we can keep raising

tuition because the students are

willing to pay for it. We think that

we can do that because our pres-

tige is so high, that we're such

ajireat school imd that other great

schools chaife higber tuitions.

'Thil^j|• tfe moving fist at the

University. We're growing so^t
that akmg the way we're trying

to carry a k>t of dead wood —
things that don't work, programs
that cost money . . . Some of that

dead wbbd has to be cast aside,"

he illustrated.

Lewis continued, "In the pro-

cess, people's feet will be trampled
on [aiui] power domains will be

crushed."

Stttdent Govermnent Strategy

Student Government must
obtain more than 50 percent of the

Senate vote in order to defeat the

budget. Brach said that he
assumes he has the support of the

13 student senators. Therefore, he

requires seven additional votes

from the remaining faculty and
administrative senators.

(ris Photo)

PWI Uracil, Student Govemment |»resideiit, said he feela he has the

support ol the 13 rtudeBtaenatowns fa rejecthig the htidgetpwpo—l.

A student-faculty-adminis- He said he hopes a large sttident

tration coalition may be the solu- attendance at the meeting will be
tion to defeating the budget, an impetus for the Senate to think

according to Brach. twice about the issue.

Budget moves toward Senate
(Continuedfrom page 1)

according to Alvin A. Clay, dean
of the College of Commerce and
Finance.

The budget also include a 4

percent increase in room and
board costs, an 8 percent increase

in faculty salaries, a 33 percent

increase in athletic scholarships

resulting in a $497,000 increment

and a 20 percent increase in

financial aid which will result in

a $4^,000 increment, according

to the minutes of the committee's

Feb. 22 meeting.

There are also various increases

for part-time students, Clay said.

Phil Brach, Student Govern-
ment president, said the increase

in financial aid is proportional to

the increase in student tuition. "I

am more than pleased with the

report. We put a lot of hours into

it," he said.

Later that afternoon Brach
criticized the budget process and
the University's position on the

financial aid issue, saying that

Student Government plans to

resist the approval of the budget
at the Senate meeting March 25.

At the Feb. 22 meeting, the

committee members reviewed the

budget proposal and discussed

expenditures, including Food Ser-

vices, expenses of the administra-

tions of the individual colleges,

the University's auxiliary enter-

prises and various student pro-

grams, Clay said.

"We're not in a position to

comment on programs as they arei

but when we look at the overall

budget, we do wonder why some
things are out of line. All of us

are working on priorities, and we
do check on those priorities," he
said.

Brach said he feels that there

should be a place in the future

where the committee has the

ability to comment on the Univer-

sity's programs.
According to Clay, the increase

in student tuition is necessary due
to an increase in the quality of the

University. He added that it is also

needed in order to make principal

and interest payments on the

duPont Pavilion.

"We also have academic pro-

grams that are rather prestigious

now. If you go through engineer-

ing, nursing, arts and sciences . .

.

you're talking about a completely

different program than we used
to have," he said.

"It means, very frankly, more
expensive faculty. I think the

students are getting more than
they used to get, and it costs

more," he added.

According to Brach, the long-

term financial picture for the
University is weak. He added that

he feels the University needs a
large endowment but "it's hard to

raise money for an endowment,"
he said.

All priorities were to have been
discussed and voted on Monday
as to whether they have been met,
Clay said.

"When we've finished all of

that, we take the budget as a
whole and vote to approve or not
approve it," he added.

According to Brach, he and
Lewis voted not to accept the
budget. Terri Vu, a student
member of the committee,
abstained.

Clay said that the committee's

report will be presented to the

Senate at its March 25 meeting.
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Seminars will eontfnue

lifCh1S,1<fTHEVILLAiidVAH*P>o>f

/ By KRISTEN FALLAN
SUt^Reporkr

The freshman humanities
seminars will be required of all

incoming freshmen, according to

Dr. Helen K. Laifcrty, assistant

to the dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences.

Lafferty attributes the con-

tinuation of the seminars to their

threefold success. Because of the

college's commitment to the objec-

tives and goals of the seminars,
the faculty sxooperation and the
positive feedback from the fresh-

men, she said the seminars will

continue with little change in

their format.

Currently, guidelines for the
humanities seminars include writ-

ten expression, a working rela-

tionship between the professor

and the student, substantial read-

ing and active class discussions.

Ultimately the seminar's steering

committee wishes to deepen the

student's understanding of a ">ust

and humane society."

Lafferty said that Dr. John M.
Kelley, associate director of the

Human Organization Science
Institute, is now working with the

faculty to "evaluke the format
and effectiveness of the seminars
as related to the students'
learning."

One humanities course includ-

ing English, philosophy, religious

studies, or Western civilization,

must be taken each semester by
all freshman|irts students. How-
ever, Lafferfy added that by the

fall of 1989 the seminars might
also be required of the science

students.

The seminars are offered only

Gregory
speaks
By SHARON M. NEUBAUER

Staff Reporter

Dick Gregory, entertainer, lec-

turer and political activist, gave
a lecture on a number of various
political and controversial issues

in the Villanova Room of the
Connelly Center Feb. 28.

The lecture was jointly spon-

sored by the Black Cultural Socie-

ty and the Villanova Union as the

finale to the activities held in

recognition of Black History
Month.
According to Karen Peterkin,

president of the Black Cultural

Society, "I was surprised at the

number of people who attended,

we had expected more. We
planned for about 350, and only

about 150 showed up. The major-

ity of those who attended were

from other local colleges ancjl

universities."

According to Peterkin, "Gregory

said that w% as young people, both

black and white, have a k>t of work
ahead of us. There is so much
racism and sexism in the world

that it is up to us to work to

change it. Malcolm X, Martin

Luther King and Gregory have

opened up the door, now it is up
to us to get in the door."

The lecture lasted approxi-

mately two hours, followed by a

question and answer period. Gre-

gory spoke on issues which affect

both blacks and whites. ~
After the lecture, one student

was quoted as saying, "I was
really impressed. Dick Gregory

made me think of things I never
would have thought of. His sense

of humor had me laughing, yet it

also had me thinking.

'

Rick Johnson, chairperson for

the lecture, felt differently about
the outcome at the lecture.

'i felt it went fairly well, but
I was not as pleased as I thoui^t
I woukl be. 1 felt a bitternesa in

the quality of his lecture. The
emphaaaa waa more negative,

rath^ than jMsitive or pr^tiye."

(FH0 photo)

Dr. Helen K. Lafferty, assistant to

the dean of the College ofArU and
Sciences, said the humanities
seminars for freshmen wiU con-

tinue during the 1988-89 aca-

demic year.

to freshmen because of the foun-

dation they create for better

learning and study habits. Laffer-

ty said that the seminars "inten-

sify further study in the students'

other courses."

Dr. Fred J. Carrier, a history

professor who has been at Villa-

nova for 20 years, said he feels

that "the seminars are an exciting

and promising innovation ... for

quality education" and "the stud-

ying and learning habits they
create are essential."

Some ofmy upperclass students

have difficulty writing," added
Carrier. He said he trusts that the

seminars will alleviate such
problems.

Carrier noted that more expec-

tations and responsibilities are

placed on the students through
the seminars. The students must
read, discuss and write, utilizing

their resources. Therefore, he
said, ''students come to an under-

standing through raising the
important questions."

Because the classes are small,

Carrier said he feels he can know
individuals, their individual prob-

lems and as a result, offer the

students individual attention and
encouragement.
Apparently, the freshmen

realize the added responsibilities

involved in the seminars and
understand that they "must be
prepared because [they] cannot
hide in the class," according to

Carrier.

Freshman Kerrin McCormick,
who is now taking her second
seminar, thinks that "the class

gives the student a general under-

standing rather than giving iso-

lated facts that must be
memorized."
Teresa Kavanaugh, a freshman

also taking her second seminar,

said she believes "the student

interaction increases the under-

standing of the material." There-
fore, students retain the knowl-
edge and can discuss it at length,

she added.

Educational
Opportunities

Photos wanted
Collegiate photographers

from across the country are

being urged to submit color

shots or transparencies of their

spring break vacations to

"Spring Break '88," an upcom-
ing publication.

A wide variety of pictures

will be chosen including action,

candid, group, scenic or event-

oriented photographs.

Submissions should include

one's name, address and tele-

phone number plus a brief

caption. Any size print will be
accepted although 8-by-lO's are

preferred. Photographs will

only be returned if they are

sent with a self-addressed,

stamped envelope.

Send photos to "Spring
Break '88," P.O. Box 700488,
San Antonio, Tex. 78270-0488.

Career fair

A career fair will be held
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Temple University's
Mitten Hall for college students

who are considering civil ser-

vice employment with the U.S.

Department of Labor.

Representatives from 11

department agencies will be

present to provide information

on opportunities in such fields

as law, economics and liberal

arts, to name a few.

Students should be ready to

complete resume forms at the

job fair with information on
their coursework, job ex-

perience and career

preferences.

For more information about

the career fair, contact Staffing

Supervisor Lorraine Rohlik at

(215)596-5113.

Volunteer
College students have the

opportunity to further their

career goals by volunteering at

Albert Einstein Medical Center
two or more days per week.
The nine-week program begins
the first week in July.

The application deadline is

June 3. For more information,

call 456-6055 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m.

I
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Underdogs

beat odds
Once again the Villanova Wildcats can be called the

successful underdogs. We applaud the men's and women's ^

basketball programs for their outstanding efforts and
recent bids to the NCAA tournaments.

Although the men's and women's basketball teams

ended their 1986-87 seasons worlds apart, they shared

a common bond entering their 1987-88 campaigns: both

teams were expected to finish no higher than fifth

in the Big East Conference.

For the men, 1987 was a disaster. From the Gary I AttArC f^A tllA FrfltAr
McLain revelations to the first-round loss in the National ^ **^' ^ *^ ^"'^ ^^" **^'

Invitation Tournament, 1987 was a rough experience.

With no incoming help and an improved conference ahead,

the fans and critics had the Cats buried in November. Op-ed outrages student
On the women's side, 1987 was a season of great

achievements. The team won a Big East Championship
and a tournament berth, and Shelley Pennefather won
the Wade Trophy as thesPlayer of the Year. However,
like the men's team, coaches, critics and fans expected

the worst from the young and untested women's
basketball team.

Surprise, surprise.

Villanova is one of only nine Division 1 schools to

place both men's and women's teams in the NCAA
Tournament. Whether the players and coaches ignored

the gloomy predictions or us^d_Jhem to motivate

themselves, it is not certain.

What is certain is that both Villanova basketball
teams displayed great courage and perserverance under
adverse circumstances.

Since early successes for the men in tournaments
in Hawaii and Philadelphia did not convince everyone in

the country that the Cats were back, they decided to go
out and ambush Syracuse University, St. John's
University and Georgetown University for good measure.

Victories last week over the Redmen and Pittsburgh

University in New York served as icing for an already

sweetened season.

The women's squad, led by Big East Player of the

Year Lisa Angelotti, racked up 20 wins and toppled

Syracuse, St. John's and LaSalle University, all tourna-

ment teams. All those "untested" players finally

received quality playing time and developed into

quality players.

Head coaches Roland V. Massimino and Harry
Perretta, the coaching staffs and the basketball players
should be commended for a great year of Villanova
basketball.

Pressure senators

to defeat budget
Villanova students have the perfect opportunity next

Friday to make their voices heard at the University Senate

meeting.

Some signs of student life and movement from the
apathetic attitude have been detected earlier this year,

but now is the time to really show your concern about
the proposed budget which includes an average 10.5

percent tuition increase across the boards.

Pressure the University senators to defeat the budget

with your presence at the March 25 meeting.

The future is now in your hands. You can make a
difference.

Support Student Government and utilize the power
of numbers. If you don't, the tuition increases wiU only
€pnie out of your pockets. ^ .

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the

'beggars' article printed in the

Feb. 26 issue of the VUlanovan.
I am now giving myself many a

'coup au derrier' for deciding to

stay here and not transfer to

Rutgers University. .

Even with my cynical attitude

toward "Vanillanova," I never

thought I would see an article

written with such contempt
toward people and organizations

who do not deserve such abuse.

Perhaps the time that went into

writing this article would have
been much better spent if the

writer told the reader how to

recognize a scam instead of imply-

ing that anyone who asks for

something from you is some kind

of a crackpot.

I must express my sympathy
though, to the guy who had to

endure all of these "beggars and
so-called non-profit organiza-
tions." Imagine the torture of

having to stand while the Jeho-

vah's Witnesses made you listen

to them. I Would have been infur-

iated to miss the last few minutes
of Donahue!

I sure hope that none of your
friends saw you next to that deaf

bum. He would definitely clash

with your loafers. I am so sorry

you tuKl to part with two hard-

earned quarters to get rid of him.

How were you able to stand that

interrqgatran by the Red Cross?
You must have had to use all of

your wit to get out of that one.

Maybe the author would be
more sympathetic if he was told

the old proverb about standing in

someone else's shoes. Take, for

instance, the "greasy, sick-kx)king

guy" in the airport. If I were d
con artist, I would not do my job

fuming in my own body odor.

That person is called a home-
less, and smells like he does for

obvious reasons. He is a strange
creature that is for the most part

ignored by the public when the

media does not call attention to

his problem.

Thousands of his kind cail be

found in New York subways
during the winter] Unfortunately,
they cannot go bii^ to mommy
and daddy like the resiofus when
the foiflg gets rough.

How many times have you kwt
a dangamis amount of blood in

an accident? None? Whotver
woukl havegyeaaed! You obviout-

ly do not suffer from AIDS or

hemophalia dthar. Next time I

naed a hsart truitplant, do not

worry, I will not come looking for

you.

As for religious organizations,

I would not care to stand in the

shoes of Falwell, but wouldn't

Sally Struthers be a bit upset that

someone wrote an article telling

people not to give to the kids in

Cambodia?
The writer of the article in

question claims that he is sticking

up for the "little guy," caught in

the middle of "a world of pain,

suffering, drugs, crime and other

unpleasant things."

Anyone who can afford to go to

Villanova has no right to portray
himself as a victim of the times.

Until we wake up and smell the
proverbial "coffee," we are all

mere spectators in a country that

has not yet emerged from the
"Me" generation. As for his doc-

trine of apathy and despondence,
I'll just say "No."

Dan Vea
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Abolish Apartiieid
ByKIMHOWZE

What are we to thinlc about a
society in which a minority govern-
ment restricts and oppresses the
native nuuority simply because of

the color of their skin. I certainly

cannot agree with it, and Iam sure
that the rest of the Villanova
community shares my sentiment.
I cannot look past the depravity
to find anything beneficial in a
government system that is so
warped.
Dowe not realize that Apartheid

is the militaristic and violent

suppression of a peoplehood? The
armed regime of South Africa

heavily guards the lands on which
it forces the crowded natives to

reside.

These living areas are barren
with almost nonexistent vegeta-

tion. These are places that we
would all consider uninhabitable.

There is almost nerunning water,
and whole communities must
share a well.

E-ven large families live in

make-shift aluminum shacks and
sometimes have only insects to

eat.

It is not only a matter of the

government not intervening to

improve the situation. It is much
more than that. This is a govern-

ment established situation and
one that the government, seem-
ingly, prefers.

The South African government
practices strict censorship of the

media. It even prohibits the tra-

ditional journalistic response to

censorship, which is to leave

blank spaces where the banned
material would have been.

This government forbids for-

eign press to film in many black
townships. It goes to the extremes
of confiscating the equipment of

uncooperative press and of jailing

stubborn journalists. South Afri-

cans, black and white, get most
of the information abcmt their

country's racial unrest from vis-

itors and f<$reign radio broadcasts.

This is a government that
makes political arrests in excess
of 40,000 each year. It detains

thousands of people without trial,

hundreds of whom are children

under 16.

This government finSs it neces-
sary to extend its state of emer-
gency, indefinitely, by the per-

manent institution of the Internal

Securities Act. This government
sifepended pafSj^laws, two years
ago, only becaiise "Apartheid can
survive longer if the overstretched
police and army ignore pass law
violators and concentrate on the
armed" black revolutionists.

There is so much more to be
told. This racist regime forces

blacks to do hard labor, but
refuses to give even slightly

sufficient py; deprives the major-
ity of the right to vote and all other
political rights; and refuses to

allow black children the same
level and type of education as the
white children.

The government allows, and
probably wants, religion to rein-

Figlit for riglits
By TERISE FUSCO

Something exciting has made
the news lately because it reflects

the powerful feelings of college

students toward their universi-

ties. It demonstrates the power of

a student body, their perception

of what their leaders' qualifica-

tions should be, and how the
combination of these two can
elicit change.

At Gallaudet University, a col-

lege for the hearing impaired, the
student body president led the

yx)test for a very sensitive issue.

After the Board of Trustees'
appointment of a non-hearing
impaired University president the
students demonstrated, claiming
that while qualified in every other
respect, their appointee lacked the
fundamental knowledge that each
of the students share, the knowl-
edge of a hearing impaired life.

The board evidentally has been
consistently not meeting, the
priorities of the students. Hence,
the protest wa^ conducted, not

against the newly appointed Uni-

versity president, but against the

board's nomination of that person.

The president resigned, and the

board succumbed. Even the chair-

man of the Board of Trustees
resigned.

'What an enlightening state-

ment this makes for all students.

When people feel like they cannot
fight the system; when they find

working within that system is not

effective, there are indeed possi-

bilities.

In this situation at Gallaudet,

the student lei^|^ recqgniaed the

board's choice of neglecting the

student's interests. Rather than
rashly attacldng thejMresident, he
went to the source and solved the

problem. The, students banded
together, not because of some
trivial or remote cause, but for

something neoBsaary and sensi-

tive to their lives.

To Villanova a message can be
drawn from this exemplary situa-

tion; when selecting our new
University president, care must
be taken to evaluate each candi-

date's awareness of the issues

crucial to the students' education-
al experience.

The candidate's stance on and
commitment' to resolving the
crucial problems of the neglect of

financial aid, the failure to offer

adequate academic scholarships

and the seemingly unreasonable
but very consistent tuition
increasesr^ould be top consider-

ations for the presidency.

Let the successful demonstra-
tion at Gallaudet be exemplary for

us. We must always work with
the system and we must never
despair when those concerns that
we hold dearest are being ignored,
because carefully executed
actions, in support of what is truly
correct, will result in the progress
that is necessary.

Terise Fusco is a junior political

science majorand student body vice

president.

Letters

policy
The VillanovaM willprint "Let-

ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weekly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. AU letters must be typed and
double spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but

all letters must besignedandshould
include the writer's telephone

number. Because of limited space,

not all letters can beprinted. Others

may be ediled. Letters may be sent

by mail to: the ViUmmmmH, Vil-

Imtom Uniperrity, Viihnova, Pa.

19086.

force the idea of white supremacy,
for there are Afrikaner faiths that

teach scripture-based race purity.

I do not understand the rational-

ization behind Apartheid, and 1

am appalled by the immorality of

those who wish to preserve it.

Since the black South Africans
are without the tools to accom-
plish a revolution by themselves,
we, as members of the interna-

tional community, must continue

to voice our protest. Only with the
help of outsiders, will the 200-

yearold system of Apartheid be
destroyed.

Kim Howze is a sophomore
honors major.

Letters to the Editor.

Protests can make clianges
To the Editor:

I am a student at Fordham
University in the Bronx and
recently had the pleasure of vis-

iting Villanova. At that time I was
struck by the amazing similarity

between the two, even for two
medium-sized Catholic universi-

ties; but what struck me most was
the 10 percent hike in tuition

recently announced, which is just

what Fordham's administration

announced to us three months
ago.

For us this is the fourth such
raise in four years, and students

here finally said that they had
enough.

Last December an ad hoc group

of students here began to plan

actions to protest the tuition hike.

These started with a student

strike four weeks ago. Over half

the campus boycotted classes on
the Thursday of the strike, and
several hundred people came to a

rally that afternoon.

The following day 131 students

engaged in a two-hour "study-in"

in the halls of the administration

building because "there was no
room to study" in Fordham's
woefully inadequate library.

Two weeks later 56 students

stayed in the library for two hours
after it is 8 p.m. closing time in

further protest of Fordhafm's
student services, all of which
remain abysmal despite the rapid-

ly increasing tuition. These stu-

dents are now being brouj^ht up
on university judicial charges as
a result of their action.

This Tuesday there will be a
peaceful protest at the Board of

Trustees meeting. We at Fordham
are sick of being ignored by the
rich corporate heads on our Board
of Trustees who continually hike
tuition beyond the means of many
students to pay.

We are going to be heard wheth-
er the trustees wants to hear us
or not; and whatever it takes, we
are going to win. Students are
already talking about a mass
refusal to pay the extra tuition

next year, and other plans are
being discussed.

At Villanova you seem to be in

much the same situation as we
were faced with three months ago.

You too can act to prevent these
unjust increases.

Like Fordham's, your student
government seems to believe that

it has no business leading student
protests that might jeopardize

their letters of recommendations
from Villanova administrators.

John Lewis, student senator and
member of the budget committee
has said "If the students don't

care to protest this issue it will

be their fault, not ours."

Apparently Lewis does not
think that he qualifies as either

a student or a student leader.

Fine. We organized without stu-

dent government help and laughed

as they hurriedly ran behind their

constituencj' trying to catch up.

You can too. All it takes is a

few people to put up signs announc-

ing an initial organizational meet-

ing. Student anger will provide

the momentum from there on.

In four years of campus activ-

ism here I have never seen any
issue come close to generating the

amount of interest and activity

the student strike has. This is a

serious conflict which students

have the power and determination

to win.

I urge you at Villanova not to

allow the Board of Trustees to act
safe in the knowledge that stu-

dents will not act, will not speak
up for their rights, and will not
oppose them no matter how obnox-
ious their edicts.

The Board of Trustees honestly
does not care about you as an
individual, only about some amor-
phous entity called Villanova that

to them does not mean people but
rather pretty building, a winning
basketball team, a good reputation
instead of a good reality and a
student body too complacent to

interfere with their schemes.
The time has come for students

to speak up and speak loud. Make
them hear you. Organize, demon-
strate and protest. You've got
nothing to lose and a university

to gain.

Rusty Harold .

Editor's

Note

The letter to the editor appear-
ing in the Feb. 26 issue of the

VUlanovan regarding Villanova

University Shop 's bwk ordering
and stocking practices, should
have been cited as a reprinted

letter addressed to the bookstore

director Jrom Philip V.

McLaughlin, Jr., professor in

the department of mechanical
engineering, it was not a letter

to the editor.

'#
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Catholic values

llioiriil be taught
TotheEditon

Toe student responses in the

Feb. 5 issue of the ViUanovan to

my remarks regarding "Academic

freedom debated" and "V.U. sur-

veyed on Catholic issues," both

featured on the front page of the

Nov. 6, 1987 issue of the Villa-

novan, require further comment;

I am pleased that I stimulated

the thoughts of at least two of

your readers, and I congratulate

both for offering their thoughts.

For the record, I do not question

Villanova University's excellence

in secular education or, for that

matter, inquiry into all thought.

I do insist that a Catholic univer-

sity be in concert with Rome.

When in doubt seek Rome first

when one claims to be Catholic.

As previously described, the

war-imposed courses on the faith

were bare-boned.. Out of this

truncated curriculum we came
away faithful to the teachings of

the Church in the framework of

"Veritas." My Jan. 29 letter made
no mention relating objective

truth, as used in the sacred, to the

physical sciences as Stan Carroll

suggests. Whimsically, I suppose

the case could be made, but who
would wish to walk across a

bridge designed with "subjective"

stress analyses?

Carroll charged that I "attacked

the concept of 'academic free-

dom'." In the Nov. 6, 1987 issue,

theViUanovan j^n a story report-

ing that the executive director of

the Association of Catholic Col-

leges and Universities, Sister

Alice Gallin, O.S.U., assesrted

that the pontifical schema on

higher education is "contrary to

the American value of academic

freedom."

If Gallin is correct, that is

soothing comfort, personally, to

be identified on Rome's side. lif she

is correct, Rome knows why Rom
is "contrary to the American
(underscore) value of academic
freedom."

Why are 110 college presidents

hassling Rome on this issue of

academic freedom?

Notre Dame's ex-President Hes-

burgh characterized the schema
as "unrealistic." According to

Villanova's Charles L. Cherry,

vice president of Academic Affairs,

"[it] has a chilHng effect" and "[isj

an intrusion by the church in

appointment of faculty." Accord-

ing to Michael E. Burke, director

of the honors program, the firing

of the Rev. Charla Curran of the

Catholic University of America
has a "dampening effect" on
theology professors. Cheny con«

tinues that the disciplining of

Curran "is a negative blow to

academic freedom.

'

One is "chilled?" Another is

"dampened?" Both because of a
"negative blow" to a concept that

has not been defined in any of the

ViUanovan copy on this subject

from Nov. 6 to date?

_ I adjure the parties concerned

to come forth and tell us, "What
do you mean by academic free-

dom?" I really cannot find f^ult

with, much less acceptance of, a

concept the definition of which is

not on the table as we enter debate

on its merit.

Once, however, the parties
referred to spell it out in reaso-.

nable detail, we shall all be able
to weigh and opine. Until this is

done, a big fuss is made over an
unspecified term, and my limited

educational background calls the
situation "silly"; not a very
technical term, nonetheless:
"silly."

It is laudable that Kristin A.
Switala expresses a desire to go
into the world after graduation
and to bring peace and justice to

the oppressed, hungry and naked.

In the process of changing the

world, we all ned to prepare

ourselves leest the world change
us — change us by the odious

percentages contained in the mini-

poll revealing student attitudes

toward Rome, and lackx>f regard

for guidelines of conduct fully

spelled out by Rome.

Finally, what correlation can be

accurately drawn between what
we are taught, the attitude of our
teachers toward Church author-

ity, and the answers given to the

mini-poll which revealed that 94
percent believe that pre-marital

sex is not "wrong in all circum-

stances"; nearly 93 percent believe

that artificial birth control is not

wrong; (only) 14.3 percent believe

that abortion should be made
illegal. Is practice taking a back
seat to teaching? Or is teaching

also in the back seat? Will anyone
field this one?

Gerald A. Lee
Class of 1945

Artwork is sexist
"responsible freedom of

expression."

The cartoon is not funny. It

degrades women. It is

heterosexist. «

To the Editor:

Recently we visited your cam-
pus to take part in an intercolle-

giate competition. During a break
we read the Feb. 26 issue of the

ViUanovan.
We take extreme exception to

Andrew Bullion's "Meet Johnny
Hoon" cartoon. Because of its

sexist content, we think it violates

your stated editorial policy of

Bekkedam praised

This letter to the editor was

signed by23 studentsfrom Barnard
College, Princeton University, the

University of Delaware, Columbia

UniversityandNewJersey Institute

of Technology.

To the Editor:

It was with great pleasure that

I and other Villanova basketball

fans witnessed the encouraging

play of Barry Bekkedam in the

Georgetown game on Feb. 15.

1 am sure that Bekkedam will

continue to developas a contritMit-

ing team member. However, I

hope that the coaching staff does

not consider his development to

mean that they can now "back-

off the recruitment of at least one

of the three big-men recruits

presently under considsratkm.

I
AiihatMa, I III 11 II ^SiifcMii'ii

^ The Perry Carter fiasco of last

year should not be repeated since

recruiting disasters, as we have
seen, can and do happen (for

example, Bobby Martin, Delino

DeShiekb).

We in the Vttlanova basketball

community kx>k forward to the

fieklii« of full-manned teams in

the coming seasons; teams which
will not be affected by injury or

player exit.

Fkwy(P.Asioliiio
1975

I

Campus
PATTONTRIBIBLE

Stt^ffPkotographgr

This week the VUlano-
van asks: "What will you
remember most about your
spring break?"

•^•^m^

N
Eating the "best tast-

ing" saltines ever at the

oyster bar.

Cindy Agresta
junior

psychology

^m^

Absolutely nothing.

Rich Segrave-Daly
junior

accounting

The Woodman climbing

the rafters at Banana's in

Cancun.
MitcheU Crawford

senior
'^ psychology
Beth Lemon

senior
biology

(

,
This is "March

Madness."
Peter KflcuUen

junicH*

communications

Chicken and rooster

farms^, farm boys, cowboys
and "the stroke" in Gal-

veston Texas.
Maryann AfcConneU

I junior
agricuUural atodiefl

Fraternity wants to serve V.U
TotheEditon

As we approach the last half of

the 1987-88 school year, the
membtrs of the suspmidsd Delta

Kappa EpsUoo fratamity would
like to express thdr Mn once

again to be recooiissd at an
integral ptrt of the VUlanova
Greek coouDumty.

Throughout our misfortune,

the spirit of this fraternity has

remained high, as examplified by

our members participation in the

Special Olympics, Hunger Aware-

ness Week, Radnor township

community service protects, as

well as a number of individual

service praiects.

In addMon,'we havethesupport
of the Gfeek conoiunity behind

ue, ileag with other meaibere of

tiM otu^Bt. Iniv. Coa^ifiacall
that hte hippened, having

another strong international fra-

ternity on campus can only benefit
the Greek community and Villa-

nova at a whole. %
Althougl^ we nignx any past

negittvenhavior, ftemembefiof
theDdtaKappaEpiUen fraternity

look forward to ^serving our
school's oooununity egidn.

._-,.^,^^».-^><^,»»»<»JI» •»•"»* ^r-m^-m. mm m- « . . 1
:
-—^^ -~ --.,«-

,.i,i l^m^ -^ ^
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Boisjoly condemns ChaU&^er crash
By KAREN lOVINO

Staff Reporter

On Feb. 24, Villanova students

and faculty had the privilege of

meeting and hearing the story of

Roger Boisjoly. Boisjoly, once a
senior scientist and manager"of
applied mechanics at Morton
Thoikol (the corporation which
supplied the failed rocket booster

to the space shuttle Challenger)

was subject to mental anguish
from his company after he made
NASA and Morton Thoikol aware
of the defect in the boosters, or

0-rings, included in the makeup
of the Challenger and tried to

deter the launch.

Boisjoly has since left Morton
Thoikol, filed lawsuits against

both NASA and his former com-
pany, and is using his experience

as a basis for lectures on ethics

in the workplace at college cam-
puses across the country.

With a Bachelor of Science in

mechanical engineering from the

Lowell Technological Institute in

Lowell, MA, Boisjoly was well

equipped to work closely with the

joints, which had failed previous

postflight tests in March 1985. It

was discovered that, in cold

temperatures (50 degrees at the

time of the test), the 0-rings had
a hard time sealing the tooster

joints, thereby impairing the
performance of the shuttle and
making the launch itself extreme-

ly dangerous.

NASA knew about these failed

joints but, according to Boisjoly,

made no attempts to stop flights

until the joints were fixed. Bois-

joly was part of the seal engineer-

ing team at Thoikol, trying to fix

the 0-rings, but claims that the

team received virtually no mana-
gerial support.

OnJan 27, 1986, the night before

the launch, Thoikol and NASA
officials sat down at a meeting to

hear Thoikol's flight recommen-
dations for Challenger. The ther-

mometer read 18 degrees with a

temperature in the 30 degree
range predicted for launch time.

Thoikol presented their report,

noting test results at the previous-

ly coldest launch were 51 degrees.

The test showed seal impairment
at this temperature.

However, further findings

drawn from tests done with a
machine without the flaws in the
booster joint design showd no
problems at 30 degrees. Thoikol
put all of its information together

and concluded that a launching
below 53 degrees put Thoikol
outside of its data base and that
the shuttle should fly only at

higher temperatures. When NASA
pressed Thoikol for a decision, the
company spokesperson responded
that he could not recommend a
launch.

NASA seemed appalled by this

decision, and a distressed Thoikol
called for a five-minute conference
to review their flight decision.

Boisjoly, desperate that the deci-

sion not be overturned, replated

the date with a colleague, but the
two were discouraged from com-
menting further by angry looks

from Thoikol officials.

Morton Thoikol then made a list

of data supporting a launch,
ignoring the fact that they had
never experienced a launch below
50 degrees. Thoikol reversed their

decision and gave NASA a go-

ahead for the flight, though Bois-

joly asserted his feeling that there

was an "extremely high risk of

failure," and predicted loss of

lives, if the Challenger were
allowed to launch.

Boisjoly had not planned to

watch the launch the next day,

Jan. 28, 1986, but was encouraged
to do so by colleague Bob Ebeling.

After watching the Challenger
make a clean lift-off, then explode
73 seconds into the flight, Boisjoly

described himself as being in a
"state of shock. I went back to my
office and stared at the walls. It

was devastating. I couldn't
speak."

As a result of making the faulty

rocket boosters known to NASA
and the Presidential Commission,
and fighting against a launch,
Boisjoly experienced "extreme
hostile treatment (from Morton
Thoikol) due to tilling the truth."

Thoikol led him and the public to

believe that he still held an impor-
tant position in the company
while, behind his back, telling

NASA to keep him isolated from
all aspects of the space program. '

Boisjoly was devastated at this

exclusion and in July 1986 took
an extended sick leave from Thoi-

kol. During this time he received
professional help for a condition
called post-traumatic stress dis-

order. As a result of the anguish
and exclusion suffered at his
company, Boisjoly (as well as
Ebeling) resigned from Morton
Thoikol.

Boisjoly states that he is sad-

dened by the present state of

affairs at NASA. Business at

NASA is being conducted in the
same manner as it was before the
disaster. For instance, Boisjoly
cites the example that NASA had
stated that they would fix the ring
that had failed in the previous
flight. The newly fixed ring failed

again in tests last December.
NASA then published that they

would go back to using a previous
design that had been okay in

previous tests. In Boisjoly 's opin-
ion, NASA has made "a conscious
decision to fly with something
that is still a little bit broken.
NASA is working within a broken
system."

Boisjoly, generally a fan of the
space program, is also saddened

(Continued on page 18)

Ex-Salvadoran student shuns governments
By JOE McGOWAN

Senior Reporter

In places such as Santa Marta
and Las Vueltas the drone of A-

37 planes precedes the release of

the bombs, thousands of tons of

which fall daily upon the hills of

El Salvador. The death squads
returned in 1987 (many people say
that they never went away) and
the names of such groups as

Blanco Mano and ORDEN once
more inspire terror.

On Oct. 26 of the past fall,

Herbert Anaya, president of

CDHES, the largest Salvadoran

^Jiuman rights organization, was
, asslijfsinated as he was about to

drive his children to school. Two
months earlier Dr. Antonio Men-
jivar Flores, an economics profes-

jtor, was assassinated on the

^mpus of the University of El

Salvador. .Only a few months
before, at the same campus, uni-

versity student Rafael Cuellar

was gunneddown in his dormitory
room.

All of these incidents are pieces

of a war few acknowledge or care

about. It is a civil war that each

side is losing. And it is a war paid

/

for by the United States.

The war in El Salvador and the

American connection was -what

Rene Hernandez spoke about to

students in Stanford Hall's fourth-

floor lounge on Feb. 29 in a talk

sponsored by Villanovans Con-
cerned About Central America.

Hernandez, a former student at

the University of El Savador, left

the country as a result of his

activity with AGEUS (the General

Association of Salvadoran Stu-

dents) and has been traveling

through the United States to

speak to American college stu-

dents about the plight of their

Salvadoran peers.

Hernandez began his work with

AGEUS in 1975, early in his

undergraduate career. This was
shortly after the second military

invasion of the campus of UES
(the University of El Salvador) by
government forces. There would

be a third invasion in June 1980.

As Hernandez explained, college

life is different in El Salvador.

Books and blackboaids are rare

commodities — most classes do

without both. And after the 1980

assault on UES, most classes were

held in tents while the charred

remains of the campus awaited

rebuilding.

The government's antipathy
toward college students stems
from the work of such student
groups as AGEUS — the demon-
strations they stage, their calls for

reform, and the protests that end
with stone-throwing students
chased across campus by tear gas
cannisters and bullets. One such
encounter in 1980 left 40 teachers

and students dead.

Hernandez spoke to the stu-

dents in the Stanford lounge

about what American students

can do to help. This included

contacting congressman on the

matter of military aid to the

Salvadoran government and mate-

rial aid campaigns to resupply

UES and other campuses. He also

spoke of the difficult choices that

face Salvadoran students.

Although AGEUS is a student

network independent of the major
Salvadoran rebel organization,

the FMLN (Farabundo Marti
National Liberatiqp Front), Her-

nandez said that some students

choose to go with the rebels. He
stated that for many of his peers

the matter is one of whether to

"leave the country, or join the

armed struggle. Many students go
with the FMLN. The majority of

the people recognize and identify

with the FMLN, but are not part

of it. They [the FMLN] are out in

the mountains."
Hernandez did not opt for the

armed struggle, but has chosen to

make contact with American
college students and to urge them

to make a show of solidarity with
their peers in El Salvador.

It is a cause for which some
Salvadoran students have died
and are dying, while others, such
as Hernandez, are in exile from
their native land. Of a return to

his homeland, Hernandez
remarked, "It's dangerous, but I

came back."

Dating when love

is blind

Campus Clip
i=i

(pholo t>y Shan*)

By JACQUELINE GENTILE
Assistant Features Editor

The blind date: everyone claims
that is how at least one of their

aunts and uncles met, and that

they have the perfect marriage.

"Oh, that's how my Aunt Carmel-
la met my Uncle Geunther and
they couldn't be happier."

My instant reaction is that

Carmella and Geunther were
either the class nerds who could

not get dates on their own, or they
were just plain lucky. After all,

for every blind date success story,

there are probably hundreds of

disasterous blind dates whose
stories are better left untold.

But when my sister mentioned
that one of her classmates from
the culinary institute wanted to

go out with me, I figured I might
as well give it a try. After all, I

was not going anywhere except
home for spring break. My sister

assured me that he was a nice

person whom I would probably hit

it off with, and if I could not trust

my own sister, whom could I

trust?

After I had given her my okay
to be relayed back to her class-

mate, I said to my sister, "Wait
a minute. How did he even know
you had a sister?"

Her reply nearly put me in the

hospital with a cardiac arrest.

"Oh, I showed him your high
school senior portrait."

I think it is nearly.every girl's

nightmare that someone should
see a picture of her taken three

years ago. But the fact that this

guy asked to go out with me after

heMw the picture really tri|g;ered

some doubts in my mind about his

character.
'

I stuck to my word though, and
awaited the phone call as I lounged

around my house and attempted
none of the work I promised
myself I would do during break.

One night, while I was in the

middle of aJames Bond movie and
a Fosters Lager, the phone rang.

I knew it was him — the date.

Call it luck or intuition, but I was
right.

The instant I heard his voice,

suspicion overcame me. His voice

was so deep that I was sure his

name was really Vinny, he was
in the Mafia and he really did not

want to take me out on a date but

was going to use me ^ a ploy in

a big drug scam. My sister was
probably involved in it, making a

few grand from the deal. Or
maybe he was really a spy, and
the deep voice was just to cover

up his Russian accent. But then

again, maybe I had just been
watching too many spy movies.

Of course, he seemed nice

enough once the small talk got

started. He said he had garde-

manger. I asked him if it was
serious or contagious. He told me
it was a class in food arrangement
and display.

I told him I was studying to be

an English teacher. He said he got

straight Ds through high school

English.

After a conversation that ended
awkwardly, he said he would call

me later in the week. I figured

there was about as much of a

chance of his calling me back as

there was of my doing the school-

(Continued on page 16)
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Murpliy's ^leory beeomes law

than you think it will.'

Today an abundance of adages
fall beneath the catc^^ory ol Mun

By KRISTINE RYAN

Throughout history, numerous
men have been hailed as geniuses

because of their ability to observe, phy's Law that describe the ironic

record and apply the laws of quirks of nSture, so bizarre yet so

nature. Men such a& Galileo, real. Taking a look around cam-
Newton and Einstein, as a result pus, one sees that Murphy's Law
of their theories and observances, is very evident at Villanova Uni-

built the foundations upon which versity. Here are a few of the

modem science is grounded. One maxims that should be added to

man, however, rarely receives the Murphy's Law to make it

recognition he deserves. His name complete:

is Edward Murphy and he coined 'The most beautiful day of the

the numerous maxim that bears week will fall on the day prior to

as**N9thingisaseasya8itk)oks,** "The perfect class schedule,
and "Everything will take loi^gcr arrai^ed ao that it contains onl^

his name. Murphy's Law is a

strange and extraordinary pheno-

menon that plagues people of

every culture and class.

The profound proverb boldly

your most difficult exam.'
''The one parking space avail-

able in the main lot is the one
farthest from your class."

"The only day you see your

states: "If anything can go wrong, professor outside of class walking

it will." It was divulged in the through campus is the day you
historic year of 1949when Captain have cut his class.

"

Murphy, an aircraft engineer, said "There is never a line for the

in reference to a technician, "If shower room except on the day
there is any way to do it wrong, you wake up a half an hour late."

he will." The project manager, "Invitations for dinner are
George E. Nichols, assigned the offered by family and friends only

name Murphy's Law to that and on the nights when the Pit serves

statements of similar truths such the meals you like."

Coming Up. .

.

March 18
ACS Dance Marathon for Cystic Fibrosis

Day Hop, Dougherty Hall 8 p.m.-8 a.m.

"Robocop"
Connelly Center Cinema 6:30 and 9 p.m.

Connelly Center 8th Anniversary
March 19
64 Days Senior Celebration

"Written on the Wind"
Connelly Center Cinema 7 p.m.

March 21
Villanova Union Lectures Committee presents

"Europe on 84C a Day"
Connelly Center Cinema 3 p.m.

March 22 ; .

"Alternate Careers for Science Majors"
West Lounge, Dougherty Hall 7 p.m.

Barbara Bailey Hutchinson Liye at the Terrace
Belle Air Terrace 5:30*7-30 p.m.

March 23
Campus Ministry — Rea)nciliation and Healing Service

Main Chapel 5 p.m.

Project Sunshine — Volunteers Recognition Evening
Villanova Room 5-7 p.m. ^

March 24
"Go Without Lunch Fast"

to benefit Sunshine Day for Kids
"Someone to Watch Over Me"
Connelly Center Cinema 6:30 and 9 p.m.

n
FREE SlMilfiSHIPlNFOIiMI^

SniDENIS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
•W« hav« a data bank of ovar 200.000 liatingt of acholarshlpa.
fallowtltips, oranta. and loans, raproaantfng ovor $10 Mlllon in privatt
•actor funding.

•Many tclMlaraliips aro givon to atudanta basad on tlioir acadomic
intarasta, caraar plant, family horitaga and placa of raaidanca.

• Thara's monay availaMa for atudanta wtio tiava t>aon nawspapar car-
riara. grocary clarka.,ctioarlaadara. nontmokara . . . ate.

• Rasuitt GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free BnwlMirt

1.800^38*3845
I

S^< Richard & Compaqy
UM8EX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave. , Villanova
"

VlUfnma^lkKtMl Discounts
(OrrtanniiHI, perming, coldfing & more!)

OpeaMoa.
thra8At(irtd.& He^ueetsd

italft

the most convenient tiroes, has
you runniif from St. Mary's to

Bartley halls in a span of 10
minutes."
As one can see, Murphy's influ-

ence still lives on. Thiough sn
extensive collection of evidence

based upon experience and
hypothesis. Murphy's . Law has
been found to withstand the test

of time.

What is it that makes things

happen at the least convenient

times? No one knows exactly why
what Murphy postulated is so

precise; however, no one can deny
the situations that point to its

truth and accuracy.

Perhaps it is caused by some-
thing that needs to be researched

based on an unknown, underdeve-

loped science called Murphonian
physics.

Or maybe its cause is simply

because we are human. Whatever
the reason, Murphy's Law is a

reality, especially for the college

student at Villanova University.

wKo knowft, who c^u'es

Hey, you Irish Vdlanovans (the other 3 can stop rieading here) . .

.

wake UP . . . shake off that hangover ... and smell the Irish coffee

I
... theSe^Ue is trying to pass a 10 percent tuitkn hike ... agaia
... wekome totmmiicracy ... isekxMM topoverty ...mamBii^
will' do a benefit concert for all of us who can t afford V.U. . .

.

LIVE AID ... FARM AID ... FINANCIAL AID ... NOVA AID
. . . maybe the glee dub can cut an album with RoUie'a boys doing

a rap ... on a funnier note . . . how Ixmt those midterm grades

^.\ right up there with Dwight Gooden's BRA ... how low can
you go . . . down, down into the ground . . . ground . . . groitnd-

brealdng . . . groundbreaking has finally started on south campus
... we saw Father DriacoU out there with his pail and shovd
... to all you burnt, blistering and peeling eunworehippera . .

.

this MHm) Knows Who Cares is for you . .

.

Edited by the VWatman EdiUmai Board.

Edited by the VUlanovan Editorial Board.

Foryour health. {.

.

By TARA BURKE
SteffReporter

Help Fight

Cystic Fibrosis

Volunteer at

the ACS

Dance-A-Thon

Tonight

Day Hop 8 p.m.

rhythm periods of increased read-

iness to sleep, in addition to night

sleep. Daytime sleeping occured

Are you tired after lunch or mostly at 1 p.m.

feeling groggy by 3 p.m.? You are The purpose of this short siesta

not the only one. Researchers may be the body's way of conserv-

have shown that people, when ing energy, a form of temperature

given the chance, will sleep at regulation. Many people take naps

least twice at, day. in hot climates where the mid-day

Many people in other cultures sun forces the body to use up more

return home at mid-day to eat and energy. In addition, night, the

nap before returning to work coldest time of the day, is another

again. In addition, some animals period that requires more energy

have similar biological sleep-wake to perform activities,

cycles. We should take naps, but in the

Research suggests that naps work-oriented twentieth century

might make people more efficient it is difficult. Industrialization

in their afternoon work because

their sleeping clocks are in sync.

In Munich, West Germany, the

Max Planck Institute tested sub-

has broken our natural cycle. *

Keep in mind that sleep is

believed to help our bodies regain
^

energy for conceiUr^ting; ^|||Qihout i

jects in an underground bur^ker enough sle4>.jmental ccfioebtra-

for days with no music, writing, tion and memory recall are

reading, alcohol, coffee or tea. reduced; the person becomes irrit-

They had no way to judge time able imd less able to deal with

and were asked to fall asleep psychological stressors. Perhaps

whenever they felt the urge. The you may work more efficiently if

study found there were four-hour you try a catnap after classes.

VILLANOVA.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

4-WEEKSUMMER PROGRAM
IN SIENA

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

—

ROSEMONT COLLEGE

MAY 26 - JUNE 26

I

PROGRAM

The program In Siena Italy focuses on the InterdlsdpUnary study of Italian art and art history,

ttie history of Haiian dties and Italian language study at all levels. Excursk)ns are planned

as part of the course work to Venk». Ravenna, Fk)rence. Volterra, San Ghnignano. Assist.

Gut)t)k) and Orvleta Students are expected to take two courses. The fEKrulty arefl^
University and Rosemont College.

• ttilan Unguaoe at aO leveb (3 credits)

• HMoiy of Kalan CMes (3 credits)

e Aft History (3 oredtts)

e Independent Stucfr (3 credits)

LOCATION •

Siena lies in the center of Tuscany preserving Its medieval visage of narrow streets and

lanes ascending to ttie Cathedral or descending Into the Piazzo del Campa Siena's people,

history and art set It apart not only firom othar Italian dties txjt even flnom the other Tuscan

peoples.

HOUSING AND MEALS

All housing and nrieals In Slena are at the hotel On the exank)ns. on^ a ooritinental breal^^
wttl be prtivkled.

COSTS

The avnprvhensive fte of the iixigram Is $1,907 arid indudes housing

tuittoa €0Kur9tons with houskig arid a9 gratuities. The Ito does not Include t^
the rouncHrlp tid«Bt psraorial CBq)en8ss. Insurarwe or aptk)nal trips. A apedal red^
ilr fhrewM be avalible to psitldparits tfitMi^ ilJUtaL

ADIiBSI0jN.JMDArmCA310N .^
• UrilxwiH|atudwtslituswHha2JQPAona4X>snli. ^
• N9 privlOM Impap stutf Is needed.

Gw YvpnoMi unMsrsriy.

For

Dk, Thoims M.
T. 1st floor, at Moiys Hril (i4B^10) or

DeAOUNEPQI^APPUCA'nONSi MARCH IS. 1988

"J .» — r-
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Hey LX., ^
Some people call me Butch,

some people call me dude. I'm
gonna tell you straight, I don't

mean to be rude. You lost your
way of talking when your babe
went walking, and now you feel
yourself iUin . Well I'll tell you
friend you're nowhere near the
end, and you yourself are the
Villain. So stop actin' blue and
reach inside of you; 86 this trap
and you'll regain your rap.
Remember home bee there's other
fish in the sea; find another hot
mamma, although you may not
wanna, and dish this attitude on
the count of three.

Dear Butch,
Yo, homeboy my name is

Trapper, and until lately I've been
the world's greatest rapper. It

seems my old lady thought I was
fresh no longer, so she dished me
for some stud who was richer and
stronger. Now is the time that this

dude confessed, since my squeeze
busted out I've been a man dis-

tressed. Since I make my living

rocking the mike, if I don't bag
agig soon I will be quite dismayed.
Seie what I mean, I've lost it bro.

Please help me recap my rap.

Signed,

L.L. Cool Bean

Blood" and "Rambo First Blood
Part n" last month on the VCR,
I have become very intrigu«l with
the Rambo mystique. S^e would
even say obsessed. It all started
innocently with my conducting
mass in my fatigues, then I moved
on to using Rambo analogies in

my homily and replacing Bingo

Night with Mercenary Night,
finally culminating last week
when I found myself dispensing
holy water via an ouzi squirt gun
instead of more conventional
means. If this goes on much longer

I could be in serious trouble.

Please help me Mr. Ex-con before

I'm excommunicated!
Signed,

A Fatigued Father

able to watch '*jake and the
Fatman" in weeks.

Dear Butch,
I am a 58 year-old member of

the clergy. I have devoted my life

to serving my fellow-man and the
Catholic Church. I have always
been a model clergyman and have
never had any difficulties with my
superiors in the heirarchy- at least

not until recently. My problem is

that Rome objects to my latest

hobby. After watching "First

Hey Father Rambo,
Yoa probably didn't know this,

but "Rambo" was my favorite
movie. When I saw it I cried very
hard. (I must have gone through
seven rolls of Brawny.) It is easy
to see how such a moving picture
could affect you so deeply,

advice to you is to stick to yo
guns (literally). After all, t^iey

started the war, you didn't. And
by the way, I would appreciate it

if you would move Mercenary
Night to Thursday, I haven't beeui

Dear Butch,

I am respectfully inquiring
about your professional opinion
regarding a matter of a psycho-
logical nature. It seems that over
the years I have developed what
is referred to as a multiple per-

* sonality, and I have been having
difficulty self-coexisting. You dig?

I don't know why I'm telling you
this though, you incompetent
slug. I guess I was just wondering
if yoii would be kind enough to

help me with your incredibly wise
insight and great advice. You
know, I'm one of your biggest

fans. So if you're not busy stealing

United Way collection boxes or
beating -up small children, I

expect your cooperation, you
excruciatingly ugly ex-con! I

really must be going, I have to put
the finishing touches on the Butch
Baxter voodo doll. There is no
rush on your reply, so take your
^ime and think about it pal. And
^remember, it is crucial that you
'Respond immediately! Did I tell

;you I'm one of your biggest fans?
See ya later loser.

Signed,

Bobdavemikelourick

Hey Bob and Associates,

C'mon man, pull yourselves
together. I don't know much about
this multiple personality business,
but I'm sure it's not so bad. I have
to say that I was not real thrilled

with some parts of your letter, so
I was not sure which of you I

should bother to write back. But,
I figured you guys must be pretty
close, and I didn't want to hurt
anyone's feelings (unlike some
psychotics I could mention who
don't care whose feelings they,
trample on). Look on the bright

side, nobody has to hide in the
trunk when you go to a drive-in

movie, you can claim four depend-
ants on your tax returns, you can
all use the same toothbrush, you'll

never be lonely and five can ast

as cheaply as one! So cheer-up, put
on happy faces, and at least try

to be Sybil to each other.

Happy
_ ;

Birthday

Jeff

Gillies

Theresa

Brock

Advice from Butch Baxter is a
new weekly addition to the Features
section of the VUlanovan. // is

intended for entertainment pur-

poses only. The characters and
letters arepurelyfictitious, andany
resemblance to persons living or

dead is purely coincidental.

Dana
Shafie
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A104
Physical Education

My first time tutoring was a night
to remember. My student was some-
thing called Bone Crusher Rted, a.k.a.

Billy ]o, defensive tackle for the foot-

ball team.
I had the shock ofmy life when

he answered his dorm room door.

He was about si x foot seven ...in ^^
diameter. And when he shook my ^T^
hand, I thought Td never get it back.

So there I was, face-to-knee with
the big man on campus, wondering
how I was going to relate American

Literature toThe Hulk.
But then he pulled out a can of
Orange Cappuccino. I was shocked!
Could it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate taste? And when
Bone Crusher brought out the bone

china, I was beyond belief

Reading the expression o^ my
face, he saicC"What can I say? I like it.

The Cafe Francais is pretty good,
too.'" Well, who's going to anzue, I

thought. As we sipped our Oranec
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy )6
loves reading novels; his only problem
was poetry So I gave him tips on
readmg Emily Dickinson, and he
gave me a copy ofAnn Bcattie's

^llinc in Place."

AIll coukl think was. Dad's never
going to believe this!

GenenU IkKNU*IntenuuioiuU Coffees.
Share the ieclins.

CmmotmnltmmMCmf.
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CONORATULATIONS
V I IL\nova unioii TO THE 1988-89

VllL\nt.)VA UfMOIA

PRESIDENT

JOHN PRICE

VISUAL ARTS
WALT Mcdonald

INTER-UNION

SUSAN LEWIS

SALES AND ENTERTAINMENT
TERRIVU

:<i:-^EXECUTIVE BOARD
VICE PRESIDENT

RICHARD DOMENICO
SECRETARY

MAURA NOLAN
FESTIVALS

TRUDY VOIGT

LECTURES
RICK JOHNSON

CONCERTS
CHRIS IPPOLITO

PUBLICITY
JACKIE LANZA

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
LISA MORGAN
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Want to Travel. But Don't Have any Money?

TRY EUROPE
F?:

MARCH 21

C.C. CINEMA

FREE LECTURE
on

A DAY

THIS WEEK

e'ttr'X*i>'rv\tmC*tuvvm. M^f^Mmtr-mi owon*̂ "..^ V hfitm*

MARCH 17 and 18
6:30 and 9 P.M.

C.C. CINEMA

MARCH 22
CONCERTS COMMIHEE

presents <-

BARBARA BAILY
HUTCHINSQN

LIVEAT THE TERRACE
5:30-7:30 P.M.

B£LLE AIR TERRACE

THE STUDENT
UNION NEEDSYOU!

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN UNION OFFICE FOR:

TREASURER
—Responsible for all Union

Financial Affairs

RECREATION
COORDINATOR

—Plan one day trips to
Atlantic City, New York

—Plan competitions, tournaments
, outdoor programming

—Plan Spring Break Trips
—And so much more-
APPLICA TIONS DUEMARCH22

NEXTWEEK

SOMEONE
TO WATCH

OVER
T

C.C. CINEMA
6:30-9 P.M.
Tickets $2

MARCH
24&25

BALLROOM
DANCING
FOUR CLASS SERIES
APRIL 6, 1 3, 20 AND 27

7:30-9 P.

no

/

CULTURAL FILM SERIES

prosents

WRJHEN IN
THE WIND

MARCH 19 AND 21 7 P.M.
MARCH 20 3:30 AND 7 P.k

C.C. CINEMA

CONTACT
UNION OFFICE
FOR MORE

INFO

THESTUDENT UNION
WISHES CONNELLY CENTER
A HAPPY 8TH BIRTHDAY

THE CORR CHAPEL SERIES

V •

(^mM),':
v

presents

ELENA
EASLEY

CEUO

PETER
kirciIrco
hampMhom)

•4*

MMICH 20CORR CHaJ^
SP.M.FREE'
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Springsteengot lost in the Tunnel ofLove
By KEVIN HECHT

S^Mwr JUpoHtr

The jeans and T-shirt were
gone, replaced by a more conser-

>iative kick. Sowas the unabashed
raw energy. It was replaced with
a refined and introspective inten-

sity. The 24-year-old New Jersey

kid who wanted to die in an
everlasting kiss on Bom to Run
is now a 38-year-old man who
wants steady contentment and all

the time that heaven will allow.

Bruce Springsteen, like every-

thing else in the world, has gone
through changes and has grown
in new directions. This growth
was made glaringly apparent on
March 8 and 9 at the Philadelphia

Spectrum.

Gone were the precious stand-

ards such as "Thunder Road,"

"Jungleland," "Badlands" and
"The River." These songs were
replaced with a surprising array

of new material that is a far cry

from the standard Springsteen

playlists of the past.

At the show's opening, Spring-

steen invited the audience to ride

with him through a "Tunnel of

Love," and ride they did, from the

early, light romantic strains of

"Be True," to Elvis Presley's

"Love Me Tender" and an encore

presentation of "Rosalita" '(des-

cribed by Springsteen as the best

love song he ever wrote).

Fans in attendance were treated

to a large dose of the new and the

^nreleased. From his latest album,
Springsteen presented the haunt-

ing resonance of "Two Faces" and
Rougher Than the Rest," the

melancholy of "One Step Up," and
the reflective verse of "Brilliant

disguise" and '*Walk Like a
Man."
The grinding emotion of "Spare

Parts" was one of the evening's

highlights, introduced by Spring-

steen's philosophic commentary
stating that sometimes a person

has to give up their old dreams,
"or the world will keep breaking

their heart over and over again."

Bruce Springsteen returned to the Spectrum fortwo sold-out concerts on March 8 and 9.
'

" 111!
(Photo courtesy of Spectrum)

Letting go of the past and
moving on played a major role in

the show's song selection. The
new, unreleased songs "Coward"
and "Part Man, Part Monkey"
were interspersed with songs
such ^s "Roulette," "Seeds" and
"Be True," which have never ,

been released on a studio album.
As usual, the marathon extra-

vaganza was split by an intermis-

sion. "Born In The U.S.A." ended
the first set in a rousing fashion,

and the second set included rare

glimpses of older material, such
as "Hungry Heart" and a powerful
rendition of "She's the One," as

well as the traditional "Detroit

Medley" in one of the encore
performances.

As always, this show was moi'e

than a concert, It was an unfor-

gettable experience orchestrated

by a man who really is a person-

ification of rock music. The genius

of this master of story-telling is

his ability to stand as a voice that

expresses feelings inside us all,

and this is what may make Spring-

steen's music so appealing.

Although his latest tour pro-

vides for a great performance, I

still felt that something was
missing by the end of the evening.

It became all too apparent that

Springsteen wanted to give the

audience a different view of him-

self. He even relinquished his title

during "Rosalita," as he changed

the lyrics to say, "You don't have

to call me lieutenant Rosie, and

just don't call me Boss!"

As entertained as I was by this

concert, I was always waiting for

something that never came, and

I wished that I could go back in

time to see "Jungleland" once

more.

In his introduction to a poignant
acoustic version of "Born to-Run,"

Springsteen explained that he
wrote the song about two kids

who were trying to run away, only

to find out that they were trying

to run to a place that really resided

deep within themselves the whole
time. Springsteen explained that

life is really a journey to find that

place inside us all. Just as he ran
to find that place, he hoped that

his music has helped his fans

along their personal journeys as

well, but sadly, the very music
that paved the way for Spring-

steen's path was missing from the

show. This music that means so

much to Springsteen's popular

aura was left out, leaving an
unfillable void in an otherwise
entertaining event.

The E Street Band, as always,

played an outstanding set. Nils

Lofgren was cool, Patty Scialfa

was hot and Clarence Clemons is

still the big man. Danny Federici,

Roy Bittan and Max Weinberg
rounded out what is the best live

band in the world.

Springsteen admitted in "Glory
Days" that he hopes he does not

grow older while holding on to

days gone by. His music is chang-
ing and growing so this does not

happen, and his live set is chang-
ing, too.

I guess it is a fact of life that

times and people change, and I

realize the reasons why the latest

Springsteen tour is so different.

One cannot hold on to the glory

days gone by, and with this in

mind, I enjoyed a wonderful,
entertaining show that is still the

best in rock and roll, but I still

can't help but remember a time
when . .

.

RichardMarx rocks Pulsations party
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Entertainment Editor

Radio station WEGX, known as

Eagle 106, celebrated its first

birthday by throwing a party at

Pulsations nightclub in Glen
Mills, Pa., this past Saturday
night. Eagle 106 lined up some of

dance music's newest stars for its

guests, who had won tickets given

away by the station.

Pulsations is known for playing

slick dance music. That is what
most of the acts played, dance

music that was slick but had no
substance. It is no surprise that

the performer who stole the show
was a rock singer.

The first act of the night on
Pulsations small stage was the

English duo known as Blue Mer-

t^es. Their single, "I Want To
Be Your Property" is rapidly

climbing the dance charts.

"I Want To Be Your Property"

is the only song Blue Mercedes
sang, or rather lip-synced. Vocalist

David Titlow and keyboardist

Duncan Miller had pep. but could

not dance. They looked rather

silly bouncing around on stage,

espedaUy Tittow in his shorts and
loitherjacket. (If they were trying

for the Wham! look, it was not

working.)

The Cover Girls were quite a

oontrut. The group is compoaed
dMufo Urban, CairolineJackaon

and Mkd tinter Louiae "Aofel"
Sikater. They wore lihrer lame
andlip^ynoad anddanced to three

from thairS*e»JU^ album.

The guys in the audience were
salivating. One guy with many
gold chains around his neck leaped

on stage to dance with Angel.

The Cover Girls had a lot of

energy, but are basically a bubble-

gum band. The only difference

between them and Tiffany is that

it is not a crime to "Show me,
show me that you really love me,"
if the Cover Girls asked.

Men Without Hats, the band
that had disappeared after their

1983 hit "Safety Dance," was the

next act. Compared to the Cover
Girls, they looked positively

comotose.
Perhaps bored is a better adjec-

tive. There are^^four keyboard

players in the group and not one

has much to do. The guitarist also

does not appear to contribute

much to the group.

Lead singer Ivan is a confused
cross between INXS* Michael
Hutchence, U2's Bono and some-

one auditioning for the "Pirates

of Penzance." Some of the crowd
started getting restless after the

band's second song. Half the
people were cheering, and the

other half were booing and yelling

"Van Halcn" and "Freebird."

The audience was quelled once
the group started playing "Pop
Goes The World," their latest hit.

The guitarist even played
something.

Taykir Danne looks like Charo
but doee not do the cha-cha. She
•tnttaandgUdea whiledoii«eome
•oulfiil, paaaionate timm- Her

album is titled Tell It To My Heart

and she sang three songs trom it,

including the title track. The
audience went nuts during her

act. She was burning up and her
fever was catching.

The star that shone the bright-

est at the Eagle 106 party was not

a glossy, synthobacked singer.

Richard Marx, 23-year-old rocker,

tried to blow the roof off Pulsa-

tions, but instead blew out his

amp. This was because he was the

only act to perform live. Marx
mentioned this several times.

"You've heard some great music
tonight, but now you're going to

hear some great live music."
» Marx was backed up by a five-

member band. His guitarist (for

odd fact of the week) is the actor/

musician who played Jason Wal-
ton in the TV show "The Wal-
tons." Marx also plays the key-

boards and did so for most of his

act.

The beginning of his nine-song

set included one of his biggest

hits, "Should've Known Better."

He played other cuts off his

Richard Marx album including

"Don't Mean Nothing" and "Have
Mercy."
Marx can soften his hard rock

edge with ballads such as "End-
less Summer Nights," which he
played as an encore. Marx was a
fitting end to a show that was an
example of how things start out
bad and get steadily better.

iMci jMmhowiki. Stt^ff Riporkr,
cotUnhmkdio Hum Mtiidt
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On The Scene .. .EntertainmentTMlilts
By STEPHEN POWERS

Staff Report$r

Watch out, Johnny — the late-

night talk show wars are heating

up again. Less^than a year after

Carson-challefigers Joan Rivers

and David Brenner received their

pink slips, a whole new bunch oi

talk shows will saturate the
airwaves in the near future with
the hopes of dethroning "The
Tonight Show" from its late-night

dominance.
The main contender: Pat Sajak,

of "Wheel of Fortune" fame. Sajak

recently si^ed with CBS to host

a 90-minute talk/variety show
that will go head to heald with
Carson and the first half of "Late

Night with David Letterman"
sometime next year. (No, Vanna
White will not play his sidekick.)

The new program will replace

"Hunter" reruns, "Top of the

Pops," and several first-run action

series.

Meanwhile, to cut down on his

workload, Sajak will step down as

host of the NBC daytime version

of "Wheel of Fortune" in

December. However, he will con-

tinue to host the nighttime ver-

sion, which is the most successful

syndicated series in television

history.

Contender #2: Morton Downey,
Jr. The abrasive, controversial

host currently appears on super-

station WWOR and his show will

be nationally syndicated in June.
Downey is rude and often insults

his guests and audience, but has
such a loyal following in New
York that he has b^ome the

inspiration for "The Chris Elliot,

Jr. Show,!' a regular parody on
"David Letterman." It remains to

be seen if the nation is ready for

Downey's antics.

Contender #3: Linda Ellerbee,

late of ABC's "Our World." Eller-

bee will surface on "And So It

Goes." described as "a talk show
with pictures" for syndication.

The show, which is named after

Ellerbee's autobiography, hits the

air next January. A large number
of ABC affiliates have expressed
interest in airing the program
after "Nightline."

Contender #4: John Mulrooney,
and anyone else Fox can persuade
to host "The Late Show." Mul-

rooney, the star of a new version

of "Candid Camera," hosts the
resurrected talk show two nights

a week. Fox is still searching for

a permanent host for the snow,
which sunk last year with Rivers
at the helm.

In addition to the above four
hopefuls, NBC sports personality

Bob Costas will start working^e
night shift soon, but will not
compete with Carson.—i——iK—p——

—

Off Ml MfM»a4 Si^Ur

of ttm NBC rsfilM of
"WkMl of Forbm" M

t

NBC plans to air "Later with
Bob Costas" after "Late Night
with David Letterman" (get it?)

starting in August. Costas says
that sports figures will make up
only about 20 percent of the
show's guest, the rest being
actors, journalists and other
newsmakers. Each program will

feature an in-depth interview
with just one guest, but inter-

views with celebrities such at
Bruce Springsteen couki be spretd
over two ni^ts or mote.

On the subject of talk shows,
the current strike by the Writers

Guiki of America has forced "The
Tonight Show'^and "David Let-

terman" out of production. The
two shows depend heavily on pre-

written comedy material and hiay

not return until the strike is

settled. Jay Leno, who hosts
"Tonight" on Mondays, has taped

several shows, using his own
material, which will be aired over

the next few weelts. Other than
Leno's shows, both "Tonight"
and "Letterman" will air reruns.

The same strike could also

affect daytime game shows and
soap operas very soon. Most soaps

hav^ aJready stockpiled a numth's
worth of scripts, but are running
out and could be forced to shut
down. ABC is reportedly consid-

ering airing 'The Best of General
Hospital/' widi reruns featuring

alumni Demi Moore, Genie Fran-

cis, Emma Samms and Rick
Springfield.

If the strike lasts long enough,
it could push back the start of the
fall television season. It has

already delayed the premieres of

several new spring replacement
series; CBS' new Christopher
Uoyd comedy, 'The Dictator/'

has been replaced by "My Sister

Sam" and anew "Smothers Broth-
ers" show will probably be
replaced with "Magnum, P.L"
reruns.

SHORT TAKES: FUming has
begun on "The Naked Guti," a big-

screen version of the 1982 ABC
cult spoof "Police Squad." LesUe
Nielsen, who reprises his televi-

sk)n role, and Priscilla Presley
star. The movie is being produced
by the same team who made the
original "Airplane."

And finally, reincarnation
' seems to be the hot movie theme
in Hollywood. Hot on the heels of

"Hello. Again" and "Made in

Heaven" come "Life After Ufe"
with Cybill Shepherd, "Stitch in

Time/' about a cop who fetums
40 years after his death, and
"Dead Heat," with Joe Piscopo as
a cop who is shot and killed, but
is later "jump-started" back to

life.

SOURCES: USA Today, The
Philadelphia Inquirer.

ForWhat It*s Worth . . .Commentary
By BILL CARR and
MICHAEL AIHIETTE

Staff Reporters

I.R.S. Records has recently

branched out from its typical rock

and roll format by creating I.KS.
No Speak, four new albums feat-

uring purely instrumental rock.

Miles Copeland, president of

I.R.S., is quick to point out that

these albums are strictly rock and
roll — hardly jazz or New Age.

Of the four records, the stan-

dout is Wishbone Ash's Nouveau
Calls; powerful and melodic music
unencumbered bjr lyrics. Miles'

brother, Stewart' Copeland (ex-

Police member), contributes with
The Equalizer & Other Cliff-

hangers which is a bit orchestrated

and highly experimental. Pete

Haycock's Guitar And Son is a

collection of tedious blues jams
which one would be wise to avoid,

while William Orbit's release is

slightly less risky; a well-balanced

mix of electric and acoustic instru-

ments with catchy melodies and
an excellent rhythm section.

Obviously, these albums are not

meant for commercial success,

but three of the four bands are

excellent examples of the advance-

ments made in rock music today,

and are pioneers of an exhilirating

brand of music.

Midnight Oil, the intensely

political band from Australia,

finally seems poised for success

in America. Diesel And Dust, the

band's most recent album and
third in its history, is currently

No. 3 on the college charts. The
first single from the album, "Beds
are Burning" is Midnight Oil's

most accessible and catchy single

to date. The band has always
hoped to extend theoverwhelming
success it has garnered in its

homeland to the states, but it is

not willing to sacrifice its polit-

icism in order to do so. "Beds are

Burning" should give Midnight
Oil the best of both worlds..The
band has proven its songwriting

ability, but the extent of its

commerciality will probably
depend on how well the American
audience responds to the, shall we
say, unique singing of lead vocalist

Peter Garrett. Midnight Oil will

be performing in Philadelphia
March 28.

After nearty 12 y§m%,
The Csn luiw offkUly
broken up due to both
personelky deshes end
leckofrec^sugofifi

After nearly 12 years. The Cars
have officially broken up due to

both personality clashes and lack

of recent success. No big deal, of

course, since they've been terrible

for quite some time now (not to

mention the fact that Ric Ocasek
has practically run the show
single-handedly in recent years);

except for a smattering of decent

singles, they haven't recorded

anything good since their self-

titled debut album.

More importantly, Minneapolis-
based Husker Du has disbanded.
The critically acclaimed trio have
mysteriously quit recording their

third album for Warner Brothers
and the nature of the break-up
remains unrevealed. The band,
formed in 1978, recorded six
independent LPs and EPs moving
from hardcore to more diverse
musical territories in the process.

Their last release. Warehouse:
Songs and Stories, was a brilliant,

double album that seemed to place
the band on the brink of commer-
cial success ...

As you probably know by now,
INXS will be coming to the Spec-
trum in Philadelphia on March 25.

Let's hope that INXS, knownr for

its excellent live shows, keeps up
the tradition by not focusing on
material from KICK. Either way.

the show will be worth seeing for

INXS' opening band, Public Image
Limited.

Robyn Hitchcock is about to

begin a U.S. tour. This is one not
to miss, folks. Hitchcock and his

band. The Egyptians, will be in

Philadelphia April 4 in support of

Hitchcock's new album Globe of
Frogs (see last issue's review). In

addition, Hitchcock'6 friend and
longtime fan Peter Buck (of

R.E.M.) will be playing guitar on
the tour. The Canadian band
Grapes of Wrath will open. Since
the Philly show falls over Easter
break, we graciously provide
these addtional dates: The Beacon,
NY, March 31; Trenton/City
Gardens, NJ, April 2.

Next week: Why we hate MTV, new
records reviewed, otherfun stuff.

HOW'SYOUR LOVE LIFE?
INTRODUCING:

INTER-COLLEGIATE PERSONAL ADS

RIGHT NOW THIS AD IS APPEARING IN MANY COLLEGE
NEWSIHPERS SUCHAS WmCETOH, PENN STADHE, TEMPLE,
RUTGERS, mm. ETC.

InteiCc^giate f^rsooaltpiovides a mxpkt meass for students Uom
diffetent univemcles to noM one w^Om. Itir $25 yoo will leceive

ALL of the cmmA listings, PLUS the Insertion <tf your owit ad.

SAMPLE USnNO
SEXP AOE:I« iC^W HilOiiT5 2 WEiC»f1V10S HAiE:moiid
E\ES:fam COLLEOBrftfwi MAK»t:Pn-iaed H0MBT0WK:l1iila

IntereMl include poetry, cnftf v4 ^ytkt) fhacis. W«ki4|ik« to

meet seiisitive. ithletic male. WHITB TQ:|^^^p%

.
.

Each listing is assigned a urnqpie code lo wiiidi ocfaers may write.

The letter is tlioii forwai4ed«»lhe waOaA^MX names t»A addresses

arc kept confidentiiL ' ;
"

Send $25 along with your ad. include your sex, age, race, height,

weight, hair and eye C(tei« coilefB* mifX, hometown, school and
interests (up to 100 words). Alto iaelide your school and home
addresses and phone numbers $x cm records.

SEND THE-ABOVE TO:
INTERrCOLLEGIATE PERSONALS

DUBLIN HALL. SUITE 200

1777 WALTON ROAD
BLUE HLL, PA. 19422

(215)628-4719
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ByRUSSCBOCQLA
Senior Reporter

THE FABSY TAUB ADVEN-
TURE ••••• MICKOILLU-
SIONSAMGA,064/128,OS,
IBM

TkeFa^Tt^AdvmtmrtMiht
best adventure game to come
^loQg in a wlule. Combining a

ttronff ttorv Bne, lange geography

to explore, beautiful graphict and
shulple'to^ise interface, the game
truly brings together all that

adventurers love. In The Faery

Tale Adoemiure, you guide three

brothers through the land ofHolm
to ddfeat a necromancer and
retrieve a talisman that protects

their villa^ A unique aspect of

game play is that you only switch

to a different brother when the

one currently in use dies.

No keyboard entry at all is

reouired for The Faery Tale

Adventure. All commands are

enteral via pull-down menus and

icons, even movement commands
(a compass is used). The graphics

present an overhead offset three-

dimensional view laden with clear

and rolorful images. With a large

area to explore (144. by 100

screens), you cover all types of

terrain and liever get bored.

TORCHBEARER **^ FREE
SPIRIT SOFTWARE C64/
,128

Torchbearer is a small graphic

adventure with an overhead view

of the landscape you travel

through, similar to the UUinta

games. AH commands are entered

through single keystrokes and the

game is small in size in compar-

ison to others in its genre. Still,

Torchbearer ctiptiyztes the player

and soon you will find that an
hour or two have gohe by while

searching for the Torch of Truth
in the land of Pastoria.

It seems that Talis Vaultheart,

an evil wizard, stole the Torch and
hid it in Pastoria. You have to

defeat Vaultheart and recover the

Torch to save the land. Choices

of races include: human, spra-

dUnc, gnome, dwarf, gardkin and
elf. Choices of profession include:

bar teeper, blacksmith, fanner,

kicksmith, merchant, philoaopher,
physician, tailor and trapper.

Choose your race and profesaibn

wisely to gain the best skills with

which to tackle this entertaining

guest.

DEJA VU ••^ MINDSCAPE
Ce\/12B. MAC» IBM, ST.
AMICA,AP

D^ Vu is subtitled '*A Nightmare

Comes True." Nothing better

describes this graphic mystery/

adventure from Mindscape. You

wake up in a bathroom stall with

no knowledge of who you are or

where you are. The police and the

mob are both after you as a

suspect for murder. Throughout

the ganne, the goal is to discover

who really was the murderer and

find out your true identity. This

is a tough game, but it is made

easier to play with the unique

icon/menu-gased system.

In Deja Vu, all commands are

entered by clicking on appropriate

boxes at the top of the screen.

There are eight of these boxes

(examine, open, close, speak,

operate, go, hit and consume) and

some prompt for other informa-

tion. What makes Deja Vu unique

are the ability to click on objects

in the pictui^jvindow to select

and manipulate them and the

great graphics.

ARKANOID ••••vb

DISCOVERY SOFT-

WARE INTERNATIONAL
AMIGA

Arkanoid is simply the best

arcade translation that I haveever

seen for any computer. That is a

very strong statement .to make,

but Arkanoid warrants it. Toted

as the No. 1 game in the arcades

for at least two years, it takes the

concept (rf destroying brick walls

with a paddle and ball from the

arcade classic breakout ^ltvA gives

it an entirely new direction.

In Arkanoid, the paddle is called

a Vaus and the title comes from
a ship you must save by clearing

32 rounds of space wall confirgu-

rations. Besides the .walls, four

types of moving obstacles descend
and move all around the screen.

Also, power capsules come out of

walls as they are destroyed by the

ball and do such things as give

you fire power and extra lives and
slow down ball speed. Graphics
duplicate the arcade game, but
there shoukl be more'rounds.

EMERALD MINE ^••V^ CON-
STELLATION^ SOFTWARE
AMIGA

Created in Germany by King-

soft, Emerald Mine borrows game
concept from the Boulder Dash

games and makes it better. In this

arcade-type maze game, you must
move your on-screen character

through 80 screens to collect (by

walking over) smaragds, dia-

monds, dynamite and keys.

The keys open up other areas

of the maze and the dynamite is

useful against the various foes in

the maze. The smaragds and
diamonds add to your score and

you can not exit a maze until a

certain amount are collected.

Some of the creatures encountered

in the various game levels are:

robots, flyers, bugs and eaters. All

are harmful to the touch.

<& Emerald Mine has impressive

graphics and uses the full power
of the Amiga to present itself,

from sound effects to detail. The
game will never bore you, keeps

a high score list on the disk and

allows multiple players.

FEUD •••V^ MASTERTRON-
IX €64/128, AMIGA

Feud is a very easy game to play

and requires almost no com-
mands, yet still manages to pres-

ent a challenging graphics adven-

ture that deals with only one

element — magic. Playing Feud

consists of collecting herbs, mix-

ing herbs in a cauldron to create

a spell and casting spells —
nothing more. The goal is to beat

your brother Leanoric, an ill-

tempered wizard, in a feud of

magic. As Learic, you travel the

land, collecting the ingredients

you need for the spells.

A map is included with the

game, as well as a list of the spells

and the ingredients needed to

activate the spells. The only thing

left to learn is how to use the spells

— this will take practice. The
graphics are great in Feud and the

game is refreshing in a software

world overpopulated by a lot of

games that are pretty much the

same.

CelebfCile!
Gfq^otion or End of the Semester

with a trip to

CANCUN
aeporting Philadelphi

May 14' - 7 nights ONLY $599

or

UULJ JkiULIU JUJ

211 JJi\3U

May 23* - 4 nights ONLY $479

Iriciudes aiifaie. accommodations

at iMoch tront hotel, transfers and

more
BRING YOUR FRtENDSI

CaH you local travel agency:

mi«ra

Philadelphia Art Alliance

251 S. 18th St.

March 21 — Professional Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts'

lecture

March 22 - "Crunch"
March 24 — Guitarist Waco Smith '

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

March 18-27 — "Recent Acquisitions 11:" Prints, drawmgs
and photographs before 1900

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

215-763-8100

Through March 27 — "Recent Acquisitions U:

Prints, drawings and photographs before 1900

Music

X.

Ambler Cabaret
March 18 — Bern Revue/Amazon
March 19 — The Stand with The Code/Problem Child

March 22 — Secret Cities

March 25 — Room 43

March 24 — Skam

23 East Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

March 18 — Flamin' Caucasians/Blue Rocks ^

March 19 — Bricklin/Hoi Polloi

March 22 - WKVU College Night

March 24 — Billy Price and the Keystone Rhythm Band

.^a. .-m^Mtm
^^^^itt
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Band offers

unique ^morality*
By JEFF GILUES

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Guns N* Roses, the newest
success on the heavy metal circut,

are currently enjoying the atten-

tion their debut album Appetite

For Distruction is receiving.

Although the album has been out

for a few months, only now has

it begun to reach the level of

success of which it is worthy.

Guns N' Roses are loud, offen-

sive, sick and vulgar, with a

tongue-in-cheek outlook on sex,

alcohol and fame. However, des-

pite all these typical qualities.

Guns N* Roses are different. How?
The answer is simple: listen to the

albufn. There are very few, if any,

rock and roll cliches, or stolen

guitar riffs in the music. It is

fresh, overflowing with guitars

from start to finish, and filled

with powerful drums.
Guns N' Roses have a very

distinct sound that makes them
difficult to compare to other

bands. They are sort of a cross

between the rhythm and writing

style of Aerosmith and the energy

and spirit of Motley Crue back in

the days of "Live Wire."

Guns N'Roses are loud,

offensive, sick and nif-

gar, with a tongue-hh-

cheek outlook on sex,

alcohol and fame.

Appetite For Destruction opens
with the primal screams of singer

. W. Axl Rose, as "Welcome to the

Jungle" kicks in. The peak level

mejter on the stereo slowly rises

to the top and rarely moves for

the rest of the album.
"Welcome to the Jungle" is

presently the #1 requested video

on MTV, and is perhaps the best

song on the album. The rapid-fire

guitar and some of the fastest

drumming since Neil Peart of

Rush compliment the unique and
brash voice of Axl.
For those easily offendedi

'

beware; on Appetite For Destgrnc-

tion nothing is sacred. The m*
cenities fly and the band tato
some not-so-moral views on 8ex»
drugs and even drinking and
driving. The lyrics rival those of

even the most lewd and lascivious

heavy metal bands such as
WASP

"It's So Easy" and "Out Ta Get
Me" are particularly obscene.
"Mr. Brownstone" looks at drug
addiction with the line, "I used to

do a little, but a little wouldn't
do it, so a little got more and
more."

Although these lyrics are pet-

valent on most of the tracks, tliere

are some good, clean songs that

could probably level the house if

played loud enough.
"My Michelle" is one of the best

songs, and steers clear of the dirty

language. Guitarists Slash and
Izzy Stradlin' throw out a flurry

of notes that seem never ending
and suddenly the pace slows down
again.

"Paradise City" is an excellent

song with a slightly slower and
softer tone than the rest of Appetite

For Destruction. Although it flows
slowly, the lightning-quick guitars

emerge toward the end.

Surprisingly, the band even
shows some blues influence in

"Anything Goes," an overtly
sexual song. "Thinking About
You," "Sweet Child 0' Mine," and
"You're Crazy" are some of the
other songs that leave a favorable

impression on the listener, except
for the lyrics, which is also the
case on "Nightrain."

If Appetite For Destruction is

any indication of the future of

Guns N' Roses, this band will be
going places. The heavy metal
scene has been so predictable
lately, that a new face in the
crowd is more than welcome.
Make no mistake. Guns N' Roses
has enormous talent and should
be around for a long time to come.

The International Fraternity
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DANCE THON
for Cystic Fibrosis

March 18, 8 p.m.- March 1 9, 8 a.m.

Day Hop: Dougherty Hall

^
CysHd
Hbrosis
Founckrtion

Donation:$6 per person Includes:

food, contests, prizes and
entertainment (featuring Tier 7)

Tickets available in 21 5 Dougherty Hall or

C.C. Lobby (9 a.m.-4 p.m.)

With April 1st fast approaching,

Joe Nocella needs no coaching,

Although he may be ciylng,

vk not from a lack (rf tiying.

Best of Luck on your test,

Hope you succeed with your quest!

'THE 122CREW"

VIUANOVA UNiVERSITY

SUMMER SESSIONS '88

•Mi
GKADUKR
lADUnE
COUISES

LljGHT UP YOUR FUTURE

with

1988 NCLEX Success

^S^^^ T^6 New Courses

r for the BOARDS

rn/Hmcp
• PREP • PHARMACOLOGY

• StaH with an "Exam-Think" mode.
• Comprehensive learning experience.

• Beit vahie tuition!

• PREf Money lMd( guarantee!

«*rUi,MM4

>lUM 4, 11. 1»
Msry EMen ObneMer

MufM RecnjUBf

WhereiTadition6Linnpvattantncet.

BUSINESS
ENGINIXRING
NATHIMAnCS

COMPUTES SCIENCE
NilJUKAL SCIENCE
UBRAEV SCIENCE

LANGUAGES
COUNSEUNG
EDUCAnCW
HUNANmES
THE A>n

I Ml
I aadEVENINC

I
CLASSES
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; M \ (
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Wednesday;

June 1

to

Wednesday,

June 29

FViday,

July 1

to

Monday,

August 1

Wednesday,
Junel
to

Monday
August 1

cmmmjous nsxsmmmk
For sufwner Bulletin, write: . t until the day before

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE 11 - . \ .
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ANNOUNCING THE
IMMEDUTE OPENINGS FOR
TWO STUDENT POSITIONS

One position is for^n on-campus resident and one pos-
ition is for an at-large representative. tx)th to serve two
year terms from June 1 , 1 988 to May 31,1990.

The Connelly Center Board of Directors is composed of 1 3 members. These
members represent Viiianova students, faculty, staff, administration, trustees and
alumna/alumnus. The board develops policies and acts as the guiding force for cer-

tain aspects of the Connelly Center. Its purposes and responsibilities are to develop
policies and recommend procedures for the use of the facility, conduct programs
and aid in evaluating the Connelly Center's overall operations. This is done in a man-
ner consonant with the interest of Viiianova and in keeping with policies set forth by
the Trustees of Viiianova University.

These two vacant student positions on the Board are established through a peti-

tioning process. Petitions are evaluated by the Board's standing committee on nom-
inations. Students, faculty and staff of Viiianova University may petition for member-
ship on the Connelly Center Board of Directors by obtaining an application in tl^e

Connelly Center Administrative Office located behind the Information Desk. Pe-

titions must be returned to this office by Tuesday, March 29, 1988, for review by
the nominations committee.

fiTj'^

i4|>-

r -

9

Student Government's coming to you witlr

VOTER REGISTRATION
March 20 Stanford, Moriarty, Delurey halls

March 21 Sullivan, Corr, Austin halls ^
March 22 Fedigan, St. Mary's halls

^ Look for us between 7 and 10:30 p.m. on your dorm's night.

^ If we miss you please come to Dougherty Hall 204 to register.

it Haw a vBle M lical, UnmtsHy-related issuesI

t

^
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Kenny Wilson en^eered two
Wildcat upsets in the Big East
Tournament.

the Wildcat win and propelled the

Cats into the finals for the first

time since ld82.

"We executed well and did what
we were supposed to do,'* said an

'plated Massimino. "The players

"Reserve all the credit."

^Plansky was again 'Nova's high

^'scorer with 25 points. West added

16 and Greis chipped in 14.

Despite their success in the first

two games, the Wildcats ran out

of gas in the final against Syra-

cuse. The Cats were down by just

five at halftime, but Sherman
Douglas, Rony Seikaly and Co.

pull«l away in the second half for

,
an 85-68 victory.

Stephen Thompson led the

Orangemen with 25 points and
Douglas poured in 24 as Syracuse

captured its second Big East
Tournament title. West scored 25

and Plansky finished with 15 for

the Wildcats.

Searching?

ARE YOU SEARCHIMQ?
WEARE.TOO...
Searching for young

CathoUc nnen, like you ...

ITo live and work with the poor . .

.

To share their sorrows and joys .

.

To care for the needy Httle ones . .

.

To bring Christ into their lives . .

.

To join the Columban Misskxiary

Priesthood...

If you have a heart big eruxjgh,

jaNOS!
CCXiJMBAN FATHERS

MISSIONARIES

in ASIA and LATIN AAAERICA

FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WRTTEORCALL:

Father Michael O'LougMn
Vocabon Dirador
ColumtMn Fathers

St ColuiT4>ans. NE 66056
(402) 291-1920

Name

Street

CHy Stale Up

Schoof/CoMagir

( )

WHdeatgnpplers taller hi fhuh
By MONICA BYRNE

It has been a very tough wres-

tling season, filled with ups and
downs. Recently, the ViHanova
wrestling squad finished up its

1987-88 season with Eastern
Regionals held at Edinboro Uni-

versity, Pennsylvania. Unfortu-

nately, the Cats did not do as well

as expected.

'Nova tallied a mere 17 points

to place 13 out of 16 teams.
According to assistant coach
Andre Metzger, "the team didn't

get a lot of respect."

The younger wrestlers, includ-

ing freshman Lyndon Campbell,
whowas seeded nrst in his weii^t
class, had very rough performan-

ces. Disappointed that Campbell
was knocked out after his first

round and consolation first round
matches. Metzger emphatically
stated that "you can't expect
freshmen to hold up the team all

the time; you can't count on a

freshman to carry the team emo-
tionally unless there are sopho-

mores, juniors and seniors to

help."

No doubt about it, Villanova is

a very young team. Yet, it does

have a lone upperdassman who
sUrred at Eastarns. Junior Cat

Tom Rogers won f6ur of five

matches to secure a third-place

finish at 177 pounds. Rogers

finished a fin^ aoason^it 19^ with

four pins. '*

Overall, certain individuals had

a great year. Campbell, who,
acONrding to coach Metzger, "is

still growing" had an exceptional

22-3-2 season with six pins, despite

)^^ tmfortunateending. Tad Thor-

modagaard finished strong at 15-

9-1 and Al Rem at 12-14-1.

Metzger liked what he saw this

year and said he's "very happy

with the kids that came through.

We have a kn of good kids but
those who got hurt have to kamr
how to work through their injur-

ies.'* Since he still competes, he
definitely realizes that "you need
a motivator and it's a big
commitment."

Looking ahead, Metzger seemed
very optimistic. The Cats are
apparently very excited about
next year and are already "start-

ing to train hard and will have
an extensive post-season workout
which will carry through the
summer.

'Nova swims to third in Easterns
By KARLA BECKNER

Staff Reporter

The Villanova women's swim
team followed, up their second-

place Big East finish with astrong
third-place showing at the Eastern

Championships held at West
Virginia University in Morgan-
town, West Va., Feb. 25-27.

West Virginia University took

the title with a total 701 points.

Duke University followed in

second place with a 580 score and
Villanova brought home the third-

place trophy with 539 points.

Sophomore Danielle Mackey
took the only individual title for

the Wildcats with her win in the
400-yard individual medley. Her
time of 4:38.45 set a new Eiastem
Championshfp and West Virginia
University Natatorium record,"

surpassing the 4:39.93 time set by
Maria Alvarez of West Viiiginia in

1980. Mackey also placed third in

the 200-yard individual medley.
Mary Mayfield set a new school

record of 2:27.23 in the 200-yard
breaststroke, beating her Qwn
record of 2:27.85 set at the Big
East Championships this year.

She finished second in the event.

Other team standouts included
Laurel Fournier, who placed
second in the 100-yard, freestyle.

third in the 200-yard freestyle and
fourth in the 500-yard freestyle,

and Liz Kennedy, who finished

second in the 200-yard butterfly.

Mayfield also captured a second

in the 100-yard breaststroke.

In the relays, the team of Mack-
ey, Mayfield, Teri Messenger and
Fournier took a second in the 200-

yard medley relay^^Mackey, May-
field, Kennedy and Fournier
teamed to place second in the 400-

yard medley and Mayfield,
Kennedy, Messenger and Fournier

captured a second in the 200-yard

freestyle relajf.

The Wildcats closed out their

season with a 6-3 'record.
Danielle Madkey

'•- ^^

The Mathematics of

Qteat'lasting Pizza.

One 12.^ one item piz7

One 12 one-item pizz
^gawcmfc-'i II WWII :««»< 1—,^*. jwut' " "•wi.

8.88 (one peat ptwe

Nothing adds up like the great taste

of Domino's Pizza* In fact, we
guarantee it. If you're not happy with

your pizza for any reason, we'll bring

you anothiN' pizza or a full refund.*

W^ also guarantee to deliver your hot,

delictus pizza in 30 minutes or less.

If we're late, you get $a00 off your
order.

So what are you waiting for? Call

Domino's Pizza todayl

*Ch9ck your local tum lor guaraniM dtlaMi

Gal us.

293-0980
128 W.Lancaster

Opan for hinch
11 AM-1 AM Sun.Thurs.

11AM-2AMFri.&Sat.

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.

Limltad daNvary area.
e iflW OomlM/« PIzia. inc.
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Double deal
Present this coupon to receh^
two 12' regular ona-Ham pizzas

forJuatSMt.

One coupon par pizza. Not good
with any other offer. Indudaa
rebate of sales tax if i^)plk:abla.

Expiree: 4/7)«6
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Dinner for four
Preaent thia coupon to recaiya I

16* iaiga two Ham pizza and
four 16 OK. bomaa of Coki^ for

Line coupon par pizza. NOigoofl

I of a^aa tax if MioNo^ilaL

Explra«:4/M6
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$2jOOoff
rraaanima coupon 10 receive

ttjOO off any 16* laiga MM>4tam

Ona coupon par pizza. Not good
wKh any osiar cftor. Indudaa

ofaaiaalaKif
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Playersearn awards
By JIMBOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

Senior forward Lisa Angelotti

has been named Big East Confer-

ence Player of the Year, and
freshman guard Sandy Utken-

haus has been named to the Big

East all-Freshman team.

Angelotti averaged 19.8 points

and 8.4 rebounds for the Cats this

year. and was also named first

team all-Big East and all-Big Five.

Utkenhaus averaged 3.2 points

and* 1.6 assists per game and
appeared in all 28 games.
For Angelotti, the award was a

reflection of the success of the

team. '.^

*'I was surprised and happy to

win the award. I really think of

it as a great team honor. Notmany
people thought highly of us this

year and we went out and had a

great year.

"My teammates played great

this year. There's no .way Ttould

have won it without them. I'm

really proud of this team and the

way they played," said Angelotti.

This marks the fourth straight

season that this award has gone

to a Villanova player. Former
Wildcat star Shelly Pennefather

won thl award the previous three

years.

"Playing with Shelly for three

years was great," she continued.

"because she was such a great

player and a great role model.

"It would be foolish to say I

didn't think about this award

before the season. I set it in my
mind as a goal, but once the season

started, I put it behind me. I'm

sure in a few years, I'll be able

to look back on this and really

appreciate it."

Litkenhaus, who has had her

share of ups and downs in her first

year, was both surprised and

pleased with her all-Freshman

team honors.

"It was a surprise and I'm really

happy about it. I knew it would

be hard adjusting to his (Coach

Perretta's) system. I was hoping

just to play.

"It's been rough, but on the

whole, it has b^n worth it. I

enjoyed this season and I'm glad

I came here."

Freshman guard Sandy
Litkenhaus

honors
Firat . Team

Mark Bryant
Derrick Coleman
Charles Smith
Sherman Douglas
Dana Barroa

Second Team

F
F
C
G
6

Men

Final

standings
* Not Including tournament games

Jerome Lane
Shelton Jones
Rony Seikaly
Charlie Smith
DOUG WEST

Third Team

F
F
€
G
6

Cliff Robinson F
MARK PLANSKY F
TOM GREIS C
Steve Wright F
Michael Porter 6

Player of the Year-

Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Georgetown
Villanova
St. John's
Seton Hall
Boaton College
Providence
Connecticut

Women
BIG EAST

y L
Syracuaa 13 J

Villanova 11 5
St. John's 10 6
Boaton Collage 10 6
Connecticut 9 7
Providence 7 9
Pittsburgh S 11
Seton Hall 4 12
Georgetown 3 13

Charles Smith, Pittsburgh

BIG
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ffoifse, Cosigrow lead

VUpast Delaware Tech
By STEVE KIRSCH

Staff Reporter

The Wildcat tennis team opened
its 1988 season strongly as it

routed Delaware Tech, 9-0, March
14. The Cats were led by No. 1-

seed Mike Rouse, who defeated

Tech's No. 1-seed Walter Brunett
W), 6-1.

Rouse, a junior from Haverford,

also won the singles title at the

Swarthmore College Winter Ten-
nis Championships, which were
held Feb. 19-21.

Rouse was Head Coach Dr.
Robert Langran's No. 1-seed in

both his freshman and sophomore
years, so he has the experience

necessary to play against the best

which Villanova's opponents have
to offer. In his victory at Swarth-
more, Rouse defeated Christo
Zewbit, South Africa's top colle-

giate singles player, 7-5 and 6-1.

Rouse did not lose a set in five

matches on his way to the title.

Also victorious at Delaware
Tech were No. 2-seed Pete Leo-

nard, No. 3-seed Mike Freedman,
No. 4-seed Mike Loughman, No.

5-seed Dave Cosgrove and No. 6-

seedjeff Gorskj

Leonard, a sophomore from
Northport, N.Y., had little trouble

handling Tech's Lin Bunting,

winning 6-0, 6-0. Freedman, a

junior from Schnectady, also won
handily, 6-2, 60.
Loughman whitewashed his

opponent, 6-0 and 6-0, while
Cosgrove and Gorsky each won by
identical 6-1, 60 scores.

Following the clean sweep in

the singles matches, the Cats
continued their winning ways in

the three doubles matches. The
No. Ipair of Leonard and Freed-

man won easily, 6-0 and 6-1.

The No. 2-team of Gorsky and
John O'Dwyer had a tougher time,

but pulled out a 64, 64 victory.

And finally, the No. 3-team of

Cosgrove and Dave Rizzo won an
8-0 match to arrive at the final

score of Villanova 9, Delaware
TechO.
Langran pointed out that Del-

aware Tech is not one of 'Nova's

toughest opponents and expected

a tougher match the following day
when Rider College visited. The
Cats will also host King's College

on March 20 at 1 p.m. .

The Cats are coming off a 20-

6 record in 1987*.

[««
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T-. ,,.„ fPholo by Shafie)
The Villanova tennis team opened their season with a victory 6ver
Delaware Tech.
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VICKY HUBER and MARK PLANSKY
This week Saco East has Co-Athletes of the W^k. One is the

women's track team's Vicky Hubcr — and the other is the men's
basketball squad's Mark Plansky.

Huber. a junior, set an NCCA Tournament record in the mile
with a time of 4:31.36. One hour later she won the 3000-meter
race with a time of 9:05.57. The twp victories made Hubet the
first female ever to be a double winner in the NCAA Tournament.

Plansky, a senior, led 'Nova to second place in the Big East
tournament. Against St.John's in the opening round, Plansky tossed
in the winning three-point shot with under a minute to play. Plansky
scorM 19 points in the game.

In the following game, against Pitt, Plansky netted 25 points.
In addition he was named the first team All Big East Tourney,
the third team All Big East and was voted Big East Scholar-Athlete
of the Year.
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BODY TONING
BRYN MAWR BODY-TECH

The Newest In Fitness
on the Main Une

A luxurious salon featuring 7 separate toning stations combining

Isometric, Isotonic, High Repetition, Non-Strenuous exercise.

Less off unwanted inches
improved Circulation
increosed PiexMNlity
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Towson State trips lacrosse
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BasebaKfaHsWM
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sports Editor

Villanova's baseball team is off

to a. disappointing start in 1988.

The Wildcats returned from a 10-

f
me Florida road trip with a 3-

record. Despite the poor start,

there is solace in the fact that the

Cats started off slow last year and
finished strong. That team suf-

fered a 5-6 Florida road trip, but
finished the season with a 35-18

record (Villanova's best record

since 1908).

In the 1988 opener, third-year

Head Coach George Bennett
helped lead the Wildcats past the

University of Pittsburgh, 8-4.

'Nova fell behind early, but a five-

run sixth inning led to an impres-

sive Wildcat comeback. 'Nova was
led by Bob Coina, Bob McCreary
and Mike Svanson, who collected

two hits each.

The win went to ace reliever

Rob McPartland, who came into

the game when starter Mike
Wismer. who pitched five solid

innings, left with an elbow injury.

Wismer is expected to miss about

a month of the season.

The next day the Wildcats
suffered their first defeat of the

season when they were toppled by
Eckert College, i^. Rafael Novoa,
a junior, was on the mound for

the Cats. Last year Novoa went
7-2 and was named to the Big East
all-tournament team. Against
Eckert, Novoa was still playing
well as he held Eckert to just six

hits. Novoa was still chai^ged with

the loss, however.
The following day the Wildcats

tallied 21 hits as they hammered
Ithaca College 15-6.Junior Garrett

Clancy belted three doubles and
one single while Dennis Booth

pitched seven innings for the win.

After the impressive victory,

disaster struck as Villanova

dropped the following six games.
Two homeruns, compliments of

Clancy and Gary Scott, sought for

naught as V.U, fell to ACC power
Wake Forest, 8-3. St. Joseph's

topped the Wildcats the following

evening 5-3. Villanova stranded

men on every baSe in the last

inning as they dropped their

second straight.

Next 'Nova lost two consecutive
double-headers. On March 10 the

Cats suffered a 4-3 heartbreaker

at the hands of Ithaca, the squad
they blew out two days earlier.

Later that night VMI mauled the

Wildcats 16-4. On March 11 lUP
and Bradley defeated the Cats.

Once again Villanova stranded
men on base in critical times.

The Cats clewed out the road

trip with a win over Chicago
State. Kevin Cain led 'Nova with
two hits and three RBI's as the

Wildcats outscored Chicago 6-1.

Booth collected his second win

'Nova's record now stands at 3-

7 but Bennett remains optimistic.

!'Our goal is to get to first ...

period. I have confidence in this

ball club. These kids know how
to win."

By JOHN SWIFT
StatUtieian

The Villanova men's lacrosse

team opened the 1088 campaign
March 12 in the Philadelphia

Classic against a strong Towson
State University team. The Cats
dropped a tough 14-8 decision in

an excellent and well-pUyed
game.

Towson State has traditionally

been one of the top lacrosse

programs in the nation. In general,

the Baltimore ^rea has fostered

excellent college UuTosse and tlus

year's Towson State squad is no
exception.

Villanova is no slouch either.

The Cats are coming off a 7^
season and hope to improve on
that mark this year. The stage

was set for what proved to be a
great match-up.

^ After the first quarter, Villa-

nova led by the slim margin of 3-

2. Kevin King, Bobby Essig and
David Hone tallied goals for the
Cats during the opening period.

Towson State rallied in the

I

second quarter scoring four
^unanswered goals to take a 6-3

.lead. Chris Sullivan of Villanova

scored just seven seconds before
the intermission to pull the Wild-
cats to within two goals at
.halftime.

Towson State opened the
second half with a bang, scoring
three of the first four goals of the
third quarter to extend their lead
to 9-5. John McEvoy and Sullivan
each scored a goal to cut the lead"
to 9-7 at the end of the third

quarter.

Towson State put,the game out

of reach in the fourth quarter as
they outscored Villanova 5-1 to

hand the Cats a disappointing 14-

8 defeat.

I>e8pite losing, Villanova looked
promising in their season opener
against a very talented team.
Villanova's John Nugent was
credited with a team high seven
groundballs.

The Cats play at the University
of Pennsylvania on March 16 and
at Providence College on March
20.

/

(Photo by Trimble)

Towson St. University toppled the Wildcat Lacrosse team 14-8.

Happy 22nd Birthday

KEVIN HECHT
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Youl get first hand experience in the OMiit- it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer and
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March 28
Arab and Islamic Chib

There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in

Room 15, of St. Mary's Hall. The trip

to Washington will be finalized and
Balloon Day will be discussed.

Chess Chib

The Chess Club will meet in Room
109 of Hartley Hall at 3:30 p.m. All new
members are also welcome.

Political Science club

The Political Science Club will be

sponsoring the District Attorney from
Montgomery County, Michael Marino,

at 4:30 p.m. in the North Lounge of

Dougherty Hall. All are welcome to

attend.

New student

theatre group

Student-run theatre is an integral and
exciting part of many colleges and
universities, yet at present Villanova

has no such institution. Because of

space and time demands, Villanova

theatre can generate only a small

number of productions each year.

Therefore, opportunities to perform, to

direct and to have original work pro-

duced are limited. There is a definite

need for a Villanova Student theatre

organization.

Come to our organizational meeting

tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Bryn Mawr
Room of Connelly Center. Bring your

ideas and a friend — it can not happen
without you.

March 29

Poetry iFestival

Villanova University is joining in the

celebration of Poetry Month with a

"Poetry Festival at Villanova" to be held

on March 29 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the

Wayne/St. Davids Room of Connelly

Center.

The festival will include musical

offerings, poetry readings by faculty

and students and dramatizations. Dr.

Lucy McDiarmid, associate professor of

English, will present a talk entitled

"T.S. Eliot & Vivian," and David Sager,

adjunct faculty member in English, will

read from his book A Spell of Skelters.

Rdreshnients will be provided. The
rtOMitmrnt of English is ipoMoring
dM%^ee event.

For more information, caH Dr. James
Marphy. festival moderator, at 645-

4647.

PSEA

The Villanova chapter of PSEA
(Pennsylvania State Education Asaoci-

ation) invites all education nuyors and
minors and interested parties to join

them in the Haverford Room in Connelly
Center at S'.dO p.ni. Plana are goinf to

be made for the student-teacher party.

Inteniational

Bvsbiess Society

There will be a meeting at 12:45 p.m.
in Room 210 of Bartley Hall. New
officers will be elected and candidates
do not need to be nominated. If you are
interested in running for an office, make
sure you are present at the meeting.

Aprils

M'A*S*H Fans

Gene Reynolds, producer and creative

consultant of M*A*S*H will discuss the

role of television comedy as social

commentary at 7:30 p.m. in the Connelly

Center Cinema. This is the much-
awaited final event in the Villanova

Honors Junior Week Lecture Series.

April 7

Mock trial of

Charles Manson

There will be a special activity co-

sponsored by the Sociology Club and the
Pre-Law Society at 3 p.m. in the
Connelly Cinema. The topic is the
insanity defense which will be analysed
through a brief lecture followed by a
mock trial of Charles Manson. The
participants in the trial are all profes-

sionals who have been involved in
actual courtroom cases in which the
insanity defense was employed. The
participants are: Arthur Donato, Esq.,
criminal defense lawyer; Daniel McDe-
vitt, Esq., assistant Delaware County
district attorney; the Hon. Richard
Cappelli; Anthony Pisa, Ph.D., clinical

psychologist andift professional witness.

April 8

Sunshine Day
organiiational meeting

All who are interested in spending

Sunshine Day, April 23, with underpriv-

ileged kids on campus must come to an

organizational meeting. It will be

repeated twice, in different rooms: the

North Lounge of Dougherty Hall from

1 to 1:30 p.m.; and the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall from 4:30 to 5 p.m. This

brief meeting is for sign-up and to

explain details of the day.

Aprils

Maseomtrip

The German Cub is sponsoring-a trip

to the Philadelphia Art Museum to see
an exhibition of the works ol Anaelm
Kiefer. If interested, pleaae leave your
nameand phone numlier iii the languid
department office, on the seooiid floor

of St. Thomat Hall.

April 13

Economics Society

John Spagnola of the Philadelphia

Eagles will speak on the "Economic
Issues of the National Football League
Player's Strike." Dr. Lucia will chair

the discussion, and it will take place in

Room 209 in Bartley at 4:45 p.m. Alt

arewekxMne.

Income tax help

With tax time looming, Villanova

University law school students will

offer free assistance to the community
in the filing of income tax returns.

Students will be available in Garey Hall

from 2:30 to 5 p.m. every Wednesday
and Thursday from March 16 until

April 7. From April 11 to 15, they will

be available every day during the same
hours, also in Garev Hall.

Participants are asked to bring with
them a copy of their income tax returns

from last year as well as their W-2 forms
and all other pertinent tax information.

They are required to fill out their own
returns in the presence of a VITA
student, who will make certain that the

information is complete and accurate on
the form.

For more information, call Professor

Schoenfeld at 645-7437 or 645-7088.

Attention runners?"

The annual NROTC Road Race will

be run on April 9. Entry forms for the

8-kilometer event may be picked up at

John Barry Hall, the Student Acitivities

office or from your favorite ROTC. Call

Pat at 645-7132 or Rai at 527-4568.

Balloon Day

Come to Balloon Day on April 19. It

will begin at 11:30 a.m. and will last
until 4:30 p.m. All the booths and the
excitement will be in Kennedy Mall. Be
a part of the fun. If you missed both
of the informational meetings and
would like to be involved, stop by
Campus Ministry sometime soon.

Library hours

The library hours for the Easter
Holiday are: March 30, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
March 31, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; April 1

through April 3, closed; April 4, 5 p.m.
to 12 a.m.

AAP tutors

The Academic Advancement Program
is accepting applicatioiis lor tutors
during the 1988^ &tm6tmic year.

Theseare paid poaitioBim thieloliawing
areaa: finite ouith, calculus (all levels),

dioniatry, physics, aaatony, and Ian-

guases, indiidtef EngKah.
Par aon iUfonutim and an apoli-

Kibaa'a alfice« tkeMbr of

Slop^ Pat
rfCaiT llalL

May traAwilai
i

The tentative list ci undergraduate
degree ractpisnts for May 1918 to posted
outside thtRMiatrar'a Office, Room 202
TolantiM HaUand will remain oa view
uattt April 1.

•s.

Cbliege RepuhQcans

The trip originally slated for April 8
has been canodled due to the inabiUty
to arrange a tour of the White House
at this time. There will be a meting on
April 6 to elect new officers, this
meeting is mandatory for all membin^.
Please check the board after Easter for

the time and place,

wnMgfnmm 9mMW9
catalogiie

During the past several years the

religious studies department has been
publishing a "sub-catalogue." This
catalogue has the purpose of presenting

more detailed descriptions of the courses

to be offered for the Fall semester, 1988,

by the religious studies faculty as well

as the requirements for these courses.

We thus hope that the students will

have more information about the
courses and have better opportunity to

make a more knowledgable decision in

the choice of a religioys studies course.

Copies of these "sub-catalogues" are

available in the deans' offices, Falvey

Memorial library and can be obtained

at the religious studies department
office.

Senior Dinner Dance

The countdown to the Senior Dinner
Dance is on! Tickets are now available
in the Connelly Center ticket office, but
they are going fast! So get your ticket,
find your date, and polish your dancing
shoes — there are only 29 days left!

Alley Cat
tournament

Roster^ are available in the Dean of
Students Office for the 1988 Alley Cat
tournament. The deadline for entry is

March 30. First-round games are sche-
duled for April 6.

Thank you

The Association of Commuting Stu-

dents (ACS) and WKVU would like to

thank all those who turned out for the

Dance-A-Thon. It was a terrific success

and we raised nearly $500 for the Cystic

Fibrosis Foundation. We would like to

thank especially all of those die-hard

dancers who survived the entire 12

hours. You are a terrific group of

spirited people.

These die-hards are: Dennis Quinlan,

Chrissy Silano, David Nassar, Rick
Greene, Tom Klein, Bob Gross, Thalia

Polychrondkis, Tom Feenev, Monica
Byrne, Jody Sherman, Jennifer Janson,

Kevin Heil, Mike Guerriero, Sean
Curley, Jim Wentzel, Chris Gannon,
Trish Whalon, Erin Farley, Rich Miehle,
Sheila Bartlett. KevifLjicDonnelK Mary
Joknson, Dan DaHJkerty and Edie
Pearoe.

ViUanova Vmvtnkf%€munA Film
Series win preaent Afttea V«^*s 19S6
film "Le Bonlieur'* aiMft olits series.

"Cinematic Imi«e8 atWmmr It will

have lour showmgi: April 9 at 7 pjn.;

April 10 at 3:d0 and 7 p.m.; and April

11 at 7 pjn. AU icratoii^ wiU be in

the Connally Center Cioama on ViUan-
Ofva'i caoqwa. TIchiCa aia 12 for stu-

donta and iaiiior dtlaana and 18.50 for

thai
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indent campaign begins
By PAULFRATAMICO

St^R^tortir

Teriae FUaco and Scan CkMkey,
both members of Student Govern-
ment, officially declared their
candidacies for the office o^ Stu-
dent Government president
Monday^
FUsco, Closkey and candidates

running to represent students in
the University Senate met Mon-
day in the Haverfbrd Room of the
Connelly Center to submit nom-
ination forms and declare their

candidacies.

Currently, there is only one
contested electkm for the Senate.
Sue candidates are vying to be the
three arts student representa-
tives. There are no candidates
from the College of Engineering
or the College of Nursing.
The official candidates for com-

merce and finance senators are
Claudine Liss, Gregg Bowler and
Ken Fahrman. Candidates run-
ning for arts senator ar^ Chris-

topher Sperduto, Diane Carman,
Richard Johnaon, Chris Wmik.
Debbie Gross and Michelle Bsr
osian. Jonathan Zahm is the lone
candidate running for Unlvaraity
College senator and Philip Kou-
soubris is the only candidate
running for science senator.

^

Candidates were informed that
they could start their verbal
campaigns today, whidi includes
balloons and pins, but no flyers,

papers or posters. The full cam-
paign begins April 5 at 8:30 a.m.

Fusco, a junior, has served as
sophomore class representative

and assistant to the secretary of

internal {affairs for Student
Government. She listed her
achievements as starting commit-
tees on minority enrollment.
Security, vandalism, the Food
Services board, coed dormitories
and book prices, among others.

In this, her third^ear, Fusco is

vice president of the Student
Government under Phil Brach,
Student Government president.

and she asiists him with carrying
out his duties as president.

CkMkey, a junior, served on the
social activities on campus com-
mittee [SA.C.C.] in his first year
at VUlanova.
The goal of the committee was

to find a solution to the lack of
social activities on campus. The
proposed Spring Festival was an
accomplishment of this
committee.

Closkey also served as the
chairperson of the Student Life
committee. In this post, he
reviewed student life issues such
as coed dormitories.

In addition to these posts,
Closkey also served as the assis-

tant to the secretary of internal
affairs for Student Government.
The internal affairs department
deals with issues that affect the
University internally. Among
other things, these issues include
a Food Services board, coed dor-
mitories report, the Spring Festi-
val and new student IDs.

Festival future uncertain
Control, liability cited as concerns

By DIANE A. CIUONE
StaffReporter

The Spring Festival, scheduled

to take place April 30, has not yet

been approved by the University

administration, according to Phil

Brach, president of Student
Government.
At a March 21 meeting, the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., Univer-

sity president, discussed the
potential Spring Festival with
student representatives. Driscoll

has reservations about the

planned event and withheld his

approval, according to Brach.
The Spring Festival was

designed by representatives of

Student Government, the Student
Union, the Resident Student Asso-
ciation, the Association of Com-
muting Students, the Panhellenic

Council and the Interfratemity

Council to increase alcohol-related

programs on campus. The pro-

grams would allow students who

are of age to drink if they choose
to do so, and at the same time
unite the campus by holding
events which are also attractive

to underage students, according to

Brach.

Lucyna J. Gorski, director of

an issue, according to Gorski. "We
would need a minimum of 200
people out there to put the whole
day forth as volunteers," said
Gorski.

Sean Closkey, Spring Festival

committee member, said, "We

??."^I?i^?L'!fi!".?^"*
^"^ ^ <»onate their time to responsible.

'community builder.

"Many people who live off

campus are mostly 21 years old

and don't feel the need or feel

welcome to come back on campus
on the weekends," said Gorski.

Having a Spring Festival with
alcohol would hopefully address
the needs of those off-campus
students who are 21, she said.

"Father Driscoll is very con-

cerned about this particular event
because of the issue of control at

the event," said Brach. According

effective management of the event
to make sure it won't be an
unacceptable risk to the
University."

Funding for the festival is a
major concern of the administra-
tion. "We can't sell alcohol
because we don't have a liquor

license," said Gorski. Alternative
methods of getting the money for

the festival are still being
discussed.

The Spring Festival will be held
to Gorski, control of alcohol and if it is approved by the end of the
University liability for alcohol week, according to Brach. "I'm
consumption are major concerns, optimistic. There's still a 50-50

Manpower for the event is also chance," he said.

Off-campus housing wanes
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

Staff Reporter

The options ofoff-campus hous-
ing for undergraduates are becom-
ing increasingly limited, according
to the Rev. Frank Farsaci, O.S.A.,

advisor to off-campus residents.

Farsaci said that certain apart-

ment complexes will not rent to

undergraduates. Other apart-
ments which were once available

to students are converting into

condominiums and are thus too

expensive.

For instance, Strafford Station

Apartments, an apartment com-
plex that Farsaci suggested to

students in the past, will no longer

rent to undergraduates. The pol-

icy went into effect last August,

after tenants for this school year

had moved in.

The reason behind the decision

was past problems with under-

graduates. However, the complex

will continue to rent to graduate

students.

The decreasing amount of hous-

ing offered to students, according

to the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, is "unfortunate-

ly because the students them-

selves have failed to act respon-

sibly in the community."
Students should realize that

their neighbors "want their

investment protected ... they
don't want people who don't treat

the property with respect," said

Stack.

He cited examples of noise in

the early morning, cars taking up
spots on the street and general

lack of consideration on the part

of the students.

Zoning laws in the surrounding

areas provide additional problems

for students. In Radnor Township,
no more than two unrelated people

may live together. In Lower Me-
rion and Haverford townships,

no more than three unrelated
(Continued on page 7)
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In the News
Rare Irish book displayed

One of Villanova's prize art
^ treasures, a limited-edition

copy of Ireland's Book of Kells,
is now on display in the Falvey
Memorial Library.

The display is located outside
the Rare Book Room and com-
memorates March as the
month of Irish celebration. The
original manuscript, produced
by eighth century Irish monks,
rests in the Trinity College
library in Dublin.

Dr. Mary Griffin, director of
Falvey Memorial Library,

commented, "Many scholars
consider the Book of Kells to
be the finest manuscript ever
produced."

A national treasure of
Irekind, the book's leaves are
illumina^ with color, callig-

raphy and intricate patterns
which have been copied
throughout history. Villano-
va's book-form facsimile was
made possible only with the
perfection of modern color
photography. For more infor-
mation, call 645-4273.

Annual Easter egg hunt to be held
The annual Villanova Easter

Egg Hunt for children ages
three to eight will take place
March 26 at 1 p.m. on the lawn
in front of the St. Thomas of
Villanova Chapel.

Over 300 children are expect-
ed to participate in the colorful

"eggstravaganza," which is

sponsored by the University's
Panhellenic Council and the
Interfratemity Council.

The Easter bunny and
Villanova Wildcat will help
children hunt for over 150
dozen eggs. Candy and prizes
will be awarded to the finders
of prize eggs.

Children should bring their
own baskets. Coffee and dough-
nuts will be provided for
parents.

Rain date is March 27 at 1

p.m. For more information, call

645-4210.

Security guard commended
Security Officer Thomas

Brennan was selected the
Security officer of the month
for February by Rowan P.
Kelly, director of Security,
according to a statement by
Kelly.

The program, which went
into effect Feb. 1, involves
having Security supervisors
"check the accomplishments of
their personnel on their respec-
tive shifts," according to the
statement..

Each officer of the month
will receive a $25 cash award.

Brennan was picked after a
student went to Kelly to praise
Brennan 's friendly disposition
while performing his job. Bren-
nan was described by the stu-
dent "as a person who smiles,
waves in a friendly fashion and
gives an overall impression of
friendliness," according to the
statement.

South campus dorm
project begins

\
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The removal of trees began on south campus to make way for
construction of two new dormitories.

Renowned physicist returns to lecture at V.U.
By DANIEL MORIARTY

St^ff Reporter

Renowned physicist Dr.
Edward Teller will give a lecture

titled, "The Energy Evolution" on
Monday, April 11 at 7:30 p.m. in

the Connelly Center.

The lecture, which is sponsored
by the physics department and the

Energy Advisory Council of the

Philadelphia Electric Company, is

the first in a series of at least 10

physics lectures in 1988 commem-
orating the 50th anniversary of

the physics department, according
to physics professor Dr. Philip A.

Miurone.
"We are honored to have a

scientist of Dr. Teller's stature

return to Villtnova," Maurone
said.

Teller spoke at Villanova in

1982 at a lecture titled, "Nuclear

Power: Why the Controversy?"

and decided to return, foregoing

his normal lecture fee because of

his positive experience with the

University.

Anita Webb, representative for

the Energy Education Advisory

Council, called Teller's return

"unprecedented" and "a distinct

honor to Villanova University."

Bom in Hungary in 1908, Teller

was educated in Germany and

became an American citizen in

time to work extensively on
nuclear development during and

after World War II. Teller, who
was a member of the famous

Manhatun Project, which created

the first atomic bomb, has made
important contributiont in the

fields of chemical physics, molec-

ular physics and quantum theory.

Teller is presently senior
research fellow at the Hoover
Institution on War, Revolution
and Peace at Stanford University,
consultant and associate director

emeritus of the Lawrence Liver-
more Laboratory and professor
emeritus of the University of
California. i

Seniors John McMahon and
Philip DiAntonio, junior Brian
Egras. and freshman Anthony
Bauer, all physics majors, were
chosen on the basis of their
academic standing by the physics
department to help organize the
event and join Teller for dinner
that evening.

The lecture is free and open to
the public.
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f Greek hazing
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Johnson commented, ''People

drink on their own. Nobody is

forced to drink. There are guys
in the fraternity who don't (bink
at all. Peer pressure is not there

because people are mature enough
to respect the wishes of others.

'

He explained that Lambda Chi
Alpha has a sober committee
which acts as a private Saferides.

Zappetti said the fraternity

monitors who is driving and
checks keys. "We would like to

make a list of who has keys and
only take keys if they can't drive,"

he said, after explaining that

taking everyone's keys assumes
too much liability.

Johnson said in reference to the
Rutgers incident involving a fel-

low chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha,
"Even if James Callahan said he
wanted to drink all that [alcohol]

they [the brothers] are still respon-

sible. They should have stopped
him."
He said of his own chapter that

there is no night during the week
on which associates are required

to drink. Instead, they are required

to study in order to learn time
management.
As to drinking at parties in the

form of such games as "chug-
offs," Johnson said, "People want
to do it. It's a drinking game and
is not done for four hours. They

[the brothers]get everyone togeth-

er, but if someone doesn't feel well

or has a test [to study for] it's no
probleoi.

Zappetti, too, said of c^ug-olfs

"It's one beer, and they're not

forced to drink. If it was hazing,

we would 'make* the 16 of them
[associates] do it. but it is very

relaxed in the spirit of things, like

a game of quarters. If th^r had
five or six [beers] it would be a

different story."

Johnson said the major empha-
sis during fraternity education is

that associates do well in school

because "I want them to be better

brothers than I am or my brothers
are. They are the future.

"If you promote drinking and
carelessness, then that is what
your fraternity will be like in the
future," he said.

"Rutgers, they were the ninth
chapter [of Lambda Chi Alpha],

added in 1912-13. They're going
to be gone. They deserve it for

what happened to them. Their
future went down the drain,"

Johnson added.

He said, "We don't want some-
body to die first and say, 'now
we'll stop' . . . But the question [of

alcohol abuse] is not to get rid of

fraternities and sororities, for the
way to get rid of any problem is

to find out what it is and work
to solve it."

Mike Purgiuele, pledge master
for Sigma Phi Gonkm, said that

in ple^png "emphasis is pisosdon
striving for brotholwod.
Each of the plc4giiv activities

is supposed to serve a purpose, to

reach certain goals and eipecta-

tkms, said Fliigiuele. "Tbe pur-

pose woukln't be togo out and get

drunk, it has to make sense as to

what the organisation is all

about," he added.

He explained that his fraternity

emphasized maintaining study
hours and becoming a part of the

group through interviews.

According to Fuigiuele, pledges

can go to all social activities but

are not forced to drink "at all."

"They have theoption (to drink]

just as any brother has the option.

There are two brothers in the

fraternity now who went through
pledging without touching a drop
of alcohol," he commented.

Furgiuele said his fraternity

has a liabilities committee at each

Students

,

Cultured differences discussed

party whkh is responsible for

staymg sober in onler todriveand
chock keys St the door. Sigma Phi

Epsikm slso adheres to a g^est

list, as their natkmal chapter does

not aUow opeo paries.
He sakl h» fraternity has never

had a proUiem with this system.
'*! think what we're doing now is

effective enoufh," he added.

He said of the Rutgers imadent,

"It was aearcut hitting. It's an
unfortunate incident. I can't

imagine any fraternity doing
anything like that. The Greek
system here is very responsible."

He further said that he felt

therewasa degree of peer pressure

involved for Callahain "to go and
do what he did. He must have
really wanted it [brotherhood]. He
was trying to impress people and
took it too far."

Miche Veix, president oi the

Panhellenic Council and past
president of ^elta Pelta Delta,

said that the guidelines every

sorority must fottow, accordingto
the Natkmil PsAheUemc Council
groups, prohibit basing and the
use of akohol in any on-campus
8ororit]F-sponsored event.

"We have • strong natkmal
gmdeline base and are not permit-

ted to do certain things ... Pen-
heOenk acts as a watchforoe to

make sure this base is main-
tained," she said.

She. explained that most
natkmal sororities do not condone
the use of alcohol. She said,

"PUiheUenically, we cannot use
alcohol in order to avoid liability

. . this is a recent decision since
the increase of liability stiits."

According to Veix, there has
been no hazing or alcohol abuse
inckient at Villanova that was
"serious enough to ever suspend
a sorority." She contributed this

to the fact that national chapters
hand down decisions and. take
action against such incidents.
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in that they had a "tremendous
prideand respect" for the material
objects around them and were
more than willing to show the
Villanovans their city. He theo-
rized that this pride stemmed
from the fact that they have fewer
posessions, so they are more
willing to keep what they do have
in good condition.

Both Tucci and Wall considered
it an advantage to have both staff

members and alumni accompany
the Villanova students. Wall
termed the mixed group "more
like a human community."
Wall and Tucci also agreed that

the group got along well together.
According to Wall, there were

optional lectures prior ta the trif>

short course in conversational
Russian. Besides teaching the
group more about the Soviet
Union, the activities, which con-
cluded with a Russian dinner,
gave the students, staff and alum-
ni an opportunity to meet one
another before the trip.

Wall said there were no prob-

lems during the trip and that

Noreen Cameron of Campus Min-
istry, who organized the program
with Wall, was also a nurse and
was on hand in case any medical
problems had arisen.

Wall said about the trip, "ft

made a difference that we could

see it [the Soviet Union] ourselves.
Perhaps questions w^ hj^d .pt(?.-

viously were answerea or new
perspectives were afforded us by
the experience."

Mane Collevecchio is a senwr majoring in English and
communications, and comes to Villanova from King of Prussia
Pa. As-a-sister of the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, Marie has
been actively involved in all aspects of Greek life. In her sorority.Mane has served in many capacities, including holding the office

Marie's other major contributions to the Greek community
are a result of her Panhellenic involvement. After serving as
Theta s Panhel delegate for one year, Marie held the office of
Panhellenic secretary, and was a member of the Inter-Greek
Counal.
Outside of Greek life, Marie has been actively involved in thenew student onentation program for the past two years, serving

as an onenution counsekn- in 1986, and as a member of the
steenng committee for OrienUtkm '87.

Marie has also been involved in Spedal Olympics at Villanova
and w a member of the Villanova Leadership Sodety, the Oit^
of Om^ and Who's Who among American Colleges and
Universities. ^ *

In her »I»re time, Marie enjoys reading and modeting, and
hokis a job at the Overhrook Golf Club.
For all of her achievemenU, the Order of Om«a is pleased

to hony Mane ColleveoAio of the Kappa Alphafl«taSr^
as the Greek of the Week. •
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By SHARON A. WATERS
Assistant News Editor

The Center for Peace andJustice
Education sponsored a trip to the
Soviet Union during spring break
for a group of 39 students, alumni
and staff members "for the pur-
pose of understanding some of the
differences that separate and
divide" the Soviet Union and the
United States, according to Dr.
Barbara Wall, O.P., of the center.

The group traveled to Moscow,
Kiev and Leningrad during the 10-

day trip. The tour included seeing
the Moscow State Ballet in the
Palaces of Congresses in the
Kremlin, La Traviata at the Kirov
Opera in Leningrad, the Pioneer -^ .^.>. ^ «iui« ...^
Palace and the Moscow State on such topics as Russian history
Circus. l*\nd art; Soviet life today alnd

In addition, the group had time philosophy of communism, plus a
to explore the cities on their own.

It was during this free time that
members of the group took the
opportunity to meet and speak
with the Russian people.

Greg Tucci, a junior who went
on the trip, commented that he
was allowed togo anywhere in the
three cities and did not feel afraid
to ask the people any questions.

Wall, who has traveled pre-
viously to the Soviet Union,
noticed a "greater feeling of
openness" in the country, espe-
cially at the passport entrances
and exits. She attributed it to

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's
recently-implemented policy of
giasnost and the recent INF [inter-

mediate range nuclear forces]

^''^^y- (photo by Mohgiovi)

Tucci spoke of a different atti- St. BmU's Cathedral hi Momow was one of the landmarks which a
tude among the Russians whkh group of studenu, faculty and alumni saw during their trip to the
is less wasteful than Americans', Soviet Union over spring break.

Yearbook color disputed
By STEVE D'ANGELO

St^ffPeporter

Progress is continuing on Vil-

lanova's yearbook. The Belle Aire,
despite controversy, according to
assistant editor Tony Medori.
The dispute arose when two

students, Joe ZaIler and Tim
Capone, learned of the dedskm to
make the yearbook's Oover green.
They began a petitkn protestiiv
the color and received 365
signatures.

According to Kevin Rose, assis-
tant editor, the covers have
already been printed Mid tlHre «
oChM that^ ha^M. Ac^v

be fi—ncisily devasteSif, he

related that he also

content, but this year several of
its members refused to do so, said
Rose.

However, the final deciskm on
the matter was left to the editors
by the University publication
board.

In acplanatkNi of this year's

"eyerireen" ookw. Rose saki that
in recent years, the yearbook
oommittee has begun relatii^ the
cokMT iitei for tl^ cover to a
central tlKne runniqf throng

Ust year'spidAcafion featured
abra^radeovcrvidtltt

It."

but said that the cover will again

be part of the theme.

The move toward using an
underlying concept began two
years Sgo, according to Rose,

foUoiwing the attendance of sev-

eral seminars on the subject by
the yearbook's editorial board.

The 1967 editkm was presented
with the Gold Ci|»ra Alvw3~^
eiosUenoe by the Coittflibia Scho-
hMtic Pkess ^ssiKiUhai Aaxird-
ing Is Rose, onhr 1 fcroent si the
yearbooks in the country

with this

"GetATMe^

I*
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Seniors, juniors and sopho-

morss in all undergraduate day
colleges, as well as full-time
faculty members of those colleges

will noroinste candidates for the
28th snnual Christian R. sand
Mary F. Undback Foundatk>n
awards for distinguished
tegching.

Student voting for these nom-
inatkms will be held on Tues.,

April 12 and Wed., April 13, from
10 a.m. to3 p.m. each day.

Commerceand fmanoe students
are asked to vote in the Hartley

HaU cafeteria while engineering
students will vote in their dean's
offke. Arts snd sciences students
and nursing students will vote in
the main lobby of Connelly
Center.

Any student unable tovotefrom
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on one of these
two days may vote in Connelly
Center on Tues., April 12, from
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Faculty will vote
by mail.

Voters will be invited to choose
any three full-time faculty
members who are not previous
winners. The five candidates
receiving the highest number of

votes will be the official nominees
for the Lindback awards.
The Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president, will

select two names from the list of

five, designate them as winners
of the awards and present them
with checks of $1,000 each at

commencementexercises in May.
About 15 other faculty members

receiving the highest number of

nominattuis near
votes will be givep honorable Joseph J. Bums, education, and
mention, and their names will Dr. Robert W. Langran, politicalmmr in a subsequent issue of science, 1972; Aslam Abbasi,
theVillanovan. electrical engineering, and Gendd
The Lindback Foundation A. Dougherty, accounting, 1973;

annually makes nnto avaiUble John A. McClain, biology, and
to colleges in the Detaware Valley WiUiam J. McNichol, dvil enm-
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to encourage eflsctive teaching
in the undeigniduate level." Pre-
vious winners of the award, not
eligible for re-electM>n by terms of

neenng, 1974; Dr. Robert D.
Lynch, civil engineering, and Dr.
Edward V. McAssey, Jr., mechan-
ical engineering, 1975; Dr. Lewis

the foundatkm's regulations, are J. Mathers, dvil ci«ineering. and
as follows:

Patrick J. Dougherty, finance,

and John J. Gallon, dvil engineer-

ii^ 1961; William CA Henry,
business law, and Henry L. Rofi-

not, history, 1962; William G.
Driscoll. physics, and James J.
Mitchell, English, 1963; Emil
Amelotti, mathematics, and
Joseph J. Hicks, electrical engi-
neering,' 1964; Thomas C. Lina-
han, mathematics, and Dr. Bene-
dict A. Paparella, philosophy,
1965; Dr. Jose R. De U Vega,
chemistry, and Dr. Joseph George
Jr., history, 1966.

They indude WiUiam O'Neill,

business administration, and Dr.

John A. Okobwski, physks, 1976;

Dr. Robert P. Derstine, accounting
and Dr. Edward J. Mathis, eco-

nomics, 1977.

Past winners also include Dr.
Angelo Armenti, Jr., physics, and
Dr. Charles E. Zech, economks,
1978; Dr. Brian J. Jones, sodok)gy,
and Sebastian M. Rainone, busi-
ness law, 1979; Dr. Nicholas M.
Rongione, business law, and
Robert E. White, chemical engi-
neering, 1980; Dr.James J. Clarke,
economics, and Dr. Rita M.
Ehrmann, mathematics, 1981; Dr.
Fritz Nova, political science, and
Bernard P. Prusak, religious stu-
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Racial tensions flare again

Robert E. Wilkinson, English, dies, 1982; Jean M. Maurer, nurs
1967; Joseph W. Ratigan, English, ing, and Dr. Thomas F. Monahan,
and Robert B. Whiting, mathe
matics, 1968; Dr. Frank H. Eby
Jr., business administration, and
Ralph Koliner, civil engineering,

accounting. 1983; Dr. John A.
Doody, philosophy, and Dr. John
F. Stehle, economics, 1984; Wesley
E. Schwarz, management, and Dr.

TensM>ns between white and
minority students continued to

worsen on a number of cam-
puses the first week of March.
At Rutgers State College in

Claremont, Okla., white high
school students injured about
20 Middle Eastern college stu-

dents in a series of attacks and
fights March 3.

A hit-and-run acddent, pellet

guns, rocks and eggs were used
in the rioting, whk:h reportedly
began with an argument
between one of the collegians

and a group of the high school-

ers. Police arrested a 17-year-

old for attacking a foreign
student with a baseball bat.

At Ramapo College in Mah-
wah, NJ., housing chief Ronald
L. Bollheimer reported on the
same day thana^many as 20
dormitory residents failed to
sign a card saying radsm was
unacceptable at Ramapo.

Bollheimer was not sure if

the "15 to 20" students who did
not sign the cards, distributed
as part of a school-wide anti-

radsm program in the wake of

a December fight between
black and white students, were
actively resisting the program.
Students who refused to sign

the card could be kicked out of

their dorms, he added.

1969; Alvin A. Clay, accounting, Barry S. Young, sociology, 1985;
and the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, Dr. Rodger Van Allen, religious
biology, 1970; Daniel T. Regan, studies, and Dr. Anthony Zyg-
philosophy, and John J. Tonkin- mont, electrical engineering, 1986;
son, business administration. Dr. Andreas Athinaios, economics,
1971. and Dr. James J. Schuster, civil

Other winners are the Rev. engineering, 1987.

PEC report near completion
By DANTE J. SCALA

News Editor

The final report of the Program
Evaluation Committee [PEC] will
be delivered to University Presi-

dent the Rev. John Nf- Driscoll,

O.S.A., by the beginning of April,

said PEC Chairperson Dr. Angelo
Armenti Wedn^day.
The approximately 300-page

report will contain at least 250
recommendations concerning the
University's academic and non-
academic programs, said Armenti.
The recommendations could affect

the funding of a number of aca-

demic departments.
The completion of the report

will mark the end of the PEC's
two-year study and analysis of the
University. It has run a wide-
ranging series of studies, which
have induded both internal and
external evaluations.

After Driscoll receives the
report, it will be distributed to
various parts of the University
community, said Armenti. A peri-

od of study and comment will

folk>w.

The University Senate will vote
this semester to accept or reject

the report in its entirety, accord-

ing to Dr. Philip Maurone, Senate
chairperson. In addition, the
Senate will also make its own
reconunendations for the report,

said Maurone in January.
Finally, Driscoll and the Board

of Trustees will make the final

dedsion in July on what changes
will be made at the University,

based on the PEC recommenda-
tions, said Armenti. Although this

dedakm will be made while Dris-

coll is still in olfioe, the implemen-
tatkmd chaooes will be made by
the new president, he said.

Armenti said be expects that

the Board's dedskm on the PEC
recomaiiendatioas' implementa-
tioB will be iottowed, no matter
Trhn rhf irfsiiisni ii lit ili iil

tknt the **Gnt nnact" of tkt

coll announced in November the "The University's planning
"implementation of an integrated process will incorporate generally
planning process for the Univer- accepted elements of strategic
sity," according to the December planning, espedally as they relate

1987 edition of the Program Eva- to program evaluation ..." accord-
luation newsletter. ing to the newsletter.

Special Olympics cited

Villanova University's Spe-
cial Olympics program is pre-

paring a grant proposal for the
Kennedy Foundation in order
to be underwritten, according
to Tense Fusco of the Special
Olympics management team.
The proposal is a descriptive

presentation of all aspects of

the event and will allow the
Eastern State Soccer Tourna-
ment, which has been held at

Villanova for the past 10 years,

to be completely underwritten
by the foundation.

The Villanova tournament
has a volunteer staff of approx-
imately 400 members.

Upon being underwritten,
Villanova's program could
expand to be used as a model
for Special Olympics competi-
tions internationally.

Paper shufflers prosper

FintoftwojHHi series

It pays to be good at shuffling
paper, at least if you are
enrolled at a big campus.
The faster and more accu-

rately students at large schools
can complete paperwork tasks,
the better grades they get, a
new study by a Dallas market
research firm has found.
At least those are the conclu-

sions of Dallas-based Aptitude
Inventory Measurement Ser-
vice [AIMS], which tracked the
academic performance of 115
students attending universities
with 20,000 or more undergrad-
uates from 1981 until last year.
The participants took a series
of aptitude tests that gauged
their clerical skills.

Fraternity Investigathn underway

at the earliest

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

No final dedsion has been made
regarding sanctions in response to

the Nov.. 12 acddent involving

then ^i Kappa Phi pledge

Douglas Kelleher, according to the

Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean
of students.

"It came to our attention pretty

quickly that he had been at an off

•

campus location where 11 out of

14 members of the pledge class

were with him. It was clear that

he had gone out into Lancaster

Avenue against the light and was
intoxicated," Stack said.

« Terence Dalton, president of Pi

Kappa Phi since mid-January, said

it was the fraternity which con-

tacted Stack and Gary Bonas,
assistant director of Student
Activities, about the inci-

dent.'Trom my understanding,

that's part of our procedure," he
added.

Stack continued, "The unans-
wered questions are ... because
11 out of 14 people are there

doesn't necessarily mean it was
a pledge event or that he was
necessarily forced to drink any-

thing in any kind of hazing ind-i

dent, but in light of how serious

it was, they did not expect him
to live the night."

Stack said he did not get
Kelleher's bkxMl count, but he was
informed KeOeherwas hitaxicated

by someone who knew the actual

count
He explained that he talked to

nie WBSK iraiernKy, expiesaea
soase of his ooncei'ns soh told

then to be aware there might be

itispoaaiblethatthe

not have

not attended an <^idal fraternity informed of Kelleher's condition, in which they wouldn't be able to
event. "It was not sanctioned by Also, the fraternity had decided to initiate those members," he said.

the fraternity ... no one really

knows who was there," he said.

Possible cover-up

However, Stack said, "But the
appearances the fraternity gave
were this: they had a meeting the
following day [after the accident].

The meeting was quite secretive,

it was all fraternity and the
appearance was that the meeting
was for the purpose of members
getting their story straight so
when they would be quizzed by
members of the administration,

for example, they would all be
singing the same tune."

Dalton r^^ppnded that the meet-
ing was.a response to an emer-
gency situatk)n.

"In cases of emergency, you
come together as one," he said.

He explained that the primary
function of the meeting was to set

up times to visit Kelleher, espe-

cially when his mother was not

there, and to have someone avail-

able to keep the fraternity

inform the brothers of the incident According to Dalton, there was
instead of allowing them to hear confusion over initiation. "Father

rumors about it on campus. Stack said that [information about

Stack continued, "There were the date of initiation! to two
a lot of members of the fraternity different people. He said one thing

down at the hospital that night, -to one, and something else to the

They were certainly very con- other," he said.

Dalton aaid that KaUshar had

were certamiy very con-

cerned about Doug, but they were
also concerned about the frater-

nity. There was no doubt they

were very worried about him and
that was primary ... but there

was also a fear 'will the admin-
istration feel we're responsible?'

"You sort of pick this up when
you're there [at the hospital] and
seeing people and half of them are

in the bag. That night they were
drunk as it was, and their reaction

was interesting to watch," he
said.

Dalton said that brothers did go

to the hospital that night, but he

did not think their condition was
a state of drunkenness.

"I personally was there, and I

don't think my state was drun-

kenness. It was that of being

shook up and concerned ... we
were waiting in anticipation," he

explained.

Stack said it was the meeting

whkh followed, along with sub-

sequent meetings with members
that produced almost identical

stories, that gave the appearance

that the fraternity was protecting

itself.

According to Stack, the frater-

nity was told they couki have thdr

initiation on its scheduled date

unless they heard from him, but

they ooukl not have it before this

time.

"They went ahead and had it

before that date. I'm not complete-

ly sure why that waa, but the

imprsssinn I have is (that) they

had It bscauae they were afraid

I was mim to take soom actkm

He continued, "We had the

initiation to bringeveryone togeth-

er ... we did not want to alienate

anyone. I did not make that

dedsion, but I feel it was in our

best interest."

Dalton said Kelleherwas initiat-

ed at another time.

"Maybe thit's not the whole

story ... They were giving the

impression of a cover-up, and it's

quite possible that they had no
need to cover anything up, that

it was an unfortunate occurrence

where students were together

watching a hockey game, had too

much to drink, and somebody
went out in the street and got run

over," Stack said.

Kelleher, who has since

returned to school, said he has

brought no charges against the

fraternity. "It was mostly my
fault. I went over to watch T.V.

with a brother whowas my friend.

We were watching T.V. and drink-

ing ... I don't remember bdng that

drunk, but I guess I was. That
whole week is fuzzy to me," he

said.

Kelleher said of the Rutgers^

incident, "It was irresponsible.

With pledging here, there is total

control of what's going on. I guess

the brothers there got caught up
in what's going on and didn't

realize when it should stop.

"It's a shame that one bad

inddent [cauaes]other fraternities

to hsve to pay for it every dsy.

There's s whoie negative attitude

towards frstemities." Kelleher

<
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Financial aid figures for
»

(Omtinuedfrom page 1)

revenues for athletics have
decreased by $88,000. However, in

1

1 the statement of planned expen-

iditures, funding to athletics has

j
increased by $733,000. This

''amounts to a difjference of

: $645,000 in spending for athletic

i programs which may be taken

,
I

from other parts of University

II

funding.

I Financial aid criticized

In a memorandum dated June
15, 1987 to the Rev. John M.
DriscoU, O.S.A., University pres-

ident, attached to a report on

financial aid by the Council of

Deans, the Rev. Lawrence C.

Gallen, O.S.A., vice president for

Academic Affairs, wrote, "We are

Grants over the past three years,

from 900 extremely needy stu-

dents to 650, it is dear that the

University is enrolling more afflu-

ent students each year."

When asked if he felt the pres-

ent funds allocated for financial

aid purposes are sufficient,

Switzer responded. "No, and
we've been trying to convey that

message to the people upstairs for

years now."
As emphasized in an article in

the March 18 issue of the ViUa-
novan, the issue of increasing the

endowment of the University is a
problem, according to many admin-

istrators and faculty members.
This directly affects the financial

aid situation in that the funds for

these programs are taken from the

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
TOTAL STATE / FMDMnAL AID BY MSOVKCl

students for the 1987-88 academic
year. "I .don't know where this

extra money is coming from or

how students are paying for it. I

do know that it is not unusual for

some families to take out a second

mortgage on their home these

days ^ and that's above and
beyond the call of duty," Switzer

explained.

Nelson noted in his evaluation

that "many more students borrow
~ at least three times as many
— as at comparable institutions.

Most Villanova students borrow
the current maximum for under-

graduates of $2,500 each year, and
it is possible to leave the Univer-

sity with undergraduate and Law
School indebtedness of as much
as $50,000."

Switzer expressed concerns
that the lack of financial aid may
have future effects on enrollment

and on Villanova's competition

with comparable institutions,

such as Georgetown Univttvity.

Catholic University. Boston Col-

iMfe and Fairfield University.

'•The time yip come when we
may see more aniH more students

choosing to go to other schools

because they cannot afford to pay

our tuition," Switzer noted.

Other aourcca of aid

Ih regards to academic scholar-

ships, he cited the 20 Presidential

scholarships offered each year as

theonly form offered by Villanova.

"We have to resolve the financial

aid issue before we can establish

any more academic scholarships,"

Switzer added.

Switzer recognized the Guaran-

teed Student Loan [GSL] as the

largest form of federal financial

aid available to students.

Although these loans now provide

$10 to $12 million in aid to Vil-

lanova students, new qualifying

restrictions established by the

federal floyemment may make it

more difficult for students to

obtain these loans.

The federal government also

donates $650,000 in PeU Grants.

$555,000 in Perkins loans.

$450,000 in work-study programs
and $459,000 in Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants
to the University, according to

Switzer.

A recent College Press Service

article reports th«t President
Ronald Reagan proposes to

increase spending for the U.S.

Department of Education by 4

percent as well as increase federal

financial aid programs by 9 per-

cent. These measures will go into

effect if Congress approves his

proposed budget for the 1989 fiscal

year.

College tuitions increase
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finding that with the decreasing

amount of available aid money we
are failing to enroll students from
low and middle-income families,

and we are sometimes enrolling

less able students who nonethe-
less do not require large aid

packages.
"As a result, we risk becoming

an academic haven for the wealthy
and losing the academic and social

advantages to be gained from a
diverse student body," Gallen
concluded.

As part of the report, James E.

Nelson, vice president for the

regional offices of the College
Board, concluded that "from the

dramatic drop in numbers of

students eligible for federal Pell

endowment.
The currently proposed operat-

ing budget for the 1988-89 academ-

ic year includes a measure to

increase student tuition an aver-

age of 10.5 percent as well as a

recommendation to increase by 20

percent the amount of funds

designated for financial aid.

Switzer called this proposal "self-

defeating" and a "vicious circle,"

in that some students may even-

tually pay a higher tuition so that

others can receive more financial

assistance from the University.

Student need

He revealed that the University

was unable to meet a $12 million

net need for finandal aid of all

By the College Press Service

Tuition rates are going up again

next fall, but not quite as steeply

as they rose last year, observers

say.

Regents and trustees typically

set tuitions during their January

and February board meetings,

where initial reports suggest most

students will pay from 6 to 10

pecent more to go to college in

1988-89.

"The rate of increase has been

moderating over the last few
years," said Meredith Ludwig of

the American Association of State

Colleges and Universities [AAS-

CU], a Washington, D.C., coalition

of public campus leaders.

"For the 1988-89 academic year,

we're predicting tuition will go up
6 percent at public schools and 7

percent at private schools,"

explained Pat Smith of the Amer-

ican Council on Education [ACE).

"But we're currently revising our

predictions, and, if nothing
changes dramatically, the rate of

increase for public college tuition

might even be lower than 6

percent."

Tuition costs skyrocketed
between the 1976-77 and 1986-87

academic years, noted Norman
Brandt of the U.S. Department of

Education. During that period,

public school tuition increased

130 percent. Private college tuition

rose 153 percent.

But Brandt added tuition has
been rising more slowly the last

two years.

Still, national averages are little

consolation to students at schools

that will be increasing their
tuition by hefty percentages next
fall.

Critics like U.S. Secretary of

Education William Bennett, of

course, have been blasting cam-
puses for pushing tuition up
faster than the inflation rate,

while educators reply Bennett is

ignoringhow expensive it is to run
a college.

"Costs are high, but colleges

aren't ripping us off either," said

Brandt.

The costs of goods and services

colleges buy, said Julianne Still

Thrift of the National Association
of Independent Colleges and Uni-

versities [NAICU], have increased

faster than consumer goods the

government monitors when deter-

mining inflation rates.

Utility rates, maintenance and
construction costs have risen

dramatically ih recent years, she

said, and colleges have no other

choice but to pass those costs on

to students as state and federal

governments contribute less

money than in the past.

"State legislatures were willing

to let tuition rise to improve or
protect the quality of their insti-

tutions. But they don't want to

raise taxes [to raise more money
to help colleges pay for the
improvements]," ACE's Smith
observed.

But states facing economic
problems in recent years have
"been doing better," said Ludwig,
and as state funding increases,
tuition hikes decrease.

Colleges also used the early '80s
— a period of low inflation — to

increase faculty and staff salaries.

Between 1973 and 1981, faculty

members had lost 28 percent of

their actual spending power, said
Thrift, and even after the recent
increases, few have regained past
spending power.
Most schools, said Ludwig, feel

the salary increatee and capital
improvement projects of recent
years will be enough to tide them,
over for awhile, and, combined
with higher rate funding, tuition
will stablilize.

Campuses also need to raise
tuition to get money to provide
financial aid to their poorer stu-
dents, he said.

"Institutions now have to offer
aid from their own sources"
because the federal government
no longer supplies enough money
to get students through college.

Brandt contended.
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Act today;

reject V.U. budget
\

What are the real priorities of the Villanova

administration? Do their primary concerns include the

best interests of the student body, as well as the promotion

of a high education that is available to all talented and

deserving students, regardless of race or financial status?

The answer, upon examination of the proposed budget

for the 1988-89 academic year, is no.

The budget calls for an average increase in student

tuition of 10.5 percent and sorely lacks necessary

improvements in an admittedly dismal financial aid

situation.

In a memo to the Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen, O.S.A.,

vice president for Academic Affairs, observes that "we
are failing to enroll students from low and middle-income

families" because of the serious depletion of financial aid.

He continues that "we risk becoming an acadeniic

Ijiaven for the wealthy and losing the academic and social

advantages to be gained from a diverse student body."

\ We must not allow this to happen. If the adminis-

tration continues to raise tuition without providind with

Additional funds for financial aid, we risk becoming elitist

and homogenized.
It was also recently released that equal amounts of

money are allocated to financial aid programs and athletic

scholarships, although the former includes over 1,000

students and the latter only 200 students. This example
clearly illustrates the dire need for additional financial

aid funds, as well as indicates the priorities of the

University. The athletic programs are undoubtedly

necessary and do many positive things for the school,

but is the administration more concerned with the image

of the nebulous term "Villanova," or the individuals

involved in its process?

The refusal by the athletic department, specifically

Dr. Thaxiore Aceto, director of Athletics, to comment on

these figures is disturbing. This sort of information should

not be hidden from the student body, for it is their tuition

money that pays for athletic scholarships.

This is also alarming in that such serious matters

of the University are manipulated and controlled behind

closed doors, out of the reach of the students.

The true nature of a university is to educate its

student body without such superficial and misguided

worries about prestige, a nice-looking pavilion or high-

profile athletic programs which attract national attention

and dollars from alumni and heads of large corporations.

These concerns are important, but secondary.

Villanova University is an institution of academic

excellence, not a big business. For a very long time now,

the administration has been calling the shots, but the

truth is that Villanova is the students' university. The
administration has been n^ecting our needs, and the

time for silence is over.

Apathy mars race
Once again, apathy reigns at Villanova. The spirit

of competition has dimmed as we see only two real

campaign races in the upcoming student elections.

There are no students running for the senatorial

positions in nursing, engineering or the law school.

Students vying for the three commerce and finance and
one science senatorial positions are running unopposed.

There are only two Student Government presiaential

candidates. Theonly race that willshow much competition

will be the rmot itr arts senator.
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Letters to the Editor —
Anti-Apartheid stance baclted

To the Editon

It was refreshing to read Kim
Howze's op-ed piece on Apartheid
in last week's ViUanovan. As she
says, we are all "members of an
international community" and, as
such, we all bear responsibility

"to voice our protest."

But what can the Villanova
community do to end Apartheid
in South Africa? We must make
our voices heard. We must con-

tinue to protest and we must
demand that economic sanctions
be applied by our government.

Protest is effective; it does
work. It is our moral responsibility

to make it work now. Eoonomic
sanctions also work. It took just
two weeks of sanctkms to topple
Panama's regime.

Now is the time to end Apart-
heid in South Africa and now is

the time to a|)ply swift and effec-

tive means to achieve that end.

Robert L. PigeoA
department oi history
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Stop iiqustices of

Israeli soldiers
ByJOSEPH BETZ

Eighteen-year old Israeli sol-

diers use two by fours to break
the arms and crush the bones in

the hands ol Palestinian youths.
The Palestinians had created
road-bkx^ in theirown nei^twr-
hoods to stop the patrolling Israeli

jeeps and had thrown stones as
the soldiers approached. The
beatings are methodical. The
Palestinians are caught then
spread eagled, or tied, or taken
into the privacy of nearby build-

ings to be beaten ihert in secret

and at the soldiers' leisure.

But wait — these cruel and
unusual thrashings are causing
concern in the rear. The Israeli

government is sending immediate
help. Psychologists have been sent

to the scene to provide emotional
first-aid lest the strain on the

young soldiers prove disabling!

Yes, it is true, Israeli soldiers,

some of whom are issued axe-

handles as standard equipment,
have been beating Palestinians'

bodies into pulp, several times
beating their victims to death, and
the Israeli government responds
by sending psychokigists to rescue
the soldiers from their guilt!

But then, this is a rightist, hard-

line Likud government policy, and
Likud Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir vows that the Palestinians
will achieve nothing by violence,

and this even as he tries to cow
them into docility by violence.

And what had the Palestinians

sought to achieve? Autonomy,
political self-determination, a
natural right due all peoples and
a right specifically granted in the
Camp David accords of 1978 to the
one and one half million Arabs in

the occupied territories.

The Israelis had taken Jerusa-

lem, the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip in the 1967 Six Day War.
As Israel and Egypt made peace
in 1979, there was provision for

autonomy for these Palestinians

within five years, and for Pales-

tinian statehood eventually, hk)

autonomy has been granted and
nine years have now passed.

Late last year an Arab summit
conference gave ell its attention

to settling the Iran-Iraq war. This
left the Palestinians feeling

ignored and neglected. Demon-
strationt which turned to riots as
Israelis approached, bepui Dec 9
and are now hi their tlurd month
and getting stronger. The people

want their own government and
their own pohtiad life in their

own land. Israel refu8e9.

When asked by newaaneh why.
he had not puMicly condemned
the beatings, President Reagan
replied that "there is evidence

that these riots are not spontane-

ous and home grown." But the

Israelis know better than to use

the naive tactic of blamingoutside
agitators. Defense Minister Rabin
grants that these demonstratkms
were spontaneous. Rabin says,

{KY. Timrn, l/SW), **the differ-

ence from experiences in the past

is that» whoever started it, it

started without any instrwctions
from outside. It took the PX.O.
losderahip two to four days to

he chose beatings, dubbing and
kkking, as his new policy. But his

January directive to his soldiera

to queU the demonstrations with
"force, might, beatings" has
unleashed savagery on the
Palestinians.

In the first three days after the
order, more than 200 Palestinians
were treated in hospitals for
broken bones or other serious
beating injuries. A Feb. 12 Phila-
delphia Inquirer article about the
visit of four American doctors to
tour 12 Palestinian hospitals
reported that "one doctor said she
had found evidence of at least

3,500 injuries from beatings.''

This savagery has not ended. As
late as Feb. 25, Rabin defended the
beatings. "This policy is going to

continue." he defiantly told
reporters.

Decent people everywhere are
angry and there is both strong
Israeli and strong American Jew-
ish criticism of the beatings. The
Labor opposition to Likud would
negotiate with the Palestinians.

Senior statesman Abba Eban
oppdses the beatings policy.

Even more critical are the
Israeli pacifistic movements,
"Peace Now," and "There is a
Limit" (Yesh Gvul). Yesh Gvul
announces, "We can no longer

bear the burden of shared respon-

sibility for this moral and political

depravation." The Israeli Attor-

ney General, Yosef Harish, has
called the directives to give sucb
beatings "clearly ... illegal

orders," and has told the soldiers

to disobey them. But the embar-
rassment to the nation continues.

International Red Cross officials

on the scene say they have proof

that three Arabs havebeen beaten

to death and demand that the

beatings stop.

Many American Jews have pro-

tested. The president of the Amer-
ican Jewish Congress, Theodore
Mann of Philadelphia, told repor-

ters in Tel Aviv that, "the current

policy of force and beatings ... is

regarded by us as inhunuine and
simply unacceptable."

Two hundred and fifty

members of the Philadelphia
Jewish community denounced the

beatings in a paid ad in theJewish
Exponent in mid-February.
Twelve American Congressmen
met with the Israeli ambassador
in Washington to voice their

concerns, raibbi Alexander M.
Schindler, president of the Unkm
of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions, calls the beatings "an
offense to the Jewish spirit."

Israel is the laiigest recipient of
American foreign aid, over $3
billion a year, and the weapons
used to kill the more than 70
Palestinians are often made in the
United SUtes. Palestinians hate
us for firat preaching democracy
and decency and then supporting
governments which deny than.
You and I hold the bask: political

office in our republk, citizen, and
with our power and the rii^ts of

freedom goes the responsibility to
act and speak to stop American
support of repression.

A letter to the braeh Ambas-
sador might be a good beginning
to thia first day ol the rest of our
priUkal ttvea. Please, for deoen>
cy^s salBe, pick up your pen and

/^ / / /
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Dukakis' credibility questioned
By DANIEL KELUHER

It really sends a chill up my
spine to think of Michael Dukakis
sitting in the Oval Office (in any
chair save that reserved for vis-

itors). It is really incredible to see
the Governor from Massachusetts
passed off as a legitimate presi-

dential candidate. Hearty congrat-
ulations should be given to his

public relations people, who along
with members of the highly biased
mass media (ie. Dan Rather>have
painted a rather neat picture of

the ultra-liberal.

For the most part Dukakis's
claim to fame, the only thing that
gives him presidential standing, is

the economic recovery of Massa-
chusetts. It is not coincidental

that this recovery took place
during the Dukakis administra-
tion. Anyone who followed Repub-
lican Ed King would have reaped
the same rewards because it is

King that deserves true
congratulations.

You may be asking yourself
who this King person is, and if

you are familiar with Massachu-
setts voting tendencies, you would
be astonished by the fact that he
is a Republican (in the 1972
presidential elections Nixon car-

ried every state but one ...

Massachusetts).

The reason Bay Staters revolted

and elected a Republican was
because the state's economy was
in such bad shape. The governor
during this term, as you may have
guessed was Michael Dukakis.

The story continues with King
passing a major tax-cut measure
known as Proposition 2Vi in 1980.

This initiative, which is credited

as being a major contributor to the

state's economic boom, was
opposed by none other than«

Dukakis.

Another major contributor to

the economy of Massachusetts
was the Reagan defense build up
so heavily criticized by Dukakis.
While ranking 12th in population,

Massachusetts receives the fourth

largest share of the Pentegon
budget. In this instance Dukakis
can have his cake and eat it too,

because he can rant against

defense spending to better his

image with the voters, while the

state's treasury remains full.

It may seem hard to believe that
if King was such a good governor
and Dukakis was so bad, then how
could Dukakis have been elected
to a second term. The answer is

simple. The election of King was
an aberration brought on by hard
times economically. When things
brightened, the voters in Massa-
chusetts returned to their normal
voting habits and elected a
Democrat.

\i is unfortunate that he was *

re-elected not only for Massachu-
setts, but for the rest of the nation.

This may seem a little melodra-
matic, but Dukakis as governor
instituted a policy whereby har-

dened criminals, even convicted
murderefs, are released from
prison on weekend furlough.

One prisoner who decided to

take an extended vacation from
the corrections system was Wil-
liam H. Horton Jr. He ended up
in a Maryland prison serving two
life terms after raping a pregnant
woman and stabbing her boy-
friend. With governors hke this,

who needs enemies?

It is unfortunate that facts like

these are not brought to light by
the mass media, so as to prevent
shams like Dukakis from ever
getting as far in the national
political arena as he has.

Daniel Kelither is a senior
accounting major and a meml)er of
the College Republicans.

Pliil Brack endorses a candidate
By PHILIP BRACH

My year as president has been
a very productive one, with mak-
ing strides on all issues addressed.

These challenges were difficult

to tadde ~ had I working knowl-

edge ofhow torun thegovernment
before taking the l«id role we
would be an even stronger force.

The most qualified president

understands the system and the

rote of the leader d this syetem.

After serving with Teriae Fuico
in the cahinet ol Joe AlhMn's
administration. I aalBed her to act

as my vice preaident. Fuaco it

and ctfactive within the

Nat ady haa Fuaceapent

but ahe haa alao spent his

year leadiaff others work on the

iaauea. Puaoo underatandi the

chiliamai that the presidency

entails and in this sense would Philip Brach is a junior market-

make an even better president ingmajorand Student Government
than I have been. president.

3TI*
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VlMOvan colifflm

criticizefl
To dM Editor.

As a ViUanova student, I have

become very exasperated with our

beloved school newspaper. Due to

the biased and often insensitive

writing of the VUlanovan. I had

not read anything from our news-

paper for quite some time now.

This past week. I decided togive

the VUlanovan another chance.

I did not get very far before I was
forced to put it down again. While

reading the new feature entitled

"Advice from Butch Baxter," I

became rather inflamed with one
*

of the articles which described a

"Rambo-like" clergymember who
was behaving irregularly in the

Church.

After I read the advice column,

I did not enjoy it at all — rather.

I WIS quite disturbed by what I

read. Humor is one thmg, but

when it is carelessly directed

towards a holy institution sudi as

the Church, there can be no
humor in it.

ViUanova is a Catholic univer-

sity artd as a student, I believe that

our school newspaper should

present an appropriate attitude in

its style of writing.

In my opinion. Butch Baxter

does not come close to fulfilling

the needed re()uirements to be

humorous. It lacks the very essen-

tials of good taste, good sense and

good ideas. I see no value for this

kind of humor, and I see no need

for Butch Baxter.

Richard A. Baird
Class of 1990

Reader disagrees

I I

,Tbis ^vwk's VtBmyvan asks
It Aiwi Fiyl't Pty pinidL

yoli Hke to pull on your
ivorite teacher or University

nember?

i

^

TotheEditon

Last week in your "For what
it's worth . . . Commentary," you
wrote of the recent break up of

The Cars. You state that it is

unimportant since the band has
not had recorded any good mate-

rial for quite some time. Furth-

ermore you say they have not

recorded a good album since their

first one.

As a Cars fan, I take exception

to this unfounded remark. What
evidence do you use to support

this statement?

Admittedly, Panorama in 1980

was a poor albym, but what of

Shake It Up and Heartbeat City,

not to mention Candy and The
Cars Greatest Hits. Do you have
any taste in music? As I remember
it, most music critics gave those

albums high marks. Certainly

they were successful.

Do you base your commentary
on The Cars most recent album?
Although Door to Door did not

produce any real chart busting

hits, it was a well crafted album.
Each song led into the next as is

true of every Cars album.

Richard BaU
Class of 1990

Quote of Note
You never know what is

enough until you know what

is iftore than enough.

William BMe
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SiMi^ break:lessons from thestreet
By

ANNE MARIE LOMBARDI
St^ Reporter

"Imagine the worst nei^bor-,

hood you have ever seen. Picture

burned-out remains of buikUngs,

abandoned cars in giigbti§t-^kd

lots, steel bars and iron gates

covering the doors and windows
of the buikliqflslelt seaiiding. The
elevated tralnniien»rs ovohead,
and even on the sohniest day, the

streets seem dismal.**

This was the first thing I was
tQld about Kensington, Pniladel'

phia, where I spent six dsys
during spring break. With sucha
pk^turesquie image in my head, I

cpuld not wait to send picture

postcards home to my friends. I

could almost hear myself saying.

"Yes, this is the place where I got

to preserve my chalk-white com-
plexion." I henn to wonder why
I was not confirming hotel reser-

vations in Cancun.
You may have seen signs posted

all over campus advertising for

volunteers to work in the inner

dty. Sponsored by the Center for

PeaceandJustice, volunteers lived

at a shelter or soup kitchen,

working daily ^th the other
volunteers to help relieve some of

the distress of umn poverty.

Twenty Villanova volunteers

were divided into two groups who
went to the St. Franqs Inn and
the Catholic Worker Hou^, M^
located in Kensington, a neighbor-

hood in the north-east comer of

Philadelphia.

I mm put into a group of 11

volunteers that reported to the St.

Pnincis Inn. Before we left, I had
no idea where we .would actually

be living for the week. Al{ I could
imagine was a hu^er gloomy
^shelter like the ones m movies. I

was ipore than a little surprised

to find that we were staymg in

a comfortable,warm house owned
along with the inn by the
Franciscans.

;

The inn,' which has beep in

existence for seven years, is' run
by a Franciscan order of priests

and nuns. The inn is funded
strictly by donations from area

supermarkets, churches and char-

itable organizations and receives

no aid from the government. It

started as merely a soup kitchen,

established to provide food for the

hungry. Since 1981, the oiiganiza-

tkm has expanded to include a

womens' and mens' shelter and a

thrift shop.

We were assigned, along with
one of the Franciscan brothers or

sisters, to specific committees
each day. The chores of the day
included preparing and serving

the morning meal, picking up
donatkns of food and ctothing

from various kxrations in the dty,

working in the thrift shop and
preparing the evening meal. All

the committees gathered at 4:30

p.m. to serve the evening meal to

the crowd of 200-300 people that

came every night.

Serving the evening meal
allowed the volunteers to get to

know the people that frequented
the S{. Frands. The crowd was
comprised mostly of men,
although therewas a good number
of single women and women with
children.

*

The ages ranged from infancy

to those in thdr sixties. Many of

the people suffered from mental

illness, and alcohol and drug

addiction problems. Some simply

could not make ends meet on their

wages or welfare checks.

After a few days, I became used

to the environment. One of the

Franciscan brothers told our
group that you "become de-

sensitized to the environment
after awhile. When fights break

out in the streets, you don't run

to the window to see what's going

on. When you hear something like

a gun shot, there's a good chance

that it will be a gun shot." It was
not altogether wise to walk the

streets alone, even in the broad

daylight.

(Continued on pagi 12)

Days party!
By CYNTHIA B. BOSNIAN

« Staff Reporter

On March 19, the Blue Key
Society sponsored the second

Days party, held at Popcorn's

nit^tclub in King of Prussia. Over

530 seniors celebrated the 64 days

until graduation. The third and
final Days party will be held

during Senior Week.
According to the Director of

Student Activities Lucyna J. Gors-

ki, Popconfs has proven to be an

kieal spot because of its conve

nient location and cooperatum in

working with the University.

.Many 8enk>rs have wondered
why tojort Days parties haye not

been scheduled, to which Gorski

has replied that the most any class

has had is four. Furthermore,

because scheduling is much more

difficult in the spring, the decision

was reached to have only two this

semester.

The party officially kicked off

at 5 p.m., but the place did not

start hopping until about 7 p.m.

Although the bars remained the

attraction for some, the dance

floor drew the largest crowd. ^
There was hardly any room to E
m<^, let ialone dance to the P
thunder of the "pumped up"
volume.

Several seniors agreed that it

was truly amazing to see so many
feUow daSsmates whem they had

never seen even after four years.

Even so, I am sure I am nbt alone

when I say that a feeling of

togetherness filled 'the mf- How
many other times do yo^ really

get to party with just your fellow

seniors?

I ' y

Campus Clip

(St&lf Photo)

Bronsed V.U. stiidenU were here celebrating in Mickey's Bar in Montego Bay, Jamaica alter

the Cats beat Pittsburgh.

Student's homework pays off

Quad erupts with

Wildcat spirit
By WENDY HEkMACH

Staff Reporter

I was alone in my room watch-

ing the tournament game Sunday
night and trying fruitlessly to get

a paper done. But the game just

got too exciting. Soon I was
cheering by myself. The Cats

won.
Actually, the roar was almost

dull at first, then louder and
louder. Bedlam. Mayhem. The
quad was alive. I threw on my
shoes and flew outside. Proximity

to hysteria is just one of the

benefits of living in the quad.

Once outside I was bombarded
from all sides by toilet paper rolls.

I had not known there was that

much toilet paper on the whole
campus, not to mentkm Sheehan
and Sullivan akme. After all,

living in Sheehan, I can remember
oMve than one Suaday awmtng
awakeniat to the rade truth of a

real shsitaiav Mayha some of

thase south ^aanpers brought
119 with tiMiiarllMies-

h\mkkt the

could think of and made up new
things to yell about the upcoming
game against Kentucky, while
forgetting how cold it was. Some
people brought refreshments to

take away the chill. Eventually the

crowd broke up, only temporarily

of course, until the team arrived.

By 1 a.m. the word spread all

over campus, and even more
people were at the duPpnt Pavilion

to welcome back the team. Unfor-

tunately, the team did not arrive

until two. Again, total bedlam
prevailed.

Climbing on the building and
the trees seemed to be the thing

to do to keep your mind off the

temperature, which must have

dropped about two million

degrees. When the buses pulled

up, I pushed my way to the front

aiid cheered until I httd absolutely

no voice lelt.

Too soon the fun was over, and
reprdless of my chants ol *'hk>

ChMta! No Classes!** the alarai

awahned mt m tiaK for

Ui

up Iha iiqr and the

HHWaB.
We dianted every chi«r we

By KRIS RYAN
StqffReporter

Mark Hirsch is one who takes

his classroom assignments very
seriously. A senior entrepreneur-

ial management and finance major
at Wharton Business School,
Hirsch followed through on his

management class assignment
and not only completed the re-

quired "mock" business plan for

a particnlar industry, but tested

its validity by actually using it to

open up his own store. As a result,

Hirsch now is the owner of Mount
Olympus fraternity and sorority

sporting goods store at 3616
Lancaster Ave. in Philadelphia.

Hirsch chose a Greek sporting

goods store because he noticed a

gap for such an industry in the

Philadelphia area. As a fraternity

brother, Hirsch observed that the

usual suppliers for Greek organ-

izations, independent salesmen,

took from four weeks to two
months for the deliverence of their

stock items.

"The nearest store where one
could buy Greek novelties was in

the University of Maryland." In

this type of setting, delivery for

an order was only three or four

days. In addition to this benefit,

Hirsch said, the independent store

allows ordering on a group or

individual basis, no matter how
halt ar saMflL soawlhing not
raadHy available ocherwiee.

rane iavohwd in op-

up a store in the sporting

iaduolry by tattdnf with a
at the Universitv of

aMfylaM. His friend arrMUfid for
him to talk with other suppttars,

and eventually with the executive

of University Spirit Cooperative

of America, the copH>p that super-

vises 34 sorority and fraternity

supply stores nationwide.

Although the U.S.C. oversees

the stores, each is a separate

independent business. "Twice a
year the cooperative meets at

conventions to discuss issues

applicable to the stores, such as

problems that exist in some areas,

and organizes a trade show to

display the new item ideas,"

Hirsch explained. In addition,

Hirsch attends "Greek fairs," and
a vender trade show, to learn the

latest novelties in the Greek
market.

Hirsch received no administra-

tive assistance from U.S.C. in

organizing and opening Mobnt
Olympus. He completed his bus-

iness plan assignment last spring

when the idea of actually opening
a store surfaced. "I joined U.S.C.

inJune and attended a convention

to help me in my decision as

whether to open the store and to

see what opportunities were avail-

able," Hirsch said.

Hirsch was impressed with the

coop and, following the conven-

tion, went on to find a location

for his store in the Drexel-Penn

area. His class assignment had
already organized his business

plan, so the next step was to raise

money.

Hirsch explained, 'T sent letters

to investors, mainly family and
friends, asking whether they

would be interested in buying

slack in the business." Mount
Olympus was bom and opened in

January.

Owning his own business was
one of Hirsch's future expecta-

tions when he applied to Wharton.

He plans to continue working in

the store following graduation

and a two-month sabbatical; how-

ever, he does not expect to remain

solely in the sporting goods indus-

try, but plans to expand to other

businesses also.

Hirsch related his other ambi-

tions as well. "I hope to go to New
York and become involved in the

cooperate world, perhaps adven-

ture capital.

The difference between that

and entrepreneurial management
is that you work, not for yourself,

but help others establish them-

selves." In that type of career,

says Hirsch, one learns more
faster, while continually exploring

new territory.

Although Mount Olympus does

not turn a large profit because of

its recent opening, it does hold its

own. Hirsch said business is very

cyclical, waxing and waning with
the initiation of the fraternities

and sororities in the area schools.

Because of the size and connec-

tions within the U.S.C, goods for

all fraternities and sororities,

national or independent, can be
ordered or custom^i^de.
When asked how much of his

education at Wharton was applied

in his entrepreneurial adventure,

Hirsch replied that it was not

much. "The business plan forced

me to concentrate on aspects of

business that proved advantage-

ous in opening the store, but there

was not much I learned in the

(Cantinnod on p0gi 19)
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Volunteers
(Continuedfrom page 11)

One of the questions I was most
frequently asked when I got back
was, "Weren't you afraid of the

people you met down there?"

The truth is that before I went
I was a little bit nervous about

the people I would encounter. In

the beginning, all the volunteers

were a little uneasy about what
to talk about with the people who
came.
Many whohad mental problems

were difficult to converse with,

but for the most part the people

talked easily about themselves
and their lives. Some of them were
great entertainers, like Tommy
who told us jokes all day long, or

George who performed* post-

dinner serenades to anyone who
would listen.

On the more serious side, I

think everyone in our group met
someone during the week who
really had an effect on us. In my
own case, it was a four-year old

boy name Danny. He came in with
his neighbor who had taken him
into her own home.
By talking with her, I learned

that his mother was a drug addict

who neglected her children except

to beat them savagely from time

to time.

When I think about Danny's
affectionate personality, I won-
dered whether such a bright and
happy child may be destroyed

before he reaches adolescence. I

can only hope that he can survive

to escape the environment in

which he lives. Perhaps the harsh-

est reality is that there are so

many kids growing up the same
way as Danny.
Each and every day, Kensington

poses new threats to her residents.

One of the major problems is the

heavy drug trade. Dealers sell

drugs on streets as if they "are

licensed to do so." It has been said

that drugs are cheaper than a
meal.

Theft is necessary in order to

acquire money to purchase the

drugs that leave the users strung
out, disoriented and permanently
damaged.

Prostitution is another way for

addicts to make the money to pay
for their habits. We were some-
times awakened at 5 a.m. by the

fights between the prostitutes and
pimps on the street outside our
door./

In Addition to the Franciscans
who have devoted their lives to

service for the poor, the inn
greatly depends on the volunteers

from the neighborhood and local

churches and schools. Many are

retired people who devote their

days to the work at the inn.

George, the cook, and his wife,

Dorothy, live across the street

from the inn and work there seven
days a week. George has spent his

entire life in the neighborhood.

He said Kensington was not

always the neighborhood it is

today. When he grew up, the

neighborhood was safe and prim-

arily family-dominated. He said,

despite what Kensington has
become, he "does not feel threa-

tened here," and has no desire to

leave the area. When asked why
he devotes so much time to the

Inn, he said, "When you see so

many of the adults and children

who come here helpless and look-

ing for food, or just in need of a

smile or some hope, how can you
not help them?"
A lot of people were surprised

that students were willing to give

up their spring break to volunteer

in the inner city. Although I must
admit, my complexion was green
with envy when I saw my friends'

bronze tans at the end of the week.
I do not believe that many d the

volunteers felt it was that much
of a sacrifice; we all felt we got

even more out of the experience

than we gave.

It was more than just helping
others. We received an educatioii

about life that we could never
have learned in a classroom.

For your health. . .

Lu^ intofoodInMi
By TARA BURKE

St^Rgporter

Take two laughs . . . some doc-

tors are writing it out like a
regular medication order. There is

a room at Dekalb Hospital in

Decatur, Ga. that alk>ws patients

to refresh themselves. It is a
humor rooih. The room is an oasis

that helps patients who seem to

have lost interest in hit.

The laugh room at Harbor
UCLA Medical Center in Tor-,

ranee, Calif, is filled with cartoon

characters, stuffed animals and
brightly cobred walls. The pro-

gram emphasizes play therapy.

Now some children — in tractron

and confined to bed— are giggling

as they recover.

Research showed that four-

year-old children laugh about 500
times a day where as adults

laughed approximately 15 times.

We are told to stop acting silly

when we grow up.

Researchers have been interest-

ed in the power of laughter since

Norman Cousin's writing of "Ani^t-

omy of an Illness" in which he felt

he recovered from a disease by
laughing at Marx Brothers
movies.

You may need more laughter in

your Kfe. Here are tome great

realKxis why:
Lau^ng increases our heart

rate, arculation and rmpirations.

Bkxxl pressure rises and drops,

similar to exercise. A few seconds

of laughter is just like the cardio-

vascular benefits ol a few minutes
of aerobics. In addition, it might
decrease pain.

The most acceptable way of

releasing pent-up emotions is

laughter rather than rage. Laugh-
ing at a tough situation may give

emotional distance needed to solve

a problem. By laughing at a

diffkult problem, a person shows
that he is no longer overwhelmed
by stress.

Socially, laughing with some-

one, not about someone, can bring

people closer together.

Humor tends to make people

feel good about themselves.
Laughter reaffirms people. This
happiness increases creativity.

Laughing is a great medicine.

Laughing may not cure midterms,

but students can 4augh them off

and work harder on the finals!

"Do you need more laughter in

your life?*' Glamour. Boulder^

Colo. January 1988 p. 33.

who knows, who cared
Have you ill recorered tiom your near heart tttacka during

the Nova-illinoia game? . . . heart ... we agree with moot V.U.
women that Mark PUuMky ooukl lrec*tlunow his way into

our hearts anytime ... .we lM»e we won Thursday night, but
we cantM ypu . . . our deadlme is Wednesday, since we don't
have computers . . . it's not in our budget . . . budget . . . tuition

increases are in the budget, though . . . dough ... but have we
paid olf the Pavilion yet? ... see a connection? . . . take it to

the Senate . . . Senate elections are coming up ... but no one
is running for engineering and nursing senator . . . guess they

all said, "Who knows, who cares ... a
Edited by the VUimtuMmn EMmrUaB^mnL
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WonI of the Week
BONIFACE

a) A limited-production Ital-

ian sports car built by Ferrari.

b) A Tenesian monk who
lives in solitude on a mountain
top.

c) One whose facial struc-

ture is gaunt in appearance. I

d)A manager of a bar or
tavern.

Solution page 20
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A pi>^cKic p\o.n<.

^^No matterhow
badtheyare,

Grandma loves

tohear the
latest j(*e&9^

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and \'our jokes. Even the

(xid ones. That's one good
reascMi to call long distance.

AT&T Long Distance Service

is aix)ther good reason. Be-

cause it costs less than \'ou

think to hear your grand-
mother Stan to giggle be-

fore you even get to the

punch line.

So whenever yx)u miss
her laughter, bring asmile
to her face withAT&T Reach
out and touch someone*

If\'ou'd like to know more
ab()ut AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,

aillusat 1800222-0300.

Heyl It's me, Johnny Hoont I'm

running for Student Body President

and you guys should really vote for

me because I'm tired of i^t having

a real, like, voice on campus and

stuff not to mention the other

two candidates there are not really

qualified-well, they LOOK qualified

but they're jht because they're

probably not In touch with the

common man. No one's more common than
' , dude

.

My name Is Katharine Prescott and I'm

running for the office of Student Body

President* I have served In Student

Government for the past three years as

Senator, Treasurer, and Vice President,

concurrently. I am a six-semester Dean's

List student and am a member of College

Republicans, College Democrats, College

Whigs, The Political Union, United Nations

Club, the Pre-Law Society, etc. I will

Invigorate and augment Student Council.

I'm Jeremy Runte and I'm running for

Student Body President. I have a 4.1

grade point average. Really, I do!

I scored 1600 on my S.A.T.'s- verbal!

I'm quite active socially as I'm a

member of Phi Beta Kappa, Chi Alpha,

Psl Chi, Chi Epsllon, Sigma Theta Tau,

Eta Kappa Nu, Gamma Phi, Pi Tau Sigma,

(These are Honor Societies, by the way,

you Ignoramuses!) Omlcron Delta, Tau

Beta Pi- need I go on? I'm the one. Yes

^

The right Choice.
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Dear Butch,
I am a transfer student from the

midwest, and I was wondering if

you could helpme out. Iam having
a small communication problem
here at V.U., and there are some
popular words that I just do not
understand. Could you please
explain the following terms: scope,

beat, rosemonster and hook-up?

Signed,

A Perplexed Pal from Peoria

Hey Pal,

Although I may not be the
hippest person around, I still feel

that I have a grip on the latest

lingo, so I will give it a shot. I hope
you appreciate the fact that many
hours of my valuable time were
unselfishly sacrificed for this

cause.

We will start with the word
"scope." Webster defines scope as
a **range of activity or
application."

However, this definition does
not do the word justice. In actual

student usage, the word "scope"
can be used as either a noun or
a verb. As a noun, it means the
person who is the object of some
one's intense affection. For exam-
ple, "The fresh little cupcake over
there is my scope." When used as
a verb, one usually adds "ing" to

the end. Thus, the word "scoping"
is formed. Scoping means that one
is acting in such a manner as to

procure the affections of another.'

In context, one could say, "Hey
Rex, are you scoping Lolita?"

Synonvms include "hit on," "deal-

in' on and "making the moves."
The term "beat" is defined by

Webster as "to strike or hit

repeat^ly." However, this time

Webster is also a bit confused.

In reality, "beat** is almost
aways used as an adjective. It can
be defined as that wluch is unplea-

sant or lacking in some required

characteristic. For example,
"Dude, that Pia Zadora television

special was beat." Synonyms of

"beat" include "lame," "weak"
and"bouge."
The word "rosemonster" can-

not be found in the dictionary. It

is obvious that Webster did not

go to Villanova. There is a certain

group of people that are often

found crashing Villanova func-

tions who are affectionately

referred to as rosemonsters.

The rosemonster is a unique

species of college student who,
while some appear normal on the

outside, is plagued by the stigma

and influence of their school.

To avoid hurting anyone's feel-

ings, as well as to practice three

of our new vocabulary words, let's

just say that when it comes to

scoping, the rosemonster is a beat

alternative. There is no synonym
for rosemonster.

The final word for today is

"hook-up." Webster defines it as

"the interconnection of broadcast-

ing stations for relaying pro-

grams." This time ol' Web is

closer, but still, no cigar. If he had
done his homework he would have
realized that to hook-up means for

two people to get together in a
physical sense. In practical tierms,

this can range from two Gneeks
smooching at a fraternity party,

to a couple of lovesick puppies

breaking visitation.

Boys and girls, can you think

of a sentence using all four of your

new words? I think you can. If you
thought to yourself, "Dude, this

party's beat, why don't you ditch

that rosemonster and go hook-up

with your scope," then you prob-

ably have mastered today's

lesson.
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Student Government Dresidential candidates

Arts senator candidates

The progress of the Student

Government over the past three

years is staggering. Students
overthrew an ineffective govern-

ment, reformed it, and are now
allowing it to work steadily.

Villanova is entering into a new
phase: a new University president,

the development of the whole west
campus area, numerous new
board members and a major fund-

raising campaign.
To lead the students out of the

80s and into this new phase
strongly and progressively, the

government needs a president

who has a clear vision of the

direction of the University.

Terise Fusco offers the office of

president experience of this tran-

sition from ineffectiveness and is

a leader of the government of

today. She is presently the Stu-

dent Government vice president,

internal affairs founding leader

and a former class representative.

People tend to support only

what they help create! The pres-

ident must create support-

dynamically involving students

and training them to produce .

results on issues helpful to them.

It is not enough to just register

students to vote — let's elect

people who will be helpful to

Villanova!

It is not enough to say we will

provide housing for students in

three years — let's give them an
off-campus housing guide now.
Students can get involved in the

changes at Villanova-leaving the

'80s stronger, with more vital

issues and professional involve

ment in the process ofgovernance,

but they must have the right type

of person representing them.
Fusco is the stronger candidate,

with more experience, a clearer

vision and more able leadership.

[ ,

TerfMFiisco

$«MCMtk«y

% Piease let Sean Closkey con-

tinue to work for you. He has been

dedicated to improving Villanova

since hisfreshman year, when he

founded Social Activities on Cam-

pus Committee (SACC).
lit his sophomore year as pres-

ident of SACC he devek>ped and

initiated the Spring Festival prop*

osal. This year, as assistant

secretary of internal affairs of the

Student Government, he worked

toward the approval and realiza-

tion of Spring Festival.

Closkey's most publicized

accomplishments are in the area

of social life. However, he is also

actively involved in several other

issues. Working with internal

affairs he participated in the

creation of the new food services

board; a committee which cur-

rently addresses student concern

with on campus dining.

Acting as the chairman of the

University Senate's student life

committee Closkey was involved

in the successful completion of the

coed dorms report.

This spring the issues he is

addressing are used book sale,

new student I.D. and additional

social activities on campus.

Closkey's active participation

shows his dedication to Villanova.

The successful completion of the

above projects is an example of his

effective leadership.

Next year's relevant issues are:

visitation, student honor code,

academic scholarships for upper-

classmen, guaranteed student

basketball tickets and student

voting in Radnor Township.

The Student Government pres-

ident at Villanova must insure

that the concerns of the students

are iiggressively pursiied and
changes result. Closkey has
shown the ability to do this.

Therefore, he deserves your vote

of confidence. Elect Closkey to

Student Government president.

Commerce and Finance senator candidates

i

What does the Villanova com-
munity need from Student Govern-

ment? They need senators who
are experienced in student affairs,

creative and willing to introduce

new ideas, and dedicated to mak-
ing Villanova utilize its resources

and options in order to be the best

it can be.

I am running for re-election

because I believe that I possess
these necessary characteristics

and if elected we can continue the
excellent work done in the past
two years.

Through the course of the past
year the foundations of change
have been laid down by Student
Governnwnr, but the work started
this iPMT aust be extended if the
chanfes are to be implemented.
The potential changes that lam
•peaking of can beoome realities

if the right people are elected.

that my expotttre to'
that we ttaienu face

My name is Claudine Liss and
I am currently a sophomore
accounting major from Little

Falls, NJ.

I am asking for your vote so that
Imay represent you as a commerce
and finance senator. A senator's

role is to represent your ideas. If

I am elected you can be assured
that I will welcome your opinions

and suggestions concerning issues
here at Villanova.

I have set many goals for the
student senate and, with your
support I will be able to implement
them. One idea I hope to see is

Villanova 's acceptanceon a semin-
ar dedicaterd to helping students
dedde on ami^ especially in the
commeroe and finance school.

I also would like to formally
draw an agreement that guaran-
tees atudentt two naA^ days
per aemcater and a Fall Break

The office of student senator
holds unlimited potential that
enables one to help make valuable
changes. I feel that you need
someone who is willing to work
hard and stand up for what the
students believe in.

I, as a student senator, can
address many issues including:

coed housing, changes in the meill

plan, phones in all dormitories

and additional parking.

I have lived in Sullivan Hall the

past two years so I know what
some of the problems are. I will

do my best to change these things

so future Villanovans have more
choices.

Past attempts to get things
changed have laUcfl oil deaf ears
by the admimstratkm. Hopefwily,
we the stadeau am eatabliab a
gDod wwkiiv fdatmnship with
the

me. So, mi ipi 12jSa
for tht CAge of Commeroe and

In OQQdtaakm. I

say that I am vsry
hoMt this MMtlm
the riiponAiHtks

to mite the

Uke to

If Mt« we bm$t to

UmII

and « PM- the Colli«t of C

One year ago I asked you, the
Villanova community, to support
me in my quest for arts senator.

I am very grateful that you elected

me and allowed me the opportu-

nity to serve you in that capacity

this past year.

Dtiring that time I have been
an active member of the Univer-
sity Senate and have served as

^secretary of the ad-hoc committee
on seeurity and parking
procedures.

I have kept the promises I made
toyou one year ago. I believe I have
proved to be a dedicated senator.

1 am now asking for your sup-

port once again; for reflection. I

am now comfortable in my posi-

tion and the workings of the
Senate. I have great plans for the
future, if you will allow me the
chance to serve' you as senator
again.

If you truly care about what
happens at Villanova, elect some-
one who will work for your needs.

Come to Connelly Center on April

12 and cast your vote for the
worthy encumbant, Diane
Carman.

Hello, my name is Christopher

Sperduto and I am a sophomore

in the College of Arts. I am a

transfer student from Old Domin-

ion University in Norfolk, Virginia

and I live in Baldwin, Long Island.

This is my second semester at

Villanova and I have a.3.1 G.P.A.

and rising.

Being a transfer student has

encouraged my participation in

the Senate in many ways. First

of all, I was a senator for the

College of Arts and Sciences in the

Student Senate at ODU. This
gave me a year's experience work-

ing in a senate very much like ours

here at 'Nova.

I learned how to conduct myself

at Senate meetings, how to work
effectively in committees and
most importantly, to listen. After

spending a year at a different

school, I can see the strengths and
weaknesses of Villanova.

This insight, coupled with a lot

of enthusiasm, will help me begin

to correct some of the weaknesses

that our University has such as

campus parking, tuition increases,

single-sex dorms and student

involvement in campus life.

MantCanmrn

ChrifttaahM* S^MidMfA

University College

senator candidate
I am fi candidate for University

Senate representing University

College because I want to actively

and honestly forward the interests

of Villanova students in general,

and UC students in particular.

Issues important to UC that I

will fight for include more man-

agement and marketing courses

and Saturday or weeknight hours

for the bookstore and Bursar's

ofifice.

Other issues, both vital to the

entire student body, which I

propoae to resist, are the 10.5

percent tuitkm increase and the

ifla4)lemenUtMm of the ^'minus*'

grading system.

My overridmg concern is to

bring the UC, the huiBBt college

on cnmptta*mto a BMme active role

in SGA and the Villanova cam-
nsuttity. We are a potentially

inllmintial block, if we unite

tkfsinpi vslsr pnitioipatmn and
BMniMy

scuoent

'daaaes nightly, under-
what one expects, and
hack, from UC. Vote for

7ahm, so we can work
_ to isrward our inlerests

and, sinwltansously, improve our
fine untvnrsity.

The Senate, as the University's

"legislStive oigan," is only one
vehicle for student representation

to the administration and Board
of Trusteesr It is, however, a body
that must be fully utilized in order

to yield progressive, substantive

change at Villanova.

It is in this spirit, that I offer

myself as a candidate for the
University Senate. As an active

member of the Villanova Union,

Student Government, the Greek
community and an honors and
political science major, I wish to

represent .a variety of interests

and to help increase intra-

University political interest.

There is no reason why the

entire campus should not be
outraged by a 10.5 perecent
increase in tuition or be perplexed

that many major Catholic univer-

sities, including the Catholic
University of America, offer coed

dorms and we do not.

Yes, the University Senate is a

vehicle for change at Villanova,

but it is a vehicle that is only

fueled by involvement

My name is Chris Wnuk and I

am a junior honors major with a
math minor, interested in repres-

enting the College of Arts in the
University Senate.

During the past year, I have
served as assistant secretary of

public relations in Student Govern-
ment. One of my major accomp-
lishments in this office has been
the organization and distribution

of the Villanova University
directory.

As editor, I played a major role

in increasing the number of stu-

dent listings from 2,280 in 1986-

87 to 3,495 in 1987-88. This is also

the first year since its inception

that the directory has been widely
distributed before Christmas
break and has cleared over $1,000
profit from advertisements.

Having had the opportunity to

learn the workings of the govern-

ment this year, I now feel prepared
to channel my energies into the
policy-making arena and make a

significant contribution to the
Senate.

nichara W. Johnson

My name is Michelle Bogosian.
Iam running for Senate in the arts
college. To give you some back-
ground about myself, I am a
freshman liberal arts student
with a business minor. I am a
commuter living in Villanova and
have been involved with Student
Government external affairs since
September.

Up to now, freshmen and sopho-

mores go unrepresented within
the university. With your help I

hope to change this. From living

in Villanova and attending the

university I understand both sides

of the student and community
housing problems, the student
and community public relations,

as well as Radnor Township's
government.
The question that must be

addressed is which candidate has
experience gained from actual
time spent working in Student
Government. I have worked on
voter registration surveys,
attended township meetings and
written pamphlets to create better

understandings for both the town
and students.

I ask for your support so that

I may be elected and properly

represent the voice of the
students.

Midwlle L Bogosian#

Why don't we have an option

for coed dorms? Why is our tuition

raised what seems like each year?

Why can't we have more academic
buildings and improved parking

facilities?

If you have asked yourself these

and other questions time and time

again, you are not alone. These
are the questions that prompted
me, Debbie Gross, to run for the

position of arts senator so that

changes will be made.
I am currently a junior English

major. Through my iiivolvement

in various campus organizations,

I have learned much about the

problems that we as Villanova

students face. I understand the

administrative procedures and as

arts senator, would like to create

a greater amount of communica-
tion between the students and the

administration itself.

I am willing to dedicate much
time and effort to make the
changes all of us seem to want.

So, when you vote on April 12,

vote for a person that will work
for you. Vote Debbie Grossior arts

senator.

Dsbblo€rost

Science senator candidate
li^gijjam

The image and role of the

science senator is one of student

and organizer whose knowledge of

science complements a healthy

politkal awareness. As a biology

major who has put two years time
into theVillaaovan's cartoons as
art editor, I can offer insight and
perspective to campus politics,

acadiemic profects and other stu-

dent affairs simply by beingawaro
of the issues as an artist.

Issues of coed domutories, west
campus expanskm , grading poli-

cies and especially (fir the sden-
oes) the expansion and renovation
of Mendel Hall will become moro
prominent in the upcoming
semesters.

With a sense and enthusiasm
for politics' on the national and
local level, my association with
Villanova's Student Government
leaders, through discussion and
Senate meetings, has kept me in

touch with most of Student
Government's programs.

Instead of creating promises,

which are usually foot-in-mouth

for political camtidates, I would
rathier say that as science senator

I will invest time and background
into all Senate activities.

v-*
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Q andA forgood health
By MARCIA COSTELLO,

M*S«R«D*
Nursing Department

and
CINDY LAUER, R.D.

Food Service

Q.Does eating foods high in

starch contribute to weight
gain?

A. Anything eaten in excess

can cause weight gain. How-
ever, starch which comes
from complex carbohy-
drates should be 58 percent

of your total caloric intake.

Many people have the mis-

conception that breads, po-

tatoes, and pasta should be
avoided because they are
"starchy." These items are

great sources of complex
carbohydrates, fiber and B-

vitamins.

It is the simple carbohy-

drates, not "starchy" carboh-

ydrates, that usually cause the
weight gain. Simple carbohy-
drates are candy, cake, pie,

cookies and table sugar.

People should consume at

least six to seven servings of

complex carbohydra,tes per
day, depending on individual

caloric needs. For example, a
male that is 6*2" tall would
require much more than this.

Q. I am on a sports team. When
and what should be eaten
before a competition?

A. Foods eaten on the day of

an athletic event can help

optimize performance if the
event is an endurance one.

Otherwise, this food proba-

bly has little practical effect

on the outcome of the com-
petition. The following are

suggestions to eliminate
potential hindrances to per-

formance in an endurance
event.
~ Eat about three hours

before the event to give the

stomach time to empty.
— Eat foods high in complex

carbohydrates to provide a

steady supply of energy.
— Avoid a high sugar intake

which can cause water to be

drawn into the abdomen, lead-

ing to dehydration.
— Avoid high fat food: they

are digested too slowly.

— Keep protein intake to a

minimum as these foods often

contain fat and also increase

the need to urinate.
— Avoid bulky foods that

might stimulate a bowel move-
ment (raw fruits with skin or

seeds, raw v^etables, dried

beans, seeds, nuts and
popcorn)..

By THE REV.
RAY JACKSON, O.S.A.

Prayer and fasting are the
dominant themes for Lent.
Large crowds of people flocked

to church on Ash^Wednesday
and were challenged to "repent
and believe the Good News."
Repentance often took the form
of giving up smoking or alco-

holic drink — or in a more
positive vein, the involvement
of reaching out to others in

need.

The daily campus masses
tripled their usual numbers of

people in attendance, indicat-

ing a desire for a more intense

prayer life. In general, most
Christian Catholics realized

that Lent is a special time of

the year, a time to think about
their relationship with God, a
time to dwell on the mystery
of life and death.

Suddenly, Palm Sunday is

here. As Lent rushes to its

conclusion, we are reminded
again of the adulation and
praise heaped upon Jesus of

Nazareth as He entered the city

ofJerusalem almost 2000 years
ago. He was praised for His
great insights about life, the

parables about generosity and
forgiveness and the sermons on
peacemaking and justice
seeking.

He was honored for the mir-

acles of healing the blind,

curing the crippled and restor-

ing health to the lepers. Jesus,

the crowd praised You for Your
message of God's goodness and
Your own gentleness towards

the sinful and the needy.

But, evil is not far. away.
Palms quickly turn to whips.

Jesus is arrested, betrayed by
one of his followers and desert-

ed by the rest of them. The
adoring crowd now shouts,

"Crucify him." To enter into

the memory of the passion and
death ofJesus Christ is to enter

into the mystery of evil in our

own world.

Our greediness for posses-

sions, our anger and jealousy

towards others, our indiffer-

ence and neglect of the aged

and the children of poverty all

contribute to the suffering of

Christ. He died at the hands
of the rich and powerful in

order that women and men of

all ages might learn the lessons

of faith and compassion.

Easter is the triumph of our
life. We have walked the jour-

ney of self-denial and prayer

with Jesus during Lent. We
have at times betrayed Him,
yet we turn again in sorrow
and ask forgiveness for our

selfishness, the burden which
He bore on the cross. His
resurrection from the dead is

I a promise of new life for us now
and for eternity. As we enter

into Holy Week, let us pray for

a renewed sense of the memory
of Jesus in our life and a

willingness to follow Him as

the way of truth and light.

Student opens
sporting goods store

**

(Continuedfrom page 1 1)

classtoom that I could apply.

^e added that what he found

most helpful and practical in his

eduoition was insight in dealing

with inter-peraonal relations,

rather than what he learned in a

book.

Mount Olympus fraternity and
sorority sporting goods store is

open from one to five every day.

Selling clothing, mugs, glasses,

stuffed animals and other novelty

items bearing Greek and univer-

sity emblems, Hirsch expects to

expand to other campuses and
becomeeven more extensive in the
future. Hirsch is just one example
that demonstrates how doingyour
homework can earn you more
than a spot on the dean's list.

MALE STAFF NEEDED
Work with Learning Disabled

and Mentally Retarded Children

Seven Week Residential Summer
Campaign
INP0C0N08

ALL SPORTS, SWIMMINQ, CRAFTS, ETC. QOOOPAY
For More Info Call Usa 52S-91 77

mt

Richaid &. Company
UNBEXHAm STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave.. Wanova

527-2080

(On tannine, perming, coiorinQ & more!)
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Shape Up or ship out aorvbies arommomo
By JACQUEUNE GENTILE

Asftslamt Fmimns Editor

Do you roll out of bed in the

morning to run a few miles or

swim laps? Ordo you peel yourself

away from the afternoon soaps to

go to aerobics class? If you engage
in any of these activities, consider

yourself part of the American
craze to become aerobkally fit.

Yet, it is estimated that only 20
percent of Americans exercise at

the recommended level for cardio-

vascular-fitness.

A statistic such as this calls for

some facts on fitness. According

to Dr. Deborah Kendzierski, a

psychology professor at Villanova,

aerobic exercise is defined as

continuous rhythmic movement
of large muscle masses. It is

termed aerobic because oxygen is

required in the chemical process

involved in producing energy
needed for exercising.

Aerobic activities include con-
tinuous brisk walking, running,
hiking, cycling, cross country
skiing, swimming and rowing.
But Kendzierski stated some
stipulations in order for these

exercises to produce cardio-
vascular benefits.

To obtain the aerobic benefits

of an exercise, a person must work
out at least three times a week

for 20 to 90 minutes straight, at

what Kendzierski calls aerobic

intensity. And she added that it

takes time at the beginning of

each exercise session to work up
to aerobic intensity.

The appropriate intensity level

of a workout is different for each

individual. Ideally; a person

shoukl exerdse at 60 to85 percent

of his or her maximum heart rate.

One's maximum heart rate can be

found by subtracting one's age

from 220.

Workingout at aerobic intensity

may seem like more of a chore

than anything else, but the results
are nothing to sweat about.

Aerobic exercise increases a
person's stamina and decreases

risk of cardio-vascular disease,

such as heart attacks and strokes.

Kendzierski added that while
there is not enough data to be

certain, aerobic exercise may help

to prevent or control hypertension,

osteoporosis and a type of diabetes

called diabetes mellitus.

Finally, and probably the most
important for those who are
watching their waistline, aerobic

exercise helps in weight control

by burning calories and reducing

the percentage of body fat. Kend-
zierski emphasized that a person's

percentage of body fat, rather

than weight, is the key factor in

weight control, sinoeweight akmc
does not account for how fat or

slender a person appears.

Kfcndzierkki also emphasised

that it is important to reaHie the

physical benefits of exercise can

Uke six to dght weeks to become
evident It it easy to understand

this if we realiae that nmniog a

milebums about lOOcakxiet, and
to kme a pound a peraon needs to

bum 3,500 cakiriet. She sUted
that often people expect reaults

very soon, and thetime factormay
be one reason behind the 50
percent dropout rate ofAmericans

who start exercise programs.

On a more positive note, how-

ever, if a person exercises rigor-

ously, he or she will bum more

calories than usual for two to

three hours after the workout.

Aerobic exercise affects, not

only our bodies, but also our

minds. Kendzierski stated that

"exercise is positively associated

with mental health and well

being." Exercise is associated

with the reduction of tension and
stress, an improved self concept,

and a decrease in mild to moderate

depression and anxiety.

is not knownwhat ia uniQue about

exercising that reduces stress.

Some experts say that aerobic

exerdse givep pwe a "Itfgh" by
causing endorptins, chraiieals

produced by the body, tQ be
released into the bkxMlatream.

Thuae endorphins are reaponatble

for a decrease in feettngs of pain.

However, Kendsieraki statedilist

these findings are not conduaive.

**Thefe is no good evkknoe that

the mood affe^ asaodated with
exercise are due tp endorphint."

However, it is still undlaputable

that there are many benefits to

aerobic exerdse. But Kendtierski

warns against overdoing it. Exer-

dsing more than three or four

times a week will not contribute

significantly to greater aerobic

benefits. In fact, it may increase

your risk of injury. For example,

one study showed that out of a

group of people who ran for 30
minutes, 22 percent were injured.

while out of a group of people who
ran for 45 nunutes, 53 percent

sustained ii^uries.

Kendzierski stated that if you
cannot carry on a conversation
while you areexerdsiMf, you may
be overdoing it. Also, over-
exerdaiiffi In l|ot weather can
rsiult in heatstroke.

Diet is another factor to consid-

er if you are on an exerdse
pragiam. Although many people

combine a diet lind exerdee pro-

gram, it is impoftanttbgetenoui^
caknies. Kendzierski explained

tlmt if you do not oonaumeenough
calories, your body will eventually

start using muscle tissue for

energy.

Even after hearing about the

bendits of aerobic exerdse. if you

still find it difficuh to get yourself

in the exercise mode, try to give

yourself that extra push, because

if you exercise now, your mind

and body will thank you later.

V,

It is unclear though, as to

exactly how or why exercise can
affect mental health. Kendzierski

stated that stress can also be
reduced from a hot shower or

sauna, and she explained that it
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Earn a master's in

technical and science
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you can prepare for a career in corporate communlcatkns, lechnksl or
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TRAINING PROGRAM
R.R. Donnelley k Sons Ck>inpany, a Fortune 500 communications

company, has unique oi>portunities for high potential college gradu-
ates who have the desire to develop th^ managerial style by partici-

pation in a Management Training Program leading to initial place-

ment as a first-line Manufacturing Supervisor.

This program consists of assignments/projects in Production
and Administrative Departments, a direct working relationship with
people and is designed to provide a broad base of experience to en-
able the candidate to grow in higher levels of line management Can-
didates must be willing to work shift rotation and overtime.

This opportunity is designed for achievementroriented individu-

als who can demonstrate analytical/independent problem-solving
skills, a leadership ability, sensitivity to people, mechanical compre-
hension, and adaptability. Candidates must.have a B8 Degree In »
technical diicipHne. Preferred consideration will be given to Engi-
neering Mi^lors.

We offer excellent career growth opportunities in a stable and
growing industry. We are the undisputed leader in our field and have
unparaUeied growth opportunity lor those with a sineere interest in

worldng in a "hands-^m" manufacturing environment in a dynamic,
high technology industry.
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Now andZen lives

up to expectations
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By TIM DANIELS
SkiffRtporttr
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Now and Zen
Robert Plant

Atlantic/Es Paranza Records

Do not b^ fooled into thinking

that Robert Plant has warped
back into the 70s, Now and Zen
is as contemporary an album as
any other during his solo career,

but. Plant has returned to his

trademarked themes of lust and
mythology. Additionally, his lyrics

are more introspective than ever

as he finally escapes his musical

personality conflict. Displaying a
special fondness for these new
lyrics, Plant has printed them on
the album sleeve for the first time

since Houses of the Holy. Reopen-

ing his bag of vocal tricks, Plant

employs his old screams and
chorus hooks that he had until

recently considered to be unfaith-

ful to the music.

Plant's previous guitarist Rob-

bie Blunt left the band after the

Shaken 'n' Stirred tour, complain-

ing that there was just no role for

the guitarist in his latest songs.

But once again, the seering guitar

riff has found a place beside

Robert's powerful vocals. And, as

you could probably guess, the

original innovator, Jimmy Page,

has returned to help Plant back
on this track, playing on two of

the songs.

Plant s new band, made up of

a group of enthusiastic young
unknowns raised on Led Zeppelin,

revealed to him that his future

could be unraveled from within

the past, awakening a desire to

sing what he always did best: his

magnificently forceful blues.

While recruiting a new band.

Plant was immediately hooked by
a demo tape of "Heaven Knows"
by The Rest Is History — consist-

ing of keyboardist Phil Johnson,

guitarist Doug Boyle, bassist Phil

Scragg and drummer Chris Black-

well. Johnson brought in his

production crew led by Dave
Barrett of The Acts of God to

complete the team.

Now andZen opens with "Heav-
en Knows." If it is faintly remin-
iscent of "Kashmir," that is

because it contains 16 bars of the
Physical Graffiti anthem —
though Pagey's chugging rhythm
line is replaced byJohnson's lively

keyboards. Page fans need not
despair, however, he provides the
best solo on the album to the
track. The backup vocals and
keyboards also help to make this

a truly excellent tune.

"Dance On My Own" proves
that Plant still knows how to

'make you jump and shout,' (this-

"The Crunge" lyric appears later

in "White, Clean, And Neat") as
it is the fastest tuneon the album.
The ascending lead guitar follows

Plant's vocals quite well. A soured
of disappointment throughout the
album is the electronic-sounding

drums — with his great love of

the irreplaceable Bonzo Bonham
he should recognize the impor-

tance of powerful, back-to-basics

drumming.
"Tall Cool One" keeps the pace

moving furiously with the aid of

James Patrick Page. He supplies

another fine solo, which is indi-

cated on the album, appropriately
enough, by his 'ZOSO' secret
symbol. Plant and Page stick it

back very well at the Beastie Boys
with the insertion of a montage
of sampled Zeppelin riffs, includ-
ing "Whole Lotta Love," "Dazed
and Confused," "Black Dog,"
"Custard Pie," "The Ocean" and
"In The Light."

Plant displays his recapturing

of the great times past with "The
Way I Feel:" 'I must have heard

it somewhere/I can't quite

remember/I must have passed it

somewhere/I can't quite

remember/But here it comes
again.'

Using a lead guitar extremely

suggestive of "Rock and Roll."

"Helen of Troy" is another rocking

tune. Phil Scragg's bass line is the

(Continued on page 22)

Kingdom Come displays talents in debut
By DAVE MAYUSH

StaffReporter

i
Kingdom Come
Kingdom Come

•Branded as "Kingdom Clone"

by Robert Plant (who seems to

hold a grudge against most every

hard rock band today), Kingdom
Come is a virtual Led Zeppelin

prototype. It seems an outrage

that any band would try to fit the

Zeppelin mold, but this band has

done so, and rather successfully,

too. Their debut album, Kingdom
Come, has already proved itsdf a

hit in record stores as entire

shipments are being literally

eatep up across the country. Their
talent has already gotten them an
invitation to the Monsters of Rock
Tour by Van Halen, which will

feature the likes ofDokken, Metal-

lica» the Scorpions and Van Halen
themselves, this summer.
This album can basically be

divided into two types of musical

sound and quality, their own
original sound and their Led
Zeppelin type tunes.

A goodexample of their Zeppelin

style is in the first song, "Living
Out of Touch." It opens with the

classic drumming of the late John
Bonham byJames Kottadc and the

somewhat cursed voice of lead

singer, Lenny Wolf. Lead guita-

rist, Danny Stag, even has a

Jiaimy Page sound about his leads.

Mie song, though plagued by the

sounds of the great rock originals

themselves, is very good.

The following song, on the

contrary, is a genuine example of

their capability to write and play

hot and heavy tunes of their own.
"Pushin' Hani," with a fast tempo
and a good solid melody, proves

this, as well as does "The Shuf-

fle," "Hideaway" and "Shout It

Out."
"Get It On" is the song being

given the most airplay from the

album. This deeply meaningful
song, as well as the others like it,

also features the Bonham type

drums, particularly during the

closing strains where it is almost

scary. The s<3tng is reminiscent of

Kashmir and even has some AC/
DC quality to it, but though it is

a good heavy song with excellent

guitar riffs, it still has that

Zeppelin sound.

"Loving You" and "What Love
Can Be" are two excellent ballads

and though both are seemingly

mixtures of the "Rain Song,"
"Babe I'm Gonna Leave You'" and
"Going to California," they are

still great songs in themselves.

In all, the album is a great

accomplishment accentuated by

the skilled playing of bassist

Johnny B. Frank (who plays incred-

ibly in ^'Now and Forever,"

another original) and the rhythm
guitar of Rick Steier. Most of the
songs have a love/sex type of

meaning to them, such as "17"

and "The Shuffle," and have the
fading screams and moans char-

acteristic to Robert Plant. Wheth-
er Kingdom Come fashioned some
of their songs after Led Zeppelin
in order to help them get to the
top or whether they just like the
sound is anybody's guess. But the
fact is that this is a great band
with great musicians and mate-
rial. Though they heavily reflect

the band which laid the founda-

tions for themselves and all oth-

ers, they surely are not a bom-
again Led Zeppelin.

Warlock screams their way to U.S. success
By RUSS CECCOLA

^ior Reporter

Triumph and Agony
Warlock
Polygram Records
m***

Warlock has gained a consider-

able following in Europe over the

past four years, but ofdy now are

they breaking the American
market with their newest release,

triumph and Agony. Burning the

Witches (1984) and Hellbomnd

(1985)gave the five-member metal

band led by singer Doro Pesch the

chance to tour Europe and aiipetf

at big shows like the Castle

Donii^on festival. Trm AsSM
(1966) was the first Warlocfc

album released in America and it

set the stage far the curropt LP.

After ptayuag a small tour ol

shows in AoMrica* WaiiockiSMw
touring with Msgadeath because

of the phe—aufnil success ol
' Ag9ny, pushing

riksen (bass) and Tommy Bolan
(guitars). Eurich and Pesch are

the only two remaining members
of the original lineUp. Arvanitis

has lasted since 1985 and Hen-

riksen and Bolan were added to

the lineup when Pesch wanted to

move the band's base of operations

to New York and the current

iMissist and guitarist did not want
to come along from (Germany.
Triumph and Agony is Warlock's

finest album to date, its success

lying in the fact that it is musically

strong and stylistically diverse.

HMsok is: PBSch (vocals), Niko

ifttitMv). Mkhael
iiriHM)* TsMMr Hmi-

Side One opens with "AU We
Are.'* the sibMi's first ntfae.

which you may hatweakeady seen

QfLMTV's Headhatyr's tall on
Saturday nights. AntheaMC in

style, the asog showcissi all of

the band members' talents, the

most noticeable of which is

Pesch's strong vocal abilities.

Pesch is one of the few female
singers in the metal/hard rock

world and the beautiful tones of

her voice are shown more in the

slower Warlock songs. "Three
Minute Warning," "I Rule the

Ruins," "Kiss of Death," and
"Make Time for Love" complete
Side One.
"Three Minute Warning" is

distinctly the fastest number on
Triumph and Agony. Arvanitis

and Bolan rip through the chords

as Henriksen and Eurich keep the
background heavy and fast.

"Three Minute Warning" more
closely follows the style set forth

by the earlier Warlock albums.
"Kiss of Death" sUrts out sk>w
and then assaults you with the

chorus and middle parts, whereas
"I Rule the Ruins" does the exact

oppssite. Peach keeps the chorus
of thisseng melodic while the rest

of the number is dominated by a
heavydrum beat. "Make Time for

Love^ is a beMtiful ballad that

finishes off Side One. Pesch puts

a tot of feiiing and authentictty

into her vocals on this one. giving

a mssssge to lovers everywhsie.

"East Meet West" on Side Two
tells what would happen in a

battle between the USA and
(Continued on page 24)
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AC/DC abandons their past style
y*

By JEFF GILUES
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Blow Up Your Video
AC/DC
Atlantic Records

The high-voltage power is still

in the music, but AC/DC seems
to have lost their touch when it

comes to writing songs. Not that

the band ever wrote anything
meaningful, but at least the songs
used to be singable and showed
a senye of hunuTT.

Bhw Up Y<mr Vid^, the band'3
latest album, is just hot the same
AC/DC that wrote such classic

tunes as "You Shook Me All Night
Long." After hearing that song
once, it took hold inthd^ii^nd.

When people went to a party, they

found themselves in a group of

friends, screaming the entire song
as loud as their lungs could carry

the words. That was the magic
and appeal of AC/DC, and that is

what made Back in Black perhaps

the greatest heavy metal album
ever.

When AC/DC reaches back to

their old writing style. Blow Up
Your Video isgood. Unfortunately,
this does not happen often. Most
of the album, or the entire first

^ide for that matter, fails miser-
ably short of the expectations of
an AC/DC album.

The first single released from

the album, "Heatseeker/' has the
authoritative drumming, the

rhythm and the rough-edgeguitar

base that is definitive AC/DC, but

the lyrics are not ip AC/DC style.

In the past, with both the late Bon
Scott and current sing»r Brian

Johnson, the listener was hit with

a barrage of rapid, short phrases

that Were always about sex,

alcohol or rock and roll.

On Blow Up Your Video, the
tempo is slowed down, the lines

and the songs are much longer
(the shortest song is almost foMr
miriutes long and most are ck)6e

tp five) and the magic is missing.

MC/K 1$ the MMM M
Umt MMM hnd,

fow9ijUntk jpv ralL

However, AQ/DC is the name
on the album cover, and that still

means loud, powerful rock and
roll. Althoi4(h the band rarely

puts it all together on Blow Up
Your Vidto, guitarist Angus
Young makes sure he is heard in

every song. The scratchy voice of

Johnson is unmistakable, and
sometimes it appears the (Ad AC/
DC soun^ is bound to come
through.

Side Two saves the album,, as

three songs found here are the
only instances where the band
does get it together.

"Nick of Time," "Some Sin For
Nuthin* " and "two's Up" bring

back memories of the Back in

Black album.' ^ung shows that

he is still an incredible guitar

player and leaves no doubt that

this band can still rock. Young is

electrifying on the entire album,
but is ynable to carry it alone.

The problem here is not so

much the music and the writing

because, in all honesty, every song
is good. The problem here lies in

the reputationthat preceeds them.
AC/DC is regarded as one of the

kings of heavy metal and Bfoiv </i^

Your Vidm does not live up to the

standards of greatness that they
have exhibited in the past.

The songsgrow on the listener,

and theenergy is surely there, but

Blow Up Your Videodots not leave

any memorable lines or guitar

riffs with you, even after listeiijpg .

to the album a few timef.

•..^ •»*»-
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Die-hard fans are sitre to enjoy
some of the album, but the casual

music fan taken in by songs lilbe

"You ShookMe All N«ht iW*
Sre not lately to be impressed,

either are thos^ of us who think
of "For Those About to Rock,"
"It's a Long Way to tlie Top" and
*^H^ve a Djrink On Me" when we
think of AC/DC.

Andre andHulk to meet in Wrestlemania
By ROBERT DUGGAN

Staff Reporter

Do yoir-«njoy the sound of

grunting and groaning? Do you
gain pleasure from the sight of

human flesh being thrown from
pillar to post? Look no further,

Wrestlemania IV is here.

Wrestlemaniacs will be flocking
to Trump Plaza in Atlantic City,

NJ. March 27, where the World
Wrestling Federation will be
staging their fourth annual
spectacular.

The main event will be a tour-

nament to determine the new
W.W.F. Heavyweight Champion.
The title has been vacant since

the controversial Andre the Giant-

Hulk ,Hogan title match on
national television on Feb. 5.

The match, which was the first

televised nationally in prime time
in over 30 years, was first decided

in Andre's favor, but when it was
discovered that a look-alike impos-

ter had tied up the scheduled
referee and took his place, W.W.F.
officials decided to set up a cham-
pionship tournament.

Hulk Hogan will be trying to

regain his championshio in thp

tournament. "The Hulkster, six-

foot-eight-inches and 302 pounds,
had been champion for three years

before the Feb. 5 fiasco. Non-
wrestslemaniacs would know
Hogan best for his role as Thun-
derlips, the ultimate male, in

"Rocky III."

Andre the Giant will be trying

to regain the title he feels he
rightly deserves. Andre, the big-

gest of the W.W.F. villians, is

listed as seven-foot-four-inches

tall and a whopping 497 pounds.

He also has had film experience,

appearing as the dim-witted giant

in Rob Reiner's "The Princess

Bride."

Andre's financial backer and
manager, the dastardly Ted DiBi-

ase, will also be competing for the

championship. DiBiase, "The
Million Dollar Man," is suspected

to be behind the Feb. 5 referee

switch.

Another competitor is R^andy
"The Macho Man" Savage. Sav-
age adds a classical touch to the
affair as he enters the ring to the
strains of "Pomp and Circum-
stance." His manager, the lovely

Elizabeth, will be at ringside.

Among other challengers: Jake
"The Snake" Roberts, who brings

his pet snake Damien to ringside;

The OneMan Gang, appropriately

named at 468 pounds; Bam Bam
Bigelow, who features a fireball

tatooon his scalp; and "Hacksaw"
Jim Duggan (no relation to this

writer, thankfully), -who has the
annoying habit of breaking two by

fours over his opponents' heads.
The winner will be presented

with the title by Robin "I'm
screaming and I don't know why"
Leach of "Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous" fame.
Other celebrities involved in

Wrestlemania IV will be "Mr.
Baseball" Bob Uecker and letter-

and head-turner Vanna. White.
Uecker will be in the front row,
serving as ring announcer. White
will be the official time keeper for
the matches, showing that not
only does she know the alphabet,
but that she can also tell time.

Filling out the card will be an

Intercontinental Championship
bout pitting The Honky Tonk
Man against Brutus "The Barber"
Beefcake. The Honky Tonk Man
is an Elvis impersonatorgone bad,
who has the nasty habit of bashing
people over the head with his
guitar. Beefcake's annoying trait

is shaving the head of his opponent
after a victory.

There will also be a 20-man
over-the-top-rope-elimination bat-

tle royal. Among those participat-
ing will be George "The Animal"
Steele, who has been known to eat
certain parts of the ring during
his matches.

r

The Trump Plaza is sold out,
but those wishing to see the card
can view it on closed-circuit,
giant-screen TV at The Spectrum.
Pay Per View Cable will also be
offering the show for $19.95. The
proceedings will b^n at 4 p.m.

Call it sport or call it schlock,
it can not be denied that wrestling
has become a major entertainment
phenomenon of the 1980s. It may
be a lot of things, but it certainly
is not dull. If you do plan to go,
however, please have all head-
bashing materials at the door.
There will be enough inside to
begin with.

Happy
Birthday

Jeff

Gillies

...b

A102
Intro, toThe Short Story

When Caria told mc that my date
was a little short, I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and
inches. So there I was at the door, in

my spiked heels, staring at the top of
my cfate's head.

All I could think was, how do I

get myselfout of this? I couU imagine
now my legs would ache if I had to walk
around with my knees bent all evening.
So to stall for time, while figuring

out how to fake malaria, I made us
sorrie Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living

room, I discovered that Gary was
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay I de-

cided Id give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other face-

to-facc for the first time. He had a

nice smile.

After some small talk—I mean
conversation—I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have minia-
ture schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week.

-'
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ByRUSSCECCOLA
Senior Reporter

JINXTER •••• RAINBIRO
C64/128, AMIGA, AP, ST,
IBM, MAC
This text-and^japhics adven-

ture it the newest from the
designers of the award-winning
Tk§ Pawn and The Guild of
Thifves. Once again, they have
desi|[ned an entirely original
premise for an adventure game.
The land of Aquitania is protected

from ill-fortune by a magical
bracelet of Tulani that contains
seven charms. The bracelet pro-

tects the citizens from the nasty
Green Witches. The witches paid

some citizens to remove the
charges from the bracelet, thus
removing its power. It is up to you,

the jinxter, to find the charms,
reassemble the bracelet and defeat

the witches before all luck leaves

Aquitania.

Jinxter is well-presented and the

documentation and inclusions in

Ahe package are excellent. Hints
are included in a booklet and the

game takes up two disks. The
graphics use the full potential of

the computer and the game offers

many options to change your
playing environment.

UNINVITED •••• MINDS-
CAPE C64/128, AMIGA,
MAC, IBM, ST

Uninvited is a mystery adven-
ture game that takes place inside

a haunted house. Thegraphics are
very good and the interface used
to play the game is very easy to

become accustomed to in a short

amount of time. The game uses

the system first introduced in

Deja Vu that is comprised of

menus, icons and a pointer to

execute your commands in the
gaming world. Objects can be
selected by clicking the pointer on
them in thc^ graphics window or

by using one of the eight icon

commands to refer to them. In
either case, game play flows
smoothly.

In Uninvited, you find yourself

in I car crash. The last thing you
remember is your brother's
scream before the accident. Now
he is gone and you need help. A
nearby house awaits your visit

and search for vour brother. The
unspeakable things inside add
horror overtones to this great
game.

MARAUDER II **••• DIS-
COVERY SOFTWARE
INTERNATIONALAMIGA
Marauder II is simply the best

copy/back up program that you
can get for the Amiga. It is simple
to use and relatively quick, con-

sidering the amount of data that

a disk can hold. The program
supports three external disk
drives and allows simultaneous
coping of disks to these drives,

making Marauder II an effective

software reproduction program.
There are a few options that you
can play around with, as well as

a listiohg of the programs that

Marauder II can back up (which
is just about. all that are out for

the Amiga as of now.)
In addition to the Marauder II

program, the disk contains four

useful utility programs. Reflector3

hSicV&Mi^ Mirror Copy. The Decoder
produces decrypted versions of

some popular programs. DiskErr
checks a disk for errors and
DiskWipe erases a disk rather
quickly. All utilities are simple to

use and a great addition.

CITY DEFENCE ••% CON-
STELLATION SOFTWARE
AMIGA
For you Amiga owners who

happened to like the Atari arcade

game Missile Command, here is a

game that is about as close as you
can get to the original. City Defence

is an intense battle in which you
must destroy missiles heading
from outer space, as well as planes

and space ships. They head for the

ground, upon which are six cities

and two ammunition supply
mounds that contain your only

weapon — rockets. Each mound
has 15 rockets and you must aim
the rockets at the most strateg-

ically sound places in order to-

dear a round of enemies before

running out of ammunition.
The graphics are great in City

Defence and the action never
stops, except between rounds.
However, the real strength of City

D^ence is its stereo sound effects

and music. The sounds give the
game an extra something that
makes it worth buying. .

GAUNTLET: THE DEEPER
DUNGEONS •••• MINDS-
CAPE C64/ 128, AT
The arcade conversion of Gaun-

tletwas released by Mindscape for

home computers only in the past
few months. For those who have
conquered all of the dungeons of

the original game, Gauntlet: The
Deeper Dungeons should keep you
satisfied for quite a while. Con-
taining 500 new levels to explore,

you can think of this game as a
"scenery disk" for Gauntlet (the

original disk is required).

The goal of Gauntlet is for one
or two players toguide a character
through a dungeon level to reach
the exit. Many obstacles are in the
way, including monsters (ghosts,

demons and monster generators,
teleporters, traps and destructible

walls as wellas treasure, potions
and food. The deeperDungeons has
levels that require more thinking
than fighting and they are more
cleverly designed. This disk is a
must for those owners of the home
computer version bored with the
original dungeons already.
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1. Sinead O'Connor "Mandinka" (Chrysalis)

Midnight Oil "Beds Are Burning" (Columbia)
Public Image Limited "Seattle" (Virgin)
Godfathers "Birth, School, Work, Death" (Epic)
Church "Under the Milky Way" (Arista)
Wpodentops "Maybe It Won't Last" (Columbia)
S6Qilc Youth "Beat On the Brat" (SST)
INXir">evil Inside" (Atlantic)
Firenose "Sometimes" (SST)
Flesh for Lulu "Hammer of Love" (Capitol)
Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians "Balloon Man" (A & M)
T-Bone Burnett "Killer Moon" (Columbia)
Bryan Ferry "Kiss and Tell" (Reprise)
Big Dipper "All Going Out Together" (Homestead)
So "Are You Sure" (EMI - Manhattan)
New Order "Touched By the Hand of God" (Factory U.K.)
David Sylvian "Orpheus" (Virgin)
Cure "Hot, Hot, Hot" (Elektra)
Crazy House "Burning Rain" (Chrysalis)
R;B.M. "It's the End of the World as We Know It (And
I Feel Fine)" (I.R.S.)
Pato Banton "Don't Sniff Coke" (Primitive Man)
Pogues "If I Should Fall From Grace vith God" (Island)

23. They Might Be Giants "Don't Let's Start" (Bar/None)
24. Fetchin' Bones "Stray" (Capitol)

Sinead O'Connor "Troy" (Chrysalis)
Red Hot Chili Peppers "Behind the Sun" (Capitol)
lurythmics "You Havf Placed a Chill in My Heart" (RCA)
Morrissey "Suede Head" (Sire)
Jerry Harrisons Casual Gods "Rev It Up" (Sire>WB)
Terence Trent D'Arby "Wishing Well" (Columbia)
Talking Heads "(Nothing But) Plovers" (Sire)
Durutti Column "Bordeaux Sequence" (Virgin)
Snatches of Pink "Cry Wolf" (Dog-Gone)
SPK. "Bxeethles*" (Nettverk/Caneda

)

Bcho amd the Bunnymen "Bedbugs and Ballyhoo" (Sire-WB)
iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit wKum A0B8 iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii— Mighty Lemoa Drops "Inside Out" (Sire-Reprise)— Splatcats "Even Steven" (Moving .Target/CelluOid)— Jet Black Factory "3 Poieone" (391 Records)
1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J f t f I f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! f I! I! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II If 1 1
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Cultural Film Series
Connelly Center Cinema
Villanova University
215-645-4000

March 26-28 — Mother Teresa

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa. 19101
215-763-8100

March 26 — 60th Anniversary Celebration

Philadelphia Art Alliance
251 South 18th St.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
215-5454302
March 29 — "For Love of the Double Bass"

Music
23 E. Cabaret
23 E. Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.

215-896-6420

March 25 — Pay Attention/Scram
March 26 — Johnny and the Classic Dogs of Love
March 29 - WKVU College Night
March 30 — the Snap
March 31 — Beru Revue

Valley Forge Music Fair
Route 202
Devon, Pa. 19333
215-667-6290

March 25 — Vic Damone and Diahann Carroll

March 26, 27 — Smokey Robinson and Natalie Cole

Ambler Cabaret
43 E. Butler Pike

Ambler, Pa.

215-646-8117

March 25 — Dynagroove/No Alibi Blues

March 29 — Secret Cities

March 30 — the Chasers

March 31 — Flamin' Caucasians/the Bullets

Theater

JL

Theater of Living Arts
334 South St.

Philadelphia. Pa. 19147
215-569-9416

April 1. 2 — "Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For

You"
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On The Scene . ..EnterlalmiisiitTidl
By STEPHEN POWERS

Oh, no — both Baby M and
Vanna White will be gracing
tdevision screens soon with their

own TV movies. Also making
headlines this week are Lisa

Bonet, who is creatingcontroversy

on "A Different WorM/' and Ed
Flanders, who is causing trouble

on "St. Elsewhere."

antfKMMWMtNfMrte
CTMiv tetevisfofi

sciMfis soon NfMir HMr
own TVmovies.

But first, the "Baby M" custody
suit, between William and Eliza-

beth Stem and surrogate* mother
Mary Beth Whitehead Gould is

barely out of the courtroom and
ABC is already planning a "docud-

rama" on the case. Jobeth Willi-

ams will play Gould, and former
"Hill Street Blues" co-star Bruce
Weitz will play her ex-husband
Richard in the four-hour miniser-

ies, which will air this spring.

Warlock
(Continuedfrom page 21)

Russia ("When East meets West/
there's gonna be one hell of a

mess") and resumes the hard edge
missing in "Make Time for Love."

"Touch of Evil" and "Cold, Cold
World" move along at the same
pace, but differ in emphasis.
"Touch of Evil" has Pesch making
teeth-shattering screams.

"Qold, Cold World" is the
opener for the Warlock show on
tour and relies heavily on the

guitar work of Bolan and Arva-
nitis. "Metal Tango" opens with
what sounds like the crowd on the

WWF's wrestling album and tel-

evision show and is instantly

recognizable by the chorus:
"Dance demons/ lose control/ this

is a metal — a metal tango."

^Triua^ aotf Agony'
skoM ^pjioil to mnk
Hms of oH typoo bo-

umo of Iko fKfonHy
ofttOMMlCi.

John SheaJ'Witneas*') wiU be
biological father William Stem,
with Bokia Strasaer ("One Life to

Live'*) m in wife. Daboey Cole*

man ("'Slap' Maxwell'^) will

portray the Stems' attorney.

The drama will include an
update on the caae at its conclu-

sion. In real-Hfe, Gould and the

Sterna are currently working out

a visitation schedule for Goukl.

On a lighter note, "Wheel ot

Fortune" hostess Vanna White is

getting a TV movie of her own.
In "The (Goddess of Love" (appro-

priately titled). White plays a

statue of comedic misadventures.

The movie is described by White
as a cross between "Splash" and
"I Dream of Jeannie."

"Goddess" is White's first

major acting role since she took
over the "Wheel" job in 1982.

Since then, she has appeared on
several prime-time series, such as
"Simon and Simon" and "It's

Garry Shandling's Show," but
always as herself. Her new movie
begins filming in June, and will

air on NBC next season.

the fhow itaetf. The latest plot

twist: tht departure of «•-

exectttivs praduoer Anne Bsntts,

who is not exactly one of serica

star Lisa Boost's best friends.

Beatts, a former writer for

"Saturdiy N||ht Live.** wmjkind
in the Ilth hour last suauMr to

fix Booet's.'Xosby Show''spinoff.
The early epiaodes 4rew poor
reviews from both Ball Cosby and
NBC entertainment chisfBrandon
Tartikoff, and were never aired.

At the last minute, Beatts added
several new characters to spioe up
the show: Maggie<Mari8a Tomei),
Whitley (Jasmine Guy) and Lettie

(MaryAlkx).

OIW Of

UHomttMBC'9 "A
NTorMt"

finNHiif out fo bo wKKk
moro JMofMttv ttM
mo inoir icsoif.

Meanwhile, over at NBC's "A But the changes did not sit well
Different WorW." the behind-the- with Bonet, who reportedly threw
scenes happenings are turningout tantrums and screamed at Beatts:
to be much more interesting than "Get out of my face or else I'm

goif to ilap yssii.'

btadthatCMy; y

owsr "IM^" tlHi«bsMMl la fire

Bonet for leudinf with Beatts.

Beatts is ciiffenlly on vacation

and had no coawitnt on her
departtve* butanHQC spokcsflMn

said tlutt her pvtim was **aan'

cable." Her replaceasent on
"World" haa not yet been named.

There was also some backstage

tenskm at "St. Elsewhere" test

week, during the fUmina of the

show's final episode. Ed Flanders,

whoplays former St. Ehgius chief

-

of-staff Donakl WestphaU, ruffled

some feathers when he refused to

say his lines as written.

The writers, producers and
actors were upset when Flanders

turned a speech, which was sup-

posed to be a touching statement

about beginnings, and endings,

intoa depressing roonokigueabout
death. The producers may re-

shoot the scene, with Dr. Mark
Craig (William Daniels) giving the

speech.

Flanders, who is known to be

temperamental, left "Elsewhere"
last year, but returned for one last

appearance in the final episode.

Although the program is currently

*i\

on hiatna, it ^^ f2^» »«<<

sssnQi far WOL. nvw apfaootSf 90Or

iMnvMh theavies flntH, entitled

"The Last One.** on Idby 28.

SBffKl TAKES: Like itafour

Aa^unSPiitemi 9aach" man*
1^ to capture the #1 apat at the

box office on itaBrat wMkiend out
last week. "Cosd liomii«. Viet

nam" waa pushediknim to second

place for the Brat tiaM in moiitha,

and the Dennis Quatd-Meg Ryan
thriller "D.OA" placed third . .

.

CBS' new "Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour" is a go after all.

I reported tost week that CBS had
detoyed the show's premiere due
to the ongoing writers' strike. But
C3S said this week that there is

enough material for several epi-

sodes, so the program will make
its debut next Wednesday, as
scheduled . .

.

And finally, ABC suddenly put
*The 'Stop' Maxwell Story" on
hiatus after last week's episode.

The series, which stars Dabney
Coleman as a despicable sportsw-
riter, has been turning off viewers
in droves all season.

SouHes: USA Today, The Phi-

ladelphia Inquirer

'K

Finally, "Fur Immer" finishes

off the album and Side Two as
Side One ended, with another
ballad. However, this song is

unique^ in that, except for two
lines in the chorus, the song is

sung entirely in German. Wark)ck
play this song live and Pesch
explains that "fur immer" means
"for always." In any case, "Fur
Immer" is a reflective piece —
good to put on before going to bed
— and reveals Pesch singing in

her native tongue.
Triumph and Agony should

appeal to music fans of all types
because of the diversity of the
music. The album is stronger
musically than lyrically and the
band is very tight. Seeing Warlock
live is the only way to catch them
at their best. Pesch innocently

encourages the crowd in her
strong German accent, then belts

out the tunes while the rest of the
band gives it their all. Pesch is

a singer who can totally captivate

your attention — but maybe that

is because she is a beautiful blond
as well as an excellent singer with
a strong personality.

In any case, if you can catch tHe
band live with Mcgadeath — do
so. If not, run out and get Triumph
and Agtmy, for there is sure to be
something that you will like on
the record.

MR.VILLANOVA1988
APRIL 22

App)llcations for both contestants
and female emcees available In the
RSA OffIce 216 Dougherty

-

due March 25

EXECUTIVE BOARD
SELECTIONS

Applications Available

in the RSA Office
DUE MARCH 28

RESIDENT STUDENT
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a hitmorouB worid
By RKBAKD ABRAHAM

oufj mm^oner

dkaSsdbySiU Forsyth
Colombia Pk:tures

habitSt such as news-collecting

papers (mMQr newspaoers), aleep-

Mlgon park banchea, aluauning at
train atatkms and wading in flood

Fai'aith, writar aM direc-

tOTt haa anoe again
genninaly httpined and
worldiDhianewfilm"!
ing.** To accanipany llria

huaMT, Farayth haa alaaghnnHw
'story duffadera that dmiapaai
can becared far in livea llMt 1

quite real, if iMgiilly wimm.

a small, pleittant, but oald lawn.
In one house, LucWe (Andrea
Burchyi) and Ruth (Sara Widber)
are being raised by a suoccsswn
of older relatives. Until Aunt
Sylvie (Christine Lahti) arrives,

the girTs existence in Fingerbone

is somewhat dreary, considering

that their acouaintances are
devoid of anybody under 60.
Sylvie appears as the most recent

of the elder relatives. Aunt Lily

and Aunt Nona, two over-

protective and nervous senior

citizens, grow tired of the cold in

Fingerbone and of raising the two
girls. With Sylvie's presence,

Lucille and Ruth show certain

relief and hope for the joy of their

future life, welcoming Sylvie's

oddities with excitement and
curiosity.

The true story of "Housekeep-

ing** begins, however, when Ruth
and Lucille start to separate in

their reactions to their newfound
ielative*8 unusual lifestyle. Lucille

b^ns to feel ashamed of Sylvie's

Meanwhile, Ruth wants toemu-
late her Aunt Sylvie. Ruth wanU
to aooompany her on journeys in

thewoada and to lead an eccentric

life witimiit direction. From this

unsn tile sacktal bniS that can
dmde a fannly and how this

division occurs. The tension of

iWa idea is offset by the severe

calm with which Forsyth
apprsnches every scene, a cahn
pervading upon the fifan's entire

atawaphere. Forsyth has seen
success with this formula of

relaxed tenaion in films such as

"(kegory's Gvtir "Local Hero"
and 'Comfort and Joy."

In "Housekeeping he is also

helped by the performances,
including Burchiil and Walker's

as Lucille and Ruth, but partic-

ularly Lahti's Aunt Sylvie,

whose simplicity epitomizes For-

sjrth's film. Aunt Sylvie is one
person that is simply different

from others in society. She sees

nothingwrongwith how she lives,

although she does know it is

unusual and does not mind if

others, such as Lucille and Ruth,

separate from or conform to the

world, as long as they want what
they have as a result. Lahti's

performance as Aunt Sylvie is so

matter-of-fact that no matter how
unusual or bizarre her life may
seem, one knows that all she does
has conunon sense in her workl.

Basically, she plays the role as

an intelligent, active and real

person, instead of an exaggerated

eccentric and as a result, the Aunt

Sjlvie character is not an obfect

of pity, but is relatively easy to

identify with. This technique
workswell for most of "House-

keeping" but the film's main
problem manages to rise in spite

of this.

The problem is that the iden-

tification one feela with Sylvie is

kMt. Her activities and speech,

although played as reality, seem
toevade any real worid, enxpt for

her own. Aunt Sylvie ia roman-
tidied by Fornrth aa a figure of

individual freedom, but wiith that

k)ss df identifkation, both her
stance and societies can be ques-

tkmed in iShm conflict. This dual

questioning eventually lessens

the effectiveness of the film's

conclusion.

But, this film shouki be judged

solely on the effectiveness of its

conclusion, for "Housekeeping" is

a worthwhile film to see, as it is

certainly unique and truly ei^oy-

aUe with all of its blemishes.

Modem rock-n«roU band. Pay Attention, will appear at the 23 East Cabaret in Ardmore
tonight. Former Villanova liturgical music director, Dan Mason (second from left), is

a member of the band.
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TANNING
CENTERS

566 Lancaster Avenue
Haverford, PA

Located Next to Al £ Qators
dALL FORANAppointment
® 625-7125 m

• SafaUVA
Tanning

• Opon 7 Daya
• Complota
Privacy

• Roiaxing

Atmoaphare
• Trainad

Tochniciana
• Wolff/

Copportono
Products

'ONEFRK
TANNING
SESSION!

New Customers Only

Limit One Per Person

WNh Coupon Only
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American Express Cards Accepted
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ForWhat It's Worth . . .CkHHmfnitaffy
By MICHAEL AIMETTE

AND
BILLCARR
SUiffKgporins

After a mediocre album and
some inter-personal conflicts

caused by David Byrne-Mania,
Talking Heads has managed to

stay together a little longer,

rearrange their musical direction

a bit, and record a pretty solid

album in Naktd.
Always interested in exploring

new musical territories, Talking

Heads decided it was time to get

out of America — so after improv-

ising for awhile in New York, they

shipped out to Paris, joined by
several other musicians including

guitarist Johnny Marr. Here the

band recorded the music, minus
the words. Byrne concentrated on
the melody linesinfaris, and only

later back ii*n|^SwYork did he

write the lyrics.

Enough history. 'Phe first thing

one wonders when picking up the

new Talking Heads' album must
be, "Why is there a monkey on
the cover?" And why the title

Naked for that matter? David
Byrne has always been a bit on
the eccentric side, but the answer
to these questions becomes quite

apparent after one listening.

On Naked, Byrne is probably as

direct as he has ever been lyrically.

Byrne is fed up with modern
civilization, and he hopes to

return to the pre-evolutionary

time of innocence. He bemoans the

foils of modern society on the

opening track "Blind," "Now tell

me what the hell have we become?
... No sense of harmony, No sense

of time." The song recalls the

African influence of Remain In

Light with horns and congas, and
is easily the most interesting song
on the album.
The Latin-flavored "Mr. Jones"

is a comic potrait of a man who

Plant
(Continuedfrom page 21)

most prominent of the album.

David Boyle's guitar rises to the

forefront of "Billy's Revenge."

This song really boogies along,

helped by the best sounding drums
of the album.
"Ship Of Fools," provides

Plant's best bluesy vocal perfor-

mance. The light guitar and
keyboards, along with the theme
of lost love, brings to mind "Going
To California."

"Why" makes you sure to

remember that Plant always
strives towards being a cbntem-

porary artist. The backing vocals

are, once again, quite good.

With "White, Clean And Neat,"

Plant dispells anyone's idea that

he could possibly fit this image
because of his crooning of "Sea
Of Love" on the Honeydrippers

project. In fact, the album proves

once again that he remains' the

King of Cock Rock. Appropriately,

the narrator is Jerry Wayne, a hit

crooner of the 40's. The choruses

sung by the backup vocalists help

make this another fun tune.

Robert Plant has put together

a solid, rock album. By taking a

look back at his past, he has
moved his career forward into

new territory. Plant has reworked
his old themes with an introspec-

tive twist, and awakened the

soaring guitar at his side — but
now, the tickling keyboards con-

trol the rhythm more than the

ponderous drum beat, creating a
new modem sound for the Zep-

pelin vocalist.

Plant has found a fine balance •

between not compromising his

desire to be current (yet not pop),

and drawing upon the successes

of his illustrious career. hUmX
importantly. Plant's new phase of

his career diaplayt tremendous
promise for future albums as he
regains confidence in hit blues

roots.

has sold his soul for success: "He's

everybody's friend." 'Tha Demo-
cratic Circus** continues the "Mr.

Jones'* theme; the title explains

all.

"Totally Nude" and "(Nothii«

But) Flowers'* best express
Byrne's evolutionary theme.
"(Nothing But) Flowers/* the

irresistible first single, has Byrne
moaning, "Don*t leave me
stranded here/ 1 can't get used to

this lifestyle." In the Litth

Cmaiures'ish "Totally Nude/'
Byrne says, "It's irresponsible/ So
civilised ... Nature boy, nature

man. take me akmg." On "Cool

Water," the album s final song,

Byrne warns that we're running
out of time: "And his lungs are

filled with rain . . . And the water's

rushing in ..."

Byrne may have read too many
Charles Darwin works between

albums, but his message is none-

theless felt. The music is dense,

but maybe too dense— things can
get boring at times on this album.
Any Talking Heads album is

worth buying though, and Naked
is a marked improvement over

True Stories.

When Robert Plant, after his

most successful solo tour to date

in 1985, suddenly fired his entire

band, he surely seemed on the

brink of retirement. But, after

hirii^^ an all-new, younfer, btnd
Plant has retoMsdone of thefinest

albums of 1968, Nom Awd Zm.
Plant, nearing 40, h«s finally

realiaed it is not sobad to recognise

his famous past as Led Zeppein

fpmitman, and his use oflenwlin.

digital samples and two bnUiant

Jimmy Paoe guitar solos on the

album inficate thi«. The main
reason for Plant's rtnewed enthu-

siasm is keyboardist Phil John-

stone, who CQKwritss on cMit of

the nine tracks.and prtivides an
aggressive, hungrier feel to the

soi^. Sure, PUnt's twiceour sge,

but with Now Ami Zm, who is

to say his best is behind him?

Tiffany's newest single, "I Saw
Him Standing There," a brilliant-

ly "witty" cover <rf The Beatles

classic "I Saw Her Standing
There," wasjust toobad for either

of us to resist. This song is so

pathetically awful, it seems
almost deliberate. She is such a
talentless person that one must
question how she could possibly

land a recording contract. Tiff,

your mom's calling you! (jo home!
Seriously, though, if you like her

genre of music, invest in her

substantially more talented rival,

Debbie Gibson.

Guitar hero Eric Clapton is set

to release a compendium of his 25

year career, tHIed Ommdi. The
six album (four CD) Ml fegtiircs

his hiu with The YarMrdt.
Cfemn, Blind Piith,Derekand the

Dominos and his soloomcr,ahmg
with rare ttve and studio tracks.

Reoommended lor any hhwt/lrock

enthtisiaBt ..» The Smilhereens

releaaad their second Enifma-
label record, titled GriMi 71hM#«i
— out in scores now ... Another
guitar legend, Jhnmy P^ will

release a soh> albtMn in early
summer; it features many big-

time guests. More in the next

Entertainers Wanted

Balloon Day

- SOLO GUITARISTS

Sign Up In Campus Ministry

Basement of St. Rita's Hall

Deadline for sIgn-ups is Aprii 11

Balloon Day will be held on
April 19

jd,-

Nmv music talents shine
March 25,

1
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By JOE McOOWAN
Senior Rtporter

Rnmmhr^nce Days
The Dream Academy
Reprise Records

'Indian Summer" is the first

single from RBnumbtance Dt^s,

the new, and second recording

from The Dream Academy, and it

has something of the rhythm and
atmosphere of their first, very

' successful single, "Life in a North-

em Town."
The self titled debut from The

Dream Academy had a somewhat
bigger sound than does Remem-
brance Days, with sharper con-

trasts and more emphasis on
guitars and drums— an influence,

no doubt, of their first producer

and guiding hand, Pink Floyd's

David Gilmour. Remembrance
Days has a softer sound, and this,

again, has something to do with

one of the album's producer's —
Lindsey Buckingham.
Nick Claird-Lowes (lead vocals,,

guitars), Gilbert Gabriel (key-

boards, vocals), and Kate St. John
(oboe, saxophone, cor anglais,

vocals), the members of The
Dream Academy, cite The Beatles

as their prime influence, but the

sound they have is really all their

own. The nearest way of describ-

ing their sound would be to

mention Roxy Music and Fleet-

wood Mac (especially now with

Buckingham's participation in

their work).

As with the first Dream Acade-

my record, several big names in

the music world showed up to

help. This time around, guests

included Genesis producer Hugh
Padgham, Larry Fast and Jerry

Marotta (the keyboardist and
drummer from Peter Gabriel's

outfit), Paul Carr^ck (on piano)

and Buckingham (on guitar).

On the first side of Remem-
brance Days, after the opening
single "Indian Summer," which is

every bit as pleasing as its prede-

cessor "Life in a Northern Town,"
four tracks follow with a soft,

subtle sound and the usual flaw-

less execution and production to

be expected from The Dream
Academy. Standouts on the first

side, besides the single, are "The
Lesson of Love" and "Hampstead
Girl."

The second side opens with "In

the Hands of Love," a more pow-
erful and energetic track, some-
what reminiscent of "The Edge of

Forever," "Bound to Be" and
"The Love Parade" from the first

LP. "Ballad in 4/4" and "Every-

body's (jotta Lean Sometime" are

also strong tracks, in their own
quiet way, while "Doubleminded"
is the album's one weak spot —
it makes The Dream Academy
sound like the Human League.

Remembrance Days closes with

"In Exile (For Rodrigo Rojas)," a

longer and more complex work in

memory of the Chilean student

,^3miMi^ S^imJ^^

SL^

burned to death in the streets of

Santiago by Pinochet's soldiers.

Lyrics that were before pensive

and romantic suddenly become
starkly realistic "Where soldiers

teargas churches/And there's ten

thousand missing persons/ Whose
cases are never solved/ And.'the

Government advises not to get

involved/ No Te MeUs ..." "In

Exile" brings to a very serious

finish the second, first-rate release

from The E>ream Academy, whose
deacterous playing and perfection-

ism should earn them a unique

place in the music world.

. . . To the Third Power
3
Geffen Records

...To The Third Power is the

debut release from what could be
called EBP. Although rumors of

an ELP (Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer) reunion had been circu-

lating for nearly a year, the
virtuoso keyboardist Keith Emer-
son and the equally skilled

drummer Carl Palmer have
teamed up with Robert Berry to

form 3, a group that comes dan-
gerously close to the new super-

group/nodel established six years
ago by Asia.

While members of the early '70s

supergroups (Yes, Genesis, ELP,

King Crimson, etc.) were always
interchangeable, the absence of

Greg Lake from any Emerson and
Palmer lineup is sure to be sorely

missed. ELP had essentially fallen

apart after the 1979 North Amer-
ican Tour, after a brilliant eight-

year career. Nineteen eighty-six

saw something of a reunion in the

form of ELPO (Emerson, Lake,

and Powell). Cozy Powell seemed
an odd choice at first — a hard
rock/heavy metal drummer in an
art rock trio. But the album
Emerson, Lake, and Powellandthe
supporting tour saw the dynamic
return of Emerson and Lake, and
drummer Powell gave new
strength to ELP's work. "Touch
and Go" was their strongest

single in a decade and the powerful

rendition of "Mars, the Bringer of

War" from Hoist's Planets was
perhaps their best instrumental

ever (ELP or ELPO).
There was much talk that Carl

Palmer was exiting from John
Wetton's Asia, and all of it true.

The replacement of vocalist/

bassist/guitarist Gr^ Lake with

newcomer Robert Berry was,
though, quite a surprise.

And so there is 3. Their debut

...To The Third Power begins

with three pop-oriented tracks,

"Talkin' Bout," "Lover to Lover"

and "Chains,*' and the second side

contains more of the same (includ-

C

ing a very strange, though not

altogether bad, reworking of The
Byrds* "Eight Miles High"). The
material is by no means of poor

quality. But nearly any other

group could have recorded the

cuts. Only the occasional sparkle

of Emerson's keyboards or the

thunder of Palmer's drums raises

the fare above the level of MTV
product.

The short tracks by 3 do allow

Berry to exhibit his fine, clear

voice, which works well with

performers known to indulge, on

occasion, in wild and lengthy

instrumentals. But, for the most

part, Emerson and Palmer seem
to have had some sort of musical

restraining orders placed on them

— neither dominates any of the

seven shorter songs. There is only

one track left to . . . To The Third

Power, and it is by far the very

best.

At the close of the first side is

the longer piece "Desde La Vida,"

a three-part work that picks up
the theme of "Pirates," from
l97Ts Works, Volume I, with tales

of treasure and Spanish galleons.

The parts that make the whole,

"La Vista," "Sangre De Toro" and
the intervening instrumental
section "Frontera," show that

"EBP," when they shake off the

confines of the four-minute pop
track, can stand on its own when
compared to ELP in its heyday.

"Desde La Vida," the longest

track on the album, combines
little pieces of everything that

made ELP great, and Berry's

vocals on the piece show that he

is also quite capable of handling
well the more expressive work
of Emerson and Palmer. Though
it may seem heretical to ELP fans

to say so, this most recent major

piece from "EBP" could, given

time and several listenings, rank

with the hallowed "Karn Evil 9."

"Desde La Vida" should offset any
disappointment ELP fans have at

the absence of Lake, and, if "EBP"
allow themselves to expand crea-

tively their current work, a new
supergroup may be born.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1988-89 A.C.S.

EXECUTIVE BOARD!!!

President Trysha Whalon

Vice president Dan Dougherty

Secretary Mary Johnson

Treasurer .Edie Pearce

Social functions Mindy New

Special events Mario Forcina

Mens intramurals .......... ......... .Paul Perri
*

Womens intramurals ...... Scott Calvert

Publicity. ..... .Joe Pawluczyk

Publications ........ ........ .Irene Langran

Commuter concerns ..... John De Masi
\. -

Stop by the Association of Commuting Students

office (215 Dpugherty Hall) for information about

joining a committee, upcoming events or just to

say hi.

ACS. ... where the Action is!!!!!!
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Greeirs form response committee

\-

By CRAIG ZAPPETTI
Staff Reporter

A committee of 10 fraternity

and sorority members, headed by
Lisa Gunnery of Delta Gamma
and Craig Zappetti of Lambda Chi
Alpha, was formed to compile a
re3ponse to the "Evaluation of the

Greek Organization System."
This evaluation was formulated
by members of the administration

and staff in February 1987.

The report was designed as a

Panhei,

Bonas
receive

honors
By MICHE VEIX

Staff Reporter

The executive boards of the

Panhellenic and Interfraternity

councils attended the 1988 Nor-

theast Greek Leadership Confer-

ence on March 3-6 at the Hunt
Valley Marriot in Baltimore.

Greek representatives from
many northeastern colleges and
universities were represented and
took part in this annual event.

Villanova's Joe Zaller and Lee

"review of the present fraternity to present an overall opinion of the

and sorority system at the Uni- committee's evaluation, but we
versity in light of the University's are also trying to present our

general educational goals and system in a new light — one that

specific student life ^Ma." attracts attention to more than

The response committee was just the social aspect of our Greek

formed in the spring semester of system and focuses more on the

19B8 to critique the observations beneficial experience of Greek

and conclusions the evaluating life."

board reached through its study. The committee plans to survey

The group plans not only to both Greeks and non-Greeks to

answer the evaluation itself, but compile facts in support of their

to list items it felt consistently conclusions. In the response, the

lacking in the group's evaluation, committee will include an analysis

CoH:hairperson Lisa Gunnery of the evaluation and sections

stated, "Not only are we trying detailing the assets the Greek

system brings to ViUanova. It will

also make recommendations for

the improvement of Greek rela-

tions with the administration.

The response oomitaittee plans

to have the report out by the end

of this year.

Members include Paul Eells of

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Rob Mattes

and Ray deCaatro of Pi Kappa
Alpha, Joe Cretelli of Sigma Nu,

Chris Duca of Pi Kappa Phi, Beth

DreiUng of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Heather Durkin of Kappa Alpha

Theta and Sue Bennet of Alpha

Phi.

Phi Gamma Delta

inducted

The Panhellenic Executive Board (from left) Sandy CoOina; Ruah,
Suzanne Bennett; vice-president, Miche Veisq president, Gary Booaa;
advisor. Barb Doyle; treasurer, Jeanne Buride; secretaiy*

Losciale led the conference as the

Northeastern Fraternity's presi-

dent and vice president,

respectively.

The theme of this year's con-

vention was "Opening the Doors
to Greek Leadership" and the

weekend was filled with beneficial

programs and events. Sessions

were held on such topics as AIDS
education, marketing the Greek
system and various motivation

techniques.

Gary H. Bonas Jr., assistant

director of student activities, was
honored by havingan award given
in his name for excellence in

pledge education. Bonas was also

the recipient of the Marcia
Guenzler Award for Excellence in

Panhellenic Advising.

The evening concluded with the
Villanova Panhellenic Council
winning the prestigious Northeast
1988 Award for Overall
Excellence.

By STEVEN M. LEWIS
Sttfff Reporter

As many students realize, there

is a new fraternity here on the

campus of Villanova University.

This fraternity is Phi Gamma
Delta or FUI.

FUI comes to Villanova through

the work of former Lambda Kappa
Delta (LKD) brothers.

LKD wastounded in 1917 by the

Rev. Ruellen P. Fink, O.S.A., dean

of the College of Arts and Sciences.

LKD was the first fraternity on
Villanova's campus.
Recently the brothers of LKD

decided that as a local fraternity,

interest was dwindling and it was
time to do something positive.

Since FIJI has an excellent nation-

wide reputation and the national

headquarters in Lexington, Ken-

tucky expressed an interest in

establishing a colony here on
campus. PhiGamma Delta was an
easy decision for the LKD
members.
The national headquarters was

first contacted in 1987. They then

sent representatives to Villanova

for a preliminary visit. On Feb.

28, 37 men were initiated into FUI
as colony pledges. This group
includes 12 former LKD brothers

and 25 other students new to the

Greek system.

The Delta Colony of PhiGamma
Delta would like to thank Villa-

nova for its support and would
also like to offer its hand to any
other organization who may need
some assistance.

Battle of the bands

GREEK WEEK 1988
Schedule of Events

April 9- 16

April 9 TBA VolleyfcKin - Jake Nevin Fleldhouse

April 10

Aprilll

12 p.m. Softball - Morris Estates

4 p.m. Fun Games - Sheehan Beach
6:30 p.m. Swimming / duPont \
8 p.m. Boat Races \ Pavilion /

April 1 2 3:30 p.m. Arm Wrestling - Austin Field

6:30 p.m. 6 Man Relay - duPont Pavilion

April 13 3:30 p.m. Obstacle Course

-

Sheehan Beach
7 p.m. Greek Skit - Jake Nevin Fleldhouse

April 14 1245 p.m. Greek Lunch - Pie Shop
3:30 p.m. Chariot Races - Morris Estates

7 p.m. Hot Shots - duPont Pcivllk>n

April 15 3 p.m. Tug of War - Sheehan Beach

April 16 1 p.m.Team Triathalon - duPont Pavilion

6 p.m. Banquet - Holiddy Inn

By PAUL FRATAMICO
St^ff Reporter

On March 26, Lambda Chi
Alpha will be sponsoring a battle

of the bands at the Jake Nevin

Field House.

Lambda Chi Alpha is donating

all the ticket proceeds to the

Center for Early Childhood Ser-

vices. The center helps emotion-

ally and developmentally disor-

dered young children and their

families.

Casio, Vintage Cola, Wise Pota-

to Chips and a number of other

local businesses are sponsors.

Casio donated a keyboard which
will be presented to the winner
of the battle of the bands. Casio

also donated a keyboard which
will be raffled off to a member of

the audience.

Opening the show will be Kat-

zenjammer, a local band formed

by Villanova students. Making a

special guest appearance on
drums will be David Rath, a

member pf Heaven's Edge, which
set attendance records at the

Empire Rock Club.

Appearing next is a band very

familiar to Villanova students.

Blue Period. They have played at

John Barleycorn's Pub and a

number of other local clubs. The
band is headed by Mike Robinson

and Brian Seymour.

Blue Period will be followed by
Tier 7, a three-piece band headed

by Andre Calilhanna.

Appearing last is a band from

Penn State, Seconds. John Spina

leads the band and plays guitar.

Various acts will be appearing

between s^t changes. Jack Alt-

miller will be entertaining the

crowd with acoustic guitar selec-

tions and two comedians will be

pedormtig.
The event will be judgied by

members from the band Bricklin.

There is also a possibility of

Robert Hazzard appearing to help

judge the contest.

Craig Zappetti, the president of

Lambda Chi Alpha, noted that

this is a great opportunity for the

Greek system at Villanova to

demonstrate what they can do to

enhance on-campus sodal life as

well as a chance for Greeks to

assist a worthy cause.

Tickets are on sale in Connelly

Center, the Office of Student
Activities, and through any
member of Lambda Chi Alpha.

Tickets will also be sold at the

door tha night of the concert.

Students are encouraged to bi|y

tickets before the night of tne

show to avoid long lines and the

possibility of the concert being

sold out. Doors will open at 7 p.m.

VIUANOVA CREEK

Easter Eqq
Hunt

March 26, 1 p.m.
In front ofKMnCMpw
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MM«te of tile Week

DAVE ECHEVERRIA

This week's Saco East Athlete

of the Week is Dave Echeverria.

Echeverria, a senior on the

men's swim team, recently

advanced to the NCAA Division

I championship. In doing so he

became the first Villanova diver

to qualify for the NCAA's.
Echeverria, who finished first

in the one and three-meter events
in the Eastern Championshipe
and National Catholic Touma
ment earlier in the season, totalec

468.90 points in the March 11

meet to earn a spot in the pres
tigious NCAA tournament.
Echeverria will be participating

in the NCAA's on April 7-9 ir

Indianapolis.

^^ *Vttiversity
™ SportswearT^JTt-L *.VJi
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Lacrosse splits pair
By JOHN F. SWIFT

Statistician

The Villanova men's lacrosse

team has not had it very easy thus
far. After dropping their opener to

the powerhouse Towson State in

f a,close game, they had to travel

^ down to Philadelphia to play the
University of Pennsylvania who
just happen to be the tenth ranked
lacrosse team in the nation.
The result was not surprising.

The Cats were simply over-
matched and they were defeated
soundly by the score of 15-4. John
McEvoy and Chris Scaring each
had two goals and McEvoy and
David Hone each racked up two
assists for Villanova.

After opening the season with
back to back defeats, the Cats had
every reason to be frustrated
heading into Providence College
on March 20. But they came out
and played aggressively as they
jumped on theFriars early.

At the conclusion of the first

PowerliftersI
(Continuedfrom page 30)
wen th^ 181-pound weight class

C^ in 1987.

Mizzi concluded the day with
lifts of 534.5 pounds in the squat,

374.75 pounds in the bench press
' and 534.5 pounds in the deadlift.

"I was happy with my bench and
deadlift, but I think I could have
done more in the squat," Mizzi

said. "I think I had a little trouble

adjusting to the openness of the

gym area here. The weightroom
at Villanova is smaller."

In the 196-poundctes8, Harmon
ended with a 1,421.75 pound total

to capture seventh pUice. Accord-

iof to Harmon, it waa a disap-

pointing day. His final two squat
atteinpU were disqualified on
taehnicalities. 'Tm not sure how
good the judges' calls were, but
what you lift is what you lift,'*

Harmoosaid.
HarmoQaimpkted lifts of 534.5

pounds in the squat, 352.5 pounds
in the bench press and 534.5
pounds in the deadlift."

"The competition was out-

atandipg this year," Harmon
1. '^ith our entire national

graduating thia year well
nead youngar people to

out."

quarter, Villanova held a solid 7-

2 lead. It looked like Villanova was
heading towards its first victory
of the season and it was going to

be an easy one at that.

But the Friars were not willing

to accept that scenario. Providence
staged an excellent comeback and
forced the game into overtime
where Villanova prevailed by the
narr<iwest of marffins. 11-10.

McEvoy had three goals. Hone
and Geoff Albrecht scored twice,

and Jim Rogers, John Furlong,

Michael Balistaris, and Dave
Chisholm each tallied once for

Villanova.

Joe Lingle played in the goal for

the victorious Cats. Bobby Essig
and McEvoy led Villanova with
five ground balls and Rogers
followed closely with four.

Villanova played Kutztown on
March 23 and they will play
Bucknell on March 26.
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A hok at "March Madness
BylOHNP.SWIFT

StaHitkian

The NCAA tournament pro-

vides a great deal of excitement
to everybody involved. The play-

ers are fired up, the media is in

a frenzy and thie campuses of the
schools involved are buzzing with
anticipation of the impending fate

of their team.

But, perhaps, the greatest chal-

lenge of the NCAA tournament
lies in the plight of the fans who
wish to follow their team to the
various stops along the "Road to
the Final Four."
For teams like St. John's, Seton

Hall and North Carolina, who
were shipped out west, the task
is a difficult one for the college

student on a limited budget.
This year the Villanova Wild-

cats were sent to Cincinnati, Oh.
for the first and second rounds of

the tourrtament. We qtiestkmed whether the trip
The Cats, as usual, were under- was worth the trouble many times ^'

dogs to advance past the second during the 11-hour drive, but
round and the trip was viewed by when we arrived and experienced
many as possibly the last chance the type of basketball that only
to see their beloved team in action happens during the NCAA tour-
this season. I, for one, was not nament, our doubts vanished,
prepared to let this chance go by. Villanova is one of those teams
The biggest problem was trans- that never seems to receive the

portation. The school had a suf- credit they deserve. Yet, they
ficient number of ticketsalthough always seem to prove the experts
they did not come cheaply. Once wrong by overachieving where
we arrived, we were prepared to they are not even given a legit-

freeload off the band for accom- imate chance. This year's tourna-
modations. The only problem was ment has been no exception thus
how to get from Villanova to far.

Cincinnati. Regardless of what happens in
The school provided no bus, and Birmingham, Alabama this wee-

travel by airfare or train was too kend, Villanovans can be proud of
expensive. Our only alternative their team and for what it stands,
was to rent a car. We were able The odds are stacked up pretty

to rent a Volkswagon for $30 a day high against the Wildcats as they
with unlimited mileage. With journey to Alabama for*the region-

three people to share the expenses, als this weekend. But isn't this

it was more than affordable. what Villanova basketball thrives

on?

k't^'

YouH get first hand experience in the court- it takes Id be a Marine Corps Officer and

room right from the start In three years, you lawyer, talk with the Marine Corps Officer

oodd handle more than 3,000 cases in a Selectkm Officer when he visits your campus

wkie variety of subjects

from intematk)nal to con-

tracts to criminal law. If

you think you have what

More than \^fm^^
Marines coukl use.

your service.

WntoakmgArakwgoodmen.

'9r

See Capt Fair at the Connelly Center April 4.

BODY TONING

^^ mfmrntmrnm *m Ml

BRYN MAWR BODY-TECH
The Newest In Fitness

on the Main Line

A luxurious salon featuring 7 separate toning stations combining

Isometric, Isotonic, High Repetition. Non-Strenuous exercise.

Loss of unwanted inches
improved Circulation
increased iPVexiiUllty

»d ceMunte

24 N. Merlon Ave. Brvn Mawr
next to Illusions • S27-5SS3

CX)MPLIMENTARYViSn'
10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
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MCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
ucu : 10

mdiaM ,...*. .8

No»lh Carolina ^
N.C. Staia ^
Oklahoma Stam/ 2
San FrancitCQ/ 2
LouitviNa jZ

Doug West
Tom Grels
Mark Plansky
Kenny Wilson
Gary Massey
Rodney Taylor
Barry Bekkedam
Pat Enright

PTS AVG
410 15.2
354 13.1

343 12.7
287 11.5
224
204
77

34

8.3
7.8
3.0
1.4

REE AVG
141 5.2
161 6.0
161 6.0
40 1.6
92 3.4

155 6.0
48 1.8
12 0.5

SOUlMEASTIiraONAL
VlllAMMfAtt,llM0IS63

PlaiMkv

Taytar

Grait

Wilson

West
MasMy
Enright

BskksdMn

37
30
34
36
31

23
6
3

VUiMIOVA

4-10

M
3-11

2-«

2-2
1-2

&-7 3
8

A
7
1

PPts.
16
10

64 13 5 16
frO 2 3 2 9
34 3M 3
00
04 2

1 7

S
3

Totals 200 2045 19-27 34 12 23 66

Anderson ^1
Battle 32
Kuiawa 36
BalckwsN 21
Bardo 36
Hamttton

Gii

SnMh

18

25
1

G-Sl
6-19
6-9
2-7

1-2

6-7

2-5

4-7

(H)

F-f! R
1-2 6
3-7 6
1-3 12
1-2

0-2
1-1

(K)

1

2
6
1

A

1

3

1

3

PPts.
13
15

5
3
13
4
10

Totals 200 26-56 TO-23 33 8 22 63

66
63

20 46
30 33

Team rakowidB: VManova 1. inmos 0.

T»faapoiHt anampts: VMIanova 7-15 (Wil-
son 3-6. PtaMky 3-7. Enri«^t 1-1. West 0-11.
INnkm 1-2(011 1-2).

MoGtod atotK VWanoM 2 (0«ia 21. Winois
2 (Andvson 1. GM 1).

ftMli: >Ml8noM 4 IPIanAy 1. Tayte 1.

West 1, Massey 1). Mmois 5 (BlacfcweM 2. GM
2. B«do 1).

Tunmwra: VManova 17. Wwkm 12.
OHjciala: Don Shea, Tom Fram and Tom

Fincken.

AttandMiea: 16.562.

KENTUCKY 90, MAimAND 81
MARYLAND (81)

MASsenburo 2-4 0-0 4. Lawns 4-10 2-2 10
Williams 8-11 4-6 20. Gatlm 6 12 2 2 18
A»ch«f 5-13 2-2 14 DKAarson 1-10-0 2
Walker 0. Hood 0-4 2-2 2 McCoy 3-5
2 2 11 TotaH 29-60 14-16 81.
KENTUCKY (901

Manuel 4-7 4-4 13, Bwmett 7 9 3 4 17
Lock 5 7 aO 10. Chapman 9-18 2 7 23
OavwHiM 5 9 13 14 23. EN* 2-6 04 4
Maikson 0-0 0-0 0. JankMs 04 04 0. Totals
32 56 22 29 90

^
Halftime - Kentucky 42. M»yland 41

Three po«t aoits - Marjffcm 9-23 (GadM 4-
8. McCoy 3-5 Ardw 2-7 Hood 0-2 Le«M0-
K, Kentucky 4 9 tOwpman 3-7. Mwuel 1-21
Reteundi- Maryland 23 (Maaaantowa Lawa
61. Kentucky 34 (iennett 12) Aaanta -
Maryiartd 15 IGatkn 7). Kentucky It (Manual
0««ndw 5) Total loHlB - Mvyiand 23.
Kentucky 13 A- 16.562.

AST ELK STL
69 9 24
31 66 9

2 33
2 31

40 14 51

9 7 6

18 5

2 7 .

97

121

4

34

powerlifters thraui^tourney
By KASLA BBCKNER

The Villanova powerlifting
team turned in an excellent per-

formance at the 1968 National
Collegiate Powerlifting Cham-
pionahipa, but fell slightly short
of their strong fourth-place finish

in 1967.

Senior veterans Steve Speeder,
Tony Braca, Mike Lucd, John
Mizzi and MarkHarmoncombined
to score a 24-point men's team
total at Temple University on
March 20.

The competition consists of

three basic lifts: the squat, the
bench press apd the deadlift. Each
lifter is given three attempts at

each lift, with the highest weight
lifted in each area added together
to determine the final score.

Speeder captured second place
in the 148 pound weight class with
his 1,322.5 pound total. According
to Spaeder, his 507 pound squat,
330.5 pound bench press and 485
pound deadlift were his best for

the season.

"It was a good meet," Spaeder
said. "The top three competitors
were very close. We all missed our
attempt at 507 pounds in the
deadlift. If any one of us would

have made it. they would have
won."

In the 16S-po(iifd.4reight daas,
Braca set a pertonal best ftr

himself in the siiiiil wHh his

473.&iK)und effort "The compe-
tition was tough tdday. There
were some great lifttrt here/'

Braca said. "I think I just needed
a little more strength on mv
second attempts in the bencn

and deadlift."

Lucad ind Miaii both placed

high in tlie 161 pound weight
cfana. Uied UMk fifth with a MSB
pound lolil and Mini came in

seventh with a 1,444 pound total

Lttod had hia bait deadlift and
bench press with lifts of 584
pounds and 352.5 pounds,
respectively.

"My squat wasn't as good as I

hadexpected,"Lucci8aid. Lucd

(Photo ttyBtckner}

ViUanova's powerliftiiig team, conaistiiig of five seniors, competed
in the NCAA champkmshipB at Temple March 20.

4^

Dr* Edward Teller
WORLD RENOWNED PHYSICIST SPEAKS ON

THE ENERGY
EVOLUTION

I

April 11, 7:30 p.m.
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

All Students
Invited FREE

Dr. Edward Teller is a Senior Research
Fellow, Hoover Institution and advisor to

International Strategic Defense.

Sponsored by department of physics and the Energy
Education Advisory Council of Philadelphia Electric

Company.

Enctfir

F«

Public invkedftc*

by Villanova Univcnity in coopcntioa with ih*

A<lvH0iy Council of Philadciphii Ekcoic Cbnpmy
and EnginMfi (br Stnw. Enc^, Inc. (SC,)

brfanMCkn CaH Ai*a Webb ttl5) MI-171S

V;tf.to Sweet 16
(OrnHnutdfrompagil)

Ahead 56-46 with a mere three

minutes remaining, Coach Lou
Henaon*s team missed the front

end of five one-andiones, shooting

a dismal 3-11 from the foul line

down the stretch. The Fightinj^

mini left the door wide open for

a V.U. comeback, and the Cats
roared through, storming to a 66-

63 miracle win.

'*It boils down to two things,"

a dejected Henson said, "They
made their three-point shots and
tHtir free throws, and we missed
ours. That was the ball game."

Indeed, despite Illinois*blunders

on the foul Kne, Tft^ still needed
a tremendous shooting cfiort at

the end to catch the Dtini. The
Wildcats hit 6-10 three pointers in

the second half, including their

last four in a row.

"I've never seen a team shoot

that way at the end of a ballgame,"

said lUinois guard Kendall Gill,

"All the shots went down for

them. They really played a great

game and they deserved it."

Actually, however, the Wild-

cats' effort over the first 35
minutes was less than great.

Villanova broke out on top early

to a 15-7 lead, but the Illini went
on a 23-5 run over the last 10

minutes of the first half, coasting

to a 30-20 halftime lead.

The height and quickness of the

Illinois backcourt stifled Villano-

va's perimeter game, disrupting

almost every Wildcat shot. In the

first twenty minutes Mark
Plansky, Doug West and Kenny
Wilson, 'Nova's three top outside

shooters, were a combined 1-10

from beyond the paint.

Though the Wildcats' shooting
' heated up somewhat in the second

half, Illinois appeared to be in

co||trol, maintaining a double-

digit lead. V.U. put together
several mini-runs, even cutting

the lead to five at one point, but
for each instance Illinois seemed
to have an answer. That is,

however, until they hit the charity
stripe.

While Illinois was trying' to

figure out how to make a foul shot,

Plansky, Wilson and senior co-

captain Pat Enright were pumping
in three-pointers at the other end
to get 'Nova back into the game.
The team's' best three-pointer,

though, may have been the one
Plansky was unable to get off.

With four seconds left in the

gameand the Wiklcats trailing 63-

62, Plansky put a sweet "up" fake
on Gill, drawing theguard into the.

air and causing him to commit a
foul. The senior forward then
calmly knocked down both free

throws to put 'Nova ahead for

good.

"If he didn't go for the fake L
probably would have given him
anotherone," Plansky said, "Then
I would have just went up for it."

"It was a good fake," admitted
Gill, "I went for it and I shouldn't

have."

Rodney Taylor, who finished

with 10 pointsand eight rebounds,
sealed the Wildcat win with two
last-second free throws. Sopho-
more Tom Greis grabbed a game-
high 13 rebounds and his 16 points

tied him with Plansky for scoring

honors.

"The effort this evenmg was
one of the finest I have ever

witnessed," said an emotional

Massimino, "Either as a coach or

as a spectator."

Pawprints ...

— The Wildcats advanced to

the second round with a solid 82-

74 . win over the Arkansas
Razorbacks.

Villanova opened up a 40-33

^ halftime lead at the half, but the

Razorbacks hung tough, making
it close towards the end.

West finished with 22 points

and Wilson added 17 in the victory

which upped Massimino's record

in first round NCAA Tournament
games to 9-0.

— With the win over Illinois,

Villanova earned the right to meet
Kentucky in the Southeast
R^onal semifinal on March 24
in Birmingham, AL. The other

semifinal matchup pits the Okla-

homa Sooners against the Louis-

ville Cardinals.
— West, the Wildcats leading

scorer, was forced to watch much
of the second half from the bench
with a mild concussion. With 5:26
left* in the first half, the Junior

guard was inadvertently kicked in

the head by Illinois center Jens
Kujawa. The injury is not serious

and West is expected to be ready

for the regionals.
-— The Wildcats comeback was

even more incredible when you
consider it came without the
services of three regulars. Both
Greis and Gary Massey had fouled

out with overtwo minutes remain-
ing while West was on the bench
with the concussion. >

(Photo t^

CenterTom Greis uses the ban-fake before goiag strong to the basket.
Rodney Taylorand Barry Bekkedanlookon, (above). ForwardRodney
Taylor prepares for a monster jam against the Ariumsas Razorbacks,
(below).

(Photo by ScanctnKa)

(Continuedfrom page 32)

Wake Forest Head Coach Joe
Sanchez was faced with the dif-

ficult task of motivating his team
to rebound from a 34-21 deficit.

"At the half, I toU them we had
to put two good games into one
half and play as hard as we can.

We had some first half road jitters

that we had to get over. We stayed

with our game, took our jumpers
and controlled the boards in the

second half," said Sanchez.

Unfortunately for 'Nova, the

Demon Deacons did settle down.
Their guards, Kathy Wille and
Alice Neal, contested every pass
and every shot, fordiig the Cats
into several turnovers and missed
shots.

Wake's inside players then
clamped down on Angelotti and
Oaten (six second half points

combined). This improved
defense, coupled with cold Villan-

ova shooting, led to the six

minute scoreless period late in the

game that turned it around.

"That (the scoreless streak)

was the turning point of the

game," said Perretta. "We got

some good shots in that period, we
just did not put them in the

basket. They tightened up the

defense on Lisa (Angelotti) and let

the other kids shoot.

"Their guards shot well, pene-

trated and played good defense.

Their shooting opened up the

inside game."

Angelotti led 'Nova with 18
points, followed by Oaten with
ten, Beth Pasik with nine and
Teresa Pasik with six.

Villanova finished the season
. 20-10.

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

SU/VV\AER SESSIONS '88

GIADU/KR
ud UNDERGRADIMIE

COUISES

ENGINEERING
NATHENATICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
NiUrURAL SCIENCE
LIBRARY SCIENCE

LANGUAGES
COUNSELING
EDUCATION
HUNANmES
THE ARTS

smI EVENING
CLASSES

f\f:mn(;
SKSSION

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Wednesday,

June 29

Friday,

July 1

to

Monday,

August 1

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Monday,

August 1

For summer Bulletin, write:

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Or, if you piefor, ciN:

CONTINUOUS REGISTRimON
until the day before

each session begins.
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Vote Sean Closkey

for president
We are pleased that we had such difficulty deciding

whom to endorse for Student Government presidoit. We
also realize we had the option not to endorse either

candidate. However, research has shown us» along with
attitudes and perspectives presented during the presiden-

tial debate, that the best person to fill the presidency is

Sean Closkey.

Closkey has a realistic approach to the issues and
understands University process. He is the current
assistant secretary of internal affairs of Student
Government and is the sole student chairperson of a
Senate committee. He has shown the ability to unite
insight and initiative in order to address specific studf»it

needs, for instance, the creation ofSACC [Social Activities

on Campus Committee] to attempt to remedy the lack
of social events on campus.

His innovative Spring Festival proposal, although not
perfected, demonstrates to us that he has the capacity
to adequately address issues and the enthusiasm to spark
interest and participation in both administration and
students. Closkey personally accepts the responsibilities

of his projects and refuses to yield to the administrative
obstacles placed before him. The cancellation of the Spring
Festival has not discouraged him, but in fact igniter! his
new Casino Night proposal.

Closkey has seen his own ideas develop. Terise Fusco,
as vice president, takes credit for the accomplishments
of others while dismissing the failures she has supervised.

At first glance, Fusco appears very experienced and
well-rounded in Student Government affairs and
University issues. However, through interviews, the
presidentiaPdebate and research, Fusco's credentials fall

short and simply become resume supplements.
In Fusco's campaign, she erroneously leads students

to believe she has actually been a major force in the
political journal, student directory, the report on coed
dorms, the honor code proposal and student protest of

the budget proposal. She uses her supervisory position

as vice president to pad her credentials with any and
all issues successfully addressed by others during her
term. The political journal was in fact the brainchild of

current president Phil Brach and student senator John
B. Lewis, not Fusco. Her name is not even a part of the
staff box. While Fusco appears in the Student Directory
staff listing, she fails to acknowledge that Chris Wnuk
was the ultimate driving force in this project. Moreover,
she consistently criticizes the department of internal
affairs, of which Closkey is assistant secretary, yet lists

the coed dorm report, submitted by this department, as
one of her achievements. She has yet to attend a meeting
to establish an honor code proposal, which is organized
and led by Kristin Switala. While Fusco was in fact a
part of the recent budget proposal protest, she was in

no way, shape or form the architect.

Perhaps Fusco's supervisory role reflects her belief

in keeping within the operating system. She seems content
to perpetutate the legacy she has been handed by the
reform government founded two years ago. But unlike
predecessors Joe Allman and Phil Brach, Fusco appears
complacent and all too willing to accept the word of
administration without challenge. Optimism is important,
but focus is essential, and Fusco lacks this balancing
direction.

Closkey, in contrast, has a clear vision which has
been sharpened by skepticism about student-
administration relations. He understands the main issue
facing students today is the existence of the "Villanova
way," the pervasive feeling that nothing is ever changed
at Villanova and that students are treated as children.

While Fusco views student apathy as a form of
contentment, Closkey recognizes it as a frustration which
has been stifled by the weight of the Villanova bureau-
cracy. Closkey advocates change where Fusco remains
content.

Closkey is not perfect, nor does he claim to be. He
exhibits perhaps too much idealism in his guaranteed
student basketball ticket proposal. Our main question and
challenge is whether Closkey will follow through on his
rhetoric of student protest, demonstration and student
unification.

We hope that he will exhibit the dedication that Fusco
has shown in her years of service, but with the more
focused vision he has displayed in debate and interviews.

Hopefully, Fusco will remain an integral part of
Student Government and she and Ck)skey will work
together to serve the students.

However, Clo^cey's overall stand and campaign
clearly indicate to us that he is the only candidate with
direction, practicality, substance and realism. Fuaco will

give the Webster's definition of a leader and what a
president should be, but CkMkey will fulfOl it.
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Letter
It is disappointing that I must

withdraw from the University

Senate race. The election rules

state that one must be a second

semester sophomore to run and
hold a Senate position.

Several students and leaders

(with good intentions) encouraged
me to run. They felt the rules

would be changed in time for the

election. Since this did not happen,
I cannot hold the position as a

senator this year.

I am hopeful to remain involved
with Student Government.
This has been a great experience

and thanks to all of you for your
help and support.

Michelle Bogosian
Class-of 1991

Quote

of

Note
Every nation has the govern-

ment it deserves.

— Joseph de Maistre
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iositey supported
By MICHELLE aCCOLO

As an executive cabinet member of this

rar^t Student Govenunent. I fully support
Sean Clqskey for student body president.

Having forked with both candidates. I am
ooQviiioed that Sean is the leader who has
shown his ability toget things accomplished.
The students at Villanova need to be well-

informed about both candidates in order to
cast an educated vote. Here follows some
inside information on this year's Student
Govmunent. In every administration there
are people who idealistically talk about
issues and there are people who realistically

get things done. Sean is the type of person
who gets things done. Sean represents
progress.

Both candidates claim to have worked on
many of the same issues. This can be
misleading and confusing. The Student
Government's executive branch has five

major departments. Each department has a
secretary and an assistant secretary to lead

the department. These leaders are directly

responsible for the work done on issues
within their department. Out of respect for

my colleagues, I feel obliged to give credit

, to those who truly deserve credit.

Terise Fusco, as this year's vice president,

has claimed responsibility for many of the
things done by the different departments.
She claims to have "led a government •to

a student directory, a report on coed dorms,
a political journal, a model for a used book
sale, a protest and numerous academic
policy reports." She claims to have overseen
projects such as the voter registration drive,

and "a restructuring of the university
budget process."

These projects were not done by Terise.

The student directory was Chris Wnuk's
accomplishment. The political journal was
Phil Brach and John Lewis' project. Mark
Holobetz and Kristen Switala are responsible
for the academic policy reports. The budget
protest was led primarily by Brach, Lewis

and Hok)betz. The voter registration drive

was Fatrifda Marzulli's accomplishment.

More than 80 pertient of the work done
on the successful completion of the coed

dorms report was produced by Sean Clos-

key's department. The preparation for next

year's used book salewas alsodone by Sean's

department.

In summary. Terise has not initiated any
of these projects and many more of those

she claims responsibility for. She was not

directly involved in most of the departments

as she attended very few of the department

meetings. It is not enough for a leader to

sit back and watch.

Sean, as assistant secretary of the internal

affairs department, has been directly

involved. Sean is the chairperson of the

student life committee of the University

Senate. He was appointed chairperson by the

administrators who acknowledge and
respect his abilities. Sean is the only student

chairperson of any Senate committee.

Sean's department created the Food
Services Board which meets regularly to

improve the cafeteria services. Sean initiated

the SpriuR Festival proposal. Sean initiated

a proposal for Casino Night, which is an
alcoholic event to be held in Connelly Center.

Sean's department is working on a new
student li>. to be used like a credit card
in the book store, Connelly Center, library

and as a meal card. Sean is also a member
of the I.F.C. [Interfratemity Council]. Sean
has proven his ability to lead and to work
productively.

We need a strong president to deal with
the administration and to lead the Student
Government. Sean has unique ideas of his

own. His plans for next year are creative

but also realistic. Villanova needs a leader

who brings results. Sean Closkey is that

leader. Villanova needs Sean Closkey as our
Student Government president.

Fusco speaks out
By TERISE FUSCO

The president is a member of the Univer-
sity Senate. This person, because he or she
is the leader of the students, is generally

expected to be the most informed and
adequate debater. The goal is to have all 13

student senators effective. I have attended
every Senate meeting since my first year
at Villanova. The knowledge gained from
this would be incredibly helpful to the
students. A strong Senate makes strong
policy for the University. Because few other

universities allow students to take a role in

this process, Villanova has only just begun
to use the Senate effectively.

The situation in which two student
senators who did not attend the Senate
meeting where the budget was approved by
one vote should not have happened. If they
were aware of the work and the importance
of the issues at hand it wouldn't have
happened. Mandatory student caucus meet-
ings must occur prior to every Senate
meeting. At this caucus, the senators report

the issues facing them and the government
cabinet reports their issues of top concern.
We can enhance the entire process of the
Senate and use it to our advantage by more
communication within the government.
A Big East Student Government network

is being formed to allow for the sharing of

ideas, projects and issues. As a leader of the
government this year I am working on this

needed and helpful addition to our governing
process.

More student involvement is imperative.

There is some contentment among the
students, mistaken often times for apathy,

that stems from a qualified government
working for the students. This government
needs the rejuvenation of exciting issues.

The 200 students at our budget protest is

a start. Working on issues that concern the

student has an important role in this also.

The task of the president is to have the
vision for the students. The task of the

president's staff is to address issues of

concern. The president leads the work on
the issues and must have a complete
knowledge of them.
The president must be an effective public

speaker; that person is the voice of the

students. This voice must also have the

ability to work on the issues that may arise,

make the necessary administrative connec-

tions and then work with a staff to solve

the problem.

Leadership and the presidency involves so

much more than work on the issues. Anyone
can talk issues and attempt to work on them.
It is only the best leader who can facilitate

the work of others, instill the correct vision

to achieve a strong focus and meet the goals

of working with the students. The govern-

ment needs more involvement, it needs a
dynamic leader, but most importantly, it

needs a strong voice.

Villanova is beginning next term with a
new University president, numerous new
members of the Board of Trustees, and a

huge fundraising campaign. With this new
leadership and money to deal with we look

forward to a massive development of the

campus. Now is the time for students to be

dynamically involved and get what we want.
With the right type of person representing

us, our needs can be voiced. Leaders
knowledgeable of the administrative process

and familiar with the problems of the system
can work with it to begin Villanova's new
phase out right.

Leading this active role in change, it is

crucial to involve underclassmen. The
student president must be committed to

getting them involved, trained, and able to

work with the administrators. They will

actually see the changes. We all will reap

the future benefits but they will be the

campus leaders for the next four years. This
is vision. This is the educational experience

the University is seeking. Now is the time
for change. Support my experience and my
vision' for this important role.

Presidential debate
}dntinuedfrom page 1) '^•/^'T''
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The Greek system at Villanova
halls. Fusco said that if the was also examined. Closkey, who
system were allowed to work, is a fraternity member, said that
"thecoeducational residence halls the system's benefits clearly
will come." Closkey said that the outweigh its negative aspects. He
system was not working fast cited examples of philanthropy by
enough to bring coeducational the Greek students and said the
residence halls.

Off-campus housing

As to alleviating off-campus

housing problems, Closkey said

system also provides a "social

outlet" for students.

Fusco said that she supported
the Greek system and felt it

that the voter registration drive fulfilled a "very important need"
should be utilized and the Univer- at Villanova. She questions, how-
sity should realize its commitment ever, the alcohol i^ue within the

to more on-campus housing. He system and "the philosophy of the

also said. "The situation is such brotherhood and the fraternity

that students know they are living that would allow drinking that

illegally, landlords know that the would jeopardize your health."

students are living illegally and Fusco also said that the Univer-

therefore take advantage of sity was doing "everything in its

them." power" to control on-campus
Fusco said she realized the need drinking and drinking off-campus

for long-term goals for off-campus at Greek functions. She said that

housing, but felt that short-term the Greeks should bring more of

goals were also necessary. She their social functions, such as

added that there was a need for their TGs [Friday parties] an4
a guide that would explain to formals, back to campus in order

sttulents how to go about finding to control drinking within the

off-campus holising and how to be Greek system,

better neighbors. ^ Closkey. in response to the
Minority atudenu same question, said, "I don't think

The lack of minority students, there are any constraints on
according to Fusco. lies with Greek social life outside fthe

money. She sakl that Villanova camp||]." but added that the

must restructure the budget so University should provide the

that more minorities could receive Greeks with lodges so that more
aid to attend the University, control would be possible. He
Fuaco said. **Jhart are goii« to asserted that these kxiges could

be a maiority of uneducated peo- be built on west campus and could

pie. unless we addren it. and to act as eating dubt.

the Biiaority burden is a burden The structure of the Greek

forthenataaLWe'retDinftDhave system* according to Fusco. is

to pay for them btar in welfare "supreme" and restructuring of

~as>v we're foiiV to have to pay the system is unnecessary. She
farHHSiMiosH^" ssid that Student Gofemment
CkslKyataeiMd that financial weoM weric te bring the Greek

Md MMsr ba iMprnnd ffc addhd lyslisi hsck to campus.

Hial ths iMnd Isok of black Pliiaiiiiili

faeuky mealbers must be PInsadsl sid shsuld he restruc-s said. "They're turid. aoosfdivg to Closksy.

University budget was
restructured.

Student demonstrations .

Fusco said she would support

student demonstrations, such as

the one at the March 25 University

Senate budget meeting, "but only

when working within the system
doesn't work." She cited various

examples of working within the

system that did produce change.

Closkey also said he supports

student demonstrations and said,

"it shows the voice of the stu-

dents." He added, "I think we've
exhausted working on a couple of

issues and maybe we are getting

ready to protest some issues."

Student apathy

Student apathy at Villanova,

according to Closkey, is "certainly

... a problem ... students don't

think they can do anything." He
said this situation stemmed from
a lack of communication on the

part of Student Government.
The 15 to 20 percent of the

student population that votes in

the student elections is better

than the national percentage,

according to Fusco.

She added, "Villanova students

still care about the University

they attend even if they don't

vote." She said that more efforts

to increase communication are

necessary, but that the students

feel "contentment, not apathy."

Student apathy can be alleviat-

ed, according to Fusco, by working
on issues of student concern. Both
candidates agreed that commun-
kration within Student Govern-

ment is poor and needs reform.

Senate debate

ikisBd tiMt bslh shsrt

mTffm
FMseo
BB the

For the student senators, Fusco
.proposed mandating that they
attend student caucus meetings
that would be open to the public.

Closkey said Student Govern-
ment's executive boerd should
have more interactkin with the

asoslsfs so thst

could bs m&n sffsetivs

(Continuedfrom page 1)

scholarship money to deserving

students while emphasizing that

the majority of Villanova students

were upper-middle class and thus

well able to pay the tuition.

Sperduto closed by emphasizing
the need for changes in parking
while explaining that the school

alleged apathy was really a "per-

sonal thing" and that students
who are interested can act if they
wish to do so.

Kousoubris stressed the impor-

tance of the "grass roots" protest-

ing of the students to be made into

united show of strength.

Gross urged an increase of

communication between Student
Government and students while
pointing out such organs of infor-

mation as the Villanovan. Fahr-

man said that what was needed
was a systematic "attack upon the

power brokers" of the University,

such as the administration.
After a five-minute recess,

Reidy called the audience back to

order for the second half of the

debate. The first speaker was
Christine Wnuk, whose creden-

tials included membership to the

Right to Life Committee and
editor of the Student Directory.

She pledged to be a well-informed

senator who would vote intelli-

gently because of her knowledge
of the inner workings of Student
Government.
Arts incumbent Carman noted

her experience and voting record.

She discussed the tuitkm increase,

the need for additional financial

aid and coed housing.

Zahm. the only candidate from
University College, focused his

speech on the issue of financial

difficulty. He sugpfested a halt to

an increase of tuition and critic-

ised the tenators who failed to

apeesr ^t the budget vote.

Bowler expressed a desire to

"fit involved" while explaining

that "serious changes" were
needed. Most of all he expressed

a desire to "try."

After the true/false and short

answer quiz each candidate
answered questions on statements

they had made previously to the
Villanovan. Wnuk was asked
about her role as Student Direc-

tory editor and claimed that she
helped the Student Government
by her listing of its members and
providing a method of commun-
ication between it and the
students.

Bowler again urged student
participation within the system
and if that leads to nowhere, to

go on the outside and protest.

Carman was asked about a

committee she served on investi-

gating Security. She responded

that the committee had inter-

viewed Chief Rowan Kelly, direc-

tor of Security, and would make
their recommendations soon.

Zahm was asked about his

resistance to the "minus" grading
system. He responded that it was
implemented to purposely knock
student G.P.A.'s down and thus
was unfair.

After the floor questions came
the closing statements. Wnuk
proposed that the Senate should
set reasonable goals because of its

limitations.

Carman promised that it would
"not be a risk if you vote for me."

Zahm proposed the formation of

a coalition between the students

and the University to solve the

problems of the budget.

Bowler finished the debate with
a pledge for a new grading system
as well as expressing a desire to

be appointcid to the budget
committee.
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Closkey stresses realism, student unity
(Cm^Hntudfiwm puge 1)

background— I am very much
in touch with students ... Fm
kind of, in manv senses, a regular

guy, a blue cottar worker. And I

think that perspective, in coiyunc-

tion with my experience in Stu-

dmt Government and my knowl-

edge of what's going on and my
intellectual capabilities putsne in

a vary good vantage point to see

problems and to look for

solutions."

Also, Cloakey said he was not

an idealist. *Tbere's a certain

group at ViHanova that bebeves

in this beaotilul place called

Villanova, it's a heaven-type ... I

don't think it's true, and I think

if you buy into that, you're never

going toget there because idealism

. . . furthers one's distance from a

solution to the problem."

What are your specific plans
and goals? II you are elected,

what do you hope to

accomplish?
Closkey listed the elimination of

the University's dormitory visita-

tion policy as a goal, saying that

'a majority of residents oppose it.

"Why you have it is probably

because they need quiet hours.

Well, let's install quiet hours and
get rid of visitation. If you have

a Security problem, let's fix

[that]," he said.

"I am an adult. If I choose to

have someone of the opposite sex

in my room past 12 a.m., that's

my affair," he continued. Ck>skey

also noted that besides Tolentine

Hall, the University offers no
building for men and women to

be together after visitation hours.

Closkey also endorsed guaran-

teeing basketball tickets for stu-

dents, saying that while students

have been told they have to pay
for the duPont Pavilion, they do
not all get to see the games played

inside it.

Closkey also wants to create

partial scholarships of $500 to

$1000 for upperclassmen which
would be baised on ftnanoal fac-

tors and academic merit. *To a

student, $500 is .. .a fetdmoiiey/V
he said. While the University is

plamdng to increase finaiMaal aid

in thr future with an indfwwnt
campaign, it has no short-run

solution for the financial aid

shorti«e, said Closkey. "A lot ol

studenta are definitely in need d
it," he said. He added that the

program would not seriously

affect the University's ''budgeting

structure."

Closkey also supports ongoing
work on an honor code lor the

honors program, which is current-

ly being done by Student Govern-

ment members and honors stu-

dents. He would like to apply the

code to the entire University. "We
need to reaffirm that Villanova

has integrity and we are an
academic institution with honor,"

he said. He also said that an honor

code would aid Villanova students'

reputation in the eyes of corporate

recruiters.

He also said, "Let's get out to

Radnor Township and let's use

the votes that we registered this

year during the recent Student

Government voter registration

drive." He added that Villanova

students could be a force in k)cal

elections and also could force local

politicians to listen to them more
frequently.

He also said he wants to con-

tinue work on social life improve-

ments. He cited the Spring Fes-

tival, which he said was recently

cancelled, by the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A. University pres-

ident, as an example. He added
that "Casino Night," is currently

being considered. Also, he said

that proposed changes in student

I.D., currently being considered

by the social life committee of the

internal affairs committee would

allow ornnizations to card stu-

dents at tlie door, thus permitting

otganintions to hold social activ-

ities on shorter notice.

He also proposed working on
alternate meal plans, citing that

such alteriuitiYes are possible

without additional financial

burden on the university.

Being a part of Sivdoat

men! do yoa tliink need
iniasovaBOttt?
Ckwkey said Student Govern-

ment has to do a better job of

promoting itself in order to gain
student support and "more
strength.'* He added that the
orgiuuzation needs to promote
itself as agroup that can "actually

cause progress."

Ckxikey also said that Student
Government needs to establish

better contacts with the students.

"We often" don't address "all

their needs," he commented.
Closkey also named issues Stu-

dent Goverment should address,

including coed dormitories and
tuition.

He also said Student Govern-

ment would improvje if it was
more aggressive ana if it "takes

stands." He added, "Let's have a

good sit-in or two over a budget,"

and continued, "Let's voice our
opinion louder ... make it very

difficult to ignore the student

body."

What do you think Student
Government should focus on
during the conaing year?
Closkey said Student Govern-

ment should focus on the issues

he had already mentioned and on
Student Government's interaction

with the student body. "We have
to get out there ... we are working
for them ... we're too far

removed."
He also noted a need to improve

the organization's public relations

and suggested coosultiBg with
Univenty marlLetins proKssors;

he also jprOMsed other wsys of

involvinf tiiculty in Student
Government
WImt la dM moat laqKarlaat
laaaa IMag rtaJiiiHs today?
"Addressing th^ 'VilUnova

Way* as an issue, the way that

thiqpdon't change, hoone listens

and students are treated like

children -* that's got to change,

that in itself is an issue," 8&
Closkey.

"We (Student Government)
come upwith Bumy ideas, woridng
proposals ... but we don't see the

tangiUeevidence of our work," he

ad<M. He said that Student
Government has to convert issues

into "changes" by uniting stu-

dents behind Student Govern-

ment. *Xet's force a change," he

said.

Closkey said he blames the

administration for the "Villanova

Way." He said, "Our reports and
our proposals have been put ...

in the closet." The administration

has to stop treating students like

children and "address us as
adults," he added.

He continued, "Is that reflecting

well on the University if you say,

we're [the administration] pump-
ing out 1 ,800 adults each year, but

we don't think that they're capa-

ble of handling any decisions of

their own, especially social deci-

sions?" he said.

Do you feel student apathy is

a problem at Villanova? If so,

what would you do to correct
it? If not, why not?

"Yes, it is a problem . . . because,

in all truth, no one is listening.

Or if they listen . . . they're being

rather patronistic," said Closkey.

He added, "To change it, we're

going to have to show the students

that you can actually do some-
thing, because I don't think we
have shown the students that

changes will result. I mean, what
have they 8ttn?"

Do yoa laatimdtiila, thtMigli

adagnala voice fai Uahrara^ty

'Oh, thay have a
but it deeaat do them ma fBOd.

The prsblem la not, qa tbey

generate rqpoita andhlimmaHon
and do tlMqr haire adeguikt faiior

nation on which to %iac an
intellectual, comactegt dedskm
oft ... The problem is, what
happens once they creale this

report — normatty, notiung^"
^

If elected, what praimaale
woiikl yott raiae for ddbate fai

the Unhrenity Sente? What
would you try to get the
Senate to pass?
. Closkey included visitation,

academic scholarships and "most

probably" new student LD. He
also spoke of the idea of having

faculty living in residence halls.

He said the planning and prior-

ities committee has to find a way
ojf alleviating the financial aid

crisis for the short term.

He also added the idea of involv-

ing faculty in improving the

cultural life on campus.

What do you feel Student
Government's attitude
toward the adminiatration
should be?
"... I think the view we have

right now is fine: we should view
them as people we are working
with. But the key has to be
working with [them] as equals, or

at least on some scale that is not
presently ... presently, it's way
off-balance."

He continued, "So, what we
have to do, then, is come back and
say, 'If you treat us like children,

we aregoing to make life miserable
for you. We are no longer going
to be passive. We're going to be
aggressive, we're going to go out
and we're going to protest."

Fusco emphasizes communication
(Continuedfrom page 1)

for three years and I'm not at all

burnt out."

What are your specific plans
and goals if you become pres-
ident? What do you hope to

accomplish?
"Lobbying. I think that's a big

thing. We need to do it with the

administrators, we need to do it

with the students, we need to do
it with the local government,
national and state governments,

also," replied Fusco.

Fusco stressed the importance

of a dynamic and active Student

Govei'nment. "We need more
people going to the township
meetings. I've gone to three meet-

ings this year to familiarize myself

and to qualify me more for the

presidency. We need more people

there," Fusco said.

She added that contact with the

legislature can help in issues in

financial aid, zoning laws and
restrictions that are related to the

drinking age such as the frequent-

ing law [which states that people

under 21 may not frequent drink-

ing establishments].

"With constant lobbying maybe
we can get that changed. Also,

lobbying can do so much for the

University public relations-wise,"

Fusco explained.

She continued, "Another thing

I really feel needs work on is, and
will be done whether I am the

president or not, is restructuring

the budget process. Through that,

we will be able to hit the financial

aid issue once again."

Fusco explained her plans.

"What I'm working on with Phil^

Maurone (chairman of the'

Senate), is to get a person from

financial affairs on the planning

and priorities committee. Because
of that, theplanningand priorities

committee will have that base

with which they can prioritiae

what the Univwaity
can affoid."

She said that the next step

would be to pick, along with the

students on the committee, "the
five top priorities, not 30 like they
have now, but pick five and meet
them. Then, if the budget does not

meet them, the budget does not

pass."

Fusco's third main goal is

improvement of social life. She
said she plans to have a committee
working on a "social life

renaissance."

Being a part of Student
Government for the past year,
what parts ofStudent Govern-
ment do you think need
improvement? How would
you go about improving it?

Fusco responded that the inter-

nal affairs department "definite-

ly" needed improvement.
"That's the most popular depart-

ment for volunteers and there's a

problem because they don't use
them. They haven't done enough
recryiting and that is definitely a

fault . . . They've only worked on
one issue this year. Just recently,

right before the election, they

started working on others," said

Fusco.

Fusco said the issues addressed
under internal affairs are those

students care about, such as
residence life, social life, parking
and security.

She explained, "I'm the vice

president, so therefore it's my job

to lead them, but no matter how
much pressure I put on them to

get other issues done, it is their

responsibility and they chose not

to.

Fusco also said the public rela-

tions department needs restruc-

turing inA focus in order to he
effective in ktbbying.

Analaer area for aapiovemsBt,
acoordiag to Fuaco, is fwtfraal

affairs. "The Univenity nsads Is

takean aMNre rols with <ill«€

.I'l

ii« lapHiina

at Villanova who will place stu-

dents lotteried off campus," she

explained.

What do you think Student
Government should focus on
for the next year?
Fusco cited lobbying as an all-

comprehensive focus since it

includes every single department.

"That's really what the stu-

dents need to do, they need to

make the connection with the

administrators . . . And it's the

fault of the government this year

that we didn't do it the way we
should have," she added.

What is the most important
issue facing students at the
moment?

"I'd say financial aid, but actu-

ally I'm not so sure that's the most
important issue to Villanova
students, but it is," said Fusco.

She explained, "This is what I

feel about financial aid: We need
more minorities here ... they're

reaching a majority in America,

but yet if we don't provide them
with financial aid, they will not

be educated so later on we're going

to have to pay for them through

welfare."

She added, "It's kind of scary

the cycle that the country's get-

ting into because the minority is

a burden for the nation and
therefore it's a burden for

Villanova.

"I think we have to get serious

about financial aid, we've got to

get serious about getting minor-

ities," Fusco said.

She also stressed social life.

"Students should have to struggle

with academics, but shouldn't

have to atrugple with social life.

As a gswermaant, we really naad
to put ptessure on other groups,

and the govemamnt and the
Univanity to piwddi tham with
tacial Ufe that's a lala. healthy.

VI

Senate debate and would like

to see passed?
Fusco listed planning and prior-

ities, restructured budget process,

bookstore policy and coed dorms.
"I think coed dorms should be

brought up again aod debated and
decided. I think that for three
years we've been working and I

think it must be decided. If it has
to go to Senate debate, it has to

go to Senate debate. If it's going
to be a policy issue, then we're
going to have to make it a policy

issue," Fusco said.

Do you feel student apathy is

a problem at Villanova, and if

so, what would you do to
correct it? If not, why do you
feel it is not a problem?

"People always say that. I don't
think Villanova students are
apathetic. They have proven that
by being so involved with other
people, all the charity efforts,"

said Fusco.

She continued, "But, I'd say
issue-wise, maybe they are. In
dealing with that, all we can do
is niake them aware of what's
going on. Better public relations

department, getting our political

journal off the ground will make
them more aware."
Fusco said that awareness is

the first step to solving this
problem, followed by constant
recruitment efforts, such as dorm-
storming.

Do you feel students have mi
voice in Uaiveraity

4gMM«il f^

"Yes, absolutely, our govern-
ment is a BKNiel for other univer-
sities and I have met with atudent
body praaidenta aad vice praai-

denu from acrom the country '. .

.

aad at no other uaiveraity md I

fhid stttdiiiu ahfe lo decide on
policy with the Bamd of Truatsss.
witkadgHgiMrtiMi, with faculty

vmfkmr ntim Pum.
FUMO dtaariM VllUnoya'a

Student Government as "very
unique, very adequate," but said

the organization needs to be used
properly. She again stressed con-

stant lobbying as a way to reach
this goal.

What do you feel Student
Government's attitude should
be toward administration?
Fusco responded, "It's got to be

positive. They're here for us, too.

Students forget that. We've got to

always be positive. They're just

people."

emnpmgfi
charged
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Student Government presiden-

tial candidate Sean Closkey's
campaign violated rules pertain-

ing to the posting of campaign
materials and had sanctions
placed upon his campaign Wed-
nesday by the election commis-
sion, according to a letter sent to

CIpskey by the commission.
The violation concerned posting

campaign materials in locations

other than those specifically out-

lined in the "election laws guiding
all Student Government elec-

tkxas," which was compiled by
Student Government and reviaad
by the alectioo ooaumaaion for the
current year.

The sanctions p||ned an Cles-
key, aooardiag to the elactiea
_ _ _ • • • « a .
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impounded
Fusco admits trashingpaper

^'^
(photo by Shafie)

These members of Pi Kappa Phi seem weU on their way to winning the tree-sitting contest during

Greek Week.

Budget approved despite

„^ ByitEVIN^^FBlStL
H^Pf^ > Assitkmt Sews Edihr

Despite a student protest of

nearly 200 people, the University

ryoted March 25 to approve

thMMGpiing budget for the 1988-

89fcai^nic year by a vote of 17-

16. tlNi bild^t inchides an aver-

age tuition mcrease of over 10

percent.

Two student representatives,

Arts Se;nator Robert Brancatella

and University Collie Senator

Mark Wible, were not present.

Carolyn Lea. Senate secretary,

said neither had an excused

absence. Brancatella and Wible

were not available for comment
Tuesday. The remaining student

senators voted unanimously
agamst the budget proposal.

Student protestors
Prior to the meetiiig, many

students filed into the West
Lounge of Dougherty Hall to

attend the ensuing debate.

Members of Student Goverment
distributed signs protesting, "We
don't want to take a hike," "Tui-

tion increase— say no!" and other

slwans.

Qy the time the meeting was
called to order, students had
completely surrounded the Senate

table and filled the back of the

room.

The Senate oroceedings
Alvin A. Clay, chairman of the

Senate budget committee and
dean of the College of Commerce
and Finance, said, "the total

budget is $110 million . . . it's the

highest budget we've ever had. It

includes an average tuition

increase of over 10 percent, a 4

percent increase in room and
board costs, an 8 percent increase

in faculty salary and a 6 percent

increase in staff salary."

He later added, "This budget is

not the best, but it's a good one.

"The Senate budget committee

recommends that the Senate
approve the budget as prepared by

the administration," Clay said. He
added that the committee voted in

favor of the proposal by a vote of

(Continued on page 8)

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

As of Wednesday night, the

results of the Student Govern-

ment presidential elections were
impounded until Dr. Richard A.

Neville, vice president of Student

Life, reaches a decision on what
action should be taken regarding

several complaints lodged against

both campaigns.

Both Neville and the Rev. John
P. Stack. O.S.A., dean of students,

were notified of the impounding
Wednesday night.

Mike Delzotti, election commis-

sioner, said that Neville "has to

decide whether the Senate has to

be convened and vote on this

matter . . . we've [the elections

committee]gone from a regulating

body to a recommending body

now."
He explained that two closed

meetings were held by the elec-

tions commission Wednesday in

response to certain campaign
factors and a request made by

Neville that a decision be made.

Detzotti described the first

meeting as a pre-meeting, set up
primarily to filter ideas through

the group. He said, however, that

the second meeting lasted four

hours.

Delzotti explained the function

of ^ the meeting as "to make a

recommendation from the elec-

tions committee to the vice pres-

ident for Student Life as to what
should happen with the presiden-

tial election, if anything at all."

He said there were a number of

specific recommendations made
by Neville and Stack, though the

committee was not restrained to

^^^^'
(Continued on page 4)

Senate
results in

By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant News Editor

The three senators elected for

the Collie of Liberal Arts are

Diane Carman, Christopher

Sperduto and Christine Wnuk.
Gregg Bowler, Ken Fahrman

and Claudine Liss won the sena-

torial positions in the College of

Commerce and Finance. The three

were unopposed.

Phil Kousoubris won the posi-

tion of Science senator and John

Zajin won the position of Univer-

sity College senator. Both ran

unopposed.
Th^re were no candidates for

the positions of engineering, nurs-

ing and law school senators.

Modern sculpture

vandalized
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By LAURA STEVENS
Staff Reporter

On March 26, the sculpture,

"The Awakening," by Jay Dugan,
was found partially destroyed.

The vandalism was reported to

Security at 11 :33 p.m. by Connelly

Center manager Greg Perrin.

Resident Assistant Christopher

DeCotiis witnessed "some people

hanging around" the statue. Chief

Kelly said.

In response to questions about

possible motives. Kelly said,

"There's no legitimate reason to

have destruction like this." He
indicated no specific leads on the

vandals, saying. "I don't even

know if there were Villanova

students involved."

Dr. Richard Neville, vice pres-

ident for student life, was also

unwilling to indicate a specific

perpetrator or motive. He was.

however, sure that the action was
deliberate. "The sculpture is very

stable and it took several people

to commit the act," he said.

Neville did indicate that "we do

have several leads" currently

being pursued by Radnor Town-
ship police.

Neville reported extensive com-

munity protest over the vandal-

ism. "People have responded
negativ<!ty to the destruction,"

and he said he hoped that the

incident would "make the com-

munity aware of how mindless

and destructive vandalism can

be"
(Continued on page 6)

P.E.C. reportmay play role in V.U. 's future

t

.' ByDANTEJ.SCALA
NtmEHtor

The Proniun Evaluatkm Com-
mittae [PECrs final report, whidi

is currently being distributed to

the Univenity community, could

wield influence Ofver Villanova's

nitiirs, aooofvQg to ur. Anfeio

Amenti. the ooAunittee's chair-

pawn, A|»il&
Anaenti earimatrd that the

ol theiapaft wonld be a

analysis of the University by the

PEC. It was charged in fall 1965

by University President the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.SA, to eval-

uate all academic and non-

academic programs and "arrive at

resource allocation reoonunenda-

tiona on a prqgram-by-pnnram
basis." according to a PEC

theAccor4iiiC to AraMnti,
PEC'S

dormitory
— improving services offered by

Security, Food Services, Falvey

MemcHTial Library and Financial

Aid
Other PEC recommendations

are concerned with the lack of

interior space on canipus, the

oonstnictioa ol an academic office

builAi^ hnpiwing the Universi-

ty's ooaMutment to writing and

other analytical akiUs at the

trndeiiradnale lewei and creating

a wmrsi nine-hour load for

faculty involved in graduate

thePBC
far fiHunal aavinti and

ipaiurtivity in both

Fixed- Pie Mandate
Env\fonfY\«rx+a.\ Coni>VftintS

f-
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April 15

Campus
organizations

Please return your activities forum

sheet for the 1988 New Student Orien-

tation Program to the Dean of Students

Office in Dougherty Hall no later than

today. If your organization has not

received a form, stop up in 213 Dough-

erty Hall and pick up one.

April 16

Dance Ensemble

Kick into spring with the best legs

on campus! The Villanova Dance

Ensemble will present its eighth annual

Spring Dance Concert this week in the

Jake Nevin Field House. The show will

begin at 8 p.m. The dancers have

prepared their own numbers as well as

a modern piece by a guest choreographer

that promises to please!

Montclaire College dancers are fea-

tured this year as special guests of the

ensembie. as well. General admission

tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for

students and senior citizens. They can

be purchased at the Connelly Center

Ticket Office. Join us on Saturday night

for a dance fantasia that you cannot

miss.

FIJI carwash

The pledges of FUI will be holding a

charity car wash today from 9 a.m. to

2 p.m. at the Atlantic gas station on

Lancaster Avenue in Rosemont across

from St. Thomas of Villanova. The cost

is $4 or $2 with student I.D. All proceeds

go to The Daemion House in Philadel-

phia. So have your car looking groovy

for spring and make a donation to a

worthy cause.

Homeless Committee

Are you looking for a productive way
to spend a Saturday? Are you tired of

the same old stuff? Why don't you

volunteer to help out with environmen-

tal projects for the homeless. We need

you to join us April 16, 23 and May 1.

Please sign up in Campus Ministry if

you are interested.

April 17

iMdraly

The annual A.C.S. tprif« Road RiUy
will be held today. The ttaitinp tine

it 8:30 a.in. in the tfludl packaag lot

acraat ffwn theJake Ntvin Atld Houie.
Sign up in the AX^. Ofte, Batas 215

TlH oait ia H par

a
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April 18

New student

theatre group

We are making progress in organizing

Villanova's new. student-run theatre

group. This exciting, long-awaited new
activity will provide students with

opportunities to perform, to direct and

to produce original work. Tonight's

meeting will be at 9 p.m. in the West
Lounge in Dougherty Hall. Topics

include: election of officers, ratification

of our constitution and selection of a

name.
Our first meeting in March was a

success! Bring your ideas, enthusiasm

and a friend tonight. New members are

welcome.

Arab and Islamic club

There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in

the Honors Seminar Room on the fourth

floor of the Falvey Memorial Library.

Balloon Day plans will be finalized and
International Day will be discussed.

April 19

U.S. Leadership in

Space seminar

The Common Heritage Institute and

nine other departments and programs

at Villanova will co-sponsor a seminar

entitled "Onward and Upward: Reas-

serting U.S. Leadership in Space. A
discussion of the New American Space

Policy." The seminar, to be held from

4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Connelly Center

Cinema, will feature four speakers who
will focus on specific aspects of the new
space policy released by the Reagan

Administration earlier this vear.

GE Astro-Space is also a corporate co-

Isponsor of the seminar. The Common
Heritage Institute considers the seminar

an excellent starting point for what we
hope will be a continuing educational

program at Villanova on space policy.

A 4 p.m. reception in the Cinema lobby

will preceed the seminar.

April 20

Carol Everett

to appear

Well known abortion clinic operator

turned pro-lifer Carol'Everett will be on

campus to speak of her personal expe-

riences and give t behind-the-scenes

kick at an abortion dinic.

She will also speak d how and why
she gave up her clinic to ioin the fight

for life. Her popular tour of cdkm
campueet win bhi« her toVabMvaM
1^> p.ai. is the Coonefly Center

'

ma. It is interesting, and tt is free.

College RepuubHcans BaHoon Day

There will be a meeting at ^4 p.m. in

the Bryn Mawr Room in the Connelly

Center. This witt be a very important

meeting in which officers for next year

will be elected and the upcoming
Pennsylvania Primary will be discussed.

Please make an effort to attend this

meeting which will be one d the final

meetings of the year.

April 21

Spanish Cli^b

The Spanish Club will be electing

new officers for next year at 12:45 p.m.

in St. Thomas Hall Room 201. Anyone
interested is urged to attend.

Musicians needed

Campus Ministry is looking for

vocalists and instrumentalists to sing

and play at the Baccalaureate Mass. If

interested, come to our rehearsal at 7

p.m. in the Main Chapel, or stop by the

Campus Ministry office in the basement

of St. Rita's Hall. Senior standing is not

required!

April 25

Spot bid sale in

Philadelphia

The U.S. General Services Adminis-

tration announced that it will be holding

another of its very popular Spot Bid

sales in Philadelphia. 100 lots of used

personal property will be offered for

sale, including wood and metal office

furniture, office equipment and secret-

arial sets (chairs, desks and typewri-

ters). The Spot Bid will feature 24 used

automobiles including late model, con-

fiscated vehicles. Featured vehicles:

Mercedes Benz (2), Porche (2), Chevrolet

Corvetee, Ford Mustang, Suzuki Motor-

cycle and an International Transtar

Tractor. The property listed for this sale

is located at the Federal Personal

Property Exchange, 15th Street and

Washington Avenue, in Philadelphia.

Inspection may be made at the site on

April 21 and 22, from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Bidding will start promptly lit 9 a.m.

on April 25. Complete information on

property for sale and inspection is

available by calling GSA on (215) 597-

4369, or contacting GSA's Federal

Supply Service Bureau, Property Man-
agement Sales Office, Room 5156, 9th

and Market streets, Philadelphia 19107.

Please ask for a copy of sates notice

3FBPS-88-32.

Spriig break 11

AppUcatioBS for ViUaaova Union

in the Umm Offioe. Help plHi,

minmmtMi ytm*% trip.

dveAprflZt.

Come to BaUoon Day on April 19. It

will bcipn at ll'^dO a.m. and will last

until 4:30 p.m. All the booths and the

excitement will be in Kennedy Mall. Be

a part of the fun. If you missed both

of the informational meetings and

would like to be involved, stop by

Campus Ministry sometime soon.

Sunshine Day

Please stop at Room 121 Tolentine

Hall today if you have not already signed

up to take part in Sunshine Day on April

23. We need to be sure of how many
one-to-one volunteers, game organizers

and others we have to spend the day

with the underprivileged kids that day.

Do not delay. Please sign up today.

Thanks for your support!

Belle Air

editorial positions

The Belle Aire yearbook is now
accepting applications for editorial

positions on the 1989 Belle Aire editorial

board. Applications are available in the

yearbook office, Room 204 in John Barry

Hall. There are many positions open for

creative and dedicated people. The.filing

deadline for all applications is April 22

at 5 p.m.

Attention seniors

If you have any photos (with nega-

tives) or slides that you think would be

appropriate for the slide show at

Baccalaureate Mass, please drop them

off, in an envetope with your name and

address, in Campus Ministry as soon

as possible. Please mark each slkle or

photo with your name also.

Graduation announcements are being

distributed April 11 through May 16,

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 2 to 4 p.m. in

Room 202 Dougherty Hall. Please note

that this office will be closed between

12 p.m. and 2 p.m. each day.

If you did not receive the recent

mailing concerning commencement,
which outlines information concerning

caps .gowns and reporting times, please

stop by the Dean of Students Oiffice in

213 Dougherty Hall, to pick up a copy.

Literary Arts

magazbie

The Villanova Literary Arts Maga-
zine, r/S£S, will be distributed the week
of April 12. Please look for it in Dough-
erty Hall, Connelly Center, Vasey Hall

and Falvey Hall.

Thank you

Profect Sunshine says "A Big Thank
You,** to all of you who went without
lunch, March 24 to benefit ^unaluQe
Day! Because of your generoaity we
have another 12,780 to make the day
even better for tfie children.

ApHH8,19SfTMCVILLAMOVAM*Paoa3
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subtle differential behaviors, can
Editor have a critical and lasting effect."-

stated a past report by the Asso-

The natuTe^f sexual harrass- ciation of American Colleges,

ment at Villanova is not one of The report, titled 'The Class-

blatant acts, but rather of smaller, room Climate: A Chilly One for

less obvious actions which create Women?" added, "... A learning
a "chilly" climate^ for the bar- climate that subtly or overtly

raised, recently agreed three communk:ates different ^xpecta*

members of a committee which tions for women than for men can
created a proposal for a University interfere with the educational
policy and procedure on «exual process itself."

harassment in 1986. Currently, |her& is no official

» "It [sexual harassment at Vil- University policy and procedure
lanova] is more small, venial on sexual harassment at the
incidents that promote a climate University. The 1986 proposal is

of inappropriate behavk>r," said still in the hands of the Univer-

committee member Dr, Mary sity's law firm, Morgan, Lewis
Desmond, biology professor. and Bockius, said Dr. Charles L.

Dr. John Immerwahr, philo- Cherry, associate vice president of

sophy professor and chairperson Academic ^fairs, Wednesday,
of the committee, echoed Des- Cherry said the length of time

mond's statements and said that taken for the proposal's consider-

comments on people's clothes or ation is due to the slowness of the

appearance, jokes and sexual law firm, not because of a delib-

banter were examples of such erate slowdown by the adminis-

harassment. tration.

"A chilling classroom climate A three-fold problem
puts woman students at a signif-

icant educational disadvantage.
Overtly disparaging remarks
about women, as well as more

Immerwahr described the

(photo by Shafie)

Dr. Barbara Wall, O.P., philo-
sophy professor and member of
a committee which created a

nature of the Problem of sexual ^r^fc^^™ ""'™"'"'

-harassment as three-fold. The
(Continued on page 12)

sexual harassment.
on cases of

Applications rise again
By BRIDGET KELLEHER

Staff Reporter

New Jersey led all states with
2,354 applications and Pennsyl-
vania was second with 2,288.

"This year Villanova has Increased recruitment in non-
received more applications for eastern seaboard states has result-

admission than ever before," ed in a higher number of appli-

according to the Rev. Harry J. cations from such states as Ohio
Erdlen, O.S.A., dean of admis- (124). Illinois (120), Texas (41),

sions, recently. Oklahoma (14) and California
Over 9,600 high school seniors (100).

and potential transfer students Minority applications also
applied for admission this year, showed a significant

This represents a 4 percent
increase from last year's figures.

All the schools within the Univer-
sity received more applications,

with the College of Arts receiving

the most.

a signiticant mcrease.
This year, the University received

775 minority applications, as
compared to 697 in 1987 and 451
in 1986.

Of the minority applicants, 320
were Black, 224 were Hispanic, 13

were Mexican/American, 217
were Oriental and one was Amer-
ican Indian. From this group, 161

Blacks, 103 Hispanics» seven
Mexican/Americans and 118
Orientals were accepted.

Denise Houser, in her third year

as Villanova's minority recruiter,

attributes the increase to greater

recruitment in the inid-Atlantic

states, especially New York, and
Maryland.
Houser said, however, that

among those accepted, financial

difficulties may prevent many of

the prospective students from
enrolling at Villanova. "Financial
aid is a key concern," said Houser.

^ ftm

In the News

Villanova Club Week proclaimed

Thomas Kean, governor of educational relationships
New Jersey, proclaimed the between its members. The club
week of April 10 "Villanova also promotes and conducts
Club Week." charitable, religious and patri-

The Villanova Club of South otic activities in New Jersey.

Jersey is a society which con- The Villanova Club of South
sists of both alumni and friends Jersey gave a tribute to the
of Villanova. The club has Villanova basketball team at

members throughout New its 38th annual dinner. It was
Jersey. held at the^ Hyatt House in

The purpose of the club is Cherry Hill, NJ., April 12.

to foster social, intellectual and M.S.

U.S. space policy to be examined
and Space Administration [who
authored the policy]; Lt. Col. F.

Kenneth Schwetje, space law
expert in the U.S. Air Force
International Law Division;

and David J. Wright, manager
of civil space program market-
ing for the General Electric

Company in Valley Forge, Pa.

As the leading American
experts in the field of space
policy, technology and applica-

tions, these speakers will pro-

vide an analysis of the new
and technology at George policy from different perspec-

Washington University; Ken- tives: its historical basis, the
neth S. Pedersen, deputy asso- rationale behind its creation

ciate administrator, external and its military and commer-
relations. National Aeronautics cial components. M.S.

Ireland lecture planned

A seminar entitled "Onward
and Upward: Reasserting U.S.

Leadership in Space" will exam-
ine the new American space
policy April 19 from 4 to 6:30

p.m. in the Connelly Center
Cinema.
Four different speakers will

discuss the new policy, released

by the White House Feb. 11.

They include: Dr. John
Logsdon, director of both the

Space Policy Institute and the

graduate program in science

Villanova University's Cen-
ter for the Study of Conflict is

sponsoring a distinguished
visiting lecture series titled

"Living in Crisis: Ireland and
Northern Ireland."

As part of this series, on
April 21, Professor Seamus
Dunn, from the department of

education at Ulster University
at Coleraine, will speak on

"The Role of Education in a

Divided Community." North-

ern Ireland's educational sys-

tem is split into two sectors

that closely reflect the

Protestant-Catholic division

within the country.

The lecture is free of charge
and will be held in Corr Hall
Chapel. M.S. J

Renowned scientists present differing views
Physicist Teller takes pro-nuclear stance

By DANIEL MORIARTY
StaffReporter

. The following is an interview

conducted Monday with Dr.
Edward Teller.

What recent scientific break-
throughs do you anticipate
will have an effect on the job
market?
One obvious breakthrough has

been the development of electronic

computers — something on the

order of one million jobs, perhaps

more. I learned about computers
after the second World War from
a man named John Von
Newmann.
Another sensational advance of

the last couple of years is thcf high

temperature superconductor,
which is apt to have many appli-

cations and which, starting from
industry rather than the big

universities, has already engaged
the attention of thousands of

people.

This discovery was made in the

IBM laboratory in Zurich— a very

remarkable place — by Bendorz

(a German), and Muller (a Swiss).

I am told that this was a very

big project - $150,000 [He
laughed].

The work was continued in this

coufttry at the University of

Houston. In general, the wide-

wprtmA contributions of industry

and smaller umversities have
diMunated the fieki.

Pnip«M is alio beiqg made in

Japan and the Soriet Union,
irhare the Buatian mtfmamiuc'
ttvity expartt, who mmr vitHad

the Wiit biiottt, ave now
ovar to intwiMtJiBail

It It tiMt miieh of tiM

information is classified. Secrecy,

which fails to keep things secret

from. the Russians, does keep

secrets from the rest of us and
interrupts communication. The
apparent scarcity of contributions

in the United States is to some
extent due to secrecy.

Who will be the builders of
tomorrow's reactors?
They will be Japanese and

Germans because American envir-

onmentalists and concerned scient-

ists have prevented our work.

When you have no applications,

no support, no audience, youj^et

nothing done, or very little.

What ia your response to
those *who claim that SDI
[Strategic Defense Initiative]

may not be able to do what
it claims?

I don't know what it claims to

be able to do. Our opponents have
said' that it should claim 100

percent effectiveness. It, of course,

can't claim 100 percent effective-

ness and, to my knowledge, never

did.

It is aimed at creating more
trouble for the attacker than for

the defender. It is aimed at deter-

ring an attack by making it, in

the end, ineffective. And I think

that we have made very good
progress toward that goal. It is an
extremely dangerous situation.

In order to greatly improve the

stabOity — the chance of peace—
we should pursue both arms
reduction and defense — that is,

SDI. And we absolutely need a

bipartisan foreign policy to bring

thatabout. If we don't — and we
haven't had that in the last five

years ^ thia fives the Soviets an
excellent oppartunity to play

AoMficani agniaat Americans,

aad that it wfiiit hm happwiiri.

"^'To put it aatllMr way, tlia one

«l» hM

reduction and defense is a man
who therefore should be called a

middle-of-the-roader, and his

name is Ronald Reagan.

Of the candidates in the
upcoming presidential elec-

tions, whose defense policy

most closely corresponds to

your own?
Bush.

How do you perceive the
Soviet glasnost?
There are two real accomplish-

ments that I see in glasnost.

One is that Gorbachev allowed

Sakharov tocome back to Moscow.
One man — not very muc^ — but

a good man.
The other is, that when they

had a real difficulty in Chernobyl,

the Soviets appeared to, and I

think did, put all relevant infor-

mation on the table in Vienna at

the International Atomic Energy
Agency, which, to my mind, is a

first not only in Soviet behavior

but, generally, in Russian
behavior.

They have always been author-

itarian and always slow to admit
a mistake. These two are real

pieces of progress.

I will disclaim a third piece,

namely Gorbachev's offer to with-

draw from Afghanistan. I think

there is a good chance that he will

withdraw, but that is^ not due to

glasnost, but to the Stinger mis-

sile, which made their position in

Afghanistan a very difficult one.

I do not know whether my
(Continued on page 1 1)

(Photo by Shafie)

Dr. Edward Teller, a renowned
physicist, spoke Monday at Villa-

nova on "The Energy Evolution.'*

Levinthal gives lecture

fFllSlDOy SMMli
• Cyrus LavintlMl of
UMVMitoy gave a lac*

an«lMMelory(

By THOMAS BRUGGER
St^Reporter

As part of the Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar Program, Villa-

nova invited Professor Cyrus
Levinthal of Columbia University

to speak Monday. His topic was
"The History of the Nuclear Arms
Race: Did Technology Drive It?"

Levinthal, educated at Swarth-

more College and the University

of California at Berkeley, has
taught at the University of Mich-

igan, the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology [M.I.T.], and at his

present post as professor of bio-

physics at Columbia University.

His interests are genetics and
molecular biophysics, and he is a

member of the Natkinal Academy
of Sciences. One of his aims is to

try to sktw down the nuclear arms

Levinthal began hit speech

with historical background. Phys-

ics was developing steadily in

Germany and England in the

1930s, but had not yet caught on

in the United States. The United

States eventually began its own
research and was successful in

first engineering the atomic bomb.
After the atomic bombs were
dropped, ending World War II,

relations with the U.S.S.R. arose

as a concern.

Though, as the speaker related,

Americans saw the U.S.S.R. as a
mass of unknowledgeable pea-

sants, they realized that there did

exist a quantity of very intelligent

Soviet scientists. When the

Soviets exploded their first atomic

bomb in 1949. fears of espionage

ran through the American popu-

lace. This tension helped to lead

to the McCarthy period.

(Omlinit0d on ptff 12}
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But Jackson's campaign retains strength, New York contest looms infuture

M'%^^

By GJ. DONNELLY
SUfff Reporter

Massachusettes Gov. Michael
Dukakis sparked some life into his
campaign last week with a con-
vincing win over the Rev. Jesse
Jackson in Wisconsin's Democrat-
ic primary. Dukakis took 48 per-

cent of the vote, with Jackson at

second with 28 percent, Tennessee
Sen. Al Gore third with 17 percent
and Illinois Sen. Paul Simon
bringing up the rear with 5
percent.

The victory puts Dukakis in the
position of being the front-runner
going into the April 19 New York
primary. New York holds 255
delegates which, if given to Duka-
kis, could grant him irresistible

momentum as the Democratic
convention approaches. His main
worry comes from Gore, who
could siphon off enough of his
support to give Jackson the win.
Gore has been pursing the

Jewish vote through praising
Israeli Prime Minister Ytzack
Shamir and attacking Jackson's

support of the Palestinian Liber-
ation Organization.
Jackson has encountered

troubled with the Jewish vote.

Some have never forgiven him for
his infaimous characterization of

New York City as "Hymietown"
four. years ago, or his former
alliance with the zealously anti-

Semitic Louis Farrakhan, the
leader of Nation of Islam.
For Dukakis, a step must be

taken to make his campaign more
exciting. The governor, by nature,
is a cautious party politician in

the Walter Mondale mode and in

comparison toJackson, is a rather
inefjective speaker. However
Dukakis does have the party
machinery working in his favor
and polls show him with a com-
fortable lead going into the New
York primary.

Jackson's surprisingly strong
"Rainbow Coalition" campaign is

the exact opposite of Dukakis'
one-step at a time strategy. His
supporters are intensely dedicated
to their man and Jackson does not
disappoint them.
Jackson's whirlwind populism

has been making some inroads to
the white vote, significantly
among the liberal well-educated
group of Democratic voters, but
still is in need of many more if

his campaign is to succeed.
"I'm a tree shaker, not a jelly

maker,"Jackson exclaims, and his
liberal populism has shown this
to be true throughout his political

life. He was behind the formation

of Operabon PUSH in Chicago, a
dv^ dfihu activist group, and
was active with Dr. Martin Luther
KingJir.

In fiK;tJackson appeared theday
after King's murder on national
television wearing a shirt, aUfn^-
ly stained with King's bkjod, and
claiming to have held the dying
activist in his arms. Close foltow-
crs of King have disputed this
story.

Jackson has also acted inde-
pendently to meet with political

leaders like Fidel Castro of Cuba
and with the government of Syria
to obtain the release of a downed
U.S. fighter pik)t.

Dukakis and Gore have both
presented themselves as '*compe-
tent" and qualified cEindidates for

office. Gore has been willing to

take chances by criticizing Jack-
son but his stand on some issues*

has been vague. Dukakis has been
hurt by the alleg#ion that he is

**unemodofud."

One factor in Dukakis' favor is

that he would be more of a match
for Vice Pnesident Geofge Bush
than Jackson. Newsweek's inde-

pendent poll found that Jackaon
would win a scant 32 percent
against 58 percent for George
Bush in an election.

While Bush is all but grants
the nomination for the Republican
party, the Democrats may now be
stuck in a brokered convention. A
brokered convention is one in
which no candMate has the dele-

gates needed to automatically
gain the nomination. As a result,

there is bartering behind the
scenes "powers that be" of the
party. This entails maneuvering
delegates until one can command
a majority.

Registration conducted

If this occurs, then it is quite
possible that Gov. Mario Cuomo
of New York could be drafted to
run for president. Some, like Gore,
do not find such a poasibility

unappetising, but Dukakis does
not share those feelings.

If nothing else. Jackson has
proven blacks to be a powerful
force In Democratic politics. He
has been invited, to a "power
lunch" with such old-guard Demo-
crats as Cairl Gifford and is in a
position to shape the Democratic
party's politics for years to come.

Currently, Dukakis is the front
runner with 741 delegates, Jack-
son is second with 705, Gore is

in third with 395 and Simon, who
has put his campaign on hold,

though not withdrawn, is last

with 171.

Portionsofthis article were taken
from Newsweek, Time and U.S.
News and World Report.

By BARBARA KRESCH
StaffReporter
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and they do not use it."

Brach is looking ahead toward

^ ^ ,^ the 1989 election, saying that "If
About 500 students registered enough students vote, they will be

in Radnor Township through the able to elect the next town com-
voter registration drive held by missioner." This would affect
Student Government, according issues such as housing and zoning
to Patri^ MarzuUi, secretary of laws.

j.ggyHg q£ ^jjg dnve, saying that

ary April 29. It is informing
studenta about the details of the
primary and providing transpor-

tation to the designated voting
areas.
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The drive was conducted by
representatives of Student Govern-
ment, who went from door to door
in the dormitories on Feb. 28 and
29, and March 1, 20, 21 and 22.
She said that those who did not
register in the dormitories could
do so in the Student Government
office.

The purpose of the drive, said
Marzulli, was to "push for stu-
det^ts to register here in Radnor
Township in order to be recog-
nized by residents and to feel like

they are members of the
community.

Student Government President
Phil Brach said that the issue of
student voting in local elections
is "the reason why I first got
involved in Student Government.
Villanoya students have this voice

students were very responsive,
asked questions and showed con-
cern. She saw the results as a
statement that "Villanova stu-
dents care enough to vote in local
elections."

Brach had set higher goals,
hoping for twice as many people
to register than the number that
did.

Brach said that next year Stu-
dent Government is considering
conducting a voter registration

drive for incoming freshmen dur-
ing orientation. He said he
hopes that this method will encour-
age more students to register next
year because registering will be
the norm.
This year. Student Government

is also concerned with the prim-

(Pholobyaakar)

Patricia Marzulli, secretary ofthe
external affairs department of
Student Government.
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As Greek Week 1988 draws to a close, the Order of Omega
would like to take the time to recognize the dedicated individuals
who have worked for months behind the scenes in preparation
for Greek Week. Greek Week '88 was organized by Christie
Bonesch, Martin McGahan and Melissa Mourtzanakis.

Christie Bonesch is a junior history major from Bethleham.
Pennsylvania. As a sister of the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority,
Christie has served as assistant marshal, and vice president
of the pledge education. Christie is also a member of the Blue
Key Society, and was an orientation counselor this past year
Additionally, Christie was a member of the 1987 Greek Week
committee.

Senior Martin McGahan is a member of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and comes to Villanova from Atlanta, Georgia. DurW
his four years as a Pike, Martin has held the positions of IFC
representative and social chairperson. Martin was also a
committee member for Sibling Weekend '88, and is a member
of the Order of Omega. ^

Melissa Mourtzanakis is a junior marketing major from
bUver bpnngs, Maryland, and a sister of the Alpha Chi Omesa
soronty. As a sister of A^ha Chi, Melissa has served as the
assistant to the president, and currently hokis the positkm of
president. She also attended the Alpha Chi National Cotivention
as a delegate. Besides her activities in Greek Week '86 Melisaa
was a member of the 1987 Greek Week committee, and has been
mvolved in Special Olympics at Villanova.

For all of their hard work and dedication to ViUanova's Graek
system, the Order of Omega is proud to honor Chrialie BMHacli
^^l>P*^^P*» 'I*^*' Martin McGahan of Pi KapM Alpltt and

^wi^!^''^'^^*
o^ Alpha Chi Omw iTthe GwSa rf

(Continuedfrom page 1)

He said that the ViUanovan's
formal complaint submitted by
Johanne C. Sharp, editor in chief,

to the elections commission, that
"Terise Fusco personally threw
out over 1,000 of the 8,000 printed
copies of the April 12 Election
Extra issue of the VUlanovan
prior to distribution. . .violat{ing]

the entire student body's right to
read the only student newspaper
at Villanova University" was a
factor.

"It was not the single factor. It

was one of the factors that figured
into the aggregate of the improp-
rieties of the election." he added.

In response to the Villanovan's
charge, Fusco admitted she "dis^
posed of some [o^ the newspapers]
but it was rii^t after they came
out." She estimated that she
disposed oi "probably 800 total."

including one stack in Dougherty
HaH and one in Connelly Center.

Fusco attribmed her actiona to
"a nattffal iMaMn nmakm.** Sbt
explatmd. *1t was my only form
olexpranion to sometluQg I fed
is Bee. I was Utotd with iaa and
allefBtions taken aa fact, knowiiv
there was no war I rnMidfiniiiM
iMw I fdt alMit it. I Iwl m^Htdlf
[juatifiad."

Aa to the ataoltf mkmkmhnm
rhiiiliJMi.PiiiaMaiil"!
JHt ImmM iriili mt m

I did ... I feel theyVe perfectly

justified."

Asked if she felt any conflict
between her role of representing
the student body and her acts
suppressing the information that
affects them, Fusco answered,
"The papers were retrieved, so
that's irrelevant. It's irrelevant
because the information was not
accurate."

She also said she was "not
sure" whether she would do it

again, although she did not think
so. She then reiterated that she
was not sure.

y
Delzotti said the VUlanovan

did play a role in events, but would
not comment on the size of this
role or whether there would be a
response to the Villanovan. ^

Sean Ckwkey's campaioi man-
ager Michelk; Ciccoto saidDelaotti
told her in response to her ques-
tkm of the Ckiekey staff handing
out newspapers to "continue
doing exactly whaiyrn're daum'*

Maotti aaid in a—irrr to this
asaertaon and the qmetiMi of the
uae of the HMMMwai
paifnananal*1dan*t
ly fHHariHr tdlii« aoBMoaa that
tlHsr could hand it OMt ... to tiM

d my inMiilartiBn I ^n*t
aayingth^t

Closkey said the commission
had not brought a charge against
him. "As far as I know, I have
not done anything wrong ... the
election commission said we were
allowed to hand out papers and
we did," he said.

Ck)8key said he did not talk to

anyone on the Villanovan before-

hand about an endorsement, did
not know there would be an
endorsement of him and was
surprised and "very pleased" by
the endorsement.

Delzbtti said the commission is
bound by the election rules to hold
the elections within the specific
chronological time period of two
weeks, and was restricted as well
by the availability of rooms for
election events.

"I take absolutely no responsi-
bility, nor does the oonunission
fake any responsibility, for a
conflict in dates. It was more the
calendar. It is not the paper's fault
either. It is simoiy the cafendM^-
the time we worked in." ha aaad.

Delaotti cited

the ntka in

cotthiaMn with
that '"the

"He

HaaaidlMOMld

m 9l

may rise hi fall of 1988
ByJENMFERREIDY

AsmkmtNem Editor

The Univertitv plans to enroll

apprminiately SO more freshmen
next year if the budget passed by
thfrUnlversity Senate is approved
by the Board of Trustees, accord-

'Ing to Dr. Rkhard A. Neville, vice

president for Student Life.

Neville said that he believed

"thebu^^ onnmittee found it an
economic nebessity" to increase

freshman enrollment in order to

bolater endowment through the
additional tuition funds from
these students.

However, Neville also said that

he was against such measures, for

these incoming freshmen would
be forced to live off campus. He
said that the possible increase in

freshman enrollment within the
proposed budget was "partially"

the reason why he voted "no" on
it.

'The Senate had recommended
a policy that all freshmen live on
campus. It is also difficult for

these freshmen to adiuat under

the situation of livhig off campua,

and this is a definite concern of

mine." Neville expUdned.

The two new don^utories under

construction on south campus
could not house these students

because they were promised to

upperdasamen, he added.

The decision was initially nuide

by the administrative budget
committee, headed by Edward V.

Murray, assistant to the presi-

dent, which receives reoonunen-

dations from the plannii^ and

priorities committee of the Senate

on what programs require prior-

itized funding. This body is separ-

ate from the Senate budget com-

mittee, which decides whether

priorities have been met and
recommends that the Senate
approve or reject the budget.

"We are doing everything we
caA in our power to enroll 50

freshmen commuters. I under-

stand and support Dr. Neville's

position and agree that freshmen

should not have to live off cam-

pus," Murray commented.
"The class of 1989 is a very

large class. Once they graduate,

there will be a dranuitic decrease

in the student populatkm. I have

to look ahead at these things in

order to maintain a stable enroll-

ment of about 6,000 to 6,100

students," he explained.

This situation will aggravate a

currently tense relationship

between the University and the

township residents, according to

Phil Brach, Student Government
president.

"The township will be upset

that the potential lies for 50 more
students to be in the community,"
Brach said.

"These maneuvers will hurt us

in the future, particularly in

applying for permits to build, etc.

It is an issue of trust — the

township feels lied to and kept in

the dark," he continued.

However, the total number of

off-campus residents will remain

the same, considering that more

(Continued on page 12)

Underage drinkers cited
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

Staff Reporter

Three different incidents
occurred on the night of April 8
involving Villanova students who
were issued citations for underage
drinking.

Two students were arrested at

the south campus semi-formal
held at the Sheraton Valley Foige,

according to Andrew Byrne, direc-

tor of security.

On the same night at U:20, the
P«9ns^yaivia Liquor Control
Boijri^ t^BJ and the Radnor
To^Wnshlir Police Department
simultaneously raided Wayne
Tavern and Smokey Joe's, accord-

ing to Radnor Township Police

Chief Maurice Hennessy.
At Wayne Tavern, 40 Villanova

students were cited for underage
drinking. Citations were given to

four students at Smokey Joe's for

the same offense.

Two individuals were arrested

by the Upper Merion Police Depart-

ment for underage drinking at the

south campus semi-formal. Aocord-

ing to Byrne, the students were
arrested because "... we had to

make an example."
In addition, approximately 10

individuals were removed from
the function for either underage
drinking or false identification.

Byrne had no comment concern-

ing students removed from private

rooms at the hotel.

The Sheraton security depart-

ment had recommended that paid

security personnel be present at

the function. This recommenda-
tion, said Byrne, occurs when
there will be "a hijg^h probability

that underage drinking will

occur." The Stanford Hall House
Council paid $50 for each of the

security persons that were
present.

The dance was halted momen-
tarily "when things were getting
out of hand and students were not

complying with the law," said

Byrne. At the suggestion of Byrne,

the students were warned of the
underage drinking law.

At Wayne Tavern, Manager
William Hyatt was forced to clear

everyone from the bar through the
front door exit. The Radnor Police

Department, along with the LCB,
re-examined the identification of

the patrons. Any patron with a
duplicate license was taken to the

police station. Seventy-two
patrons were taken to the police

station by school bus.

Hyatt said that the patrons

were not searched at the station

so "All the IDs they used on
Friday night are still out on the

streets."

'File Photo)

Police raided Smokey Jc»e*8 last Friday and arrested four Villanova
studenta for underage drinking.

West campus discussed
Rezoning of 65 acre area sought by University
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Villanova University is in the
process of having the west campus
rezoned from residential use to

institutional use, according to
the Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A.,
assistant tp the presklent.

West campus, which ipcludes
St. Mary's Hall and is approxi-
mately 65 acres, is ckMe in sixe

to the €8-acre main campus as
defined by the Regiofial Rail Line.

Sprii«Mill RoMl and Khan and
Lancaster avenues, aooofdiqg to

Martla sakl that although it

win house appro«mately tlie

same number of students as main
OMBpusdoea, wcet campus wiU be
priflttrily a *lMdroom communi-
ty" with alto some office

be reduced to single occupancy.

As for revisingAlumni and Corr
halls into office space, Martin said

that the two new dorms on south

campus are "new bedroom spa-

ces" and "not replacements" for

the two older dormitories. Plans

for Alumni and Corr halls will not

be determine until the west
campus development is

completed.

Present plans for the housing
on west campus, according to

Martin, possibly include
apartment-style dormitories
which would accommodate four

people and include a living room
and kitchenette.

Another alternative is suites,

which would consist of two
douMe-oocupancy raoms sharing

ComcqiiMtly, w«tt canipitt
will not be as danatly diwfilopiri

•»tlM fBtin cammia, iooMiiag to

80 wMi tiM aidiliiail

tun Mi 11 <i
tht^MUM in 8t. MMT't HaU wtf1

According to Martin, these two
fomate for the hanaing would ke

t

stifi of devalopaMBt." Martin
further eipliiaeri that etydents

lo Uvt with fawer

in the upperclass years. On the

other hand, for underclassmen it

is important to live in a larger

environment at first where they
can meet more people.

As of now, the architecture for

the new west campus buildings

will be "collegiate gothic," which
is similar to St. Mary's Hall, in

an effort to "make those new
buildings blend well with St.

Mary's. ' according to Martin.

The west campus development
has also led to discusskm of a bus
service which would run through
west campus and to main campus
continuously from eariy morning
tolalemght.
Martin said that construction of

a walkway at the Spring Mill Road
hridie is alao being planned.

Relations with the neighbors to

west campus have remained
"favorable, ' according to Martin.

He laad, "My perspective is tl)at

the neighbors believe that we (the

Univertity) are acting in good
faith with them because we're

sharing infomMitien with them all

(ComHmiml0mp^9}
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South African protests continue
Protest shanties — meant to

symbolize the poverty of South
Africa's black citizens — went
up and, in one case, were
forcibly torn down on several

campuses last week.
On March 27, police arrested

23 students and tore down a

month-old shanty town at the

University of Colorado, erected

to try to pressure the school's

regents to sell the university's

stocks in companies that do
business in segregationist

South'-Africa.

The regents again refused to

divest at a meeting a week
before the shanty town was
destroyed.

At Western Michigan Uni-

versity [WMU], Kalamazoo
city officials warned 15 WMU
shanty residents to take down
the structures, built in a city

park to pressure the city to

divest its investment portfolio

of certain stocks.

I Less dramatic confronta-
tions with campus administra-
tors also took place last week
at North Carolina State Uni-
versity, where students tem-
porarily occupied an apartheid
"jail cell," and at the Univer-
sity of Maryland [UMJ, where
the Campus Senate voted to

ask UM regents to divest.

Nobel Prize winner Elie

Wiesel, known for his writings

about the Holocaust, cancelled

a late-March lecture at North-

ern Michigan University when
he learned the visit was being

underwritten by newspaper
publisher John McGoff, who in

the 1970s secretly took $11.3

million from white South Afri-

cans trying to buy the
Washington Star.

Abstention will not help athletes
Athletes who abstain from

sexual intercourse before com-
petition because they think

they will play better may be

fooling themselves.

'The notion that sexual
intercourse diminishes athletic

performance is a myth," said

Dr. Loren Cordain, who direct-

ed a study of college athletes

at Colorado State University

(CSU).

"Heavyweight boxers quite

commonly separate themselves
for as many as six to eight

weeks before a title defense.

Triathletes and marathoners
also follow this routine," Cor-

dain noted.

Cordain, who has a doctorate

in exercise physiology, and his

co-author, Wendy Newton,
who has a master's degree in

exercise physiology, studied a
group of married, male intram-

ural athletes aged 20 to 35.

The men's agility, anaerobic

power, reaction and endurance
was the same when tested the

morning after intercourse as

they were after five days of

abstinence.

"If intercourse didn't affect

the performance of these sub-

jects, it probably doesn't affect

other athletes," mused Cor-

dain. "No reason exists for

boxers, football players or any
athlete to abstain from sex for

fear of affecting their athletic

performance."

Secondoftwo-partseries

Stack critiques

fraternities
By NOEL E. FALCO

News Editor

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, said recently of

underage drinking and alcohol

abuse, "Certainly the alcohol

problem is not just with fraternity

and sorority functions. The thing

that disturbs me with fraternities

... [is that they] state they're not

just drinking clubs, but they are

really people bonded together . .

.

with ideals found in their rituals

. . . sometimes I really think that's

a load of nonsense.

"There's too many cases where
fraternity members are aware of

a brother whose life is being
affected by alcohol and drugs, and
they let the person keep going.

They say they care, they say

they're really tight, and at the

same time, they rarely intervene

or confront each otheror members
of theirgroupabout their behavior

in this area," Stack said.

"Not only that, but in some of

the activities that go on around
pledging or around some of their

meetings, it's accepted: we will

kill so many kegs ... there's

pressure on people — a subtle

pressure but it's real nonetheless
-- that in order to be an accepted
member of this group you better

be able to drink regularly and
drink a lot," he said.

"I think if we had an honest
accounting of [incidents] around
the pledging activities that take

place, if we went back over the

last four or five years ... we may
find ourselves with one or two
fraternities here at the most.
There's too often too much activ-

ity that does not belong on a
college campus and particularly

does not belong on a Catholic

colleg^ campus," Stack asserted.

Stack also said he worried about
the image Villanova students
projected to the local community.
He spoke of incidents at the Bryn
Mawr Hospital emergency room
involving students who are
drunk.

He used as an example an
occurrence involving a student

who was served alcohol at an off-

campus fraternity party who later

had to be taken to the hospital

akmg with a friend by an R.A.

[resident assistant].

He said that while one student

(Continued on page 9)

Correction
A statement concerning the

Rev. Robert J. Martin, O.S.A,,

assistant to the president, in an
article titled "University lacks
harassment policy" in the
March 25 editkm of the Villan-
ovan, was inaccurate.

The artkle sUted that Mar-
tin was unavailable for com-
ment Tuesday, March 22.

While Martin was unavailable
for comment at the time the
reporter. Dante J. Scala, tried

to contact him. Martin did
attempt to contact Scala soon
afterward on two separate
oocaakms.
The Viliaaovn apokigizes

for the error and any inoonven*
ienoe it may have ciuaed.
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rmath of NCAAs provides
Post-game damages cited
By STEVEN MONTRESOR

Staff Reporter

Up to $5000 of damage, exclu-

sive of damage done to the sculp-

ture "Awakening," was caused
during the celebration after the
Wildcats' March 24 victory over
Kentucky in the NCAA basketball

tournament, according to Thomas
Trucks, director of Maintenance.
According to Trucks, several

panes of glass were broken on
doors in Sullivan, Sheehan and
Stanford halls. Some windows
were also broken in Dougherty
Hall. There was also some van-
dalism of fire extinguishers, he
said.

According to the Rev. Martin
Smith, O.S.A., assistant directorof

Residence Life for environmental
management, four windows were
broken in Sullivan Hall. The
"quad," the area between Sheehan

and Sullivan halls, was littered

with toilet paper, beer cans and
broken bottles. Toilet paper hung
from the trees.

The victory was a big win for

the school, said the Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students.

The University understands the

importance for the students to

have fun, he said.

Unfortunately, a certain
number of inconsiderate actions

exists within such a large crowd,
such as the setting-off of bottle

rockets and fire crackers and the
breaking of a large number of

bottles, he said.\The University
feels responsibleyor the dangers
that follow in sucr^ a situation but
finds it difficult or impossible to

protect the students, according to

Stack.

Stack estimated that the crowd
in thequad numbered about 1,000.

He noted that the University did

not have a celebration of that size

after reaching the Final Eight of

the NCAA tournament in 1985.

Ife suggested that the students

were trying to make 1965 happen
all over again and added that it

was too early a victory for the

celebration. ^

The victories in 1985 set a

precedent for this year's security,

he said. In 1985, Villanova's

victory was a surprise and the

celebration that followed had
results that were also surprising,

according to Stack.

The damage in 1985 was much
more widespread than the damage
done this year, according to Stack.

One Sullivan Hall resident said,

"It was great the way the Univer-

sity came together to celebrate the

win. I think it gave all of us a sense
of unity which we ordinarily do
not have."

Cats bring home over $900,000
By KRISTEN FALLAN

Staff Reporter

The men's basketball team's
finish among the final eight of the
National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation [NCAA] tournament last

month gained the University
approximately $922,900, accord-
ing to the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Other Big East conference
schools will also financially ben-

efit from the basketball team's
success.

According to the Philadelphia

Inquirer, the NCAA projects to

gross approximately $67 million

from the 64-team tournament.
Nearly $57 million of the NCAA's
profit is gained from the broad-

casting of the games on television.

Of the money received, Villan-
ova keeps 50 percent. The other
half is divided among the eight

other teams in the Big East.

Craig Miller, director of Sports
Information, said the profits
received by Villanova "go into the

school's general fund," not direct-

ly to the Athletics department.
Miller also said that such profits

"are considered an income" and
will "benefit the whole
University."

Miller explained that dividing

the profits among all of the schools

in the conference gives the
smaller, developing or not as

successful teams the opportunity

to better themselves with the help

of some money.
Athletics Director Dr. Theodore

A. Aceto commented that the

"conference teams benefit from
the longevity of any team [in

tournament play]."

Villanova did not participate in

the NCAA tourney last year, yet

the University received more than
a school whose team lost in the

first round. Aceto said that this

was a result of "eight of the nine

Big East schools participating in

post-season play."

According to Aceto, the confer-

ence did financially well last

season because "five Big East
teams went to the NCAA tourna-

ment and two went to the Final

Four." Other Big East teams
participated in the National Invi-

tational Tournament.
The NCAA pays the traveling

expenses for a party of 30 to travel

from each invited school.
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"Awakening" was vandaUzed foUowing Villanova's loss to Oklahoma
in the NCAA basketball tournament.

cc
Awakening' ' vandalized

Goode partakes
in groundbreaking

(Continuedfrom page 1)

"The Awakening" is insured
for $160,000 to $180,000. Jay
Dugan, the sculptor of "The
Awakening," is planning to recon-

struct the destroyed part of the
artwork at his own expense.
On May 1, he will travel to

Tivoli, a quarry 15 miles north of

Rome, where he will attempt to

find marble as similar as possible

to that in his sculpture.

"I must try to match the same
color and veining. It's very diffi-

cult, but it's something I've gQt

to do," the artist said. "I'm doing
this at myown expense [estimated
at $75,000] because I have great

pride in that sculpture."

Dugan donated the sculpture to

Villanova University in 1985. He
described his motivation for tiie

artwork: "What you try to do in

an abstract sculpture is relate

your ideas to the geometric shapes
and allow them to represent your
feelings.

"I chose the subject of an
'Awakening' for the university

because a school is an environ-

ment where the students are
learning and awakening to limit-
less conditions and fragments of
knowledge."

Dugan depressed his "sadness
and confusion" in reaction to the
destruction: "I don't know what
was achieved by it. I can't under-
stand why the people, whether
they were Villanova students or
not, did what they did."

Dugan also expressed his desire
to "reassure the student body"
that "The Awakening" will be
reconstructed, "if all goes well,"
by September 15.

SUPPORT
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
AT VILLANOVA! Special

Olympics
Pennsyli/ania

THURSDAY NIGHT, APRIL 21
AT SMOKEY JOE'S

Starting at 9 p.m., for

every $3 pitcher sold,

$1 will be donated to
support Special Olympics

at Viflonova.

411 L. •|.>ti,i ,. ^

Compiled by

Mavreen Stapleton

SUfffReporter

Mentzer nominees

Nominees Sottght For The
Mentzer Awaid
Each year the University spon-

sors the Mentzer Memorial
Award, which is intended to honor
one Villanova student who has
contributed the most to expanding
opportunities for the under-
privileged.

The Villanovan invites stu-

dents to nominate those of their

fellow students whom they know
to have volunteered time and
energy on a regular basis to such
efforts as social action programs,
hospital volunteer programs and
other types of volunteer programs
for the underprivileged.

It is requested that particulars

about the nominees be given so

that documentation of their efforts

is obtained- A cash stipend award
will be given as well as a plaque.

Nominations can be made to the

Villanovan, Dr. James Murphy,
or to Dr. Patrick Nolan of the

English department.

Black experience

in America

Writing on the Black Expe-
rience in America
The McDonalds Corporation is

offering three honorariums of

$2,000 for developing writers

concerning the black experience

in America. Writers will be com-
peting for literary awards in

poetry, fiction and playwriting.

Winners in each category will

receive an honorarium of $2,000,

a trip to New York to participate

in a celebrity reading of their work
and a literary reception.

Deadlines for entries is June 1.

For more information, write to:

The Negro Ensemble Company,
McDonald's Literary Achieve-
ment Awards, P.O. Box 778,

Times Square Station, New York,

NY 10108.

Scholarships

Scholaraliip Opportunities
The Adolph Coors Company

will provide $501,000 in scholar-

ship funds to eligible dependents

of honorably dischargedAmerican
veterans. Scholarship application

forms are now available through^

Coors distributors, veterans ser-

vice organizations or by writing

Coors Veterans' Memorial Scho-

larship Fund, P.O. Box 3111,

Northbrook, IL60065, orby calling

toll-free 1-80049COORS. Applica-

tions must be postmarked no later

than July 1.

The Center for Population
Options is offering $5,000 for

research pnqiects which focus on
mediaand its impacton adolescent
pregnancy, family planning,
reproductiveri^ts, sexual behav-
ior and rdated issues.

Applications may be submitted
by individuals associated with
any academic or independent
media-related organization. Pro-

posals can include studies,
resttrch, dissertations, surveys
and media analysis. The applica-

tion deadline is June 30, 1988.

To apply, contact: Center for

Population Options, Media Office,

12023Vi Ventura Blvd.. Suite #2,

Studio City» Ca. 91604, (818) 766-

4200.

Conferences

Conferences of Note
"Keepers of the Story" is the

theme selected for The Pennsyl-

vania Historical and Museum
Commission's (PHMC) 11th
Annual Conference on Black His-

tory, scheduled for May 6 and 7

at Wilkes College in Wilkes-Barre.

Black history authorities will

lead sessions on the family reun-

ion, the church, oral tradition, the

photographic record and other
related sources. For more infor-

mation on this conference or a

brochure, contact Kristin Bailey,

PHMC Black History Conference,

Box 1026, Harrisburg, PA, 17108-

1026, or call (717) 783-5376.

Drexel University is offering

three free evening workshops in

communication skills, mathemat-
ical skills, and study and time
management skills to assist adults

who are planning to return to

school.

The introductory workshop,
"Going to College," will be held

April 21 from 6 to 9 p.m. This
workshop will cover such topics

as time management, financial

aid, educational terminology and
career planning.

The communications skills

workshop will be held on Mon-
days, April 25 through May 16,

from 6-8 p.m. This four-part
workshop will focus on the proper
usage of grammar in writing and
verbal communication.
The four-part mathematics

skills workshop will be held on
Thursdays, April 28 through May
19, from 6-8 p.m.

Interested individuals may reg-

ister for one, two or all three of

the free workshops. For more
information call the University

College at (215) 895-1826.

A lecture concerning, "John
Updike: The Pennsylvania Sto-

ries" will be held at 3:30 p.m. in

Drexel University's Living Arts
Lounge, 322 on Chestnut St.,

April 19. The lecture is free and
open to the public. For more
information, contact Dr. Burton
Porter, (215) 895-1823.

The Greater Philadelphia Chris-
tian Writer's Fellowship Fourth
Spring Writer's Seminar will be
held at Rose Tree Park Church of
the Nazarene. Route 252 and
Providence Road, Media, Pa..
April 30, beginning at 8 a.m.

Michael Phillips, author, editor,

publisher, and bookseller, is this

year's f^tured speaker. Other
area leading Christian writers
and authors will hold workshops
on topics such as daily devotion-
als, greeting cards, poetry, person-
al experience articles, novels, non-
fiction and more.
For more information contact

(215) 356-8159 or (215) 544-4894.

Educational

opportunities

abroad

Educational Opportunities
Abroad
The Sarah Lawrence/BADA

London Theatre Program, one of

the few open to undergraduates
during the academic year, will

immerse its participants in the

British theatre scene. Students
will pursue a rigorous course of

study, including scene study,
voice, movement, stage fighting

and history of theatre.

Regular tutorials will allow
students to work individually

with the faculty; frequent trips to

the theatre in London and Strat-

ford-on-Avon, master classes and
talks by major theatre personal-

ities will supplement course work.
All students take part in perfor-

mance at the end of each term.

College and university juniors

and seniors are eligible to parti-

cipate. The London Theatre Pro-

gram is highly selective and the

number of students is strictly

limited. Applications for the full

1988-89 year, or for the fall 1988
semester, must be mailed by May
1; the deadline for the spring 1989
semester is November 15.

Contact Barbara Kaplan, dean
of the college, Sarah Lawrence
College,r. Bronxville, New York,
10708 for more information.

University of New Orleans
International Study Programs
will host this year's Brunnenberg
Study Tour from May 26 through
June 26. The Brunnenberig castle-

farmhouse-museum complex is

located in Dori Tirol in northern
Italy.

Participants live in a renovated
Tyrolean farmhouse and take
their noon meal at the Brunnen-
berg Castle. They enroll in a three-

credit English course, The Medie-
val Castle in Italian Literature

and work in the castle museum.
Field trips and tutoring in German
and Italian will be available.

For further information or an
application, write UNO Interna-

tional Studies Programs, P.O. Box
1315-B, University of New

Orleans, Lakefront Camous, New
Orleans, LA 70148 or call (504)
286-7116.

National

opportunities

National Educational
Opportunities
Susquehanna University will

offer an intensive program in

Japanese language and culture
from July 28 to August 19. Ninety
hours of instruction will consist
of five hours of language class
daily, taught by native Japanese
instructors, using progressive,
dynamic methods and materials.

Students will earn four transfer-

able semester hours of credit.

Applications are due by July 1.

Contact Dr. Susan Johnson, Sus-
quehanna University, Selins-
grove. Pa 17870. (717) 374-0101
for application forms and
information.

The Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary has joined with three

city universities to provide a

comprehensive and diversified

system of joint degree/dual com-
petency programs.
These joint programs have been

established with Carnegie-Mellon

University's School of Urban and
Public Affairs in the field of Public

Management and Policy, with
Duquesne University in the areas

of Law and Church Music/Chris-

tian Education, and with the

University of Pittsburgh in the

discipline of social work, business

administration, library science

and health administration.

When successfully completed,

the joint degree programs result

in two masters degrees, including
the master of divinity degree
awarded by Pittsburgh theolog-

ical Seminary. For specific infor-

mation about the joint degree

programs contact: Director of

Admissions, Pittsburgh Theolog-

ical Seminary, 616 N. Highland

Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa 15206 or call

toll free 1-800451-4194.

The Washington Center, a non-

profit educational organization,

will offer a two-week symposium
titled, "Crisis and Choice in

American Foreign Policy" on

August 14-26, 1988. It will take

place in Washington, D.C., and is

offered for undergraduate and

graduate students.

An optional third week on
"American-Soviet Relations" will

be held from August 7-13. A
highlight of this optional week
will be a foreign policy-making

simulation in which each sympo-

sium member plays a role.

The registration deadline is

May 2. Colleges typically award

two or three academic credits for

participation and low-cost housing

is available to all participants.

News Writers Wanted

Come to 201 Dougherty

Ask for Dante or Noel

Limited scholarship awards are
also available. For program and
registration information contact:
LoretU Hawley, Program Coordi-
nator, the Washington Center,
(202) 289-8680.

Employment

Employment Opfiortuiutles
The Peace Corps has announced

an increase in the monthly read-

justment allowance paid to Peace

Corps volunteers when they com-
plete their services overseas.
Under the new rate, a volunteer

serving a two-year assignment
earns a total readjustment allow-

ance of $4,800, not including their

training period.

More than 5,200 Peace Corps
volunteers and trainees are work-
ing in more than 60 developing

countries in grassroots, self-help

projects in agriculture, education,

forestry, fisheries, health and
small enterprise development.
Through Peace Corps, more than
120,000 Americans have served in

more than 90 developing nations

since 1961.

For more information and an
application, call (800) 424-8580,

extension 93 or write: Peace
Corps, Room P-301, Box 717,

Washington, D.C. 20526.

Friends Hospital, a psychiatric

hospital located in Philadelphia, is

looking for volunteers for the

summer.
Available positions include

assisting with patients, library

research, computer data entry

and a variety of other placements.

Free parking, convenient public

transportation and a meal allow-

ance are available.

For more information, call (215)

831-4777.

The FAA plans to hire approx-

imately 3,0()0 men and women
over this year and train them for

careers as air traffic control

specialists. All new hired people

receive their initial ATC training

as paid employees at the FAA
Academy in Oklahoma City. Most
are hired at a base salary of

$18,726. Those that successfully

complete the academy course then

will be assigned to a field facility

where the on-the-job training will

begin.

No previous aviation experience

is required of persons applying to

these positions. Those who pass

the test and meet other qualifica-

tions will have their names added
to the list of persons eligible for

controller jobs.

Each applicant must have three

years work experience, a college

d^;ree or a combination of work
and college experience.

Additional information can be

obtained from Shirley Gerard at

(301) 859-3733.
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7-2 with one abstention.

Student Senator John Lewis raising tuition 10 percent. Villa

then made a motion that the nova is not living up to its mission
Senate not recommend the budget of enrolling "students with
as prepared by the Senate budget diverse social, geographic, eco-

committee. The motion was nomic and educational
seconded by Phil Brach, Student backgrounds.

Government president.

meiit, declaring that by passing year, do you think they're going

the budget and subsequently to give money?'* he asked. Lewis

then received knid applause fixm

the student protQitors.

Armenti then asked what siae

the increase shouki be, Brach said

it should be a 4 percent increase,

adding that we're addreasin^ a

"This amendment will send a

clear message [ta the Board of

Trustees]. I'd like to restructure

debate from letting the amend-
ment slide through to a debate on
why this budget should not be

moved to the Board of Trustees,"

Lewis said.

Clay then said that the amend-
ment was unnecessary since the

report had been "overwhelmingly

supported" by the budget commit-

tee. "We've done too much work
to be ignored," he said.

Dr. Angelo Armenti, dean of

University College, argued that

the motion was out of order. The
motion was then voted on and
defeated.

Lewis debates against budget
Lewis then stood up and oegan

a long speech on the budget
proposal which was then up for

discussion. "I fought like hell to

stop [this budget] and I think it's

very bad for the University. Not
because it raises my tuition $800.

I'll be able to get the money, but

I have friends that won't."

Lewis cited the Mission State-

Lewis gave an example of a national problem. We're spendinf

student who was first in her class money like the federal

with a 690 verbal score and 610 government."

math score on the Scholastic He said that most schools spend

Aptitude Test, but was unable to 10-15 percent of their budget on

attend because of financial financial aid while Villanova

spends 2-4 percent. The studentreasons.

"Here is someone who ooukl

truly qualify to share in the

academic experience of Villanova

[but] she's going to Rutgers

supporters replied with loud jeers.

You don't always get the best.

You get what you can live with,"

said Dr. Joseph E. Thompson,
because we didn't have the finan- faculty senator and political

cial aid, we didn't have the resour- science professor, of the budget,

ces. We didn't care enough to help Clay added that the University

the people who were accepted to must pay for the debt on the

this school," he said. duPont Pavilion and for better

Lewis urged that the Senate teachers, since the University is

"think about the people who'll becoming more prestigious.

never come here. Think about the

people who came here and cati't

stay here. I've lost friends that

can't afford it. I know people that

have $48,000 in debt when they

come out of this University."

Lewis added that the University

will not have a strong alumni

organization, if alumni are in debt

bemuse of college expenses. "If

you embitter the student body by
increasing their tuition every

Faculty Senator Dr. Harry R.

Strack, political science professor,

said that he was in favor of the

tuition increase "100 percent,"

but did not agree with the faculty

salary increase.

He expressed concern that there

was no long-range plan to increase

faculty salary to a level which is

acceptable for competitive institu-

tions. He also disclosed that the

football subsidy for next year is

(PMotffO'Hm

Despite a large student turnout, the University Senate approved the

1988-89 budget reconunendation by a vote of 17- 16.

over $1 million and that he would Lewis added that unless the
vote against the budget because Senate "gets serious about send-

the priorities were "screwed up." ing a serious message to the Board

^,. „, , J
^ of Trustees, it is wasting a lot of

Nicole Blanche, student senator, valuable people's time. We'll wait
then said the Senate should first ^ntil hell freezes over until we get
solve the issue of across-the-board ^j^^^ ^^ want."
spending before the budget is

passed. Currently, every organi-

zation on campus is allotted a

fixed amount of money per year.

(Photo by O'Neill)

Approximately 200 student pro-
testors were present at the March
25 Senate meeting in support of

Student Government's attempt to

vote down the budget.

This is a listing of the University senators' votes on the proposed budget

recommendation for 1988-89.

accepted
Arvanites-F

Cannon-F
Clay-A
Doody-F
EUis-A
Fee-F

Fenner-A
Fitzpatrick-A

Frankino-A
Gallen-A

Griffin-A

Joye-F
Longman-F
Paparella-F

Rice-A

Riley-A

Ziegler-A

rejected
Blanche-S
Brach-S

Carman-S
Curtis-S

Fahrman-S
lorio-S

Karam-S
Kriesen-S

Lewis-S
. Moses-S
Neville-A

Pendrak-S
Punzi-F
Strack-F

Valiga-F

Zarilli-AL

A-Administrative senator F-faculty senator S-student senator AL-
alumni senator

senators who left early: Armenti-A, Lynch-A, Rotte-F, Thompson-F
senators with excused absences: Capone-A
senators with unexcused absences: Brancatella-S, Wible-S

Senate chairperson: Maurone-F; does not vote.

Student senator Brian Moses
then said that he is "carrying a

monkey on his back" because of

the debts he has for loans which
must be paid back.

After more debating, the Senate
voted on whether to approve the

budget.

Faculty reactions
Maurone said he felt that the

student protest was legitimate

and that the students were well

behaved. "It was certainly intim-

idating," he said. He added, how-
ever, that Student Government's
argument against the budget

He said he would "love to give

the University money" a^s an _
alumnus, but would^not be able should have been brought up^in

the fall when the Senate voted to

accept the priorities as presented

by the planning and priorities

committee.

because of his debt. "We shouldn't

compare ourselves to other

schools. We should be ourselves,"

he added. He said the University

is "creating a cycle of anger" if

the Senate passes the bud^t.

Alumni Senator Frank Zarilli,

said "if you can't afford it, you

can't be admitted." He added that

if the Senate voted down the

budget, the Board of Trustees

would probably still implement it.

Zarilli, however, ultimately

decided to change his vote and

reject the budget.

Brach later said that the finan-

cial aid situation at Villanova is

at a crisis level. "As a student I

would not support a budget that

went through this process. It's a

problem which is inherently

wasteful."

Dr. John A. Doody, faculty

council chairperson and chairper-

son of the philosophy department,

who voted in favor of the budget,

said that he did not feel good about
hisdedsion.

He described his decision to'

accept the budget as an "unhappy
compromise." He added that he
voted for the decision which the

faculty council took.

Maurone said he was surprised

that the Senate vote was as close

as it was and added that the Board

of Trustees was scheduled to meet

Tuesday to review the budget

proposal for final recommen-
dation.

'^^^^^^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ co"7^ ZLQQO '^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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PIZZA

Cheese
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping
3rd topping
Special

White Pizza w/ch.

Broccoli Cheese

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
With Xtm Coupon

Buy 1 pizza any size

Get 2 toppings for the price of If

(Not valid with any other offerff)

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM OflDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave. • Villanova, PA
Houra: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. A Sat 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

Owned and operated by Vincent Amendda. former owner of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook

Considered the l)est Pizzeria In West PttUadelptiia

NOW HIRING

Large Medium Small Stromboli
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Armenti. They include:

— "academic space"
— "perceived and real differences

between our stated mission and
daily practice"
— "the intellectual climate on
campus"
— "perceived problems with a
number of our graduate
programs"
— "the need to further explicate

the proper balance between grad-

uate and undergraduate
education"
— "the need to further define the

proper role of scholarship and
research in relation to teaching"

The PEC list of University
strengths include:

— "our unique mission"
— "the high quality of our faculty

[and] ... our undergraduate
students"
— "the ability, loyalty and ded-

ication of our staff"

— "the excellence of virtually all

undergraduate programs"
— "the University's location and
image"
The PEC's praise of the Univer-

sity's graduate program was

qualified. The committee cited the
excellence of only "a number" of

thegraduate programs, as opposed
to its praise of "virtually all" the
undergraduate proems.
The final report is composed of

324 recommendation^ including

302 related to specific programs
and 22 general ones. The 22
general recommendations include

some of the more significant ones,

which will "require the Board of

Trustees' attention," said
Armenti.

The main issue which the
report addresses is the Universi-

ty's academic programs, said

Armenti.

PEC background
The PEC based its final evalua-

tions partially on reports written

by outside evaluators, such as Dr.

Arthur Shriberg of Xavier Univer-

sity, who wrote a report on Stu-

dent Life.

Also, leaders and directors of

University programs described
their program goals to the PEC,
according to Armenti.
The PEC met 78 times since it

began discussions in February
1986. Twenty of the meetings

were six hours longand 30ofthem
were three and one-half hours
long, according to Armenti.

The members of the PEC
include Dr. Wayne Bremser,
accounting professor; the Rev.
Donald Burt, OS.A., philosophy
professor; the Rev. Edmund Doth
bin, O.S.A., who became the
assistant to the dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences in September;
Robert Garbarino, one of the
deans of the Law School; Dr.
Edward Guinan, astronomy pro-

fessor; the Rev. John Hagen,
O.S.A., English professor; Dr.
Michael C. Kelly, chemical engi-

neering professor; Dr. Dennis
Kuhn of the masters of business
administration program; Dr.Joyce
Longman, mathematical science

professor; Jean Maurer, nursing
professor; William McNichol, civil

engineering professor; Dr. Eter-

nard Prusak, religious studies
professor; Dr. Bernard Reilly,

history professor; and Dr. John
Wojcik, chemistry professor.

The PEC members were
charged by DriscoU to employ
strategic planning in making their

"resource allocation recommenda-

tions," according to a PEC
newsletter.

The planning involved consid-

ering "the major external forces

. . . that wilPshape and define the

environment in which the Univer-

sity will operate over the next five

years" and evaluating those for-

ces' "likely impact ... on Villan-

ova over the next five years in the

context of both opportunity and
constraint," according to the
newsletter.

Also, the PEC considered the

University's internal strengths

and weaknesses as well as the

g)ersonal values of the University

Ml the context of the Mission
Statement, according to Armenti.
The PEC was also required to

follow a "fixed pie" mandate,
which required that if any pro-

grams were to gain a larger

portion of the University's resour-

ces, others' portions would be
reduced, according to Armenti.
The University Senate will

meet to make a resolution con-
cerning the PEC's final report
April 29.

English seminar planned
By CHRISTINE E. ATKINS

Staff Reporter

The English department will be
presenting a professional career
seminar April 20 at 3:30 p.m. in

the Connelly Center Cinema.
In an effort to enlighten stu-

dents on the numerous career and
academic options available to the

graduate with an English major,
a panel of four Villanova gradu-
ates with English majors from
past years will present their post-

graduate choices and direction.

According to Professor June
Lytel-Murphy, Villanova students
with English majors, minors and
all interested students may equal-

ly benefit from this opportunity
to meet and talk with those who
have tasted life beyond academia
in a question-and-answer period

which will follow the
presentations.

The guests speaking will be

four professionals, including Wil-

laim J. Jones '57, who is presently

assistant manager of public infor-

mation division at Philadelphia

Electric Company; and Herbert
Aspbury '67, the executive vice

president for Manufacturers Han-
over Trust; Kathleen Rowe McKee
'75, vice president of marketing
for Edward S. Gordon Commercial
Real Estate; and Jane Ackerman
Schappert '77, the regional man-
ager for the Southeastern United
States division of Xerox
Corporation.

In addition to the conference,
the speakers will also visit some
classes for the purpose of a more
personal student-alumni ex-
change.

Lytel-Murphy said that there
exists a widely held misconception
that an English major is only for,

the individual who wishes to

teach English. Yet in reality, their

firm grasp of the language makes
them especially sought after in the

job market in fields of commun-
ications, politics, banking and
medicine, among numerous
others.

The panel itself reflects a sam-
ple of the divergent paths the

graduate with an English major
will pursue. According to Lytel-

Murphy, she and other faculty in

the department would like to see

similar conferences held in the

future, in the hope of quelling

some doubts about the major itself

and shedding a new light upon its

depth.

. GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE PEC STUDY

STRENGTHS

1. Our unique mission

2. The high quality of our faculty

3. The high quality of our undergraduate students
4. The ability, loyalty and dedication of our staff

5. The excellence of virtually all undergraduate programs
6. The excellence of a number of our graduate programs
7. The University's location and image

CONCERNS

1. Academic space
2. Perceived problems with a number of our graduate programs
3. Perceived and real differences between our stated mission and daily

practice

4. The need to further define the proper role of scholarship and
research in relation to teaching

5. The need to further explicate the proper balance between graduate
and undergraduate education

5. The intellectual climate on campus

Professor dies
By KEVIN C.HEIL
Assistant News Editor

Dr. Joseph L. Lucia, a professor
of economics at Villanova, died
April 8 at Bryn Mawr Hospital.

He was 55.

Lucia was raised in the Tacony
section of Philadelphia. A gradu-
ate of Temple University, he did
graduate work at the University
of Pennsylvania's Wharton School
of Business.

He came to Villanova in 1957
and was active in several Univer-

sity committees. He was also

involved in the Economics Society

and the Italian-American Club.

Lucia was also a disabled veter-

an who fought in the Army during
the Korean War.

A resident of Rosemont, he is

survived by his wife, Ida; a son,

Joseph, Jr.; two daughters, Rose
Marie and Gina Marie; a brother,
Michael; a sister, Mary Dambro;
and three grandchildren.

His funeral mass was held
Tuesday at the Main Chapel and
he was buried in Calvary Ceme-
tery in West Conshohocken.

Students You'll get first hand experience in the court- it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer and

room right from the start In diree years, you lawyer, talk with the Marine Corps Officer

coukl handle more than 3,000 cases in a Selection Officer when he visits your campus.

wide variety of subjects

from international to con

tracts (0 criminal law. If

you think you have what

More than 190,00Q^^
Marines couki use.

yourservk^.

iWnlookagArMkwgoodimtt.
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pack up and go home...

Getting your stuff home doesn't have to be a
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Custom dating aixi packing
Shipping from 1 to 1.000 poiuid»-including
ovicniugm delivery
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figures are accurate, but I under-

stand that a Stinger costs $50,000,
and that we have given the
Afghans a thousand Stingers.

Now here we have an invasion due
to which three million people fled.

And we managed to stop it within
an expenditure of $50 million.

That is a measure of what defense,

properly applied, may be able to

do.

What has your role been in
developing nuclear energy
that is not defense-related?

I had a few little inputs. For
instance, in 1984, I became the
chairman of the First Advisory
Committee on Nuclear Safe-
guards. I had been very much
interested in the safety of nuclear
reactors.

Do you think that fusion is a
possibility in the 20th
century?

Essentially, no. Fusion has
mistakenly been over-emphasized.
I believe that the best hope is a

hybrid reactor where 1 or 2 per-

cent comes from fusion and the

rest from fission.

What is your answer to

reports of plant workers sleep-

ing on the job and taking
drugs?
To my knowledge nuclear

plants are not the cause of nuclear

accidents, people are. Throw out

the humans.
There is, for instance, a specific

plan to improve the system at

Peachbottom which is completely

automated, is underground, and
in which humans play no role

except if the reactor gets into

trouble and shuts itself down.
Then authorized experts specifi-

cally'*selected can go there and
won't fall asleep. Humans are the

Achilles' heel and are not needed.

What was the nature of your
conflict with Oppenheimer?
Two eminent people have been

hurt badly and probably unjustly,

for the same shortcoming. One
was Robert Oppenheimer, the

other was Richard Nixon. Both
worked very well. Both deviated

in a very clear and obvious way
from the truth in a public situa-

tion. And in both cases this had
personal consequences which I

believe were even more harsh in

the case of President Nixon.

What is your prediction for

the future of science and tech-

nology in the U.S. and the role
that they can play?

I have heard a lot of complaints
that most of our really first-class

graduate students are foreigners.

Georgetown

I think, that as a sign of a bigger advantage because many of these

transition, that our young people foreigners will stay here and
don't take enough advantage of become Americans, and many
the greater possibilities. others will go home and will work

I think also that this is an with us wherever they go.

Teller speaks

New chairpersons

appointed

By DANIEL MORIARTY
StaffReporter

Renowned physicist Dr.
Edward Teller gave a lecture
titled "The Energy Evolution"
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Vil-

lanova Room of the
Center.

Teller lectured for an hour on
the growing necessity for safe

nuclear energy as an alternative

to fossil fuels and solar energy as
well as on the connection between
technology and peace.

He called for an increase in

Connelly defensive weapons such as the

Strategic Defense Initiative [SDI]

Approximately 500 people and a simultaneous decrease of

attended the lecture, which was offensive weapons.

sponsored by the physics depart-

ment in conjunction with the
Energy Advisory Council of the
Philadelphia Electric Company to

commemorate the department's
50th anniversary.

Welcoming remarks were deli-

vered by the Rev.John M. DriscoU, Ppor,ro7nrv'''r^m,cc.^«
O.S.A.. University president, and

^^^""^^^""'y Commission

professor Miro Todorovitch, exec-

utive 'director of Scientists and
Engineers for Secure Energy.

Teller, who was born in Hun-
gary in 1908, studied in Europe
and came to America in time to

join the famous Manhattan Pro-

In his discourse on safe nuclear
energy, Teller advocated small
nuclear plants which could be
built underground and be made
completely automatic, thus elim-

inating human error.

He commented that the Nuclear

[NRCl
"ought to be abolished" because,
for instance, their licensing proce-

dure is "clumsy" and "not cost-

effective."

In drawing the connection
between technology and peace,

Teller stressed the need for a
bipartisan foreign policy if the

ject, which created the first atomic available technology is to effec-

bomb. lively promote world peace.

By LYNf^ PERDEK
Staff Reporter

Five academic departments will

have new chairpersons banning
in the 1988 fall semester, accord-

ing to Dr. Charles L. Cherry,
associate vice president for Aca-
demic Affairs.

The department chairpersons
are recommended by inter-

departmental committees and are
selected by the dean of the cor-

responding school, according to

the faculty regulations manual.

Dr. Charles H. Helmetag, chair-

person of the modern languages
department, will be resigning at

the end of this year after 15 years

as department chairperson. Helme-
tag said that he will remain with
the modern languages department

as a German professor.

Dr. Estrella B. Ogden, a Spanish
professor at Villanova since 1980,

was named as the new chairper-

son of the modern languages
department.

The mechanical engineering
department is in the process of

selecting a new chairperson. The
current chairperson, Dr. Edward
V. McAssey, is stepping down
after this year. According to

Cherry, no replacement has yet

been named to fill the position.

Recently, Dr. John J. Schrems
was named chairperson-elect of

the political science department,

and will replace Dr. Priscilla G.

Hopkirk, who has been chairper-

son for 10 years. Schrems has

been part of the faculty since 1%5.
Hopkirk will continue as a Uni-

versity political science professor.

The chemical engineering
department has named Dr.

Michael C. Kelly as the new
department chairperson. Kelly

has taught at Villanova for 19

years. Dr. Robert F. Sweeny,
chairperson of the department for

the past five years, said that he
will be resigning at the end of this

year.

Also resigning as chairperson at

the end of this year is Dr. George
T. Radan, chairperson of the art

and art history department.
According to Cherry, no official

replacement has been named yet.

Another recent change in depart-

ment chairpersons occurred this

past January. Dr. Gerald Long
replaced Dr. Daniel J. Ziegler as

chairperson of the psychology
department. Ziegler became the

new graduate school dean in

September.
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gays
settle

By College Prkss Service

A bitter, eight-year struggle

that could affect gay students at

private colleges around the coun-

try ended March 29 in a draw.

In a court compromise, gay

students at private Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C.,

won the right to use campus
facilities while Geor^getown offi-

cials— who had claimed sanctkm-

ing a gay group on campus would

violate the school's Catholic prin-

ciples — dkl not have to grant

official recognition to the

students.

The compromise — concocted

in December and made offkaal last

walk — ako lets l&i(p»nwn fet

about $127 mttlon in public

funds, whkh DitlKctd Cohinhia
officials had hem withhoUmg
bocauae Gaeriatoyn, by refuting

to recopitie Um ffty atuteit

mup, was vioMagA diitrktkMr

bMMiMi diHriMiaitian an tM
htaiaorMiuaAl oriMtatiofi.
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Enrollment
(OmtinuedfromptmiS)

upperclassmen will be on campus^^
in the new dormitories, Neville

responded.

Murray added that while the

freshman class may be increased

by 50 students, the overall total

undergraduate enrollment will be

decreased by 80 students.

In regards to the issue of trust

in University relations, Neville

commented that "We try to give

them all the information we can.

However, Murray isn't always
dealing with the public, and he
and his department made that

decision."

Freshman #BMil <aii|iHdi<»
Brach said that it was "implied"

that the adminittratioQ would not
raise enrolUneiit. "It was implied

by (the Rev. John M.] DriscoU,

[University president] himself,

when he spoke to the Senate that

enrollment would be maintained

or poliaps reduced. It has also

been implied by various members
of the administration in several

public forums, such as township
meetings," Brach noted.

Brach commented that "this

prove a point — we've become a

school that will accept students

who can afford to come here."

Levinthal
(Continuedfrom page 3)

Realizing the potential destruc-

tibility of a hydrogen bomb, Enrico

Fermi and other renowned scient-

ists pleaded to halt all research

on this project. Dr. Edward Teller,

a major opponent to Fermi's view,

strongly advocated research.
Work did ensue, yielding the
contested weapon.
The paranoia on both the Soviet

and American sides during this

development of nuclear armament
has been building up through the

present day. Levinthal summar-
ized, "nuclear bombs and nuclear

weapons have only one purpose,

to prevent the other guy from
using his."

He gauged that though the
United States has made the sig-

nificant developments, the Soviets

tend to catch up within four years.

The problem which this leads to

is "a new level of vulnerability."

With the increase in weapons.

Harassment
(Continuedfrom page 3)*

first part of the problem is "people

do not know what sexual harass-

ment is," he said.

Dr. Barbara Wall, O.P., philo-

sophy professor and committee
member, agreed, saying, "Most
cases of sexual harassment [in

general] are due to ignorance and
insensitivity, rather thah to mali-

cious, deliberate discrimination."

Another part of the problem is

that without an official policy,

people who are having a problem
with sexual harassment do not
know where to go for help, said

Immerwahr.
"Without a policy, people are

extremely vulnerable," said Des-
mond, who included faculty, stu-

dents and staff among the poten-

tial victims.

"[They are] vulnerable because
harassment often involves misuse
of power," said Desmond. She
cited examples, saying that stu-

dents are potentially vulnerable
because faculty have more power,
and that staff are vulnerable to

the power of their supervisor.

Desmond said that harassed
students are able togo to the office
of Student Life, where a "whole
hearing vehicle [is] available" to

them.

Faculty do not have the same
kind of vehicle that students have,
said Desmond. A faculty member
who has a complaint about harass-

ment can go to his or her chair-

person, then to her dean, then to

the Rev. Lawrence C. Gallen,
O.S.A., vice president ofAcademic
Affairs.

If a staff member feels he or she
is being harassed, he can go to his
immediate supervisor, who could
be the person that is causing the
problem, said Desmond. There is

no other place for them to go,

except for engaging legal counsel,

she added.

Cherry said, "The administra-
tion has acted when it (a case of
harassment] has be^ brai^Eht to
its itteu^m,**

'

The Rev. Robert J. Martin,
O.S.A.. assisunt to tlwpKaident.
said recently that there is a

IwiAiii far

Levinthal pointed out, there are
clearly mort opportunities to
make misjudgments. Hence, "We
[the U.S.] are not very secure, nor
are the Russians."

He spoke at some length on the
Strategic Defense Initiative

[S.D.I.], explaining Reagan's Hrm
stand on the issue as ultimately
derivable to clever arguments by
Teller. Levinthal decried S.D.I.

,

claiming that virtually everyone
in the scientific community
realizes that it, with present
technology, is not possible and
refuses to work on it. "The claims
for 'Star Wars' are grossly exag-
gerated," he said.

Levinthal said he believes that
the only solution for the future is

not to allow testing of new mis-
siles or bombs. Such an agreement
would apparently be kept, for
"you can't test a missile [or bomb]
without it being easily detected by
both sides."

procedure, saying that it is a way
of dealing with harassment prob-

lems and that a specific policy on
harassment is "not absolutely

essential" to deal with such
charges.

Desmond did commend Gallen
and the Rev. John M. DriscoU,
O.S.A., University president for

"taking action on examples of

outrageous harassment." When
sufficient data were presented on
these occasions, appropriate
action was taken, she said.

Immerwahr said the third part

of the problem concerns thosewho
are accused of sexual harassment.
"When there are no rules, there

are infinite amounts of opportun-
ity for injustice on both sides," he
explained.

Alleviating the problem
While Wall said that the prob-

lem of sexual harassment was not
unique to Villanova, she com-
mented, "one would hope that we
would foster respect for such a
policy and procedure [of sexual
harassment] . . . [it] ought to be
an accepted norm that all people
be respected and deemed sacied.
Such a policy and procedure
would reinfoixx the values that
the University has always upheM,
from its Christian oomraitment."
Immerwahr said a policy woukl

"emphasize the University's com-
mitment to creating an environ-
ment where men and women
could work and study in a profes-

sional way.
"Second, it woukl make it easier

for problems to be detected and
dealt with in a confidential way,
before it got out of hand," he sakl.

A policy would also "protect the

rii^ts of the alleged victims and
alkiffed perpetrators of sexual
harassment," added Immerwahr.
WaH said a policy and procedure

shonid be part of an ecmcational
prooeaa which aids in "creatii^an
enviramnent that is open and
accepting of differences," rather
thai a punitive mcasvie.
ClwKry said an officiil Uiifver-

9itfpmcjwmidU**m

By SHARON A. WATEKS
Aseislaut Nem Ediior

Confusion over the eligibility

requirements in the electkn race

for Senate poaitkms resulted in
freshman arts candidate Michelle
Bogosian withdrawing from the
race last week.
The '^qualifications for elec-

tion" concerning class standing
state, "undei^cTuate students
must at least be a second-semester
sophomore or at least have com-
pleted as many credits at the time
of the election," according to the
"election laws guiding all Student
Government electHms" compiled
by the Election Conunission.

Accor<|ing to Mike Delzotti,

election cominissioner, the elec-

tion commission's rules do not

prohibit a freshman from running
for Senate, yet the Senate consti-

tution will not allow a sophomore
to be a senator.

The Senate constitution states

that the "minimum qualifications

for student election to the Senate
shall be junior standing for under-

graduate and University College

students ..."

Delzotti said, "I was advised by
Student Government that the

chances were good of it [the rule]

being changed."
He said that he made it clear

at a preliminary meeting of pos-

sible candidates tlint Student
Government wtt trying tochange
the constitytion nilo so that
soplKMivesoouldbe seniitore, but
there was stHl a possibflity that

a freshmanjoouhi run. be elected

and not be allowed to serve the

office.

Debotti said he "made no gua-

rantees** and that if % freshman
raiiu he or she would serve as "an
example" if elected that the stu-

dent body supported having sopho-
more senators.

Bogosian, however, was appar-

ently under the impression that

the rule would be changed. She
said, "Why would I bother run-

ning for something if I wasn't
guaranteed [of being able to hold
the office]?"

Student Government president

Phil Brach said he did encourage
freshman to run for senator
because "I figured the easiest way
to change the rules was to elect

someone" to help prove the point.

He added that he "wanted to

force them [the rules and review
committee] to make an immediate
decision."

Brach said he did not follow the

normal procedure for getting the

rule changed because he did not

have enough time.

Feeling that some freshmen are

more than qualified to be senator,

Brach said he was "trying to build

an argument that freshmen

should be able to run" ind the fact

that a freshman was running
helped h|i afgument.
Snring that the Electkm Com-

mission made it "as clear as
possible that therewasnojuanm-
tee." Brach concluded, '1 don't

think we [Student Government]
misled Michelle."

Bogosian. who got the required

number of signatures in order to

be an offknal candidate and who
had already made up her buttons

and postere. was stipposed to be

reimbursed by Student Govern-

ment for the money she spent on
her campaign and the $6 fee she

had to pay to be a candidate,

according to Brach.

V Phyllis Dowfis, a junior who
attended the preliminary meeting,

diid, "He [Delzotti] made it clear

that it [freshmen running for

Senate] was against the rules."

She added, however, that he
encouraged freshmen to run and
gave the impressk)n that if fresh-

men ran, the rule had a very good

chance of being changed.

She added that Delzotti was
"vague" and the "impression was
that freshmen could run but

obviously you're [a candidate]

running with the intention of

winning and taking office."

She did not remember Delzotti

specifically saying that a fresh-

man not be able to serve if he or
she won.
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Must we hire

babysitters?
This year's student elections looked very promising,

as we had two very qualified and competent candidates

running for Student Government president. Unfortunate-

ly, some disturbing and appalling events have clouded

this vision, and now we are forced like children who
misbehaved to await our reprimand by the administration.

The unethical actions and mudslingings between the

two campaigns raise serious questions about the

leadership abilities of both Terise Fusco and Sean Closkey

.

Both candidates used the Villanovan as a device to

manipulate their campaigns. It angers and offends us that

Closkey used the ViUanovan's Election Extra of April

12 as campaign material. He utilized his endorsement for

his own means by distributing and urging passersby

to"Vote for Sean Closkey."

We are completely outraged at Fusco's unjust and

blantant disregard for freedom of the press and freedom

of speech. She obstructed the rights of students by

attempting to dispose of over 1,000 copies of the issue

before the student body had the chance or opportunity

to read it.

The Villanovan has the right to publish an editorial

expressing the opinions of the Editorial Board. The
Villanovan realizes its vital impact upon the Villanova

community as we are the sole student newspaper.

Because we did not previously schedule an issue after

Easter and before the election, we published an additional

issue. We felt an obligation to inform the students about

the debates and to present objective interviews about each

of the candidates. It is unfortunate that the calendar and
time restraints forced us to publish our issue on election

day without adequate opportunity for response. It was
beyond our control and in no way a malicious intent to

discredit a candidate's campaign.
We made an intelligent decision and we back our

endorsement of Sean Closkey.

The Villanovan has completed its role in the election

with our endorsement and nowwe continue as an objective

and impartial news source. However the election

concludes, we hope the vital link between the Villanovan
and Student Government will continue in order to achieve

our primary purpose — to inform the students.

Let's not let our opposing views stifle progress.

Protest a success
We applaud the initiative on both parts of student

senators and students attending the March 25 Senate

meeting. Almost 200 students united together to voice

their concerns on the proposed tuition increase as well

as the future of Villanova. Student senators John Lewis

and Phil Brach led the thrust to defeat the budget and
focused on the issues of financial aid, Villanova's image

and reputation and the Senate budget process.

The effort was not purely selfish on the part of the

students, for they did not simply wish to defeat on the

basis of the tuition increase, but on the premise that

Villanova would lose its academic, social and economic

diversity and become an "academic haven for the

wealthy," if the budget passed.

It was uplifting to see a room, so often empty, filled

with concerned students armed with posters and vocal

with loud rounds of applause.
Unfortunately, the budget slimly passed by a vote

of 17- 16, which is a surprising and encouraging outcome.

Even more sad is the fact that the budget could have

been defeated if the two i^nexcused student senators were
present. Robert Brancatella and Mark Wible showed
blatant disregard of their duties when they failed to attend

the meeting.

Sadly, as apathy finally shows si^s of diminishing

at Villanova, two student representatives only reinforce

it.

Letters to the Editor

Fusco offends minorities
To the Editon

This letter is in response to

Terise Fusco's comments in the

election extra issue of the Villa-

novan of April 12. Fusco
addresses the issue of minority

recruitment in what I feel is a

most racist manner.
Fusco refers to minorities as a

portion of society Villanova needs

to reach. I agree. But Fusco's

reasons for supporting minority

recruitment arc highly offensive

to me as a black student and a

proud, lifetime member of one of

the ''minority'* groups she

includes in her comments.
Fusco said that "if we don't

provide them [minorities] with

financial aid, they will not be

educated so later on we're going

to have to pay for them through

welfare."

Fusco — 1 can assure you that

I am not a burden to this society

or to the University. Furthermore,

blacks and other minorities have
paid their dues and earned a

respectable place in this and other

nations. Do all minorities not

work? Are there no non-minority

members of our society who live

off of public assistance?

Perhaps, Fusco, your intentions

for discussing minority recruit-

ment were noble. But your quo-

tations come off to me, a black

student at Villanova, as discrim-

inating, racist, small-minded and
uninformed.

Granted, there are minorities

who do not support themselves as

they should. But there are non-

minorities who also choose to

needlessly "burden" society and
therefore Villanova. Not all of us
minorities, blacks in particular,

are here on "free-rides" for wha-
tever reason. Our parents, rela-

tives and friends work at jobs just

as I am sure your associates do.

But this issue goes beyond that.

The real issue in question and
controversy is your usage of the

term "burden." Just whom do you
define as a "burden" to a society

and who gave you the right to

mandate such a definition? Is the

high school football star who
bi^ks his leg during his first

collcfe season a "burden" to hii

team and university or does he
still diterve hit promiMd cti^kft

education? Are all the minoritiea

of the world lumped together as jargon and generalizations quite

a useless mass of unwanted waste
and deemed "burdens to society?"

Fusco, in the future, it would
be wise for you not to generalize.

The use of assumptions, political

often result tli angry, resentful,

clarifying letters like this one.

Cynthia C. Glover
Qaas of 1990
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Villanova student

warns againsi UCO
By FRANK PUCCI

I would like to bring to your
attention a problem of which not

many Villanova students are yet

aware. The problem concerns the

actions of the organization United

Christian Outreach (UCO). To
help you understand exactly what
UCO is doing wrong, let me first

give you some background infor-

mation about my personal ties

with the organization.

Before starting college I had
been warned of religious organi-

zations that may at first seem
innocent and appealing but are.

deep down, merely intense cult-

like clubs whose members seek

out to convert others, primarily

incoming freshmen.

After all, the brainwashing
effects exerted upon vulnerable

minds by such hypocritical figures

as Sun Myung Moon, Jim Jones

and television evangelists like

Jerry Falwell and Oral Roberts

have been shown to be very

severe.

Because I feared being caught

up in something like that, I was
obviously skeptical about UCO
when I was first introduced to it

in September 1986 through a

friend (we were both freshmen at

the time).

From the very beginning, the

only UCO-related events I

attended were parties, barbecues

anjl. the like. Only on one or two
occasions did I attend UCO's
weekly Wednesday night prayer
meeting; I never wanted to get

overly involved with the
organization.

Little did I know that a friend

of mine had been going to meetings

almost every week. Nevertheless,

both the organization and its

members seemed friendly and
harmless for a long time.

However, one Friday night a

few weeks ago I saw something

that changed everything.

I was invited by my friend to

Paul's Ardmore home to watch a

home video titled "Rock 'n Roll:

A Search for God." What I thought

would be a look from a Christian

perspective at how some rock

stars express their spirituality

through their music was actually

nothing more than an inflamma-

tory fundamentalist propaganda
film.

The film shamelessly tried to

associate every rock performer

from Madonna and Michael Jack-

son to Slayer and Metal Church

with Satan worship. It treated the

subject with a completely one-

sided fundamentalist point of

view that was solely based on

opinion, not fact.

As a fan of rock 'n roll, I can

honestly say that there is definite,

indisputable concrete evidence

available to disprove at least 95

percent of the filmmakers' accu-

sations of satanism. They some-

how either forgot to mention or

deliberately denied the facts; the

only "proof" they had to offer was
along the lines of "believe me or

else."

For example, the film accused

Jackson's "Thriller" video to be

a celebration of the occult (and,

therefore, of satanism), while at

the same time they both denied

Jackson's deeply Christian beliefs

and stated that his anti-occult

message at the beginning of the

video is only a satanic cover-up.

Along with literally hundreds of

opinion-based examples like this,

the film included a very frighten-

ing final word: Those viewers who
disagree with what was said in

the film do so because Satan

"wants" them to disagree with it.

In all honesty, is not this just

a bold, immobilizing trap designed

to scare people into becoming
followers of some cult by not

allowing them to even question

theirown betterjudgment of what
they see and hear? This is the

same trick that was used in the

1970s by Jones, who told his

people, "if you deny me, you deny
God!" The faithful believed his lie

then; the filmmakers want the

faithful to believe their lies today.

I was obviously very insulted by

the production, but I was able to

see right through it. After all, it

was only a cult recruiting device

that utilized fear as its chief

weapon. However, at the time of

viewing it, I was in a room full

of UCO members, including my
friend, who apparently believed

every word of it!

I talked with my friend after-

wards, and I discovered that over

the past few months he had
assumed a new unusually reli-

gious and narrow-minded view of

life. This was not like him at all.

Since he had become so deeply

involved with UCO over that

period, the most certain conclu-

sion is that he had somehow been

changed by the group. If he, a big

fan of rock music could accept as

truth would advocate a bunch of

blatant truth distortions as those

put forth in "Rock 'n Roll: A
Search for God," can one imagine

how clever and manipulative
UCO's tactics may have been

toward controlling his thoughts in

other more mundane gatherings?

I found out almost two years later

than I should have, that all of my
suspicions about UCO being a

fanatical recruit group were
correct.

I did not write this letter to

attack religion in general nor to

whine about my misfortune of

losing a friend to something I

feared very much. I instead wish
to warn Villanova students
against joining organizations like

UCO because of the reasons pre-

viously stated here.

I once thought my friend^s

common sense and emotional

strength were sufficient to resist

a near-brainwashed admittance

into UCO, but the techniques of

the group's recruiters were clever

enough to circumvent them.

UCO does take part in many
beneficial projects, such as aid to

the homeless in Philadelphia.

However, students, particularly

freshmen (who are very vulnera-

ble targets), must keep a very

sharp lookout for organizations

like UCO which may not be as

innocent as they first appear.

In closing, I would like you to

know that UCO founding member,
Ed Lis, now a religion teacher at

Villanova, has been showing
"Rock 'n Roll: A Search for God"
to his freshmen classes of Chris-

tian Theology in a Changing

World. I do not know whether or
not the religious studies depart-

ment is aware that he is doing

this, but I ask you all to please

think about this for a moment.

Frank Pucci is a sophomore.

Professor comments on V.U. leqture

Quote of Note
There are people so addicted to exaggeration that they can 7 tell

the truth without lying.

Josh Billings

By NICHOLAS B.

TUFILLARO

Edward Teller, who will no
doubt be remembered as the chief

architect and primary advocate

for the American H-bomb, deli-

vered a set of simple messages on
April 11 to a sedate Villanova

audience.

Teller's messages were simple

enough; first, the United States

needs to build more nuclear power
plants to decrease its dependence
on foreign oil imports, and second,

the United States should pursue
both negotiated disarmaments
and SDI to further world peace

and American interests.

As a Catholic and an American
I found Teller's talk very disturb-

ing; not only because of Teller's

message, but also because of the

complacency with which the
audience greeted this message.

It was an evening of appear-

ances. Teller appeared to be a

mouthpiece for Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company (PECO) as he told

us that the lesson from Chernobyl
was that humans should not

operate nuclear reactors because
humans make mistakes — thus
Teller drew the conclusion that all

nuclear reactors should be rully

automated (but humans design

nuclear reactors and their auto-

mation systems ... how many
times did your computer crash

last week?)

I could not help but notice that

the PECO officials who were
given front row seats to the talk

were^noozing during the "lessons

of Chernobyl" section to Teller's

lecture; they woke up during the

SDI portion — now, how much
money will GE make from Star

Wars?
But back to the appearances

motif. The questions, dutifully

written on 3x5 cards offered to

Teller at the end of the talk,

appeared to be judiciously sorted

(dare I say censored) by the

moderator. Lastly, the audience,

in accepting both Teller's mesage

and their 3x5 dialogue, appeared

to tacitly accept the forum in

which his message was delivered.

As I said, it was an evening of

appearances. In fact, I doubt that

Teller is a mouthpiece for PECO,

or that the questions were cen-

sored, or that no one else felt a

similar sense of viseral disgust

over the evening. And yet, I have

no evidence to think otherwise

from what I observed Monday
evening— and, at least in science,

what we can not observe, we can

not comment upon (clearly, not

the comment of a string theorist).

Teller seemed to imply that

nuclear technology could be devel-

oped as a useful energy source for

the third world (an intriguing

thought, given that nuclear reac-

tors are the essential resource for

making nuclear bombs, a lesson

well known to Israel and Iraq),

and that solar technology could

not be developed as a useful

energy, source for the third world

(how much price support does the

solar industry receive?). The 3x5

cards were sorted into two or more

piles by the moderator, what

conclusion would you draw from

this observation?

No one spoke up to substantially

challenge Teller's arguments in

support of nuclear weapons and

nuclear energy. By speak up. I

mean literally to raise one's voice

to say for instance: "Mr. Teller,

the U.S. Catholic bishops' letter

on The Challenge of Peace: God's

Promise and Our Response' says
»»

... '

I feel ashamed that I did not

speak up to offer Teller a genuine

challenge. The organizers of

Teller's visit did their best to

avoid such a challenge, but I

believe that Teller himself would
prefer a genuine dialogue.

The luminous detail ot Teller s

lecture is his turn of phrase "the

miserable third world" to describe

the current economic condition

faced by the majority of the

world's population. Teller could

have used the terms impover-

ished, unfortunate, dispossessed,

exploited, hungry, malnurished or

simply suffering. Yet, the word he

chose to describe those who
hunger most for food, peace and
justice was "miserable."

Next time, why don't you get

Johnathan Kozol to give a lecture.

Or better yet, Kozol and Teller,

so that they can meet face to face

so that — as President Reagan is

fond of saying — we can let the

chips (nuclear ash?) fall where
they may.

Nicholas B. Tufillaro i$ a pro-

fessor in the department oj physics

at Bryn Mawr College.
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Role of the press defined
By NOEL E. FALCO
yd JENNIFER REIDY

Apparently there is a lack of

understanding about the role of

the press at Villanova (and in the

country) lately. As a voice for

what is going on it Villanova, the

newspaper has the responsibility

of printing the issues and events

that concern Villanova students.

If it were not for the Villanovan,
sad to say, most students would
not know what is going on behind
closed doors.

While news stories must be
factual accounts of events without

the reporter's bias, editorials

serve to convey an educated and
insightful interpretation of this

news. When the Villanovan
endorsed Sean Closkey for Stu-

dent Government president, in its

election supplemental issue last

Tuesday, the editors did not come
to this decision haphazardly.
Instead, they contemplated their

research and information l)efore

recording their decision.

The right to freedom of speech
and the press is a basic tenet of

a free American society. To violate

it is inexcusable. The press serves
as a watchdog on government and
those in power in order to protect

the rights d its constituents. It

is rather frightening when thxmfi

who represent our government, if

only on the level of student govern-
ment, blatantly disregard these
rights.

By disposing over a thousand
copies of the Villanovan into the

¥fhlh new$ gtorhs
mustbe facbuJ 90-

cowits ofewmtB ivftflh

out Hmnportrnf9 Um,
editoriulssem to cou-

Yoyon oducutod oudhh
sihtM bitoipiotuthm

oftNsuows.

trash, presidential candidate
Terise Fusco showed either a
gross misunderstanding of or
open contempt for the rights of the
press and the students. The press
is not a tool of the government or
any one individual. If the pr^ss

represents the students and its

words end up in the trash, then
what will Fusco do with the
student body if she is unsatisfied

with it?

Anyone who disagrees with the
Villainovan's opinion has the
right to write a letter to the editor

voicing their own views. They do
(hot hive the right to prevent
others from malung their own
decision on the editorial by des-

troying almost $200 worth of

newspapers. Jhe Villanovan
does not force-feed its beliefs to

its readers, who are mature and
intelligent enough to reach their

own decisions.

Fusco's actions angered those of

us who had put such hard work
into that issue T(iey also rein-

forced our belief in our endorse-

ment. We hope that before she
runs for public office, she learns

the Bill of Rights and the art of

diplomacy.

Noel E. Falco is a sophomore
English and honors major and
news editor of the Vilianovan.
Jennifer Reidy is a junior biology

major and assistant news editor of
the Villanovan,
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Professor probes
Israeli conflict

Letters to the Editor

Student defends Pi Kappa Phi
To the Editor:

In the four years that I have
been reading the Villanovan,
there have been a lot of articles

that made me angry, bu^until last

week's issue, I have never wanted
to actually pick up a pen and write

in- about one of them. The article

that I am talking about involved

an investigation into a student

who was struck crossing Lancas-

ter Avenue while intoxicated. He
was a pledge of Pi Kappa Phi

fraternity at the time. Apparently
the investigation was conducted
under the Rev. John P. Stack,

O.S.A., dean of students, since he
was the only administration
member quoted in the article.

Let me make it clear that I am
not a member of Pi Kappa Phi. In

fact, I did not get a bid when I

rushed their fraternity, so I do not

feel any obligation to write a letter

on their behalf. Also, I have no
grudge against Stack; I have never
even met the man, and his office

has been very helpful to me on
several occasions. When I read the

article for the first time, I was
neither pro-fraternity nor anti-

administration.

My problem is with the conclu-

sions made, based on the circum-

stantial evidence presented in the

article. Things are fine up untif

the sub-heading "Possible Cover-

Up," after which Stack speculates

on the motives behind the actions

of Pi Kappa Phi following the

accident.

From that point on, the article

ceases to be a factual news story

and starts to become some kind
of public cross-examination, with
a series of conjectures being made
by Stack followed by obligatory

rebuttals by Pi Kappa Phi pres-

ident, Terence Dalton.

By having to answer to this

bacic-and-forth style alone, the

burden of guilt is placed on the

fraternity. If Stack believes that

there was a cover-up, then he has
the right, if not the duty, to

investigate it fully. But the place

for that was in the hospital or on
^he campus or in his office — not

on the pages of the newspaper^
And as to the facts given in the

article, there was not one piece of

tangible evidence present that

showed a deliberate cover-up by
the fraternity. Apparently, the

meetii^ that folkywed the accident

was a large implication of their

'guilt'; the fact that they all told

similar recollections of the same
event is construed as an indication

that they were lying. As further

proof against them, Stack noted

that some of the brothers were
concerned about repercussions
against the fraternity while at the

hospital.

Now there's an open-and-shut

case if I have ever heard one.

I do not want to sound naive.

Maybe the fraternity did cover

something up. But there are
proper guidelines and procedures

to find that out. Stack is even
quoted as saying that the appear-

ance of the meeting was so that

the brothers "would all be singing

the same tune." That sounds like

something you would hear on
television.

I fully support any efforts by the

school to investigate incidents

involving its students, but only
when they are made at the right

place and in the proper manner.
Otherwise, there is the danger
that it could lead to members of

the administration suddenly
sounding like Judge Wapner,
accusing the students of being
guilty beyond a reasonable
suspicion.

Tom McPherson
Class of 1988

Editor's Note: The Rev. John P.

Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,

is certainly a qualified authoritative

source on an investigation he is

conducting. It is common practice

of the ViUanovan and all of the

print media to accurately report

both sides of every story, which is

clearly evident in "Fraternity

investigation underway" in the

March 25 issue ofthe Villanovan.

Environmental group

voices its concerns
To the Editor:

The newly-formed Villanova
Environmental Group (VEG) is

concerned about the effects on the
environment of the balloons
released on Balloon Day. Once the
balloons fall back to the earth,
they pose a threat both because
they are not biodegradable, and
because animals who play with
them can be killed through suf-

focation or strangulation.

We understand that the Cam-
pus Ministry staff is looking into

biodegradable ballons for future
Balloon Days. But we also under-
standthat such balloons are very
expensive, and they solve only
part of the problem. Animals who
find and play with the biodegrad-
able balloons can be hurt as
seriously as with non-
biodegradable ones.

We would hke to work with
Campus Ministry and the Villa-

nova community in exploring
alternatives. We know that the
balkms have been purchased for

this year; we suggest that for this

year we not release the ballons
and instead donate them to Chil-

•dren's Hospital or some other
charity. An idea for future years
it to ruffle off rides in a hot air

balloon and be ride of the many
small ballons completely.

We fully support the ideas
behind Balloon Day. But we want
everyone to benefit — including
the animals and the environment.

The Villanova
Environmental Group

Letters
policy
The Vilianovan willprint "Let-

ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weekly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. All letters must be typed and
double spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but
all letters mmsi besignedandskomld
include the writer's telephone
number. Beeamte of limited tpmoe,

notaU letters cam beprinted. Otimt
may be edited. Letters may be sent
by mail to: the Viiimmamm, VU-
lanom Unimreify, ViUamaea, Be.
19086:

ByAMOSJ.LEFFLER

I read your letter in the March
25 VilUuiovan concerning the

injustices of the Israeli soldiers in

Israel, and could not help but
make some comments.
Although I might be considered

prejudiced on religious grounds, I

have spent considerable time in

Israel during sabbatical leaves

and so I speak from some
experience.

It is important to understand
what is taking place. This is a

genuine insurrection, and so it

goes far beyond normal police

measures. The aim of the Pales-

tinians taking part in these riots

is to destroy the stat6 of Israel,

as they state clearly themselves.

It is in this light that the actions

of the soldiers should be under-

stood. Considering that after 15

weeks of this type of violence only

a little over 100 people have died,

an indication of overly brutal

treatment is not apparent.
Remember that several years ago
in Syria there was trouble with
the Moslem Brotherhood, and
Assad ordered that the city of

Homa be destroyed and the esti-

mated deaths were 15,000 to

20,000. In this light the casualties

are not ov^ly high.

The view of many people both
in and ou\ of Israel is to trade

peace for laiid. This seems like a
reasonable ciunpromise, but it is

important to remember that there

are many Palestinian groups
whose aim, as stated clearly and
categorically, is to destroy Israel.

If a settlement were reached,

with those groui>s who would
accept Israel, how do you handle
the more radical groups? People

might argue that the "radical"

groups are small and impotent,

but every Jew remembers that

Hitler was put in that category

and the results of that error are

all too well known to be repeated.

It is for this reason that most
Israelis, while eager for peace,

have a deep skepticism towards
any agreement that they cannot
enforce themselves.

An extremely important but
scarcely mentioned question is:

What happens to the people in the'

camps in Lebanon, Jordan and
Syria? If a territorial agreement
were reached, would they be

allowed to return? If they did,

there would be standing room
only, and the pressure for retaking

all of the remainder of Israel

would be irresistable.

As you can see the problems
which need to be addressed, with-

out even mentioning such things

asJerusalem, are almost insoluble.

This is the reason that there has
been no progress made over the

years, despite many attempts and
much effort.

Is any solution possible? If one
or the other group would agree to

give up all rights to the land in

exchange for payment and
another place to settle, the answer
is yes. Otherwise the problem is

probably insoluble and joins the

list of many others such as North-

ern Ireland, Korea and the two
Germanys.

Barring such a solution, can we
make things at least bearable?

This will not be easy, but one'

interesting possibility is granting
the Palestinians rights to parti-

cipate in the Jordanian govern-

ment and to run their own local

affairs.

The problem here is that most
Palestinians detest King Hussein
because of his policies in the West
Bank between 1948 and 1%7, and
because of his suppression of the

revolt during Black September.
Also Hussein is probably reluctant

to have control over these people

since it would make Jordan 80
percent Palestinian instead of the

present 60 percent. Possibly some
larger grouping would be accept-

able but nothing obvious appears
here.

It is just this hopelessness that

has brought on the present insur-

rection, and there is no reason to

expect a quick solution unless

maximum force is used to supress
it. We have the classic irresistable

force meeting/the immovable
object. At this/point nobody can
predict what ;will happen except

thatit is unhkely that things will

return to the status quo.

We can only hope that some
palliative will be found without
the enormous amount of

bloodshed that will result in any
forced solution.

Amos J. L^ffler is a professor in

the chemistry department.
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Fusco supporter

feels betrayed
To the editon

After voting for Terise Fusco in

this week's election and then

discovering she had personally

dumped hundreds of issues of the

Villanovan election issues in

dumpsters, I felt like I had just

voted for Richard Nixon.

I would not have thought it

conceivaole for a college under-

graduate to display such total

arrogance and disregard for free

press. Clearly, her actions prove

she is too irrational and irrespon-

sible for public office of any sort,

much less one of the highest

to

positions on campus.
Admittedly, her decision

bury the Villanovan issues was
a spur-of-the-moment mistake,

but if she is capable of this type

of rash acting, what will she do
as president?

I have a suggestion for her first

action of office, if she is elected.

She should start to lobby for G.
Gordon Liddy to speak at 1989

graduation ceremonies. It would
be only fitting, right?

Jim Bowman
Class of 1991

assistant sports editor

Students call

editorial unethical
To the Editon

We are writing concerning your
editorial of April 12, endorsing
Sean Closkey for president of the

Student Government. We realize

that it is common practice for

newspapers such as the Villa-

novan, to endorse candidates for

office prior to elections, but we
have trouble agreeing with the

way in which this endorsement
was presented.

First, we disagree with the time
at which the editorial was distrib-

uted. It may have been unethical

Terise Fusco throughout the
entire article. We believe that

mudslinging is wrong in any
account, but what makes this

situation even worse is that a

supposedly unbiased school news-
paper has taken part in the mud-
slinging. We are appalled that the

Villanovan would partake in

such a practice. The endorsement
would have been much more
credible if it would have contained
just positive information on why
Closkey would make a good pres-

ident 'rather than negative infor-

mationon why Fusco would not

to distribote this editorial on the ' "^^ke a good presdient.

day of the election. Most newspa-
pers will print such endorsements
days before an upcoming election,

so as to promote discussion by the
electorate before the actual elec-

tion day. What the Villanovan
has done was to endorse Closkey
the day of the election, so as to

have the "last word."
Secondly, this endorsement

smacks of unethical behavior in

that it attempts to "mudsling"

We would ask that in the future,
the Villanovan would be more
careful and more ethical in endors-

ing a specific candidate for office.

Thank you for your time and
attention.

David J. Dodaro
Class of 1989

Kenneth S.Kalinow8ki
Class of 1989

Aaron P.Ander8on
Class of 1991

Artist questions

work's destruction
To the Editon

Perhaps you can understand
somethit^ of the sadness and
disillusion I feel over the destruc-

tion of "Awakening," the sculp-

ture I created and donated to you
Villanova students.

they have done a shameful disser-

vice to your University and to you.
But I must say I am incredulous

and deeply disappointed that
witnesses to the act — and there
must have been some, perhaps
many — stood by and allowed it

to happen. And equally disen
Compounding those troubUng chanting is that they have not

emotions is the confusion that

besets me over the mindless
barbarity which provoked the
deed. Why would anyone deliber-

ately smash a fine piece of art?

In that major marble and gran-

ite sculpture I had invested many
thousands of dollars and more
than 500 hours of my time in my
studio in Italy over an eight-

month period. My purpose in

creating it was to give a new
dimension to the lives of you
Villanova students. I had hoiped

it might open your young eyes to

come forward to identify those
who planned and executed it.

Their silence is cowardly. In a
very real sense, it condones the
deed. Thus, they become party to

it.

It is my hope that the guilty

students are soon identified. I

hope I can face them one day. Not
to vent my anger, which has long
since given way to quiet accept-

ance oif the incident as another
harsh, perplexing reality of life.

But I want them to explain to

me why. I want them to tell me
a new world of beauty, design and their motive. I will ask them how
expression.

. . ^ ,
they felt when they saw three tons

L assure you that nather I nor of carefully crafted. 200 million-
iiny fair-mmded person sees the year-old marble crash to the
deed, as representative of most ground around them and dissolve
VilUnova University students. In into nondescript rubble,
fact, several of you have expressed Iam sure you, too, want toknow
your regrets in truly heartfelt vWiy. But until the who is found,
**"**•• no one will ever know why. Will
At the momeni, the ptrpetratori wm helo?

are unidentified. Whether that
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Paper ridiculed
To the Editon

Stupendous waste of time,
effort, and money was the Vanil-
lanovan. Not only was your
attempt at satire toothless, but
the piece ranks as the No. 1 work
in humorlessness that I have seen
in my four years here (supplant-

ing, of course, Vanillanovans of

years previous).

Here is what you can do in order
to restore any respectability you
might have attained prior to this

publication; first, take a survey of

Villanova students, using the
question, "Did you find the Vanil-
lanovan issue funny?"

This significant question will

preclude any otheers, such as,

"Was the issue worthwhile?"
Coinciding with the publication of

the survey results can be the
estimated cost of publishing the
work.

These exhibitions of courage
may uncover a tremendous (and
traditional) waste of student
funds, but it may also make
amends for an effort that has
undermined the integrity of our
college newspaper.

Michael Mannix
Class of 1988

Dukakis
supported
To the Editor:

Daniel Kelliher's op-ed piece on
Michael Dukakis was an unfair
attack on Dukakis's character and
incorrect in fact.

It is true that Governor King
laid much of the groundwork for

Massachusetts' economic recov-

ery. But Dukakis was the man to

put the state's revenue to use in

programs for the handicapped,
unemployed and higher
education.

If an "ultra-liberal" is a person
who assists those who obviously
need helpo to maintain their

livelihood, then I am all for that

person. I will put any label you
want on that person as long as
their policies benefit their
constituents.

Regarding the furlough pro-

gram for prisoners, Kelliher took

one sensational case and criticized

a generally successful program
based on that case. And the
program was enacted by the
Massachusetts state legislature,

not Dukakis. The representatives

of the voters in Massachusetts
should be held accountable if you
want to blame someone for one
isolated case.

Josh Foley
Class of 1989

''Awakening" vandalism probed

tmMwwn* Bfit whoever they w, JayDugaD

To the Editor:

March 26 was truly a sad day
for the Villanova University com-
munity. At approximately 10 p.m.

the sculpture outside the Connelly
Center was sevj»rely vandalized.

The "Aw^kwiing" is the name
given this creative expression by
the artist,Jay Dugan, who donated
the piece to the University in 1984.

In addition to the visual plea-

sure afforded to passersby over

the years, it has served as a

meeting and resting place for

countless students during the

middday hours. '

The university community is

deeply saddened, embarrassed
and outraged by such a mindless
attack. We express our heartfelt

sympathy to Dugan, who spent

untold hours conceiving and creat-

ing the beautiful and monumental
work of art. Those responsible for

such a wounding to the Univer-

sity's commonwealth have no
place here as visitors to our
campus not to mention as
students.

The University must find a way
to void itself of those who have
such a lack of values and respect

for University's norms. To that

end I am asking your help.

Dugan is joining with the Uni-

versity in offering a $1 ,0(X) reward
for information leading to the

apprehension of the individual(s)

responsible for the destruction to

the "Awakening." Anyone wit-

nessing the vandalism or having
any information is asked to speak
to the Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

Dean of Students, or myself. If

requested, your anonymity will be

respected. ^'^^

If we are to continue to enjoy

and benefit from our open campus,
mutual regard for one another and
the respect of all our publics, we
cannot tolerate such willful des-

truction to our property and prize

possessions.

Those who have any informa-

tk>n please help our community
quickly heal this wound to our
reputation, self-respect and the

creative expression of our bene-

factor; Dugia.

Dr. Richard A. Nevilla
Vlea PrMMaal for Student Life

On the Recent Desecration of a Sculpture

There on the stone table where the parted mask
Blended its division into one.

Complete emergence its appointed task,

A clue to something deefier than mere fun.
Instead was mirror to a shattered self

That envied stone, and dignity, and art; ,

Andfrom the howling mob that climbed its shelf

Picked out afew to torment in the heart.

For what? A failinggrade, a game of ball?

So falls the judgment on such Philistines

Who take the image out that does appall.

And riven selffrom self ingest the scenes

Of that grim, shattered stone, the face

So marred, and all the center twisted space.

John Sevcik
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Parts of report refuted
praj- i^dBsaMla^

To the Editor

The long awaited Program
Evaluation Report (PEC) is out. In

the next month, pages upon pages

of responses will be formulated

and forwarded to the Rev.John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., president of the

University. As Student Govern-
ment president, I receive a copy
and have begun to formulate my
official response. There are sev-

eral areas of recommendation to

which I will articulate my agree-

ment and disagreement, but after

finishing my reading of the report,

one area of the recommendation
bothers me so that I feel compelled

to voice my concerns publicly. -•

The area that concerns me is

the recommendations related to

the Center for Peace and Justice

Education (CPJE), recommenda-
tions No. 163 and No. 164. In

short, the PEC recommends a
"reconstitution" of the center by

one, moving the academic courses
into the philosophy department
and two, moving the non-academic
activities under Campus Ministry.

On behalf of the entire student
body, I strongly disagree with
these recommendations and
seriously question the rationale

used to justify them.

The PEC admits that Peace and
Justice Education is important
and needed, as it is explicitly

stated in the University Mission

Statement. Yet they feel other

places at the University are appro-

priate for such education. Of
course other places at the Univer-

sity are appropriate for such
education, that is whait makes
CPJE a "support" group.

Irish Studies could be "recon-

stituted" to political science and
the Theology Institute to religious

studies, if held to this same
rationale. But they are not,

because by the very nature of a

"support" group there must be an
academic discipline that they
support.

The following support groups
were called to "initiate a greater

outreach to educate and raise the

consciousness of University stu-

dents and faculty on issues impor-

tant to their institutes: "The
American Institute for Pakistan

Studies" and "The Institute for

Arab and Islamic Studies."

I agree with this recommenda-
tion and might suggest that the

above institutes look to the CPJE
for guidance on how to fulfill this

recommendation. How could the

PEC ignore that the CPJE is the

only support group that is signif-

icantly reaching out to students,

faculty, administration and the

community on issues important to

the institute.

The PEC also suggested that

CPJE courses are "easy grades."

Since most of the faculty of these

courses coipe from the philosophy

and religious studies departments,

I would think that such a problem

would ouestion the integrity of

thosf departments. I cannot
imagine faculty oJf such outstand-

ing departments lower their

standards in any course they
teach. ' '

As a final bk>w, the PEC de
scribes the 2,100 square feet of

space occupied by the CPJE as
"excessive," and "more than
many academic departments."
What academic department in

addition to teaching courses and
sponsoi:ing lectures also run work-
shops for any group on campus,
teach in residence halls on a
regular basis, and have a network
of student groups. The 2,100
square feet (with the exception of

the chapel's) is probably the most
important use of space on this

campus.

In closing, I cannot see how the
PEC came to recommend to tear
apart a support group so close to

the mission of this university and
so full of life.

The CPJE without question is

the most successful support insti-

tution at the University today.

Now is the time for students to

give their input on these recom-
mendations by writing to Driscoll,

and encouraging him to r^ect
recommendations No. 163 and No.
164.

PhiUip Brach
Student Body President

Student defends Dukakis
To the Editor:

Daniel Kelliher's oped in the

Villahovan entitled "Dukakis'
credibility questioned" proves
beyond doubt that there is nobody
less objective than a Bay State

Republican. Permanent minority

status has left this breed with a
penchant for disgruntled vitriol.

A neat picture of a defeated

conservative emerges as Kelliher

immediately blames Michael
Dukakis' success on the right

wing catchall-the media.

There can be no doubt that

Dukakis has been the benefactor
of economic circumstances in the

state of Massachusetts. However
the true test of economic leader-

ship for a state governor is how
he can channel the benefits of an
upswing in the national economy
into policies that will sustain his

state in the future.

Dukakis has met this challenge

with solid results. Dukakis has

Fans-
thanked
To the Editor:

Now that the basketball season

is over, I would like to thank the

basketball team for the fond
memories they left me.
During the past four years the

team has achieved great things,

while overcoming many obstacles.

Winning the National Champion-
ship during my freshman year,

then going to the Big East Cham-
pionship and Final Eight this year

were remarkable.

Being involved with the basket-

ball program was a great expe-

rience. I would like to thank the

basketball office, the ticket office,

the athletic department and the

fans for all the help and support

they have given the Basketball

Club over the past four years.

Robert Nobile
00*011908

BaskotlMll Qttb proskloiit

worked with labor and business

to build 'an aggressive regional

development program that made
state resources available: To
invest in road and water system
construction; to finance job-

producing business growth; to

provide customized job training.

As a result, no region of the state

has an unemployment rate above
the national level.

Dukakis has initiated an Edu-

cation and Training Program (ET)
which serves as a national model
and helped move 38,000 welfare

recipients from welfare to work.

This sort of innovation would
go a long way in replacing the

empty national coffers that the

Reagan legacy will leave in its

wake. Americans now realize that

it is really morning in America,

and Keynesian pump priming and
feel-good rhetoric are not the

solution to our economic woes. .

Dukakis' realistic and progres-

sive ideas make him by far the

most credible presidential

candidate.

Mark Cutht>er8on
Class of 1988
John Lewis

Class of 1989
Coordinators of

Villanovans for Dukakis

Planning for event
is no easy task
To the Editor:

We are writing this letter in

response to the mass confusion

surrounding the Senior Dinner
Dance, especially concerning the

ticket sales "experience" which
took place on March 24.

First of all, the Senior Dinner
Dance is not just a dance, but an
event. Planning begins a year in

advance and is done completely by
students acting under University
guidelines, yes that is right, your
peers.

The major stumbling block is

finding a place large enough for

even a large percentage of seniors,

let alone the entire class. Unfor-

tunately, Villanova's history

tends to precede itself to the point

where we are not welcome in

many hotel ballrooms and other

such facilities due to the destruc-

tive and abusive behavior which
tends to be prevalent at Villanova

events.

Finally, once we are fortiuiate

enough to find a place who will

accept Villanova students (provid-

ing it does not kxk too much like

an airplane hanger) arrangerocntt

mutt be made to nuke the dance
worthy of being the ''Senior

Dinner Dance." Such arrange

ments cost money, which ulti-

mately are reflected in the price

of the ticket. It is unfortunate that

the price of the ticket had to be
raised to $75, but there really was
no other option in order for the
Union to break even.

Basically, the purpose of this

letter is to explain the situation

in which the Student Union has
found itself in terms of the plan-

ning of the dinner dance this year.

As always, your suggestions,
ideas and support are always
welcome, especially regarding
next year's dinner dance.

We do not, however, appreciate
fouManguaged, ignorant accusa-
tions that certain seniors have
been deprived of one of their

Villanova "rights." We are by no
means saying that the Student
Union perfectly handled the ticket

sales process on March 24. How-
ever, if we were able to anticipate

the juvenile selfish behavior
exhibited by a large percentage df
the senk>rs in line (or lack thereoO
that day, we may have been better
able to handle it.

Both Nangbton^
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Keep tlie sabl^th
To the Editon

On March 13, Villanova Univer-

sity played a basketball game
which was nationally televised.

Athletic events such as this game
are commercial, profit-making
endeavors for the television indus-

try and the sponsors. This partic-

ular day was a Sunday.

The sabbath for the Christian
community is Sunday. Speaking
as a Catholic, it is my belief that
by allowing the basketball team
to participate in an activity which
is economic and laborious, Villa-

nova University is violating the
sabbath.

At this time in the deteriorated

state of our society, working on
the Sunday sabbath or causing
others to labor does not seem a

big deal. The violation of the sixth

commandment (adultery) still

causes a strong moral reaction.

The thirdcommandment states:

"Keep holy the Lord's day." It is

a simple and uncomplicated direc-

tive. The major theme of this

commandment given by someone
called (kxi is that we are not

suppose to work on the sabbath.

The sabbath is set aside for rest

and prayerful adoration of our
Father in heaven.

The Academy Award-winning
film, "Chariots of Fire," was
about a Protestant young man
from Scotland. The youth, Eric

Liddel, was a gifted runner. Eric

refused to participate in an Olym-
pic track event (1927) because the

race was scheduled on Sunday. He
lost the opportunity to win a gold

medal for Britain.

Later Eric Riddel became a

protestant minister and worked
as a missionary in China. Eric

died in a prisoner-of-warcamp and
as the story concludes: "AH of

Scotland wept for him." Eric

Liddel would not violate the
sabbath and neither should Vil-

lanova University or any Roman
Catholic college.

Violating the third command-
ment is not a small issue. If you
do not know this, perhaps your
education has not been as spirit-

ually oriented as it should be. It

is not an understatement to say
that God the Father of all creation

is very angry by the violation of

His day — the sabbath.

Joseph Valley

Wilson recognized
To the Editor:

We are writing to praise Head
coach Roland V. Massimino and
the members of his outstanding
1987-88 basketball team. Their
achievements this year far

exceeded the expectations of most
Villanova fans.

For us, however, one disap-

pointment marred an otherwise
exceptional season: the failure to

recognize Kenny Wilson in any
single game as "the most valuable
player." Without Wilson's impres-
sive ball-handling skills as well as

his fine sooting al^ities, Villanova
would have had dmiculty winning
some of the-games that enabled
the team to advance to "the final

eight." y,

Everyone associated with the
1987-88 Villanova basketball pro-

gram deserves special credit, but
Wilson deserves to be recognized
for his exceptional contributions.

To Wilson — we applaud you!

Maris K. Delano
Sterling F. Delano
Chairperson of the

English department

Betz supported

VUlgaova

Boyd«

Ui

To the Editor:

Dr. Joseph Betz is to be com-
mended on his excellent and
conscientious piece on "Injustices
of the Israeli Army." As Betz
points out, the brutality of the
Israeli Army against the Palestin-
ians has been condemned by many
people in this country including
some members of the Jewish
community.

However, Shamir, the Israeli

prime minister, has not heeded
these condemnations. Shamir and
his Likud Bloc do not appear to
believe that the Palestiniant have
any human rights at all. They are*
not able to tee that forcing more
than one and one-half nbllion
peopte to live under dipradtagand
inhumanecomtitiom&a vioittion

of the moot btiko<human ri|iitt.

It it a daagHOut iituition which

will not further the cause of peace

in the area, .n ^
What Shamir and his Likud

Bloc are not able to see, or rather

prefer not to see, is that the
colonial policy of keeping another
people under military occupation
will not succeed in suppressing
the natk)nal spirit of that people.

As Betz aptly puts it. we all have
a responsibility to point out to the
Israelis the dangers of pursuing
this colonial policy in this day and
age.

We cannot ignore our responsi-

bility toward thiaf sitiuition given

the massive amo(mt of aid. both

military and economic, we provide

thelaraelit. ~
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TotheEdhor:

I know I am not alone when I

say I would like to congratulate
the Villanova Student union on
their sale of Senior Dinner Dance
tickets. Their total lack of antic-

ipation of crowds and their dis-

oripuiization in handling the situa-

tion was an extreme display of

incompetence.

\n all honesty, the Umon is a
wonderful organization which
provides many and varied activ-

ities for diverse interests — lec-

tures, dances, movies, . . . howev-
er, their planning of this "event"
left much to be desired. Concert
tickets for such favorites as
Springsteen and the Dead are
handled in a much more orderiy

and fair manner.
I, along with my friend, was in

line from about 8:15 a.m.. amd
after six-and-one-half hours of

chaos, trepidation, frustration

and anger, I walked away empty
handed. My once-in-a-lifetime

senior year will have gone by
without a Senior Dinner Dance
with my senior boyfriend and
friends.

Others who strolled in at 10

a.m. or later came away with
contented smiles from the ticket

booths, having received those

precious tickets to the dance.

Many of these people were smiling
because they managed to come in

the backdoors of Connelly Center
or down the stairs and melt right

into line with friends or "acquaint-

ances" who would allow them to

cut into line, while those of uswho
did it the orderly way were left

out in the cold.

Surely blame should be put on
those who let people cut in line,

but if the Union had planned
correctly much of this could have
been avoided. Why not rope off a

single file or two-person line

beginning at the doors or hand out

a nunibered ticket or slip of paper

when seniors entered through the

door?

The Union's effort to hand out

tickets after the fact only added
to the confusion. People from the

^^*i* iMitattt '* !' I'mj^'A*.****"*-.-

afiaseo
back of the line ran up to get

tickets and .others who were
coming down the stairs were
simply handed tkkets while the

rest of us stood around watching.

Maybe the Unkm should have
asked the seniors months ahead
of time who was interested in

attending the dance to get a

ballpark figure — something like

what the sororities and fraterni-

ties do in planning their formats.

I realize the senior class is laige.

and not all senk>rs will be taking

seniors, but what occurred on
March 24 in the Connelly Center
should not have been allowed to

happen.

If all the seniors cannot be
accommodated, then do not have
an event that not all seniors can
attend. It just is not fair because
many tickets that were sold were
to people who do not have dates,

but since there is a limit and they
are only sold one day. seniors are
forced to buy them. Meanwhile,
if a senior asks another senior

later they have two tickets while
others have none.

With'so many"students protest-

ing — whether it be the Senior
Dinner Dance, graduation, a tra-

ditional blue yearbook, a bridge or
the tuition increase — wouldn't
you think this reputable Univer-
sity and its organizations should
b^n to^liear the voice of the
students? For is not it the students
who make it all possible? How can
Villanova, its organizations and
administration lose sight of the
very core of why they exist?

Sometimes I wonder if I made
the right choice in coming here.

I cannot enjoy any of the usual
college traditions — graduation,
the Senior Dinner Dance and a
traditional yearbook without a
great ordeal occurring.

Speak up. seniors! Get the
Union to set up temporary tabl^
or an adjoining room. Do not stand
idly by and let this issue die like

all the others.

Name held upon request
Class of 1988

. .. -/
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Union president
gives explanation
To the Editor:

I am writing to you on behalf

of the Villanova Student Union
regarding the Senior Dinner
Dance ticket sales on March 24

in the Connelly Center.

We prepared to sell tickets this

year in much the same manner
we have done for past years.

Before the ticket office was
opened, seniors were pushing
towards the ticket window, ignor-

ing the order that they were in.

Very few people remained in line,

and because of this, people who
were flrst in line were pushed to

the back, and whatever order

there had been was lost. Once the

seniors rushed the ticket office

window, we made every effort to

reform the original line, but many
of the seniors would not comply.

At this point, the only response

was one of crowd control.

We have never had a crowd act

in this way for Senior Dinner
Dance tickets in the past. Because
of this, there was no precedent for

what happened, and we had no
reason to alter a ticket buying

system that was successful in the

past.

It is unfortunate that we could

not have received a Kttle more co-

operation trom a majority of the

8enk>rs. It reflly bothers me that

the co-operative students who
helped ntform the line were those

who did not get tickets and ended

up on the waiting list. I have had
expsrianoe ^orldng with htfge

groups of people, but I have never

seen such aggressive and obnox-

ious behavior as was demonstrat-

ed by some members of the senior

class that day.

I would like to explain that the

Senior Dinner Dance is a program
planned by the Student Union.

Our organization's purpose is to

provide quality programming f6r

Villanova's students. The dinner

dance is a difficult program to

organize because it is planned for

over 1.000 people.

I have heard so many different

suggestions from various students

since Thursday saying. "You
should have done this . .

.

I think it is quite ironic that

only one senior out of a class of

1988 was interested and willing

to help us plan their dinner dance.

I only wish that those of you who
have offered your suggestions
would have been there to help in

the planning of the event. If you
have suggestions about how we
can plan tk:ket sales for next year

to avoid a similar situation, please

contact the Union office.

It is encouraging for us to see

such a strong demand to attend

one of our programs. We take the

strong desire for ticket sales as a

compliment. We have been plan-

ning this event since last spring,

and are very confident that it will

be a success, but only if we have
the cooperation of the senior class

as a whole.

John Price

Villanova Student Union

Campus
By DANA SHAFIE

Photography Editor

This week the Villano-

van asks, "How has the

tragedy at Rutgers Univer-

sity, which resulted in the

death of an associate

member, changed Greek
life at Villanova?"

I f

raunnilirmi
I feel that it has affected

students all over the coun-

try individually, but the

effects will really not be

seen in the Greek system
at Villanova until the

arrival of the new
president.

Jim Kapp
sophomore

English
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T^timany from the land ofApartheid
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

In Drankensburg, South Africa,

Zulu sisters Miriam and Ellen sit

outside an exclusive campsite for

whites and sell beadwork and
basketry for their income. The
weather is extremely hot and
uncomfortable, but Miriam and
Ellen are not able to go into the
water and cool off. They are black,

and blacks are not permitted into

pools and beaches with whites in

South Africa.

Although the jewelry they sell

is authentic, handcrafted and
beautiful, and their price is very
small, the white tourists still

barter them down to get the
smallest price possible.

*'I thought that waft funny,
since the whites had all the money
to begin with," explained Myra
Goldschmidt, a Villanova faculty

member who spent several weeks
in South Africa over the Christ-

mas break. Goldschmidt, whose
husband. Dr. Michael Gold-
schmidt, is from neighboring
Zimbabwe, travels to South Africa
almost every year. This was her
sixth visit to the country and her
first visit there in two years.

"In the six times I have been
there, I have noticed gradual
changes, such as more blacks
working in lower positions and a
rise in the black middle class.

With each visit, more and more
blacks were working where they
were unallowed to work previous-

T M disorders:
i

a headache for

millions of

Americans
I'

^y JACQUELINE GENTILE
Assistant Features Editor

itf you suffer from headaches,

e|j'aches or neckaches, but have
no explanation for their cause,

chances are you attribute your
pain to stress oif tension. While
sl^ess may be the culprit, some-

times the aches and pains have
a^fnore complex cause, temporo-

mandibular clisorders (TM). It is

a mouthful/ to say and causes

those who suffer from it, literally,

a mouth full df troubles.

According to the American
E)ental Association (ADA) nearly

10 million Americans suffer from
TM disorders. Five pairs of mus-
cles allow you to open and close

your mouth and move your jaw
from side to side. The temporo-

mandibular joints, (TMJ) one on
either side of the face, also play

a role in jaw movement. When the

muscles and the TMJ ^ not
function properly together, a TM
disorder can result.

The ADA explains that if a

person has a TM disorder, muscle
spasms will result which cause
pain,, muscle tenderness and
tissue damage. As a result, mus-
cles and joints can become injured

causing more spasms and thus a

continuous cycle.

Some causes of TM disorders

are arthritis of the jaw and injur-

ies to the head, neck or jaw.

Another cause of TM disorders is

improperly aligned teeth or an
incorrect bite. When teeth do not

fit properly, stress is placed on the

chewing muscles, causing spasms
and the painful cycle described

above.

Finally, stress can trigser a TM
disorder. According to the ADA,
people who are under stress dur-

ing the day often clench andjmnd
their teeth wbUit they sleep. These
habits tire the mouth muscles

causing the spasm-pain-spasm

cyde.

AfiOHndbii to dental joiiraalt.

en as men, usually between the

ages of 20 through 40.

The ADA lists several symp-
toms of TM disorders. They
include pain arbund the ear,

tenderness of jaw niuscles, a

clicking noise when one opens
one's mouth, a jaw that gets

"stuck" or "locked," difficulty in

opening one's mouth, pain caused
by yawning, chewing or opening
the mouth too widely and certain

types of headaches and
neckaches.

Todetermine the cause of symp-
toms, dentists usually perform
diagnostic tests that include a

medical history and examination,

X-rays and taking impressions of

teeth.

The ADA states that there are

varied treatments for TM dis-

orders, depending often upon the

cause of the disorder. To eliminate

muscle spasms and pain, moist

heat can be applied to the face,

muscle relaxants can be pres-

cribed, and soft non-chewy foods

should be eaten. Also, bite plates

worn at night prevent teeth clench-

ing and grinding.

If a TM disorder is stress

related, counseling can be used to

reduce stress. Also used in biofeed-

back, a relaxation technique that

teaches people to control tension

throughout their body. -

If an incorrect bite or improp-
erly aligned teeth are the cause
of a TM disorder, orthodontic
braces are sometimes used. Final-

ly, if the TMJ itself is injured or

arthiritic, or in the case of injury

to the head, surgery is performed.

The ADA does explain, however,
that surgery is only used in

extreme cases or after more con-

servative treatments have been
empk)yed.

Of course, not all headaches and
jaw "clicking" signifies a TM
disorder, but if you think you
suffer from a TM disorder, alert

your dentist or physician. The
ADA states that moaC qrmploms
cafHia "Ym^ aai^MHaaaMy
treated.** TImi TMiv^tM fo
thi0ii||h your final caama*pate-
iiaily «-• wilLalBaaUMiiilaMly«

ly. This time, I was eager to see

how much the country had
changed, since I hadn't beeji there

in over two years. With all the

outside (international) pressure,

I thought I would see more change.
I did not. The whites are still very

comfortable. They live a charmed
life of pools, servants, . .

."

Goldschmidt, a linguistics. spe-

cialist, was interested in learning

the Zulu language, ^ she
approached Miriam and Ellen at

the campsite. "I asked them to

teach me Zulu. They knew maybe
10 words of English, but after

awhile I was able toconverse with

them. I spent five days with them,

learning their language and differ-

ent aspects of their lives. The
tourists were very shocked at my

behavior."

"When it was time for me to

leave the campsite, Miriam and
Ellen took my hand and said 'We
will miss you, my friend. Yebo,

hamba kahle, Myra,' which means
'Good-byei^'Myra.' That was the

highligm of my trip."

From Drankensburg, Gold-
schmidt traveled to the south
coast to spend some time in

Capetown. It was here in Cape-

town, at a holiday party, that she

encountered one of the unpublic-

ized victims of the Apartheid
system: the coloreds. Coloreds,

the offspring of interracial unions,

are also known in South Africa

as **nie-blankes"-non-whites.
Most coloreds in South Africa live

in Capetown. They are considered

outsiders in South Africa, in that

they are disliked by both the white

minority and the black majority.

At the party, Goldschmidt was
having a conversation with an
attractive, fair-skinned woman in

her thirties who kept saying she

was "from the other side."

"I had no idea what she meant
by this," said Goldschmidt, "until

she finally said she was colored.

She grew up resenting the fact

that she couldn't go to certain

cinemas or restaurants because of

her heritage. She was very bitter

about her role in society and she
warned, 'multiply my bitterness

by 20 million and you have a
potential explosion.'

"

(Continued on page 22)

Campus Clip

(Photo by Shafie)

Suntanning 101 holds its first class of 1988 on Sheehan Beach. We stress that the class remains
open to all transfer students, and the required suntan oil is now available in the bookstore. We
regret to inform you that Tanning 4000, the senior seminar, was cancelled due to too many sun-
related freckles.

Abortion: a formeradvocate's
change of heart
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Features Editor

On April 20 at 1:30 p.m. in the

Connelly Center Cinema, the

Villanovans for Life will be spon-

soring speaker Carol Everett.

Everett, who used to manage a

chain of abortion clinics in Fort-

worth, Dallas and Mosquite, Tex-

as, recently quit her job and
started to promote the pro-life

belief after a string of medical

mishaps resulted in the death of

several women.

"I told myself it was just a fluke,

but then another fluke happened,

and then another," said Everett,

43, who recently joined two anti-

abortion organizatk>ns. the Great-

er Dallas Right to Life and Texas

Coalition for Life. "It began
happening at the rate of once a

month — someone out of 500

women, would be maimed or

killed."

"I realised I needed to tell the

tntdi," said Everett, who had an

itollM 4k ms after iHrafoafti

ha*fi««i4 iiM deoiMtliarM
tm-mm any more iliiliiK aftar

husband.
"I didn't think abortion was

instantly wrong,, But first it was
th^ women . . . and then it was the

babies that started bothering me."

Everett, who had run abortion

clinics from 1977 to 1983, came
to believe that she had been
involved in the murder of 35,000

babies. It was then that she

decided that she must change her

view.

Her initial goal in working with

abortion clinics was to help wom-
en, but greed took over, she said.

"I was greedy, but I wasn't

alone," Everett said. She makes
claims of botched abortions and
of doctors at both clinics and
hospitals agreeing to cover up the

cause of death and injury.

Everett managed two clinics for

her boss who sold medical sup-

plies, the North Dallas Women's
Circle and South Lake Women's
Clinic in Fort Worth. When her

b(Ms refused to give her part-

ownership of the clinics, she

decided to open her own, where
she would receive $25 for each

abortion parfanned.

Her diaic started with 45 abor-

tions par annth. and in har last

month hii|ct f^ng out o(.Uia

business, "We did over 5(H) abor-

tions. I made $13,625 my last

month." ^^
In her new ^ with Right to

Life, Everett's salary is about

$25,000 a year.

Looking back at her six years

with the abortion clinics, she

says, "I was a deceived Christian.

I tithed on that money, thought

1 was where I should be. The
deacons at our church thought I

was neat."

Then, an expose of the clinics

was done by Channel 14/KDFW.
Two reporters who were not

pregnant went undercover to the

clinic, got tested and told they

were pregnant. Everett and a

medical school graduate who did

the tests were photographed leav-

ing the clinic together.

Everett said she quit her job

after the story broke. "I suspected

some abortions were being per-

formed on women who weren't

pregnant, but I couldn't prove it

because I was a non-medical
person." she said.

Everett now has come full circle

on the abortion issue. 9ltt has

baan touring the country for tlanee

years speaking out apunst
abortion.

.
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Chile

By JEANNIE SAVITSCUS
Staff Importer

On Aug. 1,Jimmy Stafford will

leave Washington, D.C. with an
estimated group of 10 others, and
drive to Chile.

Stafford is a graduate student

at Georgetown University. In May
he willgraduate with aJ.B.M.B.A.,

a law degree and his masters

degree in business administration.

He wanted to go somewhere dif-

ferent, since he has already hitch-

hiked through communist coun-

tries and toured Europe.

Stafford got the inspiration for

this trip from a dream he had in

September. He envisioned himself

in a jeep, driving with others

through Central America. Since

this dream, Stafford has been
organizing and planning this trip.

The entire trip will take three

months, from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1.

He has planned to go through 13

countries: Mexico, Belize, Guat-

amala, Honduras, Nicuragua,
Costa Rica, Panama, Columbia,

Equador, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina

and, finally, Chile. However, the

group will not go into El Salvador

since violence is, "too wide-spread

and generalized."

The route mapped out will also

bypass all areas of fighting in

Nicuragua and Honduras. Staf-

(Continued on page 25)

South

Africa
(Continuedfrom page 21)

Later that night at the party,

a South African-born doctor who
had emigrated to Canada, and had
not been to his native country for

years, said something to a group
of men that illustrated the typical

mentality of ruling white South
Africans.

"I'm glad I got away [out of the

country]," he said, "because the

blacks and coloreds are every-

where. They're driving more,
working and doing everything.

It's terrible. This country is really

coming apart."

Although blacks are driving and
there has been a rise in the black
lower-middle class, their- progress
stops there. According to Gold-
schmidt, "the country is still

completely segregated, despite
these advances by blacks. It is sad
that the majority are fourth class

citizens. They are not considered
people."

?
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By MARCIA COSTELLO,
M.S.ILD.

Nmning D^rtwmtt
and

CINDY LAUER, R.D.
FoodSirvict

Are v^aniln supplements
good for you, and what
would be a good overall
vitamin supplement to
take?

Nutritionists recommend
that individuals obtain a suf-

ficient supply of vitamins and
minerals by consuming a var-

iety of foods in their diet. For
healthy people who wish to

take a supplement as an added
"insurance," a multivitamin
can provide adequate amounts
of the essential nutrients.

Unless a nutrient deficiency is

present, high potency vitamins

are not needed.

Is fasting good for you?
Although going without food

for a day will not do any real

harm, fasting for longer periods

is definitely biad for you. During
a fast, you are not taking in

the required amounts of protein

to maintain the protein mate-

rial in your own body. As a
result, more than 50 percent of

any weight you lose can come,
not from fat, but muscles and
other lean tissue.

Are the vegetable proteins
found in beans, bean
sprouts, tofu, and even pea-
nut butter, nutritionally
equal to those found in
meat and fish?

Unlike proteins from animal
sources, v^etable proteins are

"incomplete." To be synthe-

sized into proteins your body
can use, they have to be eaten
in combination with other
"incomplete" proteins that are

complementary, such as those

found in grains.

Searching?

ikpMM.i9a»»tmyiuMtwwPtgf»M

By Leigh Rubin
St. JtsMi's lM(b
handioapt

a Haad-iii4land

ARE YCXJ SEARCHING?
WEARE,TOO...
Searching for young

CathoUc men, like you . .

.

To live and work with the poor . .

.

To share their sorrows and joys . .

.

To care for the needy little ones .

.

To bring Christ into their lives . .

.

To join the Columban Misskxiafy

Priesthood...

If you hove a heart big erKHjgh,

JOIM CJSI

CCXjUAIBAN FATHERS

MISSIONARIES

in ASIA and LATIN AMERICA

FOR MORE INFORMATIOri.
WRTTEORCALL:

Father Midiad O'LougNhi
Vbcalk>n Direclor

v/jaanDsn rmntn
Si Columbsns. NE 68056
(402) 291-1920

By SAMANTHA FORUNI
St^ffRtporter

Thei2th annual Handin Hand
Festival with the mentally han-
dicapped took place April 9, on
SaintJoseph's University campus.
This year's festival entertained
over 600 mentally handicapped
guests of all ages and mental
capabilities.

The event was coordinated by
Nancy Donahue and Dan Conway.
The theme of the festival was
"Lean On Me," a recent pop hit

by the group Club Nouveau. A
total of 1,000 volunteers were
recruited to assist the guests and
help make the program a success.

The festival is designed to fulfill

a three-fold purpose: Self-

awareness and recreation for the
mentally handicapped, contact
between the menially handi-
capped and the public and educa-

, tion of the public concerning the
mentally handicapped.
Hand-in-Hand at St. Joe's began

ii) 1977 with the help of the first

student coordinator, Geoige Cara-

siti. It has now become the biggest

annual event for students at the
university. The modarators this

year, Claire Knoblock and Sr.

Frances Hart, dedicated extensive
time and guidance to prepare for

the festival.

Saint Joseph's festival has
received numerous awards for

excellence. The Philadelphia
Mayor Wilson Goode has pro-

claimed the second Saturday in

April to be "Hand-in-Hand" day.

A citation for service to the
mentally^ handicapped was also

bestowed by The Elwyn Institute.

Personalities at the festival

included: Channel 6 sportscaster

Don Tollefson, Ukee Washington,
a member of the Philadelphia
76ers, Al E. Gator and the Hawk
and the Big Shot. The masters of

ceremonies were St. Joseph's
seniors Marty Farrell and Connie
Tricome.

It will not be k)ng before next
year's event will be planned. The
inspiration and motivation of the
gu«3ts make the efforts worth-
while. Their appreciation and
enjoyment of the festival is easily

seen in their smiles.

••
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Smart

Help your
parants
gatthrou^
college.

Just thinking about college tuition is

enough to make most parents break into

a sweat.

But can you blame them? When you
consider the cost of tuition, books,

dorms—not to mention pizza parties—
you're talking big bucks.

Which is why you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents about
the Education Loan Programs at

Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
At MHT, not only do we participate

in all three Federally guaranteed loan

programs, but we also work with state

and natk)nal agencies and can make
guaranteed bans in all 50 states.

In practically no time at all.

In a matter of minutes, MHT Student
Loan Processors can prdgram your
informatk)n into our computerized loan-

processing system.

Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It's that simple. Better still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they
need from one source.

Example: Ifyour folks need more
money tnan government sources will

give them, we can offer them taik>r-made

payment plans through The Educatkin
Loan Program, Educational Lines of
Credit or Month^ Budget Program and
Pre-Fayment Programs that make it

easy foryour parents to/und themselves.

(TheEducatkm Loan Program, Monthly
Budget and Pre-Playnient Programs are
offend through the Tuition Plan, a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
Once you get a kMin from US, you can

beaiire itll stay with us. Because we've
iMwnr aoldadunlkm loana toother
IbaiAslimlaBsfliiboffroaeraiiwduatii

I naad money for ickoQl« caU

m I *>

Dear Butch,

Merry Christmas, it's Irv. I

have a story problem for you. If

a train left Chicago bound for

Baltimore at 4:17 a.m., traveling

at 63 miles per hour, and the

absolute magnitude of a superno-

va is .16, what are the names of

the two men who operate the

Dumbo ride at Walt Disney's

Magic Kingdom?
Signed,

Irving E. Relevant

Hey Irv,

That's an easy one. Assuming

Jesse Jackson finishes second in

the New York primary, the answer

is Carl and Raoul.

Dear Butch,

I have a small questkxi; what,

exactly, is the meaning of life?"

Signed,

Just Pondering

Hey Ponderer,

I'm kind of up in the air on this

one, but I've narrowed it down to

two possibilities. The meaning of

life is either love, peace, hope and

unity, with a striving for the

common good of mankind, or a

gopd buzz and a Playboy Bunny
who believes the sole reason she

is on this dirth is to cater to the

every desire of unshaven, over-

weight ex-con advice columnists.

Dear Butch,

The other day I woke up and

found my husband left me for

another woman, my dog died, I

was fired from my job, my car was
repossessed, I caught a bad cold

and there was no prize in my
Lucky Charms. At this point, I am
in dire need of a laugh. Could you

please tell me a joke?

Signed,

Desperate for a Chuckle

Hey Desperate,

I heard a good one the other day
and it goes something like this:

One day this business man was
in his 20th story office building.

He was staring out his window
watching the wind blowing all

kinds of debris around on the

ground below. He thought to

himself, "So that's why they call

this the Windy City. Why, that

wind is so strong, it would prob-

ably even blow me around."

So the man went up to the roof

and peered over the eidge. After a

gutsy "Here goes nothin'," he

jumped off. He fell about 10 floors

when he caught a gust of wind
that blew him clear back up to

where he had started. "Wow!'' he

exclaim^, "That was incredible,

I've got to tell someone about

this."

So the man ran to the elevator,

and took it down to the bar on

the first floor. He approached one

of the patrons and said, "Hey
buddy, do you know why they call

this the Windy City?" The man
just shrugged. Then the first man
said," Because the wind here is

so strong. Why you could even go

up to the roof and jump off, and

the wind would blow you back up

to the top where you started."

"Are you on something?" the

second man replied.

<«W*|
Til bet you $50 that I can do

it," said the first man.
The bar patron agreed to the

wager, and they both proceeded
to the roof.

So the first guy jumps off, and
like before, falls about 10 stories

and drifts back up to the roof,

landing right next to his doubting
Thomas. Then the former sceptic

said, "Holy smokes! so that's why
they call this the Windy City."

Then he paid his financial debt

and asked, "That was the greatest

thing I have ever seen, do you
think I could try it?"

"Sure, said the first guy, and
they both jumped off, arm-in-arm,
falling about 11 floors this time,

then suddenly they floated back
up to the roof.

"That was unbelievable!" said

the first time flyer. "Do you think

I could try it solo?"

"Sure," said the first man, "Go
for it." .

So he jumped off, 10 stories, 11,

12 ... Splat! To the horror of

onlookers below, the bar patron

made his mark on the Chicago
streets.

After this, the first man calmly
returned to the bar downstairs
and ordered a shot of whiskey.
The bartender obliged him and

said, "You're a hard man Mr.
Kent."

Butch Baxter Quote of the
Week: "Of course I have an alibi

for the night of the Jamison
robbery, your honor. I couldn't

possibly have been at the scene

of the crime because I was with
my buddy, Lefty "The Slug"
Marcione robbing the Withers-

poon place at 422 Margold Ave.

Anyway, I would never hit the

Jamison house on a Tuesday
night, 'cause that's the night Mr.
Jamison watches "Moonlighting."

I mean, I may be many things, but

I ain't stupid."

Advice from Butch Baxter is a

new weekly addition to the Features

section of the Villanovan. // is

intended for entertainment pur-

poses only. The characters and

letters are purelyfictitious, and any

resemblance to persons living or

dead is purely coincidental.

Campus Ministry
By MELISSA ESPOSITO

and
JIM L£ONE

Coordinators: Balloon Day 1988

This year Balloon Day will

be held April 19, from 11:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Kennedy Mall area. Balloon

Day is sponsored by Campus
Ministry, and the proceeds will

go to the St. Francis Inn Soup
Kitchen in Philadelphia.

Balloon Day is a carnival-

type charity event designed for

students interested in helping

the needy. Many organizations

within the University volun-

teer their time and money in

order to support this cause.

A major source of revenue for

this event comes from the sale

of balloon tags. These tags are

attached to helium-filled bal-

. loons and .are launched at

about 3 p.m.

Throughout the day,

mentally-handicapped children

are entertained by buggers and

clowns, while additional enter-

tainment is provided by various

acts and bands. Not only is

Balloon Day a fun-filled event,

it is also a rewarding expe-

rience for all who participate.

In recent months there has

been an increasing awareness

of the unfortunate plight of the

homeless. Despite this concern,

many people are still unaware

of ways to attack this problem.

By participating in Balloon

Day, Villanova and surround-

ing communities have an

opportunity to come one step

closer towards alleviating this

problem. We are asking for

your full support during this

charity event.

VIUANOVA UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSIONS '88

Trip to Chile
(Continuedfrom page 22)

ford is keeping a close watch over

the political situation in all the

countries in case he has to reroute

the trip.

Certain sites are definitely

included on the trip. Specific trips

have been mapped out. Tikal,

Guatamala, Coper, Honduras and
Palenque, Mexico all have Mayan
ruins that Stafford wants to visit.

Stafford promises the trip to be

a rough one, camping outdoors

and sleeping in hotels when pos-

sible. Also, in order to bypass El

Salvador, Stafford plans to go off

the main highwayand spend some
time on the dirt back roads.

However, Stafford recently pur-

chased a four-wheel drive Inter-

national Harvester TravdaH. Tke
vAide is ei|utpped to acn—ino-

date niae peapie. and will have a

cqfwhaeisttarhaitethcfrotte

For paaple thii are iiiiaMily

ariinf lar a wS4
total caat ol die tfip'

ia avail-

Word of tiie

Weeic

Solution

• Vennootschap
D) Teamwork or partnership

GRAMUffE
aad UNDEICRADIMffE

COUISES

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING
MATHENAnCS

COMPUTER SCiraiCE

NATURAL SCIENCE
LIBRARY SCIENCE

LANGUAGES
COUNSELING
EDUCATION
mmANTTIES
THE ARTS

iMy
lad EVENING
CLASSES

KVKMNC;
SFSSION

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Wednesday,

June 29

Friday,

July 1

to

Monday,

August 1

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Monday,

August 1

CONTINUOUS REGISTRAnON
For summer Bulletin, write: . t until the day before

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE I i each session begins.

Or, if you prefer, call: A B
(2l5)MS-43aO i^ REGISTEE NOW!
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AND THE CREDIT YOU DESERVE!
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$400 CASH FROM 'THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS' AND
PRE-APPROVEDCREDIT FROM 'THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS

•

To qualify for pre-approved credit and $400 you need, 1 . Verifiable future employ meilt,
2. A salary sufficient to cover normal living expenses plus a car payment. 3. If you have a
credit record, it must indicate payment made as agreed. 4. You must be graduating or al-

ready have graduated with a Bachelors or advanced degree. 5. Call for more details and
vehicle eligibility.

BUICK

w A^ Nl
FORD DODGE

PvSi IlIVS

OFFICIAL SPONSORS OF THE VIUANOVA WILDCATS

Rollie suggests you see
the people at the Wayne

Dealerships to take
advantage of this special

offer to ViHanova graduates.
•

WAYNE FORDANTHOWY
233 E UMCNiTMAML

WAYMLPA.
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INXS excites Spectrum crowd
By DIANE DRAGONETTE

StaffRtporUr

On March 25, the Spectrum was
charged up with a crowd suifering

from strong cases of spring fever

and INXS mania. Australian
rockers INXS treated the sold-out

crowd to an energetic, upbeat
show.
INXS hit the stage at 9:30 p.m.

with "Kick" and ''Guns in the

Sky/' two tracks off their latest

album Kidi, The beginning was
the only skiw part of the concert,

due to the band playing it a little

too tight and predk^ble. Things
changed when the sextet consist-

ing of Michael Hutchence (lead

vocals), the Farris brothers —
Andrew (keyboards), Tim (guitar),

Jon (drums). Kirk Pengilly (guitar,

saxophone) and Garry Gary Beers

(bass) launched into the third song

"Tiny Daggers," which featured

raunchy guitarwork from Farris

and Pengilly.

And Hutchence? Yes, he looked

and sounded sensational in his

black jacket embroidered with the

name "Hutch." For the majority

of the show, Hutchence remained

the center of attention with his

Jagger-like antics and moves.

Relying heavily on material

from Kick, INXS catered to newer
fans, but this was not always a

crutch. During a new song, "Mys-

tify," the band proved their ability

to experiment with a folk sound.

Older^ns wereon their feet when
the opening notes of "Original

Sin" off the 1964 Tk*Smng9\\mm
began. A definite high point was
during "Shine Like It Does."

Pengilly sat on a platform playing

acoustk: guitar while Hutchence
sang with his entire soul. It was
one of the only touching moments
of the very upbeat show.

During "Wild Life," Hutchence
played with a bunny from the

audience and returned the gesture

by throwing out his tie to the

crowd during "Listen Like
Thieves." Things slowed down
with "Never Tear Us Apart" as

Pengilly's incredible sax solo

aimed straight for the soul. "New
Sensation" was a definite crowd
pleaser thanks to the way Hut-

chence slithered and tossed his

curly locks. Even the bassist,

Beers, who hadd maintained the

same pose for 45 minutes, could

not resist bopping around.

Other songs periformed from the

1985 album Listen Like Thieves

were "Kiss The Dirt" and "This
Time." They were followed by
"Bum For You." during which
Hutchence went all out in seduc-

ing the crowd with his gyrating.

The Specrum went into a frenzy

when INXS rocked with "The One
Thing," a 1982 hit from Shabooh
Skoobah. The final song before the
encores was the popular dance hit

"What You Need." At this point

of the concert, nobody, including

INXS, was ready to go home so

encores were in order.

The first set of encores focused

on INXS's three 1967 hits. "Need
You Tonight" was a definite sing-

a-long, and the band went straight

into Mediate," like they do on
MTV. Hutchence even held a
paper with the words on it to

imitate the video perfectly, and
this part really freaked the teeny-

boppers out. The stage became
mobbed with young girls, but was
cleared in time for Hutchence to

tear the paper into shreds during
the word "liberate." Silly,. Yes.

Fun? Definitely. Hutchence then
dedicated "Devil Inside" toJimmy
Swaggart and stripped down to

little black shorts.

It was not over yet. INXS
returned for "(Jood Times," a
song they recorded for "The Lost

Boys" soundtrack. By now, the

rest of the band joined Hutchence
in shorts. The final song was the

first hvn hit that started it all for

INXS 1982*s "Don't Change"
brought the concert to an explo-

sive and satisfying conclusion.

Even the lights were spectacular,

flashing "INXS" on the curtains.

"INXS" on the curtains,

Opening the show was Public

Image Ltd., which features John
Lydon a.k.a.Johnny Rotten. Lydon
lived up to his image with his

Michael J. Fox flops
By CHRISTINE A. WNUK

Sk^Reporter

"Bright Lights, Big City"

di|pected by James Bridges

United Artists

For those of you who do not
want to dispel your image of
Mkhael J. Fox as the squeaky-
clean Alex P. Keaton from "Family
Ties," do yourselfa favorand stay
away from "Bright Lights, Big
City."

*. *^ , «
'bright Lights. Big City" intn>-

duces us toJaime Conway (sony.
no middle initial), a young man
with a slew of proUems. The most
immediate of these is that at 11
a.m., he is not at his desk verifying
information at GaUmm magaxine.
Rather, he is still in bed recovering
from a he^vy cocaine binge o^ the
night before.

Immediately, this sets the
audience to believe that Jaime is

a coke^anortiog moroir, but that

description better suits his cohort,

Allagash (Kieffer Sutherland).

Jaime reveals himself to be, und^
the hard yuppie exterior, a quirky
young man with great literary

aspirations who describes his

passion for the Coma Baby saga
in the seedy New York Postas "one

of my lesser vices."

Jainie's life incorporates two
activities: failing at his job and
clubbing with Allagash, where he
must frequently explain the

absence of his wife Amanda to

acquaintances. Allagash, who
finds the truth (that Amanda left

Jaime to further her modeling
career in Paris) unappealing,

spins tales from describing inno-

cent Amanda's death at the hands
of Palestinian terrorists to glibly

attributing her death to cancer.

This provokes an angry response

from Jaime and we discover later

that this is because his mother
died recently of leukemia.

The full explanation of his

relationship with Amanda does

not come until mid-flick in an

emotional soliloquy during a

dinner with his sympathetic col-

league, ^^egan (Swoosie Kurtz).

AltTOUgh it is satisfying to get the

full story on their relationship, it

was mildly annoying togo through
the first half of me movie not

understanding the source of

Jaime's anguish.

The impact of his mother's

death on Um is revealed "later"

as well. In a particularly touching

flashback, Jaime is seen as a

compassionate, loving son remi-

niscing about his childhood with

his ailing mother (Dianne Wiest).

One wonders, was his inability to

cope with grief the cause of his

addiction?

Or was it the larger problem of

growing up? In one of his dream

Continued on Page 28)

dreadlocks and spider-like danc-

ing. PIL sounded strong and put
on an exciting set. During the

popular "We Want Your Body,"
Lydon shridced, "Does anybody
want my body?" as he raised his

shirt and taunted the crowd.

Lydon excited the stage shouting,
"We are now obligated by contract
to leave the stage. Goodbye. Y'all

come back now." He then put on
his little cap and left the stage.

From start to finish, March 25
was a night to remember.

(Pholo courtesy of Spectrum)

INXS played the Spectrum on Friday, March 25, before a sell-out

crowdl

Irish rocker
does it her way
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Enkrttunment Editor

Irish rocker Sinead O'Connor
shaves her head and has worked
with members of the band U2.

However, at a press conference on
March 30 held at the Palace Hotel

in Philadelphia, reporters were
told they could ask O'Connor any
questkm except about those two
things. The request fit in with
O'Connor's strong-willed nature;

she is determined to succeed
because of her music and not

because of what she looks like or

who she knows.
O'Connor is a petite 21-year-old

singer whose debut album, The
Lion and tke Cobra is rapidly

climbing the college-music charts.

She recently completed a string of

dates opening for INXS and is now
headlining a club tour. Her tour

included a stop at the Chestnut
Cabaret on March 30.

At the press conference last

month, O'Connor said how sur-

prised she was at the reaction to

her tour and album. "It's a lot

bigger than what I expected," she
said. She thought that people

would come to hear her sing more
out of curiosity; she didn't expect

so many audience members to

know the words to her songs.

But they do. Music fans have
taken notice of O'Connor because

of her clear, sing-a-note-till-it-

rattles-your-spine voice and her

intensely personal songs about

love, sex and disappointment on
Tke LUm mnd tke Cokm.
O'Connor's appeal is her integ-

rity. She does not pretend to be

anything but herself. At the press

conference, she was asked to

classify heradf

.

"I wouldn't." she replied. "I've

never daiiaed to be doinn • new
atyle of mmk ... I don't want to

be categorized."

There is the temptation to do
that with O'Connor. One couid

classify her voice as Kate Bush-

like, for its ethereal quality, but

their voices are really too different

to compare them. She first gained

recognition for working with The
Edge of U2 on the soundtrack of

the Irish movie "The Captive,"

but she is not a U2 protogee. And
because she is the mother of an
eight-month baby boy and is

headlining a successful club tour

does not mean she feels older than

the average 21-year-old.

"I like to go drinking," she

claimed. "I get crushes on people."

Her most recent crush is on

actor Mickey Rourke, a fact that

her boyfriend and father of her

baby, John Reynolds (he played

drums on her album) is probably

not entirely thrilled with.

O'Connor feels very strongly

about being a woman and not

being oppressed by men. Several

songs on the album, especially the

angry "Troy" and the straightfor-

(Continued on page 30)
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ForWhat It's Worth
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By BILL CARR and
MICHAEL AIMETTE

Staff Reporters

15 Reasons To Hate MTV
1) They play bad videos.

2) They have the power to pro-

mote any group in the world

to instantaneous fame, no
matter how bad they may be.

3) They heavily support George

Michael.

4) "Downtown" Julie Brown.

5) Club MTV (see #4).

6) The incredibly obnoxious

Skid Roper is now an MTV
spokesman.

7) The Ctoset Classics segment

is too repetitive — they have

about 15 videos in that dim-

inutive closet.

8) The Cool College Contestants

on "Remote Control."

9) Randee of the Redwoods'
election campaign.

10) Adam Curry.

11) They revived The Monkees.

12) The Top Ten Video Count-

down (10 heavy-metal videos

in a row — oh, boy!)

13) Kevin Seale, the only good VJ,

is in one of the latest time

slots.

14) They advise its viewers to

"Get Wise To The Future"

and cite R.E.M., The Cure,

Squeeze, and Echo and The
Bunnymen as such future

Fox film
(Continuedfrom page 27)
sequences, Jaime has a conversa-

tion with the New York Post Coma
Baby. "You have to come out

sometime. She might die, you
know," Jaime reasons. "No way,
man," counters the hip Coma
Baby. "I've got everything I need

here, food, oxygen. Nope, if she

goes, I go." There is an ironic

parallel here with Jaime's own
life, addressing the harsher side

of adulthood — dealing with an
inopportune marriage and resign-

ing oneself to a less-than-

spectacular literary career.

As you may have presumed
from the title, a substantial por-

tion of "Bright Lights, Big City" 's

cinematography is devoted to

stunning neon and pans of the

New York City subway. But
director James Bridges does not

rely totally on such cliches for his

visual images.

The scene with Jaime and his

mother, set in a simple, "countri-

fied" bedroom, complete with
four-poster bed (indicative of a

cozy Bucks County existence),

reinforces the mental images of

thoughts of home. Jaime's office

at Gotham is dark and heavy, both

with furniture and intellectual

overtones, a place where a creative

soul could choke on dust and
attitudes.

Mclnerney and Bridges wisely
include two snippets of comic
relief, a scene with an infuriated

wild ferret (I'll say no more) and
a lunch encounter between Jaime
and a seasoned, less-than-sober

publishing executive (Jason
Robards). After hearing Jaime
express his desire to be the next
Hemingway, he supports Jaime's
quest for literary excellence.
Unfortunately, there is a slight

disparagement as to how one
achieves this. "Write about mak-
ing money," growls the executive,
"that's what people want to
know."
This film in its entirety, how-

ever, is disappointing because it

is a teaser. There is a great deal
of rich material here: a young man
aspiring to write the "Great
American Novel," stniggliiv to

folkyw a dream while basking in

a materialistic reality, dealing
with his nother's death, cofMOg
with a tumultuous marriaie, but
it ii left virtually untapptd
btcauie tcntnwntar Mclatrnty
chsattt to focus too much of the
movie on the mundane tbcirtriei

of t oooiine addict.

bands. All of these bands are

between seven and 12 years

old, though. The Smiths are

also included in that list of

"future" groups; they broke

up last August, however —
not much of a future there.

15) They have annoyingly "art-

sy" promos between videos—
'*If I don't understand it . .

.

it must be cool!"

Smithereens album
The Smithereens are easily one

of America's best bands. This
they proved through their debut
album Especially For You, a raw
collection of straightforward
Beatle-ish rock and roll tunes,

whkh sold well and was highly

praised by critics. The second

album is the ultimate test for any
well-received band, though; it

proves whether or not a band is

durable and long on talent. The
GoGo's failed. Men At Work
failed. Even the Bodeans had their

problems. Good news! The
Smithereens pass with ease on
their second LP Green Thoughts.

The Hoboken-based quartet dish

out another excellent collection of

blusey, no frills rock songs. Again,

the themes are broken relation-

ships and love gone sour. God,
what is the story behind lead

singer Pat DiNizio's love-life. On
the first single "Only A Memory,"
has a new LP out called Children.

Pat moans, "In a world of pain

I have no peer." What's up with

this guy? Are things really that

bad, Pat? Don't worry, though.

The Smithereens are not nearly

as self-indulgent and narcissistic

as Sting(the Kingof Pain himself),

and they write great songs.

Musiciil Commentary
The Mission U.K.. the hippest

trend-band in England right now,

The album debuted at No. 2 on

the British chart and has also

gone gold its first week in the U.S.

The Mission will tour clubs in the

states throughout May and will

return again in the summer.
The new Tears For Fears album

is reportedly close to completkm
(Didn't these guys break up? Oh,

well. Robert Smith supposedly

died, too ... ) Roland Orzabel and

Curt Smith, known as perfection-

ists, are in the studio working on

the follow-up to 1985's successful

Songs From The Big Chair.

The beginning of spring usually

coincides with the beginning of

many tours, and this year is no
different, offering shows of all

types in the Philadelphia area. If

you missed Billy Bragg and Ziggy

Marley this week, you can see The
Alarm at Penn this Saturday

(April 16), which is timely since

you will be there anyway for their

Spring Fling. David Lee Roth, the

consummate showman, will be in

Philadelphia with Poison on April

17-, while the cnticaDy acclaimed

(deservedly so) BoDeans play on

April 18. lifyou want to malce the

trip to New York, the Mighty
Lemon Drops play that very same
night at the Ritz. A little later this

month, I(»hou8e will unfortunate-

ly visit us but ... on the much
brighter side — one of the best

bands in rock music today, 10,000

Maniacs, will play somewhere on
April 24. Don't miss it.

Curiosity Killed The Cat are

busy writing their second album
and playing to sell-out crowds in

U>ndon ... The Syle Council

should have a new release out in

late spring. Lead singer Paul
Weller recently wed D.C. Lee, a

backup singer who has appeared

regularly on Council LPs and in

their live shows . . . Pepsi& Shirlie

recently befriended a Jordanian

fan attending college in Britain,

who turned out to be King Hus-

sein's son. He invited the duo to

perform at his palace inJordan for

his 25th birthday. But who
cares? ...

Ntxt week: Gerry Woo's latest!

i
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No one knows how to creitte a pizza like

Domino's Pizza.* We use only the finest, freshest

ingredients in every custom-made pizza. And we
guarantee you'll love the taste. If not we'H bring

you another pizza or a full refund.* We also

guarantee to deliver your hot, delictus pizza in

30 minutes or less. If we're late, you get $aOO off

your order.

So what are you waiting for. Call Domino's Pizza

today!

293-0980
128 W.

tlAM-IAMSun^ThufS.
HAM^AMFri.ftSal.

*ChMii ysnf loosi Mow fof

99<P six-ffiack

Present this coupon to receive a six-

pack of Coke* for only9H when you

purchase any lerge pizza.

One coupon per pizza. Not good with

cuiy other offer. Indudea rebate of

tales tax if appMcablei

ExpiTM: 4/21/88
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Friendlf Pl^ipies . .
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ByRUSSCECCOLA
Senior Reporter

DARK CASTLE***^THREE-
SIXTY PACIFIC C64/128,
AMIGA, IBM, ST
Dark Castle is difficult to get

used to; but, once this is accom-
plished, the rest flows easily. The
castle of the title presents 14

danger zones, after which a battle

with the Black Knight takes place.

Do not expect to go through these

dangers quickly, for myriads of

foes are at every turn. From bats

and rats to wizards and vultures,

you never have time to stop and
examine the beautiful graphics.

Maneuvering your character
involves jumping on vines, chains

and ropes and throwing rocks at

all of your foes. Learning how to

control the direction of flight of

the rocks is your toughest
assignment.

The different screens of Dark
Castle are all very creative. Many
different types of obstacles await.

Watch the demo to get a feel for

what to do and collect as many
rocks as possible. If you are lucky,

you may find elixirs, maces and
shields along the way — very

useful items.

VYPER»**% TOPDOWN
DEVELOPMENT AMIGA

Vyper is one of the few games
that is made exclusively for a

home computer that truly cap-

tures the intensity, speed and
excitement of an arcade game.

This game is in the style of a

classic shoot-em-up and offers 100

levels of play. The interesting

point about Vyper is that the game
takes place in real time, with the

screen being updated 60 times

every second. Also, you get to start

the game on any of the first 50
levels that you would like.

Vyper places you against the

Yarks in this battle to save the

universe. Each wave of Yarks is

different, both in graphics and the

way in Whicft tlhi'ivave attacks

and moves. Because the game is

so fast, do not think that you will

get very far quickly. Only through
practice can you get better at

Vyper, but the sound, graphics and
speed of the game make it worth
it.

HARRIER COMBAT SIMU-
LATBR^^* MINDSCAPE
C64/12^, ST, AMIGA
This combat simulator from

Mindscape places you in one of the

fastest planes in the world, the

Harrier Jumpjet- The plane can

take off and land vertically, move
at Mach \3 and use all types of

weaponry. All of the power of the

r^ jet is captured in this sim-

ulation. Your goal is to fly a

mission sok) against the enemy's

key oil reserves in a desert com-

mand post. You have your work
cut out fof you.

Thegraphics in Harrier Combat
Simulator are superb. The screen

really does seem to slip by at

super-fast speeds. The instrumen-

tation includes radar and every-

thing else you need to finish the

mission. The manual describes all

possible maneuvers of the aircraft

in simple language and a com-
mand card shows all of the key
commands at a glance. Harrier

Combat Simulator will keep you
going with its non-stop action.

arena. The game is very tough to

master, for you never know what
the enemy is going to do next and
thegame relies on random events.

The computerized referee is called

Arch. Arch is responsible for

creating the black hole-type pit

called the EbonStar. The goal of

the game is to use your energy

bolts to push your opponents into

the EbonStarand then destroy the

EbonStar when Arch is creating

it.

There are different types of

enemies to bother you, as well as

special weapons that emanate
from Arch. The graphics are very

well done and the sound is well-

used throughout the game, both
for music and effects. Up to four

players can play. Practice control-

ling your ship, for it is tough to

do.

SHERLOCK***»M» INFOCOM
C64/128, AMIGA, ST, MAC,
IBM, AP, IIGS

In this latest text adventure
from Infocom, you take the role

of. Dr. Watson in solving an
important mystery. The Queen's
Golden Jubilee is coming up and
the Crown Jewels have been
stolen. Professor Moriarty has set

a deadly trap for Holmes and,

calling upon his advice, you must
solve the mystery and defeat

Moriarty. This adventure has
many good puzzles in it and
captures the atmosphere of Sher-

lock Holmes' times, Victorian

England. But you only have 48
hours to solve the puzzle.

The package contains both a

tourist map of Victorian London
and a copy of a London newspaper
from June 17, 1887, serving as

copy protection and sources for

hints. Sherlock is a great challenge
and the Amiga and ST versions

even have sound. Sherlock is

definitely the best mystery game
released in a long while and the

best game that deals with Sher-

lock Holmes, an immortal legend.

E30n3Ci\R

EBONSTAR**' MICROILLU-
SIONS AMIGA
EbonStar places you as a gla-

diator in battle aj^inst enemy
fighters in a futuristic outer space

GNOME RANGER**** CON-
STELLATION SOFTWARE
AMIGA, ST, C64/128, AT,
IBM, MAC
This is a challenging text-and-

graphics adventure that should be

an example to all such adventures.

In Gnome Ranger, you are Ingrid

the gnome, banished to the wil-

derness by your family — unfor-

tunate for the wilderness. Gnome
Ranger presents to you three'

adventures that you must solve,

all as the title character. There
are many puzzles to solve and a

lot of descriptive text to create the

atmosphere in which the game
takes place.

Also included in Gnome Ranger

is a 48-page diary of Ingrid to help

in preparing you for the adven-

tures ahead. Advanced commands
are included and you can even

have different characters doing

different things at the same time.

The graphics are beautiful and

the whole presentation of the

game is what makes it a success.

The game is "imported" from

England by Constellation and
worth the overseas transfer.

1.
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By STEPHEN POWERS
StaffReporUf

Monday night was the night of

the year fof the motion picture

industry. The 60th annual Acade-

my Awards were telecast on ABC,
and the big winner turned out to

be a foreign film that few people

have seen.

"The Last Emperor" was nom-
inated for nine Oscars and won
every category in which it was
nominated, including best picture,

where it beat "Broadcast News,"
"Moonstruck," "Hope and Glory"

and "Fatal Attraction." "Emper-
or" also picked up the statues for

best director (Bernardo Bertoluc-

ci), adapted screenplay, art direc-

tion, cinematography, costume
design, film editing, original music
score and sound.

"Emperor's" impressive sweep
did not leave much for the rest

/ of the nominees; box-office

winners "Broadcast News" and

"Fatal Attraction" were shut out

completely. The next big winner

•>

was "Moonstruck,*' receiving

three awards. Cher won a richly-

deserved Oscar for best actress,

beating out Glenn Close and Holly

Hunter, but was upstaged by her
own outfit (She was clad in a
glittery black version of the thirw

Barbara Eden used to wear on ' I

Dream ofJeannie.") Co-star Olym-
pia Dukakis (Gov. Mike's cousin)

won foi* best supporting actress

and writer John Patrick Shanley
won the award for best original

screenplay.

Other winners Monday night

included Michael Douglas, who
won the best actor for his perfor-

mance in "Wall Street," but really

should have won for "Fatal Attrac-

tion." Ex-James Bond Sean Con-
nery picked up his first Oscar for

an outstanding supporting perfor-

mance in "The Untouchables."
The statue for best original song
went to the over-played "(I've

Had) The Time of My Life," from
"Dirty Dancing."
As for the Oscar show itself, it

was one of the less exciting events

Sinead O'Connor
(Continuedfrom page 27)

ward "I Want Your Hands on
Me," reflect this. When questi-

oned if she was a feminist, O'Con-
nor replied, "Well, I'm independ-

ent and strong . . . But I'm not a

man-hating, baby-eating, bra-

burning feminist."

O'Connor was independent
enough to produce her album (the

first in a contract of four for

Chrysalis records) by herself. She
found that it was impossible to

explain to anyone else what she
was thinking.

When questioned about how
she learned the technical aspect

of production, she replied that she

did not. She claims that producers

are over-rated and that all you
need to do is say what you want
and there are people in the studio

to push the right buttons.

After the press conference,

O'Connor and her manager,
Fachtna, left to do the soundcheck
for that night's performance at

the Chestnut Cabaret.

O'Connor did a 50-minute set at

the Chestnut on March 30. She

did most of the songs from The
l.ion and the Cobra, starting with

"Jackie." O'Connor also sang two
new songs, including one whose
title and lyrics are both unprin-

table. Suffice to say, it was about

a girl who was not too happy with

a guy. Since two of O'Connor's

band members, Mike Joyce and
Andy Rourke, were formerly of

the Smiths, she sang "The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle."

The performance was much too

short, but O'Connor just doesn't

have the material to lengthen it

yet. She is a very mellow per-

former; she holds the microphone
and sways or sort of bops on stage,

but that is it.

Her voice is anything but mel-

low. It soars, dips, whispers and
screams. It was never more
inspired than on her encore,

"Troy," which she performed
with just her guitar for back-up.

She sang the lyrics, "I will rise/

I will return ..." and when she
does, on a larger tour or with a

new album, it will most definitely

be on her terms.
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of the ye«r. Most of the winners
were the oddt-on favorites before

awards niffht, and "The Last
Emperor's dominance of the
awards made, for an unsuspense-
ful evening. >

The program opened with a
weak monologue by host Chevy
Chase, and moved on to one of

those tacky, gaudy production
numbers which /fieatured sin^rs
and dancers dressed like giant

Oscar statues. Some of the special

effects in the later segments, like

Mickey Mouse presenting the
award for animated short film,

were pretty childish (Was that Pee
Wee Herman-Robocop shootout

really necessary?). Incidentally,

the Mickey Mouse effect was
botched when a human sat in

Mickey's seat while the cartoon

character was still being projected

onto it.

The real presenters were a
varied group of performa^ rang-

ing from veteran stars Gregory
Peck and Audrey Hepburn to such
current actors as Steve Gutton-
berg. Rob LoWKand a very preg-

nant Glenn Close (accompanied
by her obstetridan, no less). Last
year's Best Actress winnerMarlee
Matlin, who is deaf, spoke publicly

for the. first time when she pres-

ented the Best Actor award.
The presentations were spread

out by some clips from past
shows, in honor of the Academy's
60th anniversary, and by musical
performances of the songs nom-
inated this year. However,
"Shakedown," from "Beverly
Hills Cop 11" was sung by Little

Richard instead of Bob Se^er,
and Grace Slick was noticeably
absent from Starship when they
performed "Nothing's (}onna Stop

Us Now" from "Mannequin"
(Miami Sound Machine's Gloria
Estefan filled in admirablyX
Aside from the musica)

numbers, theshow was filledwHh
the typical, overioog "Thank you,
I love you all" speeches. Because
the awards usually command
high ratings,many sponsors broad-
cast new oon^merdals, some of
which were more interesting than
theprogram itself. Coke premiered
several new spots, featuring Whit-
ney Houston, Demi Moore, Art
Carney and "FamUy Ties' " Brian
Bonsall.

Although the writers' strike
threatened to shorten the Acade-
my Awards presentation, it actu-

ally lengthened it, since many
presenters ad-libbed quite a bit.

The entire program ran for three
and one-half hours — about two
and one-half hours too long.
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Rock veterans captivate the Tower crowd
By JEFF GILLIES

AsstMtant Entertainment Editor

Before a complete sell-out crowd
at the Tower Theater on March
26, The Kinks played an impres-
sive 20-song set of energetic rock
and roll. The band performed
nearly all of the material on their

latest live album. Litfe: The Road,
along with some of the classics

that have become traditional in

their concerts.

The opening act was a local

band who call themselves The
Original Sins. Lucky for us, they

were not the original sin of Adam
and Eve fame, or God would never
have given man a second chance.

Needless to say, they were simply
awful. It was impossible to com-
prehend a single word out of the

lead singer's mouth, and every
song seemed to be an exact replica

of the one before.

Finally, they finished their set.

as the crowd chanted the familiar

screams, of "Way-0," another

Kinks tradition. The band took

the stage in total darkness, and

after the opening chords of "You
Really Got Me" were played, the

lights came on with a roar of

thunderous applause ^rom the

crowd.
"Do It Again" was the opening

song, a change from their usual

choice of "Around the Dial,"

which was left out of the set. Right
from the start, Ray Davies, The
Kinks' frontman, had the crowd
on their feet and singing along
with enthusiasm.
For "Think Visual," "It,"

"Cliches of the World" and a few
others. The Kinks had live

dancers come out on the stage.

They have not done this in recent

years, and perhaps this reflects

Davies* desire to return to the
theatrical style the band employed
in the '70s.

Lead guitarist Dave Davies

received his share of the limelight,

as he sang three songs during the

concert. The highlight of which
was a sizzling version of "Living
On A Thin Line." The surprise
song from Dave was "Ber-
nadette," one of the best tracks
from State Of Confusion, that is

not usually played live. Hopefully,
they will continue to include it in

future performances.

"Apeman" and "A Well Respect-
ed Man" were welcome oldies in

a mostly newer material set. The
crowd responded wildly to both
and ieven those who were not even
born when these songs came out
seemed to enjoy them.

Other standouts included a

guitar dominated "Low Budget"
and the song that had people
dancing everywhere, "Come
Dancing."

By far, the most memorable
moment of the concert was the

ever-popular "Lola." The opening
chords were struck as the crowd
let out a deafening wave of

applause. The entire theater
sprang to its feet, and at times it

was hard to hear Davies above the
crowd as they sang along. Pure
excitement filled the air as the
song came to a close.

The Kinks said goodnight, while
Davies was smothered with kisses

and roses from the fans. However,
the Philadelphia crowd was not

about to let The Kinks go home.

The noise level rose steadily and
exploded in a frenzy when the
band returned. "The Road" was
slightly disappointing, as the
band ran through it a bit hastily.

However, The Kinks were contin-

uously called back onstage for

three encore sets until they finally

realized nobody was going to leave

until they played "You Really Got
Me." There was little doubt they

would, as Davies once stated that

playing the song is like getting up
in the morning. The version of

"You Really Got Me" was incred-

ible, as the entire band turned up
the volume.

The crowd still wanted more,
and the only complaints were
pertaining to the absence of "Celu-
loid Heroes." However, the band
was completely exhausted, as
they never stopped moving and
dancing about during the entire
concert. Davies even did his
favorite circus act of balancing a
Heineken bottle on his head as he
sang.

It was wonderful to see that,

even after 24 years of life on the
road, The Kinks still give every-

thing they have to the audience,
and the people keep coming back
to see them. If you missed The
Kinks this time around, be sure
to catch them when they come
around again, for they surely are <t

a rock and roll legend.

Will Sexton displays hispotential
By CYNTHIA B. BOSNIAN
^^^^Staf^eportei^^^^^

Will and the Kill

Will Sexton
MCA Records

• Already a veteran of the Texas
club scene at age 17, Will Sexton's

national debut album Will and the

Kill rocks with a potential, note

the word potential, that most new
artists at his age will never know.

Sexton's childhood is rooted in

rock and roll — he played his first

on-stage gig when he was just

eight, with his brother Charlie

.(also a young starter). A few years

later, they werejamming with the

likes of Stevie Ray Vaughan and
the Fabulous Thunderbirds.
As frontrunner of the Kill while

in his early teens, Sexton began
touring and opened for such acts
as Big Audio Dynamite, the
BoDeans, Jason and the Scorchers
and the Lords of the New Church.

Last Fall, the Kill was one of four

bands in a "Four Play" tour which
hit 21 cities nationwide.

Sexton's Texas-based blues

influence dominates Will and the

Kill, to which Sexton has added

a hard-edged driving guitar. As he

puts it, "I like folk-singer type

writing, but with loud guitars."

The Kill consists of guitarist/

lead vocalist Sexton, bassist Alex

Napier, drummer Jeff Boaz and
guitarist/backing vocalist David
Grissqm.
While Sexton demonstrates his

true grit guitar playing and raspy

voice (sometimes reminiscent of

John Mellancamp), the music and
lyrics are often lacking and seem
repetitive at times. The album is

disappointing if you are looking

for deep meaning or distinctly

original music. Most of the songs

have a "Mellancampish" appeal,

avowing the simple pleasure of a

small-town boy (namely cars and
girls), but without the spunk and
danceability of Mellancamp.
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Sexton's raw screeching guitar

dominates the opening song, "No
Sleep" which is probably the

heaviest tune on the album. A
chorus echoes Sexton as he
repeats (and repeats), "No sleep.

Dirt cheap," as thie rest of the

lyrics are so forgettable that the

song bores you.

The tone softens a bit on the

next track, "Heart of Steel."

Although it is the album's first

single, it fails to impress. It is just

an o.k. song, not the quality
material you would expect to find

on^ national debut single.

"Rocks in my Pillow" can be

(Com in tied on page 32)
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In the 1960's an actor/director went looking for America—
and created a new kind of lilm The man was Dennis Hopper

Easy kider was the film that defmed an era

As an actor and director, he has always gone to the edge

taking us places wed never seen before Easy Rider. Blue Velvet Rivers Edge

Now. in 1988. we find director [>ennis Hopper in the streets of Los Angeles

In a war zone where gang members and innocent people alike are killed

over tenitorial emblems of red and blue Over COLORS. And again,

he takes us places we've never seen before with the first realistic

motion picture about the war against street gangs.

lb do it he has brought together an extraordinary cast and crew All of them

sharing a fierce devotion to the director's vision. And leading the cast.

ti«o motion pictuze actors of unparalleled intezisity

Sean Permand Robert Duvall.
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George Burns finds
By THERESA JONES

SW/Rtporter

"18 Again!"
directed by Paul Flaherty
New World Pictures

Since many Villanova students

are still a few months to a couple

of years shy of what we consider

that magical age, the desire to roll

back to 18 is a notion foreign to

probably all of us. But that does

not mean that you will not enjoy

a few good times from watching

someone else fulfill that wish.

Especially when that someone
is George Burns, that 92-year-old,

cigar smoking American favorite

who never seems to quit (cigar

smoking, performing and chasing

women, that is, and not necessar-

ily in that order).

In "18 Again!" Burns plays an
81 -year-old entrepreneur who has

his birthday wish come true: Jack

Watson wakes up in the body of

his beloved grandson, David, after

the two suffer an automobile

accident (the accident was not

part of the wish — the man may
be old but he is far from crazy!).

Granted, the premise is corny.

Apparently Hollywood thinks it

has stumbled onto the new trend

in entertainment, since this inva-

sion of the body-switcher films is

upon us in full force, with "Vice

Versa" and "Like Father, Like

Son" based on the same farcical

idea. Seeing one of these three

films will probably suffice; how-

ever, the advantage "18 Again!"

has is Burns in its leading role.

For someone who has k>ng been

a Bums fan, seeing an adoleBcent

mimic Bums' familiar manner-
isms so well was entertaining in

itself. How often do you see an 18-.

year-old puff on a cigar and soft'

shoe to his own somewhat deca-

dent version of "By the Light of

the Silvery Mocm?"
Without the Bums' charm, "18

Again!" would most surely be too

trite to merit the ticket price. We
get to know David, before we do
Jack and before the accident. Jack
appears as a typical, self-

proclaimed dweeb — freshman in

college, abused as a fratemity
pledge, hopelessly eyeing the
BMOC's girlfriend and a general

misfit with no self-confidence.

VmiHwt the Buns'
dMuw, ''18Ag9lnr
woiMmost surely be

too trite to merit the

ticket price.

Jack's companion Madelyn, played

by Anita Morris, is pulling the

wool over grandpop's eyes, wait-

ing for her inheritance.

Relationships between the Wat-

son generations are strained in

the middle. Arnold, Jack's son and
David's father, seems to get no
real respect from either side. But

at the end of Jack's adventures

being 18 again, everything is rosy

for all involved, except, of course,

Madelyn.
In that sense "18 Again!" is very

predictable. Nevertheless, the

road from point "A" to the inev-

itable point "B" is a pleasant

journey, with some touching

moments and good laughs along

the way. Bums' humor, warmth
and sarcasm set the tone for the

film, even when revealed through
David, played by up-and-coming
Charlie Schlatter.

Though it is Jack who wishes
to be the boy he used to be,

through fulfilling his wish he

helpe both David and Amokl be

the boy and man each winti to

be. The reUtionship between

grandfather «nd grandson is

charmiiig, and that ia poaaibly the

best word to describe ''18 Again!"

For any Bums' fan. the mm is

a must. And for anyone who
simply wants a light comedy

'without expectic« the heights of

theatrical originaUty, it is highly

raoommended.
By the way, as an added bonus

you will get to see Bums perform

his version of the song "I Wish
I Was 18 Again" at his birthday

party, which is what sets the ball

of time rolling backwards.
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Sexton ^s blues debut album
(Continuedfrom page 31)

labeled the most bonng song on

the LP. The effects are interesting,

if anything, since the nonsense

lyrics completely lose you. The
repetition is almost nerveracking.

I do not know about you, but

"grits in my gravy, kinda sandin'

down my mouth" does not make
me want to rush out and buy this

album. C'mon, guys, you could

have helped him out a little more
with this one.

In "Teach the Teacher" and

"Breakin' All the Rules," Sexton

maintains the. image of a rebel

who always gets things his way,

the lyrics laden with obvious

sexual connotation. Similarly, in

"Restless to Reckless," we get the

image of a troublemaker — "Well

I ride alone on a horse of chrome.

I go where I please and I get what
I need." Sexton gives us his

version of a Billy Idol rebel yell

as revving cars/motorcycles are

heard in the background.

"Thought I Heard a Heartbeat,"
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with its ear-catching melody, is

one of the better songs and prob*

ably should have been released as

the first single. We hear the pain

of a young man who does not ask

for mercy, but only the chance to

love again. But do not misunder-

stand, "Heartbeat" is not a mellow

song by any means. This song and
"Hard to Please" are arguably the

two best songs. Both powerful

musically, they also boast some of

the more interesting lyrics.

The slowest song on the album
(by Sexton's standards), "Hard to

Please" is in some ways a typical

country-boy-cries-the-blues bal-

lad, but with the added bite of a
crisp electric guitar. Sexton's
charming Southwestern brogue
accentuates his vulnerability as
he croons "She's as faithful as a
cross-town bus.

Another worthwhile tune is

"All Just to Get You," in which
Sexton paints a desolate picture

of the hero who has "stumbled on
plains, staggered in the wind.

stood at a crossroad of two" to get

his girl. He evokes the classical

Western heo in* our minds. The
instrumental sections really grab

your attention — and manage to

keep it.

"Their Game" has Sexton talk-

ing in a more or less monotone as

the lyrics often blur together, a

departure from his usually clear,

unsophisticated articulation. The
brash guitar is back, accompanied
by the rebel yells in this fast-paced

number, which is the loudest song
next to "No Sleep."

Despite his shortcomings. Sex-

ton has the ability to improve —
with his bad-to-the-bone guitar

playing and boyish good looks, he
most likely will not gain nation-

wide status but will develop a

loyal following. One thing is for

sure -* you deftnitely will not find

any teenage bubblegum-pop or

Top-40 stuff here. But you will

find an ambitious, if not entirely

convincing, guitarist/songwriter

anxious to spread his breed of

down home rock and roll.
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Megadeth*s Jeff Young interviewed
ByRUSSCECCOLA

Stniar Ri^orter

Megadeth has, since 1985*8

KtUing is My Business ... and
Busifuss is Good!, always led the

musical genre of speed metal.

Recently, a tot of other bands have
tiled to imitate the style and
imi^ of Megadeth. Since the

initial onslaught of the band, Dave
Mustaine (vocals, guitars and
songwriter) and Dave Junior)
Ellefson (bass) have had a rela-

tionshipIhat formed the core of

the band. With the recent addition

of new members Jeff Young (gui-

tars) and Chuck Behler (drums),

as well as a major tour of medium-
sized halls with Warlock and
Sanctuary that touches down in

Philadelphia's Tower Theater
tonight, Megadeth is set to prove

that they. are the world's finest

speed metal band. A recent inter-

view with Young gave a good

insight into the direction of Meg-

adeth these days.

Of utmost importance in the

metal arena was the relationship

between Megadeth and Metallica

and the alleged battle between the

bands. Mustaine had been in the

first lineup of Metallica and a lot

of the controversy surrounded

songs he wrote for them, his

reasons for leaving and misquotes

attributed to the bands' members.

Young told me that "the feud is

over. The press had created a good

one. There are always some bad

feelings when something like that

happens, but it was blown all out

of proportion to sell magazines.

We both rule!"

The recent success of so far, so

good ...so what! has brought the

band's from-the-gut mentality to

a tot more people than before. The
title for the album reflects the

lifestyle of Megadeth. As Young
said, "The title would be better

understood if you Uved with the

band. life is like an emotkmal
roller coaster, tt's 'so far, so good'

because you may be in a good

mood this afternoon and 'so what'

because by tonight that mood may
be blown." Megadeth may be

riding an emotkmal roller coaster,

but uie guys certainly have the

stomach not to throw up.

Young and Behler have contrib-

uted a lot to the sound that comes
out on the new album. Behler was
an understudy for former
drummer Gar Samuelson and
Youngmade his way into the band
because he was giving a friend of

the band guitar lessons to "help

him figure out Chris Poland's

[former guitarist] sotos. He was
trying out for Megadeth and
want^ me to help develop his

technique and learn the music.

Eventually, the band heard me
giving him lessons and thought I

could do a better job. Mustaine

brought me down to the studio,

asked me tojoin the band and gave
me a tape of 'In My Darkest Hour'

to add a solo. That solo got me
the gig."

The recent success of

so fir, so food. ..so

whut! hes broivht the

bend's from thegut
mentulhytoehtmore
people lien before.

With Behler and Young com-

mitted to the band, things fell

together in the studio — the

collection of the band as a real unit

took place there. Young related

that "what you hear on the album
is the band in its newest, most

unrefined form." The songs are

very technical and well-written,

stemming from a certain sponta-

neity that awakened in recording

sessions. Young found that this

type of recording "helped my style

in that I was normally used to

planning out my solos, making
them stale, and I was forced to

play from the heart in the studio."

That atmosphere has produced
a lot of classics on the album.
Young revealed that when Meg-
adeth writes songs,' they piece

together a lot of different riffs

written at various points in time
to make a song. A lot of so far,

sogood ...so what! depends on the
guitar work of Mustaine and
Young. "I play the more classical,

faster, pickier riffs, where Mus-
taine plays the more old-style,

Jimmy Page-type solos." The time
changes and musical variation are

most evident in "Mary Jane" and
"In My Darkest Hour." The
future of Megadeth musically is

unwritten at this point, but Young
promised that "it's going to be
wilder, especially with me writing

really weird guitar parts. The
songs will climax more and have
more ups and downs. Successful

music depends on building up and
releasing energy."

Featured on so far, so good . .

.

so what! are "Anarchy In The
U.K." (a cover of the Sex Pistols*

classic), "In My Darkest Hour" (a

somber, reflective tune about
loneliness) and "Hock in Mouth"
(the greatest anti-PMRC song
ever). However, I found "Mary
Jane" to be the most enigmatic
number on the record and the

toughest to grasp, new things

emerging with every listen. An
interesting story surrounds
"Mary Jane." Young said that

"where Junior's from, there was
this girl who was buried alive by
her father for practicing witch-

craft. Some college kids were in

the cemetery and one of them

turned over the gravestone of the

girl and peed on it. They were all

drunk and got in a car accident

and the only one who was hurt,

in fact killeid, was the guy who
did that to the grave."

With so far, so good. . . so what!,

Megadeth has knocked down the

barrier that was holding them
back from breaking into all areas

that music can reach. The record

breaks away from 1986's Peace

Sells ...But Who's Buying?, one
of the classic metal albums of all

time, and goes in new directions

that ultimately reek of Megadeth.
A live setting captures Megadeth
at their best. So go to the Tower
Theater tonight to see the state-

of-the-art metal band, for the
foursome is prepared to set the

world on fire.

Megadeth's latest album has propelled them to a new level of success.

^^< Richard 8l Company
UNISEX HAIR STYLES

773 E. Lancaster Ave., Villanova

527-2080
Villanova Student Discounts
(On tanning, perming, coloring & more!)

Open Mon.
thni Sat. (Wed. & Thurs. Eveninqs)

Appointments
Roquosted

Personal and Classified Advertising
CLASSIREDS

T«iN>-lMdroom spartiMnt, Radnor House
Condo. available Juh '

"^

Can evenings. 446-7:
Condo. available July 1. $785/nK» utilities.

7S47.

Ctaaa Mng Found: Kulzkmn Stale, Class
of '85. Inquire within Food Services. Dougherty
HaH.

Eallna DIaordara Disnjpt College Life. For
individual and group therapy. caH Woodmere
Counseling Services at (21 a) 789-8282. New
group starts April 28.

CoHega Pro hps summer full-time customer
service positions available. Looking for

reliable and hardworking people to work in

our regional office. Ik/lust nave good pftone

nwnner. For more informatton pleaee contact

Sue at 783-0902 f»om 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Monday through Fnday.

The RaaMant Advtaor. Assist/train mentally
retarded reskJents in apartment CLA in

northeast Philadelphia. Excellent benefits.

Full-time/part-time positions. Blue Cross,
Bkie Shield. Hk/IO, pakl leave time. Salary
$4.80-5 per hour. Minimum requirements: two
years of ooWoge or high school phiS two years
experierice in human sen/wes. Call Pat al

831-2888.

Summer Day Camp, Sesame Day Camp,
in m^jor Monlg. Co./Norristown, PA Day
Camp, is tooking for male/female staff. Join

ateam of fun. exciting, prolesstonal educators.
Excellent salary. Call 215-275-CAMP.

Muatang 11, 1974. 71 K miles, automatic
transmission, new battery: rear defroster,
Radiais, clean condition, December inspec-
tion, $800. 667-4207 evenings. weeken<te.

Worldna in Near Yorti CKy next year?
Lookinglor roommale to share a houae wNh
in northafTi New Jersey starting July 1 , 1 988.

CaN (215) 430-0803.

The United Statea Marine Corps Judge
Advocaia Corpe is kx>king for a few adven-
turous, phystoally. sound law students tor a
no-obligabon sunrHner intemshn leadino to a
commisskxi as an Offk:er of Marines, uood
pay, b-avel. promotion, and immediate court-

room expenertce in criminal, labor, conti-act

civil and environment law. pkjs tfie ctiallerige

of measuririg up to the Corps' exacting
standards. To learn more, call (21 5) 386-5558
and ask for Captain Farr.

Talented singers wanted for worit on
Philadelphia's most exciting entertainment
attraction. 'The Spirit of Philadelphia." Full

and part-time positions available. Call
between 1 and 3 p.m. for auditions at 923-
4996 and ask for Bill.

Qirf atiident wanted vveekly to help single
lady with light housekeeping now through
summer and fall term. Present helper grad-
uates. Flexible, pleasant arrangements. 688-
9113.

United StatM MarineCorps Undergraduate
Officer Proorams Fresfimen ~ Tf>e Marines
are tooking lor a lew highly qualified men wfw
want to lead. This summer, at no obligation,

you can find out if you have what it takes.

We offer good pay, tuition assistance, k>an

deferments, aviation guarantees, and the

most cfiallengirig and rewardirK| experience
availatiie to vourig men of adventure. To learn

mon, call 386-5558 and ask lor Captain Farr

642-6472.

boy]s cajmp. Vermont — badt-
canowio trips — land arKf wslar

ecology CaN A. Hare. (21 5)

IACM tandao totoa. $18,400
to $89Jl01 Immadtals openingat Cid JOB
LINE. 1-618-460-3811. EmL F-6la6. 24 hrs.

Earn up to $10 par hour at

N you hawe good
Ma la the lob tor you.

you Hve next year? WEICHERT
REALTORS haa the MiMer. Three altordabte

condominium unils ranging from $75,000 to

$85,000 now available. Convenience, char-
adar, pool and aacurHif. CaN Maureen or
Suzanne today. 642-8840.

riMHi

For Sale: 1962 Honda Accord LX. very good
condition, power steering. AC, Blaupunkt
Stereo. Price $2,000. Dan Collins, 971-021?

Part-time, evening, live-in-tutor, in exchange
tor room and board; junior/senior B.A. or
graduate student; background in math,
science or language helpful; 649-1858
Jeanne or Cirxfy.

Singera, dancers for telegrams Must have
car. Great job, flexible hours, full or part-time.

533-6440.

Government Homeo from $1. "U Repair"
Also tax delinquent properly. Call 805-644-

9533, ext 1414 tor irwormation.

Walk to acfKN)! from two-bedroom fully

furnished Radnor House Condo. air condi-
tioried, bateony, completely renovated, IVz

years okJ, available for sale July 1 . Inquirers

call 201 -462-7956.

National Camp Aaaociatton Summer Camp
job clearinghouse. Higliest salaries paid —
quick and efficient job placement — a free

service. Call us for an interview at 1 -800-752-

CAMP.

Help Wanted — Part-time positions caring
for infants, toddlers and preschoolers m
private home Short or long term. $5-7 per
hr. Car helpful. 647-1 150.

PERSONALS

SOS Team Members — You did a good lob'

We're proud of you Don t forget — party at

Kathy s. 8:30 p.m. Fnday. Amy & Kathy.

Dear Slat finlaher, we all miss you Come
out of hidtng. Love. TRAMS

St. Mary's: Do you have a

third learn' 2rxl FkxK Alurrmi

Vdu Mn Na in fit ayn di day and Mi mMm
MataaW l^m^tgm m^fgmgm^ m^^^m^t^^mtm

!S«SjTJftir?E *—*•

dMa. pdnl, oopy, htm. Same day
wA. I fpawaaar ana naauma uannr,

Kjm of PnaaMPta. Nine of

788s. Houra: Monday ttwouflh

ajn.-0:30 pm, Sunday 12-6 p.m It it r^avor

'83 Eaeort station wagon, automatic. PB,
PS. good corxfition. smoke free $2500.

call 489-0750.

Nine of Pruaaia. 286-
Houra: Monday Vwouph Sahaday, 10

IMOO. OnTipjii

^
MMydi

job Looking
tooaialDr

aMH in my ftama. MiiM

SSUSmM&SJS^

1881 Choaatta, 51 ,000 milaa. AM/FM i

4 sp. manual, new tiraa, no rust Aak. $1400.
845-4030 daya or 387-1886 ntghia

Typtae — Tamt Papers, nasumaa. Cover
LaAaia. If niniaiar>. wW pick up and dakvar.
Qood ratoa. CaN 30-7884 anyimo.

MaalMilt't Appiiiillaa VMMiiad tor NefT
OMilir loiiian oar lOMir ahoo m Nina ofPMk Ml or part-«fiia. CaN uaa M In-

-Brain, hope you had a great

21 St* We tove ya* (somatin>es|i Love your

favorite eggheads. Lisa, Lirxte and Andrea.

— Ya think?

Boob - Gat peyched to get

peyched* I'm so pisaaad We wiM have so

much tun* I tove you boii - Suaan

CiLF.. even Jaka aoraaa. everybody s grt

a hunery heart - R.M.B.

DMrJ8N,HMBy3-yaaranniwafaary«You>e
the bJillflwayOMW LoveAtwaya.PamX0XO

Maanay, wmnava in wwi' wmtw

V»
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Thrillerpuzzles all
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior ReparUr

"Bad Dreams"
directed by Andrew Fleming
Twentieth Century Fox
****

V^

One popular technique in pres-

enting a movie to an audience is

to never let them know what is

real or imaginary until the end of

the film. Alfred Hitchcock was the

master of fooling an audience and

proved it in such films as "Psy-

cho" and "North by Northwest."

Another method is to disguise a

horror movie in such a way so that

it is not perceived as horror, but

rather as a "thriller." This method
was effectively used in "Fatal

Attraction" and, more recently, in

the excellent "The Seventh Sign."

A new release from Twentieth

Century Fox, "Bad Dreams,"
utilizes both of these methods to

offer a movie that is horrifying,

character-intensive, thought-

provoking, disturbing and ulti-

mately captivating.

Jennifer Rubin stars as Cynthia,

a child in an adult's body who has

just woken up from a 13-year

coma after escaping a mass suicide

of a religious cult led by an evil,

enigmatic man named Harris

(Richard Lynch). After her arousal

from thecoma, Cynthia is put into

the care of Dr. Alex Karmen
(Bruce Abbott), a psychiatrist who
watches over a group of people

with borderline personality dis-

orders. After joining the group to

begin psychiatric therapy, Cyn-

thia begins to see an undead
Harris, who demands that Cyn-

thia live up to her promise to die

with the cult.

The real question here is wheth-

er Cynthia really sees Harris,

dreams him or hallucinates him
into existence. Cynthia refuses

Harris' invitation and he tells her

that members of the personality

disorder group will die unless she

joins him in death. This explana-

tion thus far lasts about 15 min-

utes into the film. The remainder

of "Bad Dreams" is an exploration

of the disorders of the members
of the group, attempts by Cynthia

to prevent Harris from killing the

group members, journeys back in

time to the Unity Fields cult

through Cynthia's unstable mind
and a development in understand-

ing of Cynthia and her problems.

"Bad Dreams" is a very well put

together movie. The focus of the

film lies in two places — the

characterization, represented by
the excellent cast, and the special

effects, mostly gruesome and
disturbing, but well-placed and
functional. The cast is an assem-

blage of talents that work well

together. Rubin was the drug
addict in "A Nightmare On Elm
Street 3: Dream Warriors." Abbott

comes from that great under-

ground classic of the gore movies,

"Re-Animator," based on H.P.

Lovecraft's story entitled "Her-

bert West: Reanimator." Lynch is

a veteran of stage and screen and

has appeared in such films as

"The Sword and the Sorcerer"

OPPORTUNITY

ALASKA

SUMMER JOBS

EVERY YEAR ALASKA
OFFERS TH0U8AMD6 OF
WBJLfAYINQ SEASOMAL
POSITIONS M TOUPWM.

PARKS AND RKREATION.
POR AN UP-T04)ATE
OUDE TO iTAI

•7 TO:
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and "Savage Dawn/*
Important to the movie also are

the members of the disorder

group. Their disorders and behav-

ior are so varied that they offer

a refreshing change to standard

horror fare. The characters are so

well-developed that the disorders

they present were approved by a

real psychiatrist and any
members of that professional field

who see "Bad Dreams" should

have a challenge in trying to pick

out their problems.

Dean Cameron plays Ralph, a

man who cannot deal with living

in the paradoxes of today's society.

Cameron was recently seen in Rob
Reiner's "Summer School." Dam-
ita Jo Freeman plays Gilda, a

quiet-superstitious girl who likes

to be in control of her own life.

Louis Giambalvo is Ed, both a

pussycat and a demon at the same
time. E.G. Daily is Lana, an

introvert who comes out of her

shell when Cynthia joins^ the

group. Susan Ruttan, of "LA.
Law," presents Miriam, a border-

line psychotic who retreated from

the world, unable to handle suc-

cess. Finally, Susan Barnes is

Connie, a perfectionist who is

obsessed with Ed and the closest

to "normal."
Believe it when I say that all

of these personality disorders are

clearly seen in the characters who

portray the members of the psy-

chiatric group. Watching them on
the screen makes one try to

analyze their actions and see

whether they are reacting to.

reality or to their own version of

it. Adding th^ group offers cre-

dence to Cynthia's problem* for

after all, she is undergoing psy-

chiatric treatment herself.

The effects are very well done
and every one is disturbing, driv-

ing home even more the relentless

will of Harris and Cynthia's
anxiety. Michele Burke, noted for

her work in "Quest For Fire," took

care of the special effect makeup.
Ralph's realistic self-mutilation is

easily the most shocking scene in

the film. Harris' baptism of the

religious cult in gasoline and then

igniting them all runs a close

second. "Bad Dreams" contains

other talent in producer Gale
Anne Hurd ("Aliens" and "The
Terminator") and first-time direc-

tor Andrew Fleming, whose col-

laboration resulted in a well-

structured film.

Cynthia is the focus of "Bad
Dreams" and all of her problems

get explained in the last 10 min-

utes of the film. Until then, she

has only Dr. Karmen to help her

battle Harris.

The key to keeping the movie
lively is the various perspectives

from which it is seen. Jumping in

AiyM15,10SS»THEVILLAMOVAM»P«0>38

(P»wlo courtly o» Twwuiigi Cw*jfy Rw)
Richard Lynch is Harris, who has returned from the dead to find new
victims, including Miriam (Susan Ruttan).

and out of the minds of the various

patients and in and out of Cyn-

thia's reality and visions is enough
to play with a viewer's mind.

When I left the theater, I felt as

if I was losing touch with reality

myself. "Bad Dreams" hits the
spot with a climactic ending and
surprise explanation for Cynthia's
problem — a fitting conclusion to
an excellent movie.
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Give the kid some credit
If you're smart, arKi you're going to be In

New Vbrk this summer, yoult check out

The New School.

The New School Is an academk:
dhnskxi of the New School for Social

Research, one of this country^ nfX)6t

dlstincth^ untversities.

This summer, more than eOO New
School courses are on tap. They range

from AmeHean NIslDnf I to some of

the beat wfMng woffaiiopa anxmd,

from Stanley Nubftak In

to

Courses can be taken for credit or

noncredit and are scheduled so that

therefs plenty of vacatfon time before-
or aAer—you finish. Some courses

begin In late May. many start in early

June, others get going In mkkJuly.

The New School at home in

Greenwich Village, doee to every miyor

subway line and the MTH train.

Ws would be happy to give you some
crsdtt (If you earn It). Ry your free copy

of the New School Summer BuNetin,

just can the toU-frse number.

it

>

1-800-422-3900, Ext4
RrafaeeNewSdioolSummer!

TheNew

*i ;i I
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Congratulations To
The 1988-89

Executive Board

JohnHoran
Monica Byrne
Megan Seeds
Karen Porta
Sheila Duffy
Pete Koureliotes

Pat Schmitt
Jim Duffy

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Social Awareness Officer

Environmental Officer

Programming Officer

Communication Officer

Come on out and support your hall in the RSA.

.

ALMOST ANYTHING GOES
OOMPETITION

April 22
3:30-5:30 p.m.

See posters or your House Council Officers for further details.

21fi

mttEMT ASSOCIATION
•645-7210
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Runners shine in Florida
By MICHAEL E. JONES

St^Rapartir

Just when the women's trade

,

team thought they would have
time to catch their breath and
catch up with their schoolwork,
they instead caught the next
flight to Florida to launch their

outdoor season at the Florida

Relays on March 25 and 26.

Held at the University ol Florida
in Gainesville, the relays exposed
some new faces on an already I

diverse and talented squad, as the '

team's second-place finish in the
indoor NCAA's indicates.

Junior MegMdsen captured her
first individual collegiate race in

the Collegiate 2500 meters, win-
ning in an impressive 4:28^1,
while freshman Sonia O'Sullivan
was victorious in the 3000 meters
with a time of 9:51.82, also her
first major collegiate victory.

v* ' Juniors Kathy Franey and Vicki

Huber again turned in splendid

performances. Franey placed third

in the Invitational 1500 meters
with a time of 4:24.47, while
Huber tried her hand in the 800
meters, a distance she had not run
individually since high school.

She won easily in 2:06.27, outdis-

tancing the competition by over
three seconds.

Freshman Michelle Bennett
finished second in the 400 meters,
smoking a 54.35 which was a
personal best by a staggering two
seconds — quite an accomplish-
ment in a race often decided by
hundredths of a second.

The following week the Wildcts
headed over to the Colonial Relays
at the College of William and
Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia.

Juniors Celeiste Halliday and
Michelle DiMuro, absent from the
Florida Relays to attend the wed-
ding of all-American Villanova
graduate Debbie Grant, joined
their teammates and participated

in three of Villanova's four
victories.

Halliday won the 800 meters in

a time of 2:05.52, while DiMuro
was a member of both the 4 x 800
and distance medlev relays, run-

Baseball
(Continuedfrom page 40)

sophomore third basemen, who
sparkled in the field, clubbed a
three-run home run in the fifth

inning that sealed the win.
Also playing well for the Wild-

cats was juipor shortstop Bob
McCreary. McCreary, who led the
Cats to a win over Swarthmore
earlier in the week with a four-
for-five, two-RBI performance, hit
safely in all three Seton Hall
games to increase his hitting
streak to nine.

Villanova now stands tall at 7-

1 in Conference play, which earns
them first place in the Big East's
southern division.

In addition to fine team play,
many individual honors were
earned. Scott won the Big East
Athlete of the Week, while Marc
Adderly claimed the school record
for at-bats with 463, most games
with 144 and most doubles with
32. Corey Williamson set a new
Villanova record for stolen bases
with his 29th career theft.

Editor's Note:

Senior powerlifter Janis
Rosenthal captured sixth place in

a difficult field of 11 at the
National Powerlifting Champion-
ships held March 20, at Temple
University.

Rosenthal, who is the only
female to represent Villanova at

the National Championships for

the past two years, recorded
personal bests in all three of her
events: the squat, the bench ami
thedeadlift.

The VMMMvaa did not report

Rosenthal's achievements in an
article appearing in the March 25
itatie. We ragret the omiMion.

ning times ol 2K)5.6 lor 800 meters
and 4:44.9 for 1600 meters in each
respective relay.

Other members ol the victorious

4 X 800 relay included O'SulUvan
(2:1&8), junior Terri Smith
(2:11.6) and freshman Carol Haux
(2:14.4). Other distance medley
relay members included Smith
(3*34.6— 1200 meters), freshman
Marissa Maggio (60.9 — 400
meters) and lUux (^:152 — 800
meters).

Huber and Franey finished first

and second, respectively, in the

1500 meters in times of 4:12.6 and
4:22.7. SenkM- Olive Burkegrabbed
fourth in the 100-meter hurdles in

14.65 seconds.

Baton Rouge, La. was the Cats'

next stop for the Paper Tiger
Invitational at Louisiana State

University, the site of last year's

NCAA's.
Louisianans had been so

impressed with the Cats at last

year's NCAA's, they wanted them
back for this meet. Needless to

say, these southerners were not

disappointed, and were treated to

a fine array of scorching
performances.

Huber and Halliday each
grabbed first in her respective

specialty — Huber the 3000 in an
NCAA qualifying 8:53.07, and
Halliday the 800 in an ECAC
qualifying 2:05.3. DiMuro was

right on the shoulder of her 8Q0
twin to fiiish second in an ECAC
qualifying 2:05.6. and Franey
moved down from the mile to join
her teammates and finished sev-

enth in 2K)6.9, also under the
ECAC standard.

The 4 X 400-meter relay t^am
secured second place in 3:4239,

and consisted of Bennett (56.0),

Burke (57.6), DiMuro (54.9) and
Halliday (54.4). Bennett finiahed

fourth in the 400 in 56.13,, and
fifth-plaoe finishes went to O'Sul-

livan in the 1500 (4:29.62) and
3000 (9-37.78), both times ECAC
qualifiers, and the latter a work!

Junior Games Qualifier.

Sixth-place finishes went to

Moisen in the 1500 (4:29.86),

Maggio in the 100 meters (12.86)

and Burke in the 100-meter hur-

dles (14.74). Burke also finished

eighth in the 100 meters (11.91)

and Smith finished ninth in the-

1500 (4:39.45).

Head Coach Marty Stem was
pleased with the performances of

his athletes. "It was a great start

for our outdoor campaign. It's

positive momentum as we build

towards the Penn Relays. It was
neat to see Sonia and Meg win
their first major races for Villan-

ova, and good to see Vicki main-

taining her form. Kathy continues

to look strong and seems prepared

for an outstanding season."

fioffstntt

i

Celeste
meter

so we didn't do that bad."

RiVmon, Cappdla and Ren-
|(aua were the inrae higheat fin-

ishers for VtUaiiova wiu two-day
totals of 158, 158 and 159,
respectively.

On April 4 and 5, the Cats
returned home to Aronimink Golf
Club and ran their season record
to 7-0. In the home matches, the
Cats captured wins over Drexd
and Widener University in a
triangular and Towson St. Uni-
versity in a dual meet.

In the April 4 wins over Drexel
and Widener, CappeUotook medal-
ist honors with a season's best

score of 73.

The next day was the highlight

of the season from a team pers-

pective, as the Cats placed six

players under 80 in trouncing
Towson St. SophomoreJim Clarke
had his best round of the spring
with a team low 75. Rongaus
followed at 77 and Rogerson and
Dougherty both carded 78s. Cap-
peUo and senior Tony Corbo had
79s to finish out the impressive
list of rounds.

The team is now preparing for

tournaments at Indiana, Pa. and
Princeton. The Eastern Invita-

HiOUday wo. the 800- ^^TiLVI^k^^"!^l ^ """^ ^

ce in the Florida ralays. ?^>"„*!« ^^ highlight of the season

J for Villanova.

Bebte. After:

Before flying Virgin, these typical colIegiate-types thought travelling to
London was about as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. trig exam with a hangover.

After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.

Youll feel the same way. Once you've flown on our roomy 747s. And ,

experienced our great movies, music videos, BBC comedy shows, 8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-flight entertainment. All coming at

you through a pair of serious electronic headsets.
Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot meal. In fact, a choice of

3 nice hot meals.

That's right, it's airplane food. With one major difference. It's actually edible.

It's also followed by tea and pastries later on.

So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right!)

Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219^
from Newark. $249^ from Miami.

Now what do you think?

Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621.

Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you
will l)e a breeze.

VWin.AllanlicAffiiBi&'^TbLQndon.
"BiK «f for alw¥eMt

'
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ByJOHN X. SWIFT
SittuHeian

This season has been an up-and-
.down one for the Villanova men's
lacrosse team. Through eight
gamei, the team is presently
posting a less than exciting 3-5

recofxl.

After dr(»pping two of their first

threegames, the Cats were visited

by Kutztown and Bucknell for

home games. The Cats blasted

.»( Kutztown 24-2 and pounded Buck-
nell 9^ in the friendly confines of

Villanova Stadium.

Against Kutztown, John Fur-

long, John McEvoy, David Hone
and Chris Scaring paced the Cats
with five points apiece. In total,

15 Wildcats scQred at least one
point in the contest.

During the victory over Buck-
nell, Chris Sullivan had four

points while John McEvoy had
three goals for Villanova. Joe
Lingle played superbly in goal

(stopping 18 of 30 Bucknell shQts)

for Villanova as well.

While many Villanovans went

home to celebrate the Easter
holiday^ the Wildcata traveled to

Cokirado wl^re tbey were sche-

duled to pity t pair of games at

the Air Poroe Aoidemv.

The firstgame was tobe against
tht Colorado School of Mines, but
it was cancelled because of snow.
The second, however, against the

Air Force Academv. was not.

The Cats suffered a heartbreak-

'

ing 6-5 loes at the hands of the

Air Force. After Villanova had
come back to tie the game with
about a minute togo, the Air Force
scored the winning goal with only
31 seconds remaining to notch the
victory.

The team's luck did not change
much after returning East! They
promptly dropped successive
barnburners to Drexel (7-6) and
St. John's (9-5) to move their

record to its present state.

The Cats will try to regain their

winning ways when they host the

Holy Cross Crusaders on April 16.

The game will b§ played at Vil-,

lanova Stadium at 2 p.m.

Rouse leads Wildcats

UltlMirfiMi.FMt

(Continuedfrom page 40)

The Cats got back on the win-

ning track the following day on
the road in a 9-0 thrashing of the

University of Scranton. The
match was highlighted by a 6-2,

6-0 victory by Rouse over Scran-

ton's No.l-seed Leo (jorel. Rouse's

win started the ball rolling as the

Cats improved to 9-1.

After a few hard-earned days of

rest, the Cats'retumed to the St.

Mary's courts on April 5 against

Towson State University, but
suffered another 7-2 setback.

Again, only Rouse and Lough-
man could manage victories.

Rouse defeated Towson's Jim
Shepardi':^4^and 6-3. Loughman
defeated Ron Kochinski, ^1 and
6-2. Towson led only 4-2 after the
singles matches, but then swept
the three doubles matches.
The 'Nova men returned to

their winning ways the next day
when Ikfi^cel University visited.

Rouse ledofrvith a 6-3, 6-4 win.
No. 2-seed Taylor Teresi was
victorious by a 6-3, 6-1 tally.

Also winning their matches
were No. 3-seed Pete Leonard,
Loughman, No. 5-seed Mike Freed-
man and Ackerman as well as the
teams of Ackerman-John O'Dwyer
and Loughman-Jeff Gorsky in

doubles competition. Mark Tully
and Bill Shea took the lone loss

in a tight match at No. 3 doubles.

The 10-2 Cats were 9-0 winners
at Upsala on April 8. Rouse
crushed Upsala's Joe Dement, 6-

1 and 6-1. Teresi won 6-0, 6-3.

Leonard ^on easily, 6-0 and 6-0,

as did Loughman and Freedman,
by scores of 6-0, 6-2 and 6-1, 6-

1 respectively.

The No. 1 doubles team of

Ackerman and O'Dwyer won 6-2,

6-0. The result was the same for

Gorsky and Shea at No. 2 doubles
by scores of 6-0 and 6-1. Ackerman
and Freedman-Tully at Noi 3
doubles won by default. The
team's match with Montclair
State was cancelled, but when
Fairfield visited on April 9, the

Wildcats trounced them 9^. Rouse
led off with a 6-2, 6-4 win followed

by Teresi 's 7-6, 7-5 victory. .

Leonard, Loughman, Freedman
and Ackerman all followed up
with straight set victories. The
three doubles teams also came
away with big wins.

On April 10, New York Univer-
sity visited only t» be thrMhed
soundly, 8-1. Tentt was tl»«aly
caeiialty , the victim of a niilbitcr,

€4 and 6-4. Everyone else won
hit^y easily, highlifhted hy
mmtt*% 6-2,M win and Loi^.
mmk*% M. M thnsipiM over
imrsllo.7sntflis!44s2i.
^ Tito Tlsva nsllari eaiad the

1VMIS144

State University rather rudely,

shutting them out 9-0. Rouse, No.
2 Leonard (stepping in for the
injured Teresi) and No. 4-seed

Freedman all won in 6-0, 6-0

whitewashes as each player
n\oved up one singles seed. The
teams of Leonard-Ackerman and
Loughman-TuUy also won 8-0 in

doubles play.

V I N Q V A

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

INTERNATIONAL^
DAY

CONNELLY CENTER

-

APRIL 22

The Office of International Studies Is

hosting the first International Day at

Villanova University!

• Table displays by the Arab & Islamic Club

Chinese Club
FriBnch Club

India Club
Italian Club

Spanish Club

• All-day international music inside and outside the
Connelly Center

» International menu at the Connelly Center Cafeteria

• Overseas study advisor from Beaver College
Center for Education Abroad to discuss study in

Britain, Ireland and Vienna at a table in the foyer

and in the Haverford Room at 4:30 p.m.

Come one and all to participate and to
enjoy the international music, food
and displays at the Connelly Center
on April 22 — Friday!

IgtffMt-

A103
Art and reason

When Mark and I deckled to spend
the weekend at his mother's house,

I never imagined I wouki be walking
into a mouse's nightmare. There were
cats e\'crvwherc.

• Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks,

e\'en a cat mat. I couldn't begin to dupli-

cate her collection of kitty litter ifl spent

a year at a garage sale. Conspicuously
absent, however, was a real cat. Strange,

I thought, and began to fear that a

weekend with cat woman could be a

lot less than purrfect. |
But then she came home, and
Mark introduced her. She was
dressed surprisingly well—no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could say she was the cat's meow,
but I'd rather not.

She offered me a cup of Dutch Choc-
olate Mint. Now that was something
I could relate to. Then she brought it

out in the most beautiful, distinctly

unfeiine china I'd ever seai. As we
sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell
has mv same weakness for chocolate,

loNXTS the theater as much as I do, but,

incredibly ne\'cr saw ""Cats." So Mark
and I aa* taking her next month.

icKMls* Ifitematkmal Coffees
Share the feeling.

At
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Sofiftalf spUfs
By AMY C SPENCER

Staff Reporter

The Villanova women's softball

team posted two wins and two
losses this week, bringing their

season record to 5-7.

The Cats split two doublehead-
ers as they charted a win and a
loss against West Chester Univer-

sity and Lafayette College. Both
were away games, raising their,

record on the road to 3-5. The Cats
now begin an 11-game homestand
hoping to improve their home
record of 2-2.

Against West Chester on April

6, the team dropped the first game
by a score of 2-1, but rallied in

thfe second game to collect seven
hits and a 9-4 victory. Four players

had two RBI's each, including

sophomore pitcher Karyn Lodise.

Lodise logged the win with relief

help from freshman Janet Chow.
The series at Lafayette also

began with a loss, this time by a
score of 4-0 with the Cats lone hit

a single in the fourth inning by
freshman Anne Bunin. Pitcher

Kris Branca gave up six hits

including a home run on the way
to the IdSs.

The team never gave up hope,

and responded with ten runs on
eight hits as they won the second,

game by a score of 10-4. The
offense was led by freshmen
Tracy Dale, who went three for

three, including a triple and an
RBI, and Cheryl Regan, who had
three RBI's. Branca achieved a

complete game victory.

Fourth year Head Coach Maria
DiBernardi is optimistic about
this year's team. She hopes to

better last year's 13-13 record

with her six returning regulars,

including three starting pitchers.

"It should be the year \^e go over
the .500 mark," DiBernardi said.

"If we lack anything it's offense,

and the loss of (Mindy) Kahn (last

year's leading hitter) won't help

the cause."

Kahn (.483, nine doubles, three
triples, 22 RBI) will miss the
season due to injury.

•
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Gary Massey was a iiiaj<M' factor in the Wildcats 24-13 season. He
will be iMie <^ the three returning seniors next year.
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Tennis roHs along
By STEVE KIRSCH

Staff Reporter

The Villanova men's tennis

team has quietly run their record

to a sparkling 14-2 slate over the

last three weeks.

The week before Easter Break,

the Cats ran their record to 8-0

with a 6-3 win over LaSalle

University on March 22, another

6-3 win at Franklin and Marshall

the following day, a 6-0 whitewash
at Lehigh University on March 24

and a 7-2 win at C.W. Post on Long
Island on March 25.

The singles players were key

during this streak as No. 1-seed

Mike Rouse, No. 4-seed Mike
Loughman and No. 5/6-seed Greg

Ackerman all ran their singles

-records to 8-0. Matches at St.

John's University and Fordham
University were cancelled.

In beating LaSalle, the Cats
won all six singles matches. They
captured five of six at F&M, then
again won all six singles matches
at Lehigh. No doubles matches
were played at Lehigh.

The following week, 'Nova
suffered their first defeat at the

hands of rival Temple University.

They took a 7-2 defeat at the Owls'
courts on March 28 with only

Rouse and Loughman able to pull

off victories. They remained unde-

feated by scores of 6-2, 6-4 and 1-

6, 6-3, 6-2, respectively.

(Continued on page 37)

Cats belt Seton Hall
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sports Editor

The first two weeks of the 1988

baseball season were disastrous at
best. The Cats, who placed second
in the Big East in 1987, could do
no better than 6-11 in the first

couple of weeks of '88. The team
was flat and was not playing

consistently, but the Big East

games had not begun so there was
plenty time for improvement.

Head Coach. George Bennett
said, "Nobody on the team was
playing up to their potential and
we knew we had to improve before

the league games." And improve

they did.

As soon as the league gimet
began the Wildcats took off,

winning seven out of eiglit Big
East contests and improving their,

overall record to 18-14.

The Cau cruised past Pitts-

burgh twice, 10^ and 23^, and
thtn swept three stnigiif inm
Georgetowit. Thi^ bigpset wHie

came this past weekend when
Villanova took two out of three

games from the 1987 Big East

champs, Seton Hall. Villanova had
not won a three-game series

against Seton Hall since 1984, but

this.Gai7 Scott-led Wildcat team
took care of that.

Scott carried 'Nova past the

Pirates in the series opener with
two hits, three runs and six RBFs.
Scott's two hits were backto-back
home runs, one of which was a
sixth inning grand slam. Junior

pitcher Rafeal Novoa collected the

victory as Villanova won. 12-10.

The folkiwing day. 'Nova split

a twin bill with the Pirates.

'Nova stumbled in the first gune
as Setoo HaU mn oif 13 runs while
V.U. ooukl only mutter three.

MauriceVau^ belted two home
runt for the nrates.

The WikkaU finithid up the
series with a I6>11 triumph. Onoe
$gm Scott pMed the Catt. The

(CctUimmi 9mptim36)

ByJOHNRICCO
S^orta Editor

Heading into the 1967-88 sea-

son, doubts about the Villanova

men*s basketball team abounded.
Fans and media alike wondered if

the Wikkats, a team which had
lost sharpshooter Harold Jensen
and had no major recruits, couki

compete in the very talented Big

East and improve on its mediocre
1986-87 mark of 15-16. For Head
Coach Roland V. Massimino and
the rest of the Wildcats, however,

there were no doubts.

In spite of a tough out-of-

conference schedule, and the
normal Big East-type competition

found within the conference,
Villanova was able to quiet all

doubters and post some impres-

sive numbers. The Cats amassed
a 24-13 overall record, and finished

tied for third in the Big East at

9-7.

In toumment action, Villanova

won the Josten's Philadelphia

Classic and finished runner-up in

both the Big East Tournament
and the Hawaiian Airlines Maui
Classic.

Most impressive, however, w^s
the squad's showing in the season-

endingNCAA Tournament where
the Cats advanced to the Final

Eight before bowing down to the

"run and gun" Oklahoma Soon-

ers. 'Nova, expected by most to be
qukrkly eliminated from "March
Madness," simply would not die,

thanks mostly to the off-oourt

wizardry of Massimino and the

on-court heroics of senior Mark
Plansky.

"This was without a doubt his

(Massimino's) best season," said

senior co-captain Pat Enright. "He
had only nine scholarship layers

Golfers
By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

After a fall season filled with
inconsistency and ultimately dis-

appointment, the Villanova golf

team could only go one direction

in this new spring season — up.

Right now, the Cats are soaring.

In the first two weeks of the

season, Villanova has won three

triangulars, as well as a dual

meet, for an impressive 7-0 record

through April 10. The Cats also

placed 10th in a strong field of 27
teams at the Navy Invitational.

According to senior captain Chris
Cappello, it was just a matter of

time and experience.

"This fall, we had a lot of young
players who did not have a lot of

experience. It wa^^a trial and error^

and be got the most out of their

potential."

Surviving more on brains and
hustle than anything else, the

team potted tournament victories

over Arkansas, Illinois and Ken-

tucky. Nicknamed "the Beasts of

the East," Villanova advanced
farther than any of the other five

Big East squads receiving bids in

the NCAA's. In addition, the Cats

were the only Big East team to

defeat all eight other conference

foes at least once.

"It was a very successful sea-

son," said Plansky. "We had &*

bunch of overachievers that

blended together well under Coach
Massimino."

Individually, almost every Wild-

cat enjoyed a career year in 1988.

Plansky, the Big East's basketball

Scholar-Athlete of the Year, aver-

aged 13.2 ppg. and 5.6 rpg. for the

season. The senior coK:aptain was
also named third team all-

conference and became the 31st

Wildcat to score 1,000 points,

finishiqg his career with 1,217.

^-13
Junior guard Doug Weft, ]irho

became V.U.'s 30th 1000 piynt-

scorer in 1967^ wat ukmd
second team all-conferenoe. Wiist

was the Wikkatt' leading scorer

through most of the season aver-

aging 15.8 ppg.
Fdlow juniors Gary Massey

(7.9 ppg.) and Kenny Wilson (11.4

ppg.) fich performed obpeptional-

ly this year as well. Wilson became
the 32nd Cat to scooe his lOdOth
career point, while Massey was
honored as. the Big East's Defen-

sive Player of the Year.

Villanova's sophomore big men,
Tom Greis and Rodney Taylor,

both rebounded from disappoint-

ing freshman seasons to grab
numerous headlines in 1967-88.

Greis <12.4 rag., 6.1 rpg.)»a third

team All-Big East selection ledthe
conference in bkicked shots with
2.7 per game. Taykv (7.8 ppg., SJ^

rpg.) played well despite the
continual pain from last season's

foot injury, and gave V.U. much
needed rebounding help, especially

in the NCAA's.

Head Basketball Coach Rdand V. M—imino led the
24-tll)pg<fi||id. a second-place finish in the Big East ToumaflW]
an apiMiSfSliliHa tlM final eight. ....»^r^'%,.

1^ T"»••

7-0 Start
period and it took time for the

young placers to emerge. Now,
they've added a new dimension to

the team," said Cappello. "Eve-

ryone is playing great golf and we
expect to do really well at Prin-

ceton (the Princeton Invitational)

and Easterns (the Eastern
Invitational)."

In their first match of the year,

a triangular hosted by St. Joseph's

University March 28, Villanova

defeated a pair of Big Five rivals,

St. Joe's and LaSalle University.

Their unusually high team score

of 420 was indicative of the cold

and windy playing conditions.

Sophomore Todd Rongaus led

'Nova wth a 79.

Two days later at Edgemont
Country Club, the Cats easily

outdistanced host Drexel Univer-

sity and Philadelphia Textile with
a fantastic score t)f 383. Agsdiitj

Rongaus grabbed medalist honbri

with an even par round of 76.

Freshmen Kevin Rogerson and
Mark Dougherty were cl^se

tehind with rounds of 72 and 74,

respectively.

On April 1 , 'Nova traveled south

jto Annapolis, -Md. for the Navy
Invitational. The Cats finished a
respectable tenth in the 27-team
field, despite the unfamiliar

surroundings.

"We didn't know the course and
we putted poorly," explained
Cappello. "The greens were slick

and true, but we were used to

shaggy, slow greens. There were
a lot of really good teams there,

(ComHmued OH Pom
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Election nrilified
New election to be held inSeptember
By E.H. McELDOWNEY

Staff Reporter

The April 12 elections for Stu-
dent Government president have

' been declared null and void. New
elections are to be scheduled for

the fall of 1988, according to the
report of the Elections Commis-
sion and Dr. Richard A. Neville,

vice president for Student Life.

The report also stated that

presidential candidates Sean Clos-

key and Terise Fusco will be
eligible to run in the fall election.

Phil BracK, Student Govern-
ment president, will remain in his

position until a new president is

elected.

The Elections Commission,
which is made up of representa-

tives from student organizations,

submitted its recommendation to

Neville and found "that the elec-

toral process was irreparably
damaged with regard to fairness."

The report also stated that '*it

is our [the election commission's]

principal desire, however, that

thi^ decision send a clear message
regarding the importance of eth-

ical behavior in all facets of

Yillainova life."

Neville accepted the recommen-
dation of the commission in its

entire^.

AcQoirding to Mike Delzotti.

election^cpmmiesioner. there will

be: 4 neiw flections Cottimis^km
established for the election which
will take place in the fall.

The presidential election

results, which were impoundedon
April 12, will not be released and
have been destroyed. ^This

tion was ruled void, therefore the Closkey said he did not know
numbers were ruled void," Del- if he would run again in the fall,

zotti said. Fusco appeared satisfied with
Closkey expressed frustration the decision of the commission,

with the decision. "We promised "They made a good decision. If

these so-called apathetic people they would let the election pass,
[Villanova students] that if you then it would say that anything
fought the system and worked goes in elections. We can't have
within the system, results would that," she commented,
happen. There would be a change, Fusco said that she would
and we had them believing our "most likely" run again in the fall

message. We came out of this election.

election and inslead we are beliey- Brach also said he is "seriously
ing in their message, which is considering running " for presi-

'nothing changes in this school,'
"

dent in September,
he said. (Continued on page 7)

Cabinet regroups

after turmoil
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

Staff Reporter

As a result of the recent nul-

lification of the presidential elec-

tion, current Student Government
President Phil Brach is "seriously

considering running" for re-

election in September.
The Student Government ex-

ecutive cabinet met Monday to

"reconcile the differences and
come to an agreement for the good
of the Ofganization," according to

Mark Hpk>bet2, aeeretaff#€tti»
deht Government's department of

academic affairs.

Brach said that he was "pleased

at the cooperation and concern"

shown at the cabinet meeting. He
admitted there have been "inter-

personal conflicts between my
cabinet members."
Brach took responsibility for

not taking care of the problems

but also commented, "The rest of

the cabinet is equally
responsible."

He later added, "To some extent

it shows that we're human ... it

reflects poorly on the Student

Government, but I think we can

easily change that."

In response to the election and
the events surrounding it, Brach

said, "As far as the election was
concerned, it was unfortunate

how things happened."
Michelle Ciccolo, secretary of

the department of internal affairs,

responded, "There was a lot of

sadness about the whole thing

[the campaign] on both sides.

'

Ciccolo was a high-ranking
member of presidential candidate

Sean Closkey's campaign.
Holobetz also said that the

election and the events surround-

ing it were "unfortunate." He
said, "The fact that two cabinet

members ran against each other

is not wrong ... we [the cabinet]

failed to come to an agreement on
perspective."

The perspective concerns the

credit a leader may or may not

take concerning projects. Brach
"Everyone in Student

April showers bring
Villanova students will

May flowers
rcaHac.

yShals) /(Photo by Shals)

and final exams, as

C cmiiiiies academics
Report callsfor cutbacks in Graduate School

^ (Photo by Cofodnn)
Or. Richard A. Neville accepted
the Election Commission's
recommendation that the elec-
tions for Student Government
.pi«aklent be declared null and
void.

Wanovan wins

first^place award
The VillAnovan has been

awarded, ki the sixth year in a

row, First Place with Special

Merit by the American Scholastic

P^rn Association.

Best sports coverage was pre-

sentad to the 1987 nxxts editofs

Stephen Schh^per, John Ricco and

Dojjf Scancarella for the Nov. 6,

Mrissue of the VtOaaoivMit

By DANTE J. SCALA
News Editor

Editor's note: The scope and depth

of the Program Evaluation Com-
mittee's report has made coverage

of the document itself a large task.

Asa result, commentand reactions

from the University community
will mostly be reported during next

week's edition of the VUlanovan,
Coverage of other areas of the

report, such as recommendations

for the University's support pro-

grams, will also be done next week.

All are invited to send comments
on the report as "letters to the

editor."
The Program Evaluation Com-

mittee [PEC] recommended in its

final report that 15 academic
programs, mostly from the Grad-

uate School, be terminated.

The program cutbacks illus-

trated the committee's belief that

the University's main purpose is

undergraduate education. The
PEC also said that some graduate
programs have weak admission

standards and are not challenging

enough.
The committee's decisions

stemmed mainly from the Univer-

sity's Mission Statement and

University president.

The two documents "clearly

stipulate that undergraduate edu-

cation is the primary mission of

the University," in the view of the
PEC.

"Equally clear, in PEC's view,

is that these documents [the

Mission Statement and Planning

Assumptions] view graduate
study as secondary to undergrad-

uate study," stated the commit-

tee's report.

The PEC also concluded that,

according to the two documents,
"teaching is the primary duty" of

the University's faculty and
(Continued on page 6}

Intellectual climate suffering

By JENNIFER REIDY
Assistant News Editor

Dr. Charles L. Cherry, associate

vice president for Academic
Affairs, commented that the intel-

"PEC [Program Evaluation lectual atmosphere at Villanova
Committee] has concerns about has gotten better, but could still

the quality of the intellectual use improvement,
climate on campus as evidenced "It's a question of the students
by ... a noisy library, noisy dor- themselves to generate interest

mitories, the cutting of classes by with a good kind of peer pressure,"
students and faculty before and said Cherry. There is enough
after holidays [and] serious grade opportunity in forms such as
inflation," according to the final lectures and speakers for the

throughout the nation with enroll-

ments of at least 2,500 students.

Congratulatkms to the entire 1987 Planning Assumptions, which the

newspaper staff for their talents, PEC was charge to follow by the

hard work and dedication. Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

The Villaoiovaa was also

awarded bs^ editorisl for

'IVBSdy Situatioii -* kagmfm
OhMprtifs"^ ti»1907 BStnriai
tovd 0* Umf QurBst,Joanne

INSIDE

EDITORIALS: Responsibilities of college newspapers p. 11

FEATURES: Students see reality of prison p. 15

BNTERTAfNliBNT: "Pippin" plays at Vaaey .p. 21

SFORTSs BssebsU tesm clinches tournament berth p. 32

PEC report released earlier this

month.
The report continues to cite

"less than challenging courses,

syllabi, assignments and tests" as

factors which reflect poorly on the

University's intellectual envi-

ronment.
The PEC calls these concerns

"hardly unique to Villanova."

However, the report maintains
that "PEC feels very strongly that

the lack of uniformly high stand-

ards and expectations coupled
with substantial grade inflation

represent serious academic
threats to Villanova and that the

University must move vigorously

to address them."
The PEC emphasized their

concerns with a statement from
the National Commission on Excel-

lence in Education. "The average

graduate of our schools and col-

leges today is not as well-educated

as the average grMluate of 25 or

35 years ago," stated the

students to pursue thoughtful

activities," Cherry explained.

In order to improve the quality

of the intellectual climate, the

PEC suggests that the University

(Continued on Page 6)
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Professors speak on presjiteiiiialraee
Agree that November's election vote is currently too close to call

By THOMAS BRUGGER
St4^ffRepafUr

j
Three political science profes-'

4ors recently interviewed agreed
^hat the national presidential race

will be close and that it is too

early to predict an outcome.
' Dr. Colleen Sheehan comment-

^. "I don't think either party
#ight now is clearly stronger. It

depends partly upon who the
Democrats choose as [a] running
mate . . . They've got to bring in

the more moderate element of

their party."
' She also commented on the
influence that President Ronald
Reagan's popularity might have in

helping Vice President George
Bush win the election. She said

that there is some disillusionment

among Reagan's supporters.
These supporters do not necessar-

ily see Bush as any stronger than
Reagan.

In general, she summarized
that "[Reagan's popularity] will

help Bush more than it will hurt
[Democratic presidential hopeful
Gov. Michael] Dukakis." She
suspects that Bush will be victor-

ious, but she qualifies this opinion
by emphasizing the importance of

the candidates' running mate
selections.

Dr. Justin J. Green, speaking of

the characteristics of a normal
election, said that individual
issues and vice presidential choic-

es have "little to do" with the
outcome.

He noted that "leaders are
saying as little about specific

policies as possible ... the winner
will be theone who said the least."

Green claimed that the crucial

element in this election, as has
been seen in the past, will be the

contribution of independents.
These Americans account for less

than 15 percent of the total vote,

^ (FHt photo)

Dr. Justin J. Green, political
science professor, said that nor-
mally in national presidential
elections individual issues have
little to do with the outcomes.

The National Order of Omoiia
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but, according to Green, "explain

almost always the winning and
losing."

In discussing this presidential

race^ Green acknowledged that

Reagan's popularity may have
assisted Bush in the party pri-

maries, but not in the general

elections. He added, "It is very
rare for a sitting vice president to

win an election."

Dukakis' success so far in the
Democratic circle is explained by
Green, in part, by his "tendency
to move toward the center of the

electorate/' an important asset for

the candidate. All in all, though,
he oonduded that "it kwks Uke
itil be a dose election."

Dr. Robert ,W. Xaogran also
devalued most isms as having
any effect on the outcome in

November. If anything beyond
personality plays a part, it will be
the economy, because "things
aren't reaUy that great," he said.

Langran said that the "Demo-
crats are not putting up the best
candidate they could have." He
added that New York Gov. Mario

t*

MinorHyopen house

Cuomo could have "breezed in,

if he had run.

In viewing the Republicans, he
surmised that "people k^al to

Reagan may throw their support
to Bush," but that the vice pres-

ident was only the "most electa-

ble" candidate of the party.

He said he'feels that "it's time
for the pendulum to swing ... for

the Deinocrats to take power." He
predicted a close election, with
Dukakis emerging triumphant.

(Continuedfrom page 3)

speak to current students on a
one-tOK)ne basis and ask ques-
tions about Villanova.

Michelle Jackson, a high school
senior from Chester, Pa., said the
open house was "very informative

and interesting. It answered all

my questions. I left feeling very
positive."

Houser' said, "The open house
is an effective tool for recruitment.
It challenges the stereotypes the
new students might have and lets

Honor society inducts
new Villanova members

them ask important questions and
get answers."
She commended the students

who helped with the open house.

She concluded, "Many new
students said they would be
definitely coming.

"

By KEVIN C. HEIL
^Assistant News Editor

The Villanova Chapter of the
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
inducted 186 new members Sun-
day in the Connelly Center.
The society's new officers were

also installed. They include Dr.
Helen K. Lafferty, assistant to the
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, as president, Dr. Theresa
Valiga, nursing professor, as
president-elect, and Pr. Maigaret
T. Clark, commerce and finance
professor, as secretary-treasurer.

The society's eligibility require-

ments include being in the top 10
percent of the senior dass and the
top 5 percent of the junior class.

Law and graduate students were
nominated by their colleges for

scholastic achievement.
Inductees from the school of

arts include Cynthia J. Agresta,
Christian J. Alfonsi, Peter T.
Bauer, Joseph T. Black, Timothy
C. Bloom, Jennifer A. Brekhus,
Patricia A. Brown, R. Michael
Bullotta, Joanne CaccavaJe, Ines
B. Calderon, Diane P. Carman,
Maria E. Chiappetta, Christine A.
Cooney, Pamela B. Coyle and
Theresa M. Cresanti.

Others include Virginia L.

Davis, Maria R. De Santo, Thomas
DeMarco, Moira H. Devlin, Wade
D. DiCosmo, Kathy S. Diesl,
Maureen A. Doherty , Marybeth G.
Donahue, Heidi M. Donziger,
Susan M. Dougherty, Robert A.

Duggan, Heidi M. Egner, Paul L.

Fitzgerald, Rae A. Force, Cathe-
rine A. France, Christina M.
Frankmo, Tamar Fruchtman,
Julie K. Gargula, Jacqueline Gen-
tile, Andrea B. Granitz, Kevin A.

Hecht and Nancy F. Hensler.
Also inducted were Theresa C.

Jones, Sheila L. Keams, Alice I.

Kelley, Maigaret A. Klucsarits^R.

Brad Koerner, KatherineJ, Krack-
eler, Jon E. Lemole, Nancy L.

McGrath, Mary L. McHale, Ellen

G. Minzner, John M. Misselwitz,
'Janeen Olsen, April Peterson, Lisa

J. Pezzano, Mark A. Pirritano,

Joseph C. Polach,Janet M. Rothen-
hoefer, Christina M. Sadorf,
Michelle M. Shanahan and Mau-
reen C. Suwalski.
More inductees include Joseph

C. Tenaglia Jr., Susan E. Tolve,
Mary K. Toner, Marina C. Tsa-
talis, Mark C. Voelker, Lynn C.
Watts, Christine A. Wnuk and
Nancy A. Ziganto.

Inductees from the College of

Commerce and Finance include
Laura M. Adometto, Jeanette P.

Bove, Gregory A. Caione, Alfred

J. Carison HI, Mark A. Cuthbert-
son, Diane M. D'Amico, Nancy K.
Duncan, Michael C. Dyson,Jeffrey
W. Farkas, Linda C. Ferrara,
Elizabeth A. Franke, Glenn A.
Gabris, Patricia A. Geisel, Teresa
Giancristofaro, Carolyn R. Giun-
co, Geralyn A. Henry, Cynthia
Jelinek and Stephen Kogut.
Others include Matthew T.

Lawrence, Peter J. Licastro, Brian
F. McCaffrey, Eileen C. McGinley,
Anthony M. Medori, Karen E.
Mikush, Alice Morrissey, Lisa N.
Orrson, Denise E. PeUidari, Kevin
M. Rulis, Christopher P. Sapsis,

Patrida Lea Schaeffer, Karen M.
Schweiger, David P. Scott, Mark
E. Sieb, Paul J. Stroud, Michael

J. Thancred, Lisa J. VanQuekel-
berg, Daniel A. Walker, J. David
Walsh, Mari E. Wright and Jen-
nifer M. Zack.

Engineering majors inducted
include Eric D. Aho, Michad J.

Bondla, Michael J. Brace,PMerM.
Carney^ Charles J. Catania Jr.,

RussellJ. Cecoola, Peter S. Clerico,

Kevin P. Conroy Jr., Paul J. Crann
Jr., MarkJ. Ddp, DomisJ. Greene,
P. Gregory Guerra, David A.

Huffman, Gustavo A. Lopez Perez,

Sheila M. McGlynn, Venkatapathi
R: Nallapa, Mark A. Oberholzer,
Ellen C. Pensick, Christopher M.
Perrotto and Anthony M.
Pisciotti.

Faculty members inducted were
Elaine E. Beletz, nursing profes-

sor, Sterling F. Delano, chairper-

son of the English department,
John H. Dumin of the education
department and John Ih-Sen Hsu
of the management department.
Graduate students inducted

into the society are Eileen R.
Cassidy, Barbara A. Colantuono,
Martin F. Connell, Kenneth J.G.
DeCarlo, Barbara A. Giuffrida,
Francis P. Hertzog, Linda B.
Maxwell, Marianne E. Monaco,
Karen L. Reynolds, Melanie D.
Rittenhouse, Mekxly A. Templet-
on, Ravindra P. Tetambe and
Lynne B. Van Zandt.
Law students include Jennifer

L. Hilliard, Thomas H. Kukowski,
Kristine Y. Schmidt and Thomas
M. Smith.
Nursing students include Wes-

tley W. Byrne, Michelle M.
DeSanctis, Nancy L. Dzwonczyk,
Karen E. Larsen, Jean D. Moore,
Mary L. Nagle, Nancy Chui-Wah
Pang, Agnes M. Rast, Stacey H.
Rubin and Regina M. Scharle.

Sdence students include Rita E.
Ciccariello, Donna M. Cicirello,

David Ji Echeverria, David A.
Hitikle, Joseph K. Hofmeister,
Paul J. Kiesd. Guy S. Millin,

Catherine J. Musike, Mdinda S.

New, Juliette K. Orr and Michele
C. Varano.

University College students are
Beverly A. Bondage, Barbara A.
Cawley, Jane B. Ellis, Ernest P.

Frederick Jr., Kenneth R. Knob-
loch, Annette M. Magruder,
Robert J. McAveney, Irena B.
Merluzzi and Glenn R.
Nunemaker^

A Ir n I
f^iifsbigMudent awarded

MH ^m SM I I By DEBBip GROSS chairperson during 196&87. answer will be the

Craig Zappetti is a junior working toward a dual degree in
accountiM and communications^ and comes to Villanova from
Pbrt Washington. N.Y. A brother of the Lamda Chi Alpha
fraternity since his freshman year, Craig has held a variety of
positions within his fraternity including IPC representative for
two years and secreUry.

Craig currenUy serves aa the premdent of Laabda Chi Alpha.
Ill additioo to being a representative to the Interfratemity
Council, Craig headtd up the Graek Stely CommitMon tor the
IPC and is a member of the order olOm^
and interests from Bnttooa Day to hmwi^diM, Snasnllv Cr^
oiianised Lambda Chi's 'Baitie^TStBmSi'^^S
between $1,500 and 12,000 lor the Center for Eaiiy Cluldhosd

By DEBBip GROSS
St^ffR^arttr

Cindy Rich.^a Jtnior nursing
miuor, was elec^ president of

the National Student NmwMt
AasodndonfNSNA) last vcdt
SIm was selected dnring a

NSNA oonventisa, wUdi was
held April 4-10 to nttsbuiib, Pa.
There wei« 1,501

frem WMM Mi^ af tfen

chairperson during 106$^.
Rich was also NSNA*s National

Levd Nominations Committee
dmirpenon in 1986^as well an its

KesdutMn \j)^m*tutttf cbairpef

*

son in 1007.

In addition to her nuf)nnc poai-

tionsk Ricli has been activiely

invelved in VUlMnva's Hew Stn-

enr onemaoon rragrnm lor

tlnve yean. Sim was mt

In reoognition of all of his contributions to tkt YiHimi¥i
community, the Ortlerof ^^~ ' ^-'^
oftheWatL

Rich has been ittvitond m Ae
VitI darter of SNAP fStu-

Qsntliurai ^
sylvania) Isr the pnit t

Slw was the SMT

answer will be the same. **

In the future, Rich plans for a
career as a nurse in an oncology
unit, in which she will work with
terminally ill children.

In addition to her national
candidacy. Rich is the recipient of

the Hsl^ ?M Fdtowship lor

vmoqmpcai rmrsmg.

For this awaitl, the top 100

tturiinii

from tie oatt^ie's dean.

wiUbe

wittiir^wwliHi^I

was flIMrs ftals tawii viat

ident and irlinnii^ unadirful day of my' Ula. my
ontMi

By CAROLYN R. MDRABILE

On March 24, misinformation

conoeming the sale of Senior

Dinner Dance tickets caused a
"panic" among students in the

Comidly Center, according to the

assistant director of the Connelly

Center.

At 6:30 a.m., students were
waiting outside the Connelly
Center for ticketo. "The tickets

were supposed to go on sale at 10
a.m. but since there were so many
people waiting in line, we decided
to start selling them around 9
a.m.," said John Price, president
of the Villanova Union.
Students in line were given

tickets with numbers on them so
that the line would be orderly. But
after the ticket window opened,
students began pushing forward
in the line.

According to the assistant direc-

tor of Connelly Center, "students
heard rumors that there would
only be 300 sets of tickets soki.

The assistant director later

announced to the crowd that one
person from each table of five

couples could purchase the tickets

for the entire table.

Although this broke up some of

the crowd, some students still

feared that they wouki notget any
tickets.

Around 11:30 a.m., the line was
so uncontrollable, the ticket win-

dow had to be dosed. The aasis-

tant <firector said, "For the last

eii^t years there has never been

a problem like this belore."

According to Price, "Father Stack

told us to just stop selling the

tickets before someone got hurt."

While the window was closed,

the Union discussed what should

be done about the crowd. It ulti-

mately decided to straighten the

)ine out by blocking the sides off

so that no one could push forward
in the line, and it handed out more
tickets with numbers on them to

keep the students in«order.

After the initial 510 sets of

tickets were sold, more students

were put on a waiting list. The
Union decided that it would sell

an additional 90 sets of tickets

between April 6 to 8 to those who
were on the waiting list. But as

of April 18, there were still a few
more sets of tickets left.

Price said, "The Adams Mark
[Hotel] initially would only give us

a room big enough for 1,020
people. But since there was such
an overwhelming demand for
tickets, they agreed to give us an
additional room for 90 more
couples."

Those who were on the waiting

list will be seated in another room
a4jacent to the main dining room
while dinner is served. After the

dinner, they will be allowed to

enter the main dining room.

Several students complained
that they waited in line for over

six hours and did not get tickets.

One senior said, "The lack of

publicity concerning ticket prices

and availability caused a panic
among the students." He said he
felt that the Union should have
sent letters to the seniors to find

out how many people were inter-

ested in attending the dance. He
recommended that the lines

should have been blocked off so
that people would have been
unable to push forward.

Price added, "The Union will

definitely be looking into alterna-

tive ticket sale methods next
year." The Senior Dinner Dance
will be held Saturday April 23

.

Older students flock

to college campuses
By JOHN M. CHEPEGA

Staff Reporter

"Forty-five percent of the people
now enrolled in college are older
than the age of 25," according to
a recent College Board report.

The report also predicted that
50 percent of U.S. college popu-
lations will be composed of "non-
traditionjrl" students by 1998,
according to a recent College Press
Service article.

Although its percentage esti-

mates are not as high, Vulanova
has its share of "nontraditionals"
also. All but a fraction of the 2,000
University College students plus
a number of undergraduates are
A'older" students, according to
James R. Johnson, director of

Admissions for University College.

"It might be a cliche, but learn-

ing is a lifelong experience, and
all kinds of people will continue
to go back to school," Johnson

predicted.

Schools originally targeted "sub-
urban housewives" with "money
to spend," but instead "poorer
women aiming to train themselves
for clerical job®" registered, accord-

ing to the article.

Johnson agreed that this may be
the case for some schools in the
country, but not at Villanova.

"The size of the University
College rose through the 1980s
and stabilized over the past five

years, in large part becuse of the
size of the physical plant of the

school. In fact, last semester the
registrar did not have a single

extra classroom available [while
evening programs were in ses-

sion]," Johnson said.

He also said that the Universi-

ty's "nontraditional" students
return to school "due to the
mobility of today's society and
industry."

Unlike the group of "welfare
mothers or students who wanted

to be secretaries" described by a
college official in the article, older-

generation Villanovans' reasons
for continuing education range
from career retraining and the
sharpening of current career
skills to keepingbusy and personal
satisfaction, said Johnson.

Another discrepancy Johnson
pointed out between Villanova
and colleges typified by the College
Board report is the schools* failure

to meet the needs of this type of
student.

Johnson said Villanova is sen-
sitive to older students. This
concern is shown by a special
orientation session every semes-
ter, a financial aid forum, a special
walk-in registration and extended
hours at the Bursar's office and
the University Shop to assist
individuals who work during the
day. Day workers make up the
bulk of the "nontraditionals."

Graduation ceremonies to

remain divided
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Graduation for the class of 1988

will still consist of two divided

indoor ceremonies, accdrding to

Christine LySionek, assistant to

the dean of students.

According to a letter to prospec-

tive graduates from the dean of

students' office, the first com-
mencement ceremony will be May
22 at 10 a.m. for the CoUefe of

Arts and Sciences and the College

of Nursing. The College of Com-
merceand Finance and the College
of Engineering ^1 graduate the

same day at 2 p.m.

All Graduate School and Uni-

versity College students will

graduate with their respective

oolkfes.

Bora ceremonies will take place

in the duPbnt Pavilion. Tickets

will not be required for the cer-

emonies and graduates will be

jlkgrwad to have as nmny guests

aath^want
Lysaonek said the administra-

tion "understands the benefits <d

a unifiad oefcmony" and that the

awanifinn ol one uniiann

nnr ii mriir fnr fhi i

tion than tsw. It is *'dltficiilt*"

MO oame up with a solid

the rain, we would go back to a
unified ceremony."
Two separate indoor ceremo-

nies were deemed the best alter-

natives by the administration.

University security and the Rad-
nor Township Police Department.
According to Lysionek, bad

weather affects the outdoor cer-

emony itself and the comfort of

the graduates and guest. Also,

rain limits parking facilities

because the rugby field is then
rendered unusable for that
purpose.

Concerning parking,. Lysionek
said that attendees of the first

ceremony should have left the
campus by 1 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. for

other activities such as lunch or

parties, thus leaving parking
facilities open for the second
ceremony.

Lysionek said, "We've had two
combined ceremonies like this

before with no problems.**

A Baocaknreate Mass, which
will he heU isr aU coU^iea ia the

duPont Pavilian May 21 at 5pjn..

can aooommodate all students

bacanse "attendance at the Maas
is traditionally lass'* than for the

gradmmian ceremony, according

to

Im iiil *tf «n €Mld hmidlo
Anoording lo Lyaionnk, the

follonriaf stikUnta havo boon

selected to serve as commence-
ment speakers for their colleges.

Alternate speakers who will act

as student marshalls for their

colleges are listed in parentheses.

The speakers are Kathleen
Toner (Donna Mastrangelo) from
the College of Arts and Sciences,

Mark Cuthberson (Hugo Kostelni)

from the College of Commerce and
Finance, Terrie Hopkins (Sheila

McGlynn) from the College of

Engineering and Sharon Blais

(Stacey Rubin) from the College

of Nursing.

According to the office of the
University President, honorary
degrees will be presented to the
following people: the 'Rev.
Lawrence Bohnen, S.D.B., a mis-
sionary priest in Haiti; Vemice
Feiguson, chief nurse of the Vete-
rans Administration; and James A.
Ream, president emeritus of Pen-
nsylvania Assodatian of CoUcges
and Universities, at the first
ceremony.

John J. McEntee, presidem of
Universal Sentinel, Inc., the Hon.
Katharine Davakia Ortaia, treas-

urer of the United States, and
Xavier Suarei. Eaq.. mayor of

Miami, will receive honorary
dmmss at the ssoondosranony.
Each recipient will mnka a

sposch of apnroximatoly thrae to

four minnlta.

ilpi«2g,ttitoTMgVMXJyiWAW»>ioo»
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National News Notes
Compiled from the College Press Service

Students to be tested for AIDS
About 20,000 students on

more than 20 still-unnamed
campuses will be tested for

AIDS [acquired immune defi-

ciency syndrome] during the
next 12 months, the Centers
for Disease Control [CDC] in

Atlanta announced last week.
The students, however, may

not even know their blood has
been tested.

Under the plan, the cam-
puses will forward to the CDC
the 1,000 blood samples
they take from students as a

Courses spark controversy

matter of course during a
school year.

Students will not be
informed of the test results.

Keeling, who also heads the
AIDS task force of the Amer-
ican College Health Associa-
tion, explained that the results
would produce "the first actual
data about the frequency of
H.I.V. infection among stu-
dents, who are increasingly
considered a high-risk
population."

In what had become a
national debate about the
future of liberal arts in U.S.
colleges, Stanford University's
faculty voted March 31 to
replace a Western culture
course requirement, branded
as racist by some black stu-
dents, with another one which
was branded as trendy and
shallow by some conservative
scholars that includes the
study of women and minority
writers.

At issue was a two-year-old
proposal to change Stanford's
traditional freshman "great
books" course — which exam-

ined mostly European philoso-

phies that helped spawn "west-
em civilization" — to one that
included non-European
philosophies.

"We're fighting against the
white male establishment
that's been here for years,"
said David Brown, a member
of Students United for Demo-
cratic Education.

Critics like Brown contended
the old course's emphasis on
the likes of Homer, Plato and
Shakespeare, was racist
because it ignored cultural
contributions from non-
European intellectuals.

Fraternities battle at Indiana U.
A running war between two

fraternities has convinced Indi-
ana University [lU] to cancel
all dorm social events for the
rest of the school year.

lU Dean of Students Michael
Gordon last week said scuffles

and rumors of planned future

fights between mef(ibers of
Kappa Alpha Psi and Omega
Psi Phi at some scheduled
niixers and dances led him to

distribute a memo to dorm
advisers saying that "all activ-

ities are to be cancelled in order
to preserve the safety of
others."

11

Tiro cars co//fde
't'

By KEVIN C. HEIL
Assistant News Editor

No one was injured in a two-
car accident which occurred at the
intersection of Lancaster and
Ithan avenues April 15 at 7:47

p.m., according to Radnor Town-
ship police.

A police report said that it was
raining and roads were wet at the
time of the accident.

One vehicle, driven by Charles

J. Mooney III of West Caldwell,

NJ., was traveling west at 30
miles per hour on Lancaster
Avenue, according to the report.

At Ithan Avenue, he made a left

turn in front of the second vehicle,

driven by Clarence 0. Peterson of

Fairfield, Conn., which was travel-
ing east on Lancaster Avenue at 3(1

miles per hour in the curb lane of
traffic, the report said. \

"All at once [Mooney's vehicle] %

was turning left in front of him. i

He tried to avoid hitting [it], but §
the road was wet and he couldn't

|
stop," the report stated.

|

Two Villanova students, Ann
\

Mooney and Virginia Williams, 1^

were in Mooney's car at the time »

of the accident.

Mooney was cited for a (
violation. ^
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Cutbacks recommendedfor Gradtutte School
(Cantintudfrom page 1)

"research and scholarship are
seen as corollary, i.e. important
but secondary, duties of VUlanova
faculty."

Program cutbacks
"The bulk of the academic

programs recommended for termi-

nation were graduate programs
having no compelling connection
with the University s Mission,"
stated the PEC.
"When choices had to be made

between graduate and undeiigrad-

uate programs, PEC invariably

opted to save or to commit addi-

tional resources to the undergrad-
uate programs," the report
continued.

The programs recommended
for termination include:

-master of arts programs in
classical studies, education and
human services, teaching of Eng-
lish, liberal studies, modern lan-

guages and theatre

-master of science programs in

biology, library science, nursing
and secondary school science

"the doctorate program in chem-
istry, the sole program the Uni-
versity possesses at that level

-the bachelor of arts program in

fine arts

Although reasons varied for

each recommendation of termina-
tion, some of the common ones
included low enrollment, insuffi-

cient academic standards and lack
of focus. The doctoral program in

chemistry was slated for cancel-
lation partially because its conti-

nuation would cost too much of
the University's resources.

The PEC also recommended
that the degree and designation

bachelor of arts in modern lan-

guages be dropped, and that the

department should only offer

undergraduate degrees in two
areas, French and Spanish.

The committee also said that
undergraduate programs in clas-

sical studies, communication arts,

human services and theatre need
improvement, and should be con-
sidered for termination in the near
future if the improvements are
not made.

Also, the PEC recommended
that acceptances to master of arts
programs in English and political

science be suspended until certain
improvements are made.

In addition, a proposed master
of science prognMn in physics and
proposed doctoral programs in
electrical engineering, phikisophy
and psychology were rejected.

"While the four proposed pro-

grams . . . were quite distinct and
offered many different strengths
and weaknesses, they neverthe-

less had one thing in common:
none of the propped programs
was judged to have a special or

compelling connection to the
Univ^sity's mission ..." stated

the report.

However, the PEC did recom-
mend the "creation 'of four
endowed chairs . . . devoted to the
thought and writing of St.
Augustine."

ThB PEC ikmd 9t

'^brini^ . . .nMy
Into hmmony wHh Ae
ideal of the Ml$$hn
St&tomont by afUnnlng
the University's cooh
mltnent to undetgnd'
unto education.

It also said that the departments
of religious studies and philosophy
should "develop proposals for
small, high quality Ph.D. pro-

grams of a tutorial type."

Uneven standards for pro-
grams
The PEC also found that "a

disturbing number" of graduate
programs "impose minimal admis-

sions standards" and "do not
clearly demand a high level of

scholarship."

It also stated that some pro-

grams "require neither a compre-
hensive examination nOr an equi-

valent comprehensive evaluation
process." The committe^recom-
mended that tbe^ tJniversity
"impose a stai^da^s threshold in

an effort to estabnsh sufficiently

high minimum standards for all

graduate programs."

Specifically, the PEC stated

that applicants to graduate pro-

grams in arts and sciences should
be required to meet a certain level

of scholastic achievement. It

recommended that all students
seeking admission to graduate
study shoukl be required to take^ Graduate Record Examination
fGRE) or a suitable equivalent.

Also, the comhuttee suggested
that the applicant's grade point

average, multiplied by 200, plus

the applicant's GRE score, should
be greater than 1,100. It recom-
mended leaving the establishment
of exact standards to program
faculty and their deans.

Mission and facts contradict
Despite its belief in the primacy

of undergraduate educat^)n at the

University, the PEC did recognize

that "there might appear to be a
contradiction between the Univer-

sity's words and its actions
regarding graduate study."

For instance, the PEC noted

that • the University offered as

manygraduate programs as under-

graduate programs during the

current academic year. "It is also

a fact the one-third of all Villa-

nova degrees awarded each year
are graduate degrees," it added.

The PEC indicated, however,
. that most of the graduate pro-

grams had begun before the Mis-
sion Statement was promulgated
in 1979. "Consequently, PEC
concluded that ... the apparent
contradiction could only be
resolved by bringing the reality

into harmony with the ideal* as
defined by the current Mission
Statement," according to the
report.

However, the PEC expressed
sympathy to the "many faculty"
who feel that graduate study
should be increased. Thus, it

recommended "that the Board of
Trustees reevaluate the roles of
research, scholarly work and
graduate study when the Mission
Statement is next reviewed for

possible revision."

InteUecittuil climate
iOmimnsdfnm Pigt 1) In acoordanoe with this propos-

implement a *1>lue-ribbQn com* al, the PEC also advises the

mittee" to regulate all courses and University to "develop and rigor-

prooBOte acadcsmic uniformity in ously enforce" quiet nours in all

.regards to ^difficulty U syllabi, dormitories after 8 p.m. I>armito>

> te^ts and assignments, as well as ries near academic buildings

"insure that grades will be more shovk) also be sufficiently quiet

indicative of authentic student during dassroom periods, accord-

aooomplishment." ing to the report, and total quiet

Furthermore, the PEC rocom- must be enforced in Falvey

menos that an academic dormito- Memorial Library at all times,

ry be established on campus. The
committee suggests the use of The PEC called these measures
Oelurey or Moriarty halls for this *'a compromise" between the

purpose, and that an academic extremes of either no quiet hours

committee be created "to screen in dormitories or all-day quiet

applicants, to set the intellectual hours. "Fairness to all requires

tone for the dormitory and to consideration and toleration," the

I
arrange iy-house seminars, etc." report concluded.

Awards granted
The following five faculty back Foundation.

f^r^l^f^ffnHtf-vr'"']*?' Named to the honorable men-

HUri^SfiJll^^J^r*^ M tion category in this year's voting

Fm^*^fl.?n„ ^^ ^c
*'!?*• are the following, listed alphabet-

fa^?; TT^,Z T"' ^ ically: Dr. Martin A. Ash^, eco-
James N. Giordano, economics „„„;.- nrnfMsnr- Dr Io««Dh R
orofesxor- Danirl I n'Mars nomics proiessor, ur. josepn k.

Varano, management professor. ^^,. nV PKJii« mm at.<»hifn \r
They were selected by 767 ^''^^^^'. Phihp McLaughlin, Jr.

c/^nh/^,«wt-oe r,.«;««Mr«- J mechanical engineenng professor

^t\^Zfrk\^T.T^aZ^''t Dr- Barbara E. Wall, philosophy

r^tly^oS^^^^ ^'^^^^'^ ^"^ ^^'^^ T- Ward.

The Rev. John M. Mscoll,
business law professor.

University president, will select The committee in charge of the
two winners from this list of voting for the nominees is com-
nominees and present $1 ,000 cash prised of members of the Blue Key
prizes to each at commencement Society, directed by Karen Chiap-
exercises in May. Funds for the Pone and John Stadtler. Joseph
awards are made available by the George, Jr., history professor,

Christian R. and Mary F. Lind- served as committee chairperson.

New anti-apartheid
group forms

The PEC noted, however, that

research, scholarship and gradu-
ate study must not be viewed as
inseparable. It pointed to Swarth-
more and Haverford colleges as
examples of "undergraduate insti-

tutions that emphasize scholar-

ship and research by their
faculty."

By NOEL E. FALCO
.

Newi Editor

A new social action group, the
Student Coalition Against Apart-
heid, is currently forming, accord-
ing to Kim Howze, a student
involved in the group.
Howze said the coalition is

currently "going through paper-
work" but will be a permanent
organization affiliated with the
Center for Peace and Justice

tor of the center, will be the

advisor.

The first event the group will

sponsor is a prayer service for

victims of apartheid at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday in the Main Chapel.

The group will also hold a
march on Friday, starting at 1

p.m. in front of the Center for
Peace and Justice Education.
Howze said the destination of the
march will be the office of the
University President the Rev.

Education. Ed Sullivan, coordina- John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.

HOAGIES

PIZZA

Cheese
PepperonI
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies
2nd topping
3rd topping

Special

White Pizza w/ch
Broccoli Cheese

MONDAY & ¥VEONE8DAY
With tlMtjCoupon

Buy 1 piKza any site

Q«t 2 toppings for the prio* of If

(Not ¥aNdmm any other oNerH)

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
WITH $6.00 MINIMUM ORDER

LA NOVA PIZZA COMPANY
789 Lancaster Ave, • Villanova, PA
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 1 1 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

Owned and operated by Vincent Amendda. former ovmer of Vincent's Pizza In Overbrook
Considered the best Pizzeria In West Philadelphia

NOW HIRING
Large Medium Small Stromboli

Italian

Pepperoni

Sicilian

< one size only)

$10.50

Steaks Available Soontl

TUESDAY a THURSDAY
Coupof

ITALIAN SPECIAL 3 30
(imported ham, genoa salami, capicoila.
provolone cheese and prosciutto. topped with
pure olive oil and apices)
ITALIAN HOAGIE ... o 9*;

HAM&CHEESE .... 280
PROVOLONE & SALAMI ' 9 80TUNA'^'^^ ••• 3.10
TURKEY ....: : 330
ROAST BEEF 350
CHEESE !;;!;;!*;:;*;: Z60

(Aii our meats are delicatessen quality!)
Sandwiches also available HOT!!

Tax it not included

WITH THIS COUPON
$t.50 OFF

SICILIAN PIZZA!

'FRIDAY. SATURDAY a SUKDAY

Buy 1 lafya pizta
tmo lioE. Mf

Buy a larpa pizza
wrth ona topp^

(Net vaMd with any other olMrtf) (Not
of soda

rll)
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Bection eoatrovafsyluffVualimpact
Election voided, reschedtUedforfall Student Government responds
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Closkey also disagreed with
many of the findings of the Elec-
tions Commission. The adminis-
tratKNi ran this election. They
[the administration] said, 'it

doesn't matter what the students
feel, we are going to make the
ultimate dedskm. We didn't like
the way this was done. It was run
by students, we're going to clean
the whole thing up.

"

The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A.,

dean of students, denied this

charge. "Dr. Neville didn't reach
the decision. The Election Com-
mission, which is all students,

made the decision. Dr. Neville

agreed to go along with it. When
you look at the whole picture, I

think the Elections Commission's
decision was reasonable."

"This is what we've been fight-

ing for all along. We are adults.

This isn't what happens in the
real world," Closkey added. "The
point is, Villanova has apathy
because it creates it for itself. And
this is just the proof of that."

The Student (jovemment that

will come into office [in the fall

of 1988] will be the most ineffec-

tive government we have seen in

a while because they will only
have the middle of October
through late March or late April

to work," he added.

Stack commented, 'That
depends on what Phil [Brach] does
or doesn't do in the meantime,
because the other senators have
been elected. If the students are
really interested in working for

the students, they'll find a way
to put something together. If

they're only in it for themselves,

they don't deserve the opportunity

to put it together."

CkMkey also alleged that there

were campaign violations'' by the
Fusco campaign that were not
conskiered by the commisskm.
"Campaiping in Hartley [I^]on
the election day, campaigning in

the Law School. These are senous
violations that were unaddressed.
Why is that?"

Delzotti responded, 'These

allegations were addressed. He
[Closkey] it confusing the allega-

tions being addressed and him
[not] receiving a response."

Ddaotti added that the issue of

whether next year's freshmen
will be allowed to vote has not yet

been addressed.
The foUowing are members of

the elections commission: Michael
Delzotti [chairperson], John
Horan, Mary Johnson, Ernie
Manuel,Jennifer Reidy,Jim Rizzo,

Kevin Rose, Mary Jo Yannacone
andJoeZaller.

^(Continuedfrom page 1)

Government can take credit for

what the Student (government
does."

Holobetz stated that it was,
"

... a difference in perspective that

the president and cabinet did not

iron out before the election."

John Lewis, student senator,

said of the election, "I am dis-

traught. I wish it had been
handled in a more ethical and
professional manner . . . I've never
seen an election like that in my
life, and I've been in politics for

Elections Commission statement
There have been many ques-

I

tions regarding last week 's pres-

\idential election. The following.

lis the official report of the

\ Elections Commission and Dr.

\ Richard A. Neville, Vice Pres-

I identfor Student Life.

After much deliberation the

Elections Commission putforth

I

a recommendation that:

1) the presidential election

held on April 12th be declared

null and void,

2) a new fall election be held

in the fall ojf 1988,

3) Phil Brach remain in office

until the time of said election,

[and,

4) Terise Fusco and Sean
Closkey will both be eligible to ^

run in said election.

This recommendation was
accepted in its entirety by Dr.

Neville.

Senate results
Student senator election results

College of Liberal Arts:

Diane Carman 103
Christopher Sperduto 103
Christine Wnuk lOO
Richard W. Johnson .74

. Debbie Gross 59
College of Commerce and Finance:

Claudine Liss 173
Ken Fahrman 110
Gregg Bowler 33
College of Sciences:

Philip Kousoubris 47
University College:

Jonathan Zahn 42

All Senate candidates exceptfor those in the College of Liberal Arts
ran uncontested.

Sigma Nu
(Continuedfrom page 3)

speak on behalf of the University,

though.

Listo explained the "Risk
Reduction" policy as "basically . .

.

for those who are 21, B.Y.O.B.

[bring your own bottle], no kegs

at all, no tap can be present in

the house."

He continued, 'There must be

a desirable alternative to alcohol

presentT Substantial food must be

present — not potato chips and
pretzels, but somethingwith more
substance.

"Each brother is under the

obligation to watch out for any
brother or anyone else that might
be present at the party. If someone
is intoxicated, the responsibility

includes escorting them out of the

party and seeing they get safely

home, orjust cut otftheir alcohol,"
said Listo

He added, "If it's brought to

someone's attention that a brother

let someone go, he can be brought

up on trial in the fraternity and
expelled."

The policy also states there can

be no open parties at ail. Each
brother is entitled to only one or

two guests maximum, and theee

guests mutt be on the guest liat.

lif, by chance, sonMone dact grt

overly iaioxicatad, it it the retpon*

tibility ol wmyem in Signa Nu
to tat thia otraen datt att taken

to Hit haapitalr litlo taid.

Listo expanded that Sigma Nu
has responsibilities to the Univer-

sity as well. The first is to try to

get the "Risk Reduction" policy

implemented within the Univer-

sity for all organizations.

The second is to sponsor alcohol

awareness programs for the non-

Greek as well as the Greek com-
munity. Listo said events have
already been planned for the fall.

Thirdly, each member of the
alumni bioard has been currently

assigned to each individual officer

in order to strengthen the posi-

tions and make sure duties are
fulfilled.

Listo said he thought the policy

was valuable "because right now
the future of all fraternities is at

stake, [with] the general anti-

fraternity feelings that are spread-

ing across the country."

Listo saki Sigma Nu has sub-

mitted the policy to the Interfra-

temity Council in response to a

request for a standardized Univer-

sity alcohol policy. He explained

that not much actkm has been
taken because of concerns with
Greek Week and the Spring
Fettival.

Listo sakl the polU^ has helped

the fraternity in working together

and in "realising that a fraternity

function is more than just having
a food time. It's watching out for

everyooe'i welfare."

The events of Tuesday, April
12th, led the Commission to

reevalute the election and

Whereas the Villanovan
published a contro-

versial election sup-

plement on election

day containing
/ material of ques-

tionable validity

that may have
unjustly affected the

electoral process.

Whereas Terise Fusco per-

sonally disposed of
approximately
eight-hundred
supplements.

Whereas Sean Closkey used
said supplements as

t campaign material,

and

Whereas the editorial staff of

the Villanovan dis-

tributed the said

supplement in (j>n-

nelly Square.

It is the decision of the Elec-

tions Commission that the elec-

toral process was irreparably

damaged with regard tofairness.

The Commission acknowl-

edges the candidates' commen-
dable desire to serve the student

body, as well as the Villa-

novan*s efforts to assist the

students in makingan informed

decision. It is our principal

desire, however, that this deci-

sion send a clear message regard-

ing the importance of ethical

behavior in all facets of Vill-

anova life.

This decision may not be

appealed.

some time."

Lewis added that he felt it

should have been handled more
like a public office election. He
added, "Don't run to the admin-
istration. There should be an
appeal process."

Holobetz said that Student
Government is now working to

put the election behind them and
work as a "unified force."

Brach added, "We're looking for

the best thing to do. In that result.

Student Government maintains
its respect and strength, and
students continue to get support
on the issues."

Brach now holds the responsi-

bility of overseeing the work of

Student Government until Sep-
tember. He said he feels "confi-

dent" that the work will be done
effectively.

Ciccolo holds "great hope for

next year." She said, "it would be
a shame to see the Student
Government weakened by the
election."

Lewis asserted, "The Villanova
Student Government actually has
an impact ... we have a distant
responsibility to the students. If

we don't have the forcefulness to
use it all, we're cheating the
students."

Brach will decide within the

next couple of weeks whether he
will pursue the re-election bid. He
said, "If that is the option that

is best for the University and the

students, then I will run again."

VIllANOVA UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSIONS '88

GRADIMIE
and UNDERGRADUME

COURSES

BUSINESS
ENGINEERING
NATHENJinCS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
NATURAL SCIENCE
LIBRARY SCIENCE

LANGUAGES
COUNSELING
EDUCATION
HUMANITIES
THE ARTS

DAT
and EVENING
CLASSES

FAKMNG
SKSSION

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Wednesday,

June 29

Friday,

July 1

to

Monday,

August 1

Wednesday,

June 1

to

Monday,
August 1

For summer Bulletin, write:

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Or, if you prefer, call:

(2IS)«4S-4320

CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION
until the day before

each session begins.

REGISTER NOW!
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WHAT'S A

( ) PRE-APPROViD CREDIT FROM THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS

( ) $400 CASH BONUS FROM THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS

( «^ ) ALL OF THE ABOVE AT

THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS

To qualify for pre-approved credit, 1 . Verifiable future employment. 2. A salary sufficient

to cover normal living expenses plus a car payment. 3. If you have a credit record, it must
indicate payment made as agreed. 4. You must be graduating or already have graduated
with a Bachelors or advanced degree. 5. Call for more details and vehicle eligibility.

LEASING AVAILABLE * PREFERRED INTERESTRATE

EXTENDED TERMHNANCING MINIMAL DOWN PAYMENT

BUICK FORD DODGE

\YN1 Ksnipj
OFFICIAL SPONSORS OF THE VILLANOYA WILDCATS

Rollie suggests you see
the people at the Wayne

Dealerships to take
advantage of this special

offer to Villanova graduates.

ANTHONY WAYNE BUICK
233 E. LAMCASTBI AVE.

WAYME^PA.

618-4800
JUST

WAYNE FORD
325 E. LANCASTER AVE.

WAVNE,PA.

It IWAYNE
201 W. LAIILAIIW A¥€.

964-9100
MLE WEST OF THE UMIVBI8ITY

687-4481
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™^ STUDENTUNION
PRESENTS...

vilLvn^^vA union

SPEAKS ON WOMEN IN POLITICS
it

April 26 Villanova Room
ADMISSION $2 ^ P
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW
C.C. TICKET OFFICE

Stanley Kubrick's

April 21, 22
6:30-9 p.m.

C.C. Cinema $2

NEXT WEEK

La Bamba
April 28, 29

CULTURAL
FILMS

I'VE HEARD THE
MERMAIDS
SINGING

April 23, 24, 25 C.C. Cinema
7 p.m. Sunday 3:30-7 p.m.

DON'T FORGET- FATAL ATTRACTION -MAY1
1©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©^

I "Watch" For Our Vendors
§ This Week In Connelly Center

I WATCHES
© [ ^ 1 April 25, 26

WE NEED WORKERS!
for Senior Weel< and Commencement

May 13 through 18

sign Up

NOW
in Union
Office

m£^

iOHPoref!. JEWELRY
AprM 27, 28, 29
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Do you know what the UNION does? §

Spring Breai( Trips i

• Sibling Weekend ^
• Campus Films Thurs. and Fri. ^

• Senior Dinner Dance €

• Ice Cream Giveaways i

• Concerts A Lectures ^
• Much, Much Mor« <

Chairi • ;- •

Must Be:
CrMtive, Enthusiastic Wortcers

Apply Now:
In Mia StiMtont Union Office

Af]|>iiaitions Dm: April 25
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Tailgate policy

donft scrap
While the reduction of alcohol at Villanova tailgates

is necessary, the elimination of kegs is not the answer
to the problem. A limit to the number of kegs in proportion

to the size of the group is a solution to the current dilemma.
The Rev. John P. Stack, O.S.A., dean of students,

is considering the prohibition of kegs at next year's

football tailgates in order to improve control. His rationale

is that there will be less alcohol on the field because of

the higher cost of bottled and canned beer. Although the

litter will increase, Stack said he would rather have
physical waste than "human waste."

More control is needed during tailgating. But the

elimination of kegs only encourages a wider spread

consumption of hard alcohol, more kegs in the dormitories

and throughout campus and much less control.

The Tailgate Management Team has the job of

stopping tailgates at 1:15 p.m. It is much easier to halt

the flow of one keg than control the drinking from cans

of an entire group.

The elimination of kegs encourages cans of beer,

which are easily transported and concealed. Students will

be more likely to bring beer into the stadium as well as

to other parts of campus.
Additional hard alcohol is perhaps the most devas-

tating effect of the elimination of kegs. Students do not

know how to handle grain alcohol and sometimes do not

realize the potent effects of other hard liquors.

We would like to see the reduction of "human waste"
as much as Stack. But the elimination of kegs would only

increase the amount of hard liquor on the field and
decrease the amount of control at tailgates. Let's develop

a reasonable system where the number of kegs is limited

according to the size of the organization or group.

Revise, don't scrap, the established system.

Applaud minority

recruitment efforts
The words of the Mission Statement are clear:

"Villanova attempts to enroll students with diverse social,

geographic, economic and educational backgrounds.
Furthermore, in utilizing its financial aid resources to

help achieve this student body, Villanova recognizes its

responsibility to use part of those resources to assist the

economically and educationally disadvantaged.'*

The reality of Villanova is far from this ideal.

Steps are being taken, however slow they may be,

to bring Villanova closer to that ideal.

The minority recruitment open house held April 12

was a positive sign of the results of several steps.

Denise Houser, Villanova's minority recruiter, is to

be congratulated. In the three years slvs has been here,

minorit/^pplications and enrollment have increased, this

year more dramatically than the past.

She is responsible for helping attract not only more
minority students, but more quality applicants as well,

assuring the standards of academic excellence are

maintained. And she remains a friend and counselor to

many students at Villanova.

She has also succeeded in uniting the Villanova

community as illustrated by the high successful open
house. Faculty, adnunistrators, minority and non-
minority students alike^me together and contributed

time and effort.

The results were obvious in the faces of the many
parents and students attending. They were impressed.

For some, the open house helped make the decision for

them.
Yes, change does come to Villanova. No, it is not

possible without combined student support and under-

standing. It is possible, we hive seen it around us. It

is now up to us to strive for it.

•.c>i^t'f» ; ,,'4 ,. ^. V-iiP'^If^'

Letters to the Editor.

Ignorance needs correction
To the Editon

I am writing in response to the

remark that Terise Fusco is

quoted as making in the special

campaign issue of the Villano-

van. Fusco, when asked to com-
ment on minority students here

at Villanova, referred to them as

a 'burden for the nation.' She also

stated, "We're going to have to

pay for them later in welfare —
now we are going to have to pay
for them in collie."

It is this kind of ignorance that

impedes our nation from fulfilling

its maximum potential. Black
slaves carried this nation on their

shoulders before the Civil War,
and they continue to make inval-

uable contributions to society

today.

Other minorities came to Amer-
ica and worked to make this

nation what it is today, always
having to work twice as hard as
their Anglo Saxon brothers and
sisters. This brings me to another
point; women are minorities also,

or did Fusco forget how women
have fought for the right to vote

now granted them in the 19th
amendment; and how women
fight today toget the Equal Rights
Amendment passed?

Fusco has in fact insulted her-

self and other minorities by imply-
ing that minorities are all on
welfare and are useless, dead
weight for this natkm. There are
white Anglo Saxons who are on
welfare also; and whites need
fmancial akl to go to college just

as minorities do. When are we
going to stop saying 'us' and
•them'?

We are all people, brothers and
sisters, and we must all work
together to make sure this ignor-

ance it not perpetuated.

America it a meking pot, at it

wat meant to be. We ai« naarly
bilhMual with Fi^th and SpMi-

ith. TTm < iiiiiliiinMiii attitnie

between fellow Amencant mutt

stop if we are to become the even
greater nation that we can be.

Michelle Olivia Young
Class of 1991
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Do not tolerate

ignorance
By JOHANNE C. SHARP

Editor in Chief

Villanova University is an excel-

lent institutkm of higher academic
learning. Unfortunately many
students here lack a clear under-

standing of what a newspaper's

functions are. The recent Student
Government presidential election,

campaigns and complications
helped reveal this prevailing

ignorance of a colle^ paper's role,

rights and responsibilities in the

minds of the students.

The primary function of a
newspaper, national, local or

college, is to inform the public. A
newspaper completes this goal

through many methods, including

straight news, editorials, open op-

ed and letters to the editor and
advertising.

Straight news consists of objec-

tive reporting of stories of interest

and importance to the newspap-

er's audience. The ViUanovan
has the right to cover events and
incidents that deal with the

University. ^

The ViUanovan has the right

and obligation to the public to

publish police incident reports

including names of individuals if

they are 18 years of age or over.

To keep incidents in perspective,

the Editorial Board weighs each

situation that deals with police

incident reports and decides the

import£(nce of the publication of

names.

For instance, the ViUanovan
decided to print thenames of three

students who were arrested for

stealing a flag beoiuse the Editor-

ial Board felt Villanova students

should know who has been
charged with theft. The newspap-
er recently opted not to publish

the names of over 40 students

arrested at local bars because the

violations were minor and space

was limited.

Editorials, op-eds and letters to

the editor are opinions. An editor-

ial is a subjective story that is the

opinion of the Editorial Board

based upon research and report-

ing. The decision of the angle of

a ViUanovan editorial rests with

the Editorial Board and is ulti-

mately the final decision of the

Editor in Chief. Section editors,

while they may help write or

research, are not responsible for

the opinions of the Editorial

Board.

The authors of op-ed and letters

to the editor printed in the Vil-

lanovan are held responsible for

their words. This section of the

newspaper is a public forum and

What election?
By DANTE J. SCALA

It was Monday night, the eve

of student elections, at Villanova.

As the campaign neared its sup-

posed climax, a videotape of the

Student Govenunent presidential

candidate debate was played in

the Belle Air Terrace of the
Connelly Center, before an excited

crowd of — almost no one. The
images flashed for over an hour
on rows of empty seats before

workers attempted to turn off the

show.

The scene that night illustrates

the languid atmosphere which
surrounded this year's student

campaign until election day.
Instead of charging the air with
conflict and intensity, the cam-
paign generally was so low-key

that several of its eventscame and
went with little notice from poten-

tial student voters. '

The blame for this poor exercise

of democracy lies mainly with the

Elections Commission. Rather
than taking steps to attract stu-

dent attention tp^ivard the election,

the commission simply went
through the motions. As a result,

an opportunity to take steps

toward reducing student apathy

may have been wasted.

One of the commission's first

missteps was its poor scheduling

of the campaign. The commission

failed to consider the publishing

dates of the VUlanovan, the sole

newspaperon campus, when it set

up the election schedule. The
VUlanovan could have publudzed

the election through articles and
heightened interest in the cam-

paign. Instead, election scheduling

prohibited the VOIaaovwi from

cdvering the canqjaign during one

of its nfukr FViday tasues. The
newspaper's editors hsA to work
o9Utiakt to publish information

for the vottts by ekctMO day.

best-kept secrets on campus the

week they took place. Besides
word of mouth, there was virtu-

ally no publicity, and candidates

discussed the issues in front of

sparse audiences. Lack of public-

ity also explains the empty seats

in Connelly Center on the night

of the televised debate.

Apparently the commission felt

that it was the candidates' respon-

sibility to advertise the debates.

But candidates had their own
campaigns to run, and it was
unreasonable to expect them to

take on this additional burden
when the commission had several

staff members to perform these

duties. In addition, when the

commission's members saw that

candidates were not publicizing

the debates, they could have taken

steps to do it themselves.

After all, the powers and duties

of the Elections Commission
include the "insurance of proper

promotion of all election and
campaign affairs pertaining to the

candidates and/or the Student

Body," according to the election

laws.

It is too late now to try to correct

flaws in the commission, whether

they were lacks of funding, direc-

tion or commitment. When next

semester's elections approach,

however, the mistakes made dur-

ing this campaign must be

remembered.

For at its best, a student election

can spark interest in Student

Government, provide enlightening

information about University

issues and unite students for a

common purpose: the election of

their leaders. At its worst, how-

ever, it is only another sign of the

student apathy which pervades

thecampus. Neit year's Electkms

Comaafosioo onast do its best to

make the fonner s reality.

is open to any member of the

paper's audience. All op-ed and
letters to the editor must be
factually accurate, abide by the

University Mission Statement,
signed and in accordance to the

ViUanovan letters policy. The
paper has the right to edit for

length and to withhold the
author's name under sensitive

circumstances.

Many students at Villanova

were incorrectly under the impres-

sion that the ViUanovan did not

have the right to endorse Sean
Closkey for Student Government
president. The Editorial Board not

only had the right to support the

best candidate in its view, it also

had the right to point out why the

other candidate, Terise Fusco,
was not the best choice.

The editorial addressed issues,

not personal characteristics, and
effectively presented an accurate,

sound argument. The editorial

was researched and supported by
many sources, including several

editors' reactions to the presiden-

tial debate and to the work pro-

duced by both candidates over
their years at Villanova.

Advertisements in a newspaper
are usually paid for and are not

the opinions of the Editorial Board
or staff. Advertising in the VU-
lanovan must conform to the

newspaper's policy and the Mis-

sion statement of the university.

The paper has the right to refuse

advertisements if content is ques-

tionable or not appropriate for the

ViUanovan.

The ViUanovan is the publica-

tion of record of Villanova Univer-
sity. We have an advisor who is

employed by the University. Our
advisor,June Lytel-Murphy, effec-

tively advises and allows the
Editor in Chief to make decisions.

In her role, Lytel-Murphy pro-

motes the best learning atmos-
phere with real life situations. She
forces the Editor in Chief to

realize the importance of

decisions.

Johanne C. Sharp is an English/
Communication Arts major and
the Editor in Chief of the

VUlanovan.

Support Central America
By LOU MESHON

As a freedom-loving Republican,

I must ask you to listen to Pres-

ident Ronald Reagan. The presi-

dent is desperately trying all

possible solutions to protect the

American people from the threat

of communist conquest in Central

America. Right now, Reagan is

trying to ensure America's
national security by securing a

peace initiative and stopping the

spread of communism in Central

America.

Even as you read this, the

Soviet Union is preparing to turn

all of Central America into

another Cuba, complete with
Soviet military air fields and
nuclear submarines.

But for reasons of theirown, the

liberal Democrats in Congress
oppose every solution our presi-

dent suggests. They seem not to

care if Central America is turned

into a communist dagger pointed

at the heart of America.

Fellow Villanovans, you and
Reagan know that a communist
Central America would mean an

unbroken chain of Soviet tanks,

planes, nuclear submarines
and war missiles encircling

America from California to

Florida!

Right now, Reagan faces the

battle of his administration to

continue supporting freedom,

securing Democracy and stopping

communism. The Soviet Union is

using Nicaragua as a base for

bringing communism to every

country on America's southern

border. In communist Nicaragua,

over 3,500 trained Cuban '*mil-

itary advisors" have been made s

psrt o(f the Nicaraguan military.

Right now, a complete squadron
of deadly Soviet MI-fflND attack

helicopters is being kept attack-

ready in communist Nicaragua.

The Soviets are supplying the

Sandinistas with a sophisticated

and deadly military arsenal. In

1986 alone, the Soviet Union
shipped over 25,300 tons of arms
tohelp fortify the bloody Sandinis-

ta war.

The Soviet Union is turning

Nicaragua into another Cuba; and
the Soviet Union wants even
more. The Soviets want to turn

every country in Central America
into another Cuban satellite!

I cannot think of anything more
terrifying. Reagan is working as

hard as he can to save Central

America from the Communists.
But the liberals in Congress have

stood in his way at every step. The
liberals want to forever cut off all

U.S. aid to help the Nicaraguan

Freedom Fighters combat the

Communists in Central America.

Worst of all, the liberal Demo-
crats ignore Reagan's peace

attempts and seem intent upon

making it easy for the Nicaraguan
Communists to spread their

Soviet-Cuban style of communism
into other Central American
countries, like nearby El-Salvador,

a friend of the United States.

You see now that the Commu-
nists have their toehold in Nica-
ragua, they want to spread the
poison of communism through
Central America and into Mexico
by using Nicaragua as their base
of operation.

Can you imagine what it will

be like when every single country
on our southern border is like a
loaded gun aimed at the heart of

America? You know it could be the
end of our way of life.

We cannot allow American to

fall into Soviet hands because of

our lack of interest. With this I

ask all of you to continue the

support against communism
which Reagan is so strongly

fighting for!

Lou Meshon
Class of 1988

College KepubUcans

intcUliBnce has now
learas^ihatthsoMMMmist plans

for NkarafMS are very clear.
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Vilianova must accommodate the liaiN||eiM»p6il

To the EditoR

Does Vilianova University have

a moral obligation to provide its

mobility-impaired employees and

^ clients (students) with safe, rel-

iable and functional meaAs of

movement assistance?

Does the University receive

federal funds for this purpose? If

^ it does, aren't there legal obliga-

, tionsaswell?

These questions have occurred

to me many times over the last

weeks, as I climbed the four

flights of steps to the electrical

engineering department while the

ancient Tolentme Hall elevator

sat idle and broken once again.

Docensd diseases and injuries

exact mobility impairment as a
penalty. For most sufferers no
outward sign ofimpediment exists

(a mixed Messing).

The staircase provides as for-

midable a barrier for the^ people

as it does for those who are

required to rely on an appliance

for basic locomotion.

To someone with limited cardi-

ovascular capacity a flight of

stairs can invite disaster. To
another with arthritis the same
steps trigger pain and can effec-

tively end work for the day. To
the wheefchair bound, the steps

might as well be the High Sierras.

*'Curb cuts** and lifts help some,
but the elevator serves many
more. All are affected by the

unobuntable number of "down
days" for this elevator.

Why do I care? I am a disabled
' veteran, and have had arthritis for

over 15 years as a result of my
injuries. It is not a picnic.

I am a registered nurse who has
felt the agony of others with
limitations many times more
severe than my own. Iam horrified

to think of what some must go

Fusco apologizes to students
To the Editor:

The human condition plagues

all of us. Unfortunately, mine has

been public this past week andmy
ignorance about a very sensitive

issue was revealed. Explanation

and clarification are my top prior-

ities to rectify my unknowingly
offensive statements about
minorities.

Never before experiencing any
situation such as the one I now
face, I am somewhat groping my
way through it. Minorities are in

no way, shape or form a burden
or a problem to society. The'

diversity they bring is wholly

positive. I now realize that the real

burden, the problem, is the major-

ity of society.

The majority includes myself.

By inaccurately lumping all

minorities into one stereotypical

portion of society, as quoted from
the presidential debate in the

newspaper, my ignorance was
revealed. This is unfortunately

exemplary of what minorities

consistently face, whether it is

subtle or blatant.

My ignorance stems honestly.

I thought I was an expert about

Villanova's apparent neglect of

our mission to enroll people of

diverse economic and social back-

> grounds. I have met with Admis-

^ sions Counselor Denise Houser to

I discuss this very situation, espe-

cially in relation to financial aid,

and read a few related articles.

I spoke out strongly with good

intentions yet with inaccurate,

insensitive words. The problem is

exemplified through my words,

; but it is representative of how
! minorities perceive society views

J them. While my intentions were
credible, the situation lent to the

Letters

policy

problem.

My goal at present is to take the

first step, in apology. The Black

Cultural Society and I have
gathered already to share our

feelings, and I appreciate that

opportunity. Now we must
address the problem of the major-

ity. There are many more people

just like me — ignorant to the

histories, the culture, the lives,

the attitudes and the feelings of

minorities.

Allowing myself to be an exaip-

ple, I retract those statements and
publicly commit myself to a great-
er awareness of this sensitive
situation. This will not be the last

word. Student Government will

follow as leaders in raising this

awareness. Thank you to Cynthia
Glover and her friends, sometimes
things like this must happen to

make a crucial ignorance known.

Tense Fusco
Class of 1989

Student Body vice president

Do not stereotype
To the Editon

I write in response to T^se
Fusco's comment on financial aid

being the most important issue

facing ViUanova students. lean
not begin to explain how outraged
I became after reading such a
blatant display of racism. In
Fusco's statement, "If we don't
provide for them (minorities) they
will not be educated so later on
we're going to have to pay for

them through welfare."

She does a great job of not only
manifesting her ignorance, but in
the process enlightens myself, as
well as other minority students,
to the current situation at this
highly acclaimed Catholk institu-
tion. It is remarkable that at such
a highly recognized, prestigous
school such as Vilianova, we have
such uninformed bigots running
for Student Government
president.

When I caught up with Fusco
and asked her if she had made
these remarks her reply was that
what she had said was taken out
of context and that she did not
know if this was what she really
meant.

However, the crux of my com-
plaint does not depoid on whether
her statements were taken out oif

context or even if she hit a mental
block during the debate in which
these remarks were quoted; this

is not relevant, because if Fusco
is such the do-gooder that she
portrays, these remarks would
have never been uttered.

Never would I, a black student,

insinuate that all minorities are
on welfare nor would I ever imply
that minorities are a burden at

Vilianova. My point is, Fusco
must have believed what she said
because if these thou^^ts are as
foreign to her as she would like

the minority population to bdieve,
these ideas would have never
formulated.

The bad thing about Fusco's
statements is not that they are
racist statements, but that they
are ignorant statements; an ignor-
ance that runs rampant through-
out our campus.
Students at Vilianova live on

stereotypes instead of facts. Little

do Vilianova students know the
majority of people on welf^v are
white, but then again, how can
I expect students here to know
that, a few of them still think
black people have tails. I do not
think it improper to ask Fusco for

a fordial apology.

Damon T. Green
Cla8sofl991

The VUktnovaM willprint "Ut-
ters to the Editor" received at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

the weekly deadline, Tuesday at 2
p.m. All letters must be typed and^
double spaced. The editors will

withhold a name upon request, but

all letters must besignedandshould
include the writer's telephone
number. Because of limiitd space,

not all letters can beprinted. Others

may be edited. Letters nmy be^semt

by mail to: the VIHwhsmi, VU-

lanom University, ViOanova, Pa.

19086.

through just to get to an office or

aclasoDom.
I am an electrical engineering

graduate student who needs to

climb those four wretched flights

ol stairs every day, many times
a day, when the elevator is out
of service. I feel I must speak out
against this outrage.

This is not something new. I

was an undergrad here and the

elevator was obsolete then. What
is it gomg to take to get the
administration and the Mainte-
nance Department ''off the dime'*

to replace that wheezy
contraption?

Use your noggins folks ... it is

much easier, and cheaper, to

replace the elevator than it is to

spend weeks in court rscondling

a preventable injury or death.

Less dramatk but mor^ likely is

the payout of tins d ttiousands

of dollars by the Univeraity inskk
days, benefits and lost work.
Wake up now.

Ma F. (yRoorke
graduate student

Be considerate
To the Editor

Where is the hottest place on
campus togo and shoot the breeze

with your friends (acquaintances,

people you do not know)? Connel-

ly? The wall? A dorm? Wrong. It

is the library. Preferably under
one of those blue "quiet study

area" signs. That way you would
not be disturbed, right?

This is what many people on
this campus seem to think— that

Falvey Memorial Library is the

hot social spot on Villanova's

campus (open sieven days a week!).

You can see all of your friends

and catch up on everything that

has happened in the last seven

years. Prime topics are: your/
their weekend adventures, your/
their love lives and summer plans.

how your favorite intramural
team is doing, and, of course, your
life goals and ambitions.

All of these are good — the

subject does not seem to matter
as long as you get a big group
together and, most important of

all, be loud so that the rest of the

floor can hear you! Surely every-

one must be interested

.

Surprise, we were not interest-

ed. Most of us are in the library

for one reason ~ it is supposed
to be a quiet study area. U you
want to rehash the "big game,"
or discuss how banana prices

affect your life, fine. Do it some-
where else. When you are in the

library, shut up!

Joe Cubbage
Class of 1989

Refuse to support

To the Editon

This editorial is written as a
direct rebuttal to the letter written

by Mark Cuthberson and John
Lewis in last week's Yillanovan
entitled "Student defends Duka-
kis." Being a resident of the state

of Massachusetts, I would like to

address thegjeneralities presented
in Cuthberson and Lewis' article

with facts.

I must agree with them on the
point that Michael Dukakis was
the benefactor of economic cir-

cumstances in the state of Mas-
sachusetts. By the time that
Dukakis retook the state house in

1983, the economy, the nation's

third worst when he left office,

was among the nation's 10 best.

I also agree with their statement
that "the true test of economic
leadership for a state governor is

how he can channel the benefits

of an upswing in the national
economy into polkaes that will

sustain his state in the future.*'

However, I fail to see how
Dukakis has done this. In the oast

5 years 'The Duke" has added
10,000 state empkiyees, raising

the state payroll 65 percent cor-

responding to a whopping $900
million, making Massachusetts
No. 1 in the nation ingrowth state

government from fiscal year 1963
to 1968. This, as you can well

imagine, puts a huge strain on the
already fioundering state penskm
fund peates a huge deficit which
will ultimately be made up by
increased taxation.

On top of that, Massachusetts,
holding only 3.1 percent of the
natxMTs mamifacturing jobs, kist

41 peramt 6# aQ manufacturing
jobs lost in the United SCatas
between 1964 sad 1967, oorres-

pondini to over 74,006 jaha. TUs.
didjMtsiwvu^iothe

di«a hscauaa of

thsiafluaofnawjahsia^

tion, real estate and retail sales.

These jobs were made available

as a direct result of the high

property values created as a result

of Proposition 2 1/2, a measure
that "The Duke" strongly

opposed. I can hardly call creatmg

a fragile service based economy
meeting the challenge with "solid

results." ^ t

The Wall Slre^ Journal has

attributed the good state of the

.Massachusetts* economv to the

1980 tax cut, which "The Duke"
opposed, and to heavy defense

spendii^, which averages $15,000^

per capita over 2 times over the

national average of $625 per

capita. The Journal also saw the

state's low unemployment as a

result of Reagan's defensebuildup

and stagnant growth in the state's

labor force. I wouM hardly call

this "aggressive regional

development."
Regarding the "Massachusetts

Miracle," political economist
Craig Roberts said in a recent

Business Week artk:le: "Sure the

Democratic front runner worked
miracles in Mass|K:husetts/ if you
see televiskm in higher taxes and
stepped up government
spending."

I do not know about you but if

this is the type of "innovation"

that Cuthbereon and Lewis refer

to I would just as soon say 'No,

Thank Your
In closing I would like to para-

phrase Cuthberson and Lewis by
saying that their article proves

beyond doubt that there is nobody
len informed or arrogant then a

Bay State Democrat. Permanent
maiority statua h^fi left this breed

with s fmwhMnt (for uninformed
ranting. f:
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Candidate thanks
supporters
To the Editor:

.

I am compelled to thank all

those who supported my candi-

dacy. I can only hope that this

letter will not do you an injuatkx.

The people who endorsed, sup-

ported and worked for me have
instilled a tremendous pride in

me. You have demonstrated your
faith and belief in my alMlities.

The belief in a person is the
greatest compliment one can
bestow upon another.

riack the skill to adequately
show my appreciation for you, my
supporters. I must express that I

am.proud to be one among you.
You are the sole reason I believe

in Vilianova. You are what makes
Vilianova. Although th^ results of

the electidn have been silenced,

your support is loud and
resounding.

I thank you for the victory you
have given me.

SeanQoakey
Class of 198e

1989 class plan now
To the Editon

Graduation is our final activity

as Villanovans and our last union
as a class. Student input is neces-

sary if we are to have a voice in

planning the format of our
commencement.
Now is the time for the class

of 1989 to join together to ensure
that we are part of the decision
making process. .

The Student Government is

currently forming a committee to

work on plans for next year's

graduation. This is your chance
to be influential in the decision

process.

Any interested persons wishing
to partkipate are invited to stop
by the Student Government
Office, 204 Dougherty Hall, or call

645-7203 and leave a message for

Vicki or Sean.

Sean Closkey
Class of 1989

Assistant Secretary of
Internal Affairs

Vicki DiStefano
Class of 1989

Chairperson of the
1989 graduation committee
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Fusco is competent
To the Editor:

As an active member of the

Student Government, I feel it is

necessary to reply to Michelle

CiccQlo's article in the April 12

issue of the Villanovan. I have
been on the coed dorms committee
and have worked under Terise

Fusco last year and supposedly
under Sean Closkey this year.

I strongly disagree with
Ciccolo's inaccurate statement
about Fusco's leadership style. In

the position of assistant secretary

of internal affairs last year, Fusco
led every coed dorms meetings She
telephoned students with the rest

of the committee for the student

survey. She initiated the coed
dorms report that was submitted
to the Senate this year. Fusco
proved to be very thorough in the

planning process for this report

and did not submit it to the Senate
last year for this very reason.

Interestingly enough, Closkey
held the same position this year
but did not attend a single coed
dorms meeting. I can attest that
he deserves no credit for work oif
this report. It angers me that
anyone would try togive it to him.
This is especially true since,
Ciccolo has been on this commit-
tee for two years.

In my opinion, it is obvious that
Fusco is an active leader. I have
worked below her for two years.
She was chosen to become vice
president because of her qualifi-

cations. Fusco's leadership abili-

ties should never have been ques-
tioned as a ploy to better Closkey 's

campaign.

Ann Margaret Donnelly
Qass of 1989

Ethics questioned
To the Editon

After reading both the April 12

and 15 issues of the Villanovan,
I now realize the ignorance and
unprofessionalsim of its editorial

staff. It is true that they have a

right to endorse a candidate
running for a political office,

however, this does not justify the

libelous and untruthful state-

ments they used against the

opposing candidate. This type of

journalism is not only unethical,

but also nauseating.

It is also sad to see that the

Villanovan staff cannot realize

their mistakes and poor judge-

ment. They defended their endor-

sement only 'by stating that

"anyone who disagrees with the

Villanovan opinion has the right

to write a letter to the editor

voicing their own views."

However, this was not possible

for Fusco and her supporters,

because the election edition of the

Villanovan came out on the day
of elections. This obviously biased

and untruthful issue then became
a large donation to the Sean
Ck)6key campaign, and he grate-

fully used these papers as his

campttgn material.

The BMst distressing result of

both thsse Vfltaaovaa issues is

that the ttudent body has yet to

laam the entire truth about both

candidates and the entire 1968

fweaidetttial elections.

The VMmmvmi may believe

that PtMai hr

some of the Villanovans issued

on election day, denied the rights

of the students to receive knowl-

edgable information on the elec-

tions "behind closed doors." How-
ever, the election issue did not

provide such information, but,

instead, concentrated on cutting

up Fusco with unfounded state-

ments on her work in Student
Government. The Villanovan
failed to discuss Closkey's qual-

ifications and attributes and
proceeded to mudsling against his

opposing candidate.

This type of unethical journal-

ism deserves and demands the

attention of the Vilianova stu-

dent body and administration. I

recommend that the paper's

values be reviewed and the edi-

torial staff be reprimanded for

their mistakes.

Patricia A. Scudder 1989
Corrine E. Kohl

Cathy Coyne
Ann Margaret Donnelly

VkkieSala
Megan Sullivan

SharooVarga
Naacy Duacan

Diane Grey
NaoMi Kjuraa 1988
Rila Hefdliai 1990

Editor's note: The portions errone-
ously referred to im this letter as
gmtmfrms ttte Aphi 15 editoriai

am mimmltyffom an ap-edpublished
that

Campus
By DANA SHAHE

Photography Editor

This week the Villano-
van asks: What is your
opinion regarding the Vil-

ianova presidential elec-

tion scandal?



Greek Page
Greek awardspresenM

By STEVE DELDUCO
Greek Page Editor

On April 16, the IFC/PANHEL
r- held their aiiniuil Greek Week
, awards banquet. The banquet
held at the Holiday Inn in King

- of Prussia was the culmination of
' a week long of events in which
1 Villanova fraternities and soror-

r ities vied for the coveted Greek
. Week trophies (one for the frater-

< nity champion and one for the

sorority champion).

The evening's festivities kicked

off with opening addresses by IFC
president Rob Colton and Panhel-

r lie president Miche Veix. After

dinner had been served, the
awards presentations for the
evening commenced.
The first set of awards were

presented by Martin McGahan of

Pi Kappa Alpha. (Martin organ-

ized Greek Week along with Cluis-

tie Bonesch of Kappa Alpha Theta
and Melissa Mourtzanakis of

Alpha Chi Omega). These awafds
were for excellence in Greek
Week. Certificates were given to

the first-place finishers for each
Greek Week event for both frater-

nities and sororities. Folkiwing
the certificate presentatian, came
the presentation of the Greek
Week trophies for the overall

champions. Third-place finishers,

Tau Kappa Omega and Kappa
Kappa Gamma and second-place

finishers, Sigma Pi and Delta

Delta Delta, were announced
previously to the final presenta-

tion of the trophies to the Greek
Week champions. Lambda Chi
Alpha and Kappa Alpha Theta.

Next came the presentation by
Joe Critelli of Sigma Nu of the year

end awards for Greek excellence

in various areas. The awards, in

the form of plaques, went to Pi

Kappa Alpha and Delta Gamma
for social. Pi Kappa Alpha and
Alpha Chi Omega for pledge

programming. Pi Kappa Alpha for

rush (sororities, since they all

rush the same, did not have an
vfnxd for ruah), Lambda Kappa
Delta (now FOI) for athletics

(there was no athletic awartl for

soixMitieaXandZetaPiiaiidAlpha

Phi for philanthropy.

The two biflKat awards of the

evening were Outstanding Greek
and Overall Chapter Excellence.

Outstandinig Greiek went to Joe

Zaller of Sigma Phi Epaikm and
Maureen DinnemiUer ol Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
TheOverall ChapterExcdienoe

Awards were presented to Pi

Kappa Alpha and Delta Delta

Delta. As of this year, the overall

Chapter Excellence Awards are in

the form of cups, which will be

displayed in a trophy case in

Dougherty Hall. The winners will

have their chapter name and year

of winning engraved on the cups.

After the awards had been
presented, Gary Bonas Jr., Greek
advisor, gave a 3hort speech. In

abo¥c,iiicmberadfLXAdisplay the GreekWeekduuapkmalilptrophy
whkhw— thetw for another year.

his speecn, Bonas stressed that in

light of all the negative publicity

that Greeks have been receiving

lately, greeks should concentrate

on the positives that they can
offer, which is what tKe whole
evening was about.

The evening concluded with a
slide show m the Greek Week

events that took place over the

past week. Overall, the evening
was a great time for all, winners
and kwera alika^ The Greek com-
munity is stronger than ever at

Villanova, and on this evening,

the feeling in the room was evi-

dence enough of this.

Zeta Psi tees off for McDonald's House of Kids
By TOM MARRON

Staff Writer

On May 2, Zeta Psi fraternity

will hold their Fourth Annual
Invitational Golf Tournament to

benefit the Ronald McDonald
House of Kids. Each year, money
is raised for the House of Kids
through area business sponsor-

ship, donations and entrance fees

from players in the tournament.
The tournament has beengrowing
over the years, and with last

year's field of 75 golfers, Zeta Psi

r

donated dose to $1,500 to the individuals.

House of Kids.

The Ronald McDonald House of

Kids is a home away from home
for families of children being

treated for leukemia, other
cancers, severe blood disorders

and other serious illnesses. These
houses are located near hospitals

so that families can stay dose by,

and ease the feare of children

staying in hospitals for treatment.

This non-profit oiiganization can-

not survive without donations of

both time and monev from willing

Through the Zeta Psi Golf into the act by sponsoring a hole.

Tournament, individuals and For $40, a sign displaying your
organizations can hdp in several organization's name will be posted

Campus oiganizations can get other Greek oiganizations, that

ways. A small donation of $60,
entitles an individual to 18 holes

of golf, a golf cart, lunch, a
banquet dinner, a three-hour beer
bar, many prizes and lots of fun.

Most importantly, a worthwhile
donation will be made to the
House of Kids. If you are not a
golfer, you can still make a con-

tributk>n by attending the banquet
following the tournament.

at the tee of your choice. It is this

kind of support, especially from

has made the tournament such a

success in the past. For more
information concerning the tour-

nament, and how you can help,

contact Tom Marron at 354-9048.

TrhDelta Centenial
ByAMYOKONSKI

Stt^R^orter

New laws affect Greeks
By HOOPS FERRARO

Staff Reporter

The General Assembly of

Pennsylvania recently revised

the sections of the crimes code
pertaining to minors with alco-

hol. The legislature has signif-

icantly upgraded the penalties

assodated with the offenses.

The offenses are the standard
ones that go with underage
drinking. The typical you can
not use, make or carry false

identification, and you can not
purchase, consume, possess or
transport alcohd.
The monetary fines have

been raised for these violatkuis

to upwards of $300 for the firat

violation and $500 for subse-

quent violations. When a minor
violates one of these sections,

the courts are required to

notify PennDot. PennDot will

then lift driving privileges as
follows: (A) 90 days for the firat

violation; (B) one year for the

second; and (C) two yeara for

the third.

Underage individuals, attend-"^

ing parties, should be careful,

and aware of these consequen-

ces, should their party be
raided by police.

These offenses are more for

individuals, not Greek chap-

tere. Greek chapters, however,

should pay dose attention to

one dvil liability that is now
also considered part of the

criminal code. It is furnishing

alcohol to minora.

Tenants of houses and apart-

ments where minors are served

liquor <i.e. TG) are hdd respon-

sible for any dvil liabilities,

and now a criminal penalty as

well. The fines for this are

$1/XX) for the ftret offense and

$2,500 for subsequentoffenses.

Sodal chairpeople, pledge mas-

tere and party hosts should be

aware of this new twist in the

law and be even more careful.

Greek tournament Pi III•setf
By RICH DePIANO

Staff Reporter

Earlier this semester Sigma Pi

fraternity proposed to the I.F.C.

and Panhdlenic Coundl, an I.F.C.-

Panhellenic Plaque/Cup, whkh
was to be a recognizable symbol
to the winners of a series sports

and events. What devdoped from
this proposal was a joint I.F.C.-

Panhellenic Committee which
was formed to investigate the

possibility of having sports and
events on campus with each
fraternity and sorority competing.

After several meetings and
discussions, the committee is

presenting a proposal which hope- coukl bejust two people there who
fully encompasses what each wouM be brieied on the rules and
fraternity and sorority wants. wouM make certain calls. For, the

The proposal is for a one day intent it friendly oompetitioo. not

Ultimate Frisbee Tournament to dorat-dog play.

take place on a Saturday in Sep- There are only

tember. when there is no football this prapoaaL The

moving on to specific fidds, and
the losing teams moving on to

other fidds.

The winning teams will con-

tinue to play with single elimina-

tion untU lunch, which would be
a barbeque, while the sororities

having been assigned to certain

fidds would play a mixed game
with the losing teams. After
lunch, the games would continue
until the finals were played,
possibly in the stadium.
The committee has formulated

these plans but it would need the
hdp oif every fraternity and sor-

ority. It would need two referees

for each fraternity game. They

less, the committee is proposing
this tournament at the next I.P.C.

and Panhdlenic meetings. U you
have any questions, comments or
would like to help with this

tournament please attend the
I.F.C. or Panhellenic meeting or
call Rich DePiano at 527-9244.

Eighteen hundred and eighty

eight was a year of much inno-

vation that today we take for

granted. As the Kodak Corpora-

tion invented the first "box"
camera, amateure became able to

take pictures for the first time.

With invention of the electric

motor, the firat dectric trolley

b^n operation in Richmond,
Virginia, and the Washington
monument that we all tour on

those "fun" family vacations was
finally completed after 40 yeara of

sporadic construction. Although
college life was far from what it

is today, sororities were becoming
a vital part of many campuses.

It was Thanksgiving Day in

1888 at Boaton CdlegewhenDdta
Ddta Ddta was founded by Sara

Ida Shaw. The sorority that she

b^san 100 yeara ago went on to

become the firat national sorority

in the United States. This year

Tri-Delta sisters all over the

country and in Canada are cde-

brating the centennial anniver-

sary of the organization.

The cuhninatkm of a year of offers a chance for all Greek
local chapter celebrations is taking membera to loqk back to the
place from July 1 to 6 in Boston, originaltntentioniiof thefoundere
where it all began. The week's ofGreek oiganizations: feUowship
activities of receptions, presents- and service to the community and
tkms and appearances by wdl to each other.

know Ddta Delta Delta sistera,

such as Elizabeth Dole, will serve

as a reunion and a meeting place

for Tri-Ddta sistera everywhere.
Many Villanova Ddta Delta

Ddta sistera are planning tomake
the trip to Boston to experience

a part of Tri-Ddta history. One
contribution from the ViUanova
chapter will be a specially

designed banner to represent
Villanova in the opening banner
ceremony at the convention. How-
ever, the best reprnentation any
chapter can offer is its sistera.

With thousands of DdU Ddta
Delta alumni and active sistera

offering thdr individual experien-

ces and sharingtheCommon bond
of Tri-Ddta sisterhood, the week
will most likdy be a celebration

that produces many fun times and
good memories.

In a time when sororities and
fraternities are abundant and
highly publicized, it is almost
impossible to imagine a time when
they were relativdy obscure.

This centennial celebration
makes every Ddta Ddta Ddta
sister fed proud of the history and
stability of her sorority. But more
importantly, the anniversary

Look for Greek Week Collage . .

.

to

The objective of this praposal it would gnakiy aid

is to make more visible and having it early in tke

enhance the Grad[Co«BMintty at rngfrcahaMnandi
ViUanova. The prapaaal is to ha^ in tlia Gradi
eadi iraleniitr plar aOMMt ana hawvaiaaatin
another with the winning teams The liat of advant^ina
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Echoes from inside five prison waiis
By R. MICHAEL BULLOTTA

Futures Editor

The day that I was eagerly,
almibst nervously awaiting, had
come. I was Ute arriving to my
11:30 a.m. criminology class last

Wednesday. I guess I just took a
little k>nger than usual getting
showered and dressed. After all,

I had to k)ok nice for the 2,700
convicted murderera and other
fekms.

Dr.JamesJ. McKenna, professor

of criminokigy, handed out direc-

tions to the prison in class that
morning. And, within minutes
foltowing the condusion of class,

we were off to the firat and only
fidd trip of the semester — the
State Correctional Institution at
Graterford, Pa., a maximum
security prison.

Transportation was not pro-

vided for the trip, so, with a friend

who is in my class, we began
driving to the prison around 1 p.m.
One of the first crimes commit-

ted that dayWas our pathetic

attempt at navigating the suggest-

ed route. After driving aimlessly

for 25 muiutea, not* quite aure
which state we were in (mentally,
as well as geographically), we
stopped and asked a road-side

construction worker for his
insight on findingthe prison. His
looks, combined with the quick,
confident manner of his response
with directions, made my friend
and I quite certain that he had
done some hard time there him-
self, or was at least related to

someone who had.

To make the long drive a short
story, at 2:30 p.m., a half-hour
after we were supposed to be
there, we arrived outside thegiant
cement wall surrounding the
prison.

We parked, locking the doora of

course, and entered the visitora'

waiting room located outside the
prison walls. We were glad to find

that our class was still there
waiting to be called in for our
exdusive tour. It was, indeed,
exclusive, as only Villanova and
one other school is given this

opportunity, probably because
Villanova and the other college

have professors coming to the

prison to teach classes to inmates.

(Believe it or not, these Villanova

students do not sport Ralph Laur-
en shirts, pennyk)afere or leather

aviator jadcets.')

When it was time for our tour

to get under way, we had to firat

Tim wont thkg ofMil 1$

Umtourtroodomls
Moo from us. And
Hmfowonothoootiho
physkolpolo. ^ ^

iiNMrtii at QfitaiTora Prison

be subject to the standard rigid

security measures. These
included signing in, presenting

identification, passing through a

metal detector and receiving a

hospital-like ID bracelet, a clip-on

visitor ID pass and an invisible

hand-stamp.
We were told that we would not

be permitted to leave the prison

at the end of the tour unless we

Coors makes a splash in Pa.

still had all three (the bracelet,

pass and stamp). Needless to say,
I checked often to make sure mine
were still there. I was also told

to get rid of my concealed "con-
traband," which consisted of a
piece ofgum I was chewing. It was
pointed out that gum can be used
to plug up locks, making them
ineffective.

After we were deared through
security, two steel gates were
opened, one at a time, and we were
now inside the prison walls. I felt

fairly confident at the time, at
least compared to my friend who
was as nervous as a cat in a room
full of rocking chaira.

I must admit, my confidence
was shaken a little when, as we
were walking down the main
corridor, it was brought to my
attention that the photographs on
the wall were those of prison
guards that had been killed by
inmates at Graterford. I began to
get the impression that the people
who lived at this giant housing
project were not all swell fellows
that you would want to play a
round of golf with or take to the

polo club for brunch.
The first main activity of the

tour found our class in a room,
unchaperoned by prison guards
(although they were close by),

talking with five convicted mur-
derera. The purpose was to give
the class a realistic picture of

what the inmate is all about. I

probably learned the most from
the^ minutes I spent with Ben,
James, Dwayne, "Fang" and
Tyrone.
My initial reaction was surprise

with the polite and intelligent way
the inmates were answering ques-
tions posed by students. My friend

and I felt relieved to learn that at

least some of the prisoners were
"intelligent human beings," and
that we were not surrounded by
2,700 Charles Mansons.
The inmates had some interest-

ing things to say. When asked
what it is like to live among the
prison population at Graterford,
one inmate said, "You have to be
paranoid. You have to be constant-
ly looking over your shoulder. I

never feel safe until I'm locked in

(Continued on page 18)

By ALLEN AMBROSINO
and JEFF GILLIES

Assistant Entertainment Editors

"Brewed in Golden, Colorado
with pure mountain spring water,

the finest barley, selected grains

and hops. No preservatives or

additives." This statement is

found on every can and bottle of

Cooti beer, which, since 1873, has
been one of the most popular
American beers on the west coast.

In 1987, Coors was introduced

to New York and New Jersey and
was widely accepted by con-

sumers. Now Coora is sold in

Pennsylvania, making it available

in every state expect one. What
does Indiana know anyway?
The very firat official six-pack

was flown tpto Philadelphia on
the world's ima^Iest jet, measur-
ing just six feet long. Mayor
Wilson Goode was chosen to

receive the beer on behalf of the

dty. Now residents of Pennsylva-

nia can enjoy Coora in the comfort

of their own homes.
You may be asking yourself,

"Why is Coora so special?" Good
question! First of all, Coora is the

only company that has a product

Une that is made up of only draft

beera. The reason for this is that

other major brewers are forced to

heat pasteurize their beer to

maintain its purity. Heat harms
the taste of beer, so, in order to

protect the brewery-fresh flavor of

its beer, Coors refuses to heat

pasteurize.

Instead, Coors beer is run
through a series of filters in a

sterile environment and imme-
diately placed into bottles, cans
andlkegs. Through this process,

the need for heat pasteurization

is eliminated.

In any beer, the single most
important ingredientis the water.

Coors uses only Rocky Mountain
spring water. The water origi-

nates high in the Rockies and
flows over miles of rock and sand
before it emerges on the Coors

property from underground
springs. This results in the nat-

ural filtration of the water, which
adds to the richness of the min-

erals and the water's general

purity. Other brewers use chem-
icals to purify their water. Some
brewere never learn.

Another factor which makes
Coora a higher quality beer is that

distributors are only allowed to

keep the product on the shelf for

90 days, as opposed to other major

brewera who allow their beer to

sit for 120 days.

Due to these painstaking

efforts, Coors is now the fifth

largest brewer in America, and
was recently named "Corporation

of the Year."

The Coors product line consists

of many different beers of which
only a few are available in the

east. Coors and Coors Light
(known as the Silver Bullet) are

the most popular. Heavy advertis-

ing campaigns have begun to

introduce Coors Extra Gold and
Herman Joseph's Original Draft.

Also being distributed is George
Killian's Irish Red.

Coors has already been made
available on tap to many Pennsyl-

vania bars, and will bring an
estimated $970,580 in excise taxes

into the state economy.
For premium taste and quality,

beer drinkers everywhere should

agree, as the new advertising

slogan says, "Coors is the one."

(Photo courtesy of Adolph Ck>ors Company)

Nationwide distribution of Coors has placed the beer company among
the top five largest breweries in the country.

Tips to ace your finals
ByJACQUEUNE GENTILE

Assistant Features Editor

It is almost here folks! That's

right, your favorite time.of the

year and mine too, final exams.
To make these next couple of

weeks as sane as posssible. Dr.

Edward J. Reilly, a study skills

counselor at Villanova's counsel-

ing center offera some helpful

hints.

According to Reilly, while pre-

paring for exams, "The typical

thing that students do wrong is

that they leave themselves too

little time." He emphasized the

importance of disdpline during
the semester, and stated that by
reviewing old material before

taking on new material, students

will see a lot of benefits.

However, Reilly added that

"human nature being what it is,

most students Vxk fora shortcut."

Yet, when we take shortcuts in

our studying, meaningful learning

does not take place. We may be

able to get by on an exam, bat

thcK is no real transfer into

permanant memory and thus.

after a teat, we are likely to foiget

what we have studied.

At this point in time. R^ly

suggests that students should
already know what order their

finals are in, and have a calendar
that shows the dates of exams and
the due dates of papers. Students
should also have a plan for how
they are going to prepare for finals

so they can do little bits of stud-

ying at a time, rather than getting

into a situation where you have
to drop everything to study for one
class.

Reilly offers several suggestions
on how to make effective use of

our study time. One way is simply
to find a good place to study. This
is a major accomplishment accord-

ing to Reilly, because, "If you can
find a place that you associate

with being on task, if you can just

get yourself there, that's half the
battle."

Reilly advises against studying
in your room, however, because
there are usually so many distrac-

tions. He added that one of the
worst places to study is in bed,

because we typically associate our
bed with sleeping.

Rdlly also suggested setting

aside certain times for studying.

He explained that if we designate
certain times for studying, that

might be all we need to prompt
ua. He added that **for most
students, it's not continuing to

work that is the diffkulty. It's

gattini started in the firat place/'

Reilly also stated that when it

comes to studying, "distributive

practice is better than mass
practice." For example, three one-

hour sessions are better than one
three-hour sessions.

When we begin our studying,

Reilly suggests that a good strat-

egy is to do the things that are

the most difficult or that we
dislike first. He explained that "a
lot of people do what they like first

and never get around to the thing .

that probably is the most
important."

To actually encode material in

our minds, Reilly offers several

options, such as reciting material

or even writing things out. Mak-
ing learning tapes is another
technique that Reilly feels is

helpful. After studying for awhile,

Reilly said it is good to go back
over your material and choose

what you think are about five

minutes of the most important

information and make a

recording.

Reilly feels this is helpful

because it forces you to be active

and to choose what you think is

important and to redte the mate-

rial in order to make the tape.

Once the tape is made he suggests

{Continuod on ptm 20)
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"Lotffe, Lwm"parades Rubes* By teigh Rubin

through Phiify
By SUSAN E. CORCORAN

Features Editor

Philadelphia and the entire

country will be marching to the

rock-n-roll classic **Louie Louie"
on May 22. More than 40 cities

will be participating in the first

National "Louie Louie" Parade
Day. The parades are based on the

song made popular by the Kings-
men in 1963 and the proceeds will

go to benefit the Leukemia Society

of America.

The 1988 "Louie Louie" parade
will be held in Philadelphia,
whose parade last year drew over

70,000 spectators, along with
5,000 kazoo-playing participants,

several zany parade floats and an
assorted group of bands — all

playing and singing "Louie Louie"
in unison.

•'Louie Louie" first hit the
charts in 1956 as a moderate
success for its composer, Richard
Berry. The song received greater

attention, though, in 1963, when
the Kingsmen recorded it. Their
rendition of the song received a
great amount of public scrutiny

when listeners interpreted lead

singerJack Ely's slurred vocals as

**

"being dirty.*

Agencies si^ch as the Federal

Bureau of Investi^tion and Fed-

eral Communications Commis-
sion conducted extensive investi-

gations of the song. Both Ely and
Berry were called on to testify on
the song's lyrics but lio obscenity

charges were ever filed. The song
went on to sell 12 million copies.

The song gained the most atten-

tion though and reached the
height of its popularity whenJohn
Belushi sang the lead vocals in the

movie classic, "Animal House."
"Louie Louie" parades have

been held in Philadelphia since

1985. It all began when WMMR-
FM's popular morning personality

John DeBella heard about a Cal-

ifornia radio station that played

different versions of the song for

24 hours straight. DeBella then
had a brainstorm. "I thought it

would be great fun to have a

parade for no reason," he said,

"and the 'no-reason' could be

'Louie Louie*."

This year, the "Louie Louie"

parade in Philadelphia and the

more than 40 cities across the

country will be held as fundraisers

for the Leukemia Society of Amer-
ica. "Leukemia takes the lives of

niore children than any other

disease. As a matter of fact,

leukemia and related diseases will

strike over 70,000 Americans this

year — enou^ people to fill a
stadium/' said DeBella.

Funds for the society will be
raised in a number of ways. Sales

of kaz9os to the paraders to play

"Louie Louie" on the march are

being sponsored by a number of

companies, including Taco Bell.

Paraders and parade float

entrants can join for a small
donation to the society.

The Kingsmen also plan to

donate some of their proceeds to

the society from their current

cross-country tour, and Rhino
Records, whkih includes the Kings-

men and other rock groups, is

helping to promote theevent along
with radio stations around the

country who are working with
local Leukemia Society chapters.

Rock clubs across the nation

will be teaming up with the radio

stations to sponsor benefit "Louie
Louie" nights for the society.

Proceeds from the "Louie Lou-
ie" parade across America will be
presented on the Leukemia Socie-

ty of America's second national

television event on Aug. 7.
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WHAT A VtLLAMOVA STilbEKIT poES TO 6ET TAN>>o
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OF£_TO SMEFW
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"It's cool guys, the cat's away."

J.C.
If Only

You Knew -

Searching?

eet Johnny Hoo
by Andrev; Bullion

66Dadwas right

^ugetwtot
youpayfor9'

<"•
', ' '¥

ARE YOU SEARCHffiCP
WEARE,TOO...
Searching for young

Cottiolc men. ike you . .

.

To Ive and work with the poor . .

.

To share their sonowB md joys .

.

To care for the need^ IMIe ones .

.

To bring Christ into their lives ..

.

To Join the Colunnban MisskxMiy

Priesthood ...

If you have a heart big enough,

joinasi
COLGMBAN FATHERS

A1ISSIONARIES

in ASIA and LATIN AA^ERiCA

FOR MORE IMF0RMA7K)N,
WRITE OR CALL:

Father Mkhad O Loughiin
Vxalkxi Director
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Hey!! It's me, Johnny Hoon!
Bet you ^^ dldn*t recognize
me In my]p£]^ present state;

1

It all
happened
at Smoke

y

Ho* 8 last
weekend.

More people choose
AT&T over any other long

distance service. Because,

with AT&T, it costs less

than you think to get the

service you expea, like

clearer connections,

24-hourAT&T operator

assistance, iastant credit

'

on wrong numbers. And
the assurance that we can

put virtually every one
ofyour calls through the

first time. That's the genius

of the AT&T Vferldwide

Intelligent Network.

So when it's time to

make a choice, remember,
it pays to choose AT&T.

Ifvou'd like to know
more about our products

orsenices.likethe

AT&T Card, call us at

1 800 222-0300.

»

Th6 rig^choioe.
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CONGRATULATIONS
To The

1987 Editorial Staff
Awarded

t •

First Place
With Special Merit

By The American Scholastic Press

Best Editorial

Best Sports Coverage
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ViHanova olisi tours prison
(CauHntudfrom pogi 15)

my cell at night/'

About the violence that goes on
at Graterford, another inmate,

who had been at the prison for 12

years, indicated that it was much
worse beforedrugs were so readily
available. All five of the inmates
we talked to agreed that the drugs
help keepdown the violence. They
also indticated that much of the

drug supply comes in via corrupt

prison empk>yees, and that they

believe the guards unofficially

condone the drugs because it

makes their jobs easier and safer.

When asked their biggest com-
plaint about the way the prison

is run, most cited "inconsisten-

cies" in policy to be the greatest

problenL They said that different

guards have their own different

rules, and they found that to be
unfair.

One student asked, "What's the

worst part of being here?".

To this an inmate replied, 'The
worst thing of all is that our
freedom is taken from us. And
that's worse than all the physical

pain."

The most startling observation

during the heart-to-heart with the

inmates was one concerning the

unwritten code of "ethics" among
prisoners. In a very real sense, the

inmates have their own hierarchy

of right and wrong. For example,

they can understand how someone
could "wind up killing" a middle-

aged adult in an armed robbery

executed for the purpose of obtain-

ing money to support a drug habit

that is controlling the criminal.

(In fact, that scenario is exactly

what happened in the case of three

of the inmates we met.) However,
most inmates could not under-
stand or justify killing or molest-

ing children or senior dtizens,

even if money was involved. One
inmate volunteered, "If me and
my buddies went into a 7-Eleven

and saw an elderly woman, we
wouldn't pull off the job because
she might end up getting hurt."

After the hour-long discussion

with the prisoners, we went on
to tour the infirmary, the educa-

tion department, the parole offi-

ces, the clothing plant, the chapel.

the assessment unit and the
recreation yard.

The most memorable moment
of the day, and one that woke up
more than a few of our goose-

bumps, came later in the tour. As
we were walking down one of the

main corridors, my friend and I

were at the very back of thegroup
and noticeda familiar face motion-
ing at us from inside one of the

omces where some of the more
educated inmates dobookwork for

about $.30 an hour.

Theman wasone of the friendly

inmates that we had talked to

earlier in the day. I had asked this

particular inmate many questions

in the interview concerning what
he thought of an infamous resi-

dent df Graterford named William
Bradfield.

Bradfield had been convicted in

1983 and sent to Graterford for

three consecutive life sentences

for killing a teacher at Upper
Merion High School and her two
children. There had been a tele-

vision mini-series last fall about

the so-called "Main Line Murder-
er," and I just finished reading

Joseph Wambaugh's book on the

subject called Echoes in the Dar-

knits for tme of mydmes .

The man was motkiking to us
to come inilde the oliioe, and we
did not see any reason why we
should refuse. As we walked into

the room, I turned to my right,

only to be staring into the eyes

of William Bnidfiekl, the Main
Line murderer. I Uxktd around
and reahxed there were no guards
nearby.

My friend said nervously, "Is

that him?" I said, "M think so."

This was oonfirined when Dr.
McKenna and the rest of the class
doubled back and entered the
office where Bradfieki and other
inmates worked.

Bill was sitting quietly at his

desk, workingon some paperwork
and maintaining his low-profile.

With his long grayish beard and
infamous "ioe-blue" eyes, it con-

jured up images of Charles Man-
son, and others in his category.

This fantastic imagewas partially

shattered when I noticed a sign

he posted on his cork-board above

his desk that read, "Arewe having
fun yet?"

As we left the office and began
walkingdown the hall to conclude

our tour, I could not help thinking

to myself that I probably would
not be as frightened at the next

"Nightnar^ on Elm Street"
mom, now that I had oome face-

to-faoe with the real-life versk>n
of Freddie Knieger.

) -

We then passed back through

the two steel gates and turned in

our passes. Our invisible hand-

stamps were checked under the

special light, and we took a deep
breath when we were on the
"outside" again.

On the way to the car, my
friend, no kmger ruled by her fear

of prisons and prisoners, turned
tome, smiled confidently and said,

"Are we having fun yet?"

ho knows, who cares

Thanks for all the hate mail ... at least we know you're
readiiig us . . . we're so impmleMioiial and unethioal that
the American Scholastic Press Association awarded us Flral
Place with Special Merit for the sixth year in a row ... we
woukl like to dedicate our award to the Elections Commisaioii
. . . who did such a fine^ ... to add to the confusion ... the
nonsense ... the absurdity ... maybe next year we'll have a
real commission . . . that adveitlaea the debates . . . proniotea
student voting ... we'll never know who reaUy won ... the
commission lost count . . . count . . . you can count on two things
at Villanova . . . rain and tuition hikes . . . hike . . . during your
hikes across campus, did you happen to notice the mounds of

dirt in front of Vasey . . . Villanova's imported the spedal edition

aupermole to clean up this campus ... no more vandalism . .

.

no more alcohol . . . and no more nonsense elections . . . until

next week . . . who knows and who cares . .

.

Edited by the Editorial Board

Paul-

where

are

you

Befare.
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Before flying Virgin, these typical collegiate-types thought travelling to
London was aboiit as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. li^ig exam with a hangover.

After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.

You'll feel the same way. Once youVe flown on our roomy 747s. And
experienced our great movies, music videos, BBC comedy shows, 8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-flight entertainment. All coming at
you through a pair of serious electronic headsets.

Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot meal. In fact, a choice of

3 nice hot meals.
That's right, it's airplane food. \^ith on^ major difference. It's actually edible.

It's also followed by tea and pastries later on.
So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right.0

Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219^
from Newark. $249* from Miami.

Now what do you think?

Great. Then see your travel agent Or caD us at 1-800-862-8621.

Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing ]|^
will be a breeze.
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Greek bikers to ride

for charity

i>pi>22,19iWTHgV,tAN0VAWP>9t1>

By BLKE JONES
SUiffReparter

This summer, senior John Del-

fini and junior Greg MuscateUo
will Uterally reach acroeaAmerica
as a select team of 25 cyclists and
crew members from Pi Kappa Phi

chapters nationwide pedal from
coast to coast with the goal of

raising over $50,000 for PUSH.

PUSH, which sUnds for Play

Units For Severely Handicapped,

is a non-profit corporation founded

10 years ago by designer Thomas
Sayre and Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

in response to the special envi-

ronmental needs of institutional-

ized children in normal home
settings. PUSH not only helps

improve the quality of life for

people with handicapping condi-

tions, it makes things easier for

those who take care of them.

Delfini, a member of Pi Kappa
Phi since his sophomore year,

stated what caught his interest in

the project was an advertisement

on his fraternity board. The
advertisement sounded appealing,

and he felt that, before banning
his career in the fall, he wanted
the personal satisfaction of help-

ing others less fortunate.

After applying and being inter-

viewedover the phone, Delfini and

Muscatellowere twoof20 selected

out of 60 applicants from 125

chapters. The decisions Ivere

based on biking and fundraising

ability.

The marathon begins in San
Diego, where the two Villanovans

will start their 60 to 100 mile per

day trek on the southern route,

encountering blistering heat and
inclement weather conditions at

times. They will finish in Washing-

ton, D.C. on Aug. 14. 'Tm a little

nervous about the mountains,"

said Delfini.

Yet, proving again that no
mountain is too high to climb,

Delfini and Muscatello's most
challenging feat is raising funds
for this event and training for the

months ahead. Each member
must raise $2500. Commentingon
the fundraising, Delfini stated "I

now have a better understanding
of how hard it is to raise money,
even though this is a charity."

Delfini bikes 20 miles a day, as

well as lifts weights at ATRA.

Dedicated and enthusiastic

about the coming months, Delfini

and Muscatello are supported by

their chapter in efforts to gain

sponsors. "So many companies

say 'no' [to contributions] because

they already have their budget

m

(Pholo oourtny of DaNini)

John Delfini and Greg Muscatello take time out frmn training fm* their cluurita^ cross-country

h^ ride and pose for a pic

planned/' said Delfiiii. However,
Delfini has prospective proposals

from Rohm-Haas, PNB in Bryn
Mawr and Richboro, Pepsi and
Coopers and Lybrand, where he
will be working as an accountant

in the fall. Villanova's public

relations is forming press releases

and the Greek Interfratemity and
Panhellenic Councils are contrib-

uting also. Additionally, Smokey
Joe's has donated $20, and Saco
East will be providing bikewear.

Anyone interested in contribu-

ting to the PUSH America 1988

can contact John Delfini at 825-

7361 or write to PUSH, Inc., 110

West Union St., P.O. Box 1972,

Morganton, North Carolina 28655
or contact Student Activities at

Villanova University

.
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Dear Butch,

Since it is obvious you are an
expert on the subject, I was
wondering, what is prison like?

Si^ed,
A Dude who Really Cares and

is Genuinely Concerned

Hey Dude,

Picture a giant, luxurious coun-

try dub. Then take away the golf

course, the tennis courts, the

swimming pool, the chef, the

restaurant, the locker rooms, the

golf carts, the caddies, the life-

guards, the Rolls Royces and
Mercedes, the tennis and golf

pros, the Jacuzzi, the sauna, the

oriental rugs, the chandeliers, the

fine china and crystal, the silver-

ware, the expensive paintings and

wallpaper, the ice sculptures, the

brunch buffet and the fine land-

scaping. Then change the names
of the members from names like

'Skippy' and 'Buffy' to real names
like 'Rocko' and 'Snakebite,' while

at the same time dressing them

all up in plain gray Izod shirst (no

alligator, of course) and matching

pants.

Dear Butch,

I have a roommate problem. I

have been living with my current

roommate in our dormitory room
for the past semester, and I am
not sure I can take another day.

My roommate is usually a model

human being. He is almost always

courteous and considerate, except

for his one extremely annoying

obs^sion. Every night, at precise-

ly 3:35 a.m., his alarm goes off and

wakes me up. He gets up, slips

into one of his Elvis Presely

outfits, sticks on the velcro side-

bums, and proceeds to do his

rendition of "Jailhouse Rock" on

his kazoo that he got from a

McDonald's Happymeal.
I have asked him many times

why he does this, but he just gives

me one of his Elvis smirks and

begins singing "You ain't nothin'

but a Houndog." With finals

coming up, I can't be up until all

hours of the night rocking with

the roommate from hell. Since you

are an old jailhouse rocker your-

self, I figured you might be able

to help.

Signed,

A Nightmare on Sullivan
Street,

Elvis' Revenge

Hey Nightmare,

Good choice going for expert

advice. You're no fool. Obviously
you've heard what wise men have
said about rushing in. I think I

may have the answer to your
problem. You can probably solve

your dilemma and cure your
roommate of his illness by using

a little psychology and playing his

game. First, go out and rent the

appropriate costume. Then, set

your alarm clock for 3:34 a.m.

When it goes off, get up and

quickly slip into your rented

Barry Manilow get-up. Begin

singing "Mandy" at the top of

your lungs until your roommate
gets the pkrture, or assaults you
with a heavy metal object, which-

ever comes first.

If your roommate questions

your activity, do not answer, but

instead break into harmony with

'i Write the Songs." And if this

doesn't work, and your roommate
persists with his Elvis charade, at

least you have a good chance of

a spot with Ed McMahon on "Star

Search." By the way, if you
happen to run into Ed, tell him
I never got the 10 million he
promised me.

The characters and
letters are purelyfictitious, and any
resemblance to persons living or

dead is purely coincidental.

Sunshine Day brightens VM.
By MEGAN WHITE

Staff Reporter

If you can remember, on March
24, most of us went without lunch
to help out Sunshine Day. Many
times, without knowing what
Sunshine Day was or its purpose,

people signed their names and
walked away hungry. I always
wondered if what was happening

was on the level or not. Where
exactly was the money going?

urday for Sunshine Day. Over 120

underprivileged children will be

arriving on campus to have some
fun in the sun. The carnival will

start around 10:30 a.m. when the

children arrive. Relay races will

be held followed by a show given

by a magician,Jerry Fraziers. The
Pep Band will play during lunch

and then it is out to the grounds

for games, prizes, face painting

and cotton candy. There will be

a caricature artist and rides for

the little ones including the moon
bounce and the ferris wheel.

On that day. Project Sunshine
made $2700 to be used this Sat- The children, ages 4 to 10, will

Preparing for final exams

be coming from six different

organizations that Villanova stu-

dents have worked with through-

out the year, usually as tutors.

They include South West Com-
munity Center, Patrician Society,

Genesis II, Resurrection School,

Catholic Worker and the Laotian

Community.

Two hundred and twenty Vil-

lanova students will be volunteer-
ing their time to make the day a
success. The students will be
running the games, wearing cos-

tumes and going around one-on-
one with the children as
"buggers."

(Continuedfrom page 15)

playing it at convenient times,

such as while you are doing the

dishes or driving the car. So, from

now until finals go ahead and

crank up that calculus while you

are cruising the Main Line.

Reilly added, however, that "in

terms of the learning itself, the

poorest technique is just to reread

material."

Once we have encoded material,

Reilly suggests that active learn-

ing is the most beneficial. For

example, he stated that "after

you've studied, and not before, it's

often good to get with some other

people to see how much you

know."
Also, find out from your instruc-

tor the type of exam you will have,

whether it will be multiple choice

or essay and if it is gomg to be

cumulative. Reilly states that the

best rehearsal for a multiple

choice exam is to have a study

guide that asks multiple choice

questions, or to make up some
probable questions on your own.

Likewise, if you are going to

hav6 an essay exam, Reilly

explains that "the best thing you
can possibly do is force yourself

to anticipate some likely questions

and write and struggle at home."
If your exam is cumulative, it

is helpful to go over old tests to

see where your problem areas are

because Reilly stated that "from

a teacher's point of view what he

wants to retest are the things he

noticed a lot of people didn't get."'

If you find yourself in a situa-

tion that demands cramming.

Reilly suggests that the key at this

point "is being very selective. You
have to exercise good judgment
and you're taking some chances,

but if you get yourself into that

kind of a comer, that's the type

of thing that you probably need
to do."

Reilly concludes by saying that

it does not do you any good to

indulge in negative thinking
before an exam, such as "Oh, I'm

really going to blow this test." We
should try to dismiss this type of

thinking and replace it with
positive affirmations like, "111

give it my best shot," or "If it's

hard for me it's going to be hard
for everybody else."

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED
Responsible student(8) needed to handle the promotk)n,

marketing and delivery of The New York Times on the

Villanova University campus for the 1988-89 academic year.

Hours 6 to 8 a.m. daily.

Good commissions with incentive bonuses.

No experience necessary.

Please contact:

Mk:hael AUen
The New York Times

(215) 884-7957

'it

1988
STEERING
COMMITTEE
Let's "BAake
It Happen'*
on Simday!!

INTERNATIONAL
ADVANCED HAIR TRAINING CENTER

Modeb needed to model Spring/Summer Hair
Designs for Jtagfea of London. T^ Jingles design
team will need models for cut designs and models
with long hair to dress, lliere win be a fuU
consultation between theJingles Design Team and
Mooei.

FariBore inionnatifln call:

ViMK Kearney at 1.8W4S34466

Laurie at (215) 337-2044
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MusicaVPippiri opens at Vasey
By ALLEN AMBROSINO
Assiikmt Emiertaintmnt Editor

"Pippin" is a musical that is

currently being performed at the

VaseyTheater. After viewing this

productioOk there were several

good and bad points to be taken
into considaration.

An outline of the plot shows
how the main character, Pippin

(Michael Hollinger), is in search
of a better life because he feels he
is an extraordinary person. Dur-
ing the play, he follows his dreams
and learns a great deal about
himself through his journey.
Some of thepeople that he encoun-
ters are his father, King Charles
(Paul Taylor), stei^brother Lewis
(Jerome P. Behe), step-mother
Fastrada (Beth Dannenfelser) and
a very special woman and young
boy who help to turn his life

around.

Hollinger's sturdy performance
was the most impressive part of

this musical. He handled a chal-

lenging role with relative ease as
he struggled within himself to

find his place in the world.

When Pippin comes home from
school, he meets his father and
talks to him about his life over

the past few years. Taylor played

his part well as he portrayed a
strict, war-like tyrant who ruled

his people with an iron fist. He
also evoked laughter from the

crowd with his one-liners a few
times.

His step-mother and step-

brother both had thesame attitude

towards Pippin and the crown.

Sht wanted to do anything that

shecouM to make sure that Lewis
became the king in the near
future. Behe was excellent as the

belligerent step-brother who was
in love with himself. The energy

that he brought on to the stage

made his character seem very

dynamic and fun to watch. How-
ever, Dannenfelser was very lack-

luster during all of her scenes. She
was only a minor character and
did not make a solid contribution

to the play.

After Pippin left home on his

quest for something more, he was
picked up by a young woman who
took him into her home. Catherine

(Megan Bellwoar) had several

scenes where her charm and
beauty helped to make them work.

However, some of her lines were
a bit weak as she was inconsistent

at times.

. Her son, Theo Gesse Ryan),

used his cuteness in order to win

the audience's heaihs as 'well as

Pippin's. Even though he was only

involved in a few of the scenes,

his presence definitely added
something to the play.

During every part of the play,

the Leading Player (Susanne H.

Smart), would let the audience

(Photo courtesy of Vasey Theatre)

Michael Hollinger (left) Pippin and Megan Bellwoar appear at Vasey Theatre.

know exactly what was happen-

ing. She played her part e^tive-
ly, but was hindered by her

average singing voice and jokes

that were not funny. Even though

she had her problems. Smart also

had many impressive moments as

well.

All of the actors had a high

energy level, and a few of the

actors turned in admirable perfor-

mances. However, on the bad side,

the musical was about 45 minutes

too long, most of the acting was
mediocre and did not keep the

audience's attention for very long.

The dancing ensemble seemed
as though they would never run

out of energy. Unfortunately,

most of the people in the audience

were drained of their energy after

about one and a half hours of the

two and a half hour musical. They
were really enjoyable to watch
and it is really not their fault that

"Pippin" was so drawn-out. Many

of their costumes were very color-

ful and brightened the mood of the
play considerably. Because of

these dancers, "Pippin" was
tolerable, if not entirely enjoyable.

If you have the time and the

patience, "Pippin" would be a

good way to spend part of your

spare time. But be warned; you

must continuously keep yourself

on top of this musical in order to

fight the boredom.

**Beetlejuice*' plot fails to develop
By STEPHEN POWJ^S

StaffRtporter

"Beetlejuice"

directed by Tim Burton

Warner Brothers
**

You know that "Beetlejuice" is

going to be a little unusual when
you near the opening music — a

variation on the theme from the

old "Munsters" TV series. How-
ever, being unusual is not enough
to carry this movie, even though

it does have its moments. Director

Tim Burton, theman who brought

us "Pee-Wee's Big Adventure,"

packs this horror-comedy with a

lot of special effects, but it is

hampered by a weak, uneven
script.

The film's principal characters

are Adam and Barbara Maitland

(Alec Baldwin and Geena Davis),

a young couple who have just

bouglit their dreamhouse in rural

Connecticut. They are in the

process of restoring it when their

car goes off a covered bridge and

MldmfKMfMgfvwa
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they are killed. It is only after they

return home and fail to find thfir

reflections in a mirror that they

realize that things are pot quite

kosher. Sitting on the c(»fee table

is a dusty volume entitled "Hand-
book for the Recently Deceased,"

which says, among other things,

that the youngghosts must spend

the next 125 years in their house

before they can leave.

Things get worse for the Mai-

tlands when their house is sold

to Charles and I>elia Deetz Qeffrey

Jones and Catherine O'Hara),

obnoxious New Yorkers who plan

to SoHo-ize the old-fashioned

home with the help of their live-

in interior decorator, Otho (Glenn

Shadix). Adam and Barbara do

what they can to scare the Deetzes

away, by severing theirown heads

and so forth, but the living cannot

see the dead, except for Charles'

ghoulish daughter, Lydia, who
befriends the ghosts.

When their attempts at haunt-

ing fail, the Maitlands seek help

at a bureaucratic office for the

dead, which has a waiting room
filled with some very peculiar

casualties — a magician's assis-

tant sawed in half, a hunter with
a shrunken head, and a burnt

corpse who smokes cigarettes.

The Maitland's caseworker, Juno
(Sylvia Sidney), tells them to start

simply when they begin haunting

again, but warns them against

hiring Betelgeuse (pronounced
"Bettlejuice"), a self-proclaimed

"bio-exorcist" whose advertise-

ments can be seen all over the

supernatural world.

Of course, the Maitlands even-

tually turn to Beetlejuice to scare

the Deetzes away, and Michael

Keaton gives a terrific perfor-

mance as the ghost who is deter-

mined to appall everyone as much
as he possibly can. He can sprout

snakes on top of his head, make
his head spin around and around,

and turn his arms into huge
mallets. The trouble here is that

Keaton is not given nearly enough
screen time (he appears in only

about 30 minutes of the film) and
when he is in a scene, director

Burton ruins the effect by cutting

to other characters just as Keaton
gets going. And the way the

Deetzes finally surrender is both

confusing and inane.

The most frustrating thing

about "Beetlejuice" is that it has
enormous potential, but falls

apart when it reaches the climax.

To its credit, it has some strong

performances, especially by Cath-

erine O'Hara "SCTV", Glenn
Shadix and Winona Ryder as the

creepy daughter. "Beetlejuice,"

unfortunately, turns out to be the

kind of movie that is entertaining

at first, but makes you look at

your watch after about an hour
to see when it will be over.

DavidLee Roth dances but disappoints
...... Roth's hiffff^:

taunted and teased with obscene

comments.
The crowd was rowdy and the

ByJEFFGILUES
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Billed as "the ultimate rock and

roll experieQoe," David Lee Itoth's

concert last Sunday night ttimed

out to be a m«|or disappointment.

The show was marreid by both ^ .-^

extremely poor sound quaUty and stage was cluttered with every-

a questkmable song selection. thingfrom a beach baU towomen s

Opening act Poison did an underwear. One fan ran on stage,

excellent job of warming up the and after being brutaUy tadded

crowd as they played a short but and clmging to the mierophone

lively set. The crowd responded stawl for dear hfe, was removed.

welL espedaUy to 'Talk Dirty To After a few songs from S*ys-

Ke" and 'I Wont Foivet You." cw^w Roth g^ve the crowd a

At the end of their set. htsa player taste of what they waUy wanted

hdbbf Dall sauahed his guitar ^ he npped uito Am t Talking

into piecea as the crowd rotted. ^ Love-'* Thia was the only

was unclear and distorted. Like Paradise." These songs were

To Roth's credit, the show was some of the better performances

an entertaining one for the most on the night and were made even

part. Ht danced about, talked to better by the outstanding playing

the audience toget themgoingand of Steve Vai.

Antkapmiott new as the HglUs

dinmed for Roth to take tlie afcape.

off tltt tMtMAm^Mi
tne." it bacMne

appTanr that 10111

'The

with tlia aiudity tiewol

Both OQUU Wtky The

older Van ifalen anterial played

in the set aiide from a Mflviitely

Ftre." The onwd'i rmfmmt was
at its hii^iett leval for the Van
iialonoon0.iMt Both only played

fromrhe moot no^uter

nwM tad that it Root.'* 'luot A Gigilo*' ai«l 'laot

For "Panama," Roth climbed a

ladder in the middle of the floor

to a boxing ring hanging from the

rafters. This was arguably the

high point of the concert.

Immediately following "Pana-

ma." which Roth did not even sing

iniull, he rode a giant surfboard

back to the stage as "California

Girls" was played.

Outside of these highlights, the

show dragsed on. Vai showed his

talents in some dazzling sok)s, but

Roth's emphasis on the show
clearly tookaway from the music.

Ema the show katM was not

aKy ipectacular. eopedally from

MOMone who is known as "the

master showman.'* Mbtley Crue

and Bon Jovi have done better in

their rooont tours.

M ono iioittt. the entire band

took flomor otafi to play the sloel

dnmis. Thio waoamuoing. but the

time coukl have been better spent

on some more Van Halen material.

"Hot For Teacher" was the only

other Van Halen song in the set.

Koth's Uggest mistalie

mayha¥e been buihUng
up so nuKh hype In the

media lor his tour.

At the end of the show. Roth

asked the audience if they had fun

and received a resounding yes.

Perhaps if he had asked if they

thought the concert was worth

the ticket price, the answer would
have been different.

The encore set contained per-

haps the worst version of "You
Really Got Me" ever to be played.

Had Ray Davies been there to see

Roth completely maul his classic

song, he probably would have

toaaad his cookies.

"Jump" was the final encore

and received the most applause.

However, by this time most people

wore anjdouo to go home.

Roth's biggest mistake may
have been building up so much
hype in the media for his tour.

Everyone had high expectations

that Roth was unable to live up

to. The concert was not a diaster,

but rather a letdown. Do not go

out of your way to catch this tour.
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Triple'bill of ipetal invaded Tower
By RUSS CECCOLA

Senior Reporter

One of the latest techniques of

concert promoters to get a laiige

audience at their shows is to join

three bands together, instead of

two, on the bill. The latest band
triplet came to Philadelphia's

Tower Theater last Friday. That
proved to be one of the best metal

shows in a. while. Megadeth,
Warlock and Sanctuary are cur-

rently touring together and,
although an unusual matchup
because of their different styjes of

music, they got great audience

response.

Sanctuary opened up their 40-

minute set with "Battle Angels,"

the first song on their debut
album, Refuge Denied. The album
was prduced by Dave Mustaine of

Megadeth and added to Meg-
adeth's tour for just this reason.

Consisting of Warrell Dane
(vocals), Lenny Rutledge and Sean
Blosl (guitars), Jim Sheppard
(bass) and Dave Budbill (drums).

Sanctuary performed seven of the

nine songs on Refuge Denied.

Included in the set were "Sanc-

tuary," "Die for My Sins," "The
Third War" and their cover ver-

sion of "White Rabbit." This
technical metal band bordering on
thrash are destined for success if

they continue in the vein they are

following now. Most of their lyrics

intelligently criticize the problems

in today's world and reflect the

direction most bands are going in

these days.

Warlock are more a hard rock

metal band than a speed metal or

thrash band. Led by singer Doro
Pesch, the band also boasts Tom-
my Bolan and Niko Arvanitis on
guitars, Tommy Henriksen on
bass and Michael Eurich at the

drums. Warlock is currently rid-

ing ,the huge success of their

second American release and
fourth album, Triumph and
Agony. Playing their faster and
more powerful songs to better suit

Megadeth's fans, the band
included "Three Minute Warn-
ing," "I Rule the Ruins," "Cold,

Cold Worid," and "All We Are"
from Triumph and Agony, saving

"East Meets West" for an encore.

The excellence of the musicians

and Pesch's beautiful voice are

what give Warlock their sub-

stance. Pesch is a captivating

Congrotulotioiis
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persona and in order to better

acquaint the audience with War-
k)ck, the band also played other

set standards "Midnite in China,"

"Earthshaker Rock," ''Burning

the Witches." and "Homkide
Rocker."

If Warlock continue at the rate

they are going at now, yqu can
expect to see them headlining the

Tower on their next album. In any
case. Triumph and Agony and the

other Warlock albums have
enough to appeal to all hard rock

k)vers with a tendency toward
heavy metal.

Th9miiiuethkig9kmiif

oncB the somidwu
MctuMHygood,

The featured band of the night

was Megadeth, the world's finest

speed metal band. The crowd
went wild in response to the

foursome of Dave Mustaine (gui-

tars and vocals), Dave Ellefson

(bass), Jeff Young (guitars), and
Chuck Behler (drums). The band's

latest record, so far, so good ...so

what!, is currently at 30 in Bill-

board's charts and still climbing.

Megadeth went on to play six of

the eight songs from that success-

ful album, excluding "Into the

Lungs of Heir and "502."

Opening with ''Set the World
Afire" and then "Hook in Mouth"
(the band's anti-PMRC 8onff)»

Megadeth also perforihed tl|e

songs on the first side of /Wiii

Selb ...But Who 's Buying?, 1986's

hit Megadeth album. Because of

the short set, Megadeth only had
"Mechanix" and "Theae Boots"

on the set list for the night from,

their first album. Definite high-

lights of the show were "Peace

SeUs/' "In My Darkest Hour,"
"Wake Up Dead" and "These
Boots," which featured Ellefson

in a bass solo beforehand.
' Despite encouraging words for

the persecuted between songs and
general invitations to go crazy,

band leader Mustaine was rela-

tively quiet, yet visibly amused
and happy with the crowd's wel-

come oi Megadeth to Philadelphia.

The band concentrated morejon
playing songs than wasting time

with solos. Although Behler per-

formed a drum solo in the set, it

was a short, yet powerful one. The
unique thing about this show in

comparison to other Megadeth
shows is that for once the sound
was actually good. With band
mascot "Vic" Rattlehead on a

banner as a backdrop to the stage,

ther^ was no question who ruled

the audience that night.

Dpro PeMh <d Warlock has led tlic band to America^ aucceai

with her cap6vting voice.

As a fitting closing to the show,

Megadeth performed in their last

encore "Anarchy in the U.K.,"

their cover version of the Sex
Pistols' classic. Mustaine intro-

duced the song with the message

that the audience is the youth of

America and that none of them
should ever let anyone push them
around. Coupled with his trade-

mark jeers and unmoving stance

while singing, Mustaine, as well

as Ellefson, Behler and Young,

proved why their album is doing
so well. Megadeth has stayed true

to their ideals and never sold out
to what is otherwise a business

in which false .sentiment and
unreality dominates the record

charts.

gx Manufacturers Smart

Help your
parents .

getthrough
college.

Just thinking about college tuition is

enough to make most parents break into

a sweat.

But can you blame them? When you
consider the cost of tuition, books,

dorms—not to mention pizza parties—

you're talking big bucks.

Which is vmy you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents about

the Education Loan Programs at

Manufacturers Hanover Trust.

AtMHX not only do we participate

in all three Federally guaranteed loan

programs, but we also work with state

andnatnnal agencies and can make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.

In piBCticalt^ no time at all.

In a matter of minutes, MHT Student

Loan Processors can program your
information into our computerized loan-

processing system.

Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
deciskm from the Guarantee Agency.

It's that simple. Better still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they

need from one source.

Example. Ifyour folks need more
monQT tnan government sources will

give them, we can offer them taibr^nade

payment plans through The Education

Loan Pifogram, Educational Lines of

Credit or Monthly Budget Program and
Pre-P&yment Programs that make it

easy foryour parents to fund themselves.

CTheEducatkm Loan Program, Monthty
BHdget and Pre-Payment Programs are
offi^nid through the Tuition Plan, a

company ofManufacturers Hanover.)

Once you get a k>an From us, you can
be sure itil stay with us. Because we've

never add education kMins to other

bunks funleas the borrower asked us to^

So ifyou need money for schooi, call

MOO-iraT<UUDand get yourwrff

anMHTBdMartaoBtoM AfvilKilion.

Hurtwhan your ftftfiJcyoMabmit
toltioii. •( iMit yoitll hifvaan MMMW.

IwaWMn.
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By RUSSCECCOLA
Senior Reporter

STRIKE FLEBT •^ ELEC-
TRONICARTS C64/128

Siriki fkeiiM the latest game
from the trio of designers of

PMM. Amsms. Subtitled 'The
Naval Task Force Simulator,"

this naval war game takes you to

all of the hot spots of today's

military world: the Persian Gulf,

the Falklands and the North
Atlantic There are 10 missions in

» . StrikeFkei, with somechallenging
you to commend 16 ships while

others need only one or two for

a success. You diooae ships from

the Shipyard screen ^cruiser,

destroyer, frigate or fast attack

craft), command the fleet from the

Combat Information Center
screen and can control any ship

individually from its Bridge
screen.

The manual has pictures of all

of your ships and the enemy's, as

well as drawings and specifica-

tions for the weapons used in the

game. The manual explains every-

thing clearly and the command
card in the package helps greatly,

too. Strike Fleet's graphics and
menu-driven style make it even

better.

SPIDERBOT ••Mj EPYX
C64/128,AP,IBM
This graphic adventure in

Epyx's Maxx Out! series is very

unusual in game play. You are

SpiderDfoid, an R2-D2-like crea-

ture who must transform into

SpiderBot in order to save the

jungle from three reactors in a
citadel that are about to explode.

The way you do this is what is

unusual about the game.
When you are SpiderDroid,

hitting the fire button on the

joystick shoots webbing in the air.

By aiming carefully, you catch one
of the following insects: Malevo-

lent Man of War, Big Borer, Ray,

Rock Hopper and Stinger.

While captured, you can har-

ness the skills of each insect to

help you through various situa-

tions. The graphics' are great in

this arcade adventure, although it

will take a whye to get used to

oontrolUiw Sp^erDroid and Sj^-

derBcft. ^id$r6iU li a. unique

aditftkxi toanyooUection.

THE THREE STOOGES *^^^

CINEMAWARE C64/12S,
AMIGA
The Three Stooges havealways

been one of the moat-loved trios

of movies and televisbns. Now,
with the release of The Three

She^, all of the antics, wise-

cracks and humor of Moe, Larry

and Curly comes to your home
computer.

The interactive game requires

only a joystick and no typing. You
guide the Stooges through their

town and five arcade games that

reflect famous Stooge skits: a

slapping game, cracker eating

contest, pie fifi^t, hospital car

racing and boxing. Each stooge

can ear pull, eye poke, head slap

and stomach punch.
The Stooges are depicted in

colorful, well-animated graphics

and you will feel like you are in

one of their shorts or movies. The
ultimate goal is to raise enough
money to save the widow's home
from foreclosure, gaining her

three beautiful daughters' affec-

tions. A manual that gives the

history of the Stooges, Stooge

trivia, great graphics and the

actual voices of the Stooges give

The Three Stooges extra value.

SONS OF LIBERTY •••• SSI
€64/ 128, AT, AP, IBM

Soif5 o/Lf6effy is an all-inclusive

study by SSI of the Revolutionary

War and three of its battles. The
battles that are fought in this war
game and that can be played

separately are the Battle of

Bunker Hill, the Battle of Mon-
mouth and the Battle of Saratoga.

War games are generally boring,

depending on who makes them,

but Sons of Liberty, as most other
' SSI war games, goes against the

grain. The simulation wins with

its uniquegame system that relies

on menus and simple commands
to control the various units in the

battles.

The graphics in Sons of Liberty

are as good as you need them for

any war game. You can distin-

guish units and geography fea-

tures on the playfield and the

playfield closely follows actual

maps. Most important are the

extras in the package. A historical

reference guide discusses in detail

all aspects of the actual battles.

Reference cards and maps also

make the game easier to play.

FOOTMAN ••• TOPDOWN
DEVELOPMENT AMIGA
The strength of FootMan lies in

being able to create your own
maze with the Maze Editor pro-

gram that is included on the disk.

FootMan is baaically a revised

vereion of PacMan that was given

smoothes* graphics, different char-

acters and mazes and stereo

sound.

The package is every maze/Pac
Man-type game lover's dream.
There are two modes of play in ;

FootMan also. New Taste mode
allows play of FootMan with
newer characters, whereas Clas-

,

sic mode more closely resembles
Pac Man '5 graphics for that "clas-

sic" feel.

The Maze Editor program
allows you to very easily create

your own mazes to be played in

either mode of FootMan or to

modify existing mazes. The Maze
Editor is very easy to use and I

divides the entire screen in tiny

blocks where any element of the
game can be placed (wall, dot,

power dot, etc.). FootMan takes all

that made Pac Man great and does
better.

PLASMATRON •• ACCO-
LADE €64/128
Plasmatron is a shoot-em-up

arcade game in Accolade's Avan-

tage line of bargain software that

really tests your joystick skills

and endurance. You have been

instructed by Star Command to

pilot your Plasmatron fighter to

a deserted colony, Loughton 2, to

explore it. Once you get there,

meteors and enemy laser beams
begin coming at you and you

realize that Star Command
thought your loyalty was ques-

tionable and sent you to Loughton

2 to die.

The graphics and sound in

Plasmatron are great, with explo-

sions that are both visual and

audial treats. The landscape that

takes up the background of the

game is a strong point of thegame,

for it changes to show you entirely

new scenes as you battle the

enemy space ships and avoid the

meteors. You really have to prac-

tice a lot to guide your Plasmatron

fighter back to Star Command to

collect your reward.

Listening
party at

J.C.Dobbs
By KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Entertainment Editor

There will be a "listening par-

ty" sponsored by CBS records on

Apnl 25 at J.C. Dobbs. which is

located at 304 South St. New CBS

record releases will be played, two

tickets to the Godfathers concert

will be given away, as well as

posters, records and T-shirts.

There is a $1 cover chanie before

10 D.m. Proceeds will benefit the

T.6. Martell Foundation for

Cancer Research. For more infor-

nation calij.C. Dobbt at 9254053.

April 22, I9M • THE VILLANOVAN a

Entertainment

Calendar

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Parkway at 26th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

(215)763-8100

April 16-July 3

"New Art on Paper:" Pastels, monotypes, watercolors

Music

Tower Theater
Upper Darby, Pa.

April 22 — Icehouse/Men Without Hats

Trocadero
10th and Arch streets

Philadelphia, Pa.

(215) 592-0385

April 20 — New Potato Caboose

23 East Cabaret
23 East Lancaster Ave.

Ardmore, Pa.

(215)898-6791

April 22 — Glen Burtnick/World at a Glance

April 23 — Rhythm and Bluefish/Room 4 3

April 28 — Tommy Conwell and The Young Rumblers

Theater
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Angry artist affers new rock style
By TOM CHRISTMAN

Stqff Reporter

Notes From the Lost Civiluaiion

Tonio K.

A&M Records

In his musical social cominen-
tary, Notes from the Lost Civiliza-

tion, Tonio K. (his real name is

Steve Krikorian) debuted his first

album, Life in the Foodchain. It

is in his first album that this

angry young artist first created
his musical soap box. Five albums
later, in Notes from the Lost
Civilization. Tonio K. is still angry
with American society, but there
is now a certain amount of sadness
and understanding noted in his

latest and most provocative lyrics.

Notes from the Lost Civilization

examines American life and dis-

covers what is lacking in our
society. Tonio K. has come to the
conclusion that it is love that is

missing in our "Lost
Civilization."

Tonio K.'s band includes T.
Bone Burnett, Jim Keltner and
Booker T. Jones. There are some
guest vocals by the likes of Charlie
Sexton, Peter Case, Steven Sales

and Billy Vera.

"Without Love" is the album's
opening aong fnd most probably
will be reslMsed as the album's
first single. It is musically naive,

but catchy and well executed. The
song has an unmistakable Top 40
sound. ''Without Love" speaks of

a seemingly perfect world in
which everyone has everything
and dreams always come trtie.

However, Tonio K. also tells us
that having everything "Without
Love" is like having nothing at all.

The American dream has
turned into a nightmare according
to Tonio K., in his most extraor-

dinary song "Children's Cru-
sade." Musically speaking, the
song is simple, downbeat, and
dominated by its distinct drum
beat. The powerful lyrics of "Chil-

dren's Crusade" blame America's
misfortune on the psychedelic
sixties. Tonio K. sings "It was the

childish dreams of fools/ Who had
drifted to a new world/ A world
without rules/ And they mistook
it for the new Eden."
Behind the melody of "The

Executioner's Song," there lies

yet another potent social commen-
tary on the American state of

being. In this song, Tonio K.
personifies the negativism and

self-indutoence of America into
one fictitious individual, "The
Executioner." This sinister char-
acter seduces Americans into
buying "T.V.'s and CD's and fast
cars and film stars/ Cocaine and
wordgames and limited editions."
Tonio K. does leave us with a
glimmer of hope for the future by
mentioning that people are looking
for a more positive philosophy of
life.

Other songs worth mentioning
include "City Life," a quick
rockin' tune about the difficulties

of metropolitan life. "I Can't
Stand It" talks about the shallow
ness and phoniness of American
society. Tonio K. exclaims "You
can have peace and safety and fun,
fun, fun (But it's all done with
mirrors)." In his quick paced song,
"I Can't Stop," Tonio K. sounds
remarkably similar to the band
INXS.

Notesfrom the Lost Civilization,

as a whole, is a solid progressive

rock album. Tonio K. has once
again proven himself as an accom-
plished musician and songwriter.

This album has a completely new
and different sound. It was a thrill

to hear such a refreshing combi-

nation of creative originality and
excellent musical talent. Unlike

most traditional rock and roll

albums. Notes from the Lost Civ-

ilization includes only limited
guitar work. This is definitely not
a guitar orientated album. "Smoke
on the Water" has more intricate

guitar leads than do any of Tonio
K.'s songs. The lyrics of Notes
from the Lost Civilization reflect

Tonio K.'s particularly negative
view of American society. This

FinalFour examines college basketball

theme of negativism is somewhat
overemphasized as it plays a role
in each and every song.

Overall, the album is very well
done. Both poetically and musical-
ly, Tonio K. can be proud of his
latest and greatest album. If the
need for something new and
unusual should arise. Notes From
the Lost Civilization is the album
to purchase.

By ALLEN AMBROSINO
Assistant Entertainment Editor

The Final Four
by Roy H. Parker
Bart Books

There are over 260 Division 1

basketball teams and every one of
them shares the ultimate dream
of making it to the Final Four. In
order to become one of the elite

four teams, the athletes train for
months and play well over 30
games. College basketball is the
most lucrative sport to any college
because of its popularity; in 1988,
the Big East received over $3
million for their participation in
the NCAA tournament. Because
of this, millions of dollars are
wagered on the tournament all

around the world, from local
businessmen to underground boo-
kies. The Final Four is a compell-
ing novel that deals with all of the
work that it takes to compete in

the tournament and also, the very
real possibility of corruption
within the system.
The novel be^ns with Troy

Burton, a fundraiser at the Uni-
versity of Charlotte, being offered

$100,000 from a Mr. Dolci to help
fix the championship game of the
NCAA tournament. At first, he
thinks his friends are playing a
joke on him. However, after talk-

ing with him, he realizes that

Dolci is deadly serious. He wants
Burton to talk with the Hornets
star player, Ted Collins, and have
him fake an injury in the second
half.

Burton was shocked at this

proposal and decided to talk with
Coach Lee as soon as possible to

make him aware of the situation.

However, before he could speak
with him, Dolci sent for him and
explained exactly what was going
to happen.

By the time the conversation
was over. Burton did not know
who he could trust. After this

meeting. Burton continues to try
and avoid fixing the game while
Dolci and his friends do every-
thing in their power to make it

happen.

I doubt ifanyone real-

iies howmuch work
went Into sending Kr//a-

no¥a to the Final8 this

year.

Roy H. Parker's novel shows
what can happen when a' little

boy's game is made so important
that it is worth committing a

crime such as murder. To the
average fan, we just watch the
games and root for our college,

giving no thought to the events

before and after them. Through
the character of Burton, Parker
shows how travel arrangements,
ticket distribution, the gathering
of statistics and, of course, fun-
draising are just as important to

a college basketball program as
the actual athletes.

I doubt if anyone reali;Ees how
much work actually went into
sending Villanova to the Final
Eight this year. If it was half as
difficult as it was for Burton in

The Final Four, everyone behind
the scenes really deserves a lot of

credit. College basketball is so
much more than the 40 minutes
that the athletes spend playing on
the court; it is weeks of endless
work that almost always goes
unrewarded.

Parker was also very successful
in making the chain of events flow

and seem realistic to the reader.
It is very suspenseful because you
never really know who is in on
the fix or how Burton will get
himself out of trouble with Dolci.

He adds an ironic plot twist
occasionally and this, too, helps
to keep the reader's attention.

The Final Four was released as
the NCAA tournament got under-
way last month. After reading this

book, my outlook on all of the
games changed completely. The
pressure that is on all of the
players to succeed is incredible. It

is so easy to forget that many of

them are still just teenagers who
are forced to handle being "under
the microscope" when they are at

college. Roy H. Parker has proven
that he is a great sports author
who especially knows his basket-
ball in The Final Four.
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Mercy andMissionshow similarities
Apfll22,196fTHEVILLAIiOVAWPao>2S

By JOE McGOWAN
Senior Reporter

Children

The Mission U.K.
Mercury Polygram Records

*

,

Not so long ago The Sisters of

Mercy (consisting of Wayne Hus-

sey and Gary Marx on guitars,

Craig Adams on bass and Andrew
Eldritch on vocals) splintered

amidst great success in Britain

and the continent. Shortly the-

reafter ex-Sisters Hussey and

Adams teamed up with Simon

Hinkler and Mick Brown to form

The Mission U.K. (with Hussey

faking over on vocals). The Mis-

,
sion U.K. was an immediate

success and seemed to tap and

redouble the following that the

Sisters had earned.

Children, the second major label

release from Mission U.K., has

already debuted favorably back in

the United Kingdom, and may
very well enable the outfit to tour

the states extensively. What
makes matters interesting is that

Eldritch has brought together

again The Sisters of Mercy.

Produced by Led Zeppelin's

John Paul Jones^ Ckildrm it every

bit as impressive as the first

Mission U.K. LP. "Fabienne."

"Heaven On Earth" and "King

dom Come" all have the strange

melodies and despondent urgency

of tracks from the first album
such as "Dance On Glass," "Was-

teland" and "Sacrilege." ^

What is different this time for

the group is an expanded usage

of electronic keyboards and the

thematic concept that underlies

Children. The record opens and
closes, and several songs segue

of school children playing and
singing. Not only does this provide

thematic unity to Children, but it

shows that Mission U.K. have
stabilized as a group and reached
artistic maturation, as "Beyond
the Pale" and "Tower of

Strength" are tracks longer than
usual for Mission U.K. (they are

roughly eight minutes long each).

The opening and closing tracks
- • • • .

of Children, m particular, ougnt
to be singled out for praise.

"Beyond the Pale" opens the
album on such a strong note that

into one another, with the sounds it should dispel any worries as to

whether Mission U.K. could equal

their first LP. "Hymn (For Amer-
ica)" is a loud, aggressive track,

one that has a rougher edge to it

than the material that precedes it.

Fhodland
The Sisters of Mercy
Elektra Records

There is more than musical
similarity between Mission U.K.'s

"Hymn" and "Dominion/Mother
Russia," the opening track to

Floodland, The Sisters of Mercy
reunion LP. Both exhibit the
introduction of unusual influences

and rhythms to the basic four-

minute rock recording, as well as

attitudes, social and political,

filled with cynicism and despair.

Musical similarities are to be

expected between the Sisters and

Mission U.K., for, if no others

reason, the fact that half of

Mission U.K. was in the Sisters.

And, like Mission U.K.'s Children,

the Sisters' Floodland is a deeply

serious record that is not unmind-
ful of high production values.

Back in the early days of The
Sisters of Mercy, at the time of

their first LP First and Last and
Always, the group was not infre-

quently tagged with the misnomer
"second generation punk," as

were The Damned and The Lords

of the New Church. In terms of

attitude this is understandable,

but musically the description is

faulty. A single listening to the

first Mission U.K. LP or The
Damned's Anything will readily

show that these groups are headed
in a different direction than were
the Sex Pistols.

Floodland is, despite its dark

lyrics and bleak views, a brilliant

album. "Dominion" and "This
Corrosion" are two of the strong-

est singles ever recorded by the

Sisters and the latter may well re-

introduce the group to a large

stateside audience. The lengthy

pair "Flood I" and "Flood II" and
"Lucretia My Reflection" are

moody, sprawling pieces that bear

the unmistakable imprint of

Andrew Eldritch's deep, eerie

voice.

The only weak spot on Flood-

land is the acoustic "1959," which

is offset (at least on cassette and

CD) by the extra track "Torch."
It would be grossly unfair to both

the groups to compare the two and
put one above the other, since the

two have just released excellent

albums. But The Sisters of Mercy,
perhaps because of enthusiasm
for their return, or the strength

of "This Corrosion," come out
slightly ahead with Floodland. At
any rate, the two albums. Children

and Floodland, should prove high-

ly influential in the rock world,

and the two LPs seem complemen-
tary — one should not be pur-

chased without the other.

Divorced couple find **A New Life'*
By DINA INNELLA

Staff Reporter

"A New Life"

directed by Alan Alda

Paramount Pictures
«*

When a couple gets divorced,

the two have to learn to become
individuals again. They have to

deal with dating again and pos-

sibly a new marriage. This is the
basic premise of "A New Life."

The movie revolves on two
parallel storylines. Alan Alda
plays a divorced husband who is

never there for his family. Alda

is an obnoxious New York stock

trader who fails at any attempt

to be funny. If you are looking for

the heart of Hawkeye trom
"M*A*S*H," forget it, this man
is loud and brash. Not only does

"A New Life" grace us with one

loud character, but with two. Hal

"Barney Miller" Linden plays

Alda's shallow best friend whom
he turns to when problems occur.

As the movie progresses, Alda

forms a relationship with his

doctor, played by Veronica Hamel,

formerly of "Hill Street Blues."

Hamel does not tolerate the mis-

takes Alda made in his first

marriage.

Ann-Margret plays Alda's ex-

wife, who now has to cope with

being independent. Her character

is a little less vivacious than

Alda's character, yet she is the one

who initiates the divorce. Ann-

Margaret's character also has a

best friend, played by Mary Kay

Place ("The Big Chill") whom she

confides in throughout the movie.

Eventually, Ann-Margret forms a

lasting relationship, as does Alda.

In this relationship she is in

control and calls all the shots.

As the two relationships grow

in different directions, the two

characters grow as individuals.

They change and adapt to their

new outlook on life. The couple

learns to find happiness elsewhere

with different people, but with

different attitudes.

Hamel is believable as a single'

woman with her biological clock

ticking. Place plays the typical

American single woman; she

offers no solutions or savvy to the

single life.

As soon as "A New Life" begins,

it is in trouble. If the first joke

in a movie is Alda buying coffee

from a coffee machine and it

comes pouring out with no cup,

as this one did, the movie must
be in a pretty sad state.

Written and directed by Alda,

"A New Life" is classified as a

comedy. With the exception of a

few amusing scenes, the rest of

the movie is extremely predicta-

ble. Other scenes try their best to

be funny, but hardly cause a

chuckle.

Many of the minor plots never

seem to gel completely, as there

are so many minor characters.

Not that it is a very complicated

movie, but "A New Life" jumps
around a lot, and does not develop

much characterization.

"A New Life" is not creative or

funny. It is the exemplification of

everything typical. This movie
shows no real insights to the

married-then-single life, or to life

in general.
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Lighttiess" dimmed by weight
By ELANA ROSE STARR

"The Incredible Lightness of
Being"
directed by Philip Kaufman
*V4

The Unbearable Lightness
Of Being., the 1964 best seller by

Czech emigre' Milan Kundera, is

about life in Prague, Czechoslova-

kia, just prior to and after the

Russian takeover in the summer
of 1968. The novel proffers an
abundance of philosophical

abstractions on issues such as

love and sex, politics and exile,

and the exercise of free will.

Considered unfilmable by most,

American director Philip Kauf-

man was brave enough to turn the

book into an ambitious, if imper-

fect, motion picture.

In the screen version, most of

the philosophical digressions have
been purged. Instead, Kaufman
and his co-adaptor, Jean-Claude
Carriere, present a chronologically

linear love triangle, centering on
the book's libidinous protagonist,

Tomas, his long-time paramour
Sabine, and his waiflike bride,

Tereza.

^'Lightness" is dragged
down by its length ..

.

St ieast one-tliird of (fte

film shouldhave been
left on the cuttingroom
floor.

' An esteemed brain surgeon and
relentless womanizer, Tomas gets
the film off to a rousing start

when he orders an attractive
hospital nurse to "take off your
clothes." The woman readily
complies, to the delight of two
physicians and a male patient
spying on the couple through the
frosted glass window. In fact, no
female seems able to resist Tomas*
charms. Since he is played by the
young British heart throb Daniel
Day Lewis (late of "My Beautiful
Laundrette" and "Room With a

HAppy
19tIi

BiRTkdAy
Jennifer

Janson

Noel
Falco

and

Kathy
Quigley
^e not the

saifne person!

View"), who bears a strong
resemblance here to Montgomery
Clift (Day Lewis* favorite actor),

this attraction is understandable.

Tomas' favorite lover is the

free-spirited artist Sabine, sup-

posedly the woman who under-

stands him best. Sabine, played
by the sensuous Swedish actress

Lina Olin, runs away from any
relationship when it starts to get

serious. Thus, Tomas and Sabine
avoid the heaviness of emotional
commitment, and their trysts are

always playful, yet the bedroom
scenes between these two are
erotically charged, with Sabine

generally clad in nothing more
than a bowler hat and lingerie out

of Victoria's Secret.

On a sojourn to a country spa,

Tomas meets the wide-eyed Ter-

eza. Parisian actress Juliette

Binoche, in her first English-

speaking role, imbues this char-

acter with the right amount of

guileless charm. Later, when
Tereza pays a visit to Tomas in

the city and ends up spending the

night, we know their relationship

is serious; it is the first time
Tomas has violated his credo of

never spending the night with a

woman. Indeed, the t>yo are soon

married, although Tomas does not

give up his sexual dalliances;

however, they become a ponderous

proUem for Teresa, who is aware
of his philandering.

Some of the film's best scenes,
revolving around the Soviet inva-
sion, come next, with Kaufman
seamlessly blendingold newsreels
with new footage. The people of
Prague demonstrate against the
takeover, with the three main
characters in the midst of the
rebellious fray.

A camera-wielding Tereza cap-
tures on fihn much of the Rus-
sians' ensuing brutality. Tomas
and Tereza folk>w Sabine to tem-
porary freedom in Switzerland
but end up back in their native
country, their passports confis-

cated. It is at this point, about two

hours into the film; that "Light-
ness*' begins to falter, and the
audience starts to consult their
watches.

Unable tb practice medicine
because of his outspoken anti-

communist views, Tomaa is forced
to become a window washer and
then a farmhand. It is alao evident
that, in addition to his recalcitrant
political stance, freewheeling
sexuality as practksed by Tomas
is anathema to the Commonists,
who view it as a threat to their

ideology. Despite the oppressive
treatment by government offi-

cials, Tomas never gives in to

them; he maintains his bouyancy
to the end.

lengtn
Images of light and weightless-

ness abound, including shots
under water, throush gtaia, and
of frost-rimmed wmdows. The
arrival of Russian tanks is

announced through a doae-up of

tinkling, crystal wineglaaaes, and
the film ends as the sun shines

through a rain-streaked wind-
shield. But despite the lovely

camera work and th^ fine perfor-

mances by the international cast,

"Lightness" is dragged down by
its length; at nearly three hours,

at least one-third of the film

should have been left on the
cutting room floor. Perhaps what
would have been left would spar-

kle as much as its images of light.

'Johnny Be Good' is bad
By VICKI DiSTEFANO

Staff Reporter

"Johnny Be Good"
directed by Bud Smith
Orion Pictures

"Johnny Be Good" is an insipid

example of the adolescent fantasy

flick at its abysmal worst. Dir^or
Bud Smith has produced a ridic-

ulous script which he expects
viewers to take seriously.

^'Johnny"rehaAes
ewery aophomonc cKche

that chiema has ever
enduredm

It requires more than a willing

suspension of disbelief to take

seriously the casting of Anthony
Michael Hall as the title character,

a high school football star named
Johnny Marx. Hall has built his

professional reputation in the role

of the Ultimate Nerd, adding his

comic touch to such credible films

as "Sixteen Candles" and "The
Breakfast Club."

Hall ostensibly agreed to do
"Johnny" to avoid typecasting,

but his lackluster performance as

(Continued on page 27)
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By ALLEN AMBROSINO
iUnflm/ Entertainment Editor

When you talk about the New
York Yankees, the two topics that
automatically oome to mind are
controversy and winning. Dave
Winfiekl came to the Yankees in
1961 and has been engaged in a
constant struggle with George
•The Boss" Steinbrenner from
the very beginning. Because the
Yankees have not won their div-

ision in six years, Steinbrenner
feels that it is Winfiekl's fault and
does not hesitate to let him know
his feelings. However, Winfield
has been spectacular at the plate
(five 100 RBI seasons) and in the
field during his time with the
Yankees. In Winfield: A Player's

Life, he addresses controversial
topics within the Yankee oigan-
ization and also deals with many
more facets of his life as well. His
troubled childhood, problems with
women and charitable nature are
also talked about in detail
throughout the book.

his rodther were the two central

figures in his devek)pment as an
adolescent. They helped him to

form a solid set of moral values
that have helped him to have a
happy, successful life.

However, throughout high
school and college, Winfield's
cockiness was an attribute that

helped him to attain stardom as
an athlete. He felt that he was the
best and that nobody could stop
him from reaching his lofty goals.

Only a few people realize this, but
Winfield was actually a star
pitcher during his college career.

Hitting was secondary until he
decided to make the move to the
major leagues.

Ihwever, when free

agency became popuhw,
WlnneUdeeUediosee
howmuch he mk worth
to the other teams In

In

tNsbook,llinnfleklg0ts

out all ofhis frustra-

tions andanger at Stein-
brenner wHhhbcontnh
versial comments.

Even during his childhood
years, Winfield knew that he had
exceptional athletic ability. His
baseball coach. Bill Peterson, and

In 1973, Winfield was drafted
by the San Diego Padres as an
outfielder. He played for them for
seven years, making the all-star
team and also winning some gold
glove awards along the way.
However, when free agency
became popular, Winfield decided
to see how much he was worth
to the other teams in the major
leagues. He was extremely happy
when a winning team, the New
York Yankees, expressed interest
in him and agreed to pay him over
$20 million for his services.

This is when all of the fun
begins. Duriiuf his stay with the
Padres, Win&ld had started a
charitable oiiganization called the
Winfiekl Foundation to help under-

privileged youngsters. Stein-
brenner had agr^ to make a
certain amount of donations to the
Foundation, but he refused after

he became upset with Winfield's

playing skills. This was only one
oi the major battles that Stein-

brenner and Winfield fought with
one another. In this book, Winfield

gets out all of his frustrations and
anger at Steinbrenner with his

controversial comments.
After this book was released,

Steinbrenner immediately ran out
and tried to trade Winfield. He felt

that he had betrayed the Yankees,
when, in reality, Winfield just

wrote the truth about Stein-

brenner. Unfortunately, some-
times the truth hurts.

Winfield: A Player's Life was a
very enjoyable book that opened
my eyes to many of the things that

go on behind the scenes in the
Yankee organization. Winfield
showed his articulate side as he
ridiculed the man people love to

hate, George Steinbrenner. Most
books from athletes are usually

either humorous or boring. It was
very refreshing to read a sports

book that had a serious side that

showed life as well as athletics.

Johnny Be Good

Whafs the difference between these two jumpers?

r Jump Ar Onmoj

J

(Continuedfrom page 26)
"the #1 football player in the
nation" is more likely to reinforce
his stereotype as an eternal geek
than to build him a new image as
a heart throb. Hall's physique
alone contradicts his character's
athletic prowess.
He is about as convincing as 5-

foot-four inch MichaeKJ. Fox
would be in the role of starting
center on a pro basketball team,
only Fox would most likely per-
form considerably better.

Add to this dubious lead char-
acter a ludicrous plot, and things
really start to get silly. It seems
that the almighty Johnny's amaz-
ing football prowess has driven
literally every college recruiter in
the country half insane with
desire to draft Johnny, regardless
of expense. The high school senior
is elevated to godlike status as the
recruiters compete for his favor
by offering him scholarships, six-

digit money allowanced, women
and automobiles. Johnny is even
featured on the cover of Time
magazine, which, incidentally,
has never in its publishing life

included coverage of high school
athletes, save Olympians.
These and other farfetched

scenes of wish fulfillment poison
the already ailing film, which
pathetically attempts to rip off the
pedal-torthe-floor pace of previous-
ly successful comedies such as
"Risky Business" and "Ferris
Bueller." These movies also fea-

tured out-of-the-ordinary adven-
tures of high school seniors, but
did not insult the intelligence of
their audience.

"Johnny" rehashes every sopho-
moric cliche that cinema has ever
endured. The airheaded diak)gue
throughout these stale sequences
is tossed about from actors who
appear to have taken hallucino-
genic drugs prior to filming.

The only humorous perfor-
mance in the movie comes from
Robert Downey Jr., who portrays
Johnny's hyperactive best friend.

His spastic mannerisms are good
for a few laughs, but become
tedious aa they provide the only
entertainment in an otho^se

humorless comedy.
Perhaps it was awareness of

this problem that led "Johnny's"
promoters to misleadingly give
sports personalitiesJim McMahon
and Howard Cosell status billing.

Their combined onscreen time
actually amounts to less than five

minutes; they are wasted in irrele-

vant roles.

The best part of "Johnny" is the
ending, partly because Chuck
Berry's classic hit "Johnny B.
Goode" is played back to back
with an inferior Judas Priest
remake, and partly because this
bland, brainless film is finally
over.
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pour vous

French

Majors/Minors/Speakers

AppOcatkMi at

Career Center

OtCAU:

For you, and the world itself. As a Peace Corps
volunteer, you can put your degree to work at
a challenging, demanding and unique oppor-
tunity. You'll be meeting new people, learn-
ing a new language, experiencing a new culture
and gaining a %vhole new outlook. And while
you're building your future, you'll help peo-
ple in developing countries through educa-
tk>n, health, agriculture and community de-
velopment projects. The financial rewards
may not be great, but as a Peace Corps volun-
teer, your opportunity for growth is certain.

One year college level or two years high school
level French required.
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(800) 462-1589 (toll free)
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On The Sjenie . ..Eate
By STEPHEN POWERS

SkiffRiportir

The 1987-88 television season

officially ended Sunday night, and
the three networks are already

making plans for their new fall

schedules. First-place NBC hopes

to widen its already-laisewinning

margin, second-place AJBC wants

to continueon itscurrent upswing
and last-place CBS will try to

rebuild its schedule after a kising

year. Also, Fox, the so-called

'•fourth network,** hopes to dupli-

cate its Sunday night success on

Mondays, and find a strong show
to anchor its struggling Saturday

night lineup.

NBC currently has the most

successful programs, so it will

have the fewest slots to fill in the

fall. Its biggest coup so far has

been luring the family-oriented

"Disney Sunday Movie** away
from ABC. Starting next season,

it will be retitled "The Disney

Hour** and will feature four recur-

ring series that will air monthly,

including an "Absent-Minded
Professor** program starring

**HiAt Court's'* Harry Anderaon.
NBC'snew pUoU indude "Baby

Boon," a sitaNn baaed on the

feature film, with Kate Jackaon
taking over Diane Keaton's role

as the businesswoman-tumed-
mother. "Channel 99" has Marilu
Henner ("Taxi") as the program
manager of "the worstTV station

in America," and is produced by
Ron Howard.

Richaitl Mulligan ("Soap") stars

as Miami's most eligible f>achek>r

in "Empty Nest,'^ a *'Golden

Girls" sjnnoff that co-starsKristy

McNichol. In addition, NBC
already has a commitment to a

"Facts of life" spinoff with Lisa

Whefehel running her old board-

ing school and takingcare of a new
ensemble of kids.

CBS hopes that three veteran

performers will lift the network
out of the Nielsen basement next

season. It is already committed to

new series for Mary Tyler Moore,
Dick Van Dyke and Christopher

Lloyd.

Moore, the star of the successful

"Mary Tyler Moore Show" and
the not-so-successful "Mary,**

ptays a divorcee with one kid who
marries a wktoarerwith twp in an
asof-Tet untitled aitoon. The first

episode has already been filmed,

andMoore promiaes that thelocus
will be on the adults, not the

munchkins, for a change.

Moore'a former teleWaion hus-

band, Dick Van Dyke, returns to

the small screen in a new comedy
produced by her real-life former

husband, Grant Tinker. Titled,

appropriatdy enough, "The Van
I>yke Show, the series has Van
Dyke and real-life son Barry
playing a father and son who run
a dinner theater in Philadelphia.

Christopher Uoyd's new series,

"The Dictator," focuses on a

deposed South seas leader who
now runs a laundry in Queens.

The show was supposed to be a

mid-season replacement for this

spring, but was delayed because

of the writers* strike.

Other CBS hopefuls include

"Baby on Board," produced by

Mark) Thomas; "Fort Figueroa,"

an Hispanic family drama; "TV
101,'* about (you guessed it) tel-

evision; and the crime drama

"Elyaian FWa."
Coat-cooackwa ABC has pro-

duced much fewer pikM than the

other networks, bat bettevea it has
a hit in VRoaetnne," starring

comedienne Roaeanne Barr as a

woridngciasa mom. Thia aitcom,

produced by Carsey/Werner
("The Coaby Show"), waa also

bumped otf the mid-aeaaon ache-

dide becauaeof theWriters' atrike.

ABC's other notablea include

"The Robert Guillaume Show,"
with the former "Benson" star as

a divorced marriage oounsetor,

and "Studio 5B7^ a ripoff of

"Broadcast News."
And then there was Fox. The

fledgling netwoiic does not really

have a fall premiere seaaon — its

series premiere all year kmg.
Programmers hope toshore up the
dismal Saturday ratings with
"The Dirty Doien," which is

based on the 1968 feature film of

the same name and debuts later

this month. T
Also in the works are "An^Is

'88," a sequel to the 1970's ABC
hit "Charlie's Angels'* starring

four unknowns; "Blues Point." a

blue^joUarmpinm f»*'GaiMral

Hoapitia" pnxhioer Gloria Montr,
and a "21 Juapv Street" tpfaiolf

about young lawyara. Fopc wants
to use some ol its new AiBfW to

launch a Monday i|ig|it sdiediile

thlsfiOl.

NBC, ABC and CBS will reveal

whkh ol their pttots made the fall

schedule in Nay.

SHORT TABXS: The official

word from ABC is that "Moon-
lidiiting" is dona far the season,

after producing only 13 new
Because of the currentepisodes.

Writers (rriters GuiM strike, no morenew
scripts have been written, and the

3-D season finale has been post-

poned until next year . .

.

And another strike casualty is

NBC's "Saturday N«ht Uve,"
which is also finished with new
episodes until the fall Unfortu-

nately, this also means that alum-

nus Gikla Radner will postpone a

guest show on the show, which
would have been her first appear-

ance since she left eight years ago.

Source: USA Today

ForWhat It's Worth ...Commentary
By MICHAEL AIMETTE

and BILL CARR
Staff Reporters

For eight years, The Church
has been accused of promoting
their unique style while some-
times not concerning themselves
with the actual substance of their

songs.

The distinctive overlapping
guitars and uniquely hazy vocals
were overshadowed by the lack of

good "hooks" in the music. Now,
however, with their newest
album, Starfish, this undesirable

trend has subsided. True, on first

listening, it may seem that a
definite melody takes a back seat

to texture, but after acclimating
oneself to their style, the strength
of the melodies distinctively
shines. This being their sixth
album, it seems the Australian-

based band is finally getting it

right; this album is undoubtedly
their most direct and accessible to

date.

The Church's first single from
Starfish, VUnderThe Milky Way,"
is a heavily-layered potential hit

that, like most good Church songs,

grows on you with reoeated lis-

tenings. Additionally, The
Church's traditional problem of

alienating potential record buyers
because of their obscure, and
somewhat cold, lyrics has been
abandoned; this record is easily

their most personal and "real" —
just listen to cuts Uke "Blood
Money" and "Hotel Womb." In

the past, The Church has been
either very good or very boring;

with Starfish though, they are

simply excellent.

The Mighty Lemon Drops are

another band that could be
accused of too much texture and
not enough substance. They can
also be accused of sounding a lot

like Echo & The Bunnymen.
However, on their new LP World
Without End, The Mighty Lemon
Drops prove once again that being

a heaviiy-hyped band from London
need not imply any lack of talent.

This is a very adept band with
a strong gift for writing pop
singles. It is hard to imagine a pop
music enthusiast who could resist

the chorus of "Inside Out," the
first single from the album.
Though the individual songs

are quite good, somehow it is

much more pleasing to listen to

this album in small doses than all

at once: a lot of The Lemon Drops'

songs sound alike, primarily
because of the invariability of

vocalist Paul Marsh's dispassion-

ate singing.

Surprisingly, the band is most
interesting when it slows things

down (a rarity on their first

album, Happy Head), as on the

pretty ballads "In Everything You
Do" and "Closer to You." All

things considered, World Without

End is a successful follow-up to

Happy Head. Not much new
ground has been broken, but The
Mighty Lemon Drop show signs

of continued success and promise.

Upon hearing that the former
co-leader of The dB's, Chris Sta-

mey, completed his ^second solo

album late last year, informed

music listeners waited in antici-

pation. After hearing it, however,
one is left with the ultimate in

mixed feelings about this some-
times brilliant, sometimes lousy

album.
For years, the early incarnation

of The dB's released albums full

of quirky, yet extremely likable out that features vocal appear-
songs — at least half of which ances by both Peter Gabriel and
Stemey was responsible for. But (Yikes!) Billy Idol. Joni's getting
times have changed. The dB's re- kind of hip in her old age . . . The
formed, signed to IRS Records, Jefferson Airplane is contemplat-
adopted a more garage-band ing a reunion of all its original
approach, and recorded one of the members, including Grace Slick,

most critically-praised albums of who recently left Starship because
1987. Would Chris Stamey also of "artistic frustration"— artistic

change his style? Well, yes and no. absence is more accurate . . . Van
In one way, he continued to write Halen's much anticipated new LP
amazingly good pop songs ("Cara is out, and guess what those crazy
Lee," "When We're Alone"), tricksters are calling this one?
thanks in part to the help from Yes, another wild title, 0U812.
Marshall Crenshaw and Mitch Wow, their sense of humor even
Easter, another pop mastermind matches their importance to rock
from Let's Active. and roll ...

On the other hand, Stamey has Speaking of Van Halen, they are
somewhere along the line become currently headlining the Monstei's
a big wimp. A few of these songs of Rock Tour featuring The Scor-

are so spineless (listen to "The pions, Dokken, Metallilca and
Seduction" and try not togag) and Kingdom Come. OhJboy! . . . The'
sugar-coated they are sickening, fun doesn't stop. The Rolling
Still though, the majority of this Stones may have a new album out
album contains good, safe pop by next year. Whip that dead
songs, even if Stamey occasionally horse boys, it may yet come back
wimps out. Chris Stamey sums up to life . .

.

his album best in its title, though
maybe a slight underestimation
...It's Alright.

Joni Mitchell has a new album

Next Week: Preview of the upcom-
ing INKS concert right hire at

Villanova University Qust kidding

...no charge)

WImb ii^ tinM to
pack np and go home .. .

We can
help!

Getbng your stuff home doeanl have to be a .

hassle. Wall pack and ship it all home for you.

FYom bicydes to oompulets—diippcng mall
loads is our specialty. Or pack it yourself.

Ws oifcr a complele line erf professional
pedcaging supi^ies—from filler and tape to

)iMl tbe right size boKBS. Call us now and
your stuff will be home before you aret

Custom cratina and pecking

Rprr**y from 1 to 1.000 pognde-inchidmg
ODWiBi^ delivarT
biiuance to 160.000
PidMip servKse
Padcaging supplies—boxes, tape^ foem

CALL FOR INRO:

543-4281
OMo Sprout Shoppmo VHIaoo
lias Baltimore PHie

SprWiQffieMt PA laoas

THANKS
The Brothers of

Delta Kappa Epsilon
International Fraternity

Would Like to Thank

GARRETT HILL PIZZA
For Their Generous Donations

SISTER TERESE WENZEL
For Giving Us The Opportunity To
Help Make Pro|ect SunsMne A

Success
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Runners blossom
at Dogwood relays

By TERRY KELLY
SUfffRtpartgr

Over the past weekend the

Wildcats continued to show that

they are worthy of national recog-

nition as a track school. The team
took three first places at the

University of Tennessee in the

Dogwood Relays.

In the only individual event the

team enter^ over the weekend,

sophomore Mike Seeger won the

800-meter run. His first place

finish was accomplished with a

time of 1:53.7.

One of the other first-place

finishes came in the sprint medley

relay. In this event the quartet of

Marc Jones, Mark Rainey, Tony
Valentine and Mark Sullivan

teamed up to defeat Ball State and
Indiana. The four did so by com-

bining splits of 21.8, 21.3, 46.8 and
1:50.8 to take the victory in

3:19.96.

The final victory of the weekend
came in the 4 x 400-meter relay.

The Cats squad of four ran to a

slim win over Eastern Michigan

and Michigan State with a time

of 3:07.02. Grant Davis led the

Recruits
(Continuedfrom page 32)

in the nation list Villanova as a
prospective college. Included in

this list are 511" point guard
Bobby Hurley and 6'6'' forward

Jerry Walker, both from Jersey

City, NJ., and G'S" guard/forward
Lance Miller (David's brother)

from Raritan, NJ.
With the 1987-88 recruiting

year coming to a ck)se, Lappas
seems satisfied with what looks

to be one of 'Nova's better recruit-

ing efforts. "We feel we're right

there. With the kids we have back,

the freshmen can be eased in and
should become very good
players."

CATS' NOTES-
Villanova University has had a

current and a former player
receive invitations to try out for

the 1988 U.S. Olympic team. Both
junior Doug West and former
Wildcat Shelly Pennefather were
invited to attend the Olympic
trials in Colorado Springs, Colo.

The women's trials are being

held this week and the men's are

scheduled to begin on May 18.

West, a 6'6'' forward, will be one
of over 90 players competing for

the 12 spots available, while
Pennefather is among 'the 58
selected to compete for the wom-
en's team.

Men^s crew
9

By KARL BECK
Staff Reporter

The Villanova men's crew
team's varsity four and light-

weight eight boats suffered a pair

of defeats April 16 to the power-

house boats of Princeton Univer-

sity. The races took place on
Carnegie Lake in Princeton, NJ.
The varsity four team's time of

7:53 was only six seconds more
than the time of the nationally

respected boat from Princeton.

Head Coach Jack St. Claire

commented, ^'It was our best race

of the day. It was the most com-
petitive margin between boats."

'Nova's lightweight eight team
rowed against Princeton's heavy-

weight boat and k)6t by a fairly

substantial margin. However, Ivy

League crew programs, Princeton,

in particular, are re^prded as
having some of the top programs
in the country.

Tomorrow, the men's Crew
teams will travel to the Maryland
area to race Georae Washington
Univefsity, Wathif«ton OAtwt
and (jtOTfdt Mason University.

team with a 46.5- split and was
followed up by Jones in 47.1/

Rainey in 46.5 and Edwin Modibe-

di in 4i6.9.

What made this victory so

sweet for the Cats was the fact

that their time o^ 3.-07.02 made
them the team's first qualifiers for

the 1968 IC4A championships at

the end of the season.

In other relay action the Cats
took second place in the 4 x 800-

meter relay. The team of Jan
Friedli (1:53.2). Finn Kelly (1:50.7).

Howard Jackson (1:52.7) and
AidanOliegan (1:50.5) teamed up
to finish just behind Indiana with

a time of 3:27.13.

In the only other relay the Cats

entered, thedistance-medley team

of Friedli (3:02.9), Davis (46.8).

O'Regan (1:49.9) and Kelly (4:16.8)

placed sixth with a combined time

of 9:55.98. while lona won the

event in 9:50.14.

The Wildcats' next test comes
today at the Rutgers Relays. The
team is hoping to continue to

prove that they are worthy of the Tony Valentiiie hclpMi lead the
recognition which the V.U. has Cats medley relay team past Ball

come to expect over the years. State and Indiana.

GoHMii lose fiMli

(File Photo)

By jnf BOWMAN
AagitlmUSportiEdUmr

AfterspriooM toan impi^essive

8^ start, the ViUaiiovaJKn'sflolf

team iiaally had their perfect

mark bkhiished* at tli^ hands of

the Universityd Delavire T|ietr

record now stands at 9-1.

On April 12 at the Newark
Country Club in Newark, Del., the
Blue Hens outscored "Nova 391-

399. Widener University also

competed, but they finished well

behind the other two teams,
giving the Cats a split for the day.

Seniors Chris CappeUo and Tony
Corbo led the team with scores ii

78 and 79, respectively.

"Chris [CappeUo]' and Tony
[Corbo]are producingconsistently

low scores," explained Head
Coach Don Ficoo, "and they have
risen to the occasion and become
leaders."

Finishing out the scoring for the

Cats were Mark Dougherty and
Kevin Rogerson (80) and sopho-

more Todd Rongaus (82)..

In this spring season, low-

scoring honors have been very

equally distritnited. Almost every

match.yiekls a different medalist.

Fioco explained, 'This year, we

don't hay« that one guy who
always hni a •awsnMr ptr^ This
situation his ciiflilad a lot of

oompetitkin and tke aoona ire

better, but the kidtif» Iscfiiv the
pressure."

The Cats had ma^tlMir raoofd

toS^on^iiHIllwithadualmeet
win over Coltunhia Univinity, at

the Rockland Country Cluh in

New York. Jtudbr wmim John
Marcantognini scoreda tiirpriring

75 to lend the Cits. Other contrib-

utors were Rooerson snd Dough-
erty (79), ind Corbo (80) ind
Cappelk) (83). Their team score of

396 was 11 better than Columbia
(407).

On April 20 the Cats travelled

to Indiana, Pa. for the Indiana

University ol Pennsylvania tour-

nament, to face snuuler Pennsyl-

vannia schools like Slippery Rock
University, Gannon C^oUege and
lUP.

Today, they begin competition
in the Princeton Invitational,

their most important match to

date.

"Princeton is the tournament
we're really shooting for. All the
tough teams in our district will

be there, such as Army, Temple,
Penn St. and Princeton," said

Ficco.
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LacrossetofmfosSwarthmore if'

The men'

(File photo)

s lacroasc team improved their record to 5-5 with a pair

wins last week.

il

\

Athlete

of the

Week

CHRIS SULLIVAN
This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is

Chris Sullivan.

Sullivan, a-member of Villanova's men's lacrosse

team, led the Wildcats to victories over Swarthmore
and Holy Cross this past week.

Sullivan, a freshman, netted four goals while

adding three assists in the Wildcat's 15-6 route over

Swarthmore. In the 7-6 victory over the Crusaders
of Holy Cross, Sullivan scored one goal while dishing

out three assists. 'Nova 1988 record stands at 5-5.

Sullivan now ranks as the squad's second-leading

scorer with 11 goals in ten games. In addition,

Sullivan has accounted for 16 assists and 27 points

in 1988.

^^ HJniversity
Sportswear

jMmsmcfinmr^mnsmpmminHmu
1M UUKASTER AVL. BRYM MAWR Sn41«

ByJOHN I.M. SWIFT
Stttiiticmn

The Villanova men's lacrosse

team won a pair of games at home
last week to improve their overall

record to 5-5. Both wins came in

the friendly confines of Villanova

Stadium and came at a crucial

time in the Wildcat's roller coaster

season.

Coming off three straight losses,

the Cats needed a win badly when
Swarthmore Collegecame to town
on April 13. Villanova accom-
pUshed that goal and then some.
The Cats jumped out to a 6-0

lead in the first 11 minutes of play

and never looked back while
cruising to an easy 15^ victory.

Freshman Chris Sullivan paced

Villanova with four goals and
threie assists for seven points.

Sophomore John McEvoy was
dose behind with three goals and

two assists for five points in a
game that saw 12 different Villan-

ova players tallying at least one

point.

The duties in the net were split

between junior Steve Ciarrocca

and freshman John Pareso. Ciar-

rocca had ten saves and Pareso

notched six.

The Holy Cross game on April

16, however, proved to be quite a

test for Villanova.

'Nova fell behind by the score

of 3-2 earlv in the second period.

Then, Villanova scored five

unanswered goals to build a

seemingly insurmountable 7-3

lead with 7:53 remaining in the

third quarter.

If Ihere is one thing that is for

certain in lacrosse, it is that no
lead is too safe because scoring

can occur so quickly. Holy Cross

proved this by storming b^ck to

draw within one goal at 7-6 with

5:22 remaining in the contest.

In an exciting conclusion,

though both teams enjoyed var-

ious scoring opportunities in the

waning minutes, neither team
could score. Thus, Villanova held

on to win by the score of 7-6 and
improved their record to its pres-

ent state at 5-5.

Sullivan and McEvoy each
recorded four points to lead the

Villanova attack. Sophomore Joe

Lingle made five saves in the nets

and junior John Nugent was
credited with eight ground balls

for the Cats. 'Nova held an impres-

sive 44-18 advantage in the critical

ground ball department.

On April 23, Villanova returns

home to play Hofstra from
Lafayette where they played the

Leopards on April 20. Tlie Hofstra

game will b^n at 2 p.m. in

Villanova Stadium.

P

'Nova's Scholar Athletes

Villanova's 1987-88 Bi« East Academic All-Stars

NAME
Mark Plansky

Lisa Angelotti

Tom Barrett

Lou Dearstyne
DaveEcheverria

Joe Regan
Danielle Mackey
Greg Ackerman
Taylor Teresi

Mstry Beth
Lemon
Laura Smelas
M i c h e 14 e

DiMuro
Celeste Halliday

Vicki Huber
Sheila Duffy
Lori Reiter

CLASS
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Baseball sweeps
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sports Editor

"The baseball team is in a good

spot right now," said junior

shortstop Bob McCreary of his 23-

15 team. "We have come together

as a team, played well and are now
in first place in the Big East.'*

The Wildcats have played well.

Along with an overall record of 23-

15, the Cats stand atop the Big

East Southern division with a

conference record of 11-1. Those
11 wins mark the most conference

wins ever attained by a Villanova

baseball team and earn them an

automatic berth in the Big East

tournament. Additionally, the

Cats, who hold a four-game advan-

tage over all other conference foes,

have won 16 of their last 19 games
for Head Coach George Bennett,

who has a three-year record of 79-

53-1 at Villanova.

This past week Villanova cap-

tured five out of six contests.

They kicked off the week splitting

a home-and-home series with St.

Joseph's. V.U. dropped the first

game of the series 11-10. Behind

homeruns by Mike Shick and
Frank Matrone, the Wildcats

raced to an early 9-2 advantage,

but squandered the lead late in the

game when the deeply talented

Hawk squad scored nine straight

runs and eventually claimed a

one-run victory.

A day later, at McGeehan field,

the Cats returned the favor as

they shut out St. Joe's, 9-0. Fresh-

man pitcher Mike Boetticher

hurled five strikeouts in eight

innings while not allowing a

single run to score..Rick Petrone

and Bill Ellis both went two for

three from the plate while Gary
Scott knocked in three runs.

Next, the Wildcats swept four

straight games from Big East rival

— Pittsburgh. In the series opener

the Cats, behind a nine-inning

pitching effort by Mike Shick,

edged the Panthers 4-3. Freshman
Jim Sears led the tedm offensively

with a two-run home nm that

sealed the victory.

In the next game Villanova's

bats exploded for 15 hits as they

clubbed Pitt, 18-12. Three hits

apiece from McCreary and Sears

combined with a three run, three

RBI performance compliments of

Marc Alderfer to give Villanova

the victory. Also helping the cause

was a horrendous 16-walk pitch-

ing performance by the Panthers.

"Right now we're playing with

a lot of momentum and we're

winning the games we have to

win, but we still have a ways to

go," stated McCreary.
The momentum continued

through the next two games as

Villanova concluded its series

with Pittsburgh with 6-4 and 9-

6 wins. Two three-run spurts, led

by Dave Carr and Alderfer, in the

first and fourth innings were all

the Wildcats would need in the 6-

4 win. A four-for-five, three RBI
performance by Petrone and a

four-inning scoreless relief pitch-

Tennis goes 4-1
By STEVE KIRSCH

Staff Reporter

The 'Nova men's tennis team
encountered a tough week of

matches, but came out of the fray

with a 4-1 record on the week. The
Cats are now 18-3 and appear

headed for their third straight 20-

win season under Head Coach Dr.

Robert Langran.

In a rescheduled match at Ford-

ham University on April 12, the

Cats pulled out a 5-4 victory which
was won in the very last match.

No. 1-seed, junior Mike Rouse,

suffered his first loss of the season

at the hands of Dan Mastrangelo

by scores of 6-3, 5-7 and 7-6. Rouse
was l&O entering the match.

Following a 6-4, 6-3 loss by No.

2-seed Taylor Teresi, Pete Leo-

nard, Mike Loughman, Mike Freed-

man and Greg Ackerman were all

victorious in the No. 3 through No.
6 singles spots, respectively. Alt

four players were extended to

three sets except for No. 4

Loughman.
Following losses in close

matches by the No. 1 doubles team
of Rouse-Teresi and the No. 2

team of Leonard-Freedman, the

IPholo by TrimMt)

(Photo by Nunes)

The baseball team has won more conference games this year than ever before. They recently .

dinched a Big East post-seascMi berth.

ing effort by ace reliever Scott ment appearance sealed, the Cats win the Big East tournament. If

Marks clinched the 9-6 victory. are right where they want to be. we keep pitching well and hitting

With the best record in the Big But, according to McCreary they the ball like we're hitting now,

East, and a conference touma- are not satisfied. "Our goal is to we'll have a great shot."

V.U. recruit signs

(File Pholo)

'Nova-bonnd high scliool star

GregWoodard

By JOHN RICCO
^orts Editor

On April 13. the NCAA men's
basketball late signing period
began, with Villanova hoping to

add to its already successful 1987-

88 recruiting year. The late sign-

ing period oSfers a second chance
for high school players who had
not signed by Nov. 18 to commit
to the school of their choice. The
piayere are not altowed to sign

during the coUciiate season.

As expected Marc Dowdell, who
had verbally committed to 'Nova
last fall, signed immediately. The
6*9* forward from Lincroft, NJ.

averaged 25 ppg. in his senior

year, while leading Christian
Brothers Academy to a 24-2

record.

Among many other awards,
Dowddl was named Parade Mag-
azine all-America third team «nd
USA Today Super 25. BoivdeU
joins Greg Woodard and Chris
Walker, who both signed last fall,

to become 'Nova's third quality

recruit.

Enterii^ the late signing period,

V.U. was actively recruiting three

other players in Townsend Harrif

,

Kevin Cooper and David Ifiller.

Unfortunatdy, only Miller, a 6*0^

guard from Raritan NJ., remains

a possible signee. *'Miller is a point

guard/second guard-type,'* said

Assistant Coach Steve Lappas.

"He will probably decide where to

go this weekend."
Harris, a 6*9^ center/forward

from Palatka F)., was considering

schools stich as Louisville and
Fk>rida, in addition to V.U., but

eventually chose to attend Indiana

St. next fall.

Cooper, also 6'9'', decided to play

collegiatdy for lona over a host

of other schools. "Cooper is a very

good player, who probably would
not have played that much for us
in thecoining year," said Lappas.

"Also, vrith the fact that there are

some very' good junkirs we are

involved witn, it probably worked
eist beat for Kevin and us that he
choae lona."

Thejuniors Uippas spoke of are
indeed, very good. According to

Eastern Basketl^all, a highly
regarded college basketball publi-

cation, six of the top 25 juniors

(Omtintied an pagB 30)

Softball faces mid-season slumfi
By AMYC SPENCER

Staff Reporter

Villanova women's Softball had
a busy week as they played the
first seven games of thor IS-fune
homestand. Their ooUectiofi at

five kxses and two wins brxMght
their season record to 7-12 with two
weeks remaining.

The team started the week
badly with a 3-2 km to Swarth-
taan CoUege. ViBamva took tlie

loHl in tte tbied, but a rMi k tke

fourtli

for

Villanova emerged victorious 6-5.

Sophomore Jill Karpinski was
the offensive star of the game,
going 4-4 and completing a rare

event-hitting for the cycle. A
double in the second was roUowed
by a single in the third, a triple

in the fifth and a hone run in the

seventh. Karpinski had two RBI's
and three runs. The win went to

sopiMMnore KnsBvaDca.
The secondjpHnesI tliediy

not ai wich fun for the Cali
TiiBMn StnlnpiidM 161

!• rww in sMllM-lie Cmg. 1§-

L

with Philadelphia Textile on
Saturday. The first game was k)st

by a score of 6-3, but the Gats

rebounded to win 4-3 in the
second.

A dou^e-header agakist Long
IsMd University on April 17.

resdieduled from a cataout on
March 26, fcntured a fHii that

was a rennMnr of the

m^mt TrBBtan, State

the week. TieCats fen by a score

ofll^).

Loiise pat *t Cali
they

April 14

u.

TUsiith* last issue

of the 1968 q>nng semester.
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FEC report under scrutiny
Board vnll not make decisions all at once

The PhiPie PlMiiM^c.

(Photo kyyShafo

, ifeQ-MMiririied <mi stadium hot dogs,

St oi Fbotf Services. Food Servicci

s Day hi the ditting ImHs bwt w«ek.

ap

rsreport
Recommendation on PEC expected today

By DANTE J. SCALA
News Editor

The Board of Trustees will

make decisions concerning the

Program Evaluation Committee's
[PEC] final report recommenda-
tions on a step-by-step basis, said

the Rev. Edward J. McCarthy,
O.S.A., chairperson of the Board
of Trustees, Wednesday.
While McCarthy said the PEC

did a "very excellent job" and that

the report should not be ignored,

he added that he does not "think

we should rush into things."

McCarthy commented that he
would be "very surprised" if the

Board made a decision on all the

recommendations for program
terminations during its July meet-

ing, when it is scheduled to begin

discussion of the PEC
recommendations.
The Board will be considering

factors such as responses to the

report from individual programs
and financial effects, said

McCarthy.
hi all, the Board will not delay

"for the sake of delay," but will

not make any decisions without

having an opportunity to gain

sufficient knowledge and to reflect

on what action to take, concluded

McCarthy.
The need for time to reflect on

the^ffXWC^mBteiv 34()-pa«e report

By KEVIN C. HEIL
AMshUmt News E£for

The Unifersitir Senate is sche-

duled to make a reooiniiiendation

to the Board of Tru|(t^e4^9n
'

final report of the PEC
Evaluntioii Committee] when it

meets today at 4 p.m. in the West
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

The Senate will a^o ask for the

decijsion of the Executive Commit-
tee df the Board of Trustees on
the proposed tuition increase for

the IW^Sdacademicyear, accord-

ing to Dr. Fl^p J^ Maurone,
Senate chairperaoh and physics

professor.

The PEC was charged in fall

1965 byX/niversity President the

Rev. J6hn R Driacoll, O.S.i|^, to

eyiMuate all academic and'lifon-

academic prqpnuns at the Univer-

sity and "arrive at resource allo-

cation recommendations on a

program-by-program basis," ac-

cording to a PEC newsletter.

The final report of the PEC
recommended that 15 academic
programs at Villanova, mostly
from the graduate school, should

be terminated.

The report also cited "less than
challenging courses, syllabi,

assignments and tests" as factors

which reflected poorly on the

intellectual environment of the

University.

(Continued on page 6)
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was also listed by faculty repre-

sentatives as one of their concerns

regarding the report. Currently,

the deadline for responses to the

report have to be sent to the office

of University President the Rev.

John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., by June
1.

The PEC final report is the

culmination of two years of study

and analysis of all University

programs, both academic and non-

academic. It contains recommen-
dations on programs which will

be considered by Driscoll and the

Board of Trustees.

Faculty reactions

The faculty council resolved

during a recent meeting to request

that the deadline for responding

to the PEC report be extended

until July 1.

Support programs
By JENNIFER REIDY

Assistant News Editor

In their recently released report,

the Program Evaluation Commit-
tee [PEC] evaluated 35 support

programs of the University, includ-

ing the financial aid office, the

athletic department, development,

alumni, public relations. Student
Life, Housekeeping and Mainte-

nance, among others.

This article will attempt to

condense the comments and obser-

vations of the PEC regarding

these programs, and focus on
some important recommendations
issued by the committee.

Financial Aid
PEC discovered that Villanova

commits only 4.6 percent of its

tuition and fee revenues to student

financial aid, and cited comparable

schools that allocate "two to four

times that amount," such as

Ursinus (10 percent), Georgetown
(15 percent) and Catholic (20

percent) universities.

In view of this fact, the PEC
chose to recommend "very strong-

ly" that the University increase

its budget for financial aid to 10

percent gradually over a period of

five years. The committee
"believes that a special tuition

increase will be needed and should

be implemented for the purpose of

funding this measure."

The report commented, "Villa-

nova is in danger of becoming a

haven for the children of only the

ld87-88 ... a year of change and conflict

"The PEC report has been
released at. a time when faculty

and administrators are busy with
the many duties associated with
the end of a semester and academ-
ic year ... an extension of time
would allow chairpersons and
directors adequate opportunity to

collect accurate data and develop

reasoned responses," stated the

committee.

PEC Chairperson Dr. Angelo
Armenti, dean of University Col-

lege, responded Wednesday that

the June 1 deadline needs to be

met because of the requirements
of the upcoming Middle States

accreditation evaluation which
the University will be undergoing.

The PEC report is a large part

of the self-evaluation the Univer-

sity must do for the Middle States

(Continued on page 6)

evaluated

most affluent families, a develop-

ment that has been accelerated by
the decline in grant aid on the one
hand and the increase in financial

need on the other.

"To a large extent, our growing
failure to attract commuting
students as well as certain minor-

ity students is linked to and
compounded by the harsh eco-

nomic realities fostered by those

simultaneous and opposing pres-

aores," it concluded.
Furthermore, the PEC recom-

mended that the University
"pursue the establishment of a

substantial student-aid endow-
ment" and "pursue an investiga-

tion of creative financing packages

for our students."

Athletics
The PEC begins its evaluation

of the Athletics department with

praise from outside evaluator

George Hanford, for the "variety

of quality sport activities available

to students." However, the PEC
quoted Hanford, who said in his

report, "appreciation of these

strengths by the rest of the

University community is being

thwarted or diminished by the

figurative chasm that Ithan

Avenue represents.

"Attention instead seems to be

only telescopically focused on the

athletic department from time to

time by other parts of the Univer-

sity family in connection with

special circumstances such as the

(Continued on page 6)

By HO£L E. FALCO
News Editor

The 1967-88 academic year held

much chaf%e ^nd conflict for

VHIandv^ University.

In his Feb. 19 final Sute of the

University address to the Senate,

the Rev. Joto M. DriscoH^ 0.SA.
Umveirsity president, said, **I

thiak nw win rcfwd (1988] as one
of the hanner yeara in our

at a Dec 8
l§itkt Uni^nsrsit/s Board

Wkile Dri8aott*s

ratiwift it iffactive as of

choose the new president at their

July meeting.

Student Govemment
electiaiia

Student Govemment, too, has
been left with no new president.

The results of the April 12 elec-

tions were nullified as a result of

the flections Commission's deci-

sion '*that the electoral process

was irreparably damaged with
regard to fairness." Both Sean
CkMkey and Terise Fusoo's cam-
paigns were cited for election

violations. Fusco admitted to

throwing out several hundred
« a spsdal adkian sf the

able to run again as well.

PEC
The Program Evaluation Com-

mittee's [PEC] report was released

this spring, as well as the results

of tl^e University Values Survey

conducted late last year. The final

' report is the result of a two-year

study of the University conducted

by the committee. According to a

PEC newsletter, Driscoll created

the PEC in the fall of 1985 and

charged it with "evaluating all

existing academic and non-

academic programs."
The University Senate is sup-

posed to nuke a recommendation

on the final npart today. Driscoll

and the Board of Trustees are

sMppoasd to make the final dsci-

ate in July an what changss will

hijgiaiaji the Univeraity, baaad

itions.

studants found

a new voice in the form of protest

this year. Students first rallied on
Nov. 20, 1987, when U.S. Attorney

General Edwin Meese arrived on

campus in conjunction with the

Constitutional lectures series.

Meese gave an address at a ban-

quet held afterAssociate Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia gave

a lecture. Both pro-Meese and
anti-Meese demonstrators came
together to air their views.

In mid-February, a group of

students gathered on the comer
of Lancaster and Ithan avenues
to show their support for putting

a pedestrian bridge across the

intersection.

Most recently, nearly 200 stu-

dents oonvefwd at a University

Senate maeting ' March 25 to

protest tht passii^ of the 1988-

89 acadamic yaar's operating

budget, which indudss a tuition

X
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April 30

Pledge of Resistance

Today is a day of community action

and education in Philadelphia neighbor-

hoods and suburbs. Literature tables

with petitions, balloons and banners at

various public locations, 1 1:30 to 2 p.m.;

a rally celebration at 3:30 p.m., all at

Eakins Oval, 23rd and Spring Garden.

For information or to help table, call

Pledge of Resistance, 438-9656, or

CISPES, 546-9255.

May 2

Amnesty
International

The Villanova Chapter of Amnesty
International will have its final meeting
of the year at 4:30 p.m. in the Center
for Peace and Justice Education in the

basement of Sullivan Hall. Please join

us in the fight to correct injustice.

Arab and Islamic

Club

The last meeting for the semester will

be today. We will be meeting at 7 p.m.

in Hartley Circle.

Used book
exchange

Any students interested in helping

run the used book exchange please coh?e

to the meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student

Government office. Contact Michelle in

the Student Government office, if you
are interested and unable to attend the

meeting.

Mays

Silk squad

Hey, girls -^ our end-of-the-y«ar
dinner will be on the first rtmdum day.
Meet at the information desk in Con-
nelly at 6 p.ni. We are going to go to

Houlihant. Bring your umfonn cleiiiDed.

See you then!

Math Club

There will be a student-faculty soft-

ball game in Mendel Field at 3 p.m. All

are welcome to play. Any mitts. iMits

and other equipment that you can bring

are needed.

Peer counselors

The Career Development Center
proudly announces its selection of peer

counselors for the 1988-89 academic
year.

Class of 1989: Julie Gargula and Petra
Hummelbrunnier; Class of 1990: Marie
Dancheck, John Guaragna, Megan
Guidera, Joe Henry, Arline Kerrigan,
Danny Leary, Lisa Mountain and Susan
Richards; Class of 1991: Chris Arnold,
Chris Jones, Chris Orr and Lisa Smith.

And many thanks to this year's statt:

Mark Cary, Chris Cooney, Mia Donnell,

Teresa Pasik, Patty Brown, Patty
Hayek, Trudi Maniaci, John Guaragna,
Megan Guidera and Arline Kerrigan.

Cancun
for fall break

Students, faculty and staff are invited

to join the trip to Cancun duriiK fall

break, Oct. 17 to 21. Sponsored w the

Graduate School Alumni Associartion,

this trip includes roundtrip air trans-

portation from Philadelphia, accommo-
dations at Tacun Cun Beach (a beach-

front hotel), daily breakfast, roundtrip

transfers, hotel taxes and tips. The cost,

is $469.

To obtain a flyer about reservations,

call Dr. Joseph Kinney, in the English
department, at 645-4799. The deadline
for deposit ($100) for reservations is

June 16.

Graduating

seniors

Congratulations from the Bursar's
Office staff! Your breakage deposit will

be automatically refunded approxif
mately 60 days after graduation.

Attention seniors
I -

Seniors

If you did not pick up your pictttret

from theDayt Ftrty in ComieUy Center,

they are in the Student Activtfie>^igf.

upat«iMi«

A new activity planned for Senior
Week 1988 will be a Senior Mass in the
Main Chapel. Anyone interested in

participating in the Mass. hdping to

organise it or who has any suggestions,
please contact Jill Apito in the Student
Union office in Connelly Center at 645-

7280.

Football managors

needed

Football managers are needed for

spring football from April 22 to 30, and
for fall football from Aug. 15 through
Nov. 19 to cover practices, home games
and away games. For information
contact Bob Lambert, Equipment Room
at 645-4124.

Job Club

Still looking for employment after

graduation? Join the Job Club. Job Club
can help you to understand the basics
of a successful job search and assist you
with interviewing skills, career desci-

sion making and salary negotiations.

Conducted in a group setting, counselors
from the Career Development Center
will train you in the secrets to suecess
from May 23 to May 27. Visit the Career
Development Center for more
information.

Photo contest

The Association of Commuting Stu-

dents is holding a contest for a photo

which best represents some aspect of

commuting life. The winning photo will

receive $25 and the picture will appear

in the 1988-89, first, edition of the

commuter wall calendar. All photos

must be in black and white and should

be dropped off -at the A.C.S. office in

215 Dougherty Hall by May 5.

Thank you

This is to everyone who helped reduce
vandalism. Vandalism has been reduced
by thousands of dollars this year. Thank
you for your help and support.

The Campus Vandalism Committee

K JWClub

Damafc depooiu from the Kj|lii«ton
Ska Trip can be oolkcted fiwi tkit

Student Activiliia Office in DMiiMty
HaU. AnifWK iMraMad i^mmiISm a

EidatMl

Orientation staff

y

The Dean of Students Office is

pleased to announce,the Selection of the
following students as administrative

assistants:

Dan Brooker, Cathy Coyne, Beth
Dreiling, Nancy Duncan, Susan Gal-
lagher, Elizabeth Gerthjohn Haybum»
John Hulbert» Mary Theresa Johnson,
Kathleen KeUy, Conine Kqhl, Susan
Lewis, Michael Miehle, Katie Reichnerj
Maura Riley, Christina Silva, Ken
Sungela, Sharon Varga and Sharon
Waters,

The following students as orientation
counselors for the 1988 New Student
Orientation Program:

.
Tami Adams, Jeffrey Adelman, James

Baldwin, Edward Barrett, Diane Bod-
den, Christie Bonesch, Patrick Brala,
Carol Brennan, Laura Bronzi, Anrta
Bullock, Susan Chronis, Steven Ciar-
rocca, Karen Cichowski, Dave Cookj
David Cregan, Patricia Cronin, Maureen
Curran, Steven DelDuco, Kim DiDona-
to, Jerry DiGiovanni, Elia DiTaddeo,
Christine Donahue, Daniel Donahue,
Michael Donnelly, Daniel Doughtery,
Barbra Doyle, Martha DriscoH, Kevin
Drummey, Kathryn Duberson, Pauf
Eells, Sean Fahey, Ken Fahrman,
Colleen Fitzsimmons, Joe Flanagan,
Terise Fusco, Lauriann Gallafirherv.

Also, Carolyn Gerg, Christine Gib-
bons, Christine Goppel, Stephanie
Gruner, Christine Hamburger, Joseph
Hofmeister, Lynn Joyce, Sean Keough,
Robert Koelmel, Kimberly Koerner,
Thomas Kurke, Teresa Li, Tim Lowry,
Mary Mayfield, Kathryn McCarthy,
Natalie McKenna, Teri Messenger, •

Karen Mitchell, John Mooney, Lisa
Morelli, Mary Norcini, Danielle Och-
nich, Maureen Pelrine, Shauna Quihn,
John Reilly, Cindy^ Rich» €raiir Sanders;
Regin^ Scharle, Tracy'*Sfetlock, Anne
Sikorski, Maura * Slattery, Andrew
Southerling, Sandra Stanger, Patricia

Stofira, Jennifer Temo, Mary Tiemey,
Sheri Van Ginhoven, Kathleen Wake-
field, Brian Wide and Deborah Zuniga.

English department

honors students

The Department of English has
announced the admission of the follow-

ing senior English majors into the
English Honor Society:

Joanne Caccavale, Maria Chiappetta,

Pamela Coyle, Susan Dougherty, Alice

Kelby, Joanne Loftus and John
Misselwitz.

The English Honor Society was
established to mark the achievements
of the best English majors. Membership
in the society requires a high academic
average, sponsorship by members of

English faculty, and a crucial essay in

support of the application. The Depart-
ment of English instituted the Honor
Society as a reflection of the growing
excellence of its English majors.

V

Editor's Note:

Due to technical difficulties the

Greek Week Collide scheduled for

this week has been cancelled. The
Villnaovan is sorry for any
inconvenience.

Faeatty conacI/ discusses
acmhmic hwdom Issue

Apii 2>. Hit>tug yjimiliik • P^i 3

By NOmL E. PALCO
Nnpt Editor

In an interofficecommunication

submitted to the faculty council

on April 18, Dr. Joseph Betz,

professor of philosophy, claimed

that Capt. Charles D. Shields, Jr.,

U.S.N., Commanding Officer,

NROTC [Naval Reserve Officer

Training Corps] "ordered" stu-

dents not to attend a lecture

included as part of Betz's Ethics

of War class.

The lecture was given by the

Rev. Thomas McGann, a member
of the Epiphany Plowshares Four,

a group which damaged three pre-

selected types of aircraft at a
military base in protest of war on
Jan. 6, 1987.

McGann, who awaited arrest

and was later charged with tres-

passing, was invit^ to speak to

the class in order to present the
views of pacifism, a belief Betz felt

was not emphasized in a course
focusing on the "just" war and
"total" war theories.

Betz opened the class lecture to

anyone who wanted to come by
advertising through fliers distrib-

uted "mostly in faculty mail-

boxes," but also taped to walls.

The flier, which read across the

top, "Why would a Philadelphia

priest take a hammer and help

cause $160,000^ damage to three

military aircraft at the Willow
Grove Naval Air Station?"
appeared to Shields "to encourage
destruction of government prop-

erty/' according to a letter he sent

to the faculty council.

Shields said in this letter that

, he "informed all the midshipmen
of fhts] unit that [he] recom-

mended they not attend this

forum to detote whether or not

destruction of government prop-

erty is a good thing."

Betz's letter prompted'* the
faculty council to approve a
motion on April 25 to recommend
that there be a taculty council

fact-finding committee, composed
of three people, to immediately
attempt to interview the princi-

pals involved to determine wheth-
er there was an infringement of

academic freedom in the directive

Shields gave, according to Dr.

John A. Doody, chairperson of the
council.

Doody said, "Some people on
the council felt that the claim that

it wasn't a class, that he didn't

know it was a class and that he
thought it was only an open
lecture, wasn't a violation of

academic freedom as far as Capt.

Shields went, but some members
of the council felt that itself was
still an infringement of academic

(FiiePMo)

Dr. John A. Doody, chairperson
of the faculty council which met
April 25 to discuss the issue of
academic freedom.

I freedom. To issue a command to

students not to attend even a
lecture is a violation of the kind
of understood academic freedom
on campus."

Dr. Edwin Goff, president of the

i Villanova Chapterof the American
Association ol University Profes-

sors [AAUP], a national organiza-

tion which has historically made
decisions on academic freedom,

said of the issue, "Whether it be

classroom or lecture, it's the same
principle."

Goff , said the question at hand
is not a "straightforward question

of whether he did command stu-

dents not to go to class or even
whether he commanded them not

to go to the lecture, but whether
the factual determination allows

us to say whether he was misun-
derstanding what the circumstan-

ces were."

He added, "I think there needs

to be a very clear and strong

statement [that] no member of the

University can use their authority

to recommend to any student not

to participate in any University

class or lecture."

Betz, former president of the

Villanova AAUP, said he, too, felt

it was a violation regardless of

whether it was a class or a lecture.

He said he hoped to see at least

two affirmations come from the

investigation of the issue: that

any student has the right to

attend any public lecture at Villa-

nova, and that any qualified

student has the right to choose
and take any course at Villanova.

Doody explained that the fact-

finding committee's report will

not be available until next Sep-

tember.

In the News
Falvey hours to be extended

on politics

Falvey Memorial Library
recently announced the hours
it will be open during exami-
nation week.
The hours are as follows:

Wednesday, May 4 through
Friday, May 6, 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.;
Saturday, May 7, 9 a.m. to 1

a.m.; Sunday, May 8, noon to

1 a.m.; Monday and Tuesday,

Bryn Mawr, VU.
Villanova University and

Bryn Mawr College will be
offering an exchange program
on a limited basis beginning in

the fall semester, according to
Dr. Michael E. Burke, director

of the honors program.

^^
Through the program,

"superior" undergraduate stu-
dents at Villanova will be able
to enroll in one course at Bryn
Mawr tuition-free, while Bryn
Mawr undergraduates may do
the same at Villanova, said
Burke. The course should be in

the student's area of
concentration.

Unity Week held by BCS

May 9 and 10, 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.,
Wednesday, May 11,8 a.m. to

8 p.m.; Thursday and Friday,
May 12 and 13, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
On Saturday and Sunday,

May 14 and 15, the library will

be closed. Regular hours will

resume on Monday, May 16.

M.S.

exchange courses
The program is restricted to

juniors and seniors in the
college of Arts and Sciences
aind is on a three-year trial

basis, according to Burke.
Students may not take a

course at Bryn Mawr which is

already offered at Villanova.

Credit for courses taken at

Bryn Mawr will be listed as
transfer credit on a student's
transcript and will not affect

one's grade point average, said
Burke.

Students should contact the
Honors office for more
information.

This week, the Black Cultu-
ral Society [BCS], led by second
Vice President Cynthia Glover
and other officers, sponsored
Unity Week. Students were
asked to wear black arm bands
all week "to symbolize the

. united effort to stop racist and
intolerable activity across col-

lege campuses," according to

the group.

Similar demonstrations are
occuring at Fordham Universi-

ty and other colleges, according
to Glover.

She said the goal for the
participants is to raise a level

of consciousness throughout
the University as to the serious-

ness of increasingly "unfriend-
ly" climates in "supposedly
higher institutions of learn-

ing." The BCS said it hopes to

make a change through its

efforts.

"N

By JIM BOWMAN
Staff Reporter \

Bella Abzug, a former Demo-
cratic congresswoman. New York
mayoral candidate and lifelong

feminist, spoke April 26 in the

Villanova Room of Connelly
Center.

In her speech, titled "Women in

Politics," sponsored by the Villa-

nova Union, Abzug outlined some
of the major events of her political

and personal life, as well as topical

problems of women in society.

She began the evening with an
anecdote explaining why she
always wears one of her now
famous hats in public.

"In those days [1940s], women
wore hats. So I always wore a hat,

and when I went anywhere for a
meeting, they knew I meant busi-

ness. I continued to wear hats. I

just grew to like them. Then I

grew up some more and became
a member of Congress," said

Abzug.
"When I got to Congress, they

made such a big fuss about this

hat, I didn't know if they wanted
me to take it off or put it on. When
I decided they wanted me to take

it off, I decided to keep it on," she
continued.

.Abzug offered a brief overview

union)

•ttiM

and her own personal interpreta-

tion of the role of women in

political activism.

"I believe that women have
been moved to act, most often,

when confronted by violence.

Women participated in the aboli-

tion movement to eliminate the
violence of the institution of

slavery. In the course of the
struggle against that violent
institution, women realized there

was a violence directed toward
themselves," she explained.

Abzug said, "It was not until

the 1960s until women, I believe,

again reacted against violence. At
this time, it was the violence of

the Vietnam War. They rejected

what might be regarded as a
certain kind of male triumphal-
ism. They responded n^iatively to

the traditk>nal testing ground of

virtue, aggressiveness and bellig-

erence to what was to many of

them a horror.

"This has a great impact on the
political awareness of women. A
new kind of political woman
emerged. We saw women, minor-

ities and young people begin to

question the policies of govern-

ment. They began to question

whether they should remain out-

side a power structure that
excluded them," Abzug added.

It Was in this mood of national

questioning of the established

power structures and roles of

women that Abzug decided to run
for office.

"As the war [Vietnam] became
more and more horrible, I became
more and more open to the sug-

gestKNi that people made that I

should run for office. Because I

was independent and did have a

view, a vision of..3ome kind, I

finally decided to run. It was I,

in my campaign, who initiated the

slogan. This woman's place is in

the house — the House of

Representatives.'
"

The recollection of the efforts

involved in her first political

cawipaiiB provided the impetus
far one of the more emotional
moments of the evening. When

Abzug reflected on her recently

deceased husband, she explained

his impact on her life.

"My husband was terrific. I

adored him. He adored me. He
thought I was the greatest thing

to walk this earth. Frankly, many
of the things I've done, I know I

couldn't have done without that

support. Anyway, somehow I hope
he is here with us tonight," she

.said.

During a question and ans^tf^
session, Abzug responded tolthe

question, "How can we bring
greater awareness to colld^e

campuses?"

"Kids who oare have to organize

to make a difference in issues that

affect themV I don't see a lot of

that today. Tfie emphasis is on
'how do I equip myself?' instead

of discussij^n of ethics and history

.

This is A serious problem," she
answer6d«

0oolr exchange
to be held li

By NOEL E. FALCO
News Editor

There will be a used book
exchange sponsored by Student
Government in Alumni Hall's

gymnasium from Wednesday,
Aug. 31 to Friday, Sept. 9, accord-

ing to Michelle Ciccolo, secretary

of internal affairs for Student
Government.

Ciccolo said the procedure for

the exchange will be that students
will drop off used books all day
Wednesday until noontime on
Thursday. A small fee will be
charged to cover the costs of

renting tables and publicity.

Students will be given a receipt

after signing a release form.
Ciccolo said students will price

their own books and Student

Government will sell the books for

tl^s price. The students will

receive their money or their un-
sold books on that Thursday or
Friday.

If the student fails to pick up
the books, the books will be given
either to charity or to book buy^v^^
back. r— ^

Ciccolo said the exchange is a
service for, the students that
Student Gdvernment wished to

provide. She said the general
concept proposal was approved by
Lucyna J. Gorski, director of
Student Activities, over a month
ago.

A general meeting, in which
chairpersons will be selected for

different sections of the exchange,
will be held Monday at 7 p.m.

University evaluates needs
By SHARON A. WATERS

Assistant News Editor

Arthur W. Eccleston, outside

consultant to the University pres-

ident, predicted that the first

actual construction for the master
plan of the University would
"realistically" be in the beginning
of 1989.

Because the funds for the mas-
ter plan will not be raised all at

once, the completion of the plan,

excluding the west campus de-

vek)pment, "could take 10 to 15

years" according to Eccleston 's

estimates.

He said that a goal of the master
plan is to create a "downtown"
portion of the campus where the

business activities would take
place on the main campus

.

Splitting the main campus into

business and residential areas
wouM also foster the reparation

of vehicular and pedestrian traffic,

which Eccleston considered a

priority.

While priorities in the master
plan have not been officially set

yet, Eccleston said, "Certain
things seem to be rather obvious,

I think, to anybody."
He said there is a "major need

to upgrade" classroom and faculty

office facilities and improve the

mechanical and plumbing systems
of campus buildings older than 20
years, which includes almost all

the buildings otv ^mpus except

Connelly Center and the four new
south campus dormitories. Eccles-

ton added that the structure of

these buildings is fine and only

the systems need to be upgraded.

Thic University is presently in

the first^o stages of the master
plan — developing a "program of

requirements" to determine the

needs of the Univert^itv and find-

ing the best use of the allotted

property, according to Eccleston.

^ The third stage of the plan
considers the physical facilities

that will be built and assigns how
they will be used. Step four is a
more detailed subdivision plan
studying engineering, design and
the practical problems of sewer,
water and gas systems.

The final stage develops design
and construction documents for a
specific portion of the area, such
as a building. These five steps
must be completed before any
actual construction can begin.

Two questionnaires, academic
and non-academic, have been sent

out "to all components of the
University " to receive feedback
which will help determine the
University's needs. Eccleston
said, "Need and want are two

iContinutd on paite ^'
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Dukakis triumphs ill Peiin
By GJ. DONNELLY

Gov. Michael Dukakis of Ma
ssachusetts consolidated his posi

tion as the front runner for the

Democratic nomination for pres-

ident with a decisive victory over

Jesse Jackson in Pennsylvania's

primary Tuesday.
Despite a relatively low turnout

of voters, Dukakis drew 66 percent

of the vote whileJackson took only

29 percent. Jackson did, however,

defeat Dukakis in the city of

Philadelphia, where he garnered

51 percent to the governor's 41

percent.

However, Dukakis crushed
Jackson in central and western
Pennsylvania as voters flocked to

Dukakis by a 3-to-l margin over

his rival.

In the Republican race Vice

President George Bush ran rela-

tively unopposed and won the 78

delegates needed to clinch the

nomination. Bush, who needed
only 60 more delegates to assure

himself of the nomination, took 79 against Bush in November, should
percent of the vote, with 12 the governor be nominated. The
percent going to withdrawn can- poll showed Dukakis was favored

didate Robert Dole, the GOP over Bush 50 percent to 39 percent

minority leader of the Senate, and among those polled.

9 percent going to former televan- For Jackson, the Pennsylvania
gelist Pat Robertson. primary was a must-win if he was
Dukakis took a giant steP: .to keep Dukakis from the nomi-

Tho National Orck r of Orneua

toward ohtawiing (he Democratic
party's nomination for president

in his victory in the New York
primary last week.
Dukakis garnered 51 percent of'

the vote compared to 37 percent

for Jackson and 7 percent for Sen.

Albert Gore of Tennessee. The
day after the primary, Gore sus-

pended his campaign.
Jackson needed a victory in

Pennsylvania to stop the momen-
tum of Dukakis.
Dukakis has roughly 1,070 of

the 2,081 delegates needed for

nomination, plus the support of

the majority of the 643 "superdele-

gates," public and party officials

who are uncommitted.
If one thing has dogged the

Dukakis campaign, it is the can-

didate's seeming lack of dynamics.
Only 34 percent of the voting

public, according to a poll in Time
magazine, find him to be a dynam-
ic campaigner.

However, another Time maga-
zine poll ifound that Dukakis
would do well head-to-head
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Michael Furgiuele is a senior general arts major with minors
in economics and computer science, and comes to Villanova from
Andover, NJ.

As a dedicated brother of the Sigma Phi Epsikm fraternity,

Mike has held a wide variety of positions, including social

chairman, sports chairman, pledge master and big brother.
In addition Mike has also served in the capacity of IPC delegate

for Sig Ep for several semesters. Mike is also a member of the
Order of Omega.

Outside of Greek life, Mike has been active in the Econonks
Society, Special Olympics and Balloon Day. Ifike is also a
founding member of the Salerides Program and was a OBember
of the Tailgate Mantement Team.

In his spare timeifikeenioys watchingokl moviesand reading
autobiographies of famous Itoople.

For all of his aooomplishmenU mi cotttributisM to the
Villanova community, the Order of Omflpi is olsaisd to hoaor
Michael Fuifittele of the Sigma Phi Epsikm fratamity as tkt
Greek of the Week.

nation. Jackson's epti^ij^ man-
ager Geraki AtMtin fdmittad after
the New York restilts were in that

Jackson's prospects were *'pretty

bleak."

Jackson has concentrated his

campaign on the national dn^
problem. His signature line in

speeches is "Down with dope ~
Up with hope!" He recently
employed filmmaker Spike Lee to

direct an anti-drug ad which
features images of Harlem and
suburban Tarrytown, N.Y. juxta-

posed with one another to show
that drugs are "killing our chil-

dren" in both neighborhoods.
Indeed, drugs are an issue with

which the American people are
concerned. A recent CBS/New
York Times poll showed that by
a ratio of 3-to-l drugs were seen
as a bigger threat than
communism.
Dukakis has responded to Jack-

son's one-man anti-drug war by
running ads of his own. These ads
feature close-ups of Panama's
General Manuel Noriega while

M < n »

a^lfc-

attadtiiig'tbe Rsigtn admiidtthi-
tkm for alle^Bdly payini; $200^000
a year to his regime. N0ri«ga has
been cbarftiid with smuggling
drug? into and around the United
States.

In Pennsylvania, the issue)
became the budget. Jackspn
reputedly chaUenged Dukakis to

present a budget he would imple-

ment, shoukl he be elected. "(Duka-
kis] says that he wants a scho-

larship for every youth who has
the will to go to college," said

Jackson. "That is a noble position

but it is going to cost," he added.
Dukakis declined thechnUenge

by saying, "If there is anything
I have learned very painfully, it

is that you can't be drawing up
budgets today for next year. No
candidate knows what he is going
to expect."

The statement was a reference

to a broken promise the governor
made during his first^run for the
statehouse in 1974 that he would
not cut taxes.

Dukakis was leading in the

polls prior to the primary, but that

dki not deter hhn from caihpaign-
ing across the state, from Phila*

deiphiii to Pittsburgh. Jackson
followed a similar route while
using his advertisements to show
him as a leader.

The ad featured descriptions of

various strikesJackson has helped
to negotiate, such as the nurses'

strike in Buff^o, while also paint-

ing a portrait of him as a world
diplomat. The latter image was
suggested through closeups of

Jackson with Navy pilot Lt. Robert
Goodman, whose release Jackson
obtained from Syria in 1984

There is now talk of Jeanne
Kirkpatrick becoming Bush's
running naate. The former U.N.
ambassador, who teaches at

Georgetown University, declined
to comment.

Portions ofthis article were taken
from Time and the Philadelphia
Inquirer.

Jackson bromhns appeal
By The Coll^ Prtss Service

While other Democratic candi-

dates, particularly fallen front-

runner Gary Hart and now, at

a lower decibel level, Massachus-
ettes Gov. Michael Dukakis, have

' attracted essential cores of stu-
' dent support, Jackson seems to

have evoked a passion on campus
unseen among liberals since the
1968 campaigns of Robert
Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy.

Some campaign officials claim
"thousands" of students are now
working on the campaign.

"All the other candidates seem
to be wishy-washy," added Wis-
consin freshman Mary Cook.
"He's talking about ..things that

matter. He got right down to the
nitty gritty, ' Cook said.

Cook, for one, became a suppor-
ter after hearing Jackson speak.

"He really sold me. I'm going to
work for the guy," she explained.

Much of Jackson's campus sup-
port, however, seems to come not
from newcomers like Cook, but
from "veterans" long active in

liberal causes like the [CIA] South
Africa divestiture movement,
efforts to ban Central Intelligence

Agency recruiting on campuses
and opposition to the Reagan

administration's Central Amer-
ican policies.

"What Jesse is doing is giving
all the campus 'antis,' the anti-

Reagan crowd, the anti-CIA
crowd, the anti-involvement in

Central America crowd, some-
thing to be for," said Stuart
Levitan, who represented student
districts on the Dane County
[Wisconsin] board for three terms.

TheJackson volunteers, howev-
er, maintain the candidate's cam-
pus support has broadened beyond
college leftists.

"Students are aware of the bad
economy, of unemployment,"
Coloradograd student LarryJohn-
son asserted. "These students are
concerned about jobs and about
their future. These people are
working on degrees they want to

use in the economy. They're not
activists," he said.

And although Johnson admits it

is often easier to get students
excited about contra aid than
financial aid, Jackson's student
aid promise , he, like Dukakis and
apparent Republican nominee
George Bush, has adopted the
American Council on Education's

call to decrease students' depend-
ence on loans by fundfng more
grants — has attracted support.

But something more than stu-

dents' agreeing with issues —
JacHson's positions on them are

not all that different from his

opponents — seems to be fueling

the student's passion.

For instcmce, many campus
supporters credit Jackson foi*

helping black students take broad-
er leadership roles at colleges.

But the few times in recent

history in which students sup-
ported candidates passionately, it

has ended badly: Robert Kennedy
was killed, McCarthy was
muscled out of contention and, in

1972, the Dempcratic leadership
actively sub>f^ed GeorgeMcGov-
ern's candidacy. >

Rumors that the Democratic
convention in Atlanta could be
directed by backroom power bro-

kers toward Dukakis or even New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo' have
raised the same fears among
Jackson supporters.

"It will hurt them [the Demo-
cratic Party]," said Johnson; who
believes Jackson's supporters are
the party's most enthusiastic
campaigners, and would drop out
if they felt cheated. "The Demo-
cratic Party, will' break into frag-

ments," he added. .
-*•

Conservatives miss Kemp
By The College Press Service

Things just are not the same
for many conservative college

activists since N.Y. Cong. Jack
Kemp dropped out of the race for

the Republican presidential nom-
ination in late March.

Vice President George Bush has

I

not lit any fires among campus
Republicans, who claim credit for

delivering an impressively large

student vote for Ronald Reagan in

1980 and 1984, the activists say.

It. was no secret that much of
the College Republican national
leadership supported Kemp,
although the group, like the
Republkran Natkmal Committee,
is supposed to sUy neutral during
the pnnuiry and caucus season.

In fact, the group's ties to Kemp
helped provoke state and kxal
Republican protests that, com-
bined with other criticisms of

Reeves'^ leadership abilitaes ami
alktations that he cheated to win
his post, led rimym gmvps in

Ffcirkfai, MisMuri mid CyiiDnlia

mto MMntatng islenial splits

and itmilfs duriag the h»t 12

to Kemp.
It is Kemp, and not the vice

president, who these students see
as the natural heir to President
Reagan's legacy. In fact, they
credit Kemp with creating many
of the economic programs that
became symbols of the Reagan
years.

If Kemp cannot be the party's
presidential nominee, conferva
tive students would like to see him
named as the vice presidential
candidate or to a cabinet post.
Such an appointment, they say,
would allow Bush to show his
commitment to the conservative
cause. ««
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By E.H. McELDOWNEY
Staff Reporter

The Archdiocese of Philadelphi-

a's charismatic prayergroups will

hoM their annual rally in the
duPont Pavilion June 3 to 5.

Philadelphia Archbishop An-
thony Bevilacqua will be the main
celebrant and homilist ' for the
June 4 liturgy. John Cardinal Krol
is scheduled toperform theUtufgy
June 5.

The rally, whichin theMl ite
drawn about 5,000 people, is

expscted toeaeeed thmaiiut in

ttfdiTiP this yaar. ^. Maria
awita, the iiiriiiii i dk«asr d
chanaauiic aveaU, attrihatad
this ta tlM attendaatt of

quaand Krai.

Acoordiag to Rasita,
^rs« the _

and ;(11 parts of New Jersey.
Groups also attend from Allen-
town, New York City and from as
far as Boston, Mass.

Thecharismatics hekl their last

rally in the Pavilion in October.
The charismatics are a sect of

the Citholk Church, founded in

1967, who maintain that they
receive the chartstnttk-g^s
dcsarihed^^ hi the bo#(rf^Mn
thiMs hi the Tha^rfriiiiaiif
TTiimr itffg Mlfta<r ttri^nnl of

MM tpa ttferpKeation at

ilM aaiir is achedttlad ta begin
at 7 pja. PHdar. TldMIs are
aMdMb at Hm 4aarM^ of
thi rallyiarH.

W^
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By DANIEL IKMUAfrrV
SkiffMtpmler

The VtUanmra Anti-Apartheid
^ Coalition wUl march today at 1

p.n^. from tne Center for Peace

, andjtistioe Education to the office

of the Rev. John M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., University president,

acoNtling to ^mberly Howse,
student coordinator for the

coalition.

The march is an attempt by the

coalition to initiate diakigue with

^ the administration regarding the

^ divestment o^ University funds in

South Africa and to increase

campus awareness of the South
Africdh apartheid issue, according

to Ed Sullivan, associate director

of the Center for Peace andJustice
Education.

The coalition also held a prayer

servke for the vktims of apartheid

yesterday at 7:30 p.m. in the Main
Chapel.

Dr. Meghan Keita, a specialist

in African and South African

history and, beginning this fall, a

member of the history depart-

ment, was expected to speak at

the service.

"The purpose of the Villanova

Anti-Apartheid Coalition is to

work through events such as

these toward justice for South

Africa aaC to educate the

ViflaiioiMOoiiilPunlty about apart-

heid," sakl Hoarse.

Aooordinc to the Sept. 26 issue

of the Vyianovan, Driscoll said,

'it is my understanding that

Villanova; in its investments
portfolio . . . has completely divest-

ed from South Afnca.** At that

time. DriicoU dkl not address the

(File photo)

Ed Sullivan, associate director of
the Center tor Peace and Justice
Educati<Mi, said the march today
is an attempt to increase campus
awareness of the South African
apartheid issue.

coalition's questions concerning

16 companies involved in South

Africa in which the University

had investments, according to the

article.

In a meeting later that fall,

Driscoll said, in contradiction

with earlier statements, that the

University still held investments

of about '$550,000 in seven com-
panies that do business in South
Africa. A source within the coa-

lition found later that two of the

companies had no connections
with South Africa. ^
' The marchers are supposed to

present Driscoll with a petitkm for

complete information on the Uni-

versity's divestment from South
Africa and a letter reviewing the

coalition's previous contact with

the administration, Howse said.

"We don't anticipate any imme-
diate replies from Driscoll, but we
aim to get the relevant informa-

tion, and we want to exhaust all

normal channels first," Howse
said. She commented that the

next step may be a sit-in during
the fall.

Driscoll was not available for

comment.
The Anti-Apartheid Coalition,

whose members represent various
student groups on campus, recent-

ly submitted a request for recog-

nition as an official campus organ-

ization, according to the Student
Activities office.

Casino Night approved
By DIANE A. CIUONE

Staff Reporter

The proposed Casino Night has
been approved by the administra-

tion as an alternative to the

Spring Festival, which was sche-

duled to take place April 30.

The event is still in the planning

stages, according to Sean Closkey,

member of the committee that

worked on the Spring Festival.

The targeted time for the event
is in the fall or in early spring
1989.

Tentatively, Casino Night will

be held in the Connelly Center. It

will include games like roulette,

blackjack, poker and craps,

according to Closkey. There will

be alcohol available for students

over 21, he said.

This event was approved,
unlike the Spring Festival,

because the University will be
able to exercise control over the

area, according to Closkey.

Lucyna J. Gorski, director ot

Student Activities, said, "At this

time, the University has a system
where indoor events can happen
with alcohol. We know how to

gauge who is of age and .who is

not," she said. Also, the smaller

scale of an indoor event makes
planning the event easier, accord-
ing to Gorski.

"The reason for this event is to
promote interaction between
upperclassmen and underclass-
men, and to bring upperclassmen
back to campus pn a weekend
night," said Closkey. "I believe

this will \fe the first step in

increasing this type of alcohol-

related event on campus," he
added.

Gambling with money would
require a permit, according to

Closkey. The main difficulty for

the students planning this event
is to work out a system for the

gambling, said Gorski. Using
tickets and a raffle system for

prizes instead of cash is an alter-

native, according to Gorski, but
no specific plans have been made.

Actual planning for the event

is targeted for November or

Discember, she said.

"This event will have no liabil-

ity risk for the University as long

as the law is followed, and it will

be," said Closkey.

National News Notes
ComtiUd from Ikt CMtii PttaStrvict

Conservatives oust communists
Conservative students suc-

ceeded in ousting a Communist
as co-president of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts' student
government.
On April 13, the student

Supreme Court pushed Co-

President Jason Rabinowitz, a

member of the Young Commu-
nist League, and Co-President

Shari Silkoff, who does not

belong to the group, out of

office.

Almost as soon as

Eabinowitz, 20, and Silkoff,

also 20, won 67 percent of the

2,500 votes cast in the March

15 campuswide election, con-

servative members of the stu-

dent government began a fili-

buster to keep the election from
being ratified.

Student Attorney General
William Collins had argued the
student constitution does not
allow for more than one
president.

The court called for a new
presidential election, which
will be held pending further

appeal from Silkoff and
Rabinowitz.

Gee, Wally, where's the Beav?
Despite the best efforts of a

group of University of

Washington [UW] "guards,"
someone stole Beaver Cleaver

again.

Cathy Keller of local televi-

sion station KTZZ has reported

a five-foot by six-foot cardboard
likeness of the character from
the "Leave It To Beaver"
television show was stolen

from a billboard near the UW
campus for the second time in

three weeks.

KTZZ had rented the bill-

board to advertise its nightly

reruns of the show.

After still-at-large vandals
stole the first version of the

likeness in late February,
Keller hired members of the

Phi Gamma Delta and Theta
Chi fraternity houses to guard
its replacement.

Theta Chi President Jarrod

Guthrie, who led a team of

guards who watched the bill-

board through the nights from
a doughnut shop across the

street, said his team had
stopped two attempts to steal

the likeness during the 10 days
they guarded it.

In one case, Theta Chi
members chased off someone
dressed in a ninja suit.

But house members left their

guardposts at 2:30 a.m. one
morning, just as their contract

with KTZZ expired. Before the

sun rose several hours later,

the likeness of "The Beav"
disappeared.

Keller said the promotion for

the show was almost finished

anyway and that "The Beaver
isn't something I really want
to prosecute over."

She said she would fulfill her
end of the bargain — donating
a television and cash to a local

charity in the fraternities'

names — despite the theft.

Experts disciiss future

of U.S. space program

Another accident

at intersection
By KATIE REICHNER

Staff Reporter

No one was seriously injured in

a two-car acddent at the intersec-

tion of Lancaster and Ithan
Avenues April 24 at 2:14 a.m.,

according to Radnor Township
Police Department.
A police report stated that there

was fog and poor visibility at the

time of the accident.

One vehicle, driyen by Susan S.

Mooney of Wayne, Pa., was tra-

veling northbound on S. Ithan

Avenue approaching Lancaster
Avenue. She then proceeded past

a red light and struck the driver's

side of a vehicle traveling west
from Lancaster Avenue onto Ithan
Avenue, driven by Elizabeth
Noonan of Boyertown, Pa.

Both cars came to rest at the

northwest corner of the intersec-

tion and the drivers refused med-
ical treatment.

Several Villanova students were
listed as witnesses.

Mooney was cited for a
violation.

By BARBARA KRESCH
Staff Reporter

Four of the leading American
experts on U.S. space policy came
to Villanova April 19 to speak in

the seminar. "Onward and
Upward: Reasserting U.S. Leader-
ship in Space."

During the seminar, they dis-

cussed the United States' future

space activities as stated in the

new National Space Policy.

The policy was released by the

White House on Feb. 11 after

having been approved by Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan on Jan. 5.

"The National Space Policy

outlines a framework for the
future of U.S. activities in space
and reaffirms the federal govern-

ment's commitment to American
space leadership in an increasing-

ly competitive environment/'
according to the Precis of the New
American Space Policy from the

Common Heritage Institute. It

categorizes these activities into

civil, defense and commercial
policies.

The lecture was sponsored by
the Common Heritage Institute as

an introduction to a series of

lectures and discussions about

U.S. activities in space. The
institute chose to sponsor this

program because of the Univer-

sity's involvement in sapce
activities.

The University has a depart-

ment of astronomy and astrophys-

ics and is actively doing resnrch
throi^ the College of Engineer-

ing and the space shuttle exper-

iment. Also, a Villanova Univer-

lity student is cunently entering

SB aatronaut training program.

Jolui LMidon, dJTftftor of the

Policy Institute, was the

first speaker. He put the new
space policy in a historical

context.

He first defined space policy as

a statement of the goals and the

means to these goals of the space
program.
The U.S. policy in 1958 origi-

nally aimed itself to leadership in

space in the fields of science,

through NASA, and more impor-

tantly, defense through the U.S.

Department of Defense.

The program was given govern-

mental attention when the Soviet

Union became the leader in space

by producing the first artificial

satellite. Sputnik. After that

event. President John F. Kennedy
announced a new space policy

that stated the goal of pre-

eminence in all aspects of space.

There had not been an updated
policy until 1988.

The second speaker, Kenneth
Pedersen of NASA, the writer of

the new policy, spoke about it in

general terms. He described the

goal of the policy itself as bringing

together all of the loose fragments
of policies that existed and meld-

ing them into a whole and clear

statement.

He described the policy in three

parts. First of all, he said that the

critical goal of U.S. activities in

space, as the title of the lecture

suggests, is to reassert U.S. lead-

ership in space.

He saud that it also emphasized
a kmg-term vision of space activ-

ity. He felt that it corrected the

previously faulty actions of the

United States to start in a number
of different directions, to not

follow up with any of them and
to chanfe the priority of the space

iwagiam in this budgit each year.

He felt that the policy rsquires the

government's support of the space
program by making it a constant
priority in the budget.

Thirdly, the policy emphasized
international cooperation with
mutual benefits.

Kenneth Schwetje, Lieutenant
Colonel of the U.S. Air Force's
International Law Division, dis-

cussed the military and national
security aspects of the policy. The
goal of the policy is mainly de-

fensive, he said.

He added that the new program
involves the improving of launch-
ing mechanisms, the covering of

land, sea and air forces, the
surveillance of space and prepar-
ing for the use of defense tactics.

The fourth speaker was David

Wright, the manager of marketing

for Civil Space Programs of Gen-

eral Electric, who spoke about the

commercial aspects of the policy.

The purpose of this aspect ot

the policy was to create new
government and industry rela-

tions regarding space, he said. It

regulates governmental influence

in industry by putting the power
of regulation upon the individual

companies themselves.

All of the speakers agreed that

the essence of the policy lies in

its emphasis on U.S. leadership in

space, though it does not require

pre-eminence. They agreed that

leadership has always been a U.S.

goal, and the example was given

that ^he Apollo missions were sent

mainly for the political purpose of

gaining leadership.

It was emphasized by all that

long-term commitments were
reached through the policy and
that now the U.S. must test its

perseverance and will that is

nssdsd for it to be the leadsr in

space.
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Faculty examine recommendations
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

accreditation process," according

to Armenti. He added that it is

important for the Middle States

evaluation to "not only show we
have evaluated the programs,"
but after considering comments
from various parts of the Univer-

sity, that decisions on the recom-
mendations be implemented.
He also said that the PEC

report, as acted on by the Board,

is the first plan in the University's

rolling planning process, which is

due to begin shortly. The Board's

decisions in July are supposed to

set the process into effect, said

Armenti.

The faculty council also

requested that a report consisting

of all the responses to the PEC

He added that while he has seen and then implement the recom^
letters that claim the data used mendations that will improve the
by thePEC was inaccurate, he has quality of undergraduate and
not received any specific informa
tion about errors.

Also, he said that an atmosphere
of rational discussion concerning
the report is possible and is

occurring in some parts of the

University community, such as

academic departments.

Dr. Michael J. Hones, chairper-

son of the University Senate's

faculty affairs committee, also

commented that if final decisions

on programs recommended for

termination are not made by
September, those programs will

be terminated "de facto."

"Who's going to register for a
report should be published and graduate program that's been
distributed in the same manner
as the PEC report was.

"Numerous faculty members
believe the report to contain

serious inaccuracies, omissions

and instances of the selective use

of data. Furthermore, they believe

that the wide distribution of the

report without opportunity for

prior comment and correction has

unfairly injured the reputations of

both individuals and programs,"

the faculty council stated

recommended for termination?"

Hones asked.

Faculty council Chairperson
Dr. John A. Doody said Tuesday

that the worst way that the

University could respond to the

PEC report was if the Board met
in July and approved all the

recommendations. There is not

enough time to make the decisions

that the report calls for, nor are

all of the decisions the correct

"It is hoped that by publishing ones to make, said Doody.

the responses in a dignified format

an atmosphere of rational discus-

sion can be established," con-

cluded the council.

Armenti responded by noting

that the PEC had indicated that

it intended to criticize ideas, not

people, in its report.

He* added, however, that it

wo3u|||||||^H|^rong to attack the

repor^nnJefnodolQgical grounds
and ignore it.

He said the best use of PEC
would be to allow enough time to

assemble the best responses to the
report, to publish those responses

Evaluation ofsupport prograrns

graduate studies at Villanova.

Brach responds

Brach said that the PEC recom-

mendations are beneficial, "more
than not." He expressed disap-

pointment,^owever, that no stu-

dent had been on the PEC, and
added that there had been a "lack

of understanding" of some student

concerns.

Brach added that he agreed

with the PEC's "emphasis on
undergraduate education" and
supported the PEC process.

Brach criticized the PEC for not

addressing the issue of coed

dorms, which was discussed by

Dr. Arthur Shriberg in his eva-

luation of Student Life. He dis-

agreed with the recommendation
that quiet hours should be

imposed in dormitories at 8 p.m.,

stating that there are already too

many rules regarding student

.behavior in dormitories.

Administrator reacts

Cherry said last week that the

PEC report should ultimately

prove helpful in the planning

process. He also agreed with the

committee's emphasis on under-

graduate education.

He added, "The justification for

eliminating some of the programs
are very clear," while others "are

more debatable."

He stressed that the report is

"by no means the final word" and
is the beginning of the Univer-

sitv's planning process.

^Continuedfrom page 1)

reinstatement of intercollegiate

football or the construction of new
sports facilities," the Hanford
report noted.

As a result, the PEC recom-

athletic side" in their programs.
The PEC emphasized the impor-

tance of prioritizing and assessing

needs to be funded through the

Development office. "This process
would include a department-by- .^

mended that the Athletics depart- department assessment of needs,"
ment create a mission statement the report stated,

as it relates to the philosophy and Student Life
Mission Statement of the Univer- In the area of Student Life, the
sity, since "it makes no sense to PEC first examined the Connelly
keep rubbing salt in wounds that Center, and concluded that "a
need to be healed," according to separate University committee ..

.

the Hanford report. be created to review [its] goals and
In accordance with this recom- priorities." The Connelly Center

mendation, the PEC advises "dis- was criticized because it "operates
playing the financial circumstan- as a virtual monopoly for signif-

ces of the Athletics department as icant portions of the school day
they relate to those of the Univer- and school year."

sity as a whole," particularly "the One evaluator noted that "if it

development of a five-year budg- is truly a University resource,
etary plan for the Athletics depart- then the Connelly Center needs to

ment in general and for the inter-

collegiate football program."
The PEC also urges the Athlet-

ics department to insure "equit-

able use of its facilities by all

elements of the athletic program'

expand its hours." Moreover, he
found that some faculty, students,

and administrators feel the staff

is "not as cooperative as they

would like."

The PEC suggests the merger
and suggests that it continue to of the Infirmary and the Counsel-
employ women coaches and ing Center in order to create a
administrators. "Wellness Center" and recom-

In regard to football, Hanford mends that the University hire a
stated, "What has got to happen consulting psychiatrist. Also, the
is to stop reliving the past . .

.

committee offered the possibility

(Villanova) must recognize first of Villanova creating its own
and foremost that the trustees HMO [Health Management
have diecided that the University Organization).
IS gomg to compete in Division

lAA football.

"Every effort should now be

made to 'make a go' of that

decision, not to try to undercut it,"

Hanford asserted.

Because of these reasons, the

PEC chose to recommend that

"the Trustees and the President

reaffirm Villanova's commitment
to Division lAA football and call

In order to combat the current

housing problem, the PEC recom-
mends that the school "continue

to move toward more additional

residence hall capacity, at least

until about 80 percent of the full-

time undergraduate student pop-

ulation can be accommodated on
campus." Currently, two new
dormitories are under construc-

tion on south campus, while

(Photo by Shafie)

Dr. Angelo Armenti, chairperspn
of the Program Evaluation
Committee.

alcohol policy, the PEC advises
the school "to be consistent in

enforcing [it)." The committee
also suggested that the University
"utilize more alternative bever-

ages ... [and] stay with and
strengthen Jake's Place."

The PEC recommended "very
strongly" against the practice of

early fall rush for fraternities and
sororities, which has already been
prohibited.

Housekeeping and
Maintenance
Among their findings, the PEC

listed that "the campus is in a

state of disrepair, classrooms and
stairwells are not as clean as they
should be, and Maintenance
appears to be handled largely on
an emergency basis.

"PEC believes that the above
findings point to debilitating

weakness in supervision in both
Housekeeping and Maintenance,"
according to the report.

University Senate to vote on report
(OmHnu4dfnmptml) ^ Maurone added thit he has

Maurone said he expects the recdyed several responses so far

senators toexpress theirconcerns, ^^^ P**"* ^o rea<l them into the

recommendations and agreements
with th^ PBC report but is not
certain how the Senate will carry
out its dialogue.

"We sent letters to all the
subcommittees of the Senate,
askiiig that they view the PEC
report in li^t of their constitu-

tional charge" and give "any
responses that they think are
appropriate, using that as a guide-
line," Maurone said.

He said that, according to the
Senate Constitution, the Senate
cannot comment on specific depart-

ments and programs as discussed
in the PEC report.

According to the Senate Consti-

tution, "The University Senate is

restricted in its legislation to

those matters ... which affect

more than one college j)f the

University.

Matters which affect only indi-

vidual departments or individual

colleges of the University should

be determined at the departmental

minutes of today's meeting. "I

think everyone should be heard
and that the president [the Rev.
John M. Dnsooll, O.S.A.] should
hear everyone's remarks concern-
ing PEC' he expUined.

Concerning the report itself,

Maurone said, "It's a blockbuster.

I haven't read it all yet. I've read

through the introduction and the
areas of my concern. In the phys-

ics department there are termina-

tions, various rejections of pro-

posed programs . . . and I haven't

really couched my personal
response yet [to Driscollj.

"As far as the Senate goes, I'd

just like to see a fair hearing given

to the PEC report and all

responses" in order to enable
Driscoll and the Board of Trustees
"to look at both sides," he
commented.
Maurone said he also plans to

read a letter from Driscoll at the
Senate meeting. In the letter,

Driscoll thanks the senators for

or collegiate level respectively, the work it accomplished at the
subject to the approvaljof the March 25 budget meeting and
appropriate administrayve offic- wishes them luck on coming to a
ers." the constitution sjfates. conclusion on the PEC report.

Undergradikite writing critiqued
ByDANTEJ.SCALA

News Editor

vice president for Academic
Affairs, also agreed with the
.English department's evaluation,

The University needs to addi^ss^ saying it does not make sense to
the "serious issue" of undergrad- view the English department as
uates' low levels of writing pro- being solely responsible for under-
ficiency, recommended the Pro- graduate writing.
gram. Evaluation Committee
[PEC] in its final report.

The PEC specifically stated
that the University should
"appoint a committee to develop
specific recommendations for

deahng with ... the problem of

writing across the curriculum."
The PEC also recommended

that "the University commit
itself" to having 75 percent of all

freshman English, history and
religious studies courses taught
by full-time faculty* within five

years. It also recommended that

the University "hire two Ph.Ds in

composition in the first year to

teach and coordinate Freshman
Writing."

In explaining the reasons
behind the decisions, the PEC
referred to an English department
self-study which noted the "wide-
spread inability of college students
today to write even minimally
satisfactory prose."

The self-study stated, "Unques-
tionably the greatest weakness of

nearly every course in the curri-

culum of every college in the
University is the failure among
faculty to require even minimum
standards of writing proficiency.

"There is a pervasive and
extraordinary attitude among
faculty in all disciplines that the
responsibility for training stu-

dents to write clearly and effec-

tively rests solely with the depart-

ment of English," continued the
self-study.

"More than any other single

factor, this attitude accounts for

low writing skills among under-
graduates," concluded the self-

study. The PEC "concurred
wholeheartedly with this assess-

ment," according to the commit-
tee's report.

Dr. Charles L. Cher

Cherry added, "Writing ... is a
skill that every degreed profes-

sional should have," and said

studies show that communication
skills are necessary for a success-

ful career, in most cases.

Solving problem difficult

One of the PEC members noted
in the final report that the task

of improving students' writing is

a difficult one.

"Our students after all have
been taught writing forsomething
like 12 years when we first

encounter them. If they have not

profited markedly from that long

apprenticeship, it is unlikely that

our one or two semester 'crash

course* will change anything very
much," commented the member.

Dr. Sterling F. Delano, chair-

person of the English department
and one of the authors of the self-

study assessment, agreed that the

teaching of writing is difficult.

The PEC member noted that

one "bask: condition" for improv-

ing writing "is that the person
involved have some interest which
they hold deeply enough to want
to be able to express it convinc-

ingly in written form . .

.

"They [University undergradu-
ates] do not write well because
there is nothing about which they

care deeply," the member added.

Another "determinant of the

ability to write well is a history

of reading widely . . . Unfortunate-

ly our society is more and more
seduced by television and there-

fore oral communication," the

member continued.

Delano said that one way in

which the College of Arts and
Sciences is trying to improve
undergraduate writing is through
freshman seminars, which began

upon the Villanova community to negotiations are under way for Jt

accoraing lo me report. ur. Charles L. Cherry, associate last fall

^^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**
lend full support to that

commitment."
Development, Alumni and
Public Relations
According to the report, "PEC

recommends that the University

Board of Trustees be enlarged to

permit more lay member repres-

entatkm and participation

several other new dorms to be
built OR the west campus behind
St. Mary's Hall.

The PEC urges that security be
increased in the dormitories,

"assuring that all people entering

the dormitories have the Univer-

sity's permission to be there." The
committee also reootbniends that

In regard to Devekipment, the additional female Security guaixis
committee suggests that the be hired for some of the residence
department

'

'feature the academic halls for women,
side of Villanova as opposed to the in r^aid to the University'

¥
¥
*
¥
*
*

*
*¥ Thanks to all our writers for

their hard work and dedication
|

—Noel, Dante,
Sharon, Kevin

Peace agllu^iee^elilfer

torgeted fur termination

^ <*

^^-^

ByJElfNIFERRElDY
Aaiitant Nnn Editor

The Program Evaluation Com-
mittet [PEC] recommended in its

final report that the Centtf for

Peace and Justice Education be
dissolved and reoiganixed "ifito

other departments of the
University.

The committee advised that the

academic portion of the center be

reconstituted in the philosophy

department, while its nonacadem-
ic activities be placed under
Campus Ministry, according to

the report.

"Although admittedly anec-

dotad, some students claim that

the PJ in Peace andJustice courses
stands for 'peanut butter and
jelly,' i.e., easy grades," the report

stated.

"I never saw that kind of evi-

dence in the SPET [Support Pro-

grams Evaluation Team] report,

which ^as the initial evaluation

of Peace and Justice that was
submitted to the PEC. They
commended Peace andJustice and
recommended that it be main-

tained," said Dr. Barbara Wall,

O.P., philosophy professor.

Dr. Angelo Armenti, dean of the

University College and chairper-

son ol the PEC, commented that

the center has worthwhile activ

ities that could be accomplished

in a different way.
Armenti said that no scientific

sample was taken concerning the

center for the PEC*s finaf report.

He said he regrets the report's

reference to Peace and Justice

courses as '*peanut butter and
jelly."

"It surprised me that the PEC
would completely reverse the

recommendation of SPET, espe-

cially after reading that their

reasons were 'anecdotal' for their

decision," Wall explained.

Wall said that Armenti did not

give the center the appropriate

evaluation forms to complete that

other academic programs received

and these forms were not included

in the final report.

"We were never consulted,

never interviewed about this

matter," she commented.
"On the positive side, it seems

that a small group in the basement

of Sullivan Hall has managed to

disturb a few people who are

concerned about the activities we
sponsor for the purpose of raising

consciousness, particularly about

hunger, poverty, homelessness
and apartheid, to name a few,"

Wall asserted.

She cited a passage from the

PEC report that indicates this

attitude, which states, "PEC also

has great concerns about the

nonacademic aspects of the cur-

rent program in the Center for

Peace and Justice Education,

especially as they relate to political

activism and controversial posi-

tions which, while perhaps entire-

ly acceptable when presented as

the belief of a person or small

group of persons, would not be

acceptable if presented as the

official position of Villanova
University."

Armenti explained that the

PEC's concerns about the centei-

yttrt primarily accountability and
supervision. He said that the

qmtroversial activities of Peace
andJustice are a secondary conem
and that the main reasons for the

PEC's decision were organization-

al, not political.

^Armenti explained, for instance,

that the committee had concern

about the idea of an academic
program not being under the

supervision of an academic
department.

Wall quoted the American Cath-

olic Bishops' pastoral letter on the

economy in response to a question

concerning the purpose of the

center. "[The Church] demands a

(Continued on page 8)

V.U.'s liHisshn discussed
By DANTE J. SCALA

News Editor

The Program Evaluation Com-
mittee [PEC]'s final report has
sparked a dispute over how the

University community should
-interpret its "constitution," the

Mission Statement.

In a debate which resembles the
current controversy over the U.S.

Constitution, th^ PEC's strict

interpretation of the Mission
Statement stands in opposition to

the liberal view which the Univer-
- sity Senate's faculty affairs com-
mittee has taken.

The debate is grounded in the

issue of how important graduate
education, research and scholar-

ship is to the University. The PEC
has said that these aspects are

secondary to undergraduate edu-

cation, while the faculty affairs

committee argues that the Univer-

sity community's consensus is

that "teaching and research/
scholarly work are to be accorded

equal importance."

PEC Chairperson and Univer-

sity College Dean Dr. Angelo
Armenti said Wednesday that the

PEC report is the first attempt to

bring the University's reality into

harmony with the Mission
' Statement.

A number of graduate programs

have been recommended for ter-

mination by the PEC.

Differing interpretations

Among the faculty's arguments
countering the report, the ques-

tion raised about interpretation of

the Mission Statement is one
which questions the foundations

of the PEC's evaluations.

The PEC was charged by the

Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,

University president, to follow the

Mission Statement and Planning
Assumptions.
-The committee's decisions,

including the recommendations it

made to terminate various grad-

uate programs, stemmed mainly
from these two documents. The
programs recommended for termi-

nation, however, also did have
weaknesses in such a^eas as

quality, the need for the program
dnd the satisfaction gained from
it, said Armenti.

Armenti said that mission state-

ments are like constitutions and
the PEC was bound to work
within the framework established

by the document, according to

Driscoll's charge.

While the PEC's interpretation

of the Mission Statement is cor-

rect^literally, it is incorrect in a

historical sense, according to the

faculty affairs committee.

The issue is a question of

"principle versus practice," said

I>r. Michael J. Hones, chairperson

of the committee, Tuesday. The
concepts described in the Mission

Statement have not been imple-

mented by the University com-
munity since the document was
promulgated in 1979, added
Hones.
"Since its formulation, the

Mission Statement has undergone
a history of interpretation and
application by the administration,

faculty, [University] Senate and
other orflanizations of this Univer-

sity," aabrding to a statement by
the faculty committee.

"One primary tenet of that

consensus is that teaching and
research/scholarly work are to be

accorded equal importance in the

formulation and retention of

University programs," stated the

report.

In this light, the committee
"suggests" that the PEC "funda-

mentally" misinterpreted the

Mission Statement. "Since this

misinterpretation served as a

directing guideline for the inves-

tigations of the PEC, the individ-

ual conclusions on particular

programs may well be seriously

out of accord" with what the

committee believes to be the
correct interpretation of the Mis-

sion Statement.

The committee did imply in its

statement, however, that some of

the PEC's conclusions on individ-

ual programs may be correct

despite the interpretation.

(Continued on page 8)
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Opportunities
Compiled by

Maureen Stapleton

Scholarship
Every year Villanova is invit-

ed to nominate graduating
seniors for Rhodes, Marshall

and Fulbright Scholarships.

The Rhodes and Marshall
Scholarships provide twoyears
of study in England, and the

Fulbright provides an oppor-

tunity to undertake independ-

ent projects in most non-Soviet

bloc countries.

On May 3, at 9:30 a.m. in

Mendel Hall, Room 117, there

will be an informational meet-

ing for all interested juniors.

Nominations will also be

made for up to three sopho-

mores for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship. The scholarship

provides up to $7,500 for four

years of study to those students

with a demonstratable commit-
ment to a career in public

service. There will be an infor-

mational meeting for all inter-

ested freshmen, May 3, at 10:30

a.m. in Mendel Hall, Room 117.

The National Black JVIBA

Association [NBMBAA] is now
accepting applications for its

1988 National Scholarship
Program.
The scholarship program

was initiated in 1984 to award
deserving minority students in

a graduate business or manage-
ment curriculum. In 1988, the

NBMBAA will award at least

six scholarships, totaling

$18,000.

To qualify, students must be

enrolled in a full-time graduate
business ^of management pro-

gram in" the fall of 1988 or

winter of 1989.

To receive an application,

contact: The National Black
MBA Association, c/o 1988
Scholarships, 111 E. Wacker
Drive, Suite 600, Chicago, 111.

60601.

Summer course
The department of classical

studies announced a six-week
accelerated course in Elemen-
tary Latin to be offered this

summer. The course will count
as six undergraduate credits

and will be offered on Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to

12 p.m. Dr. Effie Coughanowr
will be teaching the course.

Exposure to Latin phonology,

vocabulary, snytax and style

will improve students' English
language abilities and provide

a foundation for other foreign

language study. There are
tuition scholarships available

for qualified applicants. For
more information call (215)

64547% or (215) 6454780.

Convention
Hundreds of young people

and students from around Hie
country will gather at the third

National Convention of the
Young Communist League,
U.S.A. The convention will

take place from June 17-19 at

the University of Massachu-
setts, Amherst.
The convention will include

discussions, workshops and a
"rich cultural program." Dis-

cussions will focus on the need
to abolish nuclear weapons,
defeating Reaganism in the
1988 elections, the fight against
the rule in racist violence,

youth unemployment and stu-

dent rights. The convention
will be held under the theme,
"Turning Our Country
Around."

Employment
Temporary service compa-

nies are actively looking for

college students for summer
employment.

Temporary services allow
for a flexible schedule and also

pay students well.

If you are interested in work-
ing for a temporary service

firm in the area, contact CDI
Temporary Services, 1600
Market Street, Suite 1904,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103, (215)

569-2490.

Course abroad
The Critical Studies Pro-

gram in Paris, in cooperation
with the University of Paris III,

focuses on current French
theoretical trends in literature

and film studies.

Courses are offered both at

the undergraduate and gradu-
ate levels, during the fall or
spring semesters or for a full

year. There is a minimum two
year college-level French
requirement for fall semester
and academic year students,

three years for spring students.

Applicants must also have a

minimum of two courses in

either film studies, literary

criticism or communications.
For more information, con-

tact the Council on Interna-

tional Educational Exchange,
Academic Programs Depart-
ment, 205 East 42nd St., New
York, N.Y. 10017.

Students rewarded for academic achievement
By MAUREEN STAPLETON

Sti^ff Reporter

Thirty-three seniors and four

juniors were inducted into the

Villanova chapter of the honor

society Phi Beta Kappa. Seniors

induded Christian Alfonsi,Janine

Andrews, Joanne Caccavale,

Patricia Carroll, Sean M. Carroll.

Rita Ciccariello, Donna Cidrello*

Claire DeLeo, Kathy Diesl, Cha-
rles Dougherty and David
Echeverria.

In addition, Kathleen Engel,

Taoiar Pnididnan. Paul Gaud-
rMik, Kevin Hedit* Thtreaa C.

Jonea, Katherine J. Krackeler,

JoIhi Leiiiole,lQan Loadoo, Donna

Cacte tJMiiniilli. G«y

Michael Sheldon, Joseph Sixeas,

Lynn C. Watts and Cathleen

Whelan were added to the honor

society.

Juniors who were inducted into

the honor society were Patricia

Brown. David Hinkle. Ronald
Koemer and Beth Westerman. .

Undersraduates present

Four Villanova undeivaduates
presented papers at the Second
National Conference on Under-

graduate Research held at the

University ol North Carolina,

AsheviUe, from April 21 to M^\
23.

Participating Villanova stu-

dents wttt Gng Cattano. wlw

m PrMwe": Ckin DeLeo,

wlio preftad "Harveating

Measurements of Two Species of

African Ungulates;" Colleen

Downes, who presented "The
Dual Commitment of Union
Members to their Unions and
Employing Organizations;" and
Kristin Switala, who presented

"The Question of Creativity in

Foucault's Notion of Produced
ItKlividuals."

Abstracts of the papers by
DeLeo and Switala were selected

for publication in the conference

proceedings.
,

WMk adected as finaMsl
ChristineWnuk has been select-

ed as a finalist in the James A.
Finnegan Fellowship Foundation.
Wnuk was honond at the foun-

dation's annual awards luncheon
at the Governor's home in

Harriebufi. She will now have a
10 week euBUBar iatemship in a
state fovamment afency

.

Science students awarded
The National Science Founda-

tion awarded Sean Carroll a

National Science Foundation Grad-

uate Fellowship. Carroll will be

pursuing graduate work at

Harvard University in astronomy.

Mary Frances McAleer was
awarded honorable mention by

the foundation. Currently, she is

a senior bachelor of science,

honors major.

Signnji Xi announces
new members
The Villanova University

Sigma Xi Club recently announced
its full and associate members of

the chapter. Full members are

recognised for "noteworthy
achievement as an original inves-

tigator in a fiek) of pure or applied

sdenoe." Associate members are

honoied for their achievement,

through initial research, in a fieki

of pure or applied science.

Twelve members of the Villa-

nova faculty were made full

members. This group included

Moeness G. Amin, Michael F.

Brown, Jose R. de la Vega, John
A. Doherty, Robert M. Giuliano,

Peter N. Keliher, Stephen Konyk,
John N. Majerus, William E.

Mattis, Purusottam Mookerjee,

John E. Mulholland and Peter G.
von Glahn.

The newly elected associate

members of Sigma Xi are Sean M.
Carroll, Mark G. Caprara, Claire

L. DeLeo, Elayne C. Griffin,

Catherine R. Hahn and George B.

Stroup. Other new members are

Tarak D. Mody, Melanie D.
Rittenhouse. Thomas F. Kelly,

John D. DiLulk), Kai D. Feng,

Mary F. McAleer, Mary E. O'Don-
nell, Anthony M. Pisdotti. Ravin-

dra P. Tetambe and Kenneth J.

DeCark).

J
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increase of over 10 percent.

Budget passes
Despite student protest, the

proposed budget was approved by
the Ui\iversity Senate by a vote
of 17-16. Two student senators
were the only twoabsent without
excuse, while four other senators
left early and one was excused.
The budget totals $110 million

and is "the highest budget we've
ever had," according to a comment
by Alvin A. Clay, chairman of the
Senate budget committee and

tshuigfi
dean of the College of Commerce
and Finance. Aside from the
tuition increase ofover 10 percent,
the budget inchides a A percent
room and board increase, an 8
percent faculty salary increase
and a 6 percent staff salary
increase.

On-campus plans
' Plans to rezone and develop
west campus, which began with
a Nov. 5 meeting between Univer-
sity officials and Radnor Town-
ship residents, have progressed.
The University is currently in the

(Photo by Caslano)

I
Demonstrators counter a protest against Attorney General Edwin

I
Novemb^r'"^^

^^^"^ "^ " '^''"^^ celebrating the Constitutioi^in

Peace and Justice
(Continuedfrom page 7)

compassionate vision that enables as residential by the University.

process of having tbe «pptw-
mately 65-acre amrMoned from
residentiid use to institutional

use. according to the Rev. Robert

J. Martin, O.S.A., assistant to the

president.

Groundbreaking for the south
campus dorm project finally took

place the week of March 25, after

being predicted to start in late fall

1987 by Martin in a Sept. 18

article. Estimated completion date
is summer 1989.

In November, Driscoll reviewed

a recommendation to build a new
infirmary within the next two
years. No decision on this recom-

mendation and related plans has
been made as of yet.

However, plans are proceeding

on the renovation of the Main
Chapel. The entire restoration

process will take approximately
five years, said the Rev. Shawn
T. Tracy, O.S.A., director of

Campus Ministry, in an Oct. 30
Vlllanovan article.

Vandalism
Campus vandalism was lower

this fall than the last until Home-
coming, according to the Rev.

Martin Smith, O.S.A., assistant

director of Residence Life for

environmental management.
While a campus-wide contest to

lessen vandalism was implement-
ed by Residence Life, approxi-

mately $5,000 worth of damage
was wreaked during the victory

celebration after the Wildcats'

Maiich 24 victory over Kentucky
in

I
the NCAA basketball

ytftnr
surftir j)e the iHitlqii's coHcfe

. . ^9 MjL _«_ '«-•• «« MAMA .
^^

toomnMpt. ^.,

Anaddltk)iiaLe0timated|75.OOO pran$nt9 wfeiohlirt^

worth of damage is the result of University the|be«t oomprehen*
the damaging of "The Awaken- sive college in the Bast for the
ing." a modem sculpture donated second year running,

in 1985 tpymanova by its artist, The Wildcats made it to the

Jay Dugan.
^

final eight in the NCAA men's
New gradiRg system basketball totuliament March 24,

Driscoll apiNDved a newgrading by defeating Kentudcy.

system that includes "minus^ Thel967editiMiaftbeBelteAir
grades. His decision was was ranked in the top 5 percent
announced at the Feh. 19 Senate ^ collie yearbooks mtionwide
meeting. The system will nvt be by the Columbia Scholastic Fifths

implemented until the computer ^^ Columbia University. The
system which holds student yearbook finished in first place
records is converted. The tonver- and was awarded a Medalist
sion will take at least a year. Certifk:afe.

National reflection on The YlUaiiovan was awarded
Greek organisations First Place with Special Merit by
The Feb. 12 death of James ^be American Scholastic Press

Callahan, a Rutgers University Association for the sixth year
freshman associate member of ninning. It was also cited for its

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, by sports coverage and editorial

alcohol poisoning, prompted writing,

national media reflection and Coed Dorms
coverage of Greek organizations. ^ Feb. 19, Student Govem-
The Villanovan's own Febi 19 ment submitted to the University

editorial on the Callahan incidenl,
I

Senate a report compiled to

which advocated the abolishment 1
address the issue of coed dorms

of the Greek system, provoked at Villanova.

much controversy and response in .

The Senate recommended that

the following issue. i Driscoll charge the office of Stu-

In fall 1987, Delta Kappa Epsil- <lent Life to study the issue
on's[DKE] fraternity charter was I

further,

suspended for three years by Graduation
University administration. Cur- Graduation ceremonies for the

rently, Sigma Nu fraternity was class of 1988 will be divided this

put on indefinite probation by its year so they can be held indoors

national office. as a precautionary measure in

Wins case of rain. The decision has
The Oct. 26 issue of U.S. News prompted protest from students in

and World Report released a '
the course of the year.

it to see things from the side of
the poor and powerless and to
assess lifestyle, policies and social

institutions in terms of their
impact on the poor," it read.

"The Peace and Justice Center
helps maintain this vision at

Villanova," Wall explained.

\ Wall commented that there
i have been concerns about space

I
within the University, and said
that she takes offense to thePEC 's

statement that the commitment of

space to the center is "excessive
and wasteful," according to the
report.

. "Our space is student space, not

faculty space, for it is designated

\

Our staff works on a purely
volunteer basis, and the time we
take out to teach these courses or
partake in these activities is our
own free time," she noted. ^ /

When asked if the center will

take action against this recom-
mendation. Wall responded that

the staff has currently requested
from Armenti the evidence that

the PEC used to determine its

decision.

"I had hoped the process of the
PEC would be more respectful of
people and their programs and the
institution at large," Wall
concluded.

Senior job market bright

Mission Statement
(Continued on page 7)

Hones made a connection
between a robust view of research
and scholarship with a natural

if
lourishing of graduate education.
Armenti countered that the

committee's interpretation of the
role of research and scholarship,

<as well as the view described in

the faculty handbook, was formu-
lated before the Mission State-

|ment's promulgation. The PEC

I
has indicated that most of the

{graduate programs had begun

I before the promulgation.

I
"In a very real sense, the PEC

^report was the first time the

i University looked at [its] activities

in compliance with the stated

Mission," said Armenti.
Armenti noted that the PEC

expressed sympathy to the "many
faculty" who feel that graduate
study should be increased. Thus,
it recommended "that the Board
of Trustee reevaluate the roles of
research, scholarly work and
graduate study when the Mission
Statement is next reviewed for
possible revision."

"Depending on how the Board
[of Trustees] decides on the PEC
recommendations in July, that, to
some extent, will answer the
question whether graduate pro-
grams will be given greater
emphasis in the future," said
Armenti.

*

Good luck

Michelle and
Siobhan!

We 'II miss you!

Love,
Toots and Scante

I

:
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By CAROLYN R. MIRABILE
and KATIE REICHNER

Staff Reporters

"There is a big job market
available for . seniors in many
different fieWs," according to on-
campus recruiting coordinator
Mary Lou Cubbage. .

'2

At the Career Development
Center [CDC], located in Corr
Hall, there are applications avail-

able from about 135 companies
who have job openings. CliC gets
requests from companies who are
looking for students with specific

qualifications. Students who meet
the criteria can submit a resume.

Although many companies may
call theCDC to request appli(iants,

the CDC also informs companies
on availability of students. The
CDC also gets requests from
alumni.

"Alumni are a great source for

employment opportunities. Many
former graduates who are work-
ing will contact the center because

' they like to hire Villanova grad-
uates," said Judy H. Madsen,
career counselor.

Cubbage added, "Alumni will

help the students through an
interview, and they will act as a
mentor if they are hired."

Students who do not find a job
before they graduate can still use
the center's facilities. Cubt)age
commented, "If a company caUs
us over the summer with a job
opening, we can look through the
resumes and call students who
have the right credentials." Stu-
dents who want to change jobs
later can also use the center's
materials to find another job.

Students who are interested in

finding a job should come in

during their freshman year to

explore different options. Madsen
said, "Usually students come in

during their sophomore year
because that's when they have to

declare a major, and they want to

start kx)king in a specific ares."

The Job Club at the CDC wUI
hold a seminsr May 23 to 27.

Students wiU be able to antss
their skills in amder to find s job
in which they cam suoosed. The

wiU

searching. graduate school, traveling, or
Every two years the CDC holds whose plans have not yet been

a job fair. About 50 companies finalized,

participated in last year's fair. Out of 1,800 undergraduate
The next fair will be held in fall students in Villanova's class of
1989. 1987, 1,100 participated in the
The CDC ^Iso offers graduate survey, said Stokes,

testing materials and keeps letters According to the survey, 2^^
of recommendation on file, percent of engineering majoris,
Cubbage said, "We think students 12.7 percent of commerce and
should look into graduate studies finance majors, ^.3 percent of
and job opportunities because arts and science majors and 15.6
they may not know if they want percent of University College
to go to full-time graduate school students have undertaken posj-
or part-time while they work." undergraduate education.

Graduate school as an option This includes those pebple who
Results from an annual survey ^re employed both full-time and

of Villanova graduates have recent- part-time while attending gradu-

ly been received, according to Dr. a^^ school.

Robert D. Stokes, director of the Stokes commented that during

CDC. a strong job market period, the

The survey provides informa- number of people entering grad-

tion on the number of graduates "^^^ school tends to be lower than

who are employed, attending during a weak job market period.

Needs evaluated
(Continuedfrom page 3i)

different things because every-

body wants more [office] space but
whether they need it or not
requires a more objective look. It

was time for Villanova to take that
very broad look at it^s program
needs."

The Administrative Planning
Committee of the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A., University pres-

ident, and his assistants, is work-
ing with Eccleston in developing
the program of requirements,
according to Eccleston.

The funding cost of the master
plan is not known yet because the
needs for the plan have not yet
been determined. Eccleston said
that the cost will "depend on the
extent of the physical facilities

that are needed, both new and
renovation ofexistinff[facilities).**

The Covenant III fund-raising
protect will provide the "main
portion of the fundioff,*' plus
possibly a bond issue* according
toEccieston.

Hi^dded that he did not think
it wmdd be possible to fet any
govermnental sources of funds,
although tkis option tM bdag

Possible plans for Alumni and
Corr halls include converting
them to faculty or administration
office Duil(^ings.

Concerning a new health care
facility, Driscoll established a
committee to examine the health
care needs of students, which
submitted a recommendation thirt
"the psychok)gical and physical
health needs of students be housed
together under one organization"
and in one building, possibly
behind Kennedy Hall, according to
Eccleston.

Eccleston added that the cur-
rent infirmary, Middleton Hall,
has "outlived its usefulness" for
health care and cited the example
of beds for patients being kcated
on the second floor, although
patients might he using cratches.

Another presidcntisi committee
looked 9t the construction of
engineering and acienoe Isbontth
ries in Mendel HalL Althoi^
there has been no final reoaoMBOi-
dation yet by this conunittee,

pnssihilitiei indudrttidim a nesr

new buildi<^ior IsfcjritMj

poses, aooordlQg to

OtiMr

which are hsmaNcial to job CoMMUy
tdit.
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HA got
thraehitson
the charts.

Anriltton
screaming

fans.

- Agirlheki^vs
nained Donna.

Adream house
he bought ky

his mom.

And he's only 17.

An American Success Story.
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SUNDA Y
MAY1
3 p.m. 5:30 p.m.

8 p.m.

CO. CINEMA

(Rl.^DD[ TM«<
iPiiymirrnniiE

>«PB^P"

TICKETS $2

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!

April 28 & 29
6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m

C.C. CINEMA TICKETS $2

BETH
BILLY
LISA

CRAIG
KAREN
PETE

ERNIE
JOHN
TONY

JILL
KIM
DAVE

STEVE
JILL

AVA

IT WON'T BE THE SAME
WITHOUT YOU!
GOOD LUCK!

COUPON GOOD FOR UNLIMITED VISITS

^•.••=^-.*.=SENIOR WEEK 1988 ^-j*--^-; •••

FRIDAY, MAY 13
STUDENT-FACULTY GOLF OUTING

TUESDAY, MAY 1

7

I"

for further information please contact the

Dean of Students Office, 2nd Floor Dougherty Hall

645-4200
"MEET AT THE BEACH!"

meet fellow seniors at

Island Beoch State Park - NJ
for a day of fun in the s^n!

Directions available at CC ticket office or Union office

SUNDAY, MAY 15
SENIOP MASS
6 p.m. Main Chapel

co-sponsored by Campus Ministry

MONDAY, MAY 16
'NOVA NIGHT AT FLANAGAN'S

2nd & South Sts.. Phila. , PA
tickets available at tfie door

. SENlOR PICNIC featuring "Blue Period'

1 2 p.m. to approximately 6 p.m. Mendel Field

$10 ticket includes: t-shirt, cup, food, beverages, games!
ALL TICKETS MUST BE PRE-PURCHASED— NONE

SOLD ON SITE— TICKETS REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION
* RAINDATE: WED., MAY 1 8 *

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1

8

pUTDOOR MOVIE "BACK TO SCHOOL"
9 p.m. Kennedy Plaza

—FREE—

THURSDAY, MAY 19
FINAL DAYS PARTY
AT POPCORN'S

King of Prussia
5-9 p.m. $5 cover

-t

Tickets available CC tk^ket offk^e

ItOCO6u810 DSIlOfn

SankvgMltoV.U.

* All tixs in CC tix offrce
* Proof of 21 & valid V.U. I.D. required
for aM tteket purchases and for all

events.
* UmNed number of tk:ket8 avaHfldsie

*NOREFUMOS
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Seriously consider

PEC report
Self-evaluation is the most difficult form of criticism.

While it is easy to evaluate others objectively, it is seldom
easy to recognize one's own faults and weaknesses. The
task of self-evaluation snowballs when members of a l^rge

institution attempt the job. The Program Evaluation
Committee [PEC] should be applauded for its efforts to

improve undergraduate and graduate, academi^ and non-
academic, programs at Villanova. However, the PEC
should not be looked upon as infallible, but rather as a
basis upon which the University should evaluate itself.

The PEC made many important observations about
student life and academics. In particular, the recommen-
dation to upgrade services for students and increase hours
in the Connelly Center are commendable and necessary.

The suggestion to hold early semester book sales in Butler
Annex to alleviate lines in the University Shop should
be implemented next semester.

The PEC saw the need to improve the low proficiency

in undergraduate writing and for putting more full-time

teachers in freshman classes. We applaud the PEC for

recommending an upgrade in the intellectual climate on

campus.

It is also commendable that the PEC wants to

emphasis quahty instead of quantity in Villanova's

graduate programs. Serious discussion must take place

about the academic issues raised by the PEC including

the termination of a number of graduate programs and

the rejection of four proposed graduate programs.

While the PEC has made a number of very good

recommendations, it has missed the mark in a few areas.

The recommendation to terminate the Center for

Peace andJustice shows a lack of consideration and insight

into the center's true mission and value. The center is

one of the few outlets students and faculty have to combat

social problems, protest and create community awareness

of today's issues. The center is a superb academic tool

for the University for it facilitates new, liberal thought

in the minds of many students. Moreover, it is an excellent

spiritual tool for it fights tor the rights of the poor and

powerless. What kind of a Catholic university would

discourage this?

The PEC recommendation of continuing Division lAA
football fails to consider the University as a whole. Just

because the Board of Trustees have supposedly
*

'decided

the University is going to compete in football' is no reason

for the PEC to support football. The recommendation

failed to mention the $1.2 million loss the program is

expecting next year. Perhaps some of this money could

be utizli^ in more profitable ways such as financial aid.

In regard to the recommendation about Villanova's

alcohol policy, the PEC fails to address tailgating. They
mention that Villanova is inconsistent in enforcing its

alcohol policy, yet only weakly encourage more social life

on campus.

ThePEC completely skirted the issue of coeducational

residence halls, a suggestion highly recommended in

Arthur Shriberg's report.

The recommendationsabout Villanova Security were
weak and severely lacking substance. Why was the

personality and style (A Chief Rowan Kelly, director of

Security, overkx^ked in the final PEC report, after an
earlier PEC report concluded that they were at the core

of the prohkms in Student Life and Security relations.

The PEC report is out. The reoommendatiMit,
sugBntiont for and i^ntt ongymoM are made. We hope
the Univertity will ute thit report at a metliod of

conttmcttve Mtf-evaltiatioii. We eaoMil

until we can ohiectiviely knk at our own

Letters to the Edttor.

Respect Villanova's campus
To the Editor:

Imagine Villanova in the spring-

time— rolling green lawns, bloom-

ing dogwood trees and forsythia

bushes, gardens of daffodils and
tulips, stately old buildings and
students enjoying it all.

Now take a closer look at this

pretty picture — toilet paper
grows along with the leaves on the

trees, crumpled newspapers litter

the green fields, bottles and cans
clutter the flower beds and the

buildings, old and new, are dirtied

with unnecessary vandalism, but

the students still seem to be
enjoying all of it.

Most of us spend thie greater

part of every day on campus. Why
is it that we have allowed the

vandalism and littering to become
so ordinary that the sloppiness of

our school does not even bother

us anymore?

Closkey
advocates

speak
To the Editor:

We are disgusted with the way
the election was handled this

year, and we believe there is no
reason Sean Closkey should not

be president right now.
After being informed of the

allegations against both candi-

dates we can not understand why
Closkey was slighted from this

office when it is clear that votes

were impounded because of Terise
Fusco's actions.

Not only was she seen cam-
paigning illegally in Hartley,

which thie Elections Commission
chose to ignore, but also admitted
to discarding over 1,000 pipers.

We have not heard such charges
against Closkey. The only charge
against Closkey was his distribu-

tion of the,election addition of the

Villanovan, which you, the Elec-

tion Commission, condoned. This
was in no way campaign material,

and we feel that this was just an
excuse you used to keep CkMkey
out of office.

For these reaaons we beg CkM-
key torun again neiU year because
we wouki be honored to have him
represent the student body in the

position he ni^ully

Every week, thousands of dol-

lars are spent, fixing things that

students have purposely broken,

and cleaning up the messes we
have thoughtlessly created.

The destruction and damage
evident in the quad and every-

where else on Saturday mornings

says a lot of negative things about

the pride we take in Villanova. We
have a reputation as a group of

students who really take pride in

their school, but our treatment of

the campus belies that image.

Since warm weather Ts just

around the corner, and we will all

be spending more time outside, let

us all make a resolution to start

keeping this campus clean.

It is not too difficult to throw
out your trash after lunch on the

wall or to pick up the papers that

are piling up at your feet or to put

your junk mail in a trash can or

to reconsider covering walls with

yogurt and overripe oranges.

Now is the time to show our
"Wildcat pride" by making Villa-

nova look its very best this spring.

Marybeth G. Donahue
Class of 1089

Villanova Vandalism
Committee
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flection Commission critiqued
By STEPHEN FLANAGAN

The final decision of the Elec-

tion Commission is severely
flawed. In its sincere attempt to
rectify the controversy which
arose on April 12 during Student
Government elections, the com-
mission may haveexacerbated the
situation by taking the wrong
course of action.

First of all, the student vote

count should have beeitpublished
given that there was no evidence
or even accusations of voter fraud.

Serious allegations of fraud at the
polling place, which prove to have
some merit, should be the only
reason for a vote count to be
withheld.

This is not to suggest that the

numerical victor should take
office if he or she has admittedly
committed a breach of ethics that

should bar him or her from that

office.

It is obvious that that is what
has occurred in this election. But
that is a different question that

should have been dealt with
separately from the actual vote

count. The voters have a right to

know the results of the poll;

anything less is disen-

franchisement.

A second aspect of the Commis-
sion's decision that is objection-

able can be found in the first

whereas of their official statement

(ViUanovan April 22, page 7)

r^rding the Villanovan's "con-

troversial election supplement."

The article which caused such
consternation was an editorial

piece that was clearly identified

*as such whi^h. the commission

statement holds contained "mate-
rial of questional validity that
may have unjustly affected the
electoral process."

Of course the editorial raised
questions; it can even be consi-

dered "questionable." But that is

precisely what the opinions of the
editors of a publication should be.

Anybody who would automatical-
ly believe what they read in the
newspaper, especially what is on
the editorial page is a fooL While
the editorial was clearly very
negative toward vice president
Terise Fusco, the editors of a
paper are within their rights to
take such stands.

It is true the ViUanovan could
have asked for a rebuttal from the
Fusco campaign prior to publish-

ing, but most would agree thatjt
has to remain the perogative of the
Vifianovan (or any newspaper)
whether or not to do so. The fact

that the ViUanovan choose not
to seek a reply from Fusco left it

up to its readers to decide whether
or not their's was a fair assess-

ment of the candidate.

I do not believe it should be in

the Election Commission's
domain to decide whether the
editorial content of the newspaper
is just or unjust. That determi-
nation belongs to the reader.

The Commission's actions
regarding Fusco, who according to

the report "personally disposed of

approximately eight hundred sup-
plements" was too lenient. She
clearly should not be allowed on
the ballot next year. The sad part
is that maybe if the student voters
had been given all the information
the penalty may not be so lenient

after all. The reason being that
one could speculate that Fusco
won the vote count and, if it were
not for this transgression, woukl
not be president. If she did not win
there is no reason that candidate
Sean Closkey should now as>sume
the office of Student Government
President.

For those that would quickly
dismiss what Fusco did as even
somewhat justified, imagine this:

What would the reaction of the
Villanova community be if the
Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.,
University president, ordered the
Maintenance Department to dis-

pose of an issue of the ViUanovan
on the morning of its publication
because it said negative things
about him [even what he viewed
as slanderous things]?

The resulting demonstrations
would be phenomenal. It would
not only include students, but
faculty and even some administra-
tors. The local and national press
would be here and our president
would be defamed as a close-

minded dictator who suppresses
the free flow of information at an
institution of higher learning.

What Fusco'did was quite simply
wrong and she should acknowl-
edge it as such.

The Election Commission
report cited candidate Closkey 's

use of the ViUanovan election

supplement to lure voters as also-

being unfair. This is simply
ridiculous. During Phil Brach's
campaign for president I person-

ally cut clippings from all the
newspapers Phil had been inter-

viewed in],, quoted by or even

metnioned and used them to go
around and tell student voters
that "Phil Brach's work for stu-

dents is part of the public record."

Twenty-seven articles were from
the ViUanovan, four of those
were editorials in which Phil's

work was mentioned very favor-

ably and a fifth editorial was an
endorsement of Phil for president
by the ViUanovan. This action

^by me was completely appropriate,
"^fcecause I was discussing Brach's

public record of service to
students.

And finally citing the VUla-
novan staff for unfairness
because they distributed their

newspapers after candidate Fusco
admitted to them that she had
thrown many in the garbage can
only be seen as absurd. They were
merely protecting the integrity of

their circulation which is com-
pletely understandable given the

circumstances.

It was the desire of the Election
Commission to "send a clear
message regarding the importance
of ethical behavior in all facets of
Villanova life." But the fear is that
the message is not clear enough
because all the facts in this case
were not revealed. The lack of
public candor on this incident by
the commission stifles the debate
on what should be expected of
future candidates and what actu-
ally occurred in this instance. The
commission report was totally

ambiguous, it pointed the finger
at everyone and penalized no one
except the voter who showed up
at the polls.

Steve Flanagan is presently a
graduate student, was formerly
chairman of the student caucus of
the University Senate, and was co-

manager ofJoe Allman 's presiden-
tial campaign in 1986.

Professor evaluates PEC report, defends program
ByJOSEPH R. DESJARDINS

Imagine reading a widely circu-

lated newspaper, finding yourself

slandered in it, and then discov-

ering that with this issue the
newspaper will go out of existence.

I have recently experienced a
similar situation in reading the

Program Evaluation Committee
(PEC) evaluation of the Center for

Peace and Justice Education.

Compared to the bishops, the

PEC proceeded in a secretive,

authoritarian and autocratic
manner.

discussed.

As a result, as we understand
it, three of the four members of

the arts college were excluded
from full participation in theFor example, to the best of my

knowledge the PEC held no public evaluation of peace and justice

hearings. I know for certain that So much for the claim on page

no member of the PEC ever spoke B-3 that "PEC acted in good faith

to any member of the staff of the in all its deliberations, and attemp-

Center for Peace and Justice. ted at all times to be fair, impartial

Had they done so, perhaps the and totally faithful to its charge."

PEC could have avoided the Had the PEC been more open

embarrassment of having to rely to its own members, perhaps

upon "admittedly anecdotal" someone would have explained to

course, respond to the specifics of evidence and based their evalua- the committee the difference
the PEC report at the proper time tion upon the facts instead. between philosophy and the inter-

and in the proper forum. Like Had they done so, perhaps disciplinary peace and justice

everyone criticized by PEC, we further embarrassing mistakes courses, and between Campus
expect to be — and should be — could have been avoided. For Ministry and Student Life. But,
judged on the merits of our pro- example, the PEC recommends the PEC held to its exclusionary
gram. We are confident of the that the phiktsophy department principle and as a result its

My colleagues and I will, of

results.

However, my immediate con-

cern is to address publicly the

woefully inadequate and inap-

propriate methodology adopted by
the PEC. I suggest that by study

ing their procedufesT we can learn happy to assure the PEC that
something about why their report Peace and Justice insists on the
has met so much i'esistence. same academic standards as the

In this regard, it will be inter- phitosophy department.

^nli^ri^'J^tTrh^afn/theE »»<> ^e been asked, we also

frT^hr«l fi^wr t nt ^!^'r ^ouW have been happy to supply

^„. ^«?^i ut.!^ * the PEC with copies of our course

Ti5*^* ; lu.. sylUbi and exams, as well as

Ji;:^Z'^XlS^ sUnt-course evaluations -

model of IZ^^, ^!!r!l2:!:l!ffi?.

curriculum committee "take full conclusions are uninformed and

responsibility" for the academic biased.

content and integrity of all peace I am also troubled by the fact

and justice courses." that the PEC decided to visit the

Since 1 am the chairman of that center's offices one evening after

committee, I would have been the staff had left for the night

(apparently the committee's only

"field trip").

Why not visit while we were in

the offices? What is th6 relation-

ship between this unusual visit

and the PEC's judgment that the

"current commitment of space to

CPJE [is] excessive and wasteful."

One wonders which came first,

the visit or the judgment?
Finally, the PEC should be

ashamed of its unwillingness to

take responsibility for its report.

Among the self-congratulatory

comments in the opening sections,

we are told that "It is the Com-
mittee's Report," "no votes were
ever taken," and the "individual

words, phrases, sections, and
recommendations" do not "neces-

sarily reflect the views in whole
or in part of the individual

members."
Why no votes? Why no minority

report? Add to this the fact that

the committee conveniently goes

out of existence after widely

circulating its report and you have
a report without accountability.

Imagine our outrage as Catho-
lics if the bishops and written and
issued their pastoral letters in a

similar manner.
How should the Villanova com-

munity react to the PEC? I think
that we should learn a lesson

about decision-making from their

errors.

There was a time, unfortunate-
ly not yet in the past, in which
decisions at Villanova were made
in secret by small groups protected

from accountability.

I suggest that this style of

decision-making is inappropriate

in any community, but it is

especially out of place in a Catholic

community. It is too bad that the
PEC ignored the model provided

by the U.S. bishops.

Dr. Joseph R. Des Jardins is an
assistant professor in the depart-

ment of philosophy. .

Lettei^ to the Editor

'Pippin' review questioned
i« inc .rms n«^ne y*^n«n

both college-wide evaluations and
economy and women, the Imhops

thoicdevekipedaspartofourown
on-going profram evaluation.

were a

opemwaa and respect for their

audience.

The biatepa hdd puUic liear*

attka.

re^yaatad cfitiiBiaaM ta tiMaa
* *«

Since the PEC did not have this

inlarmabon it ia not surprising to

find thak ooaduaion baaad upon
hearsay, ntaMr and slanderous

Apparently, thePEC alao adopc-

ad as an nmttttwm prooaiuif a

rule Iqr

olthe
ofa

If

•t wlildi tiM pnnram was

To the Editor:

We were shocked and greatly

disappointed by the review of

"Pippin" in your April 22 issue.

Whik no artist enjoys having her
or his work disparaged, it is

particularly fmatrating when the

attack ia both carekMly written

and characteriaed bFthe kind <d

ignorance and inaensitivity dis-

playad in this review.

TO criticise a performer for

onlya minor character" or

for 'lahaa thai were not funny"

ippoaaly ouiddlaa the dialinctionmmm the pity '*Plppln" and

Villanova Theatre's production of

it; to state that "most of the people

in the audience were drained of

their energy after about one and
a half hours" is blatantly pre-

sumptuous at the veiry least; to

suggest cutting 45 minutes from

a compact show that runs just

over two hours (including inter-

mission) borders on the absurd.

As performers, we are certainly

aocuaUMnad to critictam in the

preaa. It is a neocasary part of the

buainaas, and one shoukl never

expect unqualified praiee for a
leee than'pwiaaworthy effort.

However, we wouki aak that in

the future the ViUanovan not

assign reviewers so casually,

without recognizing the responsi-

bility inherent in judging the
collective effort of several dozen
artists.

Instead, we would suggest that

someone be sent who actually has

some knowledge of the theatre,

who cares about it. for whom
going to a performance is in itself

an experience to be welcomed and
not simply "tolerated."

The
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Change attitudes
To the Editor:

A recent series of events has
embittered me to my fellow stu-

dents and classmates.

First, the destruction of the
"Awakening" statue proved the
mindless destructive tendencies
of more than a few students on
campus. While it has yet to be
proven that the vandals were
students, the act coincided with
the loss of a basketball game.

If these people had ever created

anything of value during their

pathetic lives, they woukl respect

the creations of others. Instead,

they are only motivated by hatred

and violence.

Second, the sale of Senior
Dinner Dance tickets was a zoo.

My friends and I b^n waiting
in line at 8 a.m. in Connelly
Center, about sixtieth in line.

Quite a few of my classmates
considered it below their social

status to wait in line with myself
and the other peasants.

Subsequently, they amassed at

the front of the liiie as they
strolled down the stairs at 9:30

a.m. I received the 190th ticket at

10:30 a.m. while my friends,

caught amid the crowd, received

tickeU in the 3008 at neiriy VtSO
p.m.

Third, while I danced during
the dinner dance, someone stole

my tuxedo jacket off the back of

my chair. Needless to say, I was
mad as hell.

With my date's keys and license

in the pocket, a jadcet taken by
mistake wouki soon bediacovcrea.
The jacket has not been returned.

Who do you people think you
are?You have no respectforpubUc
or private property and apparently

eixjoy stepping on people every

chance you get.

Congratulations Villanova, you
have gotten rae angry, a task not

easily accomplished. Iam left with
some splendid memories as I leave

this fine Catholic (?) institution.

Perhaps the Admissions Office

should change their policy and
start admitting students with a

Christian attitude. But then
again, why change now?

Vincent J. Donohue
Class of 1988

Do not stereotype
To the Editon

I would like to bring to the

attention of the administration

and students a problem that needs
to be addressed now. The problem
that I am referring to is the lack

of knowledge about black students
that is rampant among the white
population here at Villanova.

There seem to be many miscon-
ceptions and uninformed opinions

about black students. For exam-
ple, I have heard it implied that

we are all either here on athletic

scholarships, or that we are all so
poor 'that we have simply been
given a free ride by Villanova
University.

Granted, there are some black
students who are here due to their

athletic abilities, just as there are
some white students here due to

their athletic abilities.

However, there exists an even
greater number of black students
here who have worked very hard
throughout their high school
careers in order to be accepted into

Villanova.

ft is almost a given that the

average black student feels as
though he has to work twice as
hard as the average white student
in order to prove that he can
"make the grade." This feeling is

justified by the fact that there is

a subtle tension throughout this

campus that is constantly felt by
blacks.

We, as black students, are
always making an effort to be
accepted by our fellow white
students. If this effort continues
to be one-sided, we will never
progress.

I realize that this problem
cannot be solved overnight. How-
ever, I sincerely hope that I have
succeeded in raising the aware
ness of the student body and of

the administration, and that
everyone on this campus will

immediately make efforts to

improve student relations and to

unify Villanova University as a
whole.

Valerie R. Bass
Class of 1991

Review criticized
To the Editor:

As both a news writer for the
Villanovan and a member of the
stage crew of "Pippin," I had the
rare experience of witnessing both
the efforts and the repercussions
of our publication. After reading
the entertainment "critique" of

the musical, I must admit I was
ashamed to be associated with the.

paper.

It is not the negativeness of the
critique that I am protesting; it

is the quality. My distress is

twofold: first, that such an unin-

formed and biased opinion would
claim to be a critique and second,

that the entertainment editors of

the Villanovan would suppott
and publish such "writing."

Allen Ambrosino lacks an inter-

est in and familiarity with the

theatre only matched by his poor
writing skills and this makes him
utterly unsuited to such a task.

To reduce the performance of

an actress to "jokes that were not

funny" and to sugipest that a 140-

minute musical, short by any
informed standard, is *'45 minutes
too kang," can only be the result

ofM infantik attfatkin

a lai^ of knomkdmt <d

comjriaea a "fssd**jiby.

These are only

the marmot
that wrfuac tht rrilitiif L
even bigin to protest tkt

partifiipias and skmiy writing

repitlsiii tiiawsfli.

I cannot comprehend, however,
that such unfounded opinions and
rough writing would survive the

editing process of any newspaper.

My first inclination was to

resign in protest, but I soon
realized that simply washing my
hands of the publication, which
is usually of such high quality,

would be both close-minded and
futile.

Instead, I am writing this to

express my distress and my hope
that in the future more thought
and effort will be put into the
writing and editing of the enter-

tainment editorials.

tMuim Staveos

itters

policy
The ViOmmmtmrn wiU^nt "Let

ten to the Editor" mxived at its

offices in 201 Dougherty prior to

ike weektf doaeUine, Tmeulgy a/ 2
pm. Aaietten mtmai be Mtii Mmd
double spteod. The odOors wiU
mikkMammmes^mrmmLbmi

BytATPM
nmBut'

staffPImteiropkerf
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Greek-aid
(Continuedfrom pagt 13) ^
deal to me, but it's the endeavor.

It speaks to me of the grou|^ and
the individuals. I'm really

touched."

Johnson replied, "It gives us

just as much pleasure to give it

to you."

The Battle of the Bands, whose
only expenses were stage crew
and sound, earned money from

collecting donations at the door.

Its success has moved Schaeffer

to send letters to IPCs and Greek

organizations at other colleges,

mentioning Lambda Chi Alpha's

achievement and asking for sup-

port next year. Schaeffer said he

is seeking at least one Greek* .^'

sponsored event on each camptitf

he contacted.

Schaeffer spoke of the center's

need to focus on funds for the

following year because of lack of

national support and endowment.
He told the three representatives,

"Because of your efforts and
everyone else's efforts, we have

made it through this year. We
were expected to close on Jan. 1.

Now we have to start worrying

about next year."

He added, 'i hope you [Lambda
Chi Alpha] have set an example

for fraternities and sororities in

the Philadelphia area ... this is

a positive reflection on the frater-

nity, Villanova University and
students.

Rubes®

who kAOWs. wKo cares

This wiflo kndws^ wlio caret is lirQi^t to yoa by the
ilUtorpte, unethical andchOdiah £ditonil Board ... and those
are tte nice things we've been called this year ... year ...

traahlng was the word of the year ... we made the Pinal 8
and traahed the Oreo when we lost to the Sbonars ... we held
an 'election and ViDanovaiia were traahed ... we traahed
whatever and whoever deserved it and you traahed us back
in the letters to the editor ... we seem to be taking the blame
for everything around here ... but we will not take the blame
for the disappearance of the Bartley guardhouse . . . we've been
called unprofessional, sexist and uniitfonned . . . thank you . .

.

at least you're reading us ... but not for the next four months
. . . but in the summer . . . who knows, who cares ...

EdiM by the ViUanovan Editorial Board.

fPhoiobyi

Dr. M. Hiutia Schaeffer, director of the Center for
Early Childhood Services, thanks Craig Zappetti,
president of Lambda Chi Alpha, for his fraternity's
efforts.
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By BARBARA HAENN
Associak Campus Minister ~

They make movies based on
lives such as his. But you will

not find him in Hollywood,

Washington or Wall Street. His

home is the impoverished area

of Port-au-Prince, Haiti called

Cite Soleil (The City of Sun),

and his name is the Rev. Law-
rence Bohnen.
A Salesian father, Bohnen

left his university teaching

post in Belgium 35 years ago
to begin the "missionary"
chapter of his life. At first, he
was assigned to the missions

of Vietnam, and within two
years, was reassigned tO the

poorest country in the western

hemisphere — Haiti.

Haiti, a Caribbean country

about the size of Maryland
with 6 million citizens, was a

former paradise that has been
beaten into poverty over the

last 200 years. Once a land rich

in natural resources, the earth

is now unable to produce eco-

nomic security for its people as

a result of multiple coloniza-

tions and exploitive economic
practices. The average family

income per year is $200, a

reality that is difficult for most
North Americans to

comprehend.

Into this world walked
Bohnen, in 1955. He was 42

years old. He realised that the

hope of the Haitian people

would lie in their enormous
faith, and in future edoQational

dfforts. Hisdream was toestab-

lish a school system and lunch

program that would liberate

both body and soul. Over the

past 33 years, he has estab-

lished 151 mini-schools, and a

lunth program that feeds

15,000 children 365 days of the

year.

It was Villanova's privilege

to be able towork with Bohnen
when groups of students tra-

vel^ to Haiti to learn more of

the realities of life for people

living in the Third Worid.

Hunger Awareness Week, 1986

and 1987, directed their fund

raising goals toward success-

fully financing the building of

a school that contains eight

additional mini-schools in

Bohnen's Cite Soleil compound.
The school bears the name of

Villanova University.

In recognition of Bohnen's
dedication, work and accomp-
lishments for the people of

Haiti, Villanova University

will award Bohnen an honor-

ary doctorate at the arts and
sciences, nursing commence-
ment ceremonies on May 22.

Fr. Lawrence Bohnen takes a break from his work at the school in Haiti

that was funded by ViUanova's 1986-87 Hufieer Awareness Week.
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STONE HARBOR *AVALON
WILDWDDD CREST. NJ

NOW HIRING
PART-TIME SUMMER JOBS

Call (215) 527-4188 forINFO

GOLDEN IMAGE would like to thank
Villanova students for their patronage

U>iH1^^

TANNING
CENTERS

•SaftUVA
Tanning

• Op«n 7 Days
•Complete
Privacy

•Retaxing

Lancaster Avenue
Haverford, PA

Located Next to Al E Gators
CALL FORAN APPOINTMENT

$ 525-7125 m
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•Traliiad
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Classified and Personal Advertising
CLASSIFIE08

Two-B«droom Apartment. Radnor House
condo. Available July 1 , $785/mo> utilities.

Call evenings, 446-7547.

Part-time, evening, live-in tutor, in exchange
for room and board; Junior/Senior B.A. or

Graduate Student; background in matti,

science, or language helpful; 649-1858
Jeanne or Cindy.

Sitter for 5-year-oid boy. tvvo to three days
a week in Jur>e. Flexible to (It your schedule.

Can 527-4845.

3 houeaa for rant: 2 unit house in Quiph
IWIiils, 3 BR/1 BR; 4 BR house in West
Conshohocken. Call 525-2751 /leave
message!

Two-bedroom apartment for rent, one
bathroom, Radnor House, 1030•Lancaster
Ave. Short walk from VHIanova Available

June 1, 1968. Call Nicolena Tosi for infor-

mation. Day, 1-584-2100, evening 1-368-

7250.

WofWng m New Vorti City neirt yeer? I am
k)okinglbr a roommate to share a house in

^k)lihem New Jersey, 45 minulsa outside

N.Y.C. $300 per month, pKis uMilies. Celt (21 5)

430-0603.

— Radnor House Condo; two
bedrooms, reduced rales; call 9 a.m. to 3 pjn.
215-563-1580. Ext 243.

Refrloaretor for eale. Perfect for dorm. 3.1

cu. fL ExceNenI conditton— barely used. IMust
sell. Call 527-3774.

Full time summer poeitkme availalile
starting at $6/hour. Weil-established
Devon-based corporation now intsrvtewing
for full-time summer personnel. We seek
business, economics and artsmi^ to work
our dienls' receivablea and analyze cash Itow
probiema. AppMcanls must be aggroasive,
molivaled arid eble to laam quteMy. Siwple-
ment your resume wMh business expertence
in the most respected company in our
industry. Inlsreslad? Call Steve Shaver at
687-4601 today to anenge an inlafyiew.

Roommate needed to share Radnor House
condo. One bedroom w/den. Non-smoker.
Female. 526-9297. Julia.

Buey eseetitlve needs househoto help in

Villanova FHIsen hours a week. Own trans-
portalton necessary. Year-round Job beoin-

.. . ^ September. CeN
896-5060.

July (preferably)

as, &2fr3648; day

Slngera, denoere for islegrams. Must have
car. Qreat job. flexible hours, full or part-time.

533-6440.

YAA Sporta has openings tor summer and
next fan which pay balwean $6 and $10 per
hour. The poaMon anlals taeehing woung
chiklren sports in the iHiiiKioni and Satur-

days. You pick your own schedule «td we
provkta a uniform and paM iralninaFor more
tniormelton. contact Ihe oiloa 1 777-9797.

Prominent Cen^r City law Arm is seeking
iludanli for summer clartcs to review and
analyze medical raletod documenta. Send
resume to: fleed. Smith, Shew and MoClay.
1600 Ave. of the Arts BuHdtog. Breed and
Chaalnul Skeal. Philadelphia. 19107, Am:
fjlargaiet lyioraaca

Studante: gal your perfact summer [obi You
can lie in tia sun aN day and stW make great

pay^ldeet for aummer jichool students.
Evening and weekend ahifls available in our
aircondHoned Bryn Mawr office. If you have
good communications skills and enjoy
working with people, caH Joyce for an
immedMto imarview at 527-4064.

TtietoMewlngpoeitione ere available during
the summer moniha for full and part-time help.

Carpentera' helpers needed, masonry
helpers, osnaral labor. ^andacapin» graas

cutting, superviaory positions are also

available for tw aummer. AH work ia based
in the Media. f*ennoylvania aree. Salary wiN

be determined par emerience. Send wrtton

quaMceifona or applyin person toMHw Qura.

Madja Real Eatrte>SM East BaWmore Pike.

UnHadgtteeMartns CotpeUnderyaAi^
OMoar Proorema, Ffeahman — Vte Mennea
are lookinolora tpw highly QuaMlad man wfto

want to laeiL This aummar. at no obfloMlon.

you can And outV you have what Itlakaa.

We oiar good pay. tuMon aiHalan L B, ban
deferments, aviiflon guaranlaes. and the

and rewerdtog aKparlance
toyoung men ofedMnwe. Toleam

more, cafl 3$6-«6W and aik lor Captain Farr.

Meg (of Can A Meg). Do not forget to oo to

Smoke'son Friday for Carr A Meg nNal Maybe
we'Wgatln?!

CtMle T~ I nevArthought Tacoa and tickling

could be ao^much fon. Cent wait for dinner
tonlgNtXXOOME.

it'a Napw Hoiir Afiln. Johnny H - Stay
away ftoin Joatous boyManda Al — walch
Ihoae play leviawe. You ieo are grsel friandsl

LoTf do the Popcorn's Mng real aooa --
Butch. .

Kevm Chertea. I'd Mia to iual wish you a
happy I6ti birthday, but II doaant work Nke
that — we tried Jt that way. Je t'aime
beaucoup. ar^d maybe aomeday II see what
I havani seen, f^emember. I only purr for you!
Love.KMsn.

neem ano oawi, Rjnvaneo, pnvaM, avaaane
summer or laM. con^niant tocaBon. I laverford
and Bryn Mawr trains. Limited kitchen;
graduato. norvsmoking male preferred. $325
per mortlt, 642-2136.

, 3 to 5 hours per week to assist

fanwly
'

wilh Kghl housekeeping Must have car.

$5/hour Csl 648-0677

shorehouse in

contact BUI

NMi LHW eey cere eainar neeoa crwocare
workers/lsechers. FuN-ime snd part-time

positions, educational beckoround and
experience preferred. CaH 527-1 31 3.

Roommates for

Aveton. Qreai tocalani For
Pelnno at 527-6446 ASAP«

own cara
Mnoe. Mu

CaM Paul at 525-2S61

FMy
$6 an hour plua gas

MM VnBnflVW vQm nW nSNI WKL

oZT
6wRav. flay

ith. aWily to uae

$1. U
Alao tax delinquant property. CaN iOft.644-
9633 Ext 1414 for mfc.

•MMwar Day Came, Seaame Day Camp,
in major Monlg. Co./Norriatown PA Day
Camp, is looking for mala/famale sMf. Join
ataam ofkm, exoNing, I

Cxcaflant aelary. ceTgi 5'27».CAMP.

Leet! Qold rope

Vaaeyw
527

jlovingand
anat^ilfo paraort. Pert-Uma. 10 to IS flexilile

houra par weak. $4 per hour. Prefer lomaor^
wNh car. Mual be able to wortt ttvough the
summer. Call Laura. 667-9666.

Collafa Pie hes summer Kil-lime customer
service positions available. Looking for

reseoto ario nanNvomrn peopie > wotk m
our regionel offce. MuaF nawe good phone
manner. For move intonnalon pleeae contact
Sua at 7t3<06Q2 Itam 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Monday through Frtday.

TftoU.S. MaHnaaye
juniora for a

limMed numier of oeeninga aa Officer
CendidiMe Thoae aanolBd leeelve tuMon

edit, update, print, copy, type. Sante-day
service. U.S. Typewrllar and riaeume Canlar,

King of Pnjaaia Plaza. Mng of Pnjoaie. a66-
TOB. Hours: Monday tvouoh SaMday. 10
am. to $:30am.. Sunday 12 to 5 p.m. N ia

never loo eaiijff

Tafsntsd singers wanted for wortt on l>hi-

ladelphia's most excHifHI entertainment
a»aclfon. "The Spirit of miadstphia " PuN
and part-tinfM poaitions availal>le. Call

between 1 and Sam. for audMona at 923-

4996 and aak for BHl

~ My bistisl budMae . . . ttank you for all

you are to me. . . EveiyMngI Lom — Suaaa

^""^ ^^^ ^ w'^j^ fc*" iMa
I look forward to a lot more. LYBH.

Mertne- Heppy Birthdayfl hope the
celaliralion ooMnuaa aft waaaand. Only 364

I days IM you'ie 21 . Lewe^ CoMto.

Do not forget ua on Tuaadey tor

•Wonder Years'. Love — Your Brownie-
meMng womarL P.Sw — Dont forget tfw Dial

ll#. -YaBigSlud-lwlshyouttebaal
ofkJOldLove-jLO.

a,

I

J
It

slomeoli iasMlfaallnttlfieafbaliof adlvaraa
,al flwoMyi fiMMMaa. Tm tired of

i»<Tlti§bteramMch

vekia. Loaf in Fek^.
^^^W ei#^^M^V|

and good pay wtiile pertlclpeling in a
""•'•

flatmmwimmkmmim Mtwiafiip
' "^ erola)

'eleem

Neil >» A boa of kMDdoian
I me. loo. ^ J. PfM.

"~^T^~ iiJMniaMHMe*~CQn9raluleltoneonmeMng

- pildeBi

f21t|

.V. T Lealmm
avenr'irttMWt-M

l%l|k iM towa Lui

MTt lOM — tie
LuluM WhM mare M •«« to

in MMk. PA -
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Hey Cupcake,

I api>redate your show of sup-

port. Maybe this summer we
could go to the auto show (I hear

Miss August, 1969 will be on the

"Skoal Bandit" TransAm Funny-
Car!) then go out for a little . .

.

Maddog 20/20. Have yourself

"arrestful" summer. Don't call

Butch, he'll call you.

Dear Butch, .

I am writing to commend you
on your fantasticjob this semester
as advisor to the Villanova com-
munity. You have seen us through
out difficult times, shared our
laughter and our tears. I guess I

just want to say: "Don't go chang-
in', to try and please me, I love

you just the way you are." Can't
wait to read you next year!

Signed,

Stephanie Pendersnoot,

Chairperson,

Friends of Butch Baxter

Dear Butch,

Well, it's the end of the school

year again. The only problem I

have is that my old job as a cook
is not waiting for me, because my
boss hired a full-time chef from
Paris named Jaques. Personally, I

am a little skeptical about him.
He looks exactly like the old cook
at that Jewish-Japanese restau-

rant, the So-6ue-me. I guess Ed's
Escargot and Eggs will operate

without me this summer. Any
thoughts on how I could have fun
this summer and make some
money?

. Signed,

S.A.S. (Student A^nst
Snails)

Hey Snailman,
Don't feel too bad. I know you

can find better ways to pass your
summerdays than food prepara-

tion of garden pests. There are

many great job opportunities in

fields relating to your area of

study. These jobs will help pre-

pare you for the "real world" and
will make your future dreams,
come true. But, forget about these

jobs.

There is an old prison saying,

"If the guard lets you, slug him
in the gut." In other words, take

your shot while you are still young
and have the chance.

Spend the summer doing some-
thing you've always wanted to

try, but were afraid to. Dare to

dream; work as a lifeguard, a race-

car driver, a septic tank cleaner,

a road-striper, a hairdresser-to-

the-stars, an ambassador to South
Yemen or the spy who glues the

finishing anatomical touches on
store mannequins. It is up to you
how far your dreams will take

you. I also recommend you spend
your summer close to someone
you love. *

As for myself, I will be hanging
out with my parole officer, who

has also become my best friend.

Dear Butch,

The name's Dweebster, Gordon
Dweebster. I've always had bad
luck in romance so I've decided to

change my image, calling myself
6.37148 (it's my favorite number)
in the hopes of being able to shake,

not stir, feelings of love in the

hearts of all women. Unfortunate-

ly, I haven't had much luck.

For example, last week I tried

to save a girl walking across
Lancaster Avenue who looked like

she was going to be hit by a car
driven by a Communist guy. But,

as I ran into the street, my
calculator fell out of my pocket,

causing me to trip and lose my
glasses. I ended up causing a 12-

car accident and getting a citation

for public clumsiness. Then today,

I saw a possible conquest in

Sheehan. She was sitting on her
window ledge with the window
open. I saw an international thief,

disguised as an R.A., standing
behind her, threatening to push
her to her death if she didn't hand
over all her jewelry.

I tried to climb up to save her,

but fell onto 12 lovely Sheehan

Beach sun bathers. They bluntly

turned down my offer to rub

suntain oil on their backs.

Butch, surely you've had some
romantic experience and can give

me some tips on improving my
license to thrill. I'm sure all I need

is a few minor hints in order to

get some sweetie to whisper "Oh,

Gordon" in my ear.

Signed,

6.37148

Hey 6.37148,

I know I should never say never,

but you'll probably never get a

date. I don't want to scare the

living daylights out of you but my
advice to you is to lose this new
image and take whatever romance
comes your way. After all, you
only live twice, and it just might
take that long. If worst comes to

worst, have Q invent an inflatable

girlfriend for you that will explode
if she falls into enemy hands.

The characters and
letters are purelyfictitious, and any

resemblance to persons living or

dead is purely coincidental.

Bicycle and balloon through the continent
By SHEILA SULLIVAN

Staff Reporter

How would you like to pedal

down the French countryside of

Paris, or coast through the Rhine
River V^l}ey? Does biking and
ballooningacross Burgundy sound
interesting? These are just a few
of the many tours sponsored by
McBride's Earth Ventures. The
tours encompass both western
culture and history — thrusting

out from Rome up the Aurelian

Way, along the Rivera and
through the Rhone^ Valley into

central France.

On the tour, the cyclist will see

the Roman ruins in France, Greek
art in Rc|me,. opulent chateaux,

lush green forests, gondolas, in

Venice and the Appian Way. They
will also ride from Rome to Ter-

racina and swim in Capri.

Tours are loosely structured,

allowing the individual to travel

alone, paired off, or with the

group. Nights are spent in com-

fortable hotels and country inns.

The evenings include a short

briefing on the next day's ride;

handing out of maps, a description

of areas of interest and an update

on road conditions and
landmarks.
The bicycle tours are designed

with both bjeginners and experts

in mind. A leisurely pace of 10

miles per hour is taken, totaling

40 to 50 miles a day. If the cyclist

gets tired and choses not to ride

he/she may be picked up in the

Sagwagont
The first tour starts in Ram-

bouiUet, France, and ends in Gien,

France. It is a nineday tour which
includes balkxxiingover the Chev-

reuse Valley and Beauce Plain and
possibly even over the Chartres

Cathedral. The cyclists will ei^
biking the length of the \Mit
River from Cinon to G)en» and
visiting Che Pare Floral which is

knofwn for Europe's grestest fk>w-

er show.

The second tour takes ptace in

the Rhone River Valley. TraVcHers
will enjoy (he festival of Provence,
with workl-claas performances in

Ancient Roman theatrse. Roman
ruins are everywhwe.

Another tourOM mifht consid-

er to bUtini and ballooiiing acroae

Buifimdy. The tour takee place

froai Sipt. 20 to Oct 10. dtirkit

the Burgundy grape harvestime.

The tour starts in Auxerre, a

Medieval city. Next, the group
travels to Velezy, where there is

the rekno^n Romanesque cathe-

dral. A gondola ride may be
enjoyed at night, or even a flight

in a balloon. The tqwn of Bur-

gundy has many shops, cafe-

studded squares and a huge out-

door market. The trip ends in

Cluny, but one may travel on to

Nice, Paris, or Geneva, which is

90 minutes away.
Another tour one might chose

is one of the Italian Riviera. Here
one may experience quaint, color-

ful villages, along with the lively

tourist and gambling centers. The
cycling is most difficult on this

tour, therefore, it is set up so the

rider travels a very low mileage

each day.^

Renaissance and historic Italy

begins in Venice with the spacious

outdoor cafes around Piazza San
Marco. The traveller can enjoy a

gondolier ride or soak up the sun
at Lido, one of the world's most
fashionable beaches. Other desti-

nations indude Tuscany, Sani

Gimignano, and Siena, one of]

Italy's best preserved medieval

towns. A . farewell celebration

takes place in Rome.
The North Italian Lake Tour

starts out in Stresa, a town filled

with elegant townhouses and fine

villas, tropical flowers and mag-
nificent gardens. Lake Maggiore
provides a refreshing ride for the

cyclist. The romantic Lake Como,
with its 14th century cathedral,

medieval towers and a Roma-
nesque church. A visit to Verona
imposes all three types of archi-

tecture: medieval, renaissance

and modem.
The Emperor's Playground is a

tour through Lahum, Campania,
the Bay of Naples and the Tyr-

rhenean Sea. Ridingon the Appian

Way, the cyclist will visit Tivoli

— once a holiday resort for

wealthy patricians. One can also

take a swim on the sunny tieaches

of Lapium. Pompeii provides a

glimpse into how provincial

Roman cttiiens really lived. A
chair lift ride will take you to an
active volcano. Capri provides a

pint-siaed paradise and a wonder-

nil depttrture site.

The Endand and the western

coufitryaiae tour begifis in Win-

cheslar where KlgArthur's Round

Table is stored. Cycling across the

Salisbury Plain and down the

Thames River Valley is extremely

picturesque. Longleat provides a

live jungle, as lions, cheetas,

giraffes and monkeys rome the

grounds of the Elizabethan home.

56uth Australia is the home of

the Monto Carlo-like casino. It is

also the location for the Davis Cup
tennis match. Adelaide's hills

provide everythingfrom delightful

Italian market gardens, to small

villages and farmlets resembling

the English countryside.

In Kapunda, one may visit tK

oldest copper mining town on the

continent. "The Shiek" offers

camel rides. Visit Kangaroo
Island, which, strangely enough,

is not famous for its Aussies, but

for its seal colony. Victor Harbor
provides an opportunity to see an
old whaling port. Mr. Gambier,

which is situated on an extinct

volcano, is the final destination.

A final tour which one' might

chose is to Tasmania. In Tasma-
nia one can walk in the footsteps

of convicts and colonists. The trip

begins in Launceston, Australia's

third oldest city. Riding along the

coast line, one visits many fishing

villages. The Hazards, cliffs of

solid red granite rise from the sea

1,000 feet. A ferry ride will take

you to Maria Island, the former

penal colony. The Tasmanian
Peninsula has many parks where
the Tasmanian devils, wombats
and other species live. A trip to

Hobart, one of the most beautiful

harbor cities in the world, con-

cludes the trip.

For further information, contact

McBride's Earth Ventures, 6608

St. James Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.

46217, (317) 783-9449.

STORAGE FOR THE SUMMER
AND ALL YEAR ROUND

Secure your TV's, VCR's, CD's, Furniture
and other valuables. ^^_

• Storage units from 5'x5' to

lO'xlS'

• Climate control

• Full-time manager & security

system
• Low month to month rates

• U-Store-lt, U-Lock-lt

• Easy access seven days

a week

CALL:

A STORAGE
DEPOT

2461 N. 54th St.

(rear of Berman BMg)

'hila., PA 19131 215-878-0800

ipening Early May '88
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We had time for horsing around
(Photo by Shafie)

(Photo by Shalio)

Sometimes we were confused and didn't Imow
which way to turn . .

.

(Photo by Shafie)

A crash course in productively doing nothin was offered every
afternoon at Connelly Square . .

.

(Photo^Shills)

We gave it all we had and accompllahed
more than we hoped was possible ...

(Photo by Shafie)

Some diiys it felt as if the world was dealing us
a lousy blow . .

.

By DANA SHAHE
Ph0logntpky Editor

To borrow a quote from an old

friend of mine, "It was the best

oi times, it was the worst of

tines/* It was Spring 1968 at

ViNinova. I assembled a random
"^Maction of seemingly unrelated

' ftelagraphs from this fun filled

BBMMlw > (gig). I hops you enioy
^

' VMMQiftliagKasmuch ai I emoyed
tfihig tham« if not gs get four
MMfbiok. Ibveagreat sumflHT
Vtilimii (I just had 10 say that).

We persevered trying tisMs

« I
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Golf TOURNAMCMT
To Benefit The Ronald McDonald House For Kids

MONDAY, MAY 2
ATTHE MELROSE COUNTRY CLUB

$40 To Sponsor a Hole

$60 Player Fee INCLUDES:
— 18 holes of golf
— golf cart
— lunch
— banquet dinner
— three hour beer bar
— prizes
~ and a worthwhile donation

to The House For Kids

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACTTOM MARRON
AT 774-9048
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confidenceand
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edgeyounted
to mcccmI on
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GMAT
SCORE

.M

TKousands ofbright,

otherwjie ebgtfilc atudeniB are

unfsdrly (Mnalfacd evtfy year ibr

being undeipieptred, for not

knowing critical tcat'taldng akilb or

for freeing upduring the actual exam,

thus concealing their true **aptitude.**

You can oveicome these proUems ifyou
know what kind of questions to expect,

have learned proven test'tJdng strategies,

and have practiced under simuhied

test conditions.

MCAT

^

OTihcom SOyOOOMudmBwho crftt A* MCAT
etch Vital onlf one outdfdwM it adnyned to

MOKMicliooL noduoM In (coovoMioe wkn
GAPS an live you the

THEADMB5I0NS PROCESS AND IKTERVIEW
90Hvi^2attiMa PMhiIM
PHYSKS
9Spmn,9oancita » Mwt$llO
CHEMBTKY (ORGANIC ANDGENERAL)
279hvikncaHMa MmlUO
READINOCOMPREHENSION ANDQUANTTTATIVESKDIS
I9SfiV^6an(ars Print $110

BIOLOOY
#0fiVHbI2aHMaa FitwitlM
MCATCOMPLETECOURSE (ktdudci alMdkm dbovc)

lI22fivik46aMMH ^ (iMwlMlOMMitMt

GMAT
ofdictMCora

iiMm tt niK mion febm I

•cKook Alt fou wttnf ao nHke a low-coH, Ki^'
yidd InvwaMnt in your ftnuitf Bnirfi up on aO

one Pkoduoad in aooovihnot wkh Efliifaiirwul

idVHttAL SKILLS (Kwnwwrftos conythwiion.(
MiinMiiiitpinii)

PMMtttao
TATIVE SKlliS teowmdn mAclancy. pnUnn iolvinaidnQIMKHT/

QMATOOMriETECOURSE (hidudta al aeaiom about)

nmmm ^,...... 'lta»«9ll)PfekMll7f

100% MCmEY'BACK
I GUARANTEE

I

I

ORDERFORM 2000
SGCnOK/OOURSE

Vna»M»..
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On The Scene . .«Enter
By STEPHEN POWERS

Staff Reporter

The 1987-88 television season

was not a good one for the three

networks. Overall viewing was
down over 10 percent, and only

two new shows placed in the

Nielsen Top 20. But there were
a few gems on TV this year, and
they are included on my list of the

season's highlights and lowlights.

First, the winners: "Cheers,"
NBC: Many thought that Shelley

Long's departure would be the
kiss of death for this sitcom, but
the producers introduced a new
situation ~ having a woman in

charge of the bar — and breathed
new life into the show. Kirstie

Alley fits in nicely as Rebecca,
Sam Malone's new boss and love

interest. The rest of the cast also
turned in their usual strong
performances, especially Kelsey
Grammer as Frasier, and Bebe
Neuwirth as his super-intelligent

wife, Lilith.

•X.A. Law,** 1^: This drama
is 80 well done that it even makes
its two mediocre leads, Harry
Hamlin and Susan Dey, look good.
The courtroom cases are riveting,

shockingand sometimes touching.
As for the lawyers* personal Uves,
who can ever forget Douglas
Brackman and his wife. Sheila,

fighting it out right in the middle
of Ann and Stuart's wedding? It

was just one of the show's many
memorable scenes. Hopefully,
next year we will see more ofAbby
(Michele Greene) and the cour-
troom antics of Jonathan Rollins

(Blair Underwood).

"St. Elsewhere," NBC: This is

easily the best program on tele-

vision. "St. Elsewhere" has it all:

drama, comedy, a great cast and
outstanding writers. Special
recognition poes to Emmy-
winners William Daniels and
Bonnie Bartlett, whose real-life

marriage lent authenticity to the
relationship between their dixr-
acters, Mark and Elloi Craig.

They made us care, which can be
pretty hard to do.

However. "St. E." only has a

short tlmeto Hve, and will resolve
its storylines in the weeks to

come. The Craigs will reconcile

and St. EUgius will be returned
to its rightful owners. On a sadder
note, Elliot (Stephen Furst) will

suffer a fatal heart attack, and Dr.
Auschlander (Norman Lk>yd) will

finally succumb to liver cancer.
> The nnal episode promises to be
a real tear-jerker.

Unfortunately, all shows cannot
be as good as "St. Elsewhere."
The fdlpwing programs deserved
more criticism than praise.

"The Cosby Show," NBC: The
ratings fell by 20 percent this

year, and deservedly so. This
once-highly entertaining show
can now barely be called a sitcom
because its pklts are paper-thin—
who really cares whether or not

Vanessa can wear makeup? No
one, except the smug, sanctimon-
ious Clair. The Huxtables really

love themselves, and it shows.

"Moonlighting** ABC: This
show is another 20 percent kiaer,

and it also deserves it. Cybil

Shepherd and Bruce Willis

whined every episode -- that is,

every episode in which they
bothered to show up.

The producers jerked the
audien«e«^nd with a senseless

storyline instead of giving us the
witty mysteries that made this

show a hit in the first place. On
top of all this, only 13 new episodes

aired, so the viewers were plagued
with an endless number of

repeats. "Moonlighting" was once
something special, but now the
magic is gone.

"l^anuly Ties," NBC: This sit-

com is still amusing, but has
suffered a marked decline in

quality and is becomingformulaic.
Up until this year, the series
focused on the entire family, but
is now exclusively centered
around Mkhael J. Fox andJustine
Bateman.

Fox's lines, once hihurious, are
now predictable, and while Bate^
man s Mallorv used to show
aqme signs of intelUaence, she
has turned into a canuoand cut-

out of a character, the biggest

airhead en televiskm. In addition.

Fox and Courcney Cox« whot>lays
Alex's girlfriend l#uren, have
absolutely no chemistry. Hat
season will be this show's last,

and it may not be a moment too

soon.

"Thirtysomething." ABC: A
talented cast is wasted in a show
with some of theinost trivial pk)ts

on television, pbts even compar-
able to those of "^The Cosby
Show." For examine: what shouM
Mkhael and Hope do when they
cannot find a babysitter? Tra^.
This s<Hadled drama is nothing
nunre than a whineniff for annoy-
ing yuppies.

"A Different World," NBC:
CoUage^life never seeaaed so bor-
ing. Lisa Bonet does not have the
screen presence to carry a show,
and even though some of the
supporting players are good, thi^
are saddled with waak scripto.
The cast and the audisoce deserve
better.

Now that the season is over, the
big question is: will next year be
any better? Tune in this fall to
find out.

Cheap Trick sings inLap ofLuxur
By JACK

KOLMANSBERGER
Staff Reporter

Lap ofLuxury
Cheap Trick
Epic Records

ticket. member. In the past, with the

Lap of Luxury is Cheap Trick's exception of covers such as "Ain't

recent release. This album, their That a Shame" on the classic Live

first in several years, features a

change in the band's lineup.

Original bassist Tom Petersson
returns to Trick after a hiatus;

Petersson plays the 12-string
bass; Robin Zander uses his

At Budoken album, the band
members handled their own song-

writing.

Side One opens up with "Let

Go." This song is a cliched look

at ending a relationship. It is a

extraordinary vocal range to the catchy, upbeat song and is high

fullest on every track

Throughout the band's history,

Cheap Trick has managed to
entertain through the use of
catchy tunes and a distinctive
guitar sound. Cheap Trick has
never intended their songs to do
anything but entertain. There-
fore, if you want music with a
deep message, you had better get
a Sting album. But if you want
to hear some very listenable, fun
music, Cheap Trick could be the

Missionaries

On guitar is Rick Nielson, whois
noted for wearing funny little caps
and playing a huge assortment of

gimmicky guitars. Anchoring the
band is the solid drummer Bun
E. Carlos. Carlos will never win
a solo contest, but he is certainly

a fun, competent drummer.
A change from earlier albums

is the fact that only three songs
were written solely by members
of the band. The other songs are
either cover-versions or songs co-

written by Nielson and a non-band

lighted by Nielson's searingguitar

riffs. "No Mercy" follows and
features Zander sounding very

much like U2's Bono. The drum
and bass lines dominate the sound,

with Nielson again providing

some rough licks on guitar.

"The Flame" is the fiVst single

to be released. Perhaji^^he best

song on the album, "Tlie Flame"
is a slow number and Zander sings

^ -«-.------.-------.--,.««-.-«»«,««.«.....«..«______^____
it very well. Although th^ is not

collection, including a heavy five-' "Space" is next. This song was
aguitar-dommatedsong,theviideo ^^^^ j^^^ ^„^ ^^^^y^ ^^^^ ^^ost recently done by Charlie
gave Nielson a chance to showboat

looks like a saxophone. c.^*^« ^« u;. ^.k..* o1k»^ i.e

his. extensive guitar collection ^
j^

*;
j ^^

Sexton on his debut album. Its

(OmHniuionpkiim ^
''

(Continuedfrom page 21)
street Beat. Philadelphia radio
and Philadelphia bands should
work together in order to improve
the area's music scene."

One aspect that stands out in

the Missionaries' music is that the
band avoids using anything syn-

thetic. Quigley said, "We would
like to use piano sometime, but
we're not into synthesizers." John
Valentine continued, "I like col-

lecting shakers and castanets
which add a different sound, but
I shy away from drum machines."
The Missionaries' style calls to

mind the raunchy sound of The
Rolling Stones.

The Missionaries plan to give

music their best shot before they

fall back on their college degrees

for a job. Wronoski stated, "My
original plan was to be an engi-

neer, but I have to go for the music
while I'm still young." Valentine

concluded, "I'd hate to come home
when I'm an old man and know
that I never really went for it."

The MissiQnaries are currently

building up strong support in

Philadelphia, and they would like

to expand into other areas. Def-

initely check the Missionaries out

when they play a town near you.

Philadelphia has produced several

Cinderella stories, and the Mis-

sionaries may well be the next

one.

\<

Happy 21st

Birthday
Lisa Ami!
Hope ifs

as special

as you are!

Love^ Sam
XO

CONGRATULATES theirnew initiates!

Joni Altmeyer »

Diana Bailon
Andrea Battista

Andrea Begley
Karen Bergmueller
Sue Berl<man
Susan Berrettini

Megan Boylan
Cliristine Brualdi

Cindy Such
Sfieila Callaghan
Courtney Cliester
Susan Corcoran
Ctiristine Donohue
Kerry Dorx)van
Heather Duggan
Amy Early

Regina Finn

Heather Flicl<

Pann Foody
Robyn Frohlin

Patty Guenin
Eileen Hageney
Bridget Hughes
Andrea lanniello

Kelly Jordan
Anny KoterskI

r>©ii©y

Catherine Mahoney
Cindy Maloroskl
Maria Mossimino
Kristino Maxwell
Kothryn McCarthy
Jessica Meredith
Teri Messenger
Kathy Neary
Erin Nolan
Katie O'Brien
Alicia Poretto
Cloudine Rippa
Andrea Roehl
Gia Rys
Jennifer Sconneli
Lynda Seller

Mindy Stea
Lisa Smith
Tricia Tarantoto
Claudia Tarradellas
Aimee Thomas
Var)essa WarzynskI
Roseanne Watson .

Arxjrea White
Jennifer WIckes

We love youl

fmKiXf
By RUS$ CECXX)LA

Senior Reporter
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FERRARI FORMULA ONE
ELECTRONIC ARTS AMIGA
Ferrari Formula One is the

second entry in Electronic Arts'
Sports Legends series and ends up
being the best racing game to

come out lately. This racing
simulation goes for realism, mak-
ing you assemble your car from
scratch apd put it through its

paces. MAuro is your computer-
ized creW chief in Ferrari Formula
Onwiaiid hei^you tomake choices
in car partoieters/ ffbm engine
and tires to gearbox and suspeh-
sioh. You race with the mouse and
corit^ all elementjs of the game
with' the -mouse and optional
keyboard keystrokes.

There are 16 tracks available

and a full Grand Prix circuit can
be played. You have fuH control

over every element of the rtice,

from when to make a pit stop to

trying your Ferrari out in the
wind tunnel or on the test track.

The race sequence follows the real

pittem ofjpncticeajid quaiifyirig

floes. Ex^leifft grapliics appear
al9a

GLOBAL COMMANDER
DATASOFrC64/128

This game is unique because of

t^e ego trip it gives you in your
goal. In (Mai Commander, you
are basically the person assigned

to watch over the entire world,

which is made up of 16 natk>ns

in the United Nuclear Nation
(UNN). You have one major objec-

tive: to keep the world from
destroying itself in a nuclear war.

To do this, you must get along
with each country, help the UNN
nations get along with each other,

fulfill every nation's needs and
give everyone military security.

All game operations are accom-
plished with an icon interface.

You use satellites to monitor
nations and stop missiles, com-
municate with nations and assign

^the UNN task force. Graphics are
great and aid you in your goal of
world peace. You also monitor
nations with radio and game play
is made even easier with a map
and counters to move around the
map.

POWER AT SEA
V^ ACCOLADE C64/128
Recently, not too many WWII

games have been released. Most
battles of that war have already
been committed to disk. Power at
Sea lets you relive the Battle for

Leyte Gulf, but in a fun way —
not like boring war games. In this

action game, you must command
a fleet of battleship, aircraft
carrier, troop ship and fighter

bombers. The goal is to destroy
fotir Japanese shore bases. In the
process, defense from air strikes
and Japsmese gunboats must be
successful.

The fleet is commanded from
the bridge'and foyr stations (com-
munica^on, navigation, damage
abd Weapons) must be monitored.
Graphics are standard Accolade
fare— colorful and well animated.
The action is fast in P&wer at Sea
and the goal is challenging. Be
prepared to switch frOm plane to

ship and fire your big guns. A
descriptive manual helps you in

your goal to beat the Japanese.

RETURN TO ATLANTIS
Ml ELECTRONIC ARTS

AMIGA
This game has been in the

process of creation for a few years
and the result is a very carefully
crafted role-playing adventure.
The bulk of Return to Atlantis
takes place in thfe sea, with your
character taking part in all kinds
of missions, from finding treasure
to searching for Atlantis itself.

The game is entirely mouse-
controlled and the user interface
is a unique set of controls, menus
and boxes. The graphics are
superb and stereo sound and
synthesized speech are well deve-
loped as well.

After creating a character with
unusual attributes like telepathy
and programming, the game
moves to the ocean, where you
follow commands from ART, the
ship's computer. To aid you in

yourjourneys, a remote<ontrolled
robot named RUF helps in tight

situations. Return to Atlantis is

tough to master, but the individ-

uality of the game more than
makes up for it.

BREAKTHRU
DATA EAST C64/128

Once again, Data East has
captured all of the excitement of

one of their arcade games for the
home computer market. Break-
Thru puts you in charge of retriev-

ing the PK430 secret fighter plane
from the enemy and flying it back
to your own base. To help you in

your mission, a special vehicle is

at your disposal. You must use
your vehicle to make it through
different terrain to reach the
plane. The different terrain you
will encounter are: mountains,
bridges, prairies, cities and the
enemy airfield.

BreakThru is a tough game to

finish, especially because if you
mess up, the game starts you at

the beginning of the nearest
checkpoint in the game. Some-
times, these checkpoints are far

away from where you are and you
have to repeat more difficult

areas. However, the action is fast

and the graphics are excellent.

Just remember to get the para-
chute when it comes out. '

PANZER STRIKE!
MtSSIC64/128,AP

Panzer Strike! is the most
incredible combination war game
and construction set that deals
with WWII. The armies that can
be pitted against each other in this

game are the Germans, British

and Russians. Wars can be fought
in the Eastern Bloc countries, in

the Western Front and in North-
em Africa. The game is fully

contained on two disks and fea-

tures various scenarios for playing
or modification. The most impor-
tant thing about Panzer Strike! is

the amount of detail that is put
into the various units and vari-

ables in the game.
The war game will make you

feel as if you are actually in the
midst of a battle becaiise of the
attention to detail made in the
game. You can deploy tanks and
guns instead ofjust battalions and
regiments. Terrain affects condi-

tions as well. There are two
manuals full of information with
Pamer Strike!. Be ready for a
heated battle!

WKVU Top 20
Apri
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Latest literary releases reviewed
By JOE McGOWAN

Senior Reporter

2061: Odyssey Three
Arthur C. Clarke
Ballantive Books
279 pp.
4> * t

From the Pasteur Space Hospi-

tal orbiting earth, a veteran

astronaut eagerly awaits sight of

comet Halley's return. The year

is 2061 and this particular astro-

naut has been chosen for a special

team that will make a rendezvous

with Halley.

The astronaut is Heywood
Floyd, who, at 103 years of age,

has outlived the expectations of

most readers of the Space Odyssey

cycle of Arthur C. Clarke. Floyd

is permanently confined to the 1/

6 Earth gravity of orbiting space

stations and ships for the sake of

health, but his wits are every bit

as sharp as ever.

The first half of 2061: Odyssey

Three deals with the Halley ren-

dezvous. Here Clarke provides a

fascinating, if speculative, look at

what a landing on this object

might encounter. In an ice cave

on Halley there seems to have

been some sign of life detected, but

a distress call draws the team to

the vicinity of Europa..

Anyone who has seen or read

2010 knows that the Jovian satel-

lite Europa is off-limits to human
beings, according to the messages

sent by the mysterious powers

beind the monoliths. Between

,. . , o .L »ron divided Catholic Clonard
political crisis 18 over South ^^^^ Protestant Shankill and
Afnca. now the United States of ^^^^ stronger barriers divide the
South Africa, a black-ruled con- j^pi^ psychologically. While the
federacy. Boer exiles have formed majority of the people feel caught
their own secret terronst organ- in a struggle over which they have

inmates of the Maze penitentiary.

Though the IRA man Bobby Sands in

Conroy's sensitive portrait of,

particular, several neighbor-

ization (much like the contempor
ary Broderbund) to subvert the

fledgling African nation.

This rivalry finds its way into

little control, (one which the
British, even iif not solely respon-

sible for what has come to be
called "The Troubles," have

space, as did the Central American managed to make worse after the
crisis m 2010. The rescue on

collapse of the Northern Irish
Europa finally sheds some light, stourmont government after the
but not much, on just who is 1969 riots), many nonetheless line
behind the monoliths And the up with the side of either the Irish
destruction ofjupiter, the birth of Republican Army (IRA) or the
the second sun Lucifer, produced government or the Ulster Defense
a startling effect on Europa. Association (UDA) or some other

Although the revelation of the Protestant equivalent of the IRA.
beings behind the monoliths may Since the activities of the IRA
disappoint some readers, Clarke is and, to a lesser extent, the UDA,
to be credited this time around for have focused world attention on
making Heywood Floyd such a; the Northern Ireland conflict,

powerful character in 2061. must o( Belfast Diary is pnoccu-
Clarke has concentrated his ener- pied with incidents involving the
gies in giving life to Heywood, and two. Divisions exist even among
his characterization is often quite

| thse organizations; between the
perceptive and sensitive, such as

when Floyd becomes engrossed in

painful memories of play as a child
— memories difficult for a man
who has outlived all of his friends

and coworkers.

Belfast Diary:

Life

John Conroy
Beacon Press

218 pp.
4> * 4< «

War As A Way of

IRA and the Irish National Lib-

eration Army (INLA) and the

Provisional IRA ("Provos"), and
between radical Protestant fac-

tions in theUDA and the Reverend
Ian Paisley's Third Force.

The Reverend Paisley is one of

the prominent characters por-

trayed in the book. A militant

Protestant Unionist (those who
favor union with the United
Kingdom), Paisley is considered

by the North's Catholics to be the

single most import^t recruiter

for the IRA next to British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher. The
Reverend Robert Bradford,
another Northern Protestant MP
in the Paisley school, at the

funeral of hunger striker Bobby
Sands told Conroy that he enjoyed

the spectacle. Bradford, like many
other Protestant extremists, took

Based on his 1980-85 stay in

Northern Ireland, John Conroy's

2010 and 2061 much has changed Belfast Diary offers one of the

— Hewood's son was killed in a most striking portaits of a conflict

space accident, most of the Dis- that has involved not only the

covery project's personnel have Irish themselves, but Irish-

also died, and Ganymede, a neigh- Americans as well. Conroy, a

bor of Europa, has been fully correspondent for the Chicago

colonized (its inhabitants are Aii/y News and contributor to the great delight in the funerals of
"

'

'" " '
' "Taigs" ("Taig" is a perforative

term for Catholics) and hoped to

see more. More hunger ittikers

would die, but so would Reverend
Bradford, by an IRA assassin's

bullet.

Conroy's stay in Belfast coin-

cided with one of the most widely

reported events of the decades —
old war — the hunger strike by

known, sometimes disdainfully, New York Times Magazine, lived

as "Medes"). quietly in the Clonard section of

The rescue mission to Europa west Belfast's Catholic ghetto to

has an especial urgency for Hey- get some notion of how the civil

wood — his grandson Chris was war influenced the average person

on the mission that "accidentally" in Northern Ireland,

crashed on the forbidden plant. As Conroy's choice of Clonard

Clarke is wont to do, political provided him an intimate, and

speculation has found its way into dangerous view of the workings

his latest novel. This time the of a civil war. A wall of corrugated

Midnight Oil album

received the most media attention, .hood youths, makes their fortunes

ten strikers in all died (seven from and misfortunes all the more
the IRA, three from the INLA). vivid. Many of these, educated in

The hunger stiilkers' quest for a substandard system for a future

political prisoner status fizzled with no work, end up being "knee-

due to pressure from the families capped." "Kneecappings" are the

of the dead and dying strikers and punitive procedure by which the

the race riots in Liverpool and IRA and UDA keep local trouble-

Brixton back in Britain.. makers in line — the accused is

It was in the midst of the riots shot through each knee at close

that the British Defense Minister range. His subsequent handicap

said that his forces would refrain and use of crutches is supposed

from using the dreaded plastic to provide a living example of

bullets since he felt that they were what will happen to those who
lethal — a concern never raised step out of line (when Conroy
over the frequent use and deadly reyisited Northern Ireland for the

effectiveness of the bullets by the last time some "Provos" had
Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) increased the penalty and were
and the British occupying forces sitnply shooting suspected

in Northern Ireland. As Conroy troublemakers through the head),

noted in Belfast Diary, to the Belfast Diary has lighter

Thatcher regime Norther Ireland moments as well. One is Conroy's

may as well have been in the account of the quiet Aiigentinian

South Pacific for all the concern sculptor who rented the apart-

it raised on Downing Street. ment above his — several months
While Belfast Diary carefully later this Argentine, Adolfo Perez

plots the devices and means by Esquivel, would win the Nobel

which (Catholics are daily har- Peace Price. Another is that of a

rassed, another side of the story community organizer's plan to

also unfolds. Every war needs at reduce the phenomenon of "joy-

least two active participants and riding" (stealing a car and running
the war in Northern Ireland is no it at a high speed through an army
exception. The IRA, particularly checkpoint)among Belfast youths,

the "Proves," rank with the The organizer suggested setting

world's best terrorist organiza- up a public race course for the

tions in terms of cruelty and force, youths, since such a program had
Their operations have often com- been successful in Britain in

mandeered cars and houses of channelling the energies of your
neighboring Catholics, and such car thieves into more legal enter-

tactics have often jeopardized prises. A detractor had spoken out

their native support — until the that such a program was doomed
Protestants manage to pull off to failure since for the Belfast

some atrocity of their own. youths racing along would not

The most pleasing point of provide enough excitement —
Belfast Diary is that its scope is they would need the additional

that of "The Neighborhood." sport of having someone fire

Events such as the Twelfth ofJuly automatic weapons at them as

(a raucous celebration by Protest- they raced,

ants of William's victory in the What Belfast Diary points to

Battle of the Boyne), or the deaths time and again is the inculcation

of the hunger strikers are shown of violence in the generations that

as they affect the neighbors, from have been bom iiito the conflict.

Conroy's landlady Mrs. Barbour As Conroy noted after witnessing

to the area "Provo" commander, a Protestant re-enactment of the

The chief success of Belfast Diary battle of the Boyne, the war could

is the translation of what is, in go on for generations more since

the press, an amorphous conflict, both sides have been at it for so

into human and understandable long that neither needs any
terms. practice.

(Continuedfrom page 21)

as soon as the rest of the band
sings, too.

Aside from Garret's voice (and
one does get used to it after a few
listens) and sing-speak verses,
this is a hard hitting album. No
song is a "nothing" song. Mid-
night Oil, much like U2, has built

a reputation for writing about
issues and Diesel and Dust lives

up to that.

Lead singer Garret is very
involved in protesting nuclear
weapons and being an activist for

environmental issues. Diesel and
Dust has songs of a wider scope,
however. In a recorded interview
from Columbia Records, called
Interchords, Garret described the
album.
"This is a record that's about

the experiences that five people
have had in their own country . .

.

[it's a) collection of songs with
themes that are responses of the
writers."

Almost every song is about
Australia: the aborigines ("Beds
Are Burning," "Dead Heat.

"

"Bullroarer"), different parts of

the country that the band saw

while on tour ("Warakurna,"
"Dreamworld") or the landscape

("Sometimes"). Non-Aussies can
appreciate this album, even if they
are not totally familiar with
Australian-society issues, because
the ideas are self-explantory. The
music is just good solid rock.

There is a lot of tight guitar work,
with violins and horns
interwoven.

"Sell My Soul," is a good dance
tune; "Dreamworld" is a song
that you will find yourself singing

long after the album is off your
turntable; "Bullroarer" has great

desert imagery in its lyrics, "in

the desert in the dry/ sun sits so

high/long day's mile and the/

radio crackles and the bones
bleached white." Hirst, the
drummer, said the band was
trying to^et the, "great quiet of

the desert on this album . . . (the)

enormity of the skies ... (the)

colors."

Diesel and Dust uses the colors

of Australia, its people and its

problems, to paint an album. It

has its flaws, but the lyrics and
originality of this album make up
for it.

ALPHA PHI WELCOMES
THEIR FIRST PLEDGE
CLASS AS THEIR
NEW SISTERS!!

^^< Richard & Company
IIVISEX HAIR STYLES

' 773 E. Lancaster Ave., Villanova

527-2080
Villanova Stud#nt Discounts
(On tanning, penning, colofing & more!)
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Cathy Austin
Lynne Ayotte
Jeanine Bambino
Anne Belian
Danielle Bianchini
Miciieile Bogosian
Stacey Breen
Suzanne Buri^e
Lisa Capestro
Danielle Carbonara
Cindy Clabbers
Christine Cresant!
Marie Dancheck
Anne DiCerchio
Kate Donovan
Jeannine Feneran
Susan Greenwood
Melissa Hamel
Tania Harkess
Debbie Hedin
Janet Hill

Jennifer Hoffman
Lil Hoyas
Evin Krouse
Lisa LaCorte
Kathleen Lamberty

Lisa Lejeune
Anne Marie Lopnbardi
Mary Loughman
Kristin Maitland
Stephanie Manzella
Jill Mathews
Kristin Mosher
Eilleen McCaffrey
Collette Nally
Laura Novak
Christine O'Connor
IX)nna Phillips
Jennifer Reda
Julie Rowley
Tracey Setlock
TaraSiligato
Kim Simonton
Sandi Stanger
Kerry Stromberg
LisaSturman
Joan Tebeau
Candi Thompson
Mary Tierney
Gretchen Wetherall
Leah Weisel
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Pretty (rfi*te.exswiine8 motdern college life J^>.

By VICKI DiSTEFANO
Stt^Rtparter

PrOfyGirU
Garret Weyr
Crown Publishers

Pniiy Gifh is the ugly tale of

three neurotic college students

whose chronic complainingmakes
up the bulk of this tedious novel.

Garret Weyr has successfully

poured her personal demons into

213 venom packed pages.

Chapel HiU Colk«e7North Carol-

ina, is Weyr*s alma mater and the

setting of Pretty GirU. The central

characters are a trio of girls who
call themselves *'the Amazon
Club" because their appearances

do not conform to southern stand-

ards of attractiveness, and
because they are defensive about

their intellectualism, which they

erroneously assume to be socially

unacceptable in a female. The
girls blame these two attributes,

unconventional looks and uncom-

mon intelligence, for their misery

and resort to ridiculous antics to

vent their anger.

Weyr actually feels sorry for the

pathetic monsters she has created

and fails to recognize their shal-

lowness. It is impossible to muster

sympathy for such a vile group of

spoiled, superficial cynics. It is a

comfort to know that, in a world

where human tragedies like

cancer and AIDS run rampant,

there are people whose most
serious afflictions are their rejec-

tions by other worthless people.

Who really wants to read a novel

about their self-induced neuroses?

Penelope is perpetually frus-

trated because she habitually

sleeps with homosexual men. She
cannot understand why they will

not date her. This misfortune only
serves to ignite her nymphomania,
which she claims is her revenge

ag^st her father. Why she holds

malice for Dad, an ambassador
whose liberal allowances enable

his daughter to frivoknisly waste
money on hackneyed hairdos and
the like (only to complain in later

chapters that she detests her

looks) remains to be explained.

Caroline is just as despioible as

Penelope. She is enraged because
her boyfriend left her and anyone
unfortunate enough to be in her
immediate vicinity falls victim to

her vile demeanor. Her abandon-
ment is no mystery because she
is one of the most wretched,
whining complainers this side of

Joan Rivers

Alex,whom Weyr modeled after

herself, is a loud-mouthed ogre of

dubious sexual orientation. She is

insanely jealous of anyone sus-

pected of having a good time. Alex
sports five earrings, not unlike

plenty of other collegians, but so

many superfluous paragraphs are

devoted to them that the earrings

attain the prominence of an addi-

tional character in the book.

The Amazons are not just bad
apples, they are rotten to the core.

These all^edly brilliant girls are

forever demonstrating their abys-

mal ignorance. They are con-

vinced that their self-inflicted

problems are everybody else's

fault. They are incapable of

accepting responsibility for their

actions or making attempts to

amend their lives. One of the most
laughable hypocrisies is their

condemnation of all males. The
girls are infuriated that the men
they like do not return their

interest because they are not

"pretty" enough. Yet, the three-

some's sole criteria in judging

guys is their looks. They feel that

they are entitled to the bdst

lookingguys, who are not expected

to be concerned about the way
that they look. How is that for a

twisted double standard?

Another crippling aspect of the
book is the way that Weyr per-

petuates the primitive mentality
of the Amazons. During promo-
tional interviews, she clarified her
intentk>n to bring to light the
plight of women who do not fit

society's stereotypes of the female
gender. Weyr's mission backfires.

After reading Pretfy Girls, one
might assume from their erratic

behavior that these "exceptional

women" are all suicidal, nympho-
maniac, bulimic, neurotic, lesbian

men-haters.

khx, whom Woyrmod-
ehdaHBthen9H,l$M
hudHiiouthedogn of
dubious soxiuri orionUh
thm.

getting sleeve paragraph, tnen
decides at the last minute to insert

these kleas into the text.

The repetitious use of song
lyrics is trite, and lends the novel

about as much profound meaning
as a barroom conversation.

Weyr's greatest accomplish-

ment in regards to Pretty Girls is

her ability to find a publisher for

this fictitious travesty. Coinciden-

tally, she is the daughter of a

literary agent. Her mother would

have been wise to advise her to

more appropriately retitle this

book, "Mad at the World," "I Hate

Men," "Life Rots." or "Whine,

Whine. Whine."

Particularly annoying to the

reader is Weyr's style, or rather,

lack thereof. It is painfully obvious

that Pretty Girls is her first novel.

The conversational sequences

are mass confusion and it is a

challenge to differentiate who is

saying what. Dialogue sounds

contrived and foreign to the way
most college students speak. The
Amazons overuse the phrase "I

love you" amongst themselves. If

every "I love you" were extracted

from the text and lumped together

at the end. the consolidation

would be long enough to form an

extra chapter.

Weyr employs cheap gimmicks
in ill-fated attempts at sensation-

alism. The jacket cover lists a

potpurri of modern issues, such

as pregnancy, homosexuality and
suicide, but none of these topics

exists in print long enough to

make any impact. It seems that

the author wrote an attention

Coming in September
the

Aug. 31 to Sept. 9

ALUMNI GYM
Sell Old Books For Cash

uy Used Books At Low Price

Remember to bring your used books
back to school next semester.

Spensorad by Student OovMiunant
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FOR:

WHERE: THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS
WHEN: MARCH 1, 1988-DECEMBER 31, 1988

» PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS
$400 CASH BONUS FROM THE WAYNE DEALERSHIPS

LEASINGAyAILABLE : :^> mERESTRATE

* EXTENDED TERMHNANCIMG] * mUNIMAL DO¥lfNPAYMENT

BUICK FORD DODGE

\>M I<SIill\S
OFFICIAL SPONSORS OF THE VILUNOVA WILDCATS

'I

Rollie suggests you see
the people at the Wayne

Dealerships to take
advantage of this special

offer to Villanova graduates.

ANTHONY WAYNE BUICK
233 E. LANCA8TEII AVE.

WAYNE* PA.

WAYNE FORD
328 1. LANCAaVBIAVE.

WAYNE* PA.

• 'tie
20tmUMBMM»AML

688-4800 964-8100
JUST ONE MILE WISTOF THE UNIVERSITY

887-4481
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ForWhftt Ifs Worth . . .Commentary
ByBILLCARR

and MICHAEL AIMETTE
StaffRiporUn

No, there was no INXS concert
this spring at ViUanova. Nor did
any other band make an appear-
ance on these sacred grounds this

year. Did you ever notice that
there are always concerts going
on at other area schools like Penn
and Temple? And not just any
concerts, but good concerts. One
ol the best bands around. 10,000
Maniacs, played at Penn just this

past weekend.
There are tons of very good,

very interesting bands out there.

Why is it that Villanova lets them
all slip away? The last rock
concert here was General Public,

who came early last year. There
were rumors last spring that the
Psychedelic Furs would come, but

like the INXS rumor, this piece

of information proved insubstan-

tial.

Villanova certainly has a repu-

tation strong enough to attract

bands to play here. And with the
duPont Pavillion, we have certain-

ly got the facilities. There is a lot

ii interest and enthusiasm among
Villanova students for live music.

Unfortunately, many bands who
cater to college tastes play only

at clubs in Philadelphia; not only

are these clubs hard to get to

without a car, but you must be

21 to get in them. Also, would not

this school look more attractive to

prospective students if it could

boast of a strong social program,
featuring, among other things,

live concerts? Let us face it: people

do look strongly at social lifewhen
considering which college to

attend. A revamping of the concert
policy at Villanova (or at least an
extra burst of energy) would
substantially benefit both the

students and the University. Let

us not be afraid to take risks,

Villanova.

It is not exactly folk. It is not

really punk. It is something com-
pletely original. It is the infamous
Pogues with their latest album. If
I Should Fall From Grace With
God, and it is great. This band has
always had a strange appeal —
they play traditional Irish instru-

ments (banjo, accordian, tin whis-
tle, guitar), yet play them faster

than most hardcore bands. The
melodies tend to be pretty

traditional-sounding Irish played

in double-time and laced with
every vulgarity you could imagine.
One cut, "Bottle of Smoke,"
stands as a prefect example of a
Pogues song — a great melody
with absolutely unprintable lyr-

ics. The first single "Fairytale of

New York," shows another side

of the Pogues, their interpretation

of the plight of the Irish immigrant
— a sad and poignant story.

school look more tit-

tneUvo to piwpectlve
students IfIt could

boost ofa stnmgsocM
prognutt, feoturii^

omoi^ other things,

Ihe concerts?

Lead singer/songwriter (and
dentist's nightmare) Shane Mac-
Gowan blends anger, frustration,

and humor into one brilliant

drunken package; his lyrics only
fuel the furious pace at which the

rest of the band plays. And, like

all good Irishmen, MacGowan
never hesitates to take a few
unfriendly swipes at England;
"Let Englishmen fight English
Wars, it's nearly time they start-

ed," he declares in "Medley." To
be honest. The Pogues certainly
are not for everyone, but if you
want to hear what an authentic
Irish rock band sounds like (sorry,

U2)— this uncompromisinggroup
ofdrunken uglies is the real thing.

R.E.M. recently signed a major
deal with Warner Brothers. The
break from I.R.S. sounds like a
potentially scary move; conglo-

merate record labels like Warner
Bros, have a tendency to impose
their will on a band, usually for

the worse. But then again, these
guys deserve the cash that this

contract will bring. Will monetary
success spoil the members of

R.E.M.? Considering that Michael
Stipe does not even own a car and
Mike Mills drives a beat-up Chevy,
it seems highly doubtful.

In 1986, an unknown New
Haven, Connecticut band named
Miracle Legion wrote a brilliant

EP titled The Backyard, which

contained seven emotional, well-

crafted pop songs. After that
auspicious debut, Rough Trade
Records decided to sign Miracle
Legion to their label, and, earlier

this year, they released Surprise,
Surprise, Surprise! as their first

album. Lead singer and song-
writer Mark Mulcahy is respon-
sible for their reflective and
uplifting song material, and he is

not afraid to confess a definite
reverence for an irretrievable
past. His somewhat "therapeutic"
lyrics have struck a responsive
chord with listeners. He explains,
"Some musicians can project
thier music in such a way that
it's comforting for whatever ails

you; other music has done that for
me, and I'm really glad to be able
to do that for someone else."
Miracle Legion, often compared to
R.E.M. , deal with real things
(family, death, things past, etc.)

and manage to convey a feeling
of cheer while covering somber
material. It is unfortunate that a
band as good as Miracle Legion
will probably never be heard by
people who would ordinarily love
them, but hopefully this vote of
confidence will lead you to hunt
down this excellent record.

Holocaust is remembered in new book
ByJOEMcGOWAN

Senior Reporter

The Drowned and the Saved
Primo Levi

Summit Books
203 pp.

* * *\6

The late Italian author Primo
Levi has written of the Holocaust
before — first in 1947 with Sur-
vival in Auschwitzand later in The
Reawakening. A chemist by pro-
Ifession, Levi entered late into the
literary world and won a series
of literary prizes for his novel The
Periodic Table. He has since been
placed on a level with another late

contemporary, Italo Calvino.
Levi's writings on the Holocaust

have been considered among the
most perceptive, sensitive and
thoughtful ever penned on this

difficult subject. An Italian Jew
and anti-fascist activist deported
to Auschwitz, Levi was able to

survive largely because of his
training as a chemist, since the
Nazis could better exploit him
while alive.

In The Drowned and The Saved,

a series of essays, with titles such
as "The Memory of the Offense,"
"The Gray Zone," "Shame" and
"The Intellectual in Auschwitz,"
Levi conducts a post mortem on
the Nazi era and its system of

concentration camps, or Lagers.
His analysis is painful for both
author and reader because of the
questions he asks and does not
answer.

Memories of the Holocaust filter

through The Drowned and the

Saved, but throughout this, Levi's

third book on the subject, is the

search for who the (Germans were,

how the events that happened
could have come about, and an
examination of guilt and shame.
One of the most powerful com-

mentaries made by Levi in this

book is that on the "depression"

felt by the Lager prisoners liber-

ated by the Allies: "Coming out

of the darkness, one suffered

because of the reacquired con-

sciousness of having been dim-

inshed ... I believe that it was
precisely this turning to look back
at the 'perilous water* that gave
rise to so many suicides after

(sometimes immediately after)

liberation."

In the last chapter, "Letters

from Germans," Levi presents

samples of letters received from
readers of the first German trans-

lation of his Survival in A uschwitz.

Many of these thank him for

writing the book, others beg him
to understand their inability to

refuse cooperation to the Nazi

brutality. Some try to reply to his

declared inability to understand
the Germans. Others, Germans
themselves, assert that they too

did not understand the Germans.
One reader even delivered a copy
of his book to the imprisoned
Albert Speer.

Levi painfully grapples with the

notion of an entire nation that

deliberately willed ignorance of

such an atrocity: "Willingly or not

we come to terms with power,

forgetting that we are all in the

ghetto, that the ghetto is walled

in, that outside the ghetto reign

the lords of death, and that close

by the train is waiting."

The book opens ominously with

the quotation from Coleridge's

Ancient Mariner: "Since then, at

an uncertain hour,/ That agony
returns,/ And till my ghastly tale

is told/ This heart within me
burns." And the title The Drowned
and the Saved refers to those that

perished in the Lagers and those

freed but overwhelmed by the

experience and the memory of it.

Levi was fast becoming an increas-

ingly prominent literary figure in

Europe when he died last April,

apparently a suicide. It seems that

the "drowned" include not only

those that died in the Lagers.

Band is talented
By CINDY BOSNIAN

Staff Reporter

Walk This Way
Walk This Way
Polygram Records
»»

Another new duo emerging
with debut potential is Walk This
Way (no relation to Aerosmith or
Run D.M.C., thank God), consist-

ing of songwriter/instrumental-
ists GregChapman and Paul Ring.

The two first met in 1981 in Ring's
LA. recording studio but their

musical differences ^ Ring as
engineer and Chapman as creator
— kept them separated until they
were approached as a duo to write
songs for a few artists.

Ring had previously worked
with the likes of the Four Tope,
the Temptations and Smokey
Robinson as well 89 X and The
Cramps. MeanwhUe, Chapman
was busy fronting various dub
bands, touring as a drummer with
Stevie Wonder inJapan and work-
ing extensively with Club Nou-
vcau and the Isley Brothers in a
reeent ooUaboratkm at Warner
Bros. Records.

Soon the duo decided to produce
a demo tape of their own. which
resulted in the production of their

jutt-released self-titled LP. This
dikit album offers a variety of

motkal styles, from somber bal-

lad to danoeaUe "get down and

tne first single is a sknv song

entitled "In My Room" and fea-

tures a melodic saxophone as it

reflects on the past relationships

we all think about when we are

alone in our rooms. Definitely a

strong contender for a first

release, the song should prove

fairly successful.

Syntonic drums pick up the

tempo on the next number, "One
Love," which along with "The
Heat," with its funky bass lines,

offer two of the more danceable

songs on the album.
Probably the most interesting

song and likely next single is

"Save it for a Rainy Day." Basi-

cally a melancholy cut, a hopeful

message is conveyed in the lyrics,

"Save it for a rainy day. Don't just

give it up cause your sky turned

grey."

Another song worth mentioning

is "Do Ya," which accentuates the

rich, smooth harmony of the duo's

singing.

Maintaining a variety of R and
B and soul, the LP stands fairly

sdidiy on the potential of three

or four songs. This is not to say
that the album is without faults

— sometimes the songs get rather

boring.

But the band remains confident.

Ring and Chapman want to be

known as Walk This Way, not for

their individual talents, which
perhaps explains why the two are

not klentified by name or musical

abilities on the LP. As Ring aptly

puu it, "We don't want to walk
that way."

The Sisters of
Kappa Kappa Gamma would

like to Congratulate
Their New Sisters:

Caroline C. Bannerton

Kristen M. Barnicle

Jeanne M. Blumberg
Courtney L. Bova
Pamela R. Burdett

Kristan L. Carey
Grace Chun
Susan A. Comille

Beth Ann Darby
Amy L. Del Grosse
Kelly T. Donohoe
Debra A. Doubrava
Kathleen A. DriscoU

Karen Duming
Brittney M. Elzy

Mayalen Femandez-Llanio
Maggie A. Fischer

Colleen N. Fitzsimmons

HeleneE.Glavin
Catherine M. Hall

Jennifer C. Healey
WuelaE.Heceta
Kelly Henry
Kerryanne E. Henehan
Kristen M. Hogg
Pamela L. Hovey
Moira D. Kelly

Lisa A. Kennedy
Margaret M. Kenney
Candi J. Lanciano
Denise Marie Lenahen
Catharine F. Macaulay
Leah T. Maggio
Kathleen McCauley
Kelly A. Mclnemey
Laurie M. Monte

Jill T. Motley
MaryBeth Murphy
Eileen M. O'Boyle
Torrey S. Ollison

Christine M. Orr
Janette L. Parker
Karen L. Plasse

Sara J. Racek
Diane T. Randazzo
Lisa A. Scarpa
Giselle C. Schoenle

Christine M. Sciarappa<

Winifred A. Scott

Marissa D. Simone
Suzanne Stabile

Stacy E.Sullivan

Pamela A. Wood

CONGRA TULA TIONS!
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THANKS to old RSA BOARD

V f

v

COFFEE AND
i • NUTS

ii

8 p.m.-12a.m

WED. SUN.
THURS. MON.
FRI. TUES.

Cory Kohl
Elia DiTaddeo
Lynn Callahan
Cathy Healy

JohnHoran
Mary Jo Yannacone
Paul Clemente
Jill Mortimer

REFRIGERATOR PICK-UP
MONDAY, MAY 2

CONGRATS!

"ANYTHING GOES"
WINNERS

ALUMNI & DELUREY
HALLS

THANKS TO ALL HALLS
THAT PARTICIPATED

Sullivan Hall

Sheehan Hall

Moriarty Hall

St.lMary's Hall

Stanford Hall

St. Monica's Hall

Katharine Hall

Good Counsel

Corr Hall

;

Alumni Hall

St. Rita Hall

Austin Hall

FediganHoll
Simpson Hall

DelureyHoll

O'Dvy/yer Hall

6 to 7 p.m.

6 to 7 p.m.

7:15 to 7:30 p.m.

7:30 to 8 p.m.

6 to 6:45 p.m.

6:45 to 7:15 p.m.

6:45 to 7:15 p.m.

7:15 to 7:45 p.m.

6 to 6:30 p.m.

6:30to7p.m.
6:30to7p.m.
6:30to7p.m.
7 to 7:30 p.m.

7:30 to 8 p.m.

7:30toBp.m.
7:30to8p.m.

RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOC
215 DOUGHERTY HALL

645-7210
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By RUSS CECCOLA
Senior R^torter

»t

Some iMunds are so unoriginal

that they really have no reason

to exist except to sound like

someone else. Others create their

own style, form, image and sound,

relying only upon their talents

and vision. Thankfully, Fifth

Angel is a member of the latter

group. Combining a lot of different

elements of hard rock and heaw
metal into one album. Fifth Angel

is diverse enough to appeal to

people into most areas of that type

of music. The music is hard and

fast, yet melodic, and the songs

deal with mythical topics and

modern-day travesty.

A first look at the album cover

and band name brings thoughts

of the bible. Although there are

pages from the bible pictured on

the back of the album and the

name of the band comes from the

Book of Revelation, the band is not

a Christian band like Stryper.

Fifth Angel use the imagery
hint^ at in Revelation to create

a group of songs that deal with

the end of the world and the

injustice among man that will

bring it about. If you think of the

message in the songs as a warning
against the evil in man, it is a lot

easier to understand the lyrics.

The first thing that you Vill

notice about Fifth Angel is Pilot's

vocals. He sounds a lot like Joe

Lynn Turner, formerly of Rain-

bow. Tearing into "In the Fal-

lout," Pilot demonstrates his

abilities as the rest of the band

speeds up in this song that deals

gel has own style
with the aftermath of a nuclear central theme surrounding Fifth

war. "In the Falkmt" is one ol the Angtl, The message is that the

faster numbers on Fi//Ai4ivK/and people who laugh at, use and
is the easiest to remember from persecute others will pay for it at

the album. the end of the world, during the

if

streets. This is the fastest and
hardest song on the album, dom-
inated by the guitar work of

Archer and Byrd. **Only the
Strong Survive" offers a message
of hope to get through this world
and features some good musical
diversity between the chorus and
verses. "Cry Out the Fools" has
addictive riffs backed by pounding
drum beats and sounds a lot like

Dio-era Black Sabbath. "Fade to

Flames" finishes off Fifth Angel
with a mixture of fast guitars and
a slow beginning to offer a tale

of temptation and loneliness.

Although Fifth Angel's songs

are both musically and lyrically

very different, one vein runs
through it all — a heavy sound
with good background/lead vocal

harmonizatiorC. The album was
released before on a smaller record

label, but with Epic behind it more
success should be found. Of par-

ticular interest is the fact that

drummer Nfary is now on tour
with Alice Cooper as his band's
skinsman. Once that tour is over,

Fifth Angel should probably go
out on the road to tour clubs and
small halls.

What impresses the most on
Fifth Angel is the degree of effort

put into the music. The members
blend well and there are not any
spots where the music falls apart.

This factor is essentially impor-

tant for a band's first efforts. If

the music does not hold its own,
then neither will the band. For-

tunately, Fifth Angel is tight. If

their sound were to be classified,

it would probably be a combina-

tion of Iron Maiden and Dokken,
with hints of Waysted. But their

uniqueness transcends all of these

comparisons to offer what is

hopefully a start of better things

to come.

The collection of talents that

form Fifth Angel are: Ted Pilot

(vocals), James Byrd (lead guitar),

Ed Archer (guitar), John Macko
(bass) and Ken K. Mary (drums).

Pilot, Byrd and Archer do the

majority of the songwriting, with
the emphasis on vocals and guitar

riffs testament to that fact. At
times, the guitars in the songs
sound like Yngwie Malmsteen, at

others like Adrian Smith and
Dave Murray of Iron Maiden.
Regardless of possible inspiration,

the guitar sounds are unique and
fit the songs perfectly.

"Shout It Out" and "Call Out
the Warning" deal with that

day of the coming. To be prepared

is better than to be caught
offguard. "Wings of Destiny"

finishes off Side One — a ballad

about war and fighting of any type

that takes the children and
marches them off to war without

experiencing life, like pawns on a

chessboard. Also on Side One is

"Fifth Angel," which has a riff

like Dio's "Holy Diver" and tells

of the coming of the fifth angel

toward the end of the world as he

brings death to the followers of

evil.

"The Night" opens Side Two
with a brutal criticism of the

celebration of suffering, death and
murder on television and in the

Happy Birthday!
now, belated, future

Janet Diefenbacb CoUette Mitcbell

Doug Scancarella John F. Swift

Jen Reidy

Allen Ambrosino

Kevin Heil

Jobanne C. Sbarp

Best of Luck to Our

Graduating Seniors
Russ Geccola Stephen J. Schlager

Mary E . Charest Michelle Shanahan
Joanne L. Conrad Susan Tolve

Kevin A. Hecht

JoeMcGowan
Coleen Moore
Siobhan Roder

Susan Sherry

Robert Clarkin

Katie Krackeler

Monica Boscia

theViUanovan
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did please Ficco, he could not help

thinking they could have done
better.

'*Other teams improved greatly

[after the first day] and we didn't/'

said Ficco. "We should have shot

better* considering Jim's (Clarke)

score. However we did finish

ahead of Princeton and Rutgers

and they were raiiked ahead of

us." ^>

On April 20, at a tournament
at the Indiana University of

Pennsylvania, 'Nova slipped to a

disappointing fifth-place finish in

the nine-team field. Chris Cappello

fired a 73 to lead Villanova, with

c^-

s

I;

Rogerson and Rongaus (79s) close-

ly behind. Clarke (82) and Mar-
cantqgnini (83) finished out the

'

scoring for the Cats.

Villanova is now preparing for

the Eastern Invitationals, to be

held May 7 and 8. The 36-hole

tournament, which will take place

in Easton, Md., at the Hog Neck
Golf Course, will be a major factor

in determining bids to the NCAA
Tournament.

"It would be really hard for us
to get together and all play great,

but if we played to the best of our
abilities, you never know what
could happen," commented
Clarke.

Massey unplugs Outlet
By JOHN G. RICCO

Sports Editor

On Apnl 26, Alley Cat 1988

concluded with one of the most
exciting finishes in the tourna-

ment's eight-year history. The
Gary Massey-led Legion of Doom,
previously unbeaten, surrendered
21-20 to Doug West's Outlet team
in the first contest, but rebounded
for a 21-18 win in the final to

capture the tournament crown.
Alley Cat, for those freshmen

out there, is a double-elimination

intramural tournament held each
spring in which one men's varsity

basketball player is permitted on
each roster. Games are played in

a "win by two" format to 15 and
are without referees.

If a game is tied 14-14, the teams
continue into "overtime" until

one reaches 21.

Headed by the Rev. John P.

Stack O.S.A., dean of students, for

the last seven years, the Alley Cat

tourney attracts nearly 40, six-

man teams (38 this year) each

spring. The $2.50 entrv fee per

player was donated to the Ball-

room Day fund.

Explaining why he both runs
and participates in the annual
event, Stack said, "It's fun both
for me and the students. It gives

me a chance to meet a lot of the

students, and they enjoy playing

with or against the varsity
players."

The Outlet, which had been
sent into the losers bracket by the
Legion earlier in the tournament,
advanced to the finals with a
victory over Kenny Wilson's Fast
Break club. West's team, however,
needed back-to-back victories over
the Legion to take the title. They
were able to win the first contest,

but fell just short in the second.

The victorious Legion of Doom
team was led by Massey, but
consisted of a host of talented
players. Complementing the jun-

ior forward were Kirk Schulz, Bob
Brady, Chris Seeger,John O'Brien
and Mike Seeley.

"I compete in it because its

fun," said Massey. "We finally get
a chance to relax after the season
and play some 'street ball.'

»»

Athlete

of the

Week
JIM CLARKE

This week's Saco East Athlete of the Week is Jim
Clarke.

On April 22 and 23, Clarke fired rounds of 73
and 76 to lead the men's golf team to a sixth-place

finish in the Princeton Invitational.

Clarke, a sophomore from Washington, D.C.,

finished in fourth place overall in the individual

standings of the tournament.

^^ "University
" Sportswear
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The Ripper and James
Thanks for the Memories

John Swift
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Karyn Lodise

Softball

Mike Rouse
Afen 's tennis

Jim Riley
Waterpolo

MicheUe DiMuro
Women's Track

Edwin Modibedi
Men's Track)

The above athletes registered standout performances in their respective sports this past season, but were never recognised as "Athletes of the Week."

The Villanovan Sports Editors would like to acknowledge their efforts and honor them in this final issue as Villan9va's unsung heroes.
(Courtasy of sports information)
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The men's lacrosse team drop]
past week.

(Pholo by O'Neill)

a pair of lopsided decisions this

Lacrosse drops two
By JOHN FAY SWIFT

Statistician

The lacrosse team continued

what has been to this point an
exciting season, to say the least.

The Wildcats dropped a pair of

tight games at Lafayette on April

20, and Hofstra on April 23 at

Villanova Stadium.
If there is one game that the

team would like a chance to play

again, it could be the game at

Lafayette. Villanova was flat and
dropped a disappointing 7-6 defeat

at the hands of a very beatable

Leopard squad.

Sophomores John McEvoy and
Michael Balitsaris each scored

two goals in the losing effort.

Freshman Chris Sullivan added
two points with a goal and an
assist, while junior Steve Ciarroc-

ca and sophomore Joe Lingle split

the goaltending chores for

Villanova.

In their next game, the Cats

were faced with one of their

toughest foes on the schedule.

Hofstra University can be said to

have a "big time" lacrosse pro-

gram. In any regard, the Cats'

would have to be considered

underdogs as they entered this

contest.

But it has been the way of this

team not to shy away from any
opponent. It almost seems at if the

better the quality of their oppo-

nent is, the better the Cats play.

This game proved to be no
exception.

Whether Villanova was looking

to avenge their defeat earlier in

the week, or they were just fired-

up to play a team like Hofstra or

it was a combination of both,

Villanova played much better

against the Flying Dutchmen of

Hofstra.

The Wildcats started the game
well enough, but by the end of the

third quarter, Hofstra was able to

build a comfortable 9-3 lead.

Villanova, however, as they

have proved throughout the sea-

son, does not quit. The Cats
scored three quick goals to start

the fourth quarter and pulled

within three goals at 9-6 with

10:40 remaining in the game.
The teams traded goals to make

the score 10-7 with 9:04 left in the

game, but Hofstra's Flying Dutch-

men proved to be a bit too much
for Nova and outscored the Cats
6-1 down the stretch handing-

them a tough 13-8 loss.

The Cats record is now 5-7 with

one game remaining. That game
will be against the Princeton

Tigers, a perennial lacrosse pow-

erhouse. The Wildcats will also

play an alumni game on April 30

at Villanova Stadium at 4 p.m.

By ANDREW BULUON
Staff Reporter

The Villanova men's volleyball

team took second place in the

Atlantic Men's Intercollegiate

Volleyball League Tournament,
played April 27. The Wildcats lost

in the finals to tournament host

Temple University, 2-1 in best of

three play.

Also competing in the A.M.I.V.

championship tournament were
Eastern College, who placed third,

Haverford College, who took

fourth, Swarthmore College,

Cabrini Coll^ie, Penn State-Delco,

Lehigh University, the University

of Dielaware and Spring Garden
College.

In the first round of play Vil-

lanova easily dominated all of its

opponents, dropping only one
first-round game out of eight.

'Nova swept both games from
Penn State-Delco, Delaware and
Swarthmore before splitting, 1-1,

with the desperate, upset-minded

Eastern College.

During these first-round

matches Villanova's big front line,

headed by Oklahoma native

Patrick Schloss, simply overpo-

wered the competition. Freshman
sensation Ron Coffey, hailing

from Rhode Island, was almost

unstoppable, hitting out of the

middle.

In the semi-final match Villan-

ova faced an overachieving Haver-

ford team. Haverford played over

its head for a brief period and
actually made this semi-final ck>se

until midway through the first

point when setter Mike Dolan
took things into his own hands.

Dolan served up the ball to outside

hitter Brian Good, who pounded
it home, saying "The *G' is 'O'!"

(The Game is Over). And indeed

it was; Villanova crushed Haver-

ford 15-6, 15-2.

Villanova Head Coach Tom
Lowy said about Haverford,
"They're a respectable team; we

Tennis
(Continuedfrom page 36)

scores of 6-7, 6-4, 7^5. Teresi,

Leonard and Loughman all lost in

straight sets. Only Ackerman was
undefeated in singles play this

past week.

Loughman 's loss to Washing-
ton's David Marshall, 7-6, 6-2

brought an end to a 28-match
unbeaten streak for theHingham,
Mass. freshman, dating back to

last fall's Big East Tournament.
The season has, overall, been

quite a successful one for Coich
Langran and his Cats. Their
record now stands at 22-4 with
two matches remaining.

just wanted this more than they
did."

Villanova roared into the finals,

only to be sidetracked and then
completely derailed by the defend-

ing A.M.I.V. champions, the Tem-
ple Owls. While all three games
in this best-of-three final were
close, the first game was undoubt-
edly the most emotionally drain-

ing for the Wildcats. Undaunted
by Temple's frenzied, screaming
fans, the Wildcats hustled to a 7-

3 lead in the first game, due
primarily -to Dolan's setting and
the excellent hitting of John
Constantakis.

As this first game wore on it

was evident that Constantakis

was the money-man, and he col-

lected eight successful spikes as

well as a 100 percent kill ratio for

this game. But even in the face

of this. Temple's powerful hitters

caught and passed the Wildcats

and won the first game 15-12.

The second game found the

Wildcats, back on track as Brian

Good and Mike Dolan, who went
on to be named to the all-

tournament team, paired up to

fuel the Wildcats to a 15-9 win td

even the score at one game apiece.

The third and final gaihe, how-
ever, was the downfall of the
Villanova squad. With the incred-

ibly shrill fans vocalizing their

dislike for the Wildcats, and the
Temple players sensing 'Nova's
reaction to the noise, the Owls
jumped out to an 8-3 lead. Temple
never released their stranglehold

and eventually won 15-10.

This tournament marked the

end of Villanova's 52-game season.

The rebuilding and injury-plagued

Wildcats, 28-24 (.538) for the 1987-

88 season, will return all starting

iind reserve players and build on
that next year.

A Break
Earn A Buck.
Earn quite a few bucks, in fact,

while on any break from your
studies. We offer temporary as-

signments to work when you
wont — OS long as you want, it's

a great help Just when you need
the money most. And you could
even gain valuable experience.
Coll us before your next school
break.

WesterD
TMHUIT llinCH.

King of Prussia
Bsnsatom
CiMrryHiU
Media
Philadelphia

Willow Qrove

(215)337-2970
(215)^45-6708
(609)779-8836
(215)556-9000
(215)564-1516
(215)657-^200

CMcal • Mmkuting • Medical • Technical

Ught Induatrlai • Santa • Ptwto • Vidaolapa

tontriH
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1988football Recruits
Mn AgoBti
Randy Crane
Nathaniel Davis
Scott Donald
Joey Dotro
Chris Grychowski
Jeff Johnson
Patrick Kennedy
Kevin Long
Tim Hatas
Chuck Murray
Chris Nanni
Michael Possenti
Pete Ravalico
Dan Sxinmers
Tim Tarpey
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Baseball rifis fieois^t
By DOUG SCANCARELLA

Sports Editor

After Villanova's baseball team
dropped three games to Philadel-

phia rivals Temple, Pennsylvania
and Drexel, the Cats rebounded
to sweep three games from Big
East foe Georgetown. A day later,

*Nova topped Haverford.

"It is an odd situation,"
remarked third-year Head Coach
George Bennett. "Every week we
play well on the weekends and do
not play well at all on the
weekdays."
Bennett was correct. The fol-

lowing game, Tuesday, 'Nova was
ripped by Delaware, 9-2.

Shortstop Bob McCreary
summed up the situation explain-

ing, "We are more up for the Big
East games because they are more
important to win."

The Big East games are very
important. V.U., with three wins
over the visiting Hoyas, improved
their Big East record to 14-1, a
record which puts them atop the

conference and guarantees them
a spot in the Big East
Tournament.

In the opener with the Hoyas,
'Nova raced out to an 8-0 first-

inning advantage, thanks mostly
to three-run home runs by Jim
Sears and Dave Carr. The Wild-

cats eventually won the game 9-

4. Pitcher Rafael Novoa collected

his fourth win of the Mison and
improved his overall record to 5-

3.

In the second contest with
Georgetown, Villanova cruised to

a 9-7 victory. Junior pitcher B4ike

Shick, a 1987 member of the Big
East All-Tournament team,
pitched seven and one-third
innings and earned the win. Bob
Coia came on in relief and got the
save.

I¥efot up fer 6eais»-

fomif WB ImtNf W9 InkI

to SNfMp Iftam in onfer

to to^p tor fto Setoff

$c«tt

Villanova finished up the series

with a 14-7 victory. McCreary,
who in the previous game cap-

tured the Villanova record for

most career doubles, smacked a
two-run home run in the sixth

inning. The towering shot broke
a 7-7 deadlock and gave the Cats
a lead they would never relin-

quish. Once again Coia came on
in relief. This time the ace reliever

allowed only four hits and no
runs.

The Cats sophomore third base-

man Gary Soott, who improved
his consecutive-game hitting
streak to ten»gmunented, "Wegot
up lor^Georgetown, wt Imew wt
had to sweep them (Geo^ip^own)
in order to be up for the Seton HUl
series."

The Seton Hittmatchup; which
is next weekend, is a huge series.

The Cats travel North to take on
the Pirates, with first place on the
line. 'Nova leads Seton Hall by
threegames^ but still needs to beat
the Pirates in order to be placed

first going into the Big East
tourney.

The Cats concluded the week
with a victory over Haverford and
a loss to Delaware: Haverford
shocked Villanova as they surged
out to a first-inning 6^ lead. V.U.
caipe roaring back behind a three-

for-five plate performance by
Sears and eventually daimed an
8-6 victory.

Also adding to the win wasJohn
Oakill, who went two-for-three

from the plate. Bill Ellis, who
walloped two home runs and Rick
Petrone, who hit a game winning
two-run home run.

"We knew we were a better

team than Haverford and realized

it would only be a matter of time
before we took the game over,"

explained McCreary.
'Nova now looks to the Big East

Tournament, which takes place

on May 17.

Rouse, Teres! lead 'Nova as
men's tennis rallies past

St. Joe's, Millersville
By STEVE KIRSCH

Staff Reporter

The Cat netters rolled into their

final full slate of matches last

week and came out with their 20th
victory of the season and an
overall record of 22-4. Coach Dr.

Robert Langran's Cats will finish

up their season this week with
matches against Swarthmore
College and Widener University.

Swarthmore is ranked No. 5
amongNCAA Division III schools.

The week began on April 19

with an 8-1 trouncing of visiting

St. Joseph's University. 'Nova
swept the Hawks in the singles

matches, led by No. 1 Mike Rouse's

6-3, 6-3 win over Rick Suma.
No. 2 Taylor Teresi followed

with a 7-6, 6-4 victory and No. 3
Pete Leonard, No. 4 Mike Lough-
man, No. 5 Mike Freedman and
No. 6 Greg Ackerman all followed

suit. Only Freedman needed three

sets as he disposed of Chris
Drexler 4-6, 6-0, 6-2.

The doubles teams of No. 1

Loughman-Jeff Gorsky and No. 3
Dave Rizzo-Thursten Claus won
their matches in two sets. No. 2

John O'Dwyer-Bill Shea suffered

the lone defeat at 64, 6-0 and the

final score was 8-1.

The following day, 'Nova scored

their 20th victory of the year with
a 6-3 triumph over visitiiig Phi-

ladelphia Textile. Rouse, a junior,

led off with a 6-1, 6-3 win over

Herman Richter.

Following a k)6s by Teresi, 6-

4, 6-1 the Cats won the next four

singles matches. Leonard won 6-

3, 0^, 7-5 and Loughman won 7-

5, 4-6, 6-0. Freedman and Acker-

man each coasted to easy two wet

'

victories and the score was a
toptidsd 5-1 at that point.

After kMses at No. 1 and No. 1-

2 deuMes by the team of Gorsky-
Mark Tully md Risso-Shsa. the

No. 3 tenm of AckcnMHi>0'Dwy«r

finished up the contest with a 6-

4, &3 win to ice Coach Langran
and the Cats' third straight 20-

win season.

The team traveled to Millers-

ville the following day to play the

19th-ranked NCAA Division H
team and returned home with a
6-3 victory. Rouse won 7-5, 6-3

over John Wylie, but Teresi lost

a close match, 7-5, 4-6, 6^. Then,
as against Textile, the Cats No.
3 through No. 6 singles players

won their matches to jump out to

a 5-1 lead. Only Freedman needed
three sets to win.

And, also as against Textile, the

No. 1 and No. 2 doubles combina-
tions lost. This time the. teams
were composed of Rouse-
Loughman and Leonard-Gorsky.
Again the team of sophomore
ODwyer and junior Ackerman
won their No. 3 doubles match,
this time by a 6-1, 6-1 score. This
brought the final tally to 6-3 for

the Cats twentv-first victory.

Oh April 22, the Cats traveled

to Ursinus and won a shortened
match easily by a 6-1 score. Rouse
led off with a three-set victory.

Teresi followed with another in

a. string of very competitive
matches, but tost 4-6, 7-5, 6-3.

At the No. 3'No. 6 singles spots,

Leonard, Loughman, Fr^dman
and Ackerman all captured two-
set victories. Ackerman-O'Dwyer
won the lone doubles match in one
set, 8-5.

The lone defeat of the week
came on April 24, when Washing-
ton College of Man^nd came to

'Nova and soundly whipped the
Cats, 5-1. Washington is ranked
Na 1 among NCAA Division TR
schools.

Six singles matches wereplayed
and only Ackerman was able to

capture a victory. He won by
scores of 6-1 and 64.
Rouse lost 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 to Larry

Gewer and Freedman lost bv

(Continued on pagt 34)
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The VUianovaa bascbaO team swept Georgetown last weekend and
topped Haverford the following day.
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By JIM BOWMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

In a home triangular at Arono-
mink Golf Course on April 25, the

Villanova men's golf team added
the finishing touches to a success-

ful dual meet season with victories

over East Stroudsburg University
and Lehigh University. Their
final record stands at IM.
Sophomore Todd Rongaus led

'Nova with a 77, followed by
freshman Kevin Rogerson (79)

and junior John Marcantognini-

(80). The team finished with a
score of 402, well ahead of both
Lehigh and East Stroudsburg.
ThmiyearHead'CoadiDon Fkco,
whose career dual meet record is

now 37-3, was pleased with the

results of his team this spriiig.

'*We had a very good seasoit

The key was consistency. Nobody
had real high scores and every-

body was pretty dose, as far as
the competition goes.

**We don't have the killers yet,

those one or two guys who have
the great scores every time, but
we were still pretty gobd.**

On April 22-23, the team cap-

tured sixth place in the prestigious
Princeton Invitational. Sopho-

more Jim Clarke, who^.had
struggled all spring, almostsii^^
handedly led the Cats to their klfty
finish. His twoKlay total of 149(7^,
73) netted him fourth place
overall.

"I changed my attitude. F just
relaxed a lot more," explained
Clarke. "I put a lot of )nressureon
myself to do well this spring am:}

I've really struggled, but! feel

great about my game right nowi?
Although the sixth-pUbe finish

GoiffleadOmA Oaairia^

Dtexel downs somaf/
By AMYC SPENCER

SlaffReporttr

VillafK>va women's softball had
another down week, kwing four of

six games to bring their season
record to 9-16.

The week started well, with a
win in the first game of a dou-
Ueheader against LaSalle Unh^er-
sity on April 19. The Cats came
out strong, scoring two runs in

each of the first two innings and
held on to win by a score of 5-

4.

Jill karpinaki was the offensive
power of the same, with a fkuAt,
a douMe aadthree UH'sTKns
Rp—ri nalcbad the win, a oooi-

also piidtad Hm second

by Karyn Lodise in the third

inning. The Cats committed eight

errors to aid Drexel*s romp to
vk:tory. The Dragons had 10 hits

including a double and a triple.

Villanova also Vmt the aetebd
^me of the doublebeader, M.
Drexel heki the Cats to but three
hits. Branca again took the loss

for the Wikk:ato.

The Gats kist their first game
against Seton Hall April 24« ao.
Lodise yieklcd 10 htU incMhM
hack-to-back triples in the sim
inning.

The Cats fat back oo titt biit

in the

featiirai aiflK VUtaaavt
mdiMHig tnpias by

'A:\l.
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